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Mullins Steel Boats 
Motor Boats. Row Boats, 

mwm _____ Hunting and Fishing Boats 

SB-esrA.&»“w=Si -*— 
for pleasure, summer resorts, parks, etc. Boars 
shipped the same day orders are received. 

The* W. H. MULLINS COMPANY 
126 Franklin Street, Salem, O. Write for Catalogue 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its put pose 

three objects: 
pIRSX_To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 

houseboating life. 

SECOND_To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 

this country. 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 

manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 

known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 

reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 

The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in 

summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 

so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram, 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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WOLVES SURROUND TRADER. 

G. Moren, an independent trader from Lesser 
Slave Lake, who reached Edmonton last month, 
is quoted as giving this account of his trip: 

“I came down all alone,” he said, and made 
the whole journey in a wagon over the new 
government road. I followed the north side of 
the river all the way, and the. second day, 
noticed signs of wolves. On making camp that 
night I heard them, and immediately built a 
great fire to keep them away. It was only a 
short while till I heard their growls and from 
the restlessness of my horse knew they were 
near at hand. The horse I had tied with a 
strong piece of rope, but it was not strong 
enough to hold the animal, for he snapped it as 
if it were a shoestring, and immediately I saw 
if I did not secure him I would be minus a 
horse, so I put a chain around his neck and 
chained him. , 

“Sitting within the firelight and gazing 
around in the bushes, I counted nine different 
pair of eyes that glowed like jewels, so there 
must have been nearly a dozen wolves, ihe 
scarcity of small game this summer has made 
them ravenous, and they are very brave. 

Speaking of the autumn trade, Mr. Moren 
said: “As you know there has been a shortage 
of furs this year, but next year we have hopes 
of a good yield. The Indians, I am afraid will 
have to rustle pretty hard for a living this 
winter, for nearly all posts have shut down on 
their credit. The grain crop has not been as 
good as former years, owing to the lateness ot 
the season.” 

Mr. Moren will start on his return trip on 
Friday to join his wife at Lesser Slave Lake, 
where she is staying. 

CATS AND WATER. 

At Wroxham Broad, near Norwich, there is 
an eel-fisher whose cat has faithfully copied his 
way of life. It is black and white and has no- 
tail, and almost every day it swims across the 
River Bure, which is here over 100 feet wide. 
Moreover, it is such a clever swimmer that it 
performs this feat without wetting its back. It 
is a cunning creature, too, for it is sure of a 
catch, which is more than can always be said ot 
its master, either by himself or some other per¬ 
son. For it has several choices. If fish are shy, 
the marshes swarm with rats and voles. This 
clearly shows, says Little Folks, that some cats 
will take to water as easily as dogs. 

SIXTY-THREE YEARS AGO 
“Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St.; 
Louis, Mo., with seven other free trappers under the 
leadership of old Bill Williams. Seven of these eight 
men are dead, but Hamilton still lives out in Montana 
and still sets his traps. He has written the story of his 
early trapping days, and the book has been published. 

It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES; 
HOW TO BUILD AND FURNISH THEM. 

By William S. Wicks. Price, $1.50. 

cabins'and°houseserSThe details and<^d?nsction*s'<are0very ‘specific' and*^easily|1comprehen^e<h1CaSndC'the>rillustrati<fns 

are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his t 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 

Price, $1.00. 

forest and STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. 

R. Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trapper 
life It is full of adventure and excitement, but the stor 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is luric 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be calle 
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is histor 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, tellin 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple an 
direct and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one i 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of ol 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russe 
the celebrated cowboy artist of Great Falls, Montan 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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All makes of 
rifles and ammu¬ 
nition for same 
are sold at the 
right prices at 

Hr L 
Philadelphia’s 
Sporting Goods 

mk V. Headquarters 

■ Write for Catalogue B. 

Shannon 
815 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Webber’s ^ Jackets 
For Hunting- and Outing. All wool, 
seamless and elastic. Cut shows No. 
4, price $7—guaranteed best knit jacket 
made at any price. Suggest Oxford or 
Tan. If not at your dealer’s, sent ex- 5ress paid: return if not satisfied. Other 

ackets, Coats, Vests, Sweaters and 
C ardigans,formen, women and children, 
all prices. Catalogue free. 
Geo. F. Webber, Mfr., Station F, 

Detroit, Mich. 

DIJXRAK SPORTSMENS CLOTHING 
, 7“T“****. Just the thing for gunning, fishing, 

camping, boating, climbing. Booklet with samples of materialfree. 
BIRD. JONES <11 KENYON, 3 Blandina St.. Utietk, N. Y. 

Th® /?AV& LAMP. Safest and best lamp for house 
* hold use. At your dealer’s. 

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK. 
(Incorporated) 

Camp Life in the Woods. 
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 page*. 
Price. $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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’A JOURNAL OF OUTDOOR LIFE 
TRAVEL NATURE STUDY SHOOTING. FISHING YACHTING 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 

entertainment, instruction and information between 
American sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
on the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony- 

| mous communications will not be regarded. The editors 
are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
! Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
I single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
i for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news- 

li dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
! Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 

lj six months. 
Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 

I Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co. 
I Paris; Brentano’s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year; $2.25 

for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
.1 fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
J received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
i are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in- 
J variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
1 25 inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line 
J Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs etc. Wants 

hanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents, 
onths, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 
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FOREST AND STREAM 
A Retrospect and a Promise 

Forest and Stream, the oldest of American publications, devoted to field sports, is 

also the best. There are a good many things which combine to complete this type of ex¬ 

cellence the unique interest of its contents, the mechanical perfection, the richness, 

abundance and truthfulness of its illustrations. Its very title brings to the mind a thousand 

memories of happy days afield, of big-game hunting in wild corners of the world, of days 

with trout or bass on stream or lake, of loved companions of the rod or gun, of good fellows 

and good sportsmen he has never met, but has learned to know as fellow members of our 

camp-fire circle, and whose exploits Forest and Stream has made known to him. It 

stands for all the things that satisfy the outdoor hunger of healthy men and women. In 
the department of 

SPORTSMAN TOURIST 
Are printed accounts of exploration and travel in little-known lands, of hunting and 

fishing tiips, of adventures in search of big-game, of happenings picturesque and thrill¬ 

ing many years ago in a West—then wild—of Indian fights, of happy days afield in nearby 

covers with dog and gun in pursuit of the hurtling grouse, the lusty quail, or the whistling 

woodcock. In the pages devoted to Natural History questions are asked and answered 

about the life histories and queer habits of birds, beasts and fishes; showing how they look 

and where they live; the preservation of trophies and specimens. Men rich in the knowl¬ 

edge of experience from their storehouses of nature lore, supply information useful and 
interesting to lovers of outdoor life and students of nature. 

GAME BAG AND GUN 
Is the title of another department, full of practical instruction for those who use fire¬ 

arms. Here are accounts of shooting excursions; expert opinion on guns and ammuni¬ 

tion; helps and hints for the novice; discussions which appeal to the experienced gunner; 

news of all that is taking place in the field of game protection, propagation and preserva¬ 

tion; information useful and interesting, first of all to the sportsman, but hardly in a less 

degree to the nature lover and the average man. Closely allied is the department of trap 

and rifle shooting with its news of current happenings and its comment by recognized experts. 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING 
Not all technical, nor yet narrative alone. Both in their place and in the right pro¬ 

portion. It is for the angler first; what he may catch, where and how. Gives instruction 

on the handling and manufacture of rods, reels, lines and flies; hints on the care and use 

of fishing tackle; information as to where fish of different kinds are most abundant, and 

other points of moment to the angler. Then there are full reports of fly-casting tourna¬ 

ments; notes about stocking streams; where fry may be obtained, etc. 

YACHTING 
Thousands of readers, along ten thousand miles of coast, East, West, North and South, 

find their sport afloat. Yachtsmen everywhere recognize Forest and Stream as the 

periodical that meets their needs. It offers a department for the men that haul the ropes 

and hold the wheel. From the lad Down East, who has built his “Cat” with his own hands, 

to the owner of the 90-rater, Forest and Stream appeals to all with its graphic accounts 

of races; its discussion of live yachting questions; the letters of its British correspondent, 

and the superb illustrations of yachts and the practical designs it publishes. 

Every one interested in outdoor life—Nature Study, Hunting, Shooting or Fish¬ 

ing, Yachting or Canoeing, needs the Forest and Stream, and those who have learned to 

need it find that they need it all the time. It is a habit that grows on one. 

FORE WORD 
In the year 1908 the Forest and Stream will be to the Nature Lover, the Gunner, the 

Angler, the Yachtsman, the Outdoor man all that it has been for so many years—and more. 

There will be Indian stories by J. W. Schultz, whose accounts of life among the 

old Plains tribes have thrilled so many readers. Mr. E. L. F. Jenner will give us more 

of those vivid sketches of the Northeastern country that he knows so well. Col. W. D. 

Pickett, the greatest bear hunter that ever lived in America, will tell of a trip to the 

Yellowstone Park in the seventies, and describe some of the astonishing feats that he 

performed among the grizzlies of the Gray Bull River. There will be stories of the 

buffalo days by Charles Aubrey and George Bird Grinnell; accounts of the habits of 

birds, by Wm. L. Finley; the log of a whaling Cruise, by Victor Slocum; a series of 

articles on the ruffed grouse by S. T. Hammond, entitled, “My Friend the Partridge,” 

and scores of other features, equally interesting and attractive. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

•‘CAMMEYER’’ 
__- & r»r\ /M? V 

STAMPED ON 

J A SHOE 3 

MEANS STANDARD OF MERIT 

HUNTING and SPORTING BOOTS and SHOES of all 
Kinds, Materials and Styles for all Sports and Pastimes 

OUR Sporting Footwear is noted for superiority and 
our prices for inferiority. There is no boot or shoe 

that you may desire but you can get it here without 
waiting or delay, and in any size you want, of better 
quality of material and of higher grade of workmanship 

and at less price than at any other store. 

Cammeyer’s Non-Aqua Strictly Waterproof Boot 
Guaranteed 

The Only Truly Water-Tight Leather Boot Made in the World 

15-inch Russet Waterproof Boots, 
10-inch Russet Waterproof Boots, straps at top, 

7 54-inch Russet and Black Waterproof Blucher Cut Lace, 

Correct Hunting Boots for Women 
Guaranteed Waterproof 

Tan Grain Leather, with strap tops, double 

..*800 

Catalog mailed Free on Application. Mall Order* 
carelully and promptly filled. 

ALFRED J. CAMMEYER, Sixth Ave., cor. 20th St., New York 

Club Cocktails 
Are scientifically blended fiom 
the choicest old liquors, and 
are further improved by aging 
in wood. They appeal espe¬ 
cially to the sportsman, as they 
are always ready and so easily 
served. They can be cooled 

by laying the bottle in 
a spring hole or exposing 
to the cold air. ^hat is 
more appreciated than a 
delicious cocktail as a 
prelude to your dinner 
after a day’s fishing or 
shooting? You can have 
it by buying the “Club 
Cocktails. <1 MoSt popular 
kinds 1 Manhattan (whiskey 
base), Martini (gin base). For 
sale by all reputable dealers. 
AVOID IMITATIONS 

Sole Proprietors: 

G. F. HEUBLE1N & BRO. 
HARTFORD NEW YORK LONDON 

Manhattan 
Cocktails 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editor*. 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Gnnnell. Vignett* 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 page*. Price, *2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet 

This is the picture ot an old 

time Indian of the north, one of 

those described in Mr. Schultz s 

splendid book, “My Life as an 

Indian.” The white blanket 

coat and the handkerchief 

about the head were the char¬ 

acteristic dress of that time and 

that people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

which was published serially in Forest and Stream as by W B. Ander 
son, has now been i'ssued over the authors true name, J. W. Schultz, and 

under the new title 

My Life As An Indian 
The story is one of the most faithful pictures of human life ever drawn. 

It tells of the life of the plains Indian in the old days, when buffalo hun ing 
and journeys to war were the occupations of every man. It describes t e 
every day life of the great camp, tells how the men and women passed 
thei/time how the young men gambled, how they courted their sweet¬ 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians and how the different 

tribes fought together. The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 

the beautiful Indian girl who became the author’s wife. 
But it is needless to describe this book to readers of Forest and 

Stream. Those who read it as a serial will surely want the volume on 

their library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

346 Broadway, New York 
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GAME PROTECTION AND INTRO¬ 

DUCTION. 

The experience of many countries proves how 
widespread is the desire to introduce foreign 
mammals and birds. When these are merely for 
cage pets or for exhibition in zoological collec¬ 
tions, little or no harm results. But when, as 
frequently happens, exotic species are liberated 
in the hope that they will become acclimated 
and form permanent additions to the fauna, there 
is always danger that, like the English sparrow, 
they will be only too successful in adapting them¬ 
selves to the new environment and prove serious 
pests. The disastrous experiments of Jamaica, 
Porto Rico, Hawaii, New Zealand, Australia and 
other regions abundantly illustrate this danger. 
Several countries take the precaution of regulat¬ 
ing such importations, the United States among 
the number. Since 1900 the Department of 
Agriculture has supervised all importations of 
live birds and mammals into the United States. 
A few well known species of birds and mam¬ 
mals are allowed to enter without special au¬ 
thorization, but all others are refused entry ex¬ 

cept under permit by the department. The num¬ 
ber thus entered during the year was 654 mam¬ 
mals, 274,914 canaries and 47,256 miscellaneous 
birds. 

The growth of the trade in imported birds is 
made manifest by the fact that the figures show 
an increase of 25 per cent, over those for last 
year, and of 33, 27 and 37 per cent., respectively, 
over those for 1903-4, 1902-3 and 1901-2. De¬ 
spite the large number of birds and mammals 
imported under permit, averaging more than 
6,000 a week throughout the past year, it is be¬ 
lieved that no prohibited species was brought 
into the country. 

Increased interest is shown in the importation 
j of foreign game birds for stocking covers. Dur¬ 

ing the year 864 European partridges, 116 caper¬ 
cailzie, 73 black game and 59 other game birds 
were imported for this purpose. Some of these 

! experiments promise excellent results. 
Stocking covers with birds hatched from im¬ 

ported eggs has heretofore been unsuccessful in 
most cases. Last spring, however, of 5,564 eggs 
imported under permit by the department, 5,500 
were English pheasant eggs secured by the game 
commissioner of Illinois, who reports that 3.000 
live, healthy chicks were obtained—an unusually 
large percentage. 

Large shipments of birds are examined by in¬ 
spectors and the number and kinds are reported 
to the department. The expense of fees has 
hitherto been borne by importers, since no ap¬ 
propriation for the purpose was made by Con¬ 
gress. This arrangement proved unsatisfactory 
and protest was made by importers. Since Feb. 
1, 1906, the department has undertaken to pay 
these fees, and an appropriation should be made 
to sustain the service, as in the case of inspec¬ 
tion of meats. The lack of such appropriation 
permits inspection only of the most important 
shipments. 

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. 

When George Trautwein, of Midland avenue, 
Montclair, went out to his barn this morning 
he found huddled up together in an unoccupied 
stall a small puppy, a kitten, a pigeon and two 
sparrows. They had all evidently sought the 
same shelter from the storm of last night. 

Mr. Trautwein brought out a dish of milk and 
I a handful of crumbs, and the odd quintet ate 

heartily of their morning meal. 
In the afternoon Trautwein drove the in¬ 

truders out, supposing all but the sparrows 
|i would seek their homes, but they did not. He 

says they stayed about the yard until he returned 
to the house, and then they went back to the 

J stall. 
The pup is of the coach dog variety, the cat 

is tortoiseshell in color, and the pigeon slate 
color. Trautwein says that if they don’t leave 

I when the weather moderates he will adopt the 
whole collection.—New York Times. 
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R. E. P. I 
SPORTING GOODS l 

COMPANY 

Everything for the Sportsman—Guns, 

Ammunition, Fishing Tackle and Photo¬ 

graphic Supplies—We carry the largest 

* assortment to be found on Long Island. 

Mail Orders filled same day as received, jS 

and express prepaid on goods sent within 

one hundred miles. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. § 
Telephone 241 Prospect 
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are a shining mark for imitators. The Bristol’s delicate 
pliancy, quick resiliency, tough durability, complete 

adaptability to all purposes, convenience, and absolute 
reliability are common knowledge to all guides and ex¬ 

pert fishermen everywhere. These are the qualities 
which have built up Bristol’s prestige as "The rod that 

brings home the fish.” Three year guarantee tag on 

every Bristol. Beautiful illustrated catalogue mailed free. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO. 

\ 84 Horton St. 

L\ \ jBL .Bristol, Conn. 

TROUT PLIES Assorted 12c 
Split Bamboo Rods. 75c 

3 pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8% feet. 

STEEL HODS 3= $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8}4 feet; Fly, 9, 9^, 10 feet 

Automatic Keel, $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Lino. 

CHARLES DISCH, 
318 FULTON STREET. - - - BROOKLYN. N. Y 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Foutteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horael owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price. $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligibly, it will prove not less effective 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 
A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them: 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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With best wishes for 

A Happy and Prosperous New Year 

g 

x 
X 
X 
X 

We are, yours truly, 
x 
X 
X 
X 

WILLIAM MILLS ®. SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. j» 
Sole Agents for "H. L. Leonard" Rods. jg 
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THOS. J. CONROY 

Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE 
Factory-Salesroom... FISHING TACKLE. 

30-9! FULTQN.ST. For ALL A NGL!NG , 

Gold Medal. Highest Award a.t St. Louis. 1904. 
Also World's Columbian Exposition. Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE, 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street. - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with rood bearing* and screws, oiled once • year. Is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Rubber and Nickel-Plated Single Action Reels, with rubber safety band and 
sliding click. Made in sizes 40, 60, 80 and 100 yards. 
All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 

Send stamp for Catalogue. 

When writing say you saw the ad. in “Forest and Stream.” 
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American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

tv t O single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

lN the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 

about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives the best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 

About 6oo pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 

vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 

Price, library edition, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
346 Broadway, New York 
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GUN 
CABINET 

F.O R 

Shooting Jackets 
With or without collar 

Three Grades: 

*3 *4.50 *6 
Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close-fitting, comfort¬ 

able and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only in three 
colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and Scarlet. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogues. 

THEH. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y. 
4 V ■7'■ ICC Flexible Hair Bodies 

rl/V I r LlLO $2.00 Per Dozen 

JOHN NORMAN 
4502 Ste. Catherine Street. WESTMOUNT, QUE., CAN. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman ot 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practical 

Management. 
By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Page*. 
Price, $3.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting "Big Game 

Gold Lion Cocktails 
Put up in protected packages conven¬ 

ient for sportsman to pack and always 
ready to serve. 

Gold Lion—delicious old blends of 
rare liquors delightfully proportioned and 
matured in sherry casks, making a perfect 
cocktail much superior to the raw mix¬ 
ture served over the bar. 

Seven Kinds—Martini, Whiskey, Gin, Vermouth, Ten* 
Gin, Manhattan, American. 

At all wine merchants and grocers. 
See that the Gold Lion is on every package of Cook- 

tails you buy. 

THE COOK & BERNHEIMER CO. 

New York. 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

RIFLE SHOOTING FOR AMERICANS. 

The communication published this week in our 

rifle department contains much valuable matter 

on the subject of rifle practice, as it pertains to 

the success and safety of the nation in the event 

of war. Our correspondent’s suggestions are 

worthy of serious consideration by all Ameri¬ 

cans. 

While war is a remote possibility, the one fact 

that it is possible is sufficient argument for thor¬ 

ough preparation. Efficient attack and defense 

are of such vital importance, when a nation is 

brought face to face with war, that thorough 

preparation, offensive and defensive, should be 

made, regardless of price. In modern wars the 

victorious nation does not hesitate to exact an 

indemnity whose amount may equal the cost of 

the war, and the defeated nation is in the humili¬ 

ating position of paying its own expenses in a 

lost cause, and those of its victor besides. 

In every war in which the United States has 

been engaged it was unprepared for conflict—a 

condition grave enough in the past, but a thou¬ 

sand times worse in a case of a war in the I future. 

While many of the suggestions offered by 

Roeel have already been acted upon, in whole 

or in part, by the general government, through 

its National Board for the Promotion of Rifle 

Practice, and by the National Rifle Association 

and affiliated bodies, the promotion of general 

skill with the rifle being their official mission, 

the vital importance of the subject has not yet 

been fully apprehended by the public at large. 

Until there is general active interest in marks¬ 

manship, educational progress therein will neces¬ 

sarily be slow. 

The apathy of the public seems to rest on no 

better grounds than the immunity incident to 

geographical isolation, our victories in past wars, 

our faith in American ability to successfully 

meet emergencies as they arise, and our tradi¬ 

tional skill as riflemen. As precedents all these 

are fallacious. As mere matter of history they 

are very good, but sentiment does not win 

battles. Actual, practical skill with the rifle is 

an essential. Skillful marksmanship is not an 

inheritance. It is acquired only by long and 

assiduous practice. The best guns and the best 

ammunition are of little value in action with¬ 

out it. 

One does not need a high-power government 

arm wherewith to learn rifle shooting. The rifle 

and ammunition manufacturers, who advertise in 

our columns, make rifles of small caliber which 

are marvels of cheapness and accuracy, and am¬ 

munition of equally marvelous perfection; hence, 

on the score of expense, there is no sound rea¬ 

son to consider that the matter is a Government 

obligation. Though it is true that practice with 

a .22 caliber does not fully qualify one to shoot 

forthwith a high-power rifle, still it is quite 

sufficient for the preliminary stages of the art, 

the general laws of ballistics applying to all cali¬ 

bers alike. In any event, after mastering the 

possibilities of the small caliber—no easy task, by 

the way—the rifleman will be better prepared to 

take up long range shooting with all the pre¬ 

liminaries conquered. 

The rifle competitions that are now being car¬ 

ried on at the Sportsmen’s Show are exciting 

great interest in the youth of our schools and 

colleges. They show how ready the young men 

and boys of this country are to take up rifle 

shooting as a sport, and how competent they are 

to excel in it. The holding of these contests is a 

long step in the right direction. 

LEGISLATION FOR SPORTSMEN. 

The New York Legislature is now in session 

at Albany, and sportsmen are curious to know 

what will be the result of its labors in the matter 

of forest, fish and game laws. That changes in 

the grouse season will be made is almost certain, 

if, indeed, shooting them for a period of years 

will not be forbidden. The shooting license 

question will be brought up, and the open season 

for deer shooting may be changed again, as it 

of course does not suit all interests as it stands 

at present. Land and water grab bills can be 

expected to appear under innocent titles, and 

propositions of various kinds that the people as 

a class do not want enacted into laws will be 

made. 

Whatever argument may be brought to bear 

against the resident, nonresident and alien shoot¬ 

ing license question, there is one that cannot be 

lost sight of. It is that New York State, and 

particularly the southern part, is infested in sea¬ 

son and out of season with alien gunners. Com¬ 

pel them to produce a license entitling them to 

hunt or pay a fine, and alien gunners will not 

be so abundant as they are at present. 

This great State employs less than 100 game 

and fish protectors. It seems and we believe it 

is improbable that any resident who hunts in 

season will object to the payment of one dollar 

for a shooting license, provided the money goes 

toward the employment of more protectors. The 

efforts made last winter to pass a law of this sort 

were not as strongly supported as they should 

have been, and the legislators did not wish to 

incur the displeasure of their constituents, some 

of whom believe any measure prohibiting free 

hunting is a direct blow to their ideas of inde¬ 

pendence, while others will fight it as they have 

always fought tax payments. 

Whether it will be wise to close the season 

for grouse for a year or two or not, the fact re¬ 

mains that a certain element will continue to 

shoot grouse in the autumn, and these men boast 

openly that they will not obey the law if one 

protecting the grouse is passed. In some re¬ 

spects the situation is identical with the one in 

Southern States which have tried to prevent 

gun-toting by declaring all weapons less than 

a certain length illegal. Neither law can be en¬ 

forced. Popular approval is lacking, and when 

the people regard a new law with apathy, con¬ 

victions are extremly difficult to secure. Sports¬ 

men would forego grouse shooting, but in re¬ 

mote districts many residents would continue to 

shoot grouse in the autumn months. In the 

open season for other game, they could not be 

successfully prosecuted save when in actual pos¬ 

session of grouse. 

A Western writer marvels over the actions 

of the elk in Wyoming, just as other good peo¬ 

ple have found the habits of the deer of the 

Rocky Mountains remarkable. Comparatively 

few hunters seek big game in the roughest parts 

of the high ranges during the open season, and 

to some of them it seems strange that the game 

should appear in the lower country at the close 

of the shooting season, and commence to pilfer 

hay from the ranchmen’s stocks and feed with 

the cattle. But little imagination is necessary 

to fake up stories based on the habits of the 

big game, which leave the snow-covered higher 

ranges in early winter and descend below the 

snow line to seek the food which is found in 

the lower country. Almost invariably these 

movements of the game are construed to mean 

a large increase, and these estimates are of a 

class with those made in the Maine woods in 

summer, when deer are counted over and over 

again as they are seen from day to day. 
K 

John S. Benn, one of the best known pro¬ 

fessional artificial fly makers, died at his home 

in California recently of pneumonia. Mr. Benn 

was awarded a number of medals for his work 

in making flies, some of the most common and 

best known being the academy, Yosemite, Martha, 

red spinner, red ibis, hackle, mosquito, March 

brown, professor, governor and royal coachman. 

He was born in Malla, county Cork, Ireland, and 

at the time of his death was in his seventieth 

year. He went to California in the early fifties 

and worked as a millwright and a miner. He 

leaves a son and a daughter. The latter. Miss 

Martha, was Mr. Benn’s constant companion dur¬ 

ing his business career. 



The Wolf Chase 
A Tale of the Southwest 

By P. C. TUCKER IT was a warm spring morning, though but 

mid February. The south Texan prairie, 

as far as the eye could reach, was green 

with the vigorous growth of blue stem and 

canary grass, already fetlock deep to the half 

wild ponies and cattle that roamed apparently 

at will; while in the fields, near the mottes of 

China trees that hid the dwelling houses of La 

Cotte and Valcour, the plow teams were busy 

turning the fallow ground for late corn plant- 

ing and the cotton crop, or giving the early 

corn its “first working out.” 

Anse La Cotte paused as he swung his team 

into the new furrow at the turn row and ditch 

that marked the division line between his father’s 

and Papa Valcour’s land, and waited for Victor 

to reach the turn row in the cotton bed he was 

“throwing up.” 
“Say, Vic, did Fecy stop by you place las’ 

nite, and tell you folks ’bout the wolf drive to¬ 

morrow ?” 
“Yaas, and my papa he say I may go. I goin’ 

ride the glass eye paint. He ’bout de fastes pony 

I got. I tole heem dat I be at de big moun’ by 

sunup. He say Jules La Blanc and Sime Brous¬ 

sard be there too. That goin’ be de third relay. 

He no say how many houn’s be in drive. You 

goin’ ?” 
“Me! you jes’ bet. I’m to be at de secon’ 

relay, wid Jean Lajor and George Suits, I take 

secon’ turn. He say dey hab de houn’s frum 

Mons. Brule an’ de Sears place, and dose two 

new dorgs frum de La Bade plantation. So I 

bet we hab good run. Ole Grey en Red maik 

dose loupe git up en hump hesef. My papa he 

say dey nebber be so bad in long taim, wid de 

calf en de lams. He say de crop be cut off 

nearly half, en de crop ob dogies* be big; so 

many ole cows and yows so weak dey fall down 

when dey tries fight; la loupe en de calf en 

lam he too queek; run away.” 

“Yaas, dat so, Anse. I fin’ two, t’ree, dogies 

las’ taim I ride de prairie down een de beeg 

ben’ er Lone Oak Bayou. Dey wid sum oh de 

‘Crowfoot circle bran’ cows, en I reckon geet 

a leetle suck frum sum ob dem—dey in putty 

fair ordah—but mos de ole cows fite dem away. 

Say, I mus’ be joggin; got ter geet my stunt 

dun, me, or my papa he say, ‘Non, non,’ when 

I start geet ready. Ad eu. Vite vite, allez le 

cheval.” And obedient to the call the ponies 

tightened their traces and started down the furrow. 

“Adieu Victor, le bon chasse en le matin. Geet 

up, you horse, vite, avance,” and the brown 

ribbon of crumbling earth was again curling 

about the stems of the young corn. 

Dawn was just breaking next morning, when 

Anse and Victor met at the forks of the road 

and struck out across the prairie at a lively lope. 

From all around them the meadow lark—song¬ 

ster of the prairies—was sounding his morning 

note of praise, while more distant, from the 

groves around the dwellings, came the full- 

throated mating hymn of the mockingbird as 

he perched on the ridgepole or hovered in the 

air above in very ecstasy of song. 

Occasional flocks of grackles were winging 

their way from the marsh roost to the new- 

plowed farm lands in search of their daily toll 

of worm and beetle. And an occasional flurry of 

gray, springing from almost beneath their ponies’ 

feet and shooting away like the wind, resolved 

itself after a time into the huge ears and grace¬ 

ful form of the jack rabbit or mule-eared hare 

as, his momentary fright over, he paused at 

some vantage point, erect on his haunches, to 

view the horseman which grew rapidly more 

distant. Now and again was heard the distant 

drumming of the prairie chicken, and occas¬ 

ionally from some grassy mound his mating call 

or crow, and more than once hidden coveys were 

put to flight by the ponies as they sped through 

the sweet myrtle and grass of the swales. 

Now, other figures were appearing here and 

there across the landscape, topping rises in the 

prairie or disappearing momentarily in coulees, 

threading the herds of feeding cattle that lifted 

their heads in mild-eyed curiosity when not ap¬ 

proached too closely, or dashed off with toss¬ 

ing horns and tails erect when in the direct path 

of the horsemen only to pause later like the 

rabbits and watch the riders for a time when 

they learned that pursuit was not their purpose. 

Meeting, the horsemen exchanged the formal 

greeting, “Adieu” of the Cajun farmers and cat¬ 

tlemen, or if Americans, of “Howdy.” 

“What relay you fellahs on? Seen anythin’ 

this mornin?” 

“Yaas,” drawled one tall loose-jointed rider, 

whose diminutive mount seemed almost to allow 

his feet to brush the grass. “I seed an ole lobo 

down by Lone Oak Point, jes’ et dawn. He’d 

dun throated er calf, ’bout er quartah this side, 

en when he hern me er cornin’ he jes’ nater- 

ally lit out for ther big marsh. I wanted teh 

run him mightily, but I knowed it would spoil 

this heah dun pony fer all day ef I did. I’m on 

the las’ relay down by Simm’s ranch, en I wanter 

be in et theh kill, en suah will.” 

“Fecy en ther houn’s tuk an early start,” re¬ 

marked Jean Lajoie. “Said he would go up in 

the Buzzard Roost Cove. Was suah teh fin’ sum 

trails cornin’ outeh Alligator Maarsh er Wil’ 

Goose Sloo. So you fellahs bettah get teh yer 

stations muy pronto,* foh yeh apt teh heah theh 

houn’s enytime.” The riders quickly scattered 

in parties of two and three. Anse and Victor 

rode off at right angles to each other. Victor 

on his paint, a little wiry bay pony, with a great 

spotch of white around his ribs on the right side, 

a white left shoulder and a blazed face, with 

parti-colored eyes, whose big head and roman 

nose bespoke obstinacy, as his straight and rather 

slender legs and long barrel gave evidence of 

speed. Soon he topped a slight rise in the prairie 

—a mound half an acre in extent, and probably 

ten feet high—where Jules LaBlanc and Sime 

Broussard were awaiting him. The former rode 

a chunkily built blue roan, well muscled, with a 

vicious eye, who fretted and twisted and refused 

to stand in one place, taxing his rider’s skill to ( 

keep his seat and retain control of his head. 

Sime Broussard rode a sleepy-looking gotched- , 

eared claybank with a mule stripe down back 

and shoulders. • : 

“Adieu, Jules. Say, Sime, ain’t ole Gotch , 

woke up thees mornin’,” exclaimed Victor as he . 

joined the group. 

“Ja done, jes’ you wait. Gotch make yer 

paint en Jules’ blue look vere petite when lai 

loupe cum by secon’ taim. He one punchinello, 

en he know wen teh sleep en wen teh be erwake, J 

laik Chrismus taim et Joe Mounsel’s. Eh—look, 

ain’t dat de dogs, en mons la loupe? Sacre! 

dere dey ah. Your turn firs’ Jules.” 

Off toward the rising sun a faint view halloo 

came down the wind, and for a moment a couple 

of madly speeding horsemen had topped a 

mound, with which the prairie was dotted, and 

the next instant half a dozen greyhounds, or 

rather wolfhounds—for they were really a crossr 

between the former and the famous wolfhounds 

of Russia—burst into view, coming down, full 

speed, through the coulee, while about fifty yards 

ahead a shaggy gray animal loped easily along, 

glancing inquiringly over his shoulder toward 

his pursuers, but apparently with little anxiety,, 

until the answering hunt call of the riders on 

the mound ahead struck his ear. Whirling tc 

the right he dashed away at increased speed, 

only in a moment to drop back into the old 

swinging lope, as he found no fresh dogs added 

to the pack. When the hounds and quarry 

swung past Jules gave Blue his head. Lean- 

*Motherless calves. *Very quickly. 
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ing forward over the pommel of his Mexican 

saddle, touching the pony’s heaving flanks with 

the rowel of his huge spurs, he sprang like an 

arrow from the bow, and in three bounds ap¬ 

peared to be in the full spring of his stride. 

Over clumps of sweet myrtle, through hidden 

pools in the grass, over rabbit burrows and 

gopher holes, he swung with the sure-footed 

stride of the prairie bred cow horse, now taking 

a coulee like a bird in flight, now swerving to 

avoid a mound, too abrupt to be mounted with¬ 

out a stumble, or loss of speed, with ears 

pointed forward, and eyes on the pack ahead, he 

swept the miles behind him. 

Ten minutes of this grueling pace—or possi¬ 

bly fifteen—and Jules gave voice to the hunt 

call, “Yip-yip-yip-yeah. Yip-yip-ye-a-ah” and 

Blue, true to his training, slackened his pace. 

“A-ah-yip-yip-ye-ah-yip,” came the answer, and 

another rider took after the dogs, while Jules 

walked his sobered mount over to where the 

other riders reined in their impatient ponies. 

“He runnin’ good. He dun turn at Simms 
ranch; wat you t’ink ?” 

“Reckon so; lots ob de fellahs be thar, en 

he won’t hev no chanct teh geet pas, en they’ll 

hev sum moah houn’s, suah. Wondah whar he’ll 

bay? Las taim we dun run heem clean pas the 

firs’ relay, en ouah ponies purty nigh guv out 

foah he bayed. Dogs dun played too. So ole 

loupe crawl inteh er bush er prickly pear teh 

tek er res’, en wen ther dorgs geet thah he 

plum stiff. Joe DeGraw jes keeck him out wid 

he foot, but no fight lef’ in heem. Fust dorg 

grab heem dun throated heem quick. Look laike 

eet ’bout taime we hear dem houn’s er cornin’. 

Say, that ain’t er bunch er mavericks ovah yender 

near Big Gulch ? Bon sacre ! Dat’s dem; cum on.” 

All three put spurs to their ponies and took 

after the crowd that was now following the 

pack, now augmented to twice their number, two 

or three mongrels giving constant tongue. As 

the chase tailed out each group of horsemen 

joined the rout as it passed their stations, the 

fresher horses taking the lead, while those some¬ 

what spent fell behind, but kept the pack in 

sight and hearing. 

The pace was as furious as ever, but the wolf 

was showing signs of anxiety and beginning to 

labor, for he had covered some twelve good 

miles since the chase began. Besides, his wander¬ 

ings of the night, and his orgy of calf flesh, made 

traveling heavy and his wind short. Now Buz¬ 

zard Roost Marsh is near, and the wily rascal 

hopes to attain to the high cut grass and cane 

of its solitudes and melt from view of the baffled 

pack. Calling on his rapidly exhausting strength 

he makes a spurt that distances the hounds, and 

almost reaches the outlying clumps of cane, 

when a couple of fresh dogs burst from behind, 

one of them in full cry, followed by a rider on 

a fresh pony. Baffled, the wolf whirls for the 

open prairie, but his forces are spent, his loll¬ 

ing tongue and foam-flecked jowl tells the tale. 

As the dogs close the distance between them, he 

suddenly checks his course in a patch of high 

bunch grass, and with gleaming green-flamed 

eyes and snapping jaws awaits their coming. The 

first hound, unable to check his speed in time, 

overshoots him, but, as he passes, makes a 

slashing snap at the crouching form that serves 

partly to turn him. When the second dog, run¬ 

ning some distance behind his mate, making bet¬ 

ter calculation of his speed, attempts to seize 

him by the throat, there is an exciting flurry 

of dog and wolf, and the hound retreats with 

shrill cries of distress and a badly ripped side. 

The first dog now comes back, but cautiously 

both fence for an opening, the wolf snarling and 

snapping, and the hound circling and giving 

tongue, while the horsemen cheer them on. 

Now, the leaders of the pack arrive and join 

the attack, circling and nipping, but the quarry 

still holds them off. They are veterans, these 

old hounds, and well, know the power of those 

long gray jaws if the attack is miscalculated. 

Now, some of the younger dogs come up and 

dash wildly in, only to be flung howling aside 

with mangled flanks or gashed throats. Riders 

circle about with whoop and yell, ropes uncoiled 

from saddle horns are whirled by eager hands, 

but the hounds press too close to allow of a 

successful throw. Fecy LaBlanc breaks from the 

circle, and with well directed blows with the 

lash of his long cow whip forces the dogs aside 

until within striking distance of the wolf which, 

exhausted and semi-paralyzed, can only stagger 

round and round among the circling hounds, 

and by a sharp blow across the eyes and muzzle 

stuns him. As he pitches forward the hounds 

swarm upon him, tearing, worrying and throt¬ 

tling out the last spark of life, until dispersed 

by blows of whip and ropes. Then the slain 

is duly scalped; a piece of fur including his ears 

is shorn from the skull, to be duly presented 

at the county seat for bounty claim, and the 

carcass left for buzzards and other scavengers. 

The riders disperse again to their stations, 

and the dogs are taken further afield in search 

of another wolf, which is duly jumped out among 

the mounds where a too extended gorge dur¬ 

ing the morning had induced a sense of false 

security and a long nap, which was broken by 

the bay of the hounds as they sighted the place 

of his kill, betrayed by the circling buzzards 

gathering to finish the carcass ere rendered 

noxious by the noonday sun. 

Another exciting race followed, to end as be¬ 

fore in the death and scalping of la loupe. Then 

as noontime had long passed and both ponies 

and hunters were tired out and fagged, the 

various groups scatter and head for the farms, 

discussing on the way the haps and mishaps of 

the chase, the memories of other famous runs, 

the hounds, whose records formed epics, and of 

wolves, whose cunning often put dogs and hun¬ 

ters’ skill at naught season after season—La 

Loup Blanche and La Loup Garou. 

Ancient Landmarks 
New though this country is, it has a history 

—even though a brief one. Yet the most of 

us, absorbed in the affairs of our daily life, think 

or know little about that history. Every now 

and then something comes up to remind us of 

a past, absurdly recent from the point of view 

of the old world, but for us something of the 

long ago. 

It is only a few years since we told in 

Forest and Stream of the finding near Man- 

dan, North Dakota, a fragment of clay rock 

on which had been scratched a number of names 

and a date. The date was 1849. 

The stone is yellowish-brown in color, about 

7^4 inches long by 5 inches at its widest part, 

and is soft enough readily to be cut by a knife. 

It is a river-worn boulder, smooth on one side 

and a little weathered and roughened on the 

other. Fragments have been knocked from the 

surface in several places, as is shown by the 

engraving which we print, and where these 

fragments have been knocked away, smooth 

places are left which bear interesting marks. 

There are a number of names, “H. C. Dent, 

Ind”; “Shrope, 1849”; “Clark”; “Bennett”; 

“Mooney, Mo.”; “D. Russell, N. Y”; “Hed- 

den”; “Nolon”; “Illingworth”; “Leland”; “Jud- 

son”; “Kid”; “T. D”; “D. R”; “M.” On the 

pitted or roughened surface are letters “Me Ca” 

and some other vague marks, apparently the be¬ 

ginning of the name McCarthy. 

The stone soon after it was discovered passed 

into possession of Maj. Geo. H. Bingenheimer, 

of Mandan, North Dakota, and it was to his 

kindness that Forest and Stream owed the op¬ 

portunity of illustrating the record. 

Here then is a register nearly sixty years old 

of some party of travelers, hunters, trappers or 

traders, who once were encamped on Heart 

River, near its junction with the Missouri. 

Long before the date written on this stone, 

trading posts had been established on the 

Missouri River as far as the head of naviga¬ 

tion, and travel on the stream was more or less 

regular. It was six years before this that 

Audubon had gone up the Missouri to the 

mouth of the Yellowstone and spent two 

months at Fort Union. Yet—except for the fur 

traders, and their engagees—the line of west¬ 

ward travel which had been traversed by traders, 

trappers, explorers, missionaries and now was 

being traveled by immigrants, passed far to the 

southward, starting from Independence, Mo., 

and for a time following the old Santa Fe trail. 

It is perhaps fair to infer that the men whose 

names are written on this stone were employees 

of the American Fur Company, or of some one 

of the opposite companies which were con¬ 

stantly being started on the river. The register 

is astonishingly full; there are the names of the 

signers, the States from which some of them 

came, the year in which the inscriptions were 

made. 
When Forest and Stream printed an ac¬ 

count of the finding of this record, it suggested 

that some one of the men whose names were 

written there, or at least some one who knew 

one or more of these men might yet be living; 

and this proved to be the fact. Only a few 

weeks later we received a letter from Mr. Theo. 

Louis, of Louisville, Wis., stating that he had 

known McCarthy at Ft. Union, and at Ft. 

Pierre, in the year 1852. The name Illingworth 

suggests a young Englishman of similar name 

—Ellingsworth, Illingsworth—formerly at Ft. 

Union, and spoken of by Audubon in his jour¬ 

nals as well as by Larpenteur in his biography 

edited by Dr. Cones. Mr. Louis in his letter 
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eral States. The Montana Historical Society is 

active and important. Nebraska and Kansas 

have each an energetic historical society. 

In the articles which are to follow we shall 

present to our readers a number of interesting 

original sketches made of several old forts be¬ 

tween the years 1844 and 1846. Several of these 

sketches have never before been printed They 

were made by a fur trader of the day, who in 

his note-book drew rapid pencil sketches of 

the various forts, and through one of his 

descendants they have come into the hands of 

Forest and Stream. 

New Publications. 

A RECORD OF 1849. 

speaks of the practice of the young men of 

those days of scratching their initials or names 

on any smooth faced prominent rocks, and we 

all of us recall the inscriptions of El Morro, or 

Inscription Rock in the Southwest, and on the 

surfaces of many natural monuments over the 

West. 
As was written at the time: “The finding of 

this stone was a most extraordinary happening. 

Here was a common enough fragment of rock; 

hardly a bit of gravel, for it is too large; cer¬ 

tainly not a boulder, for it is too small. In an 

idle moment, these men scratched their names 

upon it, and thoughtlessly threw it away. Later, 

some freshet on the Heart River carried along 

this and a million other similar pieces of stone, 

and heaped them up in a gravel bank, where 

this one may have lain buried for half a cen¬ 

tury. Meantime, the old fur company had 

gone out of existence; buffalo and antelope and 

Indians had been swept away; the railroad had 

come; white settlers had filled the country. 

Then followed railroad plans for a change of 

grade, the choice of this particular gravel bank 

for filling, the steam shovel, and the transfer 

of many tons of gravel from one point to an¬ 

other. In this transfer, the stone was moved, 

came to the surface and happened to catch the 

eye of some one who could read the markings 

it bore. There was but one chance in a million 

that this particular stone should reach the sur¬ 

face, or, if it reached the surface, that it would 

fall under human eye. Yet it did so, and now 

its picture goes forth to the world, carrying the 

question, ‘Who were the men who carved their 

names on this imperishable register.’ 

“Things move fast in this country. Yester¬ 

day, as it seems to some of us, we rode across 

dusty plains, here and there black with buffalo, 

in other places dotted with yellow antelope 

whose slender black horns showed like lines 

against the blue sky, as the pretty animals stood 

on some nearby knoll and watched us, or trotted 

nearer and nearer to see what manner of 

creature it was that had intruded on their feed¬ 

ing grounds.” Through the same country we 

pass to-day, on the hurrying railway train, or if 

by wagon or on horseback, we are forced to 

follow the zig-zag roads which by half-mile 

rectangles follow the lines of the quarter sec¬ 

tions. Buffalo and antelope no longer meet 

the eye, but instead we see houses and barns 

and stacks, and fields in which feed heavy cattle, 

followed by rooting hogs. The sparse human 

population of those days has been swept away 

with the enormously abundant brute life. 

Trapper and Indian and United States soldier 

have moved onward; out of existence, to a reser¬ 

vation or to the distant islands of the Pacific. 

The modern resident knows no more about the 

conditions which prevailed before the settle¬ 

ment of the country than does the average resi¬ 

dent of Chicago or New York. 

Scattered about over the country in those old 

times were the first outposts thrown out by 

civilization—the trading posts—all of which 

have passed away. The people who used to in¬ 

habit these old posts by whose energy they were 

erected, by whose thought and laborious 

vigilance they were made successful, or through 

whose slackness and carelessness they failed, 

are dead now. It is hard to find records of 

these posts or of their situation except in the 

old books of travelers or in a few modern and 

most useful volumes, such as those which have 

been brought together by the genius and in¬ 

dustry of the late Dr. Coues, and of Col. 

Chittenden. For the most part these old forts 

are without visible monuments. 
Years ago the Forest and Stream urged the 

importance of marking the historic sites of the 

West by appropriate monuments, and in a few 

cases this has been done. Many of the newer 

States have historical societies which have done 

and are doing most useful work in collecting 

facts bearing on early settlement of their sev- 

Animal Artisans; and Other Studies of 

Beasts and Birds. By C. J. Cornish, M.A., 

F.Z.S., with a prefatory memoir by his 

widow. Illustrated, 274 pages. London and 

New York, Longmans, Green & Co. $2.50. 

This is a collection of the author’s contribu¬ 

tions to various English periodicals. His nature 

studies are peculiarly pleasing, shorn as they 

are of improbability and told with the earnest¬ 

ness born of long observation. One of his chap¬ 

ters deals with the animal life on both sides of 

railway tracks and the changes wrought by rea¬ 

son of travel on the steel rails. One of his anec¬ 

dotes relates to a sacred Brahmini bull that op¬ 

posed the passage of an engine on a new rail¬ 

way in India. The sacred bull, however, made 

but a poor showing against the iron horse, and 

when he was left dead on the field, the railway 

officials were fearful as to the effect of the in¬ 

cident on the Brahmins. They, however, decor¬ 

ated the engine with flowers and made offerings 

to it, as being the stronger divinity. 

In another place he relates how annoying were 

the depredations of wild monkeys, which boarded 

passing freight trains and threw off large num¬ 

bers of the sugar canes with which the open 

cars were loaded, then sprang to the ground and 

devoured the morsels, which may have seemed 

all the sweeter, procured, as they were, at some 

risk. He relates how wolves frequent the rail¬ 

way tracks in winter and follow them in search 

of bones and bits of meat thrown out. Foxes 

search for the bodies of birds killed by the tele¬ 

graph wires, and crows and rooks catch young 

frogs which, bred in nearby ditches, persist in 

their attempts to cross the rails until they are 

snatched up by their winged enemies. 

Mr. Cornish devotes chapters to the migra- j 

tion of animals; to those that in a sense con¬ 

struct roads or paths; to those that have been ; 

instrumental in changing the characteristics of 

wild and domestic landscapes. In one place he 

says: 
“As the cattle of the New Forest and the 

rabbits on the downs have dwarfed and sweet¬ 

ened the herbage, so the vast herds of game on 

the African veldt would in past ages have turned 

that fertile region into a grassy lawn were it 

not for the unfortunate cessation of almost all 

rain in the three summer months. During this 

time the surface becomes so arid that the tread 

of beasts instead of compacting it, helps to dis¬ 

integrate it and destroy the surface grass, anc 

thus the veldt never becomes turf.” 

Mr. Cornish’s versatility is remarkable and hi: 

knowledge of natural history, his logic and hi: 

philosophy combine to make of the volume any 

thing but dry reading. 



Woodduck Habits in Missouri. 
[Since the publication, some years ago, of Dr. A. 

C. Fisher’s interesting and important article on the 

angers which threatened the woodduck and the wood- 

ock, most sportsmen have read with especial interest 

verything written about these birds in the hope that 

hey might learn something of their increase. It is 

ratifying to believe that Dr. Fisher’s paper voiced a 

entiment that is general among sportsmen, and that 

he facts and the arguments used in support of his con- 

ention that these birds should be carefully protected 

ave aroused interest even among the most careless. 

It is gratifying to learn from the letter printed below 

tat in Southeast Missouri the woodduck is still abun- 

ant during the shooting season. We have been told 

tiat since the publication of Dr. Fisher’s paper, the 

pecies has increased also in other localities.—Editor.] 

d it or Forest and Stream: 
Our most constant friend of the duck tribe 

lat visits this section is the woodduck, the tree 

uck of the naturalist, and few winters have 

■een sufficiently severe to cause him to leave us, 

:.ven when severe winters have caused the slug- 

ish streams of the bottoms to freeze, the broad 

wift waters of Current River afforded them 

pen places near the large springs where food 

1 shape of watercress, snails and willow oak 

corns is plentiful, and the water quiet enough 

ear these places to make rest more comfort- 

ble than in the rapids of the main river. 

The severest winter we ever had was in 1901, 

jet in spite of its severity it was no unusual 

jiing to see these beautiful creatures in flocks 

n the Current River as if the sense of migra- 

on had never prompted them to move further 

buth. The woodduck seems to be always with 

s, and has no enemies to speak of, for few 

peal sportsmen would ever think of shooting 

ito a flock where during open season the larger 

uallard is generally found in such goodly num- 

ers as to offer the greater temptation. 

When fly-fishing for bass in summer up the 

nail bays and cutoffs of the different streams 

is seldom that one does not see a hen with 

joung, and if the moss is thick enough or the 

eds of rushes are near by, the mother duck 

rows herself to be as skillful in secreting her 

bung as the grouse or quail, though often they 

eem to ignore the presence of man, and swim 

bout, dive and play as if the water itself was 

ifficient protection against the human being. 

As fall approaches and other strange ducks 

ame in from the north, the sense of danger 

sserts itself, and the otherwise fairly docile 

'ibe become as alert to the danger from man 

5 its relatives from the north. In October the 

tergansers seem to join them. I do not know 

hat affiliation, if any, there may be between the 

vo tribes, but they are invariably seen here to- 

ether, not only on the feeding grounds, but 

1 the roosting grounds, which is either a shal- 

>w pond, off by itself in the bottoms, or some 

uiet shallow bay. 

Woodduck are very persistent about selecting 

ie same roosting hole each evening, for it takes 

great deal of bombardment or some other dis- 

greeable condition to deter them from return¬ 

's to their favored roosts. On fishing trips in 

dl this feature has often appeared to me very 
renounced. 

I remember up at Gun Bay on Current River 

two hens had twenty-three young. Just at break 

of day we would see them leave for a feeding 

ground in a large cress bed south of the roost¬ 

ing hole. About half an hour before dark they 

would begin to straggle in home, sometimes all 

together, but oftener in pairs, trios, etc., and it 

afforded us much interest to count our adopted 

friends. Each evening for three weeks their 

visits were the same, and if no gunner has got¬ 

ten into their midst I am satisfied they still 

favor the same hole. 

In the bottoms on Little Black River and 

Cove Creek they are very numerous, more so 

than on the larger streams. While these streams 

have few grasses or seeds in them, they are 

generally a tangle of treetops and sunken logs, 

A New Zealand Naturalist. 
[Extracts from the log of Richard Henry, caretaker of 

the Government bird preserve at Resolution Island, New 

Zealand.] 

The Hinemoa called on the 8th of June. The 

Tutanekai called in on the 5th of August, when 

she was looking for a lost steamer. A few days 

later I went to Woodhen Cove, because it is a 

great place for catching wreckage from the 

north; but there was no new stuff. Then I got 

ready for a good cruise around, and went to 

South Point, another good place, but there was 
nothing new. 

At Woodhen Cove the hens were as plentiful 

as ever, or perhaps more so, and all in splendid 

trim. Pigeon Island is swarming with them and 

penguins. I had to break my dog off them 

woodduck (Aix sponsa, Linn.). 

affording security to these lovely creatures who 

enjoy conditions of this kind. 

In many years I have never noticed any de¬ 

crease among them, rather the contrary, and un¬ 

less drainage of the swamp lands takes place and 

brings in settlers, and as long as the mast-fed mal¬ 

lard comes in, the future increase of the Beau 

Brummel of the duck tribe remains assured. 

The woodduck’s favored nesting places are 

hollow cypress trees, sycamores or some gigantic 

overcup oak, but on several occasions I have 

found their nests in logs near the ground, and 

I remember one old hen, who was brazen enough 

to build her nest in a hollow sweet gum that 

had fallen across the Little Black River, and 

which was occasionally pressed into service as 

a crossing place. So interested was the little 

mother in her duties that she paid no attention 

to the occasional trespass of man. Some of 

the loggers in the swamps informed me that 

the raccoon and opossum often break up nests. 

While I have never had the opportunity to see 

these varmints commit these depredations it is 

more than possible. Loch Laddie. 

severely, and now I have trouble to get him to 

hunt kiwis or kakapos. Even if I was to let 

him hunt woodhens I would be no better off, for 

they are more sport for a dog and more plenti¬ 

ful, so that he would never find me a kiwi ex¬ 

cept by accident. I had some of those birds on 

Parrot Island, and he will not find them, though 

I can see that they are there by their tracks. 

I am out every fine day trying to get him into 

my work again before I have to get the birds 

for the Hinemoa on the 1st of October. 

Pigeons are very plentiful here this year, prob¬ 

ably because there was a great crop of red pine 

berries, which does not happen every year. I 

saw one young one barely feathered. I think 

they have only one, for this is the third nest 

I have seen with only one. They are very hard 

to find, for I spent a lot of time looking for 

them. I found this one by seeing the parents 

going often to the tree. The parents carry the 

food in their crops of course. They give the 

young one no berries at first, but when it is well 

grown I think they must give it about a bucket¬ 

ful a day by the number of journeys they make. 
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I think there were many reared here this year, 

for there is often a flock of playful ones fly¬ 

ing about over Pigeon Island, and the old ones 

do not do that. The young ones grow up won¬ 

derfully quickly; perhaps are able to fly in about 

three weeks. They are eating miro berries and 

mapous now. The woodhens also eat the fallen 

mapou and red pine berries, but not miros. 

The kakas have just come, because there are 

a few rata blossoms coming out and plenty of 

Panax arborcum. 
Fish have been rather scarce this year for a 

wonder. 
I sent away two roas and five woodhens by 

the steamer for Rotorua. I had two kakapos 

that I got with difficulty with my clumsy dog, 

but they were very poor when I got them, and 

there was no hope of keeping them. They ate 

so little and worried so much to cut out of their 

cages that both were dead before the steamer 

came. 
I had also two gray kiwis, which are the hard¬ 

est of all to feed, for they will not eat the big 

worms until they are nearly starved. They want 

grubs and tiny little things. They were so re¬ 

duced after a fortnight in my store that I saw 

they would not stand many days on the steamer, 

so I put them out on Resolution before they got 

too weak to recover. 
On the 6th of December the sun came out, 

and having my boat packed I started for a camp¬ 

ing out cruise, for I find that I learn nothing 

about the inhabitants unless I camp out for a 

night or two. I was up Acheron Passage to 

the Gilbert Islands, but the swell made the land¬ 

ing disagreeable, so I camped in Occasional 

Cove on Resolution. It is a miserable place, 

with kiekies and ferns up to my neck, and no 

place for a walk. I heard several roas at night, 

and there were wekas at the tent, but no other 

birds except penguins, which were sitting about 

in dens shedding their feathers. 

Then I camped under the great scrub patches 

on Mount Foster. I wanted to train my dog to find 

kakapos, but found none, though I heard one or 

two there at night. But we gave that place a 

great hunting with a dog that would scent one 

a quarter of a mile away. Probably we took 

over a hundred kakapos out of that when we 

were hunting. Then on the 9th, when it was 

still beautifully fine and warm, I came to Mount 

Evans, on the south coast of Dusky, making a 

very long day of it, calling at various places. I 

did not see a single teal nor a robin, though 

the robin was always the first to meet at a new 

landing. Nor did I notice a single rata blos¬ 

som, so that they are very late this year. Mount 

Evans ought to be a good place for kakapos, 

and I never hunted there because it was too 

steep, yet I heard very few. Kakapos are demons 

to fight with their powerful beak and claws, and 

I cannot imagine a weasel killing one. It would 

take a ferret all his time. There cannot be any 

ferrets, because the wekas were there at my 

tent and others along the coast, and I know by 

experience at Te Anau that the wekas go at 

once before ferrets. 

I caught three kakapos there in three days’ 

hunting, all in very poor condition; no rata 

honey for them this year as yet. My dog has 

got the idea of looking for them, but is not good 

for birds. His snout is so short that I cannot 

fasten the muzzle on securely, and he is so small 

he can get in the holes, which are two very bad 

things; yet he is clever, and I might do worse. 

There were always robins on Pigeon Island, 

and especially on Parrot Island, until the rats 

left, and then the robins left. I have been to 

Five Fingers Peninsula and various places to 

look for them, but not one have I seen. I can¬ 

not believe that a weasel ever came on to those 

islands, for my new dog was just mad for hunt¬ 

ing the last of the rats, because I helped him 

with axe and spade, and made a great game of 

it to teach him to hunt a weasel, so that I am 

sure he would not pass the scent of a weasel 

now. And he is very keen-scented. The few 

rats we got were poor miserable little things, 

which suggested a long-continued sickness, and 

the same may have taken the robins, the rats 

being the distributors. Pigeon Island is just 

swarming with woodhens, and I have not missed 

a single chicken from those that live near the 

house. But it is evident that we had no useful 

information about weasels, even at home, or we 

would not have brought them to New Zealand. 

There is also a great scarcity of fish and sea 

birds in the sound all this year; and it cannot 

be the weasel that is affecting them, but it illus¬ 

trates the want of order in the seasons here, 

and the coming and going of things. Numbers 

of moki usually appear in October, but now it 

is December, and I have not seen them yet, nor 

the shoals of other fish, but the mysis have just 

come, and I suppose the fish will soon be here 

now, and then the birds and the cowfish. 

The parakeets are also absent, for the first time 

since I came here. 
I went to the head of Dusky Sound on the 

22d of January to call on the roadmen, because 

I thought I ought to do so, but did not stay long. 

That night I camped on Cooper Island, and 

there were plenty of kakapos drumming on the 

north side of the sound, but hardly one to be 

heard on the south side. This is the first time 

I have known them to breed two seasons in suc¬ 

cession. Where all the drumming was there was 

no place to leave my boat in safety, or even haul 

her out, so I had to stay on Cooper Island and 

go over when it was fine enough. 

My dog soon found me two nests of gray kiwi, 

with a pair in each, but would pass by a kakapo 

in a hole just as he would a penguin. The only 

ones he found were those that happened to be 

out in the ferns in the day time. However, I 

brought home a pair on the 27th, and they turned 

out so sulky that they would eat nothing but 

grass, and worked their lives out cutting their 

cages, so that they were dead in a week. One 

of them laid an egg in the cage. The four kiwis 

I put on Cooper Island. They are defenceless 

little things, and their presence shows that the 

weasels are not there yet. 

I went to the same place again on the 3d of 

February, and stayed ten days, most of them too 

wet and rough for me to cross. I had to let my 

dog kill a kakapo and praise him up for it, and 

then he soon found me some, for there are 

plenty up there in that high valley. They are 

a queer lot; some of them are tame the first day 

I get them, while others are as fierce as wild¬ 

cats, no matter how long I keep them. The first 

year I was here I had some tame like that, and 

by great good luck I got a pair to fill my order 

for Rotorua. One of them is a big old male 

that will eat out of my hand without ever at¬ 

tempting to bite. 
I brought home three on the 14th, after being 

two days stormbound on Resolution, where I 

let two others go. I kept the best ones, and 

have penned off half my store for them, so thal 

they have plenty of room to climb about fot 

exercise. Two of them are eating well; blu« 

peas and oats steeped, also gooseberries, so thai 

they will live There is no use me feeding then 

on the wild berries, for they would only starv< 

on the steamer, or where they are going to live 

if they would not eat what food is availabh 

there. The soft peas are sure to be good foo< 

for them, and it is a valuable discovery for met 

Yet one of those I have will not eat them, no 

anything else satisfactorily. It is very hard t 

starve it into eating, for this is the twelfth da; 

in the cage. Of course, I give it all sorts o 

leaves and moss, and everything I can think oj> 

I was out from the 7th to the 12th of Marc 

and had beautiful weather. When it does com 

fine here it is grand, especially at this time o 

the year. I wanted to photograph some of thi 

young kakapos, and found two nests with tw 

in each, but the dog destroyed them both befor 

I knew that he had them, and it was so vexin 

that I would not let him hunt any more. The< 

make their nests in very open holes, so th; 

any dog could get at them, and I cannot kec 

sight of him in the bush, so that I do not min 

him when he goes in a hole. The young om 

are just like young kakas, only a purer white i 

the down. I saw several parties of teal, vet 

much to my surprise, for I thought they ha 

gone for good, they had been away so long. Ahi 

three of those that used to live at Pigeon Islar 

have come back after being absent over eightee 

months. I know that they are the same on*! 

because they will pay no attention to me. 

they were strangers they would show a litt 

surprise at all events. 
The fish and sea birds came back in their o 

style about the end of February; and to-day, 

caught some fine fat cod very easily within! 

hundred yards of the boat shed. There is o 

thing pleasantly remarkable about the blue cc. 

in the fact that they never appear to have a? 

sickness, or parasites in their gills or flesh, 

is commonly the case with all the wrass fami 

the ling and the barracouta, and even the me 

have a little ring worm in the cavity of t 

body which I never saw in the cod. But it , 

quite a common thing to catch cod that ha:^ 

been bitten by other fish. I caught one recen 

that had nearly all its tail off, and its body 

badly crushed that it was stiff, so that it wot 

have been easy game for the next groper til 

saw it. These two things naturally go together 

that is, the police are efficient, and the cod 

kept in good order, while on the other haj 

such fish as the ling and Sebccstes percoides ;! 

nearly always sick with something or other, prei 

ably because no fish cares for them and they h;J 

no police to keep them in order. Therefore tlf 

cannot be so wholesome for our food as si 1 

as the cod. It is common for a disease to | 

sume a different form on the different hostst 

affects, and only the other day I read that sot 

of our worst diseases are supposed to be s- 

ondary stages of those on fish. 

The trumpeter is another fish that is kept 1 

good order by the prompt removal of all th« 

that have anything the matter with them. Its 

very few trumpeter that I catch—perhaps :»l 

twenty in a year—and yet several of them til 

have severe bites on them, and as we may <p 
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?ect that not one per cent, of these escape, and 

that I do not catch one in a thousand of them, 

[ can guess at the extensive and continual slaugh- 

er that is carried on among the fish, and that 

;f it was only stopped for a single year the 

ocean itself might be sick. 

: Even when men catch fish they are most likely 

o take the silly ones first, and silliness often 

goes closely before or after other defects. It is 

I long continuance of that sort of selection that 

las made the trout so clever in avoiding visible 

ashing lines, and probably for the same reason 

II the native fish of New Zealand are much 

asier to catch than those of Australia, because 

hey have not such long experience of men. 

-‘ 
The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

■ Boston, Dec. 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

jVhile, as you state in your editorial columns 

f your issue of Dec. 7, there is more or less 

ifference of opinion among sportsmen as to the 

ause of the scarcity of ruffed grouse the past 

eason, there seems to be substantial agreement 

j s to the fact that the finest game bird of our 

lortheastern States has to all appearances be- 

ome very few in numbers. 

My own experience has necessarily been rather 

mited, but in about eighteen days spent in 

hooting since the first of October, I have had 

uite a good proportion of days when I did not 

re a single shot, and others when I found only 

ne or two birds. There was but one day when 

bagged more than one bird, and the highest 

:ore of any day was two. And this was in 

ortions of Worcester, Plymouth and Norfolk 

'aunties in Massachusetts; localities where in 

'ears- past very fair shooting has been obtain- 

ble. The scarcity in my opinion is due to a 

'umber of causes; the cold late spring undoubt- 

dly destroyed many young birds and eggs, and 

he unusually large number of birds of prey, 

[specially of the goshawks and the numerous 

)xes all contributed greatly to the destruction 

■f ruffed grouse. I am credibly informed of 

’oshawks to the number of over one hundred 

id fifty having been shot in Massachusetts and 

ionnecticut, where, as a rule, this bird is de- 

'dedly rare. Lastly, but perhaps not the main 

mse of the scarcity, there was, at least in cer- 

1 [.in parts of Massachusetts, a good deal of shoot- 

ig before the season opened; illegal shooting 

tterly unchecked by officers, even . when in¬ 

armed that it was going on. 

But what is the remedy? To prohibit all shoot- 

:!ig of ruffed grouse for two, three or five 

:bars, or to take such steps as will at least tend 

:>ward a permanent check upon the destruc- 

!Jon not only of ruffed grouse, but quail and 

nail birds as well? To prohibit the killing of 

■iffed grouse for a term of years, while it would 

hdoubtedly be obeyed by the true sportsman 

: ith almost no exception, would have not the 

ightest effect upon the actions of the farmers’ 

)ys who would shoot and snare as they un¬ 

doubtedly do now, more or less for sale, nor 

,;ould it stop the professional market gunner 

ho, the law in this State to the contrary not- 

lthstanding, is by no means out of business, 

■hese two classes of those who pursue and kill 

e ruffed grouse would find more birds perhaps, 

ft the greatest gainers by such a law would be 

1 e hawks, owls and foxes which no prohibitory 

:atute can reach. 

I believe, and I am not alone in the opinion, 

that the only way to protect the ruffed grouse 
is the following: 

First, require a gun license from all who wish 

to shoot, making the amount of the license fee 

not less than twenty dollars for nonresidents and 

aliens and two dollars for residents of the State. 

Second, use the money received from the sale 

of licenses for paying the salaries of a suffi¬ 

cient staff of well paid and efficient game war¬ 

dens, and for paying bounties for the destruc¬ 

tion of those species of hawks and owls which 

are known to be destructive of bird life and for 

the killing of skunks and foxes. 

I am not unaware of the howl of rage which 

this proposition to place a bounty upon the kill¬ 

ing of foxes will bring from the fox hunters, 

but in view of the great increase in the fox 

population, in this State at least, it is largely 

a question whether the fox or the ruffed grouse 

and quail shall be protected. There is no ques¬ 

tion in the mind of any one, except some fox 

hunters, that foxes destroy great numbers of 

grouse and quail, although it is probably true 

that at the season during which foxes are for 

the most part hunted—the fall and early winter— 

the birds are able to keep out of their way. 

During the spring and summer, however, and 

when the snow is deep, that is not the case, and 

it is then that the fox does his work of de¬ 

struction. I have seen one fox shot while on 

the trail of a bevy of quail, and have more than 

once routed out a fox that was unquestionably 

doing the same thing. I have been told re¬ 

peatedly by reliable men, who were fox hunters 

as well as bird hunters, that to their positive 

knowledge the fox destroyed many grouse, quail 

and other birds. At a hearing last winter before 

a committee of the Massachusetts Legislature, 

testimony exactly contrary to the above was 

given by influential men who were fox hunters, 

but not bird hunters, and much of what they 

said was laughably one sided and incorrect, but 

it carried the day with the committee. Those 

in favor of a bounty on foxes failed to gain their 

point, not because their cause was wrong, but 

because the other side was better organized and 

more strongly represented. 

I do not believe that the fox hunter has any¬ 

thing to fear from the placing of a bounty 011 

his favorite quarry. Foxes are far too plenti¬ 

ful to be in any danger of extermination, or 

anything like it, and a great many can be spared 

without seriously affecting the sport of hunting 
them. 

To the list of noxious animals we might add 

with benefit the domestic cat which undoubtedly 

destroys many of our birds, both game and small 

birds. Unfortunately, however, the cat is too 

strongly entrenched in the affections of the peo¬ 

ple at large and the only way to deal with this 

bird destroyer is by a dose of lead properly ad¬ 

ministered when Tabby or Thomas is caught 

far enough from home, a practice conscientiously 

followed by many. The domestic cat, uncon¬ 

trollable as it is, undoubtedly has its value and 

uses in and about the house and barn, but in 

the woods and thickets it is a menace to all 

bird life. 

The pheasant—that is the real pheasant, not 

that of Pennsylvania—is a bird that in localities 

where ruffed grouse are found can well be 

spared, as the cock birds undoubtedly attack and 

kill the male grouse during the breeding season 

if not at other times. 

In addition to the above I advocate the shorten¬ 

ing of the open season for upland game shoot¬ 

ing. In Massachusetts the present law permits 

the shooting of woodcock and partridge, or ruf¬ 

fed grouse during the months of October and 

November, but the open season for quail does 

.not begin until Nov. 1. For all these birds the 

season closes on Dec. 1. The result of this ar¬ 

rangement is that many quail—in those parts of 

the State where any now survive—are killed be¬ 

fore the law permits, and at a time when many 

of the young birds are far from being full 

grown. The open season for all three of these 

birds should be uniform, and should not begin 

before Nov. 1, ending Dec. 1, or if one month 

be not thought long enough, on Dec. 15. 

It will, of course, be urged in opposition to 

this plan that the woodcock flight takes place 

in October, and that, as a rule, none but a few 

scattering birds of this species are to be found 

in this latitude after the first of November. 

This, of course, is true, but after all the wood¬ 

cock requires protection all over the country 

more than almost any game bird we have, and 

is certain to disappear altogether unless steps 

are taken to preserve it. October shooting of 

ruffed grouse and quail is far from satisfactory, 

owing to the leaves being still thick upon the 

trees and the quail being often not full grown. 

In considering what is to be done to prevent 

the extermination of our game birds, animals 

and fishes, sportsmen particularly, but the peo¬ 

ple at large as well, ought, it would seem, to 

bear in mind that unless efficient measures for 

the protection and preservation of game be taken 

promptly, the day is not far distant when field 

sports such as shooting and fishing will be 

things of the past so far as the average man is 

concerned. Even to-day, in all sections of the 

country, are to be found great game preserves, 

owned or controlled by very rich men, individ¬ 

ually, or by clubs, from which the public is 

rigorously excluded. Unless the sportsman in 

general can be educated up to the idea that every 

man be a game warden in one sense, and be 

willing to make sacrifices for the common good, 

shooting and fishing will soon be possible only 

upon these preserves, and the average man will 

be out of it. One of the many reasons which 

led our forebears to emigrate to this country was 

to avoid the game laws of the Old World, and 

a hatred of all legislation in the direction of the 

preservation of game is one of the sentiments 

handed down to us. No men seem, as a rule, to 

feel this more strongly than do many of those 

who sit upon the bench, and courts almost in- 

\ariably deal with violations of the game laws 

at least as leniently as evidence and their oaths 

will permit. It is high time for sportsmen to 

take up in earnest the preservation of our game. 

A campaign of education is in order. 

Thos. Aspinwall. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any neiosdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

The chief concern of every camper is to ob¬ 
tain substantial nourishment in compact form. 
No camp or cabin is complete without its supply 
of Borden s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk and 
Peer ess Brand Evaporated Milk. They have no 
equal for Coffee, Fruits and Cereals.—Adv. 



My Friend the Partridge 

Memories of New England Shooting 

By S. T. Hammond 

(Continued from page 1016). 

ONE spring morning I was watching a par¬ 

tridge drumming on a log, when the hen 

bird came from the thicket into the open 

spot near the log. After receiving the attention 

of her mate, she strolled back in the direction 

from which she came, while he again mounted 

upon the log and in the course of some ten 

minutes his love note was again filling the air 

with its music. Just as he closed the second 

performance, I saw another female come into 

the opening and walk toward him, when he 

came down from the log and paid his devoirs 

to the newcomer. This was so entirely differ¬ 

ent from what I had always believed that I ex¬ 

perienced quite a turn, and tried to persuade 

myself that the last was the same bird that had 

first appeared upon the scene, but there was no 

getting around the fact that the first comer had 

black bands across her tail, while the second 

one sported those of a bright chestnut color, 

and I was forced to believe that my best bird 

was a Mormon. Lingering doubt that this 

might have been a rare occurrence was com¬ 

pletely dispelled the following spring, when 

more than five miles from this place, I had op¬ 

portunity again to witness the same perform¬ 

ance, when three female birds came to the 

trysting place; and a few days later I again saw 

two come at nearly the same instant. These 

incidents of course dispelled the illusion that the 

partridge is “faithful unto death.” 
I have never found the male partridge any¬ 

where near the vicinity of a young brood, al¬ 

though I have often with my dog beat out a 

wide circle entirely around them, in order to 

test the matter to my satisfaction. 

It is the same when the female begins her 

housekeeping. She has no assistance from her 

“mate.” I do not believe that she ever sees 

him unless perhaps by accident during the time 

devoted to family affairs. 
Her nest is of very simple construction— 

merely a slight depression in the ground that 

she makes by wallowing, using her wings to 

remove the soil, or she finds a little hollow that 

suits her purpose. This with a few leaves for 

lining is all she requires. The nest is made in 

early April. It is usually under a protecting 

bush, or near a fallen log, or beside a rock or 

stump. It is usually found in sprout land or 

near the edge of woods, although I have some¬ 

times found them in heavy timber at some dis¬ 

tance from the edge. She begins to lay when 

her nest is ready, usually about a dozen eggs, 

although I once saw a nest with seventeen. I 

have found them with less than half this number. 

I never succeeded in demonstrating to my sat¬ 

isfaction just how long she sets, owing to the 

fact that I was unable to determine the exact 

time when her duties began. My first attempt 

resulted in the appearance of the brood in less 

than two weeks, and upon other occasions the 

result was very unsatisfactory. I have examined 

quite a number of nests after the birds were 

gone, and have invariably found that every egg 

had hatched. 
When the bird is sitting on her nest, it is 

almost impossible for the human eye to see her. 

I have repeatedly spent several minutes before 

I could locate her, even when I knew to a foot 

just where the nest was situated. She is so 

nearly the color of the leaves that cover the 

ground, and remains so perfectly motionless 

that she escapes observation from any one 

passing by unless they come too near her, when 

she at once takes wing. Even then it is often 

impossible to see the eggs, for the first motion 

of her wings spreads the leaves over them, com¬ 

pletely covering them from sight. I once found 

a nest the last day of May, and the next morn¬ 

ing I again visited it, but nothing remained save 

the empty shells. Upon my return I struck for 

a wood road that led in the direction I wished 

to go, when I came across the brood, but I 

had only a fleeting glance at them, for at the 

warning note of the mother bird every fluffy 

ball disappeared from sight. Then the old 

bird, with wings, legs and back apparently 

broken, floundered past me, and with many 

queer contortions very slowly worked her way 

down the path. Wishing to see the whole of 

the performance, I followed her slowly at first 

but at gradually increasing speed until I was 

walking at my best, but she kept just ahead of 

me until quite a distance from her charge, when 

she suddenly recovered from her grievous 

wounds, and with quickly beating wings, she 

mounted in air and was off like a shot. Grati¬ 

fied at witnessing her well planned ruse, I re¬ 

turned to the vicinity of the brood, greatly 

wondering that those tiny chicks, only a few 

hours old, should understand the import of that 

warning note, and that they should be able to 

so quickly disappear in so open a spot. Seat¬ 

ing myself behind a spreading bush a few yards 

away, I awaited further developments. I was 

not kept long in suspense, for I soon heard the 

plaintive music of the call of the mother, when, 

as by magic, the little forms came apparently 

from out the ground and with eager haste 

scuttled away in the direction of the loving call. 

I sat there a long time musing upon the won¬ 

derful display of intelligence manifested t 

these newly born fledglings, and wondering wl 

it is that we poor human beings must wait f( 

years before we can comprehend such thing 

"and even then I fear that very many of i 

pay scant heed to the danger warning or tl 

loving call. 

The mother bird broods her young just 

a hen broods her chickens. The diet of tl 

little fellows is one of the mysteries that I ha- 

been unable to solve, but it must be of a ve 

nourishing character, for they increase 

stature at a wonderful rate, attaining near 

their full growth in ten or twelve weeks. 

Centuries before the advent of the shotgu 

partridges were caught in snares. This meth 

is in use at the present day. The farmer’s b 

who sets a few for his amusement does not * 

plete the stock to an appreciable extent, but ti 

expert market hunter will very nearly extern 

nate the birds throughout his entire range 

snares. 
I know that it is sinful to set snares, tl 

time was when I thought differently. In 1 

early days, before I knew anything about 

gun" I had considerable experience in this lin 

but as soon as I was big enough to carry 

gun, I became convinced of the wickedness 

snaring and of course at once stopped it. • 

My first snare was set more than sixty yei 

ago, but as my thoughts go back to that brq 

winter’s day, the scene rises before me 

fresh as though it were yesterday. At 

home, Thanksgiving Day was the great day 

all the year. We always trimmed up the hoi' 

with evergreens, had a turkey with all 

fixings, and such pies and cake! not but tha 

have just as good now, for I was lucky enoi 

to find a little girl who can cook just as well: 

mother did. 
When I was nearly eleven years old, Than; 

giving week came, and on Monday fat: 

started for Hartford, leaving us to m;i 

preparation for Thanksgiving, saying that 

would be home early on Wednesday, and woi 

bring the turkey. On Tuesday night th 

came a severe snow-storm that left about a fj 

of snow on the ground, and we had grave U 

that father would not be able to come on ti¬ 

ns forty miles of such traveling would be 

much for the horse to accomplish. 

Mother thought we had better make i 

preparations, as possibly he might come, s 

started for the hemlocks about a half mile a i 

to procure the evergreen for decorating 1 

house. Wallowing through the deep snov: 

soon reached the place, which was a spleii 

grove of stately hemlocks that stood sill 

and in groups, each tree or group formin 

beautiful pyramid from the ground to a he 1 

of fifty to sixty feet. I shall never forget i 

dazzling beauty of that group of cones on 

bright sunny morning, as they stood then 

silent grandeur with the living green of t: 

foliage half obscured with the fleecy snow, t 

their long slender arms gracefully droofl 

under its weight, while in the foreground 
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a clump of tall birches also weighted down 

with snow until their tops nearly rested on the 

ground. The whole formed a picture that all 

the years have not dimmed. 

As I approached the nearest tree, I was 

startled by the noise and flutter of a large 

number of grouse that had been taking shelter 

on the bare ground under the tree. I have no 

doubt that there were fifty of them, perhaps 

more, for in those days there were grouse. 

While watching them the thought came to me 

that perhaps I could capture some of them, and 

the longer I dwelt upon the thought, the more 

I wanted one or two of them to take home 

with me. I had not much faith in the promised 

turkey, and it seemed to me that a brace of 

these birds would help out with the dinner on 

4 the morrow in a most satisfactory manner; so I 

1 set my wits to work to solve the question as to 

how I should accomplish the wished for 

capture. A few days before this, I had ac¬ 

companied a young friend when he had visited 

4 his snares and had taken a mental note of the 

■ ■ manner in which they were arranged. As recol- 

• lection of this came to me, I felt that the prob- 

4 lem was solved, and that some of these beauti- 

ti ful birds would grace the empty platter. I be- 

t gan to overhaul my pockets in search of string, 

but all that I could find was a solitary bit of 

common wrapping twine, not more than a foot 

tt and a half in length, just about enough for one 

:: snare. I had intended to go into the business 

of snaring on rather an extensive scale, but the 

it limited quantity of string obliged me to modify 

I my views, so I worked with the material at hand 

and soon had two stakes out and stuck into the 

: ground in the form of the letter A with the 

lit string tied securely around the top and a slip- 

f noose at the other end which I spread open and 

fastened in the orthodox manner to nicks in the 

side of the sticks. Then with other sticks and 

trash I formed wings on each side of the snare 

* some three or four feet in length, and when all 

; was ready, I went around the tree under which 

it the birds had flown and again routed them and 

t; succeeded in driving a large portion of them 

I under my tree. When I rushed back to the 

spot I found to my intense wonder and delight 

if that one of the birds had the noose fast around 

t!j its neck, and I soon had it safe in my hands. 

While admiring the beautiful bird, the 

thought struck me that I must kill it, but my 

ii whole nature revolted at the idea, and as I de- 

it bated the question, laying, I fear, undue stress 

[1 upon that empty platter at home, I inadvertent- 

t; ly held fast hold on the bird with the string so 

in tightly drawn about its neck that the matter 

j was settled before I had arrived at a conclusion, 

and it was with no little surprise and I must 

II add satisfaction that I discovered that the bird 

ill was dead. This result removed a heavy load 

vi from my mind, and I at once released the noose 

from its neck, and again adjusted it, and lay- 

1 ing my treasure at the foot of the tree, I 

a started for another drive, but this time did not 

a succeed in making a capture, as I was too 

i| eager and rushed to the place before the birds 

:■ had time to move around. 

At the next drive, I waited a few minutes, 

s and then approaching carefully, I saw a bird 

f run through the door and suddenly bring up 

and flutter as it came to the end of the string. 

Then I made my rush, and so hardened had my 

P feelings become by success that my conscience 

pricked me but little as I shut my eyes and 

pulled on the bird until I thought it safe to lay 

it beside its companion. 

After this I made several unsuccessful drives 

as the birds were becoming scarce, and I was 

obliged to visit several of the trees before I 

could get a half dozen under my tree, but I 

finally succeeded in capturing a third victim, 

which I deliberately strangled with scarcely a 

feeling of remorse. I have a distinct recollec¬ 

tion that I then wondered why this should be 

so, and that I tried to reason out the matter 

and find a solution of the problem, but came 

to no satisfactory conclusion. 

When I had secured my third bird, it was 

past the noon hour and high time that I was on 

my way home, so I tied my three birds together 

with the string that I had used for my snare, 

then breaking ofif a large armful of hemlock 

boughs, I shouldered them, and carrying my 

birds in the other hand, with a proud heart and 

light footsteps, I started back by the path I 

had made when coming. 

Just as J was passing through the barway 
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into the village street, I met a Quaker neigh¬ 

bor whose countenance lighted up when he 

saw the birds, and in a cheerful but rather sur¬ 

prised tone he exclaimed, “Thee hast done well,” 

Then the pleasant smile on his face faded out, 

the corners of his mouth drew down, and the 

cheerful tone slowly changed to one of re¬ 

proachful regret as he added, “If thee hast not 

stolen them.” 

This was a poser. I did not understand it at 

all, and I bothered over it for several days and 

finally went to him and asked for an explana¬ 

tion. He told me that he had been brought up 

to believe that anything taken from the land 

of another without paying for it or at least 

obtaining permission from the owner was 

stolen. 

Now this bothered me more than the other, 

and after thinking it over a while, I went to 

the owner of the land and told him the whole 

story, Quaker and all, and just how I felt about 

it. “Well,” said the old man as he patted me 

on the head, “I am glad that you have told me 
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this, and when you want to set snares on my 

' land, you just go on and set them, and it will 

be all right. I never hunt or trap and don’t 

care a snap who kills the game. I never forbid 

any one hunting on my land, but at the same 

time I should feel much better about it if the 

hunters would only ask permission as you have 

done. I think that about all the farmers feel 
the same.” 

This little sermon sank deep into my heart 

and I have endeavored to live up to its teach¬ 

ings all through life. I know that I have, by 

pursuing this course, made many warm friends 

as well as obtained much good shooting that 

otherwise I should never have found. 

When I carried the birds into the house and 

showed them to my mother, her astonishment 

and delight were unbounded. As she examined 

them and bestowed unstinted praise upon me, I 

resolved, deep down in my heart, that I would 

become a hunter. In order that I might start 

fair with a good outfit, I went to my uncle’s 

room, and overhauling his fishing tackle, 

selected a line that I thought was about the 

thing for snares and put it in my pocket. Then, 

with a mind at rest, so far as equipment was 

concerned, I returned to the kitchen and 

assisted in dressing the birds, which were 

stuffed and placed in the pantry ready to take 

the place of that turkey, in case father failed 
to come. 

At twelve o clock, on Thanksgiving Day, he 

had not arrived. The birds were laid in a row 

in the dripping pan, with a thin slice of fat 

salt pork on each breast. They were then put 

in the oven, and just as mother had pronounced 

them almost done and was about to set the 

table, father drove into the yard. As I started 

for the door mother bade me say nothing about 

the birds, so I kept quiet and busied myself 

with taking care of the horse while father, after 

taking the paper off the turkey and showing it 

to me, carried it into the house. Mother at 

once began getting it ready for the oven, while 

father went to his room to change his clothes, 

never mistrusting that there was anything out 

of the usual course, and thinking that he would 

have to wait for his dinner until the turkey was 
cooked. 

\ ou can imagine his surprise when he came 

from his room to find us seated around the 

table with all the good things complete, except 

that instead of the turkey those three birds 

were smoking on the platter. I shall never 

forget his look of pleased surprise as he seated 

himself at the table and served the dainty dish 

amid a perfect avalanche of words from all five 

of us as we gave him full particulars of the 

whole performance, nor shall I ever forget his 

after-dinner speech, nor the look he gave me 

as he turned to me and said, “Well, my boy, 

I must thank you for the very best Thanks¬ 

giving dinner I ever enjoyed.” It is perhaps 

needless to say that this made me very happy, 

and I again resolved that I would become a 
hunter. 

At that time I had no conception of the true 

meaning of the word. I only knew that so far 

as I had progressed in the science of woodcraft, 

the pleasurable excitement attending success 

and the pride that swelled my heart as words 

of praise from loved ones fell upon my ears 
were very acceptable. 

[to be continued.] 
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The Sportsmen’s Show. 

The Sportsmen’s Show, held in the Grand 

Central Palace, Lexington avenue and Forty- 

third street, New York city, under the auspices 

of the Forest, Fish and Game Society of America, 

was opened Dec. 21 and closes to-night, Jan. 4- 

In many respects this exhibition reminds the 

visitor of the first Sportsmen’s Show, held in 

Madison Square Garden in 1895. At that show 

and this trade features were less prominent than 

exhibits of all those things the sportsman him¬ 

self collects and loves to look at and handle 

trophies, pictures, live and mounted specimens 

of our game and fish, people from the woods to 

spin yarns with, and a thousand other features 

that properly form a part of a show for sports¬ 

men. Not that trade exhibits do not belong in 

such a show, for in fact they are welcome if they 

exhibit rather than sell goods, and the visitor 

often learns more from attendants in charge than 

is possible in the shops, where all is bustle and 

confusion; but fishing rods, guns and sports¬ 

men’s paraphernalia do not mix well with en¬ 

gines, boat hulls, athletics and water stunts, and 

one cannot help thinking the aroma of balsam 

and cedar is pleasanter than that of gasolene 

and lubricating oils. 
The general arrangement of the exhibits in the 

main hall of the Grand Central Palace is pleas¬ 

ing From the large central space aisles lead 

in all directions, with booths arranged like city 

blocks, while around the four walls are pictures, 

cages containing live game and tanks for the 

fish, with large colored transparencies in all the 

many windows. Evergreens, natural logs, birch- 

bark and decorations in which dark green pre¬ 

dominates are prominent everywhere. 

Taken altogether, the Sportsmen’s Show is one 

deserving of the name, and in which the visitor 

finds much that will instruct as well as please 

and amuse him. 
Among the pictures there are several large 

paintings in oil by the veteran angler and artist, 

Walter M. Brackett, of Boston, who for many 

years has lived during the warm season in his 

camps in Maine and Canada, and here he has 

painted some beautiful pictures of salmon. Per¬ 

haps the one which attracts the most attention 

depicts a salmon leaping out of the water when 

hooked, although two others, showing these royal 

fish lying on a grassy bank, are greatly admired. 

Two others, in which the salmon are rising to 

the fly, do not call out so much favorable com¬ 

ment, although salmon fishermen who have seen 

them say they equal the best work Mr. Brackett 

has done. 
In this collection there are several canvasses 

by A. Loring Brackett. They, too, have attracted 

favorable comment, but in some minor details 

his work suffers in comparison with that of his 

father. Taken altogether, however, they are very 

pleasing to the angler. One cannot help think¬ 

ing they would be appreciated more if they were 

not side by side with his father’s masterpieces, 

for one cannot, under the circumstances, help 

comparing the work of father and son, and we 

have seen so many beautiful pictures by the 

veteran that it seems impossible that they may 

be equalled by his son in time. 

The moving pictures thrown on a large screen 

in the main hall at frequent intervals draw the 

attention of visitors, as these always do. A very 

humorous series shows a group of men picking 

plumes from an ostrich. Broncho busting is an- 
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other subject somewhat devoid of action, as the 

ponies are not inclined to buck. A third is tar¬ 

pon fishing, with a few films that are excellent, 

as they caught the big fish in the air and in a 

series of leaps that are very realistic. The best 

one is of a tarpon that was gaffed in the surf. 

Moose hunting, camp scenes and various other 

pictures are thrown on the screen at other times. 

Whether or not the visitor is an angler, the 

table of the young lady who ties flies in Schover- 

ling, Daly & Gales’ booth is always surrounded 

by visitors of both sexes, who watch every 

movement of the deft fingers with a fascinated 

attention unequalled by any other feature in the 

exhibition. The women are interested in the 

bright colors and the possibilities of combining 

them to secure the most beautiful color effects, 

which is natural; but the anglers wish they could 

train their fingers and thumbs to be equally deft 

instead of always getting into each other’s way, 

while the silk, the hackle and the wings persist 

in refusing to “stay put” and spring out in every 

direction but the correct one. No wonder, said 

a visitor, so many amateur fly-tyers prefer a 

vise to the fingers for holding the hook; but 

then, he acknowledged, becoming accustomed .to 

a vise spoils one for tying a fly without one at 

the brookside. 

To the gunner perhaps the most interesting 

exhibit at the Sportsman’s Show is the splendid 

group of wildfowl swimming free and unfettered 

in the great tank. The duck shooter may stand 

just outside the fence and see many of the most 

familiar of our ducks swimming almost within 

arm’s length and all of them in beautiful condi¬ 

tion. There is a splendid great whistling swan, 

a number of Canada geese, cackling white-fronted 

and snow geese, some brant, plenty of mallards, 

graceful sprigs, beautiful woodduck, blue-winged 

teal, gadwalls, black ducks, redheads and canvas- 

backs. Besides these there are many foreign 

birds; barnacle goose, Egyptian goose, black 

swan, some tree ducks and many others. These 

birds are loaned to the exhibition by Mr. Fred¬ 

erick Gallatin, Jr., and make a splendid and in¬ 

teresting show. 

The loan collection of the New York Zoologi¬ 

cal Society, so far as gallinaceous birds go, is 

also of much interest. The crested currassow 

of course come from our own land, but the 

Impeyan pheasants, the Mongolian pheasant, the 

golden and silver pheasants and the English 

pheasant are old world birds, some of which 

have almost gained a footing in the new world. 

There are cages of mountain quail and of Gam- 

bel’s beautiful and interesting birds. 

To the Eastern gunner, however, nothing will 

be so interesting as the three ruffed grouse loaned 

by Prof. C. F. Hodge, of Worcester, Mass., 

which are as little disturbed by their surround¬ 

ings as any birds in the whole show. They are 

beautiful, strong, healthy birds and attract very 

great attention. There is also a cage of Bob- 

white quail loaned by Mr. Hodge absolutely tame 

and unmoved by the crowds about them. We 

believe that they were reared in confinement. 

On the aisle facing the excellent exhibit of 

gallinaceous birds is the Indian exhibit, largely 

from the collection of Mr. E. T. Tefft, of this 

city, who possesses a very large and interesting 

collections of old-time Indian implements and 

clothing. Two sections of this exhibit, devoted 

to Mohawk and Iroquois, are extremely interest¬ 

ing, and there are many Indian baskets. 

The New York Zoological Society has also 

loaned a part of the Reed collection of heads 

and horns, donated to its collection by Mr. 

Emerson Macmillian. These trophies have at¬ 

tracted great attention from big-game hunters. 

The transparencies and framed pictures ex¬ 

hibited by the society attract interested atten¬ 

tion. 

It is seldom that exhibitions of this kind con¬ 

tain a collection similar to the one loaned by 

Dr. Robert T. Morris of this city. It consists 

of forty-eight groups of edible nuts and acorns 

found in North America, and is very interest¬ 

ing to the woodsloafer. Any one who has lived 

in the South realizes how difficult it is to make 

Northerners believe him when he says the shell- 

bark hickory nuts of that region sometimes grow 

to a length of two inches and are encased in a 

shell as large as an apple. Here, however, are 

fair specimens, but we overheard regrets that 

the hulls also were not included, in order that 

visitors could see how large they grow. 

There are several beautiful transparencies 

made from flashlight photographs of deer, loaned 

by the Hon. George Shiras 3d, and among the 

enlarged photographs exhibited by the Under¬ 

wood Company is one that pleases visitors, as it 

depicts a porcupine perched on a pine stub, de¬ 

fying a pointer whose attitude plainly shows 

courage and caution. 

The Camp-Fire Club has a log cabin decorated 

with pictures and curios, and the old fashioned 

fireplace is lighted so naturally that one must 

look closely to make sure the ruddy glow is arti- 1 

ficial. 

The Explorers’ Club has a large number of 

exhibits in various parts of the main hall. There 

is a dog sledge, lay figures and implements used 

in the Ziegler polar expedition, including a can¬ 

vas covered boat made in the arctics, a number 

of Arctic Club flags carried on several polar trips, 

and a large collection of paintings made by Al¬ 

bert Operti, a member of Commander Robert E. 

Peary’s 1896-7 expedition. A series of these show 

the difficulties encountered in getting the now 

famous meteorite on board ship; Eskimo villager 

scenes, sea scapes and landscapes, storms, ice-1 

bergs and sunsets. It was Mr. Operti who- 

painted the great mural curtain in the center of 

the hall. It is a bay scene with beautiful cloud 

and water effects and strings of waterfowl. These, 

are the work of Louis Agassiz Fuertes, whc 

worked with Mr. Operti. 

The large transparencies loaned by the United 

States Forestry Service attract deserved atten¬ 

tion, for they show many of the most interest-’ 

ing features of the National forest reserve anc 

forestry systems and are excellent educationa 

mediums. 

The Federal Fisheries Bureau exhibits a num 

ber of game fish groups in large tanks. Om 

of these, which attracts constant attention, con 

tains several very large brook trout, the veterai 

of them all being a malformed trout whose weigh 

is variously estimated all the way from three fi 

seven pounds. This old fellow met with a ser 

ious accident in his younger days, and as a re 

suit his back is a series of sharp curves, so tha 

he actually limps about the tank, so to speal 

Remarkably healthy specimens of young broo 

trout are also exhibited, and in another plac 

pickerel and muskellunge are seen together; bot 

species of black bass; yellow perch, carp, stripe 
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bass and other fishes, as well as troughs contain¬ 

ing game fish eggs and twin tanks containing 

respectively brown trout fingerlings and a num¬ 

ber of albinos of this species. 

In the fish exhibit there are tanks of brook 

trout loaned by the Paradise Brook Trout Com¬ 

pany of Parkside, in the Pocono Mountains of 

Pennsylvania. They are beautiful specimens, and 

remind one of similar speckled trout that rise 

to the lead-wing coachman and the hare’s-ear 

flies in the Brodhead Creek that flows by the 

hatcheries where over a million brook trout are 

•reared and distributed annually. 

The Canadian Pacific Railway has a very 

large exhibit that occupies the rear end of the 

hall. Tepees, booths, trophies, relics, pictures, 

mounted specimens, etc., are found here in quan¬ 

tities. Mounted specimens of enormous brook 

trout are important features, and the biographs 

always lure the crowds. These show the familiar 

scenes along a railway and were made from a 

fast train. Another one pictures two anglers 

casting the fly in a Canadian river, and the leap¬ 

ing salmon that fights so hard to escape the net 

sends a thrill through one’s rod arm and his 

whole body, so realistic is the scene. 

In artistic display Schoverling, Daly & Gales 

exhibit a fine line of Sauer and Daly guns, Sauer- 

, Mauser rifles, Luger pistols and carbines, gun 

furnishings, Marble axes, gun cases, Swedish 

dog skin coats and vests, etc. They also display 

some exquisitely fine rods, lines, reels, flies; in 

short, all that is necessary for the angler, the 

! shooter, etc. Mr. Gus Greiff is in charge of the 

guns. Mr. James Bryan is in charge of the fish¬ 

ing exhibit, while Mr. E. G. Lane acts as assist- 

i ant. 

Von Lengerke & Detmold make a fine display 

of Westley Richards and Francotte guns, Mauser 

rifles, cartridge cases, rods and reels in size from 

trout to tarpon, and the paraphernalia for golf, 

hockey, tennis, curling, etc. An expert exhibi¬ 

tion of Diabalo is also an interesting feature. 

There is a strong staff in attendance. Mr. H. 

J. Hughes is in charge of golf and athletics. Mr. 

Everett Auryansen is in charge of the photo- 

, graphing features, while Messrs. John Wright, 

. Herman von Lengerke, Henry Krugg and Ed 

j Morehouse have charge of guns, fishing tackle, etc. 

; 
1 Government Game Regulation. 

The plan of preserving big game from exter- 

1 mination by providing game refuges where shoot¬ 

ing is either prohibited or carefully regulated is 

i at present attracting attention all over the world. 

• In order to profit by the experience of other 

• countries in a matter that must soon be of press- 

i ing interest in the United States, investigation 

1 has been made of the systems employed in Can¬ 

ada, particularly Ontario and Quebec, the Trans- 

. vaal. Natal, British East Africa, Sudan and Cape 

Colony. This work has been carried on by cor¬ 

respondence and will be continued and extended 

during the coming year by the Department of 

t Agriculture. 

The preservation of the game of Alaska con- 

. tinues to present difficult problems. With the 

:j present unsatisfactory game law, and no appro- 

t priation available for enforcing its provisions, 

| fhe efforts of the Department of Agriculture 

li have been confined to preventing export of heads 

t and skins by trophy hunters and dealers in hides, 

5 a fruitful source of destruction. 

The Seasomin the Athabasca District. 

Edmonton, Ont., Dec. 17.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The big game season opened on Nov. 

1 and closed on Dec. 1. In previous seasons it 

has closed Dec. 15. As regards the number of 

deer, etc., the shooting season was disappoint¬ 

ing, but as far as game protection goes encourag¬ 

ing. 

Several moose were killed between here and 

Athabasca Landing, and a few jumping deer. 

These were killed mostly by chance because 

there was no snow. Tracking was out of the 

question. From the look of things the small 

number of deer killed, and the disappearance of 

coyotes, the big-game shooting in future ought 

to improve. Elks are on the prohibited list until 

Nov. 1, 1910. 

Ducks and Wildfowl, 

The spring of 1907 was very late and back¬ 

ward, delaying the hatching, numerous young 

birds being unfit to shoot and unable to fly on 

opening day, Aug. 23. The large bags made 

were during the first few weeks of the open sea¬ 

son when the majority of birds were unable to 

fly and really were not ripe or fit for food. 

This fall, late in the season, birds were extremely 

wild and desperately hard to kill. Even full 

choke guns with heavy shot and smokeless pow¬ 

der, when fired at the breast of the coming 

birds, seemed inefficient. The shot just seemed 

to rattle against the feathers. You will hardly 

credit the statement that a halfbreed at Lac Ste. 

Anne, about a week ago, killed forty-two ducks, 

chiefly black ducks and mallards, which he found 

in a small open place in the ice, unable to fly 

on account of want of practice and fat. An¬ 

other hunter killed five birds a few days ago, 

and on Dec. 8 the writer was at Lac Ste. Anne 

when hundreds of ducks were reported on open 

water some one or two miles out, unable to fly 

on account of being so fat. Every year it is 

customary to hear of a big killing of ducks on 

the ice, by skaters armed with clubs. 

Coyote. 

At last this gentleman is up against it. In 

spite of his large brain powers he is going to 

get it in the neck; first, because the rabbit has 

disappeared off the face of the earth, and sec¬ 

ond, because the Alberta Government gives a 

bounty of one dollar for each scalp. Farmers and 

others have provided themselves with rifles, and 

like the Ishmaelite of old, every man’s hand is 

against the coyote. When hunger gnaws his 

vitals, anything and everything is good food for 

the coyote, from ordinary calf to dead horse, 

cow, berries, beets, carrots or other vegetables; 

everything goes. 

Buffalo. 

The buffalo in the Elk Island Park are re¬ 

ported to be doing well. They have plenty of 

water, feed and shelter, the Canadian Govern¬ 

ment having had 1.500 tons of hay put up for 

them. A dispatch from Winnipeg says: 

“A. Ayotte, Dominion immigration agent at 

Missoula, Mont., arrived in the city Dec. 14. 

Mr. Ayotte is the gentleman who so success¬ 

fully accomplished the purchase of the Pablo 

buffalo herd for Canada, something which did 

more to advertise this country in the Western 

States than any other effort the Government has 

yet put forth. Mr. Ayotte stated that just prior 

to leaving Missoula on the present trip he se¬ 
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cured a new contract from Pablo to deliver the 

balance of the herd at Edmonton next spring. 

It is estimated that there are still 350 head on 

the Flathead reserve and these, together with the 

242 head already delivered, will give Canada a 

magnificent herd. No one not familiar with the 

conditions as they exist nor with the people 

with whom Mr. Ayotte had to deal, can appre¬ 

ciate how much tact and business maneuvering 

he had to bring to bear on the wily halfbreed 

to get these contracts in the face of opposition.'' 

Me-co-puck-e-wan. 

Shooting in California. 

Pasadena, Cal., Dec. 18.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It is a long hark from the woodcock 

covers of old Vermont to the valley quail haunts 

of Southwestern California. As I have become 

a resident of this land of sunshine, fruit and 

flowers I had no difficulty in procuring a license 

to hunt and shoot here. This license is one 

dollar for residents and ten dollars for nonresi¬ 

dents, and the fund derived from this source 

amounts to about $100,000 a year which is used to 

protect and propagate game. Here as in other 

States both feathered and other game is dimin¬ 

ishing in numbers. The cause of this is over¬ 

shooting. There are thousands of cheap breech¬ 

loading guns being dumped on the market every 

season, and at prices that brings them into the 

reach of every boy in the country who, when 

he possesses a gun, is going to kill something 

at every opportunity, in season and out of sea¬ 

son. The only way to remedy this evil is to 

have a gun tax and use this fund to protect our 

game. If this were done in Vermont it would 

give a fund that would help our energetic fish 

and game commissioner, Mr. Thomas, very 

materially in performing the duties of his office. 

This is the only way it seems that such a fund 

can be raised. When our Vermont legislators 

get down to the capital they spend, at the ex¬ 

pense of the State, months in doing weeks of 

work, and then, to make their constituents think 

they are very economical, they cut down on 

appropriations, and the fish and game appropria¬ 

tion is the one that suffers first. 

There are several of the “Old Guard” resid¬ 

ing in this vicinity, one Mr. H. L. Storey, who 

has a beautiful home here, and whom I knew 

many years ago in Vermont, but the place was 

too small for him ■so he went West and prospered. 

On some of the club grounds in this vicinity 

bags of ten to twenty ducks are made in an 

evenipg and morning’s shooting, small as com¬ 

pared to a few years ago, but still sufficient for 

good sport. We have confined our shooting to 

the valley quail. While we have not run up to 

the limit, twenty-five, we have been satisfied, as 

we have had grand outings and enough birds to 

give us quail on toast and a quail pie occasion¬ 

ally. What more de we require? 

The possibility of running up against a coyote 

or a bobcat adds to the pleasure of the outing. 

Ground gray squirrels, jack rabbits and cotton¬ 

tails as well as a small sage brush rabbit are often 

seen, as well as a few deer tracks, which show 

that a few of the latter animals are left here 

in the foothills of the Sierra Madre Mountains. 

Stanstead. 

All the game lazvs of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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Lands and Laws. 

Norwich, N. Y., Dec. 9-—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Our citizens are more than ever 

aroused to the need of protecting our State 

forests, reforesting our barren State lands, and 

of the purchase of large tracts without delay. 

Some well informed persons now urge the 

purchasing of all forest lands within the bounds 

of the Adirondack Park, at once, and recom¬ 

mend that any and all timber lands within the 

park which cannot be purchased without delay, 

if caused by the owners, be acquired by con¬ 

demnation. Only a few years ago this could 

have been done at probably less than one-third 

of what it will now cost, and each year will 

still further add to what the State will have to 

pay for these lands. It would seem well to 

authorize the use of State bonds, to be issued 

from time to time as needed, for procuring funds 

for this purpose. The great need of forests, for 

all our people, and for all the good which 

comes to us from them, will much more than 

pay for all the money cost. 
Charles Z. Lincoln, Albany, gives a full ac¬ 

count. in his Constitutional History of New 

York, of what has been done by the State from 

1785 to 1905, in the way of protecting the Adi¬ 

rondack forests, together with statements as to 

the number of acres owned by the State and 

the amount paid for same. He also sets forth 

the reports of various committees, commissions, 

etc., and the recommendations which have been 

made by our Governors relative to the Adiron¬ 

dack forests, water supplies and other features 

connected therewith. It is the best, most com¬ 

plete and intelligent account of all these matters 

I have seen. 

A good bill of this kind was introduced in our 

Legislature last session, but failed to pass. We 

have a mild one as against nonresidents (as 

amended by Chap. 475, Laws of 1903), but it is 

not thought to have been very effective or that 

serious attempt has been made to enforce its 

provisions, which would have been difficult to 

do, but with a law requiring each and every^ 

hunter to have his license with him when hunt¬ 

ing it will be easy to identify a nonresident. 

License fees for nonresidents and aliens 

might, perhaps, better be fixed at from ten to 

twenty dollars for nonresidents, with a larger 

fee for aliens, rather than try to charge per¬ 

sons from different States the same fee that is 
charged nonresidents by the States in which 

they reside. The fee for aliens should be large 

enough to practically prevent them from shoot¬ 

ing, as they destroy not only game, but song 

birds and other kinds of birds and animal life. 
Short form statement of license law and 

penalty, together with penalty for accidentally 

shooting a person, should be printed on back 

of licences. Special and extraordinary meas¬ 

ures should be taken to fully inform all per¬ 

sons, by notice similar to fire notices and other¬ 

wise, living in the North Woods, and to hunters 

and fishermen throughout the State. Hotels, 

guides and others should be put on notice and 

asked to help put these laws into active opera¬ 

tion. 

License fees will provide a large fund, esti¬ 

mated as high as $120,000, for protecting what 

fish, birds and game we now have, and for the 

hatching of birds and propagation of fish to re¬ 

plenish the small stock now in cover and stream. 

Under the license law each county in the 

State should have the right to have one game 

protector of its own choosing. Some counties 

have never had a protector at all. 

The license law should provide for giving each 

and every county in the State one game pro¬ 

tector of its own choosing, or selecting; with 

the right to sportsmen to nominate a man, or 

men, in their respective counties for such one 

game protector; from which nominations the 

Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner shall 

make an appointment without unnecessary de¬ 

lay; or, if thought better, let the election of 

such one game protector, one for each county, 

from men so nominated, lie with the boards of 

supervisors in their respective counties; such 

protectors to receive same salary as other game 

protectors, to be paid from the fund into which 

license fees go, and to be under the direction 

of Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner. All 

other necessary game protectors to be ap¬ 

pointed by him as now. 

When fees are collected from hunters all over 

the State, then each county should have the 

right of choosing its own game protector. This 

would be local self government or home rule. 

Heretofore game protectors have been paid 

from a general fund in which all citizens have 

an interest or share. 

Now a proposed special and additional fund, 

of over one hundred dollars, is to be raised 

from the sportsmen of our State. The men who 

pay should have the right to say to whom, in 

their locality, this fund, or a part of it, shall 

be paid, and have the privilige of selecting a 

game protector for their several counties. Then 

let the other necessary game protectors be ap¬ 

pointed as now, bi' a representative of all our 

citizens, from whom a general fund has and 

still will be raised, in a direct or indirect way. 

What, if any, restrictions should be placed on 

the issuing of hunting licenses? Shall those who 

apply be required to establish their ability to 

properly handle a gun to such an extent as 

will protect themselves and others from harm? 

L. T. Carleton, chairman of Commissioners of 

Inland Fisheries and Game, of Maine, in a 

letter dated Nov. 23, writes as follows: “I 

would say that I think our system of registered 

guides has had much to do with the preventing 

of fatal accidents in hunting in this State. It 

has been several years since a registered guide 

has been connected with a mistaken-for-deer- 

shooting, or any accidental shooting in the 

woods. The registered guides, are under the 

direction or control, to a certain extent, of the 

commissioners. In other words, they cannot 

guide unless registered, and they cannot be 

registered unless competent. The fear of being 

deprived of the privilege of guiding tends to 

make them obey the law and be careful.” 

Shall there be an age limit to those who are 

granted hunting licences? Maine and Canada 

propose not to license any person who is not 

over fifteen years of age. 

For the better protection of the lives of those 

who go into' the woods at all times of the year, 

as well as for the better protection of deer and 

other game, and to prevent hunting by aliens 

and other irresponsible persons, a law should be 

enacted making a close season for guns, along 

the following or better, lines at the coming ses¬ 

sion of our State Legislature. 

It should be made unlawful to have firearms 

of any kind in possession in the Adirondack 

Park, forest preserves and adjoining counties 

during the close season for deer; provided, 

however, that a citizen may have firearms of 

his or her own in his or her own permanent 

house or residence, but not in lumber camps, or 

camps of any kind, nor in temporary lodges, 

tents or buildings of resort for hunters, campers, 

fishermen, lumbermen, or any other person, nor 

in fields or woods or on the waters within the 

Adirondack Park, forest preserves and adjoin¬ 

ing counties. 

(a) A law making it unlawful to have guns in 

the Adirondack Park, forest preserve and ad¬ 

joining counties should specifically cover every 

place, aside from the permanent house in which 

a gun owner resides. It is thought our State 

laws define a permanent house as one built on 

a wall, or underpinning in a permanent manner. 

(b) The open season for deer, foxes, rabbits, ' 

grouse, woodcock, ducks, within the Adiron¬ 

dack Park, forest preserves and adjoining 

counties, should be at one and the same time, 

in that section, in order to have no excuse for 

having a gun outside a permanent house or 

residence within such territory during the close 

season for deer. 

(c) It is highly important that game pro¬ 

tectors be given absolute authority, within said 

territory, to seize any and all firearms found 

outside of the permanent house in which the 

citizen (and this bars out aliens) who owns the 

guns resides; and that full and definite pro¬ 

visions be made for confiscating all firearms so 

seized, besides which the person offending, upon 

conviction, shall be made to pay a fine and the 

costs of prosecution or imprisoned; and the 

having in possession of any firearm outside of 

the owner’s permanent residence during the 

close season for deer, within the Adirondack 

Park, forest preserves and adjoining counties, 

shall be prima facie evidence of an unlawful act. 

(d) All confiscated firearms should be sold 

and the proceeds sent to the game department 1 

to be used for protective purposes, or otherwise 

if deemed best. 

Mr. Carleton says: “Our present law to keep 

firearms out of the woods only applies to resi¬ 

dent aliens. No nonresident can hunt without 

a license, but resident aliens, at any time of the 1 

year, cannot have guns in the woods without a 

license. And we seize their guns if we find 

them in the woods with them and impose a fine 

upon them. We have seized some fifty guns 

this season, the first year of the law, and it has 

had a great beneficial effect. It tends, in a 

great measure, to protect our game. I hope 

at the next Legislature to get a law to prohibit 

the taking of firearms into the woods in close 

season. In no other way can we protect our 

game. Our wardens visit lumber camps as 

often as possible, but their territory is so 

large—20,000 square miles—and there are so 

many hundreds of these camps that our means 

do not permit our wardens to visit them very 

often. With firearms away from them we could 

control the situation. Our game is decreasing 

in Maine, and will, until we obtain the law out¬ 

lined above.” 

Canada has also begun making it unlawful to 

have guns in the woods during close season 

for big game. 

We are gradually shortening the open season 
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for game, restricting the number to be taken, 

limiting the shipment of same, and now are 

about to collect a license fee from each hunter. 

Our game laws should have a section as fol¬ 

lows: Provided, however, that any person re¬ 

siding in this State who shall lawfully possess 

a deer, or part of a deer, may keep and con¬ 

sume the meat thereof in his or her own private 

family by serving a written notice on the nearest 

game protector, or assistant game protector, 

or on the town or county clerk of the town or 

county in which he or she may reside on or be¬ 

fore the last day of the open season for killing 

deer, which notice shall state as nearly as may 

be when and where said deer was killed, the 

sex thereof and the number of pounds of 

venison then in his or her possession, and that 

the same is to be kept and used in his or her 

own private family. 

Other States, with more rigid game laws than 

ours, have laws like the above. Our game pro¬ 

tectors would then have a chance to know who 

had filed such written notices, could look after 

them the next day, and later on see if others 

had venison in possession. 

It is said that the common law of our State 

provides that the ownership and title of all 

game is in the State. Other States have set 

this out in a special act, in order, it seems, to 

have no question raised, and more especially 

that the State may have the full right to regu¬ 

late the use and disposition of the same, whether 

taken within or without the State. 

The ownership of and title to all fish, birds 

and game in the State of New York is hereby 

declared to be in the State, and no fish, birds 

or game shall be caught, taken or killed in any 

manner or at any time, or had in possession 

except the person so catching, taking, killing, 

or having in possession shall consent that the 

title to said fish, birds and game shall be and 

remain in the State of New York for the pur¬ 

pose of regulating and controlling the use and 

disposition of the same. The catching, taking, 

killing or having in possession of fish, birds or 

game at any time, or in any manner, or by any 

person, shall be deemed a consent of said per¬ 

son that the title of the State shall be and re¬ 

main in the State for said purpose of regulating 

the use and disposition of the same, and said 

possession shall be consent to such title in the 

State whether said fish, birds or game were 

taken within or without the State. 

Ownership of and title to game has been, by 

the courts, decided to be in the State. (Geer 

vs. Connecticut, 161 U. S. R., 519; also U. S. 

Supreme Court, 161 at pages 522, 526.) 

In the first reference, 519, it is stated: “The 

wild game within a State belongs to the people 

in their collective sovereign capacity. It is not 

the subject of private ownership except so far as 

the people may elect to make it so. * * * 

We take it to be the correct doctrine in this 

country that the ownership of wild animals, so 

far as they are capable of ownership, is in the 

State.” 

It is somewhat generally known that an effort 

will be made to provide funds for the purchase 

of timber lands, and that our game laws are to 

he made more uniform, remodeled and codified 

at the coming session of our State Legislature. 

Clarence L. Parker. 

A Rabbit Hunt. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Grib and I returned recently from a short 

rabbit hunt. We took an early train Tuesday 

morning and arrived at our destination at noon. 

The weather was quite comfortable when we 

started, but had grown decidedly colder as the 

day advanced, while the snow showed a tendency 

to drift. 

We had expected to use a hound belonging 

to our host, which we had used upon former 

occasions, but were disappointed, upon our 

arrival, to find that said hound had been com¬ 

mitting such depredations among the sheep that 
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it was found necessary to dispose of him, there¬ 

fore we were left to start and track the rabbits 

ourselves. 

One afternoon was spent in thrashing numer¬ 

ous brush heaps and sedge lots, but our efforts 

were in vain. We were not rewarded by even 

the sight of a rabbit, and had it not been for 

a few old tracks, we should have given the trip 

up without further effort. 

That evening Mr. S. entertained us with ac¬ 

counts of the great quantities of game there was 

to be had in the vicinity in years gone by. He 

spoke in particular of the wild pigeons, which 

he had seen in such large flocks that it had 

taken hours for them to pass over. Alas! I 

know of but one place in Ohio where they are 

now to be found. 
The next morning we started out again, but 

had not gone far when we heard the yelp of 

a hound. Running to the top of a knoll, we 

could see the large muscular animal toiling 

through a drift of snow. Upon examination, we 

found the track of a fox which was not more 

than an hour in advance. Up to this time we 

had felt the cold keenly, but now everything 

was forgotten, and we followed the hound as 

closely as possible. Thus we struggled on for 

two or three miles over the roughest country 

which it has ever been my misfortune to get 

into, occasionally overtaking the dog, setting 

him aright, and starting on again. In the edge 

of a piece of woods we caught sight of another 

hound which took up the same trail that we 

were following. That was the last we saw of 

hound No. 2. 
Proceeding a couple of miles further we came 

to a road, beyond which extended a large 

swamp into which both dogs could be traced. 

Knowing that swamp by reputation, we con¬ 

cluded to travel no further, but to go in the 

direction which we thought the game had taken 

and endeavor to head hirrf off; but we had no 

sooner turned round than we espied the hound 

which we had first met, coming back on what 

proved to be the return trail. While sitting on 

the fence watching the dog, Grib noticed a 

track beginning at about eight feet from the 

fence. Examining it, we found that the fox had 

doubled until he reached the fence, from the 

top rail of which he had leaped in the opposite 

direction from that pursued by the dog, hoping. 

I suppose, in that manner to throw his pursuers 

off the scent and thus gain time. 
Whistling to the dog, we set him upon this 

fresh track and he dashed eagerly away and, ex¬ 

cepting an occasional yelp, we heard no more 

of him. We followed, cutting cross lots, for a 

few miles further, and must have been close 

upon the game, when Grib, unfortunately, 

stepped into a hidden woodchuck hole, strain¬ 

ing his leg and ankle in such a way that it 

necessitated his giving up the chase after vainly 

attempting to proceed. Although he insisted 

upon my continuing upon the trail, I did not 

deem it expedient to leave him to get home 

without assistance. Therefore, after all our 

tramping, we were forced to give it up. 
The hounds did their work, however, as that 

evening one of the neighbors happened in and 

informed us that “a fox had been killed on 

J.’s place (which was about a mile further on 

than we went) at noon that day.” This un¬ 

doubtedly was the fox which we had followed all 

the morning. 
Luck and weather being “agin us, and as 

Grib’s bruise was painful, we concluded to leave 

for home Thursday morning. 
A few years ago two dozen rabbits were con¬ 

sidered a fair bag for two guns to obtain in 

one day. Now a quarter of that number is all 

two men can expect. My luck upon various 

trips has dwindled from thirty to forty down to 

nothing, therefore I shall give it up hereafter 

and devote the entire time to foxes, of which 

there seems to be plenty. Watt. 

• Shot at the Sign. 

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 16.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I am sending you a “sign” I came 

across on a recent camera trip north of this 

city. It appealed to me as a good thing for hun¬ 

ters to see. 
We have smokeless powder, but noiseless am¬ 

munition has not yet been invented, so there 

will be no hunting on this particular farm for 

some time. I complied with the request, how¬ 

ever, in a way, taking a parting shot with my 

noiseless camera. Frank M. Hohenberger. 
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Hunting Jack Rabbits in the West. 

Charles City, Iowa, Dec. 12.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: One of the most enjoyable sports 

engaged in in the West and Middle West is the 

jack rabbit hunt. My first experience in this 

line took place on the sand and mesquite plains 

in Southwestern New Mexico some years ago, 

where among the sand dunes and drifts of the 

great mesquite area near Deming, I often shot 

the cottontail and the jack which were very 

numerous there. 
During the snmmer both the jack and cotton¬ 

tail—especially the former—are generally afflicted 

with a large grub which burrows beneath the 

skin, and the flesh is tough and strong. Only 

during the winter and late fall are they much 

hunted for their flesh, and then, in the South¬ 

west, mainly by the Mexicans. 

When I first struck the Southwestern country 

I often heard of the big jack hunts which had 

taken place in that region, but not until I had 

been there for more than a year did another 

one take place, when it was agreed that a circle 

hunt should be had and word was sent out. 

Early on the morning of the day set, cowboys, 

ranchmen, miners and others hit the trail for 

Deming, near which point the hunt was to take 

place. They came in from every quarter—from 

the mountains, the valleys and the plains for 

many miles around, as distance counts for little 

with the people of that region. 

When this motly jolly crowd arrived, plans for 

the hunt were matured in short order. It was 

agreed it should be a circle hunt, and that the 

sand dune and mesquite region, several miles in 

extent, and lying just north of the little town 

of Deming, should be the field, as it had been on 

previous occasions. 

A few scatter guns were in evidence among 

the men, but nearly all had rifles. Most of 

the big crowd was mounted on broncos, while 

a few were in buckboards. Several wagons were 

sent along to gather up the game as it was 

brought down by the hunters. 

The great mesquite area was soon surrounded 

and the hunt began. Special orders had been 

given regarding the shooting to be done, as rifle 

bullets were liable to glance and “put someone’s 

light out.” ' Slowly the circle worked in from 

all sides, with constant shooting and a perfect 

fusillade of firearms. The jacks and cottontails 

were here in great numbers and could every¬ 

where be seen running in all directions before 

the advancing line. 

At various points around the circle teams were 

gathering up the game, as each rabbit killed was 

to be brought in. At noon each man stopped 

in his place and. ate the lunch he had packed with 

him. To one who had never seen or taken part 

in such a hunt it was worth his while to go a 

long ways to see. As the circle gradually closed 

in and the hunters came nearer together, a per¬ 

fect “run” of shouting and laughter was kept 

up and the firing increased. The jacks were con¬ 

stantly pressed closer and closer, and in their 

fright they rushed and leaped in every direction. 

But few escaped through the line, and these few 

only when the hunt first began and the men were 

at a considerable distance apart. The hunt 

finally ended late in the afternoon among the 

rougher portions of the dunes and mesquites. 

The comparing of notes and relating of ex¬ 

periences by the various members of the party 

was animating in the extreme. 

The hunters slowly wended their way across 

the sands to Deming where the teams, which 

collected the game shot, soon came in with their 

loads. On a careful count it was shown that 

more than five hundred jacks and cottontails had 

been secured as the result of the day’s hunt. 

They were given to the Mexicans of the place, 

who for some time to come had an unusual feast. 

So ended one of the great circle hunts which 

one should participate in to properly appreciate. 

Jack hunts on a smaller scale than that which 

took place at Deming are often indulged in in 

many portions of the West during late fall and 

early winter. Some use horses and hounds and 

race over the prairies after the game, taking great 

chances of having their necks broken by their 

horses stepping in badger or prairie dog holes. 

This, however, is perhaps one of the most ex¬ 

citing and risky methods of hunting the jack. 

The straight drive and still-hunt are also very 

frequently practiced, especially where the hun¬ 

ters are few, the latter method being by all means 

the most tame and commonplace. In the wide, 

open regions, where the jack is comparatively 

wild and can see the hunter a long way off, the 

sport is much more interesting, as the hunter 

must depend for success upon his good marks¬ 

manship at long range. Here real skill with the 

rifle is required, and success brings genuine satis¬ 

faction to the sportsman. 

Last December a party of four, with three 

hounds, made a straight drive on the prairies 

near Howard, South Dakota, and during the day 

bagged nineteen jacks and nine cottontails. It 

was a fine day’s sport, although the game was 

comparatively scarce. During the progress of 

the hunt the game shot was hung on a fence. 

Afterward the game was loaded on to a pair 

of bobs and packed in. Clement L. Webster. 

Northern Duck Food in Southern Waters 

St. Vincent Island, Fla., Dec. 12.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: Last June I secured some 

40,000 wild celery plants from the vicinity of the 

lower Delaware River and had them carefully 

put out in the brackish and also in some of the 

perfectly fresh water ponds of this island, but, 

although the plants were in excellent condition 

when they arrived here, none of them grew so 

far as we can discover. The water in none of 

these ponds being over three feet deep and with 

an average of not much over two feet, is heated 

to a high temperature in the midsummer months 

and that, it seems to me, may interfere seriously 

with the propagation of our more northern 

aquatic plants which are best suited to furnish 

the choisest of foods to our waterfowl. 

However, I am not going to give up until I 

have tested this thoroughly. To that end I have 

secured quite a good quantity of the ripe seed- 

pods of the Vallisneria spiralis, or wild celery, 

which I am keeping in water and in cold stor¬ 

age and which I purpose sowing about March or 

April next, so that it will have time to germi¬ 

nate and get well along before the advent of 

the hot weather of our semi-tropical summer. 

The objection to earlier sowing is the presence 

of vast quantities of canvasback and other ducks 

which would soon destroy the young celery 

plants if they were to be started too early. 

The same fact applies also to the sowing of 

the seed of the Zizania aquatica, or wild rice. I 

have secured eight hundred and fifty pounds of 

the seed of this plant, which I am also having 

kept thoroughly wet and in cold storage until 

such time in the spring, as most of the ducks 

leave these parts, when I shall have it carefully 

sown in my fresh water lakes and ponds only, 

where, if the summer’s heat does not prove un¬ 

favorable to its growth, I shall hope soon to 

see a fine growth of this most valuable plant for 

supplying our visiting waterfowl with food. 

By the way, I have received a letter from Mr. 

E. E. Brewster, game law assistant in the Agri- . 

cultural Department at Washington, in whicli 

he informs me that he has recently visited a 

fresh water lake near Galveston, Tex., where 

he found redhead and canvasback ducks in great 

numbers, and he believes they were feeding prin¬ 

cipally on a there common pond weed which he 

believes to be Potamogeton, and which plant he 

informs me has been successfully propagated at 

Delavan Lake, Wis. 
Perhaps some of your many correspondents 

may know more of this pond weed Potamogeton, 

its value as a food for waterfowl, and the prac- 

ticability of raising it for that use, and may do 1 

many of the readers of Forest and Stream a 

valuable service by communicating something on 

this interesting subject. R. V. Pierce, M.D. 

Odd Deer Heads. 

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It is interesting to note the curious 

freaks nature plays with deer horns. On a re¬ 

cent hunting expedition into the heart of British 

Columbia I had the opportunity of studying some 

very peculiar antlers of mule deer (Census 

macrotis), mention of which will doubtless prove 

interesting to natural historians. Mr. Dunlop, a 

storekeeper, on the portage between Seaton Lake 

and Fraser River, exhibits to hunters and sports¬ 

men passing that way a pair of horns which he 

asserts were taken from a mule deer stag. The 

wild deer earned much local fame after a great 

many failures on the part of hunters eager to 

secure the trophy and was finally bagged. .The 

beams are decidedly palmated and very much 

resemble a caribou’s. It is my belief that it is 

a cross between a mule deer and a caribou, though 

I have never heard of a precedent for it. It is 

not in a caribou country, though caribou are now 

found only about 200 miles north, and were prob¬ 

ably plentiful at one time further south. 

Another freak worth noting in this connection 

is a tiny pair of symmetrical horns to be found 

in Grant White’s cabin on Bridge River in the 

same country. They are small enough to have 

been borne by a midget deer, but Mr. White 

avers that he took them from one of the largest 

mule deer bucks he has even slain or seen, and 

his neighbor, Albert Williams, testifies to the 

accuracy of the statement. Both Canadians are 

old deer stalkers and consider the trophy quite 

a curiosity. 

I am aware that nature occasionally plays 

pranks with horns as a result of accident or 

injury in combat, but the two instances I have 

mentioned could not possibly be attributed to 

such causes, and are genuine freaks. 
Brent Altsheler. 

[In old times antlers of elk and of mule deer, 

showing a tendency to palmation, were not un¬ 

common on the Western plains and mountains. 

Such horns are not likely to be seen now except 

possibly in the Yellowstone National Park, where 

deer and elk are abundant and undisturbed.— 

Editor.] 



The Angler’s Workshop.—I. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

T HERE are so many anglers who take pleas¬ 

ure in making and repairing their own 

rods and fishing tackle that I have 

and set down some simple hints that may be of 

use to anglers who are not as yet skilled in work 

of this character. Like most of them, I have 

worked with few and simple tools. The methods 

I shall describe may seem amateurish and crude 

to the skilled professional rodmaker, but the 

novice who is guided by them will pass many 

a pleasant hour, and will turn out rods of which 

he should be proud. 

The work described is that which the novice 

can perform with the plainest tools, principally 

file, sandpaper, jackknife and plane. 

A Review of Fishing Rod History. 

When we speak of fishing rods to-day, refer¬ 

ence is invariably made to those rods that con¬ 

sist, of two or three parts and fitted with splices 

or ferrules for greater convenience in carrying 

to and from the fishing grounds. 

Without question the best rod is one made 

of a single piece, or of strips rent and glued, 

but with no joint or ferrule to interfere with 

its resilience and action. 

That it is next to impossible to carry a full 

length rod on trains and in other conveyances is 

obvious; hence the skill of amateur and pro¬ 

fessional rodmakers is constantly directed to¬ 

ward the task of making the two and three joint 

rods as nearly perfect in every way as is possi¬ 

ble under the circumstances. That they succeed 

very well indeed is evident in the beautiful rods 

now used in fishing and in tournament casting. 

For several centuries all of the best fishing 

rods were made in Great Britain. There solid 

wood rods were the favorites; in fact—with the 

exception of rods made with spliced cane and 

whalebone tips—the only rods used until a com¬ 

paratively short time ago, when the rent and 

glued cane rods invented and made by Ameri¬ 

cans were adopted abroad. Even to-day solid 

wood rods are very extensively used in Great 

Britain. Their manufacturers have never been 

very successful in competing with the best Ameri¬ 

can hexagonal split bamboo rods, and many of 

their fly-rods are made up from split-and-glued 

material purchased in the LTnited States and sold 

as English rods. High grade American split 

bamboo rods, too, are well known and liked over 

there. 

Hickory has been largely used in England for 

parts of medium and heavy fly-rods, the material 

being shipped from the United States and Canada 

in billet form. Other materials are: Ash, lance- 

wood, whalebone and cane combined; ash and 

lancewood in combination; willow blue mahoe, 

washaba (our bethabara), whole cane, green- 

heart, and greenheart and whole cane combined. 

For a number of years greenheart alone, or 

greenheart in combination with whole cane, was 

a standard rod material there, but this is of com¬ 

paratively recent adoption, as angling writers of 

fifty years ago seldom refer to greenheart. Al¬ 

fred Ronalds, writing in 1836, said: 

“The best materials are, ash for the stock, 

lancewood for the middle, and bamboo for the 

top.” 

Mr. Ronalds had in mind the whole bamboo 

which, according to later writers, was first im¬ 

ported into England by army officers returning 

from India. They, however, looked on it with 

favor because it was ideal for lances, and per¬ 

haps their preference for the thick-walled canes, 

now called “male” bamboos, led to the belief that 

was prevalent for many years, that this was bet¬ 

ter for rod making purposes than the thin- 

walled “female” canes. Exhaustive tests with 

scientific instruments have proved the thin- 

walled bamboo better for the purpose. 

Theophilus South, in his “Fly-Fisher’s Text 

Book” (London, 1845), prefers ash to willow 

for butts, hickory for middle joints, and favors 

tips made from lancewood. cane and whalebone, 

spliced together—four and even five pieces in 

a tip. 
The African greenheart, obtainable in the yards 

of the importers in Stanley road, Liverpool, is 

probably much better material for fishing rods 

than the greenheart sold in the United States, 

which comes from various places in the tropics. 

That which comes through Liverpool is picked 

over by the British buyers, and our importers 

must take what is left. This probably accounts 

for the growing scarcity of first class green¬ 

heart. Not a few of our rodmakers decline to 

guarantee this material, which is most excellent 

for the purpose when it is good. 

Early fishing rod materials in the United 

States were: ash and lancewood in combination; 

hickory, mahoe, greenheart, washaba (betha¬ 

bara), snakewood, beefwood, cedar, osage orange, 

shadblow, ironwood, dagama, peppercane, Cal¬ 

cutta bamboo, our Southern canes, jucara prieto 

and many others. 

Years ago it became a common practice to 

saw or rive strips of wood, plane these square, 

glue four pieces together and plane round to 

form rod joints. The belief was that joints so 

made were much stronger and less likely to break 

than would be the case with a joint made from 

a single piece of wood. This method was fol¬ 

lowed by splitting strips of bamboo, planing two 

sides of each strip and gluing four of them to¬ 

gether to form a joint, then planing the latter 

round. This was made possible by placing the 

enamel side of the bamboo within the strip, as 

shown by the shaded lines in Fig. X. 

The enamel surface being slightly convex, it 

was difficult to work and glue these strips to 

form nice joints, and this method, which seems 

to be ideal in other respects, gave way to one 

in which the enamel was placed on the outside, 

and the section made almost octagonal in form 

by means of planing off the corners, as shown 

by the dotted lines in Fig. 2. This method is 

still followed to a certain extent by amateurs 

in making tips, and for the beginner at split 

bamboo rod making, it has many points of ex¬ 

cellence. The principal ones are that it is easier 

to make a joint of four than six pieces, and if 

these are carefully fitted, glued and varnished 

a fairly good rod is the result. 

It is possible the manufacture of these four- 

strip rods of solid wood or cane, and the diffi¬ 

culty in keeping water out of them with the in¬ 

ferior glue and varnish then available, resulted 

in the method often followed of winding joints 

solidly with silk thread or narrow .silk tape. 

This made the rod soft or logy and was dis¬ 

carded finally, to be revived in recent years, and 

again discarded. 

The four-section cane rods gave way to six- 

strip rods, and these have come to stay. They 

have been used successfully for the past genera¬ 

tion and have outlived their offshoots, the eight- 

strip, the seven-strip and the steel-centered single 

and double-built rods, showing that they are 

based on very sound principles. 

It is the belief among rodmakers that in a 

hexagonal rod the upper and the lower strips 

are called upon to perform the greater part of 

the work of casting and playing a fish, but the 

strain on the upper strip is supported, not by 

the lower strip alone, but by the three lower 

strips, as shown in Fig. 3. 

When the greatest strain falls on the lower 

strip, the three upper strips support it, as pic¬ 

tured in Fig. 4. This seems to be borne out 

by the fact that in tournament casting—the 

hardest work a fly-rod is called upon to per¬ 

form—it frequently occurs that the lower strip 
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is fractured, but the strength of the rod is but 

little impaired, and turning the rod so that the 

break comes on the sides, leaves it in good shape 

for further use, if the point where the strip is 

fractured be wound with silk and varnished. 

Our English friends, succeeding only fairly 

well in making split cane rods, have resorted to 

double built rods, to steel cores, and to winding 

in double spiral form with ribbons of steel, but 

while these methods are moderately successful 

with them, the result is to overload the rod, mak¬ 

ing it top heavy or logy. Sectional views of 

these are shown in Figs. 5 to 9 inclusive. 

In America not much attention has been paid 

to steel centers or steel whipping for rods. One 

firm makes a steel center rod, and another one 

winds both wood and split bamboo rods with 

copper or bronze ribbons in much the same man¬ 

ner employed abroad in winding with double 

spirals of steel. I have one of these metal- 

whipped rods, and must say that it has merit, 

for with it a fly can be cast very prettily in 

trout fishing, and it is no doubt strong, but to 

one accustomed to an ordinary split bamboo it 

has an action which, while pleasant, is peculiarly 

its own. Without wishing to disparage these 

methods of strengthening rods, for my own use 

I prefer plain whipping with narrow bands of 

fine silk at intervals of three-fourths to one and 

one-half inches, and believe these are sufficient 

for any rod of the class generally made in the 

United States. 
As previously stated, attempts to strengthen 

rods by winding them solidly with silk have 

Hexagonal cane rod, steel wire Hexagonal cane, 
center and steel tube center. double built. 

been made here during the last half century, but 

while it is claimed for these rods that they sel¬ 

dom break and will withstand severe strain, I 

would not advise the amateur to attempt solid 

winding. Rods wound solidly with silk on a 

machine are bound in all places with equal pres¬ 

sure, and if this winding gives strength, as 

claimed, the strengthening medium is uniform. In 

winding by hand you will at first lay the silk 

on with the greatest tension you can exert, but 

it is tedious work, and after a few minutes your 

fingers will begin to cramp and ache and you will 

wind less carefully. When you stop to rest the 

tension is relaxed, then you resume with vigor, 

and so on until the long contract is finished. The 

result must be that the silk is wound so tight 

in places that it will cut into the wood when 

the preserving medium causes it to shrink; else¬ 

where there will be loose spots, followed by tight 

places—anything but uniform winding, giving 

you a soft rod. 

In this way you may defeat your purpose, yet 

never know where the real fault lies. Ten to 

one the wood will be given the blame, as being 

poor, and you may try the same thing with an¬ 

other rod, to be again disappointed. 

All the fish laws of the United, States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 21.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The heavy rains of the past two 

weeks have swelled all of California’s streams, 

and more particularly those of the northern bay 

counties. The downpour filled the Russian River 

and its tributaries bank full. The sandbar, which 

had been formed across the mouth of the stream 

by the early rains, was washed out to sea when 

the first waters of the flood reached it, and the 

tide waters of the Pacific were once more per¬ 

mitted to enter. 

Devotees of steelhead fishing can now figure 

on some good fishing as soon as fine weather 

sets in again. Steelheads have been gathering- 

just off the Russian River bar for some time, 

and judging by the number of sea lions feeding 

in that locality the fish are very numerous. 

Paper Mill Creek does not seem to be getting 

its share of steelhead trout this year, though it 

is possible that the sudden rise of that stream 

may induce the fish to put in an appearance. 

Steelhead fishing this winter, however, seems to 

be rather uncertain and the whereabouts of the 

fish is never known until some fortunate fisher¬ 

man succeeds in landing one of the prizes. 

Sportsmen who fished in Paper Mill Creek last 

Sunday had but fair success and that only with 

quinnat salmon. 
From the Santa Cruz Mountains reports are 

heard of improved fishing. Apparently the 

flood waters from the creeks in that district 

have found their way well out into the ocean, 

and the fish in crossing these currents have 

turned their noses up stream. 

fig. 7. 

Steel-ribbed split-bamboo rod. 

Around San Francisco Bay rock cod and bass 

have been the quarry of the anglers, and some 

very good catches have been made. In the 

sloughs bass have been running well. As a rule 

the fish have been fair sized and game and the 

sport has been superior to that enjoyed a few 

weeks ago. 
President George Stone and his associates on 

the State Fish and Game Commission are much 

gratified over the large take of salmon eggs that 

is being furnished from the egg collecting sta¬ 

tions of the Federal Bureau of Fisheries on 

Battle Creek, Mill Creek and Baird Creek on 

McCloud River. The summer run at Baird was 

the largest ever taken, being about fourteen mil¬ 

lion eggs. Ten years ago three to four million 

was considered a good take. For the season 

there has been upward of seventy-five million 

eggs taken, and it is believed it will reach ninety 

million. 
It was thought at first that the change in the 

salmon law, giving fishermen one week longer 

of open season, would affect the number of eggs 

captured at the collecting stations, but the re¬ 

sults have allayed all fears on that score; in 

fact, it is believed the number collected would 

have been even larger if it had not been for 

the unusually late rains which left the streams 

low with the result that eggs were deposited on 

the beds of the larger bodies of water rather 

than in the smaller streams as would have been 

the case if the usual early November rains had 

appeared. 
The fish commission has recently added a new 

hatchery building, making four in all, at its 

Sisson station. Fifteen years ago one small 

building was sufficient to handle all the eggs 

that could be collected. To-day the capacity of 

four buildings is scarcely enough to meet the 

demands, which are continually growing. A new 

electric lighting plant is also being installed, the 

[lower for operating which is derived by the 

water supply furnished to the hatchery grounds. 
A. P. B. 

An Afternoon Off. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Early fall, or from September to the middle 

of October is an ideal time to be at the sea¬ 

shore. Following the torrid heat of the sum¬ 

mer months, as the sun swings lower and lower 

FIG. 8. FIG. 9. 

Eighteen-strip rod, and method of forming each of the 
three-piece strips. 

with each succeeding day, the air takes on an 

added freshness, and the glories of a northern 

Indian summer put to shame the summer days 

that are past. The ducks begin to come, and the 

blackfishing is at its best. The first are not 

only more plentiful, but for the table are worth 

twice as much as the little fish caught in dog 

days. 
There is one thing, however, about these 

beautiful fall days that is an objection to one 

who is obliged to work for his daily bread. It 

is very hard to set yourself at your daily task 

and be interested in your labors when the air 

is soft and balmy, the sea smooth, and your 

boat lies idly at her moorings with a box of 

bait hanging over the stern. To tell the truth, 

I began to wish it might rain, or snow, or do 

something to spoil the fishing. So many good 

days nearly drove me crazy when I knew I could 

not get away. You read so much nowadays 

about people dying from overwork that it is 

just as well to be careful, and I had read and 

thought so much on the subject, that I was 

afraid I would be the next victim, and it did 

seem a hard way to leave this world. 

One morning, when I was in this frame of 

Continued on page 33. 



Going to Sea. 

One hot day in August, 1892, I was sitting 
under the trees that lined the Bay Ridge shore 
of New York harbor in those days, idly watch¬ 
ing the shipping on the bay. It was too hot to 
move, so I took my ease on a bench built around 
one of the trees and divided my attention be¬ 
tween the bathers on the beach below and the 
various ships passing up and down the channel. 
Occasionally a bif liner with immense red fun¬ 
nels, belching out clouds of smoke, would pass 
out on its way across the ocean, or a clipper 

ship, toy-like in the distance, being towed up 
to the docks at New York to there unload the 
cargo she had carried from India, China or per¬ 
haps some port on the west coast of America, 
would creep past. 

Once in a while a lighter, with its raking mast, 
dirty sails and high deck load of barrels, would 
push past the end of the wharf against the tide, 
or a tugboat would shoot by running up with it. 

My eyesight had given out from overwork, and 
I was forced to quit for a while. I had gone 
out sailing in my father’s yacht day after day, 
but it was monotonous all alone, and this day 
I just sat and let my thoughts ramble along on 
whatever came into my head. 

Like many other boys I had all my life longed 
to go to sea, and as the morning wore on I found 
this thought uppermost in my mind, and even 
began to entertain the idea seriously. Then, as 
if to further tempt me, a little green bark came 
past the coal dock, that shut out my view up 
the bay, quite close in to the shore. The tug 
that was towing her evidently wanted to- escape 
the head tide by coming close in, and it gave me 
an opportunity to scrutinize the craft. I saw 
at a glance she was a new vessel and admired 
the graceful flare of her bows, the full swelling 
sides, and finely moulded quarters. I noticed how 
taut every stay was set up, how black the rig¬ 
ging, and the general appearance of cleanliness 
of her freshly painted white houses. 

My usual dress, as I never cared for society, 
was a blue serge suit, blue flannel shirt, low shoes 
and a black felt hat, so my dress was rather in 
harmony with South street surroundings, but the 
sharp eyes of the shipping men probably detected 
something in my looks that told them I was not 
very salty. 

Old Captain Curtis, of the ship State of Maine, 
when I gained admittance to him in his cabin, 
spoke very kindly, but advised me to stay ashore 
and refused to take me, saying he only carried 
experienced seamen and but few of them. Had 
I gone on this ship I would have had a lively 
time, for she was dismasted in a pamparo off the 
River Platte and put into Montevideo to re-rig. 

My reception was the same on all the ships I 
boarded and I began to wonder how any of the 
sailors ever got a job, when one day as I stood 
on a corner after an unsuccessful sally aboard 
a ship I saw something which showed me there 
was another side to a sailor’s life I knew noth- 
tng of. A. truck, loaded with seamen sitting 
atop of their bags and chests, rumbled down a 
side street on to a pier alongside a bark that was 

ready for sea. How these men secured their job, 
and how it was they all came down together were 
questions that puzzled me for a whole day, and 
it was not until the first day in August, 1892, 
or about two weeks from the day I started look¬ 
ing for a ship, that I found out. 

My chum Bob accompanied me in my trip 
along South street that day, and when we came 
to Pier No. 9 we saw a bark, on either bow of 
which was painted in white letters the name 
James A. Wright, and under this on her ellipti¬ 
cal stern was an American shield worked in 
colors and the name Boston, U. S. A. Her fore¬ 
mast was decorated with various festoons of sails 
that had been sent up like so many bags slung 
in the middle on gauntlines by the gang of rig¬ 
gers who were just then lined out along the 
fore yard hauling out and bending on the fore¬ 
sail, as one of their number on deck slacked 
the gaunt line on which that sail was suspended. 

With many a “Yo-ho ! Heave ’em!” the heavy, 
many-patched and many-colored canvas was 
stretched along the yard and secured with rov¬ 
ings to the iron rod, called the jackstay, that was 
secured by eyes along the top of each yard. 

After watching these men and admiring the 
freedom with which they worked high up in 

entry way to the cabin below at the forward end 
and a row of square skylights along the top, 
while aft on the short deck there was the wheel 
box and steering wheel. 

A motley looking group of men were assem¬ 
bled around the main hatch down on the main 
deck watching the stevedores cramming and jam¬ 
ming in the last of her cargo. 

“Ask for the mate,” said Bob, as I left him 
and swung myself into the bark’s channels and 
so over her rail. Clerks, stevedores and board¬ 
ing house runners mostly composed the crowd 
on the Wright’s deck; so, stepping to the open 
galley door I asked the darkey cook within if 
the mate was around. 

“Yas, dat’s ’im ober dere,” indicating a man 
of medium height and build who was just com¬ 
ing down the poop ladder. An old battered straw 
hat, yellow from exposure to the weather, cov¬ 
ered the head of this individual whose bristling, 
stubby beard, square jaws and cruel restless black 
eyes indicated a nature both energetic and bully¬ 
ing. A cotton shirt, baggy-kneed, threadbare 
trousers and red leather slippers completed the 
makeup of the man I met on his way forward, 
and asked if he had his crew shipped yet. 

“Don’t know. Don’t know nawthin’ ’bout ’em,” 

DROPPING THE PILOT. 

the air on slender foot ropes I turned my atten¬ 
tion to the bark’s deck. 

She was what is known as a half-decked ves¬ 
sel ; that is, besides the regular main deck she 
had a raised deck level with the top of her bul¬ 
warks that extended from just abaft the main¬ 
mast to the stern. Around the mainmast were 
the main bitts where much of the gear was be¬ 
layed, and here were the pumps with a large 
red flywheel on either side. A ladder on each 
side led down from the half deck or poop as 
it is called to the main deck. The bows of the 
bark were also decked over for about twenty 
feet with a deck called the forecastle head. 

Just abaft the foremast was a long white deck 
house with the galley in the after end of it, and 
the forecastle for sailors’ quarters in the for¬ 
ward end with a narrow compartment between 
the two called the carpenter shop where all the 
tools, lamps, etc., were kept. On top of this 
house, turned upside down on skids, were two 
large white rowboats, while aft across the front 
of the poop was a smaller one lashed upside 
down on deck. 

The rest of the after part of the bark was 
arranged with a raised cover called the booby 
hatch set over the after hatch, the after house 
with its little square coach house forming an 

was the curt reply as he passed on. A man 
standing near heard my question and told me to 
go see Johnnie Walker at the Sailors’ Home, 
that he was going to put the crew aboard. And 
so I found the key of the way to go to sea. 

THEY WERE BENDING THE FORESAIL. 

How long I might have wandered about the 
shipping, trying to get a position, is doubtful, 
but had I known more about it at the start I 
could have gone direct to any sailors’ boarding 
house, of which there are only too many, and 
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told them I wanted to go to sea. They would 
have found me a ship quickly enough and been 
glad of the chance to barter me off for money. 
As it was Bob and 1 started off to find the 
Sailors’ Home, which he said was on Cherry 
street, and which we eventually found at No. 
190. The atmosphere, the quaint looking signs, 
and the character of the people we met m our 
walk down Cherry avenue, as I afterward learned 
the sailors called this street, put me in mind ot 
Dickens’ writings more than any place I ever 
was in. Yellow birds, cockatoos, parrots and 
occasionally a blackbird in large wicker cages. 
The immensely fat dames and bleary-eyed rum- 
soaked males were the living images of those 
characters Dickens peopled his stories with. 
Even the dingy window panes, rickety furniture, 
and the hollows worn in the stone thresholds 
were suggestive of that greatest of all character 
writer’s works. , 

Once we saw the name Sailors Home painted 
over the doorway of a dirty little hovel, but no 
sooner did I enter the door and see the gm 
mill into which I had stepped than I knew that 
was not the home I was looking for. A fat dame, 
fathoms in circumference, sat puffing a short 
black clay pipe, and she referred me in answer 
to my inquiries to a card near the door on which 
was printed a list of all the union boarding 
houses, and here I saw the address, No. 190, of 
the home I was in search of. 

We knew it a block away by a large w'hite 
sign painted on the side of a building that low¬ 
ered several stories above its neighbors, so bid¬ 
ding Bob wait at the corner I went on up the 
broad stone steps between granite columns, four 
of which supported the face of the building to 
the height of the second story and inquired of 
several sailors, who sat tilted back in their chairs 
smoking on either side of the stairway, for 
Johnnie Walker. They told me to go on in 
He was in the office, and there I found him and 
applied for a position as able seaman on the 
bark James A. Wright. 

“Where are you stopping?” asked Johnnie. 
“With some friends over in Brooklyn.” 
He sized me up for a. second and then said, 

“Bring your bag over, she sails in a day or two. 
“All right,” said I. “I’ll have it here this 

afternoon,” and tickled to think I was at last 
as good as shipped I rejoined Bob at the corner 
in a highly delighted state of mind. _ 

He went with me out to my home in South 
Brooklyn and helped me select from the assort¬ 
ment I had, such things as we thought a common 
foremast hand would be likely to possess. The 
canvas bag into which all these were then stuffed 
was one Bob’s father Captain Edward Johnson 
had used several voyages to and from the West 
Indies in the old bark Rebecca Carnano. So 
the bag bore every indication of having been to 
sea if I did not. 

Bidding farewell to my sister, as _ my folks 
were then away at the seashore, I realized some¬ 
what the move I was making as with my bag. 
I rode on the front platform of a trolley car into 
Brooklyn, and when I reached the ferry I had 
to pocket my pride, shoulder my bag, and go in 
through the ferry house where the horses go. 
Perhaps I was making such a jackass of my¬ 
self as to warrant this, but having gone thus 
far I was not the kind to be stopped by a trifle. 

It was 3 o’clock in the afternoon when I tossed 
my clothes bag on to the Boor of the office at 
the Sailor’s Home, signed my name in the regis¬ 
ter, got a key to room No. 21, and saw Johnnie 
Walker lock my bag up in a room that was piled 
nearly full of chests, bags and old battered trunks 
lashed with rope. 

I first took a look at my room with its two 
iron bedsteads, empty bureau and two chairs, 
and could not help thinking how barren rt looked 
to my room at home. Then I went into the 
library where papers and periodicals of all kinds 
lay on the tables and cribbage, chess and back¬ 
gammon boards stood in every corner. Saunter- 
ing through the hallways I met sailors of all 
nationalities standing in groups smoking and 
spinning yarns, and then I went out to walk 
about until dark. 

T got my supper at a restaurant, and on my 
way to the home to turn in for the night I 
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bought a little Standard diary for the year 1892, 
and the next morning in my room I made my 
first entry in it and did so every day for just 
291 days thereafter or until the day we were paid 
off at Wilmington, Del., at the end of the voyage. 

I turned out at 6 next morning, had my break¬ 
fast in the basement of the “home,” and then 
Johnnie Walker told two other men and myself 
to go to the U. S. Shipping Commissioner’s 
office, which I found to my surprise was at the 
corner of Whitehall and Pearl streets, within a 
block of the office where for several years I had 
been working. 

We found five other men with the runners from 
the boarding houses where they had been stop¬ 
ping waiting at the door for the commissioner, 
and as soon as he arrived we all followed to 
a large room on the second floor and stood out¬ 
side a railing behind which many clerks were 
busy at desks. 

As our names were called we stepped up to 
the railing and gave our ages, birthplace, etc., 
and I noticed, when it came my turn, the clerk 
put down my height, five feet eight; color of 
my eyes, blue; hair, black, and general com¬ 
plexion, dark. Then I signed my name to the 
ship’s articles where I noticed the crew num¬ 
bered eight, and with captain, two mates,_ cook 
and cabin boy made just thirteen souls in all 
to man the bark James A. Wright of 887 regis¬ 
tered tons burden for a voyage not to exceed 
two years to Valparaiso, Chili, and such other 
ports on the coast of Chili as the captain might 
direct and back to a port in the United States; 
wages $18 a month. Then I signed a note called 
an advance note which Johnnie Walker took and 
vvhich was good for two months of my pay or 
thirty-five dollars. 

When the morning of the third came around 
I could hardly control my spirits. I felt happy 
to think that at last I had accomplished my 
object and was actually bound to sea that very 
day, but at the same time I was slightly uneasy 
as to the outcome of it all. Here was I, shipped 
as an able seaman when I did not know the 
names of half the ropes. The names of the 
sails, spars and standing rigging I knew well 
enough, but that was not half of what I had 
yet to learn. There were buntlines, clewlines 
and leachlines, sheets, tacks and gaskets that I 
never dreamed of. 

After breakfast we all went into the base¬ 
ment of the building and purchased such clothes, 
beds, boots and knick knacks as we needed, the 
price of which along with our board was to be 
deducted from our first two months’. wages, the 
advance note for which had been given to our 
boarding master. He was to deduct his bill from 
it and return each man the balance after his 
account at the home had been settled. 

About 9 o’clock,' all being ready, we piled our 
bags, chests and straw mattresses into the wagon, 
climbed aboard ourselves, and with Johnnie 
Walker-driving started for Pier No. 9 and sea. 

I cannot begin to describe my feelings during 
that ride. One minute I would feel as happy 
as could be and the next I was tempted-to jump 
off the truck and run. Then as we passed Wall 
street ferry and met the crowd of business men 
coming out of the ferry house my heart went 
into my shoes. _ _ 

What would my friends think of me if they 
should see me perched up among the bags and 
chests like a common sailor along with three 
other shellbacks, one of whom was decidedly 
drunk. Surely their good opinion of me would 
not be strengthened any. Neither did I want 
my new companions to think I was any better 
than themselves by having some gentleman come 
up and sneak to me. If they should I would 
have a still harder time. But to my relief I did 
not see a face in all the crowd I knew. 

As is always the case when a ship is outward 
bound, there was a crowd on the dock to see her 
off. They closed around us as we drove along¬ 
side the bark and tossed our bags over the rail 
to see “the crowd” as a crew is called, and make 
comments on us. 

As soon as our bags struck the deck the mates 
went through them in search of bottles of runa, 
and while they were doing.it one old fellow, Jim, 
marched forward with his sea boots into the 

fo’castle and quickly hid among the beams the 
two well filled whiskey flasks that were tucked 
one into the toe of each boot. As soon as the 
search was over, and a couple of bottles of very 
poor rum had gone over the side, we were told 
to clear out the fo’castle and change our clothes. 

It was piled full of hawsers, old rope, wood 
and barrels of coal. The other four men com¬ 
pleting our crew were already aboard, having 
come from different boarding houses early enough 
to get the pick of the bunks. We piled all the 
duffle on the fore hatch and each man selected 
a bunk by tossing his clothes bag into any empty 
one he saw. I wanted an upper one, but all 
were taken, so I shoved my clothes bag into the 
lower for and aft bunk on the port side. 

[to be concluded.] 

N. Y. Y. C. Officers for 1908. 

At the annual meeting of the New York Y. 1 
C., held Thursday night, Dec. 19, the question 
of scantlings was thrown over for good, as no 
satisfactory results could be found by the com- j 
mittee apointed for that purpose. This com¬ 
mittee was discharged. 

The officers elected for 1908 are as follows: 
Cornelius Vanderbilt was elected to the position 
of Commodore for the third successive year. 
The other officers are: Vice-Commodore, 
Arthur Curtiss James; Rear-Commodore, 
Frederick F. Brewster; Secretary, George A. 
Cormack; Treasurer, Tarrant Putnam; Meas¬ 
urer, William Hallock. Regatta Committee, H. 
De B. Parsons, Ernest E. Lorillard and Walter , 
C. Kerr. House Committee, Thomas A. Bron¬ 
son, Hunter Wykes and George A. Freeman. • 
Committee on Admission, Henry C. Ward, E. | 
F. Whitney, George A. Adee, Alexander S. 
Cochrane and J. D. J. Kelley. Library Commit¬ 
tee, Grenville Kane, James A. Metcalf and 
Charles W. Lee. Model Committee, A. Bradlee 
Hunt, Paul E. Stevenson and James Douglas 
Sparkman. Committee on Club Stations and 
Anchorages, William H. Thomas, Henry H. j 
Rogers, Cord Meyer, Augustus C. Tyler, Charles ; 
Lane Poor, Maximilian Agassiz, Alfred C. 1 
Harrison, Henry C. Ward, William Lanman 
Bull, J. Harvey Ladew and Paul G. Thebaud. j 

Larchmont’s 1908 Officers Elected. 

At a meeting of the Larchmont Y. C. mem- ! 
bers at Delmonico’s on the evening of Wednes¬ 
day, Dec. 18, Mr. A. H. W. Johnson ran for . 
the position of secretary against Mr. A. Bryan { 
Alley and was elected. Mr. Johnson received 
325 votes and Mr. Alley 125. When the an- ( 
nouncement was made Mr. Alley moved that 
the vote for secretary be made unanimous, i 
which was done. 

The full ticket elected is as follows: Com- 
modore, Wilson Marshall; Vice-Commodore, • 
John Procter Clarke; Rear-Commodore, Walter 
C. Hubbard; Secretary, A. H. W. Johnson: 
Treasurer, William Murray. Trustees (to serve 
three years)—Edward J. Greacen and George 
A. Freeman. 

The popularity of the club is well shown by 
the following list of vessels owned in the club: 

There are 832 members in the club. The fleet 
consists of 377 vessels; 23 schooners 16 auxiliary 
schooners, 143 sloops, cutters and yawls, 10 
mainsail yachts and 179 power boats. In the 
library there are 6,032 volumes. 

The 125 prizes won last season were on ex¬ 

hibition. „, , „ , 
Commodore Wilson Marshall was absent, 

owing to the recent death of his brother, Mr. 
Alfred Marshall, an old member of the. club. 
Vice-Commodore F. M. Hoyt presided. 

Bajazzo. 

The plans of the German yacht Bajazzo, re- 
nroduced herewith, are from the German yacht- 
in^ paper, The Yacht, and will give our readers 
some idea of the racing craft of the Fatherland. 
She was built in 1904 for Herman Otto Kroz- 
mann, and her dimensions are as follows: 
Length over all, 29.26ft.; load waterline, 17.58ft.; 
beam, extreme, 5-57ft.; draft, 3 6ft. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 

(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, '‘Designer,” Boston. 

HOLLIS BURGESS 
INSURANCE of all kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST„ BOSTON, MASS. 
Telephone, 1905-1 Main. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H,. Clark. 

HOYT ta CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (SL STEVENS, 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA. 

Canoe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time 
and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 
Life in a Comer of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin- 

•on. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
reggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
axchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
tn« hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days, 

to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun frc 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fish 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather, 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mai 
_° write of his fishing companions. The chapters v 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning 
TLav' ,be.e" of sustained interest. The ‘Met ' 
rished With was among the most popular 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream 

en I 
series 
readers 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Yachting in the Pacific. 

San Francisco, Dec. 21.—Interest in San 
Francisco, Los Angeles and Honolulu in the 
trans-Pacific race from the latter city of San 
Pedro, Cal., is on the increase. It now looks 
as though the Hawaiian Islands may be repre¬ 
sented by a fleet instead of a single yacht. 
Eben Low, a Honolulu enthusiast, is said to 
have made arrangements to bring a Gloucester 
fishing boat from the Newfoundland banks 
around the Horn to San Pedro in time for the 
contest. According to reports, he has secured 
a boat with a record for speed and seaworthy 
qualities and one which will cut a prominent 
figure in the ocean race. 

The San Francisco Y. C. held an “overland 
cruise” last Sunday, starting from the club 
house. On the evening of Dec. 18, Henry Payot 
gave an illustrated lecture on “Venice” under 
the auspices of the club and an informal dance 
followed the talk. 

The rowing men of San Francisco are pre¬ 
paring for the winter season. Members of the 
Dolphin Rowing and Swimming club have taken 
up active work and have nominated officers for 
the coming year. Those nominated were: W. 
A. Remensperger, President; R. H. Ohea, 
Vice-President; L. D. Weinand, Recording Sec¬ 
retary; Adam Scheuppert, Treasurer; J. D. 
Thurman, Captain; A. A. Bertrand, Lieutenant 
Captain; Thomas Kenniff, John Phillips and 
Frederick Sherry, Directors; J. D. Thurman, J. 
J. Cronin and H. McKevitt, Delegates to the 
Pacific Association of Amateur Oarsmen; E. E. 
Barthold, Sergeant-at-Arms; S. P. Vacini and 
J. H. Barthold, Executive Committee. 

The Bermuda Race. 

Five yachts have already signified their in¬ 
tentions of competing in the ocean race of 1908 
from Marblehead to Bermuda. The black 
schooner yacht Dervish, winner of this race last 
year and owned by Commodore Henry A. 
Morss, is one of these, Henry C. Doscher’s 
white. schooner Zurah is another; then there is 
the big white schooner Fleur-de-Lys that raced 
across the ocean in 1905, owned now by Dr. 
Lewis A. Stinson, the auxiliary schooner Mar¬ 
garet, owned by George S. Runk, and R. D. 
Flody’s little yawl, Lila. 

It will be interesting to note the difference in 
time between boats of such widely different 
sizes in a trip of this length to see how the 
actual times of the little fellows compare with 
that of the larger ones. There are times on the 
ocean when a canoe could run a ship hull down 
in an afternoon—when a summer’s sea, with 
long, easy swells, looks inviting enough to tempt 
any yachtsman. Then again there are times 
when the larger craft will go two feet to the 
small one’s one—when the sea tumbles over in 
steep hummocks before half a gale, and the big 
hull smashes down the humps which the little 
fellow has to climb over. 

No one can tell what the racers will meet on 
their trip, and therein lies the charm of the sea. 

Sails? No. Spark Plugs. 

Fore ’n’ Aft, a bright and interesting yacht¬ 
ing monthly magazine, has gone the way of 
many of its predecessors. Gone under, capsized 
and sunk. Power Boating, formerly a sailboat 
man’s magazine, under the name “Boating,” has 
chucked all her rigging over the side, and under 
its present name, with the remains of Fore ’n’ 
Aft stowed under its hatch, comes out for the 
choo! choo! men with spark advanced, full 
speed ahead. 

We are sorry to lose Fore ’n’ Aft. for it—as 
was also Sail and Sweep—was a bright sun¬ 
shiny spot for the sailboat men’s recreation. 

Mr. C. D. Durkee, of the well known ship 
chandlery firm, won the small working model 
of an electric launch that was raffled off at the 
Motor Boat Show in the Grand Central Palace. 

WILLIAM GARDNER, 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector). New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS <a PACKARD 
Naval Architects Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

B. B. CROWNINSHIELD 

SPAR COATING 
A perfect finish for all woodwork, spars and ironwork exposed 

to excessive changes in weather and temperature. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

EDWARD SMITH ® COMPANY 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

59 Market St., Chicago, III. 45 Broadway, New York 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people 
* whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 

carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoaJs aj\d 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A complete illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national reputa¬ 
tion. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A CT?m,p'ete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 

Clcuhampr1ce $30(>1S' By Linton HoPe- 177 pages. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these vachts 
alipne; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoe and Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
BX,.W- P- Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and Enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates m envelope. Price, $2.00. 7 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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New Yachts Building. 

At the works of the Seabury Company. 
Morris Heights, there is under construction a 
handsome cruising motor boat 6oft. long, for 
Mr. F. M. Wilson, of this city. The hull will be 
of vyood and the accommodations roomy and 
comfortable. The joiner work throughout will 
be in hard woods. She will be fitted with a six- 
cylinder Speedway gasolene engine and a speed 
of 12 miles an hour has been guaranteed. 

The same company is building two 46ft. 
launches for the ISfew York Police Department. 
These boats will be fitted with four-cylinder 
Speedway engines of about 50 horsepower each. 

There is also in frame at the same company s 
shops a 60ft. motor boat for Mr. Herbert John¬ 
ston. She will have a six-cylinder, 100 horse¬ 
power Speedway engine, and a speed of about 
18 miles an hour is anticipated. 

The hunting cabin cruiser, 47ft- long, for Mr. 
A. V. Wyckoff, built by the same company, is 
about to be delivered. 

The same company has started work on a 
57ft. cruising motor boat for a western yachts¬ 
man which will be fitted with a six-cylinder 
engine, and Mr. Kdward Kemp s 45ft- speed 
boat, built of teak, is being clanked. The latter 
will be fitted with a six-cylinder Speedway en¬ 
gine and a speed of 20 miles an hour has been 
guaranteed. 

The 105ft. auxiliary schooner yacht for Mr. _ 
Max C. Fleischmann, at the same works, is 
progressing rapidly. 

Accept the Lipton Cup. 

The Board of Governors of the Brooklyn Y. 
C. met at the office of Commodore W. C. 
Tower and formally accepted from Sir Thomas 
Lipton the tender of the $1,000 cup offered for 
an ocean race. A resolution was passed ex-t 
pressing the club’s appreciation of Sir Thomas’s 
interest and generosity, and forwarded to him. 

Respecting the arrangements for the race the 
board decided to leave the selection of a course 
and the other details of the contest to the Re¬ 
gatta Committee for its disposition, with in¬ 
structions, however, not to- race to Bermuda. 
It was suggested that a race might be held to 
Nassau instead, and this proposition was re¬ 
ceived with some favor. It is also possible 
that the race may simply go to the northeast 
end lightship off Cape May. 

The deed of gift drawn uo by the Interna¬ 
tional Cup Committee of the club was approved 
and the cup will be offered on those terms. 

A proposition was also received and referred 
to the Regatta Committee looking toward the 
co-operation of the club with the Motor Boat 
Club of America in the annual race week carni¬ 
val of the latter club, holding the same on 
Gravesend Bay instead of on the Hudson next 
year. 

Pivonia Y. C. Officers. 

The Pavonia Y. C. has elected the following 
officers for the coming year: Commodore, 
William E. Throne; Vice-Commodore, John 
Foulkes; Rear-Commodore, S. W. Decker; 
Treasurer, Frank Baker; Corresponding Secre¬ 
tary, Dr. G. W. Mellor; Financial Secretary, 
John Wilson; Measurer, H. A. Ockerhausen; 
Fleet Surgeon, Dr. M. S. Hatch. Directors 
D. A. Woodruff, Joseph Kelley, E. A. Volght 
and Claudius Harz. 

The club will hold a reception on Thursday 
evening, Jan. 23._ 

The Shamrock Not Coming. 

London, Monday.—Sir Thomas Lipton de¬ 
clares that he has no intention to race the new 
Shamrock for the International cup recently 
offered by the Brooklyn Y. C. for competition 
in American waters in 1908. He says that next 
season he will be fully employed in British 
waters, for which the Shamrock was specially 
built. He would be glad, he added, if America 
would send a yacht to compete here, but failing 
that he feared that the International contest 
must stand adjourned. 
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96.3 
HEER'S 1906 RECORD STILL SUPREME WITH U. M. C. SHELLS 

J. L. D. Morrison leads all shooters in his class, for 1907, with a score of .9578 

Shooting Arrow Shot Shells 
W. H. Heer broke .939; G. W. Maxwell .933; R. 0. Heikes .923 in their classes, while amateurs with U M. C. shells 

made .923 and .910. 

HONORS GALORE 
Think of the significance of the following statement: It is the record ot marvellous marksmanship which has never before 

honored any one make of shot shells and may never again. 
There were 10 Interstate Handicaps in 1907 and U. M. C. Shells were used by the winners of 8. The 9th winner used 

y2 U. M. C. shells and the 10th only used another make. 
At Richmond, at Chicago, at Boston, at Denver, at Spokane, U. M. C. Quality was always in evidence and the winners 

relied upon it. 

HONORS EXCLUSIVE 
The American International Military Team, discarding all other makes, chose and used U. M. C. .30 Government Cartridges 

exclusively, and won the Military Championship of the world at Ottawa last September. In 1903 also the American Team 
used U. M. C. Cartridges exclusively. 

HONORS UNIQUE 
U. M. C. .22s proved their worth in November when Wm. Akard with a rifle broke 15,000 targets thrown by himself and 

1659 small marbles without a miss. U. M. C. .22 black powder cartridges required the rifle to be cleaned but once a day. 

Were There Any Other Honors? 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

Jan. 14.—Bergen Beach G. C. 
Jan. 14-17.—Hamilton (Ont.) G. C. eighteenth annual 

tournament. J. J Lawlor, Sec’y. 
Jan. 16.—Sistersville, W. Va.—Midwinter target tourna¬ 

ment of the Sistersville Shooting Club. Ed. O. 

Bower, Sec’y- ... , ,. 
Jan. 23-25.—Pinehurst (N. C.) annual midwinter handi¬ 

cap. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
Jan. 28-Feb. 1.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap. 
Feb. 12.—Bergen Beach G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 
March 10.—Bergen Beach G. C. . , , , 
March 16-17— Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 

pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
May 6-7— Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

meyer, Sec’y. _. „ _ _ __ _ , 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (E. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec’y, 201 Pearl street, New York. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. , 
May 19.—Clean (N. Y.) G. C. F. F. Mason. Sec y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State' Sportsman s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
~ ' R. Le ”--’~ added. Earl Jee, Sec’y. 

June 3-5.—Jersey City.—’New Jersey State shoot. 
June 10-12— Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The New York State shoot, to be held under the 

auspices of the Chemung County Forest, Fish and Game 

Protective Association, at Elmira, N. Y., has the dates 

June 10-12. 
at 

The Cumberland, Md., Shooting Club announces that 

their spring tournament will be held May 6 and 7, 1908. 

Mr. Frank Billmeyer is the Secretary. 

at 
Mr. D. T. Abercrombie informs us that he is no longer 

a member of the firm of Abercrombie & Fitch, and that 

he will soon start a sporting goods establishment under 

the name of Abercrombie’s. Bernard Waters. 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Dec. 28.—There was a close contest 
for the December cup. The victory made Mr. A. E. 
Hendrickson the final winner of the trophy. Scores: 

December cup, 25 targets: 
H. T. 

A E Hendrickson... 4 23 
F C Raynor. 5 18 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 
F B Stephenson . 18 
F W Moffett. 14 
*T Fanning . 14 
O C Grinnell. Jr. 12 

H. T. 
W C Damron. 2 19 

L M Palmer, Jr. 12 
F f Bedford, Jr. 12 
F D Creamer. tv 
W C Damron. 10 

‘Professional. 
Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 

H. T. 
D Creamer. 2 15 
C Damron. 1 15 

B Stephenson. 0 13 
C Grinnell, Jr... 1 13 

M Palmer, Jr. 0 12 
H Ernst . 2 13 
E Hendrickson... 2 liy 

Shoot-off. same conditions: 
D frpampr. 2 14 

H. T. 
F H Bedford, J. 0 13 
F C Raynor. 3 11 
W W Marshall. 3 12 
L C Hopkins. 3 12 
S A Sykes. 3 11 
H B Vanderveer.... 2 It) 
F W Moffett. 0 10 

W C Damron. 1 12 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
A E Hendrickson... 2 14 
O C Grinnell, Jr... 1 13 

F D Creamer . 2 12 
L M Palmer, Jr. 0 11 

F J Bedford. 0 12 
W C Damron. 0 13 
F W Moffett. 0 12 
F B Stephenson ... 0 12 

Trophy shoot, 25 targets: 
L C Hopkins. 5 25 
F T Bedford, Jr.... 1 25 
W W Marshall. 5 25 
F B Stephenson.... 0 23 
O C Grinnell, Jr.... 1 23 
O C Grinnell, Jr.... 1 23 
L M Palmer, Jr.... 0 24 

Shoot-off, same conditions: 
F T Bedford, Jr.... 1 21 
L C Hopkins. 5 21 

Shoot-off, same conditions: 
L C Hopkins. 5 20 

Trophy shoot, 25 targets: 
W W Marshall. 5 25 
A E Hendrickson... 4 25 
O C Grinnell, Jr.... 2 25 
C H Chapman. 7 24 
F W Moffett . 0 22 
F B Stephenson.... 0 20 
W C Damron. 2 20 

Team shoot, 25 targets: 
T. M Palmer.... 0 21 
F B Stephenson. 0 25—46 
F D Creamer... 4 19 
F T Bedford, Jr. 1 23—42 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
O C Grinnell, Jr.... 1 14 
W W Marshall'.... . 3 14 
F W Moffett. . 0 13 
F D Creamer. . 2 13 
F B Stephenson... . ‘t VI 
W C Damron. . 1 12 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets 
F W Moffett. . ■) 23 
T H Ernst. . 4 23 
O C Grinnell, Tr... 9 2J 
A E Hendrickson.. . 4 22 
F D Creamer . . 4 o>» 

Prize divided. 

J H Ernst . 2 11 
H B Vanderveer... 2 10 
L C Hopkins. 3 10 
W W Marshall. 3 9 

A E Hendrickson... 4 22 
H B Vanderveer.... 4 22 
W C Damron. 2 18 
T H Ernst . 4 18 
r W Moffett. 0 18 
Dr F C Raynor. 5 17 

W W Marshall . 5 18 

F T Bedford. 1 19 

J H Ernst . 4 20 
L C Hopkins . 5 20 
C A Sykes. 4 20 
Dr F C Raynor. 5 20 
F T Bedford, Jr. 1 19 
L M Palmer, Jr.... 0 18 

F W Moffett.... 0 21 
O Grinnell. Jr.. 2 22—43 
A Hendrickson.. 4 19 
W C Damron... 2 18—37 

T. C Hopkins. 3 12 
F T Bedford, Tr. 0 12 
L M Palmer, Jr. 0 12 
J H Ernst. 2 12 
C H Chapman. 4 11 
J P Fairchild. 3 19 

F B Stephenson.... 0 21 
W C Damron. 3 21 
W W Marshall. 5 21 
F D Bedford, Jr. 0 19 
L M Palmer, Jr.... 0 IS 
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North Side Gun Club. 

Paterson, N. J., Dec. 28.—The club members will 
journey to Maywood on New Year’s Day, as the guests 
of the Midland Gun Club, with whom we will shoot a 
five-man team contest. On Christmas Day a five-man 
team race was shot by us with the Midlands, the home 
team winning by a score of 108 to 99. Mr. Eddie Morgan 
scored a win on the Dupont trophy, after shooting oft a 
tie with Mr. W. Hempstead: 

Team shoot: 

l 
Midlands. 

P Hokland.20 
C Banta.20 
Howland .18 
Jackson .21 
Krug .20— 99 

123456789 
10 15 25 25 10 15 10 25 25 

9 18 17 5 13 .. 19 20 
7 15 16 . 

20 18 
20 18 

.. 11 9 20 .. 
5 11 10 23 21 
2. 
.. 9. 

21 .. 7 11 
5 12 
9 11 

Northsides. 
H Beckler .19 
T Bender .23 
T Spaeth .22 
W Hempstead .23 
E Morgan .21—108 

Sweepstakes: 
Targets: 

H Beckler . 8 
E Simonton . 6 
J Wilkinson . 5 8 12 8 
J Polhemus . 6 11 .. .. 
H Howland . 8 16 15 
J P Howland. 10 20 19 
R Strader . 3 8 .. 14 
Schoverling . 7 .. 16 18 
J C Banta .10 . ■ 25 .. 
T Bender .13 17 20 
Dr Ohle . 3 •• 8 .. 
H C Banta.. .. 12 .. 
H Jackson . 4 .. 19 20 
Van Houten . 7 .. 20 17 
J Spaeth  . 8 12 19 
Hempstead . •* y AJ £ •* 
WesterhofF .16 •• ° o .. .. 
W Wilson . •• •• 6 4.. .. 
I Stelling . ■■ 19 •• 7 7 .. .. 
C Lewm .23 17. 
H Bredder . 7. 
F Bredder . •• 41. 
Bunderman .-14.. •• 

A ^Veenstra .,? Jo ’’ " id. 
I Storms .J} H ■■ ■ ’ . 

E Morgan . 6 14 23 20 . 

J Corkery .^. 

H Krug . 20. 
W Jones .13 13. 

Dec 28.—The weather to-day was favorable for good 
work.’ Mr. Beckler, who- just came backfrom a trip to 
the south, says that on account, of the indisposition ot 
Bill Jones, that the match which was to take place on 
New Year’s Day, would be postponed until a regular 
shooting day of the club at the local grounds. Scores: 

Targets: 10 15 25 10 15 10 15 10 15 
Banta . 7 10 18 .. .. 8 10 .. .. 
Beckler . 7 0 19. 
Terhune . 8 9 .. . 

Spaeth ! .... 8 12 21 10 10 8 14 
Simonton . § § § 5. 
Stannard . 3 8 11 .. .. .. .. 
Nichols . 10 10 20 7 11 5 3 
Hunter   7 12 15 8 15 9 10 
Hunter . 9 H .. 10 12 8 11 

Landis .. •• •• 5 12 5 8 
Fisher . 6 9 

9 14 

Uncle Hank. 

run 
out of 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Billings . 22 2 46 1 22 1 20 1 23 1 23 

Hinds . 20 0 19 0 21 

A Tilt . 19 2 42 1 23 1 22 i 23 6 25 

Dugro . 16 6 48 3 24 3 19 3 21 3 17 

19 6 48 3 19 3 24 3 21 2 23 

Hodgman . 24 0 40 0 18 0 20 0 19 0 19 

Held . 4 41 2 23 2 24 • 2 20 2 20 

20 10 41 5 23 5 23 5 22 . . . . 

19 10 35 5 17 5 21 5 21 5 20 

Missing . 18 10 24 5 14 5 11 5 17 

T T O’Donohue. 17 10 43 5 20 5 23 5 22 5 24 

T T O’Donohue. 4 41 2 24 1 24 1 19 1 22 

Pelham . 4 46 2 20 2 23 2 20 2 23 

Greiff . 4 43 2 21 2 20 2 20 

B Tilt . 10 37 5 20 5 16 5 22 5 20 

Howard . 0 21 0 22 .. .. 
Howard . . 0 21 0 22 . . . . . . 

0 14 0 24 • • . 
Morrison . 2 38 1 16 1 18 i 2i .. .. 

Championship, first 100 targets: 
Billings . 22 21 19 22 84 

A Tilt . 23 22 21 22 88 

Dugro . 20 21 16 18 75 

Elias . 21 16 21 18 76 

Hodgman . 20 18 20 19 77 

Held . 18 21 22 18 79 
15 18 13 17 63 

Lenone . 15 12 16 16 58 
Missing . 7 9 6 12 34 

J T O’Donohue. 17 15 18 16 67 

0 43 0 22 0 24 0 24 0 23 

0 43 0 21 0 20 1 17 2 20 

10 40 5 18 5 17 6 15 .. 
10 33 5 17 5 13 . 
2 49 0 22 0 21 ‘i 2i 2 25 

2 37 1 23 0 21 1 22 2 22 

0 46 0 23 0 21 1 22 2 23 

10 40 5 20 5 20 5 19 5 19 

0 37 0 20 0 17 1 22 2 21 

2 37 1 21 1 21 2 21 3 24 

10 42 5 21 5 22 5 20 5 24 

0 33 0 12 0 14 . . . , 
8 40 4 21 4 20 5 19 5 20 

10 36 5 17 5 16 5 16 
0 35 0 21 0 22 1 21 2 23 

0 34 0 16 0 18 1 16 2 20 

8 41 4 22 4 19 
10 40 5 17 5 16 5 20 5 21 

21 22 22 24 89 84 173 
20 23 21 20 84 76 160 

16 14 13 12 55 63 118 

23 24 22 21 90 77 167 

18 17 22 21 78 80 158 
22 24 23 21 90 88 178 
15 15 15 15 60 55 115 

20 17 20 17 74 77 151 
16 16 16 17 65 67 132 

16 16 17 16 65 58 123 
14 21 22 21 76 79 157 
16 18 15 18 67 71 138 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., Dec. 21.—Twenty guns re¬ 
ported to-day tor our regular weekly shoot and good 
scores were made under favorable conditions, A. Tilt 
carrying off the honors. In addition to the regular events 
the first leg of the club championship was 
Mr. A. Tilt was high gun with 88 breaks 

WO' , TT J J 
First event, practice, was won by Hodgman; second 

event December cup, was won by Dugro after tie 
with Elias; third event, Sauer gun, leg won by T. J. 
O’Donohue, after tie with Dugro, shoot-off 24 to 19, 
fourth eve it, for Hunter vase, leg won by Elias, after 
tie with Hale, T. J. O’Donohue and Kuchler, shoot-off 
21 20, 19, 20, in the order named; fifth event, for Wals- 
ro’de ’cup, leg won bv A. Tilt, after tie with Billings, 
Tilt breaking straight in shoot-off and also winning sixth 
event, a trophy shoot: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 

C W Billings.... .. 22 2 44 1 24 1 23 0 22 

Fred Pelham .... .. 23 4 45 2 21 2 25 

W J Elias . .. 21 4 32 2 22 2 20 2 20 

Dr Wilson. lr... .. 18 10 3S 5 19 5 22 

T T O Donohue, Jr.. 2 36 1 19 1 17 i i.9 

C H Cates. 10 37 5 18 5 14 5 22 

M V Lenone. 5 19 5 15 5 20 

C H Dugro __ 6 4i 3 19 3 22 3 22 

R J Held. 4 47 2 22 1 24 0 21 

Events: 6 7 8 9 10 

C W Billings.... 0 21 0 21 . . . • 
Fred Pelham - 1 23 

W J Elias. 2 23 2 21 1 23 

T T O’Donohue, Jr.. 1 22 1 19 1 19 
5 20 5 20 5 21 
5 25 4 21 4 22 4 i8 4 ii 

C H Dugro. 3 22 4 20 3 21 3 20 3 19 

R J Held. 0 21 0 21 0 17 0 17 0 19 

1 19 1 17 1 20 1 21 0 lo 

Thomson . 5 20 5 22 5 17 
G. F. 

5 23 
P. 

[Jan. 4, 1908. 

Peiham ^.7“ 20 18 21 18 77 
Creiff . 22 19 18 18 77 
B Tilt . 12 15 11 17 55 

Dec. 28.—The conditions were good to-day for shoot¬ 
ing and eighteen guns reported at the traps. The sec¬ 
ond leg of the club championship was run off, and A. 
Tilt keeping up his good work with a breake of 90, won 
rather easily with a total of 178 out of 200, Billings win¬ 
ning second prize with 173, and Pelham third with 167, 
having improved his position from sixth place, which 
he held on first day. , _. ,, 

Event 1, was for practice, and was won by Pelham 
with 23; second event, for December cup, leg won by 
Pelham with 49, but Dugro gets the cup, having two 
legs; third event, for Sauer gun, leg won by T. J. 
O’Donohue after tie with Tilt at 24, shoot-off 22 to 21; 
fourth event, for Hunter vase, final leg won by Bill¬ 
ings, by breaking 24, but Elias and Pelham, haying 
two legs each, shoot off for possession of vase, Pelham 
winning, 21 to 17; fifth event, for special cup (substituted 
for Walsroce cup, Greiff having won same with three 
legs to his credit), was won by Billings; sixth event, 
turkey shoot, won by Pelham on straight score: 

Events: 
C W Billings ... 
W J Elias. 
C H Cates. 
C L Graves. 
Fred Pelham ... 
T J O’Donohue. 
A Tilt . 
B Tilt . 
F Hodgman .... 
J D ickerson. 
J J O’Donohue.. 
Smith . 
M V Lenone.... 
W A'Tilt. 
R J Held. 
J Morrison . 
G W Kuchler.... 
T Lenone, Jr- 

Club championship: „ , 
Total Total Grand 
2d 100. 1st 100. Total. 

C W Billings.... 
W J Elias. 
C H Cates. 
Fred Pelham ... 
T T O’Donohue, 
A 'Tilt . 
B Tilt . 
F Hodgman .... 
J J O’Donohue.. 
M V Lenone. 

j . 
J Morrison ..16 18 15 18 

Dec. 25— Christmas Day was all that a trapshootei 
cou'd ask for from the weather standpoint, and eleven 
gunners broke away from Santa long enough to get a 
crack at the bluerocks. 

First event was for practice; second event, for Decem¬ 
ber cup, was won by Held; third event, for holiday cup, 
leg won by Billings; fourth event, for Sauer gun, leg 
won by Held; fifth event, for Hunter vase, leg won by 
Pelham; sixth event, Walsrode cup, leg won by Lenone, 
assisted by 5 targets and getting a full score; seventh 
event, was trophy shoot, and was won by Elias; eighth 
event’ was for a turkey and was won by Elias; ninth and 
lenth’ events were turkey shoots, and won by Morrison 
and Thompson respectivelly. 

Paleface Shoot. 

Boston, Mass., Dec. 21.—The regular weekly Paleface 
shoot held at Wellington to-day, enticed just enough 
shooters to make things interesting, fourteen in all try¬ 
ing their hands with varying success. 

One “Pat” Osborne, from the pie belt, monopolized 
the principal honors as usual when making his Christ¬ 
mas visit, therefore another cup will adorn his den, 
which, we believe, is at the present time commodious by 

necessity. . 
Fred 'Stone came just close enough to get credit for 

a second place and came within an ace of winning high 
average, a bad start spoiling an otherwise good score, 
and it was clever uphill work to work into a good 

^ Fay’s and Horrigan’s return to the fold after a fairly 
successful brush season, was not exactly right in the 
calcium light, but another visit or two will prove an¬ 
other story. Scores: 

.10 11 9 12 10 11 9 14 100 

. 7 11 10 12 6 14 9 15 100 

Osborne . . 7 12 9 12 9 13 7 14 100 

Frank . . 9 10 9 12 8 13 10 12 100 

. 7 9 9 11 5 15 9 13 100 

Hassam . . 8 13 9 13 5 10 9 10 100 

Hebbard . . 7 11 8 12 7 11 6 12 100 
. 6 10 8 11 7 8 7 11 100 

Horrigan . . 5 11 4 9 8 11 6 14 100 

Fay . . 5 5 4 3 5 5 7 8 100 

Small . . 1 4 7 4 5 3 3 .. 85 

Willard . . 9 10 7 10 7 14 75 

Appleton . .. 12 7 11 3 .. 50 

Schaffer . 0 .. 10 

Special 50-target match. Added target handicap:. 
Handi- 

Osborne . . 9 13 7 14 
Broke, 

43 

Stone . . 6 14 9 15 44 

Kirkwood . .10 11 9 14 44 
Frank . . 8 13 10 12 43 
Horrigan . . 8 11 6 14 39 
Buffalo . . 5 15 9 13 42 
Hebbard . . 7 11 6 12 36 
Hassam . . 5 10 9 10 34 

Jack . . 7 8 7 11 33 
Fay . . 5 5 7 8 25 

North River Gun Club, 

Edgewater, N. J., Dec. 25.—Scores made by the North 
River Gun Club on Christmas afternoon, are as follows. 

Fvents- 12345678 
Targets' 10 15 15 15 15 15 25 15 

Truax . 9 10 11 14 15 14 23 .. 
Richter.. 8 U 10 12 15 11 20 .. 
E ckhoff   9 14 11 14 12 14 21 13 
Burn, .   8 14 12 14 14 13 19 12 
Glover """"i. 10 15 1 5 15 14 15 24 14 

Craft *   7 14 11 12 12 13 15 15 
Johnson-::::::.. g § n e n 12 n is 
Vosselman . ° "J w .. . 
Townsend .. 4 5 S 8. 
McClave . 9 12 9 12 9 21 12 
Rones . . 11 11 10 14 23 10 
Fisher .  7 9 7 12 11 10 16 8 
Singer . 8 10 10 9 11 10 17 S 
Kent .   8 13 12 13 14 12 21 13 

r™"     6 10 11 10 9 11 16 10 
Ameer ■ ;:::::.10 n 12 13 12 u 19 13 

Jas. R. Merrill, Sec’y. 

Pinehurst, N. C. Tournament. 

Mr. Frank Lawrence has just returned from a trip in 
the South, where he has been traveling as a representa¬ 
tive of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. On his way 
home, he informed us, that he stopped off at Pinehurst, 
N. C., and called on Mr. Leonard Tufts, who is the 
promoter of the golf and shooting tournaments held 
there, and who is the owner of about everything in sight 
at that place. He reports that great preparations are 
being made for the big shooting tournament that is to be 
held there on Jan. 23, 24 and 25. The programmes are 
about ready for distribution. Mr. Tufts will be pleased 
to send one to every interested shooter on application. 
Mr. Lawrence states that Pinehurst is a beautiful place. 
The accommodations are all that can be asked for. The 
railroad fare from New York is only $25.40 for the round 
trip. Tickets are good for thirty days. Mr. Tufts will 
publish the hotel rates and information regarding trans¬ 
portation in the programme. 

Targets will be thrown.from four sets of traps, located 
on the edge of a level field, with a perfect sky back¬ 
ground. 

Mr. Tufts assured Mr. Lawrence that everything that 
can be done to make the shooters comfortable and the 
shoot a success is being done. There will be $500 in 
added moneys, and two valuable cups, besides gold and 
silver medals. In all about $1,000 will be put up in 
cash and prizes by the management. Mr. Tufts said that 
if this shoot turns out to be a success he will make that 
of next year so attractive that no lover of the sport can 
afford to stay away. This shoot seems to be attracting 
considerable interest in the East, and it has been pre¬ 
dicted that it will be well attended. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy. N. Y., Dec. 27.—The Christmas shoot at the 
Mountain View Gun Club’s grounds in Sycaway yester¬ 
day afternoon was one of the most successful in the 
history of the club. Some excellent scores were made, 
and a large number of spectators enjoyed the sport. The 
guests of the club included J. B. and H. Saunders, of 
Albany, and the veteran of the traps, Archie Paul, of 
Cohoes. J. B. Saunders was one of the prize winners at 
the shoot held by the New York Athletic Club, Dec. 17, 

for the amateur championship of America. Mr. Saunders 
took third prize. , 

The Trojans will attend the shoot of the Pine Hills 
Club at Albany, Saturday, and also take part in the 
organization of a gun club league which will take in 
Troy, Albany, Schenectady, Mechanicville and Glens 
Falls.’ The scores: 

Shot 
Roberts . 
Hedges . 
Robinson .. 
T B Saunders... 
H Saunders . 
Ruth . 
Geo Butler . 
Mrs Butler . 
Thurston . 
Lovegrove . 
Farrell . 
Rvemiller . 
Galvin —. 

at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
80 63 Niles . 60 33 
80 44 Nichols . 40 26 
65 26 Dutcher . 40 20 
60 51 Paul . 40 28 
60 44 Agan . 40 21 
60 49 Smith . 40 17 
60 49 De Long. 40 12 
60 36 Coons . 40 19 
60 31 Collins . 20 U 
60 38 Rov . 20 11 
60 48 S Miller . 20 9 
60 19 Hayner . 20 4 
60 24 Miss Jackson ... 20 3 

J. J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

■ ,>£- 
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WINCHESTER 
SHOTGUN SHELLS AND SHOTGUNS 

ECLIPSE ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS IN 1907 
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J. R. TAYLOR 
94.3# 

for 15,180 Targets 

C. G. SPENCER 
94.9# 

for 16,220 Targets 

J. M. HAWKINS 
94.5# 

for 14,275 Targets 
L. R. BARKLEY 

94.2# 
for 13,945 Targets 

THE HALL OF FAME FOR 1907 
SEARCH shooting history since the day of the blowgun; scrutinize the records with a microscopic eye if you 

will; but be assured that you will not find any such winnings or any such phenomenal scores as those 
made during the year 1907 by shooters who used Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and Winchester 

Repeating Shotguns—the Red W brand. Their record is as convincing as it is complete. Read it and reflect, 
and if out to better your scores in 1908, follow the example of the men who know and shoot Winchester Factory 
Loaded Shells and Winchester Shotguns. A few of the most important victories that have been won with 
Winchester Red W goods were: 

HIGH YEARLY AVERAGE FOR 1907 
For the fifth time during the last seven years this coveted honor was won by Fred Gilbert with Winchester Factory 
Loaded Shells. He shot at 9,195 targets, breaking 8,817, an average of 95.8%. Such phenomenal shooting, so con¬ 
sistently maintained for a period of years, not only speaks volumes for Mr. Gilbert’s great skill, but also for the uniform 
shooting of Winchester Shells, which he uses exclusively. 

97.18%—FOR 3,300 TARGETS-97.18% 
This unprecedented average was made in open tournaments at regulation targets by W. R. Crosby, shooting Winchester 
Factory Loaded Shells. Under like conditions, J. Mowell Hawkins made an average of 96.88% for 3,820 targets; and 
J. R. Taylor, 96.63% for 3,150 targets. Messrs. Hawkins and Taylor both shot Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and 
Winchester Shotguns. These averages far surpass past records and proclaim the superiority of Winchester goods—the 

Red W brand. 
HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE FOR 1907 

Again Winchester Factory Loaded Shells made a clean sweep of the amateur honors ; first, second and third high averages 
being won by shooters who used them. An Illinois amateur was first with 94.5% for 4,730 targets; G. E. "Kelsey” 
second with 94.1% for 1,520 targets; and J. W. Garrett and E. M. Arnold third with 93.8% for 2,890 and 1,900 
targets, respectively. Mr. Garrett shot a Winchester Repeating Shotgun. 

11 OUT OF THE FIRST 14 HIGH MEN 
Eleven out of the first fourteen average winners shot Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. Of the eleven, C. G. Spencer, 
J. Mowell Hawkins, J. R. Taylor, L. R. Barkley, Harold Money and J. W. Garrett shot Winchester Repeating Shot¬ 
guns, which is most convincing proof that 

W. R. CROSBY 
97.18# 

for 3,300 Targets 
94.8# 

for 12,970 Targets 

FRED GILBERT 
95.8# 

for 9,195 Targets 
HIGH AVERAGE WINNER 

FOR FIFTH TIME 
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Mechanicsburg Shooting Association. 

Mechanicsburg, Pa., Dec. 25.—The live-bird shoot 
held to-day resulted as follows: 

Event No. 1, 10 birds, entrance $2. This event was 
for Mechanicsburg Shooting Association members only: 
Seigelbaum .1010*0*21*— 4 
Schroeder .*11101*111- 7 
Morrett .021121*210-^ 7 
Walker .2*02**1*01-4 
Lehman .021112*210— 7 
Schultz .2*021101*2- 6 
Kohler .021212*0*0- 5 
Hade .012*022*01— 5 
Whitman .1111*10**0- 5 

Event No. 2, open event, 5 birds, entrance $1: 
.0*0*1—1 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., Dec. 28.—Event 1 was for practice. 
Event 2, 50 targets, two strings of 25 each, was the fourth 
try at the Dupont trophy, with A. R. Allan as high man 
for the day. Event 3 was for practice. Event 4, miss- 
and-out, for a merchandise prize, was won by Batten. 
Event 5, 15 targets, a tvalking match, was tied for by 
Cockefair and Colquitt, CoCkefair winning out in the 
shoot-off. Event 0, for two-man teams, pickup match, 
was won by Colquitt and Crane. Scores: 

Event 6, pickup match, two-man teams: 
F C Allen . 9 Geo Boxall . 8 
A R Allan. 9—18 Frazer .. 16 

Seigelbaum .20020—2 Basehore 
Schroeder .. .11111—5 Schultz .. 
Whitman ... .20021—3 Rupp .... 
Lehman .... .02201—3 Baldwin . 
Kohler . .*0011—2 Dinger .. 
Mumper ... .0*010-1 Fisher ... 
D E B . .120*0—2 Seabold . 
W E B .... .*0100—1 Rapp .... 

Event No. 3, open, 10 birds entrance, 
Dinger . 

.*0202—2 
. .22022—4 
..0112*—3 

. 22*22_4 

Seabold .1121112222-10 
Rapp .1020001112— G 
Hackett .2200000110— 4 
Baldwin .0202100122- 6 
Schroeder .2*0*0*1*20— 3 
Seigelbaum .*0*0*1011*— 3 
Basehore .0**102*0*1— 3 
Lutz .2012210210— 7 
Fisher .0221120221— S 
Stewarr .2222222222-10 
Schultz .1*1*111121— 8 
Bamer .1*01101*0*— 4 
Rupp .20101*0020— 4 
1-Ieppler .2202220022— 7 
Broadlin .1021120*0*— 5 

Event No. 4, open, entrance $1; miss and out: Dinger 
and Lutz divided. Stewart 4, Heppler 2, Dinger 9, 
Seabold 6, Fisher 6, Pomrennig 3, Seigelbaum 0, Lutz 9, 
Morrett 1, Baldwin 0. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Dec. 21.—The regular weekly shoot of 
the Mountain View Gun Club was held this afternoon 
at Syracuse. It was an ideal day for trapshooting and 
a good attendance was present, twenty-six of the mem¬ 
bers taking part in the day’s programme. 

The sport of trapshooting is becoming quite popular 
here in this city, and the large number of spectators 
here to-day showed their enthusiasm by the way they 
applauded the good shots made by the marksmen. 

The club had as their guest to-day the genial Doc 
Welling, from Mechanicsville. He, like Maxwell, is a 
one-armed shooter, and he rolled up a very good score 
to-day, breaking 37 out of 55. 

In the contest for the Ithaca gun, Harris again was 
high. This is the second leg of this event, and if 
Harris can keep up the clip he is shooting just at 
present and with his handicap of 10 added targets, he 
will make the boys hustle for the Ithaca gun. Scores: 

Shot Shot 
at. Brk. at. Brk. 

Milliman ... .... 115 81 Ryemiller ... ... 50 12 
Betts . .... 80 51 Mrs Butler . ... 50 37 
Lee . .... 75 56 Geo Butler . ... 50 39 
Harris . .... 75 67 Warren . ... 50 30 
Durston ... .... 65 46 Sharp . ... 50 24 
Roberts .... .... 65 50 Nichols . ... 40 23 
Vrooman .. .... 65 27 Coons . ... 35 16 
Miller . .... 65 39 . 30 17 
Hancox .... .... 60 43 Muss Ruth . ... 25 5 
Welling .... .... 65 37 Smith . ... 25 15 
Collins . .... 50 23 Hedges . .... 15 11 
Farrell . .... 50 39 Vollmer . ... 15 3 
Galvin . .... 50 22 Gemmill .... ... 10 9 

J. J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

Frenchfown Gun Club. 

Fkenchtown, N. J., Dec. 28.—Mr. O. N. Ford, the 
noted Iowa amateur, was high gun for the day. Mr. 
\\ ilson, of the local club, was second; Mr. Schoverling, 
of New York, was third. 

Mr. Ford is now making his home at Shamokin, Pa., 
and expects to wrest the Pennsylvania championship from 
some of his Eastern friends in 1908. 

The clay was ideal and the grounds are among the 
best in eastern Pennsylvania, and the targets regulation, 
with not a breath of air to disturb them. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 

O N Ford. 14 14 13 15 14 13 15 15 15 14 13 14 20 
Wilson .13 12 14 14 15 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 19 
Schoverling .... 14 13 14 14 15 10 14 15 15 13 15 14 19 
Pleiss . 11 13 13 15 15 13 15 13 15 15 13 14 16 
Lewis . 13 12 15 15 13 12 14 14 15 14 12 14 17 
Markley . lb 11 14 10 11 11 13 14 15 14 12 12 16 
Mathews . 9 14 12 14 15 13 15 13 12 13 9 10 8 
Eilenberg . 11 10 12 11 11 10 9 10 12 11 12 14 16 
Doty . 7 7 10 . 10 7 8 6 12 12 
Warford .12 12 13 11 11 11 11 18 

J S Crane 
P IL Cockefair . 8 
G Batten .10—18 

Events: 
Targets: 

F C Allen . J 12 10 
A R Allan . 

G W Boxall.. 
L W Colquitt 

10 

Grey 
George .. 
Pfeiffer .. 
Robinson 
Lance ... 
Lance . 9 
Apgar.10 
Weiss .5 
Whitehead . 6 
C Moore.12 10 9 11 13 10 11 16 
Hawk .11 12 II 12 
Jack.11 12 17 
Bloom .10 10 15 

11 10 9 10 11 5 12 16 
9 11 12 10 9 10 12 17 
9 9 10 10 12 8 8 12 

10 11 9 9 10 12 10 14 
9 10 12 13 13 12 13 12 

9 10 11 9 9 9 14 
11 9 10 9 10 9 12 

7 6 5 8 7 5 10 
7 5 8 9 7 6 14 

10—20 
i 2 3 4 5 
25 25 25 * 15 
12 10 
22 20 1 6 
19 18 
20 17 IS 2 7 
14 16 19 0 H 
18 18 7 u 
14 18 8 9 
12 13 is 7 6 
17 19 5 3 

G Batten 

T S Crane... 
Todd 

Deo. 25.—Some seventeen members were on hand at the 
Christmas Day shoot of this club. Four events were 
run off. Event 1 was for practice. Event 2, 25 targets, 
for a Christmas turkey, was won by Dukes, as well as 
event 5, which was also for a turkey. 

Dr. Allis was the winner of Event 3, taking home a 
fine box of cigars. Event 4 was a miss-and-out, and went 
to Cockefair. 

Events; 12 3 
Targets- 25 25 25 

A R Allan . 17 19 17 
Geo Boxall . 22 22 22 
R A Parke . j® H 
W C Waring. 11 1® 24 
P H Cockefair. 21 21 20 
E Winslow . 12 -0 19 
T W Bouvier . £ 1" 5® 

Dr. Allis . 22 -4 

F V Carlough . 21 19 
Thos Dukes . “® 2® 
Jacobus . 1° 
Todd . 1 
Sargeant 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

19 18 18 17 18 90 
15 16 20 13 18 82 
16 20 16 18 16 86 
17 14 20 14 17 82 
17 14 16 18 16 SI 
15 16 17 17 16 81 
13 12 18 12 14 69 
14 12 10 17 14 67 
16 17 15 18 10 76 
17 11 11 15 18 72 

9 15 10 11 13 5S 
14 16 16 14 12 72 
15 13 15 16 16 75 
16 14 17 13 18 78 
16 9 11 14 9 59 
17 12 10 12 11 62 

Brk. 
Brk. 

1S9 
186 
185 
183 
180 
168 
157 
150 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y., Dec. 25.—A few of the boys, wish¬ 
ing to keep in touch with the game, got together 01. 
Christmas morning and enjoyed an hour’s sport trying 
to see how many of the clays, they could break. The 
trap seemed to feel that there was something doing, and 
pushed the targets out for a good 50yds. every time, with 
an extra twist on the left-quarterers. The scores follow; 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
VViltse .125 
Clark . 109 
Brown .107 
Chapman . 92 

Bodine 

Mallory, Sr. 
E Korner ., 

Shot Shot 
at. Brk. at. Brk. 

250 220 V ernon _ ...205 137 
250 205 Eygabroat . ...185 113 
250 195 Artley . ... 120 84 
225 1S8 Disney .... ... 105 73 
225 180 Lowe . ... 110 58 
225 171 Van Tine . ... 105 55 
230 162 Scott . ... S5 32 
225 159 

Norton . 81 42 
L De Roode.... 75 53 
R De Roode. 50 32 
Blake . 13 2 

Secretary. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., Dec. 21.—Scores made at the 
shoot of the Bergen Beach Gun Club to-day are as 
follows: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Suydam ... 
Durr . 
Fagan .... 
Voorhies . 
Quick .... 
Martin .... 
Thompson 

I 2 3 4 5 
25 25 25 25 25 
15 17 21 23 20 
3 10 10 13 

II 10 13 9 .. 
IS 19 21 17 

9 8 9 11 .. 
20 22 21 23 
18 20 21 ”9 18 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 

Osterhout .. 8 15 .... ,. 
Dryer .14 14 16 19 20 
Brecht . 13 9 13 14 .. 
Bergen . 16 20 17 
Potter . 8 13 
Ryder .15 4 
Simpson . 8 .. 

Independent Gun Club. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 28.—Spring-like conditions 
prevailed at the monthly target shoot of the Independent 
Gun Club, held this afternoon on the Keystone League 
grounds, at Iiolmesburg Junction. Sixteen members at¬ 
tended and placed totals in the second contest for the 
A. H. Fox hammerless gun. Notwithstanding lack ot 
wind and mild conditions, only one or two good scores 
were made. This particular trap throws a swift, high 
target, which proves deceptive to all but a few. G. b. 
McCarty was high gun with 90 out of 100 targets. H. S. 
Welles came next with 86, J. A. R. Elliott and Jesse 
Griffiths 82, President Eames and C. H. Newcomb 
fourth position on 81. Club handicap governed first 
event; thereafter sliding scale, according to score. 
Straights and 19s shot irom 20yds., 18s from 19yds., 17s 
from 18yds, 16s from 17yds., and under 16 from regula¬ 
tion rise. . ... 

Heretofore 89 has been the high amateur score over 
this trap, so McCarty’s 90 raised it a peg. Silver spoons 
were offered in three percentage classes, Griffiths, Shew 
and Wickes being the fortunate winners. Scores: 

G S McCarty, 20yds. 
JAR Elliott. 20. 
H S Welles, 20 . 
J Griffiths, 18 . 
C H Newcomb, 20 . 
F M Eames, 19 . 
E S Wickes, 16. 
J Taylor, 16. 
W Shew, 16 . 
E G Ford, 16. 
T Tansey, 20 . 
J Chalmers, 19 . 
H George, 16 . 
V Oliver, 16 . 
Mrs Park, 16 . 
W Firth, 16 . 

Bradford Gun Club. 

Bradford, Pa., Dec. 24.—The turkey shoot held by 
the members of our club on the 21st was a success. W e 
had fifteen home-grown ones, and they were all shot for. 
It was a handicap affair, and the Atlantic City Oyster 
House served us with oysters at noon. . 

The birds were won by L. E. Mallory, Sr., Pringle, 
2; Vernon, 2; Wagner, 2; Conneely, 1; Scott, 1; Disney, 
1- F Korner, 1; E. Korner, 1; Bodine, 1; and Artley, 1. 

’The next shoot will be held for the Dupont watch fob. 
The following are the scores: 

Bradford Gun Club. 

Sistersville Shooting Club. 

Sistersville, W. Va.—Now that the hunting season 
is practically closed, and taking it that our shooters 
are beginning to wonder if it isn’t about time to _ be¬ 
gin to turn their attention to the trap, we have decided 
to break the ice by giving our mid-winter tournament 
on Jan. 16. We have an exceptionally warm club house, 
with plenty of natural gas, and will have no difficulty 
in keeping everybody comfortable. We have just re¬ 
cently installed a new trap, and this will be the first 
shoot over it. Our programme telling all about it will 
be out in a few days. _ , 

Ed. O. Bower, Sec y. 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

Jan. 27-Feb. 1.—Twenty-two caliber Indoor Rifle League 
of the United States, under auspices of Columbia 
Rifle Club. 

Rifle Shooting In California. 

San Francisco, Dec. 21.—The California Schuetzen 
Club held its last bullseye competition of the year last 
Sunday at Schuetzen Park, near San Francisco, and also 
a pistol prize shooting. ... 

The winners of the pistol prize shooting won in the 
order named: J. C. Waller, F. Bertelsen, O. Nolte, 
Hintermann, C. von Hartwig, A Hennings, A Suter, 
Branagan, 6. A. Bremer, L. Wfile, T. J. Carroll, T. F. 
Carson, Povey, E. Woenne, Jr., Barley, R. Fraser, Jos. 
Straus, J. Boiler, T. Lewis, L. Reubold, A. Strecker. 

The prizes consisted of silverware and other useful 
articles • 

The winners of the bullseye competition won in the 
following order: J. C. Waller, G. A. Barley, Avon 
Wyl, O. Nolte, J. Straus, J. Frey, L. Reubold, H. C. 
Branagan, F. Bertelsen, C. von Hartwig, E. Woenne, 
G. Tammeyer, L. Wille, O. Bremer, A. Sutter, A. 
Strecker, J. Simme'ns, J. Fraser, A. Rahwyler, A. 
Hintermann, F. J. Povey, T. J. Carroll, A. Hennings, 
F. F. Carson, J. Boiler, F. Zuest, A. Studer, J. R. 
Hauser, M. Reubold. _ o. i 

Cadets—A. Wille, R. Strecker, H. D. Strecker. 
The Gruetli Schuetzen Club held its bullseye shoot 

at Schuetzen Park near San Francisco a few days ago, 
with the following results: . . 

First prize, Baumann; second, J. rrei; third, J. iten, 
fourth A. Suter; fifth, Simmen; sixth, Hintermann; 
sixth, Imdorf, seventh, A. von Wyl; eighth, E. Zuest. 

Best bullseyes of the year—G. R. Hauser, O. Imdort, 
J. Iten, J. Lautenegger, A. Studer, J. Frei, A. Hinter- 
mann. _ _ . 

At the Shell Mound ranges, near San Francisco, the 
following scores have been made during the past two 
weeks * 

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club: Rifle scores—H. 
A. Wobber, 72, 72, 71, 71, 67; B. Jones, 71, 67; A. J. 
Brannegan, 70. 69, 69, 68, 68; R. J. Fraser, 68, 68; C. M. 
Henderson, 67; D. W. McLaughlin, 65. Button match— 
C. W. Seeley, 196, 187, 183, 181; G. Pattberg, 194. 
Pistol and revolver scores—J. Trego, 95, 87, 86, 82; A. 
T. Brannagan, 89, 89, 87; C. Sisson, 81, 80; R. J. Fraser, 
78, 76, 74; B. W. Jones, 76, 70, 68, 66, 60. 

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein: Monthly medal 
shoot—Expert class, F. Bendel, 219; champion class, J. 
D Heise 221; first class, O. Lemcke, 212; second class, 
D. Dunker, 164; third class, E. Doell, 192; fourth class, 
Henry Interman, 168. Competition shoot—E. Doell, 73, 
72, 70, 70, 70; J. D. Heise, 72, 71, 70, 70, 69, 69; L. Bendel, 
72, 71, 70, 70, 68; H. Bornbolt 67, 66, 63, 62; D. Salfield, 
67, 65; A. Westphal, 57, 59. 

Germania Schuetzen Club: Monthly medal shoot—Ex¬ 
pert class, E. P. Schuster, 227, 222; champion class, L. 
Bandel, 217; first class, B. Jonas, 205; second class, H. 
Bornholdt, 198; third class, G. Gunther, 119; unclassified, 
R. J. Fraser, 219; F. J. Klatzel, 155. 

Red Men Schuetzen Club: Bullseye shoot—J. 
Schmidt, 325; W. Dressier, 485; Lieutenant Schultz, 628; 
O. Rosberg, 963; H. Schultz, 1,012. Medal shoot—W. 
Dressier, 194; C. Strippel, 208; H. Nicollai, 203; O. 
Roseberg, 191; J. Schlinski, 181; first best shot, H. 
Schultz, 24; last best shot, H. Schultz, 25. 
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting* The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the \/. S. Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS.. U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl SI., 35-43 Park St, New York. U4-1K Market St, San Francisco 

In Time of Peace. 
Palo Alto, Cal.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am 

greatly pleased to see the public schools in various parts 
of the country taking up target work. This is a whole¬ 
some, patriotic move and should be cordially promoted 
both by parents and those in authority. Nine out of 
ten lads will become enthusiastic marksmen if properly 
taught and offered encouragement. 

The State should furnish free to every public school 
rifle club not only rifles, but also ammunition, markers, 
etc. By this means in a few years we could expect to 
have a body of riflemen in our country somewhat 
analogous to that of the pioneers of 100 years ago. 

It is true there are many large sections of our 
country where no rifle clubs are specially needed as in 
those parts there is game enough to induce every lad 
to secure and acquire skill in the use of this king of 
weapons. But the population of these regions is but 
small compared to that of the rest of the country. 

We may never need the skill of our marksmen in act¬ 
ual war, but if war should come is not this a priceless 
asset? Did not Jackson at New Orleans find it so? 
Did not the South African Boers prove it? Has not 
England wisely profited by her bitter experience in the 
latter war and established free rifle ranges throughout 
her borders? We have but to look at the proceedings 
of the last Hague conference to learn the present spirit 
of the world. It is war, stripped it may be of some 
few of its incidental horrors; but, nevertheless, war. 

While victory in battle depends upon several factors, 
certainly shooting straight is not the least of them. 
Then let us teach our youth how to shoot, and if in 
manhood they are called on to defend our country they 
will possess the chief requisite of the soldier—ability to 
shoot straight. 

Apropos of this, I am reminded of an incident that 
occurred during the Civil War. In the late summer of 
1863, the Federals in the vicinity of my home held the 
“sphere of influence” on the north side of the Ten¬ 
nessee River, and the Confederates on the south side. 
One Sunday morning I prevailed on a neighbor, who 
had a canoe concealed in a nearby canebrake, to carry 
me over to the south side to visit a favorite cousin, a 
lad about my own age. In the afternoon late we saw 
a small troop of Confederate cavalry approaching the 
farmhouse, and my chum and I rushed out to see them. 
When they reached the yard gate I found their leader 
was Joe P., a former school mate, though several years 
older than myself. “Hello! Joe, what are you after?” I 
said. “Yanks; any around here?” “Yes,” said I, "there 
is a picket guard of about a dozen men just across the 
river.” With that Joe dismounted his men, and 
ordered both whites and blacks to keep in the house. 
Between the house and the river lay a large cornfield, 
the stalks standing higher than a man’s head. Joe led 
his men noiselessly through the field, and when near 
the river’s edge ordered them to lie down. Discovering 

my chum and myself among them, he whispered some 
vigorous unmilitary expressions into our ears; but we 
had no mind to miss the fun. However, we com¬ 
promised by moving under cover a short distance up 
stream. Joe thereupon passed his arms to one of his 
men, and walked out into the open on the bank, and 
gave a halloo to the Federal guard. The latter bunched 
up for a minute or two, evidently in consultation, they 
then separated, and one of them walked to the edge of 
the bank and shouted, “What do you want?” Joe 
answered, throwing up his arms and rushing impatiently 
around, “I am an escaped prisoner. Hurry up with a 
canoe. The Rebs are right at my heels.” Thereupon 
the Yank yelled, “To - with you,” and drew up 
his Springfield and took a pot shot at Joe, who, see¬ 
ing his game wouldn’t work, ordered his men to arise 
and “give it to ’em.” Every man on both sides im¬ 
mediately got busy; and as long as ammunition lasted 
there was a small Fourth of July racket on both banks 
of the stream. Joe presently withdrew his men, and 
all mounted and rode away. At this time, though I 
was only about 12 years of age, I had had a fair ex¬ 
perience in rifle shooting, and the feature in this skirmish 
that absorbed my attention was watching where the 
bullets struck. The river at this point was between 
200 and 300 yards wide, and the combatants were 
firing straight across. I estimated that about half of 
the bullets fired struck the water and many of them 
not far from the middle of the stream. The shooters 
were all from 10 to 12 feet above the surface of the 
river. So I reasoned that if soldiers couldn’t shoot 
better than these were doing then there wouldn’t be 
much danger in facing their guns. 

The youth, and even the militia of the country, will 
not get sufficient practice to make effective marksmen 
if they have to foot the bills incident thereto. _ The 
patriotic citizen rightly raises no protest when nine or 
ten millions are voted to build one huge battleship. 
But what a clamor would arise if a similar sum were 
asked to be devoted annually to the development of 
rifle marksmanship among the citizens in general. We 
read, without censure, of practice with the great guns 
at $500 a shot. Let us consider that the cost of one 
such shot will furnish a whole regiment with ammunition 
for a day’s practice. 

We believe in building up the navy; but deplore the 
neglect of means to qualify our citizens to defend our 
country should war unfortunately occur. Granted that 
it is not probable soon, still there is even now a small 
cloud on our far western horizon. It is true it is no 
larger than a man’s hand; still favoring conditions may 
amplify it to storm proportions any time in the future. 

In case of conflict, we would have to look to our 
clerks, mechanics, laborers and farmer boys to defend 
the country. They can be taught a number of soldierly 
qualifications in a hurry; but not that of marksmanship. 
FI ere is where the inestimable advantage of school-boy 
training in the practical use of the rifle comes in play. 

At a plastic period of life they have been taught how 
to hold the weapon, how to judge distance, how to 
adjust sights for windage, how to roughly estimate 
trajectory, and these things cannot be learned in a 
few days or a few months, especially in the hurly-burly 
and rush of preparing for sudden war. 

The world is very slowly, indeed, evolving a system 
whereby an international tribunal will obviate the 
necessity, and even the possibility, of a sanguinary war. 
But this happy check on the nations is not for this 
generation, nor probably for the next. In the mean¬ 
while the time-honored injunction, “In time of peace 
prepare for war,” is the highest wisdom for the children 
of Uncle Sam. Roeel. 

Wappiitger’s Falls Rifle Club. 

New Hamburg. N. Y., Dec. 22. .—At the regular 
weekly shoot of the 
following scores were 
Standard American ta 

Wappingers Falls Rifle Club the 
made 

rget: 
at 200yds. offhand on the 

H Crasher . 5 10 8 8 7 6 7 9 9—76 
s 10 10 10 10 9 8 10 7 7—89 

S Colter . .10 6 7 9 6 7 9 9 8 10—81 
8 9 7 9 S 10 10 7 5 8—81 

E Mulligan, Jr. .6 7 7 7 8 5 6 7 9 7—70 
10 9 7 6 9 7 S 9 7 8—SO 

M Van Dusen . 4 7 4 6 7 7 9 8 5—63 
6 10 9 7 6 10 7 9 7 10—81 

E Mulligan, Sr. .8 4 5 7 6 10 6 9 6 5—66 
6 V 7 7 8 G 9 7 b 8—70 

H Rosell . . 4 9 5 7 8 5 5 9 4 8—64 
S 7 6 9 fi 6 10 6 6 4-68 

A Brower . 6 10 6 9 7 7 G 7 4-67 
5 G 10 G 7 0 9 7 S 9-67 

A Speedling . . 6 7 4 4 7 9 4 5 9 6—61 
4 9 10 5 7 3 9 7 5 S—67 

J Bergen . . 4 G 5 7 7 3 3 8 5 9—57 
6 5 8 4 7 6 9 8 

A. W. Brown, 
9 5-67 
Sec’v. 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill, Dec. 21.—The weekly competition of 

the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at its 
range to-day under conditions which one of the ex¬ 
perienced riflemen declared were the worst he had 
seen in a long time. 

Correct estimation of windage was well-nigh impos¬ 
sible, so rapid were the changes, and the scores at all 
ranges suffered accordingly. T. Carlson was high among 
the offhand men with 81. 

W. Charles and R. L. Dale were the only long range 
shooters to reach the 40 mark, their respective scores of 
43 and 42 being made with Krag military rifles in the 
prone position. 
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13,066 STRAIGHT 
(UNFINISHED RUN) 

WITHOUT CLEANING THE RIFLE! 
The performance of Capt. A. H. Hardy, at Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 13-18, STANDS WITHOUT A PARALLEL. 1 he objects shot at were 

2 4-INCH WOODEN BALLS AND BLOCKS—NOT 4K-INCH CLAY TARGETS. 
They were thrown into the air 20 feet at 15 feet rise. Capt. Hardy used but ONE 22 CALIBER RIFLE, which was NOT CLEANED 

DURING THE FIVE DAYS’ SHOOTING. No such feat was ever performed or would be possible save with 

PETERS CARTRIDGES 
Loaded with the famous Semi-Smokeless Powder, which is marvelously clean and uniform, throws very slight, 
vapory smoke and DOES NOT FOUL THE RIFLE BARREL, so that its accuracy is maintained for an 
unlimited number of shots without cleaning—a big advantage recognized by gallery men and shooters generally. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
T. H. Keller, Manager. CINCINNATI. OHIO. J. W. Os 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 

will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

NEW ORLEANS: 321 Magazine St. 
J. W. Osborne, Manager. 

Ideal. Low in Price—High in Quality—good 
Gun value right through! Made in standard 
gauges, lengths, weights, etc. Single and Dou¬ 
ble Barrel. Hammer or Hammerless Styles. 

Stevens Shotguns Shoot Straight and Strong 

For sale by all progressive Send for 160-page Illustrated 
Hardware and Sporting Catalog describing entire out- 
Goods Merchants. put. _ 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO. 

P. O. Box 5668 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. 
New York Office, 98 Chambers Street 

• - 
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Dr. Louis Bell was the winner of the director’s medal 
with a score of 77. 

Attention is called to several changes in the train 
schedule. The scores: 

Director’s medal match: 
Louis Bell . 7 8 6 10 9 9 8 G 9 5—77 
F. C. Fritz . 6 10 6 8 5 6 G 10 6 6—G9 

Annual directbr’s match: 
J E Lynch . 9 8 5 9 8 9 9 6 8 9—80 
H C Bowen . 10 5 8 7 9 10 4 8 7 7—77 
J Busfield . 5 8 10 10 8 5 9 5 7 9—7G 
A Niedner . 79G955767 9—70 

Members’ practice match: 
T Carlson . 8 9 G 5 9 10 8 10 G 10—81 
Louis Bell . 10 8 10 10 7 6 6 8 7 8—SO 
F C Fitz . 7 6 7 9 8 10 10 7 8 7—79 
H E Tuck . 9 8 8 9 8 5 9 9 6 8—79 
R L Dale . 8 8 7 9 8 7 10 7 6 7—77 
A Niedner . 8 10 7 6 7 7 10 8 6 7—76 

Long range rifle match: 
W Charles . 5 5 5 4 5 4 3 5 3 4—43 
R L Dale . 543554454 3—42 
F Daniels . 554333533 5—39 
E E Patridge . 0 4 3 3 3 3 5 2 5 5—33 

Pistol practice match: 
J E Irving . 8 8 9 S 10 9 10 9 10 8—89 

8988 10 10 S97 7—84 
Revolver medal match: 

W R Murphy . 555555555 5-50 
555545545 5—48 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, Dec. 21.—At Armbruster’s Park, to-day, 
the performance of the marksmen was as follows: 

Revolver, 50yds.—Col. H. H. Brinkerhoff, 88, 78, 80, 
84, 85, S3; M. Hays, 88, 89. 86, 76, 85, 88. 82, 87, 90, 92, 
88, 84; H. Alexander, 79, 76, 83, 81; P. Hanford, 87 84, 
85, 84, 91; J. E. Silliman, 86. 90, 93, 86, 94. 

Rifle, 200yds.—Dr. W. G. Hudson, 232; G. F. Snellen, 
219, 219, 222, 230, 224, 236; W. H. French, 215, 200, 229, 
228, 232, 216. ’ ’ 

Dec. 19.-—At 2628 Broadway, the following scores were 
made to-day: 

Revolver, 20yds.—M. Hays, 88, 88; B. F. Wilder, 85, 
85, 84; T. P. Nichols, 85, 82, 86, 82, 85, 82, 85, S4: H. L. 
Thompson, 78, 78; A. L. A. Himmelwright, 84; T. E. 
Silliman, S4, 82. 

Rifle, 25yds.—G. Grenzer, 246, 240, 240, 239; B. F. 
Wilder, 238, 235; J. E. Silliman, 240, 240. 

J. E. Silliman, Treas. 

AN AFTERNOON OFF. 

Continued from page 22. 

mind, I was hard at work at my desk, ap¬ 
parently, but really trying to think of some 
rational excuse to give my wife as a reason why 
it would be necessary for me to go fishing that 
afternoon. She, by the way, had not apparently 
realized that I was in any immediate danger of 
death from overwork. Now, if anyone who 
loves to fish should chance to read these lines, 
he will appreciate the situation. The tide was 
just right, there was plenty of bait on hand, the 
sea was smooth and the water clear. On the 
other side of the question, there were some 
pesky old account books to straighten out, that 
could just as well be done some rainy day, or 
evening. 

Just at this stage of affairs in came a young 
nephew of mine, out from college on a half 
holiday. “Hello, Uncle John! Can’t you go 
out in the brush with me this afternoon?” 

“No,” I replied, “the woods will keep; let’s 
go blackfishing.” 

The boy did not care, and so the madam put 
up a nice lunch and we started. The boat lay 
just as I had left it, with everything aboard that 
we should need. I might at times let the wood- 
pile run low and possibly the flour bin might 
need replenishing, but my fishing gear I could 
depend on. Taking off the canvas cover, and 
oiling up the little naphtha engine, I rolled the 
wheel over and we were off, our destination a 
small island a few miles off shore. 

What an afternoon it was. Not a cloud in 
sight—just a little breeze to ruffle the water; 
warm enough to be pleasant and cool enough 
to be comfortable. Flocks of coots and old 
squaws, startled by our busy little motor, took 
\ying at our approach, while further out long 
lines of ducks told us that the pilgrimage south 
was well under way and that winter was at 
hand. One thing seemed queer, and that was 
the almost entire absence of small craft. Save 
for one sail boat ahead of us, bound off shore, 
not a thing was in sight except the schooners 
away outside, and a long tow of barges, nearly 
all the summer fleet being out of commission 
and hauled out for the winter. That fact did 
not trouble us, however, and I could not but 
think that it was all away ahead of posting 

THE BEST ON EARTH 

BALLISTITE 
(DENSE) 

-— AND —- 

EMPIRE 
(BULK) 

Extends to all its friends the compliments of the season. 

J. H. LAU Ql CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 

Here is the very newest and best thing- in the .22 
caliber repeating- 

This gun makes its first 

appearance this year and 

brings with it many new 

features. Though the rifle 

sells for a moderate price 

there is not a piece of 

cheap material in it, and the workmanship is in every 

way up to the high 7/Zarfin standard of quality. 

Like the other fflarfin .22 repeaters the rifle is a 

take-down and can be packed in a very small space 

for traveling. It also handles .22 short, long or long 

rifle cartridges without any change whatever in the 

rifle line. 
mechanism. Thus, with long-rifle cartridges the 

rifle is instantly changed from a short range rifle 

to an effective arm at 200 yards or more. 

The barrel is of special gun-barrel steel carefully 

and deeply rifled with the Ballard system to give 

perfect accuracy and long life. The action is on 

the trombone principle and has a solid top, side 

ejector and regular closed-in /Tfarluz. frame. 

The frame is of best quality special gun frame 

steel free from seams. The working parts are 

made from best quality crucible steel with contact 

points hardened against wear. 

This rifle is sure to be one of the most pop"'ur in the market. Send three stamps for new cata- 
lop. which explains this and all other 272ar//n guns more fully than we have space for here. 

7%e7/?ar/in firearms Co., 27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

HORSE AND HOUND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt¬ 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. 'tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE'RGVSOJSTS 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY. Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
Locomotive Reflec¬ 
tors and Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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A GUN WITH PERFECT BALANCE 

Best Selling Gun in 1907 
The American Sportsman’s favorite gun for field or trap shooting is the 

A. H. Fox Double Hammerless Gun. Superior merit alone accounts for its 
popularity. At every point of comparison, the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
shows superiority. Orders for the A. H. Fox Gun in 1907 far exceeded 
those of any other year in our history, more than twice as many being sold 
as in 1906. Don't think of getting a gun until you see the genuine A. H. 
Fox Gun. Ask your dealer to show it and convince yourself by test and 

proof that it actually is 

“The Finest Gun in the World.” 

A booklet sent free upon request. 

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY4670 North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

SAUER? GUNS 
U V - 

m ^. • 
& • 

Best machine - made 

mins extant. 

$60 and upwards 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES 
302 and 304 Broadway 

New York 

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN TRAP GUNS 
Parker Hammerless, "D. H.” grade, 12 gauge, 7 lbs. 10 oz., 30-inch "Titanic” steel barrels, both full choke, 

straight grip stock, 14J^ x 2x ljfs skeleton butt-plate, in fine order. Price, $45.00. . _ 
Smith Hammerless, "3E. ” grade, 12 gauge, 8 lbs., 30-inch steel barrels, both full choke, straight grip stock, 

2J£-inch bend, fitted with Fulford single trigger, in excellent order. Original cost (list), $130. Price, $60.00. 

KIRKWOOD BROTHERS, Guns and Sportsmen’s Goods 
23 Elm Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price. $2.16, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing, 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin- 

on. Cloth. Price, $1.26. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting, 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 
trated. Cloth, 346 pages. Price, $2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

LovcF s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 
Price, *1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

books. The boat ahead was apparently bound 
on the same errand as ourselves, and reached 
the fishing ground a few rods in advance of us, 
anchoring on a favorite spot, while we stopped 
a short distance west of him. The fellows were 
friends of ours and we chatted together as we 
rigged our lines, and put over. 

Not long did we wait before my nephew 
struck a nice one, and soon landed a two-pound 
blackfish, then one came my way, and we had 
two to the good. Then a wait for some little 
time and the boy took another, and so it went, 
now one for him and then one for me until we 
had a very pretty mess of fish. It is true that 
fish were what we came for, but they really 
comprised only a small part of that glorious 
afternoon’s sport. The air was like wine and 
the winds were asleep, while the sun, like a 
great golden ball, sank nearer and nearer the 
horizon. .. . 

Suddenly an exclamation from my friend m 
the other boat startled me. 

“What is the matter?” I called. 
“Matter! Where is my other rod gone? 
He was fishing with two rods. One he would 

bait, throw over and lay down across the gun¬ 
wale, trusting that some stray fish would hook 
himself. This rod was gone slick and clean, and 
not a thing to show for it. We both watched 
out sharp, when I spied the butt of it sticking 
out a couple of feet under his bowsprit. inere 
is your rod,” I shouted, and swinging the boat 
a little, he reached down and grabbed it. T. he 
butt came all right, but there was something 
fast on the other end that wanted to stay under 
water, and for all he could do the fish still 
stayed on the bottom. Sometimes a lazy surge, 
and a short turn would make the excited fish¬ 
erman run from one end of the boat to the 
other, while the tough cane rod was bent nearly 
double and still the fish was under water. After 
some little time, turning from his long fight the 
fish broke water, showing a broad black back 
like a porpoise; then down he went again until 
the strain proved too much for him, and they 
brought him alongside of the boat. How to 
get him in was the question, having no gaff, 
nor net. This my friend soon solved by reach¬ 
ing down and getting his fingers in the gills, 
when a quick pull, and they had him. This was 
the largest blackfish that it had ever been my 
good fortune to see taken, and it tipped the 
scales at eleven pounds. 

We took a few more after this. episode, but 
the fishing was about over, so, giving the other 
boat a line, we took him in tow, and started for 
the north shore just as the sun sank from 
sight in the west. Tired with the day’s sport, 
we lay back and watched that wonderful trans¬ 
formation that comes to us daily, the changing 
of daylight into night. Darker it grew in the 
east, as dimmer faded the golden glow in the 
west. The steady bark of the engine whirling 
the propeller under our stern swiftly put the 
miles behind us, as with our bow pointing 
straight for the North star, we ruled a white 
line across the inky surface of the water, and 
night like a mantle settled over earth and sea. 

E. M. Leete. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STOCKING 
QUESTION. 

It is an open secret that for some few years 
past the premier fishing club of the Test has 
adopted a method of stocking which is a distinct 
innovation on pre-existing plans. Having, con¬ 
structed a considerable number of well-designed 
rearing ponds, they have purchased yearlings 
on an extensive scale from different piscicul¬ 
turists and turned them into these ponds during 
the winter or early spring. These young trout 
have been liberally fed on horseflesh parboiled 
and passed through a mincing machine, and, as 
might be confidently expected, they have thriven 
and grown rapidly. The general routine has 
been to keep them in captivity until they have 
reached a weight of approximately 2 pounds, 
and then to turn them into different parts of 
the river about the middle or end of March. 
This has provided a number of well-fed, sizable 
trout fit to be killed during the same spring and 
summer. 

Detached Badger, writing for the Field, says 
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the older generation of Test fishermen have 
often discussed and generally disapproved of 
this policy, and the object of the present article 
is to set forth without prejudice and weight the 

1 pros and cons of this comparatively novel de¬ 
parture. The first point which has struck most 
people is that the cost of such stocking must 
be very high, as compared with the more usual 
plan of introducing yearlings or even two-year- 
olds. The members of this club are, however, 
men to whom the question of expense is not an 
all-important one, and if they are as willing as 
they are able to pay the cost and are content 
with their sport, it may be conceded that no one 
outside their charmed circle should criticize 
their policy on these grounds. Certainly the re¬ 
sult has been that they have killed with dry-fly 
a very large number of fish of heavy average 
weight, and the total has apparently been an 
ever-increasing one from season to season. 

It is often said that the pisciculturist’s arti¬ 
ficially hatched trout reared in captivity is not 
as game and plucky as its naturally bred 
brother. I am assured by members of the club 
that their personal experience does not bear 
out this dictum, and that these trout, fed on 
horseflesh up to the month of March, show the 
same sport and play as hard as the native wild 
fish, even in the month of April in the same 
year. They tell me, however, that their fish 
from the stews are invariably white fleshed and 
are not equal to the old Test trout from a gas- 
tronomical point of view. Some short time 
since there was a mass of correspondence in the 
leading London daily paper on the destruction 
of the poetical side of angling by catching fish 
reared on so^gross a form of food as horseflesh. 
Surely, whether the trout breeder feeds his fish 
on liver, lights, fish meal, one of the many ad¬ 
vertised forms of fish food, or on the flesh of a 
horse can make no possible difference in this 
respect Thus the diminution of the poetical or 
romantic aspects of the sport must be deemed 
to apply to all trout or other fish reared by 
the pisciculturist and hand fed. It would, there¬ 
fore, appear that the only available means of 
satisfying the critics who lay stress on this point 
is to eschew the hatchery fish altogether. It 
follows that none but wild fish should be used 
for stocking purposes, and, as we know that 
wild fish transferred from one stream to an¬ 
other or moved from one portion to another 
part of the same river will never settle down 
and are inveterate roamers, the only alternative 
is to give up stocking altogether. The dire 
effect of this is too often and too painfully evi¬ 
dent to most -of us, and, as Euclid would sum 
up that problem, it “is absurd.” 

Whether these large trout fed up in rearing 
ponds will when turned into the river remain 
at or near the places where they have been 
liberated, or will, like the indigenous adult fish 
when shifted, take to wandering and nomad 
habits, is a moot point, and on this subject it 
is impossible to give a well-considered opinion 
without far more extensive and prolonged re¬ 
search and careful study spread over a great 
number of seasons and in a great number of 
rivers or streams. This is no doubt a very 
serious question, but in connection with this 
method of stocking there is a far more serious 
one. _ Has the introduction of these com¬ 
paratively tame trout a good or a bad effect on 
the strain of trout in the stream? What is the 
future _ of that _ proportion of them which are 
not killed during the first season? Do they 
assume the habits of the wild fish and are they 
well able to find their natural food after so long 
an experience of being pampered and fed once 
or twice a day by the keeper? If they revert 
quickly to the type of the native trout they 
are a decided acquisition; but if they do not 
teed freely and go off in condition, thus losing 
weight, their presence in the stream is most 
leleterious. They take up the space of healthy 
young fish, and their offspring must show signs 
of deterioration, while they themselves shrink 
antil they become long, lanky, lean, black, and 
inhealthy specimens. I fear that the result of 
«ny great extension of the plan adopted by this 
nub may be that the number of ill-conditioned 
ish will greatly increase, and the strain of trout 
n the Test will steadily decline from its present 

Great Victory Won 
By LEFEVER SHOT GUNS at Boston on October 25, 1907 

Lefever Gun won the Massachusetts State Championship 50 targets challenge match. Two Lefever 

Guns tied for second place in the same match. Lefever Gun also won high amateur average at this 

Tournament. This is only one of the thousands of contests won by the Lefever during its fifty years of 

existence. If there is any doubt in your mind as to the Lefever being the Napoleon of shot guns, the many 
recent victories and the thousands of others won by 

T5he LEFEVER SHOT GUN 
ought to dispel that doubt forever. We want you to send for our catalogue and learn what the Lefever is. 

After reading it carefully, we then want you to go into a store and carefully examine the Lefever in comparison 

with other makes. If you are going to buy a shot gun, you owe it to yourself to do this, and if you DO do 

it, you will buy a Lefever. We have never seen it fail. And why do you suppose it never fails? Because 

the Lefever is actually the finest gun, and anyone who will look into the matter carefully will see it. Send 

for our catalogue before you forget it. You ought to learn what the Lefever is if you are not already a 
Lefever user, which means Lefever enthusiast. 

Field, Cover a.nd Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

"Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teac'nei 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trapshoot¬ 
ing. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood Shot 
GnnShells Loaded with their fainoiiK Smokeless 
Powder, any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price $2.50. This Is a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a 10 gauge gun, 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You save one dollar and 10 cents 
per 100. Don’t usecommon black powder shells when 
you can get Smokeless at this price. GUNS, 
RIFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc., at lowest Srices consistent with good goods. Remit by P. O. 

oney Order. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. , 
90 CHAMBERS ST„ NEW YORK. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.60. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me No. 364” and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Guns, 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and 
Outdoor Games. 

17 Warren St near B’way, New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Forest 
and Stream. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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THE HIGHEST AVERAGE 
FOR THE YEAR 1907 

was made by MR. FRED GILBERT, who, of course used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
THE OFFICIAL RECORDS show that during 1907 Mr- 

Gilbert shot at 9195 targets and broke 8817, 

A Grand Average of 95.89 Per Cent. 

ELEVEN of the sixteen men who made AN AVERAGE OF 
93 PER CENT, or better used 

DUPONT BRANDS 
of SMOKELESS SHOT GUN POWDERS 

HIGHEST AMATEUR AVERAGE 

high standard. A somewhat similar experiment 
was tried in the Itchen some years since. A 
pisciculturist, having too large a stock of breed- j 
ing fish, liberated some of the largest ones on 1 
stretches of the stream under his control. Some 
of them weighed 5 and 6 pounds, and even 
more, and none of them were under 3 pounds in 
weight. Within two years a number of these 1 
trout were killed, and one and all were in the 
worst possible condition, being very long fish, 
weighing from ij4 to 1^4 pounds. There, could 
be no doubt as to their identity, because in that 
part of the Itchen the trout are generally in 
excellent condition and average about 1 pound 
2 ounces, while a 2-pound trout is a rarity. ■ 

There is to my mind another very grave ob¬ 
jection to this plan. The fisherman who relies 
on the stock in the ponds to provide his sport 
is only too prone to say that he does not want j 
to keep on returning undersized fish, and that 
he does not care whether there are small trout 
or not in the water; in fact, he prefers their not 
being there, as their absence leaves more space 
for his large pond fish and gives them a better | 
range of feeding ground. Man is by nature an 
imitative animal, and no class of the genus homo 
is more thoroughly imbued with this faculty 
than the keeper. If the master does not wish 
to see the shallows stocked with fry, yearlings, 
and other young fish growing to .maturity, his 
servant will very soon neglect their protection, 
save himself the trouble of killing down pike 
and other coarse fish, and console himself by 
spending his winter in his cottage, or, worse 
still, in the taproom of his favorite inn. To 
ease his conscience there will be the reflection 
that, after all, it is only necessary to feed up a 
few more 2-pound fish in his ponds to make up 
the deficiency caused by a total cessation of 
the increase due to the natural reproduction of 
the stream. , 

(94.5 PER CENT.) TIGER SHOOTING IN SIBERIA. 

was made by an Illinois amateur who also used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 

From October 22 to November 23 (inclusive), 1907, MR. 
W. R. CROSBY SHOT AT 3300 TARGETS AND BROKE 
3204, an average of over 97 per cent. Mr. Crosby used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
The Powder That Makes and Breaks Records 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 
Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.0°'' 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refmished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO„ 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

——Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen— 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reels; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixoe’s 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE C0„ • Jersey City, N.L 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

"Forest and Stream.” 

Castle Dome Cut Plug 
THE BEST SMOKE FOR THE PIPE 

In America. Made from Old Virginia Sun-Cured 
Tobacco. Money refunded if it bites or burns 

the tongue. Sent prepaid postage 
(/ Jtfp 75c Pound. Large Sample 10c. 

JASPER L. ROWE, 
RICHMOND, VA. 

Estab. 1880 Ref: Broad St. Bank 

The following incident occurred in the month 
of February three winters ago, in the valley of 
the Khoro River, one of the largest tributaries 
of the Ussuri, not many miles south of the large 
town of Habarovsk, in eastern Siberia. The, 
whole of this country is covered by immense 
forests, containing much valuable timber. In the 
wood cutting concessions the winter is the time 
of the greatest activity, because in spite of eigh¬ 
teen inches or two feet of snow it is far easier 
to move about when the dense undergrowth has 
been to some extent leveled by the severe frost. 

On one of the concessions there was a large 
encampment of Chinese wood cutters in charge 
of two Cossacks, formerly Sakhalin convicts, but 
now released on the completion of their sen¬ 
tences. In this district were a number of so- 
called cedars, a tree which invariably divide? 
into several stems some feet from the top, whicli 
is in consequence valueless for timber, and is! 
therefore cut off and left to lie, making excellent 
cover. It was known there were tigers about 
because their tracks had been seen, and thf 
timorous coolies constantly imagined they ha< 
seen one crouching under the cedar tops. This 
however, caused no surprise, as they generall) 
prowl round the wood cutters’ camps .in the 
winter, when food is scarce and the wild pig 
their favorite food, is difficult to approach. 

The two Cossacks lived in a small log hui 
about a mile from the place where the wood wa: 
being cut, approached by a circuitous patl. 
through very dense forest. Late one afternoon 
as it was getting dusk, one of the Cossacks wa! 
returning home alone to the hut, when at a tun 
in the narrow track he suddenly found himsel 
facing a tiger about twenty-five yards away 
Both were taken by surprise and stood stocl 
still. Something must be done, because he coul< 
only reach his hut by the path in which the tiger 
stood, owing to the impenetrable forest. Th< 
temperature was below zero, so he must some 
how get home, and it was useless to turn back 
as he had nowhere to go to, and there was thi 
risk of the tiger pursuing him when his bad 
was turned. Recovering from his surprise b 
knelt on the snow and took aim at the tiger witl 
the old Berdan rifle he was armed with, fired 
and missed. At the sound of the shot the tige 
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THE SPORTSMANS LIBRARY 
Illustrated Book Catalogue Free on Application 

Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Rob¬ 

inson. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.26. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days, 
“to swap lies.” 

Sam Lovel’s Camps. 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha's Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and "Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 
Price, $1.25. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 
A Sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.26. 

A Hero of Ticonderoga. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth, 187 pages. Portrait of 

author. Price, $1.00. 

A Danvis Pioneer. 

A story of one of Ethan Allen’s Green Mountain Boys. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth, 214 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Hunting Without a Gun 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
ind now for the first time brought together. 

In, the Louisiana Lowlands. 
A sketch of plantation life, fishing and camping, just 

ifter the Civil War; and other tales. By Fred Mather, 
luthor of “Men I Have Fished With,” “Adirondack 
Fishes,” and “Modern Fishculture in Salt and Fresh 
Water.” With portrait of the author. Cloth, $1.60. 

Forest Runes. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with 
instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 360 
pages. Price, $1.00. 

Camp-Fires of the Wilderness. 

By E. W. Burt. Cloth. Illustrated, 231 pages. Price, 
$1.26. 

Jack, the Young Ranchman; 
Or a Boy’s Adventures in the Rockies. By George Bird 

Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 304 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Jack Among the Indians; 

Or a Boy’s Summer on the Buffalo Plains. By George 
Bird Grinnel. Illustrated. Cloth, 301 pages. Price, $1.25 

Jack In the Rockies; 

Or a Boy’s Adventures with a Pack Train. By George 
Bird Grinnell. Illus. Cloth. 272 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Jack the Young Canoeman. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth. 286 pages. 
Price, $1.25. 

Jack the Young Trapper. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Illus. 278 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 

By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”). Many illustrations of 
designs and plans of canvas canoes and their parts. 
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a 
pocket in a cover. Cloth, 116 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Domesticated Trout. 

How to Breed and Grow Them. By Livingston Stone. 
Fifth edition. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $2.60. 

The Spaniel and Its Training. 

By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American 
and English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. 
Price, $1.00. 

Modem Fishculture in Fresh and Salt Water. 

Training the Hunting Dog for the Field and 
Field Trials. 

By B. Waters. Cloth. 281 pages. Price, $1.50. 

This is the latest and best manual on the subject. As 
an owner and handler of field trial dogs, and one having 
had an exceptionally wide experience in the field and at 
held trials, Mr. Waters was admirably equipped to write 
such a work. It has already taken its place as the 
standard authority. 

The Gun and Its Development. 

With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breech¬ 
loading Rifles. Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmak- 
lng. Choice of Guns, Choke-boring, Gun Trials, 
theories and Experiments. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 
770 pages. New edition. Price, $3.00. 

‘“nie Gun and Its Development” is the standard work 
of the age on projectiles and all relating to them. 

nuicm.au duck snooting. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 630 pages. With 58 
portraits of North American Swans, Geese and Ducks, 
Plans of Boats and Batteries. Fifty Vignettes in the 
text and a Chart of the topography of a duck’s plumage. 
Price, $3.50. Edition de luxe, price $5.00. 

My Sixty Years on the Plains, Trapping, 
Trading and Indian Fighting. 

By W. T. Hamilton (“Bill” Hamilton), 
page illustrations by Chas. M. Russell. 
Cloth. 223 pages. Price, $1.50. 

With 8 full- 
New York. 

Reminiscences of a Sportsman. 
By J. Parker Whitney. 468 pages. Price, $3.00 (postage, 

25 cents). 

My Life as an Indian. 

By J. W. Schultz. Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.66, 
postpaid. 

Houseboats and Houseboating. 
By Albert Bradlee Hunt. The book contains forty 

specially prepared articles by owners and designers of 
well-known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with 
nearly 200 line and half-tone reproductions of plans and 
exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is 
devoted to houseboating in England. Extra heavy paper, 
buckram. The price is $3.00 net. Postage, 34 cents. 

Poems by George W. Sears (“Nessmuk”). With arto- 
ype portraits and autobiographical sketch of the author, 
^loth, 208 pages. Price, $1.60. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette, 
illustrated. Cloth, 448 pages. Price, $2.60. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Ulus- 
rated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

By Fred Mather, author of “Men I Have Fished With," 
with a chapter of Whitefisb Culture by Hon. Herschel 
Whitaker, and a chapter on the Pike-Perch by James 
Nevin. Illustrated. Price, $2.00. 

My Angling Friends. 

A Second Series of “Men I Have Fished With.” By 
Fred Mather. Cloth, 369 pages, with 13 illustrations. 
Price, $2.00. 

Familiar Fish and How to Catch Them. 
A Practical Book on Fresh-Water Game Fish. By 

Eugene McCarthy. With an introduction by Dr. David 
Starr Jordan, President of Leland Stanford Junior Uni¬ 
versity, and numerous illustrations. Price, $1.60. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Describes the wood duck, the great horned owl, ruffed 
rouse, kildeer plover, bobolink, bluejay, chickadee, cedar 
ird, meadow lark, robin, woodcock, kingfisher, crossbill 

and nuthatches. 

Pheasants; Their Natural History and 
Practical Management. 

By W. B. Tegetmeier. New Enlarged Edition. 16 
plates. Cloth, 237 pages. Price, $3.50. 

The Art of Shooting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.60. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
:hiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
hough it is first of all a book about America, its game 
ind its people. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 
George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth, and by far the largest and hand- 
omest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
'•Jmodore Roosevelt, founder of Ihe Boone and Crockett 
-lub, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
us pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
n 1903. Other papers are on North American Big 
jame; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
fountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
opics. 

With Fly-Rod and Camera. 
By Edward A. Samuels. Cloth, 480 pages, 7x9% inches, 

147 illustrations. Price, $5.00. 

Men I Have Fished With. 

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little 
fishes and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. 
Illustrated. Price, $2.00. 

Manual of Taxidermy for Amateurs. 
A complete guide in collecting and preserving birds 

and animals. By C. J. Maynard. Illustrated. New 
edition. Price, $1.00. 

The Still-Hunter. 

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By Theo. S. 
Van Dyke. Extra cloth, beveled, 390 pages. Price 

An illustrated treatise on the art of shooting. By 
Charles Lancaster. Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

Where, How and When to Catch Fish on 
the East Coast of Florida. 

By William H. Gregg. With 100 engravings and 12 
colored illustrations of fishes. 267 pages. Price, $4.00. 

Pictures from “Forest and Stream.” 
Pictures from Forest and Stream. A volume of illus¬ 

trations comprising thirty-two of the full-page pictures 
printed as supplements of Forest and Stream. The 
volume includes the reproductions of the Audubon bird 
plates, some of the big game pictures by Rungius, field 
scenes by Edmund Osthaus. hunting and fishing scenes 
by Deming and Davidson, and pictures of well-kown 
yachts and water scenes. 

The plates are carefully printed on heavy coated paper 
and handsomely bound, making a most attractive volume. 
The size of the page is 16x11% inches. The cost of 
collection, sent postpaid, is $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 
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"Resorts for Sportsmen. T ajcidermists. For Sale. 

Hunters’ Lodge 
Luxurious Winter Home for 

Gentlemen and Ladies. 

Abundance of Quail! 
Unlimited Shooting Grounds! 

JWot a Cheap "Place. 

FRANK A. BOND, Buies. N. C. 

HUNTERS’ HOME. 
For Quail, Turkey, Duck, Geese, Squirrel and 

Deer. We have the finest hunting ground in the South. 
Largest crop of quail this season for years. Address 

W. T. DODSON, Clarksville, Va. Mecklenburg County. 

BAGLEY FARM, 
Bagley's Mills, Va., La Crosse Sta., S.A.L. Railroad. 

We offer sportsmen shooting privileges on 20,000 acres 
of undoubtedly the finest game lands in the South. 
This territory is well stocked with quail, turkey, deer 
and other game indigenous to this section, quail being 
especially plentiful. Best accommodations, trained dogs, 
horses and guides furnished. We have several thoroughly 
broken bird dogs for sale. Write for booklet. North¬ 
ern representative, R. M. Bagley, 444 S 43d St., Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa. 

FOR SPORTSMEN. 
Duck shooting in the redhead district of Great South 
Bay. Write ERNEST P. HULSE, Guide, East 
Moriches, L. I. 

Duck Shooting on Great South Bay. 
Manhattan House, Bayport, Long Island; open the year 
round; elegant rooms and board for gunners and auto¬ 
mobile parties. M. SCHLESINGER, Prop. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
Excellent Salmon and Trout Fishing; also Caribou 
shooting. Tents, guides, boats provided. Write. 

BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundland. 

Big Game Shooting in the 
Sudan and East Africa. 

Dr. Ad. David, naturalist, who has *10 years’ experi¬ 
ence of big game shooting in East Africa, is prepared to 
make all necessary arrangements for sportsmen intending 
to shoot in these regions. Please apply to DR. AD. 
DAVID, Post Office, Cairo, Egypt. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
'Write for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

J. KANNGFSKY, 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention “Forest and Stream.” 

ROWLAND. 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. 
Tel. 4205 Chelsea. Near 13th St. NEW YORK 

Wants and Exchanges. 

WANTED—TWO GENTLEMEN AT A TIME TO 
hunt on 5000 acres. Quail in abundance. Charges in 
keeping with sport and accommodations. Box 333, 
Yorkville, S. C. 

"Property for Sale. 

Valuable Fishing Rights 
on Restigouche River will be sold January 15th, 1908. 
Particulars, John Hall Kelly, New Carlisle, P. Q. 2 

For Sale.—Large tracts of timber lands and hunting and 
fishing preserves. Also farming lands in large or small 
tracts. D. W. McLAURIN, Columbia, S. C. 

Small-Mouth Black B&ss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
black bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingerlings for stocking purposes. 

W&r&maug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, New Preston, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM, 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareha’m, Mass. 

RDDAIf TDOI1T of a1! ages f°r stocking 
DKvIvlIk 1 Kvv 1 brooks and lakes. Brook 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
. Plymouth, Mass. 

RAINBOW TROUT. 
I have 2,000,000 Rainbow Trout Eggs for sale, ready for 
shipment March 1st. Safe delivery warranted anywhere. 
Correspondence solicited. AL. ROSENBERG, Prop. 
Spring Brook Trout Hatchery, R.F.D. No. 1, Kalamazoo, 
Mich. 2 

LIVE QUAIL. 
Only fine, healthy birds offered. No Texas-Kansas bird*. 
Order quickly. Circumstances may prevent late shipment*. 

E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York. 

TRAINED WILD GEESE decoys for sale. F. P. 
LATHAM, Belhaven, N. C. 

Sporting Goods Business For Sale. 
For sale as a going concern a well paying Pacific Coast 
jobbing and retail sporting goods business. Stock car¬ 
ried about seventy-five thousand dollars. Growing coun¬ 
try, excellent opportunity for an Eastern house wanting 
to branch out. PACIFIC COAST,. care Forest and 
Stream. 1 

Game birds, animals, etc., 1,000 pheasants, quail, par- 
trkidges, ornamental land, water fowl, foxes, wild turkeys, 
ducks, etc. Catalogue, 300 illustrations; game, all kinds; 
25 cents. Authorized work on game, pheasant breeding, 
etc., largely illustrated, colored plates, 75 cents. U. S. 
PHEASANTRY, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

We will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM, NEW YORK. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 
Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovel's Camps. 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SKI-RUNNING 

This is a manual of Ski-running prepared for the use 
of the Ski Club of Great Britain. Being designed f<pr 
the practical instruction of the reader, it is written in 
simple terms, and treats the subject thoroughly. Ski- 
running opportunities are found in all _ parts of the 
United States where the snow falls and in Canada; and 
with an appreciation of the excitement and exhilaration 
of the sport, the Ski will doubtless become popular. 
The work is fully illustrated. Price, $1.25, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

REMINISCENCES OF A 

SPORTSMAN. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-sports a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 466 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Celebrated HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH 
PARTRIDGES and PHEASANTS, 

the large 
Hungarian 
Hares, all 
kinds of 
Deer, 
Quail, etc.. yuan, ctu, 

etc., for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, ornamental 
water fowl and live wild animals of every description. 
Write for price list. WENZ & MACKENSEN, Dept T, 
Yardley, Pa. 
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sprang aside into the forest and disappeared. 
1 he position was worse than ever. It was fairly 
obvious the tiger was not touched, and, to make 
matters worse, the exploded cartridge jammed, 
and he had to get out his knife to extract it, all 
the while ignorant of where the tiger was, or 
whether it would spring out on him from the 
undergrowth. Having reloaded his rifle, he pro¬ 
ceeded along the zigzag path for about 300 yards, 
very much on the alert, when, on coming round 
a sharp bend, he again saw the tiger crouching 
and ready to spring about thirty yards ahead. 
There was no time to lose, so he took aim and 
fired, the bullet hitting the tiger in the breast 
and passing right through its body, broke one of 
its hind legs. The tiger, badly wounded as it 
was, made off into the forest, and the Cossack 
hurriedly returned to the hut, quite overcome by 
his terrifying experience. Next day his com¬ 
panion found the tiger in the forest, still alive, 
but unable to move, and gave it the coup de 
grace. It is curious to note that after the Cos¬ 
sack’s first encounter with the tiger it ran right 
round behind him, as was afterward traced in 
the snow., before going in the path again. 

The Cossack’s adventure, thus proving beyond 
doubt the presence of tigers in the surrounding 
forest, so alarmed the coolies that they declined 
to work any more till the neighborhood had 
been cleared of them. Now, it was usual in such 
emergencies to apply to the nearest Russian gar¬ 
rison for the sharpshooting companies attached 
to.each regiment, but, the Russo-Japanese war 
being then in progress, the soldiers were other¬ 
wise employed, so an appeal was made to the 
sportsmen in Habarovsk, imploring them to come 
to the aid of the wood cutters. A good party 
was made up in response, which, after a long 
hunt in the snow, managed to bag another tiger. 
A third which was known to be in the neigh¬ 
borhood escaped for the time being, but was 
afterward shot by the Cossacks. They proved 
to be a family, two parents and a three parts 
grown cub, which latter gave the Cossack his 
exciting experience. A tiger standing in the 
snow is said to be a very terrifying object, es¬ 
pecially as they are always hunted on foot, the 
surrounding snow increasing their apparent size, 
which in any case is probably rather bigger than 
that of an Indian tiger on measurement, while 
their long hair and thick under wool make them 
appear a good deal larger.—The Asian. 

INSECTS DAMAGING FORESTS. 

Investigations of insects damaging forests have 
progressed in a satisfactory manner in co-opera¬ 
tion with the Forest Service of the Department 
of Agriculture. Numerous problems have been 
studied and a large store of general informa- 
tion. upon forest insects has been accumulated. 

Field work has been conducted from stations 
in West Virginia, North Carolina, South Dakota, 
Idaho, Washington and California, the locations 
of the stations being determined by the advan¬ 
tages offered at the points selected for the study 
of some special problem or problems. 

A special investigation was carried on in re¬ 
gard to the Black Hills beetle, which has ex¬ 
tensively ravaged the forests in Colorado, and 
the results prove to be in the highest degree 
satisfactory and have been published in Bulletin 
56 of the Bureau. The recommendations are 
now being actively followed by private persons 
;with excellent chances of checking what might 
otherwise prove a most serious invasion. 

■ 1 he conditions in the Black Hills are not so 
encouraging,_ owing, doubtless, to the failure of 
the parties interested to realize the importance 
of the recommendations of the Bureau. These 
difficulties, however, have now been partially 
overcome, and all concerned seem alive to the 
seriousness of the situation. 

Investigations in the South of the destructive 
pme bark beetle and of a number of important 
insects injurious to forest products have been 
carried on, and studies have been made in re¬ 
gard to the insect enemies of forest reproduc¬ 
tion. Special studies and recommendations have 
been made concerning the western pine bark 
beetle in the region north of Boise, Idaho, and 
a study of the forest insects of the Pacific slope 
has been carried on. 

SHOT GUN 

IT LOADS USELF 

hard and throws as good a pattern as any double 

gun—even the Remington double gun, and that’s 

the standard. Furthermore, the Autoloading 

loads itself, is safe, has little recoil, and sells at a 

moderate price—$40 list. New Catalogue free. 

Be Modern. 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY 

Write to M. HARTLEY COMPANY, Sole Representative, 
313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 oents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale.—A number of carefully trained young sound 
Pointers and Setters. Suitable for New England and 
Southern shooting. Also some good yearlings, yard 
broken. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

A pair of high class, elegantly bred English Setters, 
thoroughly broken and experienced on quail. Coming 
three years. Price, $300. LOCH LADDIE, Doniphan, 
Mo. 

FOX HOUNDS. RABBIT HOUNDS, COON 
HOUNDS, PARTRIDGE DOGS that stay at tree. 

B. L. CALL, Dexter, Me. 

For SPAYED FEMALE COCKERS address VV. A. 
SUTHERLAND, De Lancey, N. Y. 

A lot of setter puppies cheap. 
FRANK FORESTER KENNELS, 

24 Warwick, N. Y. 

FOR SALE.—Two Chesapeakes, dog and bitch, not re¬ 
lated; registered (A.K.C. stud book, 76584 and 77642); 
dog prize winner Madison Square Garden, 1907; fine 
duck retriever. S. L. KIRKPATRICK, 258 Broadway, 
New York. 2 

Pedigreed collie pups. Fine as silk. NELSON’S, Grove 
City. Pa., Dept. B. 

SETTER AND POINTER PUPS, best breeding, 
$10 to $12. Just right next fall. 

A. BURHANS, Lincoln, Neb. 3 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky' 

:BOOK. OJV 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S., 118 West 31st St., New York. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
CALENDAR 

Our 1908 Calendars are now 
ready to mail. The edition is 
limited; therefore send name, 
address and two-cent stamp. 
Labels are now being printed. 

Send for free Catalogue "Dog 
Culture,” which contains prac¬ 
tical chapters on the feeding, 
kenneling and general manage¬ 

ment of dogs. Also chapters on cats. 

arnAlid 
Newark, N. J. 
St. Louis, Mo. 

rn i i 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Boston, Mass. 
Montreal, Can. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand- 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
I heodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
■ 1S ?0e™ descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose. 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
tnnirc ° ° 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big-Game Hunting 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Th« White Goat and His Country, by Owen 
n‘StT A Pay With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt After 
Wapit! in Wyoming by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days by Geo. Bird Grinnell Nights with the Grizzlies, 
by \\. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B Rum. 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



Automatic Bargains 
Shopworn and Second-hand 

1 Mauser six-shot Pistol, .30 caliber, very slightly shop worn.$^.00 

1 Simplex Automatic Pistol, 8-shot, 8 mm. caliber, very slightly shop worn..$11.00 

1 Webley & Scott Automatic Pistol, .32 caliber, 8-shot, slightly shcpworn^good 

1 Clement Automatic Pistol, .25 caliber, small pocket size, ^sbotJ ^00^ as 

1 Mauser Carbine, .30 caliber, S-shot complete with detachable stock sling 
strap etc.; very slightly shop worn; fully as good as new. 

1 Colt Automatic Pistol, .38 caliber, S-shot, pocket model; sg 

hand ...1. 
1 Colt Automatic Pistol, .32 caliber, 8-shot, smallest pocket size; very slightly 

second hand . .../*** ••••••♦ • 
1 Webley Automatic Revolver, 8-shot, using .3S Colt Automatic Smokeless Car- 
tridges, with 6-inch barrel; very slightly shop worn; the only automatic revolver 

manufactured .. • 
1 Borchardt Automatic Pistol, 8-sliot, with detachable stock, fitted with leather 
holster cheek rest, etc. Complete in leather case, with three extra niagazmes 
In first-class second-hand condition. Regular price, $35.00 Now....$-2.00 

1 Luger Automatic _ Pistol, .35 caliber, 8-shot, complete with holster. First-dass 

second-hand condition.••.. 

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

If you want a good reliable 

TRAP 
or 

FIELD 
GUN. 

one of the leading imported 

guns in this country, 
get a 

8o-page 
Catalogue free 
on application. 

Francotte or a Knockabout 
VON LEN6ERKE & DETMOLD 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 

glance. , , 
The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 

placed in the book for that purpose. _ 
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 

for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $L0O. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Our Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove. 

Swedish Leather Jackets 
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting. 

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to 
cold. Worn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A 
capital jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile use. 

JglP” We take the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, 
and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in the United States. 

A-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $20.00 
B-Quality, 2d grade,.$15.00 
Black Jackets at - - $?.00, $8.00 and $10.00 
Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order, we 

will forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt we will return money 
on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any other make. 

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market adver¬ 
tised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring 
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other 
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money. 

WM. READ <& SONS. 
107 Washington Si.. BOSTON. MASS. 

Sole American Agents for these Finest Imported Skins. 

•h.'C — M'-! .vPa f-. ii-UT. 

»5b 
Mullins’ Duck Boats 

Mullins’ Pleasure Boats 
Mullins’ Motor Boats 

It is with great pleasure that we announce that the W. H. Mullins G 
Company have given us exclusive territory here in the East and ha\e 
entrusted us with the {V 

General Agency for Greater New York and Vicinity 

for their Pressed Steel Boats. Si 
We already have on hand several carloads of motor boats, skiffs and iy 

duck boats and can make immediate deliveries. & 
Over twenty thousand of these boats have been sold and delivered, 4, 

and with every one has been given the strongest kind of a guarantee 
and the boats have given absolute satisfaction. g 

The "Get There” Duck Boat is the oldest produft of the faftory 
and costs but $22.00. fr 

The Bustle Boat with sponsons costs $29.00. 
The Canvas Back Duck Boat is higher grade throughout and costs £ 

$40.00. 
Skiffs of 14, 15 and 16 ft. at $27.00 to $39.00. Suitable for all 

purposes. 
The 16-ft. motor boat, with 3>£ H. P. Ferro Engine, costs $225.00. 
The 18-ft., same engine, $310.00. 
The 19-ft. torpedo stern, with 6 H. P. Ferro Engine, costs $450.00. 
The 22-ft., same engine, costs $550.00. 
The 22-ft. 10 H. P. Triple Cylinder costs $650.00. 
The 22-ft. Speed Boat, 17 H. P., costs $750.00. 

O. B. Salem. Catalogue on request 

J&3 
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ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
PRICE. TEN CENTS SATURDAY. JANUARY 11, 1908. 

mm] 
OUTDOOR 

URE STUDY, SHOOTING, FISHING, YACHTING^ 

i^.YrFk^eat°rd1treamP?rightco. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 

SCOOTER RACING ON GREAT SOUTH BAY 

From a photograph by James Burton 
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MENNEN’S 
□ ORATED TALCUM 

TOILET POWDER 
and insist that your barber use 
it also. It is Antiseptic, and 
will prevent any of the skin 
diseases often contracted. 

A positive relief for Chapped 
Hands, Chafing, and all 

afflictions of the skin. Removes all odor 
of perspiration. Get Mennen’s-the original. 
Put up in non-refillable boxes, the "box that lox." Guaran¬ 
teed under the Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1906. Serial 
No. 1542. 

Sold everywhere or mailed for 25cts. Sample free. 
Try Mermen's Violet (Borated) Talcum. 

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J. 

You Need Our Catalogue 
Whether you intend to sow for pleasure or for 
profit. 

The CULTURAL DIRECTIONS will be 
found invaluable. 

Our 107th successive annual edition is ready 
for mailing. Send for a copy now. 

WE MAIL IT FREE. 

J. M. THORBURN (EL CO. 

33 Barclay St., Thro’ to 38 Park PI. 

New York 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. 

R. Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Mullins Steel Boats Can9t Sink 
-the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster lighter and more 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible-they don t leak, crack, 
dry out or wear out, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
pleasure, summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. 
Send for catalog of Motor Boats. Marine Engines, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 

THE W H MULLINS COMPANY, 126 Franklin Street. Salem. Ohio. _ 

$ 

% 

i § 1 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its purpose 
three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 
houseboating life. 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 
this country. 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 
manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 
known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 
to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 
The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in 
summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 
so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram, 
price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 

a 

The 

AN INDIAN FOOTRACE. 

“The most wonderful race I ever saw, in . 
which an Indian ran 105 miles in sixteen hours, 
took place recently in the State of Chihuahua, 
Mexico,” remarked Teron C. Crawford, of Lon¬ 
don, in the Washington Post. 

“The man who won this race,” continued Mr. 
Crawford, “had the benefit of training (through 
his ancestors) for hundreds of years. He is one 
of a tribe of native Indians—the Taramaharas— j 
the members of which carried messages for the 
Montezumas. Prescott tells us that this man’s 
ancestors carried fish to the table of the king 
subdued by Cortez from a lake 270 miles away, 
and did it in one day. If they were developed 
to that endurance as runners in that day, how 
many centuries did it take their fathers to 
achieve such perfection? 

“These Taramaharas in the province of 
Chihuahua to-day are the direct descendants of * 
those who ran with messages and carried fish 
for the Montezumas. In recognition of their 
efficiency the Mexican Government made them j 
the carriers of its messages. They are simple , 
people, live almost entirely nude and in the 
open air. The chests of the men are developed 
to wonderful power, and their entire bodies give 
evidence of the physical training they have re¬ 
ceived. They are monogamists. They live in 
rude log huts, quite different from the Mexican 
adobe. 

“This race was between twenty of the swiftest 
runners of the tribe. Those who participated 1 
wagered almost everything they had. Their j 
fellow tribesmen bet on their respective favor- ; 
ites. Felicio Cruz, the winner, bet his wife , 
against thirty goats. This was not particularly , 
strange, for the tribesmen often exchange 
spouses. The Indians and the Mexicans for 1 
miles around were wrought to a high pitch. 
Each of the runners was attended by his wife 1 
and a friend or two. The course was laid out 
in a circular track in a great divide in the moun- j 
tains. ■ 

“When the Indians, their bronzed bodies i 
shining in the sun, lined up for the start at 11 
o’clock in the morning there was a great crowd 1 
to see them. At the signal each kicked a ball 
about the size of one of our baseballs, made of < 
feathers and lined with leather. This each had 
to keep kicking all the way along the course of j 
105 miles. And each was accompanied by a 
mounted guard to see that no trickery was re¬ 
sorted to. 

“All day they ran, the interest of the crowds ■ 
of watchers along the course never abating. ; 
When it grew dark the mounted guards accom¬ 
panying the runners carried great torches so ! 
that each contestant might see the ball he was , 
kicking. I saw the horses, their mounts and 
the runners themselves outlined against the twi- * 
light on a high hill at one time during the race. 
It was an inspiring and beautiful sight. Though j 
I was keeping late hours, my interest never 
ceased. I stayed up until the finish. 

“At last, at 3 o’clock in the morning, accom¬ 
panied by his guards and many friends, Felicio , 
Cruz finished the last lap in the race. All the 1 
others had dropped out. He had won thirty ! 
goats and about all the blankets in the tribe 1 
and kept his wife. The natives gave him a great 
ovation. I was satisfied with the purchase of 
the blanket he wore a part of the time he ran. j 

“What effect did the gruelling contest have ^ 
on Felicio? Apparently none whatever. He did 
not go to bed; in fact, did not sleep for five 
days. During all that time he sat on a rude 
bench outside the door of his hut. He ate but i 
little. At the end of the five days he was as 
fresh as ever. He is a wonderful man.” 

WOODCRAFT. 

By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Salt water and 
fresh water rods, 
lines and all other 
tackle, are sold at 
the right prices at 

Philadelphia’s 
Sporting Goods 
Headquarters 

Write for Catalogue A. 

Shannon 
816 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia 

Webber’s Kn?td Jackets 
For Hunting and Outing. All wool, 
seamless and elastic. Cut shows No. 
4, price $7—guaranteed best knit jacket 
made at any price. Suggest Oxford or 
tan. If not at your dealer’s, sent ex¬ 
press paid; return if not satisfied. Other 
Jackets, Coats, Vests, Sweaters and 
Cardigans,formen, women and children, 
all prices. Catalogue free. 

Geo. F. Webber, Mfr., Station F, 
Detroit, Mich. 

i^BAK SPORTSMENS clothing 
.. . Jus* the thing: for grinning:, fishing:, 

r oating:, climbing. Booklet with samples of material free. 

" NES ^ KENYON, 3 Blandina St„ Utice^ N. Y. 

3 RFECTION with Smokeless Device.) 
>i «t■*7' » 'tip d Safest and best heater for house* 
JL HLAlLh hold use. At dealers’. 

Standard Oil Company of New York. 

Lite n the Woods. 
t Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Co»- 

ints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
i>f the trapper, the use of the traps, with i>- 
> for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 

amilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. 
IX). 

)EST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

CORRESPON DtWct. 
1 £EST and Stream is the recognized medium of 

Tent, instruction and information between 
usportsmen. I he editors invite communications 
5!>jects to which its pages are devoted. Anony- 
i municattons will not be regarded. The editors 
liponsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
•lions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
ties, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
sif annual subscribers: 

5 Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
express money-order, registered letter, rnoney- 

aft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
niny the paper may be obtained of news- 
Ipughout the United States, Canada and Great 
anadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 

l Subscriptions and Sales Agents-London: 
, . > , ^ inch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co 

inths° S Forelng terms: $4.50 per year; $2.25 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
,cents Per agate line. Special rates for 

« nd twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
les to one inch. Advertisements should be 

,:n„i'i!4daymPreV10US t0, issue in which they 
I .T"a"s'e"‘ advertisements must in- 

accompanied by the money, or they will not 

,IJot,ces> seventy-five cents per line 
tisements of an approved character inserted. 

1 isp!ay Classified Advertising. 

ST ef"d pWi,nterJ Resorts. Instruction, 
i' Fstate Fr,rR|' r0adJaT Steamship Time . .r-state For Sale and To Let Seeds anH 

^ixidermists. The Kenneh Dogs, etc. Wants 

5hs 13 tfmes8 in ,ne' per 'nscrtion, 15 cents. 
s» it times, 10 cents per line. 

'ESTAND stream PUB. CO. 
040 Broadway, New York. 

FOREST AND STREAM 
A Retrospect and a Promise 

also^hrhesrNTlSTREAM’ thC °\deSt °f American. Publicat'ons, devoted to field sports, is 
,, , ‘ ,ere are a good many things which combine to complete this type of ex- 

ah e jCe the unique interest of its contents, the mechanical perfection, the richness 
abundance and truthfulness of its illustrations. Its very title brings to the mind a thousand 

memories of happy days afield, of big-game hunting in wild corners of the world, of days 

wi trout or bass on stream or lake, of loved companions of the rod or gun, of good fellows 

cam if fire ®P°*8rnen he has never met> but has learned to know as fellow members of our 

stand n an,d Wh°f exploits Forest and Stream has made known to him. It 

the”department of t^mgS that Satisfy the °Utdoor hu"g- of healthy men and women. In 

SPORTSMAN TOURIST 
Are printed accounts of exploration and travel in little-known lands, of hunting and 

fishmg trips, of adventures in search of big-game, of happenings picturesque and Uirill- 

g y yearS ag°, m a West~then wild of Indian fights, of happy days afield in nearby 
covers with dog and gun in pursuit of the hurtling grouse, the lusty quail, or the whistling 

woodcock !n the pages devoted to Natural History questions are asked and answered 

and' I '6 hlStones and <lueer hab>ts of birds, beasts and fishes; showing how they look 
and where they live; the preservation of trophies and specimens. Men rich in the knowl¬ 

edge of experience from their storehouses of nature lore, supply information useful and 
interesting to lovers of outdoor life and students of nature. 

GAME BAG AND GUN 
Is the title of another department, full of practical instruction for those who use fire- 

don-’h?ere ? Sh00ting excursions; expert opinion on guns and ammuni- 

hf Pf. a?d hm ,f°r thf n0V'Ce; dlscusslons which appeal to the experienced gunner- 
news of all that ,s taking place in the field of game protection, propagation and preserva 

tion, information useful and interesting, first of all to the sportsman, but hardly in a less 

degree to the nature lover and the average man. Closely allied is the department of trap 

and rifle shooting with its news of current happenings and its comment by recognized experts 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING 
Not all technical, nor yet narrative alone. Both in their place and in the right pro 

P°rtr- IV,S ^ anglr firSt: what he ma^ catch’ whepe and how. Gives instruction 
on the handling and manufacture of rods, reels, lines and flies; hints on the care and use 

ot fishing tackle; information as to where fish of different kinds are most abundant and 

other points of moment to the angler. Then there are full reports of fly-casting tourna¬ 
ments; notes about stocking streams; where fry may be obtained, etc. 

YACHTING 
Thousands of readers, along ten thousand miles of coast, East, West, North and South 

find their sport afloat. Yachtsmen everywhere recognize Forest and Stream as the 

periodica! that meets their needs. It offers a department for the men that haul the ropes 

and hold the wheel. From the lad Down East, who has built his “Cat” with his own hands 

to the owner of the 90-rater, Forest and Stream appeals to all with its graphic accounts 

of races; its discussion of live yachting questions; the letters of its British correspondent 

and the superb illustrations of yachts and the practical designs it publishes 

Every one interested in outdoor life—Nature Study, Hunting, Shooting or Fish¬ 

mg, Yachting or Canoeing, needs the Forest and Stream, and those who have learned to 
need it find that they need it all the time. It is a habit that grows on one. 

FORE WORD 
In the year 1908 the Forest and Stream will be to the Nature Lover, the Gunner the 

Angler, the Yachtsman, the Outdoor man all that it has been for so many years—and more 

There will be Indian stories by J. W. Schultz, whose accounts of life among the 

old Plains tribes have thrilled so many readers. Mr. E. L. F. Jenner will give us more 

of those vivid sketches of the Northeastern country that he knows so well. Col W D 

Pickett, the greatest bear hunter that ever lived in America, will tell of a trip to the 

Yellowstone Park in the seventies, and describe some of the astonishing feats that he 

performed among the grizzlies of the Gray Bull River. There will be stories of the 

buffalo days by Charles Aubrey and George Bird Grinnell; accounts of the habits of 

birds, by Wra. L. Finley; the log of a whaling Cruise, by Victor Slocum; a series of 

articles on the ruffed grouse by S. T. Hammond, entitled, “My Friend the Partridge” 
and scores of other features, equally interesting and attractive. 
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THE RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 

of the United States and 
Canada governing the 

taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 

and official sources for 

the practical guidance of 

sportsmen and anglers. 

The Brief is complete; it 

covers all the States and 

Provinces, and gives all 

provisions as to seasons 

•If you are wise*’ for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 

licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 

tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 

reliable. 

-If the Brief say* so, you may depend on it.” 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 

error in the Brief. 

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet 

which was published serially in Forest and 
Stream as by W. B. Anderson, has been issued 
over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, and 
under the new title 

My Life As Ai\ Indian 
The story is one of the most faithful pictures 

of human life ever drawn. It tells of the life 
of the plains Indian in the old days, when buf¬ 
falo hunting and journeys to war were the oc¬ 
cupations of every man. It describes the every 
day life of the great camp, tells how the men 
and women passed their time, how the young 
men gambled, how they courted their sweet¬ 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians, 
and how the different tribes fought together. 
The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 

the beautiful Indian girl who became the 
author’s wife. ,. , , 

Rut it is needless to describe this book to 
readers of Forest and Stream. Those who 
read it as a serial will surely want the volume on 
thtlr library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO . 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 

Smith’s Idee 
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace,, 
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become 
standard of all that is good in 

Huntin 
foot-gear. Now 1 

b y thousands — 
lady or gentle 
properly equip; 
without a pair 
Smith’s Ideal H 
ing 

SHOE 
The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill 
the practical suggestions of hundreds of sp' 
men. Catalogue for the asking. 

M. A. SMITH & SC 
Manufacturers Shoe Specialties, 

Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes. 

BOO North 13th Street, Philadelphia,: 
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes: Von Lenge 
Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn ; Von Lengerke & A 
for Chicago, Ill. 

Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and termi 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

forest and stream PUB. CO 
346 Broadway. New York 

We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 
bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound’make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 

interest and value. 
The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 

dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Edi 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird GnnnelL Vigi 
Illustrated. Cloth. *48 pages. Price, J2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

SIXTY THR.EE years ago 
“ Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. Louis, 
Mo., with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old I 
Bill Williams. Seven of these eight men are dead, but Hamilton 
still lives out in Montana and still sets his traps. He has written 
the story of his early trapping days and the book has been 
published. It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, and all 
the many and varied incidents of the trapper’s life. It is full of 
adventure and excitement, but the story is told modestly, and 
there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much fighting, there is 
nothing that can be called “blood and thunder, but there is 
much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes telling of early 
travel in the West; books which were simple and direct, and in 
which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one of the 
celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old-time 
trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated 
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages, cloth, Illustrated. Price, $1.50- 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 346 Broadway, New Yorki 
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STARLINGS PRAISED. 

'he starling is of much benefit to agricul- 
lists, as its food consists principally of worms, 
lils, and insects in their different stages. It 
^specially useful in clearing off chafer larvae 
ill other larvae of the same habits in meadows 
Jl pastures, and surface caterpillars in turnip 
,il mangold fields. The destructive larvae of 
1 antler moth, the diamond-back moth, the 
i er Y moth, and of other moths, as well as 
1 se of the “daddy long-legs” and the click 
<tle (known as wire-worms), are also eagerly 
koured by this bird. In the late autumn and 
wter, when the starlings congregate in flocks, 
as the British Sportsman, they clear whole 
ids of injurious insects in larval or pupal 
cm, and their sharp eyes detect the eggs of at 
est the larger insects upon forest and or- 
1 rd trees. The insects that hibernate in the 
i.al or pupal form upon fruit and other trees 
1, without doubt, picked out of their winter 
[tirters by the long, pointed beaks of these 
lrp-eyed, restless birds. 
.ome years ago, in a large and richly stocked 
vsery in Belgium, chafter beetles became so 
tmerous as to be a very serious infestation, 
ter trying by all known means to eradicate 
hm, the proprietor observed that starlings de- 
c.red large numbers both of the larvae and 

1 mature insects. Taking a lesson from this, 
(■erected about half-a-dozen nesting-boxes on 
;ioot poles, and as these were immediately 
i-upied by the birds, he continued to provide 
Mces until 125 were in use. The result was 
Ft the chafer infestation grew gradually less, 
1. was finally completely overcome, 
heep regard starlings as their natural friends, 

:J permit them to alight on their backs to 
ce out the keds, ticks, etc., from their wool. 
Sue farmers, however, maintain that the 
vppings which starlings deposit on the backs 

1 sheep attract flies, and that sheep are not in- 
tquently “struck” by maggots exactly on the 
pt (the loins) where the birds most usually 
(tie. In early summer it will often be found 
Ft cattle on pastures are accompanied by 
tidings, each animal being surrounded at a 
I tance of a few feet by about half-a-dozen 
lids. Whether these are attracted by the 
trms that are apt to come to the surface of 
1 ground when disturbed by the treading of 
?de, or are on the lookout for the maggots 
1 the warble-fly, which in spring and early 
nmer drop from the backs of cattle, has not 
>|:n definitely made out. 

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING. 

Jnder this interesting title William G. Fitz- 
]rald discusses in the Technical World Mag- 
jne for December what are the prospects for 
tin’s scaling the world’s highest peaks and 
tat problems are involved in the effort. He 
ts: “It is just fifty years since mountaineer- 
tj became a science. First the Alps were con- 
[-red; then the Caucasus range. Gradually the 
dnber developed into a trained explorer and 
tjp-maker. He attacked the New Zealand 
nks, the mighty Andes, and then the ‘Ramps 
>. Himalay,’ where the highest land on this 
ifnet is found. Even the central African 
fountains of the Moon,’ held mysterious and 
ired for ages, were not exempt from invasion; 
d terrible Ruwenzori was conquered last 
'nr by the Duke of Abruzzi. 
Thus the Swiss pastime of Huxley and 

.ndall itself became an elaborate science, as 
>y be traced in the record of Sir William 
i.rtin Conway, greatest of living Alpinists. Be- 
f ning with a traverse of the Alps from end to 
-1, he went on to the Karakoram Himalayas, 
re he reached twenty-two thousand feet after 

tny adventures, great outlay and much suffer- 
C He surveyed and mapped two thousand 
i es of the world’s mightiest range. Next came 
1 desolate peaks of Arctic Spitzbergen, and 
er them the towering domes of Sorata and 
mani, in the Andes of Bolivia. And lastly, 

'oncagua and the glaciers of Tierra del 
■ego.” 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
Our New Catalogues for 1908 will 

soon be ready. 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition and Fish¬ 
ing Tackle and Camp Goods. 

No. 2."r Automobile Supplies. 

No. 3. Kodaks and Athletic Goods. 

Get on the mailing list now and insure .V 
getting one or all of the above on pub- ♦> 
lication. 

A 

. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 
<♦> 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. : 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

<♦> 

<§> 

Ask for Bristol rods by name. Look for the word 
Bristol on the handle. It’s there on every genuine. The 
reputation of Bristol rods has become so great that they 
are a shining mark for imitators. The Bristol’s delicate 
pliancy, quick resiliency, tough durability, complete 
adaptability to all purposes, convenience, and absolute 
reliability are common knowledge to all guides and ex¬ 
pert fishermen everywhere. These are the qualities 
which have built up Bristol's prestige as "The rod that 
brings home the fish.” Three year guarantee tag on 
every Bristol. Beautiful illustrated catalogue mailed free. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO. 

\ ^ 84 Horton St. 
L\ N. JM, ^Bristol, Conn. 

TROUT FLIES Assorted 12c 
Split Bamboo Rods, 75c 

j pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8% feet. 

STEEL RODS $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8% feet; Fly, 9, 9#, 10 feet 

Automatic Reel, $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Lin*. 

CHARLES DISCH, 
518 FULTON STREET. - - - BROOKLYN. N. Y 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Foutteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great homel owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effective 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 
A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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A Happy and Prosperous New Year 
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The Best Since 1867 150 Page 
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Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 551 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good hearings and screws, oiled once a year. Is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Rubber and Nickel-Plated Single Action Reels, with rubber safety band and 
sliding click. Made in sizes 40, 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name.• No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 
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American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

TV T O single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

1M the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 
about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives the best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 
About 6oo pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 

vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 

Price, library edition, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
346 Broadway, New York 
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Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close-fitting, coi 
able and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only in 
colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and Scarlet. 

Send ns your address for one of our Gun Catalog 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, I 

MAY FLItS FlifdS rH,V»: 
JOHN NORMAN 

4502 Ste. Catherine Street, WESTMOUNT, QUE., 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Bre 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapl 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 166 
Price, J1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING a 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practi 

Management. 
By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Ps 
Price, J3.60. 
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Sam Lovel's Camps, 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowla' 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO, 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

-— 

GOVERNOR HUGHES’ MESSAGE. 

In his message to the Legislature of New 

York, Governor Hughes makes several recom¬ 

mendations that are of very great importance. 

The Governor’s forest, fish and game recom¬ 

mendations are as follows: 

During the past year 43,156 acres of forest land have 

been purchased and contracted for by the Land Pur- 

i chasing Board, making the total land held by the State 

I 1,518,450 acres, of which 1,454,383 acres are in the Adir- 

ondacks and the remainder are in the Catskills. It would 

■ be difficult to name any matter of greater importance to 

i the people than the conservation of our forests. To this 

end the State should largely extend its purchases, and 

so far as possible avoid the increased cost which will be 

I entailed by delay. Any effort on behalf of private in¬ 

terests to invade the common right in these lands and 

their maintenance for the public benefit should be de- 

| feated. 

, Not only should the State extend its holdings, but 

; there should be suitable replanting to repair the exten¬ 

sive ravages which have taken place in our forest domain. 

The work should be conducted upon a much larger scale. 

The State can produce these trees (pine and spruce) for 

about $2.50 a thousand. It may be well that in view of 

the State’s facilities, the Forest, Fish and Game Com¬ 

missioner should be authorized to furnish from the 

nurseries pine and spruce trees to be planted under the 

supervision of the Department, at a sum equivalent to 

the cost to the State; and I submit this question for 

your consideration. 

I recommend that the forest, fish and game law' be 

carefully revised. It should be possible in the light of 

experience and with accurate knowledge of the needs 

of the various localities, to provide a code which will be 

fairly permanent. 

I recommend the enactment of a license law providing 

reasonable license fees for hunting, with a suitable scale 

for residents, nonresidents, and aliens. 

No grant should be made of water power privileges 

without compensation and under restrictions which will 

properly protect the rights of the public from whom the 

privileges are derived. 

Governor says, it should be possible to provide 

a fairly permanent code. 

Governor Hughes favors a resident, nonresi¬ 

dent and alien license law, although he does not 

explain his reasons. The passage of such a 

measure has been urged time and again by Forest 

and Stream, and the Forest, Fish and Game 

Commission is working toward that end. As 

pointed out by us frequently, it is almost im¬ 

possible, under the present law, to prevent aliens 

from hunting in season and out. 

If a law were passed requiring nonresidents 

and aliens only to procure licenses to hunt, it 

would still be difficult for the protectors to en¬ 

force the law, but make it mandatory for every 

person who hunts to carry a license with him, 

and the work of the protectors would be more 

effective, for it is not likely that many of the 

large number of aliens employed in lumber camps 

and on public works would succeed in obtaining 

resident licenses. 

The proposed resident law will affect only 

those who hunt, and as the increased revenue 

would be used in better protection, it seems im¬ 

probable that resident objection will be strong 

if the matter is presented in the proper light. 

HONEST ANGLERS. 

It seems that the proposed North American 

Association of Honest Anglers is to result in 

nothing but a cash outlay to be shouldered by 

two or three of its promoters. At the confer¬ 

ence held in the late autumn a committee of 

twenty was appointed to meet in December, the 

date to be set by the chairman of the conference. 

No committee meeting was called. 

Forest and Stream is not alone in the opinion 

it recently expressed, that the proposed title 

seemed unfortunate. Mr. Marston, editor of the 

Fishing Gazette, in commenting on the proposed 

association, after wishing it success, adds: 

I do not quite cotton to the use of the adjective in the 

title—it reminds one somehow of Napoleon putting the 

crown on his own head. My wife was reading at my 

elbow as I wrote this note, and I told her that the 

anglers of America were forming a body to be called 

the “Association of Honest Anglers,” and asked her 

what she thought of the title. She said, “Are there any 

dishonest anglers, then? I should think it would be 

better to let the honesty be understood.” I think so, too. 

which they are confined has already been fully 
described. 

Since the buffalo were taken south, two calves 
have been born to the herd. 

Plans are being made for another organized 

wolf hunt in Canada in mid January, and every 

success for the undertaking, so far as comfort 

for the participants goes, is assured. The pro¬ 

moters are arranging details to the end that frost 

bites and empty stomachs shall not interfere 

with the sport. Rounding up wolves for the 

hunters to shoot at is a different proposition, but 

the guides are confident of succeeding in this, 

too. Nothing that can be thought of in the way 

of winter amusement can surpass a day of ac¬ 

tivity in the deep snow of the North country, 

provided one is assured of a warm bed and rest 

at night. The novelty of surf bathing in the 

South in wid-winter is pleasing while it lasts, 

but the charm of the Northern woods never 

palls. 
*s 

The Sportsmen’s Show, held in the Grand 

Central Palace, in this city during the past fort¬ 

night, pleased all those who were fortunate 

enough to attend it. It will be repeated next 

winter, and we predict that the next one will 

be more of a success than the first. The Forest, 

Fish and Game Society of America has demon¬ 

strated the possibility of holding a show worthy 

of the name adopted, and its next effort will 

enjoy the confidence of all exhibitors and patrons 

who are interested in shows of this kind. 

Washington county, Maryland, proposes to 

give every owner, tenant or other person in pos¬ 

session of land, the power to arrest any one who 

violates the county game and fish laws. 

It is also proposed to compel each of these 

wardens to take the person arrested before a 

justice of the peace within four hours’ time or 

be himself amenable to a heavy penalty. The 

proposed new law is not without its vein of 

humor, for it provides that the four-hour limit 

may be ignored by the justice of the peace if 

it can be shown that “the delay is caused by the 

person placed under arrest.” 

At the present time a book of 146 pages is 

necessary to contain the general and special laws 

! relating to forest, fish and game in this State, 

inclusive of Long Island, and we are not sur- 

• prised that the Governor has recommended a re¬ 

vision of these laws, which seem unnecessarily 

1 voluminous. No person who does not actually 

make a study of the matter can at present hope 

1 to be well versed in the forest, fish and game 

; laws, and just about the time that sportsmen be- 

j come fairly familiar with the provisions of a set 

of laws, changes are made and they must famil¬ 

iarize themselves with the new ones. As the 

7HE WICHITA BUFFALO HERD. 

The fifteen buffalo, which were presented to 

the United States Government by the New York 

Zoological Society, and were subsequently trans¬ 

ported to Oklahoma and turned loose in the 

pasture prepared for them in the Wichita Forest 

Reserve, are reported to be doing well. The 

fenced park includes 8,000 acres, or more than 

fourteen square miles, and is diversified with 

timber and open prairie, hill and valley. During 

the winter the buffalo will be fed alfalfa hay 

and will be sheltered in sheds. The park in 

The friends of Dr. Hamilton Rice, of Harvard 

University, are anxiously awaiting tidings as to 

his fate. He started from Bogota last May to 

explore the headwaters of the Amazon River and 

planned to arrive at Manaos, on tidewater, Nov. 

20. He was last heard from early in Septem¬ 

ber, when he wrote from San Martin, in Colom¬ 

bia, w'here he wras delayed in making a start in 

the most difficult stage of his journey. 

** 

Philadelphia, wre understand, is to have a 

Sportsmen’s Show during the present winter. 



An African Incident 
Close Quarters with a. Rhinoceros 

By DR. AD. DAVID 

IT was in March, 1906, that I went hunting 

with seven blacks on the plains near the 

Mroakini Hills in English East Africa. 

Three bearers carried water and provisions, the 

others being supplied with cameras, knives and 

various other utensils. Each man had as little as 

possible to carry, so as to eventually be able to 

take in a stock of game. 

It must have been about 10 o’clock in the 

morning that I espied a rhinoceros with her 

young one at about 700 yards distance. The 

mother and her offspring went quietly grazing 

up a hill which was separated by a hollow from 

another hill. We slipped along this hollow, and 

when we found ourselves on the same direct line 

with the rhinoceros, at a short distance, I laid 

the long distance camera over a nigger’s shoul¬ 

der and went up the hill in order to group 

mother and calf into one picture, leaving the 

rest of the bearers waiting below. The wind 

was favorable; the animals could not perceive 

us. 

When we had reached the somewhat flat sum¬ 

mit I saw the rhinoceros standing broadside be¬ 

fore us, about 150 yards away. With a little 

gentle persuasion I succeeded in getting my com¬ 

panion to advance about thirty yards more and 

take up a position with me on an old hill of 

white ants where we made the picture. Since 

the beast constantly moved the photo did not 

turn out so well as I should have liked, although 

the position seemed to be right through the sight 

glass. 
As everything was so favorable I wanted to 

approach the rhinoceros still nearer and take 

a plate with an ordinary 9 by 12 camera. We 

returned, therefore, to the bearers, where we 

changed the “distance” camera for the other one. 

This time I had a man with me who seemed 

pluckier than the first, who answered to the 

proud name of the Lion. My present companion, 

however, was named Throat-cutter. It was clear 

he was still more dangerous. 

On again arriving at the white ants’ hill I 

looked all around, but could not see either of 

the animals any longer. Cautiously we pro-i 

ceeded, but our efforts to locate the animals were 

all in vain. On reaching the spot where they 

were first seen the surroundings were searched 

with field glasses, but with no success. We then 

went back, making direct for the white ants’ 

hill, but we had hardly begun to retrace our 

steps, when suddenly on our right, about thirty 

yards away, we saw the rhinoceros lying on the 

ground. The two horns, half of the head, and 

the upper part of the body were concealed from 

the eye by the heather and a dip in the hill. To 

all appearances the animal had escaped our gaze 

immediately after we had taken its photo, by 

lying down. We had gone past it and now stood 

in an unfavorable wind. The consequende was: 

that the rhinoceros rose in an instant, turned 

suddenly round in order to rush on us with its 

full strength. 

My companion took to his heels while I stood 

like one fascinated and rooted to the spot. What; 

happened was the work of a second. I had; 

dropped instinctively on one knee, laid the 

camera near me and held on to the gun. At 

about eight yards I pulled the trigger, fired and 

missed. I had aimed at the eye of the animal 

and the bullet went too high. 

By this time the monster was snorting and 

stamping in front of me. I had sprung up imme¬ 

diately. What followed I did without any con¬ 

sideration. My acts were perhaps the outcome 

of former thoughts of what I should do were 1 

ever to find myself in such a situation. Just a: 

the rhinoceros was directly before me, and, a; 

quick as lightning, had lowered its shaggy heac 

to run its narrow yard-long horn through m; 

body with all its force, I succeeded in avoid 

ing the thrust by making a desperate jump for 

ward and to the right. Contrary to my expecta 

tions, however, the rhinoceros was able to pul 

itself up immediately and now charged at me ; 

second time, jerking its head up and down viol 

lently. Again I succeeded in dodging, but 

knew that if that beast should recognize m; 

tactics and charge again I was lost. What ther 

happened is no longer clear in my mind. I fel 

a sharp blow on my arm, another in the leg an( EAST AFRICAN PELICANS AND ZEBRAS. 
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fund myself lying on the ground, at the same 

the hearing a sharp penetrating squeak. This 

s'.ieak was my salvation. It came from the 

jung one and the apprehensive mother heard 

i Probably thinking her offspring was in dan- 

gr she left me suddenly and made off in the 

c tance, snorting and trembling, with her young 

ce. Did that young one squeak out of mischie- 

I 

LITTLE more than fifty years ago there 

were scattered over the western half 

of the continent trading posts, some- 

i-s called forts, houses or posts, which were 

ljt the only settlements in the western country. 

Ise establishments were the permanent head- 

ufters of the various fur trading companies 

i were established for purposes of trade with 

] Indians, and to supply goods to the free 

<'pers who were engaged in the business of 

ijering fur. Of these forts there were prob- 

) not less than one hundred and fifty in the 

•fed States during the comparatively short 

n: that the trade existed, while in Canada 

• e were perhaps nearly twice as many, and 

aese last many are still occupied as trading 

>s. Some of those in the United States were 

se only for a year or two, others endured 

iifty years or more. Some, whose names are 

ttioned in the books of travelers, in the 

fies of fur traders or in the correspondence 

ie old fur trading companies, cannot now be 

etified. Over the sites of others the tower- 

f buildings of great cities now rear their 

nsing heights. Of others still, nothing is 

f save a stone chimney or two still standing 

ot or two above the ground in some sage 

;h bottom of a great river of the North, or 

vous joy, out of sympathy with me, or because 

of the unaccustomed spectacle? 

My companion then came back, and slowly 

picking myself up I perceived with joy that I 

was unhurt, except for an abrasion of the left 

wrist which was soon attended to. On the way 

home we managed to bag a fine hartebeest bull 

and there was great joy on our return to camp. 

again, a little hollow in such bottom marks the 

site of one. Along the course of the mighty 

Missouri, the river, eating out the bank on one 

side and building it up on another, has tumbled 

into the muddy current the soil where more than 

one such posts have stood. 

Each such fort has had its history, which—if 

we but knew it—would be well worth record¬ 

ing. To it came first a little band of hardy 

traders eager for furs and anxious to take ad¬ 

vantage of the desire of the simple savage for 

the beads and knives and needles and guns and 

ammunition which they brought to exchange 

with the Indians for the choice furs of beaver 

and marten or for the useful buffalo robes 

tanned by the industrious Indian women in 

great numbers. Logs were cut, store-houses 

erected and then buildings for quarters for the 

men. Soon came the Indians eager to trade, 

camping about the fort in their picturesque skin 

lodges, usually merry, laughing and pleasant, 

but sometimes scowling and threatening. Often, 

for years the trade went on in comfortable, 

peaceful fashion, or again a war party of young 

men approaching during the night ran off the 

horses of the traders, killed their cattle, and 

sometimes even attacked the fort. 

Primitive mail always longs for alcohol, and 

one of the cheapest articles of trade with the 

Indians was liquor. In the North, the Hudson’s 

Bay and the old Northwest Company consist¬ 

ently traded rum to the Indians, and the books 

of the old voyagers paint shocking pictures of 

the results of this trade to the savages. In the 

United States the law forbade the trading of 

liquor to Indians, but there were a thousand 

methods of evading that law and all of them 

were practiced. In the accounts of early days 

we read many stories of the methods employed 

to escape the search of baggage for whiskey 

and expressions of pride and satisfaction at the 

success of the various artifices employed. 

Whiskey was above all others the favorite article 

of trade. Though the efforts to prevent the 

bringing of liquor into the Indian country were 

so often fruitless, yet these efforts were so 

annoying to the fur traders that one of the most 

eminent of these made an effort to open a 

distillery at Fort Union on the Missouri River 

and there to manufacture liquor for this trade. 

This was the idea of Kenneth McKenzie, a 

famous trader of the early half of the last cen¬ 

tury. Fie went so far as to set up a distillery, 

and put it in operation and to take a cargo of 

corn up the river. He even distilled some liquor 

from the squaw corn grown by the Mandans, 

but complained of this because it yielded badly; 

yet said that it made a fine sweet liquor. How¬ 

ever, it was not very long before the United 

States authorities got after McKenzie, and the 

distillery project soon came to an end. 

Of the old-time forts, once so important in a 

country then without white inhabitants and now 

for the most part wholly forgotten, none now 

4 dd 4 d 

Ancient Landmarks 
! The orl8inal sketches which are printed with these articles were drawn by Mr. Alexander H. Murray, a native 

i pIas8°w. Scotland, a highly educated and accomplished man. Mr. Murray entered the service of the Hud- 

n’s Bay Co. in 1840, and spent all of his active life in its service. He retired in 1866 and spent the rest of his 

ys m hls own residence, near Lower Fort Garry, now in the Province of Manitoba, Canada. Lower Fort 
irry was his last charge before leaving the Hudson’s Bay Co. service. 

In 1866 Mr. Murray built Fort Yukon, in Alaska, and he and his company of men were the first whites the 

tives of that part of the country had seen. He was the first on the ground of that then new territory, and made 

any maps of the country, as well as doing a great deal of sketching, the latter chiefly for his own pleasure, 

nugh he did illustrate Sir John Richard’s “Journal of a Land Journey to Ruperts Land.’’ 

As chief factor, Mr. Murray had had charge of many forts all over the Saskatchewan and Athabasca dis- 
tjCts, as well as of trading posts around Hudson’s Bay. 

OSTRICHES AT ONE HUNDRED YARDS. 
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remain which are devoted to their original pur¬ 

pose. About the sites of some of them, towns 

and cities have grown up, and have taken the 

names of the old forts. Such a city is Fort 

Pierre on the Missouri, while Fort Benton, well 

toward its head, is a considerable town, but for 

the most part these forts and their sites and 

their histories have been forgotten, except by 

the student of the history of the early West. 

In the North, in the territory occupied for 

centuries by the Hudson’s Bay Company, these 

forts still exist, but even there the influx of 

population is lessening their importance, and be¬ 

fore long in any region suited for the support 

of a large white population will cause them to 

be forgotten. Even Fort Garry, once the most 

Garry, too, was Fort Gibraltar, built in 1807 by 

John McDonald, of Garth, about which there 

was fighting in the early days of the Red River 

settlement. It was destroyed by Governor 

Semple during the troubles about Lord Selkirk s 

Kildonian settlement in the year 1816. 
In 1812, Miles McDonnell had built Fort 

Douglas below the present Fort Garry. Then 

came Fort Garry built in 1835-36, yet this was 

not the first Fort Garry, since Keating in his 

accounts of Long’s expedition to the source of 

the St. Peter’s River says that at the lower 

settlement there are two forts, one called Fort 

Garry, belonging to the Hudson’s Bay Com¬ 

pany, the other called Fort Douglas, the prop¬ 

erty of the colony. Keating’s map shows Fort 

Fort Garry, as written of by Alexander Ros: 

about the year 1850, is said to have covered a: 

much ground as St. Paul’s Cathedral in Lon 

don. It was square, built on a rock foundatioi 

surrounded by a stone wall and protected b; 

four round towers or bastions. It was two hun 

dred and eighty feet from east to west and tw( 

hundred and forty feet from north to south. It 

stone wall was fifteen feet high, with gates 01 

the north and south sides, and its towers wen 

provided with port and loop holes for cannoi 

and musketry. The principal dwelling house oc 

cupied the center of the square and the store 

house and accommodations for officers and mei 

belonging to the fort were within the walls. • 

We are fortunate in being able to present 

j /• ' 1 • 
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FORT GARRY. 

From a drawing made June 12, 1845, by Alexander H. Murray. 

important of the old-time Hudson’s Bay forts, 

is now little more than a memory. Though 

built to withstand the ravages of time—a massive 

edifice of stone—of all its substantial walls only 

the back gateway is now standing. Less than 

forty years ago it was as great and as strong 

as ever, but nothing now remains of it save that 

gateway and a series of hollows which show 

where the cellars and foundation walls used to 

stand. 
About Fort Garry has grown up the great city 

of Winnipeg, with more than a hundred thou¬ 

sand population, and nothing is known of the 

old fort standing toward the outskirts of the 

city to most of its inhabitants. Situated on the 

Red River near the point where the Assiniboine 

enters it, Fort Garry occupied ground that is 

historic. Along the bank of the Red River 

passed the trail north and south traveled by the 

Chippewas and by their bitter enemies, the 

Sioux. Not far from here, as far back as 1734. 

Verendrye, first of white men to travel upon 

the great plains and to see the Rocky Moun¬ 

tains, built his Fort Rouge. It was abandoned 

a few years later and as early as 175° >s spoken of 

merely as an “old fort.” Near the site of Fort 

Douglas about a mile below Fort Garry, and 

Keating’s volume was published in 1825, nearly 

ten years before the building of the Fort Garry 

that we have known. Dr. Coues in a note to 

his Plenry & Thompson volumes, says, “The 

earliest H. B. Co. post is said to have been 

built about 1799.” 
It would be interesting to go into the history 

of those early days when hot competition and 

even actual war was carried on between the 

Hudson’s Bay Company and the old Northwest; 

to tell something about the Selkirk settlement 

and the quarrels which took place over that 

noble lord’s efforts to establish in the Red 

River country a colony of Scottish Highlanders, 

to tell something about Miles McDonnell, the 

“grasshopper governor,” and what he did, and 

to give also the story of his opponent, Alex¬ 

ander McDonell; the story of the side of 

the Northwest Company as against Miles Mc¬ 

Donnell and the murdered Governor Semple. 

All these things are matters of history, but can¬ 

not be entered into here. It is enough to say 

that in 1821 the Hudson’s Bay Company and 

the Northwest Company, after years of fighting, 

settled their differences and consolidated, 

picture of Fort Garry as it looked in 1845 fra; 

the pen sketch of one of the old fur traders wlj 

visited it in that year. For comparison we gi! 

also a picture of the fort as it appeared 

Alexander Ross’ Red River Settlement, print 

in 1856. 

January. 
The world seems dead— 

So still it is and cold; 

The sun sets gorgeous in a yellow glow, 

And in the east the mountains fade 

From rosy pink to steely blue and gray. 

A fox barks as he runs through frozen swale, 

Else, all is silent—not even a breath of wind 

mar the beauty of the passing day. 

A Veteran’s Opinion. 

Syracuse, Dec. 18.—Editor Forest and Stream: My 1 

for Forest and Stream is very strong, and grows » 

years. I have read every number of it from its initial! 

under another name, and once was a somewhat regt 

correspondent. Many pools and trails have been clo 

to me by age, but they are still a delight to rememl 

and a thousand incidents related to them are a joy 

recall. With the years Forest and Stream has growr 

both strength and interest, until it has become the li| 

ing journal of its kind in this country, if not in 
world. Dwight H. Bruc 



The Grouse Ran Away. 
ditor Forest and Stream: 

In a recent number of Forest and Stream 

Ir. Hammond makes mention of a trick prac- 

ced by the ruffed grouse in eluding the hunter 

v running a long distance, then arising to fly 

' some distant cover. 1 he article recalled to 

y mind my first and only experience with that 
ary bird. 

It was in the mountains of Tennessee, and 

e month was November. I was hunting tur- 

■ys along the side of a mountain where the 

birds were known to come to feed, and al- 

lough the leaves under foot were damp, there 

ire still enough tardy ones clinging to the 

Ishes to scrape against one’s clothes and warn 

1e keen ears of the woodfolks that danger was 

lar. I worked my way forward carefully as 

[ssible, but saw no turkeys. All at once I heard 

Taint scraping sound among the leaves further 

i the mountain. This was my initial turkey 

Int, but I reasoned that this might be the 

weted birds, scratching among the leaves for 

f)d, so I started in the direction of the noise, 

.t, although I proceeded as carefully as possi- 

lost to view in the distance. There was good 

cover about a mile away and possibly they flew 

there. At any rate I must have followed those 

birds at least a half mile through the bushes, 

although it seems queer that they did not run 

fast enough to entirely elude me. C. A. V. 

Skunk Discharge in the Eye. 

Springfield, Vt., Dec. 26.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: Apropos of the present discussion about 

the wood pussy, geranium kitten, or as more 

commonly called, the skunk, I wish to say that 

a local hunter here had a very peculiar and in¬ 

teresting experience some time ago, and I would 

like to know if any of your readers have known 
of a similar incident. 

The hunter in question was coon hunting on 

a very dark night. His dog was worrying some 

animal in the bushes, and he went to see what it 

was. The bushes being very thick, before he 

realized it he was close up with the dog, who 

was barking around a skunk, and he received a 

charge from the animal full in the face. A 

portion of the fluid, entering his eyes, caused 

him the greatest agony for about ten minutes, 

Nesting Woodcock. 

Milton, Ont., Dec. 17.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: Early last spring, to be exact, the first 

Sunday in April, I went for a walk accompanied 

by my spaniel. Flip, my dog, was in great spirits. 

We entered a slashing in the edge of a hard¬ 

wood bush, about half a mile from the town, and 

on my order, “Hunt him up” away went the 

dog, dashing here, there and everywhere. Soon 

up went a fine big woodcock about twenty yards 

from me uttering a cry that sounded like 

“Wheep, wheep.” I marked him down, per¬ 

haps, a hundred yards away and followed him 

up. “Wheep, wheep,” and he was off again, 

this time for parts unknown. Returning to the 

slashing Flip again became excited, there was 

another “Wheep, wheep” and another bird 

flushed, alighting out of sight. 

The following Sunday with Flip I returned 

to the slashing for further investigation. Up 

went the two birds in succession as before and 

with the same cry. I could hardly believe that 

the pair could be nesting so early in the season, 

but looked for the nest. Sure enough it was 

there in the leaves, so cunningly hidden that it 

was by mere chance that I found it. In it were 

three pretty brown eggs, remarkably large for 

the size of the bird that had laid them. As the 

day was raw and cold, and I feared they might 

be chilled if left too long exposed, I merely gave 

them an admiring glance and made off. 

I revisited the nest on the third Sunday, again 

accompanied by Flip. I approached it cautiously 

and found Mrs. Woodcock at home. She did 

not seem to mind me, but on seeing the black 

intruder that had disturbed her at the previous 

Sundays she rose, said something like “You 

whelp,” and disappeared. She had not been 

wasting her time during the week, for there lay 

egg number four, not beside the others, how¬ 

ever, but on top of them, thus settling for me 

a disputed point about the disposition of wood¬ 

cock’s eggs. She had been unable to cover the 

four side by side, and had formed them into a 

pyramid for incubation. 

I made a fourth call on the following Sun¬ 

day, found the little brown lady at her nest, 

and got close enough to admire her coal-black 

eyes, but left without disturbing her further. 

On going home, and for the first time let¬ 

ting my family know of the pretty denizens of 

the slashing, my daughters were as much in¬ 

terested as I, and proposed the introduction of 

a kodak. I declined to promise that Mrs. Wood¬ 

cock would consent to have “her pictur took,” 

but consented to the attempt. The camera was 

loaded and we set out for our family call, leav¬ 

ing Flip at home. 

On our arrival Mrs. Woodcock received us 

without any apparent excitement, and sat tight. 

The color of her costume blended so perfectly 

with that of the dead leaves that it was very 

hard to sight her with the camera. She was 

snapped, but the kodak operator feared and sug¬ 

gested that I should try to make her hold up 

her head, which she held very low. I got a 

FORT GARRY. 

From an old print. 

1 the noise seemed to move away from me. 

illy I reached the top of the mountain where 

< woods were comparatively open and here 

id to look around, but I could see nothing. 

; sli8ht rustling in the rear of a fallen tree 

me to investigate. There was a little path 

ling down the mountain through a thicket, 

scarcely had I stepped into it when some- 

1= began scolding and carrying on at a great 

1 in the thicket in front of me, and before 

.uld locate it up rose a dozen or more grouse 

1 the speed of the wind. I could hear others 

1 ug the treetops about me, but owing to the 

ie thicket could get no shot, 

hnning to the open I watched the birds until 

and he firmly believed that he would never se 

again. This wore away and now comes th 

strange part of the story. 

As I said, the night was very dark, and th 

men were all carrying lanterns, but the hunte 

could see quite clearly, as at twilight. The effec 

appeared to be to dilate the pupil of the eye lik 

atropine. This condition lasted through th 

greater part of the rest of the night, and enable 

him to travel without a light and see clear! 

across the valley to the opposite hills. 

I do not remember to have seen it ever statei 

that an accident of this kind produced such ; 

result on the human eye. 

W. W. Brown. 
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small switch, slipped it gently under her neck, 

raised her head and held it up for three more 

snaps. When I removed the switch the bird’s 

head was lowered very slowly, much like that 

of a sleepy worshipper in a church, until it 

rested once more close to the ground. 

I paid my final visit on the next Sunday, when I 

found that all that was left of the happy home 

was four empty egg shells. The members of the 

family, if still in the neighborhood, were hid¬ 

den so cunningly that I could not find them. 

I looked for the birds in the same place when 

the corn was ripe, the pumpkins yellow, and the 

leaves turning, but failed to flush one of them. 

Evidently they had left for the season. 

After recovering from our astonishment and 

chaffing the hapless Horace on the loss of his 

fish, I attached a large dead one to a fly and 

trailed it up and down before the canoe in the 

water. The sight was too much for Bubo, and 

after a half minute of rising excitement he again 

left his perch and dashed down upon the quarry, 

which I took care to drag near to the guide. 

Horace, when the owl seized the trout, let him 

have it hard with the paddle and the audacious 

bird was our captive with a broken wing. The 

blow evidently stunned him, for he made little 

resistance and seemed somewhat dazed. We 

carried him to camp and essayed to bifid up his 

wing, but it proved too badly hurt, and we were 

The Wounded Duck. 
[From the ’ Notes of Richard Henry, caretaker of 

Resolution Island, the New Zealand Government s bird 

refuge and nursery.] 

At the beginning of every shooting season it 

is common to see a single paradise duck flying 

about the sound looking for its mate, which shows 

that they go over the mountains to the grass 

country in search of seed or grain. 

On the 4th of April, 1903, a wounded drake 

came into my little sandy bay on Pigeon Island 

and crawled under the wire netting to get a 

a bit of grass at my door, so that he must have 

been starving to be so venturesome. When 

accidentally frightened him he flew lightly agains 

the netting, but hurt himself so much that h 

fainted. I thought he was dead, but while 

was looking at him he recovered and toddled, 

away in great straits. He can fly well, but walk, 

a little lame, and spends most of his time lyin; 

on the beach. He seemed not to recognize oat 

in that unlikely place, so I peeled big sods 0 

grass out of my garden and laid them dow 

where he used to rest, and when he had plucke 

them well I laid the oats on them and then h 

ate it. Of course, I had to be very cautious an 

only go to his place when he was away, or h 

would have gone altogether. All wounded wi! 

things like to go away and live by themselve 

because their mates will not have them in tf 

first place, and in the second it is their be 

chance of a rest for recovery. But those beacln 

are hungry places, and he must have got a gre, 

surprise when he came back and found a pate 

of splendid grass growing on the sand. It wou 

puzzle his head about the power he does n 

understand. He is probably one of a pair th 

used to come here, and in his great distress 1 

remembered where there was a bit of grass 

a lonely nook, a suitable place for an invalid, 

knew that they were very intelligent, but tl 

one showed it in a most remarkable way, f 

it was only a few days until he knew perfect 

well that I was leaving the food for him, at 

that I was friendly. He would be up at his b< 

in the morning and find it empty, yet woir 

swim back and go straight up to it again wh 

he saw me leaving it. That showed his reaso 

ing. If he will only stay here altogether he w 

be very welcome, and he may do so, for he fli1 

a little stiffer than when he first came. Wh 

I go away in the sound I can always leave h 

some food, and he is welcome to the grass. 

May 2.—The sparrows soon found the dud 

food; also the woodhens learned to eat the whe 

so I flattened a fern-stem and put it upon stal 

within shot of the flax. Then I took a f 

“rise” out of the sparrows, and have not se: 

them since. The duck recognized his box 

there and flew up at once. He lies there n<j 

most of the day, or comes round after me a| 

sits on a rock within forty yards of where I ij 

cutting wood. The paradise all like the co 

pany of men, if the men would only have the| 

and that trait is. almost sure to be in remej 

brance of a friendlier race of men that used 

live in New Zealand. 
May 10.—Within the last few days the di 

has become quite tame. He has plenty of co 

age, and when he sees the woodhens walk: 

right up to me he appears to say to himself, 

they are not afraid I am not.” So this mo 

ing he comes up and has his food in his 1 

(Continued on page 76.) 

FRIENDS. 

From the County Gentleman. 

I am sorry to say that the photo films were 

spoiled in developing, but perhaps I may have 

better luck next spring when I hope there may 

be another nest in the old place and when, if 

all is well, I shall look for it there. 
R. M. B. 

The Gre&t Horned Owl as a Fisher. 

South Milford, N. S., Dec. 23.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Near noon on Sept. 1 of this year 

Mr. S. Grahame Nobbes, the guide Horace 

Munro, and myself were fishing the first pool in 

George’s Lake, and having the finest sport of 

our trip. From a limb on the opposite side of 

the pool, some forty yards from our canoe, a 

large great horned owl watched operations with 

very evident interest, to judge from his excited 

movements, which consisted of quick turnings of 

the head, leaning forward and half opening of 

the wings. Mr. Nobbes and I hooked, netted 

and returned to the water some dozen trout of 

good size, and concluded to rest the pool so 

far as we were concerned. I therefore handed 

my rod to Horace, who is as fond of the sport 

as most of us. He promptly rose, hooked, but 

lost a big fellow, and we laughingly prophesied 

that he would not land a single fish. His an¬ 

swer was to hook another beauty of about one 

pound weight, and he was playing it out in good 

style, when the owl, that had got more and more 

interested in the game, suddenly swooped down 

upon the fish with a great splash and was off in 

a second with the trout and a yard or more of 

leader streaming from it. The owl probably got 

a bad hold, or the fish wriggled loose, for he 

dropped it after flying about fifty yards, then 

circled and alighted upon another limb not far 

from his first station, but rather nearer to the 

forced to kill the great bird, which was quite 

full grown. 
Inquiry in the country round about has elicited 

no knowledge of a similar instance of an owl 

catching trout, though our mutual friend, War¬ 

den Edmund Jenner, of Digby, writes me that 

he has heard of theffi catching suckers in shallow 

brooks. Many of us, however, have very often 

noticed owls perched upon limbs overhanging 

good trout waters, and I am now convinced that 

they often pick up a good meal when the fish 

remain too long near the surface. 
Edward Breck. 

Economic Mammalogy. 

The field included in this branch of the work 

of the Biological Survey is wide and important, 

the losses inflicted upon the agricultural and 

stock-raising interests in the United States by 

noxious animals amounting annually to many 

millions of dollars. The most prominent offend¬ 

ers are the wolves and gnawing animals known 

as rodents, especially the rats and mite, rabbits, 

ground squirrels and gophers. Much time and 

ingenuity and vast sums of money have been ex¬ 

pended in devising means to restrict the num¬ 

bers and minimize the damage done by these 

animals. Traps, poisons and gases have been 

carefully experimented with under varying circum¬ 

stances, and have proved more or less effective, 

but the farmer does not always possess the requi¬ 

site time and skill to employ them to best ad¬ 

vantage, and even when they serve to accomplish 

the object intended the cost is considerable. 

Meanwhile agriculture is assuming more and 

more importance in the United States, and with 

increasing crops comes a corresponding increase 

in the numbers of the pests that destroy them. 



My Friend the Partridge 

Memories of New Engl&nd Shooting 
By S. T. Hammond 

(Continued from page 15.) 

AND in hand with the shotgun came the 

dawn of the millenium for the sports¬ 

man, and it is a most interesting study 

> trace, step by step, the solution of the sports 

i the field from that period to the present day. 

/ithin the memory of man, what wonderful 

rides have been made toward perfection in the 

iplements accessory to our woodland sports! 

rhat a vast array of enthusiasts have enrolled 

lemselves under the sportsman’s banner until 

iere is scarcely a hamlet in all this broad land 

iat cannot boast one or many expert wing- 
■lots. 

I well remember that, when I was a boy, the 

jan who could “shoot flying” was looked upon 

■ a wonder, and pointed out to strangers as one 

jr above the common herd, but now “the woods 
fe full of them.” 

The noble sport of field shooting has done 

;uch for the men and boys of the last two gen- 

•ations. It has enabled them to store up a 

;ock of vitality that has done them good 

rvice in time of need. The forces of those 

T*° practice it will not be prematurely decayed, 

leir minds will not easily be warped by world- 

i cares; for there is a stimulus in the air of 

i;e forest that fills their veins with a potent 

lower to withstand the debilitating effects of 

fe strenuous life. Not only this, but the aver¬ 

se boy must perforce, in some manner, work 

<.f the surplus steam that all boys are possessed 

<—at least, all boys that are worth while. It 

l;s been my experience that in many instances 

tese high-strung youngsters, who did not take 

t the woods, have worked off this surplus 

s:am in a manner that was very distressing to 

teir friends, and far from being conducive to 
teir own well being. 

So when your boy asks for a gun, thankfully 

[ice it in his hands and wish him good luck, 

tyou can, lead him to the chosen haunt of the 

frtridge and get him thoroughly interested in 

te pursuit of this beautiful bird. My word for 

i neither you nor the boy will ever regret it. 

1 he young sportsman—and, for that matter, 

e old one, too—when they first seek the haunts 

game, have a discouraging difficulty in re- 

nciling the results of their outing with the 

ght anticipation that illuminated their horizon 

ten with buoyant hopes and eager steps they 

~ forth to conquer the world of sport, of 

'1 ich dreams and wakeful thought had, with a 

e hand, drawn such wonderful pictures. 

1 he tyro usually expects to flush game at 

cry step, and his nerves are keyed up to a 

ision that will nearly always snap when at 

last the bird is routed. Now this tension is all 

right; for one of the most important rules to 

observe when seeking the partridge is, to be 

always ready; but one’s nerves should also be 

ready, and when one has so schooled them that 

the sudden rise will not unsteady them, one has 

taken a long stride on the road to success. 

In seeking for the partridge, there is no rule 

that will surely lead you to them; for often a 

thorough search of the best places will fail to 

find them; and then in places that are most un¬ 

likely they will suddenly rise, and, if one is not 

ready, he will most assuredly score a lost op¬ 
portunity. 

A good day is indispensable for successful 

pursuit of this wily bird, and the better the dog 

the more satisfactory will be one’s share of the 

sport. Good dogs are fairly abundant; but the 

first-class partridge dog is very hard to find. I 

have owned and shot over hundreds, and have 

.seen many really good ones, but those that were 

strictly of the first class I can number on my 

fingers with room to spare. The reader may 

think my standard too high, but one day afield 

with an animal that comes up to the mark will 

convince one that it is no dream that prompts 
my estimate. 

It is a common belief that the partridge dog 

must be slow, with stealthy, noiseless footsteps, 

approaching his birds with a cat-like tread that 

will not frighten them. I once fully believed 

this, as the first really good dog that I saw pos¬ 

sessed these characteristics in a marked degree; 

but later I owned a dog whose style of hunting 

was most decidedly the opposite of this. He 

was fast as a ghost. He made nearly as much 

racket in going through the covers as would an 

ox team; but he found his birds and pointed 

them in grand style. He almost invariably held 

them fast, for they would lie for him like stones. 

Why it is that birds will lie for some dogs 

regardles of the manner in which they do their 

work, and will not do so for others that ap¬ 

parently have the same style, passes my com¬ 

prehension. I only know that something is 

wrong with the dog, but what it is I am unable 
to say. 

In selecting your partridge dog, do not 

hastily condemn the slow, stealthy action, nor 

the bold, speedy work, for either will show you 

satisfactory sport, provided the ability to hold 

the birds is a part of their accomplishments, 

and they have learned to work to the gun. The 

partridge dog must be born that way. This, 

with plenty of practice under proper tuition, is 

the whole secret of the matter. 

The partridge is often found in out-of-the-way 

places that the novice fails to discover. The 

thorn bush, perhaps a gunshot away from the 

cover, does not look a likely place for them; 

but they are often there nevertheless. The 

grapevine that covers a few low-growing bushes 

is a favorite place for them, although it may be 

some little distance from the cover. The white- 

oak tree that stands a short distance away in 

the open ground is a chosen resort for them 

when acorns are ripe, and I have frequently 

found from one to a half dozen birds in such 

places. The fence that leads from the cover is 

also frequented by them, especially when there 

is a hedgerow beside it; in fact, there are so 

many out-of-the-way places where they may oc¬ 

casionally be found, that it is worth while to 

look them all over. I have often at nearly the 

close of day flushed a bird from the'top of a 

wall or stump, log or other perch that would 

be three or four feet above the ground, but 

usually they would rise out of shot, as from 

their elevated position they could readily see 

when it was proper to take their departure. 

Investigation showed me that the bird would 

nearly always be found upon the same perch at 

about the same time, on successive days, and 

after this discovery the rest was easy; for all 

that was necessary was boldly to advance to¬ 

ward the place from the direction that they 

would naturally take, shaping one’s course so 

that it would appear that one was going to 

pass by some twenty yards to one side. Straight 

powder will do the rest, for one will usually 
have an easy shot. 

In October and November, upon still, sunny 

days, partridges may frequently be found by 

the side of the road that passes through the 

cover or upon the sunny side of a cart path or 

little opening in the woods, where they usually 

lie close until one is quite near them. One sea¬ 

son, some thirty years ago, I was entirely out 

of a dog. As I could only devote an occasional 

day to my favorite sport, “My days were sad, 

my nights were drear.” Although my nights 

and Sundays were devoted to making solemn 

resolutions that next season I would have 

matters arranged more to my satisfaction, I was 

far from being in my normal condition. In 

November when the beautiful Indian summer 

came to us I could stand the strain no longer, 

so upon a bright, balmy morning, with my wife 

seated beside me in the buggy, we took to the 

woods. My horse was well trained for this 

work, and my companion could handle the 

ribbons better than any one I ever met; for she 

had learned the lesson upon the broad open 
fields, when driving for plover. 

On this day we were fortunate; birds were 

very plentiful, and I was blessed with straight 

powder. We flushed sixteen birds and brought 

them all home, using the second barrel only 

twice. Every one was found within less than 

five miles from where I am now sitting; indeed, 

more than one-half of them were inside the city 

limits. This was a red letter day, never to be 

forgotten; and as I recall the very many 
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glorious days that have fallen to my lot, this 

one has a prominent place in the front rank. I 

have tried this method perhaps a dozen times, 

but have never succeeded in scoring one-half 

the number that fell to me upon this occasion. 

The successful partridge hunter when searching 

for his favorite bird, has both eyes wide open, 

especially when he is exploring unknown terri¬ 

tory. It is often the case that even in well 

stocked localities the wandering habit of these 

birds leads them away from their usual haunts, 

and a well trained dog in vain beats out every 

foot of the inviting looking cover without even 

a smell of them to reward his unwearied efforts. 

It is in such cases that a watchful eye is helpful. 

It should carefully scan each likely looking spot 

as one passes through the cover and should note 

the absence or presence of tell-tale signs that 

will almost surely lead one to a correct con¬ 

clusion. Should the absence or infrequency of 

these plain tokens show that there were very 

few or perhaps no birds here, at once seek other 

places and with ever-renewed faith and hope, 

try, try again. 

Should one, however, discover fairly plentiful 

fresh sign, one’s eye brightens as with quickened 

pulse, a firmer grip upon the gun and assuring 

faith that the silent tip is straight, one carefully 

searches each outlying patch of brush, each 

hedgerow or fence, and even all the unlikely 

looking places that could by any possibility hold 

the birds, until at last one stands with flushed 

cheeks and countless cold chills running up and 

down one’s spine, gazing with delight upon the 

living statue whose every hair assures that he 

has found them at last. Not the least pleasing 

part of this performance is the proud satisfac¬ 

tion, as one realizes that one’s well-earned skill 

in woodcraft has brought its reward. 
There are many of these silent tokens of the 

presence of birds scattered through the cover 

that the practiced eye will readily detect. . One 

of the most prominent of them, perhaps, is the 

readily seen wallow hole where the partridge 

has taken its dust bath. This depression in the 

soft ground is similar to that made by the barn¬ 

yard fowl for the same purpose, except that it 

is much smaller. The places best loved by the 

bird for this purpose are the sunny borders of 

covers or open places within them and where 

there is a bit of bare mellow ground, or the 

decayed dry remains of stump or fallen log, and 

often upon the side of a deserted ant hill. 
Many vears ago, I read a well told tale of the 

preternatural wisdom of my favorite that made 

a lasting impression upon me. According to 

the tale, there was once upon a time a wise old 

partridge that by some sad mischance had be¬ 

come infested with lice, and how to get rid of 

the annoying pests, bothered her; but she was 

equal to the occasion, for after sitting down and 

scratching her head, she took a good long think 

and then suddenly jumped to her feet, exclaimed 

“Eureka!” and at her best gait ran straight to 

a large ant heap, on top of which she began to 

scratch and wallow* to the dismay of its many 

thousand inhabitants, who at once flocked to the 

scene to give battle to the disturber of their 

peaceful home. No sooner had the infuriated 

host of ants attacked the intruder than the l'ce 

were discovered, when with joyful shouts the 

whole army began to devote its energies to 

securing the prisoners, and in almost no time 

the last one was dragged to the depths of the 

dark dungeon below. Then with a glad smile 

illuminating her cheerful countenance, our wise 

bird shook the dust of the ant heap from her 

feathers, and took her departure. The tale deeply 

interested me, and for two or three years I 

examined hundreds of ant hills in order to find 

out if there were other birds as wise as this 

one; but, although I found a number that had 

been used by the birds for their dirt bath, they 

were without exception uninhabited. 

One more item in this connection and we 

will dismiss the tale. Partridges are nevei 

lousy. 
There are other signs of the presence of these 

birds that the eye, trained to see them, will 

readily discover. Often there will be a discarded 

feather, their droppings, or perhaps a footprint 

upon a patch of sand, and, upon moist ground 

where the skunk cabbage thrives. The broken 

seed pods divested of their contents will in¬ 

variably tell you that the partridge has been 

there, for there is no other bird that eats this 

highly seasoned viand. 
[to be continued.] 

Missouri’s Predicament. 

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: We game protectors and believers in 

stringent laws for the protection of game and 

fish, and opposers of the sale of game under any 

circumstances within our State, or the shipping 

of game into our State from other States or 

Territories, heartily indorse Mr. Geo. Kennedy’s 

article, “Poor Old Missouri,” published in your 

Dec. 14 issue. The population of Missouri is 

nearly four millions. We know sixty-five thou¬ 

sand are advocates of good protective game laws 

under warden supervision. Four-fifths of thes^ 

protectionists are native bom Missourians. 

The school boy mess that the Fourth-fourth 

General Assembly foisted upon our State will go 

down to posterity as the most ridiculous patch of 

stuff that ever disgraced the statute books of a 

State. I am unable to frame a sentence suffi¬ 

ciently strong to express the condemnation that 

is placed upon this act by our State game pro¬ 

tectors, the National Audubon Association and 

all our sister States. The members of that As¬ 

sembly, who voted down the Walmsley laws, made 

Missouri and particularly St. Louis the dumping 

ground for all contraband game, and the viola¬ 

tors in other States and Canada are taking ad¬ 

vantage of the invitations to ship all their illegal 

game here. Our markets have been flooded with 

every species of game animals and birds since 

the season opened, and tons of foreign game is 

now displayed here. Poultry has depreciated 

twenty and twenty-five per cent., and there is a 

hue amf cry by the regular poultry dealers 

against game laws that flood the markets. 

Missouri farmers are wondering why it is they 

are receiving only six and seven cents for their 

poultry this year, whereas in past years they 

secured from ten to fifteen cents a pound. 

We gladly answer here. You requested your 

Senators and Representatives to kill the Walms¬ 

ley law, so you could kill and shin a little game. 

Restore the Walmsley law. Mr. Farmer; prevent 

the traffic in game and you will reap a harvest 

on poultry, and many a dollar from the liberal 

sportsman who will visit your neighborhood if 

you preserve the game for your own benefit and 

his sport. J- D. Ayres. 

The New York League. 

A letter addressed to Hon. James S. Whipple, 

Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner, Albany, 

N. Y., and containing charges against John D. 

Whish, secretary of the Commission, is reported 

to have been signed by a number of New York 

State clubs affiliated with the Fish, Game and 

Forest League. In the preamble complaint is 

made that at the meeting recently held at Syra¬ 

cuse, through the power of the minority of the 

League, which through its officers gained con¬ 

trol, the majority was set at naught and its rights 

and privileges disregarded and ignored, and that 

this was done under an alleged plan to hold the 

officers of the previous year in place for another 

year, disregarding the wishes and desires of the 

majority of the League. 
Mr. Whish is charged with conduct unbecom¬ 

ing an employee of the State of New \ork, with 

conspiring to hold the control of the League for 

another year, and with various other acts. The 

most important specification is number three in 

which it is stated that in refusing to answer de¬ 

mands for the roll call he wilfully trampled on 

the rights of the convention; that he repeatedly 

made the alleged false statement that he pos¬ 

sessed no roll of the convention, and could not 

therefore call the roll; and that during all this 

time the report of the credentials committee, 

which it is claimed, contained the roll of the 

convention, was in his immediate possession. 

Under the head of remarks it is set forth that 

the League has become a large and influential 

body of men, who are earnestly and gratuitously 

exerting themselves for the protection of fish, 

game and forests; that the organization is thus 

entitled to the full and cordial support of the 

Commissioner, who is asked to use every effort 

to protect it from assault and to visit merited 

punishment upon any person who shall perform 

such acts and do such deeds as may impair the 

usefulness of the League; that the League is 3 

public institution working in the interests of the' 

people to the same end as the Commissioner, and 

that each should have the full support and pro¬ 

tection of the other. , 

Mr. John D. Whish, secretary of the Fish 

Game and Forest League of New York, and sec¬ 

retary also of the Forest, Fish and Game Com 

mission of the State of New York, was askei 

by a representative of Forest and Stream t< 

make a statement concerning the meeting of th 

League recently held at Syracuse, and whic 

has been the subject of so much talk and corres 

pondence among New York State sportsmen. Mi> 
Whish's statement was as follows: 

“The letter signed ‘Justice’ in a recent numbe 

of Forest and Stream does grave injustice t 

me and is misleading on a number of point' 

The implication sought to be conveyed by thi 

letter is evidently that the officers of the Fis 

and Game Commission came to the meeting c 

the League intending to run it for some pai 

ticular purpose of their own. This is absolutel 

and unqualifiedly untrue to my knowledge. Th 

game protectors came to the meeting at tf 

suggestion, I might almost say on the invit; 

tion, of Dr. Honsinger. Commissioner Whippl 

went there to attend the meeting and to deliv< 

an address, and I went there as the secretai 

of the League. 
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1 “I had engaged a meeting room at the Yates 

Hotel quite large enough, as I believe, for all the 

delegates, but when I reached Syracuse I found 

fhat Dr. Honsinger as chairman of the committee 

pf arrangements, had told the people at the Yates 

| Hotel that the meeting would not be held there, 

jut at the Carnegie Library. Dr. Honsinger was 

Chairman of the committee of arrangements for 

! he banquet only, and had no authority to change 

he place of meeting for the League. The room 

it the Yates Hotel would accommodate, I be- 

ieve, 150 people, and as there were only about 

■ :ighteen or twenty clubs and each club was en- 

I itled to four representatives, the Yates Hotel 

| -oom would have held them all. 

II “There was great confusion among the sports- 

nen coming to Syracuse from out of town be- 

:ause they did not know where the meeting was 

0 be held. 

“Finally it was held in the large room in City 

Hall. At the opening of the meeting, when I 

galled the roll of clubs, eighteen clubs answered 

o their names. Matters went on smoothly 

;nough until shortly before the time for the elec- 

ion of officers, when Dr. Honsinger presented 

ne with a bundle of applications of clubs for 

nembership. I looked at them, saw that the fee 

yas attached to each, and passed them over to 

he vice-president, Mr. Bowman, who was sitting 

>y me, and he took down the list and credited 

he money. This is the list of clubs who have 

laid their dues according to Mr. A. C. Corn- 

vall, the treasurer, of Alexandria Bay: 

“Albany County Fish and Game Club, H. R. Col¬ 

ins, Secretary, Albany. Anglers’ Association of 

Niagara Falls, W. J. Murphy, Secretary, Niagara 

•alls. Anglers’ Association of Onondaga, J. E. 

^ierhardt, Secretary, Syracuse. Anglers’ Asso- 

iation of the St. Lawrence River, W. H. Thomp- 

on, Secretary, Alexandria Bay. Binghamton 

lod and Gun Club, Vernon L. Perry, Bingham- 

on. Bird and Anglers’ Association of Madison 

.ounty, F. B. Petrie, Secretary, Oneida. Black 

tiver Association for Protection of Fish and 

iame, W. E. Walcott, Secretary, Utica. Brutus 

iod and Gun Club, E. M. Bradley, Secretary, 

Veedsport. Cazenovia Rod and Gun Club, H. J. 

iull, Secretary, Cazenovia. Cayuga County Fish 

nd Game Club, Chas. G. Adams, Secretary, 

Auburn. Chemung County Fish and Game Pro¬ 

tective Association, F. C. Tomlinson, Secretary, 

ilmira. Columbia Rifle Club, J. S. Mullan, Sec- 

etary, Rochester. Cortland County Sportsmen’s 

lub, Edson Robbins, Secretary, Cortland. Erie 

lounty Society, Birds, Fish and Game, D. A. Sey- 

lour, Secretary, Buffalo. Fabius Rod and Gun 

lub. Geo. C. Cramer, Secretary, Fabius. Hunter 

-un Club, J. C. Hunter, Secretary, Fulton. Leather- 

‘ocking Club, M. W. Carlton, Oswego. Mc- 

irawville Fish and Game Club, Floyd G. Phil- 

ps, Secretary, McGraw. Marcellus Forest, Fish 

nd Game Club, E. E. Moir, Secretary, Marcellus. 

Orleans County Rod and Gun Club, F. W. Malli- 

~>n, Secretary, Medina. Mexico Gun and Ang¬ 

us’ Club. G. M. Bennett. Secretary, Mexico. 

• ewark Fishing Club, C. P. Strong, Secretary, 

Newark. New York Association for Protection 

f Forest, Fish and Game, R. B. Lawrence, Sec¬ 

tary, New York. Niagara County Anglers’ 

lub, A. E. Lee, Secretary. Lockoort. Northern 

ayu.ga Rod and Gun Club. A. J. Cook, Secre- 

ry, Cato. Owasco Lake Anglers’ Association, 

N. Ross, Secretary, Auburn. Owego Rod and 

un Club, P. J. Farnham, Secretary, Owego. 

Parish Fish and Game Club, B. J. Morgan, Sec¬ 

retary, Parish. Perkinsville Rod and Gun Club, 

W. C. Folts, Secretary, Perkinsville. Phcenix 

Rod and Gun Club, William Van Scoyk, Secre¬ 

tary, Phoenix. Rapshaw Fishing Club, J. S. 

Young, Secretary, Buffalo. Rensselaer County 

Rod and Gun Club, A. G. Green, Secretary, W. 

Sand Lake. Riverside Gun Club, E. H. Stowell, 

Secretary, Oswego. Rome Fish and Game Pro¬ 

tective Association, A. W. Tremain, Secretary, 

Rome. Schenectady Fish and Game Protective 

Association, R. B. Myers, Secretary, Schenec¬ 

tady. Seth Green Line Fishermen’s Club, F. C. 

Snow, Secretary, Penn Yan. Tompkins County 

Fish and Game Club, Nathan Hampton, Secre¬ 

tary. Ithaca Tramps’ Retreat Association, W. B. 

Bowen, Secretary, Syracuse. Ulster County Fish 

and Game Protective Association, Roswell Coles, 

Secretary, Kingston. Wayne Gun Club, J. H. 

North, Secretary. Sportsmen’s Association of 

Chautauqua County, W. H. Knapp, Secretary, 

Jamestown. 

“There are forty-one of them. Many of these 

applications, however, were not in proper form. 

Some of them had been made out properly, in 

other cases the making out of the applications 

had been quite forgotten until the club members 

reached Syracuse, and I was told that they were 

made on scraps of paper, often without the seal 

of the club, sometimes without proper signature? 

of president and secretary. Each club of course 

had the right to vote and was entitled to two 

delegates and two alternates, and these delegate- 

and alternates should have been certified to by a 

committee on credentials, who after they had 

found that the delegates and alternates were the 

properly authorized representatives of the club, 

should have handed in to the secretary an ac¬ 

credited list of delegates. This was not done. 1 

received no report from any committee on cre¬ 

dentials and no list of delegates and alternates. 

The clubs could not vote on any call, their votes 

must be cast by their delegates, or in the ab¬ 

sence of delegates by their alternates. It would 

have been futile, illegal and dishonest to call the 

roll of clubs not knowing who- was present to 

represent them; the only roll that could have 

been called was that of the delegates, and this 

I did not have, and so far as I know no one had. 

WOODS CAMP. 

"I was exceedingly busy taking down the pro¬ 

ceedings of the meeting, and when the adjourn¬ 

ment took place I supposed it was merely for a 

recess to give time to get hold of the credentials 

and make out a proper list, so that a roll could 

be called and officers elected for the ensuing year. 

I was astonished when I learned that the ad¬ 

journment was without day, and I did not learn 

this until the meeting was dispersing. The effort 

to fasten the blame on me is misleading, unfair 
and unjust.” 

Reciprocity Urged. 

Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 1 .—Editor Forest and 

Stream: All hunters’ licenses for the year 1907 

expire to-day, and those who hunt on or'after 

Jan. 1, 1908, must provide themselves with a 

license for the new calendar year. Whether 

issued now or next December, the price of hun¬ 

ters license is just the same. Sportsmen appre¬ 

ciating this fact have begun already to duly 

equip themselves for the pursuit of the wily mem¬ 

bers of the fur and feathered tribes during the 
ensuing year. 

Robins are protected by the game law and 

cannot be killed at any time. These birds migrate 

to Southern climes and temporarily sojourn here 

during the winter and spring; they then repair 

to the North, where they build their nests in 

orchards and near the habitation of man, and 

raise their broods. Up North they are valuable 

to the farmers and destroy tons of noxious weed 

seeds and injurious insects. They are there es¬ 

teemed most highly as songsters, and are loved 

on account of their friendliness to man. The 

sensation experienced by those who dwell to the 

North, by the former slaughter of robins by the 

millions in the South, is about the same the 

people of this State would feel if our almost 

sacred mockingbirds should migrate to Cuba in 

the winter, and be killed almost to the point of 

extinction, and fed to hogs by the natives as 

robins erstwhile were in the South. 

The migratory game birds, such as duck, geese, 

snipe, plover and woodcock are protected in the 

Northern States, and the South owes to the 

citizens up there a reciprocal obligation. 

Protectionist. 
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The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

New York City, Dec. 24— Editor Forest 

and Stream: Reports from a number of my 

friends who have been after ruffed grouse this 

year, are in line with the general testimony in 

regard to the scarcity of these birds, and yet 

quite a number may be found near New York. 

In spite of the cold, wet spring, and the sum¬ 

mer of drouth, a number of broods were raised 

in my woods this year, and anyone is at liberty 

to see them if he cares to take a walk out that 

way. He should get off the train at Cos Cob, 

Conn., and go to the North Mianus school- 

house. Then take the Cognowaug road till he 

comes to the house of Mr. Wm. P. Patrick. 

Mr. Patrick will take him through my woods 

seventeen miles from New York city limits and 

will also take him through the woods to Mr. 

Thompson Seton’s. If one prefers to drive, he 

should get off at Stamford or Greenwich, and 

get a rig at the station. It is not very far away, 

and well worth the trip if one cares to note the 

extent of forest area so near to civilization. 

Besides the ruffed grouse, a number of 

flocks of quail will probably be seen, and per¬ 

haps some English pheasants. There are sev¬ 

eral wild deer in these woods, but they keep 

out of sight of people who are talking, although 

coming into the gardens near the house. 
By the way, the new Connecticut law, allow¬ 

ing farmers and other land owners to kill deer 

that are injuring their crops, will result in 

prompt extinguishment of the deer in the State. 

This is such a patent fact that no one is likely 

to be deceived for a moment. Four of the deer 

that kept about my woods have been killed re¬ 

cently. Two were killed by a summer resident, 

who claimed that they leaped over into an in¬ 

closure where he was shooting at a target, and 

they were accidentally hit. Two others were 

collected by an Italian who was out with a gun, 

and who stated that a train came along and 

killed the deer. There are plenty of foxes, 

raccoons, rabbits and smaller animals in these 

woods, and mink, musquash, and an occasional 

otter along the Mianus River. 
I wish that some nature lover would buy two 

or three hundred acres of forest between my 

property and Mr. Seton’s. It would allow us 

to keep a large forest area intact and compact, 

within easy reach of the city. In three or four 

years more this will all be cut up into smaller 

country estates, if the present movement con¬ 

tinues, and the chance for obtaining a single 

large tract will be lost. I have no pecuniary 

interest in the matter whatsoever, but would be 

very glad to give details to any one who might 

be interested, and would personally go over 

the ground with any one who had in mind the 

idea of purchasing and holding a large forest 

property. Robert T. Morris. 

Whitinsville, Mass., Dec. 16.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The scarcity of ruffed grouse, 

the causes, and the remedy for this alarming 

scarcity are of general interest to those of us 

who get together while out fox hunting or at 

the shooting club. 
In one particular cover last season and dur¬ 

ing the last week I found seven grouse. Only 

one was killed. The place was visited by an¬ 

other hunter a day or two before the season 

closed, the birds were found, but none were shot. 

The country around this section contains the 

covers in which this gentleman and myself have 

chiefly hunted for the past six or seven years, 

and I do not think it over-hunted by others. I 

generally get twenty-six or thirty birds, the other 

gentleman a less number. Knowing that we had 

found a goodly number of grouse in the last 

days of last season, we flattered ourselves that 

this fall would give us extra good shooting. But 

sad to relate the covers were barren of birds. 

In fact, I put in but two days bird shooting 

with one grouse as the result. It was tramp, 

tramp, and no birds getting up. The other 

gentleman did the usual amount of hunting and 

visited the section, and this cover in particular, 

as it was an exceptionally good one at the very 

last of the season, and no birds were found. 

Now, with the number of birds left in those 

covers on the last day of the season of 1906, it 

would seem that there must be some extraordinary 

reason for conditions such as are found this year. 

Not having had the time for close observa¬ 

tion I can only give hunters’ talk for it. Foxes, 

owls and hawks are it, so they say. 
Foxes certainly were never more abundant than 

now. On the very first hunt of our local fox 

hunters three pelts were taken. These were all 

shot in one small bunch of woods on one farm, 

and all within an hour I think. The dog evi¬ 

dently had pushed the driven fox close by two 

others which had laid up in this small stretch 

of woods, jumping them so that they ran into 

the hunters who had closed in. Thirteen foxes 

have been shot right on two or three farms 

where this hunt took place, and one can make a 

start' there any good day now. A year ago the 

hunters of whom I am speaking killed no foxes. 

The conditions were very bad and perhaps they 

did not go quite as often. 
Last year one bird hunter, if • I remember 

rightly, shot ninety-nine birds, most of them 

grouse. This year thirty or thirty-five were 

his score and mostly woodcock. Natural causes 

for the scarcity of birds remain comewhat ob¬ 

scure, but the great number of hunters and the 

size of the bag allowed show what destruction 

man may do. This we can help by a close sea¬ 

son for a number of years, and when the pro¬ 

hibition of killing is removed limit the bag. 

A gentleman of this town, to whom the bird 

hunters are under great obligations for the time 

and money he has put into restocking the covers 

with quail, said that perhaps a close season would 

not be fair to those who could not afford to 

go south for a little bird shooting, and that two 

weeks of open shooting might fit the case better. 

So far I have not thought I could afford the 

trip south, therefore cannot be said to be pre¬ 

judiced, knowing what bags some of our hun¬ 

ters have made in one day, the remarks which 

are passed on this question and how the last 

bird is followed to the death. I cannot have the 

charitable feeling that this gentleman possessed. 

Tie it up tight for a few years on grouse, quail, 

woodcock, squirrels and rabbits. Let there be 

no excuse for shooting birds and watch the 

covers close. Whitinsville. 

STIMULATION WITHOUT REACTION. 

After a day of enjoyable sport, it is wise to 
choose a drink which helps to restore the vital 
powers rather than one which tends, to deplete 
them, as in the case with many drinks. Bor¬ 
den’s Malted Milk is delicious, concentrated, 
nourishing, invaluable to the camper, made ready 
for use by adding water, hot or cold.—Adv. 

Shooting Incidents. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Now that the hunting season is practically 

closed for the majority of sportsmen it may not 

be out of place for some of them to come for¬ 

ward and relate incidents and experiences that 

have come to their notice in pursuit of their 

favorite pastime. 
This thought came to me as I read an interest- | 

ing account in Forest and Stream of the strange 

antics of a blue heron. The most reasonable 

explanation of this bird’s action in returning to 

investigate a peculiar looking island would seem 

to be that he did not recognize any part of the 

blind as a human being or supposed enemy, and 

was simply returning to find a resting place and 

seek food. One would imagine, however, that 

a salute from a shotgun would be promptly in¬ 

terpreted, even if it was a load of comparatively 

noiseless smokeless powder. I have known a 

great blue heron to alight on a sneakbox occu¬ 

pied by a somewhat drowsy gunner, one party 

being about as much “rattled” as the other when 

they parted company. 
As your correspondent says we should be going 

several steps too far if we attempted to figure 

out such strange actions on the part of bird 01 

beast from a human standpoint, but occasionally 

some actions are observed among the wild folk 

that do not seem so very far removed from wha: 

we are pleased to call reason when occurring 

among higher animals. I recall an incident 0) 

a recent gunning trip that at least showec 

shrewdness and judgment on the part of on< 

bird. With three companions, each in a sneak 

box securely hidden by burying down on a sand 

bar, and flanked by a large flock of brant decoy: 

displayed in most approved fashion, I wa 

anxiously watching a flock of perhaps ISO bran 

that a strong ebb tide had sent down the channe 

opposite us. Some of the more curious member 

of the flock would now and then start to swin 

in to our decoys, but apparently the counsel oj 

more cautious ones would prevail and the re¬ 

sult was that they continued to “mill” aroun 

in a circle some sixty or eighty yards outsid 

our decoys, all the while keeping up the cluckin 

and cackling familiar to all brant shooters. A 

this kept up for some time it may be imagine 

that we were pretty well keyed up with expect; 

tion. 

Finally a very large and apparently old bir 

took wing, came in and slowly and deliberate 

flew very low over our decoys from end to ec 

and just as slowly returned to his companion 

as we of course did not shoot, although he 0 

fered a perfect opportunity. Possibly a minu 

after this committee of one had made his noi 

report to the main body the whole flock ro 

and flew up the bay, although showing no alari 

It is quite certain that neither the single bi 

nor the others saw anything to alarm them, 

none of us hardly moved an eyelash. Althouj 

very fine specimens of the brant family, 0 

wooden decoys simply did not look good to t 

committee. 
Now what the “old man” had to say to 1 

children and feathered friends I will leave f 

some of the “nature artists” to tell us. Wlj 
we said had better be left untold. Ocean. 

[Our correspondent’s suggestion is a good 0 

All sportsmen can recall incidents sufficien 

interesting to amuse or instruct the Forest a) 



stream family in the season of long evenings 

nd cold winds. We might add snow, but so 

ar it has been so scarce that we almost feel 

shamed to be found cleaning up and repairing 

nowshoes.—Editor.] 

New Hampshire’s Deer Season. 

Springfield, Vt., Dec. 26.—Editor Forest and 

tream: Our neighboring State of New Hamp- 

hire has certainly covered herself with glory, 

'he lower part of the State had had no deer 

unting for some fifty years. Deer had increased 

wonderfully, were rather tame, and we who live 

ear the State had seen them frequently while 

aveling, and while the farmer may have suf- 

:red slightly the people who came to the State 

ir the summer, and all who were out of doors 

tid loved nature and her creatures, enjoyed 

nmensely the frequent sight of the many white- 
iled deer. 

The last Legislature granted a two weeks’ open 

season in December, and unfortunately the 

weather held good this fall so that the many 

tender-hided hunters, who would not have gone 

out in severe weather, were abroad, and to pro¬ 

tect New Hampshire’s sons, this same fatherly 

Legislature prescribed the use of the shotgun as 

a safe and simple method of exterminating deer 

without harming the citizens. 

Such tales of slaughter and of cruelty as have 

come to us from the use of this weapon make 

the blood boil in any decent man. Buckshot were 

strung together by wire and used with deadly 

effect at distances as great as deer are usually 

killed with a rifle. Often more than one deer 

in a group were hit at a time. Reports from all 

over the State tell of seeing wounded and flee¬ 

ing animals, some trailed down and worried by 

dogs, and others fleeing across the Connecticut 

River, taking refuge on the Vermont side. All 

men should arise and protest against this slaugh¬ 

ter and against the cruelty of the shotgun method. 

In the little town of New Hampshire, just 

across from here, the number of deer slain was 

appalling. The law allowed two to each gunner 

—just twice too many—and permitted the kill¬ 

ing of does, so that all kinds of deer, from little 

fawns of forty pounds up to some magnificent 

bucks were brought in by the excited New Hamp¬ 

shire gunner. The wonder of it all is that, so 

far as I know, there were no fatalities, for cer¬ 

tainly any man who is fool enough to shoot an¬ 

other for a deer would do it just as quickly with 

a shotgun as with a rifle, and most of us would 

prefer to take our chances of being missed with 

the former, but in .our own State the first two 

or three years of open season there were no 

fatalities, while this year there were several and 

last year one or two. I have no explanation for 

this. W. W. Brown. 

A WRECK ON THE VIRGINIA BEACH. 

From a photograph by Edwin Levick. 
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Hunting at Sourdnahunk. 

Baltimore, Md„ Nov. 30.-Editor Forest and 

Stream: A visit to Maine was hastily decided 

upon about the first of October and the journey 

began on the 16th. 
The locality chosen was Sourdnahunk Lake, 

one of the best fishing resorts in Maine and the 

center of a large territory of woods and moun¬ 

tain remote from the traveled routes and difficult 

of access. The train arrived at Norcross on the 

17th, and after a hasty change from boiled shirt 

to flannel and from shoes to moccasins, the boat 
for Ambajejos was boarded and a fourteen-mile 

steam journey up South Twin and Pemadum- 

cook lakes was begun. It was at Ambajejos that 

the first trophies were seen—a bear hide and a 

small moose head, both killed the day before. 

The journey was resumed in a canoe, and tie 

Penobscot West Branch was followed through 

Debsconeagon and on up to Daisey’s Katahdin 

View Camp, where a good supper of venison 

and potatoes was had and the night was spent 

in a comfortable bed. 
The next day by half past six the canoe 

route was resumed to the first camp around 

some impassable rapids, and after six miles o 

gorgeous scenery, the landing at the mouth of 

Sourdnahunk stream was reached. Here began 

the toughest job of its kind the writer can re¬ 

member, 14/2 miles of churned-up tote road- 

mud, corduroy, rock and anything that nature 

has at hand to make it difficult to break into her 

secret places-and this undertaken with no 

preparation, in a perfectly soft condition and in 

an ill-fitting pair of oil-tanned moccasins which 

galled the feet after the first mile! No more 
moccasins for walking, indispensable though they 

are to hunt in. , , 
Daisey has a camp at the mouth of the stream, 

and here all unnecessary equipment was left to 

be taken up by the team in a day or two. Good 

time was made over the first 3/2 miles to York s 

camp on Daisey’s pond under the brow of Mt. 

Katahdin, a very impressive sight across this 

small but beautiful sheet of water. Katahdin rises 

to something over 5,000 feet, and the way up to 

the table land on the top is by a landslide, which 

makes one dizzy to look at it. 
It is said that the caribou are back there after 

years of absence, and for this the guides and 

sportsmen are very desirous. A drove of four¬ 

teen have been seen this year near the top of the 

mountain. 

The trail was resumed after dinner. Difficult 

places were encountered and walking became 

toil, especially the detours around mud holes 

and log walking over brooks. In the 14^2 miles 

up the stream to the lake there is a steady ascent 

of something like 1,200 feet. Toward the middle 

of the afternoon Daisey’s lower camp was 

reached, six miles from the lake, and here it 

would have been wiser to have spent the night, 

but no provisions had been made for this, there 

being no bedding at the camp and no provisions, 

so the journey was continued, night coming on, 

and the worst of the road yet to be traversed. 

A mile below this camp we had come upon a 

moose which, it turned out, had been killed by 

Messrs. Symmons and Allen, two gentlemen 

from St. Louis, who arrived unexpectedly at the 

camp on the 16th. They had killed him just off 

the tote road as they went in. 
The lower camp is in a good locality for game. 

It seems to be a sort of crossing point for 

moose from Katahdin to the Sourdnahunk range, 

the stream passing through the notch between 

the two mountains. Many tracks, both of 

moose and large deer, were seen in this im¬ 

mediate neighborhood. 
The balance of the journey was tough. The 

mud holes became worse and more frequent and 

the general condition of the trail tallied with 

Thoreau’s description of a Maine camp—with 

his cyclone sent through to put on the finishing 

touches. 
A small lumberman’s supply camp in charge of 

Mr. Lancey, a man of much experience in the 

woods and a keen sportsman, at the foot of the 

lake, was reached an hour after dark. We were 

told that there was one canoe with one short 

paddle at the dam, and that it was blowing a 

gale down the lake. Daisey said it would have 

to blow various kinds of a gale to make him foot 

it round the lake, 2^4 miles, when he could 

paddle, so we started off. It was quiet enough 

in the thoroughfare, but when we got out in 

the open water the fun began. I sat in the bow 

and held my tongue. The wind was straight 

ahead and squally. The waves came in one, two, 

three order, and the process of going down off 

a crest into the trough to meet an oncoming 

roller six feet high, the canoe diving almost to 

the gunwales and appearing just to keep above 

water, was not a pleasant sensation after such a 

day. 

That mile and a half across the lake took us a 

good hour and a quarter. In the squalls the 

canoe simply stood still, and Daisey’s great 

strength and skill were both put to the seveiest 

test. Luckily for us, we had a bright moon. 

I limped about the camp for two days, com¬ 

pletely crippled but feeling perfectly well other¬ 

wise. I fired my rifle a few times on Sunday 

and got an answering whistle from a buck just 

out back of the stable and outhouses-. A bobcat 

came yelling down to the inclosure that night 

and Daisey had to turn out to shut in his 

chickens. There were plenty of them about, and 

there is no reason why the trapping of some of 

them should not be made a part of the amuse¬ 

ment of a hunt, if only for the sake of the small 

game they destroy. 
The Maine forests are in the hands of the 

paper and lumber companies, and it is surpris¬ 

ing to see fine white spruce, twelve inches thick 

and over, cut for pulp. They are using the 

timber judiciously, cutting nothing less than 

twelve inches in the Sourdnahunk district, and 

improving the deer feed as they go. At the 

present rate there will be no total destruction 

of the Maine forests, and the wild conditions 

will always prevail. The deer come right in be¬ 

hind the choppers and feed off the moss on the 

tops of the felled trees within a hundred yards 

of the workers. 
The lumber camps, it appears, are a boon to 

our large cities. Labor is supplied by rounding 

up gangs of toughs and bums from Boston and 

elsewhere who are paid $30 to $35 a month and 

given comfortable quarters and healthful occu¬ 

pation. Perhaps this will be a solution of the 

house of correction problem. There are of 

course various grades of workmen in the woods, 

but these are the most inefficient. A man who can 

swing an ax gets better wages, and there are 

seasoned, experienced old fellows who get $100 

a month through the winter and $8.00 a day on 

the drive, all of which they get at one time, and 

often “blow it in” in a week in Bangor. 

Sourdnahunk stream is a great one for a 

drive—too rough and rapid for the canoe but 

with a good pitch o fwater and a hundred men 

along its fifteen miles the logs go down to the 

Penobscot a-scooting. The mills are located at 

Millanocket, a town of 10,000, six miles from 

Norcross'. 
After a few days at Sourdnahunk Lake, I went 

back to the lower camp on the stream where I 

had seen plenty of signs of deer and moose, but 

owing to the crisp, frosty weather, the woods 

were noisy and I only got sight of one buck, 

driven past me by Daisey, which I ignominiously 

missed at twenty-five yards. I attribute this to 

having experimented with my sights, having set 

them up to the second notch in order to get 

them finer. Thus at a running deer I shot over 

I have adopted the plan of sighting my rifle or 

the second notch at sixty yards for target prac¬ 

tice. Thus when I go into the woods I put it 

down, so that I see about half of the front sight 

including the ivory. This insures low, quid 

shooting, and is a very good plan for the citj 

man. 

The net result of the four days spent at th< 

lower camp was two raccoons, which wen 

roasted and eaten, and even pronounced th 

best food in the woods. The bane of camp lif 

is the universal practice of frying meats, and th 

sooner the guides find out that they can increas 

the atttraction of their camps by dropping one 

for all this wretched practice, the better it wi 

be for all concerned. A piece of moose 0 

venison laid directly on the stove lid, which ha 

been previously cleaned, and sufficiently cooke 

over a hot fire is delicious—better than th 

average one cooked over the coals—but frie 

meats lose their natural flavor and interfere wit 

digestion, weakening the victim, so that h 

capacity for work and enjoyment is impaired. 

The weather was against me. There was | 

full moon and the deer were feeding at night- 

besides which, the woods were very noisy. C 

Sunday ten deer were started along the Pattc 

tote road, but not one seen, except a glimpse < 

a flag. Some crashing of boughs and a sha: 

whistle of alarm was all we heard, although th' 

were within twenty yards of usT But in tl. 

middle of my last week there was a change, 

grew warmer, and on Wednesday afternoon 

began to rain. This was to our advantage, b 

just at dark it changed to hail and then to sno 

The ground was soft and full of water, 

snowed all night, and the next morning the 

were ten inches, and every tree and twig cart 

ing its burden. The woods were impassable a 

not a live creature was moving. Small spru 

trees were bent to the ground. The worst oi 

was that the snow, full of moisture as it was, v 

noisy, crunching under the feet and makif 

every step distinctly audible. I gave it up a 

stayed in camp. 
That night two men arrived—one a not 

guide, Will McLane, the other a friend of b 

an ex-guide, now a carpenter at Millanock- 

Daisey had bought the Sourdnahunk camp fr<» 

McLane. These two men had footed it fr<> 

Millanocket in two days, spending the first nifl 

at Katahdin View Camp, and doing the remain:! 

twenty-four miles over that fearful tote ro> 

unfrozen, and with ten inches of wet snow on ■ 
It was a most injudicious proceeding and v* 
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nigh spoiled the trip for one of them. How¬ 

ever, they went out the day after I left and killed 

four deer and a moose—a good record for one 
day’s shoot. 

Daisey was troubled about my not having any 

game to carry out. He was so anxious to get 

me something that I let him go for a day by 

himself, though I cared nothing for game I did 

not shoot, and should probably have left it be¬ 

hind rather than taken the team down the tote 

road. He covered seventeen miles that day. He 

trailed a bull moose back of Strickland Moun¬ 

tain until he found that it was traveling faster 

than he was. Then he got on the trail of a bear. 

He followed it a mile and a half and saw it 

twice. When he crossed the trail of another 

with two cubs, he made the mistake of sticking 

to the first one. He got nothing that day. 

I believe from what I hear that Sourdnahunk 

is the best trout water in Maine. Years ago I 

was told that even in August the fishing was 

fine. Now the trout are larger—up to 2>l/2 
pounds—and quantities of them. I saw them on 

the spawning beds in the springs up in the 

woods. There was one hole a yard square and 

‘a foot deep which contained at least twenty of 
them, averaging 10 inches. 

I By Friday, Nov. 2, the water under the snow 

had run off and some of the snow had dropped 

aff the bushes, so I determined to make an early 

start out of the wilderness, stopping over night 

at the lower camp, where we had left grub and 

Dlankets. Nothing was seen on the way down. 

The next day I took the trail ahead of Daisey, 

ntending to wait for him at York’s Camp, where 

■ve would have luncheon. Half a mile down I 

'ost a chance at a red fox—a big fellow. There 

were plenty of deer tracks and some of very 

arge bucks, but I saw none. Three miles 

urther down I saw something move to the right 

pf the trail and threw my gun on a running 

fioose which I soon saw was a cow. She was 

10 sooner out of sight than I saw a good pair 

>f horns following after. I fired at his shoulder 

it about seventy yards, and he stopped behind 

• ome bushes. I could see a square foot of his 

ump and decided, unwillingly, to shoot again. 

This started him up and I followed him for 

ifty yards through the trees and bushes, but be- 

ore I could get another shot, he went down. I 

vent near enough to get a clear view and held 

ny gun on him for some minutes. He made 

n effort to get on his legs, but it was no use. 

Vhen I approached him he was nearly all in. I 

hot him through the heart and he lay still. I 

lad all along said that I wanted my two bucks 

ut no moose, and after all I had to take what I got. 

Daisey found me half an hour later trying to 

Ight a fire in the road. He said, “What was 

ou shooting at?” I said, “I killed a little doe 

n there. I wish you would follow my trail in 

cross the brook and drag her out.” 

After a few minutes’ silence I heard a babble 

f hilarious profanity. He was immensely 

leased. I couldn’t make him think that I 

'ould rather have had the deer. My first shot 

ad entered his shoulder low down and had 

cen split up, a part of it going into his liver 

nd the rest into his heart. The second shot 

as evidently deflected and did not touch him. 

lad I not fired again, he would have died where 

e stopped. We saw by the tracks that there 

ere two cows and two good bulls in the bunch, 

ut the others I did not see. They had crossed 

the tote road below me, having come down to 

the flats from the foothills of Katahdin when the 

weather became warmer. 

Torrents of rain fell that night and Sunday, 

and Sourdnahunk stream was boiling. Two 

nights were spent at York’s camp. On Mon¬ 

day, when I went out, the West Branch was up 

eight feet. The scenery had changed. The 

waves had fallen. I brought out one of those 

half wild creatures, a Maine ’coon cat. He is 

five weeks old and full of intelligence and play. 

The fable of raccoon ancestry is like the negro 

superstition that the Chesapeake Bay retriever 

is part otter—interesting as illustrative of the 

working of the naive human mind. The ’coon 

cat must be a descendant of something like the 

Angora. He has little hair but is covered with 

a thick mass of fine fur. His intelligence and 
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companionable character are far above the ordi¬ 

nary cat, and together with his beauty, his un¬ 

usual size and adventurous nature, he makes a 

very desirable member of a household. 

Sourdnahunk offers more attractions than 

most places. It is remote from the railroads, 

and one therefore avoids contact with the lover 

of unearned sport. It can be reached by way 

of Moosehead in three days, and the longest 

carry on that route is from Telos Lake, six 

miles. As I said above, the trout fishing is un¬ 

surpassed. Of game, my guide, Chas. A. Daisey. 

Norcross, Me., and I saw black cat, red fox, 

raccoon, bear, mink, spruce and birch partridge, 
moose and deer. 

The limit on the number of deer in Maine is 

set only by the amount of food available. Five 

years ago deer were much too plentiful. The 

result has been a deplorable mortality through 

starvation in the winter. Skeletons are fre¬ 

quently found, and when the yards become over¬ 

crowded, there is bound to be a failure of the 

food supply. With moose it is different. These 

big brutes are able to get about in heavier snow 

and can feed on the tops. It is difficult to pro¬ 

vide against overstocking, but if five deer for 

one had been shot four or five years, ago, it 

would have averted untold suffering. 

W. M. ELLrdOTT. 

The Great Miramichi Fire. 

Providence, R. I., Dec. 12.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The time was early October, 1825. 

Fifty years before a road had been opened from 

Fredericton on the St. John River to the Mira¬ 

michi River, and down its north side to New 

Castle. At New Castle, a village and port for 

seagoing vessels, dwelt a thousand people sup¬ 

ported by ship building, commerce, lumbering, 

fishing and the tillage of their cleared lands. 

At intervals along the valley of the Miramichi 

lumbermen and farmers, settlers and the children 

of the earliest settlers had their homes. They 

were a sturdy race of English, Scotch and Irish 

blood; a people well fitted to gain a livelihood 

in a new country. Their lives were filled with 

hard labor, and they were mostly poor, but there 

was much rough comfort and sport, for the 

woods were full of game and the lakes and 

streams with trout, while in their season the 

river furnished salmon and shad in abundance. 

The clearings were in a narrow strip on the 

north side of the river, and all along the length 

of the valley were primeval forests of pine, 

spruce, hemlock and maple. These yielded tim¬ 

ber rarely equalled now. This timber the work¬ 

ers hewed square with the broadax and floated 

down the river to New Castle, whence it was 

exported. Miramichi is an Indian word signi¬ 

fying “happy retreat,” and, indeed, it seemed 

aptly named, for these settlers had lived 

here undisturbed by the Napoleonic wars that 

carried death and sorrow through Europe. 

For many weeks no rain had fallen in the 

province of New Brunswick; the summer heal 

yet lingered untimely over the land. Many 

springs and small brooks had ceased to flow, 

and the rivers ran low with clear water—spring 

water only. Far back in the wilderness on the 

upper waters of southwest Miramichi and Nas- 

waak stream in the fateful October, 1825, some 

small forest fires were burning, eating their way 

slowly through the timber. Then came a gale 

of wind fanning to fierce blaze the smouldering 

fires, uniting them into a mighty force, sweep¬ 

ing destruction over the country. In twenty- 

four hours the flames ran forty miles, and in a 

few days burned along both sides of the Mira¬ 

michi River for a hundred miles, only stopping 

at the coast. Four million acres had been burned 

over. 
The forests were destroyed; houses, crops, 

stock, farm implements, game, everything by 

which the people lived. Even the salmon and 

other fish in the river and smaller streams died, 

either because of the heating of the water, or 

from the leaching of the ashes in the rain that 

followed. The fire reached New Castle in the 

night, and the people who had not thought them¬ 

selves in danger were taken by surprise and had 

to leave their homes in great haste and take 

refuge on a marsh opposite the town, and which 

is overflowed at high tide. When the fire was 

over only twelve houses were standing in the 

town. 
This great calamity reduced an independent 

and comfortable people to utter poverty. Some 

six hundred houses and five ships were destroyed, 

and for the whole length of the Miramichi above 

New Castle only three houses remained. These 

houses were near the river between Doaktown 

and Blackville, and were a tavern kept by a Mr. 

Fowler, a tory from the United States, and two 
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farm houses. Around these houses so much 

land had been cleared that they escaped the gen¬ 

eral destruction. 

This landlord Fowler was the father of James 

Fowler, late of Blissfield, Miramichi, lumberman 

and moose caller, remembered by all the older 

residents of that section. James Fowler was 

born in 1816 and his recollections of the “great 

fire” were clear up to 1900, when his memory 

failed The night the fire passed his father s 

house he and a little brother were placed on 

an island in the river in charge of such house¬ 

hold goods as could be quickly moved. 

In this fire one hundred and fifty or more lives 

were lost; just how many was never known. The 

only escape was in the water of lake or stream 

or well. This is said to have been the greatest 

natural calamity that up to this time had ever 

come upon a British colony. Flelp was sent first 

from the United States and Canada, and later 

from England. The total contributions were of 

the value of $200,000, a great sum at that time. 

Of this St. John, then a little city of 10,000 peo¬ 

ple, sent $20,000 in supplies, and the United 

States $85,000 in money. Many terrible and de¬ 

structive fires have devastated Maine and the 

Maritime Provinces, but never has there been an¬ 

other in this eastern country covering so large 

a territory. All through the Miramichi Valley 

to-day may be seen the effects of the destruction 

of those fiery days of eighty-two years ago. 

Much of the soil was burned, and sections natur¬ 

ally fertile have grown up to small and inferior 

timber. 
At the camp-fires of the hunter for moose and 

caribou even to this day the talk often will turn 

to the “great fire” of 1825, and stories told to 

children by grandsire or dame repeated in the 

social hour at evening. Fred Talcott. 

The Season in Minnesota. 

Knife River, Minn,, Dec. 24.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: This has been a very unsatisfactory 

season on the North Shore from the sportsman s 

view point. But I think the lack of snow and 

the dry bush have been a good thing for the 

future. During the entire hunting season of 

twenty days hardly a flake of snow fell. Con¬ 

sequently many good hunters had no success at 

all. 
Last winter with its great depth of snow caused 

the death of an untold number of deer, and I 

suppose a greater or less number of moose. One 

party of land and timber cruisers found seven 

deer carcasses on one 160 acre tract. Partridges 

nearly disappeared throughout this country, which 

is forty miles northeast from Knife River and 

ten miles from Lake Superior. I have seen only 

five different flocks during the entire season. But 

the present prospect is good for another year, as 

it looks as though we would have an ideal win¬ 

ter for our wild game. 
Of course the timber wolves are more or less 

numerous, but if the snow does not get too deep 

and with too much of a crust it will mean the 

lives of many of the deer now left in the coun¬ 

try. The wolves are killing a few moose from 

time to time. I know of one good sized bull 

killed on Cross River during the hunting season. 

They ran him on to the ice on the edge of a 

little lake, he broke through at a spring hole 

and they promptly killed him. A gentleman from 

Two Harbors came on them while they were at 
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the still warm carcass and killed two of them, 

one an old dog wolf weighing 135 pounds. There 

is no question, but for every deer or moose and 

calf killed here the hunter gets one and the 

wolves from two to five. This may seem a rather 

large estimate, but if I was to change it I would 

increase the share that goes to the wolves. 

We had the usual number of deaths from 

gunshot wounds, though mostly they were pure 

accidents. No local case where anyone was shot 

in mistake for deer or moose, though the entire 

country was covered with all kinds of hunters. 

Let us hope as time goes on that these acci¬ 

dents will grow fewer, as they have in Maine 

in the last two or three years. 
Fred Chase. 

Law Enforcement Needed. 

Worcester, Mass., Dec. 22.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Local sportsmen are very much in¬ 

terested in the latest project of the indefatigable 

and enthusiastic Dr. C. F. Hodge to restock the 

New England covers with wild turkeys. The 

plan as outlined by the doctor seems feasible 

enough, provided proper protection could be 

guaranteed the first few years. There s the 

rub.” The doctor must realize that the exist¬ 

ing protection laws of this State are a dead letter 

to the hordes of aliens who infest every cover 

from the opening to the close of the season. By 

these freebooters everything is slaughtered with¬ 

out the slightest regard for law or sentiment. 

During the last open season scores of these men 

left this city daily and roamed every cover avail¬ 

able through steam or electricity. The exist¬ 

ing law requires aliens to secure a license be¬ 

fore going afield with a gun. In two years just 

one such license has been issued from City Hall. 

And how many arrests, Mr. Editor, have been 

made in these two years in consequence of this 

flagrant violation of the statutes? As far as 

I have been able to learn, not one. 
In view of this neglect to enforce the laws 

1 am curious to know just what chance Dr. 

Hodge’s wild turkeys would have with this un¬ 

checked element. 
It is extremely difficult to fix the responsibility 

for this deplorable state of affairs; in fact, no 

one seems disposed to move in the matter at 

all. Apathy seems to have infected the local 

officials and game wardens alike, and fish and 

game protection is relegated to the “demnition 

bow wows.” Not many seasons since a man 

speared a seven pound trout in one of the many 

streams emptying into the lake. He then sold 

the fish for two dollars; two violations of the 

law, and done publicly. What happened? A 

local paper applauded the act and called him 

the champion angler of the lake. With public 

sentiment at such a pitch Dr. Hodge’s turkeys 

and the traditional snowball in tophet would 

have an equal show. What is wanted in this 

vicinity—and many others I fear—is a fearless 

warden who will enforce the laws. Until such 

a man appears nothing which wears feathers, 

from a squab angel to a hummer, will be safe. 
J. W. B. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Came I.azvs in Brief. See ctdv. 

New Publications. 

Feathered Game of the Northeast. By Walter 

H. Rich. Illustrated, 450 pages. New York, 

Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. $3 net. 

Nearly 100 birds are carefully described in this 

volume in a painstaking way that will appeal to 

the sportsman and the ornithologist alike, while 

the general reader will find in it little reading 

that he can call dry. For example, in describ¬ 

ing the habits of the ruffed grouse, he says in 

reply to an imaginary query of “Don’t they ever 

give you a sitting shot?” 
“Oh yes, when you are tangled up on the point 

of a wire fence, with one barb stuck into the 

middle of your back just where it cannot be 

reached with either hand, and another induce¬ 

ment to profanity has a grip on the leg of your 

trousers—at such times a grouse will often flap 

lazily from the ground into a tree right over 

your back and perch where you can see him only 

by twisting your neck almost off; but shoot? 

Oh. no. There he will sit and criticise the lan 

guage in which you voice your benevolent wishes 

for the future welfare of the inventor of that 1 

style of fence (may they be fulfilled!) until he 

sees signs of the barbs letting go their hold, 

when he is away like a bullet, his wings a mere 

haze as they roar through the branches.” 

Of quail Mr. Rich says that after the libera¬ 

tion of Southern quail in New England they sel¬ 

dom remain longer than one season. “Whether 

they have moved southward at the approach of 

cold weather—by no means an unusual occur¬ 

rence in the north, I think—or have failed to 

survive the winter, seems to be an open question. 

It is probable that the former is often the true 

reason for their disappearance, for with the small 

chance of a grain or seed diet when New Eng¬ 

land’s winter has fairly closed in upon us, their 

prospect for food must be slight indeed, and 

knowing this, Bobwhite takes no chances. In 

most cases the birds for stocking our covers have 

been obtained from Southern localities, -which 

fact would seem to o.rgue a less fitness to en¬ 

dure the rigors of our winters.” 

This is a statement with which readers 

will agree, since it is a well known fact that; 

quail do not migrate. They do move about at 

times, as when searching for better food or 

shelter, but even if they were inclined to turn 

their faces southward the first river encountered 

would turn them back. The flight of the quail 

is a short one at best, and even though it is a 

fact that they possess sufficient power and en¬ 

durance to carry them in safety across small 

rivers, they cross waterways but seldom, and not 

at all, we believe, unless hard pushed. Occas¬ 

ionally quail fly across small streams when the; 

nature of the ground will permit them to start 

from an elevation. 
Mr. Rich says the quail are spreading north 

ward and westward, adding: “In these new sur 

roundings they are said to be taking more anc 

more to grouse habits, both in strategy and it 

mode of life evincing a disposition to hide it 

trees when much harried, and for the night- 

traits which are not common further south.” 

Mr. Rich favors the prohibition of spring shoot 

ing and the sale of game, and suggests that th 

motto, “Don’t forget to leave enough for seed 

be pasted in every shooting hat. 

The illustrations are numerous and are by th 

author. 



The Angler’s Workshop.—II. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

Fishing Rod History—Continued. 

IN an attempt to choose between double en¬ 

ameled hexagonal bamboo and octagonal 

bamboo, the former may safely be given 

preference. In an octagonal rod the butt and 

middle joint are stronger, provided the caliber is 

large, but eight-strip tips consist of so much glue 

and so little cane that they will not withstand so 

much hard usage as will the six-strip stock and 

frequently give way at the ferrules, particularly 

if the parts are carelessly twisted. 

On the other hand, the gluing of double enamel 

hexagonal strips is partially protected from 

moisture, and if properly made a double enamel 

rod is strong and powerful. Besides, this method 

; is a simple one, and double enamel strips are 

easily made in several ways, the common forms 

being to plane two strips of rectangular section, 

glue them together and then plane as in a single 

• strip,* the other to make a strip of triangular 

section, then plane off the apex of the triangle, 

glue another strip to the base and plane this 
down. 

In Fig. io the dotted lines show the form of 

' the completed section, and the shaded lines the 

enamel. In Fig. n, a is the outer strip with 

apex of triangle planed off; b, second trip glued 

1 to a; dotted lines c indicate section of finished 
strip. 

It does not follow that, because some rods are 

I made with double enamel, that it is the better 

: method. If first class bamboo is used, and the 

strips are well made and perfectly fitted, noth¬ 

ing can surpass the plain hexagonal rod; but 

the difficulty of obtaining good bamboo is great 

and is increasing, and it is not always possible 

to get material thick enough to make perfect 

triangular sections without resorting to the 

double enamel process in butts and joints. Many 

rods are now made the centers of which are 

hollow because of this difficulty of getting 

material thick enough to make all strips per¬ 

fectly triangular in section. 

It can be said with perfect safety that six- 

strip split bamboo is to-day the favorite fishing 

rod material in the United States. More rods 

of this sort are used in fly- and bait-casting for 

fish and in tournaments than all other materials 

combined. They are even replacing solid wood 

to a certain extent in salt water fishing. Many 

great factories have been working steadily to 

their full capacity for several years, turning out 

split bamboo rods for the markets of the world, 

and the best of them have been for a long time 

and are now far behind with their orders. It is 

a good trade, that of a first class fishing rod 

maker; one in which steady employment is certain. 

While our British friends are still experiment¬ 

ing with rod materials, using cane and wood and 

steel in combination, our makers are plodding 

along with their work, turning out the best hand 

made split bamboo rods the world has ever 

known, and satisfying their patrons. In years 

they have not added to their rods any features 

of startling importance, but they have instead 

constantly endeavored to produce perfect rods, 

until to-day the best hand made rods are indeed 

works of art, yet powerful and durable withal. 

Only one change from the regulation six and 

eight-strip rods is prominent. This is a method 

patented several years ago by the late Fred D. 

Divine, consisting in twisting the six strips 

slightly while the glue is still fresh, so that the 

joints are spiral, the theory being that a rod so 

treated is stiffened and that the work does not 

fall on the upper and lower strips alone, but on 

each one of the six. The method is highly spoken 
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of by anglers, and I myself have used such a 

rod with pleasure and success. At one time I 

tested two fly-rods that were exactly alike in 

length, caliber and weight, one spiral, the other 

plain six-strip. They were held on a table side 

by side while a half-ounce weight was suspended 

from each tip. The spiral rod sagged very little, 

whereas the other drooped four inches lower. 

The steel rod, that has become so popular in 

the Middle West and South for hard use, is now 

popular for bait-casting. 

On salt water bethabara, ash-and-lancewood. 

dagama, lancewood and greenheart are the 

favorite materials, although, as stated above, 

split bamboo is coming into more general use. 

In fly-casting there has been very little change 

in types of rods during the past decade, but in 

bait-casting a complete change has taken place, 

and to-day the bait-caster’s methods are more 

nearly like those of the fly-caster’s than ever 

before, in that both use artificial lures in prefer¬ 

ence to live bait wherever success is at all pos¬ 

sible. Both are working toward finer tackle and 

are following more sportsmanlike methods in 
fishing as a pastime. 

Until quite recently angling for game fish in 

fresh waters consisted in casting the fly; in cast¬ 

ing with medium weight rods and minnows or 

other live bait, sometimes attached to a spoon 

or spinner; in still-fishing with minnows, worms, 

grubs or other insects; in trolling with live or 

artificial lures. There were other forms, but 

these will suffice for the present. Nearly all 

rods were long and heavy. In order to make 

one of these, skill of no mean order was required, 

and amateurs who made attempts were more 

often disappointed than satisfied. 

Then came the change in the methods of using 

the bait-casting rod. Extremists went from rods 

of eight and nine feet to those of six, five, four, 

even less than four feet in length, but as time 

passed and experience has been gained, many of 

them have settled on five or six feet as a very 

satisfactory length for the superb little rods with 

which they cast a long line and some form of 

artificial lure, using a free-running multiplying 
reel. 

It is possible to make these new rods as light 

and almost as graceful as the trout fly-rods. 

Angle worms and live minnows and doodlebugs 

are no longer considered necessary by way of 

lure, and the methods of the bait-caster may be 

made as cleanly and as skillful as those of his 

brother of the fly-rod. 

Fishing Rod Materials. 

There are many anglers who are fond of doing 

things themselves, and to such of them as fancy 

bait-casting, the idea of making their own rods 

appeals strongly. And while it is beyond most 

of them to make a passable rod nine feet in 

length, such as was used years ago, there are 

very few persons possessed of ordinary skill who 

cannot make a short rod of the type that is popu¬ 
lar to-day. 

To give assistance to those who would like to 

try this fascinating pastime is the purpose of this 

book. I disclaim any scientific knowledge in the 

art. Rather, I have simply plugged along at the 

work, making mistakes and correcting them, 

doing things topside down, perhaps, as a pro¬ 

fessional rodmaker might say, but attaining the 

end sought, after a fashion, in time. 

During the past decade I have made almost 

every tvpe of rod, and have worked snlit bam¬ 

boo. dagama, lancewood. hickory, ash. green- 

heart, washaba (bethabara), jucara prieto and 

other materials, but in no part of mv rodmaking 

have I had anv better facilities for working 

rapidly and easily than the average busy man 

commands, hence I feel easy in my mind in tell¬ 

ing the beginner how he can do this and that 

part of the work, for I am giving the results of 

my own experience, backed by the sage advice 

of some of the best known professional and 

amateur rodmakers and anglers, to many of 

whom I am greatly indebted for friendly criti- 

c:sm in my efforts to assist beginners. 

One thing which this slow and methodical 

hand work has taught me is this: To take ad¬ 

vantage of everything which will simplify the 

work of rodmaking and finishing. I would have 

you bear this in mind in reading the chapters 

that are to come. Some of my methods may 

seem clumsy to those of you who have access 
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to machine tools, or who have been advised by 

professional rodmakers; but the average begin¬ 

ner at rodmaking will work with even poorer 

facilities, perhaps, than I have commanded, and 

for him the methods described may be of some 

value. Above all things I wish to make all steps 

plain and simple. They are not scientific, but 

are practical. 
It is folly for the beginner to attempt to make 

his first rod of split bamboo, or even to obtain 

glued-up stock and fit it. Instead, he should 

obtain that material which is easiest to manipu¬ 

late, and carry the work through to some sort of 

conclusion. Then, and only then, will he master 

the first step in rodmaking and begin to realize 

how easy and. yet how difficult it is to make a 

good rod. 

Without question split bamboo is the best mater¬ 

ial known to-day. If you can obtain the material 

in butts, joints and tips, glued-up, so that the 

“making” consists merely in finishing it and fitting 

hand-grasps, ferrules and trimmings, if care is 

exercised a very good rod will be the result. But 

I would strongly advise the novice not to at¬ 

tempt to make a split bamboo rod complete; at 

least not until he has had ample practice in mak¬ 

ing all-wood rods. Instead, pay a visit to some 

professional rodmaker, if this be possible, at a 

time when he is making split bamboo rods, and 

ask permission to watch him at work for a little 

while. If you do, my word for it, you will- go 

away a wiser if not a sadder man, for you will 

have obtained the correct impression that the 

skill necessary to finish the six slender strips 

and fit them together perfectly is beyond you at 

the time, even if you can secure bamboo that 

will prove to be worth cutting up. 

This is one of the difficulties encountered in 

rodmaking, for not all of the material that looks 

good will be worth the labor of cutting. I know 

one old rodmaker who, on splitting out his 

material, tests each slender strip by bending until 

the ends meet, then examining the circlet for 

wTeak spots, and if any show he smashes the 

whole piece and tries again—a severe test, but 

one that will show defects before further labor 

is wasted. Not that this is the correct test, but 

it is one of several, the most important one being 

an examination based on long experience. 

Some of the best rodmakers will supply you 

with glued-up butts and joints, and if you are 

determined to make your first rod of this material, 

select these somewhat longer than the joints of 

your rod-to-be, so that you can pick out the best 

part of each piece when you come to fitting the 

ferrules. Take only hand made stock, for 

machine made material is not always worth 

using. The hand made stock will cost more than 

you anticipate, but it is much cheaper in the 

end. If glued-up split bamboo is to be the 

material, the method of performing the different 

parts of the fitting will be the same as described 

further on for all-wood rods. 

Next to split bamboo in the woods easily ob¬ 

tainable in the open market comes washaba, or, 

as it is known in the trade, bethabara. This is 

a heavy wood, but it is nicely adapted to short 

bait-casting rods, and one can be made to weigh 

five to six and one-half ounces, and very slender, 

that will be exceedingly powerful and full of 

ginger. Hence the weight of bethabara does not 

signify. Bethabara slightly resembles butternut 

or a light grade of black walnut in color; with 

this exception, that when freshly sawed the sur¬ 

face is covered with greenish yellow dust, very 

heavy and a bit sticky to the touch, giving one 

the impression that the wood has been sprinkled 

with yellow ochre. The wood being so hard, 

the rough saw marks hide the grain, and it is 

difficult to tell a good piece from a bad one. 

Look closely at all sides, or better, scrape two 

sides until the grain will show, and if there are 

any knots or if the corners show splinters that 

may be broken off short, discard it and look 

further. Pound the sticks smartly on the floor 

and examine closely for worm holes, which, al¬ 

though very small, are fatal to good material. 

I have said that the wood shows dust of a 

greenish-yellow color, but this seems partially 

absent in some bethabara. I prefer the grade 

which shows this characteristic, and which the 

English rodmakers call green washaba; but the 

brown washaba, the grade that does not, is much 

harder and has a closer and longer grain in the 

perfect pieces, although it seems more difficult 

to get perfect pieces in this grade. Hence it 

is well to stick to the green or dusty grades, which 

run nice as a rule and can be planed from 

both ends and on all sides with impunity. Some 

dealers sell other varieties 'of imported woods 

for bethabara, and some try to supply very poor 

greenheart instead; but reliable men may be de¬ 

pended on to give you what you ask for. 

The fine shavings from bethabara are so wiry 

and tough that a handful of them can be used 

for a long time in polishing finished joints. They 

cling together totally unlike those from green- 

heart, which are short and very brittle. 

Bethabara logs are sawed into planks which 

go to the rodmakers in thicknesses of seven- 

eighths of an inch, sometimes more. Generally 

the lumbermen cut logs into pieces seven-eighths 

by one inch and three feet long, but you can get 

other lengths. These pieces must be ripped. If, 

however, they will cut the material to your 

order, it will be well to have the butt five-eighths 

of an inch and the tips three-eighths for a two- 

piece rod. There is a good deal of cutting before 

you can be satisfied with the squared stock; and 

another thing, you must decide which end of 

your stock is to be the butt, or large end, be¬ 

fore you begin to taper it. 

There are two or three peculiarities about this 

wood that will astonish you at first. Stock that 

is cut thin may be very crooked. I have worked 

pieces so crooked that it seemed a waste of time 

to do anything with them, but after they were 

finished and the rod hung up by the top on a 

brad driven into the wall, all the kinks soon dis¬ 

appeared and the rod became as straight as a 

perfect arrow. 

This method of straightening is advisable with 

any rod, and especially tips. Where rods are 

put away in tackle cabinets or closets, with all 

parts tied up in a cloth partition case, it very 

often happens that one of the strings of the case 

is tied more securely than the others, thus bend¬ 

ing the tips slightly; and, if left in this shape 

for long, with perhaps some heavy object rest¬ 

ing against all, a very crooked rod may be taken 

out later on. Even standing joints on the floor 

with the tops resting against the wall may warp 

them. Better hang tips up, and the whole rod, 

too, if practicable. Dealers who handle the 

finest wood rods often suspend them all from 

the tops in cases made for this purpose. 

Bethabara as a rule does not warp or take set 

easily, but cut any wood into thin strips and 

throw it about and it will warp out of shape. 

Varnish puts an end to this, as it prevents rapid 

changes of temperature from affecting the wood 

easily. 
In preparing to work bethabara, put on a pair 

of overalls or a long apron. The dust is very 

penetrating and somewhat sticky, and there is an 

oily substance that adheres to the edge of the 

plane, dulling it until removed. Wash your 

hands with soap and water, and you will be 

surprised to see the water turn a deep salmon 

color, and the lather from the soap just like 

so much red paint. No stain need be feared, 

however, although old rodmakers tell me that 

after continued working of this wood, their hair 

takes on a slight pinkish shade, due, evidently, 

to the action of the alkali in the soap. 

Dagama in perfect pieces is even more easily 

obtainable than bethabara, and of all the rod 

materials known I strongly advise the beginner 

to make his first rod of dagama. He will have 

less difficulty in working it, is more likely to get 

first-class stock of nice straight grain, and it will 

give him good satisfaction. Having in mind the 

disappointing experiences I had in my first at¬ 

tempts to work bethabara, due for the most part 

to poor material, I asked several of the best 

known firms of rodmakers for their opinions, and 

these agreed perfectly with my own, which is 

that while first-class bethabara will give better 

satisfaction, dagama of good quality is more 

easily obtained, can be worked to better advan¬ 

tage by the novice, and will make a good 

rod. 
Dagama comes from Cuba and is rather com ■ 

mon. The tree grows to a height of forty or 

fifty feet and has few branches. As a rule it 

comes in billets six or seven feet long, split from 

the log, but as these are not expensive, the 

novice who expects to make two or three rods 

can use the best part of a billet to advantage. 

The wood is rather white when first split, but 

exposure to the air turns it pale yellow and it 

darkens slightly when made up into rods. _ It 

resembles lancewood so closely that unless pieces 

of both are placed side by side it is difficult to 

tell which is which. Its grain is closer and 

straighter than that of lancewood, however, and 

it has none of the pins or knots that characterize 

lancewood and make that wood so unsatisfac¬ 

tory to work. Dagama is light, stiff and elastic, 

breaks with a long, splintering fracture, some¬ 

what like hickory, is easy to work with or across 

the grain, and may be highly polished. Ferrules 

slightly larger than those used on bethabara will 

answer. 

Early References to the Reel. 

Mr. R. B. Marston, in an editorial note in the 

Fishing Gazette, says: 
“Forest and Stream, of New York, says that 

the Sporting and Dramatic News, of London, is 

authority for the statement that the earliest book 

reference to the use of the reel in angling is 

found in the ‘Gentleman’s Recreation,’ by David 

Cox, dated 1721. This is a mistake. Cox merely 

copied previous writers on angling. In a little 

book I wrote about fifteen years ago, called 

•Walton and Some Earlier Writers on Angling,’ 

I pointed out that both Walton and Barker be¬ 

fore him described the reel, or wheel, or winder; 

this was in the middle of the previous century. 

Barker used a 16 foot salmon rod.” 



Ice Yachting. 

Having enjoyed opportunities for a number 
of years of seeing a good deal of ice boating 
and being identified with the sport to a moder¬ 
ate extent, it has occurred to the writer that 
some information and suggestions upon the 
subject may be of interest. 

There appears to be growing interest in ice 
boating, or ice yachting, as many prefer styling 
it .Perhaps the size should regulate the nomen¬ 
clature. I here are craft ranging in size from 
the tiny mosquito to the first-class racer. Usu¬ 
ally the beginning is made in a small way in 
boyhood, improvements being made and larger 
and better boats built as means, skill and ex- 
perience increase. The thoroughbred ice-boat¬ 
man builds his own or at least designs every 
detail and has the work done under his super¬ 
vision. Many becoming interested at a later 
period of life, purchase boats or have them built 
to order. 

length from rudder post to center of runner 
of third class boats from 14^ to 15ft., the 
length from rudder post to centers of runner 
plank the same or a few inches more, and the 

relief probably being obtained by a moderate 
lifting of the windward runner and a little 
easing of the sheet. The low, long drawn out 
rig stays on the ice until the wind pressure and 
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At first sight there does not appear to be 
much to an ice boat. The impression conveyed 
consists of a combination of keel and runner 
plank, runners and sail rig. In practice there 
are found to be a niultitude of details to be 
thought out, collected, built and assembled, not 
at first glance apparent. The smallest size that 
can be fairly called an ice boat makes a track 
of about 6Hft. The total length of keel is 
about double the length of the runner plank and 
the sail area is close to ioo sq. ft., which is a 
larger proportion of sail than can be applied to 
larger boats, for the reason that the sailor can 
shift his weight either forward or aft or to 
windward, practically all the way from rudder 
to runner plank. . Boats of this size, if properly 
designed and built, develop astonishing speed, 
and afford a good deal of pleasure to boys 
Crushing at the same time valuable experience. 

1 he most common and convenient sizes are 
the fourth class, up to 250 sq. ft. of sail, and the 
third class, up to 350 sq. ft. The second class 
is going out, and few, if any, first class ice 
yachts are now being built. Notable in the first 
class are Archibald Rogers’ Jack Frost and 
John A. Roosevelt’s Icicle, carrying about 800 
ST R. of sail. Eight hundred and fifty feet is 
the limit, though the Rocket, built by the late 
George Cooley, of Red Bank, N. J., had gn 
sq. ft. of sail in sloop rig. 

It is best for a group of ice-boatmen to settle 
upon a medium size or class, to avoid handicap 
racing and a number of classes varying by ioo 
or 150 sq. ft. of sail. All in all, it seems to the 
writer that the third class, not exceeding 350 
sq. ft., is. the best size, and that the sloop is the 
proper rig. 

Present practice on the Shrewsbury River at 

r 

total length of keel from 28 to 30ft. The mast 
is stepped 2}4 to 3/4 feet ahead of center of 
plank, depending upon the shape of the main¬ 
sail and the proportions exiting between it and 
the jib. The latter is usually made to contain 
from 1-6 to 1-5 of the total area. The Hudson 
River type of mainsail, as formerly built by 

THE NORTHWEST. 

Buckout, was long drawn out on the foot with 
rather a square head. The Shrewsbury type is 
quite the reverse—hoist about the same as 
track, high peak and short on the foot. While 
more sensitive to light breezes and livelier, they 
are not so liable to make wicked spins or slats, 
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NORTHWEST LIFTING. 

vibration cause the runners to let go their hold 
when something is liable to happen. 

The tallest third class rig the writer has seen 
was on the Northwest, designed by Irving 
fiance, ana built under his supervision. No 
boat was truer or better for gale racing. Un¬ 
fortunately, it was destroyed by fire But the 
extra tall and high peaked mainsail doe 
appear to be the best for moderate sailing 
winds.. A more reasonable sail plan is better 

Waving m a general, way remarked upon 
classes, rigs and proportions, the writer ventures 
to enumerate some of the essential requisites of 
a speedy and handy ice yacht. There should be 

auPrMPlr ra/10 °j sail area t0 hulli the sails 
shouJd be of good quality and of proper shape 

wPn ,+t’ the b°at ®hol,ld balance and handle 
well the runners should be of suitable size 
good construction and correctly attached to the 
boat; the runner plank must have springiness 
life and strength; neatness and quality of ali 
parts and details are essential 

The faster a boat, sails, the more the wind 
Iraws in ahead. This is the reason that an ice 

boat can beat to Reward. The lighter the wind, 

^renmore a, boat.llas be kept up to it, and the 
‘ °vnf /he wind the further off the course 

b aid', The. same principle applies in 
sailing on the wind—a considerable speed 
draws the wind in ahead, so that the boat has to 
be kept off about 5 points from the true direc- 

theTwn?d ln order to make satisfactory 
headway. It is poor judgment to starve an 
1c?p, at ,°‘ wind by close pointing. 

he wind that hits a sail is the resultant be- 
tween the velocity of the wind and the speed of 
t ie Doat. Graphical analysis seems to show that 
he average angle of the sail to the line of the 

keel should be one half of the angle which the 
resultant wind makes with the keel, in order to 
attain the maximum driving force in the line 
of the boat s course. If this is approximately 
correct, it points out the necessity of tending 
the sheet on. different points of sailing. As 
there is a limit to the amount the sheets may be 
eased, the sails should be proportioned to give 
a good out-draft on moderate easing of sheets 

it may be desirable and advisable for a be¬ 
ginner to read up the various descriptive articles 
on ice boat sailing and building which have ap- 
pcaied from time to time in the sportsmen’s 
PaPe.rf a,nd magazines. Some of the designs 
published, however, while valuable for sugges¬ 
tions and details, are decidedly freaky, and to 
follow them closely would in some cases prob¬ 
ably result in loss of time and money. 

Sound construction with good materials can¬ 
not be too strongly urged. Extreme lightness 
is neither desirable nor necessary. Correct gen¬ 
eral dimensions and good balance are, to the 
writer, the most important requisites. Other 
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details may be altered and improved as the re¬ 
sult of experience. Each season s sport will 
probably induce a revision of ideas and 
opinions, though frequently the ice boating sea¬ 
son is too short for thoroughly trying out a 
boat. On the other hand, hard winters may be 
recalled when there was good boating oft and 
on for a period of two or more months. 

It does not seem possible to design and build 
a good ice boat wholly from scientific reason¬ 
ing. It is rather a tentative operation, the re¬ 
sult of experience and close observation, com¬ 
bined with a correct idea of the underlying 
principles and skilful designing. 

Finally a word as to materials, tor the 
keel and runner plank of boats of moderate 
size white pine or Jersey poplar are suitable 
woods, if of good quality; for spars use spruce 
The writer does not favor hollow keels, or 
backbones, as they are sometimes called^ Ihe 
saving in weight is very slight compared with 
the increased cost, and it is doubtful whether 
the weight saved is of any benefit, as no very 
light ice boat, unless weighted, is good on the 
wind While hollow spars may be of advantage 
to sailboats, it may be questioned whether their 
increased diameter does not offset the saving 
in weight by reason of their gre^er^n^g®T 

Red Bank, N. J. 

Going to Sea. 
IConcluded from page 24.) 

The fo’castle was in the forward end of the 
house that was built on deck between the fore¬ 
mast and the main hatch. It was a dark little 
box about 10ft. by 12ft., entered by a door on 
each side, and as my eyes became accustomed 
to the gloom I saw a double row of bunks that 
looked more like stalls than bed places, foui 
against the forward bulkhead, two against the 
after partition, and two along each side of the 
room lapping by the after bunks and ending 
iust so as to leave room for the doors between 
them and the forward bunks. The upper ones 
of these side bunks were the most desirable ot 
all as they each had access to the window in 
the side of the house. The only other means of 
lighting the place was by the doorways, and when 
these were closed or when night settled down a 
badly dilapidated lantern hanging from a beam in 
the middle of the fo’castle furnished light. 

I changed my blue serge suit for a new shift 
of dungarees with the breeches about six inches 
too long in the legs. We did not have long to 
shift our clothes before the mates came to the 
fo’castle door to get us to turn to, but in the 
short time we did have I was watching the rest 
of the crew. They all seemed cheerful enough 
and were, all but one, quite young men. Jim 
was the exception, an old codger whose nation¬ 
ality no one could determine, but whose age was 
close on to sixty. He by the aid of his whiskey 
bottle was fast getting drunk. Then there was 
a powerful young Swiss who went by the name 
of Fred and was a queer kind of a character. 
He also came from the Home along with Bill, a 
Norwegian, with a long-pointed beard and looked 
more like a Jehu than anything else, and myself. 
The others were Kaiser, a little bit of a short 
German just up to my shoulders; Peter, a Spaniard, 
and Charlie, a Prussian, who turned out to be 
the strongest man in the ship. These were to 
be my companions for close on to a year, ana it 
was but natural we should make ourselves ac¬ 
quainted. When we stepped on deck we were 
put to work passing the towing hawser, a, great 
big twelve-incher as big around as a man s leg, 
aft on to the poop deck and down to the tug 
lying close under the Wright’s stern, waiting to 
pull her out into the river. 

When all was ready those who were not going 
jumped ashore, the tug started to puff, and 
slowly, very slowly, the bark began to back along 
the pier. The crowd on the dock threw our 
mooring lines off and followed us out to the end 
of the' pier, some to shout farewell, others 
drawn simply by curiosity. We, on the bark, had 
our hands full just then pulling in wet and drip¬ 
ping hawsers and getting the heavy fenders in 
on deck, but I managed to find time to glance 

ashore just as we were leaving the dock, and 
there, standing a full head above the crowd, was 
Bob looking rather dubious, but still bravely 
waving a farewell to me. 

And now there was no retreating, so pulling 
my thoughts together I made up my mind I had 
to go on to the end. It was a beautiful clear 
day, that 3d day of August, 1892, the East River 
was alive with its ferryboats, tugboats, smacks 
and schooners, while down the bay was a fleet 
of outward bounders—the schooners under sail, 
making the mose of the westerly wind blowing 
to save towage, but all the square-riggers like 
ourselves, had a tug ahead. The atmosphere was 
so clear the red houses on the Bayonne shore, 
back of the Statue of Liberty, seemed closer than 
usual, while Bay Ridge, with its fleet of yachts, 
looked strange and unfamiliar. 

I had never viewed the shores from so high 
a platform as I was now on, and perhaps that 
was the reason. 

We braced around the main yards for the 
westerly wind that was blowing, and in doing so 
the topsail brace parted and Bill and I were sent 
up to get hold of it and splice it. From here, as 
we sat on the main yard, I could see the streets 
opening up along South Brooklyn as we passed 
them. I could trace out my home on Forty- 
seventh street, and even see the row of build¬ 
ings it was in, the brick school house on the 
corner and the little church spire beyond. On 
deck the heat was intense and all hands were 
hard at work. All the fenders were put down, 
the fore hatch, the barrels of coal were rolled 
under the fo’castle head, all the spare lumber 
was lashed and relashed across the mam hatch; 
then also sheets and tacks were got out and bent 
on, and the anchors hove up on the bows and 
lashed. 

While this sounds easy it takes a long and 
tiresome job of heaving and straining at the cap- 
stain bars to raise the anchors, that weighed 
about two tons each, to the height of the fo castle 
head upon which the heavy flukes were landed 
and firmly lashed so the big black wooden stock 
stood up alongside the cat head on each side 
like two immense horns, there to stay until Val¬ 
paraiso was reached. 

I never had done any real hard work before, 
but now I was working like a stevedore. My 
pride would not let me hang back. I would do 
as much as the rest or drop, and when an order 
was given I jumped to obey, although many of 
them were Greek to me, and I had to wait until 
someone else took hold first. But I showed I 
was willing, and this alone was probably what 
saved me from abuse for my ignorance. 

Then, although I was half dead already, just 
as we were off the Swash Channel we were 
ordered aloft to “loose everything.” I climbed 
up the main rigging with some, while others went 
up and loosened the sails on the foremast. I 
never knew how the sails were kept on the yards 
until I lay out on the topsail yard, and imitat¬ 
ing the others began to cast off the gaskets as 
the ropes that are wrapped around both yard 
and sail are called. 

I looked down on deck as I was working to 
see if the mates or anyone was watching me, 
for I knew I must have made an awkward figure, 
my legs spread out like a letter A, trying to keep 
my footing on the swinging foot rope that would 
insist on swinging under the yard, and trying 
to capsize me. But a little practice soon taught 
me to hold my legs rigid as I worked. 

When all hands had come down on deck we 

sheeted home the lower topsails and then started 
to hoist the heavy fore upper topsail. But the 
old fellow Jim had sneaked into the fo castle as 
soon as he came down from aloft and was not 
missed until we tallied on to the fall. I hen 
the mate saw he was missing, and while the sec¬ 
ond mate and the rest of us slowly hoisted the 
heavy yard to the tune of a shanty, sung y 
the second mate, he went forward to hunt up 
Jim. The next thing I knew I heard some 
swearing and there was the mate dragging Jim 
by one leg aft to the mainmast. He was dead 
drunk and limp as a rag. The combined kicks 
of the captain and mate failed to rouse him from 
his drunken stupor, so they left him to sober up 
after sousing him from head to foot with a couple 
of buckets of salt water. I noticed as he lay 
there on his side one ear was full of water, and 
so it stayed until the hot sun drank it up, and 
his coarse red skin was turned to a bright scarlet 

Sail after sail was mast-headed and sheeted 
home, while I did my best to remember where 
the different ropes led to. One thing I notlced 
was that the ropes that led to one side of the 
back at the foremast led to the opposite side at 
the mainmast. So that while the fore upper top¬ 
sail halliards came down to port the mam came 
down on the starboard side, and the same thing 
was true about the yards as they went up on the 
mast, the main topsail being to starboard, the top¬ 
gallant halliards came to port, and the royal to 
starboard, alternating. What I could not at first 
reconcile to any regular order were the many 
buntlines and clewlines, but I learned them a 
before Valparaiso was reached and could find any 

on the darkest night. 
The gear was old and worn, and our crew 

none too large, so when we came to the heavy 
main topsail the captain, cook and all hands 

tallied on. , , , 
Going through the Narrows we were boarded 

by a pilot from a pilot schooner that was beating 
out, although our captain had refused to hire 
him, saying he had waited over an hour tor 
his pilot at the dock and did not want one now. 
There was just enough wind in the lower bay 
to keep what sail we had set full, and all hands 
were now given a few minutes’ rest after the 
heavy work of setting sail. My strength was 
well nigh exhausted, and I was just beginning 
to think I could get a moment’s rest, when the 
mate came forward with a blue flag on his arm 
and a couple of rope yarns and told me to seize 
the flag on the fore royal backstay. So aloft i 
started and got half way up the topmast rigging 
when my strength nearly failed me. I hung 
close to the ratlines for a minute for my head , 
to stop swimming, and then slowly crawled up 
to the gallant rigging. I reached the royal rig¬ 
ging, made the flag fast, and noticed as it blew , 
out that it was the blue peter, the pilot flag. 
Looking ahead, as I made my way slowly down, 
I saw it was a signal, for there lay a pilot 
schooner at anchor just ahead of us, her large 
blue flag flying from a long pole at the main top 
mast, and as I looked a boat put out Root her 
side and pulled off to intercept us. Our tug 
then slowed down, the heavy hawser sagged and 
dipped into the water, but still the bark forged 
ahead so it took some skill for the men in the 
pilot yawl to hook on to our main chains. But 
they knew their business, and making no effort 
to catch the line hove to them by our mate they 
caught the channels with their boat hook, while 
the pilot, disdaining the use of a side ladder our 
captain had had thrown over for him, dropped 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 

(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, ‘Designer/’ Boston. 
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HOLLIS BURGESS 
INSURANCE of all kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST.. BOSTON, MASS/ 
 Telephone, 1905-1 Main. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT ®. CLARK. 

»4?mAtYR^?itects and ENG1NEKRS- TAunl DnUKtnAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (Sl STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
IS William Street, - New York. 

Telephone* 137S and 13T6 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

Unde Lisha's Shop. 

Life*£/ £°™er of Yankee land.. By Rowland E. Robin- 
•on. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

5bo°otmaSker a‘£d rP'aC' °f business of Uncle Lisha 
ex^Ynce wht.f d repalter! wa! a sort of sportsman’s 

/"inters anMerme'nlf ‘the w!dely“ 

meet °£ and tautdoo/dl^ 

forest and stream PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
SketchiMhnfr,dh,araCterLan<i in,cident w>th rod and gun from 

CUS? 8A® 
to1'write ofhhIi?yfit.Il<?Ught that PromPted Mr. Fred Mather 
reeeir.5 3 fish,nk companions. The chapters were 
have kLWlth» a warra welc°me at the beginning and 
Fished sustained interest. The ’Menl^Have 

papen ew pres«*t the m°St X>0PuIar a”1'* of r pcrs ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

into the yawl, and boat and men were soon far 
astern. 

Of? to the eastward a breeze was showing on 
the water and the fleet of vessels that had come 
out of New York ahead of us were all close- 
hauled, slowly crawling out to sea. Our tug 
held on until the lightships were out of sight 
astern, and by that time we were well up with 
the tail of the fleet, and I counted eight ships 
or barks besides our own. We all tallied on to 
haul the heavy hawser aboard and coil it down 
on top of the forecastle, when the tug gave three 
short toots of her whistle and then, after coming 
up alongside for his pay, the tugboat captain 
wished us happy voyage” and the tug soon 
dwindled to a dot of steam astern. 

_C. G. Davis. 

Xmas Yachtsman. 
The Christmas number of the Yachtsman, pub¬ 

lished in England every week, contains some 
very interesting full page pictures, reprints of 
engravings that appeared in the Illustrated Lon¬ 
don News in 1870 and 1871, showing the Ameri¬ 
can schooner yacht Sappho, racing with the Eng¬ 
lish schooner yacht Cambria, also a drawing 
showing the schooner yacht Henrietta in mid- 
?cean driving hard under all sail with a quarter¬ 
ing wind. 

WILLIAM GARDNER, 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway. (Telephone 2160 Rector), New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS ® PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

_San Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

C&.noe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
P-verything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. V aux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Laomches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechn?c“ 

wfth' theWH ffi th|f- ru"nm^, of the marine gas engine, and 

to meet w th ThA hat tke gas engineer is likely 7h l £nglnes are described, some pages 
devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 

o the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat 

riSS of theed ffi/ u the book’ however, is a dear desc/pl 
Ii0? °,f the difficulties met with in running a gas engine 

lnC f Ui?C? a,^ how to remedy them. In this discussion 
5Ltechnicahtles are avoided, and the author has boiled 
d°"" a Ja3t. amount of practical knowledge into small 
hoar ™and mt? every-day language. The amateur power 
aoa4.™an needs this book, for it will save him much time 
and trouble, and probably not a little money 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ancient Lights. 
A very interesting article on ancient light¬ 

houses of England appears in the current num¬ 
ber of the Nautical Magazine, published at Glas¬ 
gow, Scotland. It tells of the days when lights 
were hung in huge iron cages called chauffers, 
and consisted of a wood or coal fire burnt in 
them. It also tells how the early lights on Eddy- 
stone were furnished by twenty-four candles. 

Adelaide Wins 1907 Championship. 
Adelaide, owned by Messrs. C. A. and P H 

Adee. has been decided the winner in the New 
York Y. C. s one-design class, having made the 
highest percentage in the races outlined at the 
beginning of the season as the ones from which 
the percentage was to be figured. 

This series of races consisted of twenty events 
extending from June 8 to Sept. 5. In these 
races Adelaide won the majority from each of 
her individual competitors. The summary fol- 

Adelaide . Fir/ts’ Seconds. Thirds. 

Alera .4 c 8 

Atair .  1 9 o 
Phryne . 1 2 0 
Carliter . i o 9 
Dahinda . q q ^ 

Bensonhurst Y. C. Officers. 
The following ticket has been proposed for 

the officers for 1908: Commodore, William H. 
Childs; Vice-Commodore, William J. O’Neill- 
£rar„?ommodore’ Samuel Cochrane; Secretary,’ 
W. W. Roberts; Treasurer, Leo A. McTighe; 
Measurer, Alfred Mackay; Race Committee, John 
Brown, chairman; Richard W. Rummell, George 
L. Beston, George R. Le Sauvage and William 
R. Inslee, House Committee, C. H Clayton 
Chairman; C. L. Dingens and Arthur T. Wells •’ 
Nominating Committee, Richard W. Rummell 
Chairman; Arthur C. Bellows, Richard B. Moore’ 
C. H. Clayton and John F. Eggert; Audit Com¬ 
mittee, A. H. Hawkins, Chairman; Charles H. 
MacKrell and W. R. Sainsbury; Directors, Al¬ 
fred R. Mackay, Richard B. Moore and A J 
Boyd; Delegates Yacht Racing Association of 
Gravesend Bay, John Brown and George R. Le 
Sauvage; Delegates American Power Boat Asso¬ 
ciation, Walter M. Bieling and Arthur T. Wells. 

There is but very little yacht building this 
winter owing no doubt to the money scarcity 
which now fortunately is over. Some yards have 
had to lay off most of their men, some have man¬ 
aged to get a few jobs that keep them going, 
but when spring comes there will be the same 
scramble to get the boats overboard. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price |100 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Boats and 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A “gR,-a- 

motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams 9 
paid "fl djawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 

s' auih,?r !s a bui]der and designer of national reputa¬ 
tion. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full 

£ffeam|ans' Th/at Portio1’ of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Ragging. 

A <Y?mP,ete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 

SffiTMS! aw*' By Lim“ 
stmtfo/Ut//J h?S taken ’r desigrls for practical demon- 
,Yat‘°D one °f. a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both d/ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 

Amencan reqmrements. Full instructions, even ?to the 

^0^ The 1nformaPVen' f°r thC b]?ilding °f both these 
otknf*. ,dhe lnf°rmation is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but whit is 

th/hlp? Iesat0 a wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. truing to 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.i\oe a.nd Boat Building. 
Jj Compete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction ol 

Bln°w’ pOWSt?DhlnsSaiIn8,RBoat|’ and Hunting Craft 
Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 

nlatdl ir, 264 ?ages’ Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.0C. 7 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Bigf-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. . 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local 
ities where big game-moose and caribou-are S 
abundant, ana also the streams in which salmon are 

Price,’ $!!$. nVerS anJ l3keS Which abound in "rout 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Yacht Sale. 

The gasolene cruising launch Elcaya has been 
sold by Mr. James M. Dodge, Philadelphia, Pa., 
to a gentleman in this city through the agency 
of Stanley M. Seaman, 220 Broadway, Mew 
York. Elcaya is of the hunting cabin type, 4711- 
long, equipped with a Craig engine. Her owner, 
whose name is withheld for the present, exPeHs 
to use her on the Long Island Sound and St. 
Lawrence River. The yacht has been delivered 

'' Among the sales of yachts not previously 
reported by Mr. Henry J. Gielow, of this city, 

are the following: , „ . . 
Steam yacht Lavrock, to the Department of 

Water Supply, New York city; steam yacht 
Impatient, for Mr. J. J. MacMulkin to the 
United States Government; sloop Margaret, tor 
Dr. George M. Tuttle to a gentleman who will 
use the yacht on the coast of Maine during the 
coming season; cabin motor launch Julia 11., tor 
Mr. Powell G. Fithian to Mr. E. W. Rowell, 
who will cruise in Southern waters on the boat, 
gasolene launch Helene, for Mr. W. E. Anms o 
Mr E. Lederer, of this city; also hunting cabin 
launch for Mr. A G. Brown to Mr. W. Allen- 
der for service on Long Island Sound. 

Boccaccio. 

Boccaccio, whose lines are printed herewith, is 
a sister boat to Bajazzo, published last week. 
Both are handsome little boats of their type an 
give us on this side of the big pond some idea 
of the perfection attained by the German de 
signers of small boats. „ • 

Boccaccio was designed and built by H. Heiclt- 
mann, of Hamburg, Germany. She is 26.66 feet 
over all, 16.6 feet waterline, 5.66 feet beam and 
draws 3.6 feet of water. _ , . 

She is a boat very similar to our raceabout 
type, has good freeboard and ends, making a 
powerful boat in a seaway. But for her rig, 
which is the sliding gunter style of yard on the 
mainsail instead of the gaff used on American 
boats, we might take her for a Yankee. the 
reefing gear is the patent rolling boom reef gear 
such as the little Hamburg used this past season 
in the Long Island Sound races. 

The Wampanoag Sold. 

John Doran, of Quebec, Canada, has bought 
from E. W. Burdett, of Boston, Mass., through 
the agency of Stanley M. Seaman, of this city, 
Wampanoag, a steam yacht. Wampanoag is a 
flush deck craft, with a triple expansion engine. 
She formerly belonged to Lieutenant Hugh L. 
Willoughby, of Newport, R. I., who used her 
along the coast. Hew new owner will take her 
to Canada in the early spring. 

CanoeinQ. 

A. C. A. Membership. 
NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division.— John G. Saxe, New York 
city, by A. M. Poole. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Eastern Division.—5417. Quincy Pond, Auburn- 
dale, Mass. ^ „ . 

Western Division.—5416, Frank Stone, Rock¬ 
ford, Ill.; S418, Thomas T. Parker, Detroit, 
Mich. 

NEW LIFE MEMBERS. 

No. 83 (A. 5110), Walwin Barr, New York 
city; No. 84 (E. 4002), William J. Ladd, Win¬ 
chester, Mass. . 

Notices of the annual dues are now being sent 
out by the treasurer of the ’A. C. A., who would 
be very glad if anyone not receiving his notice 
from any cause, including members of the East¬ 
ern Division, whose dues will be collected by 
the treasurer this vear, would write him to that 
effect, addressing S. B. Burnham, Treasurer A. 
C. A., Box 23, Providence, R. I. 
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96. 
HEER'S 1906 RECORD STILL SUPREME WITH U. M. C. SHELLS 

J. L. D. Morrison leads all shooters in his class, for 1907, with a score of .9578 

Shooting Arrow Shot Shells 
madeW9» ander9,or0ke G’ W' MaXWeI‘ •»«! R' °- '9a5 in their classes, while amateurs with U. M. C. shells 

t, . ft, HONORS GALORE 
honored any one make of shot’shells^nd'rr.ay never'again " ‘S 'he ‘eCOrd 01 marvelIous marksmanship which has never before 

* UTM.rcWsehel,Is°anndTheaiothaoiily:usednancdhernmake.^' C SM'S used * dinners of 8. The 9,h winner used 
Al Richmond, at Chicago, at Boston, at Denver, at Spokane U M C Onalitv woe i 

relied upon it. F ’ u’ u Quality was always in evidenceland the winners 

Th , . , HONORS EXCLUSIVE 

exclusivelyTandawonetrheaMilitary,CharnpronshfpSofrthe^vorldt,'JtrouawaC|l0te'fn<tUShd T° Government Cartridges 
used U. M. C. Cartridges exclusively. P P °r'd at 0ttawa last September. In ,9o3 also the American Team 

II M C a a honors unique 
,659 small marbles without a miss. U. M. C. black powder cartridges 

Were There Any Other Honors? 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

Traps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to he announced here 
send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

Jan. 14.—Bergen Beach G. C. 
Jan. 14-17. Hamilton (Ont.) G. C. eighteenth annual 

tournament. J. J. Lawlor, Sec’y. 
Jan. 16. Sistersville, W. Va.—Midwinter target tourna¬ 

ment of the Sistersville Shooting Club. Ed. O. 
Bower. Sec’y. 

Jan. 23.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G. C. Wm. 
rieles, Sec’y. 

Jan. 23-24.—Allentown, Pa.—Lehigh Valley Shooting As¬ 
sociation. C. F. Kramlich, Capt. 

Jan. 23-25.—Pinehurst (N. C.) annual midwinter handi¬ 
cap. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 

Jan. 25.—Troy, N. Y.—Tri-County Trapshooting League. 
Under auspices of Mountain View G. C. 

^S'Feb. 1.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap. 
Feb. 12.—Bergen Beach G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. T. 

Farrell. Sec’y. 

Eeb- ?2 ~Ne5 Haven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 
March 10.—Bergen Beach G. C. 
March 16-17.—Pinehurst fN. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 

pionship. Herbert L. Tillson, Sec’y. 
March 28.—McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 

cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec'y. 

April 1.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. championship of Met¬ 
ropolitan Clubs. Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 1.—Montclair, N. T.—Championship of Metropolitan 
clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

meyer, Sec’y* 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier. Sec’y, 201 Pearl street. New York. 
May .12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec'y. 
May 19.—Glean (N. Y.) G. C. F. F. Mason, Sec’y. 

MaAs2s6oc?aTionnCt0h!lV Neb--N^raska State Sportsman’s 

added. E^rl R:rt£eeeCSec’y.annUal tournamenG *500 
May 30.—McKeespor, Pa.—Enterprise G. C thirteenth 
Tl an?uaI Ttourna'"?nt- Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

in iTJeF?ey- CAyr'~^eW Jerse7 State shoot. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot 

drivers and twisters. 
The^ Tri-County League will hold a tournament on 

Jan. 25. Its midwinter tournament will be held on 

Peb. 22. Address J. J. Farrell, Troy, N Y 

* 

Capt. C. F. Kramlich writes us that on Jan. 23 and 24, 

at the Duck Farm Hotel, Allentown, Pa., there will be 

a shooting tournament. All of the first day will be 

devoted to targets, while the second day will have a live- 
bird programme. 

R 

On the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, on Jan. 4, a 

match at 20 live birds, $20, was shot between Messrs. 

Fred Muller and Richard Lamb, Muller winning by one 

bird, 17 to 16. A match was made between these two 

contestants to shoot at 100 birds each, $200, same 

grounds, on Tuesday of this week. 

R 
The Christiana-Atglen Gun Club will hold an inter¬ 

county championship and all-day tournament at Atglen, 

Pa., on Jan. 23. The programme will consist of five 

events at 15 targets, $1.30 entrance, and five at 20 tar¬ 

gets, $1.40 entrance. The latter five, total 100 targets, 

will count as the first leg in the individual trophy shoot. 

Rose system will govern, Shooting will begin at 10 

o’clock. Lunch free to the shooters. Wm. Fieles is the 

Secretary. 

W fthe St°0t 0f the New En8Iand Kennel Club at 
Braintree, Mass., Jan 4 Mr T T ’ at 

on the club cup The leg on the SC°red 3 Win 
the credit of M?r R r I. ” the season troPhy was to 

nr. k. C. Storey, with a score of 23. 

R 

Secretary Geo. w. Mains informs us that the Enter 

test" for'th D -,°f ^cKeeSP°rt’ Pa” will hold a con- 
,, e D3lIy News CUP on March 28, and the 

hirteenth annual tournament on May 30. For the cup, 

e final contest will take place in 1909. 

R 

Two live-bird matches were held near Pottsville Pa 

“he 2d The TtC.heS Pr°Ved something contrary to 
the old saw, namely, “there is room at the top.” They 

proved that there is more room at the bottom. The 

special dispatch recounts: “The first match was between 

Lews Sterner and Fred Rabenau, both of Pottsville. 

The former won, grassing 5 out of 9, his opponent kill- 

mg 3 out of 11. The second match was between Joseph 

Murphy of Branchdale. and James Bendigo, of Jones¬ 

town The former won, kill 7 out of 13, Bendigo grass¬ 
ing 5 out of 14.” 6 s 

R 

A dispatch from Shamokin, Pa., to the Philadelphia 

Inquirer may be a shadow of a coming event, and 

further may show that real money is not so scarce as 

the public seems to believe. Thus: “Following the 

defeat of Nicholas Bohr, this place, last New Year’s 

Day, at the West End Gun Club Park, by Nathan 

Benner, Mahanoy City, who captured a $400 purse in a 

pigeon match, Roden, a local marksman, challenged the 

winner to shoot a match for $500. Benner will likely 

accept the challenge, and the match will probably take 
place here.” 
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The second team contest between the Northside Rod 

and Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., and the Maywood 

Gun Club, was shot on the grounds of the latter on Jan. 

4 There were five men on a side. The Maywood team 

won by a score of 100 to 95. The Northside team was 

victor in the team contest on Christmas Day. The next 

match will be shot on the Northside Gun Club grounds. 

The 

O’Brien 

Williamson 

The shooters of the Crescent Athletic Club, Brooklyn, 

had most unpleasant weather conditions to face on 

Saturday of last week, there being much rain wind, 

rawness of temperature and bad light. A valuable gun, 

offered as a prize by Mr. T. W. Stake, brought out a 

strong field, thirteen shooters contesting. The one w 

scores the most legs on it in a series of nine contests 

commencing on Jan. 4, is the winner. Each contestant 

must participate in at least three contests to qualify. 

Mr H. B. Vanderveer scored the first win. Mr. J. • 

Ernst scored the first leg on the January cup with -3. 

The leg in the team contest went to the credit of Messrs. 

J B. Stephenson and L. M. Palmer, Jr. Mr. L. C. 

Hopkins was the only one who scored the limit in one 

event of the day. 

competition. The Preliminary handicap will follow, 

conditions of the latter are 100 targets, unknown angles, 

$7 entrance (targets included), handicaps 16 to 21yds., 

$75 added, high guns. Five 15-target events will be 

shot on Jan. 25, prior to the Midwinter handicap, at 100 

targets, $10 entrance, handicaps 16 to 21yds., high guns, 

$125 added. The members of the handicap committee 

are George L. Lyon (chairman), Durham, N. C.; Joseph 

H. Hunter, Washington, D. C.; C. W. Billings Ocean 

Port, N.J.; Dr. Edward F. Gleason, Boston, and J. • erns 

Johnson," Raleigh, N. C. G. Dan Morgan, Pinehurst, is 

Secretary-Manager. 

Schug . 9 4 
G Emmons . ° ® 
A Emmons . 4 10 
Short 

. 10 .. .. 
12 4 .. 5 10 15 

5 .. 8 .. .. 8 15 
10 

13 12 13 

McKane . 9 12 13 
9 11 

8 
Van Valer . 6 .5. 
May .. 
Ryder . 3 " ' 
Hoffmeier . 12 

.::::::::::::;;;;1310 a v" '9 i| 
. 14 12 13 14 .. 25 

10 17 

Bernard Waters. 

About Handicaps. 

W. Va., Dec. 28, 1907.—While there has 
beSenTaRSgVreatEdeVaVl' said and' bitten''about'"'the several 
forms of handicap for the trapshooter it has occurred 
to the writer that the half has not been told, ana tnai 
it would be interesting if the representative sl4°oter| 
throughout the country would take up the matter 
give us their views through the columns of the severa 

imin 1 c As for our ODimon, we will start sportsmen’s journals.^ Asjor^our See the 

Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Shaner has mailed us some CrosT^ efal. ma"or"- 

forms, application and explanatory, for registered tour- cap ^ 'hoodrS) but because the majority of our 

naments under the auspices of the Interstate Associa- fhyooters have remained silent on the subject and tak 

tion. They are very complete and are a model of typo- them medicine. ^ criticise the management of any 

graphical excellence and good taste. He says, I have W c shootirlg organization.or are 

mailed 7,560 of the blanks, and an equal number of f we think: therrJ absolutely they 

explanatory forms, to gun clubs and individuals through: d°'nS- the face of the ’earth will you find a half 
out the United States and Canada. I would be pleased Where m°nn_strictl speaking who are cf?b'edrfdP™E'. 

to have you state in the trap department of I-orest and ef]y handicapping fifty, .seventy-five om hh0u™r^tiscfied 

Stream that I will gladly send blanks and explanatory money Tnd a g'ood 

forms to any person who makes application for them. 

Application for sanction must be made not less than 

thirty days prior to the opening date of the tourna¬ 

ment, otherwise the conditions are as published in 

Forest and Stream of Dec. 14, last year. 

number would have remained 

The fearless criticism of Mr. Ed. O. Bower, of Sisters- 

ville W Va., on the matter of handicapping, published 

in our trap columns this week, contains much over 

which the trapshooter may wisely pause and ponder. 

The main purpose of the Interstate Association appears 

to be to make the G. A. H. the largest handicap numer¬ 

ically that it is possible to compass. The consumption 

of ammunition in future years, as well as at the present 

moment should also be considered by the I. A. Quality 

of the G. A. H. shooters should dominate quant 

entrance fee of the G. A. H. should be at least 

at least distinguish it financially from a cross roads 

shoot. The Interstate Association should lhave its 

own permanent, fully equipped grounds, for the reason 

best sport in,the world. ^ ^ Grand merican Handi- 

the premier event of “ie 

, „U the wool’over the eyes of several hundred 
shoo ers and skin them out of some money? 
shoote -who knows but the h{e of some of our 

clubs is sorely affected by these larger 
.j^ c-uAAfprc home with the blues De- 

cap. which is looked upon as 
‘ rr> _ -.11 4-V>n nrrtftl fWP f t 

year 
of our 
Certainly not 
vprv best cun clubs is soreiy auctiv-u u; <■ 
tournaments sending shooters home with the 

cause of their handicap.^ if these tournaments were 
that might _ possibly cut: the at- 

.. 6 .. .. 
S 9 10 .. 

.. 10 10 .. 
9 9 8.. 
7 13 9 .. 
.. 8 12 .. 

Merchandise event; 
Class A. 

. 20 21—41 
Re-entrv. 
22 20-42 

. 21 20—41 22 22—44 
.. 13 13—26 

17 18-35 .. 21 18—39 

G K Kouwenhoven, 18. .. 23 21—44 

Class B. 
.. 19 19—38 

20 18—38 .. 21 15—36 
.. 15 18—33 14 17—31 
.. 17 20—37 

23 20—43 
11 U L»ci gcu, -*• .- 

.. 17 18—35 

..15 14—29 

.. 17 21—38 

.. 16 15—31 

.. 19 19—38 
18 19—37 .. 15 20—35 

.. 21 18—39 19 17—36 

..18 17—35 
23 16—39 

A L Burns, i7. 
Class C. 

.. 18 18—36 

.. 15 13—28 

.. 13 14—27 17 21—38 

.. 16 12-28 
9 10—19' .. 10 11—21 

.. 17 15—32 

.. 11 4—15 

..11 12—23 

..11 10—21 

.. 12 9—21 
14 14—28 .. 17 16—33 

... 18 10—28 

... 20 20-40 

... 18 17—35 

...14 14—28 

... 15 11—26 
12 15—27 

1 3 V dll ' dlt-l , ao • . , 
... 16 16—32 

W H Johnson, 17... .... 18 19 37 

Dec. 28.- 
Beach Gun Club, ha<T eleven participants. The st^ per¬ 
former was Mr. Geo. Kouwenhoven who scored 68 out 

From the 21yd. mark he broke 18 out ot A 

c-e«C«S thosrwho 
tendance d°bo"T1J'Reeling*that "they at least had an equal 

H. shooters should dominate quantity. The chance’with the other fellow t0 ‘would” be' Setter number "of new shooters are in evidence. 

$25 to that the feeling all ‘KSVcourazed rather Jan. 4,-The weather was windy, rainy and 

of 75. 

to-day and the art of eye. 

than the P°S„Sibil^o°ating baeinsgchfmrthat will allow . 
We are not 

certain few to 
adV°Cthenfurkerleach year; far from it. 

ter—after their congratulations 

that the ciuu, navies w..,- -- — — —tor tne munass.i.y.. — ry' ' i VP„r bu 
present conditions must endeavor to reimburse itself at jhey shall expect him back ^ gun clubs^ of 

lanent, tuny equipped gruunua, ‘fr ““lld be an easy matter—alter tneir s 
club, having the G. A. H. in _charge^ under managementjo^ politely inform the wmne^that Dreyer 

present wuumuua -- . , , . . , v. bit?- nrize. JNeariy an me guu j 
the first attempt for the extra _ outlay unavoidably m- barre^from th thefr "practice shooting 

curred, as it has no assurance whatever that it will have the ^her they would have a cl^ance^o w.n^tmev ^ 

second opportunity to obtain revenue for the extra like, « will^My, ^he £vaendheAsatisfaction of knowing 
not, who may be an ex- capital invested. The abuses incidental to so-called doi[a' - - t, ; friend trom ivnssuui., «**« . d 

tions would be eliminated if the Association owned its ^hat.y^ shot and t known, did slip in, and 

, rr*i_ _ Untitovpr i«= vprv broad, and ...:a *u\c orlvnntace. carry on tne prum. _ 

we . 
they would at ... 
their friend from Missouri, 

lucky number of Mr. Shevlin seemed to be 

Scores follow: - 
Events; 
Targets: 

)reyer ... 
Bergen . 14 
Hopkins . 
Armitage . 
Thompson ...*.. 
Shevlin . 7, 
Osterhout . q 
Slavin .. 

raw. The 
13 out of 25. 

2 
25 
15 
16 
19 
10 
15 
13 
12 

8 

5 
25 
11 

6 
25 
12- 

18 21 20 
12 12 18 a 
12 13 14 
18 

ii 13 is 
11 
11 10 20 .. 

grounds. The subject, however, is very broad, and with this advantage, carry off understqod 
.t • u. orlmnrn and Tn conclusion, We desire _ oil ottpntmn 

has much of interest which can be advanced pro and 

con. We cordially indorse Mr. Bower’s suggestion that 

the shooters, the men who pay the freight, discuss the 

matter openly. 

In conclusion, we simply to call attention 
as finding fault with ^ possibility" of an error, with 
to Vbere we think there is ^ shooters of the country 

?hrVough°tfhfcoTumns of the severa, paners^ 
Bower. 

The Pinehurst midwinter handicap tournament, to be 

held under the auspices of the Pinehurst, N. C., Country 

Club Jan 23-25, has an exceptionally attractive pro¬ 

gramme. The club will add $500 and two Gorham 

sterling cups; one for the winner of first money in the 

midwinter handicap and one for the winner of the 

Preliminary handicap; also a gold and two silver medals 

for amateur high average, and a gold medal for the 

professionals. To the amateurs who shoot in all the 

regular events and who fail to win back their entrance 

money, $300 will be divided pro rata. In no case, how¬ 

ever, will more than the total amount of entrance 

money, less price of targets, be paid a contestant. An 

extra entrance fee of $1 per day will be charged each 

amateur, and the fund so created will be added to the 

Squier money back system. In case of a surplus after 

the losses have been paid, the surplus will be divided 

among the high gun amateurs of the three days. Am¬ 

munition can be shipped care Pinehurst Gun Club, but a 

full line will be provided on the grounds. The grounds 

will be open for practice on days prior to Jan. 23. Com¬ 

petition will commence at 9 o’clock each day. Pro¬ 

fessionals will shoot for targets only, and will be handi¬ 

capped by the committee. On the first day ten 15-target 

events, $1.50 entrance, scratch, are provided. On the 

second day, five 15-target events will afford morning 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Jan. 1.—There t> - t T Tan 1—There was a fine at- 
Bergen N^w YeaVs'Day shoot of the Bergen 

W?whnCGun Club The weather conditions were favor- 

abd' C TeachC°clalstahavingerreespectfvely1,18? 17^nd* 16yds. 

The compethion^wa^ bo| awee^ke ^-rc^ndise, 

Johnson and''Frank Lawrence. The sweepstake events 

{oUow: i 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

EventS: is 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 

Howard*8’.$ U 13 14 U U V ^ shot^ w^'esDecially Milliman J 

Bergen .V5 9 6 '? TT .. .  . breaking 90 out of 100 targets Mr*. Butter also »hot 
Weiskotten .. 13 14 14 12 i2 . well, she breaking 7/ out of 100 targets this is 
Burns .^ *5 7 8 9 7 7 4 4 6 . remarkable shooting for Mrs But er asi she has been 
Strader ...:. o I 7 4 fi 7 6 10 11. participating in gun club events only a short time. 1 he 

Tri-County Trap Shooting League 

Troy N. Y., Dec. 30.—This league will be known as 
ihe Tri-County Trapshooting League. It was organized 
Saturday by the Mountain View Gun Club of this citjj, 
the Pine Hills Gun Club of Albany, and the Mqhawk 
-nd Schenectady gun clubs of Schenectady. It is th 
fntenfion of the league to hold a tournament once each 

mThe ’ Mounta*inr View club will hold its league tourna¬ 
ment Saturday Jan. 25, on the grounds at Sycaway 
while the Schenectady and Mohawk S^n clubs will hold 

a “oft 

" The' Moun°tainleVieeavvUrClub went to A1ban^00^at0'frthe 

^ePS?»d 
vailed, only fourteen shooters took part. John Sanders, 
rtf Alhnnv was high gun, breaking 95 out. of 1UU tar 
pets The’ only professional present was Genial Sim | 
fjover.1 of the ISallistite Empire Powder Company, 
nn— Welling of Mechanicsville, Captain Wallburg 

Adelbahr, of Schenectady were afao];on_han| f 

Mrs, 
100 targets. 

“uti •••••■ q k 7 a k , __ 
R Schoverhng .. 11 13 12 13 9 11 15 . 10 22 
Schorty .V.'.'. 9 8 12 10 14 13 11 10 9 11 11 12 

scores: 

Dreyer . ? 
Fagan . 
Seymour .. 13 12 

.'.'..13 12 14 
Maier . o 2 

Hendrickson .15 14 11 
Gracely . 
Haney 

6 7 8 7 
8 12 12 12 11 11 Sanders 

11 

Potter 

7 .. .. 9 7 12 9 12 10 .. 
.... 12 13 10 9 22 

*Glover . 
Milliman . 
Hurd . 

.. i3 i2 ll 10 1.2 24 Roberts . 

4 .. .. .. 6 .. 9. Farrell . 
8 10 13 0 

9 .. .. 

9. 7 .. 
11 11 13 10 14 .. .. 

Ruth . 

g *Professicnal. 

Shot Shot 

Brk. at. 

.. 100 95 Wallburg .. ... 100 

. 100 91 Mrs. Butler ... 100 
.. 100 90 Welling .... ... 100 

.. 100 89 Butler . 

. 100 89 Dolan . ... 90 

.. 100 88 Adelbahr ... 

.. 100 84 

Brk. 
81 
77 
68 
64 
62 
39 

J. J, Farrell, Sec’y. 
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SHOTGUN 
ECLIPSE 

SHELLS AND SHOTGUNS 
ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS IN 1907 

J. R. TAYLOR 
94.3# 

for 15,180 Targets 

C. G. SPENCER 
94 9# 

for 16,220 Targets 

J. M. HAWKINS 
94.5# 

for 14,275 Targets 
L. R. BARKLEY 

94 2# 
for 13,945 Targets 

W. R. CROSBY 
97.18# 

for 3,300 Targets 

94.8# 
for 12,970 Targets 

FRED GILBERT 
95.8# 

for 9,195 Targets 
HIGH AVERAGE WINNER 

FOR FIFTH TIME 

THE HALL OF FAME FOR 1907 
SEARCH shooting history since the day of the blowgun; scrutinize the records with a microscopic eve if vou 

will; but be assured that you will not find any such winnings or any suchphenomenal scores 
made during the year 1907 by shooters who used Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and Winchester 

eP??ung Shotguns—the Red W brand. Their record is as convincing as it is complete. Read it and reflect 
1 ndHfH UQvI0nbette^y\v^r s50res 1908’ follow the example of the men who know and shoot Winchester Factory 

A f6W °f m°St imPOr'an' ViC,°ri£S ,,lat 

HIGH YEARLY AVERAGE FOR 1907 

TF°r4th! tim?jdui?ng the Ifst seven years this coveted honor was won by Fred Gilbert with Winchester Factory 
Loaded Shells. He shot at 9,195 targets, breaking 8,817, an average of 95.8%. Such phenomenal shooting, so con- 

Swin7 m/wamtd I0" QKPen0d v IT®’ n0t °n y, S1?e^S volumes for Mr- Gilbert’s great skill, but also for the uniform shooting of Winchester Shells, which he uses exclusively. 

97.18%—FOR 3,300 TARGETS-97.18% 
This unprecedented average was made in open tournaments at regulation targets by W. R. Crosby, shooting Winchester 

I apt°TT I \ Jcf lke condl^ons> J- Mowell Hawkins made an average of 96.88% for 3,820 targets; and 
J. R. Taylor 96.63% for 3 150 targets. Messrs. Hawkins and Taylor both shot Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and 

Red* W^rand °tgUnS' avera2es far surpass past records and proclaim the superiority of Winchester goods—the 

HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE FOR 1907 
Again Winchester Factory Loaded Shells made a clean sweep of the amateur honors ; first, second and third high averages 
being won by shooters who used them. An Illinois amateur was first with 94.5% for 4,730 targets- G. E. "Kelsey” 
second with 94.1% for 1,520 targets; and J. W. Garrett and E. M. Arnold third with 93.8% for 2 890 and 1 900 
targets, respectively. Mr. Garrett shot a Winchester Repeating Shotgun. 

11 OUT OF THE FIRST 14 HIGH MEN 
Eleven out of the first fourteen average winners shot Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. Of the eleven, C. G Spencer 
J. Mowell Hawkins, J. R. Taylor, L. R. Barkley, Harold Money and j. W. Garrett shot Winchester Repeating Shot¬ 
guns, which is most convincing proof that 

The Red W Combination Is the One to Shoot 
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Lady Shooters. 
Following is a list of the ladies of the United States 

who have shot over the traps during 1907. It is compiled 
and presented by. Mrs. E. B. Belknap, Wyoming, N. Y., 
Jan. 1, 1908. On this subject, she comments as follows: 

It may perhaps interest you as it has myself to know 
who and how many ladies have shot over the traps 
during 1907 . 

As I ventured from my home club to other clubs in 
western New York it surprised me to find there were not 
more women interested in a sport which tends toward 
the exclusive, requiring as it does, robust health, strong 
muscle, steady nerves, and an unlimited amount of per¬ 
severance. , . , , , 

This led me to investigate, and with possibly a few 
omissions, I find there are only about fifty women shoot¬ 
ing at the traps, while there are thousands who shoot in 
the field and use a rifle or revolver. 

With the advancing popularity of all outdoor shorts, it 
will be interesting to note the advancement during the 
next few years of this sport, now in its infancy, and it 
is hoped that as our numbers increase, an organization 

may be formed. , . , , , 
We have among our number two professionals ot whom 

we may be justly proud, also ten or twelve who can 
depend on a general average of 75 per cent, or better. 

Massachusetts.—Mrs. J. N. Damon (Nomad), Y\ ater- 
town. Miss Taber, Boston. . 

New Tersey.—Annie Oakley (Mrs. Frank E. Butler), 
The Rosedale, Newark, N. J.; Miss A. ITorneck, Edge- 

water. _ 
Pennsylvania.—Mrs. Will K. Park, gun editor. Sport- 

ing Life, Philadelphia; Mrs. Ed. Hatfield (May), West 
Fairview; Mrs. F. Galagher, Turtle Creek; Mrs. Edward 
Adams. Bradford; Mrs. Herbert Straight, Bradford; Mrs. 
L. E. Mallory, Bradford; Miss A. Rieker, 604 W. King 
street, Lancaster. . 

New York.—Mrs. E. B. Belknap, Wyoming; Mrs. 
Harry Harrison, 113 State street, Rochester; Mrs. Geo. 
W flutter 870 River street, Troy; Miss Ruth, Troy; 
Mrs. Tuttle, Utica; Miss A. Willi, Ossining. 

Ohio —Miss Frances Altherr, 967 McMillan street, Cin¬ 
cinnati- Mrs. Fred Ketter, 816 Chillicote street, Ports¬ 
mouth- Mrs. Terry Davenport, 13 E. Front street, Ports¬ 
mouth; Mis Alice Kosht Norwalk. 

Indiana.—Miss Hazel Lenoir, 114 West St. Clair St., 
Indianapolis. 

Wisconsin.—Mrs. Horn, Halls Corners. 
Illinois.—Mrs. C. W. Carson, Hyde Park Hotel, 

CKemuckv.—Mrs. C. B. Woodbury, 215 Sixth avenue, 
Dayton; Mrs. Gould, Dayton; Mrs. A. Donaldson, Fort 

Thomas. 
Tennessee.—Miss Terrill, Ewells. 
Georgia.—Miss Jessie Williams, Macon. 
Missouri.—Miss Dorris Overton 7319 Nottingham 

avenue, Shrewsbury Park; Mrs. J. T. White, 33^0 Park 
avenue St Louis; Mrs. C. C. Crossman, Clayton; Mrs. 
John Cabanne, St. Louis; Mrs. Duthiel, Cabanne, St. 

Iowa—Mrs. J. W. Hughawout, Fort Dodge; Mrs. R. 
R Barber Paulina; Mrs. Geo. Hughes, Fonda. 

Minnesota.—Mrs. S. S. Johnson, Minneapolis. 
q-exas—Mrs. Adolph Topperwein, San Antonio; Miss 

Schultz,' San Antonio; Mrs. S. A. Witchell San An¬ 
tonio- Mrs. O. Connell, San Antonio; Mrs. IT. R. Bos¬ 
ley Dallas; Mrs. H. A. Murrelle, Wichita Falls. 

Kansas.—Mrs. A. W. Butler, Chanute. 
Nebraska.—Mrs. W. A. Austin. Creston. 
Colorado.—Mrs. H. Bardsley, Telluride. 
Montana.—Mrs. Sitherwod, Livmgton. 
Washington.—Mrs. E. R. Young, Seattle 
How about forming a squad for the Grand American 

Handicap, Columbus, O., this year? 

enough cranberries to have sauce with their turkey. 
Among the various towns represented were Vineland, 

and Lambertville, N. J.; Easton, Pa.; Wilmington, Del.; 
Baltimore, Md.; Newark and Trenton, N. J.; Reading, 
Pa.; Royersford, Pa., Frenchtown and Pemberton, N. J. 

The trade was represented by Messrs. Overbaugh and 
Butler, of the U. M. C. Company; Worthington, of the 
Winchester Co.; Apgar, of the Peters Cartridge Co., and 
Glover, of Balhstite fame. 

Newcomb .... .. 190 167 Cantrell .... .... 190 

Pleiss . .. 190 163 Tansey . .... 190 

Apgar . .. 190 162 Smith . .... 190 

Mink . .. 190 160 George . .... 190 
McCarty . .. 190 159 Kollock . .... 190 

Willson . .. 190 157 Firth . .... 190 
Worthington . .. 190 156 Shew . .... 190 

Markley . .. 190 154 Mrs Park ... .... wo 
Foord . .. 190 153 German . .... 160 
Weinert . .. 190 151 Hallowell ... .... 80 
Chalmers . .. 190 151 Fleming .... .... 115 
Eames . .. 190 149 Moore . .... 60 
Ballantyne .... .. 190 148 Aumack . .... 100 
Forkey . .. 190 14S W H Matthews. 1(5 
Oliver . .. 190 145 F W Matthews.. 175 
Griswold . .. 190 140 Ziegler . .... 175 
Butler . .. 190 139 Brown . .... 100 
Minner . .. 190 139 Hoover . .... 100 
White . .. 190 138 Perry . .... 70 
Fontaine . ... 190 137 Aimen . .... 90 
Marcy . .. 190 137 Griffith . .... 90 
Glover . .. 190 135 Budd . .... 30 
Franklin . .. 190 136 Pepper . .... 15 
E G Ford. ... 190 130 Wentz . .... 30 

Scores for McCarty trophy 
Net score. Handicap. 

Newcomb ... . 89 5 
McCarty . . 87 4 
Marcy . . 76 15 
Mink . . 83 4 
Chalmers .... ...... 78 10 
Ford . . 67 18 
Cantrell . 71 
Oliver .  72 
Meehan  . 70 
Ballantyne . 75 
Frank . 76 
Mrs W K Park. 66 
Firth . 61 
White . 67 
Fleming 
George 
Shew . 
Tansey 

66 
60 
58 
58 

12 
10 
12 

5 
4 

14 
18 
10 
10 
14 
12 
5 

124 
121 
120 
120 
119 
113 
109 

66 
131 

27 
75 
35 
59 

113 
122 
137 

40 
54 
40 
58 
67 
18 
9 

14 

94 
91 
91 
87 
88 
85 
83 
82 
82 
80 
80 
80 
79 
77 
76 
74 
70 
63 

Montcl&ir Gun Club. 
Montclair, N. J., Jan. 4.—The weather this afternoon 

certainly was not conducive to a large attendance or to 
good scores, owing to the driving rain and snow. But 
six men showed up, shooting through four events, two 
for practice and two prize events. 

In event 3, at 25.targets, handicap, the first leg on the 
accumulation trophy event, Todd, one of the newer men 
at the traps, showed considerable improvement and won 
this event for the day, also winning a merchandise prize 
in the following event. 

Mr. Fanning, of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co., paid 
the club a visit, meeting some of his old friends. 

Independent Gun Club. 
Philadelphia, Pa.—To say that the New Year’s tour¬ 

nament of the Independent Gun Club was a success 
would be putting it very mildly, as it was indeed a big 
success. It had been predicted that it would be the 
largest tournament held in this section of the country for 
some time, and whoever made this prediction must have 
been a student of Christian Science as about fifty 
shooters faced the traps, the majority of whom shot the 
full programme through. While of course winter con¬ 
ditions are not conducive to good scores, still it was an 
ideal day so far as temperature is concerned, but the 

light was bad. , , . , , . 
The programme called for twelve events, making a total 

of 190 shots. The first six events were shot from the 
16yd. line, and the last six events, sliding handicap, 16 
to 20yds., and as one of the shooters expressed it it 
“seemed a long way from home” to some of them when 
they were on the 20yd. mark. 

After the smoke of battle had cleared away, it was 
found that C. H. Newcomb, of the Independent Gun 
Club was high amateur with 167 breaks, followed by 
Pleiss* of Easton, with 163; Mink, with 160, and McCarty 
with 159. Apgar, of the Peters Cartridge Co., won high 
professional average with 162. Second professional aver¬ 
age was won by Mr. Lynn Worthington, of the Winches¬ 
ter Repeating Arms Co., with 156. As this was Mr. 
Worthington’s first appearance at the traps for over two 
vears he certainly acquitted himself very creditably. 
* The scores on ' the first 100 targets counted on the 
beautiful hand-painted trophy, donated by Mr George b. 
McCarty, but open only to members of the Independent 
Gun Club. This was- a handicap, the system of handi¬ 
caps used being dead birds added to the net score. Jn 
this contest, C. H. Newcomb proved to be the winner 
with a score of 94. with his handicap of 5._ 

In addition to the regular sweepstakes in each event 
of the programme, there were eight turkeys for special 
prizes on the last eight events, and those who ate roast 
turkey on Sunday are Pleiss, of Easton, Pa.; Wilson, of 
Lambertville, N. J.; Chalmers and Eames who each 
won a turkey, and McCarty and Newcomb, who won 

The visitors were very well pleased with the poultry 
ond of it, and Pleiss wanted to know why we did not 
put up a half pound of cranberries, so they could win 

Events: 1 2 3 4 
Targets: 10 15 H.B.T. H.B.T. 

T Fanning . . 9 11 0 20 20 3 17 20 
G Boxall . . 9 9 3 20 23 3 19 22 
P Cockefair . 13 3 17 20 4 7 11 
E Winslow . . 6 4 13 17 1 15 16 

12 1 15 16 
J Todd . 3 14 11 25 12 12 24 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

and holiday during the year, 25 targets, handicap; 50 
cents entrance. Prizes may be selected by the winners 
and will be awarded at the second annual meeting in 
December. . . 

The President’s trophy.—The president offers a gold 
medal, to be awarded to the resident member making 
the highest net general average during the year in the 
regular prize events or matches of the club, lo qualify, 
members must have shot at not less than 1,000 targets. 

Championship of Metropolitan Clubs, W ednesday, 
April 1, 1908.—This event is open to members of clubs 
in the Metropolitan district. The individual cham¬ 
pionship cup, valued at $100, is the gift of Mr. A. R. 
Allan. Two trophies for two-man teams, are the gift 
of Mr. Fred W. Moffett. The club will give a cup for 
five-man teams and trophies for the second and third in¬ 
dividual championships. .... . . 

Anniversary shoot, Saturday, June b, 1908.—bpeciai 
prize events will be arranged for each holiday, previous 
announcement being made. The grounds will be open 
for practice on the first, third and fifth Saturdays of 
each month, and special prize events or matches will be 
arranged with other clubs for these days. 

New Haven Gun Club. 

New Haven, Conn., Jan. 1.—We had a fine day and 
the shoot ran off perfectly; twenty-five all-day shooters, 
and good scores. “Pop Bristol” was with us for a 
15 straight, going some for 80 odd years. Mr. Darton, 
of the M. F. A. C., was the only “Pro.” with us, third 
high average score not counting for prizes. Every one 
thoroughly enjoyed themselves. This tournament makes 
a very good starter for the New Year and we expect to 
follow it with several more like it. Scores: 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 

Darton, Pro.13 13 15 12 
Hamilton .. 6 7 11 11 
Claridge, .13 11 14 12 
Stevenson .14 12 12 11 
Lewis . 13 12 12 12 
Gregory .13 13 13 13 
C B Bristol .10 11 10 11 
Sherman . 9 13 13 9 
Hemmeler . 7 12 11 14 
Dr Smith . 9 12 13 10 
Hill . 8 7 6 9 
Coni in .11 14 13 15 
Morrissey .12 13 12 13 
R Smith .13 14 14 15 
Orty . 12 10 10 10 
Comrade .12 11 11 13 
McFetridge . 9 13 12 13 
Fernside .12 13 13 14 
Weidner . 9 9 6 7 
Metcalf . 7 9 4 11 
M Thaupsen .12 10 11 .. 
Minor .  7 5 11 11 
Whitney .12 13 14 12 
Rice ..10 11 13 10 
Savage . 10 11 11 7 
Steven Marshall ..15 .. 
Ammann . 3 5 8.. 
Ailing . 8 .. 
Penn ..12 

5 6 7 8 9 10 
15 15 15 15 15 15 
11 15 13 15 13 12 
14 13 10 13 4 .. 
13 13 13 14 12 12 
12 14 14 15 13 10 

13 14 
8 11 

13 13 
12 13 
13 13 

7 11 
13 12 
10 8 
14 13 
12 8 
14 13 
12 13 
12 14 

7 8 
8 14 

15 13 
12 15 
11 15 
15 13 
13 14 
10 8 
12 13 
10 12 
13 14 

8 9 
14 13 
14 9 
11 11 

8 9 
10 8 

14 14 
12 9 
13 13 
13 9 
11 10 
10 10 
14 13 
13 9 
13 14 
12 12 
14 13 
12 10 
15 5 

9 9 
9 10 

8 11 10 11 10 11 
10 11 13 11 12 8 

8 10 10 11 9 10 
11 11 7 14 10 .. 

8 11 12 11 14 11 
. 9 
.. .. 6 . 
11 6 7 9 .. .. 

Wm. T. Minor, Sec’y 

Ttl. 
133 
94 

127 
127 

i35 
109 
122 
119 
119 

86 
130 
112 
137 
103 
128 
118 
130 

81 
90 
33 
95 

116 
102 

92 

The Montclair Gun Club has issued its programme 
for 1908. Introductory to the enumeration of the con¬ 
tests, it is stated in part as follows: 

Because of the gifts of several members of the club, 
no entrance is required, with but one exception; that 
of the Greener gun, and in this event the entrance is 
made so low as to render it extremely attractive. The 
handicaps will be arranged so as to give all an equal 
chance. 

A light luncheon will be served every Saturday after¬ 
noon at the club house. 

As the club has no dues, but is dependent entirely 
for its support upon the charge made for the targets 
thrown and for the shells sold, it is hoped that members 
will purchase their ammunition so far as possible from 
the club. 

Club trophy of 1908, a Greener double-barrel hammer¬ 
less "Monarch” ejector. Valued at $200. Second and 
fourth Saturdays, January to May, inclusive; open to all 
members; 50 targets, handicaps; handicaps as arranged by 
handicapping committee; $5 entrance; gun to go to the 
man making the most wins. 

The Frank L. Barnes trophy, a silver loving cup, the 
gift of Mr. Frank L. Barnes: Second Saturday, January 
to May, inclusive; 25 targets, handicap; free entrance to 
all members; trophy to go to the man making the most 
wins. 

The George W. Boxall trophy, a silver ice-water pitcher, 
the gift of Mr. George W. Boxall: Second Saturday, 
January to May inclusive; 25 targets, handicap; free 
entrance to members; trophy to go to the man making 
the most wins. 

The Louis W. Colquitt trophy: Open to two-man 
teams, composed of members of the club; members to 
select their partners, and to shoot together as a team 
during the continuance of this contest. Fifty targets 
per man, handicap; free entrance to members; fourth 
Saturday, Tanuary to May, inclusive. The two trophies 
(valued at '$50) the gift of Mr. Louis W. Colquitt, to go 
to the team making the most wins. 

Accumulation trophy event: Optional every Saturday 

Valentine .100 
"Darton . 100 
Roberts.100 
Milliman .100 
Welling .10O 
Schoenborn .... 100 
Harris . 75 
Betts . 75 
Farrell 
Lovegrove 
Butler . 
Paine .,. 
Miss Ruth ... 

"Professional 

Shot at. Broke 
76 
88 
74 
74 
40 
73 
43 
34 
40 
53 
43 
29 

3 

65 
63 
65 
60 
10 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 4.—At the regular weekly shoot of 
the Mountain View Gun Club this afternoon, a very 
severe gale blew across the field. There was also a 
number of snow flurries. Despite these unfavorable con¬ 
ditions, twenty-five of the boys faced the traps. Some 
good scores were made. 

Among our guests to-day was Mr. Darton, of the 
Marlin Arms Co. He did some remarkable shooting. 
Mr. Darton was high gun, breaking 88 out of 100 targets. 
Considering the manner in which the targets were blown 
about by the wind, this was certainly a very good score. 

We also had as our guests Mr. Valentine and Mr. 
Schoenborn, of Albany; also the genial Doc. Welling, 
of Mechanicsville. These gentlemen also shot very well. 
Mrs. Geo. Butler also again shot well to-day, and her 
shooting was greatly enjoyed by the spectators, espe¬ 
cially by the ladies who were present. 

As it is impossible for a number of our members to 
get away from business on Saturdays, the club has ar¬ 
ranged for those gentlemen to shoot on Wednesday after¬ 
noon of every week. 

On Saturday afternoon, Jan. 25, we will hold our Tri- 
County League Tournament for which a programme of 
six events with a total of 100 targets, has been ar¬ 
ranged. Shooting will begin at 1 P. M. sharp. All 
arrangements for the midwinter tournament, which will 
be held Feb. 22, are completed. 

At the New Year’s tournament of the Schenectady 
Gun Club the Mountain View Club team were the win¬ 
ners of the silver cup. The following are the scores 

for to-day: 

Shot at. Broke 
Lee . 50 34 
F Smith . 60 28 
Vrooman . 50 13 
H Smith . 50 19 
Mrs Butler . 50 33 
Sharp . 50 15 
Hedges . 50 25 
Renshaw . 35 
Dutcher . 25 5 
Gemmill . 25 20 
Lord . 25 14 
Collins . 20 14 

J. J. Farrell, Sec’y. 
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The n,os. accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S„ as proven by careful tests made by the 
U. S. Government experts. y 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL. MASS., \J. S. A. 

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St, New York. 
II4-1I6 Market St, San Franciaco 

New York Athletic Club. 

N- Y” Jan- 4--°n‘y the most «*- 0t 1 e &l,nners turned out to-dav as the 

faces of theS shooter^* ?ain a^d snow blown’ into the 
most of us ( h° lp„S ?,de 8°od scores imPossible with 

"Hav u-ic ’-j Billings was an exception, and the 

double SwinnedremlXlWxhatrhe wan*ed' he b^ing’the only 
out for hfm ' ■ Lenane has a new Sun- L°ok 

sssrr.zu, 'sss. 

T Lenane, Jr.. 
G M Ihomson. 

5 16 5 16 6 13 

fi Hodgman . 
Wellbrock . 

0 23 
0 15 

0 20 0 18 

C Black . 
W Black . 

5 16 5 10 

Wo- 5, trophy shoot, won by 
Mo. (j, trophy shoot, won by M. \. 

1 
2 20 3 19 3 19 . 

.. 0 39 0 23 0 21 
4 16 5 20 5 21. 

.. 2 32 2 22 3 22 3 23 . 
. 10 39 5 IS 5 20 5 24 .... 
. 10 31 5 15 5 18 

5 18 
5 18 
0 14 

M. V. Lenane, 
Lenane. 

Events: 
F Pelham. 
C W Billings.. 
W j Elias. 
T J O’Donohue 
J J O’Donobue 
C H Cates. 
C L Graves_ 
R Mulford .... 
M V Lenane... 

G W Kuchler. . I jf 
C Ryan .” " ' \ 0 ^ y ^ 

Th)eUdavCwJe,|rlS D'dy, sh°?‘ br°u«ht fourteen guns! 
across , 6 r ard ,cold> and a sharp wind blowing 

m traps made high scores difficult. S 

holidav o„°' T’ January CUTP. ieg won by Pelham; No. 2, 
gun letr wonlegh W°n „by 1 J- O'Donohue; No. 3, Sauei’ 
fvon’hv8n>,T by Le’ham j. No. 4, special holiday cup, 

Hodgman with a full score; Nos. 5 and 6 were 

hlrd win°ofSthndHWCre J°n -by H’dgman, making his 
shoots ant f he day' uNo4- i aod 8 Mere a.so tropny 
shoots, and were won by T. J. O’Donohue Jr. 

scores made on Jan. 1 follow: 

Events: 1 

W J Elias . 4 44 

* J G Donohue . 4 43 

J J O’Donohue. 10 28 
hred Pelham .’ 4 45 

G VV Kuchler. 10 33 
Jf V Lenane . 
4 Lenane, Jr. 
Dr Hamlin .. 
G M Thomson 
F Hodgman 

Events: 
W ^ Elias 

llillir 

10 20 
10 24 
8 38 

10 36 
4 43 

5 
2 22 
0 14 

1 J O’Donohue. 2 23 
J J O’Donohue. . 494 

MV Eft*:::::::::::::::::::: /j* 

2 3 4 
2 21 2 20 2 20 
0 21 0 17 0 20 
2 21 2 22 2 22 
5 24 4 14 4 19 
1 21 1 24 0 19 
5 17 5 17 5 .. 
5 20 5 17 5 20 
5 14 5 15 5 17 

5 21 5 19 . . . . 2 21 2 25 

6 7 8 
2 20 3 20 3 21 
0 20 0 17 0 16 
2 22 3 25 2 24 
4 23 5 18 5 19 
0 19 1 22 

5 20 5 21 5 19 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

cnMR°a^HYN’- L' .1’’ Jan' 4. Notwithstanding the wind, 
cold and ram, there was a good attendance at the 
weekly shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club to-day. The 
weather conditions were distinctly unfavorable for good 
scores. A fine gun offered by Mr. T. W. Stake as a 
trophy, was^ a powerful inducement to be present, as the 
conditions impose that he who scores the most legs on 
this gun between Jan. 4 and Feb. 29 inclusive, becomes 
the owner of it. Ihe contestant must shoot in at least 
three ot the 25-target events pertaining to it. Mr H B 
v anderveer scored the first leg. Mr. J. IT. Ernst scored 
a leg on the January cup. A leg on the team trophy 
was won by Messrs. F. B. Stephenson and L M 
Palmer, Jr. 

It was particularly trying to Messrs. Moffett, Palmer 
and ^tePnenson, the scratch men, owing to the bad 
\vearner conditions. Even those who were favored with 
handicaps failed to make a full score, with the excep¬ 
tion of Mr. L. C. Hopkins, who succeeded in scoring 15 
in a trophy event. Scores: 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets 
H. T. 

L C Hopkins . 3 15 
G G Stephenson, Jr 2 13 
F W Moffett. 0 12 
L M Palmer, Jr.... 0 12 
A E Hendrickson... 2 12 

Tronhy shoot, 15 targets 
F B Stephenson. 0 12 
D T Leahy . 2 12 
Dr Raynor . 3 11 
F W Moffett. 0 10 
L M Palmer, Jr.... 0 10 

Prize divided. 

Team shoot, 25 targets: 
F B Stephenson 0 19 
L M Palmer, Jr 0 22—41 
A Hendrickson. 4 15 

Sm-atrh .hoot, 25 targets: 
r 1> Stephenson. j ' 
F VV Moffett. 10 
L M Palmer, Jr. lo 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H T 

H B ^’anderveer ... 2 13 
D T Leahy. 2 13 
F B Stephenson.... 6 11 
F W Moffett. 0 10 
W W Marshall. 3 y 

Prize, divided. 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
F B Stephenson_ 0 14 
,T H Ernst. 2 12 

C Damron. 1 11 
D T Leahy. 2 11 

W C Damron... 2 22—38 
G Stephenson... 3 21 
D T Leahy. 4 19—40 

A E Hendrickson . 9 
W C Damron . 7 
W W Marshall . 3 

, r„ H. T. 
A?E Hendrickson... 2 9 
W C Damron. 1 8 
L M Palmer, Jr... 0 7 
L C Hopkins. 3 6 

F W Moffett. 0 10 
L M Palmer, Jr... 0 10 
A E Hendrickson... 1 11 

H. T. 
W W Marshall . 3 
F B Stephenson.... 0 
D T Leahy . 2 
Dr Raynor . 3 

A E Hendrickson... 2 
H B Vanderveer.... 2 
L C Hopkins . 3 
G G Stephenson, Jr 2 
W W Marshall .... 3 

10 
9 
9 
9 

10 
10 
9 
9 

January cup, 25 targets: 
T H Ernst. 4 23 W W Marshall. 5 18 
F B Stephenson.. . 0 21 G G Stephenson, Jr 

L M Palmer. Tr_ 
3 18 

VV C Damron ... 2 21 0 17 
H B Vanderveer. . 4 19 Dr Raynor . 5 16 
D 1 Leahy. . 4 18 L C Hopkins. 5 15 

Stake trophy, 25 
H B Vanderveer.. 

targets: 
. 4 23 L C Hopkins . 

W W Marshall . 
5 15 

J H Ernst. . 4 21 5 15 
I) J Leahy . . 4 20 Dr Raynor . 5 14 
W C Damron. . 2 20 F W Moffett . 0 13 
I- M Palmer, Tr_ . 0 19 C W Chapman. 

A E Hendrickson... 
7 8 

^ K Stephenson... . 0 IS 4 16 
G G Stephenson, J r 3 16 

Highland Gun Club. 

trmHIJvfDELP?1'?’ 4>a’’ Jan; 4— On the grounds at Edge 
jSj1:;’ tbr?? the experts led in the competition, namely, 
Messrs. McCarty, Rogers and Pflegar. McCarty won the 
first class trophy, Ballantyne won the second class 
trophy with 74, while the win on the third class trophy 
was scored by Heathcote. T’ ' ’ --- v r 
follow: 

McCarty . 23 
Rogers . 21 
Ballantyne . Tq 
Pflegar ... 
Wentz . 
Heathcote . 
Clark .19 18 
Bender . 15 19 

£erry . 14 15 11 
Cooper . 15 
Harkins . 9 
Lee .5 „ 
J4eu . 12 17 13 
Swartz . 5 
Kollock . 15 
Bower .. 
Schoettle . 
Wart .   9 

the third class trophy 
totals at 100 targets 

23 21 23 21 88 
21 23 21 14 . 79 
13 22 20 19 74 
20 21 21 15 77 
13 21 20 18 72 

9 21 21 18 69 
19 IS 20 8 65 
15 19 18 10 62 
14 15 11 10 50 
15 23 21 17 76 
9 9 12 3 33 
5 18 18 7 48 

12 17 13 11 53 
5 17 12 8 42 

15 16 13 8 52 
12 17 18 14 61 
6 11 17 
9 9 .. 18 

The Forest and Stream vtuy be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 
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98.1 
The Indoor Rifle Cham¬ 

pionship of the United 
States was won at Rochester, 
N. Y., February 2, 1907, by 
Mr. Louis P. Ittel, making 

The wonderful score made at Springfield, Ohio, 

and vicinity, August 15th to September 3d, by Mr. 

C. A. Young, shooting 

TEN 
Successive Years 

places on the Palma International Team, which was 
victorious in the Worlds Military Championship 
Match, Ottawa, Ont., Sept., 1907, were won with 

PETERS 

Loaded Shells 
that this premier honor has 

been captured with Peters 

Cartridges, loaded with 

Semi-Smokeless Powder. 

PETERS 
.30 Government 

Ammunition 

Other notable events 

won with PETERS 

LOADED SHELLS in 

1907 include: 

Y 

Tie for first in Grand American Handicap, 96 out of 100, by Miles J. Maryott. 

Challenge match between H. D. Freeman and Guy Ward, at Atlanta, Georgia, 

August 7th. Total score 974-1,000 = 97.5%. 

i World’s Amateur Team Record, by Wilmington, O., Five-man Team, November 

J 11th. Score 484-500 = 96.8%. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
CINCINNATI. OHIO. NEW YORK: 98 Chambers St. 

T. H. Keller, Manager. 

NEW ORLEANS: 321 Magazine St. 

J. W. Osborne, Manager. 

The Art Shootirvg 
An illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Extracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster. Illustrated with numer¬ 

ous drawings from instantaneous photographs. Cloth. Price of Popular Edition, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

€ 

REPEATING GALLERY RIFLE, No. 80 
a- 

“The Bull’s-Eye Kindj 

Shoots 22 Short, .22 Long, .22 Long Rifle R. F. and .25 Stevens R. F. Cartridges. Take down; bolt type action; very simple; 
when rifle is taken apart, mechanism is exposed to view and can easily be cleaned. Battel can be cleaned w.thout detaching from stock. 
Has a 24-inch round battel, bead front and sporting rear sights; varnished walnut stock; blued steel mecw ^.umi^ruhl.t-^lHnr plate, 

weight, 5J4 pounds. :: :: - :: :: :: " .... 

Ask your dealer—insist on the Stevens. If you can¬ 
not obtain, we ship direct, express prepaid, upon receipt 

of catalog price._ 

Send 5c. in stamps for 160-page Catalog of complete 
output. A valuable book of reference for present and 
prospective shooters. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
CHICOPEE FALLS. 

P. O. Box 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS. U. S. A. 
New York Office. 98 Chambers Street. 
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Philadelphia Trapshooters’ League. 

SJ&.“s' 
Whites made a runaway contest with 400, as follows- 

S. S. Whites. 
T T Pratt. 45 
Dr Marcey . 43 

T Tansey . 43 
F Cantrell . 42 
W Harner .. {5 
A W Brenizer.39 
Severn . 41 
Chalmers .39 
1") Cutting . 3,9 
T Griffith .  39- 

G F Hamlin . 47 

R Lansdomas .36 
Varr .34 
Griswold .32 

Other scores: 

Fontaine 34, 
Firth 30, Fleming 32, Bender 39 

w tu End—Jaegard 35, T. Cook 
W. Johnson 34, W. " ' 

South Ends. 
F Reschman . . 41 

W Johnson . ' 39 
G Radcliff .’ 39 

Hineline .” 36 

Eisenhardt .3,; 
J Halloway __ 33 
w Thomas 
Green . 30 

Tomlin. 3 9 

BiddIe .••••’•' 35—36S 
Chester 

J Landomas . 32 

Little.29 
Shattock .’20 

Three absentees "] 75- 

-1C0 

-305 

White 38, Lilly 30, 

w. jonnson 34, W PeachmW^ 3o'"V> 33, ho T|i°mas 34, 

Cross 39, Folker 27, Ba^ton l? P^T II’ £rench 33- 

20'mBn,nt 20 Ql"'g,ey 25’ Vesch 2'4- C^Jdale Tuli 

to 327. Scores: a score of 383 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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THE BEST ON EARTH 

BALLISTITE 
(DENSE) 

-— AND . 

EMPIRE 
(BULK) 

Extends to all its friends the compliments of the season. 
Meadow Springs. 

Howard . 32 
Hillpot .40 
Benson . 33 
Franklin . 33 
Tackson .  " 30 
Fpyle .  30 
Pierce . 31 
Kane .I”" 37 
Heathcote . 30 
Kollock . ” 31_307 

Th 

Lohr 
Highland. 

39 
Crooks .” 42 
Rogers .44 
Ballantyne .! 35 
Pneg-ar . 41 
Wentz . 34 
Clark.;;;;;; 37 
Fooper .!” 39 
Bender . 34 

Swartz .39—383 

not count 7n thelr^eam’s^tota^w mar!(smfn which did 

29^1^1°^^ * Defc Perry 
34. Lee 23, Reff ^TrooT^, "p- JToOV,T 26, Dougherty 

Highland ... Points. 
S S White .. J? 
South End .  31 
Meadow Springs _  j 
Chester .   ” 

Targets 
Broken, 

1570 
1610 
145S 
1324 

470 

Middlesex Gun Club. 

shSrreMNat^Ea7t’feng4t7nThte 5IiddIese* Gun Club 
keen competition Twl gt ’ t°‘d,ay’ was marked by 

distance handicap'prevailed "^The^gh75 f°r prizes- A 
by H. Kirkwood wllh a total of 99 av5rafe,S.as won 

turkey winners were * Kirkwood ; Hassa°m 86- Rand^ 

Targetns'ngt°n' = °Sb°rn' 76; Dinnin > ^ Th encores:’ 

Kirkwood, 20 ... no m 25 Total. 

Winters, 16 _. J? 1? J® 22 78 
Pennington, 18 . A ri 2? 38 78 
Osborn, 20 _!. 1? 22 20 77 

Powers, 20 .!.. ”.. Jn ?2 J® 21 75 

Woodruff, 16     J5 2? 39 76 73 
Brown, 18 .   r9 78 16 17 72 
Hodges, i6 . js 17 es 

SibIey- 22 I? * a g 

Maywood—Norlhside. 

len^of °th’e Northsid^Cnn'TT'1 between the 
Maywood Gun Quh1 ?uU„nJdub of Paterson, and the 
"■as won by the*"home team g^nds of the latter to-day, 

There also were e°” en Ittar Jij® SCOres. Tere 2°° to 95- 
'he visitors held i££a iFF^f^epstakes, >" which 

Northsides. 
J Spaeth . 21 
Dr Hui 

visitors held their own 

:r tt Maywood. 
J Howland . *>0 

C Banta_■__ 20 

J E Jackson. 20 
H Lewis. 23 

P Howland.. 17—100 

nter .23 
J Bender .19 
E Planten .18 

... , - - — —- I Storms . 14_ 95 

is follows? ma*Ch W3S decided sweepstakes were run off 

H^fTstevens \\ JS 75 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
r H Lewi? . 74 12 14 13 11 13 14 14 13 14 .. 

Bender .73 15 14 14 13 12 15 14 14 .. 

g g jl 1! II g ll -j g ? 
|2iS8S Ii®10:: i 

t Planter. “ 7? J* 13 72 15 14 13 15 14 F 
Schoverling. 70 6 10 12 9 13 7 10 10 .. 10 
)ckson ...g..;.V.. 7°, \\ 11 30 9 10 12 12 15 14 .. 

uwTs i101111 8101314:::::: 
Sweg|gle .71 ii ii i3 ii ii ii « " ii '9 

K . 7. 7 s 10 12 .. 10 .. 

J. H. LAU <a CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 

far/ifi 
'“r"; S'sEii-Vfc/r; 

* ever manufactured ' 16 gaugc reptaltna gun 

field |ameq°ther 

Haveyour dealer show it k P to the ,ouch of trigger. 

iwosas 
cover. lUFREIi f?r 3 stampl pratajl? Pag°“ With a handsome art 

27 wuiow ftrear/ns Co., 
New Haven, Conn. 

The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS” 
POSITIVELY SAFE 

Grade A 

Get our Catalogue and let us prove that we Actually 

Block The SEARS. 

N. R. DAVIS (Q. SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. 

Can You Shave? 
Rub a little “3 in One” 

on your razor strop till 
leather becomes soft and 
pliable ; draw razor blade 

, between thumb and finger 
1^ moistened with ”3 in One”; 1 
r J then strop. The razor cuts 

* 5 times as easy and clean; 
j holds the edge longer. “A 

v Razor Saver for Every 
Shaver” which gives the 

v scientific reasons, and a, 
generous trial bottle sent l 

L free. Write to-day. 
7 c W. COLE CO. 

«1 New St.. New York 

HORSE AND HOVND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 

National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that Der- 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt- 

r8' . Th?,.,JIunter-, Schooling of Hunters Cross- 

Breeding and'"# Sr'gin °* the American Hound 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent The 
b°x- Tricks and Habits of the Fox In the Field 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp and 
• abounds with hunting information.’ The wor£ 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. ' work 

TOKEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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A GUN WITH PERFECT BALANCE 

The American Sportsman’s favorite gun for field or trap shooting is the 
A. H. Fox Double Hammerless Gun. Superior merit alone accounts for its 
popularity. At every point of comparison, the 

A booklet sent free upon request. 

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY4670 North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

STRONGER WHERE 

POWDER STRAIN COMES 

shows superiority. Orders for the A. H. Fox Gun in 1907 far exceeded 
those of any other year in our history, more than twice as many being sold 
as in 1906. Don't think of getting a gun until you see the genuine A. H. 
Fox Gun. Ask your dealer to show it and convince yourself by test and 
proof that it actually is 

“The Finest Gun in the World.” 

A. H. FOX GUN 

SAUER? GUNS 

Best machine - made 

gams extant. 

$60 and upwards 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES 
302 and 304 Broadway 

New York 

PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS FOR RIFLES 
would find it to their advantage to send for a copy of our January Bargain List of used and shop¬ 

worn Single Shot and Repeating Rifles. 

It includes some fine up-to-date target outfits. 

KIRKWOOD BROTHERS, Guns and Sportsmen’s Goods 
23 Elm Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting, 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated, Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

For the heavier loads gener¬ 

ally used during severe 

weather, take advantage of 

the merits found in Dead Shot 
Smokeless. This modern bulk 

powder leads the world in 

having the maximum of 

velocity with the minimum 

of recoil. Specify 

DEAD SHOT 
SMOKELESS 

which is the best powder in the 
world. It maintains its reputa¬ 
tion under all conditions. 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 

St. Louis, Mo. Boston, Mass. Chicago, IU. 

T7 
-- 

i 

1 

L Banta . 
C Tiddes . 
A Ventra . 
P P Howland. 
J Polhemus ... 
G Brown . 
C Stelling ... 
W Hempstead 
J Westerhoff . 
T Schoskie ■■ 
Dr Reagan ... 
B Terhune .. 
W Banta ..... 
Van Auken ... 
J Mathews ... 
W Harris .... 

♦Professional 

9 
12 
12 
10 

9 7 7 

’9 !! 
12 .. 
13 .. 

9. 
8 6 11 10 

10 12 7 .. 
12 10 .. 

7 12 .. 
7 12 10 

12 .. .. 
12 11 
11 7 11 
.. 7 10 

11 .. U 
.. 11 3 
.. 11 8 

13 

9 .. 
8 10 
9 10 

.. 10 
5 10 
.. 12 

10 

9 9 

Unde Lis ha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 
Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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The Sunny Sou<h Handicap. 

I*RENfTAM, Texas Tnn ? tm 
seventh Sunny South Handier 1* rprogramme of the 

are very attractive, with added It' blr<iS and targets 
?he hands of the irinters and wdl K V’ ^ ?re now 
tn a few days, fhe Sunnvwl w rc?.dy for ™il,ng 
birds, has $100 added i b Handicap at 25 live 

***<•*». has *100 added, the balanct^f th?and'Cap at 100 
at 15, 20 and 25 target ■?.' Vle Programme is 
added to each event g events> W1,h from $10 to $100 

and Uie 'yrounds "wd^bV^itVd !"/«• 3-nd Paeons, 
shape. We will have a warm fld PU.f 7n,first’dass 
that the boys can be pronerlv d,ry club house, so 

*rhEs,i“y .".if tj- ~ 

that the*' "'l?^7 Writfen us 
that we will have the largest?,,*!, - h°pe, and believe 
ever had. Arrangements have &3thennS t,lat we have 
scores and details^of the shoot to all +r?aade to report all 
and magazines promptly at its dose tandS^«rtmft papers 
-ailed on the same 

A< Point Breeze. 

unfavorable "fleetin’ the ’ livThird rf,n bad a generally 
ing poorly and the shooteJs ^cing 't? bi-rds fly- 

and- RA ?Pamlal eVent was a featufe l^eisrs F Muller 
The scored fdIow° eStmg ’n a 2°-bird "latch for $20? 

Lamlt ..111202212—17 
n ..22022222202220202221-16 

I amb" 3nand,cap> J° birds, $5 entrance: 

Fisher 30 ".  2222202222-9 
Murphy. 30 :...2222120122— 9 
Reed. 28 . 2220210221— 8 

Muller, 30 ....2111*22022- 8 

Felix. 30 ... ‘....222001*221— 7 
Billoff. 30 ... ..2222202200-7 
Paul. 28 . .2212220210— 7 
Smith, 29 . ..-.100022011—6 
Forsvthe ?fi .*220222*02— 6 

Boston Athletic Association. 

"13 & s* Ba- 
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Great Victory Won 
* LEFEVER SHOT G^S at Boston on October 25. .907 

T G.„^r 54 ree,! Chl"“Se -“*• teller 

Tournament. This is only one of the thousands of coni' ,von' 1“!,“°,” f'"gl1 “"““I averaSe « thl> 

,he Lrf““— - 

T5he LEFEVER SHOT GUN 
ought to dispel that doubt forever. We want vm, tn t 

After reading it carefully, we then want you to go into a storeandcareT ?,gUe leam what fhe Lefever is- 
with other makes. If you are going to buv a shot mm • U ^ examine tbe Lefever in comparison 

it, you will buy a Lefever. W* have never seen il 17 7J“hr r0™1' “ d° “d lf. g°” DO do 
the Lefever is actually the finest gun, and anyone who will 1 V ^ .''°U Suppose 11 never fails? Because 

for on, catalogue be ore you fofge, iT ' I”'0 ;h',ma,“r “"'"“7 -M it Send 

Lefever user, which mean. LefevefeurLii * " 'h' “ i( r«“ no, already a 

B. H. T. 
Gilman . 79 15 94 
H?well . 80 9 89 
Bbnn . 73 15 g8 

Adams . 84 3 87 

~ , B. H. T. 
Tucker . 71 15 86 

£ a,;k . 69 15 84 
Whitney . 64 17 81 
°we" .....69 11 80 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

Janof27‘thf-TwJ7%nfty;tWO ca]iber Indo°i- Rifle League 
Rifle Club 1 d States’ under ausPices of Columbia 

Providenca (R. I.) Revolver Club. 

neIsHEitfishattlLdUfby StrUCk °‘ther things besides busi- ’1' scattered the nerves of some of our members 

o P h hrckfr°fm dT? TCh shootin8—whether because 
™,.e „la"f of cash t0 buy ammunition or because it 
J„a„ a good. excuse to postpone active work at the in¬ 
door range is a question. A few who could find time 

ba7 kept U.P work at the favorite 50yd range but 
gaHery shooting has not settled down to anythin stab“e 
yet Considerable practice has been indulged m but 

£& °sneth°/v th*f. b.oys are able"to^make'^res 
buen as they left off with in the spring and as the fel 

has beeOnm0accuniedahP0int t0 get scores for Publication 
of 1,?. ”7ccup'5d by,,some strenuous outside matters 
of late and spent but little time at the range the fo! 

°Mr ^Tuttle our *h°wlng wKe can ,make for this report, 
mr 1 uttle, our new member, with short exDerienrp 

has a^caciy captured two of the club medals for iualb 
fication scores, while William Almy, our all-around ex- 
?l jlas shown that the Colt police revolver with its 

ance re' ‘S g°°d f°r tar^et on short acquaint! 

,-Pe^pive,rr 50yds., standard: Almy 92 95 9° 91 91_ 

86, :85Tffi e^49of383f28781'Co9t:it7e8r's 1’3 Ii A>u|>> 9,0' 

hT1’ ?4’ 78>’82>' 80 77, 78 80 ’80 ’ 3’ ^ 7°’ Park‘ 

46k 47° 45 r’440yiS.'’rCrendm° dd: Rarkhurst, 47, 46 47, 45, 

«: tl: ft 46f 48 ’ 49^° 48^49! ^ 43’ 45’ 46’ 44> 42 ^ 

87RSd?lvfr’ 20y<Co’ standar'd: Miller, 84, 83 85 86 78 
p' ,8L Argus, 78, 70; Gardiner, 78, 85 74 75 77’ 72 

789’f,7hi 84: Hur!burt. . [6; Willard,’ 83?,’ n\ 

mode^ wft’h 4in( barrel)?'6 Sh0t W“h a ^ Colt Police 

Rifle 2^yflS’’ Crf,eJmoor—Coulters, Krag, 40, 36 38 
47 46 ’ Y S- ®a ery Miller, 45, 42, 45?’ Coulters 44, 

katch at 100yds., .22 caliber English military rifles 

4C{e45m4TIl75?Um^PoWeI- 40- 47- 4G M; ATmyr:fl4l; 

CoIullfrs,ta30eKra^fd^27P232ker’ military> 220' 225; 

Talking Abovit G vins 

We m.ght hll this page with the Merits and 

A7—7l? °f PARKER GUNS, and then 
not halt tell the story. Write for our illustrated 
catalogue and get the story Complete. It will 

in America!' ^ °WeSt builderS °f shot Suns 

Parker 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

ros., Meriden, Conn. 

Field, Cover a.i\d Trap Shooting. 

By rSa?htlnxAdMm J1,, ^Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks 

Hahit Ins,tri!ctlon for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
fowl-t Tt?t7ame F!‘Kht and Resort of Water 

pages. Prmer;8J2aW €ak'ng °f D°gS’ CIoth> 444 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instrvi.- 
a f *hat best of all instruction, where the teacnei 

fnd mof^r'tnh!n, °rn, rlch ,exper'encc, incident, anecdote 
L U|Srat and emphasize his teaching The 

by0?Ei,OHlf'»,bv0h^*„rTk m ■>«'-» .1.™ 

S^o«n<rand TX|eir DProper, Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Lafe . Pinnated Grouse Shooting Ouail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shoot £olden p]over Cu^ ^lpe Ga“a 

rl^ser'rWl d PliCoS and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 

Sg ’The Arl l? SflnWafnS- W"i T“rkey and Dee? Shoot 
n J- A 1 Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 

-Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting-Tra?show 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
6 vKQfd Lnnnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 

trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

*'tS.upredecessors’ the Present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one la"d 

aMs ‘people^ °f 3,1 3 book about Ameri/a, Rs' game 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

SMOKELESS POWDIR 
5HEUS»1?oks|oo 

Oim%h»iTf ?qufnJity!.<if .1° Gauge Robin Hood Shot 
i>in ^Sel 8 Loaded with their famous Smokeless 
Powder, any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO: 
regular price $2.50. This fs a job lot so can sell only 
v!,Ma0'i,K-.e8iilt th iS Price- If you have a 10gauge gun7 
nftMo v,Ud s®n<f us J'pur order at once and get some 
nirmob‘nga I1 lot- 'ou save°ue dollar and 10cents 
vnn10^oriD'ii1 ^ UQSe common black powder shells when 

8eL Smokeless at this price. GUNS 
telFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc!, at lowest 
&oney Order^en^ w'fb good goods. Remit by P. o. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
90 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

kewwrkJ 
\5P0BTINfil 

^GOODS i 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me No. 364 ” and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Guns 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor an! 
Outdoor Games. 

17 Warren St., near B’way, New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fowcst 
and Stream. 
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THE HIGHEST AVERAGE 
FOR THE YEAR 1907 

was made by MR. FRED GILBERT, who, of course used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
THE OFFICIAL RECORDS show that during 1907 Mr. 

Gilbert shot at 9195 targets and broke 8817, 

A Grand Average of 95.89 Per Cent. 

ELEVEN of the sixteen men who made AN AVERAGE OF 

93 PER CENT, or better used 

DUPONT BRANDS 
of SMOKELESS SHOT GUN POWDERS 

THE 

HIGHEST AMATEUR AVERAGE 
(94.5 PER CENT.) 

was made by an Illinois amateur who also used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 

THE LONGEST RUN OF THE YEAR 
271 STRAIGHT 

made by J. M. Hawkins with 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
The Powder That Makes and Breaks Records 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 
Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.00 — 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun 
barrel Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock sidejcodong lew:pistol gnp^ remarkably loW 

prfce'of IsTlo'eaHi^vhUe't'hmy^last.0^ Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping. Baseball. Ten¬ 

nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. NEW YORK V. S. 
CHARLES J. GODFREY CO.. 10 Warren Street. NEW YORK, V. S. 

[Jan. ii, 1908. 

Sportsmen’s Show Rifle Tournament. 

The inter-school rifle tournament held in Grand Gem 
tral Palace, under the auspices of the Forest, Fish ana 
Game Society, had competition of noteworthy excellence. 

1h nd?vid'lla°"and team contests, with the rifle and sub- 

^gightTo^ffie^for^e schoolboy championship of 

obiect had fifteen contestants. Of the latter, M. Wiechers 
of Curtis High School, was victor, with the excellent 
score of 98. A. Garcia, of the same school, won the 

^ Morris Hfgh School, and A. Garcia were left for the 

finCharl?syolder,nofyMo?rnis High School, won the trophy 
for the best score in rifle competition; the number of 
. ntripc. was so large that this contest was decided miss 
aSd-nut At the rffle range, the team championship was 

score ^of K9L‘' °T h e' SCo mrn ere ial^ITgh1 chool ^ 

which ^a^ihiaUy^beatm‘by ^ut^nf^poinL^^EaM^meim 

sunuette,''"The's^md'^ard ' Fle^r^rj”^ t^opTiy ^or'^he highest 

H?gh School, w^TIl Manual “a.nmg" School was 

areThneeCsecorerr 5? SS* rAd sub- 

target matches follow: 

Team Rifle match: offhand. Prone. Total. 

278 291 669 
Curtis .. 97s 293 568 
Commercial . 077 287 664 
Manual Training . 281 282 553 

De Witt Clinton. 934 556 
Commerce_ ... 9K1 294 552 
Erasmus Hall . 2g6 266 552 
Stuyvesant^ . 2fig 283 549 
Boys High .. 937 2S1 548 
Paterson, N. J. 282 542 
St. John’s Military .. SK 279 542 
N. Y. Military Academy. 2bd ^ 540 
Stamford Conn. „ 457 286 
Pingry School, Elizabeth, N.J. 

Sub-target match: 13g 281 

Morris IHgh .. 440 139 279 
Manual Training . 136 278 
De Witt Clinton . js 439 277 
Curtis .. 444 436 277 
Commercial ... iqj> 433 274 
Erasmus Hall . 195 433 271 
Commerce . 197 432 269 

St. John s Military . “ 427 257 
Stuyvesant .. 497 127 254 
New York Military. 

HUNTSM 

Keep, 
conditii 

52-P 
JOSEl 

iED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

lock mechanism in perfect 

iite. Booklet 

JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
"Forest and Stream.” 

Castle Dome Cut Plug 
THE BEST SMOKE FOR THE PIPE 

in America. Made from Old Virginia Sun-Cured 
Tobacco. Money refunded if it bites or bums 

the tongue. Sent prepaid postage 
75c Pound. Large Sample 10c. 

JASPER L. ROWE, 
RICHMOND, VA. 

Eaub. 1880 Ref: Bro»4 »t. Bank 

Cincinnati Rifle Association. 

rt Tli» following scores were made by 
members of thU Association at 200yds„ on German ring 

target, on Dec. 29: Special scores. Honor. 

„ .„ 223 220 213 212 207 61 
Freitag . SS 219 216 204 200 64 

?J,un0 .: 205 194 173 189 ... 59 
All®",. 200 210 210 195... 63 
Gmdele . 499 227 211 207 210 66 
H°fer . 487 166 180 178 177 .; 

194 m. 61 

Auburn Rif e Club. 

Auburn, Me., Dec. 27.-The Auburn Rifle ClubJbeM 

but one shoot this week on 942 241 246 23?; 
The scores were: ^ German 

P^’pftol^, 80, 7" 76,- 70. & R. Houston-R.fle, 

22J9an2333.-The scores of our club for this week are as 

11 W M. Trask 45, 44, 43; Capt. A. H. Fields ii, 

German ring target, 25yds. : W. R. JIo^st0g Yth 2^1 
234 234, 232; N. L. Mower 237, 236, 1. A. smun zo , 

N.’b. Kimball 234, 233. eo ok- W M Trask 86, 

85P82Ol812°8y0dS-A HL Mowe^^S^N^B. KmPiall^t, 70. 
85’On ’Friday,’ Jan. 10, 1908, this club will hold its annual 
me°e?inFgr,foay’elJection’of officers lor *. ensuing year.,y 

THE WOUNDED DUCK. 

Continued from page 52. 

between the house and the storehouse, though 
they are only forty feet apart and I am in and 
out several times getting breakfast. But first he 
alights on a high stump to survey the situation 
and sees me putting down the food. 

I write these trifles because it is a rare oppor¬ 
tunity to do so, and the intelligence of all creat- 
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THE SPORTSMANS LIBRARY 
Illustrated Book Catalogue Free on Application 

Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Rob¬ 
inson. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
f eggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it 
the hunters and fishermen of tile widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 

to swap lies.” ’ 

Sam Lovel’s Camps. 

A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E 
Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Danvis Folks. 

A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 
Lovel s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson, 16mo. 
Price, $1.25. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 

A Sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

A Hero of Ticonderoga. 

By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth, 187 pages. Portrait of 
author. Price, $1.00. 

A Danvis Pioneer. 

A story of one of Ethan Allen’s Green Mountain Boys. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth, 214 pages. Price, $1.25 

Hunting Without a Gun 

A""dn °^er- papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

. This js a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications 
and now for the first time brought together. 

In the Louisiana Lowlands. 
(A P*antat‘on l*fe> fishing and camping, just 

after the Civil vYar; and other tales. By Fred Mather 
Fishes ”°f« jVI<i.nMI, Have Fished With ” "Adirondack 
Fishes, and Modern Fishculture in Salt and Fresh 
Water. With portrait of the author. Cloth, $1.50. 

Forest Runes. 

Poems by George W. Sears (“Nessmuk”). With arto- 
riP^PyntoraltS and autobiographical sketch of the author. 
Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $1.50. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
Theodore Roosevdt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth, 448 pages. Price, $2.50. s 

American Big Game Hunting. 

T?hej Bo°k of the and Crockett Club. Editors: 
Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Ulus- 
trated. Cloth, 34o pages. Price, $2.50. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
. ?r?e oJ/.d Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

‘ts ,Predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 

AMERICAN BIG GAME IN ITS HAUNTS. 
J he Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 4G full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

. ‘S( \hu uatld, by Tfar the largest and hand- 
sornest of the Club s books. It opens with a sketch of 
I heodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
f‘s iPQnv de??r‘Ptlve of hia visit to the Yellowstone Park 

• cLher P=y)ers are on North American Big 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 

Camp Life in the Woods. 

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con- 

recneim-hofStl°nfCamp she,Iter’ aI1 "’e tricks and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with 
Bv rw ‘°H fc”- the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 

pages PHc“ $in00 tsOn- Illustrated- Cloth, 360 

Camp-Fires of the Wilderness. 

By $?25W' BUrt' Cloth’ Illustrated, 231 pages. Price, 

Jack, the Young Ranchman; 

Or a Boy’s Adventures in the Rockies. By George Bird 
Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 304 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Jack Among the Indians;; 

°r Su,?ni?,r on the Buffalo Plains. By George 
Bird Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 301 pages. Priced $1.25 

Jack In the Rockies; 

°r Adventure with a Pack Train. By George 
Bird Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 272 pages. Priced $1 #5 

Jack the Young Canoeman. 

By Pr1cefe$lB5d GrinneIL Ulustrated. Cloth, 286 pages. 

Jack the Young Trapper. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Ulus. 278 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 

By fesiCTs^n'd’ Dla^°^fn0d0re”;)- Many illustrations of uesigns and plans of canvas canoes and their nart«? 
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings Pfn a 
pocket in a cover. Cloth, 115 pages. Price®, $1 25 

Domesticated Trout. 

HoBreed and Grow Them. By Livington Stone 
Fifth edition. Cloth. Ulustrated. Price, $2.50. 

The Spaniel and Its Training. 

By EAFvH«S~ To which are added the American 
Priced $L00.h Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Ulustrated. 

Modern Fishculture in Fresh and Salt Water. 
By Fred Mather, author of “Men I Have Fished With ” 

w lh a chapter of Whitefish Culture by Hon Herschel 
Whitaker, and a chapter on the Pike-Perch bv Tames 
Nevin. Ulustrated. Price, $2.00. y J mes 

My Angling Friends. 

A ^?c°,n<l,®U’ies °X “Men I Have Fished With.” By 

Price *$2 00er' C °th’ 369 pages’ with 13 illustrations! 

Familiar Fish and How to Catch Them. 

A practical Book on Fresh-Water Game Fish. By 
Eugene McCarthy. With an introduction by Dr. David 
Starr Jordan, President of Leland Stanford Junior Uni¬ 
versity, and numerous illustrations. Price, $1.50. 

With Fly-Rod and Camera. 

By Edward A. Samuels. Cloth. 480 pages, 7x9% inches, 
147 illustrations. Price, $5.00. /z 

Men I Have Fished With. 

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little 
fishes and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather 
Illustrated. Price, $2.00. 

Manual of Taxidermy for Amateurs. 
A complete guide in collecting and preserving bii 

and animals. By C. J. Maynard. Illustrated. N 
edition. Price, $1.00. 

The Still-Hunter. 

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By Theo S 
Van Dyke. Extra cloth, beveled, 390 pages. Price 
$1.75. 

birds 
ew 

Training the Hunting Dog for the Field and 
Field Trials. 

By B. W aters. Cloth. 281 pages. Price, $1.50. 

This is the latest and best manual on the subiect As 
an owner and handler of field trial dogs, and one having 

field UiairTlr0 WJitPW‘de exp,eri.en?« in the field and at 
such a work T>atv” W?S admirably equipped to write 
standard 'authority! * a'ready taken itS pIace aa ‘>>e 

The Gun and Its Development. 
With Notes on Shooting. Bv W w Greener u 

loading Rifles, Sporting Rifles,' Shotguns, Gunmaking 
5nha °f Guns’ Choke-boring, Gun Trials Theories 
and Experiments. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages 
New edition. Price, $3.00. pages. 

fn. Se,Gun and Jts .Pevelopment” is the standard work 
fo the age on projectiles and all relating to them. 

American Duck Shooting. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 630 pages. With 58 
portraits of North American Swans, Geese and Ducks 

textnandf aBCWt ar!fdtV,BartterleS‘ uFif7 Vignettes in the 
Price thn t0P°graPh.y °f a duck’s plumage. 
Price, $o.50. Edition de luxe, price $5.00. 

My Sixty Years on the Plains, Trapping, 
Trading and Indian Fighting. 

By W. T. Hamilton (“Bill” Hamilton). With 8-full- 
E?g.e, "'lustrations by Chas. M. Russell. New York 
Cloth. 223 pages. Price, $1.50. 

Reminiscences of a Sportsman. 

25Bcentsfalker Whitney’ 468 PaSes- Price, $3.00 (postage 

My Life as an Indian. 

postpaid W' Schultz’ Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.65, 

Houseboats and Houseboating. 

By Albert Bradlee Hunt. The book contains forty 
specially prepared articles by owners and designers o'f 
le'■,knO^nrh0USebJ,a7’„and is beautifully illustrated with 
nearly 200 line and half-tone reproductions of plans and 
exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is 
devoted to houseboating in England. Extra heavy paper 
buckram. The price is $3.00 net. Postage, 34 cents. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By r?r' uV’ Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Describes the wood duck, the great horned owl. ruffed 
grouse, kildeer plover, bobolink, bluejay, chickadee, cedar 
nra, meadow lark, robin, woodcock, kingfisher, crossbill 
and nuthatches. 

Pheasants; Their Natural History and 
Practical Management. 

By W B Tegetmeier. New Enlarged Edition. 16 
plates. Cloth, 237 pages. Price, $3.50. 

The Art of Shooting. 

An illustrated treatise on the art of shooting. By 
Charles Lancaster. Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

Where, How and When to Catch Fish on 
the East Coast of Florida. 

By \\jlliam H. Gregg. With 100 engravings and 12 
colored illustrations of fishes. 267 pages. Price, $4.00. 

Pictures from “Forest and Stream.” 
Pictures from Forest and Stream. A volume of illus¬ 

trations comprising thirty-two of the full-page pictures 
printed as supplements of Forest and Stream. The 
volume includes the reproductions of the Audubon bird 
plates, some of the big game pictures by Rungius, field 
scenes by Edmund Osthaus, hunting and fishing scenes 
by Deeming and Davidson, and pictures of weil-known 
yachts and water scenes. 

The plates are carefully printed on heavy-coated paper, 
and handsomely bound, making a most attractive volume’ 
The size of the page is 16x11% inches. The cost of 
collection, sent postpaid, is $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 
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"Resorts for Sportsmen. 

Burners’ Lodge 
Luxurious Winter Home tor 

Gentlemen and Ladies. 

Abundance of Quail! 
Unlimited Shooting Grounds! 

ffol a Cheap 'Place. 

FRANK A. BOND. Buies. N. C. 

- — 

HUNTERS’ HOME. 
For Quail, Turkey, Duck. Geese, Squirrel and 

Deer. We have the finest hunting ground in the South. 
Largest crop of quail this season for years. Address 

W. T. DODSON, Clarksville, Va. Mecklenburg County. 

Duck Shooting on Great South Bay. 
Manhattan House, Bayport, Long Island; open the year 
round; elegant rooms and board for gunners and auto¬ 
mobile parties. M. SCHLESINGER, Prop. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
Excellent Salmon and Trout Fishing; also Caribou 
shooting. Tents, guides, boats provided. Write. 

BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundland. 

Big Game Shooting in the 
Sudan and East Africa. 

Tajciderm ists. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
XOrite for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

J. KANNOFSKY, 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention "Forest and Stream.” 

ROWLAND. 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. 
Dr. Ad. David, naturalist, who has 10 years’ experi¬ 

ence of big game shooting in East Africa, is prepared to 
make all necessary arrangements for sportsmen intending 
to shoot in these regions. Please apply to DR. AD. 
DAVID, Post Office, Cairo, Egypt. 

The Home of the Quail 
75,000 Acres of Hunting Privilege 

Situated in an ideal section, unsurpassed for climate 
and number of quail. At the foot of the mountains and 
no section on earth is superior for the sport. Dog train¬ 
ing a specialty. Hunters who desire an outing should 
write H. G. GALLOWAY, The Quail Hunter, Mt. 
Airy, N. C._2 

THE JOLLY PALMS—A Sportsman’s resort for quiet, 
refined people, where ladies can hunt and fish. Send 
for booklet. CHARLES STOKES, Mohawk, Fla. 2 

We will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM. NEW YORK. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 
Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
imateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
:o Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas- 
ng. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
ve know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Tel. 4205 Chelsea. Near 13th St. NEW YORK 

XOants and Exchanges. 

WANTED—TWO GENTLEMEN AT A TIME TO 
hunt on 6000 acres. Quail in abundance. Charges in 
keeping with sport and accommodations. Box 333, 
Yorkville, S. C. 

Property for Sale. 

Valuable Fishing Rights 
on Restigouche River will be sold January 15th, 1908. 
Particulars, John Hall Kelly, New Carlisle, P. Q. 2 

For Sale.—Share in one of the best all-round ducking 
clubs in Currituck Sound. Limited membership. 

1011 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 4 

SKI-RUNNING 
This is a manual of Ski-running prepared for the use 

of the Ski Club of Great Britain. Being designed for 
the practical instruction of the reader, it is written in 
simple terms, and treats the subject thoroughly. Ski- 
running opportunities are found in all parts of the 
United States where the snow falls and in Canada; and 
with an appreciation of the excitement and exhilaration 
of the sport, the Ski will doubtless become popular. 
The work is fully illustrated. Price, $1.25, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

REMINISCENCES OF A 

SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

For Sale. 

Small'Mouth Black B&ss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
black bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass In various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingerlings for stocking purposes. 

Wtrtnuug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, New Preston, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. Sta. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM, 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass. 

RDnAIf TDfkHT of all ages for stocking 
DKvUK IKvU A brooks and lakes. Brook 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

RAINBOW TROUT. 
I have 2,000,000 Rainbow Trout Eggs for sale, ready for 
shipment March 1st. Safe delivery warranted anywhere. 
Correspondence solicited. AL. ROSENBERG, Prop. 
Spring Brook Trout Hatchery, R.F.D. No. 1, Kalamazoo, 
Mich. 2 

LIVE QUAIL. 
Only fine, healthy birds offered. No Texas-Kansas birds. 
Order quickly. Circumstances may prevent late shipments. 

E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York. 

TRAINED WILD GEESE decoys for sale. F. P. 
LATHAM, Belhaven, N. C. 

ARMY AUCTION SALE BARGAINS. — Large 
** 260-page illustrated 1907 Catalogue mailed, 15c., stamps. 
FRANCIS BANNERMAN, 501 Broadway New York. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, "and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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n% !S, tHfi m°,Stti.mP°rtan.t thing about them. 
It dictates their habits, and if we had been better 
informed m that department we would not have 
made so many blunders. See how much we un¬ 
derestimated the ability of the weasels. We thought 

1 ifc'111 f°t° ft enouSh to go struggling with rab¬ 
bits, but the weasels knew too much for that 
and for 11s too it appears. I had no idea of 
the sparrows cleverness until I came here; and 
perhaps all the people in New Zealand are still 
without the right idea, and therefore make great 
mistakes in dealing with them. The ability of 
the creatures to adapt their habits to new con¬ 
ditions has cost New Zealand a lot of money 

Young ducks brought up tame would be no 
use to study because they would be ignorant. 
That is why I value this one so much in hopes 

getting a mate for it. y 

The Clever Sparrow. 

There were a few sparrows reared here this 

a/St.i.SeasClnle two Previous seasons a few 
>f them built nests, but I believe a long-tailed 
uckoo robbed them, and then all the sparrows 
'ent away. This last season I did not hear a 
mgle cuckoo anywhere in the sound 

W hen the swarm of sparrows left' here last 
ebruary about a dozen of them remained—prob- 
bly those that were reared here-and whenever 

sowed a little grass seed they would eat it 
’ ° tin it sprouted and pull it up by the 
Jots. After I shot a few of them the others 

"Fai?-e 1° Tc ever t’?at they were the most diffi- 
a t birds I ever tried to shoot. There was no 
itting near them and when I would be out in 

;?ri?at iheJ CouId do a11 the business they re¬ 
tired. And as for trapping them they would 
)t go near any sort of trap or net, so that their 

rnV Ll?h Ih that department must have been 
lahnnt! h6?' however. I got them down 
'Ju °l't two when I began to feed the wounded 

C.T u course they soon found the food 

t dhaeiotaof'tb^0t °n,Iy that’ but went awav and t d a lot of their mates, or sent them a wireless 
1 issage, for now there is a whole party of them 
Ut never came here before at this time of year 

htya^iiCTe f°r the rata honey or for seeds 
t are all done now. If there is anything in 

r1ieIeS,S. vibrations that we hear 'so much 
^ birds and many other creatures may 

■ dd PvnT a" about 't lonR ^ and that 
■ if, exP>ain many of our present mysteries. 

r ha” fnVentS J* seen?s that sparrows will soon 
■ her in numbers wherever there is food, even 
>3 on Pigeon Island. 

■ ™V!£USly When a Pa^y came they used to 
, half etbPreed 0VCk thehons6 and jabber there 

as shv L y;mbUt thlS lot of new arrivals 
i» of tbyP iLr i Reese aTnd keep on the far 
;.of the,Ilttle bay, yet I am hardly of? the 
'ch until they are dropping down on the duck’s 
■ d. 1 would sooner have the rats 
parrows will never be checked by hard win- 

■ in this country, but may learn to live in the 

idadnb° ‘u 3nd g° down on the crops 
it thevT H<TT’ tbey have one weak 

\ -hey have not the slightest idea of hid- 
their nests, as so many other birds have 

i even when they are building them they are 
ays carrying straws like flags and making 

•itures rtdC that Vhe vv'h°le community of other 
dures knows where the nests are, and also 

In they are ready for robbing. Therefore the 

s 3; ^ t0 b£ against the spar- 
S would be a nest robber such as the lon<r- 

kforCthe's WC nCed n0t expect get"a 
,-ish h,!; V5parro'Ys in a country where they 
ate wbirf flbere,ls any country with a mild 
wnS V,he^ d°-I?0t Nourish, it would be 

[ Worth while inquiring closely into the rea- 

uhem ‘w!6 h°ne °f fLndJn.S a harmless check 
do nnt 6 sba t]ot hod >t in the books, for 
sort h ,M,Vm'C5, attention to questions of 

■ of ’snPi;ifk?uendIeSS pains vvith the defini- 
I mav seemt e’r-Vames and Ossifications. 
-Uhe ntR a tnvia! mattcr, but it was pro- 
h SnhederKday to.,'mport more game birds, 
„ '3,eds°me wild grain for food, and if 

eat itCd Th that thC sparT°ws would gather 
isman sc o ley are, as mischievous for the 
'nue to Lhsey fTe fur -he farrners, and will 

■ige matters! ^ ® time 'f We Cannot re' 
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Re mi no tog 
AUTOLOADING SHOT GUN 

Pleasure 
in shooting is increased by using the 

Remington Autoloading Shotgun. 

I he kick is utilized to eject, cock 

and reload the arm. There is no pun¬ 
ishment from heavy recoil. A solid 

breech protects the shooter’s face. 

Shoot the greatest of all wild fowi 

guns it’s the modern gun for the 
modern hunter. 

List prices $40 and upwards. A full 

line of Double Guns also. All dealers. 

remington arms CO. 
Write to M. Hartley Co., Sole Representative 

313-315 Broadway, New York City 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

IS'K Eng?and°and 
broken.™ GECX^yyf 

tr ™ 

HOUNDS,0PARTRIDGE : DOGS tSfrt^.t’ treeC°°N 
B. L. CALL, Dexter, Me. 

SUT if eR LAX p,1' of lancev °N.KyRS addrCSS VV’ A' 

, , • SAEE-Ew° Clltesapeakes, dog and bitch not re- 
!wd’ 1eSlste.re<l (A.K.C. stud book, 7U5S4 and 77K4^f- 
dog prize winner Madison Square Garden 1907- dll 
New CrCr- S' L- KIRKATRt^ Broadway^ 
 ‘ 2 

cftygpa.d Dept. PB.PS- F‘ne 38 silk' NELSON’S, Grove 

V\ AN4 ED.—Dogs to board. 

■ FRANK FORESTER KENNELS, 
_Warwick, N. ’ Y. 4 

TtmeS93e'7wifir£<lale rt-eiirier’TColne Master Harry, whelped 

"c’ *m s 

DALMATIAN or COACH DOGS, GROWN Does or 
Puppies, s°me prize winners at reasonable prices.® 

GEO. THAYER, Chagrin Falls, O._3 

hor Trade.—Would like to trade, my Irish Setter doe 2 
years old, for a young and well broken fox hound 
Write at once. CriAS. H. GOULD, Long Eddy, N? Y 

_______2 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
WK,,nrncLdS’ Ne'yfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 
fox, bull Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs rab- 

xind [0\rh0llndoS- for llst and Prices. J. HOPE 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. J ’ 

SPKAIT’S PATEN! 
191 u immm 

DOG CAKEi 
ARE THE BEST and CHEAPES 

AVOID 

_other evils?6'1100’ l0SS °f coat « 

PUPPTES CATs'pahiiitc " Prepared foods DOCS 
BIRDS r,sJ ’ RABB,TS’ P0^TRV. P.GEONS, GAME 

practica/chap^rs^n^htffee Jhtg'^ennCrltUrek' contain 
ment of dogs, also chapters on gc'at®nnehneandgeneral manage 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am \ i * 
Newark, N. J. San rC. vAm.) Lt( 
at. Louts, Mo. San Francisco, Cal. 

Cleveland, Ohio. Boston, Mass. 
Montreal, Car 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegi 

RegisteredS> IdSh Wolfhoum 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog 

ROOKWOOP KENNELS, Lexington, J 

DOG 
:BOOK Off 

DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St„ New York 

American Big-Game Huntin, 
ThCTlfe0o0dk °fRthe B°0ne and Cr°ckett Club. Editor 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. I 

ustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

son?ntThSe! \Vhife^Goat5^’ S’- ^ Geo‘ S- Ande 
Wister. A Day Whh the FH,“h „-unlry’ by Owe 
Old Times in the Black Hills ’ hv^ f^Ynti£r0p SJian^cl 

Dean Sage. Biacktails in the B^ad ^nds‘"bv^'"t b 
sey. Photographing Big Game bv W Rbyn. Rura 

Reservation. American ^'Ga^ Anting. Our Fo'es 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 

C°mpHced $bL5fcSeneCa” Cl0th' Ipustrated, 244 pages. 

hefpsf l°nTs:law?,nnk?e™PfofmsSiXan^ndred 3nd odd 
shooter, the’fisherman, the dog own W18 l°T the 
the canoeist, the camper, the gouter" fn short 
field sportsman in all the varied phased n| i ' fo5 the 
“Hints and Points” has proved one of th. 8 actlv,ty- 
tically useful works of reference in th^6 m°St prac' 
library. reierence in the sportsman’s 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



Automatic Bargains 
Shopworn and Second-hand 

1 Mauser six-shot Pistol, .30 caliber, very slightly shop worn...US-00 

1 Simplex Automatic Pistol, 8-shot, 8 mm. caliber, very slightly shop worn..$11.00 

1 Webley & Scott Automatic Pistol, .32 caliber, 8-shot, slightly shopworn,^goo^ 

1 Clement Automatic Pistol, .25 caliber, small pocket s,ze' 7;shot-:> ^° ^1.00 

lTlauser Carbine, .30 caliber, S-shot complete with detachable stock, sling 
strap, etc.; very slightly shop worn; fully as good as new... 

1 Colt Automatic Pistol, .38 caliber, S^shot, f ..ffl^OO 

l^Colt Automatic Pistol, .32 caliber, 8-shot, smallest pocket size; very slightly 

1 Webley Automatic Revolver, 8-shot, using .3: Colt Automatic Smokeless Car- 
tridges, with 6-inch barrel; very slightly shop worn; the only automatic 

1 Borchardt Automatic Pistol, 8-shot, with detachable stock, fitted with leather 
holster acheek rest, etc. Complete in leather case, with three extra magazines 
In first-class second-hand condition. Regular price, $35.00 Now. ...$-2.00 

1 Luger Automatic. Pistol, .35 caliber, 8-shot, complete with holster. F.rsfidass 

second-hand condition.•• */ .. 

Iver Johnson Sporte Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street,rf'' ion, Mass. 

If you want a good reliable 

TRAP 
or m 

FIELD 
GUN. 

one of the leading imported 

guns in this country, 

get a 
8o-page 

Catalogue free 
on application. 

Francotte or a Knockabout 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 160 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 

glance. ^ manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 

placed in the book for that purpose. . . 
It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 

for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $L00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

BARGAINS IN HIGH GRADE GUNS. 
1 W. & C. SCOTT & SON highest grade Premier Hammerless Trap Gun, 

beautifully engraved, straight grip. A superb gun, one of a thousand, dUx^A 

1 ditto, modified stock, ordinary butt plate, half pistol grip. 30 x 12. Regular 

^l^gemifne ' "‘‘STEPHEN ' GRANT ' ' SONS,' 67 St. James street, London.” 
Whitworth steel barrels, finest engraving on lock and action, dark and handsome 
stock. In first-class second-hand condition. Cost originally some $500.00. 

^lTnest 'quality'SCOTT,’ Premier' grade,''io:bor'e, hammerl'ess automatic ejector, 
best steel barrels, latest square bolt action. \ ery handsome, full pistol grip stock. 
Built expressly to order, and $400.00 was paid for it not long since. Exchanged 
for a 12-bore gun. Is an extra fine shooter, 30m., 8%lbs.........$Zbtuw 

1 ROYAL CROWN GREENER, $425.00 grade. Ejector, pistol grip, finest 
Damascus barrels. In nice refinished condition. Same as new. A very beautiful 
gun and a fine shooter, 30in„ 12-bore Tibs. loz. ........................ ...^UU.UU 
B 1 fine TOSEPH LANG & SON, New Bond St., London, Single Trigger Ham¬ 
merless, finest jteel barrels, automatic ejector, box lock action, straight^ grip. 

^finfsingle Trigged ’ COGGSWELL & HARRISON’New' Bond St.', London. 
Automatic ejector London proof, Damascus barrels. In fine leather box case. 
Entirely new? 2Sin.’, 16-bore. 61bs. 2oz. Cost $200.00. Left on sale by the owner.. $150 00 

1 Special GREENER Hammerless Trap Gun, straight grip. In russet leather 
hox case Originally cost $200.00. Practically same as new, 30 x 12, 81bs.. ...$100.00 ■ 

1 fine SCOTT Hammer Duck Gun, fine locks and Damascus barrels, 30m., 10- 
bore 91bs. In nice second-hand condition. Good as new. In square russet case. 
c' e* sino .*$00.00 

1S GREENER" Trap and Field Hammerless, Damascus barrels, $100.00 grade. 
Very little used. 30 x 12, 7%lbs.........••.-..$60.00 I 

1 fine GRFENER Havmarket, London, 8-bore Hammer Gun. Finest locks | 
and laminated steel barrels. Cost, $165.00. ’Good second-hand condition. 32 x 8 
101/ 1h<? .».«pbD.UU 

1 fine high" grade thre'e'-b’ai rel hammerless, built in Europe to our order. Top 
lever, 28 x 12, .30-30 , 7%lbs. Entirely^new.^ Ence reduced to .$125.00 

1 ditto hammer gun, 28 x 12, .38-55, 7%lbs.$oo.UU 

WILLIAM READ (Si SONS. 107 Washington St.. Boston. 
Established 1826. Send Stamp for Catalogue and Second-hand List. 

leDcst7 

No. 5038—Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, 12- 
I gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin full choked barrels, 
] weight 7 lbs. 8 oz., straight grip, dark Italian wal¬ 

nut stock with thick rubber butt, length of stock 
14%, drop 2%. Cost new $200, and in fine con- 

1 dition; price, $125. 

■ No. 1928. Greener Hammerless 16-gauge Field 
I Gun, 28-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, modified left 
I and cylinder right, very handsome dark Italian 

walnut stock 14 in., drop 2% in., half pistol grip, 
I weight 5% lbs. $150 net grade. This gun is 
I slightly shopworn and a great bargain at $100. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

No. 4705—Greener Ham 
| merless Field Gun, 20-gauge, 

26-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 
rels, left modified, right 
clylinder, weight 4 lbs. 11 oz. 

| drop 2Xi length of stock 
14^, half pistol grip, $150 

I net grade; slightly shopworn; 
price, $100. 

SOME 
JANUARY 
BARGAINS 

No. 3082—$100 Ithaca Hammerless Trap Gun, | 
12-gauge. 30-in. Damascus barrels, both full choked, 
weight 7% lbs., very handsome Circassian walnut 
full pistol grip stock, fancy checkering, elaborate 
engraving, drop 3% in., length of stock 14}4. In 
fine condition; price, $55. 

No. 3034—Greener Hammerless Duck Gun, 
10/30, 9 lbs. 3 oz., length of stock 14%, dark 

I English walnut stock, half pistol grip, Siemans- 
Martin full choked barrels. Cost new $160, and in 
splendid condition ; price, $90. 

No. 5474—Franklin Hammerless, 10-gauge, 32-in. 
I barrels, 8% lbs., left full choke, right modified, 
I Greener cross bolt, dark English walnut stock, full 
I pistol grip, drop 2/, length 14%. Regular price, 
I $30; slightly shopworn; a bargain at $19.50. 

No. 2233—Ithaca Hammerless Field Gun, 12- 
I gauge, 28-in. steel barrels, left choked, right cylin- 
I der, weight 6% lbs., drop 2%, length 14%. Cost 

$30; slightly shopworn; price, $19.50. 

No. 4147—Greener Monarch Ejector Field Gun, 
12-gauge, 26-inch Siemans-Martin barrels, right 
cylinder, left modified choke. Very handsome 
dark Italian walnut stock, half pistol grip, length 
14% in., drop 2% in. Regular price, $200 net. 
This gun is only slightly shopworn and big bargain 
at $150. 

No. 3840—Francotte Pigeon Ejector, 12/30, 
7 lbs. 15% oz., 2% in. drop, length of stock 14%, 
straight grip, handsome Italian walnut stock, Silver’s 
Anti-recoil pad. Siemans-Martin full choked bar¬ 
rels. Greener cross bolt, elaborate engraving, side 
clips; cost $225, and in as good condition as new ; 
price, $150. 

WJ,. 

Sportsmens 
supplies • • 

NUMBER 4 4 ^AIEV YORK 
C9RTIANDT3T AY 

Lr 

telephone 
NO 12 (PRT1ANDT 

No. 2520—Sauer “Knockabout” Field Gun, 12- 
gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, left full | 
choked, right improved cylinder, dark walnut stock, 
half pistol grip, weight 7 lbs., length of stock 14 in. I 
drop 3in .Gun in fine condition and a bargain at $45a 1 

No. 3394. Francotte Ham¬ 
merless Field Gun, 12-gauge, 
30-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 
rels, right cylinder, left 
choked, weight 7 lbs., drop 
2^5, length 14&, English 
walnut fine pistol grip stock. 
Cost new $140; a bargain .it I 
$85. 
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Mullins Steel Boats Can't Sink 
—the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster, lighter and more 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible-they don [ leak crack, 
dry out or wear out. and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
nleasure summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. .... , , n , 
Send for catalog of Motor Boats. Marine Engines. Row Boats. Hunting and Fishing Boats 

THE W. H. MULLINS COMPANY, 126 Franklin Street. Salem, Ohio. _ 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRAD LEE HUNT 

a 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its purpose 
three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 

houseboating life. 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 

this country. 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 
manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

& 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 
known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all,, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 
The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in 
■summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 
so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram. The 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $i.oo. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW’ YORK. 

SHRINKAGE OF WOOD WHEN DRIED. 

O 

Interesting experiments on the shrinkage of 
wood due to the loss of moisture have recently 
been completed by the Forest Service at its 
timber testing station at Yale University. 
These- experiments show that green wood does 
not shrink at all in drying until the amount of 
moisture in it has been reduced to about one- 
third of the dry weight of the wood. From this, 
point on to the absolutely dry condition, the 
shrinkage in the area of cross-section of the 
wood is directly proportional to the amount of 
moisture removed. ' 

The shrinkage of wood in a direction parallel 
to the grain is very small; so small in compari¬ 
son with the shrinkage at right angles to the 
grain, that in computing the total shrinkage in 
volume, the longitudinal shrinkage may be 
neglected entirely. . ' 

The volumetric shrinkage varies with differeni 
woods, being about 26 per cent, of the dr> 
volume for the species of eucalyptus known a; 
blue gum. and only about 7 per cent, for req 
cedar! For hickory, the shrinkage is about 2cj 
per cent, of the dry volume, and for longlea 
pine about 15 per cent. 

In the usual air dry condition, from 12 to 1; 
per cent of moisture still remain in the wood 
so that the shrinkage from the green conditior 
to the air dry condition is only a trifle oveif 
half of that from the green to the absolutelj 
dry state. 

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES J 
This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottage, 

cabins and houses. The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations 
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

DEER IN NEW JERSEY. 

A large deer which had probably escaper 
from a private preserve was driven by the stonr 
last night to seek shelter in a wagon house ot 
the farm of William Knowlton on Passaii. 
Valley road, near Two Bridges, N. J., say 
a correspondent of the Times. When Mr 
Knowlton and his 15-year-old son Edward wen 
out last night to bed down the cattle, they cam: 
upon the deer. 

In its efforts to escape it bowled Fame' 
Knowlton and his son over like tenpins. Th. 
boy, who was carrying a lantern, escaped wit 
a wetting in the slushy yard, but his father waj 
not so fortunate. His left arm and thigh wer 
considerably bruised when he fell against a piec 
of scantling. 

Notwithstanding his injuries, the fame 
placed a quantity of hay in the wagon shed fa 
the animal in case it should' return during thf 
night. 

This morning the hay was pretty well gorn 
showing that the deer had returned and prot 
ably staved in the shed until daylight. 

Last spring two deer frequented this neigl 
borhood, and stopped in the Knowlton wago[. 
house several nights, their tracks having bee, 
noticed three successive mornings. When tl1 
warm weather set in the animals left, and nor 
was seen again until this one appeared last nigh 

A NO ACCOUNT DOG. 

A man in Missouri recently sued a railwa 
company for damages for the death of a hour, 
killed on the track. The company defendt 
itself upon the following points: 

Said dog was chasing a rabbit up defendant 
track in violation of the game laws. 

Said rabbit lived on defendant’s right of wa 
and was therefore the property of the defendar 

Plaintiff’s dog was a trespasser, and was hurt, 
ing defendant’s property without permission. J 

Said deceased was not much of a dog, an 
how, or it could easily have kept out of the w. 
of defendant’s trains. 

And having fully answered, defendant pra 
to be discharged.—Youth’s Companion. 

HOW TO BOILD AND FURNISH THEM. 
By William S. Wicks. Price, $1.50. 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, 

A book written for the instruction and guidance I 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its autb. 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, 1 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acqui* 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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©not guns 

ammunition of 

a 11 dependable 

makes can be 

bought at right 

prices at 

Philadelphia’s 
Sporting Goods 
Headquarters 

Write for Catalogue B. 

Shannon 
816 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

Webber's K*".d Jackets 
For Hunting: and Outing:. All wool, 
seamless and elastic. Cut shows No. 
4. price $7—guaranteed best knit jacket 
made at any price. Suggest Oxford or 
Tan. If not at your dealer’s, sent ex¬ 
press paid: return if not satisfied. Other 
Jackets, Coats, Vests, Sweaters and 
Cardigans,formen, women and children, 
all prices. Catalogue free. 

Geo. F. Webber, Mfr., Station F, 
Detroit, Mich. 

3UXBAK SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING 

Aping, boating, climbing. 

IRD, JONES <0. KENYON. 

Just the thing for gunning, fishing, 
Booklet with samples of material free. 

3 Blandina St., UtieeL. N. Y. 

/PrtVO LAMP. Safest and best lamp for house 
hold use. At your dealer’s. 

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK. 
(Incorporated) 

lamp Life in the Woods. 
-nd the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Coa- 
uning hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
tceipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with ia- 
tructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals, 
y W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages, 
rice. 11.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 

itertainment, instruction and information between 
merican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
1 the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony- 
ous communications will not be regarded. The editors 
e not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
ngle copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
r ciubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, mone 
der or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publis 

■g Company. The paper may be obtained of new 
alers throughout the United States, Canada and Gre; 
ntam. Canadian subscriptions. $4.00 a year, $2.00 f< 
x months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—Londoi 
aines & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & G 
ins: Brentano s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year- $2: 
r six months. ’ 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates f( 
r®*' Slx and twelve months. Eight words to the lin 

“I}***} Llnesc to ?ne lnch- Advertisements should t 
ceived by Saturday previous to issue in which th< 
riakii. 4 ‘nserted. Transient advertisements must ii 

accompanied by the money, or they will n< 
nf'l'dV Reading notices, seventy-five cents per lin 
n)y advertisements of an approved character msertei 

Display Classified Advertising. 

'hookS’ rlWm'T ?nd T}V.i,nter Resorts, Instructs 
ibles ’ R ° tres,’ , V Rai road and Steamship Tin 
mibs T=vM. - . F%uSa£ and To Let- Seeds an 
id F;,k/XldermT;sts- Kennel. Dogs, etc. Warn 

ree monXeS'riI er line’ Per insertion, 15 cent nee months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

forest and stream PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 

FOREST AND STREAM 
A Retrospect and a Promise 

Forest and Stream, the oldest of American publications, devoted to field sports, is 

also the best. There are a good many things which combine to complete this type of ex¬ 

cellence the unique interest of its contents, the mechanical perfection, the richness, 

abundance and truthfulness of its illustrations. Its very title brings to the mind a thousand 

memories of happy days afield, of big-game hunting in wild corners of the world, of days 

with trout or bass on stream or lake, of loved companions of the rod or gun, of good fellows 

and good sportsmen he has never met, but has learned to know as fellow members of our 

camp-fire circle, and whose exploits Forest and Stream has made known to him. It 

stands for all the things that satisfy the outdoor hunger of healthy men and women. In 
the department of 

SPORTSMAN TOURIST 
Are printed accounts of exploration and travel in little-known lands, of hunting and 

fishing trips, of adventures in search of big-game, of happenings picturesque and thrill¬ 

ing many years ago in a West—then wild—of Indian fights, of happy days afield in nearby 

covers with dog and gun in pursuit of the hurtling grouse, the lusty quail, or the whistling 

woodcock. In the pages devoted to Natural History questions are asked and answered 

about the life histories and queer habits of birds, beasts and fishes; showing how they look 

and where they live; the preservation of trophies and specimens. Men rich in the knowl¬ 

edge of experience from their storehouses of nature lore, supply information useful and 

interesting to lovers of outdoor life and students of nature. 

GAME BAG AND GUN 
Is the title of another department, full of practical instruction for those who use fire¬ 

arms. Here are accounts of shooting excursions; expert opinion on guns and ammuni¬ 

tion; helps and hints for the novice; discussions which appeal to the experienced gunner; 

news of all that is taking place in the field of game protection, propagation and preserva¬ 

tion; information useful and interesting, first of all to the sportsman, but hardly in a less 

degree to the nature lover and the average man. Closely allied is the department of trap 

and rifle shooting with its news of current happenings and its comment by recognized experts. 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING 
Not all technical, nor yet narrative alone. Both in their place and in the right pro¬ 

portion. It is for the angler first; what he may catch, where and how. Gives instruction 

on the handling and manufacture of rods, reels, lines and flies; hints on the care and use 

of fishing tackle; information as to where fish of different kinds are most abundant, and 

other points of moment to the angler. Then there are full reports of fly-casting tourna¬ 

ments; notes about stocking streams; where fry may be obtained, etc. 

YACHTING 
Thousands of readers, along ten thousand miles of coast, East, West, North and South, 

find their sport afloat. Yachtsmen everywhere recognize Forest and Stream as the 

periodical that meets their needs. It offers a department for the men that haul the ropes 

and hold the wheel. From the lad Down East, who has built his “Cat” with his own hands, 

to the owner of the 90-rater, Forest and Stream appeals to all with its graphic accounts 

of races; its discussion of live yachting questions; the letters of its British correspondent, 

and the superb illustrations of yachts and the practical designs it publishes. 

Every one interested in outdoor life—Nature Study, Hunting, Shooting or Fish¬ 

ing, Yachting or Canoeing, needs the Forest and Stream, and those who have learned to 

need it find that they need it all the time. It is a habit that grows on one. 

FORE WORD 
In the year 1908 the Forest and Stream will be to the Nature Lover, the Gunner, the 

Angler, the Yachtsman, the Outdoor man all that it has been for so many years—and more. 

There will he Indian stories by J. W. Schultz, whose accounts of life among the 

old Plains tribes have thrilled so many readers. Mr. E. L. F. Jenner will give us more 

of those vivid sketches of the Northeastern country that he knows so well. Col. W. D. 

Pickett, the greatest bear hunter that ever lived in America, will tell of a trip to the 

Yellowstone Park in the seventies, and describe some of the astonishing feats that he 

performed among the grizzlies of the Gray Bull River. There will be stories of the 

buffalo days by Charles Aubrey and George Bird Grinnell; accounts of the habits of 

birds, by Wm. L. Finley; the log of a whaling Cruise, by Victor Slocum; a series of 

articles on the ruffed grouse by S. T. Hammond, entitled, “My Friend the Partridge,” 

and scores of other features, equally interesting and attractive. 
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THE RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 

of the United States and 
Canada governing the 

taking of game and fish. 

Compiled from original 

and official sources for 

the practical guidance of 

sportsmen and anglers. 

The Brief is complete; it 

covers all the States and 

Provinces, and gives all 

provisions as to seasons 

"If you are wise*’ for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 

licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 

tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 

reliable. 

••If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.” 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 

error in the Brief. 

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet 
which was published serially in Forest and 
Stream as by W. B. Anderson, has been issued 
over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, and 
under the new title 

My Life As Ai\ Indian 
The story is one of the most faithful pictures 

of human life ever drawn. It tells of the life 
of the plains Indian in the old days, when buf¬ 
falo hunting and journeys to war were the oc¬ 
cupations of every man. It describes the every 
day life of the great camp, tells how the men 
and women passed their time, how the young 
men gambled, how they courted their sweet¬ 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians, 
and how the different tribes fought together. 
The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 

the beautiful Indian girl who became the 

author’s wife. .... 
But it is needless to describe this book to 

readers of Forest and Stream. Those who 
read it as a serial will surely want the volume on 
their library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO , 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 

Club Cocktails 

• -•***•• -" *"< 

; . fiA ...... ! 

Manhattan 
Cocktails- 

Are scientificall / blended fion 

the choicest old liquors, an< 

are further improved by agin 

in wood. They appeal espe 

dally to the sportsman, as the 

are always ready and so easil 

rerved. They can be coole 

by laying the bottle i 

a spring hole or exposin 
to the cold air. What i 

more appreciated than 

delicious cocktail as 

prelude to your dinne 

after a day’s fishing c 

shooting? You can ha\ 

it by buying the ‘‘Clu 

Cocktails.” *| Most popul 
kinds: Manhattan (whiski 
base), Martini (gin base). F 
sale by all reputable dealei 
AVOID IMITATION 

Sole Proprietors: 

G. F. HEUBLE1N & BRC 
HARTFORD NEW YORK LONDO 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
346 Broadway, New York 

We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 
bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound’make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 

interest and value. 
The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 

dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Ed 1 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vig t 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, *2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet 
which was published serially in Forest and Stream as by W. B. Ander¬ 
son, has now been issued over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, and 1 

under the new title 

My Life As An Indian 
■ 

This is the picture ot an old 

time Indian of the north, one of 

those described in Mr. Schultz’s 

splendid ,book, “My Life as an 

Indian.” The white blanket 

coat and the handkerchief 

about the head were the char¬ 

acteristic dress of that time and 

that people. 

The story is one of the most faithful pictures of human life ever drawn. 
It tells of the life of the plains Indian in the old days, when buffalo hunting 
and journeys to war were the occupations of every man. It describes the 
every day life of the great camp, tells how the men and women passed 
their time, how the young men gambled, how they courted their sweet¬ 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians and how the different 
tribes fought together. The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 

the beautiful Indian girl who became the author’s wife. 

But it is needless to describe this book to readers of Forest and 
Stream. Those who read it as a serial will surely want the volume on 
their library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 
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R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
Our New Catalogues for 1908 will 

soon be ready. 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition and Fish¬ 
ing Tackle and Camp Goods. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies. 

No. 3. Kodaks and Athletic Goods. 

Get on the mailing list now and insure 
getting one or all of the above on pub¬ 
lication. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

<♦> 

Steel Fishing Rods 

Ask for Bristol rods by name. Look for the word 
Bristol on the handle. It’s there on every genuine. The 
reputation of Bristol rods has become so great that they 
are a shining mark for imitators. The Bristol’s delicate 
pliancy, quick resiliency, tough durability, complete 
adaptability to all purposes, convenience, and absolute 
reliability are common knowledge to all guides and ex¬ 
pert fishermen everywhere. These are the qualities 
which have built up Bristol’s prestige as "The rod that 
brings home the fish.” Three year guarantee tag on 
every Bristol. Beautiful illustrated catalogue mailed free. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO. 

84 Horton St. 
Bristol. Conn. 

, 

Assorted 12c STEEL RODS Three 
Pieces $1.50 

Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8# feet; Fly, 9, 9%, 10 feet 

TROUT FLIES °neDoen 
Split Bamboo Rods. 75c . T' T « c« 

j pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8# feet. AUlOHYiltlC AVCd, 

Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Lin* 

CHARLES DISCH, 
318 FULTON STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y 
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THE DOG WAS FIRST. 

Evidently there is to be no end of the stories 
which go to prove the dog’s possession of rea¬ 
soning powers, which an incident related here 
everal days ago has called out. There is one in 
ihe number received which strikes the listener 
is very remarkable, and which is attested to him 
hi the best of evidence. A collie, owned by a 
Vermont farmer, was accustomed to drive a herd 
if cows every day from the cow stables to a 
lasture which was some distance from- the farm 
Biddings. On the road there was a piece of 
,roods, beyond that a field, and further on the 
fasture. The farmer was in the habit of going 
dong with the cows, but the dog always did all 
he driving and was very assiduous in it, so that 
me morning, when the dog suddenly deserted 
he road and darted into the woods and out of 
light, his master was greatly surprised. The 
armer kept along the road with the cattle, how- 
:ver, and had passed the woods, and proceeded 
ibout half way along the field, when he saw, 
n the fence skirting the field, a “gap” which had 
>een left open without his knowledge; and there, 
n this open gap, the dog was seated, and was 
fuarding the field from the entrance of the cattle. 
Te had known of the break in the fence, had 
’oreseen the cows, with the prying curiosity and 
fondness for getting into fields characteristic of 
heir race, would get through it, and had gone 
round through the woods to head them off. 

WILD TURKEY INVADERS. 

An unusual treat, in the form of two wild 
hirkeys came to Mr. Guilmartin Floyd yester¬ 
day at his home at Armstrong. Mr. Floyd has 
domestic turkeys and among them some big 
gobblers. Yesterday afternoon his attention 
fvas called to the poultry yard by an unusual 
;ommotion and he went out to learn the cause. 
He found two of his gobblers in desperate con- 
"Tict with two wild gobblers and the invaders 
were .getting the best of the fray. Rushing 
back to the house, Mr. Floyd secured his gun 
and was soon again in the poultry yard. He 
Ired and one of the wild turkeys dropped, but 
:he other paid little heed to the detonation or 
lis companion’s fate. He had plenty of trouble 
to attend to and mixed things ug lively. Mr. 
Floyd drew a bead on the second bird and 
dropped not only his intended game, but two 
of his domestic birds as well. He came into 
:own last evening, bringing the four birds. The 
wild gobblers weighed 18 and 17 pounds respec¬ 
tively. The feathers of the wild turkey are 
valuable and the flesh is considered a rare treat 
On the whole Mr. Floyd is reconciled to the 
slaughter of his own turkeys, when the other 
two are thrown into the scale to balance up in 
his favor. 

PULLING A LEOPARD'S TEETH. 

The spotted leopard, Alice Roosevelt, of the 
Central Park Zoo, had twelve teeth pulled re- 
:ently by “Bill” Snyder, the head keeper. She 
fainted in the most ladylike manner under the 
operation. 

Alice, who is only nine months old, had been 
ailing for some weeks and appeared to be in 
such low spirits that Keeper Snyder bought her 
guinea hens and tender quail to tempt her appe¬ 
tite. In gently thrusting a piece of quail on 
toast down her throat recently the keeper dis¬ 
covered that Alice had not shed her puppy teeth 
on the lower jaw and the other set had grown 
in front of them. He decided to remove the 
earlier set and looked for a dentist. 

Several were telephoned to, but when they 
were asked to enter the leopard’s cage and ex¬ 
tract her teeth they were all too busy to attend 
to it, and Snyder had to do the job himself. 

The teeth were successfully taken out, and 
as the last one left her jaw with a jerk, the leo¬ 
pard fainted and had to be dosed with three stiff 
drinks of brandy before she came to and in the 
leopard language asked, “Where am I?” 

, Alice appeared to be very comfortable in the 
afternoon and according to Bill Snyder she will 
be herself again in a few days.—Times. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Fokest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 
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Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Foutteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great hornel owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 
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HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effettive 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 
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WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers. their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 37$ 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.60; half morocco, $2.60. 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to .cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

GAME FISH DISTRIBUTION. 

The distribution of game fish in the best 

known WSters of the world has progressed so 

quietly during recent years that the public, if it 

realizes that the work is important, regards its 

success with apathetic interest. 

So gradually have the products of scientists 

and inventors been adopted that improvements 

of the greatest importance have ceased to be¬ 

come nine-day wonders, and the public in a day 

or two ceases to read in its daily papers how a 

thing has been done, so long as it is an assured 

success. 

The electrically propelled yacht and the motor 

car are but two of the results of modern achieve¬ 

ment. It was only a little while ago that these 

really wonderful inventions were derided by 

the public as impossible, and the sight of one 

now causes no person’s pulse to beat the faster. 

When Signor Marconi's promise to transmit 

wireless messages between Great Britain and the 

United States was kept, and the papers published 

pages of matter describing the long years of toil 

whose culmination was a message flashed across 

the Atlantic Ocean, there were few readers who 

went further into the accounts than the first 

paragraph or two. Marconi had made good, they 

knew, and that was all they cared about the in¬ 

cident. 

Years ago the whole world knew that an at¬ 

tempt had been made to drive a tunnel under 

the Hudson River, and that the project had 

been abandoned. To-day one can walk dry shod 

from New York to New Jersey, yet not one per¬ 

son in every million that pass the mouths of 

these tunnels knows their location. 

In view of these facts, it is not remarkable 

that scant attention is given to the work of 

the world’s fish culturists, whose achievement 

during the last half century would be regarded 

as one of the greatest feats of modern times 

were it not for the fact that the public has grown 

accustomed to accomplishments and merely asks 

that every new one be put to practical use at 

once, to assist it to move more rapidly at its 

work or play—and prevent waste of time. 

To-day the fish culturists of America and 

Australia and of England and New Zealand ex¬ 

change shipments of eggs with the utmost confi¬ 

dence that they will reach their destination safely 

and with slight loss. In a few days one million 

salmon eggs will be put on the cars at San Fran¬ 

cisco, and when they arrive in New York they 

will be transferred to a coastwise steamship and 

will eventually be taken in hand by fish cul¬ 

turists in Argentina, hatched and released in the 

tidal waters of that South American Republic. 

At the same time a similar number of rainbow 

trout eggs will be shipped from California hatch¬ 

eries to Germany. 

British fish culturists are endeavoring to trans¬ 

plant striped bass from our Southern waters to 

their tidal rivers, and in this they are receiv¬ 

ing assistance from our Federal Fisheries Bureau. 

They feel confident of the success of the under¬ 

taking, basing their hopes on the fact that the 

striped bass of the Atlantic coast thrive in the 

waters of the Pacific and would multiply rapidly 

were it not for the vigor with which netters pur¬ 

sue them. 

European fish culturists have distributed game 

fish eggs in the various colonies in all parts of 

the world, and the results have satisfied them, 

although they have ofjen been attained under 

adverse conditions. 

Much of this distribution is still of an ex¬ 

perimental nature, and must remain so for a 

considerable period of time, but it cannot be re¬ 

garded in the same light as the careless and 

thoughtless experimenting which resulted in the 

firm hold the English sparrow and the German 

carp have on American suburbs and waters re¬ 

spectively. The carp and the sparrow have 

taught us a lesson that will not be quickly for¬ 

gotten, and it is not without its grain of com¬ 

fort, for it has illustrated the need of the 

greatest care in introducing foreign and possi¬ 

bly undesirable species into our forests and 

waters. 

HUNTING CASUALTIES. 

It seems that in Minnesota, as well as in 

Maine, the recent big game shooting season 

passed without many casualties of the inexcus¬ 

able sort. 

This is too important to be passed by without 

investigating a little. What are the impressions 

received by our friends who were on the ground? 

Are hunters becoming more careful, is the num¬ 

ber of heedless shooters diminishing, or have 

the warnings published from timS- to time had 

a beneficial effect? 

It cannot be that this is merely a coincidence, 

for in the two States referred to several persons 

were hurt in purely accidental ways. 

More light on the subject may lead to a further 

decrease in the number of these unfortunate 

occurrences, and we hope this may be obtained. 

The most obstinate fact is that there is never 

present the slightest excuse for shooting at an 

object until its identity is ascertained, and if 

there is any new line of reasoning by which 

novices can be impressed with the great im¬ 

portance of knowing what they are shooting at, 

Forest and Stream would like to know what 

'it is. 

WANTON DEER KILLING. 

Intelligence of one of the worst cases of 

wholesale deer killing on record comes through 

Dr. C. R. Low, chief of the Canadian Geological 

Survey, who recently took the Government 

steamer Neptune for a twelve months’ voyage 

to North Hudson Bay. He describes in his 

official log an instance of the heartlessness of 

the “better educated.’’ He writes: 

“A few years ago a Scotch whaling firm sent 

their steamer Active to Southampton Island, and 

brought with them some natives from Big Island. 

These men, provided with modern rifles, soon 

killed off or drove away the deer in the neigh¬ 

borhood. 

“The old inhabitants, the Sagdlingmint Eskimo, 

being armed only with bows, arrows and spears, 

were unable to compete with the better-armed 

strangers. As a result the entire tribe, who num¬ 

bered sixty-eight souls in 1900. died of starva¬ 

tion and disease in the winter of 1902, just for 

a few dollars. The following year the whaling 

station was abandoned, and the great island is 

now uninhabited except for a few of the Big 

Island Eskimo at the old whaling station.” 

At last the sportsman’s motor car has in¬ 

vaded the retreats of the big game of equatorial 

Africa, where the hum of motors and the honk¬ 

ing of warning horns Have heretofore been un¬ 

known. Starting at Dar-es-Salaam, in German 

East Africa, Lieutenant Graetz, of the German 

Army, is on his way to one of the ports in Ger¬ 

man West Africa, probably Kamerun or Duke- 

town. Following the route of the proposed rail¬ 

way from Dar-es-Salaam, on the East coast to 

Ujiji, on Lake Tanganyika Lieutenant Graetz 

has been heard from at Tabora, about 600 miles 

inland in the Unyamwezi country. He had not 

seen any big game up to the time he reached 

Tabora, and the smaller game passed by the car 

was frightened into flight by it. 

* 

The Forest, Fish and Game Commission of 

New York has recommended that in the pro¬ 

posed revision of the game and fish laws, the 

dates of the open seasons be given instead of 

those for the closed seasons, as the laws read 

at present. If the present deer law were changed 

to conform to this rule, its opening sentence 

would read: “The open season for wild deer 

shall be from Sept. 16 to Oct. 31, both inclusive.” 

No person, however careless, would misconstrue 

its exact meaning. And in numerous other ways 

the written laws may be simplified and shortened. 
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In the “Garden State” 
By PAULINA BRANDRETH 

THROUGHOUT the Middle West, not only 

on first, but also on more intimate acquaint¬ 

ances, two existing conditions invariably 

impress one. These are the vast extent of arable 

territory, and the complete differentiation in the 

landscape, from anything known east of the Mis¬ 

sissippi. In Kansas especially are both these 

features forcibly apparent, where the country 

exhibits a character and individuality absolutely 

its own. It was long ago given the picturesque 

and appropriate title of “the Garden State,” a 

name, which, no doubt, as the years go on, will 

cleave to it more closely. But at the present day 

it still bears traces of an old primal wildness, 

and as yet the plow has not entirely succeeded 

in obliterating a memory of the red man. 

As a State it may be truthfully regarded as 

the golden heart of the West, and what with 

its green hills, fertile plains and river bottoms, 

and above all its generous even-tempered climate 

it forms a combination not easy to find else¬ 

where. One thinks of Kansas as lying directly 

ander the palm of the sun, always green, always 

smiling; and the bubbling villanelle of the lark 

seems adequately to express the nature of its 

spirit. As with all good things, however, a pinch 

of bitter is mingled with the sweet, and the 

winds of the region are proverbial. When they 

descend upon the land it is with the honest en¬ 

deavor to blow; and blow they do in no half¬ 

hearted fashion. Whirlwinds of dust fill the 

air, the hills are half hidden in a yellow haze, 

and the cottonwoods rend and crack as the gale 

goes rattling through their tops. While such 

tempers are alike disturbing and undesirable, the 

breezes of spring, and no doubt summer as well, 

stand in direct contrast. They seem to breathe 

the cool vigor of the Pacific, mingled with an 

indescribable fragrance, wafted from the grass 

lands of the great Southwest, or coming out of 

the north, they suggest the aroma of a far-reach¬ 

ing country, whose sky line is agleam with ripen¬ 

ing wheat. Even as the one whispers of tinkling 

music and sunny Mexico, of oceans booming and 

rivers slumbering southward, so does the other 

bring to mind visions of a more remote, raw 

and unconquered dominion, lapping over into 

the treasuries of the North, and backed by the 

green glaciers of the Alaskan ranges. 

It is this definite sense of expanse, this re¬ 

alization of vast uncramped boundaries that 

warms the heart as we travel westward. Here¬ 

in lies the spell which holds, and calls us back. 

There is so much of earth and air and sky that 

we think with an honest shudder of civilized 

confinement, and the ugly precincts of smoke¬ 

laden cities. I suppose, however, that its real 

secret will never be divulged, being 6ne of those 

things which remain unuttered for the simple 

reason that nobody can find words adequate to 

convey its full significance. Whatever it may 

be, it seizes certain individuals with a life-long 

grip, and among us there are those who, having 

once felt the martial sun of the West on our 

cheek, will not rest content until we feel it 

there again. 

In the autumn of 1906 I made my first trip 

to Fort Riley, and five months later found me 

speeding once more toward the land of "Smoky 

Water” with the profitable sensation that I was 

putting into action a long concocted plan, and 

with the firm belief hat it would be desirably 

fulfilled. This latter intimation proved indeed 

prophetical, • and for two months I drank the 

unstinted upland air and lived among people of 

whom it is good to think about. Now, looking 

back, its memory seems like a well-thumbed 

book, on every page of which stands out some 

fragrant and pleasant passage. 

The aspect of the country since the preceding 

November had naturally undergone a complete 

transformation. Instead of sober browns and 

grays of autumn the hills rolled away to the 

horizon in smooth green billows, the cotton¬ 

woods, brushed with young leaves, rustled over¬ 

head, and the cardinals sang and romped in the 

budding canons. Day after day the sky opened 

wide and deep and blue, while buzzards swung 

aloft in slow rhythmic circles; and day after day 

the hills waxed greener, and in spite of occas¬ 

ional snow squalls the valleys continued to bloom 

into a mist of vernal colors. At night the atmos¬ 

phere exhaled perfumes of newly-tilled soil, for 

sloping as it does from west to east with a gentle 

inclination of some seven feet to the mile, the 

land forms an ideal farming country, and its 

wheat, rye and alfalfa fields, mounting in broad 

luxuriant swells against the horizon, and rippled 

into a silver sheen by summer breezes, are fit 

subjects to inspire the maker of pastoral verse. 

Not far from Riley the old Mormon trail 

crosses the hills in what is now a well defined 

and well traveled road, while away to the south, 

blood-stained and historic, the Sante Fe trail 

winds along the Arkansas closely followed by 

the railroad. Strange as it may seem, there still 

lurks an atmosphere of those raw pioneer days, 

and when we chance to get up on some com¬ 

manding promontory and look for miles in every 

direction without seeing human sign or habita¬ 

tion, we experience an odd sensation as if, in¬ 

stead of the new, we were regarding the old, 

and that the next hillcrest may conceal a herd 

of mighty buffaloes, the smoke of an Indian en¬ 

campment, or the bulky white form of a prairie 

schooner. The former are merely chimeras of 

days long past, but the latter exists, and fre¬ 

quently one sees a family traveling gypsy fashion 

through the State, going north or south as the 

case may be. And so what was once uncouth 

and untamed has become passive and serene. 

The dust of slain settlers has long since blown 

away, and the primitive turned rustic. Years 

of massacre and strife and factional upheavals 

have been silenced and forgotten, and except 

for her rugged canons and unshaven buttes, 

Kansas wears an expression of cultivated beauty 

and repose. 

An army post in the day time exhibits to full 

extent the activity of the national spirit. From 

reveille until sunset the routine moves forward 

with smooth clock-like precision. Everybody is 

working and everybody for that matter seems 

contented. Men in blue and khaki come and 

go, mounted troopers clatter by, batteries with 

clanking gears and scarlet fluttering guidons 

rumble past, and only after the sharp blare of 

retreat, accompanied by the boom of the sun¬ 

set gun, does the post settle itself to a few hours’ 

of well deserved rest. Then the loud voice of 

the day quiets down to a subdued murmur, and 

as the color deepens in the west the night jars 

are unleashed and go twanging across the yellow , 

sky, while from some shadowed ravine drifts 

the low crooning of a wild dove. By 10 o’clock 

the metallic tinkle of a piano in the barracks has 

been hushed, and a short time later the keen, 

thrilling voice of a bugle echoes taps back and. 

forth from cavalry to artillery post. 

There is something unaccountably sweet and 

irresistible about this silver-throated instrument, 

and heard with a half drowsy ear, it awakens a 

soothing undercurrent of thought, as well as 

lowering one more quietly and serenely into the, 

night of sleep. After the last note has died 

away, silence, profound and complete, descends, 

from the hills, broken only by the occasional 

ring of a horse’s hoofs as the guard goes his 

rounds under the shining starlight. 

The American “Tommy Atkins” stands for 

the personification of a happy-go-lucky mortal. 

He works and plays with a certain jaunty ease 

that characterizes him apart from the rest of 

mankind. Nothing seems to worry him, and he 

follows his vocation, careless of the world at 

large, and apparently well pleased with life. 

But chief among his individualities and one 

which invariably strikes an outsider is the free 

and almost boyish enthusiasm he displays on 

certain occasions. This virtue being somewhat! 

scarce, at least in modern times, wears a favored 

and agreeable countenance. 

I remember one afternoon a series of Roman 

and Cossack races was given by the soldiers on 

, 
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; old and disused track not far from the post 

)j located on a picturesque plain near the 

icture of the Smoky Hill and Republican 

■ers. Arriving in due time we found the grand 

;nd packed, and added to the general hum of 

idtement a band, made up of school boys, burst 

th at intervals with magnificent discords and 

od stirring clangor. It was a gala day for 

erybody, and brass buttons were as thick as 

Is. After the usual defay and palavering the 

i t race, consisting of two sets of horses, ridden 

• man fashion, at length started. Amid wild 

ds and a general craning of necks away they 

<e, stretching out in admirable style and run- 

ig neck to neck. One trio was guided by a 

airy sergeant, a big, powerful Dane or Swede, 

ih a shock of tawny hair, piercing blue eyes, 

l a bushy mustache; but what was more he 

e like a veritable fiend. Little by little he 

led ahead of his opponent, and crouching for- 

, d with elastic muscles and each foot planted 

lly on the back of the outside horse, he swept 

lashing the big bays into a splendid finish, 

j; succeeding races proved equally strenuous, 

1 one rider suffered a nasty fall, lying still 

1 prone after striking earth. I have little 

bt that had he been able to stand he would 

:e resumed his place and gone forward with 

performance. Such men must necessarily 

ice good soldiers and better fighters, 

o the lover of horse flesh Riley offers an 

1 cing atmosphere. Every variety of horse, 

-n the thoroughbred to the roached nag, from 

1 trim polo pony to his unshaven brethren, is 

evidence. But of all, perhaps, the polo pony 

(Is the most conspicuous place. Twice a 

k the officers, decked out in white cork hel- 

is and fluttering red and yellow jackets, came 

''ther, and for two or three hours in the 

rnoon kept the horses as well as themselves 

roughly exercised. The contests were al- 

■ s racy, and like all other sports there is a 

ty and art in playing this game which must 

years to acquire. On warm spring days 

ii the sunbeams resting hazily on the square 

hr-green hills, with mats of wild flowers 

'ring the plain, it was a memorable sight 

ee the players go dashing across the turf, 

> together, now separated, the little ponies 

<ing and sweating as if their very lives de¬ 

led on it; and during the heat of the game, 

"h never failed to smack of risk and danger 

nid clicking mallets and flying dust—the 011- 

.er was able to share with the performers 

: excitement, and frequently found his equi- 

im knocked about as violently as the ball, 

her since, I have retained a warm affection 

rpolo ponies in general; a sentiment, how- 

( which was more justified by my acquaint- 

1 the “old man.” From the first until 

?ast time I rode him, no unpleasantness came 

•een us. Unlike “Modestine,” in Stevenson’s 

■tncial travels, he never displayed an ungen- 

•> inclination, and was ever kindly disposed 
: ambitious. 

the country around Riley invited explora- 

1 a good mount was doubly to be appreciated, 

to the opening up of new scenes, which 

1 wise would have remained unknown, there 

added the enjoyment always afforded by a 

broken pleasantly gaited saddle horse. The 

man ’ fulfilled every requirement; his' trot 

sometimes to be remembered; his canter was 

and best of all he was as sure footed as a goat. 

One of the first long rides wc ever took to¬ 

gether was in April, and I remember it as being 

an afternoon which satisfied to a great extent 

that longing for new and potent impressions, 

which so frequently overtakes us in the spring. 

There was no wind as we crossed the river and 

struck toward a spur of low rolling hills, mean¬ 

ing to take a course parallel with the stream 

after going back a mile or so, and the atmos¬ 

phere radiated an intense clarity which shone 

and glistened over the distant country. Birds 

sang on every side; the ringing song of meadow¬ 

larks, mingling with the more delicate and more 

copious melody of the lark bunting, while quail 

and cottontails scurried into the brush on either 

hand as we jogged along. Great undulating 

fields, .green with young wheat and alfalfa, 

stretched near and far, and occasionally a soli¬ 

tary farm house came in sight, its well-stocked 

barnyards and orchards giving it an unmistak¬ 

able air of prosperity. 

Nearly all the farmers in this region are 

Gerfnans or Swedes, and I was frequently im¬ 

pressed by a certain pathetic expression visible 

on the faces of many; men and women alike 

seeming laden with the burden of endless toil. 

Once, however, I remember passing a young far¬ 

mer whose countenance was as ruddy as the 

hills, and who answered our inquiries about the 

way with genial grace. Still, there is small 

wonder as to the existence of the farmer, when 

one considers the loneliness and monotony that 

must necessarily become part of their lives; hut 

again they are blessed in having God’s clean 

air to breathe, instead of the evil, health-devas¬ 

tating atmospheres with which their classes have 

to contend in all large cities. 

Riding along the south side of the valley we 

presently gained higher ground and looked down 

on the winding course of the Kansas River and 

over the surrounding country whose salient feat¬ 

ures were sharply defined by rim rocks of mag¬ 

nesian limestone. Striking up a long steep hill 

we came at length upon a view which would 

have richly repaid one had the climb been twice 

as rough and difficult. Precipitous hills and 

deep gullies, tinged faintly with verdure bay 

about us, while in every direction, as far as the 

eye could reach, rolled a wilderness of open 

country to merge in blue and purple waves in 

the light of the horizon. Northwestward, broken 

by hard blue shadows and reflecting a peculiar 

reddish hue, stood a succession of oddly shaped 

buttes, one rising like some ancient pyramid 

against the sky, and another stretching low and 

oblong for a considerable distance. They awoke 

in the beholder strange vibrations. Perhaps they 

had once been the dwelling place of a long for¬ 

gotten race. It was a region of weird beauty 

whose vastness could only be penetrated by the 

power of dream. 

Southward the hills loomed nearer, wearing a 

bleak unkempt aspect that sent a thrill of primal 

elation through one’s blood, for the old love of 

the wild and crude in nature still comes surg¬ 

ing back to fill our veins with unquenchable fire, 

and the day is yet far distant ere this most 

potent of racial sentiments shall cease to stir and 

give healthy tone to the act of living. 

As evening approached an indescribable frag¬ 

rance drifted up from the alfalfa fields, and the 

west became flooded with the advancing legions 

of an April sunset. Cattle could be seen roam¬ 

ing over the hills or moving like dark specks 

along their crests several miles away; and once 

a cowpuncher clattered across a neighboring 

slope driving before him half a dozen ragged 

ponies. Gradually the sky deepened and the 

valley sank into the gathering shades of night. 

Scenting home the “old man” broke into a 

brisk canter, and the cool air smote one’s face 

with the sweetness of spring and sang like wine 

in the region of one’s heart. A bugle sounded 

faintly from the other side of the river, while 

just above the dusky outlines of the post burned 

a great red star, the same that had risen and 

set over the wanderings of Lewis and Clark 

and their fearless successors—men who wore 

blue and buckskin, and whose names bring back 

memories of bloodshed and immortal courage. 

At the present day the West seems to stand 

like a wholesome, clear-eyed guardian behind 

the unrest and strife of modern civilization. 

Her plains and mountains and wilderness are 

full of rich promise and stupendous resource, 

and she is forever harboring and dealing out the 

vitality which fortifies and gives power, alike to 

the mind and body of a nation. 

Ancient Landmarks 
BENT’S FORT was the most important trad¬ 

ing post in the south as Fort Garry was 

in the north. It lay on the old Sante Fe 

trail, and was the principal trading post for the 

Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas, Comanches and 

Apaches. Situated on the north bank of the 

Arkansas, about six hundred and fifty miles west 

of Fort Leavenworth, it was a large and strong 

edifice. It was about a hundred and fifty feet 

north and south, by a hundred east and west, 

and was surrounded by an adobe wall six feet 

thick at the base and seventeen feet high. 

One of the early explorers of the west, Thomas 

Farnham, writing in 1839, says of it: “The 

fort is entered through a large gateway on the 

eastern side, in which swing a pair of immense 

plank doors. At the northwest side and south¬ 

east corners stand two cylindrical bastions about 

ten feet in diameter and thirty feet in height. 

These are properly perforated for the use of 

cannon and small arms, and command the fort 

and the plains around it. The interior area is 

divided into two parts, the one, and the larger 

of them, occupies the northeastern portion, which 

is nearly a square. A range of two-story houses, 

the well and the blacksmith’s shop, are on the 

north side; on the west and south are ranges 

of one-story houses; on the east the blacksmith’s 

shop, the gate and the outer wall. This is the 

place of business. Here the owners and their 

servants have their sleeping and cooking apart¬ 

ments, and here are the storehouses, the area 
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where the Indians in the season of trade, gather 

in large numbers and barter, and trade, and buy, 

under the guardianship of the carronades of the 

bastions loaded with grape, and looking upon 

them. From this area a passage leads between 

the eastern outer wall and the one-story houses 

to the caral or cavyyard. It occupies the re¬ 

mainder of the space within the walls. Ihis 

is the place for the horses, mules, etc., to repose 

in safety from Indian depredations at night. 

“Beyond the caral to the west and adjoining 

the wall is the wagon house. It is strongly built, 

and large enough to shelter twelve or fifteen of 

those large vehicles which are used in convey¬ 

ing the peltries to St. Louis and goods thence 

to the post. The long drought of summer ren¬ 

ders it necessary to protect them from the sun. 

The walls of the fort, its bastions and houses, 

are constructed of adobies or unburnt bricks, 

cemented together with a mortar of clay. The 

lower floors of the building are made of clay, a 

little moistened and beaten hard with large 

wooden mallets. The upper floors of the two- 

story houses and the roofs of all are made in 

tbe same way and of the same material, and are 

supported by heavy transverse timbers covered 

with brush. The'tops of the houses being flat 

and graveled, furnish a fine promenade in the 

moonlight evenings of this charming climate. 

“The number of men employed in the busi¬ 

ness of this establishment is supposed to be about 

sixty. Fifteen or twenty of them in charge of 

one of the owners are employed in taking to 

market buffalo robes, etc., which are gathered 

at the fort, and in bringing back with them new 

stock of goods for future purposes. Another 

party is employed in hunting buffalo meat in 

the neighborhood plains, and still another in 

guarding the animals while they cut their daily 

food on the banks of the river. And another 

party still, under command of an experienced 

trader, goes into some distant Indian camp to 

trade. One or more of the owners, and one or 

another of these parties that chances to be at 

the post defend it and trade, keep the books of 

the company, etc. Each of these parties en¬ 

counter dangers and hardship from which per¬ 

sons within the borders of civilization would 

shrink. 
“The country in which the fort is situated is 

in a manner a common field of several tribes 

unfriendly alike to one another and the whites, 

the Utaws and Cheyennes of the mountains near 

Sante Fe, and the Pawnees of the Great Platte 

come to the Upper Arkansas to meet the buffalo 

in their annual migrations to the north; and on 

the trail of these animals follow up the trail of 

the Comanches, and thus in the months of June, 

July, August and September there are in the 

neighborhood of these traders from fifteen to 

twenty thousand savages ready and panting for 

plunder and blood. If they engage in battling 

out old causes of contention among themselves, 

the Messrs. Bents feel comparatively safe in their 

solitary fortress. But if they spare each other’s 

property and lives, there are great anxieties at 

Fort William. Every hour of day and night is 

pregnant with danger. * * * 

“Fort William is owned by three brothers by 

the name of Bent from St. Louis. Two of them 

were at the post when we arrived. They seemed 

to be thoroughly initiated into Indian life; dressed 

like chiefs; in moccasins thoroughly garnished 

with beads and porcupine quills; in trousers of 

deer skin, with long fringes of the same extend¬ 

ing along the outer seam from the ankle to the 

hip; in the splendid hunting shirt of the same 

material with sleeves fringed on the elbow seam 

from the wrist to the shoulder, and ornamented 

with figures of porcupine quills of various colors 

and leathern fringe around the lower edge of 

the body; and chiefs they were in the authority 

exercised in their wild and lonely fortress. 

“A trading establishment to be known must 

be seen. A solitary abode of men seeking wealth 

in the teeth of danger and hardship, rearing its 

towers over the uncultivated waste of nature ] 

an old baronial castle that has withstood I 

wars and desolations of centuries, Indian wc.i 
tripping around its battlements in their glie 

ing moccasins and long deer skin wrappers; ( 

children, with most perfect forms and the 3 

nation of the Saxon cheek struggling thr | 

the shading of the Indian, and chattering ; 

Indian, and now Spanish or English; the 

owners and their clerks and traders, seate 

the shade of the piazza smoking the long ni 

pipe, passing it from one to- another, dra.: 

the precious smoke into the lungs by c 

hysterical sucks till filled and then ejectii 

through the nostrils; or it may be, seated an 

their rude table spread with coffee or tea, ju 

buffalo meat, and bread made of unbolted wh t 

meal from Taos, or after* eating laid thems\ 

comfortably upon their pallets of straw i 

Spanish blankets and dreaming to the ' 

notes of a flute; the old trappers withered' 

exposure to the rending elements; the half-tr 

Indian, and half-civilized Mexican serr 

seated on the ground around a large tir f 

of dry meat and a tankard of water, their 

rations, relating adventures about the shor 

Hudson’s Bay on the rivers Columbia and! 

Kenzie, in the great prairie wilderness 3 

among the snow'y heights of the mountains a 

delivering sage opinions about the destii: 

of certain bands of buffalo; of the distan 

the Blackfoot country, and whether my wok 

man was hurt as badly as Bill the Mukv 

when the ‘meal party’ was fired upon b 

Comanches, present a tolerable idea of (2 

thing within its walls.” 

Such was Bent’s Fort in the height 1 

glory. Founded by William Bent and his : 

ner Ceran St. Vrain in the year 1829, it: 
tinued to be a most important post until 1 

the close of the Mexican War. In these 3 

days of the Indian trade, as we have beeit 

by people resident in the post, sugar wa, 

known, and so was coffee. Dried apples v 

a common articles of trade, and these, wit 

and New Orleans molasses, were the chie i 

stuffs offered to the Indians. 

Shortly after the close of the Mexican 

Col. William Bent offered the post to the Ji 

States Government, but as it was not wills 
pay the price which he thought the fort ( 

he destroyed it. 

Before the establishment of Fort Willia. 

Bent brothers had already built a post e, 

Arkansas near the mouth of Fountain Creo 

they subsequently moved down stream. A> 

post at El Pueblo or Fort Pueblo is merit 

by Farnham and other early writers, but 

unimportant. 

There are few pictures of old Fort Be', 

in Doniphan’s Expedition, containing an a< 

of the conquest of New Mexico and Ci 

Kearney’s overland expedition to Cali 1 

there is a quaint engraving on page 35 ; 

gives an idea of the general aspect of thi' 

important post, mention of which occurs 1 

the literature of the early Southwest. 

CAMP SUPPLIES. 

Camp supplies should include Borden’s 1 
Brand Condensed Milk. Peerless Brand I* 
ated Milk and Borden’s Malted Milk, I 
which contain substantial and compact m 
ment, and supplying every milk or cream rl' 
ment.—Adv. 

bent’s fort or fort william. 

From an old print. 



„ Rattlesnakes, Skunks and Robins. 

Aitkin, Minn., Jan. i.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your issue of Dec. 28 Mr. McCand- 

less says of my comment on rattlesnake rattles: 

“Mr. Jaques is wrong in every particular.” 

Now, if Mr. McCandless is right I am satisfied 

'to be wrong, as I am one of those peculiar crit¬ 

ters that would much rather be wrong than agree 

with anybody else. 

My experience with rattlesnakes dates back 

into the dim and misty past, and then I was not 

taking accurate notes with a view to writing 

a book on rattlesnakes; in fact, I had experience 

with rattlers in Nebraska before Mr. McCand¬ 

less was born, very likely, though Mr. McCand¬ 

less may not be so beardless a youth as his 

innocent prattle would seem to indicate. I did 

have a pair of rattles saved from that remote 

period. Until recently they lay upon a shelf 

along with other bric-a-brac, but this morning, 

when I lay my hand upon the spot where they 

should be, they are minus and inquiry reveals the 

astounding fact that they were lost in the con¬ 

fusion of a certain move we made fifteen years 

ago. This argument is calculated to break down 

all opposition; at least it is the argument that 

has broken me down ever since the first streak 

of light on the dawn of memory. 

Before dismissing the subject let me mention 

some impressions that come to me vividly out 

of the past. A snake’s rattles are flat; that is, 

they lie in a double row joined together some¬ 

what like the barrels of a double gun. Each side 

of this double row of rattles drags upon the 

ground. I have seen them worn through—as I 

supposed—if I ever supposed the case before— 

from contact with the ground. They were not 

worn through on the edge, but underneath; that 

is, both rows were affected alike. They are of 

a slightly lighter shade underneath, being there 

protected in a measure from the sun. The rattle 

appears to be caused by the working of the dry 

husks at the joint. You can shake them and 

make them rattle, but you cannot get anything 

like the tune out of them that the snake does. 

These impressions came without any effort 

whatever to study the subject, and may stray 

from the facts to considerable extent, as witness 

the fact that I just nOw tried to pick up a set 

of rattles, knowing just where they lay upon a 

shelf that had been lost for fifteen years, and 

never had been within five hundred miles of 

the spdt where I tried to pick them up. I have 

a theory of this wide difference in the observa¬ 

tion of different people in regard to the rattle 

subject, but shall not mention it here. 

Whenever I have made any real discovery 

in bird or animal traits that I thought was going 

to send my name thundering down the ages as 

a great naturalist, a little research always showed 

that some other investigator had discovered the 

same thing, and remarked it, anywhere from two 

hundred to two thousand years before I did. 

This fact rather discouraged any ambition I 

might have had to become a great naturalist, 

hence my observations have been rather careless 

than otherwise. Yet I know the natural traits 

of a great many birds and animals. I even know 

better than to try to carry a skunk by its tail. 

I know that it is almost impossible to kill one 

in any violent way without their casting the 

scent. We used to shoot the entire head and 

shoulders off them with our buffalo guns out 

there in Mr. McCandless’s country, yet they 

invariably cast their scent. Sometimes this 

occurred after the think end of them had been 

gone a full minute. One time when on a canoe 

trip I met one in mid stream swimming across. 

There was nothing but its head above water. I 

took that off with a shot and immediately there 

was something doing in the scent line. I never 

got caught by one, for I knew their natural trait 

and kept on the safe side. 

The trouble with the natural history of to¬ 

day is that most of the things worth while have 

been discovered and put on record. If the new 

man wants to discover things he must discover 

things that “ain’t so.” These discoveries are put 

on record with the rest of the stuff and they 

make a terrible mess of it. 

Shaganoss, in a recent issue of Forest and 
Stream, rubs the mark very close in his story 

of the blue heron that wanted to alight in his 

blind. It reminds me of something that hap¬ 

pened at the time that the events that begin all 

stories happened. The scene is laid at the coun¬ 

try home of a great naturalist, author, artist and 

lecturer. There had been a circus at—Morris 

Heights might have been the name of the place 

—and all the street gamins had been playing 

circus for several days, turning somersaults, 

standing on their heads, parading and so forth. 

The stately man of science had noticed this. 

One day while walking in the garden he noticed 

a robin trying to stand on its head. Its head 

went down, its legs stiffened, and it made des¬ 

perate efforts to stand upon its head or turn a 

somersault, ajid though its feet never left the 

ground there was no mistaking the effort. 

Other robins came and stood upon their heads 

or tried to. Then they would straighten up and 

go hopping off dragging something that might 

have done for a banner, with a train of other 

robins hopping in their wake. They were play¬ 

ing circus and parading. Like a ray of sunlight 

glancing from a new tin roof this dawned upon 

the man of wisdom. The cute little things had 

been watching the gamins play circus; had com¬ 

prehended and were practicing it themselves. He 

called his wife as a witness to his great dis¬ 

covery. Aye! he called passers-by from the 

street until quite a crowd had gathered, and they 

stood open-mouthed, and marveled much. At 

last the stable boy came whistling by, and he, 

too, was called as a witness, but he proved to 

be one too many. He glanced at the robins for 

an instant and said, “Huh! they’re jest pullin’ 

up angle worms.” The crowd laughed. Some 

leading magazine lost a nature story. The new 

natural history lost a chapter, and the stable 

boy lost his job. • E. P. Jaques. 

Cures for Rattlesnake Bites. 

Williamsport, Pa., Dec. 28.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In to-day’s issue of Forest and 
Stream Mr. A. D. McCandless, of Wymore. 

Neb., has a very instructive article on rattle¬ 

snakes, and his position is well taken in all of 

his assertions, with the exception of a part of 

his treatment. 

He states: “It pains me to have to say that 

whiskey is not an antidote for the bite of the 

rattlesnake; in fact, it is about the worst thing 

the patient can take, as it heats the blood and 

thus stimulates the absorption of the venom and 

gives you a headache the next day.” 

I can hardly let this statement go by. The 

gentleman is correct when he states that whiskey 

is not an antidote, but he never made a more 

grievous error than in stating it is the worst 

thing a patient can take, and almost every phy¬ 

sician of experience would be willing to take 

issue with him on this subject. 

Pie is not far wrong when saying that per¬ 

manganate of potash injected into the fresh 

wound will effect a cure. He would have been 

entirely correct had he added to his statement 

that the strongest diffusible stimulants should 

immediately be given with the potash injection. 

In other words, one is as important as the other, 

and whiskey heads the list of diffusible stimu¬ 

lants. 

I should consider it safer, if I had my choice 

of the two remedies and could give only one of 

them, to give whiskey, and I believe I would 

save the greatest per cent, of cases by this treat¬ 

ment. 

The venom of the rattlesnake is a deadly 

poison, and it acts as do all poisons when injected 

under the skin; the deeper the injection, the more 

rapid the absorption, depending somewhat upon 

the part of the body struck. Some is absorbed 

immediately, the balance over a short period of 

time. 

It is a powerful heart depressant; it kills by 

paralysis of the heart’s action. Once the poison is 

under the skin all that Mr. McCandless would have 

us do is to inject the antidote which neutralizes 

the excess of the venom. How does he take care 

of the already absorbed poison ? It must be 

passed through the circulatory apparatus and be 

eliminated by the skin and kidneys. He risks 

paralysis of the heart, or if the heart withstands 

the assault of the poison he invites acute in¬ 

flammation of the kidneys—Bright’s disease—oc¬ 

casioned by the poison in its passage through 

the kidneys. 

When any poison has been taken into the sys¬ 

tem, the treatment consists of administration of 

the antidote and the giving of heart stimulants 

to support it and aid it in its elimination of the 

poison; therefore whiskey should be the first 

drug to be given, as it stimulates the heart and 

supports it in its efforts to pass the poison out 

of the body. 

,After one has been bitten the best thing to do 

is to immediately apply a band—a handkerchief 

will do—around the arm or leg above the wound 
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or nearest the body; this to temporarily check 

the return circulation. Next freely incise the 

wound, to allow the accumulated blood to pass 

out and to carry with it considerable of the 

poison. After the first flow of blood is over, 

inject the potash solution as advised; apply a 

clean cloth, if no drugs are at hand; a cloth that 

has been well soaked in cold running water. 

Next give your patient an ounce of whiskey. 

Next loosen your constricting band, just enough 

to allow the circulation to slowly be re-estab¬ 

lished. Now if your patient feels no ill effects 

you can afford to wait a half hour, when, if his 

pulse has become rapid, and he complains of 

nausea, dizziness or vertigo, give another ounce 

of whiskey, and continue its use until the patient 

is either feeling remarkably improved, or is in 

the hands of a physician. The only thing to re¬ 

member is that you are safe in pushing your 

whiskey until the patient begins to show some 

signs of its effects—which symptoms are rather 

familiar to most men—and you will be surprised 

to find that men who never have tasted whiskey 

can bear large quantities very well when thus 

afflicted. 
I wish to congratulate Mr. McCandless upon 

his very good article, and also to assure him that 

if he ever has the misfortune to be bitten by a 

rattler on the brushy mountains of Pennsylvania 

he will need more than his hypodermic of per¬ 

manganate if he ever desires to again see 

Nebraska. H. J. Donaldson, M.D. 

Seasons Out of Joint. 
Hudson, N. Y., Jan. 6.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Very peculiar things are happening 

nowadays up Columbia county way, and the 

oldest inhabitant has lost faith in his farmer’s 

almanac, which about this time of year presents 

advice about “looking for snow storms.” 

Within a few days dandelions have been picked 

on various lawns about the city, and visitors 

to Second Hill last Sunday afternoon were sur¬ 

prised to see large numbers of caterpillars sun¬ 

ning themselves. Robins and bluebirds have been 

seen in the vicinity of "the city up to the present 

time, but unusual winter residents were a flock 

of jacksnipe that have been living for a week 

past up the Bay Brook. The people who saw 

these snipe also saw on the same day a huge 

bullfrog who was blinking in the sun on the 

muddy bank of the creek. 

Another winter resident is a white heron 

which has taken up its abode in the high grass 

of the South Bay. It can be seen every , even¬ 

ing returning to its resting place after a hard 

day’s work spent in making a living with the 

thermometer at just about freezing point. 

Henry Con, the local fish and game protector, 

found an injured sora rail about two weeks ago 

along the bay road near the soldering works. 

As it was unable to fly he took it home where 

he now has it thoroughly domesticated. It seems 

to take kindly to confinement and is rapidly put¬ 

ting on flesh on a mixed diet of rice, wheat and 

cracker crumbs, and will be ready for the north¬ 

ern migration in the spring. Columbia. 

Pigeon History. 
Saginaw, Mich., Dec. 19.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Here is a little bit of passenger pigeon 

history that just came to me from a gentleman 

who has been kind enough to write me from 

St. Paul about my book. In speaking of Mr. 

Tom Morley, who died many years ago, he says 

he was a good shot and a great sportsman, and 

adds: 
“I well recollect when he was an invalid, re¬ 

siding in Painesville, Ohio, and I as a little boy. 

probably seven or eight years old, would watch 

the wild pigeons come in for red cherries in the 

orchard, singly and several at a time. Then I 

would run to the house and tell Mr. Morley 

about them, and he would come out and shoot 

them and go back to the porch and wait for the 

new arrivals. He was so weak and feeble at 

that time he could scarcely handle a gun, but 

in an afternoon he would get ten or fifteen 

pigeons in this manner. 

“I killed my last wild pigeon in Minnesota 

in 1885, for I moved to this State in 1880. We 

used to buy them for trap shooting at about $70 

per thousand, but after 1886 they were positively 

unknown. I have had a standing offer in one 

of the sportsmen’s papers for the past five years 

agreeing to pay $25 for a pair of freshly killed 

passenger pigeons. I do not think there is a 

wild bird in existence to-day. 

“There was a family living just outside of 

Toledo by the name of Searles, a father and two 

sons, who made a fortune netting wild pigeons. 

At the big shoot, which occurred in Cleveland 

in 1875, we used 15,000 wild pigeons. This was 

at the meeting of the first sportsmen’s conven¬ 

tion ever held in the United States. We really 

were not guilty because we did not realize that 

this bird would be exterminated. God forgive 

us.” W. B. Mershon. 

The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

Brewer, Me., Dec. 16.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I am a constant reader of the Forest 

and Stream and with my wife and dog roam 

the woods and lakes continually. Together we 

have killed this season eighty-seven game birds 

of which only seven were ruffed grouse. We 

found not more than three birds in any one 

place, and many times only one old bird, and 

this where we knew they had bred, for our 

pointer Rex found them while we were trouting. 

I call it the fox’s fault in the year’s run of 

plunder, for our covers are small trees with few 

large evergreens, and I have found many places 

where they roosted on or within three feet of 

the ground. 
Can a grouse brood be killed by some kind 

of lice? One year ago, while driving the coast 

line of Maine near Gouldsboro, three ruffed 

grouse ran into the road ahead of the team and 

I killed two of them. They were small with 

poor plumage and the head and neck of one 

was covered with a red tick, or louse, many as 

large as a kernel of wheat and full of blood. 

There were very few feathers on the neck. I 

am positive there were a great spoonful of these 

on this one bird. I took a piece of road mud 

and rubbed them off, but some hung on and 

could not be removed. The other had some but 

not so many. I circled and hunted, but these 

three were all there were. Did these lice kill 

this whole brood? What were they? I spoke 

to Mr. Manly Hardy once about this, but he 

could not place this insect. 

I say do something for the grouse, for there 

is more fun in him than the deer. 

Cannot Maine have the elk in the Mt. Katah- 

din region, and the pheasant as they have this 

bird in Oregon? Ernest M. Gross. 

Further testimony as to the scarcity of ruffed 

grouse in Michigan during the shooting season 

just ended is offered by the following cutting 

from the Detroit Free Press, Traverse City 

correspondent: 

“The partridge season which closed Saturday 

has been the poorest in the memory of local 

hunters. Sportsmen have considered two or 

three birds a good bag, .while last year that was 

counted as nothing. Many days during the 

season, those who have gone out have returned 

empty handed. 
“There was something peculiar about the 

birds, too, as even the best dogs have fre¬ 

quently fallen down, and no matter how hard 

and conscientiously they worked, they didn’t 

seem to be able to achieve results. In one 

case, a hunter shot a partridge and it fell into 

an open field. The dog was sent after it, and 

several times passed within two feet of it but 

failed to pick it up until he happened to sight 

it. 
“Old hunters, who have followed the north 

woods for years, say that nature takes this 

means to protect the birds, that the length of 

last winter killed the younger birds and de¬ 

pleted the numbers, and for that reason the 

birds this year have no scent. They say that 

when rabbits multiply too rapidly in this region 

that an epidemic takes them off, and then for 

several years those remaining have no scent, and 

for this reason they maintain that the partridge 

is similarly protected.” 

FOX TRACKS. 

Photographed when there was a light crust on two feet of snow on an Adirondack lake. 



My Friend tHe Partridge 

Memories of New England Shooting 
By S. T. Hammond 

(Continued from page 54.) 

*ROM about the middle of October until When the job was finished we had eighteen 

early spring, partridges flock together, beauties laid side by side on the grass. Neither 

often in large droves; at least th'is is the of us had kept any count, but we knew that the 
case in country where they are not much dis¬ 

turbed. It is often the case that the hunter, late 

in the season, if not fortunate enough to find 

their gathering place, fails to find a tithe of the 

birds that he knows have occupied the ground 

only a short time previous. If he is not well in¬ 

formed as to the habits of the bird in this re¬ 

spect, a portion at least of his journey home is 

devoted to anathematizing hunters, hawks and 

foxes for the utter desolation that abounds. 

I was fox-hunting one day in November, 

when I ran into a pack of more than fifty birds, 

and the next day, with a chosen companion, 

we were early at the place but it was in vain 

that we searched every bit of cover, not a bird 

could we find. Finally, when it was past the 

middle of the afternoon we came out of the last 

cover, and stood in the open upon a steep hill¬ 

side trying to decide as to the best course to 

take. At the foot of the hill, sixty yards below 

us, lay the top of a large chestnut tree that had 

been cut down in the summer, for it was still 

covered with leaves, but we paid no attention 

to it until the dog stuck his nose in the air, and 

rising to his feet drew down the hill and came 

to a beautiful point not more than twenty feet 

from the tree. 

Without exchanging a word we picked our 

way down the steep hillside, my companion to¬ 

ward the butt of the tree, while I approached 

the top. Before I had reached the desired posi¬ 

tion a contumacious bird, with malice prepense, 

burst through the dead leaves, and at her best 

speed came straight at my head, apparently well 

knowing that of all shots this one was least 

liked by me because I nearly always scored a 

miss; and although how I tried my best, this 

one was no exception to the rule. I tried her 

again and saw her double up just at the edge of 

the cover, where to our surprise she struck in 

the crotch of a small beech tree where she re¬ 

mained until the battle was over. 

At the report of the gun several more flushed, 

and my companion scored a pretty double. As 

they appeared loath to leave the shelter of the 

old treetop, getting up one or two at a time, 

we had more sport than had ever fallen to our 

lot over one point; for the dog remained staunch 

until the last one was routed, when with a glance 

at me and an expressive wag of his tail he gal¬ 

loped up the steep hill to where the first bird 

was still hanging in the crotch and with a mighty 

spring secured it. Then he went for the others. 

dog had marked every one, and when he brought 

the last one and laid it in my hands and looked 

up at me with sparkling eyes and wagging tail, 

telling us in language that we well understood 

that this was glorious sport, we knew that it 

was useless to search for more, although my 

companion insisted that there must be more than 

fifty still ungathered. I soon convinced him that 

the dog was right by explaining that sport like 

this was not conducive to clear judgment. He 

modified the statement by saying that we had 

sport enough for a hundred, and in this I fully 

agreed. I have enjoyed very many delightful 

interviews with my peerless bird, but never be¬ 

fore or since have I been in quite so hot a cor¬ 
ner as that. 

A Curious Shot. 

My companion made a peculiar shot that caused 

us no little astonishment. He pulled for a bird, 

but the cap failed to explode, and as he gave 

her the other barrel a bluejay, that was flying 

along more than twenty feet beyond the bird 

and fully that distance out of range, shut her 

wings and came down stone dead. On exami¬ 

nation of the jay we found that a pellet had 

struck her in the head, and we finally decided 

that this shot must have become jammed out of 

true in some manner to cause it to diverge so 

widely from the straight line. 

While discussing what was the matter we 

were joined by a farmer friend who lived near, 

and after giving him the facts in the case he 

decided that there was nothing singular or out 

of the way, for all of 11s have to go when the 

time comes, and evidently the bluejay’s time was 

up. This started my companion. He was always 

wound up and only needed something of this 

nature to set him going, so he gave us a com¬ 

plete insight into all the secrets of nature and 

the working of immutable laws, finally wind¬ 

ing up with the statement that in accordance with 

what was ordained in the beginning the jay had 

met its fate. The conduct of our farmer friend 

was all that could be desired, and at the close 

he oracularly exclaimed, “Boys, it was ordained 

in the beginning that you should come over to 

the house and have some cider.” 

Autumn Habits. 

Late in the fall there is a gathering of the par¬ 

tridge clans that is not generally understood 

by many who are fairly well up in the knowl¬ 

edge pertaining to the successful pursuit of par¬ 

tridges. The hen partridge usually chooses a 

place, that suits her, in which to rear her brood. 

She does not consider the views or tastes of the 

human expert, who often wonders that so many 

ideal spots for this purpose are desolated. It is 

for this reason that valley and plain as well as 

hillside and summit are places chosen almost 

equally by these fastidious birds, in which to 

make a home while family cares hold their 

sway. In these strenuous times the lowland 

coverts as well as those that are on higher 

grounds, if they are not too difficult to work, 

are completely shot out early in the season, and 

after each hunter has beaten them out—perhaps 

several times—and found to his disgust that 

there is nothing there, he leaves the barren spot 

and seeks in distant localities for some elysium 

where some birds may be had. There is still, 

however, balm in Gilead, for, thanks to the wise 

old mother birds who have reared their broods 

in inaccessible places in the hills and mountains, 

these low lying coverts will soon again resound 

with the music of swiftly beating pinions, and 

again will the sportsman who is “up to snuff” 

revel in the joys of delightful days among the 

birds—the scenes he loves so well. 

At some period in late fall, many of the birds 

that were reared in places unvisited by gunners 

meander along the little brooks and runs that 

lead down the mountain, working their way to 

the more congenial scenes below, often if un¬ 

disturbed in their pilgrimage, arriving at the low¬ 

land coverts in a goodly covey. I have studied 

this matter for many years with a zeal that 

merits better result, but I am unable to give 

even meagre particulars of why the time of their 
coming is so uncertain. 

I only know that they come sometimes in the 

late fall; except in one instance when no birds 

had arrived in three of my favorite covers on 

the last day of the open season, which was then 

the last day of the year. I was much worried 

over this, and feared that the birds were dead, 

and when another month had passed, and I could 

not find them, I was sure that evil had befallen 

them. Two weeks later, however, which was 

past the middle of February, a friend told me 

his spaniel had flushed a number of partridges 

near the road in one of these covers, and I was 

again happy. The next day I drove to the place 

and my dog found more than a score. We then 

visited the other covers and found them abund¬ 
antly stocked. 

A Favorite Resort. 

There is a valley in one of the most pic¬ 

turesque sections of the Berkshire Hills that has 

been a favorite resort of mine for years. This 

valley is more than a mile in length and very 

irregular, from ten to one hundred rods in width, 

nearly covered with a rather sparse growth of 

alders and witch hazel, interspersed with numer¬ 

ous patches of green grass with a beautiful trout 

stream winding through it, making an ideal home 

for the woodcock and partridge. 

On a bright October day, in the early sixties, 

I first visited this beautiful spot, with a newly 
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made friend, who had kept it for his own private 

use for several years. 
Leaving our team at the home of a farmer 

friend of my companion we struggled through 

a half mile of very rough country to the lower 

end of the valley. When we finally broke cover 

I stood spellbound for a time gazing at the beau¬ 

tiful scene to the delight of my companion, who 

finally took off his hat and waving his arm to¬ 

ward the upper end begged to introduce me to 

his woodcock parlor. This name was very ap¬ 

propriate, for a sweeter spot for the longbills 

I never saw. Best of all, the birds knew it as 

well, for during the years that I have visited 

the place I have never failed to find a goodly 

number at home. Partridges were not very plen¬ 

tiful, although we found a few. 
I persuaded my companion to visit the spot 

again in late November, when the birds would 

be sure to be there, for food was abundant. 

This was an off year, and partridges were very 

scarce. We nearly gave up the trip, but we 

finally decided to try it. I shall never forget the 

first point old Mack made that day. We were 

descending the last little gorge at the foot of 

the valley when the dog followed a shelf of rock 

until he came to the edge, and as he gathered to 

jump down he caught scent of partridges and 

stiffened on point. He had gone a trifle too far, 

however, and he tumbled over the edge, falling 

to the ground nearly flat on his back. But he 

held his point, to the consternation of my com¬ 

panion, who pronounced him dead or in a fit. I 

had seen Mack perform some pretty queer antics 

in the way of pointing, but this seemed a little 

beyond the limit. I went toward him, but as 

soon as I had a fair view I knew it was all 

right. I motioned my companion to a place of 

vantage, but before he had taken more than a 

dozen steps a score of partridges rose just be¬ 

yond him and he made a beautiful double, while 

I scored on the only one that came my way. 

The others went up the steep hillside with the 

exception of one that settled in a patch of alders 

besicfe the brook. 
We followed this bird, and when we gathered 

it in I made one of the most sensational shots 

that I was ever guilty of. When she rose I 

dropped her into the brook with a broken wing. 

She did not swim much like a duck, but as¬ 

sisted by the current she made fair progress, 

coming toward me until not more than fifteen 

feet away, when she saw me, and changing her 

course paddled for the other shore which was 

so soft and muddy that I, fearing her plumage 

would become soiled, shot her head off. When 

she toppled over we discovered that I had killed 

a partridge and a i[4 pound trout at one shot. 

Birds were very plentiful in the valley that 

day. I have no doubt that we flushed more than 

a hundred. We took our lunch near the head 

of the valley, seated upon a large flat stone, near 

the junction of two little rills that came down 

the steep hillsides. I well knew my companion 

was an ardent lover of nature, a jolly good fel¬ 

low as well as a good shot, but I did not know 

until now that he was a poet, and was a bit sur¬ 

prised when in response to a remark I made 

about the gentle swaying of the tall birches over 

head, he gave me this: 
“There’s music in the whispering breeze. 

And in the rippling rill, 

Where trees are saying things to trees, 

And rill trills sweet to rill.” 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

Legislation for Alaska. 

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.— 

Editor Forest and Stream: I inclose you here¬ 

with copy of Alaska game bill which I have in¬ 

troduced, and which I believe will become a law 

at this session of Congress. Under present con¬ 

ditions Alaska has no money and no way to 

secure any for game protection. 
W. E. Humphrey, M. C. 

A BILL to amend an Act entitled “An Act for the pro¬ 

tection of game in Alaska, and for other purposes,” 

approved June 7, 1902. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa¬ 

tives of the United States of America in Congress as¬ 

sembled, That an Act entitled “An Act for the protection 

of game in Alaska, and for other purposes,” approved 

June 7, 1902, be amended to read as follows: 

“From and after the passage of this Act the wanton 

destruction of wild game animals or wild birds, except 

eagles, ravens and cormorants, the destruction of nests 

and eggs of such birds, or the killing of any wild birds, 

except eagles and ravens, other than game birds, for the 

purpose of killing the same or the skins or any part 

thereof, except as hereinafter provided, is hereby pro¬ 

hibited. 
“Game Defined.—The term ‘game animals’ shall include 

deer, moose, caribou, sheep, mountain goats, brown 

bear, sea lions and walrus. The term ‘game birds’ shall 

include water fowl, commonly known as ducks, geese, 

brant, and swans; shore birds, commonly known as 

plover, snipe, and curlew, and the several species of 

grouse and ptarmigan. 

“Exemption.—Nothing in this Act shall affect any law 

now in force in Alaska relating to the fur seal, sea otter, 

or any fur-bearing animal, or prevent the killing of any 

game animal or bird for food or clothing at any time by 

natives, or by miners or explorers, when in need of food; 

but the game animals or birds so killed during close 

season shall not be shipped or sold. 

“Sec. 2. Season.—That it shall be unlawful for any per¬ 

son in Alaska to kill any wild game animals or birds, 

except during the season hereinafter provided; North of 

latitude 62 degrees, brown bear may be killed at any 

time; moose, caribou, sheep, walrus, and sea lions from 

August first to December tenth, both inclusive; south 

of latitude 62 degrees, moose, caribou and sheep, from 

August 20th to December 31st, both inclusive; brown 

bear from October 1st to July 1st, both inclusive; deer 

and mountain goats from April 1st to February 1st, both 

inclusive; caribou on the Kenai Peninsula before August 

12th, 1912; grouse, ptmarigan, shore birds, and water- 

fowl from September 1st to March 1st, both inclusive: 

Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby 

authorized, whenever he shall deem it necessary for the 

preservation of game animals or birds, to make and pub¬ 

lish rules and regulations prohibiting the sale of any 

game in any locality modifying the Close seasons herein¬ 

before established, providing different close seasons for 

different parts of Alaska, placing further restrictions and 

limitations on the killing of such animals or birds in any 

given locality, or prohibiting killing entirely for a period 

not exceeding two years in such locality. 

“Sec. 3. Number.—That it shall be unlawful for any 

person to kill any female or yearling moose or caribou 

or for any one person to kill in any one year more than 

the number specified of each of the following animals: 

Two moose, one walrus or sea lion, three caribou, three 

sheep, three brown bear, or to kill or have in his posses¬ 

sion in any one day more than twenty-five grouse or 

ptarmigan or twenty-five shore birds or waterfowl. 

“Guns and Boats.—That it shall be unlawful for any 

•person at any time to hunt with dogs any of the game 

animals specified in this Act; to use a shotgun larger 

than No. 10 gauge, or any gun other than that which 

can be fired from the shoulder; or to use steam launches 

or any boats other than those propelled by oars or pad¬ 

dles in the pursuit of game, animals or birds. 

“Sec. 4. Sale.—That it shall be unlawful for any per¬ 

son or persons at any time to sell or offer for sale any 

hides, skins, or heads of any game animals or game birds 

in Alaska, or to sell, offer for sale, or purchase, or offer 

to purchase, any game animals or game birds, or parts 

thereof, during the time when the killing of such ani¬ 

mals or birds is prohibited: Provided, That it shall be 

lawful for dealers having in possession game animals or 

game birds legally killed during the open season to dis¬ 

pose of the same within fifteen days after the close of 

said season. 

“Sec. 5. Licenses.—That it shall be unlawful for any 

nonresident of Alaska to hunt any of the game animals 

protected by this Act, except deer and goats, without 

first obtaining a hunting license, or to hunt on the 

Kenai Peninsula without a registered guide, and such 

license shall not be transferable and shall be valid only 

during the calendar year in which issued. Each applicant 

shall pay a fee of one hundred dollars for such license, 

unless he be a citizen of the United States, in which 

case he shall pay a fee of fifty dollars. Each license 

shall be accompanied by coupons authorizing the ship¬ 

ment of two moose if killed north of latitude 62 degrees, 

four deer, three caribou, three sheep, three goats, and 

three brown bear, or any part of said animals, but no 

more of any one kind. 

“A resident of Alaska desiring to export heads or 

trophies of any of the game animals mentioned in this 

Act shall first obtain a shipping license, for which he 

shall pay a fee of forty dollars, permitting the shipment 

of heads or trophies of one moose, if killed north of 

latitude 62 degrees, four deer, two caribou, two sheep, 

two goats, and two brown bears, but no more of any 

one kind; or a shipping license, for which he shall pay 

a fee of ten dollars, permitting the shipment of a single 

head or trophy of caribou or sheep; or a shipping 

license, for which he shall pay a fee of five dollars, per¬ 

mitting the shipment of a single head or trophy of any 

goat, deer, or brown bear. Any person wishing to ship 

moose killed south of latitude 62 degrees must first 

obtain a special shipping license, for which he shall pay 

a fee of one hundred and fifty dollars, permitting the 

shipment of one moose, or any part thereof. Not more 

than one general license and two special moose licenses 

shall be issued to any one person in one year: Pro¬ 

vided, That before any trophy shall be shipped from 

Alaska under the provisions of this Act the person de¬ 

siring to make such shipment shall first make and file 

with the customs office at the port where such shipment 

is to be made an affidavit to the effect that he has not 

violated any of the provisions of this Act; that the 

trophy which he desires to ship has not been bought or 

purchased and has not been sold and is not being shipped 

for the purpose of being sold, and that he is the owner 

of the trophy which he desires to ship, and if the trophy 

is that of moose, whether the animal from which it was 

taken was killed north or south of latitude 62 degrees; 

Provided, further, That any resident of Alaska prior to 

September 1st, 190S, may without permit or license ship 

any head or trophy of any of the game animals herein 

mentioned upon filing an affidavit with the customs of¬ 

fice at the port where such shipment is to be made that 

the animal from which said head or trophy was taken 

was killed prior to the passage of this Act. Any affi¬ 

davit required by the provisions of this Act may be 

subscribed and sworn to before any customs officer or 

before any officer competent to administer an oath. 

“The Governor of Alaska is hereby authorized to issue 

licenses for hunting and shipping big game. On issuing 

a license he shall require the applicant to state whether 

the heads or trophies to be obtained or shipped under 

'said license will pass through the ports of entry at 

Seattle, Washington, Portland, Oregon, or San Francisco, 

California, and he shall forthwith notify the collector of 

customs at the proper port of entry as to the name of the 

holder of the license and the name and address of the 

consignee. All proceeds from licenses, except one dollar 

from each fee, which shall be retained by the clerk 

issuing the license to cover the cost of printing and 

issue, shall be paid into a game protection fund and 

shall be expended under the direction of the Governor 

for the employment of wardens or the payment of other 

expenses for the protection of game in Alaska. And 

the Governor shall annually make a detailed and itemized 

state the number and kind of license issued, the money 

received, and how the same was expended, which report 

shall also include a full statement of all trophies ex¬ 

ported and all animals and birds exported for any pur¬ 

pose. 
“And the Governor of Alaska is further authorized to 

employ game wardens, to make regulations for the 

registration and employment of guides, and fix the rates 

for licensing guides and rates of compensation for guid¬ 

ing. Every person applying for a guide license shall, 

at the time of making such application, make and file 

with the person issuing such license an affidavit to the 

effect that he will obey all the conditions of this Act 

and of the regulations thereunder, that he will not violate 

any of the game laws or regulations of Alaska, and that 

he will report all violations of such laws and regulations 

that come to his knowledge. Any American citizen or 

native of Alaska, of good character, upon compliance 

with the requirements of this Act, shall be entitled to a 
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,e license. Any guide who shall fail or refuse to 

]rt such violations by the person employing him, or 

■ shall himself violate any of the laws or regulations, 

: have his license revoked, and in addition shall be 

l- to the penalty provided in Section 7 of this Act, 

;shall be ineligible to act as guide for a period of 

years from the date of conviction. 

:c. 6. That it shall be unlawful for any persons, 

i or corporation, or their officers or agents, to de- 

. to any common carrier, or for the owner, agent, or 

u-r of any vessel, or for any other person, to receive 

■hipment or have in possession with intent to ship 

Df Alaska, any wild birds, except eagles and ravens, 

arts thereof, or any heads, hides, or carcasses of 

on, deer, moose, mountain sheep, or mountain 

i, or parts thereof, unless said heads, hides, or 

sses are accompanied by the required license or 

in and by a copy of the affidavit required by Sec- 

:o of this Act: Provided, That nothing in this Act 

i be construed to prevent the collection of speci- 

for scientific purposes, the capture or shipment of 

animals and birds for exhibition or propagation, or 

xport from Alaska of specimens under permit from 

ecretary of Agriculture, and under such restrictions 

imitations as he may prescribe and publish, 

shall be the duty of the collector of customs at 

■ e, Portland, and San Francisco, to keep strict ac- 

i of all consignments of game animals received from 

a, and no consignment of game shall be entered 

due notice thereof has been received from the Gov- 

of Alaska or the Secretary of Agriculture, and 

: to agree with the name and address on the ship- 

In case consignments arrive without licenses they 

be detained for sixty days, and if a license be not 

produced said consignments shall be forfeited to the 

id States and shall be delivered by the Collector of 

his to the United States Marshal of the district for 

liisposition as the court may direct. 

7. Penalties.—That any person violating any of 

•ovisions of this Act or any of the regulations pro- 

led by the Secretary of Agriculture or the Gov- 

of Alaska, shall be deemed guilty of a misde- 

'r, and upon conviction thereof shall forfeit to 

nited States all game or birds in his possession, and 

ns, traps, nets, or boats, used in killing or cap- 

I said game or birds, and shall be punished for 

offense by a fine of not more than two hundred 

)’ or- imprisonment not more than three months, 

i both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion 

court. Any person making any false or untrue 

ents in any affidavit required by this Act shall be 

d guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction 

t shall forfeit to the United States all trophies in 

ssession, and shall be punished by a fine in any 

,iot more than two hundred dollars or imprison- 

lot more than three months, or by both such fine 

iprisenment, in the discretion of the court. 

: orcement.—It is hereby made the duty of all 

ills and deputy marshals, collectors or deputy col- 

1 of customs, all officers of revenue cutters, and 

ne wardens to assist in the enforcement of this 

\ny marshal, deputy marshal, or warden in or out 

ika may arrest without warrant any person found 

ig any of the provisions of this Act or any of the 

ions herein provided, and may seize any game, 

| or hldes> and any traps, nets, guns, boats, or 

paraphernalia used in the capture of such game 

Is and found in the possession of said person in 

I ^LAlaska' ar)d any collector or deputy collector 
,°™s. °,r warden, or licensed guide, or any per- 

111 "r,ltlng by a marshal shall have the 
•ihiQVA Provlde<? to arrest any persons found vio- 

or said regulations and seize said prop- 
thout warrant to keep and deliver the same to a 

rv marshal- It shall be the duty of the 
Jy „ thfe Treasury, upon request of the Governor 

ms oyf thisAlctCU tUre’ t0 a‘d ‘n carrying out the 

8. 1 hat all Acts or parts of Acts in conflict with 
visions of this act are hereby repealed.” 

With Wavies in Manitoba. 

Carman, Man. Dec. ii.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: We had no wavy goose shooting in 

or around this district, but with several other 

gunners from Winnipeg I went west. 

About 120 miles from here we got off at Bell- 

view Station. Seven miles northeast of the sta¬ 

tion is Oak Lake, a great resort for geese and 

all kinds of ducks, but principally mallards, pin¬ 

tails, redheads and blucbills. 1 his last named 

duck gave all of the others fine shooting over 
decoys. 

As I was ill nearly all last winter with hemor¬ 

rhage of the lungs, I kept out in the stubbles 

in holes dug in the feeding grounds, but strange 

to say they did not like the wheat stubbles as 

well as in former years, but would feed more 

on barley stubbles and summer fallows, where 

had good ten-bore ejector guns would generally 

get four shots into the flock before they would 

get out of reach. In this way, when we could 

keep the boy and pony with us, we got fairly 

good shooting nearly the whole of the day, as 

the geese would fly perhaps three or four miles 

and alight again. As a rule from io to 3 P. M. 

the wavies would prefer to alight on the bare 

summer fallow rather than on the stubble field. 

They generally fed mornings and evenings in 
the stubble fields. 

1 he wavies I shot were in the best condition 

I ever got them, very fat and tender, but as a 

rule when I shot them at a good height they 

would burst open when they fell on the stubble. 

This was about the 23d of October. They 

left here from the 1st to 10th of November, and 

my brother’s wife, who went to southern Cali- 

WALTER WINANS AND A BOAR HE SHOT. 

From an engraved Christmas card sent Forest and Stre m by the noted rifle and revolver shot. 

• is House resolution 11,723; introduced 

, referred to Committee on Territories and 
d printed. 

New York Legislature. 

ht New York Assembly, Jan. 7, Mr. Smith 

>ced a bill which provides for a close 

until Sept. 15, 1911, for grouse, quail and 

1 Westchester, Putnam and Rockland. 

Northrup has introduced a bill in which 

roposed to remove altogether the protec- 

i hares and rabbits in Dutchess county. 

the young green grass was coming up after being 
freshly harrowed. 

The gray geese had left, but the snow or 

wavies were there by thousands, but the tin 

decoys, which I had painted white, did not 

seem to draw the large flocks. I had the best 

luck in decoying ones, twoes and threes, as where- 

ever the large flock alighted they kept up such 

a noise that you could, hear them for a mile 

away, and these would decoy all the geese which 

would be flying either east or west for a mile 

or more wide. One could not crawl to the 
large flock in any shape. 

The farmer’s son where I boarded had a fast 

running pony and we got him to come on to 

the large flocks from the west side of the wavies, 

and we placed one shooter to the north, one to 

the east and one to the south of the flock, and 

when the boy saw the large flock start to arise 

he would put the spurs to his pony and run 

right into the flock as it were, and the geese 

would scatter out in all directions, and those who 

fornia for her health, wrote my brother that 

as she was going through on the train in north¬ 

ern California the gray geese and wavies were 

on the green wheat fields by thousands as thick 

as she had ever seen them in this country. 

I should be pleased to hear from some of the 

southern sportsmen what luck they have had with 

the wavies since November when they left our 
northern climate. 

As the season for moose and elk shooting ex¬ 

pires here on the 13th of December I will let 

you know what luck our moose shooters had 
when they return. 

The white rabbit is very plentiful here in the 

scrub, and now when we have no snow, the 

boys have fine sport shooting them with their 
.22 rifles. 

I see the pr’irie chickens very frequently fly¬ 

ing over the town here in the mornings. I had 

one fine afternoon’s grouse shooting. My setter 

worked fine in a green barley second growth. 

W. H. k.' 
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Hunting With Novices. 

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 11.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Every fall of the past ten years I have 

visited the wildest sections of the Adirondack 

Mountains on a hunting expedition. 

Each year on the approach of the season for 

going to the mountains I determine to take with 

me no new recruits, but my determination is 

ever frustrated. I see danger in taking into the 

wilderness men who are not familiar with wood¬ 

craft. They are in danger of accident, are liable 

to shoot their companions, mistaking them for 

deer or other game, and are liable to be lost 

in the trackless forest. But as the hour draws 

near for departing to the woods, one relative 

or friend after another pleads to join the party. 

When consent is given this one finds another 

who pleads urgently to go, thus our party is 

ever enlarged by new members who have no ex¬ 

perience concerning the hunting of bear and 

deer. 

It was a rule of the camp that all were to 

start out early in the morning for the hunt, with 

positive orders that every man should be back 

in camp at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, for the 

reason that it often grows dark suddenly in the 

Adirondack Mountains in the afternoon, particu¬ 

larly when storms are brewing. If members of 

the party were not back by 4 0 clock it was un¬ 

derstood that danger would be apprehended in 

the camp to those remaining out. If at 5 o’clock 

all members of the party had not returned, it 

would be understood that there was trouble, that 

someone had been lost or that an accident had 

happened. 
One day we all started out for the hunt at 

sunrise, going in different directions. At 3 

o’clock all returned to the camp but two. At 4 

o’clock these two had not returned. When 5 

o’clock arrived and the two missing men were 

still absent, we held a council. The decision was 

that we should shoot off a gun and wait for re¬ 

turn signals. We did this, but heard no re¬ 

sponding shot. Again and again the gun was 

discharged, and finally we heard a response that 

appeared to come from directly across the lake, 

near which we had camped. It was quite dark, 

and we knew that these two men could not find 

their roundabout way to our camp unaided. We 

therefore jumped into a boat, crossed the lake, 

and with some difficulty found the two missing 

men. 

After leaving us in the morning they had taken 

a course toward the foot of the lake, and had 

wound their way far around the mountain where 

they had seen signs of deer, and finally had shot 

a large buck. The locality was so inaccessible 

and wild they feared they would never be able 

to find it again if they left the deer there, there¬ 

fore they resolved to drag it to camp. This was 

laborious work. They would drag the deer a 

few rods and then would be obliged to stop and 

rest, after which they would drag it again a 

short time and rest again. When darkness came 

on they lost their way. After a severe struggle 

they reached the shore of the lake where they 

heard the discharge of our gun and responded. 

Their intention was to remain where they were 

until morning. This was a wise decision. When 

hunters are lost it is best to remain where they 

are until help arrives, for if they keep on wan¬ 

dering they are liable to wander further away 

from the camp rather than nearer. 

Our camp, made of bark stretched upon poles, 

was located twenty miles from the nearest post 

office, on the edge of a natural clearing in the 

forest. Here at night we were lullel to sleep 

by the wild cries and hooting of strange birds 

and four-footed beasts. Here was absolute soli¬ 

tude, such as would have delighted Daniel 

Boone, an explorer like Livingstone, or any man 

who loves to commune with nature. 

In our search for large game we often dis¬ 

turbed the partridge and fox, but seldom at¬ 

tempted to shoot them, since the discharge of 

our gun would have alarmed the deer and bear. 

You may be surprised to learn that in the Adi¬ 

rondack Mountains there are few squirrels, and 

few of those common birds so frequently found 

near the habitations of men. For the most part 

this great wooded tract, embracing one hundred 

square miles and thousands of lakes, thousands 
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of rivers and streams, is a dense solitude broken 

only by the occasional chattering of the bluejay, 

the plaintive whistle of the white throat spai- 

row, or the pecking of the woodpecker upon the 

dead body of some old tree. 
The woods are so dense in some parts as to 

cause almost darkness even when the sun is 

shining on the branches overhead. As we tramp 

through this forest we have to stop and admire 

the wild beauty of the scene, composed often 

of masses of broken rock containing material 

enough to build a city, with here and there 

boulders as large as an average house, covered 

with moss. Sometimes these vast masses of rock- 

are so tilted upon other rocks as to move with 

slight pressure. At times we would come to a 

wild ravine which seemed to have been made 

by splitting the mountain by a gigantic earth¬ 

quake. Again we would find ourselves at the 

top of the mountain range from which we could 

see the forest and lakes from ten to seventy 

miles away. 
As a rule we met no one in these wild retreats, 
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but occasionally we would find a solitary m 

fishing in the pool or brook, or cooking s 

supper or dinner before a rude camp, these e 

men who spend weeks and months gatherg 

spruce gum. They are hardy fellows, cap;e 

of climbing easily the greatest trees in seah 

of the juices which have exuded from spre 

trees and dried into lumps, used in the mai- 

facture of chewing gum. 
Now as to our hunting. In New \ork S:e 

the hunting of deer with dogs is prohibid, 

hence in order to drive the deer through tit 

runway certain members of our party were d;- 

gated each day in turn to act as dogs. Tl$t 

men would go through the sections where sis 

of deer were found, baying and barking a 

hounds, making all the noise they could in oei 

to drive the deer, while other members of a< 

party were located on the runway of the ci 

in different parts of the forest. 
When the frightened deer approaches the n 

ter he often stops for a moment, and then ii 

that the hunter fires. At other times the e: 

scents the hunter before he gets near him a 

turns off at an angle, when the man with hi 

gun has to shoot on the run. This reqre 

an expert shot. 
Still-hunting is usually resorted to after a tS 

or a fall of snow. It would be folly to attip 

to still-hunt deer when the leaves were rj 

and when with each movement of the feet a si 

ling noise we made, and with each breakir c 

the dead branch came a report which vil 

frighten deer many rods away. Often in a il 

hunt, a man will follow a deer all day longifl 

lose him at last, while on other occasion 1 

may come within gun shot in a few hours. 

I can give you some idea of the difficul < 

the killing of deer in the Adirondacks byel 

ing you that many parties go there and it 

back without securing one. Other partii 1 

from four to six men may return with a ig 

deer. My party brought home four fine 1:1 

which was far better than the average si:e 

of Adirondack hunters. There are plen 

deer in the Adirondack Mountains, but they a 

wide range and become very wild soon affitl 

day for hunting arrives. 

The black bear of the north is a roving a n 

continually shifting from one place to aitj 

at all seasons except the few months in ni 

he curls up and lies dormant like the woodui 

The bear seems instinctively to know wh- 

go to find blackberries, beech nuts, suc'h 

roots and other food in which it delights. 1 
bear roots up the ground under beech "« 

much as the hog would, in search for « 

nuts. The bear discovers where the chip™ 
and squirrels have stored nuts in the grou 

the winter supply, and robs their stor(>t 

We are told that bears break into the ptP1 

of pioneers, carrying off pigs, but I have e 

known of such attacks, but I have knowtaj 

to attack beehives with impunity for the 

which they relish. I have heard of be;i 

tracted to telegraph poles by the hummg 

the wires, thinking that they were in the 

of a beehive. 
At sunrise one morning the. greenest rm 

of our party-, who,would in the West beJ 

a tenderfoot, said he had seen a deer 1 

distant rocky hilltop, and that the de 

black. We laughed at him and told hind 
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were no black deer. He replied that there must 

be black deer because he had seen one. 

“You probably saw a black stump,” said one 
1 of the party. 

“No,” replied the other. “Stumps do not move, 

and I saw this thing move.” Then we all 

grasped our rifles and went to a point where we 

had a clear view of a distant summit. There 

we saw a big black bear. Orders were given 

that the members of the party whose duty it was 

that day to act as drivers, or to take the place 

of hounds, should proceed in a roundabout way 

to the opposite side of the hill on which the bear 

was moving. When they arrived there they were 

to howl and bark with the intention of driving 

the bear to the opposite side of the mountain 

where other members of the party were to be 

concealed, ready to shoot the bear whenever he 
appeared. 

Not a moment was lost in getting the plan 

into operation. We were to attempt to shoot 

the bear when he passed near he lake at the 

foot of the hill, where we lay concealed, waiting 

for the run down the hill on the part of the 

bear. It seemed to us that we waited hours, still 

no alarm came from the men who were to drive 

the bear. This waiting for the appearance of 

?ame would seem to be monotonous to those 

who have had no experience, but in reality every 

moment is full of excitement and interest. We 

lave opportunity for much thought and delibera¬ 

tion. The mind and nerevs are strained. We 

think of things we never thought of before. We 

hear sounds never heard of before. We ex¬ 

perience queer sensations. When a strange 

sound is heard that indicates the possible ap¬ 

proach of game our hearts beat so rapidly that 

we are alarmed lest the beating should be audi- 

ole. If the weather is cold we get benumbed, but 

lare not move for exercise. 

By and by we heard barking and howling in 

he distance. Then our rifles were ready for 

mmediate execution, and every nerve at atten- 

ion. Soon we heard a crash of broken twigs 

and a heavy tread, and in an instant the black 

pear was before us. I fired and he toppled over. 

•Soon my companions hurried forward in time 
o see his death struggles. 

_ The chief gain of this annual hunting expedi- 

ion is not the deer and the bear. My com¬ 

panions and myself secure our greatest reward 

n recovered strength and vitality of mind and 

>ody. Man was not intended by his Creator to 

pend his life in houses poorly ventilated and 

irtifically heated and filled with germs of 

•lseases. On these excursions we live the natural 

ife. We are out doors night and day breathing 

>ure air impregnated by the odor of spruce and 

•alsam. We sleep each night without windows 

'r doors. Our daily tramps strengthen every 

nuscle. Our deep breathing fills all the air cells 

’f our lungs. On our return home we are not 

he same men we were when we departed. 

Charles A. Green. 

Mr. Ehrich’s Trophies. 

Two pictures are reproduced herewith show- 

ig game secured by Mr. W. J. Ehrich, of New 

ork city. The antelope and elk were secured 
i Jackson s Hole, Wyoming. The elk antlers 
re very fine indeed, each tine being fully a foot 
i length. Their position in the picture fore- 
nortens them almost beyond recognition, but 
ne size of the antlers can be rated by their 
pread, which is clearly defined. 

The Boy’s Buck. 

Asheville, N. C., Dec. 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Two weeks ago my eleven-year-old 

boy made his first shot at quail, killing two of 

a covey on the wing. Needless to say, Dad was 

more delighted than the boy, and it was de¬ 

cided there and then that the boy was to go. 

along on a deer hunt off the coast of Georgia 
the next week. 

One week ago to-day we arrived off Sapola 

Sound, only to find that our baggage had failed 

to come through. After a wait of one day and 

no baggage coming we were taken care of by 

friends and had two days’ most enjoyable hunt¬ 

ing on Blackbeard Island. 

The shooting was done from stands, the deer 

being started from the swamps and palmetto 

?- . 
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ridges by beaters and dogs. Six guns in the 

party; five deer killed, the eleven-year-old boy 

getting a fine young buck; Dad coming away 

without a shot. 

It has been my good fortune to go on many 

hunting trips, usually getting my share of game. 

This trip, however, although I got nothing, 

brought me more pleasure than all the rest put 

together. As we grow older and see our chil¬ 

dren coming on, as we turn our guns over to the 

boy, as we see him enter into the sport, as we 

see his face “bloodied” on account of his first 

deer shot by himself, then to me comes the hap¬ 

piest time of my hunt. 

And wasn’t Dad proud of the youngster. A 

running buck, two shots, and when I got there 

the boy holding on to a hind leg calling for Dad, 

the buck dragging the boy through the palmet- 

toes. Of course it is a wonder he was not turned 

on and severely cut up, but he wasn’t, and he 

got the buck. He is sure elected to the next 

Colorado or Canada trip. 

In making reference to the “bloodied face” 

above I should perhaps explain that it is an old 

custom handed down in southern Georgia that 

when a hunter—be he man or boy—kills his first 

deer, his companions dip their hands in the blood 

and rub the blood on the hunter’s face or head. 

He must go the rest of the day without washing 

his face. The boy took his medicine without 

squirming. Your readers who have sons of their 

own will know how Dad felt. 

Following the hunt we had two days of fish¬ 

ing on the sound. The last day five rods took 

75 pounds of trout in two hours, that same boy 
taking his full share. 

Blackbeard Island this year was practically dry. 

In places where in years past we were in swamp 

to our hips in water, one could walk dry shod. 

We saw no fresh water on the island except at 

the quarantine station. The deer are said to 

be leaving the island on account of the drouth, 

coming over to St. Catherine’s. While one is 

scarcely out of sight of deer signs after leaving 

the beach, we did not find the sign as plentiful 

or the deer as numerous as heretofore. Sixteen 

deer were started during the hunt, we being out 

six hours on each of the two days. 

You are going to hear from that boy of mine 

when he gets older, but he will never enjoy a 

hunt as I did this—until he takes his boy. 

Dad. 

Duck Shooting on Frisco Marshes. 

San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 11 —Editor Forest 

and Stream: Duck hunting continues to im 

prove, but results have not been so satisfactory 

as in previous years. The Joice Island Club has 

enjoyed splendid sport since the season opened. 

Canvasbacks have recently been visiting the deep 

water ponds of the Suisun marshes. Heretofore 

canvasbacks have come in great number to the 

bay marshes, but this year they seem until now 

to have overlooked their favorite feeding grounds 

and have preferred the valley marshes instead, 

leading San Francisco Bay sportsmen to think 

that these birds had dropped out of existence. 

Clubs on the Alvarado and Alviso marshes 

have not had as good shooting this year as they 

had hoped for. Recently some nice bags of 

spoonbill and bluebill ducks were killed in that 

vicinity, but the big flights of former times are 
missing this year. 

Ideal conditions as to weather have made duck 

shooting in southern California as good as at 

any time during the present season. Last Sun¬ 

day there were limit bags on almost every pre¬ 

serve, and one story of the day’s results practi¬ 

cally fits all. All sorts of ducks were secured, 

but teal and sprig were most plentiful. Almost 

every man on the Blue Wing, Bolsa Chica, Sun¬ 

set, Canvasback and Westminster club preserves 

got the limit and early at that. 

Quail shooters are well satisfied with the sport 

they have been enjoying of late. Good reports 

have come in from parts of the State where the 

rain dampened the hills and made tramping se¬ 

cure, and a number of enthusiasts are out with 

their dogs expecting good returns. The quail 

at Los Alamos are especially plentiful. The 

shooting there is the best that has been found 

this year. The quail hunting throughout the 

State has this year been better than ever before 

despite the fact that ground and weather con¬ 

ditions have not always been of the best. This 

situation has helped sportsmen to bear the dis¬ 

appointment of this year’s poor duck season and 

has reconciled them to their general ill success 

in those lines. A. P. B. 
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Eighty Rods of Bear Track. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
One Sunday in October we had a typical Adi¬ 

rondack autumn snowfall. It came down in small 

soft flakes, sticking to everything. At first they 

melted on the tree trunks and on the leaves, but 

after a while these objects became whitened and 

the ground was more or less covered. All day 

there was a feeling in the air that this storm was 

a bit out of place, especially as many leaves were 

still clinging to the beeches and the trees of more 

vigorous growth. But at 4 0 clock that afternoon 

the storm passed, leaving two inches of snow on 

the ground. With a clear cool atmosphere the 

mercury dropped. 
The next afternoon I came down an abandoned 

wooden track, formerly used to haul logs and 

which follows a swath four or five rods wide 

cut through the woods. At the foot of Ash 

Ridge I saw what at first appeared to be a man’s 

track, and I supposed that he had hunted along 

up the tram and had returned. But after I had 

taken a few more steps they disappeared. That 

aroused my suspicion. Broad toes and nail-like 

marks in front of them showed that a bear had 

passed that way. His broad feet pressed the 

snow to the leaves, so the water was squeezed 

out. “Most likely that bear is at the top of that 

ridge this minute,” thought I. Letting my pack 

slip to the ground, and taking a look at the old 

.45-90, I followed after. 
At once I became fascinated by the track. 

First it led through a thick clump of blackberry 

briers. He had broken scarcely one of the thorny 

stalks, although some of them were bent and 

thrust aside. It was interesting to note how little 

his body affected the position of the vines. 

■ Here he came to an opening under a couple of 

trees. The snow was melted, but the depressions 

in the soft damp leaves revealed his direction. 

Why did he, in one or two places, step merely 

on his toes? He did it once or twice also where 

the ground was covered with snow. It reminded 

one of the exuberance of energy in the athlete 

who steps on his toes through the mere joy of 

using his muscles. 
From the opening he arrived at some more 

briers. If he continued straight ahead he would 

have to go through these briers, but there at his 

left was an old path, a logging gutter. He turned 

a bit to the left and took the path. It was better 

walking. Along the gutter lay an old log, eigh¬ 

teen inches in diameter. The path beside it was 

badly obstructed, but if I had come to that bark- 

covered log lying right in my direction, would not 

I have stepped upon it for the sake of the out¬ 

look and the six yards of good walking? Of 

course I would, and so would the bear. He 

swung along it just as any knowing beast would 

do. 
The path led to a wide open road, a skidway, 

which was cleared of trees to the mountain top. 

It was excellent walking up that skidway, but it 

was in the open. If I had enemies I would 

choose the best walking so long as it was under 

cover, but I would not risk myself in any such 

road as that. Neither did the bear. He crossed 

it and took to the brier patch and the short sec¬ 

ond growth. I took to the road with some hopes 

of circling and coming on to him at the top of the 

hill. But on its crest I found the snow crusted 

And very noisy. That somewhat dashed my 

hopes, but they received a greater setback when 

I discovered the track. Here in the shade of 

the trees and on the northern slope the track 

was frozen hard. On the southern slope, where 

the snow was soft, they appeared fresh, but the 

frozen snow showed that they had been made 

the day before. Moreover, they were nearly cov¬ 

ered with leaves which were falling in clouds. 

Therefore, after following a bit further I re¬ 

turned to the tram. I was full of wonder at 

the manner in which bruin had chosen his way. 

On this account and in order to get a photo¬ 

graph of his trail, I followed his back track until 

I lost it. As I started from the road I saw how, 

here too, the bear’s mind had worked. Along 

the old road was a ditch six or seven feet broad 

with a large birch log lying in it. The bear had 

come to the ditch, and instead of going around 

as he might easily have done he jumped to the 
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log, walked along it a few steps, planted his four 

feet near together, and bending himself double 

at right angles to the log he leaped over to the 

tramway. An energetic man would have pre¬ 

ferred to do the same thing. 

But the supreme bit of bruin wisdom was re¬ 

vealed when he approached the open swath. He 

came with his usual length of stride to the top 

of a rise of ground which at that point flanks 

the old road. Here he slackened his pace as 

the shorter steps indicated. Probably he stopped 

once or twice in his (racks, but that was not 

fully evident. When he came to the very edge 

of the narrow chopping, although it is well grown 

up to briers and young hardwoods, his steps 

were shortened until he placed one foot ahead 

of the other at a distance of one inch. Thus the 

wise old brute crept along for about four yards. 

In imagination I saw his gray nose high in the 

air, sniffing the wind in careful uncertainty. Un¬ 

doubtedly he halted here more than once. At 

the end of these carefully taken steps he came 

to a little descent in the ground and down this 

lie walked with his ordinary length of stride. 

But at the foot of this he seemed to become sud¬ 

denly aware of his recklessness and once more, 

for about three yards, he carefully planted one 

foot just before the other. The extreme care 

with which he made these steps was apparent. 

Then he relaxed 'his intense attention and two 

more rods brought him to his jump across the 

ditch to the old wooden tram. 

In spite of his care, perhaps, the bear had a 

narrow escape. Just in view of the place where 

he had crossed the tram a trail branches from 

the wooden track. When I came to this trail 

there was a moccasin track which had been made 

the day before. It was remembered that on the 

previous day the snow fell until 4 o clock, and 

at 5 o’clock it began to freeze. Scattering flakes 

of snow in the man’s track made it evident that 

he had come to the tram just before it stopped 

snowing. No flakes in the bear track and no 

broken crust showed that the bear had crossed 

the tram but a short time after the man had 

turned at that point. Neither suspected that 

they came so near to meeting, but the old bear 

had guarded himself from just such a surprise. 
Eldridge A. Spears. 

New Publications. 

Camp and Trail. By Stewart Edward White. 

Illustrated; 236 pages. New York, 'l he 

Outing Publishing Company. $1.25 net. 

Few authors have earned more popular favor 

than Mr. White. His “Blazed Trail,” “The 

Forest,” “The Pass” and other books have met 

with deserved approval. And this latest one is 

the result of practical experience, in the woods, 

on the plains and in camp. He dwells on the 

value of the sense of direction and common 

sense in woods lovers, and points out the fact 

that while it is often essential to go light,, there 

is nothing so foqlish as to carry this to extremes 

when careful thought and preparation will en¬ 

able one to combine in a minimum of weight 

at least some comfort. t As in “The Forest, he 

again advocates the dividing of an outfit into 

three piles, comprising respectively those articles 

that are of daily use, those that are used occas-: 

ionally, and those not' used at all—discarding all 

but the first. 
In his references to personal outfits he says 

the man who goes through his woods life with 

his supply of matches in a bottle is lucky, and 

advocates instead a match box made of a i- 

gauge brass shell telescoped in a 10 gauge shell. 

This, however, like the excellent rubber-packed 

screw-top brass match box, will go to the hot 

tom if accidentally dropped overboard from .a 

canoe. One of these which we carried on a 

fishing trip lay in the mud at the bottom of a 

stream for a week. Not a drop of water en¬ 

tered. We ascertained this with joy; but th: 

falling of the stream alone enabled us to recover 

it. Fortunately another supply, in a paper box. 

enabled the party to make a fire meanwhile. Tin 

perfect pocket match box is hard to find. 

Mr. White deals with camp outfits, cooking 

arrangements, provisions, camp cookery, horses 

nudes, burros, canoes and outfits for each, ir 

pleasing fashion, clinching his arguments wit? 

personal anecdote and bits of experience. 
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Death of an Old Sportsman. 

John Hazen died suddenly in the streets of 

Warwick, N. Y., recently, while driving a favorite 

trotting horse attached to a sleigh. He and his 

friend Richard Ryerson had been exercising their 

horses and were entering the town when Mr. 

Hazen toppled over in his seat. Mr. Ryerson, 

who was behind him, was afraid to approach the 

sleigh for fear the spirited horse would rim, but 

finally some one, seeing his signals, stepped into 

the street, and the horse, trained to obey his 

master’s voice, stopped when commanded to do 

so. A physician was summoned, but could do 

nothing, for Mr. Hazen was dead. 

John Hazen was born at Greenwood Lake in 

1833. He early became a guide for sportsmen 

who came to the Waterstone and Brandon 

Houses for their vacations, to fish and hunt, and 

without educational or financial advantages, took 

on the tastes and manners of associates who 

had them. He early developed the qualities which 

attached to him an excellent class of men who 

have remained his friends all his life. Being 

frugal and honest, he was trusted by all and 

grew up to be a man of excellent qualities as a 

landlord, lived well and never lacked for money 

or friends. With gun or rod he was an expert 

to whom wealthy men went with the greatest 

confidence. The friends he made of business 

men whom he guided over mountains and lakes 

after game in his younger days remained his 

friends all their lives. Such attachments tell, 

probably better than anything else we might 

write, of the genial, modest and thoroughly re¬ 

liable traits of the departed. 

John Hazen, up to about two years ago, was 

one of the best bush shots that ever pulled a 

trigger, his favorite game being partridge (ruf¬ 

fed grouse'), and his tramping ability hardly 

second to the younger generation. He was a 

lover of fine dogs, and always had one or two 

that were extra good. Hazen was a good story 

teller, and full of quaint humor, and his eye 

had a merry twinkle when he was telling of 

some past experience of the field. He remem¬ 

bered Frank Forrester, was well acquainted with 

Tom Ward (Tom Draw), of Frank Forrester 

fame, and related many anecdotes of him. John 

was the ideal gentleman shooter, always giving 

his friend the best position, when the dog pointed, 

or the best side of the cover when beating 

through. John’s cheery “mark” will be missed by 

many who have followed him through the War 

wick Woodlands. W. J. S. 

Killed by Timber Wolves. 

Mr. W. H. Cooper, of Edmonton, Alberta, has 

sent us a clipping from a local paper containing 

a dispatch from Saddle Lake, dated Jan. 2, as 

follows: 

“Word comes from Lac St. Vincent that the 

remains of a man were found forty miles north 

of there, who had been killed and eaten by tim¬ 

ber wolves. The report states that only the 

man’s gun and a fgw hairs were found. Near 

the spot were the remains of seven timber wolves 

which the man had evidently shot before being 

killed. Some halfbreeds from St. Paul de Metis 

have gone to try and find out, if possible, the 

man’s name, etc. The place is north of the 

Beaver River and about forty miles east of Lac 
La Biche.” 

Commissioner Whipple’s Report. 

The preliminary report of the New York 

State Forest, Fish and Game Commission has 

been transmitted to the Legislature by Com¬ 

missioner James S. Whipple. We reproduce it 

herewith in part: 

The last annual report of this commission 

showed an increased amount of work done and 

increased results flowing therefrom. The im¬ 

provement during the past fiscal year over that 

of the year 1906, has been as marked as that of 

1906 was over the preceding year. As stated in 

the last report of the commission in 1904, fines 

and penalties were collected to the amount of 

$23,636.66; for 1905, $58,548.08, and for the year 

1906, $61,255.03, which was the high water mark. 

During the present year we have collected from 

fines and penalties $52,264.77. 

It should be observed that the total amount 

collected and reported this year, to wit, 

$25,264.77 is made up much more largely from 

fines and penalties for violations of the fish and 

game law, and much less from moneys received 

for trespasses on State lands than heretofore. 

The total amount reported and collected for the 

year 1906 had in it the various large sums col¬ 

lected for timber trespassing. This fact demon¬ 

strates two things: First, that there has been 

no trespassing this year of consequence on State 

land, and second, that the protectors have been 

much more active in hunting out and detecting 

offenses against the law and in successfully 

prosecuting the same. 

Trespasses discovered on State land in 1906 

were 160 in all—very many of which were small 

trespasses and many of them old trespasses— 

only 49 new ones having been reported for that 

year. This, as compared with former years, 

shows a larger number discovered and reported, 

which indicates a much greater vigilance on the 

part of the protectors and fire wardens. There 

were very few wilful trespasses in 1906. This 

year there have been only 45 trespasses on 

State land in the entire sixteen counties. No 

timber trespass of consequence has been made. 

HATCHERIES. 

There were 14,979,640 more fish produced this 

year and distributed than last year, although in 

1905 we distributed 60,000,000 more than in 1904, 

and in 1906 we distributed 60,000,000 more than 

in 1905. There were distributed in the year 

1907, 250,653,900 fish of all kinds. 

The small-mouth black bass ponds at Con- 

stantia have done excellent work, and from 

these a considerable number of small-mouth 

black bass were taken and planted in the waters 

of the State—the first time that black bass 

hatched in ponds have been distributed in the 

history of the State. 

The new hatchery at Linlithgo, on the Hud¬ 

son, has been practically completed, together 

with a very substantial dwelling-house and other 

buildings for the foreman. The hatchery 

promises to be a successful one and will be in 

full working order in the spring to commence 

the hatching and rearing of shad fingerlings to 

restock the waters of the Hudson, and small- 

mouth black bass for general distribution. All 

the hatcheries have been materially improved, 

and put into excellent condition by repairing 

and painting the buildings, and by making 

cement floors, sidewalks, retaining walls, etc. 

The Caledonia hatchery continues to be the 

most valuable, and the one from which the best 

results are obtained, producing much the 

largest number of fish of all the hatcheries. It 

should be made, as heretofore suggested, the 

finest hatchery in the United States and an ob¬ 

ject lesson for the many people who see it dur¬ 

ing every summer. In order to do that, as 

recommended in the last report, the title to the 

whole of Caledonia Creek and the necessary 

land along the borders of the same should be 

acquired by the State. 

STATE FORESTS. 

The value and importance of the forest lands 

owned by the State is constantly increasing. 

The diminution of water in all our streams, as 

the timber is cut away constantly warns us of 

the importance of keeping the headwaters of 

our rivers and creeks protected by standing 

timber. Nearly all the great rivers of the State 

rise in the Adirondack and Catskill Mountains. 

The commercial value of the water in the rivers 

of the State, if properly husbanded and used, is 

as great as the value of the coal mines of 

Pennsylvania. Public sentiment is rapidly crys- 

talizing along the line of better preservation 

and reforestation. During the year 1907 I have 

had the pleasure of addressing about 100 sep¬ 

arate audiences upon the subject of the preserva¬ 

tion of the forests, fish and game of the State, 

and the necessity for reforestation. At each 

place and on each occasion I have urged upon 

the people to plant trees upon the denuded hill¬ 

sides, especially in places where the land is of 

little value for agricultural purposes. At the 

same time I have pointed out the fact that in 

a very short time, at the rat.e timber is being 

taken from the forest lands of the State, we 

shall have little, if any, sawing timber left. This 

fact is verv patent when we consider that there 

is only about 41,000,000,000 feet of sawing timber 

left on public and private lands, farm lots and 

all in the State, and that the cut this year has 

been x.500,000,000 feet. Deducting from the 

total amount of timber land the 1,500,000 acres 

owned by the State, one readily observes that 

in 22 or 23 years we will have no timber to cut, 

assuming that the rate of cutting continues as 

it has for the last year or two, and under the 

constantly increasing demand for lumber there 

is no doubt about its continuing, and therefore, 

no doubt about it that there will be a scarcity 

of lumber and a very high price for the same in 

a few years to come. 
Once storage reservoirs were not needed in 

the State because nature's reservoir was ample 

to retard, hold and conserve the water, paying 

it out into the streams gradually and keeping a 

substantially even flow throughout the yeai. 

As the timber disappears from the land the water 

runs off more readily. Floods occur whenever 

there is a heavy rainfall, and when the water 

recedes the rivers and creek beds are sub¬ 

stantially dry. To lose our timber and thereby 

the continual flow of water in the great streams 

of the State will result in great commercial loss 

to the State, and, in places, much injury to 

agricultural lands. Therefore it seems very 

important that the State should increase its 

work in tree planting, and that all persons own¬ 

ing land not especially desirable for agricultural 

purposes, should be encouraged to plant trees 

thereon. 

(Continued on page 114.) 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

III.—Materials—Continued. 

I HAVE heard it said that dagama is at its best 

in a moist climate, and is therefore peculiarly- 

adapted to use on salt water; that it becomes 

somewhat “brash” in dry climates, like hickory. 

I regret that my personal experience with the 

wood is confined -to regions near the sea level, 

and that I cannot affirm or deny this statement. 

Hickory, I know, although exceedingly tough and 

resilient as a rule, failed completely when used 

for the long whip stocks of the old-time stage 

< coach and army ambulance drivers in the dry 

regions of the Southwest. Although soaked 

with oil, they were totally unreliable after dry¬ 

ing out, and would snap short off like reeds. 

Bait-casting rods are not used in such dry 

regions as a rule, however, and it is therefore 

safe to dismiss the matter. 

The late Henry P. Wells was one of the first 

angling writers to mention dagama, and he 

praised it very highly, both in the first edition 

of his “Fly-Rods and Fly Tackle,” which was 

published in 1885, and in the second edition, 

which appeared in 1901. Of dagama he said: . 

“Compared with a stick of approved green- 

heart of equal size the dagama showed no in¬ 

feriority that I could detect, while it was cer¬ 

tainly much lighter. * * * I have made and 

used several rods made of dagama, and have 

seen many made by others. If well selected and 

well seasoned, as a rod wood it is difficult to 

equal, much less excel, as far as my experience 

goes. It is very strong, very elastic, consider¬ 

ably lighter than any wood I know of which 

has equal strength, and works with a keen tool 

in a way that is simply a delight.” 

The late John Harrington Keene favored four 

varieties of wood for rods, after split bamboo. 

These were snakewood, lancewood, greenheart 

and bethabara. Snakewood, in his opinion, was 

the best where weight was not important, as for 

bait-casting rods. “It is,” said he, “one of the 

most satisfactory woods to work that I know, 

cutting smoothly and without apparent grain, 

and coming out from the plane with a surface 

like ivory for smoothness. Greenheart is a much 

harsher wood to work, but if the tool is keen it 

works fairly well. For fly-rods it is one of the 

best woods I know, being of medium weight and 

great stiffness.” 

Of dagama Mr. Keene said: “While it is 

tough, it lacks the rigidity of lancewood and is 

inferior to it for rodmaking. Lancewood, which 

if well selected, is a most desirable wood for 

rods, is one of the easiest woods to work, has 

little visible grain and cuts smoothly.” 

It seems, however, that Mr. Keene’s opinion 

of split bamboo changed after he came to the 

United States to live, for when he wrote “Fish¬ 

ing Tackle, its Materials and Manufacture,” 

(London, 1886), he said: “The jungle canes 

are of Asian growth, and are chiefly utilized 

for the glued-up cane rods which are so popular 

—rather undeservedly, I think.” 

At that time Mr. Keene pronounced green¬ 

heart “the very best all round material for all 

the joints except the butt of fishing rods of what¬ 

soever description.” 

Curiously enough, he says “the beautifully mot¬ 

tled appearance of a well finished cane rod is 

produced by staining' the wood with aqua fortis 

and nut galls. The stain is burned in imme¬ 

diately it is put on.” Evidently, if this was 

true, the rodmakers of that time used other 

canes and attempted in this way to imitate the 

Calcutta canes. 
Lancewood is used more than any other 

material for all-wood rods in America, although 

it does not seem to be very much used abroad 

at present. In England greenheart is more of 

a favorite, but over there more attention is given 

to combinations than here. For example, 

hickory is frequently used for butt joints in high 

grade rods, whereas on this side of the water 

it is put into no rods save the cheapest ones, or 

imitations of bethabara or some other wood, 

stained. Over there, too, whole cane butts and 

even middle joints, with greenheart tips, are 

common, while as a rule we stick to one material 

throughout the rod. 

Frederic M. Halford, in his book, “Dry-fly 

Fishing” (London, 1902), says of American fly- 

rods that, judging from those he has seen, they 

“are too whippy for our insular ideas and seem 

generally to lack backbone. They are also rather 

light in the point, the effect of which is to ren¬ 

der it difficult if not impossible to recover a long 

line with them. The fashion of the present day 

is to use a rod that is slightly topheavy, and 

although this is more trying on the wrist, yet, 

considering all points, is a fault the right way.” 

His preference then was for a rod 9j4 to 11 

feet long, so it must be assumed that he referred 

to American rods of light weight. This seeips 

to be true, for he quotes Francis Francis who, 

in his “Book on Angling,’1 told of making a cast 

of twenty-six yards with a ioj4 foot rod. No 

American five-ounce rod of the present time 

would be accepted as a gift if it failed to lay out 

seventy-eight feet, and the average six-ounce rod, 

in the hands of an angler of ordinary skill, will 

send the fly yards further, if the need arises. 

Mr. Halford says there are only three materials 

worth considering: split cane, greenheart and 

whole cane, in the order given. Aside from its 

fault of occasionally snapping off short, he likes 

greenheart, but gives double enamel split cane 

the preference. 

I quote Mr. Halford at some length, for of all 

modern English angling literature his books on 

“Dry-fly Fishing,” “Dry-fly Entomology” and 

others, and his numerous papers in The Field 

are, to me at least, the most impressive. Among 

other things his clearness of expression and his 

habit of giving more than full credit to his 

friends for angling hints show his sincerity and 

fairness. 

But Mr. Halford had no patience with steel- 

centered rods; in fact, he sayd’ that the contro¬ 

versy in the English press anent the inventor of 

the method was a waste of ink and paper, as 

steel-centered rods were of no practical use. 

“Consider,” says he, “the effect of rigidly fas¬ 

tening the two materials together. The one with 

the quicker action must of necessity tend to hurry 

the slower material, and the one with the slower 

action must equally of necessity tend to retard 

the action of the quicker material. What must 

be the effect? A tendency to disintegrate their 

union. For me,” he continues, “they have not 

cast better; they haye not cast more easily; they1 

have not cast more accurately, than the ordinary 

split cane by the same maker. They are certainly 

more tiring to the wrist, and when killing a fish 

I do not think that they give any real accession 

of power.” 

In 1889 Hardy Brothers employed an engineer 

who tested specimens used in rodmaking. AH 

were 24 inches long, .32 of an inch in diameter 

for round rods arid .16 of an inch on each sid- 

of the triangular sections of glued-up hexagona 

rods. The tests were for resilience, deflection 

number of vibrations before coming to rest wit! 

various weights, .specific gravity and breaking 

strain. The best results obtained, in the order 

given, follow: double enamel glued cane, stee 

centered; double enamel glued cane; hexagona 

glued cane, steel center; hexagonal glued cane 

greenheart, built up; hickory built up; rourn 

greenheart; lancewood. 

In theory at least it would seem that in a rot 

wound with narrow steel wires, these woulc; 

constantly shift with the spring of the rod, re 

laxing in hot weather and contracting on col( 

days, the general effect being to shear winding 

and varnish, and to rust. Certain it is that on1 

of the British firms which adopted steel ribbin} 

some years ago, now advocates a braided sill 

sheath to cover the steel. 

A Frenchman has made rods in which fla 

steel strips have been let into the wood, and nv 

impression is that a British manufacturer ha 

adopted the invention. 

Some years ago a Scotchman invented a sitni 

lar method, but he used fine piano wires instea< 

one being let into each of the six strips am 

wound with silk. Unfortunately he died befor 

succeeding in his efforts to interest a manufac 

turer in his work. 

Lancewood is more easily obtainable thai 
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bethabara. The latter comes from Africa by way 

of Liverpool, whereas lancewood in large quan¬ 

tities is brought up to New York by the coast¬ 

wise vessels trading in Southern waters. It 

costs less than bethabara, and is much easier to 

work. It is not so heavy as bethabara. In the 

rough it is easier to select good stock than is 

the case with bethabara. But it is “softer” and 

more resilient in equal diameters, and has not 

the steely snap and quick recovery that char¬ 

acterize the other variety mentioned. In ad¬ 

dition to this it is prone to take set; in other 

words, to warp permanently, and this fault is 

more marked on damp than on dry days. 

There are so many varieties of wood avail¬ 

able, and all more or less excellent for rods, that 

the beginner may be tempted to try others than 

those recommended. But my advice is that he 

confine his first experiments to either dagama or 

bethabara. Then, after he has acquired some 

knowledge of squaring, rounding and finishing 

solid wood, and fitting hand grasps, ferrules and 

tops, he may feel safe in making a split bamboo 

rod, since this will be the goal of his ambition. 

Good Calcutta bamboo is very difficult to ob¬ 

tain. Japanese bamboo is inferior to it, and I 

would not advise its use. Nearly all of the Cal¬ 

cutta bamboos are marked with alternate bands 

or patches of natural and scorched enamel. Two 

varieties are commonly known. The so-called 

“male” bamboo has thicker walls than the 

“female” and is generally chosen for this rea¬ 

son. Careful experts tell us, however, that in 

this thick-walled bamboo the strength diminishes 

more rapidly from enamel surface to hollow cen¬ 

ter than in the thin-walled bamboo. The enamel 

or rind is tough and hard. Under thib the cells 

increase rapidly in size and their walls diminish 

in strength, the inner part being more pith-like 

than in the thin-walled bamboo, whose cells are 

smaller and their walls stronger. 

Various reasons are given to account for the 

burning of the bamboos by the natives of India. 

The late Henry P. Wells, who studied the ques¬ 

tion carefully, gives six reasons, as follows: A 

religious ceremony; roasted over a gridiron to 

kill borers; also to burn off adhering leaves and 

vines; for ornamental purposes; accidentally 

burned in firing jungles to destroy creeping 

vines; seared with hot irons in straightening. 

He leaves it to his readers’ fancy to decide. 

J. J. Hardy, himself a rodmaker, in his “Sal¬ 

mon Fishing,” says the natives lay the more 

crooked canes in fires made of grass and leaves, 

to soften before attempting to straighten them. 

“While this firing doubtless solidifies the sap and 

hardens the cells greatly,” he writes, “it destroys 

fully 50 per cent, of the bamboos for rodmaking 

by burning through parts of the outer skin, the 

effects of which may be seen in the very dark 

blotches. Where this appears the material is 

worthless, all the original structure having been 

destroyed. It has been very difficult to persuade 

the natives to adopt special methods of heating 

for the purpose of straightening, in order to 

avoid this overburning; but it is satisfactory to 

know that better methods, under strict super¬ 

vision, are now being employed.” Mr. Hardy 

says it is not unusual to split up thirty to fifty 

culms and test the strips before sufficient good 

material for an 18 foot salmon fly-rod is obtained. 

In passing it is interesting to note that Mr., 

Hardy claims there are good reasons to believe 

split bamboo rods were made long ago in Eng¬ 

land, and that as early as 1700 “bamboos were 

brought from India by officers of the army, and 

made into rods in London.” 

The bamboos obtainable are generally iJ4 to 

ilA inches in diameter at the large end and only 

four or five feet of each one can be used to 

advantage. 

The specific gravities and weight of various 

woods mentioned are given by Mr. Wells as 

follows, the standard being distilled well water: 

Specific 
Gravity. 

Snakewood .1.3718 
Bethabara .L2140 
Greenheart (dark) .1.0908 
Jucara prieto .1.08 
Lancewood .'._1.0335 
Six strip split bamboo.9915 
Four strip split bamboo, enamel inside .9678 
Greenheart (light) .9643 
Dagama .90 
Hickory .7963 

\yeight. 
1 cubic foot. 

85.74 
75.88 
68.18 
67.30 
64.59 
61.96 
60.49 
60.26 
56.10 
49.77 

Sportsmen’s Show Tournament. 

A fly- and bait-casting tournament will be 

held during the Motor Boat and Sportsmen’s 

Show, in Madison Square Garden, New York 

city, Feb. 20-March 7 exclusive of Sundays. 

The rules and schedule of events are given 
below: 

Rule 1. All competitors shall pay an entrance fee of 

$1 for each and every event. 

Rule 2. All contests will be governed by two judges 

and a referee. In case of a disagreement between judges, 

the referee shall decide, and his decision shall be final. 

Rule 3. The referee shall determine the order in 

which contestants shall cast by lot and shall time all 

contests. 

Rule 4. The referee shall notify each contestant of 

the order of casting, and contestants shall be ready to 

cast when called upon. .Should a contestant not appear 

promptly when called upon, he shall be disqualified from 

the event and his entrance fee forfeited. 

Rule 5. The referee shall not take the time in any 

event until the contestant has taken his place upon the 

stand and given the word “Ready.” 

Rule 6. The casting time for all distance fly events, 

except when otherwise specified, will be ten minutes 

for each contestant. No allowance of time will be made 

for any accident which is the fault of the contestant. 

Rule 7. In events where rods are limited by weight, an 

allowance of three-fourths of an ounce shall be made for 

rods with solid metal reel seats (except aluminum). An 

allowance of three-fourths of an ounce will also be made 

for an independent handle, providing the handle and butt 

joint of rod are each made with the regular ferrule, and 

the rod, exclusive of the handle, is of tl\e usual three- 

piece model. 

Rule 8. Except when otherwise specified, rods shall 

not exceed 11% feet in length, and must be held with 

one hand. 

Rule 9. Lines must not be weighted. 

Rule 10. Leaders, unless otherwise specified, must be 

of single gut and must not be weighted. 

Rule 11. Hooks shall not be used smaller in size than 

No. 12 standard sproat, and the point and barb must be 

removed. 

Rule 12. When the style or method of casting is 

specified in any event, no other will be permitted. 

Rule 13. Any disagreement or dispute, not covered by 

the general rules or the specific rules for any event, 

shall be referred to the judges and referee, whose de¬ 

cision shall be final. 

Thursday, Feb. 20, 8:30 P. M.—Event 1.—Single-handed 

fly-casting for distance. Open to all, except those who 

have cast 60 feet or more in any club or tournament 

contest. , 

Friday, Feb. 21, 2:30 P. M.—Event 2.—Single-handed 

bait-casting for distance. Five casts shall be made over 

head with % ounce weight. The longest cast to count. 

Contestants will be allowed one preliminary cast. Cast 

must be made from free running reel. Should cast fall 

outside of tank it will count as a cast, but will not be 

scored. Open to all, except those who have cast 100 

feet or more with % ounce weight in any club or tourna¬ 

ment contest. * 

8:30 P. M.—Event 3.—Single-handed fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Open to all except those who have cast 76 feet 

or more in any club or tournament contest. 

Saturday, Feb. 22., 2:30 P. M.—Event 4.—Single-handed 

dry-fly casting for accuracy. The contestant shall cast 

at 30-inch targets placed 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 feet from 

the platform. He shall begin to extend the line by mak¬ 

ing a reasonable number of preparatory casts in the 

air, not allowing the fly to touch the water. When the 

line is extended, he shall allow the fly to fall as near as 

possible to the center of the target. The fly must be 

allowed to float upon the water until the judges signal 

that the cast has teen scored. He must then retrieve 

the line as delicately as possible and cast at the suc¬ 

ceeding target in a like manner until one cast has been 

made at each target, making five casts in all. If the fly 

strikes the target the cast shall be scored as perfect, 

h or each foot of distance, or part thereof, by which-the 

fly misses the target, to be east at, a demerit of one 

shall be counted against the contestant, and should the 

fly fail to float, an extra demerit of one shall be counted. 

The total of such demerits divided by 5 and deducted 

from 100 shall constitute the score. Highest score wins. 

Should the fly be whipped off or strike the water while 

making a preparatory cast, the contestant shall be dis¬ 

qualified. Flies will be furnished by the referee. Open 
to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 5.—Two-handed fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance, with grilse rod. Rod must not exceed 13 feet in 

length. Leader unrestricted. Fly to be furnished by 

referee. Open to all. 

Monday, Feb. 24, 2:30 P. M.—Event 6.—Single-handed 

fly-casting for accuracy. A target will be placed 30 feet 

distant from platform and under an overhanging bush, 

which shall extend for 3 feet over the target and be 3 

feet above the water. The target to be of the concentric 

ring pattern and to score as follows: 10 (bullseye), 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 0. Highest score wins. Each contestant will 

be allowed five preliminary casts, when he shall give 

the word “Ready” and proceed to cast for record. Should 

he fail to give the word or notify the judges after making 

five preliminary casts, the judges shall note the sixth 

and subsequent casts for record. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 7.—Single-handed switch fly-casting 

for distance. Championship class. Rods must not weigh 

more than 4 ounces. For allowances see Rule 7. An 

obstacle will be placed 15 Let behind the contestant. 

Open to all. 

Tuesday, Feb. 25, 2:30 P. M.—Event 8.—Single-handed 

bait-casting for distance. Five casts shall be made over 

head with % ounce weight. The longest cast to count. 

Contestants will be allowed one preliminary cast. Cast 

must be made from free running reel. Should cast fall 

outside of tank it will count as a cast, but will not be 

scored. Open to all except those who have cast 150 feet 

or more with a % ounce weight in any club or tourna¬ 

ment contest. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 9.—Single-handed fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance, under forward obstacle. Contestant must cast 

beneath an obstacle which will be placed across the tank 

30 feet from the platform and 6 feet above the water. 

Open to all. 

Wednesday, Feb. 26, 2:30 P. M.—Event 10.—Single- 

handed bait-casting for distance under forward obstacle. 

Five overhead casts shall be made with a % ounce 

weight beneath an obstacle which will be placed across 

the tank' 30 feet from the platform and 15 feet above the 

water. The longest cast to count. Contestant will be 

allowed two preliminary casts. Cast must be made from 

free running reel. Should cast fall outside of tank it 

will count as a cast, but will not be scored. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 11.—Single-handed fly-casting for 

distance. Rod must not weigh more than 5 ounces. 

For allowances see Rule 7. Open to all except those 

who have cast 85 feet in any club or tournament contest 

with a rod weighing 5 ounces or less. 

Thursday, Feb. 27, 2:30 P. M.—Event 12.—Single-handed 

fly-casting for accuracy. Five casts to be made at each 

of three targets, placed 40, 60 and 60 feet from plat¬ 

form. Targets to be of concentric ring pattern and to 

score as follows: 10 (bullseye), 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 0. Highest 

score wins. Contestant will be allowed to extend line to 

and make three preparatory casts at each target when 

he shall give the word “Ready” and cast to score. 

Should he fail to give the word “Ready” the judges will 

score the fourth and subsequent casts for record. Should 

fly be whipped off, time will be allowed to replace same. 

Leaders must be used in this event, and shall not be 

less than 3 feet in length. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 13.—Single-hand switch fly-casting 

for distance. An obstacle will be placed 15 feet behind 

the contestant. Open to all except those who have cast 

75 feet or more in any similar club or tournament contest. 

Friday, Feb. 28, 2:30 P. M— Event 14.—Single-hand 

bait-casting for accuracy. Fiv.e casts shall be made over 

head with % ounce weight at each of three targets placed 
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t,0, 80 and 100 feet from platform. Target to be of con¬ 

centric ring pattern and to score as follows: 10 (bullseye), 

lJ, 8, 7, 6, 5, 0. Highest score wins. Contestant will be 

allowed one preliminary cast at each target. Cast must 

be made from free running reel. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 15.—Single-handed bait-casting for 

distance with fly-rod and Vz ounce weight. Casts must be 

made with the “slack line,” and not from the reel. Con¬ 

testant will be allowed ten minutes ^in which to score. 

Weight must touch the water on the back cast and be 

raised therefrom for each forward cast or the cast will 

not be scored.. Open to all. 

Saturday, Feb. 29, 2:30 P. M.—Event 16.—Single-handed 

bait-casting for long distance accuracy. Conditions of 

this event the same as for event 14, except targets will be 

placed 100, 125 and 150 feet from platform. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 17.—Single-handed fly-casting for 

distance. Championship class. Rod must not weigh more 

than 4 ounces. For allowance, see Rule, 7. Open to all. 

Monday, March 2, 2:30 P. M.—Event IS.—Right and 

left hand bait-casting for accuracy. Conditions of this 

event to be the same as for event 14, except that five 

casts shall be made with each hand at each target. The 

total of points made, divided by 2, will constitute the 

score. Contestant will be allowed one preliminary cast 

with each hand at each target, and may begin with 

either hand. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 19.—Single-handed fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Open to all except those who have cast 85 feet 

or more in any club or tournament contest. 

Tuesday, March 3, 2:30 P. M.—Event 20.—Right and 

left hand bait-casting for distance. Five overhead casts 

to be made with each hand with ^4 ounce weight. The 

longest cast made with each hand added together and 

divided by 2 shall constitute the score. Contestant will 

be allowed one preliminary cast with each hand, and may 

begin with either hand. Cast must be made with free 

running reel. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 21.—Single-hand fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Championship class. Rod m-ust not weigh more 

than 5 ounces. For allowances, see Rule 7. Open to all. 

Wednesday, March. 4, 2:30 P. M—Event 22.—Single- 

handed bait-casting for accuracy. Conditions of this 

event the same as for event 14, except that cast shall 

be made with Vi ounce weight, at targets placed 60, 70 

and 80 feet distant from platform. Open to all. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 23.—Single-hand switch casting for 

distance. Championship class. An obstacle will be 

placed 15 feet behind the contestant. Open to all. 

Thursday, March 5, 2:30 P. M.—Event 24.—Single- 

handed bait-casting for distance. Championship class. 

Conditions of this event same as for event 8, except that 

cast shall be made with % ounce weight, and that the 

event is open to tall. 

8:30 P. M.—Event 25.—Right and left hand fly-casting 

for distance. Contestant will be allowed tVz minutes to 

cast with each hand. The longest cast made with each 

hand, added together and divided by 2 shall constitute 

the score. Contestant may begin with either hand. 

Time will not be allowed in changing from one to the 

other hand. Open to all. 

Friday, March 6, 2:30 P. M.—Event 26.—Single-handed 

bait-casting for distance. Championship class. Condi¬ 

tions of this event same as for event 8, except that it is 

open to all. 
8:30 P. M.—Event 27.—Single-handed fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Open to all, except those who have cast 100 feet 

in any club or tournament contest. 

Saturday, March 7, 2:30 P. M.—Event 28—“Miss-and- 

out” bait-casting contest. Cast shall be made with Vz 
ounce weight. Cast must be made from free running 

reel. A target will be placed 75 feet distant from plat¬ 

form and contestants shall each make one cast in turn. 

If contestant succeeds in hitting the target, he remains 

in the contest for another round, but failing to do so, is 

disqualified and out of the contest. The last remaining 

contestant wins; and second and third prizes go to con¬ 

testants scoring the next greatest number of hits. One 

preliminary cast will be allowed each contestant in the 

first round, but none thereafter. Open to all. 

S:30 P. M.—Event 29.—Single-handed fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Championship class. Open to- all. 

All casting weights will be furnished by the 

referee. 
Entries may be made at any time up to the 

hour set for any particular event, but the man¬ 

agement requests that casters desiring to com¬ 

pete will send in their entries as early as possi¬ 

ble, accompanied by the entrance fee of $i for 

each event. The tank will be open to all con¬ 

testants for practice from io to 12 A. M. and 

for one hour before events are called. Holders 

of season tickets will be admitted at Fourth 

avenue and Twenty-sixth street entrance for 

practice at 7 A. M. Season tickets, $2. Any 

further information will be furnished by C. E. 

Jacobus, Tournament Manager, Irving National 

Bank Building, No. 1 Hudson street (cor. Cham¬ 

bers street), New York city. 

Trout for City Reservoirs. 

Ridgefield, Conn., Jan. 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I want to call the attention of the 

New York State Forest, Fish and Game Com¬ 

mission to the condition that exists, and the con¬ 

ditions that should exist in the City Storage 

Reservoirs in Westchester and Putnam counties, 

New York, in regard to the possibilities of 

those reservoir^ being made trout lakes instead 

of what they are at the present time. Someone 

who should have known better has put bass, both 

large and small-mouth, perch and pickerel into 

those waters. The one at Purdy’s is fed by the 

Litticus and its feeders, which are all natural 

trout streams, and the headwaters of those 

streams are here in Connecticut, and in years 

past some of us here have stocked those streams 

with trout, but it is poor encouragement for 

people here to stock those streams with trout 

and have them settle for the winter in the reser¬ 

voir at Purdy’s to be devoured by fresh water 

sharks. Bass and pickerel like trout, of course. 

Why shouldn’t they? 

What the city should do is to clean out those 

reservoirs—Sodom and Drewville reservoirs the 

same—let the water out of them, and the fish 

go with it, and if there are any that don’t go 

scoop them out and make them go. If there are 

any trout in the puddle, save them, clean them 

out wholly and totally. There is plenty of room 

in the big Cornell dam for the water, so none 

would be wasted, and the fish too. There is 

everything in that, and it may as well have the 

rest. 
Of course bass and pickerel are all right in 

their proper places, but they have no business 

in trout waters. It will be no detriment to the 

'city and there ought not to be any objection 

to it. The water will be all the better to have 

trout in it. The reservoir between Cross River 

and Katonah—just completed—is also fed by 

natural trout streams, and it should be seen to 

strictly that nothing but trout get into it. The 

proper time to clean out these reservoirs would 

be before the bass and pickerel spawn, and let 

them fill up and stock them with trout. In two 

years’ time they would be alive with trout. If 

any one will stop and ponder a minute they will 

readily see what would be the result. Thou¬ 

sands, yes millions, of trout within fifty miles 

of New York city, just as well have them as 

not, a great deal better than not. Plenty of 

trout for everybody and plenty left, if they are 

only used right, and they would grow to weigh 

five or six pounds, perhaps more some of them, 

and those reservoirs are just the place for trout. 

They would have the streams to run up to spawn 

and the young fish would remain in the head¬ 

waters till they got large enough to take care 

of themselves and not get eaten by the larger 

fish. 

Mink and coons are bad enough on the trout 

without having bass and pickerel to help out. 

Just as well have trout in this part of the coun¬ 

try as anywhere. This bass and pickerel busi¬ 

ness has wrought havoc with the trout in the 

Adirondack region to the sorrow of many that 

know better than to try to keep both in the 

same pool. 

Wolves and sheep wouldn’t get along well in 

the same pen. It is high time that the people 

awake to the sense of , their duty and get strictly 

down to business and do something for the 

propagating of the trout in this part of the 

country if they expect to have any, and stop 

doing everything they can to exterminate them 

as a great many have been doing for years. I 

hope I will live to see those reservoirs and the 

streams that feed them teeming with trout. 

The Forest, Fish and Game Commissioners 

have a glorious opportunity to build a monu¬ 

ment to themselves that will glitter as if set 

with diamonds, and the sooner they lay the cor¬ 

ner stone the better. E. S. Reynolds. 

Remarkable Growth of Steelhead Trout. 

Bozeman, Mont., Jan. 11.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In October, 1902, two thousand steel- 

head trout fingerlings from Bozeman Fisheries 

Station were planted in Axolotl Lake, near Vir¬ 

ginia City, Montana. Previous to this time this 

mountain lake was utterly devoid of fish life, 

but was inhabited by an abundance of axolotls 

(Amblystoma tigrinum), the curious and interest¬ 

ing batrachian of that name. In September, 

1907, just five years from the planting of the 

steelhead trout, two of my angling friends car¬ 

ried a canvas boat to the lake, and by trolling 

caught eleven trout weighing seventy-three 

pounds, the largest weighing thirteen pounds. 

This fish was preserved in brine, and a few 

days ago was brought to me for identification, 

so there is no doubt about its weight, whjch is 

extraordinary for a five-year-old trout. This 

rapid and remarkable growth is easily explained, 

however, when it is considered that for several 

years the trout have been gorging themselves 

with the salamanders mentioned; certainly a 

nutritious and luxurious diet. 

James A. Henshall, 

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. 

Why the Bait? 

A young man was found with a hook and line 

in his hand on the bank of a stream where the 

fishing was preserved. On being summoned for 

poaching, says the Deutsche Fischerei Corresr ( 

pondnez, his solicitor exnlained that his unfortu¬ 

nate client, while boating on the river, had drop¬ 

ped a valuable gold watch and chain overboard. 

Luckily he happened to have a hook and line 

with him, and was endeavoring to fish his prop¬ 

erty out of the water when the water bailiff 

appeared on the horizon. The magistrate turned 

to the water bailiff with a smile, and asked him 

whether he accepted this version of the story. 

"Well, your worship, it sounds all right, but 

there’s just one thing I can’t quite understand. 

Why did he put a worm on the hook?” 

All the fish laws of the United States ahd Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 



Going io Sea. 

BY C. G. DAVIS. 

HE reasons why sailors go 
to sea are as varied and 
comical, some of them, as 
any one would care to read 
about. In some cases 
it is pathetic, in some 
disgusting and nearly al¬ 
ways more or less brutal. 

The foremast hand rep¬ 
resents an engine out of 
which the most work is to 

be gotten by the use of fist, boot or impolite 
English forcibly applied. I had a good oppor¬ 
tunity to study this subject in the course of my 
voyages. Of the seven men who were my 
shipmates on the first trip, one was a college 
professor whose rough exterior so completely 
hid all appearances of learning one never would 
suspect him of even being able to write his own 
name. And he even carried out this deception 
by making a X cross mark, as illiterate sailors 
do to represent their signature on the ship’s 
articles in signing on for a voyage. 

But one day as I lay sick and delirious with a 
fever on the coast of Chili, he nursed me back 
to health, cleaned out the other six men who 
sat smoking and making the room foul with 
tobacco smoke with every door and window 
closed tight and an old smoky lamp throwing a 
dim light into the box-stall-Hke bunks, in one 
of which I lay sick, and showed his true char¬ 
acter. Jim watched me like a mother, and when 
the crisis passed and I became conscious again, 
Jim opened the doors of his hidden past life 
and amused me with reminiscences of the days 
when he was well-to-do at college. But when 
I tried to get him to tell me more when I re¬ 
covered he was as close and silent on that sub¬ 
ject as a clam. 

Joe, a young Holland boy, had run away to 
sea when about fifteen years old, and then at 
the age of twenty-seven had never yet been 
home. Once he went back to his native town 
after a long voyage, with his pockets full of 
money. He was glad indeed to again see the , 
old familiar scenes in his native town. Every 
one he met that he knew hailed him as a long 
lost,, and of course in his western world style 
Joe invited them into a saloon to have a friendly 
drink. He got to the saloon at the corner of 
the street where his mother lived and there 
met so many he knew he treated all until he 
awoke next morning in a back room of the 
saloon, where they put him to sleep, minus 
every cent, and was so ashamed of himself, he 
slunk back to the docks and went again to sea. 

Bill, a long, thin, cadaverous looking Finn, 
with a beard like a Jew down to his belt, had 
been a rope-maker until death in his family left 
him alone and despondent, so he took to the 

Peter. a Spaniard, took hurriedly to the sea 
after a fight in his native town in which he used 
his stiletto too freely on a man with whom he 
had an argument. 

Hans, a little midget of a German, with blue 
eves and such an abundance of hair he looked 
like a babboon when bad weather prevented 
him cutting it for a couple of weeks, blandly 
told us he was arrested and sent to Sing Sing 
for falling asleep on a rich man’s doorstep. So 
no one pressed him for a true reason, enough 
that he was a good cobbler, having learned 
that trade while in “jug” and would sometimes 
mend our shoes. 

Larsen, was a beach-comber, shipped just be¬ 
fore we sailed from Chili for home to take the 
place of old Bill who had got lost in the moun¬ 
tains when we all deserted and ran away from 

the ship because Hve were half starved on the 
voyage out and saw no extra provisions put 
aboard to warrant getting any better food com¬ 
ing home. Larsen was a good example of what 
befalls a sailor even here in civilized America. 

We anchored off Pigeon Point in the Dela¬ 
ware and were paid off at Wilmington. We got 
our money at about io o’clock in the morning, 
and at noon when we took the train to Phila¬ 
delphia, where we were boarding, Larsen had to 
be lifted by the head and heels into the baggage 
car by the “crimps” from the sailor’s boarding 
house where he was staying. The crimps had 
his money earned by over four months’ work 
at sea and Larsen was that night put aboard an 
outward bound ship—that’s how he went to sea 
that trip. 

It was nearly a year after I came back from 
my first voyage. I sat one day on a high stool 
at a draughting board in the office of a naval 
architect’s office on the top floor of the Wash¬ 
ington Building, at No. i Broadway, drawing 
plans of yachts. From our high elevation we 
could look out of the window onto New York 
Bay, lying spread out like a map below us, and 
see all the shipping, an ever-changing kaleido¬ 
scope of sea life. 

Just before noon the door opened and in came 
a young fellow whom I became acquainted with 
at a yacht race. I had entered our sloop yacht 
for a race one day. but could not get men 
enough to help me handle hqr, when one of the 
race committee introduced me to Ned, and I 
found him such a useful man on a boat tnat 
from then on he sailed every race with me. 

Well, Ned came in with a cheery “Hello! 
Stump!” 

“Hello!” I answered and shook his paw. 
“What’s up?” 

He looked at me a minute and said, “I’m 
going to sea.” 

“The deuce you are!” said I. 
“Yes,” he answered; “don’t you want to 

come along for a bit of salt-water sailing?” 
Well, say., if a man opened the door for a 

newly caged tiger, don’t you suppose that tiger 
would make a jump for his freedom? Well, I 
was just in that frame of mind. Day in and day 
out I was doing the same thing over and over. 
Ned's words were the only spark necessary to 
set off the fireworks. 

“Wait a minute,” said I; “go out in the hall 
and wait.” Ned went, and as the door closed 
I got up, went over to the boss and said, “What 
will you give me for my set of drawing instru¬ 
ments?” 

He was dumbfounded, but inside of ten 
minutes I persuaded him I meant it, had cash 
in my pockets for the instruments and what he 
owed me and joined Ned outside. 

That night we slept in a schooner’s forecastle 
off South street, shipped for a voyage to the 
West Indies. That’s how I went to sea the 
second time. It didn’t take us long to find a 
ship either. The little three-masted schooner J. 
Percy B—— lay at the second pier beyond 
Coenties Slip. She looked to be loaded, so 
we went aboard to see the captain. He had 
just gone ashore. “There he goes now,” said 
the man aboard, pointing to a round-shouldered 
man going along South street. We overhauled 
him at the corner and asked if he had his mates 
shipped yet. 

“Only carry one, an’ I got him,” was the 
reply. 

“Any chance forward then?” asked Ned. 
The old fellow eved us a minute, and then 

said, “Go up in Frisbee’s office if you want to 
go.” 

So up into Frisbee’s we went, where we were 
joined by two other sailors and all shipped for 
the trip. 

Ned and I got our clothes aboard that after¬ 
noon, much to the surprise of my folks, who 
had no idea I was contemplating going to sea— 
but then, neither had I that morning. 

Getting aboard Ins Donkey's Breakfast, as the Straw A runner helping a Sailor aboard with his Clothes. 
Mattress are Called. 

The Little Square Hox at the Foot of the Foremast A Truck Load of Mattresses and Clothes Bags going 
is the Sailor’s Home. aboard a Schooner. 
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Sails. 

I do not take much stock in the syndicate 
theory of papyrus canvas as the original sail, 
because from time immemorial native women 
of nations ten times older than the “finxes” 
were accustomed to weave a coarse, stout cloth, 
not unlike No. 1 canvas, which was well cal¬ 
culated for sails in large vessels. This stuff is 
called abah, and is still manufactured. Guar- 
mani saw it in proces of manufacture. Arabic 
women also made, and still make, cloth used 
for striped cloaks and very fine carpets. 
Doughty, than whom “no one has looked so 
narrowly at the land and the life”—and who 
“has painted them in literature with a touch so 
sensitive, so sincere, and so sure,” that mis¬ 
take is impossible, mentions these facts. Read 
Hogarth, pages 274-284. 

“Mahara tribes, it is practically certain, are 
survivors of the oldest race, forced out of richer 
lands in the south by the Semitic peoples, who 
now hold the peninsula. They speak a tongue 
which is at bottom not Semitic, practice animistic 
cults, and have all the hunted and suspicious 
habits of a refugee population.”* Socotra, the 
island seat of their sultan, furnishes further evi¬ 
dence of “the facts about their proto-arabic 
speech” which has since been “ascertained, but 
of their mainland home no more has been 
learned, for they have allowed no European 
eye to see beyond its uttermost fringe.”* 

These people were among the earliest navi¬ 
gators of adjacent se^s. Egypt ancient, did you 
say? How can any one call a country by that 
vague and discriminating name when it under¬ 
stood steam! True, the rich were too indolent 
to utilize it, but they knew all about it and still, 
preferred papyrus, did they? I guess not; hold 
a piece of that stuff up to the light and see if 
it would wash, hold wind, or live out a tempest. 
My dear sirs, the land of the avenue of sphinxes 
never was heard of when the earliest navigators 
went round the Eastern Hemisphere. Arabia, 
India and a few nameless nomads comprised the 
inhabitants of the orient. 

Midian, Medina, a wild, granitic region, on a 
sea that is christened red, were the original 
lands of incense and date palms. The ancient 
races lived there in splendor before dates were 
written or time had been separated from 
eternity and subdivided into little years. Settled 
society exists to this late day in the southwest¬ 
ern borders of the ridge formed by volcanic 
action. Yeman is continuous with it. and this 
home of Arabs, that have no nomads among 
them, consists of short southerly wadybeds, 
which they cultivate. Shukra small ports afford 
them direct communication with the sea. Here 
was the seat df sabaean civilization, and its 
memorials are still well preserved. 

I imagine a new, slow smile creeping 
over the time-worn and antique countenance 
of that idle “finx” as he listens to the wireless 
hum of our speculations concerning his aged 
recollections of papyrus sails! Inland naviga¬ 
tion before the pyramids foundered in a sea 
of sand must have been too primitive to be 
more than vaguely speculative. 

I tell you. gentlemen, this sandy-complexioned 
ancient really belongs to the middle ages. We 
knew him in school when the “jographies” 
tried to make us believe that the “charbig 
boode” soaked up the tides without any con¬ 
sideration whatever for the centrifugal motion 
of the earth They are doing it yet—“an’ folks 
b’lieve ’em.” 

Arabs were never enslaved. “Turks may ex¬ 
ercise a shadow of jurisdiction, but their pride 
is reduced to soliciting the friendship of a 
people whom it is dangerous to provoke and 
fruitless to attack.” Pompey, Trajan and the 
tyrants who followed these, “could never 
achieve the conquest” of this high-minded and 
truly independent race. It was always at 
liberty and remains free to this day. “The 
slaves of domestic tyranny may vainly exult 
in their national independence, but the Arab is 
personally free and he enjoys in some degree 
the benefits of society without forfeiting the 

prerogative of nature.” His country for the 
most part was a ridge of waterless plain and a 
rim of irrigated sand. What wonder then that 
he took 40 the sea as naturally as a duck takes 
himself to water. He built large ships of ex¬ 
cellent model, giving them stout spars of cedar 
and storm sails of leather. For light winds he 
unfurled damask and silk, as common in his 
day as cotton is in ours,' bringing from afar 
the jewels and precious stones, the gold, the in¬ 
cense and the ivory of the East. He steered by 
the stars in fearless glee. He whistled to the 
winds and he sang to the waves, obtaining re¬ 
sponses from each, for they were his constant 
companions, furnishing him perpetually with— 

Wind written music in the shrouds, 

And ballads without words; 

“Mute friendships with the stars and clouds, 

And love trysts with the birds.’’ 

G. A. J. 

Pennant Winners of 1907. 

The Long Island Sound Yacht Racing As¬ 
sociation has announced the winners in the 
various classes for 1907 racing as follows: . 

In the raceabout class Pretty Quick sailed in 
eleven races and scored a record of 75 per cent.; 
Rascal III. was second with a percentage of 
70.6; Chinook was third with a percentage of 
60.5. 

The regular classes P and N both failed to 
produce starters in enough races to qualify, and 
so did not score for championships. 

In class Q, Capsicum was the only boat to 
compete in the required number of races to 
score, so she gets the pennant in her class. 

Hamburg, in class R. had the same luck as 
Capsicum, and was the only one to qualify. 
This seems a pity, too, when you consider that 
there were quite a few entries in her class—but 
they were not raced in enough contests to be 
eligible for a prize. 

Grace, in the catboat class R, won the pen¬ 
nant, she, too, being the only one to qualify. 

There were no boats in cat or sloop class S 
sailed enough races to qualify. 

It certainly looks as if there were “some¬ 
thing rotten in Denmark,” as the saying is, 
when so few boats care to contest in the regular 
classes. Perhaps the reason will be apparent 
when we can get the report from the handicap 
class. That class certainly was a howling suc¬ 
cess and took the bulls of the racers that ordi¬ 
narily sailed in the regular class or, being out¬ 
lawed by the rule, stayed home and did not 
race at all. 

The special and one-design classes, however, 
did quite well, five of them qualifying, and nearly 
all with a goodly number of starters. _ 

In the New York 30ft. class Adelaide takes 
the pennant by a narrow margin of one per 
cent, from Alera. Adelaide’s percentage was 

*Hogarth, pages 212-213. SAIL PLAN OF BOCCACCIO. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, '‘Designer,” Boston. 

HOLLIS BURGESS 
IRSURAHCE of a'l kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
Telephone, 1905-1‘Main. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (SL CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battory Placo, New York. 

COX CSL STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephone* 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 

91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

Canoe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux ("Dot”), illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas . Engines and Launches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
*11 technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time 
and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Unde Lisha's Shop. 
Life in * Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days, 
“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning and 
have been of sustained interest. The ‘Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

69.6 and Alera, 68.6. Adelaide won three first 
prizes, five seconds, finished third in two races, 
fourth in two, and fifth in four. Alera won 
two firsts, six seconds, finished third in five 
races, sixth in one race, seventh in one, and 
failed to finish in one race at her own home 
club. If she had crossed the finish line in that 
race she would have been tied with Adelaide for 
the pennant. The percentages of the other five 
boats to qualify were; Banzai, 45.55; Altair, 56.6; 
Nepsi, 64.2; Minx, 54.2, and Phryne, 41.5. 

The four little veteran racers in the Larch- 
mont 21 ft. class went at it hammer and tongues 
all summer—for the fourteenth consecutive 
year. There were eighteen races provided for 
them. Vaquero sailed in thirteen, Houri and 
Dorothy in twelve each, and Follette in ten. 
Vaquero won eight races and finished second in 
three. She scored a percentage of 85.1. Houri’s 
record is 64.4 per cent., that of Dorothy 54.5 
per cent., and that of Follette 35.9 per cent. 
During the past five years each one of the four 
boats have won a championship pennant, and 
each one a Larchmont race event series prize. 

There was a good contest among the five boats 
of the New Rochelle Y. C. one-design class, 
built last spring. Three of them qualified, and 
Echo won the pennant with a record of 82.6 per 
cent. Nereid was a close second, with a per¬ 
centage of 57.’ Each sailed in nine races of the 
seventeen provided. Each won five first prizes 
and four seconds, and Nereid won five firsts 
and two seconds, finishing third in two races. 
Mischief, the other boat to qualify, made a 
record of 33 1-3 per cent. 

Two of the nine Manhasset Bay “bug” boats 
competing in championship races qualified. 
Skeeter sailed in thirteen races and won eight 
first prizes and five seconds. She made a record 
of 91.4 per cent. Big Bug won five first prizes 
and three seconds, and fell away in four races. 
She made a record of 69.1 per cent. 

Two of the eight American Y. C. dories also 
qualified. Tantry, with thirteen, and Faraway, 
with twelve of the sixteen races provided. 
Tantry won eight first prizes, four seconds and 
one third. She had a percentage of 88. Far¬ 
away won five firsts, four seconds and two 
thirds, with a percentage of 70.2. 

Of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. one-design boats, 
built in 1901 and sailing last summer for their 
seventh season, Arizona alone qualified, with a 
percentage of 91.7. She won her pennant fairly, 
however, as she finished first in nine races out 
of twelve and second in two others. 

Visitor II. 

W. Harry Brown, of the New York Y. C., 
is to build the largest three-masted fore-and-aft 
auxiliary schooner yacht in the world. The 
yacht has been designed by Swasey, Raymond 
& Page, of Boston, and the order to commence 
construction has been placed with Lawley & 
Co. there. The boat will be finished next sum¬ 
mer. It is intended by Mr. Brown to use her 
the following spring for a trip around the 
world, while next winter he expects to cruise 
through the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean 
Sea, and then take her up the Amazon as far as 
she can go. Eventually it is intended to make 
an exploration through the little-known islands 
of the Southern Pacific, as well as various Asiatic 
waterways, so that the yacht will he in con¬ 
tinuous commission for a period of over three 
years. 

The boat will cost more than $300,000. She 
will measure 197ft. 6in. over all. with a 150ft. 
waterline and a beam of over 32ft. She will be 
built of steel and have a displacement of 800 
tons and a coal capacity of 250 tons, ample to 
carry her across the Pacific. She will have 
three decks, refrigerating and ventilating plants, 
and electric light and heating. 

There will be a library and music rooms, 
smoking and lounging rooms, and stateroom 
suites, with lavatories and baths. She will also 
be equipped with small arms and rapid fire guns. 

Mr. Brown is one of the wealthiest members 
of the yacht club and lives in Pittsburg, where 
he is interested in steel and mining properties. 

The new yacht is to be called Visitor II. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. I Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector), New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS PACKARD 
Naval Architects Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1*0. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Bo&ts &nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A complete illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national reputa¬ 
tion. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the huilding of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.i\oe a.nd BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A. Big-Game and Fkh Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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California Yachting. 

San Francisco, Jan. 4.—The Corinthian Y. 
C. gave its annual dinner on New Year’s Day 
at the club house in Belvedere. Over 150 mem¬ 
bers and their friends were present to enjoy 
the dinner, and the fun which accompanied it. A 
committee of the club known as “Cooks’ and 
Waiters’ Union No. 23,” had charge of the 
preparation and the serving of the banquet. 
There were several “strikes” during the enter¬ 
tainment, particularly when “boss” Keefe at¬ 
tempted to introduce into the service a foreign 
waiter, known as Caruso. After Judge 
Kavanaugh had poured oil on the troubled 
waters, the situation cleared and the men of 
“23” went back to work, except one named 
Short, who went back to dodging work just as 
before the strike. The next event was the 
presentation to Commodore John C. Brickell of 
a gold watch and chain from the members of 
the club, in appreciation of the commodore’s 
work during his term at the head of the club. 

The nominating committee, appointed by the 
directors of the Corinthian Y. C. to prepare 
a ticket of officers for the coming year, has 
posted its selections in the club house in ac- 
cordancse with the bylaws of the club. The 
names which will be submitted to the members 
at the annual meeting on the last Wednesday in 
January are: For Commodore, W. F. Stone, 
of the sloop Presto; Vice-Commodore, W. A. 
Stringer, of the sloop Freda. In addition to 
these officers the following are named as di¬ 
rectors: John H. Keefe, Charles F. Morel, L. 
J. McMahon, F. C. Raymond and Peter Lamb. 
For Regatta Committee, T. J. Kavanagh, Lester 
Hammersmith and J. K. Neyland. The Nomi¬ 
nating Committee was composed of Stuart 
Middelmas, J. H. Doan and David Abecassis. 

Owners of launches in the vicinity of San 
Francisco are forming a motor boat club. It 
will make its headquarters at Belvedere, where 
a site has been procured. Races will be brought 
off once a month, handicap events to cover a 
season from New Year to New Year. A 
machine shop will be erected on the grounds 
for the repairing of launches. Among those 
interested in the movement are Fred W. Kelly, 
W. H. L. Corran, S. L. Plant, M. B. Wallach, 
Dr. Bean. Frank T. Bowers, C. H. Morrell, 
Gordon Blanding. J. E. Hax, Charles H. 
Crocker. Hugo Kiel, Fred M. Greenwood. 
Stuart Dunbar, W. B, Leavitt, all of this city. 

A. P. B. 

A Yachtsman Explorer. 

Mr. Hollis Burgess, the Boston yacht 
broker, well-known to yachtsmen as the man 
who sailed the Dorothy at Jamestown in the 
King’s cup races, has given up his brokerage 
busines and will accompany Com. George Mel¬ 
ville Boynton, F. R. G. S., as Right Com¬ 
mander of the Discovery Darkest America Ex¬ 
pedition, which will start next spring on a five- 
year exploring expedition up the Amazon River 
in South America. 

A Gloucester fishing schooner of 135 gross 
tons has been secured to carry the party as far 
up the Amazon as it can, where it will serve 
as a base of supplies from which operations can 
be conducted. 

Mr. Boynton is a member of the Royal 
Geographical Society of Great Britain, and has 

: - snent over ten years in South America. Capt. 
Frederick Denham West will command the 
schooner. John Vessey Colcough will be second 
officer and Howard King Parker, third. The 
schooner will be rechristened the “Discovery.” 

Mr. Walter Burgess will hereafter conduct 
! the former business of Mr. Hollis Burgess. 

A New Yawl. 
Wm H. Simonson is having a new sailing 

i yawl built at the yard of Geo. Byles, City 
1 Island. She is 54ft. over all. 41ft. waterline, 
; 14ft. Sin. beam and will draw 6ft. 6 in. of water. 

The hull is all in frame and partly planked and 
1 shows a wonderfully clean and powerful shaped 

boat—that is, just new fangled enough to be a 
treat for a true sailor man to look at. 

The End of the Kahma. 

The accompanying illustration shows the fate 
that befell the English-built cutter Kahma. She 
was broken up at Robert Jacob’s yard at City 
Island in the summer of 1907 for the lead on her 
keel. The iron and steel used in her frames was 
sold for junk, the teak planking going into 
the woodpile for fire-wood. 

It does seem a shame that so good a boat as 
she has been to be sacrificed in such a manner; 
but every year we see instances of just such a 
wicked waste. No one seems to want to buy 
such boats, yet they are a far better investment 
for a man than many of the newer flimsy yachts. 

Look at the Queen Mab now lying neglected 
at one side of the yard, with Yankee and 
Mineola, two newer boats, at the other -side. 
Queen Mab is worth the two larger boats for 
a man who wants a boat to wear and last, and 
they can be run far cheaper and will give better 
satisfaction boat for boat, except for racing 
freaks, which, thank goodness, yachtsmen are 
getting tired of owning. 

Revolution Sold. 

Col. Charles Hayden, of Boston, has 
bought the turbine yacht Revolution from F. 
Augustus Heinze, and will use her for cruising 
next year instead of his yacht Wacondah, which 
is well known around Newport and ports at the 
eastern end of Long Island Sound and Narra- 
gansett Bay. The turbine, the first built in 
America, is 177ft. long, 140ft. on the waterline, 
17ft. beam and lift, depth, and is one of the 
fastest yachts afloat. 

Nevins Succeeds Hansen. 

Mr. Henry B. Nevins is the man who has 
succeeded Mr. A. Hansen in the yacht building 
business at City Island. Though it is an ex¬ 
ceptionally bad season for all, Mr. Nevins has 
quite a little work in view, and in the mean¬ 
time is saying nothing but sawing wood. He 
is making many improvements in his plant, the 
principal one being the installation of a better 
hoisting arrangement for the marine railways. 

Mr. Hansen has gone back to Denmark, but 
he told his friends before he saild he had a re¬ 
turn ticket in his pocket. 

New Jersey Y. C. Officers. 

At the annual meeting Tuesday night of the 
New Jersey Y. C., held at the new club house 
on Newark Bay, Bayonne, the following officers 
for the ensuing year were elected: Commodore, 
John A. Dennin; Vice-Commodore, Thomas 
Watson; Rear-Commodore, Charles Sage; Sec¬ 
retaries, James Owens, George Hughes, and 
George Rinker; Treasurer, James Dodd; Fleet 
Surgeon, Dr. Charles Limeburner. Thirty new 
members were elected. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division.—J. Chauncey Van Horn, 
Trenton, N. J.. by Wm. A. Furman. 

Western Division. — Walter Weingaertner, 
Chicago, Ill., by W. H. Piggott; Frank Haines, 
Chicago, Ill., by Robert Lockerbie. 

sail plan of bajazzo. 
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96.3 
HEER'S 1906 RECORD STILL SUPREME WITH U. M. C. SHELLS 

J/L. D. Morrison leads all shooters in his class, for 1907, with a score of .9578 

Shooting Arrow Shot Shells 
W. H. Heer broke .939; G. W. Maxwell .933; R. O. Heikes .925 in their classes, while amateurs with U M C shells 

made .92s and .910. , 

HONORS GALORE 
Think of the significance of the following statement: It is the record of marvellous marksmanship which has never before 

honored any one make of shot shells and may never again. F L Iore 

There were 10 Interstate Handicaps in 1907 and U. M. C. Shells were used by the winners of 8 The oth winner nserl 
^ U. M. C. shells and the 10th only used another make. V winner used 

At Richmond, at Chicago, at Boston, at Denver, at Spokane, U. M. C. Quality was always in evidence'land the winners 
relied upon it. 

HONORS EXCLUSIVE 
The American International Military Team, discarding all other makes, chose and used U. M. C. .30 Government Cartridges 

exclusively, and won the Military Championship of the world at Ottawa last September. In 1903 also the American Team 
used U. M. C. Cartridges exclusively. 

HONORS UNIQUE 
U. M. C. .22s proved their worth in November when Wm. Akard with a rifle broke 15,000 targets thrown by himself and 

1659 small marbles without a miss. U. M. C. .22 black powder cartridges required the rifle to be cleaned but once a day! 

Were There Any Other Honors? 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T raps hooting. 

c you want your shoot to be announced here 

i a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

23.—Atglen, Pa.—Christiana-Atglen G. C. Wm. 
Fieles, Sec’y. 
23-24.—Allentown, Pa.—Lehigh Valley Shooting As¬ 

sociation. C. F. Kramlich, Capt. 
23-25.—Pinehurst (N. C.) annual midwinter handi- 

:ap. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
25.—Troy. N. Y.—Tri-County Trapshooting League. 

Under auspices of Mountain View G. C. 
28-Feb. 1.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap. 

1. 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 
trophy. 
. 18-21.—Kansas City, Mo., midwinter tournament. 
. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell. Sec’y. 
. 22.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association live- 
bird tournament. Karl Steward, Sec’y. 
. 22.—Dayton, Ky.—Northern Kentucky live bird 
shoot. 
. 22.—Cleveland, (O.) G. C. 
. 22.—Paterson, N. J.—Northside R. and G. C. H. 
Beckler, Sec’y. 

22.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 
ch 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 
trophy. 
ch 16-17.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 
pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
ch 28.—McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 
cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 
il 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 
clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 
il 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
• 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 
meyer, Sec’y. 
• 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, Sec’y, 201 Pearl street, New York. 

May 19.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. F. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. 
May 30.—McKeespor, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 

annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.-—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—North End R. and G. Club. W. 
A. Lockwood, Treas. 

April 21-23.—Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 
men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 

May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 
W. Budd, Sec'y. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knap, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 
men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 

May 26-28.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State shoot. R. 
S) Pringle, Sec’y. 

May 26-28.—Lincoln. Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 
Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl R. Lee, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Messrs. Kottle & Knapp, managers, announce that on 

May 14, at Skaneateles Junction, N. Y., they will hold 

their annual tournament. There will be added money 

and prizes for professional and amateur averages. 

Mr. Frank E. Butler writes us as follows: “Xhe 

Supreme Court at Brooklyn, Jan. 10, handed down a 

final decisicn for $2500 in favor of Annie Oakley for libel 

against the Brooklyn Citizen. The amount claimed was 

$5000.”. 

#► 

The second contest for the F. A. Stone trophy will be 

held on Feb. 12; the third on March 10. Optional sweep- 

stakes will be a feature. These contests are at 50 tar¬ 

gets each, on the grounds of the Bergen Beach Gun 

Club, Avenue N and E. 71st St., Brooklyn. 

K 

On the grounds of the Highland Gun Club, at Edge 

Hill, Pa., on Jan. 11, a gun being the prize in a 10- 

target event, Messrs. George McCarty and Charles New¬ 

comb tied on straight scores. Owing to the superven¬ 

ing evening, the shoot-off was postponed to a later date.. 

The Northside Rod and Gun Club of Paterson, N. J., 

announces an all-day shoot for Feb. 22. The matter of 

consolidation is being considered by the Northside, Jack- 

son Park, Passaic and North Caldwell gun clubs. A 

meeting for the purpose of consolidating, will be held 

in the near future. 
R 

The Catchpole Gun Club, of Wolcott, N. Y., has 

issued the programme of its tournament, fixed to be held 

on Jan. 17, commencing at 9:30 A. M. Ten 15-target 

events, $1.00 and $1.50 entrance, are provided. Totals, 

150 targets, $12.50 entrance. Targets, one cent. Half 

the events are class shooting, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., 

and half Rose system, 8, 5, 3, 2 and 1. E. A. Wads¬ 

worth is the Secretary. 
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Sec’y Karl Steward announces the twenty-first annual 

20 live bird tournament, to be held by the Harrisburg, 

Pa., Sportsmen’s Association. Handicaps will be 24 to 

33yds. Entries close Feb. 18, and competition starts at 

10 o’clock, Feb. 22. Write the Secretary for pro¬ 

grammes, etc. 

Sec’y-Mgr. Elmer E. Shaner sends us a list of tourna¬ 

ments registered up to Jan. 11. They will be found 

elsewhere in our trap columns. The indications are that 

all the important tournaments will be registered. The 

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association tournament 

was the first registered. 
K 

The Indian tournament will be held at Cedar Point 

Hotel, Sandusky, O., on June 16-19. Added money 

$1,000. Mr. Rolla O. Heikes, Chairman of the Tourna¬ 

ment Committee, further informs us as follows: “The 

place is of national leputation. Everything will be done 

to make this shoot a success, one of the best we ever 

have had.” 
K 

R. S. Pringle, Corresponding Secretary, of Bradford, 

Pa., writes us as follows: “We wish to claim May 25, 

26, 27 and 28 as dates for the Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot, to be held at our Foster Brook 

grounds, Bradford, Pa., same to be a registered tourna¬ 

ment. We are pleased to advise you that we were the 

first to make application for a registered tournament.” 

W, 
Secretary C. G. Thompson, Sherbrooke, Que., Canada, 

writes us as follows: “The Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association will hold their eighth annual tour¬ 

nament at Sherbrooke, Que., Canada, on Aug. 5, 6 and 7, 

under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. This 

shoot will be run on the Squier-money-back system, and 

will be the first time the system has ever been tried in 

Canada.” 
K 

The daily press recounts the death of J. Palmer O’Neil, 

at his home in Pittsburg, on Jan. 7. He was conspicu¬ 

ous in the gun and ammunition trade in the ’80’s, and 

still more conspicuous in baseball matters at a later 

period. He owned the Pittsburg team in 1890, the year of 

the Brotherhood war, in which year he suffered much 

loss financially. He also was interested in field trials 

in their early years. He was sixty-four years old at the 

time of his death. 
•t 

The first of the series of three shoots for the Fred. A. 

Stone trophy was held by the Bergen Beach, L. I., Gun 

Club, on Jan. 9. The first leg was won by Mr. L. M. 

Palmer, Jr„ of the Crescent Athletic Club, with a score 

of 46 out of 50. Mr. J. H. Hendrickson was second with 

42. Third was won by Mr. G. Kouwenhoven with 41. 

The second contest is fixed to be held on Feb. 12. Third 

on March 10. 
* 

The tournaments for 1908 are being announced early. 

The Grand American Handicap will be held at Columbus, 

O., on June 23-26, and the third Western Handicap 

tournament will be held at Des Moines, la., on. Aug. 

18-20. Clubs which contemplate holding tournaments 

should decide on their dates promptly, else they may 

find that desirable dates are not available without con¬ 

flicting with others. The early bird catches the early 

dates. 
*S 

The programme of the Sunny South Handicap can be 

obtained of Manager Alf. Gardiner, Brenham, Texas. 

Jan. 27 will be practice day, events at both targets and 

live birds being on the programme. Jan. 28, first day, 

the Sunny South Handicap at live birds, 25 birds, $25 

entrance, $100 added, will be the event. The handicaps 

will be from 26 to 32yds., and class shooting, 40, 30, 20 

and 10 will govern the division of the moneys. This 

event was won in 1907 by Mr. Ed. Fosgard. On the 

second day there will be seven 15-target events, $1.50 

entrance, six of which have $7.50 added money, and an 

eighth, the Houston Chronicle trophy, 100 targets, $10 

entrance, for the Southern amateur target championship. 

This trophy is now held by Mr. Otto Sens, of Houston. 

Fifty per cent, goes to the holder of this trophy, the 

balance of the purse being divided 50, 30 and 20 per 

cent., the winner receiving the trophy only. On the third 

day, Jan. 30, there are six events at 15 targets and five 

at 20 targets, $2 entrance to each, $10 added money; 

Rose system; for amateurs. On the fourth day there are 

three events at 15, three at 20 targets and the Sunny 

South Handicap at targets, the conditions of which are 

100 targets, $100 added, $10 entrance, handicaps 14 to 

22yds.; eight moneys, class shooting. This event and 

the live-bird events are open to both amateurs and pro¬ 

fessionals. On Feb. 1, there are six events at 15, three 

at 20, and one at 25 targets. The latter has $2.50 en¬ 

trance, $100 added; 16yds. rise, and is open only to 

amateurs who have shot through the entire programme. 

Event 11 will have the entire amount added to it that 

was obtained by collecting $1 per day from each shooter. 

There are high average moneys. Send guns, etc., pre¬ 

paid to Alf. Gardiner. Lunch served on the grounds. 

Competition commences at 9 o’clock. 

Bernard Waters. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., Jan. 9.—The shoot of the Bergen 
Beach Gun Club, held to-day, was manifestly an attrac¬ 
tive opportunity for competition, a good number of trap- 
shooters being present. The Fred A. Stone trophy, a 
50-target event, was the main feature of the day’s com¬ 
petition. Mr. L. M. Palmer, Jr., of the Crescent Ath¬ 
letic Club, scored a leg with a total of 46. There are 
to be two more shoots for this cup. Palmer shot con¬ 
sistently well throughout. Mr. J. H. Hendrickson was 
second1 with 42, and Mr. G. Kouwenhoven was third with 
41. The entrance in the trophy event was $1. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Targets: 25 25 Tl. 25 15 25 25 15 15 15 15 

C W Billings . ... 20 20—40 23 9 9 8 
... 22 16—38 21 12 12 12 

Dr D L Culver_ ... 16 15—37 17 8 8 10 
G F Pelham. ... 18 20—37 20 13 .. 13 8 12 12 
Dr R J Held. ... 15 15—30 18 9 .. 7 8 10 12 
F Truax . ... 19 21—40 19 15 11 9 

... 16 15—31 12 10 10 
C L McClave . ... 17 17—34 21 10 11 .. , . 
L H Schortemeier. ... 16 15—31 20 12 12 9 11 

... 20 14—34 11 12 14 8 
F A Stone. ... 16 16—32 22 6 .. 11 13 7 

... 13 17—30 20 

... 19 15—34 17 13 .. .. 
F E Butler... .. 15 18—33 20 10 .. .. 
R Bercaugh . ... 17 12—29 14 10 .. .. 
John Martin . ... 19 19—38 19 12 13 11 
Dr T D Burbis. ... 18 16—34 21 .. 2i 11 12 8 11 
T H Hendrickson... ... 23 19—42 21 14 21 21 11 13 13 
L Gille . ... 0 6—6 7 .. 10 9 10 
FI W Dreyer. ... 19 15—34 14 .. 10 9 .. 
E Brewerton . ... 10 20—30 
W Clark . ... 13 19—32 
C Dietrich . ... 14 13—27 
A A Schoverling .... ... 16 11—27 ii .. 8 7.. 
H D Bergen . ... 18 20—38 10 11 .. 
T G Ropes . ... 17 17—34 20 8 .. .. 
A E Hendrickson . ... 15 19—34 17 .. i9 10 11 6 
N Apgar . ... 20 19—39 20 . . 9 .. .. 
J S Fanning. ... 20 20—40 
G K Kouwenhoven. ... 20 21—41 13 .. .. 
C Dondera . ... 12 17—29 13 .. .. 
G R Schneider .... ...14 11—'>5 i2 .. 6 10 .. 
F W Moffett. ... 20 19—39 2i .. 19 20 12 11 .. 
L M Palmer. ... 22 24—46 23 15 23 23 10 14 .. 
Sim Glover . ... 24 20—44 12 10 
Dr W H Matthews. ... 20 16—36 4 5 
T S S Remsen. ... 18 17—35 12 11 .. .. 
[ Fisher . ... Ill 14—24 
G S K Remsen.... ... 20 18—38 
E W Reynolds. ... 12 17—28 
W C Damron. ... 17 16—33 ii 20 
T H Williams. ... 14 15—29 
S Beach *.. ... 15 17—32 7 io 7 .. .. 
H L Brown . ... 12 12—24 
Dr Burbis . ... 17 22—39 
C W Billings. ...19 ..—19 
M F Fagan. ... 11 13—24 
F Durr . ... 13 16—29 12 
Schaffer . 5 .. 7 3 7 

11 .. .. 

Tan. 11.—There was a good attendance. The results 
follow: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Tohnson . .. 7 21 17 19 17 13 
Thompson . .. 14 .. . . .. 13 
R Hopkins . .. 1' 11 12 .. 14 ii 
Brown . 22 19 17 17 18 
Dreyer . .. If 20 15 12 17 16 
Isaac . .. It 15 17 17 18 19 
Shevlin . .. 11 13 .. 16 16 
Haney . 17 ie .. 13 17 
Neff . 
Potter . 9 10 

14 
F Bergen . 20 
Haney . 17 
Hopkins . 
Griffith . 22 22 20 18 

Belmont Gun Club. 

Narberth, Pa., Jan. 11.—A special match was closely 
contested between Bender and Clegg. They tied on 22 
out of 25, then tied on 9 out of 10. In the second shoot- 
off Bender won by 4 to 3 out of 5 shot at. Scores: 

Seven bird event. $5 entrance fee: 
Bender .'....1220212—6 Sharp. 
Henry .1203212—6 Lee ... 
Emerson .22222°0—6 Kohler 
McKee .1221220—6 Cowan 
Clegg .1121210—6 Shilling 
Beal .1220220—5 

.0022122—5 

.0122110—5 
1002210—4 
.2020220—4 
0110020—3 

Special match.—First event, 
Bender . 
Clegg . 

Second event, 10 birds: 
Bender . 
Clegg . 

Third event, 5 birds: 
Bender .22220—4 

25 birds: 
.1221222221122222210022022—22 
. 2220012210121222221222222—22 

...1211122022— 9 

.2222212102— 9 

Clegg .02021-3 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Jan. 11.—The weather conditic 
were much against good performance, therefore 1 
scores were of rather low average. Mr. C. A. Lot 
wood registered a win on the January cup, and J. I 
Fairchild did likewise in respect to the Stake troplij 
Messrs. G G. Stephenson, Jr., and D. T. Leahy w 
in the team contest. Scores: 

January cup, 25 targets: 
H. T. 

C A Lockwood. 3 25 
G G Stephenson, Jr 3 22 
D C Bennett. 3 22 
A E Hendrickson... 4 21 

H. 
L C Hopkins. 5 
W W Marshall. 5 
Dr Hopkins . 4 
J Henry . 4 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 
J P Fairchild . 5 24 
A E Hendrickson... 4 23 
H M Brigham. 1 22 
H B Vanderveer... 4 21 
F B Stephenson... 0 20 
D T Leahy . 4 20- 
W W Marshall. 5 20 
C A Lockwood.... 3 19 

Team shoot, 25 targets: 
G ioephenson.Jr 3 24 
D T Leahy .... 4 18—42 
T, M Palmer, Jr 0 22 
F Stepnenson... 0 18—40 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 
H M Brigham. 14 
F B 'Stephenson. 12 
J P Fairchild. 9 

Dr S P Hopkins... 4 
D C Bennett . 3 
G Brower . 5 
I Henry . 4 
G G Stephenson, Jr 3 
C H Chapman. 7 
E C Brower. 4 
L C Hopkins. 5 

G Brower . 5 25 
E C Brower.... 4 14- 
C A Lockwood. 3 20 
L C Hopkins... 5 17- 

C A Lockwood 
E C Brower... 
G Brower . 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H. T. 

W W Marshall.... 3 15 
A E Hendrickson... 2 14 
D T Leahy. 2 13 
G G Stephenson... 2 12 
D C Bennett . 2 12 
L M Palmer, Jr_ 0 11 

H. 
F B Stephenson.... 0 
E H Lott. 1 
Dr S P Hopkins... 2 
H B Vanderveer... 2 
H M Brigham. 0 
L C Hopkins. 3 

Trophy shoot, 
H M Brigham 
L M Palmer, Jr 
F B Stephenson. 
D T Leahy ..... 
H B Vanderveer. 
D C Bennett .. 
J Henry . 

Trophy shoot 
A E Hendrickson 
L M Palmer, Jr 
H M Brigham.. 
G G Stephenson, 
L C Hopkins.. 

Trophy shoot 
G Brower . 
A E Hendrickson 
H M Brigham... 
L M Palmer, Jr 
C A Lockwood. 

15 

15 

15 

targets: 
. 0 14 
. (1 13 
, 0 13 

13 
13 

2 12 

Jr 

targets: 
. 2 14 

0 13 
0 13 

12 
12 

targets: 
, 3 14 
. 2 13 
, 0 12 

0 11 
. 2 11 

G G Stephenson, Jr 2 
L C Hopkins. 3 
A E Hendrickson... 2 
W W Marshall. 3 
Dr S P Hopkins.. 2 
C A Lockwood_ 1 

J Henry .  3 
F B Stephenson... 0 
D C Bennett. 2 
D T Leahy. 2 
W W Marshall.... 3 

W W Marshall. 3 
D C Bennett. 2 
L C Hopkins. 3 
I P Fairchild. 3 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., Jan. 11.—Events 1 and 2 were i 
practice. Event 3, 25 targets, was the first leg on t 
F. L. Barnes trophy, and was won by Mr. A. R. All 
with a score of 24. Event 4, 25 targets, was also t 
first leg of the G. W. Boxall trophy, with Mr. Thi 
Dukes, the winner with a score of 24. Event 5, 50 targe 
handicap, gives the score on the first leg for the $1 
Greener gun. 

Mr. Geo. Batten won the event for the day with 
score of 46. These shoots will run from now until t 
end of May. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 

Targets: 10 15 
H.T. 

25 
H.T. 

25 
H. 

A R Allan. 6 13 2 24 2 24 4 
G W Boxall . 8 14 1 IS 1 18 2 
F W Moffett. 8 10 1 22 1 23 2 
G H Piercy. 8 14 0 21 0 18 0 
L W Colquitt. 10 10 1 21 1 23 2 
Dr L R Culver. 7 8 0 17 0 17 0 
Thos Dukes . .. 13 1 23 1 24 2 
S R Soverel. 7 14 4 16 4 21 
F C Allen . 3 8 7 17 7 21 , . 
P H Cockefair. 9 8 4 17 4 22 . . 
E Winslow . 6 10 5 20 5 21 10 
Geo Batten . .. 9 5 21 5 19 10 
P P Deane. .. 5 6 16 6 7 12. 
W H Lane. 5 18 5 12 10 
F A Nott, Jr. .. 10 8 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Pinehurst Tournament. 

Pinehurst, N. C., Jan. 11.—Half a hundred entri. 
representing crack shots from many parts of the cov 
try, have thus early been received for the first annt 
midwinter handicap trapshooting tournament, arrang 
by the local Country Club for January 23, 24 and 
assuring one of the most important events of its char: 
ter ever held in the South. v : 

The programme includes all-day shooting and numb 
less events, with $1,000 in added money and trophi- 
interest centering in the preliminary event and the han 
cap, for which two splendid sterlirig cups and vario 
medals are offered as trophies. 

Details are in the hands of a handicap committee 
trapshooters of national fame, including George 
Lyon, of Durham, N. C., Chairman; C. M. Powers, 
Decatur, Ill.; Joseph H. Hunter, of Washington, D. ( 
Dr. Edward F. Gleason, of Boston, Mass.; C. M. B 
ings, of Ocean Port, N. J., and Dr. J. I. Johnson, 
Raleigh, N. C. 

Special rates will be in vogue at the various hot 
ranging from $1.50 and upwards, including board, a 
every effort will be made to make the occasion one 
pleasure. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y 
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The Palefaces. 

Boston, Mass., Jan. 8.—The first regular shoot for 
IS of the Palefaces was held at Wellington, to-day, a 
all party of scatter gun enthusiasts to the number of 
,ht being present to do justice to the programme and 
ze match arranged for the afternoon. 
•'rank’s high average was a popular win, to say the 
st, and taking in conditions, it was easily equal to a 
per cent, on a perfect day. 

•'irst blood for a high average on the new ledger has 
en scored, and now it only remains for a few more 
■dit marks to accompany it and the season’s work 

ill be on with him for fair. 
lleason’s second average of 87 was just one too good 

: Charles, whose late addition to the ranks of the 
m de fusil class has made a big advance over late 
-eentages. Another change and probably 80 per cent, 
uld be easy, and as Charles’ story is that present 
n can’t be beat, it may make its appearance with the 

:l customary regularity. 
Buffalo looked somewhat out of place with a fifth 
■rage of 82 per cent., but experimenting is not always 
iducive to high scores; but just wait a while, and the 
I war horse will ring the bell in good style on the 
iwd before long. 
'avicchi, Frank and Horrigan tied in the special 50- 
get match, the former holding up his good work in 
■ tic as well as the match, and now sports a smile to 
nk how the time-piece presented him will keep him 
ormed just when trains leave for Boston and vicinity 
pshooting grounds. The boys now think that when 
vicchi does not come that there is something missing, 
1 surely there is. Scores: 

[vents: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Shot 
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 at. Broke. 
ank . . s 14 10 15 6 14 9 13 100 89 
2ason . . 9 15 8 13 7 13 9 13 100 87 
arles . . 8 12 9 14 8 14 8 13 100 86 
Vicchi . . 6 12 10 11 1) 13 9 12 100 82 
ffalo. . 8 12 8 12 9 13 9 11 100 82 
jlliams . . 6 12 6 11 6 6 9 11 100 67 
rrigan . 9 15 9 11 50 44 

Wood . 7 6 13 40 26 
.pecial match, 50 targets, distance handicap: 

link, 20 . 41 
/icchi, 18 .. 41 
rrigan, 18 . 41 
Ihoot-off: 
L'icchi . 
ink . 

41 Charles, 18 . . 37 
41 Buffalo, 20 . . 37 
41 Gleason, 21 . . 32 

20 
19 

Horrigan . . 17 

North Side Rod and Gun Club. 

’aterson, N. J., Jan. 11.—The Northside Rod and 
[11 Club held their regular weekly shoot on Saturday 
?rnoon. of which scores are inclosed. The North- 
es will hold a big all-day shoot on Washington’s 
■thday. A number of clubs have been invited, also a 
mber of professional shooters have promised to be 
h us on this day. All the best grades of ammunition 

kept on sale at the ground. Shooting will com- 
nee at 9 A. M. and continue until dark, 
he Northsides have made an offer to the several shoot- 
clubs in their neighborhood to consolidate with them, 

ich is thought by the shooting fraternity in this vicin- 
to be a good suggestion. The clubs to amalgamate 
the Northsides, Jackson Park, Passaic and North 

dwell gun clubs. A meeting will be called by the 
nmittee representing the different clubs in the near 
ure. when it is hoped an amicable agreement will De 

ched. 

ivents: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
'argets: 10 15 10 15 25 15 
il Banta. . 9 12 7 14 24 
Howland . . 8 13 8 9 23 13 
M Scoskie . . 5 8 5 9 20 11 
De Vein. . 7 8 9 17 

Brown . . 4 13 9 20 
Garlick . . 3 9 20 
Tones . . 5 8 3 io 12 io 

T Wilkinson. 2 5 
/Valters . . 7 13 

Van Der Clock. 8 10 21 
Henner . 5 5 12 

Storms . 8 10 17 i2 
Landis . 6 10 18 8 

Uncle Hank. 

Harrisburg Sportsmen's Association. 

Iarrisburg, Pa., Jan. 6.—The Harrisburg Sportsmen’s 
lociation will hold their twenty-first annual 20 live bird 
rnament, Feb. 22 (Washington’s Birthday). Handi- 
s 24 to 33yds. Entries close Feb. 18. Starts promptly 
10 A. M. 
or programmes and information communicate with 
1 Steward, secretary. 
he Wellington trophy was open to members of the 
rrisburg Sportsmen’s Association, and was shot for 
Jan. 4, at 100 targets, divided into five events. Handi- 
s from 12 to 18yds. Sliding handicaps. Scores in this 
ihy event follow: 

vents: 
r.rgets : 

nes, 12 
■ er, 16 . 
d, 15 ... 

A RECORD THAT IS A RECORD 

Adolph Topperwein makes Straight Runs of 14,540, 

13,599, 13,292 and 13,219 on 2%--inch wooden blocks 

at 20-foot rise, and missed only four out of 50,000 and 

nine out of 72,500, shooting 

WINCHESTER 
Smokeless Powder Cartridges 
a.nd 22-Caliber Rifles '-c '-■€ 

Just to show that all things 

are possible with Winchester 

.22-Caliber Cartridges and Rifles 

and also to show “ Who’s Who” 

in making rifle records in public, 

Mr, Topperwein recently shot 

for ten consecutive days at San 

Antonio, Texas, and made the 

above world’s records for wing 

shooting with a rifle. He used 

only two rifles and’ loaded them 

himself. These record-break¬ 

ing, history-making scores were 

made without the aid of a notary 

public, before large crowds of 

people in a public park—not in 

a far-away back lot, or down on 

the farm out behind the barn. 

TOPPERWEIN AND THE TARGETS 

Red “W” Records are Always Reliable 

North River Gun Club. 

Edgewater, N. J., Jan. 11.—There was a good at¬ 
tendance at the shoot of the North River Gun Club 
to-day. The weather conditions were unfavorable. The 
programme consisted of nine events at 10 and 15 targets, 
as follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 Targets: 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
20 20 20 20 20 Total. Truax . . 7 10 9 13 11 13 12 9 13 

. 10 15 17 13 10 65 Dr Richter .. . 7 11 12 11 12 12 

. 15 13 18 12 13 71 Lvdecker _ . 5 10 11 12 9 11 io 

. 14 16 13 12 15 70 Malloy . . 3 10 9 9 6 7 9 
15 10 11 15 63 Lewis . . 9 10 10 13 11 13 11 

. 10 12 10 9 16 57 Dr Moeller .. . 5 10 9 8 9 11 11 

. 7 10 10 12 9 48 4 10 9 10 

. 11 18 14 14 12 69 Schoverling .. 4 7 8 12 8 5 
12 7 7 11 49 Allison . . 9 11 14 13 9 11 11 
11 14 10 12 61 10 8 10 8 s (i 7 

. 13 5 12 8 10 48 Grosbeck .... 12 13 14 15 14 13 14 
.... 17 13 10 8 9 • 57 11 11 11 8 
.... 8 11 12 14 11 56 5 9 8 9 
.... 15 17 15 17 10 74 5 3 6 5 10 
.... 8 12 11 10 13 54 10 11 10 11 11 13 

14 10 16 10 61 McCIane . 11 14 9 12 12 11 
Eisenhour. This contest was Peck . 10 11 10 13 14 12 

t in a snowstorm lasting through the entire shoot. Jas. R. Merrill, Sec'y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Following is a list of tournaments registered by the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending this date: 

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association, at Brad¬ 
ford, Pa., May 26, 27 and 28. D. S. Pringle, Secy, 
Bradford, Pa. 

Iowa State Sportsmen’s Association, at Des Moines, 
la., May 12, 13 and 14. Budd & Whitney, Mgrs., lies 
Moines, la. 

North End Rod and Gun Club, Troy, N. Y., Feb. 22. 
W. A. Lockwood, Treas., Troy, N. Y. 

Nebraska State Sportsmen’s Association, at Lincoln, 
Neb., May 26, 27 and 28. Capitol Beach Gun Club, 
Lincoln, Neb. 

Kansas State Sportsmen’s Association, at Hutchinson, 
Kans., April 21, 22 and 23. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y, 
Hutchinson, Kans. 

Glenside Gun Club, at Skaneateles Junction, N. Y„ 
Mav 14. Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

The Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association’s 
tournament at Bradford, Pa., has the honor of being the 
first tournament registered. 1 will thank you to make a 
note of this, as I have received three or four inquiries 
as to what club was the first to register. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 
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Otsining Gun Club. 

Ossining N. Y., Jan. 1.—The New Year’s Day shoot 
was one of the best ever held by the club. It was the 
fourth annual President’s shoot. Only members were 
eligible. Three guests were present, Jack Fanning, of 
the Dupont Powder Co.; Robert B. Lawrence, president 
of the National Fly-Casters’ Association, and Supt. W. 
H. Hyland, of Croton Dam. 

Col. Franklin Brandreth each year issues invitations 
to members to come up to the range on New Year’s 
Day and compete for prizes which he offers. There is 
never anything said about prizes, but the boys are 
educated to the fact that there will be a prize for 
everybody, and prizes such as seldom appear at a shoot. 
After the shoot and everybody had taken their pick, 
there was a fine warm sweater for the old caretaker, a 
gold, watch and chain for a favored referee, and a crisp 
bill for each scorer, trapper and puller. It was indeed 
a happy New Year’s Day for all those who participated. 
The prizes were numerous. The scores: 

Targets: 25 25 25 25 Total, 
C G Blandford. . 22 18 21 21 82 
A Betti . . 21 25 16 19 81 
A Bedell . 09 20 17 22 81 
A A Traver. . is 21 19 21 79 
T T C Barlow. . IS 21 16 18 73 
W H Coleman. . 16 17 20 19 72 
R B Lawrence. . 20 16 17 IS 71 
T T Hyland. . 17 18 15 20 70 
1 S Fanning. . 21 15 18 15 69 
F Brandreth .. . 18 17 17 16 68 
D O'Connor . . 18 16 17 17 6S 
C Dietrich .. . 18 18 17 13 66 
W H Hyland . . 18 IS 15 14 65 
P Wood . . 15 15 16 19 65 
G B Hubbell. . 17 10 18 19 64 
W S Smith. . 14 16 14 18 62 
W A Clark. . 10 20 18 14 62 
Edw Brewerton . . 16 13 13 19 61 
W Fisher . . 19 14 13 14 60 
E Macdonald . . 15 17 11 14 57 
S Mullen . . 18 14 13 10 55 
W H Huff. . 13 17 12 12 54 
N Tuttle . . 16 13 14 11 54 
J Willi, Tr . . 19 12 10 6 47 
De L Nicol, Jr. . 13 9 12 12 46 
L Lyon . . 10 12 11 10 43 
W Burdick . . 14 11 6 4 35 
I F Hahn. . 7 9 9 5 30 
S A Kipp. . 2 8 7 4 21 
C Swain, Jr. . 2 4 6 5 17 

Ossining, N. Y., Jan. 11.—Scores herewith were made 
at the regular bi-monthly shoot to-day. Targets were 
thrown hard and scores suffered in consequence. 

Event No. 2 was for a Winchester rifle, given by 
Edw. Macdonald, and the leg was won by W. P. Bur- 
duck. No. 3, was for a 7 x 9 camera, also donated by 
Mr. Macdonald. Dietrich showed up strong, as he did 
also in No. 4, for the chafing dish set series, and got 
a win on both. No. 5 was special, two bottles of Cana¬ 
dian Club being the prizes. Messrs. Brandreth and 
Blandford divided the honors. This was Terwilliger’s 
first try at clays. He says he is going to stick at it till 
he can put it all over them: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 10 25 25 25 25 

C G Blandford, 3 . 6 17 15 21 19 
F Brandreth, 5 . 6 17 18 17 19 
P Wood, 7 ..».. 6 14 12 13 12 
E Macdonald, 9 . 6 10 6 9 10 
E Brewerton, 5 . 7 18 18 14 10 
C Dietrich, 7 . 7 15 17 18 .. 
H Touolla . 2. 
S Mullen, 8 . 13 10 .. 
W P Burdick, S. 16 13 6 .. 
L Terwilliger, 11.•.. 6 7 .. 

C. G. B. 

Avondale Gun Club. 

Avondale, Pa., Jan. 11.—A very successful shoot was 
held here to-day, thirty-three shooters taking part. Some 
remarkable scores were made, considering the strong 
wind. Mr. Worthington, ot the W. R. A. Co., was high 
gun with 152 out of 170. Mr. Rose was second. 

The office was in charge of Mr. Lewis, of the Dupont 
Powder Co., who managed to pull out third in the av¬ 
erages as well. In the team race between Avondale and 
West Chester, the home team came out victors. A re¬ 
turn match will take place in a few weeks. 

Events: 123456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 15 15 Total. 

McKelvey . 12 12 12 9 12 11 23 19 11 15— 136 
England ....i. 11 12 8 12 10 8 19 17 12 13 122 
Worthington . 15 13 15 14 13 11 25 23 13 10 152 
Alexander . 9 12 10 10 11 11 21 17 12 11 124 
Rose . 12 14 14 13 11 12 18 22 13 14 143 
Mattson . 11 10 12 12 13 10 20 23 13 12 136 
Lewis . 12 12 11 9 14 13 22 24 12 11 140 
Williams . 11 7 8 9 12 10 20 17 11 10 115 
Kirk . 8 9 12 9 7 8 18 21 . 
Darlington . 12 11 9 7 11 7 18 16 9 9 109 
Roser . 11 13 15 18 22 13 12 
Minker . 13 12 13 22 21 14 13 
Charles .14 9 11 21 17 11 12 
Hafferesett .10 13 14 18 14 12 12 
Eachus . 9 9 .. 19 18 13. 
Cope . 8 5 6 8 . 
McLaughlin . 6 14 17 18 .. 8 
Fieles . 5 12 18 19. 
Fergeson . 9 12 15 10 9 7 
Cox .11 .. 12 13. 
Farr .11 9 15 10 8 
Conroy . 9 17 20 . 
McGlenche . 13 8 9 . 
McGilligan .17 16 8. 
Morton .15 19 12 6 
Himmelwright .19 21 7 5 
Temple . 4 14 .. 10 
Sharpless ...16 17. 
Hahies .17 13. 

Gill .... 
Jackson 
Milson . 
Baldwin 

19 20 .. 
13 11 .. 
14 17 .. .. 
15 19 .. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 11.—The weekly shoot of the Moun¬ 
tain View Gun Club was held at Sycaway to-day, and was 
largely attended, no less than thirty members taking part 
in the day’s festivities. Fred Platt, John Saunders and 
Harry Valentine, of Albany, were the guests of the 
afternoon. Saunders was high gun for the day, making 
93 out of 100 targets. Butler was second with 47 out of 
50. The last leg on the Ithaca gun contest was shot, 
and in this event, Mrs. Butler ran high, making a score 
of 93, with a handicap of 28 added targets. On Satur¬ 
day, Feb. 1, a handicap shoot for the Ballistite and 
Empire Powder trophy will be commenced. A feature 
of to-day’s shoot was a contest of 15 targets for a pair 
of rabbits donated by John Collins. This event was 
won by the genial Billy Lee. 

Next Wednesday afternoon the regular weekly busi¬ 
ness men’s shoot will be held, and on Saturday after¬ 
noon the regular weekly tournament will be held. 

The following are the scores made yesterday: 
Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 

Roberts ... .... 125 104 Mrs Butler ... .. 75 45 
Saunders ... .... 100 93 F Smith . .. 50 34 
Valentine ... .... 100 82 H Smith . .. 50 28 
Farrell . .... 100 84 L Miller . .. 50 39 
Betts . .... 100 63 V rooman . .. 50 30 
Milliman ... .... 100 80 Lovegrove ... .. 50 38 
Nichols . .... 100 55 Scott . .. 50 30 
Hedges . .... 100 60 Genoesslin ... .. 50 33 
Paine . .... 100 3S Butler . .. 50 47 
Platt . .... 75 42 Durston . .. 50 25 
Lee . .... 75 42 Miss Ruth ... .. 45 9 
Harris . .... 75 56 Collins . .. 25 12 
Ruth . .... 75 62 P Miller .. 25 10 
Flinn . .... 75 38 Dutcher . .. 15 10 
Sharp . .... 75 47 Jackson . .. 15 10 

The above shoot was held Saturday afternoon, Jan. 4. 
Wednesday, Jan. 8, the club held their first weekly 

shoot for business men who cannot attend the regular 
weekly shoots, which are held on Saturday. The follow¬ 
ing scores were made at this shoot: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Paine ...., .105 49 Lee . 50 37 
Roberts ... . 75 62 Connelly . 50 16 
Dutcher ., . 85 43 Brust . 50 16 
Hedges ... . 70 49 Mrs Butler .... 30 24 
Collins ... . 70 44 Tackson . 10 7 
Vrooman . 50 30 

0 J. J. Farrell, Sec' ’y- 

New 

V 

Haven Gun Club. 

New Haven,, Conn., Jan. 8.—Events Nos. S and 9 
were a handicap race, and a $1.50 razor was given the 
winner by the club. Mr. C. B. Bristol was the winner 
with an actual score of 20 plus his handicap of 5, making 
25. Event of 30 targets, was the last shoot for the 
Hunter Arms Co. vase between the two survivors who 
were tied for first place. Scores were as follows, four 
best scores out of six to count: 

Total. 
Stevenson . 26 25 .. 26 28 25 105 
Claridge . 26 27 26 26 26 18 105 

Claridge won the shoot-off. by 2 birds. By winning 
this race Mr. Claridge receives a beautiful $40 vase, 
donated by the Hunter Arms Co., of Fulton, N. Y. 

Pop Bristol, as usual, was there with the goods, win¬ 
ning the handicap race. We had only a baker’s dozen 
at the shoot, and therefore a small number of targets 
were thrown; but those of us who attended, had a 
pleasant time. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Stevenson, 0 . 
Whitney, 3 . 
Morrisey, 5 . 
Sherman, 2 . 
Bristol, 5 . 

Claridge, 0 .. 
Dr Smith, . 
Metcalf, 7 . 
Dr Johnson, 8 . 
Nichols . 
Minor, 5 . 
Bassett . 
Dunn, 8 . 

1 
30 
25 

18 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
10 10 10 10 15 25 25 

9 9 12 19 22 
4 5 5 7 6 23 
5 7 9 10 ie 21 
6 s 8 7 13 14 21 

12 25 
7 2i 19 
9 10 99 IS 
7 9 5 24 

.5 5 3 14 
5 

24 

21 
W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

At Point Breeze. 

Philadelphia, Jan. 11.—There were eighteen contest¬ 
ants in the 10-bird event at the Point Breeze track to¬ 
day. Four, Bivens, Killian, Hart and Felix, tied on 
straight scores, the latter shooting from the 30yd. mark. 
Scores: 
Bivens, 28 .2121121212—10 
Killian, 28 .2222111112—10 
Hart, 27 .2121112122—10 
Felix, 30- .2222222222_10 
Muller, 30 .2222222202— 9 
Gheen, 28 .!2121021222_9 
Lamb, 30 .2202220222_8 
Brown .2022222202— 8 
Murphy, 30 .2222010221— 8 
Paul, 28 .2022022222_8 
Forsythe, 28 . 2220121022— 8 
Boddy, 28 .0212221011— 8 
Aiman, 30 .0022220221— 7 
Franklin, 30 .2200022211— 7 
Thomas, 28 . 0021112120— 7 
Wyngate, 28 . 2211000202— 6 
Wark, 28 ....2002222000—5 
Stone, 27 .2010020011— 5 

[Jan. i8, igo[ 

WESTERN TRAP. 

In Other Places. 

Members of the National Gun Club, Racine, Wis., •» 
meeting weekly at Willow Creek, there practicing’ ,r 
the annual shoot that will be held at their park du » 
January. 

Cle Elum, Washington, now sports a gun club of wlh 
the citizens of that burg seem proud. Some of e 
gunners have made good records of late, and “feel tir 
oats” to the extent of challenging the neighboring 
in the tow.i of Ellenburg. 

The annual straw shoot of the Kaukauna, Wis., ift 
Club proved a very enjoyable event to those who 
cepted the invitations of the club. Shooters from Gir 
Bay were the best winners. Scores, at 75 blueron- 
A. Arndt 35, B. Busse 46, F. Schmidt 47, W. E. M *i 
63, G. Deiter 57, O. Strobe 47. At 25: W. Cooper 19, i 
Hilgenber 15. J. Deitzler 14, Joheres 19, A. G. Koc’l 
W. Wendt 11, F. Hilgenberg 7, C. Block 16, F. Li>! 
lois 5, L. C. Wolf 18, Fred Ott 11, P. Rausch 13,'', 
Reardon 15, J. Janser 8, Dr. O. Cole 4. 

A new gun club has been organized at Jerseyville, 
with the intention af holding weekly shoots on targi! 
The first officers are: President, Walter J. Chapm; 
Vice-President, Dr. M. B. Titterington; Secretary, h 
R. Bohannan; Treasurer, Walter B. Kridler. 

The Shannon, Kans., Gun Club has inaugurated s< e 
of the good old days by getting together 500 e 
pigeons and inviting the shooters to practice in tes g 
their skill at the trap with feathers in the air. 

The Juarez Gun Club, El Paso, Tex., has started e 
winter entertainments by a banquet at the Moj- 
zuma Hotel. This club expects to take an active inteit 
in the social life during the winter, and a seriesif 
entertainments has been planned. 

At the Friday shoot of the Peoria, III., Gun Club, r. 
Perry carried off the honors with 105 out of 113. Sco,; 
At 125 targets: Randall 94, Anheuser 96, Meidroth 1, 
At 113: Perry 105, Weers 78. 

The Houston, Mich., Gun Club will soon hoha 
match with the Iron Mountain team. This club is !■ 
active, there being a number of local tournaments pn- 
ised for the winter. 

A live pigeon shoot was held under the auspices of e 
Hebron, Wis., Gun Club, Thursday last. A large end 
of sportsmen from the surrounding country were pre nt 
and some fine shooting was witnessed. 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., Jan. 11.—The fine wear 
brought out a large attendance to-day, and good sees 
were the rule. Five events of 50 and 25 birds were n 
off, two sets of traps being used. Dr. De Wolfe s 
with us again, after a long absence, and showed us it 
he was “still there” with the scatter gun. 

First event, practice, was won by Pelham; sec<l, 
January cup, was won by Pelham, assisted by handio, 
after close race, Elias and Lenane both getting 47 :• 
gets: Third event, Sauer gun, leg was won by Fs 
with full score, assisted by 5 added targets. Foih 
event, high score cup, conditions aggregate of tie 
highest scores made in this competition for January d 
February, to win, Pelham, Lenane and Tilt made e 
possible. Fifth event, for Thomson trophy, preseid 
by Mr. G. M. Thomson, was won by Hodgman, br :- 
ing 24 targets. Sixth event, trophy shoot, was tied r 
by Hodgman and Tilt, the shoot-off being postpone 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Fred Pelham . 22 6 4S 2 23 2 25 2 22 f 
C W Billings. . 20 0 43 0 18 0 23 0 23 5 
W T Elias. . 18 10 47 5 25 4 24 4 21 t 
F Hodgman . . 20 4 37 2 21 2 22 2 24 9 
C H Cates. . 16 10 42 5 23 5 19 5 23 i 
J J O’Donohue. . 14 10 35 5 19 5 19 5 20 i 

. 12 0 32 0 .. 0 12 
Dr Burtis . 21 0 43 0 23 0 20 0 21 3 
M V Lenane. . 19 10 47 5 24 5 25 5 22 3 
C T Ryan. . 11 0 35 0 14 0 18 0 17 .5 
T Lenane. . 11 10 34 5 17 5 19 5 15 
E F Crow. . 9 4 41 2 21 2 20 9 9.9 

. 15 10 39 5 21 
Capt Borland . 4 .. 2 15 2 20 
G M Thomson. S 36 4 21 4 23 4 19 
Rev Dr Cobden. 0 33 0 19 
G M Thomson. .. 36 4 21 4 23 4 19 , 
Dr E R De Wolf... 0 38 0 22 
G Tilt . 2 23 2 25 1 23 14 
C I. Edev. 5 15 5 18 
W A Tilt. 5 20 5 21 

5 19 5 17 IS 
W Jones . 0 17 0 15 

Salem County Rod and Gun Club. 

Salem, N. J., Jan. 10.—The Salem County Rod 4 

Gun Club was organized Jan. 1, with about one huntd 
members, and the following officers: Harry G. Bt, 
President; William H. Harris, Vice-President; Hai >’ 
Bosler, Recording Secretary; L. D. Compton, Finard 
Secretary; Paul Erhardt, Treasurer; John M. Want 
Field Captain. The club has a fine ground, have ere<d 
a Leggett trap, and will soon' build a club house. e 
fish committee, composed of William H. Chew, W. !• 
Carpenter, R. M. A. Davis, W. S. Hires and E. f< 
Smith, have stocked the ponds in this vicinity with 1;S 
and perch and are negotiating for trout fry. At e 
shoot on New Year’s Day over 1500 bluerocks v* 
shot at. 

Grand American Handicap. 

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 11.—Please announce to « 
reader^ of F'orest and Stream that the Grand An1- 
can Handicap tournament will be held at Columbus, ■; 
June 23, 24, 25 and 26. There will be $1,000 add 
money. 

Also announce that the Interstate Association’s tld 
Western Handicap tournament will be held at s 
Moines, la., Aug. 18, 19 and 20; $1,000 added mon*v. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mg 
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The most accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S., as proven by careful tests made by the 
U. S. Government experts. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St, New York. 114-116 Market St, San Francisco 

DuPont Calendar. 

We have received the following from Mr. T. T. Skelly, 
manager advertising division of the Dupont Powder Co.: 

"Please say to your readers in as nice a manner as 
possible that our stock of 1908 calendars is absolutely ex¬ 
hausted, and that many hundreds of requests (we might 
say thousands with perfect truth) will of necessity have 
to be refused. VVe are simply swamped with such ic- 
quests, and it will take us some time to acknowledge 
their arrival and to return stamps to all those who sent 
us the- requisite ten cents in coin or stamps for the 
calendar. No one regrets more than we do that we can¬ 
not comply favorably with all the requests received, but 
it is gratifying to find that our selection of a subject 
for our calendar has received such an unanimous in¬ 
dorsement.” 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

Jan. 27-Feb. 1.—Twenty-two caliber Indoor Rifle League 
of the United States, under auspices of Columbia 
Rifle Club. 

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club. 

The Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club celebrated the 
end of its shooting season with a shooting festival and 
banquet New Year’s Day, at the Shell Mound range. 
It was proposed by the members of the organization to 
give a shooting contest as a feature of the entertain¬ 
ment of the big fleet here next spring. The plan is to 
determine the most skillful men with small firearms from 
among the 14,000 sailors and incidentally give the crack 
landsmen from around the Bay an opportunity to com¬ 
pare their ability with that of the Government’s trained 
fighting men. A conference is to be held the coming 
week between the officers of this club and representatives 
of the other gun clubs around the Bay to formulate some 
definite arrangement. 

The scores for the year’s shooting were averaged after 
the last day’s shoot, and H. A. Wobber was declared 
king for the coming year. R. Jones was awarded the 
membership prize for the most new members during the 
past year. 

Following are the scores made by the different mem¬ 
bers of the club: 

Pistol and revolver re-entry match—First class: J. R. 
Trego 921, A. J. Brannagan 917, J. E. Gorman 912, W. C. 
Richard 912, G. M. Barley 903, J. Kingston 895. Second 
class: C. F. Armstrong 898. R. J. Fraser 891. Third 
class: C. T. Sisson 818, O. L. Shaw G60. 

Rifle re-entry match: B. Jonas 1395, R. J. Fraser 1391, 
H. A. Wobber 1380, A. J. Brannagan 1370, J. M. Klassen 
1361, II. E. Aerick 1301, C. T. Sisson 1245. 

Other clubs also held their periodical contests at Shell 
Mound, and good scores were made. The following 
constitutes the summaries: 

Norddeutscher Schuetzen Club monthly medal shoot: 
First champion class, H. Huber 216, 216; second cham¬ 
pion class, J. D. Heise 216, 218; first class, August West- 
phal 219; second class, H. Rosenfeldt 192, 190; fourth 
class, J. Dieken 180. 

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein monthly bullseye 
shoot: J. D. Heise 307, D. Dunker 345, F. Rust 377, 
J. De Witt 444, H. Bornboldt 505, F. Brandt 700, J. C. 
Waller 839, L. Bendel 851, O. Lemcke 869, H. Zecher 
934, H. Huber 1150, F. Schuster 1204, D. B. Faktor 1226, 
F. Hensel 1268, D. Salfield 1372, J. Dieken 1372, A. 
Jungblut 1425, E. Hoffman 2001, F. Pape 2082, H. Inter¬ 
man 2152. 

San Francisco Schuetzen Club: J. D. Heise 72, 71, 70; 
D. Salfield 72, 70, 68; L. Bendel 71, 69, 69; J. De Witt 
68, 66, 65; F. Brandt 66, 67, 61. 

Veterans’ National Guard of California: Commander 
Otto Nolte 44, Past Commander Captain J. E. Klein 43, 
Sergt. F. J. Povey 41, Corp. E. H. Slitor 41, Lieut. C. 
W. Seely 40, Sergt. T. J. Carroll 40, Lieut. J. H. Kuglke 
33, Vice-Commander Capt. L. Siebe 38, Sergt. J. C. Sea- 
grave 38, Sergt. F. T. Engle 37, Corp. A. M.’ Kant 36, 
Corp. E. W. Lewis 28. 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Jan. 11.—The weekly competition *of the Massachusetts 
Rifle Association was held at its range to-day with a fair 
attendance of shooters. Good conditions prevailed 
throughout the day, and good scores were made by the 
few who attended strictly to business. 

The contest at 1000yds. between F. Daniels and W. 
Charles was close, the former leading by only two 
points in 30 shots, with scores of 45, 45, 42. 

J. Busfield was high at 200yds. with 91. 
Association pistol and revolver medals were won by 

G. W. Austin. W. R. Murphy and S. B. Adams, the 
pistol championship medal for 1907 being won by W. 
M. Fawcett. The scores: 

Offhand, practice match: 
J Busfield . 

H V Hill. 
* T Day. 
F C Fitz. 
H E Luck. 

7 8 10 8 10 8 10 10 10 10—91 
10 8 7 8 9 10 10 10 7 9—88 
86 10 98 10 987 8—83 
988796 10 78 10—82 
8676 10 899 10 7—80 
89 10 86 10 598 5—78 

Long-range rifle match, 1000yds.: 
F Daniels . 4 

5 
5 

W Charles . 5 
3 
5 

Pistol medal match: 
C F Lamb. 10 

9 

4 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 5—45 
3 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 5—45 
3 4 3 5 5 3 5 5 4—42 
5 4 5 5 3 4 5 4 5—45 
5 5 5 3 5 3 5 4 5—43 
4 4 4 5 3 4 5 4 4—42 

7 9 9 S 9 9 5 9 9-84 
9 7 7 8 8 10 6 10 8—SO 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

Philadelphia, Pa.—The final competition of the year 
was held on Saturday, Dec. 28, at the Arlington range. 
The scores with rifle at 200yds. and pistol at 50yds. fol¬ 
low : 

Record match: Hall, 222, 219; Palmer, 186. 
Honor match: Hall, 67. 
Military match: Anderson, 42, 40. 
Military practice match: Brockmeyer, 44; Sloan, 38; 

Walker, 33; P. Hall (visitor), 36. 
Pistol match: Spering, 89, 87, 85, 84; Dubbs, 87, 84, 

84, 80. 
Scores on indoor range at 1506 Washington avenue, 

Dec. 23: 
Rifle at 25yds.: Dubbs, 237, 238, 242; Goddard, 238, 

239, 240; Walker, 230, 231. 
Pistol at 20yds.: G. H. Smith, 86, 87, 89; Hay, 83, 84; 

W. T. Smith, 76, 76; Palmer, 70, 73. 
New Year’s Day was celebrated by an all-day shoot 

at the Arlington range. The scores with rifle at 200yds. 
and revolver and pistol at 50yds. follow: 

Record match: Hall 218, Schnerring 21S, 215, 214, 213, 
210. 

Military match: Anderson 42. 
Honor target: Hall 66, Hubbard 54. 
Revolver match: Palmer 82, 73, 73, 73, 75, 76, 77, 79. 
Pistol match: Dubbs 90, 80, 81, 82, 85; Spering SS, 

80, 88. 
Dec. 30.—At 1506 Washington avenue: 
Rifle, at 25yds.: Dubbs 236, 236, 23S, 238, 239; Hall 

235, 238; Walker 231, 233. 
Pistol, at 20yds.: George H. Smith 94, 95; Spering 

94; Palmer 85; Hay 84, 84; W. T. Smith 83; Ander¬ 
son 80. 

New York Central Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Jan. 9.—Scores made on the ring target 
at the Corps shoot in Zettler’s gallery to-day, were as 
follows: 
G A Viemeister.. .... 4S0 W Bogel . .... 447 
C Folke . .... 469 F W Wessel, Ir... .... 446 
A Heinnerich . .... 46S W. J Knechs. .... 445 
C Altmann . 1 Speckman, Jr_ 

B Thurman n . 
.... 422 

R Eusner ... .... 456 .... 420 
F Schroeder .. .... 455 C F Gemerich ... .... 416 
H D Muller. .... 454 F Brinkama . .... 405 
G Kitterhof .. .... 452 G Dettloff . .... 39S 
H Ficke, Jr. .... 450 H Brummer . .... 393 
T R Gute. .... 450 H Folke . .... 393 
H Koffmann . ... 449 O Pape . .... 3S6 

Bullseye target: 
A Ritterhof . . 65 H Ficke, Ir. .. 107 
C has Altmann . . • 72% B Eusner . .. 109 
G A Viemeister.... . 73 F Brinkama . .. 114% 
Geo. Dettloff . . 78% C F Gennerich ... • • 114% 
F W Wessel, Jr... . 82 O Pape . 

H Folke . 
.. 115% 

1 Speckmann, Ir_ . 94 .. 115% 
J R Gute. . 105 
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98.1 
The Indoor Rifle Cham¬ 

pionship of the United 
States was won at Rochester, 
N.Y., February 2, 1907, by 
Mr. Louis P. Ittel, making 

7 r 12 

Other notable events 

won with PETERS 

LOADED SHELLS in 

1907 include: 

The wonderful score made at Springfield, Ohio, 

and vicinity, August 15th to September 3d, by Mr. 

C. A. Young, shooting 

TEN 
Years 

places on the Palma International Team, which was 

victorious in the World s Military Championship 

Match, Ottawa, Ont., Sept., 1907, were won with 

PETERS 
Loaded Shells 
that this premier honor has 

been captured with Peters 
Cartridges, loaded with 

Semi-Smokeless Powder. 

PETERS 
.30 Government 

Ammunition 

j Tie for first in Grand American Handicap, 96 out of 100, by Miles J. Maryott. 

| Challenge match between H. D. Freeman and Guy Ward, at Atlanta, Georgia, 

r August 7th. Total score 974-1,000 = 97.5%. 

! World’s Amateur Team Record, by Wilmington, O., Five-man Team, November 

11th. Score 484-500 = 96.8%. J 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
HEW YORK: 98 Chambers St. 

T. H. Keller, Manager. 
CINCINNATI. OHIO. NEW ORLEANS: 321 Magazine St. 

J. W. Osborne, Manager. 

EXPERTS ON GUNS AND SHOOTING 
By G. T. Teasdale-Buckell. Cloth, 390 pages. Illustrated. Price, J4.00. 

The work gives the practical experience and personal views founded on practice of the leading gun makers of England SH^iect|.^iscu=fef. 
ing the Century; Shooting Schools; The Formation of Guns; Two Eyes in Shooting-Sights and R.bs to Guns; Style; The Shape TInon Them of Vari- 
and Bend- The Use and Abuse of the Try-Gun; Choke-bores or Cylinders; Pigeon Shooting; Game Shooting; Heat of Gun Barrels and the Effects Upon lhem ot van 

ous Powders; Cap-Testing; Shotgun Patterns; Hidden Dangers in the Shooting Fields; Loading of Cartridges wiVa’r'ousH^llanYToneT ®Lan- 
are: Past-Masters Joe Manton and Joseph Lang; Atkin; Beesley, Boss & Co.; Churchill, Cogswell & Harrison; Gibbs, Grant, Greener, Holland & Holland, Jones, Lan 

caster; James Purdy & Sons, Rigby; Watts, Webley, Richards. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

i 
i 

i 
i 

: 

I 

'i 
l 

l 

i I 

(GENERATIONS of live, wide-awake American boys have obtained the right kind of 
Firearm Education by being equipped with the unerring, time-honored Stevens. 

A Stevens Rifle, Shotgun or Pistol makes a man of your boy a?id jio jnollycoddle. 

U1- STEVENS ARMS Are Ideal Arms For Man or Boy. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O'. Box 5668 

New York Office, 98 Chambers St. Cllicopcc Falls, Mass. 

Send 5c. in stamps for new 160-page Illustrated Catalog. 

Has striking cover in colors. Replete with Stevens and 

general Firearm Information._ 

All progressive Hardware and Sporting Goods Merchants 

handle Stevens. If you cannot obtain, we ship direct, 
express prepaid, upon receipt of Catalog Price. 
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New York Schuetzen Corps. 

New ) ork, Jan. 10.—There was a large attendance at 
le shoot of the N. Y. Schuetzen Corps to-day. King 
.rget scores follow: 

V Konn. 
W Offermann. 
Peper . 
I) Meyer. 

H Hainhorst. 
C Bonn. 

R Gute . 
C L Beversten. 

Plump 

Bullseye target: 
W Lemcke 

J Peper. 

Schnaue . 
N Torjes 

T N Tonies . ... 442 
.4S1 H Hesse . 
. 475 440 
. 474 P Willms . 
. 473 F C Bonies . 

FI Lohden . 
J N Herrmann. ... 436 

.... 469 F Schmane . ... 434 
C Schmitz . 
G W Meyer. ... 431 

.... 45S J G Tholke. 
I Thalmann . ... 430 

.... 45S C Sievers . 
4*>q 

.456 L Korade . 
H V Minden . .. 4°S 
A W I^emcke. 
G W Wehrenbercr.. ... 42(1 
C Mann . 
H Nordbruch . ... 4>5 
H D Gobber . ... 423 
H Bohlingr . 499 
H Hoenisch . 

.... 450 H Decker . 

.... 450 C Boesch . 
A F Schmidt. 
B Kumm . 
C Hoide ... 41 ft 

.... 443 C Glandorf .. 
G Schnakenbur^ . ... 402 

4fl<3 

.. 36 R Schwanetnann ... 
T Sinnigen . . 62 
J H Niclas . , 63>/2 
H C Hainhorst. . 63% 

. 65“ 
.. 5S 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New \ ork, Dec. 26.—At 2628 Broadway the following 
ores were made: 

Revolver 20yds.: M. Hays, 91, 86; B. P. Wilder, 87, 
! sV & Hutchinson. 79 75 ; R M. Ryder, 90, 87, 86, 

, 83. S3; T. P, Nichols, 94, 87, 84, S3, S5 87; A 

no,S o?’ 11: E- 4- geitzenstein, 73, 71, 70; P. Hanford, 
, 98, S4, 85, 84; J. E. Silliman, S3, 82. 
’ai?- * following scores were made at Arm- 
uster s Park, to-day: 
Rifle, 200yds.: G. P. Sne’Ilen 231, 2°9 224 228 222- 
_P. Hansen, 215, 192, 222; G. Barn’ing 210“; M.’b’orrler 

Tan. 2.—The following scores were made at 2628 Broad¬ 
ly to-day: 

Revolver, 20yds.: P. Hanford 92, 85, 89, 86, 89; T P 
‘Chob 96, 91, 90, 87. 87. 87, 86; R. M. Ryder 92, 89, 87, 
. 86, So; T. Le BoutiHier, 2d. 87; A. L. A. Himmel- 
jght, 8/; H. A. Reitzenstein 70, 63. 
Rifle, 25yds.: G. Grenzer, 236. 238, 239. 
Jan. 11.—At Armbruster’s Park to-day, scores were 
ide as follows: 
Revolver. 50yds.: P. Hanford, 83, 94, 81, 85 82* W F 
ut chin son, 78, 82, 79; M Hays, S4, 86, 87, 9i, 90, 90, 93, 
. 83, 84. 

Rifle, 200yds.: G. F. Snellen 224, 231, 227 226 929 2’3- 
P. Barning, 205, 212; L. P. Hansen, 217, 204. 

At -628 Broadway on Jan. 9, the following scores were 
ade: 
Revolver, 20yds.: M. Hays 90, 86; B. F. Wilder 85, 84; 

M. Ryder 94, 84, 88, 90; T. P. Nichols 88, 89, 87, 85, 
; H. A. Reitzenstein 72; H. A. Grosbeck, Jr., 76, SI, 
; A. Knowlson 64; J. E. Silliman 85, 84. 
Rifle, 25yds.: Dr. W. G. Hudson, 247, 246. 

J. E. Silliman, Treas. 

National Rifle Association. 

The annual meeting of the Board of Directors of the 
aticr.al Rifle Association was held in Washington, 

(.. on the evening of Jan. 8. The secretary, Lieut. 
S. Tones, in his report in part stated: 

‘Within the past year there have been added to the 
Us of organizations affiliated with us seventy-one new 
ganizations, including nine new State associations, 
enty-two regiments, twenty-two Government rifle clubs, 
e separate military organizations, two college clubs, 
d eleven schoolboy clubs. The total number of or- 
nizations under the jurisdiction of the Association is 
w 185. Thirty-eight States now have State secretaries, 
a through their efforts we are kept in close touch with 
:al conditions.” 
General Drain reported that, in his trip through the 
estern States, he succeeded in organizing eight rifle 
sociations. He urged the utility of promoting marks- 
anship in the schools. 
)fncers elected were as follows: President, Gen. James 
Drain, New York; First Vice-President, Gen. A. B. 

itchfield, Ohio; Second Vice-President, Gen. Lawray- 
n Biggs, Maryland; Third Vice-President. J. Amory 
iskell; Treasurer, Major Ernest L. Isbell, Connecticut; 
cretarv, Lieut. Albert S. Jones. New York. Addi- 
nal members of the Executive Committee, Lieut.-Col. 
iomas Talbot, Massachusetts; Major J. Van Holt Nash 
:orgia, and Gen. W. T. McGuerin. 

New Jersey State Rifle Association. 

In the Essex Club, Newark, N. J., on Jan. 6, the 
-\v Jersey State Rifle Association held its annual 
‘eting in the evening, and elected officers as follows: 
H’ernor-elect John Franklin Fort, President; Dr. Geo. 

r. Howard, of South Orange, and William Hayes, 
Newark, Vice-Presidents; Gen. Bird W. Spencer, 

easurer, and Col. Augustus Reid, Secretary. General 
ward presided at the meeting. 
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Improve yoxir scores for 1908 by using 

BALLISTITE 
(DENSE) 

OR 

EMPIRE 
(BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

Winners of Grand American Handicap and High Professional Average, 
at Chicago, 1907. 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 

Here is the very newest and best thing in the .22 
caliber repeating rifle line. 

This gun makes its first 

appearance this year and 

brings with it many new 

features. Though the rifle 

sells for a moderate price 

there is not a piece of 

cheap material in it, and the workmanship is in every 

way up to the high 77Zar/in standard of quality. 

Like the other fflaifin .22 repeaters the rifle is a 

take-down and can be packed in a very small space 

for traveling. It also handles .22 short, long or long 

rifle cartridges without any change whatever in the 

mechanism. Thus, with long-rifle cartridges the 

rifle is instantly changed from a short range rifle 

to an effective arm at 200 yards or more. 

The barrel is of special gun-barrel steel carefully 

and deeply rifled with the Ballard system to give 

perfect accuracy and long life. The action is on 

the trombone principle and has a solid top, side 

ejector and regular closed-in fflarim, frame. 

The frame is of best quality special gun frame 

steel free from seams. The working parts are 

made from best quality crucible steel with contact 

points hardened against wear. 

This rifle is sure to be one of the most popular in the market. Send three stamps for new cata¬ 

log. which explains this and all other 2/lar/in guns more fully than we have space for here. 

7]ieJiZar&n firearms G>., 27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

HORSE AND HOVND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 

National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judgt 

Brunswick Hunt Club. 

"Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that per 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and evert 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
Work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE.'RGX/SOJIS 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
tors and Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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STRONGER WHERE 

POWDER STRAIN COMES 

A GUN WITH PERFECT BALANCE 

Best Selling Gun in 1907 
The American Sportsman’s favorite gun for field or trap shooting is the 

A. H. Fox Double Hammerless Gun. Superior merit alone accounts for its 
popularity. At every point of comparison, the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
shows superiority. Orders for the A. H. Fox Gun in 1907 far exceeded 
those of any other year in our history, more than twice as many being sold 
as in 1906. Don’t think of getting a gun until you see the genuine A. H. 
Fox Gun. Ask your dealer to show it and convince yourself by test and 
proof that it actually is 

“The Finest Gun in the World.” 
A booklet sent free upon request. 

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY4670 North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

SAUER, GUNS 

Best machine - made 

guns extant. 

$60 and upwards 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES 
302 and 304 Broadway 

New York 

PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS FOR RIFLES 
would find it to their advantage to send for a copy of our January Bargain List of used and shop¬ 

worn Single Shot and Repeating Rifles. 

It includes some fine up-to-date target outfits. 

KIRKWOOD BROTHERS, Guns and Sportsmen’s Goods 
23 Elm Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing, 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting, 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 
Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

Auburn, Me., Jan. 10.—The scores of the Auburn Rif! 
Club for this week are as follows: 

Military target: H. E. Doten 49, 48, 47; W. R. Hou: 
ton 47, 45, 44, 43, 43; I. A. Smith, 47, 42- W. B. Kin- 
hall 47, 44; W. M. Trask 46, 41; W. L. Mower 45, 43 
Merton. Vining 45, 44 , 44; A. C. Myrick 39. 

German ring target: H. E. Doten 246; I. A. Smit 
241- W. R. Houston 239, 238; N. B. Kimball 239. 

Pistol: W. M. Trask 86, 79, 77; I. A. Smith 75. 
The annual meeting of this club was held to-night, an 

the following officers were elected: Dr. M. B. Smile; 
President; S. B. Norris-, Vice-President; W. M. TrasI 
Secretary; W. M. Miller, Treasurer. Executive Con 
mittee, N. L. Mower, I. A. Smith, Capt. A. II. Field; 
Geo. M. Seavey. W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

New York City Schueizen Corps. 

New York, Dec. 29.—The following scores were mad 
to-day in Zettler’s gallery on the Ring target, at th 
shoot of the New York City Schuetzen Corps: 

A. Kronsberg, 473; A. P. Fegers, 476; R. Sell want 
mann, 466; F. Schwarz, 460; H. C. Radloff, 432; A 
Rebsherr, 425; II. Born, 416. 

New York, Jan. 2.—At the gallery shoot of the Ne- 
York City Schuetzen Corps, held to-day, scores wer 
made as follows: / I 

F Schwarz.237 230—467 
Chas Wagner.. .232 229—461 
A Kronsberg.. .225 225—450 
A Wiltz .218 218—436 

H Born .228 204-4: 
Cus Garthe ....212 207—4 
A Reibstein ...204 200—4( 

Columbia Rifle Club. 

Rochester, N. Y.—Star team scores shot Jan. ' 
F. E. Hendrickson was high gun with a total of 24 
The scores follow: 
McChesney . 23 
Kershner .23 
F Harned .22 
F Gerhard . 21 
G A Morse.22 
Hendrickson .24 
A McMaster . 22 
I Andrews .21 
C Kerrigan .21 
E Broeker .21 

23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25-2-1 
24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25-2-: 
23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-21 
22 22 23 23 24 24 24 24 25—2,- 
22 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25—21 
24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25—24 
22 23 24 24 23 23 25 25 25—2i 
22 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25—21 
23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-21 
22 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 25—21 

Rifle Notes. 

We acknowledge with much pleasure the receipt c 
photos portraying the beautiful cups and medals W0| 
during the year 1907 by the Philadelphia Rifle Associ; 
tion. 

COMMISSIONER WHIPPLE’S REPORT. , 

Continued from page 99. 

The value of all kinds of lumber is daily in 
creasing, and soon it will be so great that th< 
lumbering of hardwoods in the Adirondacks wil 
be feasible—the price so much exceeding freigh 
rates and the cost of manufacture tljat th 
profits will warrant the cutting. If the peopl 
of the State allow that to occur, and the hard 
woods are taken off, the protection of th 
sources of the rivers which rise in that sectioi 
of the State will be destroyed and it will be tor 
late to repair the injury. The Land Purchas 
ing Board has materially added to the holding 
of the State during 1907, having purchased an 
made contract to purchase 46,156 acres, whic! 
will make the total amount of land held by th 
State 1,518,450 acres. Of this there are in th 
Adirondacks 1,454.383 acres—the remaining 
112,072 acres being in the Catskills. Our Stat 
tree nurseries and reforested lands under th 
supervision and management of this depart 
ment continue to attract widespread attentio: 
among persons interested in the work through 
out the United States. During the year 190; 
as heretofore, many persons interested in th 
work of tree growing and tree planting hav 
visited our nurseries and plantations and hav 
pronounced them the best in the United State; 
Without doubt it is advisable for the State t< 
enter into the planting of trees on a much large 
scale to the end that at least 5,000,000 trees 
year may be set out. The State of New Yor 
is the pioneer in this work, and the reports C 
various States indicate that the State of Nei 
York has planted more trees up to the_ preserh 
time than all the other States in the Union, an 
nearly, if not quite, as many as have bee 
planted by the States and the National Govern 
ment combined. The commencement of tre 
planting on a very large scale, and by all of th 
people of the State, should not be put off. 1 
takes a long time for a tree to grow, and ever 
year the work is delayed only hastens the tim 
when the price of lumber will be beyond th 
reach of a man with small means, and the pric 
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of paper will be enormously increased to the 
consumers thereof. This subject, in the judg¬ 
ment of the commission, demands the earnest 
attention of all the people, the hearty co-opera¬ 
tion of the Legislature in the way of appropria¬ 
tions, and the best efforts of every one to save 
the forests of the State of New York and to 
furnish necessary trees for water protection and 
commercial purposes. 

In saving the forests we do not mean that no 
trees should be cut—that would be an impos¬ 
sible condition. We must have lumber and we 
must have it for a thousand purposes. We do 
mean that cutting should be done in a con¬ 
servative manner down only to a reasonable 
size, leaving a fair protection for the soil in 
order to conserve the water and have a new 
growth of trees coming on. Where the seed 
trees of the conifers are all cut there is no way 
of renewing the growth even partially except by 
planting. A conifer must come from the seed, 
while many hardwoods come from sprouts. 
Therefore the hardwoods will reproduce them¬ 
selves—the conifers very seldom. 

I am pleased to say that many lumber com¬ 
panies are giving better attention to their cut¬ 
ting operations, leaving many more trees than 
formerly, and are seriously considering the neces¬ 
sity of reforesting their own lands: Where there 
were no inquiries two and one-half years ago 
in relation to how to plant trees or reforest 
woodlands, there are many hundreds of such 
inquiries to-day. Many of our citizens are giv¬ 
ing attention to this subject, and if seedling 
trees were within their reach as to cost they 
would plant them upon their denuded hillsides 
and non-agricultural lands. The nursery cost 
to the individual, of seedling trees from private 
nurseries, if they could be had at all in any 
considerable quantity is about $10.00 per thou¬ 
sand. The State can produce them for $2.50 
per thousand. Two men usually plant about 
1,400 trees a day. If our people could get trees 
at cost I have no doubt that very many would 
commence planting immediately. Ty my mind 
it would be practicable and very desirable to 
have the State furnish seedling trees at cost to 
all who would plant, or, better yet, if the way 
seemed clear to furnish a reasonable number 
free, as we now furnish fish free to stock the 
streams. Too much consideration cannot be 
given to this subject. I believe there is no 
more important business proposition before our 
people to-day. 

FOREST FIRES. 

The greatest enemy to the forests is fire. The 
woodlands of the State have suffered severely 
from this cause—not only public, but private 
lands all over the State. Under the law super¬ 
visors of towns throughout the State are 
charged with the duty of protecting woodlands 
as far as posible from fires, and yet very little 
attention has been given to this matter by the 
supervisors, although they may become per¬ 
sonally liable for damages if this duty is not 
performed. I call attention to the law in this 
report, trusting that it may serve to make them 
more active in this regard. The present fire¬ 
warden system of the State is very effective in 
preventing fires and is undoubtedly as good or 
better than the system in vogue in other States. 
'During July and August of this year we had an 
unusually dry season of long duration. Very 
many forest fires started in the Adirondack 
region during those months, and the danger was 
very great, yet under our system of fire protec¬ 
tion it was averted, and we are very glad to be 
able to report that not a green tree on State 
'and was destroyed by fire. We find that about 
50 per cent, of all the fires that are started are 
caused by sparks from railroad engines, al¬ 
though spark arresters in locomotives are usu- 
dly of modern pattern and the best known de¬ 
vice for that purpose. Much of the danger of 
Tre in the Adirondack region would be re- 
noved if electricity could be used as power for 
Propelling railroad engines. 

ELK, BEAVER AND DEER. 

The commission obtained from the Yellow- 
tone Park..through the aid of the Department 
>f the Interior at Washington, 17 beaver, which 

Amateur Championship N. Y. A. C. 
WON BY 

LEFEVER GUN 
in the hands of Dr. Gleason, who broke 95 out of a possible 100, establish¬ 
ing a new record for that event, Travers Island, December 18th. 

The Evenness of Pattern, Maximum Penetration 
and Wonderful Killing Power 

of Lefever Guns will greatly improve your score. Over fifty years’ ex¬ 
perience. Send for catalogue NOW. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, 23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

SS 

Don’t 

- ~ 

Buy a Parker 
If Price is the First Consideration. A cheap 
gun is not only a poor bargain, but a dangerous 
one. The name PARKER stands for excellence 
in gun construction. When you own a PAR¬ 
KER, you own the Best. Built by the oldest 
gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

sk=- -« 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men j Instruction f9r Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teachei 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trapshoot¬ 
ing. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

SMOKELESS POWDER 
5HELLS$lj3?NK|o6 

We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood Shot 
Gun Shells Loaded with their famous Smokeless 
Powder* any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price $2.50. This Is a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a 10 gauge gun. 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You save one dollar and 10 cents 
per 100. Don’t use common black powder shells when 
you can get Smokeless at this price. GtJNS. 
ItIFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc,, at lowest £ rices consistent with good goods. Remit by P. O. 

oney Order. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. j 
90 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 363 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

JEWWRKl 
\smuml 

lGOODSj 

JS. 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me No. 364" and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Guns, 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and 
Outdoor Games. 

17 Warren St., nearB’way, New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Foust 
and Stream. 
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THE HIGHEST AVERAGE 
FOR THE YEAR 1907 

was made by MR. FRED GILBERT, who, of course used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
THE OFFICIAL RECORDS show that during 1907 Mr. 

Gilbert shot at 9195 targets and broke 8817, 

A Grand Average of 95.89 Per Cent. 

ELEVEN of the sixteen men who made AN AVERAGE OF 

93 PER CENT, or better used 

DUPONT BRANDS 
of SMOKELESS SHOT GUN POWDERS 

HIGHEST AMATEUR AVERAGE 
(94.5 PER CENT.) 

was made by an Illinois amateur who also used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 

THE LONGEST RUN OF THE YEAR 
271 STRAIGHT 

made by J. M. Hawkins with 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
The Powder That Makes and Breaks Records 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 
Wilmington, Del. 

Special at S5.°° 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, rennished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

of ferrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reek 

free sample and booklet P-52. 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. JERSEY N. J. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
"Forest and Stream.” 

Castle Dome Cut Plug 
THE BEST SMOKE FOR THE PIPE 

in America. Made from Old Virginia Sun-Cured 
Tobacco. Money refunded if it bites or bums 
s'- ' . j the tongue. Sent prepaid postage 
[/ idjje 75c Pound. Large Sample 10c. 

JASPER L. ROWE, 
\A RICHMOND, VA. 

"—-X Eitak 1830 Ref: BroaJ it. Bank 

were placed in the Adirondack country this 
year. They and the colonies of beaver which 
were there are doing well and are very interest¬ 
ing and attractive to summer visitors. During 
the winter of 1907 the commission caused to be 
put in the forest a considerable number of elk, 
which, with those already in the woods, are do¬ 
ing well and multiplying rapidly. 

The change in the hunting season, cutting off 
fifteen days in November, has resulted in a large 
saving of the deer. Not more than one-half 
the usual number were killed and taken out of 
the woods during the hunting season, Sept. 16 
to Oct. 31, inclusive. With the non-hounding 
of deer very well observed and the compliance 
with the law in relation to hunting, there is no 
doubt that the deer will rapidly increase, be¬ 
coming plentiful and more easily obtained by 
those who enjoy hunting. These species of ani¬ 
mals are great attractions and have induced 
many of our citizens and those from other 
States to go to our Adirondack forests greatly 
to the benefit of all the people there who have ; 
anything to sell, either personal property or 
labor in that section of the State. More people 
everv year are visiting our forests, which are 
rapidly’ becoming the great recreation and play¬ 
ground of many people. 

CHANGES SUGGESTED. 

During the session of 1907 a very large num¬ 
ber of bills were introduced in the Legislature 
intended as changes, modifications and amend¬ 
ments to the forest, fish and game law. Most of 
them were local in their character. This was no ex¬ 
ception to the general rule, as it has prevailed 
for many years. Many suggestions have been 
made for a complete and thorough revision and 
rearrangement of the law, and the same seems 
to be much needed. As it now stands it has 
been built up and built on to by every succeed¬ 
ing Legislature since the passage of the act 
known as Chapter 20, Laws of 1900. Many of , 
the provisions of the law are not in consecutive 
order in relation to subjects, and there are many 
•obsolete, inoperative and useless sections now in 
the law. It is very difficult, even for a lawyer, 
to determine what the law is on account of the 
uncertainty, because of the inaccurate statement 
of the law and its conflicting provisions. Many j 
exceptions to the general law have crept in 
through the efforts of persons in very many 
different localities in the State to have the open 
season for grouse, woodcock, quail, squirrels or 
rabbits to suit their own convenience or ideas— 
all of which have been changed or rearranged j 
at different times. It seems very desirable to 
have the law as general as possible, and once 
established, that it should remain in that form. 

The law in relation to fishing is mixed and 
complicated, and has as many variations and ex¬ 
ceptions as there are lakes, ponds and streams 
in the State. Many exceptions to the general 
law have crept in, undoubtedly without much 
consideration of the importance of having the 
law general. In places there are many sections 
where there should be only one. There are lo¬ 
calities in the State where under the law small- 
mouth black bass may be caught prior to spawn¬ 
ing and on the spawning beds, while in other 
places the open season commences at a later 
date. Game fish especially should never be 
taken until after spawning time. In many of the 

[ sections the wording of the law practically pre- 
■ vents successful enforcement, all of which shows 

the need of practical consolidation and re¬ 
arrangement. 

Suggestions have come to the department 
from many sources that such a revision should 
be undertaken by this department, and in view 
of these suggestions, I have undertaken to re¬ 
vise the whole body of the law, bringing it to¬ 
gether in as compact a condition as possible and 
making it as general as conditions will permit. 
In the revision the hunting season haS been 
treated as the open season instead of speaking 
of the close season. In this way every one will 
be able to understand when he may hunt or fish 
without having to figure it out. There are two 
very important additions which we believe 
should be made to the law, first there should 
be a hunting license law. The experience 
of many other States and countries makes 
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THE SPORTSMANS LIBRARY 
Illustrated Book Catalogue Free on Application 

Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Rob¬ 
inson. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days, 
“to swap lies.’’ 

Sam Lovel’s Camps. 

A sequel to “Uncle Lisha's Shop.” By Rowland E. 
Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Danvis Folks. 

A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 
Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson, 16mo. 
Price, $1.25. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 

A Sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Tiowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

A Hero of Ticonderoga. 

By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth, 187 pages. Portrait of 
author. Price, $1.00. 

A Danvis Pioneer. 

A story of one of Ethan Allen’s Green Mountain Boys. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Cloth, 214 pages. Price, $1.25 

Hunting Without a Gun 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications 
and now for the first time brought together. 

In the Louisiana Lowlands. 
A sketch of plantation life, fishing and camping, just 

after the Civil War; and other tales. By Fred Mather, 
author of “Men I Have Fished With,” “Adirondack 
Fishes,” and "Modern Fishculture in Salt and Fresh 
Water.” With portrait of the author. Cloth, $1.50. 

Forest Runes. 

Poems by George W. Sears (“Nessmuk”). With arto- 
type portraits and autobiographical sketch of the author. 
Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $1.50. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth, 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

American Big Game Hunting. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 
trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 

AMERICAN BIG GAME IN ITS HAUNTS. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth, and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other papers are on North American Big 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with 
instructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 360 
pages. Price, $1.00. 

Camp-Fires of the Wilderness. 

By E. W. Burt. Cloth. Illustrated, 231 pages. Price, 
$1.25. 

Jack, the Young Ranchman; 

Or a Boy’s Adventures in the Rockies. By George Bird 
Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 304 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Jack Among the Indians; —— 

Or a Boy’s Summer on the Buffalo Plains. By George 
Bird Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 301 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Jack In the Rockies; 

Or a Boy’s Adventure with a Pack Train. By George 
Bird Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 272 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Jack the Young Canoeman. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Illustrated. Cloth, 286 pages. 
Price, $1.25. 

Jack the Young Trapper. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Illus. 278 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 

By F. R. Webb (“Commodore”). Many illustrations of 
designs and plans of canvas canoes and their parts. 
Two large, full-sized working (24x38) drawings in a 
pocket in a Cover. Cloth, 115 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Domesticated Trout. 

How to Breed and Grow Them. By Livington Stone. 
Fifth edition. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

The Spaniel and Its Training. 

By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American 
and English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. 
Price, $1.00. 

Modem Fishculture in Fresh and Salt Water. 

By Fred Mather, author of “Men I Have Fished With,” 
with a chapter of Whitefish Culture by Hon. Herschel 
Whitaker, and a chapter on the Pike-Perch by James 
Nevin. Illustrated. Price, $2.00. 

My Angling Friends. 

A Second Series of “Men I Have Fished With.” By 
Fred Mather. Cloth, 369 pages, with 13 illustrations. 
Price, $2.00. 

Familiar Fish and How to Catch Them. 

A practical Book on Fresh-Water Game Fish. By 
Eugene McCarthy. With an introduction by Dr. David 
Starr Jordan, President of Leland Stanford Junior Uni¬ 
versity, and numerous illustrations. Price, $1.50. 

With Fly-Rod and Camera. 

By Edward A. Samuels. Cloth, 480 pages, 7 x 9% inches, 
147 illustrations. Price, $5.00. 

Men I Have Fished With. 

Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 
childhood to manhood; from the killing of little 
fishes and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. 
Illustrated. Price, $2.00. 

Manual of Taxidermy for Amateurs. 

A complete guide in collecting and preserving birds 
and animals. By C. J. Maynard. Illustrated. New 
edition. Price, $1.00. 

The Still-Hunter. 

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By Theo. S. 
Van Dyke. Extra cloth, beveled, 390 pages. Price 
$1.75. 

Training the Hunting Dog for the Field and 

Field Trials. 

By B. Waters. Cloth: 281 pages. Price, $1.50. 

Ibis is the latest and best manual on the subject As 
an owner and handler of field trial dogs, and one having 
had an exceptionally wide experience in the field and at 
ncla trials, J\Ir. \\ aters was admirably equipped to write 
such a work. It has already taken its place as the 
standard authority. 

The Gun and Its Development. 

With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breech- 
r-u -n^ r Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking 
Choice of Guns, Choke-boring, Gun Trials, Theories 
and Experiments. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages 
New edition. Price, $3.00. P 8 

“The Gun and Its Development” is the standard work 
lex the age on projectiles and all relating to them. 

American Duck Shooting. 

By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 630 pages. With 58 
portraits of North American Swans, Geese and Ducks, 
I Ians of Boats and Batteries. lifty Vignettes in the 
text and a Chart of the topography of a duck’s plumage. 
Price, $3.50. Edition de luxe, price $5.00. 

My Sixty Years on the Plains, Trapping, 

Trading and Indian Fighting. 

By W. T. Hamilton (“Bill” Hamilton). With 8-full- 
page illustrations by Chas. M. Russell. New York. 
Cloth. 223 pages. Price, $1.50. 

Reminiscences of a Sportsman. 

By J. Paiker Whitney. 468 pages. Price, $3.00 (postage 
25 cents). 

My Life as an Indian. 

By J. W. Schultz. Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.65, 
postpaid. 

Houseboats and Houseboating. 

By Albert Bradlee Hunt. The book contains forty 
specially prepared articles by owners and designers of 
well-known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with 
nearly 200 line and half-tone reproductions of plans and 
exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is 
devoted to houseboating in England. Extra heavy paper, 
buckram. The price is $3.00 net. Postage, 34 cents. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Describes the wood duck, the great horned owl, ruffed 
grouse, kildeer plover, bobolink, bluejay, chickadee, cedar 
bird, meadow lark, robin, woodcock, kingfisher, crossbill 
and nuthatches. 

Pheasants; Their Natural History and 

Practical Management. 

By W. B. Tegetmeier. New Enlarged Edition. 16 
plates. Cloth, 237 pages. Price, $3.50. 

The Art of Shooting. 

An illustrated treatise on the art of shooting. By 
Charles Lancaster. Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

Where, How and When to Catch Fish on 

the East Coast of Florida. 

By William H. Gregg. With 100 engravings and 12 
colored illustrations of fishes. 267 pages. Price, $4.00. 

Pictures from “Forest and Stream.” 

Pictures from Forest and Stream. A volume of illus¬ 
trations comprising thirty-two of the full-page pictures 
printed as supplements of Forest and Stream. The 
volume includes the reproductions of the Audubon bird 
plates, some of the big game pictures by Rungius, field 
scenes by Edmund Osthaus, hunting and fishing scenes 
by Deeming and Davidson, and pictures of well-known 
yachts and water scenes. 

The plates are carefully printed on heavy-coated paper, 
and handsomely bound, making a most attractive volume. 
The size of the page is 16x11% inches. The cost of 
collection, sent postpaid, is $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 
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"Resorts for Sportsmen. 

fiumm’ Lodge 
Luxurious Winter Home for 

Gentlemen and Ladies. 

A[b undance of Quail! 
Unlimited Shooting Grounds! 

JWot a Cheap 'Place. 

FRANK A. BOND, Buies. N. C. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
Excellent Salmon and Trout Fishing; also Caribou 
ahooting. Tents, guides, boats provided. Write. 

BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundland. 

Big Game Shooting in the 
Sudan and East Africa. 

Dr. Ad. David, naturalist, who has 10 years’ experi¬ 
ence of big game shooting in East Africa, is prepared to 
make all necessary arrangements for sportsmen intending 
to shoot in these regions. Please apply to' DR. AD. 
DAVID, Post Office, Cairo, Egypt. 

Wa will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM, NEW YORK. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 
Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Tajcidermists. For Sale. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. Small-Mouth Black Ba.ss 
'COrite for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER. N. Y. 

J. KANNOFSKY. 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention “Forestand Stream.99 

ROWLAND. 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. 
Tel. 4205 Chelsea.' Near 13th St. NEW YOR K 

Wants and Fjcchanges. 

WANTED—TWO GENTLEMEN AT A TIME TO 
hunt on 5000 acres. Quail in abundance. Charges in 
keeping with sport and accommodations. Box 333, 
Yorkville, S. C. 

WANTED—Summer Lodge on Maine Lake. 
Must be convenient to transportation and supplies. 
Rangeley section preferred. Lease only. Address “L.,” 
care Forest and Stream. 3 

WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE SECOND-HAND 

L. C. Smith ejector 12-gauge, No. 3 or 5 preferred. 

Address “F. M. P.,” care Forest and Stream. 3 

We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
black bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass In various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-incn 
fingerlings for stocking purposes. 

W&r&m&ug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, New Preston, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. Sta. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crvstal Springs Trout FARM, 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareha'm, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT of all ages for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Brook 

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

FOR SALE.—Two Ithaca Hammerless shotguns; one 
with two sets of barrels. Both in fine condition. Write 
for description and price. Gentlemen, here is a bargain. 
HARRY L. BROWN: Albany, O. 3 

LIVE QUAIL. 
Only fine healthy birds offered. Also wild rabbits, 
pheasants, etc. 

E. B. WOODWARD, 302 Greenwich St., New York. 

TRAINED WILD GEESE decoys for sale. F. P. 
LATHAM. Belhaven, N. C. 

FERRETS, fine working stock. Prices reasonable. 
DAN PHELPS, Nova, Ohio. 3 

Game birds, animals, etc., 1,000 pheasants, quail, par- 
trkidges, ornamental land, water fowl, foxes, wild turkeys, 
ducks, etc. Catalogue, 300 illustrations; game, all kinds; 
25 cents. Authorized work on game, pheasant breeding, 
etc., largely illustrated, colored plates, 75 cents. U. S. 
PHEASANTRY, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

FOR SALE.—Two hundred 10-in. disc records, in fine 
condition. $2.40 per dozen. H. L. BROWN, Albany, O. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

S&.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

REMINISCENCES OF A 

SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Property for Sale. 

THE JOLLY PALMS, with orange grove, for sale. Best 
paying Sportsman’s Resort in the State. Want to retire. 
C. H. STOKES, Mohawk, Florida. 3 

For Sale.—A membership in the Megantic Fish and 
Game Corporation, at a low figure. Club located in 
Maine, and in Province of Quebec. “A. D. E.,” care of 
Forest and Stream. 3 

WANTED. TO PURCHASE 
Eight or ten room house, modern improvements, some 
land, in inland town, about ten thousand population, in 
Massachusetts or Connecticut. Must be near some fish¬ 
ing (lake preferred) and hunting. Give particulars. 
J. R. MEAD, 25 Granite St., New London, Conn. 4 

For Sale.—Share in one of the best all-round ducking 
clubs in Currituck Sound. Limited membership. 

1011 Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 4 

SKI-RUNNING 

This is a manual of Ski-running prepared for the use 
of the Ski Club of Great Britain. Being designed for 
the practical instruction of the reader, it is written in 
simple terms, and treats the subject thoroughly. Ski- 
running opportunities are found in all parts of the 
United States where the snow falls and in Canada; and 
with an appreciation of the excitement and exhilaration 
of the sport, the Ski will doubtless become popular. 
The work is fully illustrated. Price, $1.25, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. "The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Celebrated HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH 

PARTRIDGES and PHEASANTS. 

the large 
Hungarian 
Hares, all 
kinds of 
Deer, 
Quail, etc., 

etc., for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, ornamental 
water fowl and live wild animals of every description. 
Write for price list. WENZ & MACKENSEN, Dept. T, 
Yardley, Pa. 
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it plain that such a law operates to protect 
game. It is easily enforced. Nonresidents are 
made to pay for the right they get in our State 
jo fish and hunt, and they are taxed in no other 
way. If such a law is enacted, it will be very 
Useful in protecting song birds and birds of 
plumage, and a large revenue will be collected 
under it to help defray the expenses of protec¬ 
tion, which revenue will only come from those 
who receive the largest amount of benefit from 
protection—the hunters and sportsmen. 

Under the law in several of the counties of 
the State, trout cannot be sold. That should be 
the general law of the State, because it has been 
shown that to prohibit the sale of birds or fish 
is the best way to protect them. Such is the 
law' in relation to grouse at the present time. 
The opening and closing of the season should 
commence as nearly as possible at the same 
time in all parts of the State, especially in sec- 
ions where the conditions are alike. 

As suggested in my last report, all the great 
‘property interests under the care of this de- 
aartment are perishable and need constant and 
watchful care. The forests, if not protected 
from fire and trespass, might soon be greatly 
injured or destroyed. Lakes, streams and 

■ponds if not protected and supplied with fish 
life by artificial propagation would soon pro¬ 
duce few if any fish. When the great value of 
the fish annually consumed by the people of the 
State is considered, to wit, not less than $44,- 
100,000 worth, it is readily seen how important 
:his branch of the service is. Without a rea¬ 
sonable amount of forest area we could not 
Pope to have much water, and that would not be 
of the right temperature to sustain fish life. 
Without forests we would have no home for 
he game birds or animals, or breeding places 
or either. Without forests, which are equal- 
zers of temperature, our State would be less 
lesirable as a place of residence and much less 
beautiful to look up.on and to enjoy. Without 
orests and a reasonably constant supply of 
vater in the lakes, ponds, and streams the agri¬ 
cultural lands of the State would be more or 
ess injured. This^is illustrated by the arid 
ands of the West. They are not productive— 
hey are practically worthless. With water 
aoured over them and trees planted, those arid 
ands would become the most valuable produc- 
ng lands of the country. A country without 
rees is. in a sense, like a house without a roof 

■—uninhabitable. The history of China. Italy, 
France and other countries in this respect very 
clearly points out the necessity for the preser¬ 
vation of the water supply of the State. The 
results obtained during the last fiscal year have 
been very encouraging. The good will of all 

■the people of the State in supporting and en¬ 
forcing the laws in relation to forests, fish and 
game has been shown by their active co-opera¬ 
tion and a general, healthy public sentiment 
which seems to have grown rapidly all over 
the State in this respect. 

A HEN’S QUAIL FAMILY. 

Several days ago while running a mowing 
machine on his place in Holman street. William 
Green cut in two a quail sitting on her nest. 
He found in the nest fourteen eggs. These 
eggs he took to the house at once and placed 
them under a hen that had bedn wanting for 
several days to set. Monday the eggs hatched 
,out, and the old hen was surprised as well as 
apparently delighted at the quickness with which 
she did the job as well as with the beauty of her 
little ones. She guards the little quail with 
jealous care and appears to be very proud of 
them. . They, too, appear to be satisfied with 
their big mother and are growing very tame.— 
Alton (Ill.) Telegraph. 

All the fish lazvs of the United States and Can¬ 
ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 
in the Game Lazvs in Brief. See adv. 
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‘AUTOLOADING SHOT GUN 

Pleasure 
in shooting is increased by using the 
Remington Autoloading Shotgun. 
The "kick” is utilized to eject, cock 
and reload the arm. There is no pun¬ 
ishment from heavy recoil. A solid 
breech protects the shooter’s face. 
Shoot the greatest of all wild fowl 
guns—it’s the modern gun for the 
modern hunter. 

List prices $40 and upwards. A full 

line of Double Guns also. All dealers. 

REMINGTON ARMS CO 
Write to M. Hartley Co., Sole Representative 

313-315 Broadway, New York City 

■ C-siar.t. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 oents a word a time (or 3 cents 
in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale.—A number of carefully trained young sound 
Pointers and Setters. Suitable for New England and 
Southern shooting. Also some good yearlings, yard 
broken. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

A pair of high class, elegantly bred English Setters, 
thoroughly broken and experienced on quail. Coming 
three years. Price, $300. LOCH LADDlE, Doniphan, 
Mo. 

FOX HOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON 
HOUNDS, PARTRIDGE DOGS that stay at tree. 

B. L. CALL, Dexter, Me. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 

DOG CAKES 
ARE THE BEST and CHEAPEST 

AVmn sweetened,soft or me- 
dJtated foods, which 

cause indigestion, loss of coat and 
other evils. 

We also manufacture specially prepared foods for DOGS, 
PUPPIES, CATS, RABBITS, POULTRY, PIGEONS. GAME. 
BIRDS, FISH. 

Send for FREE Catalogue "Dog Culture,” which contains 
practical chapters on the fee ling, kenneling and general manage¬ 
ment of dogs, also chapters on cats. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

»; -.-'-id 
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For SPAYED FEMALE COCKERS address W. A. 
SUTHERLAND, De Lancey, N. Y. 

Pedigreed collie pups. Fine as silk. NELSON’S, Grove 
City. Pa., Dept. B. 

WANTED.—Dogs to board. 
FRANK FORESTER KENNELS, 

Warwick, N. Y. 4 

DALMATIAN or COACH DOGS, GROWN Dogs or 
Puppies, some prize winners at reasonable prices. 
_GEO. THAYER, Chagrin Falls, O, 3 

Setters, Pointers, Foxhounds, Rabbit Hounds, Beagles; 
grown, thoroughly broken, partly broken, and puppies, 
$10.00 up. PENN KENNELS, 543 N. 12th St., Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa. 3 

Toy, pure white, French silk poodles and Maltese ter¬ 
riers, bred from the smallest and best coated toy stock 
in the country; 3 and 4 months old; $15 to $20; regis¬ 
tered pedigree; healthy and perfect little beauties. Ask 
for photo. MRS. ALBRIGHT, 543 No. 12th St., Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa. 3 

WANTED ON TRIAL (money deposited with Editor) 
—TWO COON and POSSUM HOUNDS. Not gunshy. 
Won’t run rabbits at night. Stand to one tree and not 
run round and bark and leave you to guess which tree. 

J. UPPLEBY, 
3 Currituck, N. C. 

“Fox and Hound,” monthly magazine for fox-hunters. 
$2.00 per year. Sample, dime. CLARKSDALE, Ill. 

FOR SALE.—Perfectly broken English setter bitch, by 
Lady’s Count Gladstone; two perfect blue belton pup¬ 
pies. S. G. BOYD, Madison, Ind. 3 

SETTER AND POINTER PUPS, best breeding, 
$10 to $12. Just right next fall. 

A. BURHANS, Lincoln, Neb. 3 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky. 

:BOOK OSf 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St„ New York. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 
son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 
Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 
Wapiti in Wyoming by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Ram¬ 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. a 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



Revolver Bargains 
Second-hand and Shopworn 

1 S. & W. Hand Ejector, .32 caliber, blued, with 3 in. barrel. Very slightly 
shop worn .$10.00 

1 S. & W. Double Action, .38 caliber, 3% in. nickeled. First-class second-hand 
condition . $9.00 

1 S. & W. Hammerless, .32 caliber, 3 in. nickeled, slightly shop worn at.$10.00 

1 S.& W. Hammerless, .38 caliber, 3!4 in. nickeled, first-class second-hand con¬ 
dition .$9.00 

1 S. & W. Hammerless, .38 caliber, 4 in., first-class second-hand condition-$10.00 

1 S. & W. Old Model, .22 caliber, Single Action, silver-plated and engraved, with 
pearl handle, in walnut case. Shop worn only, at.$10.00 

1 Merwin & Hulbert revolver, .38 caliber. Double Action, with folding hammer. 
Nickel-plated, 3% in. barrel. First-class second-hand condition. At. $6.00 

1 Colt New Police revolver, .32 caliber, 6 in. barrel, Double Action. Very 
slightly shop worn..'.$12.00 

1 Colt New Service revolver, .38 caliber, Double Action, with 4% in. barrel, check¬ 
ered wood grips, blued finish, ring in butt. Very slightly shop worn.$15.00 

1 S. & W. Old Model Single Action revolver, .32 caliber rim-fire, 6 in. nickeled 
barrel. Good as new.. $8.00 

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

Our Specialty-Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove. 

Swedish Leather Jackets 
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting. 

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to 
cold. Worn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A 
capital jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile use. 

EST'.We take the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, 
and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in the United States. 

A-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $20.00 
B-Quality, 2d grade,.$15.00 
Black Jackets at - - $7.00, $8.00 and $10.00 
Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order, we 

will forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money 
on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any other make. 

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market adver¬ 
tised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring 
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other 
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money. 

WM. READ <& SONS. 
107 Washington SI., BOSTON. MASS. 

Sole American Agents for these Finest Imported Skins. 

If you want a good reliable 

TRAP 
or 

FIELD 
GUN. 

one of the leading imported 

guns in this country, 
get a 

on application. 

No. 5038—Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, 12- 
gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin full choked barrels, 
weight 7 lbs. 8 oz., straight grip, dark Italian wal¬ 
nut stock with thick rubber butt, length of stock 
14/, dr°P 2/4. Cost new $200, and in fine con¬ 
dition; price, $125. 

No. 1928. Greener Hammerless 16-gauge Field 
Gun, 28-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, modified left 
and cylinder right, very handsome dark Italian 
walnut stock 14 in., drop 2% in., half pistol grip, 
weight 5/ lbs. $150 net grade. This gun is 
slightly shopworn and a great bargain at $100. 

No. 3082—$100 Ithaca Hammerless Trap Gun,[ 
12-gauge, 30-in. Damascus barrels, both full choked, 
weight 7/ lbs., very handsome Circassian walnuti 
full pistol grip stock, fancy checkering, elaborate 
engraving, drop 3/ in., length of stock 14%. In 
fine condition; price, $55. 

No. 2520—Sauer “Knockabout” Field Gun, 12- 
gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, left full 
choked, right improved cylinder, dark walnut stock, 
half pistol grip, weight 7 lbs., length of stock 14 in. 
drop 3in .Gun in fine condition and a bargain at $45j 

Francotte or a Knockabout 
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

The “Forest and Stream” 

No. 4705—Greener Ham 
merless Field Gun, 20-gauge, 
26-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 
rels, left modified, right 
clylinder, weight 4 lbs. 11 oz. 
drop 2/, length of stock 
14/, half pistol grip, $150 
net grade; slightly shopworn; 
price, $100. 

No. 3034—Greener Hammerless Duck Gun, 
10/30, 9 lbs. 3 oz., length of stock 14/4, dark 
English walnut stock, half pistol grip, Siemans- 
Martin full choked barrels. Cost new $160, and in 
splendid condition ; price, $90. 

No. 5474—Franklin Hammerless, 10-gauge, 32-in. 
barrels, 8/ lbs., left full choke, right modified, 
Greener cross bolt, dark English walnut stock, full 
pistol grip, drop 2/, length 14/. Regular price, 
$30; slightly shopworn; a bargain at $19.50. 

No. 2233—Ithaca Hammerless Field Gun, 12- 
gauge, 28-in. steel barrels, left choked, right cylin¬ 
der, weight 6% lbs., drop 2/, length 14%. Cost 
$30; slightly shopworn; price, $19.50. 

No. 3394. Francotte Ham¬ 
merless Field Gun, 12-gauge, 
30-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 
rels, right cylinder, left 
choked, weight 7 lbs., drop 
2/4, length 14%, English* 
walnut fine pistol grip stock. 
Cost new $140; a bargain at 
$85. 

No. 4147—Greener Monarch Ejector Field Gun, 
12-gauge, 26-inch Siemans-Martin barrels, right, 
cylinder, left modified choke. Very handsome 
dark Italian walnut stock, half pistol grip, length 
14% in., drop 2/4 in. Regular price, $200 net. 
This gun is only slightly shopworn and big bargain 
at $150. 

No. 3840—Francotte Pigeon Ejector, 12/30, 
7 lbs. 15/4 oz., 2% in. drop, length of stock 14/4, 
straight grip, handsome Italian walnut stock, Silver’s 
Anti-recoil pad. Siemans-Martin full choked bar*; 
rels. Greener cross bolt, elaborate engraving, side 
clips; cost $225, and in as good condition as new;1 
price, $150. 

SOME 
JANUARY 
BARGAINS 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $L00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

' SUPPLIES 
DUMBER ^AIEV YORK 
(PRTLANDT 3T fi-Y 

TELEPHONE 
'W 12 (PRTLANDT 
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After Shaving 

MENNENS 
BORATED TALCUM 

TOILET POWDER 
and insist that your barber use 
it also. It is Antiseptic, and 
will prevent any of the skin 
diseases often contracted. 

A positive relief for Chapped 
Hands, Chafing, and all 

afflictions of the skin. Removes all odor 
of perspiration. Get Mennen’s-the original. 
Put up in non-refillable boxes, the "box that lox." Guaran¬ 
teed under the Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1906. Serial 
No. 1542. 

Sold everywhere or mailed for 25cts. So,'*-pie free. 

Try Mermen's Violet (Borated) Talcum. 

GERHARD MENNEN CO.. Newark, N. J. 

THE STRELINGER 

The Optimist and Pessimist, the difference is droll: 
The Optimist sees the doughnut, the Pessimist the hole. 

You can’t be a Pessimist and own a 

Strelinger 
(4 Cycle, 1 to 4 Cylinder) 

__ IT ALWAYS GOES 

BEST MARINE ENGINE MADE 
We also carry in stock several of the 

best makes of 2-Cycle Marine Engines, 
and a full line of Stationary Engines, 
Pumping and Electric Lighting Outfits, 
Boat Accessories, Etc., Etc. 

WRITE FOR OUR 1908 CATALOG 

Let us know yottr wants and we will quote prices. 

Engines 1 1-2 to 50 H. P„ - - $33 to $2,500 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
46 E. Congress St,,_Detroit, Mich., U. S, A. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry.” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will he found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. T he_ Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Mullins Steel Boats Canft Sink 
—the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster, lighter and more 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible-they don t leak, crack, 
dry out or wear out, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
pleasure, summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. 

Send for catalog of Motor Boats, Marine Engines. Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 
THE W. H. MULLINS COMPANY, 12(1 Franklin Street. Salem, Ohio. 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its purpose 
three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 
houseboating life. 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 
this country. 

Third—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 
manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 
known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 
The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in 
summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 
so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram. The 
price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 

BROADWAY WOLF HUNTERS. 

From the Subway to the snowshoe, from 
theatres to trackless forests, from the bright 
lights of Broadway to the camp-fires of Kippewa, 
'Canada, is the change to be made next month 
by a distinguished company of sportsmen going 
to the Province of Quebec to do death to the 
timber wolves, says the New York Herald. 

Literature descriptive of the expedition reached 
New York recently from L. O. Armstrong, of 
Montreal, who last February led a group of in¬ 
trepid hunters in quest of the animal he describes 
in his advance booklet as “man’s natural enemy.”1 

Interested in the project last year were Gen¬ 
eral Nelson A. Miles, the Rev. Newell Dwight 
Hillis, Colgate Hoyt, Ernest Thompson Seton, 
Dr. Frederick A. Cook, James K. flackett and 
Dan Beard. 

This year any man less than sixty years old 
who can master the snowshoe in an hour’s re¬ 
hearsal will be welcomed. The hunters will 
leave New York and Boston on Jan. 16, and a 
few days later will • put Kippawa behind them. 

“We do not promise a wolf to everybody,” 
says the prospectus, “because the fox is a dunce: 
in the great school of woodcraft as compared 
with the wolf, but wolves are being shot there: 
now, and our hopes are high.” 

Each hunter is requested to bring $iio witlr 
him. He will be handed in return two- pairs; 
of ten pound blankets, one axe, a holster for; 
the same, a sheath knife and a holster for it, 
arctic mittens that can be hung around the neck,, 
snowshoeing coat, Eskimo dickey, buckskin moc-' 
casins, sweater, oil tan moccasins for use in a 
thaw, five pairs of woolen socks, woolen helmet1 
with wind guard and ammunition. 

Several from Chicago will accompany the ex-' 
pedition. Boston will send others, but the woods-; 
men of New York will supply most of the hun¬ 
ters. 

Mr. Armstrong, whose printed eulogy of the; 
delights of stalking the timber wolf is so allur-1 
ingly written that it would tempt almost any 
apartment dweller from his radiator to the heavy1 
canvas tent with the fire inside, is attached tc- 
the Canadian Railway Company, at Montreal, 
and will leave that city for the wolf-environed 
town of Kippawa, with the rest of the hunters! 

Good luck. 

In the Lodges of the Blackfeel 
which was published serially in Forest ani 

Stream as by W. B. Anderson, has beea issuer 
over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, anc 
under the new title 

Ny Life As Ai\ Indian 
The story is one of the most faithful picture: 

of human life ever drawn. It tells of the lif< 
of the plains Indian in the old days, when buf 
falo hunting and journeys to war were the oc 
cupations of every man. It describes the ever; 
day life of the great camp, tells how the mei 
and women passed their time, how the younf 
men gambled, how they courted their sweet 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians 
and how the different tribes fought together 
The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 
the beautiful Indian girl who became th 
author’s wife. 

But it is needless to describe this book ti 
readers of Forest and Stream. Those wh 
read it as a serial will surely want the volume o: 
the T library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

WOODCRAFT. 
• By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, Jl.O1 

A book written for the instruction and guidance < 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its autho 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, h« 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquire 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Sporting Goods 
ir/ry 

Headquarters 
■ \ Write for Catalogue B. 

HJjfiy Shannon 

mm 816 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Webber’s Kn?td Jackets 
For Hunting and Outing. All wool, 
seamless and elastic. Cut shows No. 
4, price $7—guaranteed best knit jacket 
made at any price. Suggest Oxford or 
Tan. If not at your dealer’s, sent ex¬ 
press paid: return if not satisfied. Other 
Jackets, Coats, Vests, Sweaters and 
Cardigans,for men, women and children, 
all prices. Catalogue free. 

Geo. F. Webber, Mfr., Station F, 
Detroit, Mich. 

)UXBAK SPORTSMENS CLOTHING 
” . 7“Just the thing for gunning, fishing, 
aping, boating, climbing. Booklet with samples of material free. 

RD. JONES ® KENYON. J Blandina Sf.. Utica, N. Y. 

PERFECTION 'Equipped with Smokeless Device.) 

cm 1 ur * it d Safest and best heater for house- 
kHt- HLA ILK hold use. At dealers’. 

Standard Oil Company of New York. 

amp Life in the Woods. 
id the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
ning hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
reipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with im- 
uctions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 

W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages, 
ice, 31.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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‘A JOURNAL OF OUTDOOR LI. „ 
TRAVEL NATURE STUDY SHOOTING riSHING YACHTING 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
'he Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 
ertainment, instruction and information between 
lerican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony- 
us communications will not be regarded. The editors 
not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
ubscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
gle copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
dubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
emit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
er or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish- 

Company. The paper may be obtained of news- 
ins throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
tain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
months. 
Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
ries & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co. 
is_: Brentano’s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year; $2.25 
six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
aside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 
te, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
rteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
lived by Saturday previous to issue in which they 

R> be inserted. Transient advertisements must in- 
iably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
tnserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line 
y advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

ools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
' c* Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
n ,Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wants 
Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents, 

ee months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

forest and stream PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 

FOREST AND STREAM 
A Retrospect and a Promise 

Forest and Stream, the oldest of American publications, devoted to field sports, is 

also the best. There are a good many things which combine to complete this type of ex¬ 

cellence the unique interest of its contents, the mechanical perfection, the richness, 

abundance and truthfulness of its illustrations. Its very title brings to the mind a thousand 

memories of happy days afield, of big-game hunting in wild corners of the world, of days 

with trout or bass on stream or lake, of loved companions of the rod or gun, of good fellows 

and good sportsmen he has never met, but has learned to know as fellow members of our 

camp-fire circle, and whose exploits Forest and Stream has made known to him. It 

stands for all the things that satisfy the outdoor hunger of healthy men and women. In 
the department of 

SPORTSMAN TOURIST 
Are printed accounts of exploration and travel in little-known lands, of hunting and 

fishing trips, of adventures in search of big-game, of happenings picturesque and thrill¬ 

ing many years ago in a West then wild—of Indian fights, of happy days afield in nearby 

covers with dog and gun in pursuit of the hurtling grouse, the lusty quail, or the whistling 

woodcock. In the pages devoted to Natural History questions are asked and answered 

about the life histories and queer habits of birds, beasts and fishes; showing how they look 

and where they live; the preservation of trophies and specimens. Men rich in the knowl¬ 

edge of experience from their storehouses of nature lore, supply information useful and 
interesting to lovers of outdoor life and students of nature. 

GAME BAG AND GUN 
Is the title of another department,* full of practical instruction for those who use fire¬ 

arms. Here are accounts of shooting excursions; expert opinion on guns and ammuni¬ 

tion; helps and hints for the novice; discussions which appeal to the experienced gunner; 

news of all that is taking place in the field of game protection, propagation and preserva¬ 

tion; information useful and interesting, first of all to the sportsman, but hardly in a less 

degree to the nature lover and the average man. Closely allied is the department of trap 

and rifle shooting with its news of current happenings and its comment by recognized experts. 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING 
Not all technical, nor yet narrative alone. Both in their place and in the right pro¬ 

portion. It is for the angler first; what he may catch, where and how. Gives instruction 

on the handling and manufacture of rods, reels, lines and flies; hints on the care and use 

of fishing tackle; information as to where fish of different kinds are most abundant, and 

other points of moment to the angler. Then there are full reports of fly-casting tourna¬ 

ments; notes about stocking streams; where fry may be obtained, etc. 

YACHTING 
Thousands of readers, along ten thousand miles of coast, East, West, North and South, 

find their sport afloat. Yachtsmen everywhere recognize Forest and Stream as the 

periodical that meets their needs. It offers a department for the men that haul the ropes 

and hold the wheel. From the lad Down East, who has built his “Cat” with his own hands, 

to the owner of the 90-rater, Forest and Stream appeals to all with its graphic accounts 

of races; its discussion of live yachting questions; the letters of its British correspondent, 

and the superb illustrations of yachts and the practical designs it publishes. 

Every one interested in outdoor life—Nature Study, Hunting, Shooting or Fish¬ 

ing, Yachting or Canoeing, needs the Forest and 'Stream, and those who have learned to 

need it find that they need it all the time. It is a habit that grows on one. 

FORE WORD 
In the year 1908 the Forest and Stream will be to the Nature Lover, the Gunner, the 

Angler, the Yachtsman, the Outdoor man all that it has been for so many years—and more. 

There will be Indian stories by J. W. Schultz, whose accounts of life among the 

old Plains tribes have thrilled so many readers. Mr. E. L. F. Jenner will give us more 

of those vivid sketches of the Northeastern country that he knows so well. Col W. D. 

Pickett, the greatest bear hunter that ever lived in America, will tell of a trip to the 

Yellowstone Park in the seventies, and describe some of the astonishing feats that he 

performed among the grizzlies of the Gray Bull River. There will be stories of the 

buffalo days by Charles Aubrey and George Bird Grinnell; accounts of the habits of 

birds, by Wm. L. Finley; the log of a whaling Cruise, by Victor Slocum; a series of 

articles on the ruffed grouse by S. T. Hammond, entitled, “M^ Friend the Partridge,” 

and scores of other features, equally interesting and attractive. 

o
>
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THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 
I 

Motor Boat and 
Sportsman's Show 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
February 20th to March 7th, 1908 

J. A. H. DRESSEL, Manager 

No. I Madison Avenue New York City 
P. O. BOX 322, MADISON SQUARE BRANCH 

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES; 
HOW TO BUILD AND FURNISH THEM. 

__ _ __ / By William S. Wicks. Price, $1.50. 
_ . , _fi,|j nf hnilfiintr for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottage, 

eahms'anThouses The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustration. 
£e "o numerous and so tak.ng that one will be .ure to inn .n them someth,ng to h,s taste. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Smith’s IdeaJ 
18-inch Knee Boot, IDEAL, 10-inch lace, and 
6-inch Moccasin Shoe — have become the 

standard of all that is good in 

Hunting 
foot-gear. Now used 

by thousands — no 
lady or gentleman 
properly equipped 
without a pair of 
Smith’s Ideal Hunt¬ 
ing 

SHOES. 
The product of fifty years’ shoemaking skill and 
the practical suggestions of hundreds of sports- 

Catalogue for the asking. men. 

M. A. SMITH & SON 
Manufacturers Shoe Specialties, 
Gymnasium and Sporting Shoes. 

600 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Exclusive selling agents of Ideal Hunting Shoes : Von Lengerke & 
Detmold for New York City and Brooklyn ; Von Lengerke & Antoine 

for Chicago, Ill. 
Sporting goods houses are invited to send for price and terms. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone »nd Crockett Club. Editora: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird GrinnelL Vignet» 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Pnce, *2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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SIXTY-THREE years ago 
“ Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. Louis, 
Mo., with seven other free trappers under the leadership of old 
Bill Williams. Seven of these eight men are dead, but Hamilton 
still lives out in Montana and still sets his traps. He has written 
the story of his early trapping days and the book has been 
published. It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, and all 
the many and varied incidents of the trapper’s life. It is full ot 
adventure and excitement, but the story is told modestly, and 
there is nothing in it that is lurid. Amid much fighting, there is 
nothing that can be called “blood and thunder,” but there is 
much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes telling ot early 
travel in the West; books which were simple and direct, and in 
which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one ot the 
celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old-time 
trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, the celebrated 
cowboy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages, cloth, Illustrated. Price, $1.50. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 346 Broadway, New York 
% 5 
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WOLVES IN THE BARNYARD. 

‘‘For some unknown reason wolves are coming 
back into our section of the State,” said Frank 

' Metzel. stockman and ranchman of the upper 
Ruby Valley for many years, ‘‘and they are 
creating considerable havoc. They think noth- 

1 ing nowadays of coming into a barnyard and 
' making a kill, and a number of valuable animals 
have recently been destroyed by the varmints. 

“Only a few days ago a pack invaded one of 
the pastures near the C. X. Larabie Brook Nook 
ranch and killed two finely bred colts while their 
dams were powerless to prevent it, and with 
ranch hands less than a half mile away. There 
are a number of other incidents in the valley 
where they invaded the corrals and killed calves, 
and it is nothing infrequent for a killing to be 
made in a pasture. 

“Until within the last few years our section 
of the country has been free from this curse 
of the range, and it is only in isolated cases 
that a gray wolf was ever reported. Now they 
go in packs and hunt systematically. I can re¬ 
member the older men of the valley telling of 
seeing wolf packs in the early seventies, but those 

I old time hunters were so relentless in their hunt 
of the animals that few escaped, and it was be¬ 
lieved the entire wolf tribe of that part of Mon¬ 
tana was practically exterminated. It is only 

l during the last few years, since the establish- 
; ment of the forest reserve system, that the wolves 
have become particularly pernicious. There is 
some talk of the forestry bureau putting a trapper 
to hunt the wolves in the Madison reserve this 
winter. 

“The situation regarding the wolves in the 
upper part of the Ruby Valley is really a serious 
one, and the stockmen of the county are feeling 

| the loss keenly, for a wolf is almost as big as 
a St. Bernard dog and has an appetite in pro¬ 
portion. It takes a lot to feed him and he gen¬ 
erally likes to feed on warm flesh and do the 

' killing himself or else be in on it. He is not 
a coyote to play the jackal and feed off carrion. 

“For a while I scouted at the idea of wolves 
being in the valley in numbers, but I had occas¬ 
ion to change my mind a few weeks ago. I was 
above the upper canon looking after some stock 
and camped out near the Carruthers’ cabins. Be¬ 
fore daylight I got up and found that the horses 
had moved out of the little valley and I started 
after them. Before I had gone more than a mile 
it began to get light, and in the sage brush, not 
over 200 yards away, I could make out thirty 
or forty objects moving about, which I mistook 
for deer. Thinking it queer that deer should be 
in such a locality, I went a little nearer to in¬ 
vestigate. Then my hair stood on end, for I 
could see that they were wolves, all big, gaunt, 
hungry looking chaps. 

“Seeing me, they sidled slowlv away, trotting 
| on a hilltop, where they came against the sky- 
' line and I could distinguish them clearly. I 
i counted eighteen in the bunch, and fully that 
, many more went below the skvline, so that they 
1 were lost in the shadows. That was my first 
I sight of wolves, but I can assure you I do not 
, want to see any more of the critters, especially 
' when I am on foot and unarmed.” 

— 

A MUSCULAR SENORA. 
1 

Catching an unusually large and fierce chicken 
hawk and killing it with her own hands was 
the feat of a Spanish lady who resides on Seventh 
avenue, Tampa Heights, recently. However, she 
received a severe bite from the bird, and several 
painful scratches. For several days chickens had 
been missed from the yard and this led to a 
sharp watch being kept up for possible thieves. 
At length it was found that the hawk was the 
guilty party. But the hawk’s own prowess was 
the cause of his downfall. Not contenting him¬ 
self with chickens the hawk attacked five canaries 
caged on a porch, and it was their frightened 
chirps that attracted the attention of the lady 
of the house. The hawk was just about to pull 

: one of the canaries through the bars of the cage 
when the lady seized it and wrung its neck.— 
Tampa Tribune. 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
Our New Catalogues for 1908 will 

soon be ready. 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition and Fish¬ 
ing Tackle and Camp Goods. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies. 

No. 3. Kodaks and Athletic Goods. ... 

Get on the mailing list now and insure 
* getting one or all of the above on pub¬ 

lication. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

Ask for Bristol rods by name. Look for the word 
Bristol on the handle. It’s there on every genuine. The 
reputation of Bristol rods has become so great that they 
are a shining mark for imitators. The Bristol’s delicate 
pliancy, quick resiliency, tough durability, complete 
adaptability to all purposes, convenience, and absolute 
reliability are common knowledge to all guides and ex¬ 
pert fishermen everywhere. These are the qualities 
which have built up Bristol’s prestige as "The rod that 
brings home the fish.” Three year guarantee tag on 
every Bristol. Beautiful illustrated catalogue mailed free. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO. 

\ N. 84 Horton St. 
\ /3L Bristol. Conn. 

TROUT FLIES Assorted I2c 
Split Bamboo Rods. 75c 

3 pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8# feet. 

STEEL RODS JESS $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8}4 feet; Fly, 9, 9%, to feet 

Automatic Reel, $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Line. 

CHARLES DISCH, 
518 FULTON STREET. - - - BROOKLYN, N. V 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, *2.00. 

This is «a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Fo*est and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, *1.00. 

Foutteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great homel owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
ard nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 
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HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, *1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effe :tive 
with others. 
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and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
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boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers. their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 37* 
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NO single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 

about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives the best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 
About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1S73. 

THE OUTLOOK. 

It is seldom that upland game shooters and 

anglers look forward to spring with greater 

anxiety than they • do this year. The results 

if the phenomenal scarcity of ruffed grouse and 

the dropth which practically closed the smaller 

streams will not be' known until the open sea¬ 

sons for trout fishing and game shooting shall 

have come and gone. At present sportsmen are 

toping for the best, and the optimistic ones pre¬ 

dict that the fishing will be better than the cir¬ 

cumstances would seem to warrant, and that 

'nore grouse will be found in their old haunts 

:han seems possible, in view of the abundant 

:estimony to their absence in the autumn. 

It is seldom that our winters are so mild and 

'ipen as the present one has been so far. Here 

t is well past the middle of January and in the 

,/icinity of New York city at least only one three- 

nch fall of snow. Last week there was a storm 

.vhich was accompanied by thunder and light- 

fing, and blackbirds were seen about the city 

lext day. The brooks in the hills were open 

ind quite a showing of green was evident in the 

■voods and meadows. Ice has been seen in the 

dudson River only once, and very little of it 

hen. 

In the North Woods there has been some 

now, but it seems that the deer are in good 

ondition and able to find food. 

From different places in the West and even 

he far Northwest somewhat similar advices have 

ieen received. In Alberta last week there was 

ittle to be seen to remind one of mid-winter, 

n Montana skies were clear and the air balmy, 

nd in California and North Carolina wildfowlers 

/ere complaining that the weather was too warm 

or their sport. 

All along the Atlantic coast during the open 

jeason the duck shooting was unsatisfactory for 

his reason, and men who have waited patiently 

hrough the early winter for telegrams advising 

hem of the presence of ducks in the coastal 

ays have laid away their guns and are devoting 

heir attention instead to rods and tackle and 

reparations for the trout season, now but two 

lonths in the future. 

| With at least two months more than usual 

f favorable winter weather, the game should 

e well prepared to face the next six weeks, the 

ime that is generally most trying to it. 

TO PREVENT CARELESSNESS. 

It seems that the State of New York will at¬ 

tempt to put a stop to carelessness in the hunt¬ 

ing season by making it a felony to kill or wound 

' a human being in mistake for game. Mr. Boshart 

has introduced a bill in the Assembly which is 

given in full herewith: 

Section 1. The penal code is hereby amended by add¬ 

ing thereto a new section to be Section 193a thereof, to 

read as follows: 

Section 193a. Killing or wounding of a human being 

by person in pursuit of game.—Any person who, while 

hunting, and in the pursuit of wild game or game birds, 

negligently or carelessly shoots or kills a human being, 

shall be guilty of manslaughter in the second degree, 

and any person while so hunting wild game or game birds 

under any circumstances other than those above named 

who shoots, kills or wounds any human being shall be 

guilty of a felony and punishable by imprisonment in 

a state prison for a term of not less than one year and 

by a fine of not less than one thousand dollars. Dis¬ 

trict attorneys and sheriffs, in their respective coun¬ 

ties, shall promptly investigate any alleged violations 

of this section, and prosecute every person accused 

thereof; for failure so to investigate and prosecute, each 

of said officers shall be punished by fine not exceeding 

$1,000, and shall be removed from office. 

Section 2. This act shall take effect September 1st, 

1908. 

This measure was introduced in the Senate 

by Mr Cobb at the same time. Later on Mr. 

Boshart’s bill was withdrawn, altered and rein¬ 

troduced. In its new form it was much shorter, 

and the phrase “negligently or carelessly” was 

omitted. 

Now we are advised that this bill, too, has 

been withdrawn, a third draft made, and this 

new bill introduced, with the phrase referred to 

above included. 

If a law of this sort is enforced it may help to 

prevent criminal carelessness in the hunting 

fields, and the mere fact of its existence in the 

statute books may serve as a warning to per¬ 

sons who are excitable and heedless; but with¬ 

out knowing the reasons for reinserting the 

phrase “negligently and carelessly,” it seems that 

it will make the proposed law more difficult to 

enforce, for it will require the prosecuting at¬ 

torney to prove the negligence or carelessness, 

always a difficult matter. ' 

RUFFED GROUSE. 

To friends of the ruffed grouse there seems 

to be a choice of but two alternatives. One is 

to pass laws protecting them for a series of 

years; the other to fix a low bag limit. 

There are objections to both. If the war¬ 

dens could protect the birds in backwoods dis¬ 

tricts from indiscriminate shooting by that class 

of shooters who will not be governed by such 

a measure, the long closed season would be 

better. To punish such men would be easy; to 

detect them quite a different story. Hence it 

is well to take into consideration the fact that 

they exist in considerable numbers, and if pos¬ 

sible to try to avoid antagonizing them. 

On the other hand, if the bag limit is mater¬ 

ially reduced until such time as the supply of 

grouse will seem to warrant its restoration to 

present numbers, all interests will be catered to, 

and the law observed by shooters in general. 

At least that is the assumption. 

THE MUIR WOODS. 

According to dispatches from Washington 

early this week, the United States has come into 

the possession of an exceedingly valuable tract 

of land in California, embracing 295 acres of 

rpdwood forest. 

This land lies on the southern slope of Mount 

Tamalpais within a few miles of the city limits 

of San Francisco, and is to be deeded to the 

Government by William Kent, a resident of 

Chicago, who purchased it a number of years 

ago, paying, it is said, nearly fifty thousand dol¬ 

lars for the tract. About one-sixth of the tim¬ 

ber is fir, the balance redwoods of large size. 

The tract has not been lumbered. 

It is understood that the President will issue 

a proclamation within a short time, declaring the 

tract a national park, to be known as Muir’s 

Woods, in honor of John Muir, the naturalist. 

In another column Allen Kelley describes the 

remarkable changes that have taken place in the 

Imperial Valley in California since the great 

Salton Sink, through a break in the Colorado 

River, became the Salton Sea. From a cheer¬ 

less desert almost devoid of life to a feeding 

and resting resort for myriads of waterfowl is 

a transformation difficult to imagine, and one 

that impresses sportsmen who are fortunate 

enough to be able to visit the great inland lake. 
K 

In Vermont six days in October last were set 

aside for deer hunting. In that time the war¬ 

dens were called upon to kill twenty-two deer 

that were reported as crippled by shot. How 

many more crawled away to die and were not 

noticed will never be known, but the number 

recorded is sufficient to show that some of the 

hunters were guilty of gross carelessness in fail¬ 

ing to follow up and dispatch game wounded by 

them. 
* 

That the New York State Legislature will 

thrash out the resident, nonresident and alien 

license question during the present session is 

certain. One bill relating to the subject has al¬ 

ready been introduced and is now in the hands 

of the Committee on Fisheries and Game, and 

others will probably appear from time to time. 
I* 

The annual meeting of the North American 

Fish and Game Protective Association, to be 

held in Albany next month, promises to be an 

unusually interesting and instructive one. As 

Albany is centrally situated, the attendance 

should be very large. 
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Seven Boys in a Blizzard 
By JAN MAYEN 

AFTER thirty years of wandering in dis¬ 

tant lands I once more stood upon the 

wide bridge spanning a stream which 

formed the boundary of my native settlement in 

the least of the provinces which constitute the 

Dominion of Canada. 

Leaning upon the rude wooden railing I al¬ 

lowed my thoughts to drift back to the days of 

my childhood and early youth, how many years 

back I scarce dared to think. A chickadee piped 

its simple note in an adjacent bush, a kingfisher 

with harsh cry flew by up the creek seeking per¬ 

chance an unwary fish for his midday meal, and 

a red squirrel started to run across the opposite 

railing, but stopped suddenly when half way and 

regarded me with bright black eyes for a few 

moments, then finished his course, and ascending 

a convenient maple tree by fits and starts dis¬ 

appeared among the branches. No other sign 

of life was in view, although a farmhouse con¬ 

cealed by trees stood within two hundred yards 

of my position. 

How long I leaned upon the railing in silent 

reverie I know not, hut I was suddenly awakened 

by a shrill clear voice beside me crying out, 

“Hullo! old man. Welcome back to P. E. I.” 

Starting up I looked around for the owner of 

the voice and perceived a stranger perched on 

the railing at my elbow. He wore a suit of 

gray tweeds and a derby hat set jauntily over 

one eye. To say that I was surprised or aston¬ 

ished would not convey the slightest idea of my 

state of bewildered amazement upon beholding 

him. After regarding him in silence I managed 

to ejaculate, “Who are you?” 

“Oh, don’t be afraid,” he said patronizingly. 

“I know you; knew you long ago before you left 

home; knew you when you were a little boy not 

knee high to a grasshopper.” 

He must have read surprise and amazement in 

my face, for he continued. 

“Don’t think I am trying to run a confidence 

game on you, old man. I’d scorn the idea. I’m 

giving you straight goods. I was born on P. 

E. I. myself. My parents lived here many years. 

I have been away from the old sod for some 

time though. Am traveling now for a firm of 

wholesale furriers, Montreal, P. Q., largest firm 

in the trade in all the broad Dominion from Van¬ 

couver to Sydney. Allow me,” and he produced 

and handed me the card of his firm in the most 

business like manner conceivable. 

1 was by this time beginning to collect my scat¬ 

tered thoughts, and accepting the situation as it 

stood, seeing I could not well do otherwise, I 

entered into conversation with my acquaintance 

and he proceeded to remind me of incidents of 

my youth which I had long forgotten. 

“Do you recollect one fine winter morning, 

away back in the fifties, of seven little boys 

going a-fishing unknown to their parents.” 

“I do well, and I was one of them.” 

“And you were one of them,” echoed he. “I 

saw you myself. Our family lived near the first 

house you made when you came back. Saw you 

go by in the morning and father remarked to 

me, says he, ‘Them lads are going a-fishing un¬ 

known to their folks likely, and will have a hard 

time coming back. It’s a fine morning now, but 

there’s a wicked storm coming on, and some of 

the kind Scotch women in the valley may weep 

for them boys before another day comes.’ 

“The event proved that the old man knew 

what he was talking about. By noon the wind 

had reached to the northwest and blew a hurri¬ 

cane. Then the drift flew. But what am I talk¬ 

ing about. You were there and knew all about 

it.” 

I was there. The incident thus, brought vividly 

to my recollection arose before my mind’s eye 

as plainly as on that winter’s day on which it 

occurred many long eventful years before. A 

clear frosty morning without a breath of air 

stirring, the snow lay on hill and dalg, field and 

wood to the depth of eighteen inches or more, 

loose and frosty. Myriads of snow crystals shone 

like diamonds in the bright sunlight. Seven small 

boys, sons of neighboring settlers, met at an 

appointed rendezvous to go fishing, and after a 

short consultation filed silently into the woods 

on a five-mile tramp to a well known pond, the 

biggest boy, a lad of about fourteen summers, 

taking the lead, the second in size and strength 

following closely carrying the indispensable axe, 

the remainder tailed on in single file, the smaller 

boys being kept well in the center of the line, 

and the rear brought up by a sturdy lad of 

twelve or thereabout whose especial duty it was 

to see that none fell out of line or lagged be¬ 

hind, for these little men were trained woods¬ 

men every one, and marched by the rules of 

woodcraft, well knowing that the consequence of 

losing the marks on a blazed trail such as they 

were following might mean camping in the woods 

over night, which in such weather would certainly 

result in severe suffering to the weaker members 

of the party. 

On we tramped through the deep snow silently 

and determined, I being the youngest and weak¬ 

est of the party, taking the center of the line. 

Suddenly our march was interrupted by a quick 

rush and flurry of snow, and a roar of wings, as 

up from among our feet flew three ruffed grouse 

which, being disturbed from their comfortable 

quarters under the loose snow by our unexpected 

appearance, sought safety in flight and were care¬ 

fully marked down by the larger boys in the top 

of a giant birch about a hundred yards distant 

and close to our line of march in which they had 

alighted, probably for the purpose of feeding, the 

buds of the birch being a favorite food of these 

birds in winter. 
A halt was called, and immediate preparations 

made for the capture of the game, the appear¬ 

ance of which in this manner was perhaps not 

wholly unexpected by the elder boys. When, tc 

the wonder and admiration of his comrades, out 

leader unexpectedly produced from under hi; 

homespun jacket a flintlock horse pistol all glor¬ 

ious in brass mounting, a present received from 

his uncle ^recently arrived from the “old coun¬ 

try” who had in his youth served as a troopei 

in that famous cavalry regiment, the Scots Gray; 

and fought under the Iron Duke at Waterloo- 

and during the subsequent operations which 

ended in the surrender of the great Napoleor 

and the consequent close of the war. 

This weapon, which had been carefully loadec 

with powder and shot before leaving home, wa; 

now for the first time to be turned to practica 

account since coming into the possession of it; 

present owner. Word was passed that now 

should leave the trail except the two foremos 

boys, who would stealthily go forward toward th(' 

tree in which the birds could be plainly seen1 

The remainder of the party stood patiently ir 

their tracks scarcely daring to breathe in theii 

anxiety for the success of their comrades who 

by using other trees as blinds, had crept up dost 

to that in which the partridge were feeding an( 

well within range. The deadly weapon wa: 

silently raised and rested against the side of ; 

tree. A careful aim was taken, two of the bird;1 

caught in line, the trigger was pulled, the faith 

ful flint struck a spark, the priming flashed 

Short and sharp came the bark of the old-tirm 

weapon and down from their perch fell two bird: 

which were quickly gathered in and slung ove 

the shoulders of one of the lads. The third bin 

had sought safety in flight, and it was voted in 

expedient to follow, as the day at that season i 

short and we must push on to reach our fishin! 

ground as early as possible, but not be 

fore the gun was, by special request, passei 

around for examination, particular attentior 

being paid to the royal arms displayed in a bras 

medallion on the butt and the old nursery rhyiw 

repeated: 

The lion and the unicorn fighting- for the crown, 

Up jumped the litttle dog and knocked them both dowr 

Which little dog was there most certainl: 

perched aloft upon the crown to our minds, prov 

ing the truth of the old rhyme beyond questioi 
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Lnd seemingly exulting over the unfortunate ani- 

•nals which he had so suddenly and effectually 

Werthrown. I, as the youngest of the party, 

aas allowed a special examination of the gor¬ 

geous weapon, after which it was returned to its 

pwner, and the line of march taken up as be- 

ore until the pond was at length reached, when 

vork was at once commenced in a systematic 

nanner, the stronger boys clearing the snow off 

md cutting holes in the ice at certain points well 

unown to be good fishing ground, while the 

mailer produced from their pockets fishing lines, 

iait and jackknives with which they quickly manu- 

actured rude tipups and proceeded to the busi¬ 

ness of the day. 

The fishing was good and soon the ice became 

prinkled with trout, half-pounders and upward, 

vhich were frozen almost immediately upon 

ieing drawn from the water. All were so busy 

hat none had noticed a change in the weather, 

intil suddenly a roar of wind in the treetops and 

blinding shower of powdery snow shaken down 

rom the branches apprised us that a storm was 

n. 

Our leader’s decision was quickly taken, and 

ds orders as quickly issued. The lines were 

■idled up, the fish collected and strung upon 

irch switches or gads, as they were called by 

s when used for that purpose. Some of the 

ounger lads were slow to leave as the trout 

/ere still biting freely, but anyone who so far 

orgot himself as to disobey his leader’s orders 

/as quickly brought to a proper sense of duty 

y a strong grip on his collar and a quick yank 

ackward which unfailingly landed him on his 

ack some yards from the hole at which he had 

een fishing. 

This cunning process, although rough, was ef- 

ective, and soon all were busily preparing for 

re homeward march. Although a fire had been 

indled at the butt of a dry stub on the bank 

me was not wasted in the way of thawing out 

le frozen lines which were cached at the foot 

f a well marked tree to be recovered at some 

uture period. The dry lines were carefully 

laced in safe pockets, the fish and fowl slung 

a the shoulders of the strongest lads, the axe 

ad gun brought safely along, and the line of 

iarch taken up for home. 

A howling gale was now blowing overhead, 

id small twigs rendered brittle by the frost 

ere falling thick and fast around us. Some- 

mes a larger branch would snap and fall with 

dull thud into the loose snow. We realized 

e danger from the falling branches and made 

1 haste to escape from the woods. The fall 

a tree was occasionally heard, but fortunately 

me fell dangerously near. Although sheltered 

om the force of the wind we felt that the air 

td become decidedly colder, and those of most 

cperience among us knew that we should have 

rious difficulty in making our way to the near- 

t house in the clearing after leaving the shelter 

the woods. 

The sight which greeted us on our arrival at 

e edge of the clearing was most appalling. The 

■rce wind drove the loose snow before it in 

inding, suffocating clouds until meeting some 

'Struction such as a tree, stump or fence a drift 

auld be quickly formed, growing larger each 

oment until the object ceased to afford further 

■ elter. when the accumulation ceased. But we 

ere cognizant of those growing drifts more by 

rmer experience than present observation, as 

the whole landscape was blotted out by the whirl¬ 

ing, driving clouds of snow. Earth and sky were 

all alike a flying, freezing sheet of white threaten¬ 

ing death to anything animate caught within its 

ghostly folds. A pathetic sight it must have 

been with any there to see seven wistful-eyed 

urchins crouching in the edge of the friendly 

sheltering woods, peering anxiously out at the 

white, freezing death into which they must ven¬ 

ture before reaching home and safety. The only 

alternative was to build a fire and endeavor to 

live until the storm ceased, hope of rescue by 

our friends being extremely uncertain, as they 

knew not in which direction we had gone in the 

morning. 

A consultation was held and the more experi¬ 

enced of the party decided to make an attempt 

to gain the nearest farmhouse about one-half 

mile distant. They explained to the younger 

members that if we made camp some of the 

weaker ones would certainly succumb to the terri¬ 

ble cold, even should we succeed in kindling a 

fire and keeping it burning, but by making an 

attempt to reach the house even, should any be 

abandoned by the way some one or more would 

almost certainly reach safety when we well knew 

strong arms and willing hands should quickly 

bring in those left behind who, being left in such 

positions as would insure their being covered by 

the drifting snow and thereby in some measure 

protected from freezing might possibly survive 

the terrible ordeal. 

Our heroic boy leader then prepared us for 

the struggle. The fishing lines of twisted home¬ 

made flax, strong as wire, were produced, and 

with portions of them our mittens were fastened 

on our wrists that they might not slip off when 

out in the storm. Our jacket sleeves were fas¬ 

tened in the same manner that the drift might 

not enter them; our woolen caps were tied on 

our heads covering the ears, and as much of the 

face as possible. A short thick branch of spruce 

was cut for each boy and fastened to his belt 

on the left side (as the wind blew across our 

course from that direction), the top or bush of 

the branch extending as high as the head, the 

upper part being fastened to the left arm. Our 

leader calculated that some small amount of shel¬ 

ter would be afforded to the face and eyes, and 

the event proved his judgment correct. He then 

knotted the remainder of the fishing lines to¬ 

gether, and having passed a turn of line around 

the body of the boy in rear, both ends were 

brought forward and fastened to the belt of each 

lad in succession on both sides, and lastly to 

the belt of the leader. This precaution was taken 

to enable us to follow in turn when out in the 

storm and without which we should have inevi¬ 

tably separated and no doubt some have per- 

jshed. A further precaution was taken in my 

case as the weakest of the party, my belt being 

strongly fastened to those of the lads immediately 

in my front and rear. 

The fish and fowl, axe and gun having been 

cached in the snow, our leader explained his plan 

of action. A rail fence he knew ran a few yards 

to leeward of our position directly to the farm 

buildings. By this fence he intended to guide 

our course. Several bunches of lone thick bush 

lay directly in our course, and close to the fence. 

His intention was to utilize those bushes as way 

stations to enable us to gain our breath and rest 

for a few moments at each, and should any suc¬ 

cumb to the cold in the open field his comrades 

shofild endeavor to drag him to one of those 

shelters and place him in such a position as would 

insure his being covered with snow until he 

could be brought in by a rescuing party from 

the farmhouse. 

After some preparatory advice our leader gave 

the word and we ventured out from the shelter 

of the friendly woods into the freezing grip of 

the terrible storm. For the first few moments 

my breath was completely taken away, and had 

I not been so securely fastened to my comrades 

I should have fallen then and gone no further; 

but thanks to the forethought of our gallant 

hardy leader, I was dragged along and my 

spruce branch having fortunately retained its 

position, after a short time I regained my breath 

and was able to struggle onward without being 

a burden on my comrades. But I felt the freezing 

wind penetrate my clothing as if it had been 

gauze, and in a short time my eyes became iced 

up and I stumbled blindly on guided by the lines 

so wisely improvised for that purpose. 

Soon we heard the voice of our leader raised 

in a shout as he for a moment sighted the first 

shelter, and into it we rushed. Here we were 

enabled to breathe freely for a few moments and 

to clear the ice from our eyes and faces, but our 

leader hurried us on, as he well knew the danger 

of any delay in such a situation. Before reach¬ 

ing the second shelter I was completely benum¬ 

bed and stupefied by the intense cold, but was 

dragged in and after being thumped and beaten, 

and my hands and face rubbed by my comrades 

I was restored to comparative consciousness. 

Two more of the party were in little better plight 

than I, and it was agreed to leave us in the next 

shelter if no better could be done, 'eaving the 

stronger lads free to make a last desperate rush 

for the house, trusting that help could be sent 

back to us before the sleep of cold and exhaus¬ 

tion had changed to that of death. 

This is the last I remember of the struggle 

for life. In a few moments I lost consciousness 

and knew no more until I awakened in a com¬ 

fortable bed with kindly faces bending over me, 

but with my hands, feet and face paining me 

dreadfully. After inquiring for my comrades, 

who I was told were all safe, I fell into a trou¬ 

bled sleep which lasted some hours, and in which 

I fought through the struggle for life again and 

again in my dreams. 

. All eventually recovered from our severe frost 

bites, but the greater number carried the marks 

of that day to their graves, to which they have 

all gone except myself and one other. 

I afterward learned that we missed the last 

shelter altogether, and our leader had almost 

given up hope when he suddenly ran into a snow¬ 

drift extending from the wood pile or store of 

winter fuel close to the farmhouse door. Being un¬ 

able to drag his disabled comrades through the 

drift he cut himself loose and gaining the house 

gave the alarm, when the remainder of the party 

were quickly brought in by willing hands and 

placed in safety. 

Shortly after the unexpected arrival of our 

party at the farmhouse four strong hardy men, 

belonging to the families of the lost boys, stag¬ 

gered in in almost as exhausted a condition as 

we ourselves. They had gone in search of us 

at the beginning of the storm, but not knowing 

where we had gone, they took the trail for a 

pond about a mile higher up the same stream, 

but finding no tmee of us there followed down 
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(lie stream, and striking our trail at the lower 

pond came out to find that we had arrived be¬ 

fore them. Notwithstanding the state of the 

weather news of our safety was that night con¬ 

veyed to the several families to which we be¬ 

longed and the anxiety of our friends relieved. 

The storm continued for three days and was re¬ 

membered for many years in that locality as the 

great storm in which the boys were lost. 

The lad who led his little comrades to safety 

on that, to us, eventful day subsequently left his 

home and went to sea, which profession he fol¬ 

lowed successfully for many years. Atttaining 

to the rank of master in the merchant service 

he commanded some of the finest ships ever built 

in the Lower Provinces and sailed them to the 

four quarters of the globe. He eventually lost 

his life while attempting to save the crew of a 

sinking ship off the coast of Nova Scotia in the 

great August gale of 1873. He died as he had 

lived, quietly and fearlessly, endeavoring to do 

his duty, and I am confident that his last glance 

over the howling waste of water as he sank 

into its depths forever was given as clearly and 

coolly as when, a blue-eyed boy, he looked out 

from the sheltering kindly woods into the white 

freezing death through which he led his young 

comrades to home and safety. 

Although the narrative has taken some time to 

tell, the whole scene must have passed before 

my mind’s eye in a few moments, as when I 

again awakened to a sense of my position my 

new friend was sitting on the railing at my el¬ 

bow, puffing a cigar and swinging his legs in 

apparent enjoyment of life. 

“You have been doing a stroke of thinking, 

old man,” he remarked, looking into my face with 

inquiry on his countenance. “Have you ever 

heard the particulars of poor Jim’s death?” he 

asked, apparently divining the drift of my 

thoughts—for Jim was the name by which our 

leader in the storm was familiarly known to his 

comrades. I answered that I had not, as none 

of his boat’s crew or the crew of the ship were 

saved and consequently there were none left to 

tell the tale of Jim’s last gallant fight for life. 

“I must be leaving you now,” he said, “as I 

hear my buggy coming down the road.” 

Arvcient Landmarks 
OF the various posts on the Upper Mis¬ 

souri River, Fort Union was by all odds 

the most celebrated and the best known. 

Situated on the north bank of the Missouri not 

far above the mouth of .Yellowstone it was for 

a long time the great river’s most important post, 

and was commanded by many well known traders 

of importance. In its time it had received with¬ 

in its walls many celebrated persons ; Catlin in 

1832, Maximilian, Prince of Wied in 1833, Mr. 

Audubon, the naturalist, and his party in 1843. 

Audubon’s volume on North American mammals ! 

is full of references to the post, and his journal 

of 1843, published by his granddaughter, Miss M. 

R. Audubon, in the work entitled “Audubon and 

His Journals” gives a full account of what he 

saw and did at the post. A very full account of 

this post, almost from its beginning until its 

final abandonment, will be found scattered through 

the personal narrative of Charles Larpenteur, 

which was edited by Dr. Elliot Coues and pub¬ 

lished in 1898 by Frances P. Harper, of New 

York. 

Col Chittenden in his interesting volume on 

the American Fur Trade of the far West de¬ 

clares that Fort Union was the best built post on 

the Missouri, and with the possible exception of 

Bent’s Fort on the Arkansas the best in the entire 

West. It was 240 by 220 feet, the shorter side 

facing the river, and was surrounded by a pali¬ 

sade of square hewn timber about a foot thick 

and twenty feet high. The bastions were at the 

southwest and northeast corners and consisted 

of square houses twenty-four feet on the side 

and thirty feet high, the lower story pierced for 

cannon, and the upper with a balcony. There 

was a wide entrance with a large gate, later 

changed to'a double gate on account of the dan¬ 

gerous disposition of the Indians. On the oppo¬ 

site 'side oof the square from the entrance was 
. to.vda 3U -II - ' • ■ 
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the house of the bourgeois; quarters for the men, 

storehouses, work shops, stables, a powder maga¬ 

zine and a room for the Indians stood about the 

square. It is said that in the inclosure was the 

distillery started by McKenzie in 1833-4. 

It was to Fort - Union that Berger brought 

down the Blackfeet chiefs when they made a 

friendly arrangement with the traders at Union 

by which a post should be started further up the 

river and more accessible to them. This was 

Fort McKenzie, which was one of a succession 

of posts in that vicinity, the last of which was 

Fort Benton, whose crumbling ruins exist to¬ 

day. Here, too, came the Assiniboines and other 

bands of Sioux, as well as from time to time 

Mandans and Gros Ventres of the village from 

down the river. Usually these parties were 

friendly and came to trade, but not uncommonly 

the trade was wound up by a lot of young men 

gathering up such of the traders’ horses as 

seemed handy for them, and driving them off. 

Pallisser, who, it will be remembered, started 

on his journey toward the Upper Missouri with 

Mr. James Kipp, whose name occurs so fre¬ 

quently in the accounts of the LTpper Missouri 

explorations and fur trade given by Catlin, Maxi¬ 

milian and the early travelers up the great river, 

stopped more than once at Fort Union. 

Fort Union was begun by Kenneth McKenzie 

in the autumn of 1829 and was finished in 1833. 

During the course of its construction a fire broke 

out early in the year 1832 which caused great 

damage. 

At Fort Union, Audubon spent more than two 

months in the summer of 1843, constantly meet¬ 

ing with birds and mammals, some of which he 

had, of course, known before, but most of which 

he had never seen in life. 

It was during the year of its completion that 

Maximilian stayed there and visited Fort Union 

where Mr. Bodmer made some of the most 

superb and faithful pictures of early Indian life 

which have come down to us. 

At the time when the Prince visited it, the 

fort was substantially finished, though a few 

houses hastily built were to be torn down and 

replaced by more permanent structures. It was 

then surrounded by a strong palisade sixteen or 

seventeen feet in height of stout cottonwood 

trees deeply set in the ground very close to¬ 

gether on top of which were sharp pickets to 

prevent anyone from climbing the fence. At 

that time there were fifty or sixty horses at the 

post, together with a few mules and a few cattle, 

hogs, goats and chickens. The horses were sent 

out daily on herd to feed on the prairie, and at 

night were brought within the stockade. 

This was the receiving point for the furs 

gathered at the two trading posts which were 

then closest to the Rocky Mountains. One of 

these advance posts, Fort Cass, was situated two 

hundred miles further up the Yellowstone and 

intended for trade with the Crow nation; the 

other, Fort Piegan, or then Fort McKenzie, was 

“six hundred and fifty miles” further up the Mis¬ 

souri, that is to say, one day’s travel above the 

falls of that river. Its purpose was to receive 

the furs of the three tribes of the Blackfoot In¬ 

dians. At that time this last fort had been es¬ 

tablished hardly two years, and since at that time 

steamboats could not go up the river above Fort 

Union, the goods necessary for trade with the 

Indians were sent up in keelboats. The keelboats 

wintered at the post, and in the spring brought 

back the furs to Fort Union, whence in the course 

of the summer they were sent by steamboats to 

St. Louis. 

At these various trading posts the fur com¬ 

pany maintained a crowd of employees, most 

of them for the time of their sojourn in the 

country married to Indian women. The lower 

classes of these people who were called engages 

or voyageurs, worked as builders, rowers, hunters 

or traders, according to their capabilities. Often 

they were sent off to great distances to carry on 

more or less dangerous business with Indians 

They were often obliged to fight with the enemy, 

and not a year passes in which a certain numbei 

of them did not fall before the arms which the 

whites themselves furnish to the Indians. A 
part of the employees of the company wintered 

every year in the Rocky Mountains. 

Although it has no special relation to the ole 

forts, the list and quantity of the annual catcl 

of skins as given by Maximilian is interesting: 

These he rates as follows: 

1. Beaver, about twenty-five thousand skins] 

These are sorted and bound in packs, each on 

weighing about a hundred pounds. Usually sixt; 

large skins are required to make a pack. Whei 

the animals are small a greater number of skin 

is required. A large beaver skin weighs tw- 

pounds and often more, and the ordinary pric 

is four dollars a pound. A note appended t 

this speaks of the enormous quantity of beaver 

killed every year, referring to the fact that th 

Hudson’s Bay Company alone imported annual! 

to London fifty thousand skins. 

2. Otter; two to three hundred skins. 

3. Bison; forty to fifty thousand skins. Te 

bison skins are required to make a pack. ! 

must be remembered that these were dresse; 

hides. 

4. Fisher; five to six hundred skins. 
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5. Marten; about the same number as fisher. 

6. Canada lynx; one to two thousand skins. 

7. Bay lynx; about the same number. 

8. Red fox; two thousand skins. 

9. Cross fox; two to three hundred skins. 

10. Silver fox; twenty to thirty skins. Each 

cin was then often worth up to sixty dollars. 

12. The muskrat; from 1,000 to 100,000 skins, 

ccording to Captain Back half a million musk- 

t skins were imported annually to London. 

13. Deer, Virginia deer and mule deer; twenty 

1 thirty thousand. 

The support of so large a number of persons 

are at Fort Union required frequent hunting 

irties on horseback over the prairies, and Mr. 

cKenzie therefore used to maintain several 

complished halfbreed hunters who once a week 

snt out to make a trip of twenty miles and more 

er the prairie to chase buffalo, and after hav- 

g killed them to return to the fort with their 

ules loaded with meat. The flesh of the cows 

as of excellent flavor, the tongue being the best 

irt. These were smoked and sent in consider- 

Upper Missouri and of Fort Union. He says 

that the fort was built to tVade with the Assini- 

boines, who were a large tribe of Indians rang¬ 

ing from White Earth River on the north side 

of the Missouri to the mouth of Milk River, and 

north into the British possessions. They were 

a peaceable, inoffensive people, armed with bows 

and arrows, living in lodges made of buffalo 

skins, and roving from place to place according 

to the seasons of the year, occupying certain por¬ 

tions of their country in the summer, and during 

winter remaining where they could be protected 

from the cold with plenty of wood. For fear of 

trouble with them the traders did not sell them 

guns, but when an Indian proved to be a good 

hunter and seemed by his actions and talk a 

friend to the traders, he could occasionally bor¬ 

row a gun and a few loads of ammunition to 

make a hunt. The principal articles of trade 

were alcohol, blankets, blue and scarlet cloth, 

sheeting, ticking, tobacco, knives, fire steels, 

arrow points, brass wire of different sizes, beads, 

brass tacks, leather belts, silver hair ornaments, 

meat. The provisions for from fifty to seventy- 

five men would be only two barrels of flour, one 

sack of coffee, one barrel of sugar, one of salt 

and a little soda and pepper. After the fort was 

established, and proved a permanent trading 

point, the ground was cultivated, large quantities 

of potatoes, beets, onions, turnips, squashes and 

corn being raised, often sufficient for a year’s 

consumption. 

The wages for common laborers for the round 

trip from St. Louis to Fort Union and back again 

to St. Louis, the whole occupying fifteen or six¬ 

teen months, were two hundred and twenty dol¬ 

lars for the round trip. Carpenters and black¬ 

smith were paid three hundred a year. The 

traders were paid five hundred dollars a year. 

The store and warehouse, or stores, were built 

on each side of the gate, and on the side next 

to the interior of the fort the two buildings were 

connected by a gate similar to the main gate, the 

space between the buildings and stockade being 

fenced across so that here was a large strong 

room without any roof or covering. Really it 

FORT UNION. 

From a drawing made by Alexander Murray, April Hj, 1S45. 

le quantities to St. Louis. Their great marrow 

nes are also delicate morsels for the hunters 

'd the Indians. The consumption of these 

-imals so indispensable in the interior of North 

nerica is immense. To the Indians they are 

■iat the reindeer is to the Lapps and the seal 

the Eskimo. It would be difficult to estimate 

consumption of this animal which every year 

pws less in number, and which is always being 

:>hed back. The fur company alone has sent 

a single year forty-two thousand buffalo cow 

; ns which are sold in the United States at 

3ut four dollars a piece. Fort Union con¬ 

ges annually as food six to eight hundred 

on, and all the other forts in proportion, 

'tny Indians live almost exclusively on the flesh 

these animals whose hides they sell after 

'•'ing reserved so much as may be needed 

their clothing, their tents and their articles 

leather. So wrote Maximilian, seventy-five 
irs ago. 

n the years 1872-3 Mr. James Stuart, then at 

rt Peck on the Missouri River, gathered from 

iversation with trappers, old traders, guides 

1 interpreters an account of adventure on the 

shells, axes, hatchets, etc. Alcohol was the prin¬ 

cipal article of trade, until after the passing of 

an act of Congres, June, 30, 1834, prohibiting it 

under sever penalties. Before that time there 

were no restrictions on the traffic. 

St. Louis was the point from which the traders 

brought their goods. They started from there 

with Mackinaw boats, each fifty feet long, ten 

feet wide on the bottom, and twelve feet on top, 

and four feet deep, loaded with about fourteen 

tons of merchandise to the boat, and each with 

a crew of about twelve men. The date of de¬ 

parture was usually about the first of March, or 

as soon as the ice went out of the river. The 

journey to Fort Union occupied six months, the 

boat having to be cordelled, that is towed, the 

greater part of the way, by men walking along 

the bank pulling a line attached to the boat. 

Each spring, as soon as the ice went out of 

the river, boats would start from Fort Union for 

St. Louis, each loaded with about three thousand 

robes or their equivalent in other fur, and with 

a crew of five men at each boat. This down¬ 

river trip occupied about thirty days. All em¬ 

ployees in the Indian country lived entirely on 

was a large pen. In each store about five feet 

from the ground was a hole eighteen inches 

square, with a strong shutter, fastening inside 

the store, opening into the space or room be¬ 

tween the gates. When the Indians wished to 

trade, the inner gate was closed; a man would 

stand at the outer gate until the Indians that 

wanted to trade, or as many as could crowd into 

the place had passed in. Then he would lock the 

outer gate and go through the trade hole into 

the store. Through the hole the Indians would 

then pass to the trader whatever each one had to 

trade, and the trader would throw out of the 

hole whatever the Indian wanted to the value 

in trade of the article received. When these 

people had finished trading, they were turned 

out and another lot admitted. By this means 

the Indians were entirely at the mercy of the 

traders, for they were penned up, and could all 

be killed through loop holes without danger to 

the trader. 

Fort Union stood until the year 1868, when 

by order of the commanding officer at Fort 

Buford, which had been built five miles below 

Fort Union, its remains were pulled down. 



Carrying Skunks. 
West Park, N. Y., Jan. io.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In your issue of Dec. 14 Mr. Ray¬ 

mond S. Spears quotes from the writings of 

two well known naturalists, W. H. Hudson and 

C. Hart Merriam, to the effect that skunks can¬ 

not be safely carried by the tail, calling it “the 

old farmer notion” that they can. I return to 

the attack with pleasure. 

In the first place it is not only unfair for Mr. 

Spears to quote Hudson, a writer on South 

American subjects, concerning the skunks of 

which country I made no allusion, but Hudson 

is far from reliable as a naturalist; for instance, 

to quote a sample from Hudson, he describes 

(Naturalist on La Plata, p. 193), a savage kind 

of spider, which rushes out to attack persons 

passing near its lair, going on to state how 

one pursued him when he happened near, trot¬ 

ting by on horseback. He struck at this on¬ 

coming spider with his whip, only to have the 

spider seize the lash as it bit the air near it 

and come at him up the whip. He only escaped 

by flinging away whip, spider and all. In an¬ 

other place (ibid, page 48), in speaking of the 

puma or mountain lion, he gives an account of 

lassoing a puma which made no resistance or 

attempt to get away, but looked reproachfully 

at the hunter, realizing that it had to die, whin¬ 

ing piteously while tears rolled down its cheeks! 

Just read what President Roosevelt has to say 

about Hudson (“Outdoor Pastimes of an Ameri¬ 

can Hunter,” page 18). 

Now for Dr. Merriam: You will notice in 

the paragraph that Mr. Spears quotes from Dr. 

Merriam that he held the skunk safely until the 

dog seized the skunk by the head. To hold the 

tail end of a skunk while a dog holds—and not 

very gently, I’ll warrant—the head end is not 

holding a skunk by the tail as I meant in “the 

old farmer notion” and can have but one re¬ 

sult; namely, that so well described by Dr. 

Merriam. If Mr. Spears will kindly look again at 

my letter in Forest and Stream that started 

this discussion he will see that the hunter that 

allowed the skunk to get his front feet on the 

wall while holding his tail, suffered as did Dr. 

Merriam. If Dr. Merriam had left his dog at 

home he would have been unharmed. Now, hav¬ 

ing like ex-Speaker Reed, “embalmed these two 

flies,” etc., let us apply a little common sense 

to this unholy joke and clear the air once and 

for all. 

Skunks, in common with other members of 

the weasel family, have two glands holding this 

ill-smelling fluid, and though they alone can eject 

it to a distance, their fluid is not nearly so 

nauseating as that for instance of a mink. They 

eject their fluid through two little teats inside 

the anus, thrusting these teats outside when 

squirting. When held in mid air by the tail they 

can only throw their fluid two or three feet 

and only at the expense of getting it on them¬ 

selves, something any skunk is more than loath 

to do. Secondly, skunks, like all other things in 

this world, show individual variations, and that 

ninety-nine skunks can be carried by the tail is 

not saying that the one hundredth can. 

Mr. Ernest Harold Baynes (secretary of the 

American Bison Society) says he has often car¬ 

ried skunks by their tails and once carried one 

around a small lake by the nape of its neck. At 

another time he held one at bay in a field while 

he took pictures of it. He had no difficulty in 

getting the one I had in a cage by the nape of 

its neck, the only remonstrance the skunk made 

was in showing its teeth. 

I wish Mr. Spears could have been here one 

evening about six weeks ago. I stepped out to 

go to my hen house and almost stepped on a 

large handsome skunk. I chased the skunk under 

my shed and into a pile of planks. I immediately 

set some traps where he went in and was so 

fortunate as to be present when he came out 

about an hour later. By lantern light I saw one 

trap leap from its bed and fetch the skunk up 

short. I took the string that was tied to the 

trap, the skunk keeping as far from me as string 

and trap chain allowed. Catching the string over 

a broom handle I carried the skunk to a barrel 

where I liberated him from the trap. He was 

a handsome creature with a broad, arched back 

and slim “cute” face. He was so attractive 

looking it was hard tb keep from picking him 

up and petting him. The next morning I took 

him out of the barrel, put him in a bag, and, I 

am ashamed to relate, drowned him. Nothing 

happened. 

Another skunk, a young one, that I kept in a 

box for a month or more last fall in my work¬ 

shop, afforded us much amusement. He would 

not eat rats, but would take mice and Eng¬ 

lish sparrows from my hand. He also ate 

sweet apples. He did not grow very much, 

showing that wild skunks must eat a great deal. 

He finally escaped into my workshop by per¬ 

forming the apparently incredible feat of cutting 

a hole through good, new, fine-meshed chicken 

wire. I recaught him with a steel trap, whereat 

he made a smell. When I drowned him there 

was more smell. 

A friend of mine here has trapped and hunted 

skunks since boyhood, sometimes catching forty 

or fifty every fall. He says that as a rule skunks 

will not shoot unless you hurt them. When 

caught and killed by a dead fall they will some¬ 

times discharge their essence and sometimes not. 

This is also true of skunks caught in steel traps; 

also drowning them. He says skunks and cats 

are very fond of skunk carcasses. Every car¬ 

cass he has he drags about a field and sets in 

a “house,” catching every skunk or cat that 

comes into that field. Skunks can discharge 

their fluid apparently all day, or as he expresses 

it, “until they’re dead.” To carry one by the 

tail, he says, go slowly and make no sudden 

motions, taking care to hold the animal clear 

of everything—especially dogs. 

Julian Burroughs. 

White Bear Lake, Minn., Jan. 15.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: On page 51 of Forest and 

Stream I read that W. W. Brown had some 

trouble with a skunk throwing its fluid into his 

face and eyes and could see in the dark going 

home. I have had thirteen skunks throw their 

fluid into my face and eyes and to my surprise 

I could not see for two days either day or night, 

so it may be the unlucky thirteen was too much 

for me. When I got home I was told it was too 

much. I had to get out and change clothes in 

the back yard, and it was none too warm either. 

It must have been that Mr. Brown got just 

enough and in the right place to have that effect 

on his eyes, for I am sure that if Mr. Brown 

had all I got he would not look across the valley 

or any other that night, so I am sorry that my 

experience did not turn out as Mr. Brown’s and 

was a failure. R. G. Brachvogel. 

Animals Doctor Themselves. 
Amid the flood of extraordinary animal stories, 

credible and incredible, that get into print now¬ 

adays, it is interesting to read some extraordi¬ 

nary ones that we can feel sure are true. In 
the Medical Times for January, 1908, appears the 

following letter from Dr. Stanley M. Ward, ol 

Hampton, N. H. He says: 

“One hot day during the summer of 1906 an 

eletric car running at full speed struck a small, 

black female cat of mine, removing her left hind 

leg near the hip joint. Now, we all know whai 

would have taken place had one of our patients 

been thus treated. There would have been a 

council of surgeons, anaesthesia, picking up 0 

vessels, cutting away of dead tissue, preparation 

of flaps, etc.; all under full antisepsis, of course 

and mayhap a death certificate as the ultimatum! 

Not so with my feline. She crawled away anc, 

hid herself under a bush somehow. She was 

half covered with grass, leaves and earth wher, 

I found her, twenty-four hours afterward. She 

licked the wound almost continuously, but re 

fused any food or attention whatever. Appar 

ently she had decided to keep cool and abstem¬ 

ious, and to lick that wound religiously. Now 

if our patient, after many anxious days anc 

nights on the part of all concerned, had beer, 

able to resume business after three months, then, 

would have been congratulations all around 

probably well merited. But my cat, after lyin; 

still for a few days, managed to crawl up a stej 

or two of a high porch and to drink a little milk 

I noticed, however, that above all things, she 

sought the shade. In less than two weeks sh' 

hobbled around on the advent in my yard of : 

butcher’s cart. The next spring she gave birtl 

to a litter of kittens, and as I write the three 

legged cat purrs contentedly under the stove ; 

few feet away. I call that good surgery. I may 

add that on several occasions the cat becaim 

very offensive on account of pus forming in th> 

wound. Under these circumstances she wouli 

absent herself—not always, it is true, reluctant! 

—for a short time, returning in a clean, aseptk 

condition. I have seen nothing in modern sur 

gery surpassing this ‘category,’ either in re 

suits or in the time taken to accomplish them 

But then they say ‘a cat has nine lives.’ ” 
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Panther Way*. 
Owego, N. Y., Jan. 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I hope that this clipping from the New 

York Press, and the correspondence herewith 

inclosed, will interest the readers of your maga¬ 

zine : 

Columbia, La., Nov. 16.—Attacked by a panther near 

her home, ten miles west of this city, Mrs. Annie Valen¬ 

tine to-day was killed and eaten. The panther dragged 

the body two miles into a wooded ravine and the trail 

*ras followed by scattered pieces of the woman's clothing. 

The footprints show the animal to be of remarkable 

size. It was still at the body when the victim’s husband 

reached the spot. He fired a shot without effect, and 

the panther disappeared with a half-eaten arm between 

its jaws. Forty men with guns and dogs are pursuing 

the animal. 

Mrs. Valentine was on her way to the home of a neighbor. 

She left her house at 1:30 o’clock, saying she expected to 

return in two hours. At 5 o’clock her husband went in 

search of her. About 400 yards from the house he found 

the tracks of the panther and marked where it had 

sprung upon the woman from behind. Mrs. Valentine 

was knocked down on her face, and bloodstains showed 

that the panther had killed her before dragging her off. 

To reach the ravine the animal was forced to wade 

through two mountain streams. The skeleton was picked 

almost clean, but the head was untouched. 

Believing that most of these reports are fiction 

pure and simple, and with a view to obtaining 

the facts in the case, I sent a letter to the post¬ 

master at Columbia, La., requesting him to place 

the clipping and an inclosed letter in the hands 

of Mr. Valentine, husband of the woman sup¬ 

posed to have been killed by the panther. In 

my letter to him I said: 

“'Please read the inclosed clipping from a New 

York paper and inform me of the facts. I am a 

firm believer that our so-called ferocious beasts 

seldom attack a person without provocation; 

namely, after being wounded or driven to bay. 

If, however, this report is true it is an excep¬ 

tional case worthy of special notice.” 

The following is the reply of C. T. Thornhill, 

postmaster, dated at Columbia, La., Dec. 11: 

“The inclosed letter and clipping were received 

by me some days ago, but as I am unable to 

deliver it to Mr. Valentine, it is herewith re¬ 

turned. 

“I desire to say in this connection that I am 

confident that there is no truthful foundation for 

the story as printed and published in the New 

York paper, and I have a suspicion that the dis¬ 

patch was not sent from this place, and it is 

altogether probable that the story as printed was 

made up in the composing rooms of the paper 

publishing it. The New Orleans Picayune had 

a dispatch from this point to the effect that ‘an 

unconfirmed report was in circulation to the 

effect that Mrs. Annie Valentine of the tenth 

ward of Caldwell Parish, La., had been killed 

by a panther, but inasmuch as the correspon¬ 

dent is unable to confirm the report, but little 

faith is put in the truth of the same.’ It is my 

private opinion that the Picayune article was 

taken as foundation on which to build the article 

which appeared in the New York paper. 

“I believe with you that wild animals seldom 

attack pefople unless wounded and at bay, bur 

the panther should not be included in the list, 

for I know of one instance in particular where 

this animal did make an unprovoked attack upon 

a hoy, and I have heard of many other authenti¬ 

cated instances. The boy whom I refer to was 

out fishing in a small stream about a mile from 

his home and was seated on a large log that 

extended from one bank to the other, and on 

looking up he saw a large panther creeping to¬ 

ward him from the opposite end of the log with 

the evident intention of springing on him as 

soon as it was within reach. The boy (a negro) 

ran with all speed to his home and reported the 

matter to Mr. Stephen Williams, with whom he 

was living, and Mr. Williams armed himself and 

went back with the boy to see what discovery 

could be made, and when about half way to the 

stream they came in sight of the panther in 

the road, apparently on trail of the boy. When 

it discovered Mr. Williams and the boy it mani¬ 

fested no desire to retreat, but on the contrary, 

made ready for an attack just so soon as they 

should be within springing distance.. 

“Mr. Williams shot and killed the panther, and 

afterward told me of the incident. Many of his 

neighbors testified to the truth of the matter, 

and Mr. Williams was a man whose word should 

be accepted as true in all things, whether cor¬ 

roborated or not. 

“Another case told me by father was that in 

the early settlement of this country a panther 

had attacked and wounded a cow belonging to 

by the loud and angry barking of her dog, and 

on going into the house to ascertain the cause 

she saw a huge catamount almost in reach of 

her baby, and but for the fact that he had to 

turn to defend himself against the attack of the 

dog he would have taken the baby from its 

cradle and devoured it. The dog being encour¬ 

aged by the presence of his mistress he made 

such a vigorous assault upon the cat that it re¬ 

treated and took refuge underneath the house, 

where it was held at bay by the dog until the 

husband could be called from the field, and he 

and his faithful dog put the intruder to death. 

“There are two species of wildcat in oqr 

Southern forests; one is called the catamount, 

and the other the common wildcat. The only 

distinguishing feature is that one has a short 

and the other a long tail. They are somewhat 

less in size than the panther, but are very power¬ 

ful and frequently do much damage among 

lambs, pigs and calves.” 

In Asia and Africa the premeditated attacks 

upon the natives by the large cats is too authen¬ 
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a neighbor of his, the cow coming home at night 

still bleeding from the wound, and after night 

the owner heard the cow bellowing as if in 

great pain, and on going out saw what he thought 

was a large dog attacking the cow, and on ap¬ 

proaching the thing turned and sprang upon him. 

All men in those days carried a large knife in 

a belt and Mr. Goodson, being thus armed, ac¬ 

cepted the challenge and killed the animal in a 

moment or two, and having secured a light, 

found that he had killed a huge panther. This 

man was known throughout the country from 

that day as ‘panther Goodson.’ That was many 

years before I was born, but having heard of 

this very odd name for a man I asked my father 

why it was, and he explained the story to me. 

“I remember of another instance which came 

under my personal knowledge. A young far¬ 

mer, who was a neighbor of my father’s family, 

went to his field to work as usual in the morn¬ 

ing, leaving his wife and young baby at home 

under the protection of a faithful dog. The 

wife went to her kitchen to prepare the noon 

meal and left her baby asleep in its cradle, and 

the weather being warm, the doors were left 

open. During the mother’s absence the baby 

awoke and began to cry, but the mother worked 

on and took no particular notice of it. After 

the elapse of some little time she was attracted 

tic to be disputed. In America there are a few 

exceptional cases where bears or pumas—erron¬ 

eously called panther—have attacked people 

without provocation, but such occurrences are 

much rarer than is generally supposed. 

Only a few months ago Forest and Stream 

published an account from the Canadian North¬ 

west, of a black bear that was seen on the bank 

of a river opposite a camp. Suddenly it plunged 

in and swam across, and rushing out of the 

water, charged the party and killed one of its 

number before the surprised men could dispatch 

it. If true, this certainly is an incident without 

a parallel, and if any of your readers have been 

witnesses to or participants in occurrences of 

this character, they owe it to their fellow sports¬ 

men and naturalists to give us “the truth, the 

whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” 

J. Alden Loring. 

[The report of the black bear attacking and 

partially eating the man in the camp was circum¬ 

stantial, and signed by a gentleman of standing 

in his community. Although almost incredible 

it may be accepted as true.—Editor.] 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 



My Friend the Partridge 

Memories of New England Shooting 
By S. T. Hammond 

(.Continued, from page 94.) 

I HAVE made and mentioned many queer 

shots. Upon several occasions I have 

gathered in birds that were never touched 

by a shot. I was once shooting with the late 

Ethan Allen when I flushed a partridge that flew 

directly toward him. As he was not more than 

fifty yards away I could not shoot, and a second 

later another bird flushed wild, and as she would 

give him a fair chance I remained quiet and 

watched the proceeding. When he fired at the 

second bird, the first one was nearly over his 

head. At the report of the gun, it dodged and 

blundered into the top of a birch and came into 

the jaws of his dog. He took it and wrung its 

neck, supposing that I had wounded it, and it was 

not until I showed him that my gun was 

still loaded that he would believe I had not 

shot it. 

Strange Shots. 

Perhaps the most remarkable shot of this nature 

that ever came to me was while working up a 

run through a strip of woods, when I heard a bird 

rise some distance to my right. When looking 

in that direction I saw it coming my way. When 

it was nearly overhead, I fired. To my intense 

wonder, two came fluttering down. One of them, 

however, at once took wing, but I brought it 

down with the second barrel. Then came per¬ 

plexity and doubt. I well knew that one of them 

had been sitting in the treetop, and that the other 

had blundered into the branches of the tree and 

came down, but which one? Had I been unwit¬ 

tingly guilty of the grievous sin of potting the 

innocent bird perched on the limb, or had I 

really made a beautiful shot at the ghost over¬ 

head as well as scoring the easy one? 

In vain T pondered over the tangle. I could 

come to no satisfactory conclusion, until finally 

the cheering thought came to me that the noise 

of the impact of the bird upon the body of the 

tree that I had plainly heard could only have 

been made by the phantom, while the bird so 

quietly sitting upon the limb, confused by the 

uproar, had blundered into the branches and thus 

came down to add one more pleasing memory 

for me to store against time of need 

I was once standing on guard at the edge of 

a run that wound along the foot of a steen hill¬ 

side. when my comr-'nion. who was working to¬ 

ward me. flushed a bb'd that came down the run 

at lightning speed. I missed clean: there was 

no excuse. Just then a bird came fluttering down 

the hillside. As I listened to its death flutter 

T rea'iaed that T had rotted it on the ground and 

so bad did T feel over *he unsportsmanlike deed 

that T said nothing to my companion, who soon 

joined me. His pride for the wonderful shot 

and evident enjoyment sealed my lips, for I had 

not the heart to hurt his feelings by dispelling 

the illusion. 

Birds that Slip Away. 

In sections of country where the partridge is 

frequently disturbed by the hunter, it is often 

the case that they will take flight while you are 

two or three gun shots away. No matter how 

staunch your dog, or how nicely he has done 

his point and has them sure, this practice will 

often bring to naught one’s fondest hopes; for 

at the first sound indicating one’s presence, the 

intended victim is away. In much of this rough 

country it is nearly useless to try to follow; but, 

given a fair country, the proper thing to do is 

to mark well the direction of the bird and try 

for it again. 

For many years it has been a hard and fast 

rule with me to shoot at every bird that rises, 

even when a long distance away. I have a well 

grounded belief that the whistle of the shot in 

their vicinity exercises an influence that causes 

them to lie better when one again finds them. 

If one can succeed in keeping on their course, and 

routing them a few times, he will, in nearly every 

instance, meet the reward of perseverance by 

obtaining a satisfactory rise. 

Pleasant memories of many events of this 

nature often come to me to cheer my lonely 

hours, and I again am threading the mazy aisles 

of some old-time favorite cover. Again I view 

with pride the scene where by patient perse¬ 

verance I outwitted the sly maneuvers of the wise 

old patriarch. Again my cup of joy is full, and 

gone are worldly cares. My wild shooting, as 

one of my companions termed it, has also brought 

me more than a hundred fold for the price of 

the ammunition expended. I have in this man¬ 

ner made quite a number of wonderful shots that 

I recall with supreme satisfaction. 

Perhaps the most remarkable of these is. on,* 

that I made at a bird that had risen wild several 

times. Its finish came at last; for when it aeraii 

rose from a clump of alders, a long distance 

away, I held some two feet above it and fired, 

when she tumbled to the ground stone dead. 

When we picked it up, its head was entirely miss¬ 

ing, for the shot had bunched and cut it of? as 

clean as could have been done with an axe. 

I was once shooting with a friend who was 

noted for takim? lone- chances; in fact, he usuallv 

shot at anything in sight. Occasionally, he 

brought one down from a long distance, greatly 

to his delight; for he dearly loved to boast aboul 

the shooting qualities of his gun, which he be¬ 

lieved to be just a little ahead of any gun ever 

made. ' ! 

We came out of a cover to a pasture that ex¬ 

tended quite a distance, to a heavy growth of 

timber. A bird rose a long distance ahead, and 

started for the woods, when I let go at her and 

she came down like a stone. As this was a 

good bit further than my long distance friend 

dared to boast, I was interested to see how he 

would take it; but the performance did not startle 

him a particle. He simply turned to me with a 

supercilious smile, and in a pompous manner re¬ 

marked, “If you had my gun, you could have 

waited until she had got to the edge of th ■ 
woods.” 

I once bagged a bird that I put safely in my 

pocket, and a good half hour later, just as I had 

emptied both barrels, this bird burst out from, 

my pocket, and with phenomenal speed betook 

herself to parts unknown. I never saw her, 

again, although I carefully searched for her for, 

more than two hours. 

I was once shooting with a friend who took 

along a young dog that had never been out. We 

had been in the cover but a short time, when a 

partridge flushed near us and my companion 

brought it down. Then, standing his gun against, 

a tree, he took the puppy to the bird to see how 

he would perform. The dog behaved very nicely 

and pointed it in good style. After petting and 

praising him awhile, my companion went for the 

bird, but as be stooped to pick it up. the “dead, 

bird” rose like a rocket and disappeared in the 

forest. I will not repeat the language of my 

companion, nor do I feel competent to give any¬ 

thing like a truthful description of the very ex¬ 

pressive workings of his countenance. 

I was once standing at the edge of a" dense 

thicket of tall pines awaiting my companion, who 

was some distance below, when I heard a bird 

rise and svv it coming directly toward me well 

up in the air. Now, one of the most necessa^ 

attributes of the successful sportsman is a rapid 

thinking 'capacity. As I had had considerable 

experience in such cases, and well knew that if 

I should try to bring this bird down in the ortho¬ 

dox manner by letting it pass and then trying 

for it. it would be safe among the pines before 

it was fifteen feet beyond me. So. instinctively 

I fired when it was about twenty yards distant 

and doubled it up, but as the emnse tumbled T 

saw that it was coming straight for me. I tried 

to dodge, but there was a dense bunch of bushes 

that would not admit of my moving, and tangled 

me up and held me fast until the bird, with a 

force that until that moment T wo”'d not have 

believed possible, struck me on the hip and com¬ 

pletely knocked me out. It was sever'd days 

before I recovered from my lameness sufficiently 

to again take the field. 

There was one old cock pfro-,«e that lived in 

an alder run adioininsr a kr^c +’">ct of timber 

He had always been too smart for although 

on several occasions we had cornerod him where 

he could not eet away; b”t ev»rv time somethin? 

went wrong for ns, and right for the bird, as 

he always came off from the encounter with fly- 
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mg colors. We usually worked the run from the 

imber up, for nearly all the birds found there 

would fly that way. But this old fellow would 

go in any direction so that it was away from 

jjs, and he would take such long flights and make 

such curves that we had given up looking for 

aim after he had once started. 

While shooting one day in this vicinity in com¬ 

pany with the late Prof. Colburn, we struck the 

run at the upper end. As the wind was in the 

right direction, we wmrked it down toward the 

imber. We had gone but a short distance when 

old Mack came to a point some distance ahead 

af us, and I proposed to my companion that he 

make a detour and get in ahead of the bird, 

while I would w:ait the proper time and then go 

to the dog. In case the bird'should prove to be 

our old friend, we would stand a chance to take 

a rise out of him. 

My companion took his departure, and after 

waiting until I thought him in position, I started 

for the dog; but had not gone more than half 

way to him wffien I heard the bird rise, and a 

few seconds later the report of my friend’s gun. 

Soon he signalled for the dog. I started toward 

him and motioned for Mack to go, and as he 

understood the signal he was off at speed. When 

I joined Mr. Colburn he explained that he had 

winged the bird, that it had run too fast for 

him, and.that Mack had gone on the trail. Just 

then he came back with the bird and upon ex¬ 

amination we found that both wings were shot 

off below the first joint from the body, and that 

otherwise the bird was unharmed. 

The only explanation of cause is that the 

grouse was but a short distance away, and that 

the charge had not gone far enough to spread; 

and as he had held a bit too high it caught both 

wings when they were extended up. 

I have often shot off a wing or head or leg, 

but never saw anything just like this. The bird 

was one of the largest I have ever seen, and 

proved to be our wild friend; at least, we have 

never since found one in that vicinity that has 

caused us to believe to the contrary. 

The Novice’s Grouse. 

Whenever I recall this it brings to mind an 

anecdote that Mr. Colburn related to me at that 

time. Two friends were out with him shooting, 

one of whom had not had much experience. As 

they were walking along a cart path in the woods 

Mr. Colburn saw a grouse standing in the path. 

Pointing out the bird to his inexperienced friend 

he bade him shoot it. 

This was the opportunity of his life. Stepping 

two or three paces in front he tightened his grasp 

on the gun, and bringing it to his shoulder he 

turned his head around toward his companions, 

and with beaming countenance exclaimed, “Boys, 

this is the first partridge that ever I shot, and 

when we get back to town it’s my-by George, 

oe’s gone!” It is perhaps needless to add that 

when they got back to town it was his-. 

The flight of the partridge when it gets fairly 

?oing as a rule is in a straight line, but we once 

Parted one that flew in a half circle of about ten 

"ods in diameter. My companion winged it the 

irst rise, but brought it down on the next 

rial, when we found that its right wring had at 

iome time been broken midway between the body 

md first joint, and that the ends of the broken 

none had slipped by each other an inch and one- 

naif, tlvs shortening her wing. The bones had 

grown firmly together in this position, enabling 

her to fly fairly well, but only in a circle. I have 

occasionally found W'ing-broken partridges, but 

with this exception all the fractures appeared to 

be of recent occurrence. 

The wing-broken partridge is often an adept 

in hiding from its pursuers. It will occasionally 

escape the most rigid search by crawling into a 

crevice among the rocks of any convenient hole, 

where it will remain for a long time, sometimes 

until the next morning. For I recall two instances 

where this was the case, as was proven beyond 

doubt when I lost a wounded bird in this man¬ 

ner. I made it a point to visit the locality within 

a few hours, or if it was late in the dav I 

was usually there early the next morning, and 

in most cases succeeded in finding the bird. 

Winged Birds. 

I had one experience with a winged bird that 

gave me quite a time and very nearly threw my 

little brother into fits. As the incident comes 

back to me I again hear his many shouts of 

laughter echoing through the woods. 

There was an abnormal streak of fun in the 

makeup of this boy that endeared him to every 

one who knew him, for there was always some¬ 

thing doing in his vicinity. I had winged a bird 

that fell near a large log. There was a hole in 

the log that for quite a distance I could see the 

bird, and standing my gun against the log I got 

down on all fours and reached into the hole for 

it, but it evaded my grasp by crawling further 

in. I then cut a stick four or five feet in length, 

leaving about four inches of a branch at the end 

for a hook. With full confidence in the result I 

resumed my recumbent position and pushed the 

stick into the hole, intending to pass the hook 

beyond her and yank her out. The grouse 

avoided the hook and the more I tried the 

further it crawled in until I could not reach her. 

I was about to go for a longer stick when 1 

heard a very lively ruction at the far end of the 

log. Before I realized what was up, the partridge 

hopped out of the hole like a cork out of a bottle, 

and notwithstanding that I put up my very best 

gait I missed her clean. It was then that the 

unexpected happened, for while I was flat on 

the ground and entirely helpless an evil-minded 

rabbit, following close behind the bird, came out 

of that hole and struck me squarely in the face; 

then turning a somersault he gathered himsel f 

together and with the most phenomenal speed 

took his departure for more congenial scenes. 

I was just a bit riled, and springing to my 

feet, I grabbed the gun and cut loose at the 

streak, but missed him with both barrels. Then 

I sat down on the log and gave my undivided 

attention to the vaudeville that boy was perform¬ 

ing, Soon my slightly ruffled plumage was in its 

normal condition. I even began to believe that 

we had had lots of fun, but his statement that 

the rabbit had done nothing more than could 

have been expected under the circumstances, and 

that the somersault—there were two of them 

when we arrived home—belonged to me led me 

to doubt as to the entire truthfulness of his ver¬ 

sion of the affair. 

[to be continued.1 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any neivsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Game in the Imperial Valley. 

El Centro, Cal., Dec. 30.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: There are millions of ducks in, the 

Imperial Valley, and for good and sufficient rea¬ 

sons the State law forbidding night shooting is 

ignored by the settlers and by visiting hunters. 

Before the waters of the Colorado River were 

brought here to reclaim the land this region 

was the Desert of Colorado, and was so arid 

that waterfowl never came near it. Now there 

are hundreds of miles of irrigating canals, thou¬ 

sands of acres of irrigated land, and an inland 

sea, formed by the runaway Colorado two years 

ago, covering 400 square miles, known as Salton 

Sea. Salton Sea is full of fish, and at this sea¬ 

son multitudes of ducks, geese and swans swim 

upon its surface. At night the ducks leave the 

sea and come to the cultivated fields to feed. 

They come in such numbers that they are a 

serious menace to crops. They turn a forty- 

acre barley field bottom side up in a night, and 

it is not an uncommon thing for a farmer to be 

obliged to seed a field three times in order to 

get a crop started. Therefore, the farmers en 

courage night shooting, and officers of the law 

do not stop it. Conditions are similar to those 

which existed in the Sacramento Valley thirty 

years ago, when it cost the Glenn ranch $10,000 

a year to keep the ducks off the wheat fields. 

Night shooting does not result in large bags, 

but it keeps the ducks on the move and saves 

crops. Two or three men post themselves in 

a field, preferably on a night when there are 

light clouds to diffuse the moonshine and serve 

as a background for flying ducks. The shooter 

depends mainly on his ears to give him notice of 

the approach of birds. A swish of wings is 

heard, and in a moment a flock passes overhead 

like a fleeting shadow. It is difficult to judge 

distance, and if the shooter can see the shadowy 

forms at all he blazes away and usually gets 

nothing. The ducks circle the field, and the guns 

pop all along the line. So far as I have been 

able to judge it takes about twenty shells to 

bring one duck to the bag. I have stood in a 

field for two hours, heard the rush of wings and 

crackling sound made when the birds sharply 

change the direction of flight, and seen but one 

flock near enough to shoot at. A flight of mal¬ 

lards silhouetted against the moon, too high to 

be reached and going at a mile a minute clip, 

was a sight worth the waiting, however, and 

everyone saluted them as they swept along. 

The big bags are made in the early morning 

on fields where the ducks have been busy all 

night putting a rancher out of business. When 

they are put up they fly low in solid masses, 

thousands in a bunch, and the guns do execution. 

Sportsmen prefer the morning shoot, but the 

farmers do not think much of it. 

Below the Mexican line there are large areas 

of land overflowed by the annual rise of the 

Colorado, and many sloughs and shallow ponds 

remain throughout the year. That country is 

the ’ wnnter resort of countless multitudes of 

w'aterfowd, and there is nobody to trouble them. 

If one has influence enough to get a gun past 

the Mexican custom house at the border he 

may have all the sport he can digest ovet the 

border on the million acre ranch of the Califor- 

nia-Mexico Company. 

The valley is full of quail from the northern 

limit of cultivation clear to the Gulf of Cali- 
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t'ornia. I went down to the front of the railroad 

construction on the Mexican side on a work train 

recently. A gunner dropped off at a siding, and 

about two hours later, when he was picked up 

on the return trip, he had seventy-five quail in 

his bag. The bag limit in California is twenty- 

five birds. There is no limit on the Mexican 

side, no game law of any sort. But for the 

present game laws relating to ducks and quail 

do not go in Imperial Valley. There are too 

many birds. Allen Kelly. 

The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 
Elmira, N. Y., Jan. 12 —Editor Forest and 

Stream: I noticed in the report of the New 

York League meeting at Syracuse that it was 

proposed to limit shooting to one month (Octo¬ 

ber) cutting down the bag and license of one 

dollar on a gun. 
However, with all the gun license, wardens and 

restrictions that can be made, the whole thing 

would be a failure if the vermin is not kept 

down. I am no friend of old John Crow. He 

delights in hunting bird nests, and once found 

not an egg or young bird when in the nest will 

escape. 
The ruffed grouse is a hard problem for his 

friends to take care of. Not like the quail that 

can be caught up in the fall and turned out in 

the spring, hardy, full, vigorous, who would give 

a good account of our protection in the hard 

cold winter by raising large broods in the sum¬ 

mer for the fall shooting, the grouse must be 

left in his native coverts and take his chances 

while his friends can put out the lives of his 

most deadly foes, viz.: the bobcat and fox. 

I was very sorry to see that the State League 

meeting was not entirely a pleasant session. The 

sportsmen of this great State should work in 

entire harmony and all together for the greatest 

good to the greatest number, regardless of axes 

to grind or politics. E. H. Kniskern. 

■ ■■ - — * 

Worcester County, Mass., Jan. 11.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I have been much amused 

to read in Forset and Stream the scarcity of 

ruffed grouse and the theories of difference in 

people in regard to the cause. 

Late in November we were hunting a well 

known cover, when we met another hunter. 

Stopping to chat a few minutes, the old question 

came up, “Where are the partridges?” “Well, 

sir, said he, “I think I have killed twenty-four 

partridges this fall and twenty-two were cocks.” 

Here in central Massachusetts the cover is 

ideal for ruffed grouse—-old grown up pasture 

with thorn apple, wild grapes, apple trees, chest¬ 

nut and acorns aplenty, but the partridges are 

not here. 
This is not the only time I have seen a scar¬ 

city of partridges. In 1877 partridges were 

scarce; 1884 was another year of scarcity; there 

have been one or two since 1884. This year is 

the worst of my nearly fifty years’ of shooting. 

I think pheasants will be the coming game 

bird if the law will be put back protecting them 

for a few years. They lived through the winter 

of 1906 and 1907 all right, and bred last spring. 

At the end of last November I knew of five hen 

pheasants that were all right. The law allows 

the cock to be shot, which is not right. Put the 

law on them for a few years and we will have 

good pheasant shooting here in Massachusetts. 

A. G. Larkin. 

An Adirondack Deer Hunt. 

Waterville, N. Y., Dec. 18.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In company with my guide George 

I spent the last week of October on a deer 

hunting trip in the Adirondacks. 

We camped in a lumbermen’s abandoned 

blacksmith shop situated about three miles from 

Old Forge. The camp, which had a paper- 

covered board roof, was built of logs, some of 

the chinks being filled with moss. It had been 

rendered habitable by the addition of a large 

cook stove, one bunk filled with boughs and a 

second which boasted a feather mattress. We 

found a Mr. C. and his son Chet in camp on our 

arrival. The latter had been hunting in a slash 

of several acres in extent which nearly sur¬ 

rounded camp and had fired one shot at a buck 

“as big around as a barrel” and having a fine 

head. This deer had often been seen near camp 

and shot at repeatedly. 
After breakfast next day Mr. C. and George 

started off to drive some country in which 

deer abounded, Chet and I being stationed on 

runways. While this mode of hunting does not 

appeal to me as giving the game a perfectly 

fair show, the condition of the fallen leaves was 

such that still-hunting was out of the question. 

I had been waiting about half an hour, when I 

saw a deer leisurely approaching along the run¬ 

way. It was not more than fifty or sixty yards 

away when I fired the first shot, and while it 

was still in sight, I sent two more shots after it. 

After following its tracks for some distance, I 

caught sight of its back over a log. At the 

report it started off, though slowly. To make 

a long story short, half an hour passed before 

George, who had come up, finally found the 

deer dead. I had followed it too closely, start¬ 

ing it three times, and had finally lost the tracks 

which George had some difficulty in tracing to 

where the deer lay. It proved to be a large 

spike-horn buck; in fact, the largest spike buck 

George had ever seen. I should have been 

better satisfied with a good head, but was happy 

nevertheless. 

One bullet had broken a front leg, while the 

fatal shot had broken two or three ribs, though 

not entering the body. The path of this bullet 

extended in a decided curve from near the hips 

to the forward shoulder, the ribs being broken 

midway along the buck’s side. The deer died 

about 200 yards from camp. On the afternoon 

of this day George and Mr. C. both saw deer, 

but had no chance to shoot. 
On Friday morning we saw no deer. In the 

afternoon a party of four, consisting of a Mr. 

W. and the Doctor, with their guides Fred and 

Jack came in. Later Fred’s fifteen-year-old son, 

Alfred, joined us. The results for this day s 

hunt were two partridges, which Mr. W. and 

Jack shot. 

Mr. C. and Chet went out Friday afternoon. 

Saturday morning the guides drove again. I 

occupied my old stand on the runway along 

which a doe soon came running. When op¬ 

posite me she stopped, and stood motionless 

for at least fifteen seconds. I did not shoot, 

having visions of that big buck, and hoping that 

che doe might pass near the Doctor. In the 

afternoon we had two more unsuccessful drives, 

then separated and still-hunted with our re¬ 

spective guides. Ihe Doctor and Fred started 

two deer. 

Sunday it rained hard all day. At about 9 

o’clock P. M. we heard three shots which we 

answered, but heard nothing more. It was very 

dark at the time and the rain was descending 

in sheets. 
Monday was the only day on which the con¬ 

ditions were at all favorable for still-hunting. 

The leaves were soaked and noiseless, but a 

heavy fog shortened the range of vision. Mr. 

W., the Doctor, Fred, Jack and Alfred were to 

leave on this day. The Doctor did not have 

to go home empty handed, as he and Fred 

brought in a good doe. George and I still- 

hunted from 8 o’clock A. M. to 5 o’clock P. M., 

following the tracks of four different bucks 

besides sighting a deer with a very large flag, 

which we did not follow. As George said, 

“His tail was so big it mesmerized me.” 

George killed a small buck and I shot at a 

large buck at a distance of about 250 feet and 

missed. We followed this deer until his tracks 

led into a beaver meadow where we abandoned 

the chase. While following a buck and two 

does, we were startled by the crash of a falling 

stub. Either the fall of the stub or our move¬ 

ments had alarmed the deer, as they soon led 

off in long leaps directly up a mountain. We 

now made for camp, crossing more tracks which 

the failing light prevented our following. 

Tuesday the leaves were frozen, and it was an 

almost impossible task to hunt. We went down 

near First Lake of the Fulton Chain, where 

George attempted to drive a deer to me but 

without success. After George joined me we 

took a course parallel to the shore of the lake, 

I being in sight of the water and George further 

back in the woods. He started a deer which 

crossed behind me, plowing through the mud of 

a marsh which borders the lake. In following 

the tracks across this marsh, using fallen trees 

as a natural bridge. I slipped and went into 

the mud. It was surprising to see what an ap¬ 

parently impassable place the deer was able to 

cross. We did not succeed in getting a shot at 

this animal, but returned to camp. 
Wednesday morning we went down in the 

slash for a try at the big buck, but the leaves 

were as noisy as ever and we sighted nothing. 

Later in the day George got shots, but the 

bullets only cut hair, otherwise doing no dam¬ 

age. Thursday morning we again tried the 

slash, but were unsuccessful, so decided to give 

up the afternoon hunt, there being no prospect 

of success. 
We went to camp, packed up and went to Old 

Forge, where we hired a teamster with his 

horse and wagon to carry out our duffle and the 

buck. At the hotel I was much interested in a 

section of a tree which must have been at least 

eight inches in diameter, and had been nearly 

cut through by beaver. It had been cut in the 

woods near Old Forge in the early part of 

October. Several of the beaver shipped to the 

Adirondacks were liberated in the vicinity of 

Old Forge. 
I took the stage to Fulton Chain station, 

There were thirteen passengers in the stage, sc 

one of the men got out and walked about a 

mile to the station. Had he not done this, if 

is difficult to say what might not have happened 

At Utica I noticed that the number of hunter: 

who left the train was in excess of the numbei 

of deer taken from the baggage car. ^ I wa: 

well satisfied with my luck and the “time” I hac 
had. Solitude. 
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A ’Possum Hunt with the Children. 
Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 21.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: We get very near to nature in the 

woods by daylight, but at night we seem to 

come even closer yet. What can be finer than 

a soft night in the splendid Indian summer of 

the South when glorious as are the days, the 

nights are simply inspiring: when the young 

moon looms above the horizon and streaks of 

pale gold and azure lie as level as lances below 

it, while underneath the forest, half green, half 

gold, seems like a work of art by the mightiest 

of all artists. On such a night as this there 

gathered here in November, equipped for a de¬ 

lightful sport, that of ’possum hunting, no 

fewer than 107 grown-ups and children, under 

my direction, the place of rendezvous being the 

Confederate Monument at the Capitol Square, 

which is the starting point usually chosen. 

There was Rich Pool and his trusty pair of 

’possum dogs, Buster Brown and Lawyer. 

Across his shoulder was a gunnysack, destined 

to be a- receptacle for ’possums, and on one 

arm was a lantern to take the place of pine- 

splinters or knots, the old-time light of night- 

hunters, but which has spread many an un¬ 

witting fire, and thus caused the destruction of 

fair forests. People gathered, laughing, to see 

the trooping boys and girls, with every variety 

of dress and head gear, children and dogs alike 

wild with expectancy. 

The time came for the start, and away we 

swung down a side street, forming line from 

curb to curb and singing with a will, “In the 

Evening by the Moonlight,” while presently the 

tune changed and people along the way heard 

the swinging strains of “Lindy and the Water¬ 

melon Vine.” One merit, and no small one, of 

'little cities like Raleigh is that it is not far to 

the woods, so delight came quickly. Gentle was 

the night; not a sound. The whip-poor-wills 

had retired weeks before. Nature was asleep, 

but oh! the odors, the balsamic ones of the 

pines; the inexpressible sweetness of the sweet- 

gum; delicious smells seemed to fairly rise from 

the earth and run riot through the soft air. 

Above our heads as we stepped into the woods 

were the many-colored trees, while underneath 

the falling leaves made nature’s own carpet. 

Our hunter, Pool, was- as interested as the 

children, for never in all his life had he seen 

so large a body in the woods at night. The 

older heads had, before we left the town, told us 

Ave would never see a ’possum, much less catch 

one, but they did not know what leadership 

could do. The children were very discreetly 

kept back and hushed into remarkable quietness, 

while Pool and his dogs went a little into the 

woods, whence presently there came the cheer¬ 

ful notes of the hounds. 

There is a peculiar sort of glamor about a 

'possum dog, which does not hang around the 

ordinary rabbit hound. A negro or a white 

possum hunter ranks his dog considerably 

above even a setter or pointer. As a matter of 

act a negro ’possum hunter regards his dogs 

is producers, a sort of bread winners or rather 

meat winners for himself and family, so to 

Apeak. There is close touch between the 

possum hunter and his dog. Their night 

ambles, under the pale rays of the moon or in 

hose even more favorable dark nights, have 

nought about a very near relationship between 

nan and brute. Pool had his ax ready for use. 

though he hoped no tree-cutting would be 

necessary, as in these days trees are becoming 

too valuable to be carelessly destroyed, though 

to be sure a ’possum hunter would not think 

it waste to cut down a three-foot poplar to get 

a six-pound ’possum, but if they can be shaken 

out, so much the better. 

The dogs ranged further, and presently one 

of them stopped and gave vent to very peculiar 

barks. Pool with the air of an expert an¬ 

nounced that his dog was telling him that the 

trail was too' cold and that this particular 

’possum which made it was not to tie had for all 

the quest. Pool added, ‘‘Nothing doing,” the 

warwhoop was given, the children came up and 

the hunter moved toward a lower part of the 

woods, where there were clumps of reeds and 

a tortuous streamlet or branch, very nearly dry, 

since the autumn in this part of the South was 

remarkable for its absence of rain. The dogs 

forged forward again and quickly there came 

very decisive barking. They were running the 

trail and soon the baying at a fixed point 

showed that a ’possum has been located. Away 

we went, for Pool said it was a safe thing, with 

more than a hundred children, sounding like a 

herd of elephants sweeping through the woods. 

Suddenly there were yells, denoting 'extreme 

fright, the sound of swift-running feet and a 

strange noise, like a cry of distress from some 

great animal. A girl and two boys had fallen 

over a cow, asleep in the woods, and the fright 

was mutual. 

The hounds held their post- at the tree, which 

turned out to be a small but tall white oak. 

Pool put his lantern on top of his head and in 

this way could see the eyes of the much- 

coveted ’possum, which was on a limb some 

twenty feet from the ground. Around the tree 

the children formed in a ring, and never will I 

forget the sight of their faces, all looking at the 

ball of fur up there in the half-dark, whose 

piercing eyes looked like beads. Up the tree 

“swarmed” a twelve-year-old boy, encouraged 

by tremendous cheering and hand-clapping. The 

dogs were held back, and at the third shake of 

the limb, down came the ’possum, striking the 

ground heavily, and bouncing like a ball, only 

to be taken by the back of the neck by a bold 

boy, who held him aloft, the ’possum as usual 

opening his mouth and showing rows of sharp 

white teeth. Into the bag he went, after he 

had been duly admired, and a war-dance was ex¬ 

ecuted by the whole outfit, while Pool received 

congratulations from everybody and was duly 

elated. 

Luck had been so prompt that we decided to 

have a camp-fire and incidentally cook supper 

and hear some yarns, Pool to do the telling. 

One of his stories was about the relative 

prowess of the raccoon and the ’possum. He 

said: “You all may not know it, but it is a 

fact just the same, that a ’possum will whip a 

’coon every time. I remember once we went 

down on Swift Creek, a few miles from here, 

and up a gum tree near the edge of an old 

slough in which there was a little water, treed 

one of the biggest ’coons I ever saw. We got 

him out, and as soon as he fell, he reared up 

on his legs, swelled up and went right at our 

dogs. He whipped one and then the other 

came in and the two handled him, but I grabbed 

him and we brought him home without his be¬ 

ing hurt. I had heard it said by old hunters 
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that a ’possum could whip a 'coon, but I really 
never believed it. 

I wanted to test it, so I put the ’coon in a 

big box and fed him up fine, so lie was all 

right. A little later, we got a good-sized 

’possum, but not near as big as the ’coon, and 

then I put the ’coon in the box with the 

^possum. He went right at the ’possum, but the 

’possum wasn’t scared of him at all. He tried 

to bite the ’possum, but you know a ’possum 

balls up and is hard to get hold of. The ’coon 

raked him with his feet and bit him, too, but all 

the while the ’possum kept nosing around with 

that long, keen snout of his, and I soon saw 

he was feeling for the throat of the ’coon. The 

’coon thought he was playing thunder with him, 

but lie soon found out mighty different, for the 

’possum shut down on his throat and mighty 

quick had the life out of him. This same 

’possum would be scared to death of a dog, 

even a small one, and would never think of 

fighting, but he would ball right up and lie on 

the ground like he was dead. I have seen them 

fool the dogs many a time when they fell out of 

a tree, by lying so still that the dogs thought 
they were dead.” 

Another of us told a story about the last wild¬ 

cat combat near Raleigh, this being a good 

many years ago. Alongside a creek north of the 

city i.here was and is a very heavy growth of 

high reeds, extending for half a mile on the 

border of the stream. One day a very well 

known foxhunter here was coming home late 

in the afternoon, with a fox at his saddle- 

pommel. With him was a trusty negro slave, 

both of them being on horseback, and behind 

trotted the pack of nearly a score of hounds. 

They crossed the -creek at the ford, and as they 

came alongside the reeds the sportsman saw a 

wildcat, upon which he harked the dogs, which 

rushed in, but to the surprise of all hands there 

were three wildcats Instead of one, and they 

put up such a fight as gave the dogs all they 

wanted and more, too. The white man and the 

black sprang from their horses, drew their 

hunting knives and went in to save the dogs. 

They cut and stabbed and finally killed the cats, 

but not until three dogs had been killed and 

half a dozen more badly torn and both 

men had lost plenty of blood and were fairly 

worn out, so much that they had to lie down 

and rest. They left their dead dogs behind, but 

brought the big cats into Raleigh as trophies of 

a very unexpected adventure. 

While the story-telling was going on supper 

was being cooked, and if there is anything 

better on earth than a bit of broiled ham on 

such a night, then I am not aware of it. Rocke¬ 

feller has offered big money for an appetite. If 

he can stand the pace of a North Carolina 

’possum hunt, it will give him all the appetite 

he wants. 

After supper the fire was carefully put out, 

and we looked for fresh conquests. When the 

dogs treed next time there was quite a propo¬ 

sition, for they stood around under a group of 

trees which had leaned their heads together and 

were caught by a mass of wild grapevines, the 

bullace or muscadine. The ’possum went up 

one of those trees and was somewhere in the 

mass above, but where? It took a long time to 

shine his eyes, but presently he was found and 

then five boys climbed as many trees, all con¬ 

verging toward a common point. Then there 
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was a mighty shake, and down he came and the 

dogs pounced on him. He was a big fellow and 

made the bag quite heavy. 
We decided that we had enough, and that it 

was time to strike for home, but as we swung 

along an old road the dogs made music again 

and there on the low limb of a persimmon tree 

was a fine young ’possum that seemed stunned 

bv the multitude and the noise, as indeed he 

might be. The dogs raved under him while 

Pool adroitly picked him ofT the limb as if he 

were a persimmon. Homeward bound, and then 

the voices were let loose. We struck bits of 

trail, then a faint road, then a larger one, and 

to the eastward of us glowed the lights of 

Raleigh, while overhead the stars twinkled with 

a soft luminosity. As home after home was 

attained, goodbyes were said and the crowd 

dwindled, but to be sure there were plenty of 

cheers for Pool and his dogs, and everybody 

declared the hunt a success of the first water. 

The Sunshine boys and girls who took part in 

it made it a theme of conversation and of .com¬ 

position, and the public schools got the benefit 

of first impressions of the affair. 

Last year several such hunts were arranged 

by me, and on some of these when we reached 

very picturesque points in the woods we burned 

red-fire. One who has never done this can¬ 

not in the least imagine how beautiful is the 

effect, particularly in a gorge where the trees 

are terraced somewhat, and all the more es¬ 

pecially if there are large rocks. No words 

can describe the beauty of such an illumination. 

My good friend Polk Miller, so well known 

over the United States as an entertainer, banjo- 

player, negro-impersonator, and all-round 

hunter, delights in nothing more than a 

'possum hunt. He has devised something new 

in the line, however. When his dogs tree a 

’possum, he takes a roman candle out of a bag, 

ignites it, and, pointing at the tree where the 

animal is supposed to be, blazes away. If the 

’possum is there, he is revealed every time, 

Polk tells me. Some night this will be tried 

here. 
Some years ago a party of us, including the 

then Governor, were hunting on an island on 

the coast of this State, and as we stepped 

ashore to begin our hunt and prepared to tie 

our boat’s painter to a very prepossessing 

stump, some one looked into a cavity of this 

and lo! and behold! there was a big old ’possum, 

“quiled up,” as one of the negroes put 

it, “en fas’ ersleep.” It happened that this 

particular stump was cut away, brought to 

Raleigh, set up in a case in the State museum, 

the old “he” was mounted by the skilful hand 

of my friend, Herbert H. Brimley, the curator 

and taxidermist of the museum, other ’possums, 

including an old female and two or three of her 

young and some waifs and strays, were ad¬ 

mirably placed about the stump, and so it has 

come to be perhaps the best ’possum group to be 

found anywhere in the country. Some wag put 

on the case, as applying to the old “he,” who 

lies so snugly coiled in the big hollow at the 

bottom while his mate and the others seem 

active, the words of the popular song: “Every¬ 

body Works But Father.” Fred A. Olds. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Antelope Hunting with the Cheetah. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

A few years ago, before the late Maharajah 

of Putiala joined the great majority, I accepted 

an invitation to spend a fortnight in that State, 

to enjoy some shooting, polo and pigsticking. 

It was during my stay that the cheetahs were 

taken out to hunt and I was very glad to be a 

witness of this ancient pastime. The hunt took 

place on a day on which there was not much 

going on—not much for Patiala that is, for 

there was polo morning and evening, roller¬ 

skating and other amusements all day, and a 

banquet that night. The meet was early for 

the hunting, being at 6:30 A. M., and it was a 

deliciously cold morning in March. There was 

a large field, some hundred all told, and many 

ladies, the latter mostly on elephants, but a 

few on ponies. The cheetahs, of which there 

were two, were hooded, and driven on a bullock- 

cart, in charge of two attendants, one of whom 

drove and the other minded the cheetahs. 

The hunt was in charge of an official of the 

State, who ordered the cart‘forward, and told 

the field to follow 200 yards behind. This we 

did, and made for the outskirts of civilization, 

near the edge of the jungle. There were crops 

here, and we were told that the black buck often 

fed on them during the late evening, and early 

morning. It was open country also, and one 

could get a view of anything that happened. 

After sighting several smaller ones, we found 

a “warrantable” buck, and all were halted ex¬ 

cept the cart. This was driven toward the herd, 

which did not take much notice of it, but looked 

mildly curious at the crowd. To understand 

this one must remember that these antelopes 

are very strictly preserved in this territory. 

When about a hundred yards from the buck, the 

cart stopped and the smaller of the two cheetahs 

was taken out, unhooded and slipped. He stood 

for a minute as if dazed and then walked toward 

the buck, which appeared interested. It was 

most fascinating to watch the interest give 

place to uncertainty, uncertainty to apprehen¬ 

sion and apprehension to consternation, as the 

buck first walked away, then trotted, till, sud¬ 

denly the foregoing emotions were succeeded 

by fright and the buck laid his heels to the 

ground in full gallop. These movements had 

been followed almost identically by the cheetah, 

but when the buck broke the former shot for¬ 

ward in a series of huge bounds so fast that the 

eye could scarcely follow him, and then—shut 

up like a rat-trap! Nothing would induce him 

to pursue, nor would he hunt again that morn¬ 

ing, though he was shown several other bucks. 

The keeper said he was so sick at being let go 

so far off, and having made a fool of himself, so 

to speak, that he would probably sulk for two 

or three days and refuse his food. He was 

therefore hooded and lifted back on to the cart 

and chained up there, and the cavalcade moved 

forward to find another buck upon which num¬ 

ber two could demonstrate his prowess. 

He did not disappoint us. We found another 

fair sized buck, and the cheetah was unhooded 

and slipped. He was off at once, and almost 

before the buck was in full flight, but I think 

not quite, he launched himself full at him from 

some yards away, and brought him to the 

ground with a thud. In less than a second he 

had the buck by the throat, and there they lay 

together, the buck practically dead and the 

cheetah drinking from his jugular for all he was 

worth. He could *not be removed for some 

minutes, and when he was it was only by the aid 

of a cocoanut shell ladle filled with still warm 

blood. It was a ticklish job to take him up 

and put him on the cart, as he was so excited 

and growled viciously; but the two natives did 

it unaided, and he was soon peacefully tearing 

at a leg of the buck, which had been given him, 

and the cart was driven home. 
So ended the only “cheetah hunting” I ever 

saw. " Starlight. 

The Season in Vermont. 

Stowe, Vt., Jan. 6.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

I inclose an article copied from the St. Albans 

Messenger: 

John Madden, who resides on the east shore of Dream 

Lake, witnessed a novel encounter one day last week 

between a deer and two dogs. Mr. Madden’s attention 

was first attracted by the loud barking of a dog, and look¬ 

ing in the direction of the John Collins place, he saw a 

deer emerge from the woods, closely followed by one 

dog with another a few rods behind. The deer made for 

the island, but the ice being thin it broke through into 

the water, the first dog circling around until joined by 

its comrades, when both dogs began a fierce attack upon 

the deer, which put up a good fight, and by its threshing 

and pounding with its forefeet succeeded in getting the 

dogs under the water and ice and keeping them down 

until both were drowned. The deer then with great 

difficulty dragged itself out of the water and reached 

the island, where it stopped for a few moments to take 

breath and view the battleground, receiving hearty ap¬ 

plause from Mr. Madden, who had been a spellbound 

spectator of the affray. 

This is a case where the deer got the best of 

the dogs, the first instance of the kind called 

to my attention in Vermont. I also inclose the 

number of deer killed in Vermont during the 

open season of 1907. I think this outclasses every 

State in the Union for six days’ hunting. 

The season for hunting deer in Vermont m 

1907 opened Monday, Oct. 21, and closed on 

Saturday, Oct. 26. I inclose a copy of laws and 

have marked certain sections. Some have ad¬ 

vocated that the taking of bucks alone would 

deplete the stock. However, this has not proven 

to be the fact. There were killed in 1906 63d 

deer, and 440 more were killed in 1907 than in 1 

1906. 
Deer reported legally killed during open sea¬ 

son of 1907, 993; deer illegally killed, 59; wounded . 

deer killed by order of Commissioner during 

open season, 22; total—1,074. 
H. G. Thomas. 

Firearms in the Woods. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

In a recent issue your Norwich correspondent 

argues at length against firearms in the woods 

during the close season on deer. Permit me to 

call attention to another feature of the case 

which is entirely overlooked in the article re¬ 

ferred to. At the present time much is said and 

done regarding the importance of rifle shoot- 
:  a. „ iL! ,  1.1 -11,, 4-1, n ( KnvQ mg to this nation, especially the training of boys 

and young men in the use of the rifle S0‘ that we 

may be a nation of marksmen, and in so far pre¬ 

pared for war of it should ever come. The case 

is not overstated by its advocates. All our 

national history and the part of the rifle there¬ 

in, sustains them. Modern history abroad em¬ 

phasizes the lesson. Now then, with many the 

only opportunity they have either for personal 

rifle practice or for teaching their boys the noble 
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art is while in the woods on the annual vacation. 

I speak from the experience of years. My rifle 

is not fired from the time I leave the woods till 

my return. And at least one boy is to-day a 

fine shot who got his training from me during 

vacation in the woods, the only place where I 

could give it or he receive it. But suppose I 

had not been allowed a rifle outside my own 

house except in open season? The conclusion is 

so self-evident that it needs no statement. And 

this is only a specimen case. The boy referred 

to is not in the woods in the open season. School 

duties require his return to the city. He has 

never shot at a deer, though seeing them re¬ 

peatedly. Nor will he until he can go in the 

season and do it legally. 

Such a law as proposed from Norwich will not 

do. It is courtesy to the American spirit and 

to enlightened public interest. I approve the idea 

of a gun license both for residents and nonresi¬ 

dents. I am confident that no reasonable citizen 

of the Empire State will object to a moderate 

license fee, and if nonresidents object to their fee 

they do not have to come. Such a law, empower¬ 

ing the proper officers to demand exhibition of 

the license whenever the gun was abroad, would 

tend to keep irresponsible parties out of the 

woods, and if any did go would facilitate their 

control. By all means a license law, but let us 

not destroy the’opportunity for vacation instruc¬ 

tion and practice. Having a rifle in the woods 

is not prima facie evidence of intention to violate 

the law. Juvenal. 

A Hard Luck Bear Story. 

Altoona, Pa., Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Black bears in the Allegheny Moun¬ 

tains in the vicinity of Altoona have been much 

in evidence the last few days. Sunday, Dec. 29, 

a very large one appeared at the Pennsylvania 

Railroad Company’s reservior at Bellwood, was 

followed and killed by several men who, fail¬ 

ing to be able to divide the spoils to the satis¬ 

faction of all concerned, one of the parties en¬ 

tered suit before a justice of the peace for his 

share. After* testifying that the shooting was 

done on Sunday each was fined $25 for hunting 

on Sunday. 

A local paper had this to say of the incident: 

A huge black bear wandered into town at 5 o’clock 

Sunday evening and created much excitement on the 

East Side. His bearship came from the direction of 

Brush Mountains, and though his coming was unan¬ 

nounced, he soon had things going his way. Fully a 

hundred men and boys pursued the bear as it dashed 

through the streets. Over a hundred shots were fired 

at it, but not until it had passed the city limits and 

reached the farm of George Saum was its career checked 

by a rifle bullet. The advance guard in the pursuit 

was composed of J. McGregor, Michael Willis, F. A. 

Brink and H. J. Braum, and Mr. McGregor is accredited 

with having fired the shot that killed Bruin. 

When the bear was going like all possessed down 

Fifth street he encountered a party composed of F. G. 

Myers, Richard Guthridge, A. S. Stich, A. S. Miller, W. 

Rittigan, C. O. Jacobs, C. Beaver and S. Claycomb. 

I hey were unarmed, but impeded the animal’s progress 

and enabled the doughty nimrods in the rear to gain 

ground. 

Jack Smith tackled the bear with a baseball bat, but the 

argument became too warm for safety, and he retreated. 

Frank Betting mixed up with the animal, and will make 

a visit to the haberdasher before he is right again. 

The animal weighed 310 pounds, and measured G feet 

inches from the tip of his nose to the end of his left 
rear foot. 

H.' F. Coon. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The N. A. F. and G. P. A. Meeting. 
Quebec, Jan. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

The coming meeting of the North American 

Fish and Game Protective Association at Albany 

promises to be one of the most important and 

most interesting in its history. The president, 

Hon. Jotham P. Allds, is taking a very deep 

personal interest in the approaching convention, 

and the New York members of the association have 

also organized certain attractions for the occasion. 

The meeting will open in the City Hall on the 

morning, of Wednesday, Feb. 12, and will con¬ 

tinue for two days. On behalf of the city of 

Albany the members of the association will be 

met and welcomed by Mayor Gaus. At noon 

on Wednesday Governor Hughes will receive the 

association in the large room of the Executive 

suite at the Capitol, where he will meet each 

member personally, and after an exchange of 

greetings will address the association. Owing 

to the Governor’s engagements in New York and 

Brooklyn, where Ije makes two addresses that 

evening, the reception at the Capitol will be his 

only opportunity of extending any courtesy to 

the members, but he has expressed his regret 

about the conflict of dates, because he has a very 

deep interest in the objects for which the asso¬ 

ciation exists. The reading of reports and of 

papers will doubtless fill in the balance of the 

morning and afternoon sittings of the first day. 

On Wednesday evening the convention will 

probably meet in the Assembly Chamber to lis¬ 

ten to the Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner, 

Hon. James S. Whipple, who will make an ad¬ 

dress upon forestry, game and forest preserva¬ 

tion, illustrated by a large number of views of 

the Adirondack region, together with others 

covering the nursery methods of Germany, 

Switzerland and France, as well as. views of 

forest plantations of more mature growth. The 

President hopes that outside of those who have 

to address Lincoln Day dinners there will be 

quite a full attendance of members of the Legis¬ 

lature at Wednesday evening’s sitting, with its 

interesting papers. The Hon. Leroy T. Carle- 

ton, an ex-president of the association and chief 

game commissioner of Maine, has been invited 

to speak upon the license system for both resi¬ 

dent and nonresident sportsmen, which is in 

vogue in his State, and as New York sportsmen 

are advocating the passage of a license law for 

their State, there is no doubt that many of the 

prominent members of the Legislature will lis¬ 

ten with great interest to such a paper. 

The association is pretty well assured that 

papers may be expected from specialists con¬ 

nected with the United States Fish Commission, 

while on Thursday it is understood that Mr. 

Wm. T. Hornaday will be heard on some big 

game subject. There are also to be papers from 

Prof. E. E. Prince, of Ottawa, Superintendent 

of Fisheries of Canada, on the “Qualifications 

of a Fish Culturist,” and probably also on some 

curious features recently discovered in the eggs 

and young of fishes, and from Mr. A. Kelly 

Evans, of Toronto, on “The Problem of the 

International Control of the Fisheries of the 

Great Lakes.” Mr. C. H. Wilson, of Glens 

Falls, has an interesting contribution to offer, 

and something of more than ordinary importance 

is hoped for from the Hon. W. E. Meehan, Com¬ 

missioner of Fisheries of Pennsylvania. 

The social features of the convention have not 

all been fully arranged as yet, but it is hoped 

tljat they may include a trip to Schenectady for 

the inspection of the General Electric Works, 

and possibly the American Locomotive Works 

at that place as well. E. T. D. Chambers. 

New York Legislature. 
Mr. Bashford has introduced a bill in the 

Assembly which provides that there shall be no 

close season for hares and rabbits in Columbia 

county. 

Mr. Boshart has introduced a bill in the As¬ 

sembly which is intended to punish persons who 

kill or wound others while in pursuit of game. 

Mr. Hart has introduced a bill providing that 

Section 89 of the forest, fish and game law shall 

be so amended that all persons who hunt must 

procure licenses. For a resident the fee is $1.10; 

for a nonresident, unnaturalized person or alien, 

$20.50, inclusive of county clerks’ fees. Land¬ 

holders may hunt on their own lands in the open 

season without licenses. Penalties range from 

$25 to $100 fine, or imprisonment not to exceed 

sixty days. The fund derived from licenses to 

be remitted to the Forest, Fish and Game Com¬ 

mission, and by it turned over to the State 

treasurer. Fines relating to licenses to be divided 

between the State and the informer. Licenses 

to be good for one hunting season. 

Endurance of a Bird Dog. 
Milford, Conn., Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: During the heavy southeast storm on 

Long Island Sound two weeks ago, when the 

tow of seven barges came to grief off Wood- 

mount, Milford, and all sank but one, it seems 

there was a setter dog on one of those barges. 

A Mr. S. L. Merwin, driving by the shore at 

that place, saw something clinging to a bag near 

the shore among the wreckage from the barges. 

He went to investigate and saw it was a bird 

dog. He worked for a half hour getting the dog 

ashore, as he was so tired and full of water 

after his two and one-half miles’ swim that he 

could not stand. Mr. Merwin put him in his 

wagon and drove home. 

It was two days before the dog could eat or 

move around. To-day he is as well and frisky 

as a dog can be and never loses a chance to 

show how thankful he is to Mr. Merwin for 

his kindness to him, and a sportsman can tell 

when his dog talks to him and thanks him for 

a kindness by a wag of his tail and a look from 

the corner of his eye. F. S. Downs. 

Biological Survey Literature. 
In performance of the important duty of col¬ 

lecting and disseminating information relating to 

game, the annual summary of game laws, posters 

of close seasons, and directory of officers and 

organizations concerned in the protection of game 

have been published as usual, and also various 
pamphlets relating to special features of game 

protection. In the near future it is intended to 

secure and publish information concerning hunt¬ 

ing license statistics, game refuges and preserves, 

introduction and propagation of game birds, 

duties of the modern game warden, and the cage 

bird traffic of the United States. 

The constant demand for information on these 

and kindred matters shows how important is 

this phase of the work. It is impossible to meet 

this demand satisfactorily with the present limited 

force and available means, and an increase in 

both is much needed. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

IV.—Rod Mounting and Finishing Materials. 

WHAT shall the handgrasp be—solid cork 
or a form wound with cord? Sim¬ 
plicity, effectiveness and economy point 

to cork. This statement may surprise you, but 
it is true. Cork, seemingly difficult to work, 
only requires proper treatment, and with it the 
weight of the rod can be kept down. 

The cork companies in New York, Pittsburg 
and Chicago will furnish handgrasps to order 
ready to slip over a solid center. These are 
made either of solid cork discs or of suberit, a 
composition of ground cork and cement. They 
will also furnish corks similar to those used in 
vaseline bottles and one-half inch thick, at about 
seven cents per dozen for the best quality. I 
generally purchase four dozen at a time, cost¬ 
ing twenty-five cents, and select the best ones 
for use. The V/a and iinch sizes are best for 
rod grasps. 

Wood forms for handgrasps can be purchased 
from rodmakers in various lengths and sizes, 
with either single or double grasp, and with a 
hole of any size desired bored clear through. 
They cost twenty to forty cents. If you can 
have access to a lathe, however, it will be a 
pleasure to turn your own handgrasps from 

FIG. 12. 
Serrated Ferrules. 

sumach, which you can obtain in almost any 
thicket during a walk in the country, or white 
pine. Bore the hole first, fit a plug in this, 
center the ends, and shape the outside to suit, 
bearing in mind that the cord to be wound on 
will increase the diameter about 1-16 inch. 

Cord for this purpose is obtainable from fish¬ 
ing tackle dealers. Light green braided cotton 
cord looks nice when varnished, and makes a 
good firm grasp, but it is inferior to cork. 

All ferrules, reelseats, tapers and buttcaps 
should be German silver. These cost a trifle 
more than brass nickeled, but they are harder, 
stronger and more durable. Besides, nickle 
glitters while German silver tarnishes just enough 
to become slightly dull, but is not injuriously 
affected by chemicals in the water. 

There are only three types of ferrules that 
merit the consideration of the beginner. These 
are: 

i. For split bamboo rods, welted and capped 
(or shouldered) ferrules, with the caps serrated, 

so that the silk may be wound over the springy 
saw-tooth like ends illustrated in Fig. 12. The 
reference letter a shows the welted end of the 
ferrule, which protects and strengthens it. B 
is the cap or shoulder, which is turned down 
slightly at c to permit winding with silk, which 
should extend 1-16 inch beyond the flexible ser¬ 
rated ends d and bind the ferrule rigidly on the 
wood. E is the center. The caliber of a set 
of ferrules is taken at the point indicated by 
this letter. The outside diameter of the center 
at e is exactly the same as the inside diameter 
of the ferrule. 

2. Capped and welted ferrules with the caps 
split and also turned down slightly for winding, 

fig. 13. 
Split Ferrules. 

as illustrated in Fig. 13. The reference letter f 
shows the capped ends turned down so that the 
cap and the silk winding will be of the same 
diameter. This end is split in one or two places 
with a very fine saw, so that the silk will bind 
the ferrule in the same manner as with serrated 
ferrules. 

These split ferrules are excellent for split 
bamboo rods, or in fact for any rods, and they 
are often preferred to serrated ferrules. If any¬ 
thing they are neater. They can be purchased 
of the trade, but any amateur who can work 

fig. 14. 
Plain Capped and Welted Ferrules. 

metal handily can make them from plain capped 
ferrules. 

3. Capped and welted ferrules are of the same 
form as the two mentioned above, but the caps 
are plain, as shown in Fig. 14. 

In all carefully made German silver ferrules 
the outside diameter of the female ferrule at g 
(Fig. 14), is identical with the inside diameter 
of the cap at h. This is a help to the novice 
in tapering his joints. This also applies to the 
center. In purchasing ferrules always specify 
“capped and welted ferrules, closed-end centers.” 
Some of the centers are left open at the bottom, 

which is necessary when dowels are to be put in. 
I have given preference to capped ferrules for 

the reason that they are better for the novice to 
work with than straight ferrules. By straight 
ferrules 1 mean those in which the female is a 
true cylinder inside and out. Many serrated and 
split ferrules are made straight, but if they are 
not to be fastened with pins, they may be set 
too far down on the wood and work loose more 
easily if the cementing is imperfectly done. It 
is possible to obtain straight ferrules which are 
shorter than those that are capped. For three- 
joint rods less than six feet in length, by using 
short straight ferrules, you can slightly lessen 
the total length of metal in the rod, and if it 
is to be quite willowy, they are excellent for the 
purpose. Specify either “welted straight fer¬ 
rules” or “ welted short straight ferrules” in 
ordering, but in either case add “capped closed- 
end centers.” The use of straight centers will 
spoil the taper at the_ joint. 

Dowels should be Avoided by beginners. The 
plain ferrules have, through long use, been 
proved fully equal—and in the opinion of some 
anglers, actually superior—to doweled ferrules, 
even for heavy salt water and salmon rods. In 
this opinion I do not concur with respect to 
very heavy rods, in which there is abundant 
space for the dowel without weakening the wood 
at all. For small caliber rods, however, the 
dowel has no advantage over the plain ferrrule. 
Few amateurs can hope to properly fit doweled 
ferrules to a rod, the effect being rather to 
weaken than to strengthen it. -The intricate 
parts of the old-fashioned doweled ferrules may 
be seen in Fig. 15. 

Every ferrule should be fitted with a metal 
plug, to keep out the dust while it is in its case. 

Sectional View of Doweled Ferrule. 

Waterproof ferrules are well worth their 
slight extra cost. In these a metal disc is brazed 
or soldered in the ferrule, to prevent water from 
getting into the wood or bamboo. 

In purchasing a reelseat it is necessary to de¬ 
cide whether the rod is to consist of one piece; 
of a tip and a separate handgrasp; or of two or 
three joints of equal length; and in any case 
whether the grasp is to be single or double. 

If the rod is to be one piece, or if the hand¬ 
grasp is to be fitted direct to the butt of a twc 
or a three-piece rod, and is to be single, the reel- 
seat should be like that pictured in Fig. 16. 

If the handgrasp is to be single and separate 
then the ferrules shown in Fig. 17 will be needed 
Of these, the center goes on the large end 0 
tip and the ferrule fits into the tapered end 0 
the reelseat (Fig. 16). The method of fitting 
will be described further on. 

If the handgrasp is to be double, then the reel 
seat is ordered without the tapered end, and ; 
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;eparate taper is required. See Fig. 18. The 

'errules shown in Fig. 17 can also be used in 

Connection writh this reelseat (Fig. 18), as will 

>e explained in tbe proper place. 

For all single-hand fly- and bait-casting rods 

eelseats of three-quarter inch diameter are 

tandard, and seven-eighths or one inch for 

tedium weight salt water and salmon rods. In 

rdering reelseats, the diameter of the small end 

f taper must be specified. Generally these are 

5-32, V2 inch, 17-32 and 19-32 of an inch. 

Reelseats for fly-rods are like Fig. 18 with 

he exception that the bottoms are closed. For 

his purpose the taper is generally narrower. 

Stock buttcaps are generally of V\ inch diam- 

ter at the large end. For bait-casting rods, 

,hich should have rather full grasps, one inch 

5 a better diameter. I like the small hard rubber 

uttons made for tarpon rods, and hollow these 

ut so that they fit as a buttcap. They can, how- 

ver, be fitted flush against the cork of the hand- 

rasp without hollowing, and fastened on end 

f grasp with a screw. 

For light bait-casting rods it is nice to use 

FIG. l6. 

Reelseat for a Single Hand Grasp. 

full set of agate guides and an agate top, but 

this increases the cost too much use an agate 

ip and an agate guide nearest the reel, with 

ne-ring German silver guides for the balance 

f the set. There was a time when it was be- 

eved that large guides and tops were best, but 

: is now conceded that guides and tops of a 

aliber of 5-16 inch are large enough, safer and 

eater. There can be no question that large, 

eavy guides affect the action of the rod. The 

gate guide shown in Fig. 19 and the one-ring 

ierman silver guide pictured in Fig. 20 have 

roved as good as any so far used. They are 

ght, strong and efficient. The caliber of both 

> 5-16 inch. 

By all means employ an agate offset top made 

ke that shown in Fig. 21. In this there is a 

.are extending from the tube to the bottom of 

pmm iMUlUlUW 
- 

FIG. 17. 

Ferrules fcr a Separate Hand Grasp. 

he metal ring holding the agate, while the two 

ide wires prevent the line from catching around 

te guide, and strengthen it. The caliber is 5-16 

nch. The tube may be tapered or cylindrical. 

For fly-rods'the best guides are of hard steel, 

nake form, as shown in Fig. 22. These can 

e had in various sizes in the trade. In Fig. 

3 a steel top for fly-rods is shown. In this 

he ring is of the same form as the agates used 

or the same purpose, but the steel ring is made 

oose enough to turn in the wire that holds it, 

n order that it will not wear from the constant 

riction of the line. The wires are lashed to 

he rod tip with silk. The form shown in Fig. 

4 differs only in that these wires terminate in 

tube. Wires and tube are German silver. 

For guides and tops of fly-rods German silver 

s too soft and is soon cut in grooves by the 

friction of the line. Any mechanic can make 

these loose steel tops, or they can be purchased 

from the importers. Agate or steel tops, and 

steel guides, are necessary for tournament fly- 

rods. The hand guide should also be agate, 

as during the constant stripping in and shoot¬ 

ing of the line it is held at an angle to the rod, 

causing considerable friction and wear if the 

first or hand guide is steel. 

Novices who have access to machine tools can 

make guides and tops for both fly- and bait- 

fig. 18. 
Reelseat and Taper for a Double Hand Grasp. 

casting rods of hard steel and of the form shown 

in Figs. 19-24 inclusive. Steel is in every way 

adapted to guides and tops, and if neatly made 

they are light, strong and durable. Many 

novices make all of their rod fittings, and some 

of these are the best I have ever seen. Being 

unable to purchase steel tops for my single-hand 

and salmon fly-rods, I persuaded a fellow angler 

to make several steel tops for me, and these have 

proved very satisfactory in tournament casting. 

He has also made steel guides and tops for all 

his fly- and bait-casting rods, and his work shows 

what a novice can do if he has access to machine 
tools. 

Perhaps the best glue for use in the making 

of split bamboo rods, and for gluing corks and 

forms for handgrasps is Russian isinglass, ob¬ 

tainable in paint shops. Place the glue pot in 

a kettle of water over a slow fire. The glue pot 

FIG. 19. FIG. 20. 

Agate Guide. One-ring German Silver Guide. 

should have wire legs or be elevated slightly, 

else it will rest on the bottom of the kettle and, 

the water being excluded from under the glue 

pot, the glue will burn. 

This glue should not be used a second time 

if you are very particular. Instead, clean the 

pot and prepare fresh glue each time it is to be 

used. Otherwise it can be warmed over two or 

three times. Russian isinglass is colorless and 

for this reason is used in glass signs and metal 

work where other substances would show. Order 

an ounce of it and try it before deciding to adopt 

it. It costs about forty cents an ounce, but this 

quantity will be sufficient for several rods. 

Much depends on how glue is prepared and 

used. The ordinary white glue of good quality 

is excellent, and if the glue joints of the rod are 

FIG. 21. 

Agate Offset Top. 

perfect, the varnish will keep out water. Like 

all amateur rodmakers, I have made mistakes 

in handgrasps, etc., and have tried to rectify them 

by heating, steaming or soaking them, to separate 

the parts so that the changes might be made 

It is at such times that one learns with what 

obstinacy glue will resist attempts to separate 

parts joined with it. I have soaked a cork hand- 

grasp for three hours in steaming hot water 

without making the slightest impression on the 

glue, and have experimented with ordinary fish 

glue and prepared cements, all of which resisted 

severe treatment in a manner that surprised me. 

1 here are several prepared cements that arc 

excellent and cheap. All should be warmed, say 

in a cup of hot water. Most of them can be 

thinned with vinegar. They are perhaps inferior 

to the commercial glues that are soaked and pre¬ 

pared fresh each time they are to be used, but 

their handiness appeals to the novice. 

Much depends on how the glue dries in split 

bamboo. It should not become brittle and break 

when the rod springs, nor be too sensitive to 
moisture. 

1’errules can be seated with shellac, glue or 

various cements. I have found the cement known 

as Hercules very satisfactory. It is obtainable 

in the trade in twenty-five cent sticks. A very 

good article, known as the Fishing Gazette fer¬ 

rule cement, can be made as follows: 

Clear rosin, 1 ounce; boiled linseed oil, 1 

fig. 22. 

Hard Steel Snake Guide for Fly-rod, 

teaspoonful; gutta percha, 1 drachm. Melt to¬ 

gether, pour into water, and pull. 

I have used silk wax with satisfaction made 

after a formula given by the late John Harring¬ 
ton Keene. It is as follows: 

Best yellow rosin, 2 ounces; white beeswax, 
sliced, 1 drachm. 

Dissolve by slow heat and add 2J/2 drachms 

fresh unsalted lard. Stir for ten minutes, pour 

into water, and pull. It is to be wrapped in a bit 

of chamois skin and kept out of the dust. 

In this, as in the ferrule cement, it is well to 

rub your hands slightly with vaseline before tak¬ 

ing the wax out of the cold water, as otherwise 

it will adhere to the fingers at first. 

Another formula, which is recommended by 

Colonel R. F. Meysey-Thompson, in his “Ang¬ 
ling Catechism,” follows: 

Powdered white rosin, gum arabic and lano- 

line, one part each; or two parts rosin and no 

FIG. 23. FIG, 24. 

Steel Fly-rod Top, with Steel Fly-rod Top, 
loose Ring and Wires. with Tube. 

gum arabic. Simmer together until melted, add 

a few drops of essence of lemon, pour into cold 

water, pull and roll until of the proper con¬ 

sistency, when it can be cut into cakes and wrap¬ 

ped in chamois skin. If too soft, add rosin; 

if too hard, add lanoline. Obviously it must be 

kept free from dust. 

The best colorless substance obtainable for use 

in waxing silk thread for winding rods or mak¬ 

ing artificial flies is mentioned by the late Harry 

G. McClelland in his excellent little book “The 

Fly-dresser’s Cabinet of Devices.” It is made by 

melting together equal parts (bulk) of amber 

rosin and turpentine and pouring into collapsible 

metal tubes such as artists use. When a thread 

is to be waxed, a little of the liquid is squeezed 

out of the tube on the finger and thumb, between 

which the thread is passed several times. The 
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surplus wax is then removed from the fingers 

with a drop of turpentine. Fly-tyers use this 

liquid in preference to the silk wax mentioned 

above, as the latter is more likely to get hard 

and brittle in time through exposure to the air, 

and it is difficult to keep it clean and colorless. 

You will need a small bottle of the best grain 

alcohol shellac for coating all silk windings to 

preserve their original color. T. his is not to be 

used on the rod proper, however. 

Fishing in California. 
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 11.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The anticipated run of steelhead 

is now on in the Russian River, and good re¬ 

ports have come in concerning conditions. The 

last rains have made the water very muddy, and 

bait-fishing was resorted to. Spoon-fishing is 

not good, but will probably improve before the 

season closes (Feb. 1), provided good weather 

sets in. The river rose six inches last Satur¬ 

day, but is now falling, and the bar at the mouth 

of the stream also continues to lower. Sports¬ 

men combine in the belief that the fishing will 

be the best ever had on the Russian River. 

The Santa Cruz streams are producing a few 

nice fish. The run of big steelheads in the 

southern streams is not due until February when 

the season is closed. It is evident that the run 

of fish is from the north where they generally 

appear in September and October on the Eel 

River and gradually enter the other streams to 

the south. 
The black bass season closed the first of January, 

and generally speaking it has been a fair one, 

though the catches have not equalled those of 

previous seasons. Fishermen who went out for 

bass last week were mostly disappointed as the 

weather was bad. 
The sport on Paper Mill Creek is not very 

good at present. The fishing along the creek 

has been singularly backward this season. In 

former years there was invariably a good run 

of small steelhead during the first winter’s 

freshet, but no catches of particular consequence 

have been made this season. 

The fishing in southern California is good, 

but yellowfin and corbina are rapidly growing 

scarcer every year. The Japanese fishermen are, 

however, ruining the sport with their present 

methods of seining, and the southern enthusiasts 

are arousing themselves to protest against the 

senseless slaughter of these game fish and to 

secure the adoption of measures for their pro¬ 

tection and propagation. 

Kingfish are plentiful in San Pedro Bay, and 

a number of large size are being caught. Enthu¬ 

siasts of the south are daily expecting the annual 

invasion of pompano which is over due. The 

halibut too are not as plentiful as usual in mid¬ 

winter. 
Lorenzo Zogletti, a fisherman of San Diego, 

Cal., had a terrible adventure with a swordfish 

while trolling outside the bay recently. Zogletti 

had hooked the fish and was drawing it to the 

boat, when it drove its sword through the gun¬ 

wale. Zogletti then attacked the fish with a 

hatchet and finally stunned it. During the fight 

the fisherman’s right hand was so badly injured 

that he will probably lose the use of it. The fish 

was eleven feet long and weighed 425 pounds. 

A. P. B. 

Whitefish Not Grayling, 
New York, Dec. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I was much interested in reading Prof. 

Jordan’s article on grayling, and notice that he 

repeats what I have seen in Forest and Stream 

before, that the beautiful fish is only found in 

Michigan, in Montana and in Alaska. 

I was camping in 1893 in the country between 

the White River and Williams Forks going in 

by way of Buford and Newcastle, Colo. We 

spent some days fishing on the upper White 

River, at Trapper’s Lake, and at a little green 

gem of a pond high upon Pyramid Peak, called 

Lost Lake. 
The trout in the upper White were vigorous; 

great fighters. One of pounds gave me as 

sharp a tussle as one could wish, and the flesh 

was firm and hard. These fish were not our 

Salmo fontinalis; were bright colored, and I as¬ 

sume the same trout as we found afterward in 

Trapper’s Lake, but the latter seemed to run 

about a half pound, were weak, thin and sofa- 

fleshed. In Lost Lake they were a little stronger 

and more active, but not firm-fleshed. I have 

never caught so many fish in a given time as 

in Lost Lake. We had a large packing box with 

sacking nailed over bottom and top, leaving an 

end loose, and we only counted such trout as 

we put in this box. In the morning when we 

first reached this water I had gone out on a 

dead stub and picked up fourteen fish, enough 

I said, and lost one of my three flies. It began 

to snow, so I set about making a good fire on 

the shore and getting out the lunch. Meanwhile 

the trout were rising and my guide borrowed 

the rod and caught a couple. Ned, my friend, 

always anxious to enjoy to the full every chance, 

had knocked together, with the assistance of 

Will, the guide, a raft of cedar sticks with some 

boughs upon it, and a carnival of fishing fol¬ 

lowed. The snow had ceased. Old Pyramid 

rose immediately over us, one of the giants, cov¬ 

ered to within a half mile of the top with a 

soft green cloak of evergreens. The sun was 

shining on the snow patches, and there were 

some darker banks of white in the shadow of 

the ravines. The forest was full of its quiet 

sounds. On every side of the little lake were 

many game trails; every glade held the possi¬ 

bilities of elk. 

While Ned fished on the raft I sat by the fire 

for a half hour and watched the fish rise, make 

their short fight against the stiff bass rod, and 

go into the packing box if they did not slip 

through the raft into the water. Then beauti¬ 

ful as the scene was, comfortable as the fire 

felt, I started in to help beat what had been a 

record for this lake of ninety fish in two hours 

to two rods. My rod was about 7F2 ounces, and 

hence my fish had to be landed in a net. At 

the end of two hours, including the time spent 

over the fire, we had just no trout, the average 

of which would be a little short of three-quarters 

of a pound. At thq end of three and one-half 

hours we had 210 fish; the last thirty minutes 

gave me thirty-one, two doubles in that time. 

Of course we had to stop for a few minutes now 

and then to liberate the increasing catch in the 

box, and after it was over we found that only 

about twenty had been so injured that we had 

to keep them. Another lot of fish we took out 

of the same lake which ran very evenly in weight 

was thirty-six that weighed 26 pounds. 

The lake was ten to fifteen acres in extent. 

Just above it and only a few hundred yards away 

was a smaller one in which there seemed to be 

nothing but lizards, and above this a short dis¬ 

tance, a third full of trout. I could not under¬ 

stand why there were no fish in the middle one. 

The same water flowed through all three ponds. 

On our steep climb over the shoulder of the 

mountain in the afternoon light, all the lakes 

lay bright green in the darker green of the 

spruces and cedars below us. Above towered 

the peak, and as we got higher up the whole of 

the Devil’s Causeway, and the peaks around 

Trapper’s Lake came into view, not so gorgeous 

as many snow-covered ranges, but rich in warm 

red colors with occasional snow patches and very 

grand to us. 

We moved later over to Pagoda Peak and 

hunted a couple of weeks about there and to¬ 

ward the head of William’s Forks, which flow 

into the Bear River. That is another story. I 

will only say that it was a wonderful game coun¬ 

try, that we saw in a day’s riding on several 

occasions more than thirty deer, and that a 

good man could get a standing shot any even¬ 

ing. But such times come to an end. I had, 

an engagement with the authorities of Yale Col¬ 

lege that it behooved me to keep, and so onei 

morning I left Ned in camp with a brother who 

had joined us and started for the settlements. 

The post office of Buford where I perforce 

spent Sunday was out of grub, and so the post¬ 

master and I took our tackle Sunday afternoon 

and started to supply the want. Down there the 

White River was quite a stream and always very 

cold, so it took some engineering to get one’s' 

flies in the right place. A half dozen fair trout 

fell to my share and as many grayling to the 

pole of the ranchman-postmaster. He tried tc 

initiate me into the mysteries of the grasshopper 

science, even to wading the icy stream, but with 

no substantial reward. 

I would like to add to the above that Mr 

Proctor, the sculptor, says he has not only caught 

grayling in the White, but also in the Beat, 

River. Are not these the same grayling? At 

far as my recollection serves, the fish, while dis 

appointing to me in general appearance, seemec 

to fit the description. 
Geo. F. Dominick, Jr. 

[Thq “grayling,” of which our corresponden 

writes, were not grayling, but mountain whit' 

fish (Coregonus williamsoni). These are abund; 

ant in many Rocky Mountain streams, and ris< 

freely to a fly. They are found in streams witl 

the grayling, and in Montana we have taken of 

a fly a grayling, a whitefish and a trout in thre 

successive casts.—Editor.] 

Anglers’ Club of New York. 
At the annual meeting of the Anglers’ Club 0 

New York, held the night of Jan. 14, officers wer 

elected as follows: President, J. L. Kirk; Vice. 

President, R. J. Held; Secretary, Edward I 

Todd; Treasurer, E. B. Rice. Directors in addi 

tion to those named above: R. B. Lawrence 

E. H. Myers, FI. G. Henderson. 

ROUGHING IT 
soon grows tiresome unless the food is goot 
Good milk is one item indispensable to a cheei 
ful camp, and Borden’s solves the problen 
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk and Peerless Bran 
Evaporated Milk keep indefinitely, anywhere, an 
fill every milk or cream requirement.—Adv. 



The Knickerbocker Y. C. Dinner. 

To see them trooping into the Manhattan 
totel on the evening of Jan. 15 one would never 
nagine they were the same Knickerbocker 
achtsmen one meets on Long Island Sound each 
immer. But they were disguised, as they were 

1 their best bib and tucker. It was not long 
fter Commodore J. B. Palmer made his open- 
lg address before they were acting like thern- 
;lves. 
Seventy-seven covers were laid at eight or 

ine tables, the speaker’s table flanking one end 

sands' brothers on the ouananiche. 

t the room. When all were assigned their 
joper place a camera artist got busy and took 

snapshot. The flash and a startling boom 
ared some of the boys and soon dispelled all 
oubts about a suspicious looking muslin-covered 
mare object hung up on one of the pillars that 
>me suggested held a surprise for the diners. 

. did; it was the flashlight apparatus. 
Then the dinner was served and after that 
me the speeches and fun. Com. Palmer made 
e opening speech and then toastmaster Henry 
. Duncan took command and made a witty 
eech in which club jokes, brewed during the 
07 yachting season, were sprung on the various 
embers present. He told what a good fisher- 
an the commodore was, described a new coat 
arms he had designed for one member, warned 

; hands to plug up the rat holes, as Gus was 
the trail, and distributed little'knocks among 

e audience that brought forth rounds of ap- 
iuse; All were on. He then introduced Mr. 
F. Tucker, whose dry wit was most amusing, 
d then Mr. Frank Moss and Mr. John J. Clark 

Gus js on the trait- 
kook/ny for teaks. 

each made a speech of wit and humor in proper 
proportions.. 

Toastmaster Duncan waxed somewhat senti¬ 
mental at times and went off into trances of 
classic poetry so eloquent that the speakers fol¬ 
lowing felt the influence of his rhetoric and 
spouted poetry in turn. 

When your mind has slipped its moorings to a port of 

dreams— 

that’s but one of them. 
Many people of note who should have been 

to the supper sent telegrams or letters of regrets 
which were read by Toastmaster Duncan. 

After the speeches came the presentations of 
prizes. The owner of Nautilus in the 43ft. 
class, was presented with a large silver vase. 
Rodman Sands, one of the many Sands, received 
a mixer and six very unique hand-painted cock¬ 
tail glasses, no two alike, all with a jag-like 
twist to the stems, presented by the commodore. 
Rear-Corn. Berrian, of the launch Iris, received 
a handsome silver cup. Commodore Palmer, of 
Naiad, and sometimes Nautilus, received a cop¬ 
per alcohol coffee pot, for the Labor Day race, 
and a silver cup for the cruise run from Nor¬ 
walk to Thimble Islands. 

The Mudon’s owner won, on Labor Day, the 
rear-commodore prize, a silver-mounted cigar 
jar, and in the small power boat fleet Elmere, 
L. B. Taber owner; Porpoise, Gus A. Deim; 
Helen M., M. E. Connolly, and Stump II., J. 
Sulzbacher each won a handsome silver-mounted 

THE COAT OF ARMS. 

black jack, as the leather-covered steins are 
called, made by the Gorham Co. after the origi¬ 
nal, said to have been used by Oliver Crom¬ 
well. 

The past year has been a very successful one 
for the Knickerbockers, and under their new 
officers they look forward to an equally good 
year in 1908. The officers for 1908 are as fol¬ 
lows : Commodore, John B. Palmer, M.D.; Vice- 
Commodore, Daniel Noble; Rear-Commodore, 
Louis C. Berrian; Treasurer, Geo. H. Cooper; 
Secretary, J. O. Sinkinson; Measurer, Geo. J. 
Stelz; Fleet Surgeon, Geo. D. Hamlen, M.D.; 
Board of Five Directors, Rodman Sands, Harry 
Stephenson, Louis H. Zocher, F. H. Stillman, 
Alfred Schoen, W. B. Beam, Oscar D. Dike. 

Roy A. Rainey’s new 228ft. steam yacht, one 
of the largest in the world, and now building 
on the Clyde, will probably fly the commodore’s 
flag of the Indian Harbor Y. C., as Mr. Rainey 
has just been nominated for that office. H. W. 
Hanan, sloop Aspirant, for Vice-Commodore. 

By Experience We Learn. 

It is a bad practice to poke sticks at a bee¬ 
hive; one is apt to get stung.. But if it will re¬ 
move a plague that has been a constant source 
of annoyance to many, perhaps the stir is worth 
standing. 

What -the yachtsmen want is good yacht rac¬ 
ing, and naturally good rules to govern them ; 
but have we got a good rule now? 

Look at the past season as an illustration. 
The report published recently in a daily paper, 
written by a man who has kept the record of 
last year’s sailing, shows that on Long Island 

On my Mothers side 
J am kiatfd/ry/n/an 
and iiatfdara/n/an. 
On my fat hers side 
/am fla/f. Yankee 
and hatf tr/sh- . 

Ov my oa/ncho/ee. 
tarn ha/htpeotch 
and ha// 6'odd- 

Sound there were only one or two classes out 
of all the classes from A to T, where any kind 
of decent showing was made. 

In nearly every class where a championship 
pennant was awarded it was given to the one 
and only yacht which sailed enough races to 
qualify for a pennant. In many classes there 
were not enough boats sailed times enough to 
qualify, so no pennants were given. 

Think of it, Class N, for instance. No yachts 
sailed enough of the races laid out for them to 
receive a pennant. Look at the Lipton cup class 
in Gravesend Bay. Seven yachts race all sum¬ 
mer, and then when it comes to awarding the 
prize six of them fail to qualify under the rules 
and the seventh, which may get the cup, was the 
slowest of the lot. 

In Class Q there has been a lot of trouble. 
Manhassett and one or two of the Boston boats 
failed to measure into the class, the same as 
happened to the little Lipton cup boats. 

If the present rule is so complicated that men 
like Herreshoff and Gardner will trip up on it, 
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for pitv’s sake what is the small man to do? 
And when two able men both measure the same 
yacht at the same time and get different results 
there must certainly be something wrong with 
such a rule. 

The results under the rule seemed to work 
well at times. For instance, Gauntlet, a big- 
bodied, heavy displacement sloop, and little Ham¬ 
burg, a slim-bodied littfe one-rater, both under 
this rule, rate the same, and in going over the 
course it was found these two sailed almost neck 
and neck, showing the principle of the rule was 
right. But though the principle may be right 
the application seems to be wrong. 

A simpler method of measurement taxing the 
same elements, but doing so in a way that is 
practical, seems to be what is wanted, and while 
we are discussing this subject let us look at all 
sides. Why was it, for instance, this deficiency 
in all the Lipton boats and Class Q boats could 
not have been discovered' and remedied before 
instead of after a season’s use. That surely can¬ 
not be the blame to our much-maligned rule. 
That is someone else’s fault, and as we have 
before argued in this paper, it seems to call for 
one official, practical measurer who can make a 
business of measuring yachts and leave no ex¬ 
cuse for a boat sailing all season unmeasured. 

Harlem Y. C. 

The Harlem Y. C. held its annual election 
on Wednesday, Jan. 8, at the Harlem Casino, 
with the following result: 

Commodore, George W. Jachow; Vice-Commo¬ 
dore, John J. Delaney; Rear-Commodore, Fred 
D. Newton; Treasurer, E. J. Martin; Financial 
Secretary, H. B. McAllister; Recording Secre¬ 
tary, A. R. Sayre; Fleet Surgeon, T. A. Martin, 
M.D.; Board of Trustees (to serve two years), 
Frank H. Newton, Allen Gibson and R. V. 
Friedericks. 

On Friday evening the club held its annual 
entertainment and reception at the Harlem 
Casino. The entertainment consisted of a min¬ 
strel show, followed by dancing. 

The East and West to Meet. 

A series of five races is being arranged be¬ 
tween western and eastern yachts of the 18ft. 
knockabout class for 1908. 

The Lakeside Y. C„ of Cleveland, and the 
Eastern Y. C., of Boston, have consented to race, 
and the Atlantic Y. C. has been asked to partici¬ 
pate. Each club is to enter two boats, their 
records to be figured on the percentage basis. 
The eastern men have promised to reciprocate 
by going out to race on the lakes in 1909. 

The above is an excellent likeness of the new 
22ft. speed boat being manufactured and widely 
featured by the W. H. Mullins Co., of Salem, 
Ohio, manufacturers of pressed steel rowboats 
and launches. 

It is guaranteed to make 15Z2. miles an hour, 
the fastest stock boat in the world of its size 
and horsepower, without resorting to eggshell 
construction. Dry, seaworthy, comfortable and 
safe, it is as staunch and durable as a small 
battleship and magnificently finished, combining 
all the desirable features of a pleasant family 
launch with great speed at a moderate price. 

The interior arrangement is a new departure 
and certainly makes an attractive and pleasant 
boat. The engine is installed well forward in 
a special compartment separated from the cock¬ 
pit by a handsomely paneled oak partition on 
which is placed the special automobile steering 
wheel, also spark and throttle control levers, 
thus the passengers will not come in contact with 
the machinery or moving parts. 

The engine is both started and controlled from 
the steersman’s seat, the efficiency and simplicity 
of the control of the engine being the same as 
that of an automobile, a feature that will be 
appreciated by those who have used boats where 
it is necessary not only to crank the engine in 
starting, but to be brought closely in contact 
with it. 

The motive power is a three-cylinder 16-20 
horsepower Ferro engine equipped with special 
Mullins starting device, reverse gear, Mullins 
silent under water exhaust, automatic quick 
starting float feed carbureter, spark and throttle 
control levers, pressure sight feed oiling system, 
dashboard coils in special case, batteries, spark 
plugs, wiring and switch. 

H. C. Squires Sons, general sales agents, 44 
Cortland street. New York city, will exhibit the 
Mullins boats in the National Motor Boat and 
Sportsman’s Show at Madison Square Garden, 
New York city, Feb. 20 to March 7, 1908. 

F. A. Ballou, sales agent. 879 Main street. Buf¬ 
falo. will represent the W. H. Mullins Co. at 
the Power Boat and Sportsman’s Show in Buf¬ 
falo, N. Y„ Feb. 7 to 8, 1908. and at the Toronto 
Automobile and Sportsman’s Show to be held 
in Toronto. Ont., March 21 to 28, 1908. Their 
interests will be in the hands of N. R. Thomp¬ 
son, of Brantford, Ont., who has the general 
agency for the province. 

Notes of the Bermuda Race. 

Mr. J. Dalzell McKeel, of Pittsburg, a promi¬ 
nent member of the Atlantic Y. C., has informed 
the Bermuda race committee that he will take 
part in this year’s ocean race either with the 
schooner Esperanza in Class B or with a larger 
craft in Class A. 

Commodore W. E. Meyer, of the St. George 
Y. C., of Bermuda, has decided that the sloop 
Isolt, owned by him, shall be a participant in 
the coming races, as she was in last year’s, and 
is now looking around for a crew for the boat. 

So the outlook is verv promising. The race 
could not be in better hands. The Corinthian 
Y. C. men are experienced and energetic and 
will give that wholesome attention to all com¬ 
peting owners -that the character of the race 
reciuires. The start off Marblehead and the 
finish off St. David’s Head will be given much 
attention. Competent men will be in charge of 

this portion of the work and there should not 
be a single lapse in the arrangements. The en¬ 
tries close with Henry A. Morss, Secretary Ber¬ 
muda Race Committee, No. no State street, 
Boston, on May 20. By that date it is expected 
that there will be such an interesting fleet to 
compete for the various valuable prizes, the race 
will really he the leading yachting event of the 
coming season. 

Four classes have been arranged for and will 
be known as A, B. C and D. The A boats will 
consist of all yachts over 90ft. rating, the B boats 
all over 70ft. and not over 90ft., the C boats 
those not over 70ft., but over 50ft., and the 
D boats those not over 50ft. Auxiliaries may; 
enter at their rating, but their engines must be 
sealed. 

The rating measurement in classes A, B and 
C will be computed by adding the length over 
all and the load waterline and dividing that suirn 
by two. In Class D the rating will be the over 
all length. 

Time allowance will be figured at ten minutes 
per foot of rating in Class A, fifteen miutes in' 
Class B, twenty minutes in Class C and thirty 
minutes in Class D. 

Robert Jacob has the little class R boat, 
building for Mr. Donald Abbott, nearly finished.' 
She is from designs by Mr. C. D. Mower, and| 
is the same clean-lined, fine-ended craft char¬ 
acteristic of all that designer’s boats. 1 

She is a handsome shape, handsomely built, 
and now the owner is getting the lay outjnside 
to suit himself. Just to the left is the'stove, 
ice-box. etc., while to the right a small toilet 
room with a double-jointed door. so hung as 
to shut up all the galley, making it invisible, or; 
to open and separate the cabin forward from the 
galley. In the cabin are two good-sized tran¬ 
soms, which, in spite of the small size of the 
boat, will 'make comfortable sleeping possible. 

On deck is a good-sized well cockpit, with 
coaming out on the deck far enough to have a, 
seat inside of it. For an R class boat she is a 
little beauty. 

Kahma being broken up at Jacobs’ yard, City Islam' 
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ARTHUR BINNCY. 

(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilty Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, ‘Designer,” Boston. 
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HOLLIS BURGESS 
INSURANCE of ail kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST.. BOSTON, MASS. 
Telephone* 1905-1 Main. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (ffi. CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (SL STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephone# 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

C*.noe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe, 
everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in- 
itructors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
:heir pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sas Engines and Launches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price. $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
rho uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 

w'“> th,e. running of the marine gas engine, and 
nth the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
o meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
re devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
o the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat, 
he main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip! 

ion ot the difficulties met with in running a gas engine 

nf ULSe* a,"d how t0 remedy them. In this discussion 
tl technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 

—Tast, amount ,of practical knowledge into small 
pace and into every-day language. The amateur power 

ndl t?m!Vueed3 JhlS *Look- for 11 w,in save him much time 
na trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Recent Deaths. 

Jnde Lisha's Shop. 

lf*J° a ?i,YankeeIa"d-. By Rowland E. Robi*- 
*on- Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

11 f’ th5 place of business of Uncle Lisha 
eggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
tchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it. 

Drh^H1"* H*"*1 fisherm.en of the widely sMttwed acigh- 
toh»^pUfed *° mcet of evenings and dull outdoor days. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

len I Have Fished With. 
"'yj.0' character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

“writ! that Mr. Pwd Mather 
f fishing companions. The chapters were 

“ Ytd l * warm welcome at the beginning and 
shed With” *us,amed interest. The ‘Men I Have 
__ 'was among the most popular scries of 

Stkeam 

William Livingston Alden died in Buffalo, 
N. Y., Dec. 14, aged seventy-one years. 

A quarter of a century ago there were few 
names better known to outdoor people and juve¬ 
niles than that of W. L. Alden, but during the 
last twenty years he had lived abroad and de¬ 
voted much of his time to writing for English 
periodicals and newsp^^ers. 

Mr. Alden came to New York in the late 
sixties and became an editorial writer on The 
Citizen. Later on he was with the Times, the 
World and the Graphic. When the Graphic was 
discontinued he returned to the Times and for 
eleven years wrote humorous editorial para¬ 
graphs of so much merit that many of them 
were later on published in book form. He also 
wrote numerous stories for the magazines, among 
them “The Adventures of Jimmy Brown,” which 
became immensely popular with boys and girls. 
Among his books of that period were “The 
Cruise of the Canoe Club,” “The Canoe and the 
Flying Proa,” “The Cruise of the Ghost,” and 
others. 

When canoeing first became popular in the 
East Mr. Alden became an enthusiast in it, and 
{jot only designed several canoes, notably the 
Shadow, but introduced the Nautilus model—de¬ 
signed by Warrington Baden-Powell, canoeing 
editor of the London Field—to American waters 
and made numerous long cruises in the United 
States and Canada. Some of these were in com¬ 
pany with John Habberton and G. Livingston 
Morse. At that time he wrote of canoeing for 
papers and magazines, and as he was a member 
of the New York Canoe Club, it naturally fol¬ 
lowed that he was one of the charter members 
of the American Canoe Association, his member¬ 
ship number being 19. When the association was 
organized at Lake George in 1880 he was elected 
commodore, and was succeeded a year later by 
Judge Nicholas Longworth, of Cincinnati. Mr. 
Alden was made an honorary member several 
years ago. 

In 1885 President Cleveland appointed Mr 
Alden Consul General to Rome. He loved Italy 
and went there annually while living in Paris 
and London. King Humbert made him Cheva¬ 
lier of the Order of the Crown of Italy 

During his long residence in London Mr. 
Alden wrote fiction and fact, and his name was 
frequently seen in the magazines. He was the 
London literary correspondent of the New York 
Times at the time of his return to America last 
summer. 

Mrs. Alden, and their children, William L. 
Alden, Jr., and Mrs. E. C. Townsend, survive 
him. 

Thomas J. Hand, A. C. A., No. 2160, died at 
his home in Brooklyn, N. Y., on Jan. 9, in his 
eighty-fourth year. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division.—J. C. Wilcox, Trenton, N. 
J., by Merton S. West. 

Central Division—G. Brown Hill, Paul M. 
Lincoln, Wm. W. Wishart, Justus Dunatt, 
Charles E. Middleton, Carl R. Sodon, Karl E. 
Van Kuran, William A. Dick, Wm. P. Flint, 
Russell S. Feicht, all of Pittsburg, Pa., and all 
by H. D. James; W. H. Foot, Edgewood Park, 
Pa.; Charles Fortescue, Wilkinsburg, Pa.; Ralph 
H. Watson, Munhall, Pa., and Frank C. Wad¬ 
dell, Wilkinsburg, Pa., also by H. D. James. 

Eastern Division.—Fred W. Allison, West 
Medford, Mass., by Willard K. Fowle; John C. 
Andrews, and Louis H. Dow, both of Woburn, 
Mass., and both by Wm. W. Crosby. 

Western Division.—Harry R. Snyder, Rock¬ 
ford, Ill., by E. J. Van Wie; Andre'w De Graff 
Berkey, St. Paul, Minn., by Jno. A. Berkey; G. 
M. Sturm, Chicago, Ill., by E. J. Van Wie; J. 
Geilon, Chicago, Ill., bv A. R. Houston. Jr.; 
Charles B. Reed, Chicago, Ill., by H. F. Norris. 

Per. ever pre.ented Vo Thd £?££ Nadirs/ 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division.—5419, John G. Saxe, 32 
Liberty street, New York city. 

WILLIAM GARDNER, 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 RectoP Now York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS <& PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office; Boston. Works: Marblehead. Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.60. 

whether° they3 travel Jfth £?2°or ■ P'°P>^ 
carry their outfits on Their own backs.^ inimaU or 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Bo&ts and 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS’* 
A hTTs'TnH i|'UStrat'd„WOrk on the building of motor 

at® 1and the insta:lling, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams 9 

paidTfl 55aWmgS 3nd 8 full'page P^ns. Price, pdst- 

tion bu,iW" and designer of national reputa¬ 
tion. All the instruction given is defined and rom. 

naT^etlS|1Ve’ diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
paf p'a- Th.at portion of the book devoted to the 

JK ' of gas engmes should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one The book 
is well worth the price asked for it k 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Cp°miPi,ete of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 

oSe-msS B>r L""“m 
station Tne k?s„taken. T designs for practical demon- 
fVat'°L,one of. a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 

mTeVCa,V?qu,rements- FuI1 instructions, evm to the 
TnT,T Vv?etai r are Lven for the building of both these 

akme; they' «°S°“buTwCfS 

rP~tvShokdild”‘: *“°'d”‘ - 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.noe a.nd Bo&t Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

Cannes mRrehenS1Ve directions for the construction*^ of 
pan0W T 'n,g- ?nd SaiIing Boats, and Hunting Craft, 
edition^* Stephens-.. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 

Plate°snin enve^opT’ PHcT? $2°0o! ll,UStrations- and fifty 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Bfs-Gam* and Fkh Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local 
.ties where big game-moose and caribou-are mTst 

fmlTdantC a,1Q a s° tlle streams in which salmon are 

Price,’ $T(». nVerS 3nd lakes which abound in trout 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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NEW LIFE MEMBER. 

No. 85 (A. 1256), Irving V. Dorland, Arling¬ 
ton, N. J. 

deceased. 

Atlantic Division—No. 2160, Thomas J. Hand, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 9, 1908- . 

Western Division.—No. 5069, Wm. S. Wright, 
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. ??, 1908. 

MEMBERS transferred. 

5016. Walter L. Day, from Northern Division 
to Central Division. 

Manhasset Bay Y. C. Officers. 

The Manhasset Bay Y. C. held its annual 
meeting at the Hotel Astor on Jan. 13 and 
elected its new officers for 1908 as follows: 

Commodore, Hazen L. Hoyt; Vice-Commodore, 
R B Bainbridge; Rear-Commodore, Charles M. 
Gould; Secretary, R. Martin; Treasurer, Fred¬ 
erick Russell; Measurer, William Gardner; Trus¬ 
tees, John W. Bird, Alphonse H. Alker and John 
F. O’Rourke. 

Felca. 

A very interesting set of plans of Felca, a 

German ten-tonner, designed by Max Oertz, of 
Hamburg, appears in the Wasserport, which are 
of sufficient interest to reproduce. 

Felca in 1906 challenged for the French cup 
and won it/but lost in 1907 to Armen. As a 
clean cut, thoroughbred racing yacht she stands 
out as one worthy of study. A strong floor 
carried well out toward each end with just 
enough of the spoon bow to take every advan¬ 
tage of that style without penalizing herself by 
being brutish, she is a boat the Germans may 
well'be proud of. Her principal dimensions are: 

Length— 
Over all 

Forward, overhang 
Aft, overhang .... 
Load waterline . . • 
Beam . 
Freeboard . 
Draft . 
Girth . 
Sail area . 

.. ,54.28ft. 

.. . 8.72ft. 

. • - 9 31 ft. 

.. .36.25ft. 

.. . 10.2 ft. 
. .. 2.19ft. 
.. 7-.I°ft- 
.. .27 09ft. 
i,955 sq ft. 

LINES AND CONSTRUCTION PLANS OF GERMAN TEN-TONNER FELCA. 
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THEY'RE OFF! 
I he race for 1908 trap shooting honors began with the recent Hamilton, 

Ontario, Tournament, where the annual event, 

THe Grand. Canadian Handicap 
AT BIRDS, WAS WON BY 

U. M. C. Arrow Shot Shells 
Mr 

Mr 

M 

H. 

Arrows. 

Mayhew was the lucky winner, with a perfect score of 26 straight. 

D. Kirkover was second, with 25 straight. Both shot U. M. C. 

These were the only two perfect scores among the 56 entries. Mr. 

Mayhew in 1904, Mr. Upton in 1906, Mr. Cantelon in 1907, and Mr. Mayhew 

again in 1908 give to U. M. C. Shells the last four out of five winners of the 
Grand Canadian at birds. 

Shoot tti 1 c)o8 the shells which won in i qoj 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T raps hooting. (W. Va.) Shooting Club; added 
Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 
City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

Jan. 25.—Troy, N. Y.—Tri-County Trapshooting League. 
Under auspices of Mountain View G. C. 

Jan. 28-Feb. 1.—Brenham, Tex.—Sunny South Handicap. 
Feb. 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 

trophy. 
Feb. 18-21.—Kansas City, Mo., midwinter tournament. 
Feb. 22.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association live- 

bird tournament. Karl Steward, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Dayton, Ky.—Northern Kentucky live bird 

shoot. 
Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—North River G. C. Jas. R. 

Merrill, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Paterson, N. J.—Northside R. and. G. C. H. 

Beckler, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 
March 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 

trophy. 
March 16-17.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 

pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
March 28.—McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 

cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 
meyer, Sec’y. 

May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier. Sec’y, 201 Pearl street. New York. 

May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 
Dr. C. H. Burr, Sec’y. 

May 13-14.—Sistersville 
money and prizes. 

May 21-23.—Salt Lake 
Keefe, Capt. 

May 30.—McKeespor, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 
annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

June 10-11. Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 
auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira. N. Y.—New York State shoot. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—'Ihe Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’v-Mgr.. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 5-7—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

-Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. T. T. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Feb. 18-19.—Blue Mound (Ill.) G. C. J. W. Robbins, 
Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Fall River, Mass.—Great Island G. C. P. 
Letendre, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Edge Hill, Pa.—Highland G. C. J. Franklin 
Meehan, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Cleveland, (O.) G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.— Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell. Sec’v. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—North End R. and G. Club. W. 

A. Lockwood, Treas. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec’y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 18 or 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. 
Lewis, Sec’y. 

April 21-23. Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports- 
a ^Association. Chas- T- Kankin, Sec’y. 

APrSec’yMay 1-—'DanvllIe (Pa-> G- c- W. T. Speiser, 

May 1.—Wilmington (O ) G. C. James E. Gaston, Pres. 
May 7-8,-Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 

Momes' la-—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 
W. Budd, Sec y. 

May 13T4.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 
G. Blandford, Mgr. 

MaV l4-,-:Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
& KnaP» Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

vr3y '^l*ean fl'I- Y.) G. C. F. F. Mason, Sec’y. 
Mav 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. I. H. McVicar, 

Sec y. 

May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports- 
,, Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May. -•>--8.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman's 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Karl R. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 
Mams, Sec’y. 

June 1-2— Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H 
Quiggle, Sec’y. 

June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association F 
Shattuck, Sec’y. 

June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Tersev Cilv.— New Jersev State shoot. 
Tune 4.—Wyoming (N. v.) G. C. F. B. Childs. ’ Sec’y. . 
- Montc'air, (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O'.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 

June 18-19.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Ceo. W. Morgan, 
Sec y. 

July 4.—R'chmond (Va.) G. C. 'Hcch'er, Pres 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins 

Sec’y. , 

July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 
Cooper, Sec'y. 

Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. Albert YV. 
Lewis, Sec’y. 
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Haskell, N. J., Jan. 16.—In regard to the handicap 
table that I sent you some years ago, relative to target 
shooting, I send you a revised and more complete form 
of this,, and you will notice that it is in two parts, the 
upper table referring to the “number of targets that a 
contestant should be allowed to shoot at, and the lower 
table referring to the number of extra targets that a 
contestant is given rather than bein^; allowed to shoot 
at a certain number of “extra targets. 

In explanation of this table, which you may have 
forgotten, I had better call attention to the fact that it 
is based entirely upon the average percentage of the 
number of targets that a contestant can break or will 
break, if shooting in his “usual form, and of course, 
the percentage of the contestant must be approximately 
known before the table can be used to its full value. 
The two tables are exactly similar in principle, and 
differ from each other only in the fact that one is based 
on the number of extra targets that a man should be 

Handicaps. 

allowed to shoot at, and the other on the number of 
“dead birds” donated to the poorer shot. The figures 
60 62 54 etc., up to 100 found in the first horizontal 
line, and also on the extreme leX margin represent the 
percentage of a contestant, and to operate the table 
proceed as follows: 

Let us assume that two shooters, one a 90 per cent, 
man and the other a 70 per cent, man, are to shoot a 
match. Of course, ordinarily the 90 per cent, man will 
get 90 birds, and of course should allow his 70 per cent, 
man a certain number of extra targets, either to shoot 
at or donate them as dead birds. Now, taking the 
upper table; under the heading of 90 per cent, look 
down the column until you find the figure, opposite 70 
on the extreme left margin. You will notice that the 
figure at the junction of these two lines is 28.6, which 
represents the number of extra targets that the 70 per 
cent, man should be allowed to shoot at in a 100 bird 
race. In a similar manner a 94 per cent, man should 

allow a 78 per cent, man 20.5 extra targets to shoot at 
in a 100 bird race. The top row of figures, 50 to 100, 
in each case, should represent the “highest percentaged 
man” to be considered, as he is what may be called the 
“scratch” man in any event. . . 

If it is desired to save time by giving the poorer shot 
so many “dead birds” instead of allowing him to shoot 
at an extra number of birds, the 90 per cent, man would 
allow the 70 per cent, man 20 dead birds, whereas, the 94 
per cent, man would allow the 78 per cent, man 16 dead 
birds; this of course corresponding exactly to the per¬ 
centage of extra targets to be shot at that the poorer 
shot would get in case the upper table was used. 

It should of course be understood that the figures 
given above, such as, for instance, 28.5 and 20.5, represent 
the number of birds in a 100 bird race, and necessarily 
if the event consists of less than 100 birds—say, 20 
birds, for instance—then these figures must be mul¬ 
tiplied by 20-100 or 1-5. 

HANDICAP TABLE SHOWING, THE NUMBER OF EXTRA TARGETS 

50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 

o 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0 40.0 44.0 48.0 
DU. 
CO 0.0 3 8 7.7 11.5 15.3 19.2 23.0 26.9 30.8 34.6 38.5 42.3 
D-. • * 

0.0 3.7 7.4 11.1 14.8 18.5 22.2 25.9 29.6 33.3- 37.0 
04. 

0.0 3.6 7.1 10.7 14.3 17.8 21.4 25.0 28.6 32.1 
DO. ...» 

0.0 3.4 6.9 10.3 13.8 17.0 20.6 24.1 27.6 
58. .... .... 

0.0 3.3 6.7 10.0 13.3 16.7 20.0 23.3 
60. .... 

0.0 3.2 6.4 9.6 12.9 16.1 19.3 
62. 0.0 3.1 6.2 9.4 12.5 15.6 
64. 0.0 3.0 6.1 9.1 12.1 
66. 0.0 2.9 5.9 8.8 
68. 0.0 2.8 5.7 
70. .... .... 

0.0 2.7 
72. 
74. .... .... .... . . 0.0 

76. .... 

78. .... 

80. .... .... .... 

82. .... .... .... .... 

84. .... .... 

86. 
.... 

88. 
90. 
92. .... 

94. .... 

96. . 
98. .... 

100. .... .... .... 

PER HUNDRED THE POORER SHOT SHOULD SHOOT AT. 

76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100 

52.0 56.0 60.0 64.0 68.0 72.0 76.0 80.0 84.0 88.0 92.0 96.0 100.0 

46.2 50.0 53.8 57.6 61.5 65.4 69.2 73.1 76.9 80.8 84.6 88.6 92.7 

40.7 44.4 48.1 51.9 55.5 59.2 62.9 66.6 70.3 74.0 77.7 81.5 85.2 

36.1 39.3 42.8 46.4 50.0 53.5 57.1 60.1 64.3 67.8 71.4 75.0 78.5 

31.0 34.5 37.9 41.3 44.8 48.3 51.7 55.2 58.6 62.0 65.5 68.9 70.6 

26.7 30.0 33.3 36.7 40.0 43.3 46.7 50.0 53.3 56.7 60.0 63.3 66.7 

22.5 25.8 29.0 52.2 35.5 38.7 41.9 45.1 48.3 51.6 54.8 58.0 61.3 

18*7 21.7 25.0 28.1 31.2 34.3 37.5 40.6 43.7 46.8 50.0 53.1 58.2 

15 j 18.1 21.2 24.2 27.2 30.3 33.3 36.3 39.3 42.4 45.4 48.5 51.5 

11 *7 14.7 17.6 20.6 23.5 26.4 29.4 32.3 35.3 38.2 41.1 44.1 47.0 

8.5 11.4 14.2 17.1 20.0 22.8 25.7 28.5 31.4 34.3 37.1 40.0 42.8 

5*5 8.3 11.1 13.8 16.6 19.4 22.2 25.0 27.7 30.5 33.3 36.1 38.8 

2*7 5.4 8.2 10.8 13.5 16.2 18.9 21.6 24.3 27.0 29.7 32.4 35.1 

0.0 2.6 5.3 7.9 10.5 13.1 15.7 18.4 21.0 23.6 26.3 28.7 31.5 

0.0 2.5 5.1 7.7 10.2 12.8 15.3 18.0 20.5 22.8 25.6 28.2 .... 
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5 25.0 

0.0 2.4 4.8 7.3 9.7 12.2 14.6 • 17.0 19.5 21.9 

0.0 2.4 4.7 7.1 9.5 11.9 14.3 16.6 19.0 .... 
0.0 2.3 4.6 7.0 9.3 11.6 13.9 16.0 .... 

0.0 2.2 4.5 6.9 9.1 11.3 13.6 

0.0 2.2 4.4 6.7 3.9 11.1 
0.0 2.1 4.3 6.5 8.7 

0.0 2.1 4.2 6.3 .... 0.0 2.0 4.1 

.... .... 0.0 2.0 
0.0 

HANDICAP 

50 *52 
50. 0 2.0 
52. 0.0 
54. 
56. 
58. 
60. 
62. 
64. 
66. 
68. 
70. 
72. 
74. 
76. 
78. 
80. 
82. 
84 . 
86. 
85 . 
90. 
92. 
94. 
96. 
98. 
100. 

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TARGETS PER HUNDRED GIVEN TO 

54 56 
4.0 6.0 
2.0 4.0 
0.0 2.0 

0.0 

58 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 

60 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 

62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 

12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 

10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 

8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 

6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 
4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 
0.0 2.0 

0.0 

80 
30.0 
28.0 
26.0 
24.0 
22.0 
20.0 
18.0 
16.0 
14.0 
12.0 
10.0 

8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 

82 
32.0 
30.0 
28.0 
26.0 
24.0 
22.0 
20.0 
18.0 
16.0 
14.0 
12.0 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 

THE 

84 
34.0 
32.0 
30.0 
28.0 
26.0 
24.0 
22.0 
20.0 
18.0 
16.0 
14.0 
12.0 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 

OOR ER SHOT AS “ DEAD BIRDS.” 

86 88 90 92 94 % 98 lt)0 
36.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 44.0 46.0 48.0 60.0 

34.0 36.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 44.0 46.0 48.0 

32.0 34.0 36.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 44.0 46.0 

30.0 32.0 34.0 36.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 44.0 

28.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 36.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 

26.0 28.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 36.0 38.0 40.0 

24.0 26.0 28.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 36.0 38.0 

22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 36.0 

20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 30.0 32.0 34.0 

18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 30.0 32.0 

16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 30.0 

14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 

12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 

10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 

8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 
6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 
4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 

0.0 2.0 4.0 
0.0 2.0 

.... .... 0.0 
E. A. Whistler Everett, 

Ballistic Engineer. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Montpelier, Vt., Gun Club announces its fourth 

annual two-days’ tournament, to be held on May 12 

and 13. 

The North River Gun Club, of Edgewater, N. J., 

announces an all-day shoot for Feb. 22. James R. Merrill 

is the Secretary. 
at 

Manager Charles G. Blandford writes us that the Os¬ 

sining, N. -Y., Gun Club will hold a two-days’ registered 

-target shoot on May 13-14. 
at 

At the midwinter shoot of the Sistersville, W. Va„ 

•Shooting Club, Jan. 16, Mr. Ed. O. Bower made high 

average, 167 out of ISO, 92.7 per cent. 

*. 

The Mountain View Gun Club, of Troy, N. Y., will 

hold a two-days’ tournament. Sept. 7 and 8, in Troy’s 

first annual Old Home Week, for which elaborate prep¬ 

arations are being made. 

Secretary Ed. O. Bower writes us that May 13 and 

14 have been fixed upon as dates for the annual target 

-tournament of the Sistersville, W. Va., Shooting Club. 

Added money and prizes will be attractive features. 

The final shoot, to be held at Dupont Park, St. Louis, 

Mo., will be held on Jan. 25 and 26. After that event 

the park will be converted to other uses. 

* 
The Indiana State shoot is fixed to be held on June 

10-11, at Muncie, Ind., under the auspices of the Magic 

City Gun Club, of which F. L. Wachtell is the Secretary. 

We are informed by Secretary-Manager Elmer E. 

Shaner that “the Interstate Association’s third South¬ 

ern Handicap target tournament will be held at Birming¬ 

ham, Ala., May 5, 6 and 7. There will be $1,000 added 

money.” 

Twenty contestants participated in the shoot of the 

Montclair, N. J., Gun Club, on Saturday of last week. 

A two-man team contest was a special feature. Eight 

teams entered, and of these Messrs. Colquitt and Bouvier 

were high with 19 out of 20. 

at 
On Feb. 22 the Northside Rod and Gun Club, of 

Paterson, N. J., will hold an all-day shoot, commencing 

at 9 o’clock. All shooters are invited. In the five-man 

team contest between the Northside and the Midland 

clubs, on Jan. 18, the Midlands were victors, 104 to 103. 

The Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, L. I., has 

received a challenge from the Boston, Mass., Athletic 

Association, to shoot a home-and-home team contest. 

It is probable that the dates will be fixed for February 

next. 
a? 

At a live-bird shoot held at Jonestown, Pa., on Satur 

day of last week, George Hansell, of Lebanon, Pa. 

scored straight in the 10-bird event, the other contestant: 

scoring as follows: Clymer 9, Helm 8, Fry 8, Zellers 7 

Rump 6, Krause 6, Heilman 5, Rader 5. 

*» 

At the shoot of the New England Kennel Club, Brain 

tree. Mass., Jan. 18, Mr. A, Blanchard won the club cui 

contest with a score of 24, 3 targets allowance, and the 

leg on the season cup was scored by Mr. B. S. Blaki 

with a full score of 25, 10 allowance. 

* 

The matter of handicapping is an ever recurring prob 

lem in the realm of trapshooting activities. The very com 

plete tables, applicable to extra targets to shoot at, am 

added targets, by Mr. E. A. Whistler Everett, Ballisti 

Engineer of the Laflin & Rand Powder Co., Haskel 

N. J., is invaluable as a matter of reference to all wh 

are interested in trap shooting competition. 
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The teams of the Boston Athletic Association and 

Yale will shoot a contest on Feb. 15. 

■t 

The S. S. White Gun Club shot a ten-man team match 

with the Riverton Gun Club, at Holmesburg Junction, 

Pa., Jan. 18, and was victorious by a score of 18G to 171. 

Messrs. Chas. Newqomb and Thomas Biddle were high 

on their respective teams with 23 out of a possible 25. 

•t 

The Atlantic City, N. J., Gun Club, was organized on 

Jan. 18. Till it secures grounds of its own it will use 

the Pleasure Bay traps. The officers are: President, 

C. S. Orleman; Vice-President, Samuel I. Wells; Sec¬ 

retary, A. K. Shepherd; Treasurer, Harry E. Pennell; 

Field Captain, L. I. Huber. 

Bernard Waters. 

Sistersville Shooting Club. 

Sistersville, West Va., Jan. 17.—Rain and a blinding 
snowstorm seriously interfered with our midwinter shoot 
yesterday, the 16th inst., cutting our attendance down 
very materially. We know of several who had started, 
but on account of the severe storm, returned home. 
Nearly a full squad from Pomeroy, O., had gotten as 
far as Parkersburg, but thinking our shoot would surely 
be declared off, came no further, telephoning their re¬ 
grets. The programme, however, was carried out, and 
those who were here expressed themselves as having had 
an enjoyable time. 

The early morning train brought Messrs. John F. and 
S. T. Mallory, the latter accompanied by Mrs. Mallory, 
from Parkersburg; Mrs. Chas. J. Mowery from St. 
Marys, and John M. Speary from Marietta, and a later 
train from the North brought Messrs. Al. Mills, W. 
McC. Snodgrass and T. M. Mclntire, from New Mar¬ 
tinsville. 

Although the storm was raging furiously and the wind 
blowing a gale when the time arrived to start the pro¬ 
gramme, those who were here seemed anxious to be cut 
loose and allowed to face the elements, and from that 
time until the last shot was fired, not a murmur was 
heard. 

With an abundance of natural gas, our club house was 
kept red hot, and no one suffered from the cold. Every¬ 
body was in good humor and went home feeling that we 
had done all we could for them under the circum¬ 
stances. We certainly feel ourselves under many ob¬ 
ligations to those who came out, and hope in the near 
future to be able to, in a measure at least, return the 
compliment. Because possibly of his selecting such a 
beautiful (?) day for the affair, Mr. Ed. O. Bower was 
allowed to win the average with 167 out of ISO, or 92.7 
per cent., followed closely by Mr. John M. Speary, of 
Marietta, O., with 163. Tabulated scores follow: 

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Brk. 

:Ed O Bower. 15 15 14 14 14 14 14 12 14 13 14 14 167 
,J M Speary.15 13 15 14 15 11 15 14 15 11 13 13 163 
C C Mercer. 12 12 12 13 13 12 13 12 13 13 14 15 154 
T F Mallory.12 12 9 14 13 12 14 13 15 13 12 14 153 
C J Mowery. 9 14 "9 13 15 13 8 13 15 13 10 13 145 
S T Mallory. 11 10 13 12 12 9 12 12 14 9 13 13 140 
T M Mclntire. 10 14 8 12 8 12 11 
Al Mills .11 12 10 12 13 13 11 
Snodgrass .12 11 10 10 10 12 11 

NOTES. 

C. C. Mercer, of Dillonvale, O., came in Wednesday 
evening, so as to be on the field of battle early. 

The referee yelled out “Lost” and Sid Mallory turned 
around and remarked that a snowdrift had just hit him 
in the eye. 

Mercer would have been greatly handicapped had it not 
been for the young lady who held his glasses when he 
went to the score. 

Speary, who never misses a Sistersville shoot, was 
glad he came, but his little speech about the weather 
man was not very complimentary. 

John F. Mallory said that he came up to tell us that 
he couldn’t be with us. We never saw the weather too 
severe for “Chief Hole Digger.” 

Charlie Mowery was happy through it all, but then 
that’s nothing new for him. He was born that way. 

Mclntire, Mills and Snodgrass arrived in time for 
latter half of programme. They report new grounds for 
New Martinsville, and will be heard from a little later. 

* Ed. O. Bower. 

North River Gun Club. 

Edgewater, N. J., Jan. 17.—Grosbeck said he just felt 
like shooting, and he shot. He won the leg on the 
jacob Ruppert silver cup. 

This club will hold an all-day shoot on Feb. 22. 

Events: 12345678 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 25 15 15 

rruax . 12 11 13 16 13 14 
Richter ... 13 11 14 18 10 9 14 
McClave . 14 12 14 16 10 13 11 
Eickhoff .... 12 9 13 19 13 14 13 
Ropes . 12 7 11 19 9 13 10 
Russel .... 12 10 S 16 
Townsend . 9 9 8 
Smith ... 7 7 4 7 
Morrison . 13 12 11 19 13 11 13 
t osselman _ 11 9 11 17 6 
jillerlain . 10 7 11 12 12 13 
■rosbeck . 13 15 15 25 13 14 

5Chram .... 9 
Jas. R. Merrill, Sec’y 

97.18 0/ THE HIGHEST 
0 AVERAGE YET 97.18 

MADE WITH 

WINCHESTER 
FACTORY LOADED SHELLS 

W. R. CROSBY 

97.18$ 
for 3,300 Targets 

94.8% 
for 12,970 Targets 

FRED GILBERT 

95.8$ 
for 9,159 Targets 

HIGH AVERAGE WINNER 
FOR FIFTH TIME 

In 1907 They Also Won. 

High Y early Average 
High Amateur Average 

And were used by ELEVEN OUT OF 

THE FIRST FOURTEEN HIGH MEN 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., Jan. 18.—Although nothing special 
was scheduled for to-day, the fine weather brought some 
twenty men out to face the traps. The first event was at 
10 targets for practice, Allan making a perfect score. 
Event 2 was a handicap at 25 targets, Messrs. Cockefair 
and Waring tying with perfect scores; Waring, however, 
won out in the shoot-off, which occurred in event 4, and 
received a very handsome cane for his skill. Event 3, at 
15 targets, handicap, was for the accumulation trophy 
event, Waring winning this also with a score of 15. 
Event 4, like event 2, was a handicap at 25 targets, Moffett 
capturing a fine silk umbrella with a score of 25. Event 
5 was a pickup team race for two men teams, 10 targets 
per man. Team No. 3, composed of Messrs. Colquitt 
and Bouvier, was the lucky team, scoring 19 out of a 
possible 20, and receiving as their reward a couple of 
boxes of fine cigars. 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 10 25 15 25 

Moffett . 8 1 20 0 11 1 25 
Allan . 10 2 24 0 14 2 24 
Dugro . 9 1 19 0 7 1 21 
Perley . 7 2 18 0 8 .. .. 
Cockefair . 7 4 25 2 10 3 13 
Winslow . 3 5 21 3 11 .. .. 

Sargent . . 1 1012 
Jacobus .... 4 20 2 13 4 24 
Boxall . . 9 122 0 10 1 20 
Bouvier .... . 4 7 20 4 8 7 21 
Colquitt .... . 9 1 16 0 10 1 23 
Reis . . 4 10 22 • 0 4 
J.ane . 9 20 3 8 5 14 
Waring . 8 25 4 15 7 17 
Todd .. 8 20 3 15 8 22 
Baldwin .... 7 23 .. 6 6 19 
Spencer .... 7 21 .. 6 7 23 
Hunt . 6 22 .. 6 6 17 
Schweisguth . . . . 0 11 0 20 

Event 5, 10 targets, for two-man teams: 
Team No. 1. Team No. 5. 

Moffett . 9 Boxall 9 
Hunt . 9—18 Waring . 8—17 

Team No. 2. Team No. 6. 
Perley . 3 Cockefair ... 6 
Reis . 2— 5 Baldwin .... 8—14 

Team No. 3. Team No. 7. 
9 8 

Bouvier .... 10-19 Spencer .... 9-17 
Team No. 4. Team No. 8. 

Allan . 9 Winslow .... 8 
Lane . 5—14 Dugro 8—16 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
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North Side Gun Club. 

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 18.—The Northside Rod and 
Gun Club will hold a big shoot on Washington’s Birth¬ 
day. A cordial invitation is extended to all lovers of 
trapshooting. Trade representatives are always wel¬ 
come. Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. on this day 
and continue until dark. Lunch and refreshments will 
be served free, as usual. There will be a committee ap¬ 
pointed in the course of a few days, from the following 
clubs: Northside Rod and Gun, Jackson Park, North 
Caldwell, and Passaic Gun, for the purpose of con¬ 
sidering the proposed consolidation of the above-named 
clubs into one club. It is conceded that if this move¬ 
ment be successful-, it will make one of the biggest and 
strongest clubs in the State. 

In the third leg of the team match between the Mid¬ 
land Gun Club, of Maywood, and the Northside’s, which 
was shot off at the Columbia Heights grounds to-day, 
the visitors were the victors by only one bird. The 
final score was 104 to 103. 

Twenty men were in the sweepstakes. The high av¬ 
erage was about evenly divided between J. C. Banta, 
J. P. Howland, F. H. Lewis and J. Spaeth, each shoot¬ 
ing at a record of 80 per cent. 

Team shoot: 

Midland Club. Northside Club. 
II Krug . 22 J Spaeth .22 
J P Howland.22 C Lewis .18 
H Howland . 19 W Hempstead .19 
H E Jackson.18 Dr Hunter .20 
J C Banta. 23—104 F H Lewis.24—103 

The results in the sweepstake events follow: 
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 10 15 10 15 25 10 15 25 

Lewis . 8 13 10 12 24 8 11 21 
King . 8 10 8 12 22 5 10 .. 
Howland . 7 12 10 12 22 6 13 .. 
Swayck . 9 11 5 10 .. 8 10 15 
Scoskie . 8 11 4 11 .. 9 10 17 
Howland . 5 8 7 13 19 8 14 .. 
Hunter . .7 12 8 11 20 9 12 16 
Jackson . 9 10 6 11 18 .. .. 14 
Van Stone . 4 5 3 6 .. 5 4 17 
Spaeth . 8 10 8 10 22 9 13 .. 
Banta . 3 5 .. 6 6 .. 
Hempstead . 7 11 19. 
Wilkinson . 6 4. 
Lewis . 9 9 18 5 9 
Storms . 3 ‘10 .. 5 8 .. 
Nagle . 6 6. 
Vanderclock . 6 8. 
Hennis . 8 5. 
Banta .  7 11 23 7 14 20 
Stelling . 6 12 .. 

Uncle IIank. 

Welles . 12 11 13 15 14 14 11 14 12 .. 22 138 
H B Willson. 8 7 12 6 7 9 9 9 8 *5 .. 80 
Tos Hunter . 12 13 11 14 13 12 14 15. 104 
M D Hogan. 12 11 14 13 12 12 11 13. 98 
Wagner . 12 12 13 11 13 12 10 *$. 92 
M Taylor . 13 13 12 13 12 13 13. 89 
C S Wilson. 9 8 8 10 11 7 12 . 65 
Dr Stine . 6 3 10 11 13 9 . 55 
Shaffer .— 6 5 10 5 9 4 . 39 
Dufour . 12 8 8 10 11 .58 
Dr Shoup.10 11 .. 21 
Bene ...15 15 

Miles Taylor, Sec’y. 

The Palefaces. » 

Boston, Mass., Jan. 15.—The usual weekly Paleface 
shoot, held to-day at Wellington, drew its regular four 
squads, and from 1 o’clock to 5 trappers and scorers 
were kept busy dishing out the elusive saucer, which 
surely had the best of us, for this afternoon at least. 

The scheduled New England championship was the 
bone of contention for sixteen, and right through the 
contest the result was always in doubt, and the last 
event was a real test for even the best. 

Geo. Hassam was one of the bright stars of the occa¬ 
sion, and easily eclipsed any of his former performances 
when winning in the shoot-off against our best New 
England combination, and now stands the penalty of an 
extra yard for displaying his ability so publicly. 

Grif captured high average with a good 20yd. handi¬ 
cap, and some of his kills were of the old-time skill, and 
brought forth a goodly share of' applause from his many 
friends. 

Events: 12345678 Shot 
Targets: 10 15 15 15 20 15 15 20 at. Broke. 

Griffiths, 20 . 10 12 15 12 19 12 11 16 125 107 
Hassam, 18 . 8 12 13 15 16 13 13 15 125 105 
Kirkwood, 20 . 8 14 12 10 18 13 14 16 125 105 
Sibley, 18 . 7 15 11 13 18 13 12 14 125 103 
Frank, 20 . 9 11 11 13 17 13 13 15 125 102 
Edgartcn, 19 . 8 14 10 14 18 9 10 17 125 100 
Adams, 18 . 8 13 14 12 14 11 12 14 125 68 
Charles, 18 . 9 13 9 10 11 9 14 13 125 86 
Horrigan, 18 . 11 12 15 13 14 10 18 125 93 
Kanop. 18 ..14 9 12 15 10 13 14 115 87 
Hamblin, 18 . 12 9 12 16 9 12 16 115 86 
Winters, 18 .12 10 12 12 13 11 15 115 85 
Frost, 17 . 12 9 9 17 13 13 12 115 85 
Buffalo, 19 . 12 10 12 13 10 8 12 115 77 
Jones, 16 .10 11 9 11 9 11 15 115 76 
Eagle, 16 . 4 6 15 12 13 9 6 115 65 
Lynde, 16 . 4 8 8 8 11 85 39 
Powers, 19 .11 8 ,. 30 19 
Langstroth, 16 . 7 11. 25 18 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 1.—At the regular weekly shoot of 
the Mountain View Gun Club to-day thirty-one shooters 
took part in the sport. A sharp wind prevailed, which 
made the targets somewhat difficult. Saunders was high, 
breaking 131 out of 150; Valentine was second with 84 
out of 100. 

The handicap for the Ithaca gun was finished to-day, 
and was won by Mrs. Butler, she having a handicap of 
28 added targets to the 65 which she broke, giving her a 
total of 93. Mrs. Butler has been shooting only four 
months, and is fast becoming a crack shot. 

Next Saturday, Jan. 25, we will hold our Tri-County 
Trapshooting League tournament. 

During the first part of next September, the city of 
Troy will celebrate its first annual Old Home Week. 
Great preparations are being made for this event. In 
order to help make this affair a success the Mountain 
View Gun Club will hold a two-days’ shoot at that time. 
The shoot will be held on Sept. 7 (Labor Day) and 
Sept. 8. There will b e added money. The amount I 
will announce later on. 

The following are the scores ; for to-day: 

Shot at. Broke .Shot at. Broke 
Sanders . . 150 131 F Smith . . 50 24 
F O Roberts.., . 125 99 Paine . . 50 24 
Y^alentine .. . 100 84 G Butler . . 50 41 
Roberts . . 100 70 Mrs Butler .... . 50 33 

. 100 71 . 50 26 
Mil liman . . 100 71 Galvin . . 50 35 
Hedges . . 100 62 H Smith . . 50 29 
Nichols . . 80 48 Dutcher . . 50 21 

. 75 51 . 25 14 
Betts . . 75 47 Miss Ruth . . 25 8 
Lovegrove . . 75 44 Vrooman . . 25 15 
Harris . . 75 58 F Film . . 25 10 
L Miller . . 75 44 Le Maire . . 25 10 
Crowley . . 75 24 Mrs Le Maire.. . 25 8 
Connolly. . 75 24 A Film . . 15 9 
Sharp . . 75 44 

J. J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

Analostan Gun Club. 

Washington, D. C., Jan. 18.—At the annual meeting 
of the Analostan Gun Club the following officers were 
elected for the ensuing year: President, C. S. Wilson; 
\ ice-President, Dr.. Wm. C. Barr; Treasurer, John Cole¬ 
man; Secretary, Miles Taylor; Captain, II. A. Farnham; 
Trustees, M. D. Hogan, W. R. Baker and W. H. Hunter. 

The club is in a flourishing condition, and last year 
was one of the best in its history. The average attend¬ 
ance at the club shoots was twenty-four members, and 
the average number of targets thrown at each meet, 
1,605. Sixteen new members were added to the rolls. 

The Analostan Gun Club held its first shoot for 1908 
on Jan. 17. Fred Stone and Mr. Shaffer, of the Red 
Mill Company, and Harry S. Welles, of the Dead Shot 
Powder Company, were guests on that occasion. Follow¬ 
ing are the scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 Brk. 

Stone .13 12 12 12 10 12 12 14 14 12 18 141 

New England championship, distance handicap, 100 
targets: 
Hassam, 18yds... . 85 Hamblin, 18 . 74 
Griffiths, 20 -- . 85 Kanop, 18 . 73 
Kirkwood, 20 ... . 83 Winters, IS . 73 
Frank, 20 . . 82 Frost, 17 . 73 
Harrigan, 18 ... . 82 Jones, 16 . 67 
Sibley, 18 . . 81 Charles, 18 . 66 
Edgarton, 19 ... . 78 Buffalo, 19 . 65 
Adams, 18 . . 77 Eagle, 16 . 61 

Shoot-off : 
Hassam . . 23 Griffiths . 19 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—The tournaments registered with the 
Interstate Association during the week ending Tan. 18, 
follows: 

Olean Gun Club, at Olean, N. Y., May 19 and 20. 
Fred F. Mason, Sec’y. 

Fort Dodge Driving Park Gun Club, at Fort Dodge, 
la., June 3 and 4. Dr. J. W. Ilaughawout, Mgr. 

Enterprise Gun Club, at McKeesport, Pa., May 30. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

Kentucky Trapshooters’ League state tournament, at 
Dayton, Ky., May 27 and 28. Dr. I. P. Gould, Sec’y. 

YVestport Factory Gun Club, at Westport Factory, 
Mass., April 18 or 20. Albert W. Lewis, Sec’y. 

Montclair Gun Club’s Metropolitan championship, at 
Montclair, N. J., April 1. Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Montclair Gun Club’s anniversary tournament, at 
Montclair, N. J., June 6. Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Wyoming Gun Club, at Wyoming, N. Y., June 4. F. 
B. Childs, Sec’y. 

Malone Gun Club, at Malone, N. Y., May 7 and 8. 
Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 

Wilmington Gun Club, at Wilmington, O., May 1. 
James E. Gaston, Pres. 

Wilmington Gun Club, at Wilmington O., June 16 and 
17. J. E. Gaston, Pres. 

Shamokin Gun Club, at Shamokin, Pa., April 17 and 
July 9 and 10. S. C. Yocum, Sec’y. 

Mountain View Gun Club, at Pen Argyle, Pa., Feb. 
14 and 15. W. R. Frome, Pres. 

Springfield Gun Club, at Springfield, O., June IS and 
19. Geo. W. Morgan, Sec’y. 

Blue Mound Gun Club, at Blue mound, Ill., Feb. 18 
and 19. J. W. Robbins, Sec’y. 

Cleveland Gun Club, at Cleveland, O., Feb. 22. F. 
H. Wallace, Mgr. 

Ossining Gun Club, at Ossining, N. YE, May 13 and 
14. Chas. G. Blandford, Sec’y. 

Mountain View Gun Club, at Troy, N. Y., Feb. 22. 
John J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

Cracker Gun Club, at Thomasville, Ga., July 3 and 4. 
C. W. Cooper, Sec’y. 

Leesburg Gun Club, at Leesburg, Fla., March 25 and 
26. B. F. .Watts, .Sec’y. 

Great Island Gun Club, at Ocean Grove, Fall River, 
Mass., Feb. 22. Phillippe Letendre, Sec’y. 

Highland Gun Club, at Edge Hill, Pa., Feb. 22. J. 
Franklin Meehan, Sec’y. 

South Framingham Gun Club, at South Framingham, 
Mass., July 4 and 5. Frank P. Hewins, Sec’y. 

Richmond Gun Club, at Richmond, Va., July 4. V. 
Hechler, Pres. 

Ohio State Association, at Columbus, O., June 2 to 5. 
Fred Shattuck,. Sec’y. 

Tanesville Gun Club, at Janesville, Wis., May 21 and 
22. J. H. Me Vicar, Sec’y. 

The Indian tournament, at Cedar Point, Sandusky, O., 
June 16 to 19. R. O. Heikes, Chairman. 

Platt National Park Gun Club, at Sulphur, Okla., 
Feb. 22. E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

Danville Gun Club, at Danville, Pa., April 30 and 
May 1. Wm. T. Speiser, Sec’y. 

Sunset Gun Club, at Steamboat Rock, la., June 1 and 
2. A. H. Quiggle, Sec’y. 

Westport Factory Gun Club, at Westport Factory, 
Mass., Sept. 7. Albert W. Lewis, Secretary. 

McKeesport Gun Club, at McKeesport, Pa., May 30. 
L. W. Cannon, Sec’y. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Jan. 18.—There were eighteen con¬ 
testants in the contest for the Stake trophy, Mr. Chas. 
A. Lockwood, of Jamaica, scoring a full 25. The two 
prior wins were scored respectively by Messrs. H. B. 
Vanderveer and J. P. Fairchilds. Mr. T. D. Leahy was 
the successful contestant for the January cup with a 
score of 23. Mr. J. II. Ernst’s three scores, of 23, 19 
and 21 are in the lead. Mr. W. C. Damron was first in 
the scratch event. Messrs. Henry Kryn and II. M. 
Brigham won easily in the two-man team contest by 
scoring 47. 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 
II. T. H. T. 

r A Lockwood. 3 25 L M Palmer, Jr. 0 17 
H M Brigham. 1 23 S P Hopkins. 4 17 
F B Stephenson   0 22 W W Marshall . 5 17 
H Kryn . 2 22 R C Williams. 5 17 
G G Stephenson, Jr 3 21 C K Chapman. 7 17 
D T Leahy . 4 20 F D Creamer. 3 15 
W C Damron. 2 20 DC Bennett . 3 12 
TI B Vanderveer.... 4 19 Dr Adams . 2 12 
F C Raynor . 5 18 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
D T Leahv. 2 15 C A Lockwood .... 2 10 
W W Marshall . 3 14 H B Vanderveer_ 2 11 
F C Raynor. 3 13 H Krvn . 1 9 
F B Stephenson_ 0 13 W C Damron. 1 9 
Tv M Palmer,Jr. 0 12 F D Creamer. 1 8 
S P Hopkins. 2 12 DC Bennett. 2 7 
T H Ernst. 2 12 G G Stephenson... 2 5 
R C Williams. 3 12 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
'V W Marshall . 3 15 J FT Ernst.  2 12 
F B Stephenson.... 0 13 DC Bennett. 2 11 
G G Stephenson, Jr 2 13 HD Vanderveer... 2 11 
G A Lockwood. 2 13 R C Williams. 1 8 
F D Creamer. 1 12 

Trophy shoot, 25 targets: 
W C Damron . 2 94 G G Stenhenson.3 20 
T TI Ernst. 4 24 R C Williams. 5 20 
H M Brigham. 1 23 H Krvn . 2 19 
F. L Rhett. 4 23 F C Raynor. 5 19 
F D Creamer. 3 22 DC Bennett. 3 18 
T, M Palmer, Jr... 0 21 W W Marshall. 5 14 
D T Leahy. 4 21 J M Rhett. 6 13 
F B Stephenson_ 0 20 S P Hopkins. 4 21 
C A Lockwood. 3 20 

January cup, 25 targets: 
D T Leahy. 4 23 F C Ravnor. 5 20 
T H Ernst. 4 21 R C Williams. 5 19 
G A Lockwood. 3 20 G G Stenhenson.... 3 17 
'V C Damron. 2 20 W YV Marshall. 5 16 
S P Hopkins. 4 20 DC Bennett . 3 13 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 
G Damron. 12 TI Krvn . 9 

H M Brigham . 10 F D Creamer . 7 
F B Stephenson . 10 C A Lockwood . 7 

Team race, 25 targets: 
TT Kryn . 2 22 D T Leahy. 4 24—41 
H M Brigham.. 1 25—47 L M Palmer. 0 21 
G Stephenson... 3 17 F Stephenson... 0 21—42 

S. S. White Gun Club. 

Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Jan. IS.—The programme 
of the S. S. White Gun Club had as main events the 
club shoot at 25 targets and a ten-man team contest 
with the Riverton Gun Club. Mr. Thomas Tansey set 
a swift pace by scoring straight 25 in the club event. 
Tn the team contest, all the club members participated, 
the ten high scores to count. Scores: 

Club event, 25 targets: 

Tansey . . 25 Taylor . .-19 
.24 . 18 

White . _ 23 Firth . . 18 
Cantrell . . 23 Kendall . . 17 
Chalmers . 92 Dr Brown . . 17 
Harper . . 22 Hand . . 16 

99 . 16 
22 . 15 
22 . 15 

Beyer . 22 Fontaine . . 15 
Brenizer . . 21 Nelson . . 14 

. 21 . 14 
Fleming . . 21 Wilkins . . 14 

14 
. 19 13 

Team match, : 25 targets: 
S. S. White. Riverton. 

Newcomb . ...23 R Biddle . ... 23 
».. 22 . . . 19 

Harper . ...21 Keating . . 19 
Pratt . ...20 Evans . ... 19 
Cantrell . ...19 Aease . ... is 
Tansey . ...19 Purnell . is 

Chalmers . ... 19 C Biddle . ... 15 
Robinson . ...IS Connor . ... 14 
Rrenizer . ... IS Mills . ... 13 
Hand . ... 17-1SG Slifton . ... 13-171 
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U. S. Government 
Ammunition Test. 

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held at Springfield Armory 

by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army. 

TESTED —Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers. 

CONDITIONS—10 and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest. 

10 and 20 shot targets, fixed rest. 

DISTANCE—1 .000 yards. 

R.ESULT and OFFICIAL REPORT: 

U. S. Cartridges excelled all others. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.. 
LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St., San Francisco. 

is 
€* 

Grand Canadian Handicap. 

Hamilton, Can.—The Grand Canadian Handicap, held 
|'y the Hamilton, Can., Gun Club was finished on Jan. 
|7. The twe renowned experts, Mr. Mort Mayhew, of 
.farcy, N. Y., and Air. Harry D. Kirkover, of Batavia, 

Y., tied on straight scores of 20. In the shoot-off 
Grkover missed his sixth bird and lost. 

A number of other events, sweepstake and prize, 
vere shot, but the Grand Canadian Handicap was the 
tar featiire. Mr. J. E. Cantelon, of Clinton, the winner 
'f last year, withdrew after shooting at 7 birds. The 
cores: 

dayhew, “$9," Marcv, N. Y.22212222222222221212—20 
I Kirkover, Buffalo '..22222222222222222222—’U 

R Taylor, Columbus, 0.22121222112212210222—19 
<od and Gun. Kingsville.22221222111012222222—19 
I Farmer, Oakville, Ont.12221121122201222222—19 
'homas Bennett, Chester, Ont.22221111222211212220—19 
•ord, Shamokin, Pa.22222222222002222222—18 
lates, Hamilton .22222222222002222222—18 
sing, Hamilton .22112022221220211122—IS 

E Jennings, Toronto.22222222021221222012—1S 
dorrison, Hinckley, N. Y.22222111222011111120—18 
•IcLaren. Highgate, Ont.22122212212002221222j—18 
'tewart, Hamilton .22122222002211211221—IS 
'rew, Toronto .1222^102121212122222—IS 
Jr Scott. London.21201202222222022222—17 
■ ivian, Toronto .22222222222200222022—17 
Vade, Morpeth, Ont.02222210012221222222—17 
•letcher, Hamilton .22022022222222222022—17 
Jr Wilson. Hamilton..22222220112221220022—17 
leardon, Hamilton .02011112111021111122—17 
Aagner, Utica, N Y.01021211212222112201—17 
\ J Hunt, Hamilton.22021222202202222222—17 
:< Hay, London.11112010102222211121—17 
Aakefieid Lambton .02221012222212212210—17 
>Iarsh, Toronto .12122001110122111221—17 
astorius, Kingsville .10111222022021112212—17 

Jtotts Essex, Ont.22222022220,O22222'?2—17 
Jr McMacken. Highgate.2212012121 ’022110122—17 
£ herr, Crediton, East Ontario.. 
»eo Stroud, Hamilton. 
»eorge Capell, Toronto Junction. 
arker, Cleveland .. 

dcRitchie, New Scotland, Ont.. 
ffackwell, Dunnville . 
VsheD Buckeye Lake, O. 
»eattie, Hamilton . 
^pley, Hamilton . 
\ Upton. Hamilton. 
N orris, Buffalo ... 
*49,” Dunnville . 
looper, Westfield, N. B. 
-aing, Ridgetown .10212011222020222201—15 
iompft Hamilton .21102212000211101222—15 
•\ilcox Rome, N. Y.2121 1112021100002212—15 
?/n H, Hamilton .22011220222100210221—15 
tiorning^ Hamilton .1201 ?10221°012200221 15 
turns, Cleveland .22122002101001110121 14 

Barnes, Hamilton .01220010220121212202—14 
Eckford, High River, Alberta.00201201221022122020—13 
Sidway, Buffalo .11102102011100112002—13 
H B Day, Belleville.02000-10221101211022—13 
Huntsbury, Jordan .11110210101202220200—13 
R Crooks, Hamilton .,..21121202000210202022—13 
Pere Frend, Hamilton .22111002001002002000— 9 
Tilman, Clinton .22100w 
Cantelon, Clinton .2002100w 

New Haven Cun Club. 

New' Haven, Conn., Jan. 16.—The annual election of 
officers of the New Haven Gun Club was heid on Sat¬ 
urday evening, Jan. 11, and the following officers were 
elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr. C. C. Smith; 
Treasurer, George Ortseifer; Secretary, Wm. T. Minor; 
Board of Directors, Chas. Stevenson, j. F. Morrissey and 
E. \V. Dann. 

The club also voted to hold one or more tournaments 
under the auspices of the Interstate Association upon 
the invitation of Elmer E. Shaner, secretary of said 
Association. It was also voted to incorporate the c ub 
and purchase permanent grounds, with a view to making 
the club the equal at least of any club of its kind in New 
England. 

The committee of incorporation is composed of At¬ 
torney E. S. Thomas, C. M. Stevenson and Attorney 
C. T. McClure. 

It is the aim and desire of the New Haven Gun Club 
to make the club a large, prosperous and favorably 
known institution, and to promote trapshooting in the 
vicinity of New Haven and the State of Connecticut 
more than ever before. To this object we will make 
every effort during the coming year. 

Wm. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

Boston Athletic Association. 

. 02112220222221221202—17 contestants took part in the weekly shoot. The com- 

.1221222 >02 M 2 5022222 -17 petition was c'ose. The scores in the ICO target event 

.12210201021112111122- 17 follow: 

.12112021100222121110- 17 H. T. n. T. 

.22222122022222202002--16 Tucker .... . 15 93 Adams . i F0 

.22202212021001122222- 16 . 9 92 i s ; 
99^9909-»999O9f)‘}<>00,>_1 Austin . .17 91 H Moore . 17 85 

.22222002221121200111 16 Ellis . . 11 90 18 M 

.22222012100220222222 16 ... 7 88 6 83 

.22002022212022220222 15 . 12 88 17 SO 

.21222121202220020021 15 Whitney ... . 17 88 Blinn . 11 76 
999900"22020‘?2909i?'> 15 Clarke . . 12 87 Compton . 12 75 

.22211220221102022002- 15 G Moore .. . 15 S7 Cornette . 10 72 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dea'er to 
supply you regularly. 

Chicago Gun Club. 
Chicago.—Officers elected to serve during 1908 are as 

follows. Jtsse S. Young, Pres.dent; Wm. T. Church, 
Vice-President; Fred H. Teeple, Secretary; C. P. Zacher, 
Treasurer. 

Directors elected to serve for a three-year term: Jesse 
S. Young, Edwin L. Harpham, Geo. L. Franklin, Geo. 
Eck, Gilbert Hoxie. 

Phillip Miller was elected by the board to fill Dr. C. 
W. Carson’s unexpired term of ♦wo years as director. 

Fred H. Teeple, Park Superintendent for one year. 
F. H. Teeple, Sec’y. 

^ Statement of Superintendent and Secretary F. H. 
Teeple to the stockholders of the Chicago Gun Ciub, at 
their first annual meeting at the Palmer House, Chicago, 
Jan. 14, showing the rece.pts and disbursements at the 
park between February, 1907, and Jan. 12, 1908, both 
inclusive: 

Number of ^targets thrown from Feb. 2, 1907, to Jan. 
12, 1908, 714,727. Targets that will be threwn up to Feb. 
2, 1908, rounding out our first year, 20,000, making a 
grand total of 735.0C0. 

Total receipts from targets, concessions, lockers, in¬ 
itiation and dues, programmes, etc., 5j9.53o.23. 

Tutal expenses, including targets, superintendent’s and 
secretary’s salaries, trappers, pullers, scorers, referees, 
stationery, stamps, programmes ana supplies, $5,326.80; 
leaving a profit of $4,209.43. 

Amount of money taken at rifle and revolver range, 
$41.69. 

Expenses of target and help t° run same, $29.35, leaving 
a profit of $12.34. This amount, added to the total of 
target game, gives us a profit of $4,221.77. 

Your superintendent’s salary during the past vear 
has been $600. Secretary’s salary for the same period of 
time, $60. Trappers, pullers, ret. rees, scorers, stationery, 
stamps, programmes, turkeys, etc., cost, $930.80; 735,000 
targets cost, $2,940. 

We have paid out to shooters as average and added 
money, $860. You have received from the Palmer 
House for the privilege of Grand American headquarters, 
$1,000. You have received for rental of lockers for 1907. 
$654. Money still owing for rental of lockers for 1907, 
$15.50; making a total amount of money derived from 
lockers for 1907 of $669 50. 

You have received fer your 735,000 targets, $7,749.65. 
There is at the present time $34.50 due from members 
for targets. We have received for initiations for 1907, 
$202. 

We have on hand about 90,000 targets, costing us $360; 
two Dickey Bird traps, costing us $60; one Stillson trap, 
costing us $25. T might acid that our lockers cost us 
$1,200. So vou can readily see that they have been a 
profitable investment, when you remember that they have 
brought us in in the first year, $669.50. 

The number of targets throwm during the Grand 
American Handicap was 184,440. The number of targets 
thrown that week was 210,775. 1 want to say in con¬ 
junction with this that we handled 228 shooters on the 
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98.1 
The wonderful score made at Springfield, Ohio, 

and vicinity, August 15th to September 3d, by Mr. 

C. A. Young, shooting 

PETERS 

Loaded Shells 
The Indoor Rifle Cham¬ 

pionship of the United 
States was won at Rochester, 
N. Y., February 2, 1907, by 
Mr. Louis P. Ittel, making 

TEN 
Successive Years 

that this premier honor has 

been captured with Peters 
Cartridges, loaded with 

Semi-Smokeless Powder. 

places on the Palma International Team, which was 

victorious in the World’s Military Championship 

Match, Ottawa, Ont., Sept., 1907, were won with 

PETERS 
.30 Government 

Ammunition 

Other notable events j Tie for first in Grand American Handicap, 96 out of 100, by Miles J. Maryott. 

n with PETERS ! challenge match between H. D. Freeman and Guy Ward, at Atlanta, Georgia, 

LOADED SHELLS in 
vvuiiu a 

llth. Score 484-500 = 96.8%. 1907 include: 

Y August 7th. Total score 974-1,000 = 97.5%. 

World’s Amateur Team Record, by Wilmington, O., Five-man Team, November 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
CINCINNATI. OHIO. 

i 

MEW YORK: 98 Chambers St. 
T. H. Keller, Manager. 

NEW ORLEANS: 321 Magazine St. 
J. W. Osborne, Manager. 

The Shooting 
An illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Extracts from the. Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster. Illustrated with numer¬ 

ous drawings from instantaneous photographs. Cloth. Price of Popular Edition, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

STEVENS RIFLES—World’s Standard! 

OUR STEVENS .22 Caliber Krag Armory Barrels are positively unexcelled. The 

all-round superior features of these barrels are attested by the fact that the States of 

Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Minnesota, Washington and Illinois 

have adopted the reliable, unerring STEVENS. Other states are strongly considering the 

advisability of so doing. 

FOR BEST RESULTS—A STEVENS EVERY TIME ! 

Ask your Dealer—Insist on STEVENS ARMS and 
WE MAKE RIFLES Send 9c in stamps for FIREARM. STEVENS-POPE 

ACCESSORIES. If unable to obtain, we ship direct, SHOT GUNS PISTOLS and TELESCOPE CATALOGS. 
express prepaid, upon receipt of Catalog price. 

RIFLE TELESCOPES 

P. O. Box 5668 

I 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 

CHICOPEE FALLS. MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
New York Offioe, 98 Chambers Street. 
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Saturday and Sunday afternoons just previous to the 
Grand American Handicap, throwing 26,335 targets. This 
was undoubtedly more targets thrown in the given length 
of time than ever before in the history of trapshooting, 
and it gives me great pleasure to add that my daughter 
Ruth handled this large army of shooters, collected for 
the shells and targets without a mistake of any kind. 

Now, gentlemen, I want to take you back to the year 
1903. At that time the target game was stagnant, and I 
am very conservative when I say that 200,000 would 
cover all the targets thrown in the city of Chicago. In 
the fall of that year the Chicago Trapshooters’ Associa¬ 
tion was born, and buying the buildings of John W atson 
at Burnside, they started in, in 1904, to make Watson 
Park, which was known the world over as a live bird 
park, the home of trapshooting. During that year this 
Association threw from this one park 190,000 targets. 
"Early the next spring I was engaged as superintendent 
of the Park, and during 1905 we threw' 310.000, and the 
following vear, 1906, we threw 340,000 targets. About this 
time the Illinois Central Railroad Company, from whom 
we rented, began to encroach upon our grounds, and 
notified us that we would have to change our traps and 
shoot to the east or west, because of the many com- 

Iplaints their workmen registered with them of being hit 
by our shooters while engaged in work upon the cars 
oil their side tracks. We realized that it was a question 
of but a few' years when we would have to vacate the 
premises, so a meeting was called to devise ways and 
means toward securing a home of our own. You know 
the results, and at this the first annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Chicago Gun Club, we learn that dur- 
ing_ 1907, we have thrown 735,000 targets, and this .vast 
and almost incredible number by one gun club. Ouite 
a contrast, vou will admit from the 200.000 that sufficed 
for the W’hole city of Chicago just four years years ago. 

During the past year the Chicago Gun Club has most 
emphatically shown to the shooting world that it leads 
.all other clubs in this glorious countrv of ours by a 
vast margin. The entry list for the Grand American 
Handicap, which is the blue ribbon shoot of the world, 
and which, bv the wav, was held upon our grounds, was 
raised from 367 to 496 entries, thus setting a high-water 
mark, and X think I am safe in saying it will never 
be reached again. The average attendance at our w'eekly 
club shoots has been very gratifying, averaging con¬ 
siderably over forty for the entire year. The number of 
(new shooters who have been'started on their wav at our 
park is enormous. Scarcely a u'eek elapses but what from 
ttvo to ten new faces appear, and what is still more 
pleasing they return again and again, until we count 
them as our own. 

The Chicago Gun Club was a contender for the Grand 
American Handicap for 1908, and through no fault of its 
own. lost out to Columbus. When the proper time 
comes we will show the Columbus boys that we are good 
losers, and following in the footsteps of 1906, we will run 
a_ special car filled with enthusiastic shooters to their 
citv to once again meet the host of good fellows that 
will congregate there. We are greatly indebted to the 
missionaries and to the professional shooters of the 
different companies who have lent a helping hand, and 
by their presence here at the Park, helped to stimulate 
the • game. 

To the sportsmen’s papers throughout the country we 
owe a debt of gratitude They have ever stood readv 
to b'azen to ihe world our deeds of prowess; and now, 
gentlemen, in conclusion. I. as secretary of your club, 
■and as superintendent of vour park, wish to thank the 
.officers and members of the gun club for many acts of 
jkindness. toward mvself and mv family. The short vear 
[that I have snenf among you has been the most enioy- 
■able of my life. Friendships have been cemented that 
will hold until death do us part. hi Gentlemen, your presence will abide in my heart for- 
ver. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, I.. I.. Jan. 14.—In the distance handi¬ 
cap at 50 targets, Mr. H. Montanus was first with 43 at 
19yds. Mr. G. Kouwenhoven was second with 40 at 
9yds. Dr. Hunter was third with 40 at 16yds. Several 
sweepstakes were shot at 15 and 25 targets. Scores: 

L Hdcp. 
e>chortv . 19 
jDreyer .1"!!! 1! 17 
[Bergen . 17 

May . 17 
Betti . ig 
solquitt . IS 

• Remsen . IS 
Martin . 19 
Bissett .” 18 
Brantinghnm .” 17 

9 H Hendrickson . 19 
A E Hendrickson . 16 
Williamson .   17 
[(I Montanus . 16 
Kouwenhoven . 19 
llohn Wellbrock . 16 
t)r Hunter . 16 
Wynne . IS 
Kroegcr ,. 16 

Stephenson . IS 
.E M Palmer. 19 
P T‘ane . 1 r, 
D H Fanning. 1G 
t S Fanning. 16 
•>annefelser . 1G 
jRohlfs . 16 
i'racerb . 16 
|P Garms .j 76 

; At the weekly shoot, Jan. 18, scores were 
ows: 

i Events: 
(Targets: 
.Clark ... 
Hanev ... 
Ahevline . 
(Howard 
Griffith .. 

1 2 3 4 
25 25 25 25 
19 20 18 15 
13 17 12 15 
15 15 15 IS 
13 19 14 19 
18 17 16 18 

25 25 Total. 
12 16 28 
19 15 34 
14 14 28 

9 16 25 
6 15 21 

17 19 36 
IS 18 36 
20 IS 3$ 
18 19 37 
19 19 38 
19 18 37 
16 19 35 
13 15 28 
23 20 43 
21 19 40 
19 15 34 
?n f>0 40 
16 16 32 
13 16 29 
14 IS 32 
16 17 33 
17 16 33 

4 8 12 
13 8 21 
13 8 21 
10 8 18 

9 7 16 
9 11 20 

made as fol- 

5 6 7 8 
25 25 25 25 
19 23 23 17 
10 12 

19 
20 17 

274—STRAIGHT—274 
LONGEST RUN OF THE YEAR 

Made by GUY WAUD 
= WITH = — 

BALLISTITE 
BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

5^$ lb. field gun, light, strong, bard Kitting, true, that's the 77larflJ7 
Model I 6 Repeating Shotgun, the best / 6 gauge repeating gun 
ever manufactured 

For quail and pheasant shooting, woodcock, squirrels, rabbits and other 
field game you’ll find the Z/ZarftS7 Model / 6 without a peer. 

Equipped, like the famous 77Zar/lSI Model 19, with the 772arfin 
solid top, and the fflcirfivi dosed-in breech bolt, which shuts out the 
sand, rain, sleet and snow from the action, having the 772arfi/l side 
ejection and the beautiful //lar/fn balance, this gun is a standard in 
construction, assembling and quick response to the touch of the trigger. 
Have ])our dealer shou) it. 

There’s a full description of all 777ar/7n repeaters, rifles and 
shot-guns, and lots of valuable information for all gun-lovers in 

the “ 77lar/l/I Book’* just issued. 136 pages with a handsome art 
cover. It’s FREE for 3 stamps postage. 

...... 7jhe 777ar/i/z firearms Co., 
^7 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. 

“ The Gun That Blocks the 
SEARS” 

POSITIVELY SAFE 

Get our .Catalogue and let us prove that we Actually 

Block The SEARS. 

N. R. DAVIS (Si SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

HORSE AND HOVND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 

National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 

Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt¬ 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Can You Shave? 
Rub a little “3 in One” 

on your razor strop till 
leather becomes soft and 
pliable; draw razor blade 

i between thumb and finger 
moistened with “3 In One”; ‘ 

r £ then strop. The razor cuts 
n 5 times as easy and clean; 

holds the edge longer. “A 
* Razor Saver for Every 

Shaver” which gives the 
scientific reasons, and a j 
generous trial bottle sent j 

L, free. Write to-day. 
O W. COLE CO. 

«1 New St.. New York 
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The American Sportsman’s favorite gun for field or trap shooting is the 
A. H. Fox Double Hammerless Gun. Superior merit alone accounts for its 
popularity. At every point of comparison, the 

A GUN WITH PERFECT BALANCE 

shows superiority. Orders for the A. H. Fox Gun in 1907 far exceeded 
those of any other year in our history, more than twice as many being sold 
as in 1906. Don’t think of getting a gun until you see the genuine A. H. 
Fox Gun. Ask your dealer to show it and convince yourself by test and 
proof that it actually is 

“The Finest Gun in the World.” 
A booklet sent free upon request. 

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY4670North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

STRONGER WHERE 

POWDER STRAIN COMES 

A. H. FOX GUN 

ER RIFLES 
pOR large'Game Shooting 

no rifle can compare with 

these for accuracy, range and 

penetration. 

DESCRIBED IN 

“Book of Fine Guns” 

SCHOVERLING. DALY GALES 

302 (EL 304 Broadway 

New York 

DEAD 5HQF 
SMOKELESS 

A Perfect Powder 
for SHOTGUNS 

Mr. Chas. G. Spencer 

THE 

OFFICIAL 

“HIGH GUN” 

TRAP SHOT 

OF 1907 

using 

Dead Shot 
Smokeless 

Exclusively 
out of 16,220 shots, broke 15,400 

Average 

.949 
_. 

Stability Guaranteed 

American Powder Mills 
CHicago BOStOn St. Louis 

HIGH CLASS GUN REPAIRING 
Effected by skilled workmen under careful supervision. Work guaranteed equal in quality to 

the highest grade work of leading American and European makers, with consistent prices. 

KIRKWOOD BROTHERS, Guns and Sportsmen’s Goods 
23 Elm Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Dreyer ... 
Martin .... 
Thompson 
J Voorhees 
Armitage . 
R Hopkins 
Brown .... 
Pfaender . 
Quick .... 

18 19 14 16 19 13 18 
19 22 23 20 22 
19 16 19 
17 20 20 .. 20 
13 11 13 9 .. 12 

13 16 11 9 
15 14 14 

10 12 .. 12 
13 7 5 .. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $t.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop’' and “Sam 

‘Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. lUmo. 
Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

''Rifle 'Range and Gallery 

Fixtures. 

Jan. 27-Feb. 1.—Twenty-two caliber Indoor Rifle Lea? 
of the United States, under auspices of Colum 

Rifle Club. 

New York City Schuetzeiv Corps. 

New York, Jan. 15.—The following scores were m; 
to-day on the ring target by the above club: 

A P Fegert. 472 Jos Keller .&*• 
M C Radloff. 442 Ad Wiltz . 
Justus Garthe .429 
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The National Board. 

Washington, D. C.. Jan. 22.—If the plans of the 
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, and 
the National Rifle Association, meet with the approval 
of Congress, a great impetus will be given to schoolboy 
rifle practice in the United States. A tournament re¬ 
cently held in New York city met with such conspicuous 
success that when the board of directors of the National 
Rifle Association assembled in Washington it was unani¬ 
mously agreed that Congress should be asked for an 
appropriation to further the work among the school 
children. The marvelous shooting of the Annapolis 
cadets and the navy team, which was composed almost 
exclusively of young men, at Annapolis, coupled with 
that of the school boys at Creedmoor and Sea Girt and 
on the miniature range at the recent sportsman’s show, 
has demonstrated that lads from sixteen years old up¬ 
ward can be taught to handle the military rifle with pre¬ 
cision. At that age boys are enthusiastic about guns 
and outdoor sport, and it is proposed to turn their at¬ 
tention toward the use of the military rifle with the idea 
that as they grow older their fondness for this sport 
will increase and that on leaving the schools, colleges or 
universities they will join the National Guard or civilian 
rifle clubs, and thus continue the work. As Gen. 
James A. Drain, president of the National Rifle Asso¬ 
ciation, aptly put it, “The high school boys of to-day 
will be the soldiers of to-morrow, and from them we 
should get our best militiamen and officers and our best 
marksmen.” The English government spends large sums 
if money annually in encouraging schoolboys’ rifle prac- 
:ice, and other countries are turning their attention in 
this direction: The National Board has recommended 
lo the Secretary of War that an item be inserted in the 
irmy appropriation bill setting aside $100,000 for the pro¬ 
motion of rifle practice in public schools, colleges, uni¬ 
versities and civilian rifle practice, including the cost of 
arms and ammunition, prizes and the necessary material 
and appliances therefor, and for the expenses of indoor 
:nd outdoor competition among the students and mem¬ 
bers attending or belonging to the same, and the travel¬ 
ing expenses and pay of persons designated by the 
Secretary of War to superintend such instructions and 
competition. These are to be conducted in accordance 
with regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of 
tVar. Gen. Robert Shaw Oliver, Assistant Secretary of 
Aar, and president of the National Board. Gen. James A 
Drain, and Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, of New York, “the 
ather of rifle practice,” have been named as a committee 
o present the matter to Congress. 
The National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Prac- 

:ice has made some important changes in regard to the 
National matches which will be held at Camp Perry, O., 
leginning Monday, Aug. 24. Monday was fixed as’ the 
opening day instead of Wednesday, as last year, in order 
:hat the teams and range officials might have Sunday to 
est and prepare for the strenuous days to follow. The 
irecedmg Friday and Saturday, Aug. 21 and 22 will be 
>et aside for preliminary practice, the use of the range 
Jeing given free to the teams. To avoid controversies, 
he naval militia has been included, so that its members 
vill be clearly eligible for places on the team. In the 
irmy matches, members of the medical corps are forbid- 
ien to compete, as under the Red Cross regulations 
hey are not supposed to bear arms or to be combatants, 
mt for the purpose of the national match the term 
organized militia” will be held to include the several 

irms, corps and departments which constitute it. 
It will be of great interest to riflemen to know that 

podel 1903 rifles, otherwise known as the “New Spring- 
ield,” will be used, as this means the new rifles will be 
ssued in time for spring practice. The ammunition will 
)e confined to the service cartridge as manufactured and 
ssued. by the Ordnance Department, U. S. A. Teams 
vill be permitted to bring ammunition to the match in 
miginal sealed packages. Before the beginning of the 
natch all ammunition will be turned over to the ord- 
lance officer for issue to the teams at firing points, as 
leeded during the progress of the match. Each team 
vill be issued the ammunition brought by it. This 
enables the team to order their ammunition from the 
jovernment for the spring practice, and the match at 
he same time, thus providing that the same ammunition 
vill be shot in the match as in practice, and preventing 
ny teams from using superior ammunition. One reason 
or the change was that it is scarcely likely that private 

2an?onotU*r^rs .w*^. able to supply ammunition for 
be 1903 rifles in time for spring practice. 
The order of fire has been again changed, the skirmish 

un, which was first on the programme last year, has 
>een placed between the 800yd. and the 1,000yd. stages, 
(be order of fire will be 200 slow, 200 rapid, 600 slow, 
00 slow, one skirmish run and 1,000yds. slow fire. Under 
ne rules, one-third of the members of a prize winning 
earn are disqualified for the next three competitions, and 
nese four men must be those who have participated in 
he greatest number of national matches. This rule has 
•een qualified, so that a person eliminated under it and 
•mo has been out three years, and thus become eligible 
gain, shall be considered as a new member. This 
aeans should the team again be a winning team his 
articipation in former national contests will not count 
gainst him. For the benefit of weaker States, the rule 
equinng <5 per cent, of military duty for members of 
ae team is modified to permit States not heretofore com- 

(eting to send teams whose members shall have 75 per 
ent. of military duty for the preceding six months, in- 
tead of one year, to their credit. The Board has also 
icreased the number of medals for the individual match, 
nd will give twelve medals each of gold, silver and 
ronze, so that thirty-six competitors will receive medals 
i^tead of twelve, as heretofore. The cash prizes remain 
ie same. 

In the pistol match, Target A1 will be used for slow, 
•nied an(i rapid fire. At 200yds. it is more than prob- 
oie target A will be used instead of target F. A most 

portant change has been made in the- matter of skir- 
isn targets. The silhouettes will be placed on a B 

hr . ’ *bat the base of the figures shall be one foot 
vc, . e -crest °* the bank, when the target is in place. 

iHArS!ilri?1Si targets at Camp Perry last year were con- 
red ideal, but as comparatively few ranges admit of 

Amateur Championship N. Y. A. C. 
-WON BY- 

LEFEVEH GUN 
in the hands of Dr. Gleason, who broke 95 out of a possible 100, establish¬ 

ing a new record for that event, Travers Island, December 18th. 

The Evenness of Pattern, Maximum Penetration 
and Wonderful Killing Power 

of Lefever Guns will greatly improve your score. Over fifty years’ ex¬ 
perience. Send for catalogue NOW. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY, 23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teachei 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trapshoot¬ 
ing. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.60. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

SMOKELESS POWDER1 
SHELLS$l£oplR|00 i 

We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood Shot 
Gun Shells Loaded with their famous Smokeless 
Powder, any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price $2.50. This is a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a 10 gauge gun, 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You save one dollar and 10 cents 
per 100. Don’t use common black powder shells when 
you can get Smokeless at this price. GUNS, 
ItIFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc., at lowest 6rices consistent with good goods. Remit by P. O. 

ioney Order. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
90 CHAMBERS ST„ NEW YORK. 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me No. 364 ” and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Guns, 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and 
Outdoor Games. 

17 Warren St., nearB’way, Now York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Forest 
and Stream. 
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such targets, and all can be equipped with silhouette 
on the B targets, the change was made for the benefi 

of all. 

1907 RECORDS 

The Highest Professional 
Average 

The Highest Amateur 
Average 

Longest Run of the Year 

All made with DUPONT 
POWDERS 

How about this for 

R.EAL PROOF 
that- 

DUPONT 
POWDERS 
Make and Break Records 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°° 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

I- 
Alt 

| for 

Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen* 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rod* and reel*; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for rovr, sail and motor boats. 

' ^Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixoa't 
Movior Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIaVin CRUCIBLE CO., • Jersey City. «. L 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

Castle Dome Cut Plug 
THE BEST SMOKE FOR THE PIPE 

In America. Made from Old Virginia Sun-Cured 
Tobacco. Money refunded if it bites or burnt 
s'' ; ^ the tongue. Sent prepaid postage 
1/ dV 75o Pound. Large Sample 10c. 

JASPER L- rowe< 
RICHMOND, VA. 

Eatab. 1880 Ref: Broad *t. Bank 

A New Revolver Record. 

We have all conceded the fact that the Westerner is 
crack with the six-shooter, but most of the Eastern targe 
shots have likened the practice to the quick draw-anc 
fire method wherein sundry tin cans were punctured wit 
six holes in as many seconds, and at short range, an- 
many are the stories that have been circulated from tim 
to time as to the real ability of the wild and wooll 
fellows to stand up before a regulation target at regi 
lation distance, and, unhampered by a time limit, succee 
in getting the majority of his shots on or near th 
inner circle of the standard target. We have all trie 
for it and failed. The standard American target use 
by the various shooting clubs at 20yds. (the galler 
range with artificial light) has a 10-ring and a little ove 
an inch in diameter, and try as all have, no one coul 
get his ten shots so placed on that coveted ring as t 
secure the highest or possible score of 100. In 19t 

Mr. J. B. Crabtree, of Springfield, Mass., secretary < 
the United States Revolver Association, succeeded i 
placing eight of his ten shots where they counted mosi 
and kept the other two good for 9s, making the recor: 
score 98 out of the possible 100, which was extraordtna 
ily fine work, and has stood untouched for over thre 
years, notwithstanding the fact that the experts hav, 
been trying constantly to raise those figures. 

It remained, however, for a Westerner to turn tl 
trick. Possibly St. Louis may not be considered strict: 
West by some, but it is far enough away from the prii 
cipal shooting centers of the East to allow credit to g 
away from that point of the compass, and St. Louis t 
day holds the record and the man who made the fir 
poccjble at 20vds. 

The St. Louis Revolver Club is one of the most actit 
shooting organizations in the country, and good scon 
have been frequently made under match conditions, ar 
when on Nov. 15 last Mr. Clarence C. Crossman, at oi 
of the regular club shoots declared his intention of tr, 
ing for the 20yd. record, those present knew that som 
thing more than ordinary would result, and as he cor 
menced to score 10s shot after shot, any shooter c: 
imagine the feeling of interest and excitement wbic 
prevailed tip to the firing of the last shot, when tl 
previous record had already been equalled if the shoot 
simply touched the bullseye. Strong nerve and perfe 
holding did more, the final shot w3s another 10, and M 
Crossman had beaten the record and established 
new one, and that the coveted possible which has nev 
before been made under Association conditions, and 
course cannot be beaten. 

It is interesting to note tpo that the shooter used I 
“gun” truly synonymous with the West—a Colt .451 
and that the time occupied in this feat of skill was jit 

ten minutes. ... . . 1 
The Association is strict and careful in recognizir 

“record” work, and while the news spread rapidly amot 
shooters it was not made public until the proper c( 
tificates had been made out and signed by witnesses j 
the shooting, the original target passed careful mspe 
tion by the officials of the Association, and the decisn1 
just reached that Mr. Crossman’s score now stands 
the best recorded shooting to date. 

22—Caliber Rifle League. 

The programme of the fourth annual tournament 
the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League of the United Stab 
to be held on Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, under the auspices of t 
Columbia Rifle Club, Rochester, N. Y., can be obtain 
of the secretary, J. S. Mullan. Cash prizes, $1'1' 
merchandise prizes, $500. The range will he open frc 
9 A. M. to 11 P. M. daily, from Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 
elusive. Any rifle , not over ,22cal. rim fire, with a 
sights, will be allowed. Competitors may hold shooti 
stations as long as desired, providing they contin 
shooting. High guns govern. Distribution of priz* 
will take place on the morning of F'eb. 1. Rifles a, 
ammunition are obtainable at the range. 

The continuous prize match is open to all: entran- 
target of 3 shots, 50 cents; re-entries unlimited; thii 
prizes ranging from $75 to $5; honorary prize for fi 
best targets. . . 

The championship match is open to all; entrance 
100 shots on 20 targets of five shots each; regular1 
(M’n.) ring target to -be used. Each contestant vj 
complete his score in consecutive order on the sa: 
day it is begun. There are twenty prizes, ranging M 
$100 to $10. The winner will be proclaimed cliampi! 
.22 caliber indoor shot of the United States, and v 
receive a gold medal valued at $50 in addition to 1 
cash prizes, $100. 

The bullseye match is open to all. Entrance, i 
cents per target of 3 shots each, or 3 targets for 

1 Re-entries unlimited. 
Honorary target, 50 cents for a target of two sho 

no re-entries. 
Columbia Rifle Club special match is to be shot on 

25-ring target, 2in. bull and %in. rings. Entrance, 
cents for target of three shots, three for $1. Ten priz 
from $40 to $10. ., 

ti-p n’;r-iiocter Reputing Arms re-entry rapid/ 
match for ,22cal. rifles, 75ft., is for the target champ/ 
ship as issued by the Columbia Rifle Club. Five ril 
will be furnished free by the W. R. A. Co. Positi 
any without artificial rests. .Rifle, any .22cal.; no 
strictions as to sights or trigger pull. Time limit, J 
minute, and greatest aggregate score made in that ti 
to count. Auxiliary loading devices permitted. I 
trance, 35 cents; three for $1. First, second, thira - 
fourth prizes, Winchester rifles; fifth and sixth, $5 ea 

Rochester. N. Y., Jan. 14.—At the meeting of 
.22 Caliber Indoor Rifle League of the LTnited States, 
be held at these ranges Jan. *27 to Feb. 1, the Coluffi1 
Rifle Club have decided, in addition to the other pro 
to put up a German music box. It has four cyhndi 
plays twenty-four tunes; table inlaid; cylinder box 
included. Cost $300. 

Ai.onzo D. McMaster, Com. of Arrangement 
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ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
PRICE, TEN CENTS SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 1, 1908. 
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A FLORIDA QUAIL SHOOTING SCENE 

From a photograph by Dr. C. M. Sandusky 
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SIXTY-THREE YEARS AGO 
“Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. 
Louis Mo., with seven other free trappers under the 
leadership of old Bill Williams. Seven of these eight 
m« are dead, but Hamilton still lives out in Montana 
and still sets his traps. He has written the story- of his 
early trapping days, and the book has been published. 

It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trapper s 
life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the story 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is lurid. 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be called 
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, telling 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple and 
direct, and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one oi 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old- 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, 
the celebrated cowbcy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50. 

FOBEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

THE STREL1NGER 

The Optimist and Pessimist, the difference is droll; 
The Optimist sees the doughnut, the Pessimist the hole. 

You can't be a Pessimist and own a 

Strelinger 
(4 Cycle, 1 to 4 Cylinder) 

IT ALWAYS GOES 

BEST MARINE ENGINE MADE 
We also carry in stock several of the 

— best makes of 2-Cycle Marine Engines, 
and a full line of Stationary Engines, 
Pumping and Electric Lighting Outfits, 
Boat Accessories, Etc., Etc. 

WRITE FOR OUR 1908 CATALOG 

Let us know your wants and we will quote prices. 

Engines 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., - - $33 to $2,500 

THE STREL1NGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
46 E. Congress St.,_Detroit, Mich., U. S. A. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry, etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide tor 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppvhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel. Pointing. 
Backing. Koading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Mullins Steel Boats Canft Sink 
—the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster, lighter and mote 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible they don 
dry out or wear out, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
pleasure, summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. D„ . 
Send for catalog of Motor Boats, Marine Engines. Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 

THEW. H. MULLINS COMPANY, 126 Franklin Street. Salem, Ohio. 

'p 

Houseboats and Houseboating | 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT ^ 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor held, which has for its purpose ^ 

three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American -waters afford for enjoyment of 8 

houseboating life. g 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in ^ 

this country. ^ 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a ^ 

manner that others may become interested in the pastime. g 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- £ 

known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone g 

reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted g 

to houseboating in England. g 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume, g 

The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in g 

summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized > 

so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram, 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, Mew York 

The 

OSTRICH FARMING IN CUBA. 

Mr. Edwin V. Morgan, American minister t< 
Cuba, in writing that an experiment in ostricl 
farming has recently been started at Marianac 
near Habana, furnishes the following particular 
of this new industry on the island: 

The farm contains about twenty-seven acres 
with shelters for the birds in inclement weathe 
and a house for the employees. The land i 
divided into large pens for the younger bird 
and smaller ones for each pair of breeders. Ther 
is also a salesroom, where ostrich feathers ar 
sold; not, however, necessarily the product o 
the farm. There are now forty-eight ostriche 
there, twenty-three of which were imported fror 
the Phoenix American ostrich farm, of Phoenix 
Ariz., and the balance from the Nice ostricl 
farm, in France. Fourteen of these are breeders- 
and the others are between one and two year 
old. The price of the full grown breeder i 
from $300 to $400, and that of the younger bird, 
from $250 to $300, according to their age an 
sex. The cost of importation from either Ari( 
zona or France is about $17, if imported in quart 
tities of twenty or more, including Cuban cusi 
toms duties. 

The ostrich lays four times a year, each femal 
giving from fourteen to eighteen eggs at eac. 
laying. About twenty per cent, of these hate, 
out, and about seventy-five per cent. Of thosi 
hatched arrive at maturity. The period of in1 
cubation is about forty-two days. The youn 
birds are kept in green pastures near the houst 
and at night are put in an artificially heate 
brooder house. At the age of six months they ar 
placed in larger fields, but must be housed in ir 
clement weather until they arrive at the age c 
about twenty months. They are fed on a mix 
ture of bran, corn, oats, barley and alfalfa, a! 
of which is imported from the United State - 
The only disease to which they are subject 1 
constipation. They never have been known I 
be attacked by any contagious disease. 

The first plucking is made at the age of si 
months when the feathers are narrow, coars 
and of small market value. Thereafter they ai 
plucked every eight months, the value of tl- 
feathers increasing at each plucking, until th< 
arrive at maturity at the age of four year 
When ready to be plucked the bird is placed :j 
a V-shaped corral, large enough to contain hj 
body and that of the plucker. His wings a 
then raised and all the ripe feathers are clipj)c 
Two months later the quills left in the wingS a 
entirely dead and are drawn without pai-n to ti 
bird. I ! 

The raw feathers are then sent to New Yo: 
and sold to the dealers who prepare them f< 
the market. The yield of an adult male bird 
raw feathers is about $60, and that of a ferna- 
bird about $45. The price at which they a 
sold is regulated by that of the London mark': 
The duty on them is fifteen per cent, ad valore 
on entering the United States. There are tv 
varieties of ostrich, the Nubian and the Sou 
African. The feathers of the former are larg 
and of finer texture than those of the latter, b 
they have not the same thickness and width. A 
attempt is being made to cross the two brec 
with the object of combining the length a 
texture of the Nubian feather with the wid 
and thickness of the South African. 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practice 

Management. 

By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Pag<- 
Price, $3.50. 

Forest and stream publishing co 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price. $1 

A book written for the instruction and guidance' 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its autl 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acqu 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Fly and Bait 
Rods, and all 
kinds of Fishing 
Tackle are sold 
at the right prices 
at 

Philadelphia’s 
Sporting Goods 
Headquarters 

Write for Catalogue A. 

Shannon 
816 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

* 

Webber’s Kn"td Jackets 
For Hunting: and Outing:. All wool, 
seamless and elastic. Cut shows No. 
4, price $7—guaranteed best knit jacket 
made at any price. Suggest Oxford or 
Tan. If not at your dealer’s, sent ex¬ 
press paid; return if not satisfied. Other 
Jackets, Coats, Vests, Sweaters and 
Cardigans,for men, women and children, 
all prices. Catalogue free. 

Geo. F. Webber, Mfr., Station F, 
Detroit, Mich. 

)UXBAK 
mpin?, boating, climbing. 

IRD. JONES ® KENYON. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING 
Just the thing for gunning, fishing. 
Booklet with samples of material free. 

3 Bl&ndina St., Utica. N. Y. 

ho LAMP. Safest and best lamp for house 
hold use. At your dealer’s. 

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK. 
(Incorporated) 

lamp Life in the Woods. 
nd the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con- 
ining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
■ceipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
ructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals, 
y W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, $00 pages, 
rice, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 

itertainment, instruction and information between 
merican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
1 the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony- 
ous communications will not be regarded. The editors 
e not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
ngie copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
r dubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
der or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
g Company. The paper may be obtained of news- 
alers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
•itam. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
* months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
ayes & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co 
iris; Brentano s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year: $2.25 
r six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 
ree, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 

* • *2 !lneSo *° ?ne >nch- Advertisements should be 
ceived by Saturday previous to issue in which they 

• ci u inserted. Transient advertisements must in- 
a=con]panied by the money, or they will not 

.1“seUe“\. Beading notices, seventy-five cents per line, 
y advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
hooU3’ rS„rm" and 'v.'nter Resorts, Instructi 
ib?e! R, '?5,’ .et<V, Railroad and Steamship Ti 
™bs LEstat! FoTSale and To Let. Seeds , 
hTs’ .Tlaxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wa 

.ree momhsS1^-r agaJS ,ine’ per inscrtion, 15 cel ■ree months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 
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FOREST AND STREAM 
A Retrospect and a Promise 

Forest and Stream, the oldest of American publications, devoted to field sports, is 
also the best. There are a good many things which combine to complete this type of ex¬ 
cellence the unique interest of its contents, the mechanical perfection, the richness, 
abundance and truthfulness of its illustrations. Its very title brings to the mind a thousand 
memories of happy days afield, of big-game hunting in wild corners of the world, of days 
with trout or bass on stream or lake, of loved companions of the rod or gun, of good fellows 
and good sportsmen he has never met, but has learned to know as fellow members of our 
camp-fire circle, and whose exploits Forest and Stream has made known to him. It 
stands for all the things that satisfy the outdoor hunger of healthy men and women. In 
the department of 

SPORTSMAN TOURIST 
Are printed accounts of exploration and travel in little-known lands, of hunting and 
fishing trips, of adventures in search of big-game, of happenings picturesque and thrill¬ 
ing many years ago in a West—then wild—of Indian fights, of happy days afield in nearby 
covers with dog and gun in pursuit of the hurtling grouse, the lusty quail, or the whistling 
woodcock. In the pages devoted to Natural History questions are asked and answered 
about the life histories and queer habits of birds, beasts and fishes; showing how they look 
and where they live; the preservation of trophies and specimens. Men rich in the knowl¬ 
edge of experience from their storehouses of nature lore, supply information useful and 
interesting to lovers of outdoor life and students of nature. 

GAME BAG AND GUN 
Is the title of another department, full of practical instruction for those who use fire¬ 
arms. Here are accounts of shooting excursions; expert opinion on guns and ammuni¬ 
tion; helps and hints for the novice; discussions which appeal to the experienced gunner; 
news of all that is taking place in the field of game protection, propagation and preserva¬ 
tion; information useful and interesting, first of all to the sportsman, but hardly in a less 
degree to the nature lover and the average man. Closely allied is the department of trap 
and rifle shooting with its news of current happenings and its comment by recognized experts. 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING 
Not all technical, nor yet narrative alone. Both in their place and in the right pro¬ 

portion. It is for the angler first; what he may catch, where and how. Gives instruction 
on the handling and manufacture of rods, reels, lines and flies; hints on the care and use 
of fishing tackle; information as to where fish of different kinds are most abundant, and 
other points of moment to the angler. Then there are full reports of fly-casting tourna¬ 
ments; notes about stocking streams; where fry may be obtained, etc. 

YACHTING 
Thousands of readers, along ten thousand miles of coast, East, West, North and South, 

find their sport afloat. Yachtsmen everywhere recognize Forest and Stream as the 
periodical that meets their needs. It offers a department for the men that haul the ropes 
and hold the wheel. From the lad Down East, who has built his “Cat” with his own hands, 
to the owner of the 90-rater, Forest and Stream appeals to all with its graphic accounts 
of races; its discussion of live yachting questions; the letters of its British correspondent, 
and the superb illustrations of yachts and the practical designs it publishes. 

Every one interested in outdoor life—Nature Study, Hunting, Shooting or Fish¬ 
ing, Yachting or Canoeing, needs the Forest and Stream, and those who have learned to 
need it find that they need it all the time. It is a habit that grows on one. 

FORE WORD 
In the year 1908 the Forest and Stream will be to the Nature Lover, the Gunner, the 

Angler, the Yachtsman, the Outdoor man all that it has been for so many years—and more. 
There will be Indian stories by J. W. Schultz, whose accounts of life among the 
old Plains tribes have thrilled so many readers. Mr. E. L. F. Jenner will give us more 
of those vivid sketches of the Northeastern country that he knows so well. Col. W. D. 
Pickett, the greatest bear hunter that ever lived in America, will tell of a trip to the 
Yellowstone Park in the seventies, and describe some of the astonishing feats that he 
performed among the grizzlies of the Gray Bull River. There will be stories of the 
buffalo days by Charles Aubrey and George Bird Grinnell; accounts of the habits of 
birds, by Wm. L. Finley; the log of « whaling Cruise, by Victor Slocum; a series of 
articles on the ruffed grouse by S. T. Hammond, entitled, “My Friend the Partridge,” 
and scores of other features, equally interesting and attractive. 
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THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 

Motor Boat and 
Sportsman's Show 

Club Cocktails 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
February 20th to March 7th, 1908 

J. A. H. DRESSEL, Manager 

No. I Madison Avenue New York City 
P. O. BOX 322, MADISON SQUARE BRANCH 

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES; 
^ . . t « • 1 1 * t -   a.I  a si mn I ac 

HOW TO BUILD AND FURNISH THEM. 

By William S. Wicks. Price, SI.50. 
Tv,., work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottage, 

•Abins and houses The details and directions are very soecific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations 
^ ”0 numerous and so tak.ng that one will be sure to find » them somethmg to h,s taste. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Manhattan 
(ockuils 

Are scientifically blended fiom 

the choice^ old liquors, and 

are further improved by aging 

in wood. They appeal espe¬ 

cially to the sportsman, as they 

are always ready and so easily 

erved. They can be cooled 

by laying the bottle in 

a spring hole or exposing 

to the cold air. What is 

more appreciated than a 

delicious cocktail as a 

prelude to your dinner 

after a day’s fishing or 

shooting? You can have 

it by buying the “Club 

Cocktails. <| Most popular 
kinds: Manhattan (whiskey 
base), Martini (gin base). For 
sale by all reputable dealers. 
AVOID IMITATIONS 

Sole Proprietors: 

G. F. HEUBLE1N & BRO. 
HARTFORD NEW YORK LONDON 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editor 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird GnnnelL Vignett 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, 82.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

In tKe Lodges of the Blackfeet 

This is the picture ot an old 
time Indian of the north, one of 
those described in Mr. Schultz’s 
splendid book, “My Life as an 
Indian.” The white blanket 
coat and the handkerchief 
about the head were the char¬ 
acteristic dress of that time and 
that people. 

which was published serially in Forest and Stream as by W. B. Ander 
son, has now been issued over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, and 

under the new title 

My Life As An Indian 
The story is one of the most faithful pictures of human life ever drawn. 

It tells of the life of the plains Indian in the old days, when buffalo hunting 
and journeys to war were the occupations of every man. It describes the 
every day life of the great camp, tells how the men and women passed 
their time, how the young men gambled, how they courted their sweet¬ 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians and how the different 
tribes fought together. The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 
the beautiful Indian girl who became the author’s wife. 

But it is needless to describe this book to readers of Forest and 

Stream. Those who read it as a serial will surely want the volume on 

their library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 
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PHILIPPINE GUNSTOCK WOOD. 

New light has been thrown on the resources 
t the Philippines by Major Ahern, head of the 
forestry Bureau there. The Major arrived re- 
ently and is here to interest American enter- 
rise in the development of forests on the island. 
"Few Americans realize the possibilities of 

he forests of our possessions in the East,” he 
aid to a Press representative. “In the less pop- 
lated islands of the Philippines there are im- 
lense forests for the valuable woods that have 
»econie scarce in Europe and America. We 
iave there the wood of the narra, similar to 
he padouk of Burma and also like the ma- 
ogany we know here; the acle wood is more 

■eautiful than black walnut and is used exten¬ 
sively for the same purpose of making gun 
tocks; molava is a light yellow wood, used for 
eneral building purposes, while tanguile and 
auna, soft woods, are excellent substitutes for 
•me. 
“The forests of yacal and malave are extensive 

nough to produce millions of railway ties, to 
,'hich use their woods are adapted, and as I 
ame East over the Siberian Railway I ob- 
erved that the Russian government is substi- 
uting ties of these two woods for pine, which 
asts only a few years, while the yacal and 
nalave ties last for a quarter of a century. 

“The government is selling no timber lands, 
>ut is disposing of the standing timber as fast 
b possible under restrictions against cutting 
mall trees, and thus providing against denuding 
he land. Half of the profits from the timber 
old have thus far gone to the Bureau of 

j'orestry. The bureau employs ten graduates of 
\merican forestry schools and is equipped to do 
fficient work.” 

THE TIGER IS GOOD. 

A London dispatch quotes J. D. Reed, M.P., 
*.s writing to the Times in behalf of the tigers 
>f India, and urging that the Government re- 
vard for killing tigers be paid only for man- 
eaters. These he says are all perfectly well 
mown to the natives and are no more common 
imong tigers than murderers are among men. 

He admits that tigers kill a certain amount 
>f deer and cattle, but he adds: “The deer 
talker is a gentleman and sportsman whose 
ife is spent in well doing, for he kills the deer 
hat eat the crops which maintain the Indian 
empire; while the cattle lifters, although no 
loubt they have much of the poacher in their 
imposition, prey only upon the feebler and less 
'aluable members of the herd. The villagers 
ire willing that they take this toll in recognition 
)f the good they do in destroying the crop de- 
■troyers.” 

Mr. Reed scoffs at the idea that the ignorant 
mtertain of tigers walking about seeking whom 
hey may devour. He says: “The only tiger 

ever knew who acted in this manner it was 
liscovered after death had been suffering from 
;ome abnormal pressure on the brain, so that 
le was not accountable for his actions.” 

TOOK NO CHANCES. 

Recently some wretch tied a tin kettle to the 
ail of John Fallon’s dog. The dog started off 
vith the kettle about 3 o’clock one afternoon, 
nd after running up to Park City and down to 
7armington, came back in the evening without 
he kettle and very much fatigued. The guests 
t the Clift House extended their consolation 
o the dog, who was manifestly in need of sym- 
>athy. Everything went well with the dog until 
ibout 9 o’clock, when a young lady from Juab 
vas requested to play “The Irish Patrol” on the 
)iano. She played the faint, weird music of the 
opening bars, when the dog began to prick up 
tis ears. The girl strolled by degrees into the 
leavier staccato passages which indicates the near 
pproach of the advance guard, and with a yelp 

>f terror he rose up and went through the win- 
low, taking sash, panes and all, under the plau¬ 
sible impression that the tin kettle was again 
tdvancing upon him from the rear.—Salt Lake 
T ribune. 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS I 

COMPANY I 
$ 

Our New Catalogues for 1908 will 

soon be ready. <f> 
<♦> 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition and Fish- T 

ing Tackle and Camp Goods. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies. 

No. 3. Kodaks and Athletic Goods. 

Get on the mailing list now and insure 

. getting one or all of the above on pub- 

% lication. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

Visit our Exhibit, Space 12, Sports¬ 

men’s Show, New Y ork 

<•> 
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Steel Fishing Rods 

Take a “BRISTOL” with you on your next trip. 
Then you will know positively why “ BR1STOLS ” 
have for twenty years held the unquestioned fish- 
rod supremacy. “BRISTOLS” earned their repu¬ 
tation for reliability under all conditions. 

Where can you find an expert fisherman who 
does not know and love the “feel” of a “BRIS¬ 
TOL.” He knows that the “ BRISTOL” repre¬ 
sents not only the acme of skill in catching the 

wiliest nibbler^ but also the 
acme of skill in landing the 
gamiest fighters. Every genu¬ 
ine rod has the word “BRIS¬ 
TOL” stamped on the handle. 
Look for it. Refuse imitations. 
Every “BRISTOL” guaran¬ 
teed for three years. 

Beautiful illustrated 
catalogue mailed free. 

THE 

Horton Mfg. Co. / . 
84 Horton Street 

Bristol, Conn. 
■ 

«sl§ y 

3KiM 

TROUT FLIES Assorted 12c 
Split Bamboo Rods. 75c 

3 pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8}4 feet. 

STEEL RODS B= $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8% feet; Fly, 9, 9%, 10 feet 

Automatic Reel, $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Line. 

CHARLES DISCH, 
318 FULTON STREET. - - - BROOKLYN. N. Y 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. _ W ith 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink the 
blue jay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND S'l REAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effeitive 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 
dium of the game and fish laws of the 
United States and Canada. Revised 
for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 
established reputation for reliability. 
If the Brief says so, you may depend 
on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
ar.d to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 37S 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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| “S“*" Tarpon and Southern Tackle f 
OUR BOOKLET: £ 

“Tarpon, Tuna and Salt Water Angling” ;5 
* FREE UPON APPLICATION 2 
«£ j* 
* WILLIAM MILLS (Si SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. * 
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THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and DeeJer in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON, TUNA aod ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

90-91 FULTON,ST. . * «#o» / a//' 
a/, k. For all ANGLING 

Gold Medal, Highest Award a.t St. Louis, 1904. 

Also World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE, 
FISHING REELS ONLY, 

No. 351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good hearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 
in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

When writing say you saw the ad. in "Forest and Stream.” 

I 

American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

NO single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 
about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives the best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 
About 6oo pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 

vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition de luxe on hand made paper, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 

Price, library edition, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
346 Broadway, New York 

$25 

GUN 
CABINET 

Shooting Jacket! 
With or without collar 

Three Grades: 

$3 $4.50 $6 
Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close-fitting, comfort 

able and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only in thre« 
colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and Scarlet. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogue#. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.T 

MAY FLItS r «b<IS ?,*; Do“.f 
JOHN NORMAN 

4502 Ste. Catherine Street, WESTMOUNT, QUE., CAN 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing 

No swivels required; "they spii 
so easy.” Made in seven differ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, ii 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Inti 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at one 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest yon 

S. DOERING & CO., 562 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Sam Lovel's Camps. 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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the object of this journal 

rill be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

THE NEW PRISON SITE. 

We have already referred to the fact that the 

State of New York has purchased a tract of land 

'for the site of the prison that is to take the 

place of Sing Sing. This tract lies on the west 

side of the Hudson River and includes the old 

Revolutionary forts, Clinton and Montgomery. 

Now the Empire Society of the Sons of the 

American Revolution and the Scenic Preserva¬ 

tion Society are up in arms. The former pro¬ 

tests vigorously against the utilization of this 

historic region for the purpose intended, and the 

latter is opposed to the plan on the ground that 

the blasting out of trap rock for the walls and 

buildings of the prison will destroy the beauty 

of the hills. Both societies desire to see the tract 

purchased by the State and set aside as a park. 

• The Commission of New Prisons, appointed 

by Governor Hughes, which purchased the tract, 

declares that not a tree will be cut that can be 

left standing without interfering with the general 

■plan of the new prison site, and that the blasting 

of trap rock will occur at places not visible from 

!the river. 

It is likely that a stubborn fight over this 

matter will take place in the Legislature, and 

the leaders will have the moral support of all 

that small army of men and women who have 

tramped over the hills that are little less than 

sacred to all patriotic Americans; who have 

camped along the shores of the beautiful Hud¬ 

son River and fished in the brooks and lakes. 

Which side will win remains to be seen, but 

while the march of our boasted improvement can¬ 

not be stayed, it must be admitted that sentiment 

won in the hard fight to wrest the Palisades of 

the Hudson from the grip of the trap rock quarry- 

men. Ten years ago the noon hour and 5 o’clock 

in the afternoon were announced every working 

day by perfect cannonades of blasting; to-day 

thirteen miles of the water front and the cliffs 

and the roads are devoted to recreation by good 

'people from the great city and its suburbs. Camps 

are to be seen in summer all along the water's 

edge, the old-time villages are passing away, the 

Jfoliage is creeping over the spots laid bare by 

the quarrymen, and the States of New Jersey 

and New York are proud of the fact that their 

people have a vast recreation ground within an 

hour’s ride where they can tramp, showshoe, 

'camp or sail, in season. 

THE POSSESSION OF EAGLES. 

Every person who has read anything about 

the case will sympathize with the New Jersey 

man who was fined twenty dollars by a Newark 

judge for having in his possession a live eagle 

which some kind-hearted but thoughtless friend 

sent him from another State. It has been re¬ 

ferred to as one more case in which “Jersey 

justice” has been applied with its proverbial 

severity. 

It cannot be denied that the punishment was 

severe, and that the offender was in a way made 

an example of for breaking a law by exhibiting 

an eagle in his shop window—for that is the 

construction that has been applied to the case, 

when as a matter of fact his exhibiting the bird 

had no further bearing on the case than to at¬ 

tract the attention of the warden who prosecuted 

him. He had the bird in possession, and the 

game laws of New Jersey forbid this. 

That wise provision which excuses no man 

for ignorance of the law works hardships at 

times, as it did in this case, but it saves not a 

few persons from committing offenses unwit¬ 

tingly. Judges are empowered to be lenient 

when it is shown that the imposition of a penalty 

will not bear out the spirit of the law. 

It is assumed that the man who shipped the 

live eagle did so in ignorance of the peculiar 

position he was placing his friend in; for the 

latter had no recourse but to refuse to receive 

the eagle, thus putting the forwarding agent in 

an equally unfortunate position, and eventually 

giving his friend to understand that what he had 

intended as a prized gift was not wanted. 

The forwarding company which first accepted 

the shipment was at fault, as its first duty was 

to ascertain whether or not the eagle could be 

delivered lawfully. 

FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENTS. 

The tournament of the National Association 

of Scientific Angling Clubs at Racine, Wis., last 

August was so largely attended by the anglers 

of the Middle West that interest in the 1908 

tournament is keen. 
The forthcoming affair will be held in Chicago 

under the auspices of the National Association 

and the management will be in the hands of 

the Illinois Bait-Casting Club, which has already 

made its selection of the men who are to handle 

all of the details. 
This meeting will attract to Chicago a large 

number of anglers, and the National Association 

is planning to inaugurate a campaign against 

illegal and unsportsmanlike fishing at that time. 

Preliminary steps have already been taken, and 

we understand that the work is to be carried on 

by committees composed of men who are active 

workers in the cause of fish and game protection. 

The association is composed of a large number 

of influential clubs on both coasts and inland, 

and if the work proposed is pushed, as it should 

be, all of the varied interests will be directly 

benefited. 

President Perce and the executive committee 

are anxious to enroll all of the large salt water 

fishing clubs of the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf 

coasts in the National Association, and if these 

clubs will respond, affiliate and assist, the power 

of the central body for the good of all interests 

will be materially increased. The annual club 

dues are nominal, and it is to be hoped these salt 

water clubs will join the association and assist 

in its work. 

Advices from far away Australia indicate that. 

the value of practice casting with the fly-rod is 

estimated there as well as in England and the 

United States at its true value. Australia’s first 

public tournament of this sort was held in Syd¬ 

ney, as mentioned in another column, and so 

much interest was centered in the affair that it 

is not unlikely other tournaments will be held 

from time to time. 

We are often asked why the English angling 

clubs do not combine and hold an annual tourna¬ 

ment. Certainly the contests that have been 

held from time to time in London have attracted 

widespread attention and favorable comment. 

Many of the salt water clubs hold fishing con¬ 

tests, but while the value of casting contests is 

recognized, the clubs do not devote much if any 

attention to them. 

A bill has been introduced in the New York 

Assembly which embodies the ideas and recom¬ 

mendations of the Forest, Fish and Game Com¬ 

mission, whose President, James S. Whipple, and 

its Chief Game Protector, John B. Burnham, 

have devoted several months to the task of codi¬ 

fying and simplifying the existing game and fish 

laws. The result is a bill of 140 pages which 

the Legislature will be asked to pass. If this 

action is taken, then all other game and fish 

bills, as they are introduced, will be made to 

conform to the general plan for simpler regula¬ 

tions and a readjustment of all special laws, so 

far as may be possible. The new bill provides 

for a universal license system, the proceds from 

fees to go into the State treasury. 

* 

The announcement has been made that the 

first annual Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Show will 

be held in the First Regiment Armory in that 

city, March 9-14 inclusive. Commencing with 

the New York Motor Boat and Sportsmen’s 

Show, which will open on Feb. 20 and close on 

March 7, the sportsmen of the East will have 

opportunities to visit what might be termed a 

continuous performance lasting three weeks, with 

a slight difference in the settings. 



The Yellowstone Park in Early Days 
By COL. WILLIAM D. PICKETT 

THE early part of the winter of 1877-1878 
was devoted to a hunt in the Highwood 
Mountains, which border the valley of 

the Missouri to the south and opposite Fort Ben¬ 
ton, Mont. After Feb. 7 I was in Helena, Mon¬ 
tana. 

On this hunt I had my first experience of a 
Northwestern winter. We were snowed in for 
a week in eighteen to twenty-four inches of snow 
and were compelled to send opt our horses for 
feed. The minimum temperature was 15 degrees 
below zero, and all we had for a tent was a 
wagon sheet. We, however, were very comfort¬ 
able, our camp being located in an old Indian 
war house; there was an abundance of dry wood. 
Whitetail deer were very abundant and fat, and 
the result of the hunt was two wagonloads of 
deer, which served as winter’s meat for the two 
ranchmen who were my hunting companions. 

While wintering in Helena, my principal rec¬ 
reation was long range target shooting with a 
few gentlemen of that city interested in such 
sport. 

I spent the time from the 28th of June to the 
15th of August east of the Missouri River, travel¬ 
ing from a point opposite Helena to Fort Benton. 
Aside from my hunting experiences the most in¬ 
teresting sight was the Great Falls of the Mis¬ 
souri, about thirty miles above Fort Benton. 
These are a succession of falls, extending seven 
or eight miles above the river. The lower falls 
form a cascade of eighty feet depth for half the 
width of the stream, the other half having a 
slope of about 45 degrees. In volume, at high 
water, and in evidence of force and power, these 
falls are second only to Niagara in this country. 
The Great Falls of the Yellowstone are more 
beautiful, but lack the grandeur and power of 
the two first named falls. Probably the most in¬ 
teresting of the succession of falls and rapids 
of this group is one about three miles above the 
main fall, with a cascade of about forty feet 
depth for the full width of the river. At this 
point the chasm must be fifty per cent, wider 
than at the Great Falls below. 

On the day of my visit to these falls in July 
I suffered from heat more than I ever did in 
my life; so much so, that in the middle of the 
day we lay several hours in the water of a little 
cove connected with the rapids. 

I had come so far north, expecting a friend 
of Fort Benton would accompany me through 
the Yellowstone National Park on a trip which 
we had contemplated in the early fall; but in 
this I was disappointed. I therefore made prepar¬ 
ations to make the trip alone. I had not yet 

discovered the luxury a pack outfit offers, and 
was traveling with a light two-horse spring wagon 
with Levi, a Missouri colored man, as driver and 
cook. The only route lay through the Judith 
basin, thence around the great hills of the Crazy 
Woman Mountains to the Yellowstone River, 
and thence up that stream. 

The Judith basin, formed by the Highwood 
Mountains, tjie Belt Mountains on the north and 
west, and the Snowy and Moccasin Range on 
the south and east, was rich in grass and, at 
that season of the year, was usually the resort 
of immense herds of buffalo. The buffalo were 
usually followed up by the Indians. I was ad¬ 
vised by many old-timers and frontiersmen that 
it was very dangerous to make the trip through 
that basin at this time of the year. The only 
white men on the route were a ranchman at a 
trading store on the Musselshell River, and an¬ 
other ranch on the Yellowstone River five miles 
above, the mouth of Big Timber Creek. As the 
abandonment of this route would be to give up 
my trip through that Great Wonderland for that 
year, I determined to make the trip; Le^i, who 
had seen a good deal of the Indian, being will¬ 
ing to go with me. 

On the 15th of August we passed from the 
waters of Belt Creek through the Belt Pass and 
into the basin, which contained many rich valleys, 
and at this date has been long occupied by stock- 
men. We passed through the basin without any 
mishap, though almost every night there was an 
Indian scare. We reached the vicinity of the 
Judith Gap on the 19th of August. In the out¬ 
fit there was a little red mule that was a splen¬ 
did sentinel, for should anything approach camp 
he would give a succession of snorts. A coyote 
was his especial aversion. 

On making camp on the evening of the 19th 
we discovered the advance of a herd of buffalo 
coming through the Judith Gap from the Mus¬ 
selshell country. The next morning camp was 
not moved, but we approached the outskirts of 
the immense herd with care so as not to alarm 
the main band. After killing only what meat we 
needed, among others a fat calf, a high butte 
was climbed and we had a view of the whole 
gap, about one mile in width. It was a warm, 
lazy day inducing in man or beast that common 
malady known as spring fever. There in sight 
of us were about five thousand buffalo, lolling 
about in various positions; some grazing, some 
lying down, and some old bulls “sitting up.” 
The scene was new to me and was viewed for 
an hour through a good pair of field glasses. 
Then I noticed for the first time a peculiarity 

in which the buffalo differs from other split-hoof 
animals. Cattle, in rising from a prone position, 
lift the hind part first and then the fore part, as 
do also the deer family. A whitetail deer or 
antelope, if alarmed, will spring from the ground, 
hind and fore parts at once apparently. My ob¬ 
servation that day with wild buffalo was that 
they rose with the fore feet first and then the 
hind feet. A horse rises the same way. On that 
lazy spring fever day there were quite a num¬ 
ber of old bulls sitting up, something like a dog, 

lolling about and enjoying the sunshine. From 
this peculiarity of the buffalo doubtless old Sit¬ 
ting Bull, that persistent enemy of the white 
man, derived his name. 

At 11 o’clock at night a courier passed our 
camp with dispatches for the Seventh Cavalry, 
Col. Sturgis, with orders to repair at once to 
Fort Ellis in consequence of the set back re¬ 
ceived by General Gibbon on the Big Hole River 
in his attack on the Nez Perces Indians, who 
after repulsing the attack of the soldiers, con¬ 
tinued their march toward the Yellowstone and 
the buffalo country. 

We reached the trading post of Mr. Fettig 
at the forks of the Musselshell on the 20th and 
spent a day at that camp getting information 
from Mr. Gordon and other ranchmen of that 
vicinity as to the best route for wheels to the 
Yellowstone Valley. They agreed to put me on 
the trail of the only bull train that had ever 
passed through that country around the Eastern 
foothills of the Crazy Woman Mountains. 

We left camp on the Musselshell, Aug. 22, ac¬ 
companied by Mr. Gordon, who volunteered to 
stay with me until the wagon road was reached. 
At noon we passed Big Elk Creek, where we 
met a Mr. Miller who had established himself 
in a dugout on the side of the mountain and 
was looking after quite a band of Oregon horses 
in a splendid range. We camped eight or ten 
miles beyond. 

It was many years afterward—in Billings, Mon¬ 
tana—that I met this same Mr. Miller who in¬ 
formed me, after renewing our acquaintance, that 
the night after we had met on Big Elk a band 
of Piegan Indians had swooped down on his 
band of fifty horses and made away with them. 
The country was too sparsely settled to get to¬ 
gether a force sufficient to pursue. The loss did 
not appear to have discouraged him, for at the 
time we met again he was a prosperous sheep¬ 
man of the Yellowstone Valley. 

Just one year afterward in the same vicinity 

a war party of the same tribe made a dash at 
about ti o’clock at night on a large horse freight 

outfit, loaded with rifles and ammunition for 

Walter Cooper, of Bozeman. Montana, which was 
camped at the big spring in the Judith Gap. But 
for the vigilance of the night herder in giving 

timely alarm, and the vigorous fusilade given 

them by the foreman of the outfit and the drivers 
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hey would have made off with about fifty horses. 
My small party was camped about six miles away 
m the road to the forks of the Musselshell. We 
vere not disturbed. 

i After dropping into the wagon road from 
udith Gap to the Yellowstone River near Por¬ 

cupine Butte, Mr. Gordon left me on the 24th 
ff August, much to my regret. He is still liv- 
ng, as is understood, and is a prosperous sheep- 
nan in that vicinity. Without mishap we reached 
he Yellowstone Valley at the mouth of Big 
Timber and made camp in the first or lower 
anon of that stream on the evening of the 26th. 
Ve had passed only two ranches on the route— 
lage’s and Carpenter’s—the only ranches seen 
ince leaving the Musselshell. This camp was 
vithin two miles of the present site of the flour- 
shing city of Livingston. 

At daylight of the morning of the 27th camp 
.as aroused by a commotion among the horses 
lade by a black bear which had been feasting 
n bullberries all night in a neighboring thicket, 
-evi, who was investigating the cause of the 
acket. had a close shot at the bear, but on pull- 
ig the trigger found no cartridges in the rifle 
nd the bear escaped unharmed. 
It was a cool and sharp morning and old Bones, 

ae horse I had been riding for ten days, was 
lade lively by the crisp air, and on my mount- 
ig. in a shorter time than it takes to write it, 
e had commenced to pitch and eventually threw 
le a somersault over his head. I landed on my 
ack—a very hard fall, the effects of which T 
felt for several days. This was the second fall 
e had given me, and I determined on revenge, 
decided that I would never mount him again, 

ad second that I would get rid of him on the 
arliest opportunity. He had been bought as a 
arness horse in Helena, but on the first tight 
all he had balked, would neither go forward 
pr backward. After worrying with him for a 
ty or so it became necessary to put my pet hunt- 
g mare Kate in his place in the wagon. I had 
?en riding old Bones ever since. A man who 
as to travel with me through the park agreed 

ride him. After this catastrophe we pro¬ 
ved through the canon, but soon reached a 
'int where, on account of the sidling road over 
projecting spur of the mountain, it was neces- 
ry for the men to pack our plunder over the 
ur, and then, by ropes, hold the wagon from 
rning over. 

I will make a short retrospect of the rnove- 
:nts of the Nez Perces Indians after their ad- 
nt into the Yellowstone National Park, as we 
2re destined soon to come up against that 
^position. 

The Nez Perces Indians had arrived at Henry’s 
ke, near the western border of Yellowstone 
rk, on their route to the buffalo country, and 
a refuge from the whites across the Canada 

rder. It is not out of place to relate in de- 
the causes of this outbreak of this tribe. 

Sometime in the year 1840, this tribe, as well 
the Flatheads and some other tribes of Indians 
the western slope of the Continental divide, 

1 been converted to Christianity, through the 
orts of Father de Smet, of St. Louis, and his 
laborers, and had remained so. The Nez 
ices had a valuable reservation around the 
mhi Agency on Snake River, which soon at- 
cted the greed of the aggressive white man. 
cy commenced a system of encroachments, re¬ 
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suiting first, in individual killing, then the kill¬ 
ing increased until the -entire tribe turned out 
on the war path and all the white men in their 
reach were killed. The movements of the mili¬ 
tary forced them to action. 

Under Chief Joseph and Chief Looking Glass 
they commenced that memorable march for the 
buffalo country on the eastern slope of the Rock¬ 
ies, and thence for a refuge across the Canada 
boundary. A truce was declared in passing 
through the white settlements on the western 
slope, and in passing out the head of the Bitter 
Root Valley and on to the headwaters of the 
Jefferson, no depredations were committed. On 
the Big Hole River, a tributary of the Jefferson, 
they were overtaken by a force of soldiers sent 
out from Fort Shaw under General Gibbon. Al¬ 
though with an inferior force, with his enemy 
armed with repeating rifles, more effective in a 
fight in the brush than the army rifle, he made 
a vigorous attack at daylight on their camp. 
The Indians rallied, made a firm resistance and 
effectually repulsed the attack. Gibbon could not 
renew the fight without re-enforcements, and the 
Indians continued on their prearranged route. 
The Nez Perces were much exasperated at the 
killing of a number of their women, either with 
arms in their hands or by stray bullets. After 
the fight these Indians killed every white man 
and took all the horses that came within their 
reach. Up to the time of their arrival at Henry's 
Lake, eight or ten white men had been killed 
and the teams of a freight outfit gobbled up. 

Chief Joseph showed much military skill in 
the management of his campaign. Whenever he 
passed an important trail leading toward the 
white settlements a scouting party was sent down 
that trail far enough to avoid a surprise. George 
Herendeen had been sent out from Fort Ellis to 
find out the whereabouts of these Indians, and 
in going out to Henry’s Lake, where he ex¬ 
pected to find traces of them, he passed at the 
crossing of the Madison a camp of some fifteen 
or twenty miners from the Pony mines, acting 
as scouts, and with the further intention of mak¬ 
ing a dash on the camp of hostiles to secure a 
lot of their horses. Herendeen reached the 
vicinity of Henry’s Lake about the time that 
the Indians arrived there, climbed a tree and 
saw enough to satisfy him this was the hostile 
outfit he was in search of. Returning by the 
camp of miners on the Madison—about twelve 
miles from Henry’s Lake—he warned them of 
the situation and advised vigilance on their part. 
They expressed perfect confidence in their ability 
to take care of themselves, and the probability 
is that they at once went to sleep. Late at night 
a band of Joseph’s scouts came down the,trail, 
discovered the camp, and after locating the 
horses by a fusilade scattered the miners and 
made off with their horses, much to the miners’ 
astonishment. They were left afoot on the 
wrong side of the Madison River. 

In the meantime a military force of seven or 
eight hundred men, cavalry and mounted in 
fantry, had been concentrated and were follow¬ 
ing these Indians, at this time about two days’ 
march behind them. The next heard of Joseph’s 
band was at the Lower Geyser basin, near which 
they surprised and captured a party of tourists, 
Mr. Carpenter, his wife and sister-in-law and four 
or five men from about Helena, Montana, among 
them Albert Oldham, whom I knew. Chief 
Joseph rescued the two women and a younger 

brother and protected them. The young bucks 
commenced a fusilade on the men, killing Car¬ 
penter and wounding several more—among them 
Albert Oldham—as they took to the brush. 

As it turned out Carpenter was merely stunned 
by a scalp wound and afterward revived, and he 
and Oldham were taken care of by Howard’s 
men as they came up. On reaching the vicinity 
of the Yellowstone Joseph's scouts surprised an¬ 
other party of four white men camped just above 
Great Falls and killed one man, the others es¬ 
caping to the brush. Before fording the Yellow¬ 
stone, Chief Joseph gave the two white women 
a pony each and started them down the trail on 
the west side of that stream. At the pass over 
the Mount Washburn range they met a scout¬ 
ing party of cavalry under Lieut. Schofield, who, 
took charge of them and delivered them at Far- 
rel’s ranch at the mouth of Trail Creek. Mrs. 
Carpenter then supposed her husband had been 
killed. 

Two of the men, who escaped through the 
timber when fired upon at their camp just above 
Great Falls, had reached the Mammoth Hot 
Springs where they met McCartney. One of 
these men from Helena induced McCartney to 
go back with him and try to find his friend, who 
on taking to the brush had cried out to those in 
front, I am shot.” He might be alive and 
wounded he thought. McCartney acceded at 
once. They found his dead friend—he had been 
finished by the hostiles—buried him and started 
on their return. 

The trail McCartney and companion traveled, 
via lower Falls, branched from a much traveled 
trail, coming down the East Fork of the Yel¬ 
lowstone or Lamar River, passing that stream 
by Baronettes Bridge. As soon as Chief Joseph’s 
outfit reached the East Fork he sent a strong 
scouting party down the trail toward the Mam¬ 
moth Hot Springs and to the lower river, thus 
getting behind McCartney and companion. Five 
miles below these springs, at the mouth of Gard¬ 
ner’s River, was Henderson’s ranch, and at that 
point was a scouting party of eight or ten citi¬ 
zens occupying the one room cabin, and bent on 
getting a lot of Indian ponies. 

The Nez Perces scouting party pushed on to 
Mammoth Hot Springs on the 2d of September, 
killing one man, the companion of the man with 
McCartney, two others—one a colored man—es- 
caping to the brush. They pushed on toward 
the Yellowstone at once. It was Sunday morn¬ 
ing, a warm pleasant day, and the “boys” hav¬ 
ing nothing else to do determined to go afishing 
in the Yellowstone River about three hundred 
yards away. Their horses were picketed near 
the cabin, their rifles and camp outfit were for 
the most part in the cabin. About the time the 
fish began to bite freely the Indian scouting 
party, having made a quick reconnaissance, dashed 
into the camp, swooped up the horses, set fire 
to the cabin and were away on the back trail in 
a very short time. 

In the meantime McCartney and companion on 
their return had reached near the head of the 
trail, coming up a fork of Gardner’s River about 
three miles from the Hot Springs. McCartney 
told me that when about fifty yards from the 
point, where the trail dropped into the gorge of 
that stream, he was met by a band of loose 
horses evidently driven. As they came over the 
hill in sight of McCartney they stopped, with 
their ears pricked up. McCartney recognized 
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the situation at once and prepared to act. In 

the meantime the Indians, noticing the action 

of the horses, rushed forward and opened fire 

on McCartney and companion, who by this time 

were in full run to a willow thicket about two 

hundred and fifty yards up the valley. They 

were not hit and in a short time were under 

cover, firing back at the Indians. The latter 

had not time to waste, but cutting the lash rope 

of their pack animal took only the horse. 

It so happened that Col. Sturgis of the Seventh 

Cavalry, who was then near the lower outlet 

of Clark’s Fork Canon, watching for the Nez 

Perces, had sent two scouts with dispatches for 

General Howard, who was following up the Nez 

Perces. In moving around to avoid the latter 

outfit they had missed General Howard and were 

on the way to Fort Ellis, traveling the same trail 

that this Indian scouting party was traveling on 

the back trail. They met each other on Black 

Tail Deer Creek. With the two scouts, Goff 

and Leonard, was an Indian boy of about fifteen 

years, a protege of Goff. The Indians discovered 

the approach of the white men and had time to 

prepare an ambush for them. Some of them 

hid in the willow brush within ten feet of the 

trail; the others took position on a hill out of 

sight. The whites came along unsuspicious of 

danger, until the party in ambush fired. The 

Indian boy fell from his horse wounded, draw¬ 

ing his revolver as he fell. Leonard had his 

horse killed. He immediately cut the lash rope 

of the pack horse, mounted him, and he and 

Goff took the back track under the rapid fire 

of the whole outfit, Goff receiving a painful 

flesh wound in the neck. As soon as possible 

they plunged down a gorge leading to the Yel¬ 

lowstone, and were not followed further. 

On the river they met a white scout who 

brought them into the camp of the soldiers. The 

body of the Indian boy was never found, nor 

could any information as to his fate be obtained 

afterward. In my spring wagon I took Goff to 

Fort Ellis and from him these particulars were 

obtained. Afterward while carrying a dispatch 

from Fort Ellis to General Howard, Leonard 

was ambushed and killed by these same 

Indians. 
The foregoing digression has been made as 

to the movements of the Nez Perces Indians in 

order to render more intelligible what follows. 

[to be concluded.] 

was six hundred and sixty-seven miles west of 

Independence, Missouri, the starting point for all 

emigrants of the early days. Westport and In¬ 

dependence were, of course, the early names of 

a part of what is now Kansas City. 

In the year 1846, when Francis Parkman was 

taking his first glimpse of the then unknown 

West, he made Laramie his headquarters for a 

time, and it is interesting to see what he has to 

say about it, its inhabitants and its savage visitors. 

After his return, writing of his arrival at the 

post, then newly built, he says: 

“Looking back after the expiration of a year 

upon Fort Laramie and its inmates they seem 

less like a reality than like some fanciful picture 

of the early time; so different was the scene 

from any which this tamer side of the world can 

present. Tall Indians, enveloped in their white 

buffalo robes, were striding across the area or 

reclining at full length on the low roofs of the 

buildings which inclosed it. Numerous squaws, 

gaily bedizened, sat crowded in front of the 

apartments they occupied; their mongrel off¬ 

spring restless and vociferous rambled in every, 

direction of the fort, and the trappers, .traders 

and engages of the establishment were busy at 

their labor or their amusement.” 

After some difficulty they persuaded the bour¬ 

geois Bordeaux that they were not traders, and 

induced him to receive them into the post. He 

gave them a large room in which they deposited 

AiAcient Landmarks 
IN the early days of travel in the West the 

explorers and early traders who were push¬ 

ing toward the Rocky Mountains naturally 

followed up the water courses. The streams 

running chiefly from west to east offered obvious 

highways for purposes of transportation. It was 

natural then that early fur trading posts should 

be located on considerable rivers so that goods 

for trade could be carried into the interior by 

boats, and furs received in exchange for these 

goods could be easily and swiftly transported 

down the streams in the same way. Thus the 

earliest trading posts were located on such 

streams as the Mississippi, the Red River of the 

North, the Missouri, the Yellowstone and the 

Platte. One of the most famous of the early 

posts was Fort Laramie, which stood at the 

junction of the North Platte and the Laramie 

rivers. This stream was named for a trapper 

named La Ramee or La Ramie. He was an 

early, perhaps one of the earliest of the Canadian 

French voyageurs who trapped and hunted and 

died in the further West, and he gave his name 

to the stream which subsequently gave its name 

to the fort. 

Larpenteur, in 1833, speaks of Laramie Fork, 

or to be more exact, fourche la Ramie, and again 

J. K. Townsend speaks of Laramie Fork in 1834. 

In that same year William Sublette and his 

partner, Robert Campbell, built a fort at Laramie 

Fork which was called Fort William after Sub¬ 

lette. Their small party consisted of about a 

dozen men, and this Fort William was a small 

post. In the following year Sublette sold Fort 

William to Fitzpatrick, Sublette & Bridger, and 

the post was thus turned over to the American 

Fur Company. About that time its name was 

changed to Fort John, named after Mr. John B. 

Sarpy, a noted character of the early West, who 

gave his name to at least one river and perhaps 

to other geographical features in the West. In 

1836 the American Fur Company built about it 

an adobe wall to take the place of the original 

stockade and some time after this the old name, 

Fort John, came to be less and less used, though 

it persisted until 1844, as shown by the sketch 

here printed. 

Later, another trading post was built a short 

distance further up the stream and was called 

Fort Laramie. In 1849 it was sold to the United 

States Government and became a military fort 

at which at least two companies of mounted 

rifles were stationed. Being as it was on the 

trail to California it was the stopping place for 

all westbound emigrants, and it is said that in 

the year 1850 wagon trains and other parties rep¬ 

resenting forty thousand animals crossed the 

Laramie River below the fort. For many years 

it was the great trading place for the Sioux and 

Cheyennes and about it, especially in 1850, oc¬ 

curred much Indian fighting. It was from Fort 

Laramie in 1854 that Lieut. Grattan was sent out 

to make prisoner the Indian who killed an emi¬ 

grant’s abandoned cow, and it was Grattan’s in¬ 

discretion which brought on the war with the 

Sioux and Cheyennes which began in that year. 

Another thing which made Laramie an im¬ 

portant point on the westward journey was that 

it was here that the emigrant trail entered the 

mountain country, and that from this point on 

to Fort Bridger, nearly four hundred miles 

further, there was no store where supplies could 

be obtained or shops where repairs could be 

made to wagons. It was necessary then that 

the westbound emigrants should stop at Laramie 

to overhaul their gear and to rearrange their 

loads and to rest to gain strength for the hard 

pull that lay before them. By the trail, Laramie 

their property and settled themselves and then, 

“Our arrangements made, we stepped out to 

the balcony to take a more leisurely survey of 

the long looked for haven at which we had ar¬ 

rived at last. Beneath us was the square area 

surrounded by little rooms, or rather cells, which 

opened upon it. These were devoted to various 

purposes, but served chiefly for accommodation 

for the men employed at the fort or of the 

equally numerous squaws who they were allowed 

to maintain in it. Opposite to us arose the block 

■house above the gateway. It was adorned with 

a figure which even now haunts my memory, a 

horse at full speed daubed upon the boards with 

red paint and exhibiting a degree of skill which 

might rival that displayed by the Indians in exe¬ 

cuting similar designs upon their robes and 

lodges. A busy scene was enacting in the area. 

The wagons of Vaskiss,* an old trader, were 

about to set out for a remote post in the moun¬ 

tains, and the Canadians were going through 

their preparations with all possible bustle, while 

here and there an Indian stood looking on with 

imperturbable gravity. 

“Fort Laramie is one of the posts established 

by the American Fur Company who well nigh 

monopolize the Indian trade of this whole re¬ 

gion. Here their officials rule with an absolute 

sway. The arm of the United States has little 

force, for when we were there the extreme out¬ 

posts of her troops were about seven hundred 

miles to the eastward. The little fort is built 

of bricks dried in the sun and externally is of 

an oblong form with bastions of clay in the form 

of ordinary block houses at two of the corners. 

The walls are about fifteen feet high and sur¬ 

mounted by a slender palisade. The roofs oi 

the apartments within, which are built close 

against the walls, serve the purpose of a ban¬ 

quette. Within, the fort is divided by a partition 

*This was Vascruez, a noted trader of early days. Ham 
ilton, in “My Sixty Years on the Plains,” speaks o 

him at a date earlier than the one mentioned b; 
Parkman. 
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)n one side is the square area surrounded by 

he storerooms, offices and apartments for in- 

nates. On the ’other is the corral, a narrow 

■lace encompassed by the high clay walls, where 

t night or in the presence of dangerous Indians 

he horses and mules of the fort are crowded 

or safe keeping. The main entrance has two 

ates with an arched passage intervening. A 

ttle square window quite high above the ground 

pens laterally from an adjoining chamber into 

his passage, so that when the inner gate is 

losed and barred a person without may still 

old communication with those within through 

lis narrow aperture. This bbviates the neces- 

ity of admitting suspicious Indians for pur¬ 

ges of trading into the body of the fort, for 

hen danger is apprehended the inner gate is 

lut fast and all traffic is carried on by means 

i little window. This precaution, though 

ghly necessary at some of the company’s posts, 

now seldom resorted to at Fort Laramie where, 

low, were now being driven into the corral for 

the night. A little gate opened into this inclos¬ 

ure. By the side of it stood one of the guards, 

an old Canadian with gray bushy eyebrows, and 

a dragoon pistol stuck into his belt, while his 

comrade mounted on horseback, his rifle laid 

across the saddle in front of him and his long 

hair blowing before his swarthy face, rode at 

the rear of the disorderly troop urging them up 

the ascent. In a moment the narrow corral was 

thronged with the half wild horses, kicking, bit¬ 

ing and crowding restlessly together. 

“The discordant tingling of a bell rung by a 

Canadian in the area summoned us to supper. 

This sumptuous repast was served on a rough 

table in one of the lower apartments of the fort 

and consisted of cakes of bread and dried buf¬ 

falo meat, an excellent thing for strengthening 

the teeth. At this meal were seated the bour¬ 

geois and superior dignities of the establishment, 

among them Henry Chatillon was worthily in¬ 

basket also is well filled with domestic utensils 

or quite as often with a litter of puppies, even 

with small children or a superannuated old man. 

Numbers of these curious vehicles, called in the 

bastard language of the country travaux, were 

now splashing together through the stream. 

Among them swam countless dogs, often bur¬ 

dened with miniature travaux, and dashing for¬ 

ward on horseback through the throng came the 

superbly formed warriors, the slender figure of 

some lynx-eyed boy clinging fast behind them. 

The women sat perched on the pack saddle, add¬ 

ing not a little to the load of the already over¬ 

burdened horses. The confusion was prodigious. 

The dogs yelled and howled in chorus, the pup¬ 

pies in the travaux set up a dismal whine as the 

water invaded their comfortable retreat; the 

little black-eyed children from one year of age 

upward clung fast with both hands to the edge 

of their basket and looked over in alarm at the 

water rushing so near them, sputtering and mak- 

FORT JOHN. 

From a drawing made by Alexander H. Murray, July 26, 1844. 

>ugh men are frequently killed in its neigh- 

hood, no apprehensions are now entertained 

any general designs of hostility from the In¬ 
ns. * * * 

As we were looking at the sunset from the 

11, upon the wild and desolate plains that sur- 

mded the fort, we observed a cluster of 

inge objects like scaffolds rising in the dis- 

ce against the red western sky. They bore 

ft some singular looking burdens and at their 

t glimmered something white like bones. This 

5 the place of sepulture of some Dahcotah 

efs, whose remains their people are fond of 

:mg in the vicinity of the fort in the hope 

t they may thus be protected from violation 

ffie hands of their enemies. * * The white 

ects upon the ground were buffalo skulls, ar¬ 

sed in the mystic circle commonly seen in 

ian places of sepulture upon the prairie. 

We soon discovered in the twilight a band 

fifty or sixty horses approaching the fort, 

se were the animals belonging to the estab- 

nent, who having been sent out to feed under 

care of armed guards in the meadows be- 

cluded. No sooner was it finished than the table 

was spread a second time (the luxury of bread 

being now, however, omitted) for the benefit of 

certain hunters and trappers of an inferior stand¬ 

ing, while the ordinary Canadian engages were 

regaled on dried meat in one of their lodging 
rooms.” 

Such is a picture of Fort Laramie as it was 
in 1846. 

Parkman paints a graphic picture of the cross¬ 

ing of the Laramie River by a camp of Indians 

which is worth quoting: 

“The stream is wide and was then between 

three and four feet deep with a very swift cur¬ 

rent. For several rods the water was alive with 

dogs, horses and Indians. The long poles used 

in erecting the lodges are carried by the horses, 

being fastened by the heavier end, two or three 

on each side, to a rude sort of pack saddle, 

while the other end drags on the ground. About 

a foot behind the horse a kind of large basket 

or pannier is suspended between the poles and 

firmly lashed in its place. On the back of the 

horses are piled various articles of luggage. The 

ing wry mouths as it splashed against their faces. 

Some of the dogs, encumbered by their loads, 

were carried do,wn by the current yelping pit¬ 

eously, and the old squaws would rush into the 

water, seize their favorite by the neck and drag 

them out. As each horse gained the bank he 

scrambled up as he could. Stray horses and 

colts came among the rest, often breaking away 

at full speed through the crowd, followed by 

the old hags screaming after their fashion on 

all occasions of excitement. Buxom young 

squaws blooming in all the charms of vermillion 

stood here and there on the bank holding aloft 

their leader’s lance as a signal to collect the 

scattered portions of his household. In a few 

moments the crowd melted away, each family 

with their horses and equipage, filing off to the 

plain at the rear of the fort; and here in the 

space of half an hour arose sixty or seventy 

of their tapering lodges. Their horses were 

feeding by hundreds over the surrounding prairie 

and their dogs were roaming everywhere. The 

fort was full of men, and the children were 

whooping and yelling incessantly under its walls,” 



The Birds of Missouri. 
Mr. Otto Widmann has recently published at 

St. Louis, Mo., his long hoped for preliminary 

catalogue of the birds of Missouri. It is the 

first attempt made at a complete list for that 

State. A number of small local lists have been 

published, but until now nothing covering the 

whole State. 

Mr. Widmann’s past work and writings have 

led ornithologists to believe that when the time 

came for publishing his list of Missouri birds, • 

it would be a valuable and useful contribution to 

ornithology. This hope is wholly justified by 

the present volume. 

In his introduction of about twenty pages the 

author deals with bibliography, explanations, 

faunal areas, climate and topography, with some 

remarks on the decrease of birds and bird pro¬ 

tection. Of the decrease of birds he says: 

“There is no doubt that the gun is the main 

factor in the rapid disappearance of all the larger 

birds. No amount of instruction and law-mak¬ 

ing will prevent the killing of hawks and owls 

by farmers and hunters, especially the latter, 

who sees in every large bird an enemy of his 

game, a competitor in the chase or fishery. 

“The reduction in the number of the smaller 

birds is the result of quite different causes— 

causes which cannot be removed because they 

are the unavoidable consequence of the trans¬ 

formation of a wild thinly-inhabited land into 

a highly cultivated thickly settled one. With 

the felling of trees, tree-inhabiting wild creatures 

necessarily disappear; with the draining of the 

lowlands, marsh birds cannot be expected any 

more; the drying up of the lakes divert their 

animal life to other regions; the removal of cer¬ 

tain plants from a place makes the presence of 

certain kinds of animal life impossible. When 

we consider how much one organism is depend¬ 

ent on others we do not wonder that an anni¬ 

hilation of many forms of animal life, high and 

low, is inseparably bound up with such a change 

as deforestation and subsequent cultivation. 

While we see a few birds, which formerly lived 

exclusively in the forest, accommodate them¬ 

selves to the changed conditions and put up with 

substitutes, such as orchards and artificial groves, 

many of the true forest-loving birds invariably 

disappear with the forests and become exter¬ 

minated as far as that particular locality is con¬ 

cerned. 

“Not counting the scrub oak barrens of the 

Ozarks as forests, because very few woodland 

birds find a home in them, we can say that only 

twenty-five per cent, of the former forest area 

is left as such at present, and that therefore 

seventy-five per cent, of most of the woodland 

birds of Missouri have gone since the white 

man began to settle in the State. But deforesta¬ 

tion is still going on on even a larger scale than 

ever before. There may come a time when for¬ 

esters will step in and take care of the remain¬ 

ing woodland, and men may even begin to plant 

new forests as they do in other countries, but 

such artificial groves compare with the primeval 

forests as does a cornfield with a marsh or 

prairie. Many birds now at home in the forest 

would find themselves perfect strangers in such 

a cultivated tract of tree growth. * * * Next 

to the vanishing of the woodland bird comes 

that of the marsh bird, whose doom is sealed 

by the draining of the lowland along our rivers 

and the transformation of lakes and swamp 

tracts into cornfields. These are no substitutes 

for sedges, reeds and flags, and the manifold 

vegetation associated with them, nor will the 

pond and lake dwellers return after their watery 

haunts have yielded to the plow and harrow. 

* * * Those species of birds which frequent 

the thicket along the edge of woods and the 

vegetation which fringes the water courses have 

a better chance to endure for a while, but these 

too will constantly be reduced in numbers by 

the adoption of the ideal clean culture which 

does away with all plant growth from fences 

and roads, and removes even the last rem¬ 

nants along the creeks and small wet weather 

branches.” 
The decrease of insectivorous and song birds 

is explained as the direct result of the advance 

of civilization, which changes the features of 

the land and introduces and propagates new 

enemies for the birds. The cat and dog destroy 

many of our most familiar birds, and especially 

those which nest upon the ground. The hog is 

very destructive to birds which build their nests 

on or near the ground, and in many Missouri 

localities ground nesting species have been en¬ 

tirely exterminated by hogs. In a different way 

cattle, horses and sheep destroy birds’ nests and, 

of course, the tilling or the burning over of the 

land at times when birds are nesting is very 

fatal. 
Bird protection is not merely the failure to 

kill birds. They must be fostered and encour¬ 

aged, and situations favorable to their undis¬ 

turbed breeding must be saved for them. The 

suggestion often made of setting aside tracts 

in each State, which shall be preserved in a 

natural condition, obviously ought to be gen¬ 

erally acted on. The good effects of such action 

have been shown in some of the States. 

We are accustomed to think of Missouri as 

a great game State, and so it used to be, but 

there as everywhere else the game has been 

much reduced. Ducks are abundant on the 

migration, but do not occur in anything like their 

old numbers. Many will learn with surprise 

that the old squaw is a regular visitant to the 

State between Nov. 20 and April 1. Old birds 

are always rare, but the young are sometimes 

common. The harlequin, too, is reported as a 

rare winter visitant. Between 1890 and 1900 a 

small number of Canada geese still bred in the 

Peninsula of Missouri, building their nests on 

cypress stumps in the overflow six or eight feet 

above the water. The natives hunted for the 

eggs and young, and flocks of half domesticated 

wild geese were common in Pemiscot and Dunk¬ 

lin counties. 
In contrast with the Northern birds cited a 

few lines above, the fulvous tree duck of the 

South has been taken in Missouri, as 

Forest and Stream in 1891. 

The ruffed grouse, formerly very abundant in 

most of the wooded parts of Missouri, is now 

regarded as rare, though they are still occasion¬ 

ally killed. In connection with the much com¬ 

plained of scarcity of grouse in more northern 

localities during the past shooting season, the 

following quotation is of interest: 

“Some think the reason why ruffed grouse 

are not more plentiful in the Ozarks and why 

they have entirely disappeared from localities 

where they were not molested by man is to be 

found in the terrible increase and spread of the 

chigger (Trombidium'). That the chigger, car¬ 

ried from place to place by pasturing animals, is 

steadily increasing and alarmingly spreading to 

regions not visited • before is a well known fact 

nearly throughout Missouri, and since enemies 

may determine the breeding range of an animal 

as well as food and other conditions, I give it 

as a not impossible theory.” 

The prairie chicken, once abundant, is now 

becoming rare and the wild turkey is scarce. 

They are all gone from northern Missouri, but 

are still found in small numbers in most parts 

of the Ozarks and in swamps to the southeast. 

An interesting list of references of occurrences 

of the passenger pigeon from 1833 to 1902 is 

given. September 26 in that year seems to have 

been the last observation. 

Mr. Widmann’s notes on the 353 species and 

subspecies actually observed for the State are 

full and interesting, and the volume is one which 

ought to be in the library of every ornithologist. 

It is a distinct contribution to our knowledge. 
• * ■ I 

Wolves Kill a Fox. 

Wymore, Neb., Jan. 23.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Mr. S. O. Smith, who lives on a farm 

five miles north of Wymore, came to town this 

afternoon bringing with him the dead body ol 

a red fox which was viewed by many as a great 

curiosity, as a fox has not been seen in this 

county for twenty years to my knowledge. 

The strange part of the story is that Mr. Smitl 

was in his field loading straw, and got upon the 

wagon to tramp the straw down, when he hearc 

a great noise as of animals running across In¬ 

field through the corn stalks, and in a momen 

the fox came out of the cornfield and ran acrosi 

his field of fall wheat, closely pursued by twc 

gray wolves which caught and killed the fox 11 

plain sight within forty rods of him. He spranf 

from his wagon and started for the conflict a 

fast as possible. When the wolves saw him the; 

left the fox and ran for the timber along th< 

river a short distance away, and when he ar 

rived at the fox it was dead. Its throat wa 

badly torn, and its breast crushed in and man 

gled. 
This is the first instance I have ever knowi 

of wolves killing a fox. Perhaps other reader 

of Forest and Stream have known of it. Mi 

Smith is a reliable farmer, well known in thi 
county. A. D. McCandless. 
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Skunk Habits. 

Beckley, W. Va., Jan. 7,—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have noticed several articles in your 

paper on the subject of carrying a skunk by the 

tail. I am still in the dark in so far as enlight- 

ment comes from these articles, and could not at 

this times from the information imparted, say 

to a friend that he “could carry the aforesaid 

by the tail in safety,’’ expressing a personal view. 

Had I an enemy with whom I wanted to “even 

up,” and without special regard to the laws of 

truth, I would advise him that a skunk could 

be carried by the tail in perfect safety. But 

why discuss and leave in doubt a subject that 

can be reduced to a centainty. It is an old 

maxim, “All things are certain that can be made 

certain.” Now let the good fellows who assert 

the affirmative of this proposition be each pro¬ 

vided with a good full grown live skunk, and on 

a day to be agreed upon, let them give a public 

exhibition of their ability to carry him by the 

tail, in the case of a young man the condition 

being that he shall wear the same clothes to 

see his best girl the following Sunday. 

Now, by your permission, I will digress and 

give a little incident in which the skunk was the 

central figure that came under my personal ob¬ 

servation about eighteen years ago. All agree 

that the skunk is the natural enemy of insects, 

and it is for this reason that the farmers in a 

great many agricultural districts have secured 

legislation for his protection; but did you ever 

think what ingenuity is employed by the little 

fellow in the capture of his prey? Does he 

charm like the snake; does he lie in wait, or 

does he provoke them to assault? It is the 

latter. A skunk can catch any insect that he can 

get to fight him. On the occasion referred to I 

went to the woods in quest of squirrels. It 

was a warm cloudy afternoon in September. 

While standing on a log waiting for a squirrel 

I saw a large object moving through the weeds 

toward me, which I first took to be a gray fox. 

I raised my gun and prepared to shoot, but as 

the animal advanced I noticed that it was not 

a fox, but a skunk, and the largest I had ever 

seen, his color being very much like that of a 

gray fox. When he first saw me he was about 

twenty steps away, but instead of making an 

effort to retreat he rose on his toes, fluffed up 

his hair and tail, and jumped up two or three 

times, lighting on the ground stiff-legged, after 

the fashion of a sheep on the entry of a dog to 

the barn lot, at the same time hissing and blow¬ 

ing as a mad house cat will do. I kept him 

covered all the time with my gun. 

In a few minutes his anger seemed to sub¬ 

side; he then walked a few feet away, and with 

his left paw he made a few quick digs in the 

leaves, and then turning around began to slowly 

switch his tail over the place where he had 

scratched. At each movement I became more 

and more interested, and watching I saw a swarm 

of yellow jackets emerging from the ground. 

Hot and furious they darted at the little fellow’s 

tail, which was kept constantly in motion, each 

one sticking tight to the long fur and doing no 

damage. I never shall forget his keen black 

eyes as he looked at me as, if to say, “Watch 

me; I have done it before.” 

With a tail covered with jackets, like so many 

hurs, he walked a few feet away and began to 

Pick them off and eat them as a hungry boy 

would so many berries. This act repeated once 

more, the little yellow warriors were gone, and 

their home left defenseless and desolate, was 

dug out and carried away by the victor who left 

apparently without any fear that I would do 

him harm. And I, then a boy, now grown to 

manhood, am glad that I did not shoot. 

M. F. Matheny. 

The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Much has recently been written in regard to 

the diminishing numbers of grouse from Maine 

to Minnesota. I know they are very scarce in 

Massachusetts. 

Many reasons have been given for these con¬ 

ditions, some charge it to foxes, hawks and other 

natural enemies; others claim it to be climatic 

conditions. Of course all those do their part, 

as they always have. But man, the rebel man, 

who, scientists tell us, is the only animal on the 

r^pl«g£ji•'>- r*. - 

CANADIAN BEAR CUBS. 

Photographed by Milandeau & Campbell. 

face of the earth who breaks nature’s laws, is 

largely responsible for the existing conditions. 

He destroys the balance. An army of men and 

boys with dogs and guns, constantly increasing 

each year, will soon exterminate our wild grouse 

unless we take steps to protect it. Some favor 

a shorter season for shooting, but that would 

tend to concentrate too many gunners in the 

covers at the same time, as we have only October 

and November as an open season, and the wood¬ 

cock leave by the first of November in Massa¬ 

chusetts. Others claim that we need a close sea¬ 

son for a term of years. This we may be forced 

to later on. 

Let us first try reservations for the wild birds. 

In every town in every State in the Union, set 

apart certain tracts of forest land suitable to 

these birds, from 100 to 1,000 or more acres, 

where they can rear their young and feel safe 

from the snare of the prowler, and the dogs and 

guns of the gunner. They would soon come to 

understand these conditions. Let these reserva¬ 

tions be placed in charge of the States’ fish and 

game commissions as are the ponds and streams 

that have been stocked with fish. Many owners 

of forest lands would be only too glad to place 

their land under the protection of the State com¬ 

missioner, as it would tend to lessen forest fires 

set by careless gunners. There are many tracts 

of forest land in Massachusetts as well as in 

many other States that would make excellent 

reservations for all our wild life. I know of 

several such in my native town. 

If in every State in the Union evqry town 

would provide such reservation, our birds of the 

field and forest would always be with us. 

Massachusetts has quite a number of State reser¬ 

vations that have been of great benefit in this 

direction, and there is room for a great many 

more. I hope other readers of Forest and 

Stream will give their views on this question of 

reservations. Geo. L. Brown. 

Fleas and Flea Remedies. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

When it comes to talking about fleas the 

writer knows just where he is at. When he 

was a boy the country swarmed with them, and 

perhaps one of the things he will remember 

longest will be the sleepless nights and the tor¬ 

ments that the fleas gave him when sitting in 

Quaker meetings where he did not dare to 

scratch. For many years the people seemed to 

put up with them as an evil from which there 

was no escape, yet there was an efficient remedy 

growing on every farm in the shape of a modest 

little plant called pennyroyal, which is familiar 

to every country bred boy. The odor of this 

plant seems very offensive to many kinds of in¬ 

sects. A freshly bruised bunch of the plants put 

in a small bag and rubbed on the bed linen and 

then left in the bed will evict the last flea in a 

very few minutes. A few drops of the essential 

oil of the plant, which can be got at any drug 

store, rubbed on one’s underclothing, will drive 

them from the person immediately, and if sprink¬ 

led about a room infested with fleas will clear 
them out. 

A brown fly called the deer fly I think used 

to greatly torment the horses whenever they were 

driven through the woods. They attacked only 

the ears and necks of the horses, lighting there 

without any preliminary skirmishing, and held 

on with the tenacity of ticks until they were 

gorged with blood. A bunch of bruised penny- 

royal, which was to be found most anywhere 

along the roadside, rubbed on the ears and neck 

of the horse made him immune to their attacks 

for several hours, and it will also protect the 

legs of cattle and horses from the biting of the 

small black flies that make life a burden for 

horses and cattle during the latter part of sum¬ 
mer. 

While it does not act so effectively as a mos¬ 

quito remedy, it is the best that I have ever tried. 

Just now my wife came in, and after reading 

the above she demands that I ask whether there 

is any known remedy for the “buffalo moths” 

that are about to eat up all the carpets in this 

town. O. H. Hampton. 

THE CAMPER’S FRIEND. 

Pure Milk is desirable wherever you camp 
Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk always 
opens up perfectly fresh, pure and satisfactory. 
It is the first item thought of by the veteran 
camper.—Adv. 



My Friend the Partridge 

. Memories of New England Shooting 
By S. T. Hammond 

(Continued from page 135.) 

MY boy accompanied me one day to assist 

in the capture of a grouse that had 

bothered me not a little by taking flight 

before I could get near enough for a shot. Its 

favorite resort was an alder run, between some 

heavy timber and an impenetrable swamp to a 

hill. 

It always flew to a place where it was per¬ 

fectly sate, for it was impossible to follow. 

On this occasion I stationed the boy at the 

edge of the river near the upper end with in¬ 

structions to wait there a certain time, until I 

had taken position at the lower end near the 

swamp, when he was to beat down the run to 

me. In fear that he would not await the proper 

time, I gave him my watch so that he should 

make no mistake. I then made a wide detour, 

and arrived at my chosen position, feeling sure 

that at last I had the best of this preternatually 

wise bird. I had been on guard but a short 

time, when I heard it rise some distance above, 

and with a firm grip on the gun and a feeling 

in my heart that this was to be the end, I turned 

and saw it going in the opposite direction; but 

this was not all, as I learned when I returned 

to my boy. He was in the thicket, diligently 

searching for something, which I learned was 

my watch, that in the excitement of the moment 

he had hurled with all his force at the bird as 

it flew past him. Although we hunted long and 

faithfully for the lost time peace, it was never 

found. 

Shooting Coincidences. 

A congenial companion adds greatly to the 

pleasure of a day afield. As memory harks back 

through the long vista of years I am profoundly 

grateful that I have been so singularly blessed 

in this respect. As I realize that these memories 

can never be wrested from me so long as life 

shall last, the coming days when the easy chair 

shall claim me for its own are shorn of their 

terrors, and deep down in my heart is unut¬ 

terable joy in the bright treasures so beautifully 

stored for time of need. 

The first congenial spirit that came to me was 

a very early friend of m^ shooting career. 

Charles was nearly my age, but I had three 

seasons the advantage of him so far as field 

sports were concerned. We became acquainted 

in early summer and were soon firm friends. 

So well did I perform my part that he was nearly 

as anxious for opening day as myself. He 

proved to be an apt scholar, and, before the 

second season was over, he could shoot as well 

as I. 

He had acquired a wonderful knowledge of 

woodcraft so far as the hunting of the partridge 

was concerned. One of Charley’s prominent 

characteristics was an insatiable desire to take 

a rise out of some one; to make them believe 

that things were not what they seemed; to 

prophesy unexpected events that always hap¬ 

pened to him; to tell of wonderful dreams that 

always came true—all to the deep mystification 

of everyone and to the great delight of himself. 

I have a vivid recollection of a mutual attempt 

in this line that afforded me unbounded satis¬ 

faction at the time. I never recall the incident 

that a large share of that feeling does not come 

back to me. 

We were after partridges, and hitching our 

team at the foot of a little hill we entered an 

alder run, and soon had a large covey going 

in every direction. Following the course that 

most of them took, we came to an opening when 

Charley halted, and pointing to a patch of low 

sumac more than fifty yards from cover, assured 

me that every bit of cover like that was pretty 

sure to hold a partridge, and so apparently sin¬ 

cere were his words that I came very near think¬ 

ing that he really believed it. As I was always 

ready to investigate any statement made by him 

we went to the place. We flushed a bird which 

flew in his direction, and as he gathered it, his 

“I told you so; I never knew it to fail” was 

so sincere that almost every one would have 

been forced to believe that this was “honest 

injun”;but so deeply had I studied his idiosyn- 

qracies that I knew almost as well as he did 

that he had seen the bird alight there. I said 

nothing of this, however, and gave him lots of 

taffy about his great knowledge of the habits 

of the bird, until I felt satisfied that he was sure 

that there was one on me. 

Now, when anything of this nature is going 

I very much dislike to remain in debt for any 

length of time and—thanks to the inspiration of 

my guardian spirit—some of these things occas¬ 

ionally come my way. 

When we returned to the wagon for lunch we 

seated ourselves by the side of the road, he upon 

a rock, while I took possession of a large stone 

that jutted from the wall some eight or ten feet 

above him. Not more than twenty feet beyond 

us was the mouth of a large culvert that crossed 

the road. When nearly through with our lunch 

I saw a partridge with stately step approach and 

fearlessly enter the opposite mouth of the cul¬ 

vert. Instinctively I reached for my gun, know¬ 

ing that she would soon appear at our end, but 

before I had my gun in hand the aforesaid guar¬ 

dian spirit inspired me to open my mouth, and 

in a surprised tone and manner I exclaimed, 

“How like a spot in New Hampshire where, 

when eating lunch, a partridge rose nearly at our 

feet.” 

Just then the bird rose and flew up the road, 

and as I doubled it up I continued my narrative 

without a break—“and I laid her in the middle 

of the road.” 

Putting my gun down I arose, and with every 

indication of surprise that the guardian forced 

upon me I exclaimed: “That is the most re¬ 

markable coincidence that ever came to me.” 

A furtive glance at my companion convinced 

me that the partridge in the clump of sumac had 

been paid for, with lots to spare, for a more 

surprised looking individual I never saw. With 

eyes and mouth wide open he stood there, the 

color faded from his cheeks, and actually tremb¬ 

ling as he faintly ejaculated, “Good heavens!” 

When the dog brought the bird I hesitatingly 

reached for it, and then withdrew my hand as 

though I feared the thing was uncanny; but finally 

I took it, and with trembling voice I exclaimed: 

“It is all right, Charley, and a truly partridge, 

and I don’t believe there is anything supernatural 

about it.” 

This little episode broke him all up for the 

remainder of the day, for I could plainly see 

that neither his mind nor gun was on the birds. 

When we returned to the wagon at night he ' 

picked up the bird and acknowledged that he still 

felt a bit creepy. 

A Grouse in a Stone Pile. 

The late Col. Isaac Arnold, of the ordnance 

department, was a most agreeable companion in 

the field, especially when we were after par¬ 

tridges. He dearly loved the pursuit of the 

gamy bird and was fairly well informed as to 

many of the details that are so necessary to . sue- . 

cess, when difficulties arise and unforeseen and 

unexpected troubles come to the front. He was 

one of the few sportsmen it has been my good 

fortune to meet who fully agreed with me that 

the first bird- found should be followed to the 

end. Of course the wind up is not always a 

feather in our cap, for our wise bird very often 

leaves us starving with wide open eyes at the 

steep impassable hillside, or the impenetrable 

swamp with nothing to cheer us but thoughts 

of what might have been had it only gone in 

some other direction. 

Among the many pleasant recollections of mv 

friend there is one day that often comes back 

to me with ever renewed pleasure. We drove 

in the morning to the home of a friend who 

lived right in the midst of some of my favorite 

covers, and hitching the horse at the shed, we 

started for the covers with the good wishes of 

our friends who gave us detailed directions to 

several points where we would be sure to find 

birds. 

Our first beat was through an old pasture that 

had been long neglected and grown up to birches 

and alders, making an ideal place for birds. 

Working along one edge the dog swung to the 

right and struck a faint scent, but could not 
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make it out. I started toward him while my 

companion continued along the edge. I had gone 

but a short distance when I heard the roar of 

rising birds and his cheery cry of “Mark 1’’ I 

soon saw four partridges flying toward the lower 

end of the cover which was grown up to tall 

birches and maples with an occasional low grow¬ 

ing bushy pine. When we came to the place the 

dog suddenly stopped on point within ten feet 

of one of these pines. 

Motioning the colonel to go to an opening I 

forced a rise, giving him a fair shot. I could 

see the bird was hard hit, but it kept on, and 

is soon as he could untangle himself the colonel 

*ave it the other barrel. The bird was too far 

iway. When it had gone about a hundred yards 

it started nearly straight up in the air, and when 

three or four hundred feet high, it doubled up 

ind came down, striking the ground with a thud. 

My companion remarked that it made as much 

ioise as he did when he fell out of the chestnut 

tree. After a long search we found the bird 

more than a hundred yards beyond where we 

expected to. 

When we turned back to the small pines a bird 

rose quite a distance away, but I brought it 

down with a shot that was most satisfactory to 

•ne. A short time after my companion scored a 

bird that I had to literally kick from almost 

under the nose of the dog. The other bird rose 

out of shot and flew to a patch of alders. We 

marked down near the edge. When we arrived 

:here, the colonel took position between the patch 

pf alders and a dense swamp, while I went in¬ 

side with the dog to find the bird. 

The dog soon had her fast, and I put her up, 

when I had & fair shot and ingloriously missed. 

\s it turned in the right direction I felt secure; 

for the colonel was a good shot, but somehow 

le failed to connect. When I came to him and 

:o!d him that I was heartily ashamed of this 

lerformance he dryly remarked, “So am I, for 

[ had nearly as good a chance as you did, and 

should have stopped her.” 

The bird flew through a long strip of open 

voods toward a dense thicket at the far end, and 

ve at once went after her. When we had nearly 

•eached the edge of the timber the dog came to 

t point near a large stone heap, but it was in 

/ain that we kicked every little bunch of brush 

n the vicinity. There was nothing in it, and 

concluding that the bird had taken flight, I went 

o the dog, and with my knee pushed him on a 

step or two when, with one foot on the heap of 

stones and his head turned toward it, he held 

lis point and I knew that the bird was in there. 

Telling my companion to get ready I began to 

•emove the stones. In a moment the bird came 

>ut with a rush, passing within two feet of his 

lead, but he was ready and brought her down 
n fine style. 

A Cat and a Woodcock. 

The remainder of the day passed without note- 

vorthy incident until it was nearly sunset, when 

ve came near the house with two more beauties 

idded to our score. Between us and the house 

vas an alder thicket that often held a woodcock, 

nd as the dog entered the cover he found one. 

motioned my companion to go for it. When 

he bird rose it went toward the house, and the 

olonel dropped it neatly just outside the cover; 

'ut as soon as it struck the ground the big yel- 

°w cat that belonged to the house grabbed it, 

and at her best pace made a bee-line for the 

house. Now, our hostess had told me that this 

cat had upon two occasions brought live wood¬ 

cock home, so I had no fear that we would lose 

our bird, and when the colonel broke cover and 

asked if he had killed the bird I told him that 

he had hit it hard and the last I saw of it it was 

not a foot from the ground just over a knoll 

near the house, and that we would probably find 

it in the dooryard, adding that a man who could 

shoot so as to drop his game in the wagon to 

save the trouble of carrying it was very near 

the limit. 

When we turned the corner of the shed I saw 

the bird in the wagon seat and our hostess in 
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the door about to explain; but I shook my head 

and made a slight motion with my hand, when 

she disappeared, for she knew from previous ex¬ 

perience that something was doing. Just then 

the colonel caught sight of the bird and made 

an exclamation that caused me to turn, when I 

also saw it. Then in as awed a tone as I could 

command I exclaimed, “This is the most won¬ 

derful happening that I ever saw.” 

The colonel said not a word, and we drove 

home talking upon various subjects with never 

a hint from him until he left me at my door, 

when with a merry twinkle of his eye, he dryly 

said: 

“When you get good and ready I would like 

to have you explain that woodcock happening.” 

The clearing of the mystery appeared to please 

him immensely, but somehow I got it into my 

head that he did not care to have the boys get 

hold of it, and my opinion was confirmed by 

his silence upon the subject. 

1/5 

A Washington Goose Hunt. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

It never rains as it is doing to-day without 

causing me to remember a goose shoot that I 

chanced to take part in at one time. Just why 

the mere fact that it rains should start a train 

of thought which always winds up with that 

goose hunt, I am unable to say, unless it is that 

there were a few showers turned loose while 

we were out on that jaunt. 

The Horse Heaven country in the Big Bend 

of the Columbia has long been lauded as a 

goose country. Hunters go and return filled 

with enthusiasm about the shooting. According 

to more or less veracious historians the geese 

come in there so thick as to obscure the sun. 

It can be very readily understood how they can 

obscure the sun when it is known that dur¬ 

ing all my sojourn there the sun never shone. 

One lonesome solitary old gander could ob¬ 

scure all the sun we saw and have enough ob¬ 

scurity left for all practical purposes. The re¬ 

turning hunters deposed that all they had to 

do was to dig a pit in the sand and sit down 

and wait. Some wise guy once said, “Language 

is made to conceal thought.” If he had added 

that it was also made to conceal the truth, then 

would the axiom be complete. The presumption 

was that you sat down in the pit and waited for 

the geese to come and obscure the sun. Of the 

waiting more later. 

We reached the station on the railroad from 

whence we were to take our departure, and in 

due time succeeded in chartering a buckboard 

and a pair of cayuses from one of the natives. 

Into this vehicle we loaded our camp duffle, and 

steering by a chart prepared for us by one who 

had before navigated these prairies, we set out— 

at least he claimed to have navigated around 

those parts. In less than two miles we con¬ 

cluded that we had either failed to “shoot the 

sun” properly or else he who made the chart 

was recovering from a birthday celebration 

when he performed that labor. The lay of the 

land did not resemble the crooked marks on 

the paper in the least. It was growing dusk. 

We decided to camp for the night. It was not 

then raining. 

We camped. Just over a little ridge from 

where we decided to pause for the night lay a 

small lake and besidd* it stood a sheep herder’s 

shack. There was plenty of water. This was 

accounted for by the fact that it had been rain¬ 

ing. It is rather a difficult task to make a suc¬ 

cessful fire out of nothing. We made a fire out 

of as near nothing as any weary mortals ever 

did. There was not a tree nor a bush in sight; 

nothing but sage and bunchgrass as far as the 

eye could see. Sage makes a pretty good fire 

when it is dry. The sheep herder was not at 

home. His supply of fuel diminished percept¬ 

ibly after one of us returned from an exploring 

expedition. Several times we went to look for 

ducks on the lake and on our return paused 

long enough to gather an armload of dry sage 

brush that had been piled near the shack. 

Along in the night sometime we heard 

language coming from the vicinity of that shack 

that sounded very much like a man trying to 

use all the profanity in the vocabulary in a given 

length of time and not repeat himself. The 

performance was simply marvelous. I never 

before appreciated the wealth of our language 
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in invective. In a few minutes a greasy, hairy 

individual, smelling rather loudly of the sheep 

corral, stood in our midst and demanded the 

gore of the man who stole his fuel. The guilty 

individual seemed reluctant to come forward 

and be slaughtered. At length one of us re¬ 

monstrated in a brotherly way with this irate 

shepherd on the error of his language, but the 

words fell upon unhearing ears. Nothing would 

<lo but we should reimburse him for that sage 

"brush, and we finally induced him to spare us 

•on payment of five dollars. That was a very 

•expensive fire. 

It rained in the night. We had neglected to 

put up the tents. Perhaps some of you have 

"been sound asleep, cooing softly through your 

nose and dreaming mayhap of myriads of ducks 

and geese falling beneath your fatal aim, then 

have a shower of rain fall on you. The awaken¬ 

ing is rude. I pulled the tarpaulin over my 

head and dozed again. My bed-fellow gave 

utterance to a mellow oath and yanked it over 

his ears. It had accumulated about a gallon 

of water in a slight depression between our 

shoulders and when he pulled, the water gently 

insinuated itself down the back of my nightie. 

Stoicism has never been with me a virtue; I 

yelled. I lost track of my own misery in the 

enjoyment of watching the misery of my com¬ 

panion. Such is the depravity of the human 

mind. 

The night was four hours longer than other 

nights are. This was decided by the astronomer 

of the crowd, though it must be admitted that 

his only means of arriving at the fact was his 

own feeling of discomfort. Over in the direc¬ 

tion of the little lake geese were making the 

night vocal with their noises. With the first 

streak of gray dawn we seized our guns and 

crept over the little hill that hid the thousands 

of geese from our sight. It was arranged that I 

should lead off with the firing, as I had the 

biggest gun and should bag the most geese. 

Like Indians we crept up and peered over. A 

sheep corral lay below us, and in it were some 

two thousand sheep all bleating at once. The 

visions of geese vanished in thin air; not a 

goose was there. On the lake, however, sat two 

mallards, unconscious of the presence of an 

enemy. Using the huddled sheep as a blind, I 

crept over and turned a Toad of BB shot into 

the air. They yielded up the ghost and lay 

flapping their legs in the foggy air. How to 

get them without a boat was a problem. 

The sheep herder came out at the sound of 

the gun. We asked him if the bottom of the 

lake was solid. He replied that it was as solid 

as the Bank of England. With that I returned 

to the camp, and rode one of the horses into the 

slimy alkali water. It was all right for the 

first dozen feet, then it got soft. When about 

three yards from the ducks the bottom gave out 

and the horse began floundering around in the 

soft mud. The glee of that sheep man when 

he saw me tumble off into the ice-cold water 

was actually unholy to look at. He chortled 

until one of us offered to fill him full of goose 

shot if he did not desist, an act I should have 

accomplished myself had he been there when 

I got out of the water, but he wasn’t. I had 

the sweet satisfaction of seeing that miserable 

cayuse swim the lake to the opposite side and 

wander off into the sand hills. It took two days 

to round him up and bring him back to civili¬ 

zation. The ducks sailed away, their legs still 

in the air, and the last we saw of them they 

were bobbing along in the distance, driven by 

the wind. 

We hired a pinto demon from the herder to 

take the place of the one that decamped, and 

after a solemn breakfast, we once more set out 

for our destination. There was a dim wagon 

trail leading across the sage plain- and this the 

herder told us was our highway. We were 

bound for Moses Lake, which was supposed to 

lie somewhere in the neighborhood of sixteen 

miles from where we started. We passed in¬ 

numerable little lakes but none of them looked 

like they might belong to Moses; in fact, it was 

questionable whether Moses would have taken 

one of them as a gift. I forgot to mention 

the fact that it was raining. Whenever you 

reach a point in this narrative where there is 

nothing much being said, just put in a rain 

storm and that will fill out the vacant space. 

Along about night we reached Moses Lake. It 

looked as if it might hold geese. There were 

none there then, but it seems these geese only 

come when you have a pit in the sand and are 

sitting in it; at least that is what our informant 

said. 

Some black willows grew in a discouraged 

sort of manner along a little stream and beside 

these we camped. The tents up we bade de¬ 

fiance to the rain. It was not altogether un¬ 

pleasant. There was something rather grand 

about the scenery. Before us lay the lake 

stretching away for miles into the gray of the 

distance, its waters crinkled by the wind. At 

our back lay the gray sage hills and level mesas. 

Not a house or a farm in sight, just the in¬ 

terminable stretch of land and sky. Not a 

sound broke the stillness save now and then the 

call of a burrowing owl or the howl of a prowl¬ 

ing coyote. The only life seen was the flocks 

of coots that lay upon the lake half a mile from 

shore and drifted, feeding with the wind until 

they approached too near, then with one accord 

would rise and fly back to the open water again. 

Not a goose nor a game duck appeared to cheer 

us with his presence. 

The next day we dug the pits according to 

formula. When they were complete we tumbled 

in and waited for the slaughter to begin. 

Along about three in the afternoon a solitary 

old gander came in sight, honking lonesomely 

to himself winging slowly down wind. He 

passed over the first pit about three hundred 

yards to port, then he swerved and passed the 

next one just too far away for the shot to reach 

him. Then he bore down on my pit. All at 

once he detected something amiss with the ap¬ 

pearance of things and with a frightened squawk 

wheeled in the air and flapped out of sight. All 

the rest of the day we sat there and peered into 

the mist and moisture. Not another goose hove 

in sight during the whole time. 

When we arrived at camp we found that the 

coots had drifted into shore. One of us turned 

both barrels of his old yager into the flock and 

mowed down enough for a mess. Now, perhaps 

the gentle reader has never regaled his inner 

man with a diet of coot. If not. he has an 

experience in store for himself. Try it some 

day when the larder is low, and game comes 

not plenty to your gun. If you are in the 

proper locality, you can always kill a coot, or 

several of them for that matter. We tried to 

pick the feathers off ours. Don’t do it; life is 

too short. Skin him. A coot is about as easy 

to skin as a jack rabbit, and when he is skinned, 

he presents a much neater appearance than if 

you have tried to yank the feathers out by hand. 

There are several interesting things that we 

learned about this delectable bird which will be 

mailed to any one interested upon the receipt of 

sufficient postage stamps to satisfy the crav¬ 

ing of Uncle Samuel. One is that no coot is 

a success boiled; he should be fried. He is so 

constituted that the longer he is boiled the 

tougher and stringier he becomes, but a breast 

of coot fried is mighty filling when there is 

nothing else to fill with. 

Day second was like unto day first, save that 

we saw not even a lonesome old gander. Also 

it rained. 

The third day we were beginning to get 

enough of goose shooting when a native came 

along hunting stock. He rode up to the pits 

and peered down at us crouching there. Then 

his gaze wandered off across the lake and he 

broke into a silent laugh that shook him all 

over. In a manner as sarcastic as possible we 

asked him why his mirth. Then he enlightened 

us. There was not and never had been any 

geese in that part of the country. The geese 

spent the night on the river and came in the 

day to feed upon the stubble fields where the 

wheat had grown. These stubble fields were 

ten miles away. Our informant, he of the chart 

by which we steered our course to this spot, 

would have felt very indignant could he have 

heard the candid opinions expressed by us upon 

the receipt of the above information. 

The lost horse had been recovered. I re¬ 

covered him by proxy. On the second day a 

noble red man came along astride of a bob¬ 

tailed yellow pony. He seemed hungry and I 

staked him to a pot of boiled beans that had 

grown somewhat antique. After regaling him¬ 

self with these, he informed me that back there 

a-ways he had seen a horse, and from his 

description I knew at once that my whilom 

steed was still in the neighborhood. For a 

consideration he agreed to recover the brute. 

You would not suspect from reading a Cooper 

novel that the red man was capable of double 

dealing, but that savage evidently had never 

drawn his morals from the same fount with 

Cooper’s Indians, for within ten minutes after 

striking a bargain with me for the return of the 

horse, be came leading the animal from behind 

a sand hill where he had tethered him while he 

came in and struck a contract with us. 

We shook such of the mud from our feet as 

we could, and following the advice of our 

native friend, departed in the direction of the 

land where dwelt the geese. We arrived late 

in the day just as the birds were returning to 

their sleeping places on the river. There is no 

language that can adequately express the scene. 

The air was black with swarms of them, all 

hurrying toward the deep canon, at the bottom 

of which flowed the lordly Columbia. They 

were flying too high to shoot, but the man on 

whose ranch we were informed us that in the 

morning they would come within range. 

There was little sleep in camp. Nearly all 

night the bands of noisy geese passed overhead. 

With the first gray light of dawn our rancher 

friend came out and told us that he would take 

us to where some other hunters had dug their 
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its and we could use them. Like ghosts 

trough the fog we wended our way across the 

osty stubble. Just on the brink of a canon 

re halted and our guide pointed to several pits 

rotected by small heaps of wheat straw. Into 

lese we tumbled and got ready for the coming 

f the birds. 

When it had become half light we heard 

trough the murk a honk, followed by another, 

len a whole chorus of them, and before we 

ere aware almost, "the air was filled with 

irk forms winging inland, just over our heads, 

did not have time to watch my companions; 

was busy on my own account. The first old 

anker that swung in range got a load of BB’s 

ght in his epigastrical repository, and he 

me tumbling to earth dead as a mackerel. To 

ring on another and let him have it was the 

ork of only a second. Until nine o’clock the 

mds passed at the rate of one every five 

inutes. Some of them were out of range, but 

•,ough came our wa£ to furnish lively sport for 

I hands. There were many wild shots and 

ounded birds escaped to furnish food for the 

i,yotes and badgers, but there were enough 

len we came to gather them up to satisfy us 

’ th the morning’s work. 

Two days were passed thus, and when we 

irted back toward the railroad station, it was 

wth enough birds to prove to our friends that 

1 r trip had not been in vain, but at the same 

me not enough for the most rabid game pro- 

:;tionist to say that we had overkilled the limit 

■; by decency. Chas. S. Moody, M.D. 

not know, went on the C. N. R. east of Winni¬ 

peg, got off at Woodridge station. He fetched 

home one moose head, but not a very good pair 
of antlers. 

As we had no snow the tracking of either 

moose or elk was difficult the past season. 

W. H. R. 

1 

Manitoba Big Game. 

Carmon, Man., Jan. 8.—Editor Forest and 

'cam: All the hunters from around this point 

ve returned from their moose and elk hunt- 

r, trips which lasted from the 1st to the 15th 

December just passed. 

Messrs. R. Rutherford, M. De Mill, H. E. 

binson and his younger brother left here 

>ut the 20th to go up to their cabin situated 

out seven miles southeast of Conan, a small 

tion on the C. N. R., some 210 miles north- 

*5t of here. Mr. De Mill got one moose, the 

t none. They attributed their bad luck to, 

oand of Indians who had been there before 

ly arrived at the camp. As they were hunt- 

through the bush looking for moose, they 

leral times came across places where the In¬ 

ns had camped just where a moose had fallen. 

■ a rule the Indians seemed to stop and camp 

iit there until they had eaten up the whole of 
carcass. 

-harley Ryall and Alex Aimo went out to 

ip some twenty miles north of here. Charlej' 

; a three-year-old elk with three prongs. He 

etting the head mounted as a trophy. Charley 

nrmed me there were nine females with the 

which he shot, but the law this last season 

that each hunter had to procure a license 

>re starting; then they were only permitted 

hoot one moose or elk or male deer of any 

an^ >n no case to shoot any females, 

lex McIntosh, twelve miles west of here, shot 
jumper, or mule deer. 

If De Mill and Bert Lytle went twenty miles 

for a deer shoot, but after two weeks they 

rned without any deer, but Lytle shot a very 

wild cat and De Mill shot a large coyote, 

ther hunter from here, whose name I do 

An Unfavorable Season. 

Nilwood, Ill., Jan. 23.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Business matters of importance pre¬ 

vented me making my annual pilgrimage to the 

big woods last November, and I missed taking 

part in a very unsuccessful hunt participated in 

by three of the party of which I usually made 
one. 

The three who made the trip went to the camp 

at Skibo where they put in the time hunting from 

the #ilth until the 16th, getting only one small 

deer. The absence of snow made hunting very 

unsatisfactory work. During the six days they 

were there they saw but two deer. On the 16th 
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they broke camp and went home to wait for 

snow’ with the intention of going to the old camp 

at Hornby when the snow did come. 

On the 20th, no snow having fallen, they con¬ 

cluded to try again, and went to Bassett Lake 

where they had learned there were plenty of 

deer. They hunted without success until the 

28th. On, the 27th a little snow fell which would 

have helped them out, but their time was up 

and they had to quit and get back to business. 

On the morning of the 28th they took a run 

out to see if they could find any signs of the 

long looked for deer. They saw signs in plenty 

but no deer. While they were out they saw so 

many wolf signs that they came to the conclus¬ 

ion that the deer had been so harrassed by 

wolves that they were more timid than usual, 

which made them harder to approach during 

the noisy weather that preceded the snow. 

During their stay at Skibo they hunted the big 

swamp lying between the two branches of the 

Partridge River. Here they saw a great num¬ 

ber of moose signs, but they were unable to do 

any hunting on account of their inability to walk 

without making so much noise that any game 

within a half mile of them could hear them. 

Salmon informs me that he saw more moose 

signs on this trip than he ever saw at one time, 

which goes to show that the moose are not get¬ 

ting scarce in that part of the north. 

He does not mention any scarcity of partridge, 

but says nothing of having killed any, and this 

makes me.think that they were not very plenti¬ 

ful, as we always made it a point to kill a few 

when we were unable to get deer on the first 

pait of the hunt. He tells me that none of the 

hunting parties that went from their neighbor¬ 

hood were any more successful than his party, 

and that very few deer and but one moose came 

m with the hunters who went out from Biwabik. 

He does not complain that there was any scar¬ 

city of either kind of game, but that the absence 

of snow was the cause of their not getting more 
game. J. p B 

Death of Old Tom. 

Sea Grove, N. C., Jan. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Sh cam. Old Tom is dead, but we mourn him 

not. In fact, we rather rejoice, for he had led 

us many a weary tramp through sedge and pine 

with nothing to show for our labor lost. 

Old 1 om was a wily old gobbler near six feet 

from tip to tip, and with an avoirdupois of twenty- 

fi\e pounds. He was armed with vicious look¬ 

ing spurs that no doubt had vanquished many a 

1 iva 1, and had a Rip Van Winkle beard more 

than twelve inches in length. 

I had been promised a turkey for Thanksgiv¬ 

ing, and another for Christmas, but Thanksgiving 

and Christmas had come and gone, and I was 

growing weary with waiting and hope deferred. 

My friend had seen the old patriarch Christ¬ 

mas morning, but although we scouted for him 
in the evening our search was vain. 

The following morning we started out to try 

a young pointer, and incidentally to bag a bunch 

of quail which are very plentiful in the Pied¬ 

mont region of North Carolina. A couple of 

neighbors joined us who against our protest in¬ 

sisted on shooting rabbits, and as this gave me 

an excuse for putting up the young dog I re¬ 

turned him to the kennel, and we started alone 

with a seventeen months’ Irish setter and a 

two-year-old English setter bitch. 

As we started out again my friend remarked, 

"Vou lay the course as you know the grounds.” 

I answered, “I will do so and will show you 

lots of birds and perhaps Old Tom.” 

We had gone only about a mile, bagging some 

birds and admiring the work of the dogs, and 

were following up a big bevy just flushed from 

the tall sedge among the pines, when in glanc¬ 

ing to my left and back, I called my friend’s 

attention to the Irish dog which was pointing 

in an attitude more intense and thrilling than 

I ever before had seen. At the sound of rny 

voice there was a roar of wings, such as never 

before had thrilled me, and up through the pines, 

quartering to the right, about twenty-five yards 

away, and as many feet high, I caught my first 

glimpse of the noblest game bird in America. 

I he 16-gauge 6,r4-pound spoke quickly and there 

was an indistinct view of a huge body, falling 

helplessly earthward. I rushed madly through 

sedge and tangle, and there in all the brilliancy 

of his winter plumage with the Irishman stand¬ 

ing proudly by him, lay the fallen giant. I had 

got my first turkey. W. W. McCain 
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A Brief Hunt. 

Everett, N. B., Jan. 16.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It was Sunday, the 15th of September; 

open season for moose commenced on that date. 

A party of hunters from New York with Whit 

Bishop for driver arrived at my house for din¬ 

ner, and after a pressing invitation I joined the 

party in a twelve mile ride to Riley Brook. Here 

we put up our four horses; here the hunters 

had other conveyances to convey them and their 

baggage to their camp. 
Bishop and I borrowed a canoe from a friend 

and paddled down the river four miles by which 

time it was dark, but we managed to find the 

entrance to the Bogin, where we intended to get 

our moose. It was so dark we could not tell 

where to place ourselves to pass the night, but 

a large fir tree with wide spread boughs, reach¬ 

ing near to the ground, looked good, and here 

we piled down our stuff. First we had a lunch 

which we had brought with us. We made no 

fire, for the night was not cold, and after lunch 

we arranged our bed. I never remember to 

have spent a more comfortable night. It was 

nice and warm and nothing disturbed us, and 

it seemed but a moment we had lain down when 

some noise woke us. We had our heads cov¬ 

ered, when we threw off the clothes and sat 

up in our bed and found it was broad daylight. 

Looking up the Bogin, there clumping, splashing 

along, came a large cow moose, and directly be¬ 

hind her was a very handsome bull. The cow 

came down within about sixty yards when she 

turned square off and went into the woods. The 

bull came along slowly until he reached to where 

the cow' had turned. I whispered to Whit, 

“Fire,” which he did. The bull did not move. 

Whit shot again; the moose did not shift his 

position. I was afraid he had missed, and Whit 

and I fired almost together. Down he fell and 

never kicked. We got into the canoe, paddled 

up to him, towed him ashore, dressed the car¬ 

cass, placed the whole of it into our canoe, drop¬ 

ped over to our sleeping place, washed up and 

had our breakfast. Whit went out to the main 

road where a man had his team in which he 

drove down to my place. I paddled down home, 

reaching there before Bishop. He stopped to 

dinner with me, and taking half the moose with 

him drove down home. Quite an easy moose 

hunt. S. J. Raymond. 

About Guns. 

Editor forest and Stream: 

There seems to be no end of inquiries in the 

sporting papers as to the shooting qualities of 

10, 12 and 16 gauge guns for ducks. I have used 

them all during my sixty years’ shooting. I 

doubt if many of your readers have had the 

varied experiences which these sixty years have 

given me. One of the bitterest was when a 

single pellet of No. 9 shot was deflected from a 

stone wall to the white of my left eye. Agony 

for ten weeks was the result besides a lost eye. 

A dozen years ago I kept two guns for my 

shooting, one a io-bore io-pound 32-inch barrels 

for ducks, and the other a 7-pound 12-bore 28- 

inch barrels for quail, rabbits, etc. These guns 

were as good as the best for the work I used 

them for, but I sold them and sent for two others 

which I knew nothing of except by hearsay. One 

was a big io-bore and the other a light 7-pound 

28-inch 12-bore hammerless. I targeted the guns 
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and was amazed to find that the little gun could 

shoot all day with the big ones before refeiied 

to. This being so 1 concluded I had no use for 

the big gun anyway, so 1 returned it to the fac¬ 

tory and ordered another light one in its place. 

I targeted the gun, and the pattern at 35 yard’ 

was 131 No. 4 shot evenly spread over a 24-inch 

circle. 
An old duck hunter came along just then and 

wanted some shells. 1 showed the target to 

him and asked what he thought of that for a 

7-pound gun ? He shook his head and said, All 

right, suppose 1 try mine alongside of it. I 

have never fired mine at a target. Well, he 

made a pattern four feet to the left of mine. It 

is there now and it is the last pattern ever made 

in his hands, for he sold the gun before he got 

home. It was a new io-pound io-bore just from 

New York. After he had made his shot we ex¬ 

amined and compared the performance of# the 

two guns. Mine, as above stated, showed 131 

and the big gun 47. The next day he ordered 

a 12-bore 8-pouiid gun like mine. 

I have' used several 16-bore guns. Some of 

them were good killers, but could not compaie 

with the 10- and 12-bores I have used. For 

quail and other small birds the 16 is good enough 

as to killing qualities and better than either a 10 

or 12 on account of its lightness and comfort in 

handling. I do not claim to “know it all, bin 

I do claim to have had a good bit of costly ex¬ 

perience. I once took up my double hammer 

gun which had not been in my hands for months 

and pulled back the right hammer. Seeing no 

cap on the nipple I pulled the trigger. Loom! 

went the gun. I. never yet killed a man, but 

I came near it then. I found that when I raised 

the hammer the cap had stuck to it and left the 

nipple looking innocent enough, but when the 

hammer fell the cap fell too, and of course the 

gun went off. 
In some cases the word “safe” on a gun is 

a cheat. Most hammerless guns made in this 

country have this safe on them and it blocks the 

triggers only. One safe ought to be better than 

no safe, but two safes are better than one. Each 

firing pin ought to be blocked independently so 

that both barrels cannot possibly be fired by 

pulling one trigger. In years gone by I often 

got a fearful kick when two barrels were un¬ 

loaded by the pull of one trigger because the 

sears were worn. The gun I have ’now never 

plays such pranks. It has two safes and no gun 

'can be too safe. Uncle Dan. 

New York Legislature. 

Mr. Milt.s has introduced a bill for the pro¬ 

tection of the forests, fish and game of the State 

of New York, constituting Chapter 31 of the 

General Laws, to be known as the forest, fish 

and game law; a revision of the existing law. 

It lias been referred to the Committee on Fish¬ 

eries and Game. 
Mr. Hart’s hunting license bill has been 

amended and recommitted. 

Mr. McGratfi has introduced a bill intended 

to protect owners of rowboats on lakes; also a 

bill providing for a close season on trout from 

Sept. 20 to May x, both inclusive; also a bill 

relating to minnow traps. 

Mr. M. Smith has introduced a bill relating to 

a close season for hares and rabbits in Dutchess 

county; also one relating to fishing in winter. 

Sportsmen’s Shows. 

The Motor Boat and Sportsman’s Show will 

be held in Madison Square Garden, New York 

city, commencing Thursday, Feb. 20, and clos¬ 

ing Saturday, March 7. The coming show is 

the fourteenth annual one, and like its predeces¬ 

sors it bristles with many'new features, still re¬ 

taining Hts original favorites. Hunting camps, 

exhibits by far-away railroads through the 

medium of their guides, hunters, fishers and 

trappers, will of course be the main features oi 

the show, and all that is best and latest in prac¬ 

tical motor boats, engines and their accessories, 

will be on view. The seeker after guns, ammu¬ 

nition, fishing tackle and camp outfits will find 

much to interest him in the displays. That 

classic feature of all sportsman’s shows, the 

anglers’ fly-casting tournament, has been re¬ 

tained, and in addition to the regular prizes, sev¬ 

eral special ones will be given. 

Philadelphia will this year have a Sportsman'.' 

Show. It will be held in the big armory of the 

First Regiment at Broad and Callowhill street: 

and will open March 9, lasting one week. I 

is the intention of the managers to have the show 

cover every branch of outdoor sport, and de 

partments will be set off for motor boats, moto 

bicycles, row and sail boats, canoes, guns, fish 

ing tackle, and in fact everything pertaining t< 

all branches of sport. In addition to this then 

will be displays of trophies of the hunting fieh 

in the shape of mounted animals and birds. Ai 

effort will be made to have Pennsylvania make ; 

display of the game birds «nd fishes of the State 

and it is also expected that there will be an ex 

hibition of fish hatching from the State fis! 

hatcheries on the upper Delaware River. I: 

connection with the show the association is plan 

ning a three days’ shoot which will be held 01 

the grounds of the Keystone Shooting League a 

Holmesburg. This shoot is expected to be on 

of the greatest affairs of the kind that has eve 

been held in Pennsylvania. The trophies whic 

will be offered will be attractive. 

Breeding Preserves for California. 
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 17.—Editor Fore. 

and Stream: Chief Deputy Charles A. Voge 

sang, of the California Fish and Game Commi: 

sion, who is now on his way to Washington t 

be present at the meeting of the American Breet 

ers’ Association, will on his way back stop ; 

the Illinois State Breeding Preserves at Sprint 

field to get data and information with a view < 

assisting in the establishment of similar pr 

serves in California. He will also visit a gan 

farm in Pennsylvania now under contract to d 

liver a number of Hungarian partridges to tl 

California commission during the coming seaso 

A. P. B. 

A Relic of the Past. 
Washington, D. C., Jan. 8.—Editor Forest at 

Stream: The following was received sever 

years ago by one of my wardens when I w; 

State fish and game commissioner of Vermon 

Death warnt off Orvis Cross the dog Killer 

be ware while upon the sod if my gun £oes off yo 

gon by god. 

This was left near my place for my benefit, so you s 

I have created a little disturbance among them. 

Sentiment has so changed in Vermont th 

I doubt if such a squib would now be receiv' 

by anv warden in the State. 
J. W. Titcomb. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

V.—Rodmaking and Finishing Materials Continued. 

rHE best varnish I have ever used on rods of 

all kinds is known as extra light coach. It 

comes in cans of all sizes fitted with air 

ight tin caps. It is better to get the smallest size, 

uarter pint, as when repeatedly exposed to the 

ir it dries slowly unless thinned with turpentine, 

nd this color makers invariably advise you not 

o do, as the thinning agency detracts from its 

ood qualities. Instead it should be heated in a 

essel of hot water. This varnish is elastic, does 

ot crack, and dries quickly with a beautiful gloss 

f used while quite warm. 

Spar varnish is also good, but several coats 

f it are required, it lacks lustre, and dries slowly 

nless exposed to sun and wind. 

Purchase a three-quarter inch oval or flat brush 

f good quality for the varnish, and a thin round 

rtist’s brush for the shellac. Both should be 

/ashed carefully immediately after being used in 

ot water and soap, then dried and laid away 

'Ut of the dust. 

Amateur fishing rod makers experience diffi- 

'ulty in obtaining silk of suitable sizes for wind- 

lg their rods. Those wTho live in small towns 

fig. 25. 
Micrometer Caliper. 

an only obtain size A or larger, which is too 

barse for fly-rods and for the slender bait-cast- 

ig rods used so much in bass fishing and in 

aurnament casting. No silk finer than A is car- 

ied by dry goods firms, but in this size every 

naginable color and shade may be had. 

To be sure some of the fishing tackle dealers 

arry O and 00 in red, green, yellow and black; 

ut if one is particular and asks for a certain 

hade, the dealer does not always have it, and 

le next shade may prove disappointing if you 

appen to have part of your winding finished and 

esire a shade that will match nicely. The whole- 

lie silk houses will not sell to an individual in 

nail lots as a rule, although they may some- 

roes condescend to let him have a given num- 

er of spools. No amateur could possibly use 

quantity of silk, even if he were to wind every 

ne of his rods solidly with it, and after several 

isappointments he is likely to fall back on A, 

yen if it does finish up in lumps and welts that 

re not in keeping with the careful work he has 

ut on the other details of his rod. 

There is one advantage in size A, however: 

every little store handling dry goods carries all 

colors and every shade that will match dress 

goods of silk, cotton dr wool. If you have never 

noticed this, ask a saleswoman for a spool of 

green silk, and she will show you a score or 

more, and every one a different shade of green. 

No wonder you cannot buy silk by mail that will 

suit you, merely by naming a color. How this 

size can be split and used for all windings is 

described further on. 

In selecting silk there is always the tempta¬ 

tion to purchase more than you can ever use 

or give away, particularly shades that will dis¬ 

appoint you if wound on the rod and varnished. 

There are certain combinations that do not give 

the barber-pole effect so many anglers object to, 

yet are durable as to color. Black is a hideous 

color for a nice rod, but it looks well as borders 

for yellow or orange. Some shades of yellow 

lose all color under the varnish, and cream color 

becomes semi-transparent, and is often employed 

for that very reason. Blue, lilac and pale red 

fade rapidly when exposed to the sun, and pur¬ 

ple, often seen on some rods, is not always last¬ 

ing. Bright or flame red and medium apple green 

are generally satisfactory, but their brillancy de¬ 

pends a great deal on what sort of varnish pro¬ 

tects them from the wearing of the line in casting 

—particularly on a fly-rod. 

In addition to the winding silk, purchase a tiny 

spool of buttonhole silk of any color, to be used 

in pulling the ends of the winding silk through 

and forming “endless” windings. Its use is ex¬ 

plained in the proper place. 

A spool of cotton or linen thread is also handy 

for use in tying guides on temporarily while test¬ 

ing your rods. If it is waxed it will be much 

more effective. I use linen for this purpose, 

fastening the guides in place with it while align¬ 

ing them, then cutting the thread when the guide 

is partly fastened with silk. 

Tools Needed in Rodmaking. 

In preparing to make a fishing rod, after the 

wood and metal parts have been obtained, the 

next thing to consider is a workbench. If one 

is not at hand, and you do not know any car¬ 

penter or mechanic who will let you use his 

bench at odd times, a makeshift will answer. If 

a bit of plank can be laid across a table and 

secured against wobbling, it will serve. 

Of course a large iron vise will be very use¬ 

ful, but if this is not available, one of the little 

iron vises to be had in hardware stores for a 

dollar or less will answer very well; in fact, 

you cannot afford to be without one if you arc 

fond of making and repairing small articles. 

The tools you will require are few and simple. 

At least two iron planes will be needed, one of 

medium size and the other very small, say four 

inches long, for finishing. Get a small oilstone 

in a wooden case, and never neglect to clean it 

carefully and wrap it in a cloth after using it, 

as otherwise its pores will become clogged with 

gummed oil and dust, rendering it worse than 

useless. 

You will need one rather coarse flat file, say 

fourteen inches long, and a fine flat or three- 

cornered file, the latter preferred for split bam¬ 

boo work. Also get a sheet of fine emery cloth; 

coarse, medium and fine sandpaper; a small, 

thin saw; a flat steel scraper. A drill stock and 

several small drills are always useful. 

Calipers of some sort are necessary. The best 

obtainable is the micrometer caliper registering 

thousandths of an inch, with scales showing 

equivalents in 8ths, i6ths, 32ds and 64ths. One 

of these costs about $4, but its graduations are 

so fine that it is useful in other work as well 

as in rodmaking, and is almost indispensable for 

the angler who wishes to obtain exact calibers 

of rods, lines, silkworm gut, etc. These calipers 

are made by several firms, and all are of the 

form illustrated in Fig. 25. The size which is 

graduated in thousandths, and will take work 

up to an inch in diameter, is best for your pur¬ 

pose. 
The next best caliper is the one shown in Fig. 

26, or a similar device with sliding arm and 

scale graduated to 64ths and opening two inches. 

This is the most practical caliper for the begin¬ 

ner, as it is simple and small. Its cost is about 

$1.50. It has a lock nut and the reverse side 

gives iooths of an inch. 
A much cheaper gauge is made of brass and 

boxwood, similar in form to Fig. 26. One of 

these will answer very well, although the gradua¬ 

tions are coarser than those of the other calipers 

mentioned. 
There are several devices that are used by 

som& amateur rod builders which are not abso¬ 

lutely necessary, but they are handy and can be 

made to take the place of calipers at times. 

You will not make your rod a true taper from 

handgrasp to tip, but it will help you to know 

how to do this, for the tapering of the square 

stock can be made nearly uniform at first, in 

the rough. 
Take a piece of cardboard and draw two 

straight lines 4l/2 inches long, 15-32 of an inch 

apart at one end and 7-64 of an inch at the other. 

This represents a uniform taper from the hand- 

grasp to the top of a 5J4 foot rod. Mark off 

spaces every half inch to represent every six 
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inch station from handgrasp to top, and number 

them 6, 12, etc., up to 54. The distance between 

the horizontal lines at every mark will give the 

caliber of the rod at that point; that is, the 

length of the mark numbered 24 will be equal to 

the diameter of the rod 24 inches from the hand- 

grasp, if the taper is uniform. Fig. 27 ex¬ 

plains the method. To make the diagram handier 

let the horizontal lines be 9, 18 or 36 inches 

long, dividing the total into nine spaces of equal 

length, the result being alike in every case if 

the distances at the ends are exactly what the 

rod is to be at taper and top. 

Now, take a piece of brass and by sawing first 

and trimming with a file afterward, form a slot 

4y2 inches deep, 15-32 inch wide at the top and 

7-64 inch wide at the bottom. Every half inch 

fig. 27. 

scratch a line across and mark these 6, 12, etc., 

with a sharp-pointed instrument. This will serve 

as a gauge for uniform tapering. 

If, however, you have decided what the cali¬ 

ber of your rod is to be at every six inch station, 

you can utilize a piece of brass with ten square 

notches filed in its edges, the largest being 15-32 

inch and the smallest 7-64, every notch to be 

equal in width to the caliber of the rod at the 

corresponding station. These can be numbered 

from o to 54 respectively in half feet. 

For smoothing off rough places on metal fit¬ 

tings, taking the sharp corners off guides and 

many other little details, a fine three-cornered 

file will be very useful. I prefer the needle file 

because it will fit into a loop in the cover of 

my fly-book, and it can be used in lieu of a 

saw on occasion. A file of this sort is about 

six inches long, flat on one side and slightly con¬ 

vex on the other. Its width is about one-eighth 

inch in the center, tapering to a fine point. Al¬ 

though somewhat delicate, its high tempering 

prevents frequent breakage, and it can be used 

on rod fittings without scratching more than with 

emery cloth. 

Types of Bait-Casting Rods. 

To some persons it may seem that while an 

eleven-foot rod must be nicely tapered and bal¬ 

anced, a rod only half as long, being more or 

less stick-like, if made a given caliber, will 

answer. Nothing could be further from the 

truth. While it is a fact that a rod 5lZ feet 

in length requires less time and material than 

one of the old-fashioned long bait-fishing rods,' 

it must be even more carefully made, for a dif¬ 

ference of one-sixty-fourth of an inch in the 

caliber of butt or tip may render it compara¬ 

tively worthless. A mistake in the long rod may 

be hfdden in its greater resilience, and this may 

save it, but reduce the length by one-half and 

you more than double the work required of each 

foot. 

For a long time after I first began to experi¬ 

ment with the modern bait-casting rods I felt 

sure that, for an all-round rod one of six feet 

or slightly longer seemed preferable to those of 

lesser lengths. Exhaustive experiments with 

rods of various lengths and with reels and lines, 

in fishing and in tournament casting have con- ■ 
vinced me that if we make our bait-casting rods 

as delicate, relatively, as our fly-rods, and still 

retain ample resilience, strength and backbone, 

$Z feet seems a very good average length. 

Numerous well-known advocates of short rods 

have arrived at the same conclusion. So well 

known are they that their adyice seems worthy, 

especially as their conclusions have been proved 

sound by the vast number of 5J4 foot rods used 

in the national casting tournaments and in bass 

fishing. 
Sometimes it is said that the modern bait¬ 

casting rod, like the long bow of merry England, 

should be proportioned to the owner’s height 

and strength. There may be something in this, 

but I would hesitate to assert that a six-footer 

should select a rod of his height, and a man of 

medium stature one of five feet. 

Who was first to advance this theory I do 

not know, but Alfred Ronalds, in his “Fly- 

Fisher’s Entomology” (London, 1836), said of 

salmon and trout fly-rods: 

“Like the bow of the archer, the rod of the 

angler should be duly proportioned in dimen¬ 

sions and weight to the strength and stature 

of him who wields it.” 

Possibly a short man may get better result 

with a five-foot rod than with one of six feet, 

but there is little to recommend any rod shorter 

than five feet, since it must be stubby if badly 

THE FLY-CASTING CONTEST AT SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA. 

Dr. Maitland, who won the Accuracy Fly Event. 

proportioned, or weak if of too small diameter. 

If the handgrasp is less than twelve inches in 

length, and the taper begins at 15-32 of an inch 

and is hollow- for a short distance, then gradual 

to the top, with a diameter there of 7-64 inch, 

the 66-inch rod will be equally serviceable for 

fishing and for practice in tournament casting. 

It may well be termed an all-round rod. 

In view of these facts, as well as for the sake 

of brevity and simplicity, I will try to instruct 

beginners in making bait rods 5L2 feet in length. 

The application of the same principles to the 

making of rods of other lengths will follow 

naturally and fly-rods will be treated separately. 

Several things must be considered by the be¬ 

ginner before he obtains his rod materials: 

First. It is evident that the ideal rod is one 

made of a single length of wood or split bam¬ 

boo, with a handgrasp permanently glued on its 

large end. But while this is particularly true 

of split bamboo, it does not apply with equal 

force to wood, as it is more difficult to obtain 

a slender straight-grained piece of wood sixty- 

six inches in length and free from knots and 

other imperfections. Still, this is not impossible 

Second. A rod with only .one joint. Such 

rods are frequently made with a long tip and a 

separate handgrasp. This is a most excellent 

type, and rods of this form are very popular. 

They are more compact than the one-piece rods, 

and almost if not quite equal to them. 

Third. A rod consisting of a butt and a tip 

of the same length. This is not quite the equal 

of rods of the second class, but much more 

handy to make and to carry about. Theoreti¬ 

cally the ferrule should not be placed in the 

middle of the rod; practically a very good rod 

can be so made. Its simplicity is marked. It 

is a very common type, particularly in salt water, 

fishing. I have made several rods, each con¬ 

sisting of one length, and have invariably cut 

them in two later on, placing the ferrule in the 

middle, or in the thick part near the handgrasp. 

Very little difference in the action of these rods, 

before and after altering, was noticeable. 

Fourth. A rod consisting of a butt, a joint 

and a tip, all of equal length. This is the most 

common type known to-day, the handiest for 

carrying, but with its faults. Its ferrules are, 

in theory, placed to better advantage than an, 

those of the rod of the second class. Practice 

undoubtedly proves this theory correct. In a 

rod of 5Z feet, however, the ferrules materially 

stiffen it at these two points, and it must be, 

very carefully proportioned. 

How Salmon Find their Native Rivers 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have been asked this question by an ok 

netter who ought of all others to know. It i: 

an easy one. When the rivers flush in the lab 

spring, say from March to June, according t< 

latitude and location, as in Canada, the flooi 

waters from those streams extend well out inti, 

the ocean, and the fish in crossing these current 

are turned inboard. I suppose each respective 

band knows its native river by the taint of tb 

water. If it is easy for men to distinguish tin 

water of different wells, as well as differen 

ponds and streams, by the taste and odor, tb 

perceptive sense of the salmon should be keene 

yet. This conclusion of course is a priori. On 

can’t know everything. Charles Hallock. 
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Fly-Casling in Australia. 

The Town and Country Journal of Dec. 5, 

just received, contains an illustrated article re¬ 

lating to the first fly-casting contest to be held 

by the New South Wales Rod Fishers’ Society. 

This tournament took place on Nov. 30 in 

Sydney, N. S. W., Australia, and although only 

a few of the anglers present took part, no 

little enthusiasm was manifested, and it is likely 

other affairs of the kind will follow. The Journal 

says of the tournament: 

“What was probably the first event of the kind 

ever held in this country took place at the ponds 

in Centennial Park, Sydney, on Nov. 30. A 

roaring nor-easter interfered sadly with the at¬ 

tempts of the competitors to drop their arti¬ 

ficial flies within the narrow limits of the 30-inch 

hoops which marked the various distances from 

20ft. to 60ft. in the first event. A spot was 

finally chosen, where the wind, though less 

boisterous, proved to be very tricky, the puffs 

from the left landing the flies, in many cases, 
yards to leeward of the mark. 

“Anglers are known to be very modest, ex¬ 

cept in the matter of fish stories, and members 

seemed shy of exhibiting their abilities in com¬ 

petition. 1 his may account for the compara¬ 

tively small number of ten entries, also for the 

fact that many did not manage to get in the 

fine strokes which, in the calm retirement of a 

trout stream, added to the incentive of raising 
a fish, they are capable of doing. 

“The result of the first event, casting for 

accuracy and delicacy, was: Dr. Maitland firsr, 

126 points; C. F. Lindeman second, 116 points; 

C. H. Gorrick third, 112 points. 

Long distance casting: C. F. Lindeman 

first, 79ft. ioj^in.; C. H. Gorrick second, 71ft. 

nin.; A. D. Hall third, 70ft. nin. 

“Dr. Maitland’s win was somewhat of a sur- 

• prise, as he is not one of the old hands, by any 

means. His performance is the more creditable 

on that account, though he did not show so well 

at the longer distance as at the 20ft. and 30ft. 

Mr. Hall equalled him in points for ‘delicacy,’ 

but lost on accuracy. With the wind playing 

tricks with the fly, and owing to its unsteadiness, 

it was impossible to analyze or criticize closely 
the casting. 

In the long-distance event, Mr. Lindeman 

got wonderful work on to his line, forcing the 

fly forward against the wind at times. Mr. 

Gorrick handles his rod splendidly, putting great 

power into the cast, but had bad luck with the 

gusts, and lost time having to clear his line.” 

Another report of tho tournament says too 

.much force appeared to be used by most of the 

casters, who used the whole arm rather than the 

wrist, which the critic considers inferior style. 

Needless to say, he was new at reporting cast¬ 

ing tournaments, although a good fisherman. 

Mr. Lindeman, who won the long distance event, 

and Mr. Joseland, he says, depended on wholfe 

arm work, while Mr. Gorrick depended on his 

wrist and forearm alone. Mr. Gorrick cast 

nearly 100 feet in practice. Dr. Maitland, this 

writer thinks, will be Australian champion in a 

few months. American rods and rules are, 

nuch favored in Sydney, whose anglers have 

jood trout fishing near their homes, but who 

ippreciate the advantages of practice. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
my newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
■ upply you regularly. 

Little Talks About Fly-Fishing. 

Sullivan County, N. Y., Jan. 15.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: A year ago at this time 

we began to think of spring, and how we would 

enjoy ourselves when that charming season ar¬ 

rived. Truly, we had long to Wait, as in-this 

region we knew not the fickle goddess called 

spring until about the middle of the first month 

of summer. Human nature is optimistic, and 

despite experience we are again making plans 

for a perfect vernal season. We are thinking 

of fresh yet balmy breezes, clear-rushing streams 

and deep, dark pools flecked with foam. The 

widening rings made by rising trout are easily 

seen if we shut our eyes for a moment. The 

duns are sailing down like tiny yachts with sails 

erect, and the little caddis flies are struggling 

and skittering on the water.- 

Let no man bury the pleasures of anticipation. 

When we cease to look forward we grow old 

rapidly. Not that we would forget the pleasures 

of past seasons. Every good angler’s brain is a 

storehouse of happy memories. Without these 

how could we paint pictures of the good time 

to come? Not that we expect anything won¬ 

derful in the way of sport, but we may reason¬ 

ably hope for a few days when we shall be in 

tune with nature, when soft airs are rippling the 

bright waters, and the stream is neither too high 

nor too low. A few flies should be hatching 

out, just enough to keep the fish interested in 

what is going on at the top and make them rise 

occasionally. The sport depends more upon the 

size than upon the number of the trout taken. 

We never forget the rare days when the big fish 
are feeding. 

Last spring the weather was cold and the 

“time of the take” unusually short. The small 

insects did not appear until midday or later, and 

the rise was over by 3 o’clock. Odd fish were 

to be had by the strenuous angler all day long, 

but I did not see a good rise of flies and trout 

in the morning until the month of June. Some¬ 

times when there are quantities of tiny flies on 

the water only the small trout will be feeding. 

Again, when not a rise is to be seen, good 

fish may be quite ready for business. However, 

the largest trout that I killed last year before 

the 1st of May were taken during a good rise 
of natural flies. 

It is the constant—or inconstant—change, the 

infinite variety in fly-fishing that binds us fast. 

It is impossible to grow weary of a sport that 

is never the same on any two days in the year. 

I am fond of all sorts of fishing, in fresh or salt 

water, in the interior of the country, or on the 

coast, but trout angling takes a grip upon the 

imagination. It is more of a mental recreation 

than other methods. There is always something 

in question, something to discuss. In the mere 

matter of hooks alone there is much room for 

differences of opinion. Does anyone know the 

form of hook which is absolutely and always 

the best under all conditions for artificial flies? 

Sometimes I think I know, and then again I 

do not, and I have tried all of the forms known 

to manufacturers. Experience and skill will tell 

in the long run, but the element of chance plays 

a considerable part in angling. We can all re¬ 

member instances when the tyro killed the best 

fish of the day. Many persons of limited ex¬ 

perience think that all fishing is a matter of 

luck, and from this ancient belief arose the salu¬ 

tations, “Good luck” or “Good luck to you,” and 

“What luck.” Good fortune is desirable in all 

our pursuits, and we have heard it said “that it 

is better to be born lucky than rich,” but we 

have to attribute any marked success in fishing 
to skill and skill alone. 

This is the reason why a few good trout killed 

under adverse conditions are fondly remembered 

after large baskets are forgotten. For instance, 

I often recollect the taking of three large fish 
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one summer afternoon when the sun was bright 
and the water low. I please myself by fancying 
that not everyone could have caught those trout. 
The fly was one of my own patterns, dressed on 
a No. 14 hook, and this fact added to my pleas¬ 
ure, although it is quite possible that another 
fly, tied by'somebody else would have been quite 
as' effective. The little ways that trout have 
are often quite puzzling and past finding out. 
An oval pool of fair depth in a small stream had 
been carefully fished on many occasions with- • 
out stirring a fin until we happened along one 
day at about two of the clock. The first cast 
was rewarded by a rise and a large trout sprang 
into the air. This fish was extremely wild and 
thoroughly disturbed the pool, but we wished to^ 
investigate a little to see if it had companions. 
By crawling on hands and knees to the edge of 
a little bluff we were able to command the depths, 
as the light was just right, and were astonished 
by what we saw. My dear .sir: there was a 
school of trout in that place—big fellows—at the 
upper end tapering away through various sizes 
down to little chaps on the shallows. 

Two o’clock seemed to be their time for feed¬ 
ing. You might get one trout, possibly three, 
never more. I did not get a fish in the morning 
or late afternoon. A large tree stood upon the 
bank, and I fancied that there might be peculiar 
lights and shades over this bit of water. 

One hundred yards lower down was a deep 
hole by a flat rock with quite a rush of water 
into it. The first time I saw the place my com¬ 
panion, who was in advance, declared that he 
had seen trout run up into it. He was right, 
but it was a long time before I was able to prove 
it. Then I killed two fish, one twelve inches, the 
other eighteen inches in length. We must not 
hasten to the conclusion that there are no trout 
simply because we cannot catch them. Big fish 
may haunt a large safe pool where there is good 
cover or hiding places for them for years. Their 
presence may be known to many people who 
exert their best endeavors to catch them, but 
it is a long time before they are reduced to 
possession. I have heard that between dawn 
and sunrise was the best hours for a jumbo 
trout. I have always intended to try this re¬ 
cipe, but never did. It involves getting up in 
the middle of the night, and a long tramp on an 
empty stomach. I have risen from my bed at 
1130 A. M. and driven fifteen miles to a moun¬ 
tain trout stream, but we had a good breakfast 

at 2 A. M. 

By the way, it will scarcely be believed, I saw 
a woodcock swim that day. There was no mis¬ 
take about it. There was a long quiet reach 
of the stream with little current and I was stand¬ 
ing in the water changing a fly. A big fat wood¬ 
cock came out on the margin, and after walking 
about a little deliberately entered the water and 
oared itself across to the other side. I never 
saw a prettier sight, as the bird was not more 
than twenty feet away. I had stood like a statue 
from the moment it approached, and it paid no 
attention to me. Four woodcock were flushed 
during the day and a deer crashed away through 
the thick brush. We were very close, but were 
unable to catch a glimpse of the animal. The 
laurel was in bloom and the mountains ex¬ 
quisitely beautiful in the evening light, but O! 
the long drive in the darkness after we reached 
the valley. We were so overpowered by the 
slumber god that we almost fell out of the buggy. 

The man who drives is better off, as he has 
something to keep him at attention. 

Did you ever hear of Toboyne tannery in the 
Blue Mountains of Pennsylvania? I struck the 
place during a storm, the water was very high 
and fishing useless, except in one small place 
at the head of a tail race. We killed eighteen 
large trout there and then went on in the rain. 
I always hoped to revisit the tannery as the 
stream was a £ne big one, coursing down a nar¬ 
row valley between high mountains. I wonder 
what it is like there to-day? There used to be 
fine fly-fishing near Newville in the Cumberland 
Valley. A big slow-flowing limestone stream, 
which in those days carried a heavy stock of 
native trout. Is it fished by any of the readers 
of Forest and Stream nowadays, or is the water 
closely preserved? There must be good angling 
in many of the tributaries of the Susquehanna 
River if any attention has been paid to restock¬ 
ing. Some of them should hold heavy trout. I 
wonder if Young Woman’s flreek is any good 
at the present time ? Once we begin thinking of 
fly-fishing and the mind is like a runaway horse 
prancing over hill and dale and never quite ready 
to stop. Theodore Gordon. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Jan. 17.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Winter fishing for trout in the tide 
waters of Coast streams will terminate with this 
month, much to the sorrow of the local angling 
fraternity, which delights in outings at this sea¬ 
son of the year. The closing down for Febru¬ 
ary, March and April, to anglers who enjoy a 
small measure of sport fishing in tide waters for 
the gamest trout that swims, is considered a 
mistake of the last session of Legislature, as the 
few large steelheads that are taken during the 
winter months by the users of rods is a mere 
nothing compared to the number that are killed 
in sweet waters by men who spear and net steel- 
heads when they are on their spawning beds. 
Up to the present time there have not been 
more than a dozen large steelhead taken on rods 
from any of the tidewater streams accessible to 
local anglers. Trout fishing in May, when the 
coast streams are low and clear, is child’s play 
compared with the sport that may be enjoyed 
in February when these fish are waiting in deep 
pools to give battle to the angler. 

The Russian River season is now as good as 
a failure and San Francisco fishermen who 
figured on a mid-winter outing on that river 
have about given up hope. When fine weather 
came a few days ago the weather prophets 
predicted a repetition of the excellent fishing 
enjoyed during the latter days of January in 
most past yerrs, but still further rains have 
caused another freshet and the water is not 
yet in condition for steelhead fishing. With this 
last freshet the first big run of fish ascended the 
stream and only the stragglers will be left by 
the time the water is in condition, if indeed this 
comes about before the end of the month, when 
the fishing will end by law. 

The San Francisco Striped Bass Club held its 
annual meeting, banquet and election of officers 
a week ago Wednesday. The election resulted 
as follows: President, Charles Landresse; Vice- 
President, H. Copeland; Treasurer, Charles 
Kewell; Secretary, James Turner. James Lynch, 
the retiring president, had been asked to accept 
the nomination again, but was unwilling. The 

successful winners of prizes during the past 
season were as follows: High-hook medal and 
first prize, C. L. Johnson: second prize, Emil 
Aceret; third prize, James Turner; fourth prize, 
C. P. Landresse; fifth prize, C. P. Hollywood; 
sixth prize, Joseph Uri. The banquet and en¬ 
tertainment of the evening were a great success. 

The California Anglers’ Association held its 
election and smoker on Jan. 6, with a large 
gathering of members. The feature of the even¬ 
ing was an address by Charles Vogelsang, chief 
deputy of the fish commission, who reported the 
take of eggs for the State hatchery as 18,000,000. 
The directors elected were: Dr. C. E. Leithead, 
George Wentworth, H. A. Gosliner, W. J. 
Street, C. R. Oberholtzer, G. A. Roberts, and 
E. M. Pomery. The election for president was 
not held, but James Watt will probably be re¬ 

elected. 
The anglers of the Southern California coast 

are haying rather poor sport at present. 1 he 
ubiquitous kingfish still furnishes most of the 
fun in San Pedro Bay, and the fish are getting 
large now, really putting up a* better fight than 
they have been credited with. A few bass, an 
occasional croaker or halibut, are also being 
caught, but jack smelt are scarce, and the 
pompano incursion is . still delayed. A good 
many nipper surf are being caught, and a few 
good messes of jack smelt have been taken at 
Port Los Angeles. At Redondo mackerel and 
sardines are biting intermittently, but the sport 
cannot be said to be good. It is said that bass 
fishing at the San Pedro breakwater ought to 
improve steadily from now on. 

A. P. B. 

Illinois Bait-Casting Club. 

Chicago. Ill., Jan. 21.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Illinois Bait-Casting Club held its 
annual meeting last evening. An interesting part 
of the programme Was the awarding of club 
buttons, showing the degrees of proficiency of 
members. This is the first season the club has 
awarded them, and the sentiment generally was 
quite favorable. These buttons are given for 
averages of contest scores during the season; 
six contests with Lj°z- bait and six with j'joz. 
bait. Wm. Stanley was highest with an average 

of 98.54 in the bait events. 
The new officers for 1908 are: Chas. E. 

Reiser, President; Ed. Matthews, Vice-Presi¬ 
dent; FI. E. Rice, Secretary-Treasurer, and Geo. 
Morrell, Captain. The organization for handling 
the national tournament was effected, and va¬ 
rious committees appointed. The club interest 
was great, and the desire largely voiced to get 
up a tournament that anglers will thoroughly 
enjoy and of such character that they will feel 

well repaid in attending. 
L. E. De Garmo, 

Chairman Publicity Committee. 

Newark Casting Club. 

The first annual meeting and dinner of the 
Newark Bait- and Fly-Casting Club will be held 
at 9 o’clock on the night of Feb. 11, at I? 
Central avenue, Newark, N. J. This club has 
become a member of the National Association 
of Scientific Angling Clubs, and will be an im¬ 
portant factor in the national tournament to b( 

held in New York city in 1909. 



At Sea. 
• 

One night old Jim lay peacefully sleeping on 
his mattress under the long boat on top of the 
fo’castle and I was standing by the carpenter- 
shop door just beneath him. It was about nine 
o’clock, and our watch had the deck. The bark 
was sweeping along with her deck at a slight 
angle with all sail set to a favorable slant of 
wind. The cook had not yet closed his galley, 
but was probably mixing his dough for the next 
day’s bread; a bright bar of light shown out of 
the galley window onto the lee rail and off over 
the water to leeward. I was standing close to 
the house to keep out of the wind, when I heard 
Jim let out a fearful curse. Stepping out so I 
could look up at him, I saw him feeling about for 
something. When he found it, he flung it down 
on deck, saying, “There, Davis, there’s another 

■ one of your d-flying fish.” It had sailed up 
toward the galley light and hit Jim squarely in 
the face, waking him up. 

Nearly every morning when we washed down 
the decks, we found three or four flying fish 
lying about. I had taken two of the largest I 
could find and cut their wings off and dried 
them. One pair I had opened, and held so bv 
putting them into a split stick, and hung them 
way up under the fo’castle head on the heel of 

: the bowsprit to dry. The next day, when I 
went to look at them, I found nothing but the 
stick there. When I examined this out in the 
light, I saw where the wings had gone—the 
rats had gnawed them off as close to the stick 
as it could have been cut with a knife—so I 
never hung any more up there. I managed to 
save one pair that measured from tip to tip on 
the fish about fourteen inches and preserved 
them by giving them a good coat of varnish. 

One morning, when it was my trick at the 
wheel and we had only been out of port a few 
days, I was standing alongside of it on the 
gratings, giving it a lazy turn once in a while 
to keep the bark on her course, for she was 
just creeping through it about two knots an 
hour. I was watching the flying fish shoot like 
showers of silver darts away from the side of 
the bark, or the little pink Portugese man-o’- 

'war, little jelly-like masses with two uplifted 
arms, on each a pinkish gauze-like circular fan 
acting as sails, going slowly floating past. But 
getting tired after awhile, I did what I always 
did when I was steering a yacht—I sat down. 

The watch was busy on some job up forward 
and the captain had come up on deck and gone 
forward with the mate to see about something, 
leaving me in sole possession of the poop deck. 
I made myself comfortable on the wheel-box 
and just cast a glance once in a while at the 
compass, to see she kept on her course. My 
thoughts were back home in Brooklyn then, 
and I- was living over again in imagination some 
of the good days I used to have there. I was 
just thinking to myself as I looked over the 
rail at the smooth expanse of ocean how the 
Freyja, my father’s yacht, would walk ahead of 
the bark in this breeze. And I saw her, in my 
imaginations, with all her light canvas set, 
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A SHIP OUT OF RIO. 

wrinkling the water as she cut through it, when, 
all of a sudden, the captain and mate, who had 
come aft unobserved by me, turned the corner 
of the house and looked at me in amazement. 
My day-dreams vanished like smoke, and I real¬ 
ized I was not doing right. 

As soon as Captain Freeman recovered from 
his surprise, he exclaimed, “Well! By God! 
you get down off of there P. D. Q. before I 
help you, and don’t you ever let me catch you 
in that position again.” 

I knew he was not as mad as he tried to 
appear, and Mr. FI., the mate, was nearly chok¬ 
ing with laughter behind him. “You stand on 
both feet,” he added, “and don’t you take your 
hands off that wheel. “Where do you think you 
are, off a-yachting?” 

I didn’t dare open my mouth while he was 
looking at me, but as soon as he went down 

into his Pabin, the mate went below by the cabin 
stairway, and I could hear them both roaring 
with laughter. They liked a little amusement 
once in a while, and more than once they got it 
at my expense. 

One morning the captain stuck his head up 
the after companionway to take a look at the 
weather, and seeing me standing at the wheel, 
sleepy and tired after a squally night’s work, 
clewing up royals and topgallantsails, he made a 
wry face at me. and, imitating a sea-sick person, 
said, “Oh! don’t I wish I was home with some 
of my mother’s hot pies,” and smacking his 
lips, he went below again, leaving me to medi¬ 
tate on the memories his words brought up. 

Another time, when we were only a few days 
out and the second mate was allotting us each 
some job to keep us busy, he left me until the 
last, and then said, “Davis, you go make foxes.” 

“Make foxes,” I thought, “what the dickens 
are foxes doing on a ship. I had never heard 
of such a thing.” 

He noticed me standing looking at him and 
asked, “What’s the matter, why don’t you aro 
make foxes?” 

“What do you mean by foxes?” I asked. 
“What!” he exclaimed, “you mean to say you 

don’t know what foxes are, and here you shipped 
as an able seaman? Well, you are a beauty.” 
So he showed me how to unstrand an old rope, 
taking out the good heart strands and twist 

THE “BLUE-NOSE” BARK. 

them up three at a time with something that 
looked like what we used to call a “cricket.” when 
I was a boy, only it made no noise. He hooked 
the rope yarns into a bent nail in this affair, 
which was called a “fox reel,” and then whirled 
it round and round, and so twisted the three 
strands into a small, stout cord. This was then 
rubbed down hard with a piece of old canvas 
and rolled up into a ball to be used about the 
rigging for lashings or servings. 

Day by day the bark slowly crawled toward 
the equator. We had been steering nearly east 
for a couple of weeks and then gradually headed 
away to the southward, so as to cross the line 
far enough to the eastward as to enable us to 
fetch across the equatorial current clear of the 
Brazil coast, for if a vesel fell short, she would 
have a hard time beating eastward against the 
current and strong southeast trade winds. 

Our bark was taken far enough to the east¬ 
ward anyway. Some of the fellows jokingly said 
if we held on much longer we would see Africa. 
Then we ran into squally, showery weather and 
knew we had left the northeast trades astern. 
Nearly every night we had to clew up our 
light sails for some squall that would come up 
black and threatening enough to make me stand 
in awe of what was coming. Once or twice we. 
had to up helm and run before it; but, as a 
rule, it was clew up royals and haul down the 
light staysails, then we’d get a drowning down¬ 
pour of rain, and up went the sails again. Yards 
were boxed about continually; sometimes when 
we were hauling the main yards for a new slant 
of wind, it would shift again before we had the 
braces belayed. 

It was hot work running back and forth under 
such a sun as was now shining down on us 
each day, heating the deck planks so hot we 
could not stand on them with our bare feet 
and causing the pitch to run and lay in soft 
pools like molasses. 

All I wore in such weather was a' low-necked 
undershirt, dungaree breeches and low shoes. 
For a head covering we had each bought a wide- 
brimmed straw hat from the slop chest, as the 
supply carried by the ship is called. 

I put on my hat one day, when it was my 
turn to relieve Peter at the wheel, and started 
aft. Just as I cleared the galley the current of 
wind sweeping down out of the large mainsail 
picked my hat off my head and gently set it 
down on the water to leeward. I followed it 
as far as the rail and saw it floating astern with 
an inquisitive seagull having a novel ride on its 
broad brim. The captain had seen my mishap, 
and as I passed him with another cap on, he 
said, “Did you mark the rail where it went over 
so you can find it again?” 
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STAND BY ROYAL HALLIARDS. 

“Oh! no!” I answered. “There’s plenty more 
in the slop chest.” 

But there was not, and I had to stand in the 
sun with a small cap on after that. 

Where we were now we needed as little cloth¬ 
ing as possible, but oilskins were often in de¬ 
mand. Nearly every day we had rain and some 
days it would pour all day long—rain such as 
I had never seen before. It did not seem to 
come down in drops, but fell in sheets and 
spouted in streams out of all the scuppers. 

It was a curious sight during the day to see 
the showers moving about across the calm 
ocean, and when at the wheel, as there was not 
much steering to do, I used to watch the 
showers coming along with the wind. Each 
one was indicated by a bank of clouds, under¬ 
neath which, like a black veil, hung the water 
that was falling; some trailing one way, some 
another, as the wind blew in different directions. 

I would see a small cloud on the weather 
bow, which in an incredibly short time 
mounted in the heavens until nearly over the 
bark, while under it came what looked like a 
fog bank rushing along straight for us. By the 
time it hit I would have my oil skins on and not 
a thing could I see forward but the cabin in 
front of me, and that was a mass of seething, 
splattering, white spray. Sometimes these 
showers would be accompanied by fierce 
squalls of wind, so every time the rain came 
driving along toward us, the mate, who proved 
a thorough old seadog, was ready for it. 
Running up onto the poop so he could com¬ 
mand a better view, he would sing out, “Stand 
by royal halliards!” One man would run to the 
fore and one to the main and get some of the 
turns off the pins, ready to let the royals come 
down on the run should there be wind enough 
in the squall to require it. How the mate 
could tell when there was wind in a squall and 
when there was not, was more than I could see. 
But he never made a mistake, and when he 
sung out to “Let go!” there was sure to be a 
squall that justified the order. 

Once we had let go royals and topgallant 
staysails and were hoisting the main topgallant 
staysail after the squall had blown over, when 
something jammed aloft. The three of us could 
not start it up an inch more, so the mate ran 
forward and cleared the down haul. “Now, 
hoist away!” he shouted. “Pull! pull!” and was 
working himself into a passion over it. But 
pull our hardest, we could not budge it; so aft 
he came dn a run, took the ladder in two jumps 
and gave a fearful yank on the halliards. “Get 
hold here!” he ordered." So all of us prepared 
for a mighty pull. We gave it, but were some¬ 
what startled by the result, for the seats of three 
pairs of trousers struck the deck with a thump 
that made us think the mast had come over on 

top of us, and the fourth man went sprawling off 
the poop onto the main deck. When the mate 
painfully picked himself up off the deck, he 
never stopped to look aloft, but walked aft and 
muttered “Go up and splice that.” Joe and I 
took the parted rope aloft and spliced it to¬ 
gether up at the crosstrees, where we found the 
other end. 

One night we had a close shave from all 
hands going to the bottom. It was a fierce, 
windy night, so black you could not see half 
the length of the bark. That day we had run 
by the log 240 miles and were still doing the 
same. I was on lookout, and about midnight 
I saw a faint green light dead ahead. 

“Light ahead, sir!” I shouted aft with all my 
might, but got no answer, and started aft, 
shouting to the mate, “Ship ahead, sir! Light 
dead ahead, sir!” 

Before I got to the mainmast there was a 
rushing, roaring sound, and a large full-rigged 
ship swept past us, so close it seemed as if her 
yards would surely lock with ours. I could see 
she had skysails set and see the glimmer of her 
binnacle lamp. It was all over in a second and 
the ship was out of sight astern. - But I tell you 
it made cold chills go over me when I thought 
of what might have happened, and it was a long 
time before I could close my eyes in sleep when 
our watch turned in that night. 

The mate came running forward cursing at 
me when it was all over, and swore I had never 
sung out about the ship. But Joe, whq was at 
the wheel at the time, told me afterward the 
mate was leaning with his elbows on the booby- 
hatch and had not moved for over a half an 
hour. Joe had heard me sing out clear enough, 
so I concluded the mate must have been asleep. 

Several ships passed us next day, but most of 
them were several miles off. One little bark 
c.ame near enough to speak us. It was early 
in the morning, Joe and I were swabbing off 
the -white paint work around the after cabin 
after we had washed off the decks. When the 
bark was a short distance ahead, the mate called 
below to the captain, and he came up on deck. 
“Make our numbers, Mr. H.,” he said to the 
mate. So we knocked off swabbing and got 
out the code signals that made our number and 
I hoisted them up on the signal halliards to the 
mizzen topmast head, while Joe ran the Ameri¬ 
can flag up to the peak. 

On came the other bark, a wooden vessel of 
about our own size and rig, but with a decided 
“blue nose” look, and so she proved-to be—a 
Nova Scotian with the British ensign floating 
away from her gaff end. She had a fair wind 
and her gaff topsail was hauled down on the 
cap, so the string of signal flags could be seen 
by us. 

When both numbers had been made out, al¬ 
though it took a good deal of squinting through 
the glasses by both the captain and mate before 
they could do so, the signals were hauled down, 
the ensigns dipped three times and then left 
flying as the other bark disappeared astern. 

C. G. Davis. 

Morris Y. C. Smoker. 

About two hundred members of the Morris 
Y. C. and their friends congregated at Schoeck’s 
Hall, Third avenue, near 164th street, New York 
city, on the evening of Jan. 25, and had a 
smoker. Each member was presented with a 
wooden pipe and a package of tobacco, with 
which to add his mite to the soft-coal smoke 
atmosphere. Commodore Lubeck opened the 
entertainment with a short speech about 9 
o’clock, and for three hours the jovial yachts¬ 
men were entertained by songs, music, strength 

tests, chain breaking, spike bending and flame 
eating, beside several interesting and touchingly 
pathetic moving picture scenes. 

There were stories, dialects and dances with a 
never ending service of good cheer and refresh¬ 
ments that made the night a most enjoyable one. 

The Origin of Sails. 

“Wind written music,” says G. A. J., and 
I’ll not quarrel with him on the qualification, 
either—only really the wind blows from. too 
many quarters at once. A regular whirlwind— 
bearing aloft in its vortex “sandy-complexioned 
sphinxes of middle age construction (?), Nomad 
tribes, a bah cloth, palms and spices, ‘soaked-up 
tides,’ Pompey, Trajaro and Turks, ridges of 
waterless plain,” and the rest. What a seething 
mass is here to tell the story of sails! What a 
dust he kicks up! Belay all! 

This is not a matter of post-prandial oratory, 
or of “date palms and incense.” . Simply a 
matter' of the records in our possession. 

In my letter of Dec. 14, I gave a rock record, 
pronounced by the most competent authority in 
matters pertaining to ancient Egyptian or 
Semitic culture—de Morgan—to be “pre- 
dynastic.” Perhaps other records may be dis¬ 
covered still more ancient, but so far as I know 
this is the oldest. 

As for papyrus matting sails, these were actu¬ 
ally in use, whether G. A. J. chooses to “take 

much stock in the-syndicate theory” or not. 
Matting sails are still in use, for that matter. 

Yes! Ethnologists are accustomed to con¬ 
sider Egypt ancient, “that vague and discrimi¬ 
nating” term. So ancient that the record on 
the rocks at Chatt-el-Regal discovered and en¬ 
graved by M. G. Legrain, and which is pro¬ 
nounced to be pre-dynastic, may be a millennium 
or two older than Menes himself, and we know 
that he dates back to about 5>000 C. 

In referring in my former letter to other 
centers where probably some proofs of the 
earliest use of sails might be discovered, I spoke 
of the Persian Gulf. 

The investigations of Theodore Bert and 
others demonstrated that upon the southern 
shore of those waters the Phoenicians had 
their first seat. They only migrated to the 
Syrian coast at a comparatively late date (3,000 
B. C.). Their graves on the Bahrein Islands 
certainly date back to the Neolitic period. 

The Minaeans, who occupied the coast of the 
Red Sea, and preceded the Sabaeans and 
Hymyarites were probably as ancient as any, 
but though we now have a list of thirty-three 
Mimean kings, we have no positive proofs that 
these peoples ever employed sails. We may 
infer that they did, but inference is not proof. 

As opposed to G. A. J.’s vision (inferred) of 
pre-historic steam yachts gliding oyer the 
bosom of the Nile, I have rather in mind, that 
“ship of the desert,” the camel, its Arab rider s 
white “burnous” a-flutter in the breeze, bearing 
down with wind astern on the port of Mederia, 
one hundred miles inland. Perhaps this is the 
sail for whose origin your correspondent is 
seeking? , 

I must admit, however, that G. A. J. has 
awakened my interest in those very early navi¬ 
gators, “who went round the Eastern Hemi¬ 
sphere before the ‘land of the avenues 01 
sphinxes’ was ever heard of.” So will close 
at once, as I want to brush up on my Akkado- 
Sumerian, and consult a few cylinders of cunea- 
form characters in regards to those pre-historic 
voyagers to whom he refers. 

C. J. Reynolds. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 

(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, Designer,” Boston. 

HOLLIS BURGESS 
IHSURAIfCE of all kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
 Telephone, 1905-1 Main. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (EL CLARK. 
»»?AVD^nir^nR.n?ITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 
fAOHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty 

17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX STEVENS, 
racht Brokers and Naval Architects, 

15 William Street, - New York. 
Telephones X37S and 13T6 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

^%.noe Handling and Sailing. 
V Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe, 
■verythmg is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
it. V aux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
ductors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
teir pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

ias Engines and Launches. 
heir Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
ho uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechn7c“ 

ith“the'd-ffi thit- run"lnS of the marine gas engine, and 
meet whh Tht hat tl?* manne gas engineer is likely 
meet with These engines are described, some pages 

theVman t0, Iaunches general, with practical advfce 
le mabl ?„=Th° c°"tuemPlat.es, Purchasing a power boat. 

m of thef Hiffir6 l°t' 16 b,°0k; bo.wever. is a c,ear descrip, 
fidr dl,ffi=ulties met with in running a gas engine 
e .r u,se? a.?d how remedy them. In this discussion 

-wnCanvaasttam are.av°ided- and ‘he author has boiled 
a^e and fnt^ a°f ?ractlcaI knowledge into small 

1 lnt? "cry-day language. The amateur power 
at man needs this book, for it will save him much time 

■d trouble, and probably not a little money ' 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

!nde Lisha’s Shop. 

noth" l°OTYank'elat>d- By Rowland E. Robia- •on- Uloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.26. 

iggs ,hH plac' of busines* of Uncle Lis ha 

Ifhange Inhere wat* a 3ort of sportsman’s 

hunters andf'fi^ierrnen^f ‘tlfe meet °f evenin*3 and J«nsssSr sst 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

en I Have Fished With. 

write nf'h1;?3*1 u°ught ,hat Prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
"ved with afish,ng companions. The chapters were 

' e been M warm welcome at the beginning and 

h%d With” waVaLned mt.lrest The 'Men I Have 
ers ever presented 7 # the mOSt P°Pular scries of 

ever presented to Forest and Steeaii readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

San Francisco, Jan. 17.—Commodore F. G. 
Phillips entertained a number of the yacht 
owners of the San Francisco Y. C. at his resi¬ 
dence in Sausahto on Jan. 7, with tfie object of 
outlining a policy for the club for the next 
"seal year, which will begin after the annual 
meeting m February. It was the sense of the 
meeting that the club had arrived at a point 
where it was desirable to increase its facilities 
socially as well as from a yachting standpoint, 
this will necessitate an increase in dues from 
$20 to $30 a year, and will be the forerunner of 
material improvements to the club quarters and 
increased benefits to members. All these matters 
will be taken up more fully at the annual meet¬ 
ing next month. 

Opposition to the regular ticket for officers 
of the Aeolian Y. C„ of Alameda, Cal., has de- 
veJoped and a second ticket has been placed in 
the field. The election is to take place on Jan 
£?• „lhe nominees on the regular ticket are- 
for Commodore, Carl V. Strom; for Vice-Com- 
T° Woodward; for Port Captain, W. 
A Michaels. The nominees on the opposition 
ticket are: For Commodore, B. Roebke; for 
Vice-Commodore, C. W. Majore, and for Port 
Captain, L. C. Knight. 

Advices at San Francisco from Lima Peru 
state that the Regatta Club at Callao ’is pre¬ 
paring to hold a grand regatta in honor of the 
American battleship fleet when the latter arrives 
about the third week in February. 

. ^^Yer since Thanksgiving Day the San Fran¬ 
cisco Model Y. C. endeavored to run off the 
regular quarterly regatta. Each Sunday, how¬ 
ever, the wind proved too light or otherwise 
unfavorable for the completion of the event. 
Last Sunday, however, everything was favorable 
and the wind was in the right quarter. The re¬ 
gatta was held, though on account of the threat¬ 
ening weather the number of competitors was 
smaller than usual. Brown’s Skidoo carried off 
the honors, beating Brannan’s Ruth in the final 
heat, vyhen the final race was sailed there was 
a very light east wind, and the winner just man¬ 
aged to finish inside of the six-minute time limit 

a ,-e first round Brown’s Skidoo beat Hay’s 
Amelia, and McCleary’s Coronado beat Little’s 
Arrow. Brannan’s Ruth drew a bye and in the 
next beat the Coronado. 

The members of the California Y. C. met at 
the club house on San Lrancisco Bay last 
Tuesday night and elected the following officers 
for the ensuing year: D. J. Keane, Commo¬ 
dore; John J. Sherry, Vice-Commodore; R S 
Broadwater, Secretary; Fred V. de Brutz 
Treasurer; Lee I. Gale, Port Warden, and A. G.’ 
Bixbee, T..M. Kendall, G. M. Shaw, and J. L. 
-Loucks, Directors. 

Ihe Corinthian Y. C. of San Francisco will 
hold its annual election on Jan. 29, at which 
time also, the annual reports will be submitted. 
The nominating committee has submitted the 
following names: Commodore, W. Frank 
Stone; Vice-Commodore, W. A. Stringer; Port 
Captain, John H. Keefe; Directors, Charles 
Morel, F. C. Raymond, L. J. McMahon and 
Peter Lamb. 

The preliminary work on the inter-college 
boating season began in California this week at 
both the California State and the Stanford Uni¬ 
versities. At both institutions the rowing crews 
will be given limbering up training on the row¬ 
ing machines in the gymnasiums. Altogether 
thirty-five men have signed for the work at 
Stanford, including a number of the old oars¬ 
men. a. P. B. 
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WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector'' New York 

PIGEON - ERASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston. Mass, 

BURGESS ® PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead. Mass, 

Canoe Cruising and Camping, 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price (1«. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoaJs ^nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 

, ,j.. Uy Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams 9 

fpaidmflirW,ngS 3nd 8 full'Page Plan3’ Brice^post? 

don aUAIirtCaibU;,dT and design'r of national reputa- 

prehen s"ive, te £&‘5 ratt"^ a^ 8 TuTf 
paf P>ans- That portion of the* book dfvoted to the 
"f' a"ACare of -ga?. enSines should be most careful!v 

is welf wLtX,npriredaskeWdhfo?Pit:ate3 ^ Th* b°°J 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A SS W' Jr*"',':1 5°*> and Small Yacht 

the other a cruising cutter of 22ft waterline twi, ?d 

AmCTi^n'^■equfrementsb0aFul]'’^n:s^'r^f-t*P ad^P**d 
minutest detail, are given for thJ S™1' *v“ Jto the 

tfaiay s 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca-noe a.nd BoaJ Building 

(i 

Bayside Y. C. Officers. 

The Bayside club, whose home and anchorage 
are located on Little Neck Bay, at Bayside, L. 
I., at its annual meeting elected the following 
officers: 

Commodore, G. Waldo Smith; Vice-Commo¬ 
dore, G. Howland Leavitt; Rear-Commodore, W. 
W. Cole; Treasurer, Frederic Floyd-Jones; Sec¬ 
retary, William H. Johns; Treasurer, D. H. Van 
Name; Board of Governors, to serve for three 
years, William H. Baker and Robert P. Currie. 

fc.™ ,„d Mi™’A.'lid XSTmS! 
jfc. Sfjsr- Ptew* ang 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

abundant, and also the stream* i! c^r.,^)u““3rc most 
found, and the rivers and lakes whiehWalfh sal?>on are' 
Price, $1.00. which abound in trout. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 
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Indian Harbor Y. C. Officers. 

At the annual meeting of the Indian Harbor 
Y. C. Commodore Roy A. Rainey was re-elected 
for the ensuing year. Wilmer Hanan was re¬ 
elected Vice-Commodore and Lorenzo D. Arm¬ 
strong Rear-Commodore. Other officers chosen 
were: Secretary, Charles D. Bumes; Treas¬ 
urer, Richard Outwater; Measurer, Morgan 
Barney; President of the Corporation, Charles 
T. Wills; Directors (term expiring 1911), George 
Lauder, Jr., and E. Burton Hart; Chairman of 
Regatta Committee, Frank Bowne Jones. Mem¬ 
bers of the Regatta Committee, Richard A. 
Monks and Herman A. Edson. The reports of 
officers and committees . show that the club “as 
had a prosperous financial year in 1907, and the 
most successful racing year. in the club’s history. 

Manhattan Island Y. C. Officers. 

The Manhattan Island Y. C. has elected the 
following officers for 1908: 

Commodore, William F. Ridley; Vice-Com¬ 
modore, C. J. Leach; Rear-Commodore, G. O. 
Shaughnessy; Measurer, Robert Harrison; Fleet 
Captain, P. J. Instone; Treasurer, Howard Me- 
Avoy; Corresponding Secretary, Richard A. 
Arns; Financial Secretary, James Crowley; Re¬ 
cording Secretary, George Caniff; Delegates to 
the Corinthian Yacht Racing Union, William F. 
Ridley, Richard A. Arns, Gerald O. Shaugh¬ 
nessy. 

The Hudson River Y. C. has elected G. C. 
Conley as commodore, and R. Entwisle chair¬ 
man of the regatta committee. 

it >t « 

The Colonial Y. C. gave an entertainment 
and dance to its members and their friends at 
the Harlem Casino on the evening of Jan. 23 
that was well attended and much enjoyed by all. 

■t * * 

The steam yacht Orient, built in 1882 by the 
Herreshoffs, has been sold to the Uruguayan 
government for use as a gunboat. Lieutenant 
E. M. Saez is in charge of her on the way 
south. 

K It It 

The Atlantic Coast conference is to meet this 
week and consider several changes in the racing 
rules, such as a reduction in the time allowance 
from 70 per cent, as figured now to 60 per cent., 
so that the small boat will receive less time 
from the larger than formerly, and in the rules 
of the road several changes are contemplated. 

Canoeinp. 

Fragments from the ’88 Meet. 
[Written originally for the Montreal Witness after the 

American Canoe Association meet and camp on -Cong 
Island in Lake George, and later reprinted in pamphlet 
form for distribution among members. Republished by 
request of old members of the Association.] 

It was on regatta morning, the fair day that 
issued in the week of solid racing that forms 
such an important part of an American Canoe 
Association meet, and I was hard at work in the 
headquarters’ tent, classifying entries, answer¬ 
ing the questions of anxious racers, and settling 
disputes about ‘’totems,” when from the landing 
stage came “’Rah, ’rah, A. C. A., Tiger, in 
full chorus—a sure sign that something import¬ 
ant had occurred. A moment after I was called 
out of my place of servitude, and formally pre- 
sented to Mr. N. H. Bishop, the founder of the 
American Canoe Association. Now it so hap¬ 
pens that, although a canoeist from my youth 
up, I had only become a member of the Associa¬ 
tion that morning, and so the eldest and the 
youngest member of the Association shook each 
other’s hands most cordially. Naturally enough, 
the incident recalled the founding of what has 
become the most flourishing amateur sporting 

. organization—with its thousand active and .en¬ 
thusiastic canoe owning members—that exists, 
and Mr. Bishop graphically and briefly told us 

how it all came to pass. Mr. Bishop was one 
of the first and one of the most enthusiastic of 
American canoeists, and it was in i879> aR^r a 
regatta, in which canoes played a part, which 
was held at Crosbyside, Lake George, just below 
his own beautiful house, that he conceived the 
idea of an organization which would unite all 
the canoeists on this continent. He entered 
into communication with all the canoeists he 
knew, and with all that he could ascertain the 
address of; he wrote to the English canoeists 
broaching his ideas and asking their advice and 
assistance, and he set up a printing office in the 
highest story of his home and printed what is 
now known to canoeing fame as “The First 
Call.” The Englishmen told him that if he could 
get half a dozen men to go in for the thing he 
would be fortunate, but the Americans gave him 
more encouragement, and when, on the 3d of 
August, 1880, the first meeting of American 
canoeists was called to order at Crosbyside, Lake 
George, there were thirteen men present. They 
camped, raced, had a good time, organized the 
American Canoe Association, and went home en- 
thusiastic. Had they been ordinary men, this 
original thirteen, there would have been no more 
canoe association, but they were all extraordi¬ 
nary men. There was, besides Mr. Bishop, 
among this original thirteen, Mr. W. P. Stephens, 
canoe designer, builder and user; “Shadow AL 
den, Judge Longworth, of Cincinnati; Dr. Neide 
and’ Lucian Wulsin. These were not the' man¬ 
ner of men to let such an idea as a canoe asso¬ 
ciation drop, and all did their part in assist¬ 
ing Mr. Bishop. In November, 1880, the “Sec¬ 
ond Call,” a copy of which Mr. Bishop distri¬ 
buted to enforce his words, was issued. This 
call contains the constitution of the new asso¬ 
ciation, and the care with which the first thirteen 
did their work can be judged from the fact that 
the constitution to-day. is only an enlargement, of 
the original draft. This call invited all canoeists 
to meet on the “Canoe Islands,* three, small 
islands lying between Long Island and Diamond 
Point, about four miles to the north of Crosby¬ 
side, which had been purchased for the use of 
the Association by Messrs. Bishop, Longworth 
and Wulsin. At' the Crosbyside meet, Tom 
Wallise, of Gore’s Island, the most marvelous 
wielder of the single blade I ever saw in a 
canoe, had put in an appearance as the repre- 
sentative of Canada. Wallise was a professional 
in that, whenever he could, he made a dollar or 
two by paddling fishermen or gunners about 
Rice Lake, but the amateurs of the Association 
let-*him paddle and beat them, and they sent a 
goodly number of the “Second Call to Cana¬ 
dians. One feature of that “Second Call” is 
worth reproducing, as it shows the spirit of the 
founders of the Association. It announces that 
“all persons of respectable character, of any age, 
who possess a true, love of nature, and are in 
earnest sympathy with the brotherhood of cruis¬ 
ing canoeists, whether owners of canoes or not,” 
were eligible for membership. The second meet 
of the Association was a great success. Five 
Canadians, headed by Col. Rogers and Mr. Ed¬ 
wards, were among those present, and the Asso¬ 
ciation therefore became “American” in the 
broadest sense of that term. 

The subsequent history of the Association has 
been one unbroken series of successful meets. 
In 1882 the meet was again held at the . Canoe 
Islands,” Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati being 
commodore. In 1883 the meet was held m Can¬ 
ada, Stony Lake being the locality selected, Mr. 
E. B. Edwards being commodore. In 1884 it 
was decided to hold the meet on the St. Law¬ 
rence ifi order that both. Canadian and American 
canoeists might reach it easily, and Grindstone 
Island was selected as the camping ground, be¬ 
cause of the unrivalled sailing course that could 
be laid out in Eel Bay, and the good camping 
ground to be found in the north end of the 
island. The meet was a very large and sue- 
ccssful one, and so well adapted was the locality 
to all the needs of the canoeists that in 1885 and 
1886 the Association came back to its old love. 
The ’86 meet was especially interesting, because 
Baden-Powell in Nautilus, and Stewart, in Tred- 
win’s canoe, Pearl, came over from England to 
sail for the International trophy. This trophy 

is a fine silver cup, the ownership of which is 
vested in the Association, but which is sailed for 
yearly by the challengers and the best sailors at 

the meet, and goes for the year to the winner. 
The first race for this cup was particularly in¬ 
teresting, because for the first time the heavy bal¬ 
lasted English canoe, with its crew inside was 
pitted against the light American canoe with its 
crew well out to windward. The result was a 
complete victory for the light canoe and the wind¬ 
ward position, by which the canoe’s crew of 
one acts, not only as steersman, sail trimmer 
and captain, but as ballast. In 1887 the meet 
was held at Bow Arrow Point, Lake. Champlain, 
where the canoeists got their fill of big seas, and 
the great 1888 meet was at Long Island, Lake 
George, within a few miles of the place where 
the Association was conceived. In 1885, a rival 
organization, the Western Canoe Association, 
was formed, and to prevent any more secessions 
the constitution of the Association was remodeled 
on a Federal basis. It now consists of a Cen¬ 
tral, Eastern, Atlantic and Northern Division, 
which are each self-governing bodies, appoint¬ 
ing their own officers and holding their own 
meets. The executive committee of the Asso¬ 
ciation is composed of the officers of the divis¬ 
ions, and the commodore and secretary of the 
Association. By the constitution, the Association 
meet goes in rotation to the different divisions, 
and the division in which the meet is held has 
the right to nominate the commodore for that 
year. . , , . . 

This is, in brief, the history of the American 
Canoe Association, as far as externals, go; the 
internal history thereof, that is, the history Ot 
the effect of the Association upon canoeing and 
the true nature of the Association at the present 
time, is a more difficult matter to deal with 
That famous “First Call” says that “member¬ 
ship will carry with it the right to use the club 
signals, will secure the temporary use of boal 
houses belonging to enrolled clubs, and wil 
entitle the member to one copy of the club publi¬ 
cations.” The original constitution proclaims thf 
object of the Association to be the “promotior 
of canoeing.” To do this it provided for th< 
publication annually of a year book and thi 
“Canoe Pilot,” which was to be composed 0 
itineraries of cruises made by members, maps 
information as to camping places, rigs and gen 
erally of matter interesting to cruising canoeists 
In order to make this publication a success mem 
bers were required, prior to .the 15th of Octobei 
to furnish the secretary with detailed descrip 
tions of their cruises for the year. The “meet 
was not especially insisted upon as a part 0 
the Association’s work. In the “Second Call 
it is called a “regatta,”. and it is particular! 
stated that the races will be only for prize 
given by friends of the Association, and tha 
betting on the races .will not be permitted. Th 
object of the founders of the Association was, 1 
is clear enough, to encourage canoeing, by whic 
they meant what is now called cruising, and t 
do this the canoeists were to meet, discuss thei 
work in the past, their plan's for the future, com 
pare rigs, boats, outfits and race a little for th 
fun of the thing. What the Association has don 
has been to make canoe racing the end all, an 
be all, of a great number of canoeists, and t 
specialize the canoe, in adapting it to thes 
changed conditions. 1 

[to be continued.] 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW members proposed. 

Central Division.—Ray Armstrong, Rome, 1 
Y., by C. S. Cooper. . 

Eastern Division.—Herbert Brice, Mancheste 
N. H., by Edw. B. Stearns. 

new members elected. 

Atlantic Division.—5420, J. Chauncey V: 
Horn. Trenton, N. J. . 

Western Division—5421, Walter Weingartne 
Chicago, Ill.; 5422, Frank Haines, Chicago, I 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained fro 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer 

supply you regularly. 
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PINEHVRST A WINNING SHOOT 
The first mid-winter tournament given by Mr. Tufts, owner of the 

popular and well-known Winter resort, Pinehurst, N. C., was a howl¬ 
ing success and is assured as an annual fixture. About fifty of the 
best shooters from the North and South faced the traps. 

U. M. C. Arrow and Nifro Club Shells 
were used far more widely than any other make. Mr. A. M. Hatcher 

won the Highest Professional Average, scoring 278 ex 300 Mr 
Frank Hall was high-gun for the first day, breaking 96% per cent 

of 150 targets—-a splendid score. Mr. George. L Lyon broke 

271 ex 300, giving him Second Amateur Average. All of the 

above were won with U. M. C. shells, and in addition, the'Highest 
Genera.1 Average of the whole tournament. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T rapshooting. 

’f you want your shoot to he announced here 

nd a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

Ibtroph7Berg€“ Beach (L‘ L) G‘ C’ F- A- St°ne 

b' 908_iVTKaKSas 9ity\ ^Io-’ midwinter tournament. 
’ , -Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association live- 

fs o..‘°^rnament- Karl Steward, Sec’y. 
shoot Dayt°n' Ky’~Northern Kentucky live bird 

’MerrmF'dSec:yter’ N- J’_North River G- G- Jas- R- 

f Be^kb^SeUy ’ N‘ Nortl,side R- and G- C. H. 

T Haven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor Sec’v 

"trophy.-Bergen Beach (L‘ L> G C. F. Z' Stone 

>oion^n-PwnevULStT(NV-F) G- C. annual club cham- 
pu o2lp*wHcrbert L- JiHson, Sec’y. 

cun oTflCfKeCSPa0rt’ Ra--McKeesport Daily News 

Geo. W Mains Sec’yaUSP,CeS °f En,erprise G- G- 

^7-Burg'n }ieach (L. I.) G. C. 
tion'lAwTTgh?um’ Ala.-The Interstate Associa- 
tioon Sou,hern Handicap target tournament; 

PimburJ Pam0ney‘ ElmCr E- Shaner’ Sec’y-Mgr.: 

meyer~Se?yer'and ^Md^ Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

it—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H Schorte. 
Tl?e(?SMy’ 2°I pearl street. New York. 

Drmc:-HIOBuP^es’ec^.t-) C 3nnUaI tournament. 

KeebTapt L**e City’—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

^cfceespor, Pa-—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 
annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

Tune It?}?63 P MaglCMClY GV C‘ F‘ L- Wachtell, Sec’y" 
19°'i192R-?'n|llraYN- L’-New York State shoot. 

j nint3h"6Cr^i°dU?bUS’ °'_i?he.Interstate Association’s 
XI mo American Handicap target tournament; 

Pit“burg Pa y- Elmer E' Shaner’ Sec’y-Mgr.; 

JUlythUH16T^?at0n’>aFS-The Interstate Association’s 
Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 

burg? pa0ney- Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts- 

AUgT„SVS'herbrYke< ■ Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 

ftasrs c”,G?,¥aPs,Vc”r“*ol 
A"WS!0sS',w“°.5S’’HI.^T.hp' In,er*,*“ 

$1,000 added money. Elmer E 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

SepL 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

C. W. T. Speiser 

target tournament; 
Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 

View G. C. J. J. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Feb. 18-19.—Blue Mound (Ill.) G. C. J. W. Robbins, 
Sec y. * 

Feb- 22-—Sulphur Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Fall River, Mass.—Great Island G. C. P. 
Letendre, Sec y. 

Febkr22irEd|e ,Hlll> Pa-—Highland G. C. J. Franklin 
Meehan, Sec y. 

Feb. 22.—Cleveland, (O.) G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. T 

Farrell, Sec’y. J 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—North End R. and G. Club. W 

A. Lockwood, Treas. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec’y. 
April 1 — Montclair, FL J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 18 or 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. 
Lewis, Sec’y. 

April 21-23.—Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 
men’s Association. Chas. T; Rankin, Sec’y. 

April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa) G 
bee y. - - - 

Maa?718TVMaTnf°(N(Y)) G' C F Q.ston, Pres 

MaV12-fcD1ect°in- S 

MayG1Bl4aTd?oSrtiSfgr(N- YJ & $1°° added’ Gb- 

^4a5Chil?? addeTmoney a^id prii^W Ed V<W“ Sh°oti?« 
May 14,-Skaneateles Junctfon N v ri. Tr’ nCCZ 

*%$*-*""* <FSo g c Ts: 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania <5„f„ c . 

May"126-28.—Lincoln?” 8°"^ 
aAdSdSe0dC.iaUE°anr, TET&y™"1 

MayGouldTs?c’y:°n’ Ky’-Rentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 

MayMmn7MSeEeyeSPOrt’ Pa-EnterPrise G- C. Geo. W. 

JUnQuiggTeStesae“’by0at R°Ck’ Ia-Sunset G. C. A. H. 

JUnSha«uTk;0lSUemcbyUS’ °-°hi° State Association. F. 

June 3-4. Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G C 

June 3-5. Jersey City.-New Jersey State shoot. 

June 4—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y 

’nfeJS’m.TsS,?’c . 
JUnadd1edW'—SandUSky’ 0_Indian tournament; $1,000 

JUnSe?y9--Springfield (a) G’ C Geo- W. Morgan, 

July L—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechter Pres 

dU ySeUy—S' Framjngham (Mass.) G. C. f! p! Hewins, 

JUlyCo3ope7TShe°cVaSVine’ G«-C«cker G- C. C. W. 

SePtLew,^WseeScPy°rt FaCt°ry (MasS> G’ C’ Albert W. 
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Mr. L. White took high honors at the 100-target prize 

shoot of the Meadow Springs Gun Club, Philadelphia, on 

Jan. 25, with a score of 79 out of 100. Mr. D. Williams 

was second with 7S. 

at 

North River Gun 

be added to 
At the all-day shoot of the 

Edgewater, N. J., Feb. 22, $24 will 

■eight events. Refreshments free. Shooting will 

mence at 10 o’clock. 

Club, 

the 

contest for Mr. C. G. Blandford won the fifth and final 

the Hunter Arms Co. vase, at the shoot of the' Ossining, 

N. Y., 

the 

Gun 

runner up 

Club, 

and 

on Jan. 

lost by 

25. Mr. J. 

target. 

T. Hyland was 

‘Pleas'e Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Sliancr writes: 

announce to the readers of Forest and Stream that the 

Interstate Association’s third Eastern Handicap tourna¬ 

ment will be held at Boston, Mass., July 14, 15 and 16. 

There was a good attendance of shooters at the mid¬ 

winter handicap tournament of the Country Club, held 

Pinehurst, N. C., Jan. 23-25. The Preliminary Handi¬ 

cap was captured by Mr. G. S. McCarty, ’of Philadelphia, 

with 91, from the 20yd. mark. Mr. George H. Piercy, 

of Jersey City, was second with 87, from the 19yd. mar . 

Mr. Geo. L. Lyon, of Durham, N. C., was third with 83. 

The midwinter handicap was won by Mr. C. W. Billings, 

of the New York Athletic Club, with a score 

from 18yds. Mr. R. G. Stokely, of Wilmington, 

18yds., was second with 88. Third went to Mr. 

Lyndley, of Newark, who scored 86 from 18yds. 

professionals, high scores were made by Mr 

Hatcher 91; Messrs. Guy Ward and Walter Huff, 

Mr.' G. W. Maxwell, third, with 83. High averages 
300 targets, were as follows: 

per 

per 

and 

with 268 (89 1-3 per cent.). 

Bernard Waters. 

T Upton 
Norris ... 
Stoddard 

Fisher . 
Reardon 
King ... 
Vivian . 
Stewart 

of 90 

N. C., 

Andrew 

Of the 

A. M. 

85, 

Ben It 
Tilman 

and 
in the sweepstake events, 
Mr. Wm. M. Foord, of Wilmington, Del., 27b (9- 

cent.); Geo. L. Lyon was second with 91 (90 1-3 

Messrs. Frank L. Hall, of Ridgefield, N. J., 

Peart . 
Cantelon . 
T C Smith. 
Horning . 
Laing . 

No. 2, 10 live 
32yds.; entrance 
moneys for 

30 9 Darton . 
28 8 Burns . 
29 6 Taylor . 
28 7 Hopper . 

28 4 G Stroud . 
30 S W ilcox . 

30 S Gomph . 

29 7 Ritch . 

28 9 Kirkover . 

28 9 Bennett . 

28 8 McMacken . 

28 8 “99” . 
29 9 Rod and Gun. 

28 8 Pastorius . 

27 9 W F Stott. 

28 7 Wagner . 
30 7 Friend . 

28 9 Ripley . 

29 7 Hunt . 

30 7 

1 
1C 

1 

27 

30 

29 
30 
28 
27 
30 
28 
26 
28 

i 
If 

1 

cent.) 

G. S. McCarty were third 

A tie on 23 was the result of a 

elbow, on Jan. 25, between Mr 

Iowa, and Mr. B. 

at 25 live birds, at 

Machamer, 

Shamdkin, 

contest, gun below the 

O. N. Ford, recently of 

of Trevorton, in a match 

Pa., for a purse of $‘-00. 

At the annual shoot of the Highland Gun Club at Edge 

Hill, Pa., on Jan. 25, Messrs. Ringgold, Davis, Ballan- 

tyne, and Rogers were the chief winners 

articles, silverware and cash prizes 

prize list. 

had 

Geese, 

places i 

toilet 

l the 

be held on the The arrangements for the shoot, to 

grounds of the Keystone Shooting League, at Holmes- 

burg Junction, March 9-14, are in charge of the officers 

of said League. The Sportsmen’s 

furnish the trophies and prizes. 

Show Association will 

Haddonfield In a contest with the 

Narberth, Pa., Gun Club was defeated in 

contest by a score of 201 to 151 out 

Haddonfield, Jan. 25. 

Ghn Club, the 

a ten-man team 

of a possible 250, at 

Narberth had three absentees, who 

were allowed 12 each, hence 

Narberths actually contesting. 

there were but seven of the 

Bos- 

He 

with 

Dr. Ellis was a double winner at the shoot of the 

ton Athletic Association, at Riverside, Jan. 25. 

scored 93 in the 100-target event, and tied on 276 
Gilman in the Whitney cup event, the latter being the 

sum of the three best scores as follows: Ellis 93, 90, 93; 

Gilman, 94, 94, 88. The tie was shot off in a 50-target 

event, and Ellis won. 

Secretary H. Beckler writes us that the Northside Rod 

and Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., will visit Midland 

Club on Feb. 8, the main purpose being a ten-man 

contest, the fourth of a series 
Gun 

team 

to be 

first ten-man 

Richfield, N. 

of five. On a date 

determined later, the Northsiders 

team contest of a series 

J., Gun Club. 

K 

of 

will shoot 

three, with 

the 

the 

was a 

industrious 

The Paleface shoot, in honor of Mr. Horace C. Kirk¬ 

wood, held on Jan. 25, at Wellington, Mass, 

pronounced success in every particular. The 

and efficient secretary of the Palefaces was given an 

opportunity to shoot and enjoy himself, free from the 

cares of management. That he did both well is shown 

the report of the shoot, published elsewhere in our by 
trap columns this week. 

Hamilton Tournament. 
-The eighteenth annual tournament of 
Club was held on Jan. 14, 15, 16 and 

cold and unfavorable forS°°5 
of shooters from the United 
the number were many of the 

Hamilton, Can.- 
the Hamilton Gun 
17. The weather was 
scores. The attendance 
States was large, and in 

faTheSpr?|rarmme on the first day had ten events each 
at 20 targets. $2 entrance, $20 guaranteed in each event. 
Handicaps were from 16 to 20yds. The first five.events 
were shot from handicaps allotted, and. on their per¬ 
formances in these events they were again handicapped 
for the remainder of the day’s programme High aver 
age, $10; second, $5. Rose system, 6, 4, 3, 2, surplus 

a<JThe glare of light from the snow undoubtedly had an 

adverse effect on the scores. T A R 
First high professional ayerage^wen^toMr. .LA. R. 

is second with 173, 8614 Per 
Elliott, who scored a total 
cent. Mr. J. R. Taylor 

C<First high amateur average was scored by Mr. Harry 
D. Kirkover, with 176, 8S per cent.; Mr F Hopper, of 
Westfield Nl Y., and Geo. E. Burns, of Cleveland, O., 
tied for second place on 172, 86 per cent. The scores 

follow. Professionals. 

123456789 10 Events: 

T 
E 
J 
W 
H 

Targets: 
A 
G 
R 
B 
H 

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
R Elliott 14 18 19-.19 ® 16 17 18 19 18 
White!?!!! 12 16 1#IS 14 18 20 17 20 15 

Taylor. 
Darton.. 
Stevens. 

15 16 17 16 19 17 18 16 20 19 
15 15 17 16 18 17 17 18 16 15 
15 14 17 17 15 17 17 17 20 18 

Broke. 
177 
165 
173 
166 
167 

Av. 
.885 
.825 
.865 
.830 
.838 

M E Fletcher 
Geo Beattie . 
Dr Wilson .. 
A D Bates... 
Tom Upton . 
O T Ford.... 
Fisher 

the Greener 

Gun Club, Jan. 
Mr. 1. S. Crane scored the second leg 

gun at the shoot of the Montclair, N. J., 

25 after a tie on 48 with Mr. A. R. Allan and Dr. J. D. 

Burtis. He also scored a full 25 in the second event 

and won. The leg of the two-man team contest, for the 

Colquitt trophy, was easily to the credit of Messrs. F. W. 

Moffett, 48, and A. R. Allan 49, total 97. 

Amateurs. 
11 10 16 15 16 17 14 16 18 14 
12 9 16 14 17 17 18 16 15 15 
13 15 16 15 13 14 15 14 19 17 
17 15 14 15 14 16 16 15 14 11 
12 16 19 17 20 14 15 16 11 13 
16 15 14 14 19 17 18 20 17 16 

SI1C1 .16 15 13 13 14 14 18 18 13 18 
Kirkover ’... 17 15 IS 14 19 19 20 17 20 17 
Hooper' . 14 18 19 17 17 15 18 18 18 18 

■::: 3S S 51 is S S S S S 
F Morrison -■^16 16 13 18 15 16 13^5 13 

\sterling-'.::::: ii ie 1913 ie 15 is 141317 
T M Stoddart... 16 15 19 14 15 14 14 14 16 17 
'Scutt ..16 6 12 10 12 13 16 18 . 
Choate .12 13 13 11 13 13 16 14 9 11 
W Crossland ... 14 16 13 14 15 14 18 16 10 16 
Farmer . 8 9 8 7 10 4 10 12 16 13 
Karr .15 14 11 14. 
Dunk ::.. 15 16 15 17 19 15 16 17 14 17 
Marsh . 17 16 15 17 14 15 16 19 17 16 
Vivian ... 13 18 17 15 16 18 12 14 15 18 
Fenton .15 17 17 16 17 15 15 14 15 18 
Bums ......... 7 18 18 17 18 17 17 17 17 16 
Ripley . 17 14 13 13 16 10 . 

Raspberry""::: 13 14 15 i<5 i5 14 14 14 15 i3 
D McMachin . 12 14 18 16 14 14 14 16 17 17 
Parker ... .... 15 13 17 10 15 17 18 14 12 16 
"Rnwron ..••• •• •• •• 14 lb 11 •• • • •• •• 
NorHs :: .15 16 15 15 19 18 
Wilcox .11 11 15 11 .. ■■ 
Frank .""i!".11 13 10 15 12 

142 
149 
151 
147 
153 
166 
152 
176 
172 
167 
147 
145 

.710 

.745 

.755 

.735 

.765 

.830 

.760 

.880 

.860 
.835 
.735 
.725 

158 
154 

125 
146 

97 

161 
162 
156 
159 
172 

143 
152 
147 

Peart. „ 
Smith . 6 15 

Eckford .ii ii 11 ifi " 
C Thompson.11 15 11 16 

Laing . 
Wade . 

Jan. 15. Second Day. 

There were three live-bird events on the programme 
to-day, but only two events were completed 

No. 1 10 live birds. $100 guaranteed; handicaps 26 to 
3°vds * entrance, $7.50; surplus added; Rose system, 

5, 3,"2: 

7 11 

19 18 
17 17 

birds, 
$10, 

$200 guaranteed; handicaps, 26 t< 
surplus added; high guns; foui 

Dr Scott 
Jennings 

McRitcliie 

Dr Wilson 
A D Bates. 
T Upton . 
Norris .... 

G Stroud 
Reardon 
Vivian . 
King ... 

Wagner 

Tillman 

Ben It . 
Ford .... 
Rod and 
Pastorius 
Stott .... 

Gun. 

ry ten entries: 

Yds. T’i Yds. 

...28 6 Marlatt . ... 28 

...30 7 Woodward . ..28 

...28 S T C Smith. 
g ...26 

...30 8 Horning . ... 28 

...31 6 “99” . 

...29 5 Laing . 

...30 6 Crew . 

...29 9 Wakefield . ...29 

...31 

...28 
5 
9 

Hopper . 
Dunk . 

...28 

...28 

... 27 8 Cnntelon . ...29 

...28 9 Blackwell . ...26 

... 30 9 “49” . ... 27 

... 29 6 Wilcox . ...29 

.... 28 9 H R Parker ... ...28 

.... 99 9 T Bennett . ...29 

.... 28 10 McMacken .... ... 28 

.... 29 5 T Stroud . ...29 

.... 30 5 t R Taylor. ...31 

.... 28 9 Kerr . ... 28 

.... 98 7 Ripley . ... 27 

.... 30 10 Stoddard . ...27 

.... 27 S Sterling . .. 26 

.... 26 8 Kirkover . ... 30 

.... 30 7 • 

Jan. 16. Third Day. 

T’ 
1 

The programme of to-day was identical with that of tl 
first day. Mr. John R. Taylor broke 177 out of 200, 88' 
per cent., and was high professional. Mr. Elliott w: 
second with 151. Mr. L. Fisher, of Buckeye Lake, 0 
was high amateur average with 163, 81.5 per cent. M 
Burns was second with 158. The latter took high amatei 
average for the two days; Hopper took second. Score: 

Professionals. 

Elliott .14 12 16 17 16 17 12 16 14 17 
White . 14 15 12 18 16 13 16 17 13 15 
Taylor . 18 20 17 19 17 19 16 1 9 17 15 
Darton . 9 14 14 12 14 16 10 18 16 13 
Stevens . 12 14 10 13 12 12 12 15 13 13 

Broke. 
151 
149 
177 
136 
126 

A 
.7! 
.7 
.8: 
.6 
.6 

.790 

.770 

.625 

.780 

.485 

.805 

.810 

.780 

.795 
.860 

.715 

.760 

.735 

NN 

Corresponding Secretary R. S. Pringle, Bradford, Pa., 

writes us as follows in respect to the Pennsylvania State 

shoot: “We expect to make this shoot a hummer, as we 

will give plenty of money, valuable merchandise and 

other prizes. Will use the Squier money-back system for 

Pennsylvania shooters. Those from outside are welcome, 

but take their chances on winning their entrance back. 

Will have a side issu? for shooters from other States in 

the way of an optional sweep, and this will be open to 

all amateurs.” 

Amateurs. 

Hunsberry .11 9 14 15 14 14. 
Beattie .19 13 15 16 14 13 15 19 14 17 
Wilson .16 14 11 10 12 16 16 16 16 16 
Singer .13 10 10 13 13 8. 
Upton .11 15 12 14 10 16 15 16 18 19 
Ford .17 13 17 17 12.15 14 18 15 15 
Fisher .15 15 17 17 lfT17 16 16 15 17 
Kirkover .10 12 13.. 
Hopper . 14 16 7 18 10 17 18 18 18 18 
Sidway . 11 13 14 17 13 19 16 17 16 20 
Wagner .18 16 16 18 14 15 10 14 11 10 
Morrison . 16 9 15 13 15 15 15 15 15 17 
Cantelon . 8 .. 9 9.• ■• 
Burns . 16 13 16 18 17 15 14 19 15 15 
Vivian .14 10.15 12 16 16 11 
Tomlinson . 7 6 7 7 10 11 . 
Scutt .10 10 13 16 14 15. 
Sterling . 14 13 13 15 10 15. 
Stoddard . 9 9 10 9 12 12 ...... .. 
Cox . 6 11 11 13 13 10 11 14 13 11. 
McMachen .15 18 12 16 16 12 18 17 11 16 
Parker .11 14 11 7 16 12 14 13 13 13 
Laing .11 13 13 14 13 12 12 14 12 12 
Wadi .14 12 13 9 16 16 15 13 10 12 
Rod and Gun... 14 13 15 13 12 16 15 18 15 14 
Kerr . 9 11 12 9 13 .. 11 13 .... 
Wakefield .10 9 14 1* 16 16 12 12 13 15 
Wilcox . 9 12 16 14 13.. 
Crew .10 12 18 18 
Pastorius .10 12 18 18 
Stott . 14 14 13 4 15 13 13 13 8 9 
T C Smith. 4... 
Fletcher .10. 
Ripley . 13 9. 
“99” .11.— • 
Barnard. ° 
“49” . 5 
Blackwell .13 .. 
Webber .. ® 
Lyons. “ • • 

155 
143 

146 
153 
163 

154 
156 
142 
145 

158 

114 
151 
124 
126 
130 
145 

131 

116 

Jan. 17, Fourth Day. 

Dr Scott... 
O N Ford. 
H Marlatt 
Wade ...... 
McRitcJiie . 
Fletcher ... 

Dr Wilson 
A D Bates. 

Yds. T’l. Yds. 

..28 8 Sid wav . .27 
9 .28 

.. 27 9 »Dunk . . 28 
‘>q 7 .27 

.. 30 10 Skutt .. . 30 

.. 30 10 R Day . 

.. 28 9 Blackwell .27 

.. 30 8 “49” . .28 

.. 28 9 Jennings .... .30 

T’i 

6 
9 
7 
9 
7 

10 
7 
6 
9 

The Grand Canadian Handicap, designated as ever 
on the second day was concluded to-day. 1 he sec 
of this event were published in Forest and t>w 
of last week. The conditions were 20 live birds, ■ 
guaranteed, $100 and the trophy emblematic « 
championship of Canada; entrance, $15, birds incliid 
surplus added. Balance of guarantee divided 
system, 5, 4, 3, 2. 

The other two events were each at 10 birds, enuv 
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50, $100 guaranteed; one class shooting, 50, 30 and 20, 
e other high guns, one money for each four entries. 

‘ie scores follow 

Event No. 1: 
Yds. T’l Yds. T’l 

unsberry . . 28 8 Stotts . ... 29 8 
•rd . . 31 9 Horning . ...28 8 
imph . . 26 7 “49” . ...28 9 
ade . . 29 10 Vivian . ...28 S 
cRitchie . , 30 S “99” . ...31 9 
etcher . . 30 10 Wakefield . ...29 9 
ewart . . 29 8 Marsh . ...28 6 
• Wilson . . 29 7 Tennings . ...29 10 
D Bates. . 29 8 Norris . ...28 7 
Upton . . 29 7 Webber . ...26 3 

agner . . 29 9 Laing . ...29 6 
lrns . . 28 9 J R Taylor. ...31 9 
Court . . 26 7 Reardon . ...30 9 
ng . . 29 9 Cox . ...26 5 
ilcox . . 29 7 W B Darton... ...28 6 
:attie . , 28 9 Hopper . ... 29 w 
rncs . . 26 7 Crew . ...29 8 
orrison . 27 9 Sidway . ...26 7 
pley . . 27 8 McQueen . ...28 8 
kford . . 28 8 Davies . ...26 5 

>d and Gun .... . 27 10 McMacken .... ...28 7 
storius . . 26 7 G Stroud . ...28 8 

Event No. 3: 
Yds. T’l Yds. T’l 

agner . , ’’8 10 Stotts . ... 29 8 
->rrison . . 28 8 Barnes . ...26 7 
9” . 31 w. Horning . ...28 10 
ade . . 30 9 Vivian . ...28 8 
cRitchie . . 30 9 Wakefield . ...30 9 
ng . . 29 7 Marsh . ...27 9 
etcher . . 30 10 Jennings . ...30 w 
• Wilson . . 28 9 Ford . ...31 9 
Upton . . 28 7 Fitch . ...27 8 

inings . w Rod and Gun.. ...28 8 
storius. . 26 5 Parker . ...26 7 
jardon . . 30 8 Crew . ...29 8 

Mr. H. H. Stevens was a useful assistant at the shoot, 
r. E. P. Wilkin, of Utica, was a visitor professionally, 
le American visitors present were: J. M. Stoddard, 
inandaigua, N. Y.; A. C. Skutt, Morton, N. Y.; 
arence Sidney, Buffalo, N. Y.; J. R. Taylor, Newark, 
; Joseph Wagner, Utica, N. Y., and Fred. G. Wilcox, 
>me, N. Y.; George E. Burns, Cleveland, O.; Ed- 
rd Cox, Buffalo, N. Y.; Willard B. Darton, Portland, 
e.; J. A. R. Elliott, New York City; Orin N. Ford, 
amokin. Pa.; Lon Fisher Buckeye Lake, O.; William 
Hopper, Westfield, N. Y.; Harry Kirkover, Buffalo, 
Y.; M. E. Mayhew, Fred Morrison, Hinckley, N. Y.; 
L. Northcup, Buffalo, N. Y.; H. R. Parker, Cleve- 

id, O. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 26.—The Mountain View Gun Club 
lid their Tri-County Trapshooting League tournament 
turday afternoon. A large attendance was present, 

:-ty-three shooters taking part in the day’s sport. A 
1 ge number of spectators witnessed the shooting. The 
pfessionals present were Neaf Apgar, Sim Glover and 
,;k Fanning. Apgar and Sanders were tie for high 
:n. Harry Valentine, of Albany, was second high 
uateur and A. Green, of Schenectady, was third high 
aateur. A number of shooters from Schenectady and 
.bany were present. 
Dn Saturday, Feb. 8, the Schenectady Gun Club will 

lid their league tournament. Next Saturday the handi- 
p for the Ballistite and Empire Powder Company’s 
i;dal will be commenced. 
Jhester B. Smith, a trade representative, was also 

psent. This was Mr. Smith’s first visit, and he made a 
imber of friends. Following are the scores: 

‘pgar .... 
'lover .... 
'anning . 
iiders .... 
'lentine .. 
llliman .. 
I berts .... 
(een . 
lesslin ... 
1 tier . 
Idges .... 
Iller . 
Itts . 
I'kpatrick 
• tman ... 
t C Smith. 
Mite . 
le . 
Inley . 
'tllburg .. 
'n Vost .. 
lHancox . 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
.100 88 Borne . 70 39 
.100 85 Sweet . 70 47 
. 100 72 Mrs. Butler 60 39 
. 100 88 Harper .... ... 60 23 
. 100 87 Crowley ... 60 12 
.100 77 Film . 60 19 
.100 75 F Hancox . 55 41 
.100 80- H Smith .. 55 30 
. 100 73 Hill . 55 32 

69 Adams .. 50 33 
57 Mann .. 30 21 
61 Allen .. 50 30 

. 100 55 Jackson ..... 50 25 

. 100 47 Paine . 45 24 

. 85 55 Galvin . 45 31 

. 80 48 Howard . 45 31 

. 80 60 L Miller ... 45 26 
61 45 
15 Dutcher .... 40 19 

. 70 58 Ryemiller ... 40 10 

. 70 32 Collins . 25 13 

. 70 47 

1 

J. J. Farrell ,, Sec’y 

North River Gun Club. 

«, N. J., Jan. 25.—Scores made at the club 
are appended: 

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 
11 14 13 10 12 15 13 13 

9 9 10 8 13 9 10 12 
12 12 13 14 11 11 13 12 
11 11 10 10 13 9 .. 
10 12 11 12 11 12 14 ii 

events: 
uax ... 
chter 

jtkhoff 
adolph 
’ wnsend 
; pes .., 
■ inter . 
hrke .. 
I lerlain . in 
•:Cloud 

10 12 13 13 12 14 13 12 
8 8 

8 12 11 
7 

14 
11 

9 
13 

9 8 13 10 
12 10 13 12 If 

10 12 10 10 

12 12 
10 11 
12 10 
10 9 

7 4 

189 

97.18 0/ THE HIGHEST 
0 AVERAGE YET 97.18 

MADE WITH 

WINCHESTER 
FACTORY LOADED SHELLS 

W. R. CROSBY 

97.18$ 
for 3,300 Targets 

94.8$ 
for 12,970 Targets 

FRED GILBERT 

95.8$ 
for 9,159 Targets 

HIGH AVERAGE WINNER 

FOR FIFTH TIME 

In 1907 They Also Won 

High Y early Average 
High Amadeur Average 

And were used by^ELEVEN OUT OF 

THE FIRST FOURTEEN HIGH MEN 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 18.—Under most unfavorable 
weather conditions the second semi-monthly shoot was 
held this afternoon. A gale of wind made accurate 
shooting and good scores an impossibility. A class 
badge was won by E. Reineckc with 20 out of 25. Sey¬ 
mour won Class B with 17, and Moll Class C with 16. 
Scores follow: 

Events: 12345678 
Targets: 10 15 25 10 25 15 15 25 

Covert .  4 10 15 6 12 7 .. .. 
Seymour . 8 12 17 4. 
Reinecke . 4 8 20 8 16 8 5 17 
Beyer .  4 7 10 3 8 7 .. 
Mesinger . 6 13 9 6 13 4 2 10 
Wootton . 7 10 19 7 19 8 10 20 
Hasbrouck . 5 7. 
Cox . 5 13 15 7 15 13 10 17 
Warner . 7 11 14 6 13 8 4 .. 
Hopper . 7 12 13 5 .. 8 .. 
Alward . 4 8 7 . 
Smith . 5 11 10. 
Moll . 4 11 16 5 14 11 8 11 
Wakefield . 8 8 . 8 7 .. 
Weiss . 9 19 5 11 12 10 17 
Heinold . 6 .. 12 4 14 6 9 19 

W. C. Wootton, Sec’y. 

North Side Gun Club. 

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 25.—The weekly shoot of the 
Northside Rod and Gun Club was held on their ground, 
Columbia Heights, to-day. Nine shooters took part in 
the programme, which consisted of eight events, and 
although the cold made their ears and fingers tingle, 
some good scores were made. 

On Feb. 8, the Northsiders will go to Maywood, N. J., 
as guests of the Midland Gun Club, with whom they 
will shoot the fourth of a series of five matches. 

The club has also accepted the challenge of the Rich¬ 
field, N. J., Gun Club to shoot a series of three ten- 
man team matches, best two our of three to win, some 
time in the future. 

The proposed consolidation of the several clubs in this 
vicinity is progressing very favorably. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 25 25- 

1 ( Banta. . 9 11 8 12 19 22 
1 M Scoskie ... . 7 5 10 10 5 ii 14 17 
J Spaeth . . 6 10 7 11 7 13 21 21 
. 8 13 y 10 8 

Isaac Storms .. . 5 7 7 7 
ii Simonton ... . 4 10 5 y 
VV II Wilson... . 5 7 4 5 
H Howland ... . 9 10 7 10 3 9 

Uncle Hank 
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The Palefaces. 
Boston, Mass., Jan. 25.—The Paleface shoot, held at 

Wellington, to-day, in honor of their secretary and treas¬ 
urer, brought forth a most representative attendance, with 
some thirty shooters, representing the majority of trap¬ 
shooting clubs in and around Boston. 

The shoot itself, ably handled by Chas. E. Comer, Geo. 
H. Hassam, B. F. Smith and the help of a few other 
enthusiasts, ran just like clock-work, and many com¬ 
pliments were heard, which goes to show that the Pale¬ 
faces are well stocked with the proper ability and spirit 
to tun enjoyable shoots for all. 

The high average for the day went to the worthy rep¬ 
resentative of Rhode Tsland, the first 100 targets seeing 
a battle royal between Nelson, Griffiths and Mayor, 8 
misses for the former and 9 for the latter two; but in 
the last 75 Griffiths let out a notch and ate up all but 
three, which gave him the win with 6 targets to the 
good. In the shoot-off between Mayor and Nelson 
the former proved his ability as a, tie shooter by a good 
23 score, and Nelson having lost 4 in the meantime, had 
to be content with third position. 

In the 100 added target handicap, the winner proved to 
be Nelson, whose 92 netted high score from scratch, and 
with the addition of a 2 handicap, placed a 94, just one 
target too many for Charlie Marden, who thought the 
boys had given him too liberal a handicap, and pro¬ 
ceeded to prove it with his trusty weapon and load. 
Charlie is too conscientious a shooter, and delights in 
pulling off a win -with a low handicap, but the handi¬ 
capping committee would not allow this, and the close¬ 
ness proved their good judgment. 

In events 2, 4, and 6, the cup winners were Nelson for 
first and a tie between Hassam, Marden, Mayor and 
Kirkwood, the four in shooting off furnishing the best 
tie shoot of the day, the two latter tying in the first 25, 
and then both cleaning 25 straight in the next tie. As 
this was glory- enough for both, and the' laurels were 
even, a split was agreed upon, and now half a cup 
adorns each den with this memorable tie engraved on 
each. 

The team match with its entrants was not the runaway 
race expected, when the roster of the Middlesex boys 
was looked into, and after considerable seesawing, etc., 
the boys representing East Lexington, under the able 
guidance of Bob Smith, emerged a winner, with Griff’s 
48 for high individual. The home boys now state that, 
as usual, they want satisfaction, and it would not be 
surprising if a series of team matches between the two 
clubs was arranged. 

Two barrels was thd rule in the last 25, and car¬ 
tridge manufacturers would have been pleased to have 
seen the decided increase in consumption of shells *that 
this event created. Kawop, in his first effort, cleaned up 
24 with an extra target^ hafldicap, and tied with Jordan, 
who had 25 for a straight, the former in the shoot-off 
keeping up the good work, while the latter fell off a 
trifle. 

Altogether the shoot was one of those pleasant affairs 
where every shooter enjoys himself, and with events 
running off on scheduled time, things could not be 
better. 

Too much credit cannot be given to Supt. Dickey, 
whose work in’the office was of the best, and winners 
were announced with the greatest dispatch and accuracy. 

One of the most pleasing incidents connected with the 
shoot took place during the noon hour. Governor- 
General Smith, on behalf of the Palefaces and New 
England trapshooters in general, presented Secretary 
Horace C. Kirkwood with a solid gold Paleface Watch 
charm as a token of appreciation of his services since 
the organization of the association. 

Events: 123456789 10 11 Shot 
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 10 15 at. Brk. 

Griffiths ... 15 11 20 14 15 16 15 14 19 9 15 175 163 
Mayor . 15 13 19 12 13 19 10 13 19 10 14 175 157 
Nelson . 14 15 18 14 13 18 11 14 18 9 13 175 157 
Hassam 13 13 17 12 14 19 13 11 17 9 14 175 153 
Frank . 13 14 19 13 14 16 14 11 16 10 13 175 153 
Powers .... 13 13 17 11 15 18 14 12 18 9 13 175 153 
McArdle 12 12 16 15 14 16 15 13 17 9 13 175 152 
R Smith ... 14 13 18 14 15 16 11 13 18 8 12 175 152 
Kirkwood 7 12 17 14 14 18 14 13 19 10 13 175 151 
Tordan . 14 13 18 11 12 14 12 12 19 10 15 175 152 
Marden .... 11 14 17 12 13 18 12 13 IS 8 11 175 147 
Willard .... 14 12 15 14 10 17 13 12 17 7 13 175 144 
Buffalo .... 14 12 18 10 14 14 11 14 16 7 13 175 143 
Howe . 15 12 18 13 13 15 11 12 17 8 9 175 143 
Freeman ... 11 10 13 12 13 17 11 9 18 10 12 175 136 
Kawop .... 12 10 19 13 12 9 10 13 14 10 14 175 136 
Wheeler ... 10 10 17 13 13 14 14 10 14 9 11 175 135 
Charles .... 12 12 12 14 10 14 13 12 17 8 11 175 135 
Dagget .... 14 12 18 11 12 13 13 9 13 6 11 175 132 
Pennington 12 9 17 11 13 17 8 13 15 6 9 175 130 
Borland .... 12 12 13 11 13 14 9 9 15 10 12 175 130 
Parker .... 13 12 15 10 11 17 10 10 12 9 12 175 129 
Sibley . 11 10 14 12 11 16 8 8 13 7 13 175 123 
Gilmore ... 10 8 14 10 11 16. 9 12 125 90 
Wyman .... 75 53 
Chamberlain 75 52 
Worthing .. 75 47 
Hallam .... . 7 .. 13 6 7 60 33 
Bryant . 35 20 

Match at 100 targets, added target handicap, cups to 
first and second high guns: 

B. H. S. B. H. S. 
Nelson .... ... 92 2 94 Jordan . .... 82 3 85 
Marden .... ...85 8 93 Pennington . .... 79 6 85 
Smith . ...90 2 92 Borland . .... 75 10 85 
Griffiths ... ... 91 0 91 Buffalo . .... 82 2 84 
Mavor . ...91 0 91 Freeman _ .... 76 8 84 
Frank . ... <S9 1 l1 Kirkwood ... .... 82 0 82 
Hassam .... ... 88 2 90 Daggett . .... 80 2 82 
Powers .... ...87 2 b9 Charles . .... 74 7 81 
Howe . ... 8fi 3 89 Gilmore . .... 69 12 81 
McArdle ...85 2 87 Wheeler . .... 77 3 80 
Willard .... ... 82 4 86 Kawop . .... 75 4 79 
Parker . ... 76 10 86 Sibley . .... 74 3 77 

M atch at 25 targets, use of both barrels. added target 
handicap, cup to high gun; no score to exceed 25. 
Kawop ..... ... 24 1 25 Parker . .... 21 2 23 
Jordan . ... 25 1 25 Nelson . .... 22 0 22 

Griffiths . .... 24 0 24 Willard . ... 20 1 21 

Mayor . .... 24 0 24 Buffalo . ...20 1 ■ 21 
Hassam . .... 23 1 24 Wheeler . ... 20 1 21 
Freeman .... .... 22 2 24 Sibley . ... 20 I 21 

Gilmore . .... 21 3 24 Smith . ... 20 1 21 
Frank . .... 23 0 23 Charles . ... 19 2 21 
Frank . .... 23 0 23 Marden . ... 19 1 20 
Kirkwood .... .... 23 0 23 Dagget . ...17 1 18 
McArdle . 99 1 23 Howe . 1 18 

Powers . .... 22 1 23 Pennington ... ... 15 2 17 
Borland . . 11 1 23 

Five-irian team match, 50 targets per shooter,' cup to 
each member of winning team and cup to high individual 
score: 

Middlesex Gun Club. Watertown Gun Club. 
Griffiths . .. 4S Jordan . . 43 
McArdle . .. 45 Nelson . . 43 
R Smith . .. 42 Howe . 
Mayor . .. 42 Willard . . 42 
Wheeler. .. 38—215 Sibley . . 29—197 

Paleface Gun Club. Independent Gun Club. 
Kirkwood . .. 40 Charles . . 42 
Powers . .. 44 Freeman .... . 38 
F rank . .. 41 Kawop . . 37 
Frank . .. 41 Borland . .33 
Hassam . .. 41 Worthing ... . 32—182 
Buffalo . .. 41—213 

Winthrop Gun Club. 
Wyman . .. 40 Dagget . .35 
Chamberlain . .. 37 Parker . . 32—180 
Pennington . .. 36 

New York Athletic Club. 

Traverjs Island, N. Y., Jan. 18.—Our regular weekly 
shoot to-day brought out fourteen guns, some of our 

boys having gone to Pinehurst for the Country Club’s 
midwinter tournament. With the exception of a gusty 
wind from the southwest, the weather was ideal for 
shooting. 

Fred. Hodgman, shooting a new gun, got a straight 
in practice, and Fred Schauffler celebrated his return 
from abroad with a straight from scratch. 

Event No. 1, was for practice, with Hodgman high 
gun. No. 2, for January cup, leg won by M. V. Lenane, 
with handicap of 6 targets. No. 3, for Sauer gun, leg won 
by Hodgman, after tie with Pelham, winning shoot-off 
by 1 target. No. 4, high score cup, won by Hodgman 
and Tilt, with 23 each. No. 5, trophy shoot, won by 
Pelham after tie with Thomson. No. 6, trophy shoot, 
won by Schauffler with straight score from scratch; No. 
7, trophy shoot, at 5 doubles, 5 targets with gun below 
elbow, and 10 singles, all at scratch, and was won by 
Pelham. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Targets: 25 50 25 25 25 25 25 

F Pelham . 20 4 42 2 24 2 22 2 24 2 21 19 
F Hodgman. 25 2 38 1 24 1 23 0 21 0 22 16 
(' 21 10 36 5 21 5 22 
C L Graves. 18 10 34 5 18 5 17 
M V Lenane. 20 6 45 2 21 2 19 2 20 2 21 ii 
C J Ryan. 15 0 36 0 16 0 15 0 18 0 15 12 
T Lenane . 15 10 38 5 22 5 15 5 18 5 15 10 
F H Schauffler... 0 41 0 22 0 22 0 22 0 25 13 
G M Thomson... 4 18 4 22 4 24 4 20 
C L Edey. 5 16 5 17 5 17 5 17 10 
A Tilt . 1 23 1 23 1 21 18 
J Keely . 5 19 5 18 5 15 10 

Jan. 25.—Extremely cold weather and high wind made 
good scoring very difficult and also kept the attendance 
down to ten guns. 

Event No. 1, for practice, tied for by Greiff, Held and 
Schauffler, each getting 21 targets. No. 2, January cup, 
leg won by Dr. Held with 47 breaks, but Pelham wins 
cup, having two previous legs to his ’credit. No. 3, 
Sauer gun, leg won by Greiff with 24, assisted by 2 
added targets. No. 4, high score cup, won by Schauf¬ 
fler and Greiff, with 22 each. Nos. 5 and 6, team pick¬ 
ups, and both events were hotly contested; Held and 
Hodgman won the first, and Lenane and Rodgers the 
second, after shooting off tie with Schauffler and Held. 

Events: 12 3 4 
Hodgman . . 19 2 41 1 21 1 20 
Pelham . 4 43 2 22 2 20 
Greiff . 4 46 2 24 1 22 
Held . 4 47 1 19 1 19 
M V Lenane. . 18 8 42 4 21 4 20 
T Lenane . . 16 10 36 5 19 5 19 
Rodgers . . 14 0 33 0 10 0 16 
Schauffler . . 21 0 42 0 21 0 22 
Thomson . . 15 10 44 5 23 5 21 
Griskerhoff . . 13 0 30 0 13 0 10 

No. 5, two-man team contest: Schauffler and Pelham 
22; M. V. Lenane and Greiff 22; Brinkerhoff and T. 
Lenane, Jr., 14; Held and Hodgman 24; Rodgers and 
Thomson 23. 

No. 6, same: T. Lenane and Greiff 20; Hodgman and 
Pelham 21; M. V. Lenane and Rodgers 22; Schauffler 
and Held 22. 

Shoot-off, 10 targets: M. V. Lenane and Rodgers 9; 
Schauffler and Held 8. 

Belmont Gun Club. 

Narberth, Pa., Jan. 25.—Eleven shooters took part in 
an event at 15 live birds. Jackson and Evans were high 
with 13 each, and divided first. Thomas, Babb and 
Evans tied on 12 for second place. Scores: 
Park .202101012211210—11 
Coyle .222021222200220—11 
Emerson .102022002212000— 8 
Jackson...021122202221222—13 
Evans .221111201202212—13 
Myers .220101210202212—11 
Boyle .220110201202212—11 
Thomas .220101210212112—12 
Babb .220110201212212—12 
Evans .  12010121021212—12 
Esslinger .22*2*2112**2221—II 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Jan. 25.—There were three contest¬ 
ants in the January cup event, of whom Mr. J. H. 
Ernst was high with 24. His two best prior scores in 
the month were 23 and 21, a total of 68 out of a pos¬ 
sible 75. G. G. Stephenson finished second with 63. 
Owing to the absence of members, the weekly team 
contest was cancelled. The scores follow: 

January cup, 25 targets^ 

J H Ernst. 4’ 24 
G G Stephenson..-. 3 23 

Trophy shoot, 25 targets: 
H M Brigham. 1 25 
F B Stephenson.... 0 24 
J H Ernst. 4 24 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H M Brigham. 0 15 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 2 15 
F B Stephenson.... 0 12 

Prize divided. 
Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 

G G Stephenson.... 2 14 
F B Stephenson. 0 13 
H B Vanderveer.... 2 10 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H M Brigham. 0 15 
F B Stephenson.0 14 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 
H M Brigham. 1 24 
F B Stephenson.... .0 20 
G G Stephenson.... 3 18 
W W Marshall. 5 18 
J H Ernst. 4 17 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 
F B Stephenson. 15 
H M Brigham.14 
\V C Damron. 12 
G G Stephenson, Jr... 11 

Trophy shoot, 25 targets: 

C A Sykes. . 5 25 

T H Ernst. . 4 23 

G G Stephenson... . 3 22 

F B Stephenson... . 0 21 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
C A Sykes. 2 14 

W C Damron. 1 14 

I H Ernst. 2 14 
F B Stephenson.... 0 13 
G G Stephenson.... 2 13 

Shoot-off, 15 targets: 
C A Sykes. 3 lh 

J H Ernst. 1 13 

H. T. 
W W Marshall. 5 29 

G G Stephenson.... 3 23 
W W Marshall. 5 20 

11 B Vanderveer.... 2 12 
J H Ernst. 2 9 

T FI Ernst. 2 10 
’H M Brigham. 0 7 

G G Stephenson.... 2 14 
J H Ernst. 2 12 

W C Damron. 2 17 
T Sykes . 5 16 
H B Vanderveer... 4 14 
L C Hopkins. 5 13 

T H Ernst. 7 
W W Marshall. 6 
L C Hopkins . 3 

H M Brigham. 0 20 
W C Damron. 2 17 
L C Hopkins. 5 16 

H M Brigham. 0 12 
W W Marshall. 3 11 
L C Hopkins. 3 9 
H B Vandeveer. 2 7 

W C Damron. 1 10 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 25.—Herewith inclosed I send 
rou a list of tournaments registered with the interstate 
Association during the week ending this date. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr. 

West Chester Grn Club, at West Chester, Pa., Feb. 15. 

F. E. Eachus, Sec’y. . 
Rising Sun Gun Club, at Rising Sun, Md., Feb. 19. 

A. B. Keen, Sec’y „ , ,, 
Herron Hill Gun Club, at Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 22. 

^York^CUy' GumClub, at Spry, Pa., Feb. 22. Bernard 

Elsesser, Sec’y. _ .. , _ 1. 
Selin’s Grove Gun Club, at Seim s Grove, Pa., Feb. -2. 

Silas H. Schoch, Sec’y. , ,7 
Jewell Gun Club, at Jewell, la., March 26 and 27. 

\V. S. Hoon. Sec’y. _ ... . ... 
Cedar Bluffs Gun Club, at Cedar Bluffs, Neb., April 

1 and 2. L. J. Schere, Sec’y. 
Palatka Gun Club, at Palatka, Fla., April 8. R. M. 

B BerwickyRod and Gun Club, at Berwick, Pa., April 9 
and 10. W. I. Shrader, Sec’y. . ,, 

South End Gun Club, at Reading, Pa., April 11. 
Howard Melchior, Sec’y. 1 . 

Stanley Gun Club, at Toronto, Ont., Canada, April 1 i 
and 18. G. M. Dunk, Sec’y. 

Omaha Gun Club, at Omaha, Neb., April 28, 29 and 30. 
Geo. W. Loomis, Sec’y. 

Nichols Park Gun Club, at Jacksonville, Ill., April -9 
and 30. Tas. A. Groves, Sec’y. , 

Montpelier Gun Club, at Montpelier, Vt., May 12 and 
13. Dr. C. H. Burr, Sec’y. . 

Sistersville Shooting Club, at Sistersville, W. Va., 
May 13 and 14. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 

Idaho State Sportsmen’s Association, at Boise, laatio, 
Mav 18 and 19. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 

Portsmouth, Gun Club, at Portsmouth, O., May 19 and 
20. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. M 

Hoopeston Gun Club, at Hoopeston, Ill., May 20. M. 
A. Harbert, Sec’y. , ,, 

Salt Lake Gun Club, at Salt Lake City, Utah, May 21, 
22 and 23. W. S. Vincent, Sec’y., 

Paskamansett Gun Club, at New Bedford, Mass., May 
22. Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. . 

Capron Gun Club, at Capron, Ill., May 26 and 27. 
Alex. Vance, Sec’y. . ,,00 

Middlesex Gun Club, at East Lexington, Mass., May -9 
and 30. Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

Oak Hill Gun Club, at Pittsfield, Mass., May 29 and 30. 
John Ransehousen, Sec’y. _ , 

Catchpole Gun Club, at Wolcott, N. Y., June 2. 
E. A. Wadsworth, Sec’y. _ _ 

Fairfax Gun Club, at Fairfax, S. D., June 19 and -0. 
T. T. Thompson. Sec’y. , , 

VVaynesboro, Gun Club, at Waynesboro, Va., July *• 
S. T. Day, Sec’y. , . 

Audubon Gun Club, at Audubon, la., Aug. 4 and 0. 
F. Vermilya, Sec’y. . 

Paskamansett Gun Club, at New Bedford, Mass., Aug- 
20. Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. _ 

Clinton Gun Club, at Clinton, Ont., Canada, Oct. w 
^ . 1 OI T l* Fnntolnn QDo'rf 
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U. S. Government 
Ammunition Test. 

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held at Springfield Armory 

by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army. 

TESTED —Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers. 

CONDITIONS—10 and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest. 

10 and 20 shot targets, fixed rest 

DISTANCE—1.000 yards. 

RESULT a.rid OFFICIAL REPORT: 

U. S. Cartridges excelled all others. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 
LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St., San Francisco. 
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Montclair Gun Club. 

ontclaie, N. J., Jan. 25.—A very jolly crowd of 
:nteen faced the traps this afternoon. Besides the 
e trophy events, several practice events were run off, 
over 2,000 targets were thrown, keeping the office 

• busy. 
le second leg for the $200 Greener gun was run off, 
■srs. Crane, Allan and Burtis all tying on 48, but 
le won out in the shoot-off by just one point. He 
also the winner of the second trophy event at 25 

ets, handicap, with a perfect score, Cockefair and 
srel coming in each with but one point less, 
le third event was the first leg on the Colquitt trophy 
two-man teams, 50 targets per man, handicap. Team 
1, composed of Messrs. Allan and Moffett, came in 

iy first with a combined score of 97 out of a possible 
Allan breaking 40 targets and Moffett 47—very good 
es, as there was considerable wind at just the time 

were shooting. 
le plan of serving a light luncheon to the men every 
irday afternoon works very well, as is testified by 
r cleaning up everything in the line of edibles. 

Handi- Handi- 
cap. Total. cap Tot’l 

7 Moffett . . 2 46 i 21 
Grinnell, Jr.. . 4 44 2 20 

J D Burtis... . 4 48 2 23 
B Perley. .. 2 43 1 21 

t Allan. . 2 48 "I 21 
V Boxall. 42 1 21 
Vinslow . . S 43 5 21 
J Berg. . 14 25 7 17 
Todd. . 14 41 7 22 

s Dukes . . 2 45 1 21 
Crane. 48 3 25 

1 Soverel. 4 24 
C Waring. 6 23 
if Brown. 5 22 

3 12 
I Cockefair... 5 24 
i Batten. 4 18- 

ilquitt trophy, 
licap: 

two-man teams, 50 targets per man, 

Team No. 1. 
V Moffett. 2 25 21-48 
R Allan. 2 23 24—49—97 

1 Grinnell, Jr. 
Team No. 2. 

4 20 18—42 
i Ferley. 4 22 21—47—89 

Team No. 3. 
V Boxall. 2 23 16—41 

Batten . 10 18 14—42—83 

Burtis . 
/inslow . 

Team No. 4. • 
4 

10 
22 
16 

22—48 
12—38—86 

. Cockefair ... 
Team No. 5. 

8 17 21- 46 
Soverel . 8 13 18- 39—85 

Tearn No. 6. 
I S Crane . 8 10 14—32 
Thos Dukes . 2 24 18—44—76 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Independent Gun Club. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 25.-—H. Landis, with 84 breaks 
out of 100 targets, was the leading marksman in the 
monthly shoot of the Independent Gun Club shoot this 
afternoon at Holmesburg Junction. While the day was 
clear and bright enough overhead, the gunners labored 
at a big disadvantage at the traps. The cold, the glare 
on the snow by Old Sol’s shining face and distance 
handicap had good scores at a high premium. Although 
some of the club’s best cracks participated in the shoot, 
very few succeeded in finishing with a good total. Only 
three^ scores of 80 or better were made, and besides 
Landis, Oliver broke 83, while Newcomb got 82. Weinert 
broke 75 and Mink 71. 

The spoon winners were Oliver, who won a trophy in 
being the runner-up to the high man, and Mink, whose 
71 score won him a spoon for the 64 to 74 per cent, 
class, while Shaw also landed a prize in the 54 to 64 
per cent, class. The scores: 

Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 Total. 
Landis .  16 16 17 18 17 84 
Oliver . 16 17 15 20 15 83 
Newcomb . 18 15 18 13 18 82 
Weinert .   16 16 15 15 13 75 
Mink ... 13-14 13 16 15 71 
Tansey .   12 15 11 15 13 66 
Shew . 18 11 11 13 11 64 
Fisher . 14 7 11 15 w 57 
George . 11 16 10 7 13 57 
Firth . 10 10 8 6 12 46 
Johnson . 13 13 10 w .. 36 
Brown .  5 11 14 w .. 30, 
Murray .i.... 13 w . 13 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y.—The attendance was good at the 
regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining Gun Club to¬ 
day,'Jan. 25. Though the targets were thrown good and 
strong, a few good scores were made. Blandford got the 
fifth and final win on the Hunter Arms Co. vase, winning 
by one target from Hyland, who broke 21 out of 30 
from 19yds. 

Neil Dietrich got another win on the chafing dish, 
handicap No. 4, winning on a shoot-off with Willi and 
Hyland. The latter made the fine score of 22, but on 
the shoot-off was overcome by Dietrich’s big handicap. 

Blandford got m a tie for the Macdgnald Winchester 
rifle with Smith_ in event No. 2, and it was agreed to 
shoot off the tie in No. 3, the Sauer event. Smith 
negotiated 24 with his handicap, while Blandford luckily 
dropped in the 25 hole all alone, winning a leg on both 
events. 

Joe Willi, Jr., came with a new pump gun arid pro¬ 
ceeded to smash ’em in good style. I. T. Washburn 
and son Harold, fresh from South Carolina, quail shoot¬ 
ing, tried the targets to-day. Ike showed lack of prac¬ 
tice, as did Bedell and Coleman. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 10 25 25 25 30 

« I IT. H.T. H.T. Y.T. 
T T Hyland. . 9 4 22 4 21 4 25 19 21 
E Brewerton . ..._ 7 5 22 
C Dietrich . . 7 7 21 7 22 9 25 
P Wood . . 3 7 9.9. 7 23 7 24 .. 16 
C G Blandford . .■ S 3 24 3 25 3 22 20 22 
A Bedell .. . 7 3 22 3 23 3 20 
W Smith . . 7 6 24 6 L!4 
I T Washburn. . 6 3 22 3 24 3 22 IS 19 
H Washburn . . 6 0 10 0 11 
W Fisher . 6 22 6 22 
T Willi. Tr. 7 21 7 20 
W H Coleman . 3 23 
W P Burdick. 16 13 

C. G. B. 

Christiana—Atglen Gun Club. 

Atglen, Pa., Jan. 23.—This was the first of three in- 
lercounty championship shoots, and the attendance was 
good, considering the snowstorm. Very good scores 
were made under these conditions. Messrs. Apgar, 
Worthington, Overbaugh and Lewis represented the 
trade. Mr. Apgar carried off high honors. Mr. Minker, 
of Coatesville, won high amateur average, and also tl»e 
first advantage in the championship race. 

Events: 1 2 3456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Total. 

Apgar . 158 
Worthington . 13 14 15 13 13 15 IS 17 17 12 147 
Lewis . . 11 11 7 9 8 15 18 17 14 17 127 
McKelvy .... . 13 14 9 11 13 17 16 13 15 16 137 
Roser . . 12 12 13 13 14 16 IS 13 17 17 145 
Ludwick . . 9 12 8 8 13 15 13 11 11 12 112 
Minker . . 13 12 14 10 12 19 16 17 19 20 152 
Mattson . . 12 9 13 14 12 20 19 16 17 15 147 
Haffersett ... . 15 13 10 10 13 15 17 13 15 14 135 
Jebb . . 13 12 11 13 13 18 16 16 17 15 144 
Benner . . 11 12 13 11 10 16 14 20 14 17 138 
Fieles . . 9 12 7 9 11 15 15 11 13 18 120 
Darlington .13 8 12 16 13 10 15 
Wilson . . 15 15 14 15 17 
Williams . 
Miss Rieker . .13 18 14 11 .. 
Nonenmacher .11 10 13 .. .. 

Intercounty championship, first event of three, 100 
targets: 
Minker . . 91 McKelvey . 
Mattson . . 87 Wilson . 
Williams .... . 84 Haffersett . 
Tebb . . 81 Fieles . 
Lewis . . 81 Ludwick . 
Roser . . 81 Darlington . ... 66 
Benner . . SI 
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98.1 
The Highest 1,000-Shot Average oiv the 1907 Record! 

Score made by C. A. Young, at Springfield, Ohio, 

August 15 to September 3. He broke 981 out of 

1,000 targets, thrown 50 yards, 16-foot rise; a strong 

proof of the wonderful shooting qualities of 

PETERS SHELLS 
THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
HCW YORK: 98 Chambers St. 

T. H. Keller, Manager. 
CINCINNATI. OHIO. New ORLEANS: 321 Magazine It. 

J. W. Osborne, Manager. 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and Wa^r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 

will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. P aper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 
. 

1 

1 

I 

\ 

J. STEVENS ARMS ® TOOL CO., 

P. O. Box 5668, 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. 

New York Office: 98 Chambers Street. 

The Spirit of Competition 
"springs eternal in the human breast.” 
Healthy, friendly Rivalry at Target 
Shooting with a Stevens can be en¬ 
joyed by young or old of either sex. 

Be sure your RIFLE is branded 
STEVENS—-if so—’nough said. 

Our line : Rifles, Pistols, Shot-Guns, 

Rifle Telescopes. 

Your local merchant should handle ■ the 
STEVENS. Ask him. If you cannot obtain 

our popular models, we ship direct, EXPRESS 
PREPAID, upon receipt of Catalog Price. 

Send 5 cents in stamps for 160-Page Illus¬ 
trated Catalog. An invaluable Manual of 

Reference for all who shoot, or are going to. 
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Lehigh Valley Shooting Association. 

Allentown. Pa.—The shoot of the Lehigh Valley 
io°ting Association, held at the Duck Farm Hotel, 
n. and 24, was held tinder unfavorable conditions, 
e_ hrst day having a dull sky, and an inferior light, 
th a wet, chilling snowfall toward the latter part ot 
e afternoon. (Jut of a possible 200, the highest aver- 
es were as follows: Schlichcr 170, llansell 178, Urey 
>, Ford let. 1 he scores follow: 

Events: 12 3 
Targets: 15 15 15 
ami in . 9 10 9 

•rd ... 14 13 13 
fcnsell . 11 14 i4 
«Smith .12 10 11 
., Schlicher . 14 14 15 
iller . 11 19 10 
bdnian . 12 n 13 
ey . 

Iker . 
'ilker . 
i glert . 
lira . 
:yder . 
ey . 

I til. 
Iiffy . 

ny . 
lehl . 
I iber . 

13 13 11 
10 9 7 

X 13 12 
10 10 12 
.. .. 14 
.. .. 10 
.. ..10 

X 9 10 11 12 
20 15 15 15 25 
10 11 7 13 IX 
IX 14 14 11 23 
IX 13 15 13 23 

20 i3 io i5 2U 
12. 

11 ii ii it ii 
12 . 

17 11 12 13 19 
17 13 12 15 22 
15. 

15 ’9 13 14 ii 
17 15 15 15 22 
.. 12 12 .. 
18 13 .. 12 20 
.. 12 12 12 .. 
-.10 X 8 .. 

jive-bird competition engaged the interest of the 
ooters on the second day. The snow was dazzling to 

eyes somewhat. . In the first event five men tied for 
;t place, each killing 14 out of 16 birds shot at; three 
*e tied for second place with 13 to their credit, while 
r scored 12 each and divided third money, 
irst event, sweepstakes, 16 birds: Ford 14, Graves 
G. Gruver 14. Kehrig 14, Heil 14, Hansell 13, Jackson 
Walker 13, Clymer 12, Hegman 12, Stiles 12, Brey 

1 Kahn 11, Wertz 11, Sommers 11, Brownwell 10, 
ilker 8. 

econd event, sweepstake, 7 birds: Hansell 7, Som- 
rs 6. Jackson 6, Stiles 5, Walker 5, Clvmer 5, Kehrig 

■ Wegman 5, F'oelker 4, Graves 4, ' Brownwell 4 
. iver 3. 

4 5 
20 15 
14 12 
15 14 
IX 12 
16 12 
15 14 
13 5 
17 11 
19 13 
13 6 
13 13 
IX 12 
19 13 
12 10 
13 12 
19 13 
15 11 
11 X .. 6 

6 7 
15 15 
10 X 
11 14 
13 14 
12 10 
14 14 
11 9 
12 13 
14 13 

7 12 
10 13 
14 10 
11 10 
11 12 
10 14 
15 11 
12 9 

7 9 

WESTERN TRAP. 

In Other Places. 

here were eleven winners at the recent Rock Island, 
• meeting The members of the club and their 

in.ds were delighted with the programme. At the next 
'Ding strangers or those not owning guns are in- 
d to be present and take part. 
he annual meeting of the Suburban Rod and Gun 

. b, Maywood, III., was held first of the year, and the 
business settled up. The club’s future success is 

ired bv the selection of the following gentlemen as 
ters: President, Dr. H. W. Merrill; Vice-President, 

.1. . Mardorf; Secretary, E. T. Beniamin: Treasurer, 
VMechman. At the close of the business session there 

an old-fashioned game supper served, and some of 
brothers rendered delightful musical selections. 

.■th a strong membership of twenty-five, the pros- 
■ s ot the newly organized gun club at Monmouth Ill 
1 good. the officers are: President, A. Charles; 
retarv and Treasurer, W. Sprout 
I. Dewey, of the Rock Island, III., Gun Club, won 
reters trophy at the end of the season with a score 

112 out of a possible 150. 

lowing are the 1908 officers of the Laurel Heights 
i Club, San Antonio, Tex.: Joe. Frost, President: 

* rescott. Treasurer; Joe Shiner, Secretary, and 
u. banders. Captain. A pleasing feature of this club 
tie interest taken by the wives and sisters of the 

'ibers. Many of them are learning to shoot 
i interesting shoot was held at Atlantic, la., recentlv 
' twenty-two contestants. P. I. Appletman was well 

■he good with 98 out of 100. 
: the last regular shoot of the Grove Gun Club 
roit, Mich. Fleming broke 25 straight during a 
ng wind. Schafer won B medal with 16. Pringle 

• !■"!' Pm Fleming, Peltier. Wiese. Sr., and Wolf, 
tied for the Dupont trophy on 16. 

'e \\ ill County Gun Club with headquarters at Toliet 
u d?‘:,ded to ll0,d a shoot at Lockport. at which 
the chief event will be the contest for the Dupont 

I K A.' , j. ’ 3 marksman of recognized ability, 
' ?{L U!e handicapner, and will place the shooters 
ramg to their ability as scatter gun artists. 

ri.UuSUa ,thlnf? the members of the Tampico, III., 
make some good scores, but on their last 

Hu' .*?or/-s wcre surprisingly low. Mr. Kelson 
g high with 65 per cent. Such old-timers as Wylie 

r£,eneralIy good for 80 and' 90. 

icnnwS Hnd 5°I. The day W3S fine- and none nf 
contestants were able to solve the mystery 

a meeting of young sportsmen of West Duluth, 

7^tC-fuyi 3 8un club was organized, and the 
|fr- ; 'nl*h, <j'losen- The result of the selection of 

, ,s as follows: Fred G. Harris^ President; O. C. 

■ts wilflftainfj D‘jGV McLf°d’ Secretary. Weekly 
Tans Ln he,d ,and the park has been selected, and 
’ Ti! soon be '"stalled. 
iVVestTol'j W°/! th/^ DuS,°"t trophy at the shoot of 
ut of Tnned°r °” Gun Club with tbe score of 

, etinL V?; .Georfte Volk made 98, but he was not 
ycting tor the prize. 

f°A,tbe Dupont trophy bv the members of tbe 
£la:- Gun Club. T. P. Baker and R. E. 

f-,,ed\ Parker won on the shoot-off, 23 to 19 
lev kL3 sbi’ot'n8;i match by the members of the 
-in. Gun Club has been received. The in- 

•ame lf°Ut go,n* into detaiIs as to scores. says ™e was a success. 

1 a'shom firnfr f^Ld 3nd Gun Club. Hamilton, O., 
' SDemtk.a °f hu ye-3r’ andJ ,he °,d and new mem- 

pent the day shooting and feasting. Among the 
mers present were J. P. Smyers, J. J. Schumaker, 
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274—STRAIGHT—274 
LONGEST RUN OF THE YEAR 

Made by GUY WAILD 
WITH 

BALLISTITE 
BALLISTITE and EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU <0. CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

This is a high grade, guaranteed repeating shotgun 
which weighs but 6!4 pounds, and yet is as effective 
as most 12 gauge guns which weigh 1V2 and 8 pounds. 

The 772ar/i/i 16 gauge 
repeating- shotgun is an 
exact copy of the 772ar/uz 
Model 19 12-gauge and 
contains all the features 

which have made 272ar/e/i shotguns famous. 
The solid top, side ej’ection, automatic recoil safety 

lock and closed-in action are present in Model 16; 
each part refined a little to meet the lighter charges 
of powder used in a 16 gauge shotgun. 

Grade D has fine Damascus barrel and Grade 
C Model 16 fflar///z shotgun barrels are made of 
‘ ‘ Special Smokeless Steel ”; all 272az£n barrels are 
bored to shoot both black and smokeless powders 

The working parts of Model 16 repeating shotgun 
are made of the finest quality of steel drop forgings, 
cut down from solid blocks to the nicely fitting 
parts of the finished shotgun. 

With one shell in the chamber and five in the 
magazine, Model 16 shotgun can be fired six times 
in four seconds. 

For grouse, quail, woodcock, prairie chickens, 
teal, woodchucks, squirrels, rabbits and all other 
smaller game this gun is unsurpassed. The upland 
shooter will readily see the advantage of a repeat¬ 
ing shotgun weighing a pound to two pounds lighter 
than the average 12 gauge and yet having all the 
effectiveness of the heavier arm. 

Send three stamps for catalog- which fully describes all the fflar/in guns. 

772ar/i/i/irear/rLS Go., 27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 

Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. Compiled by “Seneca.” 
Price, $1.50. 

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, 
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the 
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the 
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity. 
.Hints and Points” has proved one of the most prac¬ 

tically useful works of reference in the sportsman's 
library. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num- 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of onf 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

HORSE AND HOVND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that per- 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt- 
mg. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
GoxL J,nfks an,d Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
cnapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 
trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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of the List 

The A. H. F ox Gun 
gun to rely on in field or at trap. “ Handy,” quick, certain in operation, 

Fox gun stands first in the estimation of sportsmen—actually 

The Finest Gun in the World” 
II. FOX GlJIM CO.,4-6 7O North 18th Si., Philadelphia, Pa. 

pOR large Game Shooting 

no rifle can compare with 

these for accuracy, range and 

penetration. 

SCH0VERL1NG, DALY ©. GALES 
302 (SL 304 Broadway 

New York 

DESCRIBED IN 

“Book of Fine Guns 

R T. Shepard, Sam Clark and Bill Andy while the stars 
were Wm. Link, Chas. II. Andrews and Dr. Hollowell. 
Dr. Hollowell and David Smyers were the managers, 
and they acquitted themselves like veterans 

Doolittle carried away the honors at the Cleveland, 0., 
shoot recently with 135 out of 150. There was a pretty 
three-cornered race going on, as Sheldon ana telling 
each lost but one more target. Elmer Flick was among 
the contestants, and made 83 out of 105. 

The boys from Long Lake, Ill., shot a team race with 
five of Chicago’s best, and won by 461 to 453. Scores at 
100 targets each: J. R. Graham 92, Bert Dunmll 88, 
Guy Hook 96, Harry Dunnill 89 Tom Graham 96; total 
461. Jesse Young 96, Frank Fuller 9-, Gilbert Hoxie 93, 
F P. Stannard 84, Murray Howe 88; total 453. 

The Bill Ellinger Gun Club, St. Joseph, Mo, held its 
opening shoot recently at Lake Contrary. Some ot the 
scores were extra good; other fair. 
^Trapshooting is proving popular with the gun men at 
Phelps, 111., and it is now the 

...111 kn 

„„„„ _ ___ ..... the talk of the town that a 
gun club "will be organized. Much enthusiasm was 
aroused by the holiday shoots. 

Swedenburg, la.. Gun Club held a meeting recently 
and elected officers as follows: President, Albert 
Tolander; Vice-President, Gust. Nelson; Secretary, bred 
Holtquist; Treasurer, Dr. Peterson 

The shoot held by the Le Clair, Ill., Gun Club recently 
was a large one. Lee Gardner, president, Lee von 

J. Stahl, 75, 60; W. Kunkle 120 103; 11. Lggers, 10U, 
'I Beal 50, 40; E. Griswold, 55, 45; J. Whistler, 50, 45 
T Henrv 90 75; 11. Shaw, 100, 78; L. Graham, 95, 69; 
D Clark 95, 82; Moran 25, 22; F. Block, 50 43; F. Open- 
dyke 65 57; L. Leffingwell, 100, 60; B. Huntley, 45, 35. 
'E ’Deison won the fine gun put up by the Fountain 

Gun Club, Dayton, O., for the season of 190i, his total 

score being 324. . , . v ,, r . 
Robert Allen, Dr. Davis and others of the Y. M. C. A. 

Sterling, 111., are planning to organize a gun club. Some 
fifteen of the members have signified their willingness to 
unite, and as there are many good wing shots among 
them, a good club could be organized 

In the challenge city championship shoot at the East 
Toledo Gun Club Club, F Freeman defeated J Delker 
in an interesting match. Howard, of Last ioledo, has 
challenged the winner, and the match will come off 

within a week. 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 
Tan 27-Feb. 1.—'Twenty-two caliber Indoor Rifle League 

'of the United States, under auspices of Columbia 

Rifle Club. 

DuPont Rifle Association. 

Wilmington, Del., Jan. 25.—While there has been 

omething doing on the something doing on file range nearly every Saturday 
afternoon, there have been few' scores c°mplete ' . 0( 
attendance has been poor and everyone has 1ben sort o| 
“out of heart” because of troubles of every kind par 
ticularly has the malicious michief of the idle ones o 
the neighborhood put a damper on our shootmg by 
tearing up and down our shooting house and movable 
properties9 During the past week, though a Jew days 
work on the part of a carpenter has brought the shootmj 
house and target frames back into working order, ana 
this afternoon we were ready for anything that^ came on 
way. Now, however, we are obliged to drum up en 
thusiasm again; nearly every one but Hessian and Ad. 

dlThe *scores'eTow represent the work done since the 
beginning of the year; most of them were made this, 
afternoon, under most excellent conditions as to weather 
and light, barring glare from the newly f.a’le-n bsa"r°e); 
Hessian's scores were all made with his 
usinc Dupont No. 1 Smokeless straight. Addicks is 
enthusiastic over the military arm and regular service 

ammunition. The scores: „ a<1 
Rifle, 200yds.: J. W. Hessian, 217 214, 225, J. E. Aa 

dicks. 3d, Creedmoor count, 40 31, 36, 36 IB. KeitWey 
Pistol, 50yds.: lrenee uupont 91 85 86, T. . Keunn 

89 85 86; I. VV. Hessian, 88, 89, 86, 93, 90, 85, oo, o/, 
. . 1 , * 11 HO nil . \’ I lurvnnt vrl HX /4. 

FE'RGX/SOJV’S 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

WM. LYMAN'S 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

VNIVERSAL LAMP, g 
For Sportsmen’s use. Combines Head | 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, si 
Camp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 

tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi- 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue cle. senusunnyiy* —rr-— 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

RAPID FIRING TARGETS 
FOR RIFLES. 

25 Yards, price, 15c. per dozen. 
50 Yards, price, 25c. per dozen. 

Canoe Ridge, Fa. 

The Lyman Targets received. They are the best 1 
ever saw. Charles King, Gunsmith. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway,New Yort 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzy bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Columbia Rifle Club. 

Kochfstf.r, N. Y.—The following scores were made a 
the regular weekly shoot of the Wesox team of th 
Columbia Rifle Club. Jan. 15 on the club’ranges- d' 
tance 75ft., 22cal. rifles, German %-in. ring target. 

r s Mul lan . 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 21-23 
4, . -V i u11 a n. 93 23 23 22 21—33 

Henley '• '• '• '•'• '■! '• '•'. I 1 I II 24 24 24 23 23 21-23 
flovt .. 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 22 21—23 

?eB^Mueuafi'.It It 111!1§ 
Mimmack ::.... 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 21-23 

Total 1,643; average, 234 4-7. 
Tan. 21.—Andrews with 241 was high gun of the Jits, 

team, 75ft. 22cal. rifle, offhand. Ten men took part 

the event. Scores: ,,, 
McChesney . 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25-22 
Fredericks . 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25--; 
Willard   23 23 23 23 23 24 24 25 26 25--; 
”   w vv 92 94 94 24 24 24 25 25-2, .S m 24 It 24 25 25 25 »-* 
Hendrickson ’   20 22 22 23 24 24 24 26 25 25--; 
Morse   21 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25--; 
(Vrhard.   20 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 24-j 
McMaster.i.'.'. 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25--; 
Kerrigan . 21 22 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 25--' 

Total 2,360; average, 236. 
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Myles Standish Rifle Club. 
Portland, Me.—The Myles Standish Kifie Club, of 
>rtland, Me.. was organized in December, 1894, and 
e first winter s shooting was done at 45ft. on an iron 
,rget counting up to 11, the 11 shot bringing up a 
ick and ringing a bell; the holder of the highest ten 
ores for the winter was awarded a Winchester rifle, 
le following winter, 1895*9(1, two interclub matches 
*re shot and won; the season of 1897 was confined to 
JJery work, as was the seasons of 1S98 and 1899. In 
>0 a 75ft. range was secured, and the %in. Herman ring 
-get adopted. The first telegraph match was shot 
ring this year. Shooting and Fishing got up a six 
im tournament called the Myles Standish Kifie Club 
armament, which was won by the Columbia Club, of 
'Chester, N. Y., with the Standish club on the bottom. 
1901 proved a banner year for this club, inasmuch as 
: interclub matches were contested, of which the Myles 
indish club took four, lost one. and tied the other, 
'e season of 1902 was the beginning of pistol shooting 
a club, and the only interclub match obtainable this 

ir was tied. There were five interclub matches with 
rifle, three of which we won and lost the other two. 

ven matches with the rifle were shot during the season 
1903, five being won and two lost. Standish Club got 
lot ot work during the season of 1904. shooting nine 
erclub matches with the rifle, losing four; four pistol 
.tches were shot this year, losing three. 1905 the 
indish club went down to defeat but once, winning 
~ rifle matches and three pistol matches. 
’he season of 1906 was confined to gallery work but 
ring 1907 hand gun work was featured, and the match 
nmittee got busy. Seven matches were shot with the 
id gun, of which five were won by the Standish clubs, 

rifle matches were shot. 
,ast spring the old city range was secured by tbe 
les Standish club for a term of three years, and much 

■ded improvements were made under their direction 
prevent stray shots masks were put up a short dis¬ 

cs from the firing point and a shed built for the pro- 
tion of the hand gun enthusiasts. Three targets were 
abhshed at 600 and 500yds., and six targets at 300 and 
,yds , six targets were placed at 50yds. for the hand 
i division. 

•ast season for gallery work, a re-entry tournament was 
ugurated which proved so successful that another one 
; launched last November which is still in progress, 
comparatively new feature in this section was tbe 
nner of awarding prizes. Instead of giving the high 
d oil , e prizes, and to encourage the new* members, 

first four positions carry prizes: also prizes to the’ 
ii occupying middle position if odd number of entries 
■the leader of the last half if even number of entries- 
he three men following holder of middle position- to 
seventh man from the bottom and also to the fourth 

i from the bottom. This applies to both classes, and 
ast winter s tournament this manner of awarding prizes 

with instant favor. 
he re-entry tournament of this year has fourteen 
ks to run, and the scores are as follows: 

H Wilkins. 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50—494 
I- Hayden . 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50—492 
- c°bb- Jr. 48 48 48 49 49 49 49 49 50 50—489 

Stevens. 47 47 47 48 48 4S 48 48 49 50—480 
! Adams. 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47 48 49—465 

? ■A'r,?flby. 46 4fi 46 46 4*5 47 47 47 47 47—465 
’ Folkms. 45 45 45 46 47 47 47 47 48 48-465 
< Hatch. 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 48—461 
M Fawcett. 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46—460 
* Read. 45 45 45 45 45 413 4g 45 47 47—457 

tt G,ra1am. 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46—454 
H Bailey. 44 44 45 45 45 45 4fi 46 4fi 47_453 

Folwartshny. 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 47—452 
J Dooley. 43 43 44 44 45 45 46 46 47 48—451 

Stoughton. 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46 47—450 

't, ,,r,w,e!1. 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 47 47—450 
B Webber. 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 46 46 47—450 

I Kveleth. 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46 46—449 
,r,lbby. 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46-447 

; ,,ard. 43 44 44 44 44 44 45 45 46 47—446 
Marston. 43 43 43 44 45 45 45 45 46 46—445 

7 Demsh. 42 43 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46—441 

’ sard. 43 43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 46-441 
< ®,eVy . 43 43 43 43 43 43 44 45 45 45-437 

" e'9h. 41 42 43 43 44 44 44 44 44 44—433 
Perkins.41 41 42 42 43 43 43 ■ 43 44 45—427 
Wade.. 41 42 42 42 42 42 42 43 43 47—426 

’ Sterling . 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 43 44 45-425 
^chonland- . 40 40 41 41 41 41 42 42 43 44—414 
* H w. Way. 39 40 40 40 40 41 41 43 43 45—412 
Cummings. 37 38 40 40 41 41 42 42 43 44—408 

, D.?w. 38 38 38 39 40 40 41 42 42 43—401 
1 spencer. 37 38 39 40 40 40 40 41 42 42—399 

iginal ten targets unfinished: 
Knight . 40 43 43 43 43 46 46 48 
,, L Parker. 41 41 42 42 43 43 43 43 

► Darton. 42 

Thompson.”” 39 40 40 
Heseltine. 36 39 41 41 
Masse. 35 40 

Dray-. 28 31 36 36 37 
H?al??,er . 34 36 38 38 40 

14 Martin. 33 34 36 37 3g 

44.0 
42.1 
42.0 
39.6 
39.2 
37.5 
33.6 
37.? 
35.3 

92 92 
90 91 
89 89 
87 87 

ad gun: 
Hayden. 
Adams. 

■1 Fawcett. 
Gerrish. u, „, 
Hatch.; 88 85 
rarwell. 83 84 
Wilkins. rd 09 

c°bb, Jr.;; 79 80 
Bailey. 79 79 

Stevens. 75 75 
Read. 77 77 

Strickland.. 76 77 
Chandler . 74 75 
Sterling. 72 73 
Perkins. 71 74 

GrafTam. 69 771 

92 92 
91 91 
90 90 
87 88 
85 86 
84 84 
82 83 
80 81 
79 79 
78 78 
78 7s 
77 78 
76 77 
73 74 
71 72 
71 71 

92 92 92 
91 92 92 
90 90 91 
88 88 89 
86 87 87 
85 86 87 
84 85 85 
81 82 84 
80 80 80 
79 80 80 
78 79 79 
78 79 79 
77 78 78 
74 76 77 
75 75 76 
71 72 73 

93 94 94—925 
92 93 93—916 
91 91 95—906 
91 92 92—887 
87 89 93—870 
88 88 91—860 
86 87 87—843 
84.84 84—819 
80 81 83—800 
82 83 87—797 
79 84 86—795 
79 83 86—792 
80 85 85—785 
77 79 79—754 
76 77 79—746 
74 76 82—730 

•95 

The Simple 

S° onE °ToGhre'k S,aid he COUld, Pry the earth ,OOSe With a lever if he bad a good place to rest it on. To him a lever seemed a very wonderful thintr it rr u _ ^ 

“jrsr, =s 5 

Lefever Shot Guns , 
advantages over other hicrh-oraH^ mime Enough advantages over other high-grade guns are told of in the 

Lefever catalogue to amaze anyone not using the^gun itself How a 6 
tight joint is insured with dovetailed fastener and self-compensat- 
mg bolt: how strain is taken off the hinge joint : how faith- 
ful workmanship is spent on all parts : how steel is used 
wfiicfi is a credii to the great European makers_all 
are to be read and seen in a beautiful catalogue 
worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY 
_23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

If Not Satisfied 

With the gun you are now using, try a PARKER. 
High grade, hard hitting, perfect pattern, skilled 

workmanship, exact balance, fine finish. From 

$37.50 up. 

Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker B ros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

Field, Cover a.i\d Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bo^ardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field. Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew ana Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trapshooi- 
ing. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

SMOKELESS POWDER 
SHELLSH|5optR|oo 

f 
We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood Shot 

Gun Shells Loaded with their famous Smokeless 
1 o tvder, any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price #2.50. This ts a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a 10 gauge gun 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You saveone dollar and lOcents 
per 100. Don’t use common black powder shells when 
you can get Smokeless at tills price. GUNS. 
ItlFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc,, at lowest £ rices consistent with good goods. Remit by P. O 

oney Order. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
90 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

1NEWY0BK/ 

Isporting/ 

i GOODS t 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me Ro. 364” and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Gnns, 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and 
Ontdoor Games. 

17 Warren St., near B’way, New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Forest 
and Stream. 
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1907 RECORDS 

The Highest Professional 
Average 

The Highest 
Average 

Amateur 

Longest Run of the Year 

All made with DUPONT 
POWDERS 

How about this for 

ILEAL PROOF 
THAT — 

DUPONT 
POWDERS 
Make and Break Records 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established iso2 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°°' 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued ste 1 
barrel Choke Bored. Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkab y 
price of $5 00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping. Baseball. Ten¬ 

nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. _ _ _ j^e\V YORK. V S 

Original ten targets unfinished: 
Uriginai ten K. 87 87 87 88 88 88 89 87.7 

K H Crosby"........-. 80 80 81 84 87 82.4 

FBLStHayd°enSeCUtiVe Sh°tS .^VaTlBKMS* 

FBTeSHavdCe°nnSeCUtiVe 49 50 49 47 46-241 
E L Cobb jr.,. 49 50 48 47 47-241 

First perfect target with rifle: K. L. Cobb, Jr., Dec. 

25, 50. , . 

14«aSSeG H Wilkins....!.1337 
s B Adams ::::.1«1 L R Hatch.1331 
W M Fawcett.1366 

Pjstq^ match: . 9 6 6 g g 9 9 9 10-81 
E K natcn 5678999 10 10 10-82 

67888899 10 10-83 
77788999 10 10-84 
6 7 7 8 8 8 10 10 10 10-84 
6 6 7 8 8 9 10 10 10 10-84 
7788899 10 10 10-86 
6 6 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10-88 
7 8 8 8 9 9 10 10 10 10-89 
8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10-92 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, 

HUNTSM 

Keep/ 

conditi 

52-P 
JOSE! 

TD DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

id lock mechanism in perfect 

ite. Booklet 

JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

When writing say 
“Forest and Stream.” 

you saw the adv. in 

Castle Dome Cut Plug 
THE BEST SMOKE FOR THE PIPE 

In America. Made from Old Virginia Sun-Cured 
Tobacco. Money refunded if it bites or burns 

the tongue. Sent prepaid postage 
75c Pound. Large Sample 10c. 

JASPER L. ROWE, 
RICHMOND, VA. 

Est.b. 1880 Ref: Broa4 it. Bunk 

U ! 

wV "—t* \ 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill, Jan. 18.—The weekly competition of the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at its range 
to-day in a strong, unsteady 9 o clock wind, which 
tested the skill of the riflemen in judging the necessary 
allowance, to the utmost. And then, when the rifle was 
perfectly held, the wind either increased or diminished, 
and the bullet landed some four or five inches to one 
side of the center. Still, good scores were made, and 
at long range, where the windage allowance was from 
S to 10 feet, W. Charles made consecutive scores of 40, 
45 and 46 out of 50 possible. . , „„ ... 

J. Busfield was high at 200yds. with 86, a score which 
should have been several points higher. 

The attendance was better than for a long time, and 
the various matches were well patronized 1 he scores: 

Offhand practice match: J. Busfield, 86 , 86, 84 J. h.. 
Lynch, 85; H. E. Tuck, 81, 80; A. Niedner, 80, 79; R. 
Berry, 78; R. L. Dale, 77. 

Offhand medal match: F. H..West_ 7^ iO. 
Long-range rifle match, 1,000yds.: W. Charles, 46 45,40; 

F. Daniels 43, 38, 39. s7 s, sn 
Pistol medal match: W. AImy 86, 87, 83, 82, 80. 
Pistol practice match: D. G. Fox, 85, 86, 85, 84, 83. 
Military revolver medal match: W. Mortimer, 48, 4i, 

47, 47, 46, 45, 45, 45. , , , 
Tan. 25.—The weekly competition of the Massachusetts 

Rifle Association was held at its range to-day in a 
strong 9 o’clock wind, which, however was fairly steady. 

The attendance of shooters was good, and the various 
matches were well filled, shooting being continued until 

latF. Daniels dled at 1,000yds. with the splendid score of 
49 one point less than the possible 50. In thirteen con¬ 
secutive shots at this most difficult distance he made j 

tWje.'V BusfielcP was high in the offhand match with 90., 

T1Offhande practice match: J. Busfield, 90, 88, 85; H. E. 
Tuck, 85, 85; A Niedner, 84, SO; F. Carter, mil., 77. 

Medal offhand match: F. C. Fitz, 85, 72, 74. 
Long Range rifle match, 1,000yds.: F. Daniels, 49, 44; 

W. Charles, 43, 42, 40. 41. • i os qq 70 m 78 
Pistol practice match: O. E. Gerrish. S5, 83, 78, S3, 18. 
Pistol medal match: C. F. Lamb, 84. 

Zeffler Rifle Club. 

New York/—Scores of 
shoot of Jan. 21, at its 
street, follow: 
L C Buss.139 
M Dorrler .237 
C Zettler .244 
L P Hansen .237 
F Hecking .233 
Al Hubalelc.242 
T H Keller.228 
L Maurer .239 
O Smith . 242 
W A Tewes. 244 

the Zettler Rifle Club’s practice 
ranges, 159 West Twenty-third, 

247 248 
241 236 
247 245 
240 245 
235 227 
242 248 
233 234 
239 245 
242 244 
243 246 

250 245 
243 244 
246 244 
241 239 240 
231 232 236 
246 247 247 
235 222 234 
242 242 240 
248 248 241 
245 249 247 

245 239 245 244 
232 228 231 234 
249 247 247 247 
233 233 234 238 
238 240 244 239 
246 250 243 246 
247 244 242 245 

Auburn Rif e Club. 

Auburn, Me., Jan. 25,-The scores of the Auburt 
Rifle Club for this week are very few, as where w 

„ i_. rp_f»v*»nincrs. or usually'* shoot* on'’Tuesday and Friday evenings, or 
Friday evening of this week w were jvithout^ rnuay cvcuuig 
account of some defect in the wiring. Ur 

evening the scores were: „ <,« 237 
German ring target: W.R. Houston, 233, 239, 

I. A. Smith, 239, 248, 240; W. M. Trask 233. 
Military target: I. A. Smith 50. 
Pistol: W. M. Trask 78, 79, 77. , 
The 248 on the German ring target and the 50 on in 

military target are the records for the ^ub^f°A^tegec'y. 

San Francisco Pislol Season Open. 

San Francisco, Jan. 17.—The Shell Mound 1J” 
Rifle Club opened its season at the Shell Mound targ ■ 
near San Francisco, on Jan. 5. R. J. trazer head ^ 
pistol list with a score of 169. Henry A. Harris 
second and W. A. Lithe third. . ._ nun 

Under the name of Southern California R>fles 3 nu“ 
her of expert riflemen, pistol shots and borsem 
organizing for the purpose of developing horsemans 
a:ic marksmanship for the defense of the State fro P 
sible foreign foes. Temporary officers have be® 
as follows: W. H. Leonard. President; A. L. Macro 
Vice-President; C. Harvey Elder, Secretary; K°s® 
lay, Treasurer. The plans of the movers of the sent 
include the erection of a number of rifle ranges. 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
VOL. LXX.—No. 6. PRICE. TEN CENTS 

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 8, 1908. 

NAL OF OUTDOOR LI 
iVEL, NATURE STUDY, SHOOTING, FISHING, YACHTING 

i 

38. by Forest and Stream Pub. Co. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York Entered as second class matter, July 10 
1906, at the Post Office, New York.N.Y 

f 

'.0 X'S&.V; 
DEER TRACKS AT AN ADIRONDACK SPRING 

From a picture loaned by Frank Baker 
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After Shaving 
use 

MENNEN’SI 
BORATED TALCUM 

TOILET POWDER 
and insist that your barber use 
it also. It is Antiseptic, and 
will prevent any of the skin 
diseases often contracted. 

A positive relief for Chapped 
Hands, Chafing, and all 

of the skin. Removes all odor 
of perspiration. Get Mennen’s-the original. 
Put up in non-refillable boxes, the "box that lox." Guaran¬ 
teed under the Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1906. Serial 
No. 1542. 

Sold everywhere or mailed for 25cts. Sample free. 

Try Mermen's Violet (Borated) Talcum. 

GERHARD MENNEN CO.. Newark. N. J. 

afflictions 

The Optimist and Pessimist, the difference is droll: 
The Optimist sees the doughnut, the Pessimist the hole. 

You can't be a Pessimist and own a 

Strelinger 
(4 Cycle, 1 to 4 Cylinder) 

—. IT ALWAYS GOES 

BEST MARINE ENGINE MADE' 
We also carry in stock several of the 

— bestmakes of 2-Cycle Marine Engines, 
and a full line of Stationary Engines, 
Pumping and Electric Lighting Outfits, 
Boat Accessories, Etc., Etc. 

THE STRELINGER S**8 WRITE FOR OUR 1908 CATALOG 

Let us know your wants and we will quote prices. 

Engines 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., - - $33 to $2,500 
THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 

46 E. Congress SL,_Detroit, Mich., U. S. A. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les- 

ing. Retrieving 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Mullins Steel Boats Can’t Sink 
-the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster lighter and more 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible they don t leak, crack, 
dry out or wear out, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
pleasure, summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. , r. ,. „ . 
Send for catalog of Motor Boats, Marine Engines. Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 

THEW H MULLINS COMPANY, 126 Franklin Street. Salem. Ohio. 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its purpose 

three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 

houseboating life. 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 

this country. 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 
manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 
known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 
The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in £> 
summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 
so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram, 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 

The 

AN OLD DOG STORY REVAMPED. 

A Lewiston, Me., attorney is backed by a 
Lewiston physician in his assertion that the fol¬ 
lowing dog story is absolutely true, the occur¬ 
rence having come under the observation of the 
physician, at Old Orchard, last summer, and re¬ 
lated to the attorney upon his honor. An in¬ 
telligent dog was afflicted by fleas. They clouded 
his existence, if w5 may believe appearances, 
since for four-fifths of the time the intelligent 
dog was tied up in a double bow knot, fighting 
the smaller and less intelligent but more nimble 
flea. 

Fie had chewed his hair from his sides, and 
his eyes were lacking luster. The mangy canine 
decided to take a bath in the waves of the ocean, 
and in so doing discovred that as the sea water 
heightened upon his legs and sides and hack, the 
fleas fled before it, as ever the wicked flee. Soon 
after the dog was seen backing out into water 
a smile growing over his countenance as an idea 
took possession of him. He was next seen with 
a big wad of cotton in his mouth. 

The fleas crawled higher as the sea water rose 
about him. They occupied his back and then 
his head, made uncomfortable as they were by 
the salt water. Then at last as the dog’s head 
sank very slowly beneath the waves the multi-j 
tude vacated it, jumping to the wad of cotton 
that was floating just at the dog’s nose. The 
fleas floated away forever on the flickle wad of 
cotton, while the dog swam ashore to be for-i 
ever embalmed in history by the story of the 
doctor and the lawyer and the newspaper.— 
Lewiston Journal. 

A BUZZARD IN A CAB. 

. Recently, while his train on the Georgia 
Southern and Florida Railroad was rushing along 
at a rapid rate on its way to Palatka, Engineer 
McNabb had a remarkable experience, says the 
Atlanta Constitution. He was passing throng! 
one of the swamps between this place anc 
Palatka when a buzzard flew into his cab anc 
hit him squarely in the face. The buzzard 
badly frightened, showed fight and clawed anc 
bit the. engineer’s face frantically. Engineei 
McNabb finally managed to get the buzzard ou' 
of the window. Evidently the buzzard hac 
started to fly across the track or swooped dowr 
too close to the big machine and was drawl 
into the cab by the air current produced, by the 
rapid movement of the train. The engineer waf 
not hurt, but the experience rather unnerved hin 
for a short time. 

In the Lodges of the Blackfee 
which was published serially in Forest ani 
Stream as by W. B. Anderson, has been issue 
over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, an 
under the new title 

My Life As Ai\ Indiai 
The story is one of the most faithful picture 

of human life ever drawn. It tells of the hi 
of the plains Indian in the old days, when bu: 
falo hunting and journeys to war were the o< 
cupations of every man. It describes the ever 
day life of the great camp, tells how the me 
and women passed their time, how the youn 
men gambled, how they courted their swee 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indian 
and how the different tribes fought togethe 
The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 

the beautiful Indian girl who became tf 
author’s wife. , . 

But it is needless to describe this booK > 
readers of Forest and Stream. Those wi¬ 
re ad it as a serial will surely want the volume C: 
their library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CC 
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A SQUIRREL YARN. 

ill Anderson, of the Brushies, tells the 
st squirrel tale and it heads the list. Bill 

■rd a merchant in town here fifty cents, and 
had promised to pay it Saturday. Friday 

iht just before day he dreamed. In his dream 
1 remembered the fifty cents and how the 
:chant expected it the next day. He also 
1 a large hickory tree in a secluded spot in 
1 woods, and on it were many squirrels gam- 
ng and playing on its branches. He saw 
self shooting them with deadly aim and how 
had brought them to town and settled with 
merchant. His dream was over; he awoke, 
without waiting to put on his shoes, he 

ibbed his gun and went to the tree. The 
irrels were there and without moving from 
tracks he killed twelve. As he killed the 
one, he saw a weasel climbing the tree and 

?d it. About that time a crow lit in the tree 
it was brought down. He turned for home 
saw another squirrel nearby and killed it. 
dream had been realized. To corroborate 
story, he brought the squirrels to town 

.irday, paid off the merchant and had cash 
r.—Wilkesboro (N. C.) Chronicle. 

A JERSEY DOG STORY. 
-N • . 

"e have received from a boy living in Wana- 
: N. J., an account of the wonderful sagacity, 
oled with a touch of forethought and sym- 
.ty, to a degree rarely seen in the brute crea- 

and often conspicuously lacking in the 
lan family. The dog spoken of is a cross 
:.een a shepherd and a Newfoundland. For 
e time he had been noticed to take his break- 
in his mouth and run away with it uneaten, 

i it was finally resolved to follow .him and 
; out what was done with it. Accordingly on 
:lay last a young man started after him, fol- 
ng for some distance across fields, but, ob- 
ed by the dog, who was evidently taking a 
idabout trip from that usually followed, try- 

, to tire him out or lead him astray. Finally 
dog lay down with his lunch in his mouth 

1 the boy came up to him. The lad then 
ight to play cunning and started abruptly, as 
lgh he would return home, but keeping a 
p watch on the dog. He had gone but a 

2 distance, when the dog arose and started 
'is fast as possible and disappeared in a covert 
Ire investigation revealed a decrepit and 
; dated old dog, who was eagerly devouring 
breakfast. It is1 needless to add that this 

lligent and kind-headted dog has risen very 
a in the estimation of his young master, who 
■ looks upon him as a sort of half human 
>,panion.—Warwick Advertiser. 

)RSE AND HOVND 
Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 
lunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
irunswick Hunt Club. 

lorse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
il to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt- 

The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
’try Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
u>ng an<t Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 

tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field 
t Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and ever} 
ter abounds with hunting information. The work 
rofusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

its and Points for Sportsmen. 
piled by “Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. 
3rice, $1.50. 

is compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, 
s, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the 
ter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 
canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the 
sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity. 

11® and Points” has proved one of the most prac- 
ty, useful works of reference in the sportsman’s 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

<♦> 
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<♦> 
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R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
0 

Our New Catalogues for 1908 will 
soon be ready. 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition and Fish¬ 
ing Tackle and Camp Goods. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies. 

No. 3. Kodaks and Athletic Goods. 

Get on the mailing list now and insure 
getting one or all of the above on pub¬ 
lication. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

Visit our Exhibit, Space 12, Sports¬ 

men’s Show, New Y ork 

84 Horton Street 

Bristol, Conn. 

TROUT FLIES Assorted 12c 

Split Bamboo Rods. 75c 
3 pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8}4 feet. 

STEEL RODS BE $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8)4 feet; Fly, 9, 9%, 10 feet. 

Automatic Reel, $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Line 

CHARLES DISCH, 
318 FULTON STREET. - - - BROOKLYN. N. Y 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 14G pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effettive 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowj shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO, 
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S ‘‘Tarpon, Tuna and Salt Water AnglingM 

Tarpon and Southern Tackle | 
OUR BOOKLET: 

FREE UPON APPLICATION 
fc° 

2 

*° WILLIAM MILLS (Si SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. jr 
M*M*AAAA«AA«AAA«44«*A4A«AAA«A«AAAA«AAAA* *******A*AA4*A4AA«A44*A*Z 

TBADK MARK.. 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON, TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

'ill be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

a outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

aste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

, A WHOLESOME WINTER SPORT. 

Over much of the northern country the ground 

s now covered deep with snow; bitter cold has 

ardened the waters in lakes and streams, and 

een winds sweep over deserted fields, whistle 

.trough ragged hedgerows and bow the tree 

runks in naked woods. It is a hard time for 

11 outdoor life—these lengthening days when 

ae cold grows stronger. Especially is it hard 

or the birds. To a large extent their food is 

overed by snow, and, search as industriously as 

aey may, there is little enough to be found that 

tey can eat. 

The mammals have an easier time. Running 

1 all directions under the snow are the tunnels 

f the mice and shrews, which feed on the roots 

If grasses, the bark of the farmers’ fruit trees, 

lid much green vegetable life that it to be found. 

■ loon and squirrel and muskrat are snugly curled 

j in their winter nests, not to emerge until the 

’fid has broken; the hardy mink travels up and 

own the stream and catches fish and digs out 

ogs hidden in the bottom, and now and then 

ids a dead bird; while the tireless fox searches 

"erywhere for field mice, feeds on dead animals 

ing out in the fields, and sometimes visits the 

rmer’s poultry yard. 

The birds have the hardest time. For the seed 

ters, little is left now except the poor har- 

■st to be gleaned from the tops of weed stalks 

at project above the snow, or the tew berries 

at still cling to vines and trees. At best the 

ckings are small. The meat eaters have a 

od supply in the exposed crevices and crannies 

the bark of the trees, where lie hidden the 

gs and pupae of many insects. Moreover, here 

d there some friendly person has hung up in 

tree a bit of suet, or an old beef bone to which 

me meat clings, and when this is discovered 

is visited by the birds uittil all the food has 

en consumed. 

Now is the time for the sportsmen to go abroad 

:o the covers where he shot in autumn and to 

actice another sport. Instead of carrying his 

,n and a pocketful of cartridges, let him load 

nself with a grain sack containing an armful 

old hay and hayseed, and with a pocketful 

grain. Tracks in the snow,\ or his dog will 

3w him where the birds spend most of their 

ie, and in some sheltered place near here let 

n tramp down the snow as hard as he can 

over a space two or three yards in diameter, and 

there scatter his chaff, and on the chaff throw 

some handfuls of grain. From the spot that 

he has trodden down let him scatter out into 

the woods and field two or three lines of chaff, 

feeling sure that every bird that crosses one of 

these trails will follow it up, scratching and pick¬ 

ing among the hayseed, and at last finding the 

place where the grain is strewn. The food supply 

should be often renewed, and above all the chaff 

scattered again after every snowfall. 

The little birds about the house must be looked 

after too, and precisely such a place as has been 

made for the quail may be prepared for the small 

birds near one of the outhouses, or at some warm 

sunny spot near the edge of the woods. If this 

is done adults and children alike may find great 

pleasure in going out and watching these feed¬ 

ing spots, which will be regularly visited by the 

birds. The diners will soon become accustomed 

to the presence of human beings, and if one 

moves very slowly it is possible gradually to 

approach nearer and nearer to the birds, and to 

observe every detail of their form and color. 

If people generally at all appreciated the enor¬ 

mous services to the country, which are con¬ 

stantly being performed by the birds, they would 

be as anxious to feed and care for them as they 

are to feed the horses which do their hauling, or 

the cattle in their barns. It has been stated that 

the damage caused by noxious insects amounts 

each year to $800,000,000, but whatever the loss 

from that cause we may be sure that but for 

the services of the birds this great continent of 

North America would be a howling desert, for 

it would not produce food for its inhabitants, who 

would have to abandon it or starve to death. 

From all points of view it pays to feed and 

protect the birds. It is humane, it gives pleasure 

to him who does it, and above all, it is good busi¬ 
ness. 

THE APPALACHIAN-WHITE MOUNTAIN 
BILL. 

All persons interested in forestry will be grati¬ 

fied to learn that Speaker Cannon has at last 

withdrawn his opposition to the Appalachian- 

White Mountain forest bill, and that there thus 

seems a good prospect that the bill may pass. A 

public hearing on the bills was held last week 

by the House Committee on Agriculture which 

was attended by representative men from the 

South as well as from New England, and by a 

number of persons especially interested in for¬ 

estry matters. 

For a long time people in the South and in 

New England have been practically unanimous 

in favor of this project and the press of the whole 

Eastern country has been a unit for it; in fact, 

almost everyone who knew anything about it 

seemed to favor it, except Speaker Cannon, who, 

controlling the House of Representatives, was 

unwilling to let it come up. For some time, 

therefore, a good part of thif country has been 

urging, and Speaker Cannon has been opposing 

the bill. Now, however, the speaker is quoted as 

saying, I don t see how I can hold out against 

the bill. When New England and the South get 

together on a proposition it is a hard combina¬ 
tion to beat.” 

I he present bill is considerably modified from 

the form in which it passed the Senate at the last 

Congress. It is better because simpler, and has 

the approval of a large number of forestry asso¬ 

ciations, and of the Forest Service. The terri¬ 

tory proposed to be set aside comprises about 

5,000,000 acres in the South, and about 600,000 

acres in the White Mountains, and the bill car¬ 

ries an appropriation of $5,000,000. 

Up to the present time an unfortunate feature 

of our forestry system has been that its opera¬ 

tions were confined to the West, where only 

there are public lands on which forests grow. 

I he passage of this bill will make our forest re¬ 

serve policy truly national—a very great gain. 

Its passage will mean that before it is too late 

the Government will take control of one of the 

chief supplies of hardwood timber in the coun¬ 

try, and will control the sources of rivers which 

supply water power to some of the most im¬ 

portant manufacturing States. 

Our cover picture shows a typical winter scene 

in the Adirondack forest when there is a couple 

of feet of snow on the ground and the ther¬ 

mometer registers twenty or more degrees below 

zero at night. Not many open places are then 

found in the brooks by the deer, but here and 

there are spots where the water is too rapid to 

freeze, or perhaps a spring under the protecting 

foliage of a big hemlock tree, and all such places 

are visited nightly by numbers of deer, which 

make their beds in the vicinity and track up the 

snow until it resembles a sheep yard. Frank 

Baker, who loaned the picture we reproduce, 

lives alone on Beaver Lake, and his chief amuse¬ 

ment in winter is to feed the few birds that are 

abroad when the temperature is very low, and 

cut balsams for the deer when the snow is so 

deep that they cannot range far. During the 

severe winter four years ago he was actually 

followed by wild deer when he went forth with 

snowshoes and axe to assist them, and some of 

the starving animals ate so greedily of the bal¬ 

sam tops that they lay down and died in his 

presence. 
at 

The conviction of Harvey Gaylord, who was 

tried at Herkimer, N. Y., last week for selling 

timber on State land; and the trial of Charles 

A. Klock, who, it is alleged, was involved with 

him, will have a salutary effect on timber thieves 

in the Adirondacks. These men were State game 

protectors, and are said to have been acting for 

others, who equally deserve to be punished. 



The Yellowstone Park in Early Days 
By COL. WILLIAM D. PICKETT 

(Conclusion.) 

AFTER passing through the lower canon of 

this stream we arrived at Farrell’s ranch 

at the mouth of Trail Creek in the fore¬ 

noon of the 28th of August. From this point 

the road to Bozeman leaves the Yellowstone. 

I halted here to await developments. I found 

the rumors heard within the last week, of the 

advance of the hostile Indians through the Na¬ 

tional Park, and of the killing of the tourists 

that fell into their hands, were mostly true and 

as have been told in the retrospect before out¬ 
lined. 

That night Mrs. Cowan, her sister and a 

younger brother arrived, who were of that party 

of about ten who were captured near the Lower 

Geyser basin and were then supposed to be the 
only survivors. 

On the night of the 29th two companies of 

the Second Cavalry arrived from Fort Ellis' 

About midnight the camp was aroused by the 

attempt of Indians to steal horses, but they were 

met by a vigorous fire and were driven off. On 

the 2d of September Lieut.-Col. Gilbert of the 

Seventh Infantry reinforced the other two com¬ 

panies and moved up the river. During this 

time I made agreeable acquaintance with several 

officers of this force, among them Lieut. H. L. 

Scott, of the Second Cavalry, a friendship which 

has been kept bright ever since whether as Major 

Scott in Cuba and the Philippines or Col. Scott 

of the West Point Military Academy. During 

this time scouts Goff and Leonard and Mr. Mc¬ 

Cartney and companion, who were ambushed by 

the hostile scouts, came into camp. 

On the 6th of September, Col. Gilbert, having 

failed to get in communication with Howard’s 

command by the Yellowstone trail, came back 

through the second Yellowstone canon and went 

up Miners Creek and over to the Madison River. 

Had he delayed one day longer he would have 

learned that General Howard was at the Yellow¬ 

stone Lake, and the hostile Indians had passed 
on through the park. 

After this movement of troops, believing it 

would be some days before the situation could 

become settled, I determined to go back to Boze¬ 

man and await developments. I took with me 

as far as Fort Ellis, Goff, the wounded scout. 

On the 7th of September I got partial satis¬ 

faction by selling old Bones to Quarter-master 

Adams, for a cavalry horse to be forwarded to 

General Howard. Good luck to him. 

In a few days it was learned the hostile In¬ 

dians had passed through the National Park, fol¬ 

lowed by Howard’s forces. 

As there was still time to make a hasty trip 

through the park before the severe winter set 

in I determined to do so. I was urged not to 

make the attempt on account of the hostiles’ sick 

or wounded that would be left behind and other 

Indians. I recognized the risk, but as I had as 

a youngster served as a mounted volunteer dur¬ 

ing the Mexican War on the northwest frontier 

of Texas against the Comanches, and all the bad 

Indians of the Indian Territory and of the 

Kansas Territory who infested that frontier, I 

had some knowledge of Indian ways. Added 

to this experience was that of four years’ ser¬ 

vice in the late war between the States. These 

experiences fully qualified me to judge of the 

credence to be placed in war rumors. I was 

very anxious to make the trip for other reasons. 

Only one man of suitable qualities could be 

found willing to make the trip—Jack Bean. He 

knew the routes through the park; he was a 

good packer and mountain man, cautious, but 

resolute. We went light. I rode my hunting 

mare Kate; Jack his horse, and we packed my 

little red mule Dollie. I was armed with a .45- 

90-450 Sharps long range rifle, and Jack with a 

.44-40-200 repeater. In addition to a belt full 

of cartridges. Bean carried around his. neck a 

shot bag pretty full of cartridges, so that in 

case of being set afoot they would become handy. 

When Dollie was packed with all the bedding, 

etc., there was not much visible except her ears 
and feet. 

We left Bozeman on the nth of September 

and nooned in the second canon of the Yellow¬ 

stone on the 13th. While nooning, a portion of 

the cavalry that accompanied Col. Gilbert on 

his trip around from the head of the Madi¬ 

son. passed down toward Fort Ellis, having with 

them Cowan and Albert Oldham, who had sur¬ 

vived the hostile Indians near the Lower Geysers. 

, In the afternoon we passed up the river, by 

the cabin of Henderson, burned by hostiles, 

turned up Gardiner’s River and camoed within 

three miles of Mammoth Hot Springs. As this 

squad of cavalry passed down we were conscious 

that we had to depend entirely on our own re¬ 

sources for the balance of the trip, for there was 

probably not another white man in that park. 

A note in my diary says, “International rifle 

match commences to-day.” 

Early on the 14th we passed up to these last 

named Hot Springs, spending two or three hours 

viewing their beauties an,d wonders. These, with 

all the numerous wonders of this true wonder¬ 

land are indescribable, and I will not weary your 

readers by attempting to describe any of them. 

Many of them have, doubtless, visited them. We 

passed by the cabin, in the door of which the 

Helena man had been killed a few days before, 

after having escaped the attack on the 'camp 

above the Grand Falls. 

Our trail passed up the gorge of one fork of 

Gardiner’s River in sight of the falls of that 

stream. Just beyond where the trail emerged 

from the gorge McCartney and his companion 

had met the hostile scouts. There lay their 

pack outfit, which they had left behind on the 

2d or 3d of September, as before narrated. 

Among the abandoned outfit was a miner’s shovel 

which these brave men had taken along to bury 

their friend if dead. We camped , that night on 

the lower Blacktail Creek. Early on the follow¬ 

ing day we passed the place where Goff and 

Leonard, the two scouts, had been ambuscaded. 

The willow brush was all “shot up” and near 

the trail was the dead sorrel horse that Leonard 

had ridden. We examined the vicinity of this 

ambuscade for the brave Indian boy who, as he 

fell, was seen to draw his revolver. It was not 

to be found. That vicinity was afterward thor¬ 

oughly searched, but there never could be found 

any trace of this boy. His fate has never been 

revealed. There were splendid mountain views 

from the trail in the day’s travel. 

In the afternoon of Sept. 15 the trail descended 

to the valley of the \ ellowstone and passed with¬ 

in one mile of Baronet’s Bridge, across which 

Howard’s command passed on the 5th of Sep¬ 

tember in pursuit of the Nez Perces. We soon 

dropped into the trail followed by that command 

and followed it back to Tower Falls. These 

falls are named from the tower-like ledges of 

rock that overhang the falls, which have about 

the appearance of the Minnehaha Falls near 

Minneapolis, with a single cascade of about 130 

feet. Just before dark Jack missed one of the 

horses, and for a while there was an Indian 

scare, but fortunately the animal had only wan¬ 

dered a short distance, and was soon recovered. 

V\ e v. ere a little more sensitive'to Indian scares 

since two scouts from General Howard’s com¬ 

mand had been met on the 13th, who reported 

that about 100 Bannock scouts from Lemhi- 

agency had deserted Howard, taking along more 

horses than belonged to them. They were aim¬ 

ing to ford the Yellowstone about ten miles 

above the Grand Falls, where the Nez Perces 

crossed. We were warned to be on the look¬ 

out for them, as they were in dangerous temper. 

Our danger would come when we should leave 

the Grand Falls and pass through some open 

country in the direction of the Lower Geyser 
Basin about the 17th. 
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It rained most of the night at Tower Falls- 

snowing higher up on the mountains to be 

pressed—but on the whole we had a quiet night 

ind sound sleep. When the rain ceased about 

) 0 clock A. M., Sept. 16, we packed up and 

>egan the ascent of the Mt Washburn range. 

7or a few miles the trail followed an open 

idge, exposing us to a northeast blizzard, ac- 

ompanied with snow. After descending into the 

rulch up which the trail leads to the pass in 

he range, the snow' became deeper, and toward 

he summit of the range it was eighteen or 

vventy inches—knee—deep, which compelled us 

0 dismount and lead the horses, as the ascent 

;as very hard on them. In view of future pos- 

ibilities we had to save their energies as much 

s possible. It was one of the most laborious 

ay’s work of my experience. Fortunately when 

ear the summit, going through open pine tim¬ 

er, we discovered a large bear approaching us. 

le was passing along the side of the steep 

lountain to the left about on a level and would 

ave passed out of safe range. I immediately 

ismounted and cut across as rapidly as the snow 

id uphill admitted, to intercept him. He had 

pt discovered us. When within about 100 yards, 

atching my opportunity through the timber, I 

died away at his side. He was hit, but not 

ortally. As my after experience told me, those 

.-ars when hit always either roll down hill or 

P “on the jump.” On the jump this bear 

me, passing about twenty yards in our front, 

cartridge was ready, arid against Jack’s in¬ 

unction, “Don’t shoot,” I fired, yet it failed to 

op him, and Jack turned loose with his re¬ 

iser, I shooting rapidly with my rifle. By the 

me the bear had reached the gulch he went no 
rther. 

The excitement caused by this incident and 

y enthusiasm on killing my first grizzly—for I 

■limed the bear—dispelled at once all feelings 

hardship and fatigue. The bear was a grizzly 

about 400 pounds weight, fat and with a fine 

It. We had not time to skin him, nor could 

2 hide have been packed. After getting a few 

-aks. a piece of skin from over the shoulder 

d one of his fore paws, we continued our 

>orious ascent of the mountain. Still excited 

this incident, the work now was in the nature 

a labor of love. Passing over the summit 

id down a quarter of a mile through snow 

■I a foot deep, there were evident fresh pony 

cks^in the snow on the trail made by an ani- 

il that had passed on up the gulch to our 

ht. Jack was called up, and as we were ser- 

tsly discussing the situation a most unearthly 

'■md proceeded from up the gulch which caused 

to grasp our rifles and feel for cartridge 

ts- In a short time that unearthly blast 

'tnded forth again, from the same direction. 

this time ending with a “he-haw, he-haw.” 

e mystery was dispelled, the voice was recog- 

fd. It was the voice of the army mule. He 

1 discovered by scent the presence of our 

fit and soon came trotting down the trail, the 

loodiment of joy and good fellowship. He 

ned out to be a big Missouri or Kentucky 

lle> si^een hands high, that had “broken down” 

ler his pack and had been turned loose by 

ward s command and was endeavoring to fol- 

on. He was a very forlorn looking animal, 

council of war decided he would soon per- 

in these deep snows. Jack Bean said the 

Q- M. at Fort Ellis were paying $30 for de¬ 

livery of all such animals. I told him that I 

would help to carry him along and he could get 

the $30 for him; so we took him along and 

camped as soon as the snow became so little deep 

that the horses could get feed in a little meadow 
where camp was located. 

There was an abundance of dry pine and a 

rousing fire to dry us out was soon in full blast. 

The day had not been cold, but the rain, snow 

and wind made it appear so. We made fine beds 

of pine bows, but I ate too much bear and did 

not rest well. That bear was taking post-mor¬ 

tuary revenge on each of us. 

We reached the Grand Falls of the Yellow¬ 

stone and spent a part of the morning there. I 

have seen Niagara, Montmorency, Minnehaha, 

the Great Falls of the Missouri and these falls. 

Niagara is pre-eminent in grandeur, but its great 

volume and evidence of power and force have 

always inspired me with a feeling of fear and 

dread. The falls of the Missouri are next in 

grandeur, while these falls are a combination of 

the grand and beautiful, with great volume in 

times of high water and a clear width of about 

150 feet and 360 feet single leap. Prof. Hayden, 

who first measured their height, gives it as 396 

feet. The canon below these falls is not less not¬ 

able than the falls that give it cause. At the 

water level its width is about 250 feet; from 

above the stream appears like a silvery thread. 

From the water’s edge the sides of the canon 

slope back at an angle of 35 degrees to 45 de¬ 

grees and to a height of about 150 feet. To the 

feeling called forth by the grandeur of these 

walls is added that of admiration for the beau¬ 

tiful and varied colorings given out by their 
geological formations. 

I have seen all the many canons of the Conti¬ 

nental Divide above the Union Pacific Railroad. 

None, however, compares in everything that makes 

these wonders of nature notable and grand, to 

the canon of the Clark’s Fork of the Yellow¬ 

stone, just above the debouchment of that stream 

from the mountains. Its length is about eigh¬ 

teen miles. The lower six miles has sides slop¬ 

ing on the east at about 30 degrees, the high peak 

on that side being about 3,000 feet above the 

water level, there being room in the canon only 

sufficient for a trail. The upper twelve miles of 

the canon is inclosed by solid walls of reddish 

granite almost vertical, with a width of about 

1,000 feet at top. At the lower end of this part 

of the canon the height of the walls is about 

1.500 feet above water level, as attested by a 

railway survey up the western side. In this 

part some large masses of granite are found of 

at least 300 cubic yards capacity, whose angles 

are as sharp and as little worn as if disrupted 

from the cliffs only yesterday. 

The canon has one unusual feature; a tribu¬ 

tary of sufficient volume to be classed as a river 

approaches from the south, rushing through walls 

of granite 100 feet wide at the top and »6oo feet 

deep and leaps out from the wall of the canon 

at least 300 feet above water level, the upper 

200 feet being by a beautiful cascade. The 

lower 100 feet passes over broken masses of 

granite lying at an angle of about 40 degrees. 

1 his canon lies out of the traveled route, and 

a laborious day’s work is needed to ascend and 

descend to the level of the valley of this tribu¬ 
tary. 

We could not tarry long at the Great Falls, 

and took only a look at the second falls, about 
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one-quarter of a mile above and 115 feet clear 

cascade. A few miles further on we passed near 

the camp where McCartney had buried his friend, 

and thence out into the prairie, extending to 

the mud geysers up stream, and away to the 

dividing ridge between the Yellowstone waters 

and Fire Hole waters—the head of Madison 

River. The depth of the snow and other cir¬ 

cumstances determined me not to go further to¬ 

ward Yellowstone Lake, for the sight of lakes 

was no novelty and we would see an abundance 

of geysers to the Lower Geyser basin, crossing 

the divide at head of Alum Creek. Passing 

through a good deal of snow*we camped in the 

Alum Creek group of geysers at head of that 

creek. The most interesting sight in this group 

was a jet of steam passing up through waters 

of the creek, making a noise similar to that of 

the blower of a locomotive. 

The night was clear and cold, freezing water 

to an inch depth. We slept in comfort and 

awoke with a dense fog enveloping us, caused 

by the steam of the spluttering geysers. 

On Sept. 17 we climbed the mountain to the 

Pass of Mountains, beyond which is the water¬ 

shed of the Fire Hole River. Up to this time we 

had been constantly on the lookout for Indian 

sign, and especially on the qui vive for the band 

of the 100 Bannock scouts, reported as having 

deserted General Howard. On the summit we 

expected to strike the trail where they would ’ 

probably have passed if in this part of the park. 

On the summit of the range we crossed this 

trail and were gratified to find no sign of any¬ 

thing passing after that made by Colonel Gil¬ 

bert’s cavalry in its effort to overtake General 

Howard’s command. 

We descended into the valley of the East Fork 

of Fire Hole River—now named Nez Perce 

Creek—by the wagon road cut out by Howard’s 

command, and were soon out of the snow, for 

the valley of Fire Hole is nearly 1,000 feet lower 

than the Yellowstone- River above the falls. We 

passed near the scene of the massacre of a por¬ 

tion of the Cowan party before alluded to. We 

also scared up one or two wild Indian ponies, 

left by the hostiles, that by their speed and ac¬ 

tivity to avoid the white man, showed no evi¬ 

dence of wishing to be rescued, as was the case 

of the lone army mule. This was an unpleasant 

sign. Reaching the lower Fire Hole basin be¬ 

fore noon we went into camp and spent the re¬ 

mainder of the day in visiting various geysers 

of this wonderful formation, against the advice 

of Bean, who was for camping that night at 

the upper geysers ten miles further on. 

Seeing no Indian sign in the day’s travel ex¬ 

cept the ponies, we had a quiet and restful night, 

and by noon on the 18th we were among the 

Upper Geyser group and spent the remainder of 

the day in wonder and admiration of what was 
seen. * 

On the morning of the 19th we packed up and 

started on our return trip to Bozeman. After 

nooning at Lower Geysers we passed on down 

the Fire Hole Valley. In about five miles a fresh 

po'ny track was noticed coming in from the west 

side and at a trot. In a short distance another 

pony track was observed going in the opposite 

direction and leaving the trail to the west. This 

was interpreted as meaning that a party of In¬ 

dians for some cause had been left behind by 

the hostiles, and that they were hidden in the 

dense pine timber on the west of the trail and 
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FORT GEORGE. 

From a drawing made by Alexander H. Murray, Sept. 22, 1844. 

this day at least thirty-five miles. The plan 

adopted was to go into camp, cook supper and 

after dark, replenishing the camp-fire, travel 

about two hours through the timber and make 

a dry camp. 

While Bean was attending to camp duties I 

went back far enough to command a view of 

500 yards to the rear, across the Madison, and 

with field glass kept a good lookout for hostile 

signs, but detected none. In accordance with 

the plan we traveled about two hours through 

thick pine timber and made camp in a little 

meadow sufficient for horse feed. 

During this night’s tramp we occasionally 

jumped small bands of antelope feeding on little 

patches of open ground. This was the only in¬ 

stance in my twenty-five years’ experience among 

these animals when I found them using in tim¬ 

ber. Afterward I saw a buck antelope near the 

Lower Geyser basin. With an early start we 

breakfasted near the Madison. We nooned in 

the upper canon, having a feast of trout and 

white fish, the first square meal we had had 

since the start from Bozeman, except bacon and 

grizzly. Passing out of the canon we camped 

near the point where the Nez Perces had set 

afoot the scouting party before related, the recol¬ 

lection of which always brought forth a laugh. 

We were now out o. reach of Indian scares and 

in the prairie country on the Upper Madison. 

Before entering the upper canon on the 21st 

of September it was necessary to decide on one 

of two r.outes to Bozeman. One and the shortest 

was cvef a high mountain divide to the head 

Of the West Gallatin River, and thence down 

Northwest, I have never seen more antelope 

than in the forenoon of that day. 

On the 22d we met the first white face since 

the 13th, a Frenchman on his way as a scout 

to Henry’s Lake. With him Bean made a trade 

for the army mule we had still all safe, whereby 

he was to deliver the mule at Fort Ellis. After 

traveling down the upper valley of Madison dur¬ 

ing the 22d and 23d we reached Whitney’s ranch 

across the river from the Bozeman and Virginia 

City road. At this camp we got plenty of milk 

and thirty-two eggs which we divided equally 

between us. Bean ate his half, sixteen eggs, 

that night and the following morning—eight hard 

boiled eggs at a sitting. No ill effects were heard 

of during the night. I took my sixteen eggs 

in broken doses. 

We here received late papers telling how the 

Nez Perces had out-maneuvered Col. Sturgis of 

the Seventh Cavalry, ahd of their escape. 

On the 24th we crossed the Madison, and 

dropped into the wagon road leading to Boze¬ 

man from Virginia City. Here may be told of the 

alarm caused by our pack mule Dollie, to which 

after getting into the open country, we had not 

paid much attention, but had allowed to trot on 

behind at her will. As before remarked when 

packed for the road there was nothing visible 

except her ears and feet under a pile of bedding 

with a white wagon sheet on top. Soon after 

getting on to the Bozeman road we met twelve 

empty farm wagons that had been hired by Gen¬ 

eral Howard to carry the impedimenta of his 

command, had been paid off and were on their 

way home on the wast side of the Rockies. We 

entire outfit of twelve wagons were on a ram¬ 

page, tearing through the fortunately open and 

level prairie, Dollie in the meantime keeping 

the center of the road. To all the witnesses 

to this scene it was most amusing and ludicrous, 

a scare caused by an innocent, patient and care¬ 

less little pack mule who had nothing whatever 

to do with her fearful looking makeup. That 

scene caused its only two witnesses to forget 

for a time at least all the labors and hardships 

and risks from hostiles and snow storms of the 

past ten days. Without anything of especial in¬ 

terest we reached Bozeman on Sep. 26, after 

an absence of fifteen days, having traveled on 

an average of twenty miles per day. 

This was to me the most eventful trip, for its 

duration, of my long sojourn among the North¬ 

western mountains, whether be considered the un¬ 

questioned danger from hostile Indians, the 

scarcely slighter danger from the storms and 

deep snows among these mountains, or the ex¬ 

posure, the labor and hardships incident to travel¬ 

ing five days through snow from five to twenty 

inches deep, the only shelter from the storms at 

night during the trip being that afforded by a 

small wagon sheet that served as a cover for 

the pack. 

I felt fully compensated, however, for all these 

risks and hardships by the privilege of viewing 

the canons of the Yellowstone and the Madi¬ 

son, those beautiful and grand falls at Tower 

Creek, and the Yellowstone, the indescribable 

wonders of the upper and lower geyser basins; 

and last, though not least, for the opportunity 

afforded of killing my first grizzly. 
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Ancient Landmarks 
THE junction of the Missouri and the Yel¬ 

lowstone rivers was a favorite place for 

the early fur trading posts. There stood 

Fort Union, of all Missouri River posts, the most 

famous. There in later years was the mili¬ 

tary fort Buford, familiar to all travelers of 

more recent times who passed up and down the 

Missouri in the old days of river travel. There, 

too, was Fort William, built by William Sub¬ 

lette, and like many another post named in his 

honor, in which was to be carried on a trade in 

opposition to Fort Union of the American Fur 

Company. The two posts were less than three 

miles apart and were about equally distant from 

the mouth of the Yellowstone River, Fort Union 

being above and Fort William below. The site 

of Fort William was almost the same as that 

of the later military post, Fort Buford. Fort 

William was built in the year 1833 and was con¬ 

structed of cottonwood logs. The wooden fort 

was later replaced by one of sods or adobes, and 

the walls of this are said by Dr. Coues to have 

been still standing in 1865, when they were torn 

dowrn to be used in building Fort Buford. 

It would be curious, though not very practi¬ 

cal, to go back over the old writings concerning 

the fur trade prior to 1870, and see how many 

Fort Williams there had been. No doubt the 

most famous was that Hudson’s Bay post on 

the north shore of Lake Superior, which was the 

starting point for all the fur traders who spread 

themselves over the Northwest by way of the 

Grand Portage and Lake Winnipeg, but of the 

Fort Williams that existed on the rivers of the 

plains, and toward the verge of the Rocky Moun¬ 

tains, those of the north were almost all of them 

named after Sublette, while those of the south, 

if there was more than One, were named for 
William Bent. 

Larpenteur in his journal, edited by Dr. Coues, 

tells how he took part in the building of this 

in 1871. The stockade was of cottonwood logs 

eighteen feet in length, hewn on three sides, and 

planted three feet deep in the ground. The 

house of the bourgeois stood at the back of the 

inclosure opposite the front gate. The store 

which constituted the warehouse was forty feet 

in length and eighteen feet in width. There 

were two rooms for men’s quarters, the carpen¬ 

ter s shop, blacksmith’s shop, ice house, meat 

house and two good bastions, but Larpenteur 

says that these were more for show than for 

protection, and that there was not the least 

danger from Indians for any white man, except 

the free trappers. Large war parties frequently 

came to the fort, but behaved well, going away 

satisfied with a few loads of ammunition and 
some tobacco. 

In his book, “Among the Indians,” published 

m 1868, H. A. Boiler speaks of passing down the 

river to Fort Union and then of passing the 

mouth of the Yellowstone to Fort William where 

“a huge beacon fire was blazing on the bank, sur¬ 

rounded by a crowd of wild looking mountaineers 

eagerly awaiting our return. Morning at length 

dawned upon the dismantled fort where but a 

short time before all had been life and anima¬ 

tion. It now had a deserted and forlorn appear¬ 

ance, and the crumbling adobe walls would soon 

be all that had remained of what had once been 

the bustling post. We took on board the pro¬ 

ceeds of the last year’s trade, consisting of over 

a thousand packs of robes and peltry, and with 

a farewell salute, our prow was again turned to¬ 

ward the settlement.” This was in 1858 and 

seems to show that the post known as Fort Wil¬ 

liam was abandoned in that year, it having long 

before been sold to the American Fur Company. 

There -seems to have been no reason why it 

should have been kept up in close proximity to 

Fort Union. Boiler speaks of it again toward the 

end of his book, and says during his stay at 

1833-4, was the robbery of sub-traders who were 

in charge of outposts by Indians. An entry in 

Larpenteur’s Original Journal says, speaking of 

t834. “About the same time Mr. Jeannisse was 

attacked by some half-breeds who robbed him, 

and he had a narrow escape for his life. The 

half-breeds had been hired by Mr. Campbell as 

interpreters for the Assinaboines and Crees, but 

got in a drunken quarrel with the results said.” 

One wonders whether this Jeannisse of 1834 

was one of the two men of that name, Antoine 

and Nicholas, who were so well known from 

i860 to about 1880 on the Missouri River about 

Fort Randall and the Whetstone Agency. Jeu- 

nesse, or La Jeunesse, was, of course, a com¬ 

mon name among the early voyageurs. 

A number of years after the abandonment of 

Fort William a new post, Fort Mortimer, was 

established on the site of old Fort William and 

a little south or southeast of where Buford after¬ 

ward stood. This post was built in 1842 by Fox, 

Livingston & Co., a firm organized in opposi¬ 

tion to the American Fur Company, but unfor¬ 

tunately not very well informed about the fur 

trade. They came to the river in 1842 and the 

winter trade of 1845 and 1846 satisfied them that 

a profitable opposition could not be carried on 

to the American Fur Company, and they soon 

left the country. One of the members of this 

firm, according to Larpenteur, a Mr. Kelsey, who 

had gone out to the river under entire misap¬ 

prehension of the conditions there, was greatly 

discouraged when he came to Fort Union, and 

left a man at Fort Mortimer to take charge of 

things. Mr. Kelsey, who according to agree¬ 

ment, was to remain in the Indian country and 

make his headquarters among the Sioux, chose 

a point twenty miles below Fort Pierre oppo¬ 

site a beautiful island. Upon this there were 

four men living in a small cabin which he con¬ 

sidered his. He ordered them several times to 

leave, but they paid no attention to him and re¬ 

mained in possession. One morning the old gen¬ 

tleman armed himself and determined to make 

the men leave, and entering the cabin he fired 

FORT PIERRE. 

From a drawing made by Alexander H. Murray, June 10, 1844. 

>ost in 1833 and 1834, and gives interesting and 

imusing accounts of the efforts made to seduce 

he Indians from their allegiance to the Ameri- 
an Fur Company. 

Fort William was built after the ordinary fash- 

on of northern trading posts and was erected 

'n tand where the Fort Buford sawmill stood 

Fort Union: “The ruins of old Fort William 

were in plain sight, and the mountaineers spoke 

regretfully of the good old times when both posts 

were in the full tide of success and of the hos¬ 

pitalities that were so freely exchanged between 

them when the trading season was over.” 

One of the events of the winter of the sale, 

at one of them who was in the act of taking a 

kettle off the fire, and he fell dead in the fire. 

Another who ran out was also shot and fell dead 

over the fence. By that time a third man, who 

was trying to escape in double quick time, was 

shot through the shoulder, of which wound he 

came near losing his life. During the following 
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night the old gentleman made his escape. Cer¬ 

tainly a positive and self-willed old gentleman. 

Fort Mortimer is frequently mentioned as it 

was in 1843 by Audubon. He says of it: “We 

found the place in a most miserable condition 

and about to be carried away by the falling in 

of the banks on account of the great rise of 

water in the Yellowstone that had actually 

dammed the Missouri.” The current ran directly 

across, and the banks gave way at such a rate 

that the men had been obliged already to tear 

up the front of the fort and remove it to the 

rear. To-morrow they are to remove the houses 

themselves should they stand the coming night, 

which appeared to me somewhat dubious.” Three 

weeks later Mr. Audubon went to Fort Mortimer 

to borrow a hunter named Boucherville whom he 

wished to send after mountain sheep. This man 

was a famous hunter and was afterward hired 

by Pallisser, and is frequently spoken of in the 

“Solitary Hunter.” Fie met Pallisser at Fort 

Union just after the banter had had a very bad 

winter, and Pallisser took him into his service 

ious to get to the Black Hills it was found that 

the nearest point to the new mining ground was 

by way of Pierre. A road was built from there 

into the hills, a stage line established, and from 

that time on Pierre, the fort, began to be for¬ 

gotten, and Pierre, the city, increased in im¬ 

portance. 

We have endeavored to give very briefly some 

idea of the situation and surroundings of half a 

dozen of the more important fur trading estab¬ 

lishments of the early West. Of some of these 

no pictures remain, and the sketches here pub¬ 

lished we owe to the kindness of the daughter of 

Mr. Alexander FI. Murray, as already explained. 

In the years 1844, ’45 and ’46 he visited these 

outposts and made hasty notebook sketches of 

them which we now present to our readers. 

There were a great number of other posts, of 

which now and then a plan or a sketch appears 

in some ancient and long out-of-print volume of 

Western travel. This subject, which is of great 

interest to the historian of America, deserves far 

parts—the first devoted to the Warrior and the 

second to the Woman—brings together a num¬ 

ber of stories which at various times in the past 

have been printed in different magazines. The 

tales deal with the Ways of life of the old-time 

Indians, and with the motives which animate 

these primitive people. They throw much light 

on the Indian’s habits and his ways of thought, 

and are related with great feeling. It is well 

that they should have been set down by one who 

belongs to the race with which the stories deal. 

No white man, however, great as his experience 

is, can penetrate the secrets of the Indian heart 

and mind as can the Indian himself. 

The volume is illustrated in colors by Daniel 

Sayre Groesbeck. 

Two Children in the Woods. By Rosalind 

Richards. Boston, Dana Estes & Co. Illus¬ 

trated, 274 pages. 

This is a pleasing book for the young folks 

who have had a taste of camping with their 

parents, for it relates incidents that will hold 

FORT MORTIMER. 

From a drawing made by Alexander H. Murray, April 6, 1845. 

and they worked together very satisfactorily 

for a considerable time. 

The point where the positive Mr. Kelsey es¬ 

tablished his post, opposite the beautiful island 

which he depopulated, was Fort George, a post 

which had but a brief existence, certainly not 

more than three or four years, since as already 

stated, Fox, Livingston & Co. were not in the 

country more than about four years. The situa¬ 

tion as given by Dr. Coues was near Rousseau, 

in Hughes county. South Dakota. 

One of the very old trading posts on the Mis¬ 

souri was Fort Pierre, on the Missouri River 

near the Teton, now the site of the flourishing 

city of Pierre. The old fort was built in 1831 

and 1832 and was named after Mr. Pierre Cho- 

teau, Jr., then and for many years the head of 

the fur trade of the West. Fort Pierre occupied 

the site of the earlier Fort Tecumseh, which had 

been the headquarters of the Columbia Fur Com¬ 

pany upon the Missouri and had been built prob¬ 

ably about the year 1822. In 1827 it was turned 

over to the American Fur Company. 

The post was 325 feei wide by 340 feet, and 

was one of the best built forts on the river and 

its most important one except Fcrt LTnion. 

It was not until about 1875, after the discovery 

of gold in the Black Hills, that much change took 

place in the surroundings of Fort Pierre. Then, 

however, when a multitude of people were anx- 

more study than has yet been given to it, though 

such writers as Dr. Elliot Coues and Colonel H. 

M. Chittenden have preserved to us a great mass 

of interesting material bearing on the early days. 

New Publications. 

Old Indian Days. By C. A. Eastman, author 

of Indian Boyhood. New York, McClure 

Phillips & Co. Illustrated, cloth, 279 pages. 

Price, $1.60 net. 

Dr. Charles A. Eastman is a full-blooded Sioux 

Indian, reared in an Indian camp, and until he 

was fifteen years old without any knowledge 

whatever of white people. Sent to school first 

at that age he made rapid progress and later en¬ 

tered Dartmouth College, where he took first 

honors, not only in his studies, but in athletics. 

Subsequently he studied medicine and has de¬ 

voted many years of his life to earnest work 

looking toward the uplifting of his people. Be¬ 

sides this he is the author of a volume on “In¬ 

dian Boyhood,” one of the truest and sweetest 

pictures of primitive life ever written. 

Better than almost any other man, Dr. East¬ 

man is fitted to tell the story of the life of the 

Indian as it should be told, because, notwith¬ 

standing his training in the white man’s ways, he 

remains at heart an Indian. 

The present volume, which is divided into two 

the interest of the youngsters. Life in the 

woods, and what little folks do and see; their 

impressions of natural objects; views of wild 

animals, and many other topics, related by little 

“Miss Flora.” Here is a sample: 

“The water really was alive with trout. James 

had his rod together, and was out on a point of 

rock fishing, all in a minute, and the wrater dim¬ 

pled and gurgled in a dozen flashes every time 

he cast. He and Jerry fished and fished, but 

Jerry fished with nothing but a feather on the 

end of his line—no hook. He said that James 

w'as getting all we could carry home, and more 

was a sin; that it injured their complexion to 

be handled, and their health to be long out of 

water; that in this way he got the pure art of 

the thing, and he chuckled as the trout gobbled 

and fought after his empty line.” 

THE CAMPING OUTFIT 

of the thoughtful camper invariably includes a 
supply of Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk. 
With this in camp, the most important food item 
is taken care of. Eagle Milk keeps indefinitely 
in any climate. The original and leading brand 
since 1857. Always uniform.—Adv. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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Bird and Game Animal Extermination 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

One of the greatest economic problems which 

civilized man has to solve is that of preventing 

the extinction of useful animals. 

Ihe nineteenth century marked the greatest 

extermination o^ birds and mammals known to 

history. Already since the beginning of the 

twentieth century two species of North American 

birds have disappeared and many others are now 

in imminent danger of extinction. A careful 

study of the subject shows that the extermina¬ 

tion of most animals that have disappeared in 

tecent times is attributable to the white man. 

Savage tribes have undoubtedly contributed to 

the extinction of species, but mainly to supply 

a demand for food, hides, fur or feathers created 
by the whites. 

Granting man, by reason of superior intellect, 

the right to decide the fate of the lower animals, 

we admit that in self-defence he must extermi¬ 

nate those creatures that destroy human life and 

property or hinder the march of civilization, 

f rom this point of view the destruction of the 

American bison, the grizzly bear and the rattle¬ 

snake becomes desirable. In India, where all 

animal life is held sacred by the native popula¬ 

tion, 20,256 people and 48,701 cattle were killed 

by wild animals and poisonous snakes in 1878, 

and this was not an unusual year. Such statis¬ 

tics justify the extermination of carnivorous 

beasts, but nothing can excuse the wanton de- 

-truction of useful animals. If man is the chief 

atise of the extermination of species, the remedy 

ests with the State and can be applied by the 

''tate whenever the causes are understood. The 

one study of these causes is next in order. 

The extirpation of species proceeds most 

apidly and is best observed on islands in the 

ea which are inhabited by animals not found 

dsewhere. Flightless birds are quickly exter- 

mnated. Many are killed by man for food, but 

mong the exterminative factors must be reck- 

ned the introduction of domestic animals, which 

te allowed to run wild, particularly dogs, cats 

nd hogs, all of which destroy the eggs and 

oung of birds. Cats exterminated the flight- 

-ss rails on Aldabra and the rabbits on Sable 

slands. Eight species found on a single Antil- 

■an island disappeared after its settlement and 

x vanished from another. Many Hawaiian 

pecies, a cormorant used for food by the settlers 

1 Behring Sea, an auk, and a duck on the At- 

ntic coast, a crane, a spoonbill and a bustard, 

i the British Islands, and many other birds and 

amrnals on islands were exterminated during 
e nineteenth century. 

Many ancient forms of birds and other ani- 

als of New Zealand, found nowhere else in the 

'rid, were exterminated, partly by man direct 

d partly through his mistaken introduction of 

obits, and the further error of introducing 

rrets and other carnivorous animals to prey 

'on the rabbits. In some cases the removal of 

f? for^sts or the breaking up of the land; in 

lers fire* and in others still, the hunting of 

birds for their plumage contributed to the final 
result. 

d he causes of the extinction of animals on 

islands, effective as they are in small areas, can¬ 

not nevertheless serve to explain the disappear¬ 

ance of species from the continent of North 

America or from large parts of it. Nor can we 

account for such extensive destruction by storm, 

famine, disease or other natural causes over such 

great areas, for when such visitations occur there 

are always survivors to perpetuate the species. 

In 1895 for example, nearly all the bluebirds of 

New England were killed in migration by a cold 

wave in the South, but within six or seven years 

there were as many bluebirds here as before this 
catastrophe. 

_ Those American animals that have disappeared 

since the settlement of the country have vanished 

before the advance of civilization. A species is 

first extirpated from the East and then from the 

West. With very few exceptions the extermi¬ 

nated species are those that injured man’s prop¬ 

erty or those that he killed for food or profit. 

Hence we find most rapidly disappearing the 

eagle, the wolf, the bear and the game birds and 

mammals or those having the most valuable fur 

or feathers. The larger mammals and game 

birds go first because of their greater size and 

value. Therefore the wild turkey and wild swan 

are extirpated, while the grouse and the smaller 

wildfowl remain; but eventually the increase of 

population, the breaking up of the breeding- 

grounds, and the added demands of the mar¬ 

kets insure the destruction of most of the valu¬ 

able food ducks, the grouse and the larger shore 

birds, as well as the larger edible and fur-bear¬ 

ing mammals, except in regions where hunting 
is severely restricted. 

The implements most destructive to birds to¬ 

day are nets, snares and modern guns in the 

hands of capable but unscrupulous men. The 

improvement in guns and the improved facili¬ 

ties for transportation such as railroads, trol¬ 

leys, automobiles and motor boats, together with 

the great increase in the number of gunners and 

hunting dogs, make possible a tremendous and 

unprecedented destruction of game. 

The foremost authority on game protection in 

this country, Dr. T. S. Palmer, of the Bureau 

of Biological Survey, United States Department 

of Agriculture, has determined accurately from 

ihe statistics of hunting licenses obtained from 

different States that fully three per cent, of the 

people are given to hunting. On that basis the 

census of 1900 would give us more than 167,000 

gunners in the New England States alone. Dr. 

Palmer estimates that there are from two and 

one-half to three million hunters in this country. 

With this host (an army far larger than that 

which conquered the South in 1865) in the field 

during the hunting season we need not wonder 

at the extermination of game. The laws of the 

United States and those of the Canadian Prov¬ 

inces are beginning to show a recognition of the 

great danger to birds and game that this mul¬ 

titude of hunters represents, and restrictions 

upon shooting are constantly being multiplied. 

Conditions have so changed in the past fifty 

jears that the man behind the gun" is now the 

chief danger which must be guarded against if 

we hope to prevent the extermination of our 

wild creatures. The sportsmen have done much 

to secure protection for the upland game birds, 

but unless far more stringent protective laws are 

enacted and enforced in this country than those 

now upon the statute books of some of the New 

England States, the present century will inevit¬ 

ably see the extinction of most of the migratory 
game birds of the East. 

Edward Howe Forbush. 

New England Agent, Organizer and 
Eectiirer for the National Association 
01 Audubon Societies. 

Snake Rattles and Antidotes. 

Wymore, Neb., Jan. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I never write a letter to Forest and 

Stream without learning that there are a whoie 

lot of things that I do not know, and that I 

know a whole lot of things that “ain’t so”; but 

I suspected when I wrote my inquiry last Sep¬ 

tember to Forest and Stream as to how a rat¬ 

tlesnake carried his rattles, that I might learn 

something before I got through with it, and sure 
enough I have. 

I refer to the splendid letter of Dr. Donald¬ 

son in the current issue on the subject of the 

proper treatment for snake bite. I take off my 

hat to the doctor, and hope to see many more 

such letters in Forest and Stream. I see that 

I was wrong, and also just where I made my 

mistake. As long as I stuck to subjects about 

which I had learned by observation I was all 

right, but as soon as I entered the field that 

properly belongs to the educated physician, I 

mired right down. But I got just what I de¬ 

served, and hereafter I shall try to stay in my 

own class. And I am getting some real pleasure 

out of it too; first, that enjoyed by a man when 

Jie has a chance to acknowledge he was wrong; 

and second, the consolation of knowing that it 

is not a bad idea to have a bottle along when 
I go after snakes. 

The next time I go to Cherry county after 

snakes I shall get a rattlesnake skin, with the 

rattles attached, and send to our mutual friend, 

Mr. E. P. Jaques, as a peace offering. He may 

have been careless in some of his observations 

in the snake country in the dim and distant past, 

but he certainly writes some very interesting 

letters to Forest and Stream, and until now I 

have always looked upon him as one who knew 

what he was talking about, and it was just like 

getting a joke on dad to find that he had made 

a little' mistake about the way a rattler carried 
his rattles. 

But maybe I had better not “holler” too much 

until I am out of the woods for sure, because 

I have a medical friend here who tells me I may 

have another think coming when I hear from 

Mr. Allen Kelly about a man’s toe nails not 

being “horny hardenings of the skin.” 

A. D. McCandless. 
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Killed by a Bear. 
iThe following account of the extraordinary 

actions of a black bear was published in Forest 

and Stream of June 22, 1907, having been sent 

to us by a Regina, N. W. T., correspondent. 

Knowing our correspondent, we had no hesitancy 

about publishing the note, but as doubt has been 

thrown on the statement we publish the account 

again with further details. Difficult as the story 

is to believe, it is true.—Editor.] 

Regina, N. W. T., Dec. 30, 1907.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: The account I sent you of 

the killing of a man by a bear is absolutely true. 

I would not send you any thing that I could 

not vouch for. It happened at a lumber camp 

of the Red Deer Lumber Company, thirty miles 

south of Etiomami, which is a point' on the 

Canadian Northern Railroad, and the junction 

for the line which the Canadian Northern Rail¬ 

road is building to Churchill on the Hudson Bay. 

In all cases of sudden or violent deaths, it is 

our invariable custom to have a member of the 

force make independent inquiries in addition to 

any inquiries made by the coroner. I inclose 

copy of report of our constable who was sta¬ 

tioned at Etiomami, and statements taken by him 

from the two men who witnessed the tragedy. 

Knowing well as I do the general characteris¬ 

tics of the black bear, I hardly wonder that there 

are some doubting Thomases, but it is only a 

further illustration that you never can be sure 

what a wild animal will do. I know of at least 

one instance when a man was severely mauled 

by a wounded black bear, but this is the first 

instance of an unprovoked attack. 

J. H. McIllree. 

Statement of the local constable of the North 

West Mounted Police: 

“On Monday, May 19, the Red Deer team ar¬ 

rived here with the body of T. Wilson, cook of 

the Red Deer camp, thirty miles from Etiomami. 

Mr. Hammond, of the Red Deer Company, told 

me Wilson was killed by a bear on the after¬ 

noon of the 17th inst. I then took statements 

from witnesses and forwarded them to Dr. 

Hogan, coroner, Tisdale, and received warrant 

for burial on 20th inst. The bear was first 

sighted across the river by James McIntosh and 

William Heffern, who were sawing wood, and 

they ran to fetch Wilson, the cook, to see the 

bear. They stood watching the bear play across 

the river; then the bear walked into the river 

and swam across and shook himself, then made 

a rush for the three men. They all ran for the 

cook house, which was ten yards away. Wilson 

was first to get to camp, but was running too 

fast to get into the door. The bear caught him 

and gave him a claw across the neck. Wilson 

shouted and fell as if his neck was broken. Then 

McIntosh hit the bear with a pail of lard, and 

Heffern made a strike at the bear with a cant- 

hook. The bear then took Wilson in his mouth 

about five yards from the camp. Heffern and 

McIntosh ran to the sleeping camp for a revolver 

and fired ten shots into the bear, but he took 

no notice and started to take Wilson in his mouth 

to the bush about 100 yards away, and com¬ 

menced to eat him. A man named McGillias 

from the camp came along with a rifle and fired 

a hall at the bear as he was making off with 

Wilson. The bear then dropped him and fell 

himself, then got up and walked a few yards and 

fell again. The three men carried Wilson to 

the camp and went to look for the bear, but he 

had disappeared. The bear had torn off all the 

clothing, had eaten calf of left leg and part of 

the body. The men in the camp had nothing to 

defend themselves with. 

(Signed) “B. Belcher, Constable.” 

Statement of the two survivors: 

“W. Heffern, river driver for the Red Deer 

Lumber Company, was sawing wood for the com¬ 

pany with J. McIntosh and E. Heffern. I saw 

a bear across the river, and McIntosh ran to the 

cook camp to tell Wilson. We all stood and 

watched the bear playing. E. Heffern ran to 

the next camp to fetch a rifle; the bear then 

started to swim the river. When he got across 

the river he made a rush for us, and Wilson 

was first to get to camp, but was running too 

fast to get into the door. McIntosh and my 

brother ran into the camp and closed the door. 

The bear was trying to get into the camp when 

Wilson, who had run around the camp, met the 

bear and was going to rush for the door, when 

the bear felled him to the ground. The bear 

then started to eat him and I took an axe and 

struck at the bear. J. McIntosh struck the bear 

with a peavey, which he knocked a distance of 

twenty yards. J. McIntosh ran to the sleeping 

camp a few yards away and returned with a .32 

revolver and handed it to W. Heffern, who fired 

ten shots into the bear. The bear then carried 

Wilson away. E. Heffern appeared with a rifle 

and fired one shot. The bear tried to run but 

fell, and then we carried Wilson’s body to the 

sleeping camp. The bear had eaten part of the 

body. W. Heffern made a box and started to 

take the body to Etiomami. 

(Signed) “W. Heffern.” 

“James McIntosh, river driver for the Red 

Deer Lumber Company, was sawing wood 

twenty-eight miles south of Etiomami with two 

men, named E. Heffern and W. Heffern. The 

latter said, “Look at the bear across the river.” 

Then the three of us ran to the cook camp to 

fetch Wilson to look at the bear. We stood 

watching the bear while E. Heffern ran to a 

camp a mile away to get a rifle. The bear then 

started across the river, swimming, and on land¬ 

ing made a rush for them. We made a rush 

for the cook camp; Wilson ran past the door 

and McIntosh and Heffern ran into the camp 

and shut the door; the bear then was pushing 

at the door. Wilson ran round the camp right 

into the bear. The bear gave him one knock 

and he fell dead. The bear then started to eat 

him. McIntosh struck the bear with a peavey 

which the bear knocked twenty yards. Then 

McIntosh ran to the sleeping camp for a revolver 

and gave it to W. Heffern who fired ten shots 

into the bear which had no effect. The bear then 

carried Wilson away in its mouth. E. Heffern 

then arrived with the rifle and fired a shot; the 

bear dropped Wilson and tried to run but fell. 

They then carried the body of Wilson to the 

sleeping camp and undressed him and found the 

bear had eaten the calf of the left leg and part 

of the body. On search being made the bear 

could not be found. 

(Signed) “J. McIntosh.” 

Skunk Tales. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have been much interested in the different 

views that have appeared in Forest and Stream 

relative to skunk habits. That a skunk can be ! 

carried by the tail all agree; whether harmless 

while held in that position there seems to be a 

disagreement. I knew of two instances where 

it proved disastrous and three instances where 

the skunk was carried quite a distance without 
any ill effects. 

That they can scent while held by the tail 

there is no doubt. It wholly depends on the 

individual. I have found about one in ten to 

be what we have always termed a “touchy” 

skunk; that is, when caught in a trap would 

not allow one to approach and touch the chain 

of the trap without scenting, while another 

would allow you to drag it any distance and 

would not discharge the fluid until hurt. I have 

caught several by both fore feet in traps set for 

foxes that had pitched forward into the stream 

and drowned, while in their agony they never 

left any scent. 

I am led to believe skunks never use' their 

scent as a weapon while in dispute among them¬ 

selves. I have caught six from one burrow 

during the spring months and have occasionally 

found one killed in my traps, having been bitten 

about the head and throat, but there never was 

any odor left after the fierce battle that had 

evidently taken place. I once knew a party that 

set a figure four and used a large flat stone for 

the dead fall. He caught eight during the sea¬ 

son and none of them scented; the skins could 

be handled without any odor being detected. 

The best way to get rid of one in your cellar 

or outbuildings without leaving any odor is to 

chloroform it. A neighbor brought me one in 

a nail keg he had just chloroformed. It seemed 

to be sleeping nicely, so placing it on a two- 

horse sled I drove one and one-half miles to my 

father’s farm. On arriving there I found that 

it had wholly recovered from the effects of the 

chloroform, but did not scent until turned from 

the keg and hit on the head. 

While crossing a field one moonlit night with 

a party of ’coon hunters, a skunk was sighted 

a few rods ahead. One of the young men play¬ 

fully took after it, chasing it fifty yards or more, 

when he turned and ran back closely pursued 

by the skunk which came within ten feet of us, 

stopped, put up its little head, and looked at us, 

then turned and raced away without losing any 
of its warring fluid. 

On several occasions I have had skunks chase 

my ’coon dogs to heel much to the disgust of 

the dogs which were not allowed to bark at 

them. When a skunk is pursued it runs, but 

when retreated from, it pursues. B. A. E. 

Caribou Going South. 

A dispatch to the New York Times last Sun¬ 

day from Winnipeg says the greatest herd of 

caribou ever seen in the Yukon is now head¬ 

ing southward across the head of Sixty-Mile 

River, about 100 miles west of Dawson. The 

herd has been crossing there for over three 

months and it is estimated that fully 100.000 have 

already crossed, and there is no end of the mam¬ 

moth procession in sight. 



Ducking in a Gale. 

It was Jan. 7, a day which strewed with wrecks 

ie coast from New England to Hatteras and 

hich cost lives not a few. 

The wind had blown furiously during the lat- 

■r part of the night, and at daylight it roared 

lore fiercely than ever, while the rain, driveic 

gainst windows and shingles, lashed the wind- 

ard side of the house with repeated blows. It 

as not a day to venture far from the fireplace, 

one wished comfort as comfort is usually un- 

trstood, but for me that day comfort meant 

>me shots at ducks. It was two years since I 

id visited the old grounds, and since I had shot 

a duck, and a little thing like a storm was not 

lough to postpone this, my first day on the 
arsh. 

Down at the boat house the usual morning 

ithering of waiting boatmen stood looking out 

•er the wind-swept channel. John, my man, 

as with them, and when he saw me dressed 

r shooting, he began to tie a reef in his sail, 

d a little later we were dashing down the nar- 

ws, the boat heeling well over, and the two or 

ree inches of rain water in her slapping about 

til I took the scoop and began to bail. 

The driving rain hid most of the landscape, 

t from time to time we saw a recognized land- 

irk which kept us on our course. 

Meanwhile at the boathouse we had left but 

short time before there was hurrying to and 

>. A squall of rain, fiercer than usual, had 

1 our boat from view, and when the squall 

d blown by, its sail was no longer seen. Some- 

e declared that we had capsized, and two 

>tor boats were sent to our rescue. When 

■y reached the mouth of the Narrows, how- 

:r, they met another boat scudding to shelter, 

ose occupant declared that we were all right, 

1 then a little later they discovered our sail, 

1 it appeared that we were making fairly good 
ather. 

Vs we rushed along through the blinding rain 

1 spray we were constantly coming upon flocks 

geese, sitting out in the open water, head to 

storm, and apparently untroubled by rain or 

id. So heavy were some of the rain squalls 

t several times we found ourselves without 

'ning in the very midst of a flock of geese. 

2n, indeed, there was excitement—for the 

is which-rose all about us, those that we 

passed sometimes flying almost over the boat, 

as it seemed within oar’s length of us. With 

geese were not a few ducks, some of them 

vasbacks, others little ruddies, the booby of 

times, which in happy—for him—days gone 

was esteemed too small game to be worth a 

rge of shot. Then they used to come to the 

■>ys, and swim around and feed among them. 

"e never shot them. Since, however, they 

e come to bring in the markets the same 

e as redheads, the local gunners persecute 

n unmercifully and destroy great numbers, 

ur destination was a pond lying in the cen- 

">f a marshy island, where a number c^f ducks 

been using, and we hoped that during the 

day some of these would return to their feed¬ 

ing ground and would then corrie to our decoys. 

While we were building our blind and putting 

out our decoys, the wind and rain continued; 

the wind fell somewhat, but the rain poured 

down harder than ever. 

About 9 o’clock a mallard came in, swung 

around in front of the blind, and settled beauti¬ 

fully to the decoys. It was my first shot for 

two years, and perhaps I was too eager. At all 

events when I fired I struck her only with the 

side of the charge. She began to fall, but fear¬ 

ing a cripple I gave her the other barrel and she 

fell dead. A little later the wind dropped, but 

the rain continued to pour so that the surface 

of the pond was bubbling from the splashing 

rain drops. A little later the wind failed entirely, 

the rain ceased, patches of blue appeared in 

the western sky and soon the sun was shining 

and the bow of promise spanned the northeast¬ 
ern heavens. 

This did not last long. Again clouds, at first 

hazy and gray and then darker, hurried out from 

the west, and covered the whole heavens and 

rain began again. It came in heavy showers, or 

in light drizzles, or sometimes even as a mere 

mist; but the wind constantly increased, and 

veering to the southwest, blew harder and harder. 

Meantime a few birds had come in; a pair of 

hairy crowns, detected as they were coming like 

lightning over the marsh, were dropped right 

and left by a shot that gave me great satisfaction. 

An old black duck flying low over the marsh saw 

the decoys, came in with confidence, swung in and 

tried to light between the decoys and the marsh, 

and then as I rose to my feet, started on with a 

tremendous rustling of feathers and a heroic 

effort to get up speed, but fell just outside the 

decoys. Then I made a stupid blunder. A pair 

of mallards came in, swung about high over¬ 

head, and as from their actions it was evident 

that they were not coming down, I let drive at 

them right and left and made a clean miss on 

both, for they went away apparently unharmed. 

A little later I was looking down to see whether 

anything in the blind was exposed to the water, 

when raising my eyes, I saw a duck gracefully 

dropping over the decoys and square in front 

of me. The movements that I made to reach the 

gun startled the duck, but he had been too close 
and he did not escape. 

From a pretty bunch of five widgeons that 

circled high over the blind I had the luck to 

pick out a pair. Four of them were flying to¬ 

gether and one a little ahead, and by great luck I 

called down the leader and then one of the fol¬ 

lowing four. Then came a series of discouraging 

and inexcusable misses, which I will not detail. 

During all this time the wind kept blowing 

harder and harder. Soon it was a gale; a little 

later almost a hurricane. The puffs of wind 

striking a standing man, pushed him away like 

the violent thrust of a strong man’s arm, the 

reeds of the marsh bowed before the fury of the 

wind, and then rising again, were once more 

laid almost level; while their leafy tops were 

whipped and twisted from the canes and whirled 

away over the marsh. The blind built of the 

canes of the sedge was blown flat, and the water 

from the pond on whose border we stood was 

caught up in the air and whirled about so that 

the pond’s surface was hidden by the mist. 

Now and then a flock of ducks or geese flew 

by seemingly hardly able to control themselves 

and to keep themselves right side up. Two or 

three bunches of ducks tried to stop to our de- 

r 

GEORGE GILLARD, A FAMOUS NEWFOUNDLAND GUIDE. 

The caribou was shot by W. J. Ehrich. 
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coys, but those high in air, when they tried to 

swing and to come down, were caught by the 

wind and whirled away. 

As for our decoys, they were a sight—most 

of them standing on their heads, or wildly tossing 

about on the waves rolling over and over, while 

others, broken from their moorings, drifted to¬ 

ward the shore, which others still had already 

reached and were lying against. The wind was ndw 

blowing directly on the point, and so fiercely that 

nothing could fly against it. The few geese 

that were on the wing had turned tail to the 

wind and were seeking any lee, but now and then 

we saw a bunch of widgeons high in air which 

seemed to be able to make slow headway againsi 

the gale. Shooting was out of the question, and 

we began to take up our decoys. This was hard, 

slow work, but at last our few birds were 

gathered, the decoys collected and the laden boat 

was pushing toward the open sound. 

We were not doubtful of what we should find 

there. The wind would be fiercer than in the 

marsh and the sea heavier. To cross the mile 

and a half of open sound would be impossible. 

In this wind no sail could be carried; to row or 

pole the distance in face of the gale was beyond 

the power of mortal man. It seemed clear that 

we must remain on the marsh until the wind 

abated—must probably sleep there—and the best 

we could do would be to reach the watchman’s 

cabin, where we could have shelter and warmth 

till morning. 

When we reached the shore of the sound the 

wind, as we had expected, blew much harder than 

in the marsh, and two men poling close to the 

shore, had all they could do to cover the short 

half mile to the watchman’s cabin. In the grow¬ 

ing darkness the wind seemed to blow harder than 

ever, the air was full of bewildered birds seeking 

shelter, and the clamor of geese and swans was 

ceaseless. 

As we approached the cabin, boats were seen 

before it, and figures of men laboring to bring 

them up, or to hold them where they were; and 

when we had come close to them the cheerful 

voice of one of our fellow members rang out: 

“Come on and get into this motor boat; it’s 

your only chance to get home to-night.” 

1 he situation was clear. The three gunners on 

this side of the sound had all made for the 

watchman’s cabin, and the motor boat had 

reached it just as our skiff got there. The 

gunners and their guides all boarded the angel 

motor boat, while skiffs, guns, decoys and all 

other property were left in charge of the watch¬ 
man. 

The run across the sound was not long, but 

was extremely wet, and those who sat in the bow 

felt as if buckets of water were being dashed over 

them at regular intervals of about thirty seconds. 

But at last the house was reached, and that night, 

warm and dry after a good dinner and before a 

comfortable fire, we had much to say to each 

other about the hurricane of Jan. 7, which blew 

seventy-five miles per hour at Hatteras just to 

the south. Ramon. 

New York Legislature. 

Mr. Brown has introduced two bills relating 

to the seasons for fishing in Cortland county, and 

Mr. Whitney a similar bill relating to the waters 

of Oswego county. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Commissioner Whipple on Forestry. 

The New York Legislature, in a concurrent 

resolution, invited the Hon. James S. Whipple, 

Commissioner of Forests, Fish and Game, to 

address the Senate and the Assembly at a joint 

meeting on the subject of the State’s forests. 

This meeting was held the night of Feb. 3 

and was largely attended by members of both 

houses and by the people of Albany. Commis¬ 

sioner Whipple referred briefly to the work the 

commission is doing and to the force of men 

required to carry it on, and said the ques¬ 

tions arose, Why all this work and expenditure 

of money? By it, what is obtained? How are 

the people benefited? It was his purpose to 

answer these questions and to appeal to the 

Legislature and to all the people of the State 

to assist in carrying on the work. 

“The necessity for the propagation and dis¬ 

tribution of fish, and the necessity of the en¬ 

forcement of the law,” said he, “is apparent 

when it is remembered that in this State there 

is annually consumed for food more than $41,- 

000,000 worth of fresh fish; that more than $30,- 

000,000 worth are taken from the waters in our 

jurisdiction; that very much of this valuable fish 

product may be destroyed by improper fishing, 

or by not stocking our lakes and streams, or by 

the loss of the forests of the State. We must 

never lose sight of the fact, that the best inland 

lake or the best trout stream, may have its fish 

supply destroyed in a single year were there no 

restrictions placed on fishing. Restrictive laws 

are necessary. Law is simply a rule of action. 

When there were few people and much forest, 

fish and game, no restrictions seemed necessary. 

Now, when we have 8,000,000 people in tlje State, 

with a rapidly decreasing forest, and less fish 

and game, we must have more restrictive laws. 

"The necessity for the law and its enforce¬ 

ment, and the protection of our forests, is better 

understood when it is remembered that the game 

birds, fur-bearing animals, and the game ani¬ 

mals are worth annually more than $750,000, and 

that all this great value in annual product may 

be destroyed by non-observance of the law, or 
by loss of our forests, or both.” 

From Mr. Whipple’s remarks we quote parts 
as follows: 

“When it is remembered that the State owns 

1,500,000 acres of woodland, which in the calcula¬ 

tion must be deducted, and that at the rate of 

annual cut it will take twenty-two years to cut 

it all, the necessity of our laws for forest preser¬ 

vation, for reforestation, and for acquiring more 

land, passes all argument and stands uncontra- 

dictable. 

“When the forest is cut away the basins are 

broken down, all obstructions to the flow of 

water are removed, the humus is destroyed, and 

nature’s reservoir is swept away, allowing the 

water to run quickly into the larger Streams, 

causing destructive floods. 

“Nearly every person can remember some 

stream close to his boyhood home, covered and 

protected by beautiful trees, its water support¬ 

ing fish life and running nearly full banks all 

the summer long. Since then the forests on the 

watershed have been removed, and now when 

he visits his old home the well remembered swim¬ 

ming pool is dry, the trout brook is a dry creek 

bed, and the forests, which kept the cool water 

constantly running from the old hills, are a thing 

of the past. These evidences are to be seen 01 

every hand all over the State. 

“We must preserve and keep our forests. FIov 

shall it be done? There are only two methods 

Both must be used. The State must acquire a 

least a million acres more in the Adirondack: 

and the Catskills, and then we must plant for 

ests. Every one who has non-tillable land inus 

plant trees. The State must help by furnishing 

trees at cost, or free to all who will plant. Whj 

not? We are furnishing a hundred thousanc 

dollars’ worth of fish free each year to stocl 

streams and lakes and the shore waters of the 

sea. Why not free trees? What are we going 

to do in a few years when we have, no timbei 

to cut? We must have lumber, for the thou¬ 

sand purposes for which wood is used. Th( 

demand is constantly increasing. It increases 

faster in proportion than the population increases. 

There will always be a demand for lumber. The 

supply is decreasing even more rapidly than the 

demand for lumber increases. For the news¬ 

papers there are required every year 2,000,000, 

000 feet of timber, board measure; 40,000,000,00c 

feet, board measure, are consumed annually in 

the United States. It is not being replenished 

We must plant trees now if we are to have tim¬ 

ber for the future. There is no class who use 

wood in any form that should show greater in¬ 

terest in this subject and do more for reforesta¬ 

tion and the protection of the forests than the 

newspaper men. It would not only be profitable 

for them, but a benefaction to all their readers 

if they would constantly and consistently urge 

the planting of trees upon all denuded non-agri- 
cultural land. 

“The water should be pure. * * * It is almost 

criminal negligence on the part of all persons 

having the power to in any way better the pres¬ 

ent condition not to move in the direction of 

purification of the water supply of the State. It 

is a subject worthy of the consideration of this 

Legislature and of all the people. Under the 

law this department has only to consider it from 

the point of preservation of fish life and even for 

that purpose the law should be amended by at 

least striking out the last two lines of the sec¬ 

tion of the law dealing with this subject.” 

After dwelling on the regulation of the tem¬ 

perature, winter and summer, by forests, and 

their effect on rainfall, the Commissioner pointed 

to the work of reforestation being done by France 
and continued: 

“The German nation, having good common 

sense and being a farseeing, practical people, have 

been restoring and caring for their forests for 

a thousand years. They have planted as they 

cut, perpetuating their forests. The Black forest 

of Germany is known and famed >all over tjie 

world. Shall we,-the supposed most intelligent 

and patriotic people of the world, shall we longer 

stand supinely by and heed not the lesson taught 

us by the experience of other nations? Shall we 

see our rivers dry up, our forest land denuded, 

our natural health resorts swept away, our fish 

and game destroyed, and enter no protest, or 

raise not a hand to prevent this evil from fall¬ 

ing upon us? If there is doubt in the mind of 

any that agricultural lands may be injured by 

the loss of water and trees, consider for a moment 

the condition of the arid plains of the West. 

There are millions of acres, worthless now, that 

would blossom as a rose if water should be 

turned on to them and trees were planted. 
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Water and trees must exist in every country that 

is decent to live in. 

“One-fourth of Germany is a forest; the value 

of the German forests is at least $1,500,000,000. 

Many cities and villages in Germany own their 

own forests from which they get all the wood 

used by the people of the village, and enough 

more to pay all their taxes. An acre of waste 

land worth not more than $5, planted with 1,600 

pine seedlings, at an expense of $7 per acre, 

making a total value of $12, would yield a pro¬ 

duct by the necessary thinnings, of $i,ooo. When 

the remaining trees were fifty years old they 

would yield on the stump a product worth $1,000. 

At that time there would be at least 40,000 feet 

left standing on the acre, making a total product 

in fifty years worth $2,000 on an investment of 

$12. It costs France, because of conditions there, 

much erosion of lands, $34 per acre to reforest; 

yet it must be done. We can reforest at the 

present time much of our denuded lands in the 

Adirondacks for about $6.50 per acre. Canada 

has begun reforestation. Ohio furnishes seed¬ 

ling trees to her citizens free, and plants them, 

the owner paying for transportation and cost of 

labor only. Connecticut furnishes trees at cost. 

Kansas furnishes trees free. 

“If to-night, through some destructive power 

in nature, every tree and shrub in the State of 

New York should be swept from the face of 

the State, what would be the condition to-mor¬ 

row? It requires no great stretch of the imagi¬ 

nation to instantly comprehend the dire result. 

The home and breeding place of every bird vfrould 

be destroyed. The home and breeding place of 

every game animal would be destroyed. Not 

only the source of every stream, but the whole 

stream bed would be uncovered of its forest 

growth. The humus underneath the trees as it 

exists to-day would be destroyed. Every ob¬ 

struction and hindrance to the rapid flow of the 

.vater as it falls from the clouds would be swept 

‘way. In flood time “there would be raging, de¬ 

structive torrents, strewing wreckage of de- 

-troyed property, bridges and buildings along the 

lats. The water would soon recede and run 

iway, and the springs, rivulets, creeks and rivers 

vould be dry. Property throughout the State 

vould be decreased in value to-morrow morning 

io per cent. The meadows and pastures would 

Iry out next season at the time when conditions 

ieing properly balanced they should afford splen- 

!id hay crops and fine pastures. The total 

mount of milk, cream, butter and cheese pro- 

luced in the State would shrink 50 per cent, 

n fact, the injury would be so great to the State 

hat the people of this splendid Commonwealth 

vould be appalled, and all because of the destruc- 

ion of the woodlands of the State. 

Can it be said that this is too vivid a picture 

f that which would follow? Is it not true, and 

/ould it not as surely happen, as it is that, by 

ie revolution of the earth, if it is a clear day 

,e will see the sun to-morrow? And yet this 

ery thing is more than gradually transpiring 
very day. 

The department is trying with great earnest- 

ess and incessantly to do all that lies in its 

ower to protect, to reforest, and to impress upon 

very person in the State the great danger that 

ow confronts us in this respect. But the de- 

artment alone cannot do all that should be done. 

must have the hearty co-operation and intelli- 

mt assistance of every member of the Legisla¬ 

ture, and of all the people who have a desire for 

the prosperity and progress of the people of the 

State, it must have the help of all persons who 

are patriotic, and are proud of the State in which 

they live. It takes time to rear a forest of com¬ 

mercial value. Already too much time has been 

thrown away. The work must begin generally 

all over the State now; and this Legislature must 

make the first start. It must make the com 

mencement by providing all the money that is 

necessary to establish immediately tree nurseries 

in proper places in which to raise seedling trees 

for distribution to all who will plant them under 

proper conditions and the supervision of the de¬ 

partment. These should be distributed for ac¬ 

tual cost, or better yet, if it may be done free 

of cost.” 

Mr. Whipple then appealed to the Legislature 

to enact plain, workable laws which his depart¬ 

ment may enforce. He urged the inclusion of 

“a hunting license law for both residents and 

nonresidents, because in no other way can the 

nonresident license be collected. In no other 

way can we protect the millions of birds that 

are protectors of the forests, the trees and the 

farms, and which should be protected from being 

slaughtered by a hundred thousand nonresi¬ 

dents.” This would enable the doubling of the 

force of protectors. The city of Albany is pro¬ 

tected by 180 policemen; the forests of the State 

by only 75 men. 

“The Catskill Mountains,” he continued, “form 

the great divide between the Hudson and the 

Susquehanna, Schoharie and Delaware valleys. 

A few hours only are required to reach the Cat- 

skill country from New York city. There are 

lakes like Mohonk—Gems hem’nd round by 

rocks “ancient as the sun”-—deep forests hiding 

trout brooks, the paradise of anglers, valleys as 

fair as the vale of Cashmere, mountain peaks 

that frown as darkly as when Rip Van Winkle 

slept his long sleep. It is a health resort and 

playground worthy of any people, more easily 

accessible than any other. 

“If we cast aside the commercial feature of 

it, perfected, reforested and protected the Adi¬ 

rondack and Catskill forests, kept for a health 

resort and a playground only, will reward us for 

all of our labor and money expended. 

“All things considered, the Adirondack forest 

is the finest park ground and forest preserve in 

the known world. Its close proximity to great 

centers of population, its exact right altitude, 

its fifty tree-crowned peaks, its thousand lakes 

and ponds, its hundred rivers, its beautiful val¬ 

leys, grottoes, gorges and dells make it at once 

the most beautiful, restful and picturesque coun¬ 

try in the world. There are fish to catch, deer 

to hunt, beaver, elk and moose to see, canoe trips 

to take, beautiful places to camp, and the song 

of the hermit thrush to hear. 

“All of the 8,000,000 people in the State of 

New York could reach this beautiful country 

from their homes in twelve hours if they so de¬ 

sired; 8,000,000 more can reach it in an equal 

length of time. It is a magnificent heritage, 

created by the Maker of the universe, left us by 

our forefathers. We should preserve it, restore 

it, and protect it for ourselves and future genera¬ 

tions.” 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

2 1 7 

My Friend the Partridge. 

(Concluded from page 175.) 

I was out one day with a farmer friend who 

often accompanied me, appearing to fully enjoy 

the sport, but I had not been able to make him 

take his gun along as he had never shot at a 

flying bird and knew that he could not do it. 

ihis day he saw a partridge perched upon the 

top of a stone wall and then he wanted the old 

gun. This was my opportunity. I improved it 

to the extent of obtaining a promise that he 

would clean up the old fusee and take it along 

in case another such chance should offer. When 

we returned to the house for dinner the first 

move he made was to take the old gun from the 

hooks over the fireplace and swab it out; then 

loading it with a light charge of powder he fired 

it off and pronounced it in good working order. 

I hen at his request I loaded it for partridges, 

and after dinner we again took to the woods. 

It was with no small amount of amusement 

that I watched his performance as we went to¬ 

ward the cover, for he was evidently trying to 

get into gear by practicing all the maneuvers he 

thought necessary to success when the supreme 

moment should come, for as I rightly conjec¬ 

tured he had fully decided to try a bird .flying. 

1 he manner in which he manipulated that old 

relic of by-gone times was a revelation to me, 

although I had had a large and varied experi¬ 

ence in this line. His tactics went beyond any¬ 

thing I had ever witnessed. His first effort was 

in the right direction, for he attempted to bring 

• the gun to his shoulder in proper position as 

quickly as possible. After some little practice 

he was apparently satisfied with the result, for 

he stepped up to a bank and gave it a vigorous 

kick, and as the imaginary bird rose, he braced 

himself and swinging the old gun into position 

he shut both eyes and made believe pull. He 

did not appear to be satisfied, for he shook his 

head in a deprecatory manner, when I remarked 

that he had pulled too quick. “Yes,” said he, 

“and I shot four feet over her.” 

After he had made a few more trials he ap¬ 

peared to be getting on to them, for a satisfac¬ 

tory look came over his countenance as he re¬ 

marked that he was “kinder getting used to it,” 

and we started for the cover. We had not gone 

far, when a bird flushed wild and I marked it 

down in a little thicket near the edge of the 

woods where the dog soon found it. Taking 

position on a little knoll that covered the line 

the bird would take, I bade my companion go 

around the thicket and then go in and beat the 

bird up and “smash her,” which was his favorite 

expression to me under like circumstances. 

Now, my friend was rather a small wiry in¬ 

dividual with nothing Apollo-like or striking 

in his usual appearance, but you should have 

seen him there as with head well -up, shoulders 

drawn back, with the stride and bearing of an 

athlete, he marched to the fray. I could plainly 

see that he had a good grip on the old gun, but 

I did not quite like the way it wobbled, and I 

gave my undivided attention to the performance, 

for I was deeply interested. Although I had 

mentally wound up the matter in three or four 

different ways, I still had lingering doubts as to 

the sequel. 

I had not long to wait, for he was soon at 

the far side, and as he entered the thicket, the 

bird rose to one side and partly behind him, when 

i 
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he whirled around, and as the bird was passing 

within ten feet of his head he fired, and although 

he never touched a feather he scared the wits 

out of the grouse and it blundered into a dense 

low-growing apple tree and came to the ground. 

With a gladsome shout he exclaimed, “I’ve got 

him 1” and threw his gun more than twenty feet 

and made a dive for his victim, which he grab¬ 

bed, but before he had straightened up that “dead 

bird” came to life again, and worse than that it 

got away wijh the loss of a little plumage and 

came straight for me, flying within six feet of 
my legs. 

Now, it is my pride and boast that I am always 

keyed up and ready to shoot, but I am forced to 

confess that time I scored a lost opportunity, for 

I did not realize that a bird was in the air nor 

that I had anything like a gun in my hands. I 

was rolling on the ground almost in a fit until 

the thought came to me that I would surely 

burst a blood vessel, when I partly straightened 

up just as my companion broke cover with the 

most indescribable look upon his countenance 

that I ever beheld. As he glanced at m« and 

then at the three tail feathers—that he still 

grasped in his hands—I was again rolling on the 

ground. 

After quite a search the old gun was found 

standing straight up with the muzzle sticking 

in the soft ground. 

Lost Opportunities. 

I once scored a lost opportunity that afforded 

my two companions lots of fun, although I must 

confess that I did not more than half like it. 

There was a large rock just ahead of me that 

was ten or twelve feet square, nearly six feet 

in height, and flat on top. When we came to 

it I passed on one side and my companions 011 

the other. I had nearly reached the end, and 

as I crowded against the rock to avoid a scrub 

bush that was in my path, a partridge rose from 

the edge of the rock within a foot of my head, 

and with a roar brushed my hat with her wings. 

Although there was scarcely a tree or bush in 

the way I never saw her except the fleeting 

glimpses that I caught as she rose from the rock, 

for I turned in the wrong direction and I have 

no doubt that the peculiar circumstances of the 

case rattled me just a bit. My companions in¬ 

sisted that I had turned completely around at 

least four times, as was clearly demonstrated by 

the muzzle of my gun at an angle of forty-five 

degrees, describing just that number of erratic 

circles, for this was all the proof they had as 

they could not see me, the rock being between us. 

My companions appeared to enjoy this very 

much, and chaffed me unmercifully. Of course 

I joined in their mirth, although for the life of 

me I could not see much to laugh at. That 

evening, when I jotted down in my note book 

another lost opportunity,” I again firmly re¬ 

solved that this should be the only lost one. 

A few pages further on, however, I find there 

is mention of another lost opportunity, but a 

calm reconsideration of the matter assures me 
that this is a misnomer. 

I had flushed a partridge in front of the dog, 

and it had dodged behind a tree. As I side 

stepped to beat the move, a woodcock rose at 

my feet and flew between my arm and the gun. 

My companion very nearly had a fit; even the 

dog laughed at the performance and plainly 

showed that he enjoyed it. I still have a hazy 

recollection that I must have done something 

abnormal to have aroused both man and dog, 

but I cannot remember the particulars well 

enough to give an intelligent description of the 

affair. I feel, however, that instead of jotting 

down in my note book another “lost opportunity” 

I should simply have recorded a miss with both 
barrels. 

Conclusion. 

It was indeed a true sportsman who said, “It 

is not all of shooting to shoot,” for amid the 

thronging memories of bygone days, when sport 

galore was sure, it is often the case that the 

big bag secured is dwarfed almost to insignifi¬ 

cance by some unexpected occurrence that will 

ever remain a source of pleasure. Even the mis- 

ELM TREES IN WINTER. 

hap that caused pain and wounded my pride, 

when pain and chagrin have taken flight, is often 

remembered with something very near akin to 

pleasure. This at least is the case with me, for 

when in pursuit of the partridge I have always 

tried to round up the many haps and mishaps 

into a satisfactory and pleasing whole, and I am 

very pleased to say with almost perfect success. 

Any one who is a passably good shot can, 

with practice and perseverance, become fairly 

successful in the pursuit of the royal ruffed 

grouse, but to him who understands the whisper¬ 

ing of the lofty pines and can interpret what the 

ragged rocks are ever saying, whose soul is 

tuned in harmony with the melody of the laugh¬ 

ing waters and whose heart is filled with love 

for all that makes this beautiful world so bright, 

skill with the gun is of minor importance and 

trifling mishaps are as naught. 

S. T. Hammond. 

Deer Seeking Shelter. 

During recent storms several cases were re¬ 

ported of deer being seen in bams and among 

the cattle on farms. 

Gun Licenses. 

. Little Falls, N. Y., Jan. 25.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: A bill has been introduced into 

the New York Legislature to tax hunters for 

taking guns or rifles into the woods. I believe 

the idea of a hunter’s license hopelessly bad and 

inadequate. Of course most sportsmen will not 

agree with me on this question, but I am willing 

to tell why I do not like the idea. 

The more the woods are hemmed in by laws, 

licenses, fences and watchers for law breakers, 

the less beautiful they become. Of coarse there 

must be laws to protect game, and there must 

be game wardens; but that is enough. Fences 

through the Adirondack wilderness are an out¬ 

rage, and licenses would be a nuisance well-nigh 

intolerable. Let us have only three days’ deer 

hunting, if deer cannot be kept from extermina¬ 

tion in any other way. Give Chief Protector 

Burnham a watcher on every township if need 

be to enforce the laws, but let every man and 

woman, boy and girl go into the woods with¬ 

out feeling like criminals in case they have guns 

on their shoulders, and do. not let us have a square 

yard of whereas and resolved, section so and 

chapter thus, plastered and pasted and signed 

and witnessed paper in a yellow envelope a foot 

long. I had a gun license once and I never find 

it among my papers without impolite remarks 

upon the people who invented them. 

When one has to pay a fine for the sake of 

going into, the woods, then the woods lose their 

charm. Neither the wildest nor the swiftest 

partridge can take away the feeling of the man 

who has paid for the right to shoot, that he is 

shooting barnyard cattle, or brooding hens. This 

is not the idea a man wants in the woods. No¬ 

body goes to the woods to kill mere broils and 

stews and potpics, He goes into the woods to 

get away from convention, red tape and society, 

lie wants to feel that he is coping with the wild¬ 

erness—with wild life. Shooting game by grace 

of a license is like catching trout at so much a 

pound in some private fish pond where the fish 

are fed every morning on ground liver. 

There is more than mere sentiment to be urged 

against the idea of charging hunters so much 

for a fall’s hunting. If this is done many a youth 

will not have a chance to learn to shoot. Prob¬ 

ably half the boys on the edge of the Adiron- 

dacks could not afford to pay the dollar odd 

necessary to get a license in this region. Boys 

learn to shoot when they are ten or twelve years 

old. They grow up with a knowledge of guns 

and nature which it is of the utmost value for 

the community to have them know. Every hun¬ 

ter becomes at heart a game preserver sooner or 

later. The fewer hunters, the fewer game pre¬ 

servers, the fewer people to love the wilderness. 

This is not far fetched. The only people of my 

acquaintance who care a snap of their fingers 

for the game, or know anything about the woods 

from the inside” are those who [earned to hunt 

when they were boys. When boys are stopped 

from hunting, as a license demand Avould stop 

them, then the Adirondacks lose half their 

friends of twenty or thirty years hence. It is 

hard enough now to give boys a chance to learn 

about the woods, to Study nature, to love the 

wilderness without placing expenses in their way. 

I am not inclined to favor the license method 

of adding $100,000 a year to the spending money 

of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission. It 
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is claimed by Commissioner Whipple that the 

money is needed to enforce the game laws. This 

is true. 1 here ought to be twice as many war¬ 

dens to watch the forest, but the men who. do 

the hunting are not the ones who are most 

favored by the work done by the Forest, Fish 

ind Game Commission. The fishermen profit 

luile as much, while the public profits far more 

n the preservation of the forest. The license 

s a tax on the few for the benefit of the many, 

-very man benefited ought to pay his share, 

md every man in the State is benefitted by every 

ong bird protected, every tree saved from un- 

imely destruction, and every stream saved from 

'ollution. The way to raise the money needed 
5 by a general law. 

The license fits Unequally upon the hunters, 

know woodsmen who make $300 a year and 

lerchants who make $5,000 a year, both kinds 

eing hunters. The cost of the license, cost of 

-gistering, cost of going to the town clerk fif 

■en miles away, the lost day all bear heavily 

pon ihe woodsman, and he will curse the people 

ho impose on him an unnecessary expense. 

I believe I know the Adirondack woodsman 

■etty well. Long before Dexter was killed on 

s private preserve “I told you so.” When ch-b 

ter club, and preserve owner after preserve 

wier in the Adirondack's threw open the posted 

rests because the woodsmen forced them to 

> it, then too, I was not surprised—it had to 

me. The story of the fight between the woods- 

m and the makers of private preserves is one 

the most dramatic in the history of the Adi- 

ndacks—and the woodsmen have been winning 
rht along. 

Every attempt to curtail the woodsmen by un- 

r play, or by impositions will cost the State 

ire in game, woods and good citizenship than 

1 times the value received from the imposi¬ 

n' T,ie woodsman says in his blacksmith 
)p. in his trapping shanty, in his shack, and 

his corner store. “I want equal laws. When 
1 get them. I’ll obey them.” 

rhere is nothing equal in a hunter’s license 

tem. It weighs a thousand times mpre heavily 

one man than on another. I know woodsmen 

0 would have to tramp or drive twenty miles 

get a license. I know Adirondack boys who 

uld be kept out of the woods forever by it. 

d sooner or later it would cost the State far 

re than it would bring in simply because the 

>dsmen are saying now, “That’s a scheme of 

n sports to keep us out the woods.” 

is not so bare-faced as the trespass notices 

the wire fences which were so common a 

years ago in the Adirondacks, but it will 

'e home harder to more woodsmen, farmers 

the like than the forest preserve idea ever 

It may serve its purpose in stopping aliens 

• shoot song birds, but I do not believe in It 

i when applied to “dagoes.” As for residents 

ther States, I say let them come in free and 

- with the best of us. All the game in the 

•try is not worth the hard feelings a non- 

lent license entails. If the game is getting 

:e> then shorten the season or stop everv- 

' bunting, but do not let New York hold up 

an ^rom Arkansas, Wyoming or Massachu- 

when he does ns the honor of coming to 

The nonresident laws keep thousands 

ood fellows at home who would otherwise 

our way, and add to our pleasure, if we 

not so selfish as to prohibit their hunting 

NEW BRUNSWICK GUIDES PACKING A CANOE 

From a photograph by Samuel W. Lippincott. 

in our little neck o woods. Sportsmen ought to 

be the least selfish people in the world; they 

ought to be the fairest minded; they should be 

willing to give every man an equal chance and 

cheer the best man. The high license for non¬ 

residents and low license fqr natives is about as 

un-American as anything I know of. There is 

nothing claimed for licenses for hunters that 

cannot be accomplished better by other means, 

whether raising money or protecting game is 

considered. Raymond S. Spears. 

Waterproof Match Boxes. 

Boston, Mass., Jan. 24.—Editor Forest and 

Stream:. It has been said recently that there is 

a demand for a waterproof match safe that will 

float, and as I have provided myself with such 

a safe I wish to suggest the same to sportsmen. 

There are many match safes on the market, each 

having some points of merit, such as one with 

a screw cap, that opens easily but sinks; the 

hard rubber screw top ones that float, but take 

too much time to open, or one as suggested by 

Stewart Edward White, two brass shot shells, 

one of 12-gauge to slip into one of 10-gauge. 

This makes a safe that is waterproof, if not left 

in the water for any length of time, and one 
.opened easily, but that sinks. 

There is not a match safe made, so far as I 

know, that meets all of the requirements of the 

sportsman as well as a 10 or 12-gauge brass shell 

closed with a cork stopper. This makes a safe 

that is absolutely waterproof, easily opened, is 

cheap and that will float. If one wishes to pro¬ 

vide against the loss of the stopper, a cord may 

be fastened about the cork, and the other end 

fastened about the base of the shell. 

Wm. E. Baxter. 

Adirondack Timber Stealing. 

At Herkimer, N. Y., on Feb. 1, Harvey N. 

Gaylord was found guilty of grand larceny in the 

first degree for selling timber from State lands. 

On Feb. 3 he was sentenced to Auburn prison 

for a term of not less than one nor more than 

three and one-half years. 

In August, 1905, Harvey Gaylord and Charles 

Klock, State game protectors, disappeared. Later 

they gave themselves up. The grand jury of 

Oneida county returned indictments against them 

on the charge of extorting $7,750 from James 

Gallegher for permission to cut 2,000 cords of 

spi uce timber from the Noblesborough patent, in 

the State forest reserve. Gallegher and Syphert 

& Harrig held receipts signed by Klock and Gay¬ 

lord, but no indictments were returned against 
the lumbermen. 

Klock was tried in Rome, but the case was 

dismissed on a technicality. His case was taken 

up on Feb. 5 and will probably be disposed of 
this week at Herkimer. 

Other cases of this character are to be tried 
soon. 

The Police Dogs. 

New ^ ork city’s police dogs were assigned to 

duty in the suburbs the first of last week. 

If they display as much vigor while on duty as 

they have in their training, it is likely burglars 

will realize' the value of great speed as well as 

quickness in dodging, for these dogs are power¬ 

ful, quick and artful. The officers who have the 

training of the dogs in their charge are fre¬ 

quently upset or mauled by these eager and in¬ 

telligent animals, who recognize the uniform, but 

not the individual. One of the dogs has already 

saved the life of a man who was found half 
frozen. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

17. One riser Rait-Clisting Rods. 

5l j feet 

an inch, 

5'4 foot 

to 65->S 

ASSUMING that you have obtained all the 

materials needed, we will begin our actual 

rodmaking, taking the rods as they are 

given and commencing with one of the first class, 

as it is the easiest type to make. 

As your rod, when finished, is to be 

long, the agate top adding about 5s of 

the wood should be slightly more than 

long, to allow for cutting down finally 

inches. 

Assuming that your wood is 54-inch square 

and free from knots, plane it a trifle on all sur¬ 

faces and from both ends, to determine which 

way the grain runs; and having decided which 

shall be the butt end, drill two holes through the 

wood very close to that end, as shown in Fig. 28, 

and drive a brad in the right hand end of your 

workbench, so that you can hook the big end of 

the wood over the brad and plane away from 

it, which is much more satisfactory than butting 
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FIG. 28. 

the small end of the wood against a cleat at the 

far end of the bench. 

Plane the wood until it is straight and true, 

the gauge showing that it is 1 j inch thick on 

each side throughout its length. If it is crooked, 

do not worry, and do not attempt to correct this 

by planing more off one side than the others. It 

can be straightened perfectly later on. Mark the 

exact center at each end with two lines crossing 

in the center. 

If your hand-grasp is to be single, mark 1 

point ten inches from the butt end and continue 

the line entirely around the wood. This will 

allow you to saw off an inch where the holes are, 

and give you space for a nine inch hand-grasp. 

If the grasp is to be double, allow twelve inches, 

for an eleven-inch grasp. 

Begin at your pencil mark and plane carefully 

and evenly to the tip end on all sides. Use the 

caliper frequently, noting the diameter every six 

inches. If there is a thick place, mark it heavily 

with the pencil and plane that part lightly, then 

continue to reduce all sides until you have a 

nice even taper and the small end is 5-32 of an 

inch thick. Holding the tip end on the floor, 

exert a slight pressure and note the curve of the 

whole piece, which should arch nicely, the curve 

diminishing gradually toward the butt. Turn it. 

and see if the spring is fairly uniform on all 

sides. 

Now caliper carefully and trim off uneven 

places until the diameter of both sides is exactly 

alike at each six inch station. Use the small 

plane for this work, setting it very fine. 

A piece of board with a groove in one edge, 

preferably four feet long, is now in order. Bine 

tongue-and groove stuff, used for partitions, is 

ideal. Its value for other branches of rodmak¬ 

ing will be explained further on. Plane the edge, 

so that the groove will be shallow at the tip-end. 

and fasten it in the vise or nail it lightly to the 

side of the bench. Lay the rod in the groove, 

with one of the four corners upperipost, and 

setting your small plane a trifle coarse, take off 

the corner evenly from butt to tip, ignoring your 

pencil mark. 

Turn to the next corner and plane it. then the 

other two. Use the utmost care in transforming 

the strip from square to octagon form, and 

caliper frequently until it is of exactly the same 

diameter on every side at each six-inch station. 

You are now shaping the strip, so that the next 

step w ill make it round, and in this stage haste 

will work sad havoc with later plans. The eye. 

the caliper and testing the arch must all be de-* 

pended on at this stage. Every one of the eight 

sides must be uniform. A perfect strip is illus¬ 

trated in Fig. 36. 

Setting your small plane very fine again, lay 

the strip in the groove and take off one of the 

corners the full length. Turn to the next one 

and remove it. and so on The rod is now ap¬ 

proximately round, cylindrical in its first foot, 

then tapering gradually to the small end. 

There are various ways to make it perfectly 

round. One is to lay it flat on the bench, and 

% 

At this stage I take a strip of paper the full 

length of the rod and draw two parallel lines on 

it, each 6554 inches in length. The upper line I 

mark “rough calibers,” and the lower line “final 

calibers." Marks are placed on each line to in¬ 

dicate the place where the taper of the hand- 

grasp is to be, then every six inches to the tip 

end. Lay the rod beside the upper line on your 

paper, caliper it at every station, and set these 

-figures down on the corresponding mark. Note 

then carefully, for if the wrood has been planed 

properly in the square, the tapers will be nearly 

uniform from band-grasp to tip-end, but the 

wood will not, in this form, be properly pro¬ 

portioned for use. 

If you were working by rule-of-thumb, without 

a rod to copy, the only thing would be to put a 

top and guides on the rod temporarily, fasten a 

reel on the butt with cord, run the line through, 

attach a quarter- or half-ounce weight, and try a 

few casts; but the formula in Fig. 29 will save 

time. These calibers were taken from several 

bethabara rods that have seen long use in fishing 

and practice casting. 

If the wood is dagama or greenheart, add 1-64 

of an inch or a trifle less to each diameter given, 

then try the rod before deciding, for the action 

varies with different pieces of wood, and none 

can be exactly alike. In Fig. 29 the lower line 

of figures mark the six-inch stations; the upper 

figures the final calibers of a bethabara rod. It 

will be noted that, commencing at the cylindrical 

butt end. the calibers decrease rapidly to the 

thirty-inch station, then are nearly uniform to 

a point close to the top. 

Mark these calibers on the lower line of your 

paper, and note the variations between them and 

the calibers of your rod. Then scrape or sand¬ 

paper from your pencil mark toward the tip. 

gauging often until your rod is very* nearly as 

small as it is to be finally. Now tie on a reel, 

guides and top and try the rod in casting. It it 

pleases you. go over it lightly with fine sand¬ 

paper and fit the agate top permanently. Use 

a flat file in tapering the wood to fit the tube 

snugly. Heat your ferrule cement and coat the 

wood lightly with it. then heat the tube of the 
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FIG. 20. 

Caliber, wt a bes'-.ihara red. 

holding it under the palm of the left hand, roll it 

backward and forward white sandpapering it 

with a sheet of that abrasive folded over a block 

of wood, held in the right hand and moved 

rapidly up and down the rod. I prefer the fiat 

steel scraper, and turn the rod rapidly while 

working from end to end. using the grooved 

board to hold it steady. 

Stop frequently and draw the ,'egk 

fingers to locate uneven places. If none arc 

found, go over the rod thoroughly with sand¬ 

paper folded and held in the hand without the 

block. You are now ready for final tapering. 

top. push it home and turn it around until the 

e is evenly coated with cement. 

Measure from agate top to butt and saw the 

latter at the 66-inch mark. Warm the agate top 

over the flame of a match and remove it for the 

present. 

S eet a number of corks and warm yoor 

V piece of thin 15-32-inch tubing is new neede - 

An old ferrule will answer. File the outside of 

one end nntil the edge is sharp. Holding tie. 

tithe in the center of a cork, with a pad in the 

palm of the hand to prevent that end from cin- 

:.-g yon. turn the tale evenly until it cuts thnongh 
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the cork like a wad-cutter. The result will sur¬ 

prise you—a nice smooth hole through this secm- 

iingly difficult substance to work. Do not, how¬ 

ever, try to hammer the tube through the cork. 

Drop this cork circlet over the tip of your rod 

and push it slowly down to the butt, the last 

inch of which has previously been coated with 

hot glue. Punch out another cork, slide it down, 

coat the first one with glue, press them into close 

contact. Proceed in this manner until you have 

ten corks on the rod, giving you a handgrasp 

approximately five inches long. 

Now procure a piece of white pine five inches 

long and 24-inch in diameter. Bore a 15-32-inch 

hole through it and round off the outside until 

it will go inside the reelseat easily. This should 

be perfectly made, and it may be best to have 

it turned in a lathe. Taper one end until it will 

fit the taper of the reelseat nicely, while the other 

end should lack a quarter-inch of being as long 

as the reelseat. Slide this pine sleeve down over 

the rod (see Fig. 30), coat the rod and the upper¬ 

most cork with glue, press the pine sleeve home 

and put the rod aside for a couple of days until 

the glue dries. 
If you want the handgrasp to be shaped in a 

certain way and be nicely finished, have it turned 

in a lathe. I prefer to have mine perfectly cylin-, 

drical throughout, and press the reelseat into the 

top cork, leaving a right-angled shoulder to serve 

in lieu of a finger hook. I take a piece of sand¬ 

paper, folded round a block of wood, and turn¬ 

ing the rod rapidly, work back and forth length¬ 

wise of the grasp, gauging frequently, then using 

fine sandpaper until the grasp is cut down to 

1 1-16 inch in diameter. 

Taper the lower corks until the buttcap will 

fit snugly. Warm the buttcap, rub a little cement 

inside, push it home, and when it is cold drill 

a hole in it and into the butt of the rod, drive a 

brass pin home and file it off flush with'the sur¬ 

face of the cap. Wipe off surplus cement. 

In fitting the reelseat over the pine sleeve, place 

the hooded end down, so that in fitting the reel 

to the seat the band will pull down and in this 

way bring the reel near the hand, so that the 

index finger will grip the cork shoulder and 

render your control of the reel and rod firm. 

If the yoke of the reel fits the seat as it should, 

and the band is tight, the reel will never work 

loose, even in a long fight with a big fish. 

The three-quarter inch commercial reelseat is 

about 4(4 inches long, and for bait-rods the cor¬ 

rect way—in theory, at least—is to fit it with 

the sliding band at the bottom, so that the band 

will push forward over the reel-yoke and counter¬ 

act the tendency of the reel to work loose in 

playing a fish. Fitted with the hood on the 

upper end of the reelseat, the reel goes so far 

forward that more than an inch of the seat is 

exposed, and the right hand must grip this metal 

instead of the firmer and less slippery cork or 

cord wound grasp; hence, the shape of a well- 

formed grasp counts for less than it should. 

If the handgrasp is single, the length of the 

reelseat does not so much matter, but when the 

grasp is double I prefer to cut the reelseat down 

to a length of 324 inches, and also file the after 

end of the reel-yoke until its length is only 2(4 

inches. This brings the reel nearer the hand, 

and also places the upper grasp where the left 

hand can rest on it in spooling the line. 

Formerly I made all my bait-casting rods with 

double handgrasps, but have finally arrived at the 

conclusion that for tournament casting the upper 

grasp is a useless thing that serves only to stiffen 

the rod at that point. I always grasp the reel 

in spooling line and in playing a fish, holding the 

reel with three fingers of the left hand, while 

the index finger and the thumb spool the line. 

Making the grasp single and short adds to the 

resilience of the rod and makes it neater, and 

easier to build. I always place the hooded end 

of the seat down, and if the band is wedged 

tightly over the yoke, as it should be, there is no 

play. A great many sea and other rods are made 

with the hooded end down. 

See that the yoke of your reel is standard. 

1 prefer to set two very small brass camera 

screws, one on each side of the hood, and two 

of these instead of one pin in the buttcap. They 

are not so likely to work loose as is the case 

with pins. They should be 24-inch long. 

Now, go over the rod with the finest sand 

paper, wet the wood to raise the grain, let it 

dry, then cut it down with a bit of well-worn 

fine sandpaper, polish diligently with shavings 

from the rod, and finally rub with silk paper 

until you secure a high gloss. Replace the agate 

top, rub the rod with coach varnish on a rag, 

and suspend it on a brad in an airy or sunny 

place free from dust until it is dry. If it is 

crooked, let it hang with a heavy reel in place. 

Tie the guides on with cord, attach a reel, and 

practice with the rod until you are satisfied— 

either that it suits you or that it needs reduc¬ 

ing a trifle in places where it seems too stiff. 

Just here it is well to quote the late Major 

Traherne who, in “The Badminton Library on 

Salmon and Trout,” said of the greenheart sal¬ 

mon rod: 

• “I am at a loss how to describe it, but its 

virtue lies in an equal distribution of strength, 

in proportion, from the butt to the point. A 

heavy butt, with no spring to it, and with a 

weak top, is of little use for casting purposes 

beyond a certain distance. The spring should 

be felt, to a certain extent, to the bottom of the 

butt when casting; and I consider a rod which 

does not possess this quality of little or no 

value.” 

This applies to all rods, whether for lure or 

fly-casting; but in finishing the bait-rod it is 

well to remember that for quick, snappy casting 

the taper from the middle to the tip-end should 

be more rapid than in a rod intended for slow, 

even casting with light lures, and for accuracy 

casting. In this the taper may be rapid for a 

short distance, then slow to the tip, giving greater 

resilience to the whole rod, but retaining strength 
near the handgrasp. 

Several trials should satisfy you with the rod. 

FIG. 32. 

Pine hand-grasp, double. 

l/i hi i/i iii 11 mi 11 mu, 

FIG. 33. 

Upper grasp ready for gluing in place. 

Formerly every manufacturer made yokes as best 

suited his fancy, but some twenty years ago the 

National Rod and Reel Association adopted three 

standards for reel-yokes. The smallest, j4-inch, 

was cut on the arc of a ten cent piece; for 24 

inch reelseats, a nickel; and for i-inch reelseats, 

a silver quarter. Nearly all manufacturers fol¬ 

low these gauges. 

Assemble all the parts of the reelseat and push 

it down over the pine sleeve, working it well 

into the topmost cork, to form a waterproof 

joint. If the taper fits the tapered end of the 

pine sleeve, remove the seat, coat the sleeve with 

cement or glue and push the reelseat home. A 

brass pin through the hooded end and reelseat 

will fix the metal parts of your handgrasp rigidly. 

This pin should merely enter the wood of the 

rod, but not penetrate far, or it may weaken it. 

If it is reduced in places, finish as before, with 

the final coat of varnish rubbed in. This thin 

coat serves as a protection under the silk wind¬ 

ings, which, as will be explained in the proper 

place, are put on without wax. You are now* 

ready to wind and varnish the rod. 

If you decide to wind the grasp with cord, 

procure one of the pine single grasps which cost 

about twenty cents, and trim it to fit the reel- 

seat snugly, tapering at the forward end to fit 

the metal taper. Slide it down over the rod and 

glue it in place. When dry form a shoulder 

at the bottom so the cord will end there, as 

shown in Fig. 31, ami wind with cord. The 

cord should be covered for a quarter-inch at the 

butt by the cap, and for an equal distance at 

the other end by the reelseat. The latter is put 

on in the same fashion as with a cork grasp. 

FIG. 30. 

Corks in place and sleeve ready to be glued on. 

FIG. 31. 

Cord-wound pine hand grasp. 
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If you wish to make a double cork grasp, the 

reelseat and taper shown in Fig. 18 are neces¬ 

sary. In this case the corks for the lower grasp 

are followed with a pine sleeve a quarter-inch 

shorter at each end than the reelseat. This is 

cemented on and another cork pressed down until 

it butts against the sleeve and is pierced slightly 

by the upper end of the reelseat. More corks 

are glued on until the desired length of the small 

upper grasp is attained, then the glue given time 

to dry. The cork is then worked down, taper¬ 

ing forward until the small metal taper finishes 

it off. This is cemented lightly in place. 

A double grasp, cord wound, requires more 

care. It is first necessary to obtain a pine grasp, 

bored through. These come in the shape shown 

in Fig. 32, and much longer than necessary. Saw 

in the middle, fit, and wind the lower grasp, 

try the reelseat and cut off the cylindrical part 

of the grasp so that the joint will come under 

the reel, rather below the center. Attach the 

reelseat permanently and fit the upper grasp, mak¬ 

ing it fit snugly, but allowing for the thickness 

of the cord to be wound over it. Now wind a 

dozen turns of cord over the upper grasp (see 

Fig- 3d) and try it, removing the cord and tak¬ 

ing off a little wood until it will butt against the 

other end under the reelseat. Replace the cord, 

coat the rod and inside of sleeve with glue and 

push it home. Continue the winding until the 

upper grasp is covered, then tie off and fit the 

taper (Fig. 18) snugly in place. 

These cord-wound grasps should be given two 

coats of shellac and one of coach varnish as soon 

as they are dry. It must be remembered that 

small cord, when varnished, is somewhat slip¬ 

pery when wet, and large cord harsh to the hand. 

If the size is equal to that of D or E silk line 

it will make a good grasp. 

I prefer the cork grasps for many reasons, 

among them being the ease with which they can 

be made after one has had a little practice. Cork 

must be humored, as it were. If you find that 

sandpapering the grasp lengthwise does not re¬ 

sult in a velvety finish, secure the rod in a vise 

after wrapping it with several thicknesses of 

cloth, and with a long strip of the finest sand- 

paper, go over the grasp just as a bootblack does 

with his polishing cloth, turning the rod occas¬ 

ionally. You will soon learn to impart a nice 

finish, and this will prove that you can, on a 

pinch, get'along without the use of a lathe. 

Am&teur Rod Making. 

Liberty, N. Y., Jan. 28.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have been much interested in your 

articles in re rod making. Some of the finest 

split bamboo rods I have ever seen were the 

work of amateurs, but it is very curious to note 

the style of action preferred by some. One 

friend, for instance, turns out rods that are stiff 

as pokers in butt and middle, with thin, weak 

tips. He always fishes drawn gut. His rods are 

well made, but I would not care to use them; it 

would be misery. I have tried Athenian’s (H. 

G. McClellan) wax—rosin and turpentine—but 

do not like it for fly making. There is nothing 

like well made wax. I made some two years ago 

that was first-rate, but what I have now is pretty 

poor. I think it would pay some one to make 

good wax to sell, say in small boxes. I know 

that I would be glad to buy rather than make it. 

Theodore Gordon. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

The Chicago Tournament. 

Chicago, Ill., Feb. 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Plans for the international tournament 

of fly- and bait-casting, to be held during the 

month of August at Chicago, are being shaped 

up. This tournament will be held under the aus¬ 

pices of the National Association of Scientific 

Angling Clubs, which comprises a membership 

of over 2,000 fly- and bait-casters scattered from 

coast to coast, and from the Great Lakes to the 

Gulf. The tourney is given by the Illinois Bait- 

Casting Club, of the South Side, Chicago, and 

will very likely be held at their lagoon in Wash¬ 

ington Park. 

At the annual meeting and dinner of the Illi¬ 

nois Bait-Casting Club the spirit of fellowship 

was at its best, and the fine enthusiasm which 

prevailed over tournament plans was gratifying. 

Another incident that will be of interest to clubs 

throughout the country was the decided approval 

MtHg-i:'. 

FRENCH SEA ANGLERS AT LA POINTE PLATE. 

of the plan of degree buttons which the club put 

in practice last season. These gold buttons are 

for proficiency at target contests during the sea¬ 

son, and are awarded for averages of all the 

scores made in the twelve events of bait-casting 

and eight events of fly-casting by each contestant, 

no button being awarded unless all scores planned 

were completed. 

The officers chosen for the coming year are: 

Chas. W. Keiser, President of the club; E. H. 

Matthews, Vice-President; H. E. Rice, Secre¬ 

tary-Treasurer, and Geo. A. Murrell, Captain' 

Executive Committee—The above officers with 

Chas. P. Clifford, H. R. Winfield and Wm. Stan¬ 
ley. 

The newly chosen president took up the tour¬ 

nament affairs at once and appointed the follow¬ 
ing committees: 

Finance—Chas. w’ Keiser, Chairman; C P. 

Clifford, P. J. Linderman,-J. H. Reynolds, E. H. 

Matthews, Wm. H. Clegg, J. M. Ranney, Wm. 

Stanley, C. S. Lawrence. 

Tournament.—Members of the Club, Execu¬ 

tive Committee, and ex-officio H. Wheeler Perce, 

President and H. E. Rice, Secretary of the Na¬ 

tional Association of Scientific Angling Clubs. 

Programme and Prizes.—H. E. Rice, Geo. A. 

Davis, Chas. W. Keiser. 

Publicity.—L. E. De Garmo, M. W. Pinckney, 

Dr. Chas. H. Lodor, Dr. B. L. Rawlins, L. N. 

Place. 

Grounds and Equipment.—Geo. A. Murrell, W. 

W. McFarlin, L. E. De Garmo, Chas. Gustraine. 

J. E. Amann,*J. N. Schroeder, A. Wagner, N. C. 
Heston. 

Entertainment.—W. J. Strickland, Chairman; 

H. C. Chapman, A. C. Cobb, Harry English, 

James Lindauer, A. S. True, W. O. Van Trese, 
F. F. Porter. 

Reception.—Geo. Eulette, Chairman; B. Green¬ 

wood, B. Hardenbrook, F. W. Hemminghaus, W. 

J. Jamison, W. S. Lockwood, W. H. Spencer, 

David R. Linder, J. D. Jones, John E. Diehl, H. 

F. Wait. O. C. Wehle, Geo. Hof. 

Trophies.—H. R. Winfield, Chairman; A. H 

Whitley, Dr. B. L. Rawlins, N. C. Heston. 

These tournaments, national in character, have 

proven to be the one long needed bond to draw 

the angling fraternity closer in touch on matters 

affecting their pleasure on lake and stream, as 

well as developing the finest spirit of friendly 

rivalry on the casting platform. 

Anglers affiliated with the casting clubs and 

those who are as yet unattached will find an un¬ 

usually attractive programme coming to their at¬ 

tention as the plans mature. 

It is assured the attendance will be by far the 

largest ever witnessed so far in the pursuit of 

the sport, the honors more than ever worth 

striving for, and given favorable conditions, the 

records to be made will unquestionably be the 

highest yet attained, while the “forward look” 

toward measures for protection and propagation 

of game fish in fresh and sea waters will be 

widened and the standard of sportsmanship 

among anglers raised to a higher plane than ever. 

It is planned to give every visiting angler the 

time of his life in the pleasure of “the game.” 

L. E. De Garmo, 

Chairman Publicity Committee. 

Forty-Foot Sea Rods, 

In sea fishing at Biarritz, France, some re¬ 

markably long and heavy rods are employed, 

according to the London Fishing Gazette, which 

says: “We think a twenty-foot salmon rod or 

roach pole is a pretty good length, but our 

friends at Biarritz use rods over forty feet in 
length.” 

In fishing from the walk at the lighthouse the 

rods are balanced on the railing by means of a 

wood rest fitting the iron bars. A line about 

the length of the rod is used, three or four hooks, 

and a light sinker. At La Pointe Plate, shown 

in the picture reproduced herewith, rods of les¬ 

ser length and weight are used, but even these 

are not featherweights, by any means. Reels, 

according to Vicomte Henri de France, are 

known to these sea anglers, but are seldom used. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 



The “Sandals” of Karkenah Islands. 

Le Yacht, the French yachting paper, pub- 
shes an interesting description of a type of 
raft widely^ used on the coast of Tunis, the 
andal, of Karkenah Islands. 
The type of boats, plans of which we repro- 
ice, is found only on the submarine plateaux, 
hich adjoins the Karkenah Islands and Sfax, 
r in the inland sea of Jerba. It is the smallest 
imple of the “carebes-’ family, with which its 
instruction and rigging have great analogy. 
The step of this boat’s mast is forward of 

midships; the mast is supported by a single 
ay, which allows it to take three different 
isitions of inclinations, according to whether 
e boat is sailing close-hauled, with wind on 
e quarter, or running before the wind, and 
ith full or reefed sail. , 
.When the weather is fine, the boat carries in 
e bow a little supplementary sail, which bears 
certain analogy to the sail of a sharpie; it is 
triangle of sail cloth fastened by marline on 
e mast itself, a sort of light, thin, flexible pole. 
The lines of the bow and stern of the hull are 
ry fine; the flat bottom of the boat is arched 
its central portion and bears two small false 

els fore and aft. 
Here is an interesting detail of construction, 

• gunwale without any sheer goes from the top 
the stem to the bottom of the transom, which 

;ves to the craft a look of being composed of 
'0 distinct sections diagonally separated. 
These boats are very good sailers, close to 

;e wind, when the sea is not too rough, and in 
;1 kind-s of weather on the quarter and before 
ie wind. As, since time immemorial these craft 
tve always been built by rule of thumb and 
'thout moulds and without moistening or heat- 
g the timber, one is naturally led to believe 
at the concave form of the bottom is due origi- 
rlly to th&spontaneous deformation of a board, 
•>th ends of which have been beveled off, so as 

be fastened to the lower wale. It will be 
:>ticed, by working the experiment, that this 
formation takes place in any piece of board 

uere the ends have been thinned on the edge, 
nen it is left to float on the water. 
In his very complete and interesting book on 

•e coasters and fishing smacks of the Tunis 

coast, Commander Ilennique has described this 
form of boat, to which he gives the name of 
•‘loude.” 

A New Speed Launch. 

The new challenger for the Harmsworth cup, 
the international trophy, won by Dixie last year 
in England, will have a rival worthy of her 
steel, in a new high speed motor boat building 
at the yard of B. Frank Wood, City Island, 
from designs by Tams, Lemoine & Crane, 
naval architects, of New York, when the two 
meet at Palm Beach, Florida. The American 
boat will be about 39ft. long, 5ft. 3m. wide, and 
will draw about 2ft. of water with a 200-horse- 
power engine to drive her, it is calculated, over 
30 miles an hour. 

Capl. Benjamin Parker Dies. 

England has lost one of her best known 
yacht racing skippers in the death, on Jan. 21, 
of Capt. Benjamin Parker, well known to 
Americans as the skipper of Sir Thomas 
Lipton’s Shamrock I. and II. in the America 
Cup races off Sandy Hook. Capt. Parker was 
for several years sailing master on the German 
Emperor’s yacht Meteor. SAIL PLAN OF A SANDAL. 

SANDALS RACING. 

A Shallow Bilgeboard Schooner. 

Mr. Geo. S. Gandy, of Philadelphia, is having 
built a unique kind of a craft for use on Bar- 
negat Bay, where he spends the summer, in the 
shape of a Shallow draft schooner fitted with 
bilge boards. She was designed by Mr. C. D. 
Mower, of New York, who has won consider¬ 
able of a reputation in those waters by such 
bilge board cats as Another Old Maid, Old Maid, 
etc. 

As the plans show she is a very beamy power¬ 
ful craft of light draft, with no ballast at all on 
her keel, her own initial stability being suffi¬ 
cient. She will be fitted with a set of Pigeon 
hollow, spars and up to date fittings throughout. 
Her dimensions are: 

Length— 
Over all . 
Load waterline . 

Forward, overhang . 
Aft . 

.36ft 

. 8ft. 

Beam . 
Load waterline, beam . .12ft. 
Draft . 

Freeboard— 
Forward . 

' Aft . 2ft 
Least . 

3>n. 
oin. 
4in. 
oin. 
oin. 
oin. 
oin. 

oin. 
loin. 
6in. 



PLANS OF SHALLOW BILGEBOARD SCHOONER. 
Designed by Mr. C. D. Mower. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address. '"Designer,” Boston. 

HOLLIS BURGESS 
INSURANCE of all kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
Telephone, 1905-1 Main. 

2. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (Si CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

fAGHT BROKERAGE, High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (&. STEVENS, 
facht Brokers and Naval Architects, 

15 William Street, - New, York. 
Telephones 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

Canoe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
iashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
:o meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
ire devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
•9 the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat, 
the main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip- 
:ion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
heir uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
ill technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
town a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
(pace and into every-day language. The amateur power 
3oat man needs this book, for it will save him much time 
ind trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
t^eggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 

'RCuD®e’ w“ere> as one °f the fraternity expressed it, 
J1* hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days, 
to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. , 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun fro 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fish< 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. ] 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Math 
lo write of his fishing companions. The chapters wei 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning ar 

,be,e" sustained interest. The ‘Men I Hai 
sncd With was among the most popular series < 

papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Marblehead—Bermuda Race. 
Interest in the Marblehead-Bermuda race, 

starting on June 3, next, seems to be increasing 
steadily as the winter wears away and the spring 
approaches. 

With six entries already received by the Cor¬ 
inthian Y. C., certainly great interest has been 
shown for so early in the season. The Bermuda 
Race Committee has heard from several yacht 
owners who are contemplating going in the 
race, and there are, undoubtedly, a good many 
more who have the race in mind, but who have 
not yet been able to come to a decision about 
it to make their intentions known. 

There is very .little doubt that there will he, 
at least, two more Boston entries, and there are 
very good chances of getting another two, 
which would make the total from Boston five 
yachts. It. is. expected that one more entry will 
be made within g. few days of a new yacht, which 
has never yet been under sail, and two or three 
entries have been promised later in the season, 
unless something comes up to keep their owners 
from starting. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No, 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector’' New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS ® PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

One suggestion has been made to the com¬ 
mittee, that it might be well to have a special 
class for medium-sized auxiliaries. Some of the 
owners of these boats feel that they would not 

MIDSHIP SECTION OF SHALLOW BILGEBOARD 

SCHOONER. 

have much chance of winning against boats 
without screws, so they would not care to enter 
in either of the classes named in the circular 
which has been issued. If, however, they could 
sail against other auxiliaries only, they would 
be very glad indeed to make the trip to Ber¬ 
muda. Concerning this matter, the committee 
says, that if they could be sure of three or more 
starters, they would be glad to make a special 
class for auxiliaries within certain limits and to 
offer suitable prizes. 

There have been six entries so far—Fleur de 
Lys, in Class A; Esperanza, Margaret, Zuhrah 
and Dervish, in Class B, and Lila, in . Class D. 
It is rather curious to note in this connection, 
that so far no entry has been made in Class C. 

Entries should be made with Henry A. Morss, 
Secretary, Bermuda Race Committee, no State 
street, Boston. 

The sale of the motor yacht Fern for Mr. 
A. H. Alden to Mr. Lawrence Jones, of Louis¬ 
ville, Ky., has just been reported by Mr. Henry 
J. Gielow. The Fern is 59ft. 3in. over all, by 
10ft. gin. beam, and is equipped with a 50-horse¬ 
power gasolene engine, giving a speed of from 
12 to 14 miles an hour. She was built from 
Mr. Gielow’s plans in 1906 for Mr. C. D. Free¬ 
man, who sold her to Mr. Alden. 

After some extensive coastwise cruising last 
summer, the Fern was laid up at City Island 
in the fall, and is now there being fitted out 
for her trip south, which she will make out¬ 
side to Port Meyers, Fla. Captain August W. 
Loose, who took the Gregor-" abroad for Mr. 
Lewis Nixon, is in command. The Fern will 

'-anoe cruising and Lamping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor peonle. 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals oj 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoaJs a.nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in Ihe book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A complete illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post- 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national reputa¬ 
tion. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A S?m.P,ete M'anual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Uuilding. \\ ith two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon- 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. 1 he information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said apphes t° all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C&.noe and Boa! Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 

. W- P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

be used by Mr. Jones for cruising in southern 
waters during the coming season. 

A. Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

The Lipton cup 2i-footer, Raven, designed by 
Mr. C. D. Mower for Mr. J. W. Fearnside, of 
Hamilton, Ont., in 1905 has been sold to a 
Chicago syndicate of yachtsmen and will be 
sailed on Lake Michigan this summer under the 
masterly hand of Mr. Geo. R. Peare. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, ana also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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A New Type of Gasolene Vessel. 

Messrs. Cox & Stevens have just placed the 
order for the construction of a gasolene vessei 
from their designs, which is of a distinctly novel 
type. The boat is for a Boston yachtsman, who 
has had large experience in the use of moderate¬ 
sized steam yachts in eastern waters, and wished 
to get a vessel that would combine good cruis¬ 
ing accommodation with fair speed and the best 
possible sea-going qualities. In order to meet 
his requirements, the designers have produced 
a craft that is to all intents and purposes a small 
steamer in appearance. The craft has a straight 
stem and an elliptical stern, such as is used on 
the modern steamers of large size to-day. The 
great waterline length thus obtained and the 
full deck line made possible by this type, gives 
a surprising amount of room on deck as well as 
below. The dimensions of the craft are ap¬ 
proximately 90ft. over all, 14ft. 6in. beam, and 
she is to draw 6ft. of water. Her motive power 
is a ioo-horsepower gasolene engine of the 
Standard type, which will give ample speed for 
her owner’s requirements. The quarters below 
are unusually large, consisting of in the after 
portion of the vessel, two staterooms extending 
from side to side with a bath room and a lobby 
between them, which can also be used as an ad¬ 
ditional stateroom, and forward of the engine 
space another large stateroom extending across 
the boat with a bath room attached and stair¬ 
way leading to the dining room, which is in 
the deckhouse. The vessel has ample freeboard 
and will be painted black from the bottom to 
the rail line. The house will be in appearance 
not unlike the pilot house of the usual type on 
steamers and will be painted white, as will the 
turtle deck forward of the house. This design 
is a great contrast to the conventional launch 
type with sharp or canoe stern and overhanging 
bow and light draft. The increase in room is 
very marked, and the additional displacement 
will make the boat much more comfortable in 
a sea way. The appearance of the craft when 
completed will be very pleasing to the eye and 
she will in reality be a miniature steamship. 

Sails—Belay! Belay All. 

Sail ho! Reynolds; sorry to have kicked up 
such a tempest in your teapot nut. Take a 
hot nightcap and turn in early. If you are 
wakeful, read Helevy. He’ll quiet the bee in 
your bonnet. Don’t go too far to windward 
in that ship of the desert, you’ll get your feet 
wet, and that is bad for young “fellers.” Look 
out for “Cop”-tic and cuneiform steam baths 
also. They are said to be fatal in certain cases 
of papyrus sail-in. But whatever else you do, 
don’t get grumpy. It’s bad—very bad! Cheer 
up. 

But do az ye plaze 
And be happy, me lad, 

There’s fun on the saze 
And there’s danger, bedad. 

E. A. J. 

How a Yankee boy, named George Williams, 
who went to New Orleans for work, came to 
go to sea was told recently in the evening World 
as follows: 

“One day in September I made the acquaint¬ 
ance of a jolly sort of a chap and accepted his 
invitation to have a drink. The next I remem¬ 
ber after taking the drink was hearing the rattle 
of the anchor cable as it was being stowed in 
the chain locker and the pounding of waves out¬ 
side the ill-smelling quarters in _ which I came 
to. Then I heard a man shouting for me to 
turn to, and when I crawled up on the deck 
of the steamer I could see the land disappear¬ 
ing astern. 

“My efforts to obtain an explanation were cut 
short by an order from the bos’un to get to 
work. And work I did, from that hour until 
we reached Hamburg, thirty days later. Being 
totally unfamiliar with sea life I was given all 
the dirty work that could be found on the ship, 
and was frequently put on the lookout to stand 
watches eight hours long.” 

He was shanghaied aboard a German tramp 
steamer bound to Hamburg. 

Canoeing. 

Fragments from the ’88 Meet. 
Continued from page 186. 

Five miles from its southern end, Lake George 
—for the romantic name of Horicon, which 
Cooper endeavored to. popularize, has never 
gained general acceptance—pushes apart the 
mountains- that ring its whole length round, far 
enough to gain its greatest width of about five 
miles. Almost in its center at this point there 
is a long, low and well-wooded island with rocky 
serrated shores; and this is Long Island, on the 
southern extremity of which was established the 
’88 camp of the American Canoe Association. 

Lage George is beautiful, but despite the purity 
of its limpid waters and the glory of the blue 
summer skies, that during the last weeks of 
August hang over it, the dark mountains border 
it so closely that its beauty is of a somewhat 
sombre cast. About Long Island, however, it 
is not so, as both to the eastward and westward 
deep valleys pierce the encircling mountain 
ranges, and the bright green and yellow of 
meadow land and harvest field enliven the land¬ 
scape. But little of all this the canoeists saw, 
unless they were in their canoes, as a dense 
hedge of scrub cedar guarded the water’s edge 

_ about the main camp, and isolated clumps of this 
same sombre shrub cut the camp up into dis¬ 
tricts. Scrub cedar has some good points, but 
about a camp its most useful function is to make 
tent poles, and as the canoeists were pledged 
upon their honor as knights of the paddle not 
to cut down a tree, the only use they could 
make of this cedar environment was to vent 
their ill-humor upon it. 

In spite of the scrub cedar, three days after 
the camp opened the south end of Long Island 
was a picturesque scene. Along the shore rough 
platforms of hemlock lumber had been built, and 
upon these skids lay a fleet of as beautiful craft 
as ever parted the water. In every direction 
among the cedars white tents, and blue and 
white striped tents, round tents and square tents, 
A tents and wall tents, nearly all with a wide 
and hospitable fly in front, were pitched. Be¬ 
fore every tent, or nearly every tent, there was 
a rough cedar flagpole, and all day from its top 
swung the stars and stripes, a gay club flag, an 
officer’s pennant, or, at the worst, a piece of 
colored cotton. From, perhaps, the highest point 
of the camp the flag of the Dominion displayed 
itself, and “Canuckia” was one of the quarters 
of the camp, although all the Canadians did not 
gather under the flag. Nearly every tent or 
group of tents had not only a flag, but a name; 
there was a “Harvard square,” and the “Time 
Killers’ Club,” “Jabberville” and “Jumboia” 
(the smallest tent in camp), and all sorts of 
common titles such as “Pea-nut grove.” But 
such names were written, not spoken terms, 
the members of the same club, generally speak¬ 
ing, camping together; and it was odd enough 
to hear it said that one man had been put out 
of “Springfield” after making “Rome” howl, and 
scaring all “Lowell” out of bed. The great 
majority of the tents were not of the. order gen¬ 
erally connected with the idea of a canoe, there 
were plenty of small and unpretentious tents of 
course, but then there were a great many the 
size of a small house, with matched board floors, 
bright rugs, folding chairs and tables, cot beds, 
and any quantity of nick-nacks. 

The regular routine of the camp for the first 
week was almost unbroken. At seven in the 
morning the bugler made his presence known 
at Harvard square, and the Harvard men, who 
were the artillerists of the camp, fired the gun. 
Every flag was supposed to unfold itself when 
the gun fired, but it was the exception, not the 
rule to observe this rule. As no one could get 
any sleep after gun fire the camp was generally 
astir soon after, and the first duty of the day 
was a plunge in the refreshing waters of Lake 
George. Then came breakfast—at the mess tent 
for those who were too lazy to cook for them¬ 
selves, and out of the frying pan for those who 
were not. If it was a visitors’ day, and there 
were a great many visitors (about seven-eighths 

of whom were amateur photographers), the next 
hour or two was spent in “fixing up” the tents. 
Then the camp divided; the racing men went to 
work on their boats and rigs, polishing, varnish¬ 
ing, fitting, scraping, adjusting; the non-racing 
men went down to Squaw Point, loafed about 
their tents, about the shop or about headquarters, 
and talked canoe with the racing men. There 
was comparatively little sailing done. Of course, 
when there are two hundred canoes concentrated 
at one point there are always enough of them 
out to make a picture for the benefit of the 
loafers; but during that first week there was 
more talk about canoeing than canoeing—always 
excepting the twenty-five or thirty racing men 
and the officers. There lay upon the camp that 
influence, fatal to all industry, which may be 
called “Indian fever.” The pure air, the plain 
(very plain) food of the mess tent, the feeling 
of good fellowship that prevailed, put every man 
on such good terms with himself that it was not 
necessary for him to exert himself severally in 
order to have a good time. There was but one 
subject discussed during that week, but one 
thought of during the second—and that was the 
canoe. Statesman, soldier, journalist, lawyer, 
student, doctor, merchant; no matter what the 
individual happened to be when at home, in camp 
he was a canoeist, and as such he had but one 
interest in life—the canoe. When the mails came 
in he relapsed for a time, it may be, into an 
ordinary mortal, but the remedy in the shape of 
a new boat, a new rig, or an animated discussion 
about canoe lines, drop rudders, standing rigs, 
plate boards, was always at hand and was almost 
instantly applied. Dinner came too quickly, and 
yet not quickly enough to satisfy the active appe¬ 
tites that even loafing engendered, and after din¬ 
ner came the same talk, the same idle satisfac¬ 
tion with themselves and with all things. An¬ 
other meal, and at 7 o’clock the trumpet sounded 
once more, the gun was again fired, and the flags 
came fluttering down as the echoes died away. 
Then tents were lit up, small parties gathered 
together in the moonlight, small fires were kind¬ 
led in front of the tents, and yarn followed 
yarn. Occasionally someone was inspired to sing, 
and presently “taps” sounded and everybody went 
to bed. There were a few night hawks in camp, 
as a matter of course, but after they had 
“whooped it up” about camp until 2 o’clock one 
night and decorated all the flag poles they could 
reach with sails, the executive committee took 
them in hand and the thing was stopped. 

[to be continued.] 

A. C. A. Membership. 
NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division.—Le Grand Harvey, 228th 
street. Kingsbridge, New York city, by Frank 
W. Baldwin; Fred W. Baldwin, 436 W. 166th 
street, New York city, by Frank W. Baldwin. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. . 

Atlantic Division.—5445, J. C. Wilcox, Tren¬ 
ton, N. J. 

Central Division.—5428, G. Brown Hill, Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa.; 5429, Paul M. Lincoln, Pittsburg, Pa.; 
5430, Wm. W. Wishart, Pittsburg, Pa.; 5431, 
Justus Dunatt, Pittsburg, Pa.; 5433, Charles E. 
Middleton, Pittsburg, Pa.; 5434, Carl R. Sodon; 
5435, Karl E. Van Kuran; 5436, William A. 
Dick; 5437, Wm. P. Flint; 5439. Russell S. 
Feicht, all of Pittsburg, Pa.; 5432, W. H. Foot, 
Edgewood Park, Pa.; 5438, Charles Fortescue, 
and 5441, Frank C. Waddell, both of Wilkins- 
burgh, Pa.; 5440, Ralph H. Watson, Munhall, 
Pa. 

Eastern Division.—5442, Fred W. Allison, 
West Medford, Mass.; 5443, John C. Andrews, 
and 5444, Louis H. Dow, both of Woburn. Mass. 

Western Division.—5423, Harry R. Snyder, 
Rockford, Ill.; 5426, Andrew De Graff Berkley, 
St. Paul, Minn.; 5424, G. M. Strum: 5425, J. 
Geilon; and 5427, Charles B. Reed, all of Chi¬ 
cago, Ill. 

MEMBERS TRANSFERRED. 

4900, Julius Schmitz, Somerville, N. J., from 
Eastern Division to Atlantic Division. 
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ENCORED! 
U. M. C. Shells again responded to the appreciation of their many 
friends and scored another success at Brenham. The winning habit 
began in 1904. Since then, some Texas “star performer” has chosen 

U. M. C. Shells 
-TO WIN - 

THE SUNNY SOUTH HANDICAP 
every year but one. Last week, Mr. Fred King made the only straight 
score of 25 and took the honor—-shooting Arrows. Mr. E. F. Fors^ard 

won another handicap event in the program, The Houston 
Chronicle Trophy, emblematic of the Amateur Championship of 

the Southern States. He broke 92% and used U. M. C. Shells. 

1904, 1905, 1907, 1908 Winners Used U. M. C. Shells. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 
Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T rapshooting. 
’f you want your shoot to be announced here 
id a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

b. 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 
trophy. 

b. 18-21.—Kansas City, Mo., midwinter tournament. 
t>. 22.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association live- 
bird tournament. Karl Steward, Sec’y. 

b. 22.—Dayton, Ky.—Northern Kentucky live bird 
shoot. 

5i 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—North River G. C. Jas. R. 
Merrill, Sec’y. 

b. 22.—Paterson, N. J.—Northside R. and G. C. H. 
Beckler, Sec’y. 

). 22.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 
irch 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 
trophy. 

rch 16-17.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 
pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
rch 28.—McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 
cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

ril 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
y 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 
meyer, Sec’y. 

ril 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C. 
tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

ril 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 
Loomis, Sec’y. 

y 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, Sec’y, 201 Pearl street, New York, 

y 12-13.~M°ntpclicr, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 
Dr. C. H. Burr, SecV 
y 21-23.—SaU Lake City.—Idalio-Utah shoot. H. C. 
Keefe, Capt. 

y 30. McKeespor, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 
annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 
ton, Sec’y. 

June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 
auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 

Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Feb. 18-19.—Blue Mound (Ill.) G. C. J. W. Robbins, 
Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Fall River, Mass.—Great Island G. C. P. 
Letendre, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Edge Hill, Pa.—Highland G. C. J. Franklin 
Meehan, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Cleveland, (O.) G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—North End R. and G. Club. W. 

A. Lockwood, Treas. 
March 25-26—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Seo’y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 18 or 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. 
Lewis, Sec’y. 

April 21-23.—Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 
men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 

April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 
Sec’y. 

May 6-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandford, Mgr. 
May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knap Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. F. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual 
added. Earl R. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise 
Mains, Sec’y. 

Rock, la.—Sunset 

tournament; $500 

S. L. Dr. I. P. 

G. C. Geo. W. 

G. C. A. H. 

O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

June 1-2.—Steamboat 
Quiggle, Sec’y. 

June 2-5.—Columbus, 
Shattuck, Sec’y. 

June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair, (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 11-12.—Springfield 

Sec'y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, 

added. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, 

(O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

O.—The Interstate Association’s 
ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The 
tion’s third Western Handicap 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. Albert W. 
Lewis, Sec’y. 

Interstate Associa- 
target tournament; 
Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. Pinehurst Tournament. Jan. 25, Third Day. 

The Belmont Gun Club, of Narberth, Pa., bas arranged 

to hold live-bird shoots on Feb. G, 12 and 20. Competi¬ 

tion is open to all. 
* 

Mr. H. S. McDonald writes us that the Omaha, Neb., 

Gun Club will hold a target tournament on April 28-30, 

and that from $300 to $500 will be added. 

K 

Pinehurst, N. C.—The first annual target handicap of 

the Pinehurst Country Club, held on Jan. 23, 24 and 25, 
attracted a distinguished gathering of expert shooters, 
about fifty in all. The competition was of great interest 
to the many visitors, who sojourn in that famous winter 
resort. 

Four sets of traps were installed, but three sets proved 
ample. 

Miss Annie Oakley gave an interesting exhibition of 
her skill on Wednesday. 

Goss, of Irish Valley, and Jones, of Shamokin, Pa., 

shot for a purse of $100, it is so related, and of the 10 

birds shot at, Goss scored 5 to his opponent’s 3. There 

was good red blood in men who put up so much money on 

such indefinite probabilities. 

»► 
Secretary W. C. Wootton writes us that “the Buffalo 

Audubon Club has made application to the Interstate 

Association for registration, and is going to hold a one- 

day tournament on Decoration Day, 1908. We expect to 
add in money, merchandise and cups, a sum to the 

amount of $250.” 

* 
In the team contests of the Philadelphia Trapshooters' 

League, Feb. 1, on the grounds of the Meadow Springs 

Gun Club, Philadelphia, the team of the South End 

Gun Club, of Camden, N. J., was high with 358. Meadow 

Springs was second with 347. The Chester team was 

third with 312. 
*» 

The second contest for the F. A. Stone trophy, 50 

targets, 16yds., will be held on Feb. 12, commencing at 

11 A. M. To reach the grounds of the Bergen Beach, 

L. I., Gun Club, at Avenue A and East Seventy-first 

street, take Flatbush avenue car at New York City 

Hall, Brooklyn Bridge. The Secretary is Mr. L. H. 

Schortemeier, 201 Pearl street, New York. 

•e 
Saturday of last week, storming, with the thermometer 

resting about zero, the wind laden with an arctic tem¬ 

perature, whistling and blowing tempestuously, • was not 

a day of delight to the trapshooters, referees, trap-pullers 

and visitors. Nevertheless there were many Spartan 

spirits who braved all the discomforts of that day, which 

goes to show that there are many good sportsmen in bad 

weather as well as fair. 
sn, 

A miss-and-out has been arranged for Lincoln’s Birth¬ 

day, to engage the skill of the shooters at the Point 

Breeze traqk, Philadelphia. Entrance is price of targets. 

The contestants will be divided into two classes, class 

one being allowed one miss as a kill, and class two, two 

misses as kills. An optional sweep will be an added 

feature. Twenty shooters participated in the 10-bird han¬ 

dicap on Feb. 1, and of these Messrs. Aiman, Holznagle, 

Forsyth, Paulson and Miller scored 10 straight. 

Jan. 23, First Day. 

The programme of the first day provided ten 15-target 
events, $1.50 entrance, r.o handicaps, open to amateurs 
only. Mr. Frank Hall, of Ridgefield, N. J., was high 
gun in the averages with 145; second, Geo. L. Lyon, 
Durham, N. C., 141; third, Mr. Andrew Lindley, New¬ 
ark, N. J., 139. Mr. Lyon distinguished himself above 
his fellows by a run of 74. The totals follow: 

Frank Hall . . 145 L M Palmer. 
Geo L Lyon. . 141 J W Todd. . 124 
A Lindley . . 139 T T O’Donohue.... _ 123 
William Ford . . 136 William Walls .... . 122 
G S McCarty... . 137 C W Billings. .121 
Geo H Piercy. . 137 C A Lockwood... _ 121 
John Martin . . 135 A D Leahy. . 117 
R (i Stokley . . 133 Dr J H Dreher.... _ 116 
Dr D I. Culver. . 131 W J Simpson. . 116 
W A Wiedebush. . 131 W Simms . .... 116 
L W Colquitt. . 130 (j L Boylan. _ 115 
E S Rogers. . 128 E S Boushee. .... 113 
J H Hunter. . 124 E H Thompson... .... 112 
G W Penny. . 124 

Professional scores: 
H S Welles. . 141 Col T T Anthony.. .... 133 
A M Hatcher. . 141 Tom Marshall . .... 131 
(i W Maxwell. . 140 ' E H Storr. .... 128 
John R Taylor. . 139 Guy Ward . .... 135 
J T Skelly. . 139 F L Butler. .... 118 
Walter Fluff . . 138 

Jan. 24, Second Day. 

Five 15-target events open the competition of the second 
day, and twenty-eight took part in them. The totals, 
75 targets, were as follows: 

Ford . . 68 Simpson . . 57 
. 65 .... E6 

Wiedebusch . . 64 Thompson . .'. 55 
Martin . . 63 Stokley . . 54 
McCartney . . 63 Billings . . 52 
Hunter . . 63 . 50 
Colquitt . . 62 Leahy . . 48 
Todd . . 61 . 47 

. 61 . 46 
Penny . . 61 Boushee . . 47 
Culver . . 61 Crary . . 41 
Palmer . . 60 Tufts . . 41 
Lindley .. . 60 Simms . . 50 
Hall . . 60 Dreher . 
Piercy . , 59 

Professional scores: 
Welles . . 66 Hatcher . . 64 
Huff .. . 65 Taylor . . 62 
Ward .-.. . 64 Maxwell .. . 64 
Anthony . . 64 Storr .. . 60 
Marshall . . 63 Butler .. . 57 

Messrs. J. T. Skelly and H. S. Welles were the lead¬ 
ers in the professional competition of the day. 

The Jersey City. 1ST. J., Gun Club announce their an¬ 

nual Lincoln’s Birthday shoot. The programme con¬ 

sists of eight events, six of which are at 20 targets, $1.40 

entrance, and two merchandise events at 25 targets, $1 

entrance. Shooting will begin at 9:30. Class shooting, 

40, 30, 20 and 10. High average, two cents for each tar¬ 

get broken, and low average, two cents for each target 

missed. Lunch and shells obtainable on the grounds. 

Take Plank Road cars direct from Newark or Jersey 

City to the grounds, which a»e situated east of the 

Hackensack River. J. Lewis is the Secretary. 

Bernard Waters. 

Preliminary Handicap. 

The conditions of the Preliminary Handicap were 100 
targets, unknown angles, $7 entrance; handicaps 16 to 
21yds., high guns; $75 added to the purse. In addition 
to first money, the winner received a trophy presented 
by the Pinehurst Gun Club. Mr. G. S. McCartney, of 
Philadelphia, was the winner, with a score cf 91 out of 
100. He also was hign in both the amateur and pro¬ 
fess. onal doings of the day. He was the winner of the 
Southern Handicap, at Richmond, Va., in May of last 
year. 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 1.—The worst possible condi¬ 
tions for target shooting prevailed on the occasion of 
the first shoot for February. A wind blowing at 85 
miles an hour, accompanied with a blinding snowstorm, 
made the targets at times almost indiscernible, and the 
referee could not always see whether a target was broken 
or not. Under such conditions only the most enthusi¬ 
astic members attended, and the scores were abnormally 
low. Dr. Wootton won Class A badge with 20; Heinold 
Class B with 18, and Mcsinger Class C with 12. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: If) 15 25 10 25 15 

Covert .  2 7 6 4 10 3 
Warner .. 5 8 11 5 12 7 
Mesmger .   3 6 12 1 10 10 
Cheslev . 2 2 5 
Seymour . 4 .. H 14 
Beyer . 4 4 3 '2 6 !! 
Wootton . 7 11 20 6 20 10 
Remecke . 4 7 12 2 11 9 
Hilliker . 4 n 15 2 10 8 
Heinold . 5 8 is 5 7 .. 
Weiss .   p p 4 p 7 

C S Sidway. 5 17 6 14 .. 
Savage . 7 13 « 13 .. 

No. 3 was the badge event. 
W. C. Wootton, Sec’y. 

G S McCarty, Philadelphia, Pa... 
G H Piercy, Jersey City. 
G L Lyon, Durham, N.C. 
D A Leahy, Brooklyn. 
Dr D L Culver, Jersey City. 
Andrew Lindley, Newark. 
W M Foord, Wilmington. 
J H Hunter, Washington. 
G L Boyland, Wilmington, N C.. 
C A Lockwood, Brooklyn. 
E S Boushee, Wilmington, N C.. 
W Walls, Wilson, N. C. 
C W Billings, N. Y. A. C.. 
L M Palmer, Brooklyn. 
F L Hall, Ridgefield, N. J.... 
J W Todd, Charlotte, N. C. 
L W Colquitt, S. Orange. 
W Wiedebusch, Fairmont, W. Va. 
G W Penny, Wilmington, N. C_ 

Dr J H Dreher, Wilmington, N. C. 
F H Crary, Crawford, N. J. 
E H Thompson, New York. 
E S Rogers, Cleveland. 
John Martin, Brooklyn . 
W J Simpson, New York.r.. 
T J O’Donohue, New York. 
W W Simms, Wilson, N. C. 

Professionals, all at 20yds.: 
Ward . 88 Huff 
Hatcher . 85 Taylor 
Anthony ..   77 
Marshall . 77 
Welles . 76 
Maxwell . 76 

17 
16 
17 
18 
20 
16 
16 
16 

23 22 21 
23 22 20 
18 23 20 
22 20 18 
20 22 20 
21 21 21 
18 20 23 
22 19 19 
23 21 18 
19 18 22 
23 20 20 
20 22 19 
22 18 23 
19 18 22 
20 19 20 
19 19 16 
16 19 20 
16 22 20 
18 19 22 
20 21 14 
19 18 16 
18 17 20 
15 18 19 
21 20 15 
17 18 21 
18 18 16 
17 19 16 
15 16 14 

25—91 
22—87 
22— 83 
22—82 
19— SI 
18—81 
20- 81 
21—81 
19—81 
21—80 
17—80 
19—80 
16— 79 
19—78 
19—78 
24—78 
23— 78 
19— 77 
17— 76 
20— 75 
22—75 
19—74 
22—74 
18— 74 
18—74 
17—69 
15—67 
17—62 

Skelly 
Storr . 
Butler 

74 
71 
71 
65 
57 

The main contest for amateurs, the Midwinter Handi 
cap at 100 targets, unknown angles, was won by Mr 
C W. Billings, of the New York Athletic Club, with ; 
total of 90 frofn the 18yd. mark. The conditions govern 
ing the money were high guns. Besides first money 
the winner received a trophy, presented by the Pine 
hurst Country Club. The scores follow: ' 

Yds. Tot’l Yds. Tot’ 
Billings . 18 90 Simpson . ...16 7 
Stokley . 18 88 Piercy . ...20 7 
Lindley . 18 86 Walls . ...18 7 
Weidebusch . 18 85 Hall . 7 
McCarty . 21 83 Penny . 7 
Leahy . 18 SI Culver . 7 
Foord . 20 81 Rogers . 7 
Martin . 20 19 O’Donohue ... ...16 7 
Boylan . 16 79 Boushee . ...17 6 
Dreher . 17 78 Colquitt . ...19 6 
Palmer . 20- 78 Lockwood .... ...18 6, 
Lyon . 20 78 

Professionals, at 20yds.: ] 
Hatcher . . 91 Marshall .. 7f 
Huff . . 85 Welles . 
Ward . . 85 Skelly . 
Maxwell . . 83 Butler . 
Storr . . 81 Anthony . 6( 
Taylor . . 79 

In the five 15-target events the totals were as follows 
Foord . . 72 Hall . 6; 
McCarty . . 68 Culver . . 61 
Martin . . 68 Todd . 61 
Stokley . . 67 Walls . 61 
Lyon . . 65 Dreher . 61 
Piercy . . 65 Boylan . 61 
Billings . . 64 Palmer . 6C 
Weidebusch . . 59 Sims . 53 
Leahy . Penny . 53 
1 hompson . . 58 Rogers . 52 
Simpson . . 56 Crary . 50 
Hunter . . 65 Colquitt . 50 
Lockwood . . 65 O’Donohue .. 45 
Boushee . Burgess . 24 
Lindley . 

Professionals: 
Ward . . 70 Welles . 64 
Hatcher . . 73 Maxwell . 64 
Huff . . 67 Storr . 64 
Taylor . . 69 Skelly . 60 
Marshall . . 68 Anthony ...,t. 54 
Butler . . 65 

The averages for the three days, 300 targets, follow; 
Amateurs. 

Foord . .. 276 92 Rogers . .. 241 80 1-3 
Lvon . .. 971 90 1-3 Walls . .. 239 79 2-3 
McCarty . .. 268 S9 1-3 Penny . .. 238 79 1-3 
Hall . .. 968 89 1-3 Billings .... .. 237 79 
Martin . .. 266 S7 2-3 Simpson .... .. 229 76 1-3 
Lindley . .. 263 87 2-3 Lockwood .. .. 226 75 1-3 
Piercy .. .. 261 87 Thomson ... .. 225 75 
Wiedebusch . ,. 254 84 2-3 Leahy . .. 223 74 1-3 
Stokley . . 254 84 2-3 Boylan . .. 223 74 1-3 
Culver . . 253 84 1-3 Simms .. .. 219 73 
Todd . . 246 82 Dreher . .. 214 71 1-3 
Palmer . . 244 81 1-3 Boushee ..., .. 214 71 1-3 
Colquitt . 942 SO 2-3 O’Donohue . .. 214 71 1-3 
Hunter . . 242 80 2-3 Crary . .. 189 63 

Professionals. 
Hatcher . . 278 92 2-3 Skellv .. .. 205 88 1-3 
Welles . . 271 90 1-3 Marshall .... .. 262 87 1-3 
Huff . . 270 90 Storr . .. 252 84 
Taylor . . 270 90 Anthony .... ...251 ' S3 2-3 
Ward . . 2R9 S9 2-3 Butler . . 240 80 
Maxwell . . 268 89 1-3 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y.—A largely attended meeting of the 
club was held Friday evening, the 24th inst., when sev¬ 
eral new members were elected and plans for the coming 
season discussed with interest. 

It was deci_ded_ to hold our spring tournament on 
Saturday. April 25. and committees were appointed to 
get things ready for a great big time, and they will 
endeavor to get up a programme that will be of interest 
to the shooting fraternity. 

A large number of our boys are sticking to the game 
all winter—something unheard of in this section hereto¬ 
fore, and all shooters are most cordially welcome to our 
grounds at any time. 

The club has made application for a large number of 
trout to stock the nearby streams, and will also take a 
hand at stocking Glen Lake with bass, so that those 
who wish to try the rod in place of the gun can do so. 

Our club was reported in a very thrifty condition, and 
the outlook for the coming season is bright. 

F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

Free :hold Gun Club. 

Freehold, N. J.- The all-day shoot of the club bn 
Jan. 28 had totai Is as follows: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
N Apgar . 200 183 A1 Ivins .... .... 135 124 
A Schoverling.. 200 157 Clavton .... .... 100 84 
Glover . 200 172 Mufholland . .... 100 81 
Fanning . 200 179 Beck . .... 150 129 
Brown . 90 77 1P5 82 
Truax . 150 114 Beers . .... 150 121 
Cheesman . 175 101 Hance .. .... 75 63 
Fay . 175 94 Walling . ... 150 128 
Mathews . 200 157 Tohnson . .... 100 87 
Danser . 100 85 Creighton ... .... 100 79 
Muldoon . 200 159 Newman . .... 100 81 
Dr Burtis . 200 165 McDowell _ .... 100 S2 
Vanderveer . 200 173 Dr Belloff ... .... 95 61 
Kennedy . 150 111 Geo Buck ... .... 45 35 
Ellis . 120 104 Horner . ... 100 79 
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Philadelphia Trapshooters’ League. 

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.—The 
amden, N. J., was high in 
elphia Trapshooters’ League 
ie Meadow Springs Gun Clu 
inn Club surpassed all the 
ital of 403. 

South End Team. 
Eisenhardt _21 20—41 

(ineiine . 19 20—39 
1 Peachman ... 20 IS—3S 
Rexon .19 IS—37 

adcliffe . 19 17—36 
iggard . 20 15—35 

Johnson . IS 1(5—34 
Halloway .22 12—34 

' Cross ..'... 16 16—32 
Biddle . 15 17-32 

South End Gun Club, of 
the contest of the Phila- 

held on the grounds of 
b to-day, but the Highland 

other contestants with a 

Meadow Springs Team. 
T Coyle . 22 22—44 
G Hillpot .21 21—42 
D Williams .16 19—35 
D Henry .16 18—34 
Gothard . 15 18—33 
Kane . 19 14—33 
Heathcote .14 18—32 
Franklin .15 17—32 
Fish . 16 15—31 
Chandler . 17 14—31 

347 35S 

Chester 
Hamlin .21 18—39 

.ackman . IS 19—37 
ongbottom . 14 20—31 
awton . 16 IS—34 
Paulson . 18 15—33 

ittle . 16 14—30 

Other scores: 
South End—W. Johnson 30, F 

i. Cook 26. Quigley 24. Folker 22. 
Meadow Springs—Jackson 30, Pierce 27, W. 

'. Woodward 24, Laws 24. Kauffman 24, Moore 
Chester—R. Oglesby 22. Mirkil 10. 
On the grounds of the Keystone Shooting Association 
Holmesburg Junction, as follows: 

Team. 
Griswold . 17 11—28" 
W Young . 14 13—27 
J Landomus .15 11—26 
B Landomus _13 11—24 

312 

Peachman 30, Eyster 

Hensell 
24. 

Highland Gun Club. S. S. White Team. 
nllantvne . . 21 24-45 Cotting . . 22 23—45 
IcCartv .. . 21 24—45 Griffith .. . 21 23—44 
legar . . 21 21—42 Sanford . . 21 21—42 
ogers _ . 18 24—42 Pratt . . 21 20—41 
ranklin ... . 21 19—40 Severn ... . 22 19—41 
oover _ . 20 20—40 Tansey . . IS 20—38 
enham ... .20 18—38 Byer . . 19 18 37 
inggold .. . 20 18—38 Fontaine . . 20 16—36 
ayne . . 22 15—37 Robinson . . 16 19—35 
ender . . 19 17—36 White . . 19 15—34 

403 3 S3 

.Other scores: 
Highland—Trott 36, Bell 36. Lutz 36, Pinkerton 36, 
avis 35, Dr. Wentz 35, Lohr 34, Harkins 33, Greenwood 

i, Boyer 29, Crooks 27, Lee 27, Mawson 26, Roatche 22, 
erry 17, Carney 14. 
S. S. White—Cantrell 34, Stahr 34. Lilly 34, Brenizer 

'i Harper 33, Firth 30, Hinkson 29, Kendall 27. 

At Point Breeze. 

Philadelphia, Feb. 1.—The weather conditions were 
>t favorable for outdoor diversion. There was a strong 
>ld wind and a dark sky. Still there was a good attend¬ 
ee. The competition was close as a whole. Scores: 

iman, 29 .'.2121122122—10 
olznagle. 28. . 2222222222—10 
orsyth, 28 .2111211212—10 
aulson. 28 .2222222222—10 
uller, 30 .2222222222—10 
ender, 30 .2122221202— 9 
oyd, 30 .122*221222_ 9 
'orthington, 30 .   .2222*22222— 9 
hul, 28 .  2222222*11_9 
nith, 30 .    2220222122_ 9 
':Itz, 28 .. . ’.1220222222_ 9 
urphy, 30 .0221101211— 8 
:ott, 28 . 1222‘,0220°— 8 
oddy, 28 .2111220102— S 
:!ix, 30 .2212001222— 8 
aguire, 30 .2222012220— 8 
ark, 30 . **12*2222?_ 7 
one, 28 .^2021010212— 7 
orris, 27 .0210101122— 7 
itton, 27 .1012002212— 7 

New York Athletic Club. 

I ravers Island, N. Y., Feb. 1.—The conditions to-day 
r our regular weekly shoot, were as had as they pos- 
>ly could be—a cold, cloudy afternoon, with rain squalls 
id a strong, gusty wind. However, seven gunners re- 
'rted, and made the best of the conditions. Six events 
■re run off, low scores being the rule, the Lenane boys 
nmng five events between them. 
Event No. 1, February cup, leg won by M. V. Lenane, 
th 8 added targets. No. 2, Sauer gun, leg won by T. 
•nane, with 5 added targets. No. 3, high score cup, 
>n by 1. Lenane with 22. No. 4, Walsrode cup, leg 
:o won by T. Lenane. No. 5, handicap cup: This cup 
tor competition between members whose handicaps are 
to 5 targets in 25, and the first leg went to M. V’. 
•nane. No. 6, trophy shoot, won by Snyder. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
etff. 

V Lenane . 8 38 
Lenane . 10 36 
Merten . 
Snyder . 

Jones . 
• Williams . 2 36 

2 35 1 19 1 18 1 10 1 14 0 10 
8 38 3 11 3 21 3 16 3 17 3 14 

10 36 5 20 4 22 4 17 3 15 3 16 
0 18 0 17 0 16 0 9 0 9 0 15 
0 37 0 18 0 21 0 12 0 12 0 17 
4 32 2 16 2 18 2 15 2 16 2 14 
2 36 1 17 2 19 2 16 2 15 2 15 

Marine and Field Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 1.—The Marine and Field Ch 
to*day at Bath Beach. The season’s trophy vv; 

e main feature. W. H. Davol scored the maximum, 
gets. Other scores were: C. M. Camn 42, H. I 
ibner 40. I. Snedeker 40, W. Pardonner 36. 

97.18% 
97.1 8 % 

©7.18% 
©7.18% 

97.18$ 
97.18% 
97.18% 
97.18% 

The MID-WINTER HANDICAP at Pinehurst 
An Overwhelming Victory For 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns 
MID-WINTER HANDICAP- 

Won by Mr. C. W. Billings, of the New York Athletic Club, 
shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells. Score, 90 out of 100 
from 18 yards. High Professional : A. M. Hatcher, shooting 
a Winchester Repeating Shotgun; score, 91 out of 100 from 
20 yards. 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP— 
Won by Mr. G. S. McCarty of Philadelphia, Pa., shooting 
Winchester "Leader” Shells. Score, 91 out of 100 from 20 
yards. High Professional: Guy Ward, shooting Winchester 
" Leader” Shells and a Winchester Repeating Shotgun; score, 
88 out of 100 from 20 yards. 

HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE- 
Won by Mr. W. N. Foord, of Wilmington, Del., shooting 
Winchester "Leader” Shells. 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL AVERAGE— 
Won by A. M. Hatcher, shooting a Winchester Repeating 
Shotgun. 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., F.eb. 1.—Although this was an off 
day, and the weather decidedly unpleasant, some nine 
men were present, six trophy events being run off. 
Messrs. Winslow, Boxall, Allen, Lane and Cockefair 
were the winners respectively. 

The club expects to have an all-day invitation tourna- 
men on Lincoln’s Birthday, and quite a large attend¬ 
ance is expected. 

Events: 1 9 3 4 
Targets: 15 15 25 25 

C M Hunt . . 3 13 3 11 
W B Spencer. . 3 10 4 15 5 20 5 23 
P H Cockefait. . 2 10 2 15 4 23 3 22 
G VV Boxall. . 0 12 0 11 1 21 1 25 
A R Allan. . 0 13 0 10 1 18 1 22 
E Winslow . . 2 13 2 12 5 21 5 16 
W H Lane. 3 7 8 13 9 16 
T V Bonner, Jr. 7 22 7 20 
C H Herriman. 10 14 12 14 

Event No. 5, team race, two-man teams, 10 targets: 
Team No. 1. Team No. 3. 

Boxall . 4 Spencer . 0 
Herriman .. 3— 7 Bowker  . 8—8 

Team No. 2. Team No. 4. 
Allan . 
Lane . 

Event No. (5, 
Cockefair . 

. 10 

. 8—18 
miss-and-out 
. 13 

Cockefair . 8 
Hunt . 7—15 

Bouvier . . 12 
Hunt . . 12 
Lane . . 10 Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Red Hook Gun Club. 

Red Hook, N. Y., Jan. 30.—Scores made to-day are 
appended: 

Events: 12345878 Shot 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 at. Broke. 

Bain . .. 23 22 22 21 20 22 22 20 200 172 
Schutte . . 19 17 IS IS 21 21 23 20 200 157 
Martin . . 19 13 20 21 20 20 19 16 200 148 
Horton . . 21 21 21 IS 17 18 15 17 200 148 
1>aly . . IS 15 15 IS IS 20 13 19 200 136 
Lee . . 17 17 20 17 14 16 .. .. 150 101 
Matt ice . . 19 20 18 15 . 100 72 
Ham . .14 14.15 16 100 59 
Yigeant . 100 58 
Hutchings . . 10 9 7 . 75 26 
Massonneau .... . 16.15. 50 31 

J. W. Bain, Sec’y. 

SHOOT WINCHESTER SHELLS! They won the Amateur and Profes¬ 
sional Championships and the High Amateur and. High Professional 
Averages in 1907, and made the HIGHEST High Average on record. 

97.18 O 
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Registered Tournaments. 
Idiana^olis, Ind., Jan. 30.—Considered from the ama¬ 

teur's viewpoint, what effect will the recent action taken 
by the Interstate Association, with reference to registered 
tournaments, have? Will it be for the weal or woe of 
the game? 

These are questions that naturally arose in the rpinds 
of the amateur shooters' immediately upon receipt by 
them of the widely distributed announcement explaining 
the innovation, realizing, as they did, that it emanated 
front a source that was possibly influenced by considera¬ 
tions of personal pecuniary gain, rather than that of the 
good of the cause, as viewed from the amateur's stand¬ 
point: 

Among the conclusions formed by many amateurs, after 
a superficial examination of the new plan, are these: 
That it was none other than a concerted effort upon the 
part of the trade manufacturers to dictate to the un¬ 
organized body of shooters that they should thereafter 
do thus and so, or sever their connections with the shoot¬ 
ing interests; that the manufacturers were thus trying to 
force them into using a greater quantity of their products; 
that their cherished home clubs were to be absorbed, and 
their individuality be completely overshadowed by the 
preponderance of Interstate Association auspices; and 
that this very likely was but the first step in a pro¬ 
gramme yet to be devised by the manufacturers, whereby 
the prerogatives of the individual shooter and the gun 
clubs throughout the country would be further curtailed 
and domineered. 

A more deliberate analysis of the registered tournament 
scheme, however, does not justify the permanency of 
these random conclusions. The Interstate Association in 
the past has always dealt with the shooters fairly, frankly 
and honorably, and by pursuing this policy has accom¬ 
plished colossal good for the game. Therefore, until it 
has broken faith with the shooters, it is entitled to a 
continuance of that same measure of confidence which 
they have reposed in it in the past; and not until that 
time may its avowed intentions be justly discredited. 
Granting that the tacit purpose of the Interstate Asso¬ 
ciation is that of mutual trade protection and of further¬ 
ing the allied commercial interests of its stockholders by 
co-operative organization, or combination (which is en¬ 
tirely speculative, and totally at variance with the ex¬ 
pressed object of its formation), if, at the same time, it 
performs for the adherents of the sport the good offices 
that an elective assembly or congress of their own mem¬ 
bers could perform, why should there be objection to an 
assumption of control by the Association, even though it 
were feasible at the present to substitute therefor a 
representative controlling body? Thus far the Interstate 
Association has not overstepped the bounds of propriety 
In formulating rules for the government of amateurs while 
engaged in shooting contests; nor has it taken any action 
whatever with reference to the amateur class of shooters 
except such as their duly elected representatives might, 
to their great credit, have enacted and decreed—the most 
recent device, the registered tournament, not excepted. 
And as long as the Association continues to exercise the 
same intelligent and zealous solicitude for the welfare 
•of the shooters as it has heretofore exhibited, it must, 
perforce of its occupation of the office of control, con¬ 
tinue in that capacity; at least until such time as a 
flagrant failure, either by act of omission or commission, 
shall bring about a spontaneous uprising of the shooters 
in protest thereto. Revolutionary movements are only 
thus born, as a responsive solution to great emergencies. 
The ever present possibility of such a contingency is an 
effective check upon the possible avarice of the Asso¬ 
ciation, and there is nothing in the present order of 
things to warrant the fear of a calamity. 

The Interstate Association contrived the Grand Ameri¬ 
can Handicap tournament, and under its masterly direc¬ 
tion this event has grown, until it now occupies a posi¬ 
tion in the esteem of the shooters that is second to none 
in the whole world. If the Association’s early inven¬ 
tions are so signally and permanently successful, it is 
reasonable to anticipate that those arising from a riper 
experience and a wider knowledge of existing conditions 
and needs shall at least bring forth equivalent results. 
The registered tournament scheme evidently contem¬ 
plates, and is a step toward, a standard of uniformity 
of good practice in smaller tournament endeavors similar 
to that which has been accomplished in the larger. 

That the Association was actuated by other than 
ulterior motives in devising it is readily discernible, in 
that it has created and is to maintain what might be 
termed a bureau of statistics, at its own expense, and 
at no cost whatever to the shooter, the benefits of which 
will accrue as much to the satisfaction and pleasure of 
the shooter as it will be commercially valuable to the 
stockholders in the Association. It also assumes a large 
responsibility in granting to. the gun clubs of the coun¬ 
try the gratuitous use of its honorable and exemplary 
auspices, thereby practically becoming guarantor of good 
practices and fair treatment by any club that may avail 
itself of the advantages that are to be derived from 
“registering” its tournament. It will require but very 
few delinquencies to tarnish the exalted reputation which 
such auspices now reflect on the shooting fraternity, and 
the Association must therefore vigilantly guard against 
a possible perversion of .the jClementary principles upon 
which good tournament practice is founded when it thus 
hazards _ its good_ name in lending its moral support. 
And this centralized, zealous supervision will tend to 
elevate the standard of present-day practice, and make it 
better, good though it may now be. 

The primary object of a well-ordered shooting tourna¬ 
ment is to afford the devotees of the sport an opportunity 
to strive among themselves for supremacy under given 
rules and conditions of contest. Secondary to this, in 
the order of their precedence, are (1) that the contestants 
shall have an enjoyable time socially, and (2) that the 
club or organization giving or holding the contest shall 
have commensurate return for its efforts in promoting the 
contest. And any attempt to reverse or interchange the 
given order of these objects or purposes, to that extent 
perverts and stultifies the functions of a tournament. 

It cannot be denied that, in the past, in occasional 
instances, clubs have held shooting tournaments with 
but one purpose in view, and that simplv to make as 
much money out of the enterprise as was possible, totally 

disregarding the fundamental principles upon which- it 
should have been erected. It is true that pronounced 
instances of this kind have been rare, and it is indeed 
fortunate that it has been so. One such tournament, 
with all its attendant evils of “running” of its own 
momentum, haphazard and without the- intelligent guid¬ 
ance of a responsible or capable executive head, a com¬ 
plex mass of confusion from beginning to end, will 
inflict more injury to personal interest and zeal for the 
sport than a dozen orderly tournaments can restore. An 
amateur's fondness for the shooting game is as much due 
to his fascination for congenial companionship as to his 
bent for firing a gun and burning up ammunition. The 
essential counterpart of a gun is a companion, even 
though he be but a dog. If there were no one to shoot 
with or compete against, the most zealous shooter would 
soon abandon the sport. The amateur, therefore, is (or 
at least should be) as much concerned in maintaining 
and stimulating a lively interest in the game as are the 
manufacturers, whose products he consumes. It would 
be much better for all concerned if tournaments of the 
kind mentioned above, with their disastrously repellent 
effect, were never held. Any measure that will tend to 
promote good sportsmanship and elevate it to a higher 
plane, will also be influential in attracting the novice, 
reclaiming the backslider, and imparting renewed zeal to 
the veteran; and any plan that will effectually distinguish 
the orderly tournament front the questionable or danger¬ 
ous one will likewise serve a timely purpose. This seem¬ 
ingly is preisely the very object that it is intended the 
registered tournament shall accomplish, as such tourna¬ 
ments must be conducted strictly in accordance with the 
recognized standards of good practice and under the 
direction of responsible management. 

Then, too, the registered tournament plan seeks to 
supply a remedy for a woeful deficiency that has existed 
in club tournament experience, even when under the 
rqost competent management, ever since the game was 
first begun. And that is the perpetuation of its results 
in a feasible and an acceptable manner. Heretofore the 
ordinary club tournaments, at the best, have been but 
little better than mere farces. They have been transitory 
and well-nigh meaningless; the contestants would to-day 
vie with each other to their utmost and to-morrow forget 
all about it. The achievements which they may have 
accomplished during the one or two days of the com¬ 
petition have amounted to nothing more than to determine 
the relative skill or abilities of the comparatively small 
group of shooteis who were then and there engaged in 
the contest—on that particular day or days, and under 
the conditions that then happened to prevail—alone. 
The scores made in these tournaments have had no 
bearing or relation whatever to those that were being 
made by a vastly larger number of shooters, who were 
engaged in contests of similar character, at other points 
throughout the country, nor have they even ever had 
any relation to those that were made by the same indi¬ 
viduals in preceding or succeeding tournaments. These 
tournaments have been utterly void of any incentive for 
the amateur to exercise any greater skill than was neces¬ 
sary to defeat an attending friendly opponent; and their 
value has been so fragmentary as to render them almost 
as useless as the old-fashioned picnic—an appointed place 
for whiling away the time. All these shortcomings will 
be effectually corrected through the instrumentality of the 
registered tournament, as it embraces the feature of 
recording and compiling all the scores that are made 
therein by both amateurs and professionals, and provides 
for their publication at suitable intervals. The club 
tournaments, therefore, in the future, like the Grand 
American Handicap tournament, will have a well-defined, 
continuous and worthy purpose to fulfill—quite in con¬ 
trast to the lack of an extended and definite mission to 
perform as in the past. 

It is scarcely possible that the betterment which the 
registered tournament plan contemplates shall come to 
pass instantaneously; the evils which it seeks to remedy 
are of long standing and deeply rooted in the habits of 
the shooters, and consequently, the readjustment will, 
like all meritorious reform undertakings, be more or less 
gradual. It cannot be expected that the plan at the very 
moment of its inception is perfect in its every detail. Its 
actual application -will undoubtedly from time to time 
suggest certain modifications or enlargements that may be 
made with beneficial results. But it is a most excellent 
beginning. It is sufficiently well contrived to remove 
many of the hinderances which for years past have 
operated as a bar to the healthy development of the 
sport. 

The registered tournament is destined to occupy a posi¬ 
tion among the decisive and important acts of the Inter¬ 
state Association that will be second only tp the one of 
several years ago by which the shooters were’ divided into 
two distinct classes—the amateurs and professionals. It is 
such an extremely, yet efficient, remedy for the ills that 
have for so long a time afflicted the game that we may 
justly wonder why the scheme did not suggest itself to 
our minds years ago. The mind that did at last con¬ 
ceive it is certainly worthy of and is entitled to the 
unstinted laudation of every shooter who has a sincere 
interest in the promotion of good sportsmanship. Its 
early success will depend very largely upon the spirit in 
which it is received and held by the amateurs. The In¬ 
terstate Association has well and fully performed its 
part, in formulating the plan, and in inviting co-operation 
from the amateurs; and the problem is now up to the 
gun clubs of the country for furtherance. If they are 
keenly alert to their duty, and appreciate fully the op¬ 
portunity they now have for helping in a systematic, 
concerted way to enliven the interest in the foremost of 
gentlemantly sports, hereafter all tournaments will be 
registered tournaments. 

Harry W. Denny, 

Sec’y Indianapolis Gun Club. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Despite the heavy snowstorm 
which prevailed here to-day, twenty-seven shooters par¬ 
ticipated in the regular weekly shoot of the Mountain 
View Gun Club this afternoon. Owing to this storm, 
good scores were an impossibility. Valentine was high 
gun with 80 out of 100 targets. 

Senator White, of Syracuse; Mr. Talman, of Dane- 

mora, and Mr. Platt, of Albany, were our guests to-da’ 
The lady members of the club treated the boys to' 

good old-fashioned clam chowder, which they prepare 
at the club house. After the chowder came pies vvhic 
were made at home. It was a great treat, and was er 
joyed by all present. The ladies were given a vote l 
thanks. 

The handicap for the Ballistite and Empire gold medt 
was commenced to-day, but owing to the bad weathe 
conditions only six of the boys shot the first lee 

Messrs. Valentine and Sanders were tied with 22 eacl 
The scores were: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Brok 
Roberts .150 103 Mrs Butler . 50 < 
Sanders ... . 125 89 1 hitcher ... . 50 2 
Milliman . .125 S9 Collins .... . 50 1 
Farrell ... . 125 77 ITancox ... . 50 
Butler .... .125 S3 Yrooman ... ..... 50 k 
Lee . . 125 47 II Smith .. . 50 
dalman . 125 64 Miss Ruth . 40 
Valentine . . 100 SO Harper . . 25 
White . . 100 41 King . . 25 ] 
Platt . . 75 41 9K i 
Thompson . 75 39 Miss Boltwood.. 20 
L Miller .. . 75 36 Ruth . . 15 
Sharp . . 75 35 Lord . 
Vollmer .. . 50 23 

J. J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 1.—The grounds were in ai 
overflowed condition from the storm. There was a high 
cold wind. The sky was darkly overcast. The scores 
however, were much better than one might anticipati 
under the unfavorable circumstances. Three of the con 
testants tied for the February cup, namely, Messrs. II 
Kryn, G. G. Stephenson, Jr., and T. W. Stake, henc. 
each has 23 targets to his credit, the three best score: 
of the month determining the winner. In the scratcl 
eyent, Mr. H. M. Brigham broke 15 straight and wa: 
high. The leg on the Stake trophy event was score! 
by Mr. F. B. Stephenson. There were two teams in thi 
two-man team contest, Kryn and Brigham scoring higl 
with 46, though Stephenson scored 25 from scratch ir 
his team. Scores: 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 

H. T. H. T 
F B Stephenson_ 0 12 H Kryn . 1 1 
H M Brigham. 0 12 Grinnell, Jr. 1 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
I Kryn . 1 12 F B Stephenson_ 0 1 

H M Brigham. 0 12 Grinnell, Jr. 1 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H Kryn . 1 15 H M Brigham. 0 
T W Stake . 3 10 Grinnell, Jr. 1 
F B Stephenson.... 0 9 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 
F B Stephenson_ 0 23 H M Brigham. 0 1 
C G Stephenson... 3 20 H Kryn . 2 1< 
Grinnell, Jr. 0 16 

February cup, 25 targets: 
H Kryn . 2 23 H M Brigham....... 0 2 
G G Stephenson, Tr 3 23 F B Stephenson ... 0 1! 
T W Stake. 5 23 L M Palmer, Jr.... 0 l: 
Grinnell, Jr. 2 22 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 

H M Brigham . 15 F B Stephenson .,. I 
H Kryn . 14 . Grinnell, Jr. 1 

Team shoot, 25 targets: 
H Kryn . 2 23 F B Stephenson... 0 21 
H M Brigham. 0 23 L M Palmer, Jr. 0 1! 

46 41 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 1.—Herewith is a list of touina 
ments tegistered with the Interstate Association during 

the week ending this date: 
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

New, Haven Gun Club, New Haven, Conn., Feb. 22 
Wm. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

North East Gun Club, at North East, Md., Feb. 29 
W. A. Blackwell, Sec’y. 

Mississippi Valley Gun Club, at Burlington, la., Apri 
28 to 30. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 

Vicksburg Gun Club, at Vicksburg, Miss., May 10 t< 
12. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 

Walla Walla Gun Club, at Walla Walla, Wash., May 
12 to 14. J. F. Smails Sec’y. 

Mt. Pleasant Gun Club, at Mt. Pleasant, la., May 1! 
to 21. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 

Clarence Rod and Gun Club, at Snow Shoe, Pa., May 
21 and 22. C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 

West End Gun and Fishing Club, at Shamokin, Pa. 
May 29 and 30. George E. Crone, Sec’y. 

Mechanicville Gun Club, at Mechanicville, N. Y., Maj 
30. George Slingerland, Sec’y. 

Sylvan Beach Gun Club, at Sylvan Beach, N. Y., Jum 
5. M. Cavana^ Mgr. 

Champlain Gun Club, at Champlain, N. Y., June 1? 
E. F. Tiedemann, Sec’y. 

National Park Gun Club, Montana State tournament, 
at Livingston, Mont., June 19 to 21. Eug. F. Confarr, 
Sec’y. 

Manning Gun Club, at Manning, la., July 14 and 15, 
G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 

Iowa Falls Gun Club, at Iowa Falls, la., July 16 ano 
17. Jas. T. Brown, Pres. 

Sylvan Beach Gun Club, at Sylvan Beach, N. Y., Aug. 
5 and 6. M. Cavana, Mgr. 

Dominion of Canada Trapshooting Association’s eighth 
annual tournament at Sherbrooke, P. Q., Canada, Aug. 
5 to 7. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 
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U. S. AMMUNITION 
The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting* The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the V. *5". Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St, Saa Francisco 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 
Fixture*. 

March 14-21.—New York Zettler Rifle Club 100-shot 
gallery championship. F. Hecking, Sec’y. 

22 Caliber Indoor Rifle League. 
The fourth annual tournament of the .22 Caliber Indoor 

Rifle League of the United States, was held in Rochester, 
N. Y., Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, inclusive, under the auspices 
of the Columbia Rifle Club. 

The opening day had a specially noteworthy event, the 
making of a perfect center, in the bullseye event, by R. 
Cute, the tenowned marksman of Jeffersonville, N. Y., a 
feat which was considered impossible. The delicate instru¬ 
ment used in measuring the bullseye shots, detects the 
slightest variation from a true center, and registers the 
variation accordingly. This match was open to all; re-entries 
unlimited. Mr. Harry Harrison, of Rochester, also recorded 
some sensational shooting in the way of rapid fire, beat¬ 
ing his own record of 469 by scoring 489 in a minute. In 
this event the contestants used automatic rifles, each 
contestant doing his own loading. On the second day 
Mr. Harrison surpassed his previous records with the 
phenomenal number of 516. He fired S7 shots in one 
minute, of which 77 struck the target. The conditions 
were as follows: ,22cal. rifles, 75ft., any position with¬ 
out artificial rest, no restrictions as to sights and trigger 
pull; auxiliary loading devices permitted; time limit, 
one minute. Great as was Mr. Harrison’s rapid-fire 
record, it was surpassed on Friday by the performance 
of Capt. A. F. Laudensack, of New Haven, Conn. He 
raised the record to 569, and on a prior trial scored 549, 
which was high record at that time. He fired SO shots 
in the minute, 78 hitting the target. This, in turn, was 
surpassed by Mr. Harrison on Saturday by a total of 570. 
He fired 81 shots in one minute, all of which hit the 
target. 

On the second day, Mr. G. A. Morse scored a one 
degree shot on the bullseye target, which is also an 
extraordinary record, if it were not surpassed by the 
perfect shot made by Gute on the first day. 

In the continuous match, three, Messrs. L. P. Itlel, of 
imsburg, and Gute and Hubalek made perfect scores, 
300 on four targets. Each of these three also shared an 
honorary prize for the five best targets, four 75s and 
one 74. 

First place in the championship contest was won by 
Mr. A. Hubalek, of Brooklyn. He scored 2464 out of a 
possible 2500. Second place was tied for by Messrs. F. 
L. Ross, of Springfield, Mass., and R. Gute, of Jeffer¬ 
sonville, N. Y. 

Mr. (jute’s perfect score, zero, on the bullseye target, 
oo' equalled during the tournament, though Mr. G. 

A. Morse, of Rochester, was a close second with a target 

of one degree. In the honorary match, Mr. E. J. Kurtz 
was winner with a target of one degree. 

The special prize contest was won by C. H. McChesney, 
President of the Columbia Rifle Club with a total of 88. 
Hubalek and Ittel tied for second on 60. Gute and 
Morse tied in the skiddoo match for a music box, each 
scoring 225. 

The tournament in 1909 will be held under the auspices 
of the Iroquois Rifle Club, of Pittsburg. 

ARTHUR HUBALEK, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Winner of Championship of .22 Caliber Indoor Rifle 
League of the United States, Rochester, N. Y. 

The distribution of prizes took place on Saturday even¬ 
ing, Feb. 1. 

T he contestants came from far and near, and were 
superlatively representative of America’s best skill with 
the small-bore rifle. Many of them won high honors in 
previous rifle tournaments.. 

Championship match, open to all; entrance $10, 100 shots 
on twenty targets of five shots each; regular 25 (J4in.) 
target to be used. Twenty prizes, from $100 to $10. 

A Hubalek . 2464 
F C Ross. 2460 
R Gute . 2460 
L P Ittel. 2458 
G F Snellen. 2457 
Capt Laudensack _ 2449 
F Smith . 2446 
Dr A A Stillman. 2442 
L C Buss. 2443 

E J Kurtz. 2440 
G A Morse . 2435 
F L Smith. 2433 
Jack Welch . 2433 
W F Leuschner. 2433 
A J Huebner. 2430 
F E Hendrickson. 2401 
R C Kershner. 2381 
M G Grossman.2368 

Continuous match, open to all; target of three shots, 
50 cents; re-entries unlimited; thirty prizes, from $75 to 
$5; honorary prizes for best five targets: 

L P Ittel. .. 300 219 
R Gute .. . .. 300 C Liston . .. 218 
A Hubalek . .. 300 T Welch . .. 217 
H M rl homas . .. 298 F E Hendrickson... .. 216 
w A Lewes. .. 297 A A Stillman . .. 216 
A T Huebner. .. 297 M G Grossman . .. 145 
G 1< Snellen. .. 297 Dr C H Barnes.... .. 145 
E I Kurtz. .. 297 W TI Wray. .. 145 
C H McCresney.... .. 294 YV O Zischang . .. 144 
L C Buss. .. 294 Dr C S Moon. .. 143 
c C Hoffmeister.... .. 221 H B Brown . .. 143 
(apt Laudensack ... ... 220 F L Smith . .. 142 
o Smith . T S Mullan . .. 139 
w F Leuschner.... .. 219 W M Robertson.... .. 139 
E W Sweeting. .. 219 Harry Harrison .... .. 138 

Bullseye match, open to all; entrance 35 cents per tar¬ 
get of three shots, or three targets for $1; re-entries un¬ 
limited : 
R Gute . . 0 M G Crossman. .. 5¥> 
G A Morse . . 1 () Smith . .. 5% 
C Liston . . 1% F E Hendrickson .. • • 5% 
L P Ittel. . 2i/4 F L Smith. .. 6 
C Kerrigan . ■ 2i/2 C II McChesney ... .. 6 Y* 
O Smith . . 3 Tim Lewis . .. 7 
G F Snellen. . 3V4 K VV Sweeting . .. 7 
T. C Buss. • 3y2 T H Keller . • • 7% 
E T Kurtz . . 4 W El Wray. • • 7% 
F C Ross. . 41/2 Capt Laudensack ... .. S 
T S Mullan . . 4% A Hubalek . .. 8*4 
H B Brown . . 5V4 W D Zischang. .. 8% 
II M Thomas. . 5J4 W A Tewes . 
A A Stillman . ■ 51/4 G L Smith . .. 9% 

Rapid-fire: 
Harry Harrison . . 570 Dr C S Moon. .. 415 
Capt Laudensack .... . 569 E S Osborne. .. 362 
A D McMaster. . 436 W F Lueschner_ .. 359 
Dr W A Bostwick... . 427 
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—ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11—ELEVEN YEABS-l-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10- 

Another Great 

PETERS VICTORY 
At the Annual .22 Caliber Rifle Tournament, Rochester, N. Y., January 27th to February 1st, 
1908, the lion s share of the honors, AS USUAL, was captured with the world-famed SEMI- 
SMOKELESS AMMUNI 1 ION—including FIRS I PLACE or tie for first, in Every Match 
hut two. This makes 

ELEVEN 
CONSECUTIVE YEARS 

that the INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP of the U. S. has been won with PETERS CAR- 
I RIDGES, including the WORLD’S RECORD. The championship for 1908 was won at 
Rochester by Arthur Hubalek, F. C. Ross tied for second, L. P. Ittel, third. The scores: 

1. Arthur Hubalek - - 2,468 4. C. F. Snellen - - 
2. F. C. Ross (tie) - - 2,460 6. Jesse Smith - 
3. L. P. Ittel .... 2,458 7. L. C. Buss - - - 

8. A. A. Stillman 

9. E. J. Kurtz - - ■ 
9. Owen Smith - - 

10. Geo. A. Morse (tie) 

ALL THE ABOVE AND 14 OUT OF THE FIRST 17 MEN SHOT 

2,457 

2,446 
2,443 

2,442 

2,440 

2,440 

2,435 

PETERS CARTRIDGES 
CONTINUOUS L. P. Ittel and Arthur Hubalek were two of three shooters who tied for FIRST with 4 

MATCH 
POSSIBLE SCORES OF 75. 

They used PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES. 

BULL’S EYE G. A. Morse won Second with a 1 degree bull; L. P. Ittel and C. Carrigan tied for fourth 

MATCH 
with degrees. 

SEVEN MEN shooting PETERS made bulls better than 5 degrees. 

HONORARY Won by F. J. Kurtz, shooting PETERS .22 Long Rifle 
TARGET Cartridges. Score, 3% degrees. 

COLUMBIA 

SPECIAL 

1st C. H. McChesney ------ scoring 86 ) All Using 

2d ) F F , ------- 11 60( pirxirx? « 
( Arthur Hubalek - - - - - “ 60 L * ^ F/f\ J 

3rd F. C. Ross - - - - - - - “34 Nine out of Ten Prizes. 

SKIDDOO Tie for FIRST PLACE, by GEO. A. MORSE, with 3 
MATCH Perfect Scores of 75. Ammunition Used: PETERS. 

More than one-half of all contestants who entered the tournament used PETERS CAR- 
l RIDGES. This, taken in connection with the wonderful victories and marvellous scores in the 

past ELEVEN YEARS; makes the most remarkable record in the annals of shooting. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
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Honorary target, 50 cents for a target of two shots; 
o re-entries: 
. J Kurtz. ...i...... 3Vi 

1 Columbia Kifle Club special match, 25-ring target, 2in. 
ullseye, %in. rings; entrance 35 cents for target of three 
hots; three targets for $10; ten prizes. $40 to $10: 

H McChesncy. SS T Welch . 25 
Hubaiek. 00 R \v Sweeting . 23 
P Ittel. 00 
C Ross. 33 
A Morse... 27 

W F Lueschner. 20 
G F Snellen .  20 
Jesse Smith . 18 

Match for music box, cost $300: 
Gute . 225 G A Morse ."... 225 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., Jan. 31.—There has been rather a light 
.tendance at the gallery this week, having had a couple 
if cold evenings; and then again several of our most 
nthusiastic members have been away. Club nights 
ave been well attended, but the other evenings have 
ten quiet. Some of the newer members and practically 
ew shots have been turning in some very good targets. 
Ir. H. M. Strickland, in the hand gun division, has 
yen doing faithful work, and this week turned in a 
’ with the pistol. Mr. A. F. Graffam, another new man 
ith the hand gun, has improved his score 30 odd 
lints this week. This division now numbers seventeen 
mipleted entries. Less than three years ago there were 
trdly more than half a dozen shooting the pistol or 
-volver, but at the present time there are about twenty- 
ee using the hand guns. 
There have been many changes in the rifle division, 
so a couple of new entries. This division now numbers 
lirty-five completed entries, and it is hoped that the 
rty mark can be reached before the end of next month, 
lessrs. Cobb, Stevens, Libby, Dooley, Eveleth, L. E. 
Card, Waite, Welch, Mitchell and Strickland, all show 
inprovement in this class. 
i Notices are out that the entries in both divisions must 
|e completed at 10 P. M. on Feb. 29, and that indoor 
‘{latches and tournament will close at 10 P. M.. March 
I. The club membership now numhers seventy-five, and 

is hoped this can be raised to a hundred before the 
inual meeting. April 4. The outdoor season com- 
iences April 19. 

Medal target match: 
, K Hatch. 9 9 10 G 8 10 8 10 10 8—SS 

S S S 10 10 6 9 9 10 10—SS 
8S889679 10 10—83 
6698 10 10 998 10—S5 
7 S 6 9 10 19 9 9 8 S—84 

10 10 9999998 8-8S 
8787 10 9998 9-84 
7 7 9 8 8 10 10 10 8 8-85 
9995 10 10 878 10—85 
10SS977 10 79 9—S4 

Tie-entry tournament, hand gun: 
■ L Hayden. 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 93 94 94—925 
’ K Adams. 90 91 91 91 91 92 92 92 93 93-916 

M Fawcett. S9 89 90 90 90 90 91 91 91 95 - 906 
P „E Gerrtsh. S7 S7 87 88 88 SS S9 91 92 92—8S7 

£ Hatch. 86 87 87 87 S7 87 88 88 89 93—879 
S Folkins. 87 87 87 87 S7-S8 88 88 S9 90—87$ 
L Harwell. 83 84 84 S4 85 86 87 88 88 91—860 

f 

BALLI5TITE 
Sunny South Handicap, at Brenham, 1 exas, January 28th to February 1st- 

Mr. Fred King, of Denver, Colorado, 

Wins Live Bird Championship 
25 Live Birds STRAIGHT 

BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 
(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

772ar/ii 
# — —1 THE ///ar/ifl Model No. 20 22-Cal. Repeating rifle put out this year 

leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or “ pump " action. It 

is chambered to handle .22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special Z/Zar/in steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from _ —-ns. The working parts are of crucible, steel hardened against wear. 

The 7/far/in Kook” has 136 pages lam full of information for the 

up-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, of 
all 77/ar/in repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It's FREE for 3 stamps 
postage. Send for it to-day. 

27 Willow St., 7/i77/ar/z/i/'/r&ar/ns Co., New Haven, Conn, 

STEVENS RIFLE TELESCOPES 
Raise Records and 

Prolong Your Shoot¬ 
ing Days 

WITH the STEVENS TELESCOPE we see not the Bull’s Eye, but a minute image of it formed by the object glass and 
magnified by the eye piece. 1 he formation of the Bull’s Eye is at the place where the cross hairs are laid—both on the 
same plain, and equally distinct, ENABLING THE OLD TO SEE JUST AS PLAINLY AS THE YOUNG. You have said 

and we have heard you say it— If we could only be set back thirty years that we might compete with the young men without a 
handicap. I HIS IS EXACTLY WHAT THE STEVENS TELESCOPE WILL DO FOR YOU. 

Prices, $8.00 to $42.00 
Spfe C>? DSend tor beautifulIy illustrated catalogs devoted to the extensive line of Stevens Rifle Telescopes, Firearms and 

otevens-l ope Rifle Barrels. Valuable Books of Reference mailed for nine cents in stamps to cover postage. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
CHICOPEE FALLS, 

P. O. BOX 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS. V. S. A. 
New York Office, 98 Chambers Street. 
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at the Top 
of the List 

a. H. FOX GUN CO.,467ONorth 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

is a gun to rely on in field or at trap. “ Handy,” quick, certain in operation, 

the Fox gun stands first in the estimation of sportsmen—actually 

“The finest Gun in the World” 

Ansley H. Fox double hammerless gun. With a mechanism much more simple 

and strong than in other guns and a locking bolt which cannot shoot loose 

The A. H. fox Gun 

Mr. C. W. Billings, of Oceanport, New Jersey, shooting his 

SAUER GUN 
WON THE 

MID-WINTER HANDICAP 
standing at 18 yards 

Pinehurst, North Carolina, January 25th, 1908. 

Schoverling, Daly (&. Gales 
302 and 304 Broadway, New York 

The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS” 
. POSITIVELY SATE 

Get our Catalogue and let us prove that we Actually 

Block The SEARS. 

N. R. DAVIS SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

[Feb. 8, 1908. 
1 

DEAD .SHOT 
SMOKELESS 

A Perfect Powder 
for SHOTGUNS 

Mr. Chas. G. Spencer 

THE 
OFFICIAL 

“HIGH GUN** 
TRAP SHOT 
OF 1907 

using 

Dead Shot 
Smokeless 

Exclusively 
out of 16,220 shots, broke 15,400 

Average 

.949 
Stability Guaranteed 

American Powder Mills 
Chicago BOStOIl St. Louis 

G H Wilkins. 82 82 82 83 84 S5 85 SO 87 87-843 
1E L Cobb, Jr. 80 81 81 81 82 84 84 84 84 S9—830 
*H M Strickland. 79 79 79 80 SO 83 83 83 86 92 824 
*H W Stevens. 78 78 79 79 80 80 81 82 83 87-807 
*\V II Bailey. 79 79 79 80 80 80 80 81 83 83-804 
A W Read. 77 78 88 78 79 79 79 84 84'86-802 
*H B Chandler. 74 75 76 77 77 78 78 80 85 85—785 
A F Graff am. 73 73 7 4 74 75 76 78 80 8 0 82 765 
C J Perkins .  74 7 4 7 5 7 5 7 6 76 7 7 77 79 79 762 
G M Sterling. 72 73 73 74 74 76 77 77 79 79 754 

Original ten targets unfinished: 
R H Crosby. 80 80 81 84 87 8-.1 

Best fiftv consecutive shots with hand gun: 
F L Hayden. 94 88 92 92 90-4ot> 

Best fiftv consecutive shots with rifle: 
E L Cobb . 49 5 0 4 8 47 47-241 
F L Hayden.49 50 49 47 46-241 

First perfect target with rifle: E. L. Cobb, Jr., Dec. 
25, 50. 

High aggregate, both classes: F. L. Hayden 141 i, 
S. B. Adams 1381, W. M. Fawcett 1366, W. S. Folkms 
1343, L. R. Hatch 1342. 

‘Denotes prize positions. 

Re-entry tournament, rifle: ... 
*G H Wilkins. 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50-494 
*F I. Havden. 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50-492 
*E L Cobb, Jr. 48 49 4 9 49-49 4 9 4 9 4 9 50 50-491 
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♦H W Stevens. 
S I? Adams. 
R H Crosby. 
M S Folkins?. 
L R Hatch. 
W M Fawcett. 
A W Read. 
A L Libby. 
\ F Gaffam . 
VV H Bailey. 
T A Folwartshny. 
Maj I T Dooley. 
*1’ T Stoughton. 
•A L Farwell.. 
•J M B Webber. 
•E H Eveleth. 
»L E. Ward. 
F B Marslon. 
H E Waite. 
I B Welch. 
) E Clerrish. 

L D Ward. 
W R Berry. 
' T Perkins. 
i M Sterling. 
’F Schonland . 
\ L Mitchell. 
Lieut H W Way . 
,‘L F Cummings. 
A fsi L Dow. 
't M Strickland. 
)L B Spencer. 

| Original ten targets unfi 
l\' B Thomas. 
lV P Knight. 
L apt R C Parker. 
.V B Darton. 
3 W Edwards. 
5 G Thompson. 
. S Heseltine. 
) P Masse . 
T B Chandler. 
? W B Martin. 

j.7 M Gray.. 
I ‘Denotes prize positions. 

47 47 48 
45 45 46 
46 46 46 
45 45 45 
45 46 46 
46 46 46 
45 45 45 
45 45 45 
45 45 45 
44 44 45 
44 44 45 
43 44 44 
44 44 44 
44 44 44 
44 44 44 
44 44 45 
44 44 44 
44 44 44 
43 43 43 
44 44 44 
43 43 43 
43 43 43 
43 43 43 
41 41 42 
41 41 42 
40 40 41 
40 40 41 
39 40 40 
37 38 40 
39 39 40 
37 39 39 
37 38 39 

nishea. 

48 48 4S 
46 46 46 
46 46 47 
46 47 47 
46 46 46 
46 46 46 
45 45 46 
45 45 45 
45 45 45 
45 45 45 
45 45 45 
44 45 45 
45 45 45 
44 45 45 
44 45 45 
45 45 45 
44 45 45 
44 45 45 
44 44 44 
44 44 44 
44 44 44 
44 44 44 
43 43 43 
42 43 43 
42 42 42 
41 41 41 
41 41 41 
40 40 41 
40 41 41 
39 40 40 
39 40 41 
40 40 40 

48 49 49 
47 47 48 
47 47 47 
47 47 48 
46 47 47 
46 46 46 
46 46 47 
46 46 47 
46 46 46 
46 46 46 
45 46 46 
46 46 47 
45 45 46 
45 45 47 
45 46 46 
45 45 46 
45 46 46 
45 45 46 
45 45 47 
44 44 45 
45 45 46 
44 45 45 
44 45 45 
43 43 44 
43 44 43 
42 42 43 
42 42 43 
41 43 43 
42 42 43 
41 42 42 
41 41 43 
40 41 42 

50—4S2 
49-465 
47— 465 
45— 465 
48— 463 
46— 460 
47— 457 
47—456 
46- 454 
47- 453 
47- 452 
48— 452 
47-450 
47—450 
47—450 
46- 450 
47— 450 
46— 448 
47— 445 
47—444 
46—441 
46—441 
45-437 
45-427 
45—425 
44— 415 
43— 414 
45— 412 
44— 408 
43—405 
43—403 
42-399 

.46 46.0 
40 43 43 43 43 46 46 48 44.0 
41 41 42 42 43 43 43 43 42.1 

.42 42.0 
39 40 41 42 43 41.0 
39 40 40 39.6 
36 39 41 41 39.2 
35 40 37.5 
34 36 38 3S 40 37.2 
33 34 36 37 39 35.8 
28 31 36 36 37 33.6 

Revolver Match. 

, Providence, R. I.—While Boston and Providence are 
pot many miles apart, and it is expected that before 
ong some real “on-the-spot” matches will be shot be- 
ween members of the two revolver clubs representing 
he Hub and Little Rhody, the first of a series of 
monthly telegraph shoots was pulled off last week with 
he Providence team in the lead by 31 points. While 
| may not seem particularly interesting or exciting to 
[hoot a match against an unseen competitor, not know- 
hg whether his score is good or bad, and being virtually 
T dark, yef R is quite evident that the same species 
d stage fright and ague attacks the “correspondence 
hooter as has the effect of lowering scores in a side 
jy side competition. 

The Boston men have only recently completed their 
odoor gallery range, and wishing to create interest and 
ready their men down to match work, issued a challenge 
p the Providence club, which has been doing very little 
ji competitive work for the past few months on the 
ldoor range. 

1 Five men were picked up for each team, and the neces- 
iryoAtar,gets signed and exchanged, the match calling 
'r -0 shots per man at 20yds.. with revolvers, 
rhe Providence men rolled the Boston targets down 

1 the butts last Tuesday evening, and commenced the 
ante after warming up with a few practice scores, which 
ere above their average. Only one man. however, 

out of the 70s on the first string, Argus with 
is big .45 Colt, securing a handsome 92, with 7 shots 

.he inch luring, while the rest looked troubled with 
as their highest, and the second leg was taken with 

ie forlorn hope that some one would pull up the 
•erage I’arkhurst did, catching a 90, but again noth- 
ig in the 80s was the reward for all the sighting and 
raining and side remarks, and when the team total 

i»b, or less than 79 per cent., was announced, it was 
very quiet, disgusted looking bunch that set to work 
eaning guns and speculating as to how badly tliev 
ere trimmed by the other fellows. 
I hese other fellows, however, were in ignorance as to 

,e easy total they had to cover when commencing their 
ores fhursday evening, and with one of their best 
en unable to shoot, and the same apparent wobbling 

;,wUn? Miat occJurs When a signed target blinks in the 
|,ht at 60ft had chalked to their credit a total of 755, 

ich caused the ire to be aroused when the sealed 
ores ot the 1 rovidence club were announced, and the 
reat is now on that at the next’match the latter part 

-,kle.[UarDi *]le TBPston b°ys will do things that will 
axe the Rhode Island shooters sit up erect, and per- 

rT>K a.b°ut a match. Certainly the erratic shooting 
„ heuVr°v:'d(nce mcn and defcat of the Bostons will 

i t Doth teams to get down to closer work at the next 
tempt, and keep fewer shots from wandering from 

necessary bullseyes, which make for good-looking 
\m results. h 

I he chief regret is that both teams could not shake 

"farid ,enJ°y, ‘be good-natured chaff which would 
• , men brought forth among those acquainted, but 
is will come in the near future, 
the scores in detail were as follows: 

Providence Revolver Club. 
'ff' -45 Colt, New' Service (mil).. 92 77—169 

u eUHS.t41 38 Colt, officer’s mod'el... 79 90-160 
' rt? mM,lleIl -44 Co,t New Service.. 78 74—152 

It u“i!buirt’ -V?4,. <-olt New Service. 77 73—150 
II V\ lllard, .38 S. & W. 73 73—146—7S6 

p w , Boston Revolver Club. 
r neath, .44 Colt New Service. 75 85—160 
L Greene. .38 S. & W. 78 79-T67 

A* ,pun?mer-38 Colt, officer’s model... 68 86—154 
n pray orW38 h?’*• officer’s model. 73 73—146 

’rovudenr’32 b ‘k Wo, (Win’ ca,g ). 71 ''-7-138-755 rovidence won by 31 points. 

SOME old Greek said he could pry the earth loose with a lever if he had a good place to rest it 

on To him a lever seemed a very wonderful thing. It is. If a hammer«bf a shot gun is to be 

cocked, why not use the simplest form of mechanism — the lever? If a shell is to be extracted 

why not seek to utilize the same lever? That is the way the inventor of the Lefever shot gun went at 

.t-free from a 1 the old-time complicated mechanisms. He sought simplicity. He made one piece of 

substantial steel serve. He used the cocking hook of the Lefever shot gun as a shell ejector-one piece 

instead of eighteen to twenty-five pieces. Add thehammerand its sear, and you have the Lefever system. 
You will buy no other gun after trying this modern simplified aqtion. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Enough advantages over other high-grade guns are told of in the 

Letever catalogue to amaie anyone not using the gun itself. How a 
tight joint is insured with dovetailed fastener and self-compensat¬ 
ing bolt : how strain is taken off the hinge joint ; how faith¬ 
ful workmanshio is spent on all parts : how steel is used 
which is a credn to the great European makers —all 
are to be read and seen in a beautiful catalogue 
worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY 
23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Guns Wear Out 

In time, of course, but a PARKER GUN, with 

ordinary care, will outlive its owner and shoot 

better as it grows older. Isn’t that the kind of a 

gun you want? From $37.50 up. 

Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

write: for catalogue; 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

SMOKELESS POWDER 
5HELlS#I.5?ffk|06 

Sam Lovel's Camps, 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 
By Rowland E 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood Shot 
G'iu Shells Loaded with their famous Smokeless 
Bonder, any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price &2 59. This Is a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a ID gauge gun, 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You save one dollar and 10 cents 
per 100. Don’t use common black powder shells when 
you can get Smokeless at this prtce. GUNS, 
iRIFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc., at lowest £ rices consistent with good goods. Remit by P. O. 

oney Order. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
90 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

For Guns 
“3 in One” Oil Has No Equal 
for oiling trigger, lock, every action part. Does 
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden 
or collect dust no matter how long gun stands. 
“3 in One” cleans out the residue of burnt powder I 
(black or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the 
barrel clean and shiny. It actually penetrates | 
the pores of the metal, forming a delicate pe 
manent protecting coat that is absolutely j 
impervious to water or weather. No acid. | 
17*-,, ** A test will tell. Write for sample 
l rCC bottle. G. W. COLE COMPANY, 
61 New Street, NewYork.N.Y. 

lEWWRKl 

ISPORTINGJ 

tGOODSj 

J(L 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me Bo. 364” and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Guns, 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and 
Outdoor Games. 

17 Warren St near B’way, New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fomst 
and Stream. 
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1907 RECORDS 

The Highest Professional 
Average Ng Ng 

The Highest Amateur 
Average '-c ''C 

Longest Run of the Year 

All made with DUPONT 
POWDERS 

How about this for 

REAL PROOF 
THAT 

DUPONT 
POWDERS 
Make and Break Records 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°°a 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK. V. S. A. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

of ferrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reetsrTlE^noF^32S§5 

free sample and booklet P-52. 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CFTy, N. J. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.’’ 

Castle Dome Cut Plug 
THE BEST SMOKE FOR THE PIPE 

In America. Made from Old Virginia Sun-Cured 
Tobacco. Money refunded If it bites or burns 

the tongue. Sent prepaid postage 
[/ 75c Pound. Large Sample 10c. 

JASPER L. ROWE, 
RICHMOND, VA. 

Estab. 1880 Ref: Broad St. Bank 

National Board for the Promotion of 
Rifle Practice 

Washington, D. C., Feb. 1.—School boy rifle practice 
has made such strides within the past few months that 
those most interested in the movement expect that by 
Spring there will be a large number of clubs organized 
and hundreds vof school boys practicing on the ranges. 
Inaugurated about a year ago in New York city, under 
the auspices of the Public Schools' Athletic League, the 
undertaking has the hearty support and backing of tire 
.National Rifle Association, the National Board for 'lie 
Promotion of Rifle Practice, and the War Department. 
All have recommended to Congress an appropriation of 
$100,000 for arms, ammunition and prizes and the ex¬ 
pense of conducting contests open only to school boys 
or students of colleges and universities on the order of 
the one recently held in New York city. The average 
boy takes to a gun like a duck to water, an inheritance 
in most instances from his liberty-loving forefathers, to 
whom the knowledge of firearms was often a necessity. 

Restrictions imposed by city authorities upon the use 
of firearms and the disappearance of small game from 
the adjoining country has hitherto deprived many a 
youth from gratifying his love of this sport, at least 
until he became old enough to travel some distance after 
game or to join the militia or a man’s rifle club. As a 
result where one youth becomes proficient in the art 
of marksmanship a hundred grow to manhood without 
ever having more experience than that picked up from 
the use of an air-gun or a sparrow rifle, obtained by 
surreptitious practice. 

For a nation of the size of the United States, and for 
a people whose proficiency with firearms is to a large 
extent an .inherited talent, there is a great dispropor¬ 
tion between the number of men available for military 
service, and the number of men who can handle a mili¬ 
tary rifle creditably. Dependent as we are on the militia 
and volunteers when a resort to arms becomes ‘neces¬ 
sary, it follows that the first call to -arms would bring 
forth young men almost exclusively. Experience has 
demonstrated that such young men can be quickly 
trained in the use of a rifle, but they must also be in¬ 
structed in drilling, camp sanitation, and the other 
essential features of a soldier’s life. When it becomes 
necessary to construct companies, regiments, brigades 
and corps out of raw material, there will be little time 
for rifle practice. 

Under modern conditions the instruction of boys in 
shooting is attended with substantially no danger what¬ 
ever. First, they are taught to aim and fire a gun at¬ 
tached to a machine known as a “sub-target machine.” 
No ammunition is used in connection with this con¬ 
trivance, but the gun is connected with a needle-iike 
rod, so that it registers on a miniature target the point 
where the bullet would have struck on the regulation 
target had the gun been loaded. It is by no means a 
toy, for it has been adopted by the navy and many 
militia companies, and several thousand such machines 
are now being constructed for the French army. After 
the boys become proficient in aiming, they are put at 
work on ,22cal. rifles, which are of the same weight and 
which have the same sight as the regular army rifles. 
With the reduced distances and targets, the same re¬ 
sults are obtainable indoors as outdoors, except for 
light, wind and mirage, and by an ingenious system qf 
allowances for these problems may be worked out in¬ 
doors as well as on the open ranges. -After the stu¬ 
dent is thoroughly grounded in holding and sighting the 
,22cal. rifle, and learns how to correct his sights so as 
to allow for wind, he is taken on the range, and for the 
first time allowed to shoot the regulation cartridge in 
the army gun. By this time it is to be presumed he, is 
sufficiently familiar with its use that neither he nor 
his comrades will be in any danger from its handling. 

The recent tournament in New York for schoolboys 
and college students was most successful. The first 
night eighteen schoolboys won junior marksman medals 
with scores ranging from 43 to 49 out of a possible 50, 
firing five shots prone and five shots standing. Although 
intended principally for high school boys, other boys 
were permitted to shoot, the youngest being only ten 
years of age. Matches were arranged on the sub-target 
gun machine between various schools as well as with the 
.22cal. rifle. In the university match, Columbia, George 
Washington, Cornell, Harvard and Yale were represented 
by teams of four, finishing in the order named with only 
40 points difference between the two extremes. P. 
Agramonte, of Columbia, made a possible, which means 
the highest score possible, offshoulder, and K. Kroger, 
also of Columbia, made a possible, prone, as did J. W. 
Pattison, of George Washington, and M. C. Allen, of 
Harvard. The schoolboy team match, open to teams rep¬ 
resenting any public or private school in the United 
States not giving collegiate or university degrees, six 
on the team, was won by the Curtis (N.ew York city) 
High School, with a score of 509 out of a possible 1000. 

, The Commercial High School team lost by only one 
1 point, 568; Manual Training High School came in with 
9 5G4, and Morris High School with 563, and De Witt 

Clinton school with 561. Fourteen teams were entered, 
including the Paterson, N. J., High School, St. John’s 
Military School, New York Military Academy, Stam¬ 
ford (Conn.) High School, and Pingry School, of Eliza¬ 
beth, N. J. About two hundred schoolboys won the 
junior marksman’s medal, given for a minimum score of 
42, of which at least 20 must be made offshoulder and 
22 prone, out of a possible total of 50. 

A large number of prizes, medals, etc., were dis¬ 
tributed, and it is estimated at least 22,000 shots were 
fired in the competitions. 

Philadelphia Rifle Association 

The following scores were recorded Jan. 28, at the in¬ 
door range, 1506 Washington avenue: 

Rifle, at 25vds., possible 250: Goddard 238, 241; Dubbs 
236, 241; Hubbard 236, 239; Selin erring 239; Walker 231, 
233; Smith 231, 231; Blanchard 231. 

Pistol at 20yds., possible 100: Smith 81. 83 , 83, 86, 87; 
Spering SO, 83, 85, 87; Palmer 67, 69, 73, 82; Smith 69, 73. 
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Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hsll, Feb. 1.-—The regular weekly competi¬ 
tion of the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at its 
“range to-day, under conditions that seemed well-nigh 
prohibitive, when the driving snowstorm and squally 
southeast wind were considered. 

No shooting was attempted at 1000yds., as the target 
could not be seen, the shooters contenting themselves 
with 200yds. rifle, and 50yds. revolver matches. 

Range-keeper \V. R. Murphy created the sensation of 
die day by making an 89 offhand with a Krag service 
rifle. The score contained six consecutive 10s, and 
counts 18 by Creed moor count, being the highest stand- 
ird score so far made with a Krag at Walnut Hill. He 
ilso led the revolver match with, two clean scores of 50 
I'he scores: 

Military offhand practice match: 
iV R Murphy. 7 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 4 

(Creedrhoor) 4 5 5555554 
444545455 

- C Fitz. 454554344 

Medal oflhand match: F. C. Fitz 80, 78. 
Military revolver medal match: W. R. Murphy 50 50 

S, 48, 47; W. Mortimer 47, 47, 47, 47, 40, 45, 44. 

9—89 
6—48 
4—44 
4—42 

Cincinnati Rifle Association. 

The following scores were made by members of this 
Vssociation at 200yds., on the Standard target, Jan. 12: 

King. Special scores. 
Roberts .SI S3 S3 S3 81 
5 runs . SI S3 70 72 
tofer . 79 SO SO 79 75 
then .■. 77 S4 78 70 00 
wix . 07 74 73 72 09 
reitag . 00 72 05 .. .. 

'■indele . 87 81 
•rube . 71 04 ! ] 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, Jan. 30.—Scores at 2G2S Broadway, made 
>day, follow: 
Revolver, 20yds.: M. Hays, 82; Dr. W. B. Short 80, S4- 

.. Knowlson. 81; S. Scott, 82, 80; T. P. Nichols’ 80, 80, 
1. 82; R. M. Ryder, 88. 87, 87, 82: H. A. Reitzenstein 

.7, <3; G. Grenzer, 89, 88; J. A. Silliman, S7, SO, 85, S4. 
Jos. E. Silliman, Treas. 

Rifle Notes. 

Secretary F. Hecking writes us that the annual 100-shot 
iliery championship match and prize shoot will be held 
nder the auspices of the Zettler Rifle Club from March . 
i to 21. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
That is an attractive advertisement which offers for 
*nt a house in the most beautiful part of North Wales, 
ith salmon and trout fishing and shooting. Seventy-five 

• *”ndred sa*mon in a season, and plenty of trout, 
ith 7,000 acres of good shooting for grouse, partridges, 
leasants, snipe and woodcock ought certainly to attract 
•me American who may contemplate spending the com- 
g season abroad. Aside from the opportunities for 
>ort. W ales is a beautiful country, and its inhabitants 
ost interesting, many of them mixed descendants of the 
icient Britons, and still speaking Britain’s ancient 
nguage. All inquiries about the place can be made in 
is city, as will be seen by reference to the advertise- 
ent. 

K_ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale Cheap. I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, 

snipe. 
Mo. 

FOX HOUNDS. RABBIT HOUNDS COON 
HOUNDS, PARTRIDGE DOGS that stay at’tree 

B. L. CALL, Dexter, Me. 

PT0Tr.rS',A),ED FEMALE COCKERS address 
SU PH ERI.AN D, De I.ancey, N. Y. 

W. A. 

Pedigreed collie pups. Fine as silk. NELSON’S, Grove 
City. Pa., Dept. B. 

l‘TnX and Hound,” monthly magazine for fox-hunters. 
8-0(1 per year. Sample, dime. CLARKSDALE, Ill. 

J. E. Williams, Stlmer, lenn., sole breeder of the genu¬ 
ine Saunders coon hounds, offers a few of the best coon 
hounds living on ten days’ trial g 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

Jox, biiJl, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. T. HOPE 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club s books. It opens with a sketch ol 
1 heodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Glub, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
■ IS Pnno descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 

and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. 

R. Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

AN ANCIENT TURTLE. 

Our San Francisco correspondent sends us 
ie following: 

‘A giant turtle, alleged to have at one time 
fen the property of an emperor of China, was 
night in the Oakland Estuary on San Fran- 
sco Ray last week by six men, one of whom 
>ped it. A metal tag bearing Chinese char- 
■ters was found attached to its. left front 
pper. The Chinese characters were translated 
n tire thirty-ninth year of the emperor,” and a 
rs. Ellen McCrane was found who claimed that 

1 *la(l once been in her possession, coming 
rough a daughter of Commodore McDougal, 
e Commodore having appropriated it in some 
anner in China. Mrs. Crane says that it es- 
ped from her about twenty-five years ago. 
riling to find any one anxious to invest in the 
rtle as a curio, the finders eventually turned 
over to an Oakland restaurant keeper.” 

BIG GAME RESERVE. 

According-to a Nebraska report State Game 
arden Carter is framing a petition to the 
deral Government to cede a 60,000 acre tract 
the Fort Niobrara reservation in northern 

’.ska t0 this State, the object being to create 
ru an^ forest reserve. 

he reservation is almost entirely abandoned 
1 military purposes and the warden plans to 
lose the large area to breed buffalo and elk, 
icn are fast nearing extinction. 

Sa.m Lovel's Boy. 

By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
Jff know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bea.rs I Hakvc Mel—And Others. 

% Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
uke snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
ohildren, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. lGmo. 
Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 
Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

V 'YV r1 ^ 1 (Am.) Ltd. 
SteTouhNMn rain F,ran,cisfi'?>- Cal‘ Boston, Mass. at. Louis, Mo, Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky. 

:BOOK, ojw 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H, CLAY GLOVER, 0, V, S„ 118 West 31$1 St„ New York. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander- 
son. The M hite Goat and His Country, by Owen 
W’s'er; A Day With the Elk, by Winthrip Chanler 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 

Wan ft;"8; th\v'Pr0n8:bUCk’ bT Theodore Roosevelt. After 
Wapiti in Wyoming by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 

hvyw bnGep- wr„d N’Shts wi‘h the Grizzlies, 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Ruim 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. 

Reservation0* American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets. Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

,^Vlry°,ne *ho owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every- detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt, Es- 

lnTPO/tan,( chaPters are those on eczema, the 
nwv! 1 klnds, of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro- 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 

nUnna?r Hi1*1 sexu?* organs, and pneumonia (an 
th? wnll?’ \fkJ?b e contribution), also the portions of 
‘he work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis, 

writer,W?rk ,s.entlrely devoid of technical terms, and is 
U‘te", '? such e,n,tecta!,nmg sty,e> that any one with a 

U h°f. dogs w°uId find it not only valuable and help- 
iul, but interesting as well. 

FORESl AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Where, When and How to Catch 
Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 

By Tnhl' r ’ ?regg’ tofnSt- Touis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 
(vith <?™dner’ of- P°nce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla. 
i’1; Top,, engravings, and 12 colored illustrations 
Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives a 
very complete list of the fishes of thl E^st Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 

^ ,buSt aut.hont'es. The cuts are thus of the most 
value to the angler who desires to identify the fish he 

nkafl’ .hhl 6 the ,C0'0^d of the tropical fish shown 
in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, are very 
beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are cuu 
showing portions of the fishing tackle which the author 
uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



Revolver Bargains 
Second-hand and Shopworn 

1 S. & W. Hand Ejector, .32 caliber, blued, with 3 in. barrel. Very slightly 
shop worn ... 

1 S. & W. Double Action, .38 caliber, 3% in. nickeled. First-class second-hand 
condition . *9.00 

1 S. & W. Hammerless, .32 caliber, 3 in. nickeled, slightly shop worn at.$10.00 

1 S & W. Hammerless, .38 caliber, 3!4 in. nickeled, first-class second-hand con¬ 

dition .-.A.$9-00 

1 S. & W. Hammerless, .38 caliber, 4 in., first-class second-hand condition-$10.00 

1 S. & W. Old \fodel, .22 caliber, Single Action, silver-plated and engraved, with 
pearl handle, in walnut case. Shop worn only, at.$10.00 

1 Merwin & Ilulbert revolver, .38 caliber, Double Action, with folding hammer. 
Nickel-plated, 3V4 in.' barrel. First-class second-hand condition. At.$6.00 

1 Colt New Police revolver, .32 caliber, 6 in. barrel. Double Action. Very 
slightly shop worn.$12.00 

1 Colt New Service revolver, .38 caliber, Double Action, with 4% in. barrel, check¬ 
ered wood grips, blued finish, ring in butt. Very slightly shop worn.$15.00 

1 S. & W. Old Model Single Action revolver, .32 caliber rim-fire, 6 in. nickeled 
barrel. Good as .. $S.00 

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

BARGAINS IN HIGH GRADE GUNS. 
1 W. & C. SCOTT & SON highest grade Premier Hammerless Trap Gun, 

beautifully engraved, straight grip. A superb gun, one of a thousand. 30 x 12, 
7%lbs. ........ ...I......$350.00 

1 ditto, modified stock, ordinary butt plate, half pistol grip. 30 x 12. Regular 
price, $375.00.♦•...$295.00 

1 genuine “STEPHEN GRANT & SONS, 67 St. James street, London.” 
Whitworth steel barrels, finest engraving on lock and action, dark and handsome 
stock. In first-class second-hand condition. Cost originally some $500.00. 30in., 
12-bore, 71bs.*200.00 

1 finest quality SCOTT, Premier grade, 10-bore, hammerless, automatic ejector, 
best steel barrels, latest square bolt action. Very handsome, full pistol grip stock. 
Built expressly to- order, and $400.00 was paid for it not long since. Exchanged 
for a 12-bore gun. Is an extra fine shooter, 30in., 8%lbs.$250.00 

1 ROYAL CROWN GREENER, $425.00 grade. Ejector, pistol grip, finest 
Damascus barrels. In nice refinished tondition. Same as new. A very beautiful 
gun and a fine shooter, 30in., 12-bore, 71bs. loz..$200.00 

1 fine JOSEPH LANG & SON, New Bond St., London, Single Trigger Ham¬ 
merless, finest steel barrels, automatic ejector, box lock action, straight grip. 
28in., 12-bore, 7y2lbs.$250.00 

1 fine Single Trigger COGGSWELL & HARRISON, New Bond St., London. 
Automatic ejector, London proof, Damascus barrels. In fine leather box case. 
Entirely new. 28in., 16-bore, 61bs. 2oz. Cost $200.00. Left on sale by the owner.. .$150.00 

1 Special GREENER Hammerless Trap Gun, straight grip. In russet leather 
box case. Originally cost $200.00. Practically same as new, 30 x 12, 81bs.$100.00 

1 fine SCOTT Hammer Duck Gun, fine locks and Damascus barrels, 30in., 10- 
bore 91bs. In nice second-hand condition. Good as new. In square russet case. 
Cost $150.00.$65.00 

1 GREENER Trap and Field Hammerless, Damascus barrels, $100.00 grade. 
Very little used. 30 x 12, 73£lbs.$60.00 

1 fine GREENER, Haymarket, London, 8-bore Hammer Gun. Finest locks 
and laminated steel barrels. Cost, $165.00. Good second-hand condition. 32 x 8, 
10%lbs.. • • .... $65.00 

1 fine high grade three-bairel hammerless, built in Europe to our order. Top 
lever, 28 x 12, .30-30, 7}41bs. Entirely new. Price reduced to .$125.00 

1 ditto hammer gun, 28 x 12, .38-55, 7%ibs.$65.00 

WILLIAM READ (SL SONS, 107 Washington St.. Boston. 
Established 1826. 13?” Send Stamp for Catalogue and Second-hand List. 

If you want a good reliable 

TRAP 
or 

FIELD 
GUN. 

one of the leading imported 

guns in this country, 

get a 

Francotte or a Knockabout 
VON LEN6ERKE & DETMOLD 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $L00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

No. 5038—Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, 12- 

gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin full choked barrels, 

weight 7 lbs. 8 oz., straight grip, dark Italian wal¬ 
nut stock with thick rubber butt, length of stock 
14/, drop 2)4. Cost new $200, and in fine con¬ 

dition; price, $125. 

No. 1928. Greener Hammerless 16-gauge Field 
Gun, 28-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, modified left 
and cylinder right, very handsome dark Italian 

walnut stock 14 in., drop 2% in., half pistol grip, 

weight 5/ lbs. $150 net grade. This gun is 
slightly shopworn and a great bargain at $100. 

No. 3082—$100 Ithaca Hammerless Trap Gun, 
12-gauge, 30-in. Damascus barrels, both full choked,, 

weight 7/4 lbs., very handsome Circassian walnut 

full pistol grip stock, fancy checkering, elaborate 
engraving, drop 3/ in., length of stock 14}4. In 

fine condition; price, $55. 

No. 2520—Sauer “Knockabout” Field Gun, 12- 

gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, left full 
choked, right improved cylinder, dark walnut stock, 

half pistol grip, weight 7 lbs., length of stock 14 in. 
drop3in .Gun in fine condition and a bargain at $45» 

No. 4705—Greener Ham 

merless Field Gun, 20-gauge, 
26-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 

rels, left modified, right 
clylinder. weight 4 lbs. 11 oz. 

drop 2/, length of stock 
14/, half pistol grip, $150 
net grade; slightly shopworn; 

price, $100. 

No. 3034—Greener Hammerless Duck Gun, 

10/30,’9 lbs. 3 oz., length of stock 14/, dark 

English walnut stock, half pistol grip, Siemans- 
Martin full choked barrels. Cost new $160, and in 

splendid condition ; price, $90. 

No. 5474—Franklin Hammerless, 10-gauge, 32-in. 

barrels, 8)4 lbs., left full choke, right modified, 

Greener cross bolt, dark English walnut stock, full 
pistol grip, drop 2/, length 14/. Regular price, 

$30; slightly shopworn; a bargain at $19.50. 

No. 2233—Ithaca Hammerless Field Gun, 12- 

gauge, 28-in. steel barrels, left choked, right cylin¬ 

der, weight 6/ lbs., drop 2/, length 14/j. Cost 
$30; slightly shopworn; price, $19.50. 

No. 3394. Francotte Ham¬ 
merless Field Gun, 12-gauge, 
30-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 

rels, right cylinder, left 
choked, weight 7 lbs., drop 

2)4, length 14/, English 

walnut fine pistol grip stock. 
Cost new $140; a bargain at 

$85. 

No. 4147—Greener Monarch Ejector Field Gun, 

12-gauge, 26-inch Siemans-Martin barrels, right 
cylinder, left modified choke. Very handsome 

dark Italian walnut stock, half pistol grip, length 
14/8 in., drop 2)4 in. Regular price, $200 net. 

This gun is only slightly shopworn and big bargain 

at $150. 

No. 3840—Francotte Pigeon Ejector, 12/30, 
7 lbs. 15/ oz., 2/ in. drop, length of stock 14/4, 
straight grip, handsome Italian walnut stock, Silver’s 

Anti-recoil pad. Siemans-Martin full choked bar¬ 
rels. Greener cross bolt, elaborate engraving, side 

clips; cost $225, and in as good condition as new; 

price, $150. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work from the pen of “Shadow,”, will have a 

knoIwTedgeCOn‘‘The ‘ results "MS ^“l 

asris 
E JffeAi;sraysrjss ar 

The Optimist and Pessimist, the difference is droll: 
The Optimist sees the doughnut, the Pessimist the hole. 

You can’t be a Pessimist and own a 

Strelinger 

» 

Ifili 

forest and stream PUBLISHING CO. 

(4 Cycle, 1 to 4 Cylinder) 

. IT ALWAYS GOES 

BEST MARINE ENGINE MADE 
We also carry in stock several of the 

~ best makes of 2-Cycle Marine Engines, 
i and a full line of Stationary Engines, 
8 Pumping and Electric Lighting Outfits, 
I Boat Accessories, Etc., Etc. 

THE STREUNGER KH WRITE FOR OUR 1908 CATALOG 

Let us know your wants and we will quote prices. 

Engines 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., - - *33 *2.500 
THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 

Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 
By Rowland E. Robin- A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.26. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 

Sam LoveF s Camps. 
A sequel to ”Uncle Lisha s Shop, 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

forest and STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

By Rowland E. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson, lbmo. 

Price $1.25. 

For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry, etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide ior 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character- 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. Heel. Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 

ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

* 
Mullins Steel Boats Can’t Sink 
-*■». tat... ■» a-f“«bs 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its purpose 

three objects 

FlRST- -To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 

houseboating life. 

SECOND_To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 

this country. 

THIRD_To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 

manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 
known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will he greatly interested in this volume. 
The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air lire in 
summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 

so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram. The 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 
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CAUGHT DUCKS BY THE LEGS. 

After hearing “Charley” Biederman te 
some of his early day duck hunting stories li 
friends concluded that time, while dealing gentl 
with his physical well being, has impaired som< 
what his memory. Or perhaps the vetera 
hunter is something of a joker. For instance: 

“One day 1 went down the Missouri Riv< 
duck hunting and landed on a big sand bar 
says he. “There were no trees, no vegetatio 
of any kind where 1 could build a blind—nothin 
but the level sand bar. The ducks were Ilyin 
—out of range—and 1 didn’t know what to d 
for a while. Finally a happy thought came. 

“I got in my boat and rowed across to 
watermelon patch near the river bank, where 
picked out the largest melon I could find, 
cut off one end and hollowed out the red mea 
cut openings for the eyes and a place to bread 
through, forming one huge mask, lhen I row< 
back to the sand bar and put out my decoy 
I placed the watermelon mask over my hea 
letting it rest on my shoulders. Then I wad< 
out among the decoys so that only the wate 
melon apeared above the surface of the water. 

“The ducks came in droves. They settled : 
around me. All I had to do was to move abo 
cautiously and grab the ducks by the legs, 
jerked them out of sight and then twisted the 
necks while I had them under water. In th 
way I killed a wagonload—I mean a boatload 
of duc'ks.” . 

Much of the seventy-eight years of his life ! 
has spent out of doors with his dog and gu 
says the Kansas City Star. During the ear 
days in Kansas City he killed ducks for t 
market. He supplied several of the hotels ai 
restaurants with fresh game. Many of t 
travelers who enjoyed a blue-wing teal or 
mallard at the old Coates House or the ! 
James Hotel were indebted to Biederman. 1 
sent the game home and his wife dressed it f 
the market. Mrs. Biederman said that h 
husband used to kill an average of ninety due 
a day during the hunting season and that s 
generally sold 200 pounds of feathers. 
° Mr. Biederman rarely permitted any one 
accompany him on his hunting excursions. 1 
had better luck, he thought, when he was aloi 
When Milton McGee was Mayor of Kan: 
City he asked the hunter for permission to 
with him on a duck shooting trip. Mrs. Bied 
man objected at once. She was afraid that t 
Mayor was not accustomed to handling a g 
and that her husband might be wounded. 5 
McGee agreed to gjive Mrs. Biederman one 
the best lots in the McGee addition if 
wounded her husband, and finally the trip v 
arranged. The hunters boarded a train on 1 
old narrow gauge railroad, the “Northern N 
souri” line, now the Wabash, and went to N' 
borne, Mo. In two days several hundred dm 
were killed. 

“The guns, too, that hunters use now 
very different from those owned by the 0 
fashioned sportsmen,” said Mr. Biederm 
“When I was a young man we didn’t hi 
breechloading guns. We owned the muz; 
loaders, and you know how much trouble it \ 
to get them ready for business. I used to ca 
two guns when I went hunting; the large on 
used for killing swans and the small one 
ducks.” 

When Mr. Biederman began hunting, sw 
were numerous in Missouri. He remembers 
first bird of this kind that be killed. He s 
the swan and it fell in a lake. He did not n 
a boat and the water was too deep to wade^ 
he made up his mind to get that swan, 
next morning he returned with a horse 
urged the animal far out into the pond 
picked up the precious bird. But as he _ 
returning to shore a mishap occurred, 
horse stumbled and the hunter was thrown 1 
the cold water and was greatly chilled befon 
reached the nearest farmhouse. 

When Mr. Biederman went to Waterloo 
Lake City, before the railroads were built, 
rode a pony. Often he was compelled to v 
back home, because the pony could not c. 
him and the game, too. 

(Continued on page 245.) 
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All makes of 
rifles and ammu¬ 
nition for same 
are sold at the 
right prices at 

Philadelphia’s 
Sporting Goods 
Headquarters 

Write for Catalogue B. 

Shannon 
816 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Webber's Jackets 
For Hunting: and Outing. All wool, 
seamless and elastic. Cut shows No. 
4, price $7—guaranteed best knit jacket 
made at any price. Suggest Oxford or 
Tan. If not at your dealer’s, sent ex¬ 
cess paid: return if not satisfied. Other 
ackets, Coats, Vests, Sweaters and 

Jardigans.formen, women and children, 
all prices. Catalogue free. 

Geo. F. Webber, Mfr., Station F, 
Detroit, Mich. 

IfJXRAK SPORTSMENS CLOTHING 
, .. . . Just the thing- for grunning:, fishing, 

mprng, boating, climbing. Booklet with samples of material free. 

1RD, JONES KENYON, 3 Bl&ndma St., Utica, N. Y. 

h© R&/0 LAMP. Safest and best lamp for house 
hold use. At your dealer’s. 

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK. 
(Incorporated) 

amp Life in the Woods. 
nd the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con- 
ining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
ceipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in- 
ructions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
■f W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages 
ice, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

■PHIL. 
OF OUTDOOR LIFE?. ’ . • JOURNAL .uwiv A,(rl. , 

TRAVEL NATURE STUDY SHOOTING FISHING YACHTING 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
.he Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 
ertainment, instruction and information between 
rencan sportsmen The editors invite communications 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonv- 
us communications will not be regarded. The editors 
not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
iubscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
g!f 50p,?s’ $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
(Hubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
emit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 

r°L,draft PaIable to th« Forest and Stream Publish- 
I Company. The paper may be obtained of news- 

tain thLougb?ut the United States, Canada and Great 

monthsanadlSn subscnPtlons. S4-00 a year, $2.00 for 

°re£n r ^bfrmtions and Sales Agents-London: 
is if,,™’ ? Fl"ch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co. 
six months Foreing terms: $4.50 per year; $2.25 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

^s'ix^n'H't20 iCCntS Per agate line. Special rates for 
i* d twelve months. Eight words to the line 

•ived bv'satu a"' lnch-’ Advtrtisements should be 
to b, in^ayTPreV'0“S issue in which they 

ably be arrnmn TjaKS,e'l.t advert>sements must in- 
nsertrd Iteldfn^nied by the money, or they will not 
y advertisement 8 1ot,ces’ seventy-five cents per line. 
y * of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 

College" efend VV'T'Ta Rejorts- Instruction, 
les. Rea Fst’ate Fn R<?' road a"d Steamship Time 
ibs. Taxidermists ^ k- and, T° Let- Seeds and 
Exchanges Per a,I?le,Kennel- .Pogs' etc. Wants 

- months, 13 tiiie^fio' cents P£ TnT™’ 15 C'ntS' 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
o46 Broadway, New York. 

FOREST AND STREAM 
A Retrospect and a Promise 

Forest and Stream, the oldest of American publications, devoted to field sports, is 

a so the best. There are a good many things which combine to complete this type of ex¬ 

cellence—the unique interest of its contents, the mechanical perfection, the richness, 

abundance and truthfulness of its illustrations. Its very title brings to the mind a thousand 

memories of happy days afield, of big-game hunting in wild corners of the world, of days 

with trout or bass on stream or lake, of loved companions of the rod or gun, of good fellows 

and good sportsmen he has never met, but has learned to know as fellow members of our 

camp-fire circle, and whose exploits Forest and Stream has made known to him. It 

stands for all the things that satisfy the outdoor hunger of healthy men and women In 
the department of 

SPORTSMAN TOURIST 
Are printed accounts of exploration and travel in little-known lands, of hunting and 

fishing trips, of adventures in search of big-game, of happenings picturesque and thrill¬ 

ing many years ago in a West—then wild—of Indian fights, of happy days afield in nearby 

covers with dog and gun in pursuit of the hurtling grouse, the lusty quail, or the whistling 

woodcock. In the pages devoted to Natural History questions are asked and answered 

about the life histories and queer habits of birds, beasts and fishes; showing how they look 

and where they live; the preservation of trophies and specimens. Men rich in the knowl¬ 

edge of experience from their storehouses of nature lore, supply information useful and 
interesting to lovers of outdoor life and students of nature. 

GAME BAG AND GUN 
Is the title of another department, full of practical instruction for those who use fire- 

arms. Here are accounts of shooting excursions; expert opinion on guns and ammuni¬ 

tion; helps and hints for the novice; discussions which appeal to the experienced gunner; 

news of all that is taking place in the field of game protection, propagation and preserva¬ 

tion; information useful and interesting, first of all to the sportsman, but hardly in a less 

degree to the nature lover and the average man. Closely allied is the department of trap 

and rifle shooting with its news of current happenings and its comment by recognized experts. 

SEA AND RIVER FISHING 
Not all technical, nor yet narrative alone. Both in their place and in the right pro¬ 

portion. It is for the angler first; what he may catch, where and how. Gives instruction 

on the handling and manufacture of rods, reels, lines and flies; hints on the care and use 

of fishing tackle; information as to where fish of different kinds are most abundant and 

other points of moment to the angler. Then there are full reports of fly-casting tourna¬ 
ments; notes about stocking streams; where fry may be obtained, etc. 

YACHTING 
Thousands of readers, along ten thousand miles of coast, East, West, North and South, 

find their sport afloat. Yachtsmen everywhere recognize Forest and Stream as the 

periodical that meets their needs. It offers a department for the men that haul the ropes 

and hold the wheel. From the lad Down East, who has built his “Cat” with his own hands, 

to the owner of the 90-rater, Forest and Stream appeals to all with its graphic accounts’ 

of races; its discussion of live yachting questions; the letters of its British correspondent, 

and the superb illustrations of yachts and the practical designs it publishes. 

Every one interested in outdoor life—Nature Study, Hunting, Shooting or Fish¬ 

ing, Yachting or Canoeing, needs the Forest and Stream, and those who have learned to 

need it find that they need it all the time. It is a habit that grows on one. 

FORE WORD 
In the year 1908 the Forest and Stream will be to the Nature Lover, the Gunner, the 

Angler, the Yachtsman, the Outdoor man all that it has been for so many years—and more. 

There will be Indian stories by J. W. Schultz, whose accounts of life among the 

old Plains tribes have thrilled so many readers. Mr. E. L. F. Jenner'will give us more 

of those vivid sketches of the Northeastern country that he knows so well. Col. W. D 

Pickett, the greatest bear hunter that ever lived in America, will tell of a trip to the 

Yellowstone Park in the seventies, and describe some of the astonishing feats that he 

performed among the grizzlies of the Gray Bull River. There will be stories of the 

buffalo days by Charles Aubrey and George Bird Grinnell; accounts of the habits of 

birds, by Wm. L. Finley; the log of n whaling Cruise, by Victor Slocum; a series of 

articles on the ruffed grouse by S. T. Hammond, entitled, “My Friend the Partridge,” 
and scores of other features, equally interesting and attractive. 
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THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL 

Motor Boat and 
Sportsman’s Show 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
February 20th to March 7th, 1908 

J. A. H. DRESSEL, Manager 

No. I Madison Avenue New York City 
P. O. BOX 322, MADISON SQUARE BRANCH 

LOG CABINS AND COTTAGES; 
This work covers the field of building for the woods from the simplest shelters to the most elaborate cottage, 

cabins and houses. The details and directions are very specific and easily comprehended, and the illustrations 
are so numerous and so taking that one will be sure to find in them something to his taste. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Club Cocktails 
Are scientificall y blended fiom 

the choicest old liquors, and 

are further improved by aging 

in wood. They appeal espe¬ 

cially to the sportsman, as they 

are always ready and so easily 

served. They can be cooled 

by laying the bottle in 

a spring hole or exposing 

to the cold air. What is 

more appreciated than a 

delicious cocktail as a 

prelude to your dinner 

after a day’s fishing or 

shooting? You can have 

it by buying the “Club 

Cocktails. <J Moft popular 
kinds: Manhattan (whiskey 
base). Martini (gin base). For 
sale by all reputable dealers. 
AVOID IMITATIONS 

Sole Proprietors : 

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO. 

Manhattan 
Cocktails 

L 

HARTFORD NEW YORK LONDON 

Join Our Colorado Post Card Club 
and get all Mountain Scenery Post Cards at Half 
Price. For terms address 

THREE BROS., 1526% Cbampa Street, Denver, Colorado 

In the Lodges of the Blackfeet 

m 
: .. XiJ 

This is the picture of an old 

time Indian of the north, one of 

those described in Mr. Schultz’s 

splendid book, “My Life as an 

Indian.” The white blanket 

coat and the handkerchief 

about the head were the char¬ 

acteristic dress of that time and 

that people. 

which was published serially in Forest and Stream as by W. B. Ander¬ 
son, has now been issued over the author’s true name, J. W. Schultz, and 
under the new title 

My Life As An Indian 
The story is one of the most faithful pictures of human life ever drawn. 

It tells of the life of the plains Indian in the old days, when buffalo hunting 
and journeys to war were the occupations of every man. It describes the 
every day life of the great camp, tells how the men and women passed 
their time, how the young men gambled, how they courted their sweet¬ 
hearts, how the traders imposed on the Indians and how the different 
tribes fought together. The one central figure of the book is 

Nat-ah'-ki, 
the beautiful Indian girl who became the author’s wife. 

But it is needless to describe this book to readers of Forest and 

Stream. Those who read it as a serial will surely want the volume on 
their library shelves. Price, $1.65, postpaid. 

346 Broadway, New York FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
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This veteran sportsman came to Kansas City 

' i'> 1863. During the war he repaired firearms 
and sharpened swords, but for this labor he was 
poorly paid. It was while he was attending 
business college, shortly after the war, that he 
began hunting. He was persuaded to buy a gun 
by hearing an enthusiastic hunter tell of his ex¬ 
periences. 

Mr. Biederman took his new muzzleloading 
shotgun and went to a lake near Randolph, Mo. 
He said that he killed more ducks on that first 
trip than it was possible for him to carry home 
unassisted. When he returned to the city he 
displayed his game on a dry goods box on Main 
street, near the levee. He found customers 
among those who were passing to and from the 
steamboats. 

“I was so much encouraged with the success 
of my first hunting trip that I have kept it up 
ever since,” Mr. Biederman said. “I am getting 
ready to go duck hunting to-morrow.” 

In spite of his years, this enthusiastic hunter 
has a clear eye and steady hand. He seldom 
returns from a shooting excursion without 
something to show for his skill. 

FISHERMAN FINDS A RARE COIN. 

According to the New York Times, coin 
luthorities in Worcester, Mass., have deter- 
nmed that when J. B. Hamilton, of Springfield, 
paded his back yard, looking for angle worms 

|0 go on a fishing trip, he turned up the equiva- 
ent of $1,500 in one spadeful. Mr. Hamilton’s 

.idd find is an old Roman niece which dates back 
|-t least 2,157 years. 

The piece was found about two feet below the 
urface. It is a large one of pure copper and 

[■ears Latin inscriptions, together with the head 
a Roman with a wreath around the head, 

.arge.sums have been offered for the coin, but 
Hamilton refuses to part with it. The old piece 
ras issued 249 B. C. 

A BIG BUCK. 

One of the largest deer ever seen in Kissimmee 
'as on exhibition at Makinson’s fish house re- 
ently. It was a buck and was killed, by Mr. 
1 B. Bryan at Crabgrass Creek, about forty 
nles east of town. The carcass with the en- 
ails taken out weighed 155 pounds, which was 
robably. not much over two-thirds his weight 
hen alive. He was certainly a fine specimen 
ad attracted a great deal of attention, espec- 

m from our northern visitors.—Kissimmee 
alley Gazette. 

(ORSE AND HOVND 
Y Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 

National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

Horse and Hound” is encyclopedic in all that per- 
‘n* ‘o foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt- 
=' .. un'er-. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
/ ntry Riding and Origin of the American Hound, 
eedmg and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 

*nFks a"d Habits of the Fox. In the Field 
'-mbs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 

apter abounds with hunting information. The work 
profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

forest and STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

ints and Points for Sportsmen. 

■rnpiled by “Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

??nJpllatioP comprises six hundred and odd hints, 

oot’er tBS ’ eWiTlnk es’ P,olnts and suggestions for the 
• rann.D fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 

Id ’ h* ca,TP'r- the outer; m short, for the 
,he varled phases of his activity. 

allv iicW„i^°lnti ^as Pr°Ted on® °' 'be most prac- 
se^ works of reference in the sportsman’s 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
Our New Catalogues for 1908 will 

soon be ready. 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition and Fish¬ 

ing Tackle and Camp Goods. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies. 

No. 3. Kodaks and Athletic Goods. 

Get on the mailing list now and insure 

getting one or all of the above on pub¬ 
lication. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

I 
Visit our Exhibit, Space 12. Sports¬ 

men’s Show, New Y ork 

Steel Fishing?Rods 

I ake a BRISTOL” with you on your next trip. 
I hen you will know positively why “ BRISTOLS ” 
have for twenty years held the unquestioned fish- 
rod supremacy. BRISTOLS” earned their repu¬ 
tation for reliability under all conditions. 

Where can you find an expert fisherman who 
does not know and love the “feel” of a “ BRIS- 
TOL.” He knows that the “BRISTOL” repre¬ 
sents not only the acme of skill in catching the 

wiliest nibblers, but also the 
acme of skill in landing the 
gamiest fighters. Every' genu¬ 
ine rod has the word “BRIS¬ 
TOL” stamped on the handle. 
Look for it. Refuse imitations. 
Every “BRISTOL” guaran¬ 
teed for three years. 

Beautiful illustrated 
catalogue mailed free. 

THE 

Horton Mfg. Co. 
84 Horton Street 

Bristol, Conn. 

TROUT FLIES °^rtT I2c STEEL RODS $1.50 
Split Bamboo Rods. 75c . 7’\8f* f V?-. 

3 pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8# feet. AUIOH\<ltlC IvCCl, vp4-.50 

Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Line 

CHARLES 
318 FULTON STREET. 

DISCH, 
BROOKLYN, N. Y 

YOU SAVE $8.00 
By Making Your Own 

Bethacbara. Wood Rod 
We furnish the necessary Wood, Mountings, German Silver—every¬ 

thing just at we use them in our $15.00 Rods, for ... . $7.00 
We have a special list showing these outfits of materials. 10 

M. A. SHIPLEY, 133 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds artf‘ described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show, the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effective 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l11 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money hack. Booklet FREE. 

Worth _ Special 30 Day 
tin Offer, 

RANCE HAM 7^ *3.50 
Maine Guide of 40 ye 

perience. This rod is his ide 
1 fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 
a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 
bait rod ; Third, a perfect trolling and bait¬ 
casting rod all in one, by simply reversing the 

handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
the best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 
portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 
line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 
in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 
joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
broad and absolute guarantee for one year 
with each Rod. No responsibility on your 
part. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 

the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 
we will return money. Tak** us at our word 
—put us on our honor. This advertisement 

is a contract in itself, which protects all who 
accept it. Any court in the land could hold 

to it. We repeat: Simply send us $3.50. 
and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 
rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 
once and get your money back. Address 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
Dept. F.S., 90 Chambers Street, New York. 

Tents, Tackle, Guns, Sporting Goods. 

Catalogue for Stamps. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
TTie Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editor** 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vianet**. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 44S pages. Price, $2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Headquarters Tarpon and Southern Tackle | 
a *** 

OUR BOOKLET: £ 

“Tarpon, Tuna arvd Salt Water Angling” | 
FRFE UPON APPLICATION j» 

| WILLIAM MILLS (Si SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. j* 

150 Page 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle&Sporting Goods 
and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since J867 .‘•-A 

EDWARD vom HOFE MT [ Li/ rrn/li^ rwm " ^ ' *- vJ 

Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 
90-9! FULTON.ST. fokALL ANGLING 

r.,N,r. 

Gold Medal, Highest Award e^t St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893* 

JULIUS VOM HOFE, 
FISHING REELS ONLY, 

No. 351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn. N. Y. 
A reel with good hearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 

durable, well running reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 

in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 
All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 

Send stamp for Catalogue. 

When writing say you saw the ad. in “Forest and Stream.’ 

American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

NO single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 

about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives the best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 
About 6oo pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 

vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition dc luxe on hand made p iper, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 

Price, librarv edition, $3.50. 
A 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
346 Broadway, Mew York 

^XjX$x$Xs>$X<X 

Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close-fitting, comfort 
able and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only in thre< 
colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and Scarlet. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogues. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y 

Trout aLi\d Bass Flies 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

mUM UnPIUIAKI 4502 STE. CATHERINE STREE1 
Jlmll nUnlYlftll, WESTMOUNT : QUE.. CANADA 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing 

No swivels required; “they spii 
so easy.” Made in seven coffer 
ent size blades, 25 styles, ii 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at one 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you 

S. DOERING & CO., 562 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

When writing say you saw the adv. ii 

“Forest and Stream.” 

It’s Square 

Jttotmt 
Vernon 

Distillery 
rSquarel 
LBottleJ 

Bottling 

This 
is it 

COOK & 
BERNHEIMER CO. 

New York 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

ill be to studiously promote a healthful interest 
t outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 
iste for natural objects. 

—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1S73. 

WINTER WOODS. 

Though the weather is bitter, and the snow 

hitens all the fields and woods, yet it is a fine 

'me to be abroad, and he is happy whose fortune 

,ads him to the country. To be sure the air 

ps keenly, the tips of one's ears grow red and 

nched, and the fingers, unless well protected, 

■come stiff. Nevertheless, there is a fine ex- 

'laration in plowing through the lots and into 

[e woods and across swamps whose depths 

e frozen now, and whose inmost recesses can 

: explored. Yet it is well to be on the watch 

r thin places in their icy covering, since now 

id then one may pass over a warm spring and 

e thin ice will give way under the foot, and 

t the walker in, half leg deep. 

The weather is too cold to see much life, and 

je snow, hardened by thirty or forty degrees of 

lost, receives no tracks save those of heavy 

liimals. Only a few birds are about. Now and 

en a vagrant crow is seen flapping his slow 

ay from one piece of woods to another, or half 

dozen bluejays, that have been trying to earn 

living about some warm spring hole, take to 

mg, and flying low along the ground, silently 

sappear among the white birch sprouts at the 

ge of the woods. From the thick foliage of 

cedar tree, your approach may start a great 

rred owl, which, flying a short distance, alights 

a limb and stooping forward stares at you 

th his huge brown eyes. Plainly he is not 

re whether the noise which alarmed him was 

ide by friend or enemy. The crunching of the 

ow as one moves away may alarm him and 

use him to take another short flight, but he 

,11 not go far. Here he is wintering, and hcre- 

outs he will kill mice and shrews so long as 

winter lasts. In this weather one may rarely 

; in the apple trees half a dozen pine gros- 

aks, birds of the coldest winter time, and, in- 

ed, seen here but seldom. Most of them are 

tin gray, sometimes with a wash of olive, or 

en yellow on the head and back. Only very 

rely will an old male, resplendent in his crim- 

,a coat, gladden the walker’s sight. 

Not so rare are the little pine finches, or sis- 

is, which at this season come whirling about 

flocks of from five to fifty. They alight in 

ne birch tree with a great noise, sit perfectly 

11 for half a minute, and then pitch down in 

a close bunch to the surface of the snow, where 

they run about and pick up portions of the cat¬ 

kins of the birch, which the wind has scattered. 

An impulse sends them again up into the branches 

of the tree, and again they fall from its limbs 

like apples being poured out of a barrel, and 

again cover the snow almost at your feet; but 

again something frightens them, and this time 

they do not stop in the birch tree, but whirl away 

like the down of the milkweed caught up by the 

autumn breeze and disappear from sight. 

Cold though they be, the winter woods are 

pleasant. 

THE PABLO BUFFALO. 

A very large number of the citizens of the United 

States are interested in the preservation from 

extinction of the existing buffalo. They believe 

that the Government should actively interest it¬ 

self in this preservation. Such action cannot 

be taken, however, without the appropriation of 

money to purchase a breeding stock of buffalo 

from private owners; failing this the only method 

by which such a breeding stock can be obtained 

is by gift from private parties. 

The great United States Government already 

owes to the generosity of the New York Zoological 

Society the only herd of buffalo not in a park 

which it as yet possesses. This consists of fifteen 

head presented to the Government for the pur¬ 

pose of stocking the Wichita Game Preserve, and 

transported to Oklahoma last autumn. Since its 

arrival at its new home the herd has been in¬ 

creased by the birth of two calves. In their 8,000 

acre pasture in the Wichita Forest the buffalo 

are being fed alfalfa hay during the winter, and 

when spring comes and the grass starts they will 

be left to their cfwn resources, and are expected 

to live and thrive under practically natural 

conditions. 

A year or two ago the far-sighted Government 

of Canada bought from Michel Pablo, the owner 

of the largest herd of buffalo in the world, the 

greater part of that herd. A portion of the pur¬ 

chase was transported to a point near Edmonton. 

Alberta, and there turned loose in a large pasture 

where the buffalo are thriving. It is the purpose 

of Mr. Frank Oliver, the Canadian Minister of 

the Interior, ultimately to distribute these animals 

in small bunches among Canadian cities or towns, 

giving a few to each city, which will agree to 

take proper care of its bunch. The result of this 

will be to distribute through Canada a number 

of small herds of buffalo, from which, under 

proper care and protection, the increase is likely 

to be large. 

It is not very flattering to the patriotic pride 

of Americans interested in the protection of the 

greatest animal of this continent, and one which 

had its chief centers of abundance in the United 

States, to feel that the Government of our north¬ 

ern neighbor is so much further sighted than 

our own, that it has been allowed to equip itself 

with something like half the existing living buf¬ 

falo, and has been able to come into our coun¬ 

try and purchase from one of our people a herd 

of buffalo which the United States might have 

retained for the benefit of its own citizens. 

It is understood that Pablo still owns a con¬ 

siderable number of buffalo, and there is no 

doubt that in view of the changed conditions on 

the Flathead reservation, where they used to 

pasture,, he would willingly sell them. On the 

other hand, there seems little or no prospect that 

Congress will appropriate money to purchase this 

herd as it ought to do. At all events, while this 

opportunity exists, the American Bison Society 

will do well to bestir itself and see whether Con¬ 

gress cannot be persuaded to act in the matter. 

One of the Atlanta papers recently devoted 

a half column to the exploits of what it terms 

a party of Atlanta sportsmen who spent a fort¬ 

night in hunting and fishing along the Chesso- 

wistkie River in Florida. It seems there were 

eight in the party. Their bag, the paper asserts, 

consisted of 4,000 pounds of fish, two hundred 

ducks, two buck deer. One of the deer was killed 

in the water with an oar, the other by a guide. 

They shipped twenty-two barrels of fish to At¬ 

lanta while away, but these were probably in¬ 

cluded in the two tons already mentioned. The 

paper referred to terms this party “the cham¬ 

pion game killers,” and we do not doubt that they 

are proud of the title. Missionary work is 

needed in Atlanta. 

K 

Mr. James W. Pinchot, long one of New 

York city’s fofemost citizens, died last week at 

the age of seventy-seven years in Washington, 

where he had lived for some time. Mr. Pinchot 

was greatly interested in art and literature, was 

an early subscriber to the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, a member of the Century and Grolier 

clubs of New York, and of the Metropolitan and 

Cosmos clubs of Washington. He was the 

founder of the Yale Summer School of Forestry, 

of Milford, Pa., and of the Milford Forest Ex¬ 

periment Station, donating the money and the 

land which made these establishments possible. 

Mr. Gifford Pinchot, United States Forester, is 

his son. 
** 

At the annual convention of the American 

Paper and Pulp Association, held in this city 

last week, resolutions were adopted indorsing 

the efforts that are being made to preserve the 

forests of the State of New York and favoring 

“water storage to prevent the enormous waste 

of natural resources.” Which recalls the rumor 

emanating from Albany that water grab meas¬ 

ures may not be actively pushed at the present 

session of the Legislature. 
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By WINFIELD T. SHERWOOD 

ON a June Sunday, nearly thirty years ago, 

Timothy Loyd, station agent, ticket 

agent, baggage master, and telegraph 

operator at Oakville, ate his breakfast, and then 

walked down the single street of the village 

to the station, just as he had done every morn¬ 

ing for twenty-five years. In one hand he 

carried a two-quart tin basin, the contents of 

which threw a considerable light upon what the 

Loyd family had eaten for breakfast. With the 

thumb and forefinger of the other hand he held, 

by the aid of a bit of newspaper, the knuckle¬ 

like end of a ham bone. As his well-known 

steps resounded upon the platform, there could 

be heard one or two horny scratches on the 

inside of the office door, and then a muffled 

tail-beating against a desk, while the old man 

methodically took out his key. Loyd opened 

the door and Roger walked deliberately forth, 

for the scratching and tail-drumming were only 

morning salutes, in no wise to be associated 

with impatience. In fact, Roger, like his master, 

had passed the impatient age. Both had grown 

gray in the service of the company; the master’s 

term beginning when the railroad was com¬ 

pleted, and the dog’s dating from the time the 

office was robbed, ten years back. The day 

following the robbery, Loyd bought the brindle 

yearling pup, and one or both had been inside 

the place ever since. 

Roger was not handsome, and his ancestors 

had shown a shocking lack of exclusiveness in 

growing the family tree. Different points in 

his makeup bore resemblance to nearly all the 

breeds of big dogs, yet he could not legitimately 

claim to be a St. Bernard, a Great Dane or any 

other of the celebrated species. He was what 

people call a cur, but one hesitated to mention 

it to his face. Between himself and the master 

there existed a perfect understanding and mutual 

respect, although they indulged in few outward 

signs of affection. Each knew his duty and per¬ 

formed it without shirking. 

During the week days Roger roamed about 

the village, frequented Mrs. Loyd’s kitchen, or 

stayed in the telegraph office, as suited his 

fancy, but he was always on hand to be locked 

in, when closing up time came. Sundays, how¬ 

ever—that day when the master handed no bits 

of paper through the ticket window; was not 

in need of the clinkling pieces of brass, with 

leather strips looped through them; and when 

the busy little clickers upon the telegraph table 

would be still for an hour at a time; that was 

Roger’s day to ’tend office, and he never strayed. 

This morning the dog ate his breakfast from 

the basin, and then lay down to have a com¬ 

fortable gnaw at the ham bone, while Loyd 

dangled his feet from the station platform, and 

patiently awaited Roger’s time. At length the 

dog arose, went slowly into the office, and 

stretching himself in the square of sunshine 

which came through the dingy window, fell 

asleep as the lock clicked. 

Loyd glanced up and down the deserted street, 

and along the row of fifty odd houses, all more 

or less white, which constituted Oakville, and 

seeing no one to visit with, walked the few 

hundred feet to his own thrifty looking cottage. 

There he drew a rocking chair out on to the 

front porch, and with his feet on the veranda 

railing, basked in the sunshine and the glory 

of republican righteousness, while he read his 
weekly paper. 

A hundred miles away, at the inland city of 

Madison, Frank Carlton, train dispatcher for 

the middle division of the N. S. & W. Railroad, 

consulted his perfectly accurate watch, and dis¬ 

covered that it lacked only fifteen minutes of 

nine o’clock. He tossed the baby once more 

and snuggled the dimpled cheeks, as he laid it 

back in the crib. Then giving his wife a half¬ 

hitch hug and picking up his hat, he started out, 

accompanied by his bare-headed daughter, a 

pink-and-white creation five years old. At the 

end of the block they stopped- while he made 

a solemn agreement with the child to take her 

and her mother for a ride in the country that 

evening. This done, the child went scampering 

back with the news, and Carlton walked briskly 

on to the superintendent’s office. 

“Good morning Chet! Much moving to¬ 

day?” he called to his mate, as precisely on time 

he entered the dispatcher’s room. The mate, 

whose eight hours of duty were now ended, re¬ 

turned the salutation sleepily and answered. 

“Nothing but one wildcat.”* 

After vacating the chair for Carlton, Chester 

Wheeler yawned and stretched as he looked out 

of the window, observing, “It’s ’most too nice 

a day to stay in. Guess I’ll go for a sail on the 

river, after I’ve had breakfast and a nap.” 

“I would like to do that myself,” replied Carl¬ 

ton, while Wheeler was departing. 

Having already glanced over the train sheet 

and order book, he tilted his chair back, and 

putting his feet upon the desk, lighted a cigar, 

while he looked longingly out of doors in re- 

*A train without schedule time. 

sponse to the feelings his mate’s remark ha< 
aroused. 

Near the window a stunted old elm had man 

aged to retain some of its stubbed limbs ii 

spite of the tangle- of telegraph wires which rai 

through' them and the smothering pavement ove 

its roots. The tree’s pathetic efforts at leafagi 

had resulted in scarcely more than a greenisl 

film, not sufficient to attract any birds, othei 

than the noisy little sparrows. Looking througl 

this veil and between bare brick walls, Carltor 

could see a narrow section of a round greer 

hill beyond the city limits. On this hill stooc 

a tree, untrimmed and unfettered, a sturdy oak 

with limbs that could bend and wave as thej 

saluted in hurricane, but which made no sigr 

to the lesser winds, save the dainty fluttering ol 

leaves. He thought how much it resembled the 

old oak in the hill pasture at the home farm 

and wondered if that tree were still standing 

Then from the storehouse of his mind, the 

awakened memories of boyhood days came 

stealing forth with noiseless barefoot tread, until 

an instrument upon his desk snapped out the 

dispatcher’s call. Reluctantly he opened the 

key and replied. 

The operator at Brayton reported that a wild¬ 

cat of empty. gondolas had been made up, and 

was ready for orders. Carlton gave an order, 

listened to its repetition, with the names of the 

engineer and conductor, O K’d it and wrote 

out the record. 

Resuming his former position, he picked up 

the broken thread of his thoughts and went on 
smoking. 

General Superintendent Briggs, out for a 

morning walk, gravitated naturally toward the 

office, as one does whose life is wrapped up in 

a great enterprise. He was a fine type of man. 

such a man as we say “fills his uniform.” A 

period of service as train dispatcher had been 

one of the steps leading to his position. Even 

now, when time permitted, he enjoyed going to 

that room and listening to the pulsebeats of the 

throbbing traffic upon his road, as the train- 

loads of coal, merchandise, cattle and people 

were shuttled back and forth over a single track. 

This morning the fancy struck him to have a 

chat with Carlton. He had liked the younger 

man, ever since the time some years ago, when 

at one of the smaller stations he had seen and 

marked him for promotion. 

As the superintendent entered, Carlton, a little 

abashed at the awkwardness of his own position, 

squirmed his legs down from the desk as un¬ 

obtrusively as possible and rose to offer his 

superior a chair. Briggs’ eyes twinkled a bit 

as he saw the dispatcher’s confusion, and offer¬ 

ing him a fresh cigar, he said: 

“Now, if you will just put your feet back on 

the desk, I shall feel more at liberty to make 
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' same use of it myself, for to tell the truth, 

'ive walked until my own are tired, and I 

t to give them good natural rest.” 

> saying, he seated himself and elevated two 

large but neatly polished shoes upon the 

er nearest him, while the dispatcher’s feet 

't thoughtlessly, one at a time, back to the 

tion of comfort, as the superintendent’s 

dotes of railroading grew more interesting. 

, the time passed pleasantly for a half hour, 

ii suddenly Carlton’s face turned white as 

v. His feet and chair-legs came down to 

loor with a bang, and his hand shot out to 

elegraph key like a bullet, 

the dispatcher began frantically calling one 

■ after another, Briggs leaned forward and 

:cd over the train sheet. To his practiced 

t told its own story in a word—the order 

on had given to the operator at Brayton 

a mistake, and unless it could be recalled, 

mining two trains into a head-end collision, 

flush of anger passed over Briggs’ face, 

hen faded to pallor, as his firm lips shut 

,1 vise. Neither man spoke a word, but the 

intendent stood and listened to the in- 

lents, while Carlton, with bulging eyes, 

:cd the sounder, as if to catch the hoped- 

.•ply in advance of his hearing, 

ne of the little way stations between those 

rains had an operator whose duty it was to 

his office on Sunday. The only hope lay 

fe possibility of an operator being in by 

e. As one station after another failed to 

until all had been called, great beads of 

sweat stood out on Carlton’s brow, and 

Ddy trembled with the palpitation of his 

Looking despairingly at the clock, he ’ 

d from his knowledge of the speed of the 

that only three stations remained where 

was a possibility of stopping one of them, 

'with his wild eyes still on the sounder, he 

L calling these offices over and over again, 

trying to throw his cry for help a hun- 
niles. 

superintendent, hearing footsteps in the 

;ing room, moved noiselessly out, and 

whisper that instilled fire into the stolid 

, sent him for Wheeler and a physician. 

: doorway, where he might hear their 

1 cli and listen to the instruments at the 

ime, he stood perfectly still, save for an 

less of the fingers. As the physician and 

(:r arrived, he motioned the former to a 

the outer room while beckoning to the 

and whispering, “A mistake.” Hearing 

lid calls, Wheeler divined the rest, and 

across the floor, inspected the train 

s he glanced over Carlton’s shoulder, 

this time, Carlton, oblivious to any 

e in the room, was mechanically repeat- 

calls, while he shuddered at the vision 

horrible catastrophe his error would 

He saw great engines plunge at each 

is they reared into the air, and then fall 

nighty crash amid a cloud of steam. He 

he splintering, grinding roar of the cars 

piled themselves in a tangled mass on 

the engines. Then as the tumult sub- 

id the steam rose, he saw the forms and 

the men he had slain, lying entangled 

■ reek-age, and heard the cries of the dy- 

awful, that he experienced a sense of 

s in fancy he felt the cold walls of a 

ing around him. Then the clicking in¬ 

struments took wings and dew away into the 

darkness, singing like birds, and he swooned. 

As Carlton lopped down on the desk, 

Wheeler, intent upon using the last vestige of 

chance to save a wreck, shoved the cold white 

hand from the key and continued the calls. 

The doctor and the superintendent raised the 

limp form and bore it into the next room. 

1 ime had now narrowed the possibility of 

stopping the trains to the single station of Oak¬ 

ville, and Wheeler continued to tick oa-oa-oa 

with desperately anxious speed, but with the 

evenness of one free from responsibility. 

In the cab of his locomotive, southbound 

from Brayton, the grim old veteran engineer, 

John Avery, sat steadily telling off the miles of 

his day s work while his keen eyes peered from 

A WESTERN JACK RABBIT. 
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under the shaggy brows, watching the track 

like searchlights. Behind him, the thirty empty 

gondolas wriggled around the brows of hills, 

swung back to avoid the bends of the river, 

slipped down into long sags and crawled up 

over summits like a mighty serpent. 

In the cab of another locomotive, northbound 

from Kimball, Arthur Stanley, young, strong 

and handsome, slapped the shiny side of the 

boiler with his flat palm, and cried, “Go it girl, 

go it!” as he opened the throttle another notch. 

\\ ith a thrill of pride he looked back over the 

trembling line of boxcar tops and saw each in 

its turn quiver anew as it responded to the in¬ 

creased speed. Then he faced about and 

watched the engine steadily cutting off the 

prostrate shadows which the telegraph poles 
threw across the track. 

He was thinking of a home at the end of his 

run, where merry girls were visiting and try¬ 

ing on bridesmaid's gowns, where a cake was 

ripening; and where one girl looked often and 

reproachfully at the lazy hands of the clock. He 

thought of his new frock coat and the white tie 

—would he ever be able to get that straight? 

Would he stammer at the ceremony? Worst of 

all, would he forget the ring?—and his hand 

moved involuntarily toward his vest pocket. At 

any rate, to-morrow noon he would know. 

Small wonder that with the wedding music 

mingling with the snorting of the rocking en¬ 

gine, Stanley could not hear the frantic little 

warning that leaped from pole to pole beside 

him. A warning, that with the speed of light 

was racing back and forth for a hundred miles, 

praying some one to stop him. A keen little 

warning, that darted into vacant offices and beat 

against the dull walls in search of one with a 

voice. A faithful little warning that, finding 

no one, darted out and on again; on by heed¬ 

less Stanley, on by grim old John Avery, and 

back by that place on the track where death 

sat expectantly grinning. 

To the dingy room where Roger slept in the 

sunlight, Frank Carlton sent his first frightened 

cry for help, and then followed it with hun¬ 

dreds more in unnaturally quick succession. 

For many years Roger had known about that 

office, precisely what every dog makes it his 

business to learn, as soon as he is installed in a 

new home. That is, to know every noise con¬ 

nected with the place; to know what makes the 

noise, and what results follow it. Roger knew 

his master’s step from any other step upon the 

platform. He knew that at the sound of cer¬ 

tain locomotive whistles his master always went 

out, and that the train stopped. Other whistles 

told him that his master would sit still while 

the train roared by. He knew that the ringing 

of a tiny bell meant that his master was open¬ 

ing the drawer under the ticket window. The 

dog also knew that no matter how much the 

restless little things upon the telegraph table 

clicked and snapped, his master paid no heed 

to them, except when they made just one 

peculiar noise. When they made that par¬ 

ticular sound, the master went to the table, and 

began doing something with them, and then 

they stopped it. Occasionally, but not often, 

they would-make that noise after the master had 

gone home at night, or on Sundays, but they 

stopped very soon without having anything 

done to them. 

On this particular day. when the sound to 

which the master responded began, he slept on, 

and when it came several times he still slept. 

Only when he heard it very often, and it lasted 

longer than usual, did he open his eyes and roll 

them around as if listening. Then it stopped, 

and he shut his eyes for another nap, but the 

noise commenced anew. This continued repe¬ 

tition was very puzzling to him, and he raised 

his head and tried to cock his long ears. Again 

it stopped, and he was slowly drowsing off 

when it resumed. Now his head came up with 

a jerk, and he turned his face in the direction 

of the instruments. For a time he listened to 

the monotonous oa-oa-oa and then looked in¬ 

quiringly about. As often as the call stopped he 

started to settle down, but with every resump¬ 

tion of the sound he became more interested. 

Finally when there ceased to be any intermis¬ 

sions, he slowly raised his great body and 

walked deliberately to the table. There he stood 

and watched, holding his head up where he could 
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see the instruments, and tilting it from side to 

side inquisitively. At length, unable to under¬ 

stand it, he turned around and walking back to the 

spot where he had been lying, seemed about to 

abandon the whole subject, and stretch himself 

out again. However, he changed his mind, and 

returning to the table, took up the watching once 

more. His body began to move nervously, 

and his tail swayed slightly, while he tilted his 

head more often. Then he put his paws upon 

the edge of the table, and looked down long 

and intently at the sounder. Finally he gave up 

the study and resorted to a dog’s admission of 

confusion or awe. Raising his head straight up, 

he indulged in a long dismal howl. 
Timothy Loyd, through with his reading, and 

uncomfortably buttoned into his Sunday coat, 

came out of the house with his wife on the way 

to church. He heard the roar of a train on the 

river bridge, three miles south of Oakville, and 

noted the blast it blew for Davis’ crossing. 

“The road is terribly busy now, and has to 

run lots of freight on Sundays,” he observed. 

“I’m afraid they’re going to have a dreadful 

wreck, if they don’t stop it. Sunday is the 

Lord’s day,” gravely replied his wife. 

As they went down the steps, Loyd caught 

the sound of Roger’s voice and stopped. 

“Wonder what’s the matter with that dog?” 

he soliloquized. 
“Oh, probably he’s lonesome and wants to get 

out. We must hurry or we’ll be late to church; 

the bell’s most done tolling,” Mrs. Loyd im¬ 

patiently replied. 
So they started on, but when they were op¬ 

posite the station, Loyd said: “You step along 

and I’ll overtake you. Roger is no fool dog, 

and I never heard him make that noise before. 

I’m going to see what he wants. Maybe he s 

sick or something.” 
As he went up the platform steps, he heard a 

locomotive whistle blow for a flag station just 

north of Oakville. 
“Must be going to pass here, but don’t sound 

much like slowing down,” he mused, as he 

listened to the rapid puffing of the train from 

the south, now growing very distinct. 

There was something he did not like about 

it, and he quickly unlocked the office door. No 

sooner was he within hearing of the telegraph 

instruments than he caught his own call oa-oa—. 

The unnatural speed of the call jibed perfectly 

with the anxious feeling the dog’s howl and the 

peculiar approach of the trains had aroused in 

him. He stepped briskly to the key, answer¬ 

ing I. I. oa. 
“Flag all”—began the order, but Loyd waited 

for no more. Grabbing the two flags at the 

end of the table, he rushed out of the door and 

leaped from the high platform into the center 

of the main track. The train from the south 

was already in sight, but a half mile below. 

He swung a flag once in the air, and bringing 

the staff down, drove its iron spike viciously 

into a tie. Then shedding his years as he went, 

he turned and ran north with the speed of 

desperation. 

Three hundred yards above the station, the 

'track went out of sight around a gravel bank, 

and beyond that was straight section. Loyd 

hoped, by getting past this curve, to yet warn 

the train from the north, far enough away to 

permit of its stopping in time. He heard 

Stanley’s call for brakes, and knowing that one 

of his flags had taken effect, he fairly prayed for 

power to fly, while he strained every muscle in 

his body for the last hundred yards. As he 

rounded the curve, it seemed to him that he 

came face to face with the engine, growing 

larger every instant, and fairly charging down 

upon him. He swung the flag with all the 

strength that was left in him, and fell breathless 

outside the rails. 
Toot, toot, toot! came the calls for brakes in 

quick succession, and the train crew, knowing 

that form of signal only too well, swarmed out 

of the caboose and over the cars, wrenching 

at the brake wheels like wild men. 
John Avery, seeing Loyd’s movements, knew 

that something desperate lurked beyond that 

curve, as reversing his engine and giving it full 

steam, he stood ready to jump. 

Now the engines were in sight of each other, 

and with their wheels whirling backward and 

the driving rods rattling, like brainy monsters, 

they clawed the rails to stop themselves, while 

logy, senseless cars behind them buckled and 
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bumped and bunted, as if bent upon driving 

them on to disaster. With the men leaping to 

safety all along them, the trains came to a stop 

amid the crunching and splintering sound of the 

pilot timbers, while the engines stood like 

Cyclops, with their single eyes staring into each 

other. 
Limping and sore, with his Sunday coat torn 

and dusty, Loyd threaded his way through the 

group of excited train men and church goers 

who had gathered about the locomotives, and 

passing into the office, gave old Roger a pat on 

the head, as he sat down to the telegraph table. 

In the office at Madison the superintendent 

and Wheeler stood by the doctor while they 

watched the pallid face of the unconscious 

Carlton. After a time he opened his eyes and 

gazed blankly around. 

“It’s all right,” said the superintendent, “we 

caught them in time at Oakville.” 

“Then it wasn’t a dream—and did Oakville 

answer?” was the feeble reply. 

“Yes, in good time, thank God!” 

Carlton’s eyes closed again, and he gave a 

deep sigh of relief. A few minutes later he 

raised himself with what little strength he could 

command, and looking squarely at Brig: 

asked: “Shall I stay here until I am arrested 

The superintendent’s firm mouth twitched 

little as he replied: 
“There will be no arresting, Carlton. Su< 

things will happen.” Then turning to Wheeh 

“Call a carriage, and I’ll take him home as soi 

as the doctor thinks he is ready.” 

Forestry on Military Reservations. 

As is well understood the work of the Unit 

States Forest Service is not confined to the K 

tional Forest Reserves of the West, but has be 

extended to the woodlands of private owners 

over the country, with a view to assisting th 

to apply such management to their wood li 

as may make them profitable. 

Among its other work is that of assisting 1 

Government military reservations to make 1 

most of their woodlands. Reservations at W 

Point, N. Y.; Fort Wingate, N. M., and Rc 

Island Arsenal, Ill., and the Picatinny Arse 

in New Jersey are among those that have b< 

examined. The West Point forest has for so 

time in part supplied the post with cord wood, lu 

ber, hurdle poles and tan bark. In 1903 the F 

est Service made a working plan for the reser 

tion, and since then the cutting has been 

directed as to perpetuate the forest and at 

same time supply the post with a definite amo 

of wood each year. 
Much more important is the work now be 

done by the Forest Service at Fort Wing; 

N. M., where, under the supervision of foi 

officers, the War Department is selling 25,000, 

feet of Western yellow pine. This timber 

.in the southeast corner of a reservation of 

square miles, is inaccessible to the post, and 

consequently offered for sale. The top mai 

price is being obtained for it, and it is being 

under a rigid contract according to fore: 

principles. Under this contract no trees ur 

sixteen inches in diameter can be cut ex> 

those which are dead or defective, and tl 

whose removal will benefit the forest, and 

tree can be cut unless marked by a forest off 

Two trees, sixteen inches or over in diam< 

are left per acre when needed for seed; stu 

must not exceed eighteen inches in height, 

all merchantable timber, both standing and dc 

as indicated by the forest officer, must be 

moved. Failure to remove any timber so i 

cated, and the intentional cutting of unma 

trees, are penalized by a stumpage chargi 

double the contract price. 
All brush is being piled and burned, and 

the danger of fire is lessened. The sale 

started during the past summer, and it is 

pected to continue through a period of five 3 

with a cut of five million feet a year. Already 2 
7,000,000 feet has been marked for cutting, 

forest officer. The sale is progressing wit 

friction between buyer and seller, and from 

start a forest officer has been continuous!; 

hand to oversee the work. 

BREAKFAST IN CAMP 

is nothing without coffee, and coffee is no 
without Cream. Ordinarily cream is out 0 
question nine times out of ten, but no 
Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk takes its 
perfectly and keeps indefinitely until openec 
is unsweetened and has the natural cream 
and color.—Adv. 



The Labrador Reindeer Herd. 

Labrador, like Alaska, is the home of the 

caribou, to both of which countries it is native, 

but owing to decimation from various causes 

new stock has had to be introduced, to the one 

district from Siberia, and to the other from 

Norway and Lapland. A few were brought to 

Alaska from Lapland, and the first herders and 

trainers in that district came from Lapland. The 

number of reindeer in Alaska is now about 

15,600 and the expenditure on their account has 

been $155,000 since the movement to replenish 

began. These animals are now kept and used 

like domestic cattle elsewhere for food, milk, 

transportation and sundry economic purposes. 

The instigator of this beneficence was the Rev. 

Sheldon Jackson, Alaska agent of the Bureau 

of Education, since 1882, and he has saved the 

natives from starving and been of inestimable 

service to the Government and to the miners and 

rnushers in facilitating travel across country. In 

imitation of so desirable an innovation the Rev. 

Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell, the indefatigable Labra- 

lor missionary, who is even more widely known 

han Jackson, planned last summer to introduce 

eindeer into Labrador, and so vigorous and 

prompt has been his actions that on Dec. 4 1907 

1 consignment of 300 deer, including 250 does 

md twenty-five bucks and twenty-five workers 

>r harness deer, were shipped from Boston to 

>t. Anthony missionary station in northeastern 

'lewfoundland, where they will winter on the 

bundant indigenous moss to be found in the 

lcinity. As soon as the ice comes off from the 

oast in spring they will go forward, and at the 

nd of a year the number will be doubled by 

atura! increase, allowing for casualties. 

The difficulties of making this collection and 

mpment is reported by Wm. H. Reed, the Bos¬ 

on agent, located at No. 10 Broad street, for the 

formation of subscribers to the reindeer fund 

1 the following open letter which was printed 

'.the Boston Transcript only a week before 

fortunately became practicable. 

* Suitable steamers have been extremely 

ird to find to undertake the voyage to Labra- 

5r so late in the season, on account of the dan- 

r of ice and fog in these latitudes. 

After nearly three months of effort a steamer 

as finally chartered for £1,700—fitted for the 

>yage. She was to be ready to receive the deer 

without antlers) by the first of December, to- 

■ther with a large supply of moss for forage 

r the voyage. The difficulty has been to get 

e reindeer, the moss and the steamer all as- 

mbled on the spot at the date agreed. The 

ure °f any one of these to arrive would put 
Peril the whole scheme. 

'If the reindeer arrived before the moss they 

_ t starve. If both were ready before the 

arner the forage would disappear, and there 
»ud be sca„t suppiy for the voyage> although 

tnirty days supply was to be provided. The 

>ss comes from the far northern wilds, where 

•re is n° other vegetation, and has to be trans- 

ted from the mountains to the coast by deer 

sledges, a total of five hundred loads of 340 

pounds each, a big undertaking requiring time. 

This cannot be done until the ground is well 

frozen and the snow has come, for the long con¬ 

tinued mild weather in Lapland and Norway has 

added seriously to the troubles of the agents 
who have this in charge. 

' * * * The Laplanders with whom the ar¬ 

rangement was made fixed the dates of ship¬ 

ment With ample margin for such delays, but 

this season the margin may not prove to be 

sufficient. Families of Laplanders with their 

dogs, to accompany the deer and herd and train 

them, were contracted for, and every detail of 

their emigration has had to be arranged. Once 

on board fifteen to twenty days ought to suffice 
for the voyage. 

“ * * * Meanwhile the treasury of the rein¬ 

deer fund is open for any additions to it that 

An Introduced Grouse. 

At various times within the past twenty years 

there have been imported to this continent and 

turned out a few specimens of the splendid black 

grouse of Europe, called by naturalists Lyrurus 

tetnx. This name, as might be imagined, is 

given to it from its curiously lyre-shaped tail, 

the quills of which curve outward. These taii 

feathers are familiar to many a traveler who has 

never seen the bird, for they are a favorite orna¬ 

ment for the hats among the men of the moun¬ 

tain peasants of central Europe. This species 

is also called, according to sex, black cock or 
gray hen. 

It ranges over most of Europe north of the 

Pyrenees and Apennines as well as through 

northern Asia as far east as Pekin. It is an in¬ 

habitant of the higher lands, mountainous slopes 
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may be sent to Mr. Reed, as we shall need 

money for the maintenance of the deer until they 

are domesticated and trained to lighten the bur¬ 

den’s of the people, to give a cup of milk to the 

babies, and food, clothing dnd transportation to 

those who are fighting so hard a battle in the 
frozen North.” 

[Forest and Stream is indebted to Mr. Charles 

Hallock for this most interesting communication. 

Our summer visitors to Labrador this year will 

be enabled to investigate and note progress. It 

presages a happier future for this desolate and 

“godforsaken” region.—Editor.] 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

and the moors of Scotland and England, but ii 

is not found in Ireland. A bird furnishing splen¬ 

did . sport, it has been exterminated in certain 

sections and then reintroduced, but the testimony 

of British sportsmen at the present seems con¬ 

clusive that the black cock are steadily, if slowly, 

decreasing in Britain. For this decrease many 

reasons are suggested, as many as have been 

suggested for the decrease of our ruffed grouse, 

but it cannot be doubted that over-shooting has 

much to do with it. In the first place the sea¬ 

son opens in August when the birds are young, 

lie like stones, and when they rise at the shoot¬ 

er s feet are very easily killed. Two months 

later, the killing of these birds would become 

quite a different matter, for they are then much 

better able to take care of themselves. 

Another reason for their lessening numbers is 

their destruction by the rook, a more or less 
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vegetarian crow-like bird, which has a crow-like 

partiality for eggs and for young birds and ani¬ 

mals. These birds are reported to hunt out all 

nests built in the open, with the persistency and 

regularity of a hawk beating over a field. The 

black grouse suffers somewhat from poachers, 

but their attacks are not very serious. 

Like many of our own grouse these birds meet 

at mating time in the open and dance, display 

themselves and even fight; for the apparent bene¬ 

fit of the hens gathered ■ there. They make a 

hooting, cooing or gurgling call, and sometimes 

really fight so as to make feathers fly. 

The gray hen builds her nest among grass, 

ferns and rushes, and lays from six to twelve 

eggs. The young are pretty well able to take 

care of themselves, and reach a good size and 

are fully feathered by early fall. The recurved 

tail feathers that mark the adult male are not 

seen in the young of the year; nor, indeed, until 

the third season. There is record of at least 

one gray hen nesting in a tree in Scotland, an 

old owl’s nest being occupied. The eggs are 

spotted, as will be seen by the illustration which 

we publish. 
Many years ago black game was imported to 

Newfoundland and turned out there, but the 

birds disappeared. The importation was re¬ 

peated—with unknown results—only a year or 

two ago. Twelve or fifteen years since caper¬ 

cailzie and black game both were turned out in 

Maine, but nothing has been heard of thepa 

since. More recently capercailzie and black 

game were both turned out, we believe, in the 

Algonquin Park, in Canada, and also on Grand 

Island in Lake Superior, the great game preserve 

of the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. From time to 

time word has come to us that young capercailzie 

have been seen in the Algonquin Park, and we 

have been told also that young black grouse have 

been seen on Grand Island, but definite informa¬ 

tion as to just how these birds are doing is not 

at hand. 

Skunk Tales. 
Plainfield, N. J., Feb. 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Mr. Jaques’ skunks, that never die a 

violent death without casting a scent, are dif¬ 

ferent from those with which I had some ex¬ 

perience in Maine a few years ago. I killed 

perhaps a dozen around my cottage on Casco 

Bay, and but one announced his departure from 

earth in a “loud” manner, and that one did it 

involuntarily. 

I discovered one trait of the skunk family at 

this time which I had not known of before, and 

that was the inviolate rule of the skunk never 

to cast reproach upon the atmosphere while he 

was in captivity. Several of the cottagers had 

been forced to bury their Sunday clothes before 

we built a box trap, with a figure four trigger. 

This was baited with a chicken bone, and the 

next morning we had a fine fat specimen that 

for a time looked like an elephant on our hands. 

Several ways of hurrying him over the great 

divide were suggested, but the proposer in each 

instance modestly allotted the actual carrying out 

of the plan to another, and the other always 

“ducked.” No one wished to touch the box 

trap first, but by lot one was finally chosen to 

lift the box upon a barrow, and eggs were never 

handled so carefully. The barrow was wheeled 

down to the wharf at the bay, and as the top of 

the box was gently lifted the box itself was 
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sharply tilted and the skunk dropped into the 

water. He had scarcely started to swim toward 

shore when a rifle cracked and he "went away 

from there.” 
We caught fully a dozen in this trap, and sev¬ 

eral were kept two or three days before they 

were shot. Not one exhibited any one of the 

celebrated traits of this animal while in the trap, 

although latterly the box was handled with less 

■ and less care. Men get used to- handling even 

dynamite. Neither did one cause any disturbance 

after being thrust into the water, except one. 

A friend who had been exchanging sweet 

nothings in a hammock one Sunday evening 

with a young woman friend did not notice a 

striped animal as it wandered across the porch 

until it was too late. He was present at the 

obsequies of an unfortunate which was caught 

a morning or two later. In a spirit of revenge 

he called to the man behind the gun, after the* 

rifle had cracked once: “Shoot him for me, too. ’ 

As the breeze was strong from the sea there 

were no breakfasts eaten that morning in the 

settlement. That was the only violent death that 

had a sequel such as Mr. Jaques says are in¬ 

variable in his experience. However, these 

skunks may have been strongly local in their 

character, as some natives in that particular part 

of Maine hated to give up a cent upon any pre¬ 

text, violent or otherwise. 

After a dozen or so had been killed I returned 

to New York on business. A few days later I 

received from my wife a letter in which she 

unconsciously made the very unflattering asser¬ 

tion: “We haven’t seen a skunk since you left.” 
R. F. R. Huntsman. 

Braislin’s Birds of Long Island. 
Few localities in the United States have been 

so thoroughly gone over for birds as Long 

Island, New York. The residence of two of the 

early ornithologists, and later of gunners, ob¬ 

servers and collectors, and a favorite shooting 

ground, it has many times been explored for 

birds from end to end and from ocean to sound. 

Such men as Dutcher, Allen, Dwight, Chapman 

an*d the Lawrences, together with many others, 

have at different times reported interesting birds 

and interesting facts about birds from the region. 

The last list to appear is that by Dr. William 

C. Braislin, published in the “Abstract of the 

Proceedings of the Linnaean Society” last issued. 

Dr. Braislin’s list is a bringing together of pre¬ 

vious observations and records to which are 

added his own up to date of issue, and besides 

this he gives a bibliography of 253 titles which 

cover all that has been done on Long Island. 

The number of species given is 364, besides 

one unnumbered which the . author and Mr. 

Dutcher believe ought to be included in “Birds 

of Long Island.” This is the European long¬ 

billed curlew' (Numenius arquatus). The A. O. 

U. committee does not take that view of the 

specimen, and it is therefore not numbered. 

Among the species given are the extinct pied 

duck, the heath hen, several species introduced 

from Europe, together with a number of wan¬ 

derers, which have reached these shores from 

the old world. 
The work of compiling the lists both of species 

and of the bibliography is extremely well done, 

and the list is particularly useful to every New 

York ornithologist. Dr. Braislin is heartily to 

be congratulated on so excellent a piece of work. 

Egg* and Young of Game Birds. 

Carman, Man., Jan. 31.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In all my hunting for partridge nests 

I have found only two, one with twelve eggs and 

one with thirteen. I also once came upon a 

brood of very young partridges which must have 

been just from the nest. It was on an old road¬ 

way on the hillside above the mill pond which 

ran my mill near London, Ont. The wind had 

blown a lot of leaves on the road and from among 

the leaves an old hen partridge started, and 

flapped away very slowly, until she had led me 

about twenty yards from where I first saw her, 

when she flew across the mill pond and I went 

back. I found one or two of the young birds 

each with its head under a large leaf, and as I 

looked longer and longer I discovered one after 

another until I saw twelve in all. They were 

absolutely motionless and silent. I moved away 

very carefully for fear that I might step on 

them, and sat down close by, and in about twenty 

minutes the mother partridge flew back to where 

she had left the young ones and gave a call, and 

at once I could hear the leaves moving and see 

the young birds run to their mother. 

I found a wild turkey’s nest one day in a big 

brush heap where I was looking for some nice 

straight poles to put across my head race to 

keep out driftwood and ice from the flume. I 

saw a very nice straight ironwood pole in the 

center of a brush heap and got up on top of 

the brush heap to cut it, and at the very first 

cut into the pole up flew a hen turkey close to 

my head. For the moment I was somewhat 

startled and taken by surprise, not thinking that 

there were wild turkeys so near the mill. This 

was near a pine wood scrub, mixed with oak, 

and beech scrub. I counted thirteen eggs in the 

nest, and as 1 had a hen which wanted to set 

I decided to come back the following Wednes¬ 

day with a basket and take the eggs and put 

them under the hen; but when I returned to the 

nest there was nothing in it but empty shells. 

I saw once a Canada goose sitting on a nest 

in the middle of a lake of some sixty acres. 

She had made her nest on top of a muskrat 

house. I kept a good distance from her so as 

not to disturb her. 
The farmers’ sons here when they plow near 

the sloughs often find duck nests in May and 

early June. I once found a mallard duck nest 

on top of a stack of wild hay on my brother s 

farm near Boissevain, Manitoba, in the year 

1882. W. H. r. 

The Passenger Pigeon Book. 
Toronto, Can., Jan. 23.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have had the pleasure of reading a 

copy of Mr. Wm. B. Mershon’s book, “The Pas¬ 

senger Pigeon.” While knowing that the com¬ 

piling and publishing of this very interesting and 

instructive work has been a labor of love with 

Mr. Mershon—and no doubt this genuine am. 

whole-souled sportsman is satisfied to work for 

nothing in the interests of his fellow sportsmer 

and posterity—yet the sportsmen of this conti¬ 

nent, custodians of libraries and others shoult 

see that he has not to bear the whole expense 

This most valuable educational work, showing 

how rapidly extermination by unwise method! 

can be accomplished, should be in the hands 0 

every sportsman on the great American conti 
nent. E. Tinsley. 



Shooting About. 

New York, Jan. 25.—Editor Forest and Strtam: 

I11 looking over a tile of the Forest and Stream, 
I came across a discussion of the merits of dif¬ 
ferent revolvers for different purposes; and it 
occurred to me that some things which I have 
noticed about certain revolvers, would interest 
those of your readers who are interested in this 
sort of weapon. 

My experience in the West began before the 

double-action revolver was well known, when 

they were little used, and the gun was the old 

single-action .44 six-shooter, generally the Colt 

•44. called the “Frontier,” or the Colt .45, which, 

I think, was called the “Peacemaker.” It was the 

same as the United States army pistol, and had 

a 7 A-inch barrel. The .45 cartridges were easier 

to get, and I think that in those days pistols were 

not commonly made to shoot rifle cartridges. 

I shot a Peacemaker for the first time when I 

was nine years old, and, as that sort of thing has 

always interested me, I have kept up shooting, 

more or less, ever since. I never did any ex¬ 

hibition work, nor anything that would be men¬ 

tioned as real target work, like the making of 

scores, such as I occasionally read of; but I did 

learn to carry a pistol unconsciously, and to get 

,it out quickly. I never saw any exhibition shoot¬ 

ing except a little done by professionals; and 

no good-natured competitions among men who 

habitually carried guns recur to my memory. [ 

hate always understood, moreover, that one 

would as soon not let the other fellow know how 

good he was, lest it might impair his chance of 

open, fair play in case of a serious altercation; 

still, in this I may be wrong. It was not, as I 

1 emember, a common thing for men to make di¬ 

rect personal remarks about each other’s shoot¬ 

ing, and I have read" that it was out of the ques¬ 

tion for a man of good sense to ask another to 

et him look at his gun unless they were very 
■veil acquainted. 

The old .45 is certainly mighty bad medicine, 

md you can feel pretty sure that if you hit a 

nan in the body with a good one, he will not 

'and up and keep on shooting long. T never saw 

1 man shot in the trunk this way that did not 
oil over at once. 

When I was about eleven years old, there was 

very qmet man on one of the ranches to 

1 took a Sreat liking. I tried to pattern 
iter him ; this seemed to please him, so it was 

!a[ 1 l,sed t0 so with him a good deal. PTc was 
nth me that year when I killed my first antelope; 

i fact he killed it, although T had fatally 

otinded it. and. what killing he did, he always 

"it i his pistol. T had taken the liberty of 

f !!In “SP°ke” °n account of an expression 
lls. I have spoke”—his if>se dixit. I don't 

"nk any one else called him Spoke. 

ter we had raked the antelope just men- 

oned, when Spoke had put him behind his 

' other WTtm°Ved al°ng’ and by and by 1 £ot other. It was getting toward night, and cold; 

’ Wef,g UP the two antelope, and hurried 
me for the night work. In the morning Spoke 

and I went to get the antelopes, before chore 

time; and when we got near the place where they 

were hung, he noticed that they were both torn 

down. Then he said that there were two moun¬ 

tain lions there, and that they probably were 

asleep; then he added, “We’ll walk up, and I’ll 

shoot the first one in the neck, and see him bend ; 

then you can take a shot at the other.” I had 

not seen them, but of course I believed him, so 

we tied the ponies to a plum bush and walked 

nearer. We were pretty close before I saw any- 

thing, then one of these handsome animals ap¬ 

peared to me, moving its head a* though it was 

lapping something. Spoke fired before I knew it. 

Uiat big cat just rose, and, arching his back like 

a cat stretching after a nap, collapsed, and began 

to claw and tear things up. I got the other as he 

jumped away, but with a rifle. I think we were 

easily fifty steps away, but Spoke told me some 

years later that he had always felt pretty sure up 
to fifty steps. 

d he pistol shooting of Spoke’s was free one- 

hand work. He said he liked to get them "n 

the neck just behind the skull, because it “made 
’em bend.” 

Spoke was quite a character. At that time, al¬ 

though he was only twenty-six years old, he had 

quite a faculty with the men, even the older or 

the married men; and it was he who was always 

sent info town for those who did not turn up 

the Monday after pay-day. . They all liked him, 

and he always brought back the delinquents. My 

father, who was one of the owners, sent him a 

year s subscription to a Springfield weekly paper. 

-This, paper he liked very much and afterward 

continued to take on his own account. Fie 

thought so much of it that I have known him to 

make a sixteen-mile trip to the post-office after 
dark to get it. 

I had many occasional evidences of Spoke’s 

skill with his .45. Once some years later, when ] 

was manager of a place, he was with me. One 

morning we started to the ranch from one of the 

line-camps, and, as the weather was hot, we set 

out at five in the morning. We had got about 

a mile from the camp, when we turned a corner 

in some soft swale near the creek we were fol¬ 

lowing, and came right on a grizzly and a cub. 

Without a word Spoke shot her in the hip That 

worried her a good deal. The ponies were both 

startled, the cub had run up a tree to its first 

hmb, but the old bear seemed more exercised 

about her hip than about us,. As soon as Spoke 

could, control his pony, he gave the bear his 

favorite shot behind the ear, and that was fatal. 

She raised herself a little with her hind feet, -and 

pawed her cheeks with the front, like a dog try¬ 

ing to slip his collar, snarling and* spitting blood. 

Then she tried to come toward us, but she did 

not walk straight; she fell, and was so quiet that 

T thought her dead, so I killed the cub. When 

he fell from the tree, the old one woke up, but 

she could not walk, and Spoke said she would die 

soon; so I loped back to the camp and brought 

three of the boys to take in the quarry. When 

"e got back to Spoke, she was dead. 

As we rode along I told Spoke how surprised 

I was to see a man with only a pistol unneces¬ 

sarily attacking a grizzly; particularly a bear with 

a cub. He simply said, “You needn’t be; it’s 

safe enough when you are not too near and on 

horseback.” It was then that I asked him if he 

would give me an idea of what a gun was good 

for, to which he replied that he did not like to try 

a thing like that, for he did not think he could. 

“I shan’t say a word about it,” said I. For 

some time that was all that was said about that, 

but after we had proceeded five or six miles, 

Spoke called my attention to two rocks near the 

trail whose parallel faces were perhaps eighty 

steps apart. “You was askin’ for a show. Now 

take them rocks,” said he. “I’ll banter you; but 

don t say nothin about it.” So he rode midway 

between the rocks, facing at right angles to them, 

then fired twice without fully turning in his 

saddle, or leveling his gun as high as his chest. 

These rock surfaces, of irregular shape, might 

be approximately six feet in diameter and about 

fifty feet either way from the marksman. They 

were both hit as near the middle, I should say, 

as a man could judge at the distance. The two 

shots were incredibly close together. It was the 

best practical exhibition of pistol shooting I 
ever saw. 

Accepting the banter, I tried it three times 

without hitting the second rock. Spoke shot 

from left to right, and I wanted to ask him if 

he could shoot as well the other way, but I did 

not. It was never mentioned between us sinc^ 

Whenever I passed those rocks alone after that! 

I always tried that shot, and although I can 

now get both rocks, I don’t get the center of 
the second. 

The other boys, especially the older ones, were 

good shots, too. They used to kill rabbits, 

coyotes, grouse, squirrels and occasionally deer 

and bears while on the line. Some of the boys 

had rifles in camp, but cartridges were different, 

expensive, heavy and hard to get, so they were 

seldom carried on the saddle, unless there was 

fear of Indians. Spoke and I once pistoled a 

black bear, and roped her two cubs. . Such a time 

as we had dragging and driving the cubs to 

camp! Spoke did a little clever rope work, get¬ 
ting his as it was climbing a tree. 

On Sundays, sometimes, the minister or the 

priest would come, and hold his service in the 

men s dining room, which was run by the wife of 

one of them. After dinner the crowd would 

chase rabbits or wolves. We always tried (and 

often succeeded) to pistol any seconds that actu¬ 

ally broke the pack. Occasionally of evenings 

the boys would take a lamp to the smithy and 

run bullets. I remember how they used to dis¬ 

cuss the different cartridges from the eastern 
companies. 

Each used to carry a round or two of new 

cartridges for business, and a lot of home-mades 

to shoot about” with. Then there were the dif¬ 

ferent powders and mixtures of grease—and the 
catalogues. 

Spoke never took to the new models that others 

had their tries at; and he did not need to; but 

he used to say the .45 was a “wicked wallop,” and 
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so it was. In 1892 I bought a “New Navy,' 

and one day that year, while visiting my father 

at his home near one of our cities, I got it to take 

a shot at a rabbit in the orchard. I missed 

Bre’r Rabbit twice and he ran through the open 

meadow toward the cottage of a neighbor, soon 

stopping to look and listen. This was a big, long 

shot, but I fired and got him. That night our 

neighbor came over with a bullet which he said 

had gone through the side of the house, a closet 

door, the foot of a bed-stead and torn up a 

counterpane. He suggested that I be more care¬ 

ful. This was letting me off so easy that I 

thanked him for his moderation and invited my¬ 

self to return with him to see if it was all true. 

Well, I saw the bed and the door; that was 

enough. I did not dare to ask, “Was the closet 

wall plastered?” 
A few years ago I was buying cattle in the 

Republican valley, and had this revolver with me. 

One wintry morning, after having left the town 

where I was stopping at about six o’clock, some 

three or four miles out, a coyote ran across the 

road in front of me, went down into a ravine, but 

came out on the other side, and took his stand 

behind a small sunken pile of cut weeds on the 

edge of a stubble-field. It was quite a distance, 

but I took a quick shot for fun, and, seeing that 

he was wounded, put the horse in pursuit. I 

found him in the stubble, not far from the weed 

stack, exhausted. Some farmers took the carcass 

into town, and when I came back there, the skin 

had been taken off and salted for me. This 

coyote was nearly a hundred yards away.- He 

was shot through the ribs. 
It seems to me many do not realize how 

dangerous a good pistol cartridge is in point of 

carrying power. Penetration through seven- 

eighths pine does not mean so much to me. I was 

once riding down a shallow canon, when a .45 

went through the leather leg of my chaps, 

through my boot leg, and, after a moment, fell 

down in the boot. That hurt so I nearly fainted, 

but I turned in a jiffy and went up on the divide 

to see who did it. About a quarter of a mile away 

was one of our boys, a friend of mine. He had 

shot at a jack-rabbit, grounded it, and had just 

ridden up to pick it up. I don’t remember hear¬ 

ing that shot, but I had a bruise on my leg like 

one from a hammer-blow that was black and blue 

for a fortnight. It was not a very uncommon 

thing for us to find a wounded steer or heifer, 

even sometimes a dead calf; and I have since 

concluded that they were probably injured by 

stray bullets. 
Gradually I began to think, as the result of 

occasional “shooting about,” that a smaller cali¬ 

ber would answer all the needs of a -45, s0 far 

as a weapon of defence against human kind was 

concerned. I still have my old brace of -45’3 

which I sometimes carry hunting; and keep my 

belts and holsters, which the boys got from Cali¬ 

fornia and gave me for Christmas presents, as 

souvenirs; but the cartridges are heavier, and 

that used to seem quite a difference, particularly 

on hot days. I had bought a single-action in the 

early eighties; one with a 5}4-inch barrel; later 

I got another with its barrel cut 6x/2 inches. They 

are both good, and the actual difference in 

shooting is imperceptible, still I have a little 

more faith in the longer one. 

As I wrote at the beginning, revolvers have 

always interested me; so, I have bought and 

tried a number of different kinds, styles and 

calibers. Some of these I have disposed of, but 

I still have, besides those just mentioned, two 

“New Service” .45, 6l/2- and 7j/£-inch; two “New 

Navy” .41, 6-inch; two old-style Colt .38, with 

4y2- and 6-inch barrels—these are the best, in my 

opinion, of the double-actions .for quick work; 

two Military and Police, 5- and 4-inch, one with 

a square handle, also one “Marine Corps” model. 

Any one of these is good enough to aim with, 

and might be quite as good to point with, if one 

had not become used to the grip of the other 

kind. Still, the fact remains, in my case, there is 

nothing of any consequence to be done with a 

double-action that can not be done with the 

other. 

I do not consider it valuable to get ninety-nine 

out of a hundred deliberate shots, but if I can 

merely point the pistol, and get, say five out of 

six, or even the two first, in rapid succession, 1 

feel as though it will answer the purpose. Of 

course the first mentioned accomplishment de¬ 

mands and develops great steadiness of nerve, but 

the latter makes up for that in effect, by giving 

possibly a weaker man an equal fighting chance. 

It seems to me the first thing is to get used to 

your pistol, so that you can hold it where you 

point it. Instinct helps in pointing, and practice 

aids instinct. When you are used to it, and can 

put your shots where you want them, you can 

then acquire speed, and control distance; but it 

takes a lot of time, and is bound to help out the 

ammunition factories. You always use the same 

regular load of powder, so that you become ac¬ 

customed to the recoil. Factory loads work the 

best and last longer, although good home-mades 

are good for several weeks; after that, the grease 

having got into the powder, seems to hurt it. I 

want a smooth handle, because, unless I use 

gloves, if I shoot much, the checking hurts my 

hand, and I can not do as well with gloves. By 

shooting often and quickly at objects far apart 

you become handy sooner or later, so that you 

■can occasionally get a rabbit running, a bird fly¬ 

ing; by practice on horseback, in vehicles, or in 

boats, you get used to them, too; while a well- 

developed pointing instinct makes fair work in 

twilight or darkness possible. 

A man, to “make good” with a pistol, as a 

weapon of defence, must select one that will, 

when it hits squarely, knock a man down; then 

he must learn to get there first. On the other 

hand, men who talk and write of high-power 

rifles would be amazed at and incredulous of the 

efficiency and reliability of long-barreled re¬ 

volvers in the hands of those who know how, 

when shooting game along runways or from 

horseback. Wm. Ford. 

The Closed Time on Grouse. 

Glens Falls, N. Y., Jan. 30.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In common with many others I 

have been interested in the reports of the scar¬ 

city of ruffed grouse that have appeared in your 

columns. There seems to be no doubt that the 

birds are very scarce and in danger of extermina¬ 

tion in some sections. 

There has been much talk of a revision of 

the game laws at Albany and we might reason¬ 

ably expect that the grouse would receive the 

protection it needs, but if the report of this 

proposed law, as it appears in the newspapers, 

is correct, we are doomed to disappointment. 

The law as reported shortens the season two 

weeks and limits the bag to twenty in a season 

and four in a^day. The two weeks off are good 

as far as they go, but this bag limit is about the 

poorest attempt to do nothing and have it ap¬ 

pear like something that has ever come to my 

notice. It sets the limit where nineteen out of 

twenty hunters during the present scarcity could 

not pass it if they tried, and the public is sup¬ 

posed to look on it as a measure of protection. 

If the twentieth man who had the time and skill 

to exceed the limit should wish to do so, who 

would detect him? He might not even know 

himself at the end of the season unless, he kept 

count. 

The new law as proposed on hares and rab¬ 

bits, closing the season on Nov. 30, is an injus¬ 

tice to the rabbit hunter, but would save a few 

birds that would be shot after the season closes 

by these hunters. 

If the reports of scarcity are to be credited 

this grouse law is entirely inadequate to the 

occasion. A closed season will have to come 

sooner or later, and the later it comes the longer 

it will have to be. At the end of another open 

season many a good cover will be entirely ex¬ 

hausted, and in view of the habits of these birds 

and the gradual destruction of their natural 

haunts it is unlikely that they will ever be found 

there again. It is the presence of these birds 

in accessible covers that makes grouse shoot¬ 

ing the popular sport it is, and when it becomes 

necessary to make long {rips into the backwoods 

sections to find them their popularity will be 

a thing of the past. If there are any sports¬ 

men who favor a close season on these birds 

they should make a plea for. it at once to Com¬ 

missioner Whipple and use their influence to 

see that no such half-hearted substitute as that 

proposed should be put through. 

C. B. Pope. 

The Season in Delaware. 

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The shooting season in Delaware, 

which closed on the 31st of December last, was 

one of the best we have had for years, particu¬ 

larly in Sussex county. A favorable breeding- 

season gave the quail a good start, and when the 

shooting opened good reports came from all 

sides. Both quail and rabbits were plentiful, 

and we hope the next season will give just as 

much sport, as a good many birds have been left 

over. The activity of the Delaware Game Pro¬ 

tective Association resulted in several seizures 

of unlawful consignments. The law in Delaware 

is unique and is intended to stop the sale of 

game by inflicting its penalties on the dealer, the 

man who buys it to sell again, and in spite of 

the difficulties of securing this kind of evidence 

we were this year successful in getting a con¬ 

viction on this score. 

Situated as Delaware is at about the northern 

limit of game-plenty in the eastern States, we 

are particularly anxious to preserve in our little 

State the existence of Bobwhite against the 

depredations of market hunters and severe win¬ 

ters. 

Almost nothing has been seen-of the Chinese 

pheasants released several years ago, and the 

supposition is that they have been killed or have 

wandered away. J. Danforth Bush. 

All the game lasvs of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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aching in the Yellowstone Park. 

'he Yellowstone National Park, with its 

0 miles of wilderness teeming with game of 

iy kinds, offers a strong temptation to 

chers, while its deep woods and sheltered 

eys make detection and arrest by the limited 

rol of scouts and troopers difficult of ac- 

iplishment. It is therefore not surprising 

learn that some of the more lawless in- 

itants of the region adjacent to the park, 

pted by the high prices brought by hides, 

ffiies, and, in the case of elk, teeth, have in 

past years driven a profitable trade by 

oting big game in the park, 

ast winter a gang of four trophy and tusk 

ters, Charles Isobel, Oscar Adams, William 

kley, and Charles Purdy, operated in the 

< and its vicinity openly and defiantly, 

atening to kill any one who interfered with 

n, and so terrorizing the inhabitants of the 

cent region that it was difficult for the 

ers of the law to obtain information as to 

r whereabouts or to secure evidence that 

Id justify an attempt at conviction. They 

away with their plunder and would have 

osed of it safely for a large sum, had not 

B. Morgan, State Game Warden for Los 

eles county, California, learned that two of 

men, Binkley and Purdy, had stored with 

os Angeles taxidermist a large number of 

-s, horns and tusks of big game. Morgan 

to the taxidermist’s place and by dint of 

istent search, found the hides and horns 

rneath the floor of an unused room. The 

teeth,'which Binkley, fearing that he and 

.vife might be searched, had brought into 

Angeles sewn into the gowns of his little 

I, were not recovered. The news of the 

;t was soon known to the game officials of 

Western States, and to the Department of 

culture at Washington. As all attempts to 

ress the nefarious practice of killing elk 

heir teeth had hitherto been unsuccessful, 

mportance of the capture of two prominent 

hunters was immediately recognized and 

•ous efforts were begun at once to bring 

Senders to justice. It was learned that the 

had been shipped to Los Angeles from 

[x Binkley and Purdy were accordingly 

to Pocatello, Idaho, to answer the charge 

lipping illegally secured game from Idaho 

difornia in violation of the act of May 25, 

commonly known as the Lacey Act. At 

ial, which occurred on April 26, 1907, both 

pleaded guilty and were fined $200 each— 

naximum penalty under the law. Purdy 

to jail in default of payment. Binkley paid 

ne, but .was held with Purdy to answer 

:r charges. After an unsuccessful attempt 

nvict them of shipping game out of Idaho 

ilation of the State law, they were sent to 

Yellowstone to be tried by the U. S. 

nissioner for the Yellowstone Park for 

j game in the park. The trial, which was 

Dn Sept. 16, resulted in a second convic- 

ind they were fined $933—the amount of 

osts of the trial. Neither paid the fine. 

’ey were accordingly lodged in the guard 

Purdy is still in confinement, but after 

1 weeks detention, Binkley escaped, and is 
t large. 

ing the progress of these events attempts 

nade to locate Isobel and Adams. Isobel 

ie leader of the gang, and it was regarded 

as especially important to get hini into court. 

These attempts were unsuccessful; but on Nov. 

12, both Isobel and Adams were indicted at 

Cheyenne, Wyo., on evidence furnished by 

Purdy, who was sent from Fort Yellowstone as 

a witness. Thus, while three members of the 

band are still at large, they are liable to arrest 

at sight and are not likely to venture to resume 

operations in the park or the elk country ad¬ 
joining it. 

Meantime Gen. S. B. M. Young, the superin¬ 

tendent of the park, and his corps of troopers 

and scouts have begun a vigorous and systematic 

campaign against poachers that has rounded up 

a number of offenders. On Oct. 16, Scout S. 

M. Fitzgerald, and Private Bernard A. Purcell 

A YELLOWSTONE PARK DEER. 
Photographed by O. A. Anderson. 

found a man in the park, on West Gallatin 

River, whose equipment of two guns and four 

traps and possession of a marten skin, the lungs 

of a deer, and the remains of a grouse gave so 

palpable an explanation of his presence in the 

park, that they took him into custody. He 

proved to be an Austrian from Aldrich, Mont., 

by the name of Jacob Garnick, and as he was 

unable to give a satisfactory answer to the 

double charge of hunting and killing wild ani¬ 

mals, and having unsealed firearms in his pos¬ 

session, inside the boundaries of the park, he 

was convicted two days later and sentenced to 

pay a fine of $50 and $16 costs. In default of 

payment he spent five days in the guard house, 

when his fine was paid by another Austrian, and 

he was released. 

On the same day that Garnick was arrested, 

Scout S. D. Graham and Private Roy McCardia 

met John Winegar, an old offender, and Charles 

Mackert, who were passing through a aorner 

of the park with unsealed rifles and arrested 

them. They were tried on Oct. 16 on the 

charge of violating the regulations requiring 

that all firearms be sealed during transit through 

the park. Mackert was fined $50 and half the 

costs, $9.30, and Winegar was fined $100 and 

the other half of the costs. Mackert paid his 

fine at once, and was escorted out of the park 

by way of Riverside Station. Winegar was un¬ 

able to pay his and went to the guard house, 

where he remained for eighteen' days, when a 

relative discharged his obligation and he was' 
sent out of the park by way of Gardiner 

On Oct. 3i, Maj. Henry T. Allen discovered 

t ie remains of a duck near Tower Falls Station 

a station in the park in charge of a non-com¬ 

missioned officer, Corporal Samuel E. Nelson 

Maj. Allen made complaint against Nelson, who 

SVo" ’ nd &Uilty’ 3nd fined $5° and costs> 

A few days later Scout Peter Holte and 

Corporal Porter found in and near the park- 

remains of several elk and moose which had 

been shot and from which teeth, heads, or other 

parts had been removed. Tracks in the snow 

led from the carcasses to an abandoned camj> 

on Thorofare Creek, just outside the boundary 

of the park. This camp, it was ascertained, 

had been occupied by Fred W. Chase, a taxi¬ 

dermist of Cody, Wyo., and two fellow towns¬ 

men, Gus. Holtz and Harry Workman. In¬ 

formation was sent to Cheyenne on which war¬ 

rants of arrest were issued, and the three men 

were brought to trial and fined $100 and $80 

costs each. They signified their intention of 

appealing, and pending the arrival of $Soo bonds 

cw'isrbondsmen'^ <• 

Another offender was secured on Nov 20 

when Scout McBride found Joseph Staukl, of 

Electric, Mont., hunting in the park and 

brought him to Fort Yellowstone. Staukl was 

tried the next day, convicted, and sentenced to 

pay a ne of $50 and costs, amounting to $14 60 

and to forfeit his gun. As he was unable'to 

pay the charges, he was placed in the guard 
house, where he still remains. 

p Finf"y’ ab°Ut the first of December, George 
Broadbent, of Marysville, Idaho, was arrested 

for killing an elk in the southwest corner of the 

park He was tried on Dec. 4, pleaded guilty, 

and, despite his statement that he did not know 

he was in the park when he killed the elk w 

sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and the costs 
his trial, amounting to $9.50. 

1 bus since last August eleven men have been 

convicted of poaching in the Yellowstone Park. 

J he commendable vigor with which the cam¬ 

paign is being pressed cannot fail to exercise a 

strongly deterrent influence, and it is reasonable 

to assume that the park will soon be free from 

depredations by human marauders. 

was 

of 

New York Legislature. 

In the Assembly Mr. Ferguson has introduced 

a bill which provides for the addition of the fol¬ 

lowing to the present trout law: “Trout taken 

from any private pond or stream or from any 

stream on a private preserve or from any State 

or private fish hatchery or waters used in con¬ 

nection therewith shall not be sold, exposed for 

sale or possessed for the purpose of selling at 
any time.” 
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Open Season for Deer. 

Norwich, N. Y., Jan. 24 —Editor Forest 

and Stream: There will be a movement 

this winter to have our Legislature put 

the open season for deer back where it 

formerly was, from Sept. 1 to Nov. *5. Per¬ 

sonally, I think this should be done, and as I 

do my hunting in October, and have for years 

past, I trust no one will accuse me of selfish 

motives, so far as venison is concerned. I am, 

however, selfish as far as human life is con¬ 

cerned. 
It is not only a mistake to put all of those 

who hunt deer in the Adirondacks into the 

woods during the short period of six weeks, 

as called for by our present law, but it is an 

absolute wrong. It very much increases the 

danger to human life, as a large majority of 

all who hunt deer in the mountains do so dur¬ 

ing the last twenty days of October, just be¬ 

cause the open season closes on the 31st of that 

month. 

If all these hunters be divided into three 

classes, we may not be far wrong, namely, 

those who wish to hunt in September because 

the weather is mild and they can then best take 

their vacation time in the woods; those who 

prefer hunting in October when the leaves are 

to some extent off the trees and brush, when 

the weather is crisp and venison in better con¬ 

dition; and those who prefer to still-hunt in 

November when venison is at its best, and can 

be taken home without danger of spoiling dur¬ 

ing transportation, and used in the family. 

If the open season thus be made to cover 

two and one-half months it will much better 

accommodate all classes of deer hunters, will 

more evenly distribute thte number of hunters 

in the woods at any and all times during the 

open season, and will very much lessen the 

loss of human life, for the.re will not be as 

many mistaken-for-deer shootings as now. 

There need be no fear that the deer will 

decrease in number if violations of the game 

laws are prohibited. We have enough deer, 

and will have enough for all legal killing. I 

can speak for thirty years of active experi¬ 

ence deer hunting in the Adirondacks. We 

have many more deer now than in 1878, and 

they will steadily increase if all illegal killing 

is stopped, even though we have two and one- 

half or three months open season. Food con¬ 

ditions are very much better for deer now than 

formerly, and with the dogs strictly kept out 

of the woods, there need be no fear that deer 

will decrease if they are hunted until Nov. 15 

or later. 

Last October our party came out from camp 

before our set time was up. Why? Simply, 

because we had all the venison we had use for 

and did not wish to shoot more. We were 

hunting on the same ground where we began 

thirty years ago, and deer are much more 

numerous now than when we first hunted in 

that section. 

Reports show that less deer were shipped 

from the Adirondacks last season than in any 

season the past few years, and also that in the 

short season of six weeks we had eight or 

more men killed, while in Maine in ten weeks, 

where many more men hunt than hunt in New 

York, not one man was mistaken for game and 

shot. It is estimated that from seven to ten 

thousand persons hunted big game in Maine 

this past open season, 2,151 of whom were 

nonresidents. Why, then, shorten our open 

season to give more protection to deer? Why 

not lengthen the open season and better pro¬ 

tect the lives of those who hunt deer? We 

have all the deer we need, but no family has a 

father, husband, son, or brother to spare. 

Again, it is a bogy or bugbear to think that 

a few days’ hunting on snow, if it comes, in 

November will exterminate our deer. Let it 

again be stated; we have and will have all the 

deer all our hunters are entitled to, under pres¬ 

ent laws and restrictions, if our open season be 

from Sept. 1 to Nov. 15. Maine allows hunt¬ 

ing until Dec. 15, and nearly all the open sea¬ 

son of ten weeks, in that region, is on snow. 

For years my party went into the woods the 

first week in November, and came out the first 

day of December, as the law permitted hunt¬ 

ing until' that date. For the past several years 

we have done our hunting in October, and 

can get more deer and easier by still-hunting 

on leaves than when we hunted on snow. All 

our venison all these years has been taken by 

still-hunting, and that method of hunting is all 

that its name implies. The fact that we can 

hang up deer when still-hunting on leaves 

clearly shows there are more deer now than 

in years past, when we hunted on snow. 
An acquaintance, living in the western part 

of the State, who has had nearly if not quite a 

half century of experience, and who is familiar 

with the Adirondacks, writes as follows: 

•‘I do not know as you are aware of the 

feeling many in this corner of the State have 

against the law passed last winter cutting off 

the two weeks in November for hunting deer; 

in fact, that act shuts out one-half of us from 

participating in the pleasure of deer hunting 

almost completely. We can’t go in October 

when the weather is warm, hunt on the leaves 

and get deer and have them spoil in trans¬ 

portation. If we go into Maine and get one or 

two the Lacy Law catches us up. Pennsyl¬ 

vania gives us the latter half of November to 

capture a buck deer, but prohibits us from 

taking it out of the State.” 

It is expected we are to have a resident, non¬ 

resident and alien hunting license law from the 

present Legislature, and it is thought this will, 

to some extent, help protect hunters from 

being shot, especially if some restrictions or 

requirements are provided for in the law. It 

is also thought it will to some extent lessen 

the number of hunters, though this seems 

doubtful. With this we should have a close 

season for guns, so that it will be unlawful to 

have guns of any kind in the Adirondack Park 

and adjoining counties during the close season 

for deer. A law of this kind -will go further 

to protect our deer than any protective law 

now on our statute books, excepting, only, the 

law which prohibits the use of dogs in deer 

hunting. It will keep a lot of game poachers 

and hobo hunters from camping in the woods, 

during much of the close season for deer, and 

stop the killing of deer all the year round. 

It seems quite clear that we have and will 

have enough deer for all lawful, sportsmanlike 

shooting even if the open season should be 

extended, as some claim it ought to be, until 

the last day of November. If, on trial, this 

should result in saving the lives of hunters, it 

will be well to keep it in force, even should 1 

neer decrease in number. That would bri 

its own remedy, for when game is scarce fev 

men go hunting, and that would act as a h 

ance in a natural way, allowing the deer 

again increase. 

Flowever, I am confident that we will h; 

all the deer needed, with an open season of 1 

-or twelve weeks, if illegal killing of deer 

stopped. Let us try it and find out whetl 

it will protect the hunters and save huir 

life. Of what little value is animal life wl 

compared with human life. Talk with or wi 

your assemblymen and senators, -asking th 

to consider this question, and help enact la 

which will better protect those who go hu 

ing. Clarence L. Parker 

Junior Sportsmen. 

The annual meeting of the Junior Branch 

tile National Sportsman’s Association was h 

recently at the Plaza Hotel, and the follow 

officers and committees were elected: Willi 

E. Reis, Jr., President; Roy Floyd-Jones, 

Vice-President; David Coddington, 2d Vi 

President; Samuel Crawford, Jr., 3d Vice-Pr 

dent; Captain J. A. H. Dressel, Treasurer ; 

Philip M. Seixas, Secretary. Games Commit 

-—Chairman, Clifford L. Binn; John C. \ 

Riper, George H. Berlin, Stanley McNabb, 

L. Proctor and W. L. Regan. Committee 

Fish and Game—Chairman, F. R. White; Fr 

erick J. Sullivan, John T. Ellingwood, S. S. 1 

Glave, Jr. Camp and Forest Committee— Ch< 

man, Oscar Carlson; Reginald Telfair, Art 

Kinkade and Claude L. Smith. Committee 

Shooting—Chairman, John Langdon Les 

Arthur Stone, Harry S. Devaga, John L. 1 

Ginnes, Harry Blanchard, Leonard McCloy ; 

Clifford Guenther. Ways and Means Commit 

—Chairman, Carl A. Dannefelser; Harry V. 1 

fair, John Joseph Fish, William Cogsvydl, V 

ter Bihn and Plenry C. Berlin. 

The committee on camp and forest repor 

that many new camps were organized during 

year, and that there are now nearly 1,000 be 

camps in the United States, showing that 0 

400 different summer camps have been added 

the list during the past three years. All the 

ports of other committees were laid on the ta 

owing to the time taken for the annual electi 

but another meeting will be held next week ; 

these reports taken up. 

Membership tickets at $2 per year will 

issued to any boy wishing to join the Junior Bra: 

of the National Sportsman’s Association. M< 

bership to the association also includes a s 

son’s pass to the Motor Boat and Sportsma 

Show, held each year at Madison Square G 

den, and a subscription to a monthly magaz 

to be published of general sports and woodcr 

which will be the media for summer car 

throughout the United States, with other inter 

ing news. Entries for the shooting contests r 

be sent to the secretary and treasurer of 

Junior Branch of the National Sportsman’s . 

sociation, Room 10037, Metropolitan Life Bh 

No. 1 Madison avenue, New York city. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained fr 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer 

supply you regularly. 
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The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

My vacations spent in the Ticonderoga hills 

near Eagle Lake have for many years been dur¬ 

ing a part or the whole of July, August and Sep¬ 

tember each season, and as the only shooting 

allowed at that time was red squirrels, wood¬ 

chucks and porcupines, locally but erroneously 

called hedgehogs, I have been able to study the 

partridge. 

Eagle Lake and the surrounding wild forest 

country, stretchihg to the southward for twenty- 

five miles or more in a straight line1 without -t 

human habitation, with its score or more of 

lakes, like Pharaoh, Pyramid, Putnam, Paradox, 

Gooseneck, Crane, Round, Otter and Rock, has 

neen of late years one of the best natural grouse 

covers in the southwestern Adirondack's. Potter 

and the neighboring mountains are covered from 

summer to late fall with most luxuriant supplies 

if huckleberries, blackberries and raspberries as 

>vell as great quantities of the red fruit of win- 

ergreen and running partridge vine. There are 

nany hills and. knolls covered with pines, white 

>irch and poplar trees, and the lakes, ponds and 

prooks are fringed with the favorite alder, white 

he numerous large swamps, thickly grown with 

lemlock and cedar, afford ideal locations for 

food and refuge during the winter months. 

I first began shooting grouse in this locality 

tbout six years ago when there was a period 
SOLID COMFORT. 

of great forest fires to the west and south, and 

is blackberries were unusually plentiful that 

/ear, the birds came'in flocks to the shores and 

fills about the lake, and were as tame as 

chickens, showing that they had been bred in 
■olitary places. 

On one occasion our dog started up a covey 

of more than twenty full grown birds within 

hirty feet from the road.over which a large 

our-in-hand mail stage had just passed. A few 

lays later a local shot and I killed in the timber, 

till-hunting and with an untrained mongrel ter- 

'ier, twenty-three large grouse, including two out 

>f a flock that ran across the road by a little 
'rook at nightfall. 

About three years ago birds began to decrease 

long the lake shore and hills adjoining, although 

he food supply was as usual, and no spring or 

ummer shooting had been permitted. The 

•roods seemed to be scarcer and smaller, and 

t was only late in the fall that the luscious 

crries along the roadside and in shaded places 

eemed to bring down the abundant flocks from 

he back country. As late as September, 1906, 

saw and heard more than fifty full grown par- 

ridges on a single trip from the lake over a 

muntain trail to a farm down by Lake Cham- 

lain, twelve miles. At about the time of de- 

rease in the number of our summer coveys by 

ie lake the mink suddenly appeared in great 

umbers. The fish had been nearly exterminated 

> the shallow waters and had retired to sunken 

lands near the lake channel. This drove these 

irry vermin to the haunts and nesting places 

f the grouse and hares, and the nightly cry of 

icse young quadrupeds was frequently heard. 

Mink were everywhere, and the hills and cov- 

ts for at least half a mile from the lake seemed 

ive with them. T once noted a light brown 

°lher and four nearly full grown, almost black 

'’ting ones all together, not twenty feet from 

y thicket, four being on a single flat stone by 

the roadside. There were also many weasels. 

I had a theory that these mink were the de¬ 

stroyers of many nests and young birds that 

year, but lately the high price of five dollars a 

pelt cut down the number so effectively that I 

did not see a single mink in that section, although 

I watched eagerly for them. But the mink in¬ 

vasion was, of course, only local, accidental and 

quickly remedied by the demand for fur. 

The true cause of our great shortage in grouse 

I announce with a certain amount of caution, 

because no writer has even hinted at it, and my 

own investigations have not been as thorough as 

I would have liked. One thing is certain, the 

hedgehog peril has fallen upon our entire county 

like a pestilence. Corn and grain fields on the 

hill farms have been so devastated by these pests 

during the last few years that the Essex county 

supervisors have at last been forced to offer 

twenty-five cents for each scalp and pair of ears 

brought to them. They are particularly fond of 

sweet apples and it was no unusual occurrence 

for a farmer to find all his best trees ruined in 
a single night. 

Early in September I was spending a night at 

an old farm house in Ticonderoga when five 

“porkeys” attacked a small sweet apple tree 

hanging over the summer lean-to kitchen about 

bed time, and although I had not my favorite 

treeing dog along, succeeded in accounting for 

five in a few minutes with the aid of an old 

musket hastily pressed into service. 

Unfortunately the hedgehog dens are all along 

the warm rocky hillsides sloping toward the 

south and east, and about laying time these heavy 

brutes sally forth at night ravenously hungry, 

quartering back and forth upon every square 

foot of territory, looking for food. Camps are 

invaded, porches and floors destroyed, all barrels 

and boxes and wooden pails consumed. 

In this quest for food before any vegetation 

has appeared, except the trailing arbutus and 

“Mayflower’’ (wood violet), is it reasonable to 

believe that a neat nest under the low hemlock 

bush has escaped their investigating and mis¬ 

chievous search? This is a time when farmers 

are busy with spring planting and no city sports¬ 

men are on hand to investigate. Hence the 
lack of information. 

In conversation with several whilom farmers' 

sons from our section, now New York business 

men, I learn that the hedgehog has always de¬ 

stroyed the eggs of poultry and turkeys during 

hatching time, even as bad as the hated skunk. 

One cottager on Eagle Lake shot and killed 

no fewer than ten hedgehogs last season and I, 

with pistol and lantern, accounted for a dozen 

more. Some weighed fully twenty pounds. 

So scarce were the birds that I knew almost 

the exact number in two coveys that survived 

between the lodge and hotel, a distance of one 

mile. I believed them to be all old ones, so 

wild and strong were they, but one day I caught 

a bird napping just back of the lodge and she 

proved to be a spring pullet, 4he only young 

grouse I saw from July to October, and the only 

bird bagged. There were more woodcock than 

I have ever seen before. The season opened 

and continued very cold and backward, snow fell 

about the last of May in many parts. The mos¬ 

quitoes, punkies, flies and gnats lasted until Sep¬ 

tember, and after sundown life in the swamps 

and by the lake shore was simply unbearable. 

Finding no birds coming down I looked for them 

on the high tablelands and found where a small 

covey had evidently spent the entire summer. 

They were all strong old birds. Some college 

men exploring a similar bit of country ran into 

a flock of more than fifty grouse. Those seemed 

to be all the birds left in the vicinity. The sea¬ 

son was a failure in the way of wild fruits. 

Peter Flint. 
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Western New York for Protection. 

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: On Jan. 8 about one hundred and fifty 

sportsmen assembled in our city and organized 

an association to be known as the Western New 

York Sportsman’s Game and Fish Association, 

with the following officers. P. V. Crittenden, 

President; Charles H. Babcock, Ireasurer; 

James Annin, Jr., Secretary, and an executive 

committee consisting of W. S. Garrett, of Lyons, 

Wayne county; E. A. Bowman, of Medina, 

Orleans county; J. M. Stoddard, of Shortsville, 

Ontario county; W. E. Horton, of Geneseo, Liv¬ 

ingston county, and John R. Fanning, of Roches¬ 

ter, Monroe county. The president and treas¬ 

urer are residents of Rochester, and the secre¬ 

tary is a resident of Caledonia, Livingston county. 

The association hopes that the other counties 

of western New York may become members. 

The meeting with one exception unanimously 

adopted the following resolution after a full dis¬ 

cussion : 

Resolved,' That the laws relating to forest, fish and 

game in the counties of Orleans, Monroe, Livingston, 

Ontario, and Wayne, should be amended as follows, viz.: 

First—That the taking of woodcock should be limited 

to the number of twenty-four for the season and not 

more than six shall be killed or transported at one time 

by the person taking the same, and that the season 

open Oct. 1 to 31, both inclusive. 

Second—That the taking of grouse should be limited 

to the number of twelve for the season to a person, and 

not more than four shall be killed or transported by 

any one person at one time, and that the open season 

therefor be Oct. 1 to 31, both inclusive. 

Pheasants.—That there be an open season for the 

taking of male or cock pheasants, and the same be 

Thursday of each week during the month of October, 

and that not more than one be taken on each Thursday 

by a person, and that the sale thereof be prohibited. 

That any person taking such pheasant shall, on or be¬ 

fore the 1st day of December in each year, make and file 

with the clerk of the county of which he is a resident, 

an affidavit stating the whole number of pheasants taken, 

the date each was taken, and the town and county in 

which each was taken. 

Whereas, All the States, with few exceptions, now have 

a hunter’s license law, as well as all the Provinces of 

Canada, while this State is furnishing free shooting to 

people of all States and nations, we deem a license law a 

necessity as well as a matter of justice. 

Therefore, Resolved, That we cannot too strongly urge 

upon our Governor, the Legislature and the Forest, 

Fish and Game Department that such a law be at once 

passed; and we deem the following fees for license to 

hunt fair and reasonable: To residents, $1; to non¬ 

residents, $15; to aliens, $25 per year. 

Whereas, There has been reported more or less shoot¬ 

ing of ducks in the waters of the bays adjoining Lake 

Ontario off the counties of Orleans, Monroe, and Wayne, 

and Conesus Lake from gasoline launches. 

Resolved, That*Section 21 of the forest, fish and game 

law be amended prohibiting the shooting of ducks, geese 

and brant from any boat containing any propelling de¬ 

vice or appliance except oars or paddles. 

Sunday Shooting.—It is the firm belief of the members 

of this meeting that the unlawful hunting and shooting 

on Sundays is the greatest menace to our game and 

song birds of all kinds, and that the class of persons 

engaged therein is as a rule irresponsible or composed 

of fcfeigners. Therefore, 

Resolved, That the Commissioners of Forest, Fish an.l 

Game is hereby requested, through the game protectors, 

to more rigidly enforce the law; and further 

Resolved, That the sheriffs of the counties of Monroe, 

Orleans, Livingston, Ontario and Wayne, and the con¬ 

stables of the several towns of said counties, be, and 

they are hereby, requested to enforce the law against 

Sunday hunting and shooting. 

Game Refuge.—Whereas, It has been reported that As¬ 

semblyman Eggleston, representing Orleans county, pro¬ 

poses to introduce a bill in the Legislature looking to the 

preservation of the Oak Orchard and Tonawanda swamp 

lands as a forest preserve. It is hereby 

Resolved, that we are strongly in favor thereof, and 

we would respectfully ask the members of the Legisla¬ 

ture from the counties here represented, in both 

branches thereof, to aid Assemblyman Eggleston in the 

accomplishment thereof; and we suggest that the law ‘net¬ 

ting the same aside as a forest preserve, provide that the 

same be a game refuge. 

Whereas, The National Association of Audubon Soci¬ 

eties has issued an appeal for the saving of the wood- 

, cock for extermination; 

Resolved, That this meeting is in favor of an amend¬ 

ment of the law prohibiting the taking of woodcock for 

a period of five years. 

Resolved, That the law should be so amended that the 

open season for taking all kinds of upland game close 

at the- same' time. 

John R. Fanning. 

“My Friend the Partridge.” 

Hendersonville, N. C., Feb. i.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have been so much interested in 

following the story of “My Friend the Par¬ 

tridge,” by S. T. Hammond, that I desire to ex¬ 

press my full appreciation of it. I, too, have 

had about forty years’ intimacy with this splen¬ 

did game bird, and have read during that time 

so much nonsense written about it, that it is 

refreshing to read something that personal ex¬ 

perience has again and again verified, 

I have read each copy of Forest and Stream 

carefully, and Mr. Hammond’s story with very 

much pleasure, largely so because it is so evi¬ 

dent that what he writes he has experienced— 

the cunning of the bird in covering its flight 

with a large tree, for instance.. I remember a 

couple of years ago being out with a friend 

when my pointer dog came to a stiff point on a 

little mountain brook, my friend on one side 

and I on the other, the dog just between us 

and no large timber in the way, though plenty 

of small growth, and hardly any cover. The 

grouse did not wish to rise; and so I picked up 

a piece of wood and tossed it to the spot I felt 

sure the bird was. It fell nearly on the bird. 

It rose at once, but not over six feet from the 

ground, so F scarcely had a chance to shoot 

above the dog. It was a close shot, and I 

bagged it. Had there been large timber, he 

would no doubt have risen behind it. I have 

often seen this. 

Again Mr. Hammond well describes the drum¬ 

ming of the grouse. I remember reading but 

a few years ago something a certain so-called 

sportsman wrote of his having walked up to 

about twenty feet of a log on which an old 

cock was drumming, and that he saw him drum 

by beating his wings together above his back. 

An impossible thing—they can’t be put together 

without unjointing them, and the grouse is not 

so tame anyhow. 

To me one of the great charms of hunting 

this bird and bagging him, is because of his 

foxy nature. You never can tell what he is 

going to do. And, too, the charms of the 

woods in which he is found add so much to 

the sport of hunting him. 

Here in the North Carolina mountains we 

may tramp for hours without seeing a grouse 

and get discouraged—if not used to the ways of 

the bird—and then having shouldered your gun 

in disgust, up gets an old cock in a most un¬ 

expected place. One must be always on the 

qui vive, ready at any time to shoot, as it often 

happens that after you have passed by one, he 

will rise and go the other way. and you must 

be quick. All this and so much more has Mr. 

Hammond seen, and each number of Forest 

and Stream I get, I turn at once for his story. 

Ernest L. Ewbank. 

New Publications. 

Days Off and Other Digressions. By Henry 

Van Dyke. New York, Charles Scribner's 

Sons. Illustrated in colors; 322 pages, $1.50. 

All who have read Dr. Van Dyke’s “Little 

Rivers” and “Fisherman’s Luck’’ should have 

a copy of “Days Off.” The definition of the 

term, he says, is “a day that n man takes to him¬ 

self”; but “nine times out of ten he will find 

that he can’t get a really good day to himself 

unless he shares it with some one else. * * * 

Every man owes it to himself to* have Some .days 

in his life when he escapes from bondage, gets 

away from routine, and does something which 

seems to have no purpose in the world, just be¬ 

cause he wants to do it. * * * There is a bene¬ 

fit as well as a joy in finding out that you can 

lay down your task for a proper while without 

being disloyal to your duty. Play time is a part 

of school time, not a break in it.” 

Among the doctor’s stories is one that has to 

do with a young man who was to have been mar¬ 

ried at 12 o’clock on a certain day at a little 

chapel in Tadousac. But in the morning he rose 

and hooked a great salmon that fought long and 

stubbornly, so that the canoe men followed hint 

down a long series of rapids before he was finally 

subdued. It was a record fish, and in the exulta¬ 

tion of the victory, its captor forgot, as he had 

forgotten all through the fight, of the passage cf 

time. When his attention was called to that 

fact, he was twenty miles from town, with many 

rapids to be poled up, a long drive at the end, 

and less than two hours’ time. The canoe men 

made haste, but on the road the buckboard broke 

down, a horse fell and was lamed, and the bride¬ 

groom arrived at 12:30 to find a note wishing 

him luck in his fishing. 

Ornithological and Other Oddities. By Frank 

Finn, B.A., F.C.S., late Deputy Superin¬ 

tendent of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 

With 56 illustrations. Cloth, 295 pages. New 

York, the John Lane Company. 

Mr. Finn believes that the average man feels 

more interest in natural history, as in other in¬ 

tellectual matters, than most learned folk give 

him credit for, and this belief has led him to 

bring together in this very beautiful book thirty- 

eight brief chapters, chiefly on birds, but three 

or four of them on mammals, articles which in 

the past he has contributed to various English 

periodicals. The volume is profusely illustrated 

by good photographs, some of them of very rare 

birds. The author’s position in India gave him 

great opportunities for observation, and in many 

cases he not only sets down things about the 

birds which are well known to naturalists, but 

also some matters which are new. 

The subjects of which he treats are most vari¬ 

ous, beginning with Sexual Selection, the Court¬ 

ing of Birds, Hybrid Birds, and so *qn, he runs 

on to Mimicry, Moulting, the Toilet, Talking 

and Fighting. There are chapters on “Osprey’ 

Farming, a Calcutta Bird Colony, Indian Game 

Birds and Wildfowl, Japanese Aviculture, and 

the Zoology of Herodotus. The chapters are 

written in a light and pleasing style, and Anieri 

cans who read the book will learn a great deal 

of birds and of some mammals that hitherto they 

have only heard of. The book can be heartily 

commended. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

VII.—One-Piece Bait-Casting 

rO make a rod of the second class, in which 

the handgrasp is to be single and nine 

inches in length, the wood for the tip, in- 

lusive of the agate top, will be approximately 

8^4 inches long, as the ferrule center on the 

arge end of the tip will enter the handgrasp fer¬ 

ule about Ij4 inches. These ferrules should be 

5-32 of an inch in diameter and of the type shown 

u Fig. 17. The large end of tip is marked for a 

istance equal to the small end of the center, 

nd the wood carefully reduced with a file until 

: will enter the center snugly to its very end. 

s illustrated in Fig. 34. The center is then 

fig. 34. 
arge end of tip, shouldered to fit a capped ferrule center. 

emented on, and the tip is ready for its rubbed 

oat of varnish and the winding. Obviously 

fis tip is to be made of the same diameter as 

ids of the first class—described in a preceding 

hapter—save that it begins to taper at the 

':rrule. 

Rods of this class are not always made with 

vo tips, but this can be done by purchasing 

vo centers to fit the ferrule in the hand-grasp, 

y making one tip as described above, and the 

ther one with a rapid or hollow taper for six 

iches above the ferrule, then gradual to the 

nail end, practically two rods will be the re¬ 

fit. One tip can be stiff, for distance casting. 

fig. 35. 
l'errule riveted on wood core of hand-grasp, pine sleeve 
Jdy to be glued on, and reel-seat and corks for grasp. 

id the other one more willowy, for accuracy 

light lure casting—a very useful combinj- 

ni. I have made a tip of this sort from 

■thabara which will cast a quarter-ounce lure 

cely, and is so well proportioned that it is 

pleasant rod to fish with. The dimensions 

How, and may be compared for reference with 

ose given in Fig. 29. The center is 15-32 of 

1 inch, and the wood tapers quickly at first, to 

Rods with Separate Hand grasps. 

23-64 at the six-inch mark; at 12 inches, 21-64; 

18 inches, 19-64; two feet, 17-64; 2>4 feet, 15-64; 

three feet, 13-64; 314 feet, 11-64; four feet, 5-32; 

4.14 feet, 14; 5814 /inches, at the top, 7-64 of an 

inch. 

A separate single hand-grasp can be made as 

follows: Fit the ferrule (Fig. 17) on a piece of 

light but springy wood like spruce, dagama or 

greenheart. This must be rounded nicely and 

the ferrule seated on it just so that the center 

will not touch the wood. Cement and rivet the 

ferrule on to the core, fit a pine sleeve over the 

wood and the ferrule, with forward end of sleeve 

tapered to fit a reel-seat like that shown in Fig. 

16. Now try the reel-seat, and when it fits snugly, 

with its lower end extending a quarter-inch be¬ 

low the pine sleeve, glue the sleeve on the wood 

and the reel-seat on it, and rivet or screw the 

reel-seat in place. 

Slide a perforated cork forward over the 

wood and work the end of the reel-seat into it 

until it butts against the end of the sleeve. Glue 

this cork in place, following with others until 

the total length of grasp, inclusive of reel-seat, 

is nine inches, when the wood core is cut off 

and the cork finished and fitted with a butt- 

cap. A hand-grasp of this form will never come 

apart if properly made. Its parts are anchored 

at both ends. 

If to be cord-wound, the pine grasp is fitted 

over the wood core and ferrule, the taper placed 

over the ferrule and the grasp fitted to it, as in 

Fig. 35. Beginning at a point that will be 

covered by the after end of the reel-seat, the 

grasp is wound a few times with cord and the 

reel-seat fitted over it. The core is then coated 

with glue and the grasp pushed forward until 

the reel-seat and the tapered end of the grasp fit 

closely, when the winding is resumed and tied 

off at the shouldered butt end. The butt cap 

and reel-seat being riveted in place, this sepa¬ 

rate grasp is ready for shellac and varnish. 

If to be double, and cord-wound, the. forward 

grasp is first fitted over the wood core, the 

taper (Fig. 18) pushed up against the welt on 

the ferrule, and a few turns of cord wound on 

the tapered end of the upper grasp, then this 

grasp glued in place on the wood core, with 

the winding covered by the taper. Continue to 

wind down to the cylindrical part, fit the reel- 

seat and glue it on, wind a few turns over the 

lower grasp, try it and finally glue it in place, 

then wind to the shouldered butt end and fit 

the butt cap. The two parts of the pine grasp 

abut inside the reel-seat, as illustrated in Fig. 33. 

Twa-Piece Bait-Casting Rods. 

For a rod consisting of two pieces of equal 

length, it is well to begin with a butt three feet 

long ana 34-inch square, and two tips, each 

three feet by Jfj-inch. If the taper is to be the 

same as in the rod of the first class, the only 

extras will be a 17-64 inch ferrule with two 

closed-end centers, one for each tip; The tips 

will taper from 17-64 to 7-64 inch. 

Naturally the beginner would make the butt 

first, whereas I advise him to make the tips 

first, for this reason: The offset and tub'e tops 

are not all of the same length, and if it is de¬ 

sired to make all pieces exactly the same length, 

the tips should be finished first. This applies 

especially to three-piece rods, in making which 

it is difficult for the beginner to figure correctly 

on the separate parts; for the length of the tip 

is added to when the top is put on, and each of 

the ferrules adds something, so that it is hard 

to get all pieces of the same length without 

wasting time trying and cutting until all are 

correct. I give exact lengths for each piece, 

but if it is desired to make the rod longer or 

shorter than five and one-half feet, it must be 

remembered that the trimmed tip shown in Fig. 

38 is slightly more than one-half the total length 

of the rod, for the reason that the ferrule on the 

butt adds iJ4 inches to the actual length of the 

wood; hence the wood in the butt must be 

slightly shorter than the wood in the tips, in 

order that all parts will be the same length 

when completed. 

Extreme care must be exercised in fitting the 

centers on the tips, as the least uneven place 

will force the center out of true alignment, and 

this applies to the ferrule, too. It is also easy 

to break a tip in sandpapering. When the tips 

are finished (see Fig. 37) they will be 33 inches 

in length and 3314 when fitted with centers and 

tops, as shown in Fig. 38. When polished for 

the last time, they should be rubbed with 

varnish and suspended. 

fig. 35A. 

A cork single hand-grasp and a cord-wound double hand-grasp. 
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One of the common bevel-gear drill stocks, 

with a chuck large enough to take a J^-inch 

drill can be made to serve you in a way its 

manufacturers probably never thought of. This 

tool is made with a revolving wheel and handle 

on one side, for the right hand, and a stationary 

knob on the other, for steadying with the left 

hand. Remove this knob and fasten its spindle 

in the vise, wheel and handle on top. The 

chuck will take one of your tips, but do not 

close it too tightly. Turn the wheel with your 

left hand and polish your tips with a bit of sand¬ 

paper held in the right hand, moving forward 

and back very rapidly, to prevent circular 

scratches. If the tip is springy, be very careful 

as you approach its small end, for with this 

makeshift lathe you may snap off the end if 

you happen to let the sandpaper slip and catch it. 

By fitting a wood plug into the ferrule and 

securing the other end of the plug in the chuck, 

you can polish the butt or joint of your rod, 

but it is advisable to have some one else turn 

the wheel while you support the rod with one 

hand and polish with the other. This of course 

applies to tips, too. 

The butt of your rod will be 32^ inches long 

when ready for ferrule and hand-grasps (see 

Fig. 39). It will taper from 15-32 at the for¬ 

ward end of grasp to 19-64 at the ferrule, it 

being remembered that the cap or shoulder on 

this ferrule is 1-32 of an inch larger than the 

cap on its center. 

At first the tip may seem too heavy, but it 

must be remembered that it should be heavier 

in a wood rod than in one of split bamboo, and 

that whereas many split bamboo tournament 

rods are made with very little resiliency in the 

butt, the wood rod, when the tip is placed on 

the floor and pressure applied, should show a 

nice arch for more than half its length from 

the tip, while there should be quite a bit of 

spring below the ferrule. There is no fixed rule 

for determining how much to take off the butt. 

Testing it repeatedly will be the best plan, but 

if it still seems too stiff, the diameter of the butt 

must be reduced with the greatest care, else you 

may go too far. Placing the ferrule in the 

center of the. rod requires more care in trying it 

out than if there are two ferrules—as in a three- 

piece rod—but practice with reel and weight will 
satisfy you. 

When the taper of the butt joint suits you, the 

grasp is put on as described in Chapter VI., the 

wood is. finished as described for the tips, rubbed 

with varnish, and it is then ready for winding. 

It is made without pins through ferrule and 

centers, as will be noted. Pins keep the ferrules 

in place, but unless put in by an expert, they 

may weaken the wood where it needs strength, 

and good cement may be depended on. At 

most a ferrule may work loose, but it is merely 

necessary to warm it temporarily to secure it 

until it can be removed and put back with new 

winding or a little more cement. 

All of the best rods are equipped with pinned 

ferrules, and they seldom work loose. But these 

are fitted by expert workmen, aided by the 

finest machine tools. As I am writing from 

the beginner’s point of view, I advise cement 

far from home, there is no troublesome pin to 

pick out. Instead, you warm the ferrule, push 

out the broken wood and set the ferrule on a 

freshly fitted part. 

I have made several rods of this type, of split 

bamboo, bethabara and jucara prieto, varying 

in length from 4]/z to 6l4 feet. They have all 

been used in tournament casting and in fishing 

for black bass and great northern pike. Some 

of them have killed pike of six pounds and 

under, and numerous black and rock bass. 

Addendum to Part III. 

So many anglers have asked me why I omitted 

Tonkin canes from the list of fishing rod mater¬ 

ials, already published, that I have decided to in¬ 

clude them whfen these articles appear in book 

form. , 

Tonkin-canes come from the province of that 

name in French Indo-China, on the Gulf of Ton¬ 

kin, an arm of the China Sea. Probably most 

of them are cut in the valleys of the Black and 

Red rivers, which lie due east of Mandalay in 

Burma, and as Calcutta and Tonkin canes grow 

in the same latitude, this may account for the 

belief held by some that Tonkin canes equal 

Calcutta bamboo for rodmaking purposes. It is, 

however, a fact that very few professional rod- 

makers will admit that anything can equal first 

class Calcutta canes. A veteran says one reason 

why he is inclined to use Tonkin is found in the 

fact that good Calcutta canes are very difficult 

to obtain, and with them there is so much waste. 

Many of the Tonkin canes furnish thicker 

material than the other variety, and if properly 

seasoned and selected, make excellent fly- and 

bait-casting rods. Not all of them are burned, 

which furnishes another reason for their popu¬ 

larity. Some are stained unevenly before they 

are split, and when the strips are matched and 

glued these mottled places appear here and there 

on the rod, giving the effect that is so pleasing 

to anglers of the old school who, through cus¬ 

tom, prefer the mottling to the white 'enamel of 

unburned canes. The staining is a harmless pro¬ 

cess, and may he produced in several ways. 

Tonkin differs materially from Calcutta. The 

knots are smaller and less troublesome, and in 

the rough beveling you can plane through the 

knots with safety. This cane is much coarser 

than Calcutta, more brittle, and in breaking a 

strip the surfacd gives way in long splinters, 

leaving softer pith strata which are tough but 

not springy. Because of its greater stiffness ii 

is used for tournament rods. It resembles some¬ 

what our Southern canes, but its surface is 

darker and the fibres reddish. It is harsh and 

glassy, soon dulls the edge of the plane, and must 

be handled carefully or the hands will be cut and 

scratched. 

Tonkin canes cost more than Calcutta. Rod- 

makers who use them will not say much about 

them. I do not pretend to know which is the 

better material. I will, however, state that I 

made two fly-rods at the same time, one from 

the best Calcutta I could obtain; the other from 

Tonkin. The Calcutta rod required twice as 

much time and showed many imperfections. The 

Tonkin rod was satisfactory. Both were exactly 

alike. The best French glue was used on both. 

Amateur Rodm&king. 

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have read the articles you are pub¬ 

lishing in Forest and Stream on amateur rod 

making with a great deal of interest. 

D. J. M. Stokes. 

40. 

Racine, Wis., Feb. 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I am receiving Forest and Stream 

all right and enjoy it very much, especially the 

articles on rodmaking. They are worth the price 

of the paper alone to any one who enjoys mak¬ 

ing his own outfit. 

Charles F. Browne. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any nezvsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

only. Should a joint be broken while you are 

FIG. 36. 
Tip planed to octagon section. 

FIG. 37. 

Tip ready for mounting. 

FIG. 38. 

Tip fitted with center and top. 

FIG. 39- 

Butt joint finished and ready 

iwwi?imtuiuulnminitt .1- 

..A.. 
Split bamboo tournament rod with cylindrical cork hand-grasp. 

~.-Ffti — I I I-1 : —r- 

iFs 

Bethabara casting rod. 

~i-r 

Jucara l’rieto casting rod with double cord-wound hand-grasp. 

FIG. 
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A Fly-Tyer’s Kit. 

[How to keep his materials in compact but 

onvenient form is at first quite a problem for 

le amateur fly-tyer. The method' described 

erewith is that of Mr. George Bankhart, who 

as followed it for many years, and appeared 

ver his signature in the London Fishing 
lazette.—Ed.] 

Take ordinary (boys’) school slates—as many 

s you like—remove the slate from each, and in 

s place put a sheet of thin metal (not likely 

0 rust). Brass or zinc are preferable (mine 

-e zinc, as it is easily perforated by small holes, 
f which more anon). 

The size of these slate frames is immaterial, 

id may be left to the discretion of the owner, 

he smaller ones are more compact for carry- 

g about, and the larger will hold the greater 
lantity of storage material. 

If a cheap knockabout apparatus is desired, 

:>e the ordinary cheap slate frames; if some- 

in? more elaborate is wanted, have them 

ecially made of mahogany (mine is a kind of 

.ition de luxe, being made of mahogany, and 
dished). 

It is more important to have the frames made 

a fair thickness, because (see section of 

unes in diagram) the spaces between, when 

d flat together (as folded up), give more or 

"s accommodation according to the thickness 
■ the wooden frames. 

Let the zinc (as in diagram No. 1) slates be 

,atly covered by grey paper pasted over them 

5 pleasanter to deal with than crude metal, 
d less, slippery). 

,1 his is the principle of the whole construction, 

e frames will open quite flat (as shown in 

igram No. 1), and you can add as many 

mes as you desire by bringing them together 
s in diagram No. 3. 

Ve now have, practically, a “book” composed 

these frames, and will proceed to deal with 

arrangements of contents, but if more “ac- 

nmodation" is desired, keep adding fresh 

mes or make them larger in area (see dia- 
m No. 4). 

he two outer frames should be strengthened 

a cross-bow, which also acts as a partition, 

s ^protecting the outside of the case from 

heavy blow it might get by accident, and 

5e outer frames have no zinc divisions, only 

ate on the outside to complete the book. As 

be seen later on, they are to contain card 

es for hooks and large feathers (as in dia- 
m No. 8). 

he interior arrangement is as follows: The 

cr co\ered area is to be divided into as many 

ions as the size of page renders convenient 

he following way. Take woven elastic (rub- 

bands are not good, they get cut through 

quickly) braids (or bands), pass through 

'ures cut in the zinc (at x x x x in diagram 

5). and stitch the ends together (on one 

only); put no “special tension” on these 

, ands just fairly stretched—because that 
es in the next operation. 

!V:de these horizontal bands into as many 

,0ns ^ y°u wjsh, and it will depend on the 
o. the grey space how many will be con- 

ent (see A. B. in diagram No. 5). 

3 ^ne steel drill and at the junction of 

. these actions drill three holes through • 
^inc. to allow a needle and some stout silk 

ass through. Now stitch the rubber braids 
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HIS LUCKY DAY. 

Reproduced from an old print in the collection of Russell W. Woodward. 

through the zinc plates by these holes, so as to 

fasten them down one on each side of the plate, 

and securely knot the fastenings. This will 

give eight loops of elastic braid on each side of 

the plate of metal, and the area of any one 

“page” of the book will carry (according to 

these rough diagrams) fifty-six elastic compart¬ 

ments, to be used as after mentioned; but first 

let us deal with the bulkier articles used, as vice, 

scissors, hackle pliers, etc. One of the outer 

frame compartments might be used for this 

purpose, but, practically, I find they go in very 

comfortably between two of the ordinary frames. 

Hooks and large feathers (too large to go 

into the elastic compartments) are kept in card 

boxes (see diagram No. 8). These can be made 

of any size to suit the requirements of various 

tastes. The hook boxes can be divided into 

small compartments, or can be left open to 

carry the hooks in manufacturers’ packets as 

purchased. 

Now, the whole convenience of this system 

depends on the way that hackles, and all small 

feathers, are carried, and instead of adopting 

any system of inclosures in envelopes, every 

set of hackles, or feathers, is put into a sort of 

“fringe” of gummed paper, folded up neatly in 

this way AA A to about the width of one of the 

elastic band compartments, and tucked under the 

band in a compact little parcel, leaving the 

feathers visible outside. 

The method looks more serious and trouble¬ 

some to carry out than it is in reality, but a 

set of hackles or feathers (off any one bird) 

when “fringed” (as after mentioned) is a per¬ 

manency. They are never blowing about loose¬ 

ly or get lost, and they make no litter and mess 

on the table. 

The plan of “fringing” is done thus: Take a 

slip of thin, tough paper iy2 in. wide (as long as 

you like). Fold it once down the middle, each 

half being wide. Gum it with ordinary 

gum-arabic along one side only, bout half the 

depth of the and allow it to dry. You 

can keep a stock of these slips for use at any 

time when meeting with a good.^'neck” of 

hackles. 

To mount the hackles proceed thus: FLaving 

cleaned off all the fluff from base of feathers, • 

leaving the stems clear, take a length of the 

gummed paper and open it out flat in front of 

you (on a sheet of blotting paper is very con¬ 

venient), pass a brush of thin gum over the part 

already gummed before, and with a pair of 

scissors snip the ungummed side into lengths 

of, say, 1 in. 

Take a pair of forceps, and with them pick 

up a hackle by the feather part, and lay the 

stem (face surface downward) upon the gummed 

surface A (diagram No. 9), and as soon as the 

space equal to B C is occupied lift up the flap 

of naper B C and press it down on the gummed 

part, inclosing the hackle (or feather) stems 

only; be careful not to snip the paper B beyond 

the medium line (dotted in diagram), or it may 

weaken the “fringe” when completed for fold¬ 
ing up. 

Go on placing feathers and fastening them in 

until you have all done, and note that it is a 

convenience to begin with the larger hackles 

first, picking them up in rotation, so that when 

the “fringe” is completed, and dried, all the big¬ 

ger hackles are at one end of the strip, and 

taper off to the smaller ones at the other end, 

because when selecting a hackle to put on a fly 

you have only to open up the “fringe” between 

the fingers, and you see every hackle singly at 

a glance, as the eye runs along the “fringe” for 

the proper size and condition. There will be 

no loose ones to fly about and make a mess. 

You find the one you like, strip it out of the 

fringe and use it, refold the fringe and tuck it 

under its band of elastic, and it will be there 

safely until again wanted. 

I think it will be seen that with three or four 

pages of the case containing rows of hackles 

(or feathers) arranged in these fringes, you 

can see at a glance exactly what you want, and 

take it out and put it back, without touching 

anything else. 

Diagram No. 10 shows the system, but each 

feather there represents a folded packet of many 

dozens. 
Now to deal with the medium-sized feathers 

used for winging small trout flies, such as old 

and young starling, hen blackbird, etc. These 

are too large for fringing, and I keep them it 

parchment envelopes made to fit into one o 

the pages. They are docketed at ends (Nos 

1, 2, 3, and 4 in diagram No. 11 represent thi 

full length of envelopes), those above slip into 

bands behind them. 
Silks can be kept on reels, if desired, or, a 

occupying a flatter position of storage, pu 

into a “string-case” (made of parchment), th> 

“leaf” which this forms being kept of such di 

mensions as to lie comfortably within th 

boundary of the inner edges of two leaves. 

We now have the “book” complete. It cai 

be either folded flat and slid into a thin tin box 

with a cover over it to keep out moths, or (a 

in my own case) have it covered with goot 

saddler’s brown leather, with a couple of short 

buckled straps to hold the opening edges to 

gether (and when not in general use one fa irk 

strong strap to go round it), and bind the fla 

sides of the. frames closely together. If the; 

fit nicely, no moth can get inside. If no 

thought too extravagant, a covering of stou 

Russia leather would be good, because moths 

etc., dislike the scent of it, and would keej- 

aloof. 

The size of my own box is by nin 

outside the frame edges (nominally 14m. b; 

nin.), and there are six such frames hinged to 

gether, exclusive of the outside ones (whicl 

are fitted with card boxes for books, etc.). Th< 

other four frames carry all the tools required- 

eighty bundles of hackles and other smal 

feathers, and seventy-two larger ones, thirty 

two packet envelopes of wing feathers. A1 

necessary silks in a parchment “string-case.” 

For dubbings (mohair, pigs’ wool, etc.) then 

is a separate leaf made of parchment, stitche* 

across in squares. It fits in between two 0 

the metal leaves, in a similar way to the silk’ 

string-case. Two sheets of parchment ar 

stitched as shown by dotted lines (diagram Nc 

12); in the center of each square in an apertur 

cut out on one side only. The “dubbings” an 

stuffed into the squares to hold as much as con 

venient, and the colors and nature of the ma, 

terial show themselves at the holes, and con' 

sist mainly of dyed pigs’ wool, mohair, an< 

similar coarse fibres, as the finer furs, hare’s ea 

and face, water-rat, and mole fur, are kept (ii 

their skins) in one of the flat card boxes f 

outer frames. I think I have stated every par 

ticular, and I consider the system unique, r 

that by simply turning over any leaf or pag 

you see at a glance all you require, and have m 

need to refer to tabs or labels to find wha 

you want. 

Henry Mann, of Salem, Ore., recently sho 

and killed an animal that has long been puzzlin 

hunters north of the Upper Klamath Lake i 

southern Oregon. For the past seven year 

tracks have been found in the country aroun 

the Big springs, on the Klamath Indian reser 

vation, that were supposed to be those of a bi 

buck. The tracks were of a peculiar characte 

and easily distinguished from other tracks. 

When shot the animal proved to be a sort c 

boar. The carcass weighs over 500 pounds an 

has tusks ten inches long. The hair is Ion 

and coarse and the skin around the head tluc 

and wrinkled. The tail is long and bushy, re 

sembling a cow’s tail. The skin, when take 

from the animal weighed no pounds. 



two orange angular bars in it and ;m orange 
tip, but this was changed in 1903 to the present 
red, white and blue pennant with a white star 
in the red field nearest the mast. 

In 1902 the ma.nland becoming crowded by 

r. ■ 

HAYDEE. 

0, and who yacht for the love of the sport of 
achting. not because it is mere fashion. 
In 1896.^ when Port Morris was a meadow, 

'ith the Knickerbocker club house on the point 
ear the Kills, the Morrisania Y. C. was or- 
anized and incorporated by a collection of en- 
lusiasts, who had started the club in 1893, and 
club house was secured at the foot of East 

56th street, out near the end of Oak Point, 
lere for several years the club grew and many 
n exciting race was sailed over its regular club 
3urse, to and around Gangway Buoy. Not 
nly sailed in summer, but resailed over and 
ver all the succeeding winter around the club 
ouse fire, with the result that when spring re- 
ased the yachts from their icy covering they 
ere put into the pink of condition to decide 
ie wagers made over winter on different 
vorites. Hard sailed match races, such as the 
ankee-Florencc race in October, 1902. or the 
orence-Coquette match in the fall of 1901, 
Inch have gone down on the club record as 
d letter days of the organization, were the re¬ 
nts. Rich in enthusiasm, its club members 
e held together by strong bonds of friendship, 

ie kind of friendship that actually helps a man, 
’t a hollow mockery of it. Friendship that will 
ny a dozen willing men when one is ready to 
ml out his yacht for the winter to help do the 
b. 

The club flag was then a black pennant with 

business interests that began to develop around 
Oak Point, the club sought a more secluded site. 
At that time South _ Brother Island was used as 
a baseball field, being owned, as it still is, by 
J. Ruppert, the brewer. But to get possession 
proved even harder than to procure the lease, as a 
very stout lady by the name of Mrs. Frank had a 
comfortable home on the island as caretaker 
and had no intentions of moving; resisting all 
advances with stout folded arms, clasping a 
double-barrel shotgun, and beside her stood a 
vicious-looking dog. This necessitated bring¬ 
ing suit to obtain possession of the island 
which was finally evacuated by the enemy. The 
last to leave, a little bare-legged urchin, proudly 
remarking as he stepped into a skiff, “Now, 
gentlemen, you are in possession of the island!” 

No time was lost in getting the place into 
shape so as to be useful to yachtsmen. The 
members themselves turned to, and built the 
foundation and laid the floors for the new house. 
Then carpenters were employed to build a two- 
story structure with veranda around two sides, 
the members lending a hand whenever they could 
spare the time from their business. Bathing 
houses were converted into lockers. A large 
barge that a tug boat1 was towing out the 

CLYTIE. 

lowed up these victories around Newark, N. 
J., under the name of Isadora, and has been 
the undefeated champion of the 25-footers 
around Sound waters for the past three years. 
In light or heavy weathers, running or to wind¬ 
ward, Tillie has won a string of trophies her 
owner is justly proud of. 

Another old standby of this club is the little 
black sloop Clytie, owned by Desser & Loewy. 
There are few old-style boats on Long Island still 

The Morrisania Y. C. Sound to drop somewheres and let it drift 
ashore with wind or tide was, for a tip of ten 
dollars, stranded on the island’s shore in front 
of the club house and converted into a dock, 
from which a runway was built out to a float¬ 
ing landing stage in deep water. 

At present the Morrisania fleet numbers forty- 
one boats, sail, auxiliary and power boats being 
represented among them. 

Some of the best known boats in the fleet 
are the Florence, a staunch, able, old-timer of 
the 36ft. class, owned by Messrs. Schroder Bros. 
The Florence still takes part in the annual races, 
though, as .a rule, she is the carry-all for the 
fleet and acts as judge’s boat. 

The Tillie is the crack sloop in the 25ft. class, 
owned by Mr. P. Hagen. Tillie is one of the 
many boats turned out by Wallin & Gorman 
and was launched in 1900 as the “Sprite,” and 
under that name cleaned out all competitors in 
the Lower Bay and adjacent waters. She fol- 

TXLLIE. 

BY C. G. DAVIS. 

EW yacht clubs in the 
near vicinity of New 
York city have the 
many advantages en¬ 
joyed by the members 
of the Morrisania Y. 
C. Alone, free* from 
petty annoyances and 
outside interference 
on the island called 
South Brother, they 
can do as they please 

uul enjoy all the liberties of a Robinson 
Crusoeyet are connected with the mainland 
)>• a launch, making hourly trips to the foot of 
138th street, right where the crosstown trolley 
;ar stops. 

The vicissitudes of this club, the obstacles 
iresented and successfully overcome by its mem- 
>ers well represents the energy and active spirit 
ff its members, composed mostly of business 
nen, men who work and are not afraid to do 

THE CLUB HOUSE ON SOUTH BROTHER ISLAND. 
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in commission that have made the consistent good 
showing as has the sloop Clytie during her 
sixteen years of existence. Built by H. B. 
Robbins in Bridgeport, Conn., about 1891 as an 
open cat, Clytie sailed under the colors of the 
Park City Y. C. for several years. She was 
known as the fastest open sandbagger of her 
class, many of the local salts still recollecting 
her splendid performances. In the latter nineties 
the Clytie was sold to a Mr. Josiah Hawkins, of 
Southport, Conn., who converted her into a 
cabin sloop. This did not interfere with her 
sailing qualities; on the contrary, she made an 
even better showing than when cat rigged. 
Since 1903 the boat has been enrolled in the 
Morrisania Y. C. The present owner has not 
raced the Clytie very largely, although out of 
six races, she won four firsts and two seconds— 
not a bad showing for a boat over sixteen years 
old. 

The sloop Hadyee, formerly the Freyja, 
designed and built by H. C. Wintringham, 
owned by A. D. Morstadt, sailed for years under 
the Morrisania flag. 

The 40ft. cat Marion, with Wade Hixon in 
command, was another well known craft, and 
so was the knockabout Edna, built and owned 
by George Stelz. 

The sloops Desiree. Iolanthe, and so on, a long 
list disappears into the mist of time, each one 
remembered by the older club members in con¬ 
nection with some particular race that for the 
time being created great excitement or showed 
some'remarkable feats of fast sailing. 

Of late years quite a fleet of motor boats 

have been taken into the club. The Elad and 
Ventura are both new boats in 1907, and with 
many other boats, form quite a fleet. 

Several members of the club have erected 
small cottages around the island and during the 
summer months they take advantage of the 
freedom afforded by the island from the heat 

MARION. 
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has to be won twice in succession before it be¬ 
comes the property of the contestant. 

Several members of the club are building one 
design boats adopted by all the clubs in the 
Corinthian Yacht Racing Union, and close and 
exciting inter-club racing is looked forward to 
when the yachting season of 1908 opens. 

In 1901—the last year the club house was or 
the mainland—George J. Oakes was commo¬ 
dore. succeeded in 1902 by J. H. Curtiss, wher 
the club moved to South Brother Island, and hr 
was succeeded in turn each year by Georgr 
Stelz in 1903, John Schroder in 1905, E. F. 

Bartro in 1906, H. Hassell in 1907. 
The club is a member of the Corinthian Yacht 

Racing Union, which includes besides thr 
Morrisania, the Metropolitan, Morris, Stuy 
vesant.. Williamsburg and Manhattan Island 
yacht clubs. 

Sloop Bensonhurst Sold. 

and noise of the city, to give their families an 
enjoyable outing. 

A handsome solid silver cup has been pre¬ 
sented to the club by Mr. A. D. Morstadt, owner 
of the sloop Zaydee for a race around Strat¬ 
ford Shoal Light this summer on the Saturday 
before Labor Day, September. Each contestant 
is to put up $5.00. which goes to make up a 
sweepstake that will be divided as follows— 
65 per cent, to the winner, 20 per cent, to sec¬ 
ond boat, and 15 per cent to third. The cup 

The little racing sloop, Bensonhurst, that woi 
the Lipton cup last year in Gravesend Bay, wa 
raffled off at the mid-winter dinner of the Ben 
sonhurst Y. C. The sloop was owned by ; 
syndicate, with Commodore W. H. Childs a.1 
managing owner, and when the season’s race: 
were over, the owners agreed to settle tin 
ownership of the boat by raffle. 

The numbers were all placed in a large silvei 
cup. a young lady drew out one number whicl 
made Mr. J. M. Arnold owner of the Benson 
hurst. Mr. Arnold then sold the boat to Com 
modore Childs. 

SAIL PLAN OF SHALLOW BILGEBOARD SCHOONER. Designed by C. D. Mower. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, '"Designer,” Boston. 

HOLLIS BURGESS 
INSURANCE of a'l kinds YACHTS For Sale and 
Charter. Yacht Broker and General Marine Agent 

10 TREMONT ST.. BOSTON, MASS. 
Telephone, 1905-1 Main. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (Si STEVENS, 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
IS William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

Canoe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux ("Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time 
and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
”«8KS, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 

to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning and 
tr*VL .!,.?• 0< sustained interest. The ‘Men I Have 
rished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Catching a Tow in the Porgie. 

BY C. G. DAVIS. 

It was Monday morning about 9 o’clock 
when I slowly drifted out into the river in the 
Porgie. We were all alone, the Porgie and I. 

Sunday, a party of four—father, mother, Will 
and I—had made a rattling run up the Hudson. 
Starting from New York at noon, we fetched 
Sing Sing about 7 o’clock that night. They had 
all deserted and gone back to New York by 
rail, leaving me, as I was not working, to bring 
the Porgie home. 

The Porgie didn’t object, and neither did I. 
We would both have been in fine spirits if there 
had only been a breeze; as it was, we had to 
just drift and roast in the hot July sun. The 
only sign of life on the river were the long 
‘‘tows” of canals creeping along the west shore. 
We, the Porgie and I, were tired of doing noth¬ 
ing, and as it looked as if there never was go¬ 
ing to be any breeze, I put out my oars and 
paddled—not down the river, the direction we 
were bound, but over toward the west shore. 
The Porgie didn’t seem to understand this move 
on my part, but I said “nary-a-word.” I 
paddled along with a little scheme forming in 
my occiput. 

If I were to wait for a breeze and sail home, 
it would take me at least one or two days, prob¬ 
ably more; it all depended on the breeze. The 
folks, too, would not expect me for a couple of 
days. Now my scheme was to get a tow behind 

I HOVE THE ROPE. 

one of these tows, of canal boats coming down 
the river, get home by night and surprise all 
hands. 

A long string of canal boats being towed by 
the tug-boat Jas. T. Hart was coming down 
quite near us. The Porgie could not imagine 
what I was up to when she saw me get out a 
coil of rope, make one end fast forward, lead it 
outside the shrouds and then coil it all neatly 
on the top of the cabin. With the oars and boat¬ 
hook handy, 1 let the tug pass and wait until 
the first canal boat was opposite me; then I 
put out my oars and paddled toward the tow. 

When viewed at a distance these tows seem 
to just creep along; but when I ranged up 
alongside the bow of the last “canal,” I began 
to realize that they were going, 

Throwing my oars in with a great clatter I 
jumped forward and hooked my boat-hook into 
her rail to hold on until I could get a line made 
fast. The Porgie now saw what I was up to, 
and, though taken by surprise, was quick to 
resent the insult of being towed, and towed by 
a canal boat at that. She never says anything 
when she gets mad, but acts. Therefore, while 
I hung on to the boat-hook, wishing some one 
was with me to hand me the end of the rope, 
she proceeded to skate out sideways from under 
me. 

As we were being towed pretty fast, it did not 
take long after she shifted her “line of march” 
to bring things to a climax. Seizing the mast 
with my left arm, I tried to hold on to the boat¬ 
hook with my right. I held the mast so it 
could not go any further, but the hull still kept 
going out sideways, and one of two things was 
bound to happen. I either had to let go and 
lose not only all chance of getting home that 
night, but also my boat-hook, or hold on and 
have the Porgie upset. I chose the former 

WILLIAM GARDNER, 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No, 1 Broadway. (Telephone 2160 Rector' New V0rk 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS <& PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 

^e‘htLthey ,t/,avel ® ?anoes- with P^k animals oi 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Boasts aj\d 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national reputa¬ 
tion. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Cr?m,Pilete M"anJal of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building’. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail are given for the building of both these 
Doats. I he information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
sam applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
tne best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.i\oe a.nd Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By . W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A. Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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evil, and came near going overboard when the 
Porgie righted with a jerk. 

Getting once more on my center of gravity, I 
saw the tow slipping ahead with my boat-hook 
firmly jammed into the canal and we, or rather, 
the Porgie (she was boss of the job now) skat¬ 
ing off at a wide angle and rapidly widening 
the distance between us. 

My gymnastic exercises had attracted the at¬ 
tention of the entire population of the tow, who 
now stood staring at me. As a last resort, I 
seized the coil of rope and gave it a heave. 
Great Scott! how I did heave that rope! If the 
end had not been secured forward, it would 
have gone clear over into Jersey. As it was, it 
fell about a yard over the canal’s deck, being 
barely long enough to reach, and a young Irish¬ 
man seized it, and snubbed it round a cleat. 

As soon as the rope left my hands, I bolted 
for the stern. I had got caught once, and that 
was enough. My weight up forward had made 
her plough her nose under and had caused all 
the trouble. 

When safely towing in the canal’s wake, the 
young man returned my boat-hook, and I gave 
him a couple of bottles of “amber water” that 
were in our locker in exchange, while Porgie 
vented her spite by jamming her stumpy oak 
bowsprit into the stern timbers of the canal in 
a way to greatly endanger that “triumph of 
marine skill.” 

Buff&lo Launch Club Show. 

On Monday, Feb. 3. Convention Hall was 
opened for the first annual sportsman’s show of 
the Buffalo Launch Club, under the management 
of Dai H. Lewis, and so far has been away 
ahead of the expectations of the promoters, both 
in point of attendance and in the interest shown 
by the people of Buffalo and vicinity. 

The beautiful decorations; the unique light¬ 
ing system, and electrical effect, as well as the 
pleasing manner in which the exhibits are dis¬ 
played, called forth much praise from the spec¬ 
tators, and experts have said that the exhibition 
is not excelled by that given at New York, 
Boston or Chicago. 

The directors were warmly congratulated for 
placing such a fine show before the public, and 
it is their intention to make it an annual event 
in the future. 

The Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk ex¬ 
hibits carry off the honors in the show, and the 
local exhibitors, among whom are F. A. Ballaw, 
with his Mullins and Racine products; the Iro¬ 
quois Rubber Co., with their fine display of 
shooting accessories must also share in the 
honors. 

The officers of the Buffalo Launch Club are: 
Commodore, L. E. Fisher; Vice-Commodore, 
Fred Feuster; Fleet Captain, G. B. Eggert; 
Treasurer, F. X. Argus; Secretary, Geo. Rix. 

Frank J. Parsons. 

Canoeing. 

Fragments from the ’88 Meet. 
Continued from page 226. 

So the first week went on; it rained one morn¬ 
ing; the morning set down for the competitive 
cruise, a new departure undertaken to satisfy 
the cruising men, and to the unconcealed glee 
of the racing men the event was abandoned; 
but, save that the camp turned out in oilers of 
the most variegated colors, the rain made but 
little difference to the camp, or those who com¬ 
posed it. 

At one time nearly all the clubs indulged in 
uniforms, more or less gorgeous and more or 
less serviceable, but this custom no longer pre¬ 
vails, and corduroy was the material in the 
greatest favor* There was, however, hardly a 

man in camp who wore trousers, as a steady 
thing; for the stockinged leg has things all its 
own way in the world of the canoe. Although 
club uniforms have fallen from favor, the totems 
of the different clubs are still most proudly dis¬ 
played, ancf very original some of them are. The 
sea horse of the Knickerbocker Club was, from 
the first, one of the features of camp, as the 
camp engineer was a sea horse man, during the 
agony of stage building he was in tremendous 
demand, and if he did not succeed in being in 
two places at once, he almost did. Later on “The 
Goat,” the most popular and the biggest craft 
at the meet, was a “sea horse,” and the sea 
horses made more noise during the first week 
than any other two clubs, so that, taken as a 
whole, it was a sea horse meet. The “rat” of 
Newburgh had but few representatives at the 
meet, but the “Turtle” of the Mohicans, and the 
“Frog” of the Rochesters had a good following. 
Two men sported the Circle of Toronto, and the 
Red Ball of the New York, the old and aborigi¬ 
nal, was not badly represented. Of all the 
•totems, however, that of the Jabberwock is the 
most original and awe-inspiring. The Jabber¬ 
wock Canoe Club is the only perfect one that 
exists. It has a name, a totem, and a list of 
members, but it has no officers nor dues, nor 
fixed place of abode. The real Jabber was one 
of the features of the meet.' He is (outside of 
canoeing circles) Mr. Geo. A. Warder, of Spring- 
field, and is not only an enthusiastic canoeist, 
but one of the best story. tellers I ever came 
across, a jolly good fellow in every particular, a 
singularly fresh and charming writer, and an 
amateur photographer whose work is above 
criticism. In fact, the Jabberwock is a genius, 
and, what is more to the point, a genius who 
possesses the gift of making other people enjoy 
themselves. 

The Jabberwock is a hard racer, the winner of 
the western trophy, and a great cruiser, and is 
one type of the canoeist; the Time-killers’ Club, 
who were camped a few tents away from him, 
are of another. The two gentlemen who made 
up this club were, the one, a prominent physician 
in a suburb of New York; the other, a promi 
nent merchant of that city. Both are somewhat 
past the meridian of life, but they enjoyed the 
fresh air, the life of the camp, their long swing¬ 
ing paddles in an open Canadian canoe, and each 
other’s company, as keenly as did any of the 
boys. Their splendid big tent was a center from 
which they dispensed a most _ generous hospi¬ 
tality, and when at the beginning of the “race 
week” they left the camp, they left not only a 
very large vacant platform, but a ver-y large 
vacancy in camp life generally. These gentle¬ 
men loved their canoes well; they had cruised 
in them for long stretches and were well able 
to give points to those who made more fuss about 
their cruising than enough, but they were not 
absorbed in the canoeing whirl by any manner 
of means, and were never guilty of racing. In 
the same row of tents as the Time-killers and 
the Jabber there was a very beautifully propor¬ 
tioned and neatly put-up white tent, chiefly re¬ 
markable for the great number of canoe flags 
and Chinese lanterns that decorated it. This 
was the camp of General Oliver, of Albany, one 
of the original Mohicans, and one who has done 
a great deal to make organized canoeing a suc¬ 
cess. He, too, left just before the racing began, 
and the camp missed him. 

Just one more sample of what canoeists are. 
The last tent in the camp was a very high, 
round one, before which flew the pennon of a 
vice-commodore. This was the camp of Mr. 
W. P.. Stephens, the yachting and canoeing editor 
of Forest and Stream. He is by profession a 
yacht and canoe designer and builder, and his 
interest in aquatics, but particularly canoeing, is 
almost a passion. The whole theory and practice 
of designing, building, rigging and sailing a canoe 
are at his finger ends, and no small number of 
the appliances that make the sailing canoe such 
a perfect craft have been invented by him. Not 
only is he a perfect storehouse of canoe lore, 
but of canoe stories, traditions and legends—in 
all things a most charming companion in camp. 

The great event of that almost eventless first 
week was the great camp-fire which brought it 
to a close. For two or three days before it took 

place two typical and lazy looking Yankee lads, 
with a yoke of oxen, had been at work drawing 
logs and brush wood into the center of a little 
natural amphitheatre somewhat to the north of 
the camp. After gun fire on that Saturday night 
Commodore Gibson gathered a select party of 
fire builders about him, and soon after the sun 
had gone down behind the western mountain a 
long tongue of flame shot up from the great log 
pile, and the bugler blew the assembly until he 
got black in the face. Then the sachems and 
the squaws of the camp came trooping in. The 
seats of the natural theatre were not of the most 
elaborate description, and although ushers were 
unnecessary it took a good deal of time to adapt 
the angles of the rocks to the human anatomy; 
and then, as the flames shot higher and higher, 
the fun began. There were good individual sing¬ 
ing, a splendid quartette, some good stories and 
impersonations; but the choruses were the event 
of the performance. After a song had been 
encored, someone deeply ensconced in a black 
shadow would ask “what’s the matter with ‘Cock 
Robin?’” Instantly the whole circle would take 
up the cry, and “Cock Robin” would be led off 
to sing the song from which he got his name, 
and would sing it well, too. “Cock Robin” was 
certainly the favorite chorus, but the old Black¬ 
ball Shanty of “Roll a Man Down” was also a 
great favorite. So it went on, until it was almost 
Sunday morning; and it had been Sunday morn¬ 
ing for some hours before the back logs were 
rolled apart by the last half dozen, who could 
not escape from the beauty of the night and the 
charm of the fire even to enjoy the delight of 
sleep under canvas. 

[to be continued.] 

Atlantic Division Dinner. 

The officers of the Atlantic Division of the 
A. C. A. have placed the arrangements for the 
annual reunion of canoeists in the hands of the 
Trenton delegation, who have arranged to hold 
it Saturday evening, Feb. IS, from 7 to 12 P. M., 
at the Hotel Windsor, Trenton, N. J. 

No effort will be spared to make this informal 
dinner-smoker a success. Kindly put the date 
down in your little book, and notify the clerk of 
the committee without delay whether or not you 
will be on hand. You cannot afford to miss it, 
so decide at once to join the bunch, and take in 
the fun. 

The cost will be $2 per plate for yourself or 
any of your friends you may wish to invite. 

Accommodations have been arranged for 
those who may wish to stay over night at the 
hotel, at the price of $1 up. Frequent and con¬ 
venient trains to and from Trenton via Pennsyl¬ 
vania Railroad from New York and Philadel¬ 
phia, and other points before and after the 
affair. 

Advise us at once that you will be with us— 
before you forget it—and go out of your way a 
little to interest “the other fellow,” and bring 
him along, too. 

Hoping we may hear from you by early mail, 
we are, 

Fraternally yours, 
Teodore Quasebart, 

Wm. J. Flynn, 
Frederick W. Donnelly, 

Wm. C. Lawrence, 
Wm. B. Maddock, 
David S. Hill, 
Wm. A. Furman, Clerk. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

new members proposed. 

Atlantic Division.—Thomas V. Gaffney, 533 
W. 148th street, New York city, by Harry J. 

, Dietrich. 
Eastern Division.—Wallace Wales, Newton, 

Mass., by J. R. Robertson. 

new members elected. 

Central Division.—5447, Ray Armstrong, 
Rome. N. Y. 

Eastern Division.—5446, Herbert Brice, Man¬ 
chester. N. H. 
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trade mark 

“The World’s Standard Ammunition” 

The Red Ball Trademark on your Cartridge and Shell 

boxes stands for highest quality. 

Memorize this trademark. 

It protects you against inferior and “just as good” shells. 

L.all for ammunition bearing this red mark of merit. You 

will then get accurate, sure fire, uniform and reliable 
ammunition. 

Insist—ifs worth while. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Write to M. HARTLEY COMPANY, Sole Representative 

— 313-315 Broadway, New York City 

® 
T rapshooting. 

U you want your shoot to be announced here 

'nd a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

'u' 18-2^—Kansas City, Mo., midwinter tournament. 
" , Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association live- 
T‘^ tournament. Karl Steward, Sec’y* 

C shoot~~^ayton> Ky.—Northern Kentucky live bird 

:bMerSlEdIe?ater’ N' J’~North River G- c- Jas- R‘ 

'bhf2i'Cat5rs?n' N- J-—Northside R. and G. C. H. 
Heckler, Sec’y. 

;?■ wTrNew: ,Paven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 
-b. ^6-27.—Allentown, Pa.—At Duck Farm Hotel. C. 
. * • Kramlich, Sec y. 

"trophy-3"86" BeaCh (L' 1 ) C F’ A’ Stone 

antn«v'7“PinetUrStT(N-1 C) G’ C annual C,ub cham- P'onsh.p. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 

™ "--McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 
under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 

tj«o. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

m or'~5,erf?en Peach (L. I.) G. C. 
ti, ~G ens Falls- N- Y-—Hudson Valley R. & G. C 

3rd £’ P- Chapman, Sec’y. 

LoSCsec’y (Neb) G’ C’ tournament’ G- W. 

amevUtUn?berland (Md-> Shooting Club. F. Bill- **icycr, sec y. 

ay 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
y’ street, New York. 

Dr. C H°BmltSei'rt' G‘ G‘ annual tournament. 

ayKMfe‘~C^t)t L“*Ce City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

1ann«lLIcKeesport’ Fa—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 
annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 
ton, Sec’y. 

June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 
auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 

Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Feb. 15.—Westchester, (Pa.) G. C. F. E. Eachus, Sec’y. 
Feb. 18-19.—Blue Mound (Ill.) G. C. J. VV. Robbins, 

Sec’y. 
Feb. 19.—Rising Sun (Md.).G. C. A. B. Keen, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 

E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Fall River, Mass.—Great Island G. C. P. 

Letendre, Sec’y. 

Feb;,22’,-Edge Hill, Pa.—Highland G. C. J. Franklin 
Meehan, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Cleveland, (O.) G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell. Sec’v. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—North End R. and G. Club. W. 

A. Lockwood, Treas. 
Feb. 22.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Herron Hill G. C. A. H. King, 

Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—York, Pa.—York City G. C. B. Elssesser, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Selin’s Grove (Pa.) G. C. S. H. Schoch, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
Feb. 29.—North East, (Md.) G. C. W. A. Blackwell, 

Sec’y. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec’y. 
March 26-27.—Jewell (la.) G. C. W. S. Hoon. Sec’y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winhlow, Sec’y. 

April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J, Schere, Sec’y. 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. Burt. Sec’y. 
April 9-10.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

Sec’y. 
April 11.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 

Melchior, Sec’y. 

Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

(Mass.) G. C. A. W. 

Sports- 

April 17-18. 
Sec’y. 

April IS or 20.—West Factory 
Lewis, Sec’y. 

April 21-23.—Hutchinsom Kans.—Kansas State 
. mens Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 
Apr; Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec’y. 
April z9-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec y. 

May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa- 
H°ns tbl,rd. Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr . 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
MaV 11°;11UX'cksbuT (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec y. 

,11a Walla (Wash.) G. C J. F. Smalls, May^ 12-14.—W 
Sec’y. 

May 12’Lh—Ues Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 
W. Budd, Sec y. 

May mi—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 
Lr. Blandfora, Mgr. 

May l3-M—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 
Uub; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower Sec’v. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C 
Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 19-20.-Olean (N Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 18-19. Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As- 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes Sec’v 
M3y Ple3sant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith. Sec’v. 

May 29jT3HoSpeSt0rDIn) G’ C’ M’ A' Harb<mt. Sec’y. 
May -1---.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G C 

L. H. Watson, Sec’y* * 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

oec v. 

May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 
oec y. * 

May 22.—New Bedford. Mass—Paskamansett G. C. Eg- 
bert G. Bullard, Sec y. 

May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports- 
mens Association shoot. R. S. Pringle Cor See’v 

May 26-27. Capron, (HI.) G. C. Alex Vance. Sec’y 
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May 26-2S.- Lincoln, Neb. Nebraska State Sportsman’s 
Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl K. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 
Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—E Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 
housen, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 
land, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 
Mains, Sec’y. 

June 1-2. — Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H. 
Ouiggle, Sec’y. 

June 2.— Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 
worth, Sec’y. 

June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 
Shattuck, Sec’y. 

June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 11-12.—Springfield (.O.) G. C. Geo. \V. Morgan, 

Sec’y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. , 
June 19-20.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 19-21.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Ilewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—1 he Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap \ target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thomp¬ 
son, Sec’y. 

Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.l G. C. Albert W. 
Lewis, Sec’y 

Oct. 30-31.—Clinton (Ont.) G. C. J. E. Cantelon, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Cold weather, much shooting, numb fingers, cold feet. 

* 

At the live-bird shoot, Feb. 8, held on the Point Breeze 

track, Philadelphia, only one straight was made. This 

was made by Edwards, from the 30yd. mart:. 

m 
The Messina Springs Gun Club, Syracuse, N. Y., an¬ 

nounces a two-days’ tournament for May 19 and 20. 

George M. Phillips is the Secretary. 

In the contest for a watch at the shoot of the High¬ 

land Gun Club, Edge Hill, l’a., Feb. 8, Mr. G. S. 

McCarty was high with 77. Cantrell and Tansey tied on 

second with 69. 
* 

At a shoot of the Fairview Gun Club, Feb. 8, near 

Centre Square, Pa., two live-bird matches were shot. 

Howard Kickle, of Jeffersonville, defeated James Cowen, 

of Philadelphia, 32 to 29. Rickie was allowed three dead 

birds. In a 50-bird match, Rickie was defeated by H. 

Hill, 44 to 36. 

Mayor Reed, of Manchester, N. H., was high gun at 

the weekly shoot of the Boston Athletic Association, at 

Riverside, Mass., Feb. 8. He scored 84, two of which 

were allowance. Tucker was second with 83, of which 11 

was allowance. The cold weather had a depressing 

effect on the shooting. 

A team match at live birds between the Elks Lodges 

of Reading and Pottsville, Pa., took place on Feb. 8, on 

the Spring Valley grounds. This was the first of a 

series. The Reading team won by a score of 62 to 51. 

There were five men on a team, 15 birds per man. The 

members of the teams were as follows: Reading—George 

Kuersten, Brooke Harrison, William Kline, John -Lewis 

and Cyrus Ream. Pottsville—Dr. J. H. Swaving, Mar¬ 

tin Doyle, William Schugan, Charles Keeney, and Henry 

TFaust. 

At the Watertown shoot, Feb. 8, George Hassam, who 

not long since won the championship at the Paleface 

shoot, at Wellington, Mass., was high gun with 82 in 

the 100 targets, the prizes for the five high guns being 

a pair of ducks each. The other winners were B. Smith, 

80; O. R. Dickey and Jordan, 79; Buffalo Smith, 78. 

* 

Diligent effort is being exercised to promote the suc¬ 

cess of the tournament to be held in conjunction with 

the Philadelphia Sportsman Show, March 10-12, under 

the auspices of the Keystone Shooting League, at 

Holmesburg Junction,* Pa. The managers contemplate 

one of the largest and most successful tournaments ever 

held. 

C. F. Kramlich writes us as follows: “I wish to an¬ 

nounce a two days’ shoot at the Duck Farm Hotel, 

Allentown, Pa., Feb. 26 and 27. First day, team race 

with the Independent Gun Club of Philadelphia, Pa.; 

against Lehigh Valley Shooting Association of Allen¬ 

town. On the second day there will be sweepstake shoot¬ 

ing all day.” 

at 

On Feb. 8 at Stroudsburg, Pa., Joseph H. Graves, of 

Delaware Water Gap, defeated Sommers, of Easton, in 

a match at 25 live birds, for a purse of $25. The latter 

was shot out in the 24th round, the score standing then 

24 to 22. In a similar contest between Munson, of Pen 

Argyle, and Gibbs, of East Stroudsburg, the scores were 

22 and 21 respectively. 

at 

A special dispatch to the Sun (Baltimore), Feb. S, 

states that “Mr. Allen M. Seitz, a well-known trapshooter, 

who has repeatedly won in championship target con¬ 

tests of the county, was married - Thursday at Glen 

Rock to Mrs. Amelia H. Overmiller, of that borough. 

The Glen Rock Band, of which the bridegroom is the 

leader, played a serenade. Mr. Seitz is leader in the 

York county Democracy, and is a justice of the peace. 

He is a member of the York City Gun Club, the Glen 

Rock Gun Club, ar.d the State Target Association. 

K 

The York City Gun Club, York, Pa., has provided a 

programme of ten target events, for its annual winter 

target shoot, Feb. 22. There are two events at 25 tar¬ 

gets, $1.50 entrance—No. 7, for the small cup, and No. 

9, for the Peters cup. The remainder are each at 15 

targets, $1.30 entrance. Shooting will commence at 

10:30. Events 4 and 5, 30 targets, will constitute the 

contest for the Hunter vase. In this event the use of 

both barrels is allowed. This and event 7 is open to 

York county shooters. Ship guns, etc., to Bernard 

Elssesser, York. Nelson McSherry is the Secretary. 

*» 

The first leg of the home-and-home series of contests 

between the Boston Athletic Association and the Cres¬ 

cent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, has been fixed to take 

place on Feb. 29, on the grounds of the Crescents. The 

second leg at Boston, March 14. The Yale team, 

through Capt. Pugsley, has broached the matter of a date 

for a contest. The Boston team will stop over at New 

Plaven when en route to Brooklyn, and it was suggested 

that the Crescents could arrange a stop-over when en 

route to Boston. The Crescents decided to shoot a 

match with Yale on March 13. The probabilities strongly 

indicate that the members of the Crescent team will be 

Messrs. L. M. Palmer, Jr., F. B. Stephenson, H. M. 

Brigham, Henry I<ryn, F. W. Moffett, A.- G. South- 

worth, D. T. Leahy, and W. C. Damron. 

Bernard Waters. 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y., Feb. 9.—A heavy wind prevented 
good scores at the regular shoot of the Ossining Gun 
Club, Saturday. It was fine, crispy, healthful air, but a 
trifle cold for comfort, though it is doubtful is any one 
caught cold from exposure to it. Joe Willi was the 
“candy kid” with his new pump gun, making high net 
score for the day. In event No. 4 he got a win on the 
Macdonald rifle with a handy lead of 6 targets. In 
event No. 5, for the camera, W. S. Smith and Geo. • 
Brewerton tied on the shoot-off in event No. 6 for the 
chafing dish series. Smith delivered the goods with a 
straight score, including his handicap. 

Events: 12 3 r-4—> f-5“^ 
Targets: 10 15 15 25 25 25 

P Wood . . 5 7.. 6 IS 6 19 7 23 
r Willi, Tr. . 7 .. 9 7 25 7 20 7 22 
E Brewerton . . 3 11 .. 5 17 5 22 6 19 
C Dietrich . . 4 7.. 7 19 6 17 9 19 
C G Blandford. 
W P Burdick. 

. 4 7 12 2 15 
7 12 

2 21 3 16 

W S Smith. 6 13 6 22 6 25 
C. G. B. 

Registered Tournaments. 
The instructive communication from Harry W. Denn 

as secretary of the Indianapolis Ind., Gun Club, pu 
lished in Forest and Stream of Feb. 8, is deserving 
more than passing notice. The matter of registered, tou 
naments is discussed at length by him, though some it 
portant phases are touched upon but lightly, while otho 
are omitted in whole or in part. 

As a starting point, in his comments and criticism 
he pre’sented the following: 

“Among the conclusions formed by many amateur, 
after a superficial examination of the new plan, are thes 
'I hat it was none other than a concerted effort upon tl 
part of the trade manufacturers to dictate to tile u 
organized body of shooters that they should thereaft 
do thus and so, or sever they connections with the shoe 
ing interest ; that the manufacturers were thus trying 
fcirce them into using a greater quantity of their product 
that their cherished home clubs were to be absorbed, at 
their individuality be completely overshadowed by tl 
preponderance of Interstate Association auspices; ar 
that this very likely was but the first step in a pr 
gramme yet to be devised by the manufacturers, where! 
the prerogatives of the individual shooter and the gu 
clubs throughout the country would be further curtaik 
and domineered.” 

Mr. Denny then proceeds to show that the Intersta 
Association is worthy of confidence. The position c’ 
the many amateurs, as above set forth by Mr. Denn 
is unwarranted to the extent of absurdity, for the su 
ficient reason that the Interstate Association lias man 
fested no intention, has taken no action, and_ has a 
suraed no authority whatever in respect to tournamen 
other than its own. Shooters organized as a club an 
shooters acting independently as individuals ale now ; 
free to follow their own wishes as they ever were; to g 
on their various ways as best please themselves. Tl 
Interstate Association has not arrogated any autliorit 
to meddle with them by virtue of any sanction of ret 
istered tournaments. If a club applies for a sanction c 
its tournament, it does so on its own m ition. li a om 
not apply for a sanction, it can proceed in its own wa 
as heretofore. If a club does not take advantage ol Hi 
opportunity to receive a sanction from the Interstat 
Association—a body having the prestige consequent t 
integrity, wealth, success, skill, knowledge, nation: 
scope, etc.—such club is either unprogressive or feaffi, 
of investigation. 

If a club applies for and receives sanction of ii 
tournament, it thereby has benefits conferred upon 
which could not be obtained otherwise. The club secure 
them without cost. What are the benefits? First of al 
after being duly submitted, its programme is approve! 
which signifies that the latter is found to be equitabl 
as between club and shooter, and reasonably free froi 
graft. Is not that proper? Is it not proper that, at thi 
late day, the club which does not care to have it 
programme examined by an expert in authority, sltoul 
be either known as apathetic or selfish? A programme 
found to be right and so approved by the Interstat 
Association, is assuredly better worthy of advertisin 
support than is one found to be unworthy of approva 
hence there is herein good cause for discrimination i 
a financial way in favor of the approved programnn 
In respect to this matter, no one will seriously mail 
tain that the members of the Interstate Association sha 
not spend their own moneys as best please themselvei 
Nor will any one maintain that a programme, obvious! 
devised for purposes of graft, is worthy of consider: 
tion favorably. In a sport wherein graft abounded i:, 
profusion, it is not to be expected that all will tak 
kindly to measures which will check it. It has ber 
asserted that trapshooting is a clean, gentlemanly sport 
It is just like any other sport. It is good or bad at 
cordingtly as it is in good or bad hands. Any sport i 
what its followers make it. If the good men are sul 
ficient in number, power, ability and courage to main 
tain the right, and to suppress the unscrupulous, the, 
the sport is good and clean. The most insiduous evi 
is that which is not distinctly outside of the law am 
which is in a way sanctioned by usage, the two chie 
being the sale of advertising space in the programme, fo* 
which many times there is no material return whatevei 
and the merchandise event, the prizes of which at 
s limited in the name of sportsmanship, but whose pro, 
ceeds are put in the club’s treasury in the name <■ 
business. Because a few men are organized into 
club, it is no reason why they should do things as a clul 
that they would shrink from doing as individuals; wlr, 
they should issue fake advertising sheets on the on 
hand, or sanction acts of club mendicity on the other 
It being a gentleman's sport, all things appertainint 
to it should be of gentility. 

Referring to the Interstate Association’s honorab! 
dealings in the past, Mr. Denny comments as follows: 

“The Interstate Association in the past has alway 
dealt with the shooters ftiirly, frankly and honorably 
and by pursuing this policy has accomplished colossa, 
good for the game. Therefore, until it has broken faitl 
with the shooters, it is entitled to a continuance of tha 
same measure of confidence which they have reposed ii 
it in the past; and not until that time may its avowa 
intentions be justly discredited.”: 

I feel quite certain that Mr. Denny did not intend to 
accuse, try and condemn the Association for a crime i 
never committed. Usage sanctions implicit confident:! 
in institutions which have unbroken records of honor am 
integrity and ability. When such good character it 
established, the just inference is that the institution wil 
be worthy of confidence in the future as in the preseni 
and past, instead of the assumption that wrongdoing it 
merely a question of time. Compare the unorganized 
chaotic state of trapshooting and the miscellaneous per 
sonnel of trapshooters before the Interstate Associatior 
was organized, with that of. to-day, and therein is suf 
ficient data to justify unreserved confidence in the. fair 
ness of the Association. 

The. sanctioning of tournaments by the Interstate As 
sociation will result in better management, for it is ' 

reasonable assumption that the clubs will endeavor tc 
put their ablest men forward to manage the tournament; 
and to keep its records. There is much more response 
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i;i on the part of men whose acts are subject to re- 
*w than there is on the part of men who feel no 
countability when their acts are once completed. 
In respect to the tournaments, Mr. Denny presents 
.re \u> interesting matter as follows: 
‘The primary object of a well-ordered shooting tourna- 
•nt is to afford the devote^ of the sport an opportunity 
strive among themselves for supremacy under given 

les and conditions of contest. Secondary to this, in 
e order of their precedence, are (1) that the contestants 
all have an enjoyable time socially, and (2) that ti e 
ib or organization giving or holding the contest shall 
ve commensurate return for its efforts in promoting the 
ntest. And any attempt to reverse or interchange the 
ven order of these objects or purposes, to that extent 
rverts and stultifies the functions of a tournament. 
As a matter of first consideration, Mr. Denny, as above 
t forth, states that the devotees of the sport be afforded 

opportunity to strive among themselves for supremacy 
ider given rules and conditions of contest. This may be 
cepted as sound if the rules and conditions are equitable 
d if the well-ordered shooting tournament is really a 
urnament and not a medium by which the shooters’ 
oney is sifted into the club treasury. 
Considering now Mr. Denny’s classification of the sub- 
iiary factors, it does not seem reasonable to us that 
ir.petition and sociability are distinct entities. Soci- 

ma> peivade the atmosphere at all times, and is 
lite in evidence by look and manner, as by articulate 
•eech. 
In the second specification, matter of vital interest 
dismissed in a few words. What is a club’s coin- 

ensurate return for holding a contest? As a rule, all 
e money that could be made out of the shooters, be 
e sum great or small, has been the only limit up to 
thin a few' years past, and is the usage of some clubs of 
e present day. Considering the value of the club plant, 
e services of the- club’s officers, the expenditure of 
oneys, etc., will Mr. Denny deign to enlighten the 
lblic on what is a specific remuneration for a club 
ider such circumstances Take, for instance, a tliree- 
tys’ tournament on grounds and appurtenances worth, 
v $500, with one hundred shooters present, how much 
•ofit should the club make? As in No. 2 above, why 
iould the club be all business, and how is it that 
•ciability as between the club members and shooters 

not interchangeable? And how is it that a shooter 
ho, having paid his entrance, is not fully as much in a 
isiness deal as is the club which accepted it? What is 
e distinction between legitimate revenue and graft? 
oes not a big club house, with big grounds, obtained 
ith a large outlay of capital and the consequent need 

revenue for the outlay and investment, tend to the 
imination of sociability and sport? 
The sanctioning of tournaments was one of the In- 
rstate Association’s most beneficent acts. There is no 
her national body in trapshooting interests, and, while 
is a trade organization, its history shows that it has 

ways endeavored to promote the sport of trapshooting 
an honorable and efficient manner. Its tournaments 

ive been models of skillful management. Contrast the 
urnaments of the present day with those of twenty 
;ars ago- or less, and the difference and advancement 
ill be readily apparent. The rules, in particular, were 
•tide, various, fallacious, fragmentary and vague. All 
iese were superseded by the present Interstate Asso- 
ation rules, which were ripped up, revised, amended 
id added to by Messrs. E. E. Shaner, E. Banks, and 
e wr»tei some years ago. 
The old conditions which impelled shooters to com¬ 
ite at the traps are rapidly passing away. When the 
ime fields were adjacent to city and town in every part 

the United States, the trapshooter as a rule was a 
iime shooter also. The traps theoretically served for 
•actice during the close season, and therefore there was 
uch insistence in the old days that trapshooting should 
: after the manner of game shooting. That is, the gun, 
•r cue thing, should be held below the elbow. As a 
:atter of fact, the field shooter dees not hold his gun 
glow the elbow, as a rule, and even if he did, there 
ere multitudes of duck shooters to be considered in 
uite as important degree as all others. However, the 
ime fields of twenty years ago have passed away, so 
r as any consideration of the average shooter therewith 
concerned. A dearth of game in many vast sections, 

:e trespass laws, posted farms, and the game preserves 
every section have put field shooting beyond the reach 
all but the favored few. Thus trapshooting, year by 

-'ar. has come to be more and more a special sport in 
self. 
To maintain trapshooting as a sport and also to main- 
in it to a degree of importance in its commercial pos- 
bilities—that is to say, its purchasing power in respect 

> guns, ammunition, targets, etc.—much more effort and 
<penditure of^ money will be required in the future than 
i the past. The game fields of the past furnished the 
apshooters. There being a constantly diminishing area 
f game fields and game birds, there must be some 
>ecial inducements to insure recruits. To secure the 
iterests of the latter permanently, the sport must be 
lade fair and attractive. It cannot be made such unless 
lere are rigid rules governing professionalism, and pro- 
‘Cting the amateur. At the present day, men who are 
evotees of any form of sport dislike to have.their snort 
dzed for commercial purposes. Sport will stand a 
mited amount of professionalism, but the less there is 
i it in evidence, the better for the sport. If profes- 
onalism is not eliminated from trapshooting, more than 

is at present, the sport will decrease and decline. 
The amateur purity of the tournaments should be con- 
dered first; the size, last. More ammunition may be 
urned up in one year if size only is considered. Vastly 
lore will be consumed in ten years if the amateurs are 
ncouraged properly. The open, acknowledged profes- 
onal is well known, and does much good in his sphere, 
he harm comes from the secret professional, or the 
looter who follows the circuit as a means of livelihood 
r income, and who finances himself instead of working 
>r a salary. It is absurd to maintain that a man. to be 
professional, must be an employe or a beneficiary of 
manufacturer or dealer only. 
It is better to have one hundred men at a shoot, all of 
horn depart satisfied and resolved to come again, than 

> have five hundred at a shoot, many of whom are not 

97.18% 
©7.18% 
97.13% 

97.18% 

The MID-WINTER HANDICAP at Pinehurst 
An Overwhelming Victory For 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns 
MID-WINTER HANDICAP— 

Won by Mr. C. W. Billings, of the New York Athletic Club, 
shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells. Score, 90 out of 100 
from 18 yards. High Professional: A. M. Hatcher, shooting 
a Winchester Repeating Shotgun; score, 91 out of 100 from 
20 yards. 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP— 
Won by Mr. G. S. McCarty of Philadelphia, Pa., shooting 
Winchester "Leader” Shells. Score, 91 out of 100 from 20 
yards. High Professional: Guy Ward, shooting Winchester 
" Leader” Shells and a Winchester Repeating Shotgun; score, 
88 out of 100 from 20 yards. 

HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE— 
Won by Mr. W. N. Foord, of Wilmington, Del., shooting 
Winchester "Leader” Shells. 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL AVERAGE- 
Won by A. M. Hatcher, shooting a Winchester Repeating 
Shotgun. 

L 
SHOOT WINCHESTER SHELLS! They won the Amateur and Profes¬ 
sional Championships and the High Amateur and High Professional 

Averages in 1907, and made the HIGHEST High Average on record. 

97.18% W 
qualified for competition at all, and who depart per¬ 
manently dissatisfied. Such are missionaries of discon¬ 
tent and disintegration. Also concerning competition it is 
better to have an entry fee of sufficient amount and 
prizes of sufficient value to give dignity and worth to 
victory when achieved, than it is to rake the highways 
and byways for shooters, whether with or without com¬ 
petitive. skill, who serve no other purpose than to swell 
the list and consume ammunition and targets, and settle 
hotel bills. 

Moreover, no handicap committee on earth can prop¬ 
erly handicap several hundred shooters from all parts 
of the world. Also few clubs can resist the opportunities 
for profit which such a horde affords. 

Boston Athletic Association. 

Boston, Feb. 8.—The cold weather made uncomfort- 
able shooting, and had its adverse effect on the scores. 
Mayor Reed, 
follows: 

of Manchester, N. H., was 

B. H. T. 

high gun, as 

B. H. T. 

Reed . .. 82 2 84 Clark . .... 68 12 80 

Tucker . .. 72 11 83 Adams .... .... 74 5 79 
Ellis . .75 7 82 .... 61 12 73 
Whitney . .. 63 18 81 Ballou . 

North Camden Gun < lub. 

North Camden, N. J., Feb. 8.—In the club shoot, 25 
targets, handicaps added, four tied on the maximum 
After two shoot-offs, YY ickes won. Scores: 

B. H. T. H. B. T. 
Fleming . 2 24 26 Pfeil . 2 21 23 
Taylor . 2 23 25 Chalmers . 1 19 20 
Wickes . 3 22 25 Gest . 5 16 21 
Marcy . 2 23 25 Murray . 6 12 IS 

Shoot-off, 25 targets: Fleming 26, Taylor 26, Wickes 26, 
Marcy 22. 

Second shoot-off: Wickes 22, Fleming 20, Taylor 17. 
Event No. 1, ten targets: Fleming 9, YY’ickes 8, Chal¬ 

mers 9, Murray 8 Pfeil 8. 
Event No. 2, 25 targets: Chalmers 24, Fleming 21, 

Wickes 19, Murray 15, Gest 24. 
Event No. 3, 25 targets: Chalmers 25, Pfeil 23, Marcy 

23, Rodgers 10, Kahoski 4. 
Event No. 4, 15 targets: Marcy 13, Fleming 10, Chal¬ 

mers 9, Pfeil 9, Taylor 9, Rodgers 6, Prince 8, Kahocki 8. 
Shoot off for Dupont trophy: Murray 31, Chalmers 24. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 
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The Palefaces. 

, B°?ton> Feb. 5.—The regular Paleface shoot, held at 
Wellington to-day, brought forth a goodly number of 
enthusiasts—visitors from far and near.. Griffiths and 
banning made a welcome addition to the home ranks, and 
while not in good shooting form, proceeded to do some 
exceptionally good work at times. 

Frank, the dean of the home aggregation, had things 
all his own way in the average line, and was the only 
one, barring Sibley, that put a good score to their credit, 
and many were the excuses offered for low 
work, as the weather man had 
feet day from 
desired. 

In the 50-target match, the genial Buffalo walked off 
with the prize, tying for high scratch score and winning 
on his one-bird allowance with Frank and Hassam next 
in line. 

In the special Powers m 
self, placing a 23 from 
Charles by one target. 

average 
man had furnished the most per- 

a trapshooting standpoint that could be 

the 21yd. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Frank . 8 12 9 14 9 13 
Sibley . 9 13 9 13 8 11 
Buffalo . 9 11 7 11 8 14 
Griffiths . 8 12 8 12 8 11 
Hassam . 7 13 8 11 9 12 
Fanning . 9 10 10 12 9 10 
Cavicchi . 8 12 9 9 8 14 
Kirkwood .. 9 7 9 11 10 12 
Frost . 8 10 6 10 6 11 
Burnes . 7 9 9 10 6 12 
Nelson . 5 10 7 11 7 12 
Charles . 9 9 6 12 6 10 
Burgess . 3 12 5 8 5 8 
Horrigan . 8 10 
Jack ... 7 12 

Paleface, 50-target match: 
H. B. T. 

Buffalo . 45 1 46 
Frank . 45 0 45 
Cavicchi ....... 43 1 44 
Hassam . 43 1 44 
Griffiths . 43 0 43 

Frank outdid him- 
line, and leading 

Shot 
6 7 8 at. Broke. 
10 13 100 88 

9 13 100 85 
10 13 100 85 

9 15 100 S3 
10 12 100 83 
10 12 100 82 

9 12 100 81 
7 14 100 79 
8 13 100 72 
5 11 100 70 
9 9 100 70 
7 9 100 68 
8 8 100 57 
8 12 50 38 
6 •• 35 25 

H. B. T. 
4 42 

Kirkwood . 43 6 43 
Sibley . 41 1 42 

Frost 
Fanning . 41 0 41 
Horrigan . 38 3 41 
Nelson . 37 2 39 
Burnes . 35 3 38 
Charles . 32 4 36 
Burgess . 29 6 35 

New York Athlefic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., Feb. 8.—Twelve gunners 
braved the intense cold to-day, and although fur coats 
were worn and numb fingers prevailed, some good shoot- 
lnfr W?S °one> ,an.d the competitions were close. 

Hodgman distinguished .himself by making a clean 
score of x5 straight targets in Walsrode event. 

Event 1 February cup, leg won by Elias with 8 added 
targets. No. 2, Sauer gun, leg won by Pelham. No 3 
high score contest, won by A. Tilt. No. 4, Walsrode cup, 
leg won by Hodgman with clean score. No. 5 handicap 
cup, leg won by Dickerson, although A. Tilt was high 
gun, those with handicap of 3 or more targets only 
being ehgible. No. 6, trophy shoot, won by Thompson 
ferTle with Dickerson. No. 7, trophy shoot, won by 
A. Tilt after a tie with W. A. Tilt. No. 8, trophy 
shoot, resulted in a tie between the Tilt brothers, and 

■on account of darkness will be shot off next Wednesday 

Fred Pelham . 2 24 
3 22 
1 IS 
2 17 

6 4 

W J Elias . 
J. L.j 

F A Hodgman . 
M V Lenane . 
T Lenane . 

1 21 
2 17 

1 25 
2 19 

F H Schauffler _1_ 
A M Thompson. 

0 16 0 21 
5 20 
5 15 

0 19 

G W Kuchler. 
J S Dickerson. 3 18 
A. Tilt . 
W J Sturgis. 
W A Tilt. 

Events: 
Fred Pelham . 

5 6 
1 21 

7 8 
W J Elias . 
F A Hodgman . 
M V Lenane. 

0 22 
2 20 

O 1«7 

T Lenane . 
F H Schauffler. 
G M Thompson. 

. 6 16 0 13 
5 23 

O ID 

G W Kuchler. 
. . . . 

J S Dickerson. 
A Tilt . 

2 23 2 19 2 22 

W J Sturgis. 
W A Tilt. 

. 0 15 
_ „ 

G. F. P. 

The Interstate Association. 

Pittsburg, Feb. 8.—Tournaments registered during th 
week ending Feb. 8, 1908, follow: 

•97Cor,?IiSd°TiCo,u?[ry1- 9ub- at Coronado, Cal., March 26 
27 and 28. Paul H. Schmidt, Sec’y. 

Eastman Gun Club, at Eastman, Ga., April 3. Claud' 
Eubank, Sec y. 

New Haven Gun Club, at New Haven, Conn., April 17 
Wm. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

The Huron Indians, at Exeter, Ont., April 17, W 
Jones, Sec’y. ’ F ’ 

Enid Gur. Club, at Enid, Okla., April 28 and 29. L 
t. Reed, Sec y. 

rG* City Gun Club, at Fargo, N. D., May 5 and 6 
C. W. Clemens, Sec y. 

Fan-mount Gun Club, at Fairmount, Minn., May 8 am 
«'• E. W. Bird, Sec y. 

Watertown Gun Club, at Watertown, Mass., May 9 
ti. W. Jordan, Capt. 

New Haven Gun Club, at New Haven, Conn., May 30 
v\ m. T. Minor, Sec y. 

Buffalo Audubon Club, at Buffalo, N. Y., May 30 
Dr. W. C. Wootton, Sec’y. ’ 1 

New York State Association, at Elmira, N. Y., June 
10, 11 and 12. Louis C. Andrews, Sec’y. 

Njles Gun Club, at Niles, O., June 29. Joseph Rum- 
mell, Sec’y. 

Plattsburg Rod and Gun Club, at Plattsburg, N. Y., 
July 1 and 2. F. C. Parshall, Sec’y. 

Union City Gun Club, at Union City, Tenn., July 29, 
30 and 31. D. A. Edwards, Sec’y. 

Mountain View Gun Club, at Troy, N. Y., Sept. 7 and 
8. John J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Highland Gun Club. 

——~ xx**..., j. x cu. o.—ivxr. vj. o. rvicv^ariy was tne 
star performer at the shoot of the Highland Gun Club 
to-day. 

First event, 10 targets prize watch fob: McCarty 9, 
Nelson 7, Butler 6, Tansey 6, Lohr 6, Firth 6, Hoover 
5, Graham 5, Ringgold 4, Lutz 4, Greenwood 4, Mawson 
4> ,?eJry„3’ Harkins 3, Pratt 3, H. A. Dawson 3, Can¬ 
trell 3, Roatche 2, E. Dawson 2. 

event> 10 targets, prize, silver spoon: Ringgold 
10, McCarty 8, Lutz 8, Graham 8, Pratt 8, Nelson 7, Can- 
trdl 7, Lohr 7, lansey 7, Butler 7, Hoover 6, Greenwood 
6, E. Dawson 5, Mawson 4, Perry 3, Harkins 3, Roatche 
2, H. A. Dawson 2. 

Third event, 10 targets, prize electric hand-light: Mc¬ 
Carty 10 Butler 8, Tansey 8, Ringgold 7, Lohr 7, 
Hoover 7, Graham 7, Pratt 7, E. Dawson 7, Harkins 6, 
Lutz 5, Cantrell 5, Greenwood 5, Nelson 5, Perry 5, H. A. 
Dawson 4, Mawson 4, Firth 4, Roatche 3. 

Shoot for watch: 

Targets: 
McCarty. .. 
Cantrell ... 
Tansey .... 
Ringgold ... 
Lutz . 
Nelson .... 
Davis . 
Pratt . 
Royer . 
Greenwood 
Hoover .... 
Graham ... 
Mawson ... 
Firth . 
Hamil j.... 
H Dawson 
E Dawson 
Harkins ... 
Perry . 
White . 
Myers . 
Gilbert . 
Trott . 
Wakely .... 
Butler . 
Lohr . 
Roatche 
Franklin ... 
Worthington 

25 25 25 25 
20 15 20 22 
17 19 19 14 
17 11 20 21 
14 15 17 20 
14 21 14 17 
14 15 18 18 
13 14 18 15 
11 17 18 12 
7 16 18 12 

10 14 18 15 
14 16 16 9 
11 12 15 15 
10 10 17 18 
15 8 17 9 

9 8 10 12 
10 8 9 

4 19 9 
9 14 16 
8 17 12 
9 16 18 

11 14 13 
15 16 
16 17 
10 14 
12 
10 

5 
8 

ii 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Total. 
77 
69 
69 
66 
66 
65 
60 
58 
57 
57 
55 
53 
50 
49 
40 

Montclair, N. J., Feb. 8.—The cold to-day did not 
keep the men at home, seventeen being present and 
shoot mg through four trophy events. 

Mr, A. R. Allan was the winner of event 1, the second 
leg on the Boxall trophy, with a score of 25, while Grin- 
ne cSa^ture(^ third leg on the Greener gun (event 2, 
at 50 targets). Three men tied for the third event, 
being the second leg for the Barnes trophy. Mr. L. W. 
Colquitt wen out on the shoot-off. No. 4 was won bv 
Waring with a full score to his credit.. 

Events: 
Neaf Apgar . 
Jack Fanning .... 
G W Boxall. 
Dr J D Burtis.. 
A R Allan. 
O C Grinnell, Jr. 
W H Lane....... 
E Winslow . 
I S Crane. 
P H Cockefair.... 
Thos Dukes . 
W ’C Waring.,.. 
P P Dean. 
R M Brown. 
W B Spencer.... 
G H Piercy. 
L W Colquitt.... 

, 0 21 0 22 0 21—43 
/—3-^ ,—4— 

0 21 0 23 
0 20 0 21 0 23—44 0 20 0 21 
120 1 17 1 16—33 1 18 2 17 
121 1 23 1 21—44 1 23 1 21 
1 25 1 22 1 19—41 1 22 1 17 
2 21 2 25 2 20—45 2 19 1 13 
4 17 4 18 4 14—32 4 16 7 22 
5 19 5 23 5 19—42 5 19 5 18 
3 22 3 19 3 21—40 3 21 
4 18 4 20 
1 18 1 19 1 21—40 1 22 1 18 
6 20 6 17 6 17—34 6 19 7 25 
6 15 6 17 6 16—33 6 13 5 22 
6 24 5 23 5 22 
4 16 5 18 
0 16 0 23 0 19—42 0 21 0 16 
1 17 1 18 1 22—40 1 23 1 24 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

yhiladelphia, Fa., Deb. 8.—There was a cold, stron 
wind as weather conditions prevailing at the live-bir 
shoot held at the Point Breeze track to-day. Thirtee 
was a lucky number, that being the number of entrie 
Edwards, from the 30yd. mark, scored straight alon< 
J hree tied on 9, namely, Bivens, Bender and Laml 
scores: 

Edwards, 30 .. 
Bivens, 29 . 
Bender, 30. 
Lamb, 30 . 
Murphy, 30 _ 
Franklin, 28 
Paul, 28 . 
Worthington, 30 
Patton, 28 . 
Jones, 28 . 
Paulson, 28 ... 
Forsythe, 28 ... 
Peltz, 28 . 

.1221211112—10 

.0222222222— 9 

.2122212222— 9 

.2222212021— 9 

.2*2*222222— 8 

.2222001221— 8 

.2022202122— 8 
,2200111122— 8 
.2212*22202— 8 
.02221*2212— 8 
.2000222212— 7 
.2222222000— 7 
.2122202020— 7 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

com, yet mere was a good attendance of the Cresc 
shooters at the weekly gathering to-day. The leg on 
bebruary cup was won by Mr. G. G. Stephenson 
with a total of 22. The team event was won by Mes« 
C. A. Lockwood and L. C. Hopkins, with 42, after sho 
mg off a tie of 41 with Messrs. W. C. Damron and A 
Hendrickson. The leg on the State trophy was scoi 
by Mr. L. C. Hopkins. Scores: 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 

R C Williams. 1 15 
D T Leahy. 2 15 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 2 13 
T H Ernst. 1 13 
F B Stephenson. 0 12 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
J H Ernst.  2 15 
W W Marshall. 3 14 
L C Hopkins. 3 14 
Dr F C Raynor.... 3 13 
F B Stephenson.... 0 12 

February cup, 25 targets: 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 3 22 
D T Leahy . 4 21 
A E Hendrickson .. 4 20 
R C Williams . 2 19 
C A Lockwood. 3 19 
F B Stephenson. 0 19 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 
L C Hopkins. 5 21 
W W Marshall. 5 19 
A E Hendrickson... 4 18 
F B Stephenson.... 0 17 
T H Ernst . 4 17 
R C Williams. 2 15 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 
F B Stephenson . 11 
C A Lockwood. 10 

Team shoot, 25 targets: 
C Lockwood.3 23 
L C Hopkins.... 5 18—41 
G Stephenson, Jr. 3 15 
D T Leahy. 4 25—40 

Shoot-off, 25 targets: 
C Lockwood.2 23 
L C Hopkins.... 5 19—42 

Dr F C Raynor. 3 
H Kryn . 1 
W W Marshall. 3 
L C Hopkins. 3 
H B Vanderveer.... 2 

H B Vanderveer... 2 
R C Williams. 1 
D T Leahy,.. 2 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 2 
H White .!.... 1 

W W Marshall. 5 1 
H B Vanderveer... 4 
H Kryn . 2 
Dr F C Raynor. 5 
J H Ernst. 4 
L C Hopkins. 6 

H Kryn . 2 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 3 
D T Leahy. 4 
H B Vanderveer.... 4 
C A Lockwood. 3 
Dr F C Raynor. 5 

A E Hendrickson. 
R C Williams. 

W C Damron... 2 17 j 
A Hendrickson.. 4 24—! 

W C Damron... 2 16 
A Hendrickson.. 4 25— 

Colorado Springs Gun Club. 

Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb. 1.—The regular clt 

shoot of the Colorado Springs Gun Club was held t 

day. The weather was clear, cold and bright, with 
light wind. Scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

12345678 
20 20 20 20 20 25 25 20 

Chas D Plank.19 19 19 19 19 24 
Lute P. Lawton . 17 19 16 20 15 19 
Max E Hensler.19 19 18 13 17 .. .. 
A Merideth .17 18 15 18 14 .. .. 
Harold Money . 18 18 20 19 20 .. .. 
J W Garrett. IS 16 19 20 19 22 24 
F D Smith. 11 16 12 15 16 17 19 
Percy Hagerman. 18 17 16 19 22 .. 
Duncan Chisholm. 9 13 15 .. .. 

20 

Shot 
at. 
145 
125 
100 
100 
100 
150 
150 
105 

60 

Brok' 
139 
106 

86 
82 
95 

138 
106 

92 
37 

John W. Garrett, Capt. 

'Rifle Range and Gallery 

Fixture*. 

March 14-21.—New York Zettler Rifle Club 100-shc 
gallery championship. F. Hecking, Sec’y. 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill, Mass., Feb. 8.—The weekly competitio 
of the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at it 
range to-day, and in spite of the icy gale which swef 
across the grounds, the attendance was excellent. 

Messrs. Charles and Daniels tempted Providence b 
shooting at 1,000yds. during the morning, the forme 
coming out high man with only one shot off the targe 
The elevations at this distance were 20ft. in excess c 
the necessary allowance for last summer, and bullseye 
were made with 19ft. of windage allowance. 

J. Busfield was high in the offhand match with 87, 
score relatively as good as one well over 90 would b 
on an average day. The scores: 

Offhand practice match: J. Busfield 87, 85, 80: H. I 
Tuck 84, 81; F. C. Fitz 81; R. L. Dale 75, 74; ^ 

W. Charles 33, 31 

Niedner 72; Dr. P. Holder 72. 
Long-range rifle match, 1,000yds. 

F. Daniels, 24, 19. 
Military rifle medal match: W. R. Murphy 45, 42. 
Pistol practice match: O. E. Gerrish 92, 86, 86; D. G 

Fox 82, 81. 
Military revolver medal match: 
Military revolver medal match: W. R. Murphy 5( 

49, 48; A. Mortimer 49, 49, 46. 

New York Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Feb. 6.—The gallery shoot of the N. Y. C 
S. C. resulted as follows: 

Ring target: A. P. Fegert 481, R. Bifsse 480, Aug 
Kronsberg 479, Chas. Wagner 468, Frank Schwarz 461 
H. C. Radloft 464, Reed Schwanemann 442, Aug. Reib 
stein 422, A. Wiltz 418. 
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting* The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the \/. S. Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St., San Francisco 

Nyles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., Feb. 7.—We have had some very bad 
weather the past week; a couple of very disagreeable 
storms and three days of severe cold has had a ten¬ 
dency to keep anything but a genuine gun crank away 
from the gallery. Those that have shown up are so high 
in the tournament that to secure another point is like 
finding a needle in the hay mow. 

Many members are lamenting over the fact that matches 
are hard to get this year. We haven’t heard from our 
Providence friends this year, but expect to meet them 
at the Massachusetts Rifle Association shoot on Wash¬ 
ington’s Birthday. 

There has been a shortage in pistols through this 
section for some two months, and members of our “trad¬ 
ing department” have held anything in the pistol line at 
a premium. This week the dealers here secured a dozen 
pistols which were eagerly grabbed as soon as the word 
was sent out that they had arrived. Several members 
have vowed they were going after somebody’s scalp with 
these new guns, and Mr. F. B. Marston was the first 
man to make his initial entry in the pistol division this 
week. Mr. Graffam has “done things” this week with 
the revolver, gaining 48 points. He has been shooting 
the hand gun but six weeks, and has now reached the 
80 class. Messrs. Folkins, Cobb, Strickland, Bailey, and 
Sterling have also shown improvement this week. 

Messrs. Stevens, Folkins, Stoughton, Eveleth, Marston, 
Berry, Strickland and Mitchell all bettered their rifle 
scores this week. A very hard luck target was shot by 
Mr. Stoughton this week, when he placed nine con¬ 
secutive shots within the five-ring and his tenth shot 
going to a wide three. Same old story, How did I do it? 

Re-entry tournament, rifle: 

*G H Wilkins. 
*F L Hayden. 
*E L Cobb, Jr. 
*H W Stevens. 
M S Folkins. 
S B Adams. 
R H Crosby. 
L R Hatch. 
W M Fawcett. 

»P T Stoughton. 
A W Read. 
A L Libby. 
A F Graffam.•/-. 
W H Bailey. 
E H Eveleth. 
J A Folwartshny. 
Maj J J Dooley. 
*A L Harwell. 
*Jas M B Webber... 
*L E Ward. 
*F B Marston. 
*W R Berry. 
H E Waite. 
I B Welch . 
O E Gerrish . 

49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50—495 
49 in 49 49 49 49 16 40 50 50—492 
48 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50—491 
48 48 48 48 48 49 49 49 49 50—486 
45 45 46 17 47 47 47 47 48 48—467 
45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47 48 49—465 
46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47 47—465 
45 46 46 46 46 46 46 17 47 48—463 
46 46 46 46 46 16 46 46 46 46—460 
45 45 45 45 45 46 46 47 47 48—459 
45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47 47-457 
45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 47 47—450 
45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46—454 
44 11 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47—453 
45 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46—453 
44 44 45 45 45 45 15 46 46 47—452 
43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46 47 48—452 
44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 47 47—450 
44 44 44 44 45 45 45 46 46 47—450 
44 44 44 44 45 45 45 46 46 47—450 
44 44 44 45 45 45 45 46 10 46—450 
43 43 44 45 45 45 45 45 46 49-450 
43 43 43 44 11 44 45 45 47 47—445 
44 (4 44 44 II 44 II 44 45 47—444 
42 43 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46—441 

L D Ward. .... 43 
H M Strickland. .... 42 
A L Mitchell. .... 42 
*C J Perkins. .... 41 
G M Sterling. .... 41 
Fred Schonland . .... 40 
‘Lieut H W Way.... .... 39 
L F Cummings. .... 37 

43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 46—441 
42 43 43 43 43 43 43 44 44—430 
42 42 43 43 43 4 3 43 43 44—426 
41 42 42 43 43 43 43 44 45—427 
41 42 42 42 42 43 43 44 45—425 
40 41 41 41 41 42 42 43 44—415 
40 40 40 40 41 41 42 43 45—412 
38 40 40 41 41 42 42 43 44—408 

COMPOSITE TARGET. 

Made by A. Hubalek, winner of Championship, Indoor 
.22 Caliber Rifle League tournament; 100 shots; score 
2464, made with Peters .22 short cartridges. 

A L Dow. 39 39 39 40 40 40 41 42 42 43—405 
L B Spencer. 37 38 39 40 40 40 40 41 42 42—399 

Original ten targets unfinished: 
W B Thornes .46 46.0 
W P Knight . 40 43 43 43 43 46 46 48 44.0 
Capt R C Parker. 41 41 42 42 43 43 43 43 42.1 
W B Darton. 42 42.0 
P W Edwards. 39 40 41 42 43 45 45 42.1 
P G Thompson. 39 40 40 42 40.2 
L S Haseltinc. 36 39 41 41 39.2 
O P Masse. 35 40 37.5 
H B Chandler. 34 36 38 38 40 37.2 
F W B Martin.33 34 36 37 39 35.8 
F M Gray.  28 31 36 36 37 33.6 

‘Denotes prize positions. 

Re-entry tournament, hand gun: 
*F L Hayden. 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 93 94 94—925 
*S B Adams.   . 90 91 91 91 91 92 92 92 93 93-916 

*W M Fawcett. 89 89 90 90 90 90 91 91 91 95—906 
*M S Folkins. 88 88 88 88 89 89 89 90 92 92—893 
L R Hatch. 87 87 87 88 88 89 90 91 91 93—891 
O E Gerrish. 87 87 87 88 88 88 89 91 92 92—889 
A L Farwell. 83 84 84 84 85 86 87 88 88 91—860 
G H Wilkins. 82 82 82 83 84 85 85 86 87 87—843 
*E L Cobb, Jr. 81 81 81 82 83 84 84 84 84 89—833 
*H M Strickland. 79 79 80 80 83 83 83 86 87 92—832 
*W H Bailey. 79 80 80 80 80 81 82 S3 83 89—817 
*A F Graffam. 80 80 80 80 79 81 82 83 84 84—813 
H W Stevens. 78 78 79 79 80 80 81 82 83 87—807 
*A W Read. 77 78 78 78 79 79 79 84 84 86—802 
H B Chandler. 74 75 76 77 77 78 78 80 85 85—785 
C J Perkins. 74 74 75 75 76 76 77 77 79 79—762 
G M Sterling. 73 73 74 74 75 76 77 77 79 79—757 

Original ten targets unfinished: 
R H Crosby. 80 80 81 84 S7 82.4 
F B Marston . 67 74 83 74.6 

Best 50 consecutive shots with hand gun: 
F L Hayden. 94 88 92 92—456 

Best 50 consecutive shots with rifle: 
E L Cobb, Jr. 45 50 48 47 47—241 
F L Hayden. 49 50 49 47 46—241 

First perfect target with rifle: Dec. 25, E. L. Cobb, 
Jr 50. 

High aggregate, both classes: F. L. Hayden 1417, 
S. B. Adams 1381, W. M. Fawcett 1366, M. S. Folkins 
1360, L. R. Hatch 1354. 

‘Denotes prize positions. 

Columbia Rifle Club. 

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 4.—Each man shot two strings 
of ten shots each, 75ft., offhand. Scores of the star team 
follow: 

McChesney . 23 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 26-241 
23 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25—239 

Fredericks . 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—241 
23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25—244 

Willard . 22 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25—244 
24 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25-245 

Hendrickson . 20 22 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25—234 
21 22 22 24 24 25 25 25 25 25-238 

Morse . 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 25 25—238 
23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—241 

Gerhard . 19 22 22 23 23 23 24 24 25 25—230 
22 23 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 24—233 

Broeker . 19 20 21 23 23 24 24 24 24 25—227 
20 22 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—237 

Harned . 19 19 21 21 22 23 24 24 25 25-225 
21 22 22 22 23 24 24 24 25 25—232 

Gram . 21 22 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—239 
22 22 22 23 24 24 25 25 25 25—237 
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ELEVEN YEARS—I-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-I0HI-ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5 6-7-8-9-10-11 

Another Great Peters Victory 
- > 

At the Annual Championship Tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League at Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1908, the 
lion’s share of the honors, AS USUAL, was captured with the world-famed SEMI-SMOKELESS AMMUNITION—including FIRST 
PLACE or tie for first, in Every Match but t-ivo. This makes 

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE YEARS 
that the INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP of the U. S. has been won with PETERS CARTRIDGES, including the WORLD’S 
RECORD. The Championship for 1908 was won at Rochester by Arthur Hubalek, F. C. Ross tied for second, L. P. Ittel, third. 
The scores : 

1. Arthur Hubalek - - 2,464 4. C. F. Snellen ... 2,457 8. A. A. Stillman - - 2,442 
2. F. C. Ross (tie) - - 2,460 6. Jesse Smith - - - 2,446 9. Owen Smith - - - 2,440 
3. L. P. Ittel .... 2,458 7. L. C. Buss - - - - 2,443 10. E. J. Kurtz - 

11. Geo. A. Morse (tie) 
2,439 
2,435 

All the Above and 14 out of the First 17 Men Shot PETERS Cartridges 
CONTINUOUS MATCH.—L. P. Ittel and Arthur Hubalek were two of three shooters who tied for FIRST, with 4 POSSIBLE 

SCORES OF 75. They used PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES. 

BULL’S EYE MATCH. - G. A. Morse won Second with a 1 degree bull; L. P. Ittel won fourth with 2% degrees and C. Kerrigan 
won fifth with 2yi degrees. SEVEN MEN shooting PETERS made bulls better than 5 degrees. 4 

HONORARY TARGET.—Won by E. J. Kurtz, shooting PETERS .22 Long Rifle Cartridges. Score, 3J4" degrees. 

COLUMBIA SPECIAL.—1st, C. H. McChesney, scoring 88. 2d, L. P. Ittel, Arthur Hubalek, scoring 60. 3d, F. C. Ross, 
scoring 33. All using PETERS. 9 out of 10 prizes. 

SKIDDOO MATCH.—Tie for FIRST PLACE, by GEO. A. MORSE, with 3 perfect scores of 75. Ammunition used : Peters. 

More than one-half of all contestants who entered the tournament used PETERS CARTRIDGES. This, taken in connection with 
the wonderful victories and marvelous scores in the past ELEVEN YEARS, makes the most remarkable record in the annals of shooting. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
NEW YORK )SfCh.mb»,.[Str..t CINCINNATI, OHIO NEW ORLEANS; 

— ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11—ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3 4-5-6-7-8-9 1011- 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

. A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

If you cannot obtain from your Dealer, we ship direct, 
tpress prepaid, upon receipt of Catalog Price. 

Fully illustrated 160-page Catalog of entire line will be 
mailed upon receipt of 5 cents in stamps to pay postage. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O. Box 5668 

New York Office, 98 Chambers St. Chicopee Falls, Mass 

sport or service—Stevens Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols are unexcelled. 
Low in Price — High in Quality — good, strong, reliable Firearms. 

A Stevens Shooter Once—a Stevens Shooter ALWAYS 

t 

ELEVEN YEARS—
1-2 3-4 5 

6 7 8 9—
10 II 
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National Sportsman’s Association. 

The officers and committees were elected at the annual 
meeting of the Junior Branch of the National Sports¬ 
men s Association, held recently at the Plaza Hotel 
New i ork. ’ 

I here was much interest manifested in the .22-caliber 
rifle shootmg contest, to be held by the Association at 
the forthcoming Motor Boat and Sportsmen's Show, at 
Madison Square Garden, Feb. 20 to March 7. This con¬ 
test is for schoolboys only; positions standing, and 
prone; distance 50ft. The contests are as follows- 

1. Shooting contest, open to members of the Sports¬ 
mens Association, each member to shoot ten shots in 
succession, highest score to win. 

2. Best five shots, standing, open to anybody not over 
eigh een years, attending school in the United States. 
High schools private schools, military academies ami 
elementary schools are included. 8 ana 

3. Best ten shots standing open to any boy attend¬ 
ing a military academy, school or institute. 

4. rive best shots standing, open to any boy attend 
ing a summer camp or camps in the United States 
p, .. shooting, open to high schools of New York 
Philadelphia and other cities within a radius of 100 miles 
of New York city. Five-man teams. Five shots stand¬ 
ing and five shots prone. sutnu 

(j. Team shooting, open to all military academies for 
the military school championship. Teams of five bovs 
to compete. Five shots standing and five prone 

UnitedPS?ates?n ‘° aU amateur raarksraen ™ the 
No entrance fee in any contest. Each shot one cent. 

HYGIENIC VALUE OF FORESTS. 

To the majority of people trees have no other 
\alue but that of wood producers. There are 
unquestionably also a large and growing num¬ 
ber who regard trees from an aesthetic point 
of view, and value them for the aid they afford 
in rendering the landscape effective. Few how¬ 
ever, have ever realized what would be the sani¬ 
tary condition of the world if all the trees were 
lemoved, or have considered how important an 
influence the woodlands have upon the regula- 

p°n j says tiie Boston Transcript. 
Bernard Palissy realized this, and so did 
rernando Colon, who so long ago as 1540 de¬ 
clared that the rains in Madeira, the. Azores and 
: j Yananes> become rarer since the trees 
had been cut down. Humboldt, Boussingault 
and Lecquerel have each in turn raised a warn- 
mg voice against reckless deforestation, and 
each have demonstrated in a most conclusive 
manner that without trees there will be little 
rain, and consequently a falling off in natural 
irrigation. 

On the continent there are districts where the 
principal rivers have decreased in volume since 
the clearing of the woods near their sources 
and there is at the present time a small tribu- 
ar) o the order, which within living memory 

regularly turned three or four mills in its 
course, which is now absolutely dry except after 
severe rainstorms. In'the south of France, in 

th, y’ AIgena’ Morocco and all around 
he Mediterranean, the same thing is being ex- 

penenced. 1 he rain instead of falling in 
moderate showers as formerly, now comes in 
' o ent gushes with long periods of drouth be- 

Ihf consequence is that the grasses 
unci other low growing plants perish. Their 
roots wither away and the soil no longer held 
ogether by their fibres is washed away by the 

mtoTA31,''?1?111 •St°rmS’ and carried dawn 
' Ath.t bed of th.e nvers- Countries which were 

H granaries of the world, on which a 

ESTS.'S**" tlmved' are 
Tscblef wrought by wholesale clearance 

/ woods has awakened attention in many of 

mdermTineS namef' and rePlanting has been 
•ommimiu °4 3 3rge scale by individuals. 
.••’ unities and governments with the most de- 

nadee th?UA here such attempts have been 
r 11° cinnate has become less extreme, rain 

as tallen more uniformly and public health 

idal ffr°rd'r In Northwest India the benc- 
narLd tS °f tree Planting have been most 

JUST PIKE 

BALLISTITE 
—- WINS -- 

Sunny South Handicap—25 Live Birds. By Fred King, of Denver, Col. 

Sunny South Handicap—At Targets. By Otto Sens, of Houston, Texas. 

Houston Chronicle Trophy. By E. S. Forsgard, of Waco, Texas. 

EMPIRE Did the Trick! 274 STRAIGHT-—Longest Run of 1907 
BALLISTITE and EMPIRE 

(DENSE) ^ 
(BULK) 

^he Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU <a CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St, New York City 

16 (Jaugrt>, Afoc/eA/6 

Repeating Shptgran 
("Tt'srsVsy jO’’C 

This is a high grade, guaranteed repeating shotgun 
which weighs but 6*4 pounds, and yet is as effective 
as most 12 gauge guns which weigh 74 and 8 pounds. 

The 772art//i 16 gauge 
repeating shotgun is an 
exact copy of the 77tait//i 
Model 19 12-gauge and 
contains all the features 

which have made TTtartin shotguns famous. 

i The Sjb<? t0P’ s.'de ejection, automatic recoil safety 
lock and closed-in action are present in Model 16 • 
each part refined a little to meet the lighter charges 
of powder used in a 16 gauge shotgun. 

Grade D has fine Damascus barrel and Grade 
C Model 16 fflazAe/i shotgun barrels are made of 
‘‘ Special Smokeless Steel ”; all 272arfti2 barrels are 
bored to shoot both black and smokeless powders. 

The working parts of Model 16 repeating shotgun 
are made of the finest quality of steel drop forgings, 
cut down from solid blocks to the nicely fitting 
parts of the finished shotgun. 

With one shell in the chamber and five in the 
magazine, Model 16 shotgun can be fired six times 
in four seconds. 

For grouse, quail, woodcock, prairie chickens, 
teal, woodchucks, squirrels, rabbits and all other 
smaller game this gun is unsurpassed. The upland 
shooter will readily see the advantage of a repeat¬ 
ing shotgun weighing a pound to two pounds lighter 
than the average 12 gauge and yet having all the 
effectiveness of the heavier arm. 

Send three stamps for catalog which fully describes all the Mar/i/i guns. 

fibe772ar//n firearms Co., 27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

REMINISCENCES OF A 

SPORTSMAN. 
BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

n,ruj mcuiLiiig nave Deen mos 
"f crrcd; converting 1 a barren desert into a region 
, * |ertll'ty. The influence of trees on the 
ondnn off communities is also very marked, 

'he mef ff°rrS a striking example of this-truth, 
itv England is the best wooded 
s dilth w°rl,d’-and ;t is a]so the most healthy, 
m/e \tb ratC being lower than that of average 
r-f.L^115’ .though within the metropolitan 
f minert-eXjts a Population larger than that 
on u y.i •ln?doms and principalities. The rea- 

ior this is easily explained. The foliage of 

Tb’s 's a v°ltjrne of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$300 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And °ther papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

♦ IhiS j S a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to r orest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE'Rgx/so jv\sr 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
Locomo ti ve R eflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head | 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, II 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan- 1 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 
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A 

the Top 
of the List 

I 

The one gun possessing all qualities essential to superiority is the 

"Ansley H. Fox double hammerless gun. With a mechanism much more simple 

and strong than in other guns and a locking bolt which cannot shoot loose 

The A. H. Fox Gun 
is a gun to rely on in field or at trap. Handy, quick, certain in operation 

the Fox gun stands first in the estimation of sportsmen—actually 

“The finest Gun in the World” 
4. H. FOX GLIM CO.,46 7ONorth 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. * ' 

Insist upon your Shells 
being loaded with 

WALSRODE 
The original and best 
dense smokeless. Not af¬ 
fected by climatic changes 

Schoverling, Daly (Si Gales 
SOLE V. S. AGENTS 

302 and 304 Broadway, New York 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner, 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Field, Cover a.i\d Trap Shooting. 
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field. Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is shown 
bv this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—'Trapshoot¬ 

ing. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

trees absorb from the atmosphere a large pro¬ 
portion pf its carbonic acid, which without this 
natural filtration would be left in the air to be 
breathed by the people, with the consequence of 
diminished health. Trees are not only beauti¬ 
ful objects in the landscape and useful as sup¬ 
plying valuable timber, but they are necessary 
for the proper regulation of the climate and the 
absorption of gases deleterious to the human 
frame. The duty of all is, therefore, not only to 
spare the trees, but to plant them wherever and 
whenever possible. 

IN A BRITISH WOOD. 

A ride in a wood contains all scenery, water 
excepted, says a writer in the London Times. 
A man must be a sportsman quite to enjoy the 
full charm of a riding, and as he stands waiting 
for the cackle and rattle of the rising pheasant 
he has a rare opportunity to observe, and plenty 

of time to enjoy, both the details of the scenery 
and the movements of the animals that give life 
to it. His position as an observer is incom¬ 
parable. Where he stands all is. quiet, and 
must be quiet. At a distance a slight and or¬ 
ganized noise moves the wild things of the wood 
toward the quieter quarter. They are intent on 
what is behind them, and more blind than usual 
to what is in front of them. The same causes 
bring about strange and surprising juxtaposi¬ 
tions. A week or so ago, in a very beautiful 
Midland covert, a fox moved up to his run 
within three feet of one of the guns and stopped 
there, listening intently to the noises behind 
him, and only at last aware through his nose ot 
the gun standing over him. Close beside him 
was a cock-pheasant equally unobservant of the 
danger in front,, and the movements and atti¬ 
tudes of these natural enemies were to be 
watched with such intimacy that the observer 
could almost feel with them the anxious sense 
of being hunted and an inclination to avoid the 
approach of the clumsy gang who were blunder¬ 
ing through the sanctuary. When the firing be¬ 
gins the scene of course is changed, and the- 
keenest sportsman may be allowed to feel glac 
when now and again the pheasants are slow in 
coming; the naturalist in him fights with the 
sportsman; and, though in Walter Scott’s words 
“the conscious pride of art” is the stronger in¬ 
stinct in the hunter, some kinship in tire wik 
remains to give a substance and a humanity tc 
the memory of the day’s sport. . 

A man coming back to shoot in a Midlanc 
wood after an interval of some ten or a dozei 
years would find its community not a little 
changed, flhe pheasants themselves are no 
what thev were. You scarcely find any longei 
a pure example of the old English pheasant 
The Japanese bird with the white ring round hr 
neck and more vivid peacock tints has prove< 
a dominqnt variety; and, splendid though hi: 
colors are and his flight strong, one must re 
gret the disappearance of the old English bird 
with his more autumnal coloring. Several va 
rieties of pheasant have been successfully turnec 
down, and in the birds that are crosses betweei 
them the tints often do not consent to a peace 
able' relation. You see not infrequently hgh 
brown wings attached as if by mistake to ; 
'rainbow bodv, and the abrupt contrast has tn< 
curious effect of making the wings look to< 
small for the weight they support. When om 
sees such birds, either over the trees or. in tinj 
bag, one is inclined to agree with the vigorou 
diatribes of Mr. Tegetmeier against all aliei 
importations. The inclination, however, disap 
pears when at the end of the day some nw 
partridges are killed which clearly owe 
physique to the strain of Hungarian blood. W- 
are at a period when most birds are increasmj 
and most vermin decreasing. Some thirty-nw 
years ago, keepers in the home counties made • 
fair sum of money by killing pole-cats at 2s. od 
a head. To-day the pole-cat is almost as rar 
in England as the wildcat in Scotland, and eve: 
stoats are in places so few that sportsmen hav 
been found to declare that a few more wou 1 
be a good thing. The fox, classed in the earl, 
ages as vermin, is, of, course, an exception 
and of them the huntsman of a famous pack re 
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cently declared that he would be glad to see 
fewer. 

Though they still turn down foxes in Hert¬ 
fordshire, in most hunts the number tends to 
increase; and, by way of illustration, five foxes 
were afoot in one small Midland wood on the 
day's shooting to which reference has been 
made. It is characteristic of the animals that 
the cubs absolutely refused to be driven from 
the woods. It was their sanctuary as well as 
the sanctuary of the pheasants, and a fox, unlike 
the migratory stoat, is singularly faithful to his 
haunts. How soon after the pack is gone you 
may mark an old vixen, alert and self-contained, 
slip back to covert down the hedgerow. An¬ 
other animal that has increased everywhere is 
the woodpecker, regarded as a prize by some 
French sportsmen. Plis loud laugh is every¬ 
where in wood and field, his nest is impregnable, 
and we are such bad foresters in England that 
we give him choice of a multitude of rotten 
trees to select If the numbers continue to in¬ 
crease. we may presently see in England a sight 
that strikes every visitor to the Garden City of 
Toronto, where the red woodpecker is one of 
the most conspicuous denizens of square and 
boulevard. The blue wing of the jay, much 
valued by the maker of salmon flies, is only less 
conspicuous in the wood than the green and 
gold of the woodpecker, and his survival is 
strange. The bird figures in the bag at every 
wood shoot, it is ludicrously easy to shoot, 
keepers wage war on it, and the nest is fairly 
obvious. But its wits save it. It is bold enough 
to descend on a garden before the gardener’s 
eyes and devour his peas; but on the bush that 
ceepers, after the fashion of the shrike, hang 
vvith the corpses of marauders you will see in 
:he Midlands ten magpies to one jay, though 
:he jay is the commoner bird. The magpie is 
ferhaps, the one verminous bird that one ex¬ 
acts to disappear. The nest is a beacon that 
:an scarcely avoid detection, and the greed of 
he bird exceeds, to the point of suicide, its fear 
)f being trapped. 

This experience of the increase of birds, 
•ven such unpreserved yet sportsman’s birds as 
he wood pigeon, is common through England; 
ind, however one part of the country differs 
rom another as a sanctuary, no unprejudiced 
>bserver can doubt that preservation has re- 
lopulated fields and woods. The excesses of 
ome “keepers” have to some ears given the 
tame of preservation a satiric turn; but one 
ees when one shoots more kestrels, more owls 
n the air, and fewer hung on the trees. The 
pinnevs and hedgerows are livelier and more 
uneful than they used to be, especially where 
he head of game is large. The moral is scarce- 
y avoidable that game-preserving rather than 
ird-protection. is the principal cause; and there 

5 no cant in the sportsman’s claim to enjoy his 
port because of the animals he does not shoot, 
•ven the red berries of the spindle or the rest- 
-ss patrol of an elm leaf fluttering ground- 
•ard with butterfly flight become as proper 
arts of the enjoyment of a day’s covert shoot- 
ig as any rocketing shot. They are not so 
mch talked of, it is true; and perhaps a right 
nd left at a woodcock and a cat, a recent feat 
iat can have few parallels, was a more dra- 
latic occurrence. 

RAWHIDE SHOES. 

The hunter now ventures into the swamps in 
is rawhide shoes, lacing nearly up his calf, 
hese shoes are apt to become very dry and 
ird, so that they will crack. Prevent this by 
beral applications of neat’s-foot oil. One of 
ie b>'-products of the Standard Oil Company, 
ys the Press, is a paste made of petroleum re- 
se that is absolutely waterproof. The rubber 
>mpanies make a rubber varnish or cement 
at is excellent for rough shoes. More hunters 
e, .om w.et ^eef than are killed in the woods 
r being mistaken for game. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

mada, revised to date and now in force, are 

'.’c» m the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

SOME old Greek said he could pry the earth loose with a lever if he had a good place to rest it 

on. To him a lever seemed a very wonderful thing. It is. If a hammer of a shot gun is to be 

cocked, why not use the simplest form of mechanism — the lever? If a shell is to be extracted 

why not seek to utilize the same lever ? That is the way the inventor of the Lefever shot gun went at 

‘t free from all the old-time complicated mechanisms. He sought simplicity. He made one piece of 

substantial steel serve. He used the cocking hook of the Lefever shot gun as a shell ejector-one piece 

instead of eighteen to twenty-five pieces. Add the hammer and its sear, and you have the Lefever system 

You will buy no other gun after trying this modern simplified action. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Enough advantages over other high-grade guns are told of. in the 
ever catalogue to amaze anyone not usimr the o-i.r. itcif 1 
jj-uuugn duvantages over omer nign-grade guns are told ol 

Lefever catalogue to amaze anyone not using the gun itself. He 
tight joint is insured with dovetailed fastener and self-compensat¬ 
ing bolt ; how strain is taken off the hinge joint ; how faith¬ 
ful workmanship is spent on all parts ; how steel is used 
which is a credit to the great European makers — all 
are to be read and seen in a beautiful catalogue 
■worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY 
23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

How a 

When You Buy a Gun— 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

SHOT GUN BARGAINS 
One Fine Hammerless Double Gun, made to order by 
T. Kilby, London, Eng., 12 gauge, 28-inch barrels of 
Sir Whitworth Fluid Steel, beautifully carved Circas¬ 
sian walnut stock, automatic ejector. Cost (fonn 
$450 Price.3>ZUU 

One Charles Daly Hammerless, Diamond quality, 12 
gauge, 30-in. fine Damascus barrels. Second (Tirin 
hand, in fine condition. Cost $275. Price, 4)IUU 
One Charles Daly Hammerless, 12 gauge, 30-inch 
Krupp Steel Barrels, single trigger. Cost tfnn 
$165. Price.4)311 

One L. C. Smith Hammerless Gun, 16 gauge, 28-inch 
Damascus barrels, automatic ejector, slightly (frn 
used. Cost $105. Price J)0U 

Will send any of these guns C. O. D. for approval 
on prepayment of express charges. 

SHAPPIRIO’S SPORTING GOODS STORE 
905 D St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FALL SHOOTING 
IS HERE. 

SMOKELESS POWDER 
SH ELLS$1£9 |od 

We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood.Shot 
Gun Shells Loaded with their famous Smokeless 
Powdery any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price *2.50. This Is a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a 10 gauge gun, 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You gave one dollar ana lOcents 
per 100. Don’t use common black powder shells when 
you can get Smokeless at this price. GUNS, 
RIFLES, TACKLF,, TENTS, etc., at lowest 
prices consistent with good goods. Remit by P. O. 
Money Order. 

K1RTLAND BROS. & CO. 
90 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
Just say “Send me No. 364” and you 

will receive free a big book of 5000 illus¬ 
trations, with description and low prices 
on Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle,Gnns, 
Canoes, Athletic Wear, Indoor and 
Outdoor Games. 

17 Warren St., nearB’way, New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fomst 
and Stream. 
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SOHULTZE” 
Smokeless Shotgun Powder 

The Old Time Favorite 

HARD GRAIN 

SMOKELESS 
UNIFORM 

CLEAN BURNING 
STABILITY GUARANTEED 

Loaded in All First-Class Shells 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR 

“NEW SCHULTZE” 
A Powder for the Most Critical 

Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°° 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel. Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

——Dixon's Graphite for Sportsmen* 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reels; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats, 

oklef Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixoa's 
Motor Graphite” free on request, 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE C0.f • Jersey City, N.L 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
"Forest and Stream.” 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

OUR KOMATIK DOGS. 

If some of your readers are as fond of anima' 
as I am, I am sure they would like to kno' 
something of dog life in Labrador and norther 
Newfoundland, so I will tell you about the dog 
belonging to the hospitals at Battle Harbo 
St. Anthony and here at Harrington. On tl 
Labrador and in northern Newfoundland ther 
are just two kinds of dogs: Crackies, as til 
people call them, and komatik dogs. The kom; 
tik dogs are large, and some are very hero 
because they are partly wolf. Tliev are kej 
for drawing the komatiks in the winter, for n 
other animals except reindeer, could go safe! 
or find their way in blinding snow storms ovc 
the rough snow-covered hills and frozen bay 
often coated with thin ice, that will not be; 
the weight of anything heavier than dog 
harnessed separately, and each one at a distanc 
from the other. They work very hard, for the 
have to draw all the wood, which is often felle; 
ten miles away, water, and freight, as well sj 
people. They frequently trot fifty miles in or 
day, but they enjoy this and go very fast. 

There is always a leader, who is chosen fr 
having the best- instinct for finding the way b 
day or night, and one of them often acts as se 
appointed policeman, keeping the others straigl 
and biting the heels of any dog who tries t 
get out of the track or who slacks the traces. 

Their food is quite different from that of cit 
dogs, for we have neither beef, mutton, vea 
pork, nor dog biscuit here. They eat fish, se; 
and whale which, for the winter, is salted c: 
frozen. Herring, cods’ heads, capelin and squi 
are what they principally get, with, when thei; 
masters are good to them and can afford to bu 
it, corn meal, made into porridge with blubbe 
They get but one meal a day, and that in tb| 
evening after their work is done. They are nc 
allowed in the houses, for their manners ar 
not nice and they are terrible thieves, but the 
sleep out of doors, scratching for themselves i 
the winter a hole in the snow if they cannc 
find any more sheltered spot. At Harringto 
the people are good to their dogs, for they buil 
them nice little wooden houses called cabin: 
where they are shut in at night. If a dog i 
naughty during the day. stealing the fish off th 
flakes, or fighting the other dogs, he feels ver 
much the disgrace of being “cabined.” The 
are very jealous of their territorial rights an, 
seem to know exactly where their boundaric 
are, for they fiercely resent the trespassing c 
any other dog on their master’s property. The 
love a fight and will start one on the siighte; 
provocation, not hesitating, in the heat of battli 
to attack and slay one of their boon compar 
ions, with whom, but a few minutes before 
they were basking in the sun, or drawing 
komatik. 

The crackies are the pet dogs, of any breet 
allowed in the house, of whom the komati 
dogs are so fiercely jealous that in some place, 
it is not safe to let them out unprotected, fo 
they would be at once killed. 

The komatik dogs are so fierce and savag< 
partly because of the wolf nature and parti 
because they are never petted, but too ofte, 
badly treated, half starved, beaten and spoke 
to crossly. They can be very nice when spoke 
to kindly and treated well, but are never as re 
liable as our well-trained, well-bred home dog: 

There are sixteen dogs belonging to th 
mission at Battle Harbor. They do not jive a, 
the hospital, which is on a small, rocky islanc 
but are taken care of by a man named Murphy 
who lives on the mainland, across the tickle 
These mission dogs very much dislike the Smit 
dogs who live on the island, so sometimes th 
sixteen will sound a challenge and, if answere 
by the Smith dogs, a mass af noses and tails i 
seen crossing the tickle, howls of derision an< 
defiance are heard, they are met on the shor 
by the Smith dogs and a battle royal ensues 
When enough hair has been torn out. blod 
drawn, and ardor cooled, helped by a judiciou 
application of stick and strong language, tin 
tickle is again crossed. When the wounds ar 
sufficiently healed, the Smith dogs are the ag 
gressors and the return battle is fought on th« 
mainland. 

At St. Anthony, we had thirteen komatik dog: FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Their names were Caesar, Doc, Joe, Indian 
Sue, who killed and partly ate two of Yarmah’s 
puppies last autumn, Jerry, Topsy, Chidley, 
Nigger, Black Jack, Nobby, Savage, Tyke and 
Damsel, and four thoroughbred house dogs, 
Melpes and Yarmah, two beautiful collies, 
Gentleman Jack, a dear little cocker spaniel, 
and Jill, curly coated retriever, who has traveled 
thousands of miles with Dr. Grenfell, for she 
is nine years old, and goes every summer with 
her master in the S.S. Strathcona, up and down 
the Labrador and northern Newfoundland 
coast. Savage, Tyke and Damsel were kept at 
home to draw the water, wood and coal for the 
hospital and orphanage, but the others took 
the doctor on his long medical trips with the 
komatik. They traveled last winter 1,100 miles. 
One day last winter they were so dead beat 
near the end of a long, hard day, that poor 
Nobby wanted to lie down on the snow and die, 
but the doctor took him up in his arms, pro¬ 
testing. and carried him home on the komatik. 
A few days’ rest with plenty of food, soon made 
him all right. They were all dreadful jealous of 
Melpes; I think it was because he had such a 
beautiful plumed tail and ruff, was combed 
every day, did no work, slept in the house, and 
had as much food as he wanted. I always had 
to be ready with a stick and a gruff voice to 
stop a dog fight. 

Here at Harrington we have quality, not 
quantity, for Dr. Hare says they are the best 
team on the coast. They took him seventeen 
hundred miles last winter. Twice they went 
through the ice and were nearly drowned, but 
struggled out. and brought themselves and 
their master safely home. 

There names are: Veak. the leader, who, 
their driver will say, knows as much as a human 
being. She got her tail frostbitten last winter, 
and had to have part of it amputated; Topsy, the. 
policeman, who keeps all the others straight; 
Black Head, whom Topsy completely rules, 
Grey, who keeps steadily on and never has to 
be spoken to, Bully, who is not what his name 
indicates, and Jack the second dog, an Eskimo 
from the far north who has a beautiful bushy 
tail, and wolf-like face. Grey has six beautiful 
puppies, two weeks old. that we have named 
Mack, because spotted, Tyke. Gyp, Snow, Alba, 
and Nick. Jack has four, one day younger, and 
these we have named Alpha, Beta, Major and 
Ponto. We are giving the two mothers two 
large meals of cornmeal and porridge and fish 
each day, for we want the puppies to be big 
and fine, that they may learn to drag a komatik 
next spring. 

_ It is very weird to hear the komatik dogs 
sing their vesper hymn, as we call it; at six 
and nine P. M., and at midnight, the prima 
donna and leading tenor will start a mournful 
howl, every dog in the harbor will join, and the 
result is a wailing chant in a minor key, lasting 
unless stopped, for nearly five minutes. I think 
they are pouring out their woes, and uncon¬ 
sciously imitating their wolf ancestors. 

It is probable that in the near future these in¬ 
teresting animals will be entirely superseded by 
the reindeer, whose arrival Dr. Grenfell is now 
so anxiously expecting.—Sister Mayou in “The 
Deep Sea Fishers. 

A WOMAN HUNTER IN MEXICO. 

Countess de St. Pierre, intrepid woman 
hunter of big game, left Los Angeles recently 
for the delta of the Colorado River, where she 
goes to hunt peccaries in Mexico. The Countess 
secured as her guide Captain C. A. Mont¬ 
gomery, an inmate of the Soldiers’ Home, who 
is known as an old-time. scout of the West. 
Captain Montgomery said he was induced to ac¬ 
company the Countess because she had a letter 
from President Roosevelt asking to accompany 
the French woman in her quest. 

East Boston, Mass., Jan. 23.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: I take more pleasure in reading 
your paper than any other journal or paper that 
comes into my office. I do not know how I 
could do without it now after reading it for five 
years. 

I have gotten you two new subscribers and 
herewith send in their subscriptions with my 
own renewal. W. W. Goodwin, M. D. 
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K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 oents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

FOX HOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON 
HOUNDS, PARTRIDGE DOGS that stay at tree. 

B. L. CALL, Dexter, Me. 

For SPAYED FEMALE COCKERS address W. A. 
SUTHERLAND, De Lancey, N. Y. 

Pedigreed collie pups. Fine as silk.* NELSON’S, Grove 
City. Pa., Dept. B. 

FOR SALE.—All kinds of trained dogs and pups and 
ferrets. Address, with stamp. P. BRYAN, Man, W. Va. 
.  T 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and lox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

TOY POMERANIANS 

COMPULSORY SALE 
1. Black bitch Luna. Age 20 months. Champion pedi¬ 

gree. 41bs. Good coat, shape, ears and tail carriage. 
House trained. Prize winner. £25. 

2. Black bitch Biddy. Sister to above; 51bs. Good coat, 
head, ears and tail carriage. £12.12. 

3. Black brood bitch Dutchess; 6% years; Slbs. Cham¬ 
pion pedigree. Excellent mother,, and successful 
breeder. Good coat, head, ears and tail. £9.9. 

4. Golden brown brood bitch Phyllis; 3% years; Slbs. 
Champion pedigree. Very smart. Splendid mother. 
£7.7.6. 

5. Steel blue stud dog Colley Mist; 2 years; 4%lbs. 
Champion pedigree. Big prize winner. Very short 
back, cobby, good head, ears and tail carriage. Proved 
sire. £20. 

6. Black dog Ben; 7 months; 41bs. Champion pedigree. 
Good shape, head, ears and tail carriage. Splendid 
coat. £8.18.6. 

7. Brown dog puppy, 3 months. Well bred. Correct 
shape, ears, head and tail. £5.5. 

8. Beaver dog puppy, 4 months. By big prize winners. 
Very small. £5.5. 

9 & 10. Two beautiful jet black puppies'. Male £15. 
Female £10. Profuse coats, small ears, splendid 
shape. Three months. Champion pedigree. 

All these are strong and healthy, and kennel reared. 
Further particulargs from MRS. ASHBY, Mead Lodge, 
Reigate, England. 7 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bears I Hare Mel—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
ohildren, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. 

R. Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky. 

:BOOK OM 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St„ New York. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird GrinnelL Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 
son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 
Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 
wapiti in Wyoming by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rum- 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Everyone who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject/ The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
Bttle or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 

t“£i_work w*lich are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 
The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 

written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Where, When and How to Catch 
Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 

By Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 
Jo?” Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla. 
With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 
Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives a 
very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 
from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the most 
value to the angler who desires to identify the fish he 
takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish shown 
in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, are very 
beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are cuts 
showing portions of the fishing tackle which the author 
uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



RIFLE BARGAINS 
2 Stevens Ideal Rifles, .25-21 caliber, C.F., 26in. barrels, half octagon, case- 

hardened frame, Rocky Mountain sights, etc. Weight 7541bs. Regular price 
$12 each. Absolutely new. Each. $6.00 

5 Springfield Breechloading Rifles, .45-70 caliber. Complete with bayonet. Abso¬ 
lutely new. Each. $4.50 

2 Springfield Brecchloading Rifles, .45-70 caliber, latest model, with rod bayonet. 
Absolutely new. Original cost to Government, $18. Each. $6.00 

1 only Officer’s model Springfield Rifle, .45-70 caliber, very finely engraved, with 
pistol grip, checkered stock, silver-mounted, etc. Absolutely new, costing 
originally $35.$12.00 

1 only Swiss Repeating Rifle, .41 caliber, R.F., 10 shots, in first-class second¬ 
hand condition. Almost new. $5.00 

2 Springfield Rifles. .45-70 caliber, in good second-hand condition. Very slightly 
damaged. Each . $2.00 

1 Flobert Cadet Rifle, .32 caliber, R.F., with bayonet. Regular price, $S. Shop 
worn only .   $4.00 

1 Flint Lock Musket, in first-class second-hand condition. $5.00 

1 Genuine Tower Flint Lock Musket, highly polished, with brass trimmings, 
complete with bayonet* barrel stamped “Royal Artillery, and an extra good 
relic . $12.00 

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

If you want a good reliable 

TRAP 

FIELD 
GUN, 

one of the leading imported 

guns in this country, 
get a 

on application. 

Our Specialty-Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove. 

Swedish Leather Jackets 
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting. 

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or anv exposed to 
cold. Worn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A 
capital jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile use. 

I-ST" We take the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets, 
and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in the United States. 

A-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $20.00 
B-Quality, 2d grade,.$15.00 
Black Jackets at - - $7.00, $8.00 and $10.00 
Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order, we 

will forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money 
on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any other make. 

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market adver¬ 
tised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desiring 
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other 
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money. 

WM. READ <& SONS. 
107 Washington SI., BOSTON. MASS. 

Sole American Agents for these Finest Imported Skins. 

No. 5038—Greener Grand Prize Pigeon Gun, 12- 
gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin lull choked barrels, 
weight 7 lbs. 8 oz., straight grip, dark Italian wal¬ 
nut stock with thick rubber butt, length of stock 
14K, drop 2%. Cost new $200, and in fine con¬ 
dition; price, $125. 

No. 1928. Greener Hammerless 16-gauge Field 
Gun, 28-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, modified left 
and cylinder right, very handsome dark Italian 
walnut stock 14 in., drop 27% in., half pistol grip, 
weight 5% lbs. $150 net grade. This gun is 
slightly shopworn and a great bargain at $100. 

No. 3082—$100 Ithaca Hammerless Trap Gun, 
12-gauge, 30-in. Damascus barrels, both full choked, 
weight 7% lbs., very handsome Circassian walnut 
full pistol grip stock, fancy checkering, elaborate 
engraving, drop 3% in., length of stock 14%. In 
fine condition; price, $55. 

No. 2520—Sauer “Knockabout” Field Guil, 12- 
gauge, 30-in. Siemans-Martin barrels, left full 
choked, right improved cylinder, dark walnut stock, 
half pistol grip, weight 7 lbs., length of stock 14 in. 
drop3in .Gun in fine condition and a bargain at $45> 

Francotte or a Knockabout 
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

The “Forest and Stream*’ 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the Amefican Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rosei System of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

No. 4705—Greener Ham 
merless Field Gun, 20-gauge, 
26-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 
rels, left modified, right 
clylinder. weight 4 lbs. 11 oz. 
drop 2^t length of stock 
14/^, half pistol grip, $150 
net grade; slightly shopworn; 
price, $100. 

SOME 
JANUARY 

BARGAINS 

No. 3394. Francotte Ham¬ 
merless Field Gun, 12-gauge, 
30-in. Siemans-Martin bar¬ 
rels, right cylinder, left 
choked, weight 7 lbs., drop 
2%, length 14%, English 
walnut fine pistol grip stock. 
Cost new $140; a bargain at 
$85. 

No. 3034—Greener Hammerless Duck Gun, 
10/30, 9 lbs. 3 oz., length of stock 14/4, dark 
English walnut stock, half pistol grip, Siemans- 
Martin full choked barrels. Cost new $160, and in 
splendid condition ; price, $90. 

No. 5474—Franklin Hammerless, 10-gauge, 32-in. 
barrels, 8% lbs., left full choke, right modified, 
Greener cross bolt, dark English walnut stock, full 
pistol grip, drop 2%, length 1454* Regular price, 
$30; slightly shopworn; a bargain at $19.50. 

No. 2233—Ithaca Hammerless Field Gun, 12- 
gauge, 28-in. steel barrels, left choked, right cylin¬ 
der, weight 6% lbs., drop 2%, length 14ps. Cost 
$30; slightly shopworn; price, $19.50. 

No. 4147—Greener Monarch Ejector Field Gun, 
12-gauge, .26-inch Siemans-Martin barrels, right 
cylinder, left modified choke. Very handsome 
dark Italian walnut stock, half pistol grip, length 
1454 in., drop 254 in. Regular price, $200 net. 
This gun is only slightly shopworn and big bargain 
at $150. 

No. 3840—Francotte Pigeon Ejector, 12/30, 
7 lbs. 1554 oz., 2X in. drop, length of stock 14%y 
straight grip, handsome Italian walnut stock, Silver’s 
Anti-recoil pad. Siemans-Martin full choked bar¬ 
rels. Greener cross bolt, elaborate engraving, side 
clips; cost $225, and in as good condition as new; 
price, $150. 
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CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 

NATURE STUDY, SHOOTING, PISHING, YACHTING 
iS.vJi 

\ 

A Weekly Journal. Copyright. rnnr 
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uy roresi ana stream tub. Co. HWU 5 1 KLAM rUBLISHING CO 
uruduway, new lork ranif,=CUIV? P‘ass matter, July] 
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PRICE, TEN CENTS 
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use 

MENNEN'S 
BORATEDTALCUM 

TOILET POWDER 
and insist that your barber use 
it also. It is Antiseptic, and 
will prevent any of the skin 
diseases often contracted. 

A positive relief for Chapped 
Hands, Chafing, and all 

afflictions of the skin. Removes all odor 
of perspiration. Get Mennen’s-the original. 
Put up in non-refillable boxes, the "box that lox." Guaran¬ 
teed under the Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1906. Serial 
No. 1542. 

Sold everywhere or mailed for 25cts. Sample free. 

Try Mermen's Violet (Borated) Talcum. 

GERHARD MENNEN CO.. Newark, N. J. 

The Optimist and Pessimist, the difference is droll: 
The Optimist sees the doughnut, the Pessimist the hole. 

You can’t be a Pessimist and own a 

Strelinger 
(4 Cycle, 1 to 4 Cylinder) 

IT ALWAYS GOES 

BEST MARINE ENGINE MADE 
We also carry in stock several of the 

bestmakes of 2-Cycle Marine Engines, 
and a full line of Stationary Engines, 
Pumping and Electric Lighting Outfits, 
Boat Accessories, Etc., Etc. 

THE STRELINGER 

Let us know your wants and we will quote prices. 

Engines 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., - - $33 to $2,500 
THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO. 

Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural flualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The^ Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. "Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Mullins •‘Get There” VZStZXZX 
Unequaled for use In very shallow water or through tangled grass 

and reeds. Thousands are in use, and endorsed by sportsmen every¬ 
where as the lightest, most comfortable and safest duck boat built. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. Price $22.00. 
Write Today for Our Large Catalogue of 

Motor Boats, ltow Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boat* 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, O, 

Houseboats and Houseboating 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

I 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its purpose 
three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 
houseboating life. 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 

this country. 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 

manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 
known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 
reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 
The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air. life in 
summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 
so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram. 1 he 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 

THE STRUCTURE OF WOOD. 

It is doubtful if any of the laboratories main¬ 

tained by the government for scientific research 

are more unique in character, and yet bear 

promise of more important results, than one 

which has just been established in Washington 

by the United States Forest Service for investi¬ 

gating the structure of commercially important 

woods. 

Laymen will not understand the significance 

of the proposed investigations carried on in this 

laboratory so quickly as architects, builders and 

other wood users, who in these days of grow¬ 

ing scarcity of the more valuable woods are 

seriously perplexed in identifying substitutes. 

Mistakes of this kind in identification have, in 

the last few years, in several instances, meant 

the loss of thousands of dollars, and many em¬ 

barrassing law suits. 

Nearly any user of lumber can recognize, and 
name offhand, all the usual trees of the forest 
when he sees them growing, and not much diffi¬ 
culty is encountered in identifying the common 
kind of lumber in a mill yard because he knows 
the few trees from which the yard lumber comes. 
But common kinds are growing scarce, and 
woods not often cut heretofore, are appearing 
in the markets. The most experienced men are 
sometimes puzzled when they try to identify 
them, and persons with less experience have 
still more trouble. Is a certain wood gum or 
elm? Is another cucumber, linn, or poplar? Is 
a stick sugar maple or red maple? Doubts may 
arise whether a piece is hemlock or spruce, or 
whether it is lodgepole pine or fir, or whether , 
a shingle is cypress or cedar. A dealer may buy 
red oak and suspect that he is getting some¬ 
thing else. There are thirty or more important 
species of oak. The best lumber dealer might 
not know which is which in the lumber pile, or 
if he knows, he might not know how to prove it. 

Many of these woods look alike, even to the 
trained eye of the millman or the builder, and 
yet they are widely different in value for cer¬ 
tain purposes, and it is of the greatest im¬ 
portance to be able to distinguish them quickly 
and certainly. Again, a new wood may come 
to a man’s notice for the first time, and it' may 
be necessary for him to decide what it is and 
wiiat it is worth. _ > 

The government has been helping individual 
'umber users for some time, but the facilities 
have not been near so complete as they are now. 
It is to meet such needs and answer such ques¬ 
tions, that the Forest Service has established 
the laboratory, and placed it in charge of a 
trained dendrologist. Architects, lumbermen, 
manufacturers and makers of woodware are al¬ 
ready sending in samples of wood for identifi- • 
cation, and asking if there are not some struc¬ 
tural characters by means of which such woods ; 
may be conveniently separated for - relative < 
species having greater or less value for some 
specific purpose. 

The laboratory will investigate in a practical 
way. The structure of woods, sections length¬ 
wise and crosswise, will be studied so as to sepa¬ 
rate by structure alone the various species of a 
genus. Analytical keys to the trees of each - 
group will be worked out. These will be based • 
on the arrangement and character of the pores 
discernible to the naked eye or by a hand lens. 

The result will be published from time to time 
with good illustrations and placed at the dis¬ 
posal of lumber users. After all the important 
groups of wood, such as oaks, pines and firs, 
have been studied and the result published sepa¬ 
rately, the several monographs will be col¬ 
lected and published in one volume. 

A work of this character has long been in de¬ 
mand by architects, builders and other users of 
lumber. It will, in most cases, enable even a 
non-technically trained man to determine quite 
readily the wood he deals with by means of an 
ordinary hand lens and by comparing the wood 
in question with the photographs of cross and 
long sections given in these monographs. 
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DO ANIMALS COUNT? 

,mo studied Sir J. Lubbock’s interesting- 
X remembered a fact observed by me 

, though it is not conclusive, seems worth 
3ning. I was amused some years ago to 
e the feeding of the young in a sparrow- 
near an upper window of my house. The 
arrow alighted upon the small veranda of 
arrow-house with four living cankerworms 
beak. 1 hen the four young ones put out 
leads, with the customary noise, and were 
ch with a caterpillar. 1 he sparrow went 
iu returned after a while again with four 
cankerworms in his beak, which were dis- 
of in the same manner. I was so inter- 
and pleased with the process that I 
d it for some time and during the follow- 
ys. 

ct whitfh I have not seen noticed here in 
tensive sparrow literature is that for a 
r of years sparrows begin to build nests 

grass and hay at the top of the high 
I He first I saw were large irregular balls 

on the tripod of twigs. The entrance was 
inner side near the lower end of the balls, 
.ar, I observed another form of the nests 
ng rope formed of dry grass, as thick as 
s wrist and as long as the forearm, is 
d only with the upper end to strong 
es at the top of high trees. The rope’s 
is a rather large ovoid shape with the 
:e to the inside near the end. Of such 

saw last winter about a dozen on the 
lere in Main street, near the college 
s. and similar ones in Putnam avenue and 
streets. A long pole near my house 
y covered by a vine (Celastrus scandens) 

a nest for three years, used every year, 

e sparrow-houses around my lodging the 
vs stay throughout the winter; common- 
male and three females in every house, 
pnng the superfluous females are turned 
• ature. 

ARCADIAN BLISS. 

frequently hear folks say they wish they 
millionaire. But our idea of happiness' 

me that owns forty acres of land in the 
m t owe a cent, has a wife and seven 

>, five good ’coon dogs, a sorrel team 
es, a good shotgun, forty-seven miles 
railroad, and right on a good stream of 
i that would not be happiness “unal- 
we would like to know where you would 
nd it.—Auxvasse (Mo.) Review. 

SE AND HOVND 
r ^ ihiams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 

aal Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
wick Hunt Club. 

ni!YIi,<L?0UndT '"cyclopedic in all that per- 
oxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt- 

Ria!nUnterj Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
ana # and PTriK‘n of the American Hound 

■ cks anTnt? P°rse?- ,The Kennel Scent. The 
s a"d Hab.ts of the Fox. In the Field 

boiind." 13.clear and crisp, and ever) 

ily mustmed.hprice! The ^ 

EST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

nd Points for Sportsmen. 

Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. 

"ks113^ .c,omPris?s s'* hundred and odd hints, 
He’fNhnrrn'3’ ^ suggestions for the 
ist the S ’ the ud°g owner. th' yachtsman, 
smaninSiT'if’ the- 5u,er; ,n short- {°' ‘he 
id Poim.>?1v,the var,e.d Phases of his activity. 
eful works *2? pr?ved on' of the most prac- 

w works of reference in the sportsman’s 

-ST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 

Our 1908 Catalogues Now Ready 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition, Camp 

Goods and Fishing Tackle. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies. 

Mailed free on request. 

Steel Fishing Rods 

I384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

Visit our Exhibit at the Sportsmen’s Show, 

February 20th—March 7th, New York. 

1 ake a BRISTOL” with you on your next trip. 
I nen you will know positively why “ BRISTOLS ” 
have for twenty years held the unquestioned fish- 

,«inn r ryl-,- brISTOLS” earned their repu- 
tation for reliability under all conditions. 

Where can you find an expert fisherman who 

Tor "0t un°T and love ,he "feel” of a “BR1S- 
1 . ' He knows that the “BRISTOL" repre¬ 
sents not only the acme of skill in catching the 

wiliest nibblers, but also the 
acme of skill 'in landing the 
gamiest fighters. Every genu¬ 
ine rod has the word “BRIS¬ 
TOL” stamped on the handle. 
Look for it. Refuse imitations 
Every “BRISTOL" guaran¬ 
teed for three years. 

Beautiful illustrated 
catalogue mailed free. 

THE 

Horton Mfg. Co. 
84 Horton Street 

Bristol, Conn. 

Three 
Pieces $1.50 

Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8% feet; Fly, 9, 9^, 10 feet 

TROUT FLIES °z*sr 12c STEEL RODS 

Split Bamboo Rods. 75c . . ,. _ , „ „ 
3 pieces, extra tip. Fly, 10 eet; Bait, 8% feet. AUIOllY&llC IVeCl, $2.50 

Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Lino. 

CHARLES DISCH, 
318 FULTON STREET. - BROOKLYN, N. Y 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink the 
bluejay the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

YOU SAVE $8.00 
66 

By Making Your Own 

Bethabara” Wood Rod 
We furnish the necessary Wood, Mountings, German Silver —every 

thing just at we use them in our $15.00 Rods, for .... $7.00 
We have a special list showing these outfits of material. 

M. A. SHIPLEY, 133 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

NEW JERSEY’S DUTY. 

The first gun in the legislative battle in 

behalf of- New Jersey’s much persecuted game 

was fired at Trenton last week by the Asso¬ 

ciation of New Jersey Sportsmen for the Pro¬ 

tection of Fish and Game. A report of the 

meeting is found in another column. 

New Jersey is the last of the North Atlantic 

States to cling to antique beliefs and methods. 

The provinces of Canada, most of the New 

England States, then New York, and last of 

all, Connecticut, have forbidden spring shoot¬ 

ing, and in good time their residents will re¬ 

ceive an abundant reward in a greater number 

of birds and far better shooting in the autumn 

than they had when the shooting season lasted 

through the months of autumn, winter and 

spring. 

This is true for many reasons. Birds, un¬ 

harried in the spring, are in better shape to 

breed and will presumably raise larger broods 

than if constantly chased from place to place 

and allowed no rest. In sections protected in 

spring, birds will breed in many places where 

they would not if they were constantly striving 

to escape the gunner. Each year more local 

birds will be bred, and these birds will tend to 

give shooting in the early part of the season, 

and, as the weather grows colder, will act as 

decoys to bring down their migrating fellows. 

A number of species of ducks, but notably the 

black duck, the blue-winged teal and the mal¬ 

lard, with probably some of the diving ducks, 

used to breed abundantly in our Middle States, 

and, in secluded localities, will do so again 

if undisturbed in the spring. This is especially 

true of New Jersey, a State cut up by broad 

rivers and arms of the sea which are bordered 

by extensive marshes on which abundant food 

grows. Last season, as we are told, the Troy 

Meadow Club, whose grounds are on the upper 

waters of the Passaic River, raised from its 

decoy black ducks no less than sixty young 

ones. The black duck has always bred on 

Long Island, though in small numbers, when 

spring shooting was permitted. 

Good evidence of the willingness of undis¬ 

turbed birds to breed close to the haunts of 

men is shown by the breeding of coots and 

gallinules among the crowded railroad yards 

in Long Island City, and near the railroad 

tiacks at Newark, New Jersey. The tameness 

which wild birds acquire when unpersecuted 

is exemplified on the Thames in London, or at 
Palm Beach, in Florida. 

The men who make their living from the 

gunners who visit Barnegat Bay and other 

seashore resorts bitterly oppose any shorten¬ 

ing of the season for either ducks or snipe; 

but on the broad principle which seeks for the 

greatest good of the greatest number, their 

objections should be ignored. Some of them 

aver that the inland sportsmen who have no 

ducks want to shorten up the season of the 

bay men who have the ducks, but a glance at 

the map of the State of New Jersey shows the 

folly of such a statement, for everywhere there 

are lakes, water courses and marshes, where 

each autumn there might be fair duck shooting. 

It is time that New Jersey should now put 

herself in line with the best sentiment of the 

times. Fair play and self interest alike call on 

New Jersey sportsmen to assert themselves. 

DR. GRENFELL’S REINDEER. 

The third chapter in the story of Dr. Gren¬ 

fell s efforts to introduce Lapland reindeer into 

Labrador and Newfoundland has been written 

by our correspondent in St. John’s, and is 

printed in another column. It seems highly 

probable that those to follow from time to time 

will relate the ultimate success of the under¬ 
taking. 

Dr. Grenfell is to be congratulated on the 

success, so far, of his efforts to assist the peo¬ 

ple of Newfoundland and Labrador. These ani¬ 

mals were in such good condition after their 

long journey to the coast at Bergen and their 

rough passage across the Atlantic in a small 

steamship, of three weeks’ duration, that they 

stampeded on being hoisted overboard on to 

the ice at Cremaillere. None was lost in cross¬ 

ing. A few were drowned by breaking through 

the ice in the stampede, but the majority were 

in fine fettle when they were received in St. 

Anthony. Small fears, therefore, need be en¬ 

tertained as to their immediate future, as the 

mosses and lichens of the Northeast country 

are abundant and furnish the food they require. 

The increase among this herd of reindeer; the 

interest which it is anticipated the people will 

take in adapting them to their needs; and the 

hoped-for ultimate result—the domestication of 

the native caribou—will all be watched keenly 

by American naturalists. 

Dr. John C. Barron, whose name is familiar 

to New York city sportsmen, died in this city 

recently of typhoid fever, at the age of seventy- 

one. Dr. Barron was a Yale man, and took his 

medical degree at the College of Physicians and 

Surgeons in 1861, just in time to serve in the 

Civil War. He was surgeon of the Seventh Regi¬ 

ment f 1 om 1863 to 1871. Dr. Barron was an en¬ 

thusiastic sportsman, very much devoted to yacht¬ 

ing, in which he won many races. He had been 

rear commodore of the New York, Seawanhaka 

and Corinthian yacht clubs. He was very fond 

of gunning and had belonged to the Currituck 

Shooting Club, the Narrows Island Club, and 

other wildfowl associations. He was a member 
of many yacht and social clubs. 

K 

Sportsmen who take their vacations in Florida 

seem to think the game situation there is hope¬ 

less, in so far as the natives are concerned, but 

if visitors from other States go to Florida and 

kill game and fish by wholesale, it cannot be ex¬ 

pected that the natives will reform their methods 

and cease to do that which is done by persons 

who kill not for the pot, but for a record, and 

thus set the worst sort of an example for all who 

follow after them, be they natives or nonresi¬ 

dents. As a rule the res dents of a district, who do 

not kill game for market, take very light toll 

from the forests and waters, so long as the supply 

is abundant; but if they see that it is being re¬ 

duced rapidly by strangers, it is reasonable to 

suppose that they will not abide by laws that are 

flagrantly violated by visitors who they believe 

to be well informed sportsmen. 

The death of Thomas Wilson has been an¬ 

nounced in dispatches from Asheville. He passed 

away at the age of eighty-five years at his home 

in Yancy county, North Carolina. He was a 

famous guide in the mountains of his home 

State, and was credited with a record of more 

than one hundred bears. In stature Mr. Wilson 

was a veritable giant, and his weight was nearly 

250 pounds. It was “Big Bill ’ Wilson who found 

the body of Prof. Elisha Mitchell of Yale when 

the latter lost his life on the mountain that bears 
his name. 

At Herkimer, N. Y., on Feb. 13 Charles N. 

Klock, a former State game protector, was con¬ 

victed on a charge of conspiracy to steal tim¬ 

ber frohi State lands and sentenced to serve 

a term of imprisonment of not less than three 

years. A short time ago we announced the con¬ 

viction of Harvey Gaylord who, with Klock, dis¬ 

appeared when indictments against them were 
returned. 

K 

Cassius C. Scranton died at his home in 

Winsted, Conn., Feb. 15,-aged sixty-two years. k 

-Fie was a fishing companion of the Hon. Grover 

Cleveland and was rather proud of the fact that 

he took upon himself the blame and paid the 

fine when his party was arrested on Lake Gar¬ 

field for having short bass in its possession, sev¬ 

eral years ago. 
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FEU FOLLET 

By EDMUND F. L. JENNER 

1 SUPPOSE you must go, but come back 

as soon as you possibly can, and bring 

back a partridge or two if you stay out 

after Monday.” 

The speaker was my wife. I was oiling my 

light gun, preparatory to strapping it on my 

bicycle. Tom Crib, my wife’s bull terrier, 

watched the preparations with keen interest, 

ignorant of the fact that his company was not 

desired in the South Woods. 

A day or two previously, I had received a 

telegram which informed me that two friends 

were coming down to hunt with me. I had 

written Paddy Ryan, my deputy game warden, 

and he had replied, asking me to run out to 

the ground we proposed to hunt, see if the 

canoes were all right, and if the camps required 

any repairs. He was engaged guiding a party 

of American tourists, and could not attend to the 

matter himself. It would be about a three-days’ 

trip, taking my time and traveling easy. It was 

the latter end of September, the leaves had 

just changed, and I could hardly have asked for a 

more ideal time to take a trip in the woods. 

There was abundance of food in the first camp 

I intended to strike, and the only provisions I 

needed to carry were bread and butter. The 

bread I intended to take from home; the butter 

I would buy from Angus McKeen, at whose 

abode I intended to leave my bicycle. I took 

my sixteen-gauge cylinder gun with me, be¬ 

cause there were ducks in almost every pool, 

the partridge season commenced in two days, 

and there was always a remote possibility of 

meeting a bear on the blueberry barrens. 

For some reasons I should have been very 

glad of Tom Crib’s company. He was an in¬ 

telligent little beast, a grand watchdog, and de¬ 

voted to me. On the other hand, he was as 

terrible a fighter as his namesake, the former 

fistic champion of England; slayer of cats and 

a would-be slayer of porcupines. He weighed 

twenty-two pounds and would tackle anything 

from a chipmunk to an automobile when the 

spirit moved him. Therefore I relegated him 

to the wash-house at daylight on Saturday 

morning and mounted my bicycle to an accom-* 

paniment of heart-broken wails and yapping. 

I had some ten miles to ride before I dis¬ 

carded my bicycle. I had gone about one-third 

of the distance when I turned a sharp cornel, 

and the first object my eyes beheld was Tom 

Crib sitting in the middle of the road, the 

picture of guilty triumph. The little brute had 

escaped from durance, followed me, keeping 

out of sight in the bushes, and now that he 

judged he was too far from home to be taken 

back, he thought it expedient to show himself. 

I might as well have told my bicycle to go 

back to town without a rider. The wash-house 

window was guarded with stout wire netting to 

hinder a repetition of the time he went through 

the window sash after me, and the lower part of 

the door was lined with sheet zinc, in memory 

of a most heroic and almost successful attempt 

to gnaw his way out of captivity. There hap¬ 

pened to be a telephone office about two miles 

further on. I decided to stop there, inform my 

wife that her dog had broken his arrest and ask 

for explanations. 

As I approached the house, a little girl ran 

out to meet me. “Your wife called us up a few 

minutes ago and asked me to look out for you. 

She wants to speak to you. Will you bring 

Tommy in and make him dance?” 

I suggested that the cat should be shut up in 

the cellar, and when that had been done, I 

went in and conversed with my wife. “That 

stupid girl,” said she, “heard Tom crying in the 

wash-house, and went out to see what was the 

matter with him. He ran between her legs and 

went down the back street like a flash. Do you 

think you can get some one to bring him back?” 

I replied that I had no dog chain.and no time 

to spend making a crate. He would chew off 

a rope in two minutes, and if I put him in a 

sack and sent him home as one sends a small 

pig, the sack would have to be a leather one or 

he would eat his way out of it before he had 

gone a mile. I therefore concluded I would 

take him with me. I had a pair of pliers in my 

kit, and should be able to remove any quills he 

might pick up, should he happen to encounter a 
porcupine. 

When I had adjusted this matter, and Tom 

Crib had performed the “bear dance” to the 

delight of the children and stuffed himself with 

cookies to his own satisfaction, we pursued our 

journey to Angus McKeen’s. Angus is a par¬ 

ticularly “dour” Scotchman. He farms in the 

summer and lumbers in the winter. There was 

one thing in Angus’ favor, however. Anything 

you left at his house was safe. On a previous 

occasion I had left my bicycle at Jean De 

Vaux’s house in Francheville, and on my return 

I found that some one had stolen my kit-bag 

and acetylene lamp. Poor old Jean was heart¬ 

broken about the theft, and wanted to make my 

loss good. I would as soon have suspected 

jolly old Father Cormier of the crime, but I 

had no wish for the offense to be repeated, so 

I took the tote road which ran in from Angus 

McKeen’s in preference to the one which goes 

in from South Francheville. I suppose Angus 

was the only man in the polling section who did 

not keep a dog. His neighbors said he was too 

mean to feed one. He and his boy were dig¬ 

ging potatoes when I rode up to the house. He 

left his hack—a species of magnified four¬ 

toothed rake—in the field, and came to see 

what I wanted, and incidentally to “cadge” to¬ 

bacco from me. I was aware that he was al¬ 

ways “just out of tobacco and had no time to 

run down to the store before evening,” so I 

had provided myself with a fig of-strong plug. 

“And so ye’l be for spendin’ the Sawbath i’ 

the woods wi’ yer goon, an’ yon ill-favored look¬ 

in’ dog. Ye’d be the better if ye spent it to 

hame wi’ yer wife, an’ the Buik. I wonder ye 

are na’ feered that a judgment will fa’ on ye 

like it did on Jerome Saulnier. Ye’ve heered 

the tale of him, an’ how they fun’ his dead body 

i’ the camp he built on the Sawbath?” 

I had heard the story, and I had also con¬ 

versed with the doctor who held the post¬ 

mortem on Mr. Saulnier. According to his ac¬ 

count, Jerome had died from an aneurism of 

the heart of which he had been complaining for 

some time. The fact that the priest refused to 

bury him with the rites of the church had ac- 

casioned a great sensation among the French 

population. Which of his particular crimes had 

led to this refusal no one could say. He had 

passed the greater part of his life defying the 

civil law, when not expiating his offenses in jail 

or in the penitentiary; and he was in hiding 

from the sheriff when death put an end to his 

career. 

“Talking of Jerome Saulnier, how is his 

camp? It should be in pretty good order, and 

it would make a good stopping place between 

Lake Harris and St. Croix Lake. I never went 

to it, but I have a pretty good idea where it 
is. 

“Ye’l find na’ camp there if ye go where it 

was. I mysel’ set fire to the accursed place an’ 

burnt it a year gone. I wad no’ a slept anither 

nicht i’ the place for a’ the money Jerome stole, 

an’ a’ the fur he ever trapped. I laughed at thae 

Frenchmen when they said he ‘walked’, an’ that 

he had become ‘fi-follet’. I put nae trust i’ 

such things, but what I saw that night showed 

me that his spirit wad na’ rest i’ the grave the 

’Piscopal minister put his body intae.” 

Now of all the beings in the French-Can- 

adian demonology the Fi-follet, or Feu-follet is 

the most malignant. The loup garrou has power 

over the bodies of men only. The Lutins are 

harmless elves whose most prominent char¬ 

acteristic is their love for domestic animals. 

The ’Chasse-gallerie is variously explained as a 

form of penance for the souls of voyageurs 
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,vho have died in the faith, but without the rites 

}f the church, and a warning conveyed to the 

iving by the souls of the dead. The reader can 

find out the details of the loup garrou by turn- 

ng up the article Lycanthropy in any first-class 

ncyclopedia. The chasse-gallerie is a mirage 

>ure and simple, and the terrible feu-follet is 

lothing more terrible than the spontaneous 

ombustion of a little marsh hydrogen. The 

act that this combustion usually occurs over 

vater which covers an abyss of black, treach- 

rous mud deep enough to engulf any one who 

•entures into it, has invested a simple phe¬ 

nomenon with a halo of terror and supersti- 

ion. 

“Jock-o’-lantern! It was nae Jock-o’-lantern 

saw that night. I ken thae things well eneugh, 

he’re no but a little flicker-wicker o’ light, like 

. big lightenin’ bug, or a sma’ candle. It wad 

ak mair nor a jock-o’-lantern to make Louis 

Terrio quit selling rum, an’ he saw the same 

did, an’ so did Pius O’Learey, the godless 

rishman from the South Shore. They camped 

n Jerome’s shanty one wet Sawbath and played 

ards and drank rum all day long. They left 

he camp an’ their cards an’ twa bottles o’ rum, 

n’ I fun’ them lying there just as they left 

hem.” 

“That was quite a find for a wet night,” I 

emarked. “I wish some good fairy would 

end me similar luck now and then.” 

“I carried the twa bottles outside an’ clappit 

hem taegither, an’ I gathered the de’il’s buiks 

p an’ pit them i’ the fire. For a’ that I saw 

.'hat I did see, an’ i’ the mornin’ I set fire to 

he cursed place so it might never shelter man 

gain.” 

I purchased a pound of butter and a couple 

f pounds of cornmeal, as I had no intention 

f feeding Tom Crib on chipped beef, sardines and 

heese, which would constitute most of my diet 

ntil I got out of the woods. The tote road 

an straight into the woods for six miles, until 

reached Mr. McKeen’s camp. I halted for 

inner there, boiled my kettle and enjoyed a 

noke after I had finished my meal. Tom Crib 

)und and slew a woodchuck, and brought the 

;mains to me for my admiration. I thanked 

’rovidence that it wasn’t a porcupine or a 

•cunk, and girded up my loins for the four-mile 

amp across the barrens, bogs and burnt land 

) the camp I intended to sleep at. The camp 

ands less than a gunshot from Lake Harris 

ad the first thing I saw was a small canoe, 

irefully covered with brush to keep off the 

in. A sheet of birchbark was pinned to the 

imp table with a request scrawled in Paddy 

yan’s handwriting, that I would take the little 

inoe down to the next camp and leave it there, 

e had taken his party upstream in my large 

inoe. 

I found plenty of provisions in the camp 

che—the camp was too close to Mr. McKeen 

■r us to tempt his reformed apostolic mind 

’ leaving loose stores lying round—and when I 

id selected what I required and packed it in 

y basket, I went over to a little rush-grown 

ud lake to try for a shot at the black ducks, 

ortune favored me, and I got one before I 

’id been there five minutes. Tom Crib covered 

• mself with glory and black malodorous mud 

i retrieving the bird, and having no use for 

lore than one, as birds would taint in thirty- 

k hours in the September heat, I lay down on 

the moss under the hemlocks and fell asleep. 

I have the happy faculty of going to sleep at any 

time and under almost any conditions. When I 

awoke it was almost dark, and growing much 

colder. The ducks had returned to the lake 

and were feeding on the water-grass seeds. I 

could hear them splashing and quacking in every 

direction. As there was abundance of firewood 

ready cut, and the trail back to camp was a 

plain one, I waited a little while. I am very 

fond of the woods noises in the night, and there 

is a very good calling bog at the head of the 

pond. It was not my good fortune to hear a 

cow moose call, however. 

Presently I concluded that I would go back 

to camp and turn in. Tom Crib also thought it 

was bed time. He had cleaned himself on the 

moss, and every now and then he poked his blunt 

cold nose into my hand. Suddenly I saw not 

one, but half a dozen “little wicker-flickers of 

light” as Mr. McKeen phrased it. They moved 

over the stagnant water like fireflies, only they 

were slower in their motion, and the flame was 

larger and less brilliant. I have often seen 

the ignis fatuus, but never before had I seen 

such a display. There was something distinctly 

uncanny about the way in which they winked 

and twinkled. I wished that Pius O’Learey 

and Louis Terrio had been there. I would have 

given a five dollar bill to have listened to their 

remarks “unbeknownst” to them. 

I went back to camp and fastened the door 

securely, not with the intention of excluding 

the feux-follets, but with intent to keep Tom 

Crib indoors. It was well I did so, for during 

the night a couple of porcupines chose the roof 

of the shanty for a gymnasium, and when I 

punched the bark roof with a pole, they de¬ 

scended and made the night hideous with their 

yells from the neighboring fir trees. 

With the exception of this trifling interrup¬ 

tion I slept peacefully. My first move in the 

morning was to go over to the cache and pro¬ 

cure a couple of stout wildcat snares. I- at¬ 

tached them to Tom Crib’s collar and moored 

him to the table leg, for I knew that if he once 

got out of doors there would be no rest for 

him until he had discovered one or both of our 

nocturnal visitors. I then prepared breakfast. 

Tea, sardines and bread and butter for myself, 

cornmeal porridge and condensed milk for Tom 

Crib, with sardine oil and sardine tails as a 

bonne bouche. 

I had some four miles to paddle down the 

lake, then a short portage and another two-mile 

paddle, a second portage, and a four-mile paddle 

further down a chain of little lakes and dead- 

waters, before I reached the lower camp on St. 

Croix Lake. It was on the shore of one of these 

small lakes that Jerome Saulnier had built his 

camp. I had never been there, as the camp 

was at the head of a creek, out of sight of the 

main sheet of water, but I knew the landmark, 

a little island with two stunted spruce trees 

growing on it. I had practically no dunnage. 

My basket contained ten pounds of food, I had 

my ax, gun, pot of rosin, a small roll of tar 

paper, and a square of stout cotton hardly 

bigger than a quilt. I took the latter with me 

in case I should decide to sleep out. It was 

well that I did so. The day was a great an ! un¬ 

pleasant contrast to the previous one. It was 

dark and lowering, and there was enough wind 

to make paddling hard work. It took me an 

hour longer than I expected to reach the other 

end of the lake, and I found the wind quite 

a hindrance in making the first portage. 

It was all I could do to get across the sec¬ 

ond lake. Tom Crib behaved well and kept his 

place in the bow of the canoe in spite of the 

water which dashed over on him now and then. 

Had I not ballasted the bow well, I should have 

been turned round a dozen times. The second 

portage was rather a long one, and the walking 

was very bad, so I made two trips, carrying the 

canoe at first, then returning for my small 

amount of dunnage. Just as I returned from 

my second trip, it commenced to pour with 

rain. By my reckoning I was only a mile from 

Jerome Saulnier’s camping ground, and I 

cursed Angus McKeen most heartily for burning 

the shanty. 

By the time I reached the little island with the 

two spruces, I was wet to the skin. The wind 

was increasing, and I saw that it was hopeless 

for me to attempt to paddle further. I accord¬ 

ingly turned into the creek and paddled up it 

with the wind at my back instead of on my 

beam. The creek went in much further than I 

expected, furthermore, it was as crooked as a 

corkscrew when I had gone a couple of hun¬ 

dred yards from the lake. The banks were very 

steep, covered with scrubby second growth fir— 

the meanest wood in the world, bar poplar and 

balm of Gilead, with which to make a fire. At 

last I came to the inlet of the creek and found 

to my great satisfaction that it terminated in a 

little wild meadow ringed round with second 

growth white birch and small rock maple. 

The creek was very shallow all 'the way up, 

in several places my canoe touched bottom, and 

I could see and feel that the bed of the stream 

was composed of coarse sand or fine gravel 

formed by the disintegration of the granite 

rocks. The narrow channel widened into a pool 

some forty yards wide and a hundred yards 

long at its head. A brook of considerable size 

ran into it. As far as I could ascertain, the 

bed of this pool was also of sand or gravel. I 

ran the canoe ashore, tethered Tom Crib to a 

stake and went to work to gather dry wood. I 

cut a few birch saplings and in a very short 

time I had improvised a very fair shelter from 

the square of cotton and started my fire. 

It was considerably past noon when I com¬ 

pleted these arrangements. I boiled my kettle 

and had dinner, and waited patiently for the 

storm to abate. Instead of abating, it increased, 

and by four o’clock I saw that I stood no chance 

of reaching the camp on St. Croix Lake that 

night. I therefore went to work to cut my 

night’s wood, and while gathering birchbark 

from the dead windfalls, I came on the ashes 

of Jerome Saulnier’s camp. It had evidently 

been a three-sided leanto with a big stone fire¬ 

place in front of it. There was not a scrap of 

wood left, but the fire-place was still standing 

and in good order. I realized that the fire¬ 

place would save a lot of wood, so I carried up 

the canoe and canvas square and with them and 

some brush made a fairly watertight place to 

sleep in. My shelter faced the pool at the head 

of the creek. I cut a gad and attached a bit of 

line and a hook to it, then with a piece of raw 

black duck for bait, I tried for a trout for sup¬ 

per. The pool was full of fish; most probably 

they were waiting to go up the stream to their 

spawning grounds, and in five minutes I caught 
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enough trout for supper and breakfast. I cleaned 

them and fried two or three in butter, then fed the 

dog and lay back on the boughs and smoked. 

Like most of his breed, Tom Crib was a silent 

dog under ordinary circumstances. When oc¬ 

casion warranted it he could ‘‘raise Cain1’; but 

he very seldom barked in the woods. To pre¬ 

vent his sneaking off and engaging in a porcu¬ 

pine hunt, I tethered him to the canoe with the 

wildcat snares. They were sufficiently long to 

enable him to get close to the fire, and he 

basked beside it with his pads turned toward 

the blaze and his head on my foot. I was tired 

and soon fell asleep. About ten o’clock I woke 

and found the fire low. I replenished it and 

sat beside it, half awake and half asleep, for 

some time, then lay down again and soon dozed 

off. 

I may have slept for half an hour when I 

awoke again. The fire still burned brightly, 

but the dog was on his feet gazing into the 

darkness with his tail rigid, one ear standing 

up and his blunt muzzle working. The wind 

had abated and it was no longer raining. I im¬ 

mediately assumed that a porcupine was in the 

near vicinity and that Tom Crib was anxious 

to try conclusions with him. I therefore cuffed 

his ears and ordered him to “down charge.” He 

obeyed me under protest. I threw a few more 

sticks on the fire, turned over and went to sleep 

again. Later I woke with a start. The dog 

was growling and straining with all his might 

at the wire which held him. The hair along his 

spine was bristling, his legs were bowed out 

in his endeavor to break away and his eyes 

were glaring at some object which was invisible 

to me in the darkness. 

It occurred to me that a bear might be 

prowling round the pool, looking for trout or 

suckers. My gun lay beside me unloaded. I 

opened it, slipped a charge of duck shot into 

the right barrel and a ball cartridge into the left. 

The Canadian black bear is about as dangerous 

as a sheep, but his insatiable curiosity and 

greediness will sometimes bring him close to a 

camp-fire, particularly if any savory smelling 

food has been recently cooked. I waited 

anxiously, expecting every moment to see the 

two twinkling little balls of fire which represent 

the fire-light reflected in an animal’s eyes. The 

dog continued to strain at his leash and had not 

the canoe been staked to prevent a change of 

wind overturning it, I believe he would have 

moved it bodily. I cuffed the dog again. He 

absolutely refused to lie down. Had he been 

a different dog, I should have slipped him and 

let him try conclusions with the bear, or what¬ 

ever it might be. As it was, I knew that if 

I did so he would launch himself at the throat 

of the biggest bear that ever walked, and my 

wife would be minus her cherished pet in about 

two seconds. 

Minute after minute passed, and still no sign 

of nocturnal visitor, the dog still strained to 

get loose and little bunches of froth gathered 

at the corners of his mouth. I took a few 

pieces of birchbark, tied them together, held 

them in the fire until they were in a fierce 

blaze and threw them as far as I could in the 

direction the dog was looking. At the same 

instant I jumped out of the camp with my gun 

and a couple of spare cartridges in my hand. 

There Was no sign df a bear or any other 

animal. The blazing bark lighted the surround¬ 

ing ground up for a considerable distance. Th<* 

nearest bushes were fifty yards away. I turned 

to go back to camp and administer a good 

whipping to 'Tom Crib for his “cussedness,” 

when the most appalling scream I ever heard 

came from the direction of the pool. I have 

heard the scream of a horse in agony; the yells 

of two wildcats fighting. They are neither of 

them to be compared to that awful sound which 

came from the pool. It died away and in a 

moment a yell of laughter like the cry of a mad 

hyena followed. 

I am not naturally superstitious, nor do I 

consider that I am a coward, but I lost no 

time in getting back to the fire and the dog. 

I have been told by people who profess to un¬ 

derstand more or less about occult phenomena 

that the brute creation is more susceptible to 

the influence of spirits, revenants, and the super¬ 

natural generally, than human beings are. Tom 

Crib was evidently an exception to the rule. At 

the sound of the scream and the peal of hor¬ 

rible laughter, his anger became frenzy. His 

efforts to break loose were so frantic that I 

caught him by the collar and held on to him. 

Not for a thousand dollars would I have parted 

with that dog just then. 

Then a wailing voice came from the pool, 

and a human voice at that. “Perdue, perdue, 

perdue. Mon ame est perdue.” Another yelj 

of laughter, and a blazing ball of fire rose from 

the water and commenced to travel over the sur¬ 

face of the pool. It was not a tiny flickering 

flame, like the will-o’-the-whisps I had seen 

the previous night. It was an intense white 

light, and it seemed to be high above the sur¬ 

face of the water. 

In the midst of my terror—and I freely admit 

that I have never been so terrified before or 

since—I remembered that the pool had a gravel 

bottom, and consequently was incapable of 

generating marsh hydrogen, and also that the 

wind was blowing hard enough to extinguish 

anything but a lantern or a torch. I suppose 

that light traveled backward and forward for 

five minutes. It moved slowly; sometimes it 

vanished for a second or two. Once it dipped 

until it almost touched the water. Instantly 

it rose ten or fifteen feet in the air. Finally it 

went out, or seemed to go out, leaving the pool 

in darkness. Mechanically I turned my pockets 

out and counted my cartridges. I had five 

rounds of ball beside the one in the gun, and 

six rounds of duck shot. Somehow or other 

I could not take my eyes off the pool. Idreaded 

to see anything, and yet I wished to see. 

Another of those fiendish yells of laughter, 

and right over the center of the water hung a 

pillar of fire which seemed to me to be as tall 

as a man. It moved, as the fireball had moved, 

but unlike it, it was of a yellowish tinge. For 

perhaps a minute it moved backward and for¬ 

ward, then it sank slowly into the water and 

went out. The wailing cry of “Perdue, perdue” 

rose again, and hardly realizing what I was do¬ 

ing, I raised my gun and fired the ball cartridge 

in the left barrel in the direction of the sound. 

I could hear the smack of the bullet against a 

rock, it was followed by another piercing 
scream, and all was still. 

I saw no more lights that night, but I heard 

the awful voice twice. It was further away, and 

seemed to come from the opposite bank. I piled 

wood on the fire and looked at my watch. It 

was a quarter to twelve. Six hours to daylight. 

The shot seemed to have had a sedative influ¬ 

ence on the dog’s nerves. He ceased to growl 

and strain at his leash. Finally he lay down be¬ 

fore the fire aqd went to sleep. I sat before the 

fire with the loaded gun resting on my knees. 

Between three and four in the morning the 

clouds cleared away, and the stars came out. I 

had some water in my kettle. I boiled it and made 

tea. Then I cooked a couple of trout and had 

breakfast. I was determined to leave the camp¬ 

ing ground as soon as it was daylight. I sup¬ 

pose the tea must have settled my nerves, for 

I had no sooner eaten my breakfast than I com¬ 

menced to feel very sleepy. There was no fear 

of anything coming near the camp without an 

alarm from Tom Crib, so I made a blazing fire, 

lay down again with the gun beside me, and in 

a few minutes was asleep once more. 

When I woke it was broad daylight, and the 

sun was rising over the fir trees which fringed 

the pond. In my half-dazed condition I thought 

the whole occurrence might have been an ex¬ 

ceptionally vivid nightmare, but the empty 

cartridge on the boughs beside me and the 

trace of burnt powder in the left barrel pre¬ 

cluded the idea at once. I examined the dry 

grass all round to see if I could find any trace 

of my nocturnal visitor. There.were plenty of 

fairly fresh moose tracks, and one or two porcu¬ 

pine roads, but no sign of any human foot other 

than my own. I carried the canoe down to the 

pool, loaded her. and prepared to journey on to 

the camp at St. Croix Lake. The water was per¬ 

fectly calm and very clear. I could see the 

white granite sand on the bottom. More unlikely 

material for the creation of an ignis fatuus could 

hardly exist. I paddled round the pool twice 

without obtaining any clue to the mystery. 

Then I turned the canoe down stream. I had 

gone about a hundred yards when I saw an 

object floating on the water. It had brought 

up against some weeds. I also noticed that 

there was a peculiar thin greenish scum on 

the water. I picked the object up. It was a 

small fragment of charred cotton waste .such as 

machinists use to clean engines with. I smelt 

it, and it had the unmistakable odor of kero¬ 

sene. A little further on I saw one or two 

similar pieces. 

Whoever lighted that oil-soaked waste must 

have come down to the water by some route, 

or else paddled up the stream. If they came 

by land they would surely leave tracks. I in¬ 

tended to land as soon as I rounded the first 

point, circle the pond, and find those tracks. 

Then when I found the track-makers I proposed 

to give them a piece of my mind. I ran the 

canoe ashore and made my way through the 

fir scrub, with my gun in one'hand and a withe 

attached to Tom Crib’s collar in the other. 

The moss was very deep and soft, it took my 

tracks remarkably well, and I saw that I should 

have very little difficulty in finding any one 

else’s. 

I worked up almost parallel with the spot at 

which I judged I had seen the light, keeping 

a hundred yards or so from the water. I never 

saw such huge granite boulders in my life. 

Many of them were as large as a small house. 

The fir bushes grew between them and on top 

of them. Flere and there a stunted white pine 

struggled for existence. Then I came on a 

tiny thread of water, running among the rocks. 
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Sometimes it disappeared altogether; at other 

times it was visible for several yards before it 

lost itself among the moss and granite. It was 

evidently a good deal larger in the fall and 

spr.ng, for in places the water had worn the 

rocks bare. Then I found what I was look¬ 

ing for; the tracks of two people deeply printed 

in the moss. They were going toward the lake. 

I followed them back fifty or sixty yards, and 

Tom Crib and I smelt the mixed odor of burn¬ 

ing kerosene and smoked herrings cooking. 

Another minute and we were in a clearing some 

thirty yards square. There was neither tent, 

shanty nor fire-place in it. An enormous pile 

of boulders rose to a height of thirty feet or so 

on one side of it. and seated on a rock, smoking 

a short black pipe, was a short thick-set indi¬ 

vidual with his head tied up in a bloody rag. 

The tops of divers trees had been lopped, and 

the pool and meadow I had camped at the pre¬ 

vious night were in plain view of the clearing. 

The gentleman with the sanguinary head-dress 

was contemplating the view so intently that I 

was halfway across the clearing before he saw 

me. 

“Howly Saints!” he exclaimed, as he saw the 

gun and the dog. “I was thinking you gone 

away and left us.” 

At this exclamation another man appeared 

from behind the pile of boulders. “Was you 

calling?” he began, then he, too, saw me. 

“Sure an’ the game’s up, Louis; least said 

soonest mended. I tould you it wasn’t Bernard 

Cormier, but you would have your way. I 

came near gettin’ kilt, and now we’ve lost the 

whole season’s work through your fooling.” 

So spoke the first individual. I was racking 

my brains to remember where and when I had 

seen that face and heard that voice before. The 

gentleman who had appeared from the rocks like a 

demon on Walpurgis night was a stranger to 

me. “You both of you deserve to be killed,” I 

replied, “and the chances are that if you play 

those fool tricks again you will be, Did I hit 

you when I fired at you last night? If I did, 

it’s your own fault. I meant to scare you and 

not to shoot you.” 

I said this in a most matter-of-fact way, as if 

taking pot shots at ghosts in the dark was an 

everyday occurrence with me. The effect of 

my words on the gentleman of Irish extraction 

was magical. 

“Don’t you remember me, sorr? Louis, 

this isn’t any revenuer, he’s just a dacent civil 

man like ourselves. If we’d only known who it 

was, never the bit of trouble you’d have had 

last night. Louis here thought it was old 

Bernard Cormier, the bear catcher. He didn’t 

want him nosing around, and Bernard’s scared 

of his own shadow after dark. You don’t re¬ 

member me, an' small wonder, for I’ve grown 

my beard.” 

Then it dawned upon me that I was convers¬ 

ing with “the godless Irishman,” Pius O'Learey 

from Parbuckle Cove. I had doctored a sick 

dog for him a couple of years previously; and 

when the dog recovered, we had shot black 

ducks and yellowlegs together. , 

“What are you doing here, Pius?” I asked. 

“I’m making potheen, your honor,” he re¬ 

plied in the same casual way an ordinary man 

would have told me he was making hay. 

He led the way to the pile of rocks and 

entered a hole just large enough for a man to 

crawl through. Louis followed him, and then 

Tom Crib and I entered. I found myself in a 

species of camp with three walls of massive 

granite. The fourth side was composed of 

sloping logs thickly covered with moss. The 

floor of the shebeen was about 15 by 20 feet 

and the “ceiling” was 10 or 12 feet high. A 

10-gallon still was in full operation. It was 

heated by two powerful kerosene burners. An 

assortment of aluminum cooking utensils hung 

on divers pegs, and a kerosene cooking stove 

and a small sheet-iron camp stove stood side 

by side on the floor. I recognized both stoves 

and cooking utensils as the property of an 

American gentleman who had been fishing in 

the district the previous year. He left them in 

his camp, intending to return for a moose hunt 

in the fall. He was unable to come, and some 

one stole the outfit, to Paddy Ryan’s great dis¬ 
gust. 

“We burn hardly any wood here,” Pius re¬ 

marked. “Kerosene is far less trouble when 

you once get it carried in. There’s no chopping 

and no signs of cutting to make people wonder 

who’s been using round. We’ve burnt the best 

part of two barrels of kerosene this summer. 

Next year if the Lord lets me live. I’m going 

to Halifax, and I shall use gas there. We ran 

all our ‘beer’ through a fortnight ago, and now 

we’re running off the low wines. That is high 

wines you see coming from the worm now. 

Would you care to taste some of our potheen? 

It’s about the best I ever made, and I’ve been 

making of it off and on for thirty years.” 

He went to a 5'gallon keg and drew off a gill 

or so of its contents. “It’s all ready reduced 

for our own drinking. I do my reducing with 

the beads, not with the fire test like most 

people do in these parts. I have all my grand¬ 

father’s things. That pot was his (pointing to 

the still with pride.) It’s solid copper, and the 

worm is the best of block tin. The beads were 

his, too. He stole them from an exciseman in 

the old country before he came to these parts.” 

I tasted the potion he had drawn for me. It 

was neither whiskey, brandy nor rum. It 

lacked the vile taste and odor of the ordinary 

“white-eye”; in fact, it tasted rather good. 

“Give me the right stuff to work with and a 

chance to work with it, and I can make potheen 

fit for the king or the pope. If your honor 

fancies a little cruiskeen of our stuff, I can fill 

one for you in a minute. Now, we’re poor men 

trying to make an honest living, and we don't 

sell one drop of this stuff round these parts; 

it all goes to St. John or Halifax. Sure, your 

honor wouldn’t have, the heart to ‘speak the 

hard word’ for the few dollars there’d be in it? 

Anyway, we’re not making our fortunes, for the 

half of all we make goes to the one who finds 

the grub and molasses and kerosene, and we 

have to sack out all we make in five-gallon 

kegs.” 

In an instant Angus McKeen’s anxiety to 

keep me away from the haunted camping ground 

came to my memory; also the fact that the oil 

company had a judgment against him for five 

barrels of oil, and a wholesale grocer in St. 

John had entered suit against him for two pun¬ 

cheons of molasses supplied to him during the 

past winter. 

“Of course Angus has to have more than you 

do, when he puts up the cash, and you only 

give your time,” I replied. “You must have 

made over a thousand dollars’ worth of potheen 

this summer, and that would give you two 

hundred and fifty dollars each and your grub. 

That’s not so bad for three months’ work.” The 

shaft was drawn at a venture, but it went home. 

“Now I’m not in the pay of the inland revenue 

department, and I shall say nothing about what 

I’ve seen this morning, provided you do not sell 

your potheen round town. There’s one thing 

I want you to show me, though. That is how 

you worked those lights last night. 

“You come ’long wit’ us; I show you,” said 

Louis, breaking his silence for the first time. 

“’Spose we go to Halifax; mebee you feel like 

tak’ leetle share wit’ us. We use you right. We 

make more money one mont’ dere dan we make 

in whole summer here. Now you come wit’ us, 

I show you.” 

The "illusion was simplicity itself. Small 

staples had been driven into two trees on op¬ 

posite sides of the pool, about twenty feet 

from the ground. A single strand of fine 

copper wire ran from one side to the other. One 

end was attached to a staple, the other passed 

through the opposite one. The wire could be re¬ 

moved when not in use, or by simply slacking 

up the free end, it would sink into the pool 

and be out of sight. It was such a mere thread 

that the keenest eye could never have detected 

it. The light was hung on the wire by means 

of a ring. Two slender wires were attached to 

it, and it could be hauled backward and for¬ 

ward as seemed expedient to the operators. 

The big flare I saw last was manufactured from 

oil-soaked waste set on fire by a bit of slow match 

having a puff of gunpowder attached to it. 

Pius had really experienced a narrow escape. 

My bullet struck a rock not five feet from him, 

and a spatter of lead or a flying cnip of granite 

had cut his scalp to the bone. Of course the 

thing was pure chance, bit to this day he be¬ 

lieves that I located him by sound, and shot 

accordingly. I requested to see the light which 

they used first. It was my acetylene bicycle 

lamp, stolen from Jean De Vaux’s barn some 

months ago. I replevined it then and there; 

also the remainder of my bicycle kit. 

For divers reasons I kept my 'knowledge to 

myself. Some three or four months later, 

Terrio called on me and informed me that he 

was going to Halifax, and meant to “open 

leetle shop in front, wit’ two tree pots in back.” 

He informed me that Angus McKeen had used 

them “var’ badly,” which was no more than I 

expected. I declined his offer of a small* share 

in the new venture, and it was a fortunate thing 

I did so. The revenue department got a “tip" 

from some one, and my friend, exciseman 

Fergusson, made a raid on the establishment 

one night. He captured two “pots,” a quantity 

of “beer” and a considerable amount of low 

wines and rectified spirit. He also gathered in 

all the correspondence and accounts of the 

“firm.” Pius and Louis made their exit over 

the roof and escaped. Angus McKeen’s name 

figured in their correspondence, and he had 

troubles of his own for some time. He finally 

escaped imprisonment by paying a five-hundred- 

dollar fine and turning informer on the parties 

in St. John who had bought his contraband. 

If you wish to hear an elder of the Reformed 

Apostolic church swear, call on Angus some 

day and ask him to tell you what he knows 

about the Fi-follet. 



Reindeer in Newfoundland. 

St. John’s N. F., Feb. 4.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: An interesting experiment is now being 

tried in Newfoundland. On the extreme north¬ 

ern coast of the island, as well as on Labrador, 

the fishing villages and settlements are all 

situated in the harbors and creeks along the sea¬ 

shore. In the summer all inter-communication 

with the various villages is by water, so that the 

roads are very primitive. In winter, when the 

ground is covered with snow and the marshes 

and lakes are frozen, the people utilize dogs and 

“comaticks” to travel to and fro, and aflso for 

hauling fire wood, building material, etc. Those 

dogs are savage mongrels, closely allied to then- 

progenitor, the wolf; in fact, they are half wolf, 

as it is said that many of them during the sum¬ 

mer months have indiscriminate intercourse with 

the wolves that abound in these regions. The 

residents do not trouble much about these mon¬ 

grels in the summer, and they are generally kept 

in a state of semi-savage starvation. They feed 

on fish offal during the fishing season and oc¬ 

casionally band together and go a-hunting on 

their own account. On these occasions they 

will attack anything they come across, man or 

beast, and so fierce are their depredations that 

caribou, which are plentiful in Labrador, can 

only on rare occasions be found within twenty- 

five miles of the sea coast, as these mongrels 

have destroyed or driven them all inland. 

Last winter it was reported that a team of 

those dogs turned on the driver and devoured 

him and his wife and child who were accom¬ 

panying him to a distant settlement. It has been 

long recognized that these packs of savage dogs 

were great obstacles in the way of the progress 

of the people in these parts. It was impossible 

for them to keep cows, sheep, goats or even 

poultry. It remained for Dr. Grenfell, the 

philanthropic missionary of Labrador, assisted 

and encouraged by Sir Wm. McGregor, gover¬ 

nor of Newfoundland, to make the first practical 

effort to revolutionize the method of living of 
these poor people. 

Dr. Grenfell raised funds in Canada and the 

United States and purchased three hundred 

Lapland reindeer which he has distributed along 

the northern coast. These, besides being beasts 

of burden, will supply meat, milk and clothing 

to the residents of these parts. It is easier to 

feed them than dogs, as the moss necessary for 

their sustenance grows everywhere in abund¬ 

ance. The governor last season caused quan¬ 

tities of the different kinds of mosses to be 

gathered and sent to London to be tested. It 

was found that nearly every kind of the moss 

submitted was such as would supply good 

provender for the reindeer. The food supply 

being assured, Dr. Grenfell immediately entered 

into negotiations with parties in Norway and se¬ 

cured three hundred reindeer. 

They were shipped on the S. S. Anita of 735 

tons register, and left Bergen in Norway on 

Dec. 13 last. They were accompanied by four 

Lapland families, two boys and eight reindeer 

dogs. The weather coming across was very 

rough, only four days out of the whole trip 

being moderate. Gale succeeded gale, no dam¬ 

age however being sustained, and upon arrival 

on this side all the reindeer were in the best of 

condition. This was largely due to the fact that 

the ship was well ventilated; 

Food and water for the deer was in plenty, two 

hundred and forty tons of water, and seventy 

tons of moss being brought along for feeding 

purposes. Of this supply half the water and 

about thirty tons of moss were still left when 

the ship arrived in Newfoundland. She met the 

ice floe about thirty miles off St. Anthony, the 

port of destination, on New Year’s day. She 

had to run south to Seldom-Come-By, a port in 

Notre Dame Bay, where she reached on Jan. 

3. Here the captain got into telegraphic com¬ 

munication with Dr. Grenfell, who instructed 

him to try to get into Cremaillere, about two 

miles south of St. Anthony. She arrived safely 

on Jan. 7. y 

Shortly after arrival a gale sprang up and 

they feared for the safety of the ship, so it was 

decided to land the deer on the ice. The ani¬ 

mals were then hoisted overboard, but as soon 

as they were on the ice, owing, no doubt, to 

having been cooped up so long, they ran wild, 

with the result that several of them were 

drowned. The others were, however, success¬ 

fully herded by the Laplanders and dogs, and 

later driven to St. Anthony. The Flarmsworths, 

who have built one of the largest pulp plants 

in America at Grand Falls, have secured fifty 

of the reindeer for use at their works. 

All the appearances indicate that this experi¬ 

ment will be successful and will prove of incal¬ 

culable advantage to residents of northern New¬ 

foundland. 

Familiarity with reindeer and their uses will 

no doubt turn the attention of the people to our 

own caribou and lead to some effort being made 

to domesticate them. They abound on the island 

in thousands upon thousands and are easily 

captured and tamed. They are near akin to the 

Lapland reindeer, are cheaper and more easily 

to be procured. With very little effort the pres¬ 

ent stock of reindeer, if they become depleted, 

may be replaced or augmented by utilizing the 

caribou. When the inhabitants have partaken 

for a season or two of the advantages of hav¬ 

ing deer instead of mongrel dogs for domestic 

purpose, their initiative and ingenuity, of which 

there is no lack, will be directed toward the 

domestication of some of the countless herds 

of caribou that now range the interior of the 

island. 

Dr. Grenfell will deserve well of Newfound¬ 

land if this experiment succeeds, as he has put 

into practical effect a scheme which theorists 

have been talking about for many years. If he 

further succeeds in turning attention to the ease 

with which caribou can be procured and used 

for the same purposes he will in the future be 

reckoned as one of the greatest benefactors of 

Newfoundland. W. J. Carroll. 

Do Animals Reason? 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Of late this has been a frequently discussed 

question, many people coming forward with inci¬ 

dents of wild life which they interpret as show¬ 

ing that animals and birds do reason. On the 

other hand the scientists and psychologists are 

unanimous in saying that animals do not. Which 

side is correct? For my part I think that not 

only are the psychologists right, but that the 

trouble lies both in what we mean by the word 

reason, and in a weakness of the untrained ob¬ 

server to interject human motives, etc., into acts 

of the animals and birds. 

It is not easy to nail down the word “reason” 

so securely that everyone can apply it uniformly 

to all acts of animals. A little leeway in our defi¬ 

nition at this point may make a world of differ¬ 

ence later on—just the differnce we want. Some¬ 

thing happened here the other day which illus¬ 

trates very well this point: A barrel of molasses 

arrived at the monastery which some of the stu¬ 

dents were told to tap. Instead of up-ending 

the big barrel they bored into the head as it lay 

on the concrete floor. Had they stopped to 

think, i. e., reason, they would have foreseen the 

result; as it was the molasses squirted half way 

across the kitchen. Instantly the student who 

had done the boring clapped his hand over the 

hole, stopping the flow until a plug could be 

found. Now this act, this simple, obvious act 

of stopping the flow or waste of molasses with 

his hand was something quite beyond the mental 

capacity of any animal. Simple as it was it 

showed reason, showed a conception of quantity 

and waste, showed resource in the face of riew 

and unexpected conditions. Although animals 

show all the instincts—and more—that we show, 

have all our senses and more, have all the emo¬ 

tions of hate, fear, love, jealousy, etc., that we 

have, and can be trained to do wonderful and 

complicated things, yet not an animal in the 

world would have had reasoning powers enough 

to save its food supply by simply holding its paw 

on a hole through which it was escaping. Place 

a dozen intelligent dogs in a room with a slat 

floor and give them their supply of water once 

in two days in a tall, easily upset vessel. The 

chances are that they would upset and so lose 

their water every time, nor would they learn 

before they had perished of thirst. Place a 

piece of meat just out of reach of a hungry, 

chained-up dog. Place a hooked stick within his 

reach. Will the dog take the stick in his mouth 

and draw the meat to himself? Will he even 

turn around and haul the meat in reach of his 

mouth with his hind foot? No, simply because 

any of these acts involves a mental conception, 

an act of what the psychologists call reason. 

A friend told me a story of something a dog 

did which he said was an act of reason. I re¬ 

plied by telling him of a weed, called the red 

root, that grows on our farm and what it did 

this summer. This red root begins to grow as 

soon as it gets warm in June. Last year the 

drouth and the cultivator prevented its growing 
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THE SPIDER’S WEB. 

From a photograph by F. F. Sornberger. 

until the drouth and the cultivator stopped in 

September. Immediately thousands of red roots 

came up, which instead of growing to be tall, 

luxuriant, branching plants, as is their habit of 

growth, put out only one or two leaves and a 

seed stalk. Ordinarily the red root grows shoul¬ 

der high; those plants tried—and many succeeded 

—to ripen a few seeds, often one hundredth part 

of what a red root bears, an inch or two off the 

ground. Now, those weeds reasoned that since 

the season was late, it being September, there 

was no time for their customary growth. Who 

would say a weed can reason? Yet this act, 

not of one but of thousands, is just as much an 

act of reason as any dog, wild animal or bird 

story that I have yet encountered. 

Lloyd Morgan, the most careful of our com¬ 

parative psychologists, tried to get his dog to 

come through a picket fence with a cane in his 

mouth. He found that it was quite beyond the 

dog’s powers of reason to see that he must tip 

his head over until the cane cleared the pickets 

and that there was plenty of room for the cane 

up and down. It ended by the dog dropping the 

cane. Yet a house wren carries a stick into a 

hole, taking it by one end and squeezing merrily 

in. This is the difference between instinct and 

reason. 

A beaver, taken when very young and brought 

up in a city flat, will build dams of any material 

he can get. This is instinct. If a dog built ever 

so small a dam in a brook to make a puddle in 

which to cool himself on a hot day this would 

be an act of reason. 

My uncle once had a fine shepherd dog named 

Tige who was an enemy of my cousin’s dog 

Cuff. Whenever my cousin came over the hill 

to -visit, Cuff followed them as close to my uncle’s 

house as he dared come. Often Tige, while 

Spot charged Cuff from in front, would execute 

a flank movement in silence around behind the 

wood house and pig pen and so into the road, 

hoping to cut off Cuff’s line of retreat. It was 

a clever move, executed with great speed and 

absolute silence, and showed clearly his intent 

and purpose. It is not what a psychologist would 

call an act of reason. Not only that, but I 

proved repeatedly that poor old Tige could not 

reason or form mental concepts. It was a link 

in the great chain of instinctive stalking. No 

doubt many dog lovers, of which, by the way, I 

am one, would have called it an act of reason, 

yet it was nothing more than what nearly all 

predatory animals do instinctively. One has but 

to watch a cat stalking a sparrow to have proof 

of this. 

W. T. Hornaday, in his “Camp-Fires in the 

Canadian Rockies,” tells how his guide caught 

a wolverine by setting a trap in his cabin door 

left ajar, and another one under a piece of meat 

hung up outside. He said to himself in making 

these preparations that the wolverine would rea¬ 

son it out that since the trap was set in the door 

so carefully the hunter must have forgotten the 

meat left outside. The wolverine was so accom¬ 

modating as to reason it out as per directions 

and get caught. Now not only is it unreason¬ 

able to suppose any such mental process went 

on in the wolverine’s brain—and to suggest a 

dozen other explanations more natural and likely 

—but even if it did, no man is warranted in say¬ 

ing that it did—simply because he did not know 

what the wolverine thought, if he thought at all. 

And this fallacy is at the bottom of nearly all 

stories about animals reasoning. We find it hard 

work to let common sense have its due and ac- 

,cept the simple and the obvious. We want to 

put our own interpretation on what we see. 

Animals are our superiors in every direction but 

one. In reasoning alone we stand above them, 

on a height which they have never in any in¬ 

stance approached. Our arts, sciences and 

written languages, a monumental product of 

man’s reasoning, is tangible and covincing proof 

that in that one direction we dwell in a world 

apart from the brutes. 

Julian Burroughs. 

Butcher Bird as a Mouser. 

Alton, Ill., Jan. 23.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: One winter, when I was a youngster, 

I was working on my uncle’s farm and he put 

me to shucking shock corn out in a field on two 

sides of which there was a tall hedge. While I 

was at work a butcher bird used to sit in the 

top of the hedge, and when I would tear a shock 

down he would come and flutter in the air over 

me, and when a mouse ran out he would pounce 

down on it and carry it away. It would only- be 

a minute or two till he would be back again wait¬ 

ing for another. 

I was very careful not to scare him, and soon 

he got so tame that he would catch them almost 

under my feet. He kept that up early and late 

as long as I worked there. 

What he wanted with so many mice I do not 

know for he could not have eaten the half of 

what he caught in his lifetime. 

I suppose he was a born hunter and caught 

them for sport. John Chandler. 

[Records of the butcher bird or shrike, watch¬ 

ing men at work when tearing down corn shocks 

or removing weed piles and capturing the mice 

which run out from them, have often before been 

published. It is always interesting to read such 

accounts, because they show how readily a bird 

may adapt itself to circumstance, and how readily 

under such conditions it loses its fear /if man. 

. We see something of the same thing in the 

familiar way in which the gray jay, moose bird, 

meat hawk, or whiskeyjohn comes about the camp 

and associates on terms of great familiarity with 

the camper. We do not recall any case in which 

a shrike became so tame as the one described 

by our correspondent.—Editor.] 

A Remarkable Photograph. 

The spider’s web, spangled with dew which is 

seen on this page, is a wonderful example of 

photography, and speaks volumes for the 

patience, care and skill of Mr. Sornberger. Just 

• such webs we have all of us seen in early morn¬ 

ing, when starting out on a shooting or fishing 

excursion, and it is certain that such a photo¬ 

graph belongs especially in Forest and Stream 

whose readers know such things so well. This 

is a picture of early autumn when goldenrod 

and black-eyed susans are in bloom, taken per¬ 

haps early some day when one might be look¬ 

ing for the very first of the fall woodcock, or 

even after a warm night when the quail season 

had just opened. 



The Quail We Did Not Get. 

To him who, urged by the old primordial 

instincts of the chase, seeks the coverts where 

the feathered quarry dwells, perchance there 

comes a day of perfect sport. We all may have 

our off days and our average days, but some 

times there is one particular day that stands 

forth as the “shadow of a great rock in a weary 

land.” 
Jack Frost with hoary elfin fingers has left 

his imprint on the land, and’ garments of crim¬ 

son and brown and gold, mute witnesses of his 

advent, clothe every tree and bush, save one, 

the lordly pine, defying his touch, stands serene. 

Amid such scenes you wander and yours is a 

sordid soul if the dulcet tones of nature’s voice 

fall upon your ears unheard and the beauties 

of God’s world pass by your eyes unseen; for, 

be it known that it is not in the ruthless 

slaughter of innocent game or the gratification 

of a gastronomic taste that the only real and 

lasting pleasure lies. It is in the fun you have, 

the friendships you cement, the health and vigor 

you attain from exercise in the open air, and 

best of all, ’tis the pictures that you treasure 

up and hang on memory’s wall. 

This day everything seems in your favor. 

Hand and eye work in perfect harmony; the 

rise, the quick sure aim, a bird wilts in mid 

air, is added to the bag and only a few feathers 

fluttering lightly on the ground remain to tell 

the story. The dogs do grand work, range well, 

find, point and retrieve in faultless style. Birds 

are plentiful and the coveys do not seek inac¬ 

cessible places after the rise, but scatter nicely 

just where you would want them. The day is 

just right, not too warm or too cold, or too 

windy, and as the hours pass your pockets grow 

heavier and heavier, and your peace of mind 

and confidence in yourself apace with it until 

it appears as if you could not miss them if you 

tried. 

Recollections of other occasions when you 

could not do better than one bird in three or 

four or five shots grow very faint and you think 

you have the science of aim and lead and dis¬ 

tance down to the point of exactness. The smell 

of the earth and the frost-deadened vegetation, 

the rustle of the leaves and the sighing of the 

wind through the pines are as music and incense 

to your soul and in beatific frame of mind you 

pity other poor mortals whose business or in¬ 

clination precludes the enjoyment of such sport. 

Tired and happy, you discuss the events of the 

day with your comrades as you journey home¬ 

ward; a particularly difficult shot you made, an 

especially pretty piece of work by the dogs, or 

the thousand and one things such scenes inspire. 

You even condone your few misses by reflect¬ 

ing that a charge of shot is not a thing of 

absolute certainty, and at that distance the pat¬ 

tern may have opened sufficiently to allow the 

bird’s passing through unscathed. Several of 

those misses were a little far off any way or the 

proximity of a bush or tree may have had 

something to do with it. Sure, it was never be¬ 

cause your aim was at fault. And it is a mighty 

good thing for fur and feathels that you are not 

a market hunter and after them at all times, 

isn’t it? 
For days after you go about with a seraphic 

smile on your countenance and tell your friends 

of it. As you plan your next trip you fully ex¬ 

pect to duplicate the performance and perad- 

venture go it even a bit better. In the classic 

idiom of the South, “right here you drops your 

watermillion.” 

After such a day as the foregoing, followed 

the experience I will now relate. Truly, the 

mutations of human affairs in the hunting field 

approacheth the phantasmagoric. 

On the afternoon of November 12, my friend 

Al. D. strolled in my office and proposed a 

hunt for the next day at Lawtey, thirty-eight 

miles from Jacksonville. I demurred a little at 

first for the sake of appearances and hinted 

vaguely about business, such short notice, etc., 

but he said: “Doc, you know what my precept 

is; when business inteferes with pleasure, let 

business go!” Of course, after such an admir¬ 

able injunction as this, I consented. 

Nine-fifteen found 11s with his three dogs, 

Prince. Bob and Sport, in the Seaboard baggage 

car, pulling out for Lawtey. We arrived at 

ten-thirty in a cold drizzling rain and found no 

one to meet us. We had wired Mr. Rowe, the 

proprietor of the hotel, to expect us. Not a 

soul was at the station but a facetious agent 

and him Al. accosted: “Say, we want to go to 

the hotel.” 

Gazing at him a moment, the agent thought¬ 

fully replied: “Well, I guess I’ll let you go this 

one time, but don’t ever ask me again.” 

He then directed us toward our caravansary 

which was only a few hundred yards away. We 

stumbled away in the darkness and rain bearing 

our paraphernalia of guns, coats, leggins, bag, 

and two hundred shells, but had gone only a 

short distance when we were met by Mr. Rowe 

with a lantern and relieved of a part of our 

burden. After instructing him to call us at 5:30 

for breakfast, we sought our comfortable beds, 

and I was made aware by the clamor emanating 

from the adjoining room that Al. was the first 

one to be lulled by the voices of the night. 

But I did not lie awake long, and soon the 

saw-mill, the steamboat and the calliope re¬ 

ceded into the distance and the next thing I be¬ 

came aware of was a hammering on the door 

and a voice informing us it was time to get up. 

The outlook was forbidding. A cold north¬ 

west wind blew and it was still raining. After 

breakfast we sat around the big open fire-place 

with its blazing pine logs, smoking and getting 

up from time to time to see if there was any 

change in the weather. Sure enough in an hour 

or so the rain ceased, our friend, Mr. Hill, 

drove up in a surrey as pre-arranged, and by 

eight o’clock we had started for the woods 

about Black Creek, six miles away. Mr. Hill 

had along his two pointers. Don and Snow. 

About a mile from Black Creek Bob began to 

get warm and finally froze close to a clump of 

palmettos. Sport, about ten feet behind, backed 

him beautifully and Prince, ranging on the 

other quarter, crawled up within ten yards. It 

was a picture to make the pulses leap. We got 

out our artillery and strode forward, each feel¬ 

ing himself good for a double if he only had a 

fair show. Don, who was roving at random 

about three hundred yards away when the stop 

was made, came running up, went by us. like a 

whirlwind and without halting, sprang, with a 

blithe and joyous bark, right into the midst of 

the palmettos. Up went the covey while we 

were yet twenty yards away, and after them 

went Don, giving tongue with all his might. 

Two birds fell after five shots. No one knew 

to whose guns these two fell, but each of us, I 

fancy, had his private opinion. 

• One quail lighted about a hundred and fifty 

yards away in a pine tree and the rest alighted 

along a branch a hundred yards further on. Don 

centered his attention on the one in the tree, 

where he barked and capered about madly and 

even essayed to climb the tree. We walked 

down there, and as the bird flew, Al. and I each 

sent a charge in his direction, but he got away. 

Mr. Hill indulged in some picturesque language 

at Don. Taken back to the surrey, he was 

promptly chained to the rear axle, there to stay 

and meditate upon the errors of his way. He 

did so want to catch one of those little brown 

birds that sm,elt so good. His actions said as 

plainly as anything could that he would try to 

pull one down for us next time. 

After this painful episode we walked on. 

Prince found one and Bob and Sport cor¬ 

roborated the statement. “Take him if he goes 

to your side, Doc,” said Al.; and we kicked him 

up. On my side he went. Bang! a few feathers; 

bang1 a clean miss from my gun. and bang! an¬ 

other miss by Al. Meanwhile, off to the right 

of us Snow found one and Mr. Hill put him up 

and missed. Bang! bang! two clean holes per¬ 

forated the atmosphere. Another point and 

three birds got up, a fusillade from the three of 

us and only a few feathers to show for it. 

One or two flew straight in front of us to a 

knoll covered with oak scrub. Here Sport came 

to a stand, and thinking it a single, Al. and Mr. 

Hill went forward to flush it and up sprang the 

biggest covey of the day. about twenty birds. 

Right back over our heads they came like bul¬ 

lets and again some music from the guns and 

nothing more. We looked dazedly and inquir¬ 

ingly at each other. Even our dogs gazed at us 

reproachfully. Back the birds flew to almost 

the identical place the first covey went. In a 

little palmetto plot at edge of the swale, we had 

marked one bird and all four dogs froze on him. 

“Try that gas-pipe of yours at him, Doc.” said 

Al , and wonder of wonders, I killed it with the 

first barrel! 

In the thickest portion of the hammock the 

birds began to get up and we each had several 

shots. Al. 'connected with one and dropped 

another which we could not find; Mr. Hill se¬ 

cured one. Not finding any more and being 

unable to follow into a dense swamp where the 
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ithers had flown, we went back to the surrey. 

Five birds in all out of twenty or more shots. 

Our feet were wet and cold, our spirits sub- 

lued and sad. 

About ten o’clock it cleared off beautifully 

md the sun was never more welcome. The 

jrass and undergrowth dried off rapidly and 

>ur feet appreciated the difference. Our hopes 

nd spirits improved with the character of the 

lay. 

Another covey flushed wild and went into a 

lense hammock . where accurate aim . was irn- 

■ossible. Several shots were had and only one 

>ird fell, this to Al.’s gun. Snow, deeming it 

ime for lunch, found and devoured this bird 

ntirely before Al., laboriously pushing through 

he dense scrub, could get to her. “Why,” he 

lemanded, “don’t you feed that cur of yours 

occasionally, Hill, so she won’t be too ravenous, 

ir is it your usual custom to divvy up with 

er?” Snow received a vigorous massage with 

stout limb, which chastisement put quite a 

amper on her enthusiasm and she treated us 

,ith marked disfavor for quite a while. She 

etook herself back to the surrey. 

Time to refresh the inner man now and we 

estowed more than casual attention upon our 

mple luncheon. The day was now ideal, the 

-ind had died out almost completely and it was 

toroughly dry underfoot. Passing an old field, 

!ob came to a point just over the fence and we 

ot out. It was doves this time, about a hun- 

red of them flying up. We got five shots and 

ve birds before they left that particular section 

f the country. However, we could find only 

,vo, the weeds were so high and thick. 

Several more coveys were found, we burning 

lot of powder and getting an occasional bird. 

Sometimes it was a bunch of feathers only and 

crippled bird that went off to die; more often 

clean miss. So the afternoon wore on and we 

ot a lot of pleasure out of it any way. The 

st covey afforded us some mirth. The dogs 

ointed them but they arose out of range and 

II but one took refuge in a hammock where 

ie palmettos, weeds and briers were up to our 

aists. This one dropped down in the grass 

ot fifty yards away. “That’s my meat,” said 

1., “now, watch your Uncle parch him.” 

Giving Mr. Hill the wink, we ranged on either 

de of him. and as the bird flew we shot it be- 

>re he could raise his gun. “Here! what do 

iu hold-ups mean?” he demanded. “What 

ind of a brace-game is this? You haven’t the 

'inciple of a horse-thief.” But Uncle’s eye was 

iped and we had a good laugh at his expense. 

We then went into the scrub and had some 

st work. Six birds were brought to grass and 

)Out the same number sought shelter in a 

iendly swamp. 

“What makes th£m fiy so fast?” I inquired. 

“Not being a quail, I cannot answer you,” 

1. replied; “but it is certain if they knew how 

ight their danger was from that fusee of yours, 

ey wouldn’t hurry so.” 

“Well, I notice no great havoc ha<^ been 

rought with your weapon, either.” 

“Silence in the ranks,” ^enjoined Mr. Hill. 

\Tone of us has earned a medal for our shoot- 

:g to-day.” This being so very evident, we let 
: go at that. 

At half past two we were forced to quit. Our 

bin being due at Lawtey at four, and as the 

'ad was sandy, it behooved us to move on if 

we wished to make connections. We had twenty 

quail and two doves in our bag and had shot 

away about seventy-five shells. 

Our guns were put in their cases, "Don was 

released, we climbed in and the retrograde 

movement began. Don indulged in an unpro¬ 

ductive hunt of his own as we went along, as if 

to say, “Now, I’ll show you how the thing 

should be done.” C. M. Sandusky. 

At Faraway Birds. 

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 30.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: A few days ago a young shooting 

friend of mine came to me and said, “Say, 1 

believe you have given me poor advice.” “Why?” 

I asked. He produced a copy of Forest and 

Stream and read to me from a story written by 

S. T. Hammond, as follows : 

“For many years it has been a hard and fast 

rule with me to shoot at every bird that rises, 

even though a long distance away. I have a 

of his sight, others left wounded to fall prey to 

wolves, foxes, skunks and other wild beasts, 

while others, if they did evade their enemies, 

would be left at the beginning of winter in such 

a weakened condition they would succumb dur¬ 

ing the cold weather? Do you believe if all this 

destruction could be pictured before Mr. Flam- 

mond he would consider the few birds he had 

bagged, as a result of his wild shooting, sufficient 

remuneration for it all?” 

My friend thought not, and neither do I. 

This calls to my mind how a few years ago 

with a party of three friends I went to the sand¬ 

hills of Nebraska for a few days with the prairie 

chicken and grouse. We stopped in one of the 

famous localities, where within three years prior 

to the time a cold storage man had boasted of 

shipping 46,000 birds in one season. Our guide 

\ftas a man who had been a market shooter for 

him. He had followed the iced wagon for week 

in and week out, sending it to the storage house 

when loaded, only to be returned for another 

“it was a picture to make the pulses leap.” 

Photographed by Dr. Sandusky. 

well grounded belief that the whistle of the shot 

in their vicinity exercises an influence that causes 

them to lie better when one again finds them. If 

one can succeed in keeping on their course, and 

routing them a few times, he will, in nearly every 

instance, meet the reward of perseverance by ob¬ 

taining a satisfactory rise.” 

The story continues to narrate some wonderful 

shofis he has made as a result of this wild shoot¬ 

ing, as he terms it, which he should have termed 

peculiar accidents. 

“Now,” said my young friend, “you have al¬ 

ways taught me to never shoot at a bird out of 

range of my gun, and see the sport this man 

Hammond has had by his wild shooting.” 

“Yes,” I replied; “that sounds well in print, as 

do all of Mr. Hammond's narratives, which are 

interesting and well written, but I must dis¬ 

agree with him on this point. He is certainlv 

giving bad advice, and has indulged in a practice 

that is frowned upon by the majority of sportsmen. 

■“Don’t you think if a picture could be drawn 

for Mr. Hammond, of the hundreds of birds he 

has hit by his wild shooting with a load that 

had not sufficient force to kill them instantly, 

some of which had fallen dead after flying out 

load. We tolerate no such things in Nebraska 

now, thank you. 

It was late in October when the birds had 

congregated in large bunches from fifty to some¬ 

times three hundred. As is usually the case they 

would not lie well until the warm part of the 

day. We started out about 9 o’clock the first 

morning, and our guide instructed us to stay 

close together, keeping all dogs at heel, and walk¬ 

ing briskly over the grass-covered hills until we 

found one of these large bunches, then all to 

shoot into them, give them every load we had, to 

mark them down, then get into the rig and drive 

to them and repeat the performance. We did 

this, and occasionally a bird would fall, having 

been hit in a vital place by a well spent shot, 

while many would scurry in every direction, evi¬ 

dently cruelly wounded. Our guide explained 

that by this method the birds would be so scat¬ 

tered and scared that by the warm part of the 

day they would lie well to our dogs. From the 

standpoint of getting meat it was a success, but 

from any other standpoint it was butchery. 

We tolerated this the first day, but not al.er- 

ward. I say, “No; never shoot at a bird that ?s 

out of range of your gun.” George L. Carter. 
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New Jersey Sportsmen’s Association. 

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Filled with indignation at what they 

declared was a shabby trick, representatives of 

sixty fish and game protective associations and 

gun clubs, left the offices of the Board of Fish 

and Game Commissioners at the State House in 

disgust last night, after adopting a resolution 

to ask legislation direct from the legislators 

and not through the office of the Fish and Game 

Commission. Cooler heads tried to prevent an 

open rupture between the sportsmen and the 

commissioners, but it was useless, as the presi¬ 

dent of the commission, Benedict C. Kuser, of 

Mercer county, had constantly left the confer¬ 

ence while representative sportsmen and pro¬ 

tectors were speaking, and in many ways showed 

that the entire proceedings bored him. 

The sportsmen were there on invitation of the 

commission, to meet a body of baymen, said to 

object to the anti-spring shooting law drawn by 

the New Jersey Sportsmen’s Association for 

It U lawful at all time* of tht rear to angle f»>r yellow percn. catfish. sunfigh. eels and wicker* 
long a« noi moie than three hooks are used. 
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». I.aw dues 

for any kind of fish at any time. 

OPEN SEASONS WANTED BY THE SPORTSMEN. 

the protection and propagation of game and 

game birds, and indorsed by the Fish and Game 

Commission. Early in December last the as¬ 

sociation, which represents 11,000 sportsmen, re¬ 

ceived an invitation from the commissioners to 

meet them at Trenton to agree on laws to be 

introduced in the Legislature. The invitation 

was accepted, and on Dec. 3, a meeting was 

held at the offices of the commission in Tren¬ 

ton, at which it was suggested by the commis¬ 

sion that the association present a set of bills 

that in their judgment would meet with the ap¬ 

proval of sportsmen throughout the State. 

This was done, and at a later meeting of the 

executive committee of the association and the 

commissioners, the bills were read and approved 

of by the commissioners, who volunteered to 

have them introduced in the Legislature and if 

possible enacted.into laws. This so delighted 

the sportsmen that they immediately sent liter¬ 

ature throughout the State, appealing to mem¬ 

bers of the Legislature to vote for the bills, and 

sent personal letters to thousands of gunners 

requesting them to speak to their members of 

the Legislature in behalf of the bills. The press 

of the State responded, many papers printing 

editorials in favor of the anti-spring, shooting 

bill proposed. 

On Feb. 3, much to the surprise of the 

sportsmen, Mr. Batten, president of the State 

association, received a communication from the 

fish and game commissioners, requesting the 

executive committee of the State asopiation to 

meet at Trenton for another conference, as the 

baymen from South Jersey protested against 

the anti-spring shooting bill. 

The executive committee answered the call, 

and were informed by President Kuser of the 

commission that he would not help -to stop 

spring shooting. The sportsmen demanded to 

know why he had changed his mind. He said 

that the southern part of the State was allotted 

to him to take care of and since indorsing the 

anti-spring shooting bill he had made a tour of 

that portion and had met some baymen who 

protested that they had the right to shoot ducks 

whenever they pleased, and that they would not 

allow a few “sports” to interfere with them. 

The sportsmen demanded that Mr. Kuser call 

another conference and request the baymen to 

meet the sportsmen at Trenton, there to talk 

over the matter and see if they could not con¬ 

vince the baymen that if the ducks were pro- 
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OPEN SEASONS WANTED BY THE COMMISSION. 

tected in the spring, the baymen would have bet¬ 

ter shooting in the fall. This was agreed to by 

Mr. Kuser, and the date set for Feb. 10. 

The sportsmen made arrangements to have 

Dr. A. K. Fisher, assistant to the Bureau of 

.Biological Survey of the Department of Agri¬ 

culture, and Mr. William Dutcher, president of 

the National Audubon Societies, present at the 

conference, as well as some sportsmen from 

South Jersey. The conference was well at¬ 

tended, delegates being present from gun clubs 

and protective associations from as far south as 

Salem county and as far north as Morris county. 

Dr. Fisher pleaded with the fish and game com¬ 

mission to stand by its indorsement of the anti¬ 

spring shooting bill, and told of the action taken 

by the Canadian authorities to protect the ducks, 

geese and other waterfowl. , He said that the 

Canadian government tried to conform its laws 

.with those of the States near its border, as a 

means of better protection to the birds. He re¬ 

lated how extensive the breeding range for 

ducks was twenty-five years ago, every pond, 

slough and wet place being a breeding place 

for them. The State of New Jersey, he claimed 

was well adapted to the breeding of ducks. The 

mallard, black, teal and widgeon will breed in 

New Jersey, he continued, and the State is in 

the center of range of the fast diminishing wood- 

duck. Mr. Dutcher, who followed Dr. Fisher, 

produced maps of the duck range and told of 

the good the anti-spring shooting law has done 

for New York State. He asked that Commis¬ 

sioner Kuser be sent for so that he could ask 

him personally not to change his opinion in 

regard to the proposed law. When the com¬ 

missioner entered the room, he assured those 

present that he was in favor of the measure, but 

that he was influenced by some one in South 

Jersey and he feared that that person would 

prevent all other legislation if the anti-spring 

shooting bill was passed. 

James Matthews, secretary of the Passaic 

County Fish and Game Protective Association, 

and a delegate to the conference, announced 

that it was useless to continue the speaking 

further, as Assemblyman Amos Radcliffe, of 

Passaic county and a member of the House 

Committee on Fish and Game, and also a mem¬ 

ber of the Passaic County Fish and Game Pro¬ 

tective Association, had informed him that the 

Fish and Game Commission had agreed to favor 

the bill wanted by the baymen and market 

hunters, and that such a bill was at that time 

being prepared. The announcement surprised 

those present, and Mr. Batten asked the secre¬ 

tary of the commission to come into the room 

again and explain. He did so by presenting a peti¬ 

tion which he claimed containedthe names of 5,000 

baymen that did not want any change in the law. 

Mr. Batten then asked the commissioner il 

there were no baymen present, and Mr. Kuser 

said “no,” that they did not think it necessary 

to attend, so long as they sent a petition. In 

the meantime Mr. Winslow had counted the 

names on the petition and announced that there 

, were just 553 and again Mr. Kuser was asked, 

to explain, but evaded an answer by leaving the 

room. The- information was then volunteered, 

that the signatures were not those of baymen, 

but of store keepers and residents along the 

shore, and that some of them were fictitious. 

The sportsmen were dumbfounded at the sud¬ 

den turn in the proceedings and Mr. Batten de¬ 

clared that it mortified him to admit to Dr 

Fisher and Mr. Dutcher that the sportsmen were 

tricked. He said that the action of the commis-, 

sion was a direct insult to the New Jersey 

sportsmen. 

At this point Ephraim T. Gill, of the Tucka- 

hoe Gun Club, drew the following resolution 

which was unanimously and very quickly 

adopted: 

Resolved, by the New Jersey Sportsmen’s Association 

in conference this 10th day of February, 1908, at the offici 

of the New Jersey State Game Commission, 

First—That it is absolutely necessary for the protectioi 

of all game birds that shooting of the same after the firs 

day of January should cease until September 1st; this i 

in accordance with the general movement all over thi 

country, furthered by those persons who are best able h, 

judge of the habits and needs of birds, and of true gam 

protection, and is in the best interests of sportsmen a 

well as shore men. 

Second—That shooting of woodcock in July should b 

abolished. 

Third—That the sale of upland game be prohibited 

except rabbits 

Fourth—That the season for shooting quail, pheasant 

and tabbits remain as at present. 

Fifth—That the shooting of wood duck be abolished fo 

a term of years. 

After the adoption of this resolution, Secre 

tary Winslow moved that future efforts on tfi 

part of the New Jersey Sportsmen’s Associatioi 

to effect legislation for the protection of gam' 

be made through the legislators direct, and no 
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through the Fish and Game Commission as an 

intermediary. This motion was adopted, after 

which the disgusted sportsmen filed out of the 

commission’s office, determined to live up to 

the letter of the motion and to make a personal 

canvass among the members of the Legislature 

for their support, in behalf of the following pro¬ 

posed measures: 

Protecting geese, ducks, swans and brant from 

Jan. 1 to Aug. 31; making the open season for 

shore birds and jacksnipe Sept. i-Dec. 31 in¬ 

clusive; and for woodcock Oct. i-Dec. 31 in¬ 

clusive. 

Among the associations represented by the 

New Jersey Sportsmen’s Association are the 

following: 

Plainfield Independent Shooting Club, Essex 

Fish and Game Protective Association, Essex 

League of American Sportsmen, Hanover Neck 

Game Association, Troy Meadow Fish and 

Game Protective Association, Audubon Society 

of New Jersey, Trenton Shooting Association, 

Passaic County Fish and Game Association, 

Jackson Park Shooting Association, French 

Town, Freehold, Bound Brook, New Bruns¬ 

wick, Tuckahoe, North Caldwell, Whitehouse, 

Forester, Montclair, Lambertville, Dove, South 

Side, Log Cabin, Orange, Smith, Rahway, Alert, 

Newton, North Camden, South End, Hadden- 

field, Morris, Cumberland, Netcing, Andover, 

Belleville, Hudson, Jersey City, and North Side 

gun clubs. 

Welcomes a Change. 

Amenia, N. Y., Jan. 27.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I see the Forest, Fish and Game Com¬ 

mission contemplates a change in game laws 

making them more uniform, etc., instead of 

leaving them the jumbled mess they are at 

present. 

I should say it was time something was done 

to straighten out things in that line. Take for 

example a statute passed by the last Legislature 

permitting the shooting of pheasants in Dutchess 

and Suffolk during November and leaving the 

law on in all the other counties of the 

State. 

If there was ever a foolish statute that cer¬ 

tainly was one. Why should two counties be 

sacrificed that way? I live in Dutchess and 

know how things go. The hunters came in by 

the trainload from New York well supplied with 

dogs, and they just about made a clean sweep, 

not only pheasant, but every other game was 

their victim. It will be some time before 

Dutchess gets back its game if it ever does. 

Near me is a large swamp which had quite 

a few pheasants. Before 7 o’clock A. M. twenty- 

five hunters and a dozen dogs made a charge on 

the opening day. I stopped them on part of the 

^wamp, as it is private property, posted, but they 

had driven everything out, shot six or seven, 

md scared the rest So that I think they reached 

China long ago and some back in old England, 

for, no doubt, the county got a clean up, the 

’pen season being one month. 

I call such laws that open two counties, leav- 

ng all the rest closed, foolish legislation. What 

-Ise is it? It is time there were changes in 

>ur game laws. Open the whole State- if you 

’pen at all. Let hunters have lots of room. Do 

lot sacrifice two counties as was done. 

J. G. R. 

The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

Lowell, Mass., Feb. 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I read with interest the many articles 

in your fine publication, on the growing scarcity 

of ruffed grouse, quail and woodcock and have 

been looking in vain for any contributor to 

mention what seems to me to be the principal 

cause of such scarcity. Twenty years ago all 

of these birds were plentiful except perhaps 

quail, and then, as now, quail suffered by deep 

snows, which made them poor in flesh and so 

unable to stand cold. In this part of the coun¬ 

try and in New Hampshire I think foxes destroy 

large numbers of grouse, both old and young, 

and I wish fox hunting was more followed. It 

seems to me there are less fox hunters than 

there used to be, and that foxes are more plenti¬ 

ful. I found one grouse nest last year and a few 

days after, on taking my wife to see the nest, 

we found it destroyed, eggs broken and the 

feathers of the bird, large feathers and all, 

strewn around, showing that she had been killed 

and eaten. 

This, however, always occurred, and as I well 

remember thirty years ago many, and, in fact, 

nearly all grouse then taken were snared, as in 

those days pointers and setters were almost un¬ 

known. I only recall three men who regularly 

hunted birds with them. 

In those days it was unusual to go through 

any extensive wood lands without finding lines 

of snares, and grouse were always on sale in 

every city, still they were plentiful, and in a 

day’s walk without any dogs twenty grouse were 

not an unusual number to put up. But accord¬ 

ing to abundant testimony sent to you, such is 

not the case now anywhere in this country, and 

bird hunters are all wondering what has become 

of them. Some say cold winters, some say 

damp springs; but none suggest hot falls, by 

which I mean the constant and persistent hunt¬ 

ing by crack shots, who hunt in companies of 

two, three and four men, with trained dogs, and 

before whom the grouse has a poor show. 

I believe most States prohibit hunting deer 

with dogs, and many attribute the present num¬ 

bers of deer to that fact, and if deer cannot 

stand dogs, why should we expect grouse to? 

It cannot be denied that every condition sug¬ 

gested existed years ago, and in addition, snar¬ 

ing, which is not now practiced, so the bird 

hunters now enforce the law against snaring as 

no other game law ever was enforced, by de¬ 

stroying the snares. I hope none will think I 

am a snarer or want to be one, as I never 

snared or tried to snare a bird in my life, and I 

do like to shoot them and have kept bird dogs, 

and to that extent write from experience; but I 

am convinced that the trouble is, too many 

hunters and too many and too good dogs. 

We all know that in every community of any 

size there are those who boast of shooting one 

to two hundred birds to a season, and if this is 

true or half true, why need we seek further to 

find the cause of grouse scarcity? I suppose 

it would be idle to suggest prohibiting hunting 

grouse with dogs, but with our growing popu¬ 

lation and increasing interest in field sports, it 

is equally idle to expect grouse to be plentiful 

otherwise. 

There is another thing that I want to speak 

of, bird hunters scarcely-ever hunt grouse alone, 

and it is because grouse often refuse to lie to 

a dog and then they are driven from one hunter 

to another, which is another fruitful cause of 

extermination and I think is wrong. I want 

also to add a word in regard to licenses for 

hunting, and I think States make a great mis¬ 

take in requiring nonresidents to pay a large 

tax and a resident a very small tax or none at 

all. I think all hunters should pay a tax of five 

dollars regardless of place of residence, and the 

same in every State they hunt in. 

It seems to me that would He reasonable, as 

no one now objects to two dollars for a dog 

license, and a right to hunt over a whole State 

should be worth five dollars, if a dog license of 

two dollars is reasonable. My experience and 

observation are that residents in most cases 

kill vastly more game than visitors, not only 

as they have the whole season to do it in, but 

they know the country and besides having 

venison and other game in and out of season, 

they sell it to visitors. In one town in Maine, 

where I have been on fishing trips, and am 

well acquainted, venison is shot and divided at 

all seasons, and I was told last fall that in that 

town five cow moose were killed, and it was 

well known to many, yet I cannot go there to 

hunt without paying fifteen dollars for a license 

and hiring a guide, so I do not go, and the 

residents lose the opportunity to board me 

or sell me game to bring home. 

I for one am willing to pay five dollars for 

the privilege of hunting wherever I go and 

most willing of all to my own State, for game 

protection, but I am not willing to pay ten, 

fifteen or twenty-five dollars to another State, 

for perhaps only two or three days’ time to 

hunt, when residents of the same State may 

hunt free through the season, though they may 

not even pay their poll taxes. Speed the time 

of a general hunting license for resident and 

nonresident alike, of not less than five dollars, 

and he who cannot afford five dollars cannot 

afford the time to hunt at all. 

C. H. McEwy. 

An Alberta Wolf Measure. 

An Edmonton (Alberta) correspondent sends 

us clippings from the Bulletin of Feb. 1, as fol¬ 

lows : 

“Yesterday afternoon’s session of the Legisla¬ 

ture was a brief one, devoted to routine. An 

interesting feature of the afternoon, bearing upon 

the fur trade of the north country, was a notice 

of motion given by Ally Brick, the member for 

Peace River, of a motion he will introduce on 

Monday concerning the use of poisons in the de¬ 

struction of wolves. The bill will have force 

only in that portion of the Province lying north 

of the fifty-fifth degree. 

“This bill aims at a revival of the old ordi¬ 

nance in force over the territories nine years 

ago. As it was at that time greatly abused, and 

fur bearing animals killed with poisons by per¬ 

sons who would endeavor to shelter themselves 

under this act, the law was permitted to lapse. 

Now Mr. Brick’s constituents are asking for its 

re-enactment and strict enforcement. 

“Their hope is to kill off now in a lean sea¬ 

son for fur-bearing animals as many wolves as 

they possibly can, and when in the natural order 

of things the fur-bearing animals return in larger 

quantities, the ranks of their old hereditary ene¬ 

mies, the wolves, will be diminished.” 
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New England Sportsmen. 

Boston, Feb. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

Horace Jordan, of Watertown, Mass., returned 

a short time ago from a trip to the Manitoba 

and Saskatchewan regions of northwestern 

Canada. Better shooting than he ever dreamed 

of is the way he expresses it. The duck shoot¬ 

ing consisted of canvasbacks, mallard and teal, 

and he found grouse and chickens in wonderful 

numbers. 
Year after year the big-game killing record 

of Maine has gone on increasing. Aside from 

a few thoughtful men who have had the good 

judgment to look ahead, the residents of the 

State have accepted the grand total of figures 

compiled at the end of each season as a matter 

of course, apparently believing that no action 

of theirs was needed to aid nature in keeping 

up the supply. The fallacy of this belief is now 

apparent to the most incredulous. While it can¬ 

not be disputed that fewer sportsmen have 

visited the Maine woods this year than usual, it 

is also true that experienced men have noticed 

the absence of deer in localities where they 

have always been found in numbers. This is 

especially true of what might be called the lower 

Aroostook country, and to a less degree is true 

of eastern Maine generally. Bangor has for 

many years been called the threshold of the 

hunting section of the State, and it is there that 

the shipments of big game have been counted. 

During the first part of October these ship¬ 

ments showed a falling off of about 50 per cent, 

from the record of other years. It is true that 

the extension of the Somerset railroad through 

to Moosehead has deflected quite a number of 

hunters to another section; but even that fails 

to account for the difference, because the 

Aroostook region is still the favorite hunting 

grounds for most sportsmen. Again the count 

kept at Bangor has been very complete, inas¬ 

much as the score included all the shipments 

made at junction points for many miles around. 

While in eastern Maine in the shotting sea¬ 

son I talked with several men who know these 

forests as most of us do the city streets, I found 

diverse opinions naturally, but all seemed to 

agree on one point: that the wood pulp industry 

as now conducted in eastern Maine was in a 

large way responsible for the driving away of 

the game in many sections. What Maine has 

suffered by the exodus New Brunswick seems* 

to have gained, many pafties having had ex¬ 

cellent results in that Province. In the central 

part of the State the game seems about normal 

in numbers, and at Waterville they say that 

very few parties have returned from the section 

south and west of Moosehead with a hard-luck 

story. Hackle. 

The North Carolina Season. 

Raleigh, N. C., Feb. 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Legislature had an extraordinary 

session in January, called by Governor Glenn to 

settle the question of railroad rates. As might 

have been expected some bills regarding game 

were introduced, the only one of these of any 

importance being presented by a Rowan man, 

apparently an agent for a lot of people near Salis¬ 

bury, who have large holdings of land, and own 

enterprises with numerous stockholders of the 

North, the latter desiring to come down and hunt 

without paying the $10 license tax. The com¬ 

mittee on game laws killed this bill instantly. 

When Secretary Gilbert Pearson, of the Audu¬ 

bon Society, arrived, he thanked the committee, 

and said the enactment of such a law would con¬ 

siderably reduce the receipts from licenses and 

would have also opened the door to a lot of people, 

as there are a number of large tracts of land of 

this character in various parts of the State. 

Secretary Pearson said he had found that his 

means were so limited that he had had to con¬ 

centrate his forces on Currituck Sound, where 

there has been very little fire-lighting; while on 

Core Sound there has been a great deal of it. 

The duck shooting has on some occasions been 

very good and at others very bad; the winter 

has been remarkably open. Then, too, tides have 

A FORT YELLOWSTONE PET. 

for some reason been excessively high and this 

has been a drawback. 

The shooting of quail has gone on very 

steadily, the open winter exactly suiting hunters. 

There has been a marked falling off in the num¬ 

ber of men from other States taking out gun¬ 

ners’ licenses. Secretary Pearson found that 

nothing could be done at this session of the 

Legislature in regard to a, law imposing a $2 

license tax on all resident hunters, this to apply 

to none who own their lands and hunt thereon, 

and being intended to reach the town people who 

formed the bulk of the bird hunters. The time 

has not quite arrived yet for this movement, but 

public sentiment is developing this way and it 

is only a question of a year or two before there 

will be a law to this effect. Some members of 

the Legislature favor such a law. 

Many turkeys have been killed, together with 

bear and deer. The season has been so open 

that the winter fishing has been exceptionally 

good in a number of localities in salt water and 

fresh. F- A. Olds. 

Mass. F. and G. A. Annual Report. 

The annual report of Mr. Henry H. Kimball, 

secretary of the Massachusetts Fish and Game 

Protective Association for the year 1907, has 

been published. It deals with a variety of mat¬ 

ters of which legislation is one of the most im¬ 

portant; among this legislation is the passage 

of a law requiring license for nonresident hun¬ 

ters. 

The affiliation of protective clubs has been, as 

was supposed would be the case, helpful to the 

cause of game protection. There are now twenty 

such clubs in full affiliation with the association. 

During the past year 54,000 fingerling trout 

have been distributed, and the methods of the 

association are such that clubs and individuals 

can secure fingerlings for about one-half the ordi¬ 

nary price. Continued efforts have been looking 

to the enforcement of the law, and to the instruc¬ 

tion of the public, and to this end about 3,000 

posters and 1,200 books of game laws have been 

sent out. A meeting of the legislative commit¬ 

tee of the association and of the affiliated clubs 

was held Nov. 29, 1907, at which Mr. Wm. 

Dutcher, president of the National Association 

of Audubon Societies; Mr. Brewster, Mr. For- 

bush and a number of other men spoke on pro¬ 

tection, Mr. Dutcher referring especially to the 

stopping of spring shooting. He said: 

“I have always believed strongly in sanctuaries. 

I remember reading thirty or forty years ago 

about the saving of chamois in Switzerland by 

sanctuaries. We have had some splendid object 

lessons as to their value in the closing of ponds 

in fifteen or twenty years. The results are ex¬ 

traordinary. Fresh Pond, which was entirely 

shot out, partly through my own efforts, and 

where at length very few ducks were seen, was 

closed to shooting, with the result that a few 

black ducks, gulls and various waterfowl came 

back again. Gradually the numbers increased. 

We counted 300 or 400 ducks and 2,400 gulls 

at one. time. They have increased over in Spot 

Pond very largely. Probably the same thing can 

be done elsewhere on any good sized pond, and 

if we could establish sanctuaries for partridges, 

quail and other birds in various towns it would 

be one of the most important steps. It would 

be the greatest thing for sportsmen, for the birds 

then would have a chance to collect, rest and in¬ 

crease and they would overflow into the neigh¬ 

boring covers. This is what happened in the 

Yellowstone Park where there are 75,000 elk. 

There would not be One elk in the whole region 

if it had not been for the establishment of that 

park as a natural preserve.” 

“My Friend the Partridge.” 

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have received so many letters in re¬ 

lation to “My Friend the Partridge” that I find 

it impossible with the limited time at my disposal 

to answer them, and I- take this method to make 

a general reply to all. Profoundly gratified for 

the kind words showered upon me by many old, 

as well as new-found friends, I heartily thank 

them all for their good wishes and sincerely hope 

that the coming days, whether passed at home 

or afield, will bring to them unalloyed happiness. 

Five of the letters suggest that I give a sketch 

of the “king partridge.” As Betsy Prig said to 

Sairy Gamp about Mrs. Harris, “I don’t believe 

there’s no §ich a person.” S. T. Hammond. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

VIII.—Three-piece Rods. 

THE most common type known is the three- 

piece rod, the separate parts of which 

are of equal length. The angler who 

must go far afield for his fishing demands a rod 

that, is compact, just as he wants a take-down 

gun in the autumn. The difficulty experienced 

in traveling ,in trains and street cars, as well 

as in walking through crowded streets argues 

against unwieldy parcels, and the fly or bait rod 

must be made in lengths convenient to carry. 

The rodmaker might argue until doomsday in 

favor of long-joint rods, claiming better action, 

greater strength, etc., but he could never per¬ 

suade his patrons that these qualities outweigh 

the greater handiness of short joints. 

This being true, the rodmakers place the 

joints where they will affect the action of the 

rods the least; namely, in two places, making 

even an n-foot fly-rod conveniently portable 

when taken down. They carry this practice to 

the longest salmon rods, which are nearly al¬ 

ways made in three joints, proving that no 

maker likes to place ferrules in the middle of 

the rod—which is necessary in making a four- 

joint rod. The principal exceptions are the short 

two-piece salt-water rods, which are more or 

less stiff throughout their length; and the short 

bait-casting rods. 
In a 5l/3-{oot bait-casting rod of the necessary 

caliber, two ferrules make the joints very short, 

and the stiff metal is actually about one-eighth 

the total length of the rod. Aside from the fact 

that the ferrules in short three-piece rods are 

placed to better advantage, the rod made in two 

pieces of equal length is to be recommended. 

Certainly it is almost as easy to make two of 

this type as one with three joints and an extra 

tip. When the three-joint rod is to be made 

6 or 6t/2 feet long, however, its advantages in¬ 

crease with its length. 

In a 5l4-f°ot rod made in three pieces of 

equal length, and of the caliber given in Fig. 

29, the ferrules will be 21-64 inch, wdh one 

center; and 13-64 inch, with two centers, for the 

tips. The tips when completed and fitted with 

tops, will be 22Y\ inches long and will be tapered 

from 13-64 to 7-64. Finish these first. It is 

well to bear in mind that you cannot make each 

of the other two joints one-third of the total 

length of the finished rod, for the reason that 

the tip is to be pushed one inch into the. ferrule 

of the middle joint, and this in turn inches 

into the ferrule on the butt joint, while these two 

ferrules add to the actual length of the two 

lower parts. 

A more difficult problem in division and ad¬ 

dition it would be hard to'find. The first time 

I tried to make a rod of three pieces of equal 

length I almost gave it up in despair, for despite 

what I thought was exact calculation, the sepa¬ 

rate parts would vary or the total would be too 

great. Finally I drew a pencil mark on the 

floor just 5l/2 feet long, and sitting down, 

puzzled the problem out by placing the three 

parts of the rod, with the ferrules beside them, 

on the line, and measuring until the adjustments 

were correct. 

The actual length of the middle joint will be 

21^4 inches, for the top or female ferrule will 

extend 1 inch beyond the wood, making this 

joint 22^4 inches when it is finished. Taper the 

wood from 21-64 to 15-64, it being remembered 

that the cap of the ferrule is slightly larger in¬ 

side than the caps of its centers. Cement the 

ferrule on the small end of the middle joint 

and the center of the butt ferrule on the other 

end. 
The wood of the butt joint'will be 2ij4 inches 

long, as the ferrule adds 1% inches to its total 

length, 22^4 inches. Taper it from 15-32 at the 

pencil mark, indicating the upper end of the 

handgrasp, to 11-32, to fit the cap of the ferrule, 

which is 21-64 at the small end. 

You are now ready for the handgrasp, the 

various forms of which are described in prer 

ceding chapters. Careful testing is necessary 

before this rod can be finished, for different 

pieces of wood vary considerably, and it is 

seldom one can make all the tapers just what 

he expects to. The two lower joints may need 

fining down until the action suits you, and in 

some rods I have substituted 19-64 for the 21-64 

inch lower ferrule, making a hollow taper from 

handgrasp forward a few inches, then uniform 

taper to the first ferrule. 

If the rod is to be six feet long, which will 

make it much sweeter for fishing and accuracy 

casting—its three joints considered—the ferrules 

should be 15-64 and 21-64. One of my favorite 

bethabara rods is 5 feet io^Hs inches long and 

it is a very pleasant rod to fish with. It? 

ferrules and calibers are the same as those given 

above. It has cord-wound double grasp, rubber 

button, four guides and stir'rup-tube top. It 

weighs nearly seven ounces. 

Split-Bamboo Rods. 

Few amateurs attempt to make split bamboo 

rods because they believe the work is too com¬ 

plicated. It is at once a difficult and yet a 

very simple proposition, as will appear later on. 

Good material properly, worked up will give 

you a first-class rod. Patience and perseverance 

are necessary, for the preparatory work requires 

great care, and- the least slip of plane or file 

may ruin an otherwise perfect strip. 

You cannot copy a wood rod in bamboo, for 

aside from the fact that they are essentially 

different in every way, you can always measure 

the exact diameter of your wood rods, but 

must measure the “flat” surfaces of the hex¬ 

agonal bamboo, and these do not give true 

calibers. Neither can you hope to determmc 

its calibers in the professional way. Long ex¬ 

perience tells them where a rod needs strength, 

and where it should be tapered rapidly. Even 

in examining one of their rods you will not 

notice the slight variations at certain places, 

which seem trivial to you, but are the result of 

burning much midnight oil and trying, altering, 

testing to attain perfection. 
In making each of the strips you halve the 

actual caliber, but only approximately. Finally, 

you must work very slowly. If you finish six 

perfect strips of whatever length in a day you 

will work faster than you should. Remember 

that you cannot use your split bamboo rod as 

soon as finished, as you can a wood rod. There¬ 

fore, go slow. 

These remarks are not intended to discourage 

you, but rather to make you cautious. The first 

time I actually finished six strips of bamboo and 

began to glue them, my hands trembled so that 

the work was very poorly done; for I had been 

told that I could not do it, and I half expected 

them to fly apart despite the excess of glue on 

the strips, on my hands and on the floor. As a 

matter of fact you will be delighted—just as I 

was—and the result will be much more satis¬ 

factory than you anticipate. 
If you decide to use Calcutta, select several 

canes i^4 inches or more in diameter at the 

large end, having in mind the fact that the 

burns must not penetrate the enamel. Pound 

each piece smartly on the floor and examine 

closely for worm holes, and the dust from them. 

Cut the pieces at least a foot longer than the 

finished joint is to be. Split them through the 

eyes where the leaves grew, for this part is 

worthless. An old table knife will serve the 

purpose. This will leave about two-thirds of 

each cane from which to make selections. 

Split up enough to give you six good pieces, 

and plane two sides of each strip, leaving it 

nearly equare in section. Keep in mind the 

fact that the rind or enamel is not to be touched 

with any tool. In squaring up the strips ap¬ 

proximate the taper of each one, but otherwise 

do not disturb the pith side. 
Examine each strip carefully for worm holes, 

and if there is the slightest indication of these 

in it, break it up and thus avoid any possibility 

of its being used. Worm-eaten bamboo is the 

bane of the rodmaker. 

File the knots slightly and lay the strips side 

by side, rind up. Now note the burns again, 

and if any of them char the enamel, reject that 

strip and try another one. Next try the. strips 

which contain the leaf eyes, bending them in 
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every direction and noting the arch as well as 

their inclination to set. If they will not spring 

back straight, particularly when the rind is on 

the convex side of the curve, they may not be 

properly seasoned. If faults appear in these 

rejected strips, examine their mates, which you 

propose to use, but do not subject them to 

severe strains. The weeding out of poor ma¬ 

terial, if it is done at this stage, may save time 

and labor later on. See that the bamboo has 

no greenish hue, indicating that it is not sea¬ 

soned. It should be yellow and split far ahead 

of the knife blade. 

If six strips pass inspection, place them so 

that no two knots will be opposite or even near 

each other, saw off the ends and mark all of 

the strips, so that they cannot be reversed by 

accident. Dipping the butt ends in red ink is a 

good plan. Number them from i to 6 on the 

rind side. They should be some three inches 

longer than the finished joint is to be, so that 

you will have leeway in trimming the ends. 

Sharpen your plane on an oilstone until its 

edge is very keen. Bamboo requires the utmost 

care in planing, and a dull tool must not be 

used on it. Set the plane yery fine and test it 

on a rejected strip of cane. It is well, too, to 

put an old glove on your left hand while you 

hold the cane in place in planing and filing it. 

A slip may result disastrously, for the rough 

edge of a triangular strip of cane will make a 

jagged wound. 

If your material is Tonkin cane, the same 

rules laid down for Calcutta may be applied 

to it. 

You will now prepare to bevel two sides of 

each one of your strips, to make its section 

triangular, with the apex exactly opposite the 

center of the enamel base, and the angle formed 

by the two sides to be 60 degrees, as illustrated 
in Fig. 44. 

There are “forty-’leven” ways to do the rough 

beveling, and as many more methods employed 

in finishing the strips. You can begin to bevel 

the strips in the grooved edge of a tongued- 

and-grooved board. Another way is to nail a 

strip of wood near the edge of your work bench, 

forming a right-angled rabbet. Some rodmakers 

use a hardwood block with rabbets cut in two 

corners. Still another plan is to prepare two 

blocks like those illustrated in Fig. 41, with the 

angle of the groove 60 degrees. 

I like the grooved board referred to, in the 

chapter on “One-Piece Bait-Casting Rods.” You 

can procure a piece about four feet long and 

keep it handy. It is serviceable for rounding 

wood rods, for squaring bamboo strips, which 

lie well in the groove; and for the preliminary 

beveling of these strips. This piece of board, 

and the hardwood block illustrated in Fig. 42, 

will answer all your requirements in split cane 
work. 

Some amateurs, however, like to use blocks 

similar to those illustrated in Fig. 41. To make 

these, procure two pieces of seasoned hard¬ 

wood. Cherry, birch or maple will be better 

than oak; beech will answer. Make the blocks 

four feet long, 2 inches wide and \l/2 inches 

thick. Plane off the corners as indicated by 

the dotted lines in Fig. 41. Plane very carefully, 

a little at a time, then fasten the two blocks 

temporarily in the vise while you test the 

groove with the handy little gauge illustrated 

in Fig. 43. This is a center gauge costing 

twenty cents at hardware shops, and it not only 

has three 60-degree notches, but scales gradu¬ 

ated in I4tbs, 20ths, 24ths and 32ds of an inch. 

As it is tempered steel, you can true up the 

groove with it and with a three-cornered file 

fig. 41. 

from which the handle has been removed. Both 

the gauge and the file have angles of 60 degrees. 

The depth of the groove does not so much mat¬ 

ter as its shape, for on this depends the char¬ 

acter of your finished strips. 

When satisfied that one of the grooves is 

correct, fasten the two blocks securely with at 

least four screws, reverse and true up the other 

groove. 

We will assume, for the sake of brevity and 

simplicity, that your first groove is to be for 

the rough beveling of the strips of the butt joint 

of a two-piece rod, whose diameter at the large 

end is to be 15-32 of an inch, and at the small 

end 9-32. We will also assume that the depth 

of the groove is uniformly J^-inch from end to 

end. Secure the block against shifting and 

plane its face until the depth of the groove at 

one end is 15-64 and at the other 9-64 inch. To 

be certain there are no uneven places, test with 

a straight edge, both lengthwise and across the 

block, then mark its entire face with a pencil. 

FIG 44. FIG. 45. FIG. 46. 

The depth of the second groove will range 

from 9-64 to 3-64, assuming that the tip end 

of your rod is to be 3-32 inch when finished. 

Now place a squared strip of cane in the 

large groove of your block, with the rind at one 

side, and take off a very fine shaving with your 

plane. Turn the strip and plane the other side, 

being careful to go over the knots with a shear¬ 

ing motion, else the plane will “bite” into the 
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knots. See that you do not take off any of the 

face of the block, which you marked with 

pencil for this purpose. 

By this time your strip will be roughly tri¬ 

angular, but the edges should not be sharp. 

Take up another strip and bevel it in the same 

fashion and so on until the six strips are ready 

for the finer work. 

Turn the block over and bevel the strips for the 

tips in the shallow groove, then lay the block 

aside. Some amateurs finish their strips in 

grooves of this sort, but it is so difficult to make 

a perfect groove of this length, and to prevent 

the strip from rolling, that the following-method 
is the better one: 

For this purpose procure a block of hard 

maple, birch or beech, two inches thick, 2j4 

inches wide and six inches long. Make it fast 

in the vise and with a pencil draw four parallel 

lines from end to end. With a saw cut shallow 

grooves on these marks. Take up your three- 

cornered file and cut the first groove. Its bot¬ 

tom will be slightly round, as the edge of the 

file is rather blunt, but you can true up the 

groove with the point of your steel gauge (Fig. 

43)- Cut the first groove 15-64, *the second 

13-64, the third 11-64, and the fourth 9-64 inch 

deep. In this work the utmost care must be 

exercised to keep the top side of the file level 

with the surface of the block, to keep the angles 
of the groove perfect. 

Turn the block over, draw four or five lines 

as before, groove them with the saw, and file 

the grooves. (See Fig. 42.) Make the first 

one hi-inch deep, the second 7-64, the third 3-32, 

the fourth 5-64 and the last one 1-16 inch deep. 

These are for your tips, which require the 

greatest care; therefore the grooves may be 

safely made uniform in depth and you can shift 

steadily to a smaller groove as you file from the 

large to the small end. Cover both faces of the 

block with pencil marks, to assist you in keep¬ 

ing the file out of contact with the block. 

Fastening this block in the vise with the larger 

set of grooves up, begin with one of the strips 

for the butt of your rod. Lay it in the largest 

groove with the enamel at one side, and com¬ 

mencing at the butt end work your flat file for¬ 

ward and back, being careful to hold it parallel 

with the face of the block. Turn the strip often, 

in order that you may be sure to keep the angles 

true, and go from groove to groove until the 

strip is reduced evenly throughout its length, 

beginning again in the largest groove and con¬ 

tinuing as before, until the strip will lie in the 

groove flush with the surface of the block, no 

matter which side is uppermost. Do not attempt 

to file across the grain of your strip, as it will 

sliver if you do. The plane cannot with safety 

be used in finishing strips. The proper tool for 
this is the flat file. 

Test all angles of the strip frequently with 

the little steel gauge, going from end to end, 

filing, testing, sighting along the strip, blowing 

the dust out of each groove before laying the 
strip in it. 

Proceed in like fashion with the other strips, 

each one of which must be an equilateral tri¬ 

angle in section; that is, excepting the convexity 

of the rind side. In other words, the apex of 

the triangle must be exactly opposite the center 

of the enamel base, as in Fig. 44, and the angle 

formed by the two pith sides 60 degrees. Each 

of the edges must be sharp, and in order to 
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* AN EARLY IDEA OF FISHING. 

This curious old print showing people of California, is reproduced from a plate engraved for Middle- 
ton’s Complete System of Geography, which was printed about the year 1750. 

From the collection of Russell W. Woodward. 

make them so, be careful that you do not raise 

a sliver at the enamel edges, and in removing 

it destroy the perfection of the glue joint. 

Turning the grooved block over, take up your 

strips for the tips. Even greater care is neces¬ 

sary with them, for they run so small at the tip 

end that the least error will ruin one. Use the 

gauge frequently. Do not be satisfied with a 

fair strip; make it perfect. Keep in mind the 

fact that you cannot use the rod for several 

months, anyway, and that a day more or less in 

finishing strips will not matter. 

I have said split cane rodmaking is both diffi¬ 

cult and simple. If you will be careful and 

patient, the difficulties will be overcome. Could 

anything be more simple than this little block 

of hardwood, which you can carry in your 

pocket, and which'is easily made, yet is in fact 

a mold for all the strips of your rod? Despite 

all the advances in toolmaking and in labor sav¬ 

ing devices, some of the most expert, rodmakers 

use this little hand-made block of wood. 

By the time you have finished the six strips 

for the tip of your rod, you will have acquired 

great respect for the six-inch block. In a block 

the full length of a strip the tendency of the 

latter to roll is very aggravating, but in the 

short block this is greatly reduced, although 

not entirely overcome, it being difficult to hold 

even this short length against rolling when the 

enamel side is convex. 

It must be understood that one set of grooves 

will serve for a long one-piece rod, for one part 

of a two-piece rod, or for one part of a three- 

piece rod, provided their number and depth are 

properly regulated. The angle for all is the 

same, and the notches in your steel angle gauge 

will be correct for testing all strips. 

There are many other methods employed in 

beveling and tapering strips, as I said before, 

but the simplest one is given here, for if the 

beginner is confronted with a complicated sys¬ 

tem involving planes fitted with bevel blocks, ad¬ 

justable “shooting boards,” taper gauges and 

protractors, he cannot be blamed for shying 

from this interesting branch of rodmaking. 

Amateur Rodmaking. 

Hollywood, Cal., Jan. 27.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have read the articles on rodmaking 

with much interest. I have tried my hand at 

the same work a great deal; cannot say it has 

been an unqualified success. I generally “bulled” 

myself into thinking my productions w'ere quite 

the best I ever used, but looking at them in the 

light of more mature experience I feel bound to 

admit that the factory products were more sym¬ 

metrical, better balanced and more perfect tools, 

as well as cheaper in the end. There is the 

sentiment of making them and using the pro¬ 

duct of one’s own handicraft which may be a 

remnant of the prehistoric instinct that taught 

early man to fashion his rude bricoles and other 

forms of fish gorges, as well as to cut a stout 

sapling whereunto his line might be made fast, 

that greater leverage be brought into play so 

as to aid in securing the fish. Incidentally I 

would rather catch a fish with a rod I had made 

or shoot a duck with one of my own hand-loaded 

shells than with the factory product any time. I 

imagine the rank and file of the sportsmen army 

follow the same rule. 

Edw. L. Hedderly. 

Anglers’ Meetings. 

The first annual dinner of the Newark Bait- 

and Fly-Casting Club was held the night of Feb. 

11 in Newark, N. J. It was attended by nearly 

100 members and their friends, and was marked 

by great enthusiasm in the work this young 

club has arranged for the coming season, not¬ 

ably fish and- game protection as well as fly- and 

bait-casting. 

The Newark club is remarkable for the num¬ 

ber of experts in amateur rod and tackle mak¬ 

ing among its members. Even the programme 

and menu cards were from copper plates en¬ 

graved by a member—A. Jay Marsh—and other 

members told of the progress they were mak¬ 

ing with rods which they will use in fishing and 

tournament casting this year. They are very 

much interested in the proposition to prevent 

the pollution of New Jersey streams and restock 

them with trout and bass. 

Among those who addressed the diners were 

the following: President George A. Endersby, 

“Welcome”; Charles T. Champion, “The New¬ 

ark Bait- and Flv-Casting Club”; C. Wilbur 

Tuttle, “Fish and Game—a Sport, an Industry”; 

Perry D. Frazer, “The National Casting Tour¬ 

naments” ; Edward F. Duffy, “Legislation”; 

Joseph F. Murphy, “Just Fish”; P. J. Muldoon, 

“Salmon Fishing with a Pitchfork”; Mr. King, 

a series of funny stories; Fred T. Mapes, 

“Something.” 

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 11.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The Milwaukee Casting Club held 

its annual banquet and meeting to-night and 

elected H. C. Mullen President, M. A. Beck, 

Vice-President; C. A. H. Fortier, Secretary- 

Treasurer; A. F. Bingenheimer, Captain, and 

B. J. Kellenberger, member of the executive 

committee. 

H. Wheeler Perce, president of the N. A. S. 

A. C., addressed the members on the subject of 

“Fish and Game Propagation and Protection.” 

C. H. Washburn and J. R. Dishington, of Racine, 

were among the speakers. 

Casting contests will be held during the com¬ 

ing season on the lake in Washington Park. 

M. A. Beck. 

Chicago, Ill., Feb. 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: At the annual meeting of the Chicago 

Fly-Casting Club, held Feb. 10, officers were 

elected as follows: President, John Hohmann; 

Vice-President, W. T. Church; Secretary-Treas¬ 

urer, Geo. A. Davis; Captain, O. J. Loomis; 

member of Executive Committee, O. E. Becker; 

representative to the National Association con¬ 

vention, Geo. A. Hinterleitner; member of the 

Executive Committee National Association, W. 

T. Church. Mr. Thos. Ambrose entertained the 

club with a beautifully written paper on fly-fish¬ 

ing for salmon in Norway. Geo. A. Davis, 

Sec’y-Treas. 

Casting Tournaments. 

The tournament committee of the Illinois 

Bait-Casting Club of Chicago, which will man¬ 

age the annual tournament of the National As¬ 

sociation of Scientific Angling Clubs, has fixed 

on the dates Aug. 14 and 15 next. The events 

tentatively agreed on are as follows: Salmon 

and single-hand fly-casting for distance; accu¬ 

racy fly and dry-fly casting; quarter and half 

ounce bait, accuracy; and half-ounce bait, dis¬ 

tance. Seven in all. 

A special feature that will interest novices is 

this: In every event except the salmon cast¬ 

ing, a valuable prize will be given to the con¬ 

testant who makes the highest score, but who 

has never won an important prize in any na¬ 

tional tournament. He cannot, however, take 

more than one prize in any event, but may 

choose between the special and the first prize. 
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This is intended to bar finished experts and en¬ 

courage novices. 

New York, Feb. 14.—Editor^ Forest and 

Stream: At the meeting of the Anglers’ Club 

of New York, held Tuesday night, the tourna¬ 

ment committee decided to hold its annual tour¬ 

nament on May 14, 15 and 16. Events will be 

decided on later. 

R. Johnson Held, Chairman. 

Mr. R. B. Marston informs us that the dates 

for the international fly- and bait-casting tour¬ 

nament, to be held in connection with the Inter¬ 

national Sports Exhibition at Shepherd’s Bush. 

London, are July 9 and 10. Bait- and fly-cast¬ 

ing events open to all and open to amateurs 

only are being arranged. 

Fly-Fishing for Black Bass. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 10.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: For several years past I have 

been much interested in fly-fishing for small- 

mouth black bass. I have read all I could on 

the subject, especially in Henshall and Rhead 

books. But unfortunately I have never been 

able to catch a decent red eye with the artificial 

fly. I have tried fly-fishing in half a dozen dif¬ 

ferent waters and at various times of the year, 

but always unsuccessfully. 

,Last summer I wrote an article asking for 

information on the subject which appeared in 

one of your contemporaries, but was barren of 

results so far as definite information was con¬ 

cerned. 

I should state that I am not an expert fly- 

fisherman, but I cannot attribute all my failures 

to that reason. I have caught brook trout and 

large-mouth bass on a fly, which is the extent 

of my knowledge on the subject. My experi¬ 

ments have been made mostly on lake waters, 

but I have tried one or two rivers. 

While I have not learned where bass can be 

caught with a fly, I have found that it was use¬ 

less to fish for them in the deep waters of lakes 

' and the pools in rivers which are usually sought 

by the bait fisherman. I have, therefore, be¬ 

come convinced that the proper places to try 

are the shallows in running rivers where the 

water is not deeper than can be waded. 

Will not some of your correspondents send 

me some definite information as to where and 

when to go? I do not want the general advice 

which can be found in all the text books. 

Your interesting correspondent Loch Laddie 

has mentioned black bass fishing with a fly near 

his place. I have had some letters from him on 

other subjects, although I do not know him. 

Can he not be persuaded to tell us about it, giv¬ 

ing special attention to the details, such as the 

kind, size and number of flies used. 

There may be others of your readers to whom 

it might appeal. Leonard Finletter. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The season for taking steelhead 

trout from tidewater estuaries terminated in 

California on the first of the month, after a 

short and by no means satisfactory open sea¬ 

son. It is hoped that the closed season on tide¬ 

water fishing will be removed at the next meet¬ 

ing of the Legislature, as the sport barely begins 

by February, and the few fish caught in tide¬ 

water would have little effect. 

Owing to a typographical error in the fish 

laws, an opening is left for anglers who refuse 

to observe the unwritten law of sportsmen by 

which they may fish for steelhead above tide¬ 

water when angling for trout which, it is said, 

is not permitted in any other State in the Union. 

Several members were severely scored last week 

by Director Wentworth, of the Anglers’ Asso¬ 

ciation, for taking advantage of this opportunity 

by fishing on Paper Mill Creek abover tidewater. 

There is no fear of a scarcity of trout during 

the coming seasons, as the fish commissioners 

intend to keep the coast streams north of this 

city well stocked. At present the only trout 

fry obtainable are hatched in the breeding sta¬ 

tions of the commission, but when the new 

hatchery on Klamath River is in operation it 

is expected that plenty of rainbow and steelhead 

eggs will be obtained from the Klamath River. 

A great 'deal of new territory in Santa Cruz 

and San Mateo counties, along the coast, will 

soon be opened to San Francisco anglers by the 

new railroad which is being built between San 

Francisco and Santa Cruz along the ocean. 

There are many fine streams in this section 

which have been very little frequented by San 

Francisco sportsmen on account of their inac¬ 

cessibility, but there will probably be quite a 

movement in this direction next season. - 

The Brookdale hatchery, in Santa Cruz county, 

is busy at present shipping game fish to stock 

the streams in that section. This hatchery, 

which has formerly been maintained by Santa 

Cruz county alone, will be supported hereafter 

by Santa Cruz, Santa Clara and San Mateo 

counties, and will be considerably enlarged. 

Since the close of the steelhead season some 

of the local anglers are fishing for bass in the 

waters about the bay. The sport, however, is 

said to be very good in San Antonio and Peta¬ 

luma sloughs. 

The Anglers’ Association will try to put a 

bill through the next Legislature requiring a 

license for all fishermen, as is now required of 

hunters. 

A large number of arrests have been made in 

the last two weeks for violations of the fish 

laws, including several for catching steelhead 

in tidewater since the close of the season. The 

most numerous offenders, however, are Italian 

fishermen using small meshed nets. Several of 

the officers had quite a battle with a party of 

these miscreants recently on San Pablo Bay, 

but succeeded in capturing six of them. 

The San Francisco Fly-Casting Club will soon 

resume its semi-monthly contests on Stow Lake, 

and the members are already showing consider¬ 

able interest, as this sport will serve to break 

the monotony of the closed fishing season. 

A. P. B. 
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A FISHING GAZETTE FANCY. I ' 

One result of the question, “What is a salmon fly?” that has been hotly discussed in the English papers recently. 

Landlocked Salmon in Billington Sea. 

Plymouth, Mass., Feb. 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Some six years since I planted several 

thousand land-locked salmon fry that were 

hatched by us in Billington Sea, a pond of sev¬ 

eral hundred acres in this town, and on the 7th 

inst. one of these fish was taken through the ice 

measuring twenty inches in length. 

It is most gratifying to me to know that some 

of the little fellows survived and have grown to 

such a size, and the knowledge may prove of 

value to some of your readers interested in 

stocking either private or public waters. 

Colburn C. Wood. 

IN THE WOODS 

or in the mountains, no matter how far from 
civilization, fresh milk can always be had if fore¬ 
sight is used in packing the outfits. Borden’s 
Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk in cans keeps 
indefinitely until opened, and answers every pur¬ 
pose. It is pure, rich milk, condensed to the 
consistency of cream, put up without sugar and 
preserved by sterilization only.—Adv. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 



At Sea. 

BY C. G. DAVIS. 

T was one of these bitter cold nights, 
when wagon wheels fairly squeaked 
as they crunched the snow, the 
thermometer was below zero, when 
in a warm, cozy flat I ran across an 
old diary of mine that brought 
back strongly to memory days when 
in just such weather I had sworn the 

oft-repeated swear of every sailor, that if I 
ever got ashore, I’d never go to sea again—only 
to go. 

Oh, what a joy it is, after a stormy four hours 
on deck, when one just gets his oil skins off 
and pulls off his wet boots and gets rolled up 
snug in the nest-like bunk in the ship’s fore¬ 
castle. The heat of one’s body begins to make 
a steamy heat under the covering of blanket, 
gunny bags and old canvas or anything one 
can get to keep the chill out, and perhaps you 
have just relaxed every muscle into a blissful 

ON THE YARD ARM, REEFING TOPSAIL. 

unconsciousness, when, with the rush and roar 
of the gale suddenly let in by the mate’s opening 
of the fo’castle door, you are roused in a hurry 
by a roar that would rival a lion, “All hands 
on deck!” 

Such was the order that roused me out of a 
tired stupor, into which I had fallen at mid¬ 
night on Oct. 13, 1892. One thing a sailor 
learns above all others, and that is to obey, and 
obey at once without a word of questioning, and 
instinct tells a man the urgency of action by the 
conditions. We were well aware that im¬ 
mediate action was necessary when the mate’s 
basso awoke us. The sounds outside and the 
angle of heel, to the fo’castle floor told us some¬ 
thing was wrong. Having a leeward bunk, it 
was all I could do to swing myself up hill out 
of it. The fo’castle was pitch dark. .Go into 
a closet at night, shut the door and let some one 
pound on the door and throw buckets of water 
against it, and you will hear and see all the four 
men in our watch saw as we landed on our feet. 
The fellows to windward, losing their grip, 
came sliding helter-skelter down on top of Joe 
and I, and as we scrambled on all fours toward 
the door, the mate seized the first two by the 
shirt and sent them sprawling out on deck into 
a couple of feet of water in the scuppers over 
tangled-up buntlines and clewlines that were 
all swept off their pins when the bark’s rail 
went under water; for while we were sleeping, 
the bark had been hit by one of those fierce and 
sudden squalls, called a “pamparo.” that swept 
out to sea off the prairies around the River 
Platte. 

I jumped out on deck in the inky blackness 
that rendered eyesight almost useless. It was 
feel your way both hand and foot. 

What the mate was roaring about, no mortal 
man could ever put understanding^ into type. 
The second mate’s watch were all aloft taking 
in sail, for the bark was likely at any time to 
have her masts ripped out, while aft the old man 
himself in his pajamas was throwing every 
ounce of his muscle on the wheel, with the man 

who had been steering trying to get the bark to 
pay off and right herself, as she was lying over 
on her beam’s ends. 

The mate roared out volley after volley,'ex¬ 
citedly rushing aft as soon as we came piling 
out of the fo’castle door against him, and from 
his orders we gathered that our work was to 
be on the mainmast. So aft we four men 
stumbled, feeling our way along the water casks 
to the waist, and from there to the poop it was 
a monkey-like climb over tangled ropes, in¬ 
visible, but always ready to trip one. 

From the steamy warmth of our bunks to the 
frigid outside atmosphere in one’s stocking feet, 
coatless and hatless, is bad enough; but to get 
a cold baptismal on top of that, is going the 
limit. Just as I landed on deck, I saw aft a 
black line across the sky about as high as the 
rnizzen masthead, beneath which it was inky 
darkness, above a faint hazy moon was shining. 
As I looked, the dark edge rose up, up and 
blotted out what little light the moon had been 
making. 

We scrambled up onto the half deck, the can¬ 
vas overhead putting stage thunder to shame 
by its informal banging and booming. The 
lighter sails way up aloft we could hear ripping 
and cracking like a coach whip. Everything had 
been let go by the run before our watch was 
called, but it was to save the masts and sails 
we were now to battle. 

Getting hold of the weather clewline of the 
mainsail, all four of us bent our backs to fetch 
the clew up snug; then the lee clewline, and 
then buntline and leechlines were all hove taut 
with frantic energy, for our lives depended on 
getting the sail off the sbip. All of us would 
get a hold of the topgallant clewline, the mate 
would let go the sheet, and we would pull like 
four maniacs, stumble along the rail to where, 
by instinct, we knew the upper topsail spilling 
lines were made fast, get hold of the rope— 
which we could tell by the feel of it—and try 
to smother the wind out of that balloon-like 
piece of canvas, and so on one sail after another 
was clewed up. 

Then came the going aloft. The bark by that 
time was gotten off and was scudding before the 
wind, rolling abominally. We rolled up the top¬ 
sail and the mainsail, and then two went up to 
the royal and two to the topgallant sail. In 
one’s underclothes it was a rather airified perch, 
the wind would cut right into one’s very mar¬ 
row. But so long as there was a fight, even if 
it was with a heartless board like canvas sail, 
the animal that was in man came to the sur¬ 
face. and like four bulldogs, we gripped and 
tussled with that wind-hardened canvas. Swear¬ 
ing. joking, even hilariously laughing up there in 
pitch blackness when any one was liable to get 
a slap from the sail, curling up over the yard, 
that would send him overboard to certain death, 
nothing but one’s finger tips jammed under the 
iron rods called the jackstay, to which the sail 

is lashed, and the swinging foot rope below was 
there to hang on to. English ships, they say, 
are compelled by law to have a back rope to 
catch a man if he gets knocked backward; but a 
Yankee ship, as they say boastingly, only want 
men whose hooks (hands) can hold them on a 
yard. Many a time we would have the sail 
muzzled and with all our strength bind it down 
with our elbows. But just as one man would 
release one arm enough to start to pass the 
gasket (as the ropes by which it is lashed snug 
to the yard with are called) the wind would 
get a hold in it and rip the whole balloon-like 
sail out of our grips, taking one’s finger nails 
off to the quick—if they were not already that 
short—as he tries to hold the canvas. 

But while there are prospects of such a fair 
fight, the bull-like spirit of the man keeps his 
blood going fierce and warm, and he has no 
time to think he is in his underclothes instead 
of clad in sea-boots and topcoat. But as on 
that night, when something gets jammed and 
no mortal man has lung power enough to make 
himself heard by those on the deck, and you 
have to hang on inactive while another man 
goes down to yell to the mate to slack the bunt- 
line because it is jammed in such a way you 
cannot stow the sail, it is then indeed the wind 
cuts deep, and Parliamentary English is justi¬ 
fied and strings of it float off in the gale. 

You cannot keep warm up there, sixty feet 
or more in the air, and there is no space to walk 
up and down to keep warm, it is all you can do 
as the bark rolls her rails under to hang on to 
the rigging and bless the mate for being too 
deaf to hear your roaring at him to “slack up!” 

Your joy is complete when you finally land on 
deck and the mate tells you to go forward and 
get on your clothes; that it is now your watch 
on deck for four hours more. Of course it was 
not your fault you lost your four hours’ sleep— 
it’s your luck. 

Another nice time to go aloft is in a whole 
gale of wind, as we had to do a couple of 
weeks later, when the bark had lain for two 
days hove too off Cape Horn under main lower 
topsail only, the staysail and storm trysail hav¬ 
ing blown away. 

For two days we could not go forward on ac¬ 
count of the seas making a clear breach over 
the forward deck. All the crew, what sleep they 
got, went down into the holy sanctuary of the 
main cabin and lay down fully dressed with 
oilskins and sea-boots all on, ready for a call 
at any moment, on the cabin floor. 

One afternoon the mate came to where we 
three in his watch were jammed up one against 
the other, huddled up like sheep trying to keep 
dry and warm in the lee of the coach-house 
door, and gave us several small coils of rope, 
and told us to go up and put them as extra 
gaskets around the weather main yard arm, 
where the hurricane force of the wind was 

HOVE-TO OFF CAPE HORN. IT IS SAFER ALOFT THAN ON DECK IN SUCH WEATHER. 
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ripping the folds of the mainsail loose and liable 
to carry it all away. 

For once this grizzly old slave-driver spoke 
softly and cautioned us to be careful. It was 
several minutes before we got a chance to run 
and get into the weather main rigging, owing 
to the heavy sea tops crashing aboard all along 
the weather rail; but once started, you can 
make sure we scrambled up as fast as possible 
to get above the danger zone above where the 
seas could reach us. 

A landsman considers going aloft dangerous, 
but a sailor would rather be like a monkey up 
aloft any time in bad weather than be knocked 
about in the seas on the deck. 

As we climbed up the ratlines, for once we 
found it difficult to do so. The wind even on 
such a small surface as our backs exerted such 
a force, as at times to actually flatten us against 
the rigging, so we could not raise our knees 
to get our foot up on the next ratline. 

I have to smile now as I think of that trip 
aloft. Joe, a Hollander, my watchmate, was 

following me up, and as the bark took a heavy 
lee roll, the shrouds would be laid out hori¬ 
zontal and the skirts of my oilskin coat from 
the leather buckle about my waist would balloon 
out like a sail and send me lurching head first 
against the shrouds, and get under my so’wester 
and pull so hard, the strap under my chin 
choked me so I could not breathe. I heard 
Joe below me sputtering out a mixture of Dutch 
and English cuss words as his clothes acted 
the same. 

I stood it a few minutes, but finally grabbed 
the cloth strap and ripped the button off, and 
with a fling I sent the so’wester flying off to 
leeward like a bird. Joe hove his away, too, 
and so with our hair blowing out like two wild 
men, we went on up, made our way out to the 
weather yard arm and trapped the ropes round 
and round the loose canvas as tight as we could 
heave it. 

[to be concluded.1 

Two Important Races at Chicago. 

Yachting on the lakes promises to be ex¬ 
ceedingly brisk this summer. Besides the Lipton 
cup races scheduled for August, the Chicago 
sailors have received a challenge from the 
Duluth Y. C. for the Sir John Nutting cup, now 
held by the Chicago Y. C. 

Ever since the Nutting cup was presented to 
the Chicago Y. C. Mr. G. H. Atkin has been 
trying to interest yachtsmen of other cities in 
the event, and now that Duluth has promised to 
try to lift the handsome trophy, his efforts have 
been rewarded, so that a contest of general in¬ 
terest to fresh-water sailors is assured. 

With Apache, Seminole and Pequod still in 
the race, it is absolutely certain at this time that 
there will be four starters at least when the first 
race of the 1908 series is sailed on Sept. n. 

The Columbia Y. C. has promised to build 
an 18-footer to go after the classic of her sister 
club, providing the Chicago Y. C. club builds 
a 20-footer to compete in the Lipton races of 
the Columbia club. Inasmuch as yachtsmen in 
the Van Buren street organization are now 

raising funds to build the 21-footer, a return 
entry from the Randolph Street Club for the 
Nutting event can be counted upon. 

Several Canadian clubs have become inter¬ 
ested in the Nutting cup event through the mis¬ 
sionary work of Mr. Atkin and his associates, 
and it is considered likely that a Canadian craft 
will be seen in the races next fall. With an 
entry from one or more Canada clubs the Sir 
John Nutting cup competition will assume an 
international importance that will be certain to 
attract a large number of entries from other 
sources in the next year or two. 

The races this year will be sailed Sept. 11, 12, 
14 and 15, and the Lipton contests will be held 
in the second or third week in August. 

Marblehead—Bermuda Race. 
• 

One more entry has been received for the 
ocean race to Bermuda, this time a yacht in 
Class D. The boat entered is yawl Chaos, 
owned by Mr. Chas. A. Gabor, Jr., and repre¬ 
senting the Morris Y. C., of New York. Chaos 
is 42 4-10 ft. over all, 29 8-10 ft. waterline, 10ft. 
beam and 6ft. draft. 

The other actual entry in Class D is the yawl 
Lila, owned by Mr. R. D. Lloyd, and the two 
boats are of almost exactly the same size, so 
there shall be good racing between them. 

The committee has also heard from Mr. 
Daniel Bacon, of the New York Y. C., owner 
of the yawl Tamerlane. He says the event ap¬ 
peals to him in every way, and he expects to 
go in the race and will be much disappointed if 
unable to start, but cannot make a definite en¬ 
try at present. Two years ago Tamerlane, when 
owned by Commodore Maier, of the New 
Rochelle Y. C., won the first race to Bermuda, 
sailing against Lila and the sloop Gauntlet. 

Under ordinary circumstances, the club house 
of the Corinthian Y. C. at Marblehead would 
be open on Saturday, May 30, but in view of 
this' race the house committee has decided to 
open it one week earlier, namely, on Saturday, 
May 23. 

All possible arrangements will be made for 
the comfort and convenience of visiting yachts¬ 
men, and the priviliges of the floats and club 
house extended to them before the race. 

A representative of the race committee will 
be at the club house all the time for a few days 
preceding the race to give all those who have 
entered whatever information thy may need 
concerning the race itself, where fitting out work 
may be done in Marblehead, and concerning 
supplies of all kinds. 

As it will be necessary to measure every yacht 
sailing in the race, yachts will be required to re¬ 
port to the committee forty-eight hours before 
the start, and every yacht’s rating will be de¬ 
termined in the trim in which she will sail 
in the race. 

A circular giving what information is neces¬ 
sary, in addition to that already sent out, will 
be printed and sent to each owner sometime 
during the month of May. 

It was reported in one of the London even¬ 
ing papers recently, that Mr. Fife had fallen 
from the deck of Sir T. Lipton’s new yacht 
into the “hold,” that he fell on his head, and 
was unconscious. Happily, this was not the 
case. The fact is that Mr. Fife slipped on the 
temporary cabin floor-boards, and fell into the 
bilge of the yacht. One of his ribs was broken, 
but medical assistance was at hand. We under¬ 
stand that Mr. Fife is progressing favorably, 
and no doubt he will be aboard Shamrock IV. 
when she takes her first trial spin.—The Yachts¬ 
man. 

* * « 

Boston yachtsmen lament the recent death at 
the age of 35 years of Sumner H. Foster, a 
young and much liked lawyer of that town. He 
was one of the American yachtsmen who went 
to Germany last year to race the American built 
Sonder boats against the German boats at Kiel. 

.Spain to Give an Ocean Race. 

The New York World announces the inten¬ 
tion of the Spanish yachtsmen to hold an in¬ 
ternational ocean yacht race over an historic 
course from Palos, Spain, to the Canary Island, 
over which Christopher Columbus sailed on 
the first stage of his voyage to the New World. 

Members of the Eastern Y. C. received the 
news from the yachtsmen of Spain, who wish 
them to participate in the race. 

It is planned to send the contestants away on 
Aug. 3, the 416th anniversary of the sailing of 
Columbus, and to have the start as near the 
point as possible from which the Santa Maria, 
Pinta and Nina weighed anchor. The finish will 
be at Santa Cruz, on the island of Teneriffe, a 
distance of about 600 miles, which Columbus 
covered in six days. 

All the yacht clubs of North and South 
America will be invited to join with the 
Spaniards, and it is possible that European clubs 
may also be asked to participate, but at present 
it is the intention to confine the race to those 
countries directly benefited by the discoveries 
of Columbus. 

The event had its initiative with the Royal 
Mediterranean Y. C., of Malaga, and its sug¬ 
gestion to the authorities of Palos that the race 
be started from that port met a ready and cor¬ 
dial response. The city of Huelva, just across 
the bay from Palos, and the principal port in 
southwestern Spain north of Cadiz, will also 
join in the enterprise. 

Although the course, like that of the New 
York-Bermuda contest last year, is straight¬ 
way due southwest, the yachts will have more 
favorable winds and better weather than is 
usually experienced on this side of the Atlantic. 
After getting clear of the land and passing the 
Straits of Gibraltar, the northeast trades are 
usually picked up, and from that time it will be 
a broad off the wind affair, with no fogs, no 
Gulf Stream to cross, but clear weather and a 
wet sheet, a flowing sea and a wind that follows 
fast. 

The finish line will be in the harbor of Santa 
Cruz, where there is an excellent anchorage, 
and where there is almost sure to be a week or 
more of entertainments. The yachtsmen from this 
side of the ocean can then hoist sail and con¬ 
tinue on across the Atlantic. 

Old Yachts. 

The fate of old historical yachts is always in¬ 
teresting. There is a charm, a certain person¬ 
ality about them that causes one to regret hear¬ 
ing of any harm befalling them, and the oddity 
of their demise from active life is beyond 
imagination. 

The good old schooner yacht Coronet, that 
fearlessly sailed all seas on all sorts of missions, 
left Freeport, Me., on_ Oct. 31, with “Elijah” 
Sanford and his missionaries of the “Holy 
Ghost and Us Society” aboard, bound for the 
island of San Salvador, has not been heard of 
since. The Coronet was built by C. & R. 
Poillon, of Brooklyn, in 1885. 

The Dauntless, built by Forsyth & Morgan, 
of Mystic, Conn., in 1866, famous for her record 
as an ocean racer, lies moored in the Con¬ 
necticut River below Hartford, the home port of 
her dead owner, Mr. Colt, a floating memorial 
to his name and used as a sailor’s home. 

Moored in Manning’s basin in what is known 
as the Erie Basin, Brooklyn, is the old schooner 
yacht Fleetwing, used as a floating seaman’s 
church. Religious services are regularly con¬ 
ducted aboard her and lectures given during the 
week. 

The schooner Magic, once famous for speed 
as a yacht, only a few days ago met her end 
down off Key West, Fla., where she capsized 
when racing into port with a fast local built 
craft. Magic was originally a sloop, called 
Madgie, built in 1857 at Philadelphia, Pa., by 
F. Byerly & Son. 

Members of the Knickerbocker Y. C. have 
pooled together and had an ice yacht built by 
H. Percy Ashley. 
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Canoe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot”). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 
• 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much time 
and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

chilohood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Racing Rule Changes for 1908. 

Advocates of radical changes in the yacht 
racing rules and measurement restrictions were 
decisively defeated at the meeting of the Atlantic 
Coast Conference assembled at the New York 
Y. C. club house on West 44th street last 
evening and failed to pass all of the decided al¬ 
terations in the code that have been agitated in 
yachting circles recently. There will be no .re¬ 
duction in the time allowance scale, so persist¬ 
ently urged on every hand; no scantling rules 
or cabin house restrictions, as the New England 
yachtsmen advocate; no change in the draft 
regulation, and no alteration of class require¬ 
ments. Yachts built during 1908-9 may be con¬ 
structed anywhere in a class desired and will not 
be required to rate at the top, as has been sug¬ 
gested. 

In spite of- these sweeping negative actions, 
the conference adopted same very important 
changes, both in the measurement rule and in 
the racing laws. The changes in the measure¬ 
ment rule dealt altogether with the method of 
taking measurements and were designed to cor¬ 
rect some flagrant abuses and to secure greater 
accuracy. 

The measurement changes dealt with the sail 
area, quarter beam length, and displacement, 
the three principal factors in the rule. Of 
these, the most important was that affecting 
displacement. Under the old conditions, dis¬ 
placement was computed very inaccurately, and 
it was never possible to get the same result 
from any two measurements. Hereafter the dis¬ 
placement must be computed by Simpson’s rule, 
and the areas to which it must be applied are 
those taken at cross sections secured by divid¬ 
ing the length into ten different parts, instead 
of five, as at present. With ten divisions, nine 
cross sections result. 

The measurement of the quarter beam length 
must hereafter be taken from the boat itself by 
actual measurement, and no designer’s certifi¬ 
cates will be accepted, while, with regard to sail 
area, changes were made in the manner of 
measuring headsails and the lug foresails of 
schooners. The measurement for lug foresails 
will be taken horizontally as the distance be¬ 
tween the masts instead of the length of the 
fore boom, while the headsails will be measured 
perpendicularly from the deck to the highest 
halliard block. This affects the measurement 
decidedly. 

The conference also confirmed the action of 
the New York Y. C. last year changing the 
racing rule referring to marks, so that a mark is 
always a mark, and not anomalously only after 
the starting gun sounds. 

All the prominent yachting organizations in 
the country were represented by delegates. In 
organizing W. Butler Duncan, Jr., of the New 
York Y. C. was elected chairman and Charles 
Lane Poor, of the New York Y. C., secretary, 
while a committee of three, including Charles 
Francis Adams, 2d, of the Eastern Y. C.; Victor 
I. Cumnock, of the Y. R. A. of Long Island 
Sound, and Charles Lane Poor, was appointed 
to draft the new regulations embodying the 
changes adopted. Those attending were: 

Atlantic Y. C.—John R. Brophy and Henry 
J. Gielow. 

Beverley Y. C.—F. E. Cabot and Robert W. 
Emmons, 2d. 

Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead—Henry A. 
Morss and W. L. Carlton. 

Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia—George 
Vreed. 

Eastern Y. C.—Charles Francis Adams, 2d, 
W. B. Stearns, and Henry Taggart. 

Larchmont Y. C.:—H. Wilmer Hanan and 
Charles P. Tower. 

Y. R. A. of Long Island Sound—O. H. Chell- 
borg, Victor I. Cumnock, George P. Granbery, 
Frank Bowne Jones, and Edward MacLellan. 

Y. R. A. of Massachusetts—Charles Francis 
Adams 2d, and R. M. Owen. 

Y. R. A. of the Great Lakes—Dr. C. G. 
Jennings. 

New York Y. C.—W. Butler Duncan, Jr., 
Charles Lane Poor, William Halleck, PI. De 
Berkeley Parsons, and C. Sherman Hoyt. 
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Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector^ New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS PACKARD 
Naval Architects Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping, 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.5*. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoaJs and 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

‘'HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PUNS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and S full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 page*. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one ’ of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs _ show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.noe and Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that' Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and tho rivers and lakes which abound in trout 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Yachting in California. 
San Francisco, Feb. 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: About the only activity among the 
San Francisco yachtsmen at this time is the 
election of officers of the various clubs, and 
formation of plans for the coming season. So 
far few of the clubs have completed their plans, 
but the San Francisco Y. C. intends to make 
ocean races a feature of the season, including 
the regular Philips cup race around the Farra- 
lone Islands. A race around the lightship is 
also being talked of. The club will meet in 
March to arrange plans for the season. 

There is little building going on as yet, but 
a good many alterations are being made in 
various yachts about the bay. J. R. Hanify’s 
new schooner Martha is having her masts 
trimmed down, and will be fitted with hollow 
gafifs. Commodore Phillips, of the San Fran¬ 
cisco club, is well satisfied with his new Mon¬ 
soon, which he purchased at the end of last 
season, and he will have her in all the races 
of the coming season. Her masts and canvas 
are being cut down. 

The sloop Emma, which has for several years 
flown the flag of the Corinthian Club, has been 
purchased by L. C. Knight, E. F. Evans and 
Herbert Hauser, of the Aeolian Club. She will 
be the fastest boat in the Aeolian fleet. 

The Sequoia Club, of Eureka, Cal., is con¬ 
structing two fast boats, and is expected to send 
a challenge to the Corinthian Club, present 
holder of the San Francisco challenge cup. G. 
W. Henderson, president of the Sequoia Club, 
is discussing with San Diego yachtsmen the 
possibility of entering one of these boats in 
the competition for the Lipton cup. 

The Corinthian Club elected its officers last 
week, Frank Stone being chosen Commodore. 

The Villejo Yachting and Rowing Club held 
its election Jan. 30, J. P. Scully taking the 
office of Commodore. 

One of the most graceful motor boats on the 
bay was launched last week from Crowley’s 
wharf. She was built for a resident of the Mis¬ 
sion, and is on torpedo-boat lines, and fitted 
with 20-horsepower engines. A. P. B. 

A race between 18-footers is being arranged 
between Massachusetts Bay men and members 
of the Lakewood Y. C. near Cleveland. 

The western boats are to come east and race 
this summer with the promise that the eastern 
men will return the race out west in 1909. Two 
boats of each locality are to race, and everything 
is now settled but the date. 

Three new 18-footers are being acquired by 
Boston yachtsmen. One is building for John 
A. McKee, of East Boston, from the designs of 
John F. §mall. A. E. Whittemore, wdio raced 
the Aspinquid IV. last "season, will this year 
have Ivittiwake V., a Shiverick craft, that has 
been raced at Duxbury. The third newcomer, 
which will be sailed by H. S. Bloomfield, is a 
couple of years old, although never raced in the 
bay. 

* * * 

Ice yachtsmen have been right in their ele¬ 
ment recently. The prolonged cold snap has 
given excellent ice, and it has been well taken 
advantage of. Several races have taken place 
on the Shrewsbury, some of them for the cham¬ 
pionship and some informal scrub affairs. 

On Orange Lake the much talked of races 
between a scooter and an ice yacht are being 
sailed for $500 a side. The ice yacht must sail 
two feet to the scooter’s one to win. 

The scooter Eagle won the first race. 
« * * 

John Conner Barron, M. D.. a well known 
New York yachtsman, died recently at the age 
of 71 years. Mr. Barron owned at various 
times the yachts Wave, Athlon and Clara, and 
was a prominent member in the New York, 
Seawanhaka and Corinthian yacht clubs. 

* * * 

Gus Diem, it is reported, will handle the Leah 
in her races on the excellent ice that has formed 
in Manhasset Bay. and the doctor will be 
there to mend any broken bones. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Canoeing. 

Fragments from the ’88 Meet. 
Continued from page 266. 

The second and last week of an American 
Canoe Association meet is the regatta week; and 
as there are five record events, two trophy races 
and fifteen other contests to be got through in 
that time, it' is a period of hard work for the 
racers. In fact, during the hours of daylight, 
unless the regatta committee is kind enough to 
go across to the mainland for dinner and delay 
its return, no one in camp has time to do much 
besides race or watch the races, and eat. The 
chairman of the Regatta Committee of this year 
was Mr. C. B. Vaux, the captain of the ever 
victorious Dot of famous memory, and of Lassie, 
the winner of the New York International 
trophy, and the success of the regatta was due 
in great measure to the energy and ability with 
which he directed the races. In the evenings the 
non-racing men get an opportunity to take part 
in such events as an illuminated procession of 
canoes, a camp-fire, and a general meeting; but 
their principal occupation is to look on and take 
photographs. The amateur photographer is now 
a feature at any open air gathering, and he is a 
regular nuisance at an A. C. A. camp. No one, 
from the commodore to the last new member, is 
safe for a moment; that is, unless he preserves 
the even tenor of his way with so much resolu¬ 
tion that he never makes himself a remarkable 
object. The man who is daring enough to go 
down to the landing stage for a swim in a some¬ 
what airy costume, who undertakes to explain 
the mysteries of his camp kit to a Squaw Pointer, 
or to come to grief within shooting distance of 
the shore, is pretty certain to hear the click of 
the shutter just at the wrong moment, and to 
know therefrom that he will henceforth figure on 
imperishable gelatine in a ridiculous position. 

The racers did one thing, and they did it well; 
they destroyed the enervating dolce far niente 
that had crept over the camp. Although not 
one-fifth of the men in camp raced, the energy 
that was evolved by that one-fifth had its effect 
upon the lazy majority, and the whole camp be¬ 
came, if not a hive of industry, at least an ac¬ 
cumulation of activity. The twenty-two events 
that make up an A. C. A. regatta programme 
may be divided into three groups; the sailing 
races, of which there were in all nine, and one 
sailing-paddling race; the paddling races, of 
which there were -eight, and the expert events, 
such as sailing and paddling upsets, hurry-scurry 
canoe gymnastics; and there were five of these 
special contests. The course for the sailing races 
is a triangle of one mile and a half, and for one 
race, the trophy, this had to be covered no less 
than five times. The paddling races were all 
straightaway, and with two exceptions (the 
exempt and the trophy race, which were over 
a mile course) were thousand yard spurts. Al¬ 
though no one can win aught but honor and a 
flag at an A. C. A. meet, there are three great 
prizes, the sailing trophy, the paddling trophy 
and the record. The record is very much of 
the same nature as the grand aggregate at a 
rifle match. Five races, three paddling, one sail¬ 
ing, and the sailing-paddling races, are set apart 
as record events, but contestants, who must use 
the same canoe in each race, are debarred from 
entering more than three races. The winner in 
each event scores ten points, the last man in 
scores one, and intermediate men their proper 
proportion. The object of this event, and the 
“one man one canoe” rule, which applies in gen¬ 
eral to all the events, is to prevent the honors 
of the Association from going to racing machines 
pure and simple. If the record has not done 
this as perfectly as could be wished, it has done 
a good deal in that direction. 

The sailing trophy is a fine silver cup, which 
goes to the winner of a seven and a half mile 
race for the year; and as it must be won from 
the best fifteen canoes in the Association, it is 
an honor to be coveted. The paddling trophy 
has to be won on the same condition from the 
best eight paddlers in the Association. This 
year, the winner of the two trophy races and 
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of the record were presented with large flags, 
which they are permitted to hoist over their 
tents at all the A. C. A. gatherings as indisput¬ 
able proofs that they were once the winners of 
the scalps at a meet. The prizes for all the other 
races are simply silk bannerets, as useless, as 
pretty and valueless as possible, apart from their 
significance as prizes. In this matter of prizes, 
and of betting, the Association has kept well with¬ 
in the lines laid down by the founders. The in¬ 
terest taken in the result of every sailing race 
and of every paddling race was intense, but if 
there was a bet made in the camp it was so 
jealously kept a secret that no one but the 
criminals knew of its existence. 

Great white clouds, too soft and fleecy to do 
more than veil the sun. were chasing themselves 
across a deep blue sky and a strong northwest 
wind was dotting Lake George with whitecaps, 
when the red flag that started the. first race of 
the regatta—the great unlimited sail area race— 
went up to the masthead of the stake boat. No 
less than thirty canoes, everyone of which rep¬ 
resented as much care, study, attention to detail 
and fine workmanship as so many racing yachts 
would have, were standing back and forward 
to windward of the line when the signal was 
given and across they went in a bunch. The 
Englishman, Mr. Walter Stewart, of the Royal 
Canoe Club, the challenger of the international 
trophy, secured for his canoe, Charm, the coveted 
honor of being first across. He did not long 
keep the lead, however, for from the first it was 
evident that the lighter American canoes with 
their standing rigs could sail about one-third 
faster than could Charm. There is nothing 
prettier that floats, not even a fleet of schooner 
yachts, than a fleet of sailing canoes. There is 
a subtle charm about the canoe, a daintiness 
savoring of that of a miniature, and yet modi¬ 
fied by the adaptation of the canoe to its work 
of carrying its cargo of one that makes it singly, 
or in groups, the most interesting of sailing craft. 
Certainly, a more beautiful sight than that fleet 
of white-winged crafts standing off from the 
starting line toward the west shore of the lake 
could hardly be imagined. Far out to windward 
the bodies of their skippers and crew were poised 
—one hand on the sheet, the other on the tiller 
—every change in the speed of the wind, every 
motion of the boat, being met by a correspond¬ 
ing motion on the part of the living ballast, and 
withal' every sail was trimmed to perfection, every 
canoe was steered as closely as a racing yacht 
with a crew of forty men. If that fleet had been 
composed of crafts as good as they were beautL 
ful it would have been a sight to make glad a 
canoeist’s heart; but the melancholy truth is 
that, with the exception of one or two canoes, 
the whole of that beautiful fleet were made up 
of racing machines. 

[to be continued.] 

A. C. A. Membership. 
new members proposed. 

Atlantic Division—Frederick W. De Hort, 
Raritan, N. J., by Lloyd Vosseller. 

Eastern Division—Ralph H. Keay, West 
Medford, Mass., by F. H. Houston; W. S. 
Palmer, Manchester, N. H., by Frank S. Chase; 
Earl S. Clark, Edgewood, R. I., by Edward T 
W. Proffitt. 

Northern Division—W. W. Bennett. Ganan- 
oque, Can., by C. V. Ketchum; W. J. Wing, 
Gananoque, Can., by A. B. Munro. 

Western Division—Arthur T. Brown. Alfred 
A. Carlson, Stewart H. Crumb and Homer 
Litchfield, all of Rockford, Ill., and all by H. 
F. Norris. 

new members elected. 

Atlantic Division—5448, Le Grand Harvey, 
228th street. Kingsbridge, New York city; S449. 
Fred W. Baldwin, 463 W. 166th street, New 
York city. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask yo-ur dealer to 
supply you regularly. 
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TRADE MARK, 

“The World’s Standard Ammunition” 
4 

The Red Ball Trademark on your Cartridge and Shell 

boxes stands for highest quality. 

Memorize this trademark. 

It protects you against inferior and “just as good” shells. 

Call for ammunition bearing this red mark of merit. You 

will then get accurate, sure fire, uniform and reliable 

ammunition. 

Insist—it's worth while. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Write to M. HARTLEY COMPANY, Sole Representative 

313-315 Broadway, New York City 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 
send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

Feb. 22.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Sportsmen’s Association live- 
bird tournament. Karl Steward, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Dayton, Ky.—Northern Kentucky live bird 
shoot. 

Feb. 22.—Edgewater, N. J.—North River G. C. Jas. R. 
Merrill, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Paterson, N. J.—Northside R. and G. C. H. 
Beckler, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. W. T. Minor. Sec’y. 
Feb. 26-27.—Allentown, Pa.—At Duck Farm Hotel. C. 

F. Kramlich, Sec’y. 
March 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 

trophy. 
March 16-17.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 

pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. 
March 28.—McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 

cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 
Geo. \V. Mains, Sec’v. 

April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. tournament. 
Edward F. Markley, Chairman, Easton, Pa. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach ft.. I.) (1. C. 
April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Sec’y. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C. 

tournament. F. T!. Chapman. Sec’y. 
April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Rill- 

meyer, Sec’y. 
May 12.—Bergen Bearh (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier. Sec'y. 201 Pearl street, S'ew York. 
^ay_ 12-13.—Montpelier. (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 

Dr. C. H. Burr, Sec’y 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City— Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. 

May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 
tervelt, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 
annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 
ton, Sec’y. 

June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 
auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 

Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Feb. 22.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Fall River, Mass.—Great Island G. C. P. 
Letendre, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Edge Hill, Pa.—Highland G. C. J. Franklin 
Meehan, Sec’y. 

Feb. 22.—Cleveland, (O.) G. C. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Troy, N. Y.—North End R. and G. Club. VV. 

A. Lockwood, Treas. 
Feb. 22.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Herron Hill G. C. A. H. King, 

Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—York, Pa.—York City G. C. B. Elssesser, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—Selin’s Grove (Pa.) G. C. S. H. Schoch, Sec’y. 
Feb. 22.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
Feb. 29.—North East, (Md.) G. C. W. A. Blackwell, 

Sec’y. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec’y. 
March 26-27.—Jewell (la.) G. C. W. S. Hoon, Sec’y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow. Sec’y. 

April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J. Schere, Sec’y. 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G, C. R. M. Burt. Sec’y. 
April 9-10.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

Sec’v. 
April 11.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 

Melchior, Sec’y. 

April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 
Sec’y. 

April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 
Sec’y. 

April 21-23.—Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 
men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 

April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec'y. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Tas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, .Sec’y. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C., T. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. "Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandford, Mgr. 
May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower. Sec'v. 
May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 

Cottle & Knapp. Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 
May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 18-19.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith. Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (III.) G. C. M. A. Harbert. Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe. Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
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May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 
Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl R. Lee, Sec’y. ■ _ _ 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. . 

May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 
Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. , 

May 29-30.—E Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

May 29-30— Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse 
housen, Sec’y* • ^ . 

May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger 
land, .Sec’y. . 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. \\ 
Mains, Sec’y. 

Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H 

O.—Ohio State Association. F 

June 1-2.—Steamboat 
Ouiggle, Sec’y. 

June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads 
worth, Sec’y. 

June 2-5.—Columbus, 
Shattuck, Sec’y. 

June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 11-12.—Springfield (.O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

Sec'y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. _ , 
June 19-20.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association's 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Secy. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—jS. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y.' 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. , 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.— the Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thomp¬ 
son, Sec’y. 

Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.l G. C. Albert W. 
Lewis, Sec’y. 

•Oct. 30-31.—Clinton (Ont.) G. C. J. E. Cantelon, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Pleasure Gun Club, Englewood, N. J., C. J. 

Westervelt, Secretary, announces an all-day shoot for 

May 30. 
* 

The Independent Gun Club, of Easton, Pa., announces 

its fifth annual tournament for April 18. W. R. Ivey 

is the Secretary. 

At the New England championship, 100 targets, held by 

the Palefaces, at Wellington, Mass., on Feb. 12, Buffalo 

Smith was victor with a total of 84. Hassam was second 

with S3. * 
»» 

The Alert Gun Club, of Phillipsburg, N. J., has fixed 

upon April 4 for its fourth annual spring tournament. 

Full particulars can be obtained of Chairman Edward F. 

Mackley, Easton, Pa. 
K 

The New Haven, Conn., Gun Club has arranged to 

hold shoots on Feb. 22, April 17 and May 30. That of 

Feb. 22 will be a registered tournament. For programmes 

-address the Secretary, Wm. T. Minor. 

K 
The Syracuse ten-man team won, 404 to 344, in a con¬ 

test with a like team of Utica, $50 a side, at Messina 

Springs, N. Y., recently. A return match with like 

■conditions, will be shot on Feb. 22. 

The six-man team of the Boston Athletic Association 

•defeated the Yale six-man team at Riverside, Mass., on 

Feb. 15, by a score of 200 to 183. Each man shot at 

•50 targets. There was much wind and rain during the 

match. 

At a live-bird shoot, held at Pottsville, Pa., Feb. 15, 

John Slattery was high gun with 20 straight. Second 

went to Dr. Stein, who scored 19 out of 20; J. H. 

Surgeon IS, C. F. Yankton 19, P. McQuail 17. 

Mr. G. G. Stephenson, Jr., won a leg on the February 

cup, at the weekly shoot of the Crescent Athletic Club, 

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 15 He scored 24 out of 25. Also 

he scored 25 in the Stake trophy event, and was high 

in three 15-target events. 

Following is a list of the gentlemen who will compose 

the shooting committee of the New York Athletic Club 

for the current year: G. F. Pelham (chairman), F. A. 

Hodgman, A. Tilt, J. L. Dickerson, C. W. Billings, T. 

J. O’Donohue, Jr., G. E. Greiff. 

K 
Twenty-one contestants took part in the shoot of Mid¬ 

dlesex Gun Club, at East Lexington, Mass., Feb. 15. 

There were five 20-target events, and for high average 

there was a cup, which was won by Mr. S. B. Hebard 

with 94. The club will hold an all-day shoot on Feb. 22. 

*» 

We are informed that “Miss Annie Oakley, Thomas A. 

Marshall, W. H. Heer, George W. Maxwell, Col. 

Anthony, and Frank E. Butler are leaving on an ex¬ 

tended tour through Texas and the South, where they 

will give exhibitions in the interests of the U. M. C. and 

Remington Arms Companies.” 

In a ten-man team contest held at Wilmington, Del., 

Feb. 12, between the Aberdeen, Md., Gun Club, and 

the Wawaset Gun Club, the latter was victorious by a 

score of 888 to 871 out of a possible 1000. This is ex¬ 

cellent competition. Of all the contestants, Mr. Lester 

German was highest with 97. 

** 

Messrs. I. H. Ford and Wm. Munro, of Brooklyn, 

N. Y., are sojourning in the southern part of Georgia, 

enjoying the duck and quail shooting, which affords 

more or less good sport at this season of the year. 

Although the weather has been very wet, the State is 

very dry—the latter, we are assured, only in case one has 

neither friends nor money. We are informed that Messrs. 

Ford and Munro had some fine sport- with the quail, and 

made several good bags. 
* 

Manager C. G. Blandford, of the Ossining, N. Y., Gun 

Club, writes us that “We have sent out a number of 

circulars regarding our coming two days’ registered 

tournament, in which the date is fixed May 12 and 13. 

Kindly publish the fact that the shoot is registered for 

May 13 and 14. There is only one day difference, but 

some might make arrangements to be present, even this 

far in advance. In fact we have received notice to this 

effect from two clubs up state already.” 

* 
At the shoot of the New York Athldtic Club on Feb. 

15, Mr. M. V. Lenane scored a leg on the February cup, 

after shooting off a tie, 25 to 24, with Mr. G. F. Pelham. 

The latter reversed matters in the Sauer gun event, in 

which Pelham and Lenane tied on 24, the former win¬ 

ning in the shoot-off, and he also was high gun in the 

handicap cup, was winner in Nos. 6, 10 and 11 trophy 

events, the latter two from scratch. Hodgman won a 

leg on the Walsrode cup from scratch. 

The Keystone Shooting League, at its meeting on 

Feb. 15, held at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., elected of¬ 

ficers as follows: President, Walter H. Stirling; Vice- 

President, Isaac W. Budd; Secretary, Dr. Luther G. 

Terry; Treasurer, Edward R. Johnson; Captains, D. E. 

MacDonald and J. H. Lockwood; Handicappers, W. H. 

Stirling, Dr. L. G. Terry and Frank M. Eames. Board 

of Governors, Fi-ank M. Eames, H. L. David, P. H. 

Dupont; Official Scorers. J. H. Brierly and John Haack. 

Bernard Waters. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y.—Despite the fact that zero 
weather prevailed Saturday afternoon, seven of the boys 
put in an appearance and kept things lively while they 
could stay away from the stove. After every event, 
however, there was 3 wild break for the club house, so 
they could thaw out. Considering the conditions, Witt 
did some fine shooting, and had things about all his own 
way except in one or two events. 

The committee in charge of arrangements for our 
tournament to be held April 25 are getting busy, and will 
put on a good programme, with both added and average 
money. One of the features will be a team shoot, open 
to teams of five men each from the clubs in this vicinity. 

Saturday’s scores follow: 
Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke. 

Witt . 65 55 L De Roode-_ 50 32 
Norton . 65 43 Wiltse 50 32 
Chapman ....... 60 44 R De Roode.... 50 27 
Clark . 60 42 

F. B. C. 

New Haven Gun Club. 

New Haven, Conn. Feb. 12.—The day was beautiful, 
and we had one of the most enjoyable shoots we have 
had in years. A special feature was a team race, open 
to members only. It was hugely enjoyed by all. Capt. 
Bristol, of team No. 1, chose ten men, and Capt. Penn 
likewise. 

Capt. Penn is a veteran fox hunter and bird shooter. 
Capt. Bristol is “king trapshooter for his age.” 

The race resulted in a tie, 170 targets each team. In 
the shoot-off between the two captains, Bristol won, 18 
to 15 out of 25. 

Team No. 1 drew for first and second prizes. After 
several had drawn, R. H. Smith, of Seymour, drew 
first prize, a $2.50 watch. After several more ties, W. W. 
Rice drew second prize, a $1.50 razor. The losing team 
then drew lots for booby prize, and after several at¬ 
tempts, J. B. Savage drew the lucky number, winning a 
comb. 

Mr. Bristol and Mr. Penn are the two oldest men in 
the club. Each shot of the shoot-off was greeted with 
cheers or groans, according as target was dead or lost. 
These team races will continue for the rest of the year 
at the regular monthly shoots. 

The club will also hold three registered Interstate As¬ 
sociation tournaments: Washington’s Birthday, Feb. 22 
(programmes are out); Good Friday, April 17, and 
Decoration Day, May 30. We are making great prepara¬ 
tions to make them the most successful snoots in Con¬ 
necticut this year. 

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 25 25 15 
W B Hall (2). O 3 2 6 5 
J B Savage (2). .. 5 9 21 
S A Kirby, Tr. (1). .. 6 5 5 4 6 11 
Geo Hill (2) . .. 9 4 7 8 7 15 is 
R H Smith (1). .. 7 6 7 7 8 6 21 IS 
E Pugsley . .. 7 7 8 21 22 14 
Dr C C Smith (1). .. 10 8 6 8 6 20 t. . 8 

.. 7 6 7 24 
E W Dame . .. 5 5 6 13 
H A Barnes (1) . 2 6 4 16 
H D Whitney (1). .. 7 7 7 6 7 12 
1 F Morrissey (2). .. 4 5 3 7 6 20 
C H Stevenson (1). .. S 8 8 6 23 
E B Bristol (1). .. 6 5 16 18 
Arcv (2) . .. 6 8 7 9 10 S 20 17 
C Hensmoler (1) . .. S 8 9 7 7 6 19 12 
M H Marlin . .. 5 7 6 20 
T F Brown (2). 7 6 13 
B N Claridge (2). .. 8 7 9 20 18 i2 
F A Sherman (2). .. 8 8 5 6 18 
T B Robertson (2).... .. 6 4 6 3 19 
Robert Penn (2) . .. 5 7 6 5 JS 15 
Trudeau . .. 8 6 15 

Figures in parentheses after the names indicate the 
team number. W. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 16.—Notwithstanding the in¬ 
clement weather, twenty-two enthusiasts faced the traps 
for the second shoot in February, Saturday afternoon. 
The club was glad to welcome Messrs. Sim Glover, 
W. R. Darton, G. Ginn and J. G. Heath. Mr. F. D. 
Kelsey, of East Aurora, was present, and shot high 
amateur. Mr. Hopper won Class A badge; Hilliker, 
Class B, and Porter Class C. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 10 15 25 10 25 15 

Kelsey . . 9 10 23 10 24 9 
Seymour . . 6 11 18 19 
Cox . . 8 9 19 8 •21 io 
H C Wilson. . 5 8 17 6 18 4 
Hopper . . 7 9 24 9 21 5 
Glover . . 10 15 23 10 19 13 
Wootton . . 9 14 22 7 21 10 
W arner . . 4 10 20 8 17 11 
Geib . . 3 9 12 8 17 10 
Croff . . 3 8 13 6 17 8 
Hilliker .. . 6 13 20 9 18 13 
Hasbrouck . . 4 7 
. 3 4 

W right . . 8 8 20 10 15 11 
Darton . . 6 10 22 9 19 15 
C S Sidway. . 7 13 21 9 17 13 
Covert . . 5 13 20 9 17 11 
Beyer . 10 12 13 
Mesinger . . 4 11 15 7 13 4 
Heinold . 12 19 10 18 12 
Porter . 15 
Savage . 15 5 20 12 

W. C. Wootton, Sec’y 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., Feb. 15.—The contest for the 
Stone trophy brought out a large field. Mr. T. II. Hen¬ 
drickson was high with 46 out of 50; Mr. G. Kouwen- 
hoven was second with 45. Several sweepstakes were 
shot. Scores in Stone trophy follow: 
A E Hendrickson 15 14—30 R Schoverling .. . 13 15—28 
C A Lockwood. . 15 12—27 T F Armitage... . 8 9-17 
T Martin . . 22 18—40 R H Gosman_ . 14 14—28 
IV H Tohnson. . 14 18—32 I. T Haney. . 12 12-24 
T A Howard.... . 14 15—29 E W Reynolds. . 16 18-34 
T H Strader.... 6 10-16 Dr Matthews .. . 14 10—24 
C IT Philbrick... . 12 15—27 H Passing .. . 14 16-30 
G S K Rem sen . 20 22_42 S Potter . . 11 9—20 
11 D Bergen_ . 17 13—30 A T Grabie .... . 14 11-25 
R Hopkins .... . 12 5—17 T TT Voorhies... . 16 ‘■>1—37 
H W Drever.... . 13 19—32 D H Fanning... . 13 15-28 
T H Hendrickson 22 24—46 M C McGill.... . 17 20—37 
T. H Schortemeier 19 21—40 W H Ryder. . 19 18-37 
M T Webber.,.. . 16 13—29 P May . . 18 11-29 
G R Schneider. . 18 21—39 A V Suydam... . 17 19-36 
G Kouwenhoven . 21 24-45 Ira McKane .... . 20 19—39 
F. Voorhies .... . 14 16—30 H Williamson . . 12 19-31 
R A Metz. . 15 17—32 1 H Kroger.... . 17 15—32 
A Eindley . . 18 22—40 Tom Short. . 15 16-31 
A Betti . . 18 16—34 . H Montanus ... . 16 IS—34 
F Durr . . 15 12—27 Chas Cooper ... . 14 15-29 
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The Sunny South Handicap. 
Brenham, Texas.—Herewith are the scores of the 

Sunny South Handicap, held here Jan. 27 to reb. 1. 
1'he attendance was much smaller than usual, which was 
probably due to the financial stringency, though many 
shooters who promised to attend never showed up. 
However, the Brenham people have vied with each 
other in seeing that the time the boys were not shoot¬ 
ing was enjoyed, and they all seemed to have a. pleasant 
visit. The Sunny South Handicap at 25 live birds, was 
won by Mr. Fred King, of Denver, Colo., on a score 
of 25 straight. W. H. McCreery, of Loveland^ Colo., 
was second with 24. George Tucker and Alf Gardiner 
third with 23. Hood Waters and L. 1. Wade fourth 
\vith 22. The scores and handicaps of the Sunny South 
Handicap at 100 targets were: McCreery (20yds.) 88, 
Barkley (22) 89, Maxwell (22) 89, King (20) 88, Poston 
(21) 90, McCrea (IS) 86, Sens (19) 90, Jones (19) 89, 
White (17) 90, Atchison (19) 80, Lednurn (16) 79, Faurote 
(21) 89, '1 ucker (19) 87, Fosgard (21) 88, V\ ade (22) 85, 
Waters (17) 90, Gardiner (18) 87, Jackson (20) 84, Sher¬ 
man (19) 86. In the shoot-off for the trophy between 
Sens, White and Poston, Sens won. Mr. Hood Waters 
scored 90, but was only shooting for targets. 

The Houston.Chronicle event, 100 targets, which trophy 
was held by Mr. Otto Sens, of Houston, was won by 
Mr. Ed. Fosgard, of Waco, on a score of 92; Mr. E. L. 
Jones, of Brady, Texas, being second on a score of 91; 
Mr. Otto Sens of Houston, being third on a score of 
90. Mr. Geo. Maxwell, of the U. M. C. Co., was high 
in this event with a score of 97, but he was not eligible. 

Dickey Bird and McCrea traps were used, and the 
trapping of the targets was the best ever seen here. 
The traps were in charge of Messrs. H. E. Sherman, of 
Kansas City, and A. M. McCrea, of Lamar, Mo. 

W. E. Scott, of Houston, now representing the 
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., was at the shoot, and 
the Leys were all glad to see him back in the game 
again. " Mr. Ed. Fosgard, of Waco, Texas, had with 
him a little book, supposed to contain pointers on how 
to shoot difficult targets, and the boys’ attention was 
callen on many occasions to page 16. Mr. Fosgard had 
studied this little book carefully, and was shooting in fine 
form, and won high amateur average of the shoot. Mr. 
E. L. Jones, of Brady, Texas, won second high, and 
Mr. W. H. McCreery, of Loveland, Colo., third. 

Mr. E. T. Lednurn, of the Dupont Co., was called 
away from the shoot on business, much to the regret of 
every one present. 

Mr. Lee R. Barkley, though shooting good, was not 
shooting up to his usual form. Mr. Otto Sens had with 
him a large supply of cigars, and his many friends en¬ 
joyed a good smoke. 

Mr. B. E. Saunders delivered an appropriate speech 
after his friend, Otto Sens, had won the Sunny South 
Handicap at targets. 

Pop Heikes and W. R. Crosby were missed by their 
many friends. 

There were a number of extra events at live birds shot 
after the programme each day, in which King, McCreery 
and Gardiner were winners, with McCreery and Gardiner 
winning a greater number of the events. 

N. E. Poston and Geo. Tucker were also shooting live- 
birds in good form in the extra events. 

With the exception of Thursday, which was a cloudy 
day with a light rain, it was an ideal week for trap¬ 
shooting. 

An effort will be made to pull the Sunny South Handi¬ 
cap off at some other point in Texas next year. 

Practice day, Jan. 27, 120 targets: Jackson 97, Kritser 
71, King 109 Poston 108, Fosgard 109, Barkley 109, 
Waters 101, Tucker 99, McCreery 99, Wade 105, Huston 
87, Earle 64, Sens 103, Faurote 113. 

Jan. 28.—8 live birds, $5 entrance: Faurote 5, Sens 6, 
Tucker 4, Wade 8, McCreery 8, Poston 8, Waters 8, 
Barkley 6, King 8, Jackson 8, Sherman 6, Gardiner 8, 
Fosgard 8. 

Sunny South Handicap at live birds, 25 live birds: 

Faurote, 27yds.2202020222020201222222222—19 
Sens, 30 .1101120110121220121112110—20 
Tucker, 28 .0222021221222222222212222—23 
Wade 32 .2122222210012211201221221—22 
McCreery 30 .2222222222222222220222121—24 
Poston, 30 .0*2222*22202220222*202222—18 
Mankin 27 . 20*2120022220221200202101—16 
Waters’ 30 .2222222222222202022220222—22 
Barkley 3°  22222222*2202222202222021—21 
King 30 .2212221212222221221222222—25 
Jackson, 30 .2222222022220221121021*22—21 
Gardiner 30 .2222*22222022222222222222—23 
Fosgard 32 .22102222222221210*2222022—21 
Gramm. 28 .2022200110011222202*22212—18 

1st Day. 2d Day. 3d Day. 4th Day. 
Shot at: 205 190 205 200 Total 

Faurote .... . 186 168 182 161 697 
Fosgard .... . 188 173 179 180 720 
Jones . . 182 169 181 171 703 
Atchison ... 164 185 171 520 
Sens . . 175 155 184 174 686 
Barkley .... . 190 167 188 182 727 
McCreery . 163 170 187 173 693 
Poston . . 186 172 182 180 720 
Maxwell .... . 195 175 187 1S4 741 
King . . 187 168 179 164 69S 
Jackson .... . 166 159 174 171 670 
McCrea .... . 164 162 178 166 670 

Wade . . 183 167 185 173 708 
Lednurn ... . 154 126 155 • • • 435 
Sherman ... . 178 164 . . . . . . 342 
White . 156 176 163 495 
Waters . . 163 153 179 163 653 
Tucker . . 160 158 181 152 651 
Gardiner ... . 145 152. 178 149 624 

Alf. Gardiner. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on ord^r. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

Just to Show You Again 
SUNNY SOUTH 

HANDICAP 
AT LIVE BIRDS 

Both 
Won For 

SUNNY SOUTH 
HANDICAP 

AT TARGETS 

WINCHESTER 
Just to show you again the winning quality of 

Winchester goods—the Red W brand—they cleaned 

up things in the land of cotton at the Sunny South 

Handicap Tournament, held at Brenham, January 

28-February 1; Fred King, of University Park, Col., 

winning the Sunny South Handicap at Live Birds 

with a straight score of 25 kills, using a Winchester 

Repeating Shotgun; and Otto Sens, of Houston, cor¬ 

ralling the Sunny South Handicap at Targets, with 

90 breaks out of 100, using Winchester factory loaded 

"Leader” shells. High Amateur Average also was 

won with a Winchester Repeating Shotgun, it being 

_ used by Ed. F. Forsgard, of Waco, whose score of 

720 out of 800 was high for his class. No matter what may be said 

for other goods, the fact is that Winchester goods win, and this is 

being demonstrated again and again—and yet again, as above. Then, 

too, more use them than any others, which was the case at the Sunny 

South shoot, particularly with regard to Winchester shells. It was a 

sermon in shells. Perhaps we have already said enough to show you 

why you should use 

Winchester Shells and Repeating Shotguns 

Stewartslown Gun Club. 

Stewartstown, Pa., Feb. 12.—The shoot was one of the 
most successful ever conducted in York county. Iwenty- 
six shooters took part in the target, and fourteen in the 
live bird events. Mr. Somers of Delta, took high 
honors in the target events with 103 out of 125, and 
divided with Bob White in the live-bird events. . 

The targets were hard, owing to the strong cross wind, 
and the bad reflection from the snow. Mr. Lewis, of the 
Dupont Powder Co., was the only trade representative 

on hand. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Lewis .IUq 
Jackson . 13 9 
Grove .H 11 
Miller . J 
McSherry .H 
Deardorf . 9 
Bob White . 7 
Ramsey .11 
Fishel . 
Ensor . 
Troup . 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Shot 
15 15 15 15 15 25 25 at. Broke. 

... 10 11 9 11 14 18 20 125 93 

,.. 13 9 13 12 9 21 23 125 100 

... 11 11 9 12 14 22 19 125 9S 
. 5 6 8 7 9 18 15 125 6S 

... 11 10 9 10 14 18 21 125 93 
.. 9 9 9 10 11 20 19 125 87 

... 7 9 12 9 10 19 17 125 83 

... 11 6 12 12 11 19 13 125 84 

6 6 4 . 45 16 

... 9 10 13 11 13 19 19 125 89 

...2 2 2 3 . 60 9 

... 8 10 10 7 10 11 16 125 72 

....12 8 10 8 10 14 .. 100 62 

6 8 .. .. 8 17 .. 70 39 

10 11 10 12 13 17 19 125 92 

10 8 10 10 11 20 22 125 91 

14 12 12 14 12 18 21 125 103 
....949.. .. 45 22 
. 10 .. .. 15 10 
. 6 14 .. 40 20 
.11 16 50 27 
.13 18 50 18 
. 7 20 50 27 

Hammer . 
A Troup . 
Krout ... 
Somers .. 
Jones .... 
T Groves 
Brown ... 
C Andersc 
Whitford 

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association. 

Bradford, Pa., Feb. 11.—Having had several inquiries 
as to what we are doing toward getting in shape for the 
Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s shoot, which we hold 
May 25 to 28, we thought the best way to answer those 
would be through your paper. 

We are now getting the programmes ready, which will 
be about the same as last year—Squier money-back sys¬ 
tem merchandise event, and good average money. 

Our members are talking of giving a party at one of 
our country clubs to the visiting shooters, wives and 
sweethearts. So this ought to be an inducement for 
them to bring their wives and let them have an outing. 

We will make this one of the best shoots of the year, 
and those wishing programmes should address me. 

R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec y. 
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The Palef&ces. 

Boston, Mass., Feb. 12.—Twenty-three shooters in all 
toed the mark for the New England championship, held 
on the Paleface grounds to-day, and blazed away with 
indifferent results. The conditions being w'ell-nigh per¬ 
fect before the programme commenced, every one was 
looking for 90 per cent, or better, and the scores that 
did materialize were anything but satisfactory. 

Buffalo had the had habit of annexing all the honors, 
his win in the 100-target race coming on the last 20 
targets, and it was surely necessary, in view of the 
“candy kid” Hassam’s whirlwind finish of 20 straight, 
the only one of the day. Just a bit off in one event 
cut out the possibility of the first two-win shooter, and 
it may take more to do it at any future shoot. 

Elmer Reed also was going some, and seems to have 
struck that old Manchester gait that is such a terror to 
all shooters, tie for second high average and third in 
100-tagget tace. Climax and Rule made up the Lowell 
contingent, and though rather off color, a few more 
regular practice shoots and it will be another story. 

Charlie Blinn, and Bryant had all the credit in view 
of their scores' being the best of their efforts for some 
tinre past, and it is hoped that the coveted 90 per cent, 
is now clearly in sight. 

Events: 12345678 Shot 
Targets: 10 15 15 15 20 15 15 20 at. Broke. 

Buffalo. 19yds. . 9 13 13 12 15 14 12 18 125 106 
Reed, 19 . . 9 13 12 8 17 15 13 17 125 104 
Kirkwood, 20 .. . 9 15 12 10 19 13 12 14 125 104 
Fanning. 18. . 10 12 13 11 17 13 11 17 125 104 
Mavor, 20 . . 9 13 13 13 17 11 12 15 125 103 
C limax, 20 f.... . 10 14 10 11 17 12 13 16 125 103 
Hassant, 19 _ . S 11 11 13 16 11 12 20 125 102 
Rule, 19 . . 10 12 9 13 15 9 13 IS 125 99 
Blinn, 16 . . 7 11 12 10 16 12 15 16 125 99 
Griffith, 21 . . 8 14 14 11 13 12 13 13 125 98 
P Letendre, 17 . 10 14 11 14 15 11 9 13 125 97 
Sibley, IS . . 9 10 10 12 11 14 13 18 125 97 
Cavicclii, IS .... . 6 10 13 12 17 12 11 14 125 95 
Frank. 20 . . 9 14 12 10 15 11 9 14 125 94 
Jack, 18 . . 8 13 12 13 13 9 12 14 125 94 
Wilson. IS . . 9 10 11 13 14 9 11 17 125 94 
Smith, 19 .. . 7 11 11 9 16 14 11 14 125 93 
Bryant, 16 . . 6 8 13 13 15 12 11 14 125 92 
Charles, 16 .... . 7 8 11 13 14 8 10 17 125 S8 
Horrigan, 18 ... . 7 8 13 9 14 11 11 13 125 86 
Kawop, 18 . . 5 13 12 11 16 10 7 10 125 84 
C Letendre, 17... . 9 11 9 10 13 9 5 10 125 
S Wood. 16. . 9 14 12 6 16 85 57 

New England championship, distance handicap, 100 
targets: 

. S4 Rule . 

Reed . ... 75 
75 

. 73 
Blinn .. ... 73 
Kirkwood . ... 73 

71 
Climax . . 79 Horrigan ... ... 71 
Bryant .. 
Siblev .. ... 53 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., Feb. 15.—Event 4, pick-up team 
race, at 10 targets per man: Perley and Batten 20, 
Boxall and Winslow 17. Greiff and W. Dukes IS. S. 
Dukes and Lane 16. Cockefair and Allan 19. 

This was a stormy afternoon, and the attendance was 
consequently small. Four trophy events were run off, two 
being at 25 targets, handicap, the one at 10 targets being 
a w-alking match in which four men tied. Mr. T. Dukes 
won out in this event. The fourth event was a pick-up 
team race, Messrs. Batten and Perley being the winning 
team. 

Events: 1 o 
Targets: . 25 25 

Greiff . 0 21 0 23 
Allan . 1 ]9 1 21 
Boxall . 1 24 1 20 
Perley . 1 22 1 24 
Batten . 5 15 5 18 
Winslow . 5 19 5 19 
Lane . 6 16 6 20 
Cockefair .   4 24 4 23 
Thos Dukes . 1 21 
W Dukes . 4 20 

3 
25 

6 
0 
6 
9 

5 
3 
3 
5 
6 
6 

Feb. 12.—The invitation shoot to-day brought out some 
thirty-two contestants. Ten events were run off. Some 
were handicap events, some class shooting. Over one 
hundred and fifty dollars’ worth of prizes were fairly 
well distributed, some of them being very handsome- 
gold cuff buttons, scarf pins, gold-headed canes, um¬ 
brellas, pocketbooks, cigar holders and the like. 

The winners of the several events were as follows— 
first, second and third prizes. 

First event, Colquitt, A. R. Allan. Second event, 
Allan, R. Jacobus. S. R. Soverel. Third event, Hunter, 
Soverel, Piercy. Fourth event, Piercy, Soverel, Boxall. 
Fifth event, Dukes, Piercy, Allan. Sixth eventl Piercy, 
Allan. Seventh event, Piercy, Dukes, Crane. Eighth 
event, Winslow, Brown, Batten. Ninth event, W’inslow, 
Greene, S. Cockefair. Tenth event, S. Cockefair, Hunter, 
Lane. , 

Hot d;nner was served to all the visitors by the club’s 
regular caterer, and the day voted a great success. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Iargets: 15 20 15 J5 15 * 20 20 20 20 

P Cockefair.. . 11 2 14 10 9 10 2 2 13 3 15 6 16 3 15 
Colquitt .... . 13 0 18 12 10 8 0 0 15 1 12 1 14 1 l 
Boxall . . 13 0 17 9 13 12 6 0 16 1 14 1 16 1 14 
A R Allan... . 12 0 20 13 13 12 7 0 12 0 17 1 14 1 IS 
\\ inslow . 10 3 17 10 12 6 0 2 17 2 20 2 20 1 16 
Batten .. . 7 3 18 10 8 4 IS 3 17 3 16 
Brown . . 10 3 16 11 5 3 16 2 20 2 17 9 14 
Greene . . 5 4 15 7 10 3 16 4 15 4 20 3 15 
S R Soverel. . in 3 2H 13 14 ii 6 1 13 1 17 
Baldwin _ . 12 2 16 12 14 

Piercy . 10 0 18 12 15 13 8 0 20 0 18 0 17 0 18 

Todd . 4 12 12 5 5 .. 4 14 5 12 5 15 5 14 
Grinnell, Jr. 1 12 9 10 10 5 0 14 1 17 1 12 1 15 
W I Soverel.. .. 2 16 10 8. 
Paine . 3 13 5... 
Skehan . 3 16 11 7 8. 
R Jacobus. 2 IS 10 5 5 . 
Waring . 3 17 10 10 12 3 2 15 2 12 3 15 3 20 
E Jacobus. 2 20 15 10 .. •. 
Holloway . 3 16 13 7 10. 
Rait . 2 13 6 9 11 0 2 17 2 10 3 14 3 18 
S Cockefair.. .. 2 15 10 10 11 1 2 14 2 16 3 18 .. .. 
Dr Hunter. 1 16 15 13 10 6 0 16 1 13 1 18 1 19 
Fred Allen. 3 6 2 4 5 . 
Hyatt . 2 15 13 11 8 0 2 16 2 12 2 14 i 16 
Dugro . 1 16 10 9 11 5 1 14 1 15 1 9 1 16 
Boitvier . 2 12 8 5 7 2 3 10 .: .. . 
T Dukes. 15 11 15 6 0 20 0 14 0 15 0 16 
Winters. 1 2 16 2 15 5 17 4 17 
Crane .. 2 20 1 16 1 15 .. .. 
Davenport. 3 12 4 18 .... 

*Miss-and-out. 
Events, 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6, class shooting. Events 2, 

7. 8, 9 and 10, handicap, high guns. Ties shot off in 
following events. 

Edward W’inslow, Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 15.—Tournaments registered dur¬ 
ing^ the week ending Feb. 15, 1908, follow: 

Keystone Shooting League of Philadelphia, at Holmes- 
burg Junction; Pa., March 10, 11 and 12. F. M. Eantes, 
Sec’y. 

Decatur Gun Club, at Decatur, Ill., March 17. John 
Duffy, Sec’y. 

Alert Gun Club, at Phillipsburg, N. J., April 4. Edw. 
F. Markley. Sec’y. 

Indianapolis Gun Club, at Indianapolis, Ind., April 15 
and 16. Harry W. Denny, Sec’y. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club, at Glens Falls, 
N. Y., April 25. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

Ideal Gun Club, at Circleville, O., May 6 and 7. 
E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 

Lancaster Gun Club, at Lancaster, Pa., May 7. A. E. 
Leaman, Sec’y. * 

Dallas Gun Club, at Dallas, Tex., May 19, 20 and 21. 
E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 

Pastime Gun Club, at Stratford, Ont., Can., May 25. 
W’m. Boles, Sec’y. 

Mt. Horeb Gun Club, at Mt. Horeb, Wis., June 2. 
James Brown, Sec’y. 

Macon Gun Club, at Macon, Ga., June 4 and 51 E. M. 
Jones, Pres. 

The Soo Gun Club, at Sioux City, la., June 9, 10 and 
11. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 

Boston Gun Club, at Wellington, Mass., June 10 and 
11. Horace C. Kirkwood, Sec’y. 

West Virginia State tournament, at Jacksonburg, W. 
'’a., June 10, 11 and 12, under auspices of Jacksonburg 
Gun Club. John Craig, Sec’y. 

Wisconsin State tournament, at Milwaukee, Wis., June 
13 and 14, under the auspices of the Badger Gun Club. 
Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 

Arkansas State tournament, at Pine Bluff, Ark., June 
16, 17 and 18. under the auspices of the Pine Bluff Gun 
Club. J. T. Lloyd, Sec’y. 

Middlesex Gun Club, at East Lexington, Mass., June 
17. Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

North Dakota State Sportsmen’s Association tourna¬ 
ment, at Mandan, N. D., July 8 and 9. L. S. Royer, 
Sec’y. 

Pahquioque Gun Club, at Danbury, Conn., July 18. 
E. H. Bailey, Sec’y. 

Nichols Gun Club, at Nichols, la., Aug. 13, 14 and 
15. T. B. Nichols, Sec’y. 

Middlesex Gun Club, at East Lexington, Mass., Aug. 
15. Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

Nappanee Gun Club, at Nappanee, Ind., Sept. 1 and 2. 
Geo. F. Miller, Sec’y. 

Middlesex Gun Club, at East Lexington, Mass., Sept. 
7. Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

At Wissinoming, 

W’issinom 1 ng, Pa., Feb. ,11.—The expert from Wilming¬ 
ton, Del., Mr. YV. M. Foord, won the silver trophy 
donated by Mr. Fred Stone, on the grounds of the 
Florists’ Gun Club to-day. He tied with Mr. Geo. S. 
McCarty, of Philadelphia, on 91. The first shoot-off re¬ 
sulted in a tie on 24 out of 25. In the second shoot-off 
he broke 25 straight to 19 by McCarty. 

There were sixty-four shooters present, and of these, 
four were professionals. Worthington was high pro¬ 
fessional with 93; German was second with 91. Scores: 

Targets: Hdcp. 20 20 20 20 20 Total. 
*Worthington . . IS 19 20 19 20 15 93 
McCarty . . 20 17 19 18 18 19 91 
W Foord . . °0 17 19 IS IS 19 91 
*(lerman . . 20 17 18 19 20 17 91 
Pratt . . 17 17 19 IS 18 18 90 
Ringgold . . 16 18 IS 15 19 19 89 
Bender . . 17 19 19 17 16 17 SS 
Coleman . . 18 18 19 17 16 IS 88 
Tansey . . IS IS 18 17 17 18 88 
Hastings . . 20 15 IS 20 19 16 SS 
North . . 16 17 17 17 17 19 S7 
Butler . . 17 16 20 17 18 15 86 
'1 homas . . 16 14 IS 19 17 17 85 
Bruff . . 16 18 19 17 16 15 85 
Fames . .■. 18 16 18 15 18 18 84 
Mooney . . 17 17 IS 16 IS 15 S4 
Mink . . 20 14 17 18 16 19 84 
McKelvey . . IS 18 14 IS 17 17 84 
White . . 16 17 15 14 IS 19 S3 
Bates . . 16 19 17 15 14 17 82 
McFalls . . 16 16 19 15 16 16 82 
Franklin . 15 15 16 16 18 82 

Bell . 16 17 14 15 19 17 82 
*HamIin . 18 15 14 15 19 19 82 
F Stone . 18 18 18 14 16 15 82 
Beyer . 17 18 14 16 18 16 82 
Ludwig . 17 19 16 17 15 15 82 
Ballantyne . 20 17 16 16 15 17 81 
Severn . 18 16 18 16 18 13 81 
Gaskill . 16 13 18 18 16 16 81 
Chalmers . 18 14 16 16 16 18 80 
George . 16 18 14 15 16 17 80 
Trott . 17 18 16 10 18 16 78 
Heinline . 18 16 16 8 19 19 78 
Pechman . 18 16 14 17 16 15 78 
Wickes . 16 16 15 17 15 15 78 
E Ford . 17 18 12 14 17 16 77 
Marcy . 17 15 15 14 12 11 77 
W'escott . 16 13 15 16 18 14 76 
*Hoxie .  18 13 16 14 16 15 74 
Sanford . 18 15 14 12 17 16 74 
Schilling . 17 13 13 12 17 19 74 
Lockwood . 17 14 17 13 13 17 74 
Kirk . 16 14 14 13 1615 72 
Leonard . 18 12 15 15 17 13 72 
Swartz . 17 14 14‘15 16 13 72 
Lvnch . 16 16 11 14 15 15 71 
Crowhurst . 16 16 12 14 14 14 70 
Bennett . 16 15 14 11 15 15 70 
Pepper . 16 14 14 14 15 15 70 
Cook . 16 12 15 10 15 15 67 
Hoover . 16 19 14 11 12 11 67 
Daley . 16 12 11 11 19 14 67 
Nelson . 16 14 13 13 15 11 66 
Hause . 16 8 13 19 12 15 65 
T P Stone. 17 14 11 12 14 12 63 
McFarland . 16 13 8 13 13 14 61 
Brown . 16 12 14 10 17 8 61 
Taylor . 17 12 14 9 13 14 60 
Brogan . 16 9 12 5 11 11 48 
Graham . 16 7 6 7 12 8 40 
Shaffer . 16 10 11 14 .. .. 
Fleming . 16 .17 
Hollowell . 16 .15 

‘Professionals. 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., Feb. 12.—The Gun Bugs 
turned out in good shape for our holiday shoot to-day. 
The afternoon was cloudy and the air cold, but the 
scores were as a rule very good. A. Tilt was high gun 
with an average of 90 per cent. Eight events were run 
off as follows: 

No. 1 was for practice. No. 2 for February cup, and 
leg was won by Elias, assisted by 6 added targets. No. 3, 
Sauer gun, leg won - by Elias with full score. No. 4, 
holiday cup, leg won by Thomson, after tie with Elias. 
No. 5, high score cup, won by Greiff and O’Donohue, 
with 24 each, which helps their average. No. 6, Wals- 
rode cup, leg won by Dickerson. No. 7, handicap cup, 
leg also won by Dickerson, only long handicap men 
being eligible. No. 8, special holiday cup, tied for by 
Dr. Held and A. Tilt on 23 each; tie to be shot off next 
Saturday. 

Events: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 50 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Elias . 6 49 2 25 1 25 1 21 1 19 1 22 1 22 
Hodgman .... 0 44 0 23 0 23 0 23 0 21 0 21 0 21 
Greiff . 2 47 1 24 1 24 1 24 1 21 1 21 1 21 

1 O'Donohue 10 38 5 23 5 24 5 24 5 23 5 19 5 19 
F Schauffler.. 0 39 0 22 0 20 0 17 0 24 0 21 0 21 
M V Lenane. 4 35 2 22 3 16 3 20 3 17 3 19 '3 19 
E. S. Ballou. 4 42 2 19 3 19 2 20 2 19 2 21 2 21 
Thomson .... 8 39 4 23 5 25 4 21 3 24 3 18 3 18 
T Lenane, Tr. 6 44 3 19 4 20 3 22 3 16 3 21 3 21 
Ci F Pelham. .2 41 1 23 2 21 2 22 2 23 2 21 2 21 
Dr Held .... 2 37 1 20 2 22 1 19 1 22 1 23 1 23 
R Langley... 0 38 0 18 0 16 
W A Tilt. 5 18 5 12 5 16 5 16 
A Tilt . 0 21 0 24 0 23 0 21 0 23 0 23 
C L Edey.... 5 15 5 13 5 18 
1 Dickerson.. 3 20 3 19 4 22 4 25 3 23 2 22 

0 19 0 19 

No. 1, 25 targets. for practice: Elias 21, Hodgm; in 21, 
Greiff 22, J. J. CPDonohue 21, F. Schauffler 19. M. V. 
Lenane 15, E. S. Ballou 20, R. Langley 19, W. A. Tilt 
15. A. Tilt 23. 

Feb. 15.—The bad weather kept the attendance down to 
six guns to-day. but we made up in enthusiasm what we 
lacked in numbers. Although the first three numbers 
were run off in a driving rainstorm and high wind, and 
the day as a whole was trying to the shooters, eleven 
events were run off, and the scores, under the circum¬ 
stances, were very good. Pelham was high gun of the 
dav, and principal winner. 

Event No. 1, February cup, won by M. V. Lenane 
after tie with Pelham, 25 to 24. No. 2, Sauer gun, leg 
won by Pelham after tie with M. V. Lenane, 19 to 18. 
No. 3, high score cup, won by Dr. Held and Elias. 
No. 4, handicap cup, Pelham high gun, but M. V. and 
T. Lenane tied for leg, M. V. Lenane winning on shoot- 
off. No. 5, Walsrode cup, leg won by Hodgman from 
scratch. No. 6, trophy shoot, won by Pelham. No. 7, 
trophy shoot, won by M. V. Lenane. No. 8, trophy 
shoot, won by T. Lenane. No. 9, trophy shoot, won by 
Elias. Nos. 10 and 
from scratch. 

11, trophy 
) 

shoots, won by Pelham 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Pelham . 2 23 2 24 1 18 1 23 0 22 1 23 
F Hodgman . 0 21 0 21 0 18 0 20 0 23 0 20 
Dr Held . 1 IS 0 21 0 21 0 IS 0 22 1 18 
M V Lenane. 3 23 2 24 2 18 2 21 1 19 2 21 

1 Lenane . 3 19 3 20 3 15 3 21 3 18 4 21 
W T Elias. 1 13 1 19 1 21 1 19 1 21 2 19 

Events: 7 8 9 10 11 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 

Pelham .. 1 21 1 21 1 23 1 24 0 22 
F Hodgman . 0 18 0 21 0 21 0 21 0 21 
Dr Held . 1 19 1 21 1 21 1 21 1 20 
M V Lenane. 2 23 1 22 1 99. 1 IS 1 16 
T Lenane .. 4 IS 4 23 3 21 3 20 3 20 
W J Elias. 2 21 2 18 2 24 1 19 

G. F. 
1 16 
P. 
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Wawaset—Aberdeen. 

\\ ilmington, Del., Feb. 12.—An interesting team con¬ 
test was held on the grounds at 29th and Market streets 
to-day. The conditions of the shoot were Aberdeen, 
Md., Gun Club, vs. Wawaset Gun Club, of Wilming¬ 
ton, fifteen to twenty men a side, ten best scores to 
count. The Aberdeen Gun Club showed up with 
eighteen members. The Aberdeen invaders were led by 
the renowned marksman, Mr. Lester German, and al¬ 
though his team did not win, he was individual big per¬ 
former, scoring 97 out of 100. A marked feature of the 
contest was the excellent shooting of the contestants. 
Considering the large number of targets shot at, the race 
was very close. Each man shot at 100 targets in strings 
of 25. 

The day was dark, with an overcast sky and slush 
underfoot. A raw east wind prevailed. Those who 
qualified in the team contest performed as follows: 

Wawaset Gun Club. Aberdeen Gun Club. 
A Dupont . 87 Worthington . 8G 
Reed . 95 P Mitchell . 88 
Terry . 85 M Mitchell .87 
C Buck . 83 Turner . 82 
Foord . 89 H Edmonds .82 
Banks .. 88 England . 85 
Willis . 88 Bowman . 90 
McHugh . 91* Osborne . 82 
Dr Buck . 89—888 Towner . 92 

Archer .. 
Kindell . 
Towner . 
Willis ... 
Wal strom 
McHugh 
Ross 
Dr Buck 
German . 
Minner . 
Jones ... 
Koemer 
Ball . 
David 

per man 

Morrison 
lie Bee 
Orfield . 
Klausner 
Peters .. 
Wagner . 
Pnrker 
Little ... 
Palminte 
Mayhue 

The team 
follows: 

Events: 
Targets: 

E Dupont . 
Worthington 
A Dupont . 
P Mitchell 
Springer 
M Mitchell . 
Richardson 
McCommons 
Reed ......... 
Turner . 
Terry . 
H Emmons . 
Evans . 
Armstrong 
Huber . 
England .... 
Martin . 
Gilbert . 
C Buck . 
Bowman 
Melchoir ... 
F Mitchell 
Foord . 
Osborne _ 
Banks . 

Broke, 
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ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5-B-7-8-9H0-II-ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11- 

Another Great Peters Victory 
At the Annual Championship Tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League at Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1908, the 
lion’s share of the honors, AS USUAL, was captured with the world-famed SEMI-SMOKELESS AMMUNITION—including FIRS T1 
PLACE or tie for first, in Every Match but tnvo. This makes 

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE YEARS 
that the INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP of the U. S. has been won with PETERS CARTRIDGES, including the WORLD S 
RECORD. The Championship for 1908 w'as won at Rochester by Arthur Hubalek, F. C. Ross tied for second, L. P. Ittel, third. 
The scores : 

1. Arthur Hubalek 
2. F. C. Ross (tie) 
3. L. P. Ittel - - 

2,464 4. C. F. Snellen 
2,460 6. Jesse Smith 
2,458 7. L. C. Buss - 

- - 2,457 8. A. A. Stillman - - 2,442 
- - 2,446 9. Owen Smith - - - 2,440 

- - 2,443 10. E. J. Kurtz - - - 2,439 
11. Geo. A. Morse (tie) 2,435 

All the Above and 14 out of the First 17 Men Shot PETERS Cartridges 
CONTINUOUS MATCH.—L. P. Ittel and Arthur Hubalek were two of three shooters who tied for FIRST, with 4 POSSIBLE 

SCORES OF 75. They used PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES. 

BULL’S EYE MATCH. — G. A. Morse won Second with a 1 degree bull; L. P. Ittel won fourth with 2g degrees and C. Kerrigan 
won fifth with 2fL degrees. SEVEN MEN shooting PETERS made bulls better than 5 degrees. 

HONORARY TARGET.—Won by E. J. Kurtz, shooting PETERS .22 Long Rifle Cartridges. Score, 3g degrees. 

COLUMBIA SPECIAL.—1st, C. H. McChesney, scoring 88. 2d, L. P. Ittel, Arthur Hubalek, scoring 60. 3d, F. C. Ross, 
scoring 33. All using PETERS. 9 out of 10 prizes. 

SKIDDOO MATCH.—Tie for FIRST PLACE, by GEO. A. MORSE, with 3 perfect scores of 75. Ammunition used : Peters. 

More than one-half of all contestants who entered the tournament used PETERS CARTRIDGES. This, taken in connection with 
the wonderful victories and marvelous scores in the past ELEVEN YEARS, makes the most remarkable record in the annals of shooting. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
tt'vhdy I 98 Chambers Street 

YORK■) x H Keller, Mgr. CINCINNATI, OHIO NEW ORLEANS -j jfw^Osborrfef Mgr! 
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SHARP SHOOTING FOR SPORT AND WAR 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

S T E V E N S 
IDEAL RIFLE —No. 044 ENGLISH MODEL 

STEVENS "IDEAL" N2.044 J4 Our Line: 

RIFLES PISTOLS 
SHOTGUNS 

RIFLE TELESCOPES 

HAS drop-forged and case-hardened frame, half-odtagon tapered barrel, new sliding breech-block adtiom 
oiled walnut stock and forearm, English shotgun butt. Adapted for standard ammunition. Weight, 

with 24-in. barrel for rim-fire cartridges, pounds; with 26-in. barrel for center-fire cartridges, 6 pounds. 

Specially Suitable for Hunting and Field Purposes. LIST PRICE, $12.00. 

Send 5 cents in stamps for complete catalog. Ask your dealer—insist on the STEVENS. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O. BOX 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS. U. S. A. 
New York Office, 98 Chambers Street. 

CHICOPEE FALLS, 
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Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 15.—Eleven events were shot, 
id the principal winner was Mr. G. G. Stephenson, who 
.ired wins for the February cup, the Stake trophy, and 
iveral prize contests. Scores: 
February cup, 25 targets: 

H. T. H. T. 
(Stephenson. Tr.. . 3 24 C. Tohnson . 9 17 

C Hopkins. . 5 22 A liegeman . 4 17 
I B Stephenson.. . 0 19 .1 Henry . 4 14 
E Hendrickson. . 4 19 

itake trophy, 25 targets: 
Stephenson, Jr.. . 3 25 A E Hendrickson. 4 23 
Tohnson . . 2 23 1 IT Ernst . 4 99 
Hegeman . . 4 23 F B Stephenson.... 0 21 

1 C Hopkins. . 5 23 
Team race, 25 targets: 

( Hendrickson. 4 19 Y Johnson . 2 22- -41 
'rophy shoot, 15 targets: 

[C Hopkins. . 3 15 A E Hendrickson.. 2 10 
[ B Stephenson.. . 0 12 Y •Johnson . i 10 
(Stephenson, Jr.. 2 12 A A Hegeman. 2 s 
IH Ernst. . 2 11 

'ronhy shoot, 15 targets: 
1 Tohnson . 1 13 T H Ernst . 2 11 
(Stephenson, Tr.. . 2 13 i C Hopkins. 3 9 

E Hendrickson. 2 12 A A Hegeman .... 2 
B Stephenson... . 0 11 
5rize divided. 

lendrickson trophy. 15 targets 
Stephenson, Jr.. . 2 14 A E Hendrickson. 2 11 

f C Hopkins .... . 3 13 A A Hegeman .... 2 10 
'B Stephenson... . 0 12 V Johnson . 1 8 
H Ernst. . 2 12 

Scratch choot, 15 targets: 
B Stephenson . .... 12 T H Ernst. 11 
E H-ndrickson. .... 12 Y Tohnson . 10 
A Hegeman_ .... 12 L C Hopkins. 4 

G Stephenson, J r... 12 

ihoot-off, 15 targets: 
G Stephenson, I r... 14 A A Hegeman . 10 

IB Stephenson... .... 10 A E Hendrickson.. 9 
rophy shoot, 15 ta rgets: 

H. T. H. T 
C Hopkins. . 3 15 A A Hegeman. 2 11 

Stephenson, Tr.. . 2 13 F B Stephenson... 0 10 
E Hendrickson ? 12 V Johnson . 1 7 
H Ernst. 9 \0 

Trophy shoot, 15 target: 
Tohnson . . 1 15 F T1 Stephenson.... 0 19 
E Hendrickson. . 2 13 T H Ernst . 2 -»9 
Stephenson. Tr. . 2 13 A A Hegeman. 2 io 
C Hopkins. . 3 13 

ProDhy shoot, 15 targets: 
Tohnson . . 1 13 A E Hendrickson.. 2 10 

X Stephenson, Tr.. . 2 12 J H Ernst . 2 10 
C Hopkins. . 3 11 A A Hegeman. 2 10 

IB Stephenson... . 0 10 

Trophv shoot, 15 targets: 
. A Hegeman_ . 2 14 J H Ernst. 2 13 

Tohnson . . 1 13 A E Hendrickson.. 9 11 
4 Stephenson, Tr. . 2 13 F B Stephenson.... 0 10 

C Hopkins. . 3 13 

Indianapolis Gun Club. 

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 15.—The Indianapolis Gun 
Jub will hold its annual spring tournament on April 
- and 16, 1908, as a registered tournament. The pro- 
;amme for each day will consist of ten events of 20 
i*gets each. It will be an optional sweepstake shoot—v 
• e., amateurs may enter to shoot for the purses or for 
vgets only as they may elect; professionals of course 
*11‘shoot for targets only. Sweepstake entries $2 each 
•ent, $20 each dav, targets included. Targets to all 
nateurs and professionals, 2 cents each. The club 
’?dges to add $5 to the net sweepstake purses in each 
ent; purses to he divided 35. 30, 20 and 15 per cent., 

uss shooting. The club also pledges to pay in average 
nney each day to and among those amateur contestants 
}o shoot through the entire programme of that day 

• 5 to first high average gun,#$10 to second high average 
in, $5 to third high average gun, and $4 to each of* 
c five low average guns; in all aggregating $200 in 
ded and average money for the two days of the tour- 
ment; 16yds. rise, no handicaps. Interstate Associa- 
m Trap Shooting Rules to govern. A printed pro- 
amme of the tournament, containing full explanation 
every detail, and on which will be found conveniently 

•tachable entry blanks, will be mailed to all applicants 
-on request as soon as they come from the press. 
In devising a programme for its forthcoming annual 
ring tournament the Indianapolis Gun Club has 
.idiously striven to contrive one such as will fully 

’set the demands of a most exacting patronage; and it 
bmits this brief synopsis to the respectful considera- 
>n of the. sportsmen of this and adjacent localities as 
e which in its judgment will most nearly approach the 
eal in ordinary club tournament endeavor, both in its 
mute particulars and as a composite whole. The same 
mest care that attended the preparation of the pro- 
amme bv the club will likewise be given to the details 
its orderly execution. Harry W. Denny, Sec’y. 

Aberdeen Gun Club. 

Aberdeen, S. D., Feb. 13.—Not knowing just what 
ocedure to take in order to get a shooting tournament 
gistered, I take this liberty of asking you. 
We will hold a tournament at Aberdeen, S. D., under 
e management of the Aberdeen Gun Club and known 
the second annual tournament of the Aberdeen Gun 

ub, July 15-16; $300 aded money. 
J. L. W. Zietlow, Sec’y> pro tern. 

[Apply to Secretary-Manager Elmer E. Shaner, 219 
•hart Square, Pittsburg, Pa., for forms with all neces- 
ry information printed thereon.] 

JUST PIKE 

BALLISTITE 
WINS- 

Sunny South Handicap—25 Live Birds. By Fred King, of Denver, Col. 

Sunny South Handicap—At Targets. By Otto Sens, of Houston, Texas. 

Houston Chronicle Trophy. By E. S. Forsgard, of Waco, Texas. 

EMPIRE Did the Trick! 274 STRAIGHT—Longest Run of 1907 
BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Tflarlti 
T^HE TTfarfi/i Model No. 20 22-Cal. Repeating rifle put out this year 

A leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or ** pump ” action. It 

is chambered to handle .22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special l/fczr/fn steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from i.ams. The working parts are of crucible steel hardened against wear. 

The “ TTfar/in Book” has 136 pages jam full of information for the 

up-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, of 
all fflarfln repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It's FREE for 3 stamps 
postage. Send for it to-day. 

27 Willow St., 7%eTHarCzn firearms Co., New Haven, Conn. 

Get our Catalogue and let. us prove that we Actually 

Block The SEARS. 

N. R. DAVIS SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A 

“ The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS” 
POSITIVELY SATE 

WILD RICE SEED 
The seed which we offer for sale is gathered in the northern part of Minnesota. As soon as received, it is put 

in water in cold storage and frozen solid until shipped out. We ship the seed by express, packed in damp moss 
in ventilated packages. Seed shipped in this manner will not heat and will not lose its vitality even if it should 
be in transit over a week. Last year we shipped many thousands of pounds out to places all over the United 
States, which arrived in good condition and gave the best results. 

The Wild Rice Plant is an annual. It bears a large crop of seeds, which fall directly into the water as 
soon as ripe, and lie buried in the mud below until the following spring, when they germinate and produce new 
plants. It grows well almost anywhere in the United States, in fresh-water lakes, rivers and sloughs. It requires 
that the water is fresh, neither quite stagnant nor too swiftly moving. Wild Rice is unequalled as an attraction 
for wildfowl, and is the most suitable plant to grow in lakes and rivers where shooting preserves are maintained. 

The seed does best if sown in water from one to three feet deep, with a soft mud bottom. Sow the seed at 
once when received. 

Price, 20c. per pound. We ship not less than 25 pounds. 

Catalog of Seeds, Trees, Plants and Bulbs Sent Free 8 

L. L. MAY (St CO. : - St. Paul, Minn 
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Ht the Top 
of the List 

Ansley H. Fox double hammerless gun. With a mechanism much more simple 

and strong than in other guns and a locking bolt which cannot shoot loose 

The A. li. fox Gun 
is a gun to rely on in field or at trap. “ Handy,” quick, certain in operation, 

the Fox gun stands first in the estimation of sportsmen—actually 

The finest Gun in the World” 
4. H. FOX GUN CO.,4 6 7 O North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

SAUER; GUNS 

For Shooting, Balance, and 

general workmanship these 

guns cannot be excelled. 

$60—Net and Up 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES 
AGENTS 

302 and 304 Broadway 
New York 

“3 in One” Oil Has No Equal 
for oiling trigger, lock, every action part. Does 
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden 
or collect dust no matter how long gun stands. 
"3 in One” cleans out the residue of burnt powder 
(black or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the 
barrel cleanand shiny. It actually penetrates 
the pores of the metal, forming a delicate per¬ 
manent protecting coat that is absolutely 
impervious to water or weather. No acid. 

A test will tell. Write for sample 
^ree bottle. G. W. COLE COMPANY 
61 New Street, NewYork.N.Y. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of ‘‘Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

T.ovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 
Price $1.26. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

"Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize his teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting. Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trapshoot¬ 
ing. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

DEAD5H0T 
SMOKELESS 

A Perfect Powder 
for SHOTGUNS 

Mr. Chas. G. Spencer 

THE 
OFFICIAL 

“HIGH GUN'* 
TRAP SHOT 
OF 1907 

using 

Dead Shot 
Smokeless 

Exclusively 
out of 16,220 shots, broke 15,400 

Average 

.949 
Stability Guaranteed 

American Powder Mills 
Chicago Boston St. Louis 

Hell Gate Gun Club. 

New York.—The shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Clul 

held recently, included three months’ events, a total ' 
30 birds. Both point and distance handicap governe- 
Scores: 

Voss . 
Schortemeier .... 

Schlicht . 
Belden . 
Wilson . 
Lange . 
Baudendistel .... 
Dietzel . 
Klenk . 
Wellbrock . 
Garms . 
Dannefelser . 
Meckel . 
Hughes . 
Albert .. 

Doherty . 
Brennan . 
Selg . 
Sproessig, 28yds. 

Class A, 30yds. 
.011111111010*1121112*11010*210-: 

.2211112222222202*2222012222022—: 

Class B, 28yds. 
.0111222121*11*02222222*1000021—: 
.111002211111020*11201210011210- 
.110111111100*11001222102120002— 
.02*1*12222122*2101102111101110- 
.100102*02111100220211001021112— 
.121121122012012212221111212222— 
.211212*201101212*0210221111122— 
.11211211112122121202112*011112— 
.00122212221210102020*010211221— 
.0112102202012*0210200011211002— 
.012112200222121122011112011021— 
.00020*020121200010020002010102- 

.1*1121010212001022120200221221— 
Class C, 26yds. 
.11002200220200021*10*001101110— 
.01211221221111*100202111110011- 
.020002122200120001210200001010- 
.021011010220211020210020110200- 
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At Point Breeze. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 15.—Twelve contestants took 
part in the ten-bird event at the Point Breeze track to¬ 
day, and of these, Killian and Miller scored straight. 

Killian, 28 .... 
Miller. 28 . 
Tobin, 28 . 
llolznagle, 28 .. 
Young, 28 . 
Pottlson, 28. 
Carter, 28 . 
Bivens, 28 . 
Keley, 28 . 
Walters, 27 - 
Magee, 26 _ 
Irvin, 26 . 

Five birds, $2 
Carter 4, Miller 
2, Poulson 2. 

.1211212121—10 
..2121121111—10 

92912992*2_ 9 
'.2111110221— 9 
.2102112221— 9 

'.11211222*2— 9 
2122222022_- 9 

.I!""!"!"!”!!!" .20*2112211— s 
.2220222012— 8 
;.2002110211— 7 
.2002022222— 7 
.2020022220— 6 

entrance: llivens 5, Killian 5, Tobin 4, 
4, Williams 3, Moore 3, Irvin 3, Magee 

B. A. A.—Yale. 

Boston, Mass., Feb. 15.—On the grounds of the Bos¬ 
ton Athletic Association at Riverside the home team 
defeated the Yale team somewhat easily. There was a 
good attendance, notwithstanding the heavy rain and 
stormy wind. Scores: 

B. A. A. 
Gleason . 
Adams . 
Reed . 
Ellis . 
Faye . 
Howell . 

Yale. 
15 14—29 Kerr .15 17—32 
17 13—30 Gosnell .16 8—24 
17 22—39 Thaw . 15 17—32 
14 9—23 Brudeau .11 15—26 
22 21—43 Hubbard .18 19—37 
20 16—33 Birdsley . 18 14—32 

200 1S3 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

March 14-21.—New York Zettler Rifle Club 100-shot 
gallery championship. F. Hecking, Sec’y. 

National Board Promotion Rifle Practice. 
Washington, T). C., Feb. 16.—Secretary of War Taft 

desires to secure an appropriation of $250,000 for the 
purchase of a tract of 6,000 acres, more or less, near 
Washington, which will be available for use as a target 
range for small arms firing and for artillery practice as 
well. Such a tract could be used for military maneuvers 
and would be available for the National Guard of the 
District of Columbia and contiguous States. In this 
connection Secretary Taft says: “The necessity for a 
tract of land for target practice and other military uses 
in the Department of the East is very urgent, as there 
is not at present in the Department named any tract 
owned by the Government and under the War Depart¬ 
ment which is at all suitable for the purposes. There 
are some small tracts available for small arms firing, but 
none where field artillery can safely practice, and even 
for small arms practice many of the troops have to 
avail themselves of rented ranges or of the range at 
Annapolis belonging to the Navy Department. Neither 
of these expedients is at all satisfactory. None of these 
rented or loaned ranges are sufficient for the needs of 
the army, and the lack of an appropriate range is espe¬ 
cially felt in that part of the Department in the vicinity 
of Washington. There is no military reservation in the 
Department of the East, where maneuvers of attjr con¬ 
siderable body of troops can be held. Whenever a con¬ 
centration of any such body of troops is now made, it 
is necessary to rent land, which is a most unsatisfactory 
method, and for concentration purposes in time of war, 
it hardly needs argument to show the need of the Gov¬ 
ernment owning a suitable tract of land.” 

Secretary Taft has appointed Maj.-Gen. Wm. P. Duvall, 
Brig.-Gen. W. S. Edgerly, and Brig.-Gen. Wm. W. 
Witherspoon to examine three sites which have been 
offered, one at High Point, Fairfax county, Va.; one 
at Falls Church, Va., and the third at Knoxville, Fred¬ 
erick county, Va. 

In his renort to the War Department on the rifle 
matches at Camp Perry last year, Gen. Ortis Hamilton, 
of Washington, endorses Camp Perry, Ohio, for the 
national matches of 1908, but suggests that there should 
be four national rifle ranges, one in the East, one in 
the Middle West, one in the Southwest, and one in the 
State of Washington, and that, if possible, the Gov¬ 
ernment should acquire the range at Camp Perry. He 
says the States have enough to do without building rifle 
ranges large enough for national competitions. He 
recommends the fostering of interstate and national 
competition, and the construction of more ranges. He 
says that a competition could be held in Washington 
now in which Oregon, Idaho and Montana would be rep¬ 
resented and probably teams from the Canadian militia, 
and possibly civilian rifle clubs of the States; but the 
State of Washington has no rifle range large enough 
to accommodate such competition, and can ill afford to 
build one. He recommends the designation of the 
same officers for the next national match, and suggests 
a provisional staff of not less than three officers to have 
entire control of all arrangements. 

Capt. T. T. Hyde, of South Carolina, team captain 
at the last national match, reports to the War Depart¬ 
ment that his State has no rifle range to give the men 
the necessary experience at the long distance ranges, 
which accounts for the poor progress made by his team. 
The men are very enthusiastic, and if the advantages of 
target practice are provided throughout the State, he 
predicts South Carolina will take a very creditable posi¬ 
tion. He considers such contests as being a great benefit 
in the development of true manhood and creating the 
highest interest in the State militia. While at Camp 
Perry last year he inquired as to tve ages of the men 

SOME old Greek said he could pry the earth loose with a lever if he had a good place to rest it 

on. To him a lever seemed a very wonderful thing. It is. If a hammer of a shot gun is to be 

cocked, why not use the simplest form of mechanism — the lever? If a shell is to be extracted, 

why not seek to utilize the same lever ? That is the way the inventor of the Lefever shot gun went at 

it — free from all the old-time complicated mechanisms. He sought simplicity. He made one piece of 

substantial steel serve. He used the cocking hook of the Lefever shot gun as a shell ejector—one piece 

instead of eighteen to twenty-five pieces. Add the hammer and its sear, and you have the Lefever system. 

You will buy no other gun after trying this modern simplified action. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Enough advantages over other high-grade guns are told of in the 

Lefever catalogue to amaze anyone not using the gun itself. How a 
tight joint is insured with dovetailed fastener and self-compensat¬ 
ing bolt; how strain is taken off the hinge joint ; how faith¬ 
ful workmanship is spent on all parts : how steel is used 
which is a credit to the great European makers —all 
are to be read and seen in a beautiful catalogue 
worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY 
23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

When You Buy a Gun— 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one ! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

SHOT GUN BARGAINS 
FALL SHOOTING 

IS HERE. 

One Fine Hammerless Double Gun, made to order by 
T. Kilby, London, Eng., 12 gauge, 28-inch barrels of 
Sir Whitworth Fluid Steel, beautifully carved Circas¬ 
sian walnut stock, automatic ejector. Cost 
$450. Price. 

One Charles Daly Hammerless, Diamond quality, 12 
gauge, 30-in. fine Damascus barrels. Second (tinn 

Cost $275. Price, 4>IUU 

$200 

hand, in fine condition. 

One Charles Daly Hammerless, gauge, 
Cost 

12 gauge, 30-inch 
Krupp Steel Barrels, single trigger. Cost <1*00 
$165. Price.4>dU 

One L. C. Smith Hammerless Gun, 16 gauge, 28-inch 
Damascus barrels, automatic ejector, slightly 
used. Cost $105. Price 

Will send any of these guns C. O. D. for approval 
on prepayment of express charges. 

$50 

SHAPPIRIO'S SPORTING GOODS STORE 
905 D St., N. W.. Washington, D. C. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 

interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 

dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SMOKELESS POWDER 
5HELLS$I?°f"<IOO 

We have a quantity of 10 Gauge Robin Hood Shot 
Gun Shells Loaded with their tuitions Smokeless 
Powder, any size shot from No. 12 to Buck at 

$1.50 PER IOO; 
regular price $2.50. This is a job lot so can sell only 
10 gauges at this price. If you have a 10 gauge gun, 
you should send us your order at once and get some 
of this bargain lot. You save one dollar and 10 cents 
per 100. Don’t use common black powder shenswhen 
vou can get Smokeless at this price. CxUNK 
RIFLES, TACKLE, TENTS, etc. at 1lowest Srices consistent with good goods. Remit by T. O. 
ioney Order. 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
90 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. 

PATAI HP “Everything for fishing but the 
UHlnLUu fjstl — everything for hunting but 

— FREE— the game.’’ 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO., 17 Warren St., N. Y. 

Sam Lovel's Camps. 
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fokkst 
and Stream. 
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“NEW SCHULTZE” 
Smokeless Shotgun Powder 

The Old Time Favorite 

HARD GRAIN 
SMOKELESS 

UNIFORM 
CLEAN BURNING 

STABILITY GUARANTEED 

Loaded in All First-Class Shells 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR 

“NEW SCHULTZE” 
A Powder for the Most Critical 

Made in America by Americans 

E. 1. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°o 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun. No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
berrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 

• ha71i^rehauedvM q.Vantity °£ these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price Of Jp.oo each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten- 
ms and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO„_ 10 Warren Street. NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

HUNTSM 

Keep 

conditi 

52-P 
JOSE 

When writing say you 
"Forest and Stream.” 

fcfcD DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

Jock mechanism in perfect 

Booklet 

saw the adv. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

on the various teams, and found them to average from 
37 to 40 years, showing that rifle practice has held the 
attention and interest of men longer than any other 
feature of military life. Large numbers of these men are 
prominent and influential citizens in their respective 
homes, and come from all the professions and vocations 
of life. To be a good rifle shot requires accurate, scien¬ 
tific study, and the most exemplary habits. The man 
must have control of himself, and his nerves must be in 
the very best condition. Capt Hyde concludes: “None 
of the men that I saw on any of the teams showed the 
least evidence of dissipation. I urge upon every officer 
and enlisted man in the State the great importance of 
availing themselves of the opportunity of becoming a 
good marksman.” 

North Carolina was represented at the national rifle 
matches for the first time at Camp Perry in 1907. Writ¬ 
ing his observations to the War Department, Team Cap¬ 
tain W. L. McGhee suggests that shower baths and street 
lights should be installed at Camp Perry. The men of 
his team are deeply interested and enthusiastic over their 
work, and nearly every member desires to return in 1908. 
Practically every man who has a chance' to practice on 
the State range will endeavor to get on the team this 
year. He recommends three or four days’ preliminary 
practice instead of two days. 

In conclusion he says: “This report would be in¬ 
complete if it failed to mention the perfect harmony and 
good fellowship which existed among the numerous 
teams at the shoot. Although entire strangers at first, 
they soon mingled and became the best of friends. I 
regard the time and means spent at Camp Perry as the 
best investment we could possibly have made for the 
North Carolina National Guard.” 

Col. E. S, Bryant, the Ohio team captain, suggested 
that each team be permitted to furnish, purchase and 
use their own ammunition. If Government ammunition 
is to be used, then two kinds should be manufactured. 
He said the present service load is very good for short 
and midrange and rapid fire, and not for the long range. 
The National Board has provided that Government am¬ 
munition shall be used exclusively in the next national 
matches. 

New York Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Feb. 14.—Scores made on the ring target 
in Zettler gallery to-day follow: 

B Zettler . 

G Ludwig 
J C Bonn 

J Schmitt . 
H B Michaelsen.. 
C A Niemeyer.... 
R Schwanemann.. 
J Gute . 
F V Ronn . 
F Facompre . 
G Heidelberger .. 
D J Peper ....... 
H D Meyer. 
C Sievers ...j. 
G W Offermann.. 
A Beckmann .. 
N C L Beversten.452 
H Mesloh . 
J G Tholke. 
Dr Chas. Grosche 
O Schwanemann.. 
H Hesse . 
C Elfers . 
H Heineike . 

it 
C Plump . 
H D Gobbes. 
H H Kahrs... 

Bullseye target: 
Chas Sievers .... 

O Schwanemann 
F Facompre ... 
H Nordbruch .. 
D Dede . 

474 A W Lemcke. .... 440 
474 W Meyer. 
473 L Korado . 
472 F Bund . 
470 J N Herrmann .... 432 
468 T H Hainhorst ... .... 432 
468 w Ullrich . 
461 F Schnaue . 
460 H Nordbruch . 
460 C Bresch . 
459 H Decker . 
459 C Mann . 
458 1 Thalmann . ... 
457 C Schmitz . 
455 G Wehrenberg ... ....425 
454 T C Brinckman... 
454 F Hetzel . 
453 D Ficken . 
452 J N Fanges . 
452 J , H Kroeger. 
451 W Lohmann. 
451 C Glandorf . 
450 w Dahl . 
449 II Offermann . .... 413 
448 F Schetz . 

. 446 II Hoenish . 
, 445 G A Lielienthal ... 

444 C Roffmann . 
443 TI W Kohrn . 
442 A F Schmidt. 

. 442 II Doscher . 
441 W Schafer . 
441 A Jantzen . 

16% G Ludwig . .. 35% 
23% H Heinecke . .. 36 
26 1 Gute . .. 38 
32 II D Gobber . .. 47 
32 C Roffmann . .. 56 
33 H Hesse . .. 60% 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill, Feb. 15.—The weekly competition of 
the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at its range 
to-day, and notwithstanding the southwest gale which 
prevailed, the attendance was better than for some time. 

Several members tried the 1,000yds. range in the 
morning with fair results, considering the conditions. 
1 he requisite allowance for elevation was 16ft. less than 
last week. R. L. Dale was high at this distance with 39. 

rl. £. ruck led the offhand match with 86, C. B. 
Pratt coming in for a slice of the honors, as his 84 was 
made with a .25-20 rifle. 

The heavy .downpour of rain drenched the targets so 
that the pasters would not adhere, and new targets had 
to be substituted. 

The range will be open for an all-day shoot Feb. 22, a 
revolver team match being one of the principal events. 
Prizes will also be given in the offhand and military 
matches. All matches open to all comers. The scores: 

Offhand practice match: H. E. Tuck 86, 82; C. B. 
Pratt 84; F. Carter, military, 82; R. L. Dale, military, 80; 
J. Busfield. 80; M. T. Day, 78; T. E. Lynch, 75. 

Long-range rifle match. 1,000yds.: R. L. Dale, 39, 27; 
W. Charles, 38, 37; O. E. Gerrish, 32, 24; F. Daniels, 
3l, 26. 

Military rifle medal match: W. R. Murphy, 45. 45. 
Pistol practice match: O. E. Gerrish, 84, 84, 82. 
Pistol medal match: W. C. Elliott, 76. 

Mr. A. Hubalek, the winner of the recent .22-Caliber 
Indoor Rifle League championship, was equipped with a 
Stevens rifle fitted with Stevens telescope. The telescope 
is winning its way on its merits into universal use. 
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name plate guarantees the quality and correctness of model, 
for free.illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

TOWN CANOE CO., 221 Middle St.. Old Town, Me. 

Wl) 

Where, When and How to Catch 

Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 
By Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 

John Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla. 
With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 
Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this hook, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives 
a very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 
from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the 
most value to the angler who desires to identify the fish 
he takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish 
shown in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, 
are very beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are 
cuts showing portions of the fishing tackle which the 
author uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FCREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
5 Mighty Satisfactory 

..!—. The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple, Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful 

[_ “GOOD AS EVKR, after 10 years of ser- 
vice." That's the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 

THE STRELINGER 
"4 Cye.—1 to 4 Oyl.) 

TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strclinger 
comes aboard. 

*25 to *2,500 
motors 

We carry in stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P 

Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,’* “Fetch and Carry, etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. Heel. Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 

ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Mullins Steel Boats Can’t Sink 

Send*for catalog of Motor boats, Marine Engines, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 
THE W. H. MULLINS COMPANY, 120 Franklin Street. Salem^Ohio.__ 

Houseboats and Houseboating f 
BY ALBERT BRADLEE HUNT 

A volume devoted to a new outdoor field, which has for its puipose 

three objects: 

FIRST—To make known the opportunities American waters afford for enjoyment of 

houseboating life. 

SECOND—To properly present the development which houseboating has attained in 

this country. 

THIRD—To set forth the advantages and pleasures of houseboating in so truthful a 

manner that others may become interested in the pastime. 

The book contains forty specially prepared articles by owners and designers of well- 

known houseboats, and is beautifully illustrated with nearly 200 line and half-tone 

reproductions of plans and exteriors and interiors. A most interesting chapter is devoted 

to houseboating in England. 

Outdoor people, and, above all, city people, will be greatly interested in this volume. 

The people of the United States are turning more and more toward an open-air life in 

summer, yet the lands accessible to centers of civilization are being taken up and utilized 

so rapidly that they are each year growing more and more expensive. 

The work is printed on extra heavy paper, and is bound in olive green buckram, 

price is $3.00 net. Postage 34 cents. 

The 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 

GAME NEAR LOS ANGELES. 

No other large city of the country is so close 
to the haunts of wild game, large and small, 
and to game fishing as is Los Angeles, says 
the Express of that city. This fact is empha¬ 
sized by a map and some literature just issued 
by a railway for the guidance of sportsmen who 
come to this region. 

The map, which was prepared from data 
furnished by Professor Charles Frederick 
Holder, shows the exact locality where all kinds 
of game and wildfowl may be found, as well as 
the best fishing grounds, from Santa Barbara to 
Lower California. 

Besides, to the northyast of Mount Lowe, 
bears are to be found in the vicinity of San 
Antonio peak, and south of Banning in the San 
Jacinto region. They are more numerous in 
the northwest part of Los Angeles county, along 
San Francisco Creek, and out in Santa Bar¬ 
bara county, in the San Rafael Mountains. 

Mountain lions and wildcats are numerous in 
some localities on the northern slope of the 
San Bernardino and San Gabriel ranges, in both 
Los Angeles and San Bernardino counties, 
while deer are found in the San Jacinto region, 
east of Caion Pass, on the north side of the 
Sierra Madre, in Los Angeles county, in the 
Santa Monica Mountains, and at a number of 
places in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties. 

A few antelope also are found in the. Sierra 
Pelona, in the northern part of Los Angeles 
county, and over the line in Kern county. 

Eagles and California condors are found in 
a few places, and such game as quail, doves, 
coyotes and foxes are very numerous along the 
foothills and in the mountains- of this entire 
region. 

Mountain sheep, which are becoming rare, are 
found across the international line in the moun¬ 
tains between the Pacific and the Gulf of Cali¬ 
fornia, south of San Diego. 

It is not necessary to go to Lake Tahoe for 
trout. They can be found in Bear Lake and 
Bear Creek, north of San Bernardino peak; 
while rainbow trout are numerous in many of 
the mountain streams along the San Gabriel 
and San Bernardino ranges. 

A FISHY STORY. 

A few days ago, says a Newfoundland paper, 
while Mr. Peter Kielly. of Petty Harbor, was 
splitting some fish which had been taken in his 
trap, he found in the stomach of one a tin of 
lobsters, in excellent condition. The can was 
opened in the stage room, and two of the as¬ 
sistants, so Mr. Kielly says, ate the contents, 
which were well preserved. The fish, no doubt, 
must have been large to swallow a tin of lobsters 
without mastication, and evidently came ashore 
for it. as lobsters are too high priced at present 
to be thrown overboard. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinned. Il¬ 
lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, bv Capt. Geo. S. Ander- 
' — Co ' — son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 

Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. R9ger D. Wil- 
Hams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 
Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days, by Geo. Bird Grinned. Nights with the Grizzlies 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, b> 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rum 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T 

]J. Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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KERSHEN’S TACKLE SHOP. 

wo or three sides of a square telephone pole 
tthe corner of East and Market streets are 
1 that Peter Kershen needs for his stock of 
sing tackle. Trifling it looks, but these lines, 
{g on nails and spikes on the pole, constitute 
[ shen’s store, in which he has not only made 
ving for himself and family, but has saved 

1 ugh to buy his own home at 64 Peralta 
knue, this city. A notable thing about it, too, 
Chat the telephone pole is the only one of 
kind on East street that was spared by the 
at fire. 
'eter Kershen used to be a sailor, says the 
1 Francisco Chronicle. That was nearly 
nty-one years ago, when he first came from 

.them Europe. Tiring of the sea, he laid 
ti supply of fishing lines and hooks and bait 
pi set up for himself on a box at the inter- 

ion of Market. Sacramento and East streets, 
ire a hundred thousand people pass every 

In the throng there always have been 
ay men, some with their wives or children, 
D stopped to buy fishing tackle and a can 
bait. Thus Kershen’s business thrived. But 
time came when there was no room for the 
box. and Kershen took to the telephone 

e, and he was in nobody’s way. 
ust off the trail of the hundred thousand, to 
left a dozen feet as you start to cross East 

>et to the ferry, Kershen and his queer store 
y be seen. On the sidewalk at the foot of 
pole are two or three buckets that contain 

11s and worms and other bait. These are 
ight by Kershen himself, who sometimes 
ts up shop—puts his fishing tackle away in 
>ox and stores it in a nearby fruit stand— 
ile he hies to places he well knows along the 

parves and gathers bait from the piles at low 
I:. Thrift and attention to the needs of his 
ttomers have kept Peter Kershen independent 
( a score of years. 

HUNTER’S DOG BRINGS HELP. 

t Louisville, Neb., dispatch to the Times says 
It Byron McNeally, after fifty-two hours in 
l old well, was saved yesterday by his dog. 
hile hunting on Friday, McNeally dropped 
lough the brush cover of a disused well 90 

ct deep. The dog’s antics attracted attention 
snday, and he was followed to the well. Mc¬ 
Nally will recover. 
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i HIGH GRADE f 
ENGLISH TACKLE^ 

My trade with American and Canadian * 

{Fishermen is now so large that I have * 

! published a * 
I . v 
.Special American Edition Z 

of My Catalogue Z 

Write at once for a copy. Sent Free, v 

J 
ADDRESS Z 

W. J CUMMINS z 
Dept. K * 

Fishing Tackle Maker V: 

Bishop Auckland England Z 

or****:<:« « « « « < < < 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 

Our 1908 Catalogues Now Ready 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition, Camp 

Goods and Fishing Tackle. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies 

Mailed free on request. 

... 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

Visit our Exhibit at the Sportsmen’s Show, 

February 20th—March 7th, New York. 

Steel FishindRods 

Take a “BRISTOL” with you on your next trip. 
Then you will know positively why “ BRISTOLS ” 
have for twenty years held the unquestioned fish- 
rod supremacy. “BRISTOLS” earned their repu¬ 
tation for reliability under all conditions. 

Where can you find an expert fisherman who 
does not know and love the “ feel” of a “ BRIS¬ 
TOL.” He knows that the “ BRISTOL” repre¬ 
sents not only the acme of skill in catching the 

wiliest nibblers, but also the 
acme of skill 'in landing the 
gamiest fighters. Every genu¬ 
ine rod has the word “BRIS¬ 
TOL” stamped on the handle. 

\ Look for it. Refuse imitations. 
Every “BRISTOL” guaran¬ 
teed for three years. 

Beautiful illustrated 
catalogue mailed free. 

THE 

Horton Mfg, Co. 
84 Horton Street 

Bristol, Conn. 

iH 

Assorted 12c STEEL RODS K£ $1.50 TROUT FLIES I2c STEEL RODS BE 
L hj h c Bait’6> 7> 8’8^feet; Fly’9> 9^’lo feet 

Automatic Red. $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Lin*. 

CHARLES DISCH, 
BROOKLYN, N. Y 318 FULTON STREET,  

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 

By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRADE MARK 
BETHABARA 

WOOD 
FAT'D JULY 9, 1907. 

YOU SAVE $8 
By Making Your Own 

“Bethabara Wood Rod 
We furnish the necessary Wood, Mount¬ 
ings, German Silver—everything justas we 
use them in our $15.00 Rods, for $7.00 

We have a special list showing these 
__ outfits of materials. 

M. A. SHIPLET, 133 South nth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show the author was self- 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. I his then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effective 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l" 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money back. Booklet FREE. 

Worth 

$10 RANCE HAM 

Special 30 Day 

Offer, 

*3.50 
is a Maine Guide of 40 years’ ex¬ 

perience. This rod is his idea of what 
fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 

' a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 
bait rod; Third, a perfect trolling and bait¬ 
casting rod all in one, by simply reversing the 

f handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
the best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 
portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 
line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 
in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 
joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
broad and absolute guarantee, for one year 
with each Rod. No responsibility on your 

.part. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 
the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 
we will return money. Tak«* us at our word 
_put us on our honor. This advertisement 

is a contract in itself, which protects all who 
accept it. Any court in the land could hold 
us to it. We repeat; Simply send us $3.50, 

' and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 
rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 
once and get your money back. Address 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
Dept. F*S., 90 Chambers Street, New York. 

Tents, Tackle, Guns, Sporting Goods. 

Catalogue for Stamps. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST ANL STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Headquarters Tarpon and Southern Tackle | 
OUR BOOKLET: £ 

“Tarpon, Tuna and Salt Water Angling’* lj* 
FREE UPON APPLICATION j« 

WILLIAM MILLS SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. j» 

JRADB 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle Importing Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 ^>0 ?AGE 

EDWARD vom HOFE C*T\TU£ 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

90-9! FUJ.TON.ST. ToRALL ANGLING 

Gold Medal, Highest Award ed St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1895. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street. - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good bearing* and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 
in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

When writing say you saw the ad. in “Fore^J and Stream.” 

American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

tv T o single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

1M the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 

about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives ti e best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 
About 6oo pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 

vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition dc luxe on hand made p iper, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 

Price, library edition, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
346 Broadway, Hew York 

Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close-fitting, comf 
able and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only in tl 
colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and Scarlet. 

Send ns your address for one of onr Gnn Catalogs 

THE H. H. K1FFE CO., 523 Broadway, If 

Trout dLi\d Bass Flic 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

IHUKI linDMAKI 4502 STE. CATHERINE STRt 
JUim nUnlTlflll, WESTMOUNT : QUE„ CANH 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAI1 
For Trout and Bass Fish 

No swivels required; "they 
so easy.” Made in seven di: 
ent size blades, 25 styles 
either Bucktail or feather 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, 

FISHING TACK 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at • 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest j 

S. DOERING & CO., 562 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. 

When writing say you saw the adv. 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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the object of this journal 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects, 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

THE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY’S WORK. 

About a year ago Congress attempted to 

abolish the Bureau of Biological Survey of the 

Agricultural Department. The effort aroused 

hot indignation among, agriculturists, scientific 

men and nature lovers and the effort was aband¬ 

oned. The Agricultural Appropriation Bill for 

that year contained a provision, directing the 

Secretary of Agriculture to investigate and re¬ 

port to Congress to what extent the work done 

by the Biological Survey is duplicated by any 

other department of the Government, and to 

what extent the work of the Survey is of practi¬ 

cal' value to agriculture. The Secretary’s report 

on these points is an interesting document. Its 

substance is that no part of the Biological Sur¬ 

vey’s work is duplicated by any other depart¬ 

ment of the Government, and that the work of 

the Survey is of great value to the agricultural 

interests of the country. 
This is divided into three branches: investi¬ 

gations of the economic relations of birds and 

mammals to agriculture; supervision of matters 

relating to game preservation and protection, 

and the importation of foreign birds and mam¬ 

mals; and finally, investigation of the geographic 

distribution of animals and plants. Of these 

various subjects the first is of the highest prac¬ 

tical interest because of the relations of birds 

to insects and of insects to agriculture, and also 

because of the destruction of live stock and 

crops by certain mammals. 

It has found that certain birds prey on the boll- 

weevil. that the woodpeckers are among the best 

friends of the forester and wood lot owner, that 

orioles, mockingbirds, cardinals, robins, many of 

our native sparrows, and the quail are of extra¬ 

ordinary value to the agriculturist as insect de¬ 

stroyers and seed eaters, and so ought to be 

protected. It has shown that hawks and owls 

are among our most useful wild birds, not only 

destroying small mammals that feed on crops, 

fruit trees and nursery stock, but also eating 

vast numbers of grasshoppers—the dreaded 

locust of a generation ago. 
It has done much toward protecting our 

waterfowl, toward the admission under proper 

restrictions of foreign game birds and eggs, and 

has prevented the introduction of dangerous 

birds and mammals. 

It has made many experiments in the effort 

to destroy the dangerous gnawing animals, such 

as rats, mice, gophers, ground squirrels and 

rabbits, which are so destructive to crops, besides 

being sometimes vehicles of disease, and has 

suggested practical methods of destroying wolves 

and coyotes in the West, to the great benefit of 

the Western stockmen. 
These are only a few of the excellent services 

performed by the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

Congress will do well if it shall extend the 

Bureau’s facilities for performing other useful 

work for the farmer by enlarging its appropria¬ 

tion. We have no more useful branch of the 

Government. 

GIFT TO M. F. AND G. P. ASSOCIATION. 

At the meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and 

Game Protective Association, held Feb. 20, at 

the Copley Square Hotel, Boston, the gift of 

$S.ooo from Mr. Ivers W. Adams to the associa¬ 

tion was announced. This generous gift is for 

the establishment of a fund the income of which 

is to be used for providing lectures “to be given 

before the members and their invited guests at 

regular or special meetings of each year, but not 

at annual banquets.” At the meeting the gen¬ 

erous gift was formally accepted and Mr. 

Adams received the cordial thanks of the asso¬ 

ciation. 
By an unfortunate error in our notice of the 

annual report of the association, printed in For¬ 

est and Stream of February 22, the remarks 

about sanctuaries were credited to Mr. Dutcher. 

As a matter of fact Mr. Dutcher spoke at the 

meeting, but on spring shooting. It was Mr. 

Brewster, the president of the association, best 

known as one of the United States’ first orni¬ 

thologists and also as an enthusiastic game pro¬ 

tector, who spoke so forcibly on the subject of 

sanctuaries. His remarks on such game refuges 

may profitably be read by all who are interested 

in game protection _ 

“PIOUS JEEMS.” 

The charming legends of the South which we 

print this week, related by “Pious Jeems, deal 

with what is in fact the oldest portion of the 

United States—that traveled over by the earliest 

Spanish and Portuguese explorers, Hernando 

De Soto and those who came immediately before 

and after him. It is well that these legends 

should find a new chronicler in “Pious Jeems,’ 

who, better than most men, is fitted to record 

them. 
Col. James Gordon is known to all save the 

youngest* generation of readers as a famous 

sportsman, planter, statesman and soldier. Few 

men are so familiar with life of the old South 

in the days before the war as Col. Gordon. I he 

owner of vast estates and many slaves, he also 

possessed the swiftest horses, the best dogs, the 

most modern arms and equipment. No eye so 

quick as his to stop the buzzing quail, no ears 

so keen to listen to the cry of the hounds and 

tell which way the fleeing buck or bear would 

direct his course. When the war between the 

States came on, Col. Gordon, at his own expense, 

raised and equipped a company of cavalry and 

was at once in the field, and fought through the 

long conflict to its bitter end. 

During the last days of the Confederacy, Col. 

Gordon was sent, abroad by Mr. Davis on a se¬ 

cret mission, and on his return was captured, es¬ 

caped from prison and went to Canada. He met 

J. Wilkes Booth, became implicated in the as¬ 

sassination plot and had a reward offered for 

his head, dead or alive. Not willing to rest un¬ 

der such an imputation, he asked for a safe con¬ 

duct to go to New York, and at the risk of his 

life to set his reputation right. Pie made the 

journey and after the matter was investigated 

was fully exonerated and released by Gen. Dix. 

Some years after the war Col. Gordon lost all 

his property. He came to Okolona, his present 

residence, without means, and by his own un¬ 

aided exertions re-established himself. He 

camped in the fields, and cut hay and made it 

himself. With a few Jersey cows he established 

a dairy, drove his own milk wagon and worked 

in the field before the dew was off the grass. 

This he continued until he had paid for his 

farm. 
Since then he has represented his fellow-citi¬ 

zens in the Senate of his native State, always 

with credit because of his forgetfulness of self. 

For many years the signature of “Pious 

Jeems” has been familiar to sportsmen. In the 

old days he wrote for Porter’s Spirit of the 

Times, and for thirty-five years he has been a 

more or less frequent contributor to Forest and 

Stream. The young men of the South as of 

the North will read with interest the accounts 

told by the veteran of things that happened be¬ 

fore they were born. 

As we go to press with this issue the an¬ 

nouncement comes of the death of Samuel Web¬ 

ber at his home in Charlestown, N. H., on Feb. 

23. He passed away as peacefully as he had 

lived, and one of his last utterances was an ex¬ 

pression of regret that he could no longer take 

part in the many friendly discussions in the col¬ 

umns of Forest and Stream. For a great many 

years he was a contributor, and the articles he 

wrote over his pen name “Von W.” were widely 

read and appreciated. 

* 

The unusual demands upon our columns this 

week compels us to defer until next week the 

publication of much interesting matter. Among 

this is the report of the proceedings of the 

North American Fish and Game Protective As¬ 

sociation, held at Albany. 
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LEGENDS OF THE GULF COAST 
By PIOUS JEEMS 

THE wonders and beauties of the Missis¬ 

sippi Gulf coast, although its history is 

filled with the romance of the centuries 

that followed the discoveries of Columbus, are 

little known to the great mass of Americans in 

the Eastern and Northeastern States. The 

building of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad 

was followed by the development of the great 

lumber interests and the work of Captain Jones 

in the building up of the city of Gulfport and 

the Ship Island Harbor which has no superior 

on the Atlantic coast. It is land locked and 

capable of sheltering from the storms all the 

navies of the world. It sheltered Packingham’s 

fleet in 1812 and Farragut’s fleet during the war 

between the States. And when the Panama 

canal is completed, with railroads’ uniting Lake 

Michigan with the Gulf of Mexico, it will be 

the greatest artery of trade through the States, 

and a coaling and provision station for trans- 

Atlantic commerce passing through the canal to 

the Pacific, making the Gulf of Mexico to 

America what the Mediterranean is to Europe. 

The harbor of Ship Island was first used by 

Le Moyne d’Iberville, the pioneer of French 

colonization of the gulf coast and founder of 

the Province of Louisiana. With a small fleet 

of two thirty-gun frigates and two little tenders 

(traversiers) he cast anchor in the harbor Feb. 

10, 1699. Selecting a site for a port at old 

Biloxi, now Ocean Springs, he founded a colony 

which he left in command of Sanville de le Vilan- 

tray, and in May returned to France. Twenty 

years afterward the port was moved to the 

site of the present city of Biloxi, which has 

experienced many changes of flag and of suze¬ 

rainty during its two centuries of existence. 

First under the French for sixty years, then it 

was transferred to Great Britain for twenty, 

next Spain held it for twenty years more, then 

for sixteen years it was disputed ground until 

the claim of the United States was acknowl¬ 

edged in 1819. For four years, from 1861 to 

1865, it was held by the Confederates, with the 

exception of a few hours when it was. in pos¬ 

session of Captain Melancthon Smith, whose 

fleet was kept off for a considerable time by 

a few sandbags upon which were logs painted 

to resemble columbiads commanding the en¬ 

trance to the bay. Finally Captain Smith sent 

a flag of truce ashore, when the ruse was dis¬ 

covered, but he did not stay long where he had 

gained nothing but the laughter of the old men 

and women of the towm as well as the sailors 

of the fleet. 

Four miles west of Biloxi is Beauvoir, the 

home of the late Jefferson Davis, now given by 

the sons of Confederate veterans as a home for 

the veterans of the Confederacy. The brightest 

pearl that ever shone by the whispering waves 

that kissed the beach seashore was Winnie 

Davis, the beloved daughter of the Confederacy. 

And as I stood there by the shore and listened 

to the voice of the murmuring sea, I could see 

again in memory the loved ones of this beauti¬ 

ful home on my last visit to Beauvoir before 

our great chief had crossed over the river to 

rest under the shade of the tree of life ever¬ 

lasting. I hope an old soldier who loved his 

chief may be forgiven for wandering off amid 

the waste fields of memory. 

Ocean Springs, one of the beautiful bathing 

resorts on the back bay of Biloxi, is noted as 

the original site of Fort Biloxi as well as for its 

famous springs. An Indian tradition concern¬ 

ing this place, taken by the United States com¬ 

missioner who sat at old Yazoo, will interest 

the archaeologist. This extract from the record 

concerns Hia-tubbe, sworn by Ellis, interpreter: 

“I am very old; the largest pine is not older 

than I. See! my limbs shake like the leaves 

when the wind blows.” 

“How old are you?” 

“Count the circles in the big timber, the 

wrinkles in my face, the white hairs on my 

head, the deer that I have slain, the scalps in 

my father’s lodge.” 

“Were you born in this village?” 

“My father’s fire was where the water looked 

like the grass of the prairie, and our venison 

needed no. salt.” 

“Can you name the place where the lodge of 

your father stood ?” 

“Where the pale warriors first came on the 

backs of big black birds with white wings 

(ships).” 

“Did you see them?” 

“They were gone. I saw their graves, and 

the fire of their camps, and the pale papooses 

(half-breed children), and their speaking weap¬ 

ons (guns) that they left among the Choctaws.” 

“Do you visit the big, green waters of •youth?” 

“The squaws and papooses go there.” 

“Why do they go there?” 

“In search of E-ca-na-cha-hap, the holy drink 

of the Great Spirit.” 

This aged Indian belonged to the Pascagoula 

band of Choctaws and was carried in infancy 

to the Moyabusha old towns, a very remark¬ 

able locality in the country of Nashoba, the 

chief seat in former times of the powerful and 

war-like Choctaws, and gray with lapse of ages. 

From this legend it seems that it was the habit 

of the Indians to visit the seashore for the bene¬ 

fit of the “holy drink,” as Ocean Springs were 

originally called. 

Pascagoula, another of the beautiful summer 

retreats of the sea coast, was in ante-bellum 

days the most fashionable resort of the plant¬ 

ing aristoracy of Alabama and Mississippi. Here 

may be heard the mysterious music of the gulf 

coast, about which much has been written in 

prose and verse, and many conjectures made 

as to its origin. Some persons ascribe it to 

a kind of drum fish or conch; others repudiat¬ 

ing this theory on the ground that no fish are 

found here not common all along the coast, 

claim as the cause the peculiar formation of the 

bay and the action of wind and tide. Others 

contend that it is occasioned by the ebb and flow 

of tide water over coral beds on the bottom, 

but as there are no coral beds or reefs known 

to exist here that theory amounts to nothing. 

Let the causes be what they may, the mys¬ 

terious music is no myth, being often heard 

along the shore and out on the deep waters of 

the bay. It is impossible for pen to describe 

this wonderful phenomenon, as it is a thing al¬ 

together too intangible. Fancy yourself on a 

still night upon the seashore or sitting in a boat 

upon the quiet gulf gazing into the briny depths 

of the sleeping waves, at the sparkling stars 

mirrored in the pea-green water,' when, softly 

tremulous and low, from afar out upon the 

water, dulcet tones not unlike the sweet strains 

of an yEolian harp, come floating upon the 

ambient air, breathing a bewitching strain of 

melody. Soft and low it comes at first as if 

the weird musician was stealing an echo from 

some distant shore. Then gliding noiselessly by, 

passes overhead, changing to the droning of a 

bagpipe, then becomes the melancholy wail of 

a lost spirit. Gradually it rises in circles, higher 

and -higher, clearer and brighter, like a skylark 

among the clouds, yet warbling not with voice 

of bird, but rather like some instrument from 

the celestial choir, until growing fainter and 

sweeter it loses itself among the stars. Then 

slowly it returns downward, nearer and nearer, 

and you are inundated with a shower of heav¬ 

enly melodies to the right, to the left, over¬ 

head, underfoot, from the highest treble to the 

lowest bass. Always keeping perfect time, the 

invisible musician, deftly touching his heavenly 

lyre with softest cadence, floods the air, the 

earth and sea with soul-enrapturing melodies; 

yet following no set rules, playing no known 

airs. The hearer is held spellbound, transfixed 

with its magic sweetness, until it seems to die 

away of its own soft melody, leaving in the heart 

a memory as of voices from the spirit land. 
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Such was the song of lament sung by the 

mermaids under Oman’s green sea when the 

beautiful Ninda lay dead in the pearl beds 

among the rosy-lipped shells. The same sad 

music has been heard in the wail of the Ocean- 

ides who, with tossing arms and heaving breast 

bemoaned the fate of Prometheus chained to 

the rock where the vultures dipped their gory 

beaks into his quivering vitals. It is the song 

of the Lorelei as she twines her snowy arms 

around the form of the fated mariner who sinks 

to death clinging to the kisses of her lips. It 

is the music the Syrens sung, when Ulysses, to 

escape their wiles, filled his ears with wax. 

There is nothing new on earth, and even the 

fabulous story of Ulysses is proved to be not 

all a myth, for the mysterious music of our gulf 

shore can still be heard, and its source is still 

unaccounted for, except by an Indian legend 

which runs thus: 

Long ago, before the fleets of Bienville had 

whitened the bay with their sails, Altama, a 

roung chief of the Pascagoulas, with his beau¬ 

tiful bride Anola, together with a large num¬ 

ber of braves and maidens of the tribe, had 

assembled under the large oaks in the spring 

rime shortly after nightfall. The crescent moon 

rung high above them; the bright stars sparkled 

ike gems in the blue vault of heaven and glinted 

iown through the branches of the immense oaks 

which served as a shelter from the damp night 

lir. A light wind blew from off the gulf and 

raised the whitecaps on the bay to chase each 

Dther onward to the shore. Breaker after 

weaker dashed upon the beach or in subdued 

rhunder met with harder shock the bluff almost 

beneath the feet of those who had gathered to 

relebrate the nuptials of their chief. The 

torches had been lit, a grand feast prepared, 

md while in the midst of the festivities of the 

occasion, the appalling warwhoop of their 

dreaded foes, the powerful Biloxis, came down 

ike a tornado upon the happy and unsuspecting 

issemblage. 

The brave Pascagoulas sprang up with a 

vhoop of desperation. They fought like demons, 

hough the conflict was of short duration, and a 

housand braves lay dead upon the field. Only 

ibout fifty of the’ heroic Pascagoulas remained 

dive, but they were masters of the situation. 

The few remaining Biloxis, unable to prolong 

he contest, had retired a short distance, and a 

;hout of victory rang- through the forest from 

he remaining Pascagoulas. Altama endeavored 

o rally his men for the pursuit and extermina- 

, :ion of the remnant of their retreating foes. 

3ut hark! What sound is that which now 

neets their ears? It is a shout of de- 

iance, and comes from a large force. The. 

3iloxis had received reinforcements and were 

ibout to renew the fight. Altama knew his star 

lad set forever. Calling his few remaining 

iraves around him he said: 

“My braves, you have fought nobly, but our 

oes are too strong for us. Three hundred of 

he flower of our tribe who but an hour ago 

vere full of joy and mirth now lie cold in death. 

The wails of their squaws and mothers can be 

leard on the other side of the bay. The bodies 

>f our foes outnumber us nearly two to one. 

<Tet as numerous as shells on yonder shore they 

:ome fresh from the wigwams of their tribe 

is our exterminators. We are too weak to give 

hem battle. Our time is short. Shall we 

patiently await their coming and be made cap¬ 

tives? Shall our eyes witness the wives and 

maidens of our tribe grace the wigwams of our 

enemies? Altama will never see it. You came 

to celebrate my nuptials with the beautiful 

Anola. The celebration is ended. Who will 

follow me? Altama has spoken.” 

Grasping a burning torch the young chief 

commenced his death chant and started for the 

edge of the bluff. Anola, with torch in hand, 

BILL SYKES’ 
In early days, when the first stage line ran 

through the now rich Judith Basin, Bill Sykes, 

after spending his last dollar in Chicago Joe’s 

Hurdy Gurdy, took a job as stock tender at 

a lone stage statioh in the Basin. 

In his’ young days Bill had left old Mexico 

with a large band of horses that he had rounded 

up while their Mexican owners were celebrat¬ 

ing one of their numerous saint days. Bill’s 

herd was big. It was hard work to make them 

take to the swollen muddy waters of the ‘Rio 

Grande, and by the time Bill was a hundred 

yards or so out in the river a band of enraged 

Mexicans appeared on shore, behind the swim¬ 

ming, snorting, bobbing herd, and warm lead 

and bad language followed Bill like a Kansas 

hail storm and cyclone combined. 

Bill and his treasure reached the Texas shore 

with nothing more than a good bath, and as 

he reached the bank he swung his old hat and 

bade good-bye forever to the cursing citizens 

and rich pastures of old Mexico. He was too 

well known ever to return. Dealing in wet 

horses was a gentlemen’s occupation in those 

days. Bill pointed north with his herd in front, 

and some of the wild oats of youth behind him. 

Being too quick, and a trifle previous with 

a gun, Bill was later obliged to emigrate still 

further north, until he struck the band of steel 

then pushing west from Omaha. Here he took 

to buffalo hunting to supply food to the work¬ 

ing, drinking, fighting mob which follows a rail¬ 

road in the course of construction. 

He followed the buffalo as they slowly but 

surely receded north, and was in at the last 

stand near the Missouri, as the last of the herds 

that once darkened the plains fell before the 

shots of a Sharps .45-120-500. Bill knew the 

whole country from the Canadian boundary 

down into old Mexico, but he took his first 

job and did his first work for another than him¬ 

self at the stage station in the Judith Basin. 

He hung the old Sharps on two pegs over his 

bunk, and in the long waits for the daily stage 

he fell to wondering where, and- for what, all 

the money had gone that the old Sharps had 

earned for him, but the only thing that Bill 

could make out of the riddle was that about 

nine-tenths of all his hard earned coin had gone 

for whiskey. 

Bill climbed on top of the stage barn and 

gazed out over the rich grazing land and fine 

streams that stretched away for miles on every 

side. Many times had he camped near there 

and seen the game moving in every direction. 

Now the game was gone forever. As his eye 

was at his side instantly; the rest followed. 

Hand in hand, with torches held aloft and chant¬ 

ing that solemn dirge, this little band marched 

to their death. Altama and his bride were the 

first to disappear over the bluff, and when the 

last torch went out of sight and the waters of 

their native bay closed over them, the wild 

waves caught up the mournful anthem, and from 

the spirit land it still is borne and wafted by 

the night winds to their once happy homes. 

POST OFFICE 
swept the deserted plain he saw a little cloud 

of dust rising away off on the brow of a hill, 

and soon he made out a band of sheep, followed 

by a wreck of humanity and a sheep dog. Bill 

turned his eyes away in contempt, for your old- 

timer hates sheep, and some few miles off he 

saw a cowpuncher coming toward the station. 

The country was surely settling up when you 

could see people in two directions at the same 

time, and Bill’s mind was soon made up. Here 

he would plant his stakes and start a saloon. 

A ten-mule freight team, emigrating to old 

Fort Benton or the Canadian Northwest, came 

along and Bill hired the driver to haul a set 

of house logs from the mountains, a day’s travel 

away. Bill built his saloon log upon log and 

covered it with poles and a sod roof. He wrote 

to some of the old traders who used to stake 

him to a winter’s supply in the buffalo days, 

and they were only too glad to furnish him all 

the whiskey and saloon jewelry he wanted. He 

prospered from the start, and Bill Sykes’ saloon 

became a place where roving trappers, stage 

people, cowboys, sheep herders and horse 

thieves congregated to wash the alkali dust out 

of their throats and talk about the new cattle 

and sheep companies coming into the new coun¬ 

try—the old buffalo range. 

They asked Bill to establish a post office, and 

he, being willing to make his place as popular 

as possible, consented. He shoved a beer box 

on the counter against the wall and it made a 

box office to suit the times. 

One day as Bill took the mail sack from the 

coach, slapped it on the counter and commenced 

to sort and store the mail in the holes of the 

beer box, a big pompous man, with a white 

shirt and stand-up collar, crawled out of the 

Concord coach and came oyer to the saloon 

and stood looking at Bill sorling the mail. 

Bill was behind the counter with a red Cali¬ 

fornia overshirt on, and his sleeves rolled up to 

the elbows, while artistically arranged on the 

shelves behind stood bottles of. whiskey, brandy, 

gin and beer. 

The great United States mail was scattered 

over the counter, and Bill, with wrinkled brow 

and serious mien, was trying to cipher the hiero¬ 

glyphics that disfigured the envelopes in the 

ordinary mail sack. Bill could read game sign 

at a watering hole or brands on a cayuse more 

readily than he could the scrawl of an Eastern 

school marm to an infatuated cowpuncher. The 

great man in the door advanced, and in polite, 

icy, condescending tone inquired if this was a 

saloon. 
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.. infens mflai• auetn ^ 

Fitnieub incjlmuc aajlrifla, cpue premiere neuit- 

a'Mttre, Jed in r'tgas mjetre pnqmyuas, 

Euemere, eta, Indu . vie cum cenferre penta. 

From an old print 

CORMORANTS FISHING, 

in the possession of Russell W. Woodward. 

“She are,’: 

he shoved a 

was Bill’s reply, as with one paw, 

wildcat Eastern magazine addressed 

fell upon the scene, 

had never tackled. 

to a sheepherder into the beer box, and with 

the other he waved at the row of bottles on the 

shelves. “She certainly are a saloon. There's 

old Eldorado and McBrayer. I have a cheaper 

and stronger grade that will make an Injun 

howl, a cowpuncher curse, and a tenderfoot 

tackle a grizzly bear with a pot-metal .22 pistol 

like most of ’em carries.” 
The stranger gazed at Bill’s unabashed face 

as if to impress him with the solemnity of the 

occasion and again inquired. 

“And this is also a post office?” 

“She sure is that,” was Bill’s confident reply. 

“The only post office between Helena and Cow 

Island. I was thinking of putting in Climax 

plug, and overalls soon. What can I do for 

you?” and Bill for the first time looked closely 

at his would-be customer. 

“I am an inspector of the post office depart¬ 

ment,” said the big man, drawing himself up 

to his full height and looking Bill full in the 

eye. “Don’t you know it is against the rules 

and regulations of the department to run a 

saloon and post office in the same building?” 

“You don’t say so!” was Bill’s reply as he 

sized up his man and took his measure in an 

instant. Bill had burned too much powder to 

have his nerve shaken by a white shirt. “You 

don't say so! I supposed the more business you 

crowd into an old shack the better the shack. 

I was thinking of putting in a faro table to keep 

the boys entertained while they was here, but 

you shake my nerve some, now.” 

The inspector moved up to the bar and glar¬ 

ing Bill full in the eye he struck the counter 

with his fist and roared: 

“You must either move this saloon or move 

this post office; and move it at once.” 

For an instant a silence 

This was something Bill 

Slowly he walked from behind the bar, care¬ 

fully and cautiously he took up the beer box 

post office; then walking to the door he heaved 

the post office into the middle of the road. 

“Partner,” said Bill with a gulp in his throat 

as he took his place behind the bar, “your bluff 

Ownership Not Questioned. 

A Californian who was out hunting one day 

was on his way home empty handed when he 

discovered a lot of tame pigeons on the roof 

of a barn. He offered the owner of the barn 

seventy-five cents for a single shot at them. 

The man took the money and the hunter blazed 

away, killing twelve birds. He was starting 

away with the birds when the owner of them 

happened along and told him he must pay five 

dollars for his fun or go to jail. The hunter 

began to berate the owner of the barn, but the 

latter said: 

“You did not ask me if I owned the pigeons, 

and when you offered seventy-five cents for a 

shot at the birds I simply told you I had no 

objection to your shooting at them once if you 

wanted to. And I didn’t.” 

EMPEROR CLAUDIUS COURT AND THE WHALE. 

From* the Woodward collection. 

is good, and your post office moved.” Pulling 

a bottle from under the bar he slapped it down 

on the counter and said: 

“Stranger, there is more good money in this 

old black bottle in one minute than there is 

in your post office in a year. Take your post 

office, and if you wish any help to keep it mov¬ 

ing. take a drink of this whiskey with me. She 

will brace your nerve and make your post office 

lighter.” 

The inspector had to eat crow and talk gentle 

to Bill for a whole day to get him to reconsider 

the post office business. He had supposed there 

were iadies in the community, and perhaps timid 

people who would hesitate to enter a saloon. 

However, under the conditions they would over¬ 

look the aforesaid rules and Bill could keep his 

beer box post office in the same old place if 

he would promise at some future time to erect 

a building, when his customers and patrons 

should get more particular. J. B. M. 

P 



Tales of the Skunk. 
Columbus, Ohio, Feb. n.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have been greatly interested in the 

various articles in your paper relating to that 

interesting bird, the skunk and his habits. They 

awake responsive memories of the long ago, 

when I had some interesting experiences which 

are very funny to me now, but which were not 

so funny at the time. 

Many years ago I lived in a little village in 

Wisconsin. I had a friend about my age whose 

father’s farm was situated half a mile outside 

the corporate limits of the village find I fre¬ 

quently went home with him to spend the night. 

One evening at the supper table his mother 

said, “There’s something killing my chickens and 

eating the eggs. I wish you boys could get 

that old box trap in the barn and set it.” I 

said nothing, but after supper was over I went 

out and got tfye trap, put a new string in it, 

baited it with the head of a chicken, and set it 

near the hen house. 

Next morning I awoke at daylight and at once 

thinking of mV trap went to the window and 

looked out. The trap was sprung. I thought 

I would not disturb the folks at that time of 

the day, but would go down and get the animal 

out, whatever it might be, and surprise all hands 

at. the breakfast table with my capture. Ac¬ 

cordingly I put on my clothes, which by the 

way, consisted of a brand new blue flannel suit, 

felt my way down stairs and out to the trap. 

When I peeped in through the hole in the 

top I saw at once that I had caught a most 

beautiful little animal, black as jet, with a white 

stripe along his side. Of course I recognized 

it, and began to wonder what I was going to 

do with it. Old mephitis seemed perfectly at 

home and peaceable, looked up at me through 

the hole and wiggled his nose very sociably, but 

I had my suspicions. I could not afford to let 

him go, but how to kill him I did not know. 

Finally I hit upon the most foolish expedient 

that a boy ever did. I knew he would not “let 

go’’ unless I disturbed him. 

Leaning against the hen house was a spade 

which the hired man had ground, as sharp as 

a spade could be ground, for the purpose of cut¬ 

ting roots when grubbing out second growth 

timber. This I took with me and with the trap 

carried gently under my arm, went up to the 

orchard. My plan was to set the trap down, 

lift up the lid, and when my friend stuck his 

head out, cut it off with the spade. Accord¬ 

ingly I set the trap down carefully, straddled it 

and lifted the lid just about three inches. The 

skunk seemed perfectly contented, and in no 

hurry to come out of his new quarters, but 

finally he put his head out and looked up at me 

with his little black eyes. Down came the spade 

on his neck and about the same instant there 

was something doing in that box. 

Great Scott! Talk about your San Juan Hill 

or Gettysburg with their clouds of smoke and 

sulphurous gases. They were nothing compared 

to the engagement I found myself involved in. 

Tffe atmosphere surrounding me would have 

stopped a town clock. I could not breathe. The 

tears ran out of my eyes and I was, to say the 

least, very much embarrassed. However, as he 

had thus basely betrayed my confidence I was 

bound to put his distillery out of commission if 

I had to stay there all summer, so with stream¬ 

ing eyes I rode on that spade until his light 

went out. 

When I got back to the house the folks were 

just getting up and they smelt me when I was 

coming in the gate. Such a time. They threw 

some old clothes out of the window for me and 

I went out to the barn and dressed. There was 

a healthy flavor about my person, you may be 

sure, but the folks let me in and accustomed 

themselves to it. My new blue flannel suit was 

ruined and it was a long time before I heard 

the last of my peep o’ day engagement with a 

skunk. If he withheld any of his scent as some- 

of your correspondents say he can, I did not 

notice it at the time. J- J- B. 

Biloxi, Miss., Feb. 5.—Editor forest and 

Stream: When I was a boy a skunk was dis¬ 

covered in the cellar under the house. My 

father moved things away from the box behind 

which it was resting, being very careful to make 

as little disturbance as possible, and when the 

way was clear, he picked up the skunk by the 

tail and carried it away from the house with 

no suggestion of odor. I, myself, have caught 

three skunks in that manner, and had no trouble 

with them. In the instance quoted by Mr. 

Spears, it should be noted that the animal had 

been seized by the dog before making trouble. 

Once when I had a live skunk by the tail, I 

•handed it to a companion—now a grave pro¬ 

fessor in an Eastern university—to hold while 

I hunted for a club to kill it with. My friend 

was more kindhearted than I, and thinking the 

skunk must be in a very uncomfortable position, 

he allowed it to rest its fore feet on the ground 

instead of holding it clear. I shall never forget 

the unkind remarks which followed immediately. 

Those who are familiar with skunks know 

that they are absolutely without fear of man, 

and that they have great curiosity. More than 

once I have induced them to follow me several 

rods until I could get them where I wanted to 

kill them, and twice they have come up within 

a foot of me when I have been sitting still. If 

one will move about slowly and quietly, always 

edging a little closer, the skunk will usually 

stand facing him with its tail either erect or 

curved over its back in just the position for 

reaching over and grasping it quickly. The 

skunks do not need to be “trained” as Mr. Mc- 

Candless suggests, for the trick can be done 

with the common or garden variety with little 

difficulty or danger. The only essential things 

are to move slowly, and when the skunk is 

grasped, to hold it perfectly free from anything 

which it can reach with its feet or teeth. ' 

S. M. Tracy. 

Curious Old Prints. 

Through the kindness of Mr. Russell Wood¬ 

ward, of Elizabeth, N. J., we are permitted 

this week to print two curious and interesting 

old prints from de Brie. 

One of the earliest books of travel printed 

is that of Theodore de Brie, which was known 

as “Collectiones Perigrinationum in Indiam 

Orientalem et Occidentalem” (Frankfort-011- 

the-Main, 1590). De Brie was a goldsmith, 

engraver and painter, who in 1570 established 

a printing and engraving house at Frankfort-on- 

the-Main. Here he gave to the world many 

books which he and his two sons illustrated. 

The most famous of these is the one above 

named. We have more than once printed re¬ 

productions of de Brie’s illustrations of the 

Florida Indians, but he did not confine himself 

to America, for as the title of the book goes, it 

was East India as well as West, or the India 

of the new world. 

Of these prints the first is perhaps the earliest 

picture ever made of the practice so well known 

in the Orient, of using cormorants to catch fish. 

In parts of China these birds to-day are trained 

to fish for their owners, and the practice has 

often been described. In rare instances white 

men have taught cormorants this lesson and 

many years ago a correspondent of Forest and 

Stream described a team of tame cormorants 

which he had possessed. 

The Latin legend under the engraving may 

be very roughly translated somewhat as fol¬ 

lows : “Happy India has a bird after the fashion 

of a goose, which when its gullet is made nar¬ 

row by a string around the neck, knows how 

to capture fishes. It is taught by the Indians 

not to swallow them, but to bring them to the 

adjacent shore, to disgorge them and thus to 

collect food.” 

The second print tells of the capture by the 

Emperor Claudius of a whale at Ostia in south¬ 

ern Italy, and of the spectacle furnished to the 

Roman populace by battles between the levia¬ 

than and the soldiers. 

A rough translation of the legend would be 

somewhat as follows: “A whale becomes 

stranded on the point of Ostia. Claudius in¬ 

closes the shore with nets and barriers. The 

soldiery often fight the whale from boats. The 

joyful Roman citizens watch this spectacle.” 

Ruffed Grouse and Lynx. 

Cornwall Bridge, Feb. 5.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: A farmer in Sharon, Conn., recently 

saw what he supposed were tracks of a lynx, 

and following them across an old brush pasture 

he found where the lynx had eaten four .par¬ 

tridges. 

I saw eight deer here at one time during the 

winter and five on another day, about five or 

six weeks ago. F. A. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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What Became of a Wounded Duck. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

From time to time I have seen articles in your 

paper regarding the mysterious disappearance 

of wounded ducks. A great majority of writers 

and observers are of the opinion that they es¬ 

cape capture by diving and clinging to weeds 

and other bottom growth. I wish, therefore, to 

tell of a case that recently came under my ob¬ 

servation that may possibly throw more light 

on this little understood subject. 

On a stormy day last December, while hunt¬ 

ing black ducks with a friend on a certain marsh 

in the lower Connecticut valley, we had the 

good luck to kill nine during the morning. 

Shortly before noon, the rain ceased, the ducks 

stopped flying, and after an hour’s wait without 

seeing a bird, we decided that home was the 

proper place for us, and had about prepared to 

launch the boat and take in the decoys, when 

we espied a pair of ducks away off to the east¬ 

ward. 

Fortunately they were headed our way and see¬ 

ing our decoys, came within good range, when 

we downed them both, a male and a female. We 

at once saw that but one had been killed out¬ 

right, and as the other, the duck, began to swim 

out of range, we immediately launched the boat 

and started in pursuit. As we came within 

shooting distance and my companion raised his 

gun to fire, the duck dived. Supposing, of 

course, that she would be up immediately, we 

stopped the boat and watched for her, intently 

scanning the water thereabouts. After a few 

minutes’ waiting, I discerned an object on the 

water perhaps twenty or twenty-five rods from 

where we were, that, by closely scrutinizing, I 

saw had motion. Ihe object was so small that 

it was with difficulty that I pointed it out to my 

friend, who, when he saw it, thought it was a 

muskrat. However, as we had both seen 

wounded ducks and had noticed the way they 

have of flattening themselves on the water, and, 

as a longer observance impressed us that it 

might perhaps be our duck, we paddled over 

in its direction.. 
Again, after getting nearly within range, the 

duck—for it was our bird—dived, and again we 

waited and watthed for her appearance. A much 

longer observance failed to disclose her this 

time, so we started for the opposite shore, look¬ 

ing over every little clump of weeds and water 

growth, and, finally, seeing nothing that looked 

duck-like, paddled back a second time to the 

place where she had disappeared. There in a 

little clump of rushes we espied her, and, as 

we were within two or three rods at the time, 

my companion fired, supposing, of course, that 

now at last she was in our clutches. Not so, 

however. As he shot, the wily old duck went 

under again, and a close and long observance 

failed afterward to disclose her. 

About this time we saw a boat drawing near, 

which, as it appeared, we saw contained an old 

friend who asked what we were looking for. 

After stating the facts to him and telling him 

that we were somewhat of the opinion that the 

bird had gone ashore, he laughed at our sug¬ 

gestion, saying that it was impossible for a duck 

to swim so far under water, which we began 

to think was about true, for the distance was 

all of forty rods. As he was going over that 

wa % though, and as he had a dog that was a 

good duck finder, we paddled along with him. 

Getting to the meadow, he put his dog ashore 

and almost immediately the duck was found. 

Our duck it surely was, the blood still fresh 

upon her wing, the tip of which was broken. 

After thinking over this affair a great many 

times since its occurrence, I have wondered if 

a great many wounded ducks do not escape in 

just this way. It certainly seems that if a black 

duck—a bird classed among the non-divers— 

could swim under water in this way, a bird of 

the diving class, say a broadbill, redhead, or 

canvasback, could even more easily thus evade 

capture. While, no doubt, a great many ducks 

that have been wounded do cling to the bottom 

in a death grip, I am impressed that the great 

majority by skulking and diving finally reach 

shore, even though closely watched. 

Surely we seldom find dead ducks floating on 

the water, to the surface of which they would 

naturally rise within a few days at most after 

death, while with a dog it is no uncommon 

occurrence to find them on the meadows. And 

this, too, in places where ducks are killed by 

decoying when nine out of ten drop in the water. 

Certainly the wounded birds get ashore some¬ 

how, as I can testify. Last fall it was seldom 

indeed that I scoured the meadows near the 

ducking grounds with my dog that he did not 

find one or more ducks. 

Another thing I want to mention that corre¬ 

sponds with a statement made by a French con¬ 

tributor is that ducks of the non-diving class 

escape by diving more frequently than do the 

drakes, and I have also been told the same 

thing by old duck hunters who have had vast 

experience. 

The duck shooting last season was good, quite 

up to the average, and with the new law in 

effect, which abolishes spring shooting, we are 

looking for a grand good time next fall. Cer¬ 

tainly there were a good many left over for 

“seed.” On the morning mentioned above, a 

flock of black ducks containing between a hun¬ 

dred and fifty and two hundred went out toward 

the Sound at daybreak. 

George W. Comstock. 

WHERE QUALITY IS FIRST. 
Campers and sportsmen who demand the best 

should note that the equipment of every scientific 
and exploring expedition for the past fifty years 
has included a supply of Borden’s Eagle Brand 
Condensed Milk. Keeps in any climate and 
under all conditions. The original and leading 
brand since 1857.—Adv. 

A Woodduck’s House. 

It is well understood that the woodduck breeds 

over most of the forest covered eastern United 

States, and that the nest is built in trees, in hol¬ 

low branches or upright trunks which have be¬ 

come hollowed out. 
As the forests grow smaller in extent such 

natural nesting places become fewer in number, 

and the birds evidently cannot breed unless they 

find suitable places in which to deposit their 

eggs. Thus they cease to breed in a given 

locality. 
Dr. A. K. Fisher, of the Biological Survey, 

has suggested that if suitable nesting sites were 

offered the woodduck would be likely to breed 

in many places where it does not now do so, 

and he has furnished to Mr. George Batten, 

president of the New Jersey Sportsman’s Asso¬ 

ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game, a 

drawing and suggestions for woodduck nesting 

places which we are permitted to print. 

The nesting places may be put in trees, not 

too far from water, and at a height of from 

thirty to sixty feet. They should be built of 

weathered material, or covered with bark; the 

hole for entrance should be nearer the top than 

the bottom of the box, and the space in the box 

should be not less than one cubic foot. It might 

be well to cover the bottom of the box with an 

inch of sawdust, or rotten mould, or even chaff 

or hayseed. 

The cost of a half dozen such shelters would 

be very trifling, and as the only special trouble 

connected with them would be the putting them 

in place in trees in the wood lot, it would seem 

well worth while for sportsmen who have large 

country places to make the experiment: 

An Untrained Observer. 

At a meeting of the legislative committee, held 

in Boston some time ago, Mr. Brewster made 

some remarks on the question of damage done 

by deer to the farmers’ crops which were very 

interesting. Among other things he cited the 

following episode: 

“I saw,” said he, “an interesting case of how 

mistaken a man may be who is not accustomed 

to sifting evidence wisely. One of my neigh¬ 

bors in Concord told me that a deer had de¬ 

stroyed a whole field of squashes. 

“‘How do you know it was deer?’ I asked. 

“ ‘Because I saw the tracks,’ was the answer. 

“‘When was it done?’ 

“‘Last night; the tracks are perfectly fresh.’ 

“He took me down to the field where there 

was a strip about as wide as your arm along the 

whole length of the field. Sure enough there 

were the single row of deer tracks where the 

animal had walked the whole length of the 

planted patch. I said, ‘Do you think that the 

deer ate off these leaves?’ and I showed him 

some croppings to reach which, from the foot¬ 

prints, the deer must have had a neck fifteen 

feet long. The man did not seem persuaded, 

however, and then I looked about and found 

woodchuck tracks all about the vines—found 

the tracks everywhere. They, without doubt, 

and not the deert had eaten his squashes, but 

he would not admit it.” 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 



Ducking in a Missouri Jungle. 

Doniphan, Mo., Feb. i.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Our spring duck shooting here is as 

a rule confined chiefly to the swamp lands that 

lie east of us, for when spring comes the moun¬ 

tain streams are too deep and swift to furnish 

food for the duck family, and to the flats of the 

bottoms, filled with the acorns from the willow 

oak trees, grown up also in thick strips of smart 

weed, especially so in places where summer sun¬ 

light occasionally finds a space among the dense 

foliage to promote a growth of this food which 

appears such a tempting article of diet for the 

mallards. Also the millions of young crawfish 

that have just come into the world rank as food 

very high in the mallards’ estimation. 

Some claim they feed on the nut or berry, 

whichever it may be, culled from the tupelo gum 

which is seen 'floating everywhere, but on this 

point I must differ, for I have never seen one 

pass into a mallard, though they eat about every¬ 

thing else. * 

In the line of duck food there is one grass 

that covers the surface of the .ponds like moss, 

that furnishes a very small seed, like that of 

Southern crab grass, which seems to be an 

article of diet very much favored by th^ small 

tribes of ducks, including teal, bluewing and 

other varieties, mergansers, bluebills, and our 

resident friends, the woodduck; and I have seen 

the necks of these ducks crammed full, as the 

little boy says. 

Very little attention is paid to the smaller 

tribes of ducks, and in fact during the last fif¬ 

teen years, while hunting these .swamp feeding 

grounds, I have never met a single hunter ex¬ 

cept an occasional native visiting his traps, who 

might be tempted to fire into a feeding flock 

if he thought the numbers would justify a load. 

On the borders of the swamps some shooting 

is done by sportsmen, but in the main feed¬ 

ing grounds I have never met a human being 

after the mallard. Not that these tracts of shoot¬ 

ing territory are unknown, but the difficult going 

is sufficient to deter many who would otherwise 

find enjoyment killing the noisy mallard as he 

towers to get above the lofty treetops. To get 

into this swamp one must be well equipped with 

waders; it is all walking. The smallest boat 

could not penetrate this jungle of down timber. 

Submerged hazels, blackberry and the vicious 

green briar, huge logs of inconceivable length 

and thickness at every step, cypress knees, and 

almost impenetrable elbow brush form barriers 

which the average hunter does not care to break 

through. But even these obstacles have failed 

to break down the mania the writer possesses for 

this kind of hunting. Not the love alone of kill¬ 

ing game tempts him, but the knowledge that 

he will see game in quantities sure to prove 

an allurement that never fails to tempt him 

when the first warm rains of February appear. 

So great is the temptation that it is irresistible— 

and the better half knowing what a strong hold 

this kind of hunting has upon me—long ago 

found out the futility of trying to deter me from 

my visits to these submerged districts. 

It is a hard task to get out to the feeding 

grounds, over hundreds of large logs, across 

many sloughs, the only guide to depth, the trees 

and herbage of the country, brake after brake 

of the stately cypress, until tired and aching in 

every limb the willow oak flats are reached. 

There I never see or hear the mallards feed¬ 

ing for the first time each year, but my nerves 

are all a-tremble, the noise almost deafening, hun¬ 

dreds swim out before you as you crouch unseen 

behind some gigantic sweet gum or hide in 

the hollow of the rotten trunk of a cypress 

stretched out on some partially submerged log. 

Dozens lie at full length, gorged with the willow 

oak mast; bright patches of green here and there 

interspersed, with the more sombre hue of the 

female, form a fascinating blend of coloring in 

the wild environment. The constant moving 

here and there of the feeding masses of ducks 

controls the eye so strongly that for the time the 

desire to shoot is eliminated from the mind. But 

the snap of a piece of dry bark, the involuntary 

splash of the foot, or the exposure of the glit¬ 

tering gun barrels changes all this scene into a 

roar of thunder as the mallards rise, for in spite 

of their numbers and remote feeding grounds, 

alertness to danger has never left them; flock 

after flock thunder up through the timber, one 

flock frightening the other—the quack of well 

enjoyed feeding is changed to the note of alarm 

—and the water in a short time is without ducks. 

Do not move from your position, for it will not 

be long before they begin to return, some small 

flocks at first circling high and wide, joined 

quickly by others. Slowly but surely the circle 

begins to narrow, and down to the water it comes 

so close now that the soft purr of their wings 

is heard as they soar, looking for a suitable place 

to alight. Not seeing anything to have caused 

such a scare they pitch back into their feeding 

grounds. It is a beautiful sight indeed to see. 

One never cares to kill over a dozen ducks, for 

the job of toting them out is a matter not to 

be overlooked. If these swamps were ever 

cleared of the dense timber, a small boat would 

be very useful, but so far wading boots are the 

only help into these feeding grounds, and no 

matter how used one becomes to this swamp 

life, the same tired feeling creeps over you long 

before sundown. 

It must not be inferred that ducks are every¬ 

where numerous in the swamps, for sometimes 

a mile or two of difficult wading will fail to re¬ 

veal a duck. But they generally congregate at 

these flats to feed and leave at dusk for roost¬ 

ing holes. When feeding noiselessly, mallards 

are invariably on the watch for danger, and are 

more easily approached and flushed within shoot¬ 

ing range about noon, when they pick the edges 

of the flats to indulge in a siesta or a careful 

preening of feathers. These ducks are the ones 

most plentiful here, a redhead or canvasback 

being a rare sight, though occasionally a few are 

•killed in the farming districts. 

Loch Laddie. 

New Washington Goose Country. 
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 15.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: At different times in the course of a 

year southeastern Washington offers as good 

goose shooting as can be had anywhere in the 

Pacific coast States. I have used the words 

"different times” for the simple reason that 

goose shooting is an uncertain sport, but when 

things come right it fills all the requirements 

of the most grouchy, dyspeptic and pessimistic 

person that ever put a gun to his shoulder. 

It has been my fortune or misfortune—suit 

yourself—to make a trip to southeastern Wash¬ 

ington in quest of Canadian geese during the 

past ten days. I did not hit it right, so the gan¬ 

ders are not holding family councils on the sand¬ 

bars of the Columbia River to figure out what 

happened to thin their ranks. Into that trip 

were crowded all the trials and tribulations of 

the hunter who grabs his gun at a moment’s 

notice and “hikes” for a country new to him 

topographically, geographically and socially. 

The persons I met, however, took my failure 

more to heart than I did. It was really a de¬ 

lightful trip, every development adding a new 

pleasure and giving information about a section 

that may be truly called the “Inland Empire.” 

The people of southeastern Washington, old 

settlers and new comers, are an enthusiastic, 

ambitious, intelligent, loyal class. Many of 

them are already rich in the world’s goods and 

others are already making rapid strides toward 

the same goal. They hunt some, but they work 

more, and they are always studying the methods 

that make mother earth give her best returns. 

Opposite the new town of Hanford, on the 

Columbia, thirty-five miles up river from Ken¬ 

newick, there is a plateau whose elevation is 

eleven hundred feet. Here are about twenty- 

six square miles of sage brush land that bids 

fair to become one of the best wheat producing 

sections of the State. There is no hurrah boys 

about it. They have their troubles. It costs 

them twenty cents for one hundred gallons of 

water when they purchase it from the Smith 

wells. They have to rustle hard for wood, but 

they have the soil that promises to produce 

wheat, and the country at large is always ready 

to buy it. 

On the opposite side of the river at Hanford 

things are commencing to move rapidly. Every 

boat up the river from Kennewick brings men 

who are coming into the country to investigate 

the opportunities and decide for themselves 

whether it is worth while to become a pioneer. 

The thing that struck me forcibly was that 

nearly all who come to see with their own eyes 

stay. I met a man on the boat going to Han¬ 

ford. He was fifty-eight years old, but he 

looked older. Three days later I saw him again. 

He had purchased a ten-acre tract, had it 

“ironed,” and was getting ready to use the plow. 

He looked twenty years younger. Each of those 

acres cost him $300. “Isn’t that a high price?” 

I asked. “Well,” he said, “perhaps so, but I 

would not sell for $400.” 
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The same optimism and enthusiasm found at 

Hanford exists at Kennewick, which is on the 

Columbia opposite Pasco. Old timers in Seattle 

and elsewhere in the State will recall how the 

smile was passed around eighteen years ago 

when someone said: “Watch Pasco grow. 

With the rest of the State Pasco went to the 

bad in 1893, but now things are different. Not 

only Pasco, but Kennewick as well, is thriving. 

Perhaps the recent financial depression has 

slowed things up a bit, but there is compara¬ 

tively little calamity howling. They are talk¬ 

ing about the kinds of crops they will produce 

on their “acre tracts.” One hears more about 

the virtues of alfalfa, wheat, peaches and grapes 

in ten minutes over that wonderful country than 

he can digest in a week’s time. 
The key to the development of southeastern 

Washington to a great extent is irrigation. And 

they are at work on this problem everywhere. 

The Hanford Irrigation and Power Company, 

which controls 32,000 acres along the Colum¬ 

bia River and which will derive its water and 

power from the vicinity of Priest Rapids, is 

putting through a great project, and unless all 

signs fail the water will be running in its main 

ditch within forty or fifty days. Alongside of 

the big companies are the individuals figuring 

and working on private irrigation plans. Not long 

ago much was said in these columns about the 

development of the gasolene engine for powei 

boats, then fishing craft and finally the pump¬ 

ing of water for use in homes where city sup¬ 

plies could not be had. To-day the gasolene 

engine is supplementing the water power in mak¬ 

ing valuable the land of southeastern Washing¬ 

ton for fruit and other crops. 

In past years hunters from the western part 

of the State have thought only of Kiona when 

they got ready to go forth in search of geese, 

but with the development of irrigation and the 

increase of the area used for wheat the hunting 

district is being greatly enlarged. 

It will not be long before another hunting 

section is opened up in the Hanford country. 

Along the river there will be fruit, 'melons and 

other products, but further back near the moun¬ 

tains will be located the third main irrigation 

ditch, and it is very probable that much of this 

land will be utilized for wheat. The geese will 

have an easy flight to these fields from the bars 

along the Columbia, adding to the pleasure of 

the sportsmen and the irritation of the ranch¬ 

ers. The latter are not so much interested in 

attracting geese as they are in raising crops, 

but the geese keep thoroughly posted on the 

development of the country. On the flats back 

of the high bluff opposite Hanford geese were 

practically unknown until 1907. 
My trip into the Kennewick-Hanford country 

was made in company with Frank R. Atkins. 

We left Seattle at 9:30 o’clock and reached 

Kennewick about 6 the next morning. The 

Mountain Gem runs up the Columbia to Han¬ 

ford, a distance of thirty-five miles. Before it 

left there was time for Atkins and myself to 

rout out O. C. Stark, at the Kennewick Hotel, 

and get breakfast. Early in the season his sons, 

Otto and Charlie, found the Hutchins goose. 

Later came the Canadian honkers. Charlie 

Stark tipped a Hutchins one day and caught it 

after a hard chase and a good rough-and- 

tumble fight. He keeps it now in a pen back 

of the hotel, and despite the fact that it is much 
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tamer than formerly it does not hesitate to fight. 

Once you get it up in your arms, with wings 

pressed close to its sides, and commence to 

smooth its glossy black head it becomes gentle 

and invites more petting. 
I had started out for southeastern Washing¬ 

ton with the idea of encountering cold weather, 

frozen ground and a lot of wind storms. T. o 

my surprise I found the entire country enjoy¬ 

ing typical spring weather. The sky was clear, 

the atmosphere. so pure that the outlines of the 

mountains in the distance were cut so sharp and 

distinct that a photographer would have gone 

into raptures. The absence of a strong north 

wind seriously affected our hunting, as when the 

geese came up from the river they were high in 

the air and studiously avoided the pits front 

which we hoped to give them a reception. 

Coming up the river we discovered a few 

gangs of geese, but they were wild and very 

accurate in the judgment of distance. The law 

that protected geese on the Columbia bars and 

back from the river for a mile is effective, irre¬ 

spective of what the hunters may have in the 

way of intentions. 
“You can’t miss Conkle’s house,” said a man 

in Hanford. “After you reach the top of the 

bluff just keep on going and you will get there 

some time. It is about two and one-half miles, 

perhaps three.” I guess he was right. The 

Government survey indicates that but I thought 

it was further than it is from Lake Crescent 

to Solduck Hot Springs in the Olympics, and 

no one has the nerve to say that trail is less 

than eighteen miles. Far across the immense 

wheat field that lay in front of the lonely habi¬ 

tation a black cloud suddenly appeared, and 

soon to our ears came the bewitching music of 

the real Canadian honker. Some people say 

geese cackle. That does not sound musical, but 

to the ear of the hunter there is harmony in 

every honk. Then in the growing twilight the 

black swarm disappeared over the bluff and we 

knew that the geese had gone to roost on some 

bar in the Columbia. 
Llunters always hope for the best. We were 

hoping the next morning when we groped our 

way across the fields in the darkness and put 

out the decoys. Unfortunately we did not have 

“profiles” and the corks were missing from all 

but two of those we did have. They would not 

stay inflated, and about the time the first flight 

came up from the river four or five looked as 

if they were suffering from collapse. The only 

satisfaction we got was a sight of several fair 

sized gangs as they went over looking for other 

feeding ground. The next morning we tried 

the bluff, but there was no wind, and the flight 

was not only high but from an entirely differ¬ 

ent direction. That afternoon we walked back 

to the Columbia and stood on the shore yelling 

for help until Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Blackler 

rescued us in their boat. The steamer Todd 

was stuck on a bar tip the river, and that meant 

two days before a boat would go down to Ken¬ 

newick. The next morning Mr. Blackler came 

to our help again. With his boat we rowed 

thirty-five miles to Kennewick and caught the 

night train for Seattle, arriving in the morn¬ 

ing. Our poor luck does not mean that goose 

shooting on the Columbia is a failure. We did 

not happen to hit it right.* After all the kill 

is only a small part of the outing. 
Portus Baxter. 

Bear Hunting on the Ocklawaha. 

Electra, Fla., Feb. 14.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Some years ago as my wife and 1 

were returning from prayer meeting about 10 

o’clock at night we heard, as we drove up to 

the barn to put up our team, a hog squealing 

about half a mile from the house. We sat and 

listened for a while, until we had marked the 

direction. Then I sent my oldest son to tell my 

nearest neighbor to be at my house next morn¬ 

ing by daybreak and bring all the dogs he had, 

and we would have a bear hunt. I was sure a 

bear had caught the hog. 
My neighbor and two of his boys with five 

dogs were promptly on hand next morning, and 

after a hasty breakfast we started for a large 

willow bed near the Ocklawaha River, in which 

we were sure the bear had killed his pork. 

About the middle of the willow bed the dogs 

found and savagely attacked the bear. Then 

the fun began, each one of us doing his best 

to get through the tangled willows and other 

brush to get the first shot. Before we could 

reach the bear he had knocked the dogs off and 

struck out across the river for a big bay about 

a mile distant. Men and boys made the best 

time thev could on foot, and when they came 

to the river they made no stop, but waded across, 

and then into a big sawgrass flat for another 

mile. The sawgrass cut our faces and hands 

like knives, but we did not mind that. The dogs 

were fighting the bear savagely not over three 

or four hundred yards in front of us, but when¬ 

ever we got nearly up to them he would run 

again. At length he reached the timber and 

ran up a large pine tree. When he reached the 

first big limb he stopped and stood straight up 

on- it. From where we were he looked as big 

as an ox, and \ach one did his best to get in 

proper distance to him first. 
As soon as the bear saw us coming he started 

down the tree backward, but before he reached 

the ground one of the boys fired two loads of 

buckshot at him at a distance of about seventy- 

five yards. At the crack of the gun the bear 

fell to the ground and the dogs covered him 

again, but he knocked them off as fast as they 

could get to him, and before we came near 

enough to shoot without killing our dogs the 

bear was in the big bay. 
The dogs soon brought him to a stand again, 

as the shot fired at him while coming down the 

tree had wounded him badly. Two of the party 

who were ahead crawled up to within about 

thirty feet and at last brought him down, but 

during the race he had killed two of our best 

dogs. He was only a small two-year-old after 

all but he made as fine steak as one could wish. 
G. W. W. 

Who Was S. Ball? 

A correspondent writes: “I have a double 

barrel gun 42 inches long. On' the barrel is the 

maker’s name, S. Ball, New York. The gun is 

an old muzzleloader with twist barrel, silver 

mounted. Do you know of such a maker? I 

want to find out when this gun was made, and 

to know whether it is ■ old enough to have any 

value as an antique.” 
The correspondent, though inclosing stamps 

for a reply, forgot to sign his name to his letter. 

We do not know S. Ball. Can any of our cor¬ 

respondents help us to the information? 
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Motor Boat and Sportsmen’s Show. 
The annual show of the National Sportsmen's 

Association, which is being held in Madison 

Square Garden, New York City, is attracting 

widespread attention and the immense crowds 

that have been found there every afternoon and 

evening see much that pleases, entertains and 

instructs. 

The show opened last Thursday and will con¬ 

tinue every day and evening, with the excep¬ 

tion of Sundays, until March 7. The weather 

last week was favorable for large attendances, 

Washington’s birthday saw the Garden crowded, 

and during the present week the show is attract¬ 

ing even greater numbers. 

The arrangements of the present show are en¬ 

tirely different from those of other years. In¬ 

stead of a large pool or an oval lagoon, there 

are two, one at the Madison avenue end of the 

arena, containing wild fowl, and one at the 

Fourth avenue end, to accommodate the contest¬ 

ants in the various aquatic events,, which always 

attract and hold the attention of the crowds. Be¬ 

sides these there is a long, narrow and shallow 

tank on the Twenty-seventh street side of the 

arena, which is devoted entirely to the fly- and 

bait-casting events which anglers take so much 

interest in. Otherwise the main floor is laid out 

somewhat like a huge camp, with narrow streets 

and rows of exhibits, while the rim of the oval 

is lined with still other exhibits. This arrange¬ 

ment gives more space for walks and divides 

the crowds, so that congestion at certain points 

is partly done away with. 

The first gallery is devoted to trade and trophy 

exhibits; the concert hall—off this floor-=—to In¬ 

dian goods displays; the basement to rifle shoot¬ 

ing and moving pictures. Birch bark, cedar and 

canvas are everywhere. There are more mounted 

specimens and trophies and fewer large boats 

than in former years. Less that is green and 

more that appeals to all who are fond of con¬ 

tests of skill, but with a wealth of trophies and 

people from the forests and the streams. Alto¬ 

gether it is a show that pleases. 

The fly- and bait-casting tournament has been 

made one of the most prominent features of the 

show. When these contests were made a part of 

the old-time sportsmen's shows, years ago, very 

few of the visitors knew, except in a vague 

way, what was a creditable and what a poor 

showing. To-day the sixty-yard tank is lined 

with men and women during every contest, and 

the gallery immediately overlooking it with other 

hundreds, nearly all of whom understand the 

game fairly well, can tell whether a fly-casting 

event is for five or for ten-ounce rods, and are 

always ready to praise skillful work and to 

make allowances for errors fallen into easily 

under the difficult conditions of light and air to 

be found indoors. Of course in a crowd there 

are always those who believe that because a man 

is casting a fly, he must be fishing, but the great 

majority appreciate the fact that the warm, dry 

air of an inclosure is not buoyant and that no 

man can do his best when he cannot see his line 

and fly and must therefore proceed by blind 

reckoning. Some of the best fly-fishing, how¬ 

ever, is done after dark, and men who can do 

this successfully are not so very badly handi¬ 

capped in the Garden, after all. It happened 

that one of the casting contests last year in Cen¬ 

tral Park took place after sunset and most of 

the men finished their scores in the dark rather 

than postpone the affair. Their average was al¬ 

most as good as usual, showing that those skilled 

in a certain thing can adapt themselves to all 

conditions if the need arises. There are two 

contests in the Garden every day, one. at 2130 

and the other at 8:30 P. M. 

The rifle shooting is held under the auspices 

of the Junior Branch of the National Sports¬ 

man’s Association, and will continue every day 

and evening during the show. There are four 

individual and two team events, open to school 

boys and those who have attended summer camps. 

The water sports are under the auspices of 

United States Volunteer Life Saving Corps and 

the Bath Beach Swimming Club, and include all 

sorts of swimming, tilting and canoeing con¬ 

tests. The boys of the Kyle Institute .of Flush¬ 

ing, N. Y., give daily drills. Music is furnished 

by D’Aquin’s Military Concert Band. 

The Adirondack region is well represented by 

exhibits from Saranac Lake and Lake Placid. 

Trophies of all descriptions and many beautiful 

pictures are exhibited, and the information bu¬ 

reau is looked after by a corps of intelligent 

guides and woodsmen. 

Canada makes a strong bid for the patronage 

of the sportsmen. She is represented by the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, the Richelieu and On¬ 

tario Navigation Company, the Grand Trunk 

Railway, the St. John, Fredericton and New 

Brunswick Tourists’ Associations and the Inter¬ 

colonial Railway Company. 

Maine has exhibits given by the Bangor and 

Aroostock Railway Company, William Cooper 

of Milo, Walter D. Llinds of Portland, the Sum¬ 

ner L. Crosby Company of Bangor, Capt. F. C. 

Barker of Bemis, A. F. Cox and Son of Port¬ 

land and the Maine Central Railway. 

The Waramaug Bass Hatchery of New Pres¬ 

ton, Conn., exhibits a number of handsome 

black bass in tanks. 

The Asbury Park interests are very at¬ 

tractive, for besides the pictures, literature and 

information given out, the tackle men of this 

seaside resort exhibit sea rods and tackle that 

appeal to surf casters. 

Old Virginia has sent A. B. Moncure, Uncle 

Jerry and his pet coon and crow, and this quaint 

camp is always surrounded by a crowd eager 

to listen to tales of the South. 

From famous Blue Point, L. I., comes Capt. 

Bill Graham with his little shack and his duck 

boats, scooters, decoys and shooting parapher¬ 

nalia. There is never a dull moment when Capt. 

Bill is around, and the other Long Island re¬ 

sort men add to the salty flavor of the place, 

while the fly-casters show scant appreciation of 

the seashore sand that surrounds the booth and 

eventually finds its way into their reels and lines. 

The sportsmen’s publications that have booths 

are Forest and Stream, the Amateur Sports¬ 

man, Yachting, Motor Boating, George C. Crow¬ 

ley, and Field and Stream. 

The David T Abercrombie Company, a new 

corporation of 311 Broadway, New York City, 

has a very large exhibit of sportsmen’s supplies, 

tents, fishing tackle and firearms. 

Henry C. Squires’ Sons, of 44 Cortlandt street, 

New York City, exhibit canoes, boats, firearms 

and outers’ goods. 

The New York Sporting Goods Company of 

17 Warren street, has its usual large exhibit of 

all sorts of sportsmen’s goods. 
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The R. E. P. Sporting Goods Company of 

1384 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, exhibits fire¬ 

arms, fishing tackle, motor supplies, etc. 

The W. H. Mullins Company, Salem, Ohio, 

exhibits the duckboats and metal rowboats for 

which its name has become famous. 

Among the other exhibitors are the following: 

Pennsylvania Tanning Company, Great Bend, 

Pa.; the Springfield Portable Construction Com¬ 

pany, Brooklyn; E. F. Hodgson, Dover, Mass.; 

J. F. McLaughlin, I. J. Stringham, C. P. Buck- 

land, Watres Manufacturing Company, Harry 

M. Stevens, the Indian Exhibits Company, John 

Wanamaker, G. H. Terry, Powell Engine Cor¬ 

poration, William Laurier, E. Baecker, Walter 

C. Hill, Decker Electrical Manufacturing Com¬ 

pany, Chesebro-Whitman Company, Auto Ig¬ 

niter Company, C. F. Splitdorf, G. .V. Lyons, 

Triumph Engineering Company, Sunlight Gas 

Machine Company, Roberts Motor Company, 

Palmer Bros., Ovington Motor Company, Nug¬ 

get Polish Company, Sulpho-Napthol Company 

and F. A. Baker & Co., all of New York City. 

Exhibitors from other places: Michigan Steel 

Boat Company, Detroit Boat Company, Gray 

Motor Company, P. R. Mfg. Company, all of 

Detroit; W. Hjorth & Co., and the Gokey Shoe 

Company, Jamestown, N. Y.; Miami Cycle & 

Mfg. Co., Middletown, Ohio; Potter & Wright- 

ington, Boston; Posterity Company, Rubberset 

Brush Company, Newark, N_ J.; Visor Knitting 

Company, Niagara Falls; Wheelock Fence Com¬ 

pany, Worcester, Mass.; Lintz-Wallin Company, 

Grand Rapids, Mich.; Snow & Petrelli Mfg. Co., 

New Haven; Andorra Nurseries, Philadelphia; 

D. P. Van Gorden, Orange, N. J.; Ferro Ma¬ 

chine & Foundry Company, Cleveland; the D. M. 

Tuttle Company, Canastota, N. Y.; Mianus Mo¬ 

tor Works, Cos Cob, Conn.; Hildreth Mfg. Co., 

Lansing, Mich. 

Mountain Sheep Growing Tame in 
Colorado. 

Trainmen on the Denver and Rio Grande, 

says the Denver Republican, report the recent 

appearance of two bands of mountain sheep on 

the cliffs just beyond the Royal Gorge, near 
Spike Buck. 

The animals are roaming about on the rocks 

hundreds of feet above the tracks. They pay no 

attention to the trains and as the law forbids 

any one to shoot at them they have not become 

frightened at the appearance of a human being 

in the distance. 

One band contains eight sheep, as near as 

they could be counted from the moving trains, 

and the other contains about fifteen. The train 

crews have come to watch for the agile animals 

in and about the Royal Gorge, and there is sel¬ 

dom a day when they are disappointed. The 

precarious pasture they have found is apparently 

almost inaccessible for other animals and the 

feeding is proportionately good in consequence. 

Legislation at Albany. 

Mr. Mance has introduced in the Assembly a 

bill relating to eel weirs in the Delaware, Never- 

sink and other rivers in Orange, Steuben, Che¬ 

mung. Broome and Cayuga counties. 

Mr. Smith has introduced a bill in the Assem¬ 

bly relating to ice fishing in certain waters. 

In the Senate Mr. Smith has introduced a bill 

relating to hunting hares and rabbits in certain 

counties. 
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A New England Forest Tragedy. 

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 20.—Editor forest 

and Stream: A fierce battle for supremacy was 

recently fought by wild deer on the brink of 

an almost perpendicular cliff in the New Eng¬ 

land forests, resulting in the precipitation of 

both bucks down the sides of a precipice into 

a chasm where they were killed. The scene of 

the struggle was in the mountains of Florida, 

Mass., within about a mile of the Hoosac tunnel. 

The principals were two ten-point bucks which 

apparently fought for hours until their antlers 

became securely interlocked. Being unable to 

extricate themselves, one of them backed his 

antagonist off a cliff 250 feet high. 
About four days afterward, judging from the 

prime condition of the carcasses, the attention 

of a Greenfield rabbit hunter was attracted by 

the baying of his hound, and crawling through 

steepest in that region. At the bottom of the 

chasm were many mammoth boulders and blown- 

down trees. Warden Hatch found it impossible 

to reach the summit, where the deer fought, by 

ascending where they went down the cliff, so 

he went back and around and began to climb 

at a more accessible spot. On reaching the sum¬ 

mit he saw how the struggle took place. The 

bucks had broken down brush, left samples of 

their coats on the trees and plowed furrows in 

the ground. The deer landed first on a projec¬ 

tion in the mountain twenty feet below the sum¬ 

mit where they struggled awhile and then again 

plunged off into space. They probably struck 

the ground with sufficient force to separate their 

locked horns and one of the prongs was broken. 

The inside surfaces of the antlers of both deer 

were also scarred and chipped. They were other¬ 

wise intact. One buck lodged against a beech 

tree, fracturing his left hind leg in several 

THE BUCKS THAT FELL OVER THE CLIFF. 

a thicket, over rocks and up the slope, he came 

to a fissure. The old hound stood beside the 

bodies of the two bucks. There were no bullet 

marks in their hides, and it was conclusive that 

no one had violated the laws which protect wild 

deer. 
The unusual find was reported to James P. 

Hatch, deputy game warden of Springfield, who 

was told that the deer were found Nov. 23. Mr. 

Hatch, accompanied by F. C. Burnham, a taxi¬ 

dermist, and Lyman Ruberg, a deputy game 

warden, went to the place. Mr. Burnham took 

his camera and made several exposures. The 

pictures will occupy a conspicuous place in the 

art collection of the fish and game commissioners 

of Massachusetts. The deer were photographed 

in the positions in which they fell, and to show 

their comparative size and how evenly they were 

matched, Mr. Burnham removed heads and hides. 

Both bucks had graceful antlers and beautiful 

heads. These are now being mounted. 

The declivity down which the deer fell is the 

places. The other landed between a down tree 

and a boulder. Singularly they each showed 

ten points and weighed 225 pounds apiece. It 

was apparent that they were five-year-old bucks, 

well turned, and in fine fettle. 
According to Warden Hatch deer have in¬ 

creased rapidly in western Massachusetts the 

past year and are now almost as plentiful as 

in Maine.. The farmers are considering the 

matter of petitioning the Legislature to open the 

season for one week on deer which overrun 

their acres and browse on vegetables in spring 

and summer. The proposed bill will probably 

restrict a hunter to one deer in a season which 

must be killed with a shotgun. While the far¬ 

mers have redress by making complaint to the 

authorities, which are empowered to reimburse 

them for all damage done, they do not consider 

that the bounty received is commensurate with 

the loss likely to be sustained. ‘The wardens 

estimate that 300 fawns were bred in Hampden 

county last spring. Arthur C. Merritt. 

Southern California Shooting. 

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 5.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: There are two reasons why southern 

California is a great resting ground for the 

waterfowl. First are its hundreds of gun club 

ponds, with their thousands of acres ,of fresh, 

sweet water drawn from artesian wells upon 

which the fowl find sanctuary for five days in 

the week. Some feeding is done; a mere des¬ 

sert to the duck army that congregates on the 

ponds after the northern birds have come down. 

Of all the causes bringing the ducks here, none 

is more influential than the vast barley farming 

practiced on the mesas or high tablelands after 

bountiful winters. The summer’s work of 

threshing done, rich gleanings await the sprigs 

and widgeon on these immense fields, sometimes 

aggregating many thousands of acres, and upon 

which a dozen outfits may be busy at one time 

separating the grain from its chaff. About the 

base of the old straw stacks is a favorite feed¬ 

ing ground of the ducks, and on moonlit nights 

particularly they congregate there literally in 

shoals and millions, coming in to the fresh water 

ponds at daylight in clouds, full to the tongue 

with the proceeds of their night’s work, and 

ready to go to the sea at the first fire, and there 

digest their cropful, if their elastic gullets may 

be properly dignified with the standing of a 

real crop. After dark nights, their feeding 

operations being curtailed, the birds remain at 

sea but a short time, and that in great measure 

accounts for the marked improvement noticed in 

the shooting at such stages of the moon. 

Until the last of January this has been an un¬ 

usually dry season, and that fact has been mani¬ 

fested by splendid duck shooting throughout 

The gun clubs are mostly independent of the 

rains owing to their artesian wells, and the fow. 

.have concentrated upon them until day after da) 

the gunners have been agreeably disappointed 

Generally a dimunition is noticed , after New 

Years, but this season the gunning has slack¬ 

ened hardly a bit. Our club, the Canvasbacl 

Land and Water Company, has killed betweer 

2,500 and 3,000 birds thus far. I have accountec 

for 957 °f them myself. This is a lot of ducks 

Some may think no one man has a right to kil 

so many. They were shot with a 16-gauge gun 

in fact, I use a 20-bore such of the time as 

can get suitable ammunition for it. In view o 

the fact that there are fellows killing 300 fi 

400 a day in the San Joaquin Valley and sell 

ing them in open defiance of law, I am inclinei 

to believe the ' sportsman who abides by th 

thirty-five bird bag limit is entitled to his spor 

The maudlin sentiment that passes by the 40 

a day market hunter to rail at the clubman’ 

thirty-five once or twice a week just because th 

clubman is under the gun, so to speak, and th 

market hunter off in the - swamps where he i 

hard to get at is not game protection or an) 

thing like it. If no man is allowed to excee 

thirty-five a day the duck supply will steadil 

increase. 
At present there are some men around Tulai 

Lake who are openly violating 'the law, usin 

4-bore swivel guns mounted on the backs c 

steers and known locally as “bull hunters 

They use the steer in much the same manner ; 

the British fowler uses his stalking horse, ei 

cepting that the gun is fastened by straps 1 

the steer, so it takes the brunt of the recoil, r 
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inconsiderable factor in such artillery practice. 

These men also shoot geese, and get only ten 

cents apiece for them, it is said. They fre¬ 

quently kill dozens at a shot, however, raking 

the sandbars and putting in the rest of the day 

picking up cripples. Three or four, or at most 

half a dozen, shots a day are all these fellows 

attempt to make, and it is known that one of 

them has killed nearly four hundred in a day’s 

shooting. This is the shame of California in a 

sporting way, and does more damage than all 

the sportsmen; for the duck clubs, when all is 

said, are at present the greatest preserving agent 

now operating in behalf of the wildfowl, not¬ 

withstanding the hundreds that tljey kill. They 

afford a large body of wealthy men such sport 

that their influence and earnest efforts are en¬ 

listed to legally preserve and prolong the shoot¬ 

ing as well as giving the birds rest, food and 

fresh water, their three great necessities of life. 

Further, the ducks at Imperial have become 

such a pest—the ranchers say—that they are 

grub-staking hunters, lodging them and even 

supplying ammunition to keep the birds off their 

fields, urging the killing of all possible. At Im¬ 

perial the country is all under the Colorado 

River, a stream whose waters carry a high per¬ 

centage of alluvial silt. Irrigation is generally 

practiced. Plowing is unnecessary. The fields 

are inclosed with dykes and the seed is scat¬ 

tered broadcast upon them, then a canal of per¬ 

haps a thousand miners’ inches is turned in over 

night covering the field from one to two feet 

with water. Undoubtedly the ducks do get away 

with an enormous quantity of the seed barley, 

for they are eminently adapted to such work. 

Some of the seed floats to the top and is gobbled 

by teal, spoonbills and other short-necked breeds 

while the sprigs root along the bottom and find 

much more. By the time the water has 

sunk into the ground it has buried the seed that 

is left under two or three inches of richest 

aluvial mud, and enormous crops are quickly 

raised whenever the ducks have not made away 

with most of the seed, which of course cannot 

" be told until by the stand of grain. Even then 

the birds uproot more or less of it from the 

still plastic mud. 
The Imperial country is about two hours’ 

flight from here judged as a duck would figure. 

To complain about the local killings when the 

law is utterly disregarded upon the same birds 

only a couple of hundred miles distant there¬ 

fore does not appeal to reason. Illegal night 

shooting is freely practiced. 

Ducks were scarce at Imperial up to the first 

of the year, but then they came in force. There 

was no marked diminution here either, and this 

proves to the sportsman’s satisfaction that there 

are more ducks than last winter when the local 

supply was below grade, and there were no more 

in the Colorado country than this winter. 

Snipe shooting has steadily declined locally 

for several years. It is undoubtedly the relent¬ 

less persecution of the bird up north that has 

brought about this result, so marked that the 

State Legislature finally put the birds in the 

game law where they belonged. A twenty-five 

bird limit is made, season opening Oct. 15 and 

closing April 1, giving some spring shooting. 

Snipe are at their best here in spring, and some 

stay to breed. March is about the best month. 

Quail hunters who had feared a dry winter, 

>vhich keeps the birds from breeding, feel re¬ 

lieved with the coming of the rains. There is 

a plenty of breeding stock left. The California 

valley quail, differing from some other birds, 

has kept pace with the improvement in sports¬ 

men’s tools until he is not far behind in the 

race now. The automobilists have given the 

birds a liberal education far and near, sampling 

each flock, and leaving behind plenty of wiser 

fowl to bring up broods. 

Edwin L. Hedderly. 

A Clever Buck. 
Raleigh, N. C., Feb. 14.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The following described actions of a 

deer before a dog seem worthy of mention. 

The body of water where the observation was 

made is in eastern North Carolina and is about 

two miles in diameter and very shallow all over. 

THE CLIFF DOWN WHICH THE BUCKS FELL. 

It is surrounded by woods and swamps, and the 

bottom shelves gradually from nothing around 

the edges to a foot or eighteen inches of water 

over the main body of the lake. Another man 

and myself were out after geese and were oc¬ 

cupying separate blinds about seventy-five yards 

apart with our live decoys tied out between us. 

The deer in question was running ahead of a 

single hound and alternating between the woods 

and the water, being well ahead of the dog and 

keeping him guessing and moving slowly. The 

bottom of the lake is firm and a deer can lope 

across it in any direction about as easily and 

freely as in the woods, while following dogs are 

badly handicapped. 

No geese were flying and we had not fired a 

shot, but had heard the deer in the water several 

times before seeing him, the day being calm 

and the surrounding ring of woods confining and 

echoing sounds very clearly. Finally we saw 

him heading directly toward us, coming at an 

easy lope and in no way hurried, the dog at the 

time being at least half an hour behind the dec 

and finding great difficulty in following the trail. 

Although a fine trailer, he lost the trail and 

gave up soon after. The deer stopped some 

three hundred yards away and listened a minute 

to the deep bay of the hound back in the woods. 

Then he squatted in the water, sinking his body 

until the whole line of the back was submerged, 

leaving exposed nothing but the top of the head 

and a few inches of the rump. In this position, 

in water nowhere over eighteen inches deep and 

not averaging more than fifteen or sixteen inches, 

he poled himself along for three or four hundred 

yards to a small island off to one side, the 

splashing of our decoy geese having apparently 

turned him from his former course. I think he 

must have poled himself along with his fore 

feet; he could not have been on his knees, as 

that would have raised the body partly out of 

the water. The effect was very odd and the 

appearance of the animal progressing in this 

way was of a swimming alligator with a rather 

bunchy head. He seemed to make about five 

miles an hour and his belly must have been 

dragging the bottom, and he did not alter his 

course or increase his speed when I left my 

blind and splashed through the water for a 

couple of hundred yards to where our skiff was 

hidden in a patch of reeds. I poled the boat 

down to near the island where he had squatted, 

jumped him, and killed him with a quick snap 

shot as he went through the bushes, leaping high 

and wide. 

This was a new trick to me and proved to be 

unknown to all in camp, though all there had 

lots of experience with deer in this country. 

H. H. Brimley. 

A Long Journey on Snowshoes. 

A press dispatch from Toronto to the New 

York Times, dated Feb. 15, says that after a 

snowshoe tramp of 250 miles from Moose Fac¬ 

tory to MacDougall Chute, where he boarded a 

train for Toronto, Archdeacon Renison qrrived 

in this city to-day. Of his trip over the snow 

at the rate of twenty-one miles a day, he says: 

“We left Moose Factory on the first day of 

February, and it was then 40 degrees below 

zero. I was accompanied by an Indian named 

John Rich. We carried sufficient bacon and 

flour, made into cakes, to give us one pound 

each per day. We were on snowshoes, and 

while one man went ahead to break the trail the 

other pulled the toboggan with the provisions. 

The unbroken snow through which we traveled 

averaged a depth of three feet. As much as 

we could we followed the rivers, but when the 

rapids were bad we were compelled to take to 

the bush, and sometimes it was tedious going. 

“During our journey we had no tent, and at 

night we dug a hole in the snow, and after 

crawling into our rabbitskin blankets were vefy 

comfortable. We had no fire during the nights. 

About 160 miles from Moose Factory we came 

across a band of moose. Seven of them were 

standing like cattle in the snow, and never paid 

the slightest attention to us.” 
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Hunting in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Only about a week of the duck 

and quail season remains, and most of the gun 

clubs having lands on Suisun marsh are already 

closing up. The clubs of the north and south 

bay marshes will continue to hunt until the 

fifteenth. The recent rain storm caused the 

ducks to scatter in all directions, and sport is 

now poor in most sections. While ducks are 

numerous in the upper San Joaquin valley, they 

are said to be thin in flesh and in poor condi¬ 

tion for table use. 
The hunting has been very irregular most of 

the season. There has been a great deal of bad 

weather, and ducks have not been plentiful in 

most of the San Francisco Bay districts. The 

large flocks that usually congregate about the 

Alameda county tidewater have been conspicu¬ 

Sacramento Valley. The only game bird in¬ 

digenous to this State that may be killed after 

Feb. 15 is the English snipe. This bird is *well 

entitled to protection, and efforts have been 

made to have it included with other birds in 

the closed season, but the measure was defeated. 

The birds are becoming scarce in some sections 

where they were formerly met with in large 

numbers, and sportsmen are advocating a closed 

season of three years. 

A wholesale arrest was made last Saturday in 

Alameda, elqven hunters being gathered in from 

the mud flats for shooting after sundown. Two 

men were arrested last Thursday near Napa for 

hunting deer with dogs and were fined $50 each. 

Owing to bad weather the quail season h^s 

hardly been up to expectations, as the ground 

has been too soft for good hunting in the hilly 

country most of the time. The hunting has been 

rather scattered, with good sport in many places 

LAPLAND REINDEER. 

ous by their absence, and there has been little 

good shooting on the San Mateo shore. Good 

bags were taken on the Suisun marshes, espec¬ 

ially about two weeks ago, but most of the ducks 

have been in districts almost inaccessible to San 

Francisco hunters. Residents of the Fresno 

country say that there has been plenty of sport 

along the upper San Joaquin River and its tribu¬ 

tary sloughs, and there have been immense 

flocks in the overflow of last spring around 

Lake Tulare. Much of the Salton Sea coun¬ 

try around Imperial has also been submerged, 

and the few hunters who have visited that part 

have had fine sport. These districts, however, 

are so remote from San Francisco that few local 

hunters have gone there. At present the hunt¬ 

ing is very good around Petaluma, and the 

northern parts of the bay, where a good many 

snipe have been taken in the last few days. 

Many of the farmers in the vicinity of Peta¬ 

luma have decided to shut out hunters who for 

years past have had the privilege of shooting on 

their ranches. In future they intend to pro¬ 

tect the game for their own benefit, and have 

formed a club known as the Pleasure Seekers’ 

Hunting Club and intend to prosecute all tres¬ 

passers. 

The geese are affording excellent sport in the 

where there were few birds in former years, 

while some of the best places were very poor. 

On the whole a good many quail have been 

killed in places at some distance from San 

Francisco, but there has been so much hunting 

in this neighborhood that the birds arc becom¬ 

ing very scarce. Fanciers of quail shooting are 

in hopes that the fish and game commissioners 

will carry out their proposed scheme of trapping 

quail in lower California next season, when the 

birds are young, and planting them in parts of 

the country near at hand, where they will be 

protected by farmers until they accumulate. 

Such a measure would certainly be a boon to 

San Francisco sportsmen as comparatively little 

good quail hunting has been enjoyed in country 

accessible from this city for several years. 

A story comes from Reno that Michael Don¬ 

nelly and Harry McEwen, vaqueros of Elk 

county, Nevada, came upon a mountain lion 

lying by the roadside while on their way to 

their ranch in the interior. They lassoed the 

animal from both sides and held it stretched out 

between them, but McEwen’s rope broke and 

the lion started for Donnelly. His horse, how¬ 

ever, was able to keep ahead until the lion was 

exhausted, when Donnelly dragged it along until 

it choked to death. A. P. B. 

The Reindeer of Lapland. 

Within the last ten years, at least two cargoes 

of domesticated reindeer have been imported 

from Lapland to America, to say nothing of the 

much larger number introduced into Alaska 

from the land of the Tchukchi in Northern 
a 

Asia. 

But few people have visited Lapland and seen 

the domesticated reindeer of Northern Europe 

in their homes and cared for by their rude own¬ 

ers. Yet in Lapland and the highlands of Nor¬ 

way vast herds of these animals exist, and here 

too the wild reindeer are found, sometimes 

mingling with the tame ones, just as occasionally 

a tame one wanders off from his fellows and 

meeting a herd of the wild takes up the savage 

life of his ancestors. Their summer pasture 

consists of rolling uplands, 3,000 feet above the 

sea level; a treeless country, where grass and 

creeping shrubs and wide stretches of moss are 

the only vegetation, a land for the most part of 

utter solitude. Here the tame reindeer pastures, 

herded usually by a man and his wife, assisted 

by one or more dogs. The reindeer are absolute¬ 

ly tame and regard the approach of a human 

being with the indifference shown by the domes¬ 

tic cow. 

The Lapps, a people of Mongolian blood, are 

supported chiefly by the reindeer, whose scanty 

rich milk they use for making cheese and some¬ 

times butter; though there are some Lapps who 

cultivate the ground and raise small crops. 

The importation of reindeer to Northern New¬ 

foundland and Labrador has the same purpose 

as the importation of the Tchukchi reindeer to 

Alaska, and there is no apparent reason why 

both efforts should no.t succeed, nor indeed why 

the native caribou should not be domesticated 

as those of Northern Europe have been from 

time immemorial. In Northern Asia, they are 

used not only for hauling sledges on the snow 

in winter, but also as pack and even saddle ani¬ 

mals. 

The domesticated reindeer have lost their na¬ 

tive color and are sometimes white, sometimes 

brown, sometimes even almost black or spotted. 

Newfoundland Game. 

St. John’s, N. F., Feb. 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Ruffed grouse or partridge are not very 

plentiful at present. They sell readily for $t per 

brace where two or three years ago they could 

be had for half that price. 

Rabbits are not as plentiful either as they 

were a few years ago. Various causes are as¬ 

signed for the scarcity. Some persons who 

came in from the country last week reported 

that the lynx have killed numbers of them. 

They saw hundreds of rabbits lying around the 

woods in the interior, with pieces out of their 

throats, pointing to their destruction by lynx. 

A few years ago rabbits sold for twenty cents 

per brace, now they fetch thirty-five or forty 

cents and are not easily to be had for that price. 

The trouting season opened last month. A 

great many large catches were reported. Among 

others a local paper reported that one man from 

a neighboring village brought to town sixty 

dozen splendid trout and sold them for thirty 

cents per dozen. 

W. J. Carroll. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

IX.—Split-Bamboo Rods—Continued. 

WHEN your strips are finished, their glassy 

surfaces may seem to be poor holding 

ground for glue, and you may be 

;empted to roughen them. This is a mistake, 

ro satisfy yourself, wet one of the surfaces 

slightly and after it has dried, pass your finger 

Dver it. You will find the grain raised enough to 

prove that this will be taken care of by the hot 

glue. 
Fit a set of six strips together and wind them 

spirally with thread, so that they will all be in 

perfect contact. Examine all parts carefully and 

see that the pith sides come together through¬ 

out, and that no strip sinks below its proper 

plane, as it will do if its taper is not the same 

as that of the other strips. In this case a new 

strip must be made to replace it. Cheap rods 

are -often corrected for this fault by winding 
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a narrow piece of paper spirally around the 

imperfect place in the strip, then removing the 

paper from the surface after gluing, but this is 

not to be recommended, as you would regret it 

later on, perhaps by the seam opening. Gauge 

carefully the taper of the assembled strips and 

mark all places that need further reducing. 

In a preceding chapter I said that double 

enamel rods are excellent if carefully made. In 

working thin-walled cane this system has some 

points of excellence, and the amateur who is 

skilled with the plane and the file can work 

it nicely, especially for butts and middle joints. 

Square up the rough stock and match two 

strips with reference to the knots. Decide 

which is to be the surface strip and plane it to 

rectangular section, with the rind on the bot¬ 

tom. Do not touch the rind. Now plane the 

second or inner strip to match, but file off just 

enough of the rind in the center to make a glue 

joint, it being remembered that the convex rind 

of the inner strip cannot otherwise be glued 

to the pith side of the outer strip. Glue the 

strips together, wind with cord, place under a 

weight or clamp together- until dry. In section 

your double enamel strip will be like Fig. 45, 

while Fig. 46 shows the sectional view of a 

finished strip. It is best to make the outer strip 

thinner than the inner one, as in this way the 

maximum of rind is obtained. 

It must be understood that in filing the rind 

of the inner strip, only a very small portion of 

its center is to be removed. This will affect 

the strip very little when the two are glued 

together. 

It is not advisable for the beginner to try this 

method on tips until he has mastered the less 

complicated hexagonal work, if at all. 

When your assembled strips are ready for 

gluing, warm them while heating the glue, and 

for each set of strips have ready a piece of 

strong thread. You can glue the strips with 

another person’s assistance. To do this glue a 

few inches at a time, your assistant keeping them 

separated for the purpose. Wind them spirally, 

glue a few more inches, wind again, and so on 

until finished, then wind back to the place of 

beginning. Whatever the method, pass the 

strips over a flame before pressing them into 

contact, in order to be sure the glue is hot, and 

after the strips have been wound in one direc¬ 

tion they can be again passed over a flame, then 

the reverse winding complected. I prefer to use 

the best French glue, applying it with a flat 

brush while very hot. Before using fresh glue 

I soak it over night in cold water. It should 

be quite thin. 

months at least. Tournament rods should sea¬ 

son even longer, for they are put to the severest 

tests. 

Glued joints should be left in a warm room 

When the stock is dry the double spiral wind¬ 

ings are taken off and the surplus glue removed, 

then the bamboo is rubbed very lightly with the 

finest sandpaper and the corners rounded 

slightly. It is then ready for handgrasp and 

ferrules. I prefer _ to rub lightly with varnish 

and let thjs dry before winding. Split or ser¬ 

rated ferrules should be used on bamboo rods 

in preference to the ordinary capped ferrules, 

and in fitting these only the corners of the bam¬ 

boo should be removed. 

To recapitulate: In order to lead from step 

to step without a break I have tried to describe 

how the butt and tips of a two-piece rod may 

be made. It naturally follows that a three-piece 

or a one-piece rod is made in the same fashion, 

the depth of the grooves in your little block 

varying to accord with the caliber of the rod- 

to-be. 
I would, however, advise you to make several 

experimental sections of cane before attempting 

full length strips; in other words, to practice 

with short pieces until you master first princi¬ 

ples. 
In order to do this, make your six inch block 

(Fig. 42) first of all. Take some rejected strips 

a foot or two in length and bevel and finish 

them with great care, having in mind a certain, 

taper and following this religiously. It is sur¬ 

prising how quickly this will teach you the nice¬ 

ties of the system. The short pieces will be 

handy to fit and glue together, and later on you 

can saw them in two and inspect their ends to 

see just how your work turns out. You can also 

e=cr:mi i, > ~tr Q r Tor 
Tarpon Rod. 
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Surf Casting Rod. 
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Light Salt Water Rod. 

FIG. 47. 

Now sight along each strip alternately and 

correct the natural tendency to twist spirally. 

Rolling in the hands while gluing will partially 

correct this. Fasten the glued stock on a board 

or a rod by winding loosely around both, to 

prevent warping. 

until thoroughly dry. A month is not too long, 

and the best rodmakers dislike to let rods go 

out of their shops if the stock has had less than 

four months to dry and harden. As a rule they 

glue their stock in the autumn and make up 

rods from it the following spring, these rods 

being kept out of the anglers’ hands for six 

determine which glue seems best. Go even 

further and keep these sample pieces to see how 

much you have improved in your work from 

time to time. 

Silt Water Rods. 

The best type of rod for salt water fishing is 

the long tip and separate handgrasp. This ap¬ 

plies to all rods used in sea fishing, whether for 

tarpon, tuna, striped bass, weakfish or small fry, 

the length and weight depending on the kind of 

fish angled for. 

By using the separate handgrasp, the joint 
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can be made very strong, and tips of different 

caliber or length are available, one handgrasp 

serving for a part of two or more rods. 

Two-piece rods, with the parts equal in length, 

come next. Other styles are used occasionally. 

Bethabara is the favorite wood and split bam¬ 

boo is coming into more general use for weak- 

fish rods and even for larger fish, including tuna 

and tarpon. 
It has long been the practice to equip heavy 

salt water rods with two sets of guides, so that 

any inclination of the tip toward set can be cor¬ 

rected by turning it half way round and using 

the other guides, etc. There are objections to 

this, due to the possibility of the line catching 

on the lower guides, and among anglers for big 

sea fish there are many who favor one set of 

guides only. The strain of trolling, and of 

fighting and landing heavy fish on a long line 

will permanently set any tip, but this can be 

corrected now and then so that the fault is not 

important. 

I will give the specifications of three salt water 

rods I have made at various times, the material 

of all being bethabara, and each being a useful 

type. They are illustrated in-Fig. 47. 

Tarpon Rod.—Length, 6 feet io)4 inches; tip, 

5 feet 514 inches. Handgrasp, 21 inches, wound 

with celluloid and fitted with a rubber button. 

Swell of handgrasp, 1 11-32 inches. Reelseat, 

1 1-16 inches in diameter. Taper of tip, 29-32 

to 5-16 inch, uniform throughout. Caliber of 

agate stirrup-tube top, Yi inch. First set of 

trumpet guides, 9 inches from top; second set, 

spaced 14 inches; third set, spaced 17 inches; 

set of agate hand guides, 25 inches from reel. 

The weight is about 24 ounces. 

Surf-Casting Rod.-—Length, 6 feet 11^2 inches; 

tip, 4 feet 11Y inches; handgrasp, 2514 inches 

long, or 22J4 inches to center of reel. Swell 

of grasp, 1 3-16 inches; material, a greenheart 

17-32 inch core, covered with solid cork, making 

a very light as well as springy butt whose core 

is of the same diameter as the tip, of which it 

is really a continuation. Reelseat, inch, fitted 

for a 250-yard reel.’ Tip calibers: ferrule cen¬ 

ter, 17-32 inch; 6 inches forward, 17-32; 12 

inches, ; 18 inches, 15-32; 24 inches, 7-16; 30 

inches, 13-32; 36 inches, Ys; 42 inches, 21-64; 

48 inches, 9-32; 54 inches, 17-64; at top, %-inch. 

Top, stirrup-tube, 5-16 caliber; raised agate 

guide, \o]A inches from top, with the second 

guide 14 inches below the first and 36 inches 

from the reel. Guide calibers, 5-16 and Y inch. 

This rod weighs only 13 ounces. It was de¬ 

signed for the regulation 2)4 ounce lead weight 

in long distance tournament casting, but will 

also handle a 3 or 4 ounce sinker nicely, this 

weight being, necessary in casting in the surf, 

where the combers will pick up a lighter weight 

and carry it into shoal water. It also has tre¬ 

mendous power for its weight, and is resilient 

throughout its entire' length, in which it differs 

from rods having heavy, stiff handgrasps; is a 

pleasant rod to fish with and one can cast a 

214 ounce weight 175 to 200 feet with very little 

effort. The grasp is made in the manner illus¬ 

trated in Fig. 35, but the core is largest • under 

the reel, then tapers to about Y inch at the butt, 

making it in fact a double-tapered rod. 

The grasp is so light that tips of small caliber 

and length are available, but for all-round sea 

fishing the handgrasp should be made about six 

inches shorter. 

Light Salt Water Rod.—Length, 6 feet 54 
inch; joints, 3674 inches. Weight, 13 ounces. 

Handgrasp, double, cord-wound; length, 21 

inches; swell of lower grasp, i)4 inches; of 

upper grasp, 1 inch; diameter of reelseat, % 

inch. Taper, handgrasp to ferrule, uniform, 

35-64 to 29-64; ferrule center, 7-16 inch, caliber 

of tip six inches from center, 13-32; 12 inches, 

25-64; 18 inches, 11-32; 24 inches, 21-64; 30 

inches, 9-32; at top 15-64 inch. Top, stirrup- 

Ipbe, agate, 5-16; bell guide, 9)4 inches from 

top; second guide 5-16, agate, spaced 17)4 inches 

and 27 inches from reel. 
This rod is pleasant to use for medium-sized 

sea fish, and handles the standard 2^4 ounce 

weight nicely. In one of the tournaments of 

the Anglers’ Club of New York in Central Park 

five contestants used this rod, the best cast with 

it being 190 feet. In practice I have averaged 

189 4-5 feet with it in five casts on the grass. 

The details of construction for similar light 

weight wood rods, already given, will apply to 

these salt water rods, save that heavier material 

will be needed. For my tarpon rod I obtained 

bethabara 1 inch square; for the surf rod, Ya 

inch; for butt of two-piece rod, Y\ inch, and for 

tip 74 inch. 
In making handgrasps for rods of this class, I 

leave the wood core somewhat rough, in order 

that the glue will have better holding ground 

than if the core were polished smooth. 

Merely to give an idea of the expense, in time 

and cash, to the amateur rodmaker, I give be¬ 

low the following data relating to these three 

rods. All are bethabara: 

Tarpon Rod.—Cost of material, about $7.50; 

time required, ten hours. 

Surf Rod.—Cost of material, about $6; time 

required, about seven hours. 

Light Salt Water Rod.—Material, $4; time, 

nine hours. 

If the surf rod is made of dagarna, purchased 

in billet form, the cost can be reduced some¬ 

what. The time given above refers only to 

finishing and mounting the rod, and does not in¬ 

clude winding and varnishing. 

Japanese Bamboo Supply Decreasing. 

Consul-General Henry B. Miller, of Yoko¬ 

hama, quotes a' published statement that the 

supply of bamboo in Japan is gradually decreas¬ 

ing, as bamboo groves have been attacked by a 

certain disease which causes them to decay. The 

Kobe Bamboo Guild has addressed a memorial 

to the Minister for Agriculture and Commerce, 

asking that measures be taken for the encour¬ 

agement of the cultivation of bamboo. 

Amateur Rodmaking. 

Elgin, Ill., Jan. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have read the articles on rod making with' much 

interest. Have any of our American rod makers 

made the double-built rods commercially? 

Charles C. Elliott. 

New York, Feb. 14.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have read the articles in Forest and 

Stream on rodmaking and find them very in¬ 

teresting and complete. I shall make it a point 

to read the series through. 

Geo. R. Spinning. 

The N. A. S. A. C. Tournament. 

Chicago, Ill., Feb. 22.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The second international tournament, 

given under the auspices of the National Asso¬ 

ciation of Scientific Angling Clubs, by the Illi¬ 

nois Bait-Casting Club, Aug. 14 and 15, will be 

held in Chicago, Ill. 

At a recent meeting of the tournament com¬ 

mittee of the Illinois club, besides naming the 

dates of Aug. 14 and 15, provision was made to 

give seven amateur events, officially recognized 

by the National Association of Scientific Ang¬ 

ling Clubs. The events to be given are: Sal¬ 

mon fly, distance fly, accuracy fly, dry-fly accu¬ 

racy, accuracy bait )4 ounce, accuracy bait )4 
ounce and distance bait )4 ounce. 

Diamond trophies are provided for each of 

the six leading events, and a suitable trophy in 

the salmon event, for the championships. 

In the meantime for those designing to get 

tackle ready, this abstract of the rules is given: 

Salmon Fly.—Rod not to exceed 15 feet in 

length; weight unrestricted; line unrestricted; 

leader not less than 6 feet nor more than 2 feet 

longer than rod, either single, double or in com¬ 

bination. Fly not smaller than one inch from 

bend of hook to end of shank; two-handed 

overhead casting. 

Distance Fly.—Rod unrestricted; reel unre¬ 

stricted; line unrestricted; leader single gut, 6 

feet or longer; fly not larger than No. 10; 

single-handed, overhead casting. 

Accuracy Fly.—Rod not to exceed 11 y2 feet 

in length nor 8)4 ounces avoirdupois in weight. 

Reel unrestricted; line unrestricted, except not 

knotted or marked for distances; leader, single 

gut, not less than 6 feet nor more than 12 feet 

long. Fly not larger than No. 4; single-handed, 

overhead casting. 

Dry-Fly Casting.—Rod not over ii)4 feet in 

length; weight unrestricted ; reel unrestricted ; 

line unrestricted, except not to be knotted 

weighted or marked to indicate distances; leader 

single gut, not less than 6 feet nor more thar 

2 feet longer than rod; fly not larger than No 

10, old scale; single-handed, overhead casting. 

In the bait events, rod and line unrestricted 

reel, free-running, without retarding devices 

official weights. 

Quite a novel attraction is provided for in eacl 

of the six bait and fly contests (not includin] 

salmon fly). A handsome prize is to be,awardei 

for the highest score made in each event by an 

contestant who has never won an importan 

prize in an international tournament. Shoul 

the winner of any of these special prizes als 

make a score calling for an important prize i 

the regular list he may choose which he pri 

fers, as only one prHe will be awarded to an 

one contestant in any one event. 

The committee believes this novelty of si 

special prizes will widen the field of interest an 

friendly rivalry. It bars the heretofore “to] 

notchers” from winning-these specials, and pu 

“two strings to the bow” of every contestai 

who first steps on the “international” platforr 

L. E. DeGarmo, 

Chairman Pub. Com. 

All the fish laivs of the United States and Ca, 
ada, revised to date and now in force, are givi 
in the Game Laws in Brief. See ady. 
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Sportsmen’s Show Tournament. 

The fly- and bait-casting tournament held in 

connection with the Motor Boat and Sportsmen s 

show in Madison Square Garden has been well 

attended and hotly contested from the start. 

The arrangements are good under the circum¬ 

stances. It is extremely difficult to install a cast¬ 

ing tank in a hall like Madison Square Garden, 

for it must be nearly 200 feet long and ten feet 

wide to give sufficient space for all fly and bait 

events, and it is impossible to so arrange it that 

contestants will have sufficient space and light 

and still allow the crowds of deeply interested 

spectators to approach close enough to see what 

is going on. The present tank is next to the wide 

aisle on the Twenty-seventh street side of the 

Garden, with a low fence to prevent visitors 

from getting too close, but not high enough to 

keep them from leaning over to watch the cast¬ 

ing. The result has inevitably been a frequent 

wrecking of winter millinery and the decoration 

OPENING EVENT—NOVICES. 

Single hand fly-casting for distance; 6o-foot 

class: 

A. Tav Martsh. 
Ft.ln. 

.. 72 0 A. Ik Humphrey. 
Ft.ln. 

.. 68 3 
E. ll. Fitch. .. 70 7 K. Jacobus . 
W. L. Hodgkins.. .. 68 5 W. 15. Young. ..60 0 

EVENT 2—QUARTER-OUNCE BAIT. 

Five casts for distance, quarter-ounce weights, 

ioo-foot class: 

Ft.ln. Ft.In. 
C. J. McCarthy.114 10 E. F. Todd. 98 8 
L. S. Darling.110 3 Charles Stepath.93 0 
A. Jay Marsh.104 11 

EVENT 3—NOVICE FLY-CASTING. 

Single-hand fly-casting for distance, 75-foot 

class: 

F’t.In. Ft.ln. 
J. G. Knowlton. 78 8 Walter McGuckin-72 1 
A. J. Marsh. 76 3 A. Barends . 65 3 
Fred. T. Mapes. 73 7 M. H. Smith. Go 2 

EVENT 4—DRY FLY. 

Single-hand dry-fly casting for accuracy, one 

Manager Jacobus to call off the event for the 

present and substitute instead an event for five- 

ounce rods, with handicaps. The allowances 

were three-fourths of the difference in feet, be¬ 

tween scratch men and each contestant’s record 

score. The results: 

Cast. Allowance. Score. 
Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft.ln. 

I.. S. Darling. . 89 8 0 8 90 5 
E. 1. Mills. . 87 (1 0 0 87 0 
W. J. Ehrich. . 78 0 8 8 86 8 
(i. Mitchell . . 84 7 0 0 84 7 
Perry I). Frazer. . 73 1 5 3 78 4 
Walter McGuckin .... . 61 8 14 3 75 11 

The grilse event will be held early on a morn¬ 

ing to be agreed upon later. 

EVENT 6—ACCURACY FLY. 

This was cast off the afternoon of Feb. 24, 

five trials and five scoring casts at a target placed 

under a bush, distant 30 feet. Three-foot lead ■ 
ers and any fly-rods desired were admitted. 

Luck and skill combined were the necessary 

qualifications to wdn, for if a fly fell on the 

THE ILLINOIS BAIT-CASTING CLUB’S LAGOON IN WASHINGTON PARK, CHICAGO. 

Where the forthcoming National fly- and bait-casting tournament will be held. 

of leaders with such fancy feathers and tinsel 

as never were found on any artificial bass or 

salmon lure. Owners of headgear thus despoiled 

have always taken matters philosophically, how¬ 

ever, but casters have gone on record with the 

assertion that it is easier to climb a tree to re¬ 

cover a fly than to detach it from the top ham¬ 

per of some fair spectator. 

The light in the Garden is good enough, as a 

rule, but in the casting it is difficult to see line, 

fly or lure, particularly at night, and many 

errors are made that would never occur out¬ 

doors. The warm, dry air indoors is another 

handicap, too, but in the distance events very 

creditable scores have been made, particularly 

that of Louis Darling, who cast 89 feet 8 inches 

with a five-ounce fly-rod on Saturday night; E. 

J. Mills’ 87 feet in the same event; Call J. Mc¬ 

Carthy’s 114 feet 10 inches with quarter-ounce 

bait on Friday, and R. C. Leonard’s superb score Dof 99 1-5 cent, in the dry-fly event on Satur¬ 

day afternoon. 

cast at a 30-inch target placed at each distance, 

20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 feet, the fly to be dried and 

extended in the air between targets; perfect 

casts scored o, one foot away 1, etc.; loss of fly 

or touching water with line or fly in retrieving 

to disqualify contestant; total demerits divided 

by 5 and deducted from 100 to count as per¬ 

centage. The results: 

R. C. Leonard. 0 
G. Mitchell. 0 
Perry D. Frazer. 1 
E. J. Mills... 2 
Walter McGuckin. 1 
C. J. McCarthy. 3 
L. S. Darling. 0 
Wm. J. Ehrich. 2 
John L. Kirk. 0 

Total Per 
Demerits. Cent. 

9 1 2 1 4 99 1-5 
1 2 1 3 7 98 3-5 
0 2 3 5 11 97 4-5 
1 0 1 9 13 97 2-5 
3 3 2 23 32 93 3-5 
1 0 Disqualified. 
2 6 4 Disqualified. 
0 5 Disqualified. 
2 2 3 Disqualified. 

EVENT 5—DISTANCE FLY. 

This event was to have been for two-hand 

grilse rods, distance fly-casting, but the danger 

of injuring visitors passing through one of the 

aisles over which the back cast must pass in 

order to have room for the forward cast caused 

bush and dropped off on the target, 

The results: 

R. C. Leonard... 
R. J. Held. 
A. J. Marsh. 
G. Mitchell . 
J. E. Kirk. 
Walter McGuckin 
W. J. Ehrich. 
L. S. Darling ... 
C. J. McCarty- 
Perry D. Frazer 
E. J. Mills. 

Tie: 
R. C. Leonard... 
R. J. Held . 

0 8 7 
7 8 7 
9 0 0 
0 8 9 
0 7 9 
0 0 8 
5 0 0 
0 0 8 
0 7 0 
6 0 0 
0 0 0 

5 0 0 
5 0 6 

it counted. 

Total. 
7 6 28 
6 0 28 
5 5 19 
0 0 17 
0 0 16 
5 0 13 
6 0 11 
0 0 8 
0 0 7 
0 0 6 
0 0 0 

6 G 17 
0 0 11 

National Rules. 
The constitution, rules, regulations and events 

of the National Association of Scientific Angling 

Clubs have been issued in pamphlet form. They 

embody all the changes passed upon at the last 

annual meeting, in Racine, and agreed to later 

by the executive committee. Copies may be had 

free of charge by all anglers who will write to 

Secretary II. E. Rice, 225 South Peoria street, 

Chicago. 
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Bad News For Trout Fishers. 

Sullivan County, N. Y., Feb. 18—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I am sorry to say that my 

worst fears in regard to the trout have been 

realized. Several days of mild weather followed 

by rain on Saturday of last week resulted in a 

sudden breaking up of the heavy ice and there 

is no doubt that large numbers of fish were de¬ 

stroyed. The ice was twenty inches to two feet 

thick and there was much snow upon the ground. 

A large portion of the latter ran off in a few 

hours, and this, with rain and high temperature, 

forced the ice to go out. Jams are said to have 

formed in many places, only to go out with a 

rush, and many large trout were killed. A brown 

trout was picked up with its head crushed that 

weighed about six pounds. 
From the upper Delaware it is reported that 

the bass suffered severely. On some of the 

smaller streams the bulk of the flood water 

seemed to be passing over the ice and I had 

r 

sport in the future. We will hope that the trout 

have pulled through a very rough experience 

much better than they are said to have done, but 

I greatly fear that many a noble patriarch has 

gone to his last account, never more to rise at 

fly or dash at minnow. 
Theodore Gordon. 

A Pennsylvania Trout Stream. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Feb. 1 Theodore Gordon in 

an article on fly-fishing makes inquiry as to a 

stream called Young Woman s Creek, a tribu¬ 

tary of the West Branch of the Susquehanna, and 

wonders what it is like now, he having fished 

there, as he stated in another article, about 

twenty years ago. 
I have fished this stream off and on for twenty- 

four years; also hunting along its course and 

its watershed at various times during that 

period. I have fished on all its branches as far 

miles long, all the large timber has been re¬ 

moved, but the banks and hillsides are rapidly 

growing up, so that if fires are kept out for a 

few years this creek will once again become a 

good trout stream. 
As it is, Young Woman’s Creek is probably 

as good for trout as any other open stream of 

its size in the State. For a distance of twelve 

miles from the forks at the oil pump station to 

Dyer’s on the pike, there is not the sign of a 

human industry or habitation, barring Jim 

Dougherty’s summer camp and Ernest Davis 

cabin. In those twelve miles there are some 

nice trout holes and long runways of stream 

that hold some good ones. 
Last year the fishing for some unaccountable 

reason was very poor. There were trout there, 

but wind, weather, water and the fly never 

formed that harmonious combination necessary 

to sell Mr. Spots an old brick from the fifteenth 

of April until the rattlesnakes got so thick it was 

not safe to tramp the stream. We all agreed 

that 1907 was blacklisted as a trout year, as it 

was for his worthy colleague, the ruffed grouse. 

The season of 1906 was, however, a good one 

on this stream, many nice catches being made. 

I fished it one day from daylight until dark, 

catching lots of small ones and enough large 

ones of from nine to fourteen inches to fill the 

basket. Worman. 

Against Pollution. 
At a recent meeting of the Anglers Club of 

New York a committee was appointed to work 

with a similar committee from the Merchants 

Association, or any other body interested, against 

the pollution of the game fish waters of the 

State. President John L. Kirk, Robert B. Law¬ 

rence and Harold G. Henderson were appointed 

as this committee, and Arnold H. Ellis sub¬ 

scribed $100 toward the work. While this is a 

local organization, its members are men of 

prominence in the business and professional life_ 

of New York City. They fish New York State 

waters extensively in season and are active woik- 

ers in fish and game protection. In the work 

this committee has agreed to perform funds will 

be needed, and we would suggest that persons 

who can afford to contribute toward the cause 

communicate at once with the secretary, Edward 

Farnham Todd, 62 Liberty street, New York 

City. If desired, contributions will be acknowl¬ 

edged in these columns, be they one dollar or 

one thousand dollars. Every little helps, and in 

view of the fact that the trout of nearby New 

York streams have suffered severely in last 

year’s drouth and this winter’s freshets, the re¬ 

maining supply must be carefully looked after. 

Thank You. 
Perry D. Frazer is Still continuing his rod- 

making series of articles in the Forest and 

Stream, and it may be said that they are the 

simplest and best ever published, says the New¬ 

ark (N. J.) Call. It is to be hoped that he will 

publish the series in book form. The eighth arti¬ 

cle appeared yesterday. It told how to work out 

the strips for a split bamboo rod and what tools 

and appliances to use, and it was explained so 

that any amateur could understand and feel that 

he could follow the instructions. All of the 

series have been interesting and valuable. Sev¬ 

eral more installments are coming before the 

rod is finished. 

STRIKING A THIRTY POUND BASS. 

Joseph Cawthorn on the beach at Asbury Park, N. J. 

hoped that the cold change on Saturday night toward the heads as I could throw a fly. When 

had come in time, although I had been anxious Mr. Gordon was on it twenty years ago the 

for several days. white pine lumber was being cut and driven 

We had very cold weather in January with down the stream. Large splash dams were on 

temperatures down in part of the county as low it and had even at that time injured it seriously 

as 28 below zero and the ice was very heavy, as a trout stream; at least it was not nearly 

The Neversink, Willowemoc and Beaverkill have equal to its condition of primitive wildness 

been affected and doubtless all the streams with- when it was one of the greatest trout producers 

in a large area. Trout in the small brooks and known in Pennsylvania. The log driving, saw- 

upper portions of the large streams suffered less mills and tannery at its mouth made it only an 

than those in the lower waters, but many of the ordinary stream at that time. After the pine 

largest have been killed. I hope that the reports was cut there was a short period of rest for 

are somewhat exaggerated, but the freshet could. the stream when it quickly recuperated and gave 

not have occurred at a more unfortunate time, promise of being once again a great trout stream, 

at least from a trout lover’s point of view. but alas, the hemlock lumbermen took posses- 

Last year the ruffed grouse (partridges) suf- sion of it, built more dams to run the logs downs 

fered and now I am afraid that the trout have and when they got through, about six years ago, 

had their turn. There had not been so many it had hardly any trout left in it. Since that 

grouse for many years as there were in 1906 and time on one of the main branches the pulp wood 

a large stock remained at the close of the shoot- lumbermen have been cutting what the hdmlock 

ing season, but a cold, wet spring and probably people left, so that on the Green Lick bianch 

an epidemic disease, resulted in poor sport in there is at present not much but b^re hillsides 

the autumn of 1907. with the stream bed filled with gravel and mud. 

It seems to be a fact that whenever we have The eastern or main branch is better, as the 

an unusually good stock of birds in the covers State has acquired most of its drainage area and 

or fish in the streams, something unfortunate is protecting it in a perfunctory way. Even 

comes along to blast our expectations of good on this part of the stream, which is about fifteen 



Yachting Magazines—Past and Present 

BY C. G. DAVIS. 

Away back years ago, when the early settlers 
of America had all ihey could do in fair weather 
to grow produce enough to prevent starving 
during the winter, and when the frequent at¬ 
tacks by Indians or wild beasts necessitated 
carrying one’s shooting iron, there was no 
time for reading—when not working, one 
wanted to rest. There were no gas or electric 
lights either in those days to read at night by, 
and for that matter, no literature save, possibly, 
the much-cherished family Bible to read. 

Yachting is but one of the many channels of 
sport for man’s recreation, made possible by 
civilization, ,and following yachting, came pub¬ 
lications dealing with that sport. 

It is of these publications I was thinking and 
comparing the happy lot of a yachtsman of to¬ 
day with that of one fifty years ago. There 
was then practically no yachting lore in this 
country, and any one who was fortunate enough 
to have a copy of some English work on that 
subject was indeed a lucky man. 

But to-day, as night comes on, instead of the 
uncertain light from a tallow dip, as the poor 
pioneers had. we turn a little key on the chan¬ 
delier and the room instantly is flooded with a 

white light that rivals daylight itself. Easy 
Morris chairs to flop in, pipes and tobacco at 
one’s elbow and a bookcase loaded down with 
bound volumes of yachting magazines, books on 
yachting subjects and letter files full of clippings 
or photographs on yachting. Pictures of yachts 
dot the wall paper—some bouncing along down 
wind, with balloon jibs drawing hard as china, 
or two or three in a bunch having it hammer 
and tongs in a close scrap to windward. 
Some pictures are actual photographs, instan¬ 
taneous reproductions of some of the happiest 
moments in one’s life, and we sit back and blow 
lings of smoke as we close our eyes and dream 
over again that particular race. Some are 
colored lithographs or paintings, where the 
artists have added their cunning to accentuate 
certain features of a race that long ago caused 
a sensation in yachting. 

Relics-of good days past, such as a silver 
mug, a prize for some race sailed, an old 
tattered but much cherished flag or two, a 
sheath knife that has clung to one like a true 
companion, a varnished board with a name in 
tarnished brass letters, all that remains of our 
first boat, and many more such objects all dear 
to a yachtsman’s heart adorn the walls. 

But to come back to the bookcase and its 
magazines. Here indeed extremes meet—the 

past and the present. The past represented by 
what are now known as Peverelly’s Aquatics; 
the present, by four new magazines started in 
1907. 

Peverelly’s Aquatics was perhaps the oldest 
magazine published in the interest of yachting 
and rowing in this country. Cushing, Bardua 
& Co. were the publishers, and for editor they 
had the best known marine writer on the New 
York dailies at that time, a man who then had 
had twenty-five years’ experience to draw on, 
Charles A. Peverelly. 

The first number of this monthly appeared, in 
June, 1872, a blue paper-covered book 6 by g/ 
inches in size, with 66 pages of reading and 
several pages of advertisements of such old-time 
yacht builders as P. McGiehan, James Lennox, 
Henry Smedley, Thomas Fearon and the old 
sail-making firm of John Sawyer. 

The cover design represented the schooner 
yachts Henrietta, Fleetwing and Vesta prepar¬ 
ing to start on their wintry race across the At¬ 
lantic in 1866. The shell boats racing repre¬ 
sented the Atalantas taking their last pull on the 
Passaic River. These were framed in rope 
design, with oars, anchors, windlass and mooring 
buoy scattered about. 

There was a frontispiece, an engraving taken 
from the celebrated painting by A. Cary Smith, 
of the Sappho rounding the Southwest Spit in 
her last race with the Livonia. 

This monthly cost $4 a year, and was the 
greatest boon to yachtsmen. It had the field 
entirely to itself for nearly three years, when it 
stopped publication. 

The next oldest paper on yachting is the 
Forest and Stream, a weekly magazine that 
started with Mr. Charles Hallock as editor on 
Aug. 14, 1873, the year after the Aquatic Maga¬ 
zine. and is still running to-day, thereby enjoy¬ 
ing the distinction of being the oldest yachting 
publication of to-day. Few are the yachtsmen 
not acquainted with this paper, and all remem¬ 
ber reading, either as man or boy, the delight¬ 
ful accounts of yachting experiences as told by 
Forest and Stream’s first yachting editor, C. 
P. Kunhardt, who joined the paper in 1876. 
Mr. Kunhardt was a cutter crank, but a frank 
outspoken one. and a practical yachtsman, and 
did more for the cutter model in this country 
than any other man. His sketches were the de¬ 
light of thousands, and the large book called 
“Small Yachts,” which he gave the yachting 
public, will keep his memory forever green 
among those who love the sport. Mr. Kunhardt 
was lost with all on board the steamship Con- 
serva, which he was taking to Samana, San Do¬ 
mingo. 

Forest and Stream was first published 11 by 

15 inches in size, and cost $5 a year—this has 
now been reduced to $3. It had no cover but 
the name across the top of the first page, and 
the date, etc., with the reading matter beginning 
right on the first of its sixteen pages. Its title 
across the first page is as shown, this idea 
being preserved to-day, only instead of an old- 
time engraving, a half-tone print has been sub¬ 
stituted to make it more up-to-date. 

In 1906 the size of Forest and Stream was 

reduced to g]/2 by I2j4 inches; but the number of 

pages being increased, the amount of reading 
matter remained about the same. 

W. P. Stephens succeeded Kunhardt in the 
editorship, and being a practical canoeist, the 
small boat sailors and yachtsmen were well 
catered to. Many a yachtsman, after reading 
his fill of salt water, has turned to the front 
pages and gone off into the woods on a bear 
hunt with Geo. B. Grinnell or gone trout fishing 
with Perry D. Frazer, the present editor. 

Forest and Stream catered largely at one 
time to canoeing, which along in the ’80s was 
much more popular than to-day. 

In the canoeist ranks of those days were men 
whose enthusiasm did no't die with the approach 
of cold weather. They continued to meet and 
recount their summer adventures with smoke 
and good cheer in abundance. One of them, 
Arthur Brentano, being in the publication busi¬ 
ness, started a little canoeing magazine _ in 
February, 1882. called the American Canoejst. 
Col. Chas. Ledyard Norton, who, along with 
John Habberton, author of Budge and Toddie, 
published their canoeing experiences in a book 
called “Canoeing in Kanuckia,” was editor. 
Various canoeists had a hand in running this 
canoe paper at that time, among them such well- 
known canoeists as Wm.. Whitlock, C. K. 
Monroe, C. G. Y. King, R. J. Wilkin, R. B. 
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Burchard and C. Bowyer Vaux. It fell to Mr. 
Vaux eventually to run the paper for two years 
or more, until December, 1887, when it was 
transferred to H. H. Soule, who got out one 
number in June, 1888, with the name changed 
to The American Canoeist and Single Hand 
Cruiser. In January, 1889, the paper made an¬ 
other start under the name of Sail and Paddle, 
published by the Nautical Publishing Co., of 
Watertown, N. Y. » 

There were during those years from 1882 to 
1890 many very witty and amusing little con¬ 
tributions published in that canoeing paper. 
Any one who has ever read any of those 
Jabberwock stories written by George A. 
Warder, will never forget them—they stuck. 

About this time there was a young man in 
New York, working as a salesman for J. J. 
Bockee, 47 Dev street, dealer in St. Lawrence 
River skiffs, canoes and steam launches. This 
young man in one of his trips up to the boat 
works met Pitt J. Baker, who then controlled 
the Nautical Publishing Co., of Watertown, N. 
Y., and as the result of a few moments’ conver¬ 
sation, decided to start another publication—one 
that would appeal to yachtsmen as. the Sail and 
Sweep had done to canoeists. So in May. 1800, 
a thin, gray-covered pamphlet appeared with the 
name “The Rudder” worked in rope letters 
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across the sky line with a launch and a sailing 
"skiff dodging around islands as a background. 
This heading took up about two inches across 
the top of. the cover, the rest was devoted to 
J. J Bockee’s advertisement. The editorial 
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rooms were then at 55 Dey street, New York. 
There were seven pages of reading matter, on 

the last of which the editor announced,' “We are 
here to stay.” There was not an illus¬ 
tration in the whole text, but in the next 
number W. C. Lieber s plans for a cat 
yawl started the ball -a-rolling. until the Rudder 
of to-day, eighteen years old at the present 
writing (1908), is a mass of photographic re- 
oroductions and lines of yachts, with a kaleido¬ 
scopic cover. The first year it cost $1 a yeai, 
10 cents a copy; the second year, 1891, the price 
was raised to $2 a year, 20 cents a copy, and lfi 
1897 it was again raised to $3 a year, 25 cents a 
copy. 

Like everything else in this world. Rudder 
had its ups and downs. It went along quite 
well The second year it absorbed the Sail and 
Paddle, all being in one title. Mr. Day steered 

this paper successfully until 1893, when Pitt J. 
Baker tried his hand at the helm, but she kept 
getting in the wind all the time with him. In 
1894 he got a new man to help hold the good 
craft on her course, W. G. Shepard; but she 
missed stays even with him several times, so in 
1895 the Nautical Publishing Co., of Watertown, 
formally turned over the helm to Mr. Day again, 
and he, with Mr. C. G. Davis as mate, soon got 
Rudder back on its proper course, getting 
heavier cargoes each year, 
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Then there is another, a weekly magazine, that 
Capt. James Summers started in New York city 
in 1895. This was called the Burgee and 
Pennant, and had a cover g]/2 by Iij4 inches in 
size, with rainbow hue, so varied were the tints, 
all the flags being printed in colors—yellow, red 
and blue. This paper cost $2 a year, 10 cents 

a copy. 
The Naval Reserves were coming into promi¬ 

nence this year, and Capt. Summers catered 
largely to them; but after running a year or so, 
his other newspaper duties made it impossible 
for him to continue Burgee and Pennant, and he 
stopped publishing it. 

At Chicago in 1900 another paper came near 
being launched by C. P. Root, a publisher of 
that city. A prospectus was gotten out, showing 
what the paper was to look like. The coyer, 
7 by iof4 inches, was of brown paper with title 

<* C.OAVfe 

printed in red upon it; but after carefully can¬ 
vassing the field, its owner came to the con¬ 
clusion the West would not support such a paper. 

Tucked away in an out-of-the-way corner of 
the bookcase is one poor, lonely little survivor 

of the San Francisco 
earthquake, called 
Yachting. The cover 
of this magazine . is 
5 by 6*4 inches, with 
the name and an old- 
time galley sailing to¬ 
ward a round, silvery 
moon, the galley, name 
and all being printed 
in silver on a light 
blue paper field. 

Mr. R. R. l’Hom- 
medieu started Yacht¬ 
ing at San Francisco 
in January, 1901, and 
as long as it ran, it 

was a very creditable little monthly, selling for 
15 cents a copy and $1 a year. It told of the 
doings of the yachtsmen who sailed in and out 
of the Golden Gate, and had some excellent 
photographs of the west coast boats. One in 
particular in the first issue, showed the sloop Edna 
running before the wind, with spinnaker and a 
water sail, as the bag-like strip of canvas hung 
under the mainboom is called. There were sixty 
pages of type and sixteen page plates of yachts, 
etc., and when Yachting sank from sight, its 
loss was lamented by many. The earthquake 
wiped out all record of this little paper. 

Three months after Yachting, or in March, 
iqoi, there appeared another monthly yachting 
magazine at Detroit, Mich., called the Sail and 
Sweep, edited by H. Coy Glidden. It has a 
gray cover, gA by 11% inches, with an artistic 
design consisting of an oval form in the center 
with the name printed in red above it, a yacht, 
surrounded by gulls, fishes and scrollwork and 
a wheel with crossed oars below made a very 
taking coyer- The first number ha4 twenty 
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pages, with a pleasing mixture of cuts and read¬ 
ing that improved with each issue and quickly 
ran up in popular favor. 

Sail and Sweep ran for over four years, selling 
for 10 cents a copy and $1 a year. 

The next paper successfully launched, was the 
Binnacle, a monthly club paper, published by 

the Columbia Y. C. 
at Chicago, a paper 
53A by 8 inches. 
The cover showed 
two mermaids hold¬ 
ing the spokes of a 
pilot wheel, in 
which a picture of 
the club house was 
printed, and point¬ 
ing with outstretch¬ 
ed arms to the 
name above formed 
of rope. 

Binnacle was 
originated by W. F. 
Corey, at that time, 
1901, on the edi¬ 
torial staff of a Chi¬ 
cago cycling club 
paper. His idea was 

laughed at by his fellow yachtsmen, but never¬ 
theless he went ahead, and in April, 1901. got 
out the first number, a yellow-covered pamphlet, 
with a design in black and a club flag in one 
corner printed in red. It was a modest num¬ 
ber, not an illustration appearing in the whole 
eight pages of reading matter. , . 

It started off with an article entitled the 
“Starting Gun,” as follows: “It is with a feel¬ 
ing of pride, but not unmixed with trepidation 
that we launch The Binnacle. 

To-day Binnacle causes no trepidation to its 
editors, and is the pride of the club whose 
official organ it is, and in whose pages much 
of interest, not only to Chicago sailors but 
yachtsmen in general, is to be found. 

[to be continued.] 

Stamford Y. C. 

The Stamford Y. C. has elected the follow¬ 
ing officers for the year: . 

Commodore, Richard H. Gillespie; Vice- 
Commodore. Alfred S. Pitt; Rear-Commodore, 
James S. Jenkins; Treasurer and Secretary, 
Herbert Lawton; Fleet Surgeon, Drr John J. 
Cloonan: Measurer, Dr. Alfred H. Scofield, 
Chaplain, the Rev. Louis F. Berry; Directors— 
Wilson L. Baldwin, George C. Blickensderfer, 
Edward G. Burgess, Jr., Walter E. Coe, John 
B. Phillips, Henry G. Ridabock, Edward E. 
Rinehart, Jr., Harold Roberts, Dr. Alfred H. 
Scofield. James D. Smith, Robert Struthers, Jr., 
and Charles F. Waterbury. . 

The club has two hundred and sixty members. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, '‘Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (Sl CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place. New York._ 

COX (Sl STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephone* 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

Ca.noe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Pacts. 
Bv C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. 019th, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 

their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” , 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

At Sea. 

Concluded from page 304. 

Sometimes the mates using their authority to 
abuse a man, will send him aloft as a punish¬ 
ment. The mate knew I was keeping a private 
log and had often tried to get me to let him 
read it, as several times he had overstepped 
his legal rights in his abuse of the men and was 
anxious to read what I bad written about it; 
but I would not let him see it. One (My on 
the homeward voyage, after we bad all deserted 
the ship, ran away on the desert of Antofagasta, 
Chili, been caught by the police and put aboard 
the ship to come home in the clothes we stood 
in, he asked me what day it was we filled the 
water casks at Valparaiso. “Get your book,” 
he said, “you can tell by that.” He said the. 
captain wanted to know,*so I got my diary and 
had a hard job to get it back. The captain, in 
fact, had to get it fo'r me from the mate. 

It was to settle this grudge against me one 
day as we were scudding around Cape Horn, 
ten knots an ljour under reefed topsails, he 
ordered me to go aloft to the topgallant yard 
and watch for land. At four o’clock in the 
morning it was pitch dark and lacked several 
hours of daylight. But up I went and sat 
astride the royal yard holding on to the tie, 
hugging up close to the mast in the lee of it as 
protection against the dry, bitter cold flurries 
of fine snow or hail that came down at intervals. 
It was so cold the snow was frozen into little 
pellets that rattled on my frozen oil-coat and 
so’wester. It was no punishment to me; in fact, 
it was more pleasant up there than down on 
deck, where the top of a sea was liable to roll 
over either rail a roaring, yeasty mass to soak 
a man caught in it. 

When daylight did come, gray and uncertain 
as the light was, I could make out three other 
ships hull down to the northward. 

When the mate finally did call me down, he 
made Joe, Lawson and I wash down the poop 
deck, although the seas were soaking it every 
few minutes. Little we cared; it kept us busy 
and warm to have to move about. We scrubbed 
and splashed and joked away in spite of him. 

Then he sung out to clew up the to’gansels, so 
we clewed up the fore and came aft to the 
main, well knowing*this was the beginning of 
the mate’s spite. Just as we started to haul on 
the clewline, he mumbled out some order. Joe 
looked at me and I at Lawson, but none of us 
understood what he said. He had his hack to¬ 
ward us, and as we waited to hear what he said, 
he muttered again unintelligibly. Finally we told 
him we could not hear. 
“-your souls, open your ears then!” 

he shouted and worked himself up into a furious 
rage. 

We were standing just at the edge of the 
poop, as the clewline was made fast to a pin 
in the rail up there, and when he saw us he 
flung his hat down on deck, threw his coat on 
the booby hatch and came at us on a run. 

“Get off of here!” he shouted. “Get down 
on the main deck! Get down there!” and giving 
Joe and Lawson a shove, he sent both of them 
off the poop to the deck below, while I jumped 
back against the rail. 

Seizing the clewline, he gave it two or three 
fearful yanks and then let it go and went back 
to the hatch and put on his hat and coat. He 
never said another word until we had the sail 
clewed up and asked him if we should furl it. 

“Yes, - you, yes!” lie shouted and re¬ 
sumed iiis walk back and forth along the weather 
side of the poop without so much as looking 
at us. 

We spent the rest of our watch making 
sennit by the booby hatch, and I kept my eye 
on a large, black, iron ship on our weather 
beam. She had a low square look, with stubby 
poles and flat trucks that pronounced her Eng¬ 
lish. Her royals and spanker were stowed, and 
with the weather clew of her mainsail lifted, she 
came edging down on us now hull down in the 
hollow between the seas and then again being 
hove up on the crest until the red of her bot¬ 
tom stood out like a flash of fire against the 
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Canoe Cruising and Camping, 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.0*. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Bo&ts and 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and S full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com-, 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and digging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C&ivoe a.nd BoeJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 

Brunswick. 
We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 

New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
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white foam that swept aft as the hull passed 
through it. 

The mate had called the old man up. as it 
was evident the ship intended to pass close 
under our stern, and together they hoisted the flags 
that, in the signal code, made out the W-s 
number. 

It was a perfect day; the sun shone clear over 
the entire ocean with a hard blue sky overhead, 
dotted with piles of fluffy vapor and an oc¬ 
casional strip of mackerel sky that resembled 
the wake of a paddle-wheel steamer. 

It was something unusual for ships to pass 
as close as we were with this “Lime Juicer, as 
English ships are called, and we could almost 
distinguish the features of her people as they 
paused in their work to hang over the rail and 
look at us. Forward the red shirts of some of 
the sailors hanging over the rail by the fore 
rigging thrust themselves upon the eye, and then 
the white apron on the cook, as he stood half 
in and half out of his galley looking at us, 
claimed attention. 

Aft on the poop stood two figures, evidently 
the skipper and mate, eying us through a long 
telescope, and near them at the wheel stood 
the helmsman, dividing his time between watch¬ 
ing the ship’s course and us. She did not 
appear to be going very fast, and yet as she 
drew away to leeward, it seemed but a few 
minutes before she was miles away, sinking her 
hull below the long flat swells. It was not 
an everyday occurrence to speak a ship, and it 
made me feel a little as if we still belonged to 
that far-distant earth, where the busy city of 
New York and all my friends belonged. It 
made me feel as if the solid earth still existed 
and had not sunk into oblivion when we left it. 

The Lipton Cup in Gravesend Bay. 

The sloop Bensonhurst has been awarded the 
Lipton cup after a summer’s racing in which 
she demonstrated her ability to win the greatest 
number of races, so that squabble, as well as the 
King’s cup, have both ended. But the moral 
begot by these two events should by no means 
pass unnoticed and unconsidered by all yachts¬ 
men who have the interest of the sport at heart. 

In the King’s cup event the fastest boats did 
not comply with the conditions governing tne 
race, and as a result they were disqualified one 
by one until the Capsicum was reached. She 
was found to have complied with them and was 
given the cup. 

In the Lipton cup event the seven yachts 
sailed the series, and then it was found six of 
them were disqualified by not measuring in ac¬ 
cordance to the conditions governing the race. 
What would the committee have done had the 
six measured in and the seventh been the only 
one to not comply? They would have disquali¬ 

fied her at once; but because the majority were 
at fault, the committee decided the best interests 
of yachting would be promoted by awarding the 
prize to a yacht known by themselves to have 
violated the conditions governing the race and 
disregarded the rights of the one boat that did 
comply with them. Here we have two different 
decisions to a similar problem. 

One committee lives up to its rules, the other, 
because six out of seven yachts fail to comply, 
discard their own conditions under which the 
boats were built and render an arbitrary de¬ 
cision. Which will promote the best interests 
in yachting we will leave to the yachtsmen at 
large to decide. 

Canoeing. 

Fragments from the ’88 Meet. 
Continued from page 306. 

The fleet that started in that great race of 
1888, was, with the exception of two or three 
canoes, entered by men who did not believe that 
race winning was the all and end-all of canoe¬ 
ing, and several crafts, whose owners had con¬ 
fidence enough in them to bring them to the 
meet for the second time, made up of new boats, 
designed, built and equipped to sail races and 
do nothing else. With the exception of the old 
boats, which need not be considered as racers, 
for they were hopelessly distanced, there was not 
perhaps more than six canoes in the fleet strong 
enough to be beached on anything less smooth 
than a plank skidway; and with two exceptions 
the position of the centerboard was such that 
■there was hardly room in them for both crew 
and centerboard. But perhaps the worst feature 
of the fleet was the almost universal use of a 
battened leg-of-mutton rig, that could neither be 
reefed nor lowered from within the canoe. Of 
course such a rig is very effective as long as 
there is not too much wind, but as soon as it 
breezes up the position of the canoeist with the 
standing rig is very much like that of Br’er 
Rabbit when he had that famous dispute with 
the “tar baby.” Br’er Rabbit, it will be remem¬ 
bered, got fore paws, hind paws and head so 
firmly fastened to that deceitful tar baby that 
all he could do was to beg to be thrown into 
the briar patch. The canoeist with a standing 
rig, particularly when his jigger is as big as his 
mainsail, is in even a worse position than Br’er 
Rabbit as soon as the weight of the wind in 
his sails is heavier than that of his body, as he 
cannot have resource to a briar patch. He can¬ 
not keep way on his craft without risking a cap¬ 
size; he cannot lie to, as his jigger is too big; 
and if he lets his sheets go and his canvas shake 
he loses control of his craft and is in danger 
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of being rolled over in the trough of the sea. 
It is bad enough that crafts called canoes should 
be built of material so light that they will stand 
no more than a racing shell, and with the space, 
that should be at the disposal of her crew filled 
up by a centerboard; but it is far worse to rig 
her so that she is the plaything of every gust. 
The time was when the racing fleet was made 
up -of canoes like the Lassie, Vesper, Notus, 
Guenn, Mac, which are as capable and comfort¬ 
able cruisers as they are fast and successful 
racers. These boats are converted into racers 
by being stripped of their purely cruising ac¬ 
coutrements, having their bottoms and boards 
polished up and their small cruising rigs replaced 
by large hoisting rigs. They are in all things— 
model, constructive strength, fittings and rig— 
canoes; but their successors are fit for racing 
only, nothing more. The bright spot in the. canoe 
horizon is that the standing rig machine men did 
not, in the races, do so very much better than 
the lowering rig canoe men as. to prove that the 
machine could go faster than the canoe. 

The winner of the record, the great unclassi¬ 
fied race, of the trophy race, the paddling-sailing 
race, and the special sailing race for the Spring- t 
field cup was Eclipse, a very fine modeled and 
well built craft. She carried a standing rig in 
everything but the combined race, and her board 
came further aft than it should for comfort, but 
in every other respect she was a craft that de¬ 
served all the honors she got. Eclipse, the win¬ 
ner of the trophy sailing race and the record, 
and Narka, the winner of the paddling trophy 
race, were both built by the same builder, Cap¬ 
tain Ruggles, of Rochester, and were carvel built, 
caulked crafts; miniature yachts in build as well 
as in character. A few years ago all American 
canoes were clinker built, but the success of 
Pecowsic in 1885 brought the merits of the 
smooth skin so prominently before the eyes of 
American canoeists that even the lap-streak 
system, which is a modified clinker, has been 
abandoned. In this respect the Americans only 
arrived in 1885 at the point which the Canadian 
canoe attained in 1865, and as yet they have not 
developed a single method of construction that 
can compare with the ordinary rib and batten 
of the Canadian canoe builders; .that is, unless 
the caulked- canoe proves to be as strong and 
lasting as she is fast. One thing is certain about 
these carvel-built, caulked canoes; they can be 
so built as tq be marvelously light. Ruggles, 
Mr. Barney, of Pecowsic fame’s new canoe, only 
weighed seventy-five pounds, and Narka, in which 
the paddling trophy was won, weighed only fifty- 
five pounds. 

The canoe which pressed Eclipse the closest, 
and which would have beaten her in the trophy 
race, if it had not been for a fluke and an acci¬ 
dent, was Fly, which is as far as a model and 
rig are concerned, the type of what an all round 
canoe should be. Notus, which pressed the win¬ 
ner close in the unlimited sail area race, has a 
beautiful lowering rig, and can be easily con¬ 
verted from a comfortable cruiser into a fast 
racer, and Romona, although a machine, as far 
as sail and fittings go, was a big and capable 
boat. 

[to be continued.] 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division—Constantine C. Clifft, 178 
N. nth street, Newark, N. J., by George V. 
Strahan. 

Northern Division—George L. Johnston, 
William Hale and Walter F. Halliday, all of 
Gananoque, Ont., Can., and all by C. V. 
Ketchum. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division—5451. Thomas V. Gaffney, 
533 W. 148th street, New York city. 

Eastern Division—5450, Wallace Wales, New¬ 
ton, Mass. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. sitting on the main royal yard looking for land to please the mate. 
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“The Worlds Standard Ammunition 

The Red Ball Trademark on your Cartridge and Shell 

boxes stands for highest quality. 

Memorize this trademark. 

It protects you against inferior and “just as good shells. 

Call for ammunition bearing this red mark of merit. You 

will then get accurate, sure fire, uniform and reliable 

ammunition 

Insist—it's worth while. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Write to M. HARTLEY COMPANY, Sole Representative 

313-315 Broadway, New York City 

Trapshooting. 

If you ivant your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’w 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sept.6 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

F. A. Stone March 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 

March°PlG-yi7.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 
pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y- 

March 28.—McKeesport, Pa—McKeesport Daily News 
cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. L. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. tournament. 
Edward F. Markley, Chairman.^ Easton, Pa. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. V . Denny, 

Sec’v. 
April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Sec’y- 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. _ _ 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. G. 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 28-30—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

meyer, Sec’y. „ „ , 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec'y, 201 Pearl street. New York. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier. (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 

Dr. C. H. Burr, Sec’y _ 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. „ _ _ T \xr 
May 30— Englewood, N. J—Pleasure G. C. C. J. W es- 

tervelt, Sec’y. ’ . 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G C. thirteenth 

annual tournament. Geo. VV. Mains. Secy. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 

ton, Sec’y. . _ , , 
June 10-11.—Muncie. Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec y. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 

Feb. 
-Nappanee (Ind.) G. 

29.—North East, (Md.) 

Geo. F. Miller, Sec’y. 
C. W. A. Blackwell, 

March 10-12.—Holmesburg Junction, Pa.—Keystone Shoot¬ 
ing League. F. M. Eames, Sec’y. , 

March 17.—Decatur, (Ill.) G. C. John Duffy, Sec y. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B.F. Watts, Sec y. 
March 26-27.—Jewell (la.) G. C. W. S. Hoon, SeW- 
March 26-28.—Coronado (Cal.^ G. C. Paul H. Schmidt, 

AprflT—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 
clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. L. Jidwara 

Winslow, Sec’y. ^ 0 c . 
April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J. Schere Secy. 
April 3.—Eastman (Ga.) G. C. Claude Eubank. Sec y. 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. Edw. r. 

Markley, Sec’y. „ 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. 
April 9-10.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. 

AprilY!.’—Reading, Pa.—South End 
Melchior, Sec’y. „ ,, , 

April 13-15.—Nichols (la.) G. C. T B Nichols Secy. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denn>, 

April 1L—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

AprilTLExeter, Ont.—Huron Indians. W. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. 

April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. 

ApHieC2l'-23.—Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 
men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec y. 

April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y— Hudson Valley R. and 
G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

Burt. Sec’y. 
C. W. I. Shrader, 

G. C. ' Howard 

. Jones, Sec'y. 
G. M. Dunk, 

A. W. Lewis, 

April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed Sec y. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. . C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. _ _ ,,, _ „ . 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

May 5-6?— Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens,. 

May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr„. 
Pittsburg, Pa. , 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Secy. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Y eaman, Sec y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent,. 

Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec y. 
May 8-9.—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Secy. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J Bradfield, Sec y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

May ei2yi4.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

May ei244.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 
G. Blandford, Mgr. . . 

May 13-14— Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 
Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec v. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knapp., Mgrs., Auburn. N. Y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec y. 
May 18-19.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. , 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith. Sec y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec y. 
May 20—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert. Sec y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. TT 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 
bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. „ „ 

May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. W m. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
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May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 
men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 

Mav 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl R. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 
Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 
Robert Smith. Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 
housen, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 
land, Sec’y. 

May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 
Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. 
Wootton, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. 
Mains, Sec’y. 

June 1-2.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. 
Quiggle, Sec’y. 

June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 
worth. Sec’y. 

June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon, (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. _ Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Jacksonburg, W. Va.—West Virginia State 

tournament. John Craig, Sec’y. 
June 11-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

Sec'y. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, U.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 19-20.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

July 4.'—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. , 
July 8-9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 

men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.— lhe Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (Ia.) .G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thomp¬ 
son, Sec’y. 

Aug. 15.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith, Sec’y. 

Aug, 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. Albert W. 
Lewis. Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith, Sec’y. 

Oct. 30-31.—Clinton (Ont.) G. C. J. E. Cantelon, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Lock Haven (Pa.) Gun Club announces a tourna¬ 

ment for Aug. 12-13. C. H. Bressler is the Secretary. 

« 

There is a rumor that the Baltimore, Md., Shooting 

Association and the Prospect Park Shooting Association 

will unite and use the grounds at Prospect Park. 

The South End Gun Club, of Camden, N. J., defeated 

the Haddonfield Gun Club, 329 to 328, in a ten-man team 

contest, Feb. 22, each man shooting at 50 targets. 

The Northside Rod and Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., 

contemplates holding a two-day tournament in the near 

futurr. Due notice of programme, etc., will be pub¬ 

lished. 

We are informed that Mr. E. W. Reynolds, who has 

been active and efficient in tournament matters as cashier, 

reporter, etc., has accented a position with Schoverling 

Brothers, of New York. 

At the shoot of the New England Kennel Club, at 

Braintree, Mass., Feb. 22, the club cup was won by 

Mr. • R. C. Storev with a total of 25, of which 6 was 

handicap allowance. Mr. A. Blanchard scored a leg on 

the season trophy with a total of 24 out of 25, 2 being 

allowance. 

Messrs. Thomas Roughton, of Shamokin, Pa., and 

Nathan Benner, of Mahanoy City, Pa., engaged in a 

match at 21 live pigeons, for a purse of $400. Roughton 

scored 19 out of 21, two falling dead out, while his op¬ 

ponent scored 15 out of 19. A return match will be shot 

at Mahanoy City. 

On the Mahanoy City, Pa., Gun Club grounds, Feb. 22, 

about twenty shooters of the county gathered for com¬ 

petition in a sweepstake at live birds, with the following 

results: Draper 3, Collins 2, Hauchy 6, T. Harry Stitzer 

4, Adams 6, Henninger 5, Goodman 5, F. Cooper 6, 

Alaska 5, G. W. Stitzer 4, Jenkins 4, Davis 3, O’Donnell, 

6, Koperniski 5. 

At the shoot of the Bergen Beach, L. I., Gun Club on 

March 10, a special event, 25 targets, distance handi¬ 

cap, will have a pair of pedigreed English setter puppies 

for prizes. The entrance will be $2.50, targets included, 

high guns, twenty entries required to fill; forty or more 

entries, then entrance, $1.50. The Stone trophy, 50 

targets, will be the main event. 

The shooting members of the Crescent Athletic Club 

gathered in good numbers on the grounds of the Park¬ 

way Driving Park on Washington’s Birthday. Shooting 

was active from forenoon till dark. The Washington cup 

was won by Mr. A. E. Hendrickson after a shoot-off 

with Mr. J. H. Ernst. They tied on a full score, 25, 

and in the shoot-off Hendrickson scored 23 to 21. The 

latter also scored a leg on the Stake trophy after a tie 

with Mr. L. C. Hopkins. Mr. F. B. Stephenson scored 

15 straight in the scratch trophy event and won. In the 

teapi contest Messrs. G. G. Stephenson, Jr., and D. T. 

Leahy were high with 43. Mr. C. A. Lockwood registered 

a leg on the February cup with the excellent score of 24. 

Bernard Waters. 

The Middlesex Gun Club, of East Lexington, Mass., 

has arranged to shoot a team match with the Watertown 

Gun Club on Feb. 29. 

To avoid conflicting with the Oklahoma shoot, the 

Omaha, Neb., Gun Club has changed its dates from 

April 28-30, to May 5-7. 

On Feb. 21 the Trapshooters’ League of Indiana sanc¬ 

tioned a tournament of the Indianapolis Gun Club, to 

fce held on April 15-16. 

The Trapshooters’ League of Indiana has sanctioned a 

tournament of the Crawfordsville, Ind., Gun Club, to be 

held on April 21 and 22. 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 22.—On the grounds of the 
Parkway Driving Club, the Crescent shooters gathered 
early, and were busy contesting till darkness super¬ 
vened. Mr. A. E. Hendrickson and J. H. Ernst tied 
on a full score of 25 for the Washington cup. In the 
shoot-off, Hendrickson won, 23 to 21, and also scored a 
leg in the Stake trophy contest, after a shoot-off with 
Mr. L. C. Hopkins. The leg on the February cup was 
to the credit of Mr. C. H. Lockwood, with a score of 
24. In the team contest, Messrs. G. G. Stephenson, Jr., 
and D. T. Leahy were high with 43. Scores: 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H. T. 

F W Moffett. 0 14 
F B Stephenson.... 0 9 
G Stephenson, Jr... 2 8 

H M Brigham. 0 6 

H. T. 
S P Hopkins. 2 6 
E H Lott. 1 7 
Y Johnson . 1 2 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
H M Brigham . 0 12 
F W Moffett. 0 12 
F B Stephenson.... 0 12 
A Hendrickson. 2 10 

S P Hopkins. 2 
E H Lott. 1 
G G Stephenson.... 2 
Y Johnson . 1 

Shoot-off, same conditions: 
F B Stephenson_ 0 13 H M Brigham. 
F W Moffett. 0 12 

0 11 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
F B Stephenson- 0 14. 
A Hendrickson .... 2 13 
C A Lockwood. 2 13 
L C Hopkins. 3 12 

Y Johnson . 1 11 
F W F W Moffett. 0 11 
G Stephenson, Jr... 2 9 
H M Brigham. 0 10 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
G G Stephenson... 0 15 
C A Lockwood. 2 13 
F B Stephenson... 0 13 
F W Moffett. 0 12 

H M Brigham. 0 11 
Y Johnson . 1 10 
A Hendrickson _’2 $ 
L C Hopkins. 3 8 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
L C Hopkins. 3 13 
F W Moffett. 0 12 
Y Johnson . 1 12 
G G Stephenson.... 2 12 

A Hendrickson. 
C A Lockwood.. •i. 

F B Stephenson.. 
H M Brigham. 

11 
10 
10 
s 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
W W Marshall. 3 
S C Hopkins. 2 
J H Ernst. 2 
NT Hubbard, Jr, 
H M Brigham. 
F W Moffett. 0 
F B Stephenson. 
Y Johnson 

13 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 

A E Hendrickson.. 
C A Lockwood. 
G E Brower. 
L C Hopkins. 
H B Vanderveer... 
G Stephenson, Jr.. 
A Allen. 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets 
F B Stephenson. 0 
N Hubbard, Jr. 4 
T H Ernst. 2 
Y Johnson . 2 
A E Plendrickson... 2 

L C Hopkins. 
C A Lockwood... 
G Stephenson, Jr. 
H M Brigham.... 
F W Moffett. 

3 12 
2 12 
1 10 
C 10 
0 11 

Shoot-off, same conditions: 
F B Stephenson. 0 13 N Hubbdrd, Jr. 4 10 
J PI Ernst. 2 11 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 
L C Hopkins. 3 
S P Hopkins. 3 

15 
15 
14 

F W Moffett. 

G Stephenson, Jr... - -- 
TP M Brigham. 0 13 
F B Stephenson..... 0 13 
A'E Hendrickson... 2 
H B Vanderveer.... 2 
D T Leahy. 1 
J H Ernst. 2 
A R Allan.. 1 

Prize divided. 

13 
13 
11 
14 
11 

E A Brower . 2 
N Hubbard, Jr. 4 
L M Palmer, Jr... 0 
Y Johnson . 1 
C A Lockwood. 2 
E II Lott. 1 
W W Marshall. 1 
A G South worth... 3 

0 10 

Washington cup, 25 targets: 
A E Hendrickson... 4 
T H Ernst. 4 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 3 
L C Hopkins. 5 23 

At Point Breeze. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 22.—There were sixteen men 
in the event at 10 birds, none of whom scored straight. 
The match at 25 live birds between Bivens and Poulson 
did not materialize, the .former being absent. Scores: 
Paul, 28 .    1222102111—9 
Staley, 30 .2022222222—9 
Judge 26 .    212*112222—9 
Brewer, Jr., 29.2220222212— 9 
Fisher, 30 ... .2002222122— 8 

Redman, 28 ..2022220222— 8 

Haines, 29 ..1.22222*2220—8 
McCullough, 28 .1110111*01— 7 
Connor, 26 ....0021102222— 7 
Berry, 26 .02*222122*- 7 
Paulson, 29 ...2002122002— 6 

Gabel, 26 .0010102221— 6 

Harkins, 27 ..1000121021 -6 

Plav 26 .0120102201— 6 

Bell 26 .202022*202— 6 

22 
22 
22 
22 

C A Lockwood. 3 
E A Brower. 4 
Y Johnson . 2 
L M Palmer, Jr. 0 
A G Southworth... 0 
A R Allan.*.. 2 
D T Leahy. 2 
F W Moffett. 0 14 
W W Marshall. 5 14 

H B Vanderveer... 4 
S P Hopkins. 4 
N Hubbard, Jr. 7 
C A Sykes. 5 — 
H M Brigham. 0 21 
F B Stephenson. 0 21 

Shoot-off, 25 ta’rgets: 
A E Hendrickson... 4 23 .T H Ernst. 4 21 

February cup, 25 targets: 
C A Lockwood. 3 24 
G G Stephenson.... 3 22 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 

A E Hendrickson.. 4 20 
D T Leahy. 2 19 

A E Hendrickson... 4 
L C Hopkins. 5 

G Southworth.. 

21 
21 

0 20 
20 
19 
19 

Belmont Gun Club. 

Narberth, Pa., Feb. 22.—Kohler was the only one to 
kill 10 straight in the 10-bird event to-day. Scores: 
Johns .2220220222— 8 

Babb .21221021*2— 8 

J Emerson .2222122120— 9 
Jordan ...2220222212—9 
Jackson .2220222212-9 
Kohler ..2221222212—10 
Kirst .2*22022202— 7 
Dwver .......2000222120— 6 

Smith .2120121*2*-7 
Esslinger ...22*2221222— 9 
Fox .222120*210— 7 

.. R Allan. 2 
G G Stephenson, Jr. 3 
C A Lockwood. 3 _ 
N Hubbard, Jr..... 7 t9 
H M Brigham. 0 18 
W W Marshall. 5 
F W Moffett. 0 

Shoot-off, 25 targets: 
A E Hendrickson... 4 

18 
17 

Y Johnson. 2 17 
F B Stephenson.... 0 16 
D T Leahy. 2 16 
H B Vanderveer.... 4 
C A Sykes. 3 
L M Palmer, Jr_ 0 
E A Brower. 4 
J H Ernst. 4 
S P Hopkins. 4 14 

20 L C Hopkins. 5 23 

Team race, 25 targets: 
G Stephenson... 3 22 
D T Leahy. 2 21—43 
A Hendrickson. 4 23 
C Johnson . 2 16—39 

Scratch shoot, 15 targets: 
B Stephenson. 15 
M Palmer, Jr. 14 
M Brigham..'. 12 

W Moffett. 12 
G Southworth. 11 
Johnson .. 11 

L Palmer, Jr.... 0 21 
F Stephenson... 0 21—42 
C A Lockwood. 3 IS 
L Hopkins . 1 17—35 

Hendrickson 11 
C A Lockwood. 11 

D T Leahy. . 10 
E A Brower . 10 
A R A!' in. 10 
G G Stenhenson, Jr... 9 
W W Marshall. 8 

T W Stake. 8 

N Hubbard, Jr. 1 
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Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y., Feb. 22.—Washington’s Birthday 
rned out a fine club shoot at Ossining. There were 
enty-four shooters. One trap threw over 2,000 targets 
less than three hours. 

An erratic wind and the glare from the snow did not 
em to make much difference in the general averages, 
ough doubtless with better conditions fine scores would 
ive been made. The scores will show that in the main 
e handicaps were equitably apportioned.. 
J. C. Barlow, heretofore a Class B man, had his shoot- 
g clothes” on, and put it all over the bunch with an 
erage of 82 per cent. Hyland finished with 80, and 

oleman was third with 79.9. Joe Willi, Jr., got a 
raight in every event, but lost all on a final tie shoot- 
f. In event 3, Barlow got a win on the rifle and a 
lecial cup donated by the president. In No. 4, for the 
iacdonald camera, he also won out, Hyland getting a 
>ecial, cup. In No. 6, for the chafing dish set, Hyland 
at a win, Clark winning the special cup. In event No. 

scratch, at 20 targets, Washburn took a brace and 
nded a fine fat 23, which annexed a special cup. No. 7 
as a special handicap for a $5 pipe in case. This was 
pen only to those who had not previously won a prize, 
landford won on a shoot-off, miss-and-out. 

6 

Events: 1 
Targets: 11 
Wood. 8 

/ S Smith. 3 
/AT Clark. 5 
/ H Coleman. 8 
/ Fisher . 3 
I J -Tuttle. 4 

r, Brewerton . 
T Hyland. 8 

1 B Hubbell.  6 
! G Blandford. 7 
) O’Connor . 5 

j Kirby . 
Willi, Tr. 

I Ballard . 
jf Brandreth . 
, Lyon . 

! C Barlow. 
fe.. Macdonald . 
\ Betti . 

T Washburn. 
V Aitchison . 
i A Kipp.. 
V Burdick . 
I Washburn . 

3 
25 

6 22 
6 23 
4 20 
3 22 
5 18 
7 17 
5 25 
4 23 
4 21 
2 IS 
6 18 

12 IS 
6 25 

4 
25 

6 21 
5 21 
4 23 
3 23 

5 
25 

6 22 
6 23 
4 25 
3 19 
6 21 

6 
25 

19 
21 
17 
19 

7 
25 

6 17 
6 25 

'§ 25 

5 22 
4 25 
4 21 
2 24 

12 
19 
IS 
17 

5 20 
4 25 
4 22 
3 25 

J. .. 

12 IS 
7 25 7 25 

5 21 
9 16 
6 25 
9 21 

5 25 
9 21 
6 25 

'3 18 
3 17 

20 
12 
19 

19 

i9 
23 

7 *25 

'5 2i 

9 21 
3 23 

12 23 
12 22 

.. 12 
. 9 
C. G. B. 

New York Afhletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., Feb. 22.-Our Washington's 
irthday shoot brought out eleven guns. The day was 
ear, but very cold, but it takes more than cold weFitner 

> chill- the ardor of our shooting friends. It was Elias 
ay as he won legs in two events and took a trophy 
loot. All the scratch men did well, but could not 
vercome the handicaps. Ten events were run off. 
Event No. 1, was for February cup, leg was won by 

;us Greiff. No. 2, Sauer gun, leg won by Eliasj with 
ill score. No. 3, Holiday cup, leg won by J. J. O Don- 
hue, with 24, assisted by 5 added targets. No. 4, high 
;ore cup, again won by Elias. No. 5, Walsrode cup, 
•e won by O’Donohue with full score. No. 6, handi- 
ao cun leg won by Kuchler. No. 7, special cup, won 
y Elias, who broke them straight. No. 8, distance 
andicap, won by M. V. Lenane, after tie with De Wolf 
nd Pelham. No. 9, trophy shoot, won by O Donohue 
•ith full score. No. 1, trophy shoot, won by Hodgman. 

Events: l 
. 0 20 

0 

0^22 

3 
0 21 

4 6 

0 9 

.... 2 23 2 25 1 22 1 23 1 20 

.... 5 21 5 22 5 24 4 22 4 25 

T Lenane . .... 4 22 
.... 1 23 

4 18 
1 24 

4 19 
1 23 

4 21 
1 20 

4 23 
1 24 

VVnlf . .... 018 0 22 0'18 0 19 0 15 

.... 3 20 3 22 3 20 3 15 3 13 

.... 1 24 0 22 0 22 0 20 0 20 

.... 5 20 5 23 5 20 5 21 5 20 

M V Lenane . .... 2 20 2 25 
5 22 

2 19 
5 22 

2 20 

5 20 
2 20 

5 19 

Events: 6 

0 21 

8 

19 19 
9 

0 22 

10 

0 24 

1 25 19 17 0 19 0 21 

.... 3 20 3 21 17 10 3 25 2 15 

.... 4 22 4 24 16 10 4 21 4 24 

1 22 19 18 1 24 1 25 

Da Wnlf . 0 19 19 19 0 21 0 22 

3 16 3 22 
5 25 
2 22 2 23 17 19 1 24 1 19 

G. F. P. 

98.3 
The Highest 1,200 Shot Average for 1907 

Fred Gilbert, shooting Winchester 

Fahtory Loaded Shells, broke 1,220 tar¬ 

gets out of 1,240 shot at in six days’ shoot¬ 

ing, a percentage of 98.3. The dates, 

places and scores were: 

July 25-26, Worthington, Minn* 

FRED. GILBERT. 

436 out of 440 

6-7. - Audubon, Iowa 
394 out of 400 
8-9, - Story City, Iowa 
390 out of 400 

Shooting history for 1907 shows clearly 

that the shells which rank far above all 

others in popularity and records are 

WINCHESTER 
Factory Loaded SHells 

No. 8 was a distance handicap event. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls. N, Y., Feb. 21.—Only four of the boys 
turned out to the regular shoot, Friday afternoon, but 
they managed to have a pretty good time, especially 
Clark, as he succeeded in trimming Witt, who has here¬ 
tofore had pretty nearly everything his own way. Sev¬ 
eral of the boys are catching up, however, and some 
close contests will be on before long. 

Several of the boys are going to Troy on Saturday to 
take part in the tournaments to be held there. 

Friday’s scores: 

Shot at. Broke 
Witt . 69 
Clark . 61 70 

Shot at. Broke 
Norton . 64 83 
Ingalsbe . 40 60 

F. C. B. 

Sportsman’s Show Tournament. 

Philadelphia.—The programme of the Sportsmans 
Show shoot, to be held at Ilolmesburg Junction, Pa., on 
March 10-12, was ready for distribution early this week. 
There will be a $1.00 optional sweep m each event, also 
a $5 optional sweep in each 100-target handicap, and a 
$10 white flyer optional sweepstake, high guns. t ne 
tournament is attaining great importance. It will b 
known as the Sportsman s Show shoot, and will be he d 
in connection with the big Sportsman s show, to be held 
in the First Regiment Armory, March 9-14. The first 
two days will be devoted to target shooting: the third 
to white flyers. Several hundred dollars worth of silver 
and other prizes will be up for competition, for which 
no entrance fee is exacted. The only, expense is the cost 
of targets. The contract for the prizes, for wh ch $40U 
was appropriated by the Philadelphia Sportsmans Show 
Association, was awarded some days ago. Ihe Hotel 
Hanover solid silver cup was donated by \\ m. C. Rich¬ 
ardson. A high grade double gun was donated by the 
A H Fox Gun Co. A number of other merchandise 
prizes have been promised The actual ^ash .value of 
the prizes at present available amounts to $670. Ihe 
promoters of the shoot have endeavored to make this 
event especially attractive to amateurs, hence it will be 
a handicap and the handicap committee will have five 
members, one man each from the five most prominent 

clubs of Philadelphia. The trade will send many experts 
as demonstrators. By special courtesy of the Dupont 
Powder Co., the tournament will be under the able 
management of Mr. Luther Squier, the renowned expert 
in all that pertains to shooting. . . 

Manager I. H. Beck promises Philadelphia the best 
show of the kind ever held in this city. Owing to the 
very small space at his disposal on the First Regiment 
Armory floor, he regrets that he will be compelled to 
leave out many of the big features which he originally 
intended to incorporate in the show. 

Board of Governors, 

Keystone Shooting League of Philadelphia. 

Narine and Field Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 22,-Two legs were decided on 
the Parker gun trophy to-day, that of Feb. 15, postponed, 
and of Feb. 22. The scores: _ M 

Parker trophy, postponed s*10”1 ^b- 15> 50 : 
W H Davol.25 25-60 C M Camp.25 23-48 
W Pardoner .24 25-49 L A Gubner.24 24-48 
J M Knox.25 24—49 I Snedeker.23 25—48 

Parker trophy, shoot of Feb. 22 50 targets: 
W H Davol.25 25-^50 J M Knox.23 25—48 
C M Camp.25 25—50 I Snedeker .25 21—46 
W Pardoner .23 25—48 H A Gubner.22 19—41 
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Highland Gun Club. 

Edge Hill, Pa., Feb. 22.—The holiday shoot of the 
Highland Gun Club had a noble rallying of shooters, 
several of whom were men of acknowledged skilly Mr. 
Geo. S. McCarty was high gun with a total of 179 out 
of 205. C. Newcomb won tile medal in the 100 target 
event, emblematic of the championship of Philadelphia 
and vicinity. The winner of this trophy is to defend it 
against any challenger, 100 targets, 16yds., unknown 
angles. The present holder will not be required to shoot 
oftener than once in two weeks, and the first, third and 
fifth shoots are to be held at Edge Hill. Other grounds 
may be designated by the holder of the medal. If not 
won three times in succession within a year, then the 
one having won it the most times shall become the 
owner. Scores: 

Targets: 

Ringgold 
Cooper ... 
Boyer .... 
Perry 
Bogers ... 
Whitney . 
Welles .. 
.Newcomb 

Worthington 
Cantrell 
Cordery . 

Fountain 
W Cl^rk 
Herman . 
Pratt ... 

F 

Buckwalter 

Stone 
Metz 
Bender 
Houpt 
Oliver 

Tansey .... 
•Greenwood 
Freed . 

Pflegar ... 
Riley . 
Hoover ... 
Nelson .... 
Crooks 
Davis . 
Malson ... 
Thompson 
Pierson .. 

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 Brk. 

12 12 13 10 12 11 8 10 1U 11 12 19 19 159 
12 8 14 10 13 12 12 14 13 10 12 16 17 163 
11 9 12 13 13 10 13 7 11 8 7 12 15 141 

15 15 14 10 15 13 lu 1L 14 12 11 18 17 175 

12 9 9 10 10 12 9 8 9 12 G 11 16 133 
7 7 12 11 12 11 11 12 14 12 G w 115 

7 12 7 8 7 9 1U 11 8 6 11 7 its 119 
n 10 8 9 10 11 9 10 9 11 10 6 W 112 

11 11 10 11 13 12 9 11 7 n 12 11 17 146 

10 12 7 8 8 8 4 G 6 8 4 8 6 95 

12 12 12 12 11 14 13 10 10 15 12 19 15 166 

8 13 11 14 12 12 15 15 11 15 13 18 19 17G 

14 14 14 14 13 12 13 12 12 13 14 19 15 179 

9 11 12 12 11 14 10 9 12 14 12 18 19 159 

7 9 6 7 11 10 11 9 10 12 10 IS 19 139 

13 10 10 10 1U 9 10 10 w 82 

8 9 6 8 8 9 4 4 w 56 
10 11 14 10 12 lo 72 

8 11 12 14 8 13 w 66 
12 15 13 11 11 11 12 15 10 w 110 

13 10 9 7 9 11 10 10 VV 79 

10 8 10 11 8 8 w 55 

11 11 8 9 12 9 10 10 11 12 15 14 18 150 

9 11 11 12 12 12 12 9 13 10 9 13 IS 151 

11 9 13 11 14 13 9 12 1L 13 12 16 19 163 

11 7 10 9 10 w 47 

4 5 7 G 6 9 8 6 7 9 4 5 9 95 
]1 y 29 

12 1 1 Y> vv 35 

5 7 s 11 8 7 46 

. 10 9 11 10 10 10 9 8 13 12 7 9 9 127 

. 12 9 13 11 9 14 12 13 12 14 14 16 15 164 
12 10 G 13 10 12 20 18 102 

9 10 9 13 8 11 7 IS VV 85 
12 9 12 8 10 w 51 

. 11 7 6 0 11 w 41 
ii 11 11 9 11 16 15 99 

12 11 7 12 12 12 11 13 13 103 
9 8 12 14 VV 43 

10 10 12 io 17 15 74 
y 10 9 VV 28 

H 11 13 10 ie w 61 
8 10 11 10 w 39 

Championship event: 
Targets: 

Touner .. 
Ballantyne . 
Wentz . 
German . 
Ringgold . 
Boyer . 
Rogers . 
Whitney . 
Welles . 
Newcomb . 
McCarty . 
Worthington . 
Cantrell . 
Fontam . 
Zeigler . 

Weinart . 
Buckwalter . 
Stone .. 
Oliver .. 
Mink . 
Tansey . 
l’flegar . 
Riley . 
Hoover . 
Nelson . 

Pierson . 

15 15 15 15 20 20 
10 10 11 12 19 19 
14 13 10 12 16 17 

7 11 8 7 12 15 
11 14 12 11 18 17 

8 9 12 6 11 16 
11 8 6 11 7 16 
11 7 11 12 11 17 

6 6 8 4 8 6 
10 10 15 12 17 15 
15 11 15 13 IS 19 
12 12 13 14 19 15 

9 12 14 12 18 19 
9 10 12 10 18 19 

10 11 14 10 12 15 
10 11 12 15 14 IS 

■ 9 13 10 9 13 18 
12 11 13 12 16 19 
6 7 9 4 5 9 
8 13 12 7 9 9 

13 12 14 14 16 15 
6 13 10 12 20 18 

11 14 9 11 16 15 
12 12 12 11 13 13 

9 8 12 .. 14 .. 
10 10 12 10 17 15 
6 9 0 10 10 14 

Total. 
81 
82 
60 
83 
62 
59 
69 
38 
81 
91 
85 
84 
18 
72 
80 
72 
83 
40 
58 
84 
79 
76 
73 

74 
- 58 

New Haven Gun Club. 

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 22.—The day was fine, and 
.a large crowd attended, and we held a very enjoyable 
and1 financially successful shoot. Everything went 
smoothly and without the delays often experienced at 
tournaments. We have just installed a new set of traps, 
electric pulls, and they went fine, although they threw 
2. much slower bird than our old ones. There was a 
large crowd of spectators, who stayed the shoot out, in 
spite of the cold, and I should think that this would 
indicate a growing interest in trapshooting. 

The only professional shooters attending were W. 
Parker and Jack Fanning, the latter being the only paid 
expert. Although the New Haven Gun Club runs some 
of the largest shoots held in the State—in fact, the 
largest—the professional shooters seem to fight shy, and 

■do not favor us with their presence. 
There were about forty shooters who shot the entire 

programme, and about sixty all told. There were twenty 
prizes for high guns, and they were won as follows: 
First, C. H. Stevenson, New Haven, 148 out of 165; sec¬ 
ond, E. H. Kelly, New Haven, 142; third, Comrade, East 
Hampton, 140; fourth, G. B. Prest, New London, 139; 
tilth. \\ . A. Gregory, Danbury, 139; sixth, Dr. C. C. 
Smith, New Haven, 139; seventh, H. L. Edgarton, Wil- 
limantie, 137; eighth, 1. Graham, New Haven, 136; 
ninth, F. E. Metcalf, Rockville, 135; tenth, R. H. Smith, 
Seymour, and E. Hart, Waterbury, 131 each; eleventh, 
Melvin Hepburn, New Haven, 131; thirteenth, John 
Draher. Waterbury, 131; fourteenth, J. A. Noel, Vale, 

N. II.; fifteenth, H. C. Whitney, New Haven, 128; 
sixteenth, J. F. Conlin, Unionville, 125; seventeenth, 
1. F. Morrissey, Ne.v Haven, 125; eighteenth, B. W. 
Mack, New Haven, 124; nineteenth, C. E. Hall, Water¬ 
bury, 124; twentieth, C. F. Hemmeler, New Haven, 123. 
The consolation prize, a hunting rest, was won by J. J. 
Coyle, of New Haven. 

After tne programme was finished there was a team 
shoot, captained by Stevenson, of New Haven, and 
Gregory, of Danbury. Stevenson’s team won by one 
bird. The scores: 

Stevenson 23, Mack 16, R. II. Smith 20, Arcy 18, Hart 
20, Conlin 15, Metcalf 28, Comrade 19, Dr. Smith 22, 
Whitney 18, Porter 20, Hill 9, Rice 20; total 240. 

Gregory 20, Kelly 19, Edgarton 23, Robertson 18, C. 
Hall 19, Prest 17, Hammond 17, Watrous 19, Morrissey 
18, Savage 14, Dr. Backer 11, Draher 23, Dr. Moore 21; 
total 239. 

This was a 25-bird race. 
The tournament was held under the auspices of the 

Interstate Association. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Targets: 10 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 

W Parker . . 8 15 IS 12 14 11 12 
Fanning . . 7 15 12 14 19 12 14 13 19 lb 

C H Stevenson. S 14 IS 15 16 15 14 14 20 14 

E H Kelly. . 9 12 18 15 15 14 16 13 17 13 

R H Smith. ... S 12 13 11 16 14 15 10 IS 13 

B W Mack. . 8 12 14 12 11 12 12 13 16 14 

George Hill . . 4 11 12 10 14 12 10 10 11 9 

C B Bristol. . 4 11 13 9 9 12 15 14 13 12 
J B Robertson. . 9 11 15 14 16 11 8 13 12 11 

Dr C C Smith. . 7 15 15 11 16 13 18 14 16 14 

Chas Hemmeler .... 9 12 16 11 18 12 14 12 12 7 

T F Morrissey. 10 12 12 13 15 15 14. 16 11 

Ervin Hart . . S 13 13 13 11 12 14 15 IS 14 

C E FTall. . 4 14 15 12 14 -14 15 13 12 11 

Tohn Draher . . 8 14 14 13 14 12 14 12 16 14 

F A Sherman. . 5 9 15 11 9 13 9 10 13 10 

Ike Graham .. . 10 12 17 10 12 15 14 15 15 11 

H L Edgarton. 12 16 14 17 12 14 15 16 14 

W A Gregory. . S 14 14 14 15 12 19 15 16 12 

M Hepburn . . 8 14 14 13 13 12 16 15 12 9 

T H Noel. . 6 13 14 13 15 14 14 15 12 14 

H O Whitney. . 6 12 14 10 17 15 15 13 14 12 

J F Conlin. . 6 13 14 13 17 15 15 10 12 13 

j T Coyle. . 4 4 6 5 13 10 13 11 10 11 

J B Savage. . 6 12 10 10 12 13 14 13 12 10 

G B Prest. . S 12 19 12 18 11 16 13 16 14 

L L Watrous. . 7 14 15 15 10 11 13 13 16 9 

Dr C E Barker.... . 6 9 11 5 13 8 12 6 9 6 

W W Rice. . 3 11 14 13 13 9 13 12 16 13 

Comrade . . 10 12 16 11 IS 11 17 14 17 14 

J H Porter. . 7 13 14 14 IS 13 17 14 18 11 

W H Ilammond.. . 7 12 11 10 10 12 10 13 11 13 

F E Metcalf. . 4 14 16 14 IS 11 15 13 16 14 

Dr IT Cooper. . 4 8 11 9 13 9 
T F Brown. . 5 10 13 9 14 9 11 11 9 9 

W B Hall. 11 4 10 10 9 12 10 3 

W B Smith. . 5 4 7 
14 9 17 11 

5 6 s 
II Takob . 10 10 13 S 
R Langley . . 6 6 11 11 

0 G 
E G Southey. 2 11 13 10 

14 10 13 14 

S P Senior . 2 12 9 9 
C W Bristol. 4 b 3 7 . . 

10 i2 
9 8 

Robert Penn. 11 7 12 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., Feb. 22.—A distance handicap 
governed in the first event, 50 targets. The remainder 
were at 15 targets, except the last. There was a very 
high wind, gusty and variable and squally, which tore 
off the heavy window shutters of the club house. Lunch 
and refreshments were served as usual. About 3000 
targets were thrown. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Targets: 50 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Schorty, 18yds. 28 11 6 10 7 9 10 9 12 14 11 12 
G Rerasen, 18. 28 10 12 6 10 11 7 7 .. 
G K Kouenhoven, 18... 39 11 12 13 13 11 8. 
II W Dreyer, 17. 21 7 8 8 8 S 8 6 4 8 7 12 
II Bergen, 17 . 31 10 13 11 10 6 7 11 8 7 .. .. 
Howard, 16 . 29 6 8 10 .. .. .. 
Strader, 16 . 28 8 10 11 7 7 6 7 7 10 8 7 
Malcom, 16 . 15 6 8 5 7 . 
Thompson, 16 .31 6 7 10. 
Haney, 16 .  34 9 S 10 9 11 10 9 8 11 10 .. 
J Yoorhees, 16 . 34 6 13 10 11 11 . 
S Isaac, 16 . 29 7 7 7 . 
M Reierfils, 16 . 3 3 3 5 . 
Hitchings, 16 . 21 3. 
Thoben, 16 . 27 2 9 8 . 
Osterhaus, 16 . 10 6. 
Griffith, 16 . 30 12 5 . 
Weiskotten, 16 . 9 11 7 10 7 6 . 
Armitage, 16 . 7 10 8 6 7 9 6 10 12 8 .. 
Donley Deacon, 16 .11 12. 
Potter, 16 . 7 8 6 5 6 . 
C Kouenhoven, 16. 6 6 2 4 .... ..: 

Event No. 16, at 25 targets: Schorty 17, Dreyer 17, 
Howard 21. 

Middlesex Gun Club. 

Lexington, Mass., Feb. 22.—At an all-day shoot of the 
Middlesex Gun Club, held to-day, two special series were 
begun. One had a repeating trap gun as a prize for the 
three highest scores made in the season. The other 
prize was a silver cup, emblematic of the highest av¬ 
erage of the series. K. N'. Burnes was high average for 
the day and scored the first leg on the cup. Powers 
scored the first leg on the gun. 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J.—The fourth leg for the Greener gun 
was run off to-day (event No. 1, 50 targets, handicap), 
L. W. Colquitt being the winner with a score of 43 
breaks, plus handicap of 2, or a total of 45. 

Event No. 2, 25 targets, handicap, for a club trophy, 
was won by S. R. Soverel, with a score of 25. 

Event 3 was the second leg for the Colquitt trophy, 
for two-man teams, and went to Messrs. Hyatt and Todd 
with a score of 91. 

Events: 1 2 
W B Perley.... 2 42 1 22 
E Winslow. 10 42 5 24 
G W Boxall.... 2 40 1 23 
A R Allan. 2 40 .. .. 
O Grinnell, Jr.. 2 39 .. .. 
I S Crane. 6 43 .... 
L W Colquitt.. 2 45 1 22 

Events: 1 2 
Thos Dukes.... 2 37 1 23 
P Jacobus . 10 42 4 21 
W II Lane. 12 44 6 19 
T G Todd. 14 34 .. .. 
F S Hyatt. 10 40 5 23 
S R Soverel. 4 25 

Event 3, two-man team race, 
Team No. 1. 

I S Crane. 6 45 
Thos Dukes . 2 43—88 

Team No. 2. 
P H Cockefair.... 8 44 
S R Soverel. 8 40—84 

50 targets per man: 
Team No. 3. 

O C Grinnell, Jr. 2 43 
W B Perley...'... 2 45-88 

Team No. 4. 
F S Hyatt. 10 42 
J C. Todd. 14 49-91 

P P Deans 
Team 

12 39 
No. 5. 

W II Lane. 12 37—76 
Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 22.—Herewith I send you a list 
of tournaments registered with the Interstate Association 
during the week ending this date. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Wellington, Mass., March 28.—Palefaces, H. C. Kirk¬ 
wood, Sec’y. 

St. Louis, Mo., April 12.—St. Louis Trapshooters’ As¬ 
sociation. J. W. Bell, Sec’y. 

New Orleans, La., April 19, 20, and 21.—TaUy-Ho Hunt¬ 
ing and Fishing Club. J. H. Brockman, Sec’y. 

New Bedford, Mass., April 20.—Paskamansett Gun 
Club. Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

East Lexington, Mass., April 20.—Middlesex Gun Club. 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

Sulphur, Okla., May 5 and 6.—Platt National Park Gun 
Club. E. I. Newblock, Sec'y. 

Cumberland, Md., May (> and 7.—Cumberland Shooting 
Club. Frank Billmeyer, Sec’y. 

Lowell, Ind., May 7.—Lowell Gun Club. H. O. 
Burnham, Sec’y. 

Dyersburg, Tenn., June 10, 11 and 12.—Dyersburg Gun 
Club. W. W. Lauderdale, Sec’y. 

East Lexington, Mass., July 4.—Middlesex Gun Club. 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. - . 

Davenport, la., Aug. 25, 26 and 27.—Cumberland Gun 
Club. Harry Martens, Sec’y. 

At Coatesville. 

Coatesville, Pa., Feb. 22.—The holiday shoot was not 
well attended, owing to the numerous events taking 
place in the nearby towns. However, those who die 
show up made the best of the very unfavorable con 
ditions and made good scores, considering the high wine 
and glare from the snow. 

The 100-bird race for the championship was a nice con 
test. Minken broke 91, Jebb 89. Marston 87. 

Mr. Lewis, of the Dupont Powder Ccf., met with quiti 
a painful accident in the first event, having his thuml 
badly torn by the accidental discharge of his pump gui 
while closing it. While it interfered greatly with hi: 
shooting, he finished out the programme. Mr. Overbaugh 
of the U. M. C. Co., was the only other trade representa 
tive in attendance. 

Events: 123456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Broke 

Lewis . 10 11 10 10 12 17 14 17 17 10 128 
Minker . 13 11 14 11 14 18 19 18 19 17 155 
Ilaffersett . 10 12 10 13 13 11 19 17 16 17 135 
Morris . 9 11 8 13 13 14 9 8 16 11 112 
Mattson . 12 13 11 12 13 20 12 17 18 15 148 
Andrews . 9 12 9 10 12 16 16 16. 
Steel . 3 6 4- 5 7 12 18 . 
Jebb . 13 13 14 14 14 18 18 19 16 18 157 
Harvey .'.. 9 10 7. 
Tackson . 4 9 6 .9 
Hunt . 12 12 16 9 13. 
Miller .. 10 8 8 .. '.M 
Trimble . 11 10 9 11 10. 

Great Island Gun Club. 

Fall River, Mass., Feb. 22.—At Great Island Grove 
Ocean Grove, to-day, the annual shoot of the club wa 
held. Staples, of Franklin, Mass., was high with 16 
out of 175 and won the special cup. Hebbard, of Lynr 
was second high gun with 160, and won second. Secre 
tarv E. G. Bullard, of the Paskamansett Gun Club, c 
New Bedford, was official scorer. The programme cor 
sisted of one event, the first, at 15, and eight at 20 target! 
Scores: 

Staples 
Hebbard .. 
Dickey ... 
Griffiths .. 
R Smith . 
McArdle 
Hoyle . 
Hardy . 
Buffalo ... 
P Letendre 

165 Wheeler .13 
160 Dring .13 
159 Aldrich .13 
157 C Letendre .1.3 
157 liggers .B 
156 Sibley .B 
151 Willis .If 
151 Lovell . ! 
148 Moore . ’ 
141 
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Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St, New York. 114-116 Market St, San Francisco 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS.. U. S. A. 

The most accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S., as proven by careful tests 

U. S. Government experts. 

made by the 

North Side Rod and Gun Club. 

Paterson, N. J.. Feb. 22.—The Washington’s Birth¬ 
day shoot of the Northside Rod and Gun Club, held 
to-day on Iheir grounds at Columbia Heights, was en¬ 
joyed by all in attendance. Eleven events were shot, in 
which twenty-one contestants took part. A large crowd 
of spectators witnessed the shoot and partook of the 
luncheon graciously provided by the club. 

Only one accident marred the pleasure of the day, and 
that was when a “hot dog” jumped out of the kettle 

' and bit C. Tickles on the thumb; but after the wound had 
been cauterked with mustard and horseradish, all danger 
of hydrophobia was passed.. The scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Joe Spaeth . 
Sim Glover .... 
H A Beckler.... 
E Planten . 
J Bender . 
W Banta . 
J H Westerhoff 
A Howard . 
W Hempsted .. 
T Nagle . 
E Van Houten 
H Beckerc .... 

I F Brown . 
A Veenstra ... 
J H Wilkinson. 
II Ferenback .. 
N Bogcrtman . 
J A Hopper.... 
B Terhune _ 
J Hulmes . 
S Stuss . 

1 23456789 10 11 
10 15 10 15 25 10 15 10 25 15 10 

7 14 4 12 20 6 8 7 19 10 6 
3 10 9 12 15 7 14 6 25 13 .. 
8 9 8 8 14 8 11 6 11 9 .. 
6 8 7 11 13 7 8 4 12 .... 
7 8 6 9 21 9 13 8 14 .... 
6 7 .... 13.. 
.. 11 .... 16 7 . 
6 11 7 .. 13 4 7 .. 12 .. .. 
1 12 .... 18 8 .... 17 .... 
5 6. 5. 
6 13 .... 18 . 

.. 6 8 12 15 7 14 8 . 

.... 9 13 17 10 14 .. 15 .. 7 

.. .. 7 .. 13 .. 11 .. ,. 

.11. 

. 6 4 3 4. 

. 699 .. .. 5 

. 8 .. .. 20 .. .. 

.. 6 9. 

. 9 S .. 15 .. .. 

. 5 6 
Uncle Hank. 

Boston Athletic Association. 

Riverside, Mass., Feb. 22.—The all-day shoot of the 
Boston Athletic Association was marked by good com¬ 
petition. 

For the Titcomb trophy. Drs. Ellis and Gleason tied on 
25%, and there was a second tie on 23% in the shoot-off. 
Dr. Gleason won with 23% to 21% in the second shoot- 
off. The handicaps were based on 100 targets, hence the 
fractions. Scores: 

Cdeason . 
Brk. Hep. T’l. 

.... 25 % 25% Faye . 
Brk. Hep. 

...22 1 

Ellis .... .... 23 2% 25% Mayor .... 72 

Clark ... 99 3% 2514 Owen ..... ... 19 3 

Adams .... 22 1% 23% Ballou .... ...20 1% 

Gilman .. .... 22 1% 23% Howell ... 19 2% 

Blinn .... .... 20 3% 23% Whiting .. 5 

Flint .... .... 18 5 23 Tucker .... ... hi 3% 

T’l. 
23 
22% 
2° 

21% 
21'A 
20 
13% 

Gilman first, Titcomb second. Owen third was the order 
the first, second and 

Gilman 
Titcomb 

three 

B. H. 

cups. 

T. 

The scores: 

85 9 94 Mayor . 
85 8 93 Howell . 
77 14 91 Flint . 
86 4 90 Whitnev . 
76 14 90 Adams . 
76 13 89 Dewy . 
76 13 
76 10 

89 
86 

Ballou . 

B. II. 
84 2 
75 10 
64 20 
64 20 
76 7 
64 19 

T. 
86 
S5 
84 
84 
83 
83 
78 

Faye . 
Blinn . 
Clark . 
Tucker . 
Ellis . 

‘Howell won the afternoon contest with 97 points. Gil¬ 
man and Owen tied on 94 each for second, baye, Gleason 
and Hill tied for fourth on 92. Owen won the shoot-olt 
fnr second and Fave that for fourth. Scores. 

Gilman 

Faye ... 
Gleason 
Hill .... 
Mayor . 

87 10 97 Tucker . .74 13 87 

S8 6 94 Titcomb .... 8< 

82 12 94 Ellis . .76 10 86 

88 4 92 Clark . .71 13 84 

90 2 92 Blinn . .67 14 81 

74 16 92 Adams . 

89 2 91 Whitney .... 76 

69 19 88 Ballou . 13 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., Feb. 

Events: 
Targets: 

W B Darton . 
B C Schulte . 
J N Huyck . 
H H Valentine ... 
B R Horton . 
T E Vigeant . 
T L Daly . 
F H Milliman . 
A D Witt . 
J B Saunders . 
F O Roberts . 
Kirkpatrick . 
W F Hedges . 
V Wallburg . 
E F Gosseline . 
H H Clark . 
J A Norton . 
Geo Stump . 
N A Platt . 
Geo W Butler . 
W T Eord . 
J Borne . 
A J Harvey . 
M L Welling . 
Mrs Butler . 
T L Shorey . 
F Hancox . 

22.—Scores made to-day 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
10 15 20 20 25 20 20 20 

,.. 6 13 16 12 18 15 16 15 
. 7 11 13 11 15 9 13 13 

.. 5 5 7 6.. 5 9.. 
. 10 13 17 16 23 13 18 16 

... 3 10 16 16 .. 14 3 9 

... 7 11 11 18 16 9 12 10 

... 4 S 14 13 .. 10 7 9 

. . 7 12 19 14 16 15 12 12 

... 8 13 10 10 12 11 9 7 

... 8 11 H 14 16 9 12 10 
. 7 8 13 12 13 14 11 14 

... 3 2 9 7 16 11 11 9 

...69887743 

... 6 6 11 9 .. 9 10 .. 

... 4 5 10 8.. 8 6 1 

... 8 5 6 7. 

... 5 7 12 8 . 

... 5 3 8 9. 

. 11 13 11 .. .. 6 .. 
. 10 .. 13 13 .. 
. 9. 
. 10 10 5 12 
. 12 12 12 
. 3 2 4 3 
.10 6 .. 
.11 
. 6 

follow: 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

150 Ill 
150 92 
105 37 
150 126 
125 71 
150 94 
125 65 
150 107 
150 80 
150 91 
150 92 
150 68 
150 52 
105 51 
125 42 

65 26 
65 32 
65 25 
75 41 
60 36 
20 9 
85 37 
60 36 
85 12 
40 16 
20 11 
20 6 

. .. 6 . . .. 8 45 14 
2 20 2 

. 10 13 -0 23 

. 7 14 40 21 

. 3 7 40 10 

. 10 10 40 20 

. 12 9 40 21 

. .. 8 . 25 8 

. .. 10 . 25 10 

6 .. . 10 t> 

E W Reynolds - .... 4 .. . 10 4 

Holm del—Freehold. 

Freehold, N. J., 
teen men on a side, 
gun clubs, was won 
shot at 25 targets. 

Freehold. 
Matthews . 21 
Dauser . 15 
g Story .19 
Hauce .jt 
J Story .I® 
W Story .13 
Ouackenbush .li 
Smock ..21 
Kennedy .24 
M Conover .14 
Walker .20 
Barkalow .16 
Ivins .20 
Muldon .20 
Lykes .IS 
Clayton .21 
Mulholland .18—310 

Feb. 21.—The team contest, seven- 
between the Freehold and Holmdel 
by the latter, 322 to 316. Each man 

Scores: 
Holmdel. 

Vanderveer . 21 
Ellis .19 
G Buck . 20 
Walling . 18 
G Schenck . 20 
J Ely . 18 
H Conover . -T 
Wilson .20 
Stilwagon . 17 
Taylor .17 
Leyster . 19 
H Bennett .19 
Crawford .24 
C Holmes . 14 
W Ely . 16 
L Schenck .16 
Dudley .16- -322 

Bolivar Gun Club. 

Bolivar. Tenn—The following scores were made on 
the grounds of the Bolivar Gun Club, Bolivar, i enn.v 

Feb. 20: 

Events: 
Targets: 

*P B Plummer 
G A Kinney . 
C S Cook . 
J W Tisdale .. 
B V Hudson . 
J H Bills . 
A M Kahn 
R M Hamilton 
T I) Merwin . 
R I.ightfoot ... 
W D M ask 
T E Moore ... 

1 2 3 Shot 
25 25 25 at. Brk. 

25 22 24 75 71 
21 IS 19 75 58 

21 25 .. 50 4*> 

•21 20 .. 50 42 

19 17 .. 50 36 
17 19 .. 50 36 

13 19 .. 50 32 
18 .. 25 18 
16 .. 25 16 
.. 16 25 16 

12 4 .. 50 16 
4 25 4 

Chickamauga. 

\ 
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ELEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-ElEVEN YEARS—1-2-3-4-5 6-1-8-9-ILHI- 

ANOTHER GREAT PETERS VICTORY 
P 

At the Annual Championship Tournament of the Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle League at Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1908, the 
lion’s share of the honors, AS USUAL, was captured with the world-famed SEMI-SMOKELESS AMMUNITION—including FIRST 
PLACE or tie for first, in E-z/ery Match but two. This makes 

ELEVEN CONSECUTIVE YEARS 
that the INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP of the U. S. has been won with PETERS CARTRIDGES, including the WORLD’S 
RECORD. The Championship for 1908 was won at Rochester by Arthur Hubalek, F. C. Ross tied for second, L. P. Ittel, third. 
The scores : 

I. Arthur Hubalek - > 2,464 4. C. F. Snellen - - - 2,457 8. A. A. Stillman - - 2,442 

2. F. C. Ross (tie) - • 2,460 6. Jesse Smith - 2,446 9. Owen Smith - - - 2,440 

3. L. P. Ittel - - - - 2,458 7. L. C. Buss - 2,443 10. 
11. 

E. J. Kurtz - - - 
Geo. A. Morse (tie) 

2,439 
2,435 

All the Above and 14 out of the First 17 Men Shot PETERS Cartridges 
CONTINUOUS MATCH.—L. P. Ittel and Arthur Hubalek were two of three shooters who tied for FIRST, with 4 POSSIBLE 

SCORES OF 75. They used PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES. 
BULL’S EYE MATCH. - G. A. Morse won Second with a 1 degree bull; L. P. Ittel won fourth with 2% degreesand C. Kerrigan 

• won fifth with 2/4 degrees. SEVEN MEN shooting PETERS made bulls better than 5 degrees. 
HONORARY TARGET.—Won by E. J. Kurtz, shooting PETERS .22 Long Rifle Cartridges. Score, 3'/ degrees. 
COLUMBIA SPECIAL_1st, C. H. McChesney, scoring 88. 2d, L. P. Ittel, Arthur Hubalek, scoring 60. 3d, F. C. Ross, 

scoring 33. All using PE FERS. 9 out of 10 prizes. 
SKIDDOO MATCH.—Tie for FIRST PLACE, by GEO. A. MORSE, with 3 perfect scores of 75. Ammunition used : Peters. 

More than one-half of all contestants wTho entered the tournament used PETERS CARTRIDGES. This, taken in connection wfith 
the wonderful victories and marvelous scores in the past ELEVEN YEARS, makes the most remarkable record in the annals of shooting. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
vrii/ vndw J 98 Chambers Street 
NEW YORK j T H Keller> Mgr. CINCINNATI, OHIO »..w»LEA»s:yStC.s,C 

ELEVEN YEARS—I-2-3-4-5-B-7-8-910-11—ELEVEN YEARS—12 3 4 5 6-7-8 91011 

Sharp Shootir\.g for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, so cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

If not, you’ve missed a lot of first 

rate service and perfeft satisfac- 

tion. Stevens Accuracy 

and Reliability are 

of the distintt- 

ly superior 

kind. ^ 

Did You Ever Shoot a 

STEVENS? 

OUR 
LINE: 

RIFLES 
PISTOLS 

SHOTGUNS 

Ask your dealer and insist on the STEVENS. 
Send 5c. in stamps for 160-page catalog, des¬ 

cribing the entire STEVENS line. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO. 
P. O. Box 5668 

Chicopee Falls, Mass., U. S. A. 
New York Office: 98 Chambers Street 

ELEVEN Y
EA

RS-l-2-3-4-5- 6-7 8 9-1011 
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North River Gun Club. JUST PIKE 
Edgewater. N. J., Feb. 22.—Scores made at the holi- 

lay shoot of the North River Gun Club to-day follow: 

t Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 
Targets: 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 25 

,Xruax . . 14 17 19 16 17 IS 16 IS IS 22 
piopes . . 7 16 13 16 12 15 15 15 17 
1 Troesbeck . . 12 19 17 12 16 16 20 17 17 22 

3r Hunter . . 11 17 15 16 16 17 15 15 14 21 
piercy . . 15 20 18 17 19 16 20 19 16 24 
i Merrill . . 11 12 10 13 16 12 12 11 15 

vans . . 13 18 17 18 17 16 16 19 IS 
McClave . . 14 18 16 IS IS 15 17 IS IS 2i 
Muldoon . . 11 14 18 19 17 17 16 18 17 
•V K Mathews . . 10 16 14 14 15 IS 14 15 17 

|! Martin . . 14 IS 17 19 17 17 17 IS 15 2i 
|2 Fischer . . 14 16 19 19 15 19 16 11 15 
L Sindle . . 12 16 15 15 15 13 15 12 14 

1 ,V A Kennedy . . 12 15 13 16 IS 16 17 15 IS 
H Hendrickson . . 11 18 19 16 18 16 16 IS 17 23 

Dr Richter . . 12 20 14 16 17 17 17 13 17 23 
I Bussell . . 8 14 16 13 13 

VI Johnson . 14 15 16 16 14 15 16 15 
I Frank . 10 10 13 
Schneider . 14 16 15 16 15 16 IS 
Ulison . 16 19 16 16 
Baldwin . 16 12 13 14 17 
Frughton . 16 17 16 16 16 

Morrison . 19 17 15 14 15 ii 
| Schuster . 6 9 10 9 
|Lang . 12 13 14 14 li 
1 ^ilbrook . 16 17 17 16 17 
Vlertens . 9 15 18 14 14 
Fritz . S 16 15 11 13 

1 Tr Moeller . 15 15 12 15 
Mallory . 8 13 8 11 

!|.Vestervelt . 9 11 14 16 
1 Vreeland . 11 8 8 10 
Maxwell . 10 8 8 13 
Lydecker . 11 13 17 19 

Iposselman . 19 12 15 20 
Schreibolt . 9 12 11 11 
McGill . 11 15 12 
IV Hunter . 15 IS 

Jas. R. M ER RILL, Sec’y 

!'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

Fixture*. 

March 14-21.—New York Zettler Rifle Club 100-shot 
gallery championship. F. Hecking, Sec’y. 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., Feb. 21.—The attendance at the indoor 
gallery continues very good, and interest in the re-entry 
tournament is still topnotch. In the hand gun division, 
Hayden has added 3 points to his score, having the fine 
total of 928. Folkins has improved his score, as have 
Wilkins, Cobb, Strickland, Bailey, Read, Chandler, 
Graffam, Perkins and Sterling. Thornes and Marston 
are new entries in this class and are already giving ac¬ 
count of themselves. 

With the rifle Wilkins has gotten another possible this 
week and now has the fine score of 495 out of a possible 
500. Cobb did the trick on the 50 consecutive shot record 
'with a tun of 243, securing a possible in the string, which 
places him ahead of Hayden. Stoughton has made a 
notable showing. Other members to improve their scores 
have been Folkins, L. E. Ward, Libby, Waite, Eveleth, 
Betry, Marston, Welch, Spencer. Mitchell, Edwards, 
Strickland, Way. McBride, Gray, Thompson and Dimick 
are new entries. 

We have been endeavoring to get a pistol team to¬ 
gether for the annual shoot at the Massachusetts Rifle 
Association to-morrow, the 22d, but owing to other en¬ 
gagements it was impossible to get a satisfactory team 
together. 

Re-entry tournament), hand gun: 
*F L Hayden. 92 92 92 92 
*L R Hatch. 90 91 91 92 
*S B Adams. 90 91 91 91 
»W M Fawcett. 89 89 90 90 
M S Folkins. 88 88 88 89 
O E Gerrish. 87 87 87 88 
G H Wilkins. 87 87 87 87 
A L Farwell. 83 84 S4 S4 
W B Thornes. 82 82 83 S3 
♦E L Cobb, Jr. 81 81 81 82 
*H M Strickland. 79 79 SO 80 
*W H Bailey. 81 81 82 82 
♦A F Graffam. 81 81 82 82 
A W Read. 79 79 79 79 
*H W Stevens. 78 7S 79 79 
*F B Marston. 77 79 79 79 
G M Sterling. 77 77 78 79 
If B Chandler. 75 76 77 77 
C J Perkins. 75 75 76 76 

92 93 93 94 94 94—928 
93 93 93 94 94 94—925 
91 92 92 92 93 93—916 
90 90 91 91 91 95—906 
89 89 S9 90 92 92—S94 
88 88 89 91 92 92—S89 
87 88 88 90 92 93—886' 
85 86 87 88 SS 91—860 
84 84 84 S4 S4 S5—S35 
83 84 84 84 84 89—833 
83 83 83 86 87 92—832 
82 82 83 83 89 86—831 
82 82 S3 83 84 84—825 
83 83 84 84 85 86—821 
80 80 81 82 S3 87—S07 
80 80 81 83 83 86—807 
79 79 80 80 81 86—796 
78 78 78 80 85 85—789 
77 77 79 79 82 84—780 

Original 10 targets, unfinished: 
R H Crosby . 80 80 81 84 83 87 82.5 
A L Mitchell . 60 62 61.0 

BALLISTITE 
WINS- 

Sunny South Handicap—25 Live Birds. By Fred King, of Denver, Col. 

Sunny South Handicap—At Targets. By Otto Sens, of Houston, Texas. 

Houston Chronicle Trophy. By E. S. Forsgard, of Waco, Texas. 

EMPIRE Did the Trick! 274 STRAIGHT—Longest Run of 1907 
BALLISTITE and EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU <0. CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

This is a high grade, guaranteed repeating- shotgun 
which weighs but 6\\ pounds, and yet is as effective 
as most 12 gauge guns which weigh 1V2 and 8 pounds. 

The 77Zar//n 16 gauge 
repeating shotgun is an 
exact copy of the 772ar///t 
Model 19 12-gauge and 
contains all the features 

which have made 77Zar/in shotguns famous. 
The solid top, side ejection, automatic recoil safety 

lock and closed-in action are present in Model 16; 
each part refined a little to meet the lighter charges 
of powder used in a 16 gauge shotgun. 

Grade D has fine Damascus barrel and Grade 
C Model 16 fflar/w shotgun barrels are made of 
“ Special Smokeless Steel”; all Zftarfoi barrels are 
bored to shoot both black and smokeless powders. 

The working parts of Model 16 repeating shotgun 
are made of the finest quality of steel drop forgings, 
cut down from solid blocks to the nicely fitting 
parts of the finished shotgun. 

With one shell in the chamber and five in the 
magazine, Model 16 shotgun can be fired six times 
in four seconds. 

For grouse, quail, woodcock, prairie chickens, 
teal, woodchucks, squirrels, rabbits and all other 
smaller game this gun is unsurpassed. The upland 
shooter will readily see the advantage of a repeat¬ 
ing shotgun weighing a pound to two pounds lighter 
than the average 12 gauge and yet having all the 
effectiveness of the heavier arm. 

Send three stamps for catalog which fully describes all the fflar/esi guns. 

7/Zar/ifi firearms Co., 27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

WM. LYMAN’S 

RAPID FIRING TARGETS 
FOR RIFLES. 

25 Yards, price, 15c. per dozen. 
50 Yards, pries, 25c. per dozen. 

. Canoe Ridge, Pa. 
The Lyman Targets received. They are the best 1 

ever saw. Charles King, Gunsmith. 

F OREST AKD STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadwaj.Mew Tort 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Best 50 consecutive shots with hand gun: 
F L Hayden. 94 88 92 92 90—456 

Best 50 consecutive shots with rifle: 
E L Cobb, Jr. 49 50 49 47 48—243 

First perfect target with rifle: E. L. Cobb, Jr., Dec. 25, 
50. 

Best single target with hand gun: 
Best single target with hand gun: \Y. M. Fawcett, 95. 
High aggregate, both classes: 

F L Hayden. 1420 G H Wilkins.13 81 
I. R Hatch. 1388 W M Fawcett. 1366 
S B Adams. 1381 M S Folkins. 1301 

♦Denotes prize positions Feb. 21. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter’s Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fee*, 

prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 

various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 

bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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of the List 

. gun to rely on in field or at trap. “Handy,” quick, certain in operation, 

Fox gun stands first in the estimation of sportsmen actually 

The Finest Gun in the World” 
Philadelphia, Pa, -J a. H. FOX GUISI CO.,46 7O North 18th St., 

SAUER? GUNS 

For Shooting, Balance, and 

general workmanship these 

guns cannot be excelled. 

$60—Net and Up 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES 
AGENTS 

302 and 304 Broadway 
New York 

Re-entry tournament, 
*G H Wilkins. 
*E L Cobb, Jr. 
*F L Hayden. 
*H W Stevens. 
M S Folkins. 
P Stoughton. 
S B Adams. 
R PI Crosby. 
L R Hatch. 
L E Ward. 
W M Fawcett. 
A I. Eibby. 
A W Read. 
IP E Waite. 
E H Eveleth. 
A F Graffam..... 
W R Berry. 
F B Marston. 
W H Bailey. 
*J A Folwartshny. 
*Maj J J Dooley. 
*J M B Webber. 
*A L Farwcll. 
*L B Welch. 
L B Spencer. 
O E Gerrish. 
L D Ward. 
A L Mitchell. 
P W Edwards. 
II M Strickland. 
C J Perkins. 
G M Sterling. 
*H W Way. 
*C H McBride. 
Fred Schonland . 
F M Gray. 
*P G Thompson. 
L M Cummings. 
A L Dow. 
S W Dimick. 

19 49 49 4 9 49 50 50 50 50 50—495 
49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50—493 
49 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50-492 
48 48 48 48 49 49 49 49 49 50—487 

. 45 45 40 47 47 47 47 47 48 48-467 
.. 45 45 46 46 46 47 47 48 48 48—466 

... 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47 4S 49—465 
. 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47 47—465 

45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 4S—4G3 
45 45 45 45 46 46 47 47 47 48—461 
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46—460 
45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47—458 
45 45 45 45 45 46 46'46 47 47—457 
44 45 45 45 45 46 46 47 47 46—456 
45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 46—455 
45 45 45 45 45 45 46 4 6 46 46—454 
44 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 49—454 

... 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46—454 
44 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47—453 , 

" . 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 47—452 
... 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46 47 48—452 

44 44 44 44 45 45 45 46 46 47—-450 
... 44 44 44 44 44 45 45 46 47 47—450 

44 44 44 44 44 45 45 46 47 47—450 
4 4 4 4 4 4 45 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 46—448 

... 42 43 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46—441 
43 43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 46—441 

... 43 43 43 43 43 44 44 44 45 45-437 
41 42 42 43 43 45 45 45 45 46—437 
42 42 43 43 43 43 43 43 44 44—430 
41 41 42 42 43 43 43 43 44 45—427 
41 41 42 42 42 42 43 43 44 45—425 
40 40 40 41 41 42 43 43 44 45—419 
40 40 40 41 42 42 43 43 44 44—419 
40 40 41 41 41 41 42 42 43 44—415 
3S 39 39 40 40 41 43 44 44 45—413 
39 40 40 40 41 42 42 42 41 43—410 

. 37 3S 40 40 41 41 42 42 43 44—408 
39 39 39 40 40 40 41 42 42 43—405 

... 36 36 37 37 38 39 39 40 41 41-384 

Original 10 targets 
W B Thornes. 
W P Knight. 
Capt R C Parker. 
W B Darton. 
L S Heseltine. 
O P Masse. 
H B Chandler. 
J A Fleet. 
F W B Martin. 

unfinished: 
. 46 

... 40 43 43 43 43 46 46 48 
. 41 41 42 42 43 43 43 43 
. 42 
. 36 39 41 41 
. 35 40 
. 34 36 38 38 38 38 40 40 

... 35 35 38 38 39 
. 33 34 36 37 39 

44.0 
44.0 
42.1 
42.0 
39.2 
37.5 
37.5 
37.0 
35.8 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

New York.—Scores of the Zettler Rifle Club, at its 
last weekly practice shoot, held at its ranges, lo9 W est 
'1 wenty-third street, Feb. 14: 

Ten shot strings at 75ft., 
L C Buss . 
F Decking . 
T II Keller. 
L Maurer ... 
G Schlicht . 
O Smith . 
B Zettler . 
C Zettler . 
M Dorrler . 236 
L P Hansen . 242 
\V A Tewes. 247 

possible 250: 
... 242 245 246 
. 231 229 234 
. 227 235 232 
. 238 241 241 
. 241 243 240 
. 243 243 242 

'   235 238 239 
. 239 247 246 

247 245 248 244 245 245 249 
239 245 241 237 244 245 246 
245 24b 249 245 249 249 247 

247 
239 
238 
242 
243 
241 
237 
244 
247 
242 
249 

246 
239 
232 
243 
238 
243 
2*J 
245 
247 
246 
247 

Scores of the Zettler Rifle ClubskinnU51C525kig kcJ9 
Scores of the members of the Zettler Rifle Club of the 

weekly practice shoot, held at their ranges, 159 vv. 
Twenty-third street, 10-shot strings, possible 250, distance 

75ft.: 

L C Buss 
L P Hansen. 
F Decking .. 
T H Keller. 
E Maurer .. 
O Smith ... 
B Zettler 
C Zettler ... 
G Amouroux 
M Dorrler... 
A Hubalek .. 
G Schlicht... 
W A Tewes. 

236 
246 
246 
243 
249 

233 
239 
241 
242 
245 

238 
244 
248 
244 
247 

245 
243 
246 
245 
247 

247 244 
238 246 
230 232 
218 236 
242 240 
242 244 
229 229 
244 243 

235 238 239 
243 247 246 
245 246 248 
248 243 242 
249 245 249 

246 244 
242 

230 234 
238 243 
238 239 
245 244 
232 238 
241 242 
238 237 
247 247 
246 246 
241 249 
246 246 

241- 1222 
242— 1210 
239— 1165 
235—1170 
242—1201 
246— 1221 
234—1168 
248—1213 
233—2372 
240— 2441 
247— 2451 
241— 242.' 
244—2461 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM’PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.** By Rowland E. Robinson. ltjmo. 
Price 51.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Field, Cover a.i\d Trap Shooting. 
f Captain Adam H. Bogardus. Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc- 
tn, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
aws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
id moral to. illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
■ope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
/ this list of chapters: 
Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
hooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
hooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
nipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
lover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
eese. Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot- 
ig. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
-Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap- 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. follow: 

Keller 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
R Schwanemann .. 
R Busse . ... 476 

J^os 

Ad 
Reibstein 
Wiltz... 

“Forest and Stream.” FI Born . ... 454 

Wappinger’s Falls Rifle Club. 

Wafpingers Falls. N. Y„ Feb. It.—Appended are th< 

scores of our practice shoot, held Saturday, Feb. ID 
The club was organized in July, 1904, under the name o 
Wappingers Rifle Club, with a membership of twenty 
five (a few old-time shooters, the balance more up ti 
date) We have now an ideal range of 200yds., witl 
three sets of sash targets, a club house that will accom 
modate about forty shooters. In our shooting contest 
we bar nodiing in rifles or sight. Each member 1 
equipped to his own fancy, but mostly sporting rifles 

,32-40 and .38-55. .32-w ana .do-uu. , , . . . M , 
Following scores on Standard American target, 200yds_ 

offhand: H. Croshier. 8S, 75; A. Speedling, 75, 75; F 
Colter, S3. 67; T. Bergen, 71, 77; E. Mulligan Jr jl, id 
- . . , ’ ix nr no. t1A • T» JVTullicrnr 
Loiter, 1. ucifccn, u, • • j JVJ if- 
M Van Duser, 75, 6S; W. Croshier, 74, bS: E. Mulligar 
Sr 70, 69; H. Rozeli, 67, 73; A. W. Brown, 61, 61. 

Thomas Croshier. 

New York City Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Feb. 20.—Ring target scores made to-da 
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Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill, Mass., Feb. 22.—The Massachusetts 
Rifle Association observed the day by holding an all¬ 
day shoot at its range, with special matches for rifle and 
pistol. 

Good weather conditions prevailed, and the shoot was 
favored with the largest attendance of any in the past 
year. 

The principal event was a pistol and revolver match, 
in which teams from the Boston. Revolver Club, Lynn 
Rifle and Gun Club, and the Massachusetts Rifle Asso¬ 
ciation competed for the possession of a challenge cup 
for the ensuing year. Both pistols and revolvers were 
used by the various contestants, military revolvers being 
allowed handicaps of 4 and 5 points per score, depend¬ 
ing on the ammunition used. The match was won by the 
M. R. A. team on a total of 1300 points, T. Carlson 
having the highest individual score, 274 points. 

J. Busfield was high man in the offhand match with a 
total of 266 for his best three scores. The summary: 

Pistol and revolver team match: 

T Carlson . . 89 89 
Handicap 

82 15 274 
E B Hawks. . 86 79 91 15 271 
D G Fox. . 75 S'' 81 15 259 

\V R Murphy... . 75 79 84 15 253 
\V Almy . . 82 78 83 243—1300 

Lynn Rifle and Gun Club Team. 
B W Smith. . S4 85 90 12 271 
W M Campbell. . S4 85 79 24 S 

C H Topping... . 70 81 88 239 

H D Tcwett. . 68 80 S7 235 

C O Morse. . 75 70 76 221—1214 

S Merrill . 
Boston Revolver 
. SO 

Club. 
71 76 12 239 

C T. Greener.... 73 71 79 12 235 
A M Summers.. . 79 73 67 15 234 

C E Heath. . 66 53 84 12 215 
W P Brigham.. . 39 61 43 15 158—1081 

Offhand prize 
T Busfield . 

match: 
91 91 84—266 

H E Tuck. 86 85 81—252 

F H West. 79 75 73—227 
O M Jewell (.22cal.)- 74 72 70—216 

Medal offhand match: C. B. Pratt 76, 7! 5; H . Cushing, 
Jr., 75, 73, 71. 

Rest practice "match: T. E. Russell 104, I. James 103. 
Military medal match: W. T. Abbott 46, 44, 44; E. B. 

Hawkes 40. 
Military revolver match: W. R. Murphy 50, W. Mor¬ 

timer 48, 4S, 48, 47, 47. 
Pistol medal match: W. C. Elliott 81, 81, 79. 

New York Central Schuetzen Corps. 

New York. Feb. 19.—At the shoot of the Corps to¬ 
day in Zettler’s gallery, scores on the ring target were 
as follows: 

A Heimerich . . 478 F Bradt . ... 436 
G A Viemeister. . 478 A Ritterhof . ... 433 
H D Muller. . 471 H Fick. Tr. ... 432 
F W Wesselge. . 469 F Brinkama . ... 431 
B Eusner . . 462 B Thumann . ... 431 
IT Roffmann . .. 45G W Bogel . ... 431 
F Schraeder . .. 455 C F Tietgen. ... 429 
F Rolfes . .. 452 C F Gennerich. ... 420 
PI Schumacher . .. 45° T Speckmann, Jr.... ... 411 
A Dux . .. 449 Chas. Schrag. ...401 
C Folke .. .. 445 H Folke . ... 363 
r> .. 442 ... 354 
D Scharninghausen.. .. 438 

Bullseye target: 
A Dux . 43 T R Cute . 
F Schroeder ........ 45 F Rolfes . . 79 

C Schrag . 45 A Heimerich . . 80 
B Thumann . 501/2 G A Viemeister ... . 83% 
H Folke . 52% F Brodt . . 97 
F Brinkama . 57 H Schumacher .... . 97 
D Scharninghausen.. 58 D O Wuhrmann... ■ 97% 
B Eusner . 61 

Providence (R. I.) Revolver Club. 

Knowing the “Hopalong Cassidy’* yarr^s vide the Bar 
20 Ranch heroic adventurers to be most popular with 
the club’s handlers of the six-shooter, unique notices of 
the annual “roundup” were issued and a goodly gather¬ 
ing appeared on the evening set (the 18th) to burn smoke 
powder and do the several stunts necessary in accordance 
with the by-laws. 

Two of the long holders of office vigorously declined 
re-election, desiring that new men be induced to take 
greater interest through the sycophantic influence of titles, 
but to retain the valued services of the Twins7 special 
verbal authority and detailed instructions were given and 
voted, “A. B. (Coulters) the caretaker, builder, jack-at- 
all work of the club being retained .as a sort of the same 
thing, with title undecided, and “A. C.” (Hurlburt) the 
scribe, newspaper pusher, score-keeper, coach, daddy and 
several other things, to be relieved of the arduous duty 
of collecting the dues and making up the annual report, 
and to be allowed to sit on the bench and catch his 
breath, and incidentally shoot a few more scores than 
has been his custom the past year. 

While no shooting was indulged in at the meeting, 
wherein real guns were in evidence, the Red House 
bunch let no opportunity pass whereby hot shot directed 
to the ten-ring of any speaker found the pin wheel, and 
it was only the awe-stricken looks of one or two of the 
as yet uninitiated new members that prevented more direct 
jollying for all those who verily consist the gridiron set. 

At any rate the result of the meeting was the election 
of the following officers for this year: President, W. 
Bert Gardiner; Vice-President, William Almy; Secretary, 
Edw. C. Parkhurst; Treasurer, Lieut. Herbert C. Miller; 
Executive Officer, Arno Argus. Executive Committee, 
W. B. Gardiner, Edw. C. Parkhurst, Herbert C. Miller, 
Arthur C. Hurlburt, Albert B. Coulters. Range Com- 

SOME old Greek said he could pry the e^rth loose with a lever if he had a good place to rest it 

on. To him a lever seemed a very wonderful thing. It is. If a hammer of a shot gun is to be 

cocked, why not use the simplest form of mechanism — the lever? If a shell is to be extracted, 

why not seek to utilize the same lever? That is the way the inventor of the Lefever shot gun went at 

it — free from all the old-time complicated mechanisms. He sought simplicity. He made one piece of 

substantial steel serve. He used the cocking hook of the Lefever shot gun as a shell ejector—one piece 

instead of eighteen to twenty-five pieces. Add the hammer and its sear, and you have the Lefever system. 

You will buy no other gun after trying this modern simplified action. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Enough advantages over other high-grade guns are told of in the 

Lefever catalogue to amaze anyone not using the gun itself. How a 
tight joint is insured with dovetailed fastener and self-compensat¬ 
ing bolt : how strain is taken off the hinge joint; how faith¬ 
ful workmanship is spent on all parts : how steel is used 
which is a credn to the great European makers —all 
are to be read and seen in a beautiful catalogue 
worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY 
23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

When You Buy a Gun— 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 
» 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

SHOT GUN BARGAINS 
One Fine Hammerless Double Gun, made to order by 
T. Kilby, London, Eng., 12 gauge, 28-inch barrels of 
Sir Whitworth Fluid Steel, beautifully carved Circas¬ 
sian walnut stock, automatic ejector. Cost (Tonn 
$450. Price.4>ZUU 
One Charles Daly Hammerless, Diamond quality, 12 
gauge, 30-in. fine Damascus barrels. Second (Mon 
hand, in fine condition. Cost $275. Price, <^IUU 

One Charles Daly Hammerless, 12 gauge, 30-inch 
Krupp Steel Barrels, single trigger. Cost (TOfl 
$165. Price.4)JU 

One L. C. Smith Hammerless Gun, 16 gauge, 28-inch 
Damascus barrels, automatic ejector, slightly C Cfl 
used. Cost $105. Price <J/UU 

Will send any of these guns C. O. D. for approval 
on prepayment of express charges. 

SHAPPIRIO’S SPORTING GOODS STORE 
905 D St.. N. W., Washington. D. C. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound’ make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 

interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 

dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE'RGX/SOJTS 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
Locomotive Reflec¬ 
tors and Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Combines Head! 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

CATALOG fishing but the- 
for hunting but 

“Everything for 
fish — everything 

FREE the game.” 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS C0„ 17 Warren St., N, Y. 

Sam Lovel’s Camps. 
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha’s Shop." By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fomst 
and Stream. 
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Our Increased Sales 

AND 

The Records Past and Present 

MADE WITH 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“New E. C. (Improved”) 

“New Schultze” 

“Infallible” 

Emphasize the fad that the shooters of America 

DEMAND THE BEST. Why not get in line? 

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun. No. 3 model, 12 gauge. 28-inch blued steel 
barrel. Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 

• *2e?Xr uedi.5 ^nntityof these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball. Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO.. 10 Warren Street. NEW YORK. V. S. A. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

Jerrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reel hermerTititeiLit.. Gut 

tree sample and booklet P-f 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. JERSEY < 

When writing say 
“Forest and Stream.” 

you saw the adv. in 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plain 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and war: 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly beai 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustratec 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

mittee, Walter H. Willard, Geo. H. Lewis, Arno Argus. 
Eighteen new men last year, a comfortable balance in 
the treasury, and everything running smoothly, even 
though our men have for the most part been too busy 
to do as much shooting as the previous year, and with 
the prospect of things booming this spring, the old-timers 
feel that the organization is in a most buoyant condi¬ 
tion, to say nothing of the recent acquisition of four new 
Sprmgfields, which with the Krags will be used anyway 
at short range, and may some day where they be strained 
to the limit. R. E. Oliver. 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

Auburn, Me., Feb. 14.—The Auburn Rifle Club scores 
for this week are as follows: 

German ring target: H. E. Doten, 247, 246, 246: N. 
B. Kimball, 233, 233, 231. 

Military target: H. E. Doten, 49, 50, 50, 50; N. B. 
Kimball, 46, 46, 43, 43, 42; Ralph Mower, 42, 42. 

Pistol: W. M. Trask, 87, 85, 85, 75, 74. 
On account of the extremely cold weather for the past 

week or two we have had no shoots, as the range has 
been too cold for anybody to shoot unless he was a very 
enthusiastic crank. However, we have now had the 
range fixed, so it can be heated, and are expecting to 
have some scores to publish in the next few months. 

The scores of Mr, Doten on the military target are 
equal to our record score, and for consecutive bulls are 
the club record, 30 bulls straight, while on the German 
ring, his 247 is only one point behind our club record 
of 248 by I. A. Smith. 

Feb. 21.—Scores of our club for this week are as fol¬ 
lows : 

Military target: H. E. Doten, 50, 48, 47, 46; W. M. 
Trask, 48, 45, 44; W. M. Miller, 44, 43; N. B. Kimball, 
43; W. R. Houston, 44; Harold Kimball, thirteen years 
old, 40; Helen Kimball, eleven years, 45. 

German ring target: H. E. Doten 245, 242, 238, 237; 
N. L. Mower, 242, 238, 237, 236; W. M. Trask, 240, 234, 
231; W. B. Kimball 237, 230; Helen Kimball 230. 

Pistol: W. M. Trask, 84, 81, 83, 75; N. B. Kimball, 70. 
W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

Harlem Independent Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Feb. 12.—Scores made at the shoot of the 
corps to-day on the ring target were as follows: 
A P Feger . 479 L Rohkohl .426 
C Wembacher . 461 T Schnetzer . 422 
J Martin . 458 
G Kanop . 456 
H J Behrmann. 448 
A B Schrader.440 
W Mensch . 440 
G Thomas . 435 
H Kraus . 428 

Bullseye target: 
E Hopf . 15 
L Rohkohl . 24% 
F Koch . 73 
A B Schroeder. 77 
J Martin . 92 

C Thibauth . 420 
J Zacharkowsky. 417 
F Koch .410 
T Nastvogel .408 
T Minchen . 383 
C Neff .221 
J Wiedmann . 320 

W Mensch. 113 
C Thibauth .117 

Wiedmann .139 
J Behrmann.146 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
The W. H. Mullin Co., of Salem, O., manufacturers of 

pressed steel boats, are issuing some attractive four-color 
advertising circulars, which will be sent to prospective 
boat buyers who apply for them. The ducking boats 
known as “Get There” and “Bustle,” are said to have. 

become very popular, and can be seen at the company’s 
agencies in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul, 
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Spokane, Salt Lake City and 
other cities. Prospective purchasers will do well to com¬ 
municate with the Mullins Company. 

Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 

Compiled by “Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated. 244 pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, 
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the 
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the 
field sportsman in ail the varied phases of his activity. 
“Hints and Points” has proved one of the most prac¬ 
tically useful works of reference in the sportsman’s 
library. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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DUCKS AND DEDUCTIONS. 

Thf.rf. is a bright-eyed, light-haired lad of 5 
out in the West Adams district who has de¬ 
veloped a faculty for thinking which seems en¬ 
tirely beyond his years and for saying things 
positively startling. 

f The boy and his father were taking a walk 
a few Sundays ago when the wee lad procured 
a fence picket and began to make some re¬ 
markably fine wingshots. With his imaginary 
gun he caught sparrows, pigeons, mockers as 
they flew. Right quarters, straightaway shots, 
drivers and twisters were easy and, in the little 
chap’s mind’s eye, came tumbling when he 
nulled the trigger. 

“Archie.” said the boy’s father, “you must 
get out of that way of thinking. The Creator 
who gave you life also gave it to the animals 
and the birds. The idea of killing them should 
not be allowed to remain in your mind. God 
doesn’t want his birds killed, and you should 
not cultivate the thought.” 

The lad made no reply at the time, but the 
next day his grandmother was astounded to 
hear him say, after several minutes’ profound 
thought: 

“Grandma, if father didn’t know so much 
about God I could have lots of fun duck hunt¬ 
ing.”—Pasadena Star. 

HAVOC WROUGHT BY A CRANE. 

Just because a big blue crane squatted on a 
high voltage wire of the Valley Power Com¬ 
pany's system near Woodland Tuesday that city 
was without power and lights Tuesday night 
and it was away along into yesterday before 
the juice was again skimming over the wires. 
It is needless to say the crane was very prop¬ 
erly electrocuted. 

The crane, says the Marysville (Cal.) Appeal, 
flew into the high voltage wires leading in from 
the main line to the substation, causing a short- 
circuit. The wires snapped and fell across some 
of the distributing wires of the city. These wires 
were unable to carry such a high voltage, and 
as a consequence the wires snapped in several 
different parts of the city and the insulation was 
burned off in many localities. 

Several fires were narrowly averted, caused 
by the burning off of the insulation. Several 
transformers along Main street were put out of 
commission and the forces at the substation 
were blown out. 

Those who witnessed the electrical display 
say that it was a most beautiful exhibition of 
illuminating colors. The, skies were radiant 
with the light and many who were awakened 
from their slumbers thought that the city was 
being visited by another disastrous fire. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dea'er to 

supply you regularly. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danyis 
books. No one has pictured the New. Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bears I Have Met—And Others. 

By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stones, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women ana 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, tlie stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

K^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

FOR SALE.—FEMALE POINTER, broken on quail; 
THREE YEARS old, $15.00. POINTER PUPS, 6 
months old, $5.00. All first class. C. S. HORNER, 
Kunkle, Ohio. 10 

FOR SALE.—TWO ENGLISH SETTERS, DOG AND 
BITCH, BEST OF BREEDING. WINNERS ON 
BENCH. NOT GUN-SHY. MALE, $25. FEMALE, 
$20. R. WHEELER, RUTLAND, VT. 9 

FOURTH FUTURITIES—Gyp Borie—Lyon’s Bang; Gyp 
is the dam of Lyon’s Jingo’s Sam; her sire, Plain Sam; 
dam, Oueen of Hessen; their sire by Lyon’s Jingo; he 
bv Young Jingo; large and handsome; on approval; 
dogs, $20; bitches, $15. M. E. ETTER, Mohawk, Tenm 

WANTED TO TRAIN—Four or six young dogs for this 
coming season for shooting dogs, to complete my string; 
price reasonable; plenty birds and good location. 

L. G. HOWELL, Box 287, Jackson, Tenn. 

FOR SALE. 
At the end of the season the Mid Devon Foxhounds, 
25 couple. These hounds are well bred and all good in 
their work. For particulars apply GILBERT SPILLER, 
Chagford, Devon, England. 11 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

SPRATT’S 

DOG CAKES 
Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky. 

:BOOK. OJV 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY CLOVER, D. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New York. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is ehtirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Rounding Out the Circle of Sportsmen’s Interests 
SHOOTING. FISHING. CANOEING, CAMPING. THE DOG 

A Complete Library for out-door men. We offer for $5.00 five books whose aggre¬ 

gate retail price is $6.00. They’re standard works by recognized authorities. Each the 

best published in its particular department. Cloth bound, printed on heavy paper, illus¬ 

trated. The list: 

Hitting vs. Missing—HAMMOND - - $1.00 

Men I Have Fished With—MATHER, 2.00 

Canoe Cruising and Camping—FRAZER, 1.00 

Woodcraft—NESSMUK ----- 1.00 

Training vs. Breaking — HAMMOND - 1.00 

$6.00 

All for $5.00, Postpaid 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 



Our Specialty—Finest Quality—Soft as a Glove. 

Swedish Leather Jackets 
Now Being Ordered for Fall Shooting. 

Soft and pliable as kid. A complete protection to sportsmen or any exposed to 
cold, vy orn under the overcoat, they are a handsome garment and much used. A 
capital jacket for bicycle use, skating and driving. Also automobile use. 

^■.We take the entire product of the manufacturers of above Finest Jackets 
and this make cannot be obtained elsewhere in the United States. 

A-Quality, of the very finest skin, brown grass-color, $20.00 
B-Quality, 2d grade,.$15.00 

Black Jackets at - - $7.00, $8.00 and $10.00 
Send measurement around chest outside vest. If money is sent with order, we 

will forward free by mail; and if not satisfactory on receipt, we will return money 
on return of Jacket. Entirely different from any other make. 

As there are many different makes of Leather Jackets in the market adver¬ 
tised as finest, etc., mostly made here of common skins, we invite those desirinr 
such to send for one of ours, and if not found superior on examination to any other 
it can be returned at our expense, and we will refund money. 

WM. READ t& SONS. 
107 Washington S(., BOSTON. MASS. 

Sole American Agents for these Finest Imported Skins. 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needjs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 

? dimoAlghtV, Tje horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

RIFLE BARGAINS 
2 Stevens Ideal Rifles, .25-21 caliber, C.F., 26in. barrels, half octagon, case- 

hardened frame, Rocky Mountain sights, etc. Weight 7141bs. Regular price 
$12 each. Absolutely new. Each.$6.00 

5 Springfield Breechloading Rifles, .45-70 caliber. Complete with bayonet. Abso¬ 
lutely new. Each. $4.50 

2 Springfield Breechloading Rifles, .45-70 caliber, latest model, with rod bayonet. 
Absolutely new. Original cost to Government, $18. Each. $6.00 

1 only Officer’s model Springfield Rifle, .45-70 caliber, very finely engraved, with 
pistol grip, checkered stock, silver-mounted, etc. Absolutely new, costing 
originally $35.  $12.00 

1 only Swiss Repeating Rifle, .41 caliber, R.F., 10 shots, in first-class second¬ 
hand condition. Almost new.  $5.00 

2 Springfield Rifles, .45-70 caliber, in good second-hand condition. Very slightly 
damaged. Each . $2.00 

1 Flobert Cadet Rifle, .32 caliber, R.F., with bayonet. Regular price, $S. Shop 
worn only . $4.00 

1 Flint Lock Musket, in first-class second-hand condition. $5.00 

1 Genuine Tower Flint Lock Musket, highly polished, with brass trimmings, 
complete with bayonet, barrel stamped “Royal Artillery, and an extra good 
relic .$12.00 

If you want a good reliable 

TRAP 
or 

FIELD 

GUN, 
i 

one of the leading imported 

guns in this country, 
get a 8o-page 

Catalogue free 
on application. 

Francotte or a Knockabout 
VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

Attention! 
We desire to call special attention at this time 

to our 

Repair Department 
No part of our business is more satisfactory or 

better known to our most critical customers than 

this particular branch, and in the last twenty-five 

years we have probably been intrusted with more ij| 

fine guns to repair than any other concern in this ^ 
country. 

We do the highest class of work in this line, and employ 

skilled labor from abroad with technical knowledge of the 

latest methods and formulas of the best English makers. Our 

gun stackers are positively the best in this country, and we are tt.| 

direct importers of the finest Italian walnut, and always have 

a large number of unfinished stocks on hand to select from. 

V\ e solicit the repair work of all American sportsmen and can give 

rapid and skillful service by trained experts. In consequence the work 

is efficient, mistakes rarely occur and charges are moderate. 

'* h 'y " e take second-hand ’guns in part payment for new 

«,■}!('. ones, and always have bargains in Greeners, Purdeys, etc. 
■ ■ - 

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 



A CALIFORNIA TROUT STREAM 

Prof. Charles F. Holder Fishing Soquel Creek 
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Carleton Canoes 
^ For Paddling or Power ^ 

There are none better. Over 30 years 
experience in Canoe building. We use 
State of Maine Cedar exclusively which 
is a lighter and tougher wood than 
other cedars. Materials, construction 
and finish the best. Models for every 
use. Write for free illustrated booklet. 

CARLETCM CAME C0.7 , 

15 Main St. 013 TOWH, MAINE. 

STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple, Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful. 
“GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser- 

"vice.” That's the way we build theui. 

GOOD ALWAYS 

TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 
a comes aboard. 

THE STRELINGER We carry in stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
(4 Cye. 1 to 4 Oyl.) and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., 

$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 
motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress SI., Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins “Get There” l*lXJZiTe 
Unequaled for use in very shallow water or through tangled grass 

and reeds. Thousands are in use, and endorsed by sportsmen every¬ 
where as the lightest, most comfortable and safest duck bout built. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. Price $22.00. 
Write Toduy for Our Lnrsre Catalogue 

Motor Boats, Row Boats* Hunting and Fishing Boats 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, O, 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S SPAR COATING 
USED BY THE LEADING YACHT AND BOAT BUILDERS 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather and temperature. 
Has good body, is light in color, free working, elastic, durable, bril¬ 
liant, and dries out of the way of injury from dust in about eight hours. 

Does not 

turn white 

on 

mahogany. 

Does not 

discolor 

your spars. 

EDWARD SMITH & CO. 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO ' NEW YORK 

NAVAL PIGEONS ABOLISHED. 

An admiralty official yesterday confirmed the 
statement that the British naval pigeon service 
was to be allowed to- fall into disuse, says the 
London Graphic. “Think of it!” he remarked. 
“Not so very many years ago people were filled 
with wonderment that a homing pigeon could fly 
with messages at the rate of sixty miles an hour 
and reach its destination with safety. To-day 
a wireless message can be sent at the rate of 
hundreds of miles in a few seconds. 

“It was a wise step to establish, as the ad¬ 
miralty did, a carrier pigeons service in con¬ 
nection with the navy; they are equally wise to 
abandon the stations now that telegraphic fa¬ 
cilities have been brought to such a state of per¬ 
fection. 

“Nowadays a battleship can easily keep in 
wireless communication with Rarne Head, near 
Plymouth, while voyaging to Gibraltar, or even 
to portions of the Mediterranean. Most of the 
fleet have the necessary installations aboard. 

“The naval pigeon service had its drawbacks, 
birds often not finding their way home through 
losing their reckoning or on account of injury. 
Only in minor ways has their usefulness to the 
navy been demonstrated. Without wireless 
telegraphy, however, there is no question that 
in time of war they would have been a real 
help.” 

Among pigeon fanciers there was some con¬ 
sternation, especially on the part of those who 
belong to what is known as the volunteer carrier 
pigeon service, which is not, however, to be 
interfered with. Breeders will no doubt avail 
themselves of the ' opportunity to buy the 
pigeons which have been trained at the ad¬ 
miralty lofts. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 

entertainment, instruction and information between 
American sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
on the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony¬ 
mous communications will not be regarded. The editors 
are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for dubs of annual subscribers: 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett dub. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price,. $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 
son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 
Wister. A Day With the Elk,- by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 
Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, bv B. Rum- 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W, B Devereux. 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. 

R. Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Where, When and How to Catch 
Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 

By Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 
John Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla, 
With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 
Cloth. Illustratoo. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives 
a very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 
from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the 
most value to the angler who desires to identify the fish 
he takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish 
shown in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, 
are very beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are 
cuts showing portions of the fishing tackle which the 
author uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISPIING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST ANE STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co. 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should b« 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will nol 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 

Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction 
Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Tim< 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds anc 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Want; 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents 
Three months, 13 times, 1C cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 
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The Elk River Valley. 

Seattle, Wash., Feb. 4.—Editor Forest and 

ttrc&n: Isolated and remote is the Elk River 

■allay, in th^ southeastern part of the Kootenay 

llislrict of British Columbia. Elk roam the val- 

ey in bands and beaver are abundant. This is 

lue largely to the restrictions adopted by the 

Government and the excellent grazing range af- 

orded. Elk and beaver have been protected 

ince 1905, and the close season will continue 

mtil 1911. 

R. L. Laird, of Spokane, who has explored 

•arts of the valley, declares that the measure of 

irotection afforded the big game in the preserve 

ms not been half-hearted; in fact, he adds, it 

[s the belief of Government officials, guides and 

ithers familiar with the district, that the law 

las been strictly observed with the result that 

he deer, elk, bear, goats, mountain sheep, beaver, 

tc., have increased and are to-day probably more 

abundant than at any • other period within the 

ast half century. 

The valley is eight to ten miles wide. Elk 

■■liver is alive with trout. On the uplands are 

thousands of acres of grazing land, covered with 

thick growth of grass resembling the “prairie 

vool” of the cattle ranges of Alberta and Sas¬ 

katchewan. This grass cures itself and affords 

m ideal range for elk, deer, goats and bighorn 

heep. 

For years the valley was the famous hunting 

ground for Indians, who annually gathered there 

o restock their larders for the winter. When 

::he white men arrived and began their usual 

iactics with regard to the elk and beaver, the 

kanie dwindled rapidly. Relaxing this, the Cana¬ 

dian Government declared a long close season 

uid the game obtained a fresh lease of life. 

Fred Wagner. 

AND STREAM 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can- 

lda, revised to date and nozv in force, are given 

it the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

fm 

FISHERMEN 
Listento the Dutchman! 

I want to tell you a little something about a 
real fish-hook—a fish-hook that will catch fish. 

Last season, thousands of fishermen- 
sportsmen “followed the Dutchman” 
bought “FREEPORT HOOKS”—re-or 
dered—said these HOOKS were th< 
best they ever used-told their friends 
—the friends ordered—re-ordered 
—told their friends—they ALL said 

THE 

IFreeportHook 
( PATENTED 1904-1908) 

was RIGHT. And it IS. 
The “FREEPORT HOOK” Is 

hand-made. In all parts, from 
the best materials that can be 
obtained -euch HOOK tested 
to hold the biggest ‘‘Dig-one.’* 

It is absolutely weedless and 
snag-proof—among lily pads, 
roots, logs or sunken tree- 
tops (where the fish are >- 

Bait Is always In natural position and motion—and the 
scientific color Is a perfect lure for game fish. 

1 Made In two styles—Frog (treble-hook >, and Minnow 
(single hook)—and three sizes: No. 1, Bass; No. 34, Pike; 

1 No. 3 Vtuskallonge and Pickerel. 
ASK YOUR DEALER—or send me ONE DOLLAR for 

one complete “FREEPORT HOOK.” I will send your •*. 
money back, if you don’t like it. Beautifully illus¬ 
trated, new 1908 Booklet, free- 

Louis Biersach, “THE FREEPORT HOOK" 
Dept. G, Freeport, Illinois. , 

Our 1908 Catalogues Now Ready 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition, Camp 

Goods and Fishing Tackle. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies 

Mailed free on request. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. f 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

I?OR big fish—pickerel, salmon, tarpon, muscalonge ; 

for gamy smaller fish—trout, grayling, pike, bass; for 
fly-casting, bait-casting, trolling, or still-fishing, no other 

rod equals the "BRISTOL.” 20 years of deserved inter¬ 

national reputation, backed by a three-year guarantee, 
attached to every rod. A complete variety of rods exactly 

suited to each kind of fishing. The supreme standard in light¬ 
ness, pliancy, resiliency, strength, reliability. Never ask 

merely for a steel fishing rod—always 
ask for "BRISTOL” rods by name. 

Look for the word "BRISTOL” on the 
handle. Write us if 

offered an imitation. 

Beautiful illustrated ****■ 
catalogue mailed 

free. 

THE 

HORTON MFG. 
COMPANY 

84 Horton Street 
BRISTOL 

Conn. 

r ■ 

TROUT FLIES Assorted 12c STEEL RODS Thee Pieces $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8}4 feet; Fly, 9, 9%, 10 feet. 

Split Bamboo Rods. 75c R ee\ $2 50 
, piec, extra tip. Fly, .o ,rt; Bait, 8* feet. Automatic tVCCI, 

Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Line 

CHARLES DISCH, 
BROOKLYN. N. Y 318 FULTON STREET. 

v>>>>>>>>>>> > >>******>>*>>> > >» > 

! HIGH GRADE j 
! ENGLISH TACKLE \ 

My trade with American and Canadian 

£ Fishermen is now so large that 1 have 

% published a 

£ Special American Edition 

t of My Catalogue 
s 
4 Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. 
* 
<v 
* ADDRESS 

; W. J. CUMMINS 
Dept. K 

A Fishing Tackle Maker 
A 

£ Bishop Auckland England 

RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l" 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money back. Booklet FREE. 

Worth 

RANCE HAM 

Special 30 Day 
Oder, 

*3.50 
is a Maine Guide of 40 years’ ex¬ 

perience. This rod is his idea of what a 
fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 

1 a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 

bait tod; Third, a perfect trolling and bait¬ 
casting rod all in one. by simply reversing the 

I handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
the besthandSplitBamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 

portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 
line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 
in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 

joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
broad and absolute guarantee for one year 
with each Rod. No responsibility on your 

; part. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 
the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 

we will return money. Take us at our wo> d 
-put us on our honor. This advertisement 

"; a contract in itself, which protects all who 
accept it. Any court in the land could hold 
us to it. We repeat: Simply send us $3.50, 

' and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 
rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 

once and get your money back. Address 

KIRTLAND EROS. & CO. 
Dept. F-S., 90 Chambers Street, New York. 

Tents, Tackle, Guns, Sporting Goods. 
Catalogue for Stamps. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST ANL STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Headquarters 
for... Tarpon and Southern Tackle | 

OUR BOOKLET: 

“Tarpon, Tuna and Salt Water Angling” 
FREE UPON APPLICATION 

WILLIAM MILLS ©. SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
| 

£ mL<L<iMni nuiiLio aum, zi t'arK i^iace, mew rork, \j. a. a. ;<* 

■fa^DB MAKE, 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle&SportingGoods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 • 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

30 -9/ FULTON, ST. . - : 
n.y. For all ANGL!MG 

ESTABLISHED 1857 
Gold Medal, Highest Award, St. Louis. 1904. Gold Medal. Highest Award, Chicago, 1893, 

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag 
spool 3X inch diameter, holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult 
and has more power. The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack 
line. Sold for $3.30. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
No. 351 South Fifth Street,.Brooklyn, N. Y. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Send for catalogue. 

A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

When writing say you saw the ad. in “Forest and Stream.” 

American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

NO single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 
the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 

about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives the best account ever published of 
the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 

About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 
vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition dc luxe on hand made p iper,, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 
Price, library edition, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 
346 Broadway, New York 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guos 

Camping Goods 

0LDT0WN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.l 

Trout and Bass Fliei 
1.000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

JOHN NORMAN, ^iT^u^^c5!^ 
THE HILDEBRANDT BAIT! 

For Trout and Bass Fishii 
No swivels required; “they sf 
so easy.” Made in seven diffi 
ent size blades. 25 styles, 
either Bucktail or feather f 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, In 

FISHING TACKL 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at one 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest yoi 

S. DOERING & CO., 563 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

TRADE MARK 

BETHABARA 

WOOD 
FAT'D JULY 9, 1907. 

YOU SAVE $) 
By Making Your Own 

Bethabara Wood Roi 
We furnish the necessary Wood, Moun 
ings, Gorman Silver—everything just.as'v 
use them in our $15.00 Rods, for $7.0 

We have a special list showing the: 
outfits of materials. 

M. A. SHIPLEY, 133 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, P; 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest atjd Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK. 

On February 24, Senator Carter of Montana, 

(introduced in the Senate of the United States 

a bill to establish the Glacier National Park in 

his State. The bill sets aside forever as a public 

park and pleasure ground for the benefit and en¬ 

joyment of the people of the United States a 

region little known outside of Montana, but one 

of the most beautiful within the boundaries of 

the United States. 

' This is the rough and frozen country lying on 

both sides of the Rocky Mountains close to the 

boundary line and includes the upper St. Mary s 

Lake, the Chief Mountain and Belly Lakes, many 

glaciers on both sides of the range, McDonald’s 

: Lake, and the Kintla Lakes. The boundaries of 

• the proposed park are, on the south the right of 

, way of the Great Northern R. R., on the east, 

the Blackfeet reservation, on the north the Inter- 

1 national boundary line, and on the west a line 

' following the base of the Livingstone Range, so 

as to include in the park the mountainous land, 

while leaving the more valuable foot hills and 

■ bottom lands open to settlement. The extraor- 

■ dinary beauties of the natural features of the 

easterly slope of the Rocky Mountains within 

this territory have frequently been described in 

Forest and Stream, and in other publications; 

the west slope is less known but not less beauti¬ 

ful. 
Nearly every one of the series of parallel val¬ 

leys on the west slope of the Livingstone Range 

contains some remarkable feature; most of them 

have long chains of lakes, and are flanked on 

either side by high mountains. The Kintla Lakes 

are known for their beauty and lie among im¬ 

posing mountains. Not far to the east of them 

is the Agassiz Glacier, perhaps the largest single 

ice stream in the Rocky Mountains. 

The mountains included in this area are for the 

' most part covered with timber, much of it small, 

and all of it far from a market. The prin¬ 

cipal use of these mountains is as reservoirs to 

hold the melting snows and give them out grad¬ 

ually in summer to the land on both sides of the 

rantje. 
No country in the land is better adapted for a 

game refuge. It is already stocked with wild 

sheep, goats, deer and a few elk and moose. 

Properly protected it will be a most beautiful 

and attractive park, full of charming camping 

sites, with wonderful fishing and with abundant 

wild life. 
For a long time there has befen a strong senti¬ 

ment in Montana in favor of dedicating this 

beautiful region as a national park, and it is 

gratifying to learn that Senator Carter has in¬ 

troduced a bill to carry into effect the wishes of 

his constituents. It is to be hoped that action 

may soon be taken on the bill. 

Following the action of the North American 

Fish and Game Protective Association, in recom¬ 

mending the setting aside of 450 square miles of 

land in Southeastern British Columbia for the 

proposed Goat Mountain Park, we are informed 

that Mr. A. B. Williams, Provincial Game 

Warden, will journey through the region in a 

short time. He will investigate conditions and re¬ 

port to his government on the proposed estab¬ 

lishment of this great game reserve, and friends 

of the movement feel confident that favorable 

action will follow in due time. 

FOREST AND STREAM STORIES. 

Among the good things to be offered to For¬ 

est and Stream readers in the near future are 

many stories from contributors old and new, 

from many sections. 

Col. Wm. D. Pickett, who is wintering in Mex¬ 

ico, will continue his reminiscences of the old 

West, and promises a series of bear hunting ad¬ 

ventures which are quite without a parallel in 

the history of big game hunting in America. 

Among other papers to be published from time 

to time there is one by Dr. Chas. B. Reed, “Fol¬ 

lowing the Fur Trail” in the far North country. 

Harry A. Stone will contribute another paper 

relating to Tidewater Virginia, this one about 

fishing; and Charles T. Hopkin9 will tell of 

Florida fishing. 
There will be several stories by Edmund F. 

L. Jenner, a new series by J. W. Schultz, bits 

of Southern hunting lore by P. C. Tucker and 

other writers, and numerous contributions on 

■ the skunk, grouse and rattlesnake problems, 

which have been discussed so frequently in these 

columns. 
As the fishing season approaches, informational 

articles by Theodore Gordon, “Silver Mitchell, 

J. Alden Loring, Charles S. Taylor, Leopold A. 

Camacho and other well known writers will be 

printed, together with a series of reproductions 

of quaint old prints from the collection of Rus¬ 

sell W. Woodward. 

The Senate Committee on Military Affairs has 

reported favorably on a bill recently introduced 

in Congress providing for the purchase by the 

Federal Government of the site of Fort Lee, at 

the southern end of the Interstate Palisades 

Park. This is on a headland overlooking the 

Hudson River and directly opposite the site of 

Fort Washington. 

LAND OWNERS AND GAME KEEPERS. 

From owners of country places or of large es¬ 

tates the Forest and Stream frequently receives 

inquiry for men who can act as game keepers; 

perhaps merely as outdoor men, but often also 

as breeders of pheasants or wild fowl. In th'e 

same way we frequently have requests from 

game keepers to be put in the way of getting 

places where they can exercise their talents. 

Usually, however, these requests do not come 

to us at the same time, and thus would-be em¬ 

ployer and employee often fail to come together. 

Hereafter we shall be glad to keep a list of 

persons desiring employment in this way, and 

freely to supply names to any one who may wish 

to hire a game keeper or an outdoor man. We 

shall register the names of applicants for em¬ 

ployment and will do what we can to bring to¬ 

gether their names to the notice of persons de¬ 

siring to employ them. There will be no charge 

to any one in connection with this matter. 

In addition to the havoc wrought by the 

drouth in certain parts of New York State last 

summer, the disheartening news now comes that 

the flood of two weeks ago killed many fine trout 

in Sullivan county streams. An exceedingly cold 

season was followed by heavy rains which sent 

torrents of water down the frozen streams, with 

the result that some of the trout were swept 

away by the ice and killed. How many were lost 

it is of course impossible to estimate, but the 

fact that some of those found were large indi¬ 

cates the probability that small trout, finger- 

lings and fry did not all escape the rush of heavy 

ice in the rocky streams of the mountain coun¬ 

try. Certain favorable waters no doubt harbored 

large numbers of trout, but it is likely others 

furnished little, if any, protection against the 

first rush of ice. 

On Thursday of last week C. William Beebe, 

curatoy of birds of the New York Zoological 

Society, and Mrs. Beebe, sailed on the steamship 

Korona for Georgetown, British Guiana. From 

that town they will make their way to the upper 

waters of the Essequibo River, where they will 

study tropical bird life and collect material for 

another book similar to Mr. Beebe’s “Two Bird 

Lovers in Mexico.” 

»» 

In the New York Assembly Mr. Hubbs has 

introduced an amendment to the game laws 

which provides for an open season for ducks, 

geese and swans of five months, ending with Feb¬ 

ruary ; in other words, adding January and 

February to the present open season. This bill 

is in the hands of the Fisheries and Game Com¬ 

mittee after second reading. It should be buried 

there. 
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Sailing on the Yellowstone Lake 
By COL. W 

[See "Yellowstone Park in Early Days,” in 

THE hurried trip made through the Yellow¬ 

stone National Park in September, 1879. 

only intensified my desire to more fully 

investigate its wonders, but at a more propitious 
season of the year. 

In pursuance of this desire, two other trips 

were afterward made, each one devoted to points 

of much interest, not studied the previous sea¬ 
son. 

The first trip made, in 1879, was by the West 

Gallatin River to its head, thence dropping over 

into the valley of the Madison River and up its 

principal tributary, the Fire Hole River, to the 

Lower and Upper Geyser basins. That year 

a month was delightfully spent in the park, after 

which, about Sept. 1, I went down to the plains 

bordering the Lower Yellowstone, by way of 

Clark’s Fork of the Yellowstone. 

The second trip was made during the season 

cif 1880. I went up the Madison River, thence, 

by a low pass, over the Continental Divide, 

camping on July 4 on that beautiful sheet of 

water. Henry’s Lake, the head of one of the 

principal tributaries of Snake River. Six days 

were spent at this camp, during which we sub¬ 

sisted principally on trout, of which there was 

great abundance, and enjoyed observing the 

habits of the swans, grand birds that were nest¬ 

ing around this lake as well as around the 

smaller lakes in the vicinity. 

On July 10, I passed down the Snake River, 

one day’s journey; thence up the Thirsty Fork 

of that stream to its head, again crossing the 

Continental Div ide on July 16, at that date pass¬ 

ing over snow front three to ten feet deep. The 

passage could be made only very early in the 

morning, at a time when the snow was crusted 

over by the previous night’s frost. This summit 

was comparatively flat. Where small prairies 

were passed, the ground was bare from the 

action of the sun, which shows the value of 

pine forests in conserving the winter’s snows 

for purposes of irrigation. A descent of about 

three thousand feet was made in one day to 

the Upper Geyser basin, a few miles distant. 

About two and one-half months were spent in 

various portions of the park on this trip. 

On these two trips our transportation was a 

pack outfit of three to four pack horses, with a 

load per pack of 150 to 200 pounds. The 

luxury of such a means of travel can only be 

fully appreciated by those who have tried wheel 

transportation for such trips. With packs, you 

D. PICKETT 
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can go anywhere in the mountains, traveling 

by any trail that can be followed by an elk and 

with all the essential comforts of life. 

In passing out of the park, we crossed the 

high mountain range on the west of the Yellow¬ 

stone Lake, on Sept. 30. and in twelve miles 

dropped down between three and four thousand 

feet by a most precipitous trail, to the gorge 

made by the north fork of the Stinking River, 

a tributary of the Big Horn River. In this 

gorge, of between fifty and sixty miles in length, 

is to be seen the grandest and most interesting 

canon and mountain scenery that I have seen 

in the entire Continental Divide north of the 
Union Pacific railroad. 

Six weeks of most enjoyable experiences were 

spent on this stream, and we were only driven 

out on Nov. 14 by the deep snows. Game of all 

kinds—especially elk and mountain trout— 

were found in great abundance. Large bear 

of the grizzly type, with dark pelts, the hair 

tipped with gray, were fairly abundant. • The 

writer killed eight of the largest size of this 

bear, two of which were very dangerous. At 

this writing the Government has completed 

here a beautiful turnpike road. 

From the camp on the Elk Fork, one of the 

largest southern tributaries of this stream, we 

came back to the main stream, and thence down 

through the last part of the canon, where it 

was very narrow. Here were encountered a 

large band of elk, about 150 in number. It so 

happened we were short of meat and. in fact, of 

provisions of every kind, and it would have been 

very handy to supply ourselves with meat here, 

but that we could not pack it. The skins of 

the eight bears more than took up, in weight, the 

place of the grub consumed. It was therefore 

thought a very good scheme to keep the elk 

ahead of us, and to kill one near our next camp. 

1 he elk took in the situation at once. About 

one-half the band were seen climbing the steep 

mountain side on the right—the other half 

bunched together in the valley and headed our 

way. 1 he writer was ahead, packs following, 

and as the elk approached, he rode out of the 

trail in an endeavor to head them off, not think¬ 

ing of the pack horses following. The elk were 

not to be turned back, but came on with a rush, 

through, and among the pack horses, and like 

an avalanche took with them all the pack- 

horses except one, “Old Red,” who. being 

partially blind, his caution overcame his desire 

to join in the stampede. We followed rapidly, 

for our all—grub, bedding and clothes—were 

with the packs. In about one mile they were 

overtaken, after having passed the Elk Horn 

Creek—with fifty yards of ice—and stopped from 

utter exhaustion on the far side. George 

Herendeen, an expert and accomplished packer, 

examined the packs, and wonderful to tell, 

found there were very few things lost, and only 

two of the four packs required repacking. Ordi¬ 

narily those horses could not have been forced i 

across that ice. We were soon in proper shape 

and made a good drive, getting almost out of 

the deep snow. I have ventured to mention 
this incident, as in all my Northwestern ex¬ 

perience no similar incident was ever heard of. 

Such incidents have been known where herds of 

buffalo have taken horses along. 

As an indication of the apparent hardships 

encountered in those days in winter traveling, 

I will give same facts of my trip around the 

foothills of the Absoraka Range, to winter 

quarters in Bozeman, Montana. 

Our first camp, after leaving the gorge, was 

on the South Fork of this stream, about four 

miles above its junction with the main stream, 

where a cold snap lasting about a week over¬ 

took us, with a minimum temperature of 32 

degrees below zero. As soon as the weather 

“let up” a little, a start was made; crossing 

the main Stinking Water just below the lower 

canon, about the present town of Cody. On 

looking down into the gorge just before cross- 

ing. I was astonished to see a clear, running 

mountain torrent without even a fringe of ice 

on its borders. This same stream had just been 

crossed above 'this canon over ice three or four 

feet thick. On investigating, the water was 

warmish, with a distinctive sulphurous taste, 

with a decided perfume of sulphuretted hydro¬ 

gen, that was in evidence for miles. In passing 

through this canon of three miles in length, the 

water comes in contact with beds of sulphur or 

minerals bearing sulphuric acid that causes this 

change in temperature and odor. The Indian 

gave this stream a name, based on these pe¬ 

culiarities, which in English is “Stinking Water 

River, ’ and it should have been retained. It 

is honest, if not euphonious. 

From Nov. 23 to Dec. 6 another cold snap 

enveloped 11s, culminating in a minimum tem¬ 

perature of 40 degrees below zero, when at the 

Crow Agency; with many intermediate tempera¬ 

tures between 20 and 30 degrees below zero. 

Of course in the extreme temperatures, we did 

not travel, but lay up in some willow brush, 

where there was abundant firewood, except on 

Nov. 24, with a minimum at daylight of—27 de¬ 

grees, we traveled fifteen miles. (Note in diary, 

“No wind and pleasant traveling.”) Our protec¬ 

tion at night against the cold and storms, was 

a wall tent twelve by fourteen feet area, with a 
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tarpaulin floor and plenty of robes and blankets 

to keep warm. A well designed stove, suitable 

for packing, kept us warm and comfortable. We 

traveled any clear day, when the previous night’s 

minimum temperature was not more than 20 

degrees below zero. During the middle of the 

day the sun had a powerful effect in modifying 

the cold. In traveling, of course, we had suit¬ 

able wrappings for body, feet, hands and face. 

None of 11s ever suffered materially from cold. 

From the Crow Agency, our route was up the 

Yellowstone River, crossing it three times on the 

ice; thence passing over the Bridger Mountains 

by the Bozeman pass, reaching our destination 

at Bozeman on Dec. 12, 1880. 

In the season of 1880, an apointment was made 

with Mr. John R. Lionberger, a kinsman and 

distinguished banker of St. Louis, to meet me 

at the Mammoth Hot Springs, and together 

we were to do this park. This arrangement was 

carried out, he traveling with my outfit as far 

as the outlet of the Yellowstone Lake into 

the river of that name. Here he was joined by 

his son, Isaac R. Lionberger, then called Ike, 

with a pack outfit accompanied by three friends, 

two from the vicinity of the latter city and one, 

a college mate, from North Carolina. Ike Lion¬ 

berger and the two youngsters, whose names 

have escaped me, were partners in a cattle ranch 

and a herd of cattle located on the eastern slope 

of the Crazy Woman Mountains of Montana. 

They had journeyed from their ranch with a pack 

outfit to meet the elder Lionberger, and after 

doing the park, were to accompany him to the 

railroad on the west. 

Taking a retrospect: As early in the spring 

as the snows would allow. T. Elwood Hofer 

(affectionately called “Billy” Hofer by his 

friends) and his cousin of the same name, 

fought their way through the snows and lo¬ 

cated near our present camp, determined to 

build a sailboat of size adequate for the ac¬ 

commodation of the large influx of visitors, ex¬ 

pected to visit the park that summer. They 

packed in all the tools necessary for such work, 

including a whip-saw. They had .gone into the 

timber, cut down trees, sawed them into suitable 

lengths, “roped” them by the horn of the 

saddle to their scaffold, “whip-sawed” them into 

suitable lumber for a sailboat from 30 to 35 feet 

in length. This job had been done before our 

arrival, the sailboat being then ready for busi¬ 

ness. This was a notable achievement, but not 

equal to a feat performed by this same “Billy” 

Hofer a few years after. He is entitled to the 

honor and distinction of being the first person 

to make the rounds of the park in the depth of 

winter, alone and carrying on his back his 

bedding, grub, tent and whatever was neces¬ 

sary for such a trip. Of course it had to be 

done on snowshoes. He made this trip alone, 

starting from the Mammoth Hot Springs, by 

the two Geyser basins and thence down by the 

Great Falls and Tower Falls. This was reported 

in Forest and Stream of that date. 

As I had already visited, that year, the Upper 

and Lower Geyser basins, toward which Mr. 

Lionberger was “headed.” he determined to 

travel the balance of the route by his own out¬ 

fit, do these wonders and thence go westerly to 

the railroad and home. This would give me 

more time for my contemplated trip over those 

westerly mountains and thence down the North 

Fork of the Stinking River and so around the 

foothills of the Absoraka Range to Bozeman, 

Montana. 

From the outlet of the Yellowstone Lake, an 

arm of the lake extends in a westerly direction 

for about twenty miles. At that time the main 

traveled trail to the Upper Geyser basin was 

on its northern border, meandering through 

dense pine timber, very rough, and 'extending 

for a distance of several miles. From the end 

of this arm, the trail crossed the Continental 

Divide to the Shoshone Lake, on its western 

slope and thence crossed back over that divide 

to the head of the Fire Hole and the Upper 

Geyser basin. 
As a means of relieving these friends of a 

long and laborious tramp through the pine 

timber, the sailboat was engaged and the party 

were invited to allow me to give them a lift to 

the point where the trail leaves the lake. The 

pack outfit could go by the trail and meet them 

at that point. 
The youngsters of the party, who had been 

traveling trails on horseback for about a week, 

were rather captivated with the proposition. 

Mr. Lionberger, the elder, who was naturally 

more conservative, and cautious, rather de¬ 

murred. However, on talking it over, he pro¬ 

posed he would go with the packs along the 

lake border and await our arrival at the point 

above designated. With our preconceived idea 

of the smooth sailing we would have, we felt 

that he would not be delayed very long. 

So we parted. Our party was soon, comfort¬ 

ably stowed away in the boat, eight souls, all 

told. The boat was not at all overloaded. Sail 

was hoisted and we were soon skipping along 

at a comfortable gait. All the shotguns of the 

party were aboard in anticipation of killing a 

few ducks, and perhaps swans. For a short 

time good sport was had by the boys and soon 

enough fat ducks had been killed and recovered 

for a good and comforting meal for the 

party. 

Up to this time all were in excellent spirits. 

When one-third of our distance had been passed 

the wind fell flat, one of those calms before the 

storm—as it turned out—of which we read. This 

calm continued so long that the skipper brought 

out two oars provided for such contingencies, and 

willing, though unskilled, hands were soon at 

work. As one set became tired, another took 

their places, and as this work continued, there 

was a corresponding fall in the spirits of the 

party. Doubts as to the time of our arrival at 

our destination began to loom up. About the 

time all hands had become tired out, a slight 

and favorable breeze sprang up, becoming 

brisker and brisker and we were again- sailing 

along at a comfortable gait, the spirits of the 

party rising with the wind. The oars were 

stowed away, and every one was looking for¬ 

ward to a quick run to our destination. 

About this time an angry -looking, threaten¬ 

ing cloud, just peeping over the Continental 

Divide, was observed in the northwest. The 

wind soon became brisker and stronger, and 

waves began to splash up against the sides of 

the craft. To reach our destination, it became 

necessary for the skipper to sail close to the 

wind. Could he hold that course for twenty 

minutes longer, we would be so close to shore 

as to be in smooth water. We were now in 

the deepest part of the Thumb, measured by 

Prof. Hayden as about 100 feet; but the wind 

was increasing in violence, the waves rising and 

threatening to swamp the boat. Bailing became 

imperative. 

Then the worst of the storm burst upon us, 

with the fiercest of winds and a downpour of 

blinding rain. The gaff could not stand the 

strain and snapped. The sail came tumbling 

down over our heads, and the boat soon drifted 

into the trough of the waves, which threatened 

to engulf the craft. Skipper Hofer kept his 

head admirably and by vigorous work with the 

steering oar, he placed the craft out of the 

trough and across the waves, the crew in the 

meantime taking care of the flapping sail as 

best they could. Had our craft been swamped 

in that storm with waves running high, with 

temperature of the water 40 to 45 degrees F. 

and at least two miles from shore, not a soul 

of that party would have reached land, unless 

perhaps the dog. It is questionable whether he 

would have left his master. 
With such a wind, no other sail than our 

bodies was needed, and the boat soon obtained 

sufficient headway to answer to the steering 

oar, and we were running before the wind at a 

good speed. One great danger had been passed, 

the next one was lest the waves should flow 

over the stern. The vigorous bailing could not 

entirely remove that danger, but as the water 

of the lake became of less depth, the waves 

decreased and that imminent danger had seem¬ 

ingly passed. 
The making of a safe landing was the next 

cause of anxiety. With the fierce wind still 

blowing, it was imperative to sail before the 

wind. Looking ahead through the driving rain 

a faint outline of the pine forests on the shore 

was seen, about four miles ahead. The shore 

of the lake was known to be sometimes a sand 

beach, but sometimes -shoal and with a beach of 

boulders. If we should run on the sand beach 

we felt safe. 
Going along at a clipping gait, we came to 

within a half mile of land, but the shore was 

very indistinct. When within a quarter of a 

mile, a sand beach was plainly seen. Just to 

the left of the landing ahead of 11s, was a rock 

beach. It was arranged that the two in front, 

Herendeen and myself, should leap ashore with 

the head line and hold the craft steadily until 

the balance scrambled ashore, for it was antici¬ 

pated after the prow was beached that the first 

waves would pile over the stern. 

As the bow ran up on the beach, Herendeen 

and myself leaped ashore with remarkable 

agilitv. climbed the bluff at the water s edge, 

and held fast to the line while the balance 

scrambled ashore from the boat, now filled with 

water, saving the guns, but no one thinking of 

those fat ducks. 
An indication of the nervous tension that had 

held sway in the party for the past hour or so, 

was the rebound, on reaching terra firma, to 

the hilarity and joyousness that beamed forth 

from the entire outfit. Joy and good fellowship 

was in the air. The gentleman from North 

Carolina exclaimed, “This atmosphere is more 

exhilarating than champagne,” to which we all 

agreed. 
The party then mov.ed rapidly into the dense 

pine forest to get out of reach of the wind 

that was yet blowing its best. Willing hands 

gathered dry wood and a roaring fire was soon 
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in evidence, around which all gathered to warm 

up and dry their wet clothing. 

It is but justice to say, that during the 

squally time, when the spar snapped and the 

boat drifted into the trough of the waves, there 

was no panic. Every one kept his head, and did 

all that he could to ease up the situation. 

Nevertheless, we were all delighted to tread 

terra firma again. 

After we were warmed and dried there fol¬ 

lowed that feeling of perfect contentment and 

comfort that can be realized only by those who 

have passed through such an experience. 

Events had passed so rapidly during the time 

of the struggle that no thought was given to 

anything except the threatening possibilities of 

the imminent present. Succeeding the feeling of 

contentment and comfort, caused by that roar¬ 

ing log heap, the instincts of nature began to 

assert themselves. We had not tasted food 

since 6 or 7 o’clock that morning, for no one 

had thought of a lunch, when it required only 

a few hours to run us smoothly to our destina¬ 

tion. Those ducks would give us something to 

stay our fully aroused appetites, but no one 

could recollect seeing them since that whirl of 

wind and rain demoralized our sailing. An in¬ 

vestigation proved they were not in the boat. 

In the rush to get rid of water, they had been 

dipped out, nor could they be found on the lake 

beach. 

It was then determined that those who had 

firearms should turn out and kill something, no 

matter what. The chance for killing deer 

seemed slim, for the joyousness and hilarity of 

that party on reaching dry land, must have pro¬ 

duced a stampede of all game. The effort was 

made, and in the course of an hour, the result 

was two “tilters” killed along the lake there, for 

by this time the wind had ceased. ' 

It was now at least 5 o’clock and darkness 

approaching, when some one detected the faint 

glimmer of a camp-fire in the direction from 

which we came, estimated at about five miles 

across the water. It was realized to be the 

camp-fire made by Mr. Lionberger’s party, who 

had reached that point in advance of us. And 

so it turned out; the latter gentleman, not hear¬ 

ing from us or knowing the reason why we had 

not reached camp before him, had built on the 

high lake bank a bonfire as a beacon light as a 

guide to the camp. Skipper Hofer suggested, 

if the boat was bailed out and we would row, he 

could steer across to that camp-fire in the dark. 

The light of the fire suggested first plenty of 

eatables with hot coffee; and afterward, warm 

blankets for a bed, instead of the rain-soaked 

ground, and “Billy’s” suggestion was agreed to. 

The wind had ceased, the lake had become calm. 

The prow of the boat lay well upon the beach, 

with stern well out of the water, its body about 

half full, and it seemed a small job to bail out 

the boat. Then with two oars and willing 

muscles that five miles could be quickly passed. 

Sturdy arms soon had the bailing bucket moving 

rapidly; as one tired another taking his place. 

The writer being excused from this work, 

kept tally of the number of bucketfuls. The 

number soon ran up to a hundred, but an oc¬ 

casional look at that glimmering light kept all 

at work; then two hundred buckets we counted, 

and finally five hundred. Then some one called 

out, “That boat don’t hold five hundred buckets, 

the thing must leak.” This remark led to an 

examination of the boat, and Skipper Hofer dis¬ 

covered and announced that when the boat was 

beached its bottom had been stove in. 

The unutterable disgust that took possession 

of that party on this announcement can not be 

described. Had there been a scapegoat on 

whom to place the blame, he would have 

suffered, but it could not be fixed on any 

one. 

There remained no other alternative than to 

pass the night on that spot as best we could. 

So every one chose the softest and drysst spot 

and relapsed into silence, if not into sleep. As 

the then much discussed Dr. Tanner had just 

finished a fast of forty days and forty nights, ac¬ 

cording to his own account and that of his 

doctors, it was believed that this young and 

vigorous party of eight souls would survive 

their fast of twenty-eight or thirty hours. At 

the crack of day, all aroused, cold and chilly 

and at once started around the borders of the 

lake by the route before described. The 

numerous marshes making out from the lake 

were doggedly plowed through, and after wal¬ 

lowing through pine timber and marsh for three 

and one-half or four hours, we were cheered at 

8:30 or 9 o’clock by the sight of the camp-fire. 

Mr. Lionberger felt sure the “prodigals” 

would turn up and had an abundance of the best 

grub the camp afforded already prepared, and 

for fifteen minutes an eloquent silence prevailed; 

no questions asked, nor information given. 

After the inner man had been fully satisfied, 

thoughts of the future loomed up. Mr. Lion¬ 

berger had business engagements in St. Louis 

of such a character as made it necessary for his 

party to proceed at once, and they commenced 

packing up. George Herendeen suggested he 

be given an hour the start of me, so that on 

reaching camp, Asa, the cook, could meet me 

on the trail with my riding mare. He started 

at once with Hofer. By the time the Lionberger 

party were packed up, we had been rested up; 

we were cheerful and happy. If in the mind of 

any there was the recollection of the beautiful, 

smooth sail we had been promised the morning 

before, my friends were considerate enough of 

my feelings not to express it. 

Soon after bidding each a cheerful adieu, 

Pnip, my dog, and myself, the last of the eight 

souls, followed George’s trail, the old elk trail 

that had been freshly blazed by Colonel Norris, 

then superintendent of the park, preparatory to 

widening it. As long as the Colonel’s blazes 

followed the elk trail, everything went well. 

When we had traversed about one-half the dis¬ 

tance to the camp, the blazed trail ran up into 

one of those tangled wind falls that are in¬ 

describably laborious on the legs, and equally 

trying on one’s temper. These fresh blazes 

were followed a quarter of a mile over the wind 

fall, in the hope that I might see daylight, but 

seeing no hope of an improvement, I turned 

square off in the direction of the lake and soon 

crossed the old elk trail and pursued it. It 

turned out that Col. Norris had had an equally 

trying time in the wind fall, and had retraced 

his steps to where the old elk trail had been 

left, and then had followed it, but had failed to 

indicate the change by falling a tree across the 

wrong trail. 

The buffalo and the elk are the civil engineers 

among the dumb animals—the buffalo for the 

plains, the elk for the mountains. A well-de¬ 

fined buffalo trail invariably leads to the best 

crossing of the streams and to lowest passes 

through the hills. Whenever you find an elk 

trail in the mountains, you may be sure a horse 

can follow. 

George Herendeen was caught in the same 

manner. We were afterward gratified to learn 

that a short time before this, when Col. Norris 

was escorting the Honorable Secretary of the 

Interior, Carl Schurz, through the park, he was 

caught in the same trap. It soon became a 

by-word among the natives, “that Colonel 

Norris had become lost in following his own 

trail.” 

When within three miles of camp, the trail 

crossed an arm of the lake, fordable, for a 

horse, but not by one afoot (50 or 75 yards 

across). The alternative was presented of head¬ 

ing this arm by a tangled walk of a half or one 

mile, or fording the lake. In my present state 

of mind, I did not hesitate to decide, even 

though the water might be waist-deep. But 

before making the experiment, I gave a shout, 

and to my gratification, Asa answered on the 

opposite side. A rapid ride on a fresh horse 

took me to camp at 9 o’clock P. M., after a 

tramp of sixteen hours or thirty-five miles, a 

very much fagged out, but a wiser man. 

These events occurred many years ago— 

twenty-seven, to be exact—yet they are as fresh 

in my memory as if only one year had elapsed. 

They are recorded, only at the earnest request 

of partial friends. Of that party of eight, there 

are few survivors. Pnip, my dog, was murdered 

by a cowardly rascal, who, having murdered a 

companion in cold blood, shortly afterward fled 

to Oregon. There he committed another cold¬ 

blooded murder, and was shot down and killed 

by the sheriff’s party in pursuit. I never met 

him after the first murder. 

George Herendeen was living a few years 

since in Havre, Montana. 

“Ike,” now Isaac R. Lionberger, is a dis¬ 

tinguished lawyer of St. Louis. 

Skipper Hofer, alone, visited the scene of our 

wreck, replaced the bottom to his craft and 

sailed it to his cabin at the “Outlet.” 

After spending about two weeks on the west 

side around Shoshone and Heart lakes, we re¬ 

turned by this cabin, intending to supply his 

larder with fresh elk, that had been killed a few 

days since, knowing that he might need it. 

Game was difficult to obtain at that season, be¬ 

cause the flies were such a pest as to force 

game to the depths of the forest during the day¬ 

light hours. 

There was no sign of life as we approached 

the cabin. On the door, however, in large 

capitals was this legend: “I am no relation to 

Doctor Tanner.” It was some time before this 

legend could be interpreted, but at last it was 

recalled that only a short time before Doctor 

Tanner had gone through his celebrated “forty 

days’ and forty nights’ fast.” Skipper Hofer 

had been starved out. 

SUBSTANTIAL NOURISHMENT. 

The chief concern of every camper is to ob¬ 
tain substantial nourishment in compact form. 
No camp or cabin is complete without its supply 
of Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk and 
Peerless Brand Evanorated Milk. They have no 
equal for Coffee, Fruits and Cereals.—Adv. 
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The Motives of Animals. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The article, “Of Writing About Animals,” in 

Forest and Stream, of Dec. 28, is one likely to 

arouse some discussion—if would-be answerers 

are allowed to have their say.* 

Shaganoss is so entirely correct in most of 

what he says that in the few instances where he 

errs he is all the more likely to do mischief— 

in discouraging lovers of animals from studying 

the very exhibitions of their mentality or feel¬ 

ings which make them most interesting. 

I would not say that he really errs in any par¬ 

ticular, but hasty or passionate readers on the 

one hand, and prejudiced, cynical book naturalists 

on the other, will misunderstand him when he 

says, in his fourth paragraph, “ * * * was led by 

1 some motive or purpose of which we, human 

beings, have no knowledge whatever”; and in 

1 the fifth, “They see an animal do something 

which, if a man did it, he would do for a certain 

reason; therefore, the same reason must have 

been the animal’s reason. Thus what appears 

to be an abnormal act is made the basis of a 

false sketch of animal life.” 

In his seventh paragraph I fear he does the 

average reader a great injustice. Readers of 

Forest and Stream at any rate will judge the 

unusual stories or statements concerning animals 

according to their own experiences, not being 

greatly influenced either by the too romantic or 

‘These columns are always open to discussions that 

are instructive and entertaining to readers.—Editor. 

the too conservative naturalists. In his eighth 

paragraph Shaganoss is at first somewhat non¬ 

committal with a “may have been true, or may 

not,” but becomes too positive when he adds: 

“Nobody knows what the dog’s reason was.” 

Now, I believe that I am intensely practical; 

that no living man has observed animal 

ways more earnestly, patiently, constantly, or 

with less prejudice, pro or con; that I have had 

unusual opportunities for studying some of them, 

particularly domestic animals; and that I am 

every way qualified to make a few statements 

as follows: 

First, nothing is truer than that an animal is 

not always governed by the same rules as man 

under like condition, for neither are all men so 

governed; but while Shaganoss may not be able 

to interpret a motive in a given case, he certainly 

cannot be sure that no one else can. He might 

as well assert that men are all competent to 

judge at first sight the disposition of a horse, or 

that Diamond Billy Hall, of Lancaster, Mo., 

knows no more about a horse than an ordinary 

livery stable man. 

Secondly, to say that an animal’s motives are 

harder to comprehend than man’s would seem 

to argue that they possess greater, not less, men¬ 

tality than man; for certainly the greater the in¬ 

telligence the more complex the motives might 

be. 

Thirdly, I know beyond the shadow of a doubt, 

and can prove it to any onlookers, that there are 

dogs that become unmistakably offended if 

laughed at when humiliated; while on the other 

hand, they plainly show pleasure when their in¬ 

tentional antics or playfulness meet with laugh¬ 

ing applause. Name your critics, and allow me 

to choose the dogs and rendezvous, and I will 

gladly prove this. The dogs may any or all be 

strange to me, for aught I care; only let me pick 

them, for some dogs, like some men, care little 

or nothing for either ridicule or praise. Why, 

even a smart horse or cat differentiates between 

applause or ridicule, and the readers of Forest 

and Stream must feel amazed that any observer 

could think the matter uncertain. 

What wooden automaton animals Shaganoss 

must have studied all his life! Not once, but 

hundreds of times, have I seen evidences of 

nearly all the emotions and passions of man in 

animals, as have thousands of .other people, too. 

Of course animal “smartness” can be exaggerated, 

and perhaps often is seen through too sympa¬ 

thetic eyes; yet I would call no man a liar ;f 

he were to relate some incident more wonder¬ 

ful than I had ever known, and contradictory 

to all my experiences; for, as one writer well 

intimates, there is much that none of us know, 

and which, nevertheless, may be just as true as 

anything we do know. 

Which is the more unreasonable—the man who 

astonishes you by relating something unlike any¬ 

thing you have experienced, or the man who is 

sure the thing is untrue, although he was not 

there? If you had never seen a circus boneless 

wonder of a man, would you be justified in 

denying the existence of any such man? Yet 

the boneless performer is no more the opposite 

of the ordinary stiff-jointed citizen than one 

animal may be different from another of the 

same species. 

Lastly, animals frequently do queer things en¬ 

tirely without any motive at all, probably, and 

man does also. And different men have various 

motives for the same acts, even under apparently 

identical conditions. L. R. Morphew. 

Bison of Lithuania. 

Some weeks ago we printed a portrait of one 

of the European bison now on exhibition at the 

New York Zoological Society’s park in the 

Bronx. This week we give a picture of the 

same species in the Bielovitska forest in 

Lithuania, where the Czar of Russia protects the 

largest surviving group of these animals. In 

this great park, which is about 160 miles in cir¬ 

cumference, the primeval forest still stands and 

all the wild animals native to central European 

forests are found there, except bears and wolves, 

which were exterminated some years ago. Ex¬ 

cept for the roads w'hich pass through it, the 

forest is unchanged. It is visited by few people 

except the foresters and at very rare intervals 

by the Czar and his family. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

BISON IN THE BIELOVITSKA FOREST. 

Under the protection of the Czar. 
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The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The enemies of the ruffed grouse are many, 

and first of all stands man; then come the fox, 

weasel, mink, hawk, crow, owl and last, but 

not least, disease. I have read much of late in 

Forest and Stream about the great scarcity of 

this glorious bird, of intelligence in many ways 

not inferior to its greatest enemy—man. How¬ 

ever, I do not propose to go over the literature 

of the subject, but to call the attention of hun¬ 

ters to the possibility of an epidemic disease— 

perhaps peculiar to the grouse—which may be 

one of the many causes for the present scarcity 

in certain localities. 

If your readers will read the report on the 

blackhead disease of turkeys, published by the 

Rhode Island Agricultural College in Novem¬ 

ber, 1907, they will find a rather exhaustive re¬ 

port of the cause of the disease as well as the 

difficulties to be met with in tracing epidemic 

disease to its cause. In the blackhead disease 

of turkeys—a most destructive form—a specific 

parasite was found which especially affected the 

caecum and liver, causing the death of most 

young turkeys affected as well as some old ones. 

It is doubtful if this special microbe is the 

cause of disease in grouse, but its life history 

may give suggestions that may lead to further 

investigation among birds and wild animals for 

the sudden scarcity of one kind of bird, fish 01- 

animal in some years or localities while none 

exists in other. 

A brief summary of this turkey disease may 

help your correspondents to observe more closely 

the habits of the grouse, especially during the 

nesting, hatching and rearing of the young. In 

turkeys this disease appeared in twelve to 

twenty-four days after exposure to the infection, 

although some escaped for months. For in¬ 

stance. some of the young were purposely fed 

with “infected food’’ and they all died in the 

first month. Now, if I remember, some of your 

correspondents stated that there were many 

young grouse seen about the time of hatching, 

but after a while none or scarcely any were 

seen in their usual covers. This would indicate 

death from disease rather than by hawks, crows, 

foxes, etc. 

Again it was noticed that turkeys so diseased 

perished if exposed to cold and wet. This might 

account for the theory that a cold or wet time, 

after hatching, affected the young grouse disas¬ 

trously. Strange as it may seem the same para¬ 

site so destructive to turkeys seems to have little 

effect on the barnyard fowls; in fact, the latter 

seem to be carriers of the germ and thus be¬ 

come a fruitful source of the spread of the 

disease through their droppings. 

Old Doctor. 

Skunk Tales. 
Milhurst, N. J., Feb. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The skunk articles in Forest and 

Stream call to my mind a scrape that I once 

had a trifle to do with away back in the long 

ago. It was to us a most laughable affair, but 

not so to many others. And here is the account 

of it: 

One Sunday morning in summer I took a 

stroll in the woods in the company of four other 

lads of about my own age. There was also with 

us young Steve Barrett, a jolly chap, fond of 

his “budge,” and when loaded he was ready for 

anything, and as it happened on that day he was 

intoxicated. 

As we were strolling about we came across a 

big skunk routing among the leaves at the foot 

of a tree. We called Steve, who was some dis¬ 

tance away. He came up and stood for a 

moment regarding the skunk in a befuddled, 

comical way, then he told us that if we would 

give him fifty cents he would go up and give 

the varmint a good kick. To have some sport 

we all chipped in, raised the amount, and gave 

it to him. 

Steve slowly pocketed the cash, and although 

dressed in his Sunday’s best, he deliberately 

walked up to the skunk and gave it a vigorous 

kick, sending it sprawling against the trunk of 

the tree. 

Anyone who has ever had much to do with a 

big, healthy skunk at short range knows just 

what happened. After Steve had got over his 

surprise and gathered his few wits together he 

said that he was then going to meeting. Of 

course we all dared him to do it. Not to be 

dared he started off for the church in the out¬ 

skirts of a small village about half a mile dis¬ 

tant, the rest of us following in his wake, but 

at a safe distance. 

The day was hot and the scent terrific. One 

could have almost cut it with a knife. The 

church that Steve headed for was a small one 

having two doors opening upon the street and 

the windows on each side set very low. It was 

nearly noon, and the services in full blast. We 

kept well in the background, but where we could 

see the “circus” which we were quite sure would 

show up should he take it into his noddle to go 

inside the church. 

We had not long to wait, for he marched 

boldly in, and in less than a minute it sounded 

as if bedlam itself had broken loose inside. 

Then out of the open windows and doors rushed 

the crowd, pell mell, men, women, children, 

preacher and all, leaving Steve, as we after¬ 

ward heard, sole occupant of the building. 

Soon he was collared by some courageous and 

muscular members and hustled out with more 

vim than politeness. 

The consequence was he was arrested for 

malicious mischief and for disturbing the meet¬ 

ing, and would have had to spend several months 

in jail had it not been for the pleading of my 

uncle, a lawyer of ability, who assisted Steve to 

get out of the scrape. As it was Steve had to 

pay a heavy fine besides getting an unmerciful 

tongue-lashing from the judge. 

And the rest of us came precious near getting 

into hot water, too, by being accessories, so the 

judge said, but by my uncle’s good management 

we barely got clear of legal proceedings. What 

kind of home treatment the other boys got I 

never fully learned, but as for me, I got one 

of the hardest lickings I ever had from that old 

uncle of mine. A. L. L. 

Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 22.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have read with much interest the 

views of correspondents concerning skunks and 

rattlesnakes. Such discussions are instructive 

and entertaining, and doubtless other readers of 

Forest and Stream besides myself have been 

benefited by these articles. 

I never tried to carry a live skunk about by 

the tail, nor did I ever run across any one else 

carrying one around in this manner, but that is 

no reason why it cannot be done, and I am will¬ 

ing to take the other fellow’s word for it. 

One afternoon some years ago I was one of a. 

group sitting on the porch of a country store 

down the state. A lively political discussion was 

under way, when the speaker broke off in the 

middle of a sentence and there was a general 

wrinkling up of noses, the speaker remarking 

that some one had evidently stirred up a polecat. 

The scent became stronger and stronger, and 

around the corner of the building came a little 

Dutchman almost on the run. As he headed for 

the porch steps every one jumped up and 

“shooed” him back,, the storekeeper coming out 

on the porch and warning him not to come in. 

That man was the center of the scent of three 

skunks, and he did not know just what to do 

with it all, and was so excited he could not stand 

still. He was over from the old country but a 

short while and talked very brokenly, but as he 

stood out in the road first on one foot and then 

the other, we gathered from his broken English 

and eloquent gestures that while coming along 

the road he saw “three cats dey call de pole,” 

sitting side by side on the rail fence. He found 

a good stout club and started in to kill the lot, 

and he gave us to understand he stayed in the 

fight till the last one was laid out. No one was 

inclined to dispute him, even though he was not 

carrying his trophies around by the tail. The 

scent was all the proof we required, and he had 

that. 

That man still lives in that section, and he 

probably still holds the record as a single-handed 

polecat fighter. G. A. I. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

As a contribution to the skunk discussion our 

inimitable “Uncle Dick’s” remark of years since 

may apply: “I was told that if you held up a 

skunk by the tail it could not fire. I tried it, 

and I know it is not true.” Rabid skunks lose 

the power of secretion of the fluid. 

Wm. Wade. 

Canada Lynx in Ulster County. 

The Fiction. 

Middletown, N. Y., Feb. 14.—John Whipple, 

of Frost Valley, Sullivan county, while working 

in the woods yesterday was attacked by a large 

Canada lynx. Whipple had just felled a tree, 

when the animal sprang upon him, knocking him 

down. Still clinging to his axe, Whipple fought 

the lynx until he finally killed it. The Canada 

lynx is rarely found in this part of the country. 

—N. V. Sun. 

The Fact. 

Frost Valley, Ulster Co., N. Y., Feb. 28.— 

Editor Forest and Stream: I have been trapping 

for foxes and other game this winter. On or 

about Jan. 27, I went to look at my traps and 

found a large Canada lynx in one of them. 

I did not want to shoot him on account of 

spoiling the hide, and so killed him with a club. 

On the 26th inst. I captured in one of my 

traps a last year’s kitten Canada lynx, a very 

nice one, a shade darker than the old one I cap¬ 

tured in January. John H. Whipple. 



A Virginia Turkey Hunt. 

Oral Oaks, Va., Feb. 15.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Reading as I do each week so many 

interested reports from various portions of the 

United States regarding the game supply, as 

published in your excellent journal, perhaps a 

few lines from old Virginia regarding the game 

may be of interest to some of your readers. 

The season of 1907-8 has been an excellent 

one here from a sportsman’s point of view and 

many good bags have been made of quail, with 

occasionally a few grouse or a turkey to fill in; 

in fact, many hunters have been amply repaid 

for their untiring efforts in the pine thickets 

or the brush in securing an occasional "moss 

head” or a big bronze turkey. Wild turkeys 

have been even more plentiful this year than 

in many previous years. 

Oral Oaks, while situated back in the hills 

and woods, is a favorite rendezvous for North¬ 

ern hunters who have learned of its attractions 

in various ways and come here to hunt quail 

and turkey. This season has brought many 

here. Among the more recent ones were Messrs. 

Graves, Pierce and Purdy from Greene, N. Y., 

and William Armstrong from Hoboken, N. J. 

They arrived about Dec. 10 and spent two weeks 

in the vicinity of Oral Oaks, meeting with ex¬ 

cellent success. During their stay they bagged 

about two hundred quail besides other game. 

They brought two pointers and one of the best 

setters that ever went afield. They were genial 

gentlemen and made many friends while here. 

It wps while on one of their hunting trips 

that a pair of fine turkeys was flushed near 

the “Haunted House” on Sheads Creek, which 

gave them no little sport and furnished the 

ground work at least for a good practical joke 

which was nicely carried out on the following day. 

The turkeys, which flushed wild, were marked 

down in a thick clump of pines, and the party 

arranged for an early start on the following 

morning, their hopes of success being greatly 

strengthened by glowing tales of turkey hunts 

told by Guide La Foure. 

Morning dawned, but a heavy rain prevented 

an early start and Pierce and Graves were the 

only ones to accompany La Foure. Now it is 

a rather uncertain proposition to capture a wild 

turkey, and realizing this a wag named Quinn, 

who hangs around the lumber camp at which 

the gentlemen boarded, saw an opportunity to 

play a good joke on the two sportsmen. Quinn 

had an old hen turkey which gave promise of 

fun. He arranged with Guide La Foure as to 

the location, and before the hunters had left 

camp he was there with the old hen turkey and 

had her nicely located in the pine thicket where 

the turkey had been “marked down” on the 

previous evening. La Foure took his party to 

the quarry and soon the put, put, of the game 

was heard. After a half hour’s careful stalk¬ 

ing on the part of Pierce and Graves the for¬ 

mer located the game in a pine tree, some ten 

feet directly over his head, and brought her to 

bag. A prouder man than Pierce never trod 

the soil of old Virginia. He toted that old hen 

to camp, and under the supervision of Pierce 

an old colored mammy, who said it "looked a 

heap sight like Massa Quinn’s old hen,” re¬ 

moved the intestines and stuffed it nicely with 

charcoal in readiness for the journey north the 

following day, where we assume it graced the 

table of its proud captor on Christmas day, sur¬ 

rounded by admiring friends of Mr. Pierce who 

doubtless enjoyed their praise of his prowess. 

Thompson. 

At Faraway Birds. 

Milford, Conn., Feb. 25.-—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Mr. George L. Carter, of Lincoln, 

Neb., criticizes Mr. S. T. Hammond’s writings, 

especially his advice to shoot at partridges to 

make'them lie better at the next point. This is 

done by myself, and nine out of ten gunners in 

our town, and over most of the State, so far as 

I have observed. One of our best shots and 

partridge hunters always shoots to make them lie 

even if they are not near enough to kill at the 

first rise. 

The shooting in Nebraska is altogether differ¬ 

ent. I have shot through Iowa, Nebraska and 

Kansas, going overland in a prairie schooner, 

and have shot all kinds of game, more especially 

the chicken Mr. Carter speaks of. Now, does, or 

did any hunter ever drive, or scatter in the heat 

of the day chickens so they would lie, so that 

you can pick them up one by one? 

Thirty years ago I was one of those pot¬ 

hunters Mr. Carter speaks of right in Nebraska, 

and at Lincoln. I was in business on Ninth 

street near O, and I had one of the ‘best dogs 

in the State, as Ed Bond or Mr. Caldwell, if 

living there now will testify, and neither I nor 

my dog could stand hunting chickens in the heat 

of the day unless in winter, as the dust in the 

grass and the hot sun were more than man or 

beast could stand. There was no shelter, not a 

tree, and but very little water, and most of that 

we carried in large top cans for our dogs. What 

is more to the purpose, at midday the chicks do 

not have to be scared to lie low. It is almost im¬ 

possible to find them at that time. Early morn¬ 

ing—the earlier the better—when they are strutt¬ 

ing on the hills, hundreds of them, getting ready 

for the grain fields; and then again at 4 o’clock 

in the afternoon, are the times to shoot chickens, 

not in the middle of the day. I know this for a 

fact, for I have shot them for Chicago market, 

also hotels in Lincoln and other places. 

I have been to Lincoln twice since I was there 

thirty years ago, and found the shooting almost 

as bad as it is here at the present time. I see by 

our friend’s letter he did a little of this slaugh¬ 

tering the first day out, but has given it up. Kind 

of hard to resist, isn’t it? I like our friend S. T. 

Hammond’s writings, there is so much truth in 

the way he puts it. Frank S. Downs. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

Shooting Licenses. 
New York, March 2.—Editor Forest and 

Str earn: Mr. Raymond S. Spears, in his article 

on gun licenses in a recent issue of Forest 

and Stream, writes as though the Adirondacks 

were still in their primitive condition. As a 

matter of fact, no man who wishes to enjoy 

wild nature would think of going there, but 

would start for Mexico or the far Northwest. 

Under the changed conditions of the last 

twenty years a gun license has become of the 

utmost necessity if we wish to save what little 

wild game we have left from the pot-hunting 

alien. In Connecticut such licenses were re¬ 

quired last autumn and proved a vast benefit. 

As to the Adirondack woodsman being a 

friend, I must say that with the exception of 

those living in the southwestern portion of the 

Adirondack region, I have never seen a more 

reckless lot of men. If the noble woodsmen who 

are howling against preserves would stop jack¬ 

ing and hounding deer in the Long Lake and 

Saranac region in July and August, the city 

sportsman might take a little more stock in him. 

As to a license taking the zest away from 

shooting a grouse or a deer, why I think my¬ 

self that that in itself might be an advantage in 

the present dearth of grouse and well grown 

bucks. 

As to the cowardly murder of Mr. Dexter 

being a warning to property owners that no 

private property is sacred to the owners, we in 

New York city are at times in danger of death 

at the hands of house breakers, but we still try 

to defend our homes instead of throwing open 

our doors to the sneak thief and burglar. 

I have hunted in many States of our Union 

and in Canada and killed one or more of nearly 

every game bird and animal. In many States 

I have taken out nonresident licenses and com¬ 

plied with various laws, such as hiring a resi¬ 

dent licensed guide, etc., but I have certainly 

never felt aggrieved because the State asked 

me to pay for endeavoring to reduce to my 

possession the wild animals belonging to the 

State. 

As to training our boys to shoot, we can do 

it far better by target practice on public or 

private ranges or at the trap than by permitting 

them to wander about the countryside killing 

useful birds and small animals. 

The man or woman who wishes to kill should 

pay for that privilege, and not the far greater 

number who enjoy the forest and lake, but do 

their hunting with a camera. 

Joseph E. Bulkley. 

Professor Osthaus will Stay. 

Prof. Edmund LI. Osthaus, the famous 

painter of field scenes, depicting sport with dog 

and gun, has decided to prolong his sojourn in 

New York, and will continue his study at the 

Hotel San Remo till May 1. While at the re¬ 

cent field trials, he accepted many commissions 

to paint winning dogs, of which one, Count 

Whitestone II., won the championship. 
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North American Annual. 

Quebec, Feb. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

The annual meeting of the North American 

Fish and Game Protective Association was held 

at Albany on the 12th and 13th inst., under the 

presidency of Senator Jotham P. Allds. 

The attendance was large and representative; 

so much so, in fact, that Senator Allds, after 

the reception accorded to the delegates by 

Governor Hughes, told them that the Governor, 

in conversation with him had remarked upon 

the representative character of the gentlemen 

presented to him, many of whom he knew either 

personally or by reputation, and whose con¬ 

clusions, he was quite sure, would carry with 

them considerable weight. 

In his welcome of the members of the associ¬ 

ation, the Governor made special reference to 

the presence of several Canadians, expressing 

pleasure at the association of prominent experts 

belonging to the two countries, in support of 

law and order, and of the improvement and 

harmonizing, where possible, of the existing 

legislation concerning fish and game. 

Senator Allds, in his address of welcome, ex¬ 

pressed the belief that if the assembly had been 

held just a little later, it might have become a 

jollification meeting over the triumph of the 

policy so long expounded by the association, 

for he understood that the arangements for the 

completion of a treaty between the two coun¬ 

tries were well under way, as a result of the 

pleasant visit made a short time ago to Ottawa 

by the Secretary of State; and that some of its 

provisions would include a settlement of the 

matters in dispute regarding the fisheries. He 

referred to the interest taken in the matter by 

Governor Hughes, whose logical letter on the 

subject to Secretary Root was reported to have 

reached even to Ottawa. 

At no previous meeting of the association 

were so many valuable papers of scientific im¬ 

portance presented, while many of the reports 

from the different States and Provinces repre¬ 

sented in the association were replete with in¬ 

terest. This is particularly the case in regard 

to those from New Brunswick, Maine, Massa¬ 

chusetts, New York and Quebec. Some of the 

others had chiefly reference to the formation 

and dimensions of local associations. 

Mr. Richards, of Boston, presented a most 

interesting report from Massachusetts. It re¬ 

ferred to the new policy of the State in re¬ 

gard to the protection of lobsters, which in¬ 

stead of prohibiting the taking of all lobsters 

under ten inches, now proposed to protect only 

those under nine inches long and over eleven 

inches, the object being to afford complete free¬ 

dom from capture to the large egg-bearing 

lobsters. There was also reference to the ap¬ 

propriation of $2,000 for the purchase of land on 

Martha’s Vineyard for the protection of the 

eastern pinnated grouse or heath hen. to which 

private enterprise had added $2,338. There is 

now, it seems, some prospect of the preserva¬ 

tion of this game, which although lately so 

nearly exterminated, was yet, in the early days 

of the colonies, so abundant, that it was pro¬ 

vided in the indentures of apprentices that they 

were not to be fed upon the heath hen more 

than twice a week. Mr. Richards mentioned the 

nonresident sportsmen’s license of ten dollars 

in Massachusetts, as something of which he was 

quite ashamed. All deer in Massachusetts were 

protected by law, the only killing permitted be¬ 

ing of animals interfering with farmer’s crops. 

There were now probably 5,000 deer in the 

State, and it was calculated that about 140 had 

been killed either by accident or by farmers in 

dfense of their crops. 

Dr. Finnie, of Montreal, reporting for the 

Province of Quebec, expressed the hope that 

the Missisquoi Bay difficulty, which had lately 

assumed a new phase, would soon be satisfac¬ 

torily settled as a result of the manner in which 

it had been taken up at Ottawa and Washing¬ 

ton. He also declared himself in favor of a 

shorter season in the Province of Quebec for 

the killing of big game, and for a. further ex¬ 

tension qf the entire close season for the sale of 

partridge and the trapping of beaver, which 

under existing legislation would terminate next 

November. 

General Butterfield reported from Vermont 

that there had been no session of the Legisla¬ 

ture since the last meeting of the association. 

Mr. Chas. H. Wilson, of Glens Falls, not 

only reported as to the work in New York 

State, but supported with a very exhaustive and 

thorough paper, a resolution favoring interna¬ 

tional control of the fisheries of the Great 

Lakes. The resolution was adopted the follow¬ 

ing day after a favorable report upon it from the 

executive committee, and its author was warmly 

congratulated by all present upon the thorough¬ 

ness of his paper, which is to be published in full. 

One of the disappointments of the meeting 

was that Professor Edward E. Prince, of 

Ottawa, who had prepared two papers for the 

convention, was prevented by indisppsition from 

being present. Another was the unavoidable 

absence of the Hon. W. E. Meehan, Superin¬ 

tendent of Fisheries for Pennsylvania, whose 

paper on “Aims and Duties of States in Fish 

Culture and Protective Work” was read by the 
secretary. 

An exceedingly thoughtful paper was read by 

Mr. G, H. Richards on “Certain Neglected 

Means of Fish and Game Protection,” in which 

particular stress was laid upon the desirability 

of an increase of fish and game food, and of the 

destruction of vermin inimical to fish and game, 

and the importance was urged of a simplifica¬ 

tion of fish and game laws, the protection of 

eggs, etc. 

On the evening of Feb. 12 a special session 

of the association was held in the Senate 

Chamber at the Capitol, when addresses were 

delivered by Dr. William T. Hornaday, of the 

Zoological Park, New York, and by Dr. Barton 

Warren Everman, assistant in charge of Di¬ 

vision of Scientific Inquiry, Bureau of Fisheries, 

Washington. Dr. Hornaday took his hearers 

with him on a trip through some of the moun¬ 

tains of British Columbia, where big game still 

abounds, and where he is anxious that proper 

steps should be taken for its future protection 

for all time. The audience was delighted with 

Dr. Hornaday’s talk, and also with the splendid 

pictures of mountain goat and other game pro¬ 

cured among the cliffs of the Rockies at a tre¬ 

mendous risk of life and limb. Dr. Evermann 

described the journey made by him in 1904 to 

Volcano Creek in the Southern High Sierras of 

California, in search of the famous golden trout 

of that region, which Stewart Edward White 

had described to President Roosevelt as in 

danger of extinction. Many specimens of this 

gorgeous trout were secured, and some of them 

were painted on the spot. 

At the following day’s sitting of the associa¬ 

tion, votes of thanks were pased to Drs. Horna¬ 

day and Evermann, and they were both elected 

honorary members of the association. It was 

also unanimously resolved to petition the 

British Columbian Government to set aside as 

a public park the proposed Goat Mountain 

preserve, in which Dr. Hornaday found so many 

specimens of the rarer species of Rocky Moun¬ 

tain big game. 

Other important recommendations made by 

the association, after reference of the same to 

the executive committee and careful considera¬ 

tion therein, werq that all revenue collected by 

fines and fees under fish and game laws, should 

be used for fish and game protection; that the 

hearty support by the association of the bill for 

the setting apart of the proposed White Moun¬ 

tain and Appalachian Reserve, now before Con¬ 

gress, be signified to the Senator and Member 

of Congress having the same in charge, and that 

in the opinion of this association, National, 

State and Provincial governments should set 

apart as large areas of public lands as possible, 

which are unsuited for settlement, for the pro¬ 

tection of .forest growth, fish and game, and for 

the use of the people as public recreation 

grounds. 

This last recommendation was adopted in lieu 

of a motion declaring opposition to the ac¬ 

quisition by individuals or groups of individuals 

of tracts of wild land for the purpose of forming 

private game or fish preserves. While the asso¬ 

ciation desires to see wild lands retained in 

government hands for public use as much as 

possible, the adoption of the resolution as 

originally proposed would have been read as a 

condemnation of the grants made by the. 

Province of Quebec in so many instances to 

American sportsmen, of wild lands or waters 

quite unnecessary for the use of the general 

public, the fish and game in which, and in the 

contiguous lands and waters, were thus secured 

protection which would have been otherwise 

entirely lacking. 

Hon. Leroy T. Carleton, of Maine, read, by 

special invitation, a practical paper on the guide 

and licensing systems of his State. In the 

course of his address, Mr. Carleton said that 

the 2,000 licensed guides of Maine earned last 

year $300,000 in guiding. Incompetent ones, or 

those who failed to abide by the laws were 

gradually weeded out, and by the license system 

the fish and game commission was able to learn 

from the annual reports of the guides, exactly 

what game had been killed and what hunters 

had visited the State. He justified the non¬ 

resident license law, on the ground that those 

who enjoy the chase should pay for the protec¬ 

tion of game, and that it was' impossible to 

have the legislature appropriate the sum neces¬ 

sary for the payment of wardens to assure such 

protection. With the $40,000 raised from the 

nonresident license, Mr. Carleton said that 

Maine paid its wardens, and he only regretted 

that the license fee had not been made $25 

instead of $15, and that there was not also a 

resident license fee of $1.00 or $2.00. The non¬ 

resident fee was popular in Maine, and there 

was no demand at all for the repeal of the law 

imposing it. 

r 
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Dr. Barton Evermann gave a most inter¬ 

esting talk on “Aquatic Plants in Pond Cul¬ 

ture,” and also read a short paper on the sub¬ 

ject from Mr. John W. Titcomb, Chief Fish- 

culturist, Washington, showing how essential 

they are for the oxygenation of the water, for 

furnishing necessary hiding places for the fish, 

both old and young, and for providing a suf¬ 

ficient supply of the minute forms which con¬ 

stitute the food of the fry. The paper included 

a valuable list of the most desirable aquatic 

plants for pond culture, with brief descriptions 

of the different varieties. 

A very charming talk on the forestry opera¬ 

tions of the New York State Commission, 

couched in extremely telling and convincing 

language, was given by Commissioner Whipple, 

and engaged general attention. 

Thanks were tendered to the retiring presi¬ 

dent. Senator Allds, to Mayor Gaus and others, 

for their services to the association and pleas¬ 

ant welcome of its members, and the visitors 

to the convention will not soon forget the 

hospitality of Senator Allds, Commissioner 

Whipple and others. 

Toronto is to be the association’s next place 

of meeting, and the new president is the Hon. 

Dr. Rheaume, the Minister of Public Works 

and Fisheries of the Province of Ontario, whose 

acceptance of the office has given much pleasure 

to all who have the welfare of the association at 

heart E. T. D. Chambers. 

Careless Shooting. 

Knife River, Minn., Feb. 6.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have been interested in various 

articles in your paper in regard to accidental 

deaths due to criminal carelessness during the 

open hunting season. As a boy in 1881, ’82, ’83, 

etc., I was out in the Black Hills and adjacent 

country. Every one carried a gun in those days, 

and we very seldom heard of an accident. It 

is very seldom that a seasoned hunter has such 

an unfortunate thing happen. Now, during the 

hunting season we all take more or less precau¬ 

tion here. We do not go running around 

through the brush unless we are certain that we 

have business there. 

During the last five years I can recall inci¬ 

dents of horses, mules, hogs, cows, dogs and 

other animals that have met an untimely fate 

by being in the wrong place. For some reason 

not to be explained we had a fall last year with 

a minimum of fatal accidents. There certainly 

is some reason for this; what it is I do not 

know. I have heard various reasons advanced, 

but the one we would like to think the true one 

—that hunters are more careful—is hotly dis¬ 

puted on both sides. I personally think that in 

time all such accidents will get smaller in num¬ 

ber yearly. Not that they are going to cease 

entirely; that is something we cannot expect. 

All game has had a good winter so far, though 

the late heavy fall of snow is going to cost us 

a good many deer. As soon as it crusts over 

the wolves will kill a greatly increased number 

of them. The partridges have had the best 

winter so far in years. We are in hopes that 

the few left wlill finish in as good shape as pos¬ 

sible. 
It looks as though there would be a big loss 

in trout. Many small trout streams are frozen 

to the bottom. Fred Chase. 

New Publications. 

A Practical Guide to the Game Laws. By 

Charles Row. London and New York, Long¬ 

mans, Green & Co. 256 pages; $1.60 net. 

This treatise on the game laws of Great Brit¬ 

ain is intended for the instruction of sportsmen, 

preserve owners, gamekeepers and the police, 

who may not be thoroughly conversant with the 

complex written laws. In very plain language 

all the laws are explained and in this way sports¬ 

men and others can keep themselves informed 

without referring to the statutes. 

The source of all the seemingly peculiar laws 

is traced back as far as possible, and Mr. Row 

tells us that as early as the reign of Henry VIII. 

the buying and selling of game was prohibited, 

the penalties being light; but James I. early in 

his reign made these prohibitions broader, the 

only exceptions permitted being partridges and 

pheasants raised in houses or imported. 

That there were landowners in the early days 

as well as at the present time who neither shot 

game themselves nor permitted others to do so 

SEASONABLE SPORT. 

is illustrated by Mr. Row’s quotation from Col. 

Hawker’s “Diary” in reference to a day’s shoot¬ 

ing in October, 1808. The Parson Bond referred 

to owned the manor, but under existing laws he 

could not prevent a person from shooting on it 

until he had “named” him; in other words, given 

him formal notice that that was a private pre¬ 

serve and he could not shoot there. Those who 

were not “named” could continue to kill and 

carry away game, but the less fortunate ones 

were compelled to shoot if at all from paths. 

“Went from Ipwich with a party amounting 

to near twenty, besides markers an<J beaters, to 

storm a preserved cover belonging to Parson 

Bond, because he never allowed anyone a day s 

shooting, and had man-traps and dog-gins all 

over his wood. I had made out a regular plan 

of attack and line of march, but our precision 

was frustrated by the first man we saw on reach¬ 

ing the ground, who was the keeper. We there¬ 

fore had no time to -hold a council of war, but 

rushed into cover like a pack of foxhounds be¬ 

fore his face. Away he went, naming everyone 

he cotild, and we all joined him in the hue and 

cry of,'‘Where is Parson Bond?’ 

“In the meantime our feu de joie was going 

on most rapidly. At last up came the Parson, 

almost choked with rage. The two first people 

he warned off were Pearson and myself. Hav¬ 

ing been served with notices we kept him in tow 

while the others rallied his covers and serenaded 

him with an incessant bombardment in every 

direction. The confused rector did not know which 

way to run. The scene of confusion was ridicu¬ 

lous beyond anything, and the invasion of an army 

could scarcely exceed the noise. Not a word 

could be heard, for the cries of ‘Mark,’ ‘Dead’ 

and ‘Well done,’ interspersed every moment with 

bang, bang, and the yelping of barrack curs. 

The parson at last mustered his whole estab¬ 

lishment to act as patriots against the mauraud- 

ers, footboys running one way, plowmen mounted 

on cart horses galloping the other, and every 

one from the village that could be mustered was 

collected to repel the mighty shock. At last we 

retreated, and about half-past four those who 

had escaped being entered in his doomsday book, 

renewed the attack. The parson, having eased 

himself by a vomit, began to speak more coher¬ 

ently and addressed himself to those who, being 

liable to an action of trespass, were obliged to 

stand in the footpath and take the birds as they 

flew over. At last so many were caught that 

the battle ceased. Though’ a large number of 

pheasants were destroyed the chase did not en l 

in such aggregate slaughter as we expected, and 

not more than one-third of those brought down 

were bagged, in consequence of our being afraid 

to turn off our best dogs. We brought away 

some of the parson’s traps, one of which was a 

most terrific engine, and now hangs in the mess- 

room for public exhibition. Only one dog was 

caught the whole day, and whose should that be 

but Parson Bond’s.” 

Les Chiens, le Gibier et Ses Ennemis. Album 

containing 178 colored plates and text. St. 

Etienne, France. 

The Manufacture Frangaise d’Armes et Cycles, 

of Saint-Etienne, France, has recently issued a 

large and heavy album in colors which it calls 

“Les Chiens, le Gibier et ses Ennemis,” or Dogs, 

Game and its Enemies. 

The work is intended particularly for hunters, 

and in it are described and illustrated all breeds 

of hunting dogs, all sorts of European game, 

furred and feathered, together with many birds 

and mammals that prey on game. There are 

thus nearly 180 colored plates, all of them drawn 

by the artist Mahlen, and all these illustrations 

are taken either from life or from the best speci¬ 

mens of birds or mammals represented in mus¬ 

eums. Many of the dogs are prize winners at 

shows and so are famous. 

Besides these pictures which make the volume 

so attractive, the sheet of light paper which faces 

each colored plate contains a description of the 

animal represented on the opposite page, its 

habits, and the hunting that it is used for, or in 

the case of game, the different methods by which 

it is hunted. There is room enough on each of 

these pages to give quite an extended notice of 

the species. In looking over this albumn one 

sees not a few pictures of animals that he has 

only read of. Among mammals, the mouflon and 

the ibex are illustrated, as well as the European 

elk. which perhaps has not been found in France 

since the days when Caesar invaded it. That the 

flamingo is found in France at the delta of the 

Rhone, will also surprise many people. 

The volume, which is about 8 x 12 inches in 

size, is bound in buckram. The retail price in 

France is about $2.50, at which price the manu¬ 

facturers offer to sell it. To import it to this 

country would probably cost about twice as much. 
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A Game Protector for Each County. 

Norwich, N. Y., Feb. 28.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Three or four sections of the State are 

pretty well protected, while much the larger por¬ 

tion has but little care and attention—some coun¬ 

ties getting none at all. 

Comparatively few of the men who fish and 

hunt go into the few sections which are best 

protected, but fish and hunt in the locality where 

they reside, and where little, if any, protection 

is given fish and game. 

If each county has its own game protector, se¬ 

lected by the sportmen in order to have one who 

knows the section and its needs, then there will 

be a gradual and satisfactory increase of fish in 

our streams and lakes, and of birds in our 

woods, so that all over the State there may be 

an abundance for sport and recreation for all 

who wish such outings. Until we have a good, 

honest protector in each county, so that viola¬ 

tions of game laws cease, we will be short of 

fish and birds. 

As it now is the man who is a natural born 

poacher robs the streams by use of dynamite, 

lime, nets, etc., and the woods with snares and 

other illegal means, while aliens use the same 

methods together with imported ones. The 

writer is stating just what happens, year after 

year, in the county where he resides and in which 

are some of the finest of trout streams and best 

cover for partridge and woodcock. This county 

has never had a game protector, fish and birds 

are not protected, and the law-breakers do about 

as they please. Many other counties are in the 

same deplorable condition. All this would be 

changed for the better if each county had a 

game protector of its own choosing. 

It is to be hoped that sportsmen in each and 

every county will at once write their member of 

Assembly and their Senator asking them to have 

the proposed new game law (Senate Bill No. 

255) changed so it will provide one game pro¬ 

tector for each county and that the sportsmen 

have the right to nominate a man or men for 

their county protector. Also write Hon. George 

H. Cobb, Chairman of Senate Fisheries and 

Game Committee, Senate Chamber; Hon. W. 

Ellison Mills, chairman of the same committee 

in the Assembly, Assembly Chamber, Albany, N. 

Y., and ask them to have the proposed new law 

provide one game protector for each county in 

the State, with the privilege to sportsmen of 

choosing our own game protectors. 

The proposed hunting license law will take 

over one hundred thousand dollars from the 

pockets of sportsmen each year and we should 

have the right of choosing our protectors in each 

county, letting all other needed protectors be 

selected as at present. We will gladly pay our 

hunting license fee and then we want good game 

and fish protection by men of our own choos¬ 

ing. Clarence L. Parker. 

New York Legislature. 

Mr. Meade had introduced in the Assembly a 

bill relating to Mongolian ring-necked and Eng¬ 

lish pheasants in Monroe, Wayne, Ontario and 

Livingston counties. 

In the Senate Mr. Agnew has introduced a bill 

•which is intended to permit cold storage com¬ 

panies to hold fish during the closed season, pro¬ 

vided they are left on hand at the end of the 

.open season. Also a bill prohibiting the sale of 

ducks, geese, brant and swan from January 10 to 

September 15, inclusive. This is an amendment 

to Section 20, which makes the closed season 

Jan. i-Sept. 15, and allows possession until 

March 1. 

Mr. Cobb has introduced in the Senate a bill 

which is intended to encourage tree planting. It 

provides that all land which shall hereafter be 

devoted exclusively to the growing of timber 

shall be assessed at the same rate as barren land 

until the trees grown on it are ready to be cut. 

Six hundred sound trees, or 1,200 shrubs growing 

any wood product other than fruit, must be 

planted on each acre to entitle the owner to the 

privileges conferred, and the owner must make 

a contract with the State Forest Commission. 

More Rhode Island Deer. 

Providence, R. I., Feb. 11.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Convinced that a city with all its pit- 

falls was more secure than the wilds of Rhode 

Island, wherein lie in wait the wily farmers with 

shotguns loaded to the muzzle for stray deer 

meat, a year old buck wandered in from the 

Olneyville district the other day looking for fun 

and protection. 

During its journey toward the heart of the 

city this youngster had many narrow escapes 

from capture, but by dint of sundry kicks and 

jumps cleared all before it and finally reached 

a point near the Central Police Station, where 

a citizen, slightly uncertain as to footing be¬ 

cause of the icy sidewalk and other things, 

paused in bewildered fright and made solemn 

pledge that he would thereafter keep to the 

straight and narrow way because of seeing “rein¬ 

deers.” 

As the deer crossed to Westminster street, a 

large automobile came near causing a clash, but 

the youngster jumped lightly over the engine 

hood and made for the lobby of the Westminster 

theatre, followed closely by Patrolman Kane, 

who is always on the watch for suspicious char¬ 

acters. It looked like an easy capture at this 

point, as a crowd gathered quickly, but the buck 

was of a curious turn of mind and made for 

the swing doors, butted in, and colliding with 

one of the colored men at work, sped up the 

stairs to the gallery and finally brought up in 

an ante room where the bluecoat, backed by 

several prominent citizens, made preparations 

for a quick taming of the wilderness creature. 

Patrolman Kane, having in mind that gentle¬ 

ness will subdue the fiercest beast, approached 

softly with a jumbled collection of endearing 

terms, ranging from “Whoa, boy,” and “Quiet, 

girl” to the barnyard command of “So boss,” 

and as he was about to reach for the tawny 

specimen, according to Kane, it soared like a 

bird, its ears scraped along the ceiling, and in 

an instant it was on the floor in back of the 

spectators and its feet did not touch a stair in 

the twenty foot drop; then it “soared” some 

more, back up the other side where Mr. Parkin, 

manager of the theatre, grabbed it by a leg— 

whether to capture it or avoid being kicked is 

not known—but at any rate it served the pur¬ 

pose, for in an instant eye witnesses claim that 

there was a vision of forty men and four deer 

imitating a Brown-Harvard football game, with 

a touchdown scored for the deer. 

The fight was kept up for several minutes, 

but numbers soon told and the buck was securely 

fastened, and afterward by order of Agent 

Smith, of the society with a long name, trans¬ 

ferred to the park to join membership with the 

happy family that delights the children in the 

good old summer time. H. 

One Warden’s Work. 

In his annual report to the supervisors, Wal¬ 

ter R. Welch, Fish, Game and Fire Warden of 

Santa Cruz county, California, states that dur¬ 

ing the year he made twenty-two arrests and -se¬ 

cured a conviction in each case. Deer and quail, 

he says, are abundant. He distributed 205 cans 

of trout and salmon fry, each can containing 

from 1,000 to 2,000. All the county streams are 

well stocked with game fish. Since the establish¬ 

ment of a county hatchery numerous young sal¬ 

mon have been taken in Monterey Bay and 

streams flowing into it. Bass planted in two 

lakes are doing well. 

“Public sentiment favorable to a strict enforce¬ 

ment of the fish, game and forestry laws,” he 

says “and a proper appreciation to the value of 

our supply of fish, game, song birds and forests 

is daily growing stronger throughout Santa Cruz 

county, and 1908 will find this county abreast of 

any other county in the State in perpetuating 

these great and valuable natural resources.” 

Game Farm Catalogue. 

From Mr. Wallace Evans of Oak Park, III., 

comes a beautifully illustrated catalogue of his 

game propagating farm. The catalogue, which is 

in pasteboard covers, is beautifully illustrated by 

a multitude of photographs, and by a number of 

colored plates reproduced from Elliott’s monu¬ 

mental Monograph of the Pheasants. A number 

of species of pheasants are described and some 

of their characteristics given. 

On his farm Mr. Evans rears thousands of 

pheasants of many different sorts, and many wild 

fowl. We believe that he has been singularly 

sucessful in rearing the marvelous Reeves and 

Amherst pheasants. He tells us that he has on 

the farm forty-five varieties of pheasants, wild 

ducks, &c. The catalogue is sold for $1, an 

amount which is credited on the first order for 

birds received from the purchaser of the book. 

“My Friend the Partridge.” 

Westfield, Pa., Feb. 28.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I wish “My Friend the Partridge” 

might have run longer. Seems good to read this 

by one that knows. So many articles in the sport¬ 

ing papers you read part through and stop in 

disgust. 

I find grouse are usually plenty in the woods 

now. I have made it a point to ask farmers and 

have looked for myself. 

Do you not think the unusual amount of 

“shock” beech and other nuts, that birds were 

much scattered the cause of the seeming scarcity? 

Some of the writers that doubt Mr. Burroughs’ 

skunk stories might write some of the skunk 

trappers in this section of Pennsylvania. Many 

are caught in traps and dug out, since the skins 

have brought a good price a few years back. 

F. B. H. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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The Death of “Von W.” 

Samuel Webber, whose death was announced 

in these columns last week, was born in Charles¬ 

town, N. H., Oct. 31, 1822, and at the age of 

seventeen he entered on a business career at 

Lowell, Mass., as a hydraulic engineer. Later he 

went to Lawrence, then a new manufacturing 

city, and in 1850 he went to Europe to recuper¬ 

ate from an illness and also to purchase im¬ 

proved machinery for the nulls of Lawrence. 

He traveled through the European manufactur¬ 

ing cities, and was a member of the jury of the 

International Exposition in London in 1851. 

Returning to Lawrence, he installed the ma¬ 

chinery he had purchased while abroad, and the 

next year was spent in connection with the Crys¬ 

tal Palace exhibition in the old Reservoir Square, 

New York City. 

In 1854 Mr. Webber built a cotton mil! at In¬ 

dian Orchard, Springfield, Mass., but four years 

later went to Manchester, N. H., where he su¬ 

perintended a large cotton mill for a number of 

years, afterward turning his attention exclusively 

to hydraulic engineering, which he followed 

until his retirement. 

Although Mr. Webber’s life was a busy one, 

his inclination turned to fishing, which was his 

favorite recreation for three-quarters of a cen¬ 

tury. Although he admitted that he had never 

killed anything larger than a porcupine, he de¬ 

voted holidays in season to squirrel and grouse 

shooting, and at the time of his death still pos¬ 

sessed a double gun which he had purchased in 

London in 1851, and with which he had passed 

many happy days in the woods. 

He fished the trout brooks near the cities in 

which he lived, and told many a pleasing tale of 

the pleasure and health he derived from these, 

his red-letter days. 

In 1876 Mr. Webber was appointed chairman 

of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commis¬ 

sion and was a worker in the cause of protec¬ 

tion and propagation at the first national fishery 

congress, held that year in Philadelphia. He did 

much toward restocking the waters of his State 

with game fish. 
He became a subscriber to Forest and Stream 

soon after it was started, in 1873, and his son 

Robert, now a successful business man in New 

York City, says he cannot remember when the 

paper and the old “Rod and Gun” were not 

prominent features of the Webber household. As 

he was personally acquainted with Daniel Web¬ 

ster, Frank Forrester, Prof. Baird, R. B. Roose¬ 

velt, Fred Mather. Charles Hallock, William T. 

Porter, Albert Pike, Philip Anthon, United 

States Commissioner Atkins and Commissioner 

Brackett of Massachusetts, Livingston Stone and 

other famous writers, fish culturists and anglers, 

it was but natural that he should write of ang¬ 

ling for his favorite journal, and this he did 

until he became feeble and passed away in the 

same peaceful manner in which he had lived. 

Legislation in New Jersey. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The bills introduced in the Senate last week 

by Senator Frelinghuysen are supported by the 

Association of New Jersey Sportsmen for the 

Protection of Game. 
These bills stop all shooting January 1 of each 

year, and open the season for the various birds 

as follows: Bay birds, August 1; English or 

Wilson snipe, rail birds, reed birds and all wild 

fowl, September 1; woodcock, October 1; quail, 

partridge (ruffed grouse) and rabbits, Nov. 10. 

The season will close automatically for the 

migratory birds (with the exception of the wild 

fowl) as these depart early for their winter 

quarters in the far South, and the law will close 

the season for all others at the end of each year, 

thus protecting all species during the season 

when weather conditions make it hard for them 

to live at best, and also protects them when they 

are mating and migrating to their breeding 

grounds in the North. 

These laws permit five months out of the year 

open season shooting in New Jersey and this is 

all the game birds can stand without annihila¬ 

tion—and sportsmen and gunners should be sat¬ 

isfied with it. Otherwise, more drastic laws 

THE LATE SAMUEL WEBBER. 

will soon be passed probably stopping all shoot¬ 

ing for a period of years. 

We appeal to all sportsmen to use their in¬ 

fluence to secure the passage of these laws. 
George Batten, President, 

Association of New Jersey Sportsmen for the 

Protection and Propagation of Game. 

Hunting in California. 

San Francisco, Feb. 29.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Duck and quail hunters who went out 

just before the close of the season were re¬ 

warded with better luck than has been generally 

enjoyed during the last few months. The duck 

hunters brought in some good strings from all 

the bay districts. The quality of the birds to¬ 

ward the end of the season, however; was un¬ 

usually poor, nearly all of them being oily and 

fishy in flavor. This feature has been found in 

the duck marshes all over the State. 

The season as 'a whole has favored men who 

shot as individuals rather than the club mem¬ 

bers, as sport on the preserves was very irregu¬ 

lar, and many of the baited ponds were avoided. 

The quail shooting early in February was very 

good. Many local sportsmen went after quail 

during the last week of the season, and all re¬ 

turned with close to limit bags. One party 

which spent about a week in the San Luis Obis¬ 

po hills reports fine sport in that district. Birds 

were plentiful, and over sporting dogs that were 

not broken to long-distance ranging they secured 

limit bags of quail each day that the weather 

was favorable to hill tramping. 

It is now definitely stated that the Fish and 

Game Commissioners will trap as many quail as 

possible in the southern country next season 

when the young birds are about half-grown, and 

will scatter them throughout the country where 

game birds are sparse. The sportsmen of the 

middle part of the State prefer their lands 

stocked with California quail in preference to 

any variety of foreign game bird, and as many 

of the most promising quail sections have been 

shot out, the arrival of new birds in August and 

September will be welcomed. The birds that are 

liberated will be protected for one or two years, 

so that they can reproduce and propagate. Wild 

turkeys will be shipped from the forests of 

Mexico and planted in the southern part of the 

State that is suitable to their environment. The 

Hungarian partridge will be among the number 

of imported game that will also find a new home 

in Southern California. 

The sportsmen of British Columbia report 

that the blackcock which were imported from 

the highlands of Scotland and planted on a 

very large estate which is under preserve rule, 

are doing remarkably well, and promise to af¬ 

ford splendid shooting for Victoria sportsmen 

in the near future. A. P. B. 

Custer’* Dog. 

Godbout, Quebec, Feb. 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your issue of Dec. 14 last I read 

with much interest the article on Custer’s dog 

in “Tales of the Plains,” and wondered if it was 

the same one that I saw at Fort Washakie in 

September, 1882. This particular one was of the 

pair that came from Queen Victoria. If it was, 

he bore a charmed life, because he and “Curly,” 

a Crow Indian scout, were the only living beings 

that escaped in Custer’s last fight with Sitting 

Bull, on the Little Big Horn River, on the 25th 

of June, 1876. 
Three days after the fight, when a scouting 

party reached the battle ground where Custer 

and the few survivors had made their last stand, 

the greyhound was found lying down near his 

dead master. A rifle bullet had struck him near 

the eye which made him blind on that side, but 

otherwise he was uninjured. He was taken good 

care of by the party and finally found a master 

in Lieut. R. E. Thompson, of the Sixth Infantry, 

who was stationed at Fort Washakie when I was 

there. It was the lieutenant himself who gave 

me the above details concerning the dog. 

During, my stay at the fort a coyote hunt was 

organized and the old hound—he was then about 

twelve years old—together with a smaller one 

owned by the lieutenant gave a good account of 

himself. The coyotes, although they made a 

good run as a rule, were very quickly dispatched 

when caught. Fifteen to twenty were generally 

killed every year in this way near the fort. I 

should be curious to know where and how the 

old hound finally found his rest. 

Nap. A. Comeau. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

X.—Bass and 

IF the beginner is determined to make an all¬ 

wood fly-rod before attempting to build one 

of split bamboo, the directions previously 

given for three-joint bait rods will apply here, 

with the exceptions that the joints must be made 

somewhat longer, the taper slower, and the reel- 

seat is placed below the hand. Straight-grained 

bethabara makes a nice fly-rod of medium 

weight, and dagama works well. 

It is scarcely advisable for the novice to begin 

his rodmaking on a split bamboo trout fly-rod 

of light weight, for the tips run so small that 

one can hardly expect to do creditable work 

on them at first. But bass fly rods of 6j4 or 7 

ounces are easier to build, and after you have 

had some experience with butts and joints, tip 

making will not present insurmountable diffi¬ 

culties. 

Below are given the calibers of three typical 

fly-rods that are excellent for fishing. They 

have seen hard service. All are hexagonal bam¬ 

boo. The handgrasps are solid cork, the - hand 

guides agate, the other guides of steel, snake- 

pattern, and the tops loose steel rings: 

Heavy Fly-Rod.—Length, 9 feet 8 inches; 

weight, 7 ounces. Joints, 39*4 inches long. 

Grasp, 9^2 inches long, inclusive of Y\ inch reel- 

seat. Ferrules, serrated, waterproof, 21-64 and 

13-64. Calibers: at taper, y2 inch; 12 inches 

from butt, 7-16; 18 inches, 13-32; 2 feet, 25-64; 

2^ feet, Y&; 3 feet, 23-64; 3K feet, 11-32; 4 

feet, 5-16; 4V2 feet, 19-64; 5 feet, 9-32; y/2 feer,' 

17-64; 6 feet, kC; ft/2 feet, 15-64; 7 feet, 3-16; 

7J4 feet, 11-64; 8 feet, 9-64; 8*4 feet, ]/&; 9 feet, 

7-64; at top, 5-64 inch. 

Medium Weight Fly-Rod.—Length, g'/2 feet: 

joints, 38^2 inches. Weight, 6 to 6*4 ounces. 

Grasp, 9y2 inches; reelseat, Y inch. Ferrules, 

serrated, waterproof, 19-64 and 3-16. Calibers: 

butt joint, at taper, 13-32; 1 foot from butt, 

25-64; 1 y2 feet, 23-64; 2 feet, 11-32; 2R2 feet, 

21-64; 3 feet. 19-64. Middle joint, 6 inches, 

19-64; 1 foot, 9-32; 1J4 feet, 17-64; 2 feet, 15-64; 

2y2 feet, 7-32; 3 feet, 13-64. Tips, 6 inches, 

11-64; 1 foot, 5-32; 154 feet, 9-64; 2 feet, %; 

2J4 feet, 7-64; 3 feet, 5-64. 

Trout Fly-Rod.—Length, 9 feet; joints, 3654 

inches. Weight, y/2 ounces with J^-inch metal 

reelseat; with reel bands instead, a little less 

than 5 ounces. Grasp, 9 inches long. Ferrules, 

serrated, waterproof, 9-32 and 11-64 inch. Cali¬ 

bers: butt joint, at taper, 7-16; 1 foot from butt, 

25-64; i*4 feet, 11-32; 2 feet, 21-64; 2^4 feet, 

5-16; 3 feet, 19-64. Middle joint, 6 inches, 9-32; 

1 foot, 17-64; i*4 feet, 15-64; 2 feet, 7-32; 254 

feet, 13-64; 3 feet, 3-16. Tips, 6 inches, 11-64; 

Trout Fly-Rods. 

1 foot, 5-32; 1J4 feet, %; 2 feet, 7-64; 2*4 feel, 

3-32; 3 feet, 5-64 inch. 

Ordinary sumach, obtainable in any thicket, is 

nicely adapted to use for light handgrasps where 

reel bands are to be used. It is greenish-yellow 

when varnished, but can be stained nicely to re 

semble cedar or cherry, then varnished. 

Tournament fly-rods are allowed Y of an 

ounce for metal reelseats; therefore a rod just 

under 4.Y ounces will be admitted to the four- 

ounce class, and one just under 5Y ounces to 

the five-ounce class if each has a metal reelseat. 

The length limit is nj4 feet. 

Five-ounce tournament rod^ are usually 10 

feet long and much stiffer than rods made ex¬ 

clusively for fishing, but they are pleasant to 

fish with, particularly on windy days, with a 

heavy double tapered line. 

Heavy single-hand tournament rods that are 

admitted to the open-to-all trout fly contests are 

limited only in length, to iiI4 feet, but may be 

any weight. In the East these seldom weigh 

more than ioj4 ounces and are generally 11 feet 

long, but in the West 11 feet 5 inches is a 

favorite length and some rods weigh as much 

as 13 ounces. These are extremely stiff, and 

they are powerful enough to lift 100 or more 

feet of heavy oiled silk tapered line out of the 

water on the back cast. 

The grasps are 12 to 15 inches long, and the 

rods taper from about *4 inch at the grasp to 

7-64 at the top, with long and heavy split or 

serra led ferrules. These vary in caliber, but are 

about Yt, and y inch in diameter. The middle 

joint is heavy and tapers very little at the lower 
end. 

Salmon Fly-Rods. 

Since the earliest days of fly-fishing salmon 

fly-rods have been made of solid wood, and to¬ 

day, although split bamboo is largely used for 

all other fly-rods, there is a steady demand for 

solid wood salmon fly-rods. In Great Britain 

greenheart salmon rods are still the favorites 

with a vast number of the anglers, and it is 

likely wood rods will never be entirely replaced 

by those of split bamboo for salmon fishing. 

In America the demand for salmon rods is 

small, for comparatively few of our anglers go 

to the Northern and ’ Northeastern waters for 

these noble fish, and while those who prefer 

split bamboo rods for trout and bass fishing 

often wish to use rods of the same material 

when they fish for salmon, a great many favor 

wood rods. 

For tournament casting I prefer split bamboo 

to wood in all rods, but split bamboo salmon 

rods are very expensive and a well made wood 

rod will give its owner a great deal of satisfac¬ 

tion. Furthermore, it is not so difficult to make 

as some of the thinner fly-rods. 

In a rod whose length ranges from thirteen 

to eighteen feet and with a weight of 23 to '32 

ounces or more, stiffness in the rod requires 

muscle in the angler. To wield a stiff bamboo 

rod of 25 ounces and a long and heavy line dur¬ 

ing several hours’ fishing taxes the angler’s 

strength more than does a whippy rod of greater 

weight, and this is one reason why wood rods 

are peculiarly adapted to salmon fishing. A 

nicely proportioned wood rod has good action 

and with it a fly can be cast and fished with 

less exertion at ordinary salmon fly-casting dis¬ 

tances than is possible with the stiffer bamboo 

rod, hence anglers of small stature and average 

strength are likely to favor wood rods. 

Again, the split bamboo rod does not begin 

to work until a certain length of line is ex¬ 

tended ; that is, it requires the pull of a long 

line to make the rod spring properly. Without 

this spring the fly cannot be cast neatly at any 

distance. Flave you ever tried to cast a fly with 

a stiff bait rod ? You have sufficient power in 

the rod, but lack the weight of line that is neces¬ 

sary to get the -snap that sends the line in a roll¬ 

ing loop through the air. Try as hard as you 

like, you will never be able to cast a fly ten 

yards. The wood salmon rod is proportionately 

as flexible as the whippiest trout rod, therefore 

but little muscle and weight of line are necessary 

to develop its spring, and its user can cast lightly 

and sweetly at fifty feet or one hundred—for 

the rod does most of the work. 

In salmon fishing rods, great power is not of 
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vital importance, for any one of these rods is 

capable of handling 100 to 125 feet of double 

tapered line, and that means that they can be 

depended on to.kill the biggest salmon. It is 

essential to kill these royal fish on the rod and 

to gaff them only after their fight is ended, 

therefore a nicely balanced wood rod will 

answer, it being conceded that bamboo will be 

less likely to give way to the accidents that may 

occur on any game fish stream. 
Salmon fly-casting has grown more and more 

popular among the clubs that practice fly-casting 

as a pastime, and men who have never seen a 

salmon river and probably never will see one 

254 inches long, 21-64; 6 inches, 5'!6; 12 inches, 

19-64; 18 inches, 9-32; 2 feet, 17-64; 2/4 feet, 

15-64; 3 feet, 13-64; 334 feet> 3-l6; 4 feet, 11-64; 
4'/2 feet, 9-64; at top, /s inch, lops, loose ring, 

steel. Guides: First, agate, 5-16; balance hard 

steel snake guides, fifteen in all. 
Bethabara Salmon 1100.—Length, 14 feet 11 

inches; joints, 5 feet; weight, 28 ounces. Hand- 

grasp, double, 24 inches long, other dimensions 

same as split bamboo rod. Calibers: 24 inches 

from butt, 54 inch; 30 inches, 45-64; 3 feet, 

43-64; 3* l * * * * * 7A feet, 5/s) 4 feet, 19-32; 434 feet, 9-16; 

ferrule, capped and welted, 354. inches long. 

Middle joint: Ferrule, 2^4 inches long, 17-32 
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Fifteen-foot Split-Bamboo Salmon Rod. 
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Fourteen-foot Bethabara Salmon Rod. 

FIG. 49. 

have become adepts with the salmon rod arm 

its heavy line and leader. It appeals to many 

who do not care for the contests with four an 

five-ounce trout fly-rods, and it is an exceed¬ 

ingly fascinating game. 

For a long time the maximum limit to the 

length of tournament salmon rods was placed 

at eighteen feet, but recently this was changed 

and the limit placed at fifteen feet. This is m 

line with the desire to use lighter tackle, am 

it also enables salmon fishermen to use their 

thirteen, fourteen and fifteen foot fishing rods m 

tournaments, placing them on fairly even terms 

with contestants whose rods are made for dis¬ 

tance casting only, but which would be rather 

stiff for all-day angling. 

Of all the fly-rods, the salmon rod is the 

easiest one for the novice to build from solid 

wood, and there is no reason why he should 

not get excellent results from such a rod con¬ 

structed for use exclusively in what is termed 

tournament casting; in other words, all casting 

for practice or for record. 
I give the specifications of three salmon rods 

that I have used with satisfaction in tournament 

casting, and these are illustrated in I ig. 49- 

Split Bamboo Salmon Rod.—Length, 14 feet 

11 / inches; joints, 5 feet 1 inch; weight, 26 

ounces; material, six-strip Calcutta bamboo. 

Handgrasp, double, 24 inches long, solid cork 

fitted to bamboo direct. Length of lower grasp, 

7 inches; diameter, 13-16; buttcap, 1 1-16; reel- 

seat, 6 inches long, 1 inch in diameter; uppci 

grasp, 11 inches long, diameter, 13-16. Calibers. 

24 inches from butt, at taper, 41-64; 3° inches, 

54; 3 feet, 39-64; 3A feet> l9~32) 4 ^eet> 37-64. 
4/2 feet, 35-64; ferrule, capped, welted and ser¬ 

rated, 4/2 inches long. Middle joint: Ferrule, 

354 inches long, 17-32; 6 inches from bottom, 

17.32; 12 inches, 34; 18 inches, /z; 2 feet, 31-64, 

254 feet, 15-32; 3 feet, 7-16; 334 feet, 13-32; 4 

feet, Ys) 4*4 feet, 11-32; ferrule, capped, welted 

and serrated, 354 inches long. Tips: Ferrule, 

diameter; 6 inches, 17-32; 1 f°°t> 33-64; 

inches, 33-64; 2 feet, 34; 2J/2 feet, 31-64; 3 feet> 

15-32; 31/ feet, 27-64; 4 feet, 13-32; 434. feet, 

25-64; ferrule, capped and welted, 3/ inches 

long. Tips: Ferrule, 2 inches long, 23-64; 6 

inches, n-32; 1 foot, 21-64; 18 inches, 5-16; 2 

feet, 19-64; 2}4 feet, 9-32; 3 feet> 34; 334 feet, 

7-32; 4 feet, 3-16; 434 feet, 5-32; at top, J4 mch. 

Top, loose steel ring. Guides, same as on bam¬ 

boo rod. 
Bethabara Salmon Rod.—Length, 14 feet - 

joints, S7lA inches; weight, 2534 ounces. Hand- 

grasp, same as on other rods. Calibers. 24 

inches from butt, 5^-64! 2/4 feet, 43-64, 3 feet, 

41-64; 3/2 feet, 39-64; 4 feet, 37-64; 434 feet, 

37-64; ferrule, capped and welted, 354 inches 

long. Middle joint: Ferrule, 17-32; 6 inches, 

17-32; 1 foot, 33-64; 18 inches, J4; 2 feet, 31-64, 

254 feet, 15-32; 3 feet, 7* 16; 334 feet, 13-32; 4 
feet, 23-64;.434 feet, 11-32; ferrule, capped and 

welted, 314 inches long. Tips: Ferrule, 21-64, 

6 inches, 5-16; 1 foot, 9-32; 18 inches, 17-64; 2 

feet, J4; 2j4 feet, 15-64; 3 feet> 7-32; 3V2 feet, 
13-64; 4 feet, 11-64; 4/2 feet, 9-64; at top, 3 s 

inch. Top, loose steel ring. Guides, one agate, 

balance steel snake ring, fourteen in all. 

Winding Rods. 

This subject has been kept for a separate 

chapter, in order that the various steps in rod¬ 

making can be clearly understood, and to avoid 

repetition. Winding is a part of the work that 

can be done at odd moments, on a rainy day or 

in the evening, though I would not advise night 

work with colored silks, so trying are they on 

the eyes. . , 
Let 11s assume, then, that you have finished 

a ro(i—its type does not matter, as the winding 

is similar for all rods-and that it has been 

rubbed lightly with varnish and suspended until 

absolutely dry. 
The first things to consider are the guides. Lt 

the bait-rod is for accuracy casting or for fish¬ 

ing, the hand guide-the first one above the 

reel—wj]] be placed nearer the reel, and more 

guides will be used than 011 a rod intended for 

distance casting only, on which two or three 

guides will be used. For fly-rods the position 

and number of guides depend upon its calibei 

and length. 

Take up the guides one by one and file the 

upper edges of the bases, so that the silk will 

not be cut by them in winding; then, with a few 

turns of common thread, tic each one on the rod 

and true them all up by sighting through them 

from both directions. '1 o assist in their align¬ 

ment tiny shallow holes should be drilled in 

both ferrules, so that in putting the rod together 

it is merely necessary to seat the ferrules with 

the two marks opposite in order to align the 

guides perfectly. This applies to all lods. 
” On bait-casting rods for tournament work 

alone, it seems best to use only two guides, so 

that the hand-guide must be three feet or more 

from the reel, the distance between it and the 

second guide being slightly more than the 

distance between the second guide and the agate 

top, in order to insure the least possible fric¬ 

tion on the line. 
If you are particular to have the windings as 

handsome as possible, putting them on without 

wax will tend to preserve their color, if they are 

carefully coated with shellac before varnishing. 

On a rod whose preliminary coat of varnish is 

still a trifle soft, yet not tacky, unwaxed silk 

will adhere nicely when it will not on har< 

varnish. Provided the silk is treated with abso¬ 

lutely colorless wax in clean hands, it will keep 

is color fairly well, but after the first two or 

three windings are put on and coated with 

shellac, the tyro will understand why dark 

shades of silk cannot well be used. For ex¬ 

ample, dark green silk, waxed but not 

shellacked, will turn almost black under the 

varnish, and red turns a dull shade. Wax 

causes the silk to grip the wood firmly and it 

waterproofs the wood in places where there is 

only one coat of varnish. 
A split cane rod, properly made and cemented, 

can be used without windings, provided it is 

not exposed to actual soaking. Following this 

line of reasoning, some rodmakers hold that 

winding a rod does not strengthen it materially. 

This may be true of rods whose windings are 

spaced ij4 or 2 inches apart, but if these aie 

placed one inch or less apart, they do strengthen 

the rod. A rod that is soft in action can be 

stiffened by close windings or by winding con¬ 

tinuously from end to end in spirals, provided 

the latter are spaced about one thirty-second 

of an inch and not put on solidly. 
If you are in no hurry it is well to make the 

windings on the butt of split cane rods narrow, 

say twelve turns each, but space them not 

further than i/A inches apart, with six or more 

windings 34 inch apart next to the. ferrule. On 

the joint make the spaces one inch, with a 

similar cluster next the ferrules, and vary those 

on the tip from 54 to 34 inch. I am a firm be¬ 

liever in closer windings near the ferrules, to 

stengthen the strips there against damage in 

twisting-not that ferrules should be separated 

in any other manner than with a straight pull. 

It is safe, but not always advisable to wind m 

spiral form, provided the spirals are not so close 

together as to come under the descriptive term 

“solidly wound;” for while solid winding 

strengthens a rod, it also renders it soft in 
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action, loading it down with a non-resilient 
sleeve filled with varnish. 

I do not advocate continuous spiral winding, 

but I believe in stiffening a rod in this manner 

if the need arises. The plan I have followed 

with satisfactory results is to start winding in 

the usual way, but after completing ten or a 

dozen turns, instead of cutting the silk and 

pulling the end under, I follow the “band” by 

winding spirally—each turn about 1-32 of an 

inch from the next one—for an inch or more, 

then winding solidly ten or twelve turns, fol¬ 

lowed by another inch or two of spiral wind¬ 

ing, and so on to the first guide, where the silk 

ends. Another series of bands and spiral wind¬ 

ings is begun on the opposite side of the guide, 

ending at the second guide, or the ferrule, as the 
case may be. 

The Sportsmen’s Show Tournament. 

The fly- and bait-casting tournament that is 

being held in connection with the Motor Boat 

and Sportsmen s Show in Madison Square Gar¬ 

den, has attracted more than the usual amount 

of attention, but the number of entries averages 

about the same as in other years, althbugh the 

various events have been very hotly contested, 

and creditable scores have been made in those 

contests which are not severely handicapped by 

the difficult conditions found indoors. Accuracy 

events show lower averages than distance fly 

events. Few anglers have had any practice since 

November, but in fly-casting their form is im¬ 

proving more than it is in the bait events. These 

are handicapped by the anxiety lest some of the 

spectators may be injured by the half-ounce 

C. E. Jacobus.... 70 120 5 * 
E. J. Todd- * 25 112 6 
R. L. Jacobus... Withdrew 

120 5 
112 6 

EVENT g—OBSTACLE FLY-CASTING. 

1 his was for distance fly-casting under a bar 

placed 30 feet from the platform and 6 feet 
above the water. 

_ T Feet. 
R. C. Leonard. 65 2 
R. J. Held. 63 5 
King Smith . 62 4 
E. J. Mills.59 

_ Feet. 
C. J. McCarthy.57 
L. S. Darling. 56 5 
A. J. Marsh.54 
Walter McGuckin ...50 8 

EVENT 10—OBSTACLE BAIT-CASTING, 

this event bait rods and half-ounce weights 

: used, otherwise the conditions were like 
- in Event 9. Scores: 

LANDING THE SALMON. 

From an engraving in “The Angler’s Text Book,” London, 1845. 

This spiral winding calls for two or three 

coats of varnish, which should fill the inter¬ 

stices between spirals, so that the surface will 

be entirely smooth, as otherwise a knock or 

rough handling will break the single strands of 

silk. The bands alone are coated with shellac. 

As previously stated, I have great faith in the 

conclusion arrived at after long experience by 

Frederic M. Halford. He advocates winding 

fly-rods closely, from one-half to three-quarters 

of an inch apart. In his opinion this increases 

the steely spring of a split cane rod and 

strengthens wood rods appreciably. He does 

not state how wide these windings should be, 

but it is asumed that they are narrow, say 

seven threads in width, since wider ones are 
unsightly. 

Salmon.1 in the Medway. 

The salmon fishing season opened in Nova 

Scotia on Feb. 1. In a snow storm four Liver¬ 

pool anglers, fishing from the shore ice, caught 

as many salmon on that day, and were’ content 

to stop, as the temperature was too low for 
comfort. 

Feet. 
E. J. Mills.1.. 91 
R. C. Leonard. 89 6 

L. S. Darling.*86.7 

EVENT 8—DISTANCE BAIT-CASTING. 

This event was held Feb. 25, and was half¬ 

ounce bait-casting, open to those who had never 

cast further than 150 feet. The scores: 

Best cast, 
Feet. 

151 * 151 
125 2 145 2 145 2 

C. J. McCarthy... 102 97 * 
A. Jay Marsh. 96 136 2 136 

Darling. 80 4 86 
• Todd. 66 8 82 3 
Mills. 81 2 
McCarthy... 50 2 73 2 
Marsh. 65 3 ... 

Best cast, 
Feet. 

92 2 
82 3 
81 2 
77 1 
69 3 

50 feet. 
9 7 7 9 

weights used, as well as by the difficulty in judg¬ 
ing distance. 

Among the notable performances these may be 

mentioned: Eddie Mills’ switch cast of 91 feet 

with a four-ounce rod; Reuben Leonard’s 65 

feet 2 inches with fly under a bar placed 30 feet 

away and 6 feet above the water; L. S. Dar¬ 

ling s bait cast of 92 feet 2 inches under the 

same conditions; and Eddie Mills’ score of 125 
points in the accuracy fly event. 

Our record is not complete for the tourna¬ 

ment, which closes to-night, but final scores will 
be printed in our next issue. 

EVENT 7—SWITCH FLY-CASTING. 

This was open to all, switch fly-casting with 
four-ounce rods. 

EVENT II—LIGHT FLY RODS. 

Wednesday night a five-ounce rod distance 

contest was held, with scores as follows: 

Kmg smith .82et4 R. J. Held. 77 6 2 

r Tj' . ™ 2 Walter McGuckin... 71 
' J" McCarthy.79 Perry D. Frazer. 70 10 

EVENT 12—ACCURACY FLY-CASTING. 

On the afternoon of Feb. 27 an accuracy fly 

event was held, the conditions calling for five 

casts at each distance, 40, 50 and 60 feet. In¬ 

stead of three targets, which are invariably used 

in such contests, but one was provided, and all 

contestants cast at 40 feet, then at 50 and 60, the 

target being moved for each squad. This made 

very ragged work and cut the averages down 

materially. The results in points: 

E. J. Mills— 
40 feet. 

9 8 10 9 9—45 
L. S. Darling— 
9 7 8 8 6—38 1C 

Perry D. Frazer— 
9 7 8 8 6—38 10 

A. J. Marsh— 
9 9 7 7 8—40 5 

C. J. McCarthy— 
6 7 5 9 7—34 6 

Walter McGuckin— 
7 6 0 6 9—28 5 

G. Mitchell— 
6 6 S 8 6—34 6 

John L. Kirk— 

0 9 0 0 0-38 S 8 0 0 0-16 

One of the judges was W. D. Coggeshall, of 

the Fly Fishers’ Club, of London, and a famous 

dry-fly angler. Mr. Coggeshall had with him a 

seven-foot dry fly rod weighing only 3^ ounces, 

and was trying it with a heavy double-tapered 

salmon line he himself had dressed. Call Mc¬ 

Carthy, of Boston, tried this rod and cast 83 
feet 4 inches. 

E. J. Mills cast 103 feet, and Perry Frazer 100 

feet 6 inches, using a heavy single-hand fly rod 
and a line the latter had dressed. 

EVENT 13—SWITCH FLY CASTING. 

J hursday night’s event was switch fly-casting, 

with a screen 15 feet back of the platform, and 

open to those who had never scored 75 feet or 

more in a similar event. The scores: 

60 feet. 
8 9 9 6 8—48—125 

7 10 5 5 10-37—116 

0 6 6 0 7—19— 89 

5 7 0 0 0—12— 74 

0 0 5 0 0— 5— 70 

5 0 0 8 0—13— 69 

0 9 0 0 0— 9- 68 

0 0 0 5 0— 5— 59 

Feet. 
W. J. Ehrich. 77 6 
C. J. McCarthy.74 6 
Perry D. Frazer.66 8 

Feet. 
C. E. Jacobus.... 66 6 
A. Jay Marsh. 65 2 
Walter McGuckin.... 56 0 

EVENT 14—ACCURACY BAIT. 

Friday afternoon was devoted to bait-casting 

with half-ounce weights at 60, 80 and 100 feet, 

open to all. Instead of the. usual target, on 

which a perfect cast is scored o, and one six 

feet away is scored 6 demerits, the bullseye 

counted 10 and one that struck the outer rim 
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or fell near the target was scored a miss. As 

the light was very uncertain, it was difficult to 

estimate the distances or see the weight, as will 

be seen in Reuben Leonard’s 9 misses in fifteen 

casts. Several contestants averaged well, but got 

no better scores than those who made poor aver¬ 

ages. The results in points: 

E. J. Mills- 
60 feet. 80 feet. 100 feet. 

9 7 6 0 6-27 
A. J. Marsh— 

0 0 7 0 8-15 0 0 7 7 7—21— 63 

0 0 0 7 6—13 0 0 7 7 6-20 0 0 0 8 10—18— 51 
Harry Friedman— 
0 8 5 6 0—19- 0 0 7 8 0-15 0 0 8 0 0-8—42 

R. C. Leonard— 
8 0 0 0 7—16 

Perry D. Frazer— 
6 5 8 5 0-24 0 0 0 0 0—0—39 

6 6 0 0 0-12 0 5 0 7 0-12 7 7 0 0 0-14— 38 
R. J. Held— t 

0 8 7 6 0—21 
G. Mitchell— 

0 0 10 0 0-10 0 0 0 0 6—6-36 

0 8 6 8 0—22 0 0 0 0 0- 5 0 9 0 0 6-14— 36 
C. J. McCarthy— 
8 6 5 6 9-33 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0— 33 

W. J. Ehrich— 
7 0 0 8 0-15 

Charles Stepath— 
10 0 0 6 0—16 0 0 0 0 0—0—31 

0 5 0 0 8-13 
F.. F. Todd— 

0 ' 0 8 0 0— 8 0 0 0 0 0— 0— 21 

0 7 0 0 0—7 0 0 0 0 o- 0 0 9 0 0 0— 9— 16 

EVENT 15—SLACK LINE CASTING. 

Reuben Leonard cast 134 feet 6 inches on Fri¬ 

day night, February 28, using a fly-rod and a 

half-ounce weight. This is the Greenwood Lake 

method, so-called. The line is coiled on the plat¬ 

form, and when the contestant is ready to cast 

he drops the weight in the water behind him, 

then with a steady swing lifts and casts it over¬ 

head, as one would do with a grasshopper, min¬ 

now or small frog, in fishing with a similar rod. 

The results: 
R. C. Leonard. 134 6 C. E: Jacobus. ICO 9 
A. Tay Marsh.Ill 3 C. J. McCarthy. 88 4 
E. J. Mills.104 4 

• 
EVENT l6—-ACCURACY BAFT. 

This event was advertised as an accuracy bait 

contest at ioo, 125 and 150 feet, but the extreme 

difficulty of seeing a target at 50 yards was ap¬ 

parent when the scores of the previous afternoon 

at 100 feet were considered, that it was changed 

and held at 60, 80 and 100 feet, with half-ounce 

weights, on Saturday afternoon. The scores, in 

points: 

G. Mitchell— 
60 feet. 80 feet. 100 feet. 

8 8 6 5 8-34 0 0 5 10 8-23 7 0 9 0 0—16— 73 
Perry D. Frazer— 
0 0 0 8 6-14 

R. C. Leonard— 
0 0 6 0 9-15 6 7 8 9 0—30— 59 

5 9 5 5 9-23 
Harry Friedman— 

0 7 0 0 5-12 0 6 0 6 0—12 57 

0 5 9 8 6—28 
A. Jay Marsh— 

0 0 5 5 6—16 0 0 0 6 5—11— 55 

0 8 6 6 0-20 5 5 5 7 5^27 5 0 0 0 0— 5- 62 
E. J. Mills— 
0 0 6 0 5-11 

W. J. Ehrich— 
6 0 5 0 5—16 0 0 6 0 0— 6— 33 

0 0 7 5 0—12 0 0 8 0 0— 8 0 0 0 7 0- 7— 27 
C. J. McCarthy— 
0 0 5 8 6—19 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 7 0 0— 7— 26 

Charles Stepath— 
5 0 5 0 8—18 0 0 5 0 0- 5 0 0 0 0 0— 0— 23 

Rod and Reel in California. 

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Southern California Rod and Reel 

Club held its annual meeting last Thursday night 

and transacted the usual routine business beside 

electing officers for the current year. There was 

a large turnout, the biggest in several meetings, 

and lively interest was manifested throughout. 

Edwin L. Hedderly was re-elected president, 

E. E. Salyer was chosen vice-president, E. R. 

Abbott financial secretary, Roy F. B. Shaver re¬ 

cording secretary, and Henry W. Coomber Was 

re-elected treasurer. President Hedderly an¬ 

nounced that but few changes would be made 

in any of the standing committees which will 

be announced at the next meeting. 

The club has a membership of about 300 rod 

and reel fishermen, and is growing at the rate of 

twenty a month. It has planned a number of 

bait-casting tournaments, and will conduct a 

prize angling tournament of five months duration 

this summer. Beside prizes, trophy buttons will 

be awarded the captors of large fish of a certain 

poundage, and the keen enthusiasm with which 

the opening of the white sea bass season is being 

awaited is very gratifying to all who have the 

interests of the sport at heart. 

The club is making an earnest campaign for 

the protection to sea fish. It hopes to secure 

some favorable legislation next winter. By en¬ 

couraging lighter tackle, and the releasing of all 

but the prospective record fish, without gaffing, 

a valuable protective work is being done *among 

the sportsmen themselves. Sparing the' gaff is 

not as difficult as may be thought. A piano wire 

leader is used, and once the fish is played it 

A TYEE SALMON FROM CAMPBELL RIVER, B. C. 

Weight, 48 pounds. Length, 48*4 inches. 

Photographed by J. P. Babcock. Taken with rod and line. 

does not require a particularly adroit hand to 

grasp it by the tail and bring it into the boat for 

closer examination and weighing. Should it be 

of record size, the blood lost in gaffing can be 

saved, and advantage taken of the full weight. 

This, and some other things, the light tackle 

movement has taught anglers. One is that more 

sport can be enjoyed taking half a dozen fish on 

the lightest tackle than by butchering half a 

hundred by the coarse methods in vogue a few 

years ago. 
Prof. David Starr Jordan has had another 

seance with the albacore family. When the yel¬ 

low-fin tuna invaded this coast several summers 

ago opinion was divided upon them, and the 

question was left to Dr. Jordan to class them 

with the “pigs” or the tuna. He said albacore 

then, but now announces a sweeping change of 

mind, having on closer study discovered certain 

characteristics which prompt him to class the 

albacore family as varieties of the tuna. The 

yellow-fin has been so classified by all the ang¬ 

ling clubs, but the elevation of the plebeian “pig” 

to the height of tuna fame is an item of pisca¬ 

torial news indeed. “Long live the long-finned 

tuna.” Henceforth anybody who goes to Cata 

lina can catch his tuna. 

Dr. Jordan has an invitation to be the guest 

of honor at the Southern California Rod and 

Reel Club’s dinner to be given in six weeks or 

two months, at which leading sportsmen and 

State Senators, Assemblymen and other digni¬ 

taries will be present. Talks on the need_ of pro¬ 

tection are expected, and it is hoped some last¬ 

ing good will result. 

Interest in bait-casting in the local rod and 

reel club has progressed so far that some new 

records seem in prospect. Sherman Baker has 

repeatedly cast the 2l/2 ounce lead over 240 feet, 

and undoubtedly will equal the famous perform¬ 

ances of Bob Roosevelt and Reuben Wood be¬ 

fore the summer is out. Baker is a burly fellow, 

and skillful withal, being able to place his casts 

close to the mark regularly. Smith Warren, Roy 

Shaver, Eugene Elliott, and several others are 

beating the 200-foot mark and are practicing 

every Sunday. A big demand for fancy reels 

has sprung up, and quite a number of the mem¬ 

bers are making themselves rods. 

The practical value of casting tournaments is 

well illustrated by this one thing. Five years ago 

there was not one man in a dozen along the 

wharves with enough skill to “throw out” a 

hundred feet without crossing all the lines in the 

neighborhood. Now the experts are many, and 

any number of anglers can place their leaders 

from 150 to 200 feet from the wharves with 

regularity and accuracy. In fishing from the 

beach the knowledge thus gained becomes of 

great practical use, often making a catch possi 

hie when the fish are under the second breakers 

in a place otherwise inaccessible. Good catches 

are made by the cracks without wetting their 

feet; formerly the surf fisherman expected to 

get in all over, with sunburned shoulders and 

scorched arms to remind him of his day’s 

“sport” for a month afterward. 

Local anglers are coming around to split bam¬ 

boo, wrapped solidly from end to end, and heav¬ 

ily varnished, as the best material for sea rods. 

Greenheart in this climate seems treacherous and 

unreliable; apt to go by the board when least 

expected and even with careful handling. Not 

one piece in ten seems entirely satisfactory. 

Lancewood lasts well, but sets badly. The split 

cane of best quality is splendid stuff, however, 

and if the water be kept out of it by wrappings 

and varnishing frequently, it gives splendid satis¬ 

faction. 

Thomas McD. Potter and the writer are figur¬ 

ing out a six-ounce-rod, six-thread-line class for 

yellow tail competition this summer at the 

island, which ought to be productive of some 

fine fishing and artistic work. To land a lusty 

yellowtail on such gear is feasible, but only to 

the patient expert. Once done, it is a worthy 

achievement, not soon to be forgotten. 

The angling enthusiasts have laid by their 

rods and tackle, and now confine their activities 

to discussion of prospects for the next season, 

which opens for trout on May 1. • Steelhead 

trout may again be taken in tidewater after 

April 1, but most of the fishermen will wait for 

the opening of the regular trout season. 
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There is a good deal of complaint of viola¬ 

tion of the fish laws, especially in regard to the 

spearing of steelhead in the spawning beds near 

the headwaters of Paper Mill Creek and other 

streams in the vicinity. More large fish are 

probably taken by one man in a single night in 

this manner than were caught with hook and 

line during the entire season. 

Some of the anglers are putting in a little 

time in search of striped bass, which are not 

protected in California, and are consequently 

becoming very scarce. A few years ago one 

might be sure of a fair catch of striped bass in 

some of the San Francisco Bay waters, and 

many counted them equal to salmon or trout 

as game fish. Now, however, the bass are not 

here. The net fishers have got in their deadly 

work and the catching of bass in the breeding 

season by the professionals during the past 

five or six years has almost entirely eliminated 

them as a factor in the angler’s sport. One 

local sportsman says, “If a bass is taken nowa¬ 

days by an angler, the news is heralded all over 

town where anglers are wont to congregate, 

and a rush is made for the waters by astonished 

rod wielders. Six years hence, provided a stop 

is not put to the killing of breeding fish in the 

very near future, bass will have gone the way of 

the sturgeon, which were so plentiful years ago 

as to be considered a nuisance. There is at 

present a law which prevents the taking of stur¬ 

geon at any time of the year, and I do not hesi¬ 

tate to predict that within the next six years a 

similar law will be placed on striped bass, which 

fish are fast disappearing from our waters.” 

The San Francisco Fly-casting Club is com¬ 

pleting its arrangements for a series of fly-cast¬ 

ing events at Stow Lake this summer. Special 

inducements will be offered this year to gather 

in a large force during special contests. The club 

expects to have its first meeting at the lake early 
in March. 

Owing to the rapid decrease of water in Lake 

Tahoe it is thought that the Truckee River will, 

■in consequence, be exceedingly low this summer 

and that the fishing will be better than ever. Dur¬ 

ing November the lake level dropped six feet. 

Sportsmen of Reno, Nev., have started a sub¬ 

scription to raise a sum sufficient to place a fish 

ladder at Rerby, in the Truckee River. 

Edwin L. Hedderly. 

Salmon in Fresh Water. 
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It is not with the view of stirring up 

the thread-bare subject of “Do salmon (Atlantic) 

feed in fresh water?” that this paper has been 

written, but simply as confirmatory evidence of 

work already done, from the sportsman’s point 

of view; that is, individual instances where sal¬ 

mon have been seen to take flies, where flies, 

minnows, worms, etc., have been found in the 

stomachs of fish caught in rivers. No effort has 

been made to obtain dataalmost any salmon 

fisher of experience can recall one or two such 

instances, and the books on angling and fishing 

literature in general shows many such cases. 

From the same viewpoint it will be remem¬ 

bered the numerous methods of fishing for sal¬ 

mon that are in vogue throughout England, Ire¬ 

land, Scotland, Norway, Iceland and Lapland. In 

the majority of these countries the prawn is 

considered the most deadly of all baits, and this 

view is confirmed by such an authority as Major 
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Treherne, worms, minnows and even the spoon 

are all well recognized baits. 

The salmon in this country differ in no respect 

from the fish of the British Isles. I know of one 

instance where about forty out of a total catch 

of sixty fish were credited to the prawn in a 

Newfoundland river, showing that the fish will 

take this bait as freely on this as on the other 

side of the Atlantic. It was with the view of ap¬ 

proaching this subject from another aspect that 

the following work was done. 

Physiology and common sense teach us that if 

an organ is not used it tends more or less to 

undergo retrograde changes and atrophy. It 

occurred to me that a microscopic study of the 

intestinal tract, especially the stomach and of 

the gall bladder, which in the normal state is a 

receptacle for the bile before it is mixed with the 

contents of the intestines to aid the digestive 

processes, might go far to settle this much dis¬ 

cussed subject. For this purpose I took with me 

on my fishing trip a bottle of formalin to be 

used as a preservative or as pathologists call it, 

a fixing solution, and thirty specimens were pre¬ 

served. These were divided into three groups. 

Group one consisted of ten fish, all fresh run, 

with bright silvery scales, sharp teeth and often 

showing sea lice; I judge that none of these fish 

had been in the river more than a week. Group 

two, ten fish which were darker in color and 

which had probably been in the river from one 

to two weeks; and group three, which consisted 

of dark fish which were more or less closely ap¬ 

proaching the spawning period, and which 

showed the spawn and milt much further ad¬ 

vanced than in either of the other groups. 

The fish constituting these three groups were 

very carefully selected, my thought being that 

if atrophy did occur it would be but slightly or 

not at all present in group one, slightly advanced 

in group two, and well marked in group three 

A careful histological study of these specimens 

was made and the above suppositions entirely 

confirmed. 

Since having done this work, I find, as is often 

the case With work which one hopes will be 

original, that the work is little more than con¬ 

firmatory of the work done by W. Noel Paton 

and others, published by the Fishery Board for 

Scotland (Report of Investigations on the Life 

History of the Salmon, 1898) and of the writ¬ 

ings of W. K. Barton. I may add that some 

years ago I saw a paper, the reference to which 

I have mislaid, in which the author claimed that 

salmon in fresh water suffered from a desqua¬ 

mative form of intestinal catarrh, an intestinal 

disease, which was the cause for their lack of 

feeding in fresh water. In none of my speci¬ 

mens was there the slightest trace of disease. 

The only changes apparent were evidently 

physiological. Silver Mitchel. 

Fishing in Connecticut. 
Deep River, Conn,, Feb. 22.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Ice fishing has taken a particu¬ 

larly strong hold upon fishermen of this section, 

and a number have been trying their luck. 

Rogers’ Pond is an especially favorable water 

for pickerel, having a sandy bottom thickly 

weeded with lily, volvox and similar acquatic 

plants which are so necessary for the happy life 

of the pickerel and yellow perch. Bait is very 

plentiful this year and shiners or minnows are 

easily caught with no more trouble than is re¬ 

quired to chop a foot hole in fifteen inches of 

ice. Although several fine strings have been 

lately taken through the ice at Rogers’ Pond, 

the largest was a catch of thirty-nine perch 

weighing twenty-eight pounds. A pickerel 

weighing three and three-quarter pounds has 

also been caught in Rogers, and so far as I 

know this fish is the largest caught in local 
ponds. 

Up to date little, if any, fishing has been done 

in the Connecticut River which, owing to the 

mild weather, has only been solid for a few 

days at a time. If the present cold snap lasts, 

local fishermen will no doubt be anxious to drop 

a line in the favorite pickerel haunts of'Seldens 

and Hamburg coves. 

Fishing at Lake Pocotopaug has not been as 

good as usual this year, and as this water is a 

favorite with many, much disappointment is felt 

among the angling brotherhood. The excep¬ 

tionally heavy rainfall of the season is no doubt 

the direct cause of the poor fishing, the lake 

being high, and live bait abundant. Messrs. 

Buckland and Day brought in a good string of 

fifteen pickerel last week, but no large fish were 

taken. Up to date the largest pickerel of the 

year was caught by Dr. Carpenter, who in com¬ 

pany with two angling friends, caught a string 

of nineteen. The prize fish weighed four pounds, 

which is a heavy fish for a pond pickerel. 

The unprecedented low tides, which followed 

in the wake of the recent zero weather, de¬ 

stroyed many thousands of eels as they lay dor¬ 

mant in the mud of the flats which were bared 

by the tide along the sound. The attention of 

two fishermen-was first attracted by a large flock 

of gulls which hovered over the shoal water of 

the flats, and at intervals the birds would swoop 

down and pick up something, which upon inves¬ 

tigation proved to be dead eels. 

The yearly decrease in the catch of smelts in 

the Saugatuck River has attracted considerable 

attention. For many years Westport smelt have 

enjoyed a reputation of being the most tooth¬ 

some of any fish caught in Connecticut, and "the 

decrease in the catch has caused real alarm, 

and the prospect that in a few years the famous 

Westport smelt will be a matter of history, has 

called attention to the necessity of adopting 

some plan for their preservation. The fact that 

the law has been violated with impunity for 

many years has now been called to the atten¬ 

tion of the authorities and in the future it will 

be necessary to obtain a permit from the Fish 

and Game Commissioners before any seining is 
done in the river. 

The commissioners report that the work of 

the trout .hatchery at Windsor Locks is likely to 

be especially successful this year. The little 

trout are numerous and the commissioners be¬ 

lieve that the natural hatch this year will be bet¬ 

ter than for several years past. The fact that the 

brooks have been well filled by the warm rains, is 

generally accepted as a good sign that the out¬ 

look for trout fishing is especially favorable for 
the fisherman. 

Quail have wintered well, and favorable re¬ 

ports throughout the State lead one to believe 

that next fall will be a good one for game. 

C. S. Taylor. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 



Ice Yachting. 
The ice yachtsmen have been enjoying great- 

sport lately on the smooth, thick ice resulting 
from the prolonged cold snap at Orange Lake, 
N. J., on the Shrewsbury River, on the Great 
South Bay and on Manhasset Bay. 

At Orange Lake a novel contest between an 
ice yacht and a South Bay scooter resulted in' 
three straight races for the scooter, and the Long 
Islanders are richer by five hundred dollars— 
the amount they wagered on the race, minus 
what it costs to celebrate their victory. 

Down on the Shrewsbury River a number of 
events have been sailed. On Feb. 22 all the 
talent congregated at Long Branch to see Capt. 

James O’Brien’s 250 sq. ft. Jack Frost, built by 
George Buckhout, of Poughkeepsie, make good 
against the local boats. 

Though not coming in first, she demonstrated 
her ability to give a boat her size a run for her 
money. The boats sailing against the Jack 
Frost' were all of the 350ft. class, sailing with 
weights strapped on their runners. 

The salt water ice was new sport to some of 
the up-state men, but so pleased Capt. O'Brien 
that he not only joined the Shrewsbury Club, 
but placed an order with Buckhout for a 350ft. 
boat for next winter. 

The fresh-water visitors were: James 
O’Brien, R. F. Wilson, H. Percy Ashley, George 
E. Buckhout, W. C. Fuller, D. A. Wood and J. 
S. Campbell. 

Some idea of the sport can be gleaned from 
the fact that in one race eleven ice yachts started 
on Feb. 12. Capt. Charles P. Irwin’s Georgie 
Second won the big race of the day. 

On Great South Bay the scooters are hard at 
it, and on Manhasset Bay nin. ice has given 
sport to several new boats built for this year’s 
racing. 

Skate sailing is another form of winter 
amusement that is quite popular in some lo¬ 
calities. The accompanying photographs give a 
clear idea of shape and size of the sail used and 
the manner of handling it. 

The sail shown contains 45 sq. ft. and weighs 
7/4 pounds, is sparred with bamboo and has two 
port holes covered with the same material that 
is used in automobile curtains. 

The skates should be well turned up in front 

and have a slight rocker, the first to prevent 
catching in cracks and the latter to enable the 
skater to “go about” quickly. This last in the 
only real difficult feature of the sport, especially 
when the wind is blowing hard, the leg just 
gained to windward can easily be lost during 
the operation of moving from the late front, to 
the new front position of the sail, the effect be¬ 
ing that of sailing “free” which is very fast 
going. Of course, you will gather from the 
foregoing that the skater is always on the 
sheltered side of the sail away from the wind. 
This fact does away with having to face the 
cold wind at any time and the skater is always 
comfortable in the coldest weather. 

In light airs a sail nearly twice this size can 
be carried; heavy puffs are met by luffing, and 
this is accomplished by moving well forward on 
the sail, sometimes within a foot of the forward 
spar, the sheet rope (in use sailing close hauled) 
is used for this purpose, with which the sail 
is pulled back. The sheet rope is always in use 
when going to windward to keep the back wind 
out of the forward foot of the sail. 

The photographs are deceptive, in that they 
convey no idea of the extreme speed attained by 
this mode of sailing, which is about equal to a 
small ice boat. 

The scooter Eagle won the third and final race 
at Orange Lake on Saturday, Feb. 29. though the 
Windward, sailed by Capt. Jimmie O’Brien, who 
sailed this last race, made a better showing than 
the others by sailing 16 miles against the 
scooter’s to; but as he had to do 20 miles to 
win, the scooter scooped the money. 

Ice Boats at Manhasset Bay. 

About seven ice yachts on Manhasset Bay 
have taken advantage of the excellent ice which 
has frozen over the entire bay to have races 
around a triangular course staked off with bar¬ 
rels on the ice. 

On Saturday, Feb. 22, two races of eight miles 
each were sailed. Bertida, owned by Bert. 
Hults, won the first event, covering the course 
in 22m. 27s., with Ice Baby, R. E. Dusinberre, 
second, time 23m. 30s. and Manhasset, W. B. 
Duncan. Jr., third, time 28m. 43s. 

Dell Emma, owned by A. Van Wicklen, won the 
second event in 21m. 26s. with Bertida, second, 
time 22m. 35s. 

There were a number of prominent yachtsmen 
on the ice. Designer Mower went so forcibly 
on its glassy surface he all but cracked the ice 
and nearly cracked his head. Another man got 

thrown from a yacht and went about 200 feet 
over the glassy surface with not the slightest 
injury. 

On Sunday another race resulted in a victory 
for Bertida over Ice Baby; time, 39m. 53s. 
against 40m. 37s. 

On Saturday, Feb. 29, the most interesting ice 
yacht race of the season was sailed at Manhas¬ 
set Bay, over a 6-mile course. Tugs had cut 
their way through the ice, and so necessitated 
a short course. For this reason the race was 
sailed in a series of short heats. 

In the first heat Knickerbocker, the new hol- 

Before the u/iticf.{rurtninq) 

low-backboned flyer, designed by Mr. Ashley for 
members of the Knickerbocker Y. C., and sailed 
by Harry Stephenson, defeated the Manhasset, 
W. B. Duncan, Jr.’s, boat, by 21s. 

Ice Baby, owned by Dusinberre Bros., beat 
Dell Emma, owned by A. Van Wicklen, im. in 
the second heat; the Bertida H. did not finish. 

In the third and final heat Knickerbocker 
defeated Ice Baby by im. 14s., and so was de¬ 
clared winner. 

GEORGE Hr. Mice CHARLEY CAMPBELL DANNIE KHlEI 

THE UP-RIVER EXPERTS AT LONG BRANCH. 
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Yachting Magazines—Past and Present 
Continued from page 344. 

On Aug. 12, 1902, at New York, a twenty- 
page weekly paper, 9 by 12 inches, called The 
Capstan, with the name and picture of a capstan 
printed at the top, a rope wound around it, form¬ 
ing a frame, with anchors at the lower corners 

<<;.ww u. 

and a sheepshank tied in the rope under the 
picture of a racing schooner that occupied the 
center of the cover. It was all printed in black 
on white paper, selling for 10 cents a copy and 
$3 a year. 

Alfred A. Jones was the editor, and the edi¬ 
torial rooms were on Twenty-third street. New 
York. It ran for about a year before it suc¬ 
cumbed. 

Seeing the interest aroused among yachtsmen 
by the publication of these magazines, some of 
the boat manufacturers have taken advantage of 
it as a means of advertising their products. The 
Truscott Boat Co., of St. Joseph, Mich., in 

C-C.pAv«. 

December, 1902, started a little monthly paper, 
5H hy 7J4 inches, called The Launch, which they 
still continue to publish, and the Lozier Motor 
Co., of New York, in November, 1903, followed' 
their example by issuing free a little sheet 6 by 
9 inches, called The Propeller, isued quarterly; 
but Propeller was abandoned after the second 
volume was issued. 

Providence, R. I., was the home port of the 
next periodical to brave the sea of criticism. 
Mr. D. W. Reeves, in May, 1903, started a 
monthly paper, 6 by 9 inches, called The Narra- 
gansett Bay Yachtsman, and therein answered 
that old saw, “What’s in a name?” For when 
he came to solicit advertisements, he found no 
one outside Narragansett Bay looked upon it 
with favor. He got out two numbers; the first 
had a green cover with the name and a picture 
of a knockabout in white, and the second and 
last had a blue cover. Both were well edited 
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42-page papers, profusely illustrated, and had 
interesting articles; but its life was short. 

The year 1904 saw four new papers launched; 
two for sailboats, and two for motor boats— 
that branch of the sport having grown to such 
proportions as to warant a representative paper. 

The Tiller, edited by C. W. Schmidt, Jr., of 
Cleveland, Ohio, 5L2 by 8 inches in size, had 

a yacht sailing 
through a pilot 
wheel in the center 
of the cover, with 
the title and all in¬ 
closed in a rope 
border. The name 
and border outside 
the rope was printed 
in red, the rest in 
black. Tiller started 
in February, 1904, 
but passed away 
unnoticed by many; 
in fact, Vol. 1, No. 
1 is the only copy 
I have of it, though 
it may have run 
for some time. It' 
was a 10-cent paper; 

$1 a year. 

Motoring and Boating was the second 1904 
aspirant. It started on April 6 as a weekly, 9 
by ix inches with forty pages, selling for 5 cents 

VOU.I. NO I. NEW YORK,APRIL0,1904 FIVE CENTS 

a copy; $2 a year. James P. Plolland edited this 
paper that treated of both automobile and auto 
boat. A year or so and this magazine faded in 
the forgotten class with it many predecessors. 

The third 1904 candidate grew up into a 
strong, husky magazine, carrying more adver¬ 
tisements, and as a trade paper is the widest 
known—with the possible exception of The 

Rudder—of any yachting paper published. The 
Motor Boat is its name, and the late J. J, 
Prial was the original editor. From its first 
number the style of its cover has been preserved 
—a green cover with the title at the top and 
below a half-tone cut of some yacht or boating 
scene. Its size is 9 by 12 inches. 

The first number of The Motor Boat, issued 

April 10, 1904, four days after the first number 
of Motoring and Boating, was a forty-page 
paper with seven'pages of advertising; but at 
present it carries seven times as much adver¬ 
tising, being issued twice a month. It is a 
motor boatman’s paper from cover to cover, and 
takes in the whole field of that kind of sport. 

The fourth candidate was a 10 by I2j4-inch 
monthly, called The Jersey Yachtsman, pub¬ 
lished at Toms River, New Jersey, and selling 
for 10 cents a copy; $1 a year. 

C. C PAVbS. 

9 
The first number of The Jersey Yachtsman 

was a sixteen-page pamphlet, having a cover of 
a very pale green color, with the title and a 
photograph of Barnegat Light in an oval frame, 
issued in May; 1904, with Sewell Ford as editor. 
Wm. H.* Fischer was the publisher. 

It was a breeey paper, announcing on the first 
page under the headline, “Why we are here,” that 
the object of the paper was to enable yachtsmen 
all over the State of New Jersey to get to¬ 
gether in ideas at least by having such a paper 
as a medium, as the editor says, “We irftend to 
make the Jersey Yachtsman a connecting link 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 

(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilb^ Street, BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, ''Designer,” Boston. 

C Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT ®. CLARK. 
naval architects and engineers. 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Place, New York._ 

COX STEVENS. 
Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 

15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephone* 117! si'll ItTARrnnd 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

Caunoe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (‘‘Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of His fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

between the many yacht clubs and to bind to¬ 
gether New Jersey’s ten thousand captains. 
T hey need it. And that’s why we’re here.” 

One very amusing department called the 
"Yachtsman's Kindergarten,” was a parody on 
a book of instructions, as follows: 

"On standing rigging—I. Wily doesn’t it sit 
down part of the time? 2. Does a boom 
traveler ride on a pass, or must he pay his way? 
3. How far can a mast step, etc., etc.” 

But poor Jersey Yachtsman, like many an¬ 
other, has faded away. 

[to be concluded.] 

Motor Boat and Sportsman’s Show. 

As a sportsmen’s show, the Garden was as 
big a success as ever; all kinds of fish and game 
trophies covered the walls, with fly-casting tour¬ 
naments and swimming races in the two water- 
filled tanks on the .main floor. The boats ex¬ 
hibited were all on the main floor to the right 
as you entered the Garden, and consisted of the 
exhibits of the Detroit Boat Co., Stamford 
Motor Co., and H. C. Squires & Son. 

The Detroit people had the largest exhibit, 
in which they displayed nine boats. The largest 
of these was a 28x4ft. speed boat named the 
Lemon and painted a bright yellow above 
water, with varnished cherry decks, mahogany 
transom and quartered oak coaming. The 
others ranged in size from 21ft. to 14ft., one 
of them a 20ft. dory, 5ft. 6in. beam, fitted 
with a 3-horsepower motor and having a loose¬ 
footed spritsail for use as an auxiliary power 
when a fair wind coaxes one into enjoying the 
delights of a sailboat. 

The Stamford Motor Co.’s exhibit consisted 
of four small launches or yacht tenders, and the 
one and only sailboat exhibited at the show was 
a duplicate of the Manhasset Bay bug class, 
designed by C. D. Mabry. 

H. C. Squires & Son exhibited four of the 
Mullins steel boats, some of them fitted with 
power and some rowing boats. 

Bill Graham, of Long Island, had a motor 
scooter on exhibition that attracted consider¬ 
able attention. 

What the boat exhibit lacked the engine and 
accessories made up for, as there were a num¬ 
ber of these exhibits all along the Twenty-sixth 
street side of the building on the ground floor 
and in the balcony. 

The Chicago—Mackinac Cruising Race. 

At this season of the year western yachtsmen 
are closely scanning the lists of eligible boats 
and making pilgrimages to the eastern seaboard 
in the hope of picking up a likely winner for 
the Chicago Y. C.’s Mackinac race, the classic 
of the Great Lakes. That organization has set 
July 25 as the day for the start of its 1908 race 
for the $1,500 Mackinac cup, now held by Com¬ 
modore George Tramel’s Vencedor, sailing last 
year under the colors of the Chicago Athletic 
Club. 

This 330-mile cruising race brought out a 
mixed field last summer of fourteen boats, 
schooners, sloops and yawls, and this year at 
least twenty starters are looked for. The con¬ 
ditions of the race which is limited to sail yachts 
of five tons and upward, will be decided upon at 
the yacht owners’ meeting on March 10, at 
which time invitations will be sent to all the 
yacht clubs on the lakes, both in the United 
States and Canada. The past winners of the 
race are: 1904—Sloop Vencedor, Columbus Y. 
C. 1905—Schooner Mistral, Chicago Y. C. 
1906—Yawl Vanadis, Chicago Y. C. 1907— 
Sloop Vencedor, Chicago Athletic Association. 

The schooner Valmore has been purchased in 
New York by Wm. Hale Thompson, of the 
Chicago Y. C., and will be sailed to Chicago 
in the spring for this event. 

The Chicago Y. C. held their annual dinner 
at the South Shore County Club on Feb. 29. 

The dates for the races for the Sir John 
Nutting cup have been changed by the regatta 
committee of the Chicago Y. C., and will be 
Aug. 28. 29, 31 and Sept. 1. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector* Now York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS® PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Brokerage and Insurance 

Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.01 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Bo&ts and 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles C. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best* and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C&.iYoe ajid BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Gamc and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Yacht Sales. 

The following sales were recently made 
through the Hollis Burgess Yacht Agency: 

The fast racing knockabout Aspinquid II., 
owned by A. E. Whittemore, of Boston, has 
been sold to Ralph C. Crocker, of Wollaston, 
Mass. 

The 21ft. knockabout Hoiden, owned by W. 
R. Severance, of Cambridge, Mass., has been 
sold to N. S. Powell, of Boston. 

The knockabout Dixie, owned by Willard 
Welsh, of Boston, has been sold to C. E. Dow, 
of Boston. 

The 31ft. sloop Sea Dog, owned by T. H. 
Shepard, of Boston, has been sold to Guy P. 
Moses, also of Boston. 

Canoeing. 

Fragments from the ’88 Meet. 
Concluded from page 346. 

With the exception of Guenn and Charm, how¬ 
ever, the space in the racers which should have 
been devoted to the use of their crews, was filled 
up by a comparatively speaking tremendously big 
centerboard. In order that a canoe may be used 
for cruising it is an absolute necessity that at 
least six feet of the center of the canoe should 
be perfectly clear, so that the cruiser should be 
able not only to stow himself and his duffle there¬ 
in, but that he may sleep in his boat with com¬ 
fort. The one fact, therefore, that the center- 
board box of the racers is placed so far aft as 
to barely leave room for the canoeist’s legs in¬ 
side his boat is of itself enough to draw a hard 
and fast line between the cruiser and the racer. 
This then, has been the result of the organiza¬ 
tion of canoeing in the A. C. A., upon the de¬ 
velopment of the canoe, to divide canoes into 
racing machines and cruising affairs, and to 
divert the inventive genius of canoeists from the 
development of the true canoe. 

The great unclassified race was begun in a 
good breeze and finished in almost a calm; but 
it was a fine test of the merits of the different 
contestants for all that. Charm, the English 
canoe, was the thirteenth across the finish line, 
and she was fairly beaten by every one of the 
twelve| canoes that went across in front of her. 
A most peculiar craft is Charm, which last year 
won everything a sailing canoe can win in Eng¬ 
land. She is simply the incarnation of the “wave 
line” theory, with no sheer to speak of, a flat 
deck and a short cockpit. Her stern is as heavy 
as her bow is long and lean, and about the only 
good point about her is that her centerboard is 
far enough forward to be entirely out of the 
way. She was splendidly rigged with a balanced 
lug mainsail of about eighty-five square feet area, 
and a fifteen foot jigger. 

The first eleven in the unlimited race were 
entitled to sail for the trophy, and the Regatta 
Committee had the option of picking three other 
men, Mr. Stewart, as challenger, making up the 
fifteen. As Charm was among the first fifteen 
the committee simplified matters by selecting the 
first fifteen to sail the race. It was sailed on 
the morning of the third day of the regatta, and 
a fine morning it was, for young ducks. It wTas 
blowing a lively gale; every now and then great 
rain squalls swept over the lake, and, to make 
it more pleasant still, it was cold for August. 
1 here were two Canadian canoes among the 
chosen fleet, Dawn, Mr. W. Leys, of Toronto, 
and Romona, Mr. Ford Jones, of Brockville. 
The twelve American canoes were: Eclipse, Mr. 
M. V. Brokaw, Brooklyn; Notus, R. W. Bailey, 
Pittsburg; Dimple, G. C. Forest, Hartford; Fly, 
Paul Butler, Lowell; Minnie, G. F. T. Walsh, 
Lowell; Evangeline, H. L. Quick, Yonkers; 
Scud, W. A. Wheeler, Mohican; Ruggles, E. H. 
Barry, Springfield; Ethel G„ J. H. Campbell, 
Sagamore; Blanche, D. S. Goddard; Guenn, Wm. 
Whitlock, and If, G. A. Warder. Mr. Camp¬ 
bell subsequently withdrew in favor of Agawam, 
Mr. Knappe. Of these fifteen, thirteen started. 
Charm went off a little before the flag went up, 
an incident that would have prevented her win¬ 
ning the cup had she been fast enough to do it 

in the race. As it was she withdrew before the 
first round was completed, as her main yard was 
too light to prevent her splendid linen mainsail 
from bagging. That first round was an eventful 
one for most of the picked fifteen. It blew 
harder and harder, and Eclipse led through the 
squalls in magnificent style. She jibed round 
the mark in a perfect smother of foam; some¬ 
thing which Dimple, which followed her, was 
afraid to attempt. The second boat to go round 
was Fly, the only canoe among the first five with 
a reefing rig, and after her came Romona, Aga¬ 
wam and If. During the second round the wind 
moderated somewhat, and Fly passed Eclipse and 
took first place at the home buoy. By the time 
the second round was finished, out of thirteen 
canoes only five were left to continue the race. 
Ruggles and Guenn capsized and had to be towed 
ashore, and the rest withdrew. On the fourth 
round If, which then held third place, capsized, 
and her captain, the renowned Jabberwock, not¬ 
withstanding the gale and the heavy sea, man¬ 
aged not only to right her but to get his great, 
clumsy, standing mainsail stepped and continued 
the race. He was the last man to finish; not be¬ 
cause of the capsize, but because his rudder 
chains broke at the beginning of the fifth round 
and he had to steer with a paddle for the re¬ 
maining mile and a half. A finer exhibition of 
pluck and seamanship was never made in any 
race. The duel between Eclipse and Fly was, 
however, the feature of the race. Mr. Paul 
Butler is a very small man, but his canoe is a 
very large one, and with the aid of a hyking 
deck seat was a very important feature of Fly’s 
equipment. It could be pulled out to windward 
a couple of feet, and Mr. Butler—who is a son 
of General Ben Butler—would get right outside 
his canoe with his feet braced against her side 
whenever it blew hard. He had a splendid reef¬ 
ing gear as well, and could reef his sails with¬ 
out running his canoe up into the wind; and at 
one time he had a lead of two minutes over 
Eclipse. Unfortunately for Fly’s chances of win¬ 
ning, however, the lashing of her mainsail parted 
at the tack, allowing the sail to bag seriously 
at the foot; and this, with a flaw in the wind 
that left him becalmed for some little time, lost 
him the race. ^ The third canoe in was Dimple, 
a racing machine pure and simple, with no sheer, 
nothing but a round hole for a cockpit, no free¬ 
board and a standing rig. 

One of the prettiest of the sailing races was 
the “limited sail area” race. In this race the 
contestants are restricted to a sail area of 
seventy-five square feet. The wind was fairly 
strong; there were a number of entries, and the 
fleet looked even better under small than it did ' 
under large canvas. This race was won by 
Romona, a canoe built by a Canadian and sailed 
by one, Mr. Ford Jones, of Brockville. The 
number of successful sailers that Canada has sent 
to the meets have not been many. Ex-Commo¬ 
dore Edwards, in the early days, won a race with 
an open Canadian canoe, equipped with boards, 
a big Mohican sail and a paddle. Neilson, of 
Toronto, won a race in a gale at Stoney Lake; 
he was about the only man who got round the 
course, and Mr. Richards, of Brockville, won a 
consolation race at Grindstone. To Mr. Ford 
Jones, however, belongs the honor of winning 
a great Association sailing race, under the new 
conditions of smooth skin, standing rigs, and 
aluminum fittings: and in this he is alone among 
Canadians. Romona also won the maneuvering 
race, the great test of seamanship and of the 
handiness of the canoe at a meet. In this race 
the fleet is started well to windward of the finish 
line, and at a signal from the regatta commit¬ 
tee’s launch a half paddle must be thrown out 
to windward, to be recovered before the canoe 
can finish. 

If Canadians have not done well, compara¬ 
tively speaking, as sailors, they have done so 
well as paddlers as to earn a reputation for 
themselves; and this reputation did not suffer in 
1888. Mr. H. Torrance, of Brockville, came to 
the meet with a very beautiful specimen of a 
Canadian canoe, and he won three races in her, 
the one mile exempt paddling race, in which he 
used the double blade, the single blade race and 
the tandem singles. Mr. M. F. Johnston, of 
Toronto, who, some years ago, was the cham¬ 

pion paddler of the Association, was at tire meet 
this year and paddled in three races—the Class 
III. race, the tandem doubles, and the trophy 
race—but in each he was beaten by Vice-Com¬ 
modore Rice, of Springfield. Whether he was 
beaten because Rice had a better boat, or be¬ 
cause he could not paddle as hard as the victor 
is an open question, but there can be no doubt 
that Rice is a magnificent paddler. In the pad¬ 
dling-sailing race, which is the test of the all¬ 
round canoeist, Mr. W. Leys carried Dawn into 
second place in grand style, and Eclipse had hard 
work to beat him. There were only twelve 
Canadians at the meet, of whom but five raced 
at all, and only four entered for more than one 
race. The five Canadian racers took home with 
them two sailing first prizes, three paddling first 
prizes, one and four paddling second prizes—an 
average of two prizes for each racing man and 
one over. 

It was not my good fortune to see any of the 
expert events, such as the upset sailing race, in 
which the contesting canoes have to be tipped 
until the top of the mainmast is in the water, 
and then sailed over the finish line; the. upset 
paddling race, in which the canoes are turned 
completely over and then paddled on, or the 
tournament; but I did see the illuminated pro¬ 
cession of canoes, when, under the lead of the 
commodore, the whole fleet turned out with 
Chinese lanterns, instead of sails, hoisted fore 
and aft, and a wonderfully beautiful sight it was. 

At last, and it was all too soon, the time came 
when I had to leave the meet, and although I 
had enjoyed every moment of my ten days’ stay, 
although I had made many acquaintanceships that 
had been very pleasant, when I felt the paddle 
in my hand again, the easy onward motion of 
my own canoe, and remembered that before me 
was a four days’ cruise, I felt that after all the 
true joy of .canoeing was in the cruise, not in 
the organization or the meet. And as during 
the next four days I voyaged onward, though 
it blew living gales during the day and every 
night brought a thunderstorm, though my con¬ 
sort, Lucille, left me after the second day of it, 
and I had to go. on alone, and although I had 
the worst luck in getting camping places that 
ever befell a canoeist, the sense of enjoyment 
and satisfaction therein continued with me. 
When I shot through the railway bridge at St. 
John’s and completed my trip to the ’88 meet 
and my cruise back from it by running my canoe 
up on a mud bank, after as hard a twelve mile 
sail as I ever had, down the gusty Richelieu, I 
felt more strongly than ever that, although the 
American Canoe Association is the finest organi¬ 
zation of amateur sportsmen that exists, and an 
A. C. A. meet is one of the most enjoyable of 
reunions, yet is the cruise better than all else, 
than canoe politics and canoe talk, canoe monkey¬ 
ing or canoe racing. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division—Benjamin Jandorf, 116 E. 
114th street, New York, N. Y., by L. Friede; 
George Somerville, 165 E. 124th street. New 
York city, by Harry J. Dietrich; Lloyd J. Miller, 
t8 Linden street, Newark, N. J., by George V. 
Strahan. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division—5455, Frederick W. De 
Hort, Raritan, N. J. 

Eastern Division—5453, Ralph H. Keay, West 
Medford. Mass.; 5454, W. S. Palmer, Man¬ 
chester, N. H.; 5461, Earl S. Clark, Edgewood, 
R. I. 

Northern Division—5459, W. W. Bennett, and 
5460, W. J. Wing, both of Gananoque, Ont., 
Can. 

Western Division—5452, Arthur T. Brown; 
5456. Alfred A. Carlson; 5457, Stewart H. 
Crumb, and 5458. Homer Litchfield, all of Rock¬ 
ford. Ill. 

APPLICANTS FOR REINSTATEMENT. 

Eastern Division—John B. Kelley. 

DECEASED. 

Northern Division—307, J. W. T. Fairweather, 
Toronto. Can.. Jan. 9, 1908. 
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TRADE MARK 

Shot Shells 
William Heer, of the famous U. M. C.-Remington squad now touring the 

South, broke ioo straight at Ocala, Florida, February 25th. This is one of the 

scores of 100 straights made by Heer and his U. M. C. shells. 

If you point right U. M. C. 100% shells will break them all for you. 

Of course, Mr. Heer’s world’s record, 1906 General Average of 96.3% on 14,055 

targets is the supreme test among professionals. 

Eight out of Ten Interstate Handicaps including the Grand American won with 

U. M. C. shells, still hold priority among amateur honors. Recent U. M. C. winnings 

include Mr. Ford’s Live Bird Championship of Pennsylvania, Mr. Hartman’s Amateur 

Average at Sulphur, Okla., and Mr. Young’s General Average at Long Lake, Ill. 

Shoot U. M. C. 100% Shot Shells. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 

Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

March 10.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. F. A. Stone 
trophy. „ . , , , 

March 16-17.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 
pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. „ 

March 28.—McKeesport, Pa—McKeesport Daily News 
cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 
Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 

April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J—Alert O. C. tournament. 
Edward F. Markley, Chairman,_ Easton, Pa.. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. . 
March 14.—Basking Ridge, N. J., shoot. A. D. Tunis, 

Mgr. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. W. Denny, 

April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 
Sec’y. _ _ 

April 20.—Springfield (Mass.) G. C. tournament. C. L. 
Kites, Sec’y. 

April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C. 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. _ 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

meyer, Sec’y. „ „ _ , 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec'y, 201 Pearl street, New York. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 

Dr. C. H. Burr, Sec’y. 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. _ _ 
May 30—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 

tervelt, Sec’y. . 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 

annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 

ton, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 

Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 
Sec’y. 

Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

---.—Nappanee (Ind.) G. C. Geo. F. Miller, Sec’y. 
March 10-12.—Holmesburg Junction, Pa.—Keystone Shoot¬ 

ing League. F. M. Eames, Sec’y. 
March 17.—Decatur, (Ill.) G. C. John Duffy, Sec y. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec y. 
March 26-27— Jewell (la.) G. C. W. S. Hoon, Sec’y. 
March 26-28 —Coronado (Cal.) G. C. Paul H. Schmidt, 

G. C. L. E. Reed, 
Ill.—Nicholas Park 

Sec’y. 
G. C. 

•Championship of Metropolitan 
of Montclair G. C. Edward 

Sec'y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.- 

clubs, under auspices 
Winslow, Sec’y. _ , 

April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J. Schere, Sec’y. 
April 3.—Eastman (Ga.) G. C. Claude Eubank, Secy. 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. Edw. F. 

Markley, Sec’y. 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. Burt, Sec y. 
April 9.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

Sec’y. „ . „ , 
April 11.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 

Melchior, Sec’y. 
April 13-15.—Nichols (la.) G. C. T. B. Nichols, Sec y. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denny, 

April 17.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Win. T. Minor, 

Sec’y- 
April 17.—Exeter, Ont.—Huron Indians. W. Jones, Sec’y. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

Sec’y. 
April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 

ApriieC2l'-23.—Hutchinson, Kans.—Kansas State Sports- 
men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 

April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 
G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec y. 
May 8-9.—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec’y. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandford, Mgr. 
May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 
May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 

Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 
May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith. Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
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May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 
men’s Association shoot. K. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 

May 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex \ ance, Sec'y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 
Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—E- Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse 
housen, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger 
land, Sec’y. 

Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. II. Minor 

Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C 

Pa.- 

Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H 

-Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads 

G. C. 
-Ohio 

James Brown, Sec’y. 
State Association. I 

May 30.—New 
Sec’y. 

May 30— Buffalo, N 
Wootton, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W 
Mains, Sec’y. 

June 1-2.—Steamboat 
Quiggle, Sec’y. 

June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y. 
worth. Sec’y. 

June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O 

Shattuck, Sec'y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon, (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.-Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Jacksonburg, W. Va.—West Virginia State 

tournament. John Craig, Sec’y. 
June 11-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

Sec'y. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—M.ontana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, <J.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 

June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 
ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.— Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Coopei, Sec’y. , 
July 8-9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 

men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.— 1‘he Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thomp¬ 
son, Sec’y. 

.Aug. 15.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith, Sec’y. 

Aug. 18-23.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s- third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

.Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. Albert W. 
Lewis. Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith, Sec’y. 

• Oct. 30-31.—Clinton (Ont.) G. C. J. E. Cantelon, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
A five-man team contest has been arranged to take 

place on Saturday of this week, between the New York 

Athletic Club and the Fox Hills Gun Club, on the 

grounds of the latter. 

Manager A. D. Tunis writes us that at a shoot held at 

Basking Ridge, N. J., on Feb. 29, the special event of 

which the prize was a 1200-pound beef, was won by Mr. 

Lamerson, of Peapack. The next all-day shoot will be 

held on March 14. 

The club cup, at the shoot of the New England Kennel 

Club, Braintree, Mass., Feb. 29, was won by Mr. Archi¬ 

bald Blanchard, with a score of 23 out of a possible 25. 

The leg on the season trophy, in which competition the 

use of both barrels is allowed was scored by Mr. Thos. 
: Silsbee, with 23. 

Secretary C. L. Kites announces that the spring tour¬ 

nament of the Springfield, Mass., Gun Club will be held 

on April 20. 

The ten-man team of the Watertown Gun Club de¬ 

feated the ten-man team of the Middlesex Gun Club, 

804 to 799, on the grounds of the latter at East Lexing¬ 

ton, Mass., on Feb. 29. The competition was close 

throughout. Each man shot at 100 targets,-in five events 

of 20 targets each. The weather was cold and a strong 

wind blew across the traps, making unfavorable con¬ 

ditions for good scoring. This contest was the first of a 

series of three. 

On March 14, the North Side Rod and Gun Club, of 

Paterson, N. J., will shoot a ten-man match with the 

Richfield Gun Club, on the grounds of the former. The 

North Side Club is also making arrangements to hold a 

big shoot on Decoration Day. Many trade representa¬ 

tives are expected to attend it. Refreshments will be 

served free. Shooting will commence at 9:30. Mr. II. 

Beckler, the Secretary, adds that “The flag will be 

flying and the hand of good-fellowship extended to all 

who attend. All white shooters are welcome.” 

Those who contemplate attending the first annual shoot¬ 

ing tournament, to be held March 10-12, by the Philadel¬ 

phia Sportsmen’s Show Association, at Holmesburg Junc¬ 

tion, under the auspices of the Keystone Shooting 

League, can send guns and ammunition prepaid care J. 

B. Shannon & Sons, 816 Chestnut street, or care Ed¬ 

ward I\. Tryon Co., 10 and 12 N. Sixth street, Philadel¬ 

phia, and they will be delivered on the shooting grounds 

free of charge. Several full notices of this tournament 

have been published in recent issues of Forest and 

Stream. For programme and entry blank for the East¬ 

ern championship handicap address Mr. F. M. Fames, 

1133 Arch street, Philadelphia. 

Ihe Montclair Gun Club has issued the programme of 

its second annual individual championship - of Metropol¬ 

itan clubs, to be held on Wednesday, April 1. The con¬ 

ditions are 100 targets, scratch, $2 entrance, targets in¬ 

cluded. Open to all amateurs who are members of clubs 

within seventy-five miles of New York city. First prize, 

sterling silver loving cup, valued at $134, the gift of Mr. 

A. R. Allan, of the Montclair Gun Club. Second and 

third prizes, sterling silver cups, $50 and $35 respectively. 

The F. W. Moffett trophies, for two-man teams, each 

club to nominate its team before entrance. A valuable 

loving cup will be awarded to the club whose representa¬ 

tive squad of five men shall make the highest aggregate 

score in the foregoing event, no extra entrance re¬ 

quired. Lunch will be served on the grounds. All 

standard loads will be obtainable. Over thirty clubs aje 

expected to participate. Take D., L. & W. to Mont¬ 

clair, thence by Valley Road trolley to Bellevue avenue, 

Upper Montclair; or by Erie R. R., Greenwood Lake 

Division. The grounds are situated on Bellevue avenue 

and Grove street, Upper Montclair, fifteen minutes’ walk 

from train and trolley. Mr. Edward Winslow is the 

Secretary. 
Bernard Waters. 

Watertown—Middle sex. 

East Lexington, Mass., Feb. 29.—A close ten-man 
team contest was shot between the Watertown and 
Middlesex gun clubs, Feb. 29, on the grounds of the 
latter. Each man shot at 100 targets under unfavorable 
weather conditions, a cold temperature and a strong 
wind blowing across the traps. Each club alternated 
in leadership betimes in the contest, thus affording 
spirited competition from start to finish. Watertown was 
victorious by a score of 804 to 799. Griffiths, of the 
Middlesex club made high individual score, 92, an ex¬ 
cellent performance, while Capt. Jordan, of Watertown, 
was second- with 86. This contest was the first of a 
series of three, of which ten silver cups are the prizes. 
The winners are those who will have the highest three 
scores at the close of the contests. 

The famous experts, Messrs. E. C. Griffith, of Rhode 
Island; H. E. Edgarton, of Connecticut; Buffalo Smith, 
of Boston, and E. G. White, of Ottawa, Can., were 
present. 

The next shoot of the series will be held on the 
grounds of the Watertown Gun Club. 

The scores in the team match follow: 

Watertown G. C. Middlesex G. c. 
Staples . 79 Griffiths .. . 92 
Roy . 69 Smith (captain) .. . 75 
Edgarton . 76 Dickey . . 78 
Baldwin . so Hassam . . 82 
Tordan (captain) .. 86 Nickerson . . 84 
Frank . 84 Edwards . . 72 
Buffalo . 79 Rule . . 82 
Kirkwood . 84 Burnes . . 68 
Hebbard . 73 Climax . . 83 
Daggett . 74—S04 Powers . . 80—799 

Harrisburg Sportsmen’s Association. 

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 24.—The contest for the Penn¬ 
sylvania State challenge trophy of the Harrisburg Sports¬ 
men’s Association, handicaps, 24 to 30 yds., had con¬ 
ditions as follows: A new sliding handicap was estab¬ 
lished, under the following system: Should a shooter 
kill 5 straight at his initial distance, he will stand back 
one yard for the next 5 birds; should he miss 2 in any 5 
birds, the shooter may step in one yard; but should only 
one bird escape out of any 5, the handicap will remain 
the same, and the contestant will shoot 5 more birds at 
the same mark. Entrance $12, birds included. Open to 
all. Only members of Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s 
Association were eligible. Trophy will become the per¬ 
sonal property of any individual who scores two con¬ 
secutive wins at the Harrisburg annual handicap, and 
who successfully defends and holds the same in accord¬ 
ance with the articles, against all comers during the 
intervening twelve months. 

This was our twenty-first annual live-bird tournament, 
and it was held on Feb. 22. Traps were placed in about 
12 inches of snow that had formed a crust upon it. The 
weather was clear and cold, with a strong wind blowing 
directly over the traps. Many birds were lost out of 
bounds on account of the wind and crust on snow. 

Geo. Hansell, of Lebanon, Pa., and O. N. Ford, of 
Shamokin Pa., tied for the Pennsylvania State challenge 
trophy. In the shoot-off Ford won, as per score 9 to 
7 out of 10. 

Alan . 28..02200 27..20202 
Fulton ... 27..21122 28..02122 
Patrick .. 26..22202 90 99999 
Bender ... oq 1*>999 30..22222 
Stephens 28..12221 29..00210 
Trafford .. 29..20222 99 90999 
\Y ellington .29..20222 90 90999 
Jack . 26..02000 25..01020 
Englert .. 28..21212 29..20220 
Porter ... 26..01222 26..20200 
Myers ... 25..21301 24..10022 
Rain . 29..22022 oq 99999 

Rishel .... 28..02022 97 999,91 
Clymer ... 29..20222 99 99909 
Hoffman . 28..12122 29..20011 
Schmidt .. 28..02202 27..00100 
Christ .... 27..22021 97 99999 
Lincoln .. 29..22022 29..02220 
Zellers ... 28..00222 27..20222 
Stanley .. 27 21222 26..02201 
Bollman . 29..02222 29..20202 
Hess . 27..02202 26..22222 
Curtis .... 27..00202 26..02222 
Wilson ... 25..12201 25..00212 
Klipple ... 27..22211 28..20212 
Oliver .... 29..22022 29..20020 
McKinley 26..01222 26..00221 
Ford ..... 9Q 99999 30..22222 
Hansell, .. 29..22222 30..22222 
Kaseman 27..02002 26..22202 
Millard ... 97 .99022 97 _29999 

Stewart .. 2S..20222 28..01121 
Snap . 27..02122 27..02201 
Cowan .... 29..02222 29..22000 

Shoot-off for the Pennsylvania 
Ford . 9999099999 Q 

26.. 22022 26..22022—13 
25.. 02220 27..10011—15 
27.. 22112 28.. 22200—17 
31.. 20222 31.. 22020—17 
28.. 20121 28..21002-14 
29.. 22202 29.. 02222—16 
29.. 22202 29 02222—16 
24.. 22002 24..00102— 8 
28.. 21111 29..22202—17 
25.. 12022 25.. 02022—13 
24.. 22022 24.. 02220—13 
30.. 22222 31.. 02222—18 
28.. 12222 29.. 02202—16 
29.. 20022 28..02002—13 
28.. 20221 28.. 21001—15 
26.. 21122 27 .20220—1’> 
28.. 22202 28..02001-15 
28.. 22002 27..22202—14 
27.. 20002 26.. 10212—13 
27.. 00221 26.. 22022—15 
28.. 12120 28..002 —12 
27.. 22112 28..20122—17 
26.. 02022 25.. 22220—13 
24.. 21002 24..21111—15 
28. .22102 28..01122—17 
28.. 02200 28..01210—11 
25.. 20120 24.. 20022—13 
31.. 22222 32..02222 19 
31.. 22222 32!! 22220—19 
26.. 02222 26..20222—14 
28..02222 28.,22292 18 
28.. 01101 27..11202—15 
26.. 11111 27..00021-14 
28.. 22022 28.. 22200—13 

State challenge trophy: 
Hansell.2202202022—7 

■Karl Steward. 

Bradford Gun Club. 

Bradford, Pa., Feb. 29.—Mr. H. H. Stevens, the 
popular expert, dropped in on us to-day, and we sp^.nt a 
very pleasant afternoon at the traps. The snow was 
deep and sun bright, and it made it hard to make good 
scores. 

We are collecting some very valuable prizes for our 
merchandise event at the Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 
men’s Association shoot, which we hold May 25 to 28. 
\\ e have a valuable A. H. Fox gun for first prize. We 
expect to make this one of the best shoots of the season. 
Ihe following are the scores: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
' ernon .... .120 8S Martin GO 
Conneely .. . 135 118 Pringle ... . 90 74 
F. Korner . . 135 105 Bodine. .. . 120 85 
1* Korner . .135 100 Stevens .. . 135 100 
Relino .... . 135 114 Williams . 45 14 
Mallory, Jr. .135 105 Simpson . . 45 14 
Mallory, Sr . 120 89 Rice . . 15 4 
\\ agner. ... . 90 73 

Bradford Gun Club. 

No Bird. 

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 27.—Owing to the fact that there 
seems to be as yet no printed rules governing live bird 
shooting with the Remington automatic gun. we would 
ask you for a decision where a man fires his first bar¬ 
rel, misses the bird, and the gun fails to reload, using 
regular factory loaded shells. J. A. M. 

[There is one principle dominating this point, namely, 
for failure of gun or ammunition of any kind, due to no 
oversight or negligence on the part of the contestant, the 
latter is blameless. Therefore, in the case cited above, it 
would be a “no bird.” However, after such an occur- 
rence, the contestant should beware of a second like 
happening, covered by Rule 14, Section 4, of the Inter¬ 
state Association rules, as follows: “Any contestant who 
knowingly uses a gun or cartridge which has once mis¬ 
fired in the competition, must abide by the results.”] 

The Interstate Association. 

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Please announce to the readers of theFoREST and Stream 
that the Interstate Association will pay no attention to 
anonymous communications. This statement is made in 
reply to an unsigned communication we have received 
dated Harrisburg, Pa., but post marked Lebanon, Pa. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 
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The Columbus (0.) Gun Club. 

The Wednesday afternoon shoot at the Columbus Gun 
Hub traps was quite a success, and there were registered 
among our guests the popular Mr. Luther J. Squtcr, ot 
.Vilmington, Del.; Mr. John R. Taylor, now of Colum¬ 
bus O.; Mr. J. E. Reed, of the Peters Company, C in¬ 

cinnati; Mr. Kaufman, of Dublin, O.; also the Wing 
brothers, of Dublin. ... j 
I The wind blew a considerable, and the scores made 
I under the existing conditions were creditable indeed. 
l'he Wednesday shoots are becoming very popular, and 

M'rom this time on they are going to be one of the interest¬ 
ing event of the week. The enthusiasm shown in Col- 

«umbus, and all over the State, in the coming of the big 
events to Ohio this year has been largely responsible 

[for the organization of many new clubs, and the m- 
Jcenrive to reorganize a good many others which had 
practically discontinued shooting. The present outlook 
warrants the belief that Ohio is going to have a phe¬ 
nomenally big year’s experience in the grand old game 
of trapshooting, that will shake up a line of the older 

t boys, and they will come marching down the line, and a 
j whole lot of you fellows that have been calling them 
I “dead ones” will have to dig up a more superflunctious 
kind of a name to apply to these boys. 

John R. Taylor ts beginning to act more like a 
married man; he came on the West Broad street car 
down town, and after reporting at headquarters and hear¬ 
ing the roll call, he proceeds to make the round of the 
ammunition emporiums and deliver an oration. After 
reading the mail, if there has been any, he proceeds to 
dig from the bottom of his pocket a little list of things 
to take home. One read like this: Two pounds of 
maple sugar, four feet of picture wire, a box of Runkles 
chocolate, one cake hand Sapolio, one box tooth picks. 
So you see, John is not going to starve, even if things 

1 are high priced in Columbus. 
Luther Squier has been in Columbus for several days 

and has had very little opportunity to say much to any- 
■ body, as John has been doing all the talking. 
I Mr. J. E. Reed, a brother of Mr. Les Reed, of New 

Paris, O., who is associated with the Peters Cartridge 
! Co., was with us for the first time, Wednesday, and 
. joined all the others in saying that Columbus has the 
■ finest sky line and club house in the whole country. 

Scores: 

19 
17 

16 

Wednesday, Feb. 26: 
Targets: 

Taylor . 
Reed . 
Johnston . 
Hall . 
Dent . 
Bolin . 
Birch . 
Shatford . 
Harper . 
Burris . 
Tyler . 10 H 
Kaufman . 
B Wing. 
G Wing . 
Shattuck . 17 18 

20 20 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 
19 19 17 13 
17 18 15 14 

1(1 lti 19 14 13 18 
10 10 16 16 13 .. 

15 18 16 15 
10 11 12 15 15 .. 
18 16 15 19 .. .. 

13 10 15 14 12 

24 24 
23 19 
19 21 
14 .. 
17 IS 
15 .. 
17 .. 

16 
19 18 17 
12 15 .. 

14 16 17 

16 18 
17 19 

16 
11 
IS 
20 

Saturday, Feb. 
Taylor . 
Squier . 
Roundy . 
Fisher . 
Le Noir . 
FI E Smith. 
Kelly . 

29: 

Shatford . 
J H Smith. 
Bolin . 
Hall . 

Harrison 
Shilling . 
Shattuck 

20 IS 18 20 19 20 17 22 
17 17 IS IS IS 17 18 20 
18 17 15 16 15 17 17 16 
17 IS 17 IS 19 
18 17 IS 19 19 17 18/ 17 
19 14 IS 15 13 21 
16 17 17 16 17 17 
16 17 13 14 14 21 
15 11 14 12 10 
14 10 12 10 15 13 
17 15 10 10 8 13 is 13 
13 14 15 14 11 13 13 
12 11 8 10 12 
11 14 14 
15 11 8 
15 16 17 17 17 
17 18 18 17 

March Tournament. 

The Columbus Gun Club will give a one-day tournament 
on Thursday. March 12, which will consist of a pro¬ 
gramme of 200 birds, beginning promptly at 9:30 A. M. 
There will be eight 15-bird races and four 20-bird races. 
The entrance for the day will be $15—$1.25 for each 
event. One cent per target will be deducted from 
entrance only. A good big crowd of shooters will be in 
attendance at this shoot, as the greater portion of the 
traps that will be used at the Grand American will be 
in operation, and the shooters can get some good point- 
ers on targets, as they will be thrown at the big handi- 
cap. Invitations and programmes have been mailed to 
Ohio shooters and everybody is welcome from any¬ 

where. 
Fred Le Noir, the Dead Shot man, has gotten com¬ 

fortably settled in Columbus, and we have had the pleas¬ 
ure of having him in attendance at a number of our 
shoots. Fred has been trying out his new Sauer gun, 
and seems to be getting them located. 

Harry Smith seems to be very much in evidence at 
all the shoots of late, having tied with Guy Smith in the 
Secretary trophy race with 21 out of 25 from 19yds., use 

of both barrels. . , 
Shatford keeps on trying all the guns in the club house, 

hoping every day that the next express will bring in that 
new Parker. , 

Ben Bolin must have been reading some particular 
passage in the book regarding the place to hold to land a 
good mess of doubles, as 22 out of 12 pair is G. A. H. 

Frank Hall has become an expert in bending stocks 
and barrels. Any changes you might wish made in your 
gun will be done while you wait, as I-rank has installed 
a new vise that has a grip live a traveling man. 

Billy Newlove and Fred Harrison were very welcome 
guests Saturday afternoon, and came out to take a look 

Again Shooters in “Show Me” Land 
Show Up the Winning Qualities of 

WINCHESTER 
Factory Loaded Shells 

Repeating their recent victories, Winchester Factory Loaded 

Shells again invade the land of the " Show-Mes and capture the 

leading honors of the Mid-Winter Tournament, held in Kansas 

City, Missouri, February 18-21, winning the 

WESTERN HANDICAP AT LIVE BIRDS 
through Dan Bray, who made the highest score 

in this event of 34 x 35, shooting Winchester 

Factory Loaded Shells. 

High General Average of 415 x 450 was made 

by Fred Gilbert (tie), C. G. Spencer being sec¬ 

ond with 413, both shooting Winchester Factory 

Loaded Shells and the latter a Winchester Re¬ 

peating Shotgun also. 

Special Gun Event was won by Frank Fuller with a score of 

35 straight, shooting Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. 

The popularity of Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and 

Winchester Repeating Shotguns in this land of rr show-me-first- 

before-I-buy” was convincingly proven by the fact that over 

52% of the contestants at this tournament used Winchester Shells 

and 26% used Winchester Guns, and the results speak for them¬ 

selves. It is early yet and there is plenty of time to get into the 

p-ame by using Winchester Shells and Guns—the famous red 

W brand— 

THE KIND TO SHOOT TO WIN 

FRED. GILBERT. 

with a view • of getting in touch with the traps for the 

SCShining0°ays5 that the new medicine he took seems 
to run on 17s’, and he thinks he will take just three 
more doses, and then nothing but 20 straight will be the 

OI A.6 friend of Chief Pipe Stone remarked that if he had 
a locker in the club house containing so many empty 
shells he would have them reloaded. 

Shooting at San Francisco. 

At a recent meeting of the California \\ ing C lub. 
Clarence A. Haight was elected president; Phil B. 
Bekeart, vice-president; C. C. Nauman, secretary treas 
urer, and Tony Prior, Frank Turner and \\ . \\ . Terrill, 
directors. The first gun of the season was fired at the 
I ngleside trapshooting grounds on the first !Sunday'in 
March, and during the year the club will hold seven 
monthly shoots. The races will embrace two 12-bird 
shoots at each meeting. Capt. A. W. Du Bray, expects 
to be in this city in time for the opening shoot of the 

WThge uapshooters of Alameda and Oakland, will soon 
announce their programme for the season s clay-bird 
smashing. The Point Richmond Gun Club may send 

down some of its crack trapsliooters to contest against 
the local trigger-pullers at Ingleside. F he present out¬ 
look for a successful trapshooting season is very promis- 

mf'he members of the Union Gun Club probably will 
shoot as usual at the Ingleside grounds. It is expected the 
first shoot will be held the third Sunday in March. Secre¬ 
tary Thomas L. Lewis announces that a new policy will be 
adopted this season, the intention being to cater more to 
the beginners in the different events instead of making 
the majority of them for the experts. 

Officials of the Pacific Coast Trapshooters Association 
are planning an ambitious tournament for May 30. As 
the fleet undoubtedly will be here at that time, the 
officers and men will be invited to take part in the com¬ 
petition. T. L. Lewis, who has given the matter some- 
consideration, will suggest that a rifle and pistol com¬ 
petition be held about the same time There should be 
some excellent shots among the men of the fleet, and the 
competition would be keen. The problem will be to find 

a suitable range. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dea.er ter 
supply you regularly. 
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Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.. Feb. 29.—Herewith I send you a list 
of tournaments registered with the Interstate Associa¬ 
tion during the week ending this date: 

Giltner, Neb., March 17-18.—Giltner Gun Club. E. E. 
snider, Sec y. 

Brampton, Ont., Can., March 17-18.—Brampton Gun 
Club. C. J. Packham, Pres. 

hrenchtown, N. J., March 21.—Frenchtown Gun Club. 
P. S. Bloom, Sec’y. 

Upper Alton, Ill. April 5-6.—Upper Alton Gun Club. 
H. E. Winans, Secy. 

Pittsburg, Kans., April 7-9.—Pittsburg Gun Club. B. 
VV. Brown, Sec y. 

Atchison, Kans., April 12.—Forest Park Gun Club. 
Alva Clapp, Sec’y. 

Watertown, Mass., April 20.—Watertown Gun Club. 
H. VV. Jordan, Capt. 

Manito, Ill. April 21 and 22.—Manito Gun Club. John 
C. Kamsey, Mgr. 

Columbus, O., April 22-23.—Columbus Gun Club. Fred 
Shattuck, Sec y. 

Youngstown, O., April 29.—Youngstown Gun Club. Jos. 
Seaborn, Sec’y 

Thornville, O., May 13-14.—Thornville Gun Club C. 
F. Shell, Sec y. 

Perry, N. Y., May 14.—Perry Rod and Gun Club. W. 
J. Austin, Secy. 

Spring Valley, Minn., May 14.—Spring Valley Gun 
Club. John Bowden, Sec’y. 

Valparaiso, Ind., May 26.—Valparaiso Gun Club. W. L 
JLederer, Sec y. 

Watertown, Mass., May 30.—Watertown Gun Club. H. 
VV. Jordan, Capt. 

Muncie, Ind., June 10-11.—Indiana State tournament, 
under auspices of Magic City Gun Club. F. L. Wach- 
tell, Secy. 

VVatertown, Mass., June 17.—Watertown Gun Club. 
It. VV. Jordan, Capt. 

Watertown,'Mass., July 4.—Watertown Gun Club. H. 
VV. Jordan, Capt. 

Roanoke, Va„ July 4.—Roanoke Gun Club. C. E 
Armstrong, Sec’y. 

Austin, lex., July 15-17.—Texas State tournament, under 
tile auspices of the Austin Gun Club. Wallace Miller 
Sec y. ’ 

Watertown Mass., Sept. 7—Watertown Gun Club. H. 
VV. Jordan, Capt. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

of 
Mr. 

York City Gun Club. 

York, Pa—The midwinter target shoot of the York 
City Gun Club was held on Washington’s Birthday The 
feature of the competition was the excellent performance 
of Andrew Somers, 167 out of a possible 170, in the 
legular events and 10 straight in a preliminary practice 
event, 177 out of 180. He won the P. A. and S. Small 
SUP> ,aj ,*or the second time in a year won the vase 
donated by the Hunter Arms Co., of Fulton, N. Y. 
Harry Barr, of Lancaster county, was second high gun 
with 16„ out of 170, and he made a run of 59, the long¬ 
est run of the day. ° 

Elias Spangler (Jackson), of this city, shot in good 
form, and m the ninth event he and MacMiller. 
1' elton tied for the Peters cup. In the shoot-off ‘ 
Spangler won. 

The shoot was a decided success, although it was not 
quite as well attended as that of last year. The scores: 

Total. 
150 
124 
143 
140 
167 
162 
112 
140 

84 
142 

90 
11 

5 
64 
71 
39 
45 

Events: 
Young . 
Deardorff . 
Jackson . 
Grove . 
Somers . 
Barr ... 
Nevin .. 

123456789 10 

Ramsay . 
Howard .. 
Krout . 
Krick .. 
Holcomb . 
Zullinger . 
Bob White . 

Glassick .. i9 io n 
frone . 

Referee, Henry. Scorer, Schuler. 

New York Athletic Club. 

JSLAND> N. Y., Feb. 29.—Thirteen gunners 
participated in our last shoot for February, and although 
the day was cold and a strong, puffy wind was blowing 

l.,enS?°-rt£S wer<i asrv? rule very good- Hodgman was high 
gun with nearly 90 per cent, Dickson with S9, and Pel- 
nam with oi>. 

The competition for high score cup, presented by G. F. 
Pelham, was won by A. Tilt with an aggregate of three 
scores making 72 in possible 75 for January and Feb- 

fourth w^l>d!onanwand T’ Lenane tied at 69 and Elias 
fourth with 68. Nine events were run off, as follows: 

No 1, practice, Pelham high gun. No. 2, February 

JrCgwW?n by Dlpkerson, leaving tie between Elias 
and M V. Lenane with two legs each; Elias won shoot- 

blo aSdhCUPJ- No’ 3’ ?auer gun> Ieg won by Hodgman. 
No. 5, handicap cup, leg won by T. Lenane, but Dick¬ 
erson won trophy with two legs after tie with M. V. 
Genane. No. 4, high score cup, final, won bv A. Tilt 

ThoI10ted 3 xrVe' r ■ 6>. Walsrode cup, leg won by 
Thomson. Nos. t, 8 and 9, were trophy shoots, and 
were won by Pelham, Elias and Hodgman respectively: 

Pelham 
Hodgman 
Elias . 
M V Lenane 
T Lenane _ 
Robinson 
A Tilt . 
Wagner . 

1 
23 
19 
22 
17 
15 

0 42 
0 44 
0 41 
4 32 
8 46 
8 35 
0 37 

10 28 

3 
0 22 
0 24 
0 21 
3 15 
4 20 
4 19 
0 21 
5 14 

4 
1 20 
0 23 
1 21 
3 18 
5 25 

'i 24 
5 12 

3 19 
5 25 

Dickerson .. 
Kuchler .... 
De Wolf ... 
Thomson ... 
Meyer . 

Events: 
Pelham . 
Hodgman .. 
Elias . 
M V Lenane 
T Lenane ... 
A Tilt .; 
Wagner .. 
Dickerson ... 
Kuchler .. 
lie Wolf . 
Thomson .... 

4 50 1 23 2 23 2 24 
4 22 5 17 5 25 
0 20 1 23 
3 15 4 20 4 2i 
4 23 5 17 

6 7 8 9 
1 23 1 24 0 24 0 22 
0 23 0 23 0 21 0 25 
1 23 1 IS 1 24 1 22 
3 20 3 24 3 18 
4 20 4 19 4 22 4 19 
1 23 1 22 1 23 
5 18 5 15 5 18 
1 20 1 23 1 22 i 23 
5 IS 
1 19 
4 25 

G. F. P. 

Lancaster Gun Club. 

Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 25.—This was the annual shoot, 
after which a very fine banquet was given to the mem- 
bers and visitors. Mr. Apgar was high, and Lewis and 
Worthington tied for second honors. 

Some of the best amateur shots were present, but 
owing to the foxy targets were unable to catch their 
professional friends at the traps, but more than made 
up for it at the festive board. The committee deserves 
much credit for the elaborate manner in which they 
entertained. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Shot 
,, Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 at. Broke. 
Worthington . 17 16 18 16 18 100 85 
Lewis . 16 17 16 17 19 100 85 
Apgar . 17 15 18 18 19 100 87 
Bonham . 12 14 13 14 15 100 68 
Martin . 6 10 14 14 11 100 65 
Leaman . 12 14 18 11 16 100 71 
Barr . 13 15 18 13 15 100 74 
Enck .   13 16 13 6 3 100 51 
geese . 13 13 18 14 15 100 73 
Schissler . 16 15 16 19 13 100 79 
Mummair . 10 17 10 11 9 100 51 
Hambright . 12 15 16 15 15 100 73 
Armstrong . 10 16 15 10 13 100 64 
Connor . 9 11 11 16 14 100 61 
White . 16 17 16 18 16 100 83 
Musser .   14 14 15 14 15 100 72 
Anna . 9 11 17 16 12 100 67 
Jeffr'es . 9 14 16 15 11 100 65 

Hull . 13 13 14 14 11 100 65 
Clark . 16 13 13 11 14 100 67 
Cojfeet . 6 9 13 7 80 35 
F Reeker . 7 13 16 14 SO 50 
Worrest .13 13 g 18 80 42 
Rauck . 13 8 7 10 80 38 
Ludwick . 18 18 17 16 13 100 82 
Lynn .10 .. 20 10 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J.,_ Feb. 29.—Four trophy events were 
run off to-day, Waring winning out in event 1 with a 
full score. In event 2, Boxall and Waring tied, Waring 
coming m ahead in the shoot-off. In event 3 Brown 
was the lucky man, breaking 21, which, added to his 
handicap, gave him a perfect score. 

The last event, a two-man team race, was won by 
learn No. 1, composed of Boxall and Hunt with 19 
breaks out a possible 20. 

Events: 
Targets: 

G W Boxall . 
P H Cockefair. 4 22 
C M Hunt. 3 17 

W H Lane. 
W C Waring.. 
L W Colquitt.. 
E Winslow . .... 
R M Brown. 5 24 
G Batten . 5 23 
W Brown .. ' 
R Jacobus . 
I S Crane. . ^ g io 

Pick-up team race, two men to a team, KMarsrets °oer 
man: 6 F 

Team No. 
G W Boxall .... 

1 2 3 
25 25 25 

1 24 1 24 1 21 
4 22 4 21 4 23 
3 17 4 19 6 19 
6 18 6 23 6 19 
4 25 3 24 2 14 
1 24 1 22 1 23 
5 24 5 22 
5 24 5 23 4 25 
5 23 5 20 5 24 
6 20 
4 24 4 23 4 23 

3 23 3 23 

Team No. 
L W Colquitt.... 

T S 
Team No. 

Crane. 

10 
Team No. 

W C Waring.... 
4. 

. 7 
9—19 W Brown . 7—14 

9 
Team No. 

G Batten . 
5. 

10 
8—17 R Jacobus . 8—IS 

10 
Team No. 

P FI Cockefair.... 
6. 

8 
8—18 E Winslow. 9—17 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., Feb, 
the club’s weekly shoot, are 

Events: 
Targets: 

Martin . 

• 29.—Scores made to-day at 
appended: 

Suydam 
Morgan 
Ilreyer 

Ryder . 
Voorhees . 
Remsen . 
Grabie . 
Veague . 
Thompson . 
A Kouwenhoven 
J Hendrickson . 
Griffith . 
Shevlin . 
Potters ... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 15 
20 23 20 17 20 
18 13 14 19 16 16 ' 
15 16 16 18 19 
9 13 13 8 

19 17 ii 14 20 17 18 10 
15 17 13 17 
18 12 16 14 

17 is 24 21 
16 17 16 20 21 21 13 

14 17 ii 14 
11 16 14 11 
10 11 
16 22 6 18 

19 23 22 2i 22 
IS 18 14 17 ii 14 17 

13 10 12 16 
8 s 7 

19 14 20 i9 13 17 16 20 12 

On and Off the Rail. 
wuub nere, anotner garnering ot the clans^ 

the original U. M. C. and Remington Southern Squad 
accompanied by Annie Oakley, who, to the readers of 
this paper, requires no introduction. The personnel of 
the team this trip is Tom A. Marshall, Captain; Wm 
Jw \^eer’ Frank E. Butler, Col. J. T. Anthony and Geo. 
W. Maxwell. 

Jacksonville, Fla., was the objective point for organiza- 

t!.on-^Fe.b; the day set *or the first exhibition, and 
the Ostrich Farm, the park selected. On account of 
floods the team was late in arriving, and' 1 P. M was 
shown upon the dial of the clock when Billy Heer and 
George Maxwell were seen coming down the middle of 
the street, trunks on their shoulders, and explained that 
they had attempted to come in over the Atlantic Coast 
.Line, but discovered that they were going to be late, at 
the speed the train was running, hence they decided to 
* ln hand.” All this was approved by Butler 
and Maxwell, who had been in Jacksonville for a couple 
of days. Col. Anthony was still missing, but just as we 
were about to “drop the distance flag’^ on him he ap¬ 
peared on the corner and explained that he had arrived 
early in the morning, but that he had met a dear, de¬ 
lightful old friend on the street and they had been in¬ 
cidentally discussing a few Civil War matters'that had 
been overlooked fifty years ago. 

Arriving at the Ostrich Farm, we found about one 
ii0lt-Saj PeoP^e gathered. The band was playing, and 

all had taken on the appearance of a gala day. Jake 
Mendelsohn, park manager, was at the head of the re¬ 
ception committee and advised that he desired to show 
the team a little attention, and would pull off a few 
special stunts for our amusement prior to starting the 
shoot—high drivers, animal training and an ostrich race 
where a small negro jocky rode the ostrich around the 
arena to the wonder of all assembled with the exception 
of Col. Anthony, who insisted that the ostrich was ^run¬ 
ning on a slow bell.” Jake explained that the ostrich 
was running much faster than it appeared. The Colonel 
remarked that he could show the bird “a clean pair of 
heels.” The contest was arranged and started. The 
Colonel was not at his best orr the first lap, but “came 
to’ in the finish and passed the ostrich “like a pay car 
would pass a tramp.” At the conclusion of the race the 
ostrich finished, but at once hid his head in the sand 
and remained in that position while we were in the 
park. The Colonel (?)—well I guess he was there with 
his chest thrown out, and was heard explaining to his 
Southern admirers that he had acquired that speed and 
endurance trying to catch up with the flying Yankees 
back in the ’60s. 

The Jacksonville sportsmen were there in full force 
and effect. The ‘‘glad hand” was freely circulated, and 
they surely made us feel that we were welcome back, 
and many inquiries were made after the absent members 
of the original Southern Squad. Heikes and Budd were 
names frequently mentioned, and it was evident that 
they had made good socially while here, although it 
was impossible to remember the scores. The entertain¬ 
ment was such that 5 P. M. had arrived before the 
squad were called to the score. T. wenty-five targets were 
shot by the club members and team, and strange as it 
may appear, Frank Gray and George Maxwell were the 
only ones that failed to find a bunch of atmosphere that 
did not have a target in same. The above-mentioned 
gentlemen broke straight while the balance of the con¬ 
testants were placed in positions to frame excuses ex-> 
plaining how it happened. 

Annie Oakley’s exhibition shoot was then put on the 
boards. It was almost a continuous round of applause 
as she performed the most difficult feats of marksmanship 
with the greatest ease. All left the park marveling that 
such skill could be acquired. dhe Jacksonville con¬ 
tingent were all at the hotel in the evening and a gOod, 
old-fashioned social mixup was the result. We took our 
departure from Jacksonville with good wishes and many 
invitations to return. To assure our friends that we will 
be glad to revisit them goes without saying. 

Palatka, Fla., was the next objective point. Arrived at 
midnight. The shoot was pulled off on the banks of the 
classic St. Johns River. About eight hundred were down 
to witness the scene. The Palatka shooters, with Bro. 
Sands in the band wagon, were there, and mingled with 
the team in the shoot. A closer cemented acquaintance 
was the result of this meeting. Annie Oakley’s show 
was much enjoyed and appreciated. This was evidenced 
by the fact that all the crowd were lavish in their ap¬ 
plause. The departure from Palatka was marked by 
regrets on both sides. 

Sanford, Fla. Well, I guess that is an ideal little 
hospitable to the limit. The proprietor of the 

New Sanford Hotel met us at the train with a welcome 
that made us feel perfectly at home, and Billy Anthony, 
son of our Col. Anthony and clerk of the New Sanford 
proved himself the prince of entertainers. The day of 
the shoot it rained incessantly until 4 P. M., when the 
clouds broke a little. In view of the grounds being im¬ 
mediately in front of the hotel a short exhibition was 
shot, it was misting and raining, hut the ardor of the 
crowd was in no way dampened. About six hundred of 
them remained under umbrellas to the finish. 

F^a,> winter resort proper and right. An 
ideal home for wealthy people. Here we found one of 
the healthiest and most enthusiastic gun clubs in the 
South, composed of typical Southern gentlemen leaders 
among which were Messrs. Beck, Doliver, Evans and 
Money. J lie club grounds are nicely located at the new 
r*ce track. About eleven hundred were out to see the 
exhibition. Automobiles, carriages and riding horses were 
much in evidence. The well groomed personnel of the 
crowd was commented on. Annie Oakley met here some 
people from her Ohio home, and fairly outdid herself in 
shooting on their account. 

The social features here were most excellent. At the 
conclusion of the shoot we were invited to the club, 
where we met many congenial people. Thence to the 
palatial home of Mr. Evans, where we were escorted into 
his orange grove and made to feel that if we did not eat 
galore and carry away a back load of oranges he would 
feel hurt, brank Butler saved his feelings, for his coat 
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U. S. Government 
Ammunition Test. 

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held at Springfield Armory 

by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army. 

TESTED—Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers. 

CONDITIONS—10 and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest. 

10 and 20 shot targets, fixed rest. 

DISTANCE—1,000 yards. 

RESULT and OFFICIAL REPORT: 

U. S. Cartridges excelled all others. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.. 
LOWELL. MASS.. U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St., San Francisco. 

C’- 
€> 
£• 

C- 
€> 

ad tlie appearance of a hoop shirt when he left th 
rove, and upon counting up at his room it was found 
e had carried away 102 oranges—not bad for a boy.^ 

“On and off the rail,” hence the heading of this article, 
'rain two hours late. Left Ormond at 9 1. M., were 
ue in Tarqpa 2 A. M. Here we found them selling seat 
pace in the Pullman. All of our party took the sleeper 
nth the exception of Maxwell and Heer. About 1 
’clock a jam, accompanied by screams and the bump- 
ng of cars over the ties for the distance of about -. 0 
ards then a crash and the careening of the sleeper to 
n angle of about 40 degrees. The screaming and faint- 
ng of nervous women and some timid men, the train 
topped. It was evident that the Pullman passengers 
vere all right, aside from a shaking up, and we im- 
nediately rushed for the outside to ascertain more 
specially what had happened to Heer and Maxwell. 1 he 
hree day coaches were on their sides in the ditch. 
Maxwell had been on the lower side of the coach when 
he car rolled over. He kicked out a window on the 
ower side and dropped into the mud and water in the 
ditch. A lady with three small children followed him 
hrough the same window. George certainly looked very 
fatherly as he came crawling from under the car with 
his newly acquired family, but he certainly was busy 
keeping them together until lie was relieved by some 
parties taking charge, relieving him of his charge. \\ hen 
Maxwell appeared and answered to his name, we weie 
concentrated on calling for Billy Heer At the first 
crash lights in the car had been extinguished, and it was 
dark as a pocket. Finally a voice front big, good- 
natured Billy was heard from inside of the car shout¬ 
ing, “I am all right; some of you take this woman. 
Billy then broke the glass from the window and boosted 
a woman to the top of the car. At this point George 
Maxwell made a climb to tjie top, which was originally 
the side, and as the ladies were boosted up through the 
window, Maxwell grabbed them and they were passed 
to Butler and Marshall, who were working a la bucket 
line at a country fire, who carried and deposited them 
on the grade. One very amusing incident occurred 
which showed the presence of mind of Maxwell and in- 
experience of Heer in the handling of women. In 
the flurry and bustle in the dark car, chiva rous Billy 
Heer grabbed a lady and started to pass her through the 
window to Maxwell. At this point George balked and 
returned the bundle to Billy, with.the remark, Come, 
Billy, you have put this one out the wrong end up 
I will ask you to reverse this one and let her come head 
first.” With a quiet little giggle, Billy complied with 
the request, and afterward explained to George that 
this was not intentional, but an absence of expciience 
in handling feminity. AH passengers in the car being 
rescued, Billy’s bright face appeared through the window 
and invoiced the bunch. Annie Oakley, back wrenched 
Guy Ward (who is traveling with us), hand injured 
badly. George Maxwell, legs badly cut by glass. Billy 
Heer feelings injured. Anthony, Butler and Marshall all 
came out of the wreck untouched. Summing up the 
wreck as an entirety, it is an uninterrupted succession 

of record-breaking feats, two windows broken without a 
miss. The pick up of passengers by Billy. Heer front 
the demolished coach will never be duplicated, thus 
establishing worlds records which demonstrates the ef¬ 
ficiency of the best in the world in the hands of expelts. 
That the U. M. C. and Remington Squad went through 
a wreck of this kind without injury is simply another 
evidence that the Lord takes care of His own. ihe 
Squad were held out at- the wreck until 6 o clock in the 
morning, when one little passenger coach was sent out 
to bring into Tampa a party that it had required six 
coaches to accommodate prior to the wreck. But the 
passengers were a typical American crowd, catch-as- 
catch-can,” and came up good natured and laughed with 

the Sapolio smile. 

Tampa—If any one of our party has landed with a 
grouch, the sight of that Tampa bunch—Messrs. Knight, 
Henderson, Hensboro, Hinkle, Thomas and Lester 
would have at once engendered a kindred feeling, ine 
“warm mit” that was extended would certainly have 
“thawed the icicles” from around the heart of an Eskimo. 
They were with us from start to finish. The loss ot 
baggage in the wreck prevented Annie Oakley s exhibi¬ 
tion. but the team was out with the club and a most 
enjoyable day was passed. Tampa is certainly most de¬ 
lightful, and I can see where it would be no trouble to 
develop the “Tampa fad.” One of the finest hotels m 
the world is there at which a new feature was intro¬ 
duced. As Annie Oakley expressed it 1 have trav¬ 
eled in fourteen countries, and it is the first time 1 have 
seen a waiter pass the contribution plate, a la deacon 
in the church. This waiter did, at the conclusion of 
the meal, hand his little contribution plate around with 

a request to settle. 

Leesburg, Fla—Leaving Tampa at 5 A. M , we arrived 
at Leesburg at noon; this without breakfast, which fact 
was clearly demonstrated to the landlord at luncheon, in 
the afternoon we visited the club grounds with Messrs 
Watts, Lees, Lucius and McLaughlin. A little friendly 
shoot, then an adjournment to the orange groves, llus 
being the point we Sunday, Lake View Hotel becomes 
our home, and it is an ideal spot between two large 
lakes. Fish galore, fruit of all kinds and description. 
The Boniface, Brother Ellis, best in the world, and the 
populace all wear their hearts, the badge of good fel¬ 
lowship, pinned on their sleeves. We only regret our 
inability to take in the tournament to be held here 

MrV Watts acting host for Sunday drove us out to 
his orange grove, where tangerines and grape fruit were 
hanging in abundance. On the return trip a visit was 
made to the home of Mr. C. G. Wescott, where we were 
made to feel that the latch-string had been left out for 
our special entertainment. The good wife was much in 
evidence and served delicacies until we were compelled 

‘°AC,rLlh°sMj ISrfite View Hold 

lr°» •lilKf'irapSS?1 NiS|- E? K 

undone that could in any way have added to our com- 
fort. At Leesburg you find the most healthful city ana 
the essence of congeniality in the citizens. It !s 
unusual to catch black bass, large-mouth, here weighing 
from 8 to 15 pounds, and smaller sizes without number. 

Tom A. Marshall. 

Twentieth Century Gun Club. 

Plainsboro, N. J., Feb. 29,-The Twentieth Century 
Gun Club gave their first annual merchandise shoot to¬ 
day It was very well patronized, twenty-nine shooters 
facing the traps. No big scores were made owing to 
the stripping of a threat on a bolt in the trap, which 
made it impossible to throw two targets in succession 
anywheie near the same flights. 

Mr. Neaf Apgar, of Peters Cartridge Co., was high. 
Mr. Lewis, of Du Pont Powder Co., second. All en¬ 
joyed the day and went home with a nice prize in his 
game sack, as there was a prize for every one. 

Targets • 15 10 15 25 10 

.   11 8 10 20 7 

MFarr'.   11 9 1° 18 7 
Matthews . 7 5 12 15 7 

H Stout . 1- a j: • 
Wines  . ‘ i 'nil " 
1 arenc . q 7 Q 14 

Barkley ii^• 9 6 11 17 8 
Desborough . 10 7 18 4 

C r arr . „ q a 

Pierson . i V 

Updyke . 7 '? 14 

LrroT.::::::::::::.11 16s -4 
Blackwell . *2 ” 
H Farr . ,5 ~ 
Vanderveer . dJ 'A 
C Heath . 1” 2 
Hey . 2 

D Keson . * 
Vaness . 10 " 

Olympic Games. 

Rifle and pistol shooting will hold a conspicuous place 
at the Olympic games of London, 190S, at Bisley, 
under the management of the National Rifle Association. 
Every form of shooting—team, individual, with rifle, 
miniature rifle, revolver, and pistol, etc.—is provided for. 
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196 ex 200=98 
The score of Mr. Luther Wade at the Registered 
Tournament at Sulphur, Okla., February 22d, 
1908, winning high average, of course, and using 

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS 
41 ^ pv by Mr. Fred. E. Rogers, at Kansas City, February 17th 21st, 

tying for HIGH general average. 

24 ex 25 

24 ex 25 

Live Birds, by Mr. Rogers, in the Great Western Handicap, 
Kansas City, tying for FIRST PLACE. 

Live Birds, by Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, at Dayton, Kentucky, 
February 22d, tying for FIRST PLACE in the big Handicap. 

Why JVot Try These 'Record-Making Loads? 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINNCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE. Manager 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<** 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and W».r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

•11 manua^ ,°£ instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

STEVENS POPE Rifle Barrels 
Are PEERLESS—their use means Perfect Scores 

For two hundred-yard off-hand shooting, “ STEVENS-POPE ” Rifle Barrels hold all records on all Targets in 

ordinary use at this distance for all numbers of Shots usually shot for a score. It is a noteworthy fact that all important 
gallery records are being and have been made with STEVENS and “STEVENS-POPE” Rifles. 

Send for comprehensive “Stevens-Pope” catalog of Rifle 

Barrels and Specialties. v* 
Ask your Dealer for STEVENS RIFLES, SHOTGUNS, 
PISTOLS. Prove our claims by shooting them. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY fP. O. Box 5668 

CHICOPEE FALLS, - - - MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
New York Office, 98 Chambers Street. 
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The Prefaces. 

Boston, Mass., Feb. 19.—The regular Paleface shoot, 
held to-day at Wellington, proved to be one of. the 
most enjoyable held on the grounds, the small attend¬ 
ance of twelve being due to the snow squall which con¬ 
tinued during the entire shoot. 

The most interesting feature of the shoot .was the team 
shoot which brought out six teams, varying in degrees 
of skill. The Charles and Kirkwood team, with a 
handicap of 5 targets proved to he good stayers and 
emerged finally 2 targets to the better of Buffalo and 
Frank, the only scratch team entered. Up until the 
last round it certainly looked as though the “scratch* rs” 
would deliver the goods, but an unfortunate 9 out of 13 
for each caused the downfall. 

High average was won by Kirkwood, 5 targets to the 
good of Frank, who in turn led Griff 2 targets. Scores: 
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Kvents: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Shot 
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 at. llrnke. 

H C Kirkwood. . 9 13 9 13 10 13 8 1 1 100 89 
l-'rank . . 9 12 8 13 10 14 .9 9 100 84 
F. C Griffith ... ,. 5 14 S 13 10 12 7 13 100 82 
Buffalo . . 10 13 911 S 13 8 9 ion 81 

1\ A Faye. . 7 11 8 11 9 13 9 9 100 77 
H Hassam. . 9 is 711 9 10 8 9 ICO 76 

A F. Sibley.... . 0 14 511 7 12 7 7 100 7° 
Charles . .49 S 15 7 11 5 9 100 68 
7 McArdle . .. 7 10 6 13 6 10 9 8 100 65 
F. A lones. .. (IS 7 8 9 9 5 6 100 58 
7 R Edmands.. ,.2 5 2 10 5 8 9 5 ion 46 
7 A Horrigan.. .. 6 7 10 6 10 65 39 

Team contest. 50 targets: 
Charles . .. 5 32 Faye .. . 0 40 

Kirkwood . .. o 45—82 lones . 8 29-77 
Buffalo . .. 0 3S Edmands .10 27 
Frank . .. 0 42-80 H orrigan 33-73 
Hassam . .. 1 36 McArdle .0 33 
Griffith . .. 0 42—79 Sibley .1 33—67 

Feb. 26.—The sixth shoot on the New England cham¬ 
pionship was held at Wellington, some sixteen shoot¬ 
ers digesting the 125-bird programme, with results more 
or less satisfactory. 

Buffalo again demonstrated his ability as a strong 
weather shooter, the conditions being even poorer than 
on his previous win. Tt was impossible to judge either 
bird or load in such a gale, and rot a few of the shooters 
were in a quandary as to just what to expect. 

Ted White, the Du Pont Canadian, shot the highest 
average, and while the 16yd. distance was somewhat too 
easy for him in comparison with others at 20 and 21yds., 
too much credit cannot be given him for leading the 
procession. 

Griffiths and Hascnm took care of second position, 
Griffs fine finish of 18 being a corker. Scores: 

Events: i O 3 4 5 6 7 8 Shot 
Targets: 10 15 15 15 20 15 15 20 at. Ur olee. 

"White . . 9 11 9 11 16 13 13 15 1°5 95 
Griffith . O 13 7 1? 16 9 7 18 1‘>5 91 
Buffalo . 11 12 13 14 11 9 1*> r>5 89 
Hassam . . 8 11 13 11 13 11 10 11 1°5 88 
Kirkvyood . . 9 14 7 10 10 13 8 15 l‘>5 86 
Nickerson . in ii 11 6 9 13 14 V'5 S3 
Charles . . 6 11 13 12 11 9 9 13 1°5 92 
Frank . 13 8 6 15 10 9 8 1’5 76 
Siblev .. . 4 10 4 10 12 9 5 9 1‘>5 66 
Horrigan . . 4 6 5 9 8 10 8 14 T>5 64 
Powers . . 5 5 4 6 12 8 7 12 V>5 59 
Nelson . . 6 7 1 8 8 5 6 9 v’5 56 
Burnes . . 4 9 8 5 6 2 6 105 40 
Mrs Park . . 4 ii 10 8 14 .. .. 75 47 
Clark . 1! 14 11 . . 50 37 
Muldown . 4 10 3 .... 

New England championship. 100 tareets: 

50 17 

White . .. 16 76 Kirkwood .‘>0 63 
Buffalo . .. 20 71 Frank ... .20 6,i 
Griffith . .. 21 69 Horrigan . iS 
Hassam . .. 19 69 Sibley ... . 18 62 
Charles . .. 16 66 Powers . .. 19 49 
Nickerson . .. 17 04 Nelson .. . 18 43 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

March 14-21.—New York Zettler Rifle Club 100-shot 
gallery championship. F. Hecking, Sec’y. 

Providence (R. I ) Revolver CluH. 

An interesting 100-shot rifle match was held between 
Messrs. Powell and Almy, the conditions being: 50 shots 
each at 50 and 100yds., using .22 English miniature mili¬ 
tary rifles. Mr. Powell was allowed to experiment with 
a telescope fitted to his rifle, while Mr. Almy used the 
regular sights, and at the start looked a winner, but his 
Tifle became disabled, and while he kept in the game it 
was under difficulties. The scores were, Creedmoor tar¬ 
get, reduced for each range: 

50yds. 100yds. 
Win Almy . 44 46 41 43 42-216 46 43 45 44 43—221 
H Powell . 43 40 43 45 43—214 45 45 47 46 47—230 

Rifle, 25yds., standard target: Dr. Howard, 90, 94; 
If. Lawton 85, 86. 

Rifle, 25yds., %in. ring target. .22 rifles: Coulters 229, 
234, 234; Lewis 220. 220. 194 222; Bullard 194. 199. 

Rifle, 25yds., military: Jefferds 37, 40, 41. 40. 
Revolver, 20yds., standard target: Muller 78. 78, 81, 80. 

82, 81, 81, 79; Wing 86. 70. 70. 71. 62, 62. 61. 61; Willard 
83. 84, 87, 83, 85, 77, 76, 77. 87, 78, 82; Parkhurst 77, 84, 
86, 79; Gardiner 79. 80. 79; Coulters 74, 70; Hurlburt 81; 
Joslin, 64, 74, 92, 78, 76. 

Revolver, 50yds., standard target: Eddy 78, 79, 87, 84, 
79; Argus 82, 86; Coulters 71, 80, 72, 78; Liebrich 70, 83, 
78; Joslin 77, 76, 81, 76, 71. 

Revolver, 50vds., military target: Argus 48, 47; Eddy 
47. 45. 48, 47, 45. 

Pistol. 50yds., standard target: Wm. Almy, 92, 88, 86, 
83. 88 437. 
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JUST PIKE 

BALL15TITE 
WINS- 

Sunny South Handicap—25 Live Birds. By Fred King, of Denver, Col. 

Sunny South Handicap-At Targets. By Otto Sens, of Houston, Texas. 

Houston Chronicle Trophy. By E. S. Forsgard, of Waco, Texas. 

EMPIRE Did the Trick! - 274 STRAIGHT—Longest Run of 1907 
EMPIRE 

(BULK) 

AND BALLISTITE 
(DENSE) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Press Latch 

A V. 

New Model 24 

“ at front end of magazine and 
s draw tube forward. Draw 

forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel, 

there is to talcing down the 

Repeating Shotgun 
You can take it 

down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge 
Take- Down 

6 Shots 
7^ Pounds 

The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

double extractors and 
automatic recoil hangfire 
safety device are other 
special features of this 

new model. It has also the 27Zar/ui solid-top, side-ejecting construction, with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and" full description of 
this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

27Zar/in firearms Co., 
27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

“ The Gun That Blocks the 
SEARS M 

POSITIVELY SATE 

Grade A. 

Get our Catalogue and let us prove that we Actually 

Block The SEARS. 

N. R. DAVIS (SI SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in "Forest and Stream.” 
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^ Thousands of sportsmen know by actual test that the A. H. Fox double hammerless 
is the most perfectly balanced, simplest and strongest gun made. 

The A. H. FOX GUN 
shows original and advanced ideas in gun construction—a less number of parts in its action than in any other 
gun—spiral main and top-lever springs absolutely guaranteed, and a locking bolt which will never shoot loose. 

The fact that our sales double every year proves the excellence of the Fox gun. All we ask for the 
“Fox” is investigation. Ask your dealer to show it. Booklet on request. 

THE, A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

If interested, send for our List of 

Odd ana Second-Hand 

GUNS 

New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

CATALOG “Everything for fishing but the 
pnr-p fish — everything for hunting but 
inLL— the game.” 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO., 17 Warren SI., N. Y. 

rrHITS THE BULLS EYE 
' every time. 3 in One’* gun oil ' 

' lubricates the most sensitive action 

' point perfectly, cleans out all residue 
' of burnt and smokeless powder. 

I O • ' ^ positively prevents lead- 
' ing and pitting, also rust 1 

'and tarnish. Write for special gun booklet and 
Atrial sample—both free. G. W. COLE CO. 

u 1 fttw Street, New York. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., Feb. 28.—Nearly every firing point is 
occupied at the indoor gallery nightly, and the standing 
of the contestants in the re-entry tournament is con¬ 
stantly changing. In sonle instances one point im¬ 
provement is as welcome as four or five to the new 
members. 

We were greatly disappointed at our inability to get a 
team to the Massachusetts Rifle Association shoot on the 
22d. Some of the boys got out to our outdoor range 
and did some work on the 50yd. range with hand guns 
with varying success. No scores were made for publi¬ 
cation. 

There has been no change of note among the leaders 
in the rifle division. For the first time since Hayden 
took the lead in the hand gun division during the earlier 
part of the tournament he has been headed. 

With but four weeks left, the contestants are gathering 
a little more steam, and every position is being fought 
with the utmost persistency. 

W. M. Fawcett, a member of this club and also of 
the Massachusetts Rifle Association has been turning in 
some creditable revolver scores at Walnut Hill, scores 
of which appear under their heading. 

Re-entry tournament, rifle: 
*G II Wilkins. 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50 50-495 
*E L Cobb, Jr. 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50—493 
*F L Hayden. 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 60-492 
*H W Stevens. 4S 48 48 48 49 49 49 49 49 50—487 
L E Ward. 47 47 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 48-474 
P T Stoughton. 40 46 46 47 47 47 48 4S 48 48-471 
M S Folkins. 45 45 46 47 47 47 47 47 48 48—467 
S B Adams. 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47 48 49—465 
R H Crosby . 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47 47—465 
L R H Hatch. 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 48-463 
A L Libby.... 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47-461 
W M Fawcett. 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46—460 
H E Waite. 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47—458 
W R Berry. 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47 49-;458 
A W Read. 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47 47—457 
E H Eveleth. 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 47—457 
A F Graffam. 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46—454 
F B Marston. 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46—454 
W H Bailey. 44 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47—453 
J M B Webber. 44 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47—453 
*J A Folwartshny. 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 47—452 
*Maj J J Dooley. 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 47 47 47^52 
*L B Spencer. 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 46—451 
*A L Farwell. 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 47 47—450 
*1 B Welch. 44 44 44 44 44 45 45 46 47 47—450 
P W Edwards. 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 45 46—448 
L D Ward. 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46—447 
Wm Thornes . 42 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 46 46—443 
O E Gerrish.. 42 43 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46—441 
C E Carter. 42 42 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 46-441 
A L Mitchell. 43 43 43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45—438 
F M Gray. 41 42 43 43 44 44 44 45 45 45—43,6 
Fred Schonland . 41 42 42 43 43 43 44 4 4 44 45—432 
H M Strickland. 42 42 43 43 43 43 43 43 44 44—430 
C J Perkins. 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 43 44 45—427 
G M Sterling. 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 43 44 45-426 
*C H McBride. 40 40 41 42 42 43 43 43 44 44—422 
P G Thompson. 40 41 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 46—420 
Lieut H w Way. 40 40 40 41 41 42 43 43 44 45—419 
*L F Cummings. 37 38 40 40 41 41 42 42 43 44—408 
A L Dow. 39 39 39 40 40 40 41 42 42 43—405 
H B Chandler. 36 38 38 38 38 38 40 40 42 42-390 
S W Dimick. 36 36 37 37 38 39 3 9 40 41 41-384 

Re-entry tournament, hand gun: 
*L R Hatch. 92 92 93 93 93 93 94 94 94 94—932 
*F L Hayden. 92 92 92 92 93 93 93 94 94 94—929 
*S B Adams. 90 91 91 91 91 92 92 92 93 93^916 
*W M Fawcett. 89 89 90 90 90 90 91 91 91 95—906 
G H Wilkins. 88 88 88 89 90 90 91 91 92 93—900 
M S Folkins. 88 88 88 89 89 89 89 90 92 92—894 
O E Gerrish. 87 87 87 88 88 88 89 91 92 92—889 
A L Farwell. 83 84 84 84 85 S6 87 88 88 91—860 
Wm Thornes. 84 84 84 85 86 86 86 85 87 87—854 
E L Cobb, Jr. 82 83 83 84 84 84 84 85 87 89-845 
*A F Graffam. 83 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 86 86-843 
*W H Bailey. 82 82 82 82 83 83 84 86 87 89—840 
*H M Strickland. 79 79 80 80 83 83 83 86 87 92—832 
*F B Marston. SO 80 81 81 82 82 83 83 86 89—827 
*A W Read. 79 79 79 79 83 S3 84 84 85 86—821 
R H Crosby.*. 76 77 80 80 80 81 83 84 85 87—813 
H W Stevens. 78 79 79 80 80 81 82 83 83 87—812 
*G M Sterling. 79 79 79 79 80 80 80 81 82 86—805 
II B Chandler. 76 77 77 78 78 78 80 84 S5 86—798 
C T Perkins. 76 76 77 77 79 79 82 82 84 85—797 
A L Mitchell. 49 56 60 62 63 63 64 66 68 72—623 

Best 50 consecutive shots with hand gun: 
F L Hayden. 94 88 92 92 90—456 

Best 50 consecutive shots with rifle: 
E L Cobb, Jr. 49 50 49 47 48—243 

First perfect target with rifle: E. L. Cobb, Jr., Dec. 
25, 50. 

Best single target with hand gun: W. M. Fawcett, 95. 
High aggregate both classes: 

F L Hayden. 1421 S B Adams.1381 
G H Wilkins.. 1395 W M Fawcett.1366 
L R Hatch. 1395 M S Folkins.. 1361 

‘Denotes prize positions, Feb. 28. 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

New York.—The following scores were made by the 
members of the Zettler Rifle Club at their weekly prac¬ 
tice shoot, Feb. 25, at 159 West Twenty-third street, 10- 
shot strings, possible 250: 
G L Amouroux. 238 241 230 239 236 
L C Buss. 242 247 244 245 246 
L P Hansen. 244 244 241 246 245 
F Hecking . 229 230 229 235 236 
L Maurer . 242 238 237 232 239 
O Smith   234 244 248 239 242 
W A Tewes. 248 248 246 246 248 
B Zettler . 239 233 238 237 243 
G Schlicht . 240 238 244 245 244 

245 245 242 248 246 
M Dorrler . 243 244 244 244 245 

240 244 244 246 246 
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National Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Washington, D. C.—Efforts to interest the school 
boys in rifle practice are meeting with considerable suc¬ 
cess throughout the country, although the work will not 
be fairly inaugurated until provision is made for its 
support through the War Department. Gen. Robert 
Shaw Oliver, Assistant Secretary of War and President 
of the National Hoard for Promotion of Rifle 1 ractice, 
has recommended that a provision for $100,000 be em¬ 
bodied in the army appropriation bill for the promotion 
of rifle practice in public schools, colleges, universities 
and civilian clubs, including the cost of arms, ammuni¬ 
tion, prizes and other incidentals. Under this appropria¬ 
tion’ indoor and outdoor competitions would be pro¬ 
vided. This appropriation has been recommended by 
both the National Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice 
and the Hoard of Directors of the National Rifle As¬ 
sociation, and has received indorsement of the National 
Guard Association of the United States. Gen. Jas. A. 
Drain and Gen. Geo. W. Wingate will probably present 
the matter to the committee, Gen. Drain being 1 resi¬ 
dent of the National Rifle Association, a member of the 
National Board, and chairman of the Committee on 
Legislation of the National Guard Association, and C.en; 
Wingate being known as the “father of rifle practice. 
At its annual meeting in Boston recently, the National 
Guard Association adopted a resolution indorsing and 
commending the work of the National Rifle Association, 
and saying, “We encourage the work of teaching the 
rifle practice to the schoolboys of the country, believing 
that it will be a great source for recruits for the National 

Guard. _ _ , . , . , , 
In Baltimore, Maj. S. J. Fort, brigade inspector of 

small arms practice, has arranged for a series of after¬ 
noon talks upon military subjects, to be held under the 
auspices of the Baltimore High School Rifle Association, 
for the purpose of interesting the boys in rifle practice 
and national guard work. These lectures are being held 
weekly at the different armories, and will extend through 
March. Some of the topics are: “The National Guard”; 
“The Naval Reserve”; “West Point”; “Ihe Naval 
Academy”; “The Militia in the Wars of the United 
States”; “The National Rifle Association and the Na¬ 
tional Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice”, and 
“The Development of the American Rifle.” All the lec¬ 
tures will be given by retired army or naval officers or 
others who are authorities on the subjects treated. This 
course is attracting a great deal of favorable attention. 
The well-known Capt. K. K. V. Casey, international 
expert, delivers the last of the lectures, his topic being 
“Scientific Rifle Shooting.” . . 

West Virginia has organized a State rifle association to 
affiliate with the National Rifle Association, with Col. 
Carleton C. Pierce, President; Capt. G. S. Wallace, First 
Vice-President; Col. C. A. Osborn, Executive Officer; 
Capt. H. J. Simmons, Secretary, and Capt. J. H. Char- 
nock, Treasurer. 

Should West Point send a rifle team to Camp Perry 
this year to compete against Annapolis in the national 
matches a strong effort will be made to secure teams 
from other colleges and universities for the intercollegiate 
cup. This handsome trophy was donated with the idea 
that it would be competed for annually by teams repre¬ 
senting the military and naval schools and other univer¬ 
sities such as Princeton, Cornell, \ ale and Harvard. 
Although the naval academy has regularly sent teams 
which have won high honors, a cadet capturing both 
the national individual rifle and the national revolver 
matches last year, West Point has not yet been repre¬ 
sented. It is quite probable the academy will send a 
team this year. 

Cleveland has appropriated $500 for the construction of 
a range for its police. It will be devoted to revolver 
practice. Councilman Wertman, himself an expert shot, 
backed up the recommendations of Chief Kohler, of the 
police force. Washington has many fine shots on the 
police force who not only practice on the official range, 
but find opportunities to practice in their own time by 
belonging to the National Capital Rifle and Revolver 
Club, the civilian organization in Washington. This 
club is completing a series of matches with the Balti¬ 
more Revolver Club, in which a handsome trophy goes 
to the club winning three out of five matches. 'The 
Baltimore Club won the first and third, and the Wash¬ 
ington Club the second. 

An excellent arrangement is made by Co. E, of Fond 
du Lac, Wis., for feeding its men on the range. The 
day before the practice the cook makes his purchases 
and they are hauled to the range on a dray, together 
with the ammunition and other supplies. Early in the 
morning he begins preparing dinner, which jhe shoote-rs 
have piping hot in the middle of the day. No one is 
compelled to eat or pay for the dinner unless he wishes, 
tjut all present partake, the charge being 25 cents. As a. 
result "the men spend the day on the range and are com¬ 
fortably fed. Co. E is one of the best shooting com¬ 
panies in the State. 

It is proposed to expend between $40,000 and $o0,000 
on the rifle range and encampment grounds of the 
Iowa National Guard, near Des Moines this summer. 
About 287 acres of land will be utilized. A water works 
system will be installed and other improvements made. 
Concrete bases will be put in for the targets, which will 
be at distances of from 500 to 1,500yds. The range is 
across the river, the natural elevation of about 193ft. 
forming a backstop, which eliminates danger from bullets 
missing the targets. This backstop is enclosed with 
wire fencing to keep animals and persons opt of danger, 
and guards will be stationed along the- river to warn 
hunting, boating and fishing parties. Iowa promises 
to be a strong bidder for the national matches for 1909 
or 1910. 

In his report to the War Department, Maj.-Gen. V . 
J. Mickle, of Indiana, team captain for his State at 
Camp Perry, O., last year, recommends the prohibition 
on the range of all meteorological instruments, also 
verniers and other sight adjusters not permanently at¬ 
tached to the rifle. He thinks there should be some 
limitation of the size and power of telescopes to such 
as could be easily carried by an enlisted man in the field 
in addition to other equipment, or that' they should be 
confined to field glasses. Gen. Mickle thinks the use of 

The obelisk stood firm 

Ml[jPfefte Dove-Ta UJ£# 
W C| J Moses was a youth when the idea 

of the dove-tail was first conceived 
by an Egyptian carpenter. The 

first dove-tail was placed under the obelisk at Luxor and forgotten, 
through an earthquake (26 B. C ), which shook temples into ruins. 

The toD fastener of the Lefever shot gun is a dove-tail—“one of the keys of architecture.” 
When the shell explodes, the barrels hold to the frame in a dove-tail grip nothing can shake. 

The right principles are used in the simplest ways, on every part of these high grade 
guns. One piece does the cocking and extracting. It also checks the opening 
of the barrels so they rock open and shut without any strain on the hinge 
joint. With ten to twenty-five less pieces and our exclusive compensa¬ 
tion and take-up methods, “shooting loose” after years of use is im¬ 
possible. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Our catalogue tells the truth about steel, about scien 

tific taper-boring and the finest hand work on all parts; 
things about gun construction told nowhere else. 
It is worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 23 Multbie St., Syracuse, N. T. 

36= Ese 

When You Buy a Gun— 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

Dead Shot 

Smol kel less 

P o w d l e r 
FOR SHOT GUNS 
is always the same 

STABILITY 
NEVER AFFECTED 

Clean shooting, of high velocity, makes perfect patterns, and is unaffected by climate. 

CHICAGO 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 
BOSTON ST. LOUIS 
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Our Increased Sales 

AND 

The Records Past and Present 

MADE WITH 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“New E. C. (Improved”) 

“New Schultze” 

“Infallible 

Emphasize the fact that the shooters of America 

DEMAND THE BEST. Why not get in line? 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.00---— 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel. Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO.. 

——Dixon's Graphite for Sportsmen— 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reel*; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixoa’s 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., • Jersey City, N. L 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

10 Warren Street. NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

white on the front sights should be permitted or that 
smoking of the same should be prohibited. Sighting 
shots should be discontinued. 

Zettler Championship Tournament. 

The twelfth annual gallery championship match and 
prize shoot will be held March 14 to 21, under the 
auspices of the Zettler Rifle Club, 159 West Twenty-third 
street, New York city. 

The conditions governing the 100-shot gallery cham¬ 
pionship match are as follows: Shooting takes place 
from 10 A. M. to 11 P. M. daily, except Sunday, March 
21, when shooting closes at 10 P. M. Practice allowed 
before 10 A. M. each day. Targets to count must be 
handled by the committee only until scores are duly 
recorded. All targets that are not shot at the close of 
the shooting day must be returned to the secretary. Com¬ 
petitors may hold shooting stations as long as desired, 
providing that they continue shooting. Any sights, in¬ 
cluding telescopic, are permitted. Palm rests are also 
permitted. Distance, 75ft. Cartridges, .22, short. En¬ 
trance fee, $5. Twenty targets, five shots each; target, 
the regular 25, %in. ring. The shooter making the high¬ 
est score will receive the gold championship medal and 
choice of prizes; next highest, second choice, and so on. 
There are nineteen merchandise prizes, the most impor¬ 
tant are a Schuetzen rifle, donated by the Winchester 
R. A. Co.; the gold trophy, by the Peters Cartridge 
Co.; two rifle telescopes, by the Stevens Arms & Tool 
Co.: a Marlin rifle, by Zettler Bros.; a set of rifle imple¬ 
ments, by the Marble Safety Axe Co., etc. There are 
twenty cash prizes, in value from $20 to $3. 

The Continuous match, open to all, re-entries unlimited, 
3 shots, 35 cents, or three tor $1. The best two targets 
to count for the first five prizes respectively; the best 
three targets for the next five prizes, and one target for 
the remainder. The 25 %in. target to be used. Ties 
divided. Twenty cash prizes, from $20 to $2. Premiums, 
five best targets, $5; second best five, $4; third best 
five $3. 

The Gus Zimnierntann trophy match, open to all, re¬ 
entries unlimited, targets of three shots, 25 cents, two 
best tickets to count. Prizes: First, trophy; second, 
$10; third, $5. 

Bullseye target match, three shots, 35 cents, three for 
$1. Re-entries unlimited. Best shot by measurement to 
count. Twenty-four prizes, from $25 to $2. Premiums, 
most bullseyes, $5; second most, $4; third most, $3. 
Shooting Committee, H. D. Muller (Chairman), F. 
Decking (Secretary), B. Zettler (Shooting Master), L. 
Maurer, A. Begerow and L. P. Hansen. 

Du Pont Rifle Association. 

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 29.—There has been a sur¬ 
prisingly large attendance at the shoots last Saturday 
and to-day. On the 22d, we had our usual friend, the 
wind, to reckon with. On the 29th the wind was not ap¬ 
parent, but was there just the same, and flukes and cuss- 
words were plentiful. The scores: 

Feb. 22.—Rifle, 200yds.: S. J. Newman 193, 210; J. F. 
McCafferty 204, 198; J. E. Addicks, 3d (Creedmoor) 39, 
40, 42, 39. 

Pistol, 50vds.: F. G. Robelen 79, 82, 88; Irene DuPont 
84, 83, 84; H. B. McCollum 84, 83. 84. 

Feb. 29—Rifle, 200yds.: T. W. Scott 209, 210, 206, 209; 
T. W. Hessian 2C5; S. J. Newman 204, 209. 192, 192. 
' Pistol. 50yds.: T. W. Keithley 82, 84, S9; F. G. Rob¬ 
elen 84, 82; K. K. V. Casey 84, 86; II. B. McCollum 85 . 87. 

Rifle, 200yds., Standard American target: J. W. Hes¬ 
sian 90, 88, 87; S. J. Newman 82, 79, 81; J. F. McCaf¬ 
ferty 83; J. E. Addicks 3d (Creedmoor) 35. 43. 

H. B. McCollum, Sec'y. 

STYLE 
NEATNESS 

COMFORT 
THE IMPROVED 

0ST0N 
GARTER 

The Name is stamped on 
every loop—Be sure it’s there 

THE 

-A/w 
CUSI CUSHION 
BUTTON 

LIES FLAT TO THE LEG—NEVER 
SLIPS,TEARS, NOR UNFASTENS 

WORN ALL OVER THE WORLD 

Sample pair. Silk 50c., Cotton 25c. 
Mailed on receipt of price. 

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers 
Boston, Mass., U.S.A. 

INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE 
—■^REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES'^- 
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Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill. Feb. 29.—The weekly competition of the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at its ■ ranfic 
to-day, under conditions which taxed to the utmost the 
skill of the most expert judges of wind velocity. Few 
scores were made wnich would he considered^ as more 
than fair on an ordinarily good day, as the tricky wind 
shifted so quickly that on the instant of firing, the 
shooter would realise too late that several inches, more 
or less, allowance should have been made. 

At the 1000yd. target from 12 to 14ft. of allowance was 
usually necessary, but with the -same fluctuations which 
prevailed at 200yds. 

Even the pistol a-nd revolver shooters had their tale of 
woe, for the rawness of the air made standing at the 
out-of-door firing points for a string of shots a most 
unpleasant task. 

T. Busfield had the best offhand score of the day, a 90. 
made late in the afternoon. He claimed that he never 
held a score better in his life than the SO made earlier in 
the day. but the wind was too much for him. 

\Y. Charles and F. Daniels each had 38 at 1000yds., 
fine work for the dav. The scores: 

Offhand nractice match: T. Tlusfield 90, SO; H. F. Tuck 
80. 79: F. IT. West 77, 75; R. L. Dale 74, 74; S. C. Samp¬ 
son 70. 

Long-range rifle match. 1,000yds.: W. Charles 38, 35; 
F. Daniels 38. 33; O. F. Oerrish 19, 19. 

Military rifle match: F. B. TIawkes 44. 44. 39. 
Pistol medal match: C. F. Lamb S4, 81, 80; D. G. 

Fox S4, 81. 79. 
Military revolver medal match: W. Mortimer 49, 48, 

48. 48, 47. 
Pistol practice match: O. E. Gerrish 84, 81. 

Harlem Independent Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Feb. 26.—Scores made bv the Corps to- 
day are appended: 

Ring target: 
. 47S 

G Thomas . ... 462 C Thibauth ... 4°2 

A B Scbroeder.... ... 461 H Kraus . .417 
. 412 

O Heinrich . F Weiler . .409 

H T Bebrmann ... ... 455 C Honf . . 402 
G Kanop . .. 442 C Neff . .376 

T, Rnhkohl . ... 440 T Werdmann . 
J Schnetzer . ... 440 J Lanzer ... .307 

Bullseye target: 
H Kraus . .. 41 T H Behrmann .120 ‘ 

A P Fegert . .. 52 F Weiler. .141 
C Weinhacher .... .. 68 C Hopf . .148 
Chas Thibauth .... O Heinrich _ . 164 
F Koch . ..92 S Baumann ... .166 
T Schnetzer . A B Schrqeder 
G Kanop . ....109 J Martin . .206 
G Thomas . ...112 

King score. Special scores. 
Odell . . 81 SO 77 77 76 
Gindele . . 83 89 85 81 81 
ITofer . . 83 88 84 82 78 
Roberts . . 82 84 83 82 69 
Hasenzahl . . 81 90 83 S3 71 
Freitag . . 69 80 78 77 76 
Lux .. . 64 78 74 71 71 

K_ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

FOR SALE.—FEMALE POINTER, broken on quail; 
THREE YEARS old, $15.00. POINTER PUPS, 6 
months old, $5.00. All first class. C. S. HORNER, 
Kunkle. Ohio. 10 

TWO POINTERS 10 MONTHE OLD. $15 EACH. 
WARRANTED TEDDY B. STOCK, 67642. 

THEODORE BISHOP, Southbury, Conn. 10 

WANTED TO TRAIN—Four or six young dogs for this 
coming season for shooting dogs, to complete my string; 
price reasonable; plenty birds and good location. 

L. G. IIOWELL, Box 287, Jackson, Tenn. 

SETTER AND POINTER PUPS, best breeding, $10.00 
to $15.00. Ready for work coming fall. 

AMOS BURNHANS, Lincoln, Neb. 

FOR SALE. 
At the end of the season the Mid Devon Foxhounds, 
25 couple. These hounds are well bred and all good in 
their work. For particulars apply GILBERT SPILLER, 
Chagford, Devon, England. 11 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Cincinnati Rifle Association. 

The regular shoot of this Association took place on 
Feb. 23. when the following scores were made at 200yds., 
offhand, on Standard target: 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, Feb. 27.—At 2628 Broadway, scores were 
made as follow's to-day: 

Revolver, 20vds.: T. Anderton 93, 90; B. F. Wilder 90, 
90, 84 . 83; A. L. A. Himmelwright 88, 85. S5. 84. 82; Dr. 
C. Phelns 68; T. P. Nichols 90. 87. 86, 85, 84, 83; R. M. 
Rvder 8S. 87. 85. 85, 85, 85; G. P. Herrick 85, 77; Dr. R. 
H Sayre 93, 89, 89, 89, 85; G. Grenzer 91, 91, 86, S5; J. F. 
Silliman 86, 82. 

Rifle, 25vds.: IT. A. Grosbeck, Jr., 238, 235, 235, 235; 
T. S. Clark 235, 232. 

Jos. E. Sii.ltman, Treas. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted .upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The -work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
In our business columns this week The Marlin Fire¬ 

arms Co., 27 Willow street. New Haven, Conn., call at¬ 
tention to their new model 24 Marlin repeating shotgun, 
which has many points of excellence which are enumer¬ 
ated in their advertisement. 

Mr. W. J. Cummins, fishing tackle maker, of Bishop 
Auckland,- England, who first began to advertise in 
Forest and Stream many years ago, has built up a 
large American trade, so large that he has published a 
special American edition of his catalogue. This he de¬ 
sires to distribute widely among American anglers, and 
for this purpose offers to send it free to all applicants. 
Mr. Cummins’ assortment is very large, and his goods 
are of the highest quality. Applicants should note care¬ 
fully the address: W. J. Cummins, Dept. K, Bishop 
Auckland, England. 

With the first spring days comes- to the enthusiastic 
angler the pleasant task of pondering over the renewal 
of his outfit. He goes'over his stock with care, fills up 
the vacancies, brings up the assortment of each part of 
his equipment to its proper fullness, and adds a little for 
good measure. In doing this he is likely to spend much 
.time at the stores of the Abercrombie & Fitch Co.. 57 
Reade street. New York. The reputation of this concern 
for good stock and a knowledge of what is needed was 
made long ago, and is still being kept up. 

By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, tjieir son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Be&.rs I Ha.ve Met—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women ana 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
By Dr W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

Darnell. Cloth. 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 
Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered, 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS. Lexington, Ky. 

:BOOK OJV 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St„ New York. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. -Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no r.emedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy jn every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 

For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 
Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt,‘founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



RIFLE BARGAINS 
2 Stevens Ideal Rifles, .25-21 caliber, C.F., 26in. barrels, half octagon, case- 

hardened frame, Rocky Mountain sights, etc. Weight 7V41bs. Regular price 
$12 each. Absolutely new. Each.$6.00 

5 Springfield Breechloading Rifles, .45-70 caliber. Complete with bayonet. Abso¬ 
lutely new. Each.   $4.50 

2 Springfield Breechloading Rifles, .45-70 caliber, latest model, with rod bayonet. 
Absolutely new. Original cost to Government, $18. Each. $6.00 

1 only Officer's model Springfield Rifle, .45-70 caliber, very finely engraved, with 
pistol grip, checkered stock, silver-mounted, etc. Absolutely new, costing 
originally $35.$12.00 

1 only Swiss Repeating Rifle, .41 caliber, R.F., 10 shots, in. first-class second¬ 
hand condition. Almost new. $5.00 

2 Springfield Rifles, .45-70 caliber, in good second-hand condition. Very slightly 
damaged. Each . $2.00 

1 Flobert Cadet Rifle, .32 caliber, R.F., with bayonet. Regular price, $8. Shop 
worn only . $4.00 

1 Flint Lock Musket, in first-class second-hand condition.$5.00 

1 Genuine Tower Flint Lock Musket, highly polished, with brass trimmings, 
complete with bayonet, barrel stamped “Royal Artillery, and an extra good 
relic .    $12.00 

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 

163 Washington Street, Boston, Mass. 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 
and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (® Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. WM. READ ® SONS 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old G\m House 

Trap-SKooters 
Send us your order now for a 

FRANCOTTE 
SINGLE BARREL 

TRAP GUN 
for next season’s delivery. Exact dimensions of stock desired 

should accompany the order. 30 or 32-inch barrel. 

Without Ejector $ 90.00 Net. 

With “ - - - - 115.00 “ 

The demand for FRANCOTTE single barrel TRAP guns has 

made it impossible for us to carry any kind of a stock, notwith¬ 

standing monthly shipments from factory. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird -Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Attention! 
We desire to call special attention at this time ,- 

to our h 

I 
Repair Department | 

A 

No part of our business is more satisfactory or } 
better known to our most critical customers than § 

this particular branch, and in the last twenty-five £j 

years we have probably been intrusted with more il 

fine guns to repair than any other concern in this # 
country. ^ 

We do the highest class of work in this line, and employ £ 

skilled labor from abroad with technical knowledge of the IV; 

latest methods and formulas of the best English makers. Our 

gun stockers are positively the best in this country, and we are if? 

direct importers of the finest Italian walnut, and always have fr 

a large number of unfinished stocks on hand to select from. 
A ,! 

CV e solicit the repair work of all American sportsmen and can give 

rapid and skillful service by trained experts. In consequence the work 'iO 

is efficient, mistakes rarely occur and charges are moderate. ms 
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KOOTENAI INDIANS ON KOOTENAI LAKE 

From a photograph by John P. Babcock 
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Light as a feather—staunch, 
swift and steady, with good 

capacity—built for years of hard service, 
hunting, cruising or pleasure. * 

This name plate guarantees the quality and correctness of model. 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN.CANOE CO., 222 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 

LSend for 

OLD T( 

v-— 

A STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
d ig" ' i Safe, Simple, Durable, 

'I ■ I Reliable, Powerful. 
■ L, “GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser- 

Z&xM ?■'v'ce-'’ That’s the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 
r TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strclinger 

n Kdra comes aboard. 

THE STRELINGER ■■ We carry in stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
(4 (lye.—1 to 4 Cyl.) and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. I’., 

$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 
motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress SL, Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins Steel Boats Can9t Sink 
—the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster lighter and more 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible—they don t leak, crack, 
dry out or wear out, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
pleasure, summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. D_, 
Send for catalog of Motor Boats, Marine Engines, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 

THE W H MULLINS COMPANY, I2fi Franklin Street. Salem, Ohio._ 

FREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A Record of the Races held by the Leading Clubs During 1907 

EDWARD SMITH (SL CO. 
Manufacturers of 

CHICAGO 

Spar Coating 
NEW YORK 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 
son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 
Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 
Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, bv B. Rum- 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B Devereux. 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 

sonal experiences of hunting game in Caaada. By.T. 

R Pattillo. 300 pages. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Where, When and How to Catch 

Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 
By Wm. IT. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 

John Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito^ Inlet, Fla. 
With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 
Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives 
a very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 
from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the 
most value to the angler who desires to identify the fish 
he takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish 
shown in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, 
are very beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are 
cuts showing portions of the fishing tackle which the 
author uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound’ make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

AN EQUAL DIVISION. 

Here is a good old paragraph which was 
dug up by Jesse R. Salmon in his researches 
last week and printed in the Newark Call. It 
was from the Pennsylvania Gazette of March 
27, 1753: > 

“By an Act lately passed in New Jersey, any 
Person seeing another carry a Gun over any 
inclosed Land, not his own, by Information 
against him, obliges him to pay Five Pounds, 
and be bound over to his good Behaviour, one- 
half to the Informer, and in case of Failure, to 
be dealt with at the Justice’s Discretion; In Con¬ 
sequence of this Act, we hear, a few Weeks 
ago, a poor Fellow, in East New Jersey, was 
taken in the Fact, and brought to a Justice: 
The Justice accordingly was obliged to give 
Judgment; but the poor Fellow, Gurt and all, 
not being worth Half the Money, the Justice 
was at a Stand what to do; at Last determined 
him a Whipping of 30 Lashes, and as the In¬ 
former was entitled to one-half the Fine, very 
judiciously ordered him to receive one Half the 
Lashes.” 

A DEER FARM. 

A few miles from Stella, Missouri, says the 
Rural World, is a novel live stock establishment. 
Browsing about in perfect contentment in a deer 
park is a herd of beautiful deer. This deer park 

consists of fifteen acres and at present there are 
seven deer on the place, eleven having already 
been sold this season. The young deer are sold 
each year and bring $35 a pair. They are 
shipped in August or September. A Mr. Rose- 
berry has been raising and selling deer for four¬ 
teen years, having as many as twenty-five on 
hand at one time. 

»4 JOURNAL OF OUTDOOR Lfl 
TRAVEL NATURE STUDY SHOOTING FISHING. YA< 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium ol 

entertainment, instruction and information between 
American sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
on the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony 
mous communications will not be regarded. The editors 
are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: Foi 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rate: 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Grea 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 to 
six months. . _ . . T , 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Cc 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year; $2.2 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates fo 
three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the lnu 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should b 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which the 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must 11 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will nc 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per Imi 
Only advertisements of an approved character insertei 

Display Classified Advertising. 

Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instructioi 
Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Tim 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds an 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wan 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cent 

Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 
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R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY reeders selected by the royalty. Pheasant 
looting from time immemorial has been one 

It the favorite sports of the English huntsman. 
A few years ago Mongolian pheasants in con- 
derable numbers were turned loose in several 
estern New York counties, and under the pro- 
ction of a game law forbidding killing them 

latil the season of 1910 they have increased 
rite rapidly, especially in the counties of Gen- 
lee and Livingston. 
There is a wide difference of opinion among 
rmers relative to the economic value of these 
rds. Some hold that the vast amount of weed 
•ed and insects they consume amply pays for 
1 the grain they eat. Others regard them as 

If doubtful value. In the farming districts re- 
ote from the towns and Italian settlements 
tey have become almost as tame as chickens, 
eding with the barnyard fowls in winter time, 

j/hen the hunting season opens three years 
Unce. it is believed that hunting them with dog 
i id gun will be little better sport than shooting 
[lickens in the farmer’s yard.—Farm Stock 
ournal. 

/ "pOR big fish—pickerel, salmon, tarpon, muscalonge; 

for gamy smaller fish—trout, grayling, pike, bass; for 
fly-casting, bait-casting, trolling, or still-fishing, no other 

rod equals the "BRISTOL.” 20 years of deserved inter¬ 
national reputation, backed by a three-year guarantee, 
attached to every rod. A complete variety of rods exactly 

suited to each kind of fishing. The supreme standard in light¬ 

ness, pliancy, resiliency, strength, reliability. Never ask 
merely for a steel fishing rod—always 

ask for "BRISTOL” rods by name. L r enk 
Look for the word "BRISTOL” on the 

handle. Write us if 
offered an imitation. ‘u 

k J 
Beautiful illustrated JU[ 
catalogue mailed 

Our 1908 Catalogues Now Ready 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition. 

Goods and Fishing Tackle. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies 

Mailed free on request. 
THE 

HORTON MFG. 
COMPANY 

84 Horton Street 
, BRISTOL 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

CAT-TAILS IN ENGLAND. 

Responding to an American inquiry concern- 
ig the use of “cat-tails” for padding or uphol- 
ering furniture, Consul-General Robert J. 
/ynne, of London, quotes the following state- 
lent made to him by a business man there: 
“ ‘Cat-tails’ are used in England for upholster- 

ig furniture, etc., in place of kapok and other 
,owny substances, but hitherto the supply has 
ieen very small, principally due to the poor 
bsults obtained. In fact all that has come into 

Three 
Pieces 12c STEEL RODS TROUT FLIES 

Split Bamboo Rods, 75c Automatic Reel, $2.50 
) pieces, extra tip. Fly, io eet; Bait, 8)£ feet 

Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Lino. 

BROOKLYN. N. Y 318 FULTON STREET, 

RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l" 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money back. Booklet FREE. 

Worth Special 30 Day 

^Jy RANCE HAM TN.S3.50 
J/ is a Maine Guide of 40 years' ex- 

£r perience. This rod is his idea of what a 
Ml fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 
// a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 
// bait rod; Third, a perfect trolling and bait- 

II casting rod all in one, by simply reversing the 

1/ handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
[/ the best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 

| portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 

I line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 

H in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 
II joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
I broad and absolute guarantee for one year # 
I with each Rod. No responsibility on your 
l\part. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 

|\ the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 
1 \ we will return money. Take us at our word 
I \ _put us on our honor. This advertisement 

fl \ is a contract in itself, which protects all who 
Any court in the land could hold 

DOG TRAVELS FAR. 

Sent to the western part of Montana last 
tecember, a greyhound appeared yesterday at 
s old home in Oakland, much to the surprise 
f Michael Ryan, its former owner, says a San 
rancisco press dispatch. 
Ryan conducts kennels, and last December he 

Did two greyhounds to a man going to Mon- 
na. Yesterday a travel-stained and foot-weary 
reyhound appeared at the kennels. Ryan 
ent out to drive it away, but upon seeing him, 
le dog gave an eager bark and leaped to wel- 
ome him. Ryan recognized the greyhound, 
•hich had traveled more than 1,500 miles. 

* My trade with American and Canadian 

* Fishermen is now so large that I have J 

S published a v 
A V 

a Special American Edition Z 

a of My Catalogue Z 
£ 5 
* Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. V accept it. i~, —..------ 

us to it. We repeat: Simply send us $3.50, 
and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 
rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 

once and get your money back. Address 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
Dept. F.S., 90 Chambers Street, New York. 

Tents, Jackie, Guns, Sporting Goods. 

^ Catalogue for Stamps. , 

~ ADDRESS 

s W. J. CUMMINS 
^ Dept. K 

ei Fishing Tackle Maker 
* 
* Bishop Auckland England 

BEST REEL IN THE WORLD »‘r“« 
Handsomely finished, light weight, extra strong, smooth 
running, almost noiseless, 60 yard size. Order and if you 
do not believe this reel is worth the price and more too, 
return and we will refund your money. Send $3.00 and 
20c. extra for postage. Write for Tackle Catalog. 

BOURNE ® BOND. 8Lu,7rn"‘rK.t„X^ 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw 

Forest and Stream.” 
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We Sire 
Headquarters 
for. Tarpon and Southern Tackle 

OUR BOOKLET: 

“Tarpon, Tuna and Salt Water Angling** 
FREE UPON APPLICATION 

WILLIAM MILLS SON, 21 Park Place. New York. U. S. A. 

AdtAA^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

mDB MARK. 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle&SportingGoods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

ED WA RD VOM HOFE Cer.Lcoae 

Fa ctory-Sales room FISHING TACKLE. 
30-9/ FULTONyST. 

N. Y. For all AN GLING 
ESTABLISHED 1857 

Gold Medal, Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904. Gold Medal. Highest Award, Chicago, 1893, 

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag 
spool inch diameter holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult 
and has moie power. The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack 
line. Sold for $3.so. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
No. 351 South Fifth Street, ..... Brooklyn, N. Y. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Send for catalogue. 

A reel with good be»Lrings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.” 

<§x§>$><§*$><s>3x§><§><§><§x$><$*$><Sk§><5><$><§><§><$><J><§>3>3><^>3><S><$><§><^4><§^^ 

American Duck Shooting 
By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL 

4> 

NO single gunner, however wide his experience, has himself covered 

the whole broad field of duck shooting, and none knows so much 
about the sport that there is nothing left for him to learn. Each 

one may acquire a vast amount of novel information by reading this 

complete and most interesting book. It describes, with a portrait, every 

species of duck, goose and swan known to North America; tells of the 

various methods of capturing each, the guns, ammunition, loads, decoys 

and boats used in the sport, and gives tfe best account ever published of 

the retrieving Chesapeake Bay Dog. 

About 600 pages, 58 portraits of fowl, 8 full-page plates, and many 

vignette head and tail pieces by Wilmot Townsend. 

Price, edition dc luxe on hand made paper, bound in buckram, plates 

on India tint paper, each copy numbered and signed by author, $5.00. 

Price, library edition, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY 

346 Broadway, New York 
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JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at once 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you. 

S. DOERING & CO., 563 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

TRADE MARK 

BETHABARA 

WOOD 
PAT'D JULY 9, 1907. 

Bethabara Wood Rods 
A FLY FISHERMAN, who has fished all 
over this country, Canada, and England, 
and who owns 19 rods of different makes 
and weights, bought one of Our 4 1-2 oz. 
$15.00 RETHARARA Hods a year ago, and 
says “IT IS THE FINEST ROB I EVER 
HANDLED,” and backs it up by ordering 
another. We make all styles. Our book¬ 
let tells all about them; also our full 
catalogue of fishing tackle for the asking. 

M. A, SHIPLEY, 133 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

LET THE BIRDS REAR THEIR YOUNG. 

Spring shooting should be put an end to, not 

only in order to reduce the excessive destruction 

1 of the ducks and the shore birds, but to increase 

their breeding range and so their numbers. Until 

within the past few years there has been practi¬ 

cally no close season on ducks because most laws 

provided that the seasons should close only after 

the migratory ducks had left us. 1 hus ducks 

were shot from the time of their arrival in the 

autumn until that of their departure in spring. 

! Their pursuit being lawful at the time when they 

were about to nest they were so pursued, shot at 

I and disturbed that they could not breed with us, 

, but passed on to rear their young in more north¬ 

ern regions, where people were fewer and they 

were undisturbed. Yet in every county in every 

State there are many secluded spots where a few 

birds might breed each year, and the sum total 

of all these birds for the whole country would 

make an immense addition to the number of our 

fowl. 
Over most of the Middle and Northern States 

: the woodcock, English snipe, and a number of 

species of shore birds used to breed, but owing 

to the constant pursuit and the destruction of 

nesting parent birds, they have almost ceased to 

do so. 

It is obvious that as the country becomes more 

thickly settled, more land is brought under culti¬ 

vation and more swamps and ponds drained of 

their water, the places frequented by wild fowl, 

or birds whose living depends largely on water, 

must grow fewer in number. As these places 

grow fewer, the number of birds which a given 

territory will support must be reduced. At the 

same time the number of men who pursue the 

birds increases each season. Thus the candle is 

being burned at both ends and it is clear that the 

only means by which the supply can be kept up 

is to shorten the season. That this is true has 

been acknowledged by most of the Northern 

States and Provinces on this continent. 

It cannot be too frequently repeated that wild 

animals and birds have no inherent fear of man, 

but avoid him only as a result of experience. 

This discovery surprised Alexander Selkirk, but 

it need not surprise us to-day. We see abso¬ 

lutely wild birds breeding in the heart of London 

and paying no attention to the people about them, 

and we see the same thing among birds in the 

protected Yellowstone Park. At Palm Beach, in 

the protected region the birds will feed out of 

your hand; in Golden Gate Park you can walk 

up to within six feet of them, but outside of the 

protected area they are as wild as ever. Wild 

ducks in plenty feed in the lakes in Central Park, 

and in the New York Zoological Park. 

A few years ago, when spring shooting was 

practiced in New York, the black duck was known 

to breed only on the extreme end of Montauk 

Point, L. I. Within the last three years they have 

taken to breeding in many other places in the 

center of the island, while the woodducks are 

breeding in increasing numbers all over Long 

Island and even within the limits of New York 

city. 
If the State of New Jersey should abolish 

spring shooting and enforce the law against it, 

black ducks, mallard, woodducks, teal and various 

shore birds would begin to breed in the marshes 

along her winding water courses, about the numer¬ 

ous lakes which dot her territory, and in the 

many swamps that are hidden away in the more 

secluded portions of the State. It is perhaps not 

too much to say that there is room within this 

State—a most favorably situated one—for 10,000 

pairs of birds to breed; and if each pair raised 

six or eight young, there would be an annual ad¬ 

dition of 60,000 or 80,000 birds to the State’s wild 

fowl supply. If something of this kind is taking 

place all over the northern country—as it is in 

many quarters—it can readily be seen how speed¬ 

ily the shooting for New Jersey and for every 

other part of the country may improve. 

The easiest and least expensive way for the 

States to increase their wildfowl supply is to 

encourage the ducks and snipe to return to then- 

old habits, to breed again in the region where 

they formerly nested. To induce them to do this 

is perfectly practicable, and all gunners ought to 

realize it. 

“MY FRIEND THE PARTRIDGE.’’ 

That Mr. Hammond’s interesting and vivid 

biography of the partridge has attracted wide 

attention will surprise no one who has read its 

interesting chapters. It is clear that Mr. Ham¬ 

mond’s friend is also the friend of all gunners 

who shoot in the region where this splendid bird 

is found. While letters of appreciation of the 

story have come in great numbers from New 

England and New York, they have not been con¬ 

fined to writers in those sections. Michigan, 

Wisconsin and Illinois have furnished their 

quota, and enthusiastic letters from Southern 

sportsmen have not been wanting. 

So very general has been the interest awakened 

by the series that it has been determined to 

bring it out in book form, in order that those 

who have taken so much pleasure in the serial as 

it appeared from week to week, may now have it 

in handy form for preservation. This action is 

in line with the suggestions of a number of our 

readers, and we believe that many of those who 

have enjoyed the series without writing about it 

will welcome the appearance of the book which 

will be published shortly and may be ordered at 

any time. 

It is not surprising that these letters should 

have been popular, nor that in reading them 

many an enthusiastic gunner has been reminded 

of happy days which he has spent afield in pur¬ 

suit of this noble bird. Mr. Hammond’s experi¬ 

ence has extended over more than sixty years, 

during which time he has been an enthusiastic 

field shooter, and his wanderings with the shot¬ 

gun have covered the whole eastern half of the 

United States. Over all this broad territory, 

wherever he has shot, and whatever birds he has 

pursued, he has ever been faithful to his first 

New England love, and while never undervalu¬ 

ing the delights of all the various sorts of field 

shooting which he has had, the ruffed grouse, 

“My Friend the Partridge,” still stands first in 

his estimation. 

Nor is it only in the fact that his experience 

has been so great that Mr. Hammond stands in 

the front rank of our writers on field shooting. 

With this great experience he combines a deep 

love for nature in all her forms, together with a 

simplicity of diction and a keen but kindly 

humor, which makes what he has to tell us espe¬ 

cially well worth the reading. Many of those who 

have enjoyed the present serial will remember 

also that most delightful sketch “The One-eyed 

Grouse of Maple Run,” which appeared in one 

of the author’s earlier volumes. 

Many men who have passed middle life, when 

they grow reminiscent are likely also to become 

prosy, but of Mr. Hammond, as of many an¬ 

other New England writer of similar charm, this 

can never be said. To-day he writes as freshly 

and as interestingly as he did thirty or forty 

years ago, when his pencil less frequently drew 

the charming pen pictures of which “My Friend 

the Partridge” is the last. Indeed, as the years 

go by, his writings, like old wine, grow mellower 

and better and his sketches possess a greater 

charm, so that of this latest sketch it may per¬ 

haps be said it is the best and most feeling 

thing that he has done. 

In the New York Senate Mr. Carpenter has 

introduced a bill which merits the condemnation 

of sportsmen. After providing that “birds shall 

not be hunted or pursued or killed by any dog 

or bitch or dogs of the breed commonly used for 

hunting birds,” it would make legal the killing 

of such animals, just as dogs found in the pur¬ 

suit of deer in the Adirondacks may now be 

killed. 



FOLLOWING THE FVR TRAIL 

A Cruise Through the Albany River Region 

By CHARLES B. REED 

In Two Parts—Part I. 

ONE who has attempted to make his way 

through the unbroken forest quickly un¬ 

derstands why the earliest settlements 

are located upon a country’s waterways. The 

great rivers and their tributaries form avenues 

of easy communication and of vast importance 

to the settler as well as to the hunter and trap¬ 

per. The waves of immigration and invasion, in 

obedience to the same influence, follow the paths 

of least resistance through the long fertile river 

valleys and leave the historian the indelible evi¬ 

dence of their passage in the variations in the 

shape of the heads among the descendants of the 

original inhabitants. A country is settled upon 

in proportion to its value and ease of access, and 

this latter condition becomes very largely a ques¬ 

tion of the presence or absence of navigable 

waters which penetrate the interior. Where rivers 

fail, the undaunted pioneer will still press on 

over an Oregon trail or a Santa Fe trail to the 

golden dreams beyond the desert, but the ab¬ 

sence of waterways alone has been sufficient to 

prevent the Kimberly diamonds from decorating 

the golden crowns of monarchs who lived hun¬ 

dreds of years ago. 

Trails long or short connect the different 

waterways and bind the collateral branches and' 

the main trunks into a gigantic network of inter¬ 

lacing thoroughfares which radiate from every 

side to the principal foci. By these trails alone 

can the use and importance of a given route be 

judged. In our country a very few portions only 

of these great highways have escaped the ob¬ 

literating heel of our modern industrial system, 

but with our Northern neighbor the transit of 

the train and the travel of the trail are contem¬ 

poraneous events of almost equal importance. 

The introduction of steam with the advance 

of civilization has gradually pushed back the 

fur bearers from the settlements, and has di¬ 

verted the traffic to such an extent that a post 

like Fort William, formerly the great center of 

the fur trade for the entire Lake Superior re¬ 

gion, has become merely the head of a subor¬ 

dinate district, and thus the survivors of the fur 

traffic no longer find a mecca on Lake Superior 

but turn their canoes to the north and east and 

find an outlet through converging rivers at York 

Factory, Albany House or Moose Factory on the 

coast of Hudson’s Bay. Since 1670, when the 

“governor and company of adventurers of Eng¬ 

land trading into Hudson’s Bay” first began ac¬ 

tive operations, the majestic Albany has received 

annually upon her mighty bosom a great store of 

the wealth accumulated in the interior and con¬ 

veyed it safely to the coast and the congested 

coffers, of the company. 

For one who loves the forest for its freedom 

and isolation, the romance, of the river and the 

myths and mysteries of the fur trail have en¬ 

thralling allurements that lead him almost irre¬ 

sistibly to recurrent visitations. It was not sur¬ 

prising, therefore, one raw day in spring to de¬ 

tect the first slight knocking of an impulse that 

became daily stronger and more insistent that the 

next excursion should extend to the Albany 

River, to follow some of the important highways 

of the fur traffic before obliteration occurred. 

Now, the usual way of going to Lake St. 

Joseph, the source of the Albany, is by way of 

Wabigoon or Dinorwic north to Lac Seul and then 

east, the entire trip requiring only six or eight 

days under favorable conditions, but wishing to 

include the Nepigon River, another route was 

chosen that would lead up this famous stream 

and over its mighty mother to one of the tribu¬ 

taries on the west, then northwest to Lake St. 

Joseph; from this point to follow the Albany 

about 200 miles eastward to the mouth of the 

Ivageinagomi River and thence southwest to 

Lake Nepigon. Such an undertaking was some¬ 

what unusual. Considerable difficulty was met 

with in procuring guides; in fact, we were un¬ 

able to find guides who had been over all the 

route, so a compromise was necessary and we 

took two full blood Ojibway Indians with us, 

one of whom was familiar with the western or 

Wabinosh leg, while the other was acquainted 

with the eastern or Ombabika side of the tri¬ 

angle, and we hoped to work out the northern 

leg (Albany River) by general knowledge. Many 

dubious and discouraging criticisms were made 

about our ability to make the circuit as planned, 

but we were undismayed and alive only to the 

keen interest we felt in our undertaking. Thus 

is was arranged and the party, consisting of the 

Lady Clare, our nephew and two Indians em¬ 

barked with the writer in two small birch canoes 

already heavily laden with duffle and provisions, 

began the ascent of the aristocratic and far- 

famed Nepigon. 

Forty miles of up stream work relieved by oc¬ 

casional lakes, would bring the canoes to the 

source of the river where Nepigon Lake dis¬ 

charges its mighty volume over Virgin Falls. 

This marks the “edge of cultivation” and the POLING UP THROUGH SWIFT WATER. 
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northern limit of ordinary tourist travel. Be- 

bond the falls, we were informed, lay a vast and 

dangerous region which was unusually visited 

md only by the foolhardy and the venturesome, 

undisturbed by such remarks we crossed to 

[south Bay by means of a short cut through Lake 

frlannah and dropped suddenly from Nepigon 

River.with its wealth of tourists and Indians into 

Mepigon Lake and the solitude of the wilderness. 

Mow for the first time it was felt that we had in 

ruth entered upon the silent places where nature 

Iwells unconstrained and unashamed. This lake, 

with an area of 3,000 square miles, contains un- 

uimbered islands of variable size, most of which 

ire extremely beautiful, while from every side 

sf the great reservoir come the rushing waters 

->i many tributaries, some of which might easily 

[rival the Nepigon both in beauty and as trout 

streams. Eventually, when access to it becomes 

more simple, this unequaled and lonely lake 

should rival in popularity the Muskoka district 

even as now and forever it surpasses the Mus- 

<oka in stateliness and regal splendor. No badin- 

iage or trifling, however, is permitted by this ma¬ 

jestic sheet of water which takes its existence so 

seriously. It is not a canoeable lake and he who 

i ventures upon its surface does so with the alert 

I eye and muscular poise of an animal trainer, for 

the winds arise suddenly and with their long 

sweep woe betide the canoeist who has no island 

refuge at hand, and even so he may not improb¬ 

ably suffer an indeterminate imprisonment on his 

haven of safety. The islands, however, are so 

numerous as to simulate the mainland until they 

dissolve at one’s approach into their constituent 

units. 

Paddling vigorously from island to island and 

from island to mainland, we crept up the western 

shore to Nepigon House of the Hudson’s Bay 

Company. Having added somewhat to our sup¬ 

plies and thoroughly overhauled the canoes, we 

pushed out and soon entered the Wabinosh 

River, an important link in the old fur trail. 

From the Wabinosh with its high bluffs and 

rocky margins so characteristic of the northern 

Superior shore, we crossed the divide through a 

series of small lakes of mud and ooze and en¬ 

tered Rock Island Lake, one of the reservoirs of 

the Ogoke River, and for two days we beat up 

against a strong head wind. The game was not 

devoid of excitement. Paddling quietly along 

under the lee of an island until the shelter failed, 

we bent strenuously to our work in a mad race 

with wind and wave until we reached the pro¬ 

tection of the next one, where we could get a 

breathing spell and bail out the water we had 

shipped. Our course lay somewhat to the west 

and as we got more and more into the trough of 

a northeast sea, it became necessary to dodge a 

little. One soon learns to make a quick estimate 

of an approaching wave and determine whether 

to retard the canoe and let the threatened danger 

pass ahead or to so hasten the advance that the 

wave shall break behind. After a few hours of 

such observation one can understand why the 

primitive peoples found all nature inhabited by 

spirits of good and evil; it is so easy to confuse 

nature’s absolute impartiality with one’s own de¬ 

sires and fears. Joyous and innocent spirits 

danced and bubbled with glee upon the crest of 

the foam that passed before us while other 

waves broke with a sullen and petulant # disap¬ 

pointment at the uncomfortably close escape of 

their quarry. 

The supply of islands was apparently inex¬ 

haustible and behind each one we gathered our 

forces for the next attack. Each island we ap¬ 

proached, however, threatened to be the last 

when a camp would be inevitable, but as we 

came closer a densely forested sister would sud¬ 

denly appear beyond and push into view from 

behind like a full-rigged frigate. 

Upon White Earth Lake a number of rocky 

islets were encountered whereon stunted cedars 

of great age were eking out a miserable exist¬ 

ence, their trunks being so very far out of pro¬ 

portion to their diminutive stature as to suggest 

a visit to a Japanese garden. The thickly forested 

islands soon reappeared, however, and one in 

particular was so densely wooded and resembled 

so closely the famous cathedral that it was- 

promptly named Milan Isle. Upon this we en¬ 

camped near the entrance to the main Ogoke 

stream and spent the long twilight in full enjoy¬ 

ment of the solitude and dreamy remoteness of 

the forest. The environment is so majestic in 

scale that peace and contentment settle down 

upon the individual who can feel the fibres of 

his being vibrate in unison with the forest gamut. 

The nerves become so attuned to the largeness 

of life that all things small and mean seem to 

drop away and leave the spirit at rest. 

The forest fires, hitherto happily remote or 

signalized only by a column of smoke, now be- 
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came a serious menace. We crossed portages 

still hot and smoking from the recent flames, or 

paddled close along the river bank while the fire 

blazed and crackled among the balsams on the 

opposite shore. Like a murky red ball the sun 

leered through the thick haze and our throats 

choked and refused to be comforted. Time was 

when the abandonment of the trip took definite 

shape, but a sudden change of wind swept fire 

and smoke out of our immediate path and after 

two days only distant pillars of smoke testified 

to the occasional fire. 

Another succession of mud lakes announced 

the vicinity of the watershed between the Ogoke 

and the Albany, but evading the divide, we port¬ 

aged over into some lakes and streams which 

furnished a harder but somewhat shorter route 

to Lake St. Joseph. We had been tetering on the 

edge of the unknown for some time, but now we 

lost our equilibrium and fell entirely off the map. 

Over long unused trails, through forest solitudes, 

across ponds and lakes, down wide and rushing 

rivers we followed blindly, and upon a little in¬ 

significant creek we curled round and round and 

finally dragged ourselves over a sand bar into the 

map again and upon Lake St. Joseph, only three 

miles from Osnaburgh House. One leg of the 

triangle was finished, but half the month was 

gone and the prospect was gloomy indeed that 

the journey could be completed in the originally 
allotted time. 

Leaving Osnaburgh House with its rich crim¬ 

son banner flung to the breeze in honor of our 

visit, we crossed Lake St. Joseph and were soon 

floating on the stately bosom of the Albany, an 

epic among rivers. Whether widening into an 

island-dotted lake or compressing its mighty vol¬ 

ume into a cylinder and hurling tumultuously 

over its rocky bed or against the granite guard¬ 

ians of the channel, whether moving silently be¬ 

tween bushy banks or swiftly and noisily rear¬ 

ing its crested head against rocky obstacles, it 

never lost its dignity nor suffered its reserve to 

be broken. We could never forget that here was 

a river following in high sincerity a great and 

definite purpose. 

The Albany has no childhood, but from the 

lake of its birth it springs mature and full armed 

and enters James Bay over five hundred miles 

away, hoary with age, swollen with pride, and 

filling a responsible role among the great rivers 

of the earth. Its waters are clear, cool and pot¬ 

able, while whitefish, sturgeon, lake trout, 

speckled trout, pike and pike-perch reward the 

slightest effort to secure them. From the stand¬ 

point of the canoeist it is a delightful river to 

descend. The rapids are numerous but only a 

few are portaged; mostly the volume of water is 

so great and the rocks so deeply buried that the 

canoes sweep along like race horses, plunge down 

the incline and tear through the choppy waves 

at the foot in a brief moment of tense excite¬ 
ment. 

At Osnaburgh House we fortunately secured a 

third Indian, David, who knew the river inti¬ 

mately, and being a splendid canoeman he loathed 

portages, hence we shot rapids that our own and 

more conservative Indians would have taken 

only with lightened canoes. The joy of the In¬ 

dian in running the rapids is a combination of 

the sense of mastery over the swift water and 

the pleasure one feels in the exercise of a per¬ 

fect technique. They never hesitated, the rapids 

were either navigable or they were not. If they 
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were, David swung with ease and precision into 

the deepest channel, indicated with his upraised 

paddle the crooks and turns of the course and 

we dropped quickly and accurately into line be¬ 

hind him while the rocks and tree trunks danced 

along the banks and large boulders in the chan¬ 

nel dashed up stream like frightened animals. 

The canoes can take only a few of the rapids on 

the Nepigon because the descent is so sharp or 

the channel so rocky, while on the Albany we 

could run from one to three or four a day, some 

of them a mile long and with high, choppy waves 

that often came over the side. 

Beautiful always, it is in the evening especially 

when the direct rays of the sun can no longer 

produce glaring contrasts that the life and color 

of the river shows at its best. The glamor and 

gleam of the current as it washes the sides of 

the canoe, the drip, drip of the paddle accentuat¬ 

ing the solitude, the crooked birches and the 

groups of slim aristocratic poplars with leaves 

all aquiver and with silvery trunks shimmering in 

the oblique sunlight against the dark background 

of pine and spruce, the blue of the sky, clouds 

fringed with silver and gold, unbelievable purples 

that accentuate the tops of the distant trees—all 

combine to endow the river with the most varied 

treasures of the artist. 

The bluish gray smoke of a forest fire ran 

lazily over the tree tops and floated toward the 

ranges that began to show through the gaps in 

the river as the leviathan unfolded its ample 

coils in advance of the canoe. For five full and 

perfect days the canoes sped along this lonely 

and wonderful stream which has the very mys¬ 

tery and genius of the wilderness in its keeping, 

and then the prows were turned to the north 

where Ft. Hope opened its hospitable doors on 

the shore of Eabamet Lake. About thirty-six 

miles east of Ft. Hope lies the mouth of the 

Kageinagomi River, and like the Wabinosh and 

the Ombabika, it expands during its brief course 

into six or seven lakes that are strung along the 

slender stream like emeralds on a necklace, but 

unlike the sister waters, it is clear and cold from 

its source to its mouth. 

This practically is the end of the fur trail on 

the Albany. In the next hundred miles there are 

three portages, but from Martin’s Falls through 

275 miles of high clay banks, the river sweeps 

along in a smooth, untroubled expanse until it 

quietly joins the ocean at James’ Bay and passes 

out of existence like a man of venerable years 

who has fought a good fight and has finished his 

course. 

The propitious weather which had followed us 

thus far vanished entirely on the Kageinagomi, 

the barometer went down, a drizzling rain began, 

the wind veered to the southwest, became strong 

and squally and with a most malicious persist 

ency beat against us from this time until the last 

day of the trip? 

Between the lakes at times the river became 

quite shallow with little fretful rapids, and it was 

necessary to get out frequently, lighten the 

canoes and then track them up the swift water 

or lift them packs and all over the rocks and 

gravel into deeper water beyond. Nevertheless 

we made good progress and that night we slept 

in deep moss that covered one of the high rocky 

islands of Kageinagomi Lake, a miniature Ne¬ 

pigon about ten miles in diameter, its cold and 

sapphire waters fairly teeming with trout. The 

Kageinagomi River had degenerated into a little 
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willy-nilly creek that wasted its vigor in con¬ 

stant meanderings until finally it became a mere 

thread, and in a cold rain which a strong con¬ 

trary wind flung in our faces, we dragged the 

canoes over its muddy bottom into Mohomosa- 
gomi Lake. 

There followed a long paddle down the lake, 

through creeks that writhed around and through 

quaking bogs covered with tall grass, a portage 

over a crust of shivering bog that threatened to 

open beneath us at every step, a pond, a high 

rocky portage, and then we pushed quietly 

through a backset into the Ogoke River whose 

headwaters we had explored some two weeks 

before. It was now a beautiful stream, its some¬ 

what low banks as long as we saw them-being 

covered on each side by three distinct growths, 

first of sedge, bulrushes and horsetails about a 

rod wide, next a thick breastwork of alders and 

willows possibly twelve feet high, and then coni¬ 

fers interspersed with birch and aspen, through 

the branches of which flitted waxwings and 

warblers in vast numbers. 

From the mouth of the Otter eastward many 

rapids and falls trouble the course of the Ogoke 

until it enters a haven of peace with dignity in 

the Albany a few miles below Martin’s Falls. 

The banks of the Otter are low and sedgy and 

with the adjacent open country give a pleasant 

although brief change from the forest-bound 

shores of previous rivers, and strongly reminded 

us of Illinois streams. 

Here the rain ceased temporarily and the sun 

appeared through the ragged edges of the clouds, 

while in front and circling over channel and 

marsh a large harrier hawk was engaged appar¬ 

ently in teaching his young brood to swoop and 

soar by imitation of the paternal perfection in 

the art. Several times he poised on motionless 

wing, but this feat was too much for the young 

birds; to be sure they held place, but only by the 

expenditure of an immense amount of fluttering 

wing energy. We felt his eye upon us for sev¬ 

eral miles as we pushed up the current and 

branched off into a succession of meandering 

creeks and inconsequential ponds and finally 

turned southward up the Makoke River to its 

source in Summit Lake of the genus mud and 

ooze, which possesses the distinction of being 

able to discharge its waters both north and south 

of the divide. 

One memorable night found us encamped upon 

the very highest pinnacle of a rocky portage 

about half way down the Ombabika. Here we 

built a huge friendship fire and dried out the ac¬ 

cumulated moisture of four days. The end of 

the journey seemed near and a feast in celebra¬ 

tion of its successful issue was decreed. The 

cook became active, the stores wrere ransacked 

and rare and mysterious concoctions were de¬ 

veloped and enjo}'ed. Reluctantly then we 

climbed to the tents which were almost level with 

the tops of the trees that grew in the valley and 

over whose ragged edges the full moon was just 
rising. 

STIMULATION WITHOUT REACTION. 

After a day of enjoyable sport, it is wise to 
choose a drink which helps to restore the vital 
powers rather than one which tends to deplete 
them, as in the case with many drinks. Bor¬ 
den’s Malted Milk is delicious, concentrated, 
nourishing, invaluable to the camper, made ready 
for use by adding water, hot or cold.—Adv. 



The Destruction of Our Wildfowl. 

^Boston, March 7.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

All reports indicated that the flight of ducks 

again decreased last fall. The excessive shooting 

of wildfowl must be regulated by all the New 

England States. Why should any civilized people 

legalize the shooting of wildfowl in spring? It 

would be just as reasonable to allow spring 

shooting of grouse, quail and woodcock. What 

is the result of spring shooting? The swans and 

snow geese have almost disappeared. The edible 

wild ducks have grown fewer year by year until 

now the inland ponds and rivers, formerly swarm¬ 

ing with waterfowl, are almost untenanted by 

them. 

Sixty to seventy years ago green-winged teal 

were abundant in New England. Now they are 

1 rare. Fifty years ago blue-winged teal were 

plentiful. Now they are few. Forty years ago 

the woodduck bred commonly throughout the 

New England States. Now it is in danger of ex¬ 

termination. 

Already most of the States and Provinces of 

North America have awakened to the necessity 

of protecting wildfowl in spring; but Massachu- 

• setts and Rhode Island lag far behind the lead¬ 

ers in this movement. Fully thirty species of 

wildfowl that normally visit these States have 

practically no protection under the law. The 

statutes are so arranged as to allow the shooting 

of some of these birds during every month of 

the year, while others are protected only when 

they are out of the State. 

A limited amount of fall shooting would not 

decrease the numbers of the birds were they pro¬ 

tected for the rest of the year. But shooting in 

January and February—which takes advantage 

of the necessities of the birds on the ice-bound 

shoals and ponds—and spring shooting of mated 

or breeding birds inevitably tend toward extinc¬ 

tion. Unless the shooting of all wildfowl from 

January to September, at least, is prohibited by 

law everywhere the pond and river ducks of New 

England—those that are esteemed as table deli¬ 

cacies—will disappear and the sportsman will 

find only dippers, coots and fish ducks along our 

shores. 

Were it not that the Canadian Provinces have 

passed and enforced laws prohibiting spring 

shooting the day of reckoning would have been 

at hand long ago. Now the breeding places of 

the wildfowl in Canada are fast being encroach¬ 

ed upon by agriculture and civilization and 

we must either make it possible for the birds to 

breed here’in New England or lose a great part 

of this source of recreation and food supply for¬ 

ever. 

Wherever spring shooting has been prohibited 

by law for a series of years the ducks have in¬ 

creased. This has been true of even the most 

limited regions, such as counties, islands and 

areas comprising only a few farms. Wildfowl 

would breed near most of the streams, ponds 

and marshes of New England if they were not 

molested in spring. 

Great numbers of wild ducks still breed in the 

marshes and fens of England under protection. 

Hundreds of thousands of black ducks, wood- 

ducks, teal, whistlers and other ducks should be 

reared in the New England States annually. An 

attempt is now making to bring Massachusetts 

and Rhode Island in line with New York, Con¬ 

necticut and the other States which prohibit the 

shooting of all wildfowl in spring. 

This is a matter of great interest to the people 

of the interior. Every fall before the ice locks 

the streams and ponds the ducks that breed near 

inland waters migrate to the coast region. Some 

remain there all winter while others go South. 

In the early spring they crowd northward and 

eastward along the coast awaiting the breaking 

up of the ice in the ponds and streams. All this 

time the shore gunner takes his toll from the 

A WILDCAT FROM THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND. 

This cat weighs about 20 pounds. Her owner, C. J. H. 
Cassells, says she and another wildcat kept by him, 
escaped one night, and together they killed over forty 
turkeys, chickens and ducks. These wildcats (rehx catus) 

are nearly extinct. 

• 

birds until, when spring opens, few birds are left 

to return to their breeding grounds in the in¬ 

terior. 
The shore gunner prefers to kill birds in 

spring, for then when a bird is shot its mate is 

usually an easy prey. When the ice breaks up 

and the few remaining birds return to their 

homes in the interior they are pursued by pot¬ 

hunters and farmers’ boys who can legally shoot 

most species of wildfowl in spring, and therefore 

will shoot anything that comes within range. 

Thus it is that the geese, ducks, loons and grebes 

that formerly bred here have been driven out, 

and thus has a whole people been deprived of its 

birthright in the wildfowl of lake and river. 

To control and replenish this supply of birds 

it is only necessary for the States to enact wise, 

uniform laws and then provide the means of en¬ 

forcing them. Edward Howe Forbush. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Do Animals Reason? 

Owego, N. Y., Feb. 24.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your issue of the 23d Mr. Julian 

Burroughs heads an article with the query, “Do 

Animals Reason?” Yes they do. They are like 

some people; some argue that animals don't 

reason and some that they do. I believe that 

they do. 

In the course of his article Mr. Burroughs 

says: “Place a piece of meat just out of reach 

of a hungry chained-up dog. Place a hooked 

stick within his reach. Will the dog take the 

stick in his mouth and draw the meat to him¬ 

self? No. Will he even turn around and haul 

the meat within reach of his mouth .with his 

hind foot? No, simply because any of these acts 

involves a mental conception, an act of what the 

psychologists call reason.” 
With a view to convincing Mr. Burroughs 

that according to his own argument above 

quoted, some animals do sometimes reason, I 

offer the following evidence: 

The entertainment at the Sportsmen’s Show 

at Grand Central Palace last December included 

a moving picture which depicted a large black 

bear in the act of securing a bunch of grapes 

that had been hung beyond his reach. Although 

I did not see the picture, friends have described 

it as follows, and if I have not told it correctly, 

I trust that some of your readers, many of whom 

must have seen it, will prompt me. 

The bear was chained up. The grapes were 

suspended in the air and as soon as the animal 

discovered that he could not get them by stand¬ 

ing on his hind feet he rolled a large packing 

box over and over, until it was nearly under the 

grapes. Climbing upon it, he tried vainly to 

reach them, but discovering that he had miscal¬ 

culated, he dropped to the ground and shoved 

the box about until he finally got it in position. 

Again he mounted it, and again he could not ac¬ 

complish his object, for the box was not square, 

and he had placed it with its broadest side 

down, so he dismounted, turned it upon its edge 

and was then able to reach the grapes. Now, 

provided the animal was not trained to do this, 

Mr. Burroughs will have to confess according 

to his own conception of the meaning as quoted 

above, that this animal showed unmistakable 

evidence of being able to reason.1 
This was a little game of the master and his 

bear, and experience should have taught the ani¬ 

mal how to get the fruit without so much 

maneuvering, but it didn’t, which is a point in 

favor of Mr. Burroughs; its reasoning power 

was extremely limited. 
As regards an animal securing things placed 

beyond the reach of its teeth or its front feet, I 

have repeatedly seen bears that were chained up, 

reach out with their hind feet and get them in 

the manner suggested by Mr. Burroughs. 

While studying in the Zoological Garden in 

London, I made the acquaintance of a mischiev¬ 

ous baboon that, because of its irresistible de¬ 

sire to make a rough house of the cage and its 

many smaller occupants, was chained in one QOf- 

\ 
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ner of the inclosure. I have seen him walk the 

length of his chain, turn, reach out with a hind 

foot and pick up or drag to him some bit of 

food or trinket that caught his eye, and which 

he could see without trying was beyond the reach 

of his hands or front feet. 

When the other monkeys, in a moment of play¬ 

fulness and forgetfulness, got too near him, he 

would suddenly rush out to the full length of the 

chain and quick as lightening snap about and 

•grab blindly at them with a hind foot. Usually 

he failed in his object, but sometimes he suc¬ 

ceeded in catching one, when he would haul the 

screaming, struggling victim to him, and hold it 

firmly with his hind feet while he submitted it to 

a close examination for half an hour or more. 

No one is more thoroughly in favor of stamp¬ 

ing out the present epidemic of fake natural his- 

.tory than I am, and I agree with Mr. Burroughs 

that most of the so-called reasoning power of 

animals originates in the brain of the person who 

records it, and who too often substitutes his 

brain for that of the animal. At the same time, 

however, I must confess that I sometimes find 

an animal more intelligent than its neighbors, 

who by its acts proves to me at least that it 

possesses a certain amount of reasoning power. 

J. Alden Loring. 

A Boy Trapper’s Experience. 

Topeka, Kans., Feb. 15.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The skunk questions that have been 

under discussion in your columns for some weeks 

have greatly interested me, recalling the days of 

boyhood, when I was an amateur trapper on and 

about my father’s hillside farm, on the west bank 

of Cayuga Lake, four miles north from Ithaca, 

N. Y. 

In i860 and 1861 I had no interest in natural 

history, but great interest in the results of my 

trapping for fur-bearing animals, of which the 

chief ones, and the highest-priced furs were 

taken from minkg. and skunks. A prime mink 

pelt brought, from.$6 to $8, and a perfectly black 

skunk $1.50, while striped and white-faced ones 

sold for about $1.00. My traps were two flat 

stones, 2 to 3 inches thick and about 2 feet by 3 

feet, as I could find them, with a figure 4 de¬ 

vice holding the raised end in place, with the bait 

on the long end of the horizontal piece extend¬ 

ing back pf the center of the stones. With a 

jack-knife, five minutes’ work would whittle the 

parts of the trap. 

My most killing bait for mink was a piece of 

some kind of fish, but any kind of meat or a 

piece of hog’s liver made a first-class bait for 

skunks. 

I had a line of traps along the lake beach 

under fallen trees, piles of drift or old stumps, 

nearly three miles long, and a return line about 

a quarter of a mile back from the lake, along an 

outcropping limestone ledge. Visits to my traps 

were made each morning, before school time, 

and when there was no moonlight I carried a 

lantern, working out the lake line first and re¬ 

turning by the upper one; mink being caught 

along the lake and the skunks along the ledge. 

Few were the winter mornings that I did not 

bring home one mink at least, and one or more 

skunks, with their bodies flattened out and gen¬ 

erally frozen. The bodies had to be thawed out 

behind the stove while I was at school, so that I 
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could take the pelts off in the evening. Not one 

skunk or mink ever had any scent on it, and by 

being careful I never disturbed the scent sacks 

while taking the pelts off. 

In December, 1861, a neighbor had a horse die, 

and on my way home from school I gave per¬ 

mission for the body to be hauled down near the 

lake in my father’s wood lot. Two days after¬ 

ward there came a three-foot fall of snow, com¬ 

pletely burying my traps and putting me out of 

business. A crust that would bear my weight 

having formed on the snow, on the second Sat¬ 

urday after the storm I went to see if any woods 

dwellers were feeding on horse-beef, and found 

that the snow had been packed solid around the 

body, which was partially eaten. Securing an 

axe, I felled two young trees and from their 

bodies cut four poles about twelve feet long, 

which I placed around the carcass so as to form 

a pen, the ends just joining. Then two top pieces 

were cut for each side and placed in position; 

stakes were driven in the snow to keep the logs 

in place and a figure 4 trap put under the end of 

each top pole, two to each side, with a string 

from the trigger of the figure 4 to the end of the 

top pole. I had the carcass enclosed with eight 

traps, which had to be entered in the space be¬ 

tween the two logs. 

Where all the skunks and coons came from 

that I caught about that carcass that winter 1 

never could determine, but after mild nights I 

sometimes found a victim in every trap, all caught 

with the top log across the small of the back, and 

not one skunk so caught did I ever find to have 

cast a scent. I accounted for this on the suppo¬ 

sition that the blow from the log across the 

back, or the crushing fall of the stone deadfalls 

paralyzed the animal so that it could not scent. 

The bodies of my victims were taken to the 

head of a ravine into which they were thrown, 

which gave it the power of loading the breezes, 

until they were not spicy breezes after spring 

was well advanced, and the crows and hawks had 

had their feasts for a few weeks. 

My fur trapping paid me a very nice sum 

those two winters, and while I caught fifty or 

more skunks each winter, I never knew one to 

be scented, nor did I get any scent -on my hands 

while skinning them. 

Not Now a Boy Trapper. 

About Right Whales. 

Something less than a year ago we printed in 

Forest and Stream an account of the adven¬ 

tures of two young men who went down to 

Amagansett, L. I., to recover the remains of two 

whales (Balcena glacialis). A report on the ex¬ 

ternal and internal anatomy of these specimens 

has just been printed in the Bulletin of Museum 

of Natural History, by Mr. Roy C. Andrews, 

who wrote the account for Forest and Stream. 
The two whales went ashore, one near the vil¬ 

lage of Amagansett, the other near the village of 

Wainscott. The Amagansett whale, originally 

reported as measuring 56 feet 7 inches from the 

tip of the snout to the end of the fluke, was 

measured by Mr. Andrews after the flukes had 

been removed and appears to have been about 

54 feet long, measured from the tip of the snout 

over the back to the notch of the flukes. The 

Wainscott whale, measured in a straight line 

from tip of snout to notch of flukes, was 40 feet 

3 inches. The length of the blow hole was 10 

inches in the Amagansett whale and 8A inches 

in the Wainscott specimen, and the longest 

whalebone, excluding the bristles, was 6 feet 5 

inches in the Amagansett specimen. 

In the Wainscott whale the color was every¬ 

where dense ivory black, with no indication 

whatever of a lighter color on the fins or flukes, 

and, while the Amagansett specimen was chiefly 

of the same black, there were some streaks, 

patches and spots of white, on the flukes, flip¬ 

pers and in some other places. While the right 

whale is generally an unbroken black, there is 
testimony that they are occasionally marked with 

white below. Capt. J. B. Edwards speaks of some 

that he has seen that had the breast and throat 

nearly white, and similar specimens are,noted 

in the “Whalebone Whales of North America.” 

The eyeball of the Amagansett whale meas¬ 

ured on the preserved specimen after the eyeball 

had been trimmed of matter which had adhered 

to it. 3lA inches from before backward and 3 

inches from above downward. The iris was clear 

brown, surrounded by a narrow, irregular ring 

of lighter color. The pupil is elliptical, its longi- 

tutidal diameter being iA inches. 

The osteology of the whales is described, and 

figures are given of many of the bones and of 

the wrist with its ossifications. 

It is interesting to note that the Amagansett 

whale exceeds in size the largest right whale 

ever recorded, and that its examination demon¬ 

strates that there is some color variation in the 

species. 

Wild Duck and House Cat. 

Owego, N. Y., Feb. 25.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: During the severe weather of the past 

month the Susquehanna River. at this place was 

completely frozen over from shore to shore, ex¬ 

cept where it runs through the center of the 

village, and here was quite an expanse of open 

water with ice out from the shore for about .five 
rods. A large flock of wild ducks of different 

varieties frequented this open water for nearly 

three weeks. 1 

One day recently a family living on the bank 

of the river were somewhat startled by seeing 

the pet house cat come marching into the kitchen 

with a live wild duck in its mouth. The duck, 

which proved to be a butterball, was' rescued 

from its captor and placed in a bath tub partly 

filled with water; here the duck stayed for the 
remainder of the day and took food from the 
hands of different ones who fed it. In capturing 

the duck the cat had bitten it through the neck, 

and it gradually became weaker during the day, 

and when it was liberated toward evening died. 

It is surmised that the duck was sitting on 

the edge of the ice which was covered with snow, 

when the cat, a light colored animal, carefully 

stalked the duck and caught it. 

Evidently the untimely fate of the poor butter 

ball alarmed the rest of the ducks, for they dis¬ 

appeared on the same day and have not returned. 

This is the first instance that ever came to my 

notice of a common house cat catching a wild 

duck. F. J. D. 

- i 
The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 



John Bunyan. 

In the moss-draped forests of the Tensas, 

Darning at will through the palmetto thickets, 

eside lily-clothed lakes and brakes of towering 

ypress, or through the expanses of second- 

; rowth, where once were the vast fields of a 

anished race—the cotton planter of the old 

outh—wanders the fabled buck “John Bunyan.” 

Old man Quarterbaum had stoutly maintained 

hat John Bunyan was very large. His de- 

cription nowhere inspired credence, and will 

ot be repeated lest the reader should doubt. 

B. bore a charmed life, for Quarterbaum had 

hot at him many times, each time with perfect 

omposure and a fine bead, and had invariably 

missed him. Quarterbaum was a hunter and 

rapper and knew when a real buck should 

top growing. So it came to be the mighty 

Purpose of every hunter who had heard of John 

o meet and vanquish him or himself fall the 

•ictim of valorous combat. 
The year of Louisiana plantation life had 

drawn to a close. Several times during the fall, 

n company with Mr. Speed, the nearest neigh- 

>or, I had sought John’s trail. Usually the 

mnt was a success as to deer meat in general, 

out never for John Bunyan’s meat; though 

Speed did get one shot at him as he ran by, 

ihead of the hounds, and the big buck floundered 

tnd almost fell. Speed thought he had wounded 

Dim, but this was only one of John Bunyan’s 

vays. He departed. 
The plantation business was ended on Dec. 

>6, and in the afternoon of that day I launched 

he canoe that had been left for me and paddled 

ibout ten miles down the Tensas River to join 

the party of gentlemen whose guest I was to 

oe. Messrs. W. L. Polk, A. Warner, Dan 

Searles and Howard Warner had gone down 

the day before with assurances that the camp 

would be pitched in plain view on the river 

bank. They had hunted John B. for several 

years. They had returned from each trip into 

he Tensas swamp with much recompense, but 

without the invincible John, and their valor 

asserted itself anew each year. 
Darkness was falling and the lone canoeist 

was cold, hungry and partly wet when the 

rounding of a sharp bend brought into view 

the glow of a camp-fire on the tree trunks and 

branches at a point not far distant. In re¬ 

sponse to a call the four hosts signalled their 

welcome while two negroes with lanterns made 

Fast the canoe and hurried traveler and baggage 

up the bank. Supper followed quickly and at 

an early hour all turned in. 
Again there glided silently and in stately mag¬ 

nificence, before heavy eyes, the panorama of 

the Tensas; on either shore, mile after mile of 

tall forest trees draped with waving Spanish 

moss, while thickets of palmetto or brakes of 

cane cover the ground beneath. Such a cloak 

of nature, which could inspire fairy tales from 

old man Quarterbaum, and which to me seems 

of all garbs the most inspiring to him who 

would not see the noble land covered by cities 

and farms, is what Pious Jeems has termed 

dismal. Can forest trees with Spanish moss, so 

heavily draped that the sky is scarce visible, and 

palmettos so closely planted that the sun cannot 

send his rays to kiss their feet, but must salute 

the brows of their guardians, the stately trees 

instead—can this be dismal? 

The discussion had turned to the hunting of 

deer by imposing upon their curiosity. One of 

the party had been told of employing a red flag 

set in the most open woods available, the 

hunter hiding nearby. Mr. Polk then related 

that the first time he ever saw Mr. Lilley—a 

professional hunter well known thereabout, 

presumably the same Ben Lilley recently of the 

President’s party—he dropped into his camp one 

day while hunting. Lilley had on a bright red 

shirt, and when questioned as to why he wore 

such a color said it was to lessen the chance of 

being shot by mistake for a deer. Now there 

is not usually more than one hunter to several 

square miles in that particular swamp, and few 

novices are among them, so that the chance of 

being shot by mistake is remote. We reasoned 

that the red shirt might have served the ad¬ 

ditional purpose of attracting the deer’s curi¬ 

osity, as the red flag was expected to do. At 

any rate, an experiment was determined upon, 

and a chamois vest with a red flannel lining was 

dug out from somebody’s carpet-bag. The ap¬ 

parition that scrambled up the bank across the 

river and plunged into the wilderness next morn¬ 

ing would have attracted the curiosity of Broad¬ 

way, much more that of a poor stupid deer. The 

red side of the vest was toward the weather. 

The undergrowth was so thick that one could 

not see a great distance, and not a glimpse was 

had of a deer that was heard running when 

about fifteen minutes out from camp. A fresh 

trail showed rather large tracks, but not John 

Bunyan’s. Shortly afterward I was startled 

by a jump, a loud snort and several bounds. 

There was just a glimpse of a buck as he put a 

tree between us before stopping. Several steps 

brought me to a point commanding a pretty 

good view of the woods in that direction, and 

there I stooped low and waited for demonstra¬ 

tions of curiosity. I could not see the deer, but 

could “almost feel his gaze.” The demonstra¬ 

tion came after a lapse of about seven seconds, 

but in the wrong direction—geographically, at 

least. With three separate and distinct snorts, 

either one of which would have indicated vast 

astonishment, each one begun with emphasis, 

drawn out to considerable length and with a 

distinctly crescendo effect, abruptly terminating 

in several exclamation points, and (probably) a 

gasp for breath, that buck ran away very fast. 

On the return to camp the vest went back into 

the carpet-bag. 
Having “smelled powder,” it was an im¬ 

patient wait for the time to start on the after¬ 

noon hunt. Crossing Tensas River and follow¬ 

ing the narrow strips of open woods or flats 

bearing down stream and away from the river, 

occasionally crossing the intervening low, 

thickly grown ridge to the next flat, a deer was 

finally jumped and his flag seen for a fleeting 

instant. A miss was scored. This deer was 

within sixty yards of a small herd of cattle, one 

cow having a large and noisy bell. This argues 

for hunting deer by riding a slow horse which 

wears a bell, which I have never tried. It seems 

unsportsmanlike. The theory is not so scien¬ 

tific as that of the red shirt. 

After a time an ideal spot was found which, 

from a seat on the trunk of a fallen tree, com¬ 

manded a view of the woods for 250 yards in 

two directions and 100 yards across the flat. 

After nearly an hour’s wait, and as the shadows 

of dusk were enveloping the forest, I saw John 

Bunyan! Noiselessly trotting through the 

woods like the veritable ghost-deer that' he is, 

but occasionally nosing the ground where the 

doe had preceded him he made swift progress; 

in fact, seemed to fairly glide through space, so 

that none too soon was the rifle poised toward 

an opening at the far edge of the flat, and a 

whistle sounded as he glided into the open. 

John did not stop, but paused slightly in his 

alluring pursuit to mark the sound. At that 

instant the trigger was touched and John 

vanished; that is, he departed quickly. Lie left 

no bloodstains on his trail, so that it is certain 

he was no other Bunyan than John, and I now 

see that it is impossible for any one to kill him, 

though from certain insinuations made in camp 

that evening, it would be inferred that some 

gentlemen heretofore mentioned would be so 

foolish as to burn more powder on John’s ac¬ 

count, should they be situated as I was. The 

horns that this buck carries and his great 

stature, as estimated through the magnifying 

agency of a rifle’s hindsight notch, have not 

been exaggerated. 

The days passed quickly and so did the deer 

that were seen, for each day brought its store of 

experiences to narrate in the evening over the 

crackling camp-fire. Mostly they were of deer 

surprised in places too densely grown for good 

still-hunting, and of their immediate disappear¬ 

ance behind patches of denser growth, or a 

group of large trees. Few turkeys were seen, 

and sign was infrequent, but there was plenty of 

deer sign. 

About the fourth day, in the afternoon, a 

stand was taken in a feeding ground discovered 

that morning, a patient vigilance was rewarded 

with a god-sized young buck with six small 

prongs. He was eating acorns and was broad¬ 

side at about sixty yards. Though it was late 

afternoon and growing dark, the .30-30 broke 

both shoulders, and a bullet through the neck 

finished him promptly. The place was well 

marked and then haste made to camp. Several 

volunteer packers brpught in the buck an hour 

later, two negroes with much toil carrying him 

to the river on a pole. 

During the next few days the same feeding 

ground was hunted alternately by Howard 

Warner and Dan Searles, each of whom killed 

a deer. In one case it was the first deer killed, 

and the initiation was promptly administered and 

borne with fortitude. 
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The last day out I discovered another feeding 

ground more promising in appearance than the 

first. Though the afternoon was dark and 

gloomy, with a brisk fall of rain, it might be 

the last chance for many months, so Mr. Polk 

and I went up the river to the nearest landing 

place and plunged into the wet thickets, he tak¬ 

ing ground that he had explored and thought 

promising. The last hour for hunting was nearly 

gone when a deer’s side and back were dimly 

seen through the cover, the rest of the animal 

being behind a tree. Several steps brought me 

to a sapling against which the rifle was steadied 

while waiting for a shoulder to appear. Shortly 

this occurred. It was too dark to see more than 

the general form of shoulder and neck, and the 

head was not in sight, so I could not tell 

whether the deer was a buck or a doe, but I 

took chances and shot. It was a surprise to 

discover that there were two deer instead of one, 

a doe standing behind a fawn in such a position 

that the tall back and shoulder that I aimed at 

seemed to belong to the same animal. With 

some remorse it was seen that the fawn’s 

shoulder was bloody, as both animals dashed by 

within twenty yards of me. No further notice 

was taken of the doe, and at the instant that an¬ 

other shot was fired the fawn fell as it was 

about to plunge into a thicket. Examination 

afterward proved that only the first bullet had 

struck it. 

The next morning camp was broken, after 

eight peaceful days in the solitudes of the Tensas 

swamp, which is always left with this advan¬ 

tage over those who have not seen the forest 

which shelters John Bunyan; that always in 

dreams may one go back there, during the many 

months which may elapse before he shall once 

more in reality follow the evasive trail of the 

fabled buck. Tripod. 

Bear and Deer. 
Oakmont, Pa., Feb. 27.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: There is another view of that story 

in your issue of Jan. 25. Was that justice of 

the peace correct in fining the bear killers for 

“hunting on Sunday?” 

As you know, being a lawyer, or even a mem¬ 

ber of the bar, cannot be laid at my door, but 

still there is such a thing as “within the mean¬ 

ing of the law” that is really a fact, little as 

members of the bar recognize it. 

Is it “hunting”—always “within the meaning 

of the law”—to pursue and kill a dangerous wild 

animal? I do not see that that is clear. Your 

“let us go and kill something” fellows have se¬ 

cured many laws, fearfully and wonderfully made, 

but words have meaning for all of that. 

Another matter is brought up in your editorial 

on twenty-two wounded deer being found and 

killed by gamekeepers, not knowing how' many 

more were unfound, and the gross carelessness 

of the hunters in not following them up and kill¬ 

ing them. Now, if those deer had been hounded 

every one wounded would have been found. 

If your “protective” laws allowed the use of 

a dog, mind you, even a beagle, spaniel or terrier, 

on the trail of wounded deer, all would be found. 

Yet sportsmen call it sport to sneak up on an un¬ 

suspecting deer, fire a charge into it while it 

is standing or lying still, with at least one chance 

out of three that it escapes far enough to be 

lost. William Wade. 

Plain Language. 

New York, Jan. 30.—Editor Forest, and 

Stream: I am one of the oldest of your corre¬ 

spondents, my contributions going back to the 

year of the foundation of the paper. I am thus 

a sportsman of long experience. My contribu¬ 

tions to your columns have had to do with al¬ 

most all the various subjects covered by your 

field. This personal explanation and my very 

great interest in the paper and everything that 

appears in it, lead me to ask if you will not give 

me space for 4 little good natured comment on 

some weaknesses which I occasionally see in 

your correspondents. 

One of the greatest charms of the accounts 

which appear in Forest and Stream lies in their 

directness and simplicity, but sometimes I see 

an apparent striving for effect which is to be 

deplored. Those of us who write for the 

printer—whether as story-writers, essayists, or 

correspondents—are naturally enough very de¬ 

sirous to make what we write impress those 

who read it. We wish to have our reason¬ 

ing logical, our narrative clear, orderly and in¬ 

telligent, and our descriptions effective, so that 

they will bring to the mind of the reader the 

scenes which we are describing just as we saw 

them. Perhaps also we would like to impress 

our readers with the notion that our sensibili¬ 

ties are keen and our insight deep. Therefore we 

sometimes make the mistake -of striving after 

effect in our writing, and this is one of the very 

ways in which to fail to secure an effect. We 

are not satisfied with talking about things as they 

actually are, but want to make everything appear 

a little more impressive than it really is. We 

are disposed to exaggerate things; to indulge in 
hyperbole. 

A trout, or salmon, or deer, or bear is not 

merely large, but is great, vast, colossal, magnifi¬ 

cent, superb or stupendous. A wolf, which per¬ 

haps has just gorged itself on a carcass, lain 

down under a bush to sleep, and on being dis¬ 

turbed hastily gets out of the sight of a hunter 

armed with repeating rifle and belt full of am¬ 

munition, writh possibly a six-shooter and a knife 

or two concealed about his person, is variously 

spoken of as lean and hungry, ravening, blood¬ 

thirsty, sneaking and cowardly. A weasel 5 or 6 

inches long, caught in a trap, and unable to get 

away from the vicinity of the husky six-foot man 

who is approaching him with a stick or a gun, or 
perhaps both, and a dog, is spoken of as the 

incarnation of devilish ferocity and hate. The 

sea bird which passes its summers in the frozen 

North or South among surroundings which the 

average civilized, temperate zone man would re¬ 

gard as very disagreeable, is pitied, merely be¬ 

cause the writer feels that he would not enjoy 

surroundings which are entirely suited to the 
bird. 

It is quite conceivable that when the Brobding- 

nagians saw Gulliver nearly frightened to death 

by their prodigious size, they spoke of him as a 

sneaking, cowardly wretch; and when on the oc¬ 

casion of some teasing, he retired into the cor¬ 

ner of his cage and drawing his sword declared 

that he would defend himself to his last breath, 

some of them may have averred that he was the 

incarnation of devilish ferocity. 

Suppose a being with intelligence far greater 

than ours, as big as an elephant and armed with 

dynamite guns, were to come across one of us 

unarmed out in the country, and the little fellow 

were to run away; would we regard it as an act 

of cowardice? Or if a man attacked by over¬ 

whelming odds, is cornered and fights to the last 

gasp, do we regard his actions as inspired bv 

ferocity and hate? It is not a bad idea some¬ 

times to put ourselves in the place of others, 

even if these others are only small and compara¬ 

tively harmless animals. 

If we look back upon the people whose writ¬ 

ings have most stirred us we shall find that we 

were moved not by any exaggerated style of the 

writer but by his simplicity. He talked, to us in 

the plain homely language which is understood 

instantly and without effort, and in this way got 

nearer to our hearts than others do. The rule is 

a universal one. It is as applicable to Forest 

and Stream as to any other periodical, and if 

the old readers will look back and remem¬ 

ber the writings of Robinson, Nessmuk, Fred. 

Mather and Kingfisher, they will recognize the 

truth of the statement. Old Correspondent. 

Canadian Camp. 
The Canadian Camp held its dinner at the 

Hotel Astor on the evening of Wednesday, 

March 4. About 125 persons were present, and 

Rastus Ransom officiated as toastmaster. 

The guest of honor was Com. J. U. Gregory, 

of Quebec, one of the very old-time sportsmen, 

who for a generation has been a contributor to 

Forest and Stream. He is still the head of the 

Department of Marine and Fisheries of the 

Province of Quebec, and wears the order of im¬ 

perial service founded by King Edward VII. 

and awarded for special service in the interest 

of the crown. Mr. Gregory has held his present 

position for more than forty years. He talked 

of hunting and fishing in Labrador, and had 

much to say about the visits to Canada of the 

Duke of Argyle, and of his son) the Marquis of 

Lome, once Canada’s Governor-General. Next 

to Mr. Gregory sat Chas. Hallock, another 

veteran, who, with Mr. Gregory, looks back 

over a generation and more of good sport. 

Dr. J. C. Allen spoke on the sportsman’s 

privilege; Mr. Robert Frothingham gave an 

illustrated talk on shooting the rapids of the 

Grand Discharge of Lake St. John and a canoe 

trip up the Peribonca. Gilbert Evans gave an 

illustrated talk on fish, Dr. Geo. Porter told of 

some of his experiences in Canada, Alfred Henry' 

Dunham talked of crossing the Chilkoot Pass, 

while W. H. Wright, well known for his ex¬ 

ploits in bear hunting, and probably the only 

man that ever killed a grizzly with a jack-knife, 

expressed his views on these bears, concerning 

which he is an acknowledged expert. The meet¬ 
ing lasted till the late hours. 

In a short time Forest and Stream Publishing, 

Company will bring out a small volume which 

will contain the charming serial recently con¬ 

tributed to these columns by Mr. S. T. Ham¬ 

mond. The book will contain not far front one- 

hundred and fifty pages, and will be illustrated 

by a number of engravings. All readers who > 

enjoyed the serial as it appeared in the Forest 

and Stream are likely to desire this book in. 

order to keep in permanent form these charming• 

accounts of New England shooting. Orders wiiT 

be received for the book at any time. It will be 

sent postpaid for the sum of $t.oo. 
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The Hunting License. 

Tampa, Fla., Feb. 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It looks as though we soon would have 

to give up the idea that we live in a free coun¬ 

try; and it is surprising what so-called fjee 

Americans will submit to in the way of legisla¬ 

tion by men who are totally unfit to make laws, 

and who if they lived in an enlightened coun¬ 

try such as Australia, would promptly be put 

out of office and be replaced by men who would 

be the servants of the people and not despots. 

Such a proposition as to prohibit a man hunting 

because he happens to live over the line in the 

next State ought to be impossible in this coun¬ 

try. This is just what it means, only it is put in 

a sneaking manner by proposing $20.50 license 

fee, which, of course, the ordinary man could 

not pay for a day or two of hunting. 

A reasonable license fee is acceptable to all 

right-minded men if the proceeds are used for 

the benefit of all, but make it the same to a 

man who lives a mile or so over the line as to 

the man who lives in the State. A man may 

have his original home in New York State. Cir¬ 

cumstances and business may have led him to 

reside over the line in Connecticut. It may be 

within walking distance or it may be further, 

but he lives there; naturally if he gets a vaca¬ 

tion for a few days his thoughts go back to his 

friends at the old place and to his old haunts. 

He spends his holiday there and if he is fond of 

hunting he would like to spend a few days in 

this manner, but the law says he shall not; for, 

of course, it is out of the question for him to 

pay $20.50 for a few tramps in the woods with 

his gun. 

If such an iniquitous proposition were made 

law it would, and naturally ought to, produce 

poachers, and of such a class as would get or 

kill game in any way they could, and would work 

more destruction near the State line than could 

possibly be done in the regular way. 

In regard to aliens, they should not be al¬ 

lowed to carry firearms at all, or in case of 

traveling sportsmen, a special law with special 

license for them, but an American citizen should 

have equal rights in America. 

W. Bacchus. 

Owego, N. Y., Feb. 22.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Hunting licenses have been in success¬ 

ful operation in this country for about two hun¬ 

dred years. This license has proved to be one 

of the best means of protecting game and has 

steadily grown in favor until now nearly every 

State in the Union requires hunters to take out 

licenses. , New York State has been slow in 

awakening to the fact that her sister States are 

far in advance in the matter of game protection 

and preservation. Now when the rapid decrease 

of game has become so evident the hunters have 

come forward in a body and ask the Legislature 

to pass a hunter’s license bill. To that end a 

bill has been introduced and is now pending in 

the Legislature with the following requirements: 

“No person shall at any time, pursue or kill 

with a gun any of the wild animals, fowl or 

birds that are protected during any part of the 

year without first having procured a license so 

to do, and then only during the respective 

periods of the year when it shall be lawful.” 

This bill requires a license of twenty dollars 

for nonresidents and aliens and one dollar for 

residents. Owners of farm land and their im¬ 

mediate families occupying and cultivating the 

same or the lessee or lessees thereof and their 

immediate family or families who are actually 

occupying and cultivating the same, shall have 

the right to hunt and kill game on the farm land 

of which he or they are the bona fide owners or 

lessees during*the open season for such game 

without procuring such resident license. 

As no one but hunters is affected by this 

license, and as they are in favor of it almost to 

a man, there is no good reason why it should 

not become a law. 

The object of the nonresident license is to 

restrict hunting, showing a preference in favor 

of residents and to raise funds for game pro¬ 

tection by requiring nonresidents to contribute 

to the expense of preserving our game. As 

nearly every State in the Union requires a non¬ 

resident license, is there any good reason why 

New York State should be left open to all who 

may come? 

The resident license, which has been made as 

small as practical, is not intended so much to 

restrict hunting as to regulate it. The chief 

uses they subserve are raising funds for the 

protection of game and providing a system of 

identifying hunters. 

The idea that this license will be a hardship 

to the poor man is absurd. A man who cannot 

afford to pay the license cannot afford to hunt 

any more than a man can afford to own an 

automobile if he cannot buy the gasolene. 

This bill favors the farmer and should re¬ 

ceive his support. The taxpayer can readily 

see that the amount raised by this license will 

go a long way toward the support of our forest, 

fish and game commission, and will be placing 

the tax only on those who derive the benefit. 

As for the hunter he is perfectly willing to con¬ 

tribute toward the protection of his favorite 

sport. Philip S. Farnham, Sec’y, 

The Owego Rod and Gun Club. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

Chilled Shot and Quail. 

Doniphan, Mo., Feb. 29.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: There is scarcely a day afield that I do 

got find some dead or crippled quail, especially 

where visiting sportsmen have spent their fall 

outing after quail. It is the more noticeable on 

these occasions, for visits of this kind are so 

rare that one can count the number of strangers 

each year on his fingers. Most of the outers go 

about eighteen or twenty miles further north 

into the deer country of the Upper Current or 

head of Little Black, which seems the favorite 

camping ground for visitors. Invariably after 

shooting has been done on the farms adjacent 

to mine, my dogs find dead quail. 

There are many reasons for this; bad marks¬ 

manship, chilled shot, a city man’s judgment of 

distance and the use of open bore guns. 

I pass over bad marksmanship, and refer to 

chilled shot. I long ago gave it up for my own 

use for quail. I admit it makes a better pattern, 

and has greater velocity and penetration than 

the soft shot, but often when only one or two 

pellets hit a fast going quail, it has not the 

stopping power of the soft shot. The same rea¬ 

son may be taken for this performance as the 

soft and hard bullets in the modern sporting 

rifle and their effect on game. 

A number of years ago, when I first began to 

use chilled shot, I seldom thought of following 

a bird that had been merely feathered, for my 

experience had been limited to the old style of 

shot, but my shooting experience caused me to 

notice the effects of chilled shot on game. Trudg¬ 

ing home one afternoon, my old partner began to 

draw on a covey that had been dusting in the 

center of a log tramway. The birds refused to 

lie, with the exception of one, which I gave 

right and left, but not a feather flew, though I 

was not twenty yards from the bird. I saw it fly 

straight up the tramway for an eighth of a 

mile, and then suddenly drop. Following it in an 

attempt to redeem myself from a supposedly 

poor shot, the dog came to a point and I could 

not flush the bird. The dog then brought it to 

me; it was stone dead. I placed it in a separate 

pocket, and when cleaning the birds that even¬ 

ing examined it carefully. Three shot had 
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passed clear through it, and one shot was found 

in the body. Since then I have seen possibly 

several hundred instances of the kind and al¬ 

ways with chilled shot. 

Only last fall the dogs were on point in a 

cornfield, and I missed as I supposed right and 

left. I reloaded and caught one bird as he was 

trying to follow his mates which had pitched 

into a thicket of sassafras and persimmon. Fol¬ 

lowing them up two dead were found. I had 

been using chilled shot. While all the shot that 

hit them had not gone through these birds, they 

had penetrated the flesh far and had not flat¬ 

tened. This same day, after visitors had been 

shooting there the day previous, I found four¬ 

teen dead quail in different fields, generally 

close to a thicket, as if they had made a hard 

fight to reach this cover but had not had strength 

enough to gain it. Each body contained chilled 

shot except one that had five holes clear through 

it. The sportsman possibly were not to blame, 

and in all likelihood credited themselves with 

misses or feathered birds. 

While I would not take upon myself the task 

of entirely condemning chilled shot, I am satis¬ 

fied that each year in our section at least, a 

thousand quail are lost in this manner, never to 

benefit any one. At other times chilled shot ap¬ 

pears to stop the birds instantly. There is a 

chance that a proportion of pellets are harder 

than others. 

Another cause of cripples is the open bore gun. 

Too many are tempted to try out-of-range shots 

with it. It certainly fits in its place nicely, but 

the temptation to make long shots in open shoot¬ 

ing often results in cripples that are not found; 

or else the judgment of distance is bad. 

Anyway, no sportsman should try to make too 

long shots with an open gun. I have noticed in 

taking visitors hunting, that there are more 

cripples from the open bore than the choke 

bored gun. The latter seems to be more of a 

case of miss or kill. Loch Laddie. 

New Jersey Bills Introduced. 

The Trenton Evening Times of March 6 says 

editorially: 

“Assemblyman Colgate has introduced an¬ 

other game bill, which proposes to divide the 

State into two districts, with an open season in 

the northern district for duck, between Oct. i 

and Dec. 31, and for quail, partridge, woodcock, 

rabbits and squirrel from Oct. 15 to Dec. 1; 

while in the southern district the open seasons 

are to be between Nov. 1 and March 1, and be¬ 

tween Nov. 1 and Dec. 25. This plan was 

tried a few years ago, and soon abandoned. It 

was found that the game was being more 

rapidly extinguished in both sections than under 

the old law of one season for the whole State. 

What New Jersey needs badly is a closed sea¬ 

son for five or ten years.” 

The hot discussion over the present bad game 

laws of New Jersey is inducing many sports¬ 

men and papers to take the ground that all 

shooting should cease until the supply of game 

has an opportunity to increase. Something of 

this kind we may see before long if spring 

shooting continues. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

About Guns. 

Pittston, Pa., Feb. 13.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your February 1st issue I read with 

pleasure the talk Uncle Dan gave us about guns. 

Uncle Dan mentions that he does not claim to 

know it all, which gives me a chance to tell him 

something that he does not know, or if he does 

know he forgot to mention it. 

Uncle Dan claims he has been shooting 10, 

12 and 16 gauge guns on ducks for sixty years, 

and twelve years ago he kept two guns for his 

own shooting, one a 10-gauge, 10 lbs., 32-inch 

barrels, for ducks, and a 12-gauge, 27-inch bar¬ 

rels, 7 lbs., for quail and rabbits. He claims these 

guns were as good as the best for the work he used 

them for, but he sold them and sent for two 

others which he knew nothing about except by 

hearsay, one a big 10-gauge, and a 7-lb., 27-inch, 

12-gauge. On receipt of these guns he targeted 

them and was amazed to find that the little 12- 

gauge could shoot all day with the big one. That 

was the time he should have put his thinking 

cap on. When he was looking for a big gun 

that would outshoot a little one, why did he not 

order a 12-gauge, 10 lbs., 32-inch barrels, cham¬ 

bered to take a 3 or 3*4 inch shell and load it 

with 2V2 or 3^4 drams of bulk smokeless powder 

wadded with 10-gauge wads. Then he would 

soon have seen that he was getting something in 

the way of a shooting iron that would make 

some if not all of the little guns sit up and listen; 

provided the 12-gauge, 10-lb. gun was an honest 

full choke and bored right for good penetration. 

Again Uncle Dan claims that the 16-gauge was 

only good for' quail and rabbits or small birds. 

Once I had a 16-gauge, 30-inch barrel, 8j£-lb. 

gun with a 3-inch chamber. My load for it was 

314 drams of good bulk smokeless and 1 l/i oz. 

shot. The way that little-big gun could shoot 

would make them all think some; why, jmu could 

stand 33 or 35 yards rise on live pigeons with 

that gun, and when you held right the pigeon 

would die an easy death. It was also one of the 

best duck guns I ever saw. 

Another gun I once had was a 12-gauge, 10- 

lb. 30-inch single barrel; just think, a 12-gauge 

single barrel gun that weighed 10 lbs. My load 

was 4^4 drams of the best bulk smokeless powder 

and 1J4 02• of shot. The gun was full choke in 

every sense of the word. Could it kill ducks? 

Well, they were yours if you held right. 

I hope Uncle Dan will write again on the gun 

subject. Perhaps he knows a whole lot that he 

did not tell us the last time. Uncle Billy. 

Reclaiming Wet Matches. 

Jamestown, N. Y., Feb. 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In a recent issue of Forest and 

Stream I noticed some interesting suggestions 

for the treatment of damp matches. Personally 

I have never had much success in reclaiming 

matches that have been subjected to a protracted 

soaking, but those which have been in the water 

only a shot time can be easily dried in a few 

moments by the aid of centrifugal force. The 

sportsman who has the misfortune to fall into 

the “drink” and wet his matches should bear 

this fact in mind and thereby possibly save him¬ 

self much discomfort. The matches should be 

at once subjected to the following treatment. 

First, cut a piece from your fish line about two 

and one-half feet long. If you have not a fish 

line, shoe laces or narrow strips torn from your 
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bandanna will answer the purpose. At about 

six inches from the end of your string tie a 

small weig‘ht, say for instance an empty rifle 

shell, a key or a pebble. To the short end of 

the string tie a small bunch of matches, criss¬ 

crossing them as much as possible to let the air 

circulate through them. Now take the string 

by the other end and whirl weight and matches 

rapidly until your arm aches. Rest a moment, 

try it again and repeat the operation several 

times. If you are persistent and vigorous 

enough your matches will soon dry to the igni¬ 

tion point. 

I have just proved this fact to some doubting 

brother sportsmen, throwing a dozen matches 

into a glass of water and leaving them there 

ten minutes by the watch. In less than ten 

minutes more I successfully lighted and burned 

all the matches but one by the above method. 

W. A. Bradshaw. 

New Publications. 

“The Pistol and Revolver,” by A. L. Himmel-' 

wright, recently from the press, is a compre¬ 

hensive work of 157 pages, covering the entire 

subject of pistol and revolver shooting, alike 

useful to the beginner or the experienced marks¬ 

man. It is amply illustrated for all practical 

■ requirements. The features illustrated are re¬ 

volvers, pistols, cartridges and bullets, sights, 

shooting positions, targets, pit, range equip¬ 

ments, correct methods of holding the revolver 

and positions of sights in aiming at the target, 

travel of the line of sight about the bullseye in 

aiming, etc. A brief mention of the contents 

will give a definite idea of the scope of the 

work as follows: Historical; arms military, 

target and pocket; rim- and central-fire car¬ 

tridges; sights, position; target shooting; re¬ 

volver practice for police and pistol shooting 

for ladies; clubs and ranges; hints to beginners; 

selection of arms; manipulation; position and 

aiming, target practice; cleansing and care of 

arms; reloading ammunition; primers, shells, 

bullets, powders, besides rules and regulations 

governing the annual championship matches of 

the United States Revolver Association, 

methods and customs followed in conducting 

matches, instructions to range officers and 

records of the association. Mr. Himmelwright, 

from practical experience in every phase of club 

practice and tournament competition, is fully 

equipped for the production of this excellent 

work. The volume is bound in three styles, 

paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.00; full morocco, $1.50. 

In a short time Forest and Stream Publishing 

Company will bring out a small volume zvhich 

will contain the charming serial recently con¬ 

tributed to these columns by Mr. S. T. Ham¬ 

mond. The book will contain not far from one 

hundred and fifty pages, and zvill be illustrated 

by a number of engravings. All readers who 

enjoyed the serial as it appeared in the Forest 

and Stream are likely to desire this book in 

order to keep in permanent form these charming 

accounts of Nezv England shooting. Orders will 

be received for the book at any time.. It will be 

sent postpaid for the sum of $1.00. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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ON THE TRAIL. 

From a photograph by Jack Ronan. 

Hunting Spike-Horn Elk. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Pleasurable, novel and most exciting sport was 

‘ound in hunting the young spike horn and three- 

,ear-old bull elk in mid-October in a mountain 

:ow country, such as the Big Horn Mountains 

vere in the early nineties. 

The elk bands hunted and herded by their 

cind, the master bulls—the cows then being in 

he rut—pursued and harried in daylight hours 

>y the gun-bearers, passed their lives in a state 

)f almost constant alarm. Ever and anon the 

nuzzles of the old cows would be lifted high to 

aste the wind, the light eddies and puffs of 

vhich seemed to inform them whenever enemies 

vere abroad, and then the bands swung about 

n a mighty ellipse on the eastern and western 

ides of the Ten Sleep-Brokenback-Paintrock 

livide, which trending north and south, separated 

hese three mighty mountain basins. The west- 

■rn slope of the divide was gradual, the eastern 

iibrupt and montane in its drop of almost half a 

nile down to the beautiful Ten Sleep Lake. 

The young bulls, driven out of the bands by 

heir physical betters, paired off for company 

tnd mutual protection, were fattening and had 

gown lazy loafing and sleeping. We noted that 

1 goodly number of horses were scattered 

hroughout the mountain basins, and as the elk 

vere used to them, we determined to hunt these 

;pike horns on horseback, believing if we rode 

vith the wind in our faces, that they knowing 

he approaching noise to be made by horses 

vould be seen before running. Hear us, they 

:ertainly would, although they could neither 

;mell nor see us. 

And so one morning Dave Spalding and I sad- 

lled our favorite hunting horses, old “Seal” and 

he black stallion, rode to Ten Sleep Lake, 

•ounded its southernmost end, and crossing its 

outlet, laid a course against the wind and up one 

)f the mighty ridges which head in the northern 

lart of the basin in the direction of Cloud’s 

Peak. 

Directly the black stallion whistled, and the 

tisles of the forest for a second seemed to be 

ull of snorting horses, jumping men, crashing 

•ifles and running elk. We had been moving 

■lowly through the forest on an old elk trail, 

md had jumped a pair of youngsters from their 

)eds and had shot in line with the vanishing 

tame. Such hunting requires quick work, and 

ine’s game has a chance for its life. My hunt- 

ng partner was a past-master in the art of 

railing. The sign said that one of the two 

■hots fired had taken effect, so tying our horses, 

Dave led off on the trail, and I kept close be- 

find him. 

The trail led over, through and among the 

lebris of the forest, now zig-zagging aimlessly 

lere and there. How it all happened I hardly 

enow, but the old .45-caliber roared out and we 

iad a dissolving view of the great elk as it sat 

>n its hams like a dog and wilted. Partner, ris- 

ng from the hunter’s last act, said: “Well, doc- 

or, we have found out how to circumvent these 

at young spike horns all right. We’ll keep a 

und quarter of this one for present use and 

erk the rest.” 

Turning the magnificent creature on its back, 

ve skinned, gralloched and quartered him upon 

fis hide, and leading up the black stallion, we 

leaved on one of the hind quarters until it 

slipped over the saddle and balanced its fellow 

to which it was securely fastened by one of our 

ropes, and the head was added to the load. The 

lighter horse was packed with the forequarters 

and hide with far less effort, and, bridle reins in 

hand, rifles unloaded and in their holsters, in 

single file we began the long climb up the moun¬ 

tain to camp. 

And so we killed the major portion of our 

winter grub-stake, each hunt varied by its dis¬ 

tinctive environment, and incidents of the 

chase, a description of one being in a great 

measure descriptive of all of them. 

A. J. Woodcock. 

Senator Redfield Proctor. 

By the death of Senator Redfield Proctor of 

Vermont, this country has lost a patriot and a 

statesman. 

He was born in 1831 and graduated from Dart¬ 

mouth College in 1851, afterward studying law 

and being admitted to the bar. 

In the war between the States he enlisted and 

fought through to the end, later he practiced law, 

lived on a farm, went into business, reorganizing 

the marble quarry industry of Vermont, was 

elected Lieutenant-Governor and Governor, be¬ 

came Secretary of War and in 1891 succeeded 

Senator Geo. F. Edmunds, as United States 

Senator from Vermont. 

It was about ten years ago that Senator Proc¬ 

tor, after a journey to Cuba, spoke in the Senate 

in simple, temperate, but most effective language, 

of some of the horrors that he had seen in that 

island, the efforts by Spain to put down the re¬ 

bellion of the Cubans. This was after the blow¬ 

ing up of the Maine, and it was Senator Proc¬ 

tor’s simply told story of what he himself had 

seen that brought home to the people of the 

United States actual conditions in Cuba, and led 

to the declaration of war with Spain. 

Senator Proctor was one of the keenest of 

sportsmen and devoted himself especially to big 

game hunting. He was long a member of the 

Boone and Crockett Club, and for a number of 

seasons was one of' the group of men who held 

the right to shoot over the Corbin preserves in 

New Hampshire. In the Senate of the United 

States he was always an active force in behalf 

of good laws for the protection of our forests 

and our game, and he was influential in securing 

good game laws for the District of Columbia. 

Of Senator Proctor’s lofty integrity and of the 

personal charm which he exerted over all those 

with whom he was brought in contact little need 

be said. The first quality gave extraordinary 

weight to his lightest word, while the second se¬ 

cured for him an attentive hearing from his most 

aggressive opponents. 

In a short time Forest and Stream Publishing 

Company will bring out a small volume which 

will contain the charming serial recently con¬ 

tributed to these columns by Mr. S. T. Ham¬ 

mond. The book will contain not far from one 

hundred and fifty pages, and will be illustrated 

by a number of engravings, All readers who 

enjoyed the serial as it appeared in the Forest 

and Stream are likely to desire this book in 

order to keep in permanent form these charming 

accounts of New England shooting. Orders will 

be received for the book at any time. It will be 

sent postpaid for the sum of $1.00. 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

XI.—Winding 

WHEN your rod is ready to be wound, your 

hands being perfectly clean, lay on your 

work table a small spool of buttonhole 

silk, the silk to be used in winding, a bit of wax, 

a pair of small scissors, and a very sharp knife. 

From the buttonhole silk cut a piece four inches 

long, wax it, lay the ends together and draw it 

through the fingers until it will lie straight with 

the looped end ready for use. We will call it 

the pull-through. 

It is assumed that your silk is not waxed, and 

that you take up the butt joint of your rod. the 

first winding to be put on just above the metal 

taper of the handgrasp. Lay the silk along the 

rod, hold the end with the left thumb and be¬ 

gin the first circle, toward the right, turning the 

rod toward the left meanwhile. This will bind 

the end of silk, as shown in Fig. 50. Turn the 

rod slowly toward the left with the left hand, 

holding the silk tight in the right hand, which 

guides it. Draw the silk as tight as possible 

during the first three turns, so that it will ad¬ 

here to the rod. 

If you wish to make ten or twelve circlets, 

after the sixth one lay the pull-through (d Fig. 

51) along the rod, loop toward the left, and 

wind over it, as shown in Fig. 54; but if the 

winding is to be a narrow one, the pull-through 

should be inverted at the beginning. This step 

is illustrated in Figs. 51 and 52. Count each 

complete circlet, at least at first, in order that 

all windings will be uniform. At the end hold 

the wound silk under the left thumb, cut it with¬ 

in an inch of the thumb, tuck the end (b Fig. 

52) through the loop of the pull-through and 

draw the latter under the winding, the end of 

silk following as in Fig. 53. 

When the pull-through is free, pull on the end 

(6) of winding silk until it is tight, then shave 

it off even with the winding and cut the 

original end (a) even with the last circlet of silk. 

(This is often cut after the fifth or sixth circlet) 

Fig. 55 illustrates the method employed in mak¬ 

ing a narrow border of say, red, for a wide 

band of say, green. The figure shows the wide 

green band finished and the first stage in wind¬ 

ing the border. In this case the original end of 

silk (a Fig. 53) is not cut off until the border is 

finished, as it helps to hold both bands together. 

The pull-through is inserted at the beginning 

of the border winding, and used in the same 

manner as illustrated in Fig. 53. 

This method of manipulating rod windings Is 

the simplest one of several for making so-called 

endless windings. It is capable of numerous 

Rods—Continued. 

variations, and it is not only easy to learn, but 

insures satisfaction. 

The secret of the method is to keep the pull- 

through of buttonhole silk well waxed, and to 

discard it for a new one whenever it shows 

wear. 

In all books on rodmaking more compli¬ 

cated forms of winding are described and illus- 

strated. The first step is alike in all of these, 

but their authors describe the finishing step 

in other ways. The most common form con¬ 

sists in laying the* winding silk along the 

rod, so that long spirals can be passed over 

the end of the rod and drawn taut, then the 

scribed by me, save that no separate pull- 

through is employed. If one is winding near 

the middle of a long joint, this method is 

tedious in the extreme, and the silk not only 

snarls up, but becomes frayed. There is a way 

to partially overcome this, which consists in 

first winding backward in long spirals, passing 

the end under these, winding tight, then pulling 

the silk under; but it, too, is tedious: 

Many years ago I discarded these methods 

for the separate pull-through, and have used 

it in all windings since then. Jt may be ancient, 

but I have never seen it described in any work 

on fishing tackle. It is, however, one of the 

most useful of all wrinkles, and is particularly 

handy in splicing silk lines. With this pull- 

through fancy windings of only two or three 

turns of silk can be so neatly made that only 

after minute inspection can the blind ends of the 

silk be seen. Indeed, I have had anglers assert 

that such windings had been pasted down with 

shellac, and only after inspecting them with a 

magnifying glass were they convinced that the 

silk ends were actually pulled under and cut off. 

I have examined split bamboo tournament 

rods in which the lower strips had given way 

through hard usage, but the narrow .bands of 

silk had held so firmly that they were all 

ruptured at the line of the break, the ends re¬ 

maining unmoved. This also shows the strength 

of silk windings, however narrow. 

Different persons wind rods differently. My 

way may not be the best one, but I will de¬ 

scribe it. I begin with the butt joint and place 

a rather wide band of say, green, with a narrow 

red border next to the handgrasp taper, then a 

similar band on each side of the ferrules and at 

the top. After that I wind the guides with say, 

green, with narrow red' borders. This leaves 

only red silk to finish, and enables you to 

evenly divide the remaining spaces to be wound. 

The space between the handgrasp and the first 

guide is measured. Mark off every i)4 inches 

from the guide down, and if you like finish up 

with eight or ten five-turn windings just ahead 

of the first band at the taper, for ornaments. 

Wind the red bands, then mark the spaces be¬ 

tween the two guides, or hand guide and 

ferrule, wind there, and so on. So long as all 

spacing is uniform, any necessary variations will 

not be noticed, but as a general thing make the 

spaces closer and closer toward the tip, and if 

there is a separate tip, place its guides and wind¬ 

ings so that it will match its fellow tip. 

At first one is inclined to make his windings 

wide, believing that they are handsome so; but 

as they are not necessary, it is well to make 

them all ten or twelve turns, with still narrower 

ones next to the wide bands covering the guides, 

and at the ends of the joints. Red being a last¬ 

ing color, it is well to use it thoroughout, with 

light or medium green for borders. All red 

without ornaments requires much less work, 

but is not so neat as if there is some relief. 

If you object to colors, use cream or light 

yellow silk, which will hardly show on bam¬ 

boo or dagama. For bethabara red is stand¬ 

ard. Green alone or as a predominating color 

lacks taste, although it comes out well for nar¬ 

row borders with red. At one time I happened 

to see a spool of lilac silk while winding a rod. 

and tried it. It looked so neat at first that I 

used it throughout the rod, using apple green 

for borders. The rod was a good one, but I 

couldn’t stand those colors, and gave it away 

to a fisherman in Canada. Somehow the colors 

“got on his nerves,” too, and he in turn gave 

the rod to an uncle whose vision was poor. I 

trust the old gentleman does not consider it a 

hoodoo rod, as his nephew and its maker did. 

There is a sort of unwritten law among rod- 

makers to use heavy winding silk on large rods, 

and so on down to the finest silk for light fly- 

rods. It is well to follow this rule as far as 

may be possible. On tarpon, heavy salt water 

and trolling rods, on salmon rods and on the 
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mtt joints of heavy fly-rods size A is the proper 

hing. It is the commercial size that can be ob- 

ained anywhere. Size O is suitable for joints, 

ind size OO for tips of most rods, while for 

our and five-ounce fly-rods OO is best. One 

eason for this is that on tips the heavier silk 

s likely to be cut through by the line as it 

hoots through the guides in casting the fly, 

vhereas the finer silk windings may be un¬ 

affected. On tournament fly-rods, when the 

ine is coiled on a platform that is covered with 

;rit, it is not unusual to see the windings of 

ips cut through as if with a dull knife. 

As stated in a previous chapter, smaller sizes 

if silk than A are difficult to obtain of the retail 

rade, but there is a way to so utilize A silk 

hat it will answer every requirement, with a 

asting supply always at hand in the nearest 

ry goods store. This method follows: 

Having selected the colors desired, wind the 

uides and ferrules—if the latter are split or ser- 

ated—with size A. If the ferrule and guide 

•findings are to have borders of another color, 

tave these until the last thing. Take a spool 

if A and cut off a piece a foot long and rub 

his carefully with wax, which must be color- 

ess and free from foreign matter that will 

larken the silk. Twist this piece of silk in the 

ipposite direction to that followed in its manu- 

acture, so that the strands will separate, and 

iold them apart until each one of the three can 

>e removed and laid aside. Now take up one 

)f the strands and wax it thoroughly. It will 

emain a trifle kinky, but that will not matter. 

\fter it is waxed, it will cease trying to snarl 

ip, as at first, and you will have a really strong 

hread of silk floss much softer than the three- 

fly strand from which it was taken. 1 ry it on 

he thin tip of a fly-rod, and you will notice 

hat in winding it will lie flat and spread out a 

rifle, like a ribbon, while it will not look so 

umpy, even, as a thread of OO silk, and after 

he rod has been varnished the windings will be 

ery neat and workmanlike. 

It is obvious that this thread is not as strong 

is three-ply, and it should be tested to deter- 

nine how much strain it will bear without 

>reaking. It is stronger, however, than would 

;e supposed, and I have wound a fly-rod tip 

vith separated strands of O without breaking 

nore than three all told; so that the A strands 

vill give little trouble on this score if prop- 

:rly waxed. 

Of course, in employing this method, you 

cannot work from the spool, but must cut off 

suitable lengths and wax and separate the 

strands before beginning to wind. This is more 

tedious than employing silk direct from the 

spool, but you have the advantage of prepar¬ 

ing the material for several windings at one 

time, and a little experimenting will determine 

how much to cut for certain work. A strand 

fifteen inches in length will make four or five 

narrow windings for a fly-rod tip, but for the 

joint and butt much longer strands will be 

necessary. 
Because of the flat, ribbon-like form of the 

separated strands, fewer turns to each wind¬ 

ing will be the rule than if OO were used; 

but the silk is so thin when tightly wound 

that no objections can be raised to its bulk. 

Given a coat of shellac on the silk only, and 

the entire rod then coated with the best light 

coach varnish, put on while warm, the rod win 

be a work of art, and a finger rubbed over its 

length will barely feel the windings. 

Finally, the thinner the silk employed in 

windings, the less will they be cut and frayed by 

the fly line. A great many of the enameled fly 

FIG. 53- 

lines break, or, rather, the enamel breaks in 

places if much used, so that the line is not 

smooth and wiry as when new, and such lines 

wear the windings rapidly, particularly those in 

which large sizes of silk^are used. I have seen 

new tournament fly-rods with every winding on 

the tips cut entirely through after a few days’ 

use, necessitating considerable expense in re¬ 

newing windings and varnish; but this is often 

due to insufficient varnish in the first place, or 

to coating the rod with shellac instead of good 

varnish. It is much less trouble and cheaper to 

shellac windings, rod and all at one time than 

to shellac the windings, then varnish over all, 

two coats; but it is not so satisfactory to the 

owner of the rod. 

Amateur Rodmaking. 

Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 16.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have been much interested in 

your articles on rodmaking. It strikes me that 

the instructions are unusually clear, and I do not 

see why the beginner should have the least 

trouble in following them. Geo. A. Irwin. 
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The Sportsmen’s Show Tournament. 

The fly- and bait-casting tournament, held in 

connection with the National Sportsmen’s Show 

in Madison Square Garden, New York city, came 

to an end Saturday night, March 7. Taken alto¬ 

gether, it was one of the best tournaments ever 

held indoors, not because of the number of en¬ 

tries, but for the reason that it attracted the in¬ 

terested attention of a very large number of 

anglers and fly- and bait-casters. Many of these 

men will not enter a contest in a public place, but 

will watch it with the keenest interest. 1 hey also 

attend all the important events, pick up infor¬ 

mation, watch all the actions of the contestants, 

meet fellow anglers and have a good time gen¬ 

erally. 
Scores were made in several of the important 

contests that would have caused a profound sen¬ 

sation ten years ago. To land a half-ounce weight 

in the water 150 feet away, using a free running 
reel, would have been regarded as marvelous then, 

but this was done several times in the recent 

tournament, and when R. C. Leonard scored 177 

feet in one cast and averaged 154 feet 113-5 

inches in five consecutive casts, it was taken as a 

fig. 54. fig. 55- 

matter of course. In that one event five men cast 

over 150 feet. 
In the open fly events one had to cast 95 feet to 

get a place, and the average in the light rod 

events was so high that good casting counted for 

nothing; it had to be of the very best to win. 

The bait-casting events were all held in day¬ 

light, and the fly events at night. The former 

were handicapped by conditions inherent in all 

indoor contests of the sort, but the latter were 

very trying because of lack of clear space for¬ 

ward and back of the casting platform, and the 

absence of strong light. The arena was suffi¬ 

ciently lighted, but this light was offset by the 

water in the tank and the dark background, com¬ 

pelling one to cast the fly as he would in fishing 

for trout after dark. 
The tournament was managed by C. Easman 

Jacobus, who deserves the highest praise for the 

manner in which he conducted it without assist¬ 

ance. Well known anglers acted as the judges in 

the various events, and they and the contestants 

themselves helped to carry the events to a suc¬ 

cessful conclusion, but Mr. Jacobus worked hard 

and faithfully. 
There was only one incident that marred the 

many pleasant features of the affair. That was 
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in an event for fly-casting with five-ounce rods. 

Under the rules a light fly-rod is allowed to 

weigh 544 ounces if it has a metal reelseat. All 

the rods but one weighed less than 5^4 ounces on 

the scales provided. This rod was overweight. 

Its owner, unfortunately, lost his temper when he 

found he could not use the rod. To please him 

Mr. Jacobus went with him to a drug store and 

there the scales showed the weight nearly 6 
ounces. He afterward apologized. He used a 

rod that conformed to the rules. 

There were three special prizes offered for the 

best three averages for all the events. The first, 

a silver cup, went to Reuben C. Leonard, who 

had 36J4 points. A chamois hunting shirt went 

to E. J. Mills, with 24 points. C. J. McCarthy 

won third, an automatic reel, with 20 points. 

In the detailed scores which we have given, E. 

H. Fitch was credited with second place in event 

I. He was afterward disqualified, as he had at a 

previous contest scored more than 60 feet. This 

gave second medal to W. L. Hodgkins and third 

to A. B. Humphrey. In event 3 J. G. Knowlton 

was disqualified, as he had previously cast more 

than 75 feet. This gave A. Jay Marsh first, Fred 

T. Mapes second and Walter McGuckin third 
place. 

In the last two issues we have given the scores 

of the first part of the tournament, and the bal¬ 
ance follow in regular order. 

EVENT 17—LIGHT RODS. 

Saturday night, Feb. 29, Reuben Leonard cast 

a fly 94 feet 2l/2 inches, using a four-ounce rod, 

a remarkable performance. The distances cast 
follow: 

R. C. Leonard. 94 2J4 
C. J. McCarthy.83 10 

Feet. 
E. J. Mills .79 10 
W. J. Ehrich.76 

EVENT l8—MONDAY, MARCIJ 2. 

In this contest each man made five casts at a 

target with his right hand and five casts with his 

left, using a bait rod and a half-ounce weight. 

The totals divided by 2 gave the points scored. 

A. Jay Marsh, of the Newark Bait and Fly- 

Casting Cluh, won first place: 

Right hand. Left hand. 
A. J. Marsh— 

60 feet. . 0 0 9 5 8 0 5 0 0 7—34 
80 feet. . 8 0 0 0 6 0 0 5 0 0—19 

w. J. 
100 feet. 
Ehrich— 

. 0 9 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0—16—69 

60 feet. . 0 6 0 8 6 0 0 0 0 0—14 
80 feet. . 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 5 0—14 

E. I- 
100 feet. 

Mills— 
. 0 0 0 6 7 9 0 0 0 5-27—55 

60 feet. . 6 0 7 0 0 0 0 6 0 0—19 
80 feet. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6— 6 

100 feet. . 0 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—IS 38 
C. J. McCarthy— 

60 feet. . 8 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 0 0—20 
80 feet. . 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 5 0 0—14 

c. E. 
100 feet.. 

Jacobus— 
. U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0—34 

60 feet. . 9 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 5 5—27 
80 feet. . 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 5 

100 feet. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0-32 

EVENT ig—NOVICE FLY. 

1 his was cast Monday night with fly rods of 

any desired weight, by men who had never cast 

85 feet or further in a similar event. C. E. Jaco¬ 
bus won: 

A CCl. 

C. E. Jacobus. 82 11 
W. H. Cruickshank. 80 7 
A. J. Marsh. 79 10 

J. G. Knowlton. 72 7 
E. C. Mead. 57 10 

EVENT 20—-HALF-OUNCE BAIT. 

The contest Tuesday afternoon, March 3, was 

for distance, right and left hand, with bait rods 

and half-ounce weights. Reuben Leonard made 

the remarkable score of 174^ feet, and won. The 

sum of the best score with each hand divided by 
2 gave the total: 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

„ „ _ Right hand. Left hand. Score. 
R. C. Leonard.174 
C. J. McCarthy. 122 
E. J. Mills. 129 
G. Mitchell .148 
W. 1 J. Ehrich.123 
L. S. Darling.133 
A. J. Marsh.141 
R. J. Held. 

EVENT 21—FIVE-OUNCE RODS. 

Fly-casting for distance with five-ounce rods: 

174 6 119 146 9 
122 6 139 6 131 
129 125 127 
148 6 104 126 3 
123 128 8 125 10 
133 109 121 
141 90 115 6 
144 63 103 6 

Feet. 
R. C. Leonard. 94 
E. J. Mills. 86 

C. J. McCarthy. 
W. J. Ehrich... 

Feet. 
84 6 
77 2 

EVENT 22—ACCURACY BAIT. 

Five casts were made at each distance, 60, 70 

and 80 feet, using bait rods and quarter-ounce 
weights. 

G. Mitchell .  60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

R. C. Leonard. 60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

E B Rice. 60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

C. J. McCarthy. 60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

W. J. Ehrich. 60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

E. J. Mills. 60 feet. 
• 70 feet. 

80 feet. 
A J Marsh. 60 feet. 

70 feet. 
80 feet. 

Harry Friedman . 60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

E. F. Todd. 60 feet. 
70 feet. 
80 feet. 

6 5 6 5 6—28 
9 5 6 8 6—34 
6 0 6 6 0—18—80 
8 5 0 0 6—19 
5 5 5 6 0—21 
8 7 0 0 5-20-60 
0 9 5 5 0—19 
0 6 7 7 5—25 
0 5 0 0 0— 5—49 
0 7 0 0 8—15 
5 0 7 0 0-12 
0 8 0 6 0—14—41 
0 8 7 0 0-15 
5 0 0 8 0—13 
0 0 5 0 6—11—39 
8 0 8 7 7—30 
7 0 0 0 0—7 
0 0 0 0 0— 0—37 
0 5 0 0 0—5 
5 5 0 0 6—Is 
0 0 0 7 5—12—35 
7 0 
0 5 
8 0 
6 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 0—7 
0 0 0—5 
6 0 0—14—26 
0 0 0—6 
0 5 0—5 
0 6 0— 5—16 

GRILSE FLY-CASTING. 

This was postponed event 5, cast off by agree¬ 

ment the morning of March 4. There was not 

sufficient room to cast during the open hours of 

the show, and it was decided to hold it early in 

the morning, but it was not started until 11 

o’clock, and although the aisle in the rear of the 

tank was roped off, persons insisted on getting in 

the way of the back cast, the leaders caught on 

the various corners back of the contestants, and 

the result was unsatisfactory, though unavoid¬ 

able. Mr. McCarthy injured his rod and all 

scores were low because of the constant fear of 

breaking rods. 
Feet. Feet. 

R. C. Leonard .112 3 C. J. McCarthy. 97 9 
E. J. Mills .102 2 Perry D. Frazer;.... 95 4 

EVENT 23—SWITCH CASTING. 

There was no limit to rods, but a screen was 

placed 13 feet back of the platform in this event: 

_ Feet. * Feet. 
R. C. Leonard . 94 8 C. T. McCarthy. 81 4 
E. J- Mills. 90 1 C. E. Jacobus. 63 8 

EVENT 24—QUARTER-OUNCE BAIT. 

Distance alone counted in this contest, which 

called for bait-casting with quarter-ounce 

weights. Reuben Leonard’s cast of 137 feet is the 
indoor record: 

Best cast, 
Feet 

R. C. Leonard- 130 137 134 88 128 137 
E. B. Rice. 114 3 * 96 * 20 114 3 
R. J. Held. 104 110 9 60 * 30 no 9 
E. J. Mills. 77 51 85 102 6 93 102 6 

EVENT 25—AMBIDEXTROUS FLY. 

Each contestant was allowed five minutes’ time 

to cast with each hand. Heavy fly-rods were 
used. Eddie Mills won. 

T- T . Right hand. Left hand. Score. 
J- Mdls. 97’2 73 85 1 

C. J. McCarthy. 82 2 69 75 7 
Perry D. Frazer. 87 2 56 71 7 

EVENT 26—DISTANCE BAIT. 

In addition to the usual gold, silver and bronze 

medals, there was a special prize offered in this 

event, a fly rod. It was won by Reuben Leon¬ 

ard, who, besides making a new indoor record 

and winning first prize, made the best average in 

five casts with bait rod and half-ounce weight. 

The conditions were very difficult, indeed. In 

order to have sufficient space for casting the 

platform was moved back to the extreme end of 

the tank, and spectators crowded about it to 

watch the contest and the athletic events, at 

times completely blocking the space. The scores: 

R. C. Leonard— 
141 6 148 177 155 6 

Perry D. Frazer— 
153 160 2 * * 

E. J. Mills— 
* 90 157 * 

Charles Stepath— 
155 6 119 5 * 40 

E. B. Rice— 
148 132 155 122 6 

A. J. Marsh— 
104 103 8 135 50 

C. J. McCarthy— 
50 101 4 * 143 

G. Mitchell— 
80 118 10 * 101 

W. J. Ehrich— 
103 75 * 128 6 

152 10 

141 8. 

* 

* 

121 7 

145 6 

* 

133 6 

Best cast, 
Feet. 

177 

160 2 

157 

155 6 

155 

145 6 

143 

133 6 

128 6 

Mr. Leonard’s average was 154 feet 113-5 
inches. 

SPECIAL EVENT—SAME CONDITIONS. 

This was cast with steel rods and half-ounce 

weights for two prize steel rods. Scores: 

Charles Stepath— 
156 2 * * * 3(1 

E. B. Rice- 
102 154 1 154 1 101 144 

C. J. McCarthy— 
„ 146 6 60 124 8 151 154 
Perry D. Frazer- 

30 148 130 9 * 147 
Harry; Friedman— 

101 109 6 112 * 60 
M. H. Smith- 

50 * HO 50 * 
W. J. Ehrich— 

60 106 106 6 * 98 
G. Mitchell- 

30 * 70 * * 
E. F. Todd— 

70 50 20 50 60 
A. J. Marsh— 

40 50 40 30 40 
C. E. Jacobus— 

30 30 * * * 

Best cast, 
Feet. 

156 2 

154 1 

154 

148 

112 

110 

106 6 

70 

70 

50 

30 

EVENT 27—DISTANCE FLY-CASTING. 

This contest had been looked forward to eager¬ 

ly by several of the amateurs who are closely 

matched in casting the trout fly with heavy rods. 

It was open to all save those who had cast 100 

feet or more in a similar contest, and this ruling 

eliminated the professionals and gave the ama¬ 

teurs a fighting chance to win a place. Perry 

Frazer cast first, using a ten-ounce 11-foot rod, 

but laid this aside and finished the allotted ten 

minutes’ time with a 12-ounce, nk2-foot rod 

and a heavy salmon line. His best cast was 97 

feet. Both of the lines he used were dressed by 

him. Call J. McCarthy, of Boston, was the last 

man to cast. He used a rod 11 feet long, weigh¬ 

ing ten ounces, and a heavy line. Messrs. Ehrich 

and Mitchell used similar rods and lines. The re¬ 
sult; 

Feet. 
Perry D. Frazer  97 
C. J. McCarthy .95 10 

Feet 
W. T. Ehrich.92 I 
G. Mitchell .84 

EVENT 28—MISS AND OUT. 

Saturday afternoon, March 7, there was held 

an interesting contest with bait rods and half¬ 

ounce weights. The target was placed at 75 feet 

and each contestant was allowed one preliminary 

cast and one cast to score. If he missed he re 

tired. Thus four men went out in the first round, 

Dr. Held retired in the next round and Mr. 

Marsh in the third, leaving but two in. Mitchell 
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ANGLING FOR EARLY FISH. 

In Missouri the catfish opens the season. 

From a photograph by Charles Noble Smith. 

missed and Frazer scored in the fourth round. 

The scores: 

Perry D. Frazer till A. Humphrey.. 0 
G. Mitchell. Ill C. McCarthy.... 0 
A. J. Marsh.... 1 1 Chas. Stepath.. 0 
Dr. Held . 1 L. S. Darling.. 0 

EXTRA EVENTS. 

Then followed two impromptu events, the first 

one a miss and out, the second five casts for ac¬ 

curacy. The scores: 

Miss-and-out. Accuracy. 
A. B. Humphrey. 1111 007 10 5—22 
Harry Friecfmanv. Ill 0 7 7 0 0—14 
A. J. Marsh. 1 1 0 7 7 6 6—26 
Perry D. Frazer. 1 1 7 6 0 5 0—17 
C. J. McCarthy. 1 0 8 6 5 0—19 
L. S. Darling. 0 0 0 0 9 6—15 
E. B. Rice. 0 7 0 6 7 0—20 
G. Mitchell . 0 0 5 5 7 6—23 
Charles Stepath . 0 9 0 0 5 0—14 
Dr. Held . 0 0 0 8 0 0—8 
E. J. Milte. 5 0 0 9 0—11 

EVENT 29—FLY-CASTING CHAMPIONSHIP. 

The final event of the tournament was 

held Saturday night, March 7. It was open 

to all and cast with heavy fly-rods. King Smith 

won with 99 feet 4 inches, a big score under the 

conditions, which were even worse than on Fri¬ 

day night, as the crowd around the swimming 

tank interfered with the back cast and the leader 

caught on various obstacles. The scores: 

Feet. Feet. 
King Smith . 99 4 C. J. McCarthy. 85 
Perry D. Frazer.... 97 

Fly-Fishing For Bass. 
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have read the interesting article by 

Mr. Leonard Finletter of Philadelphia, in your 

last issue. Fly-fishing for small-mouth black 

bass in the deep waters of lakes, etc., has been 

to me a very interesting subject for the last 

three years, during which time nearly all my 

fishing has been for small-mouth bass in the 

deep water lakes of Pennsylvania. Having 

usually met with good success my experience may 

possibly suggest something to your correspond¬ 

ent, who inquires “as to details, such as kind, 

size and number of flies used,” etc. 

First, as to kind of flies: My best success in 

waters where I have fished has been with white¬ 

winged coachman, bucktail, Plenshall, white- 

miller, Reuben-Wood, and grizzly-king. When 

bass in these waters will not strike at some of 

these, they are not feeding. 

Second, as to size; for deep lake waters I like 

2/0 bass hook, sproat preferred. With this sized 

hook, which is too large for river fishing, its 

catch averages larger, and will not be as much 

interfered with by small fish. Use a good-sized 

hackle on the body of fly. 

Third, as to number of flies; I never use more 

than two; a tail fly and a dropper, three feet 

apart. 

The most important points, however, are the 

time and locality. It is useless to fly-fish for 

small-mouthed bass until dark, when these fish 

work up to shore in quest of frogs, crawfish, 

millers, etc., and along such shores as have 

gravelly and rocky bottoms, with shores more or 

less wooded. I have never had great success in 

moonlight and then only in making a cast too 

far to properly handle a large bass. 

The most important of all is to manipulate the 

fly which must be so handled as to make the 

dropper fly imitate a live insect kicking himself 

along on the water. 

If your correspondent will follow this out on 

some Pennsylvania lake stocked with small¬ 

mouthed black bass on some dark evening in the 

“good old summertime,” with a careful boatman, 

and casting ahead and inshore, keeping perfect¬ 

ly quiet, I will guarantee he will not go far be¬ 

fore he will have an experience which will soon 

require the use of a good-sized landing net. 

Frank. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The experience of one who has been fly-fish¬ 

ing for bass in the waters of Pennsylvania for 

the past twenty-five years may be some help 

to Mr. Leonard Finletter, so here it is. 

In my experience of fly-fishing for bass I 

find that most fish run in weight from l/2 to 2 

pounds, in length from 9 to 14 inches, and that 

out of a possible dozen you may have one to 

weigh 2j4 pounds, and during a season’s fishing 

you may credit your score with two or three 

fish weighing 3 pounds or a little more. 

I prefer a high-grade lancewood, or a first- 

class split bamboo rod, about 10 or iol/2 feet in 

length, to weigh not more than 8 ounces, not 

less than 6l/2 ounces. My line is a medium- 

weight tapered fly-casting line, about 75 feet in 

length; my reel a “Featherlight,” and my leader 

9 feet in length, of extra good selected gut 

with'dropper loops. I prefer flies tied on a 

No. 4 sproat hook, and when I send an order 

in for flies I usually send a sample, so that there 

may be no mistake as to the way they are tied. 

Every angler has his own opinion as to which 

flies are the greatest killers. I think I am 

fortunate if I have in my fly-book an assort¬ 

ment like this: Governor John Mann, Gov¬ 

ernor Alvord, Seth Green, queen of the water, 

coachman, brown hackle, black hackle (red 

body), gray hackle and orange-and-black. With 

this assortment I am perfectly satisfied to tackle 

any of the streams of Pennsylvania, where bass 

are reasonably plentiful, and feel confident that 

I shall have good sport. 

I consider the months of July, August and the 

first two weeks of September as the season for 

the most satisfactory results in fly-fishing for 

bass. When fishing the streams of this State. I 

prefer to wade, because in making the back 

cast you are usually so far out in the stream 

that your flies will not come in contact with 

high weeds or grass, and besides you are able 

to approach the most likely looking places for 

fish more quietly, and have more room to cast 

than you can from the shore. 

Mr. Finletter speaks of the kind of water one 

should fish with flies. My experience has been 

wholly on rivers and streams, but I like es¬ 

pecially to fish the deep pools along the stream, 

where the water runs off to one of the shores, 

so that one can wa'de in. In such places one oc¬ 

casionally gets a strike from an old bronze back 

that almost makes his hair stand on end. Some¬ 

times when you have hooked a good-sized fish 

and are playing him, you suddenly find his 

weight has very perceptably increased, and on 

getting things in shape, so that you can see, you 

are astonished to find not only one, but two, and 

sometimes three good-sized fish on your cast. 

I have often watched a second bass take the 

fly, and have seen as many as three and four 

following my flies when I had one hooked. 

Finally one would dart in and take a fly and of 

course get caught, for in his efforts to escape 

the first fish hooked made a sure job of hook¬ 

ing anything that took hold of the flies. 

If the moon is young, I prefer to fish from 

4 o’clock in the afternoon until 9 or 10 o’clock 

at night. When there is no moon, the best 

hours are from 6 A. M. until 11 A. M., and 

from 2 P. M. until dark. 

I have fished the Raystown branch of the 

Juniata; Kettle Creek, a tributary of the Sus¬ 

quehanna, from Trout Run to the iron bridge. 

These streams are among the best in the State 

for bass. The Auwick River, a tributary of 

the Juniata, is fairly good, and I think the fish 

run larger in size than in some other streams. 

Two or three years ago, while fishing on the 

Auwick River, I had a hearty laugh at the ex¬ 

pense of a man who thought bait-casting was 

the only way to successfully take bass. Our 

party, composed of Ed. R. Stewart, Chas. F. 

Bell, Dr. J. H. Glass, Denning Stewart and 

myself, met during a week in July on the banks 

of the Auwick to fish for bass. The doctor and 
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I arrived a day ahead of the rest of the party, 

and after dinner went to the stream. 

The ground over which we fished being new 

to us, we fished carefully and succeeded in creel¬ 

ing some six or eight nice fish—enough for our 

breakfast, as the doctor remarked. We stopped 

fishing and turned toward the hotel. On our 

way back we fell in with Mr. Ripple, an en¬ 

thusiast on angling. We soon became friendly, 

and after exchanging views regarding the dif¬ 

ferent baits and modes of fishing for bass, Mr. 

Ripple proposed for the next day a trip some 

miles up the stream for what he called a-good 

day’s fishing. The following morning we drove 

up the stream, telling the drivers to meet us 

that evening six miles below where we started. 

Mr. Ripple had secured a fine bucket of min¬ 

nows, and several times took occasion to re¬ 

mark that he did not think our light rods and 

flies would do much good on that stream; for 

his part he thought there could be nothing 

better than good live minnows. 

We had not fished many pools until we found 

that the bass were not rising to our flies, and on 

reaching the pool that our friend was fishing 

with minnows, we found he had taken four 

fair-sized fish and was much pleased with him¬ 

self as well as with his bait, and did not hesitate 

to say so. 

We loafed around watching him fish until 

noon, and after eating our lunch, Mr. Ripple 

decided that he would walk down the stream to 

where we were to meet the teams and fish 

there, and suggested that “if we were going to 

try our flies, we had better get at it.” Just 

about this time we heard a yell from down the 

stream which both the doctor and I understood. It 

was Ed., and it meant one of the party had 

caught a fish. They had driven out to meet us, and 

we met them just around the bend. Ed. re¬ 

marked upon the beautiful water and asked, 

“When do you think they will commence to 

jump, Jack?” I replied that it was now 4 

o’clock, and I thought it was about time to 

do something. Mr. Ripple with a smile re¬ 

marked,'“I’ll meet you at the teams.” 

Half an hour after he left us the sport com¬ 

menced, and by the time we reached the place 

our teams were to meet us, every one of us 

had all his basket would hold of fine bass, some 

14, 16 and one 18 inches long. You should 

have seen Mr. Ripple’s eyes when we dumped 

our baskets on the green grass to make count. 

He said, “Where do you buy your flies and 

rods? By George! any set of fellows that can 

loaf along a stream all day, and then turn in 

and catch forty-two bass like that in less than 

two hours can do better than I can. I’ll not be 

lugging all this truck next year, you bet.” 

When I start to write fish or fishing or 

tackle, it is hard for me to stop. I close by 

extending an invitation to Mr. Finletter to join 

our party on some of its trips to some of the 

streams of the State, and feel sure if he goes, he 

will be convinced that the proper way to fish for 

bass is with a fly. S. D. J. 

All the game lazvs of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Chasing Pickerel Under the Ice. 

New York, Feb. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

Here is a clipping from the London Outlook, 

referred to by that periodical as “the most curi¬ 

ous capture of a fish that has come to our no¬ 

tice. The circumstance was retailed many years 

ago by Mr. Heathcote, one of the great authori¬ 

ties on the fens. A Mr. Richardson, of Peter¬ 

borough, was skating on the dikes when the ice 

was very clear and he noticed a large pike swim¬ 

ming in front of him. The fish was terrified by 

the apparition and swam in front of the skater 

until it stopped from sheer exhaustion. The 

skater broke the ice and took out the fish with 

his hand, which proved to be a pike weighing 

twelve pounds. It is a story difficult even for a 

fisherman or a local historian to cap.” 

The gentleman who chased the pike until it 

ON THE FISHING GROUNDS. 

Where many an angler would like to be now. 

was tired, and then broke the ice and lifted it 

out no doubt had a hard time making his story 
good. 

My summer home is at Minnetonka Beach, on 

Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota. Last fall I lived 

there late. The ice formed very smooth and 

clear and remained so for some time. Soon on 

Lafayette Bay, in front of my house, appeared, 

several times each day, boys and men, generally 

by twos or threes—mostly the latter—armed 

with axes, spears or clubs, darting this way and 

that, the one in the center pursuing some thing 

under the ice. Time and again I saw them stop 

and chop a hole and pull out some object, which 

I supposed was a muskrat; but I could not un¬ 

derstand why a rat should be so far away from 

his house, or the shore. Several times I started 

out to interview the skaters to ascertain what 

they were doing, but they invariably had glided 

too far for me to overtake them and find out. 

A week before I left for New York, I took 

my man and team over to what is called the nar¬ 

rows, where a ferry is operated by the county, 

to get some cedar trees we had recently chopped 

out to be transplanted, and while loading them, 

the ferryman whose dfity it is to keep the chan¬ 

nel for his boat clear, and to watch for ap¬ 

proaching teams and autos, came around into a 

little bay on his skates, armed with an ax. Soon 

he was performing the usual antics that I had 

before observed, and I immediately struck out 

across the ice to head him off before he could 

get back to his ferry, in case he heard his signal 

bell ring. Knowing the man well, I asked him to 

explain his gymnastics. He coolly replied that he 

“was running down a pickerel for his dinner.” 

I have been up against some strange stunts in 

my life, in the fishing line, but this was a new 

one to me. It may be generally known but I 

do not think so, and I give you my experience in 

“catching on,” for the enlightenment of those 

not posted. 

The ferryman told me that a pickerel, which 

is a sort of a cousin to the English pike, puts 

up a big bluff for speed for a short distance only, 

and then stops—or quits—and all that is to be 

done then is to chop a hole in the ice and lift 

it out. To think I had lived on the borders of 

that lake many years and never understood the 

trick, made me feel that I had lost something— 

yet, though we all indulge in skating, ice-boating 

and sleigh riding on the lake, we rarely have 

such ice as last December produced. It generally 

snows or freezes rough. 

The ferryman’s job is a political one and he 

is a man of standing in the community in which 

he lives. If any one doubts the story, I pre¬ 

sume we could give between us, the names of 

fifty natives around that lake who will verify it, 

for I took pains to inquire into it after I got 

wise. I should explain that the ferryman lost 

his fish, for he said it took three skaters to turn 

the trick successfully; one to follow the fish and 

one on each side to take up the chase when the 

fish darted to right or left; but that he had often 

done it alone. H. W. Osborn. 

Newark Club Defines its Position. 
At the annual banquet of the Newark (N. J.j 

Bait and Fly Casting Club, held recently, there 

was an address delivered by a speaker which was 

said to be in the interests of the pound net fish¬ 

ermen. The controversy was afterward taken up 

at length in communications which have been 

published in the Newark Star, and the club mem¬ 

bers thought it was necessary for them to take 

some official action. 

A meeting, therefore, was called and after a 

long discussion a resolution was passed setting 

forth the opinion of the members. 

Whereas, At the recent banquet of the Newark Bait 
and Fly-Casting Club one of the speakers, not a mem¬ 
ber of this club, delivered an address which appeared to 
be in the interest of the pound net fishermen; and, 

Whereas, Said address was interpreted by a number of 
guests to be an expression of the attitude of the club 
on the subject, and operated as a deterrent influence 
on prospective members; now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, First, that it is the sense of this meeting 
that said address was neither in harmony with the spirit 
of the occasion nor in any sense representative of the 
attitude of the club. 

Second, that it is hereby declared to be the established 
policy of this club to encourage and practice the highest 
and most progressive ideals and standards of sports¬ 
manship, the propagation and preservation of game fish 
and game and to oppose all forms of their wholesale 
destruction. 

Third, that while it recognizes the necessity for the 
existence of an industry to supply food fish to our 
citizens, it is unalterably opposed to the shortsighted, 
unscientific and mercenary practices of the pound net 
fishing interests and to their practical monopoly of said 
industry. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Lazvs in Brief. See adv. 



Yachting Magazines—Past and Present 
Concluded from page 3S5. 

Realizing the growth of the motor boat end 
of the business, the Rudder Publishing Co., on 
March 18, 1905, started a new sheet called the 
Power Boat News, with A. E. Potter as editor. 
The first few numbers were only one large single 
sheet, like a newspaper; then it became a folded 
sheet, and eventually it developed into a yellow- 
covered pamphlet with black printed title and a 
new picture each week on the cover, the style 
now popular with many magazines. It ran 

POWER BOAT 
NEWS 

January /Stti, 1906 \ol- »■ 

!\>bluW*J M Nil* rtooy Stwrt ♦Un/Ycwt 

flice Ten Cents 

nearly two years with changing editors, until 
Oct. 27, 1906, when it was discontinued. 

Chicago and Cleveland each were represented 
in 1905 by new monthly magazines, Fore’n’Aft 
and Boating. 

Fore’n’Aft was, as its name implies, a sailboat 
man’s paper, published by the Home Life Pub- 

V.I.J. JUNE, 1905 N01 

PRICE TWtNTt-FlVt CCNTI 

tCOMU 

lishing Co., with Wadsworth Warren as editor. 
The first number, published in June, had its 
cover illuminated with a photograph, and the 
title printed on white paper with brown ink, 
9J4 by 11 ji inches in size. There were thirty-six 

pages of reading profusely illustrated, and in its 
two and a half years’ existence gave its 
readers some very entertaining reading, causing 
considerable disappointment to many, when in 
November, 1907, it was sold out to it rival, 

Boating, that started in Cleveland three months 
after Fore’n’Aft started at Chicago. 

The first number of Boating appeared in 
September, 1905, with forty-eight pages of read¬ 
ing. Its cover, 9 by 11 inches, was a light green 
tint, with the name in red above a half-tone cut 
of the sloop Manchester on it. The Penton 
Publishing Co. were behind Boating, with Mr. 
R. E. Powers as editor, and they ran a little 
more conservatively than their rival, but won 
out in the end, although in the latter part of 
1907 they made a radical change, going in for 
the power boat end of the sport, and even 
changed their name to Power Boating, under 
which title it is still running. Fore’n’Aft was 
a 25-cent paper; $2 a year. Boating, 10 cents; 
$1 a year. 

January 20, 1906, another 10-cent weekly 
yachting magazine, 9H by 13 inches, called The 

THE 

AMERICAN 
Yachtsman 

"Everything That Flwtiftrffeawt fijtpvn' 

DEVOTCOTO the interests of those who $ EG-* 

pl^ASVRe ANO RCCRfATIO* ON THE WATER 0Y MEAN 5 
OF SAILING TACHTS, MOTOR 0OATS AN& STEAM YACHTS. 

by c«as.p tower 

C GOAVIS. 

American Yachtsman, and edited by Chas P. 
Tower, appeared upon the news stands, and 
yachtsmen dug down into their jeans after the 
shekels; $3 a year. This was a \yeekly paper 
that found life too strenuous for it, and after 
thirty numbers were published, it dropped out 
of sight. 

The year 1907 saw with its first month, January, 
the beginning of a yachting magazine that sur¬ 

passed any of its predecessors for grandeur. 
The covers, ioj4 by 13 inches, were works of 
art, and a most costly interior, almost solid full 
of expensive half-tone plates, many of them 
full-page size, greeted the yachting public. 
Yachting, as this magazine is called, is edited by 
Lawrence Perry, and has just started on its 
second year’s cruise. It is a 25-cent magazine; 
$3 a year. 

In March, 1907, I was passing a news stand, 
when the words “The Ocean,” in large green 

letters on a buff-colored cover of a monthly 
magazine caught my eye. In a large, red circle 
in script were the words “Something new.” It 
was only 10 cents, so I bought it and was agree¬ 
ably surprised to find 192 pages of old and for- 
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gotten sea tales reprinted with some new ones 
and good continued stories. It was published 
by the Frank A. Munsey Co., but in the Janu¬ 
ary, 1908. number they announced its end. Too 
bad. It was a shame to stop so interesting a 
magazine. 

The Bayside Yacht Club Log Book, started in 
May, 1907, has a blue and white cover, and is a 
very unique little club paper that keeps the club’s 

i THE BAYSIDE I 
! YACHT CLUB [ 

i LOG 
j BOOK j 
1 

patriotism alive during the cold, idle winter 
months for the price of 10 cents a copy; $1 a 
year. 

The last entry in this fleet of magazines is 

the Motor Boating Magazine—10 cents a copy; 
$1 a year—edited by W. L. Dudley, who got out 
its first number in December, 1907, with a cover 

design printed in red and blue on white paper. 
This also has made a bid for the motor boat 
trade ' 

Out of the twenty-four magazines started, as 
described, there are, not counting the trade 
papers or club papers, but six magazines in 
existence to-day that we know of, namely: 

1. Forest and Stream, started in 1873. 
2. Rudder, started in 1896. 
3. Motor Boat, started in 1904. 
4. Power Boating, started in 1905. 
5. Yachting, started in 1907. 
6. Motor Boating Magazine, started in 1907. 
But for all the literature and thousands of 

yachting pictures illustrating these magazines, 
let us be thankful to the men who started them, 
even if they did fail to keep their papers run¬ 
ning. The bookcase still stands, and while 
winter winds whistle about the buildings, we can 
sit, smoke and look over the records of the good 
times past and dream of the good times to come. 

Since compiling the above article on yacht 
magazines, we have received a notice that the 
Aquatic Monthly and Nautical Magazine ran 
into eight volumes or till 1876, and was then 

further extended as Brentano’s Aquatic Monthly 
in a new series of four volumes, starting April, 
1879 and ending in the early part of 1881. 

Two new magazines also have appeared on 
the first of March of this year (1908), one pub¬ 
lished at Augusta, Ga., and the other at Phila- 

The Yachtsmen’s Club News 
tolam* I To Cho Hnallk aI Yxrhtin^ .. Velas* I *To Ok Health at YarMtaf He. 1 

In Oat* * Copy MARCH, 1908. fifty Cent* e Tier 

delphia. The former is called the Southern 
Motor Launch 
Club News. 

and the latter the Yachtsmen’s 

Gravesend Bay Races. 

The schedule of races laid out by the 'Yacht 
Racing Association of Gravesend Bay for the 
season of 1908 will keep the yachtsman in those 
waters busy all summer. There will be fourteen 
races in the championship series, instead of six 
as they had last year, and to qualify, a boat must 
sail in at least ten of the races. The dates run 
from June 20 to Sept. 19, inclusive, taking in 
every Saturday between those dates. 

The dory class will also be a recognized 
feature of this sason’s races, and their record 
also will be computed by points won in this 
series of races. 

In all there will be nineteen races, beginning 
on Decoration Day and ending on Sept. 26, as 
follows: 

May 30—Atlantic Y. C. 
June 6—Bensonhurst Y. C. 
June 13—M. and F. C. 
June 20—Atlantic Y. C. 
June 27—Brooklyn Y. C. 
July 4—Atlantic Y. C. 
July 11—Bensonhurst Y. C. 
July 18—Atlantic Y. C. 
July 25—N. Y. C. C. 
Aug. 1—Atlantic Y. C. 
Aug. 8—Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Aug. 15—Atlantic Y. C. 
Aug. 22—M. and F. C. 
Aug. 29—Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Sept. 5—Brooklyn Y. C. 
Sept. 7—Atlantic Y. C. 
Sept. 12—Crescent A. C. 
Sept. 19—Atlantic Y. C. 
Sept. 26—Bensonhurst Y. C. 

At the yard of Robert Jacob, at City Island, 
a new' Lake Michigan Lipton cup 21-footer is 
being built for the Illinois Athletic Club of Chi¬ 
cago from designs by Mr. Morgan Barney, of 
New York. 

No. 
1. 
O 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 

25. 

YACHTING MAGAZINES—PAST AND PRESENT. 

Original price. Present price. 

Date started. Name. Kind. Original Editor. Where published. or Dead. Discontinued. Copy. Year.' Copy. Year. 
June, 1872.. ..Aquatic Monthly & Nautical Review. . .Monthly... .. Chas. A. Peverelly. . N ew York. 18S1.. ... .35 $4.00 
Aug. 14, 1873.. ..Forest and Stream. .Weekly.... ..Chas. Hallock. • New York. ... .10 5.00 .10 $3.00 
February, 1882.. ..American Canoeist . .Monthly... ..Chas. Ledyard Norton. . New York. . December, 1887.. 
January, 1888.. ..Am. C. and Single-hand Cruiser.... . Monthly... ..H. H. Soule. . New York. • Tune, 1888.. 
January, 1889.. ..Sail and Paddle. .Monthly... .. C. B. Vaux. . New York. 1890.. 
May, 1890.. ..Rudder . . Monthly... ..T. F. Day. • Watertown, N. Y... ... .10 1.00 .25 -3.00 
April, 1894.. ..Burgee and Pennant. .Weekly.... .New York. 1894.. ... .10 2.00 
January, 1900.. ..American Yachtsman. .Weekly_ .. C. P. Root. • Chicago, Ill. .January, 1900.. ... .10 1.00 
January, 1901.. ..Yachting .. .Monthly... .. R. R. THommedieu_ ■ San Francisco, Cal.. .,. .Dead_ • June, 1901... ... .15 1.00 
March, 1901.. ..Sail and Sweep. .. H. Coy Glidden. . Detroit, Mich. • June, 1906... .10 1.00 
April, 1901.. ..Binnacle . . Monthly... . *W. F. Corey. . Chicago, Ill. ... .10 1.00 .10 1.00 
Aug. 12, 1902.. ..Capstan . .Weekly.... .New York. 1902... ... .10 3.00 
December, 1902.. ..The Launch . .Quarterly.. .-Tr-uscott Boat Co. ..St. Joseph, Mich_ 
May, 1903.. . .Narragansett Bay Yachtsman. .Monthly... .. D. W. Reeves. . Providence, R. I.. .June, 1903... .. .10 1.00 
November, 1903.. ..The Propeller. .Monthly... ..Lozier Motor Co. . New York. 
February, 1904... ..The Tiller . • Monthly_ .. C. W. Schmidt. . Cleveland, O. 1904... .. .10 1.00 
April 6, 1904.. ..Motoring and Boating. .Weekly.... ..Tas. P. Holland. .New York. 1906... .. .05 2.00 
April 10, 1904... ..Motor Boat . . Semi-weekly. F. P. Prial. ■ New York. .. .10 2.00 .10 2.00 
May, 1904.. ..The Jersey Yachtsman . . Monthly..., ..Sewell Ford. • Toms River, N. T_ 1904... .. .10 1.00 
March 18, 1905... ..Power Boat News. . Weeklv. ..A. E. Potter. . New York. .Oct. 27, 1906... .. .10 2.00 
June, 1905... ..Fore ’n’ Aft. .Monthly_ • W. Warren. . Chicago, III. .November, 1906... .. .25 2.00 
September, 1905.. ..Boating .. .Monthly..., .. R. E. Powers. . Cleveland, O. .. .10 1.00 .10 1.00 
January, 1906.. ..American Yachtsman. .Weekly. .Chas. P. Tower. -New York. • Tune 1, 1907... 
January, 1907... .Yachting . . Monthly.... ■ Lawrence Perry. . New York. .. .25 3.00 .25 3.00 
March, 1907... .. (>cean . .Munsey & Co. .New York. 1908... .. .10 1.00 
May, 1907... ..Bayside Y. C. Log Book. Bayside, L. I. .. Alive.... .. .10 1.00 .10 1.00 
December, 1907... ..Motor Boating Magazine. . Monthly_ ,.W. L. Dudley. • New York. .. .10 1.00 .10 1.00 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, ''Designer,” Boston. 

c, Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

TACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 

91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORMA 

Caunoe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
‘‘to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The "Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

Nothing further has yet been announced as 
to the plans of the San Francisco yachtsmen 
for the coming season, at least in the way of 
racing events. Great preparations, however, are 
going on in regard to the reception of the 
United States naval fleet, which is expected 
early in May. The local clubs intend to have 
their fleets in the finest possible trim, and will 
do their part in making the bay a scene of un¬ 
usual magnificence. 

Work has been commenced on the new house 
to be erected by the Aeolian Y. C. on the west 
side of San Leandro Bay. The Aeolian Y. C. 
has a membership of eighty. 

The San Diego Y. C. has set the date for the 
annual regatta for the Lipton cup for Aug. 31 
and Sept. 1. Invitations will be extended to all 
yacht clubs of California to take part. San 
Diego will be represented by the Aeolus, which 
will be placed in commission within a few days. 
She has been in the water all winter, and within 
the last few weeks has been given a number of 
try-outs. The yacht is now three inches over 
the prescribed waterline length for boats com¬ 
peting for the Lipton cup. By changing the 
sails and trimming them it is believed that the 
waterline length of the boat can he shortened 
sufficiently to permit her to come under the 
rules governing the Lipton cup races. A new 
challenger for the Lipton cup is now being 
built at San Diego by Lawrence Jensen, who 
laid the keel about two weeks ago. Mr. Jensen 
designed and is building the boat for himself, 
and is confident of bringing out a yacht which 
will be able to take some of the honors. Al¬ 
though construction work has but just been 
commenced, Mr. Jensen already has named the 
yacht Trilby. She will have a length over all of 
39ft., and a 10ft. beam, and she will sail in the 
22ft. class. She will have a semi-keel, an iron 
keel reinforced with a centerboard. She will 
have a displacement of 8,200 pounds, as against 
that of the Aeolus, which Jensen designed and 
built, of 9,600 pounds. The Trilby will carry 
750ft. of sail in her mainsail and jib. With the 
centerboard up she will draw 3ft. of water, and 
with the board down, 8ft. She wifi have water¬ 
tight cockpits, and when closed will be water¬ 
proof. Her spars will be of cedar, and the 
fittings will be of tobin bronze. Her mainmast 
will have a length of 39ft., with a boom of 29ft. 
and a gaff of 21ft. Her bowsprit will be 2ft. 
long, measuring from the stem. The mainmast 
will be 13ft. from the stem. The yacht will 
have a flat instead of a hollow floor. The 
Trilby will not sail under the flag of the San 
Diego Y. C., custodian of the Lipton cup. as 
was at first reported. She may fly the colors 
of the Chula Vista Y. C., or the Junior Y. C., 
recently organized. In any event, Mr. Jensen 
intends to produce a boat which will be able 
to give a good account of herself in any of the 
races along the Southern California coast. 

L. C. Pistolesi, who was last summer ex¬ 
pelled from the San Francisco Y. C., after hav¬ 
ing some difficulty with the officers, has been a 
leader in the organization of a new club, re¬ 
cently incorporated in Sausalito. The new or¬ 
ganization sails under the name of the Golden 
Gate Y. C., and the directors are: L. C. 
Pistolesi, W. J. Carlisle, P. J, Fagen, H. M. 
Beverly, W. S. Fleming, F. L. Maino, W. W. 
Haley and W. L. Sutherland. 

The activity of the Model Y. C. at the lake 
in Golden Gate Park is still kept up, and a num¬ 
ber of models are out every Sunday. The 
final race for the first Directors’ cup was run 
off recently. For the past six months the boats 
have been racing for this cup, but no boat has 
before been able to win it the required two 
times. The Mischief, owned by Henry I.oudon, 
proved to be the successful yacht after a very 
close contest with Commodore*J. E. Brannan’s 
model Ruth, which was forced to allow her op¬ 
ponent a 2 sec. handicap. The Ruth met with a 
little bad racing luck by running off the course. 
If she had held straight she probably would 
have disposed of her rival. The directors of 
the club have donated six cups, each to be won 
twice by the same craft before becoming perma- 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector^ New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS® PACKARD 
Naval Architects Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Brokerage and Insurance 

Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth.. Illustrated. Price, $1.0*. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoeJs and 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats.and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs, show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.Aoe ajid Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in enveibpe. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick:. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

, FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

/ 
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r nent property. Four other models have been 
successful in the past in winning the first cup. 
J. McCleary’s Coronado, W. Brown’s Skidoo, 
W. Little’s Arrow and Brannan’s Ruth have 
been the previous winners. The results were 
as follows: J. E. Brannan’s Ruth defeated 
Brown’s Skidoo; McCleary’s Coronado beat 
Hodgkins’ Sumatra; Hay’s Agnes beat Little’s 
Arrow; Loudon’s Mischief beat Stinson’s 
Undine. In the second round the Ruth was 
successful over Coronado, and Mischief de¬ 
feated Agnes. In the finals Mischief defeated 
Ruth and ended the first cup race. 

An Expensive House Warming. 

The new boat house of the Fort Washington 
Canoe Club, located at the foot of 165th street 
on the Hudson River, was almost entirely de¬ 
stroyed by fire on the night of March 4. 

The fire originated in the Audubon Y. C., just 
north of the canoe club house, and spread 
rapidly to the house owned by John Dalton, 
south of the canoe club. This in turn set fire 
to the adjoining house, owned by the canoe 
club. Only six badly scorched canoes out of 
the twenty-five or more in the house were saved, 
and many expensive sailing and camping out¬ 
fits were entirely destroyed. 

This canoe house was only completed recently 
and was constructed by the club members, who 
had planned a house warming, but not on so 
extensive a scale. 

The other two houses were entirely destroyed 
and many expensive launches were burned, only 
one being saved. 

The amount of loss involved is hard to esti¬ 
mate, and it is believed none of the property 
was insured. Only a fortnight ago the club 
members held their annual dinner, at which 
function several of the guests congratulated 
them warmly on the progress they had made as 
a club. Although a young organization, the 
membership has grown steadily and the mem¬ 
bers had worked hard to maintain a high stand¬ 
ard of sportsmanship. They had but recently 
completed their club house and looked forward 
to a successful year; but the fire will not be per¬ 
mitted to affect their organization, and arrange¬ 
ments are already being made to secure tempo¬ 
rary quarters until a new house can be arranged 
for. 

New Yacht for Mr. Pulitzer. 

On Thursday, Dec. 5, the shipyard of Messrs. 
Ra-mage & Ferguson, at Leith, was en fete, for 
the launching of the 1600-ton steam yacht they 
built to the designs of G. L. Watson & Co., for 
Mr. Joseph Pulitzer, of New York. Mr. 
Pulitzer’s yachting connection has not been a 
lengthy one. Last year he chartered for six 
months Baron De Forest’s steam yacht Honor, 
and so pleasant was the experience, he deter¬ 
mined to have a craft of his own, and before 
the charter had expired, the new ship was under 
way. As was natural, the Honor was taken as 
a basis, and while to outward appearance the 
new vessel is more or less like her, there are 
many points on which she shows a decided im¬ 
provement. 

She is schooner rigged with two pole masts, 
clipper bow, scroll head, and elliptical stern, 

having the two decks like Honor, but a long 
almost unbroken range of steel deckhouses, with 
flying bridge above, which makes her practically 
a three-decked vessel. 

The accommodation has been carried out en¬ 
tirely to Mr. Pulitzer’s ideas, and in this respect 
the vessel is unique in the pleasure fleet of the 
world. 

The part of the ship forward of machinery 
is entirely devoted to the owner, the guests’ 
staterooms, servants and crew being aft. This 
insures entire privacy, and the bulkheads have 
been specially deafened to eliminate noise from 
the engine room. To get forward, the crew 
need not come on deck at all—a special passage 
has been arranged under deck, leading from 
their quarters to storerooms and chains forward. 
In the range of deckhouses, commencing for¬ 
ward is Mr. Pulitzer’s study, with lavatory and 
private vestibule adjoining, then dining room, 
from which on starboard side a passage runs 
aft to drawing room, behind this being smoking 
room, and small deck shelter. 

On the main deck under the raised forecastle 
are crew’s stores, lavatory and hospital, sepa¬ 
rated from cabins by well. Then owner’s break¬ 
fast room, containing stair to suite of rooms be¬ 
low on cabin deck, consisting of gymnasium, 
large stateroom and bathroom. Aft of break¬ 
fast room is bedroom, with bathroom, and 
passage communicating with valet’s room. 

The servants’ rooms are on port side of ma¬ 
chinery casing, while the starboard side and 
immediately behind machinery are devoted to 
staterooms, twelve in number, and four bath¬ 
rooms. The crew’s quarters are all aft, occupy¬ 
ing main and cabin deck. 

The saloon galley and pantry are situated 
amidships in engine casing. 

As will be obvious, this arrangement some¬ 
what interferes with the outward appearance of 
the vessel; but the designers have hit the happy 
medium of producing both a useful and a pleas¬ 
ing type of yacht. Viewed on the stocks, the 
hull impresses one as being exceptionally 
powerful, and .foretells excellent sea-going 
qualities. 

The decorations of the cabins are in the 
simplest manner, but nothing conducive to com¬ 
fort has been omitted. The work in the princi¬ 
pal rooms was carried out by Messrs. Wylie & 
Lochhead to the designs of Mr. Murray, of 
London. 

The engine department has been made the 
subject of greatest care to insure smoothness 
and regularity in running. There are two boilers 
and two sets of triple expansion engines driving 
twin screws. The bunkers are of capacity ample 
to take the yacht across to America and back. 
All the latest improvements, including re¬ 
frigerating machinery, electric light, etc., have 
been fitted, and everything arranged to make 
her the most comfortable ocean-going craft 
afloat. 

The christening ceremony was performed by 
Miss Tuohy, daughter of Mr. Pulitzer’s London 
manager, and the name bestowed on the vessel 
was Liberty. 

Preliminary trials of the Liberty were held on 
Friday, Jan. 31, at Leith. A stiff gale was blow¬ 
ing, and the sea was somewhat heavy, which 
afforded a splendid chance of testing the vessel's 
sea-going qualities. No water came on board 
when going in the teeth of the gale, and when 
broadside on she proved very stiff, the rolling 
being slow and easy. 

On the measured mile over 15 knots was ob¬ 
tained without great effort, which was ex¬ 
tremely gratifying in view of the fact that the 
yacht was not designed for this end, but rather 
for comfort at sea and smooth running. 

There was practically no vibration. In the 
course of the next week or so coal consumption 
trials will be held, and a short time afterward 
the yacht should be ready for turning over to 
the owner. 

In a special race between Capt. J. S. Taylor’s 
scooter Eagle and Chas. Merritt’s ice yacht 
Junior, on Orange Lake, the ice yacht won in 
a boat for boat race by a spurt when near the 
finish that put him 5 sec. ahead. It was an even 
and exciting race all over the course. 

THE BURNING OF THE FORT WASHINGTON CANOE CLUB. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Western Division—H. K. Patch, C. C. Vance, 
Carl Slane, Wm. S. Truesdale, William F. 
Knisely, and Jeremiah McQuade, all of Peoria, 
Ill., and all by Henry C. Morse. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division—5462, Constantine C. Clifft, 
178 North nth street, Newark, N. J. 

Northern Division—5463, George L. Johnston, 
Gananoque, Ont., Can.; 5464. William Hale, 
Gananoque, Ont., Can.; 5465, Walter F. Halli- 
day, Gananoque Ont., Can. 
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TgADE MARK 

Shot Shells 
William Heer, of the famous U. M. C.-Remington squad now touring the 

South, broke ioo straight at Ocala, Florida, February 25th. This is one of the 

scores of 100 straights made by Heer and his U. M. C. shells. 

If you point right U. M. C. 100% shells will break them all for you. 

Of course, Mr. Heer’s world’s record, 1906 General Average of 96.3% on 14,055 

targets is the supreme test among professionals. 

Eight out of Ten Interstate Handicaps including the Grand American won with 

U. M. C. shells, still hold priority among amateur honors. Recent U. M. C. winnings 

include Mr. Ford’s Live Bird Championship of Pennsylvania, Mr. Hartman’s Amateur 

Average at Sulphur, Okla., and Mr. Young’s General Average at Long Lake, Ill. 

Shoot U. M. C. 100% Shot Shells. 

\ 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY. 

Write to M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your sh-oot to be announced here 
send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

March 16-17.—Pinehurst (N. C.) G. C. annual club cham¬ 
pionship. Herbert L. Jillson, Sec’y. „ 

March 28.—McKeesport, Pa—McKeesport Daily News 
cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise G. C. 

Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y- , TT 
March 28.—Wellington, Mass.—Paleface tournament. H. 

C. Kirkwood, Sec’y. _ 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert u. C. tournament. 

Edward F. Markley, Chairman, Easton, Pa. 
April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. W. Denny, 

Sec’v. 
April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Aprif^O.’—Springfield (Mass.) G. C. tournament. C. L, 

Kites. Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W 

Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill 

mever ^ec’y. 
May 12.—’Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte 

meier, Sec’y, 201 Pearl street, New York. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament 

Dr. C. H. Burr. Sec'y 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. II. C 

May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes 

tervelt, Sec’y. . 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 

annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains. Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 

June°l®-12.—&imira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 

Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 
Sec’y. 

Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

John Duffy, Sec’y. 
C. E. E. Snider, Sec’y. 
G. C. C. J. Packham, 

March 17.—Decatur, (Ill.) G. C. 
March 17-18.—Giltner (Neb.) G. 
March 17-18.—Brampton (Ont.) 

Sec’y. 
March 21.—Frenchtown (N. T.) G. C. P. S. Bloom, Sec'y. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec’y. 
March 26.—Allentown, Pa.—Live bird shoot. C. F. 

Kramlich, Mgr. 
March 26-27.—Jewell (la.) G. C. W. S. Hoon, Sec y. 
March 26-28.—Coronado (Cal.) G. C. Paul H. Schmidt, 

Sec’y. 
April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 

clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. , . 

April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J. Schere, Sec y. 
April 3.—Eastman (Ga.) G. C. Claude Eubank, Sec’y. 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. Edw. F. 

Markley, Sec’y. 
April 5-6.—Upper Alton (Ill.) G. C. H. E. Winans, Sec y. 
April 7-9.—Pittsburg (Kans.) G. C. B. W. Brown, Sec’y. 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. Burt, Sec’y. 
April 9.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

April 11.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 
Melchior. Sec’y. . . 

(Mo.) Trapshooters’ Association. 

Kans.—Forest Park G. C. Alva 

April 12.—St. Louis 
j. W. Bell, Sec’y. 

April 12.—Atchison, 
Clapp, Sec’y. 

April 13-15.—Nichols (la.) G. C. T. B. Nichols, Sec y. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denny, 

Sec’y. 
April 17.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
April 17.—Exeter, Ont.—Huron Indians. W. Jones, Sec y. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

Sec’y. 

G. C. 

Robert 

Mgr. 
Sports- 

April 19-21.—New Orleans, La.—Tally-Ho Hunting and 
Fishing Club. J. H. Brockman, Sec’y. 

April 20.—Watertown, (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, 
Capt. 

April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 
Sec’y. 

April 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—raskamansett 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

April 20.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 
Smith Sec’y. 

April 20-22.—Manito (Ill.) G. C. John C. Ramsey 
April 21-23.—Hutchinsom Kans.—Kansas State 

men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Columbus (O.) G. C. Fred Shattuck, Sec’y. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 

G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed, Sec’y. 
April 29.—Youngstown (O.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Sec y. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 0-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
May 8-9.—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec’y. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho —Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd. Sec’v. 
May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec’y. 
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May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 
G. Blandfora, Mgr. 

May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 
Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 

May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 
Sec’y. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y-—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

May 19-30.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (YVis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Secy. 
May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports- 

. men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Secy. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 20-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 
Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C., 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

May 29-30—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 
housen, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wootton, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Sec’y. 
June 1-2.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H. 

Quiggle, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 

worth, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.-—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G, C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon, (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
une 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
une 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 

June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 
auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 
Kirkwood, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. > 

June 10-12.—Jacksonburg, W. Va.—West Virginia State 
tournament. John Craig, Sec’y. 

June 11-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 
Sec’y. 

June 13-14.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 
State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 

June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 
ment. 

une 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
une 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 
une 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr.. 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va ) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec’y, 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Coopei, Sec’y. 
July 8-9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 

men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 
July 14-15—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

uly 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T, Brown, Pres. 
uly 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey, Sec’y. 
July 28-30.—Austin, Tex.—State tournament, under aus- 

pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thomp¬ 
son Sec’y. 

-Aug; 15.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith, Sec’y. 

Aug. 18-23.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Aug. 25-27.—Davenport, la.—Cumberland G. C. Harry 
Martens, Sec’y. 

Sept. 1-2.'—Nappanee (Ind.) G. C. Geo. F. Miller, Sec’y. 
Sept. 7.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.)- G. C. Albert VV. 

Lewis, Sec’y. 
Sept. 7.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
Oct. 30-31.—Clinton (Ont.) G. C. J. E. Cantelon, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Wykagil Country Club, of New Rochelle, N. Y., 

and the Orange, N. J., Gun Club will be represented at 

the shoot of the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club on March 21. 

* 
Fair weather contributed to bringing out a good attend¬ 

ance at the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, March 7. 

Four, Holznagle, Sters, Fisher and J. Cowan, tied for 

high on 9. 

at 
The live-bird shoot of the Belmont Gun Club, at Nar- 

berth, Pa., March 7, resulted in a tie on 13, out of 1« 

for first, between Heathcote, Fields and Clegg. Babb, 

Rudolph and Jones tied on 12. There were ten 

contestants. at 
At Media, Pa., March 7, the home team shot a match 

with West Chester and Avondale, with results as fol¬ 

lows: West Chester, 372; Avondale, 364; Media, 361. 

In the sweepstake events, a total of 120 targets, Mr. 

Lloyd R. Lewis, the able trade representative, was high 

with 99 out of 120. 
at 

One of Forest and Stream’s alert and industrious 

office boys varied his talented business stunts on Mon¬ 

day of last week by losing a large roll of copy which 

was intrusted to him to take to .the printing office. A 

number of reports of trap shoots and other news items 

were in the lot, unfortunately. This will explain why 

said reports were not published, a loss we much regret. 

a? 
The ten-man team contest, between the Watertown 

Gun Club and the Middlesex Gun Club of East Lexing¬ 

ton, Mass., was won by Watertown, 825 to 805, on its 

own grounds. Kirkwood made highest individual score, 

91. Of the Middlesex team, Griffiths was high with 87. 

In the prior contest, on Feb. 29, Watertown also was 

victor. 

In our trap columns this week there is a cut 6f the 

second annual individual championship cup of Metropoli¬ 

tan clubs, to be held by the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club, 

April 1. It is valued at $134, and was donated by Mr. 

Allan, of the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club, who also 

donated a similar cup as a prize for the championship 

last year. The cup will be on exhibition in the window 

of Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway. 

The five-man team contest between the New York 

Athletic Club and the Fox Hills Gun Club, on the 

grounds of the latter, was won by the New Y me Athletic 

team, 391 to 342. Each man shot at 100 targets. High 

individual score was made by Mr. G. F. Pelham, who 

thereby won the handsome silver cup, the prize of that 

performance. The return match, at a date in April, will 

be shot at Travers Island. 

*, 
There seems to be a more or less prevalent belief that 

the Interstate Association trap' shooting rules do not 

apply to the new -automatic gun. Such belief is errone¬ 

ous. Rule 9, Section 2, of live .bird rules, and Rule 8, 

Section 5 of target rules, cover fully the. use, of all 

magazine guns. Whether the gun is1 actuated by the 

hand or by gas pressure does not. affect in the least the 

magazine status of the ghn,' under the rules or otherwise. 

The-Crescent Gun Club was -victorious in the five-man • 

team .contest . with the. Yal^ tgam^ March 7, on the 

grounds of the former. The score's vYCTe 402 to 387. 

High individual Score, 87, was made by Mr. F. B. Stephen¬ 

son. ■ On the Yale-team, -the intercollegiate champion, 

Mr. M. Hebard, was high with 84. This is the first of a 

home-and-home series. The next contest between the 

teams will take place at New Haven on March 20. This 

closes up the formal Crescent Club shooting season on 

its home grounds. 

Dr. Ellis was the trophy winner in the main event of 

the Boston Athletic Association shoot, at Riverside, 

Mass., March 7. He scored 94 out of 100, ten of which 

was handicap allowance. There were ten contestants. 

*» 

The North River Gun Club announces an all-day 

tournament for St. Patrick’s day, March 17, on its 

grounds, at Edgewater, N. J. Competition will start at 

10 o’clock. The programme provides eight 20-target 

events, $1.40 entrance, $3 added in seven events, and $4 

added in No. 8. Class shooting. Events 4-8, 100 targets, 

will be an optional $2 sweepstake, high guns. Sliding 

handicaps. Take I30th street ferry, New York, to Edge, 

water, thence by hacks to grounds. Boats leave quarter 

of and quarter past the hour. 

, Bernard Waters. 

New York Athletic Club. 
• 

Travers Island, N. Y., March 7.—To-days shoot 
brought out eleven guns, a team race at Fox Hills 
taking a number of the boys away from the home traps. 
It was Kuchler’s day, as assisted by a liberal handi¬ 
cap, he accounted for no less than three wins, and all 
with full scores. F. J. O’Donohue won the leg on 
Walsrode cup, and Dugro the first competition for the 
Smith gun. Seven events were run off, as follows: 

Event No. 1 was for practice with W. V. Lenane high 
gun. 

Event No. 2—March cup; leg won by Kuchler with full 
score. 

Event No. 3—Sauer gun; leg won by Kuchler, after 
two shoot-offs with O’Donohue, with another full score. 

Event No. 4—Walsrode cup; leg won by O’Donohue 
with a full score, assisted by three added targets. 

Event 5—Stoll cup; leg won by Kuchler, with his third 
full score. 

Event No. 6—Smith gun, at 10 pairs; , leg won by 
Dugro with 17, after tie with M. V. Lenane. 

Event No. 7—Trophy shoot; won by M. V. Lenane. 
On March 28 a team race will be shot with the Yale 

University at Travers Island. 

Events: 1 2 
T J O’Donohue 21 6 40 
M V Lenane .. 23 4 44 
O Wagner .14 10 35 
C Holzderber... 17 0 37 
T R Coffin .21 8 37 
T Lenane, Jr ..19 10 46 
C Ryan. 16 0 42 
Dugro . 6 46 
Thomson . 6 47 
Crowe . 
Kuchler . 10 50 

3 4 5 6 7 
3 25 3 25 2 20 2 13 2 21 
2 23 2 22 2 23 2 17 2 24 
5 19 5 17 
0 14 0 15 
4 18 4 19 
5 24 5 23 5 24 5 11 5 19 
0 19 0 16 0 18 0 15 0 20 
3 15 3 17 3 21 3 17 2 17 
3 22 3 22 3 17 3 16 
2 21 2 12 
4 25 3 24 3 25 2 12 . , . . 

The following are the scores made to-day in the team 
race between the Fox Hill Gun Club and the New 
York Athletic Club at Fox Hill, which was won by the 
New York Athletic Club team. Fred Pelham was the 
winner of the handsome silver cup for high score, break¬ 
ing 87 targets. 

New York Athletic Club. 
Events: 12 3 4 
Targets:' 25 25 25 25 

Pelham . 22 21 23 21—87 
Hodgman . 19 19 20 21—79 
Dickerson . 19 19 20 20—78 
Schauffler . 17 16 17 19-69 • 
Tilt . 22 16 21 19—78—391 

Fox Hill Gun Club. 
Elias . 18 15 15 20—68 
Bottome . 12 19 20 18—69 
Bechtel . 15 14 19 16—64 
Lembeck . 16 16 17 14—63 
Thomas . 19 20 22 17—78—342 

The return match at Travers Island will take place in 
April. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y., March 3.—Although the weather 
has been too cold and disagreeable the past few weeks 
to get out the usual aggregation of trapshooters, seven 
of the “old reliables’’ put in an appearance at the regu¬ 
lar shoot Saturday afternoon and proceeded to smash 
targets, without regard to cold or wind. Wiltse was high 
gun with 86 2-3 per cent., while. Chapman, who is slowly 
getting used to his new gun, landed second place with 
SO, Newell coming third with 77. The scores: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Witt .. . 75 55 R De Roode.... 45 29 
Norton ... . 85 47 Newell . 45 35 
Chapman . . 60 48 L. De Roode... 30 13 
Wiltse .... . 45 39 

Secretary. 

Freehold Gun Club. 

Freehold, N. J., March 5.—Dr. Kennedy captured the 
prize for' high average, and E. Vanderveer .that for the 
longest run, 57. 
A Bennett .... . 180 150 M Johnson .... . 85 62 
W K Mathews. . 180 130 B Creighton ... . 85 64 
C' Newman .... . 180 151 A Ivins . . 85 S3 
Dr Burtis . . ISO 157 Ouackenbush .. . 70 56 
E Vanderveer.. . ISO 152 F Wilson . . 70 62 
R Ellis . . ISO 140 G Buck .. . ISO 147 
Dr Mathews ... . ISO 144 • J Story . . 180 135 
Kennedy . . ISO 167 W Lykes . . ISO 142 
O Walker . . ISO 157 *F Barkalow .... . ISO 151 
H Bennett . . 180 147 T Dudley __ . 180 150 
F Muldoon .... . ISO 152 R Vanderhoef.. . 180 140 
H Clayton . . 180 143 W Sharewood.. . 180 140 
Fay .. . 85 69 

M. Conover. 
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Media Gun Club. 

Media, Pa., March 7.—The all-day shoot and team 
race between the home club, Westchester and Avondale, 
from point of numbers wras a grand success. -Had the 
traps behaved half decent, it would have been one of 
the most successful shoots ever conducted in this part 
of the country. Both traps kicked up—a mauga and 
black bird—and with all hands working with both mouths 
and hands could only keep one of them going at a 

James McKelvey, the genial boniface of Hockessin, 
deserved great credit for the manner in which he 
juggled the squads from one trap to the other. Mr. 
Lewis, the Du Pont representative, took up his favorite 
pastime of running the office and found it necessary to 
cut the programme from 200 to 120, and at that did not 
get the teams all shot out until 6 P. M. 

The team race was a very pretty one, only eleven 
targets separating the three teams. Mr. Lewis won high 
average for the day, 99 out of 120, Mr. Roser, second, 
with 98, which are very good, when not one squad shot 
through an event without being held up with a broken 
or deranged trap at least twice. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10 20 10 20 10 25 25 

Events: 
Targets: 

7 12 
5 9 
9 15 

6 20 21 
6 16 15 
7 21 20 
7 21 17 
. 17 18 

9 15 10 19 13 
8 13 10 22 19 
8 16 8 22 21 
7 17 10 17 24 
4 8 6 13 12 
7 14 10 23 22 
9 12 8 IS 16 

8 16 18 
. 12 22 
. 21 15 

13 17 

15 

Bennett . 7 18 
Pennington . 6 16 
Lee .7. 9 16 
Rose . 8 17 9 13 
Field .  6 .. 6 11 
McKelvey . 8 15 
Mattson . 8 17 
Lewis . 8 16 
Haffersett . 7 15 
Cox . 6 9 
Roser . 9 13 
Darlington . 7 12 
Orin . 7 11 
Rogers . | • 

Greyox.::::::::::::::::::::::::: ’si? m 81721 
Morris . 7 15 8 15 7 21 20 
Nolan . 5 9.20 15 
Dee ...8. 
Williamson . 8 15 ..13 .. 21 21 
Mace .  8 .. 9 13 .. 18 17 
E Smedley . 7 .. .. .. •• 14 12 
McLaughlan ...'. 5 9 9 .... 10 11 
Worral . 6.18 21 

:::::::::::::::::::::8:::: v. ’til 
Reynolds8'1.'.!'.!!- U 12 !! jj 14 
Mitchell . 2 8.. ..14 19 
Charles .*. 14 6 15 6 19 20 
Speakman . 8 5 14 6 20 11 
Minker .  15 7 11 .. 13 21 
Eachus .’.'.' •• 8 12 .. .. 17 16 
Hemmelwright . 8 14 .. •• 17 18 
Cornog . y iz .. .. io 1/ 
Hunt . 9 16 •• •• 21 14 
Gill ....;..1.14 .. .. 14 19 

Long .11 •• •• •• •• 
McDowel .  i" ” 
Leedom .  16 1“ 
Leland .1® 16 
Walton .-1 19 

Brk. 
91 
73 
97 
92 

'89 
97 
99 
97 
58 
98 
82 

94 
93 

Team race, 500 targets per team: 
Avondale, 364; Media, 361. 

Westchester, 372; 

At Point Breeze. 

Philadelphia, Pa., March 7.—There -were twenty-one 
contestants in the live-bird handicap, at the Point Breeze 
track to-day. No one succeeded in making a straight, 
score, though four tied on 9 for first, namely, Sters, 
Fisher, Holznagle and J. Cowan. The weather con¬ 
ditions were favorable for good scores: 

Sters, 28 .   1101212212—9 
Fisher, 30 .;.2222222202-9 
J Cowan, 30 .1112112202 9 
Holznagle, 28 .2121211202—9 
Paul, 29 .2201012222-8 
Haines, 29 . 2222202220—8 
F Cowan, 27 .1222202201-8 
Rivel, 28 .2222100221-8 
Dockowiski, 27 .2002111211 S 
Edwards, 28 .2222222002-8 
Borwin, 28.2011001122-7 
Scott, 27 .2021201012-7 
Ferry, 27 .2210201220-7 
Staley, 30 . 0222202202-7 
Poulson, 29 . 0122201220—7 
Wynn, 27 .021*120222-7 
Judge 28 .0111011012—7 
Parker 28  02*2220120—6 
Bonta,’ 27 .1020102021-6 
Tackson 27  02200220*2—6 
Conover, 27 .!.2*02022022—6 

Again Shooters in “Show Me" Land 
Show Up the Winning Qualities of 

WINCHESTER 
Factory Loaded Shells 

Repeating their recent victories, Winchester Factory Loaded 

Shells again invade the land of the " Show-Mes” and capture the 

leading honors of the Mid-Winter Tournament, held in Kansas 

City, Missouri, February 18-21, winning the 

WESTERN HANDICAP AT LIVE BIRDS 
through Dan Bray, who made the highest score 

in this event of 34 x 35, shooting Winchester 

Factory Loaded Shells. 

High General Average of 415 x 450 was made 

by Fred Gilbert (tie), C. G. Spencer being sec¬ 

ond with 413, both shooting Winchester Factory 

Loaded Shells and the latter a Winchester Re¬ 

peating Shotgun also. 

Special Gun Event was won by Frank Fuller with a score of 

35 straight, shooting Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. 

The popularity of Winchester Factory Loaded Shells and 

Winchester Repeating Shotguns in this land of f' show-me-first- 

before-I-buy ” was convincingly proven by the fact that over 

52% of the contestants at this tournament used Winchester Shells 

and 26% used Winchester Guns, and the results speak for them¬ 

selves. It is early yet and there is plenty of time to get into the 

frame by using Winchester Shells and Guns—the famous red 

W brand— 

THE KIND TO SHOOT TO WIN 

FRED. GILBERT. 

Belmont Gun Club. 

Narberth, Pa., March 7.—Ten shooters took part in 
the event at 15 birds at this place to-day. Heathcote and 
Fieles were high with 13. Scores: 
Cleee  222202222*21222—12 
Babb .     220*22221211022—12 
Rudolph' ".222200222122022—12 
Heathcote  222212022*22222—13 
Johns  20*202221120222-11 
Allen .  220020212121202—11 
Smith .  2*1212210*20202-10 

•Tones .. ' .1.221200201222222-12 
Tackson.  212022120*22202—11 
Fields .  22102*120122122—13 

Crescent Athletic Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I-, March 7.—The team contest with 
Yale was the special event of the shoot, at the weekly 
contests of the Crescent Athletic Club to-day. I he home 
team defeated the visitors by a score of 402 to 88/, five 
men to a team, 100 targets per man. High individual 
score, 87, was made by Mr. F. B. Stephenson. 

The February cup was won by Mr. G. G. Stephenson, 
his three best scores being 23, 22 and 24. He also won 
the Stake trophy, a $150 gun. 3 hose who had scored a 
leg for this prize were Messrs H. B. vanderveer, J. tr. 
Fairchilds, C. A. Lockwood, A. E. Hendrickson H. M. 
Brigham, F. B. Stephenson, L. C. Hopkins and G,_G. 
Stephenson. Stephenson won after shooting off the tie 

with Hendrickson. , _ ' „ , ., 
Messrs. L. M. Palmer and F. B. Stephenson won the 

team contest. 

Team contest: 
Crescent A. C. Yale University. 

F W Moffett 78 F Gosnell ..75 
A G Southworth... 77 B Thaw, Jr.73 
O C Grinnell, Tr... 78 F Trudeau . 75 
L M Palmer, Jr... 82 M Hebard . S4 
F B Stephenson.... 87—402 E Pugsley . 80—387 

Referee, J. Fanning. 

Trophy shoot, 15 targets: 

G G Stephenson 
S P Hopkins. 
W W Marshall.. 
H B Vanderveer 
F W Moffett. 

Prize divided. 

II. 
2 
2 
3 

T. 
14 
14 
13 
12 
11 

Stake trophy, 25 targets: 

G G Stephenson.3 24 
A E Hendrickson... 4 24 
O C Grinnell, Jr-2 23 
W C Damron. 2 22 
S P Hopkins. 4 22 

L M Palmer, Jr. 0 22 
F B Stephenson.... 0 21 

Shoot-off, same conditions: 

G G Stephenson.3 25 

Team shoot, 50 targets: 

F B Stephenson. 0 22 
L M Palmer. 0 22—44 
F W Moffett.0 14 
O Grinnell, Jr.... 2 20—34 

H. T. 
O C Grinnell, Jr... 1 11 
W C Damron.1 9 
A G Southworth.... 0 9 
Dr Keyes .1 8 

H M Brigham.0 20 
F W Moffett.0 20 
W W Marshall.5 19 
H B Vanderveer.4 18 
E H Lott.2 18 
Dr Keyes .2 16 

A E Hendrickson... 4 20 

A Hendrickson.. 4 22 
W C Damron.2 17—39 
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Southern Squad. 
Ocala, Fla.—One of the favorite resorts of the Land 

of !• lowers, the headwaters of the Ocklawaha, the most 
picturesque river in Florida. At this point the steamers 
make the turn for the return trip, making the complete 
circuit of the Silver Springs. The quail shooting at this 
point is most excellent. We were welcomed in this 
delightful little city by Messrs. W. H. Tison, H. B. 
Clarkston and Knight. The shoot took place at Jockey 
Club Park, about 600 people on the grounds. A weed 
grows at this point known as the “Loco.” Billy Heer, 
in the absence of a little of the weed, chewed a sprig of 
same. The effect of the weed is to place people in a 
comatose condition, which imposes confidence in them¬ 
selves. When Billy woke up and came out of it he had 
simply blown 100 consecutive targets or mud pies out 
of the sky, scarcely a particle of dust struck the ground. 
It was a revelation to the local boys, as the targets were 
thrown regulation distance, and they had never seen such 
an exhibition of skill. 

In the evening Messrs. Camp, Precht, Clarkston Jones 
and Knight,_ came to the hotel, and an evening of pleas¬ 
ure was enjoyed until time of departure, 1 A. M. At 
this time Annie Oakley appeared on the scene with a 
lullaby which she sang, as follows: 

Said the Colonel to the Captain, as he left a call for one, 
"About fifty years ago we had you Yankees on the run;” 
Said the Captain to.the Colonel, “What you say is very 

true, 
We were running like the mischief, but did catch up with 

you.” 

This poem of Miss Oakley’s put Colonel Anthony in a 
reminiscent mood, and he quietly confided to her (which 
conversation was overheard by Marshall), that in the ’60s 
he had for three days chased the Yankees through this 
section in a foot of snow; that every footstep was marked 
by a trail of his life blood, and that on the morning of 
the fourth day he had cornered single-handed and alone, 
capturing forty-three Yankee soldiers of an Illinois regi¬ 
ment, and even went so far as to point out an old 
dilapidated cabin in the woods in which he had in¬ 
carcerated the prisoners and held in durance until the 
balance of his comrades, that he had outrun in the race, 
came up with him. This story was repeated at Lake 
Butler (named for Annie by the Mayor). The citizens 
declared that there had never been a Yankee in the 
section the Colonel cited; that they had nev'er seen a 
fall of snow, and that it was a direct case of slander of 
the land of flowers and perpetual sunshine. The early 
departure of the train no doubt saved an unpleasantness 
with the Colonel. 

Lake -City, bfa., is a delightful little city of 500 people, 
beautifully located on the banks of a lake, over which 
we shot, through the courtesy of the Elks Lodge, on their 
spacious grounds surrounding their palatial home, re¬ 
cently completed, and certainly a credit to a city of’ five 
times the size. W. H. Lowry, F. P. Barden and J L) 
btreety represented the club and right royally did they 
entertain our team. As is done in all cases, our squad 
was divided and the local men intermingled, a most 
enjoyable afternoon was the result. In the evening an 
impromptu musicale was the feature in the parlor of the 
hotel (of which Mr. YV. H. Lowry is proprietor, and 
h!s good wife was the leading light). 

Billy Heer at this point got out all his recently pur¬ 
chased hshing tackle and sallied forth after the finny 
tube, taking as a chaperone an old darkey, who has an 
extensive reputation as a local fisherman, and who 
answers the sobriquet of “Lanky Bob.” Having been 
out on ■ the lake in a little, old “we-ne-gin,” or flat 
boat, in about an hour Billy noted the distended con¬ 
ditions of Bob s jaws and remarked, “Bob, give me a 
little pinch of your tobacco.” The answer, “*I hain’t 
got no terbaccer, boss; this am the bait,” inserting his 
iorehnger in his mouth, produced an angle worm, whose 
antics very much resemble a garter snake having a fit 
l;or some reason Billy’s appetite at this point failed him 
Hie prince of good fellows and the idol of the South¬ 

ern people, Walter Huff, the popular Du Pont representa¬ 
tive, joined us at Lake City. 

Ga*~Arriving here, we found that the gun 
club had not been actively at work for some time; but 

■ j^10mas> Davis and Thompson, representing the 
club, did everything possible to make our stay a pleas¬ 
ant one, and our shoot a success. In this they were suc¬ 
cessful to the limit. 

The Van Amberg shows are wintering at the park a short 
distance from the club grounds, and were there in full 
force. I hey apparently knew how useful the “glad hand” 
was to make people work, and they cut the handcuffs 
oft and applauded galore. Annie Oakley went to work 
in earnest, and gave one of the best entertainments of 
the trip. VVe were then invited to the show grounds, an 
invitation that several of the team accepted, and numer¬ 
ous circus and animal stunts were pulled off for our 
entertainment. This, accompanied by an invitation to 
come and see them any place we may meet them on 
the road. 

Macon, Ga. V es, sure this is Walter Huff’s town, and 
he comes mighty near owning it, although J dm n it 
notice his name across the front of any of the buildings. 

I he exhibitions were given on the gun ciub grounus 
■which is a considerable distance from the city. At the 
Log Cabin Club, where the original Southern Squad were 
so royally entertained on our first visit to this city four 
years since, many were the friends met this year whose 
friendship was formulated at that time. The crowd was 
enthusiastic, and much praise was awarded Annie Oakley 
for her wonderful feats of marksmanship. Billy Heer 
dropped one target in 100, and Maxwell dropped two. 
Just how it happened they were unable to explain, but 
both agree it was carelessness, and have promised it will 
not occur igain. 

In the evening Walter Huff officiated as host at a 
dinner given in honor of the squad. Doves prepared in 
the Southern style (best ever) barbecued quail—well I 
will not attempt the menu, but it was a feast fit for the 
gods, and as we were in the game from the top of the 
bell to the finish, the evening closed with the refrain, 

For he’s a jolly good fellow,” in which all joined to 
the echo. 

Atlanta, Ga.—Here, by mistake, a change of train 
-chedule camped us in this New York of the South, 
a P. M. until 11 P. M., an adjournment to the Piedmont 
Hotel, the news at once spread among the local sports¬ 
men, and they at once called on us. This was brought 
about by a social call on Barney Worthen, the prince of 
entertainers, who took us in hand and remained until 
the distance flag was dropped on him at the station 
as the train pulled for Birmingham. 

Messrs. Avery, Holliman, Hawkins, Lester, Sanders 
and Worthen assured us that if we could frame a visit to 
Atlanta they would assist us in making the “big noise.” 
If possible we sure will be there. 

Birmingham, Ala.—At this point we were joined by 
A. M. Hatcher, of the Dead Shot Powder Co., a most 
congenial gentleman whom we are certainly glad to in¬ 
corporate as a traveling companion in our “happy fam¬ 
ily.” Birmingham justly deserves the sobriquet of the 
Pittsburg of the South. We will Sunday here, shoot 
Monday, an account of which shoot will appear later. 
We received calls from a number of the local sportsmen. 
John Lester, U. M. C. and Remington salesman for 
Alabama, joined us at this point, and will remain with 
us several days. His extensive acquaintance will be 
of benefit. 

Capital Beach Gun Club. 

Lincoln, Neb., March 2.—At the monthly meeting of 
the Capital Beach Gun Club, last Thursday evening, the 
principal business transacted was the arrangement for 
the coming tournament of the Nebraska State Sports¬ 
man’s Association, May 26, 27 and 28, of which the club 
will have charge. 

Committees were appointed for the various branches 
of work, and State Game Warden Geo. L. Carter was 
voted the general manager of the tournament. 

Two important features were added for this year (one 
of which our neighbors may regard as selfish), which is 
the disqualification of any nonresidents of the State to 
compete for division of moneys. This was decided on 
after correspondence with several members of the Asso¬ 
ciation and gun clubs throughout the State, and the 
general sentiment favored this plan. 

When the Association was organized, thirty-two years 
ago, the primary object was to get together the sports¬ 
men of the State for a meeting once a year along the 
general lines of sportsmanship, including both field and 
trapshooting and for annual competition; but later on 
programmes were thrown open to the world, and since 
this annual snooting event has been in a sense com¬ 
mercialized. Until the manufacturers saw the folly of 
it, their agents, “the professionals,” carried away the 

Honors, and for the past few years the professional 
amateur has taken the majority of honors, and also of 
purses. 

It must be admitted that a class of young shooters are 
kept away because of their knowledge that they must 
compete with the professional amateur who has them 
outclassed. 

We hope if any of our friends feel offended at our 
action in the matter, they will suppress their feelings 
until we have had time to give the plan a trial. 

The ether new features will be two sweepstake events 
and one State championship event at flying targets with a 
rifle for amateurs. This is a class of sport extensively 
indulged in throughout the State, and several rifle shoot¬ 
ers are claiming amateur championship. Until recently 
there was no standard for competition, but now with a 
rifle, trap and' regulation targets to be had, we have de¬ 
cided to add this feature. Earl A. Lee, Sec’v. 

A Live Bird Handicap Shoot. 

Allentown, Pa.—A live bird handicap shoot will take 
place at the Duck Farm Hotel, March 26, 1908. Handi¬ 
caps from 27 to 31yds.; 15 birds, $10 entrance; birds 
included in entrance; dead birds to remain on the 
ground. Money divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent Each 
man shoots 2 birds before leaving the score. Other events 
may be shot, time permitting. Handicap shoot will 
start at 1 o’clock sharp. Before the regular handicap 
shoot takes place a match between Mr. Neaf Apgar, a 
representative of the Peters Cartridge Co., and Miss 
Annie Reiker, of Lancaster, against Howard Schlicher 
and C. F. Kramlich, of Allentown, Pa. This race will 
be shot off early, so as to make room for the big event. 

C. F. Kramlich, Mgr. 

Watertown—Middlesex. 

Watertown, Mass., March 7.—The second contest be¬ 

tween the Watertown and Middlesex gun clubs, held to¬ 
day, on the grounds of the former, resulted as follows: 

Watertown, 825; Middlesex, 805. The prior contest, Feb. 
29, was also won by Watertown. Scores: 

Watertown. Middlesex. 
Kirkwood .... . 91 Griffiths . . 87 
Staples . . 90 Dickey . . 85 
Torflan . . SS Sibley . . 81 
Baldwin . .87 Rule . . 81 
Buffalo . . 83 
Frank . . 86 Burns . 
Roy . . 80 Nickerson .... .75 
Edgarton . . 78 Hassam . 
PTibbard . .68 Smith . .76 
Nelson . . 69-S25 Mayer . . 81-805 

STERLING SILVER I-OVING CUP, VALUE $134.00. 
Prize for Second Individual Championship of Metropolitan Clubs, Montclair, N. J., Gun Club, April 5. 
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U. S. Government 
Ammunition Test. 

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held at Springfield Armory 

by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army. 

TESTED—Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers. 

CONDITIONS—10 and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest. 

10 and 20 shot targets, fixed rest. 

DISTANCE—1 ,000 yards. 

RESULT &nd OFFICIAL REPORT: 

U. S. Cartridges excelled all others. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 
LOWELL. MASS.. U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St„ 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St., San Francisco. 

Indianapolis Gun Club. 

Indianapolis, Ind.—The club house at the Indian_apolis 
Gun Club grounds last Saturday afternoon, March 7, was 
as busy a place as the proverbial bee hive, on the occa* 
sion of the club’s regular weekly practice shoot. The 
constantly increasing attendance of the shooters and of 
theii admiring spectator friends on recent Saturday after¬ 
noons most forcefully indicates that springtime has come, 
and is a reliable forecast that local interest in the fascin¬ 
ating sport of target shooting is destined to attain un¬ 
precedented proportions during the present year. 

The several prize contests that are now well under way 
are eliciting great interest, and the battles for these 
coveted trophies will most certainly “wax warm’’ before 
the contest periods have run their allotted courses. The 
Deadshot trophy, added targets handicap contest, is one 
that was devised with a view of favoring and encouraging 
the mediocre or less skillful shooter in a fair competition 
against accomplished rivals; and the results thus far de¬ 
veloped in the contest fully confirm the propriety and 
wisdom of its purpose, as planned. 

The Britton trophy, a sliding distance handicap, bi¬ 
weekly special event of 50 targets, carrying the honors 
of amateur championship among club members for the 
current year, is a more difficult and trying contest, but 
yet the aspiring novice is by no means eliminated from 
the possibility of success. 

The Parry trophy will take its place on the calendar 
of special club shoots for the first time next Saturday 
afternoon, and will after then alternate with the Britton 
trophy events on every other Saturday afternoon. This 
is a fixed distance handicap event of 50 targets, and the 
attractiveness of the handsome prize will most certainly 
bring out the very best results the contestants are able 
to deliver. 

No contestant, no matter how skillful he may he, has 
a “lead pipe” cinch on any of these trophies, and who¬ 
ever wins them will enjoy an unclouded title to their 
ownership. 

The English Hotel cup trophy we always have with us, 
and is one which is ever open to the “top-notchers” who 
need some such opportunity to occasionally settle mooted 
■questions of their relative ability and skill in up-hill 
competition. Moller and Sayles had a round of this last 
Saturday afternoon, which resulted in Sayles defeating 
Moller. 85 to 82, each shooting at 100 targets from 16yds. 
rise. Dixon has challenged Sayles for a race on next 
Saturday. 

The club has ordered two new target traps, and these 
will arrive and be installed within the next ten days or 
two weeks, and it is expected that the scores after then 
will take on a measure of greater uniformity. 

Scores made in practice shooting last Saturday are as 
follows: 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 Shot Per 

Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 at. Broke. Cent. 

Michaelis .... . 17 16 19 19 17 20 17 140 125 89.29 
Dixon .. . 14 17 18 18 17 18 18 140 120 85.71 
Parry . .16 14 18 19 16 18 18 140 119 85 

Sayles . .a 16 18 18 19 16 15 140 113 80.71 
Hymer . . 16 14 16 IS 16 16 .. 120 96 80 
Moller . . 15 13 IS 60 46 76.67 
Moore . . 17 14 12 16 16 .. .. 100 75 75 

. 15 20 15 75 
Brennan ... .16 15 11 18 14 .. .. 100 74 74 
Partington . 11 10 20 12 18 .. .. 100 71 71 
Anderson . . 10 15 14 18 15 13 .. 120 85 70.83 
Beck . . 11 12 15 14 16 .. .. 100 6S 68 
Trotter .... . 13 12 13 13 15 .. .. 100 66 66 
Roland .... . 13 12 15 11 13 .. .. 100 64 64 
Southern .. 10 8 60 33 55 
Thomas .12 13 10 9 8 .. .. 100 52 52 
Walton .... . 8 10 10 60 28 46.67 

. 6 9 8 60 23 38.33 
Rav . . 4 8 9 7 6 .. .. 100 34 34 

Harry W, Denny, Sec’y. 

Indepen dent Gun Club. 

Philadelphia, Pa.—The annual meeting of the Inde¬ 
pendent Gun Club was held on Saturday, Feb. 29, and 
the following officers were elected: F. M. Eames, Presi¬ 
dent; H. L. David, Vice-President and Captain; C. H. 
Newcomb, Secretary-Treasurer. 

After the meeting the fourth shoot for the A. H. Fox 
series was held', which is the distance handicap, and as 
it was the date of the annual meeting, the club put up 
an extra prize of a loving cup, with an added dead bird 
handicap. Nelson, shooting from 16yds., with a handicap 
of 14 dead birds, tied with Newcomb, who was a scratch 
man, shooting from 20yds., with a score of 86. In the 
shoot-off at 25 targets Nelson, at 16yds. with a handicap 
of 4 dead birds, scored 20, and Newcomb, at 20yds., scored 
21 and won the cup. 

The next shoot for the Fox trophy will be held March 
14. The following gives the full score of the shoot for 
February: 

Handicap. Targets. 

Birds. 
T 

Yards. 20 20 20 20 20 Total 
Newcomb . . 0 20 17 18 15 19 17 Sli 

Nelson . . 14 16 14 15 15 14 14 86 
McCarty . . 0 20 15 18 17 17 17 84 

. 10 16 19 13 14 16 12 84 
Tansey . 
George .. 
Fontain . 

. 3 20 14 17 14 16 17 81 

. 14 16 16 13 12 14 8 •' 77 

. 10 16 13 13 15 16 16 83 
Coleman . . 4 18 13 15 -12 13 11 68 
Dr Doolittle ... . 4 17 10 12 10 12 11 59 

IS IS 13 14 11 13 76 
Stevenson . . 3 16 11 9 9 15 10 57 
Eames . 9 20 14 17 *16 13 16 78 
Randolph . 16 7 1117 17 

. 0 20 14 15 19 15 15 78 
Crowhurst . . 10 16 11 11 13 12 12 69 
Firth . 
Lamey . 

. 16 16 
16 

15 14 10 11 7 
7. 

73 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., March 7.—The first shoot for March 
was well attended, there being 21 shooters present. A 
very speedy and difficult target prevented high scores. 
No. 3 was the badge contest. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Cox . 
Seymour . 
Covert ... 
Bargar .. 
Mesinger 
McLeod . 
Wootton . 
Beyer 
Heinold .. 
Shaw 
Porter ... 
Beers .... 
Duffy .... 
Williams 
W Shaw . 
Rappich . 
Tomlinson 
Savage .• • 
Moll 
Gardner .. 
Moon .... 

i 2 3 4 5 6 
10 15 25 10 25 15 

8 12 16 8 13 9 
10 9 15 11 

6 It 19 5 18 19 
9 12 21 
5 9 7 3 7 4 
5 11 17 3 15 u 
9 13 20 6 22 6 

10 14 4 14 
9 13 19 7 14 iu 
6 S 17 4 S i 
6 7 13 8 S 
7 8 12 2 i4 21 

6 4 9 2 4 b 
6 11 12 
4 7 11 
7 9 14 4 7 
7 11 11 3 
6 9 19 4 14 5 
7 10 14 7 12 7 
9 12 9 

. 3 7 8.... 
\V. C. Wootton, Sec’y. 

Death of John Watson. 

Mr. Geo. Watson writes us briefly as follows: 
Watson, of 8005 Woodlawn avenue. Chicago, died March 
7, 190S. Funeral Tuesday, March 10, at 2:30 P. M., from 
his late residence. Burial at Oakwoods.” 

Thus many thousands of friendly shooters, and many 
more who were not shooters, will feel profoundly sad 
on learning that the old-time manager of Watson’s Park 
has passed away into the unknown. In the matter of 
years’, it is not so long since the famous shooting park 
was in the hey-day of popularity and activity, but m the 
matter,of rapid changes consequent to a great city’s de¬ 
velopment, it has some time since drifted back in the 
memories of things that were. But many great contests 
were pulled' off at' fhe park. Individual matches,' team 
races, tournaments and club shoots were numerous 
therein during a term of years, and the records of these 
form a large and important part of trbpshooting history. 
Under the Watson management, the park was famous for 
the difficulty of the. shooting, the excellence of the birds, 
the rigid integrity of the management, and the generous 
hospitality extended to the visitors. In all affairs between 
man and man. Mr. Watson’s name stood for scrupulous 
honesty, kindliness and courtesy. 

i 
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Ask your dealer—insist on the STEVENS 
Send 5 cents in stamps for 160-page Cata¬ 

log of complete output. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO. 
P. O. Box 5668 

Chicopee Falls, Mass., V. S. A. 
New York Office : 98 Chambers St. 

That we have manufactured Firearms for 

almost half a century, and that the terms KSitSMR"' 

STEVENS and ACCURACY 

are synonymous, are vital reasons why patrons ot the sport of 
shooting should equip themselves with this sterling make. 

196 200 
The score of Mr. Luther Wade at the Registered 
Tournament at Sulphur, Okla., February 22d, 
1908, winning high average, of course, and using 

PETERS FACTORY LOADER SNELLS 
415 ex 450 
24 ex 25 
24 ex 25 

by Mr. Fred. E. Rogers, at Kansas City, February 17th-21st, 
tying for HIGH GENERAL AVERAGE. 

Live Birds, by Mr. Rogers, in the Great Western Handicap, 
Kansas City, tying for FIRST PLACE. 

Live Birds, by Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, at Dayton, Kentucky, 
February 22d, tying for FIRST PLACE in the big Handicap. 

Why JVot Try These 'Record-Maying Loads? 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINNCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

E3t3t3t3t3t3t9t9tcC13t:*3t3t3(3t3C<30t3t3t9t9t3t9t3t3t3<3t3t.<"<<'<''ifCCCC#C<3t3t3t *3t3t3C3t3<3t3t3t3t3t3t9t9C9t9t9t3t3t3t3t3t3t3<?t3t *C«*«**^<**^^ 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and W^r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 
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Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered during the 
week ending March 7, 1908, are as follows: 

De Graf, O., April 2.—Pleasant Valley Gun Club. E. 
G. Long, Sec’y. 

Morgantown, W. Va., April 10.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen's League of West Virginia. Ed. H. Taylor, 
Sec’y-Treas. 

Clarksburg, W. Va., May 5.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen’s League of West Virginia. Ed. H. Taylor, 
Sec’y-Treas. 

Marion, Ind., May 12 and 13.—Queen City Gun Club. 
Frank Howard, Sec’y. 

Franklin, Ky., May 15.—Simpson County Gun Club. H. 
H. Black, Sec’y. 

Syracuse, N. Y., Mav 19 and 20.—Messina Springs Gun 
Club. George M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

Horine, Mo., May 23 and 24.—-Windsor Lake Gun Club. 
Charles G. Spencer, Sec’y. 

Shinnston, W. Va.—May 26.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen’s League of West Virginia. Ed. II. Taylor, 
Sec’y-Treas. 

Toulon, Ill., June 2 and 3.—Toulon Gun Club. Fred 
L. Perry, Sec’y. 

Belleville, III., June 5 and 6.—Egyptian Hustlers’ tour¬ 
nament. under the auspices of the Swansea Gun Club. 
A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 

St. Louis, Mo., June 27 and 28.—Blue Wing Gun Club. 
Charles G. Spencer, Sec’y. 

Littleton, W. Va.. July 7.—Monongahela Valley Sports¬ 
men's League of West Virginia. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec'y- 
Treas. 

Aberdeen. S. D.. July 15 and 16.—Aberdeen Gun Club. 
J. T. Foster, Sec'y. 

Fairmont. W. Va.. July 2S.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen’s League of West Virginia. E. H. Taylor, 
Sec’y-Treas. 

Grafton, W. Va., Aug. 28.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen’s League of West Virginia. Ed. H. Taylor, 
Sec’y-Treas. 

Denver, Colo., Sept. 1, 2 and 3.—The Interstate Asso- 
\ ciation’s first Rocky Mountain handicap target tourna¬ 
ment: $1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Mannmgton. W. Va., Sept. 22.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen's League of West Virginia. Ed. H. Taylor, 
Sec'y-Treas. 

Jacksonhurg, W. Va., Oct. 13.—Monongahela '’alley 
Sportsmen’s League of West Virginia. Ed. H. Taylor, 
Sec’y-Treas. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Montcliir Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., March 7.—Although this was an off 
afternoon, the pleasant weather brought out some seven¬ 
teen shooters, four trophy events being run off besides 
several practice events. 

Event No. 1. at 25 targets, handicap, was the second 
try for the J. H. Lau & Co. gold medal. Louis Colquitt 
was trying a new gun, which must have fitted him. for 
he broke all but his fifth target, and this with his handi¬ 
cap gave him a perfect score and a win for the event. 

Event No. 2. was also a 25-target handicap event. 
Dukes and Winslow tied for first place, each scoring 24. 
On the shoot-off Dukes made a clean score till he 
reached bis twentv-first target, and then he dropped 3 
in succession, making a score of 23 with his handicap, 
while Winslow missed every fifth target till he reachea 
the last position, making a clean score there, and break¬ 
ing 21. which with his handicap gave him an easy win. 

Events 3 and 4 were pick-up team races for two-man 
teams, and resulted in ties in both instances, Messrs. 
Colquitt and Coekefair winning event 4 with a perfect 
score, while .VI escrs. Bnxall and Brown won out in the 
fourth event, the tie being shot off at 5 targets per man. 

Events: 1 2 Events: 1 9 
Targets: 25 25 Targets: 25 25 

Piercv . .. 0 23 0 23 Dukes .. . 1 21 1 34 
Colquitt .... ... 1 25 1 22 Boxall .. . 1 23 1 17 
Schoverling . n 17 0 29 Batten .. . 5 21 K 99 

Coekefair ... ... o 93 0 °2 Crane ... 2 09 3 20 
Allan . .. i 20 I 22 Benson . . 2 19 2 16 

.. 3 17 3 20 1 99 1 19 
Winslow .... .. 5 21 5 24 Thrown .. 4 °1 
Waring . .. 2 19 2 16 Todd ... 5 13 

Event No. 4, for two-man teams, 10 targets per man: 
Piercv and Benson 19. Perlev and Winslow 15. A'lan 
and Batten 17. Colquitt and Coekefair 20. Boxall and 
Brown 20. Dukes and Hunt 10. Waring and Crane 

Shoot-off of tie at 5 targets per man: Colquitt and 
Coekefair 9, Boxall and Brown 10. 

Shoot-off of tie on Event No. 2, at 25 targets: 
Winslow . 4 25 Dukes . 1 23 

Event No. 3, two man team race. 10 targets per man: 
Piercv and Benson 18. Perlev and Winslow 19. Allan 
and Batten 15. Colquitt and Coekefair 19. Boxall and 
Brown 17. Dukes and Hunt 18. Waring and Crane It). 

Shoot-off of tie: Perley and Winslow 19. Colquitt and 
Coekefair 20. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

New England Kennel Club. 

Braintree. Mass., March 7.—Ties occurred in each ol 
the two special events at the shoot of the New England 
Kennel Club to-dav. Gav and Silsbe tied on 22 for the 
season trophv. and Mr. Ga v won in the shoot-off. Tin 
tie between Hammond and Gay was postponed to March 
15. Scores: 

Club cup: 
B. H. T. B. H. T. 

S Hammond_ IS 8 25 T J Cairnes. 16 4 20 
\V O Gay. 19 6 25 M Hopkins .... 10 10 20 
T Silsbee . 21 3 24 Dr C G Weld... 19 0 19 
H N Richards.. 16 5 21 A Blanchard ... 15 1 10 

Season trophy: 
vV () (iav. 19 3 22 A Blanchard.... 19 1 20 
Dios. Silsbee . 22 C 22 T T Cairnes. 16 2 IS 
Dr C C, Weld... 20 0 20 M Hopkins .... 4 10 14 

JUST PIKE 

BALLISTITE 
WINS- 

Sunny South Handicap—25 Live Birds. By Fred King, of Denver, Col. 

Sunny South Handicap—At Targets. By Otto Sens, of Houston, Texas. 

Houston Chronicle Trophy. By E. S. Forsgard, of Waco, Texas. 

EMPIRE Did the Trick! 274 STRAIGHT—Longest Run of 1907 
BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU <21 CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Press Latch 
at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to talcing down the 

New Model 24 7/Iar/in Repeating Shotgun 
You can take it 

down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge 
Take-Down 

6 Shots 
Pounds 

The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

double extractors and 
automatic recoil hangfire 
safety device are other 
special features of this 

new model. It has also the fflar/in solid-top, side-ejecting construction, with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 
. this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

77/e 777ar/in 77rear/ns Co., 
27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

HORSE AND HOVND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hounds” is encyclopedic in all- that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt¬ 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated, 363 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE'RG X/SOJV'S? 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 
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sportsmen know by actual test that the A. H. Fox double hammerless 
>alanced, simplest and strongest gun made. 

The A. H. FOX GUN 
a I and advanced ideas in gun construction—a less number of parts in its action than in any other 
main and top-lever springs absolutely guaranteed, and a locking bolt which will never shoot loose, 

act that our sales double every year proves the excellence of the Fox gun. All we ask for the 
vestigation. Ask your dealer to show it. Booklet on request. 

THZ, A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

If interested, send for our List of 

Odd and Second-Hand 

GUNS 

Schoverling, Daly (&L Gales 
302 and 304 Broadway, New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovers Camps, 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 
By Rowland E. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WM. LYMAN’S 

RAPID FIRING TARGETS 
FOR RIFLES. 

25 Yards, price, I5c. per dozen. 
50 Yards, price, 25c. per dozen. 

Canoe Ridge, Pa. 
The Lyman Targets received. They are the best 1 

ever saw. Charles King, Gunsmith. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 346 Broadway,New York 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 

tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Columbus Rifle Club. 
Columbus, O., March 7.—Twenty-seven shooters at¬ 

tended the Saturday shoot at the Columbus traps. Vis¬ 
itors from out of the city were Mr. R. O. Heikes and 
Mr. Horace Heikes, Dayton, O.; Mr. L. J. Squier, Wil¬ 
mington, Del.; John R. Taylor, Newark, O.; Mr. C. 
Shell, Thornville, O., and Mr. Goeller, of Circleville, O. 
The shooting conditions were fair, the weather being 
cloudy, with some wind. R. O. Heikes made two 
straights, one 25 and one 20. John Taylor did the same. 
Fred Le Noir shot a fine gait, but got no straights. 
Ben F. Bolin did the fine work by breaking 24 out of 
25 in the Secretary trophy race, use of both barrels. 
Mr. Chamberlain was high in the doubles with 16 out 
of 10 pair, with his Winchester. 

Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 
R O Heikes. . 15 16 20 17 13 . 25 18 21 23 
John Taylor . . 16 19 20 17 19 . 25 
Le Noir . . 19 17 18 15 18 . 24. 23 
H Heikes . . 17 15 15 19 19 . 23 21 
L I Squier. . 16 18 19 18 17 . 24 
If E Smith. . 15 18 17 14 18 is . 
w< sbster . . 17 18 16 13 16 17 14 21 
B F Bolin . . 14 19 19 18 14 19 . 
C Shell . . J7 19 18 14 17 17 . 
J H Smith. . 13 13 16 11 11 15 . . 18 
Goeller . . 17 16 17 15 16 16 . 
Shatford . . 14 10 G 7 14 
flail . . 14 17 14 15 16 

1 T Wells. . 14 17 14 15 16 
B Smith . . 11 14 15 13 15 
Chamberlain . . 16 19 20 17 19 17 . 
G M Smith. . 14 17 15 17 17 
Anthony . . 10 
Likens . 5 
Fishinger .22... 
Burris . 12 12 14 9 11 .. 14.1 
Shilling . 12 18 15 16.22 
Baker . 18 13 19 16 19 18 .. 22 21 .. .. 18 
Wooley .1 
Fox . 15 15.20. 
Jenkins . 17 15 13 14 16. 
Young . 18 17 16 17 18 19 .. 22 21 23 . 

Ten pair doubles each score: Heikes 14, Le Noir 
Taylor 14, H. E. Smith 16, Webster 11, J. H. Smith 
H. Heikes 11, Chamberlain 16, Bolin 14, Shatford 
Hall 12. 

Back of the Lines. 

15 

14, 

13, 
12, 

Pop Heikes, of the U. M. C. Company, was very much 
in evidence on the firing line, with his new repeater, and 
the fact that it was just out of the factory and had never 
been shot proves that Pop can give a good account of 
a new gun as well as an old gun. A 25 and a 20 straight 
was a nice clip. 

John Taylor was at home Saturday, but not in the af¬ 
ternoon, as the pair of straights on the score sheet will 
show. John says that Columbus is on the end of the 
line, and no trouble to get here from any old place. 
Newark, O., loses a good member of their gun club in 
Johnny coming to Columbus to live. Guess Fred King 
will have to take his place. 

Fred Le Noir shot a mighty race all the way along, 
until he came to- the Secretary trophy race, and he 
couldn’t get the triggers working right. Miss Hazel 
Le Noir is visiting in Indianapolis. Mrs. Le Noir at¬ 
tends the club shootj when the weather is pleasant. 
When spring opens there will be quite a large attendance 
of ladies, and it is a pleasure to see them interested in 
this good, healthful sport that the boys so much admire. 

Mr. Horace Heikes came up with his father from 
Dayton. He did a fine line of work with his gun, and 
had time to play several very elegant selections on the 
piano. He has a new composition he is writing, called^ 
the Ballistite medley, which he says is going to make a* 
hit. 

Harry Smith was not shooting his usual form Saturday. 
An off day will come along occasionally, especially when 
one has been shooting up in good shape. Harry will 
be at the tournament Thursday. 

Du Pont Luther Squier has been with us for the past 
ten days, and his leaving for the East Saturday night 
makes one good man short at rollcall. We are all 
glad to hear that Luther will be with us again in a 
short time. Luther J. Squier is one of the most popular 
gentlemen in the shooting game to-day, and his efforts 
in simplifying the work and advancing modern ideas, 
with his pleasing personality, have made him a great 
help to shooting interests. 

Win. Webster has been doing some good stunts with 
the new Parker. Twenty-five straight in the Secretary 
trophy race Wednesday, March 4, was finding them, and 
they were hit in the middle. 

Benjamin Bolin, the congenial contractor, has taken 
a streak of allowing only a few pf the pigeons to light. 
Ben says that he is trying to get in practice for duck 
shooting over decoys, and he don’t want to let them 
light, as he is afraid of shooting the decoys in the 
foot; 24 out of 25 in the Secretary trophy race was a 
winning gait. 

Charlie Shell, of Thornville, is shooting in good form 
and will be heard from during the season. Charlie will 
have a good big shoot in Thornville on May 13 and 14. 
A crowd from central Ohio is certain. 

Mr. Goeller, of Circleville, has just made arrangements 
to locate in Columbus, and will be associated with the 
popular sporting goods department of the Frank P. 
Hall Co. Mr. Goeller has had considerable experience 
in the line, and is a shooter. It is predicted that he will 
make many friends in Columbus. 

Joe Wells and Will Fishinger, of Hilliard, were down 
Saturday, and Joe had a hard line of luck with his gun. 
The plunger refused to do business properly. Joe was 
seen talking to Frank Hall, and there will evidently be 
“something diding,” as Joe won’t stand for any such 
carrying on from any old gun. 

W. V. Baker, in view of the fact that he has not been 
on the grounds for a long time, was shooting a fine 
average. Mr. Baker says that from now on we can ex¬ 
pect him out regular. It will not take him long to get 
into tournament form. 
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G. M. Smith and Shilling will begin a new series of 
races, and the low man in the first 300 birds will have to 
settle for a fish fry, and the loser will be obliged to 
catch the fish, with the assistance of Billy Weinman, 
whose knowledge of the place where the fish live is' next 
to "Daddy Newbold.” Of course Billy will get a piece 
of fish when it is cooked. 

Mr. Likens brought with him a guest in the person 
of Mr. Anthony from Texas, who seemed very much 
taken with the various appointments of the Columbus 
Gun Club. 

Frank Burris comes out and enjoys the game greatly, 
and thinks the Arlington air and the smell of the 
powder have a very soothing effect on his nerves, after 
being caged up in the drug store. It is suggestive of the 
fact that a great many business men would feel better 
and accomplish more work if they took a few hours each 
week and would try a little line of the above tonic. 

Charlie Young, of the Peters Cartridge Co., is hitting 
them up in good shape, and reports that there is great 
enthusiasm all over the Ohio points that he has visited 
regarding the Grand American this year, and that the 
Ohio shooters are taking it upon themselves to help 
make it a great success. From the Ohio standpoint it 
would be a great hit to herald the report that the 1908 
Grand American winner was an Ohio boy with a full 
turnout of Ohio shooters. Such a thing is not impossible. 

Preparations for the G. A. H. are going on, and the 
big souvenir programme will be a very beautiful book, 
and one well worth preserving. It will be ready for the 
mails about the first week in June, the week of the Ohio 
State shoot in Columbus. 

Somebody said Fred King, of Newark, O., had a new 
gun. We would like to see Fred and the gun. 

Mr. L. W. Cumberland, of Columbus, O., and a mem¬ 
ber of the Columbus Gun Club, has recently joined the 
forces of the Union Metallic Cartridge Company in the 
capacity of trade missionary, and will have territory in 
Ohio and Indiana. The best wishes of a large circle of 
friends and shooters go with Mr. Cumberland, in his 
new undertaking, which, however, he is not unfamiliar 
with, owing to his associations with shooters, and. his 
being a good shot himself. We take pleasure in saying 
for Mr. Cumberland that the shooters and the trade 
with whom he comes in contact will find him very much 
of a gentleman, and well posted on shooting affairs. 

Jack Smith missed a few, and it is not to be wondered 
at, as Jack cannot be expected to break all the targets 
and not forget any of that line of stories that he had 
going around the fireplace. When he entertains he does 
it right, and the matter of a few targets don’t “cut any 
ice,” especially when the boys have a good laugh. 

Stanley Rhoads we expect will be out taking a look 
for the spot in the center. Stan, always starts some¬ 
thing in the way of competition, and the boys are glad 
he is going to shoot this spring. 

Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing, N. Y., Feb. 29.—The regular monthly han¬ 
dicap, 25 targets, held to-day, had scores as follows: 

H. T. H. T. 
R Barrett . 5 22 H B Keppel. 6 20 
J S Campbell . 6 21 C E Riegle. 0 20 
A Cushman . 8 21 F Long . 0 15 
T Deems . 1 16 P Nash .. 0 13 
H Ashmore . 4 19 A Peck . 0 17 

Cushman and Campbell tied for second prize. In 
shoot-off, Campbell won. 

March 7.—At the regular Saturday afternoon shoot 
eight members participated, with scores as follows: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Riegle . 
Campbell . 
Peck . 
Keppel ... 
Deem . 18 7 S 12 .. .. 
Barett . 9 9 9 16 12 9 
Nash . 7 7 8 12 15 13 
Long . 15 14 20 16 11 

Howard B. Appel, Sec’y. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
15 15 15 25 25 15 

9 8 8 14 .. 10 
7 8 8 11 11 8 

II 9 9 14 15 9 
6 8 7 12 .. 8 

Narine and Field Club. 

Brooklyn, L. I.—Two scored the limit on the season's 
trophy, and in a special event, the prize of which was a 
shooting jacket, Mr. C. M. Camp won in a shoot-off 
with Mr. W. H. Davol. Scores: 

Season shoot, 50 targets: 
H A Gubner. 50 CM Camp. 47 
W Pardner .50 J M Knox. 46 
J Snedeker ...47 W H Davol. 46 

Special shoot, 50 targets: 
C M Camp.38 
W H Davol. 36 
J M Knox.32 

Shoot-off, same conditions: 
C M Camp. 17 W H Davol. 11 

J Snedeker . 32 
H A Gubner.32 

Allan Magawan Gun Club. 

Trenton, N. J., March 7.—Scores made to-day follow. 
F. W. M., W. H. M., J. V. F. and J. Throop were in 
Class A. F. Van Pelt was in Class B. 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 25 15 10 25 

F W M . 20 12 8 20 
W H M . 16 14 9 19 
J V F .. 19 13 8 .. 
J Throop . 15 12 9 17 
F Van Pelt . 9 9 6 .. 
J Farley . 22 
Moore ..19 

he ])ove-Tai 

The obelisk stood firm 

^ Moses was a youth when the idea 
of the dove-tail was first conceived 
by an Egyptian carpenter. The 

first dove-tail was placed under the obelisk at Luxor and forgotten, 
through an earthquake (26 B. C ), which shook temples into ruins. 

The top fastener of the Lefever shot gun is a dove-tail—“one of the keys of architecture.” 
When the shell explodes, the barrels hold to the frame in a dove-tail grip nothing can shake. 

The right principles are used in the simplest ways, on every part of these high grade 
guns. One piece does the cocking and extracting. It also checks the opening 
of the barrels so they rock open and shut without any strain on the hinge 
joint. With ten to twenty-five less pieces and our exclusive compensa 
tion and take-up methods, “shooting loose” after years of use is im 
possible. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Our catalogue tells the truth about steel, about scien¬ 

tific taper-boring and the finest hand work on all parts 
things about gun construction told nowhere else. 
It is worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS C0.f 23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Egg 

WHen You Buy a Gun— 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one ! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

§8 

Field, Cover a.i\d Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 

Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
arid to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; halt morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907, 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinncll. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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IN 1907 
The Highest Professional Average 

The Highest Amateur Average 

The Longest Run of the Year 

Were All Made With DU PONT POWDERS 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y., March 7.—In spite of a strong 
blustery wind, there was a good turnout of shooters at the 
regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining Gun Club to¬ 
day, Joe Willi, Jr., again showed the boys how to shoot, 
by getting a win on the rifle, camera and chafing dish. 
Willi, Dietrich and Hyland tied with a straight in the 
rifle event, No. 2, on the shoot-off in camera event No. 
3 Willi got another straight alone. In event No. 4, 

.for the chafing dish, Willi and Hyland tied, Hyland 
losing on the shoot-off. 

Then came the first handicap team match ever tried 
on these grounds. Numbers were put in a hat and 
team mates were drawn. When the scores were totaled, 
team No. 1, made up of Willi and Fisher, was found 
to have won the sterling tea spoons. Willi got highest 
actual number of breaks with Hyland second. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: Hdcp. 10 25 25 25 25 

J T Hyland, 2. 4 8 22 17 18 21 
C G Blandford, 3. 2 8 20 16 19 19 
J Willi, Jr, 1. 6 9 19 20 23 18 
E Brewerton, 4. 5 5 .. 13 15 16 
C Dietrich, 3. 7 6 20 15 22 14 
J C Barlow, 2. 5 5 16 16 18 15 
J H Carpenter, Jr. 7 .. 19 12 .. 
W P Burdick, 4. 8 .. 8 .. .. 7 
W Fisher, 1. 6 .. .. 16 .. 18 

C. G. B. 

Boston Athletic Association. 

Boston Mass., March 7.—At Riverside to-day, scores 
were made at the weekly shoot of the Boston Athletic 
Association, as follows: 

1 B. H. T. 
Ellis . 84 10 94 
Howell . 83 6 89 
Edwards . 69 20 89 
Owen . 79 9 87 
Gilman . 80 6 8b 

B. II. T. 
Whitney ....... 60 22 82 
Adams . 74 7 81 
Baxter . 69 9 78 
Clark . 60 13 73 
Flint . 51 20 71 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 
Fixtures. 

March 14-21.—New York Zettler Rifle Club 100-shot 
gallery championship. F. Hecking, Sec’y. 

How about this for REAL PROOF that 

DU PONT POWDERS 
MAKE and BREAK Records? 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.oo 
Regular price, $10.00 

Sinehe Barrel Shotgun. No. 3 model. 12 gauge. 28-inch blued steel 
W itV lT ' ToP Le7f' r?b°undln/ side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
L t m i tu qth | 7t these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 

Ch wh,lle the^ la:st; Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball. Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. ■ y s' ’ 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK. V. S. A. 

HUNT5M 

Keep 

conditi 

52-P 
JOSE 

\EO DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

Jock mechanism in perfect 

Booklet 

ofutfBLEUGeJ JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

When writing say you 
“Fewest and Stream.” 

saw the adv. in 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plai 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wai 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly be: 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrate 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

New York Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, Feb. 26.—Scores made to-day at the shoot 
of the Corps are as appended herewith. 

Ring target: 

T C Bonn. .... 478 
C Meyer . ... 474 
H Haase . ... 470 
R Schwanemann . .... 468 
G Ludwig . .... 467 
J Gute . 
P Heidelberger ... ... 462 
B Zettler . ... 461 
F V Ronn. ... 460 
H D Gobber . ... 459 
C A Niemeyer.... ... 459 
C A Niemeyer. ... 458 
T Schmitt . ... 457 
C Plump . ... 456 
T H Hainhorst ... ... 456 
J Sinnigen . ... 454 
O Schwanemann .. ... 452 
H D Meyer. ... 450 
A F Schmidt. ... 450 
F Busch . 
D T Peper . ... 449 
H B Michaelsen... ... 448 
C Elfers . ... 447 
G Thomas . ... 446 
C Sievers . ... 444 
(1 W Meyer. ... 443 
T H Kroeger. ... 443 
TT Decker . ... 443 
H Doscher . ... 443 
C Glandorf . ... 443 
H Mesloh . ... 441 

Bullseye target: 
F Facompre . • • 201/2 
H Hanse . ■ ■ 34% 
Chas Meyer . .. 37 
G Ludwig . -• 43% 
Geo W Meyer. .. 62 
1 H Hainhorst. .. 67 
Tac Schmitt. .. 67 
J N Herrmann. .. 69 

A W Lemcke .440 
L Korade .439 
G W Offermann .439 
N C L Beversten.438 
H C Hainhorst.438 
C Boesch .  437 
T G Tholke.  436 
H Hesse .433 
H V Minden .432 
A Beckmann .429 
W Lohman .429 
C Schmitz .427 
H W Kohring.427 
F Harre . 427 
J N Herrmann .426 
H Leopold .425 
H Hordbush .424 
W Ullrich . 424 
B Kumra .421 
C Man . 421 
F Schnaue .420 
C Heide .416 
W Dahl .416 
H Hoenisch .415 
H Groolhers .413 
G Wehrenberg .   412 
J Harre .411 
J N Tonges.410 
W Schafer . 409 
II Offermann . 409 
P Wilms . 405 

J R Gute .69 
W L Korade.73 
H D Gobber.77 
P Willms .80 
H Mesloh .82 
H B Michaelsen. 90% 
W Lohmann .101 

Wappirvger's Falls Rifle Club. 

\\ appingers Falls, N. Y., Feb. 24.—The Wappinger3 
Rifle Club, at their 200yds. range, on the standard Ameri¬ 
can target, shooting two scores of 10 shots each, made 
the following scores: fi 

H. Croshier 86, 81; H. Rozell 75, 78; S. Colter 75, 76; 
E. Leitzensen 73, 78; E. Mulligan, Sr., 74, 77; W. 
Sheran, 74, 75; A. Speedling 71, 76; J. Bergen 72, 74; 
W, Croshier 69, 77; A. Brower 68, 76; E. Mulligan, Jr., 
70, 73; W. Lines 60, 71; J. Stingle 61, 61; Newkirk £>6, 58. 

Du Pont Rifle Association. 

Wilmington, Del., March 7.—The following scores 
were made on the range of the association this after¬ 
noon. Conditions were excellent. 
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New York Central Schuetzen Corps. 

New York.—The following scores were made at a 
recent shoot of the Corps, on the ring target: 

C Oltmann . 476 II Roffmann .441 
C Folke .4<5 A Dux . 44. 
r, A Viemeister . 473 C F Gennerich . 438 
H D Muller . 466 F W Weasel, Jr.438 
D Schaminghausen .. 4G6 H Brummer . 434 
W Bogel .465 H Fickc, Jr.4.4 
A Heimcrich .463 B Thumann . 4-- 
P Rnlfes   461 F Brinkama .41b 
F Bradt . 459 C F Tietgen .412 
H Schumacher . 458 J Speckmann . 41- 
F Schraeder . 446 G Dettloff . 404 
A Ritterhaf . 446 C Schrag .404 

Bullseye target: _ . _ . . 70 
F Bradt . 7% C Fred Gennerich ... 72 
T Speckmann, Ir.23% G A Viemeister . 74% 
F \V 'Vessel, Tr. 33% D Schaminghausen.. .105 
E F Tietgen’. 33% A Heimench . 10 
Aug Ritterhaf .37 F Rplfes .ItS 
Chas Folke . 38 H Roffmann .142 
H D Muller . 57% F Brinkama .145 

C Schrag . 60 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, March 5.—Scores made at the range at 
26is Broadway, to-day, follow: 

Revolver, 20yds.—B. F. Wilder, 91, 91, 87, 88, 8o. 86, 84, 
Dr. R. H. Sayre, 92, 91, 90, 90. 88, 89 87, S7; M. Hays, 
87 84: H. A. Reitzenstein, 74; A. Knowlson, 73; P. 
Hanford, 85, 84, 80; R. M. Ryder 90, 88, 87, 86, 83; T. 
P. Nichols. 89, 89, 86; Dr. C. Philips 83 75, <3; 1. 
Anderton. 89, 89. 89, 93; W. Wadsworth 78, 71, 65; T. 
Le Boutillier, 2d, 90, 85, 85, 84, 83; G. Grenzer, 92, 89; 
J. E. Silliman, 90, 90. 
J Rifle, 25yds.—Geo. L. Amorolix, 240; T. S. Clark, -36, 
235, 234; J. E. Silliman, 240. 

March 9.—The following scores were made at Arm- 

Revo'lverf"sOvds.—M. Hays, 84, 87, 89 90 81 90, 86. 
89 93 90 85, 90; T. E. Silliman. Jr., 60, 69, 60, 61, 80; 
T E ’Silliman, 82, 86, 90, 89, 87, 94, 86, 87, 81, 90. 
’ Rifle, 200yds.—G. F. Snellen. 224. 225, 227,, 222, 225, 228; 
L P. Hansen, 209, 212, 215, 190, 203, 211, 207. 

Jos. E. Silliman, Treas. 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

Philadelphia, Pa—The following scores were made 
on March 3 at the indoor range, No. 1506 Washington 
avenue. Nobody knew that George Smith was ambi¬ 
dextrous—not even himself—until last evening, when he 
came to the range with his right arm in a sling, as the 
result of a sprain, and, shooting the pistol with his left 
hand put up the good score of 85. There is some agita¬ 
tion ’on foot to have two shooting nights each week, 
one for rifle and the other for pistol and revolver. 

Rifle, 25yds.—Goddard. 240, 240, 244; Schnerring, 242; 
Stubbs, 232 , 228, 236, 235, 239; Jaques. 235. 233, 238; 
Hubbard, 232, 228, 231, 233; Williamson, 230, 231. 

Pistol 20vds.—Wm. T. Smith. 85, 86; Geo. Hugh Smith, 
76, 75, 85; T. C. Hay, 73, 73, 79; E. A. Palmer, 70, 73. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

WANTED TO TRAIN—Four or six young dogs for this 
coming season for shooting dogs, to complete my string; 
price reasonable; plenty birds and good location. 

L. G. HOWELL, Box 287, Jackson, Tenn. 

FOR SALE. 
At the end of the season the Mid Devon Foxhounds, 
25 couple. These hounds are well bred and all good in 
their work. For particulars apply GILBERT SPILLER, 
Chagford, Devon, England. _ H 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

New York.—Scores of the Zettler Rifle Club practice 
shoot, held March 3, at its ranges, 159 W. 23d street. 

Ten-shot strings, possible 250, distance 75ft.—G. L. 
Amouroux, 235, 238, 236, 241, 235, 244 , 240, 227, 235, 235; 
L C. Buss, 244, 242, 246, 243, 248; M. Dorrler, 241, 248, 
246, 243, 244 250, 246, 247, 244, 244; F. Hecking, 229, 227, 
233 , 236, 236'; A. Hubalek, 244, 246. 242, 248, 242, 247, 245, 
248 245, 247; T. H. Keller, 238, 223, 230, 237, 235; L. 
Ma'mer. 237. 241. 241. 241. 232; G. Schlicht, 240, 244, 242. 
246, 247, 243, 246 242, 243 . 245; O. Smith, 246, 240, 246, 
243, 246; W. A: Tewes. 245, 248, 249, 247, 247; B. Zettler, 
233 238, 232, 237, 239; C. Zettler, 244, 247, 243, 244, 243. 

Kennel Diseases 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

Auburn, Me., Feb. 28.—The scores of the Auburn 
Rifle Club for this week are: 

Military target: W. M. Trask 47, 46, 42; G. M. Seavey 
45; W. M. Miller 43. 

German ring target: N. S. Mower 243, 242, 241, 239, 
236; W. M. Trask 240. 235; W. M. Miller 230, 229. 

Pistol: W. M. Trask, 86, 81, 81, 78, 74. ' 

March 6.—The scores of our club for this week are: 
Military target—H. E. Doten, 48; W. M. Trask, 47, 

46; W. M. Miller, 43, 42; W. S. Libby, Jr., 41. 
German ring target—H. E. Doten, 248, 244; N. L. 

Mower, 241, 241, 239, 232; W. M. Trask, 240, 238; I. A. 
Smith. 239 , 238, 238; W. M. Miller, 240. 

Pistol—W. M. Trask. 88, 83, 82, 81, 78; I. A. Smith, 88. 
Arrangements are being made to have some matches 

in the near future with the local military companies, 
and some talk of a match with the Norway Co. 

W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
Kentucky reels have been famous for a long time as 

among the very best in quality both of workmanship and 
of material. Of these, the moderate priced B. & B. 
Kentucky reel, manufactured by Bourne & Bond, of 33 
West Market street, Louisville, Ky„ is very attractive 
for its handsome finish, light weight and smoothness of 
running. At this time, when each angler is fitting himself 
out with tools for his excursions of a month or two later, 
it is worth while for him to investigate the Bourne. & 
Bond reel at the above address, and also to write them 
for a tackle catalogue. 

By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 
nel Secrets.’’ Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted ufion the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bea.rs I Have Met—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. 
Price $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, " Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington. Ky. 

:BOOK. Ojv 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY CLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New York. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. , 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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NEW YORK AGENTS 

Orvis Rods and Flies 

Fox Hammerless Guns 

Reach Base-Ball Goods 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 
and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, f7l®ener’ Purdey, Jos. Lang CSL Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

CATALOGUE FREE 

NcwYork Spring Ooods Co. 
\1 WARREN BBS NEW YORK, 

STREET fjjgf U.S.A. 

Trap-SKooters 
Send us your order now for a 

ERANCOTTE 
SINGLE BARREL 

TRAP GUN 
for next season’s delivery. Exact dimensions of stock desired 

should accompany the order. 30 or 32-inch barrel. 

Without Ejector - - - $ 90.00 Net. 

With “ - - - - 115.00 “ 

The demand for FRANCOTTE single barrel TRAP guns has 

made it impossible for us to carry any kind of a stock, notwith¬ 

standing monthly shipments from factory. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen’s Supplies, 

349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose System of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

F'<! i-f 

Attention! 
We desire to call special attention at this time 

to our 

Repair Department 
No part of our business is more satisfactory or 

better known to our most critical customers than 

this particular branch, and in the last twenty-five £i 
years we have probably been intrusted with more 

fine guns to repair than any other concern in this 
country. 

3-Ve do the highest class of work in this line, and employ 

skilled labor from abroad with technical knowledge of the 

latest methods and formulas of the best English makers. Our 

gun stockers are positively the best in this country, and we are 

direct importers of the finest Italian walnut, and always have £? 

a large number of unfinished stocks on hand to select from. 

We solicit the repair work of all American sportsmen and can give 

rapid and skillful service by trained experts. In consequence the work ft'' 

is efficient, mistakes rarely occur and charges are moderate. jw; 

We take second-hand guns in part payment for new 5” 

ones, and always have bargains in Greeners, Purdeys, etc. 

WM. READ ® SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, M ass. 

Established 1826 The Old G\m House 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 
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Carleton Canoes 
^ f 

For Paddling or Power 

There are none better. Over 30 years 
experience in Canoe building. We use 
State of Maine Cedar exclusively which 
is a lighter and tougher wood than 
other cedars. Materials, construction 
and finish the best. Models for every 
use. Write for free illustrated booklet. 

CARLETON CANOE CO., 
15 Main SI. OLD TOWN, MAINE. 

A STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
, Mighty Satisfactory 
i-n The STRELINGER Always Goes 

Safe, Simple, Durable, 
Reliable, Powerful. 

“GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser¬ 
vice.” That’s the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 
TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 

comes aboard. 
THE STRELINGER carrv jn stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 

(4 Cye.—1 to 4 Cyl.) and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., 
$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 
motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins Tim.re Duck Boaf made 
TJnequaled for use in very shallow water or tnrough tangled grass 

and reeds. Thousands are in use, and endorsed by sportsmen every¬ 
where as the lightest, most comfortable and safest duck boat built. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. Price $22.00. 
Write Today for Our Lnrere Cataloirue of 

Motor Boat*. Row Boats* Hunting: and Fi»liin,<r Boats 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 12 6 Franklin St., Salem, O. 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S SPAR COATING 
USED BY THE LEADING YACHT AND BOAT BUILDERS 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather and temperature. 
Has good body, is light in color, free working, elastic, durable, bril-. 
liant,and dries out of the way of injury from dust in about eight hours. 

Does not 

turn white 

on 

mahogany. 

Does not 

discolor 

your spars. 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH & CO. 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

Public Sentiment and Protection. 

In a recent address before the Rutland County 

Fish and Game League, Commissioner H. G. 

Thomas of Vermont, said in part: 

“Conceding that the cold, wet backward spring 

of 1907 (which is not an unusual occurrence in 

Vermont) was the cause of considerable loss, 

it is my honest and candid opinion that man is 

the worst enemy of game birds. You say the 

scarcity of birds existed in other States. There 

the same persistent pot-hunter lives just the 

same, with his pump gun and dog. He takes the 

last bird of the covey. The backwoods pot¬ 

hunter will shoot a partridge sitting on her nest, 

and kill game every month in the year. 

“The dog he uses is any kind of a mongrel 

that will tree a partridge and bark until the pot¬ 

hunter arrives with his pump gun. He takes the 

lower birds first, and each bird awaits annihila¬ 

tion. The pot-hunter hasn’t the least instinct of 

a sportsman. Firearms are cheap and the first 

thing when a boy puts on knickerbockers is to 

have a rapid-fire gun, and the pot-hunter bags 

what he can get, limit or no limit, law or no 

law. Our ruffed grouse, the king of all game 

birds, hardy enough to stand any weather or 

climate on the face of the- globe, are becoming 

more scarce from year to year. The evidence is 

so conspicuous that it is folly to close our eyes 

and ears to the actual facts. 

“Dr. A. K. Fisher, of the United States Bio- 

Continued on page 445. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 

entertainment, instruction and information between 
American sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
an the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anony¬ 
mous communications will not be regarded. The editors 
ire not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
:or clubs of annual subscribers: 

oiuuuiii nanu ruwci iviuiui. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS. 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with less work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly. 

No skill required. Price $18.00. 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa. 

DFDITF (Equipped with Smokeless Device.) 
t'U-K* I Safest and best heater for house. 

OIL HEATER, hold use. At dealers’. 

Standard Oil Company of New York. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 

Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
ar.d to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
(hem. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Where, When and How to Catch 
Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 

By Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 
John Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla. 
With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 
Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives 
a very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 
from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the 
most value to the angler who desires to identify the fish 
he takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish 
shown in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, 
are very beautiful. _ Besides the picture of fish, there are 
cuts showing portions^ of the fishing tackle which the 
author uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
arder or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co. 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreing terms: $4.50 per year; $2.25 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
he inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs; etc. Wants 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 
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bgical Survey, was wholly right when he de- 

lared that more wild fowl are killed each year 

han are produced, and his warning that the de- 

rruction of game birds must be further limited 

i timely and justifiable. 

! "The shipment of game through Bangor thus 

ar this season has not tended to encourage the 

iotel and railroad men, who have been in the 

iabit of multiplying Maine’s actual game supply 

E.y five. The art of polite lying concerning the 

bundance of deer and moose has been carried 

00 far for the good of Maine. These artful 

ricks for the purpose'of drawing trade are so 

>ld they have now become commonplace. In 

act, the differentially arranged pictures of a 

lut of venison have become artistic chestnuts, 

t'ears ago the reliable newspapers refused to 

irint these pictures unless they are paid for at 

egular rates as advertisements. It has become 

. case of where you cannot fool all of the edi- 

ors all of the time. 
"The resident alien is the worst the depart¬ 

ment of fish and game has to contend with. He 

1 hould pay a license of $25, and not be allowed 

o carry any kind of firearms into the woods 

luring closed season. 

"The commissioners of every adjoining State 

aid the provinces recommend and advocate the 

ictua! necessity of a resident as well as a non- 

esident license law, and an alien license law that 

vill keep them a portion of the time within the 

neaning of the law. 
' "You can talk about working up public senti- 

nent to a better situation in Vermont. There 

is no sentiment of feeling in the protection of 

ish and game among the class who continually 

.-iolate the fish and game laws from year to 

/ear, and every month in the year. The only 

vay to stop these miserable violators is to catch 

hem if you can and give them the limit of the 

aw. I know a lot of them would be in jail, but 

hat is where they ought to be. It would give 

hem an opportunity for reflection. However, 

.ve should by all means try to create by educa- 

:ion. by consistent arguments, and by example 

;et by ourselves, a sentiment of pride in observ¬ 

ing our game laws. Whenever the farmer is 

ronvinced and realizes that it is for his interest 

to have fish and game protected, and is enthus¬ 

iastic enough in his conviction to lodge a com¬ 

plaint with the county or deputy warden when¬ 

ever he is known, to any violation of the fish 

and game laws, then we have reached the point 

where public sentiment is master of the situa¬ 

tion.’’ 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guid< for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Koading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lis ha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
<$> 

Our 1908 Catalogues Now Ready 

No. 1. Guns, Ammunition, Camp 

Goods and Fishing Tackle. 

No. 2. Automobile Supplies 

Mailed free on request. 

1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
Telephone 241 Prospect 

jS teel Fishing? Ro ds 

POR big fish—pickerel, salmon, tarpon, muscalonge ; 
for gamy smaller fish—trout, grayling, pike, bass : for 

fly-casting, bait-casting, trolling, or still-fishing, no other 
rod equals the "BRISTOL.” 20 years of deserved inter¬ 
national reputation, backed by a three-year guarantee, 
attached to every rod. A complete variety of rods exactly 

suited to each kind of fishing. The supreme standard in light¬ 
ness, pliancy, resiliency, strength, reliability. Never ask 
merely for a steel fishing rod—always 
ask for "BRISTOL” rods by name. 
Look for the word "BRISTOL” on the 
handle. Write us if 
offered an imitation. 

Beautiful illustrated 
catalogue mailed 
free. 

THE 

HORTON MFG. 
COMPANY 

84 Horton Street 
BRISTOL 

Conn. 

>T 

TROUT FLIES 12c STEEL RODS Th “ Pieces $1.50 
Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8% feet; Fly, 9, 9%, 10 feet. j _ _ Bait, 6, 7, 8, 8% feet; My, 9, 9'A, •<> »eet. 

SSiL5* Automatic Red, $2.50 
Send for Catalogue (no charge) in which you will find everything in the Tackle Line 

CHARLES DISCH, 
318 FULTON STREET. BROOKLYN, N- Y 

HIGH GRADE 
ENGLISH TACKLE 

RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l" 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money back. Booklet FREE. 

</♦ 

Worth 

$10 RANCE HAM 

Special 30 Day 

Offer, 

*3.50 

▼ 

My trade with American and Canadian * 

Fishermen is now so large that I have ^ 

published a * 
v 

Special American Edition Z 

of My Catalogue Z 

Write at once for a copy. Sent Free, v 
v 

ADDRESS Z 
l W. J. CUMMINS ; 
A Dept. K J 

A Fishing Tackle Maker 

& 
* Bishop Auckland England 

When writing say you saw the adtr. in 

"Forest and Stream.” 

is a Maine Guide of 40 years’ ex¬ 
perience. This rod is his idea of what a 
fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 

I a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 
bait rod; Third, a perfect trolling and bait- 
casting rod all in one, by simply reversing the 

I handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
the best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 
portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 
line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 
in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 
joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
broad and absolute guarantee for one year 
with each Rod. No responsibility on your 

ypart. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 
the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 
we will return money. Take us at our word 
_put us on our honor. This advertisement 

is a contract in itself, which protects all who 
accept it. Any court in the land could hold 

) us to it. We repeat: Simply send us $3.50, 
and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 
rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 
once and get your money back. Address 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
Dept. F.S., 90 Chambers Street, New York. 

Tents, Tackle, Guns, Sporting Goods. 
Catalogue for Stamps. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Editors; 
Vignette. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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WORLD’S TOURNAMENT RECORDS 
Made at NEW YORK SPORTSMEN S SHOW February 22 to March 7 

By parties using 

H. L. LEONARD RODS 
RECORDS: 

Bait Casting for distance, )/\ ounce weight. - 
Bait Casting for distance, /4 ounce weight, 
Bait Casting for distance. Greenwood Lake Style, 
Switch Fly-Casting with 4-ounce Rod, 

In this T ournament, competitors using H. L. LEONARD RODS won as follows: 

23 hirst Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Second Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Third Prizes out of a possible 29 
53 Total Prizes out of a possible 87 

1 ournament Casting,” of course, is not “Fishing,” but it takes a rod with the 
stuff in it to make records same as above. 

WILLIAM MILLS &. SON, 21 Park Place, N. Y. 

137 feet 
177 feet 

1*34 1-12 feet 
91 feet 

VBADK 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 
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28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 /so pAGE 

EDWARD vom HOFE o.r^oou. 
Fa ctory-Sales room FISHING TACKLE. 

90-9/ FULTON,ST. , 
ai.y. For all A NGLING 

ESTABLISHED 1857 
Gold Medal. Highest Award, St. Louis. 1904. .vfiold Medal. Highest Award, Chicago, 1893, 

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag 
spool y/z inch diameter holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult 
and has more power. The automatic drag when fish is running, allows no slack 
line. Sold for $3.50. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
No. 351 South Fifth Street, ..... Brooklyn, N. Y. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Send for catalogue. 

A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

THE U=B LIVE FROG HARNESS Holds The Frog Without Hooking 
And Keeps it ALIVE 

A SENSATIONAL HIT 

ONE THIRD ACTUAL SIZE 

Never before has there been 

offered to the angling frater¬ 

nity an article of such value 

By DEALERS or direct, postpaid 50 Cents 
CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

UNKEFER 6 BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.” 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
-ON- 

Tackle 
Gurvs 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y, 

Trout dcivd Bass Flies 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

inUN NflDMAN 4502 STE. CATHERINE STREET 
JUlm nUnlYIAIl, WESTMOUNT : QUE.. CANADA 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing. 

No swivels required; "they spin 
so easy.” Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly. 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at once 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you. 

S. DOERING & CO., 563 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Bethabara Wood Rods 
A FLY FISHERMAN, who has fished all 
over this country, Canada, and England, 
and who owns 19 rods of different makes 
and weights, bought one of Our 4 1-2 ox. 
$15.00 BETHABARA Rods a year ago, and 
says “IT IS THE FINEST ROD I EVER 
HANDLED,” and backs it up by ordering 
another. We make all styles. Our book¬ 
let tells all about them. 

M. A, SHIPLEY, 133 South 11th Street, Philadelphia; Pa. 

TRADE MARK 

BETHABARA 

WOOD 
PAT’D JULY 9, 1907. 
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BERNHEIMER CO. 

New York 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

SIGNS OF SPRING. 

The sun shines warm on the sere brown fields, 

over which the first aggressive robins are run¬ 

ning. The hedge rows, deserted through the win¬ 

ter except for an occasional flock of black snow 

birds, are alive now with the first flight of re¬ 

turning migrants, mostly tuneful song sparrows, 

white throats and fox-colored sparrows whose 

red backs show bright as they flash in and out 

among the tall weeds. Groups of crows are 

awakening the echoes with tumultuous caw- 

ings, and now and then alight in the topmost 

branches of chestnut or oak and swing back and 

forth on the naked twigs holding excited con¬ 

verse. 
From a little pond whose borders are grown 

up with alders and soft maples, comes a con¬ 

fused gurgling chatter, punctuated by short 

bursts of interrupted song, and presently black 

birds in a dense flock rise on wing and alighting 

on some tall tree, drape its branches in mourn¬ 

ing. For a moment they sit quiet and then one 

by one drop down to resume their feeding, or 

perhaps all fly away in a loose, straggling flock 

and disappear in the distance. The little phcebes 

have just returned and are flying from one to 

another of the perches that they used last sum¬ 

mer. Soon they will venture under the piazza 

roof to inspect the nesting sites in which for so 

many years they have reared their broods. 

Along a brier-grown fence which separates 

corn lot from hay meadow a chipmunk is seen 

to run. Doubtless his store of nuts and grain, 

industriously garnered last autumn, is beginning 

to run low and he has ventured abroad to forage 

and to see if spring is really here. The muskrats 

have left their houses and taken to the open. 

They know that, although before warm weather 

actually comes there may be snow and cold and 

ice, there will be no long hard frosts again this 

spring. All winter the gray squirrels have been 

out off and on, and now their tracks are seen in 

the soft mud as so often before they have been 

seen in the snow. 

A few of the migrating hawks have come. A 

giant redtail scales low over the ground with 

hardly a movement of his broad wings; a lit’tlc 

sparrow hawk from a watch point in a tall tree 

dashes down to capture his prey from the 

dead grass, and bears it off to his high wind¬ 

swept resting place where he stands tearing it to 

pieces, balancing himself the while with graceful 

movements of wing and tail. 

In woods and swamps the scenes are still of 

winter. Little banks of snow and ice yet linger 

in the sheltered places. The tall trees stand 

apart naked and gray. The eye can look far 

through the swamps, whose recesses in summer 

are so well hidden. Now one may walk safely 

over morasses that in summer would engulf him, 

for beneath the carpet of sodden leaves and dull 

green moss there is still heavy ice. Yet in the 

brook and on the pond a few of the darting in¬ 

sects that the boys call water spiders are skating 

about. The buds of the pussy willows are swell¬ 

ing. Where warm springs issue from the hillside 

the new starting grass is vivid green. The pur¬ 

ple and green spathes of the skunk cabbage have 

pushed their way upward into the warming air, 

and the earliest plants are sending out new 

leaves. 
In the garden the snowdrops are all in 

bloom, and about the wet places in the meadows 

new grass is sprouting. Only a few weeks more 

and the whole face of the landscape will have 

changed. 

THE PROPOSED NEW YORK GAME LAW. 

The codification of the game laws of New 

York State, generally understood to be the joint 

work of Commissioner Whipple and Chief Pro¬ 

tector Burnham, was introduced in the Senate 

January 27, and sent to committee, where it still 

remains. The bill as a whole is an improvement 

on previous laws. It is more compact, ordeily 

and simpler in language than such bills usually 

are. The measures which relate to forests and 

public parks deserve praise. 
The hunting license provision ought to pass, 

but it would be far more acceptable if a dis¬ 

tinction were made between citizens of 'he 

United States not resident in the State of New 

York, and aliens; in other words, an intelli¬ 

gent citizen of the United States, living in \ er- 

mont, Pennsylvania or Michigan, should be on a 

different footing from an alien, too many of 

whom mistake liberty for license and entirely 

misconceive the laws of the land. 

The bill is not without certain faults and 

loosenesses which should be remedied in com¬ 

mittee. For example, Section 87 permits wild¬ 

fowl to be possessed for two months after the 

close of the season, December 31, a length of 

time which because it encourages violations of 

the law, and for other reasons is far too long, 

and might better be reduced to ten or fifteen 

days. It also permits the shooting of wildfowl 

in the night until an hour after sunset and from 
an hour before sunrise. Night shooting, even 

though practiced only for an hour or two, tends 

to drive fowl away, and should not be per¬ 
mitted. Shooting should not begin before sunrise, 

nor continue after sunset. This is the law in 

North Carolina, where the wildfowl are the 

actual living of a considerable portion of the 

population during the winter months. 
The provision in Article XI., Section 170-a 

permitting brant to be shot on Long Island from 

October 1 to April 30, tends to nullify the spring 

shooting law for that section. It will be recol¬ 

lected that this was one of the bones of conten¬ 

tion in the great fight made in behalf of spring 

shooting by residents of Long Island, who ad¬ 

vanced the familiar argument that the brant came 

to them only in the spring, and if they did not 

kill them at that time they could not kill them 

at all. Precisely that argument has been used in 

behalf of spring shooting ever since there has 

been any discussion of that subject. It was used 

in Minnesota years ago and is being used to-day 

in New Jersey. It is obvious that among the 

brant shooters there are likely to be many men 
who will kill ducks if they have an opportunity. 

To offer such temptation to gunners tends to 

lessen the respect for the law against spring 

shooting, and to make it harder to induce the 

birds to breed with us. 
There are other provisions as to certain species 

which ought to be modified as shown by the Na¬ 
tional Association of Audubon Societies. Properly 

amended the Cobb bill, Senate No. 255> ought 

to be acted on and passed. 

THE JERSEY CITY GAME BIRD CASE. 

In view of the fact that the sportsmen of New 

Jersey are striving to obtain the enactment of 

better fish and game laws than are now on the 

statute books of that State, the seizure, last 

week, of thousands of game birds in a cold stor¬ 

age plant in Jersey City comes as an object les¬ 

son which should, and we hope will, prove ef¬ 

fective. 
Where these shore birds came from has not as 

yet been ascertained. The fact that they were 

held—thousands upon thousands of them until 

such time as they could be sold, is sufficient for 

use as a strong argument against spring shooting 

and the sale of game in New Jersey, for they 

were all birds that are commonly found in that 

State. It is interesting to note that only eight 

ruffed grouse were found in the warehouse by 

the wardens who conducted the search. 

Mr. Stillman's paper on Florida fishing, which 

is begun in this issue, is but one of the many in¬ 

formational articles of timely interest which will 

shortly appear in Forest and Stream, now that 

the fishing season is near at hand. Notes on the 

trout fishing near New York city, by Winfield T. 

Sherwood, Theodore Gordon and other well 

known angling writers, will appear before open¬ 

ing day for trout fishing in Newr York and Penn¬ 

sylvania waters, and bass and sea fishing notes 

will follow in season. 
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this lyrical stream than the Indian and th 

woodsman in shoepac and corduroy. The fish¬ 

ing, too, remains unusually good considering the 

amount of time and effort that has been expended 

in attempting to exhaust it. 

Possibly one might in time tire of a fish diet, 

but we never did, although the table was con¬ 

stantly supplied by means of spoon hook or fly. 

At one portage of joyous memory, far above 

Lake Nepigon, seven speckled trout that meas¬ 

ured from eighteen to twenty inches were caught 

from the rapids, and nine that measured from 

twelve to fourteen inches were returned to the 

water in the space of an hour and a half. Al¬ 

though the fishing was uniformly satisfactory, as 

much cannot be said of the game, for while there 

were many tracks along the shore, we saw com¬ 

paratively few large animals. A few moose, bears 

and lynx were surprised during their daily 

search for food, but the guides attributed their 

scarcity to the pernicious activity of the numer¬ 

ous Indians as well as to the unfavorable period 
of the vear. 

FOLLOWING THE FVR TRAIL 

A Cruise Through the Albany River Region 

By CHARLES B. REED 

In Two Parts—Part II. 

OUR arrival at the northwest corner of Lake tude lengthened the time to a day and a half, 

Nepigon was signalized by a strong south- which was spent in interesting observations upon 

west wind which made canoeing obviously the river and the dwellers upon its banks. The 

impossible. Luckily the tug which Revillion Freres clear, cold, swift water fringed with a thick 

have built upon the lake was expected to stop there growth of all the northern trees and at times 

for a party of engineers coming down from the banked with perpendicular cliffs from ioo to 200 

transcontinental survey. A signal was made and feet in height, would alone bring many visitors 

the boat came to the bar a mile and a half from to enjoy its undeniable royal beauty, but in ad- 

shore, dropped anchor and left us to cross the 

interval in canoes. As soon as we left the mouth 

of the river the venture became quite question¬ 

able, for the other canoes were visible only when 

we rose simultaneously on the waves, but we 

managed to get well to windward and then 

drifted down nose to the wind to the tug, over 

the side of which we were dragged as the canoe 

rose on the crest of a wave. 

I he descent of the Nepigon River is frequent¬ 

ly accomplished in one day, but the violent con¬ 

trary wind and our own indulgent mental atti- 

dition the largest speckled trout in the world are 

taken from its foaming rapids, and this has 

brought the enthusiastic fisherman from every 

corner of the earth. Furthermore, the angler can 

secure every possible luxury from the thoughtful 

outfitters at Nepigon station, and any number of 

Indians to care for man and goods. So perfect 

is this system that ladies with their maids and 

wearing long automobile veils, and men with 

valets and Turkish slippers, or with rows of 

polished shoes on lasts in front of the tent, are 

no more debarred from enjoying the beauties of 

1 bus was concluded an excursion that ex¬ 

tended over the entire length of five rivers and 

large portions of three others, covering in its 

totality one hundred and four portages and ap¬ 

proximately six hundred miles of the fur trail. 

It is only on the portages that the fur trail can 

be followed and studied. It is here also that the 

true test is made of man’s right to inherit the 

joy of forest and stream. It is on the portages 

that history has left her indelible seal, and in 

traveling these highways we cannot forget their 

great antiquity. While Charles II. was granting 

charters to the colonists of America and Louis 

XIV. was rejoicing in his new France, long be¬ 

fore Bunyan had written his Pilgrim’s Progress, 

the Indian hunter was pursuing his lonely way 

between lakes and rivers along these trails which 

took him with the least expenditure of time and 

energy to and from his choicest hunting grounds; 

or again in warpaint and headdress warriors in 

Indian file would thread a sinuous and sinister 

passage through these same beautiful and peace¬ 

ful aisles in search of their foes. 

The management of the canoe is an art in it¬ 

self, and may be practiced in woodland lake, city 

park or the stream of the countryside, but the 

pack and portage furnish an excellent opportu¬ 

nity to realize how much one’s affection for the 

woods is a self-deception founded in false senti¬ 

ment, and how much is a real love of the forest 

and of manly endeavor for its own sake. At first 

the attempt is made timidly with a small pack 

and a large curiosity. One tries it again and 

again until a feeling of pride and confidence 

takes the place of timidity. The practiced packer 

can and does carry the most astonishing loads 

over the trail, hut the amateur must beware his 
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lack of training and the absence of habit and not 

imitate too closely. 

The choice of tump line or shoulder straps is 

largely a matter of custom and individuality, but 

the almost universal use of the former gives it 

the hallmark of approval by specialists. For 

thorough enjoyment the shoulder straps which 

leave the head free and a pack of reasonable size 

make the best combination, and it is wiser to 

make a second or even a' third trip across than 

to lose one’s pleasure in the event. After kneel¬ 

ing at the paddle for hours one looks eagerly for 

the portage as a change of labor and an oppor¬ 

tunity to exercise a new set of muscles, and with 

a well-fitting pack the portage passes merrily as 

a bright interesting spot in the day’s work. Fur 

thermore, as the mind is fickle there must be no 

dwelling upon the idea that a burden is resting 

on the back, for soon it insistently queries 

whether the pack is not too large, whether 

it would not be wiser to rest a bit, and 

presently one becomes conscious that hobgoblins 

ride behind and endeavor to crush the bearer to 

the earth. Every variety of forest travel is found 

on the portages, and each possesses a distinct in¬ 

dividuality unless this latter has been ruthlessly 

stamped out by the passage of numerous and fre¬ 

quent travelers. 

One may lead away honestly and directly from 

the water as a deep aisle through a forest of tall 

and stately trees, while another lures one up to 

the top of a broad flat rock where only by care¬ 

ful search can the smooth line made by continual 

wear be found and the trail followed, or possibly 

the trail is one occasionally encountered by the 

novice that proves his metal as a worthy appren¬ 

tice in woodcraft, but which even an older wood¬ 

man finds unattractive as it winds narrowly in a 

deep groove through a muskeg in which one sinks 

deeply in moss and mud and then trips over an 

exposed root of tamarac. It may be observe! 

that always at such a crisis a branch that seemed 

at least eight or ten feet away will hit the face, 

push the hat off or get tangled in the pack strap 

and the pause that ensues is taken advantage of 

by the swarm of flies or mosquitoes that has been 

following to attack the exposed hands and the 

dripping face. Even such a portage as this can 

be passed over in considerable comfort if equan¬ 

imity of temper is preserved, but woe betide the 

man who gets angry, troubles descend in clouds 

and within a few minutes his pack is off and he 

lies helpless, wretched, and steaming, at the 

mercy of the red gods. 

In the fire-swept districts we frequently found 

the portage as a green unburned line running 

through the black desolation while the absence of 

foliage allowed the direct rays of the sun to pour 

down on the trail and radiate back from the hot 

and smoking earth. The ideal portage should not be 

over half a mile in length and the well “under¬ 

brushed” trail buried in leaves or fringed with 

moss should wind in and out close to the song of 

the water, over an undulating earth, between 

giant trees whose interlocking limbs shade the 

path and permit only scattered splotches of sun¬ 

light to leak through upon the green moss at 

their roots. There should be a pronounced curve 

at tire distal end so that you would come upon 

the water suddenly like a glorious picture en¬ 

ticingly spread before your eyes. A cool wind 

laden with the balmy odors of the forest is not 

amiss, and then just enough of a pack to keep the 

feet on the ground when the vital sap runs riot 

through tfie system and tempts one to turn hand¬ 

springs and cartwheels clear across the portage, a 

pack heavy enough to keep one conscious of his 

responsibilities and not enough to discourage. If 

the pack is weighty the song of the white throat 

might be permitted, but otherwise it should be 

excluded as too exhilarating, or antagonized by 

adding to the pack. Keeping a true and just 

equilibrium between the allurements of the 

grouse whirring up from your feet while dryads 

sob and whine in the adjacent trees, and the 

strict path of duty as represented by the winding 

trail that terminates in a sheet of silvery water 

guarded by sentinels of fir and pine in stately and 

serried ranks. 

It is along the trail too that one comes into 

close relation with the deeper life of the forest 

where a thousand eyes watch your clumsy prog¬ 

ress from covers of safety, and bear, lynx, moose 

or deer take distant observation and flee like 

shadows from the invasion. 

Worn bare by many generations of moccasined 

feet, or carpeted by needles of spruce and pine, 

THE advertising force of a famous circus 

was billing the long side of the wagon 

house, on the Sylvester Smith farm, 

when my morning walk led me by it. 

“Wonder why the old man didn’t want us to 

go above the weather-strip?” remarked one of 

the brushmen, as he stepped back and surveyed 

his work to see that no unmoistened spots re¬ 

mained. 
“It's his barn,” replied the veteran foreman 

curtly, and then in a milder tone, as if his own 

curiosity had been aroused, “he’s told, me the 

cutting deep grooves through the heart of the 

muskeg, or smoothing the rough granite surface 

of the hills, ever the trails connect with the mys¬ 

terious certainty of the ages two neighboring 

waters and spread like a vast and intricately 

woven net over the great incubating Northland. 

On the lake one sees the broad, straight path and 

nothing is left to the imagination while there are 

always such interesting possibilities on the port¬ 

age where the slightest bend in the trail shuts 

from view the immediate future; the forest drops 

a curtain a few feet ahead and what may not 

happen on that mysterious other side? Some 

wild thing of the forest or a dream castle, a 

reality, or a spirit, a serious minded Indian or a 

shrieking hobgoblin, the nerves are constantly 

attuned to the unexpected. Repeated disappoint¬ 

ments do not disturb the illusion- and when the 

pack is dropped at the end of the trail where the 

water stretches out in a long silvery thread or 

broad expanse of blue, the feeling remains, that 

each chance taken in vain improves the prospect 

of future success. 

same thing every season that we've been here 

for the past twenty years—there’s lots of good 

space up there under the cornice.” 

I disliked to see this new gorgeousness cover 

over the familiar pictures, which generation 

after generation of circuses had spread upon 

that wagon house. AH through the summer I 

had studied the curious composite animals cre¬ 

ated by the wind and rain as, bit by bit, they re¬ 

moved the numberless strata of astounding art. 

One of Barnum & Bailey’s elephants had been 

forced to accept a zebra’s leg from Forepaugh’s 

ALBANY RIVER INDIANS. 

Mr. Smith and His Circus Bills 
By WINFIELD T. SHERWOOD 
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aggregation as a trunk. Sells Brothers’ polar 

bear, standing upon an iceberg, was equipped 

with the neck and head of Ringling’s giraffe, 

reaching up into the thick foliage of a tropical 

jungle. Buffalo Bill’s Indians were charging re¬ 

lentlessly into a cage of monkeys. With only a 

slight fracture of the ankle, and a blue slipper 

in place of a white one, the naturally clad eques¬ 

trian queen spanned the space of twenty-five 

years as she stood with one foot on the back of 

Forepaugh’s dapple gray and the other on the 

rump of Van Amburg’s famous chestnut. Un¬ 

less help could be secured at once, Barnum & 

Bailey’s high diver was coming down squarely 

into Ringling’s band wagon. A great and por¬ 

tentous word lost much of its awe-inspiring 

force when the last few syllables were brushed 

away by the whirling hat of a clown. 

Musing upon what new and marvelous kinds 

of beasts would appear when wind and rain 

should have had their chance at the latest coat¬ 

ing of posters, I continued my walk to and from 

the oak woods. 

Upon my return the men had left. A solitary 

small boy, from the little tenement house just 

above, sat by the road holding his knees in his 

clasped hands, as he surveyed the gorgeous dis¬ 

play from end to end. 

“Gee, Mister, that’s goin’ to be a big circus” 

he exclaimed, when we had both completed our 

inspection. 

“It certainly does look so—think you will 

go?” I asked. 

“I don’t know whether I can or not, but you 

bet I want to. Suppose they’d let me carry 

water or anything for a ticket?” 

Just then what promised to be an interesting 

visit was interrupted by Mr. Smith coming out 

of his horsebarn and walking toward us, while 

his soil-worn fingers fumbled in his vest pocket 

in search of something. 

“Jimmy, I made the show fellows give me an 

extra ticket when they put up their posters, so 

that you could go, here it is,” he said, as find¬ 

ing the yellow scrap, he handed it to the lad. 

You have seen the sun come out after a 

shower, and suddenly light things up? Well, 

that is just what happened to Jimmy’s face. He 

stood and stared speechless for a second or two, 

and then wheeling about, ran toward home with 

his bare legs working like piston rods. We 

watched until he was out of sight, and then Mr. 

Smith, turning to me with a grin, said: 

“He’s only lived around here since spring, or 

he wouldn’t be so much surprised. You see the 

old wagon house is pretty long, and I make 

them give me a good many tickets for putting 

their advertisin’ on it. Then I let the boys have 

most of them. I’m a little bit tender on the cir¬ 

cus subject myself, and have been ever since I 

was that lad’s age. Did you ever notice them 

old faded bills up there under the cornice, where 

the storms can’t get at them? Well, some of 

them have been there more than fifty years. 

That one with the corner just sticking out was 

put there when Van Amburg went through here 

once. I was about ten years old then. My folks 

lived in a little house up beyond where Jimmy 

lives, and they were poorer than poverty. They 

couldn’t any more afford to give me a quarter 

to go to a show with than I could afford to give 

away a team of horses, or maybe not so much. 

’T any rate I knew they couldn’t and so I never 

thought of asking them to. But oh, how I did 

want to go to that show! I never wanted any¬ 

thing so bad before or since. 

“There wasn’t any chance in them days for a 

boy to earn money, as there is now,” Mr. Smith 

continued. “Folks did most all their own odd 

jobs, and they pinched the dimes mighty close. 

If they did give a boy a penny, they thought it 

ought to last him a year. I had just one way of 

getting a few cents, and that was selling apples. 

Old Deacon Rose used to own this farm, and he 

had a tree of early apples standing over in the 

corner of the orchard—it’s blown down since 

then. When the apples got ripe the deacon would 

let me pick them and sell them to halves, at the 

village. That time when Van Amburg put up 

his bills, the apples was gettin’ most full grown, 

and I figured there was just a chance that they 

would be ripe by circus day. If I could sell fifty 

at a penny apiece while the crowd was gathering, 

I could use my half to get into the show with. 

“I didn’t tell my folks what I was planning 

on, because I knew they’d put a stop to it, but I 

kept a sharp watch on the apples. They would 

turn a little yellowish, when they ripened, and I 

wasn’t allowed to touch them till then. The dea¬ 

con would go with me to see that I didn’t pick 

them too soon, and to count what I took. Folks 

was queerer and suspiciouser in them days than 

they are now. When it got pretty near time for 

the circus I’d go three or four times a day to 

look at the apples, and it did seem as if they 

wasn’t ever going to turn yellow. Finally, the 

last day before the show, I was sure they was 

ripening, and I went and told the deacon. He 

said he’d go with me to the tree the next morn¬ 

ing and see about it. I was in a regular pucker 

all day, and scarcely slept a wink that night. 

“In the morning I went with a big enough 

basket so I knew it would hold fifty, and when 

the deacon got up he found me waiting there by 

that horse block. It most seemed as if he 

wouldn’t ever get his chores done and have his 

breakfast, but finally he did, and said he was 

ready to start. I could see he was a little grumpy 

because I had fretted around so much. When 

we got to the tree he just give one look and 

said: ‘Pshaw, you little numbskull, they won’t 

be ripe for a week yet.’ Then he turned on his 

heel and walked off. 

“I guess there never was a heartbrokener boy 

than I was,” Mr. Smith went on. “I always re¬ 

membered that day, and if I could be put right 

back there, the first thing I would do would be 

to go to that circus. When I got grown up I 

bought the farm off’n the deacon’s heirs, and 

after I’d had a tight pull getting out from under 

the mortgage, I built over all the buildings, and 

you see they’re just as good as anybody has now. 

except the old wagon house. There was bits of 

them same Van Amburg bills on there when I 

got the farm, only they’d been covered over a 

good many times. I never quite liked to tear 

them off, so I just put a new roof on, and I’m 

goin’ to let it stand as long as I need buildings.” 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 



A March-Day Walk. 

New York, March 7.—Editor Forest and 

Seam: March 1 and the opening day of 

sring. At 7 o’clock sharp I was awakened by a 

lavy pressure upon my chest, to find the Nip- 

fr’s wide blue eyes dancing a few inches above 

v sleepy face, his snub nose wrinkled with 

lighter, and to hear his gruffly piping voice cry- 

i 5: “Ain’t ye goin’ to get those skunk cab¬ 

les, daddy?” “That’s so! That’s so! ’pon my 

sal. But, time to see if the silent world is 

iking up yet!” 

,We both wriggle into hip-boots (mine size 8— 

Ipper’s size 10 minus) sweaters, peajackets, 

siting caps, gloves—and after a short trip by 

blley, we arrive within a half-mile of our own 

[ivate preserve. That is to say, the Nipper 

s/aks of the mill-pond as “our pond,” of the 

bok as “our brook,” the birches, alders, chest- 

1 ts, tulip-trees, woodcock, rabbits, squirrels, 

\ asels, trout, pickerel, painted-turtles, and even 

t; suckers, as “ours.” 

The day, which had been bright, became over- 

cst, but did not deter us. It takes more than 

1 incipient snowstorm to turn us back from our 

fst exploring trip of the season. And now we 

Ive arrived at the top of the long hill which 

lids to the promised land. What’s that? Noth¬ 

in else, my son, but the encroachment of the 

adless real estate moloch upon our domain, 

bed honest tears, my lad, for the little country 

he which has disappeared beneath a thousand 

hds of yellow dirt; heave a worthy sigh for 

t; many silver birches wantonly destroyed; yes, 

id grind your teeth at our helplessness to pre- 

int the imminent destruction of our thrice-be- 

Led brook. Another season and “Thee the all- 

1 holding sun shall see no more.” Ah, well! 

’was too much to expect, that a square mile of 

ich natural beauty should continue to exist 

'thin three miles of .Manhattan. 

My son and I have caught brook trout up to 

even inches, and seen many rabbits, woodcock 

:d squirrels within three miles of one of Man- 

l.ttan’s main thoroughfares. Why, we saw a 

:esh coon skin tacked to a barn door not more 

lan two miles from Riverside Drive this very 

:ternoon. But where’s the sense in harrowing 

t the reader’s feelings and my own ? As long 

; people fancy billiard top lawns and geomet- 

::al clusters of coleus, so long will primeval 

1 ture continue to disappear from the face of 

le globe. 

Well! We discovered our fcetidus on the .lee 

:le of a hill where the water trickled and the 

found was unfrozen. In soil frozen so hard that 

1 r jack-knife penetrated with difficulty we 

und cinquefoil, garlic, flag; and in the beds of 

inning rills, sometimes festooned with ice, the 

ieen and thriving leaves of flag, mint and 

.'/amp buttercup. Below the frozen surface of 

* pool we’ watched the antics of tadpoles, and 

ime small fishes which I hesitate to identify, 

>e ice being about 1 y2 inches thick. We heard 

<e cawing of crows and beheld two of them; 

• so the twittering of a pair of phcebes, a robin, 

a jay and a highholder. Of the last three we 

will not be certain, the sounds being distant and 

soon discontinued. A caterpillar, apparently 

frozen stiff, soon thawed out in our kichen, and 

is now domiciled in my worm-box. I thought 

cold weather killed them? Considering the fact 

that the weather was freezing and the trip com¬ 

pleted in a fall of snow, Nipper says we did very 

well. Darius Dalrymple. 

Food of the Grosbeaks. 
Of the finches or sparrows commonly known 

as grosbeaks, the pine grosbeak and the evening 

grosbeak are so seldom found in the United 

States—and then only in winter—that their food 

habits interest us but little. There are five others, 

however, the cardinal, gray, rose-breasted, black¬ 

headed and blue grosbeaks which spend either 

the summer or the whole year within the United 

States, and their food habits are of importance 

to the farmer. The food habits of these species 

have for some time been under investigation by 

the Biological Survey, one of whose assistants, 

Mr. W. E. McAtee, has just published the re¬ 

sults of his studies. He gives the distribution 

and habits of each species, its economic rela¬ 

tions, including its vegetable food, divided into 

grain and wild fruit and seeds, its animal food, 

of insects, either helpful or injurious, the food 

of the nestlings, and finally gives a summary of 

his conclusions, after which comes a list of the 

seeds, fruits and invertebrates eaten by the spe¬ 

cies. The list of these foods for the cardinal 

covers two pages and a half set in double col¬ 

umn. For that bird it appears that three-tenths 

of its food is animal, and seven-tenths vegetable. 

Of its total food, between eight and nine per 

cent, is grain, but of that more than half is 

waste. It destroys a vast number of highly in¬ 

jurious weed seeds. In its insect food, the car¬ 

dinals devour one beneficial insect to fifteen in¬ 

jurious ones. 

The grosbeaks are much less exclusively vege¬ 

tarian in food than are the other finches, and 

nearly one-half of their food is animal. They 

eat the injurious hairy caterpillars avoided by 

many birds, the bugs, potato beetles, cucumber 

and ladybird beetles, together with a large num¬ 

ber of other injurious insects. The blackheaded 

and blue grosbeak destroy the scale insects in 

very great numbers, but on the other hand the 

blue grosbeak is very fond of fruit, and so 

takes some small toll of what he saves from 

the scale insect, when the fruit ripens. The 

farmer and fruit grower have no better friends 

than the whole family of the grosbeak, and it has 

been found that by planting a few mulberry trees 

on the confines of the orchard, the birds will fre¬ 

quent them and will let the cultivated fruit alone. 

Mr. McAtee’s very valuable paper is illus¬ 

trated by a large number of cuts showing the 

seeds, plants and insects on which these birds 

feed, and by three colored plates of grosbe^Ls 

painted by Louis Agassiz Fuertes. One of these 

shows the cardinal and the gray grosbeak, one 

the blackhead and rose-breasted grosbeak, and 

one the blue grosbeak. 

Skunk Tales. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I once knew a professional skunk trapper 

who professed to have the magic, or black art 

of leading a skunk to a scentless death, but as 

I could detect his presence a quarter of a mile 

away against a strong wind, I did not think it 

worth while to> learn his secret. The skunk 

often casts the scent if instantly killed, not al¬ 

ways immediately, but after some little interval'. 

I have a vague idea that the shock of death 

left the impression of being attacked by some 

larger animal, and the scent was cast involun¬ 

tarily to prevent further mouthing. 

If your correspondent of the box trap had 

put a weight in it heavy enough to sink box, 

skunk and all, then indeed would he have 

achieved the scentless death, for the skunk does 

not use this weapon against the elements; it is 

their defense against animated enmies, hence it 

does not scent the trap in which it is caught, 

though I think if one were struck by lightning 

it would reply with its battery. 

Some fourteen or fifteen years ago I was in 

camp with a small party at Twin Lakes, out on 

the Roseau trail, Minnesota. The stage between 

Stephens and Jadis, 75 miles, passed within a 

few hundred yards of our camp and used to 

bring us mail and supplies. It came along just 

after dark, and we had to picket the road to 

intercept it. One evening it was raining, and 

the first watch got tired of waiting, before I 

got ready to go out, and started to come in, 

leaving his lantern hanging on a tree, following 

the path in the darkness with the tent lights for 

a guide. When I met him, a skunk was ambling 

along a few feet in front. By the use of the 

lantern I carried a smash-up was avoided. 

When the stage came along a skunk was patter¬ 

ing along in front of it, just keeping from 

under the leader’s feet. By the way, who that 

has traveled much in the West has not detected 

the odor of some skunk, that tried to outrun 

the engine, wafted through the car window by 

the prairie winds? 
When we broke camp at this place there was 

one tent with only an unoccupied cot in it. One 

of the party went in to pack it, but came out 

with a troubled look and said there was some¬ 

thing under the cot that made a thumping 

sound. “Skunk!” was the general remark of 

the knowing ones. The front of the tent was 

opened wide, the rear wall raised, and then we 

tried to drive it out by thumping on the ground; 

but it only thumped back at us and yielded not 

an inch, We finally got a bundle of dry hay, 

and placing it so the wind carried in the right 

direction, set it on fire. When it got to burn¬ 

ing well a bunch of wet grass and leaves were 

thrown on and a dense smoke rolled up and 

into the tent, under the cot and out of the 

rear. We soon heard the skunk wheezing and 

later saw it emerge from the smoke half¬ 

way down to the lake, where it disappeared ia 

the marsh grass. 
The skunk is the greatest nuisance, and the 
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greatest danger encountered in the tented field 

of the sportsman at least, and should be shot 

whenever found in a suitable spot. 

E. P. Jaques. 

Notes from the North. 

Regina, March 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

A letter appeared in your columns some months 

ago in connection with the buffalo ranging in the 

Peace River country. I think the opinion ex¬ 

pressed there that the Indians were decimating 

the buffalo is erroneous. The country is sparsely 

settled, 'everything that happens is known and 

talked about, and if buffalo were killed, it would 

be the common talk of the country. The Indians 

are very quiet and law-abiding, and have no 

chance of disposing secretly of such prominent 

trophies as buffalo heads or hides. However, at 

present the matter is being thoroughly investi¬ 

gated, and an experienced officer is now visiting 

that country to determine as nearly as possible 

the numbers and the range of the buffalo, and 

to report upon the best measures for their pro¬ 
tection. 

There is a police post at Vermillion on the 

Peace River, at Fort Chipewyan on Lake Atha- 

baska, one is to be established next spring at 

Fort Smith on the Slave River, and likely one 

at Resolution on Great Slave Lake. 

My opinion is that the wolves have been kill¬ 

ing the buffalo calves. The wolves have been in¬ 

creasing in numbers for years and are now very 

numerous, and we have mention of their depre¬ 

dations from many points. They have committed 

great havoc among stock around Fort St. Johns 

and Dunvegan on the Peace River. Up in the 

Lesser Slave Lake country they are so bad that 

Indians are afraid to travel alone or take their 

horses or dogs into the woods. At Fort Good 

Hope on the Mackenzie River, train dogs were 

killed last winter right in the Fludson Bay yard. 

In Isle a la Crosse district wolves are killing 

large numbers of moose and caribou; one Indian 

traveling in that section saw one pack of 16 

wolves, and they are afraid to go trapping alone. 

One unlucky Indian trapped a black fox, but all 

he got was one leg and a small piece of the hide, 

the wolves got the rest. 

From far away Churchill late reports state that 

wolves are very plenty, also that caribou and 
white foxes are very scarce. 

Lynx appear to be nearly a thing of the past. 

For some years they have been very plentiful, 

but last winter the rabbits died off, and in spring 

the lynx migrated. The agent of the Stoney In¬ 

dians at Morley, about forty miles west of Cal¬ 

gary, informs me that his Indians killed from 

2,000 to 2,500 of these animals on their reserve 

last spring. The last migration in quantities, the 

Indians say, was about twelve years ago, and an¬ 

other twenty-five years ago. There was no mis¬ 

take about their migrating, they were scattered 

everywhere. One was killed in the railway yards 

here. This winter, so far as I can learn, they, 

like the rabbits, are conspicuous by their ab¬ 

sence. At one trading post in the Peace River 

district, two years ago, they took in 15,000 lynx 

skins; this winter up to the end of January, 

seven skins only had been received. 

Fur is scarce everywhere this year. There is 

little snow, but fortunately for the Indians, 

moose and caribou have been plentiful in most 
sections. 

I note many letters about the scarcity of 

ruffed grouse. There is much the same scarcity 

up here among the pin-tailed grouse. The scarc¬ 

ity is not due so far as I could judge to any 

climatic reasons during the breeding season, but 

is caused, I think, by the large number of pre¬ 

datory animals and birds, which having lost the 

rabbit as their chief means of food, have scat¬ 

tered all over the prairie and have created havoc 

among the grouse. 

The rabbit is an insignificant animal in itself, 

but he and his sisters and his cousins and his 

aunts are quite a factor in the welfare of the 

Northern country. Plenty of rabbits means 

plenty of food and plenty of fur and a prosper¬ 

ous time generally. J. H. McIllree. 

Game Refuges in Connecticut. 

Deep River, Conn., March 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: At the recent regular meeting of 

the Connecticut Fish and Game Commission, the 

members gave their attention to the matter of 

increasing the game birds of the State. They 

have made a contract with a Pennsylvania 

breeder, to furnish Hungarian partridges for 

breeding purposes, and it is proposed to liberate 

them in pairs in the woods throughout the State. 

These birds have a market value of $8 per pair, 

and the first consignment is expected to arrive 

sometime this month. It is not the intention of 

the Commissioners to liberate the birds promis¬ 

cuously throughout the State, however, but the 

present plan is to lease suitable land in different 

sections of Connecticut and to post these covers 

for a year or two to give the birds a chance to 

propagate. An agent of the Commission has 

been directed to look up the matter of suitable 

land in various parts of the State, and several 

good covers have already been located. A large 

tract of land in the town of Portland, which is 

at present used by the State Forester, is believed 

by the Commission as well adapted for the pres¬ 

ervation of the partridge. Keney Park, in the 

city of Hartford, is also spoken of as a desir¬ 

able cover. This park is by many sportsmen 

thought to be an ideal locality, as no shooting or 

snaring is allowed in the park. Another ad¬ 

vantage in favor of Keney Park as a preserve is 

that the park board has an employee whose par¬ 

ticular duty is to enforce this law. No woodland 

in the State is better posted, and as it is appar 

entlv well suited for propagation purposes, the 

Commission will no doubt investigate the matter 

and ask the consent of .the board for the use of 

this park as a State preserve. 

Still another desirable locality is a tract of 

seven hundred and fifty acres in Litchfield coun¬ 

ty. At a recent meeting of the Winsted Rod and 

Gun Club, the Commissioners talked the matter 

over with the members, and the general opinion 

of the sportsmen present was to the effect that 

this cover is one of the best to be found in the 

State. As the Hungarian partridge is well known 

by sportsmen as a game bird of the best type, it 

is to be hoped that the Commission will meet 

with every success and encouragement in their 

efforts to restock the rapidly thinning covers of 

the State. C. S. Taylor. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

The Edmonton Buffalo Herd. 

Edmonton, Feb. 25.-—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In an article on the Pablo buffalo in 

your issue of Feb. 15 you say, “A year or two 

ago the far-sighted government of Canada 

bought from Michel Pablo the greater part of 

that herd.” This is one occasion when our 

friend the Yankee takes off his hat to brother 

Canuck. 

Last Sunday I paid a visit to the Elk Park to 

view the buffalo and see how they had passed 

the winter. I was accompanied by Mr. F. 

Walker, the member of the Legislature for the 

district in which the park is situated. 

The park is situated pretty well on the height 

of land of the Beaver Hills, and comprises six¬ 

teen sections of land—10,240 acres. It is sur¬ 

rounded by a woven wire fence, with posts 15 

feet apart, 8 feet high and 3 to 4 feet in the 

ground. The meshes of the fence are small 

enough to keep out large dogs and coyotes. 

A nice two-story cottage has been built for the 

caretaker and game guardian, Mr. Alf. Sim- 

monds, besides ample stable accommodation. 

The buildings are close to the banks of the 

Asbatin Lake, a beautiful sheet of water from 

1,500 to 2,000 acres in extent. There are twenty- 

two islands on the lake all nicely wooded. The 

shores of the lake are sandy, but in places the 

timber runs down to the water. On the south 

side of the lake are a number of high knolls. 

Most of the buffalo are at present corralled on 

the east side of the lake. The corral includes 

about ten acres, is of a woven wire fence four 

feet high, with two bars where the teams pass 

through with hay. Seven loads of hay are fed 

daily to the buffalo. About 360 of them are in¬ 

side the corral. They are looking splendid and 

are as fat and sleek as possible. The calves born 

in Alberta weigh 50 to -75 pounds more than 

the Montana calves. The buffalo are getting 

tamer and quieter every day'. The caretaker 

goes into the corral on foot, armed with a stick, 

and drives these mor.archs of the plains to what¬ 

ever part of the corral he wants them to go. 

He uses no gun, no rope, no horse. 

The government of Canada, to feed the 

buffalo, bought some 1.500 tons of hay, paying 

the surrounding farmers and settlers about $10 

per ton. There will be a quantity of hay over 

this year on account of the niild winter. 

Inside the main inclosure there are a number 

of elk, computed at over twenty, and quite a 

large number of jumping deer, beside three or 

four bears and numerous coyotes. No shoot¬ 

ing is allowed, and last fall the ducks were not 

long in finding this out. Thousands of ducks 

remained on the lake, and so tame that they 

would hardly fly'. 

One of the buffalo cows was accidentally killed 

last fall. She left behind her a pair of calves, 

twins, both bulls. These calves traveled with 

some of the buffalo which are outside of the 

corral most of the winter, and were captured 

by the caretaker about ten days ago, and are 

now tied up beside a hay stack close to his 

house. They are in good shape, and Mr. 

Simmonds says he is going to break them in for 

plowing. 

It is reported that seven wild geese passed 

Edmonton en route north on the morning of 

Feb. 21. The snow is almost all gone, and the 

weather is extremely mild. Me-co-puck-ewan. 
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Treat’s Fox. 

The sun broke over the hilltops out of a 

oudless azure sky. Southern winds sweeping 

pitly down the Richmondville valley merged 

te raw fog-chilled atmosphere, characteristic 

t late autumn dawns, into a warm, hazy, In- 

[in summer morning. With the first gleam of 

cylight, the somber gray hillsides and russet- 

feen valley were dotted here and there with 

Hated plowmen, whose loud cries, urging slow 

loving farm teams to a faster pace, were faintly 

lifted to the tranquil village streets. 

:As the sun rose high in the heavens a lacka- 

iisical feeling seemed to pervade the easy- 

fiing village inhabitants. Merchants, doctors 

id lawyers neglected work ta join groups of 

Mierable citizens in front of several business 

laces and took part in their languid discussion 

i local politics. Even the post office was 

iserted except by “Ikey,” the unshaven deputy, 

mo lounged contentedly on an empty soap 

lx, giving appreciative attention to the squawk- 

ig discord of a rickety talking machine within. 

On the porch of the Farmers’ Hotel its corpu- 

jnt proprietor, “Fat” Art, in shirt sleeves and 

oad felt hat, reclined against a supporting 

■liar and toyed affectionately with the glossy 

rs of Wheat, the barber’s dog, who wavered 

ftween a fondness for human caresses and an 

"herited desire to tree the baker’s yellow cat. 

I small boy clad in ragged overalls dug the toes 

his dilapidated shoes in the gutter and cast 

iy glances at cat and dog, which revealed his 

tention of bringing about a radical expression 

instinctive annimosity Between them at a 

vorable opportunity. The glory of this last 

ruggle of a dying summer cast its- enchanting 

tell over me, and I, too, was loth to take up 

lily duties. For an hour or more I lounged 

the Herald office doorway, exchanging greet- 

gs with passing townsmen, and mentally con- 

asting the comparatively easy existence of my 

isiness friends with that of their madly rush- 

ig, forceful, alert city brothers, but finally I 

look off my indolent feelings, sought my desk 

id was perusing an accumulation of exchanges, 

hen a shadow crossed the doorway and Treat 

ludson, bearing an enormous pumpkin in his 

rms, entered. 

“By Jiminy!” he cried, depositing his burden 

n the desk. “When Samantha Ann found out 

was coming to town to invite you down for 

foxhunt, she made me tote that pumpkin 

long for your better half. She reckons fall 

inners aren’t exactly complete without pump- 

in pie, and if I do say it, she can certainly 

ake Jim crackers—nice tender-crusted fellers 

ith stuffing enough to make you want a big 

iece. 

“Now, what do you say to trying our luck 

ext Saturday? Fve a splendid hound and am 

ure we can start a fox on Rifenback Hill, 

here’s an unfailing spring near the top, where 

ley come to drink, and I have noticed several 

mes this summer that' its muddy banks were 

ell trampled.” 

His jovial face beamed with satisfaction as 

lie departed, cautioning me to “be on hand be¬ 

fore sunup” and assuring me a royal day’s 

sport. 

My eyes followed his short, lithe figure, un¬ 

shaken by long seasons of arduous toil in the 

field and four hard years of meritorious service 

in defense of his country, as, whistling merrily, 

he swung down the street and disappeared. 

With but scant heed to tingling ears and 

fingers, I trudged over the frozen road, arriv¬ 

ing at Treat’s farmhouse before dawn of the 

appointed day. Yellow rays of lamp light 

showed through the kitchen windows, illuminat¬ 

ing narrow stretches of door yard and an old- 

fashioned flower garden whose frost-covered 

stalks and shrubbery glistened in its soft glow 

like the tinsel jewels of stageland. The crunch 

of my footsteps brought Treat to the door, and 

I was ushered into the presence of motherly 

Samantha Ann, who was preparing a breakfast 

of hot corn cakes and smoked sausage, while the 

big kitchen teemed with the aroma of delicious 

coffee. 

“Draw your chairs right up to the table and 

eat your fill. Treat says there’s nothing like a 

full stomach to start a foxhunt on,” she laugh¬ 

ingly remarked as we hastened to obey. 

With the first gleam of sunrise we tramped 

across the fields and ascended Rifenback Hill. 

Near the spring our dog picked up a trail and 

went tearing off in an easterly direction. For 

a moment Treat listened intently to the babble 

and then we plunged through the underbrush 

to intercept the animals on the further side of 

the hill. 

Fainter and fainter became the dog’s bark as 

we raced over the uneven ground. Far in the 

distance I could hear a freight train crawling 

through a long cut that curves around the. hill 

near its base. Suddenly Treat halted, holding 

up his hand and above the train’s rumble I heard 

the hound. Steadily it grew louder and seemed 

to be coming from an opposite direction and 

some distance below us. 

Treat plunged down the hillside, taxing my 

endurance to keep him in sight. By a wave of 

his hand he motioned me to take up my position 

in a clump of bushes, as he headed for a boulder 

near a more difficult and less likely runway be¬ 

yond. Hardly had he reached his position be¬ 

fore fox and hound came along the hillside. 

The fox altered his course, turning downward, 

and I caught but a fleet glimpse of his brush 

as he disappeared in a clump of wild cherry 

bushes along the cut. 

. At this point his trail vanished so completely 

that the dog was unable to pick it up, and after 

a thorough search of the ground, we were 

forced to acknowledge that his disappearance 

was a profound mystery. 

An attempt to start another animal in that 

region would have proved fruitless, so we 

tramped to a distant peak, where Treat assured 

me several foxes found shelter among its rocky 

crevices to rear broods each spring. On the 

way we bagged two birds that whirred across 
our path. 

Trudging through a copse of second growth 

spruce, we stumbled on the steaming remains 

of a half eaten rabbit. The dog darted through 

the timber with his nose to the ground. Know¬ 

ing Reynard would confine the race to the 

bounds of that particular region, we stood for 

some time listening to the dog to determine 

their probable course, then pushed along the 

hillside to head off the fox. They struck an 

old roadway, running over the hilltop and came 

bounding directly toward us. Treat sprang on 

a stump, raised his gun, and fired just as the 

fox wheeled. 

At noon we descended to a brook that winds 

dreamily down a rocky ravine, and building a 

friendship fire on a jutting rock, ate a lunch of 

big sandwiches, and lighting our pipes with the 

glowing end of a stick, stretched out to rest. 

The crackling flames lent an air of cheery com¬ 

fort, and quite naturally we fell to discussing 

our morning’s adventure, soon resolving to re¬ 

turn to the scene. 

Late that afternoon we reached Rifenback 

Hill and a fox was almost immediately started 

near the spring. Evidently he was the same 

one, as he made for a clupip of bushes near the 

railroad cut and disappeared. This remarkable 

display of cunning to our minds showed some¬ 

thing akin to reasoning powers, so we en¬ 

deavored to frame a logical and simple answer 

to the vexing problem, but our efforts were of 

no avail, and we were at last forced by dark¬ 

ness to turn homeward. 

That night I arranged to again visit the hill 

Thanksgiving day, and at early dawn of that 

holiday we tramped toward the hill, undaunted 

by a high wind and flurries of snow. 

We unleashed the dog near the spring, sought 

shelter behind a projecting ledge and huddled 

close to its rocky wall to await developments. 

A long monotonous wait, broken at intervals by 

snatches of conversation, ensued before the first 

faint warning sent us scrambling'up the hillside, 

then down again. The dog came nearer. Now 

up the hill, then down near the cut, they raced 

over the uneven surface. Treat stopped be¬ 

hind a clump of bushes that gave him a good 

view of the runway, while I continued at %ight 

angles to a point on the edge of the cut, where 

I could command a wide burned-over area and 

incidentally a few rods of track. 

I had hardly reached my objective point be¬ 

fore they swept noisily around the clearing. 

Amid a rattle of loose stones they plunged 

downward and the dog’s yelping ceased. Ex¬ 

pecting to hear my comrade’s gun, I stepped 

forward, and in doing so, accidentally glanced 

into the cut, where I saw the fox running easily 

and lightly on the smooth steel rails. The 

discharge of my gun brought Treat to the 

scene. 

“By Jiminy!” he dryly remarked, “that feller 

was a regular Columbus of a fox.” 

Carl S. Shafer. 
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The Ruffed Grouse. 

Worcester, Mass., Feb. 29.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have been greatly interested and en¬ 

tertained by reading in your magazine the ac¬ 

counts from different sources of the apparent 

scarcity of the partridge, the best of our game 

birds. Best because we find them the most re¬ 

sourceful in circumventing us when we go afield 

with dog and gun in the crisp, cool days of the 

two grandest months of the year, October and 

November; best because when we have brought 

one to bag after hard work with dog and gun, 

we have reached the height of the upland shoot¬ 

er’s ambition; best because it is the most widely 

distributed of the non-migratory birds of the 

northern half of the U*ited States and therefore 

affords the greatest amount of enjoyment to the 

largest number of lovers of upland shooting. 

If we come home at night with five or six and 

perhaps more on occasion, we may carry the 

memory of the day in our minds until the next 

season opens, and it smoothes away many of the 

rough places in our every day, humdrum life 

during the ten months of close season. 

But to come back to the point; there seems to 

be a veritable partridge panic going over the 

country. The bottom seems to have dropped out 

of the partridge covers and taken this much 

sought bird with them. We hear the same story 

from North, South, East and West. With but lit¬ 

tle variation and with a few pleasing exceptions, 

it is the same old story: “being exterminated,” 

“rapidly disappearing,” “can start but three or 

four birds in a day’s tramp,” “wood ticks,” 

“poor breeding season,” anything for a reason 

or a guess, and my guess may be as good as the 

next fellow’s. 

I like S. T. Hammond’s remarks on the sub¬ 

ject in the December 21 number of Forest and 

Stream, as they correspond to my experience in 

a large measure and over a long term of years. 

What is good enough for him is good enough 

for me so far as giving any one specific reason 

for a scarcity any given year, and of this year 

in particular, when everyone seems to have gone 

“crazy as a partridge” on the subject. 

The article in December 28 number by M. 

Chill was optimistic and to the point. That the 

partridge was scarce in some covers I know 

from my own experience, and where I could 

start birds enough in a day’s hunt in the fall of 

1906 to satisfy any reasonable person, this year 

there were not enough to pay for the tramp. 

I hunted from half-past nine until about four 

©’clock in this section one day last fall and never 

started a bird. In 1906, on the last day of the 

opei*' season, in these same covers, I started four 

partridge up to three o’clock in the afternoon. 

What became of them? I leave the wise ones to 

tell; I don’t know. 

In covers not over two miles from these of 

which I have just spoken, hunting with a friend, 

we started on Nov. 11, 1907, twenty-three to 

twenty-five birds, all partridge. That ought to 

be satisfactory to any man that can shoot a little 

bit, when you know that it was a walk-out shoot 

each time, and that we began about four miles 

out and were not over eight miles from a city 

of 150,000 people at any time. These trips cover 

from twenty to twenty-two miles by the pedo¬ 

meter, and are made in a country that is hunted 

every day in the open season and by every Tom, 

Dick and Harry that can shoot a gun, but the 

birds are there now and will be for some time. 

I have been trying to exterminate them for 

twenty-five or more years in these same covers 

and I have had some pretty good help at times, 

and can trot a little myself after I get warmed 

up. 

On account of snow in this country of which 

I have just been speaking, I, with a friend, went 

to Southbridge the next to the last day of the 

open season, into a country I had never hunted 

before This town is on the borders of Connec¬ 

ticut and eighteen or twenty miles southwest 

from Worcester and there had been no snow 

there. We started at least twenty-five partridge 

and had we known the covers and the corners 

where the birds use, our bag would have been 

larger than it was, but we got some and that was 

enough. 

I pick up a Sunday paper giving the news 

from the county towns and ond item from 

Southbridge says, So and so and a friend, neither 

of whom I knew, hunted the covers about the 

town Saturday and only found three or four 

birds and did not kill one. Where did they go 

and how did they hunt? The birds were there. 

Again, H. H. Kimball says of friends of his 

who hunted in Dana, they could neither find nor 

kill any birds. Pretty good country that, for par¬ 

tridge and Mr. Kimball cannot kill them off up 

there by shooting. There are too many pines and 

too much knee action going up and down those 

small mountains. I have been in that country 

and know some sections of it very well. The 

towns of Barre and Petersham lie just east of 

Dana, and I know of forty-eight birds being 

started in one day by one dog and two men, both 

friends of mine, one of whom I have hunted 

with a great many times and whose word 1 

would believe as soon as that of a member of 

my own family. Another personal friend hunt¬ 

ing in the same locality started forty-one or 

forty-two partridge in a day’s hunt. Still an¬ 

other friend, and one with whom I have hunted 

more than with any other this season, was in 

the same country for a day’s hunt and started 

thirty partridge. 

It was one of those glorious Indian summer 

days that the poets write of when everyone 

wants to be out of doors, but which is the bane 

of the partridge hunter. The birds were on tip¬ 

toe, did not lie well and they only brought back 

five. Does this look like extermination? 

In 1881 one of the best partridge shots in this 

section hunted for five weeks in Rutland and 

only started five or six partridge during that 

time, killing three of them and a whole “back- 

load of woodcock.” He was selling his birds and 

getting good money for woodcock. In 1883, this 

same man with his two brothers and a friend, 

who was not a partridge but a woodcock shot, 

hunted in the same country for nine days and 

killed one hundred and forty-six partridge. How 

do you account for it? The wonder is not what 

becomes of them, but where do they all come 

from ? 

The year 1886 was a repetition of 1881 and 

again in 1888, birds were so plenty that it was 

not much work to make a good bag under al¬ 

most any conditions. This thing has been going 

on ever since I first knew what a partridge was, 

and I have heard the older gunners talk it over 

since I was a boy, and that was a good many 

years ago. 

These periods of up and down come more or 

less regularly, and game laws and shooting off 

the birds does not seem to have much effect on 

changing them. The year 1903 was the last pre¬ 

vious year in which everyone in this section was 

kicking about the scarcity of partridge. I think 

they were not so scarce as this year; at least 

they were more evenly distributed. 

I took one of the kickers out on the nth day 

of November of that year and we brought in 

four partridge and two quail; not so many as we 

ought, for in consulting my shooting diary, in 

which I keep a record of my hunting trips, I 

find this note: “Started twenty partridge; first 

time I have been after them (had hunted wood¬ 

cock up to that time) and considering the wet 

spring, found more than I expected; shot the 

poorest of any day this fall; ought to have 

killed nine or ten birds.” I was doing the inside 

work with the dog that day and trying to give 

the other fellow a good time, but he killed only- 

one bird all day and I was a bit off myself, a 

thing which happens to most any shooter occas¬ 

ionally during the season, but which we hesitate 

to speak about, being prone to play the “big 

Injun” and tell of our good shooting rather 

than how they got by. This friend acknowledged 

that there were more birds than he had any idea 

there were. 

There was the same agitation for some new 

law or laws that is going on at the present time 

-—shorter season, bag limit, gun license, close 

season for a term of years, etc. We already had 

the no-sale law, which as a law is a grand thing, 

but in its working is the biggest farce, in its 

application to the sale of birds, in the statutes 

to-day; but more of that some other time. 

There was lots of agitation in this city and at 

one of the meetings held by a number of bird 

hunters, I heard a gray-headed veteran say that 

he did not think that all our talk or any laws 

we might enact would have much effect on the 

bird crop, but did advise us to pray for a good 

breeding season the next spring and the par¬ 

tridge would do the rest. So it proved, for they 

began to pick up again and in 1905 and 1906 they 

were back again and doing the same old tricks 

in the same old way, in the same old covers. 

At another meeting of sportsmen held that 

winter, I heard the late Hon. J. H. Walker tell 

of an experience which is apropos of this year. 

It was when July woodcock shooting was al¬ 

lowed in this State and he with a friend was in 

what was considered as good woodcock cover as 

was to be found in this section. They found and 

killed some woodcock, but the partridge were so 

plentiful and bothered them and their dogs so 

much that they left the cover in disgust, vowing 

to even things up when the season opened on the 

real bird. When that time came they visited this 

same cover and the best they could do was to 

find one poor, little, half-grown partridge cov¬ 

ered with wood-ticks, and not only this cover 

but others visited were the same. 

They were “exterminated” for sure that time, 

but like the cat, they came back and they have 

been going and coming ever since; sometimes 

more and sometimes less, and in spite of all the 

pessimism in most of the articles which I have 

read, given a good breading season next spring, 

in a country where they can take refuge from 

the gunners, from the heavy snows and extreme 

cold, in the only safe refuge and home the par¬ 

tridge knows, the pine forest, there will next 

year or the year following be enough birds to 
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satisfy any reasonable gunner who knows how 

and where. 
In more open country, without the pines for 

protection—and it is better protection than all 

the game laws ever enacted—the story is differ¬ 

ent, for two men who are used to working a 

cover together with a good dog will bag a whole 

lot of birds, but I don’t know of any place yet 

where they have been exterminated. 

I have found my birds this fall in or around 

the edge of swampy land, and I figure that they 

either bred better in those particular localities, 

or more probably, what were raised in other 

places, changed their location during the exceed¬ 

ingly dry July and August until they found wet 

ground where berries and other food were more 

abundant and finding it, stayed there. Then the 

heavy rain of September and October came and 

they had only to move a few rods to higher land 

A Game Protector for Each County. 

Norwich, N. Y., March 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Senate Bill No. 255, introduced Jan. 

27, covers 139 pages of 26 lines each and in¬ 

cludes all laws for protection of our forests, 

fish and game, together with the proposed new 

hunting license law, fees from which, it is esti¬ 

mated, will take over $100,000 from pockets of 

sportsmen and put the amount into the hands 

of the commissioner, to pay salaries of game 

protectors and for other needs of our Forest, 

Fish and Game Department. 
Article II., on page 6, Section 11, reads: “The 

commissioner shall appoint eighty game pro¬ 

tectors,” and provides that eighteen of them 

shall reside in ten counties, the names of which 

appear later in this letter. It has been sug¬ 

gested that this be changed to read as follows: 

From a print published in London in 1793, now in the collection of Russell W. Woodward. 

on the edges of the swamps to find old apple 

trees, thorn apples, acorns, chestnuts and other 

food to feed upon. 
Everything was there, so why should they 

leave? That I think was one reason why so 

many hunters failed to find birds this fall. There 

were none of the conditions present which make 

good “edge shooting” as the hunter terms it. 

All the partridge had to do when he woke up in 

the morning was to rub his eyes, get off his 

perch, take a little walk and his daily food and 

drink were close at hand. 
November was way above the normal for tem¬ 

perature, and the birds were not driven into the 

birch and alder runs where the gunner loves to 

find them in November, and where they love to 

feed and sun themselves on some warm, south¬ 

ern exposure. Take it as a whole, it was a poor 

season for partridge for most gunners, but a few 

of us found the birds, and I think if we all do 

as the old hunter that I spoke of earlier in this 

article used to do—pray for a good breeding 

season—we will find plenty of birds left for seed 

and that next, fall the seed will have sprouted 

and grown a good crop of feathers. Longbill. 

The commissioner shell, as hereinafter provided, ap¬ 

point one game protector from and for each and every 

county in the State of New York, together with eight 

more from the counties of Essex, Clinton, Franklin, St. 

Lawrence, Jefferson, Lewis, Herkimer, Hamilton, War¬ 

ren, and Washington. Sportsmen’s organizations in 

each county may nominate one or more men from their 

respective counties and send such nominations, through 

the largest club or association for the protection of 

forests, fish, or game in their respective counties, to the 

forest, fish and game commissioner, who shall, without 

unnecessary delay, appoint from such nominations so 

sent him, one game protector from and for each and 

every county which shall so send in nominations for 

their respective game protectors. In case any county 

or counties neglect sending in such nominations, then 

such county or counties shall not be entitled to its or 

their one game protector until such time as such nom¬ 

inations may be sent to the commissioner, as above 

provided for, excepting only, and providing that the 

eight protectors as provided for the counties of Essex, 

Clinton, Franklin, St. Lawrence, Jefferson, Lewis, Her¬ 

kimer, Hamilton, W'arren and Washington, shall be ap¬ 

pointed from said counties. 

Under this law each county should have one 

protector of its own choosing, and sportsmen, 

who are to pay the largest part and who ate 

most interested in fish and game, ought to have 

the privilege of nominating game protectors. 

Some counties have never had a protector. 

Heretofore protectors have been paid from a 

general fund in which all our citizens have an 

interest or share. Now an additional or special 

fund of over 100,000 is to be raised from the 

sportsmen. 

The men who pay should have the right to 

say to whom, in their locality, this fund, or a 

part of it, shall be paid and have the right to 

select a game protector from their county to 

protect the forests, fish and game in that section. 

Sportsmen know the needs of their respective 

sections and know what men will best see to it 

that full protection is given, with favors to none, 

and when it is once known that an efficient, 

honest, competent, fearless game protector re¬ 

sides in the county, violations of the game laws 

will cease at once. 

Another suggestion is that Section 77 have a 

provision added to it which will allow persons 

who have lawfully taken venison to keep and 

consume the same in their own private families 

by serving a written notice on the nearest game 

protector, or on a town or county clerk, on or 

before the last day of the open season for killing 

deer. This will complete Section 77 and remove 

the question now raised as to its being consti¬ 

tutional. * It is claimed that a person who 

posesses legally taken venison on the 5th day of 

November cannot rightly be arrested, fined or 

imprisoned because this venison is in possession 

on the 6th of November or later for use in his 

or her own private family. Other States, with 

more rigid laws than ours, have the foregoing 

provision. 

Sportsmen in each county should at once 

write their Senator and Assemblyman, asking 

that the above suggested changes be given care¬ 

ful consideration, and that something along these 

lines be put in the proposed legislation, as 

shown in Senate Bill No. 255. It may be thought 

well to make the term of office for game protec¬ 

tors four years, unless sooner removed for 

cause. 
Also write Hon. George H. Cobb, Senate 

Chamber, chairman of Senate Fisheries and 

Game Committee, and Hon W. Ellison Mills, 

Assembly Chamber, chairman of the same com¬ 

mittee in the Assembly, Albany, N. Y., asking 

them to have the proposed new law provide one 

game protector for each county, with the right 

and privilege to sportsmen of selecting our one 

game protector for our own county. Do this 

at once, for the legislative session is now well 

advanced, and no time is to be lost. The above 

provisions will undoubtedly give us much better 

protection than we now have. 
Clarence L. Parker. 

In a short time Forest and Stream Publishing 

Company will bring out a small volume which 

will contain the charming serial recently con- 

tributed to these columns by Mr. S. T. Ham¬ 

mond. The book will contain not far from one 

hundred and fifty pages, and will be illustrated 

by a number of engravings. All readers who 

enjoyed the serial as it appeared in the Forest 

and Stream are likely to desire this book in 

order to keep in permanent form these charming 

accounts of New England shooting. Orders will 

be received for the book at any time. It will be 

sent postpaid for the sum of $1.00. 
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Squirrel Shooting. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

To those sportsmen who have hunted big 

game the account of such a thing as a squirrel 

hunt will be of little interest, but to those who 

like myself do not have the opportunity nor the 

wherewithal to go quite a distance for game of 

the larger kinds, this article may be a trifle in¬ 
teresting. 

On the day after Christmas, wishing to- give 

my boy Peleg a little instruction in squirrel 

hunting besides having a little sport myself, we 

started for a swamp four miles from Asbury 

Park. The swamp is almost inaccessible on 

account of brush, prickly and twisty vines and 

standing water, so much so that hunters rarely 

go in there. It is very heavily wooded with big 

gum trees, swamp white oaks and other species 

of trees indigenous to lowlands. Peleg took 

along the shotgun and I the .32-20 caliber rifle. 

That kind of a rifle is not the ideal one for 

squirrel shooting, for the flat nosed ball is very 

apt to mangle the game if shot through the 

body. The rifle that I generally use for that 

purpose—a .32 caliber rim fire—was at my board¬ 

ing place in Milhurst, N. J. 

Having reached the swamp and given Peleg 

some points on hunting the game, one of which 

was that he was to keep perfectly still, and an¬ 

other that under no circumstances must he 

gather the squirrels until we were ready to leave 

the swamp, or that part of it, I left him seated 

upon a little mound at the foot of a gigantic 

gum tree, and having gone two hundred yards 

beyond, and selected another big gum with a 

mound at its base, I placed a few dry sticks 

there, and putting my waterproof game bag on 

them and donning my thick overcoat, I seated 

myself with rifle across my lap and waited 

patiently for game. 

After half an hour I saw two large squirrels 

near the top of a big oak to the right of me, 

and as I had to change my position a bit in 

order to get a bead on them the sticks under me 

cracked and that sent the squirrels out of sight 

in a jiffy. Waiting a little while after having 

•changed my position I saw a head just peep¬ 

ing above a limb near the trunk; then the old 

rifle cracked and the squirrel tumbled, shot 

through the head. Not long after I saw the 

other crawling up a limb near the top of the 

tree. Soon he lay still on the upper side of 

the limb, which was about the size of one’s arm. 

Knowing that a ball would easily go through 

that branch I let drive and he came sprawling 

•down, shot through the body. 

After waiting quite a while I saw another 

squirrel perched near the top of a hollow gum 

thirty yards or more to the left and a splendid 

shot he was. Taking deliberate aim I also got 

him with a ball through the body. 

At intervals during this time I could hear the 

bang of the old gun and thus felt sure that game 

was either quite plentiful off there or else the 

boy was doing some loose shooting. As it was 

then getting late in the afternoon and seeing 

two big fellows off in a tall swamp white oak 

I concluded we would try to get them and then 

start for home; so whistling for the boy to come 

I motioned for him to go around the other side 

of the tree. 

No sooner done when he fired again and down 

came one of the squirrels. Just then the other 

near the top flopped round on the side of the 

tree nearest me and in plain sight. With a well 

directed shot I brought him to the ground. 

After having gathered the two we went back 

where we gathered the others, in all nine good 

sized ones, he having shot five of them with 

six shells, and I the others—a good afternoon’s 

work. 

A much prouder lad I never saw than was 

Peleg as he shouldered the bag of game—he 

wanted to carry the whole business—and started 

for home, which we made along in the early 

evening. 

In squirrel shooting, hunters and even boys 

will tell one just exactly how to get the game. 

They will say, “Go very early in the morning 

or toward evening to a good place for squirrels 

and keep perfectly still; then the game will show 

up and one will be quite sure to get some.” But 

how many do so? Not one in a dozen. This 

is the way they generally do. Go out toward 

night—seldom if ever in early morning; they 

do not get up in time—get a good place perhaps, 

keep perfectly quiet for a little while, and see¬ 

ing'no squirrels the hunter then goes to another 

place, tries the same tactics there, and so on till 

nearly night, then shoots into three or four 

nests, empty ones generally, and at last starts 

for home minus game and vowing there are no 

squirrels in that woods. 

Most squirrel hunters, boys especially, who 

use the rifle, have a very light magazine .22 

caliber, and in the greater number of cases, 

even if they made a good shot, the game, unless 

hit in a vital part, will get away, as the ball is 

too small; whereas a .32 caliber rimfire is just 

about right, and if the game is fairly hit it is 

generally secured. 

From boyhood to the present time I have been 

accustomed to using a heavy rifle, having owned 

in youth a long heavy muzzleloading Kentucky 

arm, and the two rifles I now have are both 

single shots and each is gl/2 pounds in weight. 

I have had them both over twenty years and 

even now would not exchange them for any 

others I know of. 

During my life at many different times I have 

put in quite a long time each day at still-hunt¬ 

ing in the woods without getting even a shot 

at game. I never count the time as lost by any 

means, for I, like other lovers of nature and 

woodsloafers, can learn more or less of her in¬ 

animate secrets and also can learn much of the 

ways of her little wood folk by getting a good 

spot in the right place and keeping perfectly 

quiet. A. L. L. 

The Campfire Club. 

At its annual dinner last week the Campfire 

Club of America elected as governors William T. 

Hornaday, William E. Coffin, Edmund Seymour, 

Irving Bacheller and Dan Beard, this board to 

serve for three years. 

Gifford Pinchot, National Forester, told of the 

work his department is performing. Mr. Horna¬ 

day talked on the importance of forest and game 

preservation, and President Anderson reviewed 

the work the members of the club are endeavor¬ 

ing to perform along similar lines. Dr. T. K. 

Tuthill told of the efforts of members to obtain 

reliable information regarding hunting resorts 

and guides, and to enlist the services of the 

guides in assisting to preserve game and forests. 

Protection in North Carolina. 

Raleigh, N. C., March 14.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The hunting season ended all over the 

State Feb. 28, except in a few counties in which 

it ends March 31, Mecklenburg being one of 

these. Returns from the wardens in various 

sections where quail are hunted show that less 

than the average number of birds have been 

killed, and that the number exposed for sale in 

the markets has been smaller than usual. It is 

certain that there was a big crop of birds when 

the season began, and that many are left over. 

One warden says that within the past few days 

one hunter found in the course of a morning 

seven large coveys, from which apparently no 

birds worth'speaking of had been taken. 

The number of hunters from outside the State, 

who are required to pay the $10 gun tax, has 

been from 30 to 40 per cent, less than it was the 

previous season. A great many sportsmen in 

the North who have been in the habit of com¬ 

ing here wrote to Secretary Pearson of the 

Audubon Society or to various wardens, saying 

that the money troubles kept them away from 

North Carolina, and that they deplored this 

fact. Nearly all who thus wrote spoke in very 

high terms of this State as a remarkably good 

one for quail. 

The weather has been cold and rainy since 

mid-January, and the amount of hunting has 

been much smaller than usual. Some of the 

wardens say the Audubon law has been well 

kept. 

As the falling off from revenue by the gun 

tax has been so marked, the Audubon Society 

has tried hard to secure contributing members, 

and during the summer and autumn, an effort 

will be made to create sentiment for the enact¬ 

ment of a law by the next Legislature in favor 

of a license tax of $2 by local hunters in towns; 

this not to be paid by landowners. Gilbert 

Pearson has found the city and town sportsmen 

more and more inclined toward this plan, as 

they think it will tend to further • eliminate the 

pot-hunter. The latter has come to be very 

much disliked by the farmers. 

Most sportsmen who come to this State from 

other points have an idea that more birds are 

to be found west of Raleigh than anywhere else, 

but Elias Carr, of the Agricultural Department, 

says he has never seen them more abundant 

than they are on the great plantations in Edge¬ 

combe county, east of here. 

Governor Glenn is always prepared to do 

everything he can to aid in the movement. 

The reports of wardens make a good showing 

as to work done during the past twelve months 

in care of song birds, etc. Robins have usually 

appeared in the State in large numbers in late 

February, but so far none worth speaking of 

have shown themselves. In South Carolina and 

Georgia vast numbers of doves are baited and 

killed, in some cases thousands in the course of 

a day, but this has never been done in North 

Carolina. If the robins come later they will 

escape destruction, since the season in which 

they ate allowed to be killed ended Feb. 28, 

they being included among the protected birds. 

The most interesting thing perhaps, in all this 

matter is the fondness for birds which has come 

to the farmers. It required some time to edu¬ 

cate them, but a great deal of the good result 

is due to the public schools and to the circula- 
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tion of leaflets about birds, the children taking 

these home and talking about them, and the 

beauty of the pictures and interesting points 

shown awakening in the grown-ups for the first 

time a real appreciation of the value and human 

interest of the smaller game. The establishment 

of high schools in all the counties and the tre¬ 

mendous development of the public school sys¬ 

tem generally will from year to year increase 

this effect, and it is pretty safe to say that in 

no State in the South has there been better 

game protection, taking everything in general, 

if the reports of the wardens be true. Ihis ap¬ 

plies to game and song birds; in fact, the strict¬ 

ness of some farmers is remarkable and they 

will protect their birds of all kinds with a gun, 

if necessary. F. A. Olds. 

Game Seizure in Jersey City. 

An important seizure of game birds was made 

in Jersey City last week by Wardens Dane, Hall, 

Bellingham and Shorter. Acting under orders 

of the New Jersey Fish and Game Commission 

and Chief Warden Stratton, the wardens had 

watched the cold storage plant of the Merchants’ 

Refrigerating Company, in Jersey City, for sev¬ 

eral weeks. 
Satisfied that game birds were being stored 

there in defiance of the State law, they obtained 

search warrants, entered the freezing room of 

the company and spent the greater part of three 

days in opening boxes, with the result that in 

their report to Commissioner Rollinson they 

stated that they had found over 17,000 shore 

birds and a few ruffed grouse, on all of which 

there is a closed season in New Jersey; and other, 

birds not found in that State, these being left un¬ 

disturbed. 
Three New York firms, it seems, had stored 

the game in the Jersey City plant. The names of 

two of these firms were obtained, but the third 

could not be ascertained. The boxes containing 

illegal game birds were sealed and photographs 

of the different species found were made, to be 

used as evidence. Information as to where the 

birds came from before they were received by 

the New York concerns was not obtained. 

The Commissioner reported the situation to 

Attorney-General McCarter, and action will 

probably be taken ere this is printed. It is esti¬ 

mated that if the fines are assessed as provided 

by law, the commission men will have to pay a 

very large sum to the State. 

Pennsylvania State Association. 
Harrisburg, Pa., March 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: A meeting of the officers and directors 

of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion was held this afternoon in the rooms of the 

Game Commission for the purpose of giving 

consideration to certain propositions relative to 

the annual meeting of the association, to be held 

during May in Bradford. 

Among other matters considered and passed 

upon officially was the proposition to set apart 

certain evenings during the week of the meet for 

the consideration of proposed changes and altera¬ 

tions in the game and fish laws of this common¬ 

wealth. It is sincere^' hoped that every local 

organization belonging to the State Association 

will be fully represented at that meet and that 

the delegates shall be entrusted with the full 

power to represent their home bodies upon these 

two important subjects. 

The association is formed for the purpose of 

aiding in the protection of our forests; to main¬ 

tain a pure water supply; the protection of wild 

birds, game and fish. It is the purpose of the 

officers and directors to devote all the time 

needed to a full discussion of these subjects ar 

their annual meet, and especially at this time, to 

the consideration of laws relative to better pro¬ 

tection of birds, game and fish. It is their in¬ 

tention to recommend to the Legislature such 

changes and alterations in the law relating to 

these subjects as may be decided upon by the 

organization at large. It is, therefore, the sin¬ 

cere desire of the officers and directors that 

every one interested in these subjects shall be 

heard. We ask that organizations write to J. M. 

Runk, secretary of the association, Chambers- 

burg, Pa., and come into this association; that 

they make their influence felt either by being 

present in person or by sending delegates to the 

Bradford meet. If not in position to attend this 

meeting or to send delegates, get in touch with 

the nearest organization that will be represented 

and have them voice your sentiments. If you 

fail in this you will surely have no one to blame 

but yourselves. Willard R. Black, 

Secretary. 

New Publications. 

Bahama Bill, by T. Jenkins Hains, author of 

“The Windjammers,” etc. Boston, L. C. 

Page & Co. Illustrated. 

This is a series of short stories relating to the 

professional wreckers that cruise about the Great 

Bahama Banks, off the Florida coast, hoping the 

misfortunes of others will thus provide them 

with cash, whether by way of salvage or the sale 

of junk recovered by hook or crook from ves¬ 

sels whose navigators “pile them up” on the 

numerous reefs. 
Bahama Bill, the principal character in these 

deep sea yarns, was mate of the wrecking sloop 

Sea Horse. A giant in stature and strength, a 

Conch sponge diver and wrecker by force of 

circumstances and a fighter by choice, the many 

curious situations out of which Bill is brought 

smiling by the author would make a far lengthier 

narrative interesting from beginning to end. Bill, 

like many burly negroes, is not without a keen 

sense of humor, although it is often of an ex¬ 

ceedingly grim character. To those who love 

stories of the sea, sailor lore, descriptions of 

storms, character sketches and salty yarns of the 

gulf stream, we commend this volume. There is 

not a dull paragraph in it. 

Death of Rawdon B. Lee. 

From England comes the announcement of the 

death of Rawdon B. Lee, known best in this 

country as an authority on all breeds of dogs, his 

chief work, “Modern Dogs,” a voluminous work, 

treating of all the different breeds, being his chief 

literary introduction to American readers. He 

was born in Kendal, and at the time of his death 

was 63 years old. During the past 25 years, he 

was kennel editor of the Field (London). Pie 

was a fly-fisherman of acknowledged skill, and 

had been an active otter hunter, shooter, crick¬ 

eter and wrestler. 

All the game laws of the United States and- 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

THE TOP RAIL. 

How often it occurs that a sportsman who is 

expert with gun or rod makes frjends quickly 

among strangers is illustrated in the story told 

by Henry Harris, of Oakland, Cal., who took 

part in last year’s great rifle meeting at Bisley, 

England, as the result of a chance meeting with 

a man who appreciated his fine revolver shoot¬ 
ing. 

“Some people,” said Mr. Harris, “go to bed in 

obscurity and wake up famous, but one man I 

know of went to England and came back fam¬ 

ous. And the glory and rewards that have been 

thrust upon me are the result of a mere acci¬ 

dent. When I left Oakland six months ago I 

had no intention of entering any shooting com¬ 

petition in England or elsewhere, but was merely 

going on a pleasure jaunt over the regular route 

in Europe. While visiting London I happened 

to be passing a public shooting gallery one day 

and the old instinct cropped out and I could 

not resist the temptation to try a few shots. 

“The owner of the gallery had a standing 

offer of a silver spoon to any marksman who 

could register six successive bullseyes. After 

I had collected seven of the gentleman’s silver¬ 

ware specimens he called a halt and slipped me 

a timetable giving me information as to how 

to reach Bisley, where the big shoot was just 

about to open. I thought for a time that he 

was ‘stringing’ me, but he appeared serious and 

told me that this was the first time in his ex¬ 

perience that any one had taken more than one 

spoon from him. The Bisley bee then started 

buzzing in my bonnet and I finally made the trip 

to the ranges and entered in several of the lead¬ 

ing events. 

“It was lonesome to be the only American 

there, but after the first day’s shooting I had 

a number of enthusiastic friends and supporters. 

The English competition revolver is different 

from the one in use in this country, being much 

heavier, a .45, and much harder to pull. After 

a little practice, however, I managed to over¬ 

come this difficulty and was soon among the 

prizes. 

“It was the best conducted shoot that I ever 

saw. Army officers were in charge of every 

department. 
“During the last week of the meeting Princess 

Christian, the king’s sister, presented us with 

our prizes and, not being used to hob-nobbing 

with royalty, I will admit that I was slightly 

embarrassed when the announcer called for 

‘Henry A. Harris, of the United States.’ 

“In the distance I could see old glory being 

hoisted to the top of the flag pole, and while 

the band played ‘Stars and Stripes Forever,’ the 

princess adorned me with the medal of the Na¬ 

tional Rifle Association. I was presented to 

Lord Roberts, of the British army, and several 

other notables who congratulated me on the 

performance of a stranger in a strange land,’’ 



The Angler’s Workshop. 
Fishing Rod Making for the Beginner 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

XII —Varnishing Rods. 

WHEN your rod has been wound, it is well 

to take up each joint, and while turning 

it rapidly, pass it over an alcohol or gas 

flame to remove all fuzzy ends of silk. Be care¬ 

ful that the flame is not close enough to scorch 

the windings, however. If any ends of silk pro¬ 

trude, cut them off short with a sharp knife. 

Now warm your grain alcohol shellac slight¬ 

ly, so that it will flow well, and with the thin, 

round artist’s brush previously referred to, coat 

each silk winding evenly, being careful to keep 

the shellac off the wood. As a rule one coat on 

the windings will be sufficient, but if the silk 

seems to be dry and dull after the first coat has 

dried, go over it lightly a second time, and let 

the rod dry for several hours. 

When you take it up again, go over the wood 

with a piece of flannel or linen, rubbing lightly 

but thoroughly to remove any wax, grease or 

oil that may have accumulated there during the 

winding. This is absolutely necessary to the at¬ 

tainment of a nice finish, and after the shellac 

on the windings is hard no harm can be done by 

polishing the wood with a strip of soft cotton 

or silk, boot-black fashion. To do this hold one 

end of the joint against your chest and rest the 

other end against something firm, to prevent 

turning. While it is not necessary, the shellac 

can be warmed slightly over a flame at this stage 

and the joint turned while a finger is passed 

around each winding to smooth down any un¬ 

even surfaces. After this do not touch the wood 

or windings with your hands; pick it up by the 

ferrules instead. 

When you are ready to varnish, select a warm 

day if possible, or at any rate one when the air 

is not humid or moist. The rod should be 

warmed in a room where the temperature is 75 

degrees, and your can of extra light coach var¬ 

nish should be left for ten minutes in a pot of 

steaming hot water, to be sure that it will be 

thin and all particles of gum contained in it will 

be melted so that it will flow nicely and dry 

rapidly. A warm rod and hot varnish will in¬ 

sure a nice finish. 

For your work it is assumed that you have 

procured a flat brush of good quality, and that 

you are ready to begin by holding one end of a 

joint on a table and the other in your left hand. 

With a modest quantity of varnish, pass the 

brush from the top down for four inches, turn¬ 

ing the joint slowly while the brush is held at 

an angle of about 20 degrees to the rod. Work 

very slowly, and in going over each winding see 

that a bare spot is not left there, caused by the 

brush skipping over the silk and missing the 

wood just beyond. To prevent this it is some¬ 

times advisable to pass the brush around the rod 

at each winding first, then, when the varnish in 

it is nearly exhausted, go over that part length 

wise, to insure an even coating. At any rate, 

great care must be exercised to prevent daubing 

the varnish on in places and skipping others. 

The first coat should be worked in, with no 

attempt to flow the varnish on, and be careful 

lest varnish accumulates around the guides, and 

leaves them gummed up and unsightly. The 

same care is necessary with reference to the fer¬ 

rules. To avoid marring them, pass the brush 

around the contiguous winding very slowly, 

'coating the silk but not encroaching on the metal. 

When all the parts of the rod are varnished, 

if they can be assembled and the rod suspended 

in a fairly warm, dry room, free from dust, for 

two or three days, all should be well. A brad 

driven in a picture moulding is ideal, provided 

the rod does not hang close to the wall, but the 

center of a room is a better place, as some walls 

are cold, even damp, and on the side of a rod 

hanging close to such a wall the varnish may 

crawl and spoil your work. 

In spring or summer it is usually safe to var¬ 

nish a rod in the morning and suspend it in a 

window. The morning sun is not too warm, but 

it is often too warm after 10 o’clock for the 

best results. Plenty of fresh air is best, but a 

windy place should be avoided, as dust is likely 

to be flying there. Do not leave separate joints, 

while they are drying, where careless persons 

may accidentally knock them over or break 

them, and see that they are kept indoors at 

night. Do not touch the varnish with the hands. 

Perhaps you will be satisfied with one coat of 

varnish. If it is evenly applied it will be suffi¬ 

cient for split bamboo rods; but coach varnish 

applied while warm is not very thick, and a 

light second coat will keep out moisture. The 

first coat should set in four hours and be hard 

enough for a second coat in less than a week. 

The second coat, however, should be given as 

much time as possible to dry and harden before 

the rod is used, depending on the temperature. 

This coat can be deferred with safety until thq 

middle of the season or even until the fol¬ 

lowing winter if the rod is not subjected to 

hard usage; and if it is still in good condition, 

the new varnish will make it like a new rod. For 

hard use, however, two coats of varnish will not 

be wasted, but three will not be needed. 

If spar varnish is to be used^-and many salt 

water anglers employ it—three coats, with sev¬ 

eral days between, will be necessary. 

Cord-wound hand-grasps should be given two 

coats of shellac and one of coach varnish. More 

will be likely to render the cord slippery. If the 

grasp is sumac, omit the shellac and put on two 

coats of coach, giving it ample time to dry. 

Rod Cases and Forms. 

On the use. to which you will put your rod de¬ 

pends the kind of protective covering you will 

need. There are anglers who will have nothing 

but a thin muslin cover, but something better is 

needed for rods that are to be carried far. 

The makers of the best fly-rods supply bam¬ 

boo tubes with screw caps for the tips, this tube 

and the middle and butt joint going into a can¬ 

vas case, so that the stiff tube protects the two 

other parts when all are bound with the tie-tapes 

of the cover. The wood form is the most com¬ 

mon type, and these are cheap. Aluminum tubes 

with screw caps are obtainable in the trade, cost¬ 

ing $2 or $3, and suitable for either fly or bait 

1 
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rods. Aluminum tubing of almost any desired 

size is obtainable from the supply companies, at 

20 to 50 cents per foot, and fibre tubing of simi¬ 

lar sizes can be had from some hardwaremen at 

about the same prices. Both fibre and aluminum 

tubes are made in sizes up to about two inches. 

For long rods a tube of some sort is very handy. 

It can be fitted with corks, or with a screw cap 

on one end, and in such a case a rod is safe. 

Tip cases are sometimes made to order by 

houses that supply mailing tubes. The method 

of winding the strips of strawboard spirally 

makes these tubes tough and strong, and if the 

walls are thick, the ends corked and the tube 

supplied with a canvas case, the rod will be well 

protected. I have seen these tubes as small as 

one inch in diameter, for long tips. Sometimes 

they are covered with leather. They are fre¬ 

quently made thus for bait-casting rods which 

have separate handgrasps, the grasps to be car¬ 

ried in a pocket or tackle case. 

A very good plan is to groove a piece of 

white pine so that the tips of the rod will lie 

below the surface, the grooves being enlarged to 

let the guides go underneath, then inclose this 

form in a canvas case with the butt and joint, 

the whole rod being fairly well protected. 

Still another way is to employ a canvas case 

of the form illustrated in Figs. 56 and 57- The 

upper end is bound with braid or is hemmed, 

the lower edge turned over and sewed to the 

upper one, then three seams sewed lengthwise 

and three tapes attached to the back. This 

leaves pockets for the butt, the joint and the two 

tips. One of the tip pockets is made large 

enough to admit a piece of wood a half-inch 

square and of the same length as the tips. Round 

off its corners and it will not injure the tip. 

When the rod is taken out of the case this piece 

of wood will remain to protect the extra tip, 

which might otherwise be broken. 

Conclusion. 

One of the greatest temptations the amateur 

rodmaker is called on to resist is that which 

leads him to poke into all sorts of out-of-the- 

way places in search of possible rod timber. 

Every piece of tropical wood, and every bundle 

of canes he inspects tempts him to buy. If he 

yields there is no peace for him until he has made 

still another rod. It is the same with silk and 

varnish and mountings. 
Many of these articles are found only in cer 

tain places in the large cities, and anglers resid¬ 

ing at a distance find it difficult to obtain them. 

If, therefore, such anglers will write to me, in¬ 

closing a stamped and addressed envelope, I will 

take pleasure in giving them any information in 

my possession. 

The Surf-Casting Record. 
Surf-casting has become so popular on the 

Pacific coast that it will figure prominently in the 

tournaments to be held by fishing clubs this sea¬ 

son, and such good practice work is being done 

that we have been asked as to the record. 

In May, 1887, the National Rod and Reel As¬ 

sociation held a tournament in Central Park, 

New York city. One event was held on the old 

Polo Grounds; it called for rods not longer than 

nine feet, lines not smaller than 12-thread, and 

weights of 2p$ ounces. W. H. Wood won. His 

casts follow: 234 feet 6 inches, 240 feet 4 

inches, 241 feet 7 inches, 260 feet 1 inch, 255 feet 

9 inches; average, 246 feet 5 2-5 inches. 

Angling in Florida. 

The warm genial State of Florida holds much 

sport for the lover of the gun, but it is indeed a 

paradise for the angler. Although fishing is 

widely distributed in this favored clime, there arc 

certain localities where the best sport can be had, 

and in response to the numerous inquiries which 

1 have received in regard to Florida fishing, I 

have taken considerable pleasure in preparing 

this article from the jottings and notes of my 

Florida experiences. 
It may be mentioned at the beginning that I 

have made no attempt to write a story, but have 

rather endeavored to put before the intending 

visitor such practical information as will help 

him to choose his tackle, assist him in finding 

convenient angling waters, together with a briefly 

worded description of the principal game fishes, 

tackle suitable for, and the mode which anglers 

have adopted for Southern waters. With the 

practical end in view I will first speak of the fish 

and fishing, and then take up the best angling 

parts of Florida—the sections which have gen¬ 

erally proved the most enjoyable'for anglers. 

A great surprise lies in store for the North¬ 

erner when he first wets his line in the warm 

waters of the South and commences to become 

acquainted with the many varieties of fish that 

inhabit gulf and ocean. The United States Fish 

Commission has recorded no less than 576 species 

and among this large number the visiting an¬ 

gler has considerable choice. As the reader is, of 

course, interested only in those species which 

furnish the most sport for the rod, I will confine 

my remarks to the most prominent of the South¬ 

ern game fishes. These species include the tat - 

port, Spanish mackerel, cero, kingfish, cavalli, 

cobia, spotted sea-trout, sea-bass, drum, redfish, 

jewfish, striped bass, red grouper, sheepshead, 

yellowtail, dolphin, pompano, red snapper, blue 

fish, sea-catfish, angel fish, bone fish, lady fish 

and the large-mouth, fresh water black bass. W e 

will take them up in the order named and append 

to the description of each species my idea as to 

the correct tackle to be used in angling for these 

fishes. 

There is one Southern fish, however, which for 

sameness and strength stands head and shoul¬ 

ders above all others. To the large majority of 

sportsmen the tarpon stands for the maximum 

of sport which can fall to a rod, and the mere 

mention of this magic name is sufficient to at¬ 

tract and hold the interest of all sea anglers. 

The world wide reputation which the tarpon has 

gained from a sporting standpoint is a well- 

merited one, and with the single exception of the 

tuna, no fish offers so much sport for the rod. 

The tarpon is every inch a fighter, and when one 

considers the great rapidity of its movements 

backed by its heavy weight, it is not surprising to 

learn in what high esteem this fish is held by all 

anglers who have once matched their skill with 

the gamiest fish that swims. 
The tarpon (Mccjalops atlanticus) is known by 

several local names; tarpum, grandacoy, silver 

fish, sabol, savanilla, silver king and jewfish being 

in quite general use. It resembles in, general ap¬ 

pearance that of the big-eyed herring, having the 

same elongated form. It is reported that the tai- 

pon attains a length of 8'/2 to 9 feet and a weight 

of 300 pounds, but fishing records show a much 

less length and weight.* A tarpon of 200 pounds 

is the largest I ever saw, but even this weight is 

by no means frequently killed by the rod. lhe 

average weight will probably be in the neighbor¬ 

hood of some 70 or 80 pounds. Small tarpon are 

caught upon the hook and a 15 or 25 pound fish 

will—to the unbiased sportsman—put up a fight 

in nowise inferior, pound for pound, to that of 

the gamiest salmon or the liveliest brook trout. 

Up to the year 1884, the tarpon was only oc¬ 

casionally killed with the grains, or but very sel¬ 

dom taken by accident when trolling for bluefish 

or mackerel with a large jig or spoon. Mr. Will¬ 

iam Hood caught the first Florida tarpon upon a 

hook and line, and it is to his observations that 

we owe much of our knowledge of th'e habits of 

this great game fish. While many of the tarpon s 

habits are yet unknown, it is undoubtedly a 

warm-water fish, and no doubt lingers in the 

vicinity of the Florida keys throughout the en¬ 

tire year. In the early spring months the tarpon 

appear at Fort Myers, Punta Gorda and Punta 

Rassa. and working up the gulf coast, they are 

found in large numbers in the waters of St. An¬ 

drew's Bay, on the gulf coast, 100 odd miles east 

of Pensacola. Unlike most salt-water fishes, 

which bite better upon the incoming or flood 

tide, the tarpon seems to be less influenced by the 

tide, often biting quite as well upon the ebb, late 

flood or slack water. The appetite of the tarpon 

is extremely variable, and it is not unusual for 

them to refuse a bait when feeding on some par¬ 

ticularly choice food fish, and this is especially 

noted when they are traveling in large schools. 

The heart of the tarpon is singularly small for 

so large a fish, smaller in fact than an egg. The 

tissues of the mouth and gullet are very haul and 

bony, with the single exception of a small solt 

spot lying just under the eye and upon a line 

with the lips or the upper part of the lower jaw. 

This soft tissue is covered or protected by a 

kind of bony plate when the mouth is closed, the 

plate moving forward as the mouth is opened, 

thus exposing the soft part. If the hook strikes 

this softer tissue the barb has no difficulty in 

penetrating deeply, but if the hook strikes the 

surrounding bony plate of the mouth, it is im¬ 

possible for the hook to secure a firm hold. This 

explains why so many tarpon are apparently 

hooked only to get away or eject the hook at its 

first leap. 
The activity of the tarpon is truly remarkable 

in so large a fish, and they are often found many 

miles up rivers and large streams, frequently 

running into fresh water in pursuit of small 

fishes. Although possessing all the good points 

of other heavy game fishes, the tarpon is re¬ 

markable for one characteristic which has capti¬ 

vated all anglers who thoroughly enjoy a hard 

fought battle. The leaping qualities of this fish 

are well known and it is indeed a pretty sight to 

see that graceful silvery body raise its curving 

tail clear of the water as it makes the turn of 1 

six-foot leap, and then strikes the blue water in a 

swirl of foaming, flying spray. Tarpon weigh¬ 

ing from 10 to 30 pounds are caught in the nu¬ 

merous streams of brackish water, upon the arti¬ 

ficial fly, and with suitable tackle these small tar¬ 

pon are fighting furies of no mean proportion. 

The best all-around tarpon rod is unquestion- 

*The largest tarpon killed by rod is credited to a New 
York sportsman, the fish weighing -40 pounds. Larger 
fish have been frequently mentioned, but up to the 
year 1907 this record is the only attested one in which 
standard tackle was used. 
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ably a solid wood rod and for long and satisfac¬ 

tory service, greenheart cannot be improved 

upon. Mountings should be of the very best qual¬ 

ity, cold-drawn German silver, as the ferrules 

are subjected to very severe strain, the continu¬ 

ous rush and leap of the tarpon quickly finding 

any defect in either material or workmanship. 

Guides should be of large size, and as there is 

considerable friction upon the line, it is best to 

mount tarpon rods with either agate or adamant 

guides. A six-foot tip requires three guides and 

a large top. Personally I favor double guides, 

that is, a guide tied upon each side of the rod. 

By thus using both sides of a tip, any tendency 

for the tip to set in one direction is done away 

with, and the rod is always straight and true. 

Guides should be carefully and closely whipped 

with stout linen thread or twist, and the ferrules 

and tops firmly cemented with an elastic water¬ 

proof ferrule cement. A one-piece rod has a 

spring seldom found in a two-piece one, and hav¬ 

ing no middle ferrule, the one-piece rod is of 

course more durable for constant fishing. The 

type of rod with a six-foot tip and a detachable 

or independent butt, cannot be improved upon. 

The tip is best made up to 12 to 15 ounces and 

the butt from 11 to 14 ounces and 22 inches long, 

the complete rod weighing some 23 to 30 ounces. 

An Irish linen cable or hawser laid line is the 

most satisfactory and strongest salt water reel 

line, and a flax line can be usually found stocked 

by the larger dealers, in sizes from 9 to 30 thread. 

The general or regulation tarpon line is of 21 

thread, although the experienced angler will prob¬ 

ably find an 18 thread line amply strong for even 

the heaviest fishing. The line should be first 

soaked thoroughly in water and stretched end to 

end to dry. This prevents any tendency of the 

line to kink as well as to even up it strength. 

After use the line should be taken from the reel 

and dried, thus preserving its strength and life 
very materially. 

A well made reel holding from 175 to 200 yards 

of 18 or 21 thread line should be purchased from 

a reliable maker, and while more expensive as to 

first cost, a good reel will outwear several in¬ 

ferior and cheaply built ones. The adjustable 

handle drag or governor, is a very convenient at¬ 

tachment for heavy fishing, doing away with the 

leather brake and thumb stalls. With this device 

it is never necessary for the angler to release his 

grasp on the handle, the reel being always under 

control and the drag is given the fish by simply 

holding the handle stationary. This drag or ten¬ 

sion can be easily regulated to suit all kinds of 

fishing and for greater convenience the governor 

handle should be ordered fitted with small thumb 
or wing screws. 

The O’Shaughnessy hand-forged bronzed hooJ< 

is the best for tarpon and general sea-fishing, 

that known as the Van Vleck pattern with tapered 

bronzed eye fulfilling every angling requirement. 

Sizes range from 12/0 down to 8/0, the larger 

hooks being generally used for surface fishing or 
trolling. 

Leaders should be at least five feet long, of 

piano wire, phosphor bronze, German silver, or a 

braided cotton snood as preferred. In shark in¬ 

fested waters the cotton snood should be used, as 

a shark can readily bite through the snood and 

escape. There is nothing so discouraging as tug¬ 

ging for an hour or more at a 300-pound sand- 

shark before finding out what seems to be the 

matter with your line. A bronze barrel swivel 

should always be used between the snood and 

line, to prevent twisting and kinking. 

Charles Stillman, 

[to be continued.] 

Sail Fishing. 

The small number of sailfish annually taken 

in Atlantic' waters is partially explained by the 

uncertainties and difficulties to be encountered 

in locating their presence, as well as the great 

skill, experience and endurance required in 

handling them with rod and reel. Although in¬ 

frequently seen near the Florida Keys, they sel- 

JOHN B. CAULDWELI.. 

With two sailfish taken five miles off Palm Beach, Fia., 
in one morning’s fishing. 

dom leave the vicinity of the warm Gulf Stream, 

whose waters approach within five miles of 

Palm Beach. One usually finds them on warm, 

sunny days, swimming with their great dorsal 

fins slightly out of water, and immediately a 

school is discovered, all power must be used to 

forge ahead of them, cross their path a hundred 

yards in advance, then stop and allow the boat 

to drift slowly, when a lively fresh bait should 

be cast. 

While they often strike at cut bait or a spoon 

in trolling, they are seldom well hooked, owing 

to the peculiar character of their jaws. As a 

rule they bite very quietly, and must be given 

thirty to forty feet of line before striking, as 

their mouths are small, hard and bony, not un¬ 

like the tarpon in their internal structure, and 

can rarely be captured unless the bait is well 

swallowed. When hooked they create a terrific 

commotion, first endeavoring to peel the most 

powerful reels in their rushes, then making per¬ 

pendicular leaps in rapid succession, clearing 

the waves by many feet, trying desperately to 

shake out the hook, and finally making long side 

dashes just under water, somewhat like a king- 

fish, only these movements are occasionally in¬ 

terrupted by low, rapid flights just above the 

water, when their immense sail seems to play its 

part in aerial navigation. 

The sail is a remarkable development of the 

dorsal fin in which the ribs are connected by a 

membrane, giving specimens of seven to eight 

feet in length an equal number of square feet 

of sail area, and this in turn is balanced by a 

long, narrow pectoral fin which apparently plays 

the part of a centerboard. Their powerful spears 

have been known to create consternation among 

the occupants of a fishing boat, as records exist 

of these fish having jumped into small boats and 

even attacked them under the waterline, pierc¬ 

ing the timbers and causing serious leaks. It 

generally takes a half hour before they can be 

brought to gaff, and when landed in a small 

boat, pandemonium reigns supreme for many 

moments, as both their powerful tails and 

dangerous spears are prepared for instant use. 

Like the tarpon, they have a common enemy 

in the large sharks that abound in tropical 

waters, and when the latter appear upon the 

scene the antics of the sailfish are greatly in¬ 

creased. The sailfish, although but little known 

to the average deep-sea angler, is destined to 

rival the tarpon in the estimation of North¬ 

ern fishermen. Only the most persiste and 

ardent sportsmen who are at home in the rough 

waters and strong currents of the Gulf Stream 

can hope to secure one of these trophies, the ap¬ 

pearance of which when first caught far excels 

in brilliancy and variety of coloring the much- 

lauded silver king. This interesting fish, which 

may be distinctly classified as an open sea fish 

(Istiophorus nigricans), is occasionally found near 

the Brazilian coast, in the West Indies and off 

the West African coast from Cape of Good 

Hope to Morocco. The first of the species ever 

taken off Palm Beach was captured about four 

winters ago by Richmond Talbot, of Tuxedo, 

and since then scarcely more than one fish a 

year bad been taken up 'to last season, but this 

winter’s catch already numbers a dozen speci¬ 

mens, and among the successful amateur fisher¬ 

men may be mentioned Messrs. Crimmins, 

Christian. Longly, Waterbury, Park, Miller and 

Cauldwell. Mr. Cauldwell has so far made the 

phenomenal record of landing two fish in one 

morning, one of which measured close to eight 
feet in length. 

Warning to Anglers. 
Angler’s Wife: “Yes, my dear, this is the 

second time that he’s taken a feather out of my 

hat to dress his wretched flies with. But I told 

him flatly I wouldn’t stand it any longer. And 

now I shall insist on his buying me a new hat.”— 

Oesterreichische Fischerei-Zeitung. 
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Camp Rattler. 

Lycoming County, Pa., Feb. 13.—Editor For¬ 

est and Stream: I have read, with much inter¬ 

est, the article by Mr. Gordon, of Sullivan coun¬ 

ty, N. Y., which appeared in Forest and Stream 

of February 1. As I was born and lived in that 

“blessed old county” until I was twenty-four 

years of age, his letter was doubly interesting 

to me. 

He asks if Young Woman’s Creek (Pa.) is 

any good. Last year my brother Chauncy, Mr. 

S. F. Smith, G. Gearhart and myself started for 

trout up that stream. We left the train at North 

Bend. A man with a team was there to meet us 

and we drove seven miles up the creek over the 

roughest road I ever traveled. At last we reached 

Camp Rattler tired and sore. However, after a 

little lunch we put our rods together and plunged 

into the stream. We fished with all our might 

that afternoon and when the last man straggled 

into camp at about 7:30 we compared notes. I 

had six that came within the prescribed limit of 

the law, and none of the others had fared any 

better. 

Time and space are too short to tell about 

“Camp Rattler.” Several dead rattlers were lying 

around outside the shanty, for another fishing 

party had left the evening before. We started a 

fire in the old cook-stove and soon had a fine 

trout supper, after which we went outside, built 

a big camp-fire, and after providing ourselves 

with good “big sticks” we opened a box of 

cigars and sat down to enjoy a smoke and watch 

and listen for rattlers. If they were in the 

neighborhood they kept very quiet. 

Late in the night we went up into the second 

story of the shanty to try to get a little rest and 

sleep. We spread ourselves out over the floor 

and things were beginning to quiet down a little 

when suddenly a peculiar little sound was heard 

and Chauncy, who was lying flat on his back, 

let out a whoop and gave one spring. He seemed 

to touch neither hand nor foot but landed square 

on his feet in the center of the room. In an in¬ 

stant the rest of us were up, shillalahs in hand, 

and, although we hunted high and low, we could 

find nothing but a poor little lone cricket upon 

one of the rafters. We finally settled down 

again and when nearly asleep one of the party 

began in a low tone of voice, as if talking to 

himself, to relate the following incident: 

“Our church is usually crowded on Sundays, 

but one evening last fall there was an extra 

large congregation present and the pastor was 

about to open the service when he noticed a 

brother preacher who was sitting near the door. 

The pastor immediately went back to him and 

asked him to preach for us that evening. He at 

first declined, saying that he had been detained 

in town over the Sabbath and had j ust slipped 

in hoping to hear a good sermon by some one 

other than himself. But he finally consented to 

preach and went up into the pulpit. 

“This brother was a German and talked in 

quite broken English. He took as his theme the 

prodigal son. After reading his text he plunged 

into the subject and in a few minutes you could 

see that boy getting together all his beloilgings— 

could see him packing his things in his grip, his 

mother standing near him with tears rolling 

down her cheeks, the old man seated in his chair 

with his elbows resting on his knees, with his 

head in his hands. You could see that boy at 

last bidding good-bye to the folks and the old 

home and with a light step and a cheerful heart 

starting down the lane toward the far off coun¬ 

try. He drew a vivid word picture of the young 

fellow having a bully good time as long as his 

money lasted, then took him out of the city and 

dowm into the swine country and finally got him 

started back toward home. ‘And now, friends,’ 

he exclaimed, ‘shoost look at him. He is coming 

home, but shoost look at him. There he comes 

over the hill. No hat, mit long straggly hair, no 

coat, no vest, only von gallus, no shoes on his 

feet, knees and elbows all hanging out. Here he 

comes up to der gate. Shoost look at him! No 

vonder der leetle dog runs out and barks and 

barks and barks at him—der struwweliclie bug¬ 

ger!’ ” 
All of us broke out into a hearty laugh and as 

the first rays of the morning light were just be¬ 

ginning to peep through the crevices of the old 

shanty, we all got up and began preparations for 

breakfast. We fished Young Woman’s Creek 

again that day until four o’clock in the after¬ 

noon, when our man with his team came for us. 

I think we had about a dozen trout, all told, 

but the pleasure we got out of the trip was 

worth more than four baskets full. 
J. M. Black. 

Trout Destroyed by Ice. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

I .think I am safe in stating that fewer fish 

have been killed this winter by the freezing 

of streams in northern Massachusetts than was 

the case a year ago, when some of the brooks 

froze solid. . Of course the fish descended to 

deep pools, and in those confined quarters the 

smaller trout and fingerlings became the prey of 

larger fish. As far as I have been able to ascer¬ 

tain, our brooks have been spared this season. 

I cannot refrain from criticising the practice 

of putting out stall-fed fingerlings in the late 

autumn, when there is little or no insect life 

in the water to furnish nutriment for the young 

fish which have hitherto been accustomed to re¬ 

ceive prepared food from the hands of the 

breeder. 
He would be considered a poor poultry man, 

who, having a number of half-fledged chickens, 

which had been bountifully fed and cared for, 

should turn them adrift in an arid, sandy waste. 

• It seems to me that if the troutlings can be 

kept in retaining ponds or tanks where they can 

be properly cared for until spring, it would be 

far better to release them at that time. 

If efforts are to be made to restock our brooks 

with trout, the streams should be liberally sup¬ 

plied with the spawn of fresh-water smelts, which 

the fish commissioners of different States are 

ready and willing to give out for the asking. 

These smelt eggs may be planted among weeds 

and drift stuff, and the young smelts, which 

hatch early in the season, will furnish an abun¬ 

dant and most acceptable food for the young 
trntl). E. A. Samuels. 

Incubating. 
The flowers sleep beneath the snow 

Till springtime warmth they catch, 

And under winter’s icy truth 

The first fish stories hatch. 
—The Sun. 

The New Tuna Classification. 

Los Angeles, Cal., March 1.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: There is a new bee buzzing in the 

bonnets of the tuna fishermen since Prof. David 

Starr Jordan finished his latest seance with the 

skeletons of Catalina’s greatest game fishes. 

Dr. Jordan was asked to classify the yellow- 

fin tuna on its appearance on these coasts several 

seasons ago, and at that time announced that the 

fish was the Hirenaga, or Japanese albacore. 

Inasmuch as it presented tuna characteristics 

from the viewpoint of the sportsman, and was 

quite as difficult to- take on light tackle as its 

larger relative, the blue or big tuna, the Cata¬ 

lina angling clubs have recognized the yellow- 

finned variety as such, and have awarded their 

trophies upon it as a true tuna. 

Now comes the eminent ichthyologist with a 

reversal of his former classification so sweep¬ 

ing as to include the plebeian albacore in the 

lordly family of tuna. The yellow-fin he now 

finds is a true tuna, and the common albacore, 

alias “hog,” “pig,” and other designations be¬ 

stowed by the experts who find him an intoler¬ 

able nuisance when after nobler game, now 

must be known officially as “long-finned tuna. 

Whether he will or not, remains to be seen. 

Dr. Jordan’s standing in the fish world is so 

exalted that none would dare to question any 

decision he has fathered, but the error admitted 

on the yellow-fin tuna suggests a possibility of 

piscatorial history repeating itself, which would 

be a consummation devoutly to be hoped for, 

inasmuch as the present classification has made 

a mess of the Catalina competitions by cheap¬ 

ening the accomplishment of every man who 

ever caught a bona fide tuna. One and all they 

are in arms against it, and the Catalina clubs 

do not propose to offer any tuna trophies on 

the new classification, probably continuing to 

know the fish as the albacore. This action is 

certain to be concurred in by the Southern 

California Rod and Reel Club. 
It is so exceedingly easy to catch a long- 

finned tuna off Catalina at almost any season 

that the veriest novice can safely count on land¬ 

ing a 20-pounder in the course of a day if he 

has to lose a dozen in the trying. One boat has 

often been known to take thirty odd of the 

long fins in a morning’s fishing, and at the al¬ 

bacore tournament a few seasons ago several 

tons of them were taken in one day—a shame¬ 

ful exhibition of heavy-tackle slaughter that 

stands to the discredit of every man who took 

part in it, and is still writ large in bold black 

letters. 

That the handful of men who have conquered 

the mighty blue tuna of from 100 to 251 pounds 

weight are disgusted with the prospect of shar¬ 

ing their glory with every marine “pig-sticker” 

goes without saying. Colonel Clinton P. More- 

hous, who holds the world’s record, unbeaten 

even by himself after persistent effort each year, 

is one who feels particularly pleased. 

Consensus of opinion is that the new classi¬ 

fication will be treated in a wholly scientific 

manner and will be ignored by all except the 

Catalina newspaper correspondents, who do not 

know an albacore from a bonita anyway. A few 

days ago they printed an account of the capture 

of a “record” long-fin tuna (albacore) of sixty- 

odd pounds weight. The accompanying photo¬ 

graph was not so badly blurred that the char- 
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acteristic outline and pectoral fin of a yellow- 

fin tuna were not plainly distinguishable. 

Sport at the island is opening earlier this 

year, apparently. The yellow-fins very nearly 

gave us the go-by last year, and anglers hope 

the present season will not be such another pan¬ 

flash as it predecessor. 

Yellowtail have begun biting quite freely on 

the mainland side of the channel, good catches 

being reported at Port Los Angeles. They are 

ahead of schedule. Albacore are biting quite 

freely outside, and there is more for the rod to 

do than is usual for this month. 

The formal opening of the season may be 

looked for from the end of April to June, when 

the white sea bass begin running. They afford 

some splendid sport and run of gold button 

size. 

Undoubtedly the greatest season in the history 

of light tackle marine angling is forthcoming 

in Southern California. Having tried the nine- 

thread line and nine-ounce rod thoroughly on 

big fish and found them not wanting in the 

requisite strength, a group of local experts 

have decided to try the six-thread six-ounce 

combination for yellowtail and other fish under 

forty pounds. Arthur Jerome Eddy, president 

of the Light Tackle Club, and directors Thos. 

McD. Potter, Chas. F. Holder, and Lafayette 

P. Streeter, and the writer all are working to¬ 

gether striving to evolve practicable tackle to 

see just how far the thing can be carried by the 

most expert. In case the expected success 

crowns their efforts, a classification will be 

made for the new gear. 

Meanwhile some six-ounce rods are being 

built and a stock of six-thread lines has been laid 

in. The scheme .has long been a favorite one 

with Director Potter. Edw. L. Hedderly. 

Fly-Fishing for Black Bass. 

Little Rock, Ark., March 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I note that Mr. Finletter says he 

cannot catch small-mouth black bass with a fly. 

I do not know anything about the habits of the 

small-mouth that far north, but it is an easy 

matter to catch it down here if you go at it in 

the right way and in the right place. First, I am 

not a first-class fly-caster. I doubt if I would 

come under the wire in the scrub list, but I can 

catch the bass. There is no use in looking for 

the small-mouth in deep, still water. You can 

find his large-mouthed brother there and he will 

take your fly. The small-mouth is found in run¬ 

ning water. The best place is on a sandbar or 

at the foot of it. He will be there looking for 

the minnows and will chase them into water he 

can hardly float in himself. 

The best outfit I have found is a small spinner 

with a leaf not larger than a clover leaf, with 

1/0 hook and either a bucktail or a red ibis fly 

on it, with another fly eighteen inches above. For 

all-round use the bucktail and red ibis seem to 

be best, but if the water is extremely clear, dark 
flies are all right. 

If I could have only one fly I would take the 

bucktail. I have never had any results with red 

or green flies, though many fishermen tell me 

they have good results. It is better to have the 

favorite fly on the spinner. If after a few casts 

you find they are taking the bucktail, put that 

on the spinner and the ibis above it. I have 

sometimes found that in the middle of the day 

they would take only the ibis. If three flies are 

used, a good all-round cast is a red ibis spinner, 

bucktail and black, and with three casts, alter¬ 

nating the colors on the spinner, a man can cover 

all the hours of the day. That is my experience 

around here and I have caught many a small- 

mouth bass, and some of them good ones, too. 

The big-mouth often runs to seven pounds, but 

I would consider a three-pound small-mouth a 

good one. J. M. Rose. 

Flatbush, L. I., Feb. 22.—-Editor Forest and 

Stream: The letter from your Philadelphia 

reader, stating his inability to get bass on the 

fly, leads me to say'that the fault lies in either 

using flies too large, or not fishing in swift 

water. I must ask him to again read in my book 

the chapter on “Bass in the Beaverkill.” Then, 

after June 15 take a trip on the O. & W. railway 

to Cook’s Falls, as headquarters. Walk up the 

river about a mile by road, or, on the railway 

tracks to the first railway bridge. Just below it, 

the river divides, making an island. On one side 

is a series of long deep pools of swift water. In 

these pools there are bass and brown trout, big 

ones, that will rise to flies if the angler is un¬ 

seen. Let him cast far and fine with small flies, 

use a fine six-foot leader, with a black gnat, sil¬ 

ver doctor and coachman tied on No. 9 hooks. 

These same flies hook fish in rough, swift water 

that tumbles over boulders and rocks. 

Bass will take lures with the angler in full 

view, but they will not take a fly, even if they 

only see the rod. In lakes and ponds, bass will 

take flies only when they are feeding on flies at 

the surface, generally at, or after sundown. In 

quiet, deep water, use salmon methods, that is, 

use larger flies tied on No. 2 hook, with a shot 

to sink them. After casting, where you know 

bass to be, let the fly sink nearly to the bottom, 

then jerk the fly, first in short skips, then, in 

long pulls. In other words, tease them with 

bright gaudy flies. 

The late Wm. C. Harris enjoyed plenty of 

good fly-fishing in the Schuylkill River at a place 

called Yankee Dam, not more than one hour’s 

ride from Philadelphia. 

It is quite true, the bass is a fish more and 

oftener ready for bait than for fly, but when it 

does take the latter, it is a goodly sight. Seven 

times have they jumped, showing splendid 

powers of resistance, and well worth some little 

trouble to catch when in the humor. 

Louis Rhead. 

East Orange, N. J., March 1.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Perhaps I can be of some assist¬ 

ance to your Philadelphia correspondent re¬ 

garding bass fly-fishing. I agree with'him in 

his deduction as to the shallow stream fishing, 

but not necessarily wading deep. The lake fly¬ 

fishing I gave up long ago, having gone through 

the same experience. 

The first of the season is the time, from the 

for Small-mouth Black Bass. 

middle of June until the second week in July. 

Any light-colored bass fly will do, such as 

royal-coachman, coachman, Parmacheene-belle, 

red-ibis, etc. I have had my best luck on the 

coachman and Parmacheene-belle, large flies— 

I have mine tied on No. 2/0 Cincinnati bass. 

Along in July use a Montreal as a dropper, raise 

the tip of the rod and give the dropper a “song 

and dance,” cast in where the rocks show along 

shore. I use a 6-foot leader and two flies, tail 

and dropper. 

Let Mr. Finletter take a trip up the Dela¬ 

ware, to Deposit or Hancock, engage his guide 

or boatman by writing the Erie railroad agent 

at either place, and ahead of time—they are 

hard to get—fish down stream, Deposit to 

Hancock, Hancock to Lordville and so on, say 

ten or twelve miles a day, stop over night where 

you quit, sending boat back by freight when you 

have had enough. 

I will guarantee that Mr. F. will have the 

sport of his life with Mr. Red Eye. A. J. Marsh. 

CAMP SUPPLIES. 

Camp supplies should include Borden’s Eagle 
Brand Condensed Milk. Peerless Brand Evapor¬ 
ated Milk and Borden’s Malted Milk, all of 
which contain substantial and compact nourish¬ 
ment, and supplying every milk or cream require¬ 
ment.—Adv. 

Where Loch Laddie Fly-fishes 



Wet Sailing. 

T is a merciful act of 
Providence, no doubt, 
that made the sea salty, 
thereby alleviating the 
sufferings of sailors 
from the intense cold. 
As many times as we 
have been soaking wet, 
with the thermometer 
near the freezing point, 
we can never recall hav¬ 
ing had a cold all the 
time we were at sea, 
which we attribute to 
the salt air and salt 
water surrounding us. 

It is tough work to go a month in wet or 
damp clothes-—tough enough to kill a man were 
he suddenly put to it with no training; but in 
the case of our little bark we had been put 
through a course of sprouts that took every 
ounce of fat off our bones, until we were like a 
pack of half-starved wolves. We had bowled 
through the north and southeast trades for days 
at a time and never touched a brace, and we 
had rolled a week at a time in the tropics 
and hardly ever stopped pulling the braces. 
When we were not pulling and hauling to work 
the ship, the mates saw that we were kept busy, 
unbending and bending sails, unreeving and re¬ 
reeving ropes—it was work, work, work all day 
and half the night. We were bound westward 
around the “corner,” as sailors call Cape Horn, 
and had lain hove to for a week and spent an¬ 
other week making up in westing what we had 
lost by easterly drift, when we got a fairly good 
slant of wind from the northwest. For two 
solid weeks—ever since we poked our nose 
past the lower corner of Staten Land—we had 
lived in wet clothes. 

The second slant of wind gave us a lift, so 
we could lay a course west of south, and the 
old man kept us on the jump at all hours crack¬ 

ing on to’gansels and royals, even when they 
would have to come in again an hour later. 
Hour after hour we fought to get a few more 
miles to the westward, and then late one after¬ 
noon we got a real fair slant of wind, and with 
every stitch of canvas she had the old bark 
went smothering through it, splashing into the 
cross seas formed by the shift of wind, putting 
her fo’castle head clear under occasionally and 
white with suds for yards off the lee bow that 
went racing aft a giddy, seething, whirling mass 
of white, soapy suds. 

She was walking Spanish in grand style, and 
it was high time she did get a fair lift. Every 
man in the crew was broken out in painful salt¬ 
water boils, which, combined with the salt food, 

wet clothes, wet beds and general depressed 
spirits of the crew, made us an unhappy lot of 
men. Even the sun seemed to have forsaken 
us in his circling around the earth away off to 
the northland and was hidden from sight more 
than half the twenty-four hours, and even when 
his gray, weak light did announce that daylight 
was at hand, it was a cheerless sort of a day 
that lent no warmth to cheer us, and we longed 
for tropical weather again. Our watch had just 
gone below in the afternoon watch from noon 
to 4 P. M. 

Joe and I were standing in front of our bunks, 
trying to light our pipes with one hand, while 
we hung on to the edge of the bunk with the 
other, for the'bark was rolling so we could not 

A FAIR SLANT OF WIND. 

keep our footing without hanging on. We had 
not yet taken off our oilskins, and Joe, to get 
light enough to see to undress by, had pulled 
the wooden slide back from the window on the 
outside as our side of the fo’castle was to lee¬ 
ward and so in no danger of being broken by 
the sea. But just as he struck his fourth match 
and got it to strike fire, I heard a shout on 
deck, but did not know what it was about. 
Then a shock ran through the bark, as if she 
had struck a rock, and the next instant there 
was a cannon-like report and I clutched the 
edge of the bunk and held on. I did not know 
what had happened, but thought I was over¬ 
board. I felt volumes of water washing me 
about, choking and blinding me. Down my 
neck I felt the icy streams flow, until I was 
chilled through. What had happened? I still 
had hold of something with one hand and hung 
on to it with all my strength. Finally, I felt 
the water leave my face and gasping for breath, 
I opened my eyes. In front of me was a square 
of light*that I recognized as the window, and 
the door, too, stood wide open. Then the bark 
rolled to leeward and again my feet were washed 
from under me, and the water came up to my 
waist. 

Out of the open doorway the water poured, 
and a dark object passed me. going out with the 
current. I grabbed it, and found it was my 
blanket; so wiping the brine from my eyes, I 
looked for more, and standing in the doorway 
as the water poured through it, I caught coats, 
hats, shoes and all kinds of odds and ends, while 
inside, Joe, Bill and Peter were grabbing things 
as they washed back and forth around their feet 
and threw them into an upper empty bunk. 

All the lower bunks were washed completely 
out. and the beds and bedding were running 
with water. There were no scuppers to-the 

fo’castle, so a couple of barrels of water was 
left, as it was not deep enough to flow over the 
raised door sill. This we baled out with our 
pans and a deck bucket, and were a tired and 
disgusted watch when we once more had col¬ 
lected our belongings and relighted the lamp 
that had been washed or blown out. 

The mate came to the door and looked in 
when we were fixing things up. “Didn’t you 
fellows hear me shout?” he asked. 

“Yes, I heard some one yell, but I didn’t 
know what it was about,” I answered. 

“Why, I saw that sea a-coming up to lee¬ 
ward,” he replied. “It broke aboard as high as 
the sheer poles and smashed in the galley 
window and washed out the carpenter shop.” 

We made the best shift we could; some of my 
clothes that were tied up in my clothes bag 
were dry, and these I put on. But my mattress 
and all my blankets were soaking wet, while 
my small wares, such as tobacco, matches, etc., 
were lost and it was over a week later before I 
found them jammed in back of an old water 
barrel that was stowed in the space between 
two bunks. The tobacco I dried in the sun 
and managed to smoke: it was the last package 
I had, and as I did not like to smoke the strong 
plugs of black tobacco we got from the slop 
chest, I was anxious to save it. 

I turned into my own bunk, not liking to use 
any of the other fellows’ bedding; but after 
sleeping for an hour or so I woke up with a 
terrible headache and a suffocated, shrunken 
feeling all over my body and had to get put. 
My bed was too wet, so I climbed up into 
Kaiser’s, as he had offered me the use of his, 
and slept the rest of our watch there. 

The sea, when it broke aboard, smashed in 
the thick glass window, right in front of which 
Joe and I were standing, but the glass never cut 
us, although Charlie, who had the top bunk 
on the opposite side of the fo’castle, found pieces 
of it there when he turned in. Such a surprise 
party as it gave us! It puts me in mind of what 
happened a few days later. Our drinking water 
consisted of one bucketful a day; but down in 
these cold latitudes no one seemed to want to 
drink much. We kept the bucket on one of tbe 
benches that were lashed fast in front of the 
forward bunks, so as not to slide. But some¬ 
how on this particular occasion, just as the sec¬ 
ond mate stuck his head in the fo’castle door 
to call the watch—as all his men were up stow¬ 
ing the to’gansels—the bench carried away and 
shot down toward the door, striking the sill 

HOVE TO. 

with considerable force and shooting the whole 
contents of the bucket square into Mr. Stevens’ 
face. And such a swearing time as he had over 
it! But it tickled our watch immensely—that 
was one more grudge paid off against him. 

C ,G. Davis. 

Yacht Sales. 
The following sales have recently been made 

through the Hollis Burgess Yacht Agency: 
The 35ft. yawl Juanita, owned by S. C. Hunter, 

of New York, sold to J. A. Tower, of Boston. 
The 21 ft. sloop Micaboo, owned by Charles F. 

Tillinghast. of Providence, R. I., sold to Mark 
Hopkins, of Wellesley, Mass. 
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Brooklyn and Cape Nay Race. 

The Brooklyn Y. C. has announced the con¬ 
ditions governing the ocean race to be run 
under its auspices for sail craft for the $1,000 cup 
presented by Sir Thomas Lipton. The race is 
open to sailing yachts measuring not more than 
100 feet, extreme length, any rig, belonging to 
any organized yacht club in the world and will 
start at 10 A. M., July 4. 

Boats to enter must be bona-fide cruising craft, 
having full decks, water tight cockpit and _ of 
substantial construction and rig. Yachts having 
fin or bulb keels, or balanced rudders, are 
barred. 

Other conditions of the race are as follows: 
“There will be no restriction as to number or 

character of the crew. Lower sails to be those 
usually carried by the yacht when cruising. No 
restrictions on light sails, except club topsails, 
which are barred. Yachts must carry such 
small boats or tenders as they carry when cruis¬ 
ing, and any yacht falling to return with her 
boats or tenders will be disqualified. 

“Stores and water sufficient for ten days must 
be on board. Water to be in fixed tanks or 
breakers. 

“Equipment: Anchors, chain or hawsers; side 
lights, one compass, sextant and life belts or 
jackets for each member of the crew. 

“Ballast: Weight may be shifted fore and aft 
for the purpose of trimming, but no weight 
either in the form of ballast or stores must be 
jettisoned, except as a measure of safety. 

“Allowance: The time allowance will be that 
given in the Gravesend Bay Y. R. A. tables, 
and the distance will be figured as 325 miles. 

“Course: The course will be from a starting 
line opposite the Brooklyn Y. C. in Gravesend 
Bay to and around the Southwest Spit Buoys, 
leaving them on the port hand; then passing to 
the southward of Scotland Lightship, to and 
around Fire Island Lightship, leaving it on the 
starboard hand; then to and around the North¬ 
east End Light Vessel, of Cape May, N. J., leav¬ 
ing it on the port hand, and returning over the 
same course, leaving buoys and lightships on 
the reverse hand. 

“Entries: Entries must be received by the 
committee not later than June 15, and must be 
accompanied by a measurement certificate.” 

International Notor Boat Race. 

Long Island Sound will be the scene of the 
1908 race for international supremacy in motor 
boat racing. It was demonstrated in last year’s 
racing on the Hudson that that body of water 
contained too many obstructions to run an im¬ 
portant race on, so it has been decided to lay 
out a course in Huntington Harbor. 

The date fixed for this interesting race is 
Saturday, Aug. 1, before which elimination races 
will be run by the defending aspirants during 
the week ending July 11. The challenge comes 
from the Motor Y. C. of Great Britain to the 
Motor Boat Club of America. 

The conditions governing this race are as 
follows: 

“There shall be not more than three vessels 
representing each country. 

“Each competing vessel shall be constructed 
wholly, in every particular, in the country which 
it represents. 

“Each vessel shall carry not less than two 
hands, of whom the helmsman shall be a mem¬ 
ber of the competing club, and all hands shall 
be natives or naturalized subjects of the country 
which they represent. 

“The race shall be held over a suitable course 
in sheltered waters of the country holding the 
cup. 

“The length of the course shall not be less 
than thirty nor more than thirty-five nautical 
miles. 

“The only limitation of the size of the com¬ 
peting vessels shall be in the over all length of 
hull, which shall not exceed 39ft. ii^in., or 12.18 
metres. 

“No limitation shall be placed on the form or 
description of the motive power, provided that 
the motive power is wholly mechanical,” and 

“there shall be no restriction on the number, 
size or horse power of the engines or motors, 
except that each boat taking part in any race 
shall contain and be fitted with such mechanical 
power as will drive her astern at a rate of speed 
of not less than four knots an hour in still' 
water. 

“The last date at which an entry may be re¬ 
ceived is July 1.” 

One boat so> far has been regularly entered 
for this race, and more are building. The entry 
received is from Mr. C. C. Wheeler, and is 
building at the yard of Atkin, Wheeler Co., of 
Halesite, L. I. Another is being built by B. 
Frank Wood, of City Island, from designs by 
Tams, Lemoine & Crane, designers of the 
famous Dixie. 

Riverside Y. C. Officers. 

The annual meeting of the Riverside Y. C. 
was held recently at the Hotel Astor. With the 
exception of an amendment to the by-laws, no 
important business was transacted. There was 
no opposition to the candidates nominated by 
the committee, and the following officers were 
elected: Commodore. Alfred R. Starr; Vice- 
Commodore, Thomas M. Turner; Rear-Commo¬ 
dore, John H. Tyson; Secretary1, John G. Porter; 
Treasurer, Charles T. Pierce. Trustees for term 
ending Feb. 1911, Frederick Beltz and John S. 
Montgomery. Regatta Committee. C. T. Pierce, 
George T. Higgons and Charles H. Voorhees. 
Measurer, T. E. Ferris. Membership Commit¬ 
tee. George E. Marks. William J. B. Mills and 
F. Beltz, Jr. Entertainment Committee, G. W. 
Mitchell, W. G. Buxton and C. H. Voorhees. 
Chaplains, the Rev. George C. Houghton. D.D., 
and the Rev. Charles W. Boylston. 

Eastern Y. C. Officers. 

Bayside Y. C. House Burned. 

Fire destroyed the club house of the Bayside 
Y. C. early on the morning of March 10. With 
the complete destruction of the house many 
small boats stored for the winter were also con¬ 
sumed. along with many valuable trophies and 
the furniture. 

Many of the yachts hauled out in the yard 
were badly scorched, some entirely wiped out, 
leaving nothing but an outline of ashes to mark 
their shape on the ground. 

The flames were fanned by a brisk breeze from 
the north, and the main building was doomed 
by the time the first members of the volunteer 
firemen arrived on the scene. 

There is no paid department in the immediate 
vicinity, and the most of those who responded 
to the alarm were tired and exhausted after their 
efforts in subduing a blaze which had badly 
wrecked a house in the vicinity only an hour or 
two previously. 

The fire is supposed to be of incendiary origin, 
and later in the day the police of Flushing 
arrested a man on suspicion who has been 
identified as a man seen running away from the 
club house just as the fire was discovered. 

Winners. 

Winners for 1907, that handy, condensed list 
of winning yacht? for the past season, has been 
received at this office. It has become a fixture; 
one we look to for reference, and each year 
makes it more valuable as a matter of record. 

It is a neat little book, tied with a piece of 
real tarry marlin that reminds one of spring, 
his yacht, and the fact that the publishers of 
this little book are Edward Smith & Co., who , 
manufacture varnish. The book is sent free on 
request. 

Several changes will be made in the officers 
and standing committees of the Eastern Y. C. 
for the year. Gordon Abbott, the rear-commo¬ 
dore of last year, has been nominated for com¬ 
modore, and while Vice-Commodore F. Lewis 
Clark will remain in that position, Robert 
W. Emmons 2d. will be the rear-commodore. 

Louis M. Clark will retire from the regatta 
committee, as will Reginald Boiardman, the com¬ 
mittee as made up being Charles E. Hodges, 
Henry A. Morss, A. Appleton Packard, 
Stephen W. Sleeper and William B. Stearns. 

The revision of the club’s constitution and by¬ 
laws is in contemplation, and the holding of 
three meetings in each year, instead of four, is 
proposed. 

Plans for a new $10,000 club house for the 
Great Kills Y. C., of Staten Island, have been 
filed. It will be built on the boulevard at 
Gifford’s, and is to be up-to-date in every re¬ 
spect. 

The sea-going gasoline cruising yacht Lydia 
has been sold by John L. Roper, of Norfolk, 
Va., to John W. Eddy, of Seattle, Wash., 
through the agency of Stanley N. Seaman, 220 
Broadway, New York. Built 1907 by Williams- 
Whittlesey. She is 75ft. over all, 14ft. beam, 
3ft. 6in. draft, with 50-horsepower Standard en¬ 
gine. Cabin gives double and single stateroom, 
large saloon, two toilets and galley. Consider¬ 
able difficulty was experienced in arranging for 
shipment, there being few American ships cap¬ 
able of handling a yacht of this size on deck. 
Freight was finally obtained on the new steam¬ 
ship Geo. W. Fenwick, built at Newport News, 
for the Hammond Lumber Co., of San Fran¬ 
cisco. Yacht was loaded at the Baltimore Steel 
Co.’s pier, Baltimore, and passed out Cape 
Henry, Feb. 18. Ship expects to go through 
straits of Magellan without a stop, enough coal 
for the trip being carried in her hold. This is 
the largest yacht ever shipped from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific intact. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Kinney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, '‘Designer,” Boston. 

Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (SL CLARK. 
naval architects and engineers. 

ICHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Place, New York._ 

COX STEVENS. 

raclit Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephone* 137S and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
)esigner of Yachts and MotorBoats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

2a.noe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Pacts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
:heir pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Motor Boat Race from Marblehead to 
New Rochelle. 

The conditions governing the race have just 
been issued by the regatta committee in charge, 
which is composed of Mr. W. B. Stearns, of 
Marblehead; Mr. J. A. Mahistedt, of New 
Rochelle, and Mr. Walter M. Bieling, of New 
York. The conditions are as follows: 

Start.—From Marblehead July 16 at ten A. 
M., or at such later time as the regatta com¬ 
mittee may consider best. 

Conditions.—The race is for cruising boats 
of not less than 30ft. over all, not exceeding in 
the greatest length 40ft. over all, and with a 
waterline breadth of not less than one-fifth of 
the waterline length. A cruising boat is one 
built and used for cruising; must have trunk 
cabinhouse and self-bailing cockpit. Cabin must 
contain sleeping, cooking and general living 
accommodations for crew. 

Propelling Power.—An explosive engine or 
engines operated either by gasolene, kerosene or 
alcohol. 

Propellers.—To be eligible for this’race boats 
must be provided with solid propellers, as the 
use of adjustable or reversing propellers will not 
be allowed. 

Crew.-—The crew, which shall not be changed 
during the race, must consist of not less than 
four persons, two of whom may be paid hands. 
In the event of the owner not being on board 
during the race he must be represented by a 
member of a recognized club. No paid navi¬ 
gators or pilots will be allowed, and each owner 
or his representative will be required to deliver 
to the committee, before the start of the race a 
list giving thd names and vocations of all the 
members of his crew. 

Equipment.—Boats may carry an optional 
amount of fuel, all of which must be in fixed 
tank or tanks, permanently piped and connected. 
Each boat must carry on deck or tow a tender 
at least 10ft. long, must carry two anchors and 
ropes, side and other lights required by Federal 
regulations, a life preserver for each member 
of crew, compass, charts, lead lines, buckets and 
at least two fire extinguishers. 

Rating and allowance will be calculated under 
the 1905 rules of the American Power Boat As¬ 
sociation. except that time allowance will be 
figured at 60 per cent, of the tables, and the 
constant used in figuring the horsepower of two- 
stroke engines shall be 850 instead of 750. 

Measurements.—Shall be made by disinter¬ 
ested person or persons appointed by the re¬ 
gatta committee, and a measurement fee of $10 
shall be paid by the entrant on receipt of meas¬ 
urement certificate. Boats without certificates 
must be at Marblehead ready for measurement 
before nine A. M. July 16, 1908. Measurements 
will be posted as soon after that hour as practi¬ 
cable, and all protests as to eligibility and rat¬ 
ing must be lodged with the regatta committee 
before the start. If requested, any owner or 
his representative shall be required to furnish 
a certificate stating that no changes to hull, pro¬ 
peller or machinery have been made after the 
boat has been measured. W. B. Stearns, of 
Marblehead, Mass., and R. M. Haddock, of New 
Rochelle, N. Y., are appointed measurers, and 
certificates signed by them will be accepted by 
the committee. 

Course (which will be figured as 270 nautical 
miles.-—Will be from Marblehead to New 
Rochelle. 

Anchoring.—Racers may enter any port and 
anchor if necessary through stress of weather, 
but must enter and leave under their own power. 

Towing.—Any racer accepting a tow will be 
disqualified. 

Fuel and Supplies—Any boat using kerosene 
will be allowed two gallons of gasolene in cans 
for use in starting the engine, and shall be al¬ 
lowed five gallons of gasolene in a sealed can 
for use in an emergency, but seal and can must 
be intact at finish or boat will be disqualified. 
Energine. picric acid, ether or any other ingre¬ 
dient to increase the power of the fuel will not 
be allowed, and no gasolene lighter than com¬ 
mercial 76 degrees Beaume stove gasolene will 
be allowed. Racers may renew their fuel and 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector'1 New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Fqual. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS ® PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Brokerage and Insurance 

Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoaJs a.nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

‘'HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
* 

A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 
boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.noe and Boad Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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supplies, but all fuel must be put into tank or 
tanks before leaving the supply station. Ar¬ 
rangements will be made for a supply of gaso¬ 
lene and kerosene to be kept ready at Cottage 
City Harbor, Mass. Entrance to harbor is 
through a jettied passage lighted with a green 
and red light; pass between these lights to dock 
at head of harbor. Entrance is about one mile 
south of East Chop Light. 

Log.—Each captain must keep a log, giving 
the approximate time of passing prominent ob¬ 
jects, direction and strength of wind, and con¬ 
dition of sea. This must be handed to the com¬ 
mittee within twelve hours after finishing. 

Protests.—Must be made in writing within 
forty-eight hours after first boat finishes. 

Inspection.—Boats must report to the com¬ 
mittee at Marblehead for final inspection twenty- 
four hours before start of the race. 

Sails.—Boats carrying sails of any description 
must have them sealed by the committee before 
the start, and seals must be intact at the finish 
of the race. 

Entries.—All boats must be measured and 
rated before starting. No unrated boat will be 
allowed to start, and entries must be made in 
writing before noon July I, 1908. A full descrip¬ 
tion of the boat should be sent with the entry. 
All entries will be accepted subject to inspection 
by the committee. 

Rejection.—The committee reserves the right 
to reject any entry if, in its judgment, the boat 
is not a bona-fide seaworthy cruising craft. 

Applications for entry blanks and information 
may be made to either member of the regatta 
committee.—W. B. Stearns, Marblehead, Mass.; 
J. A. Mahlstedt, New Rochelle, N. Y., and 
Walter M. Bieling, No. 9 Murray street. New 
York. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

The outlook for the season of 1908 in local 
yachting circles is very bright. Yachtsmen 
around the bay expect to make the season an 
exceedingly interesting one, especially in view 
of the coming of the naval fleet. The officers 
of both the San Francisco and Corinthian clubs 
are planning to entertain the officers of the fleet 
extensively, and have many events in preparation 
at the headquarters at Sausalito and Tiburon. 

The yacht owners,’ meeting of the Corinthian 
Y. C. was held at Tiburon March 11, when 
the definite sailing programme for the season 
was adopted. Nearly all the owners are now 
putting their yachts into condition for the sea¬ 
son, and a number of them are having new suits 
of sails made. 

The California Y. C. has moved its club house 
to Brooks Island, opposite Golden Gate, where 
it commands a fine view of the channel course. 

The Aeolian Y. C., of Alameda, will have a 
more important place this year than formerly. 
Its new club house on San Leandro Bay is about 
complete, and will probably be ready in time for 
the opening day exercises. The club had a 

fairly good fleet last year, and the members are 
now augmenting this with some of the best 
boats on the bay. The latest to come under the 
flag of this club is the sloop Emma, which has 
been successfully raced in the past by the Short 
brothers of the Corinthian Y. C. 

The California Y. C. officers have appointed 
Commodore D. J. Keane, August R. F. Brandes 
and R. R. l’Hommedieu delegates to the Pacific 
Interclub Yacht Association. 

The yachtsmen of San Francisco Bay are 
deeply interested in a project which is being ad¬ 
vanced to secure for the pleasure craft a safe 
and convenient harbor on the San Francisco 
water front. The need of such a place has been 
felt for some time. The proposed location of 
the harbor is a cove to the south of Black 
Point, near Fort Mason, where boats at anchor 
would be protected from the prevailing west 
winds, and from the strong tides of the Golden 
Gate. The Dolphin Boating Club has its head¬ 
quarters on the shore of this cove, and is co¬ 
operating with the yachtsmen to have it set aside 
for a pleasure craft harbor. 

Edgar Yan Bergen will not sail with the com¬ 
modore of the Corinthians this season, but will 
fit up his own Aloha and make her a “family 
boat.” Certain matrimonial plans of the young 
Corinthian are the cause of the change. 

Isidor Gutte, who was for many years annu¬ 
ally elected commodore of the San Francisco 
Y. C., died Feb. 25 at his home in Alameda. 
He had reached the age of 75 years, and his 
death was not unexpected by his friends, as he 
had been in poor health for over a year. He 
was known as the Commodore by every yachts¬ 
man in San Francisco. When yacht racing on 
San Francisco Bay was confined to large 
schooners, Mr. Gutte had the Chispa built, and 
the craft won many races on the bay in former 
years. He was a pioneer on this coast, having 
come here from Germany in 1849. 

The boat races between the University of Cali¬ 
fornia and Stanford University have been post¬ 
poned until April 25, as it is said that the teams 
will be unable to get into shape before that time. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. 

To the Members of Western Division A. C. A.: 
The canoeing season is approaching and some 

preparations should be made for a Division meet, 
which is to be held from July 10 to 20 on the 
shore of Spring Lake, near Grand Haven, Mich. 
All the boys who attended our last two meets 
are anxiously looking forward to this one. 

The advantages of this meet are many, among 
which are the accessibility of the location for 
all. A one night ride across the lake for the Chi¬ 
cago and Milwaukee boys, railroad and interur- 
ban facilities for all the others. The lake is 
large enough to lay out the triangular sailing 

course, with three one-half mile legs, while it is 
narrow enough to prevent very rough water. It 
is 8 or 10 miles long, therefore affords unlimited 
possibilities for one day trips, down and into 
Lake Michigan, or the other way towards Grand 
Rapids. 

There are also many delightful cruises which 
may be made in this vicinity. Among others 
from the headwaters of the Muskegon down to 
its mouth at Lake Michigan, with the assurance 
of the best of many kinds of fishing. 

The prospects of a big camp are indeed very 
bright. We have added many new members and 
still we all know some good fellow who would 
like to camp or cruise with, or even beat us in a 
race. This is the fellow we want in the associa¬ 
tion. So my brother canoeist, get him in. The 
sooner the better. We do not want to increase 
the association without regard to personnel, but 
any who answer the above description is every 
inch a gentleman and a sportsman, and we want 
him. 

Next year we are entitled to the grand meet 
of the A. C. A. Therefore, we must make this 
our “Banner Year” and cause the entire associa¬ 
tion to sit up and take notice of what the Baby 
Division is doing. 

You have all received notices from the treas¬ 
urer to pay your dues. Those who have not re¬ 
mitted, 1 trust will ride along with us and send 
the dollar. 

In closing I wish to impress the following | 
Don’t Forgets : Pay your dues ; get another good 
member; to arrange your vacation so that you 
may be with the push from July 10 to 20 of this 
year; to be with us at least at one of our camp 
fires and push and boost for the good of the 
A. C. A. 

Hoping to greet you all at the dock at Spring 
Lake, I am, yours for a big meet, 

Harry F. Norris, 

Vice Commodore, Western Division A. C. A. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Eastern Division—Albert H. Crafts, W. Man¬ 
chester, N. H., by Frank S. Chase; Edgar F. 
Garland, Providence, R. I., by Arthur E. Neill. 

Western Division.-—Elisha Morgan, Highland 
Park, Ill., by A. W. Friese; Richard W. -Haw¬ 
kins, Highland Park, Ill., by A. W. Friese. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division.—5466, Benjamin Jandorf, 
116 E. 114th street. New York, N. Y.; 5467. 
George Somerville, 165 E. 124th street, New 
York city; 5468, Lloyd J. Miller, 18 Linden 
street, Newark, N. J. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any nezvsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

A CANOE SAILING RACE ON LAKE GEORGE-A. C. A. MEET, 1S88. 
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KEYSTONE STATE SHOOTERS 

find UMC shells 

THE KEY TO SUCCESS 
In the big Pennsylvania Sportsmen’s Show Shoot at Philadelphia, March 10th to 12th, Shells 

won the lion’s share of the honors. One of the winners in a held of two hundred shooters, 

said- "(T17TH Shells as now made and loaded are the best in the world for 16-yd. or handicap shooting. 

This is the Roll of Honor 

Grand Amateur Handicap won by G. S. McCarty, 82% from 21 yards. H. Chenoweth tied for Second. 
Haste™Championship at" Birds, Ion by Thomas Danao 24 straignt from 29 yards. 
Grand Average at All Targets, won by G. S. McCarty, 3.—ex 380_ 

The A. H. Fox Gun for highest score in Doubles, won by F. J. Moffit with Remington “ F. E.” Gum 
The High Professional score at Birds, made by Sim Glover with a Remington Auto Gun from 30 yar . 

Shoot Shells in a Remington Gun. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 

M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 
THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, 

313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T rapjhooting. 

If you wont youv shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

March 28.—McKeesport, Pa.—McKeesport Daily News 
cup contest, under auspices of Enterprise <-». O. 

Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. . tr 
March 28.—Wellington, Mass.—Paleface tournament, hi. 

C. Kirkwood, Sec’y. . _ , 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert O. C. tournament. 

Edward F. Markley, Chairman, Easton, Pa. 
April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. W. Denny, 

April'18V—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

April 20.—Springfield (Mass.) G. C. tournament. C. L. 
gg Scc^y 

April 22-^3.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C* r r 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson \ alley R. & G. C. 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec y. 
April 28-30 — Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. _ 
May 6-7—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier. Sec’y, 201 Pearl street. New York. 

Mav 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 
Dr. C. H. Burr. Sec’v 

May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

May 90.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 
tervelt, Sec’y. . . 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 
annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains. Sec y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 

May0"#) —Palerson. N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 
Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. , . „ 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot. 

Aug. 6-7.—Sherbrooke, Quebec.—Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooting Association, under auspices of Sher¬ 
brooke G. C. C. G. Thompson, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sept. 7-8.—‘Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 
Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

March 21.—Frenchtown (N. J.) G. C. P. S. Bloom, Sec y. 
March 25-26.—Leesburg (Fla.) G. C. B. F. Watts, Sec y. 
March 26.—Allentown, Pa.—Live bird shoot. L. t. 

Kramlich, Mgr. _ _ _ , 
March 26-27.—Jewell (la.) G. C. W. S. Hoon, Secy. 
March 26-28.—Coronado (Cal.) G. C. Paul H. Schmidt, 

AprilT—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 
clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. _ _ _ _ , ... 

April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J. Schere, Secy. 
April 2.—De Graf, O.—Pleasant Valley G. C. E. G. 

j^ong Sec’y* 
April 3.—Eastman (Ga.) G. C. Claude Eubank, Sec y. 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. Edw. F. 

Markley, Sec’y. ^ „ , 
April 5-6.—Upper Alton (Ill.) G. C. H. E. Wmans, Sec y. 
April 7-9.—Pittsburg (Kans.) G. C. B. W. Brown, Secy. 
April 8.-Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. Burt Sec y. 
April 9.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

Apri|CC 10.—Morgantown, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen’s League of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Secy- 

T" reas. 
April 11.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 

Melchior. Sec’y. 
April 12 —St Louis (Mo.) Trapshooters Association. 

J. W.’ Bell, Sec’y. „ , _ _ 
April 12.—Atchison, Kans.—Forest Park G. C. Alva 

Clapp Sec y 
April 13-15.—Nichols (la.) G. C. T B. Nichols Sec’y. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denny, 

Sec’y* 
April 17.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Sec’y. , 
April 17.—Exeter, Ont.—Huron Indians. W. Jones, Sec’y. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

Sec’y. 

G. C. 

Robert 

Mgr. 
Sports- 

April 19-21.—New Orleans, La.—Tally-Ho Hunting and 
Fishing Club. J. H. Brockman, Sec’y. 

April 20.—Watertown, (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, 
Capt. 

April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 
Sec’y. 

April 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

April 20.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 
Smith Sec’y. 

April 20-22.—Manito (III.) G. C. John C. Ramsey, 
April 21-23.—Hutchinsom Kans.—Kansas State 

men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Columbus (O.) G. C. Fred Shattuck, Secy. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 

G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed, Sec’y. 
April 29.—Youngstown (O.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Sec y. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. _ _ . 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. 
May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
May 5-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. . 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec y. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
May 8-9—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec’y, 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’v. 
May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank 

Howard, Sec’y. _ . _ 
May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec y. 
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May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 
VV. Budd, Sec’y. 

May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 
sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 

May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 
G. Blandford, Mgr. 

May 13-14.—Sistcrsville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 
Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 

May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 
Sec’y. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park <1. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec'y. 

May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. H. 
Black, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (YVis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. PI. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—E Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec’y. i 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wootton, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Sec'y. 
June 1-2.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H. 

Quiggle, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 

worth, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 
June 2-3.—Toulon (Ill.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon, (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
Tune 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 5-6.—Belleville, Ill.—Egyptian Hustlers’ tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, lnd.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 

dale, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Jacksonbur^, W. Va.—West Virginia State 

tournament. John Craig, Sec’y. 
June 11-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

Sec’y. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 
June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. Charles 
G. Spencer, Sec’y. 

July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va ) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C- F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.— Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Coopet, Sec’y. , 
July 7.—Littleton, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 

July 8-9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 
men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 

July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 15-16.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster, Sec’y. 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey, Sec’y. 
July 28.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 28-30.—Austin, Tex.—State tournament, under aus¬ 

pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thomp¬ 
son Sec’y. 

Aug. 15.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith, Sec’y. 

Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Aug. 25-27.—Davenport, la.—Cumberland G. C. Harry 
Martens, Sec’y. 

Aug. 28.—Grafton, W. Va.—M.. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 
H. Taylor, Sec’y. 

Sept. 1-2.—Nappanee (Ind.) G. C. Geo. F. Miller, Sec’y. 
Sept. 1-3.—Denver, Colo.—Interstate Association Rocky 

Mountain tournament; $1,500 to $3,000 added money. 
Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y. 

Sept. 7.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
Sept. 7.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. Albert W. 

Lewis. Sec’y. 
Sept. 7.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
Oct. 13.—Jacksonburg, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
Oct. 30-31.—Clinton (Ont.) G. C. J. E. Cantelon, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
On the grounds of the Mountain View Gun Club, at 

Sycaway, the contest for the championship of Rensselaer 

county will take place on April 11. 

V 

The first annual open tournament of the Lawrence, 

Mass., Fish and Game Association is announced for 

April 20. There will be added $25 in gold and mer¬ 

chandise prizes. The programme will be issued soon. 

In the final contest for the A. H. Fox Company trophy 

at the shoot of the Independent Gun Club, Holmesburg 

Junction, March 14, Mr. G. S. McCarty scored 96 and 

became the. owner of it. The series of shoots for this 

trophy have begun about five months ago. 

It 

There was a tie in each contest for the club cups at 

the shoot of the New England Kennel Club at Braintree, 

Mass., March 14. For the club cup, T. G. Bremer and 

J. J. Cairnes tied on 25, and for the season trophy, Dr. 

C. G. Weld and J. Blanchard tied on 24. 

Three trophy contests afforded ample competition to 

the many shooters present at weekly shoot of the Boston 

Athletic Association, at Riverside, Mass., March 14. For 

the Whitcomb shield, Whitney alone scored the possible 

(22) 100. For the Palmer medals, the scores were: 

Tucker (13) 97, Powell (7) 96, Gleason (2) 92. For the 

Ellis trophy, Flint was high with 22%. 

»! 
A special feature of the shoot held by the North Side 

Rod and Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J., was a ten-man 

team contest with the Richfield Gun Club. The home 

team was victorious by a score of 203 to 170. A return 

match has been arranged to be held on April 4. The 

Northsiders have arranged to visit the Maywood Gun 

Club to shoot a team match on Saturday of this week. 

*». 
The tournament of the Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Show 

was a distinct success. It was held at Holmesburg Junc¬ 

tion, March 10-12. The Preliminary Handicap, at 100 

targets, was won by John Martin, of New York, with 

87 out of 100; second went to C. H. Newcomb, of Phila¬ 

delphia. In the day’s events, 104 shooters participated. 

No entrance fee was charged. High averages of the 

day were made by Geo. H. McCarty, 161 out of 190; 

second, C. H. Newcomb, 159. The Grand Amateur Han¬ 

dicap on the second day was won by Geo. S. McCarty, 

score 82 out of 100. F. C. Bissett, of South River, N. J., 

and H. Cheneworth, of Baltimore, tied on 81, for second; 

the tie will be shot off later. High average of the day 

was made by C. Mink, 162 out of 190. High averages 

for the two days were: McCarty first, 322 out of 380; 

second, Newcomb, 315; third, Mink, 314. F. W. Moffett, 

of the Crescent Athletic Club, won the A. H. Fox gun 

with a score of 19, the highest straight score at doubles. 

High professional average for the two days was made by 

Lester S. German, 314. The Eastern Handicap at white 

flyers was won by Thomas S. Dando, who, with Hess, 

Mueller, Williams and Aiman, tied on 20 straight. Dando 

won in the fourth round of the tie, miss-and-out. On 

Thursday evening the presentation of prizes took place 

at the Sportsmen’s Show. Mr. A. C. Barrell, of New 

York, acted as master of ceremonies. His presentation 

speeches were models of grace and good sense. 

Two new sets of traps have been installed on the 

Montclair, N. J., Gun Club grounds, to provide ample 

target-throwing facilities for the big tournament on 

April 1. There now are four sets of traps, which will 

insure quick action and elimination of long waits. On 

Saturday of this week, the Orange Gun Club and Wyka- 

gil Country Club, of New Rochelle, will shoot a team 

race with the Montclair Club on the grounds of the 

latter. 

The Stenton Athletic Club announces a series of con¬ 

tests for the Stenton Athletic Club handicap trophy, em¬ 

blematic of the championship of Eastern, Pa. The 

grounds are at Twenty-fourth and Tioga streets, Phila¬ 

delphia. Competition is open to members of the Penn¬ 

sylvania State Sportsmen’s Association, residing in East¬ 

ern Pennsylvania. Each match will be at 100 targets. 

Ties at 20 targets. For further information, address Mr. 

Jock Nabre, 1701 Snyder avenue, Philadelphia. 

Bernard Waters. 

On (he Pacific Coast. 

The Golden Gate Gun Club has elected the following 
officers: President, Tony Prior; Vice-President, C. C. 
Nauman; Secretary-Treasurer, E. L. Forster; Captain, 
C. A. Haight. The club will hold six monthly shoots 
during the season, commencing March 15. The shoots 
will be at 100 targets, and the purse is $100. Apart from 
the club shoot, there will be two extra events for 
trophies, one of the prizes being left over from last 
season, and which was shot for but once. This year the 
member having the greatest number of wins to his 
credit will retain the trophy. The second trophy is to 
be shot for at 10 pairs of doubles. 

The Empire Gun Club will open its trapshooting 
season next Sunday, and regular monthly shoots will be 
held until July. 

Arrangements are being made by the Pacific Coast 
Trapshooting Association to hold a three-day tourna¬ 
ment, May 28, 29 and 30. Several new features will be 
introduced. Arrangements will be completed in the near 
future. 

The Coronado Country Club is arranging for a tourna¬ 
ment for March 22, 23 and 24, which will be similar to 
the shoot held recently at Pinehurst, N. C. Crack 
marksmen from all over the country have been invited. 

There will be another tournament of the Trapshooters’ 
League at Ingleside, March 22. The average entrance 
fee will be $2, and the awards will be under the Rose 
system. Through the courtesy of F. J. Carr and J. P. 
Glynn, the League has added another trophy to its col¬ 
lection of prizes. It will be known as the Grand trophy, 
and must be won three times before becoming the per¬ 
sonal property of the winner. There will be ten events, 
the first four at 20 targets each, the next four at 25 
targets each, and the last two at 20 targets. The second 
is for the Grand trophy, the third for the Hunter Arms 
trophy, the fourth for the Peters trophy, the fifth for 
the Reed trophy, the sixth for the Du Pont trophy, the 
seventh for the Lorensen medal, the eighth for the 
Ballistite trophy. 

Delaware Water Gap Gun Club. 

Delaware Water Gap, Pa., March 4.—No. 1, sweep- 
stake, at 10 live birds, $10 entrance, had winners as fol¬ 
lows: First, Gibbs; second, Graves and Cole; Third, 
Mur.son. 

In No. 2, 10 birds, Felker, Brownell and Gibbs tied on 
S for first; Graves and Smittam tied on 8 for second, and 
Teerpeenning scored 7 and took third money alone. 

In No. 3, 7 birds, the winners were: First. Felker with 
a straight score, and Brownell, Graves aqd Smittam a 
tie for second. Stearns and Miller shot for birds only. 
Scoies: 

No. 1, sweepstakes, 20 birds, $10 entrance: 
Munson, 30 .12222222222202222220—18 
Dr Brownell, 2S .11021111020121111111—17 
Cole, 30 .21201212222222222222—19 
Felker, 28 .10222101021102121202—15 
Smittam, 28 .12122201110112201112—17 
Graves, 30 .22202212212222221222—19 
Teerpeenning, 28 .12112112202102211011—17 
Gibbs, 28 .11211221211121121112—20 

No. 2, 10 birds, entrance $7.50: 
Munson, 30 . 
Cole, 30 . 
Felker, 28 . 
Graves, 30 . 
Brownell, 28 . 
Smittam, 28 . 
Teerpeenning, 28 . 
Gibbs, 28 . 

.2222002200— 6 

.2201222101— 8 
0111212112— 9 
0120211121— 8 

.1111201111— 9 

.1221201101— 8 
2200212101— 7 
1121101112— 9 

V 

No. 3, 7 birds, entrance $5: 
Brownell. 28.1120112—6 
Graves, 30.1101211—6 
Felker, 28 .1212211—7 

Smittam. 28.1011112—6 
Stearns, 28.0011112—6 
Miller .1121012—6 

Wm. S. Lash, Sec’y. 
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North Side Rod and Gun Club. 

Paterson, N. J., March 14.—At the shoot held by the 
North Side Rod and Gun Club to-day twenty-seven shoot¬ 
ers took part in the programme. During the afternoon 
the weather was the finest of the fine, and it brought 
out the spectators in force. There were about loO pres¬ 
ent, who were most enthusiastic in their admiration of 
the work done by the shooters. 

The feature of the day was a ten-man team match, -o 
targets per man, between the North Sides and the Rich¬ 
field Gun Club, of Richfield, N. J. The North Sides 
were victors with a score of 203 against 170. A return 
match will be shot at Richfield on April 4. 

The new shooting house of the North Sides is nearing 
completion. This will give the club a house 10 by 30 
by each set of traps. 

Our Decoration Day shoot promises to be well at¬ 
tended. Shooting on this day will commence at 9 A. M. 
Refreshments will be served on the ground free. All the 
best grades of shells are kept on sale at the grounds. 
All trolley lines give transfers to Riverside, only three 
minutes’ w^lk from end of line at Riverside to the shoot¬ 
ing ground. 1 here will be a 50-target handicap, 
entrance, half of entrance money to be put up in purses. 
Number of purses according to number of entries. 
Handicaps sliding scale, 16 to 21yds. Open to all ama- 
teurs. Money divided Rose system, 6, 3, 2, 1. ihe high 
gun will receive in addition to first money a silver cup 
trophy and professionals shoot for targets only. All 
sweepstakes are entirely optional. For targets only, 1 
cent each; in sweepstakes, 2 cents each. 

Events: 
Targets: 

F H Lewis. 
\V Burckhard . 
J L Doremus. 
T Eisenhauer . 
R Lofz . 
A Plog . 
H B Kissi. 
J Ludwig . 
J Plog . 
F Kirchner . 
Dr Hunter . 
J Spaeth . 
E \ an Houten. 
B Terhune . 
F Brown . 
E Grime . 
A Howard . 
H Beckler . 
A Veenstra . 
E Morgan . 
J Westerhoff . 
W Hempsted . 
Dr Van Der Clock 
J Hennios . 
•J Grundy . 
J Bender . 
A B Bossert . 

1 2 
10 15 

7 13 
7 9 
4 7 
7 12 
9 11 
3 13 
4 10 
8 10 
7 12 
5 7 
7 12 
8 13 
7 10 
6 11 
6 14 
7 5 
5 9 
6 12 
8 14 

3 4 5 6 
25 10 15 25 
23 6 12 
15 6 13 

13 5 9 
20 8 12 
19 
15 4 io 
17 
19 5 7 

6 12 
2i 9 14 
20 7 11 

9 15 

.16 
24 .. .. 25 
13 . 
20 . 
17 .. .. 16 
14 .. .. 15 
17. 

.. .. 13 .. 

.15 

Team shoot: 

Northsides. 
G Spaeth . 
Dr Hunter . 
F Brown . 
H Beckler .. 
B Terhune - 
E Morgan ... 
E Van Houten.... 

* A Veenstra . 
W Hempsted . 
F H Lewis. 

Richfield G. C. 
. 23 Tolin Plog". .. 15 
. 21 F Kirchener . .. 20 
. 21 E Grime . .. 9 
. 15 G Eisenheimer .. .. 15 
. 18 R Lots . .. 23 

99| H B Kessi . .. 12 
. 18 Z Ludwig . 
. 18 T T Doremus_ .. 18 
. 24 'Clias Plog . .. 19 
. 24—203 W Burkhard .... .. 20—170 

Uncle Hank. 

Miami Gun Club. 

Miami, Fla.—A rare" treat was given the people of 
Miami at the Miami Gun Club grounds on the 26th ult., 
by the well-known Winchester team, which is composed 
of the best trap and fancy shots of the country, members 
of the team being Mr. and Mrs. Ad. lopperwein and 

Mr. J. M. Hawkins. 
In the 100-bird contest, Mr. Hawkins came out winner 

with only one bird to the good over his lady rival, Mrs. 
Topperwein. Also gave her husband the opportunity to 
“up and take notice,” or get left in their fancy shooting 
exhibit, which was a very remarkable exhibition. Mrs. 
Topperwein docs some remarkable feats with both rifle 
and shotgun, and being the only lady marksman ever 
appearing in Miami, was very much appreciated indeed 

Mr. Topperwein did some fine work, which I will not 
describe for reason if you are a real good sportsman 
you have had them described in our leading sporting 
papers, which of course you read regularly. 

The following are the scores of the afternoon s shoot, 
with a heavy wind and very poor background, and shoot¬ 

ing at 100 targets: 

T M Hawkins . 
Mrs Topperwein ... 
Dr Weller . 

92 B H Sands. 77 

91 W I Huffstetler. 70 

83 J D Walker. 08 
B. H. Sands. 

Colorado Springs Gun Club. 

Colorado Springs, Colo., March 7.—7 here was a very 
strong southeast wind with a chilly temperature. Mr. 
Bowman, of Denver, Colo., representing the Du Font 
Company, was a guest at the club shoot to-day. Events 
7 and 8 were at 20yds. Scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

T W Garrett... 
W M Bowman. 
L P Lawton.... 
M E Hensler... 
J E Rohrer. 
A Merideth ... 

12345678 
10 20 20 20 15 15 25 25 
10 17 20 20 14 14 22 

9 18 16 20 14 15 21 
8 14 17 15 15 15 20 21 
8 17 17 15 13 11 20 .. 

Shot 
at. Broke. Av. 
125 117 93.6 
125 113 90.5 
150 125 83.3 
125 101 80.8 
125 103 82.5 
100 91 91.0 

Garrett, Capt. 

6 13 16 17 13 14 24 .. 
9 18 18 18 14 14 .. .. 

John W. 

Popularity and Winning Quality compose the keynote of 
Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. This was again demonstrated 
at the above big tournament, held on March 10-11-12, as more 
than twice as many shooters used them as any other make; and 
what naturally follows, they made most of the winnings: 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP.—Won by John Martin, of Brook¬ 
lyn, with Winchester Shells; score, 87 x 100. 

FOX TROPHY FOR DOUBLES.—Won by W. J. Moffatt, with 
19 out of 20 breaks; M. Roser, second; John Martin, 

third; all using Winchester Shells. 

HANOVER CUP TROPHY.—Won by George N. Piercy, who 
scored 313 out of 380, with Winchester Shells. 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL AVERAGE—Made by Lester German, 
with Winchester Shells; score, 314 x 380. 

LIVE BIRD CHAMPIONSHIP.—Out of total purse of $570, 95% 
was won by shooters using Winchester Shells. 

Winchester Factory Loaded Shells,rf Leader” and Repeater, 
are certainly favorites with trap shooters — and they win, too. 

Are you a Red W advocate ? 

The Red W Brand Does The Winning 

Twice as 

Many Used 

Twice as 

Many Won 

WINCHESTER LEADER 

Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Show Tournament 
A Demonstration For 

WINCHESTER 
Factory Loaded Shells 

New York Afhletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., March 14.-Ideal weather to- 
iav brought out a large attendance, twenty-one guns 
•eporting, and good scores were the rule. A feature was 
he excellent work of Geo. Lyon, a guest, who made ■ 
■un of 42 straight. Of the home contingent Elias did the 
-,est work. Seven events were run off, as toJiows. 

Event No. 1, practice, won by Elias with a straight. 
N"o 2 March cup, leg won by Dickerson after tie with 
r T O’Donohue. The best work m this event was by 
Elias’ and Pelham with 45 from scratch No. 3, 
Sauer gun, leg won by M. V. Lenane, with full score. 
No. 4,SWalsrode cup, leg won by Dickerson. No 5, 
Stoll cup, leg won by Crowe. No. 6, Smith gun, at 10 
pairs "eg won by T. J. O’Donohue No. 7, trophy shoot, 
won ’by Elias, with 23 from scratch. 

Events: 1 2 
Targets: 25 50 

Hodgman .... 0 23 0 41 
Elias . 0 25 0 45 
Pelham .21 0 45 
T J O'Donohue. 18 4 4b 
C Billings. 0 M 
T Lenane - 9 18 10 4o 

3 
25 

0 24 
0 23 
0 20 
9 22 
0 19 
5 21 

4 
25 

0 19 
0 21 
0 21 
2 20 
0 23 
5 IS 

a 
25 

0 18 
0 22 
0 21 
2 23 
6 21 

6 
• 20 
0 11 
0 14 
0 11 
2 15 
0 12 

7 
25 

0 20 
0 23 

i 22 
0 21 
5 21 

M V Lenane. 
J J O’Donohue 
M Condon ... 
G Lyon . 
C II Dugro... 
E F Crowe... 
Lawson . 
Dickerson 
A Tilt . 
Reed . 
Kuchler . 
G M Thomas. 
C H Edey.... 
E Reynold-... 
W A Tilt. 

15 
9, 42 1 25 0 17 
4 38 2 23 2 19 

10 32 5 18 5 14 
0 44 0 25 0 24 
4 37 2 18 2 21 
4 36 2 17 2 20 
0 30 0 13 0 11 
4 46 1 23 1 23 
9( 38 1 24 1 23 

10 34 5 21 5 IS 
4 39 2 20 9 23 
6 40 3 IS 3 19 

10 34 5 17 5 19 
0 .20 0 20 

5 20 

0 18 
2 20 
5 17 
0 23 
2 20 
2 24 

0 12 
2 12 

0 18 
2 16- 

0 15 

2 11 2 13 
0 15 0 8 0 15. 
0 23 0 11 0 20 
1 23 1 13 1 21 
5 18 
2 22 
3 19 3 0 3 15- 

0 22 0 14 0 21 
5 20 5 20- 

G. F. P. 

Rocky Mountain Handicap. 

ittsburg, Pa.. March 14,-Please say to readers of. 
,.Fct and Stream that, in place of $1,000, as pre 
usly announced, there will be $1,500 to $3,000 added 
ney at the Interstate Association s Rocky Mountain, 
ndicap tournament at Denver Colo., Sept. 1 2 and 3. 

Elmer E. Shaker, bee y-ftlgr. 
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Long Jumps and Short Stops. 
Say, do you think that was sprung for a joke? Well, 

I guess not. The last week has been characterized by 
the fact that we have been simply hitting the high places. 
We’ll tell you about it. 

Birmingham, Ala.—Here we shot over the same grounds 
that will be utilized for the Interstate Association’s 
Southern Handicap, to be held in Birmingham, May 5, 
6 and 7. The grounds are beautifully located, of easy 
access to street car lines, and we certainly predict suc¬ 
cess at this point—this based upon the natural advan¬ 
tages, coupled with the energy of such shooting en¬ 
thusiasts and' royal good fellows as R. H. Baugh, Arch. 
Henderson, Chas. Berry, John Fletcher, Cliff Abbott, 
Bob Brown, Walter Carroll and many others that we did 
not have the pleasure of meeting personally. They have 
assured us of a good Interstate shoot, and we are spread¬ 
ing the news and helping them in every way possible. 

Before leaving Birmingham, I must, tell you a funny 
incident. Frank Butler conceived the idea that it was 
necessary for him to leave the grounds in advance of 
the squad, immediately after he had finished shooting, 
as he had some work to look after. He rushed to the 
street car line apd took a car going the wrong way. This 
took him eight miles out to Bessemer, returning by the 
way of Avondale. Annie Oakley (his wife) had grown 
very nervous, and could in no way account for his 
absence. She was standing in front of the Morris Hotel, 
when the car which Frank had pre-empted came by. 
She rushed out and found him sitting in the corner of 
the car, giving a very poor imitation of a man thinking. 
She rescued him, and now the proper steps are being 
taken to secure for Annie one of the Carnegie life-saving 
medals, based upon the saving of life and the chances 
she took in thus waking him from this dream. It was 
certainly a thrilling rescue. Colonel Anthony insists that 
if Frank’s wife had missed that car, and he had gone 
by, he would still be on that merry-go-round trip, or 
perhaps have died of starvation. Then you ask, is mar¬ 
riage a. failure? I would suggest to his friends in New 
York that this escapade be forgotten prior to his return, 
as the mere mention of this matter gets up a real fuss 
with Frank at any stage in the race. 

Tuscaloosa, Ala.—A typical little Southern city of 10,000 
people, located on the bank of the Warrior River, which 
stream is navigable for deep-water boats; this with the 
assistance of. locks and storage reservoirs through to the 
Gulf of Mexico, 340 miles. The city is named for the old 
Cherokee Chief, Tuscaloosa (Black Warrior), who history 
and legend credit with piloting the French voyager De 
Soto through td the Mississippi River. Tuscaloosa was 
the first capital of Alabama, and the old State capitol 
building is now occupied by a most prosperous Baptist 
Female College. The State Insane Asylum is also 
located here. The city is noted for its old aristocratic 
Southern families, business enterprise and social thrift. 
About 1500 people were out to see our exhibition. Tire 
members of the gun club participating with us were 
S. P. Henegan, R. H. Williamson, A. H. Robinson, W. 
A. Hilbish, R. M. Leland, J. L. Lacoste, Cliff Atkinson 
and the Baker brothers. We have this aggregation of 
gentlemen to thank for many courtesies, and we hope to 
meet you all at the Interstate shoot in Birmingham, 
May 5, 6 and 7. 

Funny traveling experiences? Yes, we meet with many 
of them. One occurred between Tuscaloosa and Selma. 
It was about 1 o’clock in the morning, and all members 
of the squad were sleeping the sleep of the innocent and 
the just, when George Maxwell was heard in the aisle of 
the car remarking that joking was all right in its place, 
but he did not consider it at all intelligent for any per- 
son to wake him up when they knew he had been “raw¬ 
hiding” several nights and needed1 his rest. He woke 
the entire car with the “big noise,” and when we woke 
up, there stood George with two guns, a suit case, his 
overcoat and 200 shells in his hand, ready to get off 
the train. He was glaring at each one of us, trying to 
locate the offender. At this critical moment the brake- 
man ^opened the door and shouted, “All out for Max¬ 
well.” It then dawned upon George that he had been 
awakened by the brakeman passing through the cars 
calling the next station. Humiliated and changrined, 
George was profuse in his apology, but took no actual 
interest m the general laugh that went around. It is 
unnecessary to state that no more sleep was had until 
our objective station was reached. 

Selma, Ala.—A beautiful citv, located on the Alabama 
River, with about 30,000 population. Noted for its manu¬ 
factory, wholesale and jobbing interests, and is the 
recognized center of the cotton raising belt. We had a 
crowd1 of 1500 enthusiastic spectators. The shoot took 
place on the same ground on which one of the greatest 
cavalry battles of the Civil War was fought, between 
the Confederate forces under General Forrest; the Fed¬ 
eral under General Wilson. The fight took place April 
2, 1865, and resulted in favor of the Federals, they having 
15,000 soldiers on the field, while the Confederates could 
muster only 3,500. The burning of the city of Selma was 
the result. 

I". Selma we renewed acquaintance with some of the 
old-time shooters and formulated some very pleasant 
new ones. Gray Vaughn, John McKenon and Tate 
Mason, with a bunch of other good fellows, were there 
in full force and effect. Billy Heer was there with his 
“hair in a^ braid.” Broke 100 straight and batted his eyes 
for new “fields to conquer.” _ We were certainly enter- 
tamed proper and right by this bunch, and we promised 
to come again. 

Mobile, Ala.—Here we did sure enough meet a crowd 
that we had met before, and they were at the hotel 
bright and early to meet us. Frank Matlock, Charlie 
Vincent, Phil Meyer, Tom Goodbred, Billy Gordon, 
Billy Vass, Jim Johnson, Dolph Mangold, and many 
others of the club were there. To any shooter who has 
ever been in the South, the names of the above boys are 
well known. They were glad to see us, as we had not 
visited Mobile for four years. We shot at Monroe Park, 
with traps on the breakwater and with targets thrown 
over the Gulf. 

Billy Heer again broke 100 straight, which gives him an 
unfinished run of 217. Annie Oakley’s exhibition was 
highly appreciated, and she fairly outdid herself, and 

many were the rounds of applause accorded her. The 
evening was devoted to an oyster contest at the Criterion 
Cafe, and the squad and a few guests participated. 
The contest was fast and furious. The luscious bivalves 
were direct from Frank Matlock’s oyster bed, thirty miles 
east of Mobile. This was supposed to be a “finish go,” 
and when the shells were cleared away and counted up, 
Billy Heer was declared the winner with 99 oysters to 
his credit. He was urged by the entire party to make 
it another even 100, thus establishing another world’s 
record, but Billy, with that far-away expression, re¬ 
marked that his understanding was that this was a limit 
game, and that he had certainly played the limit. 

Biloxi, Miss.—One of the oldest settlements along the 
coast. Settled originally by the French, it is now a 
place of 13,000 people, and is a Mecca for Northern tour¬ 
ists, a city of beautiful homes and “dear, delightful 
people.” This paradise for fishermen is recognized as 
the greatest spot on earth for the finny tribe. It was 
here that Mr. A. O. Bourdon caught the largest tarpon 
or silver king ever landed in this section. It was 7ft. 
3in. long, and weighed 1371bs., and was awarded the 
prize at the St. Louis Exposition. The wharf upon 
which we shot was owned by Mr. U. Desporte, one of 
the Biloxi pioneers in the oyster business, and a gentle¬ 
man in every sense of the word. He is one of the 
largest handlers of oysters and shrimp on the coast, 
many days shipping over 200,000 oysters. He is the 
largest haridler and canner of shrimp in the world. 
Biloxi is the home of the cove and fresh oyster in¬ 
dustries, and their roads and wharves in and about the 
city are constructed of oyster shells. The shell roads 
are certainly ideal spots for automobiles. We found here 
our old shooting friend, Ed. Brady, formerly of New¬ 
man, Tenn. It will be of interest to many of the shoot¬ 
ers, especially the Indians, to know that Ed. has settled 
permanently in Biloxi. It was here that he met his 
matrimonial Waterloo in Miss Lopez, a daughter of 
M. Lopez, recently deceased, .who was at the head of 
the oyster industry on the coast. They were recently 
married, and are living in one of the handsomest homes 
we have seen in the South. As High Chief of the 
American Indians, and in behalf of the tribe as an en¬ 
tirety, I desire to extend to Ed. our most hearty con¬ 
gratulations, and we welcome the new squaw to our 
camp and our tepees. 

New Orleans, La.—Here we Sunday. We are cer¬ 
tainly willing. It is always a pleasure to visit this old 
French cosmopolitan city, and since our arrival we have 
met many of the shooters that we knew in former years. 
Tom Osborne. Morris Kaufman, Charlie Reilly, were the 
first to extend the glad hand. We formerly shot here 
on the old French duelling ground, but the new club 
has moved further into the country, and have a most 
excellent ground. We are assured that during the com¬ 
ing season there will be a great deal of trapshooting in 
this city. From this point we again drift north, and will 
next week advise you of the meanderings of this squad. 
The Bohemian life that we are leading is certainly 
conducive to good health, as we are all in the best of 
condition. We have had for the past week three of the 
powder representatives with us—Mr. Walter Huff, of the 
Du Pont Powder people; A. M. Hatcher, of the Dead 
Shot Company, and Mr. Guy C. Ward, of the Ballistite 
Powder Company. Frank Butler sprung one on them 
that I will repeat in view of the fact that Frank is out 
of reaching distance. It was to the effect that “this 
powder gang have been trying to Hatch up something 
all week, that we were able to Ward it off until we 
reached Mobile, when Walter got Huffy and quit us.” 

Tom A. Marshall. 

The Columbus Gun Club. 
Columbus, O., March 12.—Mr. R. O. Heikes, of Day- 

ton, Ohio, was the center of attraction on account of 
having made the elegant run of 99 straight without a 
miss, and he did it with a new pump gun that had only 
been in his possession a few days, “Pop” arrived too 
late in the day to shoot the programme through, but 
his run of 99 was a very fine performance. 

John R. Taylor was the high professional for the tourna¬ 
ment, with the excellent run of 194 out of the 200 tar¬ 
gets and did it with apparent ease, but when a man 
breaks all but six out of 200 you may be sure that he 
concentrates his mind on what he is doing. We are 
mighty proud of John’s work. He registers John R. 
Taylor, Columbus, Ohio, nowadays, just to show what 
John can do and how enterprising he is. He and 
Captain A. Z. Fisher, of Buckeye Lake, left Columbus 
the night before the shoot and came back in time to 
be in the shoot the next day and brought a fine sample 
of different kinds of duck along with them. 

Mr. E. S. Graham, of the U. M. C. Company shooting 
force, made a long run from up near Chicago to take in 
the March tournament, and he shot a good clip. Mr. 
Graham is a shooter and a sportsman, and the boys 
were all glad to meet him and hope to have the pleasure 
of seeing him often. 

Mr. Horace Heikes and Fred Le Noir tied for second 
high average with the score of 184 out of 200. Horace 
is hitting them in nice shape and will do a few scorings 
up among the high places before the season is over. 

Fred Le Noir is shooting a merry gait and is getting 
used to the grounds. Mrs. Le Noir was out to the 
tournament and took dinner with the boys. 

Charlie Young, of Springfield, had a few bad innings, 
and he is now a confirmed believer in the gunsmith’s 
“revenge,” or the new edition on “The Fallacy of 
Changing Guns,” and “Charlie” said that if anybody 
discovered him running around with any strange gun, 
to please take it away from him. 

William R. Chamberlain did himself proud by landing 
the second high amateur with 178 breaks, and did the 
honors in the office, on the side. William says he don’t 
know which he would rather do best, keep the books 
at a shoot or take a trip in the secretary’s canoe. 

Purbaugh, of Mt. Vernon, was very welcome indeed, 
and he tells us that it has been so long since he saw a 
gun until he came here, that is seemed like one of 
“Rip Van Winkle’s” dreams to have one in his hand. 
Well, we hope that he will do like “Rip” did—get busy. 

We wish to correct the second high average, which 

goes to Mr. Frank D. Alkire, of Williamsport, O., he 
having broke 181, being next to Cooper. Frank is 
coming in for a good lot of scores this spring, and has 
about made up his mind to make them go some. 

Mr. Bert Cooper, of Thornville, shot a very even and 
consistent clip all the way through, and his score of 
184 stood high at the wind-up, 

E. M. Stout, of Circleville, came in with the fine 
weather and had a great time breaking targets and telling 
the boys how they used to trap pigeons at the Circle¬ 
ville shoots, when they shot live ones. Stouty knows, 
and Circleville was a great shooting center for live-bird 
shooting. 

Webster and Harry Smith shot along together and 
finished even up with 177. 

Joe Wells, of Hilliard, landed with 174, and Joe did it 
in good form, and was particularly strong on eighteens 
and nineteens. Everybody was glad to see him shooting 
so well. 

Will Fishinger, of Hilliard, Ohio, shot with the secre¬ 
tary’s gun, having a break-down early in the shoot, and 
he stayed right along in the money. A new gun will 
be the order now. 

Mr. French, of the Peters Cartridge Co., came in 
just in time to get in the fifth event and enjoyed the 
day’s shoot and meeting a large number of new shooters. 
Mr. French is quite a mixer and made a hit with the 
boys. He has ordered a new gun and says he is going 
to shoot some. 

Doctor Gaston, of Wilmington, Ohio, arrived with the 
big crowd on tbe early car and had a heap of fun all 
day long, and especially with the doubles at the close 
of the programme. Clarence Price of Vanatta, Ohio, is 
just getting back into the line and broke 85 per cent 
He says this and the Feb. 22 shoot have been the first 
attempts for a long time. 

Mr. F. Sayers shot the first 100 and then dropped 
out. Come over and see us again Mr. S. and you will 
find them all right. 

Charlie Shell wandered off somewhere, and came in 
with 85Yz per cent., which might have been somewhat 
worse. Charlie thought they acted like “Jack Snipe.” 

Mr. Feidner, of Marion, Ohio, the first Marion boy 
to show up in these parts for a great while, was a 
participant in the tournament and brings the good news 
that Marion is to have a gun club soon, so we extend 
them a cordial invitation to make the Columbus Gun 
Club headquarters when in Columbus. 

J. M. and C. B. Hedges, of Asheville arrived a little 
late and finished the programme. These two brothers 
attend most of the Columbus shoots and usually are up 
in the score, 

Frank Burris says I am coming back in. And that 
means that there will be something doing. Burris and 
Shattuck defeated G. M. Smith and Shilling in a 50-bird 
race Saturday P. M. Score: Burris 41, Shattuck 45, total 
86; G. M. Smith 42, Shilling 39, total 81. 

Messrs. Lamb, Boring and Davis, of Dublin, enjoyed 
the finish, Mr. John Mackey, the Columbus Sporting 
Goods Co. man, came out and shot one, and shook the 
paw of a number of old friends. John is getting the 
fever. He bet a new hat with Shattuck that he wouldn’t 
break 50 per cent., and he was on, and he did, with 
some to spare. 

The weather man has been forwarded a large boquet, 
for his goodness in breaking the “hoodo” that has 
clung to the Columbus Gun Club shooting dates. 

A POPULAR MAN. 
No losses to tell; 
No gold bricks to sell; 
His friends like him well— 

And no wonder! 

In publishing the averages an error was made, allowing 
the second high to go to W. R. Chamberlain and third 
to Webster, and H. E. Smith. The following is cor¬ 
rect: John R. Tavlor, 194; Frank Alkire, 181; W. R. 
Chamberlain, 178, H. E. Smith, 177; Wm. Webster, 177; 
Fred Le Noir, 184; Horace Heikes, 184. 

F- D. Alkire being second high gun and Chamberlain 
third high, with Mr. Webster and H. E. Smith fourth 
high. Cooper, 184, high amateur. Scores: 

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 
Targets- 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 Brk. 

J R Taylor . 13 14 19 15 14 20 15 14 19 15 15 20 194 
B F Bolin .13 14 16 12 9 17 15 13 18 13 12 18 170 
Fred Le Noir .... 15 12 17 13 14 19 14 14 19 15 13 19 184 
Lon Fisher .12 9 19 11 13 19 14 12 19 13 13 19 173 
C A Young .13 10 16 13 19 15 12 14 17 14 14 19 176 
R O Heikes. 15 15 20 15 15 19 99 
H Heikes .13 13 18 14 14 19 15 12 15 14 14 18 184 
E S Graham .14 12 18 14 15 18 11 13 15 15 14 19 183 
W R Chamberlain 15 13 20 12 14 16 14 14 17 14 11 18 178 
Shatford . 13 10 15 6 9 17 5 9 17 14 10 15 150 
Fishinger . 12 14 11 13 14 18 13 12 17 13 13 19 175 
Moeller . 11 13 15 10 12 16 11 14 16 10 13 18 164 
Stout . 13 12 17 13 12 16 12 15 14 15 12 20 176 
J T Wells . 12 13 18 13 14 19 12 10 18 15 11 19 174 
Purbaugh . 3 8 13 5 7 10 10 8 12 11 7 12 106 
H E Smith. 12 13 19 14 13 18 12 12 17 14 13 20 177 
Webster . 14 14 17 12 14 18 11 14 17 15 12 19 177 
J H Smith. 10 11 16 13 12 17 12 13 17 14 12 17 164 
F P Hall. 14 11 15 9 8 13 9 13 17 14 13 17 154 
J E Walters .13 10 16 13 10 14 11 13 17 12 14 18 160 
F Alkire . 12 13 18 12 13 19 13 15 15 14 13 19 177 
J E Gaston. 13 7 14 9 9 12 12 13 12 11 11 13 146 
F Y Wilson .14 11 13 10. 4. 62 
Clay . 12 10 10 5 9 12 6 . 64 
J W Valentine.... 9 10 11 9 10 14 9 13 9 14 7 12 127 
C Price . 14 13 15 11 13 16 14 13 17 14 14 16 170 
Henderson . 14 11 17 14 12 18 12 12 17 12 13 17 170 
F Sayers .10 8 12 10 12 13. 65 
C Shell .14 14 18 11 12 17 13 13 16 13 13 17 171 
B Cooper .15 14 19 14 13 18 13 14 18 13 13 19 184 
French . 11 15 7 13 17 8 14 12 97 
Peidner.12 18 11 14 16 10 .. .. 85 
J N Hedges.10 14 11 14 16 14 10 18 107 
C B Hedges. 10 14 8 13 14 11 13 14 87 
Roemick .. .. .. 17 12 12 12 9 11 14 77 
Burris. 5 12 12 12 9 11 14 72 
Shattuck. 12 15 18 14 12 20 91 
Lamb . 12 11 10 8 6 12 59 
Davis .io 12 9 15 47 
Mackey .12. 12 
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AMMUNITION 

The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting* The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the l/. Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable• 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO • * 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park SU New York. 
114-116 Market StM Saa Tranciaeo 

New Haven Gui\ Club. 

New Haven, Conn., March ll.-The club held its 
shoot on the Schuetzen Park grounds. The day,Tf* 
fine and a large crowd attended. Every one thoroughly 
enjoyed himself, and we had an even m°r® enj y 
and successful skoot than last month—our banner shoot, 
for a monthly shoot, up to that time. 

At to-day's shoot we threw about 2,300 targets as against 

SS the possible 25 "on their scth.il breaks, jrt.ieh j.re 
given under event No. 1, plus their handicaps: Hall, 
Arcy, Morrissey. Rice, Kelly, Savage, Hammond, Sher¬ 
man R H. Smith, Barnes, Hill, Robertson, Mack, 
Nettleton. The handicaps will be changed the Jiex 
shoot according to the score made by each contestant 
this time. This shoot will continue for three months 
more ; the best three scores to count out of the_ four in 
awarding the cup. There were twenty-two contestants 

minhetheUPteam%ace those marked (1) shot on the win¬ 
ning team, captained by B. W. Mack, and[those marked 
(2) shot on the losing team, captained by Dr Smith. 
The winning team drew lots for the two first prizes. 
Mack winning first on the first draw out of the hat a 
sole leather gun case. After several more draws, Mor¬ 
rissey drew second prize, an artificial m'nnow. 
losing team then drew lots for the consolation prizes, 
two gun cleaners; one was drawn by Pop Bristol and 
the other by Metcalf. The team races which have 
proved very popular, will continue throughout the year, 

with several prizes each time. 

W T Minor (1). 9 
Dr C C Smith, capt (2) 
H A Lines (2). 
T J Shugrue (2). 
E S Thomas (2). 
Link . 

10 23 
19 IS 
17 .. 

9 .. 
9 .. 

.. 8 
11 9 

6 3 

S 0 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy N. Y„ March 14.—There were twentyTour con¬ 
testants in the shoot of the Mountain v,ew Gun eiub 
held to-dav. Fine weather prevailed. V alentme ana 
Sanders were high with 90 out of 100 each. D°C; , 
incr from Mechanicville, also shot well. Messrs. Schoen- 
bofne Kirkpatrick and Roberts from Albany were guests 
of tl>e clubP lOn Saturday April 11 f - ^mp.onship 
shoot of Rensselaer county will be held at the 

grounds at Sycaway. 

The Palefaces. 

Boston, Mass., March Uth.-The New Eng'^ cham¬ 
pionship, held to-day, brought put a round three squ 
to shoot, and while the conditions were far from goo , 

the scores put up by some were the best on the 

S°Gfeor: Hassam, the “Candy Kid” of the 
aware that his two closest antagonists Buffalo and Grit 
fiths. were some miles away, considered it just right t 

Shot at. Broke 
Shot at. Broke 

Sanders . 
Valentine .... 
Kirkpatrick . 

Lee . 
Schoenborne . 
F O Roberts. 
Gosselin . 
Milliman . Jj® 
Welling . 190 
Crowley .75 
Sharp .jj? 
Galvin . 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

90 
90 
71 
63 
71 
83 
67 
70 
66 
42 
56 
42 

Nichols . 75 
D E Roberts.... 51 
Ruth . 50 
Hancox . 50 
James . 50 
Vrooman . ay 
H Smith . 50 
Billings . 50 
Connelly . 50 
Davis . 
Congdon . 25 
Dutcher . 25 

J. J. Farrell, Sec y 

Events: 
Targets: 

E W Dann. 

123456789 10 11 

H. 25 25 25 25 25 15 10 10 10 10 10 

9 12 
W B Hall (1). 19 15 H 

22 20 22 24 22 13 

14 8 
7 
6 
6 

7 8 9 7.. 

Arcy (2) . 5 
J E Morrissev (1). 7 21 18 
W. N Rice (1). 7 19 16 
A H Metcalf (2). 8 14 13 
E Kellv 01)   6 22 22 . 13 i ( 
JB Savage i 7 19 20 22 16 19 8 8-- 
(V H Hammond (2).... 8 17 14 20 i7 19 12 6 

F A Sherman (2). 6 
R H Smith (1). 5 
M E Thompson (1).... 7 
H A Barnes 

5 
6 4 6 
8 10 9 
9 7 7 

23 21 
22 20 16 
17 18 .. 
17 

14 8 10 8 .. .. 
.. 7 8 8 7 9 

4 8 
8 5 

ii rw xicii lies.'' t* a 

George Hill (2). 12 20 18 22 .• 6 4 
R R Penn (2). 9 14 15 17 .... 9 6... 
C B Bristol (2). 8 15 18. 8 9 . 
I B Robertson (1). 7 18 18 ...... ■• • 1 
B W Mack, captain (.1). 5 24 17 23 21 .. .. 9 .. . 
W G Nettleton (1).20 10 7. 

5 .. 
8 8 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.-Tournaments registered during the 
week ending March 14 are as follows. 

Waycross, Ga., April 6.-Waycross Gun Club. J. T. 

WToledo?C0., April 7.-West Toledo Gun Club. Geo. 

V°Ross,Se£-April 16-17.—Ross Gun Club. C. F. Rubs, 

S<Danbury, Conn., April 17.-West Danbury Gun Club. 

RCbrawfordsvmre: iSd* April 22-23.-Crawfordsville Gun 

C,^oesKVTe^tApr!l ^.-Groesbeck Gun Cub. 

GWater?orw°nr>fse,C’feay 10,-Watertown Gun Club. Ary 

G'cRgeswellSeCNy' D.j May 12 and 13,-Cogswell Gun Club. 

Hfamivd?e,l0Ill.SMav 18-19.—Danville Rod and C.un Club. 

H. T. Tongen, Sec'y- Elmer e Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

fiths, were some miles away, tuusiuv-iLu “ ' iqvH ""mark 
gain a big lap on them, and shooting from 19yd. mark 
i an targets going Fred Stone s 88 ot eign 

George being a good fellow he proceeded to drop as 

mThye only eot2herSshootear to bea't ^ was Mayor, whose 
81 would have ordinarily won, but on this particular 

“inHfte1 first shoot on the ^f^^op^es Arthur 

j|ayor|C^Frank! 

for high score, but not the handicap. Scores. 

T-.. 123456“ 

Targets" 15 15 20 15 15 2? 

iSm 19  . 11 14 17 11 14 14 

Charles. 16 .. . 12 11 18 9 11 19 

J?a°ckd’ i« ’ 1 10 13 17 9 13 17 18 
Gilman, IS 
Blinn, 16 
Sibley, 18 
Frank, 20 

8 12 16 11 14 17 
11 11 15 11 11 15 
9 10 13 10 11 19 

14 8 14 13 11 U 
*ranK, zu .•.. • 8 9 9 16 
Kirkwood, -0 . 11 q n 
Plepner, 18 

.::: i il i? 
Tones, 16 . 
Kawop, 18 . 
Horrigan, 18 . 
S Wood, 16. 
Pillsbury, 16 . 

Hassam trophy: T 

11 9 11 13 12 14 
8 12 15 12 11 12 

- 8 915 
9 9 11 9 11 12 
6 9 16 6 10 13 
... 14 13 11 .. 
...2 9 6.. 

Shot 
at. 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
50 
50 

Broke. 
90 
81 
80 
80 
79 
78 
74 
72 
71 
71 
70 
70 
62 
61 
55 
38 
17 

Sibley  . f 
Kirkwood . 
Frank . 5* 

Mayor . 
Hassam . 

25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
23 

Kawop . 
Horrigan .18 
Jack .J® 
Keeler .1® 

J?nes .$ 
Hepner . 

B. H. T. 
21 
20 
20 
17 
15 
13 
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A CHANGE TO THE BEST! 
Mr. H. C. Hirschy, shooting at Minneapolis,* March 11th, broke: 

97 out of his first 100 
98 “ 44 “ second 100 
49 44 44 44 last 50 

A total of 244 out of 250 

This being the first time for a number of years that he has used 

PETERS SHELLS 
Other recent scores worth remembering, made with these loads, include: 

196 ex 200 by L. I. Wade, at Svilphvir, Oklahoma, February 22d 
219 ex 225 by H. D. Freeman, at Atlanta, Georgia, March 11th 

Get ready for the Grand American and the big State Shoots by practicing with Peters Shells. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

Stevens Ideal “Schuetzen Special” No. 54 I 
One of our No. 54 Rifles is abso¬ 

lutely essential for Splendid Results 

on the Range. 

These Rifles have many mem¬ 

orable triumphs to their credit, and 

are a Terror to the Bull’seye. 

With 30-inch barrel, weight 11 % lbs., $68.00. With 32-inch barrel, weight \\% lbs., $70 

A.sK_ your "Dealer and Insist on the *'STEVEJVS” 

Page 40 of our latest Catalog describes this beautiful model in detail. Mailed FREE on request. 

If you want the best, our “ IDEAL No. 54 ” will eminently suit your requirements. This is the most 
complete RIFLE ever, made for the style of shooting in vogue among German Riflemen. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O. Box 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
New York Office. 98 Chambers Street. 

P CHICOPEE FALLS, 
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Sportsmen’s Show Tournament. 

Philadelphia, I’p. -The Philadelphia Sportsmen’s 
Show tournament, held at Holmesburg Junction, March 
Id-12, was a success, and was a record-breaker in many 
particulars for Philadelphia and vicinity. In the events 
of the day, 104 shooters took part. The day was pleas¬ 
ant and favorable for shooting. Competition continued 
till dark. Of the twelve events of the first day, eleven 

■were finished. • 
Events 7 to 11, inclusive, constituted the Philadelphia 

Sportsmen’s Show Preliminary Handicap, 100 targets, 
sliding handicaps, no entrance fee, open to all amateurs. 
Optional sweepstake. $5; $75 silver trophy to winner, $50 
to second. John Martin, of Brooklyn, N. Y., was the 
winner with a score of 87. C. H. Newcomb, of the In 
dependent Gun Club of Philadelphia, won second. George 
M. McCarty won $10 for high average, 161 out of 190, for 
the day. C. H. Newcomb was second with 159. Scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Buc'kwalter 
M inker . 
Mathews . 
T)ver . 
Mink . 
Ilinds . 
Terrv . 
Rover . 9 12 
T.udwick . 10 11 

123456789 10 11 
15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 
11 12 13 12 13 9 18 10 13 19 17 
12 11 13 10 13 7 IS 12 18 10 18 
13 8 11 11 11 12 14 14 15 14 16 
11 10 11 11 10 9 15 12 15 7 15 
11 14 13 9 13 10 IS 15 15 17 17 
10 8 13 9 9 9 19 13 16 13 17 

9 10 13 13 11 10 18 13 14 11 19 
9 12 8 13 17 15 14 16 IS 
9 10 8 12 11 10 12 13 13 

Sneiser . 9 12 10 12 11 11 17 16 17 16 IS 
Eoord . 14 10 15 10 12 7 16 10 15 17 IS 
Hammond . 13 4 12 12 9 10 17 15 15 15 IS 
McCarty . 14 10 14 12 15 11 16 17 17 15 20 
Williams . 11 12 10 9 11 13 14 13 15 13 18 
Hcrrman . 11 11 13 11 13 6 16 15 19 12 18 
J Martin . 14 7 15 10 10 12 19 14 18 16 20 
Moffett . 13 8 13 10 13 13 14 16 17 14 18 
Newcomb .14 11 15 S 14 11 19 17 14 17 10 
Piercv . 13 11 11 14 12 12 16 15 16 18 IS 
Billings . 10 7 8 12 11 9 15 20 14 14 17 
B Smith . 12 9 11 8 9 14 15 14 17 9 18 
Griffith . 12 11 15 11 15 8 15 14 11 16 19 
Minick . 12 5 13 6 6 7 14 15 12 10 14 
Cordery . 10 10 12 11 7 10 17 13 19 11 17 
Crane . 8 8 12 8 10 7 15 10 4 9 13 
Richardson . 14 8 13 
Bates .10 10 14 
H Chenworth . 4 8 9 
J Chenworth . 7 11 11 
Ringgold . 5 6 13 
Meehan .11 7 13 12 5 S 16 13 9 12 15 
Hansell ....13 8 14 8 9 10 16 15 16 14 17 

8 13 8 18 13 20 8 19 
9 10 12 20 13 15 17 13 
9 8 9 14 18 12 9 14 
9 12 9 15 19 16 7 17 
678 13 15 11 14 14 

10 8 11 11 11 9 20 10 15 12 14 
6 10 13 10 10 11 18 8 14 13 16 

11 12 10 13 8 9 13 10 11 .. .. 
11 .7 7 11 12 9 16 15 16 13 15 
11 10 15 9 15 8 17 13 17 16 16 
12 4 13 9 10 11 18 14 17 7 14 
7 3 8 11 8 9 18 13 17 13 17 

11 11 13 8 11 10 16 13 11 11 .. 
14 6 13 12 7 11 18 14 16 15 18 

Hackett '.. 11 11 12 9 11 12 12 10 16 15 18 
Eamb . 13 10 13 10 10 12 14 17 17 15 15 
Hottersall. 8 3 11 11 7 8 15 13 16 13 .. 
Trott . 11 11 11 9.12 8 13 10 11 9 .. 
Kramlich . 14 10 14 12 10 12 14 15 14 15 18- 
Heil .12 8 13 12 12 TO 19 16 15 18 15 
Schlicher . 12 10 12 11 8 13 20 10 17 12 19 
Englert . 13 7 13 9 13 8 16 14 14 13 7 
Walker . 11 10 13 5 12 13 13 IS 12 18 14 

Jackson 
Grove ... 
Ewing .. 
England 
Towner 
Tansey .. 
Rishel .. 
Herrold . 
McKelvey 

Lockwood 
Stevenson 
Rose .... 
Macklin 
Evans ... 
Neumann 
E Ford . 
White .. 
Crowhnrst .11 
Kollock . 8 
Morris . 10 
Henline .11 
Pratt . 14 
Miss Reiker . 9 

6 7 11 12 10 9 17 9 14 10 .. 
11 10 12 11 13 10 13 11 13 16 17 

9 12 13 8 11 9 12 W 13 12 .. 
7 4 9 6 11 9 14 12 12 5 .. 

11 7 12 9 11 10 18 11 16 10 13 
10 5 9 6 10 12 14 10 13 14 8 
10 10 10 11 13 11 15 13 14 14 .. 

9 6 10 10 4 8 8 10 . 
7 10 3 8 7 12 11 9 5 .. 
5 9 12 7 8 15 15 11 8 13 
6 10 10 10 4 11 9 9 14 16 
8 13 13 10 12 10 14 16 11 14 
9 10 6 8 10 13 11 11 8 .. 
7 13 8 10 11 11 15 14 10 18 

lames”.”'”..!. 12 12 13 10 10 11 15 16 12 14 13 
W T Lohr.13 13 12 18 12 .. 
H Hoover. 5 12 12 8 10 .. 
H Harper . 11 11 10 9 10 7 13 13 13 11 .. 
Minner .10 12 12 10 10 10 13 16 12 14 .. 
Muldoon . 11 10 11 11 12 8 17 12 15 10 16 
Edwards . 7 12 13 9 9 9 IS 12 12 13 11 
Little .10 10 10 18 13 17 10 14 
Bower .14 9 16 10 5 
Fleming .18 15 14 14 16 
Sanford .18 10 15 16 .. 
T Martin .14 13 13 12 .. 
Mooney .17 15 15 14 14 
Apgar . 13 11 11 13 12 14 17’1S 15 15 16 
Worthington . 14 4 14 12 13 8 17 15 18 14 18 
German . 13 10 13 12 15 9 19 15 20 12 18 
Dartnn . 12 11 11 11 10 11 17 17 17 12 10 
H Stevens . 13 9 15 13 8 14 16 16 16 16 16 
Welles . 13 13 11 13 13 7 19 14 16 12 .. 
Lawrence . 10 12 12 7 14 11 IS 17 14 15 18 
Hu Pont . 8 11 14 5 12 7 14 18 10 14 .. 
Oliver .18 13 12 12 11 
McLaughlin .13 12 .. .. 
Brennan .10 8 10 i 11 
Felix . 7 15 13 .. .. 

March 11, Second Day. 

The main event of the second day Was the Grand 
Amateur Handicap, 100 targets, handicaps allotted by the 
committee. Open to all amateurs. No entrance fee. 
First, $75 silver trophy; second. $50. Optional_ sweep- 
stake, $5 high guns. George S. McCarty won this event 
with a score of 82, and finished the day in the lead for 
high average, with 322 out of 380. H. Chenoworth. of 
Baltimore, and G. H. Piercy, tied for second. The 
weather conditions were favorable. Owing to the large 

Total. 
153 
148 
139 
126 
152 
136 
141 
143 
125 
149 
150 
140 
161 
139 
145 
155 
149 
159 
156 
137 
136 
147 
114 
137 
104 
142 
143 
114 
133 
112 
121 
140 
131 
129 

97 
132 
147 
129 
134 
115 
144 
137 
146 
105 
105 
146 
150 
146 
127 . 
139 
105 
137 
113 

89 
137 
111 
121 
60 
83 

111 
109 
132 
100 
126 
138 

68 
47 

108 
119 
133 
125 
102 

54 
77 
59 
52 
75 

155 
147 
156 
148 
15? 
131 
148 
no 

66 
25 
46 
45 

BALL! 5Trr; E 
EASTERN CHAMPIONSHIP, at Philadelphia, Pa., March 12, 1908 

Mr. Thomas D. Dando wins Live Bird Championship 

Fred J. Stone Trophy was won by J. H. Hendrickson, at Bergen 

Beach Gun Club, Brooklyn, New York, March 10th, 1908. 

BALLISTITE 
(DENSE) 

The Two Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders on Earth 

EMPIRE 
(BULK) 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Press Latch 
at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to taking down the 

New Model 24 7/Iczrlin Repeating Shotgun 
You can take it 

down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge 
Take-Down 

6 Shots 
Pounds 

The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

double extractors and 
automatic recoil hangfire 
safety device are other 
special features of this 

new model. It has also the 27Zar/in solid-top, side-ejecting construction, with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 
this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

7/ie 7/lar//n firearms Co. 
27 Willow Street. New Haven. Conn. 

The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS 
POSITIVELY SAFE 

Get our Catalogue and let us prove that we Actually 

Block The SEARS. 

^ DAVIS SONS, Lock Box 707, ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in ’’Forest and Stream. 
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If it isn’t a FOX it isn’t 

“The Finest Gun in the World99 

Thousands of sportsmen know by actual test that the A. H. Fox double hammerless gun 
is the most perfectly balanced, simplest and strongest gun made. 

The A. H. FOX GUN 
shows original and advanced ideas in gun construction—a less number of parts in its action than in any other 
gun—spiral main and top-lever springs absolutely guaranteed, and a locking bolt which will never shoot loose. 

The fact that our sales double every year proves the excellence of the Fox gun. All we ask for the 
“Fox” is investigation. Ask your dealer to show it. Booklet on request. 

THE. A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

We are better equipped than ever in our 

FISHING TACKLE 
DEPARTMENT 

Our assortment of Fine Imported and Domestic 
Tackle is complete, and the prices right. 

Catalogues mailed for the asking. 

Schoverling, Daly Gales 
302 and 304 Broadway, New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 

SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovers Camps. 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

rHITS THE BULLS EYE ^ 
" every time. 3 in One” gun oil 1 

' lubricates the most sensitive action 
’point perfectly, cleans out all residue 

' of burnt and smokeless powder. 

/ o • /Try positively prevents lead- 
ing and pitting, also rust 

'and tarnish. Write for special gun booklet and 
ftrial sample—both free. G. W. COLE CO. 

01 New Street, New York, 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

entry, thirty-eight entries were declined. During the 
two days, more than 50,000 targets were thrown. 

The work of the handicap committee was much praised. 
The members were C. H. Newcomb, George S. McCarty, 
J. Franklin Meehan, Thomas Tansey and Wm. M. Foot'd. 

Events 7 to 11, inclusive, constituted the handicap at 
100 targets. There was a tie for second place between 
F. C. Bissett, of South River, N. J., and H. C. Ballman. 
High average for the day was made by C. Mink, 162 
out of 190. The three averages for the two days are 
McCarty, 332; C. H. Newcomb, 315, and C. Mink, 314. 

The Ansley H. Fox gun was won by F. W. Moffett, 
who made the highest straight score at doubles, 19. 

Lester German, of Aberdeen, Md., was high profes¬ 
sional average, 314. G. H. l’iercy, of Jersey City, won 
the Hanover cup. 

Events: 1 o 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 15 n 15 15 15 15 20 20 

T Martin, 21. . 13 14 13 13 10 13 8 14 
Apgar, 21 . . 13 14 14 12 13 14 9 13 
Darton, 20 . 15 14 12 11 11 15 13 14 
Griffith, 21 . . 13 13 12 11 15 15 13 13 
Lawrence, 20 . . 11 13 11 14 14 14 8 15 
Banks, 20 . . 14 14 10 15 13 14 17 14 
Welles, 20 . . 14 14 13 14 13 11 14 16 
Mink, 20 . . 12 13 14 14 15 14 16 12 
Speiser, 20 . 
Moffett, 20 . 

,. 13 14 13 12 15 14 10 12 
. 10 12 13 12 10 13 14 14 

German, 21 . . 13 15 13 13 15 15 11 13 
McCarty, 21 . 
W Foord, 21. 

. 13 13 12 14 14 13 IS 14 

. 11 13 13 12 13 15 8 14 
Newcomb, 21 .... . 13 15 12 15 15 10 16 13 
Richardson, 21 .... . 12 10 10 10 13 12 13 15 
Piercy, 20 . . 14 15 14 14 11 12 12 14 
B Smith, 20. . 15 11 11 13 12 15 13 13 
Hansell, 20 . . 12 13 10 13 13 10 14 13 
Worthington, 20.. . 13 15 12 13 12 13 12 14 
Schlicher, 21 . . 11 13 14 11 12 15 14 12 
Ludwick. 19 . . 12 10 9 11 10 10 11 11 
Terry, 19 . . 10 13 12 11 10 13 13 17 
Hammond, 19. . 13 15 9 14 13 12 12 14 
Billings, 19 . . 11 1 1 9 10 11 13 13 16 
Walker, 19 . . 13 13 13 11 11 13 11 9 
Tansey, 19 . . 13 12 10 13 6 13 12 10 
Towner, 19 . . 14 13 11 12 13 11 
Herrold, 19 . . 11 12 9 12 7 13 15 13 
Rishel, 19 . . 12 13 9 11 8 14 11 15 
McKelvey, l!). . 10 13 13 11 10 12 12 17 
B Bates, 19. . 11 13 12 11 9 13 11 11 
Jackson, 19 . .. 12 15 12 13 10 12 16 15 
Grove, 39 . . 10 11 7 9 12 11 15 10 
H H’n, 19. . 13 12 12 12 13 13 11 11 
Henline, 19 . . 13 13 8 10 11 13 13 15 
Minick, IS . . 13 12 11 10 8 9 13 16 
Cordery, IS . . 13 11 14 8 12 14 13 9 
Pratt, 19 . . 13 12 9 12 10 13 13 14 
H Stevens, 21. . 14 15 14 14 11 13 20 15 
Minner, IS . . 9 9 9 5 7 10 14 14 
Glover, 20 . . 12 1 1 12 15 13 11 14 13 
Roser, 18 . . 9 13 14 11 9 13 14 15 
Frank, 19 . . 15 15 13 12 11 13 14 a 
T Chenworth, IS.. .. 10 1 S 11 11 14 8 ii 
F Ford, IS . . 10 12 12 10 7 10 12 ii 
Du Pont, 18 . . 6 12 10 10 9 12 
Minker, 20 . . 14 14 14 13 8 13 14 10 
Cantrell, 19. . 14 12 14 13 14 13 15 16 
A Smith, 18. . 11 9 7 9 13 14 17 11 
O Irwin, IS . . 13 14 12 12 11 13 16 14 
Mattson, 18 . . 12 10 11 13 9 9 7 8 
Hinds, IS . . 12 13 10 10 9 10 13 13 
Evans, 17 . . 13 12 10 13 11 12 15 19 
Meehan, 18 . . 13 10 9 11 12 12 11 14 
Crowhurst, 16. 10 8 5 11 7 8 9 8 
Darlington, 18. . 7 9 11 5 12 11 16 11 
Fontaine, 17. . 7 11 11 8 9 14 13 15 
W Firth, 16 . . 10 11 10 S 11 12 13 17 
Newhouse, 18 _ . 8 11 7 7 5 8 7 9 
Williams, IS. . 6 13 10 12 12 14 14 15 
England. 18 . . 11 14 11 15 12 6 12 9 
Crane, 16 . . 10 15 11 10 8 11 13 13 
S A’ms, 19. . 12 12 11 10 
Bissett, 20 . . 12 12 12 15 13 12 IS 16 
A Jones, IS. . 12 11 10 7 9 10 14 11 
Seltzer, 17 . . 9 8 6 8 8 5 
I Wright. IS. . 12 9 14 9 7 7 
Greenwood. 17 .... . 13 8 10 9 13 12 16 12 
T P M’s, IS. . 9 13 9 11 12 10 13 13 
Mattfiews, IS . . 13 11 7 14 13 in 17 14 
M Rose, 19. . 13 8 11 8 13 in 12 12 
F Reed, 19. . 13 10 n 7 11 5 15 11 
H F H’n, IS. . 5 6 8 8 10 8 
Ewing, 18 . . 13 8 12 10 11 11 
Parson. 18 . . 6 8 12 9 7 7 9 7 
W S S’h, IS. . 10 10 14 11 10 12 17 11 
Englert, IS . . 15 14 11 9 10 12 
Miss Reiker, 17... . 12 12 10 12 10 7 
Ringgold, IS . . 10 9 7 8 11 6 8 7 
Paxon, 18 . . 11 9 7 10 7 9 8 7 
M L Clark. 20... . 10 14 11 14 11 8 16 12 
Siegfried, IS. . 13 in 6 8 10 14 
Muldoon, 19 . . 14 14 8 11 12 14 
Pflegar, 20 . 9 15 12 12 14 12 17 7 
McLaughlin. 16... . 7 12 7 11 6 8 
W Reed, 19. . 13 12 9 13 13 12 
Edwards, IS . . 8 13 14 S ii ii 17 13 
Copple, 19 . . 11 12 14 13 li 10 13 13 
Gifford, IS . . 12 14 9 10 13 6 
Lohr, 19 . 12 11 

10 11 
i 20 20 

18 14 
16-13 
18 15 
17 14 
17 16 
17 16 

i 15 17 
IS 17 
14 14 
15 18 
17 16 
18 16 
19 16 
17 16 
16 15 
17 18 
16 14 
13 15 
15 17 
16 15 
13 .. 
16 14 
16 14 
14 15 
10 13 
13 15 

12 17 
16 IS 
12 16 
14 14 

: 13 15 
12 14 
17 14 
17 14 
11 18 
12 13 
12 17 
13 16 
11 13 
17 15 
16 15 
17 13 
12 14 
17 14 

13 17 
14 16 

9 14 
12 15 

13 20 
15 17 

9 10 
9 .. 

16 .. 
16 15 
13 12 
10 14 
17 12 
13 13 
14 16 

8 3 13 

10 15 

8 11 13 

8 15 
10 17 

7 16 11 14 

9 .’!• 

Trott, 19 . 
Bruff, 18 . 
Welch, 18 . 
Lewis, 18 . 
Nungers, 18 . 
J J Cox, 13. 
Hoover, 16 . 
Swartz, 19 . 9 
Anderson, 19 . 
Alexander, 19 . 
Felix, 18. 
G Parker, 16. 
C Kaufman, 18. 

11 
10 
14 
12 
10 
13 
10 

5 10 
8 

17 13 
14 .. 
13 11 
11 16 
15 15 

12 14 
12 IS 
8 9 

11 13 
12 13 

13 10 8 12 9 7 13 10 
11 16 9 
10 8 .. 
12 13 14 
11 10 13 
11 15 15 

17 17 
15 .. 

7 10 
15 11 
17 13 
17 

9 

12 

17 14 

Total. 
145 
144 
155 
149 
147 
157 
157 
162 
145 
142 
158 
161 
152 
156 
139 
157 
143 
140 
152 
146 
109 
146 
147 
137 
131 
131 

74 
135 
142 
140 
130 
147 
127 
147 
141 
134 
133 
139 
156 
115 
153 
140 
146 
120 
123 

59 
141 
157 
128 
150 
79 

130 
150 
127 
79 

105 
132 
129 
95 

131 
131 
132 

45 
157 
108 

44 
58 

130 
135 
145 
129 
126 

45 
68 
97 

140 
71 
63 
98 

104 
133 

61 
73 

139 
51 
81 

136 
143 

64 
65 
63 
71 
75 
55 
18 
74 
57 
44 
63 
65 

108 
45 
18 
51 
34 
72 
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1 Warner, 18 . 
W W’ers, IS.. 
V Oliver, 18.. 
F. Colman, 19.. 

' F Sten's, 16... 
Fr Coleman, 20 
Hackett. 19 ... 
A Thorn, 18... 
H Cle'h, 17.... 
H George ... 
A B F'r, 16.... 
Oliver . 
McLaughlin .. 
Brennan . 
Felix . 

.. .. 15 13 10 15 15 66 
.. ..15 13 17 14 15 74 
12 12 15 16 13 12 14 94 
.. .. 16 15 15 12 .. 5S 
.... 12 13 12 12 .. 49 

14 11 13 10 15 13 .. 76 
.. .. 13 17 17 13 12 72 
.. .. 12 13 14 16 13 68 
.. 16 17 16 16 16 16 81 
.. .. 14 9 11 8 .. 42 
.... 14 10. 24 
.. .. 18 13 12 12 11 66 
.. .. 13 12. 25 
.... 10 8 10 7 11 46 
.. .. 17 15 13 .. .. 45 

March 12, Third Day. 
The third day was devoted to white flyers. The main 

event was the Eastern championship, open to all ama¬ 
teurs, handicaps, 25 to 33yds. Entrance fee, 25 cents 
per flyer. Optional sweepstakes, $10. Interstate rules. 
First, $75 silver trophy; second, $40; third, $20; fourth, 
$15. Handicap committee: P. H. Du Pont, W. H. Ster¬ 
ling and F. H. Eames. Thomas S. Dando was the winner. 
With him in the tie of 20 straight were Hess, Mueller, 
Williams and Aiman. The tie was shot off, miss-and-out, 
Dando winning in the fourth round. There were 130 
entries. Owing to the large number of entries the flyers 
were cut down to 20 instead of 25. 

The presentation of the prizes was made at the Sports¬ 
men’s Show in the evening. A. C. Barrell, of New 
York, made the presentation speeches in his usual neat 
and felicitous manner. 

The tie between Bissett and Chenoworth will be shot 
at a later date. Scores: 

H Beatty, 27 . 
II Bellman, 29. 
S C Aiman, 28. 
G H Piercy, 31. 
Dr Rishel, 30 . 
P J Du Pont, 28. 
G D B Darby. 28... 
T Forsyth, 29 . 
F W Mathews, 28_ 
C P Seltzer, 26. 
L R Stevenson, 27.. 
J L Wright, 28 . 
R Lamb, 29 . 
C Marsden, 27 . 
H Buckwaiter, 31 
W Hinds, 31 . 
T H Swaring. 29- 
j H Groves, 28. 
C J Weinman, 27- 
Dando. 29 . 
E W Stees, 28. 
W Spicer, 30. 
J L Kellar, 2S. 
Wm Foord, 29 .. .. 
L G Terry, 27. 
F Mueller. 29 . 
C Puff. 25 . 
J H Hotherhill, 28.. 
ll S Ashton, 26. 
T H Vandergrift, 29 
t W Snagg. 26. 
F Goodbody, 28.... 
J FI Hairetta, 28 ... 
W L Cross, 25. 
j L Rehrig, 29. 
F Betson, 28 . 
Sim Glover, 30 _ 
C Steffans, 29 . 
J Rowher, 27 . 
G W Rue, 27. 

T Baker, 27 . 
E Taggart, 26. 
Chambers. 29. 
Malone, Jr., 28... 
H Kooger, 28.... 
B Harper, 28. 

H B Fisher, 30 .... 
H W Codentz. 30... 
W B Sugar, 28. 
J R Malone, 29. 
H Alexander, 28_ 
J Cowan, 30 . 
B Smith, 30. 
J Newhouse. 28 .... 
D Longnecker, 28.. 
C W Billings. 29.... 
H J Harrin, 28. 
W E Lockwood. 27. 
W H Sterling, 27 .. 
I Pleasanton, 27 
F Bierie. 28 . 
Eames, 28 . 
Cornell, 28 . 
J Edwards, 29 . 
A B Stevenson, 27.. 
Leonard, 29 . 
P Powers, 27 . 
J J Cody, 27. 
E Gyles, 27 . 
Miss Rieker. 27 _ 
J Morris, 27. 
F Coleman, 32 . 
J M Garwood, 27 .. 
F Meehan, 26 . 
O G Scott, 25. 
J L Cox, 27. 
D F McDonald. 27.. 
H S Bowker, 27 .... 
E C Griffith, 32. 
TDubell, 27. 
D A Farrell, 27.... 
H C Hoffman, 26. .. 
1 F Pratt, 27. 
J R Fowler. 28. 
C Geikler, 26. 
A C Paterson. 28.. 
H S Welles, 30. 
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92222222222222212222—20 
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22222202220222222222_18 
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22202020122222022222—16 
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.' 20120110101122002011—13 
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. 22222022222122222222—19 
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LEFEVER ARMS CO., 23 Maltbie St.. Syracuse, N. Y* 

he JJove-Tal 

The obelisk stood firm 

^ Moses was a youth when the idea 
of the dove-tail was first conceived 
by an Egyptian carpenter. The 

first dove-tail was placed under the obelisk at Luxor and forgotten, 
through an earthquake (26 B. C ), which shook temples into ruins. 

The too fastener of the Lefever shot gun is a dove-tail—“one of the keys of architecture.” 
When the shell explodes, the barrels hold to the frame in a dove-tail grip nothing can shake. 

The right principles are used in the simplest ways, on every part of these high grade 
guns. One piece does the cocking and extracting. It also checks the opening 
of the barrels so they rock open and shut without any strain on the hinge 
joint. With ten to twenty-five less pieces and our exclusive compensa 
tion and take-up methods, “shooting loose” after years of use is im 
possible. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Our catalogue tells the truth about steel, about scien¬ 

tific taper-boring and the finest hand work on all parts; 
things about gun construction told nowhere else 
It is worth sending for. 

Egg 

When You Buy a Gun— 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

There are many powders that might do when the sun shines and all is serene. But for net results in rain or 

shine, no powder equals 

DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS 
It is a powder known to be stable. 

Use your own judgment in selecting a powder, but don't make judgment until you have tried Dead Shot. It 

is the greatest combination of Absolute Quality ever produced. 

Our friends, the trap shooters, have coined a new name, — 

“STABILITY DEAD SHOT” 
and this leads us to modestly remark that no other powder has shown such a percentage of high scores at the traps. 

We could say much more, but — why ? A booklet of “loads, etc., on request. 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 
CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS 
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IN 1907 
The Highest Professional Average 

The Highest Amateur Average 

The Longest Run of the Year 

Were All Made With DU PONT POWDERS 

How about this for REAL PROOF that 

DU PONT POWDERS 
MAKE and BREAK Records? 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°°' 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model, 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
barrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren Street, NEW YORK, V. S, A. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON'S GRAPHITE 

of ferrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reefsrTZFisrrer^^!Yl^g d^4~-Tjet 

free sample and booklet P-52. 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY cfix N. J, 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

H H Stevens, 30.20222202022222022w —13 
W Lehr, 27 .12202222211222221222—19 
F Sidebottom, 2S .01011002220220210210—12 
T T Farley, 25.22021210*112111w —12 
T G Chenworth, 28.*2102122101221202020—14 
G Tull, 27.22200211101001202020—12 
C D Henline, 2S.12212110210020101211—15 
J Martin, 30 . 2222222222222221222*—19 
T K Cook, 25.2222212221101w -12 
\V Severn 27 .11012221212120212212—18 
W Peltz ^8 ..  22222222022202020001—14 
A A Fel’ix 29.02*22222222222222222—18 
F R Johnson, 28.22222222222022222222—19 
F Hess 27 .22112222112222222222—20 
J F Sommers 30.02222200221202*22222—15 
Van Allen, 31..22020222222202222222—17 
G H Gibbs 29.2*122022222022021122—1G 
H Y Yost, 29.10222222*1122*1w —12 
C B Cole, 29.222221012022222*2022—16 
Van Pelt, 28.2120001010w . — 5 
C R Kreer, 28.122*2212w — 7 
J F M of fit 29.22222222222222*22222—19 
McFalls 27 .22220022222222222200—16 
F Heeney, 29 . 22220220222222222222—19 
O M Browell, 28.10221222202220222221—17 
G Hansell, 31 .02222202022222222022—18 
W E Crane, 27 .00120010000211222101—11 
Richards, 25 . 22220222222220222202—1 
J M cCrane, 26 .122*01211121211*1222-17 
C H Munson, 28.2202202112021110*212—16 
F Hart 28.....22*2202112021110*212—16 
D Paul 27 .02222022020102020001—11 
W Bearen, 27.00112011w — 5 
T S Carlise, 29.22222202222220222222—19 
W O Campbell, 27.22011012220220222200—14 
R Williams, 27.12112121212222111222—20 
F Selwart, 29 . 22122222222220222222—19 
C W R..eed, 29.21110211w —7 

Shoot-off, miss-and-out: 
Dando .1222—4 William .10 ^-1 
Hess .2210—3 Aiman .0 —0 
Mueller .101 —2 

I 

Montclair Gun Club. 

25. 
1 22 
1 22 
4 25 
1 24 
2 21 
0 24 
0 24 
0 25 
1 24 
4 15 
1 21 
0 22 

3 
25 

1 22 
1 24 
4 22 
1 22 
2 23 
0 24 
0 24 
0 24 
1 21 
4 23 
1 25 
0 17 
4 18 
2 17 
2 25 
6 14 
0 21 
0 10 
0 7 

4 5 
50 25 

2 48 .. .. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

Montclair, N. J., March 14.—Perfect weather brought 
out some twenty-three men this afternoon and over 3,000 
targets were thrown. Seven trophy events were run off. 

Event No. 2, the third leg on the Boxall tripphy, was 
won by Geo. Piercy, with a perfect score, while Dukes 
and Jacobus, tied for the Barnes trophy, Jacobus win¬ 
ning out in the shoot-off. 

Crane captured the fourth event, this being the fifth 
leg on the Greener gun. 

The fifth event, for a gold trophy, was tied for by 
Winslow and Moffett, both scoring 25. The tie in this 
event remains to be shot off next week. 

Messrs. Welles and Apgar, trade representatives, were 
present, and shot along for targets. Apgar made a par¬ 
ticularly good score, breaking 98 out of his last 100. 
This is the best record ever made over the Montclair 
traps by a professional. 

On next Saturday, the Orange Gun Club and the 
Wykagil Country Club, of New Rochelle, visit Mont¬ 
clair and shoot a three-cornered team race. 

Two new sets of traps have been built the past week, 
making four in all, in preparation for the big shoot of 
April 1. 

Events: 1 
Targets: 15 

Perley . 14 
Allan .11 
Cockefair . 13 
Colquitt . 15 
Grinnell . 12 
Apgar . 14 
Welles . 14 
Piercy . 13 
Moffett . 15 
Winslow . 11 
Dukes .12 
Hanford .10 
Brown . 0 18 
Waring .. .. 0 19 
Jacobus . 2 25 
Deane . 6 18 
Feigenspan . 0 15 
Frost . 0 14 
Moore . 0 10 
Crane . 4 50 
Todd . 5 24 17 
Boxall . 1 23 24 

Event No. 7, team race, two-man teams, three bird 
strings, 30 targets per team, use of both barrels: Piercy 
and Feigenspan 24, Perley and Jacobus 19, Waring and 
Moffett 20, Colquitt and Cockefair 22. Duke and Winslow 
16. Allan and Soverel 17, Apgar and Welles 25, Crane 
and Brown" 17. Grinnell and Boxall 21. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

8 46 
2 46 
3 49 

4 24 

0 44 
2 44 
8 47 
2 46 

2 23 
0 25 
0 22 
0 23 
1 25 
2 25 
1 20 

4 18 .. 
0 14 .. 
2 23 21 

0 24 24 

Hackensack Rod and Gun Club. 

Hackensack, N. J 
shoot to-day follow: 

Events: 
Targets: 

I A Storms 
T Reinhold 

March 14.—Scores made at the 

Sortor 

J Conrad 

J Johnson 

W I Conklin 
G H Krug.. 
Schoverling . 

12 3 4 Events: 12 3 4 
25 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25 25 
14 14 .. .. C Fleischman. 13 11 .. .. 
10 14 11 .. B Garwood. .12 14 .. 19 
17. 18 22 18 .. 
14. Dr Moeller .. 17 16 17 .. 
21 18 19 .. T R Banta . 20 15 .. .. 
18 18 18 .. G B Giffiw .... 5. 
17 .. 15. 
15 11 .. .. T C Banta . 19 20 17 .. 
23 24 22 23 J M Coskie.... 18 20 .. .. 
20 15 21 20 W D Lewis.... 16 18 .. .. 
12 12 21 16 A T Herbert... 15. 
13 14 14 .. T P Howland .19 17 .. .. 
20 22 21 .. G Howland .. .. 19 22 .. 
12 17 19 17 H Howland .. .21 

A. A. Stago, Sec’y. 
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Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach. L. I., March 10,-The final shoot for 

the F. A. Stone trophy was held to-day. Numerous 
sweepstakes were shot. The second event was the setter 

puppy contest. In the latter R. B. Crawford had first 

choice with a score of 22; Dr. C. F. Hunter second with 

21' Scorei: r—No. 1—v r— No. 2—s 
Stone trophy. Hdcp. Score. 

LMPMnter 212^41 » g 

C L McCta«:.:.{5 18-33 17 14 

A A Metz. 13 lfr-28 

R Schoverling .16 10 -6 
Dr Burtis .13 15—34 •• •• 

R B Cranfurd.K VtII n 1 
Dr C F Hunter...:.« 12-29 17 -1 

W C Damron. 19 20 39 16 18 

H W Dreyer.17 13-30 10 

J S Fanning. 19 |7_3b 

A Seymour ..16 18—34 

G R Schneider.17 19 36 
F B Stephenson. 22 20-42 

A J Grabie.12 15-27 

A V Suydam. 19 183' 
J H Hendrickson.19-4 43 

A E Hendrickson.19 21 40 

S Beach .13 16-29 

John Voorhees ...13 15—-3 
W R Simpson. IS 17 35 

G F Pelham. 15 14-29 

W T Elias . 13 10-23 
G S K Remsen. 14 16—30 

16 

19 

14 

17 

Kouwenhoven 20 20-40 UUWCU11UVW1 . oc 

f g #0pe"0l.d!::::::::::::::::::: is itf i? « 
F A Hodgman. 20 21—41 1| 1 
T S Medler.14 12-2b 16 13 

E J Westhall.-.17 14—31 16 14 

II C Pearsall. lb L 
D H Fanning. •• 

Those who shot in two or three events had their 

best two scores, as follows: 
H Hendrickson 46 43—89 

I, Palmer. 46 41—87 
G Kouwenhoven. 41 4t>—Sb 
S Glover. 44 38—82 
G S Remsen. 38 42—80 
F Truax . 40 37—77 
T S Fanning. 40 36—76 
G R Schneider.. 39 36—15 
A E Hendrickson 34 40—74 

Suydam.... 36 37—73 

L Schortemeier.. 31 40—71 
H D Bergen.... 38 33—71 
E W Reynolds... 34 35—69 
Dr J D Burtis... 34 34—68 
C L McClave.... 34 33—67 
J H Voorhees.... 37 28—65 
J G Ropes. 34 27—61 
S Beach . 32 29-61 
R A Metz. 32 28—60 
R Schoverling.... 28 26—54 

clusively verified by the constantly increasing attend¬ 
ance and greater interest that is being taken in the 
club’s regular weekly shoots. 

Last Saturday, March 14, was an excellent day for 
target shooting; the wind was just blusterous enough to 
make the sport exciting. Sayles and Dixon took a 
“poke” at each other, and to settle the dispute shot an 
uphill race of 100 targets each for the honors <pf the 
English Hotel cup, in which Sayles succeeded in de¬ 
fending his title to the honors of the coveted H°Phy- 
The scores they made are as follows: Sayles, 1J, <22, 
23 18—82; Dixon, 18, 19, 22, 19—78. 

’This was the first day on the calendar for shooting 
in the contest for the Parry trophy, a special event ot 
50 targets at distance handicaps fixed by a committee ot 
the members. In this event Sayles, shooting from 18yds., 
broke 41 out of his 50 targets; Moller (18), 41; 1 arting- 
ton (18), 40; Denny (18), 40; Trotter (17), 39; Dixon .(18), 
38; Parry (19), 38, and Moore (18), 37. . 

In the deadshot trophy contest, an event of 40 original 
targets, Parry was the only one to shoot ‘ scratch, he 
breaking 36 out of the original 40, which under the rules 
governing the contest, did not permit him to score 
front any subsequent targets he might shoot at. Dixon, 
with 3 additional targets (at which he did not shoot) 
scored 33; Brennan (2), 36; Sayles (7), 37; Partington (11), 
39; Moore (14), 39; Moller (17),40, and Lewis (40), 40. 

Parry covered himself with “glory” in practice events, 
and took possession of the 90 per cent, class abiding 
place all alone, without any very near ‘ second lor the 
honors, as the following tabulation of practice scores 

will show: „ , _ „ _ 
Events: 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Parry .18 19 17 19 15 20 
Brenn(an .16 17 17 15 18 .. 
Partington . 16 13 18 18 .. .. 
Sayles .15 15 19 15 .. .. 
Dixon .15 16 17 .. .. .. 
Hymer .16 17 17 19 14 14 14 
Anderson .13 18 17 18 13 16 
Moller .13 14 16 19 16 
Wilson . 16 15. 
Bell .13 16 14 15 19 
Moore .14 14 14 15 16 .. 
Denny . 13 16. 
Trotter .14 14 15 13 .. .. 
Hamilton . 12. 
Southern .16 11 9 11 8 .. 
Arnold . 10.. •• 
Lewis . 9 4 10 10 12 .. 

Harry W. Denny, Sec y. 

Scores made by other shooters who did not qualify 
on the teams: , 

S. S. V\ hites: Severn 35, White 24, Fontain 31, Ilink- 
son 27, Tansey 36. Firth 34, Sanford 37, Chalmers 36, 
Kendall 29, St. Clair 29. 

Meadow Springs: Mardin 26, Hansell 28, Laws 24, Hill- 
pot 28, Waters 28, Benson 26, Pierce 27. 

Chester: H. C. Hoffman 22 C. H. Iloftman 28, 
Young 37, Thomas 25, J. Ladomius 29, Dutton 31, Paul- 

South Ends: T. Rexon 35, G. Tule 35, II. French 35, 
J. Bavington 34, J. Biddle 34, T. Uhomas 33, I". lJech- 
man 33. II. G. Eisenhart 31, J. Cook 31, W. Johnson 31 
Brunt 31 " ~ ^ - 
Jolmson 
27, Coverdali 
24, Newkirk 21. 

Highlands: W. N. Cooper 40, Greenwood 39. \\ . 
Lohr 39, C. D. Crooks 37, Joel Davis 37, Dr. Wentz 37, 
E. Dougherty 36, H. Hoover 35, L. Schwartz 35, H. K. 
Boyer 34, Pinkerton 33, Schaefer 33, E. F. Wentz 33, J. 
Hilt 33, H. E. Perry 30, Harkins 26. 

The points scored and the targets broken by the clubs 
are as follows': 

Score. 

Highland . 18 
S. S. White. 16 
South End . 14 
Meadow Springs . 11 
Chester .   0 

II. G. Eisenhart 31, J. Cook 3i, w. jonnson oi, 
1, C. Folker 30, II. Green 30, W. Thomas 29, II. 
I 29 T. Horner 27, J. Eyster 27, J. W. Snagg 
■rdafe 27, Lippincott 26, W. Duncan 24, S. Quigley 

Targets. 
2407 
2412 
2203 
2017 
1157 

at. Brk. Cent. 
120 108 90. 
100 83 83. 

80 65 81.25 
80 64 80. 
60 48 80. 

140 111 79.21 
120 95 79.17 
100 78 78. 

40 31 77.50 
100 77 77. 
100 73 73. 

40 29 72.50 
80 66 70. 
20 12 60. 

100 55 55. 
20 10 50. 

100 45 45. 

fndependent Gun Club. 

Philadelphia Pa.-—The last club shoot of the Inde¬ 
pendent Gun Club for the A. H. Fox Gun Co. trophy 
was held on the Keystone Shooting League grounds, at 
Holmesburg Junction on Saturday, March 14. 

McCarty secured another win with a score of 9b, 
which gives him the final ownership of the trophy. T he 
competition for this trophy has been very spirited in¬ 
deed, having covered a period of five rponths. 

Charles Mink and Newcomb tied for the sterling silver- 
spoon in the 90 per cent, class, with a score of 24, and 
in the shoot-off at 25 targets, Newcomb won by a 
score of 23 to 22. 

Fontain, Little and Sanford tied for the sterling silver 
spoon in the 80 to 90 per cent, class with a score of 84, 
and in the shoot-off the following scores were made: 
Fontain 25, Little 22, Sanford 21. 

Ringgold won the spoon in the 70 to 80 per cent, 
class, with a score of 77. The following are the scores 
made: 

W C Damron.... 33 39—72 
The conditions for the F. A. Stone trophy were: Three 

contests, 50 targets each, 16yds., best two out of three 

scores to count. 

Indianapolis Gun Club. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y., March 14.—Our club was pleas¬ 
antly surprised at the Friday afternoon shoot by a visit 
from George R. Ginn, the Winchester missionary, who 
was on a trip in this vicinity. Mr. Ginn’s personality has 
won many friends here, both for himself and the company 
he represents, so that our boys are always glad to have 
him call. 

Ten club members turned out for the shoot, and as the 
day was warm and pleasant, some good sport was in 
prospect, but all this was spoiled by the melting snow, 

Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 Total 

Nelson, 16 . . 16 17 16 15 16 80 

Fontain, 16 . . 16 16 17 16 19 84 

Little, i7 . . 17 17 16 15 19 84 

. 13 16 14 17 12 72 

Sanford, 18 . . 16 17 18 18 15 84 

Oliver, 18 . . 17 18 14 16 20 85 

Mink, 20 . . 19 18 19 19 19 94 

Newcomb, 20 . . 18 19 20 20 17 94 

McCarty, 20 . . 19 19 20 18 20 96 

Ringgold, 18 . 
Frank, 20 . 

. 12 

. 20 
18 
16 

16 
13 

13 
15 

16 
14 

77 
78 

Finletter, 16. . 17 18 14 17 16 82 

WHICH UllCu tut nan ..* All 

the trap boy had to be fished out after every event. All 
hands would then get busy and bale out the pit, so that 
another event could be shot. In another week, how¬ 
ever, the snow will all be gone and our boys will get 
. . • __ i1  C —  aL a *-*-» 4- 4-/-v K a Vi aI/i A rtri 1 

Indianapolis, Ind.—The resident members of the In¬ 
dianapolis Gun Club are at present intensely interested 
in the solution of a multitude of momentous questions 

that have a direct bearing upon the presentt :a"d future “’active^ practice* for" the tournament to be'held April 
well-being of the association and the fact that y which judging from all reports will be well attended, 
feels disposed to give to these issues his earnest and za, wnicn, juqgmg uuiu ^ „.„i, „n ,w„ 
thoughtful consideration, augurs well for the rapid 
and healthy growth of the club. 

The preparations for the clubs fifth annual spring 
target shoot which is to be held on April 15 and 16, as 
a registered tournament, with $200 added and average 
money, are about completed; and the copy for the pro¬ 
gramme will go to the printer this week, as soon as 
the committee appointed to arrange for special and con- _ 
venient car service to the grounds for this extraordinary . ,. , . , , , 
occasion makes its final report. Philadelphia Trapshoofers League. 

toTaecloserenandfiSthLr?sr £ end If the Philadelphia, Pa., March 7,-The Highland Gun Club 
being manifested by the members in the forthcoming defeated the South End Gun Club on the grounds of the 
-nnual meeting that will be held Tuesday evening, April ,atter at Camden, N. J., 434 to 387 high score of the 
7 at which time seven directors will be elected to serve series for the winner. The Highland Club now appears 
during the er^uing year. At a recent meeting of the t0 be a sure winner. At Holmesburg Junction, the 
present ‘Board of Vrectors _Dr. JS. H. Moore, Gustav g, S, White tearn defeat^that^of Meadow Springsjnd 

Pratt, 16 . 5 .. .. 
Robinson, 16 . 18 • • 
Kollock, 16 . 18 

come, the scores ma 
Brown . 50 
Cottrell . 24 
Oatman . 53 
Crandall . 36 
L lie Roode.... 27 

Friday were as follows: 
60 Witt .... 22 
30 Wiltse .. . 37 
75 Norton . . 25 
60 Chapman . 12 
35 Bond ... . 21 

Secretary. 

Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing, N. Y., March 14.—Six members participated 
in to-day’s shoot. The scores were as follows: 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 

Long . 21 20 20 14 
Peck .16 13 15 14 
Keppel .16 17 17 11 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 25 25 25 26 

Deems .19 18 18 12 
Barrett .14 17 15 10 
Kruser . 18 9 9 9 
Howard Keppel, Sec’y. 

Scores 
AT HOLMESBURG. 

37 Gothard 
46 Wiley ... 
42 Coyle ... 
38 Jackson . 
44 Franklin 
41 Kauffman 
39 Williams 
41 Chandler 

Kollock 
42—409 Bower .. 

S. S. White. 
Harper . 
Hastings 
Pratt . 42 
Nelson 
Beyer .44 
Cotting . 41 
Brenizer .. 
Cantrell ., 
Witherdein - 
Frank . 42 409 

Chester. 

Hall ... 
Little . 
German 
Copple .41 
Shattuck .3- 

W Troth .. 
G McCarty 

Meadow Springs. 

45 

^lolfe'r1 Robt. P. Daggett, Ed. Bretz, and Coi. E. H. Chester, 409 to 346 and 375 respectively. Mr. Lester 
Tripp ' were appointed a committee to nominate a German, of. the Chester team, made high individual 
“regular” ticket of directors from among the members; score, 49. 
and this committee finds that much of the available 
timber is so nearly of the same dimensions—and this, 
with the confusion that arises from the different sug¬ 
gestions” made by every member with whom they come 
in contact—renders the discharge of their duty a very 
difficult and delicate task to perform. The committee is 
holding its sessions behind closed doors, and until it 
announces its conclusions it will not be known how 
many “independent” tickets will spring up. Ihe an‘ 
nual reports of the outgoing directors wi 1 disclose a 
very satisfactory and successful year, and they teel that 
this happy showing will entitle them to the reward of 
a retirement from the responsibilities of active man¬ 
agement of the club’s prudential affairs. 

Not least among the many features that are now at¬ 
tracting the attention and lively interest of the mem¬ 
bers are the numerous trophy contests that are well 
under way; the deadshot trophy every Saturday after¬ 
noon, an added target handicap event; the Britton 
trophy the emblem of amateur championship among 
club members for 1908, a sliding distance handicap event 
on the first and third Saturday afternoons of each month; 
the Parry trophy, a beautiful sterling silver loving cup, 
the gift of that broad-gauged sportsman and estimable 
good fellow, “Tom” Parry, on the second and fourth 
Saturday afternoons of each month; and the Lnglish Hotel 
cup, a trophy donated to the club several years ago by 
Col. Tripp, in response to the club’s need of an incentive 
for most trying and difficult amateur competition, i-ach 
of these has a different and well-defined mission to ful¬ 
fill, and that they are well appointed and timely is con- 

J Rogers 
F Bender 

A Denham 

36 Hamlin . 
. 40 B Lademius . 3b 

. 49 Trainer . 32 

. 41 Lanton . 

. 32 Grisswold . 40-: 

AT CAMDEN. 

C. South lind G. C. 

. 48 B H Bates. 43 

. 46 G Radclifte . 43 

. 45 W Peckman . 42 

. 44 L Z Lawrence. . 41 

. 44 Iff Quigley . 

. 43 Jaggard .. 38 

..43 C Peak . . 36 

. 41 W L Cross. . 36 

. 40— -434 r Hineline . . 35- 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
The Slocum hand-power motor, manufactured by the 

company of the same name, at Erie, Pa., is a novelty 
in boat motors, and both in results and in cost, appears 
to be midway between the inexpensive and laborious 
oars, and the expensive and very powerful moving gaso¬ 
line me tor. A circular describing the device will be sent 
on application by the Slocum Hand-Power Motor Co., 
Erie, Pa. 

The manufacturers of the U-B live frog harness are 
certainly right when they speak of this device as a sensa¬ 
tional hit. It has the striking advantage of exposing a 
bait more attractive and more durable than has before 
been known, and also of doing it in a way that is 
humane, though, to be sure, the question of the nervous 
system of the amphibious need not give us much- un¬ 
easiness. Anglers for black bass, pike-perch and pick¬ 
erel will certainly want to make trial of this device, and 
will do well to write to Messrs. Unkefer & Bradley, 91 
Dearborn street, Chicago, Ill. 

Attention is called to the advertisement of the country 
house advertised as for rent in North Wales. The 
salmon and trout fishing, and the grouse shooting—far 
more of both than the average man and his guests could 
use—make this offer a particularly attractive one to a 
sportsman who cares to spend a season in Britain. Ap¬ 
plication by interested persons should be made to Messrs. 
Alexander & Green, 120 Broadway, New York city. 

The man who has lost overboard from canoe, boat or 
sail boat a gun, or rod, or reel, at the precise moment 
when it was most needed, is likely to spend hours 
or days trying to recover the lost article. If a Zoll-White 
retriever were attached to the missing article, there would 
be no trouble whatever in finding and recovering it. 
The device is wholly novel, and persons who wish to 
know more about it’ will do well to communicate with 
the manufacturers, the Zoll-White Retriever Co., Findlay, 

Ohio. 
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Co Let. F'or Sale. 

To Let Furnished 

In the Most Beautiful Part of North Wales 

With Salmon and Trout Fishing, and Grouse Shooting 

A'/i miles from Bettws-y-Coed and close to railway station on London and North Western Railway 
System. 5 miles of river exclusive Salmon and Trout Fishing, excepting one rod one day a week 
also one of the best trout lakes in North Wales. 75 to 100 Salmon can be got in a season and plenty 
of Trout. 7,000 Acres of good Shooting—Grouse, Partridges, Pheasants, Rabbits, Snipe, Wood¬ 
cock. Owner will pay wages of one gamekeeper and one gardener, tenant to pay others. References 
exchanged. For full particulars apply to Messrs. Alexander & Green, 120 Broadway, New York 
City, where photographs can also be seen. 12 

“Property for Sale. 

Fine Salmon pool in famous Tobique River, New Bruns¬ 
wick, with good ten-room house overlooking pool, and 
IOO acres; good buildings, telephone, post, in house. 
Apply Manor House, Lee, North Devonshire, England. 

FOR SALE.—Fishing privileges on Lower St. Lawrence 
River; easy access from Quebec by steamer. Includes 
Salmon River, Club House, and about 100 square miles 
of territory, containing various lakes. Address: 1ZAAK, 
P. O. Box 2305, Montreal, Canada. 14 

FOR LEASE—Excellent Hunting Preserve. 
About 4000 acres of timber lands on the tipper Roanoke 
River, North Carolina, about 8 miles of navigable water 
front, 1% miles from railway, telegraph and telephone 
station. Three hours’ ride from Norfolk, Va. Has been 
posted several years. Has turkeys, partridges and fur¬ 
hearing animals; good fishing. Address Box 4, care 
Forest and Stream. 13 

TO LET.—FURNISHED; LOG CABIN with lean-to, 
containing four rooms. Suitable for small party for 

■“roughing it.” On Lake Rondaxe, Adirondack Moun¬ 
tains. For all months. For particulars, photographs, 
etc., address owner, T. F. DE VOE, 253 Fifth Avenue, 
New York. 13 

tenants and Exchanges. 

SPORTSMEN! HUNTERS! TRAPPERS! 
1 will pay good prices for all kinds of live wild water- 
fowl, either wing-tipped or trapped birds. 

G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Conn. 

WANTED.—ONE hundred young red and gray foxes. 
Can also use a few old ones. Write at once, stating how 
many jou can furnish, and at what price. Address 

J. C. GOODE, Boydton, Va. 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practical 

Management. 

By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Pages. 
Price, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Tajciderm ists. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
Write for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gites directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER. N. Y. 

J. KANNOFSKY. 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu- 
tacWnng purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention “Forest and Stream.” 

ROWLAND. 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE, 
Tel. 4205 Chelsea. Near 13th St NEW YORK 

Small-Mouth Black B&ss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
blaes bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingeriings for stocking purposes. 

War&maug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. HEEMAN, New Preston, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 76c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. Sta. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM. 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT ?! a11 aees for stocking 
Ut\V/l/ll IIXV/UI brooks and lakes. Brook 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

Genuine Indian Corner Outfits—Navajo 
Blankets, Indian Baskets and Pottery, 
direct from reservations. Guaranteed genuine. Lists 4 cents. 

O. W. JOHNSON, Phoenix, Ariz. 12 

"Resorts for Sportsmen. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
Excellent Salmon and Trout Fishing; also Caribou 
shooting. Tents, guides, boats provided. Write, 

BUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundland. 

Spring Fishing 
For Land-locked Salmon 

- O —- -,-uc cqudicu 

in Maine First-class table board and separate cabins or 
cottages for each party. Booklet gladly sent on request. 
J.- O. Address: B. M. PACKARD, Piscataquis County, 
bebec Lake, Maine. 

Wa will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions). 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions'), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM, NEW YORK. 

HORSE AND HOUND 
Foger D- Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 
Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hounds” is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Ilunt- 
mg. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
box. 1 ricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in- 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

March 14.—The weekly competition of the Massachusetts 
Rifle Association was held at its range to-day, the beauti¬ 
ful springlike weather calling out a goodly number ot 
shooters. In spite of appearances, shooting conditions 
were far from ideal, the wind for the greater part ot the 
dav coming from the 11 and 1 o’clock quarters; and 
though it was n?t at all strong, the shooters were fre¬ 
quently caught in sudden changes with the windage on 

the wrong side. . 
\V. Charles led the long-range men with lo, -.he only 

score of 40 or better for the day. 
H. E. Tuck was high in the offhand match with 8/, 

Fitz and Busfield tying on 85 for second. 
Military revolver medals were won by VV. Mortimer. 

Military revolver medal match: W. Mortimer, silver 
medal 47 47, 47, 40, 46, 47, 47, 47, 47, 48; silver and gold 
medal, 49. 48, 48, 48, 48, 48, 49, 49, 48. «r.. p r 

Offhand practice match: H. E Tuck .87, ,85,1. C. 
Fitz 85. 79: J. Busfield S5, 84, S3, 81; H. V. Hill 18, 

HMedal anVbadge offhand match: F. C. Fitz SO, 76. 
Long-range rifle medal match, 1,000yds.: VV. Charles 

45, 39, 33: F. Daniels 38, 3S, 37; O E Gerrish 34. 
Military rifle medal match: W. R. Murphy 47, 46, 

\V. T. Abbott 46; E. B. Hawkes 43. 
Pistol medal match: C. F. Lamb 8-. 81, 81. 
All-comers’ pistol match: O. E. Gerrish S6, S4, S3, 

K D. Jewett 85; M. T. Day 81, 81. 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, March 14.—At Armbruster’s Park to-day 
scores were made as follows: . , . , . 

Ten shots, revolver, 50yds.: A. L. A. Himmelwright 
90 S9, 93, 96, 91; B. F. Wilder 88, 86, 87, 92, S3, 92, 94, 
92 92, 84; M. Hays 87, 83, 87, 90, 87, 93, 85, 82, 84, 83; 
G.’ P. Snellen S6, 80, S3; J. E. Silliman 86, 91, 86, 90, S5, 

87Rifle. 200yds., 10 shots: Dr. W. G. Hudson 233, 233, 
2°9 °°8 2”1' L. P. Hansen 211, 205, 209, 212. 
"in the gallery at 2628 Broadway, March 12, scores were 

made as follows with the revolver:, 20yds.: T Anderton 
96 90; Dr. R. II. Sayre 89, 88, 86, 85, 85, 85; T. Le Bou- 
tillier, 2d, S9, 88, 88, 87; Dr. C. Philips 83 78 69; A. 
Knowlton 70, 69; H. A. Reitzenstein 82, 78; M. Hays 
85 S4, 83, 82, 80; B. F. Wilder 89, 88, S3; A. L. A. Him¬ 
melwright 89, 88, 8S; T. P. Nichols 90, 90, 86, 86, 85, 85; 
R. M. Ryder 39, 89, 88; P. Hanford S9 88, S6, 86; W. 
Wadsworth 79, 77; W. R. Buchanan 7S; G. Genzer 89, SS, 
86 86, 85; T. E. Silliman 87, 86. 

Rifle, 25yds.: T. S. Clark 235, 234, 233; G. L. Amouroux 

246 MO 
Jos. E. Silliman, Treas. 

Du Pont Rifle Association. 

Wilmington, Del., March 14.—The glorious early 
spring afternoon brought out a goodly and a good- 
natured crowd to the Saturday shoot. Addicks hied him¬ 
self away to the hillside and prone upon his breadbasket 
kept pounding service loads into the butts. Newman and 
Hessian and Scott and McCafferty drifted from German 
ring to Standard American targets. I. Du Pont nearly 
raised the roof off the shooting house with a score of 9b, 
and Casey, with his .44 and black powder, earned the 
condemnation of all by the noise and clouds, which 
marred the otherwise perfect day. The scores: 

Rifle. 200yds.: J. W. Hessian 214, 220, 203, 205; L. Du 
Pont 88, 79; I. Du Pont 162, 195; J. F McCafferty 208, 
206; S. J. Newman 208, 84. 203, 203; J. W. Scott 211, 199. 
J. E. Addicks, 3d (Creedmoor) 41, 46; 15-shot scores, 

68 67 
Pistol and revolver, 50yds.: K. K. V. Casey, S9, 80, 

82 81-1 Du Pont 92, 8S. 96; H. B. McCollum 92, 90, 93, 
88! 85; L. Du Pont 82, 78, 76. „ , 

H. B. McCollum, Sec y. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

WANTED TO TRAIN—Four or six young dogs for this 
coming season for shooting dogs, to complete iny string; 
price reasonable; plenty birds and good location. 

L. G. HOWELL, Box 287, Jackson, Tenn. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—One Irish Setter bitch, 
by Champion Finglas (E.K.R. 28950, A.K.C.S.B. 21569) 
out of Henmore Shamrock (A.K.R. 16743). C. P. 
WOODRUFF, Housatonic, Mass. . 13 

Young dogs and brood bitches. 
FRANK FORESTER KENNELS 

Warwick, N. Y. 14 

SETTER AND POINTER PUPS, best breeding, $10.00 
to $15.00. Ready for work coming fall. 

AMOS BURNHANS, Lincoln, Neb. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. Svo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Saarv Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Love! and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books -wn 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what hq 

believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Zeftler Rifle Club. 

New York.—Scores of the members of the Zettler 
Rifle Club, March 11, 10-shot strings on 25 (%m.) ring 
target, possible 250, distance 75ft., are as follows: 

G L Amouroux .236 244 240 246 241 237 241 241 234 241 
W A Tewes.247 248 247 247 245 248 247 243 248 247 
L C Buss.242 246 240 246 244 
M Dorrler .244 246 243 236 243 
•L P Hansen.243 237 243 243 245 
T H Keller.235 229 237 241 239 
L Maurer .242 242 243 241 244 
O Smith .243 247 245 241 247 
B Zettler ..240 243 237 237 242 
C Zettler .246 243 244 241 245 

Cincinnati Rifle Association. 

The following scores were made by members of this 
Association at 200yds., on Standard target, on March 8. 

King score. Special scores. 
Hofer . 80 85 SO 77 76 73 
llasenzahl . 86 91 90 S9 86 86 
Roberts . 77 86 85 82 77 75 
Freitag ... 74 78 75 67 64 .. 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use- 

• ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. 
St. Louis, Mo. 

San Francisco, Cal. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Boston, Mass. 
Montreal, Can. 

Bears 1 Have Mel—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stones, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest ’in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS. Lexington, Ky. 

:BOOK. Oft 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St„ New York. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

Thefe are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
Bv Dr W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 
plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink the 
blueiay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



HUNTING 

M & CAMPING 
IP* OUTFITS 

FINF rilM^ All the Prominent ENGLISH 
1 1111^ VIUllO and AMERICAN MAKES 
Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (Si Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken In Trade 

■^g(wBi?v^ggjgjSgga^ Send 6 cents in 
ySrPstamps for Cata- 

jggF v™g*v4a t. ■■ logue and list of 
Second-Hand 

<aP ' •> •■ •• -Jr' •- 1 1 •'■Guns. 

new Catalogue No. 
the most complete 

book of its kind ever pub¬ 
lished. It contains nearly 
300 pages, brim full of illus¬ 

trations and detailed description of 
<C' all kinds of implements forall kinds 
,<» of sports. It tells the net cost and 

transportation charges And makes 
it easy for you to buy by mail. We 
make a specialty of Waterproof 

c Tents, Camp Su plies and Fire- 
arms, and carry by far the largest 

stock in New York. 

Agents for “Orvis” 
Rods and Flies. 

•waisr 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ® SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

New York Sporting Goods Co 
\I7 WARREN STREET,- NEW YORK. 

Our Fishing Tackle 

Department comprises 

Everything in the 

Line of Tackle. 

Attention! 
We desire to call special attention at this time 

to our 

Repair Department 
* . .... 

No part of our business is more satisfactory or 

better known to our most critical customers than 

this particular branch, and in the last twenty-live 

years we have probably been intrusted with more 

fine guns to repair than any other concern in this 
country. 

We do the highest class of work in this line, and employ 

skilled labor from abroad with technical knowledge of the 

latest methods and formulas of the best English makers. Our 

gun stockers are positively the best in this country, and we are 

direct importers of the finest Italian walnut, and always have 

a large number of unfinished stocks on hand to select from. 

We solicit the repair work of all American sportsmen and can give 

rapid and skillful service by trained experts. In consequence the work 

is efficient, mistakes rarely occur and charges are moderate. 

FOR RELIABLE Catalog free 

on application 

TACKLE FISHING 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen's Supplies, Camping Outfits, Canoes, 

Rowboats, Cameias, Kodaks, etc. Vacation Rifles a Specialty. 

Golf. Tennis. Croquet. Base Ball Goods, etc. 

meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 
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Light as a feather—staunch, 
swift and steady, with good 

capacity—built for years of hard service, 
hunting, cruising or pleasure. 

This name plate guarantees the quality and correctness of model. 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN^CANOE CO., 222 Middle.St„ Old Town, Me 

STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple, Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful. 

_ "GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser- 
—I vice." That's the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 

' TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 
j—-comes aboard. 

THE STRELINGER ■■ ^ye carry jn stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
(4 Cye.—1 to 4 Cyl.) and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 00 H. P., 

$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 
motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

t ... . • 

Mullins Steel Boats Canft Sink 
—the fastest and safest boats built. Made of pressed steel plates, with air cham¬ 
bers in each end like a life boat, they are absolutely safe. Faster lighter and more 
buoyant than wooden boats—practically indestructible—they don t leak, crack, 
dry^out or wear out, and every boat is absolutely guaranteed. The ideal boats for 
pleasure, summer resorts, boat liveries, etc. _ 

Send for catalog of Motor Boats, Marine Engines, Row Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats 
THE W. H. MULLINS COMPANY, 126 Franklin Street. Salem. Ohio. 

FREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A Record of the Races held hy the Leading Clubs During 1907 

CHICAGO 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH (8L CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
NEW YORK 

Slocum Hand Power Motor. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS. 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with less work. Face either direc- 
tinn in operating. Reverses instantly. 

No skill required. Price $18.00. 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa. 

Our patterns or materials cost you only baif ">c 
price ashed by others. 

MMVfUl 

BUIL 
re the largest builders of pleasure boats in tne worm. *»« 
full size working patterns, bnoek-down frames and materials 
bone-dry stoeb, at half the price asked by others. We use these 
rns and stock every day in building our regular beats, iou 
iot buying theories. Catalog free. 

HO!'T BOAT CO., No 284 Bellevue Ave:. nF.TRPIT. MICH. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Where, When and How to Catch 
Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 

By Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt. 
John Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla. 
With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 
Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 
this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives 
a very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 
Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 
from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the 
most value to the angler who desires to identify the fish 
he takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish 
shown in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, 
are very beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are 
cuts showing portions of the fishing tackle which the 
author uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST ANE STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

THE GARDEN STATE. 

Topeka, Kan., Jan. ig.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: In a recent number of Forest and 
Stream, in the article headed the “Garden 
State,” the writer in speaking of the farmers, 
pities “the lonesomeness and monotony that 
must necessarily become part of their lives,” the 
reading of which recalled an incident of which 
I was a witness some time since. 

In the smoking room of a chair-car, of a re¬ 
turning homeseeker’s excursion train, on one 
of the main lines of railway of Kansas, were 
several nonresident farmers all puffing their 
pipes and giving the opinions they had formed 
of the State on their various trips. -At length 
one of the lot, putting the pipe in his pocket, 
said: “Well, men, I will give you a history ol 
my trip and from that you can tell viihat I think 
of the State. At the close of the Civil War 
four brothers, who had been in the Union 
army, and of whom I am the oldest, all left 
Ohio for homes in the West. My three brother; 
went to Kansas, but I stopped in Iowa, where 
I have thought I had made a great success 
until this trip. I own 480 acres of good land 
all under cultivation, and feed three or four 
carload of steers every year, and have been wel 
satisfied. About a month ago I concluded tc 
come to Kansas and see how my brothers were 
getting along. 

“I left home with the ground covered wit! 
ten inches of snow, but when I got to Jewel 
City, and my youngegt brother, John, met me 
in his motor car, and took me out to his home 
and I saw the green wheat and alfalfa fields by 
the roadside, it seemed as if I had droppec 
down in the month of May instead of Decern 
ber. 1 found John the owner of 480 acres ir 

Continued on page 485. 
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’A JOURNAL" OF OUTDOOR LIttfW 
TRAVEL NATURE STUDY, SHOOTING FISHING YACHTING 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium c! 

entertainment, instruction and information between Amef 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications o, 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymou 
communications will not be regarded. The editors ar 
not responsible for the views of correspondents. . • 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: Ft 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Raft 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letteY, mone; 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publisl 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of new 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and (ire;, 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 fr 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agens—Londoi, 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Cc 

Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.; 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates ft 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the lin 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should 1 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which th< 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must i 
variably be accompanied by the money, or-they will n 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per lin 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserte 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instructio 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Tin 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds ai 
Shrubs. Taxidermists'. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. \\ an 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per ipsertion, 15 cent 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 
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inc farm and two others of 320 each, with 
r0od houses and barns, and over three-quarters 
'if the land in alfalfa, and he and his three sons 
.vere fattening 15.000 sheep for market on the 
dfalfa hay and corn raised on his farms. I 
found each farm had better buildings and or¬ 
chards than mine had. and John had over $15,000 
on deposit in the Jewell City banks, and all 
made from the soil of which, after he home¬ 
steaded his 160 acres in 1865. not an acre was 
broke and all he had in the world was an old 
team and wagon, a breaking plow, a cow. a 
sod-house and $8 in money to make a home 

with. , , 
“After a week at John s, he and I went down to 

Tim’s in Neosho county, and he met us in a 
motor car and took us out to his two-section 
farm, mostly Neosho River bottom land, with 
fine orchard, houses and barns and other build¬ 
ings. and we found that while his farm was very 
profitable, he was on easy street, as his land is 
underlaid with oil and gas. The oil and gas 
companies are paving him over $5,000 a month 
as his royalties from the oil and gas wells on 
his land. , 

“After a week at Jim’s home, he and John 
and I went out to George’s home in Reno 
county, where he met us at Hutchinson in his 
car and took us out to his 1600-acre farm which 
is all an orchard of bearing apple trees. He told 
us that he used to raise from 35 to 50 bushels 
of wheat to the acre, but when the Hutchinson 
Salt plants got in operation, the royalty paid 
him for the salt under his land, gave him so 
much idle money that for an investment he 
planted his farm to an orchard, and that he 
now sold his apple crop on the trees for $18,000 
to $25,000 a year. I tell you. men. when I went 
to bed that night. I did some tall thinking. As 
1 got a big bounty when I enlisted, I had money 
enough to buy a farm in the best part of Iowa 

' and my brothers had to go to Kansas and take 
up homsteads, and for success in life I was not 
in it with either one of them. 

“Gentlemen, my mind is made up. I am go¬ 
ing back to Iowa to sell out everything I have 
there, and I am coming back to make my home 
in Kansas.” Whereupon each of the others said 
that was what he had made up his mind to do 
on reaching home. 

With the mild climate, the wonderful crops, 
telephones in nearly every farmhouse, mral 
mail routes and daily papers delivered at the 
farms each morning, a dozen or more motor 
cars in every rural township, the lot of the 
Kansas farmer is one to be envied by the city- 
dweller, be he a wage earner of any class of 
trade or profession. Only in some parts 
settled by a direct foreign immigration to 
Kansas could such conditions be found as 
written about which appealed to the pity of the 
writer aforesaid. W. F. Rightmire. 
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TO POLICE THE WATERSHEDS. 

It is the intention of the Board of Water 
Supply to establish a police force to patrol the 
watersheds and prevent the pollution of the 
water supply. Application was made to the 
Municipal Civil Service Commision last week, 
says the New York Times, to exempt the 
positions of Chief and Deputy Chiefs in such a 
force from the Civil Service regulations. 

The force, it was announced, will be small at 
first, and its duties will consist of protecting the 
Croton watershed. Eventually the new water¬ 
sheds at Ashokan will be patrolled a.nd the force 
may number over 5°° men. The plan contem¬ 
plates one chief and two deputies, one for each 
side of the Hudson River. 

The two contracting firms, McArthur Brothers 
and Winston & Co., into whose contract for the 
erection of the main Ashokan dams there was 
an investigation, are installing plants on the 
reservoir sites, and will probably begin work 
early in the spring. The board will likely be 
ready to let the contracts for the two syphon 
sections under the Walikill and Rondout Creeks 
before long. One contract will necessitate the 
expenditure of about $5.500'00°. a,1(^ the °ther 
will cost about $4,500,000. 
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Special American Edition Z 
of My Catalogue v 
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RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l" 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money back. Booklet TREE. 

Worth " Special 30 Day 

<t*in ot,er’ 
$10 RANCE HAM *3.50 

is a Maine Guide of 40 years’ ex¬ 

perience. This rod is his idea of what a 
I fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 
I a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 

bait rod ; Third, a perfect trolling and bait¬ 

casting rod all in one, by simply reversing the 

I handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
the best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 
portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 

line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 
in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 

joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
broad and absolute guarantee for one year 
with each Rod. No responsibility on your 

i part. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 

4 the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 
we will return money. Take us at our word 
-put us on our honor. This advertisement 

is a contract in itself, which protects all who 

accept it. Any court in the land could hold 

^ us to it. We repeat: Simply send us $3.50, 
“ and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 

rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 

once and get your money back. Address 

“kIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
Dept. F.S., 90 Chambers Street, New York. 

Tents, Tackle, Guns, Sporting Goods. 
Catalogue for Stamps. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modem Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professional*. 

Contents: General Principles fnstinct. Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Quah^ea and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Le 

ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the wW. in 

“Forest and Stream,” 

Ij^/KENT.11 C KY 
■ —STYLE, FISHING REEL 

BEST REEL IN THE WORLD “th* _ Prlee. 

Handsomely finished, light weight, extra strong smooth 
running, almost noiseless, 60 yard size. Order and if you 
do not believe this reel is worth the pr.ee and more too 
return and we will refund your money. Send *3.00 and 
20c extra for postage. Write for Tackle Catalog. 

33 West Market Street, 
Coniaville, Kentucky. BOURNE «L BOND, 
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WORLD’S TOURNAMENT RECORDS 
Made at NEW YORK SPORTSMEN S SHOW February 22 to March 7 

By parties using 

H. L. LEONARD RODS 

137 feet 
- 177 feet 

134 1-12 feet 
91 feet 

RECORDS: 

Bait Casting for distance, 34 ounce weight. - 
Bait Casting for distance, /4 ounce weight, 
Bait Casting for distance, Greenwood Lake Style, 
Switch Fly-Casting with 4-ounce Rod, - 

In this Tournament, competitors using H. L. LEONARD RODS won as follows: 

23 First Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Second Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Third Prize's out of a possible 29 
53 Total Prizes out of a possible 87 

‘Tournament Casting,” of course, is not “Fishing,” but it takes a rod with the 
"stuff” in it to make records same as above. 
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THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Denier in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

90-9/ FULTON,ST . a af r* , , a, r* 
N.Y. For ALL AN G LI NG ■ 

ESTABLISHED 1857 

Gold Medal, Highest Award, St. Louis, 1904. %,-Gold Medal. Highest Award, Chicago, 1893, 

A Patent Fishing Reel, made of hard sheet metal, with an automatic drag 
spool inch diameter holding 200 yds. of line, winding line as fast as a mult 
and has mote power. The automatic drag, when fish is running, allows no slack 
line. Sold for $t.so. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
No. 351 South Fifth Street, ..... Brooklyn, N. Y. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Send for catalogue. 

A reel with good bea.rings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

THE U=B LIVE FR.OG HARNESS 
A SENSATIONAL HIT 

Holds The Frog Without Hooking 
And Keeps it ALIVE 

ONE THIRD ACTUAL SIZE 

Never before has there been * 

offered to the angling frater¬ 

nity an article of such value 
CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

By DEALERS or direct, postpaid 50 Cents UN REFER <S BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.’ 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 
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THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y 

Trout and Bass Fliea 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

4502 STE. CATHERINE STREE1 JOHN NORMAN , WESTMOUNT : QliE., CANADA 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing 

No swivels required; “they spii 
so easy.” Made in seven differ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, ii 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansporl, Ind 

FISHING TACKL 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at one 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you 

S. DOERING & CO., 563 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Gives name and description 
of any Artificial Fly. DICTIONARY OF FLIES 

Artificial Flies and How To Make Then 
A concise and explicit explanation of the way to tie flies b 

an experienced flymaker. 

Price, each, 50 cents. Price, cloth bound, each, $1.00. 

With these two books you can make any fly. 

M. A. SHIPLEY, 131 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
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the object of this journal 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 18(3. 

A MICHIGAN GAME I.Al-V. 

' The Michigan Association, whose object is the 

■ protection of game, has called a meeting, to be 

! held in Detroit this week, the purpose of which 

is to try to simplify and codify the game and 

fish laws of the State—a most praiseworthy ob¬ 

ject. Local sportsmen’s clubs, fishing clubs and 

other similar organizations as well as individuals 

all over the State are urged to join the associa¬ 

tion and attend the meeting in the hope that in 

• 1909 the Legislature may pass a single adequate 

bill, which shall cover the fish and game of the 

State. 
Many questions are to be brought up foi dis- 

1 cussion. Some of these deal with matters on 

which there is little or no difference of opinion 

among sportsmen, but others are more intricate. 

The game warden department of the State has 

j long been complained of as subject of political 

influence. This should be changed. Among other 

things it is asked: Shall the game department 

conduct a bureau of education among the people 

of the State? Shall a rod license be exacted? 

Shall there be a gun license for small game? 

Shall spring shooting be forbidden? Shall a 

bounty be offered for the destruction of certain 

mammals, birds and fishes thought to he in¬ 

jurious? The subject of bounties has been pretty 

well settled by the investigations of the Bureau 

of Biological Survey, and the association will 

probably decide this bounty question in the nega¬ 

tive. 
Two of the questions take up the same subject 

in different wavs. One says, “Are you in favor 

of a law permitting farmers to post their lands 

and charge hunters for shooting privileges on 

them?” while the other asks, “Are you in favor 

of a law prohibiting the creating of private 

hunting and fishing preserves?’ A law pei • 

mitting the farmers to post their lands and to 

keep hunters off them, would be a law permitting 

the creation of a private hunting preserve; for 

five, ten or a hundred, neighboring farmers 

might club together and lease the shooting priv¬ 

ileges of their lands to whomsoever they chose. 

This precise thing is done in North Carolina and 

I elsewhere in the South, to the great benefit of 

land owner and gunner. As a matter of fact, 

preserves—whether private or public are of 

great benefit to the sportsmen of any section. 

Thev give places of refuge and comparative 

safety to game birds, and these birds soon learn 

where they will receive such protection, and es¬ 

pecially frequent such localities, from which they 

overflow into the adjacent country. Wherever 

such refuges exist, whether in the East or \\ cst 

or South, they result in a great increase in the 

number of birds and in much better shooting. 

The meeting which is being held, if wisely 

directed and devoted to a full discussion of the 

various points in the game law, can hardly fail 

to benefit Michigan and her residents. Few of 

her sister States are so well provided with game 

and fish as is this great commonwealth, and 

among her citizens are numbered some of the 

best sportsmen in the land. We are hopeful that 

good judgment, discretion and temperance will 

mark the coming ^meeting. 

TO STARVE SOME DAY. 

For a number of years past, game protectors 

and those interested in natural things have been 

urging on the Interior Department and Congress 

that a modest appropriation should be niade for 

the growing of hay in the Yellowstone Park, to 

be kept for use in feeding elk and other wild 

animals in case of hard winters when the natural 

food of the game shall become inaccessible. A 

good many years ago Major Pitcher of his own 

motion irrigated and sowed to alfalfa a flat 

near Gardiner, feeding the hay to antelope in 

winter, and the result was an extraordinary in¬ 

crease in the number of antelope which wintered 

in the park. 
Not only were the antelope fed from the crops 

grown on this flat, but so too, were the moun¬ 

tain sheep and the deer in the Gardiner canon 

and at Fort Yellowstone. The great bulk of the 

elk, however, are unprovided for, and in ordi¬ 

nary seasons can get along well enough without 

hay, though even now they sometimes come and 

break down the fences about the stacks to eat 

the hay put up for the smaller animals. 

Now we are told that Dr. Wm. O. Stillman of 

the American Humane Association hopes to se¬ 

cure from Congress an appropriation which shall 

make things easier for the grass-eating animal-* 

of that region. He has received a number of 

letters from people interested in the protection 

of elk and other helpless members of the deer 

family in the Northwest. The story is an ancient 

one and in another column we print extracts 

from editorials printed in Forest and Stream 

a few years ago, and also one of the letters which 

Dr. Stillman has received. The extracts from 

Forest and Stream set forth the dangers \ ery 

plainly. 
We wish Dr. Stillman better luck in carrying 

out this good work than has ever attended the 

efforts of the game protectors of whom Mr. 

Roosevelt and Mr. Pinchot are among the most 

earnest. 

NEW YORK ACQUIRES MT. MARCY. 

The State Forest Preserve board has just 

purchased for the State park an important tract 

of 3,500 acres of land in the Adirondacks. This 

tract includes Mount Marey and some of its 

neighboring peaks, and was bought from the 

Racquette Falls Land Company at about $8 an 

acre, the total cost being $28,000. The tract is 

heavily timbered, and its purchase by the State 

preserves this timber from being cut off and the 

lumber converted into pulp. It is on the slopes 

of Mount Marey that the Pludson River rises. 

The acquisition by the State of Adirondack 

timber lands has progressed so gradually that k 

is difficult to realize the real importance of this 

great work of preserving the forests, of the 

mountain region, and only after traversing the 

various waterways and tramping through the 

woods year after year can one appreciate what 

is being done for our outdoor people. 

The taking of the first shad from the Hudson 

River is regarded as an event of importance, not 

only to the fishermen themselves, hut to all per¬ 

sons who look forward with eagerness to the 

actual signs of the approach of the vernal sea 

son. This shad was a six-pound female, and was 

taken off Croton Point, in the Tappan Zee. 

* 

It seems that the attempts that have so far 

been made to capture chamois in the Swiss Alps 

for shipment to the Yellowstone Park have not 

proved successful, and it is doubted whether 

those animals that survive the fright of capture 

will live through the long journey. Possibly 

young chamois, if first given an opportunity to 

become accustomed to the. presence of humans, 

may he successfully handled. 

*» 

Tn 1907 there were received at Boston and 

Gloucester, Mass., i9i.57t.752 pounds of sea fish, 

the total value of which was $5,263,103. Ot 

these the Boston market received 88,1x1,336 
pounds. In the previous year Boston’s receipts 

were about the same number, or 89,693,370 

pounds, while but 80,707.840 pounds were landed 

at Gloucester. All of these fish were taken by 

American fishing vessels. 

With the near approach of the fishing season 
it may not be out of place to reprint one of the 
paragraphs that appeared in Forest and Stream 

in the ’90s: 
Send us a postal card report of your luck, your part¬ 

ner’s luck, your neighbor's luck, your father-in-law s 

luck, and—her luck. 

Fishing resorts are no fewer now than at that 

time, but the best waters are unknown to many, 

and by exchange of experiences, through this 

medium, many anglers will be made happy 



A Bloodless Coup 
By GEORGE B. GRINNELL 

ALONG time ago, a. war party made up 

half of Arapahoes and half of Chey¬ 

ennes started from their camp in the 

mountains near the Laramie River to go to war 

against the Utes. Red Bull, the head chief of 

the Arapahoes, was the leader. Most of the war 

party were traveling on horseback, but a few 

were on foot. 

It was in the winter time that they started, 

and the weather was cold. For many days they 

traveled south along the Wind River mountains. 

1 hey found no enemies, and nothing happened. 

One day, as was their custom, they sent scouts 

out from the camp to go ahead of the party and 

see what they could discover. The men had 

been gone but a short time, when they came 

back and told the leader that they had seen a 

camp of Utes. When the leader of the war 

party heard the news, he determined to go that 

night to the Ute camp, and. to take as many 

horses as they could. Some of the young men 

were to look over the prairie and gather 

the loose horses they found outside the camp, 

while others should creep into the village and 

cut loose the better horses that were tied up 

close to the lodges. 

During the day they made themselves ready, 

and as soon as it was dark all started for the 

camp, which was close to them. Those who had 

horses took them part way to the camp, and then 

tied them up, so that if there was an alarm 

they could get them quickly. From this place 

all went on foot, and a part of the men went 

into the village, while a part looked over the 

prairie. It was a terrible night, very cold, and 

blowing and snowing so hard that one could see 

but a little way. 

While one of the men was cutting loose a 

horse that was tied in front of a lodge, the Ute 

that owned it heard him, threw back the lodge 

door, and shot at him. Then all the men of the 

war party ran, and began to call to each other 

that the Utes had shot a man and were after 

them, and they all jumped on the horses that 

they had taken and rode off as fast as they could 

in the direction of their home. 

All did this except Red Bull, the leader. He 

was one of the bravest men in the camp, and 

one of the wisest. When he saw all the others 

riding away north he thought it would be bet¬ 

ter if he went by himself another way, and in¬ 

stead of going toward the Cheyenne camp, he 

rode in the opposite direction, south. He rode 

that night in the storm until he came to a stream 

on which some timber grew. He was freezing, 

and it was so cold and the storm was so bad 

that he determined to stop there in the timber 

until he could warm himself. It was away in 

the middle of the night when Red Bull reached 

the timber. He stopped, dismounted, and tied 

his horse; then he began to look about for some 

shelter from the storm—some place where he 

could be out of the wind and the snow. At first 

he could find none, but at last, not far from his 

horse, he walked against a high cut wall of rock, 

and as he felt along this wall he came to a hole, 

and crawled in there to get out of the wind and 

snow. He found the hole deep, and soon got in 

and sat down. 

For a little while Red Bull sat there in this 

cave, shivering but glad that he had got in out 

of the wind, and then he began to feel about 

with his hands to find a good place to lie down. 

As he was doing this he put his hands on a 

man’s knee. 

“Ha!” Red Bull was surprised. He covered 

his mouth with his hand. 

After a little he felt along and put his hand 

on an arm, and a breast, and found that it was 

really a man—a live man sitting by him. He 

said to himself, hy here is a Cheyenne or an 

Arapahoe who has got here ahead of me,” and 

he wondered who it could be. Pretty soon the 

other man put out his hand and began to feel of 

Red Bull, and felt of him all over.- Neither 

spoke. Presently Red Bull took hold of 

the man’s hand and raised it, holding it before 

his own breast, and shook it and then touched 

the rpan’s breast with his finger; thus making 

the sign “Who are you?” He let fall the hand, 

and the other man took hold of Red Bull’s hand 

and asked him in signs, “Who are you?” Then 

he put Red Bull's open hand close to his face 

and rubbed the back of the hand with his own 

fingers—“black” (Ute), and then he touched 

his own breast with Red Bull’s hand. Then he 

closed all Red Bull's fingers except the first, 

touched his own breast with it, moved it before 

him in a wide circle, then pointed it upward, 

raised it high, bent it over, and brought it down, 

pointing toward the ground; thus saying, “Of 

all people about here I am the Chief.” 

Now they changed hands, and Red Bull took 

the Ute chief’s hand, drew all the fingers to¬ 

gether to a point, and with them tapped his own 

right breast, saying in signs—Arapahoe—tattooed 

on the breast. Then by the same signs that the 

Ute had used he said to him, “Of all the Arapa¬ 

hoes about here I am the Chief.” 

Now the Ute took Red Bull’s hand, brought it 

close to him, and shut down all the fingers ex¬ 

cept two which he left extended side by side and 

touching each other, and then pushed it outward, 

I 1 
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I 
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signifying “We have met together and are here 

side by side like friends.” Then he took Red 

Bull's hand, closed all the fingers except the in¬ 

dex, pushed with the forefinger his own body 

and Red Bull’s body, and then, holding Red 

Bull’s hand in his own, pushed it sharply down 

and snapped his own fingers out as if suddenly 

letting go of or throwing something away. This 
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meant “To pierce (kill) each other would be 

1 bad.” With one hand, he pushed Red Bull’s 

hand toward the entrance of the cave (outside) ; 

1 and then shook it as if shivering (it is cold) ; 

tapped the back of Red Bull’s hand with the tips 

| of his own half spread fingers (it is snowing). 

He made the question sign; and taking Red 

ARAPAHOE. 

Bull’s forefinger, bent it up at the second joint, 

then he struck the tip of the finger with the palm 

of his open hand (a pipe filled) ; then put Red 

Bull’s closed hand close to his forehead and 

lowered it (do you own or possess?); then he 

drew the hand back and toward his own mouth, 

and moved it out nearly the length of his arm 

and back toward his mouth and out again 

(smoking). 

Now Red Bull took the Ute’s hand, closed it. 

and brought it to his own forehead, and moved 

it outward and downward (I have one). 

Then he let the hand go, and reached around to 

his fire bag, took out his pipe from its case, 

filled and lit it, and handed it to the Ute chief, 

and he smoked, and they both smoked. When 

the pipe was smoked out he placed it on the 

ground. 

Again he took the Ute by the hand, and 

brought it over and touched his own breast, and 

then touched the Ute’s breast, and made the 

sign for smoking; (you and I have smoked). 

Then he made the sign for cutting (a knife), 

touched the Ute and himself, and made the sign 

for putting down and for sleeping (“let us put 

away our knives and sleep”). They slept there 

together all through the night. 

When they awoke and looked out, it was day 

and clear weather. They got up and went out 

side, and the Ute said to Red Bull by signs: 

“My friend, I have a good horse tied down 

there; he is very fast; a fine horse. I give him 

to you.” 

Red Bull said, “My friend, I have a horse 

picketed down here; he is a good horse. T give 

him to you.” 

Red Bull was wearing his war shirt, hand¬ 

somely ornamented and fringed with scalps, and 

with a bundle of medicine tied on the shoulder. 

He pulled this off and said, “My friend, I give 

you that shirt.” Across his scalp-lock he wore 

an eagle feather tied to it. He untied this and 

handed it to the Ute and said, “I give you that. 

Tie that in your head, and when any one shoots 

at you he will not be able to hit you.” 

The Ute also wore a fine shirt, and he pulled 

it off and said to Red Bull, “My friend, I give 

you my shirt. There is no medicine on it, for I 

am not a medicine man, I am only the head 

chief.” He had a gun and a bow, and a quiver 

full of arrows, and these he gave to Red Bull, 

saying, “I give you these.” He wore a fine pair 

of buckskin leggings and a fine robe, and he 

took off the leggings and gave^them and the robe 

to Red Bull, saying, “My friend, I give you 

these.” He took off his knife and said, “I give 

you that.” 

Red Bull had a fine robe worked with porcu¬ 

pine quills, and he gave this and his gun to the 

Ute, and also his leggings and his knife. So 

these two exchanged clothing, arms and horses. 

Then the Ute said, “I have some meat here. We 

will make -a fire and cook it and eat.” They did 

this. Then Red Bull said, “Let us go and get 

our horses,” and they went down to where the 

horses were. They were tied right close to¬ 

gether—side by side. Red Bull had no saddle on 

his horse, and the Ute had one. So he said to Red 

Bull, “My friend, you have to ride a long dis¬ 

tance, and I have only a short way to go; you 

take my saddle. Also, since you have a long way 

to go and you may perhaps meet some enemy, 

I will give you my balls and my powder for 

your gun. I have more at home in my camp.” 

Then the Ute gathered up a big lock of hair 

over his temple, and said, “My friend, take your 

knife and cut this off and take it home with 

you, and when you get to your camp, blacken 

gether, I will fight by your side and die with 

you, fighting my own people.” 
Then the Ute said, “What is your name?” 

Red Bull answered, “My name is Red Bull. 

Red Bull asked the Ute, “What is your name?” 

The Ute said, "My name is He Who Walks in 

the Air.” Then said the Ute, “Let us exchange 

names. I will give you my name, and you give 

me your name.” They did so. Then Red Bull 

put his arms around the Ute and hugged him, 

and the Ute did the same with Red Bull. The 

Ute said to his friend, “Now we part. You go 

and I will go.” So they parted, and each went 

his way. 

your face and dance, and tell them that you 

have counted a coup on the head chief of the 

Utes.” 
Then Red Bidl gathered up a lock of his hair 

and said, “My friend, take your knife and cur 

this off, and when you get home, blacken your 

face and dance, and tell them that you have 

counted a coup on the head chief of the Arapa- 

hoes.” Each cut the hair off the other. 

The Lhe said, “My friend, I would like, to 

take you to my camp with me, but perhaps your 

party have been fighting with the Utes, and if 

they have news of it in my village they will kill 

us both if I take you to the camp. But if my 

people should come on us now while we are to- 

The Utes chased the Cheyenne and Arapaho 

war party, and in the morning at daylight caught 

them, and they had a big fight. Two of Red 

Bull's party were killed, and the Cheyennes and 

Arapahoes killed three Utes. Neither party ran 

or pursued. After these men were killed, both 

parties drew off and went home. One night 

after the Cheyennes and Arapahoes had reached 

home, Red Bull came to the camp and told his 

story, and they danced. 

About two years after this the Arapahoes 

made a peace with the Snakes. Then the Snakes 

went with them to the Utes, and there also 

they made a peace. Red Bull and He Who 

Walks in the Air met, and became great friends. 

All this happened many years ago, but in the 

year 1893. White Bull, a chief of the Cheyennes, 

went to the Snake and ‘Arapaho agency at Fort 

Washakie, and there met a very old white- 

haired man, a Ute, whom he asked if he re¬ 

membered anything about these men. The 

old man said that he remembered them, and 

added, “We have now in our tribe a chief named 

Red Bull. Although this happened long ago this 

name still remains among our people, and is 

handed down from chief to chief.” 

The Passing of Pussy Tom 

By EDMUND F. L. JENNER 

SIXTY-EIGHT Iambs from forty sheep 

ain't so bad. I guess them sheep will 

clip near six pounds of wool right 

traight through. Them five or six oldest lambs 

dll be ready to ship in two weeks’ time; and 

bey say good lambs are worth three and a half 

ach. Wool’s worth twenty-five cents a pound, 

ash. and those two barren ewes I mean to 

tail-feed and sell.” 
So spoke Hiram Hawkins as he leaned on the 

?nce of the two-acre paddock close to his house, 

he sheep were freshly washed. In a day they 

would be dry enough to shear. The lambs 

varied from sturdy youngsters, almost fit for 

the market, to weak, wabbling babies only a 

couple of days old. Abraham Lincoln, the im¬ 

ported ram, had already been sheared. The 

scales recorded the fact that his fleece weighed 

fifteen pounds odd ounces. 

Mr. Hawkins was engaged in mixed farming. 

It was his great ambition to become the owner 

of a hundred sheep. Starting on a capital of 

nothing at all, he had saved enough to buy a 

backwoods clearing. That was twenty odd years 
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ago. By continual saving and the hardest of 

hard work, he had added to his real estate, in¬ 

creased his stock from a single cow, and a 

“dagon” (an ox trained to work in single 

harness) to a yoke of oxen, a yoke of steers, 

six cows and twenty head of young stock. His 

first and second wife had been unable to stand 

the strain of continual maternity and incessant 

work. His third wife married “Squire" Hawkins 

on the express condition that she should be 

allowed a “hired girl,” and that a horse and 

top-buggy should be added to the Hawkins 

menage. She was a pretty school ma’m two 

years younger than his eldest daughter; and, 

unlike most stepmothers, she was kind to the 

Hawkins children. 
Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins retired early. There 

were forty sheep to be sheared next morning 

and a lot of miscellaneous work to be done as 

well. The sheep and lambs lay down one by one 

and chewed the cud contentedly. The frogs’ 

chorus rose from the little stream which ran 

through the paddock; the woodcock circled and 

swooped over the alder swamp, and all along 

the little brook the glow-worms shone. 

An hour after midnight four stealthy forms 

crept out of the brush which fringed the pasture. 

The leader was almost as large as a collie 

dog, the three smaller ones about the size of 

house cats. They followed the shadow of the 

snake fence as far as the road. After a brief 

reconnoissance of the ground, they crossed the 

road in a few noiseless bounds, wriggled under 

the woven wire fence of the paddock, and made 

their way toward the nearest sheep. 

The rabbit plague had thinned out the natural 

food of the wildcat, partridges and squirrels 

were scarce, and for several days the cat, 

Miaumit, and her three kittens had lived pre¬ 

cariously on young robins, chipmunks, and an 

occasional trout or sucker. The kittens were 

almost independent of their mother, as far as 

nourishment went, but it still remained for her 

to initiate them into the science of woodcraft 

and teach them how to earn their living. For 

nearly a week the family had been on short 

commons; then it dawned on Miaumit that five 

or six miles to the north of the den there were 

certain animals, larger than rabbits, but equally 

easy to kill. They were just as tasty as caribou 

calves, but the mothers were not as watchful, 

nor had they the same terrible power in their 

forefeet that the caribou cows had. On the 

other hand, these animals were usually associ¬ 

ated with a dog which could travel as quickly 

as any wildcat, and though it never climbed a 

tree, it could sit at the base of one and make 

horrid noises until the man came, carrying the 

dreadful thing that made the noise and smoke 

and killed the thing it was pointed at. 

A hen partridge and her brood of recently hatch 

ed chickens, furnished the cats with a light repast 

on their way to the sheep pasture. The pasture 

was empty, but away in the distance they could 

hear the bleating of the ewes and the staccato 

voice of Abraham Lincoln. Miaumit made a 

careful reconnoissance of the ground, then re¬ 

turned to the kittens and they followed her into 

the paddock. 

There was no light showing in the house. 

Squire Hawkins was asleep, snoring like a 

trombone; his two boys were on the opposite 

side of the house, and Lulu, the collie, was shut 

up in the cellar, with her two pups. The sheep 

and lambs had no intimation of the cat’s ap¬ 

proach until the gray form bounded from the 

shadow of the fence, lit on one lamb, cut his 

throat from ear to ear with a single stroke, tore 

the throat out of the other one and made its way 

toward the next ewe. The elaborate caution 

shown in the advance was utterly disregarded in 

the attack. In less than a minute a hundred sheep 

and lambs were gathered in a terror-stricken, 

bleating mob. The kittens were already satiat¬ 

ing themselves on the warm blood which flowed 

from the first lambs killed. Miaumit went on 

killing for killing’s sake, regardless of the con¬ 

sequences. 

Mrs. Hawkins was a light sleeper, and the 

noise aroused her. “For God’s sake, get up, 

Hiram,” she called. “The dogs are at the sheep. 

Listen to the noise.” 
A muzzle-loading gun hung over the kitchen 

door. It was loaded with duckshot. Hawkins 

ran out in the moonlight, bare-footed. As he. 

got outside, there was a crash of broken glass, 

and Lulu came through the cellar window and 

went straight for the sheep. In the dim moon¬ 

light Miaumit saw her coming, and also saw the 

man. As a matter of fact she could have cut 

the collie to ribbons in thirty seconds and killed 

the man almost as easily, provided the gun were 

not there. She was not aware of that fact; so 

she gave a frantic call to the kittens, and ran 

for her life. The collie gained on her, she saw 

a dead maple tree some two hundred yards 

ahead, made for it, and treed in the hope the 

dog would overrun her scent. She was deceived; 

the collie followed her to the foot of the tree, 

and Hiram Hawkins followed. “Three fingers 

of duckshot” settled the account, and Miaumit’s 

body dropped limply from branch to branch. 

The Hawkins boys were out of doors by this 

time. The elder one investigated the dead lambs 

and cut the throats of two full-grown sheep 

which were badly mangled. Two of the kittens 

took refuge on the snake fence. The dog 

scented them, and in five minutes they had 

joined their mother in the happy hunting 

grounds. The third one made for the barn as 

soon as he saw the dog. The side door was 

open, and he made his way on to the top of an 

almost empty haymow, and leaped to a scaffold¬ 

ing, on which were a couple of sleighs, stored 

for the summer. 
Early next morning, the sheep shearing com¬ 

menced. The wild kitten lay on the cushion of 

one of the sleighs, not fifteen feet from the 

shearers, and if he could have understood Eng¬ 

lish* he would have been scandalized at the re¬ 

marks passed on the occurrences of the preced¬ 

ing night. Miaumit had killed five lambs and 

two sheep. Fortunately for Squire Hawkins, 

the sheep were in good condition. He skinned 

them and sent the mutton to market. Late in 

the evening, when the chores were done and the 

Hawkins family had retired, the kitten stole out 

of the barn. Ten minutes’ hurried scamper took 

him away from the scene of the last night’s 

slaughter into the safety of a large alder swamp 

some distance from the Hawkins place. There 

he found his supper, a brood of half-fledged 

robins and their mother, who was incautious 

enough to venture within reach of his paw as 

he raided the nest. Through the center of the 

swamp a narrow stream ran. There were trout 

and suckers in the brook, rabbits were numerous 

in the swamp, and in addition to several broods 

of partridges, there were many woodcock, both 

young and old. In the very center of the 

swamp there were a couple of dozen old hem 

lock trees. Too rotten to make decent fire¬ 

wood. and useless as lumber, they stood among 

the alders, second-growth spruce and swamp 

maples, the last remnants of the primeval forest, 

The equinoctial gales had blown two of them 

partially down. They had lodged in the tops 

of other trees, and among the mass of interlac¬ 

ing bows, lichen, and dark-green foliage 

“Pussy Tom” made his home. 

June and July passed. The brook dwindled 

to a thread; trout and suckers sought shelter 

under the banks or in the deepest holes. Par¬ 

tridges and woodcock became practically ex¬ 

tinct in the Long Swamp, and Pussy Tom found 

his menu restricted to field voles, garter snakes 

and an occasional chipmunk. In August, Squire 

Hawkins and his boys mowed the wild meadow 

on the north side of the swamp. Lulu and her 

pups came with them. The collie scented the 

wildcat the first day she arrived on the scene, 

and stood sentry under the hemlock trees for 

an entire day. One of the Hawkins boys went 

into the brush to see what the old dog was 

barking at so pertinaciously, but he found noth¬ 

ing. Pussy Tom had jumped from one tree to 

another, unseen by the dog, and finally he had 

taken refuge in the top of a bushy stunted 

That night he swam the river—much as he de¬ 

tested water—and found new quarters in an 

abandoned clearing which was rapidly growing 

up with second-growth spruce and white pine. 

Some scrubby neglected apple trees grew round 

the cellar of the old house, and in these trees 

he made his first great kill. The nearest house 

was a mile away. The settler kept turkeys, or 

rather, he allowed divers turkey hens to hatch 

out their broods, fed the young birds for ai few 

weeks and ‘then let them work out their own 

salvation until the fall. Morning and evening 

he fed them after a fashion. If they came home 

well and good; if they stayed away, it was sc 

much food saved. On this particular nighl 

Pussy Tom scented them; they retired to roosi 

in the old apple trees, surfeited with the buck 

wheat the}’' had eaten in a little pjtch of burn 

land. There were fifteen of them, including thi 

old hen, when they left home that morning 

Only six returned. Their owner blamed thi 

individual whose field they had raided. Hi 

never suspected the presence of a wildcat sc 

far to the north of the big woods. 

As the season passed away, the cat com 

menced to realize that the home he had chosei 

was not the safest place in the world. Ther 

were cattle ranging through the woods. The 

were followed by men, boys and dogs. On on 

occasion a mongrel hound picked up Puss 

Tom’s scent and followed it to the knoll he ha 

selected for a sleeping place. The mongrel ra 

mute, and he came upon the cat unawares. Th 

scrub was low. only three or four feet higl 

Treeing was impossible; it was hopeless to rut 

In a minute’s time the cur was in full flight, on 

ear in tatters, an eye almost torn out and tw 

or three deep scratches on his chest and bell} 

“What in thunder has the dog been up against? 

said his owner, as he came howling through th 

bushes. “He looks as if he’d been through te 

barbed-wire fences/’ 

[to be concluded. 1 



A Famous Musk-Ox Head. 
The National Collection of Heads and Horns, 

it the Zoological Park, has just received a no- 

able and valuable musk-ox head as a gift from 

vVarburton Pike, of Victoria, British Columbia. 

\11 readers of arctic travels, and all hunters of 

iig game know Mr. Pike as thp author of that 

inest of all works on northern Canada, entitled 

The Barren Grounds of Northern Canada,” 

tublished by the Macmillan Company in 1892. 

\mong books of its kind, it is a classic. It de- 

cribes Mr. Pike’s daring and even terrible trip 

n midwinter into the country of the musk-ox 

ind barren ground caribou, from which he 

irought out the first detailed and authentic in¬ 

formation ever given to the world regarding the 

>arren-ground musk-ox on its native heath, 

iis book was the motif of all subsequent hunting 

expeditions into that desolate, and in winter ter- 

ible, country. 

Mr. Pike is a resident of Victoria, British 

Columbia, and owns a gold mine in the Dease 

^ake region. A year ago he passed through New 

York, and was made much of by the big-game 

hunters of New York, at the Boone and Crockett 

Club, and in the Zoological Park. From the first 

he has been keenly interested in the movement 

for a National Collection of Heads and Horns. 

The musk-ox head recently received from Mr. 

Pike is the largest and finest trophy of his fa¬ 

mous expedition. It appears in Mr. Rowland 

Ward’s “Records of Big Game,” well up near 

the top of the list of “record” heads of musk-ox. 

Its measurements are as follows: 

Length of horn on outside curve.26% inches 

Distance between tips of horns. 27 

Width of horn at base.11 

The hair under the chin, about .12 

The head was mounted by John Fannin, late 

curator of the Provincial Museum at Victoria, 

and is in a fine state of preservation. Its colors 

are apparently as fresh as when, in a tempera¬ 

ture of 50 degrees below zero, in a howling gale 

of snow, the owner was shot, decapitated, and 

devoured—all save this head—by five desperate 

men and a dozen hungry sled-dogs. 

Yellowstone Park Notes. 
Gardiner, Montana, March 9.—Editor For¬ 

est and Stream: Yesterday the elk broke 

down the fence about the alfalfa stacks. These 

stacks are a little over a quarter of a mile from 

Gardiner, across the ditch. The scouts came 

down to-day and rolled up the wire fence, and 

to-morrow are going to put it up again. 

This winter there appear to be only half as 

many antelope here as there were last. I do not 

know whether they are away in the hills, or 

down the Yellowstone River, or are lost in the 

park. Everyone about here has noticed their 

absence. 

Yesterday evening about 5 o’clock I heard a 

wolf howl. It is the first one I ever heard in 

the park. A number of other people heard it, 

and it was unmistakably a wolf. I did not see it. 

Yesterday while driving up to the Springs, I 

saw a band of mountain sheep at the feeding 

corral on the Gardiner River and several others 

along the sides of the canon. Scattered all along 

the road from Gardiner to Fort Yellowstone 

were mule deer, and there were a few hundred 

in and about the post. Large bands of elk are 

to be seen every evening. Along the Gardiner 

River where the willows grow we saw a dozen 

white-tail deer. I hear that the buffalo are 

doing well out East Fork way. 

There is quite a heavy fall of snow all through 

the park. We even had a foot in Gardiner. The 

alfalfa flat is covered from six inches to one foot 

deep, and as you go on up toward the Mammoth 

Hot Springs it grows deeper. There it is over 

two feet deep, or, say a foot and a half of set¬ 

tled snow. To-day is clear and warm, and the 

water is running in the roads. The usual num¬ 

ber of ducks and other birds 'are living along the 

river. 

Yesterday I drove near several bands of ante¬ 

lope, some of which were lying down. Most of 

them would get up as we approached, but one 

lay there chewing its cud while we drove by. 

There have been over a hundred people who 

came to the park to see the animals this winter. 

One party of Northern Pacific Railway officials 

got a team and drove up the Gardiner River, 

where they saw game all along the road. 

T. E. H. 

RECORD HEAD OF BARREN GROUND MUSK-OX. 

Shot by Warburton Pike, Esq., and presented to the National Collection of Heads and Horns, New York. 

A Squirrel’s Antics. 
In Central Park one day a fat gray squirrel 

was observed among the shrubbery, struggling 

with a large piece of manilla paper the wind had 

blown there. It succeeded in dragging the stiff 

paper into the open, but could not hold it high 

enough above the ground to avoid treading on it. 

and its antics attracted the attention of passers 

by. The squirrel would grasp the paper in its 

mouth, then try to root the mass into more com¬ 

pact form, just as a terrier would do in attempt¬ 

ing to pick up a large piece of board ; but the 

paper was troublesome and the gusty wind hind¬ 

ered. What happened when the home tree was 

gained is not known, but when last seen bushy- 

tail was still tugging and wrestling with his find. 
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ripening of a few seeds would take place in mid¬ 

summer. The idea of saying that this mechanical 

function of the red-root "is just as much an act 

of reason as any dog, wild animal or bird story 

that I have yet to encounter,’ is not worth dis¬ 

cussing. It is puerile. 
No, there are dogs and dogs, just as there are 

men and men. I have been able to satisfy myself 

that some dogs can reason from effect to cause, 

since they have done so; but, on the other hand, 

I have never been able to observe any ability on 

the part of an animal to reason from cause to 

effect. 
Mr. Burroughs refers to certain writings of 

Wm. T. Hornaday on this subject. Mr. Horna- 

day has given us the best word pictures of wild 

animals and their doings, instinctive and reason¬ 

able, that we have at our command. Inasmuch 

as he is soon to publish an elaboration of his 

views on the psychology of wild animals, I will 

not at this time ask space in Forest and Stream 

to bring in several illustrations of my own ob¬ 

servation and experience, except to say that I 

think the wild brute shows quite as much mental 

capacity above purely instinctive, as the domestic 

brute does. Henry W. Elliott. 

Wild Docks in the Park. 

Last Saturday a male and female wild blacl 

duck were seen swimming about the Pool in Cen 

tral Park, New York city. It is probable this i 

the same pair that remained on this small lak 

several weeks last spring. The duck laid severs 

eggs in a nest among the large stones on a littl 

point on one side of the pond, and was seen 0 

the nest for nearly three weeks, then she rejoine 

the drake and they flew away shortly afterwarc 

Whether the eggs failed to hatch or were cai 

ried away by the huge rats that infest the shori 

was not ascertained, but a few days after si 

was last seen on the nest it was examined an 

no trace of eggs or young found. Possibly, to< 

some vandal carried the eggs away, a thing th; 

was known to occur less than a block distan 

where a songbird had built a nest. In this ca* 

nest and eggs were stolen and the mother bii 

spent the next day in the shrubbery, lamentii 

her loss. 
The pair seen last week frequented the san 

places as did last year's pair, and hovered abo' 

the point where the old nest was hidden. A 

though very wild, the pond is too small to pe 

mit them to remain further than fifty yards di 

tant from human beings, but they seem content! 

and quiet. 

Reason in Animals. 
Lakewood, Ohio, Feb. 28.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your issue of Feb. 22, you gave space 

to a letter from Julian Burroughs; in this letter 

he attempts to satisfy your readers with his idea 

that animals do not know the power to reason; 

he cites a number of examples to show us that 

they cannot reason unto themselves; that cita¬ 

tion is not conclusive; I will submit briefly a 

few examples showing clearly that some animals 

have more than instinctive sense. 

Before I proceed, however, I desire to dis¬ 

tinctly disclaim all ability to draw the line be¬ 

tween instinct and reason in my own kind, let 

alone animals ; it cannot be done. Still more, the 

line between the ending of vegetable and the be¬ 

ginning of animal life has not yet been defined. 

Mr. Burroughs says: “Lloyd Morgan, the most 

careful of our comparative psychologists, tried to 

get his dog to come through a picket fence with 

a cane in his mouth. He found that it was quite 

beyond the dog’s power of reason to see that he 

must tip his head over until the cane cleared the 

pickets, and that there was plenty of room for 

the cane up and down. It ended by the dog 

dropping the cane.” 

I have a Boston bull-terrier, “Jeff,” that can 

give this Morgan dog points as to sense, precisely 

as certain men can give their fellows pointers as 

to sense. My dog has been through a wire fence 

carrying in his mouth a broom handle three feet 

long. How did he do it? When this stick was 

thrown over that fence—in order to get it out of 

this dog’? possession—the little terrier squeezed 

himself through a broken spot in the mesh of the 

wire netting; a hole barely large enough to per¬ 

mit the passing of his body. He seized this 

broom handle first so as to balance it in his 

mouth, at the middle length. He ran up to the 

hole and of course came to a square standstill. 

Two, three and more times, he backed up, to 

butt back in vain at this hole. Then what did he 

do? Did he drop that stick and give it up? No. 

He suddenly caught the extreme end of it, then 

dragged it trailing and close up against his 

shoulder and flank, thrust his head through the 

hole, thus bringing one end of the stick at least 

four or five inches through at the same time. 

Then he let go of the stick, drew his head back, 

came through the hole in the usual dog fashion, 

turned, seized the stick at the end which just 

protruded as he had dropped it, drew it through, 

and then caught it up by the middle, to run ex¬ 

ultantly round and round us, in a perfect ecstacy 

of triumph over difficulties. 

Will any thoughtful investigator deny reason 

to my dog, when it overcomes an obstacle in 

the time and method aforesaid? 

Then Mr. Burroughs tells us about those red- 

root weeds! Why, I have seen that very same 

thing; same weed and same growth in my vine¬ 

yards, over and over again. There is nothing in 

it at all suggestive of anything outside of the com¬ 

mon order of plant life and reproduction. Owing 

to abnormally dry weather, it does not begin to 

grow until cold nights and long shadows by day 

have arrived. It cannot grow then, except as a 

stunted growth as compared with its normal 

growth in the warm nights of July and August. 

These cool nights operate on its organism just 

as “ringing” the stems would operate on it in 

July and August, if so done then. If so cut, 

then the same stunted growth, and hastened 

The Song Sparrow in Winter. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Early in January I made the acquaintance of a 

song sparrow. The bird’s loneliness attracted 

me, When the tree sparrows rose and flew away 

in little companies, this solitary bird flew low 

across the yard and scuttled around the corner 

like a mouse, or sought refuge in the woodpile 

or berry garden. It was several days before I 

knew him; then coming upon him suddenly he 

flew to the fence and alighting there turned and 

reproved me with hoarse but vigorous chirp. Not 

till then did I recognize the familiar flirt of the 

tail, the dark-streaked body and blotched breast. 

Until the last week in January the weather was 

mild and the song sparrow kept constantly about 

the barn and garden, but with the advent of se¬ 

vere cold he came to the house and began to 

make friends with the chickadees and nuthatches. 

Of their plenty the only thing that appealed to 

him was the fried cakes; meat and nuts were 

not to his taste. I placed a handful of seed on 

a shelf in the shelter of the veranda and on 

stormy days he was never long away. He would 

sit quietly there hour after hour, cracking and 

hulling seed like a canary and hovering his cold 

feet, but he was sure to revert to the garden or 

barn on mild days. 
February was stormy and cold. The sparrow’s 

coat grew rough and he seemed ill at ease, fits 

appearance and attitude indicated suffering. On 

the morning of Feb. 5 the mercury dropped to 

23 below, and I thought I should see him no 

more. But shortly after sunrise I found him 

feeding as usual on his shelf, looking very for¬ 

lorn and frowzy, and hovering the poor feet a 

little closer. 

Thoreau records a similar incident in his 

journal. He first saw a song sparrow on Jan. 15 

and again on Jan. 27, 1857. From the 23d to the 

26th of that month was the coldest weather of 

which he made record. “Remarkable,” he says, 

“that this coldest of all winters this bird should 

remain.” Will W. Christman. 

Spring Notes. 

Worthington, Ohio, March 13.—Editor Fo 

cst and Stream: Four inches of sugar snow h 

disappeared under the rays of a warm sun, ai 

the maple buds and the willow pussies are in e\ 

dence. All this has brought in the birds and t! 

insects and yesterday the frogs began to peep 

the ponds and swamps. 
The arrivals here on the “Sea-Board Air Lin 

up to date are: Kingfisher, Jan. 18; honey be 

out, Feb. 10; one robin, Feb. 11 (they’re all he 

now) ; full song of the song sparrow, Feb. 1 

meadow-lark (sang) Feb. 16; mergansers in ■ 
the 20th; single mallard seen March 1; blac 

birds, mourning doves, here March 3. The gold 

winged woodpeckers began to challenge and be 

their rolls on the 3d. The killdeers, one jac 

snipe, and the red-winged blackbirds came in 1 

the 5th. English sparrows and the blue birds a 

already eyeing available nesting places, while t 

hepatica is showing above the ground. 
Will C. Parsons. 

Chamois for Yellowstone Park. 

There was great excitement and not a lit 

indignation in the Frutigal, Switzerland, t 

other day, says a local paper, when it becai 

known that the government had ordered the ca 

ture alive of chamois to be sent as a present 

the people of the United States for their Yello 

stone Park. The natives were somewhat pacifi 

when it was explained to them that this prese 

was to be in exchange for the young trout ) 

peatedly sent by the Americans to their govei 

ment for acclimatization in Swiss waters. Ste 

were taken thereupon to capture some of t 

animals. The first prisoner was an old buck, w 

was so frightened that he died in a few hou 

Several other captives shared the same fa 

whereupon the government ordered that or 

young animals should be caught. The exper 

however, doubt whether even these would sta 

the trip across the ocean and the American cc 

tinent in close confinement. 



Vhy Not Breed Our Own Wild Ducks. 
[One of the obvious advantages of the aboli- 

ion of the spring shooting of any sort of wild 

irds is that a species undisturbed in late winter 

nd early spring is likely to breed more suc¬ 

cessfully than if constantly pursued and harried. 

Ve should regard as a lunatic a poultryman 

iho at the precise time when he was expecting 

lis hens to begin to lay should go into the 

loultry yard and chase his fowls about, accom- 

>anying the pursuit with occasional discharges 

>f firearms. It is an elementary proposition that 

>reeding birds or animals should be disturbed 

is little as possible. 
, At the time when spring shooting was legal 

!md generally practiced all over Long Island, 

• he black duck, in a wild state, bred in very 

email numbers, but perhaps regularly at Mon- 

auk Point, where Capt. James V. Scott, the 

<eeper of Montauk Point light, has found the 

aests of the birds nearly every season for the 

past few years. He believes, as we are told by 

Dr. Wm. C. Braislin—compiler of the interest¬ 

ing "List of the Birds of Long Island,” recently 

noticed in Forest and Stream—that the birds 

have nested there every season. Dr. Braislin 

believes that if Capt. Scott made any special 

effort , to find nests of the black ducks he could 

locate several each year at the point. 

Dr. Braislin further says: ‘‘In August, 1907, 

we saw at Montauk quite a number during the 

■ stay covering the days of the 13th to 17th inclu¬ 

sive. On the 15th, at Reedy Pond, a pair gave 

sufficient evidence of their fearlessness or curi¬ 

osity to return after flying off a mile or more 

and crossing repeatedly over our heads. We 

took them to be young birds which had not yet 

learned worldly wisdom, but it is just possible 

they were parents of a belated brood. 

‘‘During the past few years I have seen black 

ducks in summer at Far Rockaway, at Keyport, 

at Moriches. I cannot present any evidence to 

prove that the black duck is more common in 

summer since the passage of the law prohibiting 

spring shooting, but my impression is that they 

are more common. I believe that with the pass¬ 

ing of a few years the baymen will themselves 

see the wisdom of this law.” 
Years ago when Jefferson county, New York, 

: enjoyed the distinguished honor of being the 

only county in the State that had forbidden 

spring shooting, it was observed, as we were 

told by Mr. W. H. Tallett, that large numbers 

of black ducks remained on the marshes in Jef¬ 

ferson county during the summer and bred 

there. As a result of this, according to the same 

authority, the early fall shooting became 

greatly improved. 

By far the best, fullest and most modern evi¬ 

dence that we have of any change in the habits 

of ducks in New York within the past three 

years, or since the abolition of spring shooting, 

is found in the extraordinarily interesting letter 

printed below. It will be recalled that Mr. Hen¬ 

drickson is the gentleman who discovered and 

brought to the notice of ornithologists the fact 

that coots, rails and gallinules breed commonly 

in the hurlyburly of the Long Island railroad 

yards at Long Island City within New York, 

and it is to be observed that he now reports the 

breeding of wild ducks within the city limits of 

New York. 

It is a fact well known to many observers that 

during the autumn, winter and spring black 

ducks and some other species commonly visit 

the ponds in Central Park, and the New York 

Zoological Park, both in New York city. These 

facts merely further establish the observations 

of many naturalists, often called attention to in 

these columns.—Editor.] 

Jamaica, Feb. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

During the past three falls while gunning Eng¬ 

lish snipe on the marshes in and about Queens 

county, I saw more blue-wing teal, black and 

wood ducks than at any other time in an experi¬ 

ence of over twenty years on these same 

marshes, which naturally leads me to believe 

these birds are increasing. 

I know that the black duck breeds along the 

Peconic River, and in the fresh-water swamps 

near Manor and Calverton, Long Island, for 

friends who live there have reported finding 

their nests and also seeing broods of young 

birds swimming about the river and certain 

ponds. Early last spring, and the spring before, 

I myself saw several pairs of black ducks flying 

about this section. I believe the black duck 

also breeds along the Carmen’s River, for late 

last summer I saw a brood of young black ducks 

feeding among the wild rice stalks on this river. 

Regarding the wood duck, I am in a position 

to give more information, as I have taken quite an 

interest in it the past four or five years, and 

have learned considerable about it. I know that 

this duck is far more plentiful on Long Island 

than the average gunner or naturalist believes, 

as I have no trouble in finding it in more or 

less numbers any time I care to look for it, and 

I think with ordinary protection the birds will 

steadily increase. The passage of the law pro¬ 

hibiting the spring shooting of ducks on Long 

Island is, in my humble opinion, the greatest 

step ever taken in this direction and, if properly 

enforced, will work wonders in the next few 

years. 
I regret to state that the law is still evaded 

and many fine wood drakes are killed in the 

mating season. There has always been a great 

demand for drakes in good feather, and I have 

heard men offer as high as $10 for a good 

specimen and. as long as there is such a de¬ 

mand. these birds will be killed out of season. 

Another great source of destruction, and on 

Long Island undoubtedly the most serious, is 

the “sooner gunner,” by which designation I 

mean the town bar-room loafer, the ne'er-do- 

well, who in his wanderings about the woods 

during the summer succeeds in locating a brood 

of wood ducks, and early some morning in the 

middle or late August sneaks in upon them and 

destroys the whole flock at one pot shot, for 

young wood ducks are a dainty morsel, and the 

gentleman above referred to can dispose of all 

such that he secures to very good advantage. 

Probably more are destroyed by this method 

than by all other agencies, for at this time of 

year the birds are young and unsuspecting, and 

hardly one escapes such a pot shot. 

If we had a gun license with the proper 

wardens to enforce it, such practices would have 

to cease and a very few years would show a 

noticeable increase in these birds. 

To illustrate the lack of protection; in May, 

1907, a pair of wood ducks built a nest in a 

hollow tree in a piece of swampy woodland near 

the Flushing meadows. When my informant 

first visited the nest it contained five eggs, but 

on returning in about a week he was shocked 

to find that the nest had been robbed, and close 

by evidence that the old birds had been shot. 

Who the guilty person was we had very good 

reason to suspect, but could get no legal evi¬ 

dence and had to let the matter drop. 

Early last spring (1907) I moved to Jamaica, 

and in my wanderings about the woods and 

fields in this vicinity I frequently saw wood 

ducks. On May 4 I flushed a pair of wood 

ducks from a small pond in the woods north of 

Queens. These were the earliest specimens I 

saw, but from this until late in September, when 

I ceased rambling about this section, I saw 

wood ducks every week, sometimes a single 

drake flying about, often a pair, and in the 

latter part of the summer and early fall small 

bunches. One pond in particular, which I will 

not particularly describe, seemed to be a 

favorite resort of theirs and until the latter part 

of September there I found them two or three 

mornings a week. sometimes a bunch of three, 

and more often seven. This pond is very pub¬ 

licly located with houses close by on the south 

and west, and a small piece of woods on the 

north. What brought these ducks there so often 

I cannot say, unless they came to feed on the 

roots of the pond lilies, of which the pond was 

full. 
In other sections of Queens county are to be 

found numerous ponds, tracts of marshy wood- 

land, and fresh-water brooks and streams; and 

in many of these the wood duck still breeds, 

and it is a common enough sight in the spring 

and early summer to see singles and pairs, and 

later on flocks of three to a dozen or more birds 

dashing from one piece of marshy woodland to 

the other. 
The following are a few of such places within 

easy reach of the heart of Manhattan: Near a 

village in the county of Queens, distant about 

three and a half miles from the 34th Street Ferry, 

in a section rapidly building up and with a 

trolley car running along one edge of it, lies a 

piece of swampy woodland some twenty or 

thirty acres in extent, and here the wood duck 

has made its home for many years and every 

season several broods are raised. At the present 

time there are but few large trees left in the swamp, 

but there is a very dense growth of bushes and 

the water is so deep in the summer that people 

never penetrate it, leaving it a safe refuge for 
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any birds that want to take advantage of it. 

Here during the early summer, so I am in¬ 

formed by a friend who lives close by, the old 

birds can occasionally be seen swimming about 

with their broods, and I know that many birds 

are killed here during the fall shooting season, 

I myself having seen and killed a number in this 

vicinity. Some years as many as twenty-five or 

thirty birds have been killed on the edge of this 

swamp. My informant states that he knows 

positively one pair of wood ducks bred there in 

1906, for he repeatedly saw the old birds enter 

and leave the hollow tree where their nest was, 

and subsequently saw them with a brood of 

eight young. He states that early in April, 

1907, two pair of wood ducks made their ap¬ 

pearance in this swamp and had not left late in 

May, the last time I spoke to my friend about 

them. Whether they bred there or not I can¬ 

not state at this writing. Unfortunately, the 

hollow tree above referred to had been cut 

down during the winter. 

In this same county between Flushing and 

Jamaica are many ponds and pieces of marshy 

woodland, and in this section I have often seen 

and killed wood ducks in the early fall; and I 

know of several places in this vicinity where 

they breed. One place in particular, Kissena 

Lake, Flushing—recently purchased by the city 

t’or park purposes—has been for many years 

noted as a breeding place for wood ducks, for 

which it is exceptionally well adapted, as it is 

an oozy stretch of woodland fed by innumerable 

springs, and even in our severest winters does 

not freeze over. I have seen several beautiful 

drakes that were killed there in mid-winter. 

There is another large wooded swamp on the 

road between Flushing and Jamaica, that is 

much frequented by wood ducks, and I have 

been informed by several friends whose farms 

adjoin this swamp, that they have often seen 

the broods of young ducks swimming about 

in the stretches of open water. During last 

spring and summer I frequently saw singles and 

pairs of wood ducks enter and leave this swamp. 

Standing on the edge of this latter one evening 

in the fall of 1905 I saw at least forty wood 

ducks fly into it, several of which I killed. On 

several other occasions the same fall I visited 

this swamp and always saw wood ducks, but 

never so many as above. 

There are several other places in this vicinity 

where these ducks still breed, and can occasion¬ 

ally be seen of an evening flying back and forth. 

Further east on the island I have observed 

and shot these ducks in several different local¬ 

ities. One stream, the Peconic River, I know 

to be a favorite resort, for I have seen and killed 

many of them there in the early fall. I have 

in my possession now, mounted, several very 

handsome drakes that were shot there. Paddling 

up this river one October day a couple of years 

ago I flushed wood ducks from around almost 

every bend, sometimes singles, sometimes pairs 

and several times flocks of ten or a dozen. This 

trip was really a revelation to me. for I had not 

the slightest idea so many of these ducks could 

be found in any one locality hereabouts. 

I have received information of their breeding 

in many other parts of the island An em¬ 

ployee of the railroad has told me of two pairs 

that have bred for years in an old apple orchard 

near Hauphaug, Long Island. Other favorite 

places are the swamps and streams emptying 

into the Massapequa water works ponds; the 

Carmen’s River from its source north of Yap- 

hank to its outlet near Brookhaven; and the 

ponds, marshes and little streams in the vicinity 

of Smithtown. 

I have also seen and shot some of these ducks 

at several other places in the middle of the 

island, and believe that they can be found regu¬ 

larly in the ponds and marshy woodlands 

throughout the whole of Long Island. 

If the gunners and sportsmen frequenting 

Long Island will only club together and plant 

wild rice and other duck food in our numerous 

ponds and streams, I believe much better shoot¬ 

ing will be the result. If the gun license law 

passes, in all probability we can induce the 

Forest, Fish and Game Commission to appro¬ 

priate a certain sum for this purpose. 

John H. Hendrickson. 

The Wildfowl Shooting Seasons. 

We publish this week a map which shows at a 

glance the conditions under which North Ameri¬ 

can wild fowl may be shot, in the Provinces of 

Canada and in the United States. This map was 

prepared and is furnished to us by the kindness 

of Dr. A. K. Fisher, the eminent ornithologist of 

the Biological Survey, who is not less keen as a 

sportsman than he is accomplished as a man of 

science. It was Dr. Fisher’s admirable paper on 

“Two Vanishing Game Birds’’ which some years 

ago startled the public, by pointing out the dan¬ 

gers which threatened the wood duck and the 

woodcock, a paper which had for its result some 

excellent legislation and a considerable increase 

in numbers of the wood duck. 

The map which shows the open season for wild 

fowl in the various States and Provinces, needs 

little explanation. It gives the dates of the open 

seasons, and number of shooting days in each 

season. It will be seen that in all the Canadian 

Provinces, except British Columbia dnd Quebec, 

the shooting season closes Jan. 1, or earlier. In 

Quebec the season is left open to March 1, not 

for the duck shooters, but in order that certain 

of the poor natives, whose subsistence depends 

largely on the eider ducks which come down to 

the mouth of the St. Lawrence River, may have 

food during the winter. For the fresh water 

ducks in that northern country, March 1 is equiv¬ 

alent to Jan. 1. 

Passing down into the United States we find 

that Montana, LRah, Minnesota and Ohio and a 

section of New York are the banner States, each 

having about three months of open season, while 

Nova Scotia and Manitoba are in the same class. 

Next after these come New York at large with 

106 days of shooting, Idaho 107, Michigan 124, 

Alabama 120, and so on. Down toward the tail 

of the list, where there is practically no protec¬ 

tion for the ducks, stand Pennsylvania with 222, 

Kentucky 228, Illinois 228, Kansas 227, New Jer¬ 

sey, Wyoming and both the Dakotas with 242, 

and Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Arkansas 

with no protection at all. 

On the Pacific coast the season closes Feb. 1 in 

Oregon, Feb. 15 in California and March 1 in 

Washington. 

For the New England States, which are too 

small to have the open seasons marked on them, 

a table of open seasons will be found at the 

right hand side of the map. Every sportsman 

should study this map. for each one of them may 

learn something from it. 

Likely to Starve to Death. 
Forest and Stream, November 26, 1904. 

The increase in the game which has followed 

the close protection of the park makes the ques¬ 

tion of their winter subsistence a problem of 

ever-increasing importance. Major Pitcher’s ex¬ 

periment of sowing, alfalfa on the winter range 

of the antelope has solved this question for these 

animals; and, since this flat is used by the ante¬ 

lope only in winter, it will produce during the 

summer crops of alfalfa hay which will serve to 

feed the sheep of the Gardiner valley and the 

deer of the post all through the winter. The 

very large bands of elk which winter in the val¬ 

ley of the Yellowstone, and on its tributaries, 

still remain unprovided for, and in exceptional 

winters these animals must be fed if we would 

not see them die of hunger. As things are at 

present in ordinary winters the elk can get along 

well enough. There will always be some starva¬ 

tion just at the end of the winter and in March 

and April, and many old and poor animals will 

perish; but this will only be a natural death rate. 

Once in a while, however, at intervals of ten, or 

fifteen, or twenty years there comes a winter 

with heavy, deep snows and early spring crust- 

ings, and at such times the elk must be fed or 

they will be swept away almost to the last hoof. 

The cost of providing hay for these animals—to 

be used only in case of necessity—will be com¬ 

paratively trifling, and the Department of the In¬ 

terior, with an eye to just such a possible dan¬ 

ger, should see that the superintendent of the 

park takes proper measures to provide against it. 

Forest and Stream, January 28, 1905. 

In Major Pitcher’s recent report on conditions 

(in the Yellowstone Park) there is reference to 

the necessity of feeding the game. This must be 

done, for as the wild animals increase, the food 

supply for each individual must decrease,, and 

although in ordinary seasons when the grass is 

good and the snow is light, there is still ample 

grazing for all these animals, a winter may soon 

come of deep snows, of crusts and of hard 

spring storms, which will sweep away thousands 

on thousands of elk, deer and antelope and will 

destroy in a month the results of all the thought, 

time and money that have been devoted to the 

preservation of game here. Major Pitcher should 

be given funds sufficient to enable him to irrigate 

certain extensive flats on the Yellowstone River 

and its tributaries, on which could be grown 

crops of hay to be harvested and held against 

some season of deep snows and bitter cold, when 

food will ,be greatly needed. These river valleys 

will grow thousands of tons of alfalfa or timothy 

and are close to water, but ditches must be dug 

and crops sown and harvested, and for this work 

money is needed. The extraordinary success of 

the small alfalfa fields near Gardiner in attract¬ 

ing the antelope is an object lesson which shows 

what can be done in this matter. It is to be 

hoped that Congress and the Interior Depart¬ 

ment will unite in furnishing the needed funds 

to the superintendent of the park. All that is re¬ 

quired is the money to make a start. Major 

Pitcher will do the rest. 

President of American Humane Associat 

from a resident of Montana, March. 1908: 

“This country is settling in places where 
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game used to winter, and where the hillsides blow 

bare the sheep men graze their sheep. The sheep 

eat the grass close and tramp it out, so that it 

is impossible for game to live through the win¬ 

ter. Our President has set aside large tracts for 

timber reserves in order to protect the grasses 

and also to protect game. Then he has his forest 

superintendent lease this very ground wheie 

game range, so it is impossible for elk or deer 

to live there as the tame sheep tramp out and 

destroy all grasses. , 
“Any one who has never been where sheep 

range has no idea how barren they make a coun¬ 

try. The very first thing that has to be done is 

to draw the President’s attention to this matter, 

and as he is a Western man he will understand 

it at once. I believe he will then issue an order 

prohibiting sheep from grazing where game 

ranges, or on timber reserves. I interviewed 

the Montana game warden in regard to this mat¬ 

ter. I also went and saw Gen. Young, superin¬ 

tendent of the Yellowstone Park. He said he 

would do all in his power to help. I also had 

Howard Eaton write to Mr. Pinchot about the 

matter, but Eastern men do not know what dam¬ 

age sheep do to the range. 
“I live just on the western border of the Yel¬ 

lowstone National Park, where game is more 

plentiful than anywhere in the United States. In 

some parts of the park they put up hay and feed 

the game, which is as tame as cattle. Still there 

are vast areas which could be cultivated and 

much more hay raised and more game fed. Gen. 

Young takes a great interest in feeding the game 

and caring for it, but Congress does not appro¬ 

priate enough money to properly do the work of 

raising hay and feeding the game, so he is han¬ 

dicapped. 
“I should judge that there are about thirty 

thousand elk in the park, besides deer and ante¬ 

lope. There are about one hundred and fifty 

tons of hay raised, so you see that there could 

be very much more hay raised if money was ap¬ 

propriated for the park. So far this winter, we 

have not had much snow, and game is not suffer¬ 

ing very much, but last winter I believe more 

than 40 per cent, died.” 

Shelter for Quail. 
Minnetonka Beach, Minn., March 16.—Ed: 

tor Forest and Stream: You have had a great 

deal of good advice from time to time as to help¬ 

ing quail through the winter. Here is something 

from some Western paper that sound sensible. 

“William E. McCulley of Macon county, 

thinks he has solved the problem of preserving 

quail. He owns quite a large farm and he dis¬ 

covered that quail were becoming more and more 

scarce each year. Then he set about studying the 

cause and came to the conclusion that it was lack 

of shelter. Since then he has every spring 

planted sugar cane along the side of the hollows 

of his farm and permits the same to stand dur¬ 

ing the winter. It affords the quail not only food, 

but shelter of the kind they like. 

“Other farmers in Boone, Callaway and sev¬ 

eral counties of the State have adopted Mr. Mc- 

Culley’s plan and they think it is just what was 

needed. It is a fact that quail will not stay where 

they cannot find shelter. In many of the best 

counties there is very little natural shelter left, 

as every foot of available ground is under culti¬ 

vation. In such localities it has been observed 

that the quail have nearly all left and it seems 

pretty well settled that they will never return un¬ 

less artificial shelter is provided for them. Sugar 

cane, when thickly planted, furnishes just what 

these birds seem to want. They are very fond of 

the seed, and as the season advances the cane 

stalks fall down and provide a thick mass in 

which the quail can hide from their natural ene¬ 

mies, hawks and owls, and also afford a nesting 

place in the spring and summer.” 
H. W. Osborn. 

In a short time Forest and Stream Publishing 

Company zvill bring out a small volume which 

will contain the charming serial recently con¬ 

tributed to these columns by Mr. S. T. Ham¬ 

mond. The book zvill contain not far from one 

hundred and fifty pages, and zvill be illustrated 

by a number of engravings. All readers zvho 

enjoyed the serial as it appeared in the Forest 

and Stream are likely to desire this book in 

order to keep in permanent form these charming 

accounts of Nezv England shooting. Orders zvill 

be received for the book at any time. It zvill be 

sent postpaid for the sum of $1.00. 
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Adirondack Observations. 

Little Falls, N. Y., March 21.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Some weeks ago I wrote you re¬ 

garding the scarcity of ruffed grouse and hares 

(rabbits) in the Adirondacks. Hunters from 

Little Falls could not find any of this game to 

brag about in the region along the edge of the 

woods. I have just returned from a snowshoe 

jaunt in the woods. On this trip I found 

swamps which were “alive” with rabbits, and 

every day there were tracks of partridges in the 

snow along my course. 

Last winter a trapper’s line, fifty miles or so 

long, passing through swamps and over ridges, 

had a few rabbit tracks along it. One swamp 

deep in the woods did have many tracks, but 

there were two or three mink sporting through 

that Swamp too, indicating that these rabbits 

•were not growing fat for lack of exercise. An¬ 

other swamp which I visited this trip did not 

rshow one rabbit track when we crossed it. 

The swamp was full of rabbits this winter. 

There is always more or less re-adjustment of 

■animal numbers in the woods. My trapper 

friend, who is probably the ablest woodsman in 

northern Herkimer county, told me that after 

a trapping campaign rabbits and partridges in¬ 

crease along the territory affected by the traps. 

The trapper catches fishers, mink, marten and 

ermines. About seventy-five of these animals 

are taken, which must reduce the number in a 

region very materially. A fisher, for instance, 

travels in a great circle—perhaps thirty miles 

in circumference. No two fishers follow the 

same runway, but their trails cross where the 

animals are at all plenty. The trapper, in the 

course of a winter catches perhaps half the 

fishers along his line. The proportion of mink 

and marten may be less, as they do not wander 

so far, and are less likely to cross the line, 

finding a trap. 

Of course, the destruction of these animals 

saves the rabbits and grouse on which they 

feed. The coming of an ermine to the vicinity 

of a camp instantly affects the supply of mice, 

squirrels and other small animals. In the same 

way the destruction of the other fur-bearers 

affects every swamp and ridge. It seemed to 

me that red squirrels were never more plenty 

in the deep woods than this winter. Of course, 

squirrels are much hunted by the weasel tribe, 

and the weasel’s absence is noted in the wide 

intervals between tracks. Of course, presence 

of red squirrels indicates that birds will suffer 

very much this summer, but over the squirrels 

hang the eager talons and beaks of hawks, which 

increase when food is plenty. 

Perhaps the most marked feature of the 

woods jaunt was the number of fox tracks, as 

compared with last winter in the same locality. 

A year ago the woods contained dozens of the 

foxes. They followed sleigh roads, crossed the 

trails and swept through the swamps, veritable 

red death for the rabbits and partridges. On 

this trip I saw two fresh fox tracks only in 

sixteen miles of woods. Last year there were 

so many that I didn’t think to count them. Of 

course one or two foxes will track up a good 

many acres. My brother, who was on the trip, 

noted where a fox hunted a swamp from side 

to side, crossing a woods trail through the 

swamp at intervals of three or four rods, evi¬ 

dently still-hunting. Yet there was a notable 

scarcity of fox tracks, for all the doublings of 

the ones remaining. The sudden scarcity was 

due to two or three Wilmurt men who baited 

the foxes from a sleigh—three chunks of meat, 

cowheads, etc.—to right and left of the road. 

On these baits were scattered pills of lard con¬ 

taining strychnine. The foxes, of course, ate a 

good deal of the poison, one time and another, 

with the result that three-fourths of the foxes, 

perhaps more, were killed off. This makes for 

the increase of game. 

This was some distance back in the woods, 

say three or four miles from the clearings. 

Along the edge of the clearings rabbit and 

partridge tracks were as scarce as last year. 

Of rabbits there seemed to be none around 

Northwood. An old woodsman who has killed 

fifty or sixty hares in a winter when the animals 

were plenty, told me he had killed just one this 

winter. Other hunters had worse luck 

It seems when calamity strikes squirrels and 

rabbits, for instance, there is always one swamp 

or ridge somewhere which holds several indi¬ 

viduals. From these the surrounding country 

is replenished. Last winter I recall seeing only 

two rabbit tracks till we came to a valley in the 

heart of the mountains. There the tracks were 

very plenty. 

French Louis, of the West Canada Lakes, 

who has long been a whole thorn apple tree in 

the flesh of game protectors, is an authority on 

wild life in his locality. He told me of a 

scarcity of martens, which he thought was due 

to the logging operations in that region. He 

thought Ithat the animals were driven away 

rather than exterminated. Other logging opera¬ 

tions north of the lakes, however, were now 

driving the animals back to his locality, he be¬ 
lieved. 

The subject of animal migrations is very little 

understood among woodsmen—or elsewhere, so 

far as I can find out. Among woodsmen, for 

instance, there is a belief that foxes from the 

Mohawk valley go up into the edge of the big 

woods, while foxes from the edge of the woods 

retire into the depths of the approach of winter. 

One trapper told me that he never found a fox 

hole in the back woods, though they are com¬ 

mon up to the edge of the big woods. In the 

depths, he says, the foxes live and sleep above 

ground. An explanation is that if a fox lived 

in a hole a fisher would find it and eat the fox 

in its own den. There are no fishers in the 

clearings country, and the foxes resort to holes 

with impunity. The effect of this alleged fact 

is that foxes from the forest depths have a 

thick, beautiful prime fur, while the fox of the 

clearings, which is not exposed to such rigors 

of the climate, has a thinner growth of fur. 

Unfortunately, the ways of wild, furred forest 

and field dwellers are little understood outside 

of the ranks of trappers, who mingle with their 

actual knowledge whims and fancies of small 

value to those who would like to know the facts 

about wild life. We all know, for instance, the 

skunk is a very gentle and kindly-disposed ani¬ 

mal. I have no doubt but that most skunks will 

permit themselves to be carried around by the 

tail. What I should like to know is whether a 

skunk merely refrains, out of kindness of heart, 

from covering its insulter with confusion and 

worse, or whether there is a physical reason for 

the skunk’s forebearance. 

Raymond S. Spears. 

Days Afield with North Carolina Quail 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Queer sometimes how the weather will affect 

one’s thoughts; else why should my mind turn 

this afternoon to those splendid days afield, 

while a northeaster is tearing around the tall 

building in the corner of one of the upper 

stories of which I have my office, and when I 

should concentrate my thoughts on exchange, 

discounts, the price of this, of that; whether it 

would be better to extend the credit of- 

or risk losing the business; how we can man¬ 

age to meet all the demands of the day without 

cutting our account at the bank so low as to 

make our concern look to them like “unde¬ 

sirable customers”; whether it would be better 

to hold old So-and-So off a few more days, or 

see if we can get another one of those eastern 

notes discounted? Oh, dear! there are enough 

questions coming daily and hourly which require 

instant answer to at least keep one’s thoughts 

from going afield. But somehow the howling 

winds, the dashing rain, the sweep of the clouds,, 

the hurrying people crossing the square far be¬ 

low me, the wrecked umbrellas, flying hats and 

skirts, have set my thoughts in another channel 

this afternoon, and in spite of me, I am carried 

to those loved North Carolina fields and farms 

and hospitable, homely homes, where for years 

I have been so welcome and so royally treated 

that their owners make me feel I am giving them 

pleasure by tramping over their fields and 

through their woods, and conferring a favor by 

dining with them or spending the night. 

The talk is of tobacco, its growth, its care, 

and most vital of all, its price; of this neighbor 

who had a good crop, and of that one whose 

yield for the season is “sorry”; of how the 

people down the creek, whom I know so well 

and for whom I have genuine affection, lost 

their baby; of how the tall boy, to whom only 

a season or two before I could give a pocket 

knife, has gone West; of the marriages, the 

births and the deaths; the gain in fortune by this 

one. the loss by that. The neighborhood is mine, 

and I am simply one of the neighbors just come 

back for a time, or, better to say, one who 

has simply been away for a little while. 

“What dogs have you got this year, Mister 
George?” 

“Oh, I have that little bitch yet. and one of 

her sons, and another that I bought in Missis¬ 

sippi which I think pretty well of.” 

“Are any of them as good as old Donald?” 

Somehow I draw a little deeper breath at this 
question as I reply: 

“In some respects the new one beats him; he 

has more speed; is certainly handsomer; never 

trots; locates his birds a little better, but-” 

and I smile. “Now, let us be honest and go 

right down to the bone, or if you please, to the 

nerve. Do you love your wife as much as you 

loved, or thought you loved that little girl years 

and years ago in whose eyes you first saw the 

love light and who saw it first in yours? You 

probably did not marry her, she may have 

passed on, or, goodness me, is the mother of 

some other man’s children, a grandmother per¬ 

haps—it does not matter; do you love your wife 

as much as you loved her, or thought you did, 

no matter how it came out? Have you a horse 

on your farm that compares with some one par¬ 

ticular horse that you sometime have owned? 
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Now, to be honest, I never expect to own an¬ 

other dog as good as Donald.” 

And then we talk of the crops or the war, or 

we visit the pen of fattening hogs and guess at 

their weight; take a peep into the tobacco barn; 

I am shown the new baby, very likely the 

married daughter’s or son’s who is home for a 

day with the old folks. 

But it was about shooting days in Carolina 

quail fields I started to write! And am I not 

writing about them? The quail are there and 

so are all these folks—not much different from 

other folks, perhaps. They are born, they 

marry, they bring forth children, they die, as do 

all other folks—and yet, somehow, they are 

different. I think they are different because 

they have not rubbed elbows so intimately with 

the hard side of the business world; that they 

are a little bit more home folks, neighbor folks, 

hospitable folks, kindly-feeling folks. They 

have no trained nurses. If one is sick the 

neighbors help, and if one is born Mie neigh¬ 

bors again help; if one is in trouble the neigh¬ 

bors sympathize and help; if one is hungry the 

neighbors feed; if he dies they bury him. 

I guess that’s why they are different—they are 

neighborly. G B. 

New Alaska Game Law. 

The new Alaska game bill, H. R. 14789, passed 

the House of Representatives March 16 last, and 

coming before the Senate the next day was duly 

referred to the Committee on Forest Reserva¬ 

tions and the Protection of Game. Briefly its 

provisions are these: 

Wanton destruction of wild game animals or 

wild birds, the destruction of nests or eggs of 

such birds or the killing of birds, other than 

game birds for the purpose of selling them or 

any part of them unlawful, but eagles, ravens 

and cormorants are excepted. Game is defined. 

This act does not affect any law relating to the 

fur seal, sea otter or fur bearing animals, or 

prevent the killing of game for food or clothing 

by natives or miners or explorers when in need, 

but game animals or birds so killed shall not be 

shipped or sold. 

Seasons: Lawful to kill brown bears at any 

time north of latitude 62 degrees where other 

game may be killed from August 1 to December 

10, both inclusive. South of 62 degrees brown 

bears may be killed from October 1 to July 1, 

other game from August 20 to December 31. 

Deer and goats from April 1 to February 1, and 

game birds from September 1 to March x. Cari¬ 

bou protected on the Kenai Peninsula until Au¬ 

gust 20, 1912. Secretary of Agriculture author¬ 

ized to establish rules prohibiting the sale .of 

game in any locality, modifying close season, 

providing different close seasons, further re¬ 

stricting the killing, or entirely prohibiting kill¬ 

ing for a period of two years. 

Limit: No female or yearling moose to be 

killed, no one to kill in any one year more than 

two moose, one walrus or sealion, three caribou, 

three mountain sheep, three brown bear, or to 

kill or have in possession in one day more than 

25 birds. 

Restrictions: Unlawful to hunt game animals 

with dogs or use a shotgun larger than No. 10 

gauge or any except a shoulder gun, to use boats 

other than those propelled by oars or paddles. 

Sale of game animals or birds or parts thereof 

prohibited during close time, save that dealers 

may have fifteen days in which to dispose of the 

game legally killed. 

Licenses: License is required by non-residents 

of Alaska. Fee for alien $100, for citizen of the 

United States, $50. License authorizes the ship¬ 

ment of a legal amount of game. Residents of 

Alaska desiring to export heads or trophies re¬ 

quire a shipping license, $40, permitting shipment 

of one moose, if killed north of latitude 62 de¬ 

grees ; four deer, two caribou, two sheep, two 

goats, two brown bear; or shipping license, $10, 

permitting the shipment of a single head or 

trophy of caribou or sheep; or shipping license, 

$5, for single head or trophy of goat, deer or 

brown bear. To ship moose killed south of lati¬ 

tude 62 degrees requires a special license, $150, 

permitting shipment of one moose. Not more 

than one general license and two special moose 

licenses can be issued to one person in one year. 

DESCENDING THE UPPER MISSOURI. 

Big-Game Hunters and their Outfit. 
Picture by Samuel W. Lippincott. 
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Shipper must make affidavit before customs offi¬ 

cer at port that this shipment is being legally 

made, and not for the purpose of being sold. A 

resident of Alaska prior to Sept. 1, 1908, may 

without permit or license ship head or trophy, 

on affidavit that said head or trophy was killed 

prior to the passage of this act. Licenses shall 

be issued by the Governor of Alaska, and appli¬ 

cants shall state through what port of entry the 

game is to pass and customs officers at that port 

shall be notified. 

Enforcement: Game wardens are to be em¬ 

ployed by the Governor who shall register and 

license guides, who are required to make affidavit 

to report violations of law. 

Penalties: Forfeiture of game, guns, traps, 

nets, fine of not more than $200, or imprison¬ 

ment of not more than three months, or both. 

Marshals, deputy marshals, collectors of cus¬ 

toms, officers of revenue cutters and game war¬ 

dens are to assist in the enforcement of this act. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

A Mysterious Disappearance. 

Okmulgee, Okla., March 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In the ’80’s, with four or five others, 1 

went into the short grass region of Southwest 

Kansas and took up a claim. As water was 

scarce in that region our first job was to make 

a well. While at work we ran out of meat, and 

as it was 125 miles to town, Dodge City, the 

other boys decided that I should go out and see 

if I could get an antelope. 

I saddled one of my wagon mules and left 

camp early in the morning. After going eight or 

ten miles I sighted two antelopes about a mile 

distant, but they soon took to flight. They 

separated, one turning to the right and one to 

the left, and as the one to my left seemed easier 

to approach I followed it, but it went into a 

range of sandhills and I lost sight of it. I fol¬ 

lowed on and after a while I saw lying down in 

the grass what appeared to be an antelope or 

coyote; just which I could riot make out, as it 

was half a mile away. 

I took a circuitous route and approached to 

within about 150 yards of the object, when it got 

up, looked at me and shook its head. Then 1 

dismounted and dropped on my knee and said : 

"Antelope, I guess you are mine.” 

As it was standing facing me, I took aim at 

the sticking place and when I touched the trigger 

I had that peculiar sensation that a person some 

times experiences, which seems to tell you so 

positively that you can feel it, that you are go¬ 

ing to hit the mark. I pulled the trigger and 

saw the bullet strike the exact point aimed at, 

and the animal jumped, reared up and fell down. 

When it fell I did not see it as the grass was 

knee high or more, but I felt no uneasiness and 

mounted and rode straight to the spot. When I 

got there where I fully expected to find my ante¬ 

lope dead-dead-dead! lo! and behold it was not 

there. I looked for blood and found none. I 

looked for tracks and found none. I looked for 

some time and found no sign of an antelope. 

Finally I thought I must have been mistaken 

in the place where the antelope was and went 

back to where I had shot from, there finding my 

tracks and the empty shell to prove that that 

place was where I shot from. Then locating the 

place where the antelope was, which was on a 

little knoll and none near like it to fool me, I 

went back to the place where the antelope was 

standing when I shot. But no antelope—no 

blood and no tracks. So very certain was I 

that I had shot and killed an antelope there that 

I put in an hour or more trying to find it or 

some trace of it, but I never found anything, 

not even a track. If the antelope had run away 

I should have seen it, for there was nothing to 

obstruct my view. And failing to see it I should 

have found tracks, as the ground was sandy. 

Now, I would like some one to explain to me 

how this could have occurred. I did not notice 

that I was unduly excited or had buck-ague, or 

anything of the kind. I was just as confident of 

meat when I touched the trigger as I was sure 

I did not have any meat when I got there.- 

I hunted for this antelope until I got mad at 

myself and went back to camp and told the boys 

of my luck. I also told them that a fellow who 

would do such things as I had done that day 

had no business out after antelope. They 

agreed; but I got many afterward. 

E. W. C. 



Fishing in the Old Mill Pond. 

Plainfield, N. J., March n.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Come, brother sportsmen! I think 

by this time we need a little awakening. The 

winter so faj- has been a long one to us, and 

there are yet many weeks before we can take 

our favorite rods and seek some of the streams 

from which we have derived so much sport in 

seasons gone, but never to be forgotten. 

Each trip has left some pleasant memory, as 

time cannot efface the happy hours passed, may¬ 

be with some chance companion—a stranger? 

yes, but for the moment. Society can erect no 

barriers in the great out-of-doors. Men are not 

judged by the clothes they wear or whether the 

collar worn is of regulation height. They are 

simply anglers, that is all; members of a great 

brotherhood, and to such the right hand of good 

fellowship is gladly extended. Or perhaps we re 

call some of the mornings last summer when we 

arose before daybreak, prepared our breakfast 

and lunch, and started across the fields, car¬ 

peted with the summer wild flowers, the air 

ringing with the songs of the birds as they wel¬ 

comed the birth of another day; or yet again 

feel the tingle experienced as we landed the big 

one of 1907. 
Presumably we have all gone over our kits 

many times, have re-varnished our rods if neces- 

' sary, and seen that everything in our cabinets 

is in apple pie order for the coming season, 

which, to the true angler, is not much of a 

hardship. By way of enlivenment let us all sit 

down around the fireplace; you, my brother of 

the short and heavy casting rod with the wooden 

lure, as well as you who delight in the dainty 

fly-rod. We are all after the same game and 

differ only in our mode of capture. Your pipes 

are all lighted, are they? Well, then for the 

yarn: 

One hot afternoon last summer, not caring 

to venture far from home, as it looked very 

showery, I took with me a fly-rod weighing 

scarcely four ounces, and went to a nearby pond 

to catch a few sunfish, which you know are 

very gamy and afford lots of sport when light 

tackle is used. 

Placing a fair sized worm on a No. 8 hook 

I made a cast. Before it had time to settle I 

had a bite, and after playing him awhile brought 

in a fair sized sunnie. Rebaiting, I made an¬ 

other cast, when zipp! I had a strike for cer¬ 

tain. Mind you, I was fishing for sunfish and 

was not calculating on anything larger. I knew 

there had always been a few black bass there, 

but most of them were very small, so you can 

judge of my surprise. Why, he had most of 

my line out before I could stop and make him 

show himself, which he presently did, a black 

bass weighing two pounds if an ounce. I can 

tell you there was a commotion in that neigh¬ 

borhood for a while. He fought like mad, but 

finally gave up, and I brought him Ashore. 

Say what you like about casting rods, but 

give me the light fly-rod every time for real ex¬ 

citement. I love to feel its willowy, snake-like 

action when in play. I love to see it glistening 

in the sunlight as it bends and sways according 

to the moods of the fish. Anyone can land a 

two or three-pounder with a heavy rod, but it 

takes skill to fight to a finish a gamy bass weigh¬ 

ing eight times the rod he is pitted against. 

Having awakened to the fact that some real 

sport was to be had I again cast, and this time 

with the same result, only this delegate weighed 

exactly two pounds one ounce and nearly 

smashed the rod before he gave up. As I 

looked them over flopping around in the grass 

I could not but think that to the angler, indeed, 

is left much of the joy of the unexpected. 

After the water had time to quiet down a little 

1 tried again, but without success. They were 

evidently tiring of worms, so I thought perhaps a 

small spinner would stir up some pugnaciously 

inclined old fellow to try his luck. Two casts 

succeeded in knocking the chip off his shoulder 

and that bass found that all that glitters is not 

fish. Making a last cast I felt a slight tug, and 

reeling in found a sunfish not much larger than 

the spoon fastened to the hook. I know they 

will sometimes rise to the fly, but never had 

the luck to catch one on a spinner before. 

Gathering up my traps and the fish I started 

for home well satisfied with an afternoon of 

such unexpected success. 

Clarence E. Bond. 

The Anglers’ Club of New York. 

New York City, March 18.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The regular monthly meeting of the 

Anglers’ Club of New York, held March 17, was 

preceded by a dinner at which Mr. Chas. H. 

Townsend, Director of the New York Aquarium, 

spoke on the pollution of the fishing waters; Mr. 

Louis Rhead on “Worms” and other matters of 

interest to anglers, and Mr. W. A. Babson re¬ 

lated some personal experiences in fishing and 

hunting in Newfoudland. 

The tournament committee reported, recom¬ 

mending that the annual tournament be held in 

Central Park on May 14, 15 and 16, and that the 

events be as follows: 75-foot fly, distance; 150- 

foot bait, distance; 5-oz. fly, distance; open fly, 

distance; one-quarter-ounce bait, distance; one- 

half-ounce bait, distance; salmon fly, 15-foot 

rods; dry fly, accuracy; one-quarter-ounce bait, 

accuracy; one-half-ounce bait, accuracy; and 

surf casting, 2j4-ounce weight. 

Cups are to be given as first and second prizes 

in each event and there will also be merchan¬ 

dise prizes. These events are limited to ama¬ 

teurs except the open fly, one-half-ounce bait, 

salmon,'and surf casting, for which professionals 

are also to be eligible, but separate prizes are to 

be given for professionals, in addition to those 

for amateurs mentioned above. The one-quarter- 

ounce, one-half-ounce, and surf events are to be 

cast in a lane to comply with the rules of the Na¬ 

tional Association of Scientific Angling Clubs. 

Edward Farnham Todd. 

Trout Fishing with the Senator. 

“The Senator” is a genial son of Erin, now ’ 

about sixty-five years of age, witty, quaint of 

speech, and possessing a fund of dry humor, 

which is irresistible. To listen to him is a sure 

cure for the blues. He never cracks a smile at 

his own wit or humor, and when he is recount¬ 

ing some grotesquely humorous incident per¬ 

sonal to himself his countenance is as stolid as 

an Indian’s, and invariably his listeners are con¬ 

vulsed with laughter at the droll manner in 

which the story is told. 

The Senator is a fisherman, and when I say 

“fisherman” I mean to convey the idea in the 

highest meaning of the word. He is not one 

who just fishes and dubs along the bank of a 

stream with hook and line and worms for bait, 

but one who has made a life study of the 

gentle art, and has mastered all the intricacies. 

He is the best trout fisherman I ever knew or 

ever saw. He can handle a fly-rod and seventy- 

five feet of line as easily as a farmer boy can 

flourish an ox whip. He knows the habits of 

the wily trout, where to fish for them under 

different conditions, and what flies to use. He 

invariably brings home a good basket of trout 

when he goes after them. It is a pleasure to 

see him hook a large trout and bring it to creel. 

I has been my good fortune on two or three 

occasions to accompany the Senator to the 

North Woods orutrout fishing expeditions. We 

used to go to Wilmurt, Herkimer county, and 

fish the West Canada Creek. For twenty-seven 

years the Senator has not missed taking at least 

two weeks during each trout season for an 

outing on the West Canada, and he knows every 

rock and rift and pool for miles along that 

stream. 

On the occasion of which I write the Senator 

and myself arrived at Henry Pauli’s place at 

Wilmurt—a post office, school house, bridge and 

sawmill being the sum total of the settlement— 

on the 12th day of May. The weather was fine, 

the creek right, the trout hungry, and we spent 

two delightful weeks in that beautiful wild 

country fishing the pools, rifts and stillwaters 

of that excellent trout stream. An early start 

of a morning, a delightful drive through the 

woods and clearings to an objective point either 

on the East or West Branch, or a long tramp 

down stream, and a whole day of the Senator’s 

company, returning at night tired and hungry 

with good baskets of trout, was pleasure indeed, 

and to repeat the experience each day for two 

whole weeks was to me the acme of human en¬ 

joyment. 

One day we went down stream. It was one of 

those rare days of spring, when all nature 

seemed to smile a joyous welcome to those who 

had but to come out and commune with her; 

one of those days which make the pulses leap 

and cause one to feel within himself a sense of 

thanksgiving that he is alive and has the mental 

and physical aptitude to enjoy in its highest 

sense the great outdoors. 

Armed with our trout rods, our leaders well 
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soaked, flies carefully selected for the existing 

conditions, a lunch carefully tucked away in the 

pockets of our fishing coats, and expectation 

high, we “hit the creek’’ about a quarter of a 

mile from the house and started the day’s sport. 

Here and there we fished, now some swiftly 

running rift, where the waters dashed over 

hidden boulders, now some inviting pool, where 

they whirled and eddied near the bank over¬ 

hung with the branches of balsam, soft maple 

or beach. Varying success attended our efforts. 

We fished leisurely, now and then stopping to 

admire the beauties of the stream and our sur¬ 

roundings, or to spin a yarn about a big one 

that once got away. 
By the time the sun had marked high noon 

I was commencing to feel that a bite to eat 

would not come amiss, and suggested that we 

partake of our lunch. “Oh, it’s not time yet.” 

said the Senator, “wait until we fish that next 

long rift just a little way below here. I ex¬ 

pect to get a couple of good ones there.” So 

we continued fishing, now bringing to creel a 

good-sized trout, and now and then saving & 

“rifter” just to chink in with. Finally about 2 

o’clock, seeing no signs of the Senator relin¬ 

quishing in favor of lunch, I struck and informed 

him that I must eat or faint of hunger. After 

making four or five more casts he reluctantly 

gave in, and coming over to the bank where I 

was waiting we proceeded to select an appro¬ 

priate place to spread the banquet. And what 

a banquet we had! In all my fishing experiences 

I had never thought of cooking along the stream 

any of the trout I had caught. I always liked 

to bring them home and show them up, and in 

places other than in the North Woods, where I 

had fished I hardly ever caught enough in one 

day to indulge in the luxury of broiled trout on 

the bank of the stream. 

“Now,” said the Senator, “you select about 

a dozen of those rifters and clean them. I will 

start a fire and we will have trout for dinner.” 

He soon had a good fire going, then he cut 

two crotched sticks and a straight willow 

switch, and the parts to construct the broiler 

were assembled. I had cleaned a dozen small 

trout, and as soon as the crackling fire had re¬ 

solved itself into a bed of hot coals he strung 

them one by one on the switch; then standing 

the sticks one on either side of the bed of coals, 

crotch end up, he placed the switch supporting 

the dozen trout, strung through the gills, in the 

crotches of the sticks, so that the tails of the 

trout were about six inches from the coals. 

Then we sat down, opened our lunch, spread it 

out and patiently waited for the trout to broil. 

In a few minutes their tails commenced to curl 

up, and the Senator announced that they were 

done. It was a dish fit for the most fastidious 

epicure. Never before or since have I tasted 

brook trout of like flavor. 

Did we enjoy that banquet? Who would not? 

With the great outdoors on a balmy spring day 

for a dining room; curtains of balsam and 

spruce and maple adorning its windows as broad 

and as high as the eye could see; the warm 

glint of sunlight through its blue canopied roof, 

and for music nature’s own orchestra, the rip¬ 

pling cadence of a wild and beautiful mountain 

stream with the accompaniment of sweet bird 

notes everywhere playing without intermission; 

with this setting who indeed would not enjoy 

such a banquet? * 

Those dozen rifters disappeared like magic, 

and, together with the lunch we brought, satis¬ 

fied two pretty healthy appetites. After we had 

finished and lighted our pipes the Senator 

asked, “Do you think that banquet could be 

beaten at Delmonico’s?” And I freely admitted 

that I did not think it could. 

Concluding our smoke, we resumed fishing; 

we soon reached a likely looking spot and the 

Senator fished it thoroughly. At about the third 

cast he hooked and landed a trout hardly large 

enough to keep, and as he carefully replaced the 

little fellow in its natural element, I heard him 

say, “I don’t want you; go back and tell your 

grandfather I am after him.” 

In a few minutes his hands were full, for sure 

enough he had hooked the grandfather. He had 

carefully fished the rift which broke over into 

deeper water, forming a large pool. On one 

side of the creek was a high bank covered with 

spruce and soft maples, and on the other side 

the bank gradually sloped to the water s edge; 

a large boulder partly submerged against which 

a log had lodged occupied the far end of the 

pool near the high bank, and here the water 

ran quite swift and boiled and foamed around 

the log, leaving just below it and the boulder a 

swirling eddy. 
Toward this point the Senator carefully di¬ 

rected his casts, gradually releasing a little more 

line each time. He was throwing about sixty 

feet of line, when with a well directed cast he 

let his flies fall as lightly as a dewdrop just be¬ 

hind the boulder in the center of the eddy. 

They had hardly touched the surface of the 

water when splash! I saw the glistening sides 

of a mighty trout as it leaped into the air. 

The Senator also saw it, struck at the right 

moment, and hooked the trout; the reel sang 

as back to his retreat the old fellow rushed. 

Quickly the Senator put the tip of his rod to 

the water and commenced carefully to play the 

trout. How his rod did bend and twist! 

Back and forth across the pool, now leaping 

into the air in a mad effort to free the hook, 

now sulking at the bottom, all the while being 

carefully coaxed away from the log, where 

danger lurked, the trout fought and struggled; 

but the strain soon commenced to tell, the lithe 

rod held him in relentless embrace and met 

every move with counter move, until at last the 

old fellow gradually gave up, and was piloted 

safely to the shore, where I slipped the landing 

net under it and lifted it to safety. It weighed 

214 pounds. 

Then we sat down and lighted our pipes; I 

congratulated the Senator, and he congratulated 

me upon the fact that we would not have to 

go home that night and tell about the big one 

that got away. We could deliver the goods. 
F. J. D. 

Bass in Oklahoma. 

Muskogee, Okla., March 17.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I tried a little bait-casting the other 

day in a lake near here, and bass and crappie 

struck freely. One 2l4-pound big-mouth gave me 

nearly ten minutes of strenuous exercise. 

The weather is very warm and the fishing sea¬ 

son is on in full blast. Paul H. Byrd. 

ROUGHING IT 

soon grows tiresome unless the food is good. 
Good milk is one item indispensable to a cheer¬ 
ful camp, and Borden’s solves the problem. 
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk and Peerless Brand 
Evaporated Milk keep indefinitely, anywhere, and 
fill every milk or cream requirement.—Adv. 

THE “SENATOR" INTERESTED. 

From a photograph by Fred D. Barton. 
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Angling in Florida. 

Continued from page 460. 

The best tarpon bait is the silver or striped 

mullet of from two to five pounds weight, se¬ 

cured upon the hook by cutting a gash along one 

side of the backbone—from the gills to the tail— 

the snood or leader is inserted in this cut with 

the head of the mullet toward the hook, the tail 

being tied to the snood. For deep trolling a piece 

of mullet cut into strips; say one inch wide and 

seven inches long—the best pieces having a part 

of the tail on one end. 

The original method of tarpon angling is to 

cast a hundred feet or so from the boat, letting 

the whole mullet sink to the bottom, and prepare 

for the expected strike by coiling some thirty or 

forty feet of slack line on the seat, in readiness 

for the first rush of the fish. The tarpon is a 

light biter, its bite being hardly more than a 

gentle feeling of or turning over of the bait. As 

the tarpon moves slowly away with the baited 

hook, the slack coil is paid out and when all has 

run overboard, the fish is struck. This method 

is called bottom fishing and for many sportsmen 

of riper years as well as for ladies, it is no doubt 

good sport. But the finest tarpon fishing is out 

in the rough chop of the deep sea, for here the 

tarpon is seen at his best, and although deep sea 

trolling is much more severe upon the angler’s 

muscles and while it takes more endurance and 

skill to land the game, the pleasure is also greatly 

increased. The tarpon is essentially a game fish, 

putting up a fight to the last gasp, and while it is 

never disappointing in the deep clear water be¬ 

yond the breakers, he fights as my friend George 

expresses it, “like de very debil.” To the angler 

who is something of a sailor, deep sea trolling 

holds a charm that no amount of inshore fishing, 

however exciting, can compete with, and after 

once trying your hand at outside angling, only 

outside tarpon fishing will you have. 

The Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus macu- 

latus) is a handsomely colored game fish and is 

well known to the down East and Cape Cod fish¬ 

ermen, as mackerel or bay mackerel. It is a mi¬ 

gratory fish of considerable range, being found 

in summer as far north as Cape Cod, and south¬ 

ward to the West Indies and the coast of Brazil. 

Although often caught up to thirty odd inches in 

length, the mackerel will probably average about 

two feet. In appearance this fish is well known, 

as it is one of our best food fishes as well as one 

of the most plentiful. Mackerel travel in schools 

and are surface feeders. They appear in im¬ 

mense numbers in the waters of Florida during 

February and March, and when caught upon a 

light rod, put up a plucky fight. 

As rod fishing for mackerel is mostly con¬ 

fined to the many inlets or passes—salt water 

lagoons—a heavy bass rod and tackle may be 

used; inside fish seldom exceeding three pounds 

in weight. Casting is the usual method; making 

a longish cast and reeling in the line as for min¬ 

now casting. Artificial flies are attractive lures, 

and bass or salmon flies (eyed flies preferred) 

tied upon No. x O’Shaughnessy hooks are cor¬ 

rect. A gray hackle fly seems to be a reliable 

killing pattern and a selection including grav 

hackle, gray drake, Rube Wood, shoemaker and 

great dun have always given me a rise. My ex¬ 

perience with salt-water fishes leads me to be¬ 

lieve that flies in which gray, yellow and red are 

combined, prove on the whole most effective. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

For outside fishing a long trolling line of 150 

feet or more is used with either a spoon or block 

tin, bone, or lead mackerel jig. Outside casting 

is more enjoyable than trolling, but long casts 

are necessary as mackerel are shy and wary fish 

and must be angled for with a bit of line. For 

casting inside and for outside fishing almost all 

of the small fishes make attractive baits; pil¬ 

chard, mullet, anchovy and shrimp being reliable. 

The spotted cero (Scomberomorus regalis) is 

known in different localities as king cero, spotted 

cero, and pintado. It is a migratory fish, abound¬ 

ing in the West Indies, and oftentimes travels 

as far as the Massachusetts coast. The cero is 

often confused with the Spanish mackerel, hav¬ 

ing much the same general appearance, although 

the head is narrower and the second dorsal and 

abdominal fins are slightly more pointed. Its 

color, as well as its distribution, makes it an 

easy matter to distinguish the cero from the 

mackerel. The spots are much darker and it has 

narrow stripes of color along its sides; the mack¬ 

erel having only spots of a bronze-green color. 

Cero are caught up to 30 pounds or more, and 

being a slender fish—more so than even the 

mackerel—a thirty-pounder will measure some 

six feet in length. In the fish stalls at Key West, 

the cero is sold under the name of kingfish, 

where it is highly valued as a food fish. 

The cero can be caught by rod or still fishing, 

but a better way is by casting as for mackerel. 

Weakfish tackle should be used, a No. 1 

O'Shaughtiessy hook snelled to wire or gimp. 

Artificial flies as mentioned for mackerel are 

good or a large spoon, strip of pork rind or a 

bone, tin or pearl mackerel jig or squid may be 

used. For trolling, a handline and jig are used. 

The kingfish (Scomberomorus caballa) is 

often called the silver cero, and around Key 

West the cero is known as kingfish, which it 

closely resembles. Like the mackerel and other 

surface feeding fishes, the kingfish is quite a 

wanderer, sometimes traveling as far north as 

Cape Cod. The largest kingfish I ever saw 

weighed a trifle over 18 pounds, although 

“smack men” tell me a 30-pounder is now and 

then taken in the net. The kingfish is very com¬ 

mon in Florida waters and a large number of 

fishing smacks are regularly manned for its cap¬ 

ture. It is a gamy fellow and unlike the cero, the 

kingfish repeatedly leaps into the air when 

hooked. It is generally caught by trolling a 

mackerel or bluefish squid. Rod fishing is, strange 

to say, but little practiced, although the kingfish 

is one of the very best of Florida game fishes. 

A light weakfish rod of 8 to 10 ounces, 9-thread 

line and a No. 1 O’Shaughnessy hook snelled to 

gimp is a good outfit. Artificial flies are also at¬ 

tractive—almost all surface feeding fishes taking 

a fly—and any of the patterns previously men¬ 

tioned are excellent kingfish lures. Small pil¬ 

chard, mullet and shrimp are good casting baits. 

The cavalli (Caranx hippos) is a more or less 

familiar fish near the Cape, where it is known to 

the Down East angler as yellow mackerel. These 

fish, travel in schools and feed upon the small 

fish which come into shoal water upon the flood 

tide. The cavalli is a stocky fish, a two-foot 

specimen weighing about 17 pounds. Up to 3 or 

4 pounds the flesh is good, but large fish have a 

tasteless, woody flavor. It is a bold fighter but 

is little noticed by anglers, who no doubt think 

the cavalli a far too common fish to furnish 

much sport for their rods. 
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A light weakfish rod, 9-thread line, No. 1/0 or 

2/0 O’Shaughnessy hook and a light pyramid 

sinker makes up the outfit. All small fish make 

good baits or one may use fiddler crabs and 

shrimps, which are always to be had. A trolling 

spoon is useful, but my preference favors bass or 

salmon flies tied upon No. 2/0 O’Shaughnessy 

hooks. All bright colored flies are attractive. 

The cobia (Elacate Canada) is a fish of many 

names, among them being coal fish, sergeant fish, 

ling, bonito, and snooks. A fish bearing the name 

of coal fish (Merlangus carbonarius) is caught 

in (he English channel and upon the northern 

coast of France, but this European fish more near¬ 

ly resembles our pollock than the slender cobia 

of Florida. In its long, lean appearance the cobia 

bears a very striking resemblance to our fresh 

water pike, and like the northern “pirate,” the 

cobia is a plucky fighter. It attains a weight of 

20 to 30 pounds, and is found in the brackish 

water of inlets and streams. As a table fish the 

cobia hardly comes up to expectations, resemb¬ 

ling the coarse flavor of the red drum and chan¬ 

nel bass. 

A light weakfish rod, 9-thread line, and a No. 

2/0 O’Shaughnessy hook snelled to gimp are 

needed. Artificial flies tied upon 2/0 to 3/0 hooks 

in any red, yellow or gray pattern will usually 

secure a rise. Mullet, fiddler crabs, and shrimp 

are good casting baits. 

The spotted sea-trout (Cynoscion maculatum) 

is also known as the spotted weakfish, and I 

have frequently seen small specimens (two 

pounds and under) caught near Montauk Point, 

Long Island. It seldom grows larger than two 

feet; a fish of this length weighing some ten or 

twelve pounds. The sea-trout is a good fighter 

but is hard to land on account of its very tender 

mouth. It is quite plentiful on both the east and 

west coasts, and trout of three or four pounds 

weight furnish much sport for the Southern 

angler. As the trout is a surface feeding •fish, 

the artificial fly is often used with success, and 

the best fly-fishing will be found in the many 

bays and inlets. It often happens that sea-trout 

are taken on a fly in fresh water streams run¬ 

ning into the salt waters of the ocean and gulf. 

An 8-ounce bass rod, No. E casting line, and 

a No. 2/0 O’Shaughnessy hook, snelled to gimp 

are used. Flies of red, brown or yellow pattern 

tied to 2/0 hooks are preferred. Pilchard, an¬ 

chovy or mullet of 3 to 5 inches in length, and 

shrimp, are the best baits. 

The sea-bass (Centropristis striatus) is better 

known to Floridians as blackfish, and although 

caught upon both coasts seems to be more com¬ 

mon to the eastern and southern waters of Flor¬ 

ida. It is one of the best biters in the South, and 

many an angler out for other game has found 

fault with the persistent sea-bass which always 

seems to be ready to take any bait offered. Young 

blackfish are caught in the shoal water around 

the piles and landing wharves. In size the Flor¬ 

ida sea-bass is much smaller than our Northern 

sea-bass and is rarely caught above two pounds 

weight. It is not a very robust fighter and while 

but seldom sought after, the blackfish is often 

upon the hook. Large bass are caught in deeper 

water with a rocky bottom. 

A heavy bass rod and tackle and a No. 2 

O’Shaughnessy hook and a 2 or 3-oz. pyramid 

sinker is the usual equipment for outside fishing. 

Inside casting is better sport, however, and an 

ordinary 6-oz. bass rod and tackle are plenty heavy 
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enough. Fiddler crabs, shrimp and clams arc 

good baits. I have never caught them upon the 

fly, but conclude they, like' the catfish, will bite 

at almost everything, perhaps from mere force 

of habit. 
The drum (Pogonias cromis) is commonly 

known as the black or banded drum; young fish 

commonly known as little drum. It is found as 

far north as Cape Cod, and is caught on both the 

east and west Florida coasts and oftentimes in 

the brackish streams which flow into the ocean 

and‘gulf. The drum is one of the largest game 

fishes and is frequently caught weighing up to 

100 pounds, although the average may be put 

down as 25 or 30 pounds weight. Its flesh is not 

of particularly good flavor, although the drum 

of ten pounds weight and under (little drum) is 

of fair quality. It is found in every locality 

where oysters abound, and is caught to a large 

size in the deeper water of the inlets. While a 

heavy pulling fish, the drum is not a top-notcher 

among game fishes. For big drum, striped bass 

tackle is used and for little drum an 8-ounce bass 

rod will be about right. Fiddler crabs, clams and 

shrimp are the usual baits. 

The redfish (Scicena ocellata) is known in the 

South as red drum, red bass, spotted bass, spot, 

channel bass and redhorse. It is frequently 

caught as far north as Maryland, and in Texas 

waters the redfish is known as poisson rouge or 

gold fish. It grows to a large size, specimens of 

70 pounds weight being common. The redfish is 

a gamy fish and its actions after being struck 

are very similar to those of the well-known 

striped bass. When hooked it keeps well to the 

surface, and its long rushes and sturdy tugs keep 

the angler busy. 

Large redfish require stout striped-bass tackle, 

yet a good weakfish rod, well handled, can be 

used. Smaller inside fish weighing up to fourteen 

pounds may be caught with lighter tackle and a 

heavy black bass rod, E silk minnow casting line 

and a 2/0 hook will be about right. Small red¬ 

fish rise well to a fly and fly-fishing is best near 

and under the fringe of mangroves which line 

the deep water of many inlets. Larger fish are 

usually taken near the inlets or passes, while 

smaller fish are caught in the shoal water fur¬ 

ther up, especially in the streams flowing into the 

passes. Fiddler crabs and shrimp are the best 

baits. 

The jewfish (Promicrops itaiara) is better 

known as black grouper or warsaw. Although 

resembling the black grouper, it can be easily 

' told from this fish by noting its lower dorsal fin. 

The black grouper (Epinephclus nigritus) is a 

distinct species and the dorsal fin is of a high 

triangular shape, while that of the jewfish (Pro¬ 

microps itaiara) is much flatter and lower. The 

jewfish grows to a very large size and is one of 

the largest of Southern fishes, frequently weigh¬ 

ing 400 pounds. It is not a cracker-jack game 

fish, although a 20-pounder will give fair sport. 

The best fishing ground is found in the passes 

where the banks are steep and the water is deep. 

Weakfish or light striped bass tackle is com¬ 

monly used for jewfish up to forty pounds, large 

fish being taken on a heavy hand or shark line. 

Mullet, crab and shrimp are the best baits. 

Charles Stillman, 

[to be concluded.1 
-I 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada reinscd to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

Fly-Fishing for Bass. 
Doniphan, Mo., March 14.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I wish to say to Mr. Finletter that I 

have been catching small-mouth bass with flies 

in the hill streams of this section for the last 

fifteen years, and have never found a season 

when, if the proper size and kind of flies are 

used, the fish fail to respond with a battle. 

The principal streams of this section where 

the small-mouth abound are, Spring River, 

Eleven Point, Current, the hill sections of Little 

Black, Big Black and St. Francis. As soon as 

the last few rivers reach alluvial lands, or rather 

flow through what is known as the swamp sec¬ 

tions, the big-mouth takes the former’s place. 

Few of these deep, swift streams can be waded 

except here and there in places, and one re¬ 

quires the services of a skilled boatman who 

knows how to hold a john-boat to slow action in 

swift water. 

The best months for fly-fishing are from Au¬ 

gust on until heavy frosts come. The river 

then keeps at a normal stage, logging and tie 

rafting are over, and the black fellows are not 

so fickle in their tastes. 

A dry spring or summer is also a favorable 

time. You can see the fish after insects, but best 

of all is when Current River is so clear that you 

can see every gravel stone in ten feet of water. 

Then you can rest assured that the small-mouth 

is ready for a leap at the feathers. 

He is not here particular about depth of water 

except at certain hours of the day, and more 

than often the most rises on a warm day occur 

in deep water, that cuts havoc along a rocky 

bluff, where a bank of rocky ledges from the 

surface to the bottom form a retreat for greatest 

of all game fishes. Again in extremely swift 

water that boils and foams and roars at the base 

of cut and gravel banks where the water aver¬ 

ages from three and four feet to twenty feet 

in depth. Again, early in the morning, swift 

shoals where you can wade, feathered on either 

edge with a scant growth of bulrushes, young 

cane or the ubiquitous water cress,'often yield the 

royal gentleman in his spotted garb eager for 

trouble. Every different point finds him changed 

in garb. Along the deep shaded bluffs his cos¬ 

tume is dark and mottled, as though a ray of 

light had never reached his abiding places. Take 

him a hundred yards further in bright sunny 

waters and his costume is one of bright, greenish 

yellow. 

A noted author on fishing for bass made a trip 

here and tried to convince us that every dark 

mottled bass was ready for the spawning bed, 

but taking the same fish and stringing them in 

deep water or where the sun reached them, the 

more modish green and yellow was evident and 

one of the latter kind strung along a shady bluff 

assumed the sombre hues—so this mottled ap¬ 

pearance does not always denote the spawning 

season’s approach, or that the old, lady is ready 

to go to her gravel bed and prepare to start an¬ 

other lot of fighters in the world. 

I invariably use very large flies, because in 

this way I am not so bothered by the hordes of 

sunfish of all kinds, that are in readiness to take 

any little fly that touches the water. In deep 

water recovery should be slow so as to give him 

time to get in range, for he often misses and 

stays a second on top of the water to make a 

second attempt, and generally gets it if the fly 

floats nicely on the eddy water and at times is 

even brazen enough to take it off a ledge of rock. 

Loch Laddie. 

Aransas Pass Tarpon Club. 

This angling club was organized last year and 

has its headquarters at Aransas Pass, Texas. L. 

P. Streeter of Pasadena, Cal., is president; W. 

B. Leach of Palestine, Texas, is first vice-presi¬ 

dent; A. W. Hooper of Boston, is second vice- 

president; J. E. Pflueger of Akron, Ohio, is cor¬ 

responding secretary, and J. E. Cotter of Tarpon, 

Texas, is secretary. Its objects are “To encour¬ 

age the use of light tackle, for a higher stand¬ 

ard of sport.” 

The club season is April i-November 1, in¬ 

clusive. Prizes are given, and rules observed, as 

follows: 

Silver Button—Awarded to angler landing, under club 
rules, a tarpon, the length of which shall not be less 

than 4 feet 6 inches. 
Gold Button—Awarded to angler landing, under club 

rules, a tarpon, the length of which shall not be less 

than 5 feet 6 inches. 

RULES. 

First—The line used must be a standard 9-thread 

linen line. 
Second—Rod to be of wood, consisting of a butt and 

tip, and to be not shorter than 8 feet over all. Butt to 
be not over 18 inches in length. Tip not less than 5 
feet in length, and to weigh not more than 6 ounces. 

Third—There must not be more than 12 inches of line 
doubled back at the tie, and length of leader shall not 

exceed 5 feet. 
Fourth—Anglers competing for membership or prizes 

must submit their tackle for inspection to one of the 
measuring committee when catch is measured. 

Fifth—Every angler must bring his fish to gaff un¬ 
aided, and the fish must be reeled in. A broken rod, 
either before or after gaffing, disqualifies the angler. 

Sixth—Fish must be measured at the wharf by a mem¬ 
ber of the measuring committee, and recorded. 

Seventh—Membership is open to amateurs only. 
Eighth—Only one button is issued to each member. 

A gold button will be exchanged for the silver one 

when won. 
Notes.—By tip is meant that portion of rod, from 

the outer end of rod to point where same is assembled 

at butt, with tip fully seated. 
Initiation fee $5.00. No dues. 

Last season President Streeter won a prize 

rod given by L. G. Murphy, of Converse, Ind., 

for a 5 foot g inch tarpon, while Mark Sarazan 

of Sherman, Texas, won a tarpon reel given by 

J. E. Pflueger of Akron, Ohio, for the shortest 

tarpon taken during the season. Its length was 

32]4 inches. Sam Bromley, boatman, won $15 

for the largest tarpon, taken by a patron, and 

Will Roberts, another boatman, won $10 for se¬ 

curing the greatest number of new members. 

Mr. Streeter is the only gold-button member. 

The silver-button members, and the size of tar¬ 

pon taken, are: Elmer E. Beach, Chicago, 5 

feet 5 inches; J. E Cotter, 4 feet 8 inches; A. 

W. Hooper, 4 feet 9 inches; Mark Sarazan, 5 

feet 4 inches. 

Secretary Pflueger says the good done by the 

club so far is very noticeable, and interest among 

the tarpon fishermen of the United States and 

Canada has been aroused. He has received nu¬ 

merous inquiries from sportsmen who contem¬ 

plate making a trip to Tarpon this season. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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New Publications. 

Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and Practice; 

being Volume I. of the Halford Dry-Fly 

Series. By Frederic M. Halford. London, 

Vinton & Co., Ltd. Illustrated, 364 pages. 

This is the fourth and a revised edition of 

Mr. Halford’s “Dry-Fly Fishing,’’ and one of 

the series, “Floating Flies and How to Dress 

Them,” “Making a Fishery,” and “Dry-Fly En¬ 

tomology,” which has called out so much favor¬ 

able comment in the British sportsmen’s press. 

Mr. Halford, in his customary thoroughness, 

lets no detail escape his observation and com¬ 

ment. He begins with rods and goes through 

the list of articles best adapted to the dry-fly 

angler. In common with many other English 

writers he favors some method of locking fer¬ 

rules. We Americans find it difficult to under¬ 

stand why any locking device is necessary, for 

our best friction ferrules never work loose, hence 

complicated, heavy ferrules are never given a 

thought; but admirable metal workers though 

the British manufacturers are, they put ferrules 

on their best rods which are not even equal to 

our cheapest brass ones, nickeled; and they do 

not make hard German silver ferrules, whereas 

ours are made from stock which, if filed up like 

a saw, would actually cut almost as well as steel. 

Mr. Halford’s belief that aluminum or one of 

its alloys will be the reel material of the future, 

may apply to fly reels of light weight, but as a 

part of bait-casting reels it is passing rapidly in 

America. 

Mr. Halford, in common with many other of 

his countrymen, still recommends the old-fash¬ 

ioned double knot for tying gut leaders, a knot 

that is seldom or never used here. But our 

anglers who still use snelled flies may well fol¬ 

low his advice when he says, “I can find no pos¬ 

sible advantage in the use of the old-fashioned 

hook whipped to a piece of gut.” And although 

the excellent eyed hooks are coining into more 

general use here every season, anglers can safely 

listen to Mr. Halford’s further advice when he 

says that, after carefully testing turned-up and 

turn-down eyed hooks: “I could find no dif¬ 

ference either in hooking fish or holding them 

when hooked. Both were as successful as usual, 

and failed about as often as usual.” We also 

agree with him when he recommends boxes for 

carrying eyed flies so that they will stand up 

free from the crushing that is unavoidable in 

fly-books. 

Comparing wet and dry-fly fishing, he says that 

“every Hampshire fisherman who has persistently 

studied the subject has gradually become more 

fully convinced that the best,policy to pursue is 

simply to imitate nature, and present the imita¬ 

tion in the most natural position ; namely, float¬ 

ing and cocked. 

“In Derbyshire a few years back,” he con¬ 

tinues, “every one used two, and many three, 

four or even more flies; every one fished down 

stream and fished the water. Now hosts of ang¬ 

lers have invaded the districts, the trout and 

grayling are as shy and wary as any in the coun¬ 

try, and what is the result? Day after day, and 

year after year more of the successful anglers 

in the district fish up stream with floating flies 

and over rising fish only, and it is only on an 

occasional blustering day that one of the old 

school succeeds in getting a moderate bag. 

“The same tale can be told of all parts of the 

country, where the local anglers, taught from 

childhood to fish with sunk fly, laugh at the pos¬ 

sibility of a bag being made with dry fly. As an 

eaxmple of this; many years ago in Dorchester, 

one of the best dry-fly fishermen of the day was 

seriously suspected, and even accused, of not fish¬ 

ing fair; because he succeeded in killing greac 

numbers cf the largest fish on days when the 

natives with wet-fly could do no good at all. At 

length his proceedings were quietly but thor¬ 

oughly watched by one of the local talent, with 

the result that he who went to discover a fraud 

found that he had been for years following a 

mistaken policy. He went openly to his talented 

brother angler and told him all the circum¬ 

stances, persuaded him to enroll him among his 

pupils, to teach him the art of dry-fly fishing, 

and at length became himself a votary of this 

style and a proficient in it, and ever after for¬ 

swore the wet fly, and was able in turn to teach 

and convert others to the more modern and more 

successful school of angling. 

“From north and south, from east and west, 

in later times fly-fishermen came to Winchester, 

and when there saw, learned and conquered the 

use of the floating fly, and although they could 

very likely only succeed in killing their two or 

three trout daily, yet soon preferred these com¬ 

paratively meagre results to heavy bags taken 

elsewhere with the sunk fly. They carried the 

information all over the country, until at length 

the spread of dry-fly fishing has become some¬ 

thing dreadful to contemplate, because in the 

rivers where it is practiced the fish never get 

a rest, but day after day are continually tempted 

to their destruction, or worse still, perhaps, ren¬ 

dered more wary, more shy and more suspicious.” 

Our anglers, who do not sympathize with the 

dry-fly purists, will agree with Mr. Halford when 

he says that although casting over rising fish only 

is the more sportsmanlike method in that the 

fish are not rendered wild, there is no good rea¬ 

son for refusing to try likely places. He also 

explains why the dry-fly is often the more suc¬ 

cessful one on blustery and wet days, and this 

applies as well to our rapid streams where trout 

are generally found in the rough water of the 

rifts. 

Mr. Halford points out the fact that in over¬ 

head fly-casting it is impossible and absurd to 

follow the old-time myth of waiting with the 

forward cast until the line has straightened out 

on the back cast. We have a series of large pic¬ 

tures made on the most rapid plates which show 

that the line is far from straight at the begin¬ 

ning of the forward cast. The better advice is 

to wait until the line pulls before starting the 

forward impetus. Rapid photography shows that 

the last ten or fifteen feet of line and leader are 

still rolling backward when this pulling occurs, 

and that on the starting of the forward cast, the 

line curves under in a 'wide circle, although it 

never actually straightens in the true meaning 

of the term. _ Tie also explains why it is better 

to cast up stream than down, with either dry or 

wet fly. “When throwing up stream,” he says, 

“the angler is below his fish; and the position 

of the fish being with head up stream, not only 

for the purpose of feeding, but for the mere 

mechanical process of breathing, as carried out 

by the action of the gills, the angler is in the 

most favorable position to keep himself out of 

sight. * * * When the stream flows evenly the 

artificial fly, when fished from below, sails down 

in its natural position without drag, following 

the direction of the current, and presenting itself 

to the view of the trout or grayling' in much 

the same way as the natural insect. When the 

fish has risen and taken the fly in its mouth the 

slightest raising of the hand, or better still the 

forearm, drives the barb of the hook firmly home 

in its jaw.” These and other reasons are given 

to show the wisdom of fishing up stream. 

Gluing Split-Bamboo Strips. * 

Providence, R. I., March 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Your excellent articles on rod¬ 

making are highly interesting as well as instruc¬ 

tive. Such teachings will add life-long happi¬ 

ness to many a coming angler. Over forty years 

of delightful experience making rods, flies and 

fly-fishing give me reason for my belief. 

If you will pardon me, I would like to make 

a simple suggestion as regards gluing split bam¬ 

boo for rods. As you know, all labor is lost and 

bitter disappointment follows if the gluing prove 

defective. After various failures in gluing bam¬ 

boo strips together, it occurred to me to devise 

some simple but sure method of gluing and the 

following glue-pot was invented. Get a piece of 

common speaking tube—such as were formerly 

used in houses to call the kitchen girl to the 

chambers or dining room. One inch in diameter 

is sufficient and 2.V2 feet long. On one end solder 

a piece of brass or copper three inches square 

for a base, and it is ready for .the thin, hot glue 

that has been freshly prepared in a sauce-pan set 

in another dish of boiling water. The glue should 

thus be well cooked—say half an hour—stirring 

frequently with a thin wood paddle. 

Enough glue should be thus prepared to about 

till the tube. Now set the thing in a teakettle of 

boiling water and the glue will keep hot—a very 

important thing for success—till you glue all 

your pieces. When through using, and while the 

glue is hot, empty the tube and rinse well in hot 

water till perfectly clean of glue, dry and hang 

bottom up for further use. 

Too much care cannot be taken to prevent 

rusting this tube—as rust and dirt will spoil glue 

—and so much depends on the gluing. 

I need not tell how to use this glue-pot, as you 

have already given directions to have the pieces 

for each joint wound spirally with coarse thread. 

It will be well to unwind a few inches at a time, 

commencing at the small end. As the piece is 

unwound, and pushed down in the glue, it will 

act like an egg-beater and consequently glue all 

surfaces. When half of a piece has been thus 

unwound and whipped in the glue, wind the 

thread back, pressing the strips together and the 

glue out; then unwind the other end to a little 

beyond where the glue reached before, thus sure¬ 

ly gluing every part; then rewind and have a 

rag handy in a dish of hot water to gently wipe 

most of the glue from the outside of the joint. 

Do not wipe too clean, for if a little glue is left 

on the thread all the better and no trouble will 

be found in taking off the winding. 

After the piece has thoroughly dried—three 

.weeks or so—straighten while warm and hang 

up with a weight at the bottom to keep it straight. 

Well, well, I have let more “line off” than I 

intended. 

(Have been sick in bed a long time but have 
not lost the ever joyous remembran-Ce of past 

hours by stream or lake.) Old Doctor, 



A Small One-Design Class. 

The “bug” class, so popular on Long Island 
Sound on account of its cheapness, has a worthy 
rival in the new one-design class of catboats, 
designed by Mr. Fred Goeller, Jr., for members 
of the Corinthian Yacht Racing Union of New 
York. 

Six of these boats are at present completed at 
the yard of Fyfe and Hittorff, Glenwood Land¬ 
ing, L. I., and over a dozen more are in course 
of construction for members of the various 
clubs comprising the union, who, during the 
season, will sail a series of Saturday afternoon 
races for points among the club boats, the 
winner of the most number of points to receive 
a cup besides championship races held between 
the various clubs to decide the champion of the 
year. 

As yachtsmen have long since discovered, 
there is more solid enjoyment and fun to be 
had out of a one-design club class, where the 
racing is among club members, and held locally 
where the club’s friends can enjoy it than any 

C. Y. R. U. ONE DESIGN BOAT. 

privateering of going off to another club's race 
alone, even if you do bring a mug home in the 
locker. 

Our illustrations show what these exceedingly 
cheap but serviceable little boats look like; and 
after May 15—the date of delivery—we hope to 
show what they look like sailing in the water. 
Here are some of their dimensions, etc.: 

Length over all, 14ft.; waterline, 12ft. 4m.; 
beam, 5ft.; draft, loin. Planking, s^in. cedar. 
Frames, %x2j4in. at keel and ij4in at head. 
Keel, oak, 8in.xil4in. Copper fastenings be¬ 
tween frames over burrs, all other to be gal¬ 
vanized. Ropes, manilla. Blocks, galvanized. 
Boats, cat-rigged. Bed pieces of centerboard 
trunk, iJ4x4in. oak. Spar 4m. at partners, and 
to have two coats spar varnish, two coats pure 
linseed oil on all other woodwork. Sail, 6/- 
ounce twill cross cut. Timbers, i8in. centers. 

Yachts are being .uncovered and work begun 
to get them in commission for the coming sea¬ 
son’s races in all the yacht yards now that 
winter, is practically over. 

* * * 
The schooner Zurah at City Island is having 

new. heavier masts fitted for the coming Ber¬ 
muda race. Every one last year expressed the 
fear that she would carry away the light sticks 
she then had in her. This time Zurah is ex¬ 
pected to give a good account of herself. 

A $5,000 Cup. 

The New York World announces the putting 
up of another yacht racing trophy as follows: 

“Rumors in yachting circles for the past few 
days that a valuable gold cup would be offered 
for a race this coming summer over the Ameri¬ 
ca s Cup course, off Sandy Hook, came to a 
head last night in an admission by Frederic 
Thompson that he had determined to .give a 
trophy for a series of races. While he would 
not go into the matter at length, he said lffs 
plan was to donate a prize that could be raced 
tor under conditions sweeping enough to give 
yachtsmen of all countries a chance to try for 
it. It will be known as the American Cup and 
be of $5,000 value, making it the most costly 
trophy offered for competition in any sport. 

"The races for it probably will take place the 
latter part of July under the auspices of either 
the Larchmont or Atlantic Club, to both of 
which Mr. Thompson belongs. He is to order 
a large schooner to race this summer and will 
sail for the cup himself under the condition that 
if it should be won by his boat he will turn it 
over to the club holding the contests. 

“Unlike most other yachting trophies, the cup 
will not be surrounded by restrictions. It will 
be raced for each year, and yachts of any club 
in the world may compete for it. The club under 
whose colors the winning yacht sails must put 
it up for competition the following year, and if 
a race is not arranged the cup shall revert to 
the club holding the initial race. 

“It is understood it will be stipulated that at 
least two races must be sailed in order to win 
it, as ;n the case of the America’s Cup. With a 
fleet of yachts in competition the order of their 
finish will be counted on the point system, but 
a yacht must win one race in order to get the 
prize. If one yacht wins the first two races the 
cup will go to her, and if the first two races 
are won by different yachts a third race will be 
sailed and the point system applied. 

“Time allowance will be figured under the 
measurement rule adopted by the Atlantic Coasi 
Conference. That is, the American rule Sir 
Thomas Lipton wanted to race under. But in 
order to do away with the chance of a small 
craft stealing in hours after the large ones have 
finished and winning the prize on allowance it is 
probable that 50ft. rating measurement will be 
the limit of allowance. As in the King’s cup 
contests, all yachts will sail in one class with the 
customary 15 per cent, measurement allowance 
for schooners from sloops. 

“The courses will be the ones off Sandy Hook 
used for the America’s Cup races, the first being 
a triangular one of 30 miles and the second a 
beat of 15 miles to windward and return. 
Whether the races will be sailed on consecutive 
days or with a day between races will be de¬ 
termined by the committee in charge of each 
series. 

“That the races will attract yachtsmen goes 
without saying, as the cup will eclipse all others 
in value and mean much to win because of the 
open competition for it.” 

The Bayside Fire. 
From the April issue of the Bayside Log 

Book, the fire issue, as it is called, we learn 
that the entire fleet of the torpedo one-design 
class—five boats—went up in smoke. They were 
owned by Edwin Andrews, Jr/, Chas. H. 
Roberts, Leo. Bugg, J. E. Hill and Archibald 
Nesbett. As the Log says, “They have sailed 
their last race and finished close in a, dead heat.” 

Besides these, the catboat The Pup, owned by 
Frederic Floyd-Jones, a sloop owned by Shirley 
Guard, the Dragon Fly, owned by D. W. 
Barnes, four dories and seven rowboats were all 
destroyed. 

New Motor Boat Raeo Launched. 

The new power yacht Raeo, owned by Mr. 
Ralph S. Townsend, was launched from the City 
Island Shipbuilding Company’s yards last week. 
The yacht has the distinction of being the first 
new boat building in this vicinity that has been 
placed in the water this year. „ 

Ihe Raeo is well adapted for ^extensive cruis¬ 
ing at a fair rate of speed and at a small running 
expense. She is 73ft. over all, 68ft. 9 in. on the 
waterline, 15ft. beam and 4ft. 4m. draft. She is 
schooner rigged, with small sail plan that will 
enable her to make moderate progress under 
favorable circumstances and to maintain con¬ 
trol of the vessel in case of any trouble with 
her machinery. There are no deck houses, but 
for a distance of 30ft. amidships the sides of the 
hull are carried up i2in., forming a flush deck. 
Forward this raised section sweeps across the 
decks with a graceful curve, making the total 
length of 40ft. of raised hull, under which the 
living quarters are arranged. This gives ample 
space for very room and comfortable accommo¬ 
dations. 

The motive power of the Raeo is a Standard 
engine of 50-horsepower, which will drive the 
boat at a speed of eleven miles an hour. After 

STERN VIEW OF “wELSEI.EY-SIDDEI.EY” CHALLENGER 

FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MOTOR BOAT CUP. 

the Raeo was given a trial, she was taken to 
Larchmont, where her owner will make his 
headquarters during the coming season. Mr. 
Henry J. Gielow designed the Raeo. 

A Long Canoe Cruise. 

Capt. J. C. Voss, F. R. G S., who left Vic¬ 
toria, B. C., in 1901 to circumnavigate the globe 
in the Indian canoe Tilikum, hewn from a single 
treetrunk, has completed his adventurous cruise, 
and the Tilikum is now on exhibition in Lon¬ 
don. 

Captain Voss’s cruise began at Victoria on 
May 21, 1901, with N. K. Luxton as his com¬ 
panion. He sailed first to Cuva Fiji, where 
Luxton left him, being replaced by a sailor 
named Begene. The latter fell overboard when 
1.200 miles off Sydney, taking the compass with 
him, and Voss made the journey to New South 
Wales without compass, navigating by dead 
reckoning and the set of the ocean swell. 

Fierce electric storms, a series of bad water¬ 
spouts and the difficulties of navigation without 
,a compass saved him from madness. He sub¬ 
sequently went with the canoe to Melbourne, 
Hobart, Tasmania, New Zealand, the New 
Hebrides, where he was captured by cannibals 
and barely escaped being eaten; Thursday 
Island and Durban. The canoe was thence 
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taken overland and exhibited at Johannesburg 
and Pretoria. Re-embarking at East London, 
Voss voyaged around the Cape of Good Hope 
to Port Elizabeth ar$l Cape Town, afterward 
sailing to St. Helena, Pernambuco, the Azores 
and London. 

A New Class Q Boat for 1908. 

Nearing completion in the yard of Robert 
Jacob, City Island, is a handsome little class 
Q racer that will participate in the season’s 
races and should, judging from her handsome 
model, give a good account of herself. 

Mr. Jacobs is building her for his own use 
from designs by Mr. C. D. Mower. Her hull 
is double planked with cedar, and she carries 

MIDSHIP SECTION OF NEW CLASS Q BOAT. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

about 2V2 tons of lead on her keel to offset a 
sail plan of 775 sq. ft. in area. 

Her principal dimensions are: 
Length- 

Over all . 39ft- ' 
Waterline . 26ft. 

Beam . 8ft. 
Draft . 5ft. nin. 

The yacht brokers are doing the liveliest kind 
of a business in small yachts, but the big fel¬ 
lows are as yet lying low. Wait till a few warm 
summer days hit old Long Island Sound and 
one will forget there ever was a money panic. 

Atlantic Division—Geo. W. Kuchler, Jr.. New 
Rochelle, N. Y., by Geo. W. Kuchler. 

Central Division—Charles A. Searing, Fred. 
R. Sites, Frank N. Spellar, William I. Reich. 
Joseph C. Merrill, Harris C. Allen, all 
of Pittsburg, Pa.; Louis H. Flanders, of Edge- 
wood Park, Pa.; Otto S. Schairer, Philip L. 
Crittenden, both of Edgewood, Pa.; Wm. H. 
Thompson, of Wheeling, W. Va.; James Hast¬ 
ings, S. M. Dudley, and Louis B. Chubbuck, all | 
of Wilkinsburg, Pa., and Donald P. Falconer, 
of New Castle, Pa., all by H. D. James. 

Eastern Division—F. Patton Willard, Salem, 
Mass., by J. R. Robertson. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

c. 
Western Division—5469, H. K. Patch; 5470, 

C. Vance; 5471, Carl Slane; 5472, Wm. S. 
Truesdale; 5473, William F. Knisely; 5474, 
Jeremiah McQuade, all of Peoria, Ill. 

APPLICANTS FOR REINSTATEMENT. 

Eastern Division—Chas. B. Robertson and 
Julius B. Waterbury. 
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ARTHUR BINNEV. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address. '“Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (EL CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

TABMT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephone* 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

C&jioe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Y’aux ("Dot). Illustrated. Ctoth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles. Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Wished With" was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoeing Down the Connecticut. 

“We can paddle all the way from Windsor, 
Vt., to Hartford, Conn.,” cried Billy, an en¬ 
thusiast on canoeing, as he spread a large map 
of the Connecticut River on the table in front 
of him, and ran his finger over the winding 
course which the river takes between those two 
points. Around him we gathered and listened 
to his plan for a camping trip that summer down 
the ‘‘Long River” in regular Indian fashion, 
with canoes and tents. There were six of us 
present—Mrs. Matthews, Blanche and Lou, 
Billy, Bert and I. All were members of the 
same church, living in one of the small towns 
on the western bank of the Palisades, not far 
from New York. Blanche was the organist, 
Mrs. Matthews, Lou and Bert sang in the 
choir, while I myself was the youthful rector 
of the church. 

Billy was a member of the local canoe club, 
and owned two good canoes, which he kept on 
the creek that Hows through the meadows at 
the foot of the hill. Having been told that 
there was good canoeing on the Connecticut 
River, he had written to several of the station 
agents of the Central Vermont, asking for in¬ 
formation. All the replies contained favorable 
accounts, so he laid the plan before us, with the 
result that it met with instant approval. 

About a fortnight before the day set for our 

M. D. BENNETT, JR., IN CAMP. 

A. C. A. Meet, Lake George, 1888. 

departure the canoes were crated and shipped 
to Windsor and we spent an afternoon packing 
the two big bundles in which our tents, blankets 
and camp equipment were sent on ahead. It 
was arranged that Billy should go up before¬ 
hand and see that everything was in readiness. 
So on Wednesday off he went and you can 
imagine how glad we were to receive the first 
post-card from him, saying that all the things 
had arrived safely and were waiting for us in 
the freight house of the station. 

On the following Friday, a broiling hot day 
in August, we started. Friends accompanied 
us to New York, and saw us off—a jolly party, 
loaded down with suit cases, rain coats, paddles 
and cameras. We left the Grand Central depot 
on the night train. At six o’clock the next 
morning we were all up, watching the beautiful 
scenery from the car window, for the train was 
now traveling up the Connecticut River valley. 
Grand mountains covered with trees towered 
aloft on all sides, and every once in a while we 
would emerge from the thick woods or come 
round a curve and catch glimpses of the river, 
or run for short spells along its banks. The 
current appeared to be running very swiftly. 
In some places the river seemed to be rather 
dangerous, as the surface was rough and broken 
and the water was dashing and swirling around 
as if there were rocks in the river bed, or “as 
if the bottom of the river were sticking up 
through the top.” At last the train drew into 
the station at Windsor, and there was Billy wait¬ 
ing on the platform to greet us. 

After a good breakfast, with the aid of an 
old wagon—just four wheels on a frame—which 
we borrowed from one of the farm houses near 

WILLIAM GARDNER, 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector' New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Bo&ts anvd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of tnotor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.noe and BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A. Big-Game and Ffch Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

BURGESS <& PACKARD 
Naval Architects Engineers * 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Brokerage and Insurance 

Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 
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the station, we soon had our canoes and bag¬ 
gage deposited in a heap at the rivei s edge. 
To load the canoes required considerable in¬ 
genuity. First the blankets and tents were 
stretched along the bottoms of the canoes, and 
then the suit cases, pots and pans and camp 
necessities were piled up in the vacant com¬ 
partments, of which there was one in each 
canoe. dhis done, we embarked, put our flags 
in place at the rear of the canoes, and with 
waving of hands to the curious idlers who had 
gathered on the bank to watch us, we were off. 
The day was ideal. Overhead the sun was 
bright and the sky was clear. Beneath us the 
river reflected, with many a broken ripple, now 
the bright blue of the sky. now the dark green 
of the mountains that lined the banks. The tide 
quickly snatched the frail canoes in its strong 
embrace, and we were soon being whirled 
along rapidly on the homeward journey. New 
York the next stop!” cried the enthusiastic 

About one o’clock we stopped for luncheon, 
our first meal in the open air. A fine, glassy 
spot was selected, on top of a high bank over¬ 
looking the river. Here beneath the branches 
of a big tree we spread our blankets and rested 
through the heat of mid-day, kindling a fire with 
which to make our coffee and cook our bacon 
by toasting it over the embers. About three 
o’clock we started on again, paddling leisurely 
enough, and yet making good time, owing to 
the rapidity of the current. The scenery along 
the way was as beautiful as a fairy garden. 
“Oh, look at that!” “Isn’t it beautiful!” With 
such expressions of delight our attention was 
directed now to the Vermont and now to the 
New Hampshire shore of the winding river. 
At one minute we were peering ahead, and at 
the next turning to take a last look at the beauti¬ 
ful landscape and scenery so rapidly disappear¬ 
ing behind us. . 

On we p-addled until the waning sun, begin¬ 
ning to disappear behind the hills, warned us 
that it was time to seek shelter for the night. 
• We selected for our first camp-site a flat hay- 
field on an island in the middle of the river. 
Up a steep bank some thirty feet high, we 
scrambled, and soon had our tents erected. 
There wa’s plenty of driftwood lying around 
which showed us that the river must rise that 
high when the spring freshets occur. Soon we 
had a fire going, and the girls began to prepare 
supper. Our tenfs were three in number. One 
was an 8x10 wall tent, in which we placed the 
girls’ cots. Bert and I had a large sheet of 
canvas with a rope in the center which was 
thrown over the limb of a tree, and four side- 
flaps that pegged down to the ground. Billy had 
two small sticks which he fastened in the ends 
of his canoe. Between these he stretched a rope 
running lengthwise down the boat, and over it 
stretched a. canvas cover. In the bottom of the 
canoe lie spread his blankets, and there made 
his shelter for the night. Supper over, we 
gathered a lot of the drift wood, piled on some 
big logs and soon had a roaring camp-fire. 
Around this we gathered, and with the aid of 
an old harmonica, were soon singing “Annie 

\ Laurie,” “My Old Kentucky Home,” and a host 
of other familiar airs dear to campers, until nine 
o’clock, when we were too sleepy to sing an¬ 
other note. 

Six o’clock the next morning I awoke with a 
start, and thrust my head out of the tent. It 
was raining-—a slow, sure drizzle. Over a 
sputtering, smoky fire stood Billy, trying to 
coax the unwilling blaze to do its duty and heat 
the water in the coffee pot. It was an unequal 
contest, but finally Billy won out. Soon he 
came running over with a cup of hot. steaming 
coffee, and every one as they _ awoke was 
treated to the same. We stayed in our tents, 
alternately dozing and wondering whether it 
was going to stop raining, until eleven o’clock, 
when we put on our bathing suits and roamed 
about the little island—that is, all of us except 
Bert who woke up with a throbbing toothache. 
When he did apnear, it was with his head 
swathed in a Turkish towel, and looking the 
picture of woe. But finally the sun came out 
hot and soon dried up our dampened spirits 
and the blankets which we had placed on the 

grass. Afterward we found out that Billy, in 
hastily writing a card home, had said “All O.K. 
except Bert, who has a tooth,” which caused 
much speculation as to Bert’s backwardness in 
acquiring wisdom. 

Billy and I paddled off in one of the canoes 
to- get a chicken and some provisions which had 
been ordered the night before at a farmhouse, 
a short distance up the stream. Then we re¬ 
membered that there was very little bread in 
camp. So the farmer’s wife was asked if she 
could spare a little, as we would gladly pay for 
it. At first she said, “No,” she reckoned she 
only had enough for her own needs. Finally, 
she asked if we needed it very much. We 
naturally said “Yes,” thinking her hard heart 
was relenting and softening a bit at our sorry 
plight. “Well,” she said, “if you want it bad 
enough to pay a quarter for it, you may have 
one loaf. Is it worth a quarter to you?” We 
reckoned it was, and paid, although the bargain 
did not strike us as a very good sample of the 
New England hospitality, of which we had 
heard so much. We returned, and Mrs. 
Matthews fried the chicken so perfectly that 
we were pitying the people at home that they 
could not even watch us eat. The green peas 
were just out of the garden, and with baked po¬ 
tatoes, fresh lettuce and maple syrup for dessert, 
we had a spread fit for a king, and one to which 
a king could not have done greater justice. 

Although there were clouds in the sky, we 
decided to paddle for an hour or so and cover 
a few more miles to our next camping place. 
We found a tiny grove of spruce trees in the 
middle of which we hurriedly pitched the tents 
(for it had started to rain) and the boys 
arranged a canopy of waterproof canvas under 
which we ate our supper and afterward held 
evening prayer, for we felt that as we could 
not go to the little church we had planned to 
attend in the morning, we would have our own 
little service out in the woods. So by the light 
of our tiny lantern held on high by Bert. I read 
the short evening prayer, and we sang three or 
four hymns—at ieast such verses of them as we 
could remember. It was very noticeable that 

the first verse of some familiar hymn would 
ring out strong and clear, every voice joining 
in, but the second verse would grow visibly 
weaker, first one voice and then another falling 
out, until by the time we had reached, the third 
we were humming and “tum-tumming.” Surely 
we were a credit to our choir! 

The next day, Monday, we reached Bellows 
Falls, putting in at a dock under the large arch¬ 
bridge that spans the river above the falls. 
Here we had our first “carry,” being obliged 
to load our things upon wagons and cart them 
down the river a distance of about two miles. 
After attending to our necessary shopping for 
supplies, we went to one of the restaurants to 
get a good square meal. When seated at the 
table in our rough camping clothes, and sur¬ 
rounded on all sides by well dressed guests, we 
realized for the first time what a contrast we 
must present—our clothes awry and muddled, 
old felt hats or white canvas hats that had fallen 
overboard or been sat upon several times a day, 
and under them such red faces and swollen 
hands. No wonder every one smiled as they 
looked at us, and although we at first tried to 
look blissfully ignorant, there was nothing left 
to do but join in the laugh at our own expense. 

That night we selected a bank under a high 
hill on the river’s edge a mile or two below the 
town, just as the sun was setting. We were 
sitting around our camp-fire as usual after 
supper, when our attention was attracted by 
something moving not far from our “fire line.” 
and there, if you please, stood some six or eight 
cows in a semi-circle, gazing at us and quietly 
chewing their cuds, and probably wondering 
what we were doing in their pasture. If we had 
only been adept at night-photography, what 
pretty pictures we might have obtained to illus¬ 
trate our story! 

[to be continued.] 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any neivsdcaler on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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KEYSTONE STATE SHOOTERS 

find UMC shells 

THE KEY TO SUCCESS 
In the big Pennsylvania Sportsmen’s Show Shoot at Philadelphia, March 10th to 12th, U. M. C. Shells 

won the lion’s share of the honors. One of the winners in a held of two hundred shooters, said: 

" U. M. C. Shells as now made and loaded are the best in the world for 16-yard or handicap shooting.” 

THIS IS THE U. M. C. ROLL OF HONOR: 

Grand Amateur Handicap won by G. S. McCarty, 82% from 21 yards. H. Chenoweth tied for Second. 
Eastern Championship at Birds, won by Thomas Dando, 24 straight from 29 yards. 
Grand Average at All Targets, won by G. S. McCarty, 322 ex 380. 

* 

The A. H. Fox Gun for highest score in Doubles, won by F. J. Moffit with Remington “ F. E.” Gun. 
The High Professional score at Birds, made by Sim Glover with a Remington Auto Gun from 30 yards. 

Shoot U. M. C. Shells in a Remington Gun. 

M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, 

313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T rapshooting. 
If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert O. C. tournament. 
Edward F. Markley, Chairman, Easton, Pa. 

April 9.—Morristown, N. J.-—Morris G. C. all day shoot 
and team contest. F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y. 

April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. W. Denny, 

Sec’v. 
April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Sec’y. 
April 20.—Springfield (Mass.) G. C. tournament. C. L. 

Kites, Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. 
April 26.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C. 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

meyer, Sec’y. 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec'y, 201 Pearl street, New York. 
May 12-13.— Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 

Dr. C. H. Burr, Sec’y 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

April 1.—Montclair, N. J.—Championship of Metropolitan 
clubs, under auspices of Montclair G. C. Edward 
Winslow, Sec’y. 

April 1-2.—Cedar Bluffs (Neb.) G. C. L. J. Schere, Sec’y. 
April 2.—De Graf, O.—Pleasant Valley G. C. E. G. 

Long, Sec’y. 
April 3.—Eastman (Ga.) G. C. Claude Eubank, Sec’y. 
April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. Edw. F. 

Markley, Sec’y. 

April 5-6.—Upper Alton (Ill.) G. C. H. E. Winans, Sec’y. 
April 6 —Waycross (Ga.) G. C. J. T. Watt, Sec’y. 
April 7.—Toledo, O.—West Toledo G. C. Geo. Volk, 

Sec’y. 
April 7-9.—Pittsburg (Kans.) G. C. B. W. Brown, Sec’y. 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. Burt, Sec’y. 
April 9.—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

Sec’y. 
April 10.—Morgantown, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley 

Sportsmen’s League of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y- 
Treas. 

April XI.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 
Melchior, Sec’y. 

April 12.—St. Louis (Mo.) Trapshooters’ Association. 
J. W. Bell, Sec’y. 

April 12.—Atchison, Kans.—Forest Park G. C. Alva 
Clapp, Sec’y. • 

April 13-15—Nichols (la.) G. C. T. B. Nichols, Sec’y. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denny, 

Sec’y. 
April 16-17.—Ross (la.) G. C. C. F. Ruhs, Sec’y. 
April 17.—Danbury, Conn.—West Danbury G. C. Robt. 

L. Hart, Sec’y. 
April 17.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
April 17.—Exeter, Ont.—Huron Indians. W. Jones, Sec’y. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

Sec’y. 
April 19-21.—New Orleans, La.—Tally-Ho Hunting and 

Fishing Club. J. H. Brockman, Sec’y. 
April 20.—Watertown, (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, 

Capt. 
April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 

Sec’y. ' 
April 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 

Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
April 20.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
April 20-22.—Manito (Ill.) G. C. John C. Ramsey, Mgr. 
April 21-23.—Hutchinson. Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 

men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. W. W. Wash¬ 

burn. Pres. 
April 22-23.—Groesbeck (Tex.) G. C. G. M. Groves, 

Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Columbus (O.) G. C. Fred Shattuck, Sec’y. 

April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 
G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed, Sec’y. 
April 29.—Youngstown (0.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Secy. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Secy. 

May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 
H. Taylor, Sec’y. 

May 5-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 
Sec’y. 

May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. \V. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 

May 8-9.—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec’y. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan. Capt. 
May 10.—Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel, Sec’y. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 

May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank 
Hcward. Sec’y. 

May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. II. L. Saylor, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel. Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell. Sec’v. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandford, Mgr. 
May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added monev and prizes. Ed. O. Bower. Sec’y. 
May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 

Sec’y. 
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May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

May 14-15.— Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 
Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. H. 
Black, Sec’y. 

... - R and G C- H t. Tongen, 

Y.—Messina Springs G. 

F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 

C. 

May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) 
Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (YVis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 26.—Stratford, Unt.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 

Gould, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Some time in April, the Pine Hill Gun Club, of 

Albany, N. Y., will open its spring season with its second 

Tri-County tournament. 
#► 

At the shoot of the Frenchtown, N. J., Gun Club, 

March 21, Mr. Lester S. German, of Aberdeen, Md., 

was high professional with a total of 191 out of 260. Mr. 

A. Ballantine was high amateur with 174. 

•t 
Corresponding Secretary R. S. Pringle, Bradford, Pa., 

advises us that the programme of the Pennsylvania 

State Sportsmen’s Association tournament will be ready 

for mailing in the near future, and that those desiring 

copies should address him. 

Secretary Plarry W. Denny has sent out notices to the 

stockholders of the Indianapolis, Ind., Gun Club, that 

the annual meeting will be held on April 7, at 7:30 

o’clock P. M., in the assembly room of the Commercial 

Club, 28 S. Meridian street. 

Secretary A. H. Sheppard, Atlantic City, N. J., writes 

us as follows: “We have lately formed a new gun 

club in this city, known as the Atlantic City Gun Club. 

We hold an all-day shoot on Easter Monday, April 20, 

which is to be a registered event.” 

The secon'd contest, of the home-and-home matches, be¬ 

tween teams of the Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, 

N. Y., and the Boston Athletic Association was shot at 

Riverside, the grounds of the latter club, on March 21. 

The Crescent eight-man team won by a score of 660 to 623. 

The Crescent team also won the first contest. 

The Yale team defeated the team of the Crescent 

Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, in their team contest on 

Yale Field, New Flaven, Conn., March 20. The totals 

were: Yale 402, Crescents 398. Mr. F. G. Stephenson, 

of the Crescents, made high individual score, 88. 

Trudeau, of Yale, was high on his team with a score 

The Midland Gun Club, of Maywood, N. J., defeated 

the North Side Rod and Gun Club, March 21, in a five- 

man team contest, 95 to 88. The North Side Club has 

nearly completed its preparation for its all-day shoot, to 

be held on Decoration Day, at Paterson, N. J. The 

programme will be ready in the near future. 

The team of the Chester-Ridley Gun Club, of Chester, 

Pa., was defeated by the Du Pont team, on the Wilming¬ 

ton Country Club grounds, March 21—383 to 343. The 

members and individual scores were as follows: Du 

Pont Club—A Du Pont 44, Lindsey 34, L. Du Pont 39, 

V. Du Pont 41, Rumford 41, Porter 40, V. Du Pont, Jr., 

40, Smith 33, Farraday 32, Skelly 39. Chester-Ridley— 

Hemlin 38, Gnswell 39, Hoffman 35, B. Ladomus 35, 

Lawton 37, J. Ladomus 36, Little 36, Shattuck 37, Mc¬ 

Collum 29, Dorpe 21. 

Mr. Frank Lawrence, of the Winchester Repeating 

Arms Co., returned to New York last week after a long 

and successful trip through the South in the interests 

of his company. He reports game abundant in some 

sections, and recounted some dove shoots in which the 

hag numbered thousands, and the shooters numbered 

hundreds. 

The Morris Gun Club, of Morristown, N. J., an¬ 

nounces an all-day open shoot for April 9. A team match 

with the Bernardsville Gun Club will be an interesting 

feature. The Secretary is Mr. F. A. Trowbridge. At 

the club shoot on March 19, Dr. Betts scored a leg on 

the Du Pont cup by breaking 24 out of 25, an excellent 

performance. Three wins by one party constitute own¬ 

ership. 
K 

The Montclair, N. J., Gun Club seven-man team de¬ 

feated teams of the Orange, N. J., Gun Club, and the 

Wykagil Country Club of New Rochelle, N. Y., March 

21. The scores were 151, 143 and 140, the Orange team 

being second. There were five programme events also, 

for gold trophies. Forty-six contestants took part, and 

over 5,000 targets were thrown. 

It 
In the annual gun club championship, for the Country 

Club cup, at Pinehurst, N. C., March 21, C. A. Lock- 

wood, of New York, was high with 165 out of 200 targets 

from the 19yds. mark. Second, David T. Leahy, of New 

York, 152. Third, C. Crompton, Worcester (19yds.) 148. 

Third, R. Hager, Jr., of New York (16yds.), 130. L. C. 

Hopkins, of New York (16yds.), 116. John Philip Sousa, 

of New York (16yds.), 100. It seems to have been over¬ 

looked that a handicap cannot be a championship. 

* 

As the large number of this year’s tournament an¬ 

nouncements, published weekly in the Trap columns of 

Forest and Stream, require such an unprecedented 

amount of space if legularly published in full, we deem it 

necessary to limit them to the two months subsequent to 

each issue of Forest and Stream. A list of shoots sixty 

days ahead should afford ample data for shooters whereby 

to arrange their itinerary. Mr. Seneca Lewis’ registration 

idea for the promotion of tournaments seems to have 

precipitated an avalanche of shooting events. 

Keep in mind that, at Montclair, N. J., the second 

annual individual championship of Metropolitan clubs 

will take place on Wednesday of next week. Competition 

is open to all amateurs, members of clubs located within 

seventy-five miles of New York. Conditions, 100 targets, 

scratch, $2 entrance, targets included. Prizes, three cups, 

now on exhibition at Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 302-304 

Broadway, New York. If five or more clubs are repre¬ 

sented by at least five men each, a cup will be awarded 

to the club whose representative squad shall make the 

highest score. Each club may enter as many men as it 

choses, the five highest scores to count. The Moffett 

cup is for two-man teams, the members of which are to 

be designated before they begin shooting by one in 

authority to speak for their club. Shooting begins at 

9 o’clock. Shells for sale on the grounds. Write to 

Secretary Edward Winslow, Montclair, N. J., for pro¬ 

gramme. Besides all details of shooting, it gives minute 

information concerning transportation. 

Bernard Waters. 

Columbus Gun Club. 
Columbus, O.—The rank and file of the little regiment 

of shooters who attended the Saturday shoot, all agreed 
that the v/eather as handed out was just about the right 
thing to tickle the right spot, and get the men of 
scatter-gun inclination started with the fever, to the 
extent that they dig up the old “Johnston iron” and 
apply a small coat of oil, whether it needs it qr not, and 
forthwith proceed to meander in the direction of the 
“blue rock” grounds and see how nicely they can call 
“Pull.” Did you ever sit down and listen to the great 
variety and peculiar way the different shooters call 
“Pull’’? The newsboy, with his Dispatch Evening News 
and special extra, does not compare with it, and for 
attitude and picturesque pose, the various gun clubs 
in all the little towns, and the big ones as well, have a 
few' that the cartoon artist would travel far to sketch. 
All these little things help to intensify the interest and 
make it a pleasure to be about a shooting ground, and 
outside of the comical side of the game, the associations 
are most pleasant, and when it comes to shooting a 
gun, with real powder and shot, and try to beat some 
other fellow shooting, you simply lose yourself, forget 
your troubles, if you have any, and accomplish that 
which is intended by the all-wise Creator, diversion and 
rest from toil, which make you better and more suited 
to endure the strain. A little fresh air, and sunshine, 
and a gun and some powder and shot were made to help 
mankind, and they have helped him ever since their 
first inception. We therefore advise everybody to buy 
a gun, and learn to shoot, and quit taking patent 

medicine. The former is better for your nerves, appetite 
and general constitution. * 

It was remarked that our good friend Chamberlain 
had a very hard hitting streak attached to his make-up 
on Saturday afternoon, and the proof of which is ap¬ 
parent in the winning the Hunter Arms Co. trophy, con¬ 
sisting of 30 singles and 10 pair of doubles, also the 
Secretary silver cup, high for the day. Herr Chamber- 
lain is a very valuable man to the Columbus Gun Club, 
and we hereby serve notice that we intend to keep him 
right here. 

Wm. Webster has just been having his gun doctored 
up a trifle, and he was finding them in fine shape, in¬ 
cluding two 20 straights, which is proof that the “gun 
doctor” did not give his favorite an over dose, as doctors 
sometimes do. 

Frank Hall the gun store man: Fred Le Noir, the 
dead shot man, and Fred Shattuck, the gun club man, 
all made their appearance in the historic city of Dublin. 
Ohio, Tuesday, March 17, the occasion being the long 
postponed shoot of the Dublin Gun Club. They inci¬ 
dentally took a few lessons on “where to hold” from 
the Dublin boys, as they were fortunate in being able 
to secure .some of the first copies of Harry Bears’ latest 
publication, and had lost no time in reading up on all . 
the essential points. The Columbus contingent have all 
placed an order for a copy with the agent Mr. Ora 
Shilling. 

Mr. Cooper, of Thornville, Ohio, who won the first 
high amateur at our March tournament, came in and 
took another sight over the traps, with which he is be¬ 
coming noticeably familiar. 

Mr. Shatford and Ben Bolin had quite a lengthy argu¬ 
ment on the shooting question, and after a number of 
races, had not only entirely decided the question, owing 
to the absence of Frank Hall and Doctor Van Fossen, so 
it will be continued under sliding handicap ideas. 

Frank Burris just came over from the lake with some 
ducks and broke some good scores in the first events 
and the two sweeps; then he said the duck appetite was 
getting the best of him and he must go, and would not 
miss-fire on that table. 

Harry Smith recommends the open air tonic, and says 
that when he had figures that he was alone in the 24 
hole in the 19yds. contest, and found that Chesterfield 
Chamberlain had gone him one better and made 25 
straight, that the jar was scarcely perceptible, owing to 
the fact that after spending an afternoon in the pure 
Arlington air, one could, stand for any kind of a shock. 

W. V. Baker is again trying to get into the game, and 
it is hoped nothing will happen this time to interfere 
with his getting some good practice as he was just 
getting in fine shape last fall, when winter came on. 

Mr. Menninger was out to the shoot as a guest of 
Frank Hall, and his impression was so good that he 
will soon join the club. 

Joe Wells is getting ready to win the Grand American, 
and it would assuredly tickle the boys to see him do it. 
Some of the Columbus boys ought to win it—why not 
Joe? 

Ned Reece is doing mighty fine for the short time he 
has been shooting and with a little more practice will 
set a good pace. 

Mr. Snook tried 50 with the shot gun, and says it’s fine 
He broke them fine. It seems to come natural with him. 

Uncle Stanley Rhoads will, it is said, experience a 
very strange feeling, as it has been learned that a por¬ 
tion of the day force, of the Kentucky night riders, that 
are not overly busy at present, have been engaged by 
certain Columbus gentlemen to kidnap Uncle Stan in 
broad daylight and bring him to the gun club. 

Scores: 

Events: 1 
Targets: 20 

Chamberlain ..20 
Webster .20 
Hall .19 
Cooper .19 
Shatford .12 
Burris . 18 
J H Smith . 16 
J E Smith . 14 
Shattuck .17 
Baker . 16 
Snook . 16 
Shilling .17 
J T Wells .17 
Ned Reece . 15 
G M Smith .. 
Linn .14 
Walton .16 
Menninger . 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 £ 1 10 11 
20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 30 25 
17 19 17 IS . 27 25 
17 19 20 16 22 21 23 . . 23 20 
18 17 16 13 IS 17 22 
16 19 22 20 
13 12 16 20 19 19 IS 1 7 21 19 
19 11 17 11 
15 15 19 17 . 24 14 
16 19 . 25 24 
18 22 22 23 . 
19 17 . 24 20 
17 
14 17 19 
17 19 

19 21 19 
17 18 22 IS 
IS 17 20 23 24 18 21 

.18 17 
19 19 

Bradford Gun Club. 

Bradford, Pa., March 21.—The Pennsylvania State 
Sportsmen’s Association shoot will be held at Bradford, 
Pa., this year, on May 25-28, and the Bradford Gun Club 
expect to make this the biggest and best State shoot 
that has been pulled off for some time, and we feel 
that w'e will be able to do this, as the shooters are send¬ 
ing in their names for programmes every day, and the 
only thing that we ask is good weather. 

The programmes will be ready for mailing in the near 
future, and anv one wanting them should address R. S. 
Pringle, Bradford, Pa. This will be a shoot for all 
classes of shooters, as you are sure of your money back, 
less the price of targets, in case you shoot the pro¬ 
gramme through. 

The following are the scores for to-day’s shoot: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Pringle .... . 150 141 Olds . . 90 66 

. 150 136 Ilall . . 80 62 
Mallory, Tr. .150 132 Van Tine . 85 60 
Bodine .... .150 131 Brown .... 
E Korner . . 150 130 Tones . . 60 41 
F Korner . .150 126 Kirk . . 55 31 

. 150 124 . 85 18 
Vernon .... . 125 92 Edgett .... . 40 16 
pin . . 100 91 

Bradford Gun Club. 
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Montclair Gun Club. 

Montci-air, N. J., 
bu 

... ... March 21.—The Montclair traps 
were kept pretty busy this afternoon, some forty-six 
men being present. Six events were run off and over 
5,000 targets were thrown. . . 

The first five events were all for gold trophies, the 
winners of the first, second and third prizes being as 
follows: First event, Lyon, Hodgeman and Ogden. 
Second event, LHtkes, Hodgeman and 1 tercy. Hurd 
event, Bavier, Jacobs, Baldwin. Fourth event, Lyon, 
lacobs and Wethling. Fifth event, Colquitt, Piercy and 

In the three-cornered team race, Montclair came out 
ahead with a score of 151, with Orange second and a 
score of 143. McDonough made the best individual 

score in this event. . 
There was quite a bunch of the N. \. A. C. boys pres¬ 

ent trying the traps, preparatory to the big championship 

event'of April 1. Scores: 
t- . 1 o 3 4 5 

Targets' 20 20 20 20 20 

Howard... 16 15 18 17 

Pelham . . u 19 17 
caihoun .I2 17 77 

Ogden . H 

Boxall . 
Allan . 
Elias . 
O’Donoghue . 
Lyon . 
Billings . 
Hodgeman . 
Owen . 
‘Glover . 
Burtis . 
Piercy . 
*Kouwenhoven .. lb 
Johnson .. 16 
•Cockefair . O 
Richardson . ,8 

10 

20 IS 
15 15 
14 15 

14 10 16 17 
1 

10 13 
14 

10 17 17 
14 14 18 17 

10 
16 
19 10 13 17 
19 17 18 20 18 
16 13 17 19 14 
18 17 19 19 14 

6 13 13 10 9 
18 10 16 18 .. 
15 15 15 20 14 

Colquitt . 
Baldwin . 
Wethling . 
Hopper . 
*Von Lengerke 
Winslow . 
Spencer . 
Hunt . 
Soverel .. 
Abercrombie 
•Moore . 
•Frost . 
McDonough. .. 
Yeomans . 
G Starrett . 
Jacobus ...- 
•Eddy . 
*P Starrett .... 
•Brodhead . 

13 
12 
16 
12 
11 

14 
5 
4 

12 
11 
11 

9 7 
10 IS 
15 13 
17 12 

10 
•Mosher . 79 
•Fleck . 
Brown . 

•For targets only. 
Team race: 

Wykagil Country Club. Orange (N. 
Scoble   22 Von Lengerke 
Ogden .20 Wickes . 
Held . 21 Mosler . 
Pelham . 21 Richardson ... 
Howard . 19 McDonough .. 
Bavier . 16 Baldwin . 
Calhoun .  21—140 Wethling . 

Montclair Gun Club. 
Colquitt . 21 Boxall . 
Dukes . 23 Soverel . 
Cockefair . 24 Allan . 
Piercy ....—1 , 

Edward Winslow, Sec y. 

18 18 IS 
15 16 
15 17 
17 19 19 
13 18 16 
16 16 17 
18 19 19 
19 20 14 
14 20 15 
18 15 
13 17 
16 
16 12 
15 15 

i3 16 
13 11 
13 13 

13 13 
19 20 i« 

18 18 
11 14 

13 
13 is 

.) 1. C. 
20 
21 
18 
21 
25 
19 
19—143 

22 
20 
20—151 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y., March 21.—There was good fun at 
the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining Gun Llub 
to-day. Willi, Barlow and Dietrich again showed that 
they had too liberal an allowance of misses as breaks 
by going straight in about every event. 

F*arlow got another win on the rifle. Willi won out in 
No. 3 for the camera. No. 4 for the chafing dish lined 
out two ties between Willi and Dietrich, which was left 
to be decided at the next shoot. No. 5 was the team 
race for silver spoons. . , .. , r. 

The team made up of Bedell and W ilh won out after 
shooting off a tie with Fisher and Barlow. The winners 
of the prizes stand as follows: Chafing dish, A. Bedell 
and C. Dietrich, have two of the necessary three wins, 
while F. Brandreth. W. Coleman, De L. Nicol, Jr., 
W. S. Smith and J. Hyland have one each. For the 
rifle, Willi and Barlow have two each, and Blandford, 
Burdick, Smith and Dietrich each have a win. In the 
camera series, Willi has two wins, while Barlow, Bland- 
for'J, Smith and Dietrich have one each. These are 
all sliding handicaps, but the chafing dish event. Bedell, 
Willi and Blandford tied on 80 per cent, of breaks. 

Events: 1 
Targets: 10 

T T Hyland... 5 
E Brewerton . 6 
J C Barlow. 7 
J Willi, Jr..,..:,.. 7 
C P Dietrich....6 
C G Blandford. 9 
A Bedell .8 
A Aitchison . 4 
W Fisher . 

2 3 4 5 6 

25 25 25 25 25 

4 17 4 16 4 IS 4 20 

5 23 5 22 6 22 6 24 
‘5 Si 5 25 6 21 6 25 5 25 

5 22 6 25 7 25 5 25 5 25 

7 23 6 25 9 25 7 25 7 25 
? 22 2 21 3 23 3 w 

3 21 3 22 3 23 3 25 3 24 

C. G. B. 

Twice as 

Many Used 

Twice as 

Many Won 

WSNCHESTER "LEADER 

Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Show Tournament 
A Demonstration For 

WINCHESTER 
Factory Loaded Shells 

Popularity and Winning Quality compose the keynote of 
Winchester Factory Loaded Shells. This was again demonstrated 
at the above big tournament, held on March 10-11-12, as more 
than twice as many shooters used them as any other make; and 
what naturally follows, they made most of the winnings. 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP.—Won by John Martin, of Brook¬ 

lyn, with Winchester Shells; score, 87 x 100. 

FOX TROPHY FOR DOUBLES—Won by W. J. Moffatt, with 
19 out of 20 breaks; M. Roser, second; John Martin, 

third; all using Winchester Shells. 

HANOVER CUP TROPHY.—Won by George N. Piercy, who 
scored 313 out of 380, with Winchester Shells. 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL AVERAGE.—Made by Lester German, 

with Winchester Shells; score, 314 x 380. 

LIVE BIRD CHAMPIONSHIP.—Out of total purse of $570,95% 

was won by shooters using Winchester Shells. 

Winchester Factory Loaded Shells,”Leader” and "Repeater, 

are certainly favorites' with trap shooters—and they win, too. 

Are you a Red W advocate ? 

The Red W Brand Does The Winning 
Crescents—Bostons. 

Boston, Mass., March 21,-On the grounds of the 

tBe°am°nof Ih^C^esce^Tthleiic4 Club.“of* Brooklyn, was 
shot to day. The Crescent team won by a JfJJg8 «f 

*F° f 3-SteJhhen^ Wwas^ ol' ^rget'l and 
wks won by Moffeu, 23 to 22. The team contest was 

as follows: _ . , r 
Crescent A. C. 21_ ^ 

G G Stephenson... “ 19 lg 20— 72 

H Brigham . ,1 18 21 16— 76 

A G Southworth . sS 23 21— 88 
F Mogett . ?2 lg 19 20— 80 
O C Gnnnell, Jr. “ w 22 19_ g5 
L M Palmer, Jr. ““ 52 21 22— 88 
F B Stephenson ..______ 

Total . 165 167 167 161-660 

Boston Athletic Association 

F H Owen . ,9 29 23 19— 81 
J, Gilman t. 19 17 16 15-67 
G B Clark . 18 2o 24 20— 82 
S A Ellis .* * 91 01 22 17— 81 
T C Adams.t. “A 

18 15— 75 
21 IB- 81 

E E Reed .__y 23~ 8t> 

^■otaj . 153 158 165 147—623 

A special contest at 100 targets was shot and resulted 
as follows: E. E. Reed 93 L M. Palmer jr 90, L. F. 
Gleason 92, O. C. Grinnell 88, F. W. Moffett 9- 

Morristown — BernardsviUc* 
New Vernon, N. J., March 15.—Herewith are the 

scores made at our shoot on March 14. We had a good 
time a big crowd of spectators and a warm, pleasant 
day ’ The team race between Morristown and Bernards- 
ville was won by Morristown High average for the 
day was won by Mr. Chas. 1. Day, of Smith G. C., 
Newark, N. J. Mr. E. E. Gardner finished second. 

Scores of team shoot follow: 

Morristown. 
Nesbitt . 23 
Armstrong .19 
Pierson .22 
Tunis . *8 
Fulford .19—161 

Bernardsville. 
Howard .21 
Bum .IT 
Ed Lamerson .20 
A Lamerson .19 
Gardner .21— 93 
Allan D. Tunis, Mgr. 
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Here They Come, Here They Go. 
This has certainly been applicable to the U. M. C. and 

Remington Squad in their travels for the past week, 
which have been marked by long night-rides and short 
day-stops. 

Between Biloxi and New Orleans is the country- where 
the razor back hogs” predominate. Some suggested 
they were built along the lines of drinking milk from 
a jug, but it was the province of one of the typical 
natives to put us right on the hog question. His ex¬ 
planation was that hogs such as were raised in the 
North would be absolutely without value to the owner 
in southern Mississippi; that they were bred and raised 
not for weight, but for speed; that a hog must be able 
to outrun a negro before he could be of any possible 
value to the owner; and this accounted for the wind- 
splitters. 

New Orleans.—We met many of the shooters of former 
days. They were at the park in a body, and showed 
Annie Oakley their appreciation of her entertainment by 
presenting her with a most beautiful bouquet, with com¬ 
pliments of the City Park Gun Club. We also met the 
manager of the park, Billy Denier, who with his brother, 
Tony, were the originators and leading lights for many 
years m the Humpty Dumpty. He is known and ad¬ 
mired and respected by every old-time trap shot. All 
will be interested to know that he is bearing his years 
easily and gracefully, and looks as though he might 
extend a greeting to the shooting fraternity who visit 
New Orleans for many years to come. 

Here we also met the Athletic Ball Club, of Phila¬ 
delphia. If any person should happen to put their head 
out of the hack window and inquire, you tell them for 
us that the Athletics are as good a bunch as ever trotted 
the pike. Chief Bender, Jack Coombs, Doc Powers, 
Plank and Nichols, all accompanied us to the shooting 
grounds and participated. They all put up most cred¬ 
itable scores. Bender and Coombs put up better than 
90 per cent. In the afternoon we accompanied them to 
the ball park as their guests and witnessed a good game 
between the New Orleans and Athletics. During the 
game, Annie Oakley, whose baseball education has been 
sadly neglected, but whose heart is in the right place, 
broke into the game at the wrong time with a bunch of 
applause; this when the New Orleans team put a run 
over the plate. Jake Coombs, one of the Athletic pitch¬ 
ers, who had taken a day off and was chaperoning Annie, 
looked around with an injured expression, and Annie 
discovered she was “in wrong” and apologized. At this 
point the Athletics went to the bat and immediately 
landed a foul tip over the grand stand. Annie was de¬ 
lighted with the possibility of the Athletics getting in 
some runs before the ball could be found or brought in 
by the proverbial small boy from the street. Again lake 
straightened her up on baseball rules; but the sensa¬ 
tional finish was thrown in when she insisted that the 
batter run direct from home to second, as it was much 
nearer than around by first base. At this Coombs as¬ 
signed a look of resignation, and quietly remarked on 
the side to Frank Butler, “We will let it go at that.” 

In the evening, by invitation of Capt. John Streckfbs, 
of the palatial steamer J. S., which boat has been run¬ 
ning short excursions out of New Orleans since Sep¬ 
tember our entire party took a moonlight ride on the 
old Mississippi, along the wharves, docks, levees war 
vessels, freighters and passenger steamers,'from all’quar¬ 
ters of the globe. It was most enjoyable, and we cer¬ 
tainly have Capt. Streckfus to thank for an evening of 
pleasure. 

Natchez, Miss.—Here we met such old friends as F. 
C. Sanford, A. E. James, Col. Baker (a noted rifle shot). 
1 his city has materially improved since our last visit 
four years since. It now has a population of 20,000 
people and real estate values are still advancing. The 
Baker- McDowellHardware Co. was extremely gracious 
to us, and we made this our loafing place; in fact, pulled 
Baker-McDowell Hardware Co., was extremely gracious 

° r>Miplrl^ tea t^iere *n the morning before the shoot. 
,/]lby Hecr again counted for 100 straight, and Geo. 
Maxwell placed 99 mud pies in his game sack. There 
is something in this Southern atmosphere that is cer¬ 
tainly conducive to the straight habit. 

Jackson Miss.—An attractive city of 12,000 inhabitants 
capital of the State. Like most of the Southern cities 
it is growing rapidly. Here we were welcomed by 
Messrs. Smith, Atkinson and Abbott. The day was bad. 
Bam was falling, but in view of the fact that the crowd 
was anxious to see the shoot, we went to the park and 
about six hundred people were present. Among the 
spectators was Jim French (Wild Jim), an old scout 

traY . er» who, with his niece, Miss Neva, are giving 
ritie exhibitions throughout the country and selling a 

?*• hlsJ,lfe- He was formerly with the Buffalo Bill 
VVUd West Show, and was acquainted with Frank Butler 
French incidentally remarked that he knew Butler when 
lie was a boy. This so delighted Frank that he em¬ 
ployed French to circulate through the crowd and spread 
The news of his early acquaintance, that the age limit 
might not be sprung on Frank. 

Meridian, Miss.—A city of 20,000 people, claims to be 
the largest in the State. Here we backed in on some 
good Indians that we had met before—A. J. Teter John 
Bibs and Ben Feibleman, keeper of the local life-saving 
station, for friends, in conjunction with one of the neat¬ 
est news and cigar stands in the South. 

It was here the writer was attempting to locate the 
home of one of the local shooters, and made inquiry of 
a small boy asking for directions. The boy looked up 
with a smile that was bland, and remarked, “You go east 
two blocks until you come to a church—you know a 
church when you see it, I suppose?” The general gig- 
gle from the crowd broke in on the directions, and I 
am still hunting that home. 

It was here that Frank Butler put in twenty minutes 
explaining to a gentleman how he came to miss a tar¬ 
get, imagining the gentleman was interested by the look 
on his face. The man handed him a pencil and slate 
and Frank at once discovered that he was deaf and 
numb, and refused to write out his hard luck story 

On our way from Meridian to Columbus, an old Con¬ 
federate soldier got aboard the train. Col. Anthony dis¬ 

covered in a few minutes that they had fought to¬ 
gether in the same regiment and under the same com¬ 
mander. 'I he recounting of reminiscences at once com¬ 
menced. 

Inquiry from the Colonel: “Do you remember when 
those \ ankees^ charged over our breastworks at the 
light in the Wilderness? They had about ten men to 
our one. They completely annihilated our company 
with the exception of two men, and we are the two left 
to tell the tale.” 

“Yes,” was the answer, “and I guess all that saved 
us was the fact that we got a leetle too quick; in fact, 
before the fight was fairly under way.” 

At this point Frank Butler giggled and was rewarded 
by a glassy stare from the Colonel, whose eyes looked 
very much like those of a balky horse. 

Again comes an inquiry from the new-found com¬ 
panion: “Colonel, do you remember the time those 
Yankees charged our right, when they attempted to 
bayonet me—the time I left the iron ramrod in my gun 
and strung t’ree Yankees like you would string dried 
apples?” 

Marshall here chipped in with the remark, “Colonel, 
you told us yesterday that you were the one that strung 
the Yankees on the ramrod.” 

The Colonel sparred for wind for a few moments, and 
remarked, “Don’t get smart, now. I did not use the 
same ramroid that he did.” 

This was accepted as a fact by all except George 
Maxwell, who quietly got up and left the party with 
the inquiry, “What do you know about that?” 

Hatcher, the Dead Shot powder man, here got in his 
oar, and said, “Uncle, when the forces were about 
equally divided, wasn’t it a fact that the Yankees were 
usually victorious?” A gasp from both the Colonel and 
his friend—the latter recovered first from this shock, and 
answered: “My goodness, man, when it was an even 
break on number, we never quit smoking our pipes to 
whip those Yankees.” Billy Heer remarked that he had 
a few G. A. H. friends North, that told him differently. 
The old Confederates looked up and suggested, “He 
never saw a Yankee that would not lie like a reception 
committee.” As he disappeared from the car door, 
having arrived at his home station, Colonel Anthony) 
with a faraway look, said, “There goes a dear, delight¬ 
ful, lovable, entertaining old Southern gentleman.” 
Frank Butler looked around again with his “Sapolio 
grill.” The Colonel noted same, and said there were a 
few Yankees left that he should have killed instead of 
some of the best of the four or five hundred that he 
single-handed and alone had started for the celestial 
sphere, during the unpleasantness between 1S60 and 
1865. This broke up the pink tea. 

Columbus, Miss.—Arrived here at 5 A. M., after an all 
night ride without a sleeper. This is the most enthus¬ 
iastic town, from a shooting standpoint, that we have 
met. We had about two thousand spectators. The 
street car dials showed 1863. They were interested from 
start to finish. Miss Oakley finished her exhibition in 
a round of applause, and she was presented with a 
beautiful bouquet of japonicas. The writer was also the 
recipient of a bouquet, as the lady expressed it in 
presenting it, “For the nice things that I had said in 
my speech prior to the commencement of the entertain¬ 
ment of their city and citizens.” Among the spectators 
were about three hundred young ladies in natty blue 
uniforms. These blue birds were a certain hunch that 
spring was in close proximity as they marched up in 
double file. 

Charlie Le Compte, Kentucky’s popular Du Pont 
powder representative, with Billy Long, of the U. M. C. 
and Remington companies, came to us at this point and 
will remain for some time. We are certainly glad to 
welcome them as traveling companions. 

We had as our guest of honor Gen. S. D. Lee, a cou¬ 
sin of Gen. Robert E. Lee. The general was in command 
of artillery under Gen. R. E. Lee, and at the present 
time Commander-in-Chief of the Confederate Veterans. 
His home is in Columbus, and he is honored and re¬ 
vered by the South as an entirety, and especially by 
those who are favored by his personal acquaintance. 

Columbus is a city of 12,000 people, situated on the 
'lombigbee River, and contains, for its size, more beau¬ 
tiful homes than any other city in the South. It has a 
universal reputation for hospitality and good fellowship. 
John Maxwell, Jack Morgan and the Banks brothers are 
the leading sportsmen. They are good Indians, and 
did everything possible to make it pleasant for us. 

We note through the columns of the press the death 
of our old-time and honored friend John Watson, “the 
noblest work of God, an honest man.” Not an old-time 
shooter in America who has had the pleasure of knowing 
Uncle John, as he was familiarly termed by his friends, 
will read this unexpected announcement without an ac¬ 
cumulation of dampness in the eye and a deep sigh of 
regret. To the family we extend our heartfelt sympathy. 
We condole with you in this your bereavement. As he 
was our close and esteemed friend, permit us to mourn 
with you at the bier. Would that there were more men 
the type of John Watson, \ipon this mundane sphere; 
it would be a better world. “Peace to his ashes.” 

With regret we left the beautiful little city of Columbus, 
Ala. The reputation enjoyed by the citizens for soci¬ 
ability and hospitality is certainly deserved. In old 
Mexico, where one of the salutations, when they desire 
to be especially courteous to strangers, is a most pro¬ 
found bow, and an assurance “that their home is your 
home." That was the way we were made to feel in 
Columbus. 

Corinth, Ala.—We had time here to look the town 
over. It was market day. Corinth was surely a busy 
little city. Passing along one of the streets, Annie 
Uakley discovered a very large timber wolf skin hanging 
by the side of a furrier s door. She wished to confirm 
the fact that it was a wolf, and turned to an old negro 
who was standing there, and asked, “Uncle, could you 
tell me what kind of an animal that was?” The old 
darkey grabbed off his hat, and bowing low, said “No, 
missy, I shore don’t know, but there am a paper pinned 
there what will done tell you him’s name.” The card 
read, Hides bought and sold.” 

In hunting up the mayor to get a special permit to 

shoot, Frank Butler got into a court of justice. They 
were trying an old darkey for illicit distilling. The 
judge asked the old man his name. “Joshua, sir” was 
his reply. The judge being in a facetious turn mind, 
asked the negro if he was the man they spoke of in the 
Bible as having made the sun stand still. “No, sah, I is 
not de one dat made the sun stand still, but dey done 
accuse me of being the one dat made de moonshine.” 
Frank Butler declares that he was present and heard this, 
but he has been acting chairman of our reception com¬ 
mittee so long that he is sure a hot pace maker for 
Ananias. Col. Anthony insists that as a matter of fact, 
Frank has dropped the distance flag on the gentleman 
that the Bible assures us was so careless in handling the 
truth. 

Florence, Ala.—One of the tri-cities, Florence, Shef¬ 
field, and Tuscumbia, the latter having the distinction of 
being the home of Miss Helen Keller, who has revolu¬ 
tionized the teaching of the blind and made ail things 
comparatively possible for them. Florence is a delight¬ 
ful little city of 12,000 people, has now fully recovered 
from the boom days, when it was predicted that the 
tri-cities would be 9ne and that there would be 500,000 
people in the district. This, based upon the iron in¬ 
dustries, immense plants established and general natural 
resources. Florence has a good gun club, and they are 
certainly most enthusiastic. Messrs. Moore, Robinson, 
Harris and Brook were the “chief boosters,” and they 
were certainly courteous to us. Mrs. Dr. Brock is much 
interested in this line of sport. She is most expert in 
the use of a shotgun and accounted for 23 in a possible 
25 hard targets. She shot in fine time, centered the 
targets and handled the gun like a veteran. We predict 
“good news” from this little lady if she continues to give 
the sport her attention. 

To Florence we award the palm for the largest crowd 
we have had on our tour—over 2,500 people were present. 
It was made a gala day in the three cities. Cars came 
crowded, also carriages and automobiles. The grounds 
being easy of access, pedestrians were there galore. The 
applause for Annie Oakley was continuous. They mar¬ 
veled at her feats of marksmanship. At the conclusion 
of her exhibition the little lady held a reception. It 
was with difficulty we got her in the carriage and to the 
train. As we were at this point working on a limited 
schedule. We want to come back to your city. When 
another Southern tour is mapped out, Florence will be 
on our route* sheet. You are certainly the “big noise.” 

The run from Florence to Memphis was fine, good 
track and train, an innovation. 

During the exhibition Annie Oakley shoots the ashes 
from Frank Butler’s cigarette. The young lady re¬ 
marked, “Mr. Butler I should think you would be afraid 
to have your wife shoot so near you.” Frank’s reply was: 
“He did not worry since he had cancelled his life in¬ 
surance, of which his wife was beneficiary; that he had 
been riding over the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Rail¬ 
way for the past week, and that if a man lives through 
that experience, he need have no fear in other direc¬ 
tions.” The country between Florence and Corinth is 
beautiful. The peach, apple, apricot and crabapple trees 
are now in full bloom. Farmers are plowing for cot¬ 
ton, and spring work is certainly opening good and 
proper. We also noted another feature that would have 
gladdened the heart of Teddy and entirely eliminated 
from his mind the race suicide theory. It was the size 
of the different families. 

Memphis, Tenn.—We have been here before. Always 
glad to get back. Here you find an aggregation of such 
bright faces as Brodie Finley, John Turner, Abe Frank, 
Bill Thompson, Baird Snowden, F. N. Buckingham, Jim 
Canale, W. II. Jouner, C. F. French, Breght Goodbar, 
Brinkley Snowden and Fontana Martin. How does that 
“roil of honor” listen to you? Now, laying all “kidding” 
aside, this bunch is the “.great big noise.” The “cream 
raises on them every morning, and they have to be 
skimmed like milk.” What did they do to us? Let 
me tell you. At the close of the shoot they pulled off 
a banquet to us at the Chickasaw Club. The table was 
banked with flowers. Violets and jonquils predominated. 
On a wire extending full length of the banquet table 
were the three symbolic letters “U. M. C.” constructed 
of flowers and suspended over our heads. The effect was 
to staft the red corpuscles playing leap frog and jumping 
the different hurdles as they chased each other through 
the veins. This was a banquet enjoyed by every one 
present, and was pronounced a red-letter evening by all. 
We always leave Memphis and its congenial bunch with 
regret. 

Dyersburg, Tenn.—About ten thousand people claim 
this for home, and it is certainly one of the most pro¬ 
gressive little cities in the South. A gun club, second 
to none in the State, is located here, composed of 

crackerjack’ target shots. The day was made to order 
and we had about fifteen hundred people as spectators. 
They were certainly enthusiastic. The Dyersburg Gun 
C lub will give a tournament June 10, 11 and 12. There 
will certainly be a crowd there. 

Union City, Tenn.—“Three cheers and a tiger” for this 
city and a bunch of resident trap shots, which I think, 
includes all voters. The day was bad, cold and dis¬ 
agreeable. P. C. Ward, of Walnut Log; Messrs. Barton 
and Parr, of Dyersburg, arrived early in the morning. 
My old fiiend Dick Edwards was much in evidence, and 
his brother Harry is certainly a good “running mate” 
for Dick. Their wives have adopted the slogan “Our 
husbands’ friends are our friends.” You certainly feel 
you are “welcome as the flowers in May” the moment. 
you enter the door of their homes. They are of the old 
Southern type. There is an atmosphere of cordiality 
and a welcome which is extended by the Southern people 
to their friends that you find in no other part of the 
world. When once invited to their homes there is ab¬ 
solutely no end to the length of the latch string ex¬ 
tended to you. I am glad to advise my Northern friends 
that Dick and Harry, in conjunction with their good 
wives, will attend the Indian shoot, and also the Grand 
American Handicap. They all came over to the hotel 
to extend the glad hand of good fellowship to us. There 
was Harry Gibbs, Josh Adams, Cully McCree, Charles 
Reiser, Charley Deitzel, George Moody, Herman Deitzel 
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u. ammunition 
The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting. The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the \/» ♦*$*• Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO • * 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park SU New York. 114-116 Market SU San Francisco 

O. R. Beard, Jerry Malone, Charlie McDaniel, Clint 

Adams, and many others. , , , . 
In the afternoon the weather was raw and cold, out 

about six hundred came to the park and remained till tne 
finish. It was noted and remarked by the squad the 
number of most excellently gowned ladies that were m 
attendance. The line of millinery was certainly the 
proper “spring creations.” The "Merry Widow hats, 
the “green house fads,” a line that I confess would make 
an opposition milliner envious of, this of course includ¬ 
ing the “Fluffy Ruffles flare.” They were up to date, and 
the gowns would have made Marshall Field Co. sit up 
and take notice,” possibly establish a branch house m 
Union City. In the evening Dick and Harry Edwards 
touched off in our honor a fish and game banquet, which 
was finer than split silk. One of the features was tea 
biscuit. The writer confesses they appealed to him. 1 
was industriously at work on the biscuit, ordering re¬ 
peatedly (when a waiter came in sight) until George 
Maxwell finally called my attention to the disappearing 
biscuit duck blind, that I built in front of me. What 
I did to that stock of whites was simply a plenty. 
The Elks in the evening gave us a complimentary dance. 
This at their elegant home. Did we go? Well, I guess 
yes. And met about forty couples of the most congenial 
people on earth. Here was where the ladies appeared to 
the limit of perfection; and as they came into the ball¬ 
room wearing the apparel like queens, it was evident they 
were at home, and no stranger to the very best. Gowns 
such as Worth or Redfern would have been proud to ack- 
nowledge as their production and place their names on 
the inside belt. The ball was a blaze of light, floor perfec¬ 
tion, and the orchestra a dream. Every lady that you 
selected as a partner in the terpsichorean art was a star. 
The wee sma hours rolled around before home was 
suggested. We left, feeling that we were welcome, and 
would be made to feel the same should we return. We 
have the people of Union City to thank as an entirety 
for our cordial entertainment, and we certainly appre¬ 
ciate your courtesy. If possible, we will attend y°J*r 
tournament, July 29, 30 and 31. Colonel Anthony will be 
there with his hair in a braid. 

Tom A. Marshall. 

shooter as possible. All sweeps are optional, except the 
50-target handicap. Professional and trade representa¬ 
tives shoot for targets only. All white shooters are 
welcome at all our shoots. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Dr Muller . 

Dr Van Stone 

L V Banta. 
A Veenstra . 9 
Joe Spaeth . ' 
Chas Lewis . 

I Storms 

B Terhune .... 
J M Scoskie.. 
B Lewis .;... 
H Beckler ... 
N Bogartman 

P Conklin . 
J C Banta . 
H Howland . 19 
Tohn Polhemus . 
A A Stagg. 
I Nagle . 
L Mills . 
H C Banta . 

Team shoot; 
North Side, of Paterson. 

J Spaeth . 20 
H Beckler . 18 
B Terhune .18 
A Veenstra . 16 
J Polhemus .16—88 

1 2 3 4 5 
10 15 10 15 25 
8 13 3 S 11 
8 11 8 14 14 
3 5 4 6 10 
6 8 7 10 17 

5 6 5 11 
b 11 8 12 20 
7 13 8 9 17 

9 6 10 16 
5 6 7 10 15 

7 
7 10 4 

4 
10 6 12 15 

9 13 G 19 
10 10 

7 10 s 
s 5 7 io ii 
4 9 
8 13 7 20 
8 12 10 22 
8 9 6 15 

12 G 17 
8 3 11 
6 5 

13 
6 8 14 

Midland, of Maywood. 
J C Banta .21 
J M Scoskie. 20 
H Howland.19 
Chas Stelling . 18 
J P Howland.17—95 

Uncle Hank. 

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Tournaments registered during the 
week ending March 21, with the International Associa¬ 

tion are as follows; . , T 
Covington, Ind., April 14.—Covington Gun Club. J. K. 

Hicks, M.D., Sec’y- . .. „ , „ 
Buckeye Lake Park, O., April 15 and 16. Buckeye 

Lake Gun Club. Lon Fisher, Sec’y- „ „. , 
Marquette, Kans., April 17.—Marquette Gun Glub. 

Geo. A Griggs, Sec’y. , 
Jacksonville, Fla., April 17.—Jacksonville Gun Liu . 

Frank S. Gray, Sec’y. , 
Hales Corners, Wis., April 19.—Hales Corners Gun 

Club. Flerman O. Horn, Sec’y. . _ „ . 
Atlantic City, N. J.. April 20.-Atlantic City Gun Club. 

A. H. Sheppard, Sec’y. , 
Wilmington, Del., April 29-30 —Wawaset Gun Club. 

W. M. Foord. Sec'y _ 
Luverne, Minn., May 21-22.—Luverne Gun Club. A. U. 

Mo'reaux, Sec'y. _ . 
Chicago, III., May 26-28.—Illinois State tournament, 

under auspices of Chicago Gun Club. Fred H. Teeple, 

Philadelphia, Pa., May 30.—S. S. White Gun Club. 

Frank L Hise, Sec’y. 
Lake Charles, La., June 15-17— Clacasieu Gun Club 

and Game Protective Association. Erank Gunn, Vice- 

1 Milwaukee, Wis., June 28.—North Side Gun Club. 

G IHtavfa^'N^Y.5/ Aug. 19.—Holland Gun Club. Jay L. 

^Toronto ' or * Niagara-on-the-Lake, Sept. ^ 9-12. Canadian 
Indians’ tournament. Thomas A. Duff, Secy. 

Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 16-19.—Westy Hogans. Neaf 

Apgar, Sec’y. Elmer £ Shaner> Sec>y.Mgr. 

North Side Rod and Gun Club. 

Paterson, N. J.. March 21.—The North Side Rod and 
Gun Club journeyed to Maywood as guests of the Mid¬ 
land Gun Club, with whom they shot a five-man team 
match, which resulted as per appended scores. 

The new shooting house of the North .Side Rod and 
Gun Club is about completed. This gives the club a 
house by each set of traps. The club will give a house 
opening shoot within a short time, of which due notice 
will be given. The preparation for the Decoration Day 
shoot are nearly completed. Programmes for it will be 
sent out shortly. It is the object of the club to make 
this an interesting shoot, with as little expense to the 

Tri-County Tournament. 

Schenectady, N. Y„ March 21.-The Tri-County tour¬ 
nament was held under the auspices of the Mohawk Gun 
Club of this city, to-day. H. H. Valentine was high 
gun with 94. The totals follow: 

Shot at. Broke 
Adams .TOO 74 
White . 100 70 
Green .1°0 ™ 
M C Smith. 100 82 
Sanders . 100 85 
Kirkpatrick .100 69 
Winstone . 100 49 
Goulden .  100 80 
Hotaling . 100 82 
Beller . 100 67 
Borne . 100 71 

Shot at. Broke 
Rice .1. 100 41 
Blackburn . 100 51 
Roberts . 100 8o 
Mrs Butler .100 62 
II H Valentine.. 100 94 
Wallburg . 100 73 
G W Butler.100 i2 
V rooman .  60 40 
James . 60 17 
Cole . 20 1 
Dr Welling .... 20 14 

New York State Shoot. 

Elmira, N. Y.-This year’s New York State shoot is 
the fiftieth annual shoot held under the auspices of the 
New York State Sportsmen’s Association. The Elmira 
Association, which is this year managing the shoot, has, 
owing to this fiftieth anniversary feature, termed their 
shoot the Golden Jubilee. The term of Golden is very 
appropriately applied to the valuable merchandise list, 
which thev have secured. I he shooters attending the 
New York State shoot this year will find a merchandise 
list of prizes enough so that probably every shooter at¬ 
tending will be able to win one. Another feature in 
connection with this merchandise list, which has prob¬ 
ably never been equaled before in any New York State 
shoot, is that there will not be a single prize on the 
list by the winning of which the shooter will not get back 

in value his full entrance money. £ £ Andrews. 
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Success, Victory and Honors for 

PETERS CARTRIDGES 
THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND 

At the annual open tournament of the Zettler Rifle Club, New York, March 14-21, 1908, 75% of the contestants used PETERS 
CARTRIDGES with following great results :— 

ONE HUNDRED SHOT MATCH.—14 out of first 20, including A. Hubalek (2464) second, L. C. Buss (2463) third, W. A. 
Tewes and Owen Smith (tie—2457) fourth, G. F. Snellen (2456) fifth, F. C. Ross (tie—2455) sixth, L. P. Ittel (2454) seventh. 

ZIMMERMANN TROPHY MATCH.—First prize won by L. P. Ittel, with 5-39’s (possibles), 18-38’s. A World’s Record. 
CONTINUOUS MATCH.—L. P. Ittel and A. Hubalek, two of three, tied for first, with 5 possible scores of 75. Six out of first ten, 

making full scores of 75, used PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES. 
BULLS-EYE MATCH.—hirst, L. C. Buss, 5)4°; third, M. Dorrler, 6/4°; sixth, G. F. Snellen and H. J. Behrmann (tie), 7°; 

seventh, L. P. Ittel, 7p2°. 

The Highest Score—A World’s Record—2481 Out of a Possible 2500 
made by W. A. Tewes, at the U. S. Championship Tournament, 1906, 

STILL REMAINS UNEQUALED 
and ELEVEN championships in ELEVEN successive years, 1898 to 1908, won with PETERS CARTRIDGES. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

STEVENS 
When You Shoot 

You want to hit what you aim at—be it 
bird, beast or target. Make your shots 
count by shooting the STEVENS. For 
44 years STEVENS ARMS have carried 
off Premier Honors for Accuracy. 

Our Line: Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols 
Ask your Dealer—insist on the STEV¬ 

ENS. If you cannot obtain, we ship 
direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of 
catalog price. 

Send 5c. in stamps for 160-page catalog 
of complete output. A valuable book 
of reference for present and prospective 
shooters. 

J. STEVENS ARMS ® TOOL CO.. 
P. O. Box 5668, 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. 

New York Office: 98 Chambers Street. 
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The Palefaces. 
Boston, Mass., March IS.—The inclement weather end 

ing with a hard snowstorm did not prevent thirteen 
shooters from attending the Paleface shoot to-day, the 
attendance including some of the regulars who never 
miss a shoot. A number of visitors from outlying clubs 
made their initial visit to the grounds. 

The conditions were against the man, gun and load, 
and scores were not of the usual good quality, though 
during the programme some very good events were 
recorded. 

Cavicchi, of Whitman, somewhat of a stranger, after 
an absence of four weeks, carried the title of "Man of 
the Hour” and annexed the silver cup for the average 
win. 

The 75 per cent, cup proved to be the bone of con 
tention. Jack, who most always ties for the 90 per cent, 
cups, came closest to the coveted amount, Clark’s last 
20 targets having enough misses to lose for him the dis¬ 
tinction of winning a cup upon a first visit. 

Buffalo felt kind of lost, not having Griffiths, Hassam 
and Frank to bump against, and seemed more like as if 
keeping in condition for next Wednesday’s tryout for the 
21yd. mark. Now that two shooters hold two wins on 
the New England cup, the interest is increasing, and 
the boys realize that soon the Mayor will be back in form, 
and will then be in line for a win or two at least. 
Scores: 

Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 Total. 
Cavicchi . 13 1.2 15 11 14 14 SO 
Tack . S 11 15 11 12 16 73 
Ttuffalo . 10 14 16 11 9 12 72 
Clark . S 11 18 13 11 11, 72 
Reed . 11 7 10 13 13 16 70 
Hodges . 6 S 10 9 11 15 69 
Horrigan . S 10 15 10 10 15 68 
Watson . 12 11 12 7 11 15 68 
Sibley . 6 12 14 9 9 14 64 
Charles . 8 12 11 9 9 11 60 
Darrah . 8 9 9 8 9 10 53 
Fisher .. 5 12 7 7 7 
Sangstroth . 6. 

Powers trophv, 21vds. handicap: 
B. II. T. B. II. T. 

Horrigan . 20 s 22 Hodges . 10 5 15 
Sibley . IS 1 19 Charles . 11 4 15 
Jack .18 1 19 Fisher . 6 8 14 
Cavicchi . 15 1 16 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., March 21.—The second shoot for 
March was well attended, there being twenty-six shooters 
present. The weather was ideal for this class of sport, 
and every one seemed to enjoy himself to the utmost. 
Dr. Wootton won Class A badge. Mr. Heinold won 
Class B and Mr. Moll Class C. Mr. H. Stevens, rep¬ 
resenting the U. M. C. Co., was a welcome visitor. 
Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 10 15 25 10 25 15 

Stevens . 9 1 5 1 9 9 20 14 
Hammond .i. 1 7 14 6 7 .. 
Cox . 6 9 16 8 24 12 
Seymour . 7 12 20 .. — .. 
Pousons . 5 8 20 0 19 11 
Hahn . 3 9 7 . 
Chesley . 4 7 9 2 10 
Eaton . 3 6 12. 
Mesinger . 5 8 15 5 15 7 
Beyer .   6 11 10 4 14 11 
Reinecke . 8 12 20 8 22 14 
Wootton . 10 13 22 9 19 11 
Covert . 5 14 20 8 17 13 
Harwood . 6 9 19 6 14 9 
V Bargar . 5 9 14 6 13 .. 
McLeod . 15 6 13 11 
Jolly . 9 15 7 11 .. 
Moll . 6 8 18 2 19 11 
Heinold . 8 8 21 8 17 10 
Rommel . 9 11 18 5 
Savage . 15 7 19 10 
Ranpich . 15 3 IS 10 
Wakefield . 10 6 .. 

W. C. Wootton, Sec’y. 

Atlantic City Gun Club. 

Atlantic City, N. J., March 23.—Herewith are the 
scores made at our regular weekly shoot, 20th inst. 
Brown finished high gun with Iluber a close second. 
We will hold a registered all-day shoot Easter Monday, 
April 20, and will be glad to have a number of your 
New York shoters with us. 

Mr. Overbaugh, the genial representative of the U. M. 
C. Co., was with us last Friday, and, as usual, when he 
is around, the boys were kept moving. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Shot 
Targets: 25>25 25 25 25 25 15 10 at. Broke. 

E R Huber. 99 22 19 22 .. 20 .. .. 125 105 
Hammell . . 16 18 17 17 18. 125 76 
Jones . . 17 18 14 17 20 15 10 7 150 113 
Ilallam . . 15 25 15 
Coleman . . 20 18 20 19 . 100 77 
Seamen . . 12 .. 19 .. 50 31 
Dr Baker . . 4 . 4 2 50 10 
C Specht . . 19 18 .. 19. 5 85 61 
W Specht . . 16 22 18 .... 10 .. 8 110 74 
Brown . 90 20 24 18 19 24 .... 150 127 
Schroeder . . 16 17 .. 15 .. 9 11 9 125 77 
McGuire . . 17 18. 50 35 
Willis . 17 17 .. 50 34 
Shinn . 16 18 15 15 .. 9 7 125 80 
Pennell . lb 12 .. 50 28 
Sheppard . .. 18.11 .. 40 29 
Osgood . 25 6 
Cloud . 50 14 
Jackson . 25 13 
Wells . .. 17 .. 25 17 
Cope . 25 18 

A. H. Sheppard, Sec’y. 

EASTERN CHAMPIONSHIP, at Philadelphia, Pa., March 12,1908 

Mr. Thomas D. Dando WINS LIVE BIRD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Mr. Fred Hess, second. 

Fred J. Stone Trophy was won by Mr. J. H. Hendrickson, at Bergen 
Beach Gun Club, Brooklyn, New York, March 10th, 1908, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLISTITE 
BALLISTITE The Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

J. H. LAU C0„ Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Press Latch 
at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to taking down the 

New Model 24 7/Zar//n Repeating Shotgun 
You can take it 

down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

Take-Down double extractors and 
6 Shots automatic recoil hangfire 

7Pounds^safety device are other 
^ special features of this 

new model. It has also the 27Zar/isi solid-top, side-ejecting construction with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 

this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

7%e TTZar/in firearms Co. 
27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

The Pistol and Revolver. 
l!y A. L. A. Himmelwright, President U. S. Revolver 

Association, Director New York State Rifle Asso¬ 

ciation. 

A handy pocket-size volume of 157 pages of practical 
information covering the entire subject of Pistol and 
Revolver Shooting. This work is strictly up-to-date, 
including the latest developments in smokeless powder, 
the 1908 Revolver Regulations and Practice of the United 
States Army, the United States Navy and the National 
Guard; the Annual Championship Matches and Revised 
Rules and Regulations of the United States Revolver 
Association, etc. Besides being a useful, practical hand¬ 
book for the experienced marksman, the work will also 
prove particularly valuable for beginners. 

Contents: Historical: Arms—Military, Target, Pocket; 
Ammunition; Sights; Position; Target Shooting; Re- 
volver Practice for the Police; Pistol Shooting tor 
Ladies; Clubs and Ranges; Hints to Beginners; Selec¬ 
tion of Arms; Manipulation; Position and Aiming; tar¬ 
get Practice; Cleaning and Care of Arms; Reloading 
Ammunition—primers, shells, bullets, powders, reloading. 
Appendix.—Annual Championship Matches of the U. S. 
Revolver Association; Rules Governing Matches, etc. 
Records of the U. S. Revolver Association 

In three styles. Paper, 60 cents. Cloth, $1.00. Full 
Morocco, $1.50. A liberal discount to military organiza¬ 
tions and shooting clubs on orders of ten or more 

copies. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 16 

FE'RGX/SOJVJT 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent. 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Topi, Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

‘Forest and Stream.” 
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If it isn’t a FOX it isn’t 

“The Finest Gun in the World99 

Thousands of sportsmen know by actual test that the A. H. Fox double hammerless gun 

is the most perfectly balanced, simplest and strongest gun made. 

The A. Fi. FOX GUN 
shows original and advanced ideas in gun construction—a less number of parts in its action than in any other 
gun—spiral main and top-lever springs absolutely guaranteed, and a locking bolt which will never shoot loose. 

The fact that our sales double every year proves the excellence of the Fox gun. All we ask for the 
“Fox” is inpestigation. Ask your dealer to show it. Booklet on request. 

THE, A. H. EOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

We are better equipped than ever in our 

FISHING TACKLE 
DEPARTMENT 

Our assortment of Fine Imported and Domestic 
Tackle is complete, and the prices right. 

Catalogues mailed for the asking. 

Schoverling, Daly (Si Gales 
302 and 304 Broadway, New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovel's Camps, 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., March 21.—There was rather 
poor attendance to-day, owing to the fact that a number 
of the boys were at the Montclair Gun Club getting a 
little practice before the metropolitan championship, 
which is to be held over those traps. It was a_ day for 
the handicap men, and they made the most of it. 

Dugro won the teg on March cup, and Kuchler made 
the only full score in the Stoll cup event. Besides the 
regular events, eight trophy shoots were run off. 

Following are the scores; 
Events: 1 3 4 5 6 

Targets: 25 50 25 25 25 25 

M V Lenane. 0 18 2 39 1 22 1 22 1 22 1 13 
T Lenane, Jr. 0 16 10 41 5 21 5 23 4 23 4 12 

E T Crowe. 0 16 6 41 3 17 3 16 3 20 3 17 

J T O’Donohue.... 0 17 6 3S 3 23 2 20 2 19 2 11 

C H Dugro. 0 22 4 42 1 17 1 18 1 19 1 14 

G W Kuchler. 4 38 2 20 2 20 2 25 1 10 
G M Thompson... 4 22 4 16 4 22 4 12 

A J Stone. 2 12 0 16 0 10 
1 15 

(\ Jilt 2 10 

W A Tilt.. 

No. 1, practice. No. 2. March cup. No. 3, Sauer gun. 
No. 4, Walsrode cup. No. 5, Stoll cup. No. 6, Smith 
gun. 

Other trophy contests: 
Lenane . 
Lenane, Jr . 

. 1 23 

. 4 IS 

. 1 It) 

0 20 
4 23 
1 6 

0 20 
3 23 

0 16 
3 19 

. 2 15 

. 1 17 
4 16 

Dickerson . . 1 18 1 17 1 19 1 18 
A Tilt . . 2 19 2 20 2 16 2 20 
W A Tilt . 5 19 5 19 
Lenane . . 0 19 0 23 0 21 0 23 
Lenane, Jr . . 3 17 3 18 
Dickerson . . 1 21 0 20 0 17 0 18 
A Tilt . . 2 IS 2 21 2 17 
W A Tilt. . 5 18 5 25 4 18 4 23 

G. F. 

Morris Gun Club. 

Morristown, N. J., March 20.—The Morris Gun Club 
will hold an all-day open shoot on their grounds Thurs¬ 
day, April 9, at which time there will be a team match 
between the Bernardsville Gun Club and our own. 

Herewith is a record of the regular monthly shoot 
of the Morris Gun Club, held on Thursday, March 19. 
At this shoot Dr. Betts won the match for the Du Pont 
cup by breaking 24 out of 25. The member winning the 
cup three times, the same becomes his property. 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Tunis . 50 Betts, Jr . 50 21 

Fulford . 23 Whitehead . 60 38 
Gardner - .... 100 80 Trowbridge . 75 53 
Howard .... .... 100 80 Pierson . 65 bi 

Dr Betts ... .... 100 70 Fanning . 90 83 
F. A. Trowbridge, Sec’y. 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Zettler Championship. 
New York.—The twelfth annual gallery championship 

match and prize shoot, held under the auspices of the 
Zettler Rifle Club. March 14 to 21, at 159 West Twenty- 
third street, New York, was open to every one, and had a 
large number of skillful contestants in the different 
events. 

The shoot was a success in every particular. The hard 
times no doubt affected the number of entries, which 
were eight less than last year. The competition was 
notably excellent. 

The 100-shot gallery championship match was the 
main event, one of keen interest to contestants and spec¬ 
tators alike. Shooting in this match was from 10 o’clock 
A. M. to 11 P. M. daily, except Saturday, March 21, 
when shooting closed at 10 P. M. All sights, including 
telescopic, and palm rests, were allowed. Distance of 
targets, 75ft. Only .22-short cartridges were used. En¬ 
trance $5. Each contestant fired 100 shots on 20 targets 
of 5 shots each, on the regular 25 (%,in.) ring target. 
The shooter who made the highest score won the gold 
championship medal and choice of prizes. Second highest 
had next choice, and so on till the prizes were exhausted. 
The main prizes were a Schuetzen gun, donated by the 
Winchester R. A. Co.; gold trophy, by Peters Cartridge 
Co., two rifle telescopes by the Stevens Arms & Tool 
Co., Marlin rifle, by Zettler Bros., etc. There were 
twenty cash prizes, ranging in amount from $20 to $3. 
The competitor not winning a prize, but having the best 
10-shot score, won the Zettler trophy. 

First prize was won by Mr. R. Gute, of Jeffersonville, 
N. Y., who also was the winner last year. His score 
this year was 2408, one less than that of last year. 

Second prize was won by A. Hubalek, of Brooklyn; 
third by L. C. Buss; fourth, by Capt. A. W. Tewes; 
fifth, by O. Smith; sixth, by G. F. Sneller; seventh, by 
H. M. Thomas; eighth, by F. C. Ross; ninth, by L. P. 
Ittel; tenth, by Dr. W. G. Hudson. Scores: 

R Gute. 124 124 123 123 122 123 123 122 125 121 
124 125 124 123 124 123 123 124 123 125 

Totals .248 249 247 246 246 246 246 246 248 246—2468 

A Hubalek .... 124 122 123 123 123 124 122 123 125 123 
123 123 123 123 124 122 123 124 123 124 

Totals .247 245 246 246 247 246 245 247 248 247—2464 

L C Buss. 247 243 246 245 247 246 244 248 249 248—2463 
W A Tewes....245 242 244 242 248 247 247 247 248 247—2457 
O Smith . 246 247 245 247 246 247 241 247 245 246—2457 
C, F Snellen.... 246 245 248 244 243 247 244 248 242 249—2456 
H M Thomas.. 245 244 245 246 247 249 241 248 248 242—2455 
F C Ross... 243 246 245 244 245 24S 247 247 245 245—2455 

« 
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^ p Ittel. 244 242 247 247 245 250 241 244 24S 246—2454 
W G Hudson... 243 245 242 248 245 246 245 246 248 244—2452 
J w Dearborn. 242 246 241 245 246 24S 247 243 245 246—2452 
Vf Baal . 244 245 242 245 241 246 246 247 244 247—2441 

T R Geisel. 241 246 245 243 244 248 245 243 242 247—2444 
Geo Schlicht... 245 239 245 248 244 239 244 244 245 244-2437 
W Heim . 243 244 247 245 245 242 244 242 241 244-2437 

7 Kauffmann... 244 239 245 244 241 243 241 243 244 248-2432 
-J Smith . 241 246 242 240 245 245 243 242 246 241—2431 

Reynolds.... 245 243 246 243 248 239 242 245 243 246—2430 
R I Smith .. 242 240 244 240 245 241 242 241 241 242—2418 
G Hoffmann... 238 242 238 242 240 249 240 239 244 245—2417 
1 W Hessian .. 244 240 238 235 242 244 239 244 242 243—2411 

- ■ 235 237 239 237 238 245 242 245 243 244—2405 
•'40 229 241 242 235 242 244 245 243 240 -2401 

C Zettler. 
L Maurer 

G T Ross. 2397 J 
G L Amouroux. 2396 C 
P J Donovan. 2392 W 
H B Williams’. 2391 A 
L P Hausen. 2389 A 
L Reali . 2360 H 
G T Conti. 2359 H 

Zimmermann trophy, open to all, re-entries unlimited, 
two best tickets to count, three shots 25 cents. First, 
Gus Zimmermann trophy; second, $10; third, $5: 

Muzzio ... 
Altmann .. 
H Maurer. 
Allchin ... 
Heimrich 

2351 
2335 
2329 
2323 
2305 

J B eh rma n n. 2265 
RolTmann. 2261 

R. GUTE. 

Winner of Zettler Rifle Club Gallery Championship, 1908. 

First, L. P. Ittel, five 39s, and eighteen 38s. Second, 
R. Gute, five 39s, and sixteen 38s. Third, S. N. Murphy, 
two 39s. 

Bullseye target, three shots 35 cents, re-entries un¬ 
limited, best shot by measurement to count. Prizes, $25 
to $2: 
Buss . 
Laudensack . 
Dorrler . 
Gute . 
Snellen . 
Behrmann . 7 
Dearborn . 
Ittel . 
Keim . 8 
Hessian . 8 
Gus Zimmermann .... 
Murphy .'.. 9 

Continuous match, re-entries unlimited, twenty^ prizes, 
$40 to $2: Thomas, five 75s, ten 74s; Ittel, five 75s, five 
74s; Hubalek, five 75s, three 74s; Snellen, four 75s, four 
74s; J. Smith, three 75s. twelve 74s; Gute, three 75s, 
seven 74s; Buss, three 75s, five 74s; Hudson, three 75s, 
three 74s; O. Smith, two 75s, two 74s; F. L. Smith, one 
75, three 74s; Murphy,one 75, two 74s. 

sy2 J Snjith . . 9 

6 A l) cliin . . 9 

6% G T Ross. . 9V2 
6% C Ross . . 10 
7 Amaroux . . 10 
7 Hoffman . . 10>/2 
7 H D M . .11 

7% O' Smith . .ny2 
8 Geisel . .h% 
8 Roffman . . 12 

8% Muzzio . .12 

Providence (R. I ) Revolver Club. 
Providence, R. I.—It never rains but it pours, and the 

wicked cast about for an opportunity to entice the un¬ 
suspecting into all sorts of things which cause remorse. 
Here have we been slinging lead in a desultory manner 
at 50yds., shirking the gallery in every possible way be¬ 
cause we dislike the glare of the electric fluid, and 
taking out the Krags merely to continue the cleaning 
process and getting rid of some of the rust of the stormy 
Labor Day shoot, and along come challenges galore. 
First our Portland friends, fresh from a most interesting 
tournament wherein high scores cause us to shudder, 
and then a team match against the cracks of Wakefield, 
and that set for the 21st. The first to be 10 shots per 
man, standing. After that trimming we sit out 10 shots 
more, and after that we lie down, verily we do, for never 
have we shot at tile gallery in either the sitting or prone 
positions, but A. B. has set to work figuring up a shelf 
arrangement whereby we can gracefully repose on sundry 
bags of sawdust, take the creases out of Sunday trousers 
and wear out the knees and get spavins and further 
trimmings. 

r iOt j mo 
■ - 1 - of t 

V»T7 

he JJove-tai 

The obelisk stood firm 

Moses was a youth when the idea 
’ the dove-tail was first conceived 

by an Egyptian carpenter. The 
first dove-tail was placed under the obelisk at Luxor and forgotten, 
through an earthquake (26 B. C), which shook temples into ruins. 

The toD fastener of the Lefever shot gun is a dove-tail—“one of the keys of architecture.” 
When the shell explodes, the barrels hold to the frame in a dove-tail grip nothing can shake. 

The right principles are used in the simplest ways, on every part of these high grade 
guns. One piece does the cocking and extracting. It also checks the opening 
of the barrels so they rock open and shut without any strain on the hinge 
joint. With ten to twenty-five less pieces and our exclusive compensa¬ 
tion and take-up methods, “shooting loose” after years of use is im¬ 
possible. 

Lefever Shot Guns 
Our catalogue tells the truth about steel, about scien 

tific taper-boring and the finest hand work on all parts 
things about gun construction told nowhere else. 
It is worth sending for. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 23 Mnltbie St., Syracuse, N. T. 

When You Buy a Gun 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker Bros., Meriden. Conn, 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

BARGAINS IN BOOKS! 

Shelf-Clearing Opportunities for Book Buyers 
Slightly Damaged Copies, Odds and Ends of Editions, 

Shopworn Books, Samples, Returned Copies, Odd Volumes. 

SOME of these books are absolutely new, some are a trifle soiled, some 
have scratches on covers, and a few have slight defeats that make them 

unsalable as new books. Many are among our best sellers and those of 
other publishers. They are all good hooks, some rare and very valuable— 
travel, exploration, hand books of sport, adventure, juveniles all are offeied 

at great price reductions. 
The list is too long to reproduce here, but we will gladly furnish it on 

application. There are nearly 100 titles marked at from a fifth to a half of 
regular prices. If the book you want is here you will sa\ e money. 

Write to-day for list of hooks and prices. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York City 
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—Dixon's Graphite for Sportsmen— 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reel*; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row. sail and motor boats. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixoo’s 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., • Isrsey CNj. «. I. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
■“Forest and Stream.” 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

And what is worse, we have decided to shoot in the 
U. S. R. A. pistol match this year. Our only hope is 
that some of this excitement will stir up some of the 
fellows who have dragged along, shooting only occasion¬ 
ally, or way down where they ought to be ashamed of 
themselves. 

Saturday’s scores were as follows: 
Revolver, 50yds., standard: Miller 84, 79, 83, 84, 90; 

Gardiner 79, 84; Brow 69, 70, 70, 80; Joslin 73, 75, 71, 
84, 83; Coulters 71, 78, Willard 92, 83, 85; Argus 80, 83; 
Parkhurst SO, 82, 80, 80, 80. 

Creedmoor, target, 50yds.: Argus (.45 automatic army 
model), 45, 45. 

Standard target, 20yds., .22 pistols: Gardiner 81, 82; 
Willard 83, 82, 80, 81, 84, 83, 83, 83; Freeman 89, 92, 90, 
86, 91, 85, 93, 91, 89, 88. 

Rifle, 25yds., military target, Krags, reduced loads: 
Parkhurst 46, 43, 39, 38; Argus 38; Joslin 42, 43; Miller 
44, 43. 

With his first entry in the indoor pistol championship 
match of the U. S. Revolver Association, tying the win¬ 
ning score of 1907, our Mr. Walter H. Freeman, who 
shot his match targets at the gallery on the 20th, stands 
a good show to be among the top-notchers when the re¬ 
turns are in from the various cities where this competi¬ 
tion was held last .week. 

The conditions were 50 consecutive shots at 20yds., 
Standard American target, artificial light, time limit one 
hour, any .22 pistol, U. S. R. A. rules to govern. The 
scores were: 
W II Freeman . 91 94 89 92 89-455 

Three men entered the State championship, one with¬ 
drew on hard luck, leaving Miller and Gardiner to fight 
it out, which they did in an interesting manner, being 
tied for total, and the match going to Lieut. Miller 
on the U. S. R. A. ruling of the score having the least 
number of low shots. 
Lieut H C Miller. 83 81 75 72 73—384 
W B Gardiner. 78 85 69 72 80—384 

When civilians go up against military rifle shots they 
expect to get “trimmed,” and our expectations were 
fully met in the shoot against the cracks of Massachu¬ 
setts. However, our team bunched well, and in the next 
shoot we hope to improve. 

The next match will be in the sitting position. Until 
last Saturday night not a man of us had ever fired a shot 
in the gallery under these conditions, and it would have 
amused our Wakefield friends could they have witnessed 
the twisting and squirming on the boards and heard 
the groans that ensued from some of us who have no 
surplus beef to take up the hard places. 

Scores in series of three shoots, two teams of Co. A, 
Sixth Massachusetts Infantry, Wakefield, Mass., and 
Providence Revolver Club; six men to a team, 10 shots 
per man, 25yds., *4in. ring targets; Wakefield teams to 
use .22 Winchester muskets; Revolver Club team to use 
Krags, with gallery loads. First match, standing; sec¬ 
ond, sitting or kneeling; third, prone. 

First match, March 20 (Wakefield team shoot) and 
March 21 (Revolver Club team shoots). The scores: 

Co. A, Team No. 2. Co. A, Team No. 1. 

Pvt Cronin . ..237 Capt McMahon. ..240 
Sergt Hawkes . ..235 Sergt Keough . ..237 
Sergt Rogers.... ..234 Pvt Reid . ..232 

Sergt Hunt . ..232 Pts. Gibson _ ..231 
Art Foster . Pvt Windell ... ..210 
Lieut. Connelly. ..225—1394 Corp Bartin ... ..209-1359 

P. R. C. Team. 
A C Hurlburt... ..225 E C Parkhurst.. ..219 
A B Coulters.... 999. G E Joslin . ..215 
M E West . ..220 H C Miller. ..212—1313 

National Rifle Association of America. 

New York, March 21.—I am sending you to-day 
under separate cover by mail the annual report of the 
Association, and I inclose you herewith a review of the 
contents of the report. If you can find it convenient to 
publish this, it will greatly oblige, 

Albert S. Jones, Sec’y. 

If the report which an association gets out is any cri¬ 
terion of the success of that association, then the 
National Rifle Association of America is a very successful 
organization, as their annual report for 1907, which has 
just made its appearance, is a very attractive book of 
215 pages, with 40 half-tone illustrations of shooting 
scenes, rifle teams, and trophies. The big shooting 
events of the year have been handled in detail. The 
matches of the National Board for Promotion of Rifle 
Practice, the National Rifle Association, the Ohio State 
Rifle Association, the New York State Rifle Associa¬ 
tion, the Illinois State Rifle Association, the Iowa State 
Rifle Association, the Colorado State Rifle Association, 
and the Maryland State Rifle Association, are published, 
with the winners and scores in all matches. The frontis¬ 
piece contains the photographs of the officers of the 
Association, followed by the list of officers, the board of 
directors, the life members, the State secretaries, and the 
affiliated organizations. The last shows that the follow¬ 
ing number of organizations are now affiliated with the 
national body: State associations, 21; regiments, 56; 
separate military organizations, 28; civilian or Govern¬ 
ment rifle clubs, 60; college and university clubs, 6; 
schoolboy clubs, 15, or a total of 185. 

The annual reports of State secretaries, which follow, 
contain much valuable information of the rifle shooting 
doings in their respective States. 

The minutes of the annual meetings and of that of the 
board of directors show the method of administering the 
Association’s business. 

The international Palma competition is handled most 
fully, with views of the range at Ottawa, pictures of the 
competing teams, and reproductions of the targets, show¬ 
ing the shots of each individual member of the American 
team. There are full reports of competitions for the cup 
held by State associations, and of the N. R. A. medal 
competitions held by regiments and clubs. 

The secretary’s report, giving in detail the work done 
by the different departments of the Association, shows 
that the Association during the year gained as members 
9 State associations, 22 regiments, 5 separate military 

Every Championship Event 
AT THE 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE” and 
“INFALLIBLE are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Special at $5.°° 
Regular price, $10.00 

Remington Semi-Hammerless Single Barrel Shotgun, No. 3 model. 12 gauge, 28-inch blued steel 
berrel, Choke Bored, Top Lever, rebounding lock, side cocking lever, pistol grip stock, refinished 
We have purchased a quantity of these famous shotguns, and offer them at the remarkably low 
price of $5.00 each while they last. Send for 72-page Illustrated Catalog Camping, Baseball, Ten¬ 
nis and Fishing Supplies. Mailed on request. 

CHARLES J. GODFREY CO., 10 Warren StTeet. NEW YORK, V. S. A. 
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organizations, and 22 Government rifle clubs, and 8- new 
life members. Tile secretary handles the subjects of State 
associations, State secretaries, National Marksman s Re 
serve, annual matches, indoor competitions, and schoo - 

iinv rifle shooting under separate headings. the cliap 
ter on schoolboy rifle shooting is particularly interest¬ 
ing, showing the results of the tournament held in New 
York city for the schoolboys, and outlining ‘he plans 
of the Association for carrying on the work. Although 
this branch of the Association’s work was begun late m 
the year, the report shows that rifle clubs have already 
been organized in six universities and colleges, and in 
fifteen public, private and military schools. 

Owing to the great expense of getting out this book, 
the executive committee decided that after the affiliate 
organizations and members had been supplied with 
copies, the balance should be put on sale at a cost of 

^The Association will, on the first of May, move its 
headquarters to Washington, to be nearer the \\ ar De¬ 
partment. which will be of material assistance in carry¬ 
ing out the large plans whiefi have been mapped out for 
the future, and so that it can also be in closer touch 
with the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle 
Practice, in tarrying out the plans of that board. 

The annual matches of the Association will this year be 
held at Camp Perry, O., from Aug. 14 to 20, inclusive. 

1K^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland. Me., March 21.—The re-entry tournament 
goes on to the last week Monday, and everybody is on 
the scramble to get in line. Some are very coolly sitting 
hack and settling down into prize positions. I hese they 
hold about ten hours, or until another night comes, and 
then there is a rude awakening and one finds himself 
forced out of the coveted position. Then it is to take a 
gun in hand and go after some one s scalp 

In the hand gun division, Hayden is still leading with 
a fine score of 945; Hatch next with 937, Fawcett with 
IPO and Adams with 91S. .0P. 

In the rifle division Wilkins is at the head with 490, 
Cobb second with 493, Hayden with 49l, and Stevens 
with 488. Hayden is high gun with the pistol, single 
string of 98 and a 50-shot record of 450, made with a 
]3S revolver, target sights. He is also high in the ag¬ 

gregate with 1437. ... 
The National and State championship matches with 

revolver and pistol have been taking up a great deal ot 
time and attention this week. At this writing all the 

■contestants have not shot, three haying to shoot this 
evening, otherwise scores would be given this week, it 
has been noted this week that the shooting game is a 
very strange and fascinating one, and even the most 
tried and true have been found wanting at the critical 

"'oT'the 27th we are to have a combat with our old 
friends the Providence Revolver Club. „ . . 

March 17.—Another interclub match was contested to¬ 
night this time with rifles, military, and with the crack 
Company A, Sixth Massachusetts Regiment. lhe con¬ 
ditions were a team of ten men representing each c ub, 
each team shot in its own gallery, with artificial light 
and at 20yds. Four targets apiece were distributed, on 
which were shot five shots, 20 shots per man. As in our 
first match of the season we were victorious this time 
by a margin of 25 points. It was regretted that four of 
the Company A regular team were not present, which 
no doubt handicapped them considerably. It is noted 
that the Standish team only shows nine points difference 
between high and low man on the totals. 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell Very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

W ANTED TO TRAIN—Four or six young dogs for this 
coming season for shooting dogs, to complete my string, 
price reasonable; plenty birds and good location. 

L. G. HOWELL, Box 287, Jackson, Tenn. 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—One Irish Setter bitch, 
by Champion Finglas (E.K.R. 28950, A.K.C.S.B. -1569) 
out of Henmore Shamrock (A.k.R. lbi4o). C. P. 
WOODRUFF, Housatonic, Mass,_ 

Young dogs and brood bitches. 
g FRANK FORESTER KENNELS 

Warwick, N. Y. 14 

FOR SALE.—Broken foxhounds, dog and bitch. Nos. 
23 and 24. $5.00 each. L. HAMMOND, New W indsor. 

Ill.  

TWO ENGLISH SETTER Dogs; want 20-gauge ham- 
m-rless. H. PAULSEN, Gowen, Mich._L 

For Sale.—Registered.Beagle dogs, bitches and puppies. 
MISSISSIPPI KENNELS, New Windsor, Ill._13 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers poodles, pugs rab- 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HUl E, 

35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa- 

Kennel Diseases 

Myles Standish. 
Wilkins . 33 
Stevens . 91 
Cobb . 94 
Folkins . 95 
W ard . 86 
Stoughton .87 
Libby . 91 
Berry . 88 
Crosby . 94 
Hatch . 87-906 

Co. A, Gth Massachusetts. 
Sergt Hawkes .... 90 
Sergt Hunt .87 
Sergt Rogers . 90 
Corp Barton . 88 
Arti Foster . 91 
Pvt Widdell . 85 
Pvt Muse . 80 
Pvt Reid . 94 
Capt McMahon.... 86 
Cm-Sergt Keough.. 90—881 

Folkins, of the Standish Club, was high man with 95 
out of a possible 100. 

On March 6, the Myles Standish_ five-man team de¬ 
feated the Boston R. C. by 806 to 776. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
The very large number of people, young and old, who 

enjoy building their own boats will be especially inter¬ 
ested in the advertisement of the Detroit Boat Co., 
which, being a very large builder of pleasure boats, is 
in position to sell any one full-sized working patterns, 
knockdown frames and material from dry stock, with 
which to build boats themselves. These are the precise 
patterns of stock used by the company in building their 
own regular boats. A catalogue will be sent free to any 
applicant to the Detroit Boat Co., 284 Bellevue avenue, 

Detroit, Mich. 

“The Feathered Game of the Northeast.1 bv Mr. \\ alter 
II. Rich, a well-known Maine sportsman and naturalist, 
has attracted much attention from both classes to which 
it appeals. It is warmly spoken of by John Burroughs 
and has had favorable comment from competent critics. 
It was reviewed in Forest and Stream Jan. 11, 1908, and 
is for sale by Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., New York. 

The latest catalogue of the Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, 
N. Y., justifies more than this famous firm modestly 
claims for it, that is to say, “the most complete we 
have ever issued from our office.” It is a beautiful work 
•of art. It depicts the Smith guns from the lowest to 
lhe highest in price, including their new 20-gauge. The 
■color effects add much to the beauty and realism of the 
illustrations. This firm guarantees all Smith guns to 
shoot any nitro powder and not get loose. lhe cata¬ 
logue is sent free to applicants. 

By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 
nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead ot 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. lhe 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the’ urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sa-m Lovel’s Boy. 

By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 

believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bears I Have Met—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the hears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
Bv Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

y Darnell. Cloth, 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 

plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
voung the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink the 
blueiay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 
Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington, Ky. 

-BOOK. OJV 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S., 118 West 31st St., New York. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care ol Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 

page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



HUNTING 

|& CAMPING 
OUTFITS 

Our new Book No. 414 
will be the most complete 
publication of its kind ever 
issued. Nearly 300 pages, 
brim full of illustrations 

and detailed description of all kinds 
of implements for all kinds of 
sports. 

New Catalog Ready May 1st. 

It will tells the net cost and transpor¬ 
tation charges and makes it easy 
to buy by mail. Waterproof 

Tents, Camp Supplies and 
Firearms a specialty. 

AGENTS FOR 

"Orvis” Rods and Flies. 

^^J/LNew York Sporting Goods Co. 
J7 WARREN STREET,- NEW YORK. 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey. Jos. Lang (Si Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ^ SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, M ass. 
Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

Mi m 

Attention! 
| We desire to call special attention at this time 
i to our 
tjt 
U 

I Repair Department 

i No part of our business is more satisfactory or 

better known to our most critical customers than til 

this particular branch, and in the last twenty-five p 
years we have probably been intrusted with more |ij 

fine guns to repair than any other concern in this 

country. 

We do the highest class of work in this line, and employ 

skilled labor from abroad with technical knowledge of the 

latest methods and formulas of the best English makers. Our 

gun stockers are positively the best in this country, and we are 

direct importers of the finest Italian walnut, and always have 

a large number of unfinished stocks on hand to select from. 

We solicit the repair work of all American sportsmen and can give 

|.. i rapid and skillful service by trained experts. In consequence the work 

.) *s efficient, mistakes rarely occur and charges are moderate. 

We take second-hand guns in part payment for new 

ones, and always have bargains in Greeners, Purdeys, etc. 
.: **“.•'»•» •«... ... ..........  

ft S V 

I 

FISHING TACKLE 
-GO TO- 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen's Supplies, Camping Outfits, Canoes, 

Rowboats, Ca.me<aLS, Kodaks, etc. Vacation Rifles a Specialty. 

Golf. Tennis. Croquet. Base Ball Goods, etc. 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 

Our Fishing Tackle 

Department comprises 

Every ihing in the 

Line of Tackle. 

FOR RELIABLE Catalog free 

on application. 

meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing nurses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



PRICE. TEN CENTS SATURDAY. APRIL 4, 1908 VOL. LXX.—No. 14. 

■m -v '• ■ 

NATURE STUDY, SHOOTING, FISHING, YACHTING 

1908, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 346 Broadway, New York 
«•  

Entered as second class matter, July 10 
1906, at the Post Office, New York.N.Y. 
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Carleton Canoes 
For Paddling or Power 

There are none better. Over 30 years 
experience in Canoe building. W e use 
State of Maine Cedar exclusively which 
is a lighter and tougher wood than 
other cedars. Materials, construction 
and finish the best. Models for every 
use. Write for free illustrated booklet. 

CARLETON CANOE G0.? 
15 Main St. OLD TOWN, MAINE. 

A STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple, Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful. 

I “GOOP AS EVER, after 10 scars of ser- 
■3vice." That’s the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 
r TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinjer 
comes aboard. 

We carry in stock 2 and 4*Cycle Marine 
and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., 

Special bargains on a few sample 

THE STRELINGER 
(4 Cyc.—1 to 4 Cyl.) 

$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue, 
motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich 

Mullins Steel Pleasure Boats Can’t SinK 
Easiest to Row—Absolutely Safe 

Made of steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat. 
Can’t leak.crack.dry out or sink,last a lifetime. Every boat 

guaranteed. Ideal boatfor families, summer re¬ 
sorts, parks, boat liveries. Strong, safe, speedy. 

Write for our catalogue of Row Boats, 
Motor Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats. 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0. 

^Ej£OPLF. who know what a good cocktail really is have 

given up the idea of mixing their own drinks, and keep 

a bottle of CLUB COCKTAILS always on hand. CLUB 

COCKTAILS relieve you of all the fuss and trouble of prep¬ 

aration. They are always ready for use-; and a measure - 

mixed CLUB COCKTAIL makes a vastly better drink than 

any made-by-guesswork drink could ever be. Try a bottle. 

National Board for Promotion of 
Rifle Practice. 

Hartford' 

Seven kinds. Ji all good dealers. Manhattan, (whiskey 

base) and Martini (gin base) are universal favorites. 

G. F. HEUBLEIN BRO. 
New York London 

RHHHMNI 

Washington, D. C.—Riflemen throughout the country 
will be greatly interested in an amendment which was 
adopted while the army appropriation bill was in the 
House, and which affects the national rifle and revolver 
matches. The amendment reads: “Provided, That the 
trophies and medals herein authorized shall be contested 
for only by the enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine 
Corps, and the National Guard or organized militia of 
the several States, Territories and the District of Col¬ 
umbia.” 

Under this amendment, which was added to that por¬ 
tion of the bill providing for an appropriation for the 
national matches, the cadets at West Point and Annapo¬ 
lis and all commissioned officers of the Army, Navy, 
Marine Corps and National Guard would be excluded 
from participation in the national revolver as well as the 
national rifle matches, both team and individual. This 
would exclude about one-third to one-half of the best 
shots in the services mentioned, for the officers know 
how to shoot and take as much, if not more interest in 
shooting than the- privates and non-commissioned of¬ 
ficers, generally speaking. The War Department looks 
with great favor on the interest taken in shooting by the 
officers, as it realizes that no officer can properly in¬ 
struct his men in this most essential feature of a soldier’s 
work unless he himself is familiar with the rifle and is a 
good shot. The enthusiasm generated among the officers 
at these national matches is no less valuable than the 
experience gained by them and by the enlisted men, and 
never until now has any proposition been advanced tc 
shut the officers out of the matches. The argument that 
it is the men and not the officers who do the shooting 
certainly cannot apply to the pistol matches, for in mosi 
cases it is the officers who are armed with pistols, and 
not the men; yet under this amendment the officer- 
would be barred from the pistol as well as the rifh 
matches. At Camp. Perry last year the teams were con) 
posed of about equal proportions of officers and men 
there being 261 officers and 303 men. The number of of 
ficers on the various teams arranged in the order it 
which they finished, was as follows, there being twelvi 
shooters on each team: Navy 7, Massachusetts 0, Ohi< 
7 U. S. Cavalry 10, Washington 5, U. S. Naval Academ; 
12, Pennsylvania 5, U. S. Infantry 7, New York 4, Nev 
Jersey 4, Minnesota 5, Illinois 8, Wisconsin 2, U. S 
"Marine Corps 2, District of Columbia 9, Michigan 6 
Oregon 5, Maryland 6, Georgia 6, New Hampshire 3 
Iowa 6, Connecticut 3, Colorado 6, California 5, Mon 
tana 7, Maine 5, Florida 5, Kansas 9, Indiana 6, Texa 
7 Missouri 7, Oklahoma 7, Kentucky 10, Hawaii i 
Wyoming 5, West Virginia 5, New Mexico 5, Arizona f 
Mississippi 6, South Carolina 4, Nebraska 2, Alabama i 
Tennessee 7, North Dakota 4, Louisiana 0, Vermont ( 
North Carolina 1, and Virginia 6. 

Speaking of the effect upon the national matches, 
member of the National Board for the Promotion of Rifl 
Practice, which prepares the regulations under which th 
matches are shot, said: “In my opinion it would have 
very injurious effect upon rifle shooting were the ofncei 
prevented from competing at the national matches. Ihc 
shoot alongside of the men elsewhere, and work wit 
them in practice, and should be permitted to do so l 
these matches. There is no other way for most of tliei 
to get to the national matches except as members of tr 
teams, the places on which they win by their superit 
skill. The good which comes of their mingling thei 
with the best shots in the world is incalculable', and 
felt throughout all branches of the service. The W; 
Department and the National Board have always r 
garded their presence there as highly beneficial to tl 
cause of marksmanship, and it will be deeply regretti 
if they are no longer allowed to participate in the: 

contests.” . * . , ... , 
From now on the principal topic of conversation D 

tween military riflemen will be the national matches 
be held at Camp Perry. , ... 

The States are rapidly being equipped with tl 
new Springfield, and every rifleman will have an o 
portunity to try out the new weapon and demonstra 
his fitness for the teams when spring permits the u 
of ranges. It is difficult to see how a larger attendan 
than at the matches last summer can be expected f 
those this vear, yet such is the case. Several Stat 
and Territories not hitherto represented are expected 
send teams and the attendance of individual nflem- 
and of rifle clubs will be greatly augmented. The W 
Department will have on hand more regular troops th 
ever before and possibly more officers. It is possit 
that every State and Territory, with one or two ( 
ceptions, will be represented, together with the vario 
branches of the service and the colonial possessioi 
More prizes will he offered than ever before, the ran 
facilities will be greater and the attendance will i 
douhtedly he the greatest in the history of this count 

The National matches will begin on Aug. 21, with t 
National team match, to be followed by the Natioi 
individual and the National pistol matches. The f 
tional Rifle Association will arrange its programme 
that its matches can be completed the day before 1 
two davs allotted for practice for the National match 
just before the National Rifle Association matches v 
come those of the Ohio State Rifle Association, inch 
ing the contest for the Fferrick trophy, one of 
handsomest in the world. It is probable that the N 
Jersey Rifle Association will follow with its mate, 
during the first week in September, as usual. _ As it 
not likelv that the National matches will again go 
Camp Perry for a number of years, at least, Ohio ' 
do her best to properly care for the visitors. Tra 
portation facilities will he greatly improved and arran 
ments will be made for subsistence which promises 
improve the cuisine. New rifle and new ammunit 
will be tried for the first time in a National match, : 
the marksmen are looking toward the information 
be thus secured, with the greatest eagerness. The c- 
ing meeting promises to be the most important as i 
asAhe largest ever held in this country: 

The distance for the National team match, at Ce 
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NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF 

RIFLE PRACTICE. 

Continued from page 522. 

erry next August, remain unchanged, but an important 
lange has been made in the order of fire. The skirmish 
m will come in as the fifth stage, being preceded by 
le 200yds. slow, the 200yds. rapid, the 600 and SOOyds. 
cages, and followed by the 1000yds. stage. In the Na- 
onal individual match the skirmish run will come 
rst, as last year. Eight additional gold, silver and 
ronze medals, twenty-four in all, will be given in the 
idividual match, the cash prizes remaining the same, 
lie ammunition in the National matches is confined to 

hat manufactured by the government, but ammunition 
rom private manufacturere can be used in most of the 
latches of the National Rifle Association. 
The cartridge for the new military rifle has a bullet 

,-eighing 150. grains, which has a bearing surface of 
13 of an inch. The charge of pyrocellulose powder 
ised imports to the bullet muzzle a velocity of 2,750 feet 
,er second. This powder was developes to decrease the 
rosion accompanying high velocity. With the old 

' lowder developing 2,150 feet, the life of a gun was re* 
meed to about 1,000 rounds, while with the new powder 
lie Ordnance Department reports the life of a barrel 
o be between five and six thousand rounds. 
While the friends of schoolboy rifle practice, which 

ncludes the members of the National Board and the 
loard of Directors of the National Rifle Association, 
egret that the proposition to set aside $100,000 for the 
iromotion of schoolboy rifle practice was not favorably 
received by the house committee on military affairs, 
■hey are by no means discouraged. The results obtained 
rom efforts already made by the National Rifle Assocta- 
ion and private individuals to encourage the. students 

[it high schools and colleges to study the military rifle 
ind to practice with it have been most encouraging. A 
urge number of instances have been reported where the 

hoys becoming interested while at school, have entered 
lie militia after graduating, and in this manner the 

militia is acquiring young men of excellent caliber and 
who promises to develop into surprisingly good shots. 
[Shooting requires a clear eye, and a steady hand, inci¬ 
dental to correct habits, and the boy who takes up the 
rifle in earnest while young and whose interest con¬ 
tinues through young manhood, is much less likely to 
cultivate a taste' for either tobacco or drink than if he 
should have his attention turned to pool-playing or 
similar amusements. Many of our best rifle shots are 
men who would cut a sorry figure in a baseball or foot¬ 
ball game, but who are powerful with a rifle in their 
hands. Rifle practice keeps its devotees out-of-doors, 
provides them with a clean and harmless sport and gives 
them exhilarating competitions conducted on the squarest 
posible basis. Within the past five years it has had a 
tremendous growth and the future is big with promise. 

McLIN WON THE RACE. 

Peter J. McLin, a well-known resident of 
Minnesota, was out looking up some land north 
of Northome, when he encountered the bear. 
He fired his rifle at the animal, succeeding in 
breaking his shoulder, but not inflicting a fatal 
wound, however, served greatly to enrage the 
bear, which, with a bellow of pain, started after 
McLin. He kept on firing until the chamber 
[magazine] of his rifle was empty, and although 
the bear had to hobble on but three legs its 
progress was so rapid that it was almost on 
McLin before he could reload. Dropping his 
useless rifle, McLin started to run. The bear 
rapidly gained on him, however, and just as 
McLin reached the bank of the Poplar River, the 
animal was upon him. Rising upon its 
haunches, it struck at him with its uninjured 
paw, ripping his coat entirely from his back 
and inflicting long scratches upon his neck and 
shoulders. 

Without a moment’s hesitation McLin 
plunged into the river and swam across, the 
bear still in pursuit. On the other side of the 
river was a bit of lowland on which there was 
about two feet of snow on which a crust had 
formed. McLin clambered up the bank, and 
finding the snow would bear his weight, continued 
his sprint. The bear attempted to follow, but 
broke through the crust and wallowed about in 
the deep snow, which delayed its progress to 
such an extent that McLin speedily left it be 
hind.—Duluth, Minn., Herald. 

<s> 

SPRING 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner* 

For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Sucit a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

I Fishing Tackle Tennis j 
|> <*> 

I Golf and Base Ball Goods | 
< • > 

Catalogues Free on Request 

<$> 

: R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384-6N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. I 

>>>>:»:»»> *»»»>*»»» »> »* 

HIGH GRADE 1 
ENGLISH TACKLE 

My trade with American and Canadian 

* Fishermen is now so large that I have 

% published a 

a Special American Edition 

» of My Catalogue 

* Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. 

£ ADDRESS 

W. J. CUMMINS 
Dept. K 

Fishing Tackle Maker ^ 

Bishop Auckland England Z 
'£ * 
<3TC<<C<<<<<<<<C< < « < <CCCCCC3C<CC< 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of "Modern Training,” "Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide tor 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best De*- 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. ‘"Heel. Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in. Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Steel Fish ind Rods 

IF you could own but one fishing rod, it 
would of course be a "BRISTOL.” 
If you could own a dozen rods, most 

of them would undoubtedly be "BRIS- 
TOLS,” because they are the strong¬ 
est, the most reliable, the most adapt¬ 
able and the most successful rode in the 
world. None genuine without the word 
“BRISTOL” stamped on the handle. 
Sold everywhere. Every rod Guaran¬ 
teed for Three Years. 

Beautiful Illustrated Catalogue 
Mailed Free. 

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO., 

84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn. 

1 

..72- 

RANCE HAM Ideal "3-in-l" 

FISHING ROD 
Sold with a guarantee of satisfaction 

or money back. Booklet FREE. 

Worth j,__ Special 30 Day 

•tin 0Her’ 
RANCE HAM *3.50 

is a Maine Guide of 40 years’ ex 
peiience. This rod is his idea of what a 

. fresh-water fishing rod should be. First, 
I a perfect fly-rod ; Second, a perfect angling or 

bait rod; Third, a perfect trolling and bait¬ 
casting rod all in one, by simply reversing the 

I handle or changing a tip. Construction is of 
■ the best hand Split Bamboo, swelled butt, perfectly 

portioned and balanced, and hand made. Cork or 
line-wound grip as desired. Free from bad spots 
in cane or defective mechanism. Perfect fitting 
joints and reel seat; heavy nickel mountings. A 
broad and absolute guarantee for one year 
with each Rod. No responsibility on your 

i part. Simply send us $3.50—we will send you 
the rod. If not satisfactory, return it at once and 
we will return money. Tak*- us at our word 
_put us on our honor. This advertisement 

‘ is a contract in itself, which protects all who 
accept it. Any court in the land could hold 

I us to it. We repeat: Simply send us $3.50, 
"and if the rod is not equal to any other $10 

rod, and not perfectly satisfactory, return at 
once and get your money back. Address 

KIRTLAND BROS. & CO. 
Dept. F-S., 90 Chambers Street, New York 

Tents, Tackle, Guns, Sporting Goods 
Catalogue for Stamps. 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 

\ 1 
> 

-v. 

actually seeius to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don't wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Base size 30c. Postage 2c. 

New Tackle Catalog. W. J. Jamison. 1274 Polk St., Chicago 

MODERN TRAINING. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 

The treatise is after the modern professional system of 
training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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WORLD'S TOURNAMENT RECORDS 
Made at NEW YORK SPORTSMEN S SHOW February 22 to March 7 

as 
as 
as 
as 
as 
as 
as 
as 
as 

By parties using 

H. L. LEONARD RODS 
RECORDS: 

Bait Casting for distance, J4 ounce weight. - 
Bait Casting for distance, /4 ounce weight, 
Bait Casting for distance, Greenwood Lake Style, 
Switch Fly-Casting with 4-ounce Rod, - - - 

In this Tournament, competitors using H. L. LEONARD RODS won as follows: 

23 First Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Second Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Third Prizes out of a possible 29 

• 53 Total Prizes out of a possible 87 

“Tournament Casting,’’ of course, is not “Pishing, but it takes a rod with the 

137 feet 
- 177 feet 

134 1-12 feet 
91 feet 

"stuff’ in it to make records same as above. 

as 
as 
as 
as 

WILLIAM MILLS 6C SON, 21 Park Place, N. Y. 
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MAB8L 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle &Sporting Goods 
TARPON, TUNA tend ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom H'OFE c^ue 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

9°-3t FULrQN.sz Jorall ANGLING 
ESTABLISHED 1857 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904 
ALSO 

World's Columbian Exposition, Chicatfo, 1893 
AWARDED TO 

JULIUS VOM HOFE 
FISHING REELS ONLY 

No. 351 South 5th St. - - Brooklyn, N. Y. 
A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 

durable, well running reel. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. 

Send for catalogue. 

THE U=B LIVE FROG HARNESS 
A SENSATIONAL HIT 

Holds The Frog Without Hooking 
And Keeps it ALIVE 

Never before has there been 

offered to the angling frater- 
one third actual size nity an article of such value 

CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

By DEALERS or direct, postpaid SO Cents UNKEFER 6 BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.’1 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.f. 

Trout and Bass Flies 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

mmu kinDMAN 4502 ste.Catherine street JUHN NUnlYIAN, westmount : que.. CANADA 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing. 

No swivels required; “they spin 
so easy.” Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly. 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 

Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

FISHING TACKL 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at one 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest yoi 

S. DOERING & CO.. 564 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y. 

TRADE MARK 

BETHABARA 

WOOD 
PAT’D JULY 9, 1907. 

Bethabara Wood Rods 
A FLY FISHERMAN, who has fished al! 
over this country, Canada, and England, 
and who owns 19 rods of different makes 
and weights, bought one of Onr 4 1-2 •< 
$15.00 BETHABARA Rods a year ago, am 
says “IT IS THE FINEST ROD I EVES 
HANDLED,” and backs it up by orderim 
another. We make all styles. Our book 
let tells all about them. 

M. A. SHIPLEY, 133 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa 

It’s Square 

ittount 
Temott 

Distillery 
(“Square"] 
LBottle J 

Bottling 

This 
is it 

COOK & 

BERNHEIMER CO. 

New York 

iRoimt VttnM 
jjurt V.f* 

etui* m «%* ** 
Cook Ormbrimnc* 

Ul {Kmy yawn** * 

ftcanta •tectum 
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Six Months, $1.50. * ___ 

A WEEKLY JOURNAL. 

Copyright, 1908, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

George Bird Grinnell, President, 
Charles B. Reynolds, Secretary. 
Louis Dean Speir, Treasurer. 
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the object op this journal 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 
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|i • SPRING BRUSH FIRES. 
1 

Every year about this time, a danger whose 

seriousness few people seem to comprehend 

.threatens injury to landowners and sportsmen. 

iThe damage done to the individual is perhaps 

not large, but in the aggregate the loss to the 

country is very great. 
In March and April, when dead grass and 

weeds stand thick in the old lots, and dry leaves 

lie heavy in woods or in fields grown up to 

.bushes, fires are started and often run for a 

; great distance. Such fires burn the leaves and 

I all smaller branches that cover the ground, heat 

and scorch the bark of low shrubbery and young 

■trees, and thus destroy the saplings and seed¬ 

lings which should constitute the forests of the 

future. The young trees so burned may not be 

absolutely killed, but their useful life is ended. 

! Even though they may live and put forth leaves 

for many years, yet because the bark has been 

killed partly around their stems, their growth is 

, stunted and they never produce timber of any 

' value. If by chance a thrifty landowner at con¬ 

siderable expense has set out a plantation of 

young trees, a fire running through them de¬ 

stroys many and injures others. 
Besides destroying all the young growth there, 

the burning of the leaves heaped up in the f01 - 

ests totally unfits large tracts for habitation by 

many birds. Ground nesting species will not 

breed on recently burned land- When the fire 

extends into the swamps and along their edges, 

many woodcock are prevented from nesting in 

their .usual haunts, and if the fire comes in 

spring or early summer, woodcock, partridges 

and quail may be killed by the flames. In some 

States of the Middle West fire has been an im¬ 

portant agent in the extermination of the prairie 

chicken; the mother birds and their eggs being 

destroyed by the wholesale in the spring prairie 

I fires. Not a few railroads running over the 

1 plains fire the prairies and burn off the range 

to the great loss of the owners of live stock. 

These fires are set in three principal ways: 

(1) by railroads, sparks from whose locomotives 

are carried long distances and fire the dry grass; 

(2) by landowners, in the extraordinary belief 

, that they are benefiting their land; and (3) by 

mischievous and thoughtless boys, who may set 

! leaves on fire, just to see them burn. 

In some States locomotive engines are by law 

obliged to have their smoke stacks screened in 

order to arrest the sparks; but as these screens 

easily become more or less clogged and thus in¬ 

terfere with the draft, they are often removed 

by the engineers, and then great sparks, often 

as large as a man's fist, may come from the 

smokestack to be whirled away by the wind and 

do untold damage. Of roads near New York, 

the Long Island Railroad, the Newr York, New 

Haven & Hartford Railroad, and some roads 

running out from Jersey City and Hoboken, are 

serious offenders in this respect. A landowner 

who fires his fields or wood lots under the im¬ 

pression that he is benefiting them is acting al¬ 

together against his own interests. Instead of 

helping his land, he is wasting much good fer¬ 

tilizing material which now goes up in smoke, 

and, besides that, he is killing off his young 

trees. The lads who fire fields or leaves for 

“fun” may easily be stopped by pointing out to 

them the possible injury that they may cause. 

No one is more amenable to reason than the 

small boy, if only he can be made to understand 

that his course is foolish or wrong. His trouble 

is thoughtlessness. 
We are familiar with not a few tracts of land 

burned over in spring in recent years, places 

where young forests had started, but where now 

there is only a blackened waste, with here and 

there a bunch of useless weeds. One such tract 

on the Long Island Railroad was burned over 

eight years ago, and since then nothing has 

grown on it. A little swamp in Connecticut, 

where in old times a pair of woodcock always 

bred, burned over three years ago, has never 

sheltered a woodcock’s nest since. 

It is well worth the while of every reader of 

Forest and Stream to do what may lie in his 

power to prevent—this spring and every spiing • 

the setting of such brush fires. If he can pro¬ 

tect only a few acres from being burned over 

he will have deserved well of his neighbors. 
— 

STANDARDS OF SPORTSMANSHIP. 

The National Association of Scientific Ang¬ 

ling Clubs is to be congratulated on the person¬ 

nel of the committee on standard of sportsman¬ 

ship, recently appointed by its president; and on 

the personnel, as well, of that other committee 

from the same organization, the national com¬ 

mittee on protection, propagation and legisla¬ 

tion. The members of these committees are 

widelv distributed over those parts of our coun¬ 

try where the best fishing and shooting aic 

found; they are in constant touch with the act¬ 

ual workers in the cause for which they are 

laboring; they are familiar with actual condi¬ 

tions afield and afloat; and their influence, as 

well as any action they may take, will be felt. 

The ethics of the conservative sportsman and 

angler are not well understood everywhere, and 

the gospel, of sane and reasonable sport should 

ever be poured into willing ears. It is some¬ 

times too difficult to convince the thoughtless one 

that he must obey the written laws when he is far 

away from game wardens and justices’ offices, 

but still more difficult to so impress him with 

a love for all natural objects that he will of bis 

own volition forbear to commit those offenses 

against the unwritten laws which are odious to 

all good sportsmen. 
There are abundant opportunities for effective 

work for this national committee on sportsman¬ 

ship. Its members, acting as missionaries, while 

on their fishing and other outings, can and no 

doubt will make converts, and these in turn will 

assist in spreading the doctrine of better stand¬ 

ards of sportsmanship. 

“RODMAKING FOR BEGINNERS.” 

The series bearing this caption, which ap¬ 

peared in the columns of Forest and Stream 

recently, will be issued in book form during 

April by the Forest and Stream Publishing Com¬ 

pany. Judging from the favorable comments on 

these papers that have been received, and the 

fact that a number of the articles have been re¬ 

printed in English papers, it seejns that the book 

will be welcomed by the anglers of the English- 

speaking world; and that although primarily in¬ 

tended for young anglers, some of the veterans 

will find it a useful reference book. 
In a manual of this sort the temptation to pad 

its chapters with all the formulae, systems and 

methods ever heard of is very great, but Mr. 

Frazer has adhered strictly to a simple plan, in 

order that the beginner can follow each step in 

rodmaking to a practical conclusion. Other 

papers, intended for the beginner as well as the 

more advanced worker, will, from time to time, 

appear in these columns, and will be published 

as Volume II. of this series. This second 

volume will be much broader in scope and will 

deal with the various subjects on which the 

young angler seeks up-to-date enlightenment. 

Senator Frelinghuysen s bill to amend the 

game laws of New Jersey by abolishing spring 

shooting and summer woodcock shooting has 

been withdrawn, the session being so far ad¬ 

vanced that there seems no possibility of bring¬ 

ing it to a vote. Flowever, the Senate has ap¬ 

pointed a committee to investigate the game con¬ 

ditions for the State, and to recommend such 

legislation as may be necessary to prevent the 

further depletion of the game supply and to 

provide for its increase. This committee is to 

consist of Senator^ Colby and Harrison, Prof. 

Phillips, of Princeton University, and Mr. Geo. 

Batten, the president of the New Jersey Asso¬ 

ciation for the Protection and Propagation of 

Game. During the recess the committee will in¬ 

vestigate the whole subject and will report to 

the Legislature at its next session. It is likely 

that any legislation reported by so able a com¬ 

mittee will be approved by the Legislature. 
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Spring Days on the James River 

By HARRY A. STONE 

D E shad hab done commence ter run up 

de James rivvah.” 

This message carried in some mys¬ 

terious manner from one to another of the little 

ridge farms lying back of the fringe of great 

plantations on the James from Newport News to 

Richmond tells of spring to these scattered 

darkey families more truly than swelling leaf 

buds or trilling bluebirds. It is the signal for 

the annual pilgrimage to the “fishing shore,” a 

pilgrimage almost as ancient as John Smith and 

Pocahontas, one of the quaintest survivals of 

Tidewater Virginia. 

Like their fathers and grandfathers before 

them in the days “befo’ de wah” and in the 

remoter days of the colony, these inland farmers 

are for three months each year fishermen, and 

like the prototypes of their craft, cling to the 

old traditions of the net and oar with a tenacity 

that has defied the forces which have swept away 

old customs and old landmarks even in this con¬ 

servative community. Strangely enough the an¬ 

cestors of these James River fishermen were al¬ 

most without exception free men before the war, 

the exception usually being the fisherman of 

some large plantation owner. 

The gray haze was hanging over the uplands, 

the smoke of burning brush in the clearings was 

in the air; the woodlands were taking on a sort 

of ethereal gray-green tint; and venturesome 

bluebirds were already piping in the under¬ 

growth, when by some medium as swift as the 

telegraph and far more mysterious, the sum¬ 

mons to the river reached the fishing families 

who for days had been living in a sort of half 

suppressed excitement. 

All winter long the wives and daughters of 

the household had been busy mending the worn 

seines or knitting new ones when the old were 

past repair. During the intervals of winter plow¬ 

ing and wood cutting, the men had been patching 

the clumsy flat-bottomed boats or building new 

ones, the latter but seldom, however, for no 

craft is apparently too old or too crazy to daunt 

one of these James River fishermen. Lead lines 

and cork lines had been overhauled, and the long 

ropes tested to see if they could be trusted to 

bear the strain of the full net. 

When the expected summons comes, boats, 

nets, bedding and camp equipage are hastily 

loaded on wagons or carts, the women and chil¬ 

dren of the family usually perch aloft on per¬ 

ilous peaks of household goods. 

Over roads seemingly impassable and through 

apparently bottomless depths of mud the diminu¬ 

tive mules draw their nondescript loads down 

from the back ridges toward the James. Each 

family has its fishing ground, 'to which it returns 

year after year. This is usually on some great 

plantation, to whose owner the darkies, although 

free, owe a sort of feudal loyalty. For three 

months the family home will be the little log 

shanty on the shore wedged in between the fish 

house and the net house or sometimes forming 

simply a lean-to addition to these buildings. The 

shore reached, boats, seines and camp equipage 

are unloaded by willing hands, and in a marvel¬ 

ously short time the family is settled, and ready 

to receive the boarders who will make up the 

fishing crew. 

All winter long the silent river stretches its 

length gray and deserted, save by the solitary 

duck hunter or by the passage of the tri-weekly 

steamers. Dark, mysterious, unpicturesque but 

possessed of a rare and subdued beauty of its 

own, it seems perpetually brooding over the van¬ 

ished life of an older day or the tragic struggle 

which it so long mirrored. But for three months 

in the spring the dreamy quiet is changed to a 

busy, boisterous activity. The tourist fortunate 

enough to make the passage between Richmond 

and Norfolk during the fishing season is able to 

catch a passing glimpse of one of the most pict¬ 

uresque survivals in the South. 

From the deck of the steamer can be heard 

the click of the oars in the rowlocks, the boister¬ 

ous shouts of the darkies, and the singing of the 

crews as they bend to the oars or strain at the 

windlass as the full nets are drawn to the shore. 

In these prosaic days there is no more fascinat¬ 

ing glimpse of the old South than this, while if 

the tourist stops at one of the old plantation 

landings on the James to watch the scene at 

close quarters he is carried back at once more 

than ioo years. 

Nearly three hundred years ago the muddy 

waters of the James began to yield their toll of 

fish to the earliest colonists, and to-day the an¬ 

nual harvest from its turbid waters is gathered 

by descendants of the slaves and “free niggers” 

of colonial days by methods that differ in no de¬ 

tail from those practiced by their ancestors. 

There are negro fishing families in Charles City 

county to-day who have authentic traditions of 

free ancestors engaged in the shad fishing well 

over ioo years ago. 

From the earliest times the fishing shore 

formed one of the most valuable assets of the 

great plantation owner. There is hardly a deed 

of sale among the archives of the old court 

house of Charles City county which fails to 

make mention of the fishing shore as one of the 

important sources of revenue of the land owner. 

Times have changed in the Old Dominion. The 

names that once were associated with the splen 

did plantations have for the most part passed 

into history. The old life of the great estates is 

gone forever. The very negroes who made up 

the agricultural population have drifted to the 

cities or to the North. The shipping that dotted 

the bosom of the James is largely a thing of the 

past, but the fishing and the quaint customs of 

the darkies engaged in the industry are unal¬ 

tered. 

On the James it is the shore that settles the 

character of the fishing. The fishing shore must 

have a fairly level and smooth beach with shelv¬ 

ing flats running out toward the channel 150 or 

200 yards at an average depth of about three 

feet. If the great haul seine is used the fishing 

shore must be leased from the plantation owner, 

although in some instances, as at Berkeley, the 

historic home of the Harrison family, the fishing 

is made part of the business of the estate. There 

are some half dozen important fishing shores, in¬ 

cluding Berkeley, where authentic records show 

that fishing has been carried on since earliest 

colonial times. Tommyhunk and Pikes Point 

are next in importance to Berkeley. In addition 

to these there are scores of more or less valu¬ 

able shores scattered up and down the river from 

the Roads to Richmond. The rental of one of , 

the important shores is considerable, while for 

the less valuable time honored custom has es¬ 

tablished a toll of fish as the proper compensa¬ 

tion. • . 

If the drift net is used the fishing shore is not 

essential. In this class of fishing the shore outfit 

consists simply of a bunk house, kitchen and net 

and fish house. The haul seine fishing is the 

typical industry of the James. The outfit consists 

of a long flat-bottomed rowboat with seats for 

ten oarsmen. At the stern is a long wooden 

roller over which the seine is paid out; “laid 

out” is the local term. Just forward of the roller , 

and on the gunwale is the step for the captain’s 

steering oar. The seine is from 700 to 800 yards 

in length, and is made, of No. 15 hard laid twine 

with 21'2-inch meshes so arranged that it shall 

fish to a depth of 17 to 20 feet in its deepest part, 

which comprises about 200 yards of its length. 

The remaining 500 to 600 yards is made up of 

the wings, which fish to a depth of 2>lA to 10 

feet. The seine is knitted to a cork line and to 

a lead line, and is fastened to a spreader at each 

end, which locally is called the staff. One end 

is secured to about 150 yards of heavy rope, 

while at the water end is fastened a rope about 

2,500 feet in length. 

The fishing crew consists of fourteen men, ten 

oarsmen, the net man and the captain, compris¬ 

ing the boat’s crew, and two men who handle 
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he ropes on shore. The two latter are called 

fandsnien. The shore outfit consists of a wind- 

ass, a bunk house with kitchen attached, a fish 

10u.se and a packing house, and if the establish- 

nent is a large one, an office for the owner of 

he plantation. As the establishment diminishes 

11 importance, the shore equipment undergoes a 

hrinkage until among the poorest of the fishing 

>eople the entire plant, including quarters for 

wo or three dogs, is comprised in a single 

abin. 

From beginning to end the work of the crew 

s lacking in no element of picturesqueness. First 

•omes the boating of the seine. This operation 

onsumes 45 minutes, or about one-half the total 

ime taken up by the haul. The great seine lies 

n the water, the water staff held up by four. 

>rawnv blacks. Two more in the stern of the 

>oat receive the net and fold it carefully, ready 

o be laid out, while four more, waist deep in 

he water, slowly shove the boat along to re¬ 

reive the net. 

It is the beginning of the day’s work. The sun 

s sending a faint ray of gold up the river. The 

ast wisps of fog are slowly rising from the 

water. The crew, fresh from “cohn bread en 

gravy,” and not yet tired by toil, are lustily sing- 

ng the chorus of a “protracted meetin’ ” hymn. 

As the shore end staff comes aboard, at a word 

from the captain, the crew spring to their places. 

The shore line is seized by the two landsmen and 

he boat pushed off. The seine is always pulled 

with the tide. 

The spring flood tide is making up the river. 

The two landsmen handling the shore line fol¬ 

low the boat as it makes its way in a broad half 

:ircle, edging up stream with the tide. The cap¬ 

tain, with watchful eye on the net as it is laid 

jut and carefully gauging the strength of the 

tide so that he may make his landing directly 

opposite his windlass on the fishing shore, hur¬ 

ries or moderates the stroke of his crew. The 

oarsmen’s melody rings loud and clear over the 

deserted river, while a great blue heron wheel¬ 

ing aloft half contemptuously watches these 

:lumsy fishermen. 

As the half circle is completed the word is 

given, the melody is dropped, and the ten men 

bend to their oars, sending the craft into the 

shallows. The water end stake goes overboard, 

and the long rope is hurried ashore by half the 

crew while the remainder beach the boat. 

The line is hauled in hand-over-hand until the 

first knot is reached, when it is made fast to the 

windlass. The crew man the brakes, and haul¬ 

ing with the tide, the two ends of the seine begin 

to come together until the bag is completed, and 

the splashing silvery gleams within its circum¬ 

ference show that the shad are safe. Dividing, 

the crew wade breast deep into the water and 

rapidly work the heavy net ashore, planning al¬ 

ways to make the tide accomplish the heaviest 

)art of the work. 

As the net comes in the fish, driven into a 

smaller and smaller compass, at length form a 

compact mass at the end of the seine. Here they 

ire captured by hand, and with loud shouts and 

ixclamations as a particularly large or handsome 

prize is captured, are thrown high up on the 

shore. 

All day long the operation is repeated except 

it the intervals of slack tide. As the sun mounts 

figher and higher the shouts and song cease but 

he work goes doggedly on. At night the crew 

gathers around the cook house stove for its even¬ 

ing meal of fish and bacon, and after the usual 

ration of whiskey has been served, the songs 

break out once more. 

Six hauls constitute a good day’s work, and 

the employment, although ardous, seems to be 

regarded as play -by the darkies. The average 

pay of the crew if employed by a firm or the 

owner of the fishing shore is $20 per month with 

rations and a stipulated quantity of liquor as 

well as sleeping quarters in the bunk house. 

More often in these days, however, the crew is 

made up of the members of one or two families, 

and the return which each receives depends on 

the success of the fishing. / Anything more than 

200 shad is regarded as a fair catch for a haul. 

The catch of shad is not so large as in the old 

days, but the advance in price has probably com¬ 

pensated the fishermen for the deficiency. The 

shad run is the first of the season, but is fol¬ 

lowed by the herring and the alewives, while 

throughout the fishing, perch, rock and sturgeon 

are taken from the nets. Years ago the sturgeon 

fishery was equally profitable, but the wholesale 

slaughter of the females for their roe, brought 

about by the demand for caviar, has almost ex¬ 

terminated this fish in the James. 

The drift net fishing is far less picturesque and 

not so profitable, but.it is practiced by hundreds 

of boat crews. The equipment is far less expen¬ 

sive. the cost of the fishing shore is eliminated, 

and the indolent character of the work appeals 

to the average darkey. Thus while haul seine 

crews are comparatively few, the drift seine 

fishers may be seen lazily watching their lines 

of bobbing floats on every reach of the river at 

the proper tide. 

The drift net is twenty to thirty yards in 

length, made of linen twine, and is hung on a 

light cotton line and supported by corks four 

inches square, placed at six-foot intervals. No 

leads are used, and it is for this reason that this 

kind of fishing can only be carried on at the 

slack of each tide, limiting the hauls to four each 

day. The crew consists of a negro boy who pad¬ 

dles a crazy flat-bottomed skiff, which usually 

might well pass for a sieve, while the captain, 

also a negro, lays out the net. The net laid, the 

skiff lays off while the floats are anxiously 

scanned. Each bobbing float indicates that a fish 

is gilled. The net is drawn up at this point, and 

the captive removed. The returns from this fish¬ 

ing are comparatively small, although for some 

unknown reason the fish caught are usually 

larger than those taken in the haul seine. The 

average pay received by a man engaged in this 

fishing is about $10 per month with board. 

Berkeley, or Harrison's Landing, notable not 

only as the ancestral seat of the Harrisons, but 

as Gen. McClellan’s headquarters during the 

war, is said to have the best fishing shore on the 

James. Certain it is that the records of the es¬ 

tate show that the fishing has been carried on 

here with profit to the estate for 250 years, and 

by methods which differ in no particular from 

those of to-day. 
Here there is a sandy sloping shore with flats 

extending 200 yards into the river of an average 

depth of a little less than four feet, and ter¬ 

minating in Kimages channel, which is the fa¬ 

vorite passage of the shad on their way to the 

shallows for spawning. To this day the Berke¬ 

ley fishing is the most profitable on the river. 

Some great catches in the past are recorded, the 

record for shad being 980 at a haul, and for her- 

ring ,35,000. Both of these records were estab¬ 

lished the same year. Twenty years ago the shad 

brought five and six cents, but now they sell for 

from 50 to 75 cents for roes. 

The quaint customs of an earlier day survive 

in this industry as nowhere else. The darkies, 

father and son, are wedded to the old customs, 

and innovations make their way but slowly. The 

owners of the land on which the fishing camps 

are located, even though there is a money pay¬ 

ment as well, to this day receive their return of 

rent shad from each boat precisely as did the 

landed proprietors of colonial days. The profits 

of the fishing are shared on identically the same 

basis as 100 years ago, and the men who haul 

the shad to the nearest market receive the same 

wage as did their grandfathers, provided they 

were free men in the days “way back yondah 

befo’ de wah.’’ 
Some of the shad are shipped to Richmond or 

Norfolk by steamer, but the greater part of the 

catch, more especially in Charles City county, is 

packed in hampers and sent over the road to 

Richmond. The hauling is done at night, and the 

quaint two-wheeled trading cart with its white 

cotton cover is used. Its driver is curled up in 

the front of the cart at a perilous angle, while 

the patient mule plods his steady way for twenty 

miles over ruts and through quagmires. It is a 

weird night procession, this of white-topped 

silent carts, and the scene about the old market 

in Richmond where they congregate is no less 

fascinating than picturesque. Times change, con¬ 

ditions alter, but the fisherman remains true to 

the traditions of the past. 

The Passing of Pussy Tom 
By EDMUND F. L. JENNER 

(Concluded from [>age 490.) 

PUSSY TOM fled for the nearest timber al¬ 

most as quickly as the dog retreated to his 

master. For hours he crouched on a lofty 

branch, his fur erect, his stumpy tail twitching, 

his eyes glaring. That night he crossed the 

river again, and led by some inexplicable instinct, 

headed for the south woods and the den he had 

inhabited when he was a kitten. It was the full 

of the October moon, the hoar frost had par¬ 

tially disguised the scent of the numerous tracks 

made by the lumbermen and sportsmen. Still, 

every now and then Pussy Tom detected the 

loathsome taint, faint but unmistakable, and 

shuddered as he did so. 1 he old den was at 

the base of a pile of granite boulders. There 

were divers porcupines there, but the cat’s 

instinct taught him not to molest them. For a 

week or so he had hard work to satisfy the 
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cravings of his appetite. Rabbits were very 

scarce and squirrels and chipmunks were too 

nimble or too wily to be caught. 
Late one night, as the cat was prowling 

through the bushes, seeking for the supper he 

had failed to make, he detected a strange odor 

in the air—a delightful odor, but one he was 

not acquainted with. It bore more or less 

resemblance to the smell of cattle, but it also 

suggested fresh blood. He approached the spot 

with caution, and found a noble bull moose 

dead in the bushes. Save for a still-wet patch 

of blood on his side, he showed no signs of hav¬ 

ing met a violent death. Two days previously 

the moose had answered a call; and, on his 

emerging from the bushes, found himself the 

target for two rifles in the hands of a couple 

of city sportsmen. Both men suffered from 

buck fever in its worst form. Both were poor 

shots. The moose turned and ran. He only 

felt one little sting in his side, hardly more than 

the bite of a moose-fly. The guide followed the 

tracks for a mile or so, and seeing no hair on 

the ground or blood on the bushes, he naturally 

concluded that his patrons had missed their 

game. The moose shambled through the woods 

for half an hour, then he realized that his side 

was aching, and he was very tired. The pain in 

his side and the lassitude grew worse. Finally 

he lay down and never rose again. A nickel- 

jacketed bullet had entered his flank, gone 

through his paunch and passed out near his 

shoulder, missing all the larger bones but sever¬ 

ing an artery. His end had been painless, a 

very different one to that of his father, who met 

his death from slow starvation in a snare. 

The moose was still warm when Pussy Tom 

found him. The cat circled round the carcass 

until he assured himself that there was no trace 

of man connected with it, then he tore at the 

protruding tongue and the soft muzzle until his 

hunger was satiated. He did not return to the 

den in the rocks; he slept off his debauch in a 

tangle of windfalls. He slept until the next 

evening, and just at moonrise he repaired to 

the carcass again. A huge black form was busy 

with it. and two smaller ones whined and 

squabbled over the entrails that had been 

dragged out. A bear and her two cubs had 

scented the kill, and decided that moose meat 

was preferable to blueberries. The cat ap¬ 

proached. but drew back as the old bear rose on 

her hind legs and struck at him with her paw. 

Had his mother lived, she would doubtless 

have told her kittens of the feud which exists 

between the bear and the wildcat—a feud due to 

the fact that baby bears make capital food for 

cats in the early spring, should their mothers 

leave them unprotected, when the suckers are 

still under the ice and rabbits are scarce. 

When the hound had tackled him, Pussy Tom 

had fled for his life as soon as lie had beaten 

off his antagonist. He did not run from the 

bear; he retreated out of her reach, and lay in 

the bushes, watching her and the cubs, and 

wondered how long it would be before their 

feast was finished and his would begin. He was 

afraid of the bears, although he had never seen 

a bear before. The yapping of a nondescript 

cur or the baying of a beagle would have sent 

him into the top of the tallest tree. The bears 

had no such terrors for him. They were wild, 

as he was. They were stronger—and yet they 

were bears and nothing more. Finally the feast 

came to an end. I he mother bear and her cubs 

left the carcass, the cat approached. He was 

ignorant of the fact that without the bears as¬ 

sistance he would not have made such a sub¬ 

stantial supper. The tough hide of the moose 

was torn and ripped. The bears had taken the 

choice parts, but ample meat remained. 
Morning came. Pussy Tom and his uninvited 

guests retired to cover and the jays and whiskey- 

jacks descended on the carcass. Late in the 

afternoon Pussy Tom managed to kill a whiskey- 

jack who had stuffed himself with moose meat 

until he was hardly able to fly. Night after 

night the feast continued. At last nothing re¬ 

mained but the skull, some fragments of the 

larger bones and the antlers. The bear and her 

cubs departed in search of convenient denning 

quarters; the cat resumed his pursuit of small 

game.- The porcupines gnawed the spreading 

antlers until little remained of them; then the 

snow fell and blotted out all traces of the 

tragedy. 

December and January passed. They were 

hard months for the cat and his kindred. Then 

the disease known as “epizootic” broke out in 

Connor’s camp. The camp employed four span 

of horses and a yoke of oxen. The disease was 

of a most virulent type. Horse after horse 

sickened and died, and early in February Con¬ 

nor abandoned the camp, a ruined man. He 

was only a sub-contractor. The company would 

not advance money to replace the horses he 

had lost, so he took the remaining ones and the 

oxen and made his way out of the woods, leav¬ 

ing five carcasses on the snow. The cat soon 

found them. It was almost as hard to make a 

meal off frozen unskinned horse flesh as it was 

to catch grosbeaks and rabbits. Still the meat 

was there, and day after day the cat and a soli¬ 

tary red fox tore and dragged at the carrion. 

In many other parts of Nova Scotia the foxes 

would have come to the feast almost in packs, 

and there would have been several cats instead 

of one. In this particular district the lesser 

carnivora had emigrated when the outbreak of 

rabbit plague had cut off their staple food 

supply. The foxes had moved nearer to civili¬ 

zation, along the lower slopes of the North and 

South Mountains; the wildcats had traveled west 

into the forests round Bear, Sissiboo and Tusket 

rivers. 
With the commencement of March, this soli¬ 

tude ceased. The spring courtship of the wild 

people commenced. Fox after fox came through 

the woods in search of a mate, scented the dead 

horses, fed on them and returned to them again 

the next night. The clearing round the 

abandoned shanty was the scene of more than 

one savage battle between rival dog foxes. 

Even the lone beaver, who may still be living 

on the headwaters of La Have, remembered his 

younger days and swam up and down the par¬ 

tially thawed river uttering alternate love calls 

and challenges. Pussy Tom became restive; one 

night he loped for two hours through the woods, 

traveling west toward the headwaters of Fales 

River. In two days he returned; another cat 

was with him and for a week or ten days they 

feasted on horse flesh and rambled for miles 

every night. Then the spring thaw commenced 

in earnest. The stream drivers came into the 

woods and Pussy Tom and his consort parted 

company forever. The bear cubs came forth 

from their den, found the dead horses, and 

feasted to repletion on them after their winter’s 

fast. The she-bear had denned apart from 

them. Long before the snow melted she was 

the mother of two whining, snuffling little balls 

of black fur. When they arrived in the world, 

they were little larger than newly born setter 

pups, almost naked and blind. They grew 

apace, however, and when they were two 

months old, the mother bear took three or four 

short expeditions into the woods in search of 

food. One morning early in April she left the 

den for good, taking the cubs with her. She 

traveled up wind, and as the wind came from 

the west and the dead horses lay to the east, she 

did not catch the scent of them. 
Pussy Tom was also traveling in the same 

direction. The previous morning a new and 

terrible thing had happened to him. The car¬ 

cases were partially thawed; both he and the 

bears had banqueted off the flesh, then they had 

retired to divers convenient places to sleep. 

Pussy Tom selected a pile of spruce tops, close 

to a road. The road had not been traveled for 

weeks, and when Peter Glode, the Indian, came 

down the path, the cat did not hear him until 

he was within half a gunshot. Fortunately for 

him, the Indian carried a muzzleloader. By the 

time he had thrown off the leather nipple shield, 

cocked and fired, the cat was almost out of 

range. Two or three stinging pellets of BB 

shot reached him, however. The Indian re¬ 

loaded, and went on toward Connor’s deserted 

camp. A brief investigation of the dead horses 

showed him that there were bears in the vicinity, 

and a week later he was the richer by two 

yearling bear skins, and two bounties. 

The spring and early summer passed. Food 

became more plentiful, and as long as wild live 

meat was to be had for the catching, the cat had 

no desire to return to a diet of carrion.- One 

day in August he was following the fresh scent 

of a young rabbit. Suddenly he felt something 

round his neck. He gave a spring, the con 

striction increased, something snapped, and h< 

found himself lifted almost off his feet. Luckih 

for him the wire snare into which he had thrus 

his head was attached to at stout sapling whicl 

had been bent down, not to a spring-pol 

fastened in a crotched tree. The snare had been se 

for two years, the sapling had lost most of its elas 

ticity, and the top to which the wire was attache 

was dead and weak. In spite of this Pussy T01 

almost strangled before lie could cut the six 

ply brass wire with his teeth. Luckily for hit 

the wire was somewhat corroded. For sever; 

days he wore the hateful thing around his necl 

but finally he managed to scratch it off. < 

further investigation of the roads and patl 

showed him a number of similar contrivance 

In one of them was all that remained of a fo: 

in another one.'set with a spring-pole, was tl 

fresh carcass of a wildcat. Evidently the 

were things to be avoided. A week or two lat 

the cat came to an obstruction in the shape of 

rough brush fence. It was laid across the na 

row neck of land which divided two dead watei 

It was in the form of an obtuse angle, and 

the apex there was an opening or “gate,” as t 

gentleman who built the fence would have styl 

it. The construction of the fence was such tl 

any animal wishing to cross the little bro 

which ran from one pool into the other had 
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limb it or go through the gate. Pussy Tom 

,:hosc the latter alternative, ascertained that 

here was no wire snare set in the opening, 

md stepped over a log on to a little platform 

■overed with dry moss. In an instant there was 

i crash, he was hurled into the air, and hung 

suspended round the middle by an inch rope, 

l'he little stick placed under the pan of the 

noose-snare to prevent its being sprung by a 

passing wildcat or porcupine had rotted, his 

.veight had depressed the pan, released the 

oggle, and the heavy log used as a spring-pole 

did the rest. For deer, caribou or calf moose, 

•he snare would have proved a death trap. An 

adult moose would probably have broken the 

swollen and mildewed rope. The noose failed 

to run taut; even if it had, the cat’s teeth would 

soon have cut the rope, and in a few seconds 

Pussy Tom wriggled himself clear, crossed the 

little stream at a bound and stood spitting and 

iswearing on the other side. 

Two years previously the authorities had 

“gone for” one Lois Randall, trapper, guide, 

[poacher, moose-snarer, etc. Lois had decided 

that a foreign tour was preferable to a winter’s 

residence in jail, and the authorities had (for 

•once in their lives) agreed with him. His exit 

from the province had been so sudden that he 

had not had time to spring his snares or re¬ 

move his steel traps. The snares remained set 

until they rotted down. The steel traps became 

useless as soon as the bait decayed. The game 

wardens had destroyed a large number of the 

moose snares, but several remained intact. A 

fine cow lay rotting in one of them, and her 

calves were dead beside her. All three had 

perished fropi starvation. In addition to his 

snares and deadfalls, Lois left many steel traps 

in the woods. They varied from the little mink 

trap, set under water, to the ponderous bear 

trap, baited with carrion, molasses or honey, to 

catch bears; or set un-baited in the gate of a 

rough hedge, ready for moose. When Pussy 

Tom was foraging round an otter slide, he 

nearly fell a victim to one of the steel traps. A 

rotted bough had fallen close to the trap, the 

small branches had not sufficient weight to spring 

it, and when he trod on the pan a fragment of wood 

choked the jaws and he dragged his paw out, 

unbroken but badly lacerated. Henceforth the 

cat learned to dread the smell of metal, and 

when,* later in the season, he found a rabbit in a 

miniature camp of spruce and fir boughs, his 

nose warned him that there was an enemy lurk¬ 

ing under the leaves and moss. Carcajou-fashion, 

he went to the back of the miniature camp, tore 

away the boughs and ate tjne bait. 

Through that fall, the winter and the spring, 

Pussy Tom ranged the south woods. He 

avoided traps and snares, denned only in the 

immediate vicinity of tall timber, and on the 

two occasions when Sullivan’s hounds picked up 

his trail, he eluded them by jumping from tree 

to tree. Then one day Sullivan’s little hound 

went hunting on her own account. She was a 

cross between a foxhound and a beagle. She 

had a splendid nose, and she was very small; 

she weighed barely twenty pounds. She took 

Pussy Tom’s tracks and followed them for 

some distance. Pussy Tom retreated to a thick 

grove of second growth spruce, fir and hemlock, 

climbed a tree, jumped from it to another one, 

and thence made his way for some fifty yards 

among the branches. From his point of safety 

he watched the little hound, and when he saw 

that she was alone, the remembrance of his 

fight with a far larger dog, in the days of his 

kittenhood, recurred to him. A couple of days 

later Sullivan found little Judy’s body. She was 

a good tracker but a very poor fighter. 

Three or four years rolled by. Pussy Tom 

avoided all the snares and traps set in the south 

woods. More than once he turned on the pur¬ 

suing hounds and routed them. He eschewed 

sheep, but not from any dread of men or dogs— 

there was better game to be had. Deer had 

been imported, and they were commencing to 

multiply in Nova Scotia. The fawns made de¬ 

licious eating, and their killing was attended 

with little or no risk. The cat’s instinct told 

him that there were deer on the North Moun¬ 

tain. He crossed the Annapolis valley one night 

and denned near Connor’s Brook. Geologists 

say that the bed of the brook was once the 

course of a river. At the present time it is a 

mere thread of water, running at the bottom of 

a vault or canon, two hundred feet deep. The 

honeycombed trap-rock affords an ideal 

denning place for foxes and raccoons, the dense 

brush on the sides gives good cover for deer. 

A month or more before Pussy Tom arrived at 

Connor’s Brook, a little doe had crossed the 

valley and given birth to two fawns on the east 

side of the vault. Though they were within 

half a mile of a house, no one suspected then- 

presence. The fawns had passed from the stage 

when they emit no scent and were commencing 

to feed. Pussy Tom scented the deer, ascended 

an old pine, and saw the doe and fawns. Be¬ 

ing an arrant coward, he had no wish to pitch 

battle with the doe—he remembered the close 

call he had when he tackled a caribou calf, and 

the cow caribou turned on him. He flattened 

himself out on the pine branch, and waited to 

see if fortune would send the deer his way. 

Now, it happened that the day was Sunday, 

and a pleasure party from Kingston had driven 

over to Connor’s Brook. The party consisted 

of Squire Turnbull, his wife and child, a mulatto 

nurse-girl and the bulldog, Mr. Pickwick. In 

his younger days Mr. Pickwick would have fol¬ 

lowed the wagon, to the terror of all the hens 

and turkeys along the road and the great detri¬ 

ment of the mongrel curs. Being an old dog. 

he rode between his master and mistress, ignored 

poultry and looked disdainfully at curs and cats. 

The horse was unhitched, the dinner basket 

carried to the “Look-off,” where you can see 

the Isle au Hault and the New Brunswick 

shore, and then Mr. Turnbull discovered that he 

hadn’t a match in his pocket. 
“You run right back to that house along this 

path, and ask them for a bunch of matches. 

Just follow the path along, and it ’ll bring you 

right out in the door yard. What, Jessie, you 

want to go with Mandie? All right, toddle 

along, then. Mandie, you’d better carry that 

child part of the way. Don’t let them feed 

Pickwick; he’s too full already.” 
The mulatto girl, the child and Mr. Pickwick 

went along the path. Before they had gone a 

hundred yards the little doe bbtli winded and 

heard them. She gave a snort and a stamp, then 

slipped noiselessly down the path, and as the 

deer passed under him, Pussy 1 om launched 

himself on the fawn which was furthest away 

from its mother. Two lightning strokes with 

the fore paws severed the veins and arteries of 

the little creature’s neck, and the cat sprang 

into the bushes. The fawn gave a terrified 

bleat, the doe wheeled and saw it stagger round 

for a minute, then collapse in a heap. The sight 

of Pussy Tom, all bristled up and ready for 

fight, combined with the scent of human beings, 

was too much for the doe. She ran, and the 

remaining fawn followed her. Pussy Tom slunk 

out of the bushes and lapped the warm blood. 

A few minutes later Mandie, with the child 

in her arms, came round a sharp angle in the 

path and met the cat face to face. He was 

tearing at the fawn’s carcass and did not hear 

or scent her until she was within twenty feet 

of him. She gave a scream of terror, dropped 

the child, and ran. She had never seen a wild¬ 

cat before, and did not know what an arrant 

coward Pussy Tom was. Luckily for the child, 

she fell on a clump of lambkill, which broke her 

fall. A hundred yards away Mr. Pickwick was 

investigating a hollow log in which a chipmunk 

had taken refuge. The chipmunk had gone in 

at one end and out at the other, and was sunning 

himself on a windfall some distance away, while 

Pickwick made futile attempts to get into the 

hollow dree. He heard the scream of the 

frightened negro, then the cry of the child. He 

realized that something was wrong, forgot the 

chipmunk and raced through the woods toward 

the child. Whether Pussy Tom would have done 

the baby any harm, or whether he would merely 

have dragged his prey into the bushes or 

abandoned it where it lay will never be known. 

I think if he had been left to himself he would 

most probably have slunk away into the bushes. 

Pickwick hated the mulatto, but he loved the 

baby. 
As he arrived on the scene, the child had 

raised herself from the bushes and was within 

ten feet of the snarling cat. Another second 

and the bulldog rushed jn, received two or three 

strokes from the cat’s paws across his sides and 

a ripping cut from the hind claws on his chest, 

and Pussy Tom found himself caught by the throat 

in a grip like a vise. The fight went on in per¬ 

fect silence. The cat tore and ripped at the 

dog’s side, breast and belly. He felt the re¬ 

morseless jaws on his throat. Over and over 

the combatants rolled. The dog had “taken his 

holt,” the cat felt that his breath and strength 

were leaving him. Just as Mr. Turnbull arrived 

on the scene with a stake torn from, a fence in 

his hand, wildcat and dog reached the edge of 

the vault, crashed through the little bushes 

which overhung the precipice and disappeared in 

the abyss. There was a thud on the rocks two 

hundred feet below, and the Squire picked up 

his child and carried her back to her mother. 

Late that afternoon they found the bodies of 

the bulldog and wildcat on the rocks. The dog’s 

teeth were still locked on Pussy Tom’s throat. 

THE CAMPER’S FRIEND. 

Pure Milk is desirable wherever you camp. 
Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk always 
opens up perfectly fresh, pure and satisfactory. 
It is the first item thought of by the veteran 
camper.—Adv. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 



Spring Notes. 
Milhurst, N. J., March 22.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Well, spring is here for sure. All 

the signs point that way now. The first plants 

of springtime, skunk cabbage, are well grown 

and the grasses by the brookside are showing up 

quite green. I got fairly green spathes of skunk 

cabbage on Sunday, the first day of March. It 

was in this way: Being at home at Asbury Park 

I told some of the good people there on Satur¬ 

day evening that I was going to get some spring 

flowers the next morning. “The idea of you 

going off hunting after wild flowers this time of 

the year with weather cold enough to freeze a 

bear and ground frozen as hard as a board," 

said they. But next morning when those good 

people were having their morning’s snooze, 

I told my daughter Mollie to put on 

her thick wraps and we would go off and 

get some skunk cabbage. So we tramped 

some two miles to the head of Deal Lake, 

and there sure enough we found the spathes 

fairly well above ground; also some leaves 

of the flowering elder of quite good size. 

And those were not all we saw, for we even saw 

and heard robins, bluebirds, song sparrows, and 

a big flock of red-wing blackbirds. Since then I 

have seen flocks of purple grackles (crow black¬ 

birds) of thousands. While I am writing this, 

seated on a fallen tree in the woods this Sunday 

morning, there is an immense flock of them on 

the trees and in the field not 300 yards away. 

Have also seen dozens of robins and a few blue¬ 

birds this 'morning. By the way, while coming 

here I started up a big rabbit that struck for the 

bushes at his best gait. 

And now about game prospects for the com¬ 

ing season, although it is quite early yet. I have 

never seen so few quail as this spring. Although 

I have taken many tramps during the past win¬ 

ter and up to this time, I have come across but 

one little flock of seven birds, and local gunners 

and farmers also speak of the scarcity of those 

birds. Later on they may show up. Squirrels 

seem to be fairly plentiful, and rabbits quite so. 

There seem to be a good many of the latter left 

over. Have not seen any ruffed grouse, as this 

is not much of a country for them anyway. 

Within the last few days I have seen in sev¬ 

eral papers an account of four small children 

being poisoned by eating the root of the skunk 

cabbage, three of whom died from the effect. 

There must be a big mistake somewhere for that 

plant is one of the most harmless that grows. 

There are at the least two reasons why that re¬ 

port is not true. 

First, the root is seldom less than 8 inches 

helow the surface of the ground, and small chil¬ 

dren, as those were said to be, would not have 

dug that distance into the frozen ground for it; 

and secondly, the root is not by any means palat¬ 

able, having quite a peppery taste. No child 

would ever take more than one taste of it. I 

have chewed it many a time. It was used by the 

Indians as a basis for a medicine for the cure of 

lung complaints, and I have known of a number 

of cases where a syrup of the root was used 

with good results. It is also often used by bo¬ 

tanical physicians in disorders of the respiratory 

organs. One will see it spoken of in the Materia 

Medica. 

Without doubt the roots that those children 

ate were those of the white hellebore (Veratrum 

viride), a plant that is rank poison. It always 

grows in swamps and often among skunk cab¬ 

bage, and by many would often be taken for that 

plant, as it pushes itself above the ground at 

about the same time. A. L. L. 

A Purple Martins’ House. 

Lawrenceville, N. J., March 26.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I have not been able to 

satisfy the purple martins that the houses I have 

built for them are wholly such as their require¬ 

ments and tastes demand. After coming for a 

week or ten days, and most thoroughly inspect¬ 

ing the house in all its apartments, inside and 

outside, they have incontinently left the premises 

not to return until the next year, then to go 

through the same performance and with the 

same results. 

It is amusing, and at the same time provok¬ 

ing, to see the female standing with her body 

inside and her head extending out of the door 

with her feathers all a-ruffle, scolding and pro¬ 

testing, and telling her mate in her loudest voice 

and in most emphatic terms why the apartments 

were not tenantable, and why she could not con¬ 

sent to occupy them. 

Now, I would like to please the dear little 

beauties, and build just to suit their tastes and 

requirements and have the pleasure of their early 

morning thanksgiving notes. There are few 

birds that utter louder or more thankful notes 

of praise to the rising glories of the day. 

Now, gentlemen, who can assist me.in retain¬ 

ing these beauties when they return this year. 

Can you tell me what the inside measurements 

of the apartments should be, in height, width 

and depth? Whether the floor of the apartments 

should be higher, lower or on a level with the 

alighting board, and whether the entrance should 

all be on the south, or sunside? Also the size 

of the door and whether placed to one side of 

apartment? I shall be very much obliged to any¬ 

one of you who can give me the desired infor¬ 

mation, or refer me to anyone who can. 

Edmund DeWitt, M.D. 

Boarders and Roomers. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

For boarders I had chickadees, nuthatches and 

downy woodpeckers. Their dining room was the 

veranda, their tables, spread with meat, crumbs, 

nuts and cake, the window sills. I had sleeping 

rooms to let, but only one roomer, a downy 

woodpecker. These rooms, originally fashioned 

by woodpeckers in partly decayed trees, adorned 

my veranda columns and arbor posts. Downy 

made his bed in one in the grape arbor. My 

sleeping accommodations were excellent; I won¬ 

dered why the chickadees did not spend the win 

ter nights with me. 

To assure myself that downy was the onl; 

roomer, I rapped at one of the bird houses earl, 

one January morning. Straightway a chickade 

rushed out, chirping excitedly and disappears 

around the corner. Again about 4 o’clock on 

afternoon I rapped on a nest by my window an 

out flew a frightened bird. He lit in the nearer 

tree and voiced his displeasure in a subdue 

way. “Dee, dee, dee,” he repeated, over an 

over again. Such a querulous, fault-findin 

tone! I had never heard the chickadee expre^ 

this emotion. Finally he flew to the grape arbo 

but the nests there did not suit him; then h 

peeped into one on the veranda and that seeme 

no better. The last I saw of him he was movin 

from tree to tree through the orchard, still corr 

plaining over my deceptive hospitality. 

One moonlight night my curiosity agai 

tempted me to pry into the chickadees’ privac; 

I selected a nest and rapped and scratched an 

shook it roughly, then reaching up I was aboi 

to thrust my hand in the opening, when the bit 

rushed out, his little wings brushing my han 

He was too terror-stricken to expostulate; not 

remonstrant note escaped him. He disappears 

among the evergreens where I hope no prow 

ing owl molested him. 

Continuing my observations, a few mornin; 

later I saw one peeping out of his cavernoi 

window, adjoining my own. I learned that se' 

eral of my rooms were occupied nightly, but 

spite of my watchfulness I never knew just whs 

my roomers retired. 

Will W. Christman. 

Birds from Guatemala. 

In the Ornithological series of the publicatio 

of the Field Museum of Natural History, N 

3, Vol. I., appears a catalogue of a collection 

birds from Guatemala by Ned Dearborn. T! 

collection was made by Messrs. Edmund Hell 

and Charles M. Barber in 1904-05. and continU' 

by the author in 1906. It represents 11,887 spe< 

mens, comprising 305 species and subspecies. 

The party landed at Puerto Barrios in t 

winter and by early stages proceeded across t 

isthmus to San Jose, stopping at different poir 

for collecting. They thus saw all varieties 

country from tropical desert to mountains 10,0 

feet or more in height. 

Of the 305 species included in the collections a 

a very large number of tropical birds, but on t 

other hand a considerable number are wint 

visitors—birds that are extremely common wi 

us during the migration. Mr. Dearborn (3 
scribes a new species of kinglet taken at an al 

tude of 9,500 feet, near Tecpam. The notes whi 

accompany each species in this list are oft 

very full, and of much interest. We see tl 

the scarlet tanager and the Louisiana tanager a 

both found wintering in the same region 

March. Mr. Dearborn’s notes are very intere 

ing. 
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Distribution of the Woodcock. 

This week we print another map, showing as 

raphically as did the one last week, the dangers 

hich threaten the woodcock. This map also we 

we to the kindness of Dr. A. K. Fisher, whose 

scellent paper on “Two Vanishing Game Birds" 

as referred to last week, and is recalled by all 

jortsmen. 

The woodcock is still more or less wavering 

1 the balance. Last season's reports were that 

ie birds were unusually abundant, yet a study 

if the map shows that the woodcock is still in 

anger. The shaded area represents the bird’s 

istribution in the United States, though many 

New Jersey would put an end to summer shoot¬ 

ing. Each year in these centers of abundance 

there is the possibility of great destruction of 

woodcock, and such destruction ought not to 

take place. 

The contribution of our correspondent who 

refers to the early woodcock found a week or 

two ago in Connecticut covers lends to this map 

an especial interest. Flowever carefully North¬ 

ern sportsmen may. strive to protect the wood¬ 

cock—and it must be remembered that some of 

them do not strive to do so at all—all their ef¬ 

forts may be rendered unavailing unless the 

Southern States generally, and above all those 

States in which the winter woodcock have their 

the ground soft and unfrozen, while good cover 

was furnished by a dense thicket of alders. 

Here the setter made game, and soon was on a 

point. Expecting to see a snipe, I walked up to 

him, when up bounced a big woodcock, with a 

fine strong whistle, seemingly as fat and vigor¬ 

ous as our last birds were in November. 

Not wishing to harass him I did not follow 

him up, but went $n to a little valley between 

two hills, where I hoped to see a grouse or two 

if any were left. Instead of grouse, two more 

woodcock were pointed and flushed, in both 

cases pitching down again nearby, and then walk¬ 

ing about in plain sight of me. 

Leaving the valley, I went back by a route 

DISTRIBUTION OF WOODCOCK IN THE UNITED STATES. 

’of them pass northward into British America to 

rear their young, but in winter practically all 

withdraw to the south of the black line on the 

map which passes through North and South 

Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkan¬ 

sas and Louisiana. Within this Southern winter 

range, the double crossed areas on the Atlantic 

coast and on the gulf coast show the territory 

where the woodcock concentrate in winter, and 

where they ought especially to he protected, yet 

where they receive little or no protection. It is 

not intended to say that every woodcock in the 

country in winter gets down to the crossed line 

area, but these are their centers of abundance. 

It were greatly to be desired that the Southern 

States generally would protect the woodcock in 

winter, just as it is greatly to be desired that 

greatest abundance, shall give this beautiful, and 

unfortunately now scarce, bird adequate protec¬ 

tion during their sojourn in the South. 

The Returning Woodcock. 

New York, March 2t.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: On the morning of March 17 last I was 

at our old farm in central Connecticut, and as 

the day was too raw for riding, I decided in 

favor of a good long walk with the dogs, to see 

what game was left in our vanishing covers. For 

two miles I tramped over frozen pasture land 

before reaching any place which birds would re¬ 

sort to in such weather. 
At length I came to the headwaters of a small 

stream, where a number of large springs kept 

which took me along the course of a good-sized 

trout brook whose banks were clothed with al¬ 

ders and white birches with a few hemlocks and 

cedars. Years ago it was nothing unusual to 

start a dozen grouse in a mile walk along this 

brook, but with the exception of one old bird 

that jumped up not six feet from me, after al¬ 

most letting me step upon him. not one grouse 

did I see. 
Six more woodcock were pointed by the setter 

and one more was flushed by the collie, making 

ten in all for the morning, which is a larger 

number than I have ever seen in one morning in 

the same covers. 
Early in the present month I enjoyed a week 

of excellent quail shooting in South Carolina, 

and while there saw a few woodcock, although 
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we did not hunt them, as the law was on. Ihese 

Southern birds seemed to lack all the dash and 

vigor that they show in the North, getting up 

like lazy bats and after short flights at a height 

of only three or four feet from the ground set¬ 

tling down again in perfectly open ground. 

It seems wonderful that these same birds after 

a flight of nearly a thousand miles should be in 

a condition to go whirling and twisting over the 

tree tops and appear as fat and strong as in the 

autumn. : 4J 
Our native quail have been utterly killed out 

by severe winters and excessive shooting, while 

the Southern birds, which were imported, 

promptly migrate at the first cold weather. In 

spite of the scarcity of grouse last autumn the 

native hunters showed them no mercy and now 

they are practically exterminated. 

If it were not for the woodcock, sportsmen in 

our part of Connecticut would have nothing left 

to shoot, and soon, I presume, even the wood¬ 

cock will disappear unless the Southern States 

give him better protection. 

This winter has been a bad one for what little 

woodland was left for many miles about our 

place, as even young trees a few inches in diame¬ 

ter have been cut and sawed up for firewood, 

and in a few years more it will not matter that 

we have no game birds left, since we will have 

no covers left for them to live in. 
Joseph E. Bulkley. 

A Wood Duck’s House. 

Jamaica, Feb. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

I believe the introduction of artificial breeding 

places for wood ducks to be perfectly feasible 

and at this moment have in view several nearby 

places where this experiment can be tried and 

where the birds will receive proper protection. 

Excellent places to try such an experiment are 

a small lily grown pond on the property of Wm. 

K. Vanderbilt, Jr., at Lakeville, near Great Neck, 

L. I.; the old mill pond on the property of Harry 

Payne Whitney, at Manhasset; and Buhrmann’s 

mill pond at the ally, situated at the head of,the 

Bayside meadows. I have already spoken to Mr. 

Buhrmann on this subject and he states he will 

protect the birds, if any are entrusted to him. 

No doubt Mr. Vanderbilt and Mr. Whitney will 

do likewise if the matter is brought to their at¬ 

tention. I am informed that wood ducks formerly 

bred at all of these places, and I know that they 

occasionally stop there at the present time when 

on their migrations, or when trading back and 

forth from their breeding spots. 

John H. Hendrickson. 

The Chilkat Blanket. 

Most persons who have been to Alaska and 

many who have not, but who are interested in 

Indian art, have seen or heard of the Chilkat 

blanket, a ceremonial robe woven of goat’s wool 

and cedar bark, highly ornamented, and exceed¬ 

ingly curious as a work of art. This blanket has 

been described at length in an elaborate and 

most interesting quarto paper of over 70 pages 

by Lieut. Geo. T. Emmons, long resident in 

Alaska, and our first authority on some of the 

tribes which inhabit it. The paper is very fully 

illustrated with designs of the ornamentation of 

the blankets, to which are added three plates, two 

of them colored, which give admirable ideas of 

the robe. 

Mr. Emmons’ interesting account opens with 

the l'simshian tradition—current also among the 

Chilkat—which accounts for the origin of the 

blanket, and then, dealing with the material of 

which it is composed, goes on to describe the 

preparation of the material and its weaving into 

the blanket—or as it is called by some of the 

tribes—“the fringe about the body,” referring to 

the long fringe which hangs down from the bot¬ 

tom—a noticeable feature of the robe when 

worn. 
The paper, which is printed as Part IV., of 

Vol. III. of the Memoirs of the American Mu¬ 

seum, is of very high interest to every student of 

our aborigines, and Mr. Emmons has performed 

a good service in writing it. 

Canada’s Reserves and Buffalo. 

Canada is taking up more and more the ques¬ 

tion of public parks and forest and other re¬ 

serves, and it is now announced that the whole 

eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains is soon to 

be set aside by the Canadian government as a 

forest reserve. Canada recognizes, as does the 

government of the United States, the importance 

of the forests as holders of snow. Mr. Howard 

Douglas, formerly superintendent of the Cana¬ 

dian National Park at Banff, and now Commis¬ 

sioner of Dominion Parks, is at Edmonton 

and is quoted as saying with regard to the pro¬ 

posed action, “that as the timber is cut off the 

snow on the mountains will melt more readily 

and the water will come down with a rush in 

spring, while in the hot months of July and 

August there will be no moisture for the West¬ 

ern prairie provinces, as there is at present.” 

The parks under Mr. Douglas’ supervision are 

the Rocky Mountain Park, the Oval, the Glacier 

Park Reserve, the Elk Island Park Reserve, 

Jasper Park, and the new Buffalo Park, just es¬ 

tablished on Battle River. 

Jaspar Park is a reserve of 5,000 square miles 

in Jaspar Pass on the line of the Grand Trunk 

Railroad. In the summer Mr. Douglas and Mr. 

Campbell, the Superintendent of Forestry, are 

going out to inspect this park and report on it. 

The new Buffalo Park is on Battle River, and 

has only recently been taken over by the govern¬ 

ment. A fence 70 miles long is soon to be built 

to inclose it, and the government has already 

advertised for. bids for the contract. Eight miles 

of this fence will run along the main line of the 

Grand Trunk Pacific. The park contains about 

125,000 acres, and is about 120 miles east of Ed¬ 

monton. It is to this park that the buffalo now 

in the Elk Island Park are to be transferred. 

From the herd it is said that 80 or 100 calves 

are expected this season. There are still some 

300 head of buffalo in Montana, which Michel 

Pablo, the owner, is trying to gather. His ef¬ 

forts to drive the animals into corrals have not 

been successful, and it is said that he has built 

a wing fence to assist him in getting the animals 

together. When brought to Canada the buffalo 

will, it is said, be brought as near to the park as 

possible, unloaded and driven the rest of the 

way. Then, it is said, the cow punchers who 

come up with them from Montana, will go to 

Elk Island Park and get the buffalo there and 

drive them to the new park. 

From western Montana we learn that prepara¬ 

tions are actively going on to get the buffalo to¬ 

gether, and it is expected to make the final ship¬ 

ment in August. Past experience leads those 

who are gathering the buffalo to believe that 

they have a difficult task on hand. 

This of course may be practicable, but the jol; 

of driving 400 buffalo for a distance of 80 or 10c 

miles, some of it through a thickly timbered 

country, interspersed by many lakes and mus¬ 

kegs, is one which might well be regarded a- 

difficult. Buffalo are not like cattle. If the} 

make up their minds to go in a certain directioi 

they are likely to go there, and to pay not th< 

slightest attention to the horseman who tries tc 

turn them. Pablo has had abundant grief ii 

gathering his buffalo, and it is possible that ii 

making the drive of these two bunches as a 

present contemplated, the Canadian authoritie 

may have a like experience and may also los< 

some buffalo. We hope that they will not. 

So far in the handling of this herd excellen 

judgment has been used, and great success at 

tained. The losses have been slight, the mos 

serious one being the drowning of eleven hea< 

last autumn when the second detachment of th 

herd was brought up. When the two section 

were brought together, there was a fight am 

eleven animals were forced into the river am 

drowned. 

A Montana Buffalo Reserve. 

Senator Jos. M. Dixon, of Montana, has re 

cently introduced in the Senate a bill which pro 

vides for the establishment of a buffalo reserv 

of about twenty square miles and the money re 

quired to buy and fence it. The proposed reserv 

is situated immediately north of Ravalli, Mon 

tana. It is a rough country of ridges and hill 

said to be valueless except as grazing land. I 

has a frontage of seven miles on the Norther 

Pacific Railway. 
This land, 12,800 acres, is a part of the Flat 

head Indian Reservation which has recently bee 

thrown open, and will have to be bought an 

paid for, presumably at the rate of $1.25 a 

acre. To pay this money, and to provide fo 

fencing, the bill carries an appropriation of $30 

000. The bill is introduced at the solicitation 0 

the American Bison Society, and should the bi 

pass, the Bison Society will at once set to wor 

to raise funds for the purpose of purchasing 

nucleus herd of from 15 to 20 bison of pur 

blood to be given to the government and to oc 

cupy this land. This is just about what wa 

done a year or two ago, when the Wichita gam 

preserve was established, Congress appropriat 

ing the money to fence the pasture while th 

New York Zoological Society gave the anima 

to stock it. 
An interesting feature of the Bison Society 

annual report is a census made by Dr. W. 1 
Hornaday up to Jan. 1, 1908, which shows 1,72 

pure American bison in captivity throughout tl 

world, and an estimated number of 325 runnin 

wild. Of the wild ones 25 are supposed to be i 

the Yellowstone Park, and 300 in the so-calle 

Peace River herd of Canada. In the Unite 

States there are 1,116 bison in captivity, and i 

Canada 476. 
The American Bison Society hopes for, an 

should have, the active assistance and interest c 

all persons who care for the preservation c 

natural things in this country. Such persor 

should request their Senators and Represent; 

tives to favor Senator Dixon’s bill. 
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A View of the Crow. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
What has become of our song birds, and why 

have our game birds almost wholly disappeared? 

I am a constant reader of Forest and Stream 

and some of the explanations to the above ques¬ 

tions are amusing but are not to the point, and 

would indicate to me that the writers are not 

now and have not been observing. 

When I came to Rochelle, Ill., in 1865, it was 

an isolated case to see a crow. Game birds were 

plentiful and while hunters killed more then 

than now, yet each year there was about the 

same amount of game. The present depletion is 

laid to many causes and I have noticed that the 

chief cause is entirely overlooked. We are now 

required to pay a license to go afield with a 

gun and the prairie chicken has been protected 

from any shooting for the past four or five 

years. I am told on good authority that these 

chickens are fewer to-day than when the law 

protecting them went into effect. 

All this time the crow has become more nu¬ 

merous and there are now so many of them 

that they can place a sentinel on every corner of 

every acre in Ogle or Winnebago counties. Let 

anything move and they will immediately inves¬ 

tigate. If it is anything that can be used for 

food it is killed and devoured Years ago the 

farmer would pull his dead animals out into the 

woods or onto any waste land and the crows 

would eat them up. To-day it is different; the 

farmer can get something for all the animals 

that may die on his place and has only to call 

up the numerous rendering works, any one of 

which will be glad to call for the critter and pay 

him something for it. The crow has been cheated 

out of his food and has learned other ways to 

keep from starving. He now hangs around barns 

and sheds, even watching the straw stacks for 

setting hens. He is so very cute in his depreda¬ 

tions that unless you are out of sight and can 

watch him unobserved, you will not know that 

he is the thief. Even a shadow of danger and 

he is off and will wait patiently until such time 

as he can save his skin. He will sit on some far 

off tree and watch patiently until a setting hen 

leaves her nest and then he is destroying and 

carrying the eggs away with such rapidity that 

only a few minutes are required to break up that 

sitting. He is the worst enemy the farmer has, 

for he not only will steal the eggs but will carry 

off the young chickens and turkeys from the very 

door-yard. Any observing farmer will verify 

this statement. Hog cholera can be traced to 

the crow, and Mr. A. J. Lovejoy, whom every¬ 

body, knows as the breeder of fancy hogs, says 

that he dreads the crow more than words can 

tell. He knows whereof he speaks. 

I can tell of an instance showing the cuteness 

of the crow. A farmer plowing in the late 

spring, discovered a prairie chicken sitting, so 

he left a strip of unplowed ground with the nest 

upon it. He was at the other side of the field a 

little later the same day when he noticed a crow 

striking at the hen on the nest. The hen would 

rise from the nest as she would strike back and 

the crow, finding he was making no headway, 

flew off. The farmer passed by in the meantime 

and noted that the hen was on the nest and ap¬ 

parently unhurt. When on the other side of the 

strip he saw the crow coming and with him a 

second crow. They had evidently figured it out 

and immediately put their plan into action. One 

would strike at the hen from the front and as 

she would rise from the nest to strike back, the 

other would reach under her and take out an 

egg. The farmer saw what was going on and 

tried to drive them off; they would go away for 

only a few minutes and then return again, so he 

erected a blind near the hen, shot the pair and 

thereby saved what was left of the sitting for a 

few days; but eventually another crow cleaned 

it up and got away before it could be killed. 

As the years roll round the crow is growing 

more and more bold, and now he is attacking and 

killing domestic hens if they venture too far 

from the buildings. They have bqpn known to 

drive them, first this way, then that until com¬ 

pletely exhausted, then quickly finish what little 

life remained. 
A farmer going through the timber was at¬ 

tracted by the crows scolding and flying at some 

object on the ground. Upon investigation he 

found it to be a ruffed grouse, and the crows 

had him almost completely picked clean on the 

back. He had hid the best he could but had 

been discovered and pounced upon and would 

have been killed had it not been for the farmer 

happening that way when he did. 

Where is the game going ? I could go on and 

recite many personal experiences to show where. 

The crow will come into the very dooryard and 

take our domestic fowls; why would he not take 

all he can find that is not near the house before 

coming so close as to run the chance of being 

killed himself? 
Where are the song birds going? Get up early 

for a few mornings during the nesting season 

and you will have the question answered. The 

crow will come into the very city to rob any nest 

he may have spotted. At this time of the year 

he hunts the nests of the song birds constantly 

and will come to within a few feet of a building 

to get either the eggs or the young. He is an 

early riser and is out and doing before daylight. 

In my yard a year or two ago I had a robin that 

had built a nest in an apple tree near the barn. 

As I drove out of the place one day I saw a 

crow fly overhead, suddenly wheel and circle 

over that tree. I said to my wife then that that 

nest would be robbed before we returned, and 

sure enough it was, of a part of the young birds 

that were in it. He came back the next morning 

early to clean up the two that were left, but I 

was there, too, and I had my gun with me. If 

he is doing these things in your very dooryard, 

what is he doing in the woods at a distance? 

It is said that the reason we do not have the 

song and game birds we once had is because we 

do not have the cover for them. I am one of the 

oldest residents of this locality and wish to say 

that there is just as much cover now as there 

was years ago. There was a time when there 

were many partridges in Jefferson Grove, Ogle 

county, but they are not there to-day and have 

not been for a number of years. I had a talk 

with the man on the place and he says the crows 

have possession now, that they nest there and 

hunt their food for miles around. 

I had a friend visiting me and as he was some¬ 

thing of a shot, he suggested we go for a hunt. 

I told him that the only thing we could hunt 

would be the crow, and suggested that we go to 

their roost where they come in in thousands from 

every point of the compass. He .was from Iowa, 

not Missouri, but he did not believe any such 

story. We went out about dusk to the roost, had 

a good shoot and killed many crows. My friend 

declared on the way home that he had seen sev¬ 

eral million crows; that he wished to beg my 

pardon for doubting when I said there would 

be several thousand. These crows had been out 

over the country for twelve to fifteen miles in 

every direction during the day, had gathered in 

anything eatable, even if they had to kill it first, 

but when the shades of evening commenced to 

lengthen they commenced their flight to the 

roost. The gun does not make any impression 

upon them now, they are in such vast numbers, 

and unless some systematic method of poisoning 

is resorted to they will continue to increase. 

This State has a new law placing a bounty on 

the crow, and it was thought that ten cents was 

too much to pay, as many men would make it 

their business. I have not heard of any going 

into the business, neither have I heard of any 

one making any amount of money from the 

bounty. State Game Commissioner Wheeler says 

he will defeat the bill at the first opportunity, 

for it will exhaust the game protection fund 

and will not accomplish anything. He is appoint¬ 

ing deputy wardens to see to it that the game of 

the State is not hunted illegally, but he does not 

believe in spending any money to decrease the 

number of crows. What the farmers and sports¬ 

men of this state must have is a game commis¬ 

sioner who is friendly to their interests. He is 

very industriously planting quail all over the 

State now and is teaching the farmer that Bob- 

white is his best friend ; this is true, but I have 

known of several instances where the crows 

seem to be very thankful for the new food. I 

will not mention anything about rats getting 

some of the quail while they were being kept for 

planting. We must get rid of the crow before 

Bobwhite or any other bird can thrive. 

I read that the crow destroys the white 

grub and should be protected for this. The com¬ 

mon robin and the blackbird are the chief prey 

of the crow, and yet each robin or blackbird will 

destroy more grubs in a single hour than a crow 

will destroy in his lifetime. The crow was never 

known to tear up the sod and get the grub; how 

is it the robin or the blackbird gets them? Watch 

them some time and you will see them tear the 

sod from the spot and take the grub from an 

inch or two beneath. 
Be observing and learn a few things and you 

will then know I am right. G. W. Baldwin. 
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Partridge Shooting Happenings. 

Bridgetown, N. S., March 14.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have read with much pleasure 

Mr. S T. Hammond’s series of experiences as 

brought out in his “My Friend the Partridge.” 

My only regret is that he has reached the end. 

His article brought to mind a few incidents of a 

somewhat similar character. 

On one occasion, while hunting a favorite 

spot, I flushed a partridge but missed. The 

bird took to cover in fairly open ground among 

some tall hemlock trees. Following carefully I 

heard him call, and close scrutiny showed his 

head and neck craning out from behind a big 

tree. I fired and heard him fly as though unhurt. 

To my surprise he rose straight in the air, over 

the top of the tree till he looked no larger than 

a sparrow, when his wings yielded and he crashed 

down with a thud almost at my feet, stone dead. 

A single shot had pierced his head. 

Some time later my chum and I were hunting 

together and flushed two birds wild. They went 

down in a clump of alders. We entered the al¬ 

ders from opposite sides and a few moments 

later a bird jumped near me. I had only a chance 

for a snap shot as the bird rose, and I saw Jt 

curve and sail to the ground, where it alighted 

and immediately began running in a zig-zag 

manner. I ran toward it and it did not offer to 

fly, even slowing down its pace to a walk. Keep¬ 

ing the bird covered, I walked quickly up and it 

stopped as I approached. I put out my hand and 

grasped it, when it began to flutter vigorously in 

its endeavor to escape. An examination showed 

only one shot had hit it, and that shot had gone 

through the head, putting out both eyes. 

On another occasion I watched a wounded bird 

hide itself in the leaves; a nice wing shot had 

dropped it in a small maple grove among the 

dead leaves. After watching a few moments 1 
walked up to where the bird had fallen. There 

was no trace or sign of it. A little conical pile 

of leaves, brushed aside, brought the bird to 

light. Head under, it had kicked the leaves com¬ 

pletely over itself so well that, had I not seen 

the action, I should probably never have found 

my bird. 

T once fired at a partridge flying from me, to 

see it rise somewhat and then dive like an arrow 

into a stream. On coining up to the spot I could 

see the bird on the bottom caught under an old 

root. I had to run my arm into the brook to the 

shoulder to reach it. 

Once a bird rose toward me from under a 

brush fence. T fired at random, the sudden whirr 

startling me too much to think of waiting till the 

bird passed. This partridge came straight for me, 

striking me hard enough in the chest to stagger 

me. It was stone dead before it struck me, being 

well hit. 

Not very many months ago I came upon a bird 

that was not inclined to fly. He would whistle 

and run a little. I had the same experience with 

him several times in succession, when I got a 

little closer than before, and knew he was just 

ahead of me and about the edge of a clearing. 

Hearing him whistle quite near at hand I dropped 

on my knee and found I could see very nicely 

through a little hollow, over which lay a dead 

log with numerous stub branches reaching to the 

next clump—an ideal spot for him to be. I 

looked long and earnestly over and under the 

log and through the thicket beyond, but could 

see no bird. I shall never know what sent a 

telegram to my brain, to examine every inch of 

that log which was only about thirty feet from 

me. However, I did examine it, and fair in the 

middle of the log, in the center of the little 

gully, stood that partridge like a statue, his 

body rigid, angling from the trunk as did the 

short stub branches. The color of his plumage 

being so much like the log, the position and per¬ 

fect stillness had actually made him almost in¬ 

visible—I had looked at him for four or five 

minutes and had seen nothing but a stub of a 

dead tree branch. I am sorry to say I shot him 

then and there. W. A. W. 

Songs—Grouse. 

Galesburg, N. D., March 7.—Editor Fores' 

and Stream: You and I have journeyed life 

together for many years to my great benefit and 

pleasure at least, and while on the way you have 

done most of the talking, yet once or twice I 

have been able to say a word, too. While around 

the campfire a good story pleases, a good song 

is also a source of joy. Now, while I have read 

many and many good stories in Forest and 

Stream, I oply remember one song with words 

and music to have appeared therein. It occurs 

to me that it would be a fine thing if now and 

then you cduld give us a song with both words 

and music in Forest and Stream. Who would 

not like to see in your pages “A La Claire Fon¬ 

taine,” “Roulant ma Boule,” “Paddle Your Own 

Canoe”—voyageur songs, hunting songs, camping 

songs, sea songs, shanty songs, the list is endless. 

Surely it would add another most charming fea¬ 

ture to your already entrancing pages. 

Another thing I would say regarding the dis¬ 

cussion as to the grouse scarcity, recalling the 

various articles that have appeared, it seems to 

me that while no doubt the very cold, late, wet 

spring of 1907 prevented the increase to any ex¬ 

tent of the birds that wintered over, yet the 

principal cause of the present unusual scarcity 

can be attributed to vermin, foxes, mink, weasels, 

owls and hawks. About a mile south of this 

place is a fenced pasture a mile square, which 

has some shallow ponds near its center. Last 

fall for several months this pasture was the rest¬ 

ing place for a large flock of white and Canada 

geese. I saw them many times and estimated 

their number at three or four hundred. No per¬ 

son molested them. They stayed there nearly all 

the time when they were not feeding on the 

adjacent grain fields. 

About a mile further south a pair of foxes 

had a den, not very far from the house of a 

farmer. This farmer told me that these foxes 

took almost nightly toll from that flock of 

geese, and it is easy to see that if there had been 

a few more foxes acquainted with the locality 

of the flock how soon they would reduce their 

numbers. In England gamekeepers wage un¬ 

ceasing war on all vermin, otherwise the head 

of game they could show would soon dwindle. 

Therefore it seems to me that those interested 

in the increase of the ruffed grouse wov^ld do 

well to make very light bags of the birds for a 

couple of seasons and go in heavy for steel traps 

and deadfalls, whereby they would get some good 

fur and give their birds a much better chance 

to live. Jos. P. Whittemore. 

Massachusetts Game Law. 

The following call has been sent out by the 

Ornithologist of the Massachusetts State Boarc 

of Agriculture, dated at Boston, March 19: 

We beg you and every friend of the birds tc 

unite with us in urging the Representatives anc 

Senators in the Massachusetts Legislature tc 

vote for House bill No. 507, which prohibits al 

shooting of waterfowl and shore birds in spring 

and summer. 

The inland waters and shores of New Eng 

land, once the home of myriads of -waterfow 

and shore birds, have been swept nearly bare 01 

these birds by the reprehensible and wastefu 

practice of spring shooting. Wherever the late 

winter and spring shooting of ducks and shon 

birds has been allowed for a long series o: 

years, the best food ducks have been greatly rc 

duced in number or exterminated. Birds form 

erly resorting here in countless thousands hav< 

been swept out of existence. The wild pigeon 

wild turkey, pinnated grouse, sandhill crane am 

great auk. have been extirpated from New Eng 

land. The swans and snow geese, and the pin 

tail, widgeon, wood duck, ruddy duck, green 

winged teal and blue-winged teal of New Eng 

land, are now in danger of extermination. 

A reasonable amount of fall shooting will no 

decrease the annual flight of birds if they ari 

protected the rest of the year, but January am 

February shooting of wildfowl takes advantagi 

of the necessities of the birds when they an 

driven to such feeding-grounds and drinking 

places as are free from ice, and when they haw 

enough to contend with to get a living and with 

stand the inclement weather. Some are starvei 

or frozen in severe winters, and they should b 

protected from all shooting in these months. 

Wildfowl are mating in February and March 

Shooting at this time destroys the naturally se 

lected breeding stock then on the way to th 

breeding grounds. 

Wherever spring shooting has been prohibit?* 

by law for a series of years, the birds have in 

creased. This has been true of even the mos 

limited regions, and the slight increase in th 

flight of certain ducks, plover and snipe, whicl 

has occurred here in recent years, is plainly du 

to the protection these birds have received ii 

other States and in Canada in their spring mi 

gration. 

Under the present law thirty-three species o 

wildfowl have practically no protection in Massa 

chusetts, as our laws allow duck shooting al 

winter and spring until the twentieth of Maj 

and goose shooting the year round. While blacl 

duck, wood duck and teal are nominally pro 

tected in spring and summer, they are sho 

nevertheless in the breeding season by gunner 

who are after other ducks that can be lawful! 

shot at that time. 

The law thus allows the gunner to drive awa; 

the native breeding species and permits th 

shooting of Northern species during practical! 

all the time in which they stay with us. 

Were it not for the fact that Canadian prov 

inces prohibit spring shooting, most of our de 

sirable wildfowl probably would have disap 

peared ere now. 

Our wildfowl laws have been made mainly a 

the behest of the shore gunners; and these law 

if continued must result in the extermination o 

the birds. Such laws are unjust to the people o 
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ie interior, for they give the shore gunners and 

bt-hunters a chance to kill off the birds while 

ie ponds and rivers of the interior are frozen 

nd the birds are crowded along the seashore, 

uch laws are unjust to all the people, for they 

>surc the destruction of a great natural souice 

f enjoyment and food supply—a nation s birth- 

ight. 
The summer shooting of shore birds has been 

irgely responsible for the destruction of the 

ildcer. the upland plover, and some other spe- 

ies now growing rare. 
The object of stopping the shooting of shore 

irds January first, when there are few, if any, 

L the State, is to give the gunner no excuse for 

hooting or disturbing any birds after that date. 

If all shooting can be stopped on January 

irst, the black duck, wood duck, and other spe- 

ies, will come back again and breed plentifully 

n New England, as they have already done m 

ither Northern States where spring shooting is 

now forbidden by law, and in time we shall see 

,mr rivers,.ponds and marshes alive with birds, 

is of old. 

Tribute to Von W. 

Oakland, Cal, March 18.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I read with regret in your issue of 

Feb. 29, of the death of Mr. Samuel Webber, 

Nova Scotia Game. 

Annapolis Royal, N. S, March 7,-Editor 

Forest and Stream: Sportsmen hardly recognize 

that Nova Scotia is the greatest moose country 

south of Alaska, so far as the number of legally 

killed animals is concerned, though it must not 

be forgotten that it is the one district in the 

world in which cow moose may be shot. The 

official figures for 1907 tell us that 486 were 

killed in this Province, which beats New Bruns¬ 

wick, while Maine seldom counts more than 200 

nowadays. Last season was, however, an unfa¬ 

vorable one. Two facts are worth noticing: 

Firstly, that moose were killed in every county 

save one (Antigonish) ; and, secondly, that the 

species is undoubtedly on the increase, in spite 

of the very loose enforcement of the game laws, 

snaring going on even to-day in many sections. 

The wardens have too little power and far too 

little money to be able to get at the wrongdoers, 

for the voluntary contributions to the cause are 

practically nil, the one considerable source of 

revenue being the sale of licenses to non-resi¬ 

dents. 
The position hitherto taken by the Legislatur c 

has been a rather inconsistent one, for, while 

charging a license fee of $30 for shooting, not 

onlv moose but any kind of game, it forbids the 

It was rather an off year here in regard to 

ruffed grouse, the big storm of last spring having 

undoubtedly destroyed numbers of nests and 

etfen birds. Woodcock, on the other hand, were 

never more numerous, and the Province may be 

rightly called a first-class cock ground. We have 

bears too, and one of their habits is to answer 

the call of a cow moose, with the object, no 

doubt, of making a meal of the calf. 

Not many days ago we had the fun of de¬ 

scending upon two old she bears in their winter 

dens, and the result of the fights is two bear 

robes and three amusing little cubs, which I 

shall take pleasure in rearing this spring and 

summer, though Mr. Hornaday has told us, If 

thine enemy offend thee, present him with a cub 

bear!” k 

Nova Scotia remains the best fishing ground 

for trout of exactly the proper size to fight best, 

namely between one-half and two pounds, with 

some smaller, of course. And, as above said, it 

costs less to go into the woods here than in 

Maine, New Brunswick or Quebec—and you get 

trout every time, though they have to be fished 

for harder from July 1 to August 20. The best 

fishing is from the middle of May to July 1, and 

during the last week of August and the month 

of September. Annapolis is an excellent point 

to start from, as it taps the great wilderness to 

robinson crusoe’s gun. ROBIN SUJN U<uaur,a ouxn. 

inscription, rudely carved, A. Selkirk, l^aigo, i . 
original of Selkirk’s name. • 

letter known to me as “Von W.” He was one 

if the “old guard,” now, alas, so few in number. 

FI is articles to the Forest and Stream date 

lack nearly or quite as far as the earliest 

>f my own. He was a contemporary of Ness- 

nuk and Robinson, and his writings were so full 

>f the milk of human kindness that we learned 

o love him for the sentiments he expressed, 

ust as we did Mr. Charles B. Reynolds, of your 

nvn staff, whose friendship will always be cher- 

shed by ’those who knew him in his editorial 

-apacity there. 
I never had the good fortune to meet per¬ 

sonally many of the “old guard,” but I always 

have entertained the most kindly feelings to¬ 

ward each one of them, and among them all 

there was none that seemed to embody all that 

was gentle and reliable to a greater degree than 

did “Von W.” 
Only a few days ago I was refreshing my 

memory of the “old guard” by looking over the 

“round robin”/of their pen names which you 

published many years ago, and placing a star 

over those who had preceded us to the other 

shore, but I did not dream that I should be 

called upon so sqon to include dear old 

“Von W.” 
Just wait for us, old friend, we will all be with 

you soon. Forked Deer. 

export of unmounted moose heads, an instance, 

of course, of legislation for special benefit of the 

very few, in this case of two taxidermists, both 

not in the first class. I understand that this dis¬ 

graceful “bunco” law is to be repealed this ses¬ 

sion. If it is not, American sportsmen will do 

well to remember that, though they may legally 

kill moose here, they will not be allowed to 

have the heads mounted except in this Province, 

by mediocre men. If the clause is repealed our 

hunting grounds may be unreservedly recom¬ 

mended for moose, for, though the New Bruns¬ 

wick animals may average a little larger, there 

are good heads to be got here, too, and a very 

important thing to most of us, the expenses of a 

trip here are hardly more than one-half what 

they are across the Bay of Fundy. T he license 

fee is $30 here to $50 there, and guides’ wages 

are less with us. 
In regard to the ease of securing a trophy, 1 

believe that it is more difficult to get a head 

here than there, for the sufficient reason that our 

moose arc very much educated, are used to man 

and his ways, and hence are much less easily 

fooled and approached. The wonderful tales o 

moose coming up to a man pounding on a log 

cabin have no counterpart with us. If you get 

your moose here you will have earned it, or your 

guide will. 

the south; also Yarmouth and Shelburne and 

Liverpool. Edward Breck. 

Jacksnipe in California. 

Los Angeles, Cal., March 10.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Our jacksnipe season has opened 

rather poorly this spring, and thus far but few 

of the gunners have had any sport really worth 

their while. The belief is growing that unless 

something is done, and quickly, to protect the 

remnant of snipe now in the country, the days 

of sport with this grand game bird are num¬ 

bered. tit 
General drainage of the country for the plant¬ 

ing of celery in the damp peat, lands, and the 

utilizing of every possible bit of wet bottom for 

agriculture of other sorts owing to the facility 

with which it could be irrigated, have no doubt 

been largely responsible by draining so many 

former strongholds of the snipe, but in days past 

market-hunters used to kill as many as 120 dozen 

in a season, the price being high and the demand 

of epicures constant for the delicious little birds. 

Both have made a bad combination for the sup¬ 

ply of snipe, and it is now a hard matter to bag 

a dozen in a day unless favored with exceptional 

luck. Only two or three killings of that number 

have been reported. Edw. L. Hedderly. 
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Adirondack Timber Thefts. 

Little Falls, N. Y., March 21.—Editor For¬ 

est and Stream: The conviction on the charge 

of grand larceny of Charles Klock and Harvey 

Gaylord, formerly New York State game pro¬ 

tectors, is a far step toward preserving the Adi- 

rondacks from timber thieves. Unfortunately, 

the loggers have so far escaped punishment 

for their part in the raiding of the wilderness, 

they having been tried and acquitted on the 

charge of grand larceny of timber in Herkimer 

county. Klock escaped conviction in the Oneida 

County Court, where he was charged with steal¬ 

ing $3,750 from the loggers. Klock’s attorneys 

pleaded that the money was paid to Klock for 

an illegal purpose: “The money in question was 

paid by Mr? Gallegher for an illegal purpose, 

namely, to get from the State property which it 

was unlawful for the State to sell or in any 

manner dispose of. The money in question was 

paid to have and to induce the defendant to do 

or omit to do an illegal and unlawful act.”— 

Judge Pritchard, Oneida County Court, June, 

1907, in taking the case from the jury. 

Although the court explicitly quoted the de¬ 

fense with these words, which seem to indicate 

bribery pure and simple, it does not appear that 

the Oneida county district attorney or grand 

jury have considered this open allegation that 

public officials were paid money by State land 

timber cutters to induce them not to do their 

duty. Bribery, it would seem, is a crime not 

worth punishing. 

Gaylord was convicted of the stealing of the 

timber which the log jobbers cut. Klock was 

convicted on charges growing out of other 

cases. Nobody believes that they were ever 

much more than tools in the hands of others. 

But it is thought that the $7,750 was paid by the 

loggers with the understanding it should go 

higher up, and it is thought it was kept by 

Klock, except $500 paid by Klock to Gaylord. 

Klock, it is said, claims that he went to Albany 

and paid the money to an official in the Forest, 

Fish and Game Department. When the au¬ 

thorities came to investigate this, it is claimed 

they learned that the official who was reported 

to have received the money was not in Albany 

on that day, nor during the period Klock said 

the man was in Albany. The inference of the 

prosecution is that Klock pocketed the whole 

amount. But the officials at Albany could not 

do much, apparently, for Klock and Gaylord 

were acquainted with the whole inside of the in¬ 

famous scandal of the Adirondacks, and fear of 

having the scandalous facts known was potent. 

Whether or not Commissioner Whipple did 

all that could be done in bringing these cases 

is a question. Mr. Whipple has been doing 

splendid work in interesting the public in the 

questions of forestry, game and fish. The laws 

seem never to have been so well enforced in the 

woods as at present, while Mr. Whipple’s talks 

on tjie commission’s work have given thousands 

a clear idea of the task he has. The trouble 

has been the failure to punish the timber thieves 

who raided the woods with impunity up to the 

time he came into office. In the Klock-Gay- 

lo-rd cases, it was not until the matter was laid 

before Governor Hughes that adequate action 

was taken in them. Mr. Whipple told me that 

the trouble was in Herkimer and Oneida coun¬ 

ties—his prodding had little effect on local 

officials. A district attorney told me that the 

trouble was in the courts, and a judge told me 

the trouble was all at Albany. My own belief 

is that the trouble is found in the political in¬ 

fluence of some of those who should have been 

brought to book. In any event, convictions and 

iail sentences have cleared the atmosphere con¬ 

siderably. Raymond S. Spears. 

“The Indian Made Good.” 

In Forest and Stream Oct. 5, 1907, we pub¬ 

lished a contribution from Dr. A. L. Leeds, en¬ 

titled, “The Indian Made Good,” in which an 

account was given of the very efficient work 

done by Indians of the Southwest employed as 

laborers on the work of turning the Colorado 

River from its new channel cut into the Salton 

Sink back to the old river channel from which 

it had been diverted. It was shown in this arti¬ 

cle how excellent was the work of the Indians, 

how industrious they were and how, as a matter 

of fact, they were practically the only laborers 

that could be depended on for such work in that 

country. 

This news has at last drifted through other 

sources around to Washington, and five months 

after it had appeared in Forest and Stream, is 

heralded as news in the daily papers in the fol¬ 

lowing dispatch: 

Washington, March 10.—That the Indian is not the 

lazy man he generally is represented to be is told in a 

letter from H. T. Corey, general manager of the Cali¬ 

fornia Development Company of Calexico, Cal., to 

Charles E. Dagenett, supervisor of Indian employment 

at Albuquerque, N. M. The letter has just been received 

at the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Mr. Corey gives his experience with Indian labor in 

the work of the diversion of the Colorado River into 

Salton Sink, which resulted in the forming of the Salton 

Sea, and also in the attempts made to close the break 

in the banks of the river and again divert its flow down 

its old channel to the Gulf of California. In this work 

500 Indians from the Yuma, Digeno, Cocopah, Mari¬ 

copa, Pima and Papago tribes were employed. In 

speaking of the efficiency of the Indian laborers, Mr. 

Corey says: 

“This Indian labor was in the highest degree satis¬ 

factory to us—in fact, I am certain that the work could 

not have been carried to a successful conclusion with¬ 

out it. 

“These tribes particularly are thoroughly acclimated 

to the desert and to long, hot summers, and seemingly 

work with no discomfort at 120 degrees in the shade. 

We found them timid, but very willing to do their best 

as soon- as they were convinced of the right- track. 

With foremen who understand their character, they are 

the most efficient laborers obtainable in this region.” 

A Correction. 

Worcester, Mass., March 25.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In an article written by me for 

publication in your paper, I said that I started 

four partridge up to 3 o’clock in the afternoon 

of the last day of the open season of 1906. What 

I intended to say was that I started twenty-four 

partridge that afternoon. 

When I gave three dates in'1907, and-the 

number of birds started, only one appeared, Nov. 

ir, and as that would not be very conclusive evi¬ 

dence that there might still be a few partridge 

left in some localities, I would like to have the 

omission corrected; namely, that on Nov. 11, 

1907, I started twenty-three to twenty-five birds; 

Nov. 16, twenty to twenty-two birds; Nov. 18, 

twenty-five birds, all partridge. Longbill. 

The series of rodmaking articles printed in 

these columns recently will during the present 

month be published in book form by the Forest 

and Stream Publishing Company. This will be 

Vol. I. of Perry D. Frazer’s “The AngleTs 

Workshops and will deal with “Rodmaking for 

Beginners.’’ The book contains t8o pages and 

besides the working drawings, will be illustrated 
with several half-tone plates. Orders may be 

sent at any time, and the book will be sent post¬ 

paid for $1. 



Angling in Florida. 

Concluded from page 501. 

The striped bass (Roccus lineatus) is perhaps 

setter known to Northern anglers as rockfish. 

This fish is quite common to our Atlantic coast, 

■anging from Northern Maine to Mexico, and is 

jne of the most popular of salt-water game 

fishes. It is a gamy fighter and weighs up to 60 

pounds or more. Small bass are caught in the 

numerous Florida streams, and for bass up to 25 

pounds, light tackle is used. 1 he large, or 

'jumbo bass,” are taken by casting out into the 

surf. 
Large bass require a 12 to 18-ounce rod and 

a large, well-made reel holding 125 to 150 yards 

of 9 or 12-thread linen line; O Shaughnessy 

Looks from 9/0 down to 6/0 size are used. Mul¬ 

let is the best Southern bait, although sand- 

worms, shrimps, crabs and clams are all good. 

Small bass from 5 to 10 pounds rise well to a 

bright yellow or green fly. 
The red grouper (Cerna maria) is also known 

as red snapper, groper and brown snapper. It is 

a very common fish and is caught up to 20-odd 

pounds upon the “grouper banks.” It is a fair 

game fish, but fights from the bottom. In the 

inlets grouper are caught up to 12 pounds, large 

fish being common in the deeper water of the 

gulf. A light striped bass rod of io-ounce weight; 

9-thread line and a 2/0 or 3/0 O’Shaughnessy 

hook completes the equipment. Crawfish, shrimp, 

fiddler crabs and clams are good baits. 
The sheepshead (Archosargus probatocepha- 

lus) is a common fish having a wide range, and 

is much angled for both in Northern and in 

Southern waters. As the sheepshead is altogether 

a bottom feeding fish, a sinker is necessary 

weight depending upon the tide—to keep the bait 

near the bottom. In Florida sheepshead aie 

plentiful upon both coasts and as its principal 

food is shellfish, the sheepshead is found around 

old piles and around the mangroves where the 

“coon oysters” hang in clusters. It is often 

caught ten or fifteen miles up fresh water 

streams and in the Homosassa and Withlacoo- 

chee Rivers, sheepshead fishing is very fine. It 

does not grow as large in the South and the 

sheepshead of New Jersey is a pound or two 

heavier than the Southern fish. Like nearly all 

bottom feeding fishes, the sheepshead seldom 

makes long rushes, and while it pulls hard it is 

not a very active game fish. 

A six-foot bass casting rod of 7 ounces, an E 
bass line and a 2/0 sheepshead or O’Shaughnessy 

hook is a good outfit. As the teeth of the sheeps¬ 

head are very, sharp and strong, a light piano- 

wire snell should be used. Fiddler crabs and 

clams are the best baits. 
The yellowtail (Ocyurus chrysurus) is com¬ 

mon in Florida waters and like the grouper is a 

fair game fish of the bottom feeding species. 

About the keys of Southern Florida it is very 

plentiful and is always willing to take a bait. Its 

characteristics are very similar to the grouper, 

and its tactics when hooked are the same. A 

10-ounce bass rod, 9-thread line and a 3/° 

O’Shaughnessy hook are used. Crawfish, shrimp, 

fiddler crabs and clams for baits. 
The dolphin (Coryphcena hippurus) is a deep 

water fish, and as it is seldom caught in shoal 

water, few anglers are acquainted with this 

species. I have caught but two specimens, and 

that happened by accident when trolling foi 

mackerel, from a sloop, some eight or ten miles 

off the coast. It is a gamy fish, however, and 

being powerfully built, the dolphin puts up a 

sturdy resistance when hooked. A heavy weak- 

fish rod of 12 ounces was used, 12-thread line 

and a pearl mackerel jig. If the feeding grounds 

of the dolphin were further inshore, it would no 

doubt claim considerable attention from the 

anglers. 
The pompano (Trachynotus carolinus) is con¬ 

sidered the very finest of all Southern fish for 

the table, and is often taken on the California 

coast, where it is not common enough to keep 

the price much below forty cents a pound. I he 

pompano is not a large fish, and while larger 

specimens have no doubt been caught, the largest 

pompano I ever caught weighed a trifle over five 

pounds. It is a gamy fish, fighting with long 

rushes and many leaps. The best pompano fish¬ 

ing is near the inlets where these fish come in to 

feed upon the flood tide. Light tackle is neces¬ 

sary, a heavy bass rod and line and a 2/0 

O’Shaughnessy hook. Clam and mussel are often 

used for bait, but the best bait is a small shell¬ 

fish of the beaches, known as pompano shell. 

The red snapper (Lutjanus blackfordi) is a 

very handsome, gray and red spotted fish that 

furnishes much sport. Although it does not put 

up a long or a very determined fight, it is one of 

the best table fishes. The snapper is a bottom 

feeding fish, and angling is done principally upon 

the “snapper banks,” as the small feeding 

grounds of these fish are called. -Striped bass 

tackle is used, as the rod and line must be stout 

enough to stand a sinker, which upon account of 

the tide cannot very well be dispensed with. 

Fiddler crabs and shrimp are suitable baits. 

The bluefish (Potnatomus saltatrix) is a widely 

known and very popular game fish, known in 

different localities as horse mackerel, blue-snap¬ 

per, skip, tailor fish, white fish, and salt water 

jack. In Northern waters it is occasionally taken 

up to 25 pounds, but in the South the bluefish is 

much smaller, averaging hardly more than two 

pounds. Trolling with a hand-line and squid or 

jig has long been the usual method of captuie, 

but a more enjoyable way is by rod and reel. 

Like the mackerel and kindred surface feeding 

fishes, the bluefish will take a fly. When caught 

upon suitable tackle this fish is a very gamy 

fighter, making long rushes and breaking water 

many times before brought to gaff. In the passes 

small bluefish are almost always abundant, but 

the larger blues are taken in the deeper watei 

outside along the tide rips. 
A stiff weakfish rod of 10 ounces, 9-thread 

line and a 4/o hook snelled to piano wire or a 

phosphor bronze wire leader is used. A sinker 

is sometimes useful for outside fishing. All 

small fishes make good bait, and if desired, arti¬ 

ficial minnows and spoon lures can be used with 

good results. Small bluefish rise well to a bright 

colored bass fly. 
The sea catfish (Galcichtliys fclis) is not a fa¬ 

vorite with anglers of the South and is merely 

given a place here that the new man may know 

the species as it is. The “blue-cat” is a persistent 

biter and greedily gobbles up many a bait in¬ 

tended for a more worthy fish. The catfish is 

not at all particular and will snap up a fly or any¬ 

thing else you may happen to have out. Its flesh 

is incomparably poor and it is so little thought 

of as a game fish that the aim of every angler is 

to avoid it if possible. Any kind of tackle and 

any variety of bait will catch any number of cat¬ 

fish. 
The moon or angel fish (Chcetodipterus faber) 

is also known as three-tailed sheepshead. Having 

an exceedingly small mouth, it is somewhat dif¬ 

ficult to hook. It is not much of a game fish, al¬ 

though it is the best pan fish caught in the 

South. Usual weight rarely exceeds three pounds, 

although 1 have seen them caught up to five 

pounds. Black bass rod and tackle and a No. 2 

hook are used. Fiddler crabs, shrimp and clam 

for baits. 
The bonefish (Albula wipes) is known in the 

South as ladyfish. It is found upon both coasts, 

but appears more abundant on the Atlantic side. 

The true bonefish is, strange to say, known 

altogether as ladyfish, while the true lady- 

fish (Elops saurus) is always miscalled bonefish. 

The true bonefish rarely exceeds three feet in 

length, and for its size is a game fish of the front 

rank. It is taken in the shoal water of the inlets 

where it comes with the flood tide to feed upon 

the numerous Crustacea which form its principal 

food. Black bass tackle and a 2/0 hook are used. 

Flies are also satisfactory, red, green and yellow 

being favorite colors. Fiddler crabs and shrimp 

are the best natural baits. 
The ladyfish (Elops saurus) is a near relative 

of the tarpon, and is found upon both coasts. 

It is rightfully considered as the gamiest fish of 

the South. Although resembling the bony fish, 

the ladyfish is a better fighter, and while these two 

fishes are so confused by name, they can be 

easily identified by counting the number of rays 

upon the first dorsal fin. The bonefish (Albula 

vulpes) has twenty rays on the first dorsal fin 

and thirteen upon the anal fin, the ladyfish 

(Elops saurus) having but fifteen rays on the 

dorsal and only eight rays on the anal fin. The 

ladyfish also leaps repeatedly into the air when 

hooked, while the bonefish makes long, savage 

rushes, but never leaves the water. A black bass 

rod, 9-thread line and a 3/0 hook snelled to gimp 

or piano wire are used. Mullet is a favorite bait, 

but crabs and shrimp are good. 
The large mouth black bass (Micropterus sal- 

moides) is known in the South as trout, bayou 

bass, chub, Oswego bass and moss bass. It is a 

widely known fresh-water game fish, and in the 

lakes of the South grows to a much larger size 

than in our Northern waters. A 25-pound large 

mouth is frequently caught, and many catches of 

much larger fish are recorded. As the weight of 
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the Southern bass is greater, the tackle should 

be slightly heavier for the big fellows. 

In going southward, whether by steamer or by 

rail, the tourist naturally drops off at Jackson¬ 

ville, and in checking off some of the good ang¬ 

ling points in Florida, I will take Jacksonville as 

a starting point, and going South, will mention 

in the order of their accessibility, the various 

resorts of both the east and west Florida coasts. 

Jacksonville is not celebrated as a fishing re¬ 

sort. In the St. John’s River, which flows near 

the city, the only game fish is the fresh water 

catfish, and while growing to a larger size than 

the better known catfish of the Mississippi, it is 

not generally considered worth angling for. In 

justice to the fish, I will add that the St. John’s 

catfish is not without a gamy spirit, and in any 

other region the despised catfish would no doubt 

come in for more attention. The Northern ang¬ 

ler who has but limited time will undoubtedly 

be anxious to begin angling for the salt-water 

fishes, for which the waters of Florida are justly 

famous. 

The town of Mayport, which lies some twenty 

odd miles east of Jacksonville, is a pretty village 

of some 300 population situated on the St. John’s 

River near the ocean; and is known and visited 

by anglers principally for its very fine sheepshead 

fishing. The sheepshead caught at this point are 

very much larger than those caught further 

south, and for the angler who is fond of fishing 

for sheepshead, a short stay at Mayport will 

prove very enjoyable. The record fish caught at 

this point is, I believe, in the neighborhood of 16 

pounds, while the sheepshead of the gulf waters 

seldom exceed seven or eight pounds. 

Pablo Beach, an attractive resort on the At¬ 

lantic seaboard, is about seventeen miles—by rail 

—from Jacksonville. The angling at this north¬ 

ern point of Florida is excellent, and channel 

bass, drum, sheepshead, grouper, sea catfish, 

whiting and many other sea fishes are caught 

here. The fishing is good all along the beach. 

St. Augustine, the fashionable winter play¬ 

ground for wealth, does not offer much of an 

attraction for the angley. One of the best fish¬ 

ing points is in the outlet of the Matanzas River, 

and pretty fair bass fishing can be had in the 

surf off Anastasia Island, just south of South 

Beach. 

New Smyrna, Ponce Creek and Mosquito Inlet 

are all reached by rail from Jacksonville, and 

this is really the commencement of Florida fish¬ 

ing. Channel bass, sheepshead, mangrove snap¬ 

pers, groupers, cavalli, sea-trout, lady and bone 

fish are the principal attractions. Very fine 

sheepshead fishing may be had from and near the 

bridge which spans the Hillsboro River. Ponce 

Creek, a few miles distant from New Smyrna, 

and situated on the Halifax River, is a well 

known fishing region. Channel bass (redfish), 

snappers, sheepshead, grouper, cavalli, sea-trout, 

ladyfish and bonefish—called locally skip jack—- 

are to be found here. 

Indian River Inlet is still another fine locality, 

both in the inside reaches and on the reefs which 

lie a short distance off shore; surf casting for 

barracuda, pompano, sea-trout, cavalli, and lady- 

fish being very fine. 

Sewell’s Point, some twenty-nine miles south 

of Indian River Inlet, is a fine bluefish and 

mackerel water and many other varieties of game 

fish, including channel bass, pompano, grouper, 

snapper, mackerel and kingfish are taken. Gil¬ 

bert’s Bar is a good point for bluefish and 

mackerel, either by still fishing in the deep chan¬ 

nel, or by trolling with a small jig* or fly. Snap¬ 

pers and grouper are best taken by bait casting, 

and likely places will be found near the man¬ 

grove trees with which the banks are thickly 

overgrown. A large, gaudy bass fly will fre¬ 

quently prove effective if cast under the trees 

near the bank. In the inside channel pompano 

may be taken. Sand worms, fiddler crabs, hermit 

crabs and red flies are good, and all are killing 

baits throughout the South, but fish baits are a 

bit disappointing. Fort Capron, Jupiter Inlet, St. 

Lucie and Fort Pierce, in this neighborhood, are 

other good fishing points. 

Lake Wqrth, which lies near West Palm Beach, 

has always been a particularly fine fishing region, 

but of late it seems to have fallen off and a 

friend who has fished this water from February 

to August, writes me that the fishing in Lake 

Worth is not to be compared to former years. 

New River, near the station of Fort Lauderdale, 

is usually a good point. 

From New Smyrna to Miami is some 245 

miles, and all along the line of the East Coast 

Railway good fishing may be found, Rockledge, 

Jupiter and St. Lucie Inlets being perhaps the 

best known localities. At Biscayne Bay, south 

of Miami, fine angling can be had and a great 

variety of fish are caught. Jupiter Inlet is an 

especially good pompano locality. 

About Key West there is splendid fishing and 

nearly every variety of fish that visits Florida 

may be caught there. From Key West to Tampa, 

on the gulf coast, there is a long stretch of 

splendid fishing water, and a stop at Ten Thou¬ 

sand-Islands and at Marco will prove highly 

satisfactory. Marco furnishes good accommo¬ 

dations for the visitor and is, to my mind, the 

prettiest place in Florida. Tarpdn are found in 

the river just north of the town and the mile- 

long beach offers good inducements for the surf 

caster who has a liking for channel bass, snap¬ 

pers and grouper. 

In the vicinity of Fort Myers, Punta Rassa and 

Punta Gorda, is found the very best of sea¬ 

angling, and in Sarasota Bay—some eighty miles 

south of Tampa—the fly-caster can hardly wish 

for better conditions. The creeks known as Billy 

Bowlegs and Phillippi, are conveniently reached 

by sail or motor-boat, and as the water is quite 

shoal, the fisherman can often wade as he casts 

the fly. Ravalli (locally known as snook), ladyfish 

and sea-trout in the lower parts of the streams, 

while excellent black bass angling may be en¬ 

joyed further up. Homosassa, Tarpon Springs, 

Isola Bella, Pensacola and Cedar Keys are good 

points, as are also Nigger Head, Estero Island, 

Redfish Point, Big Piiae Island and La Costa and 

Captivi Islands and many other which lie in the 

neighborhood of Charlotte Flarbor. The best tar¬ 

pon fishing in the world is obtainable at and near 

Captivi Island. 

For the angler who loves tarpon fishing—and 

desires to fight it out with the silver king in its 

own element, I would suggest trolling at Boca 

Grande Pass, an inlet a mile or so wide and hav¬ 

ing a fifty-foot channel running through it, with 

a tide running some ten miles an hour. The best 

fishing is generally upon the north side of the 

pass, and if the boat is anchored on the edge of 

the bar in the channel, you will, if the tide is at 

flood, seldom fail to get a strike. Surface trolling 

is unquestionably the most exciting as well as 

the most sportsmanlike of the several methods 

now practiced for tarpon angling, and when one 

has tried this method no one will be content with 

the easier but much less exciting still-fishing. 

In concluding I will add that the State of 

Florida offers every comfort for the tourist, and 

no difficulty is likely to be experienced to secure 

suitable board and lodgings at a very moderate 

rate. Hotels and boarding houses are abundant 

in all sections of Florida, and almost every town 

and village has a hotel as well as numerous pri¬ 

vate families who are glad to accommodate the 

traveler. Good board and room may be had as 

low as three dollars a week, and the necessary 

expenses for a two or three month’s stay need 

not exceed an average cost of ten dollars a week. 

The months of April and May are the best fish¬ 

ing months, but in every month in the year will 

be found sufficient sport to more than repay a 

journey from the North. 

Charles Stillman. 

Three Fine Specimens. 

Meadvilie, Pa., March 14.-—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Iflerewith I inclose photograph of three 

muskallonge, mounted, which were taken within 

fifteen miles of each other and within fifteen 

days last summer. The thirty-five pounder was 

caught in Edinboro Lake, Erie county, Pa., by 

Mr. W. A. Miller of Stewart’s Station, on Au¬ 

gust 4. The forty-one pounder was caught in 

Conneaut Lake, Crawford county, Pa., by W. 

W. Stevenson and A. Bright, of Greenville, on 

August 6. The twenty-five pounder was taken 

from French Creek, at Cambridge Springs, 

Crawford county, by George W. Eberhart, of 

Pittsburg, on July 25. 

These were the three largest I heard of taken 

in this vicinity, but a large number were,taken 

from these same waters weighing between fif¬ 

teen and twenty-five pounds. Of these specimens 

Harry C. Kirkpatrick of Meadvilie, writes me 

as follows : 

“The muskallonge inhabiting these waters sc 

far as I have been able to determine from a 

number of specimens that have passed through 

my hands, have the sides of the body immacu¬ 

late—that is free from spots or cross bars. In 

this respect they differ from those inhabiting the 

Great Lakes and the upper St. Lawrence River 

which have many round or squarish, blackish 

spots on the sides. While they are regarded b> 

Jordan and Evermann in ‘American Food and 

Game Fishes’ to be of the same species as those 

inhabiting Chautauqua Lake, New York, and 

also the rest of the Ohio basin, the sides lac! 

the vertical bars found on the Chautauqua fish 

From their description the cross bars numbei 

about twenty-five, and extend somewhat below 

the lateral line. I will state, however, that som< 

little time elapsed before these specimens reachec 

my hands, but do not think that it was long 

enough for any marks on the sides to entirel} 

fade away.” 

These fish which we have hitherto called pik< 

in this vicinity, have increased in numbers it 

these small lakes in the past few years, and to 

day to one who understands fishing for this par 

ticular variety of fish, as good sport can be hat 

in this region as in probably any part of th< 

country. John E. Reynolds. 
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American Trout in Germany. Trout Fishing Near New York. 

Williamsport, Pa., March 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: While looking over a file of I'or- 

EST AND Stream that had accumulated during 

my absence from home, I noticed the interesting 

article of Prof. David Starr Jordan in the Dec. 

7 number, entitled “The Grayling at Caribou 

Crossing.” He mentions incidentally that the 

German name for grayling is asche, and that the 

European species ranges through Northern Eng¬ 

land, Scandinavia and Russia. 

In September, 1900, I enjoyed a day s fishing 

in company with a German friend, on a stream 

called the Laucher, which flows through part of 

what is called the Swabian Alps, in the kingdom 

of Wurtemberg, in Southern Germany. I was 

told that in addition to the ordinary European 

or brown trout, the stream contained some 

American rainbow trout, having been stocked 

with the latter a few years before. I fished with 

fly, my companion with grasshoppers. During 

the afternoon he landed a fish weighing about 

two pounds, which our old guide, the lessee of 

the stream called an asche and said that the 

Laucher was the only stream in W iirtemberg 

where they are found, that they are compara¬ 

tively rare, and are considered a very fine fish. 

Now, in July, 1896, I caught a few small 

Michigan'grayling in the Au Sable R'ver- ar>d on 

the same trip caught a number of Eastern brook 

trout and some rainbow trout. I noticed that the 

German fish referred to above was a soft rayed 

fish, with a small mouth, but I never thought of 

the possibility that it might be a grayling. I am 

sure it did not have the beautiful iridescent ap¬ 

pearance the Michigan' grayling has when first 

taken from the water. Now the question that 

bothers me is, is the name asche merely a local 

name, or was this fish really a grayling? After 

1 had caught a number of brown trout, most of 

which were returned to the water, as Mr. Wahl, 

the lessee, would not keep any under half a 

pound in weight, and the larger ones were put 

into small purse nets and kept alive in the 

stream until he could gather them in a live box 

and store them in a large spring to remain theie 

until sent to market, I hooked a fish and the 

characteristic way it jumped and skipped around 

on top of the water, told me that I had a rain¬ 

bow at the end of my line. Later I caught a fine 

plump fish about twelve inches long, and ex¬ 

claimed after I landed it, “Why, here is an Amer¬ 

ican brook trout!” 
“No,” said Mr. Wahl, “That is a saibling. The 

fry were brought from an Alpine stream in 

Switzerland and planted here.” 

He remarked that he wished they were not 

put into the stream. He said they were not 

popular because their flesh was yellow. 

This fish was put in a purse net with some 

others, and when later in the day I wished to 

give it a closer examination, we found that it 

had forced its way through the draw string at 

the top of the purse net and escaped. So I will 

repeat my first question, “Was that asche a gray¬ 

ling?” And add a second query, “What is a 

saibling?” Edmund G. Koch. 

[The grayling of Germany, known as asche, is 

Thymallus vulgaris. The saibling is the Salmo 

alpinus of Linnaeus and the Salvehnus alpinus 

of modern writers. It is thus a not distant cousin 

of our brook trout, and of the bull trout (Sal- 

velinus malma) of the West.—Editor.] 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The following instructions apply, in a general 

way, to all the trout streams of Otsego, Dela¬ 

ware, Schoharie, Ulster and Sullivan counties. 

Hotels change ownership and condition so often 

that it is impossible to keep reliable information 

of them long in advance. A better rule to fol¬ 

low is this: 
Having in mind the railway station to which 

you wish to go, ask the train conductor for the 

name of the best hotel in the place. His reply 

will be reliable. The rate at this hotel will be 

from $1.50 to $2 per day, except in the summer- 

boarder season, when some more pretentious 

places may be open. 1 he proprietor of the hotel 

either owns a livery stable or is in close touch 

with one. Tell him what stream you wish to 

ally good bread, are what you may look for. 

In any one of the following streams a good 

fisherman can pick up a basket of trout in a 

day's fishing, if the water and weather are fa¬ 

vorable. As a rule, those nearest to New york 

are the best fishing, for the country is more 

mountainous. The Otsego county streams are 

not worth the long journey, but are mentioned 

in case any one happens to be in that part of the 

State. 
OTSEGO COUNTY—BUTTERNUT CREEK. 

Flows southwest from Burlington and empties 

into Unadilla River at Mount Upton. From 

Morris to four miles above Garrattsville fairly 

good trout stream. Make headquarters at Mor¬ 

ris. Reach Morris from New York via O. & W. 

R. R., to Mount Upton, 210 miles; fare, $420. 

Drive from Mount Upton to Morris, 11 miles. 

Ask liveryman for best hotel in Morris. 

PE N N S YLV A NIA M USKELLU NGE. 

fish, and he will furnish a team and driver for 

from $3 to $4 per day. All the streams have 

highways paralleling them which, except foi 

-short distances, are within sight of the creeks. 

The team will take you as far up stream as you 

wish to go, and follow along down at your con¬ 

venience, or meet you at an agreed-upon point 

when you are through fishing. If you are inex¬ 

perienced at trout fishing, visit a little with the 

hotel proprietor, the liveryman and the drivel. 

They all know what changes have recently 

taken place in the streams, and where the best 

catches are being made. 1 here arc no profes¬ 

sional guides in the locality, but if you feek the 

need of company, the hotel proprietor can 

usually secure some local fisherman to serve you. 

All of this country is more or less farming 

land, and by taking a little notice of whether or 

not the house looks neat around the door steps 

and front yard, you can scarcely fail of getting 

a good wholesome meal anywhere along the 

stream. Ham, eggs, milk, potatoes, and gener- 

OTSEGO COUNTY-OTSDAWA CREEK AND OTEGO "CREEK. 

Flow into Susquehanna River at Otego. Reach 

Otego via O. & W. R. R., to Sidney, D. & H. 

R. R. to Otego, 215 miles; fare, $4-45- 

SCHOHARIE COUNTY—MANORKILL. 

Flows into Schoharie Creek one-half mile 

above Gilboa. Make headquarters at Gilboa. 

Reach Gilboa from New York via West Shore 

and U. & D. R. Rs. to Grand Gorge, 154 miles; 

fare, $3.75. Drive from Grand Gorge to Gilboa. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—OLEOUT CREEK. 

Flows from Meridale west into Susquehanna 

River at Unadilla. Good trout fishing above 

Franklin. Make headquarters at Franklin. New 

York via O. & W. R. R-, to Franklin depot, 190 

miles; fare $3.80. Drive to Franklin village, five 

miles. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—EAST BROOK AND WEST BROOK. 

Flow into Delaware River at Walton. Make 

headquarters at Walton. Reach Walton from 
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New York via 0. & W. R. R., 175 miles; fare, 

$3-50- 
DELAWARE COUNTY—TROUT CREEK. 

Flows into the Delaware River at Cannons- 

ville. Make headquarters at Trout Creek. Reach 

Trout Creek from New York via O. & W. R. 

R., to Walton, 175 miles; fare, $3.50. Drive 

twelve miles to Trout Creek. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—LITTLE DELAWARE. 

Flows into Delaware River one mile below 

Delhi. Make headquarters at Delhi. Reach Delhi 

from New York via O. & W. R. R., 197 miles; 

fare, $3.94. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—BAGLEY BROOK. 

Flows into Delaware River at Hamden. Make 

headquarters at Hamden. Reach Hamden from 

New York via O. & W. R. R., 189 miles; fare, 

$378. 
DELAWARE COUNTY—BASKET BROOK. 

Make headquarters at Long Eddy. Reach 

Long Eddy from New York via Erie R. R., 148 

miles. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—COLD SPRING BROOK, AND WEST 

BRANCHES. 

Flows into Delaware River five miles above 

Deposit. Make headquarters at Deposit. Reach 

Deposit via Erie R. R., from New York, 177 

miles. No village handy; board at any farm 

house. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—SANDS CREEK. 

Flows into Delaware River at Hancock. Reach 

Hancock from New York via Erie R. R., 164 

miles. 

DELAWARE COUNTY—BEAVERKILL. 

This stream is so well known that only sta¬ 

tions are mentioned. Rockland (Roscoe), on O. 

& W. R. R., 136 miles from New York, is the 

best place for fishing central parts of the stream. 

Cook’s Falls, on O. & W. R. R., 140 miles from 

New York, is the best point for tributary 

streams. Livingston Manor, on O. & W. R. R., 

129 miles from New York, is best point for upper 

Willowemoc. 

ULSTER COUNTY—ESOPUS CREEK. 

Make headquarters at either Phoenicia, Big 

Indian, or Pine Hill. Phoenicia is 116 miles from 

New York via West Shore and U. & D. R. Rs.; 

fare, $2.60. The other two stations are slightly 

further along on the same railroad. From 

Phoenicia can also be fished the Stony Clove and 

Snider Hollow Brook, both of which are excel¬ 

lent. From Big Indian can be fished Big Indian 

Creek, an excellent stream. 

W. T. Sherwood. 

Made in America. 

In our report of the fly-casting tournament re¬ 

cently held in Madison Square Garden, mention 

was made of the fact that C. J. McCarthy cast a 

fly 83 feet 4 inches with a 3j4-ounce dry fly-rod 

7 feet in length and a heavy salmon line. The 

owner of the rod is W. D. Coggeshall of the 

Fly-fishers’ Club of London, and.mention of his 

name in connection with the matter evidently 

led some of our readers to assume that the rod 

was made in England. The fact is that Mr. Cog¬ 

geshall is a firm believer in American fly-rods, 

and this rod was made to his order by a New 

York firm. He concluded an extended visit to 

New York last Saturday, when he sailed for 

home. 

Mr. Coggeshall tried to persuade several local 

anglers to take part in the fly-casting tourna¬ 

ment to be held at Shepherd’s Bush, London, in 

July. It is possible one or two will go over from 

New York, and as many from Chicago. It would 

be a splendid thing for the fly-casters of both 

countries if four or five of our best amateurs 

would take part in that tournament and thus 

give all hands an opportunity to compare results 

under the same conditions. The fly-casting would 

be interesting, but the bait-casting with short 

rods and free running reels would be even 

more so. 

National Standard of Sportsmanship. 

Chicago, March 24.—Editor forest and 

Stream: Possibly the notice of appointment and 

organization of the national standard of sports¬ 

manship committee may be of interest to your 

readers, and I therefore send you herewith copy 

of same as sent to the members listed thereon. 

Dear Sir—It is fully realized that much good can be 

accomplished by a national committee on standard of 

sportsmanship, and to that end and after more delay 

and difficulty than would seem possible, the following 

gentlemen have been selected without fear or favor and 

solely with a view to their fitness for the particular duties 

of such a committee and are hereby officially appointed 

members of said committee and instructed to submit a 

report at the next annual business meeting of the 

National Association of Scientific Angling Clubs, which 

will occur Aug. 14, in Chicago: 

Chas. C. Elliott, 351 Center street, Elgin, Ill., chairman. 

Robt. B. Lawrence, 300 Mulberry street, New York, 

N. Y. 

Thos. Ambrose, 521 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

C. H. Loder, 3136 Indiana avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

W. F. Stine, Kansas City, Mo. 

Will C. James, care of U. S. Playing Card Co., Cin¬ 

cinnati, Ohio. 

C. A. H. Portier, 300 15th street, Milwaukee, Wis. 

F. M. Clark, Springfield, Ill. 

Geo. S. Pierson, 1301 Grand avenue, Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Chas. II. Washburn, 1716 Park avenue, Racine, Wis. 

Geo. C. Edwards, Berkeley, Cal. 

C. B. Kelsey, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

H. E. Rice, Chicago (ex-officio), 

H. Wheeler Perce, Chicago (ex-officio). 

For the first time in the history of angling in the 

United States, the fraternity finds itself with an organ¬ 

ization of wide enough scope and sufficient numerical 

strength to warrant the belief that what it indorses will 

meet with general acceptance by all anglers, and un¬ 

questionably this committee by its labors can accomplish 

much of good to the craft. 

Its reports to the National Association of Scientific 

Angling Clubs and the action of the latter concerning 

such reports will be of widespread interest and cannot 

fail to exert a strong and extensive influence. Journals 

devoted to sports will be glad to give publicity to 

matters brought out under such conditions and which 

assuredly will be looked upon as authoritative. 

My enthusiasm over the entire subject of this com¬ 

mittee and its work is so great that you will pardon 

some suggestions made solely in the interest of the 

cause. Do not be conservative. Reach after the very 

highest refinements of sportsmanship. This is an educa¬ 

tional campaign, not one of compulsion. Therefore let 

us promulgate a doctrine of the highest type concern¬ 

ing sportsmanship and by the wide spreading of such 

precepts lead into a better appreciation of the higher 

ideals of the young man and the willing but unknown 

sportsman. At the same time let us assume a fearless 

attitude and bring ignominy upon those selfishly un¬ 

willing to be sportsmanlike, and attack ruthlessly all 

unsportsmanlike practices, gear or methods. 

Let us disseminate a sentiment of true sportsmanship, 

possessing the importance which will undoubtedly attach 

to any proposition indorsed by our national association. 

Permit me to suggest that you do not leave the brunt 

of this work to your chairman—who will communicate 

with you shortly—but at once co-operate with him and 

give him your very best assistance and thus stamp the 

work with the combined individuality of a set of men 

whose names are certainly a warrant that the work will 

be prosecuted with vigor and to a successful and effective 

issue. Your work in relation to angling laws need be 

only prefunctory except as far as their observance is 

sportsmanlike. 

The national committee on protection, propagation and 

legislation covers laws, closed seasons, etc. 

II. Wheeler Perce, President. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any nezvsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

landing a trout in early days. 

From a painting by A. Cooper. B.A., about 1840. Evidently the play of rod and reel was not appreciated. 
Early angling writers tell of pushing the rod spike in the ground to assist in playing trout. 
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Twin Screw Steam Yacht Liberty. 

This steam yacht of 1,600 tons has been built 
by Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson Ltd., Leith, 
Scotland, for Mr. Joseph Pulitzer, of the New 
York World, from designs by Merrs. G. L. 
Watson & Co., Glasgow, who haye also care¬ 
fully superintended her construction in every 
detail. The Liberty was launched on Dec. 5 and 
will leave Southampton this week for Nice 
where her owner will join her. Mr. Pulitzer's 
yachting connection has extended over a num¬ 
ber of years, though he has not before pos¬ 
sessed any large vessel. Last year he chartered 
for six months Baron De Forest’s 1,000 ton 
steam yacht Flonor, which was also built at 
Leith from Messrs. Watson’s designs, and so 
well was he pleased with that vessel that he de¬ 
termined to have a yacht of his own, but one 
of larger dimensions. So he commissioned the 
same designers and builders to dd the work for 
him, and before his charter had expired the new 
yacht was under way. As was natural under the 
circumstances Honor was taken as a basis, and 
to outward appearance the new vessel has a 
strong resemblance to her. But she is also a 
decided advance, and there are many points in 
which she shows a decided improvement. 

Liberty is*schooner rigged with two pole masts 
and large smoke stack, clipper bow with scroll 
head, and an ellipitical stern which seems to 
suit this type of vessel best. She is practically 
a three-deck vessel, though there is a shdrt break 
forward, which, however, is scarcely observable 
to a casual observer. On the top deck she has 
a long unbroken range of steel deck houses 
amidships, with chart room and flying double 
bridge above. 

The accommodation has been carried out en¬ 
tirely to Mr. Pulitzer’s own ideas, and in this 
respect is something quite different from other 
pleasure vessels of her size. 

The part of the yacht forward of the machin¬ 
ery space is entirely devoted to the owner’s own 
private quarters and storerooms, all the guests’ 
rooms and the servants, officers and crew being 
aft. This insures entire privacy for the owneV* 
and all the bulkheads have been specially deaL 
ened to eliminate noises due to the engines, etc., 
and so add greatly to the owner’s comfort. 

To get forward when necessary the crew need 
not come on deck at all during the night, for a 
special passage way has been arranged on the 
port side of the lower deck leading from their 
quarters aft to the store rooms, etc., forward, 
and by a stairway they get to the forecastle 
deck. 

In the range of deckhouses on the upper deck 
commencing forward is Mr. Pulitzer’s own study 
with lavatory and private vestibule adjoining; 
then there is the dining room, a very large 
apartment in oak, from which an oak corridor 
runs aft on the starboard side to the drawing 
room. which is aft of the machinery. On the 
port side there is a passage leading from the 
dining room to the main pantry which is placed 
in the casings. The drawing room is finished 
in white, with panels of silk on the walls. A 
smoking room in darker oak is placed aft of 
the drawing room, and at the aft end of this 
room there are double doors which can be 
thrown open to a fine deck shelter which forms 
the aft end of the deckhouses. All these rooms 
have been specially designed by Mr. Murray. 
London, and executed by Messrs. Wylie & Loch- 
head, Ltd., Glasgow. 

On the main deck, as already mentioned, the 
owner’s rooms are forward. These are reached 
by a comfortable stairway from his private vesti¬ 
bule in the deckhouse. There is a large bed¬ 
room, and also a sitting room, bathroom etc. 
The windows to these rooms look out over the 
break deck, the side walls being kept in from 

the side of the vessel a few feet, though the 
deck above extends out to the side. This af¬ 
fords protection, while giving ample light and 
air. Below these rooms on the lower deck there 
is another very large room, bathroom, clothes 
room, etc., and then forward of these there is 
a gymnasium or exercise room fitted up with 
the best apparatus for getting exercise at sea. 
This gymnasium is a large room, and has great 
height, extending right up from the lower deck 
to the break deck, with large skylight on top. 
There is a spray bath, etc., attached. There is 
a passage way on the lower deck starboard side 
to allow the guests to enter the gymnasium. 
The part of the vessel forward of the gym¬ 
nasium is occupied by the chain lockers, store¬ 
rooms, a hospital with lavatory attached, lamp 
room and other offices. 

On the main deck on the starboard side of 
the engine and boiler casings there are six 
guests’ rooms with bathrooms, etc. These are 
intended for bachelors. Aft of the casings "there 
are six fine large staterooms, with bathrooms, 
etc., and a boudoir. All these cabins are very 
well lit and ventilated. On the port side of the 
casings there are servants’ rooms, with large 
sitting room, cold larder, scullery, etc., and also 
the captain’s room. The main galley is placed 
in the casings. 

The crew’s quarters are all aft occupying the 
whole of the lower deck aft of the machinery 
and that part of the main deck which is aft of 
the guests’ quarters. There is a large open space 
on the main deck for the use of the crew, and 
aft of this there is their galley, wash places, 
bathrooms and water closets. On the lower deck 
the extreme aft end is occupied by the firemen. 
Forward of them the seamen are berthed on 
the port side, and the officers on the starboard 
side. In the holds there are ample storerooms, 
those forward being reached by a trunk hatch 
from deck as well as by an internal stairway 
for the steward. The cold rooms' for owner and 
crew are very ample, a powerful refrigerating 
plant being installed. 

. Liberty carries four boats and two steam 
launches, all berthed on skids above the upper 
deck; in fact, almost like a boat deck. From 
here the sails, etc., are worked, so that the upper 
deck is left quite free as a promenade. 

Her machinery consists of two sets of triple 
expansion engines, cylinders H. P. i6in., M. P. 
26m., L. P. 42m., by 24m. stroke. The pro¬ 
pellers are of bronze, and are different pitch so 
as to reduce vibration to a minimum. She has 
two cylindrical return tube boilers of the Scotch 
type. These are of different sizes, the large one 
being ample to supply steam for cruising speeds, 
the small one suitable for use in port and for 

short runs at moderate speed. While there is 
no extravagance whatever, all the latest, im¬ 
provements in auxiliary and deck machinery 
have been adopted. There is a powerful refrig¬ 
erating plant, two large and independent sets of 
electric engines, also a storage battery. She has 
a steam windlass on the forecastle deck with a 
powerful steam capstan forward of this. The 
anchors are stockless, stowing in the hawse 
pipes. Underneath on the main deck there is 
an electric capstan for working a kedge anchor, 
and there are separate hawse pipes for this pur¬ 
pose. Aft on the main deck is the steam steer¬ 
ing engine, controlled from the flying bridge, 
and there is hand gear on the upper deck imme¬ 
diately above the steering gear. On the upper 
deck right aft there is a steam warping capstan. 
In the casings amidships there is an electrically 
driven boat hoisting engine with capstan heads 
each side so that all boats may be easily and 
rapidly handled. The vessel is heated through¬ 
out by the most approved method of hot water. 

On Friday, Jan. 31, Liberty went out on her 
first steam trials, and though the weather was 
anything but pleasant her behavior was entirely 
satisfactory to all concerned. 

There was a stiff northwesterly wind blowing 
all day approaching a gale in strength, and this 
afforded an excellent opportunity for testing the 
yacht’s behavior at sea. The result was that 
she proved herself an excellent sea boat, easy 
and comfortable in motion, and the impression 
formed from an inspection of the vessel before 
she was launched was confirmed, namely, that 
she will also be a dry boat. 

On the measured mile at Gullane, where there 
was a considerable sea, she had a few progres¬ 
sive runs, and a mean speed of I5J4 knots was 
easily obtained. The boilers gave ample steam, 
so there was no difficulty in maintaining this 
speed which is considerably over the contract 
guarantee. A five hours’ continuous run was 
then undertaken at a cruising speed of twelve 
knots per hour, and during this run. the auxiliary 
machinery was put through exhaustive tests with 
successful results. During the whole day the 
machinery gave excellent results without any 
hitch, notwithstanding the fact that this was the 
first run the machinery had. One remarkable 
feature of the day’s trials was an almost total 
absence of vibration even at the highest speed, 
which is particularly gratifying to all concerned. 
Coal consumption trials were most successful. 

Liberty has been specially designed for ocean 
cruising, and she promises to be particularly well 
adapted for that purpose. She has very large 
bunkers, so that she can carry sufficient coal to 
allow her to cross the Atlantic and back again 
without coaling. For the same reason she has 
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very large storage tanks for fresh water, be¬ 
sides having evaporating and distilling apparatus. 

In several features it is evident that the de¬ 
signer has had to study utility as the chief ob¬ 
ject, certain peculiarities striking one as unusual. 
Liberty is certainly a remarkable vessel, and 
should amply fulfill the purpose for which Mr. 
Pulitzer has had her built. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

The various yachting clubs of California are 
rapidly getting their programmes into shape for 
the coming season. The programme of the 
Corinthian Y. C. provides for the usual cruises 
and races and for two or three events which 
have not hitherto been included. One of the 
latter is a race from Hunters’ Point to Redwood 
City and back, for which Capt. John H. Keefe 
will give a cup. Mr. Keefe has served the club 
as port captain for many years and is counted 
its most popular member. Another new feature 
will be a handicap race from Vallejo to Tiburon 
for which John Tait has offered a trophy. The 
club will open the season on April 25. 

The yacht owners of the -ZEolian Y. C. held a 
meeting last Friday to arrange the programme 
for the year. Those present were Com. Carl E. 
Strom, owner of Nautilus; Louis 1. Ward, 
owner of Eiola; L. Magers, owner of the U. 
and I.; F. Cleaves, owner of Nettie; LI. 
Craig, owner of Corsair; B. Roadke, owner of 
Seres; A. J. Ridkers, owner of Idler; M. Ennes, 
owner of Mist; H. Cjoilins, owner of Arrow; L. 
C. Knight, owner of Emma; S. Boysen, owner 
of .Eolian, and George Bell, owner of Albera. 
A new flag was adopted for the club. This is 
a red pennant with a blue diagonal bar on which 
are three white stars. Among the leading feat¬ 
ures of the programme as settled upon are: 
The opening day on April 18, the flag regatta 
on May 17, the race for the 20ft. class on July 
19, the open and trophy races on Aug. 1, and 
the participation in the inter-club regatta on 
Sept. 9. The closing festivities will be hejd on 
Oct. to and 11. 

The Golden Gate Y. C. held its annual meet¬ 
ing at Sausalito, the principal business being the 
election of officers for the coming season. These 
were: L. C. Pistolesi, President; L. R. Holm, 
Vice-President; J. A. Nodder, Recording Sec¬ 
retary; William J. Carlyle, Financial Secretary; 
George C. Fuller, Treasurer; W. W. Haley, 
Commodore; F. L. Mainno, Vice-Commodore; 
P. Vincent, Port Captain, and F. Sutton. Meas¬ 
urer. 'The club is figuring on issuing a challenge 
to the Corinthian club. 

On the southern California coast the yachting 
season was inaugurated on March 14 at a smoker 
given by the South Coast Y. C. at the San Pedro 
club house. The programme as outlined calls 
for the formal opening on May 9, for a race for 
all classes on May 17, the Montgomery cup race 
around Catalina Island on June 6, the start of 
the trans-Pacific ocean race from San Pedro to 
Honolulu on June .11, the race for the Times’ 
cup, an inter-club affair on July 25, and a num¬ 
ber of other events. The season will be closed 
the first week in October. 

Warren Skillings, of the Sequoia Y. C., of 
Eureka, Cal., was in San Francisco this week 
with the information that the northern club will 
probably issue a challenge to the Corinthian Y. 
C. to race for the San Francisco perpetual chal¬ 
lenge cup. The Sequoias are building a boat at 
Eureka with this idea in view. It will have an 
over all length of 36ft. and a waterline of 21ft. 
It is to be a centerboard craft, designed to carry 
about 1,000 feet of canvas. It will have a rac¬ 
ing length of about 26 feet. 

The Everett Y. C., of Everett, Wash., is plan¬ 
ning on building a yacht about 36ft. long to 
compete at various events on the coast. Two 
fine models have already been secured. 

L. D. Magers, vice-commodore of the TEolian 
Y. C., was married in San Rafael a couple of 
weeks ago to Miss Minnie S. Hubbard. 

The 23ft. fast cruising sloop Onda, owned by 
George R. Redman, of New York, has been sold 
to William R. Claflin, of Boston,' through the 
Hollis Burgess yacht agency. 

Model Yachting. 

The San Francisco Model Y. C. is. planning 
to have a gala day on Spreckels Lake in Golden 
Gate Park in honor of Admiral Evans, U. S. N., 
during the stay of the United States fleet in San 
L'rancisco harbor if the Admiral can find time 
to attend. Some special races, will be arranged 
to show the workings and tackings of the yachts 
by the rubber method. The club now has nine¬ 
teen high class models enrolled and participating 
in the regattas. These are: Com. J. E. Bran¬ 
non’s Ruth, William Fley’s Agnes, William 
Little’s Annie L., William Little’s Arrow, J. J. 
Dole’s Elvira, William Brown’s Skiddoo, L. L. 
Seavey’s Spray, Mose London’s Cricket, William 
Roeckner’s Apache, F. W. Donivan’s Florence, 
J. Donivan’s Emerald, F. Stinson’s Undine, C. 
J. McCleary’s Aftermath, J. McDonald’s Laura, 
H. D. Cartwright’s Sidney, and L. H. Peterson s 
Petrel. 

The regular quarterly regattas will be held 
May 30. the second Sunday in August and 
Thanksgiving Day. The Dickey perpetual cup 
will be sailed for in August and December, the 
races for the Directors’ cup will be held on the 
third Sunday of each month, and the weekly 
pennant races will be held each Sunday on which 
some special event does not come off. 

Mr. Hollis Burgess begs to announce that he 
has given up his trip to South America and will 
devote himself to his insurance business of all 
kinds at his office at 10 Tremont street as be¬ 
fore. Lie also desires to announce that he has 
made connection with the Boston Insurance 
Company, whose strength-and reliability are so 
well known, for the expert handling of yacht 
and automobile insurance, as well as all other 
kinds of insurance. Lie is also agent for Bos¬ 
ton Insurance Co., Liverpool & London & Globe 
Insurance Co., Etna Insurance Co. and other 
reliable companies. His yacht brokerage busi¬ 
ness will be conducted at 15 Exchange street, 
where he has associated himself with Mr. Walter 
Burgess under the name of The Hollis Burgess 
Yacht agency, with better facilities for handling 
the buying and selling of yachts , than ever be¬ 
fore. Listing of yachts for sale is cordially in¬ 
vited. 

R R R 

Designer C. D. Mower, of New York, has 
quite a few orders for new boats, some of them 
of decidedly novel ideas. His success with rac¬ 
ing boats on Barnegat Bay brought him an order 
for a show type of racing cat for members of 
the Island Lleights Y. C., of Barnegat, N. J., to 
compete for the famous Sewell cup won last 
year by the Manhasset, owned by Mayor John 
Weaver, of the Seaside Park Y. C., and built 
from Mower’s design. The contract for the new 
boat has not yet been placed, but will probably 
be given to some builder in the vicinity of Bar¬ 
negat Bay. 

The same designer also reports an order for 
a six meter sloop-rigged yacht for Mr. George 
Blech, of Brussels, Belgium, to compete against 
a class of similar boats of Linton Hope’s design. 
She will be fitted with a suit of American made 
sails and hollow spars. 

An order has also been placed with Mr. Mower 
for a 35ft. waterline auxiliary cruising yawl for 
Com. Richard H. Alexander, of the Royal Van¬ 
couver Y. C. She may be built in China by the 
same firm that built a similar boat from Mr. 
Mower’s designs two years ago. 

R R R 

The annual meeting of the Seawanhaka Corin¬ 
thian Y. C. for the year 1908 will be held at the 
City Midday Club, Broad Exchange Building, 
25 Broad street, on Tuesday, April 7, 1908, at 
12 M. The trustees have made nominations 
for positions for the year 1908 as follows: Com¬ 
modore, Frank J. Gould, steamer Helenita; Vice- 
Commodore, Francis S. Smithers, steamer Kis¬ 
met; Rear-Commodore, Frank S. Hastings, 
ketch Peggy. Trustees (class of 1911) : Arthur 
Curtiss James, Alfred Ely, Beverley R. Robin¬ 
son. Secretary, Percy S. Weeks; Treasurer, 
Frederic P. Moore; Measurer, C. Sherman Hoyt. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, '"Designer.” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT <& CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

TAOHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Plaoe, New York._ 

COX STEVENS. 
Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 

15 William Street, - New York. 
Telephone# 13TS and 13T6 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

C%.noe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management ol the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vgst amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
‘‘to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Handicap Racing. 

The life and popularity of yacht racing de¬ 
pends upon one thing principally, and that is 
the fairness of the system of measurement or 
classification used in giving each boat an equal 
opportunity to show what it can do in compari¬ 
son with other boats. 

Rules innumerable have been tried under all 
manner of formula, from a classification by 
cubic contents to an arbitrary length or an aver¬ 
age of over all and waterline length. Rules 
that considered the amount of sail carried, rules 
that considered freeboard, rules that calculated 
the weight, headroom and various other hard- 
to-find proportions, all, as the years roll by and 
we look hack at them more or less foolish, have 
been tried. 

We have in the 1907 season several striking 
instances of the trouble that complicated rules 
can make, as illustrated in the Lipton class on 
Gravesend Bay and the Q class at Hampton 
Roads. 

On Long Island Sound, the mecca of all rac¬ 
ing yachtsmen south of Cape Cod, the effect of 
past rules is apparent by the lean entry lists in 
the various regular classes sailing under the 
rules, and the* willingness of old boats to race 
when a fair proposition is put before them. 

In 1906 the handicap yacht racing class was 
formed by Mr. George P. Granberry, Harry 
Jackson and several others with Mr. Theo. Gran¬ 
berry as official handicapper, and a system of 
handicaps was arranged based on a boat’s 
actual speed found by averaging her time over 
five or more courses, very similar to getting a 
horse’s time around a race track. 

It worked out exceedingly well during the 
season of 1906 and nearly doubled in popularity 
during 1907, although many in favor of the old 
rules predicted the failure of it. In 1906 there 
were 178 starters during the season and 79 prizes 
won by boats in the handicap class, while in the 
season of 1907 there were 330 starters during 
the season and 142 prizes won by handicap boats. 

In every one of the thirty-one regattas of 1907, 
where handicap boats sailed, they outclassed in 
numbers any other one regular class. At Larch- 
mont, July 25, for instance, there were twenty 
starters in the handicap class, seven in the Bug, 
seven dories, five Class Q's, six 18-footers, and 
so o ndown through all the classes, each repre¬ 
sented by only two or three boats. 

This was but a natural state of affairs. Under 
the old rules, permitting freak construction, etc., 
the class had been outbuilt until but one or two 
in each class remained. The rest of the boats 
of that class, realizing they were hopelessly out¬ 
built with no earthly chance of winning, gave 
up racing. The only classes respectfully repre¬ 
sented were one-design classes such as the New 
York 30ft. class. Bug class and the dories here 
each had a chance, as all the boats were alike. 

But the handicap proposition appealed to many. 
Old boats, new boats, fast boats and slow boats 
all had a chance as the record shows. Only four 
boats out of the whole class of thirty-five failed 
to win some kind of a prize. 

Every time a yacht won a first prize she be¬ 
came more heavily taxed and the losers received 
the benefit until they gradually arrived at an 
average in which it was anyone’s race. All op¬ 
portunities came to all, keeping up the excite¬ 
ment and good sport by giving each a chance 
to win a prize instead of as under the old system 
one mahogany built bandbox costing thousands, 
winning every race and giving no one else a 
chance. 

The New York Y. C. has seen the advisability 
of encouraging this style of racing, a style by 
the way that was used when the New York Y. 
C. was organized years ago, and therefore noth 
ing new in principle, the difference comes in in 
the system of figuring the handicaps. Actual 
performances will be the basis of handicapping, 
as is used by the present class, but the percent¬ 
ages will he figured by comparing speed per mile 
instead of elapsed time. The condition for the 
New York Y. C.’s class will be as follows; 

I. A yacht shall not be eligible to enter a 
handicap race until the third season after the 
date of launching. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector'1 Now York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS ®. PACKARD 
Naval Architects ^ Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Brokerage and Insurance 

Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead,Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Boa.ts and 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these vachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C&noe amd Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick, 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. • 
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RECORD OF 1908 SEASON FOR THE HANDICAP CLASS ON LONG ISLAND SOUND. 

2. Yachts in a handicap race shall sail in 
cruising trim, and in addition lug foresails in 
schooners shall be barred. 

3. Yachts shall be rated for handicapping ac¬ 
cording to the average of actual speeds in sec¬ 
onds per nautical mile in five races sailed, which 
races shall be selected by the handicap commit - 
tee. 

4. The percentages which the fastest yacht 
shall allow any other yacht shall be calculated 
by the formula: 

Percentage equals Q (1 divided by F minus 
1 divided by Q) multiplied by 10, where Q is 
the speed of the yacht in question and F the 
speed of the fastest yacht in seconds per mile. 
For convenience the nearest one-tenth of 1 per 
cent, shall be used. 

5. The handicap committee shall have power 
to" omit for handicapping purposes races in 
which the speed in seconds per mile of the 
fastest yacht in the handicap class exceeds 150 
per cent, of F. ... 

6. The elapsed time of a yacht which finishes 
ahead and is disqualified for any reason will not 
be used in determining the value of F. 

7. A yacht not starting in one or more races 
shall retain the last handicap assigned to it. 

8. Yachts \Vhich have no suitable racing 
record will be arbitrarily handicapped accord¬ 
ing to the judgment of the handicap committee, 
which judgment shall be final until such yacht 
has sailed five races. 

9. The racing rules of the club shall govern 
the class, with the exception of those rules which 
specifically refer to rating measurement and 
time allowance. 

10. The handicap committee may divide the 
vaults into two divisions: one for schooners and 

one for sloops and yawls. The committee may 
further divide each division into classes accord¬ 
ing to speed. The matter of such division shall 
be left with the committee with power, and the 
decision shall be final. 

11. A committee of three will have charge of 
the races of the handicap class, of which com¬ 
mittee the measurer shall be one. 

Canoeing. 

Canoeing Down the Connecticut. 
Continued from page 506. 

That night I went to bed feeling an apprehen¬ 
sion that something was going to happen. Bert 
and I had been obliged to pitch our tent some 
distance from the others, because while they 
needed an open space for their tents, we were 
absolutely dependent upon the limb of a tree to 
fix the location of ours. So on going to bed I 
placed a good stout limb of hickory just outside 
the tent flap, where my hand could easily reach 
it in case of need. All was quiet when we 
turned in. It seemed as if we had only been 
asleep a few minutes, when suddenly we were 
aroused by the shout of a man and the plunging 
of something, as if it were coming through the 
underbrush at us. Instinctively I reached my 
hand out and clutched the stick, thanking my 
lucky stars I had had the forethought to put it 
there. “Whoa,” came the shout of a man’s 
voice. “What’s this, an Indian encampment?" 
“Not quite,” Bert replied; “just a party of 
canoeists camping here over night." Peering 
into the darkness, we could see by the light of 
their lantern that there were two men and a 

wagon. “What are you, cambers also?” said 
Bert. “Yes,” replied the man. “We have a 
camp over on the island opposite.” “Look out 
for the tent pegs,” answered Bert, and with 
that, on they drove, and soon we heard the 
horse go splashing through the water that 
separated us from the island, and we knew the 
river must be shallow there to allow them to 
ford the passage. 

Tuesday morning we were paddling along 
close to the Vermont bank of the river, when 
Lou called our attention to a graceful head 
peering at us over the tops of the brush, and 
two large trustful eyes that were gazing at us 
in half-shy unconcern. It was a deer-—the first 
we had seen. Soon another came bounding into 
view—a large buck with great, fine, spreading 
horns. There they stood on the bank not over 
sixty feet away, calmly lpoking at us. Bert 
made a move to get his camera, which lay under 
the front seat, and away they bounded. We ran 
our canoes on the shore, hoping to get another 
view of them, and perhaps a picture, but the 
pretty creatures were too shy and nimble, and 
were soon lost tO' our view, although Bert and 
Billy both ran after them, up through one of the 
most beautiful glens of the many we saw along 
the river. A clear cold stream came tumbling 
down the steep bank, a tiny silver thread of 
sparkling water, clear as crystal. It was very 
cool in there, and as wild and rugged as one 
could well imagine. 

Paddling on down the river again, about one 
o'clock we came to a space where there were 
great white birch trees, so big that when you 
attempted to clasp them in your arms your 
hands failed to meet. Here we had lunch, re¬ 
maining for some time in the cool shade, gather¬ 
ing “Indian pipes,” birch bark, etc., until we 
had cooled off and rested. That night we 
reached Chesterfield, N. H. Here we saw one 
of those quaint primitive ferries so character¬ 
istic of the Connecticut River. A wire cable 
stretches from shore to shore. On the lower 
side of this is fastened a flat-bottomed boat that 
looks like a raft with a two-foot rim around it, 
the current furnishing the motive power for 
crossing. One end of the raft is hauled in close 
to the cable, and the other allowed to slip out 
some distance, thus setting the boat at an angle 
to the stream. Then with a shove from a long 
pole, the ferryman always carries with him, they 
are off. Just as we reach Chesterfield, the ferry 
was coming across with a horse and wagon, 
and a few passengers. At the stern stood the 
fat, jolly-looking ferryman. We hailed him and 
asked where we could mail some post-cards. He 
informed us he would take them along with 
him, as he usually carried the mail up to the 
station. So we handed over the cards, and 
there he stood, deliberately looking them over, 
one at a time, commenting on the beauty of 
some of the scenes depicted. Then he started 
to read the little notes appended. This was too 
much for our sense of humor, and we laughed 
outright. On being asked if he usually read 
the cards entrusted to his care, the jolly ferry¬ 
man naively replied, “Why, of course, what else 
do you suppose I would do with them?” That 
night we camped on a low, grassy bank, under 
sqme willow trees that grew close to the river. 

[to BE CONTINUED-! 

A. C. A. Membership. 
NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division.—Wm. F. Purchase. Pater¬ 
son, N. J., by W. J. Flynn; Conrad Hauf, Jr., 
429 East 157th street, New York city, by Jas. 
McGahan. 

Eastern Division.—Albert W. Sweet, 41 George 
street, Providence, R. I., by S. B. Burnham; C. 
Morris Carpenter, 18 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass., by J. R. Robertson. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Western Division.—5469, H. K. Patch; 5470, 
C. C. Vance; 5471, Carl Slane; 5472, Wm. S. 
Truesdale; 5473, William F. Knislev, and 5474, 
Jeremiah McQuade, all of Peoria, Ill. 

MEMBER TRANSFERRED. 

4723, James H. Darrah, 1 Madison avenue, 
New York city, from Eastern Division to Atlan¬ 
tic Division. 
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KEYSTONE STATE SHOOTERS 

find UMC shells 

THE KEY TO SUCCESS 
In the big Pennsylvania Sportsmen’s Show Shoot at Philadelphia, March 10th to 12th, U. M. C. Shells 

won the lion’s share of the honors. One of the winners in a field of two hundred shooters, said: 

" U. M. C. Shells as now made and loaded are the best in the world for 16-yard or handicap shooting.” 

THIS IS THE U. M. C. ROLL OF HONOR: 

Grand Amateur Handicap won by G. S. McCarty, 82% from 21 yards. H. Chenoweth tied for Second. 
Eastern Championship at Birds, won by Thomas Dando, 24 straight from 29 yards. 
Grand Average at All Targets, won by G. S. McCarty, 322 ex 380. 

The A. H. Fox Gun for highest score in Doubles, won by F. J. Moffit with Remington “ F. E.” Gun. 
The High Professional score at Birds, made by Sim Glover with a Remington Auto Gun from 30 yards. 

Shoot U. M. C. Shells in a Remington Gun. 

M. Hartley Company, Sole Representative, 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY, THE REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, 

313-315 Broadway, New York City. 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

end a notice like the following: 
Fixtures. 

tpril 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.-Alert u. C. tournament. 
Edward F. Markley, Chairman, Easton, Pa. 

Vpril 9.—Morristown, N. J.—Morris G. C. all day shoot 
and team contest. F. A. Trowbridge, Sec y. 

Vpril 14.'—Bergen Beach (L. I ) G. C. 
Vpril 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. \V. Denny, 

Vpril618*—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Vpril 20.—Springfield (Mass.) G. C. tournament. C. L. 

Kites. Sec’y- „ 
Vpril 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. r 
Vpril 25—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C. 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec jn 
(Vpril 25.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. T. A. Quack- 

enbush, Sec’y. „ _ . 
Vpril 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. .. ,T v 
Mav 2.—New Haven, Conn.—Yale University vs. N. Y. 

'Athletic Club team. _ . 
May 4—Princeton, Pa.—Team contest, Princeton vs. 

MayMm!—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, Sec’y, 201 Pearl street. New York 

May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 
Dr. C. H. Burr. Sec’y 

May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. II. C. 

Keefe, Capt. „   ,, _ _ T - 
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. V\ es- 

tervelt, Sec’y. . _ „ ... . .. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 

annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains. Sec y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 

ton Sec’y 
May 30.—Paterson. N. T.—North Side Rod and Gun 

Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

H. E. Winans, Sec’y. 
C. J. T. Watt, Sec’y. 
Toledo G. C. Geo. Volk, 

April 4.—Phillipsburg, N. J.—Alert G. C. Edw. F. 
Markley, Sec’y. 

April 5-6.—Upper Alton (Ill.) G. C 
April 6.—Waycross (Ga.) G. r 
Aprii 7.—Toledo1, O.—West 

April 7-9.—Pittsburg (Kans.) G. C. B. W. Brown, Sec y. 
April 8.—Palatka (Fla.) G. C. R. M. Burt Sec y. 
April 9.-—Berwick (Pa.) R. and G. C. W. I. Shrader, 

ApriieC10.—Morgantown, W. Va.—Monongahela Valley 
Sportsmen’s League of W. Va. Ed. H. laylor, Secy- 
T 1*035 

April 11.—Reading, Pa.—South End G. C. Howard 
Melchior, Sec’y. , 

(Mo.) Trapshooters’ Association. 

Kans.—Forest Park G. C. Alva 

April 12.—St. Louis 
J. W. Bell, Sec’y. 

April 12.—Atchison, 

April 1U—Covington (Ind.) G. C. J R. Hicks, Sec y. 
April 13-15.—Nichols (la.) G. C. T. B Nichols, Secy. 
April 15-16.—Buckeye Lake (O.) G. C. Lou Fisher, Sec y. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denny, 

Apri^ 16-17.—Ross (la.) G. C C. F. Ruhs, Sec’y. , 
April 17.—Marquette (Kans.) G. C. Geo. A. Griggs, Sec y. 
April 17.—Danbury, Conn.—West Danbur.y G. C. Kobt. 

L. Hart, Sec’y. „ „ _ ... 
April 17.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Apr^H—Exeter, Ont—Huron Indians. W. Jones, Sec’y. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

AprilCtl9-21.—New Orleans, La—Tally-Ho Hunting and 
Fishing Club. J. H. Brockman, Sec’y. * 

April 20.—Atlantic City (N. J.) G. C. A. 
Sec’y. 

April 20.—Watertown, (Mass.) G. C. H. 

April^.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 

April66 20.—New Bedford, Mass:—Paskamansett G. C. 

Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
April 20-22.-Manito (Ill.) G. C. John C. Ramsey, Mgr. 

H. Sheppard, 

W. Jordan, 

April 20.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 
Smith Sec’y. 

April 21.—Jacksonville (Fla.) G. C. Frank S. Gray, Sec’y. 
April 21-23.—Hutchinsom Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 

men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec'y. 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. W. W. Wash¬ 

burn, Pres. 
April 23-24.—Groesbeck (Tex.) G. C. G. M. Groves,. 

Sec’y. „ . 
April 22-23.—Columbus (O.) G. C. Fred Shattuck, Secy. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 

G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 26.—Hales Corners (Wis.) G. C. Herman O. Horn, 

Sec’y. 
April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed, Sec’y. 
April 29.—Youngstown (O.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Secy. 
April 29^30.—Wilmington, Del.—Wawaset G. C. W. M. 

Foord, Sec’y. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. _ , 
May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed« 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
May 6-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens,. 

Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

'May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) C.. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lancaster fl’a.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman. Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln. Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. , 
May 8-9.—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec y. 
May 9—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan. Capt. 
May 10.—Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel, Sec'y. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. . 
May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. H. L. Saylor, Sec'y„ 
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May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank 
Howard, Sec’y. 

May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 
W. Budd, Secy. 

May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 
sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 

May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandfora, Mgr. 
May 1314.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 
May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 

Sec’y. 
May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 

Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 
May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 

E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 
May 14-15.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. H. 
Black, Sec’y. 

May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. H. T. Tongcn, 
Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (111.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) C. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec'y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
Alay 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, Ill.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G. C. Fred H. Teeple, Sec’y. 
May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. 1. P. 

Gould, Sec’y. 
May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. , 
May 29-30.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. Frank L. 

Hise, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wootton, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Secy. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
In a match at 25 live birds, $25 a side, at Philadel¬ 

phia, March 28, between Williams and Paul, the former 

won by a score of 16 to 20. Paul finished strong with 

an unbroken run of six. 

On March 28, at Pottstown, Pa., the famous trap shot, 

Mr. H. E. Buck waiter, of Royersford, killed 49 out of 50 

pigeons, the remaining bird falling dead out. lie had 

backed himself to kill 45 out of the 50. 

* 
At the live-bird shoot, held on the Point Breeze track, 

Philadelphia, March 28, there were ten entries in the 10- 

bird event. Of these, Holznagle, Raeber and Fisher 

scored straight. The birds were a good lot. 

* 
On April 4, a seven-man team contest will take place 

between the Princeton University team and the team of 

the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club, on the grounds of the 

latter. The return match will be shot at Princeton on 

May 4. 

Mayor Eugene E. Reed, of Manchester, N. H., won 

the trophy contest at the Paleface shoot, March 28, at 

Wellington, Mass., scoring 70 out of 75 targets. Rule, 

of Lowell, broke 158 out of 175 in the total of the 

sweepstakes and won high average. 

* 

A team of the S. S. W hite Gun Club shot a ten-man 

team contest with a team of the Riverton Gun Club, on 

the grounds of the latter on Saturday of last week. The 

results were: Riverton, 204; S. S. Whites, 179. The 

Rivertons had nineteen men shooting; the White, eleven. 

The ten best scores counted. Each man shot at 25 

targets: 

The annual interclass shoot between the seniors, sopho¬ 

mores, juniors and freshmen, at Harvard, was held on 

Soldiers’ Field, March 28. There were five men on a 

team, each of whom shot at 50 targets. The seniors won. 

Scores were: Seniors 181, sophomores 178; the juniors 

and freshmen tied on 161. 

The ten-man team contest between the Watertown 

and Middlesex gun clubs, shot at Wellington, Mass., 

March 28, was won by Watertown, 832 to 830. Each man 

shot at 100 targets. This is the third successive win of 

Watertown over Middlesex. Kirkwood and Baldwin, 

with 90, were high on the Watertown team. Rule was 

high with 95 for Middlesex. 

* 
Secretary James Brown writes us that the Mt. Iloreb, 

Wis., Gun Club’s registered tournament, to be held on 

June 2, will commence at 9:30, and that every one is 

invited to attend. High amateur will be awarded $5, in 

addition to his other winnings. Moneys will be divided 

50, 30 and 20 per cent. The programme will consist of 

ten events, 15 targets, $1 entrance. A special invitation 

is extended to professionals. 

* 
The Palatka, Fla., Gun Club has issued the programme 

of its forthcoming tournament, fixed to be held on April 

8. Eight events, each at 20 targets, $2 entrance, $5 

added, are provided. The purses will be divided 40, 30, 

20 and 10 per cent., class shooting. .Added money, $50. 

Shooting will begin at 8 o’clock. All will stand at 

16yds. The club would be pleased to receive notice from 

shooters of their intention to attend. 

K 

The programme of the North Caldwell, N. J., Gun Club 

spring tournament, to be held on April 25, provides 

nine events at 10, 15, 20 and one at 25 targets, the latter 

being a merchandise event. The entrances are 70 cents, 

$1, and $1.50. Class shooting. Programme shooting will 

begin at 10:30 o’clock. Luncheon free. Shells obtain¬ 

able on the grounds. Targets only, two cents. T. A. 

Quackenbush is the Secretary. 

A correspondent sends to us the following interesting- 

information: “During the year 1908, Mr. John W. Gar¬ 

rett, of Colorado Springs, Colo., will devote a portion of 

his time to trapshooting, and will appear at tournaments 

as a full-fledged representative of the Du Pont Company. 

This will be good news to all amateurs and professionals 

alike, and while the former will unanimously wish him the 

best of luck, the latter will, beyond all question, accord 

him a hearty welcome when he makes his debut in pro¬ 

fessional ranks as a Du Pont man ” 

* 
Programmes with entry blanks can now be obtained of 

Secretary H. Beckler, of the North Side Rod and Gun 

Club, Paterson, N. J., for the tournament to be held on 

Decoration Day, May 30. Five events each at 15 targets, 

$1.30 entrance, are introductory to the Amateur Handi¬ 

cap at 50 targets, sliding, 16 to 21yds.; high guns. There 

will be a like programme for the afternoon if possible. 

The handicap will begin at 1:30. Programme shooting 

will begin at 9 A. M. Lunch and shells can be obtained 

on the grounds. Rose system will govern the moneys. 

Targets, 2 cenls. Any one can shoot for targets only. 

* 
The New York Athletic Club team on March 28, de¬ 

feated the Yale University team, 496 to 481. There were 

six men on a side and each man shot at 100 targets. 

Elias, with 89, was high for New York, while for Yale 

Hebbard broke 90 for the individual leadership of both 

teams. Second places in the individual scoring were 

held by Pelham, of New York, 87, and Pugsley, of Yale, 

89. Mr. Neaf Apgar acted as referee. The return match 

will be shot on May 2, at New Haven. 

On each of the two days of the Ossining, N. Y., Gun 

Club’s tournament, Alay 13-14, there are $10, $5 and $3 

for the day’s high averages. On the first day, ten 20- 

target events, $1.40 entrance, are provided. Of these, 

events 2 to 6, 100 targets, will be for the Westchester 

county championship of 1908. On the second day there 

are one 15, one 25, and eight 20-target events, $1.30, $2.50 

and $1.40 entrance. F"vent No. 8, at 25 targets, is for 

$100 merchandise, handicaps, 16 to 22yds., and does not 

count in averages. Programme starts at 10:30. Ship 

guns, etc., care Barlow & Co. Lunch and shells ob¬ 

tainable on the grounds. Ossining is on the N. Y. C. 

A' IT. R. R. R., thirty miles from New York. An ex¬ 

ceedingly novel feature of the programme is that com¬ 

plimentary mention is made of the sporting journals 

which publish the Ossining Gun Club scores. This is 

quite in pleasing contrast with the policy of the average 

gun clubs, which obtain all the free advertising they 

can in the sporting journals and in return strive to 

obtain advertising on a cash basis in their programmes; 

that is to say, all gratuity on one side and all cash on 

the other. We acknowledge with pleasure the courtesy 

of the Ossining Gun Club. Gaylord B. Hubbell is the 

Secretary; Charles G. Blandford is the Manager. 

Bernard Waters. 

Columbus Gun Club. 
Mr. Elmer E. Shaner came over to Columbus Satur¬ 

day, March 2S,*on a little business regarding the Grand 
American Handicap, and it has come to pass that Mr. 

Shaner can no longer remain in the “light, weight’’ 
class, as we have witness to prove that he is now a full- 
fledged member, in good standing of the “heavy weight” 
order. Mr. Frank Hall, of the Frank P. Hall Co., has 
an elegant little den in the shape of a canopy, fenced 
around, and fitted up in Old Mission style, old guns, 
nets, and sportsman’s delights hanging all around. Mr. 
Shaner was seated comfortably in one of the heaviest 
chairs, when suddenly a loud crash was heard, and Mr. 

Hall hurried to the rear, thinking that the floor had 
given way, on account of the large storage of shells 
piled up, and found Mr. Shaner and the big chair all in 
a heap. The chair had completely telescoped, or 
collapsed, and while the sensation was not unsimilar to 
that of an earthquake, Mr. Shaner said that he began 
to wonder where the cyclone cellar was. After being 
assured that there was no more danger, the boys all 
began to take notice that Mr. Shaner was of the heavy 
weight class. 

Geo. W. Buchanan and Dr. E. .E. Cowdrick, of Winni¬ 
peg, Manitoba, were guests at the club shoot, on Wed¬ 
nesday and Saturday, and for picking up any old gun 
they could find did lome good breaking. The boys were 
all mighty glad to see George, who used to be one of 
us. The Doctor is a fine sportsman, and we were glad 
to have him with us. 

Luther Squier has returned to Columbus, after an 
absence of two weeks, and will be present at roll call 
for some little time. The boys are thinking of having 
Luther make Columbus headquarters. We have got 
John Taylor and Fred Le Noir, and we can take care of 
Luther all right. 

Mr. J. N. Hedges, of Asheville, came up Saturday to 
try his new gun and the 100-bird race. He likes the 
gun all right for a stranger, and thinks that better 
acquaintance will help considerable. 

W. J. Welsheimer, of Johnstown, Ohio, came for the 
special shoot. That he enjoy? getting out with a gun, 
there is no mistake. 

Joe Wells shot a fine clip, and he came very close 
unto the vase winners—too close for comfort, said they. 
Well, Joe, we will have to get even at the April 
tournament. 

Appended are the scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Squier . 
Hall . 
J N Hedges _ 
G W Buchanan 
Wells . 
Le Noir . 
Shatford . 
Taylor . 
Coe . 
Doctor C. 
Weinman . 
Weatherholt 
Webster .. 
H E Smith . 
Burris . 
Fishinger . 
G M Smith 
H Smith . 
Bolin . 
Welsh . 
Baker . 
Shilling . 
Postle . 
Ward . 
Roemick . 
Shattuck . 

123456789 
20 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 
17 18 IS 16 15 20 21 22 .. 
15 14 19 17 12 18 21 20 .. 
17 16 15 17 11 16 21 .. .. 
15 IS 14 16 18 21 20 17 .. 
18 12 19 17 17 23 . 
19 17 19 18 17 23 23 20 .. 
14 13 18 17 14 19 . 
17 20 17 .. .. 24 25 23 .. 
12 14 10 7 6 17 . 
16 15 17 18 16 16 . 
14 13 13 14 12 23 17 .. .. 
12 14 14 14 17 . 
17 16 19 20 18 25 22 .. 
17 19 19 18 18 22 . 
13 15 18 IS 17 19 20 21 
16 19 16 15 17 . 
13 15 IS 17 15 19 . 
10 13 12 11 13 19 20 .. 
17 12 16 17 20 25 22 21 23 
14 15 15 16 14 . 
1.3 10 16 14 17. 
17 15 12 18 19 . 
. 17 19 .. .. 
14 16 15 15. 
14 15.19 .. .. 
18 17 19 17 . 

Fred Le Noir shot well up in the race, breaking 90 
out of 100 and 46 in the 50-bird shoot. 

John Taylor, after shooting three 25-target events and 
two 20-target events, had to lay off a few events, on 
account of a severe headache. 

A. E. Shatford, after listening to the duck and geese 
stories told by George and the Doctor, took a last look 
at the broken chair and remarked that he would almost 
go broke to get some shooting like that. It was inter¬ 
esting to hear the two of them describe it, and it made 
an impression on Deacon Shatford. 

H. E. Smith and Webster were close up for one of 
the vases, with 91 and 90, Webster getting them all in 
the secretary trophy shoot. . It was nicely done, as 
William did it easy and only had to call barrel No. 2 on 
two occasions. Says he, “The bird in the hand, etc.” 

Frank Burris and Ora Shilling tied with 94 each, 
winning the two vases. That there will be a few violets 
and spring beauties lodging at breakfast in those vases, 
goes without saying. 

Will Fishinger has the record nearly smashed for long 
stocks, and his idea is to get closer to them and so 
lessen their chance of getting away. 

G. M. Smith finished close up in the race, and made 
the two winners wonder a bit. G. M. and Shilling are 
going to take a look at the duck on Tuesday, No. 2 in 
April. 

W. V. Baker had a kind of an off day on Saturday 
afternoon and did not get his usual portion. Wednesday 
he will try them again. 

Jimmie Ward got a touch of the “spring fever” and 
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took a run to the gun club to see what there was doing 
and found the usual big crowd, all trying to win a 
flower vase. Jimmie says he wonders how it would go 
to get in practice. It looks as if he was getting 
serious and if he does, he can break ’em. 

The third annual spring tournament of the Lolumbus 
Gun Club is on tbe register for Wednesday and 1 hurs- 
day April 22 and 23. and the shooting barometer shows 
indication of a good, big crowd, as the inquiry for 
programmes has been greater than it has been con¬ 
cerning any other tournament given in Columbus since 
the Ohio State shoot in 1907. The spring tournament 
will consist of a 100-bird race of four 15-bird races and 
two 20-bird races. Entrance $8 for this event, which 
will be shot on Tuesday afternoon, April 21, beginning at 
1:30 1’. M. promptly. On Wednesday there will be eight 
15-target events and four 20-target events, and the same 
programme on Thursday, making 200 targets each day. 
The preliminary event on Tuesday will not count tor 
the average. There will be $50 added average money, 
open to all comers. The average money will be divided 
as follows: $5 to each of the five high guns, and $5 to 
each of the five low' guns, shooting through the tourna¬ 
ment. Money divided high guns, not class shooting. 
The programme will be ready for the mails by April 
4, and any shooter wishing one sent him will be ac¬ 
commodated by addressing Fred Shattuck, Secy, 4- 
Board Trade Building. Targets will be 2 cents each, 
included in entrance. Dinner served each day in the 
club d'ning room. All shells or guns sent prepaid to 
The Frank P. Hall Co., or The Columbus Sporting 
Goods Co., will be delivered to grounds free of charge. 
Everything in shells on sale at club. 

Btr{|en Beach Gun Club. 

gauge part of the time. See 

Events: 1 
Targets: 25 

Dreyer . 10 
Lyman . 11 
Armitage . 10 
Isaac . 13 
Bergen . 10 
Charles . J 
Pfender . H 
Wilson . 4 
Morgan . 17 
Shevlin . 
Griffith . 
Remsen . 
Simpson 

res 

2 

follow 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

14 18 8 11 14 15 15 17 

10 9 13 12 13 10 7 

14 15 15 15 15 

12 17 18 17 11 
18 20 i 5 is i7 21 

9 9 10 

9 b 

15 11 16 16 

16 11 12 16 

18 
23 
13 

17 18 
17 

9 
24 
14 

March 28.—Scores w'ere made at the weekly shoot of 

Events 

Kelly 

Morgan 
Bergen . 
Dreyer . 
Lyman . 
Morgan 
Shevlin 
Dreyer 
Ouick 
Griffith 
Damron 
Remsen 
Haney 
Potter 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

. 20 20 20 22 
. 21 14 14 14 19 
. 14 16 18 18 
. 20 22 18 18 20 if) 
. 21 19 19 14 15 17 
. 17 12 14 17 
. 15 17 

. 16 12 12 12 
18 

. 8 7 12 7 
15 17 17 if 20 
16 20 20 21 18 19 is 
22 20 23 20 21 

20 16 16 20 2i 20 
19 14 

Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing N. Y., March 28.—The monthly handicap 
brought out a pretty full attendance to-day there being 
eleven entries. Three prizes were shot for with the 

following scores: 
H. B. T. 

Rieger . 2 17 19 
Campbell . 3 10 -0 
Peck . 3 21 24 
Keppel . 5 11 2. 
Barrett . 3 16 19 
Deems . 3 19 22 

Nash and Ashmore tied in shoot-off. Ashmore won 

second choice. 
The scores for the day were as follows: 

H. B. T. 
Long . 0 21 21 
Nash . 3 
Ashmore . 5 
Foster . 5 
Kruser . 4 

20 23 
18 23 
17 22 
14 18 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 15 25 25 25 

Rieger . 10 17 17 21 
Campbell . 7 13 15 16 
Peck .10 21 21 17 
Keppel .19 17 16 
Barrett . 6 15 16 16 
Deems . 9 19 17 

Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 15 25 25 25 

Long . 9t 22 31 19 
Nash . 9 18 20 14 
Ashmore .16 18 16 
Foster .10 17 .. 
Kruser . 4 11 14 14 
Smith .16 15 17 

H. B. Keppel, Sec’y. 

Orange Gun Club. 

Orange, N. J., March 28.—An excellent day for shoot¬ 
ing, should have attracted a little bigger crowd to the 
Orange Gun Club’s grounds last Saturday. Those who 
did attend had some good sport and some very creditable 
scores were made. The only scheduled event was a 
handicap at 25 targets for the first leg on a W alsrode cup. 
Baldwin with a handicap of 1, was the winner of the 
event, scoring 24. Several other practice events were 
shot, the net scores for the day being the following: 

Shot at. Broke 
Baldwin . 135 117 
M osier .145 105 
Hopper . 175 118 
Starrett . 175 111 
Wallis .175 116 
Fleck . 150 96 

Nicol ... 
Wickes . 
Yeomans 
Wells ... 
Lane .... 

100-Shot Championship Match 
Won Again By Rvidolph Gute with 

WINCHESTER 
CARTRIDGES 

MAKING 

246 8~Highest Score of the Year-2468 

BESIDES winning the Gallery Championship 

Match of the Zettler Rifle Club shoot, held in 

New York City, March 14-21, Winchester 

Cartridges were tied for first in the Continuous Match— 

H. M. Thomas, 5 perfedl scores of 75; second in the 

Bullseye Match—A. F. Laudensack, target of 6°; sec¬ 

ond in the Zimmerman Match—R. Gute, 5 scores of 

39, 16 scores of 38. Mr. Gute’s average for the 100- 

Shot Matches that he has competed in is over 2465— 

the highest of any shooter. His perfect score of 0" 

made on the Bullseye Target at Rochester remains 

unequalled. This shows that Winchester Cartridges— 

The Red W Brand Still Hold The Palm 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y„ March 28,-Tbe weather conditions here 

to-day were very bad for trapshooting and were the means 

of keeping a pumber of the boys away. A strong wind 

blew across the field, making the targets very hard to 

locate, but Sanders, Valentine and F. O. Roberts gave a 

grand exhibition of their skill. The scores made by the 

o,Mr„d,irs,.u'?5'hS ou. .< i» 
The second event, of 25 targets, prayed to be the 

feature of the day. In it Sanders and F. O. Roberts 
made straight scores. Scores follow. 

Shot at. Broke 

Duffryn M»wr Gun Club. 

Duffryn Mawr, Pa., March 28.—This was tbe brst 

sweepstake shoot of the year. The day proved quite 

stormy and cut the attendance. Mr. Mace shot in very 

good form, considering the wind and rain. Scores: 

Shot at. Broke 
150 90 
125 

50 
50 
50 

110 
41 
33 
27 

Shot at. Broke 

Sanders . 100 
Valentine . *00 
F O Roberts.... 100 
D E Roberts... 100 
Lee . 100 
Welling .100 
Thompson . 75 

90 
87 
86 
72 
71 
69 
57 

Vrooman 
Robinson 
Crowley 
Galvin .. 
Sharp ... 

1 2 3 
5 10 15 
5 9 9 

9 13 

Biddison . * \ » 
Shanline . “ 

Events: 
Targets: 

Lewis . . 
Torpey . 3 

1 nil n   4 

4 5 
10 20 
10 16 
10 13 

7 16 
7 10 
3 14 
7 12 

6 l 
15 25 
12 20 
12 21 
12 22 
12 13 

7 13 
12 13 

Shot 
at. Broke. 

. 75 

. 50 
52 .vi ace . 

.... 4 8 14 8 16 11 19 
33 

... 1 8 .. 5. 
. 50 
. 50 
. 25 
. 25 

30 
27 
20 
15 

James . 
Shank . 
M Davis . 

11 ’! ’*. 4 
3 .. 
7 3 
9 10 

5 .. 5 .. 
8 14 7 .. 
.. 14 .. .. 
5 12 10 .. 

J. J. Farrell, Sec’y. 

F Davis 
Rudolph 

11 10 17 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

25 
40 
75 
45 
45 
10 
60 

81 
83 
83 
61 
57 
59 
88 
82' 
14 
15 
33 
33 
27 
10 
38 

M. R. Baldwin, Sec’y. 
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99.8 Per Cent. 

“What do you know about that big noise?” 
We now feel that the acme of surpreme and un¬ 

paralleled howling success in the establishing of the 
world’s records has been achieved. This by a man who 
did not go down behind the barn, or require any affidavits 
of authenticity. This by a man whose word is equiva¬ 
lent to his bond—this by a man who is so well known to 
you all that the mere mention of his name will dispel all 
doubt of the truthfulness of his claim. No man, or 
aggregation of men, will ever intimate “that he fixed the 
traps, or that the record was made on “dubs.” How 
did it all come about? Let me tell you: 

Coming through from Nashville to Chattanooga, the 
U. M. C. and Remington Squad (having had one night’s 
rest) were feeling fine. We were in the smoking room 
sleeper. Col. J. T. Anthony painted a vivid word pic¬ 
ture that was made so realistic that we could see the 
Yankees falling in every direction. This as they made 
their unsuccessful charges in the different battles, led by 
their incompetent commanders (so says the Colonel), and 
we fairly trembled with excitement as he told how him¬ 
self, in conjunction with six other companions, held 
Grant’s army in abeyance until the balance of . the Con¬ 
federate army made a detour and fell on Grant’s left 
wing. And how Grant’s army would have been com¬ 
pletely annihilated if darkness had not come to their 
rescue, and he (Grant), like the Arabs of old, folded his 
tents and disappeared in the night. A. M. Hatcher at 
this point remarked that this to him was another evidence 
that the Lord took care of his own, or darkness would 
not have descended. That was too much for the Colonel, 
and turning, he made some remarks to Hatcher that 
directly reflected upon his mental condition and intelli¬ 
gence, intimating that his brain was as coarse as egg 
coal. Hatcher subsided, and the Colonel proceeded. 
Bull’s Run was the opening and Appomatox the close 
of his dissertation. He explained how, in the early 
stages of the war, many of the Confederates (until guns 
sufficient had been captured from the Yankees) were 
supplied with bows and arrows; that he put in most 
of his spare time hunting flint arrow-heaas along the 
clay banks of the creeks. He further explained that he 
became so proficient in handling the bow and arrow that 
he would frequently pick off twenty or thirty Yankees 
before they knew where the Nemesis was working from. 
The bows were like smokeless powder—no noise, no 
smoke. The next weapon of extermination he was 
equipped with was the old Confederate pike, which he at 
first considered apparently worthless. The Colonel looked 
around over the bunch and blandly remarked that they 
so much reminded him of the worthless pike that he felt i'ustified in dubbing them a bunch of “pikers.” Charlie 
.e Compte asked for a description of the pike. The 

Colonel proceeded to describe the same as a double- 
edged bowie-knife set firmly in a handle of hickory about 
nine feet long and two inches in diameter, and was used 
as a bayonet. We of course had to charge the Yankees. 
We would land on them, plunging the pike in such a 
way that we threw them off to the side like throwing fish 
from a gig. The Colonel here remembered a special in¬ 
cident. Grant’s (Federal) army lay in the valley. Gen- 
Walthall’s (Confederate) was on the top of Lookout 
Mountain, and Gen. Bragg (Confederate) was in posses¬ 
sionary of Missionary Ridge. He (the Colonel) was with 
Bragg’s brigade. An order was issued which the Colonel 
understood to mean charge. He rushed out with his 
pike, charged the Yankee forces and mowed a swath 
down through the center of Grant’s brigade that very 
much resembled the trail of a McCormick harvester cut¬ 
ting through a wheatfield. When he arrived at the Ten¬ 
nessee River he glanced back and discovered that none 
of his comrades had accompanied him, and that he had 
fought the much-talked-of battle of Missionary Ridge 
single-handed and alone. Nothing daunted, he swam the 
Tennessee River with the pike in his teeth, and climbing 
Lookout Mountain, again entered the ranks of the Con¬ 
federate forces and reported in person to Gen. Walthall 
at his headquarters in the Craven home. Here is where 
the Colonel had his first opportunity to secure a real gun. 
He was out on a tour of observation, and saw six of 
Grant’s men foraging. Again single-handed and alone he 
rounded them up and started them up the mountain. 
Fearing some of them might attempt to escape, he took 
one of his shoestrings (well worn), tied the Yanks to¬ 
gether and marched them as prisoners of war into camp. 

From one of the captured men he took a Spencer car¬ 
bine. Right there the real war of the rebellion began. 
What’s that? Never mind, reader, don’t get hasty. I 
am coming to the 99.8 per cent, record, but I want to 
lead you up and explain (in the absence of proof) how 
this world’s record was brought about. 

.The Colonel, with the new carbine, commenced picking 
off the sharpshooters from the trees, sentinels from their 
posts, officers from their saddles, and the privates re¬ 
ceived absolutely no mercy at his hands. They were 
slaughtered indiscriminately. In fact, the recital was such 
that when the Colonel even pointed that carbine the 
Yankees fell dead, which I can see was the right thing 
to do, as it obviated the cleaning of guns and at the 
same time was a saving of ammunition, which the Colonel 
confided to us was at that time getting a little scarce 

Billy Hcer had been sitting in the corner with his little 
book and pencil.^ and all thought that Billy was having 
“a bad half hour” with his expense book. This surmise 
was wrong. At the conclusion of the Colonel’s blood¬ 
curdling recitation, Heer proceeded to run up several 
columns of figures, and announced that by actual count 
made during the recital the Colonel has an unbroken 
run of 499 Yankees (99.8 per cent.)—another world’s 
record established in the South. We certainly were all 
surprised. While we realized that the Colonel was shoot¬ 
ing in fine form and with unsual accuracy, we had no 
idea the scores were running so high. George Maxwell 
insisted that the Colonel tax his memory and see if he 
could not remember some other Yank that he had started 
for the celestial sphere, even though this Yank was little, 
old, dried up, insignificant and puny. George would be 
willing to count him and make it five hundred. The 
Colonel replied, with a far-away look, “No, boys, there 
is one more that I staited across the “great divide,” 

but I don’t care to class him with that bunch of 
Yankees.” 

At this point the old historian’s voice trembled and 
quivered, and we could all see that he was much affected. 
Billy Long insisted upon the story, and the Colonel again 
recited: “It was Friday, Aug. 13, 1863, a hot and sultry 
day. I was on the mountain with a strong field-glass 
watching the coming and going of Grant’s staff at their 
headquarters on Orchard Knob. I threw the glass 
around on Moccasin Bend, and there I saw what I took 
to be, by his attire, one of those miserable Yankees, and 
I took a shot at him. The wind was blowing south by 
southeast, and I allowed for same. There being no wind- 
gauge sights in those days, I depended entirely upon my 
unerring judgment, and held about a foot to the left and 
eighteen inches high, resting the gun against a small 
birch, pulled trigger, and when the smoke cleared away 
(you know, boys, there was no smokeless powder in 
those days) I saw that the bullet had gone true to the 
aim, bit to my horror I saw Confederate soldiers rushing 
from the woods carrying back the soldier that I had ust 
shot. Upon later inquiry I found that I had snuffed 
the favorite son of one of those dear, delightful, lovable 
Southern families. He was attired in the Yankee garb 
while he washed and dried1 his own. No, I never ceased 
to regret this. 

Billy Le Compte spoke up and said, “Well, Colonel, 
that would give you the unbroken record of 500.” The 
“grand old man,” with tears in his eyes about the size 
of lunch counter doughnuts, said, “No, no, no, boys, 
consider that shot lost. I do not care to place this Con¬ 
federate boy in the same category with that bunch of 
disreputable Yankees. Tell you his name?” Again the 
Colonel refused; said the killing was an accident, a great 
calamity, and it must never again be mentioned; said he 
was willing to take his chance and was willing to sac¬ 
rifice his perfect score of 100 per cent., although it might 
be equaled or possibly beaten within the next week, 
but this dear boy’s memory should not be defamed. 

Here Frank Butler could see that there was an oppor¬ 
tunity for a possible trade ad. He broke in with the 
inquiry, “Colonel, what kind of ammunition were you 
using?” An injured look overspread the face of Anthony, 
and he replied, “Frank, cut out your trade talk. I 
don’t want this used in the papers. I am going to quit 
you all to-night. I am going direct to the Leesburg 
(Florida) tournament, and will shoot you a record there 
for publication.” 

Be it understood that the Squad as an entirety does 
not “get chesty” over this latest world’s record of 99.S 
per cent., but the Colonel has been with us until this* 
immediate time. This record would possibly have never 
been made public had it not been for our Southern tour, 
hence we feel that just a little belongs to us. 

Nashville, Tenn.—Here we shot at Cumberland Park, 
having an audience of 600. We had a most enthusiastic 
crowd. Our old friend Irby Bennett was ill and confined 
to the house. We failed to see him, much to our regret. 
Irby, you surely have the best wishes of the squad that 
you will be up and around in a few days. 

We met here and had as our guest “the noblest Roman 
of them all,” Andy Meaders. Guess that boy needs no 
introduction to the shooting world, especially “the old 
selling platers.” I am glad to advise that he is hale and 
hearty and will be at the Grand American Handicap with 
the glad hand extended to all. Come, Andy, you are 
certainly welcome any place you may elect to go. We 
also met George Hilmann, of the Winchester Co., and 
Charlie Gilbert, the Nashville hustler. They were both 
very gracious, and we have them in conjunction with 
the balance of Nashville shooters to thank for many 
courtesies. 

Chattanooga, Tenn., is located at the foot of Lookout 
Mountain, on the Tennessee River. Has more historical 
points of interest than any other city in the United 
States. The National Park of 6,000 acres, is located here, 
this covering Point Lookout, Missionary Ridge, Chick- 
amaugua Park and a number of other points of interest. 
Almost all generals of note during the Civil War fought 
in and' about Chattanooga. Grant, Sherman, Sheridan, 
Lee, Bragg, and Jackson were conspicuous here. It was 
on top of Lookout Mountain that the “battle above the 
clouds” was fought. It rained here incessantly, and we 
were obliged for the first time to cancel our date. 
George Maxwell insisted that not only the squad, but 
the heavens wept, at the departure from the team of 
our old friend and college chum, Colonel Anthony. He 
certainly carries with him the best wishes of our bunch. 

Atlanta, Ga.,—Again did the rain cancel for us a date 
that we were very anxious to fill. During the afternoon 
our telephone at the hotel rang incessantly, inquiries 
being made as to the possibility of our “pulling off” the 
entertainment, but we were obliged to cancel. 

Greenville, S. C.—One of the most enterprising cities 
in the South, center of the cotton mills, and a town where 
the financial flurry has in no way affected their pros- 
peritv. We shot at the fair grounds and had about 900 
people at the exhibition. The local sportsmen were out 
in full force. The prosperity of the city was evidenced 
by the number of automobiles, many of them foreign 
cars. The ladies have the correct idea—they handle 
their own machines. This with as much dexterity and 
pride as a mother would propel a baby buggy. We have 
Mrs. Wilkins to thank for a most enjoyable run given 
Annie Oakley in her car, and of which she was the 
efficient chauffeur. 

Spartanburg, S. C., “the Lowell of the South,” has a 
population of about 20,000 people, and has more than 
tripled its population in the last fifteen years. Woford 
College for men and Converse Seminarv for wom^n 
located here. This city has more paved streets (thanks 
to the enterprise and assistance of Mr. F I). McKowe^ 
than any city of its size in the South. The cotton mills 
at this point consume more than 250,000 ha’es ^f cotton 
annually. It is in this city the South Atlantic States 
Musical is held annually. The finest talent is secured, 
and it is looked forward to and attended bv people from 
all over the world. The street car system is about forty 
miles and is the most complete and up-to-date of any 
we have found in the South; in fact, everything in this 
city indicates thrift and concert of action on the part 
of the citizens. Their motto, “We all pull together”— 

is evidenced at every turn. This might well be termed 
the city of smoke stacks, education and enterprise. An¬ 
other factor, the social side of life, is studied, fostered 
and enjoyed to the limit. Each and every face, male and 
female, is wreathed in a smile of satisfaction, and all 
appear to be at peace with the world. A divorce court 
would be the fifth wheel on a wagon in this city. Did 
the boys treat us royally? Take it from me that they did. 
When I mention the names of such shooting Indians as 
F. D. McEowen, H. R. Crigler, Alex L. White, and 
Messrs. Erwin and Harris, then you ask me, did they 
treat us right? I will answer with a counter question 
“Can a duck swim?” You well know, boys, that we are 
coming back to see you, and it can’t be too soon. Six¬ 
teen hundred spectators turned out here—and this in the 
face of the fact that we showed five miles from the city. 

Greensboro, N. C.—Mr. A. C. Barrell, of the U. M. C. 
and Remington Co., fresh from the New York office 
dropped in on us at Spartanburg yesterday. 'That bright 
7x9 smile of his did not commence to take full effect 
until we arrived at Greensboro, and it has certainly had 
the effect of infusing new life into the bunch. We sure 
hope that Mr. Barrell will stay with us the balance of 
the trip. George Lyon, of Durham, N. C., appeared 
upon the scene at this point, an unexpected and welcome 
surprise. 

Mr. John Avery, salesman, and Mr. C. A. Hartsook, 
missionary for the U. M. C. and Remington Co., also 
joined us at this point. Greensboro is reputed to be the 
largest city in North Carolina, with a population of 
45,000 people, and is certainly a real live town. Has three 
daily papers with a circulation of 12,000 copies, the 
largest Denham mills in the South, in addition to one 
of the largest hardware companies (Odell Hardware Co.) 
between Baltimore and Atlanta. Quail are in abundance 
at this point. M. Hartley Dodge, Charles Ireland, George 
Gould, Clarence Mackav, all have large hunting lodges 
located within a very short distance from the city. Six 
miles from Greensboro is the historic battle ground of 
Guilford Courthouse, where Gen. Greene’s achievement 
made possible the defeat of Cornwallis at Yorktown. 
Twenty-seven historic monuments erected to the memory 
and valor of America’s dead heroes. This battlefield was 
one of the most noted of the Revolutionary War; em¬ 
braces one hundred acres, and the National Government 
has expended large sums upon same. A newly organized 
club contains such members as Charlie McKnight, Mr. 
Whittington and Joe Stone, with many others. They are 
certainly enthusiastic. We had an audience of about 
fifteen hundred people, and as guests had M. S. Lee. of 
New York, who landed high amateur average; George 
Lyon, of Durham, N. C., and A. Lyon, of High Point. 
The squad have been here before, and knew the hos¬ 
pitable nature of the Greensboro bunch. Boys, we are 
glad we returned, and doubly assure you that any old 
time that we are booked in the South, Greensboro will 
be one of our objective points. We go from here to 
Durham, the city that George Lyon, in conjunction with 
the Bull Durham tobacco, has made famous. 

Tom A. Marshall. 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., March 28.—Notwithstanding the 
threatening weather, some thirty-five men were in at¬ 
tendance to-day, many coming out to get a little practice 
before the big championship shoot of April 1. Some 
five trophy events were run off. Mr. Chas. Thomas, of 
the Jersey City'Club, won out in the first event; Louis 
M. Colquitt in the second. Mr. R. Jacobus was the 
winner of the third; E. Jacobus of the fourth event, and 
Mr. O. C. Grinnell of the fifth. t 

The combined scores made in events 1 and 2 counted 
on the sixth leg for the Greener gun, giving Mr. Geo. 
Batten his second win with a score of 48. (This for 
members only.) 

In like manner the scores made in events 3 and 4 
counted on the contest for the Colquitt medals for two- 
man teams. Messrs. .Wan a"»d Moffett tying with Messrs. 
E. and R. Jacobus at 94. This tie will have to be shot 
off later. 

On next Saturday the Princeton University team will 
visit Montclair, and shoot a seven-man team race; Mont¬ 
clair going to Princeton on May 4. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: II 25 II 25 H 25 H 25 

Burtis . . 1 20 1 21 1 23 1 20 1 23 
Hunt . 9 23 2 21 2 20 2 21 2 24 
Boxall . . 1 20 i 20 i 21 1 24 i 24 
Wilson . 9 23 2 20 9 23 2 21 2 23 
R Tacobus . 
H Francisco . 

. 4 22 4 23 4 25 4 24 3 24 
9 23 2 12 2 14 2 19 

♦Birch . . 0 18 0 9 0 4 0 20 
S G Francisco . . 5 IS 5 15 4 15 5 15 
Beattie . 9 21 2 21 2 13 2 16 
Sindle . . 3 21 3 19 3 23 3 21 
Piercy . .n 21 0 22 0 21 0 24 6 i9 
♦Fanning . . 0 21 0 24 0 24 0 20 
E Jacobus . 9 23 2 22 2 20 1 25 2 22 
Thomas . . 1 25 i 24 1 23 1 23 
Allan . . 1 23 i 22 1 24 1 22 i 21 
Colquitt . . 1. 19 i 25 1 23 1 19 0 21 
Cockefair . 9 22 2 17 2 23 2 24 2 21 
Winslow . . 4 19 4 20 4 18 4 24 
Dukes . . 1 17 1 21 1 21 1 22 i 24 
Moffett . . 1 23 1 21 1 24 1 24 l 23 
♦Shannon . . 0 10 0 15 0 14 0 12 
♦Crawford . .0 20 0 17 0 17 0 18 
*G F Brown . . 0 15 0 10 0 10 0 10 
♦Pearsall .*.. . 0 10 0 17 0 13 0 17 
Batten . 24 5 24 5 23 4 22 
Schreyvogel . .5 24 5 24 5 24 4 21 
"■Schneider . . 0 15 0 21 0 IS 0 17 
Grinnell, Jr. _9 23 2 19 2 23 2 24 2 25 
♦R M Brown . . 0 15 0 10 0 7 0 14 
Crane . . 0 IS 0 IS 0 18 0 14 
Babcock . 0 20 0 12 
Stewart . 3 21 3 23 3 22 
Benson . 2 13 0 10 0 13 
Kussmaul . 3 20 0 10 
*L M Jones . 0 19 20 6 7 

♦Targets only. Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
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The most accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S., as proven by careful tests made by the 

U. S. Government experts. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO • » 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 P«rl St., 35-43 Park St- He* Tort. 114-llt Market St, Sa. Pr.nei.«. 

Pahquioque Rod and Gun Clnb. 

n*NBi-RY Conn—The regular monthly shoot of the 

?eaTracqeUse’ as a" feature vicForTy 
a score of 150 out of a possible 200 in the first contest. 
Each man shot at 40 targets. It also was victor in the 

second contest. ten*man teams. « j 
Mr S W. Tasch made high average for the day. 

Scores in the five-man team race follow: 

West Danbury Club. 
Dr P U Sunderland 31 
Edward Madden ... .31 
M Meyers . 29 

l Mmerft® 

Bethel Gun Club. 
M. Britto .31 H Lavme . -1 
E Stone  . 29 Chas Bailey .-3 US 

J Kyle . 28 
The ten-man team race was won by Pahquioque Club, 

Bethel taking second and West Danbury third plac. 
Pahquioqtle’s score 'for this was -62, Bethel - , 

Danbury 230. 

Pahquioque Gun Club. 
W G Olmstead.24 

George Mall .... 
E H Bailey. 
A Britto . 
Byron Austin ... 
W A Gregory.... 
C H Peix. 
W G Olmsteftd.. 
M P Bigelow... 

The weather conditions 
desired for good scoring. 

75 54 T McQuire 
50 24 F Clark ... 
75 53 G Hanford 
75 40 A Post ... 
75 58 Truesdale . 

75 37 Griswold .. 

75 53 Phillips ... 

50 25 G Miller . 

were not all that 

50 26 Worthington 

75 47 Ballantine .. 

75 38 Meehan. 

50 21 Ringgold ... 
75 30 Matthews ... 
75 41 Markley .... 
75 
40 

could 

51 
24 

be 

Wilson . 

1.3 11 13 14 11 9 10 10 10 14 

New York Athletic Club. 

N. 

Pahquioque Gun Club. 
Byron Crane .33 
C W Stevens-30 
W A Gregory...... 30 
W S Thompson-29 
Geo Hall . 28—loO 

Registered Tournaments. 

The summaries are: 
Bethel Gun Club. 

C Knox . 22 
H Ridge . 2- 
T Smith .20 
R Judd .21 
Mr. Underhill . 22—245 

T Phillips . 26 
John McGuire .25 
'M P Bigelow.20 
E H Bailey.19—262 

West Danbury Gun Club. 
Sidney Wilkins .... 23 Mr Truesdale 
Robert Hall .18 A Post . 13 -30 
C Hanford . 21 

The second event of the afternoon was a shoot for 
prizes in the A and B classes, lhe winners were as 

°C?ass A: First, W. A. Gregory; second, Byron Crane; 

third, C. W. Stevens. , TTrwWhill ■ 
Class B: First, M. Britto; second, Mr. Lnderhill, 

third, Mr. Wilkins. 
The totals in the other events, follow: 

Shot at. Broke 

16 

Shot at. Broke 
Dr Sunderland.. 25 
E M Madden.... 75 
Byron Crane.... 75 
M Meyers . 75 
W Gibson. 50 
T Smith. 50 
F. Miller . 75 
S H Wilkins... 50 
Wm Murphy ... 75 
H I-avine . 50 
R Juddd . 50 
C W Stevens.... 75 
R L Hall . 75 

59 
60 
59 
58 
27 
25 
24' 
27 
33 
30 
24 
59 
4L 

R Bennett . 4- 
C Bailey . 50 28 
E Stone . 50 3o 
H Hickok . 50 21 
W Judd . ‘5 35 
J Kyle . 50 34 
N Judd . 50 25 
Louis Mignerey. 50 M 
C Knox . 50 29 
W S Thompson. 50 34 
F Van Scoy. 50 -5 
H Ridge . 50 28 
C Underhill .... *0 38 

Pittsburg, Pa., March 28.—Tournaments registered 
during the week ending March 28 with the Interstate 

Association are as follow's: .,, , 
Easton, Pa., April IS—Independent Gun Club. \\ esley 

^ Ivey Sec’y. 
Edge Hill, Pa., April 18.—Highland Shooting Associa¬ 

tion. J. Franklin Meehan, Sec’y. , 
Springfield, Mass., April 20.—Springfield Shooting Club. 

C. L. Kites, Sec’y. , , „ . „ 
Lawrence, Mass., April 20—Lawrence Fish and Game 

Protective Association. Willis N. Kimball, Sec y. 
Little Rock, Ark.—April 24.—Country Club Gun Club. 

Lee Omohundro, Mgr. - _ , ... T 
Dublin, Ga., April 28.—Dublin Gun Club. V . L. 

^Crookston,e<Minn., May 1 and 2.—Crookston Gun Club. 

H. H. Chesterman, Sec’y. 
Scranton, Pa„ May 4— Scranton Rod and Gun Club. 

J. D. Mason, Mgr. 
St Paul, Minn., May 29 and 30.- 

Gun Club. William E. Maiden, Sec’y. 
St. Albans, Vt., May 30.—St. Albans Gun Club. 

Head. Sec’y. _ , „ , 
Odessa, Mo., June 9-10.—Odessa Gun Club. 

Johnson, Sec’y. 
New Martinsville. W. Va., July 4.—Wetzel Gun Club. 

T. M. Mclntire, Sec’y. _ , , 
Rapid City, fe. D., Aug. 10-12 -State tournament of 

South Dakota, under auspices of the Rapid City turn 

Club. Chas. B. Hunt. Sec’y. . 
Ord, Neb., Sept. 23-24.—Ord Gun Club. Ed. Watson, 

gec»y Elmer E. Shankr, Sec y-Mgr. 

Frenchfown Gui\ Club. 

Frenchtown, N. J., March 21,-High professional 
score was made by Lester S. German, of Aberdeen, Md. 
High amateur score was made by Andrew Ballantine. 
Those who shot through the programme had scores as 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

_ . 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 JZIT-.11 15 13 15 15 14 14 14 14 13 15 14 20 

-St. Paul Rod and 

A. S. 

A. J. 

Travers Island, 

tice. No. 2, Elias won 
Kuchler won leg on 
the Stoll cup; No. 3, 

' Events: 
C H Dugro... 
M V Lenane. 
T Lenane, Jr.. 
R M Owens... 
J J O’Donohue 
Geo Kuchler .. 
W J Condon... 
Dr De Wolfe.. 
T J O'Donohue 
W Crowe 
Hodgman 
Dickerson 
Pelham . 
Elias .... 
Billings . 
Tilt . 

In a team race 

Y. March 28.—No. 1 was prac 
leg on March cup. No. 4, 

Walsrode cup. No. 5, Kuchler won 
Tilt won leg on Sauer gun. 

1 
0 20 
0 19 
0 17 
0 13 
0 17 

to-day 

2 3 4 
2" 40 2 23 2 23 
0 36 1 25 0 24 
8 40 5 21 5 24 
0 16 1 13 0 10 
4 44 3 22 3 25 
2 39 7 77 2 25 
0 30 0 10 0 21 
2 44 2'24 2 24 
4 44 3 24 3 24 
2 36 2 17 7 77 

2 37 2 *>4 2 24 
0 38 i 20 1 25 
2 44 2 24 2 25 
0 44 0 24 0 21 
2 44 7 94 2 21 
4 37 3 25 2 24 

the 

5 
2. 24 
1 20 
5 25 
0 13 
3 21 
1 24 
0 18 
2 25 
3 25 
2 23 
2 25 
1 24 
2 25 
0 23 

•7 -’J 

N. 

6 
2 14 
2 13 
5 16 

0 6 

-3 io 
2 14 

'i is 
2 15 
0 13 
2 14 
2 9 

f. A. six men a side, 
C*team defeated the Yale University team by ^targets. 
The match was close all the,way through the lead alter¬ 
nating but the more steady work of the winged foot 

shooters told in the end. , -cm* _ /-.f M 
Cant. Pugsley and Hebard, of Yale, and Elias, of I • 

Y A. C.. had an exciting race for high score trophy, and 
the last bird decided it. Hebard winn>ng with the excel¬ 
lent score of 90. The rain stopped before the match 
started, and the conditions were good. The return match 

will be shot at Y; ’ 
N. Y. A. C. 

llodgntan 
Dickerson 
Pelham .. 
Elias . 

follows: 
Events: 

NApgar "!!!!.' 1!:::: Ms 14 12 15 15 14 15 12 13 14 13 13 19 

Tilt . 

Gosnell .. 
Thatn . 
Noel . 
Trudeau . 
Hebard . 
Fugsley ....... 

Referee. Mr. 

Yale. 

May 9 

17 18 77 79_J79 

17 21 19 24—81 
23 19 77 23—87 

20 24 24 21—S9 

20 77 22 19-83 

13 20 79 —0 21—77—496 

16 16 21 21—74 

20 IS 22 24—84 

19 19 17 22—77 

17 •15 19 16—67 
21 °2 24 23—90 

24 25 20 20-89—481 

Neaf Apgar. 
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Success, Victory and Honors for 

PETERS CARTRIDGES 
THE SEMI-SMOKELESS KIND 

At the annual open tournament of the Zettler Rifle Club, New York, March 14-21, 1908, 75% of the contestants used PETERS 
CARTRIDGES with following great results:— 

ONE HUNDRED SHOT MATCH.—14 out of first 20, including A. Hubalek (2464) second, L. C. Buss (2463) third, W. A. 
Tewes and Owen Smith (tie—2457) fourth, G. F. Snellen (2456) fifth, F. C. Ross (tie—2455) sixth, L. P. Ittel (2454) seventh. 

ZIMMERMANN TROPHY MATCH.—First prize won by L. P. Ittel, with 5-39’s (possibles), 18-38’s. A World’s Record. 

CONTINUOUS MATCH.—L. P. Ittel and A. Hubalek, two of three, tied for first, with 5 possible scores of 75. Six out of first ten, 
making full scores of 75, used PETERS .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES. 

BULLS-EYE MATCH.—hirst, L. C. Buss, 5/4°; third, M. Dorrler, 6/4°; sixth, G. F. Snellen and H. J. Behrmann (tie), 7°; 
seventh, L. P. Ittel, 7p2°. 

The Highesi Score—A World’s Record—2481 Out of a Possible 2500 
made by W. A. Tewes, at the U. S. Championship Tournament, 1906, 

STILL REMAINS UNEQUALED 
and ELEVEN championships in ELEVEN successive years, 1898 to 1908, won with PETERS CARTRIDGES. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and Wexr 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

•ii manua* ,°^ instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

Send 5 cents 

in stamps for 160-page 

Illustrated Catalog. 

Ask your Dealer 

for STEVENS ARMS and 

Accessories. 
Showing Rifle with Lyman Sight 

Bolt Type action, operated by sliding fore-end. Very simple mechanism. Made to take .22 Short, .22 
and .25 Stevens R. F. cartridges. Shoot sixteen .22 Short, fourteen .22 Long, twelve .22 Long Rifle R. F. a 
cartridges. Have 24-inch Round Barrels; extreme lepgth 41(4 inches. Varnished Black Walnut Stoc 
Rubber Butt Plate. 

No. 80—bitted with Bead Front and Sporting Rear Sights. Price, $12.00. 
No. 81 b itted with Lyman b ront No. 5, Stevens Leaf and Lyman Receiver Sights. Price, $15.00 
No. 82 Fitted with Lyman Front No. 5, Stevens Leaf and Lyman Receiver with Cup Disc Sights. 

New York Office. 98 Chambers Street 
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North Side Rod and Gun Club. 

The registered annual spring target tournament of the 
Alert Gun Club, of Phillipsburg, N. J., to be held on 
■iaturday of this week, has a programme of eleven events, 
otaling 200 targets and $15 entrance. Class shooting. 
Programme shooting commences at 10 o’clock. Lunch 
reel Edward F. Markley, Chairman, Easton, I’a. 
Paterson. N. J., March 28.—Herewith are scores of the 

dioot held to-day by the North Side Rod and Gun Club, 
in their grounds, Columbia Heights. Despite the stormy 
weather, with the wind blowing a gale, thirteen of the 
fearless faced the traps, and although the scores made 
ire not of the best, they are creditable, considering the 
conditions under which they were made. By the way, 
our friend Ike, the rabbit shooter, is so used to shoot¬ 
ing on the ground that he forgot to look for the target in 
the air, and therefore shot at the only object that he could 
see, which happened to be the roof of the trap house, 
for which the president declares he will fine him $3,000 
at the next meeting of the club. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 la 

H L Brown . 1 13 8 13 10 10 
H Beckler . 6 9 8 10 b .. 
B Terhune . 0 10 7 11 
I Nagel . 5 S 6 7 .. .. 
W Bogertman . 6 9 6 12 7 .. 
A Veenstra . 9 11 8 12 10 9 
Dr Van Der Clock . 7 8 7 11 
J Hennis . 7 7 6 9 .. 
W Tones . 6 9.. .. 
J Simplex . 8 1- .. .. 8 1- 
J Grundy . 7 7 5 8 .. .. 
F Cramer . 7 6 7 8 .. 
Dr Van Stone . 6 7 7 S 

Uncle Hank. 

Enterprise Gun Club. 

McKeesport, Pa., March 28.—Scores of the first con¬ 
test of the fourth year’s shoot for the Daily News cham¬ 
pionship cup, which took place on the grounds of the 
Enterprise Gun Club, of McKeesport, Pa., Saturday, 
March 28, are appended. 

Despite threatening weather there was a large attend¬ 
ance, twenty-six contestants and three hundred spec¬ 
tators being present. A strong wind prevailed, which 
caused the targets to go whirling in all directions. 

R. G. Knight, of the Enterprise Gun Club, was high 
gun with 44, and champion; J. F. Calhoun and Wesley 
Hale were second with 40 each. 

There was one lady, Mrs. F. Gallagher, of Turtle 
Creek, who took part in the contest and did some 
creditable work, breaking 16 out of 25 in preliminary 
practice, and 22 out of 50 in the contest. She handles a 
gun gracefully, and with practice promises to become a 
formidable rival of the men folks. It would add in¬ 
terest to the sport if more ladies would take part in 
trapshooting. The next contest will be held Saturday 
April 4, on the grounds of the Enterprise Club. 

Events: 1 2 3 Events: 1 2 3 
Targets: 15 20 15 Targets: 15 20 15 

7 F Calhoun.. 12 15 13—40 N Calhoun ... 8 14 7—29 
W Hale . 13 16 11—40 E Welshous .. 4 11 12—27 
H McFarland. 9 18 12—39 T Rhodes . 9 11 6—26 
G W Mains... 1? 14 12—38 A H Aber. 6 8 8—22 
Wm Everett... 10 17 9—36 H S Ballard... 8 8 8—24 
S Borson . 8 16 11—35 A Burnham .. 9 8 6—23 
T W Dick. 9 16 10—35 Wm Bailey ... 7 9 6—22 
F Gallagher... 10 13 11—34 Mrs Gallagher. 4 7 11—22 
C D Wilson... 8 16 10—34 R Barnes . 5 10 5—20 
R Taylor . 10 16 7—33 T Tohns . 6 S 5—19 
A Goldstrohm. 10 13 9—32 Williams . 10-10 
Chas Vitous .. 8 15 7—30 Taylor . 10—10 
M Schorr .... 7 14 9—30 

Percy. 

At Point Breeze. 

Philadelphia, March 21.—Fourteen participated in 
the live-bird shoot at the Point Breeze track to-day. 
Holznagle, from 29yds., scored straight alone. The day 
was fine and the birds were good. Scores: 

Holznagle, 29 .2212212122—10 
Pelz, 29 .0222222222— 9 
Bivens, 30 .1211101112— 9 
Fisher, 30 .2022222122— 9 
Jackson, 28 .1021222212— 9 
F Poulson, 29 .2211210012— 8 
Wynn, 28 .1110202121— 8 
Killian, 29 .0222102222— S 
J T, 28 .0222222022— 8 
W Poulson, 27 .2211210002— 7 
Bonta, 28 .1020012222— 7 
Pryor, 28 .2220220022— 7 
Tobin, 28 .2200202220— 6 
Stees, 27 .1222000020— 5 

EASTERN CHAMPIONSHIP, at Philadelphia, Pa., March 12,1908 

Mr. Thomas D. Dando WINS LIVE BIRD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Mr. Fred Hess, second. 

Fred J. Stone Trophy was won by Mr. J. H. Hendrickson, at Bergen 
Beach Gun Club, Brooklyn, New York, March 10th, 1908, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLIST1TE 
BALLISTITE The Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders EMPIRE 

MounUin View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., March 21.—Many of the members were 
attending the shoot at Schenectady, but nevertheless, the 
Mountain View Gun Club held a very successful shoot 
at their traps. The weather conditions were perfect, and 
some good scores were made. The result follows: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Milliman .. . 100 78 Archibald . 50 33 
Thompson . 100 64 Nichols .. . 50 36 
Lee . . 100 68 Dutcher . . 50 2S 
Gossline .. . SO 54 Congdon . 45 28 

. 75 40 
42 

. 40 15 
Crowlev .. . 60 Gemmell . 25 14 
Hancock .. . 50 38 > 

J- J- F. 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Press Latch 
at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to taking down the 

New Model 24 7/2crr/in Repeating Shotgun 
You can take it 

down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge 'X-J1 The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm. 

Take-Down double extractors and 
6 Shots automatic recoil hangfire 

7^ Pounds safety device are other 
special features of this 

new model. It has also the 272ar/in solid-top, side-ejecting construction, with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 
this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

/fie 77lar//n /ire arms Co. 
27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS” 
POSITIVELY SAFE 

SPECIAL OFFER: 
Send 10 Cents for our Large Catalogue and get a 

Beautiful Davis Guns Souvenir. 

^ DAVIS SONS. Lock Box 707, ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in "Forest and Stream. 
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^ Because it proves 
to be in every particu- 

lar as good as we claim. 
Here are a few “Fox reasons”— 

We so distribute metal in the “Fox' 

WHY the Fox Gun 
Is Superior to All Others 

as to give maximum strength with minimum 
weight—it is the best balanced and safest gun built. In the light, symmetrical frame of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
■we put a firing mechanism positively simple in principle and construction—it reduces the more cumber¬ 
some action of competitors by half and multiplies their strength by two. The “Fox” employs coiled 
main and top-lever springs which we guarantee unbreakable. The top-lever locking bolt on the Fox 
Gun can never shoot loose. Men who have shot the “Fox” under all conditions for years verify this 
statement. The beauty of the A. H. Fox Gun is beyond question. Built by experts, oi the finest 
material and rigidly tested, the man who buys a “Fox” is assured of possessing 

THE. FINEST GUN IN THE. WORLD” 
Let us prove these claims—write for free literature. Better yet, buy a “Fox" and prove them yourself. 

THL A. H. FOX QUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

We are better equipped than ever in our 

FISHING TACKLE 
DEPARTMENT 

Our assortment of Fine Imported and Domestic 
Tackle is complete, and the prices right. 

Catalogues mailed for the asking. 

Schoverling, Daly (§L Gales 
302 and 304 Broadway, New York 

[Important as 
lithe Gun Itself 

I is “3 in One'* for oiling alll 
. # the delicate parts. Makes/ 
■trigger, lock, every action part work! 
■ promptly, properly. Never hardens 1 
lor gums, contains no acid. l. 

“3 in One" removes the residue of \ 
■ burnt powder. Indispensible with’m 
■ smokeless powder. Positively preventsIL 
■ barrel fromrusting insideorout. Cleans 
■and polishes the stock. 
■ Ih sample bottle sent on request. |rree 6. w eofeCompany, 

61 New St., New York. N. Y. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the 'Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors,' the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Stenten Athletic Club. 

Philadelphia, Pa., March 27.—Herewith are scores in 
Stenton Athletic Club first’s trophy shoot. The wind blew 
a gale from score to traps, carrying a 50yd. target fOyds., 
and often further. The scores show the conditions on one 
of the prettiest shooting grounds in the county, but 
level as can be, so the wind had a great drive at it. 1 he 
first win was scored by Mr. Jack Nobie, formerly of 
Century Wheelman fame, shooting as Scott, with 30 
targets added. A glance at the score, however, will show 
that eight out of fifteen (aside from Mr. Nobie) scored 
83 to G6, only a difference of 3 targets. It is an experi¬ 
ment with this club in handicapping to draw the line 
through 80 per cent., placing those who ever made this 
percentage at distance handicaps, and those who never 
shot so well at 16yds. with targets added according to 
record. Mr. Nobie outshot himself, and with his 30 
added, beat the field. 

The scores follow. Each event was at 20 targets; total 
100: 

Tansey, 19 
Ringgold. 
Salford, 19 

Scott, 16 . 
1 F Pratt. 
Miller, 18 

. 10 11 14 15 13 63 

18 . . 7 6 14 9 8 44 
. .. 13 12 13 12 13 63 

18 . .15 13 1013 14 65 
.13 13 13 11 16 66 

65 
. 30 9 10 2 4 9 (>4 

6 . . 11 13 3 5 4 46 
. 9 14 12 11 7 63 
. 30 7 11 10 10 11 79 

20... . 5 15 8 6 15 59 
. 8 7 7 9 11 42 
. 9 9 10 14 18 52 
:.li n.io 14 li 57 

>o . li n 12 13 it 64 

''Rifle 'Range and Gallery, 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 
Portland, Me-, March 27.—The indoor season closes 

to-morrow night at ten, to be followed a week later by 
the annual meeting and banquet. We have a few matches 
on viz, hand guns, to-night with Providence Revolver 
Club, a week from to-night with the Boston Revolver 
Club and the Lynn Rifle Club, and a rifle match with 
Company A, Sixth Massachusetts, next Tuesday night, 
but after these are out ql the way, only the most per- i 
sistent shooters will be found around the indoor range. 

The indoor season has been a most successful one, and 
a great deal of sport has been created by our re-entry 
tournament. The membership of the club has been 
doubled this winter, and we will have to enlarge our 
indoor gallery or erect an up-to-date shooting plant on 
our out-door range. . 

We have an entry list in the rifle division of forty-six 
contestants with but one man below the 400 mark. The 
marksmanship of Geo. Wilkins has been excellent with 
the military rifle, and at this writing has eight possibles 
and two forty-nines for ten best targets, but he has 
assured us he intends to make it ten possibles before 
the close of to-morrow night. Stevens took a spurt this 
week and secured two possibles last night.. Our average 
for the entire list is a good strong 46. • 

Probably the greatest surprise has come in the_ hand 
gun division in the person of L. R. Hatch. Under the 
most able coaching of W. M. Fawcett, Hatch is at the 
present time leading this division, notwithstanding the 
fact that thirteen months ago an 8-inch pistol was placed 
in his hand for the first time. He completed his score 
on Dec. 30, and since that time has shown an improve¬ 
ment of 221 points. Under the advisement of his teacher, 
a 10-inch barrel was placed on his gun just a week ago, 
which, it is safe to say, had added at least three or four 
points on his average shooting. This week he ptit up a 
new 50 consecutive shot record of 462. Hayden, last 
year’s winner in this class, has been hard at work hold¬ 
ing down top place, and the outcome in this division is 
yet unsettled at this writing. 

With the closing of the indoor season there will come 
a brief rest of a couple of weeks, and then we open 
our out-door season on April 19, with an all-day shoot. 
The scores; 

Rifle, re-entry tournament: 
*G II Wilkins . 49 49 
*H W Stevens . 49 49 
*E L Cobb, Tr. 49 49 
*F L Hayden . 49 49 
M S Folkins. 47 47 
L E Ward . 47 47 
A L Libby. 47 47 
P T Stoughton . 46 47 
W R Berry . 46 46 
S B Adams .:.. 46 46 
R IT Crosby . 46 46 
L R Hatch. 46 46 
P W Edwards. 46 46 
A L Mitchell . 45 46 
Wm Thornes ........- 45 46 
H E Waite. 46 46 
F M Gray . 46 46 
J M B Webber . 45 46 
E II Eveleth... 46 46 
W M Fawcett. 46 46 
C O Scribner . 45 45 
F B Marston .  45 45 
A W Read . 45 45 
*A F Graffam . 45 45 
*L D Ward. 45 45 
*W H Bailey . 44 45 
*J A Folwartshny. 44 45 
C E Carter . 45 45 
L S Heseltine ...!. 43 44 
Maj J J Dooley . 43 44 
L B Spencer . 45 45 
A L Farrell . 44 44 
I B Welch . 44 44 
Capt R C Parker. 43 43 
O E Gerrish . 42 43 

50 50 
49 49 
49 49 
49 49 
47 48 
47 47 
47 47 
47 47 
47 47 
46 47 
47 47 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
45 46 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
44 44 
45 45 
44 44 
44 44 
44 44 
43 44 

50 50 
49 49 
49 49 
49 49 
48 48 
48 48 
47 47 
47 47 
47 47 
47 47 
47 47 
47 47 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 47 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
46 46 
45 45 
45 46 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
45 45 
44 45 
44 44 
44 44 

50 50 50 
50 50 50 
49 50 50 
49 49 50 
48 48 49 
48 48 48 
47 47 48 
48 48 48 
47 48 4S 
48 48 48 
47 48 4S 
47 47 47 
47 47 47 
46 47 48 
46 47 48 
47 47 47 
47 47 47 
46 47 47 
46 46 46 
46 46 46 
46 46 46 
46 46 46 
46 46 47 
46.46 46 
46 46 47 
46 46 47 
46 46 47 
46 46 46 
46 46 47 
46 46 47 
45 45 45 
45 45 47 
45 46 47 
45 45 45 
45 45 45 

50—49S 
50—494 
50-493 
50—492 
49— 479 
48—476 
50- 474 
48— 473 
49— 472 
49—472- 
48—471 
48-467 
48— 466 
49- 465 . 
49—465 
47-465 
47—464 
47—462 
47—461 
46— 460 
47— 459 
47—15S 
47—458 
47-457 
47— 456 
47 -456 
48 -456 
46-454 
48— 454 
48—452 
46— 451 
47- 450 
47—450 
45 —442 
46-441 
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Fred Schonland .41 
H M Strickland . 42 
C J Perkins . 41 
G M Sterling . 41 
•L F Cummings .41 
•C H McBride. 40 
P G Thompson . 41 
•Lieut H W Way. 40 
S W Dimick . 41 
A L Dow ..40 
H B Chandler. 36 

42 42 43 
42 43 43 
41 42 42 
41 42 42 
41 41 42 
41 42 42 
41 41 42 
40 41 41 
41 41 42 
40 40 41 
38 38 38 

43 43 
43 43 
43 43 
42 42 
42 42 
42 43 
42 42 
42 43 
42 42 
42 42 
38 38 

44 44 
43 43 
43 43 
43 43 
43 44 
43 43 
42 43 
43 43 
42 43 
42 42 
40 40 

44 46—432 
44 44—430 
44 45-427 
44 45—425 
44 44—424 
44 44—424 
43 46—423 
44 45-422 
43 43—420 
43 43-415 
42 42—390 

•Denotes prize positions March 27. 
Hand gun, re-entry tournament. 

•L R Hatch. 94 94 94 94 
*F L Hayden . 93 93 93 94 
•W M Fawcett. 90 91 91 91 
•S B Adams. 91 91 91 91 
G H Wilkins . 90 90 90 91 
M S Folkins . 89 89 89 89 
o E GerHsh, ::::. 87 87 87 88 
W M Thomas . 87 87 S7 87 
A 1 Farwell . 83 84 S4 84 
E L Cobb, Jr . .. 84 84 84 84 
R H Crosby .gl 82 82 83 
•A F Graffam . 84 84 84 84 
•F B Marston . 83 83 83 84 
•W H Bailey . 82 82 83 83 
*H W Stevens . 80 81 82 82 
•G M Strickland .”<9 79 80 80 
A W Read . 79 79 <9 82 
G M Sterling .80 SO 80 80 
*C J Perkins . 79 79 79 79 
A L Mitchell .§2 
H B Chandler .7b 77 77 78 
J A Folwartshny . 72 74 76 78 

94 94 
94 94 
92 92 
92 92 
91 91 
89 89 
88 88 
87 87 
85 86 
84 84 
84 85 
84 84 
84 85 
83 84 
83 83 
83 83 
83 83 
81 81 
79 81 
80 80 
78 78 
78 79 

95 95 96 
95 95 ^6 
92 93 93 
92 92 93 
92 92 92 
90 90 92 
89 91 92 
88 88 88 
87 88 88 
85 87 88 
86 87 87 
84 86 86 
85 86 86 
86 87 88 
84 87 -87 
83 86 87 
84 84 85 
82 82 84 
82 82 84 
80 81 81 
80 84 85 
79 81 S2 

97— 947 
98— 945 
95—920 
93-918 
93—912 
92—898 
92—889 
91—877 
91— 860 
89-853 
92— 849 
88- 848 
89— 848 
89—847 
88—837 
92—832 
86—824 
86—816 
85—809 
83—801 
85—,798 
83—782 

•Denotes prize positions March 27. „ . 
Best 50 consecutive shots with hand gun, L. K. Hatch, 

91. 92, 96, 89, 94—462. _ T tt j Q5 
Best single target with hand gun, F. L. Hayden 98y 
Besf50 consecutive shots with rifle, E. L.. Lobu, Jr., 

49, 50, 49, 47, 48—243. T r , , T rn 
First perfect score with rifle, E. L. Cobb, Jr., 50. 
High aggregate, both classes: F. L. Hayden 1437, 

L R Hatch, 1414; G. H. Wilkins 1410; S B Adams, 
1390- W. M. Fawcett, 1380; M. S. Folkins, 1377. 

The Maine section of the United States revolver 
■championships was decided Saturday, 21st. Class A 
had the most contestants, five in number, and outside 
of Mr. Hayden, the scores were not up to the average 
shooting of the various contestants. Mr Hatch lost 
his chances of winning through an off and a 5 on his 
first target, while Mr. Crosby could not locate the bull 

'’"in-class1 B Mr. Hatch placed the total at 436, thus 
making the best score ever made in a United States 
Revolver Association contest in this State Wltl1 
the Distol or revolver. Mr. Adams, who has held the 
State* championship honors for the past two years, was 
second with 425. 

FCTaSIWen   87 76 83 73 94-413 
l H Groshv .  70 74 81 92 81-398 
T w Hatch .   70 81 80 84 81-396 
u rwee .   75 80 78 70 72—375 
s B  74 74 6s 76 80-372 

t Cia   89 86 88 85 88-436 

| f Katden.   84 89 75 83 89-420 
R H Crosby T::". •• 73 79 76 80 82-390 

Providence (R. I ) Revolver Club 
Providence, R. I.-Awed by the array of high scores 

which have been shot by our Portland friends the past 
few months, the majority of our team members made a 
sorry array of scores in the match shot last Saturday 
evening, being trimmed to such an extent that the 
Myles ^tandish boys can feel good natured at any past 
matches which have gone against them. While we are 
on the toboggan slide, it is a good opportunity for 
other clubs to get in their work, and unless some of 
our men get a grip on themselves, 1908 will be a hoodoo 

y<Mr. b. E. Gerrish, of the Maine team, was with us 
at the shoot, representing his team, and any one who 
knows this genial shot, can fix no blame on his presence 
for the result, for with his stories and good shooting on 
a strange range, we certainly should have profited. 

The “Twins” had a Gaston-Alphonse race for tail end 
position, and shook hands at the finish, both disgusted 
at the result. “Good old has-beens” was the mutual 
cognomen benefittingly applied to these degenerate en- 
thusiasts of firearms. 

For the benefit of those ■who enjoy a joke, the fol- 

lowing scores are given: 
Portland team total, 160S. 
Providence team: 

48 39 45 41—137 
41 40 46 43—170 
37 45 39 41—162 
35 37 36 43—151 
33 39 40 37—149 
36 38 35 36—145 
36 40 38 26—140 
34 34 32 37—137 
37 35 33 32—137 

Liebrich . 35 24 29 30—118- -1482 

■JJ \V • .g X7"OU never think just how a rocking 

I 1 1 chair adjusts its points of support to 
-*■ ^ the shifting weight. Likewise, the 

hunter never thinks how simply the rock¬ 
ier ing motion of the “cocking hook” does 

\y/ all the work on the Lefever shot gun. It 
is elemental. With one motion it raises 

both hammers and extracts the shells when the breech is opened. On 
other guns from 15 to 25 more parts are needed to do the same work. 
That easy rocking of the barrels on the hinge-joint is also due to this 
one part. There is no strain anywhere. The self-compensator bolt 

takes up the wear in the 

Lefever Shot Gun 
making it tight in every direction. The action of the Lefever shot gun 
never concerns the hunter; it is too simple to engage his mind. 

Any practical man will see these advantages if he examines the gun 
in a store. But we tell in a catalogue of other advantages over 
other high-grade guns, which no man can see—taper boring, 
quality of steel, hand work on parts, etc. Send for it. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. 
23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

COCKING 

HOOK 

The following scores were made in practice: 
Revolver, 50vds., standard target: Arno Argus, ((, so, 

76; G. E. Joslin, 77. 68, 89, 74, 84, 80; Edw. C. Park- 
hurst, 85, 83, 85, 80; Joslin, 84, 76, 76, 82, 77, 77, 8-, 81. 

Revolver, 50yds„ Creedmoor target; Parkhurst, 48, 48, 
47, 46; Joslin.'44, 44, 48, 45, 47, 45; Argus, 46, 47, 45 

Revolver, 20yds., standard target: H. C. Miller, 85, u, 
85 . 78 , 76- W. B. 6ardiner, 81. 84, 81; Brow 85; Joslin. 78. 

Rifle. 25yds., Krag, %in. ring target: Parkhurst, 2U, 
233, 225; Miller, 232; Joslin, 231; West, 227; Coulters, 223; 
Hurlburt, 221. . . 

Creedmoor target, reduced: Miller, 46; Joslin, 46, 
Parkhurst, 40, 44, 42; Coulters, 43; West, 43; Hurlburt, 40. 

When You Buy a Gun 
Take no chances! Buy a Good one! It pays! A 
PARKER GUN is the best built gun in America. 
Thousands of experienced shooters will tell you so. 
It will last a lifetime, and costs from $37.50 up. 
Built by the oldest gun manufacturers in America. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS 

32 Warren Street 

DEAD 
SHOT 

There are many powders that might do when the sun shines and all is serene. But for net results in ram or 

shine, no powder equals _. ~ 

DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS 
It is a powder known to be stable. J cl i 

Use your own judgment in selecting a powder, but don’t make judgment until you have tned Dead Shot. It 

is the greatest combination of Absolute Quality ever produced. 

Our friends, the trap shooters, have coined a new name, 

“STABILITY DEAD SHOT” 
and this leads us to modestly remark that no other powder has shown such a percentage of high scores at the traps. 

We could say much more, but — why ? A booklet of loads, etc., on request. 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 

CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS J 
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Every Championship Event 
AT THE 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 

“NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE 
99 

and 

“INFALLIBLE are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 
LIGHT 
SIMPLE 
C. J. GODFREY CO.. Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St.. New York 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles, 

(•unranteed Water Proof. Six©, 7 1-4x7 1-4 f 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 1 

lbs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalo 
free. Complete Sportsmen’s Catalog, 3 cents. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

HUNTSM 

Keep 

conditi 

52-P 
JOSEPH DlXOl 

\ED DIXON'S GRAPHITE 

Jock mechanism in perfect 

Booklet 

ale seY 
/cf&JtiBLE 

Sam LoveFc Camps, 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 
By Rowland E. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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New York Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, March 27.—Scores made to-day at Zettler’s 
gallery, 159 West Twenty-third street, were as follows: 

Ring target: 

JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C Meyer . 483 
R Schwanemann . 475 
O Schwanemann . 475 
B Zettler . 408 
C A Niemeyer . 466 
T Schmitt .466 
H Haase . 46o 
G W Offermanr.. *64 
F Facompre .464 
J Gute .461 
F Ronn . 460 
F Bund . 458 
H C Hainhorst.457 
H B Michaelsen.456 
P Heidelberger .455 
N Jantzen .454 
FI D Gobber . 454 
J H Hainhorst. 454 
j C Bonn. 453 
J Sinnigen . 453 
C Roffmann . 452 
G W Meyer . 451 
C Plunge . 451 
C Elfers . 450 
C L Beversten . 448 
C Si evers . 448 
W Lohman . 446 
W Dahl . 444 
IF D Meyer. 444 
IF Mesloh .,.443 
J H Kroeger.443 
A F Schmidt. 442 
FI Hoenisch . 441 

Bullseye target: 
J Sinnigen . 10 
F Ronn . 1414 
A F Schmidt. 27 
j Schmitt . 36 
Chas Meyer . 39 
R Schwanemann .... 45 
J C Bonn . 50 
F C Borjes. 60 

L Korade .440 
P Willms .437 
Dr C Grosch .437 
IF Hesse . 435 
D Ficken . 134 
J N Flerrman .431 
C Schmitz . 430 
F Hetzel .430 
II Bohling . 429 ' 
J N Tonges . 428 
II Decker . 425 
F C Borjes. 424 
D J Peper.424 
B Kumm . 424 
IF Leopold .423 
F Schnane .421 
C Boesch .420 
J G Tholke . 419 
G Wehrenberg .419 
C Meyer .419 
G Thomas . 416 
C Glandorf .415 
W Schafer .414 
W Ullrich . 413 
A W Lemcke. 
L Herte! . 
C Mann . 
FI W Kohring. 
A Lilienthal ... 
W Mohrntann . 
F Schultz . 
A Beckmann .. 

410 
409 
404 
404 
403 
403 
402 
402 

H C Hainhorst. 60% 
F Busch . 66% 
O Schwanemann _ 67 
II Hoenisch . 78 
J G Tholke. SO 
Chris Meyer . 87 
Ch. Plump . 88 

Massachusetts Rifle Association. 

Walnut Hill, Mass., March 21.—The weekly com¬ 
petition of the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held 
at its range to-day with a good attendance of riflemen. 
Conditions were apparently fine, but the light wind, 
which prevailed, was just unsteady enough to prevent 
high scores from materializing. 

A feature of the day was the score of 46, made at 
1,000yds., by Mr. Burnes, with the latest model pew 
Springfield rifle, and ammunition containing the Spitzer 
bullet, giving a velocity of 2700 feet per second. This 
is the first time this arm and ammunition have been used 
at Walnut Hill, and results obtained were most gratify¬ 
ing. The summary: 

Offhand practice match: J. Busfield 82. 81, 80, 80; H. E. 
Tuck 80, 79; F. H. West 78, 73; L. Lewis 77. 

Long range rifle match, 1,000yds.: Burnes 46, 44; 
M. W. Parker 41, 41, 37; W. Charles 41, 40; R. L. Dale 
40, 39, 39; S. W. Wise 37; F. Daniels 35; O. E. Gerrish 
33, 29. 

Military rifle match: W. R. Murphy 46, 45, 42. 
Pistol medal match: D. G. Fox 90, 90, 84; C. F. 

Lamb 83. 
Pistol practice match: D. L. Marsh 89, 85; D. G. 

Fox 84, 83. 
New York, March 26.—At 2628 Broadway, to-day, the 

following scores were made: 
Revolver, 20yds.—R. M. Ryder, 91, 85; T. P. Nichols, 

89, 92, 86, 86, 82; M. Hays, 87; B. F. Wilder, 91, 89, 88, 
88, 83; Dr. C. Philips, 80, 79, 76, 75; W. Wadsworth, 69; 
A. Knowlton, 81; H. A. Reitzenstein, 77; G. Grenzer, 
93, 85, 84; T. E. Silliman, 86, 84, 81. 

Rifle, 75yds.—R. M. Ryder. 241, 237; T. E. Clark, 236, 
235; J. E. Silliman, 244, 242. 

Jos. E. Silliman, Treas. 

New York City Schuetzen Corps. • 

New York, March 26.—On the ring target scores were 
made as follows, to-day, by the following mentioned 
^hooters: 
R Schwanemann .... ... 478 T Garthe . . 432 

R Busse . .. 477 Tas Keller . . 478 

A P Fegert. .. 470 H Born . .413 
F Schwarz . .. 458 A Wiltz . 
IF C Radloff. ... 432 A Rebstein . . 3S6 

FI 
The best bullseyes 

C Radloff.. 
during the season were: 

11V2 A Reibstein . .... 65 
A P Fegert. . 27 Chas Wagner .... .... 81 
R Busse . . 32 H Born . .... 85 
F Schwarz . 33 Jos Keller . .... 88 
R Schwanemann .... STVfc T Garthe . .... 93 
A Kronsberg . , 48 A Wiltz . .... 119 

Philadelphie Rifle Association. 

Philadelphia, March 28.—The following are the scores 
recorded during the past two weeks at the indoor range, 
1506 Washington avenue: 

March 17—Rifle, 25yds.: Hubbard, 230, 232, 230, 232, 
233; Geo. H. Smith, 237, 233, 231, 234, 237; Geo. Schuer- 
ring, 240, 242, 241, 242; Williamson, 231, 230, 233; Goddard, 
240, 242; Dubbs, 236. 

March 20.—Revolver, 20yds.: Geo. Hugh Smith, 84, 79, 
76, 86, 76, 87, 91; T. C. Hay, 71, 78. 

March 24—Rifle: Geo. H. Smith, 240, 237, 238, 240, 242; 
Anderson, 213, 219; Williamson, 230, 232; Wm. T. Smith, 
234, 226, 242; Hubbard, 225, 236, 228, 237; Dillin, 235, 234, 
239; Goddard, 243, 244; Walker, 232; Stubbs, 231, 230, 
228, 226, 237. 

March 27.— Revolver, 20yd?.: Geo. H. Smith 84. 87, 77, 
80, 79, 74, 84, 84; Wm. T. Smith. 69; R. L. Dubbs. 62, 
78, 78, 80, 82; Hay, 65, 62, 74, 67, 80; Stubbs, 56, 58, 62. 

« 
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THEIR FIRST APPEARANCE 

WOLF PUPS 

From a copyrighted photograph by the New York Zoological Society 
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Lijrht as a feather—staunch, 
swift and steady, with good 

capacity— built for years of hard serviw, 
hunting, cruising or pleasure. 

This name plate guarantees the quality and correctness of model. 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 224 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 

A STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple. Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful. 

THE STRELINGEF. 
(4 Cye.—1 to 4 Cyl.) 

“GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser¬ 
vice.” That's the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 

TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 
comes aboard. 

We carry in stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., 

motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins “Get There” VS_?SIT££ 
Unequaled for vise in very shallow water or through tangled grass 

and reeds. Thousands are in use, and endorsed by sportsmen every¬ 
where as the lightest, most comfortable and safest duck boat tmi t. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. 1 1 ice $22.00. 
Write Today for Our I.nrve Cntnloroe of 

Motor Boats. Itow Boats, Hunting: ami Fishing Boats 

The W. H. Mullins Go., 126 Franklin SI., Salem, O. 

FREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A Record of the Races held by the Leading Clobs During 1907 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH ®. CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
CHICAGO NEW YORK 

National Board for Promotion of Rifle Practit 

Washington, D. C., April 5.—Within the next fe 
days the headquarters of the National Rifle Associatic 
of America will be removed to \\ ashington, where th< 
will remain permanently hereafter. This move has lor 
been in contemplation and will doubtless meet with tl 
approval of all interested in military rifle practice. Tl 
relations among the War Department, National I’oai 
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, and the Nation 
Rifle Association are such that co-operation is essenti 
and the presence of the headquarters of the Associatic 
in this city, near the department, cannot fail to increa 
the efficiency of both organizations devoted to th 
patriotic work. W hile the headquarters will be tind 
the direct charge of Lieut. Albert S. Jones, who has 
long been secretary of the Association, Gen. James . 
Drain, president of the Association, will also remo 
to Washington, where he will edit Arms and the Ma 
which devotes' so much space to rifle practice, that 
might be called the unofficial organ of the Associatio 

Speaking of rifle practice, Gen. George -W. Wingai 
of New York, popularly known as “the father of ri 
practice” in this country because of his long devotf 
to it, said recently: “The Spanish War was wor 
more than it cost because it pointed out that the Unit 
States was living in a fool’s paradise. We had all t 
resources of a rich, intelligent and energetic country. A 
had all the men and all the money we could use. Y 
Gen. Shafter told me that when the 71st New York 
ported to him ai Tampa, to form part of his expediti 
to Cuba, after being in a camp of instruction for soi 
two months, he was horrified to find that it contain 
four hundred men who had never fired a shot from th 
rifles. The volunteers who were first sent to the Phil 
pines were equally unskilled, with the exception 
those from Tennessee and from a few Western sectio 
who had used the rifle from boyhood. The same v 
also the case with most of the regiments organized la 
as the U. S. Volunteers, who were carefully instruc; 
in everything but the one fundamental necessity of 
soldier, the ability to shoot straight. It is indeed f 
tunate that these volunteers were required only to m 
the disorganized soldiers of Spain, and the wretche- 
armed and worse shooting Filipinos. There are nil 
theories as to how the military strength of this coun 
can be enhanced. Experience shows that in time 
peace we will not increase our army; we will not ere 
a reserve worthy of the name, and we will not make < 
National Guard into anything much different from 
small force it is to-day. There is, however, a way 
which we can create a force of skilled riflemen fr 
whom we will obtain volunteers in time of war and wll 

(Continued on page 565.) 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized mediun 
entertainment, instruction and information between Ai 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonyn 
communications will not be regarded. The editors 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: 
single copies, 53 per year, $1.50 for six months. P 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12 

Slocum Hand Power Motor. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS. 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with less work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly. 

No skill required. Price $18,00. 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Band Power Motor Co.,Erie,1 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound’ make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 

dollar. 

F( 31EST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 

25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, me 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Put 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of n 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and ( 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.0( 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—Lon 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & 
Paris; Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rate 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements shoul 
received bv Saturday previous to issue in which 
are to be "inserted. Transient advertisements mus 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they wil 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per 
Only advertisements of an approved character ins: 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instru 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seed: 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. \ 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
346 Broadway, New York. 
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1 will make up for their want of experience in mili- 
,f drill and discipline, and that is, by teaching our 
ih school boys, at least, to shoot with our military 

Phis is what is being extensively done abroad. 
,rd Huberts, the Commander-in-C bief of the British 
ny has been so impressed with the errors of the 
er War and the necessity of preparing the English 
,nlc to assist the Itritish Army in defending (neat 

‘tain that he is exerting his great influence to create 
e clubs and to have the liritish schoolboys taught to 
,ot. with the result that hundreds of schools have 
en up the matter. Prance is doing the same thing, 
e Public Schools Athletic League of New \ ork City 
, taken up the subject vigorously m New 1 ork, and at 
. last annual competition at Creedmoor there were 
•Ive teams with more than one hundred competitors, 
on glad to see the movement spreading to other cities 
1 that it is encouraged by the authorities. 
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Providence (R. 1 ) Revolver Clua. 

I'hi-ke was something doing at the weekly shoot Sat- 
|ay night, for sundry good trimmings have woke the 
ys up and led them out of the staie rut into which 
•v apparently fell for some weeks past, 
iur second ritte match with the crack guardsmen of 
mpany A. Sixth Massachusetts, of Wakefield, showed 
nrovement 011 our side, for Hurlburt s high man 
Ire of 225 in the last match showed the same score in 
e second shoot to he low- and the feature of the 
not was a five-shot run of l!5s by Parkhurst, who 
ished high man on 241, this shooting being done with 
Krag military rifle on the ^4in. ring target, and is a 

,„e worthy of a place in our recorns. the scores ot 
e two Wakefield teams have not yet been received, but 

Miher°'entered a 50-shot match with Coulters, the 
rmer using his new Springfield, and the latter his old 
liable Krag, and both men hung up good totals 
Wednesday night we shoot against a team ot the 
es Moines la.. Revolver Club, revolvers and pistols 
■iiig used at 20yris.. and have now in hand a challenge 
om the Taunton. Mass., Rifle Club to shoot a team 
■itch indoors, our men to use military rifles and the 
aunten men reguiar .22cal. gallery rifles, 'there is also 
prospect of a revolver match with the Dos Angeles 

al., Club. . 
The following scores were made in practice. 
Revolver, 60yds.: Joslin Si, ili, <7, 84, 80; Coulters <6 

Revolver 20yds.: Miller 84, 81._91; Parkhurst 83; BrAv 
;. 7ti, 82;‘ Liebrich 72, 74, 72, 79, 78, 77; lluriburt 16, 
oulters 75; Donaghy 75,_ 74. 
Rifle (Krag), 25yds.: Coulters 235, 228. 
Fifty-shot match, military rifles, %in. ring targets, sit¬ 

ing position, gallery loads: 
i I> Coulters, .30 Krag. 228 -34 -39 —-40 11 »•■> 
1 C Miller, 30 Springfield. 220 240 232 22o 2-S 114a 
The second match shot against two teams of Company 

i, Sixth Infantry (Wakefield) Massachusetts snows 
neir second team again winner. This match called for 
earns of six men. 100 shots per man at 25yds., sitting 
iosition, 14-inch ring target: Company A men to shoot 
>•1 Winchester muskets and our team to shoot lxiags 
"r Springfield caliber 30 arms with gallery ammunition. 

Mr Parkhurst started a fine score, securing five -os 
m his first string, and finishing with-241 

Lieut Miller used his new Springfield and everyone 
vho tried it was much pleased at the handiness of his 

:le-big gun 

SPRING 

Fishing Tackle Tennis | 

Golf and Base Ball Goods | 
<$> 

Catalogues Free on Request 

The scores were: 

ompany A Team No.2. 
awkes .‘24*> 
oster .... 242 
ogers . 241 
ullivan ... 235 
onnelly . 234 
ronin . 225—1420 

Company A Team Xo. 1. 
Keough .241 
Reid .237 
Winded ..230 
McMahon .233 
Barton .233 
Mortimer . 220—1407 

Providence Revolver Club 1 earn. 
arkhurst . 241 W est . 233 
oulters .230 Hurlburt . 232 ■ 
)s1in .230 Miller .   .^5-H02 

Du Pont Rifle Association. 

Wilmington, Del., April 4.—There was a fair attend¬ 
ee at the range this afternoon, and while the strong 
utTs of wind kept every one guessing, the gooci-fellow- 
lip, which is so large a feature of our Saturday aitei- 
oon shoots, was just as much in evidence as ever, 
cott, as will be noticed by his scores, has found nim- 
df” again. Hessian, who considered himself cmei 
ock of the walk, strutted about and dared everybody 
) match his skill against old “Meat-in-the-Pot, and to 
te intense gratification of every one else, got a proper 
.•tback at the hands of I. Du Pont. The scores: 
Rifie, 200yds.: J. W. Scott 218, 217, 205, 202, 199; T. 

C Hessian 213, 207 (Standard American) i4 <!1. 
. Du Pont 197 (Standard American), 78, 70, 71; S. I. 
iewman 205, 190, 198 (Standard American), 73; .1. r. 
IcCafferty 209. Creedmoor count, prone position- r. 
larkins 44. 43, 40; 1. E. Addicks 3d, 44, 41, 40. 
Pistol, 50yds.: 1. Du Pont 90, J. \Y. Hessian Si, 80; 

4cBride 80; Hammond 79; Ackert 76. 
H. B. McCollum, Sec y. 

R. E. p. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384-6N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

.. 

8 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

Philadelphia, pa.—Scores made at the indoor range, 
W6 Washington avenue, March 31: „ . , 
Rifle, 35yds.: Dubbs 235, 233. 244 : Leo. H. Smith 

19. 238, 241, 239, 241; Schnerring 240, 241; Overbaugh 
220, 235, 227 , 239; Marble 236, 235; Hubbard 237, 2.32, 

17, 237, 237; Williamson 233; Ricker 205, 201, 211, 212, 
19; Wm. T. Smith 237; Anderson 219, 216, 216, 211, 216. 
April 3.—Pistol, 20yds.: Anderson 61, 79, 56, 50, 60 , 00; 

1. H. Smith 79, 83, 84, 91, 80, 79, 86, 80; Hay i5. bo. 
), 76, 73, 78, 72; Drown 76, 79, 80, 75, 78. 

D. W. St l-bbs. Sec y. 

HIGH GRADE j 
.ENGLISH TACKLE! 

My trade with American and Canadian 

Fishermen is now so large that I ha\e 

J published a 
* 

Special American Edition Z 

of My Catalogue Z 
vi 

Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. V 

ADDRESS 

W. J. CUMMINS ; 
Dept. K J 

Fishing Tackle Maker v 

Bishop Auckland England y 
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Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents- General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 

Natural Development. Nat“rai,Q“*‘ltie* BMt*Les 
sties Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les- 

isiica. . t- ,_j _a “Heel. Pointing 

ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

When writing say you saw the asfo. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Steel Fishino Rods 
o 

IF you could own but one fishingrod.it 
would of course be a “BRISTOL.'’ 
If you could own a dozen rods, most 

of them would undoubtedly be BRIS- 
TOLS,” because they are the strong- , 
est, the most reliable, the mostadapt- f 
able and the most successful rods in the 
world.. None genuine without the word 
"BRISTOL” stamped on the handle, j 
Sold everywhere. Every rod Guaran¬ 
teed for Three Years. 

Beautiful Illustrated Catalogue 
Mailed Free. 

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO., 

84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn. 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
The New Coaxer Trout Fly 
actually seems to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest euirent. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
cVn't near out. One man cauglit 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
SI..15. Br.ss size 30c. Postage 2c. 

W J. Jamison. 1274 Polk St., Chicago 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

Darnell. Cloth. 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 

plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
voung, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink the 
bluejfy, the chickadee, the cedar bird the meadow lark 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming and 
the accounts of the birds habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner, 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 

bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

modern training. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 

The treatise is after the modern professional system of 
training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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WORLD'S TOURNAMENT RECORDS 
Made at NEW YORK SPORTSMEN S SHOW February 22 to March 7 

By parties using 

H. L. LEONARD RODS 
RECORDS: 

Bait Casting for distance, J4 ounce weight. 
Bait Casting for distance, Yz ounce weight, 

137 feet 
- 177 feet 

134 1-12 feet 
91 feet 

Bait Casting for distance, Greenwood Lake Style, 
Switch Fly-Casting with 4-ounce Rod, - 

In this 1 ournament, competitors using H. L. LEONARD RODS won as follows 

23 First Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Second Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Third Prizes out of a possible 29 
53 1 otal Prizes out of a possible 87 

„ 4 ournament Casting,” of course, is not “Fishing,” but it takes a rod with the 
stuff in it to make records same as above. 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON. 21 Park Place, N. V. f 

mxDH MASS., 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle ^Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 /§q pAG£ 

EDWARD vomH'OFE catalogue 

Factory-Salesroom FIS HI NG TA CKL E. 
90-9/ FULTON,ST. ■ 

n.y. ForallANGLING 
ESTABLISHED 1857 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louts, 1904 

World’s Columbian Exposition. Chicago, 1893 

awarded to 

JULIUS VOM HOFE 
FISHING REELS ONLY 

No. 351 South 5th St. . . Brooklyn, N. Y. 
A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 

durable, well running reel. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. 

__Send for catalogue. 

THE U=B LIVE FROG HARNESS 
A SENSATIONAL HIT 

Holds The Frog Without HooKing 
And Keeps it ALIVE 

ONE THIRD ACTUAL SIZE 

By DEALERS or direct, postpaid 50 Cents 

Never before has there been 

offered to the angling frater¬ 

nity an article of such value 
CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

UNKEFER <5 BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.’ 
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WOODCRAFT. j 
Jf 

By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. jt 

x 
X 
x 
X’ 
X 
X 
X' 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for J 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience jf 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired jf 
into plain and intelligible English. 5 

__ FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK, jf 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Gurvs 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO.,523 Broadway, N.T 

Trout and Bass Flic: 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

JOHN NORMAN, «Sx!S5SiiSfr?,©,ff IISSE 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishinj 

No swivels required; "they spi 
so easy.” Made in seven diffei 
ent size blades, 25 styles, r 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single. 25c.; tandem. 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. G, Logansporl, Inc 

FISHING TACKL 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at once 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you, 

S. DOERING.& CO., 564 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnel 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimac 
with two of the three tribes which made up the grea 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, an 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of th 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret histor 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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George Bird Grinnell, President, 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. 

On and after the first of May next the address 

iof the Forest and Stream Publishing Company 

■will be 127 Franklin street, New York city. 

The business offices and editorial rooms will 

be removed to the new address during the latter 

'part of the present month, and on May day 

Forest and Stream will be in larger quarters 

than those pccupied during the past twelve years 

in the New York Life building. 
--- 

'^IMPORTANCE OF THE APPALACHIAN 
BILL. 

1 Of the benefits to the country at large to be 

'derived from the passage of the Southern 

Appalachian and White Mountain Forest Re¬ 

serve bill, the improvement of tlie water supply 

is far the most important. 
Commercial New England depends in large 

(measure on its river system for the running of 

;its mills, while on the other hand the rivers that 

■have their upland sources in the Southern Appa¬ 

lachian Mountains are of the highest importance 

to the country through which they flow, be¬ 

cause they furnish waterways by which the 

produce of much of the country is transported. 

To improve these southern waterways, vast 

sums of money—nearly $30,000,000 up to June 

30, 1905—have been expended, and if the Ohio 

River—largely supplied with water from those 

mountains—be included, the sum is much 

greater, yet the water transportation over these 

rivers is comparatively trifling. 

The reason for this is that during a consid¬ 

erable portion of the year, the rivers carry in¬ 

sufficient water. In seasons of high water ves¬ 

sels pass up and down fully loaded with freight, 

but a little later the water falls and navigation 

I stops. Moreover, during periods of high water 

(millions of tons of soil snatched from the slopes 

of mountains and hills are carried into these 

rivers and tend to make them each year more 

shallow. The bare slopes of the Southern Ap¬ 

palachian are constantly being eroded and their 

soil carried into the great rivers which flow 

into the Atlantic on the one hand, or the Ohio 

I on the other. The reforestation of the South- 

; ern Appalachian Mountains would tend speedily 

' to render more uniform the flow of springs and 

brooks which supply the heads of these rivers, 

YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL n 

and also to hold together the soil and prevent 

its being carried down to block these water 

channels. The growth of trees or shrubbery 

upon these mountain slopes, binding together 

the soil, prevents it from being carried away, 

while the leafage which receives the heavy rain 

breaks it up and causes it to reach the ground 

gradually, often no faster than it can be ab¬ 

sorbed. 
The proper protection and gradual reforesta¬ 

tion of the White Mountain and Southern Ap¬ 

palachian regions will give to two great sec¬ 

tions of the Atlantic coast great storage reser¬ 

voirs, which will be of enormous pecuniary 

value to the United States. 

The bill ought to be pushed to a vote. 

LIGHT TACKLE. 

At first thought it would seem that the South¬ 

ern California sea angling enthusiasts are going 

a little too far with their light tackle movement. 

Not content with offering special prizes for game 

sea fish taken on nine-ounce rods and nine-thread 

lines, they now propose to establish a competi¬ 

tion in which rods of six ounces and six-thread 

lines only can be used in taking yellowtail of 

fifteen to thirty pounds weight. Their object is 

stated in the terse phrase “More sport, fewer 

fish,” and is in keeping with that other move¬ 

ment in Southern California waters to liberate, 

without gaffing, all fish that are not actually 

wanted for food. 
These waters have at times been the scene of 

the most wanton destruction of fish life by men 

who would have been indignant had their sports¬ 

manship been questioned. For a long time this 

waste went on and when we first called attention 

to it and advocated improved methods there were 

those who felt that their integrity had been at¬ 

tacked. But the butchery itself brought about a 

revulsion of feeling, and the desire to be photo¬ 

graphed with a hideous rack of fish as a back¬ 

ground was replaced by higher ideals. 

Attempts to cut down the power of the rod 

have only been met half way by some of the 

most influential clubs. The desire to kill the 

largest game fish on light rods was present, but 

few interested persons cared to come out with 

bona-fide light rods. The compromise rod is not 

a fair one, and can never be classed as light 

tackle, for while the weight of the tip is limited, 

that of the butt is not, and such rods are by no 

means light. 
Last year a nine-ounce rod, nine-thread line 

movement was started and became popular, but, 

as we predicted, these outfits had their limita¬ 

tions, and while suitable for sea fish of moderate 

strength, were out of place in fishing for big 

tuna or black sea bass, whereas by adding an 

ounce or two a very good light rod would have 

been the result; a rod in every way entitled to 

be called light. One of the large clubs has now 
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declared in favor of a ten-ounce rod for this 

year’s fishing. 

The proposition to fish for medium-sized yel¬ 

lowtail with six-ounce rods and six-thread lines 

will be watched with interest. It seems freaky 

now, as we said before, but the spirit behind the 

movement deserves praise, coupled as it is with 

the practice of liberating small fish. If a big fish 

is struck and it snaps a tip or carries away the 

angler’s line, he will find himself in a similar 

position with the brook trout fisherman whose 

three-ounce fly rod and gossamer drawn gut 

leader are too frail to stop the big brown trout 

he occasionally raises. 

Light tackle is to be commended just so long 

as it tends to call out skill rather than strength 

on the part of the angler, but it can be and has 

often been carried to extremes. Every effort 

should be exerted to adapt the tackle to the fish 

angled for and thus prevent needless waste and 

cruelty. 

Senate bill No. 255, which was introduced by 

Mr. Cobb late in January, and which it is pro¬ 

posed shall constitute Chapter 31 of the General 

Laws of the State of New York, has been 

amended, ordered to third reading and reprinted 

as amended. The section relating to shooting 

licenses has not been altered materially. The 

wildfowl provision has been changed to stop all 

shooting at night between sunset and sunrise, 

but the Long Island brant open season remains 

as it was—Oct. i-April 30, inclusive, one of the 

bad features of the proposed law. The number 

of grouse and woodcock to be killed in one day 

has been reduced, and so has the trout weight 

limit. It was expected the bill would be acted 

on finally last week, but it is still pending as we 

go to press. It is understood that every effort 

will be made by friends of the bill to secure its 

passage without loading it down with numerous 

and—to some interests—objectionable amend¬ 

ments. 
at 

The police now patrolling the Catskill water¬ 

shed have disarmed a number of aliens found 

in possession of dangerous pocket weapons, and 

it is to be hoped they will go even further and 

confiscate the shotguns carried by these men on 

Sundays and holidays. In the first place, aliens 

have no right to carry guns imclose season; and 

secondly, they shoot every living thing they find 

in the woods. The Croton watershed is infested 

with gun-toting foreigners, and the Catskill re¬ 

gion will probably suffer the same fate, now that 

large numbers of laborers are stationed there. 
K 

The experiment of liberating Mexican wild 

turkeys in the hill country of California will be 

watched by sportsmen with deep interest. These 

turkeys are hardy, good rustlers and should 

adapt themselves readily to the new conditions. 

Possibly, however, they may wander southward 

if they survive. 



Around the Horn in a Square-Rigger 
By JOHN TREADWELL NICHOLS 

ONCE it used to be a common practice, be¬ 

fore settling down to business, for a 

man, just as now he makes a European 

tour or perhaps a trip around the world, to take 

a long sea voyage on some sailing ship. Alas, 

those good old days are going now, and after 

the completion of the Panama Canal the oppor¬ 

tunity for such a cruise will be still more di¬ 

minished. I therefore consider myself fortunate 

in having sailed out from New York in the year 

1906, a one hundred and thirty-four days voyage, 

in one of the few remaining square-rigged ves¬ 

sels under the American flag, an iron bark of 
977 tons. 

It was the beginning of August and New York- 

stood gasping in the grip of the heat. For days 

the ship had been alongside her wharf, near the 

Battery, and every kind of merchandise finding 

its way into her, while she settled lower and 

lower into the water and down to her lines. 

Finally the job was completed, we were ready, 

and, early one morning, away for the open sea— 

out through the Narrows, past the Hook and 

Navesink Highlands behind it. in the wake of 

the busy, officious tugboat. The shouting sailors 

got the square sails on her one after another, 

while the Jersey shore fell away to starboard 

and the Long Island shore to port, and finally 

the tugboat turned back, and we stood out over 

the curve of the earth and out of the world for 

foiu months and a half. Seventeen men cooped 

up in a ship, no wonder the sailor ashore is a bit 

reckless and care-free. Drunk or sober he will 

not fall from aloft or slip overboard into the 

sea, and at his own free will can move toward 

any point of the compass indefinitely. 

Just a few words about a square-rigged ship. 

I had always supposed, before sailing in one, 

that its main deck was considerably higher 

above the water than it is. One is so accustomed 

to see them ih port without a cargo. We were 

loaded light, but even so it was perfectly possi¬ 

ble to stand between the bits, aft on the lee side 

of the main deck, and, leaning against the bul¬ 

warks, fish floating gulf-weed from the sea with 

a long-handled net. T have made a voyage on 

the same ship when she was loaded “as deep as 

she would swim,” and in heavy weather would 

roll her bulwarks under water, so that barrels of 

it went frothing and bellowing back and forth 

across the main deck, to the tune of clanking 

Scuppers, the weird rattling laughter of the loose 

rivets that hounded along inside her hollow 

metal yards as she rolled and lurched, and the 

howling of the gale in the rigging. It was glo¬ 

rious ! And the men working in oil-skins on the 

deck had to watch lively or they would have 

1 een caught and bumped about unmercifully by 
the seas. 

Masters will tell you of how close their ship 

can sail to the wind, but except under the most 

favorable conditions square-riggers do not make 

more than about square to the wind. * They 

would never get to windward if it were not that, 

as the breeze shifts this way or that, they are 

kept always on the most favorable tack, and 

thus go about anywhere they please, excepting 

only when the weather is so heavy that sufficient 

sail to prevent drifting to leeward can not be 
carried. 

Ashore wind and weather arc of little mo¬ 

ment, at sea they are all important. Fortunately 

they are also more easily understood. And less 

capricious. Our course lay well to the eastward, 

passing some hundreds of miles north of Ber¬ 

muda, so that we might cut down our longitude 

while westerly winds favored. Nearer the equa¬ 

tor, trade winds, more or less from the cast, 

prevail. Their initial impulse is a cool draft to¬ 

ward the heat equator. This is effected by the 

rotation of the earth, and so acquires a greater 

or less amount of easterly character. 

So for a week or two, the wind mostly favor¬ 

ing, we drove east-southeast through the hot, 

sticky Gulf Stream and floating bits of sargasso 

weed which spread far east of it across the 

Western Ocean, till finally the breeze died away 

and the ship lay in calms and light airs, waiting 

for the northeast trades. Their coming marked 

the end of weed-flecked water. 

How much interest the North Atlantic would 

lose were there no sargassum. Millions of tons 

of the stuff float scattered at the surface, in 

single pieces and in masses or great long bands. 

One can scoop it in with a net, and see the many 

live creatures that are hidden in and come aboard 

with it, different crabs and shrimps and'some 

true fish. One kind of fish is adorned with funny 

tags and protuberances, and its pale, yellowish 

color, mottled with black, must be well nigh in¬ 

visible among the weed, to the eyes of preda¬ 

ceous fishes. Far out to the eastward a certain 

mottled pipe fish was particularly common, a 

long, dry animal, like a small stick, also very in¬ 

conspicuous. One day a little porcupine fish 

came swimming along and was scooped aboard. 

It swelled up outrageously, and long thin spines 

stuck out all over it. For any hungry monster 

to have eaten such a morsel must have seemed 

a good deal like sucking a chestnut burr. 

Characteristic of the open sea are the flyin 

fish. Especially is this true of warm weather an 

the trade winds, where a good fresh breeze i 

the rule. Days may go by without a bird an> 

nothing to enliven the face of the .water bit 

these. They spring up at the ship’s bow 0 

alongside and sail away, singly or in schools, am 

with the sun gleaming on their dazzling whit 

lower parts, are a beautiful sight. It is thei 

defence against the meat-hunting fishes—fi 

spring into the air and sail away like birds. Bu 

all too soon gravity pulls them back again, am 

I am afraid sometimes the dolphin or bonito ii 

following below, ready for them when they fal 

into the water. Sometimes they drop down til 

their tails touch the brine, and that membei 

promptly starts propeller work again, so that tin 

fish shoots on and up, and prolongs its flight ; 

space. In the night, when flying fish can probably 

not see so well where theyr are going, they 11011 

infrequently drop aboard ship, and what a finq 

breakfast they make in the morning, all crisp 
and fried. 

Anything fresh is good at sea. Canned foods 

may taste about as good as the real thing ashore. 

1 tit when one gets nothing else they arc a delu¬ 

sion and a sham. The good old staples, “salt- 

horse'' and beans, arc preferable. It is indeed 

good fortune when large predaceous fishes of the 

dolphin or bonito type are caught. By dolphin 

I mean the fish “dolpin” of the sailors, not the 

mammal, which should be called a pointed nosed 

porpoise and exists under the name “dolphin" 

chiefly in books. Not infrequently such fish 

come about the ship and swim in her wake, 

alongside, or—a favorite place—at the bows. To 

catch them one climbs down to the martingale 

or out on to the jibboom. The lure used is com¬ 

monly a bit of wood draped with a white rag. 

This is dropped into the water and then jerked 

out again before the fish has a chance to get a 

good look at it, and sometimes proves very ef¬ 

fective. Perhaps it is mistaken for a flying fish 

Bright metal “squids,” such as are used in troll¬ 

ing along our coast, sometimes take the place 

of a white rag, and again fish are caught by 

trolling from aft with “squid” or rag, which, 

following along out there behind the ship, hour 

after hour, is very likely' to tempt the appetite of 

some hungry prowler that crosses her wake. The 

dolphin is a slender, beautifully colored, vora¬ 

cious animal, reputed one of the swiftest that 

swims salt water, and resembling remotely the 

bluefish that are caught in such large quantities 

each summer off the south shore of Long Island 

and elsewhere along the coast. In profile outline 

it tapers fairly uniformly all the way from the 

shoulder to the tail, and so presents quite a dif¬ 

ferent figure from the conventional fish, with 

greatest depth somewhere amidships. The old 

males have a very vertical forehead. Bonitos, on 

the other hand, are robust and very meatv for 
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their length. They are allies of the mackerel, 

which they resemble a good deal in general ap¬ 

pearance. Both bonitos and dolphins attain large 

size. 
When the weather is fine, the winds light, one 

may look for sharks. The tops of their dorsal 

fins are seen at times above the surface, and per¬ 

haps one will loaf along in the vessel’s wake. 

Very likely they are scavengers by nature, for 

ordinarily they are sluggish brutes, and take any 

bait without discrimination or caution. A piece 

of salt pork is good to catch them with. When 

hooked they put up a savage fight. 1 remember 

a good-sized one that was hooked and hauled 

aboard once in the Pacific. Over the side with 

it came a little gray sucking fish with strange 

flattened head, whereby it had been clinging to 

some part of the shark's broad exterior. We cut 

steaks from this shark, cooked and ate them, but 

though the meat was as beautiful and white as 

could be, it did not make a very palatable dish. 

Perhaps if the shark had been a small one it 

would have been better to eat. 

For a time our ship lay becalmed, waiting, be¬ 

tween the westerlvs and the trade winds, then 

the northeast trades came fresh and strong, and 

we began to cut down our latitude quickly, 

“jamming the wind” now, sailing as close to it 

as possible, and still keep her sails full. The 

northeast trades swung round into the south¬ 

west monsoons, and we were south of the heat 

equator, though still north of the geographical 

equator. These monsoons are really continua¬ 

tions of the southeast trades, which, you will re¬ 

member, come toward the equator, the east in 

them from the earth’s rotation. Now as soon as 

they cross the equator the rotation throws them 

the other way, and instead of from the southeast, 

they blow from the southwest. The draft is of 

course from cooler regions toward the heat 

equator, which, at the close of summer has fol¬ 

lowed the sun far north of the geographical one. 

For a short time in the southwest monsoons, 

the wind was fair, an oasis in a desert. For the 

most part we were jamming the wind continu¬ 

ously for days and days, with our sails just 

atrcmble at the critical points. Put the ship's 

head a little nearer the wind and they would 

have been flapping in it. So we sailed on till the 

monsoons changed to the southeast trades and 

we crossed the line, as the sailors call the equa¬ 

tor, far to the eastward. Then the fight began, 

to go south and at the same time keep our dis¬ 

tance from the east coast of South America. We 

sailed along parallel with the coast, but coming 

closer and closer to it, hoping up to the last 

minute that the wind would shift a bit and let 

us slip by. For to stand to sea on the starboard 

tack and sail in a direction we did not wish to 

go, meant great loss of time. It was no use. 

September 11, four days south of the equator 

and a month and four days out from port, land 

was sighted again. 

I had gone aloft, thinking to get a view of the 

shore, and scrambled tip to where 1 could put my 

hand on the main truck, the highest point of the 

ship, but could see nothing, and, not being a 

sailor, climbed down again to a slightly less 

lofty position that did not give the same ten¬ 

dency to nervousness. Now a sharp, white point 

caught my eye, breaking the curve of the west¬ 

ern horizon. It must have been one of the build¬ 

ings ashore. We were soon to sec many more of 

them, and tall palm trees, and we stood in and 

in till there were little fishing boats, sailing cata¬ 

marans, outside of us, and looking down into 

the shoaling water its color had changed to a 

bright light blue, and the one or two darly cloud 

shadows lying toward the shore suggested 

shoals. It was a positive relief when the skipper 

gave the word and the ship went around again 

and stood out for deep water. 

This was our first real rebuff. The second one 

came as a sharp southwest squall one evening 

about a week later, and marked the transition 

from good weather to bad. For we sailed from 

home in the summer time, when pleasant weather 

reigned over the North Atlantic, and experienced 

no cold or high winds until the higher latitudes 

of the Southern Hemisphere. This was a little 

north of Rio, and from now on we must look 

out for heavy westerly weather. The first of Oc¬ 

tober, south of the River Plata, came foul 

weather indeed! It started with our ship well to 

windward and in shore, although not within 

sight of land. Science does not believe in good 

moons and bad moons, but there were many in 

that ship who did, and who called the new moon 

which came at about this time, a bad moon, even 

though the weather which ushered it in was 

pleasant enough; it did not have the proper 

slant to it. Whether mere coincidence or not, 

probably we were about due to get bad weather 

now anyway, the bad weather certainly arrived. 

First a northeasterly rain, then a lull, then the 

wind southwest, and for ten long days shortened 

sail and being blown to leeward. Slowly, slowly 

the barometer rose, while the gales swept from 

the southwest and the great round-headed cumu¬ 

lus clouds crept across the sky with squalls of 

white hail in their skirts, hail like snow, but 

which bounced against the decks and rattled 

viciously on oil-skins and sou’westers. Then, 

when the glass had reached a point where good 

weather might have been looked for, things 

moderated, the wind became more northerly, 

down dropped the barometer again like lead, 

there came a spat of rain, and the same old 

weather on us again out of the west or south¬ 

west. The best course possible was southeasterly. 

Far off shore we were driven, till finally north 

and east of Falkland Islands. Then the weathcr 

let up. It was time that it did, for to go around 

south of Falklands would be a task. It is hard 

enough to get by Cape Horn anyway, against 

the current setting from the west, and to go out¬ 

side of the Falkland Islands would necessitate 

stemming this current for a much greater dis 

tance. We were fortunate in the siege of 

weather experienced, to have had to reckon with 

no hostile current. Sometimes vessels get dis¬ 

couraged and up-helm for the Cape of Good 

Hope. 
So the ship was sailing along about her busi¬ 

ness once more. The captain called me in the 

early morning to sec icebergs, one on the hori¬ 

zon to windward, another on the horizon to lee¬ 

ward. Tt was very unusual to see them, and 

though he had been sailing round the Horn for 

many years, this was the first time he had done 

so, though once when standing far south he had 

sighted field ice, and promptly gone around on 

to the other tack to stand north again. It was at 

first supposed these icebergs were strays, and 

that no more would be seen, but more and ntoi e 

of them loomed up. and finally they became so 

thick we went around on to the other tack to get 

away from them Even so they were around us 

all day. The wind had freshened again and we 

were carrying sail and endeavoring to get clear. 

It had threatened to blow and be nasty, but for¬ 

tunately cleared up into a beautiful day. At sun¬ 

set there were only two or three bergs nearby, 

next morning none in sight. Probably nobody on 

that ship will forget those huge, steep-sided, 

flat-topped islands of Antarctic ice, white as 

snow in the sun, so serene and motionless de¬ 

spite the swell licking at their bases. Some were 

more jagged and irregular in outline, and seemed 

smaller. Perhaps they had been large and flat 

topped until, becoming eaten by the water, they 

turned bottom up. Then there were smaller 

chunks of ice that ducked in the swell, but would 

have been unpleasant enough for an iron ship to 

run upon. Altogether it was fortunate that we 

did not get among such company in the heavy 

weather that preceded or the days of fog and 

light winds that followed, while the ship, between 

the Falkland Islands and South America, ap¬ 

proached the Strait of Le Maire. 

It is considered a great gain when possible to 

go through this strait, instead of around the 

east end of Staten Land. Not only is the route 

more direct, but thereby the adverse Cape Horn 

current is avoided for those forty miles, the 

east-west extension of the island. However, the 

strait is so narrow that it is only in clear 

weather and with a favoring wind that its pass¬ 

age can be attempted. The fog cleared away, we 

sighted land again, and sailed into the strait be¬ 

tween the " rugged snow-flecked mountains. But 

to get through was not as easy as it had ap¬ 

peared. Our ship drove through the water fa¬ 

mously, but the shore held even- with her, and 

the seas stood up short and steep and frothy, 

and slopped over on to her deck, like a tide-rip 

in Long Island Sound on a larger scale. An¬ 

other vessel appeared far astern but had no such 

current dragging her back, and rapidly picked 

up on 11s. Such were the conditions when I 

turned in that night and heard the water sliding 

by our bottom outside. In the morning we were 

through the strait and far beyond. The tide must 

have changed after a while. 

They say good weather off the River Plata 

means bad weather when you get to the Horn 

and vice versa. This voyage certainly bore out 

the theory. Light and moderate breezes lasted 

to right under the Horn. Then a short, hard gale 

caught us very suddenly and made some lively 

work taking in sail. This was followed by a 

thick, rainy, northeasterly wind, and we ran by 

the Diego Ramires Islands. In the morning at 

breakfast the skipper remarked that to surely 

avoid them he would have to go some miles 

north or south of the course he was steering. A 

northeasterly wind off Cape Horn was too rare 

and valuable to spend in any such manner, so 

he let her go to the westward and kept a sharp 

lookout for land, nervous work for a little while 

when we sighted the islands. There were so 

many and they spread out so. Could it be that 

we had missed our bearings, and were running 

in coastwise. Then we were by; and every hour 

the wind held so, put us miles further to the 

westward, to windward, into the teeth of the 

Cape Florn current, on a quick passage of the 

Horn, fourteen days from 50 degrees south on 

the east side, to 50 degrees south on the west 

side. And soon we were cutting down our lati¬ 

tude again, sailing toward fine weather and 

trades. 
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It is pleasant after knocking about for a 

month or two down South in the cold and the 

storms to feel that all that sort of thing is over, 

that the corner is turned and only summer seas 

lie between one and port. So we left the foul 

weather birds, the sailing albatrosses and Cape 

pigeons, and others that skim above the stormy 

billows, and came once more to the realm of the 

squawking, white tropic bird, phiethon, that lives 

in the fine weather of lower latitudes, flies high 

and flaps its wings as a civilized bird should. 

Sometimes at sea a school of por¬ 

poises come to the ship and play about 

her bows, swimming and breaking 

water so close under the martingale 

that a man can harpoon one from there. 

The commonest porpoise in Cape Horn 

waters is a very pretty black and white 

striped animal with a rather round 

head and protruding lips. They are 

reputed better eating than other kinds. 

One of them was secured in the South 

Pacific, and what a feast we had. It 

was my first taste of porpoise, which 

is both like fish and like red-meat. The 

liver is said to be almost or quite in¬ 

distinguishable from pig’s liver, and 

that may very well be true, but as the 

writer has never eaten the latter article 

he is no judge. Another larger, darker, 

slimmer porpoise was harpooned later 

in the voyage, north of the line, and I 

should hate to say that this was any 

less good to eat than the first. 

A few days before Christmas we sighted land, 

the land that the ship had been working toward 

so many weeks, and one afternoon sailed past 

beautiful headlands, into smooth water, and 

when the breeze from shore brought rank, 

strong, spicy, the odor of tropical vegetation, of 

a land where purifying cold of winter never 

comes, we realized that the voyage was at an end. 

Once more in from the deep sea, the same old 

sea, deep blue out there beyond the reefs, diffi- 

ly as a dream. No, it did not seem real, some 

day one must wake again to contend with a 

world of sails and winds and rolling sea. 

Early Spring Flowers. 

The earliest flower to start in winter is the 

swamp cabbage, or skunk cabbage, so called from 

its pungent odor. The growing tops of this 

plant are often found sticking up through th^ 
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cult and fascinating as ever, guarding its mys¬ 

teries. Back into the world, but days, weeks, 

months must go by before this world would 

seem altogether real again, sleeping cars, the 

lights and bustle of the metropolis, gaiety, mu¬ 

sic, events that slipped by as quickly and smooth¬ 
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frozen swamps or the light snow in the dead of 

winter, and in our northern swamps they begin 

to grow almost always as early as late February 

or early March. Sometimes in warm spots it is 

found in bloom before the ice. has all gone, and 

often the flowers appear in spring, while the 

fruit of the past autumn is still scattered over 
the ground. 

This fruit by the way is a favorite food of 

our game birds, both quail and partridge eating 

it greedily. In the autumn the latter bird often 

tears away the white spongy covering which con¬ 

ceals the clusters of fruit and picks out the un¬ 

ripe berries, if they may so be called. About 

the middle of winter—the top of the plant hav¬ 

ing died down—little piles of these berries may 

often be seen through the swamp, and anyone 

who does not recognize them can readily tell 

what they are by breaking one in two, and smell ¬ 

ing of it, when the mephitic odor is at once evi¬ 

dent. The flowers of the skunk cabbage entirely 

cover the round mass called spadix, in which 

later the fruit matures. The pollen from these 

little flowers is carried away to fertilize other 

plants by small flies which seek the shelter of 

the hood or spathe of the skunk cabbage blos¬ 

som for rest and warmth. These becoming cov¬ 

ered with pollen from the flowers, transport it 
to other plants. 

The hepatica or liverwort—so called from the 

fancied resemblance of its leaf to the shape of 

the liver—is commonly regarded as the earliest 

flower of spring, and thus occupies a warm spot 

in the hearts of all those who love outdoor 

things. It is a plant of wide range, and is often 

seen in bloom on southern slopes very early in 

April, where it grows among the dead leaves 

which are piled up there in windrows in the 

edge of the woqds. It is a charming delicate 

flower, poised on a slender fuzzy stem, and by 

some people is thought to be as fully entitled 

to the name windflower as the true anemone. 

The flowers are of various colors, some white, 

some lilac and others pinkish. 

In old days the spring snipe shooter was gen¬ 

erally the first man to see the bloodroot, whose 

beautiful white flowers, supported on fleshy 

stems, line the banks just above the wet 

meadows on the river’s edge. In damp threaten¬ 

ing weather these flowers are usually closed, but 

in clear, dry, warm weather they are wide open. 

The spring snipe shooter of old times knew this, 

and when he saw the bloodroot blos¬ 

soms wide open he went out with a 

high heart, because he knew that then 

the snipe would be lazy and would be 

likely to lie until he got close to them, 

and would give him a good shot. 

If the bluets are tiny little flowers, 

they make up for their small size by 

their numbers, and sometimes one may 

look over a field which seems like a 

smooth lake reflecting the color of the 

bright blue spring sky. As the flowers 

grow more mature they become white, 

and then may be compared to newly 

fallen snow. 

Other early flowers of course are the 

wood anemones, of which there are 

many sorts; each one—the discoverer 

will think—more beautiful than the 

last one seen. They are delicate little 

flowers and do not bear gathering, 

drooping or fading almost at once. Let 

them stay where they are, for they are more 

beautiful in such situations than tney can be 

anywhere else. 

In wet places on the edges of swamps grows 

the dog tooth violet, also called adder’s tongue, 

or yellow trout lily, whose bell-like blossom and 

beautiful colors make a charming picture. 

About the same time with the dogtooth violet, 

or a little later, you will find growing along in 

the very wet swamps that brilliant relative of 

the buttercup, variously known as marsh mari¬ 

gold, cowslip or caltha. Its broad green leaves 
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and showy gold-colored flowers hang over th 

brook and make a startling picture. 

Few things are more delightful than to star 

out on an exploratory trip on a day in earl 

spring to find out what flowers are in bloom am 

what birds have come. 



Do Animals Reason ? 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Feb. 22, appears an article by 

Julian Burroughs, entitled “Do Animals Rea¬ 

son,” in which he cites several incidents in sup¬ 

port of the theory that animals cannot reason. 

To illustrate the reasoning capacity of the boy, 

he relates the story of the molasses barrel. Has 

he ever seen one dog attack another because the 

latter attempted to dig up a bone buried by the 

former? If the act of the boy showed reason, 

to what do we attribute the action of the dog? 

As to the illustration of a dozen dogs placed 

in a room with their water supply in a tall, easily 

upset vessel, in my opinion if the dogs did not 

upset the vessel in their endeavors to get at the 

water, the situation would then indeed be un¬ 

usual. Lock a starving man in a room with a 

securely sealed jar of milk. The only way to 

secure any of the milk will be to break the jar. 

which will quickly be done. Most* of the milk 

will be wasted, but the man’s reason tells him 

the only way to get any of the milk is to break 

the jar. If you want a fair test, place one intelli¬ 

gent dog in such a situation as described, and re¬ 

fill the vessel a couple of times; then watch re¬ 

sults. I know of a couple of dogs that I think 

would not spill the water after a couple of such 

lessons. 

Regarding the illustration of the hungry, 

chained-up dog and the hooked stick: Hundreds 

of times have I seen a dog when eating food out 

'of a tin pan on a smooth floor, place one foot 

in the dish to keep it from sliding away as he 

ate. Has Mr. Burroughs ever seen a dog carry 

the vessel in which its food is usually supplied, 

to the kitchen door, and there attract the atten¬ 

tion of the cook or housewife by scraping on the 

door or whining? Has he ever seen a cat jump 

up on the kitchen sink and there keep on meow¬ 

ing until somebody came and allowed the water 

to drip for it to get a drink? Is it reason or in¬ 

stinct that influences such actions? 

Would it not be as fair to condemn Lloyd 

Morgan as lacking reasoning powers if he failed 

to understand after a few minutes’ study the 

workings of some complicated piece of machin¬ 

ery with which he was not familiar, as to con¬ 

demn hfs dog for failing to carry the cane 

through the narrow opening in the fence? Did 

the presence of the master urging the dog to 

bring the cane rattle and fluster the dog, as hap¬ 

pens so often with reasoning human beings 

when their superiors are overseeing a particu¬ 

larly difficult task? 

Further on Mr. Burroughs states, “If a dog 

built ever so small a dam in a brook to make a 

puddle in which to cool himself on a hot day, 

this would be an act of reason.” On a cold night 

why does the house dog prefer to sleep on a 

chair or couch, and on a warm night why does 

he throw himself on the floor? Is it instinct or 

reason that tells him he will escape the cold 

draft on the floor by getting on a chair? At the 

present time I own a very intelligent pointer dog 

that on cold days regularly goes to a closet where 

spare comfortables are kept, helps himself to one 

and then goes to a couch or bed, and covers him¬ 

self up with it as well as a person could do it. 

Where we formerly lived this same animal would 

regularly carry a cushion from a couch, place it 

on the hard wooden arm of a Morris chair and, 

coiling himself up on the chair with his head 

resting on the soft cushion, gaze out the window 

for hours at a time watching the sights of the 

city street. We knew nothing of this until some 

neighbors across the street called our attention 

to it, and we then saw the performance our¬ 

selves. Was this an act of reason, or was it in¬ 

stinct that induced the dog to cover the hard arm 

of the chair with a cushion to rest his head on? 

Was not the incident of the shepherd dog run¬ 

ning around the barn to get in the rear of the 

other dog on a par with the conduct of two po¬ 

lice officers who had discovered a burglar in a 

certain house and, while one officer watched the 

front of the house, the other went around the 

rear to cut off the burglar’s retreat? A daring 

burglar wTas thus captured and two officers re¬ 

suggested that we go back over the same terri¬ 

tory but keep a hundred yards or so inside the 

edge of the woods. Some two hundred yards 

from where we started to return one of my dogs 

began to make game in a very lively manner, and I 

called to my companion to come over, but before 

he reached me my dog started trailing and I fol¬ 

lowed. Every twenty-five or thirty yards the 

dog would point for a moment and then go on, 

indicating the birds were running. For almost a 

quarter of a mile through woods of mixed pines 

and oaks I followed the dog at such a fast clip 

that my friend was left behind almost out of 

hearing. Then suddenly the dog dashed off to 

the left and circled around, intercepting the line 

we were traveling in some seventy or seventy- 

five yards ahead, where he whipped up on a 

point facing me and immediately a good-sized 

bunch of quail took wing, scattering in all direc¬ 

tions. Was it an act of reason on my part to 

look for the birds inside the woods when we had 

not found them in the fields, and, if so; how 

does it differ from the action of the dog in cir¬ 
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ceived great praise for the ruse employed. Was 

the action of- the officers the result of reason, 

while that of the dog was simply instinct? 

On my last quail hunt of the season, Dec. 28, 

1907, a friend and I tramped over field after 

field and our dogs showed no sign of the pres¬ 

ence of birds anywhere. Remarking that the 

birds had evidently not yet been out to feed, I 

cling around the birds he knew were running? 

I own another pointer which hates water as 

much as any cat, and will not wet his feet if he 

can avoid it. While gunning along a stream in 

November I shot a woodcock which fell in the 

water fifty or sixty feet from the bank. The 

water was full of thin cakes of ice and I had no 

way of getting to the bird without wading in up 
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to my hips, as my dog had never been taught to 

retrieve and would not fetch a bird to me. As 

I was trying to think of some means of getting 

the bird, imagine my surprise at seeing my dog 

voluntarily wade in and swim out to the bird, 

which he gently picked up and brought to me. 

Was it reason or instinct that impelled the dog 

to suffer great discomfort by wading out in the 

icy water to get the bird for me? In this case 

I had not urged nor said a word to him, so it 

must have been by some mental process that he 

concluded I could not get the bird, and that it 

would be lost unless he waded in and brought it 

out himself. 

In training a very high-strung young pointer 

I found it necessary to attach a long check cord 

to his collar in order to keep him under control. 

While this cord was attached he went through 

his lessons perfectly and in every way was a very 

model of obedience, but just as soon as I un¬ 

fastened the cord he dashed away like a wild 

mustang and paid no more attention to my com¬ 

mands than to the winds of heaven. Was it rea¬ 

son or instinct that controlled this dog’s actions? 

When a boy we owned a very intelligent hound 

and often just after my mother or sister had 

placed the family’s supply of meat upon the 

dining-room table, this hound would run to the 

front part of the house and there raise a false 

alarm by loud and continued barking, and, as 

soon as the members of the family went to learn 

the cause of the trouble, he would hurry back to 

the dining-room and clean off the table in a few 

minutes. Such a nuisance did this get to be that 

as soon as this dog began to raise a racket 

around meal times, some member of the family 

would catch hold of him while another went to 

investigate, or he would be unceremoniously 

bounced out the back door without any one in¬ 

vestigating. This same animal could be very pro¬ 

fuse in his demonstrations when he expected 

something good to eat, and my sister and I use! 

to encourage him to expect food so that he would 

lick his chops and our faces, but as soon as we 

withdrew the prospect of food and said, “Did 

you ever get left?” his whole manner would 

change and he would bristle up and we would 

get a good pinch on the leg or arm from his 

teeth. Did he comprehend the meaning of the 

remark? Was it reason or instinct that warned 

him we were only fooling him? 

When a boy, an old fellow who lived in our 

town kept a herd of twelve or fifteen cows, one 

of which was a particularly good looking young 

Jersey. These cows were pastured about a mile 

and a half from where their owner lived and 

were daily taken back and forth along a road 

flanked on either side by large well-kept country 

places, which were inclosed by ornamental 

picket or iron fences. Each fence had a small 

gate for pedestrians and a large gate for vehi¬ 

cles. This large gate was the usual old-fash: 

ioned broad affair with two heavy iron hinges at 

one end and a simple spring latch at the other. 

Often have I seen the young Jersey go from 

gate to gate on this road, poke one horn between 

the pickets and work away until it sprung the 

latch, and then with a quick shove of the head 

throw the gate wide open. The rest of the herd 

would then rush in and greedily devour the ten¬ 

der grass in the inclosure until driven out by 

the gardener or stableman, but the young cow 

would never go in. When the herd was driven 

out of one place they would continue on down 
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the road a short distance, when the same per¬ 

formance would be repeated. How can we ex¬ 

plain this young cow’s actions? How was she 

able to locate the latch on the different gates, 

and why didn’t she go inside the inclosure her¬ 

self? Often in driving out the cattle the men 

used a heavy stick or whip. Had she at some 

previous time received a beating, and did she 

reason out that if she entered these grounds 

again she might receive another beating? 

Can Mr. Burroughs explain why the average 

tramp cat of the city streets will scurry for cover 

at the sight of a couple of half-grown boys, and 

will allow a couple of little girls or grown-up 

people to pass close by without showing much 

alarm? How is the cat able to distinguish be¬ 

tween the boys and girls and adults? How does 

it know one will harm it while the others will 

not? Is it not possible the cat reasoned it out 

in its own peculiar way? If a man were to go 

through a similar performance, running away 

from an enemy and remaining to greet a friend, 

no doubt we would declare reason dictated his 

course of action. 

One evening, a couple of weeks ago, I took 

my dogs out for their usual before-bedtime 

stroll. As 1 approached a neighbor’s house be¬ 

yond which was a field, I noticed the dogs cast¬ 

ing about in an animated manner and I at once 

concluded a cat was close by. On the lawn of 

the house were numerous detached pieces of 

snow, very irregular in shape and size, with wide 

stretches of bare ground showing between. 

Watching the dogs, something attracted my at¬ 

tention to what I thought was a small piece of 

snow, which on a more intent inspection I dis¬ 

covered was a pure white cat squatted close to 

the ground. One of my dogs approached within 

four feet of the cat, but it never moved a muscle 

and the dogs finally gave up the hunt and moved 

on to the field. Did the cat reason that its color 

harmonized so well with the surrounding patches 

of snow that it might fool the dogs if it re¬ 

mained perfectly quiet, or was it instinct that 

controlled its actions? There was absolutely no 

reason why it should remain where it was, as it 

was only four or five feet from a stoop and wide 

porch, both of which afforded excellent refuge, 

and the dogs at times were a dozen or fifteen 

feet away in the opposite direction. 

In conclusion, Mr. Burroughs states that “in 

reasoning alone we stand above them on a 

height which they have never in any instance 

approached,” which fact, I think, everybody will 

concede, but to come out flat-footed with the 

statement that animals are without the capacity 

to reason is entirely too broad an assumption. It 

must be remembered that it has taken many cen¬ 

turies to bring the human mind to its present 

state of development, and in my opinion it would 

be as fair to condemn an animal for failing to 

solve some problem with which we suddenly 

confront it, as to expect the savage or untrained 

mind to compete with the reasoning powers of 

some learned jurist or university professor. 

Give the animals the same opportunities we have 

enjoyed for countless ages and they will no 

doubt develop reasoning powers of a much 

higher order than they now possess. Whether 

they can ever equal man nutst remain an open 

question. Do not pass final judgment upon them 

because they fail to meet some condition or 

problem suggested by our higher intellect. 

John H. Hendrickson. 

Introduced Partridges in Michigan 
Saginaw, Mich., March 25.—Editor Forest (l 

Stream: We have had a very severe winter 

this district and more snow than we had in 

great many years, consequently there has be 

a good deal of question as to whether the Hu 

garian partridges—so called, but they are real 

the common partridge of Europe—that I put 0 

here the year previous would live through t 

winter. As I have already told through Fore? 

and Stream these birds bred very well. Qu 

a number of flocks of them were seen previoj 

to Christmas. I have received reports regarj 

ing them since the snow has gone off and t 

danger of winter extermination is past, and 

must say the reports are extremely gratifyii. 

We had less than a hundred pairs to begin wi 

and they were distributed in seven or eigl 

localities. Without having positive evidence 

have heard in a roundabout way that those j: 

out south of Freeland, and those at Ringwol 

near St. Charles, this county, have done wl 

and thrived. Henry Owens, of Freeland, ss: 

they have one flock at least of twenty or twenj 

five. About the first of March they were sej 

helping themselves to corn from a neighbol 

crib. At Cairo there was a flock of nine bir^ 

a while ago. Joseph Wachalac, of Merrill, wa 

had but four old birds in the beginning, repoji 

two coveys, one of sixteen or seventeen that s 

has been able to keep track of right along. Thl 

birds fed in a field where the corn had not bej 

husked. 

At the quarries in Bay Port Supertlitendql 

McIntyre reports having counted forty-six a f i 

days ago and he is confident there were a gnj 

many-more. They were looking fine and stroi. 

This planting was sixteen or eighteen birds. 1 

the fall Mr. McIntyre reported there were ov 

one hundred young ones. W. C. Cornwell ■ 
ports that those he has at his farm near Cl*j 

liavd thrived, as a flock of ten of them have i| 

turned to the woods near his summer call 

where the old ones were liberated the year !• 

fore. 

Now. if the pot-hunter will only leave tin) 

alone the success of these birds seems assures 

but we have so many game butchers here a I 

so little regard is paid to the law that it is wi 

fear and trembling that anyone undertakes 1 

proposition of this kind. 

Within the last week I have heard the folio’ 

ing stories: An old Saginawian, whom I n: 

in Chicago, said that during the winter he hi 

counted nine different deer with Michigan tn: 

on them exposed for sale in the markets in tj 
outlying districts of Chicago. This was duri! 

December and January. 

Another said he was recently waiting fori 

train in a northern Michigan town when he w 

approached by a young fellow who asked hi 

if he did not want to buy some fish. He to: 

him to the back of a shed and showed him t 

basket of fine large brook trout. 

Another said he was looking at some woe- 

land in northern Michigan and the man be hi 

gone to see advised him to take a gun along, j 

they were going down near the lake, and he srI 

he would take his hound and run a deer out 1 

the point. When he remonstrated against tb 
the fellow informed him that he would shooti 

deer in the red coat whenever he wanted to, a I 

furthermore he would shoot any game wardi 
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.ho interfered witli him. This man was once 

deputy warden himself. 

I 1 hear these stories nearly every day. From 

.hat I have run across in the northern counties 

1 Michigan and have seen at home I have con- 

luded that there is migh*y little respect for our 

ame and fish laws. 

Spring shooting in Michigan is now on full 

ilt, showing that public sentiment has not yet 

ully awakened to the necessity for saving bird 

ife. W. B. Mershon. 

A Bone Mine in Arkansas. 
Through portions of the Ozark Mountains in 

Arkansas the rocks are furrowed by fissures and 

oneycombed with caves. In one of. these fis- 

ures was found by Mr. Waldo Conard, while 

respecting for lead, a real bone mine of very 

reat interest. This was in April, 1903. Some of 

he bones, sent on to Prof. F. W. Putnam of the 

American Museum of Natural History, reached 

’rof. H. F. Osborn and by him were turned 

>ver to Mr. Barnum Brown, who investigated 

he locality, collected a vast number of jaws, 

skulls and other bones of animals large and 

small. The results of his investigations and of 

his study of the bones found there have just been 

published in Part IV., of Vol. IX., of the Me¬ 

moirs of the American Museum of Natural His¬ 

tory. 

The paper is one of extraordinary interest. It 

contains descriptions of two new genera and 

twenty new species of mammals, lists of the ani¬ 

mals whose bones were found, a dozen large and 

beautiful plates, some of them containing twenty- 

five figures, together with remarks bearing on the 

conditions which existed when these bones found 

their resting place in the Ozark fissure. 

The locality is about 15 miles south of Will- 

cockson, Arkansas, and about a mile north of 

the Buffalo River. It is near the top of the hill, 

at an elevation of more than 1,000 feet. When 

first discovered the fissure was quite filled up 

with large stones, rocks and clay, but further 

down in the fissure the drip from the limestone 

has formed a nearly solid bed of stalagmite 

which has cemented together much of the ma¬ 

terial in the holes. The bones were more or less 

soft and friable and very likely to go to pieces 

when cleaned from the surrounding earth. All 

traces of organic matter had disappeared, and to 

preserve the bones it was necessary to soak them 

in a solution of gum-arabic in order to harden 

them. Very few of the bones were found asso¬ 

ciated. It would seem as if many of them had 

been dragged into the hole by the animals which 

very likely inhabited it when it was a cave. 

Of the animals found there and in extraordi¬ 

nary numbers are mice, shrews, moles, bats, 

weasels, skunks, minks, fisher, gray wolf, two 

species of foxes, black bear, half a dozen species 

of cats, several extinct, one of them a sabertooth 

tiger, beaver, hares, an extinct horse, an extinct 

peccary, three species of our deer, an animal 

allied to the muskox, and a few amphibians, rep¬ 

tiles and birds. No evidence of the existence of 

man was found, neither his bones nor his imple¬ 

ments. These fossils were accumulated toward 

the end of the Pleistocene, which corresponds 

roughly with what is commonly known as the 
glacial period. 

Of the thirty-seven genera and fifty-one species 

found in the Conard fissure, four genera and 

twenty-four species are extinct. 

Conditions of Wild Life in Alaska.* 
BY MADISON GRANT. 

The opening of the twentieth century found 

lie game in the old Territories of the United 

States well on the road toward the conditions 

hat precede extinction. The bison had been 

iractically gone for two decades; the mountain 

heep had been exterminated throughout a very 

arge part of its original range, and the num- 

ier remaining in remote mountains was sadly 

•educed; the wapiti, while still living in herds 

lumbering many thousand', was rapidly with- 

Iravving to the vicinity of its last refuge, the 

Vellowstone Park; and the pronghorn of the 

ilains was disappearing with increasing rapid- 

ty, due to the spread of the use of the barb- 

vire fences on its former ranges. 

This rapid diminution of the game animals of 

lie United States was, and is to-day, the in- 

ivitable consequence of the settlement and oc- 

•upation of the best grazing lands. While there 

•emain mountains where the game is relatively 

tndisttirbed, so far as the killing of individuals 

s concerned, and while these ranges in summer 

tppear well adapted to sustain a large and 

>aried fauna, their actual capacity to sustain 

ife is limited to such animals as can thefe find 

-ustenance during the heavy snows of winter. 

Before the arrival of white men. the animals 

■vhich lived in the mountains during the stun¬ 

ner sought refuge in the sheltered valleys and 

oot hills during the cold season. These favored 

ocalities, however, were at once occupied by 

'Cttlers, and the game was deprived of its winter 

eeding grounds. This has, in my opinion, done 

nore to exterminate the large animals of the 

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the Boone and 
rockett Club, by its Secretary. 

West in recent years than the actual shooting 

of individuals. During the closing years of the 

nineteenth century the American people had 

obtained no little experience in game protec¬ 

tion, and had embodied it in Federal statutes 

and the game laws of the various States. Of 

all the regulations established for the preser¬ 

vation of wild life, the most practical and ef¬ 

fective have been found to be, first—the pro¬ 

hibition of hide and head hunting; second— 

the prohibition of market hunting; third, and 

most important of all, the establishment of 

sanctuaries where game could roam and breed 

absolutely undisturbed. The great example of 

such a refuge is the Yellowstone Park, the 

success of which is admitted. 

At the end of the century, the gold discovered 

in the extreme Northwest of Canada and in 

Alaska brought these Territories suddenly be¬ 

fore the public eye. Here was a district of 

enormous extent lying at the extreme limits of 

the continent, and populated by a large and 

varied fauna, practically undisturbed. In the 

last ten years thousands of prospectors and 

miners have gone into Alaska, and in many 

places worked havoc with the game. On the 

whole, however, the destruction of the game 

has not gone far enough to permanently injure 

the fauna of the region if the matter of protec¬ 

tion is taken in hand scientifically in the im¬ 

mediate future. 

We have in Alaska a gigantic preserve, and in 

it are not only several species rich in the num¬ 

bers of their individual members, but also cer¬ 

tain species which in point of size appear to be 

the very culmination of their respective genera, 

as for example, the giant moose. The brown 

bear group of Southern Alaska certainly con¬ 

tains the largest bears in the world, not even 

excepting the great fish bear of Kamchatka, or 

the recent cave bear of Europe. The largest known 

wolves are found in Northern Alaska, and a 

wolverine of exceptional size has been recently 

described. When this great game region was 

first opened up, immediate legislation was 

needed to protect the animals from the de¬ 

liberate onslaught of hide hunters in southeast¬ 

ern Alaska, of head hunters, who attacked the 

moose, sheep and caribou of the Kenai Penin¬ 

sula, and of the market hunters generally 

throughout the coast regions. A game law, 

which certainly proved effective in making it 

difficult for sportsmen to hunt in Alaska, was 

passed, and a revision of this statute is now be¬ 

fore Congress. It is not the intention to discuss 

in this paper the details of the proposed legis¬ 

lation beyond saying that the measure is pro¬ 

posed by the friends of animal life in Alaska, 

and has the support of the best interests in that 
territory. 

The general principles of game protection 

applicable to the situation in Alaska are simple 

It should be clearly understood that the game 

of Alaska, or any other region, does not belong 

exclusively to the human inhabitants of that 

particular region, and that neither the white 

settlers nor the native inhabitants have any in¬ 

herent right to the game other than that con¬ 

ferred by law. The interest of the entire people 

of the United States, and to some extent that 

of the civilized world, is centered in the con¬ 

tinued existence of forms of animal life which 

have come down to us from an immense an¬ 

tiquity through the slow process of evolution. 

It is no longer generally conceded that the local 

inhabitants of any given district have a divine 

commission to pollute the streams with saw¬ 

dust, to destroy the forest by ax or fire, or to 
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slaughter every living thing within reach of rifle, 

trap or poisoned bait. This must be thoroughly 

understood in advance. The game and the 

forests belong to the nation and not to the in¬ 

dividual, and the use of them by the individual 

citizen is limited to such privileges as may be 

accorded him by law. The mere fact that he 

has the power to destroy without interference by 

the law, does not in itself confer a right. The 

destruction of game is far more often effected 

by local residents than it is by visiting sports¬ 

men, but the chief evil-doer and the public 

enemy of all classes is the professional hunter, 

either Indian or white, who kills for the market. 

Worse still perhaps, is the professional dealer 

in heads and antlers, who employs such hunters 

to provide game heads for the decoration of the 

banquet hall of the growing class of would-be 

sportsmen, who enjoy the suggestion of hunt¬ 

ing prowess conferred by a selected collection 

of purchased heads mixed in with those of their 

own killing. 

However efficient the game laws may be in 

limiting the killing to a given number of indi¬ 

viduals and to certain seasons of the year, or 

better still, to the adult males of certain species, 

the only permanently effective way to continue 

in abundance and in individual vigor any species 

of game is to establish proper sanctuaries, which 

must be controlled as thoroughly as is the 

Yellowstone Park, and must contain both sum¬ 

mer and winter ranges. In such areas no hunt¬ 

ing or trapping, or perhaps even dogs should be 

allowed, and in them the game will then retain 

their native habits and breed freely, while the 

overflow will populate the adjoining districts. 

This principle has been applied with brilliant 

success in East Africa, where a protected strip 

of land on either side of the Uganda Railway 

is now absolutely swarming with game. 

Such preserves should be set aside in Alaska, 

while land is yet of little value. Districts 

should be selected where there is but little, if 

any, mineral wealth, and there are abundant 

areas of that description in Alaska. Certain 

islands should also be utilized, particularly in 

Southeastern Alaska. These refuges will be 

ultimately established beyond doubt, but it is 

to be hoped that it can be done before the 

game has been decimated and the forests cut 

down or burned. 

Another element in game protection is the 

relation of the Indian to the wild game. This 

problem is not so serious in Alaska as it is in 

parts of British Columbia and the Canadian 

Northwest, and is settling itself by the rapid 

decline of the Indian population. Indians, after 

they have been in contact with white men, cer- 

tainly are extremely destructive to animal life. 

An Indian with a gun will shoot at anything 

he sees until his ammunition is gone. They 

seem to be entirely devoid of any idea of 

economy in slaughtering, even though they know 

that they are certain to suffer from starvation 

as a result of their indiscriminate waste of game. 

Any legislation therefore that gives Indians 

privileges superior to the whites is not based 

on scientific, but on sentimental considerations. 

To exempt Indians from the limitation of 

game laws in a district partly inhabited by white 

men simply puts the white hunter at a disad¬ 

vantage and always results in a contempt for the 

law on the part of the latter.' If an Indian is 

allowed to hunt freely during the closed season, 

he is usually employed by whites for market 

hunting, and the game I16 kills finds its way to 

the white man’s market rather than to the 

teepees of the tribe, or is used as food by the 

Indian’s dogs, with the ultimate result that the 

food supply of the entire tribe is killed off for 

the benefit of a few hunters. 

The Indians of Alaska have, in the abun¬ 

dance of salmon, a food supply which is avail¬ 

able throughout most of the district, and are 

consequently not entitled to any special privi¬ 

leges. Alaska is, and should for a long time 

remain, the ward of the Federal Government-— 

however distasteful such a course may be to 

some of its inhabitants. It is peculiarly the 

duty of the Federal Government to preserve 

and control the wild game of this national do¬ 

main, as the people of the United States as a 

whole are the ones interested in its preservation. 

It is to Congress rather than to the residents of 

Alaska that we must look for. the enactment and 

enforcement of suitable laws and to avail the 

last great opportunity to preserve our native 

listen ! 

fauna on a large scale. No doubt in the “future 

we shall restore game- and perhaps forests to 

many districts now stripped of both, but in 

Alaska we have our last chance to preserve and 

protect, rather than to restore. 

The claim made by many Western communi¬ 

ties that local laws are sufficient is being daily 

disproved by the inability of several States to 

control the small game supply left within their 

own borders, Colorado being a notable example 

of the rapid diminution of game under State 

control. In Canada, British Columbia prides 

itself on the efficiency of its game laws, but the 

game is rapidly vanishing there, although in 

portions of that Province it is the Stoney In¬ 

dians rather than white hunters who are the de¬ 

stroyers. 

From the point of view of game conditions, 

Alaska is divided into two entirely distinct 

regions. First the coast region, from Portland 

canal along the base of the mountains north¬ 

ward and then westward to and including the 

Aleutian Islands. The second region comprises 

the interior beyond the mountains, and is co¬ 

extensive with the region drained by the .Yukon 

River and its various branches. 

The conditions in these two regions differ 

widely, and practically all the sportsmen who 

go to Alaska hunt in the coast region. Those 

that cross into the interior are apt to confine 

their shooting to the headwaters of the Yukon 

in Canadian territory. 

The game on the coast between Portland 

canal and Mt. St. Elias consists principally of 

bear and the small Sitka deer. There is an 

abundance of goat on'the mainland close enough 

to salt water to be easily reached. 

To reach moose, caribou or sheep from the 

southeastern coast requires a journey over the 

mountains into British Columbia, which is sel¬ 

dom attempted except from Fort Wrangell at 

the mouth of the Stikeen River. 

West of the St. Elias Alps and around Cook 

Inlet the principal game animals are the giant 

moose and whitp sheep of the Kenai Peninsula, 

and the caribou and bear of the Alaska Penin¬ 

sula, and the bear of some of the large islands, 

notably Kadiak. It is in this district that the 

game laws require close attention and rigid 

enforcement. 

In the vast interior the strict enforcement of 

game laws is not so important because the en¬ 

tire region drained by the Yukon is covered with 

heavy forests, and the population is largely 

confined to the waterways. Black bear, lynx 

and moose are everywhere abundant, but seldom 

seen along the Yukon River. Sheep are acces¬ 

sible from points on the upper Yukon, notably 

at Eagle, atid caribou occasionally cross the 

river in herds. 

The game laws for this district should aim 

principally at the prevention of slaughter on a 

large scale for market purposes and of hide and 

head hunting. There are very few sportsmen, 

and the miners and prospectors in the interior 

are difficult to control. 

[to be concluded.] 

The Grouse Scarcity. 

Monroe County, N. Y., April 1—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I have read with interest 

the many views of your correspondents on the 

ruffed grouse scarcity, but thus far not one has 

mentioned what I believe to be the main cause 

of the scarcity in 1907. My notes on the matter 

of last spring show me that the last week of 

March was unusually warm; that this was gen¬ 

eral throughout most of the counties of New 

York State. Further notes show: Pheasants 

mating; woodcock’s nest found; four eggs; bird 

setting. April 1.—Everything outdoors frozen 

up tight. That this was followed by another 

freeze up, then raw cold weather. April 6.-—Two 

pheasants’ nests found. April 6 note also 

reads “sharp freezing, followed by several days' 

of cold showers and snow flurries”. Again on 

the 13th and 14th snow flurries, then two more 

frosty nights and several days of cold weather. 

Surely enough to spoil any and all eggs not se ¬ 

curely covered by the mother bird. 

About this time the eggs in the pheasants’, 

nests were examined and found injured, but the 

old birds sat their time out and some over and 

left. All the eggs were found to be addled. 

Later on other pheasants’ nests were found in 

the same condition as were the first robins’. 

Now, if this cold unseasonable weather had this 

effect on pheasants and robins why not the same 

effect on partridge and woodcock? What little 

hunting I did last fall I found old partridges in 

their usual haunts, but few if any young birds. 

This strengthens me in my idea that my solu¬ 

tion is correct. E'. H. Burson. 
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Pictures of Game Birds and Waterfowl 

There is now on exhibition at Room 901, 

Mohawk Building, corner Fifth avenue and 21st 

street, New York, a remarkable collection of 

paintings and water color drawings of American 

game birds and waterfowl. 

These are the work of Mr. Geo. E. Lodge, of 

London, who for many months has been in this 

country studying our game birds and waterfowl, 

and who now exhibits the results of these studies 

in this very striking collection. Mr. Lodge is an 

artist, but he is also a keen sportsman and 

naturalist, and this combination gives an especial 

value and interest to his work. 

These pictures are remarkable for their art 

and their truth. Faithful in their portrayal of 

the birds and the situations which the birds fre¬ 

quent they appeal to the emotions through memory 

and imagination. Yet the mere representation of 

scenes and the dwellers among those scenes 

might well enough fail to arouse enthusiasm in 

the man untrained in art. Something more than 

mere representation is needed, and in these pic¬ 

tures that something is found in the extraordi¬ 

nary vitality which they possess. This does not 

mean that the birds are always shown in action. 

Often they are not; yet the most quiescent of 

them all—as for example the mallard sitting in 

the snow, the snipe under the bog, or the hawk 

huddled on its perch—is instinct with life. 

The subjects of these forty pictures are all 

birds and chiefly waterfowl. Most of them rep¬ 

resent American species and have been painted 

in this country, though three of the most strik¬ 

ing—a grouse moor with birds in flight, a flock 

of European widgeons taking wing to avoid an 

eagle, and a flock of mallards keeping to the 

water to escape an approaching duck hawk—- 

were painted in England, we believe. There is a 

group of Bobwhites, a pair of ruffed grouse at 

the drumming time, some portraits of northern 

hawks, and above all the wildfowl. 

Pictures so truly representative of winter 

scenes on Southern marshes have never before 

been seen in New York. Whether it be the 

group of swans resting on the ice during a 

freeze, or the wild geese in flight, or the group 

of mallards and black ducks feeding at the edge 

of a reedy pond, or the’ little flock of pintails 

at rest on the bank, the sportsman or naturalist, 

who has had the opportunity to observe, and has 

used those opportunities, cannot fail to acknowl¬ 

edge their absolute truth. But if this fidelity is 

striking, not less so is the appeal to the imagina¬ 

tion found in many of the pictures. There is 

mystery in the hazy dimness of the cold winter 

morning when the air is full of frost crystals 

and the reeds are lightly coated with white, and 

in the long lines of the distant flocks of birds 

half seen through the smoky air which suggest 

rather than portray the movements of the morn¬ 

ing flight. How full of feeling is the lone swan 

flying ^gainst a gray misty sky behind which the 

sun is shining, a picture that is thrilling in its 

dreary loneliness! 

Mr. Lodge shows in his paintings the sugges¬ 

tiveness and simplicity of expression employed 

by the Japanese. If certain details are often 

more carefully worked out than by them, yet 

what could more express the Japanese influence 

than the pictures of the goshawk, black duck and 

mallard, or geese over Currituck Sound? In 

the latter, one is reminded of that greatest of all 

Japanese impressionists, Sesshu, by the long line 

of flying birds, which in its simplicity so sug¬ 

gests multitudinous numbers and rapid flight. 

Mr. Lodge combines very happily composition 

and the poetic beauty of light and atmosphere 

with great strength of perception of the life and 

habits of the birds he paints. There is no un¬ 

certainty in these pictures; there is no search¬ 

ing for a means of expression by the mere put¬ 

ting together of lines. Mr. Lodge feels his sub 

jects, and expresses what he feels in a big and 

convincing way. His pictures are not mere rep¬ 

resentations ; they are beautiful paintings of liv¬ 

ing things. 

Wild Turkeys for California. 
San Francisco, Cal., March 28 —Editor Forest 

and, Stream: Most of the geese have already' 

moved northward and the snipe season will close 

on March 31. From that time on until July 15, 

when deer and doves come in, the hunters will 

have to content themselves with trapshooting. 

On March 14, fifty-six Hungarian grouse, 

which had been imported direct from Hungary, 

were liberated in the San Bernardino Moun¬ 

tains. This was all that were left out of the 

original shipment of eighty. San Bernardino 

county has also received a consignment of 300 

wild turkeys from Mexico. These arrived in 

good shape and it is believed that they will be 

able to take care of themselves. 

Advices from Mendocino county state that 

some fatal disease has appeared among the deer 

in that region. Lee Riggs, of Ukiah, reports 

having found eight carcasses on his ranch with¬ 

in the last few weeks. 

The Juego Land and Water Company, a new 

hunting club, has been incorporated at Santa 

Ana, Cal., and has secured forty acres of hunt¬ 

ing land in that vicinity. A. P. B. 

Chickadee Notes. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

On thawy mornings we invited the chickadees 

to breakfast with us. The window was raised 

and cracked nuts and meat crumbs were placed 

on the inside sill. In the birds came, one at a 

time, of course, for chickadee etiquette forbids 

that two should eat together from the same dish 

or pick at the same bone. With what a cheerful 

“Day-day-day” the first caller saluted us! The 

chickadees did not immediately eat the food on 

these occasions, but assisted by nuthatches, car¬ 

ried it out and hid it in the rough bark of the 

dooryard elm or in crevices about the veranda. 

The chickadee’s notes are usually happy, often 

liquid and thawy, in spite of “winter and rough 

weather.” Their plaintive, tender phee-be whistle 

is the only exception. Most observers place this . 

note in their spring records. I listen for it on 

the bright winter days that frequently precede, 

a deep snowfall. If the day is a weather breeder 

the birds know it. On the coldest morning this / 

season I heard them whistling mournfully in the 

orchard. “Knee-de-ep, knee-de-ep,” they seemed 

to say. It was melancholy and prophetic. 

Will W. Christman. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly: 

A Long Chase. 
Boston, Mass., March 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Following close on the heels of a big 

gray fox, running for five days and nights, cov¬ 

ering a distance of probably 200 miles through 

the woods and along the sandy shores of Cape 

Cod, only to have the fox escape by wearing him 

out, is the record of a hound four years old, one 

of three valuable dogs that a party of hunters 

recently took with them to hunt foxes in the 

woods at Wellfleet. 

The dog chased the fox, or perhaps several 

foxes—for it may have switched off from one 

to another in its travels—and did not show up 

after starting the fox. After waiting for hours 

for the dog to return the hunters went back to 

the village expecting the dog would give up the 

chase. Night came on and they became alarmed, 

fearing the dog had been lost. 

A local gunner who accompanied the fox 

hunters into the woods, said he would find the 

dog and ship him home the next day. Inquiries 

were made through the villages, but no one had 

seen the dog and it appeared as if he must have 

been drowned in crossing the swamps on the 

thin ice. At the end of five days a dog was seen 

following a big gray fox through the village of 

East Wareham. The man who saw the fox as it 

limped through his backyard rushed into the 

house for his gun. As he came out he saw a 

hound limping along and vainly trying to bark; 

the fox had disappeared and the dog, which 

could hardly stand, dropped in its tracks nearly 

dead from exhaustion. The man gave the dog 

food and drink in small quantities and in a few 

days it seemed to be all right. On the collar was 

the name of the owner, to whom the man wrote, 

and in a few days he came after it. It was then 

learned that the dog started the fox in Wellfleet 

and for five days and nights had been chasing. 

He had been seen chasing the fox at Ellisville, 

on the shores of Cape Cod bay, and near White 

Island in the cranberry district, he had crossed 

the harbors and rivers and had given up when 

nearly dead in East Wareham. 60 miles from 

where the hunt was started'. It was said, “The 

dog was a mere skeleton and the fox seemed as 

if he had been running for a month.” 

There are instances on Cape Cod where dogs 

have followed foxes for days at a time, but none 

of the old gunners remember any such perform¬ 

ance as this one. Cape. 

An Ohio Quail Hunt. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

For several years quail have been scarce in 

the Miami Valley, yet each year the number of 

hunters increases, and no wonder, for where can 

be found a cleaner, nobler sport than hunting, 

whether the game be great or small? I envy 

not .the soul of the man who cannot enjoy a day 

afield with dog and gun. among the brown 

Stubble fields or leaf-carpeted forests. 

One bright morning late in November, 

Charlie and I, with our two dogs, set out for 

a try at the Bobwhites. I knew where 

a covey had been staying in a dense 

thicket about a mile from town, but we 

could -not find them. We covered another mile 

of territory, but not one quail could we find. 

Finally the old dog came to a stand in a large 

clover field. Charlie went up, raised the birds 

and killed one. The other one flew to the far 
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side of the field and alighted in some high 

weeds. We started after it and flushed two 

more, Charlie killing one and I the other. We 

now raised the bird we were searching for, and 

both guns cracked at the same instant. We 

were on each side of a clump of high weeds 

and neither knew that the other was going to 

shoot. The quail was of little value when 

picked. After the first shot the younger dog 

disappeared and did not show up for several 

days; a fact not deeply regretted. 

Failing to find more quail in the field, we 

entered a nearby wood and I soon raised a 

covey and missed two good shots. We raised 

the birds again, and this time two birds fell to 

our guns. From this on we had fast but very 

difficult shooting. The wind was blowing 

keenly and the birds, flying with it, went like 

bullets. The old dog did her best and kept 

finding the birds in fine style, while Charlie was 

getting down to business and was doing some 

excellent shooting. 

,We entered a stubble field and raised four 

birds. Charlie made a neat double and I 

dropped another, while the remaining one flew 

into the wood. The dog soon found it and it 

went into the game sack also. We entered a 

field of standing corn and had some brisk work 

for a few minutes, and I took an exceedingly 

long shot at a quail and killed it to the great 

astonishment of both Charlie and myself. 

All at once we realized that it was dusk and 

that we were five mile’s from home. The old 

dog was so tired she could hardly walk home 

and did not leave her nest in the straw for sev¬ 

eral days after. 

So far as I know, our day’s hunt was the most 

successful one of the season in that section, for 

the best shots were complaining of their in¬ 

ability to secure more than a half dozen birds 

in a day’s tramp. C. A. V. 

Terrible Destruction of Swans. 
Lockport, N. Y., March 30.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have just learned that during a heavy 

fog one night about a week since many wild 

swans went over Niagara Falls, and that during 

the next two days one hundred and twenty-eight 

birds were secured between the ice bridge and 

the Horseshoe Falls, and probably many more 

were carried down the river, as I heard that 

some were taken down at Lewiston. Most of the 

birds secured were only crippled. They were 

picked up in the eddies with dogs and pike poles. 

My informant said that he got six birds and 

a friend two, one of which showed no wounds, 

and he gave it to the Buffalo Zoological Society. 

I have often heard of swans flying up the river 

during the fall migration while going South, 

but I have never heard of their being carried 

over the Fall during the spring migration North. 

My informant said that “last fall he got sev¬ 

eral guillemots (probably Brunnich’s murre) 

and one small ‘auk,’ and that he had taken both 

pelican (white and brown) also different eiders 

and all kinds of ducks. They seem to be dumb¬ 

founded and very seldom even try to fly.” 

J. L. Davison. 

THE CAMPING OUTFIT 
of the thoughtful camper invariably includes a 
supply of Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk. 
With this in camp, the most important food item 
is taken care of. Eagle Milk keeps indefinitely 
in any climate. The original and leading brand 
since 1857. Always uniform.—Adv. 

Michigan Association. 

About eighty members attended the second 

annual meeting of the Michigan Association, 

which was held at the Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, 

Mich., on F'riday, March 27. 

The morning session was called to order at 

11 o’clock by President Burgess and seventy-five 

new members were elected. Mr. W. B. Mcr- 

shon, of Saginaw, spoke briefly on the import¬ 

ance of educating the people of the State as to 

the need of preserving and propagating game 

and the stopping of the spring shooting of wild¬ 

fowl. 

Officers were elected as follows: President. 

F. S. Burgess; First Vice-President, S. L. 

Wheelock, of Owasso; Second Vice-President, 

W. B. Mershon, of Saginaw; Treasurer, F. L. 

Albertson, of Detroit; Secretary, Col. Will A. 

Waite. Detroit. Committees were appointed to 

consider a number of important questions, and 

to report at the afternoon session. 

At the afternoon session resolutions were 

passed declaring the association to be heartily 

in sympathy with the protection of song and in¬ 

sectivorous birds, and that the game wardens 

should be held responsible for the enforcement 

of the laws relating to those birds as well as 

to game birds. The various committees reported, 

and the association put itself on record in favor 

of the following restrictions: Total abolition 

of spring shooting with an open season for 

waterfowl, from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1 only; amend¬ 

ment of the trout fishing law, the open season 

to be from May 15 to Sept. 15, making the open 

season for black bass June 15 to Nov. 1, fish 

smaller than ten inches to be returned to the 

water; recommending a rod license and a gun 

license; rod license for nonresidents to catch 

trout or black bass $2, licensee to have the right 

to take one day’s catch out of the State; non¬ 

resident license for all other fish $1 per rod; 

resident license fifty cents per rod for all fish ; 

gun license to contain an oath to be subscribed 

to by licensee that he will observe the game 

laws; nonresident no change for deer or small 

game; resident no change for deer; birds and 

small game $1 per gun; establishing a bag limit 

of twenty per day and sixty per season for wild¬ 

fowl, and limit of ten per day and twenty-five 

per season for upland game—partridge, grouse, 

quail, snipe, woodcock or other game; open sea¬ 

son for small game mammals and birds, Oct. 

15 to Dec 1; use of ferrets prohibited except by 

land owner on his own land; close season for 

muskrats between March 15 and Nov. 1 of each 

year; penalties for conviction for violation of 

fish or game law not less than $10 nor more than 

$ioo or by jail sentence or both. 

The Michigan State Game and Fish Protecting 

League was by resolution invited to co-operate 

with the association. 

The next annual meeting is to be called at the 

city of Lansing, between Jan. 1 and March 31, 

1909. hut a special meeting is to be held at 

Saginaw in December to consider game and fish 

legislation. 

Mr. W. B. Mershon gave an interesting talk 

on experimental work that he has been carrying 

on with the European partridge. The Forest 

and Stream has already printed this. 

About one hundred persons sat down at the 

dinner held that evening. Among the speakers 

were: Mr. A. Kelly Evans, of Toronto; Rev. 

Reuben Torrey, President Burgess, A. Patri- 

arche, W. B. Mershon, Senator W. W. Potter, 

of Hastings; Rev. John J. Staley and Louis Hil- 

senbegen. Mr. James Schermerhorn presided. 

Boone and Crockett Club. 

The twenty-first annual meeting of the Boone 

and Crockett Club was held at the Metropolitan 

Club, Washington, D. C., Saturday, March 28, 

1908, at 7 o’clock P. M. There were present 

President Wadsworth, the President of the 

United States, Madison Grant, C. Grant La 

Farge, Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Col. John Pitcher, 

Dr. W. Lord Smith, C. D. Walcott, Lyman N. 

Bass, W. B. Bristow, De Forest Grant, Col. 

Henry May, Henry C. Pierce, Arnold Hague. 

W. E. Humphrey, Col. H. L. Scott, James H. 

Kidder, Gifford Pinchot, A. P. Proctor and W. 

B. Devereaux. The following guests were pres¬ 

ent: Postmaster General Meyer, Assistant Sec¬ 

retary of State Bacon, Hon. Wilford B. Hoggett. 

Major W. P. Richardson, Chas. H. Townsend. 

After the reading- of the minutes the secretary 

reported the deaths during the past year of four 

members, Phillip Schuyler, Judge W. K. Town¬ 

send, Lyman Nichols and Thomas Paton. Five 

transfers have been made from regular to asso¬ 

ciate membership: Col. Geo. S. Anderson, Wm. 

B. Bristow, Geo. H. Gould, Col. Osmun Latrobe. 

Dr. Chas. B. Penrose. Eight new members have 

been elected and one vacancy remains. Hon W 

A. Humphrey and Wharburton Pike have been 

elected associate members. The reward of $20t 

offered by the club for evidence to secure the 

first conviction of anyone illegally killing elk in 

Idaho, Wyoming or Montana during the yeai 

1907 was paid to Henry Ferguson, game warden 

of Bozeman, Mont. 

Officers were elected as'follows: President 

Major W. A. Wadsworth, Gen.eseo, N. Y.; Vice 

Presidents, Archibald Rogers, New York; Col 

W. D. Pickett, Wyoming; Walter B. Devereaux 

Colorado; Arnold Hague, Washington, D. C.: 

Winthrop Chanler. New York; Secretary. Madi¬ 

son Grant, New York; Treasurer, C. Grant La 

Farge, New York. Executive Committee l:c 

serve until 1911, Wm. F. Whitehouse and Dr 

Alexander Lambert. Editorial Committee, Geo 

Bird Grinnell, Theodore Roosevelt. 

Resolutions were passed approving and endors 

ing Senate Bill 6159, introduced by Senatoi 

Joseph M. Dixon, of Montana, to establish 1 

bison range on the Flathead Indian Reservation 

A resolution was adopted, approving the bill in 

troduced by Senator Thomas H. Carter, of Mon 

tana, setting aside the Glacier National Park, anc 

urging the passage of the bill. The meeting thei 

adjourned. 

After the meeting came the dinner, after whicl 

Mr. Madison Grant addressed the meeting or 

the subject of the “Conditions of Game ii 

Alaska.” Mr. Chas. H. Townsend, Director o 

the New York Aquarium, and especially familia: 

with the life of the Arctic, spoke on the neces 

sity of the preservation of marine mammals, anc 

a series of moving pictures by Mr. Arthu 

Robinson was exhibited. The occasion was on< 

of unusual interest. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained froti 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer t< 

supply you regularly. 
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Law Enforcement in Minnesota. 

Biwabik, Minn.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

From accounts in your late issues, I find that 

from all parts of the country the ruffed grouse 

are fast passing away. This is the case in this 

immediate vicinity, as well as in all the settled 

portions of the Mesaba and Vermillion Ranges. 

The real cause for their rapid extinction should 

lie readily apparent to those that will take the 

time to notice as to what is going on around 

them, especially those who spend a portion of 

their time in the woods each year. 

This part of Minnesota is noted for its vast 

deposits of iron ore, the marketing of which re¬ 

quires the labor of thousands of men. To supply 

this labor it becomes necessary to import men, 

and many of the lowest type of foreigners are 

annually unloaded in the iron districts. In their 

mother country these men are forbidden to pos¬ 

sess any kind of fire arms. For the very things 

they were deprived of previous to their arrival 

in this “land of the free,’’ each male member of 

a family spends his first earnings, buying a pot 

metal shotgun. On holidays and Sundays they 

scour the woqds and kill any and everything that 

dares show itself. They do not confine them¬ 

selves to holidays and Sundays either, for there 

is employed at the mines a night and day shift, 

and those who work at the night shift spend a 

part of the day in the woods with fatal results 

to any of the feathered tribe. Almost anything 

is meat for their kettles. When we add to this 

destruction, unfavorable conditions for hatching 

and rearing the young, and the inroads of their 

natural enemies, the fox, wolf, lynx, owl and 

other destructive birds and animals, it is a won¬ 

der that there is any left to show that such birds 

ever existed. 

On many occasions we have been blessed with 

game wardens who did nothing but stand around 

and look wise, their hardest work, being to draw 

their salaries. A great many of them secure ap¬ 

pointments by having a political pull with some 

one who has sufficient influence wi'h the powers 

that be, to land the job for them. 1 have known 

of instances where those officials were so watch¬ 

ful that any violation of the game laws brought 

down upon the culprit sure and certain prosecu¬ 

tion, as the nearest justice of the peace was re¬ 

sorted to and the proper sentence meted out. 

After a few months of strenuous work of this 

kind, these hustling fellows were served with 

notice that they would be put on commission 

after a certain date. Any one who is in touch 

with the situation, knows that no man could 

make a living on commissions collected from 

tines of this kind, as too many of the violators 

have no money with which to pay fines, and go 
to jail. 

After a few cases of this kind the warden 

quits his job, then the pot-hunters get busy. The 

laws of this State are adequate for the protec¬ 

tion of the game if properly enforced, and not 

until the present laws are enforced by men who 

are interested in such matters can we expect the 

game to hold its own. 

A great deal of this district is fit for nothing 

but game animals to roam over, and a proper 

enforcement of the laws will perpetuate the game. 

Ruffalo and deer of the Middle West had to give 

way to the advance of agricultural interests, but 

this district is fit for nothing of the kind, and 

there are portions that never will be of any use 

for such. Hay is about the only thing that can 

be raised on many acres of this land which can 

be produced without tilling the soil, consequently 

there will be plenty of room for game to roam 

this district for many years. 

Our hunting license law it seems is a little un¬ 

fair to the non-resident in not allowing him to 

take out of the State the game he secures. 

We get his $25, and keep his kill, except one 

deer, which is not doing the fair thing by him. 

This causes a great deal of complaining on the 

part of those who come into the State to spend 

their outings each year. I think they have just, 

cause for complaint. Of course they do not have 

to come here, but it seems like building a Chinese 

wall around the State, and saying to a man, you 

can buy our goods but you cannot take them 

away. 

During my last season’s hunt I saw very few 

grouse; in fact not over a dozen, and this in a 

part of the country where it has been no unusual 

thing to see fifty or more in a single day of the 

season. One reason for this is that saw mills 

are put on the rivers, which employ many men 

who, as a rule, have not much regard for the 

law protecting the game, and who make it a 

point to get all the game birds they can from the 

time they are able to fly until the snow gets so 

deep that hunting is hard work. Stop this kind 

of business then the grouse will, increase ma¬ 

terially. P. J. Nomlas. 

The Costly Song Birds of Watertown. 

On Sunday, March 29, Sheriff Bellinger was 

advised from Huntingtonville, N. Y., that sev¬ 

eral Italians were engaged in hunting song birds 

along the Black River railroad. After an effort 

to locate Game Protector Williams, the sheriff 

and another man started for Huntingtonville to 

hunt Italians. Arrived there they soon came 

upon one of the gunners who had just shot a 

meadow lark. 

When the Italian saw the sheriff he took to 
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flight, but was soon arrested, and found to have 

in his possession a robin and a meadow lark. 

The Italian was sent to jail in charge of the 

sheriff’s companion, and the sheriff with Game 

Protector Williams, who had just turned up, 

soon discovered five more Italians, four of them 

with new double barrel shotguns, while the fifth 

carried a single barrel gun. In the possession 

of these hunters were found three dead ground 

birds and three robins. 

The Italians were taken to the jail, their guns 

confiscated, and later they were taken to the 

residence of Justice of the Peace Emerson where 

they plead guilty and were fined $36.50 each, 

which was duly collected from them. It is con¬ 

ceivable that the hunting ardor of these children 

of sunny Italy is less in April than it was in 

March. 

Law Breaking in Connecticut. 

Milford, Conn., March 30.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Although the last Legislature made 

duck shooting in this State illegal after the first 

of January, I am sorry to report that there are 

people in this town who are more or less openly 

violating the law. I am told that black ducks 

are being regularly shot at the Gulf Pond, and 

the name of the person shooting them is men¬ 

tioned, but I suppose no legal evidence against 

him is in the'possession of anyone. I believe, 

however, that the proper authorities, if they had 

energy enough to undertake it, might easily 

enough capture this man. 

In view of the different articles that have 

lately appeared in Forest and Stream about the 

likelihood of wild ducks breeding here in New 

York, New Jersey and Connecticut, if they are 

let alone in spring, I have been hoping that 

we might have a few birds raised here this year, 

and perhaps more the summer after, and that 

the autumn shooting might be better than it has 

been for a long time. Gunner. 

BY THE REEDY BANK. 

From the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News. 



The Barometer and Trout Fishing. 

Philadelphia, March 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Permit me to offer you a possible, if 

not a plausible solution of a problem, which up 

to the present time remains a questio vexata to 

all trout fishermen. 

I refer to the well known idiosyncrasy of all 

the varieties of the salmonidae, which at various 

times manifests itself by their obstinate and per¬ 

sistent refusal to take any notice of the most 

attractive flies, no matter how lightly dropped 

by an expert caster, though the conditions of 

weather and water are apparently just the same 

as those of the day before, when “the sport 

was good.” 

At these times the fish may be seen at the 

bottom of the pools, apparently indifferent to 

either subjective or objective impressions, and 

are neither tempted by curiosity, nor influenced 

by hunger to essay the capture of the strange 

insects, which at times flutter on the surface 

of the water above them. 

An experience which I had last July, on one 

of the best trout streams of central Pennsyl¬ 

vania, furnished me with a possible answer to 

the question, why on some days the fishing is 

good, very good, and on others, without any 

apparent reason, it is bad, very bad. 

I was camped for several days on the banks 

of this stream, and though the fishing was very 

good up to the morning of my arrival, yet on 

that day no fish were taken, except a few 

fingerlings, notwithstanding the industrious 

whipping of the stream, by a number of expert 

fishermen, who had fished this water for years, 

and were thoroughly familiar with it. 

The next day a hard shower muddied the 

water, and of course no fish were taken; but 

for several days after the water became clean, 

the fish refused to rise, though the weather re¬ 

mained clear. This sudden transformation of an 

exceptionally good water into an exceedingly 

bad one, gave rise to many discussions among 

the disappointed fishermen, and though various 

reasons were advanced as to the why and where¬ 

fore of the change, each one failed to meet the 

storm of objections with which it was received. 

As I am at the best but a poor fly-fisherman, 

I would have attributed my “bad luck” to my 

inexpertness, had I been alone; but my lack of 

skill furnished no excuse for the failure of the 

many accomplished and experienced disciples of 

the gentle art, whose luck was no better than 

mine. 

While I was puzzling over this sudden change 

in the very nature of the trout, and searching 

for a cause, T remembered that my aneroid 

barometer had fallen half an inch on the morn¬ 

ing of my arrival, and after carefully consider¬ 

ing the effects of a diminished air pressure 

upon the surface of the water, the possible so¬ 

lution of the problem became at once apparent. 

As it is a fact that all fluids absorb gases readily 

under pressure, and just as readily part with 

them when the pressure is removed, it must 

follow that with a diminished air pressure upon 

the surface of the water some of the air which 

the water has absorbed, while under a greater 

pressure or while passing through the rapids, 

must leave it. 

Now as the fall of half an inch of the baro¬ 

meter indicates a loss of one-fourth of a pound 

pressure on each square inch of the surface, 

some of the air contained in the water must 

necessarily escape. The deeper water being 

still under the greater pressure of the water 

above it, is less affected by this change of air 

pressure, and being colder than the surface 

water, in accordance with another well known 

physical fact, further depletes the surface water 

of its air by absorption. 

The recognition of this condition carries with 

it the realization of the fact, that the fish must 

find greater difficulty in obtaining the neces¬ 

sary blood aeration while swimming in the water 

near the surface, and consequently they remain 

at the bottom of the stream until the conditions 

change, making only such incursions into the 

regions of discomfort as may be required in 

quest of food, and only at such times as they 

will suffer the least discomfort. 

An analogous condition, affecting man, is 

found in the higher altitudes, under a decreasing 

air pressure, when the difficulties of respiration 

are it creased, as the air pressure is diminished, 

until jnally the danger point is reached The 

strain on the heart, which follows a marked de¬ 

crease in the air pressure, is so well known, that 

persons suffering from any organic or func¬ 

tional disturbance of the ’heart, are positively 

forbidden by their medical advisers to cross 

the Rocky Mountains, though in the comfort¬ 

able seat of a parlor car, no other exertion than 

that of breathing is required. The increased 

rapidity of the respiration calls for more rapid 

heart action, and that again for more respira¬ 

tion, until at last what is known as a “vicious 

circle” is established, and the weakened and over¬ 

worked heart gives way. 

The fisherman is himself conscious of the de¬ 

pressing influence of those days, when the lighter 

and rnoister air seems to deprive him of his 

energy, and diminish his desire to take active 

exertion. 

If, as I have shown, man is affected more or 

less seriously by alterations in the air pressure, 

is it not probable that the fish are equally af¬ 

fected. under similar conditions, for their blood 

is oxygenated practically in the same way as 

is that of man. When I had satisfied myself that 

I had found a possible solution of this problem, 

T announced it to my fellow campers, and stated 

that the fishing would not improve until the baro¬ 

meter indicated a return to normal atmospheric 

conditions. I will admit, however, that my 

solution was not accepted as being fully satis¬ 

factory, and my prognostication was scoffed at. 

After waiting a few days and seeing no pros¬ 

pect of an immediate change in the barometric 

conditions, and being sure that there would be 

no fishing until then, I returned home. Three 

or four days later the air pressure became 

normal again, and I learned with much satis¬ 

faction that the fishing was as good as it ever 

had been, both as to the weight and the number 

of fish taken. 

I am well aware that a single observation, 

such as mine, is not sufficient to firmly estab¬ 

lish a theory upon; but I hope that through the 

publicity it will receive in your columns, the at¬ 

tention of those who are most directly inter¬ 

ested in this subject, will be attracted. If but 

a few hundreds of the many thousands who will 

chase the elusive trout during the coming open 

season will take with them an aneroid baro¬ 

meter and note the changes in its reading on 

the record of the day’s sport, a series of ob¬ 

servations will be made, of sufficient number to 

prove conclusively either the truth or falsity 

of the theory which I have advanced. 

If these observations are forwarded to the 

Forest and Stream, you will be in possession 

of sufficient data by the end of the season, to 

enable you to give a positive answer to the 

question, “Is a trout fisherman’s success, or 

failure, in any way dependent upon the amount 

of air pressure, as indicated by the barometer?” 

If the answer be in the affirmative, and this 

theory of mine be proved to be correct, then a 

barometer will become a necessary part of each 

fisherman's outfit, and from the information it 

will furnish of conditions affecting the fish un¬ 

favorably, many a useless and expensive trip 

will be avoided, and many a stream, which has 

in the past received a full measure of condem¬ 

nation from those who fished it under unfavor¬ 

able conditions, will be restored to full favor, 

when again fished under conditions which are 

known to be conducive to strenuous activity on 

the part of its inhabitants. 

Tf the answer to the above question be in 

the negative, something will have been learned, 

and perhaps from the close study of the condi¬ 

tions which the collection of this barometric 

data has necessitated, some one may evolve a 

theory which will stand all the tests, and furnish 

a satisfactory solution of the problem. 

J. V. I. 

Trout Fishing. 

This luck be nvne! Upon a morning gay, 

Tn some secluded glen, where alders hide, 

Reside a brook, with rod in hand to stray, 

And whip the waters where the trout abide! 

What care to chose the fly! What eager zest 

Attends the making of the maiden cast! 

A tangled line! That gives the patience test! 

A thrill, a nibble—and a trout at .last! 

The wrist’s shrewd turn! That hooks him, past a doubt, 

And now the careful play of line and reel— 

The scoop-net deftly lifts the fellow out— 

A brook trout for the morning meal! 

IIis fellow lurks where queer raft-spiders skim; 

Another leaps from out a rock-paved pool, 

A swirling rift, or sunken, sodden limb. 

Yield treasure trove! ITeigh-ho! the basket’s full! 

A crackling fire! Potatoes roast in sand! 

Trout broil on hot stones. ’Tis a woodman’s way! 

'file coffee bubbling! Do you understand 

Why I prefer the woods this morning gav! 

Ernest Neal Lyon. 
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Trout Fly-Fishing Near Home. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

“Where can I have a little trout filing in the 

spring without the expenditure of much time or 

money?” 

This question is asked by many anglers season 

after season, and is becoming more difficult to 

answer as the years go by. Not only has fly¬ 

fishing become extremely popular, but many 

waters that were formerly free to the public are 

now preserved. This has been offset to some 

extent by the rehabilitation of old streams by 

means of judicious stocking with fry or finger- 

lings. The European brown trout is not too par 

ticular and seems to thrive nearly everywhere if 

the conditions are at all suitable. 

It must be confessed, however, that the op¬ 

portunities offered to the man who has only a 

few days at his disposal are not many, nor can 

he be assured of finding sport on free water 

near any of our large cities. He can have his 

outing and wet a line. He can have the sur¬ 

roundings that he has been longing for and 

temporarily cure that fever for the trout country 

that has been burning in his veins for weeks or 

months. If he is lucky in the matter of weather 

and water, he may return to the c.ty with 

memories of a happy day and a very fair basket 

of trout. 

Long Island and Connecticut will no doubt 

afford the usual amount of sport, and the Cats¬ 

kills will be visited by many anglers. These are 

perhaps the easiest of access, and the next in 

order is Sullivan county. At one time there 

was good fishing, I am informed, in Basher 

Kill, near Wurtsboro, and something may be 

done near Ellenville. I know nothing person¬ 

ally of these places. Next in order as one fol¬ 

lows the Ontario and Western railway is the 

Neversink River, and the best station to leave 

the train at is, I think, Fallsburg—102 miles 

from New York; fare two cents per mile. The 

road from this village follows the. course of the 

river, for the main part, six miles to Wood- 

bourne. At this point there are several hotels 

and a guide may be had if desired. A few big 

fish are taken near here, one of 4 pounds 10 

ounces last spring. Early in the season a good 

many fishermen stop here. There is a place 

near Hasbrouck, a short distance up the river, 

but no more hotels until Neversink village, five 

miles from Woodbourne, is reached. Here 

there are two small country hostelries. 

The main road leaves the valley at Neversink 

and several steep hills have to be surmounted 

before it returns to the Neversink below 

Claryville, nine miles from Neversink village. 

Two small hotels will be found at Claryville. 

The distance from this village to Big Indian on 

the Ulster and Delaware railway is twenty-four 

miles. With good weather, it might be pleasant 

to drive from Claryville to Willowemoc or De- 

Bruce on the Willowemoc River; distance, nine 

to twelve miles. 
If going direct to the Willowemoc, the rail¬ 

road ticket would be bought for Livingston 

Manor, 130 miles from New York, this is not 

a bad point for early fishing, but a very com¬ 

fortable report will be found six miles up the 

river at DeBruce. There are two large sum¬ 

mer boarding houses at DeBruce, and one at 

least caters to the wants of sportsmen in search 

of spring fishing. One enormous advantage 

here is that there arc large stone fire-places in 

the sitting and dining rooms, and after a hard 

day the angler can be comfortable and enjoy 

himself, usually in congenial company. Coun¬ 

try inns are not heated usually, and this is a 

cold country. The fishing at DeBruce is about 

as good as anywhere else on these streams. 

From Livingston Manor the Beaverkill River 

can also be reached by a drive across country of 

about seven miles, or one can continue on to 

Rockland or Roscoe by rail. These two villages 

arc practically one, and are located near the 

junction of the Willowemoc with the Beaverkill. 

Fair hotels may be found here, also at Living¬ 

ston Manor, and the fishing is sometimes good. 

There is about twenty-five miles of good fishing 

water between Rockland and the Quaker Clear¬ 

ing on the Beaverkill, and a few years ago all 
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of this was free; now posting begins three 01 

four miles above Rockland, and clubs and in¬ 

dividuals control many miles of the stream. 

Something may be done near Beaverkill post 

office, Lew Beach post office, etc., but the 

angler should drive up this beautiful river even 

if he has not time to fish. By making inquiries 

at any of the places mentioned, local fishing 

cranks may be found. These men are usually 

good fishermen and will often consent to act 

as guides. If pleasantly treated they may give 

one valuable hints. 
For instance, about four miles above Living¬ 

ston Manor on the Willowemoc, a small 

tributary called the Sprague Brook, the outlet 

of Orchard Lake, enters the main stream. This 

tributary is well stocked with brown trout 

Local men can also post you in regard to bits 

of free water and other matters of interest. At 

Orchard Lake large numbers of native trout 

may be taken, but have to be paid for by the 

pound, if one wishes to retain them, 

There are other streams worth visiting in 

this part of the country, and I have always in¬ 

tended to pay a visit to the upper portion of the 

East Branch of the Delaware River. I am in¬ 

formed that after the water warms up a trifle 

some very large trout may be taken where cold 

brooks or springs enter the river. Of course 

every one knows that there is good bass fishing 

lower down the Delaware. 
These notes have been hastily written, but 

may be of some slight service to brother 

anglers. By making a few inquiries in regard 

to the men willing to serve as such, I could 

make out a list of guides. It would not pay 

to make a business of guiding hereabouts. 
Theodore Gordon. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, March 28.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: California anglers are now turning 

their attention to the steelhead season, which 

reopens in tidewater on the first of April. Sam 

Wells, president of the California Anglers’ As¬ 

sociation, is looking for first class fishing 

throughout April, as the weather has.so far been 

very propitious. A big anglers field day will 

he held at White Horse Pool in Marin county 

on April 12 including- a dinner after the day’s 

sport. Over forty-five prizes will be presented 

in the day’s events. On March 30 the associa 

tion will give a smoker in its club rooms, 1771 

Geary street. President Wells George Went¬ 

worth and others will compete for the best fish 

story. 
The trout fishing season opened in Nevada on 

March 15 and a number of San Francisco anglers 

have been busy on the Nevada end of the 

Truckee River since that date. Good catches 

are reported. Parties on their way from Cali¬ 

fornia to the new mining camp at Rawhide, Nev., 

are known to have dynamited the Truckee neai 

the Derby dam, killing thousands of trout. So 

far as known no arrests have been made. 

The Truckee River Fish and Game Associa¬ 

tion met at Truckee, Cal., last week and ar¬ 

ranged plans for the coming season. 
At Catalina Island the button competition has 

already begun. O11 March n Charles D. Cullary, 

of Pasadena, secured the first bronze button of 

the season by catching a 23-pound yellowtail. 

The following day Capt. O. L. Danielson, of 

Chicago, caught an albacore weighing 56 pounds. 

The plans for a greater fish hatchery in Santa 

Cruz county. Cal., are fast materializing. An 

agreement has finally been made between this 

county and Santa Clara, San Mateo and Mont¬ 

erey counties by which all will dombine for its 

support. The State Fish Commission has 

promised to see that the hatchery is kept up 

to the standard. A. P. B. 

The series of rodmaking articles printed in 

these columns recently will during the present 

month be published in book form by the Forest 

and Stream Publishing Company. This will be 

Vol. /. of Perry D. Frazer’s “The Angler’s 

Workshop,’’ and will deal with “Rodmaking for 

Beginners.” The book contains 180 pages and 

besides the working drawings, will be illustrated 

with several half-tone plates. Orders may be 

sent at any time, and the book will be sent post¬ 

paid for $1. 
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New Clubs in California. 

Los Angeles, Cal., March 30.—Editor Fores! 

and Stream: The yellowtail is the chief game 

fish of Catalina, although the tourist seldom 

hears much of it until arriving at the coast. In 

the East it is all tuna. The yellowtail has been 

somewhat neglected in angling literature, but the 

coming of light tackle has done much to popu¬ 

larize him. That a fish of twenty pounds weight 

could put up a diverting fight when angled for 

with gear designed to subdue fish of ten times 

his weight speaks a volume for his sporting 

qualities, and at last the yellowtail is to be given 
a square deal. 

Thomas McD. Potter, Lafayette P. Streeter 

and the writer met a few days ago and per¬ 

fected the details of a pair of angling clubs 

which are destined to promulgate a new propa¬ 

ganda in angling ethics. The use of a six-strand 

line and a six-ounce rod is insisted upon pri¬ 

marily, and the club will issue no buttons or 

other trophies with the exception of a cup or 

two, and cards of honor attesting the catches 

when made upon specified tackle. One club is 

to be recruited from the island anglers; the 

other from the Southern California Rod and 

Reel Club’s experts on the mainland. There 

will be six charter members in each, and the 

name of the island organization will be the 

Catalina Three Six Club, the three six idea 

being derived from the tackle and the number 

of charter members, and carried out in the 

classes which are for fish of eighteen, twenty- 

four and thirty pounds weight, the competition 

being limited exclusively to yellowtail. 

Messrs. Potter, Streeter, T. S. Manning, Gil- 

mour Sharp, Prof. Charles F. Holder and E. H. 

Brewster, all expert Catalina anglers, are the 

charter members of the Catalina Three Six Club. 

The South Coast Three Six Club, which is the 

Southern California Rod and Reel Club organi¬ 

zation, will be composed of President Hedderlv, 

Directors W. G. Stearns and probably Smith 

Warren, Edward Winfield, Secretary Roy F. B. 

Shaver and another. No dues are contemplated 

and all fees will be nominal. The motto of each 

club is “more sport; fewer fish.” The popu¬ 

larizing of the ultra light tackle, with the end 

and object of raising the standard of the yellow¬ 

tail as a game fish in order that it may receive 

legal as well as the incidental protection af¬ 

forded by the lighter tackle employed, is the 
chief object. 

To the man who wishes to fish at Catalina as 

inexpensively as possible, the three-six idea is 

a boon. At almost any time last summer Avalon 

Bay was alive with yellowtail from fifteen to 

nineteen pounds in weight and many more 

smaller. The largest just missed the twenty- 

pound minimum of the Light Tackle Club, and 

by the three-six rules many would class in the 

eighteen-pound competition. A skiff between 

two anglers is certainly inexpensive as com¬ 

pared with chartering a launch ; the still waters 

of the bay are easily accessible, and surely 

anglers are within reason when they predict that 

some of the prettiest sport Catalina has ever 

yielded will result from this further lightening 
of the tackle. 

The Catalina club’s burgee will be a golden 

shamrock in a green field with a numeral six 

in green on each lobe of the shamrock, the 

initials C. C. before and after the design in the 

field. The South Coast flag differs only in color. 

Getting the rods was thought likely to prove 

a serious stumbling block after the trouble ex¬ 

perienced in getting nine-ounce sticks with butts 

that would not break when a normal, healthy 

man picked one up, but Secretary Roy Shaver, 

of the local rod and reel club, is something of 

an expert and is now building eight rods for 

Potter, one of which he will present to each of 

his Three Six colleagues. They are beautiful 

sticks, split bamboo, and of far more power 

than had been anticipated. 

The six-thread lines received are as fine as a 

stout hair when compared with even the nine- 

strand strings. The combination is certainly fin- 

de-siecle in every regard, and will do much to 

enliven the interest in angling by giving the 

sportsmen something further to master. The 

islanders are enthusiastic about it and the re¬ 

appearance of yellowtail is being awaited with 

lively interest. The practicability of the gear is 

questioned by some, but most anglers feel cer¬ 

tain that it will win against any fish that wdl 

run his head off when pricked as do the yellow¬ 

tail. For sulkers, pot-bellies, pigs, all pet names 

for the albacore (long-finned tuna), something 

that can abuse a fish is needed in order to lug 

their dead weight up from the bottom. 

1 he Tuna Club has decided to build a club 

house. A stock company of members, limited 

to one share of stock apiece so as to preserve 

equality and harmony, will provide the funds by 

subscription. The Banning Company has offered 

to donate a splendidly located lot right on the 

water front so the club can have a float on which 

the launches can land their occupants. A cafe, 

sleeping rooms and all the necessary accommo¬ 

dations are included in the plan, the scope of 

which comprises an investment of something like 

$2,500 or $3,000. Messrs. Streeter, Potter, Col. 

D. M. Burns, (who by the way has volunteered 

to advance all the money if need be) Manning, 

Holder, and in fact, nearly the entire angling 

colony, resident within easy reach of the island, 

are parties at interest. 

The Tuna Club long has needed some place 

where it could properly preserve its archives and 

trophies. The accommodations for anglers will 

add much to the social pleasures of Catalina 

angling also, and the project is being received 

warmly on every hand. 

I hos. McD. Potter has announced a silver lov¬ 

ing cup for the largest yellowtail taken on six- 

strand six-ounce tackle this season, and it is the 

present plan to make the office of president fol¬ 

low the prize, first vice-president for next year 

going to the captor of the second largest yellow¬ 

tail, and so on down the line. The Tuna Club 

used this scheme at one time, but it. had risks 

and was not perpetuated. 

The Southern California Rod and Reel Club 

contemplates a chain of club houses along the 

shore, and committees are seeking to ascertain 

what arrangements can be made. Such things 

take time, but eventually something is certain to 

be accomplished, and the angler who desires can 

leave Saturday afternoon, take the evening and 

morning fishing late and early, and cook his fish 

if he likes at the club house when fresh. The 

social features are many, and great possibilities 
lie in the scheme. 

Regulating launchmen is another thing the club 

will attempt. Extortions and general unrelia¬ 

bility are great drawbacks to the pleasure of 

those who like to go trolling in deep water. 

Some boatmen “hold up” the unwary in shock¬ 

ing style, ^jjd others are so undependable that 

one never knows whether he will find a boat wait¬ 

ing for him as per previous arrangement, and all 

ship-shape, or be compelled to wait two hours 

for a drunken lout whose craft is short of water, 

gaff and maybe even gasolene. The establish 

ment of a list of reputable boatmen, weeding out 

all others, is the club’s scheme for handling the 

situation. It is not an easy task at best. 

Another casting tournament is being arranged 

to occur in a month. With half a dozen men 

averaging 220 feet or better in the 2p2-ounce 

single-handed event, the winner will surely have 

to do some tall sinker shying. 

Fishing is opening up alongshore. A number 

of corbina have been taken and a few yellowtail 

are taking hold outside. Barracuda are due al¬ 

most any time now, also. On six-thread line 

and six-ounce rods it is certain a new field will 

be opened to the barracuda and bass trollers who 

will find new and unexpected gameness in their 

favorite quarry when given a fair fighting chance 

upon proportioned gear. Edw. L. Hedderly. 

Lady Berners. 

All anglers are interested in Lady Juliana 

Berners, the author of the first English book on 

sport which was entitled, “The Boke of Hawk- 

ynge and Iluntynge and Fysshynge.” The title 

of the first edition has the following explana¬ 
tion : 

“This present boke shewyth the manere of 

hawkynge and huntynge; and also of diuysynge 

of Cote armours. It shewyth also a good matere 

belongynge to horses; wyth other comendable 

treatyses. And ferdermore of the blaysynge of 

armys: as here after it may appere: (Colo¬ 

phon:) Llere in this boke afore been shewed 

the treatyses pertevnynge to hawkynge and.hunt¬ 

ynge with others dyuers playsaunt materes be¬ 

longynge unto noblesse: and also a ryght noble 

treatyse of Cotarmours: as in this present boke 

it may appere. And here we ende this laste 

treatyse whyche specyfyeth of blasynge of 

armys. Enprvnted at Westmestre by Wynkyn 

the Worde, the ycre of thyncarnacon of our 

lorde, mcccclxxxxvi. (Westminster), 1496, fob” 

She was the Prioress of Soepwell Nunnery 

near St. Albans. She was the earliest English 

sportswoman and poetess of the chase on record. 

A number of editions of her volumes on sport 

have been printed, and Mr. Geo. Van Sicklen 

more than thirty years ago printed a facsimile 

of one of them in this country. 

The print which we here reproduce, though 

it looks as if it were the frontispiece of a 

volume, is not taken from a book, but was printed 

as a separate picture in London about the year 

1800 or 1810. Angling, hunting and hawking are 

referred to in the ornamentation about the frame 

of the portrait. Then the weapons for killing 

game were only the lance and the cross bow; 

the lance undoubtedly being used by the hunter 

after the deer had been brought to bay by 

hounds. The opportunity to reproduce the print 

is afforded 11s through the kindness of Mr. Rus¬ 

sell W. Woodward, of Elizabeth, N. J., who has 

loaned us this very precious possession. This 

print was copied by Sabin in this country, a pen 

and ink drawing of it having been published 

years ago. 
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Fly-Fishing for Small-Mouth Bass. 

New York, March 14.—Editor .Forest and 

Stream: In a recent issue Mr. Leonard Finlettcr 

of Philadelphia writes for information regarding 

streams that afiford reliable fly-fishing for small- 

niouth bass. 

The upper portions of the river with which 

Mr. Finletter is probably most familiar fur¬ 

nishes as good results in this respect as many 

more remote and highly vaunted waters. The 

numerous members of the Forest and Stream 

family who have done considerable annual fish 

ing in this river will support me in the statement 

that the Delaware contains many rifts and falls 

which have commonly supplied excellent returns 

of black bass. I have never fished the West 

Branch; but on the East Branch, from 

the confluence of the Beaverkill down to 

the junction of the West and the East 

branches at Flancock, thence along the main 

river to Port Jervis, I have canoed and fished 

on a number of occasions. The best recommen-. 

dation that can be given the Delaware is the de¬ 

sire felt by those who have known it to renew 

an old association. It has even happened that 

this desire has found expression at times around 

a campfire in more distant and pretentious re¬ 

gions, after a run of poor fishing on the part of 

one or another among those whose memories 

have reverted to the river. 

From personal experience I mention the Dela¬ 

ware from the village of East Branch to West- 

colang Falls as a river productive of successful 

fly-fishing for small-mouth black bass. The repu¬ 

tation borne by the West Branch renders this 

assertion equally true of the latter. Clear and 

fairly low water is essential—the lower the bet¬ 

ter. July and August are the best months, but I 

have taken bass on the fly there late in Septem¬ 

ber. With suitable conditions of weather and 

water there is no reason why one’s efforts with 

the fly should not meet with a reasonable degree 

of reward. 

So far as localities are concerned, almost any 

reach that includes rifts and falls may safely be 

chosen. The river above and below East Branch 

has some good swift water. The same may be 

said of Plancock and on through Stockport. 

Lordville, Hankins, Long Eddy, Callicoon and 

Cochecton Falls to Narrowsburg. There are a 

number of rifts, heads of eddies and falls be¬ 

tween this point and Westcolang where bass will 

ordinarily rise freely to the fly. Below Westco¬ 

lang the length and depth of the eddies, together 

with excessive fishing in the vicinity of Lacka- 

waxen, make attempts at this form of fishing- 

useless. In this considerable stretch of fine bass 

water, the one spot most desirable of selection 

for fly-fishing is, to my judgment, that found up 

and down stream in the neighborhood of Long 

Eddy. A canoe trip down the Delaware enables 

one to avail himself of the various sections of 

river enumerated. Nightly stops can be made at 

the different villages which are conveniently lo 

cated for such a purpose, but camping, while 

affording no better facilities for fishing, is a 

more pleasant way. Another method frequently 

employed is to establish headquarters at one of 

the villages and from this place to make daily 

- excursions by rail or skiff to favored parts 

nearby. 

Mr. Finletter’s reference to large-mouth bass 

in connection with fly-fishing coincides with my 

experience. I have caught many of these fish 

weighing up to 3' J pounds on a fly in lakes, city 

reservoirs, shallow streams and at the heads of 

rifts and in small bays in rivers. The chief rea¬ 

son for their more frequent capture by means of 

the fly than is the case with the small-mouth 

probably is that, where they are present at all 

they are found in greater numbers than the 

small-mouth. A second reason is that much of 

the time they resort to less depth of water, 

whether running or still, and thus respond more 

readily to the fly. The same statement may be 

made of the strawberry bass. 

As to the manner of fly-fishing for small- 

mouth bass in the Delaware, it differs in no 

great way from that followed by Mr. Fin- 

I.ADY-JULIANA BERNERS. 

From an old print in the collection of Russell W . Wood 
ward. 

letter in his casting for trout and large mouth 

bass. Rifts from head to tail are covered. This 

naturally is “live” water and consequently need 

not be particularly shallow. Falls like Cochecton 

as well as others of smaller size will of them¬ 

selves provide a good day’s fishing. Small eddies 

below rocks and islands, as well as at bends in 

the river,' are likely spots. Deep, slow flowing- 

eddies early in the morning and toward evening 

when the fish are breaking, will offer excellent 

opportunities for securing large bass. The term 

“eddy” in this latter sense has, of course, the 

same significance as the designation of “still- 

water” as applied to like sections of water in 

the Hudson, the Mohawk and the Adirondack 

creeks. 
While we all pin our faith largely to special 

flies, and as warrant for this faith cite generous 

precedents, it is something of a question for all 

how much color and outline really have to do 

with the enticement of fish to the fly. There may 

be grounds for the contention of a certain Maine 

guide, noted for his success in fly-fishing, whose 

constant admonition is, “Quit changing your flics 

—you’re losing time; keep casting. A fish ’ll 

come along pretty soon, and if the fly you have 

on drops over him and if he wants it, he isn’t 

going to wait to study out the color.” How¬ 

ever, the flies that I have found most efficient on 

the Delaware—possibly because I used them 

most—are the Rube Wood, Seth Green and Fer¬ 

guson on No. 4 hooks, a stretcher and one drop 

per to the cast. On the upper Hudson and the 

Mohawk until about fourteen years ago—since 

which time I have not fished those rivers, and in 

consequence do not know the present customs— 

we used to a considerable extent on a No. 2 

hook, a fly of our own tying. In coloration this 

fly resembled the brown hen, but the contour was 

that of a salmon fly with greatly elongated and 

narrow wings. It was originally designed for use 

in fishing for wall-eyed pike, and proved very 

effective in the taking of those fish, while equally 

good for small-mouth bass. The silver doctor, 

professor, ibis and grizzly king were other fa 

vorites. It may be remarked that the capture of 

pike-perch on a fly, so far as my experience is 

concerned, has been confined to the Hudson and 

the Mohawk. Though I have caught quite a 

number of this variety of fish in the Delaware, 

it has always been on a casting spoon. 

There was another fish in the Hudson up to 

about fifteen years ago that displayed a great 

fondness for this nondescript long-winged fly, 

and that in the eagerness he manifested for pos¬ 

session of it usually left the astonished bass and 

pike fisherman with a stripped reel and a broken 

second joint. This conqueror was no less worthy 

an adversary than the Atlantic salmon, which 

after a successful introduction and a brief reign 

has, as a result of netting and river pollution, 

gone the way of the sturgeon and the later way 

of the shad. 

To return to the subject of the Delaware, it is 

possible at several of the villages along the way 

to procure boatmen or guides who can supply 

further information. They are not, however, 

much given to fly-fishing, even the best of the 

guides, that autocrat among rivermen, Joe 

Bivins, preferring his catfish and lamprey and 

hclgramite. Joseph W. Droogan. 

Bass Lures. 

New Salem, Inch, March 29.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have been very much interested 

in the answers Mr. Finletter has received through 

your paper in regard to catching black bass with 

the fly. 
I very much enjoy black bass fishing, but have 

always used bait; a minnow or crawfish pre¬ 

ferred. 

I would like to hear from some brother ang¬ 

lers in regard to what success they have had in 

using spoons, spinners, artificial minnows and 

insects. 

I have to go some ten or twelve miles to good 

fishing grounds and it is often a difficult matter 

to keep live bait in good condition. I have an 

8-ounce 6!/-foot steel rod and would like to use 

it in casting the lures. I would like to know 

the best kind and sizes of the lures also, if some 

one is kind enough to favor me with a reply. 

Willard P. King. 



Larchmont Y. C. Race, July 21, 1897. 

I left New Rochelle in my little lift, spritsail 
skiff for a quiet day all by my "lonely” on the 
Sound, but had hardly got outside the “neck” 
when along came a friend of mine in a 20ft. 
skipjack and begged me to go along and help 
him race her at Larchmont. 

“A race! Gee! I’d leave home for a yacht 
race” So I got aboard his cat—the “Willie B” 
was her name—and we towed my little box 
astern. He had a friend with him, but he was 
a rank greenhorn on the water. 

When the preparatory gun for the first class 
went off we were eating our lunch with out boat 
tied to the club float. As there Was a half an 
hour yet before our class was to start we fin 
ished our meal, had a smoke, and then stood 
out for the line, anchoring my boat on the way. 

Minnetonka got away first a length on our 
lee bow with Sandbourn in the Dorothy about 

could sec in the water. One of the catboat’s 
men had jumped and caught hold of Norota’s 
bowsprit when the crash came, the others clung 
to the nearly-sunk boat until the tug Lucken- 
bach, the judges’ boat, came full speed to the 
scene and rescued them. 

A line was made fast around Dorothy’s mast 
and the tug towed her down off Larchmont 
where her mast pulled out and she sank stern 
first. 

We continued to d<3 good work close in under 
Milton Point with Minnetonka away off shore, 
when all of a sudden down came our mainsail, 
a fluttering wreck about our heads. The hook 
on the throat halliard block had snapped off. 

We lowered the sail and I took some marline 
and the block up to lash it fast, but a four inch 
mast with only one thin wire stay is a hard thing 
to climb when a wide, fiat catboat is slapping it 
about in a steep sea. I couldn’t hold on long- 
enough for my friend on deck to overhaul the 

mg to get it below the cockpit floor we started 
to investigate and were not long in discovering 
the cause of all the water. 
Her chine seam on the leeward, port side, had 
opened an eighth of an inch for three feet or 
more, and every time she went over a wave 
about half a bucket of water came squirting in. 

Then we were disgusted and gave up the race 
and ran in to Larchmont to bail out and land 
our sick friend. 

So that race, at one time a cinch, ended igno- 
miniously. 

A New Boat in (he Handicap Class. 

Vice-Commodore B. R. Stoddard, of the New 
Rochelle Y. C., has purchased the Bar Harbor 
25 ft. class sloop Pearless, built by Lawley, from 
Crowninshield’s designs. Her dimensions are, 
42ft. over all, 26ft. waterline, 10ft. beam and she 
carries 1,000 sq. ft. of sail. She has hollow 
spars and two suits of sails, one by Ratsey and 
one by Wilson & Silsbee. 

All the talent from the west end of Long 
Island Sound is invited to go to Newport on 
April 11 and help bring her to New York. What 
is left of her after that crowd gets through, Mr. 
Stoddard intends to race in the handicap class. 

The 1908 meet of the Inter-Lake Yachting As-, 
sociation will be held this summer at Put-in-Bay 
during the week of July 19-25. Two to three 
hundred dollars in prizes will be distributed 
among 21-footers, 18-footers. 16-footers, cat- 
boats, 18-raters, cruisers, power boats and 
dinghies. There will also be other special events 
such as games, fireworks, squadron sails, con¬ 
certs and banquets ending in a grand ball. A 
most enjoyable week of water sports is looked 
forward to. 

four lengths astern of us, all three funning off 
before a hard puffy nor'west breeze for a mark 
boat two miles out in the Sound. From there 
we had a broad reach to a mark off Milton 
Point and a beat home twice around. 

Minnetonka led to the first mark and there 
got in irons and refused to jibe or tack. They 
got way aft on her overhang, trying to make 
her pay off. Then one boy got on her bow and 
tried to paddle her bow around by kicking with 
his feet in the water. 

We rounded the mark boat about four minutes 
ahead of Dorothy and the two of us were half 
way to the second buoy before they got her out 
of irons, and then they had to get out an oar and 
row her bow around. We were too far away to 
see this, but Dorothy’s crew said they had to 
row her around. They could see them. 

It was blowing so hard it was all I could do 
to keep our old tub of a skipjack from broach 
ing-to, but when we rounded the second mark, 
and hauled on a wind for home, she stood up 
nobly, and we passed several of the cats in the 
class above us who had had to stop and reef. 

We were slicing our way to windward in fine 
style with Dorothy half a mile astern, and Min¬ 
netonka just rounding the mark about a mile 
astern, when I saw the 40-footer Norota coming 
like a steamboat, her lee rail clear under water 
on the starboard tack, and Dorothy heading to 
cross her bows very close on the port tack. 

T could see it was going to be close, and it 
certainly was. Norota’s bowsprit went into the 
cat’s sail, and the latter boat just rolled over 

'and disappeared under the sloop’s bows. 
Neither crew had seen each other. Everyone 

was hanging out over the weather side and no 
one watching to leeward. 

As Norota forged ahead there was no catboat 
in sight for a minute, and then I saw it come 
up under her stern, capsized. Norota put her 
helm hard up and wore around to the scene of 
disaster to pick up the two struggling men we 

halliard so it would reach the eyebolt in the 
mast. 

By going up again in a bowline on the peak 
halliard 1 lashed it fast and we made sail and 
went on. But in the meanwhile Minnetonka had 
put in a reef and was way ahead of us. To 
make matters worse .our greenhorn lay over the 
side so sea sick we tied his shoes on extra tight 
to prevent them going up with the rest. 

We were considering landing him on the 
judges’ boat and proceeding when my feet sud¬ 
denly became wet. Then we found the boat had 
more water in her than she slfould, so after bail- 

K K It 

Mr. M. S. Kattenhorn’s yawl Surprise has 
been in commission about two weeks. Her 
owner is one of the early birds who comes early 
and stays late. The little cutter I. O. was a close 
second in getting over to her moorings in Echo 
Bay, New Rochelle. 

« « « 
Commodore E. W. Clark, Corinthian Y. C., 

of Philadelphia, has had the fast racing sloop 
Irolita altered into a schooner at Ilerreshoff’s 
yard during the past winter. 

NOROTA RAMS THE DOROTHY. 
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Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

23. New Rochelle Y. C. 
30. Harlem Y. C. annual. 
30. Indian Harbor Y. C._, spring. 
30. Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 

JUNE. 

C. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
25. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 

JULY. 

3. American*Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 

11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
18-25. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 

AUGUST. 

1. Indian Harbcr Y. C. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. 

15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. .Northport Y. C., annual. 

SEPTEMBER. 

4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
5. Hartford Y. C. 
5. New York Athletic Club. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Indian Hirbcr Y. C., fall. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 

The Origin of the Sail. 

If sails are not ancient, why is it so difficult 
to learn anything about them? For the name 
of the man or woman who invented the topsails 
of a thousand-ton ship you may- put me down 
to supply the cognomen of the inventor of the 
first turbine engine ever used by the ancients, 
the date of the invention, and the practical uses 
to which it was put. as well as the residence of 
the inventor. 1 learned all that without diffi¬ 
culty more than forty years ago. I have been 
seeking the inventor of sails for five years and 
all the gain is represented by papyrus mosquito 
netting, the old lady's gravy-boat and her door 
mat. Una declares that lie “sailed far to the 
North," but does any one imagine that he 
"sailed” as our pianolean-Pacific fleet is doing 
just because we happen to know who invented 
steam? Who cares how many door mats were 
confiscated in the interest of frog-pond naviga¬ 
tors. What was the maritime world doing some 
twenty thousand years ago, before the days of 
the most venerable patriarchs were numbered 
and the Old Testament traditions had found 
their way to preservation on “menhirs,” “dol¬ 
mens” and “coromlechs,” solitary upright 
stones, slabs upon uprights, and stone circles? 
Paton says: "In the light of recent archaeo¬ 
logical research, this is comparatively modern 
history,” but my classification of it as belong¬ 
ing to the middle ages has been ridiculed by 
the boy who took his grandmother’s gravy-boat 
and the door mat- only to be lost in the middle 
of the pond. "Dear me!” says the old lady, his 
grandmother, “how venturesome boys will be!” 

Arabia overflowed with population about 
every thousand years and disgorged “them upon 
the ajacent lands,”1 driving the Semites before 
them at each incursion. Babylonia was thus 
peopled three thousand five hundred years be¬ 
fore our era commenced.2 

We meet people occasionally who can learn 
by induction, but the average man has to suffer 
the pang of having a fact shot through him and 
sometimes even then he won’t come out of his 
pipe-dream until he is shaken. Arabs had only 
ships of the desert, had they? Then tell me how 
they managed to get the distinctive title into 
their primitive (?) language. . Look up the 
origin of the word “felucca” and explain the 
quran text which describes the commercial re- 

'Paton's “Syria ami Palestine.” page 7. 
HVinckler’s “Geschichte Israels,” page 12$. 
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lations of Aribi navigators. Why did they over¬ 
throw and sack the sacred city itself if it was 
not for the sake of securing a monopoly of the 
trade passing through the sea miscalled red. 
Jehoram’s family was kidnapped. “Judah was 
thus reduced to such an extremity that the end 
of its national existence seemed imminent.” 3 

Aribi’s queen sent presents under hatches to 
the reigning monarch. Zabibi had her own rea¬ 
sons for so doing. Tiglath-pileser’s conquest 
was formidable. Damascus recognized his power 
by similar tribute about 739. Herodotus in¬ 
forms us that an unsuccessful attempt was made 
to capture the trade of the east and west by 
cutting a canal from the river to the sea before 
608. Arabia had a large trade at that date. 
India was her best customer. Necho the Sec¬ 
ond did not delve deep enough. Nile flowed on 
undiminished. The Red Sea continued to float 
its western argosies. This Dutch Gap canal 
scheme failed entirely. Ben Butler Necho set 
out to conquer land routes and the mariner 
sailed to and fro in safety. “Babylon is fallen!” 
Arabia comes to her own. Geshem rules ashore 
and afloat. All is well! It is time that such a 
consummation took place, and there are portents 
on the horizon of "the center of the circle” in 
various camp's and “spheres of influence,” which 
indicate that “the sick man” will shift his tents 
to the Tartar side of the Hellespont. Arabia, 

-Sea 

Anatolia and the valleys of sweet water will 
smile again when that pestilential and ‘•innumer¬ 
able caravan” resumes its march to the seat of 
its original domain. 

Arabia in ancient times was the birth-place of 
civilization, the cradle of empires, the heart of 
culture, the soul of Christendom! No other 
language contains such verse, no other poets 
won such honors or such wealth. The sums 
that were paid successful contestants would ruin 
modern publishers and set the world by the ears 
in literary strife. 

Time has wrought mighty changes in its coast 
line, and the cities that once enveloped its mari¬ 
time importance have perished in the hurricane 
sands, or have been left so far inland that they 
are no longer commercial entrepots of world¬ 
wide fame, while their ruins speak an eloquent 
eulogy on vanished power. Damascus, instead 
of having been the oldest city in the world, as 
Moslem sages teach, is only the youngest of 
the old. Gaza once stood on the coast and had 
a good harbor. It is now two miles inland. 
Libya, too, has touched bottom and the black- 
coral which lines the west coast of “Araby the 
blest” is a mute expostulation of nature herself 
in opposition to the deforesting which went on 
so ruinously for uncounted ages. To compre¬ 
hend these changes one must visit the coast 
and mark the tideless lapse of waves that once 
washed the walls of capitals of vanished empires. 
Cvrene is ten miles from the seashore now. but 
in old times it was not so far and a street of 
magnificent toijibs led to its handsome port, 
which is now a forgotten village, sand-swept 
and shallow, of no importance whatever. 

Greater still are the changes that have come 
over the river delta. In old times there was no 
isthmus. The two seas met in a wide, deep 

“Payton’s “Syria and Palestine,” page 219. 
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channel and ships other than those of the desert 
passed the strait without detention. Suez is 
now a gulf. In Solomon’s time, about a thou¬ 
sand years before our era began, it was an open 
roadstead where his sixty ships, that were built 
at one time for the eastern trade, while the con¬ 
struction of the temple was progressing under 
his vigilant eye, sailed in squadron with top¬ 
sails fast “asleep” and gonfalons gaily fluttering. 
Arabia has never been triangulated. Egypt, in 
spite of British occupation almost a century, 
has only been surveyed in isolated patches con¬ 
tiguous to the sea. Oman, of all the peninsular 
Arab oases, has the “most abundant fertility, is 
the most self-dependent—and probably most 
nearly represents now what the best tracts were 
before the preaching of”4 a fatalistic religion 
began. 

"Bold and skilful navigators and fishermen • 
possess the flourishing ports”3 as they once 
possessed the capitals o fthe immense empire. 
Lohar, Sur, Maskiat, Barka and a few scattered 
harbors along the fringe of fertility, which over¬ 
looks that eastern gulf once owned by Arabs, 
but now geographically relegated to Persian 
influence, constituted the most important of 
these. 

The dotted portions on the map herewith in¬ 
dicate the fragmentary nature of such surveys 
a? have been made. They also show a com¬ 
parative line of shifting sands. 

"Happy Arabia of the ancient geographers 
is also shown. When migration closed the old 
overland route between the east and west, com¬ 
mercial interests were obliged to follow the safe, 
but longer and more difficult courses by sea. 
Canaanitic restlessness thus induced the rise of 
a new kingdom, whose magnificent remains were 
not discovered until very recently. Halevy pre¬ 
pared us for it to some extent. Glaser made 
the exhibit complete by discovering eight thou¬ 
sand inscriptions which confirm the ancient 
geographers and prove “a striking evidence of 
the changed political situation” and the exist¬ 
ence of that long-sought empire of the south 
which “must have flourished about the middle 
of the second millennium.”0 Whosoever has 
not read these two authors, therefore, knows 
very little of the history which made ancient 
shipping almost as renowned as the clippers of 
1850. But the details are meager and unsatis- • 
factory as yet. Many of the inscriptions are 
so ancient that a key for adequate translation 
cannot be found. It will be discovered eventu¬ 
ally, and then we shall know who built the 
ships as well as who manned and officered them. 
And per contra we already know that the tribe 
of Zakkala settled in the north, while Philis¬ 
tines possessed the entire coast as far as the land 
of the Sphinx. Carmel was the eastern limit 
of their domain. They built ships and traversed 
wide seas with impunity. So also did the 
Zakkalas. A recently discovered papyrus 
golenischeff, bearing date “in the fifth year”— 
1070—written by a voyager who was sent after 
timber, as fat; as the holy land contains history. 
Palestine was under the rule of the first king. 
1 anis was his seat. Wen-Amen, who wrote the 
account, presented his credentials and asked for 
a ship to convey him. Smendes, the king, 
granted the request, and after waiting a month, 
the narrator embarked. Dor was his first land¬ 
ing place. During the ensuing night one of his 
crew made off with a pound of gold and more 
than six pounds of silver. This treasure was 
part of the fund to be used in the purchase of 
timber. After nine days lie sailed without re¬ 
covering his loss. Tyre was reached. Gebal 
also welcomed him in due time. On his way 
thither he fell in with a ship of the Zakkala 
tribe, and suspecting the thief to be on board, he 
overhauled and searched the stranger, finding 
six pounds of silver which he confiscated. After 
"five months and a day” another ship arrived 
with more money, many presents and five hun¬ 
dred rolls of papyrus, designed undoubtedly for 
sailcloth, all of which the king graciously ac¬ 
cepted. 

[to be continued.] 

“TIogarth s “Nearer Hast,” page 2GG. The tracings are 
also from this work. 

■'•Ibid. 
“Paton, page 65. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Masen Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address. ’Designer,” Boston. 

c. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (XL CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Werk > Specialty. 
_17 Battery Plsos, New York._ 

COX (8L STEVENS, 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 13T5 and 13T6 Broad  

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

Cinoe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untcchnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The "Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake. 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
-.—Eastern Division Racing Meet.—Horn Pond, 

Woburn, Mass. 
-.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Hackensack River. 

— —.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Delaware River. 
- —.—Atlantic Division Cruise. —Rancocas Creek. 
- —.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, 

Hudson River. 
-Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Allegheny 

River. 
GENERAL OFFICERS. 

John R. Robertson, Commodore, Auburndale, Mass. 
Samuel P>. Burnham, Treasurer, P. O. Box 23, Provi¬ 

dence, R. I. 
Fred W. Crnmphorn, Secretary, 26 Winter street, 

Woburn, Mass. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. * 

Article 11 L of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim 
mer, may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the official organs 
of the Association, and approved, as provided. 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ.) 
Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 

tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer, and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in case of non-election of the ap¬ 
plicant. 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for camps, 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 

Canoeing in the Northwest. 

Portland, Ore.. April i.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: A great many articles have been 
written about our climate, scenery, hunting, fish¬ 
ing and commercial advantages, but I presume 
that there are very few of my readers who know 
that we have the finest place in the world for 
canoeing. 

Out here in the Pacific Northwest we can 
paddle our canoes the year around, although 
there are about three months when we have 
only a few favorable days, but the rest of the 
year we can usually depend on good weather. 
During July and August you can go on your 
vacation with the absolute certainty of fine 
weather every day you are gone. We do not 
have the severe and sudden thunderstorms or 
the heavy winds which so often spoil canoeing 
in the East. 

The Williamette River, which runs through 
Portland, affords one of the finest places for 
canoeing that one could ask. On one side you 
can see four snow-capped mountains, Mt. 
Helens. Rainer, Mt. Adams and Mt. Hood. On 
the other there are a series of hills which rise 
to the height of 1,100 feet. These hills shut off 
the prevailing winds, the result being that the 
river is usually very quiet, and as it is only a 
quarter of a mile wide, it can never become very 
rough. 

Twelve miles north of Portland the 
Williamette River joins the Columbia. Just a 
few miles south of Portland the character of the 
river changes and instead of a channel deep 
enough for the largest ocean vessel, the river is 
filled with numerous small islands, and without 
stretching one’s imagination a great deal, you 
can think that you are among the islands of 
Georgian Bay. 

Seattle has Lake Union, Green and Washing¬ 
ton, the latter one of the finest fresh-water lakes 
in the country for canoeing, and in addition 
Puget Sound may be used. Tacoma, Wash., 
Vancouver and Victoria, B. C., also have a 
splendid place on Puget Sound for canoeing, as 
their harbors are more sheltered than at Seattle. 

Portland has the Williamette River and 
Columbia River for its cruising ground. Puget 
Sound affords an almost unlimited cruising 
ground. The Fraser River in British Columbia 
is also a fine place for cruising. Then there is 
the Coeur D’Alene Lake country near Spokane, 
the upper Columbia and Lake Chelan; in fact. 

WILLIAM GARDNER, 
Naval Architect. Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway. (Telephone 2160 Rector' Now Vorfc 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

BURGESS m. PACKARD 
Naval Architects ® Engineers 

YACHT BUILDERS 
Brokerage and Insurance 

Office: Boston. Works: Marblehead, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising: and Camping:. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor Bo«Js slacL 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
A complete, illustrated _ work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and digging. 

A Mal?uaI of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Botii de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.i\oe and Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

4 Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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one can go to a different place every year and 
it would be impossible in an ordinary lifetime to 
cover the country. 

There are about 300 active canoeists here in 
Portland. The sound cities each have a large 
number, and in all our cities out here the sport 
is increasing in popularity very rapidly. Last 
year there wasn’t a canoe to be bought any¬ 
where, and even though the dealers have ordered 
a large number, these have mostly been sold 
before they arrive. The Oregon Y. C. and 
Portland Rowing Club arc the principal canoe 
clubs of Portland. The Seattle Y. C. and 
Seattle Rowing and Canoe clubs, Tacoma Y. 
C., Victoria Y. C. and Vancouver Y. C. are the 
principal clubs interested in canoeing, and an 
effort is being made to unite them into some 
sort of an association similar to the A. C. A. 

I11 conclusion I might say that the members 
of all the above organizations extend a hearty 
invitation to any of our Eastern canoeists to 
come out here and see for themselves what a 
grand place we have for canoeing. 

S. S. Humphrey. 

Canoeing Down the Connecticut. 
Continued from page 646. 

Wednesday morning we made Brattleboro, 
Vt., where we went to a restaurant and our 
chief remembrance of that dinner was the 
huckleberry pie, truly the very, best we had ever 
oaten, and we had two pieces each. 

Thursday noon we crossed into Massachusetts 
and were soon speeding past the beautiful build¬ 
ings of the Moody Bible Institute at Northficld. 
As soon as we crossed the border line the price 
of milk and eggs went up with the appearance 
of mosquitoes. We had to pay six cents a quart 
for milk and thirty cents a, dozen for eggs, 
whereas we had been paying only five cents 
and twenty-five. That afternoon we struck one 
of the most beautiful spots along the whole 
river. It was called the “French King”—a great 
rock that stands up alone and solitary in the 
middle of the river like a sentinel, while on 
either side rushes and swirls the water down a 
very steep incline, which proved to be the 
worst rapids we had come to. The girls were 
timid about going through them and so walked 

ABOUT TO ENTER THE LOG DRIFT AT NORTHAMPTON. 

along the bank, while Bert and Billy (being 
the lightest in weight of the boys) each put on 
a life-preserver, although good swimmers, and 
took the canoes down one at a time safely 
enough, although at rather great risk. Then 
came a grand bit of scenery, which was truly 
awe-inspiring, for the river had cut its wiay 
down through a narrow gorge between the 
mountains. On both sides towered aloft 
majestic walls of solid rock, and on top of these 
appealed the dark outlines of masses of cedars. 
The everchanging scenery of the river was par¬ 
ticularly beautiful along this whole stretch from 
the French King as far as Turner’s Falls, a 
distance of some six or seven miles. At one 
time the banks were steep and rocky, with 
springs gushing forth and streams trickling 

down, with here and there patches of light green 
ferns or masses of dark green cedars appearing. 
Then again the scenery would shift. The deep 
waters of. the river would turn from a jet black 
to a lighter blue as the river widened, while 
the low-lying banks were lined with graceful 
willow trees, their light foliage showing pale 
yellow by contrast. 

Just as we were about to dock at Turner’s 
Falls the next morning (Friday) we met a group 
of boys having a grand time in one of the 
logging-boats. There were fourteen of them, 
six on either side, four of them having oars, 
and one at each end with a big oar ready to do 
the steering. Of course we got a picture of 
them and they looked as tickled as Punch at 
being taken. Here we had our second carry, 

THE COOK. 

being obliged to put our canoes and baggage 
on a wagon and haul them along the bank about 
three miles to Montague City. This was on 
account of the rapids below Turner’s Falls. 
Here we had out first experience with the logs, 
which came bumping and tearing down with the 
current, now catching a side eddy and turning 
backward, now being caught in a mass on some 
projecting point of land or rocky shallow in 
the river bed. In and out among them we 
wended our way safely (watched by many small 
boys along the bank or jumping from one log 
to another in their bathing suits) and by mis¬ 
take slipped up the Deerfield River, taking the 
wrong fork, as the Connecticut makes rather a 
sharp bend here. However, we found out our 
mistake when we discovered that we were 
paddling against the current, instead of traveling 
with it, as usual. Just below here between 
some wedged-in logs we ate our luncheon with¬ 
out getting out of the boats, so as to save time, 
for we had plenty of milk, hard boiled eggs, 
bread-and-butter and cucumbers ready, and by 
so doing we reached Sunderland, Mass., that 
night and there we pitched our camp right under 
the big Sugar Loaf Mountain. Lou and I left 
the others preparing on the pebbly beach of 
our little island, to send a telegram to the people 
at home, saying that we would not be home 
Saturday night, as we had at first- expected, as 
we were having too- good a time to leave, and 
then we had not nearly reached our intended 
destination. Going up to the town, clad in my 
old camping clothes, and swinging our two- 
quart milk pail, I must have presented rather an 
uncouth appearance. At any rate, as I marched 
through the corridors of the Mt. Toby House, a 
very fine hotel situated there, I felt that all eyes 
were directed at me with rather a suspicious 
look. Walking up to the desk, I asked the 
clerk if I might send a telegram from there. 
“No,” he replied, in rather a gruff voice, “you 
will have to go down to- Greenfield, seven miles 
below here.” I was about to turn away, when a 
very gentlemanly looking man stepped up to 
me and said, “What you want to do. is to tele¬ 
phone your message down to the operator at 
Greenfield, and he will send it for you.” I 
thanked him, and putting my hand in my nocket, 
I found I had nothing but a ten-dollar bill. The. 
telephone was a slot machine, and I required 

the right change to put in the receiver. Walk¬ 
ing over to the desk, I asked the clerk if he 
could change the bill for me. He seemed sur¬ 
prised at my request and his manner very 
noticeably changed, for he was all attention, 
asking me if 1 were a traveling man. “Yes,” I 
replied, “traveling down the Connecticut, from 
Windsor to Holyoke with a party of friends.” 

Returning, I met with another delightful ex¬ 
perience, one of the pleasant incidents that stand 
out in the memory of that trip. Calling at one 
of the farm-houses to get the supply of milk, a 
gray-haired motherly-looking woman came to 
the door. When I told her my mission, and ex¬ 
plained that I belonged to a party of campers 
on the river, she was the very personification of 
kindness, taking me out into her garden, loading 
me down with apples, cucumbers, lettuce, and 
then into the house for the bread and milk. 
When I offered tb pay for the things, she re- 
fused to take even a fair remuneration, merely 
charging a nominal sum for the bread and milk, 
and saying, in answer to my look of surprise, 
that she had two boys of her own who would 
probably go camping some day and she liked 
to think that they would be treated in the same 
way. 

[to be concluded.] 

A. C. A. Membership. 
new members proposed. 

Central Division.—Arthur Graf, Wilkinsburg, 
Pa., by C. W. Reamer; L. V. J ones, Rome, N. 
Y., by D- A. Hollister; Edgar W. Hadden, Wil¬ 
kinsburg, Pa.; Arthur PI. Masters, Pittsburg, 
Pa., and Charles A. Doane, East Pittsburg, Pa., 
all by H. D. James. 

Eastern Division.-—Silvanus Smith, Roslindale, 
Mass.; Henry C. Kingman, Dorchester, Mass., , 
and Thos. C. Daly, Roxbury, Mass., all by J. 
R. Robertson. j 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division.—5479, Geo. W. Kuchler, Jr., 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 

Central Division.—5480, Charles A. Searing, 
Pittsburg, Pa.; 5481, Louis H. Flanders, Edge- 1 
wood Park, Pa,; 5482, Fred PI. Sites, Pittsburg, 
Pa.; 5483, Win. H. Thompson, Wheeling, W. 
Va.; 5484, P'rank N. Speller, Pittsburg, Pa.; 
5485, Otto S. Schairer, Edgewood, Pa.; 5486, 
William S. Reich, Pittsburg, Pa.; 5487, Josiah 

THREE TIRED ONES AT HOLYOKE. 

L. Merrill, Pittsburg, Pa.; 5488, James Hastings, 
Wilkinsburg, Pa.; 5489. Donald P. Falconer, 
New Castle, Pa.; 5490. S. M. Dudley, Wilkins¬ 
burg, Pa.; $491, Phillip L. Crittendeff, Edge- 
wood, Pa.; 5492, Harris C. Allen, Pittsburg, Pa.; 
5493, Louis B. Chubbuck, Wilkinsburg, Pa. 

Eastern Division.—5475, Albert H. Crafts, W. 
Manchester, N. H.; 5476, Edgar F. Garland, 
Providence, R. I.; 5494, F. Patten Willard, 
Salem, Mass. 

Western Division.—5477. Elisha Morgan. High¬ 
land Park, Ill.; 5478, Richard W- Hawkins, 
Highland Park, Ill. 

APPLICANT FOR REINSTATEMENT. 

Central Division.—E. J. Boiler. 
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A Steel Lined Success! 
The Individual Championship of Metropolitan Clubs 

held April 1st, under the auspices of the Montclair Gun Club, was won by the popular amateur, 

"Kelly” (Mr. G. K. Kouwenhoven), who scored 95°]o and took the $100 cup from 160 other 

skilled contestants. J. H. Hendrickson broke 91%, taking third place and a $35 cup. Both 

relied upon 

V. M. C. NITRO CLUB SHELLS 
In the hotly contested 5 men team match, the Bergen Beach Club Team tied on 435 ex 500 

with New York A. C. On the shoot-off Bergen Beach easily won out. Four of the winning 

team used U. M. C. Arrow or Nitro Club steel lined shells. 

The above comprise all the main honors. Each man shot U. M. C. shells from choice, 

without prejudice or policy. They are the shells that won eight out of ten Interstate Handicaps 

in 1907 and all of the important events so far in 1908. 

STEEL LINED SHELLS 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 
send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 
April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec'y. 
April 14.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. H. W. Denny, 

Sec’y. 
April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Sec’y. 
April 20.—Springfield (Mass.) G. C. tournament. C. L. 

Kites. Sec’y. 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. & G. C. 

tournament. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 25.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. T. A. Quack- 

enbush, Sec’y. 
April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec’y. 
May 2.—New Haven, Conn.—Yale University vs. N. Y. 

Athletic Club team. 
May 4.—Princeton, Pa.—Team contest, Princeton vs. 

Montclair. 
May S-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. F. Bill- 

meyer, Sec’y. 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec'y, 201 Pearl street. New York. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. annual tournament. 

Dr. C. H. Burr. Sec’y- 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. 
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 

tervelt, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. thirteenth 

annual tournament. Geo. W. Mains, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon Club. W. C. Woot- 

ton. Sec’y 
May 30.—Paterson. N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 

Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y." 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

April 11.—Reading, Pa,—South End G. C. Howard 
Melchior, Sec’y. 

April 12.—St. Louis (Mo.) Trapshooters’ Association. 
J. W. Bell, Sec’y. 

April 12.—Atchison, Kans.—Forest Park G. C. Alva 
Clapp, Sec’y. 

April 14.—Covington (Ind.) G. C. J. R. Hicks, Sec’y. 
April 13-16.—Nichols (la.) G. C. T. B. Nichols, Sec’y. 
April 15-16.—Buckeye Lake (O.) G. C. Lou Fisher, Sec’y. 
April 15-16.—Indianapolis (Ind.) G. C. Harry W. Denny, 

Sec’y. 
April 16-17.—Ross (la.) G. C. C. F. Ruhs, Sec’y. 
April 17.—Marquette (Kans.) G. C. Geo. A. Griggs, Sec’y. 
April 17.—Danbury, Conn.—West Danbury G. C. Robt. 

L. Hart Sec’y. 
April 17.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. T. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
April 17.—Exeter, Ont.—Huron Indians. W. Jones, Sec’y. 
April 17-18.—Toronto, Can.—Stanley G. C. G. M. Dunk, 

Sec’y. 
April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. W. R. Ivey, 

Sec’y. 
April 18.—Edge Hill, Pa.—Highland Shooting Associa¬ 

tion. J. Franklin Meehan, Sec’y. 
April 19-21.—New Orleans, La.—Tally-Ho Hunting and 

Fishing Club. J. H. Brockman, Sec’y. 
April 20.—Springfield (Mass.) Shooting Club. C. L. 

Kites, Sec’y. 
April 20.—Lawrence (Mass.) F. & G. P. Association. 

W. N. Kimball, Sec’y. 
April 20.—Atlantic City (N. J.) G. C. A. H. Sheppard, 

Sec’y. 
April 20.—Watertown, (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, 

Capt. 
April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. W. Lewis, 

Sec’y. 
April 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 

Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
April 20-22.—Manito (Ill.) G. C. John C. Ramsey, Mgr. 
April 20.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
April 21.—Jacksonville (Fla.) G. C. Frank S. Gray, Sec y. 
April 21-23.—Hutchinson. Kans.—Kansas State Sports¬ 

men’s Association. Chas. T. Rankin, Sec’y. 

April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. W. W. Wash¬ 
burn, Pres. 

April 22-23.—Columbus (O.) G. C. Fred Shattuck, Sec’y. 
April 23-24.—Groesbeck (Tex.) G. C. G. M. Groves, 

Sec’y. 
April 24.—Little Rock, Ark.—Country Club G. C. L. 

Omohundro, Mgr. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 

G. C. F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
April 26.—Hales Corners (Wis.) G. C. Herman O. Horn, 

Sec’y. 
April 28.—Dublin (Ga.) G. C. W. L. Williams, Sec’y. 
April 28-29.—Enid, (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed, Sec’y. 
April 29.—Youngstown (O.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Sec'y. 
April 29-30.—Wilmington, Del.—Wawaset G. C. W. M. 

Foord, Sec’y. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill.—Nicholas Park G. C. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. 
April 30-May 1.—Danville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. 
May 1-2.—Crookston (Minn.) G. C. H. H. Chesterman, 

Sec’y. 
May 4.—Scranton (Pa.) R. & G. C. J. D. Mason, Mgr. 
May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
May 6-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 

Sec’y. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 6-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec'y. 
May 6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. EX M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 8-9—Fairmont, (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec’y. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10.—Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel, Sec’y. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier, (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 
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May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. H. L. Saylor, Sec y. 
May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Prank 

Howard, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec'y. 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandfora, Mgr. 
May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec'y. 
May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 

Sec’y. 
May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 

Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 
May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 

E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 
May 14-15.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 16.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. H. 
Black, Sec’y. 

R. and G. C. H. T. Tongcn, May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) 
Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) 

Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 

G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) C. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—-Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 26.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec'y. 
May 25-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron, (Ill.) G. C. Alex Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, Ill.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G. C. Fred H. Teeple, Sec’y. 
May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 

Gould, Sec’y. 
May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—E Lexington, Mass.—J 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—St. Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. 

Maiden, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. 

jjise Sec’y- 
May 30.—St. Albans (Vt.) G. C. A. S. Head, 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

-Middlesex G. C. 

Wm. E. 

J. Ranse- 

Frank L. 

Sec’y. 

May 30.—N ew 
Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N 
Wootton, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, 
Mains, Sec y. 

June 1-2.—Steamboat 
Quiggle Sec’y. 

June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. 
worth. Sec’y. ’ 

June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 

Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. A. H. 

E. A. Wads- 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Fourteen trapshooters competed in the weekly live-bird 

shoot at Point Breeze, Philadelphia, on Saturday of last 

week. There were no straight scores. Brown, shooting 

from 29yds., was high with 9. 

R 
In the fourth contest for the championship of North¬ 

umberland county, at Shamokin, Pa.. April 4, Shipman 

won after a shoot-off with several other contestants, who 

had tied on 9 out of 19 live birds. 

R 
The Vicksburg, Miss., Gun Club will add $250 in cash 

and $25 in prizes, at its forthcoming tournament, May 

11 and 12. This tournament follows the Southern Handi¬ 

cap at Birmingham, Ala., May 5-8. 

R 
The return team contest between the New York Athletic 

Club and the Fox Hills Gun Club of Staten Island was 

won by the former, 423 to 389—84 3-5 and 77 4-5 per cent, 

respectively. The first match also was won by the New 

Yorw Athletic Club team. 

R 
Mr. Gus Greiff informs us that a ten-man team con¬ 

test is being arranged between shooters of Greater New 

York and Boston and its suburbs. This does not in¬ 

clude New Jersey and Connecticut on the one hand, 

nor New Hampshire and Rhode Island on the other. 

It is contemplated to hold the contest some time in 

May. Full particulars will be published later. 

Mr. H. O. Sebold was victor in the contest for the 

Hunter Arms trophy', 'held by the Harrisburg, Pa., 

Sportsmen’s Association on April 3. There were 27 

contestants. Each one shot at 12 birds. Sebold scored 

10. A gale, blowing thirty-seven miles an hour, had its 

adverse effect on the scores. 

R 
The -enowned trapshooting expert, Mr. H. G. Taylor, 

of Meckling, S. D., has entered the professional ranks, 

having accepted a position with the U. M. C. Co. His 

territory is a large one, in the vicinity of his home. 

He was a visitor in New York last week, and inci¬ 

dentally attended the great shoot at Montclair, N. J., 

on April 1. 
R 

A number of the renowmed experts were in New York 

last week, of whom it was our esteemed privilege to 

meet “U. M. C.” Thomas, the eminent ballistic expert 

of the U. M. C. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.; Mr. Edward 

Banks, of the Du Pont Company, Wilmington, Del.; 

Mr. Harry G. Taylor, of Meckling, S. D.; and Messrs. 

Harold Money and L. Worthington, of the Winchester 

Repeating Arms Co. 
R 

The Princeton University team, guests of the Mont¬ 

clair, N. J., Gun Club, on April 4, engaged in the first 

of a series of team contests with the Montclair Club, 

and were defeated by the score of 203 to 152. There 

were five men on each team. As there was a gale of 

wind blowing, each man shot at 59 targets instead of ICO, 

as at first contemplated. A return match will be shot at 

Princeton on May 2. 
R 

The Highland Gun Club, of Edge Hill, Pa., won the 

series of the Philadelphia Trapshooters’ League, and 

therewith the championship. It was a close contest, 

the Highland Club's victory being consequent to the 

surplus points accumulated in prior contests of the series. 

The clubs finished as follows: Highlands 20 points; 

2811 target-, broken. S. S. Whites, 19 points; 2848 tar- 

gets. South End, 15 points; 2591 targets. Meadow 

Springs, 11 points; 2396 targets; Chester, 5 points; 1542 

targets. 
R 

The Frankford, I’a., Gun Club, recently organized, held 

its opening shoot at April 4, with events at both live 

birds and targets. Hellyer was high gun in. the target 

events with a total of 50 out of a possible 60. Wilson 

killed straight alone in the 10-bird event, 16 contestants, 

while in the 5-Dird event Wilson, Pierie, Cave, Hunt and 

McFee scored the limit. Boyd was the most consistent 

performer, as he scored 5 goose eggs straight from the 

28yds. mark, a rather difficult feat to accomplish in the 

springtime. 

Mr. J. A. Anderson, of the U. M. C. Co., was a wel¬ 

come caller in Forest and Stream office on Monday of 

this week. He was a little worn from his strenuous trip 

in the South, his mission there being as advance agent 

of the U. M. C. Co. Squad. He reported that the tour 

was a grand success. There were rumors that the ir¬ 

repressible historian and captain of the squad, Tom A. 

Marshall, was in New York also. While the renowned 

chief of the Indians was conceded to be in the first flight 

as an orator, the facility with which he handles a pen, 

as shown in his bright description of the squad tour, was 

rather a surprise to his friends, whose number is as of 

the sands of the seashore. 

R 

Secretary L. II. Schortemeier, 201 Pearl street, New 

York, announces three shoots of the Bergen Beach, 

L. I., Gun Club, for April 14, May 12, and June 16 

There will be three classes, A, B and C, distances re¬ 

spectively 18, 17 and 16 yards. First prize in each class, 

a gold medal. Members will be classified according to 

their scores and winnings in the past year. Condi¬ 

tions, 50 targets, entrance $1—that is, price of targets. A 

sweepstake will be held in conjunction with the main 

event. Several merchandise prizes will be added. Best 

two out of three scores will count for the medal. Take 

Flatbush avenue cars to Avenue N and Seventy-first 

street. 
R 

The recently adopted policy of the great ammunition 

manufacturers in permitting their missionaries to par¬ 

ticipate hereafter in the competition at their home club 

contests, and in other shoots which have not a formal 

programme, such as weekly club shoots and impromptu 

events apart from regular programme tournaments, is 

specially gratifying to the missionaries and to their many 

friends everywhere. To a man who is fond of shooting, 

it is wearisome indeed to be present at a shoot or shoots 

and at the same time be denied shooting privileges. At 

any shoot at any place, any missionary can do missionary 

work but a part of the time; therefore during the re¬ 

mainder of the time he can usefully display his skill with 

consequent advantage to himself and his employers. 

R 

Messrs. Phil B. Bekeart, of San Francisco, and W. P. 

Markle, of St. Louis, were visitors in New York last 

week. These inseparable friends were in the pink of 

condition and optimistic as to the future, notwithstanding 

the present stagnation in the business world. The de¬ 

struction of Mr. Bekeart’s business, caused by earth¬ 

quake and fire, not so long ago but what the horrors of 

that national calamity are still fresh in the minds of 

everyone, was but a passing event in the light- of Mr. 

Bekeart’s personal success; for, with his indomitable 

energy, bonhomie and loyal friendships, his business is 

flourishing to even a greater degree than of yore. 

Whereat every one will heartily rejoice. 

R 

The managers of the Iowa State shoot, May 12-14, have 

provided a like programme for each day, namely, eight 

15 and four 20 target events, $1.80 and $2.40 entrance, 

$7.50 and $10 added. Jack Rabbit system, 40, 30, 20 and 

10 per cent, will govern the division of the purses. All 

stand at 16yds., except in the Ottumwa diamond badge 

event, to be shot on the second day, a handicap 16 to 

22yds., open to all; 50 targets, $5 entrance; winner re¬ 

ceives entrance money next year, less 10 per cent. The 

badge is now held by Fred Gilbert and Russell Kline, of 

Spirit I.ake. No. 6 of the third day, at 20 targets, is for 

the Smith cup, concerning which, members of the A_s- 

sociation who compete for it will pay an additional 

entrance of $2, which will go to the holder of the cup, 

less 10 per cent, for the Association. This cup is now 

held by O. N. Ford. On the third day, commencing at 

1 o’clock, the amateur championship event will take place; 

100 targets, $5 entrance; moneys divided 25, 25, 25, and 

25 per cent; 10 per cent, goes to the Association. Ama¬ 

teurs of Iowa are eligible. Cup is now held by O. N. 

Ford. Shooting will begin at 9 o’clock each day. Targets, 

2 cents. Ship guns, etc., prepaid, care Hopkins Bros. 

Co. Shells for sale on the grounds. Association meet¬ 

ing May 13. 
R 

The championship of Metropolitan Gun Clubs, the 

second contest of this kind held by the Montclair, N. J., 

Gun Club, was a grand success in all particulars. There 

were 148 contestants, a greater number than were par¬ 

ticipants in the first contest, and a number far in excess 

of the average State tournament. The weather con¬ 

ditions were not favorable for high scores, particularly in 

respect to such contestants as shot in slow time, but 

high scores were made nevertheless. Four sets of expert 

traps, Sergeant system, afforded ample facilities for throw¬ 

ing the targets. The championship was won by Mr. 

Geo. K. Kouwenhoven, of the Bergen Beach, L. I., 

Gun Club, with the excellent score of 95, leading his 

nearest competitor, A. L. Ivins, of the Monmouth Gun 

Club, by 4. The latter has not figured conspicuously in 

trapshooting matters since the time when pigeon shooting 

was abolished in New Jersey. In pigeon shooting days 

he was among the leaders in skill and success. Mr. J. H. 

Hendrickson started a bit slow', but he gained steadily 

as the contest progressed, his scores being 21, 22, 23 and 

25, a total of 91. Four, Messrs. F. W. Moffett, !F. B. 

Stephenson, C. De Guillfeldt, F. A. Hodgman, and C. W. 

Billings, scored 90, the latter making a run of 42 straight 

at the beginning. The five-man team contest was close 

throughout. The teams of the New York Athletic Club 

and the Bergen Beach Gun Club tied on 435 out of a 

possible 500; in the shoot-off at 25 targets, Bergen Beach 

won, 101 to 89. The two-man team contest was won by 

Messrs. F. A. Hodgman and Albert Tilt, of the -New 

York Athletic Club, with a total score of 179, with 

Bergen Beach team No. 1 and the New York Athletic 

Club team No. 2 a close second with 176 each. The team 

contests were shot in conjunction with the main event. 

Of the professionals, the urbane expert Mr. J. S. Fan¬ 

ning was high with 89; second, Mr. H. L. Worthington, 

88; third, Mr. H. G. Taylor, 87. Mr. Ed Banks followed 

with 86, he and Taylor finishing strong, scoring their 

last 25 straight. Mr. H. S. Welles scored 85; Mr. Harold 

Money, 84; Messrs. Sim Glover and Neaf Apgar, 83. 

A notable feature was that the club carried the shoot 

through without any pleas of help to an infant industry, 

or solicitations to the trade for some of its hard-earned 

dollars; that is to say, it had no advertising in its pro¬ 

gramme, and paid its own expenses, as any self-respecting 

club should do. Bernard Waters. 
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The Palefaces. 
Boston, April 1.—The regular Wednesday shoot of 

the Palefaces was held at Wellington to-day, and twenty- 
one shooters in all toed the mark during the eight 
events. 

One "Bob Smith” monopolized all the honors but one, 
his work during the programme being of the highest 
order, 93 on the total and 48 in the 30-target match 
being scores that very few of the home shooters care 
to tackle whether in form or not, and to-day only a 
few seemed to be able to turn a good score once in a 
while. 

Geo. Ilassam with a 78 for fourth high looked way 
out of place in view of the 90 per cent, clip which the 
candy kid has been making of late, but changing to 
new guns is not always good for high averages, and 
many an unaccountable miss was chalked up on the 
board which might not have occurred with the old 
reliable. 

Among the new faces were several who made some 
very creditable scores, Clark with 75 and Hodges with 
73, both scores being worthy of special mention when 
taking into consideration that both have only taken 
up the trap gun during the last few months. 

Seemed kind of queer to be without the Governor- 
General, but for once Buff made the mistake of allow¬ 
ing business to interfere with pleasure, and the boys 
missed the always-ready joke at some one’s expense. 
Scores: 

Events: 
Smith 
Kirkwood 
Wild .... 
Hassam 
Frank .. 
Clark 
Horrigan 

1 2 
9 15 
9 15 
9 12 
7 8 
6 10 
ii 11 
8 10 

Hodges . 5 12 10 
Daggett 
Crane 
Charles 
Burnes 
Lynde 

7 10 
6 12 
S 10 

10 13 
7 8 

Todd . 6 9 
Jones . 
lack . 9 10 
Lockwood . 
Peterson . 
Reid . 2 2 
King . 5 10 
Rice . 

4 5 e 7 8 T’tl 
14 10 14 10 13 93 
15 8 14 8 13 91 
13 8 12 S 10 80 
12 10 11 10 12 78 
12 7 12 9 12 76 
11 9 11 6 13 75 
12 10 10 8 9 74 

9 5 9 9 13 72 
12 7 11 6 10 09 

9 9 10 6 11 08 
11 5 10 5 8 05 
10 4 11 4 5 05 

9 6 12 4 9 62 
8 6 9 7 9 00 

10 5 9 7 6 44 
8 7 43 

12 4 7 3 30 
9 5 u 30 

15 
21 

rstate shoot to be 
held in the vicinity of Boston was held at Wellington 
to-day on the Paleface grounds, and if attendance is any 
criterion of success, the initial shoot for registration 
can be put down on the calendar as one of the best. 
Some fifty-five shooters in all participated, and from the 
crack of the first gun in the morning to the last at 
5 o’clock, it was a repetition of good times, and both 
shooters and spectators—the latter numbering 150 to 
200—were somewhat loth to leave the grounds after 
such an outing. 

The main feature of course was the final match in a 
series of three between ten men teams representing the 
Middlesex Gun Club, of Lexington, and the Water- 
town Gun Club, of Watertown, and which proved to be 
much closer than at first anticipated, due to the fact 
that the Middlesex team was short of two of their 
best shooters. That their substitutes held their end up 
goes without saying, and no little credit is due the 
team for putting forth such a struggle against what to 
all appearances was a team impossible to be beaten from 
any one club in this section. 

Rule of the vanquished team proved to be the star, 
easily leading on the match with a phenomenal score, 
and all the time in the morning securing just enough to 
win the high average for the day over his Watertown 
competitor, Arthur, whose score was high enough to 
win ordinarily, fell just a target short of the coveted 
position. Mayor, in the amateur ranks, carefully tucked 
away third average and also the special prize cup on 
the first 75 targets, his 70 leading the entire field and 
being the result of very careful and consistent work. 

H. T. Bryant, one of the most enthusiastic Palefaces, 
won the sealed target match, his total coming within one 
of the desired number, and it being the first cup to adorn 
his den from the trap shooting sphere made it all the 
more acceptable. 

After the scores were announced a pleasing event 
took place. President Smith, on behalf of the Palefaces, 
presenting to President Daggett for the Watertown 
club, a silver prize cup as a souvenir of their win with 
the hopes that the ties that now bind the two associa¬ 
tions together would forever be as strongly welded in 
the future as in the past. Scores: 

Events: i 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 T’tl 

Rule . .u 12 13 14 13 18 18 20 19 20 158 

Arthur . . 14 13 14 14 13 18 17 19 17 18 157 
Stephens . . 15 13 13 15 13 20 15 10 19 18 157 
Mayor . . 13 14 14 14 15 19 17 15 17 10 154 
Kirkwood . . 11 11 14 14 13 19 17 19 19 10 153 
Roy . . 13 12 14 15 11 19 19 19 10 IS 150 
Sibley . . 13 10 14 14 12 17 10 17 18 17 148 

Glover . . 13 14 14 13 9 17 15 18 18 17 14S 
Dickey . 13 11 12 11 16 18 18 19 15 148 

Daggett . . 12 13 13 13 13 15 10 17 15 18 145 
Allen . . 13 10 13 13 15 16 15 16 15 18 144 
Frank . . 12 14 12 15 12 17 15 13 10 18 144 

Howe . .13 10 13 12 9 19 19 16 14 14 141 

Jordan . . 11 10 12 13 11 17 18 15 10 18 141 

Marden . . 12 10 12 10 14 18 12 18 17 17 140 

Smith . . 11 11 10 13 11 15 12 16 19 19 137 
Wheeler . . 13 8 13 13 11 10 17 10 113 17 137 
Darton . . 7 10 15 15 10 16 17 10 13 17 130 
Buffalo . . 9 11 12 11 13 16 15 17 10 15 135 
Powel . . 14 12 10 11 11 18 10 15 10 18 135 
Dinnin . . 11 11 9 12 11 15 18 15 10 17 135 
Hassam . .10 12 10 10 11 19 14 10 10 16 134 

Kdgarton . . 13 13 11 13 12 10 10 10 12 18 134 
Burnes . .11 8 13 13 7 19 14 10 14 15 130 

Six Record Runs 
L. R. Barkley’s Marvelous Shooting with 

WINCHESTER 
uns 

That winter's winds and icy chill 

don’t affect the unapproachable 

uniformity and hard shooting 

qualities of Winchester Shells and 

Shotguns has again been con¬ 

clusively proven—this time by L. 

R. Barkley, who since January 

1st has made runs of 132, 125, 

124, 115, 111 and 105 straight 

targets in open competition. Such 

shooting is wonderful in summer 

weather; in the good old winter 

time it is simply marvelous. Win¬ 

chester goods—the Red W brand 

—shoot well all the time. In 1907 

they won 65% of the 449 reported 

tournaments at which they were 

used. They won the Amateur 

and Professional Championships and Averages, made the highest 

of high averages ever recorded—97.18% for 3,300 targets—and 

established two new world’s squad records of 496-500 and 980- 

1,000. Best of all, their superiority won a still tighter hold on 

the hearts of American shooters. 

L. R. BARKLEY 

Shoot Red W Shells—A Sure Cure For Weak Scores 

Letendre . 
Doten 
Charles ... 
Hunt . 
Richardson 
Keeler 
Bryant ... 
Freeman . 
Cavicchi . 
Hebbard . 
Worthing 
Hodges ... 
Foster .... 
Bond, Jr. 
Bain . 
Straw 
Baldwin .. 
Gleason 
Todd . 
Chapman . 
Morse _ 
Bartel 
Bartel Jr 
Titcomb 
Tower 
Walker 
Jones . 
Fenno .... 

7 n 10 10 13 
11 ii. 13 10 12 
11 10 13 11 8 
14 14 8 12 11 

8 13 8 11 11 
9 10 9 9 10 

13 11 4 12 S 
7 5 9 8 6 

13 11 12 14 
12 11 14 12 
10 9 10 12 

12 10 12 
12 8 13 11 
10 13 13 10 
14 12 14 13 

11 13 8 

.11 
5 3 7 8 

.. .. 458 

i3 ii ;; !! 7 

18 17 16 10 12 130 
17 16 17 12115 134 

14 10 10 15 15 129 

10 13 12 9 14 123 

10 11 19 17 10 124 
10 10 13 15 19 120 

11 14 9 12 13 107 
13 12 13 13 13 99 
17 17 18 17 17 130 

16 17 10 17 10 131 
15 16 19 13 18 122 

10 14 12 15 14 105 

17 13 17 17 .. 108 
15 13 17 14 .. 105 

15 11 13 105 
14 11 15 13 .. 85 
20 17 20 14 19 90 
17 16 18 10 10 S3 
15 17 15 15 .. 73 

11 34 
15 16 15 14 .. 00 
4 21 
1 9 1 6 .. 10 

10 10 16 .. 48 
9 15 8 .. 32 

14 11 25 

13 9 99 

27 

Wild . . 13 11 . 
8 .. 

24 
8 

Team contest: 
\\ atertown. 

Frank . . 17 15 13 16 IS- -79 

Arthur . . IS 17 19 17 18- -89 

Buffalo . . 10 15 17 10 15- -79 

Jordan . . 17 IS 15 16 18- -84 
19 19 10 18- -N5 

Baldwin . . 20 17 20 14 19- -90 

Dagget . . 15 
. 17 

16 
16 

17 
17 

15 
17 

18- 
16- 

-81 
-83 

Kdgarton . . 10 10 10 12 18- -72 

Kirkwood . . 19 17 19 19 10- -90-832 

Previous score, 1629; grand total, 2461. 

M iddlesex. 
Smith . . 15 12 10 19 19- -81 
. 18 18 21) 19 20- 95 

Powel . . 18 in 15 10 18- -77 

Howe . . 19 19 16 14 10- -84 

Wheeler . . 16 17 16 13 17- -79 

Burnes . . 19 14 16 14 15- -78 

Sibley . . 17 16 17 18 17- -85 

Dickey . 
Mayor . 

. 16 

. 19 
18 
17 

18 
15 

19 
17 

15- 
16- 

-86 
-84 

-830 Hassam . . 19 14 16 10 10-81- 
Previous score, 1029; grant! total, 2434. 
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“ We Finish in a Cloud of Dust.” 
The U. M. C. and Remington Southern Squad has 

successfully negotiated the last hurdle; barriers and 
ditches are simply a pleasant memory—the hounds have 
ceased to give tongue, and the much-coveted “brush” 
as a well-deserved compliment for even disposition and 
good nature, under the trying conditions incident to 
continuous travel, was awarded to Annie Oakley. The 
cross-country run, through the land of flowers and'per¬ 
petual sunshine, is a thing of the past. Nine States have 
been visited, exhibitions given in thirty-nine cities, 
eight thousand miles traveled, incidents and escapades 
that were annoying at the immediate time are now looked 
back upon as being really amusing. What, do you ask? 

As a “headliner” we have Mrs. Frank E. Butler, 
better known to the civilized world as Miss Annie 
Oakley. She has appeared before and delighted the 
people of seventeen different countries, was for sixteen 
years the leading attraction with “the Buffalo Bill Wild 
West” show. To know her. personally is to admire and 
respect. The only perceptible shortcoming is the fact 
that her body is scarcely large enough to contain her 
heart—generous to a fault, philanthropic to the limit, 
always looking for an opportunity to drop a little sun¬ 
shine into the lives of children, or those in trouble. An 
incident: It was in the station at Macon, Ga.; balance 
of squad were on the outside platform. We glanced 
through the window, and discovered Annie in earnest 
conversation with a woman, evidently shy as the pos¬ 
sessor of worldly goods, but with three ’ or four little 
children hanging to her skirts. Annie first presented her 
with a large bunch of violets, the gift of some admirer of 
her prowess with the scatter gun, and at once followed 
with a' substantial “piece of money.” Upon inquiry 
later, Annie informed us that the father and husband 
was “in the baggage car ahead,” was being taken to the 
former home for interment. The mother had money 
for tickets, but nothing left for food. We never would 
have known of this had we not seen the incident 
through the window. Miss Oakley is certainly a lovable 
character, and has cemented many close friendships on 
this trip. 

Frank E. Butler has the proud distinction of being the 
husband of Annie Oakley. Individuality of his own? 
Well, I guess yes. A fund of information, gleaned from • 
constant and continuous travel over the world; endowed 
with wit and repartee; a crowd will never lack a first- 
class entertainer while Frank Butler is one of the party. 
You ask for a romance? Sure, will confide one to 
you; but promise it will never become the property of 
the outside world. 

Annie Oakley’s girlhood days were spent upon a farm 
in Ohio. She became very expert in the use of fire¬ 
arms. Her skill was the talk of the neighborhood. One 
of the neighbors made a trip to Cincinnati and saw Frank 
Butler shooting at wild pigeons, at a tournament then 
being held in one of the parks. His success was such 
that he became a little “chesty,” and possibly made some 
remarks about his personal ability as a shot that jarred 
upon the ears of Annie’s neighbor. He suggested • that 
there was a shooter at Greenville, O., that “could beat 
him MO birds for $100.” As Frank was not averse to 
the “picking up of some easy money,” the match was 
made for the following Saturday. To Frank’s- inquiries 
as to the name of the party against whom he was 
matched, the admonition to “wait and you will see” was 
handed out. Arriving at Greenville, Frank went to the 
shooting grounds, where the entire village and country 
people were assembled. At this time a wagon drove 
up, which was immediately surrounded, and a general 
handshaking with a little freckle-faced, bare-footed girl, 
wearing a little Quaker sunbonnet, calico dress and a 
broad smile. It was announced that Miss Oakley was 
ready for the match. Frank was confronting his oppon¬ 
ent (the writer desires to state that the description of 
Miss Oakley was furnished by her husband). The “race 
was on.” Frank claims that his defeat was due to the 
interest which developed for Annie during the match. 
Sure she won. Beat him hands down. Right there 
Frank’s perceptive faculties became acute. Like some 
of our foreign friends blessed with a job lot of titles, 
that have been grabbing off some of our American corn- 
fed heiresses, he saw an available “meal ticket,” and at 
once proposed. After much urging, the present Mrs. 
Butler consented. Thus closes this little romance. 

Col. J. T. Anthony—a typical Southern gentleman of 
the old school, a class that are fast disappearing—cour¬ 
teous, kind, continually making friends, never recording 
an enemy, just, still aggressive, entertaining, with a 
repertoire of stories and life incidents that make him a 
welcome guest in home or crowds. We would there were 
more men of the Colonel Anthony type. 

Wm. H. Heer, “silent man from Kansas,” the “cyclone 
shot from the Cyclone State”—a man in the prime of life, 
habits exemplary; of a retiring disposition—one who 
carefully weighs each idea advanced, and wastes no con¬ 
versation upon frivolities; very strong in his likes and 
dislikes; a friendship once formed is forever cemented. 

George W. Maxwell, of Hastings, Neb. To know 
George is to admire and respect him—“honest as the 
day is long,” hews close to the line of what in his 
judgment is right, the chips may fall where they will— 
doubly respected by those who know him best, his home 
people have accorded him many positions of trust. 

Tom A. Marshall (the scribe of the Southern squad). 
If I have inadvertently stepped upon any person’s toes 
or injured their feelings, I apologize. If I have fur¬ 
nished an article that has given any of my friends a 
moment of pleasure, I am fully repaid. 

J. A. Anderson, of Richmond, Va., our advance man, 
has made all things possible for us in the line of 
travel. His work has been an uninterrupted successsion 
of successes—no errors. 

We have had as our traveling companions such clever, 
congenial men as Walter Huff and Lester German, of 
the Du Pont Powder Company; A. M. Hatcher, of the 
Dead Shot Powder Company; Guy Ward, of the Bal- 
listite Powder Company. To know, associate and affiliate 
with such men as these, is to convince one that the 
companies are wisely selecting their representatives. 
They are friend-makers, mixers, excellent shots in 
addition to fine business ability. Here’s hoping we all 

may meet again. It can’t be too soon. 
The object of this trip, Mr. A. C. Barrell (who has 

been traveling with us a few days) assures me that the 
trip was planned as an outing, and a rest cure for the 
members of the. Squad. That it was considered at the 
executive office in New York as a vacation to rejuvenate 
and improve the health of the Squad members, that they 
might more actively participate in the tournaments the 
coming season. Billy Heer “hunches” me that he can 
detect a little bunch of sarcasm and dry wit (?) in 
Barrell’s version, and I am led to believe Billy is right. 
My version is that we were sent out to renew old ac¬ 
quaintances and make new ones; to create an interest 
in trapshooting, and generally boost the game. We think 
we “have made good.” We have regretted our short 
stops in many cities—this for the reason that we would 
have been delighted to have met more of you and have 
become better acquainted with those we did meet. We 
will meet you all again. 

At Memphis we met our old friend Jeff J. Blanks, of 
Trezevant, Tenn., winner of the G. A." H. in 1907. He 
was to meet us later, but the bright face has' failed to 
appear. What has gone wrong, Jeff? You well know 
you are welcome as flowers in May with our bunch. 

Durham, N. C., a place of 30,000, was properly placed 
upon the map long years since by the tobacco industries. 
As one drives through the streets, the fact is brought to 
your mind that if the fumes of tobacco count, Durham 
might justly be called “the Mothless City.” Immense 
brick tobacco warehouses are to be seen in every direc¬ 
tion. Many cotton mills are also located here. 

In addition, this city also has the distinction of being 
the home of Mr. George L. Lyon, who is known to 
every trap shot in the United States, and recognized as 
one of the most expert amateurs that faces the traps, 
and to those who have had the good fortune to visit his 
home. . He is branded the “prince of home entertainers” 
and his good wife is a most able assistant. The at¬ 
mosphere of this house is permeated with the cordial 
welcome, the homelike spirit, the feeling of “you are 
one of us”—this to the extent that the writer was in 
the kitchen assisting the hostess with suggestions to the 
chef, as. to the menu for the next meal. Brother Lyon 
came with us from Greensboro. His automobile was 
at the station, and the Squad were wheeled to the hotel. 
The writer, in conjunction with Mr. A. C. Barrell, were 
located as guests at the Lvon home, and we certainly 
enjoyed the hospitality to the limit. In the evening, a 
dinner was pulled off in honor of the squad. Mr. Hatcher 
accompanying us. To “hazard a line of talk” about that 
dinner, it was simply the best ever. The decorations 
were in green effect, most daintily arranged—this due, 
I think, to the careful manipulations of the Misses Carr 
(sisters of Mrs. Lyon). 

The dinner was certainly up to date: the table freighted 
with “scarcities of the season.” Barrell and myself (hav¬ 
ing enjoyed a couple of meals in advance of the squad at 
this home) were really embarrassed at the distressing 
regularity with which Frank Butler returned his plate 
for additional helps. He soon reached the comatose con¬ 
dition a la boa constrictor, as he for a moment floated 
away into dreamland, forgetting that he was. not eating 
in some cafe on the European plan. He was heard to 
say, “I don’t dare put this meal in my expense account; 
it would run mv.week’s expense up until I would lose 
my job.” At this point Annie shook Frank and pre¬ 
vented him from telling us the secret of how he was 
going to work in his imaginary expense. 

The home life in the Lyon domicile is ideal, two lovely 
children, quiet, refined, cultured. When the hour for 
church, came, the thought suggested itself to me. Assisted 
by a little invitation from Mrs. Lvon, we attended, and 
I certainly enjoyed the sermon, which would have been 
even more enjoyable had it not been for a “spring crea¬ 
tion,” an exaggerated version of the “Merrv Widow,” 
combined with the “Fluffy Ruffles Flare,” properly 
topped with green pon-por.s and ribbons, which resembled 
a St. Patrick’s day parade, and would have started a 
fight in a gang of Orangemen. 

We are much for Durham and the people. Come 
North, hold hands, and have fun with us. Let us re¬ 
ciprocate. 

Petersburg, Va., a city of 30,000 population, financially 
the strongest city in the South, a railroad center, and the 
head of tide water. It is the largest peanut market in 
the world, is also extensively interested in cotton and 
tobacco. Is known as “historic Petersburg.” Many 
of the revolutionary “mixups” were pulled off in and 
about this city. Fort Henrv was built in 1645, the head¬ 
quarters of General Phillips, of the British Army is still 
standing on Old and Market streets. General Lafayette’s 
headquarters of 1781 are still standing on the north bank 
of the Appomattox River. On East Hill is the head¬ 
quarters of Cornwallis. Arnold. Tarleton and Phillips. 
Here also was the home of the Randolphs, who were 
direct descendants of Pocahontas. General Grant’s head¬ 
quarters, where he held his last interview with President 
Lincoln on April 3, 1865, is now the home of Simon 
Seward. General Lee’s headquarters are also intact. 
Here the sanguine “battle of the Crater” was fought. 
It is said more men have been killed in battle in and 
around Petersburg than the British Armv have lost in 
fhe last hundred years, including wars with Napoleon. 

A new and most energetic gun club has been organized 
here. F. W. Jones, W. Gordon McCabe. Tr., A. E. 
Slagle, Thomas Holden, Carl Davis, W. P. Poole, Walter 
Sutherland and many others that I did not have the 
pleasure of meeting personally. Here a funny incident 
occurred which I will cite. It was in the cafe dining 
room. Two young ladies who had made all present “sit 
up and take notice,” were at the same table. Hatcher 
was disposed to “make good,” and was carefully selecting 
his language and 'shooting the goo-goo eyes” across the 
board. When he placed his order he incorporated some 
“poached eggs on toast,” which the waiter neglected to 
deliver. Hatcher looked wise, a la tree full of hoot owls, 
and told the waiter to eliminate the eggs. The waiter 
returned to the kitchen. Soon loud voices and much 
dissension were head issuing from the same. The waiter 
returned, and in an apologetic way remarked to Hatcher, 
“Boss, dat fool nigger cook don’t know how to liminate 
dem eggs.” The giggle passed around the table, and 
the “hen fruit” was forgotten. The Southern microbe. 

whose bite brings about, the hundred-straight habit, bit 
Billy Heer for the sixth time at this point. He certainly 
did the Bosco act and “ate them alive.” 

Richmond, Va., the home of one Jim Anderson, our 
advance man, who “sure has got in bad” with George 
Maxwell, George claiming that Anderson was responsible 
for the wet, miserable days that we have had both in 
Petersburg and Richmond, claiming that it was Jim’s 
negligence, in placing his order for good weather far 
enough ahead with the weather clerk. I am disposed to 
agree with Maxwell, but Anderson denies so strenuously 
that we will have to accept his version. 

Here we met an old-time bunch of friends—Wiley 
Lawrence, “Bow” Lohman, W. A. Hammond, Dr. B. L. 
Hillsman, W. S. McClelland, D. J. Flippen, Dick Cole¬ 
man, Richard Johnson, William Boyle, John Harrison, 
James Rutherford, V. Hechler, George Robinson, and 
James Tignor. We shot the Deep Run Hunt Club, and it 
certainly flavored of the I. S. M. A. Southern Handicap 
held here last May. Rain was descending, and even 
Shaner’s Island stood out in bold relief. 

The Toronto, Canada, Baseball Club were out to our 
entertainment. We knew this bunch before they became 
first-class “Canucks.” Manager M. J. Kelley (“Con¬ 
genial Mike”), Billy File and Myron Grimshaw, who 
assisted the writer at one time (while sojourning at 
French Lick Springs) in “pulling the tail out of the 
tiger”; Jake Gettman, of Hastings, Neb., George Max¬ 
well’s running mate; Jimmie Cockman and “Sandow” 
Mertes, were all there and boasting, as only an “old 
plating gang of rooters” can do “when they cut the 
handcuffs off” and all get busy. They are sure clever 
Indians, and we hope to meet you again. Here’s to 
you, boys, a bumper for the 1908 pennant for Toronto. 

We also had with us in Richmond Mr. A. F. Hebard, 
as our guest; he is another “inspiration” direct from 
the New York office. He is manager of the U. M. C. 
and Remington missionaries. Brother Hebard you can 
certainly put down as a “long bet” that we are always 
glad to have you with us. Come again. 

Charlottesville, Va., a beautiful little Southern city of 
12,000 people and the home of the University of Virginia. 
Here we met William Hall, J. E. Harrison, George 
Bruffey (president of the gun club), Harry George, R. S. 
Marshall, Newman Gaw and D. R. Snow, certainly en¬ 
thusiastic sportsmen. The crowd of about 600 remained 
to the finish, although the day was cold and disagreeable. 
Annie Oakley's exhibition was roundly applauded, and 
she was made the idol of the crowd at the close. The 
Cornell University baseball team were playing here, and 
divided the crowd with us. Frank Butler is becoming so 
absent-minded that he left the park, forgetting his wife. 
She remained there an hour after he had gone, before she 
realized that Frank had gone and forgotten his meal 
ticket. 

Washington, D. C.—The cold, disagreeable weather is 
disposed to follow us to a finish. Our crowd was limited 
here to about 800 people. We shot at the Analostan Gun 
Club grounds, near the Bennings race track. We had 
present many enthusiastic sportsmen, among whom were 
“Uncle Billy” Wagner, Mike Hogan, Charles Wilson 
(president of the club), Miles Taylor, Dr. Barr and John 
Coleman. The local lights certainly shot in a most cred¬ 
itable manner. The grounds are fine, and we are cer¬ 
tainly always pleased to meet, mix and affiliate with this 
bunch of Washington shooters. It is worth a trip to the 
Capital City to hear “Uncle Billy” Wagner rehearse the 
names of the old-time shooters, many of whom have 
crossed the Great Divide; to see Mike Hogan crack that 
face of his with a smile of satisfaction, is also worth the 
price of admission. 

At this point closes our Southern tour. In addition 
the weekly letters which I have been furnishing the 
sporting papers. To the press I extend my thanks for 
their courtesy in the publication of the incidents of this 
trip. To the readers I feel especially gracious for any 
time that may have been devoted to the perusal. To the 
members of the squad, as an entirety I desire to thank 
you for the very many courtesies that you have extended 
to me as captain, and I doubly assure you that I will 
be glad to meet any or all of you at any and all times. 
We have certainly been a happy family. Little vicissi¬ 
tudes that naturally come up in travel have been passed 
over by each and every one of you as jokes. To the 
many, many sportsmen and their friends that we have 
met upon this trip, I again bid you good-bye. Should 
you ever come into a city where the writer or any mem¬ 
ber of this team are particpating in a tournament, we 
will consider it a personal affront if you don’t hunt us up 
and 'put out the “glad hand.” I trust that we can meet 
in the near future. 

Tom A. Marshall, i 

Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing, N. Y., April 4.—The wind played havoc with 
our scores to-day and gave us some pretty swift and puz¬ 
zling birds. 

A handsome loving cup has been presented to the 
club by Mr. A. J. Nash, of the Tiffany Glass Company, 
to be shot for monthly and to become the property of the 
member who comes nearest to winning it three times 
during the year 1908. The first leg was shot to-day and 
won by Deems with 22 hits. 

Scores for the day were as follows: 
Nash cup, handicap, 25 birds: 

H. B. T. 
. 2 19 21 

II. B. T. 
. 0 91 21 

. 5 18 23 . 3 17 20 
Peck . . 3 21 24 . 5 17 22 
Keppel ... . 5 14 19 Cushmay . 5 10 15 
Barrett ... . 3 17 20 Foster .. . 5 14 19 
Deems .... . 3 22 25 Kruser .. . 4 14 18 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 15 15 25 10 25 Targets 15 15 25 10 25 

.. 9 9 13 5 19 21 7 21 
Campbell . .. 6 10 9 4118 Nash ... .... 10 10 13 6 17 
Peck . .. 12 12 18 9 21 Ashmore ... 5 10 .... 17 
Keppel .. 7 6 13 6 14 Cushman . 7 .. 6 10 
Barrett ... .. 9 7 15 7 17 Foster .. .... 11 10 15 5 14 
Deems .... .. .. 15 12 7 22 Kruser .. .... 9 10 14 4 14 

H. B. Keppel, Sec’y* 
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The most accurate and reliable cartridges are the U. S., as proven by careful tests made by the 

U. S. Government experts. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 
* 0 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St, Saa Francisco 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered with the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending April 4, are 
as follows: 

Randall, la., April 24.—R,andall Gun Club. John Peter¬ 
son, Sec’y. 

Pittsburg, Pa., April 28.—Western Pennsylvania Trap- 
shooters' League tournament, under the auspices of the 
North Side Gun Club. George G. Root, Sec’y. 

Celina, O.. April 29-30.—Celina Gun Club. W. H. 
Conner, Sec'y. 

Willimantic, Conn., May 4.—Willimantic Gun Club. 
F. P. Fenton, Sec’y. 

New Athens, Ill.—May 16-17.—Egyptian Gun Club. 
H. A. Dressier, Sec’y. 

Fort Scott, Kans., May 19-20.'—Missouri and Kansas 
Trapshooters’ League tournament, under the auspices of 
the Fort Scott Gun Club. F. A. Hornaday, Sec’y. 

Columbus, Wis., May 19-20.—Columbus Gun Club. G. 
V. Dering, Sec’v. 

Albion, Neb., May 20-21.—Albion Gun Club. A. II. 
I Ilian, Sec’y. 

Rich Hill, Mo., May 21-22.—Rich Hill Gun Club. Geo. 
I!. Conover, Sec’y. 

St. Joseph, Mo., June 2-3.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 
shooters' League tournament, under the auspices of the 
Metropolitan Gun Club. A. A. Carolus, Sec'y. 

Jersey City, N. J., June 2, 3 and 4.—New Jersey State 
Sportsmen’s Association tournament. Chas. T. Day, 
Sec’y. 

Evansville, Ind., June 4-5.—Evansville Gun Club. Al. 
Willerding, Sec’y. 

North Hatley, Can., July 1.—North Hatley Gun Club. 
J. C. McConnell, Sec’y. 

Eagle Grove, la.—July 28-29.—Eagle Grove Gun Club. 
A. L. Yearous, Sec’y. 

Cayuga, Ind.—Aug. 6-7.—Cayuga Gun Club. O. F. 
Thorne, Sec'y. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Springfield (Mass.) Shooting Club. 

The annual spring tournament of this club will be 
held on their grounds at Red House Crossing on April 
20. This will be a registered shoot held under the rules 
and regulations of the Interstate Association for the 
season of 1908. This will be the second tournament 
which the club have held on their new grounds, and a 
large attendance is expected. This tournament has be¬ 
come an event of importance among the shooters of 
New England, and many crack amateurs are expected to 
attend. The shooting will commence at nine o’clock 
in the morning, and continue all day. The programme 
of twelve events calls for 200 blue rock targets with an 
entrance iee of $16 for the sweeps. Targets included in 
all entrances at 1% cent each. Sweepstakes optional. 
Any one may enter any event and shoot for targets only. 
Loaded shells will be for sale on the grounds. I.ttnch 
will be served in the club house. To reach the grounds 

take Indian Orchard or Palmer cars to Red House 
Crossing; cars leave the city every fifteen minutes. 
Purses will be divided Rose system, four moneys. Tar¬ 
gets will be thrown from expert traps at about 45yds. 
Professionals and paid experts will be allowed to shoot 
for targets only. Guns and ammunition shipped pre¬ 
paid to C. L. Kites, Secretary, 416 Main St., will be de¬ 
livered on grounds free of charge if received before 
April 19. To the ten amateurs making highest average 
shooting the entire programme the following prizes will 
b< awarded: First, set of game carvers; second, flask: 
third, pipe; fourth, fountain pen; fifth, pocket knife; 
sixth, stylographic pen; seventh compass; eighth, pipe; 
ninth, necktie; tenth, box of shells. High guns to win. 
Ties shot off miss-and-out. Programmes are now ready 
and may be had by addressing the secretary. Every¬ 
body welcome. C. L. Kites, Sec’y. 

New York Alhletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., April 4.—Twenty-two guns 
turned out to-day for our regular shoot, and although 
the day was very cold and a gale blew across the traps, 
good scores were turned in. The competition for the 
various events were close. 

We were glad to have Mr. Frank Stephenson, of the 
Crescent Athletic Club, with us, and were only sorry 
he didn't bring some of the boys with him. The genial 
Gus Greiff was also with us, having returned from a 
month’s trip. 

Event No. 1. was shoot-off for March cup between 
Dugro, Dickerson and Pelham, and was won by Pelham. 
No( 2, practice, Pelham1 was high gun with 23 breaks. 
No. 3. April cup, leg won by Hodgman. No. 4, Sauer 
gun, leg won by T. J. O’Donohue, after tie with Dicker- 
son. No. 5, Smith gun, at 10 pairs, won by F. J. 
O’Donohue, after tie with Hodgman and Dugro. No. 6, 
special trophy, won by Pelham with clean score, as- 
sisted by one added target. Scores: 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 

Crowe . . 20 6 47 3 20 3 11 3 18 
T Lenane .:. . 18 10 46 '5 19 5 12 5 20 
Stephenson . . 20 0 41 0 22 
T T O'Donohue...,. . 19 6 44 3 24 2 14 1 23 
Greiff . . 20 0 41 0 20 0 16 
Dugro . . 20 4 44 2 23 2 ii 2 22 

Owen . . 15 10 31 5 16 5 15 

M V Lenane. . 21 2 44 1 22 i i3 1 21 
Thomson . . 19 8 47 4 23 4 10 4 20 

Wagner . . 16 10 40 5 17 5 15 

Coffin . . 17 10 43 3 23 3 23 
. 19 4 41 2 23 

Hodgman . 22 4 49 1 23 1 14 
. 23 4 47 1 25 

Tilt . 22 4 48 2 20 2 i2 
. 21 2 42 1 24 

J T O’Donohue. . IS 6 43 3 23 3 22 
. 16 0 31 0 19 o io 

Dr Brown . 4 10 4 16 

Dr Williams . 0 10 0 12 

W A Tilt. 4 11 4 20 
J J Keely. 5 12 5 17 

The return team match between the Fox Hills Gun 
Club, and the New York A. C. took place to-day, and 
resulted in another win for the Mercury-foot marksmen 
by 34 targets. The match at 100 targets per man, was 
shot under conditions all in favor of the targets. It 
was very cold, and there being a gale blowing across the 
traps, caused the bluerocks to soar and duck in the wild¬ 
est manner, the scores being highly creditable under 
the circumstances, especially that of Fred Hodgman 
of the home team, who broke 92 per cent. Scores fol¬ 
low: 

Fox Hills. 
Ilechtel . 22 18 19 21—80 
J J O’Donohue. 20 17 20 20—77 
liottome . 23 18 20 19—80 
Elias . 16 15 19 22—72 
Lembeck . 19 21 18 22—80—389—77 4-5% 

X. Y. A. C. 
Hodgman . 21 24 22 25—92 
Hillings . 17 20 21 22—80 
Pelham . 24 19 20 21—S4 
Dickerson . 19 21 23 23—86 
Tilt . 23 21 IS 19—SI—423—S4 3-5% 

Referee, Col. H. O’Dcnohue. G. F. P. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y., April 4.—The annual meeting of 
the club was held Friday evening at the Hotel Cunning¬ 
ham, Sandy Hill, a large number of members from the 
three towns of Glens Falls, Sandy Hill and Fort Ed¬ 
ward being present. The following officers for the en¬ 
suing year were elected and will be installed May 1: 
President, A. D. Witt; Vice-President, C. F. Newell; 
Secretary, A. A. Norton; Treasurer, II. T. Brown; Asst. 
Secretary-Treasurer, L. R. deRoode; Field Captains, E. 
Wiltse and J. N. Ingalsbe; Trustees, R. deRoode, H. 
H. Clark, H. P. Cronkhite. 

The report of the Secretary and Treasurer showed the 
club to be in a very prosperous condition, and the out¬ 
look for the coming season is bright. During the year 
just passed we have been to considerable expense fitting 
up our grounds and building a new club house which is 
now finished and very complete in every way. Through 
the generosity of our shooters, however (over 50,000 
targets being trapped), we have been able to do these 
things without going in debt or making an extra assess¬ 
ment, which is very much appreciated by the officers. 

On Saturday, April 25, we hold our second annual 
tournament which will consist of eleven events—seven 
15- and four 20-target—with $2 added money to each 
event, and we shall also give $15 for high averages. 
Another feature of the tournament will be a team race 
for a substantial purse. As our grounds are located 
right on the main line of the trolley between the towns 
we are in position to' take care of the shooters very 
nicely. Programmes will be ready next week. 

F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 
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193 out of 200 
The score by which MR. LON FISHER, of Hebron, Ohio, won HIGH AMATEUR 

AVERAGE, at Wellington, Ohio, March 31st. 

187 out of 200 
by MR. J. M. HUGHES, at Cedar Bluffs. Neb., April 1st, winning HIGH GENERAL 

AVERAGE. Mr. Fisher and Mr. Hughes both shot 

PETERS SHELLS 
MR. FRED SHATTUCK was Second Amateur with 191 and MR. C. A. YOUNG 

Third Professional with 188. 

1 8 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

J. Stevens 
Arms&T00I 

Company 
P. 0. Box 5668 

CHICOPEE FALLS 
MASS. 

A MODERATE priced gun—that shoots well, looks 
well, wears well, handles well, is a STEVENS 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE BARREL MODEL. 

Made in all standard lengths and gauges in Hammer and 
Hammerless styles. 

If you cannot obtain from your dealer, we ship 
direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of Catalog 
price. Send 5 cents in stamps for 160-page illus¬ 
trated Catalog describing entire output. 
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Championship of Metropolitan Clubs. 
Montclair, X. J.f April 1.—The second annual 

, “( hampionship of Metropolitan Clubs” was run off to- 
. day on the grounds of the Montclair Gun Club. There 
’ were 151) entries, eight more than last year. The weather 

was somewhat threatening in the morning, hut later 
cleared up, the sun coming out. High winds prevailed 
at times during the morning, interfering with high 
scores. 

The first shot was fired at 9:15 A. M. The last at 
•1:40 l*. M. With the exception of a brief half hour for 
lunch the traps were kept busy from start to finish, 
everything working smoothly and without mishap of any 
kind. 

Every man shot at 50 targets in the morning, the 
even-numbered scitiads shooting over traps 2 and 4, while 
the odd-numberea squads were shooting over traps 1 and 
3. In the afternoon this order was reversed. The 
records in the office were so separated that the score-; 
of the odd-numbered squads went on one sheet, the 
even on another. 

Until well along in the afternoon it looked as if there 
were to be several ties at 90 for first place, when 
Hendrickson succeeded in getting in strings of 23 and 
25, and scoring 91. Almost at the same moment 
Kouwenhoven made a 23 ‘and a 25 string, giving him a 
total of 95 and first place. A few moments later Ivins 
captured second place with a record of 92. 

When the smoke had cleared away it was found that 
Bergen Beach had tied with X. V. A. C. for the fivc- 

H. G. TAYLOR, MECKLING, S. D.,. 

Expert trap shot, recent acquisition to the 
U. M. C. Co. professional ranks. 

team cup, each with a total of 435 to its credit. In the 
shoot-off, at 25 targets, the Bergen Beach boys were 
successful, bringing in a card.of 101 to 89 for N. S'. A. C . 

The office was in charge of the secretary of the Mont¬ 
clair Gun Club, ably assisted by Mr. M. R. Baldwin, 
secretary of the Orange Gun Club, and Mr. King of 
the Montclair Golf Club. The field was in charge of 
Mr. A. R. Allan, assisted by Mr. P. II. Cockefair. 

That things ran smoothly is attested by the fact that 
there was no delay at any time either in the office or 
on the field, and that within five minutes after the 
close of the contest the result was posted on the bulletin 
board. 

This, one of the largest, and perhaps the most suc¬ 
cessful shoots held in the vicinity of New York in 
recent years, was made possible by the hearty co¬ 
operation of the officers of the competing clubs. 

The Montclair Club went in in it last year with the 
single object of promoting the sport of trap-shooting, and 
not with the idea of making money for the club or 
any individual connected with the club. This object has 
been adhered to, and while the club has been out of 
pocket each year two or three hundred dollars as the 
result, it feels fully repaid for its expenditure of time 
and money. Scores: 

C Babcock, Montclair (1 C, Montclair.15 30 17 15-*63 
Tames 11 ever, South Side G C, Newark.. 15 17 10 15 58 
E \’on Lengerke, Newton G C, Newton.. 15 18 18 19 70 
II Yon Lengerke, Orange (I C, Orange.. 17 14 13 20—54 
E A Guenther. South Side G C, Newark.. 22 21 19 19- 81 
F \\ Moffett, Montclair G C, Montclair!. 22 24 22 22 90 
t \Y Billings. N Y A (\ New York. 25 21 22 22- 90 
T J O’Donohoe, N Y A C. New York.... 18 22 17 21 78 
I. W Colquitt, Montclair G C, Montclair 19 18 15 19—71 
E 1C Gardner. Bernardsville, Bernardsville. 22 21 22 15 81 
1C W Reynolds, Bergen Beach G C, B’klyn 18 18 9 15—50 
1C Byram, I D K G C. Dover. 15 19 19 22—75 
II W Benson, Montclair G C, Montclair.. 14 14 19 12—59 
T Howard, Bernardsville. Bernardsville... 21 19 15 21—75 
T l) Nesbitt, Morris G C, Morristown- 20 19 17 21- 77 
1C Winslow, Montclair G C, Montclair. 15 14 20 18—68 
A R Allan, Montclair G C, Montclair. 15 14 22 18 70 
I* II Cockefair, Montclair, Montclair. 15 20 22 21—78 
W J Elias, N V A C, New York. 12 20 17 18—57 
M V Lenane, N Y A C, New York. 18 15 15 17—57 
Prank Muldoon, Ilolmdel G C. Freehold. 22 22 19 19 82 
H I) Hance. Ilolmdel, Freehold. 19 21 21 15 77 
1C I Van Derveer, Ilolmdel G C. Freehold *>0 **i *'3 •,1 8> 
G H Pircy, Jersey City G C, Jersey C\... 21 22 21 23-87 
C Thomas, Jersey City G C, Jersey City.. 19 19 22 19 79 

Metropolitan CKampionship 
At Montclair, New Jersey, April 1st, 1908, was won by 

Mr. George Kouwenhoven, score 95 ex 100, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLISTITE 
■—BBMBMMMBBWBMWB———WW—W— 

BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 
(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

New Model 24 Tllarlin Repeating Shotgun 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 

this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

7%e 7/lar/in /ire arms Co. 
27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to taking down the 

12 Gauge 
rake-Down 

6 Shots 
7}£ Pounds 

tew model 

You can take it 
down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

double extractors and 
automatic recoil hangfire 
safety device are other 
special features of this 

It has also the 272ar/in solid-top, side-ejecting construction, with 
1 • ’ ' dirt lpnvf- :— 1 re closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, twins and sand. 

Press Latch 

SIXTY-THREE YEARS AGO 
"Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. 
Louis, Mo., with seven other free trappers under the 
leadership of old Bill Williams. Seven of these eight 
men are dead, but Hamilton still lives out in Montana 
and still sets his traps. He has written the story of his 
early trapping days, and the book has been published. 

It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trapper s 
life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the storv 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is lurld. 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be called 
"blood and thunder,” but there is much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, telling 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple and 
direct, and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one of 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Kussell, 
the celebrated cowbcy artist of Great Falls, Montana 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.60. 

FOKEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE.'RGX/SOJVS? 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent. 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Combines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you 

“Forest and Stream.” 

saw the adv. in 
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WHY the Fox Gun 

mBecause it proves 
to be in every particu¬ 

lar as good as we claim. 
Hereareafew “Foxreasons"— 

Is Superior to All Others 

We so distribute metal in the “Fox” as to give maximum strength with minimum 
weight—it is the best balanced and safest gun built. In the light, symmetrical frame of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
we put a firing- mechanism positively simple in principle and construction—it reduces the more cumber¬ 
some action of competitors by half and multiplies their strength by two. The “Fox” employs coiled 
main and top-lever springs which we guarantee unbreakable. The top-lever locking bolt on the Fox 
Gun can never shoot loose. Men who have shot the “Fox” under all conditions for years verify this 
statement. The beauty of the A. H. Fox Gun is beyond question. Built by experts, ol the finest 
material and rigidly tested, the man who buys a “Fox” is assured of possessing 

“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD” 
L,et us prove these claims—write for free literature. Better yet, buy a “Fox” and prove them yourself. 

THE. A. H. FOX QUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

For Trout Fishing 

VICTORY 
FLY RODS 

Made of finest selected Split Bamboo. Fitted with 

tapered serrated ferrules; weights, 3/^ to 8 ounces; 

lengths from 8 to 10 feet. Hang and finish equal to 

any high grade rod made. Every 

rod guaranteed. 

Price, $15.°° 

SCHOVERLING. DALY © GALES 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or. Training vs. Breaking. 

By. S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth. 165 pages. 
Price $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to ’any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting: Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

P Moeller, Englewood G C, Englewood... 7 8 9 20—44 
W Hunter, Englewood G C, Englewood.. 19 IS 18 20—75 
G Pennell, Jr, Meadowbrook, Massapequa 14 15 IS 17—64 
H H Weeks, Meadowbrook, Massapequa.. 12 11 14 16—53 
W Kelsall, Belleville G C, Belleville.19 16 17 12—64 
F H Lewis, Pleasure G C, Englewood_ 19 21 24 22—86 
W J Sorter, Pleasure G C, Englewood_ 21 19 20 19—79 
E Westervelt, Pleasure G C, Englewood.. 15 18 20 19—72 
C J Westervelt, Pleasure G C, Englewood 15 15 15 21—66 
T VV Lydecker, Pleasure G C, Englewood 21 22 15 20—7S 
B D Homan, Freeport G C, Freeport-15 16 18 16—65 
W C Ellison, Freeport G C, Freeport.15 15 21 15—66 
F C Willis, Freeport G C, Freeport. 20 19 19 22—80 
L P Stone, Freeport G C, Freeport.10 12 15 13—50 
C F Schneiker, Freeport G C, Freeport.. 8 15 8 13—44 
R Nash, Meadow Brook G C.. 20 21 20 19—80 
Chas de Quillfeldt, Jr, Meadow Brook G C 23 19 24 24—90 
William Simonson, Meadow Brook G C.. 17 17 20 18—72 
A V Smith, Meadow Brook G C.17 21 18 18—74 
H T Lee, Meadow Brook G C.... 17 22 20 18—77 
C G Blandford, Ossining G C, Ossining.. 22 IS 20 23—83 
C Deitrich, Ossining G C, Ossining.18 15 18 17—68 
Ed Brewerton, Ossining G C, Ossining_ 15 15 19 20—69 
Orson D. Munn, Orange G C, Orange.... 21 17 24 19—81 
A Tilt, N Y A C, New York. 22 23 22 22-89 
F A Hodgeman, N Y A C, New York.... 24 22 22 22—90 
G F Pelham, N Y A C, New York. 21 21 22 22-86 
J T Dickerson, N Y A C, New York. 22 22 15 21—80 
C L McClave, North River G C, Fort Lee 19 20 20 23—82 
F Truax, North River G C, Fort Lee.... 21 21 21 18—82 
E C Meyer, Andover G C, Andover. 22 19 18 21—80 
A B Brickner, Newton G C, Newton.18 21 16 17—72 
A V Suydam, Bergen Beach G C, Bklyn. 22 20 20 16—76 
W It Ryder, Bergen Beach G C, Bklyn.. 17 15 17 19—61 
H D Bergen, Bergen Beach G C, Bklyn.. IS 22 16 22—78 
W A Kennedy, Monmouth Park, Matawan 20 21 15 21—77 
Edw Smith, Monmouth Park, Matawan... 15 18 .. ..—33 
C M Johnson, Monmouth Park. Matawan. 11 19 10 9—49 
H H Shannon, Jersey City G C, Jersey C 14 13 7 9—40 
II C Pearsall, Tersey City G C, lersey C 16 16 15 13—60 
R I? Craufurd, Jersey City G C, Jersey C 17 17 18 20—72 
M R Baldwin, Orange G C, Orange. 16 20 23 22—81 
F S Slater, Rahway G C, Rahway. 17 15 13 20—65 
G S Nichols, Jr, Westchester Country Club 20 18 18 17—73 
T Phillips, Amakassin G C, Yonkers. 20 21 18 18—77 
H W Mallinson, Amakassin G C, Yonkers 17 20 20 17—74 
H J Burlington, Jersey City G C, J C.... 23 21 14 21—79 
F R Wickes, Orange G C, Orange. 21 20 20 20—81 
E H Howlett, Orange G C, Orange. 19 13 13 14—59 
13 II Ciickner, Jackson Pk G C, Paterson 15 18 20 17—70 
R M Brown, Montclair G C. Montclair_ 15 20 13 13—61 
W C Waring, Montclair G C, Montclair... 15 15 14 8—52 
Evarts Tracy, Log Cabin G C, Plainfield. 18 24 21 13—76 
O L Russell, Orange G C, Orange. 22 21 18 20—81 
G F Fischer, North Caldwell, Caldwell... 16 13 18 17—64 
C E Jacobus, Montclair G C, Montclair... 19 21 21 18—79 
R L Jacobus, Montclair G C, Montclair.. 19 19 14 21—73 
W S Terry, Independent G C, Plainfield 18 18 20 14—70 
S F Sabocker. Independent G C, Plainfield 22 20 22 21—85 
F S Ilyatt, Montclair G C, Montclair.... 16 13 16 18—63 
A P Kinney, Andover G C, Andover. 20 19 18 20—77 
F W Matthews, Trenton S A, Trenton_ 19 15 19 22—75 
W H Matthews, Trenton S A, Trenton.. 22 17 24 19—82 
J J O’Donohue, N Y A C, New York.... 14 16 17 21-68 
T Lenane, Jr, N Y A C, New York.... 15 20 16 16-67 
W J Simpson, Cranford Golf C, Cranford.. 16 13 20 14—63 
T Dukes, Montclair G C, Montclair. 14 14 21 21—70 
Dr J C Ayer, Westchester Country Club.. 14 19 23 23—79 
S Scott, Westchester Country Club. 20 24 1 9 23—86 
A C Bcstwick, Westchester Country Club 16 20 18 17—71 
Geo Bechtel, Fox Hills Golf Club, S. I... 16 14 30 
Chas Schreyvogel N R G C, Fort Lee.... 17 16 18 18—67 
S M Van Allen, Emerald G C, Jamaica.. 23 20 21 24—88 
John Martin Bergen Beach G C, Bklyn. 19 21 22 23—85 
W J Wright, Jersey City G C, J C. 23 20 1 9 16—78 
O C Grinnell, Jr, Crescent A C, Bklyn.... 22 19 21 19—81 
G G Stephenson, Crescent A C, Brooklyn 20 17 16 24—77 
F F> Stephenson, Crescent A C, Brooklyn 24 20 22 24—90 
J W Hetrington, Hudson G C, J. C. 11 13 17 17—58 
I A Henderson, Melrose G C, New York. 20 19 19 23—81 
W J Brennan. Melrose G C, New York.. 22 18 21 18—79 
Fred Yon Deesten, Melrose G C, N Y.. 20 19 23 21—83 
II Booth, Melrose G C, New York. 19 17 21 23—80 
H M Jackson, Melrose G C, New York.. 13 10 19 16—58 
VV C Damron, Bergen Beach, Brooklyn.. 20 21 23 22—86 
A E Hendrickson, Bergen Beach, Bklyn.. 20 17 21 18—76 
J G Ropes, North River G C, Ft Lee_ 17 18 17 20—72 
C F Hunter, North River G C, Ft Lee.... 16 17 18 20—71 
C L Richter, North River G C, Ft Lee_ 17 20 21 21—79 
H A Groesbeck, Jr, N R G C, Ft Lee.. 19 20 22 20—SI 
A D Tunis, Morris G C, Moristown. 15 22 14 13—64 
E O Stillwagon, Holmdel G C, Holmdel.. 20 14 18 19—71 
F L Wilson, Freehold G C, Freehold_ 17 22 22 22—83 
L M Stager, North Caldwell, Caldwell_ 22 20 17 22—79 
C L Fischer, North Caldwell, Caldwell.... 21 23 18 20—82 
W H Jacobson. Belleville G C, Belleville.. 14 22 18 20—74 
H Higgs, Belleville G C. Belleville. 20 20 23 20—83 
J Sandford, Belleville G C, Belleville.,17 18 20 20—75 
H VV Richardson, Jr, Smith G C, Newark 20 17 20 17—74 
C T Day, Jr, Smith G C, Newark. 19 19 22 23—83 
A Findley, Smith G C, Newark. 21 15 23 23—83 
J VV Davis, Smith G C, Newark. 19 IS 21 21—79 
I Castle, Smith G C, Newark. 22 20 23 23—88 
J II Hendrickson, Bergen Beach, Bklyn.. 21 22 23 25—91 
G S K Remsen, Bergen Beach, Brooklyn 18 17 18 21—74 
G K Kouwenhoven, Bergen Beach, Bklyn 24 23 25 23—95 
A J Grable, Bergen Beach, Brooklyn_ 20 21 18 18—77 
H VV Dreyer, Bergen Beach, Brooklyn.. 18 17 14 13—62 
Birch, Unattached, Bloomfield.12 18 12 16—58 
E von Kettengill, Monmouth Pk, Red Bk 20 22 22 24—88 
A L Ivins, Monmouth Pk, Red Bank.... 24 23 23 22—92 
J D Burtis, Monmouth Park, Red Bank.. 16 20 20 22—78 
A Bennett, Monmouth Park, Red Bank.. 19 20 19 17—75 
Wm O’Brien, Hudson G C, Jersey City... 19 18 23 17—77 
L T Haney, Bergen Beach G C, Bklyn.... 19 21 20 16—76 
R C Stryker, White House, White House 22 13 22 19—76 
A G Southworth, Crescent A C, Brooklyn 18 21 23 23—85 
J Rochetti, Rahway G C, Rahway. 21 19 22 19—81 
W R Squire, Smith G C, Newark. 18 22 23 23—81 
G W Boxall, Montclair G C, Montclair... 17 21 20 19—77 
M W Wynne, North River, Ft. Lee. 19 19 19 20—77 
E E Hallinger, Jersey City, Jersey City.. 24 20 24 22—90 
*E Banks, Wilmington, Del. 19 21 21 25—86 
*Neaf Apgar, New York. 16 22 22 23—83 
*H G Taylor, Meckling, S. D. 22 21 19 25-87 
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•H L Worthington. Rising Sun, Md. 
•Harold Money, Colorado Springs- 
•Tack Fanning, Jersey City. 
*H L Brown, Newark . 
•H H Stevens, Roselle .; — 
•Sim Glover, New York. 
•G R Schneider, New York. 
•H S Welles, New York. 
•A W Money, Oakland, N. J. 

,22 24 22 20—SS 
21 22 22 19—84 
23 21 24 21—89 
17 18 20 16—71 
13 16 17 21—67 
17 20 24 22—83 
13 16 20 14—63 
21 22 20 22—85 
18 18 22 17—75 

•Trade representatives. 
Five-man teams: 

Bergen Beach. New York A. C. 
G K Kouwcnhoven 95 C W Billings. 90 

J H Hendrickson.. . 91 Albert Tilt . 89 

\V C Damron. 86 F A Hodgman.... 90 

Tohn Martin . , 85 G F Pelham. 86 

H D Bergen. ..78—435 J T Dickerson.... SO- -435 

414 Pleasure . 3SS 

Jersey City . 413 Montclair . 387 

Monmouth Park 410 Meadow Brook ... 393 

North River . 401 Melrose . 380 

Orange . 388 Freeport . 305 

Holmdel .. 39S 

Shoot-off of tie at 25 targets N. Y. A. C. and Bergen 
Beach gun clubs: 

N Y A C.  89 
Leading two-man teams: 

Tilt .89 
Hodgman .90—179 
T H Hendrickson. 91 
John Martin .S5—176 

Individual championship, 
hoven, 95; second prize, i 

J. H. Hendrickson, 91. 

Bergen Beach .101 

Ivins . 92 
Burtis .78—170 
Hallinger .90 
Burlington . 79—169 

first prize, G. K. Kouwen- 
. L. Ivins, 92; third prize, 

Edward Winslow. Sec'y. 

Philadelphia Trapshooters’ League. 

Philadelphia, Pa., April 4.—The wind-up of the Phila¬ 
delphia Trapshooters’ League 1907-08 series at Crum 
Lynne finished with a close contest, the S. S. White team 
winning over the redoubtable Highland team by two 
targets. This win by the Whites scored three points, by 
the Highlands, by winning second, scored two points, 
which with its two points in the lead, won in prior con¬ 
tests, decided the championship for the Highlands. 
Scores follow: 

S. S. White. 
Griffith .25 18—43 
Beyer . 22 19—41 
Brenizer .... 23 20—43 
Milton . 18 23—41 
Chalmers .... 24 19—43 
Cantrell . 20 24—44 
Neweomb ... 23 24—47 
White . 22 23—45 
Harper . 25 21—46 
Sanford . 20 23—43—436 

Highlands. 
Ballantyne... 22 24—46 
Wentz . 22 21—43 
McCarty .... 23 20-43 
Clark . 20 21—41 
Rogers .21 20—41 
Meehan .23 19—42 
Herman .... 22 22—44 
Davis . 20 23—43 
Wayne . 22 23—45 
Trott . 23 23—46—434 

Southend. 
Eisenhart ... 23 17—40 
Cook.22 19—41 
Peckmann .. 21 22—43 
Rexon . 19 19—38 
Tule . 20 19—39 
Hineline _19 17—36 
Horner .17 18—35 
Bates . 21 19—40 
Peak .15 21—36 
Ratcliffe .... 21 19—40—388 

Chester. 
German . 22 24—46 
Foord . 21 19—40 
Criswell .... 16 17—33 
R Larmous.. 21 22—43 
Trainer .13 21—34 
Young .18 19—37 
Little .15 16—31 
Longbottom. 19 20—39 
Copple . 25 22-47 
Lawton . 17 18—35—385 

Meadow 
Gothard .22 17—39 
Laws .14 19—33 
Williams .21 16—37 
Kollock . 21 20—41 
Tackson .20 18—38 
Coyle . 17 18—35 

Springs. 
Franklin .... 18 IS—36 
Hillpot .19 18—37 
Kaufman ... 16 21—37 
Martin .21 17—38 
Torpey .23 18—41—379 

The scores made by the rest of the League shooters 
who did not qualify in the team race are as follows: 

S. S. Whites—Heite 19, Witherden 34. Robinson 33, 
Fontain 33, Hinkson 23, Reade 37, Marcy 40, Nelson 36, 
Cotting 33, Pratt 40, Tansey 40. 

Highland—Ringgold 36. Bender 40. Perry 40, Pflegar 
40, Hoover 39, Mawson 26, Denham 41. Crooks 40, Geiger 
36. Dorp 38, Lohr 36, Mooney 37, Harkins 28. Green¬ 
wood 37. 

South End—Pechmann 32, Biddle 32, Newkirk 21, 
Lippincott 26, Horner 35, Johnson 28, Kabinsky 32, Brupt 
35, Heard 30. 

Meadow Springs—Pierce 30, Laws 33„ Crandler 31 
Willey 28, Emery 22. z 

Chester—Shattuck 29. Henlett 22. 

both hammers and extracts the shells when the breech is opened. On 
other guns from 15 to 25 more parts are needed to do the same work. 
That easy rocking of the barrels on the hinge-joint is also due to this 
one part. There is no strain anywhere. The self-compensator bolt 
takes up the wear in the 

Lcfcvcr Shot Gun 
making it tight in every direction. The action of the Lefever shot gun 
never concerns the hunter; it is too simple to engage his mind. 

COCKING 

HOOK 

Any practical man will see these advantages if he examines the gun 
in a store. But we tell in a catalogue of other advantages over 
other high-grade guns, which no man can see—taper boring, 
quality of steel, handwork on .parts, etc. Send for it. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. 
23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Cheap Gun 
is a menace to the life of its owner; its vital parts 
break or wear out quickly. It can never be depended 
upon for accuracy or good results. The owner of a 
PARKER GUN is insured against all of these evils. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

The Oldest Gun Builders in America 

BARGAINS IN BOOKS! 

Shelf-Clearing Opportunities for Book Buyers 
Slightly Damaged Copies, Odds and Ends of Editions, 

Shopworn Books, Samples, Returned Copies, Odd Volumes. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., April 4.—The regular weekly shoot of 
the Mountain \ lew Gun Club, at Sycaway, was lightly at¬ 
tended. The severe wind storm which prevailed made 
the targets hard to locate. Despite these conditions, 
some good scores were made. 

Roberts was high gun, breaking 79 out of 100 targets. 
Next Saturday the club will hold the championship 
shoot at Rensselaer county. The wind was the cause 
of the light attendance to-day. The scores: 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

Roberts .... .100 79 Nichols .... . 100 66 
Valentine .. .100 76 Welling ... .100 58 
Sanders .... .100 71 Harper .... 23 
James . .100 68 Crowley ... . 50 

J- J- 
20 

F. 

SOME of these books are absolutely new, some are a trifle soiled, some 
have scratches on covers, and a few have slight defedts that make them 

unsalable as new books. Many are among our best sellers and those of 
other publishers. They are all good books, some rare and very valuable— 
travel, exploration, hand books of sport, adventure, juveniles—all are ofFered 

at great price reductions. 
" The list is too long to reproduce here, but we will gladly furnish it on 

application. There are nearly 100 titles marked at from a fifth to a half of 
regular prices. If the book you want is here you will save money. 

Write to-day for list of books and prices. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York City 
The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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Every Championship Event 
at the- - — 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
—Ttiii^wgsBgaa^—bm—mggpgi wn:^.'fTtniiT imme——■ 

The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE” and 
“INFALLIBLE are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 
LIGHT 
SIMPLE 
C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St., New York 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

(Guaranteed Water Proof. Size, 7 1-4x7 1-4 feet. 

Complete with poles, ropes and pegs, Weight 13 
lbs. ‘■dze rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen's Catalog, 3 cents. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

of ferrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reefer- jknet4^3iS!Bed=iL-~-jGiet 

free sample and booklet P-52. 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. JERSEY N. J. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Or. William Allen. Price, $2.16, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam LovePs Camps. 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop/* By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.’ 

The Columbus Gui\ Club. 

Columbus, ()., April 4.—No targets were smoked up at 
the De Graff tournament on Thursday, said the boys that 
shot through. Chipping was the crder, as the velocity 
of the wind took them such a clip that you were mighty 
lucky to get even the edge of your pattern near enough to 
get a piece that was perceptible to the referee. Fifteen 
shooters left Columbus to attend the De Graff shoot 
and show the congenial secretary, Mr. Long, that we 
wanted to help make his shoot a success. The club 
house arrangement at De Graff was very clever, and re¬ 
flects great credit on the secretary and members of the 
Club for making comfortable arrangements. 

The extreme severity of the weather, with its fifty-mile 
breeze, is the only thing that kept a crowd of forty to 
fifty shooters away from the De Graff shoot. Columbus 
has had weather, and can appreciate the situation. 

Mr. A. E. Shatford came out alone to the club on 
Thursday to try the new gun. and managed to take 50 
shots between gasps, as the wind was bow.ing along at 
such speed that Air. S. found it necessary to anchor to 
the posts as he came down the line by wrapping cue 
leg around the post and trying to keep balanced with 
the other. 

John k. Taylor has^ been bitting the high places this 
week, 97 out of 100 Saturday afternoon, and 198 out of 
200 at W ilmington on Tuesday, which is very close to 
getting them all. 

Fred Le Noir is happy as a lark, and says that he 
thinks it is largely due to the splennid climate in Ohio 
and the congenial people he meets here. Fred’s 191 at 
the Wilmington shoot was second high professional. 

Dr. Van Fossen received a hearty welcome on Saturday 
afternoon when he drove into the grounds, and he 
showed the boys that if he had gene through one of the 
most seriogs lines of operations known to modern sur¬ 
gery, and had been almost given up by his friends, his 
recovery, though somewhat slow, had been substantial. 
The Doctor was able to shoot at 100 targets, breaking two 
22s out of 25 each, and getting 84 out of the ICO. It was 
a real pleasure to see him. as there is not a finer sports¬ 
man in the country nor one more popular. 

II. E. Smith did not shoot so well Saturday, being 
almost totally disabled with a very bad cold, llajry says 
hot weather is his long suit. 

J. II. Smith strained his gun so badly at the De Graff 
cyclone that he will have to send it to the hospital for 
an operation. 

Jake Evans was out experimenting with some of his 
fancy shots, one arm and so forth. “Jake” is going to 
give an exhibition at the Grand American, he and Bill. 

Frank Burris presented the secretary with a very tine 
specimen of male spoonbill duck, nicely mounted, which 
will make an elegant addition to the collection on the 
old fireplace mantle. Frank likes the game all the way 
through, and the spoonbill is greatly appreciated by 
Shattuck and all the hoys that have seen it. 

Mr. L. W. Cumberland’s boy killed a fine specimen 
of a Guinea loon on the water above the storage dam, 
and presented it to the secretary, and this will he 
mounted, to^ go along with one that was killed last 
spring. A fine pair they will make. Master Cumber- 
land has promise of becoming a good shot. Mr. L. 
W. Cumberland is with the U. M. C. Co. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 K 7 8 9 10 11 12 
'Targets: 2D 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 15 15 

Le Noir . . 17 20 18 17 IS 17 23 21 23 21 14 13 
Burris .. . 17 IK 16 15 16 18 20 16 .. 
Bowers . . 15 16 17 17 16 17 16 20 23 17-13 13 
Shatford . . IK 15 12 17 14 15 17 16 17 IS 11 13 
Webster . . IK 16 18 18 18 19 22 21 2*2 IS .. 
T aylor . . 19 20 19 20 19 .. •’0 .. .. 
II !•: Smith. . 17 19 IS 14 .. .. 21 .. .. .. 12 14 
J T Wells. . 15 15 16 13 17 .. 
Allen . . 10 9 13 13 11 .. 
I Evans . . 17 12 14 16 18 .. 
Baker . . l(i 18 14 14 .. .. 14 ..- .. .. 13 11 
W R Davis . . 15 11 17 14 .. .. 20 .. .. 
Koundy . . IK 16 19. 20 20 .. .. 13 11 
Kaufman . . 15 14 16. IS 17... 
Van Fossen . 22 22 20 .. 12 13 
Wilson . . IK 15. 17 16 .. .. 10 
Wing . . 11 13. 19 .. .. 
I )om ny . . 11 16. 
Fishinger . 16 .. .. 
Shattuck . . 20 19. 21 .. .. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., April 4.—A very strong north¬ 
west wind, blowing about 50 miles an hour across the 
traps, made an impossible condition for good scoring. 

Events: i o q 4 5 (> 7 8 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Dreyer . . 15 11 16 14 14 11 13 19 
Damron . _ 17 18 18 14 17 13 
(iaughan . . 15 14 9 13 13 12 is 4 
Lyman . . 15 IS 14 19 15 20 9 
Armitage . 19 17 19 13 13 
Morgan . 19 IS 16. 17 12 
Shepard . 15 11 6 
lohnson . 13 17 7 16 14 15 
Brombacher .. S 4 
I'ranklvn . 13 () S 
Remsen . 16 
Clark . 14 9 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. V., April 4.—The cup, emblematic of the 
championship of Westchester County, N. V., presented 
by Sheriff Chas. AI. Lane to the Ossining Gun Club, 
is on exhibition in one of the show windows of Barnes 
& Barnes at this place. The loving cup is a beauty, it 
stands fifteen inches high and is inscribed as follows: 
“Sheriff’s Cup, Championship, of Westchester Countv. 
presented by Chas. M. Lane for competition May 13, 
1908.’’ The championship is to be at 100 targets, which 
are to be included in the first five 20-target events. No 
extra entrance fee to be charged. Later the cup will 
he exhibited in some Broadway sportsman’s goods house 
show window. 
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Atlantic City Gun Club. 

Ati.antic City, N. J.. April 1.—Herewith are the scores 
of our regular weekly shoot, held 27th ultimo. 1 he first 
two events were a team shoot between nine men from 
the Chelsea Gun Club and the Atlantic City Gun Club. 
The latter team won out with a margin of 4i targets. 
The shoot was well attended, and during the afternoon 
nearly 2500 targets were thrown. Mr. Ovorbaugh, of the 
U M C. Co., was with us again. Orlemann ami Shep¬ 
pard were high guns in the team shoot, each getting 40 
targets out of a possible 50. 

Team shoot: . „ ... , 
Chelsea Gun Club. Atlantic City Gun Club. 

Hackett . 10 23-39 Orlemann ..2119 -40 
Madaro .15 10-25 •••• J? }5-35 
Punn .IS 18-30 Wahl . 21 15-30 
Collins .14 13—27 Willis . G 34-31 
gweenev .... 10 15—2o Adams .16 15-31 

Mason '. 13 12-25 Pennell. it oUy) 
Hand . 13 13—20 C Specht .... 11 21-3. 
Thrown 16 21—37 Sheppard ... 21 19—40 
Connelly".'.'. 7 15—22—262 Shinn ... ..16 18—34—309 

Sweepstakes. Nos.: 3 4 5 0 i 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Dunn“V.V.. 14 14 •• IS 15 

Collins . ij 15 •• 3 1° 

Mason   3 8 17 14 10 

U, « ii 52 Orlemann . -4 -1 - 
Hammill . 13 ^ ■■ 
simile . 1- Willis 
Pennell 
C Specht 
Shinn 
Cloud .... 
\V Specht 
Wells .... 
Ton 

13 11 
11 

20 17. 
13 15 14 14 10 
10. 
14 .. 10 18 .. 
.. 11 14 12 9 

guber .22 is 

Somers . 3 • • 
Cope 
Sanders 

14 
10 17 

Seamen 16 

TTerold .!!.. 1® 1® 
Hallam .. •• ■■ •• ■; 

A. H. Sheppard, Sec y. 

Yds. 
22..200— 6 

000— 3 

Harrisburg Sportsmen’s Association. 

Harrisburg. Pa., April 2.—A sliding handicap pre¬ 
vailed at the Hunter Arms Co. trophy shoot, held by the 
Harrisburg Sportsmen’s Association to-day. During the 
shoot, a wind, blowinsr thirty-seven miles an hour made 
difficult conditions. Mr. H. O. Sebold, with a score of 
10 out of 12 live birds, won. Scores: 

Yds. Yds. Yds. 
W S Wray.23..021 22..200 21..211 
A H Roberts. ...21. .100 21. .100 21. .000 
C C Hackett.21..112 22..020 21..212 
E M Sensening. .24. .000 23..202 22..210 
Fred Dinger.28..002 27..220 26..220 
T N Whiteman..21..102 21..112 22..010 
I W Pomrain:ng.23. .010 22..110 21..012 
T E McDowell...23..001 22,.0°0 21..010 
W W Jennings...23..1°0 22.. 100 22..001 
W H Wilson....21..231 22..201 21. .102 
Fred Confer.21..222 22..000 21..200 
Mike Bullock....21..210 21. .100 21..010 
Scott Oreenawalt.24. .020 23..112 23..007 
H A Gettye.24..000 23..002 22..002 
T M Wix ....23..20? 22. .001 21..000 
R Ed Keys.24..020 23..lit 24..000 
G W Henler.28..222 29..202 27..020 
R E Reed.21..021 21..00? 21..200 
Karl Steward.2S..200 27..202 26. .200 
M Brotton .21..100 21..020 21..220 
A S Benner.24..022 23..002 22..000 
T W Griffen.25..120 24..200 23..201 
E S Brinton.25. .101 24..022 23..222 
C W Eisenhour.26. .010 25..222 26..012 
A B Baldwin....23..022 22..110 21..102 
T B Singer.21..002 21..000 21..200 
H O Sebold.27..202 20..222 27..022 

21 
21 
23 
20 
21 
25 
21 
21 
99 

24 
25 
21 
21 
20 

M^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

n capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

102— 9 
220— 6 

8 
Oil— 8 
010— 6 
0T0— 3 
000— 4 
110— 9 
200— 5 
201— 6 
121— S 
222— 5 
020— 4 
021— 0 
202— 8 
011— 0 
022— 6 
101— 0 
022— 5 
010— 6 
000— S 
002— 7 
220— 8 
212— 5 
222—10 

For Sale Cheap.—I have a few thoroughly trained poin¬ 
ters and setters left over that I will sell very low to 
reduce my stock. You can get a bargain in a good one 
now. GEO. W. LOVELL. Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan. Mo. 

FOR SALE—SETTER and POINTER PUPS and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels anu 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la._lo 

FOR SALE.—A real pointer dog, three months old. 
Sire Fairbairn’s Lad; dam, Lawrence’s Fern; she by 
Dash of Gold (Dot’s Jingo—Indiana), ex Lady Lou 
(Plain Sam—Duble’s Roxane). Dot’s Jingo, by Jingo— 
Dot’s Pearl. Indiana, by Rip Rap—Dolly D. Rip Rap, 
by King of Kent—Dolly D.; she by Dick Croxteth. 
Plain Sam, by Hal Pointer—Kent’s Star. Duble s 
Roxane, by Rip Rap—Margaret II. Fairbairn’s Lad is 
not registered.- He won first at Danbury show, 1907, 
and is a comer. Address, FRANK LAWRENCE, 386 
Third St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 15 

THE STANFORD BEAGLES.—GET THE BEST. 
A few grown youngsters, ready to use and tram at once; 
also two good brood bitches and puppies innumerable. 
Prices, photos, stud cards, 6 cents stamps. STANFORD 
KENNELS, Bangall, N. Y._15 

"LOOK OUT FOR DISTEMPER.”—Smith’s No- 
Distemper tablets prevent dogs from having distemper, 
keen them in good condition and free from disease. 
Distemper remedy in each large box. Large box, $1; 

•small box, 50 cents. SMITH TABLET CO., Hudson, 

Mich. 18 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

New York, April 4.—Scores made at Greenville, N. 
J., to-day follow: 

Revolver, 50yds.: Capt. W. A. Tewes 76, 82, 85; J. E. 
Silliman 88. 85, 87. 89. 92, 86. 86, 95. 88. 

Rifle. 200yds.: G. F. Snellen 221, 213, 223, 221, 217; 
L. P. Hansen 212, 211. 

April 2.—At 2028 Broadway the following scores were 
made to-day: 

Revolver. 20yds.: Dr. R. H. Sayre 89. 89, 80. 85, 85; 
P Hanford 87, 87. SO. 85, 82; R. M. Rvder 85; T. P. 
Nichols 88. 84. 82. 82. 86. So: M. Hays S6, S8, 87. 86. S4; 
B. F. Wilder 90. 89. 86, 84, 82; G. Grenzer 85; J. E. Silli- 
man 89, 87, 86 , 84 , 84. 

Rifle, 25yds.: P. S. Clark 239, 241; R. M. Ryder 238, 242, 
240. 

Jos. E. Silliman, Treas. 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

Auburn, Me., April 4.—The scores of the Auburn 
Rifle Club for this week were as follows: 

Rifle: N. L. Mower 246, 241. 241. 240; H. E. Doten 
243. 242, 241; G. M. tfeavey 241, 238, 232, 232; W. M. 
Miller 236; Guv Chadburn 234; W. R. Houston 233; 
W. M. Trask, 230. 

Pistol: W. M. Trask 93, 89, 83, 78, 73; II. E. Doten 
87. 84 , 81; W. M. Miller 84, 74; A. Cushman, Jr., 82, 
72, 70; N. L. Mower 81. W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

For Rifle News see pages 562 and 565. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, apd I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely, trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fowai 
and Stream. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 
Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS. Lexington, Ky. 

'BOOK. Off 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY CLOVER, D. V. S„ 118 West 31st St„ New York. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 

men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 

Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 

fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 

pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew ana Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
ar.d to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.60; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bears I Ha.ve Met—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Celebrated HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH 
PARTRIDGES and PHEASANTS, 

the large 
Hungarian 
Hares, all 
kinds of 
Deer, 
Quail, etc., 

etc., lor stocking purposes. rancy x-neasams, ornamental 
water fowl and live wild animals of evenr description. 
Write for price list. WENZ & MACKENSEN, Dept. T, 
Yardley, Pa. 
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Attention! 
We desire to call special attention at this time 

to our 

Repair Department 

No part of our a business is more satisfactory or 

better known to our most critical customers than 

this particular branch, and in the last twenty-five 

years we have probably been intrusted with more 

fine guns to repair than any other concern in this 
country. p 

We do the highest class of work in this line, and employ £ 

skilled labor from abroad with technical knowledge of the if 

latest methods and formulas of the best English makers. Our 

gun stockers are positively the best in this country, and we are 

direct importers of the finest Italian walnut, and alw’ays have IV* 

a large number of unfinished stocks on hand to select from. 

We solicit the repair work of all American sportsmen and can give 

v’1 ra.pid and skillful service by trained experts. In consequence the work 

) is efficient, mistakes rarely occur and charges are moderate. 

'-'i. • We take second-hand guns in part payment for new 

I 

VICTOR BICYCLE AT $25.00 
with the understanding that you may use it 10 days, and if not more 
than satisfied with bicycling in general and our wheel in particular the 
amount will be refunded. We sell more bicycles than all other stores 
in New York combined. Prices begin at $17.50 and end at $50.00. 

'< 

Every style of outing goods, including Automobile Accessories, Bicycle 
Sundries, Athletic Goods and Camp Outfits. Catalogue free. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK 

Bicycling in Vogue Again 
Every sport has its on and off years, and now it is the bicycle’s turn 

again. More bicycles are being bought and ridden than any time since 
the "palmy days.” Bicycling means more than pleasure—it means 
health, recreation, economy in transportation, and all at small cost. 

If you have given up your wheel or if you never knew the pleas¬ 
ures of wheeling, let us supply you our 

F'lMF' rilW^ All the Prominent ENGLISH 
*■ \JUI1%3 and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, f reener* Purdey. Jos. Lang (El Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ® SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLO 
349 Fifth Avenue, near 34th Street, NEW YORK 

Dealers in High-Grade Sportsmen's Supplies, Camping Outfits. Canoes, 

Rowboats, Cameias, Kodaks, etc. Vacation Rifles a Specialty. 

Golf. Tennis. Croquet. Base Ball Goods, etc. 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 

-GO TO -— 

meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every p 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advanta 
ah scorers will appreciate, particularly when working 
a dim light. I he horizontal spaces are numbered fr< 
1 to dO. Broad perpendicular lines divide these ir 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets j 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Ru 
for Livr Uird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shootit 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revis 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and t 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Our Fishing Tackle 

Department comprises 
Everything in the 

Line of Tackle. 

FOR RELIABLE 

FISHING 

Catalog free 

on application. 

TACKLE 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
/OL. LXX.—No. 16. PRICE. TEN CENTS SATURDAY. APRIL 18, 1908. 

TRAVEL, NATURE STUDY, SHOOTING, FISHING YACHTING 

A Weekly Journal. Copyright, 
08, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St., New York 

WATER SPORTS IN THE NORTHWEST 

Oregon Yacht Club, on the Willamette, at Portland 
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Carleton Canoes 
For Paddling or Po wer »' 

There are none better. Over 30 years 
experience in Canoe building. We use 
State of Maine Cedar exclusively which 
is a lighter and tougher wood than 
other cedars. Materials, construction 
and finish the best. Models for every 
use. Write for free illustrated booklet. 

CARLETON CANOE CO., 
15 Main SI. OLD TOWN, MAINE. 

STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe r>,—oK'“ 1 ra.jffii saif ™ i i saie. Simple, Durable, 

.(fW-l® ‘ j Reliable, Powerful. 

I “GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser- 
1 vice." That's the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 
TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 

_ conies aboard. 

THE STRELINGER ■■■ We carry in stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
(4 Cye.—1 to 4 Cyl.) and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., 

$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 

motors. 
THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 

Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins Steel Pleasure Boats Can’t SinR 
Easiest to Row—Absolutely Safe 

Made of steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat. 
Can’t leak,crack,dry out or sink,last a lifetime. Every boat 

guaranteed. Ideal boat for families, summer re¬ 
sorts, parks, boat liveries. Strong, safe, speedy. 

Write for cur catalogue cf Row Boats, 
Motor Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats. 

The W. H. Minlins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0. 

* The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S SPAR COATING 
USED BY THE LEADING YACHT AND BOAT BUILDERS 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather and temperature. 
Has good body, is light in color, free working, elastic, durable, bril¬ 
liant,and dries out of the way of injury from dust in about eight hours. 

Does not 

turn white 

on 

mahogany. 

Does not 

discolor 

your spars. 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH & CO. 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO 
NEW YORK 

- . „ , ^ ... innA Cable, "Burgess,” Boston 
»lephones : Marblehead, 211; Boston, Main 4870 

iV. STARLING BURGESS COMPANY, LTD. 
(Late BURGESS <a PACKARD) 

Naval Architects and Engineers 
JOHN R. PURDON, Manager 

H. A. HAWTHORN, Brokerage Dept. 

MARBLEHEAD. MASS. 
Marine Insurance, 131 STATE ST.. BOSTON, MASS. 

“GLEANER”—Auxiliary Wrecking Schooner of 
Chatham. 

“CORINTHIAN”—Champion of the Pacific Coast, 
1905-0 

“CRICKET”—Forty-Footer, Champion Gulf Coast. 
* ORESTES”—Winner t»f Upton Cup for 1900. 
“BETH”’—Fast Steam Vedette Boat, 1907. 

“ISLANDER”—Passenger Steamer for the Augusta, 
Gardiner and Booth Bay Steamboat Co., .1907. | 

‘‘LITTLE HASTE”—Champion 21-Footer. 
“OUTLOOK”—Winner of Quincy Cup. 
“PELLEGRINA”—40 Rater. 
“MERCEDES”—Fastest 00 Rating Automobile Boat. I 

Afloat, 25 1-2 miles. 

‘‘PINELAND”—130-foot Gasoline Passenger Boat, 
19 miles. 

“ELIZABETH SILSBEE”—135-ft, Auxiliary Fishing 
Schooner, Fastest and Most Powerful on the 
Atlantic Coast. 

BOSTON HOSPITAL SHIP—Steel, ODD Tons, Twin 
Screw. 

YACHT BUILDING 
Agents for Dock Marine Engines. Self-Starting, Five Cylinders, GO, 40, 25 H. P. 

Storage and Repairs. Ten Ton Steam Shearlegs 
Largest Railway in Marblehead (21 Feet of Water) 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM f UBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Foaxsi 
and Stream. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS* 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with 1 ess work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly. 

No skill required. Price $ 18.00. 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Band Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa. 

[April i8, 1908. 

BEAR YARNS. 

Samuel Hoyt started from a neighbor’s, 
carrying a quarter of beef across his shoulders, | 
says Helen Hunt in the Rural World. His j 
homeward way lay through the woods. Two j 
young men at the neighbor’s told Hoyt the 
bears would get his meat before he got through 
the woods. Thinking to scare Hoyt, they cut : 
across lots and secreted themselves in the bushes 
beside the path, and when Hoyt came along they 
began to growl and crash through the bushes, j 
Laying down his beef, Hoyt gathered his hands 
full of stones and began to pelt those bushes j 
briskly, and so good was his aim that the bears 
made quick tracks for home, and one of them 
bore bruises to show for his part of the game, j 

Hoyt resumed his journey and trudged to- j 
ward home chuckling. 

A latter-day bear story was told by some of \ 

the returned hunters from the Maine woods., 
Two of them while out hunting one day came] 
across two bear cubs at play. After watching 
them awhile one hunter said: “1 his is my cub, 
and started to catch it. The other hunter said, 
“This is my cub,” indicating the other, and at¬ 
tempted to catch that one. Nothing happened 
until they seized the cubs. Of course they 
yelped for their mother, and she appeared on 
the scene immediately. If you ever say any' 
one drop anything hot you have some idea of, 
the delerity with which those hunters dropped: 
those cubs and skinned up two trees that luckily 
were near. “Guess we’ll let the old bear have 
’em both,” they said in concert. “We don’t 
have any use for them.” Having laid down, 
.their guns to cdtch the cubs, they were obliged 
to remain up a tree until Mrs. Bear saw fit 
to amble off with her family, which she took; 
more time to do than was absolutely necessary,] 
the wingless birds thought. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium o 
entertainment, instruction and information between Amer 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 01 

the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymou 
communications will not be regarded. The editors ar 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: Fo 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rate 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, monej 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publisl 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of new: 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Gre:, 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 fc 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—Londor. 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2..‘ 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages. 20 cents per agate line. Special rates fi 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the lin 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should 1 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which th< 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must i 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will n 
he inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per lin 
Only advertisements of an approved character insertej 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instructio 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Tir 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds ai 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. War 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cen 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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National Board for Promotion of 
Rifle Practice. 

Washington, D. C., April 15.—The action of the Senate 
in striking out the amendment to the army appropriation 
bill, which would have prevented officers of the Army, 
Navy and National Guard from participating in the 
national rifle and revolver matches at Camp Perry, O., 
this summer, is highly gratifying to the War Department, 
which had received a flood of protests from all sides 
against this proposition. Gen. Robert Shaw Oliver, As¬ 
sistant Secretary of War, and President of the National 
Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice, presented the 
views of the War Department to the Senate Committee 
on Military Affairs, and has also addressed a letter to 
Chairman Hull, of the House Committee. It is not 
thought likely the House will insist on the amendment. 
In presenting the matter, Gen. Oliver said that President 
Roosevelt himself had asked him to call the attention of 
the committee especially to this provision, and to ask 
that it be stricken out. He quoted Gen. Bird W. 
Spencer, the famous New Jersey expert in rifle shooting, 
for many jeara president of the National Rifle Associa¬ 
tion, as saying that it would practically destroy the effect 
of the national matches, in the establishment of which 
Gen. Spencer and his colleagues took such an active 
part. Gen. Oliver said: “In case this amendment be¬ 
comes a law, it will almost, if not entirely, defeat the 
excellent purpose for which the first law upon the sub¬ 
ject of the national trophy was enacted in 1903. The 
reason for the enactment of the law was to encourage 
excellence in marksmanship with rifles and pistols In 
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and National Guard. 
In this most important of all duties, the officers are 
the instructors of the enlisted men; and this they are 
not competent to be unless they thoroughly understand 
themselves all the details of military rifle and revolver 
shooting. They attend the national competitions, some 
of them from States or Territories which have not even 
a rifle range. These officers and enlisted men mix with 
the finest rifle and revolver shots in the world and 
absorb much valuable information and no little equally 
valuable enthusiasm on rifle and revolver shooting. They 
return to their organizations and tell all they know, 
which is readily absorbed and disseminated throughout 
the entire military force of the State or Territory. This 
has been going on with the militia for the past four 
years, and during that short period the improvement 
and interest in military marksmanship have been re¬ 
markable. In 1884 competitions were inaugurated in the 
army, where officers and enlisted men shot together for 
prizes; this soon developed many officers and enlisted 
men who were expert rifle shots, and it created in the 
Army much enthusiasm. As a result, when the Spanish 
War came on, our Regular Army was the finest body of 
expert rifle shots in the world. Those who started the 
National trophy are working upon a small scale to ac¬ 
complish the same thing for the National Guard. It 
certainly needs no argument to prove that an educated 
officer in his military duties is of far more value to the 
Government than an educated enlisted man, for the 
reason that the officers can be sent to instruct other 
officers and enlisted men. It would really be for the 
best interest of the United States to have the teams sent 
to the national matches composed entirely of commis¬ 
sioned officers. On account, however, of other consid¬ 
erations, it has been found advisable to have a fair 
proportion of enlisted men in each team.” 

The schoolboys of Washington are looking forward to 
the Easter week tournament, which will be the first held 
in this city where schoolboys will shoot with military 
rifles. The movement for schoolboy practice is spreading 
rapidly throughout the country, having been greatly stim¬ 
ulated by the success which it has met in New York 
City, where it is conducted under the auspices of the 
Public Schools Athletic .League. Washington has no 
such influential or wealthy organization, but the National 
Capital Rifle and Revolver Club, which is an organiza¬ 
tion composed of civilan and military men in about equal 
numbers, undertook the task, and all indications point to 
a most successful tournament. The schoolboys fell in 
line, and for some weeks the officers of the High School 
Cadets, which is a crack corps, have been receiving in¬ 
struction and imparting it to their companies. During 
Easter week there will be individual matches for the 
junior marksman’s medal, given by the National, Rifle 
Association; company, batalhon and school team matches, 
ending with special matches for the officers. The War 
Department, and especially the National Board for the 
Promotion of Rifle Practice, is heartily seconding the 
movement. Gen. Wm. P. Hall and Capt. F. N. Slayden, 
of the Board, will be in attendance, and General Oliver, 
President of the Board and Assistant Secretary of War, 
will present the medals and prizes. The National Rifle 
Association will be represented by Lieut. Albert S. Jones, 
its secretary, who did so much toward making the New 
York tournament a success. Capt. Sheridan Ferree, of 
this city, the well-known expert pistol shot, president of 
the club, will be the executive officer, assisted by Col. 
E. J. Dimmick, who is known to all leading riflemen. 
In addition to providing the marksmen, the cadets will 
also furnish officers for range officers, scorers, markers, 
etc., and will thus obtain not only instruction in shooting, 
hut in the actual conduct of real military rifle matches. 
Each of the ammunition companies and several of the 
arms companies will have their experts in attendance, and 
the tournament is expected to attract wide attention. The 
War Department has loaned a number of the new Spring- 
fields, fitted with ,22cal. barrels, but other .22 military 
rifles may be used. The matches will last the entire 
week. 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, ha* 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRING 

Fishing Tackle Tennis 

Golf and Base Ball Goods 
Catalogues Free on Request 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384-6N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

HIGH GRADE 
ENGLISH TACKLE 

v 
v 
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I 

My trade with American and Canadian 

£ Fishermen is now so large that I have 

published a 

jSj Special American Edition 

of My Catalogue 

Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. 

v 
* 

I 
ADDRESS 

W. J. CUMMINS r 
Dept. K 

Fishing Tackle Maker 

Bishop Auckland 
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Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. "Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Loading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the *£▼. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

Bristol 
Steel Fish i no Rods 

■O 

IF you could own but one fishingrod.it 
would of course be a "BRISTOL.” 
If you could own a dozen rods, most / 

of them would undoubtedly be “BRIS- j 
TOLS,” because they are the strong- / 
est, the most reliabl e, the mostadapt- 
able and the most successful rods in the 
world. None genuine without the word 
“BRISTOL” stamped on the handle. 
Sold everywhere. Every rod Guaran¬ 
teed for Three Years. 

Beautiful Illustrated Catalogue 
Mailed Free. 

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO., 

« 84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn, i 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
The New Coaxer Trout Fly 
actually seeras to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don't wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Bass size 30c. Postage 2c. 

New Tackle Catalog, W. J. Jamison. 1274 Polk St., Chicago 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
By Dr. W. Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 

Darnell. Cloth. 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 

plates. Price, $1.00. 

Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
wood duck, the great horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 
young, the kildeer plover and young, the bobolink, the 
bluejay, the chickadee, the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
the robin, the woodcock, the kingfisher, the crossbill 
and nuthatches. The illustrations are charming, and 
the accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. • 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

MODERN TRAINING. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 

The treatise is after the modern professional system of 
training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illti»- 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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WORLD’S TOURNAMENT RECORDS 
Made at NEW YORK SPORTSMEN S SHOW February 22 to March 7 

By parties using 

H. L. LEONARD RODS 
RECORDS: 

Bait Casting for distance, *4 ounce weight. 
Bait Casting for distance, Yz ounce weight, 
Bait Casting for distance, Greenwood Lake Style, 
Switch Fly-Casting with 4-ounce Rod, 

137 feet 
- 177 feet 

134 1-12 feet 
91 feet 

In this Tournament, competitors using H. L. LEONARD RODS won as follows: 

23 First Prizes out of a possible 29 
15 Second Prizes Out of a possible 29 
15 Third Prizes out of a possible 29 
53 Total Prizes out <si a possible 87 

“Tournament Casting,” of course, is not “Fishing,” but it takes a rod with the 
"stuff” in it to make records same as above. 
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WILLIAM MILLS &. SON, 21 Park Place, N. Y. 
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THOS. J. CONROY 
Mamif&etursr and Denier in 

Fine FishingTackle Importing Goods 
TARPON, TUNA nnd ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE °*n£Fm 
Fa cto ry-Sales room FISHING TACKLE. 

90~91 FULTON,ST. * , #/^ / / a//"* 
NmY. ForallANGLING 

ESTABLISHED 1857 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904 

World’s Columbian Exposition, Chlcngo, 1893 

awarded to 

JULIUS VOM HOFE 
FISHING REELS ONLY 

No. 351 South 5th St. - - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with food bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. 

Send for catalogue. 

THE U=B LIVE FROG HARNESS Holds The Frog Without Hooking 
And Keeps it ALIVE 

A SENSATIONAL HIT 

Never before has there been 

offered to the angling frater- 
one third actual size aB article of such value 

J J CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

UNKEFER 6 BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO By DEALERS or direct, postpaid 50 Cents 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.’1 
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WOODCRAFT. 

Sr* 

By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. 

Trout and Bass Flie 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

iniiKI HODMAN 4502 STE. CATHERINE STREf JUnn nUnIYIAn, WESTMOUNT : QUE., CANAI 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAIT 
For Trout and Bass Fishir 

No swivels required; “they sp 
so easy.” Made in seven diffi 
ent size blades, 25 styles, 
either Bucktail or feather fl 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ir 

FISHING TACKL 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at on 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest yc 

S. DOERING & CO., 564 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird'Grinnc 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intima 
with two of the three tribes which made up the gr< 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, a 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of t 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret histc 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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It’s Square 

Jttount 
Vernon 

Distillery 
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Bottling 

This 
is it 

COOK & 
BERNHE1MER CO. 

New York 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. « 

On and after the first of May next the address 

of the Forest and Stream Publishing Company 

will be 127 Franklin street, New York city. 

The business offices and editorial rooms will 

be removed to the new address during the latter 

part of the present month, and on May day 

Forest and Stream will be in larger quarters 

than those occupied during the past twelve years 

in the New York Life building. 

NEW JERSEY GAME LAW. 

The New Jersey game bill introduced by 
Senator Colgate has been passed by the Legis¬ 

lature, and in due course was signed by 

Governor Fort. 

It divides the State into two game districts, 

of which the northernmost contains Passaic, 

Sussex, Morris, Warren, Essex, Hunterdon, 

Somerset, Union, Hudson and Bergen counties, 

while the southern section contains the rest of 

the State. In the northern section, woodcock, 

partridge, quail, pheasants, prairie chicken and 

wild turkeys may be shot between October 15 

and December 1. In the remaining counties the 

season opens November 1 and closes December 

25. In the northern section wildfowl may be 

killed between October 15 and January 1, while 

in the southern section the dates are November 

1 to March 15. 

In so far as the bill abolishes the summer 

shooting of woodcock and for a part of the 

State cuts off the spring shooting of wildfowl, 

these bills are a gain. On the other hand, they 

are mere stopgaps, and seem to show that the 

New Jersey Legislature had not the courage to 

tackle the game question broadly and boldly and 

put itself on record as in favor either of reason¬ 

able game protection, or of no game protection 

at all. The bill straddles the question. 

The experiment of dividing the State into two 

parts is likely to prove a failure now, as it did 

when it was tried about fifteen years ago, with 

the result that in the central part of the State, 

anywhere near the border line, gunners were 

afield from the time of opening in the northern 

section to the time of closing in the southern 

section. A similar state of things may be looked 

for now. 

As has been pointed out by a number of New 

Jersey papers, it seems an absurdity to have 

running through the middle of the State a 

crooked imaginary line on one side of which 

the law permits one thing, while on the other it 

forbids that very same thing. 

The form taken by this bill seems a concession 

to the gunners of South Jersey who desire to 

continue spring shooting. 

THE MIND OF LOWER ANIMALS. 

In the attempt to analyze and classify the dif¬ 

ferent phases of the human mind, the most pro¬ 

found psychologists disagree on many funda¬ 

mental points. Volumes have been written on 

the mind and its workings, and of these the most 

conspicuous features have been the multiplicity 

of obscure terms and abstractions and of diverse 

views, all leading into mazes of uncertainty. 

Man has certain analytical powers of mind con¬ 

cerning things of the objective world, but he 

seems incapable of any sound analysis of his 

own mentality on an extensive scale. Yet the 

workings of the brain are no more mysterious 

than are the workings of the heart and lungs, 

and other important organs. When one asks 

the why and the whence, the quest comes too 

near the problem of life itself to be grasped by 

the finite mind. 

When men disagree so radically in important 

matters concerning their own mind, its sub¬ 

divisions and its powers, it is not at all strange 

that there should be many more points of dis¬ 

agreement on the question as to whether the 

lower animals have reasoning powers, or indeed 

whether they have any mind at all. A peculiar 

feature of any discussion of this kind is that the 

most fragmentary data are invoked to justify the 

broadest conclusions. For instance, a dog is 

cited as attempting to do a certain simple act, 

and his failure to accomplish the act is of¬ 

fered as evidence of the absence of reasoning 

powers. As a matter of fact, the dog in ques¬ 

tion might have been a simpleton among dogs 

and therefore an unfair representative of his 

kind in a display of intelligence; or he might be 

too intelligent to persist in a purpose which had 

no useful end even if accomplished. It might 

be contended in the case of the Scotch terrier 

puppies, referred to by our correspondents, and 

described in “The Introduction to Comparative 

Psychology,” by C. Lloyd Morgan, that the fact 

that the puppies even attempted to carry the cane 

through the gate instead of between the slats of 

the fence, was an exhibition of reasoning power. 

Unfortunately, however, for the citation in ques¬ 

tion, one of the puppies succeeded in adjusting 

the cane to the circumstances of the problem and 

carried it through the gate. Unfortunately 

further for the reference to the work in ques¬ 

tion, Mr. Morgan cites many incidents as acts of 

true intelligence on the part of dogs. 

Many of the greatest naturalists and philoso¬ 

phers concede reasoning powers to the lower 

animals, alike in kind, but much lower in degree 

than that of man. 

One great source of weakness in arguing 

against reasoning ability in the lower animals 

is that the educated man takes his highly edu¬ 

cated circle of acquaintances as the standard of 

intelligence instead of considering all mankind 

in comparison with all the lower animals, on the 

point in question. There are races and tribes 

of men who rank but little higher in the scale 

of intelligent life than the lower animals. 

However, discussions on the subject of instinct 

and reason have had place many times in the 

columns of Forest and Stream, notably in 1903, 

when unusual scope and space were given to the 

disputants. The discussion settled nothing. 

We have noted, with some regret, that the 

trend of the discussion is alike in its periodical 

recurrence. When permitted to fully develop, 

contrary opinion multiplies and the divergence in 

the positions pro and con widens. As new dis¬ 

putants participate, the ground gradually shifts 

from the purely philosophical, knowable and em¬ 

pirical, to the sentimental, the speculative and 

the spiritual. Of course, none of the latter are 

published, as they cannot be considered as a 

subject of natural history. However, up to a 

certain point, which may properly be considered 

as pertaining to natural history, such discussions 

are both interesting and instructive. Outside 

these limitations there seems to be no common 

ground. There are no land marks, in the realm 

of the sentimental and the speculative, but jt is 

a field where the imagination thrives best. 

The new forest, fish and game bill has been 

acted on favorably by both the Senate and the 

Assembly of the New York Legislature, and 

was signed by Governor Hughes on April 

14. It takes effect at once. Of immediate in¬ 

terest is Section 106, which makes the open sea¬ 

son for trout in the counties of Clinton, Essex, 

Franklin, Fulton, Hamilton, Herkimer, Lewis, 

Saratoga, St. Lawrence, Warren and Washing¬ 

ton May i-Aug. 31, both inclusive; in Allegany. 

Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Chenango, Cortland, 

Delaware, Livingston and Wyoming counties, 

April 16-July 15, both inclusive; in the Genesee 

River in Allegany county, and in all other coun¬ 

ties not mentioned above, April 16-Aug. 31 are 

the dates. The length limit is six inches, and 

the time is from daylight until dark only. 

Our cover picture this week shows the char¬ 

acter of the waterways of the extreme North¬ 

west, and the possibilities for canoeing and small 

boating there. Cruising to and from the very 

numerous fishing and shooting grounds has be¬ 

come so popular in and about Seattle, Portland 

and other cities that the supply of new craft 

has been far below the demand of the past year 



Reindeer Huntirvg in Norway 
By CHR. G. 

ABOUT the middle of last August I got 

a letter from my old hunting partner, 

who stays up in the mountains, in 

which he said: 

“Yesterday I saw a bunch of seventeen rein¬ 

deer passing toward the west Rond. There are 

lots of them here, and if you’ll come up a trip. 

I’ll guarantee you meat—if you can shoot 

straight. My hut is at your service—you know 

where to find the key; and if you come, I’ll try 

to be with you the day after the opening of the 

season.” 

Now this was tempting, especially as the rein¬ 

deer had just had a close season of five years, 

but I had already planned an outing after the 

ptarmigan, with my year-old Gordon setter pup, 

and as I could only spare about a week for my 

vacation, it was rather a difficult problem. 

At last I made a compromise. The season 

opened on the 25th of August, which came on 

a Sunday. Saturday noon found me on the 

train, and by night I was in my little cabin. 

Sunday and Monday the pup and I worked dili¬ 

gently, and Tuesday morning the through ex¬ 

press was taken for home. Not much of a 

trip, but enough to give the pup an idea of what 

was expected of him. 

During the week I spoke to a friend. Mr. F., 

about coming along, and he jumped at it at 

once; as he is one of the crack rifle shots of 

Norway, I thought he might come in handy. 

On the 31st of August we took the train for 

Otta, the end station of the line, both of us 

dressed in light-gray clothing, to harmonize 

with the moss and stones. Our rifles were the 

regular military Krag, cal. 6/5 mm.; good guns, 

but the trigger not fit for hunting, as it first 

has to be pulled back about half an inch, when 

it stops, then it takes about a four-pound 

pressure to make it go off. It is all right on 

the range, but if a fellow gets a little bit rattled 

and forgets, the bullet flies wild. 

On our arrival at Otta we were met by my 

friend’s brother Ola, who had a horse and cart 

for our luggage. The four miles we walked to 

Ola’s house brought the perspiration out, as we 

were dressed in thick woolens and the sun 

baked us unmercifully. The last half mile, which 

was very steep, particularly distressed my friend 

F., whose weight is on the wrong side of the 

200 mark. After resting a half hour, we started 

for the hut. with only the rifles and- enough grub 

for a couple of meals, as Ola did not like going 

in with the horse so late in the afternoon, he 

preferring to wait till next morning. We figured 

out that by hustling a little we ought to be 

able to make the hut before dark, and we did 

reach the dear old stone hut, where I’ve spent 

so many pleasant hours just as darkness closed 

down. Poor F. was just about done up though, 

as standing behind a counter selling guns all 

the year around is not the best of training for 

mountain climbing. 

Quickly a cheerful fire of juniper brush 

crackled in the soapstone stove, and F. proved 

that if he was done up in the legs, his appetite 

had not suffered a bit. Afterward a comfortable 

smoke, and when we turned in both of us were 

in dreamland within five minutes. The bunk 

was rather narrow, but by lying reversed, was 

made to do. 

We were up by daybreak and started for the 

foot of a mountain about a mile distant. Our 

plan was to stay there and watch for game, as 

this was a pass where they generally came, un¬ 

less very much frightened, when they would 

take to the extreme tops. We were there sev¬ 

eral hours without seeing anything, but enjoyed 

ourselves anyway, as the weather was perfect, 

and as Jack Frost’s magic finger had already 

gotten in its work on the creeping birch and 

lichens, the mountain plateau presented itself 

in its exquisite dress of gray, golden-brown and 

vivid scarlet. 

About noon we went down to the hut, to see 

if Ola had arrived, and on our way heard three 

shots in the distance. Afterward we found out 

they accounted for three deer an old hunter had 

gotten out of a bunch. In the afternoon we 

went a little further north, and as F. was too 

stiff from the previous day’s walking to go 

around much, I left him on a pass, while I poked 

around in different holes and pockets, but with¬ 

out result. When I joined F. again we found a 

comfortable place in the sun, lit our pipes and 

waited for something to turn up. I was already 

starting on a little snooze, when F., who had 

been looking around in all likely and unlikely 

places through the glasses, suddenly exclaimed, 

“I see deer!” And when I told him to “come 

off the fence,” or something similar, as he had 

said the same several times before during the 

day. he got hot, and handing me the glasses, ex¬ 

claimed, “Look yourself, on top the mountain 

straight ahead!” and sure enough there were 

some light-brown moving dots showing against 

the gray mountain. F. had happened to see 

them against the sky as they came across, or he 

would never have noticed them. 

The question was how to get at them? In 

order to get the wind right we ought to gc| 

around and come up the mountain on the other 

side, but this would take too long, as there was 

only about two hours of daylight left. To gel 

up on the left side was out of the question, as 

the ground was too open, besides being very 

steep. This left only the right, on which there 

was a precipice; by keeping along the edge 

there was a probability of finding cover, but the, 

wind again was rather unfavorable. 

On the whole we decided to await events, and 

moved over to one side to get the wind right,! 

as the deer seemed to be working down. There 

seemed to be about a dozen in the bunch, and 

they acted as though very much frightened, 

probably being the same out of which three had 

been shot earlier in the day. After watching 

them for half an hour a snow squall came along 

and blotted everything out of sight, and as] 

there seemed no chance of it abating we started 

for the hut rather down on our luck. 

The next morning the ground was covered 

with a couple of inches of snow, but the weathen 

being mild, there was no prospect of it staying 

and furnishing tracking snow. F. was still stiff 

in the legs and went up to the old stand, while 

I went up to the top where the deer had been 

seen; I no sooner got there than the fog 

shut down on me like a curtain, making me 

beat a hasty retreat. 

About noon we returned to the hut to ’see if 

E. had come and found him there. After a bite 

to eat we all started off and went over the same 

ground where I had been the day previous, but 

without result. On our way back to the hut 

we came to a long pocket in the mountain 

called the “Thomas Hole,” from a man by the 

name of Thomas, who in olden times used to 
. 

have pitfalls there, which, by the way, are still 

to be seen. E. inquired if we had examined it, 

and we told him we had passed by several times 

and looked in, but not all the way. “Well,” 

said he, “it’s a likely place, and we might as 

well look it over.” After proceeding a little 

way, E.’s eagle eye discovered a little tuft of 

grass which had been cropped short. “Not very 

fresh,” he said, “but here,” as he proceeded a 

few steps further, “they have been within a day 

or two; you had better have the shooting irons 

handy.” 

As we walked along the signs got more plenti¬ 

ful, and the droppings, both fresh and old,, 

showed that the animals had been there for some 

time. Every time we came to a bend or to a 

rise in the ground expectation ran high, but 

nothing was to be seen. At last we came to 

where a slide had run across the valley, making 

a ridge about 15 or 20 feet high. 

“Here,” said E., “is our last chance, if we 

don’t see them from the top, they are not in 

here.” Creeping carefully up, we looked into 

the bottom, which was probably about a thou- 
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sand yards long by five hundred wide, with here 

and there a big patch of snow, making an ideal 

summer retreat for the deer; but although the 

glasses were used, both long and well, not a 

living thing was to be seen. 

“Nothing doing,” said E., as he rose and 

walked down on the other side, “we might as well 

take a look into the-” He stopped suddenly 

as F. grasped him by the arm, and pointing over 

to the right, exclaimed, “There they are!” Sure 

enough some five hundred yards away, among 

the stones, where they probably had been lying 

down, we saw some half a dozen deer slowly 

picking their way among the boulders up the 

mountain side. 

“Well, I’ll be darned,” said E.—he has a habit 

of running over into English when excited, hav¬ 

ing been in the United States some twenty 

years. Then turning to me, he said, “Chris, you 

run along the slide and up on top of the edge of 

the mountain, and intercept the deer, while F. 

and I go into the bottom. Now hump your¬ 

self!” And “hump” myself I did, jumping from 

boulder to boulder, varying in size from a fair 

sized cottage down to a potato. I had not 

gone half way, hower, before a more moderate 

gait had to be taken, as I was pretty nearly 

done up. The perspiration was streaming from 

every pore, breath coming in short gasps and 

the heart beating like a trip-hammer, so that 

I realized that I was in no condition for shoot¬ 

ing. At last the top was reached, and I looked 

around to get the lay of the land. The ridge 

and the =tatue of Lot’s wife did not stand more 

quiet than I did. At last the head disappeared, 

and so did I—behind a convenient stone. This 

was a case where my gray clothes proved my 

salvation. He probably thought it looked sus¬ 

picious, but seeing no motion,' made up his 

mind I was some big stone. 

I laid behind my stone only a few minutes, 

but it seemed ages to me. Had I frightened 

them and they had turned back? Or worse 

yet, maybe they had, after all, found some way 

down on the outside? I had nearly made up my 

mind they had escaped, when they appeared, 

some seventy-five yards away, coming toward 

me at a canter, two bucks, a doe, a yearling and 

a fawn. I was in rather a trying situation, as 

I did not dare to shoot until they had passed 

the slide, which they did at a distance of thirty 

yards from me, and then somehow or other I 

did not feel a bit inclined to shoot, they looked 

so pretty, but hardening my feelings, I got a 

bead on one of the bucks behind the shoulder 

and pressed the trigger. At the report they 

bunched together, and went at a pretty lively 

gait. Throwing in another cartridge, I drew a 

bead on the other, but, forgetting the con¬ 

founded military trigger, shot under, the bullet 

hitting the stones with a ping. The animals 

were now running wildly along and the third 

shot went over, and then they disappeared be¬ 

hind some stones. Running along to get sight 

of them again, I saw about two hundred yards 

away three standing side by side with tails to¬ 
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was about forty yards across with small flat 

stones, making good going. The other side 

was quite steep with big boulders, except right 

where I stood. Here a slide had gone, making 

it possible for the deer to go down, but no¬ 

where else between me and the bottom of the 

pocket could they get down, and away from me, 

and up they could not go, as the mountains 

were steep. As I stood there looking around 

I heard the sharp crack of the rifle from the 

bottom, just a single shot, and as I turned that 

way I caught sight of the head and neck of a 

buck, silhouetted against the sky, some hun¬ 

dred and fifty yards away. He did not move for 

about half a minute, as he stood looking at me, 

ward me. Selecting the middle one I fired, but 

the only result so far as I could see was some 

tails disappearing in the distance. 

There are moments when a fellow cannot 

find words strong enough to express his feel¬ 

ings, and this was the case with me now. Some¬ 

how all feelings of pity had been swept away, 

and there was only the chagrin of having had 

the deer within thirty yards and nothing to 

show. What will my partners say? At the 

thought of them I felt like sneaking quietly 

back to the hut, take my duffle and make a 

break for home. As I was walking along with 

thoughts like these, my eyes caught sight of 

something that made me stop and rub them; 

there only twenty yards off lay a round, sleek 

buck with antlers in the velvet, stone dead. It 

was a four-year-old, and the bullet had gone in 

back of the shoulder, ranging forward and out 

by the neck on the other side. This improved 

matters a good deal and in a satisfied frame of 

mind I sat down on a stone to take a smoke. 

I was just lighting the pipe, when my eye 

caught sight of the hindleg of a deer, sticking 

out from behind a boulder some twenty yards 

off. Talk about eyes sticking out, mine must 

have stuck out about a foot. I did not come to 

my senses until the match burned my fingers, 

and then went over to investigate. It was the 

other buck, and as he had been struck in the 

rear, the bullet going right “long ships” and out 

through the neck—it must have been my last 

shot. 

As I was examining my last find, the fawn 

came around, stopping a short distance off and 

looking at me in open-eyed wonder, for it was 

probably the first time it had seen a human be¬ 

ing. When I cried to him to go and find his 

mother he took my advice and disappeared in a 

hurry. After looking to see if any more deer 

were lying around, but without success, I went 

back and found my partners busy skinning a fat 

barren doe which F. had shot. It seems she had 

been taking an after-dinner snooze among the 

rocks and got left. She gave F. a pretty side 

shot at two hundred yards, this being the single 

shot I heard. 
E. wore a happy grin as he was skinning 

away; he has a habit of drawing his mouth over 

toward the right ear when pleased, and now I 

thought it was getting dangerously near. 

After covering the meat with heavy stones, 

to protect it from ravens and wolverines, we 

did the same with mine, after taking out the in¬ 

testines, but left the hides on, as it was already 

getting dark. Then we made tracks for the hut, 

where we had a solid supper of fresh meat and 

bouillon. 

There was a jolly trio in the old hut that night 

and it got late, or rather early, before we turned 

in. F., however, was very restless, turning and 

twisting around, giving me an occasional kick 

in the head, and as a mouse had gotten into my 

sleeping bag, where I felt it crawling over my 

hands a couple times in her search for the 

opening, it was a rather restless night. In the 

morning I guyed F. about the nightmare, but 

he claimed he had hardly shut his eyes as he 

felt like suffocating. This was easy to explain, 

as a red hot stove, lots of wet clothing being 

up -to dry, and three men smoking like furnaces 

in a little 6x10 hut tends to make the atmos¬ 

phere rather close. 
As the weather was thick and snowing, we 

hung around the hut all forenoon, in the after¬ 

noon going after the meat; but as my deer had 

to be skinned and cut up, it got rather late be¬ 

fore we got through, and to make matters worse 

a regular blizzard started in. making the skin¬ 

ning a rather chilly job and getting the meat 

down over the slippery boulders without break¬ 

ing a leg was worse yet. Next morning the 

remainder of the meat was brought down, and 

in the afternoon we ran across a bunch of eight 

deer with a very big buck. They had been 

frightened, however, and were on the move, so 

although we trailed them for several miles, it 

was out of the question to get a shot. It was 

rather tantalizing, however, to look at that big 
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buck through the glasses, that brought him “so 

near, but still so far.” 

We staid up there five days, but during that 

time had only about two and a half of hunting; 

the last day the fog was so thick that “you could 

drive a nail into it and hang your coat on it,” 

as F„ said. 

During the close season of five years the 

reindeer have increased a good deal, but the 

trouble is they get so tame that when the season 

opens they are easily slaughtered. And another 

thing, old hunters claim the increase is not what 

it ought to be, on account of the old bucks dur¬ 

ing the rutting season collecting all the does 

they come across and keeping them together in 

a bunch; but as there is always a lot of young 

bucks hanging around watching for a chance to 

steal a beauty from the old fellow’s harem, he 

is always worrying and on the move and can, 

as a rule, not attend to all his wives. The result 

is, a lot of barren does. This again is where 

the close season of several years again does 

harm, as it is of course the hunter’s aim to get 

the big bucks, and with them away, the young 

ones have a chance. “Cut the seasort down, 

and limit the bag to one deer, if necessary”— 

the limit is now three—they say, “but don’t 

stop the shooting altogether.” 

My First Partridge. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The keen sense of satisfaction, sometimes not 

unmixed with regret, which comes over one 

after having made a difficult kill of a ruffed 

grouse on the wing, is something every sports¬ 

man has experienced, and always will experience 

as long as it is his privilege to hunt for this 

most elusive bird. 

How many brother sportsmen remember the 

first ruffed grouse it was their good fortune to 

kill on the wing; how proud they were of that 

achievement, and how often have they recounted 

that circumstance, with all the details of that 

momentous event in their lives as sportsmen. 

I was scarcely more than sixteen years of age 

when my father, an ardent sportsman and ex¬ 

cellent shot, placed in my hands my first gun. 

How well I remember it. It was a double bar¬ 

rel, breech-loading, 12-bore James, and it would 

certainly shoot where you held it. At first I was 

not allowed any shells to shoot, but must first 

master the art of handling the gun. Never 

under any circumstances was I to point the gun, 

even if I knew positively that it was unloaded, 

at any person under pain of having it taken 

away from me. After some schooling I became 

fairly proficient in this branch of my education, 

and then the. real lesson on how to kill a par¬ 

tridge on the wing was commenced. This was 

a much more difficult lesson to learn than that 

of handling the gun, and many were the charges 

of powder and shot that I fired into the air at 

a rapidly disappearing partridge before I turned 

the trick and downed my first one. 

In those days my father was wont to set aside 

two weeks of each October for a shooting trip 

in Connecticut, where he was born and reared. 

What a happy youngster I was when he in¬ 

formed me one day that I was to accompany him 

on one of those trips, and for many years there¬ 

after I was his companion on those delightful 

annual excursions. 

On the occasion of which I write we arrived 

at the old home in due time, having with us Dan, 

our pointer, a sturdy old fellow, and as fine a 

partridge dog as I ever shot over. The birds 

were very plentiful, and day after day we 

brought in good bags; that is, my father shot 

them and I was allowed to carry some of them, 

just to make me feel good, for it was some 

solace to me to be able to feel my hunting coat 

drag a little at the shoulders. I was an execrable 

shot, and try as I would and shoot as much as 

I could, to hit a partridge on the wing seemed 

for me impossible. The startling whirr as they 

flushed from unexpected places, and the velocity 

with which they flew made me nervous, and I 

invariably fired both barrels into the air with 

no thought of the relative position of gun and 

bird. My father was constantly schooling me, 

telling me that I shot too quickly, and just to 

show me how it was done would call me over 

to him when old Dan had a point and explain 

to me how easy it was as he neatly bagged the 

bird Dan was pointing. I began to get discour¬ 

aged and disgusted with myself, and decided that 
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I would never make a hunter. Father was anx¬ 

ious that I should persevere, and encouraged 

me in every way, for he knew well that after 

I had fairly killed my first I would become as en¬ 

thusiastic a devotee of the sport as all those 

good fellows who have done the same. 

Finally, one bright crisp October day, we left 

the house early, and after a brisk walk entered 

a stretch of good c^rer in a small valley through 

which ran a tiny stream; chestnuts, thorn apples 

and wild grapes were plenty along its course. 

It was an ideal spot for partridge. We had 

flushed a number of birds, and my father had 

brought several to bag, but as usual my bag was 

empty. I was again quite discouraged, for I had 

had three or four good shots and had missed 

them—clean. 

I was talking 1o my father and trying to ex¬ 

plain to him that it was worse than useless to 

try to make a sportsman out of me, when sud¬ 

denly from under an old dead treetop a large 

cock bird flushed wild, and started like an ex¬ 

press train for the other end of the county. My 

father took his direction and remarked, “That 

bird has gone up into that little neck of woods 

that runs out into the lot where those big chest¬ 

nut trees are.” He always seemed to know the 

destination of every partridge. A cleared field 

surrounded the “neck” in question, and thither 

we wended our way, and as we arrived at the 

lower part of it I was told to get out into the 

lot near the fence, which I did. We worked 

along a little way, Dan commenced to make 

game, and presently was trailing in his l est manner. 

My father kept talking encouragingly to me 

in a low tone. “Now keep your eyes open. Keep 

a little ahead of Dan. He is stiff on his point. 

Now stand where you are, and when the bird 

comes out put on to him and down him.” 

I was on the alert, gun ready and listening in¬ 

tently for the first whirr of wings. “If you are 

ready I'll send him out to you. There he goes.” 

Whir-r-r-r-r. Out into the open lot with a 

roar came the partridge, up went my gun, and 

sighting along the barrel until I had lined him 

up—bang—he crumpled up in mid air, turned- 

over once or twice and struck the ground with 

a thud. 

“I’ve got him. I’ve got him,” I shouted, and 

not stopping to reload I rushed out into the field 

and proudly picked up my first partridge, a large 

old silver-tail cock. 

My father, closely followed by Dan, came out 

into the lot, and the smile of satisfaction which 

came over his face at the sight of me standing, 

there with that big cock bird in my hands wa- 

sufficient reward for all the discouragement 1 

had suffered in trying to master the art of kill 

ing a partridge on the wing. I never knew who 

was the more elated over that first kill—mj 

father or I. 

Those happy days have long since passed, anc 

those hunting trips to the old home country art 

no more. Father has passed to his reward, bu 

he left to me a heritage rich in retrospection 

and hallowed by the memories of many joy 

ful days afield with him, with dog and gun 

memories which at times make the eyes grov 

moist and dim, as out of the fleeting shadow 

of the past you summon to 3rour mind the hal 

forgotten thoughts of some pleasant huntin; 

trip, and live again in that other self, the day 

now past and gone. F. J. D. 

An Inoffensive Town. 
Baltimore, Md., March 31.—Editor Forest an< 

Stream: On the map of Wyoming, within th 

boundaries of the county of Uinta and in th 

basin rimmed by the mountain ranges known r 

the Gros Ventre, Snake River and- Salt River, 

an isolated signification of a town. A larg 

circle may be drawn around it without inclue 

ing another. The denoting dot is of the si? 

usually accorded to towns, regardless of tl 

number of inhabitants, and the accompanyin 

name is Bondurant. 

Now, as is well known, a hunter of big-gan 

has a strong antipathy for towns. He seeks tl 

wilderness and his pleasure scarcely begins lint 

he has gotten as far away as possible from ai 

and all indication of people and their domicile 

Therefore, the thought of passing within vie 

of a settlement en route from the wild ar 

rugged Hoback Canon, where elk abound, to tl 

broad stretches of the Red Desert, wherec 

antelope graze, seemed a profanation and a gla 

ing and disturbing inconsistency. When, hoi 

ever, our pack train reached the designated sp 

our sensibilities were not jarred and this fa 

may be explained by this photograph, whii 

shows the entire town and includes one-half - 

its population. Lippincott. 



Reindeer in Labrador. 

St. John’s, N. F., April 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: As many readers of Forest and 

Stream are interested in the experiment now 

being tried by Dr. Grenfell, viz.: the introduc¬ 

tion of Lapland reindeer into Labrador, I send 

you the very latest news from the north. 

His Excellency, Sir Wm. McGregor, is greatly 

interested in the experiment, and in him Dr. 

Grenfell has a firm friend and ally. Many of 

our governors take very little stock in the island 

or its betterment, but Sir William McGregor has 

proved himself to be a shining exceptiqn to the 

general rule. 
I have been privileged to peruse Dr. Gren¬ 

fell's last letter to the Governor, and to take an 

extract relating to the reindeer. I reproduce it 

here for the benefit of readers of Forest and 

Stream : 

Weatherbound at Lock’s Cove on a journey to 

Flower’s Cove.—Feb. 2.—Dear Sir William: You will be 

disappointed that we are still traveling on our rounds 

with dogs and not deer. 

• The deer have not been broken to fast driving. They 

will haul weights, and do well when led, but won't obey 

yet a driver sitting on the sleigh. 

I have driven, say, ten miles, with two stags harnessed 

to my komatic, and at times get them into galloping, 

but it is yet just as likely that when going fast down 

hill, they will turn round and look at you, and I have 

twice been incontinently hurled into my team, and we 

have floundered about in the snow in a struggling bunch, 

fortunately with no damage. 

[ have my trial man, two apprentices and the Lapps 

scouring the hills after them. As the moss is much 

buried in glitter, food is scarce, and the deer have to 

wander far; there is really any quantity of moss, and 

the deer are looking belter than when they arrived. 

It looks as if every doe in the herd would fawn, and 

that would greatly strengthen the herd, giving us a 

couple of hundred fawns. Beeton’s interpreter is with 

us, and Cole, his sub-manager, 1 presume, is on the 

return journey. 

This last sentence refers to the employes of 

Lord Harmsworth, who purchased fifty deer 

from Dr. Grenfell for use at their pulp mills at 

Grand Falls. They had to travel to the north¬ 

ernmost portion of Newfoundland for their deer 

and drive them south to Grand Falls, where 

doubtless they have already arrived. 

It is to be hoped that the introduction of rein¬ 

deer will be the first step toward the domestica¬ 

tion of our own caribou. With a quarter of a 

million caribou running wild in the interior, in¬ 

creasing at the rate of ten thousand yearly, it 

will lie seen that when Newfoundland wakes up 

to the possibilities of its caribou herds that we 

will not only be able to have thousands of deer 

for commercial purposes, but also will have 

enough to keep this island a paradise for hun¬ 

ters when hunting for big game on the conti¬ 

nent becomes a thing of the past. As an in¬ 

stance of how they increase and multiply Dr. 

Grenfell thinks his herd will be increased by 

200 fawns this spring. 

This shows how profitable they are. Ihis 

addition, which will increase the value of the 

herd by hundreds of dollars, will not entail a 

single cent increased expenditure' for food, 

stabling or attendance. The does will simply 

care for the fawms till they are able to care for 

themselves, when they in turn will contribute to 

swell the total. 

Besides the advantages that would accrue im¬ 

mediately to this island, if the caribou were 

utilized in the near future, when the American 

Government and people begin to restock the 

magnificent forest reservations that they are 

now securing for the people of the United 

States, Newfoundland will be the easiest and 

cheapest place in the whole world in which to 

obtain the needed supply. There are other bene¬ 

fits and advantages that will develop as the years 

roll on that the wisest man cannot now foresee. 

W. J. Carrot.l. 

Reason or Instinct. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have never met the animal, bird or insect 

that could solve a problem of Euclid or under¬ 

stand a page of Ibsen, nor do I believe that one 

in a thousand of the so-called birds of creation 

can do these things, and it seems to me to be 

the height of absurdity for us to accept the dic¬ 

tum of the very limited class who claim perfec- 
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tion in such things as to the quality of the men¬ 

tal powers of fish, flesh or fowl, for if we allow 

them to set the standard at this height where 

in the name of reason are we at? Where, then, 

shall we set the mark? Whom shall we appo nt 

to straighten this? What manner of man shall 

we select to draw the line and say here instinct 

ends and here reason begins? 

I do not believe that animal, bird or insect is 

endowed with human intelligence or reasoning 

faculties in the broad sense in which we inter¬ 

pret these powers, but I do believe that the all¬ 

wise creator implants in the breast of every¬ 

thing endowed with life faculties analogous to 

what we call reason and intelligence. 

I have witnessed so many remarkable instances 

demonstrating this that I cannot believe other¬ 

wise. Man. as a rule, we place in the most 

exalted rank, for we belong in the class and this 

is perfectly natural, but I have yet to meet the 

metaphysician who is capable of analyzing and 

placing, each in its proper rank, the mental powers 

of what we are pleased to call the lower order. 

S. T. Hammond. 

Purple Martin House. 

Lockport, N. Y., April 6.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your last week’s issue Dr. Edmund 

DeWitt complains that he has not been able to 

satisfy the purple martins’ tastes as to nesting 

places he has provided for them. I surmise that 

this may not be the fault of the houses, but that 

perhaps the English sparrows had taken posses¬ 

sion of them before Progne subis came, and they 

could not agree as to who should occupy certain 

apartments, as I suppose it was divided into 

rooms for each entrance. 

A few years ago I watched a bird house that 

was mounted on top of a twenty foot pole that 

was planted directly in the center of the main 

street in front of the principal hotel. I had a 

good view of the bird house and its occupants— 

purple martins, barn and cave swallow, and also 

the English sparrow. As the time was late m 

July or the first of August, and about time for 

the martins and swallows to take their jdeparturc, 

there were many birds flying about, sitting on 

the telegraph wires and the bird house. There 

were at least two hundred swallows and mar¬ 

tins, and many English sparrows going in and 

out the bird houses. I think the house was about 

three by four feet in size, three stories high, 

with between eighty and one hundred entrances 

and elaborately made. 

The whole thing struck my fancy, so that the 

next winter I made one which I intended to put 

on the building that contains my “museum.” 

But when finished 1 found it was so much larger 

and heavier than I had thought that I decided 

not to put it on the building. The foundation was 

a hardwood table top thirty by forty-two inches. 

It was four stories high besides the attic. There 

were eighty entrances to as many rooms of about 

five by eight inches in the four stories for the 

purple martins, swallows and sparrows, and in 

the gables twelve entrances of one inch in 

diameter for house wrens if they cared to occupy 

them. I find that a one inch round hole will not 

admit an English sparrow and they cannot dis¬ 

turb the wrens. 

Finding that 1 had an elephant on my hands 

in the bird house I gave it to a lady who had 

a fine place for it near the city limits, and had 

it erected on a twenty-five foot telephone pole. 

But I am sorry that I have to report that as 

a purple martin house it has been a failure 

and I do not think there has ever been one 

near it. 

A few pairs of martins breed on two or three 

buildings on Main street of this city, but I sel¬ 

dom see them Ijving as far away as my place, 

which is not over a quarter of a mile from their 

breeding place, and of late years I see but few 

swallows in the city. LTp to thirty years ago 

the tree swallow, better known as the white- 

bellied swallow, Tachyeineta bicolor, always bred 

in boxes on the chimneys of the building that 

now contains my museum, but the English spar¬ 

row destroyed their nest and eggs and drove 

them away, and I seldom see them now. 

J. L. Davison. 
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An Early Whippoorwill? 

New York, April 12.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: May I ask some of your readers, 

whose collecting days are not quite so far dis¬ 

tant as mine, a question about the date of arrival 

of one of our common birds? 

I was in southern Connecticut on Saturday 

last, and while going through the woods had 

occasion to cross a brook six or eight feet wide. 

As I landed from my jump a whippoorwill rose 

from the ground not more than three feet in 

front of me, flipped up into the air, passed over 

my head, crossed the brook behind me and 

alighted near an old stump. 

I could hardly believe my eyes, because my 

memory is that the whippoorwill usually reaches 

here about May 1, or nearly three weeks later 

than the time I saw this one. I turned about, 

recrossed the brook, and carefully approaching 

the spot where the bird had alighted, presently 

saw it sitting on a black weathered log. It al¬ 

lowed ipe to approach it within about ten feet, 

so close in fact that, so far as identification 

goes, I might as well have had the bird in my 

hand, but of course the species is so familiar 

that no great care was required. 

As I drew still nearer, the bird rose and 

started back in the direction it had last come 

from, and then, seeing my companion, turned 

to the right, flew around uncertainly among the 

tops of the alders and birches, and finally tried 

to alight among the very slender twigs on the 

end of a branch of the large birch tree. It tried 

to do this two or three times, each time appar¬ 

ently falling through the twigs, and then rising 

above them and trying it again. Finally it 

seemed to find a place where the twigs were a 

little thicker and rested, and there I left it. 1 

do not recall ever to have seen a whippoorwill 

alight or attempt to alight on such a place as 

this. They ordinarily select a wide surface, as 

a log, stump, a fence rail or the horizontal 

branch of a tree. 

During my walk on Saturday the wind was 

blowing a gale and very few birds were seen. 

A few bluebirds and robins were in the fields and 

along the hedge rows, but most birds seemed to 

have sought the shelter of the woods. There 

I saw a number of phoebes hard at work catch¬ 

ing the moths which were flying about every¬ 

where. Even the red-winged blackbirds were 

not evident about the pools where their nests 

will soon be built. They were hidden some¬ 

where among the low water bushes. 

Near a little wet place with green grass, where 

a tiny trickle of water comes out of a piece of 

woods, I started the first redpoll warbler that 

I have seen this year. According to my recol¬ 

lection it is just about the proper date for these 

birds to make their appearance. I saw only this 

one, but perhaps with more time I could have 

found others. The bird’s tail motion, its olive 

body and its white tail spots made it unmis¬ 

takable. 

Spring started in March with a rush, but the 

last ten days or two weeks have been so cool 

and very windy—more like March than like 

April weather. Nevertheless the flowers are 

beginning to bloom—skunk cabbages, anemones 

and a very few marsh marigolds, though a week 

more of warm weather will be needed to bring 

these out. The red maples are coming into 

bloom and of course the elms and the alders. 

I did not attempt to fish, but from the looks 

of the brooks and streams I should say that the 

fishing has not yet begun; the brooks are high 

anjl look cold. G. 

Northwest Police Notes.- 

Regina, N. W. T., April 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In looking over the published notes 

sent to you I say, in the Churchill notes, that 

caribou were scarce. I intended to say that 

wolves and caribou were plentiful and white 

foxes scarce, but did not punctuate rightly.* 

I have just been reading over the diary of our 

detachment at Fullerton on Hudson Bay, and 

have picked out a few notes which may interest 

you. It is a lonely spot, the weather is abomi¬ 

nable most of the time, and you can appreciate 

what life is there. The notes cover period from 

Jan. 1 to Sept. 4, 1907. 

White Fox.—Scarce; the first trapped on Jan. 

5. About end of February began to get more 

plentiful, and up to May 3, when traps were 

lifted, forty-seven had been secured. 

Seals.—Frequent trips made to the floe, but 

no success until March 14, when two were se¬ 

cured. No more until June 4, when one was 

shot; after that more plentiful. 

Bears.—On April 5 two tracks were seen near 

the floe. On Aug. 15 natives employed at post 

killed two. On Aug. 18 natives brought in four 

and on Aug. 20, seven. 

Deer.—Were plentiful all winter, but long dis¬ 

tances had to be traveled to secure them. Wol¬ 

verines are mentioned as eating cached deer car¬ 

casses. A fawn was brought into post on June 

10, but only lived four days. 

The only fish mentioned are white whales. 

One of nine feet was caught in a net; the other 

nets were broken up by bigger fish. Trout nets 

were set in harbor on July 28 and up to Aug. 

.30, when they were taken up. Fifty trout are 

mentioned as caught. 

Regarding birds. Entry on April 17 states 

first snow birds seen. May 31 first geese seen 

on lake near post. June 24 one goose shot, and 

some eggs secured. June 25 one duck and 

seventy eggs. July 7 a hunting party returned 

with some eggs, but mostly uneatable. 

Wolves.—Report plentiful. Caches of hunting 

parties dug up in many instances and devoured, 

entailing much hardship on men and dogs. 

Walrus.—Reported plentiful at Chesterfield 

Inlet. 

First mosquitoes appeared on July 7. Harbor 

clear of ice on July 23, but drifted in again on 

July 28 and finally left on Aug. 4. First rain 

is mentioned on July 26. 

Temperature was often very low for long 

periods and there was a lot of snow and high 

winds. For six weeks previous to May 28 it 

blew an almost continuous gale from the north¬ 

east. 

A large number of train dogs died. The sick¬ 

ness is not described, but the animals appeared 

to die tyery quickly and no recoveries. They 

were dying at intervals all winter and means 

serious loss to the natives. 

J. H. McIllree. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Protective Mimicry. 

At the recent meeting of the Society of 

American Zoologists Mr. Chas. R. Stockard, of 

the Cornell Medical School, read an interesting 

paper on “The Habits of the Walking Stick, 

(Aplopus).” 
The habits of this animal on the plant on 

which it feeds are as protectively adapted as is 

its singular stick-like appearance. In color and 

form the large female resembles the stem of 

the plant, the males are greenish and inconspicu¬ 

ous among the leafed twigs, while the eggs are 

peculiarly similar to the seed of Suriana in size 

and color. During the day the insect only moves 

occasionally, but at night is much more active. 

It walks in a slow stiff manner, often swinging 

its body from side to side, in such a way as to 

suggest the motion of a branch shaken by the 

wind. If alarmed, or to escape its enemies, the 

insect may drop from its position and become 

lost among the lower branches or may fall 

entirely to the ground and lie motionless for 

several minutes. 

During the day, while inactive, these insects 

may be made to assume an endless variety of 

awkward positions, any of which may be main¬ 

tained for some time. They may even be piled 

over one another, backs down and legs extended 

in the air, as if they were inanimate sticks. This 

resemblance and their slow movements often 

cause them to escape the notice of their enemies. 

The Appalachian Bill. 

The Association for the Protection of the 

Adirondacks, in sending to the members of the 

Senate and House of Representatives a memorial 

in favor of the Southern Appalachian and White 

Mountain Forest reserve bill, says that, in realiz¬ 

ing the importance of the ends sought to be 

attained by this bill, the association expresses 

its approval of the bill and respectfully urges its 

enactment; adding: 

“We need not turn to desert tracts of the j 

world for warning or to the rationally managed 

forests of some foreign countries for encourage¬ 

ment. The experience of our own country is 

already eloquent with admonition concerning the 

evils of improvidence; and our knowledge of the 

unfailing laws of nature accords its unimpeach¬ 

able warranty to our confidence concerning the 

beneficent results of forest protection and cul¬ 

ture. 

“The considerations' of public policy, of com¬ 

mon business sense, and of humanity moving to 

the enactment of the bill under consideration are 

so powerful that we again commend it to your 

favorable consideration.” ■ 

In a short time Forest and Stream Publishing 

Company will bring out a small volume which 

will contain the charmin'g serial recently con¬ 

tributed to these columns by Mr. S. T. Ham- • 

mond. The book will contain not far from one 

hundred and -fifty pages, and will be illustrated 

by a number of engravings. All readers who 

enjoyed the serial as it appeared in the Forest 

and Stream are likely to desire this book in 

order to keep in permanent form these charming 

accounts of New England shooting. Orders will 

be received for the book at any time. It will be 

sent postpaid for the sum of $1.00. 



Return of Birds and Spring Shooting. 

Springtime is at hand. Even as these lines are 

written the surging tide of bird-life comes up 

from Central and South America, Mexico and 

the Antilles, flooding the South with bird-song. 

Robins, bluebirds, blackbirds and song-spar¬ 

rows have returned in numbers to favored re¬ 

gions in the New England States. The wildfowl 

are leaving the shores of Florida, Georgia and 

the Carolinas. Down in Currituck Sound they 

have been mating since February, and now are 

pushing north along our coasts, only awaiting 

the breaking up of the ice in the ponds and 

rivers to seek their nesting grounds in the in¬ 

terior or in the far North. In several of the 

States through which they must pass, spring 

shooting is still legal, and large numbers of 

mated birds are shot while moving northward 

to their nesting haunts. Flying from the de¬ 

struction which always awaits them in the South 

they receive a sorry welcome when they turn 

northward. New Jersey, Rhode Island and 

Massachusetts gunners, who can legally shoot 

ducks in spring, give the birds little rest. The 

sadly diminished snipe, sandpipers, plover and 

other shore and marsh birds have suffered from 

this spring shooting even more than the wild 

fowl. My own experience goes back only about 

forty years, but even within that time I have 

seen seven species practically extirpated from 

the East, and many others are steadily dwindling 

in numbers. From Maine to Florida along the 

Atlantic seaboard the destruction of birds has 

gone on, and it is only recently that the people 

of some of the coast States have begun to real¬ 

ize the decrease of the birds and to attempt to 

protect them. Already it is too late to save some 

species. 

Forty years ago the flamingoes marshalled 

their scarlet lines along the Florida Keys. The 

spoonbills flashed their roseate plumage in the 

sunlight, and great flights of snowy egrets and 

flocks of parrakeets enlivened the swamps, la¬ 

goons and everglades. Now all are either gone 

or so rare that their skins are sought as speci¬ 

mens for museums. Within forty years multi¬ 

tudes of Eskimo curlews and golden plover 

swept southward down the coasts of two conti¬ 

nents from the Arctic Circle to Brazil and Pata¬ 

gonia. Then turning back through the interior 

in the spring they reached their northern breed¬ 

ing grounds. The flights of curlews and plover 

within this period have been so great on Cape 

Cod and Nantucket that the markets were glutted 

with the birds. 

In the early seventies Eskimo curlews or 

dough birds, as they were called, could be bought 

for six cents apiece from the boys of Nantucket. 

So far as I can learn less than a dozen authen¬ 

tic records of the taking of this bird in North 

America have been made since the twentieth cen¬ 

tury began. Ornithologists now believe that its 

total extinction is at hand. Still, no law was 

ever made to check its slaughter on the Atlantic 

coast. The pot-hunter and the gourmand have 

had free hand and the bird was wiped out. 

The golden plover has been in danger of shar¬ 

ing the same fate. It has no protection on the 

Atlantic coast of the United States and it was 

nearly eliminated from the East by spring shoot¬ 

ing in the Mississippi Valley and fall shooting on 

the coast; but since laws protecting it in spring 

have been enacted in some of the States of the 

interior, a slight increase in numbers is noted 
here. 

The long-billed curlew is nearly gone from the 

East. Forty years ago it was abundant in the 

Carolinas, Georgia and Florida in winter. Now 

it is almost never seen in New England. The 

Hudsonian or j ack curlew, now very shy, is the 

only representative of these birds now often 

seen on our coast.. Sixty years ago the two spe¬ 

cies of godwit known to the gunners as marlins 

or goose birds, visited the New England coasts 

in great numbers. Now they are nearly all gone. 

The willet nested along the coast of New Eng¬ 

land and migrated in enormous flights. Sixty 

years ago they were abundant. Twenty years ago 

a few were seen each year. Now only an oc¬ 

casional straggler is taken. The species has been 

practically exterminated in the East by unre¬ 

stricted shooting in spring, summer and fall. 

The redbreasted sandpiper or knot, which used 

to visit New England in “clouds,” has fallen off 

in numbers about 98 per cent., and the red¬ 

breasted snipe or dowitcher has decreased nearly 

as much. Birds of the open field—native nesting 

species like the upland plover and the kildeer— 

are nearing extermination. As the spring ad¬ 

vances few except the yellow-legs, the black- 

bellied plover or beetlehead and the smaller 

shore birds are now seen along our coasts. 

These birds can no longer be killed legally in 

spring in New York, Connecticut, Massachu¬ 

setts or New Hampshire, and this spring shoot¬ 

ing prohibition has served to check their de¬ 

struction. But in Rhode Island there is yet no 

law to prevent the killing in spring of even those 

that normally nest there. 

Numbers of winter yellow-legs were shot by 

gunners last spring in Rhode Island, and some 

of the female birds were found to have eggs in 

their ovaries. Game birds are now decreasing 

so fast in the United States that extermination 

will progress with increasing rapidity unless all 

shooting is prohibited except during a short open 

season in the fall. 

Edward Howe Forbush, 

New England Agent for the National Association oi 

Audubon Societies. 

Virginia’s New Non-Sale Law. 
Warrenton, Va., April 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Our Legislature, soon to adjourn, has 

so amended our game law as to make it read, 

“It shall be unlawful to buy or offer for sale 

or sell at any time any robins, grouse, pheasants, 

quail or partridges or woodcock.” No one act 

could have done more to protect our fast dis¬ 

appearing game, and as a lover of sport I am 

glad. For years I have been advocating just 

such a law. Now let us see to it that it is en¬ 

forced. C. M. White. 

Conditions of Wild Life in Alaska.* 
Concluded from page 574. 

BY MADISON GRANT. 

Wolves are abundant in Vancouver Island 

and throughout the interior. In the north 

around the region drained by the Porcupine 

River they assume very large dimensions, some 

skins measuring nearly six feet from nose ro 

tip of tail, and a large percentage of these wolves 

are black. Coyotes have pushed north from 

the American boundary as far as White Horse 

at the headwaters of the Yukon River. 

Red, cross, silver and black foxes occur in 

the interior. The two latter command enormous 

prices, in some cases as high as $1,000 for one 

skin. These animals are being killed off by the 

use of poison in the hands of white men, and 

many more are destroyed than recovered. The 

natives are afraid to use poison owing to sev¬ 

eral tragedies which have occurred from its 
careless handling. 

Along the Arctic and Bering Sea coast white 

foxes abound and blue foxes are found from 

the mouth of the Yukon River southward, their 

center of abundance being Nelson Island, in 

Bering Sea, near the mouth of the Kuskowin 
River. 

Bears are extremely abundant in Alaska, es¬ 

pecially on the Pacific Coast. Their great num¬ 

bers are probably due to the fact that they have 

an abundant food supply in the great schools of 

salmon that ascend the rivers. Before the 

arrival of the salmon these bears, like the 

grizzlies of our own Rockies, feed on spermo- 

philes and grass. During the salmon season 

they are easily found and killed by hunters, and 

as this occurs during the summer season, their 

fur is of very little value. The period of the 

salmon run; in fact, the entire summer should 

be made a closed season for bears, throughout 

this district. Owing to the recent fall in the 

price of bear skins, these splendid animals 

have been hunted rather less than formerly. 

•The black bears occur on Vancouver and 

Queen Charlotte Islands, but as far as I know, 

do not occur in any of the large islands north. 

They are, however, found along the mainland 

of the southeastern coast, and found every¬ 

where throughout the interior in the timbered 

region. The blue or glacier bear is found 

rarely around the glaciers of the Mt. St. Elias 
region. 

The grizzly occurs in considerable numbers 

along the mainland of the coast as far north as 

Skagway, and is found in relatively small 

numbers throughout the interior. There are 

very few grizzly bears on the Seward Peninsula, 

and I was unable to get any skulls or to obtain 

any definite data concerning them. This bear 

may prove an interesting type if a sufficient 

series of specimens could be obtained. 

There is a huge bear found on the large 

islands around Juneau and Sitka which has been 

described as a separate species, and its num- 

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the Boone and 

Crockett Club, by its Secretary. 
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bers are indicated by the fact that about seventy- 

five animals, the majority being of this species, 

are killed annually around Juneau, 

The brown bear group extends from this point 

westward along the south coast of Alaska out 

into the Alaska Peninsula. Several species have 

been described, but they can all be safely 

grouped together under the common designa¬ 

tion of Alaska brown bear. They extend far 

up the Copper River, but I could not obtain any 

definite record of the occurrence of members of 

this group north of the mountain region and in 

the area drained by the Yukon. 
Polar bears occur quite abundantly north of 

Bering Straits and are occasionally found on the 

Seward Peninsula, and occur as far south as 

St. Matthew's Island in the middle of Bering 

Sea. 
Caribou of several species are found more or 

less numerously throughout Alaska and occur 

in herds around the upper Yukon, with localities 

of especial abundance such as the head of Forty- 

Mile River. An examination of the antlers 

found at various points, from the upper Yukon 

River to the sea. would indicate an almost 

complete transition of antler type from the 

woodland (Osborn) caribou, to the barren 

ground (Grant) caribou. A further study of the 

caribou of this region will ultimately lead to a 

merging of the various species. The work of 

Charles Sheldon, who is now studying sheep 

in the Mt. McKinley district, has broken down 

the specific distinctions of the sheep in Alaska 

in the same way. 
That caribou were formerly very abundant on 

the Seward Peninsula is proved by the abun¬ 

dance of bleached' skulls and cast antlers ap¬ 

parently about twenty or twenty-five years old. 

The cause of their disappearance is as yet an 

unsolved problem. The possession of firearms 

by the natives first obtained from winders is 

considered as the cause by some, and epidemics 

by others. The natives themselves claim that 

about a generation ago the winter cold con¬ 

tinued throughout an entire year, and all the 

caribou perished in consequence. All these ex¬ 

planations leave much to be desired as there is 

an abundance of caribou in the wooded dis¬ 

tricts at the eastern end of the peninsula, and 

the explanation of the fact that in the course of 

all these years the caribou have not wandered 

back to their old feeding grounds remains a 

mystery. A few scattered individuals at the 

very most are all that have been seen since the 

founding of Nome seven or eight years ago. 

Domestic reindeer have been introduced into 

Alaska successfully and form a valuable resource 

for the natives. I. however, saw nothing of 

them beyond the fact that their meat forms a 

part of the menu in the various restaurants at 

Nome. 

Moose occur everywhere throughout Alaska 

within the timbered region, but seldom leave 

the shelter of the woods. They extend close 

to the Arctic Sea in the north, and occasion¬ 

ally wander far out on the Alaska Peninsula 

The giant moose occurs on the Kenai Peninsula, 

but it is probable that this animal is only an 

outlying member of the type species which in 

that district, for some unknown reason, produces 

horns of extraordinary size and complexity. A 

few instances of moose with antlers of great size 

are known in the interior, and it is a matter of 

doubt whether or not in bodily size the Kenai 

Peninsula moose excels that of his kin in the 

interior or in the Yukon territory. 

Sheep occur everywhere in the mountain 

regions throughout Alaska, being especially 

abundant in the country around the upper 

Yukon and around Mt. McKinley, extending 

thence as far south and west as the Kenai 

Peninsula. They also occur on the upper 

Porcupine River, but the great Yukon Valley in 

its lower reaches is without sheep. 

Goats occur throughout the mainland from 

the American boundary north, but are never 

found, so far as I know, on any of the islands 

lying close along the coast in southeastern 

Alaska. In size and abundance the mountain 

goat appears to culminate in the region of the 

White Horse Pass. They can still be seen with¬ 

in half a day’s march of Skagway. They occur 

in abundance around the St. Elias Alps and ex¬ 

tend as far west as the head of Cook Inlet. I 

only heard of one doubtful case of Kennedy’s 

goat, the horns of which have been described as 

lyrate. 

Walruses are found every winter and spring 

in the Bering Sea, and many are killed at that 

season by the natives for ivory, which sells at 

a dollar a pound. The walrus formerly ex¬ 

tended down to the Alaska Peninsula and 

Aleutian Islands, but the rookeries there have 

been destroyed. The first mammal should re¬ 

ceive absolute protection in the entire Bering 

Sea region except on the Prib.lof Islands, where 

only a few are annually killed by the natives. 

Whales and porpoises occur in great abun¬ 

dance along the inside passage between Puget 

Sound and Lynn Canal and are interesting and 

harmless. There are now two plants on Van¬ 

couver Island very profitably engaged in kill.ng 

whales of all sizes and converting them into 

fertilizer. A new plant has just been established 

near Juneau, where whales are especially abun¬ 

dant. It would be an easy matter to protect 

these animals, especially with the co-operation 

of the Canadian authorities, throughout the 

inland passages and oceanward as far as the 

three-mile limit. Protective legislation of this 

sort should be urged. 

In any review of the present game conditions 

of the vast territory comprised within the dis¬ 

trict of Alaska, and the Canadian territory of 

the Yukon, a few remarks on the former oc¬ 

currence of related forms is not without inter¬ 

est. Bones, more or less fossilized, of large ex¬ 

tinct mammals, occur in abundance throughout 

the entire valley drained by the Yukon River 

from Dawsdn down, and in the valleys of the 

Colville and Porcupine rivers, and in still 

greater abundance on the Seward Peninsula, 

that projection of Alaska which reaches to 

within sixty miles of Siberia. Throughout tlTs 

enormous area remains of the mammoth and 

bison occur in such numbers as to indicate 

former herds of great size. We find also a 

smaller number of remains of horses, sheep, 

and at least two species of musk-oxen, to¬ 

gether with a deer, closely related to our wapiti. 

Teeth of mastodon, although very rare as com¬ 

pared with those of the mammoth, indicate the 

former existence of that animal. It is perfectly 

evident that in times comparatively recent, from 

a geological point of view, perhaps from 10,000 

to 25,000 years ago, Alaska had a fauna of 

large mammals not altogether dissimilar to ex¬ 

isting animals of North America and northern 

Asia. The mastodon and mammoth, of course, 

no longer exist on this continent, but the latter 

is little more than a hairy relative of the Indian 

elephant thoroughly fitted to meet boreal con¬ 

ditions. and the horses in Alaska were probably 

not unlike the wild Prejevalsky horses of Asia 

to-day. 

The ancient Alaskan deer were probably re¬ 

lated to the wapiti which swarmed over our 

American plains within the memory of living 

man, and the fossil remains of caribou and 

moose do not indicate any great departure from 

the living forms of these animals. 

Sheep still occur abundantly in Alaska, and 

the musk-ox, while no longer found in Alaska, 

inhabits the no less inhospitable regions of the 

barren grounds of North America and the land 

masses lying still further north. 

Bison skulls are quite common and indicate 

an animal much larger, but probably ancestral 

to our living buffalo. The history of the 

American bison which migrated in summer as 

for north as the Saskatchawan and southward 

in winter to the Mexican border, suggests that 

it is quite possible that these animals did not 1 

habitually spend the winter in Alaska, but on 

the approach of the cold season, migrated south¬ 

ward to warmer climates, or crossed into 

Siberia on the former land 'connection over 

what are now Bering Straits. If this hypothesis 

be correct, the. climate of Alaska during the 

Pleistocene and recent periods may not have 

radically differed from the climate of to-day. 

The extension of placer mining in Alaska, 

when conducted in a more systematic manner 

than at present, will undoubtedly bring to light 

other forms of large mammals, most probably 

types related to those already mentioned, to- . 

gcther with the remains of carnivorous types. 

An effort should be made in organized com¬ 

munities like Juneau, Valdez, Dawson, Fair¬ 

banks and Nome to establish museums and to 

endeavor to encourage and interest the miners 

to contribute to such museums whatever fossils , 

or bones that they may find. It is, of course, ' 

too much to expect that miners will donate to 

such museums mammoth tusks or bison skulls 

which have a commercial value, but the odds 

and ends of bones, especially those of small 

animals, could easily be obtained, and while 

much of it might be worthless, neverthe¬ 

less in the course of years objects of value 

would accumulate. A movement of this sort 

was started in the fall of 1907 at Nome, and it 

is greatly to be hoped that a sufficient amount 

of interest will develop to encourage its founders 

to continue their efforts. Museums of this char¬ 

acter are apt to have their attention diverted by 

objects which are curious or relics rather than 

objects of scientific interest; A series of 

Eskimo skulls has a far greater value than a 

series of Eskimo implements or utensils. There 

is no objection, of course, in collecting ethno- 

logical material, but in doing so objects of far 

greater value are liable to be disregarded. The 

people of Alaska are proud of their country 

and could be easily interested in maintaining a 

permanent record of some of its most interest¬ 

ing features. 

All the game lazvs of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Lazvs in Brief. See adv. 
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Another Mysterious Disappearance. 

Orange, N. J., April 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The letter from E. W. C., Okmulgee, 

Okla.. recounting a mysterious disappearance, 

reminds me of an experience of my own. 

It was the winter of 1879 that a friend and 

myself with two negro servants were camped 

in the forest down in Colleton county, South 

Carolina, on a deer hunt. We had been in the 

woods three days and hung up one deer, a small 

buck which did not afford much of a fresh meat 

ration for two robust white men and two more 

robust darkies. Out-door men eat hearty. 

The morning of our fifth day in camp, I 

started to hunt southwest from our camp. I 

found no sign of deer until about two o'clock, 

when I made out the track of a buck going 

slowly, stopping occasionally to nip a bud or 

branch; everything indicating that he might be 

down at any time. I therefore had to use great 

care, to travel slowly and to be prepared for a 

jump. It was three o’clock when I stepped 

across a small stream, in the sand and mud of 

which I found tracks, and so very recently had 

the deer crossed, that I scanned surroundings 

closely, advanced slowly and with extra caution. 

From near the bed of the brook rose a wooded 

ridge over which the tracks led. I crept al¬ 

most to the top. and lying down flat, pulled my¬ 

self up until I had a view of the ground beyond 

for four hundred yards or more. As far as the 

eye could reach, the ground bristled with fallen 

trees, up-turned roots and wind-falls. All the 

signs pointed to the buck being near, and I felt 

sure he was somewhere in front of me, well 

hidden in some tangle of root or branch. I 

lay there and watched for a movement, know¬ 

ing that as the shadows lengthened, the shafts 

of light would bring into view objects that were 

hidden a few minutes before, and that this would 

assist me in a pretty thorough search of the 

ground. About sixty yards from the base of the 

ridge, amid a mass of brush and small second- 

growth, lay a very large tree that in some 

furious storm had been bent and torn up by the 

roots. Its dead branches were to my right. I 

was looking at the point where the branches 

sprung from the trunk, and suddenly saw some¬ 

thing glint in a bar of sunlight that fell broadly 

on the spot. In a half minute more, I made 

out the head and shoulders of the buck. 1 he 

“glinting” had been caused by his turning his 

head in the sunlight, and I saw it repeated. 

As he stood, it was rather a difficult shot to 

hit him behind the shoulder. Slowly, slowly, 

inch by inch, I pushed the old Sharps .40-70 be¬ 

fore me and waited for the buck to raise his head. 

Instead of doing this, he walked a few steps 

into plainer view and nearer the base of the 

fallen tree. I had now to aim between two small 

trees and over a wind-fall of brush to find lv.s 

shoulder. 
I drew fine and pressed the trigger, and 

through the smoke saw the buck go in the air. 

and then heard “bump, bump.’ a slight sound 

as of a fall, and all was quiet. Reloading, I 

stepped around the branch end of the tree, and 

down along the trunk, expecting to find the 

dead deer lying there. I hunted the spot over, 

and again, but failed to locate the buck. 1 here 

were signs of a wounded animal, blood on the 

leaves, the marks of his hoofs as he made the 

two or three jumps when hit, but no sign be¬ 

yond the marks of the hoof prints where the 

last jump was made. Again and again I went 

over the ground, and even scanned the branches 

overhead, thinking perhaps to find the buck 

hanging there by the horns, having once read 

of such an occurrence. 

I sat down and thought it over, and as the 

minutes passed. I almost began to believe 1 

had not shot at a deer, but the empty shell in 

my pocket disproved that. Puzzled and al 

most discouraged, I vainly sought a solution of 

the strange affair, but it all terminated in the 

last jump of the buck and no further mark or 

sign. The silence of the forest, the soughing 

and whispering pine boughs, the utter disappear¬ 

ance of the deer apparently from the face of 

the earth, began to work on my imagination; 

and in the lengthening and deepening shadows 

of the short winter days, the place grew eerie 

and ghostly. 
I must have been very quiet sitting there gaz¬ 

ing away off through the trees, for at a turn in 

A FIVE MONTHS’ OLD RETRIEVER. 

The bird was a young pigeon. After being photographed, 
the pup brought the bird to his owner, J. M. Black. 

an open place where a broad band of sunlight 

was flung between the trees, possibly two hun¬ 

dred yards away, I made out a flock of wild 

turkeys, nine of them. With extreme caution 

I worked myself off the log and behind it, and 

with the same care secured the rifle. 1 he 

eang of turkeys slowly approached, pecking heri 

and there, stopping, listening, cautious, suspi¬ 

cious. Sometimes hidden by wind-falls and brush 

heaps, they caused me agonizing doubts as to 

whether they would reappear. They were evi¬ 

dently making for the brook to drink, and then 

would look for a place to roost. If they did 

this, it would bring them near my position. 

Minute after minute passed, the gang turned t>> 

the left, drawing nearer, until probably fifty 

yards or so from me, here they halted and 

bunched pretty close. 
Drawing fine and well down on the side of 

a gobbler. I killed him. The remainder of the 

flock took wing, but instantly one of them left 

the line of flight and flew toward me. He came 

on laboring wing, and fell amid the up-turned 
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roots of the large fallen tree, fluttering down 

and finally resting in the hole or depression 

where the tree once stood. 
As I lifted the bird out of the hole. I noticed 

near its edge a rock well imbedded and moss- 

covered, except at one broad place where it 

had very recently been disturbed. Neither the 

fall of the turkey nor I was responsible for 

this. While bending over examining the moss 

and the disturbed soil at the point where the 

rock was at the edge of the. hole, I saw to my 

surprise and further mystification the hoof of 

a deer protruding from among the leaves and 

brush that filled the hole. A quick examination 

and 1 hauled my deer out of the depression, a 

small buck of eighty pounds or so. He must 

have flung himself almost at right angles on 

his third jump and landed head first in that 

deep depression all doubled up. In my search 

for sign. I had passed the depression two or 

three times, but as the buck was pretty well 

covered with leaves and brush, he bad escaped 

my notice. 
If the turkeys had not so opportunely arrived, 

and if one of them had not just as opportunely 

fallen dead in that depression, the mystery oi 

the deer that gave two or three jumps and ap¬ 

parently disappeared from the earth would never 

have been solved. 
I camped there that night, and after a good 

supper of venison and hard tack with a cup of 

coffee, I lit my pipe, and in going over the 

events of the day, I realized once more that a 

sportsman has many remarkable and most in¬ 

teresting experiences. If all the sportsmen, 

young and old, would write one or two experi¬ 

ences and all appear in book form, it would 

make a mighty interesting book. 
Dick Swiveller. 

New England Spring Shooting. 

Boston, April it.—Editor Forest and Stieam. 

Many Boston sportsmen are discussing the pro¬ 

posed law to stop spring shooting along the 

Massachusetts coast. They seem to approach 

the subject in a fair spirit, most of them agree¬ 

ing that it would be beneficial to the birds. 

Quite all agree, however, that it would work in¬ 

justice to enforce such a law against the shooters 

of this State while at the same time geese, ducks 

and all the shore birds are being slaughtered by 

the thousands south of 11s. If a statute of such 

a character could be enforced uniformly by all 

the States along the entire coast line it would 

be wonderfully beneficial in results. Such an 

arrangement could probably never be consum¬ 

mated, and as it now looks Massachusetts sports¬ 

men will be obliged to go to other States to get 

the early shooting they now enjoy so much. 

Near Eastham, on the Cape, there is found 

during April some of the best wildfowl shoot¬ 

ing of the season. Dwight Blaney discovered 

this several years ago and has not failed to 

take advantage of it for a long time. On April 

4 his party of five left for two weeks of goose 

and brant shooting, and during that time will 

,-isit Billingsgate Island, located off the coast 

rear Wellflcet. This island, recently purchased 

w Dr. M. H. Richardson, is said to furnish ex- 

•ellent brant shooting. Chatham is of course 

-eceiving its usual full quota of shooters and 

nore are planning to leave during the coming 

,veek. ■ Hackle. 
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Expensive Broadbills. 

For some years it has been notorious that the 

law forbidding spring shooting on Long Island 

was not made for the natives, but for the out¬ 

sider. Residents on Long Island have shot 

ducks in winter, fall and spring with no regard 

whatever for the statute. Moreover, it is told 

that the residents are banded together, and that 

if a game protector makes his appearance any¬ 

where on th'e island the news travels far and 

fast and every one is warned of his coming. It 

is said that at certain places on the island a 

regular system of pickets has been established, 

and that when the coming of a game warden 

was heard of, the news was quickly conveyed 

to the shore and the gunner who was violating 

the law was notified by a system of signals of 

the conditions, and at once proceeded to remove 

the evidence of his shooting, and if necessary to 

decamp. Recently, however, a cog seems to have 

slipped in this great system and there has been 

a conviction of a resident of Centre Moriches, 

which must shake the confidence of the Long 

Island poacher and market hunter in his 

sources of information and in his system of 
signals. 

About March 26 Game Protector Byron H. 

McCullom made a trip over Great South Bay, 

from Centre Moriches to Babylon. The weather 

was pretty bad, for a gale of wind was blow¬ 

ing and it was too rough for anyone to be shoot¬ 

ing. The game protector, therefore, saw no 

violations of the law, but did see great quan¬ 

tities of fowl—thousands of duck and geese 

being put up at frequent intervals. On April 

1 Mr. McCullom was joined by Warden Birch 

and Special Game Warden Collorton. The three 

then went over the same ground, and returning 

east found substantially these conditions: great 

numbers of birds, but the wind blowing a gale 

and no one shooting. They did, however, hear 

many reports of fire-lighting fowl—jacking as 

it is called down there—and of illegal shooting. 

According to these reports there was little con¬ 

cealment about these matters. 

After returning from the west the game war¬ 

dens went through Quogue Canal into Shinne- 

cock Bay and over this, and here they found 

conditions much the same as in Great South Bay. 

Everywhere there were multitudes of birds. 

After their inspection they returned to Centre 

Moriches. 

On Monday last the wardens heard a great 

banging not far from Centre Moriches, and tak¬ 

THE ACT OF RETRIEVING A DEAD ONE. 

ing a boat they rowed up the Forge River, and 

soon came in sight of a gunner, who had his 

decoys out in front of a point and was hammer¬ 

ing the broadbills in great shape. The wardens 

rowed calmly up and arrested him. He proved 

to be a well known hotel proprietor of the place, 

J. W. Rose, and it is said that near him on the 

shore the wardens found twenty-five birds con¬ 

cealed in a bag. When taken before the judge, 

Rose pleaded guilty and was fined $100 and costs. 

We have frequently remarked that only two 

or three convictions of these Long Island spring 

shooters was required to bring them down to 

a point where they would consider the law as 

something serious, which was applicable to them 

as well as to others. This conviction, which of 

course represents a good deal more than the 

actual amount of the fine, is a most wholesome 

thing, and it is likely to be particularly useful 

to Long Islanders, and to those who shoot on 

Long Island. 

Long Runs of Foxhounds. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

I note in your issue of April 11 an accoui 

of a five days’ run by a foxhound in New Eni 

land. I have never known a hound to run fh 

days, but can vouch for two dogs running 

red fox for fifty-three hours. 

Last winter L. P. Smith, of Ithaca, and M. 1 

Smith, of Syracuse, were in their camp ne; 

Parish, N. Y., and at 7 A. M. Tuesday put tv 

hounds selected from their pack on a fox tra 

The dogs were in hearing of these men sever 

times during Tuesday and Wednesday, and c 

Thursday morning drove the fox on to the port 

of a house three miles from camp; then th< 

ran straight away toward Oneida Lake ar 

were heard and seen by a reliable member < 

the Amboy Club at noon on Thursday still dri 

ing the fox, so it is certain they were runnir 

for fifty-three hours and probably longer. Oi 

dog was returned from Cleveland on Oneio 

Lake, twenty-four miles from camp; the oth< 

evidently started for home and was accidental 

caught in a mink trap four miles from horn 

where it was found later and returned mo 

dead than alive. 

The remarkable part of this run was that tl 

two dogs that made it were very fast dogs ar 

were running hard and fast every time th< 

were seen during the whole run. These doj 

repeatedly run from twenty-four to thirty hour 

Ithaca. 

Opposed to Brant Shooting. 

Rochester. N. Y., March 30.—Editor Fore 

and Stream: The following amended resoh 

tions were adopted by the executive committi 

of the Western New York Sportsman Associ 

tion: 

“Resolved, That this association is unanimous 

opposed to any restriction in the hunting c 

game birds with dogs, for the reason that tl 

most of birds so taken are migratory and ther 

fore such restriction would be unfair to Ne 

York State sportsmen and would give sportsme 

of all other States an unjust and unfair advai 

tage over those of this State; and further r 

solved that the proposal to permit the taking ( 

brant is contrary to the better spirit and sent 

ment relating to game protection and amoun 

to a license for the violation of the game la 

in that it will be but a cloak for taking of due 

and other waterfowl illegally.” 

John R. Fanning, Sec’y pro tern. 

Retrieve and Point. 

Philadelphia, Pa., April 7.—Editor Fore 

and Stream: The accompanying photograph w; 

taken in Florida last month of my setter Ingl 

side Sport on point while in the act of retrie' 

ing. In over forty years’ experience I nevi 

saw this before and fortunately happened ' 

have the camera along. J. W. Hamer. 

BREAKFAST IN CAMP 

is nothing without coffee, and coffee is nothir 
without Cream. Ordinarily cream is out of tl 
question nine times out of ten, but Borden 
Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk takes its pla< 
perfectly and keeps indefinitely until opened, 
is unsweetened and has the natural cream flavc 
and color.—Adv. 



Little Talks About Fly-Fishing. 

Editor Forest </nd Stream: 
The vision of the trout is incredibly sensitive to motion 

and to colors, but not to distinctions of form. 

As to their sensitiveness to motion, it may be safely 

said that a company of soldiers standing motionless on 

the bank of a trout brook would not frighten the trout 

in it so much as the moving shadow of one of them 

j across the water. 
I Their sensitiveness to colors is seen every week at the 

ponds where trout are domesticated, specially when their 

keeper changes a dark coat for a light one, or leaves it 

off altogether. The appearance of the unaccustomed 

light coat or white shirt will often frighten well-tamed 

,, trout into a panic.—From "Domesticated Trout,” by 

Livingston Stone. 

ti Mr. Stone’s experience was far greater than 

i any angler would be likely to enjoy. He was a 

ji successful breeder of trout for years and speaks 

v with authority, yet we find men who believe that 

trout are color blind. I think it was Sir Herbert 

’ Maxwell who first gave this theory to the angling 

f world. How any one who has had any consider- 

1 able experience as a fly-fisherman can hold such 

1 an opinion is a puzzle to me. No round-eyed 

creature can have the clear impressions of form 

that the human animal enjoys, but again and 

again we have seen that fish are able to distin¬ 

guish colors, one from another, or even different 

shades of the same color. For instance, if trout 

are taking a pale yellow natural fly steadily they 

may reject a darker yellow artificial, yet accepr 

a better imitation in color, although only a hackle 

without wings. 
Probably the most important lesson we learn 

in trouting is to keep out of sight. We cannot 

1 cast a fly without motion and even a shadow will 

j alarm a trout. Wc soon learn how important it 

i is to have the sun shining in our faces and not 

comfortably warming our backs. If obliged to 

: fish in sight of the trout a good background is 

[ a help. Keep the rod low down with the side 01 

i underhand cast. With the rays of the sun strik- 

j ing the water obliquely at certain hours in the 

morning and afternoon, we can, if facing it, 

i stand within easy casting distance of a school of 

i trout and present . our flies without alarming 

them. The fish may be lying in shallow water,' 

but we cannot see them nor can they see us. 

Under other conditions, or with the sun in oui 

rear, they would take fright before we arrived 

within range. 

It is delightful to find a stream which has long 

reaches of good water, well shaded by trees or 

high banks quite early in the afternoon. Spoit 

may be had in such places when we could do 

nothing in the open until the evening hour. It is 

only in early spring, when the water is very 

cold, that bright sunshine is an advantage. 1 hen 

a little heat will bring out the flies and make the 

trout more active. There are days when the sky 

is overcast that are apt to bring disappointment 

to the angler. The light is gray and hard and 

the atmosphere depressing. We cannot say just 

what is wrong, but we feel that the conditions 

are against us. Usually it is flat calm. If the 

wind is blowing we are soon driven off the watei 

by stormy weather. This is much the best, as a 

change is desirable, and it is a waste of time to 

fish. However, we all know how hard it is to 

leave the stream no matter how bad the weather. 

We are always hoping for a change and hate to 

acknowledge that we are beaten; in fact, we 

work much harder when conditions are adverse 

than when they are favorable. 
To thoroughly enjoy our surroundings we 

should have a little success early in the day, as, 

after a few trout have been stowed away in the 

creel, the strong desire to take fish is appeased. 

Now we are at peace with all the world and can 

wander on amicably, and at our ease, in full en¬ 

joyment of all the beauties of earth and sky. It 

is not human to be quite happy with an empty 

basket. I remember a trying afternoon when the 

sawdust was running and the lonely stream 

seemed barren of fish. Not a rise was to be seen. 

At last a large trout, as I thought, moved at the 

fly but did not touch it. How I labored over that 

fish. I changed the fly again and again, and 

rested the pool several limes, but all efforts were 

in vain and I turned wearily tow'ard home. Just 

then two minnow fishers appeared, and I sat 

down for a few minutes to rest and to see if 

one of them would succe.ed where I had failed. 

Sure enough, the minnow scored, and I confess 

that when I saw that bending rod I felt a little 

envious. I walked back to view a noble trout and 

arrived just in time to see a big chub taken from 

the landing net. I had spent at least an hour in 

trying to catch a chub, but I tramped away a 

o-ood deal comforted that I had not killed a fish. 

The light changes from day to day, atmos¬ 

pheric conditions are rarely the same, even on 

consecutive days, and these changes have much 

influence upon our sport. Ihe effect is apparent 

to our own eyes, as, in certain lights our arti¬ 

ficial flies are not at all lifelike, or natural look¬ 

ing when on the water. At one time a fine leader 

is invisible or almost so; at another it shows up 

like a cod line. We fish with little confidence 

unless things look right to us. Most men who 

fish after dusk in the evening prefer dark nights, 

and from my own somewhat limited experience, 

I should say that bright moonlight is unfavorable 

to sport. If out on a bright night I always face 

the moon and fish into the deep shadows. On 

the darkest nights trout appear to see objects on 

the surface quite distinctly. Whether they can 

distinguish colors, one from another, I do not 

know. The author of “The Angler and the Loop 

Rod,” who fished through the long summer 

nights on the Clyde and Tweed for a livelihood, 

claimed that they can do so. This man used 

nine flies in day and six flies in night angling, 

and he states that sometimes his entire catch of 

twenty to thirty pounds of trout would be killed 

on one particular fly. the other patterns on the 

long leader failing of attraction. One can get 

quite close to his fish at night without being 

seen, and they seem to be unsuspicious. If much 

disturbed, however, they will soon become wary 

of the artificial fly. 
I doubt if it is sportsmanlike to fish at night, 

although I admit the temptation when the water 

is low and large trout are known to be about. 

There is something fascinating about the busi¬ 

ness, and I love to be in or near the stream on 

a fine summer’s night. The air should be warm 

and quiet, little or no breeze, with lots of in¬ 

sects in the air and on the water. A little cold 

wind will often stop the rise at once, yet I have 

known trout to rise well on a chilly evening. It 

is difficult to measure distances accurately at 

night and one is apt to find that he is casting a 

longer line than is necessary or advisable. We 

may be forcibly reminded of this by hooking the 

tail-fly in the brush overhanging the further 

bank. A smash at such a time is irritating as we 

have a poor light for making repairs. 

One evening I was casting in a pool that was 

full of roots, driftwood and stumps, and quite 

expected to be hung up. After a time my fly was 

arrested and I was sure that I had a root. I 

pulled gently, first one way and then the other, 

finally harder, straight up. Then the head of a 

big trout appeared, his mouth opened and the 

fly flew up in the air, there was a great splash 

upon the surface and I was left lamenting. How 

silly one feels after such a performance. This 

trout had annexed the fly quietly and settled 

back under a stump. A big fish may just suck 

the fly in and even when hooked may scarcely 

feel the barb in his tough old jaws. He lies there 

and is only passively resistant. It is easy to mis¬ 

take this dead pull for something inanimate 

until the trout become alarmed and starts on a 

grand rush for freedom. I remember standing 

at the top of a pool with my rod bent in a half 

circle for what seemed a long time; then a great 

trout threw itself into the air and ran down 

stream over a low fall into the wide water below. 

Occasionally brown trout of unusual size will 

sulk, and much patience, coolness and skill are 

required to land them on light fly tackle. Un • 

fortunately these big fish are not so numerous 

as they were eight or ten years ago. At one 

time there were a few of them in nearly all the 

pools large enough to afford them shelter and a 

good hiding place. A Salrno fario of the yellow 

varietv is a lovely fish, but some of the old trout 

become almost black from long hiding under 

rocks, etc. One of the most perfect fish I have 

seen in several years was a yellow lady weighing 

a little over four pounds. She must have lived 

much in a pool that was exposed to the sun, as 

she was very light in color. The under parts 

were golden yellow, the pink spots exceedingly 

bright. To perpetrate something of a bull—I 

wish that all brown trout were yellow trout. 

Anglers who are not familiar with these brightly 

colored fish have no idea how beautiful the 

Salrno fario is under favoring conditions. 

It makes a man feel dismal to see the destruc 

tion of such timber as remains in this part of 

the country. Saw mills, pulp mills and acid fac¬ 

tories are at work on or near every stream in 

whose neighborhood any trees worth cutting are 

to be found. When the sheltering woodlands 

have vanished from the hillsides and valleys We 

can only look forward to longer drouths at one 

season and heavier floods at another. 
Theodore Gordon. 
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A Wonderful Salmon Pool. 

In front of me lies a much-worn fly-book, in¬ 

side those shabby covers the remnants of many 

faithful flies. Is it, therefore, but natural, that 

this treasure recalls fishing expeditions, for 

after all we still love to return to the scenes and 

pleasures of our past outings and find these same 

outings so easily revisited in memory. There 

are many who have experienced the thrill, and 

felt the heart rise within the mouth as the very 

waters seemed to shake when the “king of fish” 

gave us battle royal, and you to whom this ex¬ 

perience is unknown, have yet a choice sensation 

in store. It seems to me a hopeless task, to pen 

one’s feelings at such a moment, when the swirl 

of your first salmon comes, then and only then 

will you realize why salmon fishing fascinates, 

and indeed the fascination is not only temporary, 

for I venture to state there will come many 

moments in your after life (even when this 

earth is wearing its winter dress, and your 

library fire is most soothing), that first salmon 

will creep in again and give something to re¬ 

member, a “something” which seems hard to 

forget. Of all our outings there is generally 

one which seems to hold the greatest delights 

for after reflections. 

My fly-book of course brings back one outing 

which stands head and shoulders above all my 

others. 

Sailing across the Gulf of St. Lawrence, with 

a spanking breeze, our attention was drawn to 

land dead ahead. Knowing the sail was too short 

to sight the Labrador, my curiosity was naturally 

aroused, but soon learned we were approaching 

the Island of Anticosti. This island is the sole 

property of Menier, the French chocolate king. 

He, it appears, purchased the same from the 

Canadian government and has since built a mag¬ 

nificent residence in its chief bay. This gentle¬ 

man, I learn, has set up rigid game laws and even 

limits its few inhabitants with their hunting; so 

all thoughts of visiting its game was out of the 

question. 

After passing the western end of Anticosti, 

you sight the North Shore, as it is called—in 

reality the Canadian Labrador—and take a di¬ 

rect course for Mingan, arriving there in a few 

hours’ good sailing. Mingan, which is one of 

the Hudson Bay’s oldest and most interesting 

posts, is situated at the outlet of the celebrated 

Mingan River. Some two miles up this river the 

waters of River Mainafeaux join it. Both rivers 

belonged to a company, and to fish these waters 

one required a permit, which I may say we were 

fortunate in having. My companion, to whom 

these waters were familiar, told me we would 

run the canoe up to the Mingan falls in the 

morning and there I might expect to see the 

sight of a lifetime. Naturally expectations were 

running high and the night seemed all too long, 

in spite of the long sea voyage of the previous 

days. 

With the beauties of another sunny day we 

started for the falls and had a hard paddle 

against the strong current and black flies which 

actually came in clouds; were it not for the 

blessing of fly oil, one could not live on these 

rivers. How well I remember the welcome roar 

of the falling water as I looked for it at every 

bend of the river. It seemed an interminable 

age, the reaching of that pool, where the sight 

of a life was in store. At last we came to the 

final bend of the river and opened up the falls 

running down over steps of rock into the won¬ 

derful pool. Indeed I can truly say my expecta¬ 

tions were gratified and far beyond all expecta¬ 

tions, for in truth the water of that immense 

pool was literally churned with jumping salmon; 

there were five and eight beautiful fish, leaping 

in the air at the same moment, and the picture 

they made with their silvery bodies glistening in 

the sun and then falling with a splash cannot 

soon be forgotten. 

Working the canoe around the edge of the 

pool, we landed at the base of the fall, where 

the guide told us, in very broken English, and 

many gesticulations toward the sky to “Zee dem 

shump,” so placing ourselves at the top of the 

first fall beside little basins of water, which were 

worn out of solid rock, we watched for results. 

Reward came very soon, for as we watched the 

seething pool below there came a salmon torpedo 

straight for us, making the leap in a masterly 

manner, gaining the brink of falling water, 

where he seemed to hold his ground by mighty 

efforts and then glide gracefully into one of the 

basins directly at our feet. There the monster 

lay resting, with half his back out of water and 

apparently not the slightest fear of the audience. 

Watching every movement of this fish for fully 

ten minutes and wondering the next move, we 

noticed the tail slowly moving, drawing the sal¬ 

mon backward into a side eddy, then a most 

spectacular sight followed. Rushing ahead, then 

back a number of times, apparently judging the 

correct distance, the fish stopped, then the tail 

curled, almost touching his side, a black streak 

shot through the water, a glistening, wriggling fish 

in the air, and our entertaining friend disap¬ 

peared above the second fall, away to his spawn¬ 

ing ground up the Mingan. Our genial guide, 

becoming exasperated with the English lan¬ 

guage, ventured forth in French and was de¬ 

lighted beyond words to find we understood him, 

whereupon he told us the uselessness of setting 

up rods, as the salmon when jumping, as they 

then were, would never look at our flies. How¬ 

ever, we refused to listen to this advice and did 

not see how it could be possible to fish in that 

water without getting a rise every cast. But the 

guide knew what he was talking about, for we 

fished that pool for hours, and the tantalizing 

demons would actually leap over our flies but 

“not a take.” Soon after this my companion’s 

reel became very noisy, a sure sign of trouble, 

and I was then aware of a battle in hand. In¬ 

deed, that was a fight to the finish, for my com¬ 

panion, being disgusted with the salmon, had 

taken a nine-ounce trout rod and was tempting 

the big trout with a grilse fly and fifty yards of 

line, when friend salmon saw his opportunity for 

amusement. That fight was- against fearful odds, 

the landing of that fish, after nearly four hours 

of unceasing fighting was a triumph in angling. 

Yes, there were many moments when the reel 

only showed a few folds of line, the guide and 

I paddling with all our might to save the run¬ 

away. 

Do not, therefore, imagine you can do this 

trick with your first salmon, and do not be too 

much disappointed if your first fish outwits you 

with his jumping tactics. Correspondent. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laivs in Brief. See adv. 

Salmon Fishing in Nova Scotia. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The streams of Nova Scotia are, owing to 

their nearer proximity to the gulf stream, con¬ 

siderably earlier than those of New Brunswick 

and Quebec. 

Good sport may be had even if the weather 

is cool and the flies are put out among floating 

ice; but our English cousins often find their 

best fishing during the latter part of winter, and 

the early opening of the Nova Scotia rivers is 

now rapidly being availed of, not only by Hali¬ 

fax anglers, but by many from this side of the 

line. 
The Tusket, Clyde and several other streams 

up as far as the East River are comparatively 

late, those from the last named stream up as far 

as the Sable River are moderately early; the 

best early fly-fishing is to be found in the Med¬ 

way, Mersey, Ingram, and even the Indian 

River. The new railroad between Halifax and 

Yarmouth brings all these rivers within easy 

reach of the American angler; the Medway and 

other favorite streams being now about twenty- 

four hours’ travel from Boston. 

The angler may either drop off at Jordan and 

fish the Jordan River or keep on to Liverpool 

and ascend the Mersey River to Milton, where 

he will find comfortable quarters and one of the 

most prolific pools in the Dominion. 

The Medway is, I think, the earliest river in 

the province on which good fly-fishing may be1 

had, an eighteen-pound fish last year having 

been taken on the first day of the season. 

A line addressed to the postmaster of either 

of the towns I have named or of Port Medway, 

N. S., will put the angler in communication with 

guides and obtain for him all the information 

he desires. 

The flies used in this early salmon fishing are 

all of very large pattern, yellow and bright 

brown in color; Prince-William-of-Orange, 

Jock-Scott, Popham, Durham-Ranger, light 

Montreal and the silver-doctor in several sizes 

and tied with an abundance of feathers from the 

golden pheasant; all these flies should be tied 

pretty full. 

The flies at this season are well sunk in the 

water and are moved rather slowly. 

The angler will find a good serviceable grilse 

rod long enough and of sufficient weight to 

meet all the requirements; most of the fishing 

is done from either a canoe or dory, and a long 

heavy salmon rod is found an unwieldy tool to I 

employ while standing in the unstable craft; in 

fact, some anglers are contentirtg themselves 

when fishing from boat or canoe with a single¬ 

hand six- or seven-ounce fly-rod. The only 

objection that can be urged against the em¬ 

ployment of very light rods in contests with 

fresh run sea salmon is that considerable time is 

required and the pool is consequently much 

stirred up before the fish is brought to the gaff. 

F. A. Samuels, i 

The First Penobscot Salmon. 

Brewer, Me., April - ,3.—Editor Forest ami 

Stream: The first Penobscot salmon, weighing 

eleven pounds, was taken on a fly at The Pool 

April 1. The shores were all ice and a bitterly 

cold wind was blowing. Manly Hardy. 
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Alaskan Fishing. 

j Booth, Ala., April 10.—Editor Forest and 

7ream: I am very fond of fishing and have 

iken smaJl-mouth black bass in the Allegany 

treams, a half-dozen different kinds of trout 

nd salmon on the Pacific coast and grayling in 

daska. I always prefer the fly, but have used 

1 innows and baits of different kinds, but on the 

•ccasion I will tell you about I used neither 

,f these and had one of the best and most qn- 

oyable days I ever spent. 

In the latter part of August, 1901, I was 

amped on Unalaska Island, which is the third 

sland of any size in the Aleutian chain from 

he end of the Alaskan peninsula which sepa- 

ates Behring Sea from the Pacific Ocean. I 

ound good fishing in any of the various streams 

oming down from the snow-covered mountains, 

atching the regular mountain, rainbow and 

ut-throat trout. I frequently noticed in the 

leepest pools large Dolly Varden trout, lying 

notionless except a slow movement of their 

ins to hold them against the current, but they 

vould not notice any kind of fly or troll and I 

iad about given up the idea of trying to hook 

,ny of the big fellows when I saw some Indian 

quaws cleaning salmon on the beach, and know- 

ng that the Dolly Varden is partly a salt-water 

ish and only goes up the streams late in the 

summer about the time the salmon run to feed 

on their spawn, I got a.couple of strings of the 

salmon eggs and started out one cloudy after- 

loon to give them a trial. I used a small trout 

took at the end of a three-foot leader, and after 

in hour or two of patient work, succeeded in 

anding two of the smaller ones. 

I continued up the stream several miles 

further than I had ever been before, and the 

further I went the thicker the Dolly Varden 

were in the pools. The water was as clear as 

crystal, and I could have seen a ten-cent piece 

in the bottom of an eight-foot pool. In some 

pools about 100 feet long and twenty feet broad 

there would be at least 500 fine fish, nearly all 

from twelve to eighteen inches long and all 

lying in a group near the head of the pools. 

Their peculiar dark silver backs .and lighter 

colored sides, their sides thickly covered with 

bright pink spots, harmonized well with the 

color of the water shaded by the cliffs. 

About five miles from the mouth of the creek 

I was stopped by a ledge of rock which ex¬ 

tended across the creek from side to side and 

over which the water made a clear leap of about 

eighteen feet. The water had worn out a deep 

pool under the falls and the shadows being very 

deep, the water looked black and was covered 

with foam and very swift in the middle, but 

there was a good sized eddy on each side. I 

made several casts in the swift water, but my 

bait would wash down to the shallows before it 

would sink, so I fastened a split shot a few 

inches above the hook, then cast well up under 

the foot of the falls, and on drawing my line 

rapidly through the water, felt a strike and for 

several minutes had a busy time. I at last 

worked him down to the shallows and found 

to my surprise I had hooked my fish through 

the back near the dorsal fin. I was afraid the 

hook would tear out, but by gentle persuasion 

got him started down stream, and after a chase 

of a hundred yards or more, got him penned 

up by wading around him in the swifter water 

and coaxci[ him into a shallow place, where 1 

secured him. He measured nineteen inches and 

was a beauty. 
I did not bother with salmon eggs again, but 

continued casting and allowing my hook to sink, 

then drawing with quick jerks toward me. I 

only had about one hour and a half to get back 

to camp before dark, but in that time caught 

twenty-nine more, hooking them just by acci¬ 

dent in the back, belly, or any old way. Some 

of them gave me great fights to land without 

losing them, as the small size hook could take 

only a slight hold. I could not tell how deep 

this pool was, but it was evident that it was as 

full of fish as any pool in an aquarium could be, 

or I could not have snagged them as I did with 

a single small hook. They were crowded up 

there trying to get over the falls, and there was 

hardly a moment some were not in the air 

tumbling back after a desperate run or leap. 

I saw some ascend to within a few feet of the 

top and was sorry I did not have time to go 

above the falls to see if there were any there. 

If any had been above the falls they must have 

gotten over them, as these fish all run down to 

salt water late in the fall and would not breed 

and live up there always. I had a tiresome 

walk back with my load of fish, and put the 

bunch of thirty-two on .the scales in a fur 

trader’s store and they weighed just forty-six 

pounds. The largest was twenty inches long and 

weighed two and three-quarter pounds. They 

are a most delicious table fish, with pale pink 

color, which is different from most trout, and 

makes them kin to the salmon, I think. 

I have seen tomcod caught on the beach at 

Nome, Alaska, when driven close to shore by 

larger fish preying on them, by simply throwing 
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out a long hand line with several groups of 

three hooks tied back to back on it, using no 

bait and being drawn in with quick jerks, but 

have never seen or heard of trout being caught 

as I caught those Dolly Varden. 

The steamer for which I was waiting to carry 

me to Nome came the next day, and I was sorry 

not to be able to explore further up the stream 

above the falls. I believe I was the first person 

to ever use a fly-rod in that creek, as the 

natives, who are a mixture of Aleut Indians and 

Russians, only care or fish for deep-sea cod 

and salmon, and no white people stop there for 

pleasure. I was on a prospecting trip, but was 

glad to have a chance to fish those beautiful 

streams. If the water had been cloudier, I be¬ 

lieve those Dolly Varden would have taken the 

salmon eggs, as I have caught them since then 

in the streams running into Puget Sound, and 

have heard the salmon hatchery men say that 

these trout were the worst enemies the salmon 

had. I have had fine sport catching grayling 

with flies in Nome River and its tributaries, and 

they put up as game a fight as any fish living. 

I have heard that Dolly Varden have been taken 

in some of the lakes and rivers flowing into 

the Bering Sea at Cape York that weighed six 

pounds, but have never seen them larger than 

three and a half pounds. S. H. Carter. 

Fishermen and the Gale. 

The gale which sprang up on April 11 and 

continued to blow throughout the night and on 

Sunday caught a number of salt water anglers 

unawares, and several were lost on Long Island 
Sound. 

Saturday morning dawned dark and overcast, 

there was little wind, and thinking it would be 

a mild, quiet day, large numbers of anglers 

hastened to resorts along the Sound to try for 

the first of the salt water fish. About 10 o’clock 

the clouds disappeared and the sun shone 

brightly, then a heavy rain squall passed over, 

followed by clear skies and a wind that in¬ 

creased steadily in velocity until mid afternoon, 

when it was blowing at the rate of sixty or 

more miles an hour. 

Anglers who were caught very far from shore 

found it almost impossible to row back. In 

Pelham Bay alone' a dozen boats were reported 

missing, and although the number of persons 

actually known to have drowned is small, it is 

not likely an accurate reckoning can be made. 

The boats came ashore on City Island, Throggs 

Neck and on Long Island, and some parties re¬ 

ported missing probably reached home too badly 

frightened to report to the authorities. 

The series of rodmaking articles printed in 

these columns recently will during the present 

month be published in bool: form by the Forest 

and Stream Publishing Company. This will be 

Vol. I. of Perry D. Frazer’s “The Angler’s 

Workshop,” and will deal zvith ‘‘Rodmaking for 

Beginners.” The book contains 180 pages and 

besides the working drawings, will be illustrated 

zvith several half-tone plates. Orders may be 

sent at any time, and the book zvill be sent post¬ 
paid for $1. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

Angling in Newfoundland. 

St. John’s, N. F., April 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The time has now arrived when 

anglers will be making their dates for the com¬ 

ing season. In anticipation of the many requests 

for information that usually pour in about this 

season, I have compiled some extracts from the 

official report filed by the Minister of Marine 

and Fisheries, relating to the game fish opera¬ 

tions last year at some of the principal rivers. 

These are only partial extracts. There were 

many other names reported for smaller catches 

which I did not copy, but which affected the 

total number caught in each river. The aggre¬ 

gate is very much greater both in number and 

weight than would appear from the list supplied. 

Anglers will draw their own conclusions and 

decide which of the rivers they will visit, or per¬ 

haps may conclude to visit one of the equally 

good rivers on the west and south coast, and 

which are not named in the following extracts. 

Visitors who have been here before know the 

ropes, but to those proposing to visit the island 

for the first time the coming season I would 

say for further particulars to write Hon. Eli 

Dawe, St. John’s; 1. W. N. Johnstone or W. B. 

Reid, St. John’s. Any of these gentlemen will 

give reliable information, while Mr. Reid can¬ 

not only give reliable information, but also can 

materially assist visitors by making it easy for 

them to leave and board trains near good salmon 

pools and thus save long tramps from their 

hotels or camps, and in many other ways he can 

make it easy and pleasant. A word from him 

to conductors, trainmen, section men or tele¬ 

graph operators will make those obliging officials 

doubly solicitous for the comfort of visitors. 

In the following lists no account is taken of 

sea trout. These frequent all the salmon rivers 

and give sport second only to that furnished by 

the salmon. When the sea trout is fresh run 

he is a grand fighter, and he is a welcome and 

toothsome addition to the larder. 

As regards the climate in July and August it 

is no exaggeration to say it is the most health¬ 

ful m North America. It is never too hot, es¬ 

pecially for those who come from large cities. 

The flies are troublesome, but there are many 

remedies. The very best I know is a mixture 

of carbolic and sweet or olive oil in proportion 

of one to fifteen. This keeps the flies off and 

the oil keeps the skin soft and hinders sore¬ 

ness. In the night in camp if one burns a spoon¬ 

ful or two of Keating’s insect powder after the 

tent is closed for the night the flies will give no 

further trouble. The way to do it is lace the 

flaps of your tent, get a cover of a can or piece 

of tin of any kind, bend it up so it will hold a 

spoonful or two of powder, hold it over a candle 

till the tin gets red, and the powder burns. This 

will cause a dense smoke which, while it is not 

the least offensive to the human occupants, will 

effectually kill off the flies and assure the camp¬ 

ers a peaceful night. 

There are many places along the line where 

ladies can get board. A mixed party, who find 

it inconvenient to camp, may get board in houses 

in the vicinity of the best rivers. About the 

easiest and best place for those who do not 

want to be bothered with camps and cooking is 

Placentia. The scenery there is considered 

among the prettiest on the island. The salmon 

pools are quite near the boarding houses where 

one may get good plain board at a low rate 

About the middle of July the sea trout fishinj 

here is very good, and one always has the chance 

of a salmon. 

Salmonier is also very good, but one has t( 

tramp a good distance to the pools if not campec 

beside them. Ladies have been coming ii 

increased numbers, and it has been proved tha 

where there is a mixed company it is easier an< 

more convenient to stay at the boarding houses 

as many of them possess all the advantages of ; 

camp in the wilderness without the trouble o 

cooking, cleaning up, etc., that are some of th< 

drawbacks of living under canvas. 

SOME CATCHES OF SALMON REPORTED BY WARDENS 

Warden A. A. Mclsaac, Grand River. 
Number of Average 

Salmon. Pounds 
Herder and Rennie, St. Johns, N. F... 9 12 
Sir Bryan Leighton, England. S 12 
R. Winsmore, New York. G 13 
Stickland and Salter, Nova Scotia. 10 
Hon. John Harvey, St. Johns, N. F_ 4 13 
R. A. Murray, Boston. 17 12 
Captain Simon, Halifax . 15 10 
Major Dyne, England . 40 12 
J. T. Hutton, England. 05 9 
M. Burnham, Montreal. 1 10 
Dr. S. Triford, New York. 11 11 
Edward Milding, New York. 38 9 
J. DeWolf, St. John, N. 11. 13 8 
Earl Grey, Gov.-Gen., Canada. 12 8 
IV. D. Reid, St. Johns, N. F. 0 S 

Warden Peter Muirc, South Branch. 
Dr. T. Hutton, England. . 9 It 
YV. W. Chiman, Montreal . 1G 
A. Mclsaac, Grand River. . 4 13 
Charles Blanford, Grand River. . 5 12 
Dr. George Dart, New York... . 4 8 
F. K. Kettridge, New York. o 13 
Rev. O’Donovan, Baltimore_ o 

7 
T. D. Martin. Fall River. 8 
L. Rutherford, Montreal . o 10 

Warden Geo. Shears, Robinson’s Head. 
R. B. Boyles, New York. . 41 7 
G. Rollins and wife, Halifax... . 1 12 
Dr. Roy and party, Sydney. . 9 7 
M. Clark and party. 7 
M. Burlen, Boston . 7 
M. Dumont, Boston . 6 
Mr. Crane, Boston . 8 
Judge McPherson, Kentucky .. . 2 7 
M. Wardwill and party. Boston, . 27 5 
Dr. Smith, Truro . 5 
Daggett and Bussey, Boston... . 10 10 

Warden T. Downey, Lower Section Grand River 
Sir B. and Lady Leighton, England_ 
Edgar Newton, England. 
Mr., Mrs. and Miss Heughan, Provi¬ 

dence, R. I. 
M. Perkins, Colorado' . 
T. S. Skelton, Conn. 
G. Hutchings, Boston . 
M. Lancer, New York .. 

Wardens Angus McQuarrie and 
Judge Morton, Boston . 
G. Parker, Pa. 
Hon. G. McLean, Texas. 
Prof. G. D. Bussey, Lynn. 
Dr. Geo. Bart, New York. 
M., Philadelphia... 
Dr. E. J. Keffer, Philadelphia . 
M. O’Brien, London. 

22 9 
1 24 

13 10 
2 10 

12 S to 20 
3 9 
2 10 

G. Knowling 
3 7 
2 12 
9 9 
5 25 
G 12 

16 9 
8 10 
2 18 

■ On Little River there were about 110 salmon caught 
Abram Lilly, Exploits River: All the rivers were it 

good condition. There were considerably more salmoi 
went up Exploits River in September than in July 
1 found more fish in the spawning holes than ever, ant 
yet there were less caught outside. 

William Dakin, Salmonier: Sea trout from 2*4 to 
pounds could be taken from June 15 to end of season. 

B. Brazil, Garnish: In the river the salmon have beet 
abundant. The few sports that came on the river hat 
some good fishing. 

R. Furneaux, Rose Blanche, Farmers’ Arm: In thi 
brook a quantity of grilse are to be seen, as well a 
large sea trout. It is one of the sporting haunts no 
yet known to pleasure seekers. This brook is near Por 
aux Basques. 

N. Peters, Hall’s Bay: Some sports caught 4 
salmon averaging 4 pounds. 

I. Goodyear: Two Scotch gentlemen caught 22 salmon 
weight 2% to 8 pounds. 

L. Murphy, Salmonier: July 5 A. B. Morine and part; 
visited the rivers and remained four weeks, taking 30' 
salmon, averaging 4 to 15 pounds. Mr. Munn stayei 
four days and secured 35 fish, averaging 6 pounds. Fisl 
were fairly plentiful at falls all through the month o 
August. 

In conclusion I may say that through ticket 

may be Had from any of the railway companie: 

in the principal American cities. 

W. J. Carroll. 
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A Famous Trout Brook. 

New York City, April 4.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Bash Bish, from its source in 

some five or six spring-fed brooklets upon Mt. 

Washington in Massachusetts, until it loses its 

name some miles below the peaceful town of 

Copake Iron Works, is a stream that should de¬ 

light the hearts of all true lovers of the trout. 

Its bottom is of pebble and rock formation and 

its course one of the most picturesque to be 

found anywhere in the East, starting, as it does, 

high up in the mountains and making its en¬ 

trance into New York State in the form of a 

beautiful waterfall some thirty odd feet in 

height. For some two or three miles after it 

follows a narrow pass through the mountains 

and finally emerging out into the beautiful fer¬ 

tile valley in Columbia county. 

The trout are here in good numbers, but like 

the “pats” of this vicinity are very wild, and 

one is put to all his resources to make a large 

creel. Many will be the strikes and sharp the 

struggles before number one goes creelward, and 

he who fishes must not leave his wits and eyes 

“ter hum.” I have stood for twenty minutes 

sheltered from view by a large rock that forms 

one of the sides of a noted pool receiving strike 

for cast, but whether my wrist or eye was at 

fault I know not, and the trout still continues 

to pass the time away under the shelving slopes 

of this rock. 
After emerging from the gap the stream 

broadens and becomes more shallow and follows 

nicely on the shady side of the hills, and here 

the trout seem to lose some of their shyness. 

Last summer I saw on the bar of one of the 

local hotels a mess that would have delighted the 

heart of old Izaak himself, caught during the 

morning session just below here. 

He who goes out with fly-book only will get 

fish, but these denizens of the brook are an un¬ 

educated lot and, from the experience of myself 

and others, seem to much prefer the cricket, 

’hopper, worm or doodlebug to any feathered de¬ 

vice that has ever been tied up to imitate an in¬ 

sect. 
One must wade, as from start to finish the 

banks are invisible through a tangle of young 

willow and other water-loving plants, and should 

the reader ever visit the brook during July or 

August, never stop to adjust leader or fly under 

an overhanging branch or a large swarm of 

small but devilish black gnats will immediately 

take possession of your hands and face and make 

life in other places simply angelic by compari 

..son. 
But, all in all. he who loves to fish for trout, 

breathe nature’s best air. and see her in her 

finest garb can have all three at the one time in 

this brook. Three hotels cater to the inner and 

outer man, one in the gap and two below. For 

many years I have spent spring, summer and 

fall in the former and always returned better 

for it. S. Stetson. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., April 4.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The trout season opened in Cali¬ 

fornia streams below tidewater on April I, and 

as there are but few places in tidewater from 

which trout can be taken there was something 

of a rush of the anglers to available points. 

Good fishing has been enjoyed in the lagoons 
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SUNDAY CONTESTS. at San Gregorio and Pescadero and near the 

mouth of Mud Creek. Some good steelhead 

have also been caught near the mouth of Rus¬ 

sian River. The real trout fishing, however, will 

not begin until May 1, when all California 

streams are open to the anglers. 

The San Francisco Fly-Casting Club met some 

days ago at Stow Lake and inaugurated its sea¬ 

son for 1908. The programme arranged was as 

follows : Saturday contests commencing at 2130 

P. M., March 21, April 4 and 25, May 9 and 23. 

Classification re-entry June 6 and 20, July 11, 

Aug. 1 and 29 and Sept. 12; class re-entry Sept. 

26. Sunday contests starting at 10130 A. M., 

March 22, April 5 and 26, May 10 and 24; classi¬ 

fication re-entry, June 7, 21, July 12, Aug. 2 and 

30 and Sept. 13; class re-entry. Sept 27. The 

first five contests will determine the class place¬ 

fames Watt . 95.11 95.11 90.10 93.12 95 
C. II. Huyck.. 7-1 97.12 97.7 89.10 93.34 

P7.4 J. 1». Kenniff...120 98.10 98.10 99.5 99 
It. H. Sperry... 97 97.11 98.11 97.5 98.2 96.4 
Dr. W. brooks. .. 98.14 98.5 98.10 9S.2 
II. C. (Jolchcr.. 100 98.4 97.4 97.10 97.28 
C. It. Kenniff.. .100 99.4 98.13 99.5 99.6 
T. C. Kierulff. 88 99 98.9 98.5 9S.28 97.9 
F. M. Haight.. .. 97.13 99.1 95.10 97.22 
C\ G. Young... 7S 98.8 99.1 98.5 98.42 97.i 
K. A. Mocker.. 95 97.9 97.2 99 98.4 97.9 
F. II. Reed.... 88 98.7 99.2 98.10 98.54 
A. Sperry .88 95.7 97.5 94 96.40 95.2 
C. A. Kierulff. 90 95.9 98 92.10 95.20 73.4 

Note.—Fraction in 1 mrc, tenths ; fraction 
15ths. 

t in Net Deli 

cacy, GOths; fraction in all others, 

A. P . B. 

Rhode Island Angling. 

Providence, R. I., April 12.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: While it is reported by many trout 

fishermen that the streams, particularly in the 

western portion of the State, are well filled with 

BASH-BISH BROOK. 
From a photograph by Sereno Stetson. 

ment of contestants. Two re-entries will be 

allowed in each class before and after classifica¬ 

tion. The officers of the club are: T. C. Kie- 

rulfif, President; F. H. Reed, First Vice-Presi¬ 

dent; C. G. Young, Second Vice-President; 11. 

B. Sperry, Secretary-Treasurer. The executive 

committee is composed of W. D. Mansfield, Col. 

George Edwards, J. S. Turner, Edward Everett 

and Dr. -W. E. Brooks. 
The club opened the season on Saturday and 

Sunday, March 21 and 22. J. B. Kenniff won 

the lead on long distance work. The scores are 

considered good for the opening of the season. 

The results were as follows: 

SATURDAY CONTESTS. 

No. 1. No. 2. 
Dist. Acc’y. 
Feet. Per ft. 

E. A. Meeker. .. 99 98.9 

lames Watt... , . 98.S 

i.. G. Burpee. .. 80 9S.3 

ii. C. (lolcher ..124 98.12 

c. G. Young. .. 87 98.13 

F. A. Webster .. 76 98.9 

T. C. Kierulff .. 93 99.4 

T. R. Kenniff ..133 99.3 

t. (). Harron. 98.5 

D. M. Sachs.. 97.14 

G. C. Edwards. .. 99.2 

F. H. Reed.. .. 90 97.9 

F. B. King.. .. .. 96.3 

No. 3, Delicacy. No. 4. 

Acc’v. Del’cv. Net. Casting. 

Per Ct. Per Ct. Per Ct. Per 11. 

96.5 99.5 97.50 74.9 

98.11 97.5 98.2 S9.1 

97.6 95 96.12 . . . . 
98.5 98.10 9S.2 72.9 

98.6 98.10 98.32 97.7 

98.10 100 99.20 85.3 

98.13 100 99.26 97.4 

99.6 100 99.42 97.9 

97J0 91.5 9422 

98 99.5 98.40 .... 
98.6 98.10 98.32 

97.7 90.5 93.54 .... 

their favorite game fish, very little sport has 

been had the past week owing to the cold 

weather which has made the fish sluggish and 

little inclined to take the bait. 

Coventry is reported as being a likely spot 

this spring and fishing the best in several years. 

C. W. Loveland, of Providence, returned from 

a trip there last Wednesday with a good catch, 

including one fish that weighed a pound and an 

other of three-quarters. 
Warwick has also shown up well, George Bud- 

long, of Pawtuxet, and Harry Singleton, of 

Providence, spending Saturday at one of their 

favorite places, and finding worms and wood 

grubs the bait that enabled them to catch four¬ 

teen trout. 
The bay fishing has started with the usual flat¬ 

fish, many parties going out from Pawtuxet; the 

Beacon, Sabin’s Point Light and Nayatt being 

the most successful places for good catches. 

Tautog of course are scarce, it being too early 

for the run up the bay, but catches are now 

being made at Sakonnet Point. H. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Lazos in Brief. See adv. 
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New England Angling. 

Boston, April 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

The coming of spring is bringing back to 

Massachusetts many sportsmen who have been 

passing the winter with rod and gun in the 

South. Mr. John F. Cook has just reached 

home from a two-months’ rest at his winter 

home near Mohawk, Florida. Fie has much to 

say in praise of the fishing he has enjoyed, 

mentioning particularly the sea trout or weak- 

fish which he caught in large numbers with 

light tackle. During his absence he was in¬ 

itiated into the pleasures of bait-casting by a 

New York friend and he returned north much 

impressed with the possibilities of a method of 

fishing about wtiich he knew little or nothing. 

Mr. Cook has a comfortable camp in the 

Dobsis Lake region in Maine and will go down 

for the summer as soon as the ice leaves the 

lakes. 

Fishing with very light tackle for heavy fish 

in Florida waters appeals wonderfully to Mr. 

G. H. Braybrook, of Taunton. He, too, has 

just come back with an interesting story of 

many hard fights with barracouda and channel 

bass. 

W. If. Sturgis and A. A. ^Vest, of Allerton. 

Mass, like to take their winter rest in the 

South under canvas, and pitched their tent this 

year near Oak Hill, Florida. They are just 

back and report the very best of fishing during 

their stay of two months. 

W. J. Clemson, another Taunton angler-, is 

still down in the vicinity of Miami, getting the 

best of the April run of tarpon. He visits this 

locality every year and is credited with many 

heavy catches. J. M. Sears and his friend 

Joseph Bigelow are also tarpon fishing on the 

gulf coast, and before returning home will visit 

the Pacific coast with the intention of devoting 

several weeks to fishing and shooting in Oregon 

and California. 

For correct information regarding matters 

pertaining to game and fish do not apply to the 

newspapers. Many times they seem to know 

less about it than anybody else, even though it 

is not hard to get reliable information. This 

was easily shown by an article in one of the 

prominent Boston dailies on April 2, which 

said that for the first time trout fishing in 

Massachusetts would open this year on April 

15 and close on Aug. 1, the open season formerly 

beginning April 1 and ending Aug. 1. As a 

matter of fact the change from April 15 to 

Aug. 1 began last year. Previous to that the 

open season for many years ran from April 1 

to Sept. 1. The outlook for successful stream 

fishing at the beginning of the season seems 

exceptionally bright this year. There is no 

snow anywhere about eastern Massachusetts, 

and unless there are heavy rains during the next 

ten days, the brooks will be in normal condition. 

The past winter has been very favorable for the 

fish and reports from the Cape and up the State 

indicate that many of the streams are showing 

more trout than usual. 

Near Onset Junction on the Cape Mr. Outrain 

Bangs has one thousand acres of wild land 

mostly grown to brush. A comfortable and 

commodious camp is situated on this preserve 

s x miles from the railroad. Through this 

property runs one of the best trout streams on 

the Cape, and when one considers how good 

most of the brooks are, that is saying a great 

deal. Dr. John C. Phillips leases four miles of 

this water'and some of the best known anglers 

of the city make annual pilgrimage to Onset 

at the opening of the season. The trout have 

the delicious flavor only found in those taken 

from tide water streams. They run to good 

size, two and two and one-half pound fish be¬ 

ing not at all unusual. Such a length of water 

provides room for a number of rods, and sev¬ 

eral Boston men will meet there April 15 to 

try their fortune. Three wardens are kept on 

the preserve to keep off poachers, every effort 

being made to keep the stream up to its present 

excellent condition. PIackle. 

The First Tarpon on a Rod. 

Bozeman, Mont., March 30.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Mr. Charles Stillman, in his in¬ 

teresting paper on “Angling in Florida,” in your 

issue of March 21, says that his informant-, Mr. 

A 22-POUND RAINDOW TROUT. 

Caught in Kootenay I.ake, near Kaslo, B. C. Photo by 
John P. Babcock. 

William Hood, “caught the first Florida tarpon 

upon a hook and line.” He does not give the 

date. 

In the special Florida nunT cr of Forest and 

Stream, Jan. 9, 1890, I made the following state¬ 

ment : 

“The tarpon has achieved a notoriety as a 

game fish within the past five or six years, prin¬ 

cipally through the writings of Dr. C. J. Ken¬ 

worthy, and Mr. W. H. Wood has received 

credit, generally, of killing the first tarpon of 

over 100 pounds with rod and reel in March, 

1885; but justice compels me to state that the 

first event of this kind occurred in the winter 

of 1880-1, when Mr. Samuel H. Jones, of Phila¬ 

delphia, killed a tarpon of 170 pounds on ordi¬ 

nary heavy striped bass tackle in the Ft. Pierce 

channel of Indian River Inlet. I was at this 

locality the winter following and learned the full 

particulars of the extraordinary feat from Mr. 

Thomas Paine (son of Judge Paine, of Ft. Cap- 

ron), who was-the boatman of Mr. Jones on 

the occasion referred to. Afterward I received 

a full account of it from a son of Mr. Jones 

who was also present and witnessed the capture 

of the immense fish with striped bass rod and 

tackle and a trolling spoon for bait. Mr. Jones 

was two hours in securing the fish. Honor to 

whom honor is due. Mr. Wood has glory 

enough in being the champion tarpon slayer of 

1885, and has an enviable record. He was the 

first to make known through the sporting press 

how the thing could be done. I was at Punta 

Rassa in March, 1886, and saw him bring in 

from Estero Bay his famous 146-pound tarpon 

with two others weighing nearly 100 pounds 

each.” These were hung up and photographed 

by my shipmate, Judge Nicholas Longworth. 

The tarpon record is as follows. Mr. Walter 

Mann, 151 pounds; Mrs. Thomas Stagg, 205 

pounds; Mr. Edward vom Hofe, 211 pounds; 

Mr. N. M. George, 213 pounds; Mr. Samuel FI. 

Jones, 170 pounds. 

Mr. Stillman speaks truly when he says: 

“Tarpon weighing from ten to thirty pounds are 

caught in the numerous streams of brackish 

water upon the artificial fly * * * and will—to 

the unbiassed sportsman—put up a fight in no¬ 

wise inferior to that of the gamiest salmon.” I 

fully indorse this, and in my article referred to 

I say: “Tarpon of from ten to forty pounds 

run up the streams to brackish and fresh water, 

where I have had grand sport taking them with 

a large, gaudy artificial fly and a heavy fly-rod.” 

I fished with the fly for small tarpon as early 

as 1878, and for eight winters subsequently, and 

now repeat that, “I have had such sport with 

tarpon of these weights that the hooking in the 

gullet of the giants of the bays pales before it 

as the morning stars before the rising sun.” 

James A. Henshall. 

[Mr. Stillman intended to give the weight of 

the largest tarpon killed on standard tackle at 

210 pounds. The printer made it 240 pounds.— 

Editor.] 

Newark Club Growing. 

An enthusiastic meeting of the Newark Bait- 

and Fly-Casting Club was held in Newark, N. 

J., recently at which George A. Endersby was 

re-elected president and Fred T. Mapes was 

again chosen secretary. Arthur J. Neu was 

elected treasurer and A. Jay Marsh captain. A 

set of by-laws was adopted and plans discussed 

for the coming season. 

Arrangements were made to conduct club 

tournaments on April 25, May 23, Aug. 29 and 

Sept. 26. A tournament open to all comers will 

also be arranged later on for another date in 

September. The membership of the club is 

rapidly increasing- and now numbers nearly fifty. 

All the fish lazes of the United States and Can¬ 

ada. reznsed to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Lazes in Brief. See adv. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

23. New Rochelle Y. C. 
30. Harlem Y. C., annual. 
30. Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
30. Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 
30. Atlantic Y. C'. 

JUNE. 

K —. Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
(i. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
fi. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
ti. Motor boat race to Bermuda. 

]1. South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
25. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C\, special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 

JULY. 

1 —. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. American Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 
18-25. Larchmont V'. C.. race week. 
25. New York Canoe Club. 

AUGUST. 

Indian Harbor Y. C. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
International motor boat. 
Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
Corinthian of Stamford. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Huguenot Y. C. 
Bridgeport Y. C. 
Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S., for 

motor boats. 
Stamford Y. C., annual. 
Marine and Field Club. 
American Y. C., summer. 
Northport Y. C., annual. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 

SEPTEM HER. 

4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
5. Hartford Y. C. 
5. New York Athletic Club. 
5. Brooklyn Y. C. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem's Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

Haida, Col. Fleischmann's New Schooner 

Col. Max C. Fleischmann’s new auxiliary 
schooner yacht Haida, designed by Messrs. Cox 
& Stevens, of this city, was launched on Thurs¬ 
day, April 2, at the yard of her builders, the 
Gas Engine & Power Co., of Morris Heights, 
N. Y. Col. and Mrs. Fleischmann will use this 
vessel extensively this summer in cruising along 
the coast, and in the winter will take her down 
to Southern waters where they will explore the 
various rivers and sounds along the coast and 
also run out to the West Indies. Haida is the 
second vessel of this name that has been owned 
1 y Col. Fleischmann, the first Haida being a 
deep sea-going steam auxiliary now called 
Columbine. The present Haida is 105ft. long, 
has 25ft. beam and only draws 5ft. of water 
with her board up. She has a good sized 
schooner rig of 5,614 square feet of sail, and 
for auxiliary power has a 200 horsepower Speed 
way engine so that she will be able to make 
good time under sail or power. Her gasolene 
tank holds enough to go 1,000 miles under 
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power. She was designed particularly for 
Southern work and unusual attention has been 
paid to ventilation and comfort in the quarters 
below, as.the many skylights on deck show. 

The construction of Haida is very solid and 
strong throughout, the idea being to produce a 
safe, dry and comfortable cruising, hunting and 
fishing boat rather than a light flimsy racer. 
The frames are of oak doubled, the planking 
yellow pine, the deck beams, sheer strake, deck 
stringers and struts are of steel. 

The accommodation plans show comfortable 
quarters for a vessel of this size. The saloon 
is large and fitted with extension table, side¬ 
board, sofa, etc. The owner’s room and bath 
are aft of the saloon, two guests’ rooms and 
bath alongside the centerboard trunk. The crew 
consists of captain, engineer, four sailors, cook 
and steward. The quarters are lighted by elec¬ 
tricity and heated by hot water. All the deck 
openings are screened to keep out mosquitoes 
and flies. The finish in the quarters will be 
generally Colonial, white with mahogany furni¬ 

ture with the exception of the owner's room 
which will be finished entirely in silver wood. 
All the upholstery is to be extremely rich in 
effect, and every possible comfort to be had on 
a vessel this size will be had. Her boat equip¬ 
ment consists of a fast 20ft. motdr launch, a 
cutter and a dinghy. Her sail area is divided 
as follows: 

Mainsail ... 
Foresail ... 
Staysail .... 
Jib .. 
Jib topsail . 
Fore topsail 
Main topsail 

2,299 sq. ft. 
1,212 sq. ft. 

547 sq. ft. 
560 sq. ft. 
291 sq. ft. 
306 sq. ft. 

399 sq. ft. 

The yacht clubs of Watertown, Clayton and 
Oswego, in New York, and Kingston, Pictou, 
Napanee, Belleville, Bay of Quinte and Gana- 
noque, Ontario, have organized the Eastern Lake 
Racing Association with Mr. G. W. Reeves, of 
Watertown, as president. 

HAULING HER IN AFTER THE LAUNCH. 



New entries keep coming in right along for 
the ocean race to Bermuda, and there is every 
prospect that this year’s race will eclipse the 
last one in the number of starters. There are 
now entered the following yachts: 

Schooners.—Fleur de Lys, Dr. Lewis A. Stim- 
son, New York Y. C., in Class A; Esperanza, 
Mr. J. Dalzell McKee, Atlantic Y. C., in Class 
B; the schooner Zuhrah, Mr. Henry Doscher, 
New Rochelle Y. C., in Class B, and the 
schooner Dervish, Commodore Henry A. Moss, 
Corinthian Y. C., of Marblehead, in Class B. 

Yawls.—Lila, Mr. Richard D. Floyd, Brook¬ 
lyn Y. C., in Class D, and Chaos, Mr. Charles 
A. Gabor, Jr., Morris Y. C., in Class D; Little 
Hope, Mr. T. K. Lathrop, Jr., of Boston. 

Commodore C. S. Street, of the Yachtsmen’s 
Club, of Philadelphia, announces that the club 
will enter in the race the schooner Edithanna 
and the cutter Marchioness. Commodore Street 
has given a cup for a race for these two boats 
from New Inlet, N. J., to Marblehead, so that 

they will enjoy a preliminary spin before going 
into the long contest. 

Edithanna is an auxiliary centerboard schooner 
owned by Mr. Thomas Henderson, of Philadel¬ 
phia. She was designed by Mr. T. D. Bowes, 
Jr., and built by Mr. »S. P. Crammer at Atlantic 
City, N. J., in 1904. She is 54ft. over all, 34ft. 
6in. on the waterline, 15ft. pin. beam, 4ft. depth 
of hold and 4ft. draft. 

The cutter Marchioness is owned by Mr. John 
P. Crozer, of Tuckerton, N. J. She was de¬ 
signed by Captain N. G. Ilerreshoff and built 
by the Ilerreshoff Company, of Bristol, R. I., 
in 1900. She is 67ft. over all. 47ft. on the water¬ 
line, 15ft. 7in. beam, 6ft. d*pth of hold and 4ft. 
2in. draft. 

Norwegian Motor Exposition. 

The Anderson Engine Co., of Shelbyvillc, 
Ind., manufacturers of high grade up-to-date 
gas and gasolene engines, have made arrange¬ 
ments with the New York Motor Boat Co., of 
City Island, N. Y., for the sale of their marine 
engines in New York and vicinity. 

Consul Felix S. S. Johnson, of Bergen, calls 
attention of American manufacturers of motor 
boats and engines to the Norwegian exhibition 
of such mechanisms to be held this coming sum¬ 
mer at Trondhjem, concerning which he writes: 

“Applications for space should now be filed. 
It is of the greatest importance that the United 
States should take part in this exposition, as it 
will be the means of opening up a new market 
for American goods in Norway. The fishing, 
licet on the western coast of Norway, consist¬ 
ing of many hundred boats, is gradually being- 
fitted up with motor engines. It is only at these 
expositions that fishermen and others can see 
the working of the motor boats and the ad¬ 
vantage of the one boat over the other. 

“At the exhibition held in this city last year 
only two American firms were represented, 
whereas other foreign nations had a full exhibit. 
In view of the great advantage to be derived 
by exhibiting, I strongly urge all motor manu¬ 
facturers to take part at this exhibition. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, '’Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT (XL CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

YAQHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (EL STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
IS William Street, - New York. 

Telephone# 1375 and 1374 Broad. 

Marine Models 
Of ALL KINDS 

THE H. E. BOUCHER MFG. CO 
91 Maiden Lane, New York 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

C*j>*e Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little ihoney. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Unde Lisha’s Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
“to swap lies.” . 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 
and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 
lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Origin of the Sail. 
Continued from page 584. 

Three hundred men felled the timber and 
as many oxen hauled it to the shore. Six 
months expired before the timber was on the 
beach. But at last it was on board, when, lo! 
eleven ships of the enemy were sighted in the 
offing. Wen-Amen was blockaded, and in 
despair he sat down on the beach to weep. The 
king heard the news and wept also, but sent con¬ 
solation in the person of a singing girl, together 
with promises of aid. The Zakkala were per¬ 
suaded to let the timber ships depart, but con¬ 
trary winds drove them into strange waters. 
Cyprus was in the way, and stranding on that 
coast, where the natives threatened to kill him, 
the poor timber contractor was in sore straits, 
for he could not speak a word of that country’s 
language. But the queen interposed, and find¬ 
ing an interpreter who spoke the stranger’s 
tongue, our bold mariner begged for his life and 
protection for his goods. Here the papyrus 
was cut off for a sail, and the official report 
ends. Egypt was at the feet of all the pirates 
ashore and afloat, so that the eleventh century 
dawned on her ruin. Solomon had many fleets 
built by the Tyrians, some of which visited the 
Spanish peninsula, while others voyaged west 
to trade with the happy Arabs, and still larger 
ships like unto those of Tarshish build—the great 
East Indiamen of their day—went to the far 
Orient. Cathay—China—was reached in safety, 
and many were the goods those towering vessels 
brought home. Arabia supplied his court with 
the berry from which was brewed “the cup that 
cheers”—the best coffee in the world—and if tea 
came also, wine must have fallen into disfavor, 
except for communion services in the temple. 
“Happy Arabia” sent him gold. Sheba’s queen 
visited him and wealth accumulated. The 
Arabian northwest is now believed to have been 
very strong in the days of Tyrian supremacy. 
Mutsri, as it is named in the inscriptions, was an 
ally of the Ethiopian dynasty, according to one 
of the best authorities.7 Tyre was then the great 
ship-building city of the middle seas, and we 
read with interest that twelve of her vessels de¬ 
feated a fleet of sixty war ships and eight hun¬ 
dred men, which the Assyrian king commanded 
to attack the old city. Eive hundred prisoners 
were captured by the gallant squadron. Tyrus, 
“Dan of Sidon,” “Mother of Carthage,” was an 
important city as late as the last of the Arab 
kings. During the empire of the south it was 
considered an impregnable fortress. It covered 
an island of one hundred and forty-two acres 
besides fifteen acres that the sea had over¬ 
whelmed. Memphis itself was not much older. 
Ezekiel, in describing its maritime power, locates 
it “in the heart of the seas.” It disappeared 
long ago and the waves often run high above 
its ancient foundations. 

Noldeke has left us one of the liveliest re¬ 
minders extant of Arabian antiquity in his 
aramaic inscription of the sixth century before 
our era opened. Taima was the locality of this 
discovery. Euting found it in the heart of the 
empire. Others had visited the spot, and one 
who wrote exhaustively was ridiculed for “his 
visionary account of an extraordinarily tame 
journey.” He committed suicide. His state¬ 
ments have since been verified. I am sorry that 
his name has escaped me. 

One of the earliest travelers who interested 
me in the subject has been dead many years. 
Few remember him now, but his lectures and 
his conversation were fascinating as well as 
popular. “Travels in Arabia” was published in 
1872. “Bedowin’s Song,” a beautiful lyric, at¬ 
tracted the world’s attention. Both are out of 
print now. But Bayard Taylor should be re¬ 
membered. He was the first man to lift his 
voice in defense of the Arabs who disowned 
the false prophet and acknowledged Christianity 
as the true faith. Taylor was born early in the 
first month of 1825. Died in Berlin, Germany, Dec. 
19, 1878. Forest and Stream. I am glad to 
note, has taken up travel. Bayard Taylor 
traveled. Indeed, he was always traveling some- 

7Winckler. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. I Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector1 Now York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping, 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Building Motor BoeJs ajvd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, S 
folding drawings and % full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numeroue 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 page*. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Colaoc a.nd BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The kinder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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where, and the idle world found entertainment 
in his books, or listened - entranced to his un¬ 
ostentatious conversational lectures. He went 
the circuit of the Levant, crossed deserts, climbed 
mountains and lived with the real Arabs long 
enough to learn their history, get a glimpse of 
the splendid past which then seemed only a dim 
and speculative tradition, and mark with un¬ 
disguised admiration the hope and belief in a 
future for their neglected country. A few ex¬ 
tracts from this once famous author will, no 
doubt, be welcome to those who have not read 
the “travels in the original. Asia’s “extreme 
southwestern corner,” he begins, notwithstand¬ 
ing the fact that “parts of it are mentioned in 
the oldest historical records, and its shores were 
probably familiar to the earliest navigators, the 
greater portion of its territory has always re¬ 
mained almost inaccessible and unknown; the 
greater part of the entire territory, of more than 
one raillidn square miles, l.es within the 
tropics.” 

[to BE CONTINUED. 1 

Motor Boat Race to Bermuda. 

While not formally entered, two boat owners 
have signified their intentions to start on the 
ocean race to Bermuda on June 6. Time allow¬ 
ance will be figured at 50 per cent, of the 
American Power Boat Association table, the 
distance to be assumed at 650 miles for figuring 
allowances. 

The Ferro Machine and Foundry Co., of 
Cleveland Ohio, have gotten out a very com¬ 
plete and instructive pamphlet that besides ex¬ 
plaining their particular make of engines gives 
many valuable bits of information exceedingly 
instructive to one who contemplates buying a 
gasolene motor. It is really more of a text book 
for motor boat people than it is a catalogue. 

K X <t 
The Carleton Canoe Co., of Old Town, Me., 

have just issued a very interesting catalogue of 
all kinds of canoes, giving sizes and prices that 
are so reasonable anyone can afford to enjoy the 
pleasure of being on the water. This well 
known firm make everything in the canoe line 
from the single canoe to the twelve-man war 
canoe or motor canoe with from 1 y2 to 3P2 
horsepower motors installed in them. 

* 
W. Starling Burgess Company, Ltd., has suc¬ 

ceeded the late firm of Burgess & Packard in the 
vacht building and naval architect and engineer 
business at Boston. Mr. John R. Purdon is 
manager and Mr. H. A. Hawthorn is in charge 
of the brokerage department. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven. Mich. 
May 29-31.—Eastern Division Racing Meet.—Horn Pond, 

Woburn, Mass. 
—.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Hackensack River. 

-.—AtlanticDivision Cruise.—Delaware River. 
2-.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Rancocas Creek. 

-.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 
son River. 

—.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.-* 
Allegheny River. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. 

Article III. of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim¬ 
mer, may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the official organs 
of the Association, and approved, as provided. 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ.) 
Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 

tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer, and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in case of non-election of the ap¬ 
plicant. 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for camps, 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 

Canoeing Down the Connecticut. 
Concluded from page 5S6. 

When Lou and I paddled back to camp, what 
was our surprise to see a full-grown tree spread¬ 
ing its branches over that pebbly beach, where 
we had left only bareness. On reaching the 
camp the secret came out. Billy and Bert had 
gone back on the island and cut a large tree, 
hauled it down to the river’s edge, and planted 
it securely in the ground for us to attach our 
tent canvas to. That night we spent more time 
around our camp-fire than usual, for we had 
gotten supper over earlier, and after sing.ng 
every song we could think of, and telling every 
story we knew, we ended the evening by having 
a pretty close imitation of an Indian war dance 
around the fire. 

Saturday morning we made an early start, 
and by noon had reached Hadley. It is one 
mile across the town to the river again, but 
we had to paddle seven to reach there. That 
afternoon we made Northampton, and just be¬ 
low the bridge struck the log jam fairly and 
squarely—some fifty million feet of lumber 
stretching from shoie to shore, and blocking up 
the whole river. After pushing the logs aside 
and working our way through them for a short 
distance we finally had to give up and land 
our canoes on the shore, for it was impossible 
to get through them, and the jam extended in 
length about a quarter of a mile. Besides, we 
were being burned up with the heat of the sun, 
and by the time we had again put up the tents, 
we were too tired and warm to prepare supper 
and the water was too far down to r^ach with¬ 
out great effort, so we decided to go into North¬ 
ampton for a ready-made meal. We were di¬ 
rected to a dear little Dutch tea room, beauti¬ 
fully furnished, and having the daintiest of blue- 
and-white china, and the finest of linen on the 
little tables. We were not sure whether they 
would serve such a disreputable-looking crowd, 
but when the'waitress—a sweet, lady-like girl— 
came to us, we were half afraid it was to tell us 
that we would have to look elsewhere, but she 
smilingly asked if we had been fishing on the 
river. It is necessary to tell of the good things 
we had for dinner, and how it revived our 
flagging spirits, even if it was nearly ten o’clock, 
and we still had all our shopping to do, and the 
next day Sunday, and camp two miles away. 
But after waiting on the curb stone and loaded 
down with packages, or else holding up the 
fence of this prosperous college town, for nearly 
an hour, our car came along to take us part 
way. And then to add to our troubles, the con¬ 
ductor did not stop at the near side of the 
bridge, but rushed us all the way across and we 
had to walk back in the pitejiy blackness and 
along the river’s edge through high grass, which 
trioned us up every now and then. 

The next morning we awoke after a fine 
night’s sleep with the sun streaming down on 
us and the temperature about 95. There was 
not a tree in sight, and so we ate our breakfast 
under the tent, which was fastened to the pole 
of a hay-rake, and were all comfortably enjoy¬ 
ing ourselves, when of a sudden the pole came 
down, hitting Billy on the back of the head and 
upsetting our huckleberries and milk and en¬ 
veloping us in canvas. When we found that 
Billy was not badly hurt, we all had a good 
laugh, which started us off in a very happy 
mood. (What to do with our whole pound of 
butter, which in the heat had been reduced to 
a liquid form, we did not know, until we dis¬ 
covered on our winding way another one of the 
very cold streams of water we had so often 
been refreshed at, and by filling a tin can with 
the water and literally “pouring” the butter 
into a glass jar, which we put inside the tin can, 
the butter soon hardened enough to spread.) 

On our way from Northampton through to 
Holyoke we were continually hailed by friendly 
members of the different boat clubs with 
“Where are you from?” or “Where are you 
bound?” “Won’t you come up for a while?”— 
some even asking us to dinner and to spend the 
night; but as our time was growing short, and 
we still wanted to- ascend Mt. Tom. we were 
forced to decline, although we did make one 

stop at a canoe club, where we were given some 
delicious spring water and some kerosene oil 
(for our little lantern). 

We decided to make Holyoke, or. rather, 
South Hadley Falls, on the opposite shore, our 
last camping place, and from there we (». e, all 
except Billy, whom we left in charge of the 
camp) took the trip up the inclined railway to 
Mt. Tom, and there spent the afternoon and 
evening enjoying the view of the country 
through which we had just come. When we 
reached camp after nine o’clock that night, feel¬ 
ing a little guilty at leaving Billy all alone for so 
long a time, we found him all tucked away in 
his canoe fast asleep and the camp in total dark¬ 
ness. We lighted our lantern and began rum¬ 
maging for something to eat before “bunking,” 
and all we could find was a little milk and a 
few huckleberries. We agreed that if Billy had 
been lonely, he had not gone to bed hungry. 
While we were finishing up what was left, Billy’s 
voice, coming out of the darkness, shouted, 
“Hello, there! Bet you haven't had any better 
time than I’ve been having. Been entertaining 
two girls all afternoon, first by taking them for 
a paddle, and then sitting them down to a 
spread, which you ought to have seen how they 
enjoyed!”-—wasted pity on our parts! 

As the expressman was to come early next 
morning for our luggage we were up by five 
o'clock, the rest of us rolling up bundles and 
covering the canoes with canvas, while Blanche 
was detailed to make the morning trip for milk 
and eggs for breakfast. In going to one of the 
neighboring farmhouses for the milk in a 
muddled waist and minus a collar, and swinging 
the big milk pail on her arm, she knocked at 
what she thought to be the back door of the 
farmhouse, when suddenly a head was thrust 
out of one of the upper windows, and a woman’s 
voice called out in strident tones, “Hey. you 
with the milk pail, go to the back door!” “I 
thought I was at the back door,” came the re¬ 
sponse, as she walked to what looked like *t 
woodshed door. In a moment the door opened 
and the same person appeared and with a smil¬ 
ing face said, quite amiably, “Good morning! 
It’s a very warm day, isn’t it?” We smiled at 
her little experience and especially when she 
said her purchases for our last day had amounted 
to just twenty-three cents. 

About 8:30 we took the car which goes 
through Springfield all the way to Hartford, 
reaching there in time to go through the beauti¬ 
ful Capitol before catching the two train to New 
York, after a most delightful ride. 

Shall we ever forget the varied experience of 
that trip—the beautiful streams we came 
across, pouring their limpid waters through 
shady ravines, or down steep,- rugged banks 
into the river; the springs from which we drew 
supplies of sparkling ice-cold water with which 
to slake our thirst after a hard paddle in the 
hot sun; the pretty deer who stood on the bank 
and looked at us so fearlessly; the coon and the 
long-necked bird Billy shot; the fish we nearly 
caught; the experiences we had with the various 
farmers and people along the way, most of them 
warm-hearted and hospitable as soon as they 
learned we' were campers and strangers to that 
part of the country. 

Of course as soon as we reached home we 
lived over again in memory the many pleasant 
incidents of the trip, and often remind each 
other of something funny that happened and 
every once in a while when we are together we 
sing the little song Mrs. Matthews composed, 
which runs: 

“Connecticut River, farewell. 

We know thy face no more. 

We sailed thy breast in our light canoes, 

Our light canoes; 

We love thy rocks and thy rapids gay. 

Thy coves with their gentler way, 

Thy woodland shores and thy springs that did pour 

Their nectar the livelong day. 

Oh, Connecticut River, farewell. 

We’ll think of thee lightly by night and by day, 

So, Connecticut River, farewell, 

Farewell farewell.” 

Apukwa. 
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A Steel Lined Success! 
■*» • 

The Individual Championship of Metropolitan Clubs 

held April 1st, under the auspices of the Montclair Gun Club, was won by the popular amateur, 

"Kelly” (Mr. G. K. Kouwenhoven), who scored 95°Jo and took the $100 cup from 160 other 

skilled contestants. J. H. Hendrickson broke 91%, taking third place and a $35 cup. Both 

relied upon 

V. M. C. NITRO CLUB SHELLS 
In the hotly contested 5 men team match, the Bergen Beach Club Team tied on 435 ex 500 

with New York A. C. On the shoot-off Bergen Beach easily won out. Four of the winning 

team used U. M. C. Arrow or Nitro Club steel lined shells. 

The above comprise all the main honors. Each man shot U. M. C. shells from choice, 

without prejudice or policy. They are the shells that won eight out of ten Interstate Handicaps 

in 1907 and all of the important events so far in 1908. 

K UMC STEEL LINED SHELLS UMC 

T raps hooting. 

If yon want your shoot to bo announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

April 25.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. 1. A. Ouacken- 

bush, Sec’y. „ 
April 28-30.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. \\ 

Loomis, Sec’y. _T ,, 
May 2.—New Haven, Conn.—Vale University vs. N. t 

Athletic Club team. . 
May 4.—Princeton, Pa.—Team contest, Princeton vs 

Montclair. _ „ „ TT c. , 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. T.) G. C. g— IT- Schorte 

meier, Sec’y, 201 Pearl street. New York. 
May 21-23.-- Salt Lake City.—Idaho-LTtah shoot. II. ( 

Keefe, Capt. _ „ _ _ ... 
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. V es 

tervelt, Sec'y. _ , , „ 
May 30.—PAterson. N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 

Club. 11. Beckler, Sec’y. _ , 
June lfi.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. II. Schorte 

meier, Sec’y. _ 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. II. Dressier 

Sec’y. . 
Sept. 7-8.—Trov, N. Y.—Mountain \ lew G. (. .1 J 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAM ENTS. 

April 18.—Easton, Pa.—Independent G. C. \V. R. Ivey, 

April IS5—Edge Hill, Pa —Highland Shooting Associa¬ 
tion. T. Franklin Meehan, Sec’y. . 

April 19-21.—New Or’eans, La.— lallv-Ho Hunting and 
Fishinf Club. I. H. Brockman, Sec’v. 

April 20.—Springfield (Mass.) Shooting Club. C. I.. Kites. 
Sec’v. 

April 20—Lawrence (Mass.) F. & G. P. Association. 
W. N. Kimball, Sec’y. T, , 

April 20.—Atlantic City (N. J.) G. C. A. II. Sheppard, 

Sec’y. 

April 20.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. IT. W. Jordan, 
Capt. 

April 20.—Westport Factory (Mass.) G. C. A. V . Lewis, 
Sec’y. 

April 20.—New Bedford. Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

April 20-22.—Manito (III.) G. C. John C. Ramsey, Mgr. 
April 20.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. , 
April 21.—Jacksonville (Fla.) G. t. Frank S. Gray, Sec y. 
April 21-23.—Hutchinson, Kans. Kansas State Sports¬ 

men’s Association, (has. P. Rankin, Secy. 
April 22-23.—Crawfordsville (Ind.) G. C. W. Vv . V asli- 

burn, Pres. „ „ , , c- , 
April 22-23.—Columbus (O.) G. C. Fred Shattuck Sec y. 
April 23-24.—Groesbeck (Tex.) G. C. G. M. (troves, 

Sec’y. „ , 
April 24.—Randall (la.) G. C. John Peterson, Sec y. 
April 24.—Little Rock, Ark.—Country Club G. C. L. 

Omohundro, Mgr. 
April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson \ alley R. and 

G. C. F. B. Chapman. Sec’y. 
April 20. Hales Corners (Wis.) G. C. Herman < >. Horn, 

Sec’v. C' 
April 28. Dublin (Ga.) G. C. W. L. Williams, Sec y. 
April 28.—Pittsburg. -Western Pennsylvania I rapshoot- 

ers’ League tournament, auspices North Side G. v. 
George G. Root. Sec y. 

April 28-29—Enid (Okla.) G. C. L. E. Reed. Sec v. 
\pril 29.—Youngstown (O.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Secy 
April 29-30.—Wilmington, Del.—Wawaset G. (. " • M- 

Foord, Sec’y. c 

\pril 29-30.—("elina (O.) G. C. W II. Connor, Sec y. 
April 29-30. Jacksonville, III. Nicholas Park G. (. . 

W. T. Speiser, 
Jas. A. Groves. Sec’v. 

Apr:l 30-May 1.—Danville (I’a.) ( 
Scc’y. 

May 1-2.— Crookston (Minn.) G. C. II. H. Chesterman, 

May 4.-—Willimantic (Conn.) G. C. h. P- Sec V- 
May 4.—Scranton (Pa.) R. & G. C. J. D. Mason, Mgr. 
May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. \ . S. L. of W. \ a. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
Mav 5-fi.—Fargo, N. D.-Gate City (.. C. C. V . Clemens, 

Sec’y. 

May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. \Y. Loomis, Sec’y. 
May-6-7.—Circleville, O. Ideal G. C. E. M. .Stout, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. (). Burnham. Sec’y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. (\ A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. \Y. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 8-9.—Fairmont (Minn.) G. C. E. \Y. Bird, Sec’}'. 
May 9.—W atertown (Mass.) G. C. II. \V. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10. Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel, Sec’v. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) (i. C. 1. I. Bradffeld, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. * Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. TL L. Saylor, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank 

Howard, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.- Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho. Idaho State Sportsmen’s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel. Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Ossinin&r (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 

G. Blandford, Mgr. 
May 13-14.—Sistersville, \V. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 
May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 

Sec’y. 
May 14.—Skaneateles Junction. N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 

Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, X. Y. 
May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla. Platt National Park G. C. 

E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 
May 14-15.—Lincoln, Neb.- Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirtv-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. II. 
Black, Sec’y. 

May 16-17.—New Athens (Ill.) G. C.—Egyptian G. C. 
II. A. Dressier. Scc’y. 

May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. H. T. Tongen, 
Sec’y. 
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May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.j G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettcs, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Fort Scott, Kans.—Missouri and Kansas 

Trapshooters’ League tournamerit, auspices of Fort 
Scott G. C. F. A. Hornaday, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Columbus (Wis.) G. C. G. V. Dering, Sec'y. 
May 19-21.—M*. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Small's, 

Sec’y. 
May 19 21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Iloopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert. Sec’y. 
May 20-21.—Albion (Neb.) G. C. A. H. Ulian, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Rich Hill (Mo.) G. C. Geo. B. Conover, 

Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) G. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. II. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—JonesviJle (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansctt G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Ilorine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 25.—Straiford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Trcas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron (Ill.) G. C. Alex. Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, 111.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G.C. Fred II. Teeple, Sec’y. 
May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 

Gould, Sec’y. 
May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. I- Ledcrer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—East Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—St. Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. Wm. E. 

Maiden, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransc- 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. Frank L. 

Hise, Sec’y. 
May 30.—St. Albans (Vt.) G. C. A. S. Head, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. PI. W. Jordan Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wootton, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Sec’y. 
June 1-2.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. II. PI. 

Qttiggle, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 

worth. Sec’y. 
June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec'y. 
June 2-3.—St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 

shooters’ League tournament, auspices of Metropol¬ 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (Ill.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
June 2-4.—Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4 5.—Evansville (Ind.) G. C. Al. Willerding, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
Tune 5.—Svlvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 6-6.—Belleville, 111.—Egyptian Hustlers’ tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. T.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. T. Johnson, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
Tune 9-11.—Sioux City. Ia.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Plorace 

Kirkwood. Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, un¬ 

der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 
Sec’y. 

June 13-14.—Milwaukee. Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 
State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 

June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 
ment. 

June 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 
Gunn, Vice-Pres. 

June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. T. Thompson, Sec'y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
Tune 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. IP. W. Jordan, Capt. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; ’ $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
In a 10-bird sweepstake, shot at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 

April 11, Robert White was the only contestant who made 

a straight score. 

X 
On April 17, there will be an open shoot for a gun on 

the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia. The weekly shoot 

of last week was omitted. 

The programme of Port Washington, L. I., Gun Club 

tournament consists of eight 20-target events, $1.40 en¬ 

trance. Date, April 23. A sliding handicap will govern 

the distances. 
X 

Secretary A. II. Sheppard desires that we mention that 

the Atlantic City, N. J., Gun Club would be pleased to 

have a large delegation of New York shooters at its 

registered tournament, April 20. 

X 
At the weekly shoot of the New York Athletic Club, 

held at Travers Island, on Saturday of last week, Mr. 

F. Hodgman scored a leg on the April cup, with the 

excellent score of 46 from scratch. He also scored a leg 

on the Sauer gun with 25 straight from scratch. 

* 
At the weekly shoot of the New England Kennel Club, 

April 11, Mr. 11. N. Richards repeated his double win 

of a few weeks ago, by winning the club cup and scoring 

a leg on the season trophy. The scores were 20 and 22 

out of a possible 25. 

*. 

We take pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of some 

interesting photographs in reference to the Mountain 

View Gun Club grounds, depicting members and their 

friends, the club house, traps, etc., kindly sent to us by 

Secretary J. J. Farrell, of Troy, N. Y. 

*? 

For the special trophy donated by a member of the 

Boston Athletic Association, at Riverside, Mass,, April 

11, Adams and Dickey tied on 85 in the first handicap 

contest. The contestant who makes the best thiee 

scores for this trophy during the month will win it. 

X 
The Holland Gun Club, Batavia, N. Y., has arranged 

a series of contests for three Baker specials, one of 

which was donited by the Baker Gun and Forging Co. 

There will be A, B, and C classes, a prize for each 

class. Other trophies also have been secured. For 

further particulars, address Secretary J. L. Robson. 

X 
The five-man team contest between Harvard and Prince¬ 

ton, held at Princeton, N. J., April 11, was won by the 

former, 193 to 192. A high wind had an adverse effect 

on the scores. The members and their scores were as 

follows: Harvard—Wigglesworth 41, Gilman 38, Iliggin- 

son 36, Hathaway 38, Brewer 42; total 193. Princeton— 

Wheeler 35, Latta 40, Wood 39, Westcnhaven 36, Wright 

40; total 190. 

*. 
On the grounds of the Meadow Springs Gun Club, at 

Philadelphia, April 11, a special prize shoot of the Phila¬ 

delphia Trapshooters’ League was held. The prize was a 

shotgun. The conditions were 60 targets—10 pairs and 30 

singles. Mr. Percy Pfleger, of the Highland Gun Club, 

was an easy winner, with 13 out of the doubles and 25 

out of the singles, a total of 3S. Mr. J. W. Hillpot, of 

the Meadow Springs Club, was second with 34. 

X 
At the Palatka, Fla., registered tournament, held on 

April 8, Mr. Guy Ward made high average, 197 out of 200. 

He also made a long run of 112. Messrs. J. M. Hawkins 

and H. D. Freeman tied on 194 for second. Mr. Free¬ 

man made a long run of 110. Mr. Walter Huff scored 

193. Of the amateurs, Mr. C. E. Sands was high with 

187. W. E. Arthur, second, 184. C. G. Wescott, third, 

193. 

Mr. G. Henry Krug writes us that ‘‘On Saturday, April 

11, and the following Wednesday the members of the 

Hackensack Rod and Gun Club hold their first prize 

shoot for a Knockabout gun. The club shoot for this 

trophy will take place every second Saturday and follow¬ 

ing Wednesday of each month. Regular shoots will be 

held every Saturday and Wednesday. Everybody wel¬ 

come.” 

X 
The programme of the Montpelier, Vt., Gun Club’s 

fourth annual tournament (registered), May 12-13, is now 

ready for distribution. Ten target events, $2 entrance, 

are provided on the first day, and eight like events on 

the second day. Extra merchandise events will be shot 

each day. In the merchandise and regular events $160 

in prizes will be given. There also will be prizes for 

second and third high amateur averages. A new feature 

is the trophy donated by the Montpelier Club, for the 

individual amateur championship of Vermont. This is to 

be shot for in open competition on May 13, 100 targets 

per man, in events 4 to 8, inclusive. This is a challenge 

trophy, and any amateur residing in Vermont is eligible 

to compete for it. • 

The Hudson Y’allcy Rod and Gun Club, Glens Falls, 

N. Y., has provided a programme of twelve events for 

its registered tournament, April 26. There are six at 15 

and five at 20 targets, entrance $1.30 and $1.40, with $2 

added to each event. Event 12 is for five-man teams, 

members of the club they represent, $7.50 entrance, 25 

targets per man. High averages $5, $4, $3 and $2. Pro¬ 

gramme competition will begin at 10 o’clock. Those who 

so wish may shoot for targets only. Ship guns, etc., 

prepaid, to A. D. Witts Hotel Cunningham, Sandy Hill. 

The Secretary is Mr. F. B. Chapman, Glens Falls, N. Y. 

X 

The programme of the Interstate Association’s third 

Southern Handicap, to be held under the auspices of the 

Birmingham, Ala., Gun Club, May 5-7, provides as fol¬ 

lows: On the first day, twelve events are scheduled, of 

which ten are at 15 targets, $1.50 entrance, and two at 

20 targets, $2 entrance;, of the latter No. 6 is at 19yds. 

rise, and No. 12 at 10 pairs. On the second day there 

are five events at 15 targets, and one at 20 targets, 

19yds. rise, preceding the Preliminary Handicap at 100 

targets, $7 entrance; handicaps, 16 to 23yds., high guns, 

$100 added. On the third day there are five 15-target 

events, and one event at 10 pairs, and the Southern 

Handicap, 100 targets, $10 entrance, handicaps 16 to 

23yds., high guns, $200 added. In each handicap a 

trophy, in addition to first money, goes to the winner. 

Ship guns, prepaid, to Birmingham Arms & Cycle Co., 

1916 Second avenue, Birmingham. For further informa¬ 

tion, address R. LI. Baugh, Secretary Birmingham Gun 

Club, 1916 Second avenue, or Elmer E. Shaner, Secretary- 

Manager Interstate Association, 219 Coltart Square, Pitts¬ 

burg, Pa. 
Bernard Waters. 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., April 11.—Fine weather 
brought out a large attendance to-day, twenty-one guns 
reporting. A strong wind bothered most of the shooters 
and luck entered largely in the totals. Hodgman, how¬ 
ever, kept up his fine work of the last few weeks and 
was easily high gun for the day. Scores in detail follow: 
Event No. 1, practice. Event No. 2, April cup; leg won 
bv Hodgman. Event No. 3, Sauer gun; leg also won by 
Hodgman.. who broke them straight. Event No. 4, 
Smith gun, 10 pairs; leg won by O’Donohue. Event 
Nos. 5 and 6, trophy shoot, won by Coffin and Schauffler, i 
respectively. Event No. 7, a pick-up, was won by the 
Lenane boy, with 21 breaks. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Billings . 4 39 2 25 3 14 3 24 3 21 
Pelham . •>2 2 41 1 22 2 15 2 24 2 21 
T T O’Donohue .. ...14 2 41 . 1 12 2 16 1 12 1 22 
Greiff . ... IS 0 44 0 18 1 12 1 22 1 19 
Hodgman . ...24 2 46 0 25 0 13 0 23 0 19 
Schauffler . ... 16 0 35 0 18 1 14 1 19 1 24 

< row . 6 43 3 20 4 15 4 17 . .. 
()wen . 10 33 5 19 5 12 5 18 5 21 
W agner . ...15 10 40 5 20 5 .. 5 15 5 10 
Coffin . 6 37 3 21 4 25 3 23 
M V Lenane . ...21 2 42 1 22 2 9 2 24 2 22 
1 Lenane . ...15 10 42 5 23 5 13 5 25 5 22 ' 
Borland . 4 40 2 21 3 8 3 22 

5 23 Thomson . 8 42 4 22 5 8 5 21 
1 lugro . 2 15 9 9A 
lJr williams . 0 16 0 16 
Dr Dench . 4 16 4 16 
Dr Wilson . 5 22 5 IS 

5 16 Condon . 5 21 
Clausen . 5 17 5 15 . 
W A Tilt . 

G. F. 
4 22 ■ 
T- 

Atlantic City Gun Club. 

Atlantic City, N. T., April 7.—Herewith are the 
scores of our weekly sJioot, April 3. The first event 
was the handicap shoot for the club medal. This was 
closely contested, Dumas and Shinn tying with 24. 
Dumas on the shoot-off won out with 20 to 17. 

Considering the weather, we had quite a large dele¬ 
gation to face the traps, and, considering the high wind 
blowing, some very creditable scores were made. ilowing, some very creditable scores were made. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Sh 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 15 a 

Hall, 20 .11. S 4 
Orlemann, 19 . 14 13 12 15 13 19. 15 
Esray, 17 . 1°.17. 5 
C Specht, 17. 12 11 13 12. 10 
Cope, 16 . 12.14 .. .. 6 
Osgood, 16 . 7. 7. 6 
Willis, 16 .14. 2: 
McGuire 16 . 15 16 .. 13. 7 
Hammell, 16 . 22 .. 12 19 19 17. 121 
Schrouder, 16 . 16. 2 
Wells, 14 . 21 20 17 18 20 12 15 17 .'. 20i 
Shinn, 13 .24 19 IS 16 20 19 12 18 .. 20i 
Pennel, 13 . 9. 8 .. 11 .. .. 71 
Dumas, 12 . 24 20 23 21 . 10! 
Seamen, 16 .15. «| 
Headley, 16 .15 16 18.” 7! 
Cloud, 16 . 9 12. 5i 
Huler, 20 . 16 16.” 5i 
Sheppard, 16 .18 21. 5< 
Dallam, 16 .14.  21 
t'ankirk . 9. 21 
Sipps .IS.. . . 21 

A. II. Sheppard, 

Brk. 

Sec’y. 
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Analastan Gun Club. 

Washington, D. C., April 6.—The Analostan Gun Club 
of this city opened its season last Friday and Saturday. 
The U. M. C. aggregation were on hand, but the elements 
interfered sadly with the plans they had made for a gala 
afternocn. The wind blew a forty-fivc-mile gale, and 
Annie Oakley’s exhibition had to be called off. The 
wind was cold and penetrating, and it was so uncom¬ 
fortable that the shoot was discontinued. The scores were 
so bad that we have concluded to omit them this time. 
However, the boys had a good visit with the travelers 
and had the pleasure of listening to Frank Butler 
expatiate. Frank was there with the goods. He had 
everything, from a soft-nosed bullet to a shell for a 
yacht cannon. Tom Marshall gave his overcoat to one 
of the ladies present, and while his teeth chattered, 
“joshed” with the boys. He was dressed in gray, and 
I am sure if Col. Anthony could have seen him he 
would have thought Tom a member of the 13th Virginia. 
Billy Heer and George Maxwell did some good shooting, 
their scores being better than 90 per cent. The South¬ 
ern trip improved Maxwell’s weight and health, but 
Billy fleer lost about 201bs.; but that is no wonder, as 
he was property man and had eight trunks to check and 
look after, and his scraps with the baggage men to keep 
them from charging excess baggage pulled him down a 
little. If Billy and George had remained in the South a 
month longer they would have been full-fledged Soutlp 
erners, as both were using “you all” and “right much.” 
While Annie Oakley did not gain much in experience 
on the trip, she gained in weight—about eight pounds— 
and of course felt that she was a gainer by the trip. 
Heer and Maxwell remained over and shot with the club 
Saturday. The wind blew a gale as on the day before, but 
it was warmer. Only a few of the boys turned out. Mike 
Hogan, Dr. Kirk, Tayldr, Harris and others shot very 
well, and Dr. Shoupc distinguished himself by running 
25 straight, and 33 out of his last 35; that was going 
some for him, and remarkable work, considering the 
wind, which blew a gale. 

The club will shoot regularly every Saturday from this 
time on, and will be glad to welcome visiting shooters 
whenever in the city. The members will be divided in 
four classes and all are to shoot from 16yds. this season. 
The traps have been moved closer together, and we 
expect the best year the club has ever had. A number 
of new members have joined since the annual meeting, 
and we have the promise of many applications. 

The officers for the ensuing year are as follows: Presi¬ 
dent, C. S. W'ilson; Vice-President, Dr. Wm. C. Barr; 
Treasurer, John Coleman; Secretary, Miles Taylor; Cap¬ 
tain, H. A. Farnham; Trustees, M. D. Hogan, W. R. 
Baker, W. H. Hunter. 

Miles Taylor, Sec y. 

New Havan Gan Club. 

New Haven, Conn., April 8.—Rain poured down this 
afternoon, keeping a good many of the boys at home, and 
cutting down the scores. However, some of the boys 
made very good scores in spite of the bad weather. Six¬ 
teen of our old “standbys” attended, and we had a good 
time, in spite of the inclement weather. The secona leg 
of the president’s cup race was shot off, those marked * 
getting the possible 25 with their handicaps. 

The two teams in the team race, event No. 2, .were 
captained by Sherman and Kelly respectively, and the 
race was won by Sherman’s team by 4 birds. In drawing 
the prize, an elegant fly-rod, Dr. Nettleton was the next to 
the last man to draw, but nevertheless he was the lucky 
man, and carried off the rod. 

The last event was a 50-bird match between Mack and 
Morrissey, and was won by the former by 5 birds. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Hill. 5 . 
•Kelly. 3. 
R H Smith, 3. 
Morrissey, 4. 
•Minor, 16 . 
Penn, 11. 
Dann. 13 . 
•Metcalf, 11 . 
•Whiting, 7 . 
Mack, 1 . 
•Thompson, 8. 
•Sherman, 2 . 
Robertson, 7 . 
•Dr Nettleton, 15. 
Barnes, 8 . 
•Bristol, 10 . 

Team match: 
Morrissey .18 21—39 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 25 10 10 10 10 10 
13 15 9 7 8 7 7 
24 23 10 40 10 .. .. 
19 18 9 7 7 6 .. 
19 23 7 3 8 7 7 
14 14. 
12 17 7 3 . 
II . 
21 18 5 . 
19 19 10 8 8 9 .. 
20 18 7 6 . 
19 18 5 2 . 
24 21 10 7 10 .. .. 
16 18 7 6 . 
16 8 6 4 . 
16 12. 
17 . 

Mack . 23 21—44 
Wm. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

Waycross Gun Club. 

Waycross, Ga., April 7.—Herewith are the scores the 
contestants made at the registered tournament held by 
the YVaycross Gun Club, at Waycross, Ga., on April 6: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Shot 

at. Brk. 
Professionals: 

Guy Ward . . 20 18 18 19 20 20 20 20 160 155 

J M Hawkins .. . 19 20 19 20 19 19 19 19 160 154 

H D Freeman .. . 20 20 19 19 19 18 18 20 160 153 
W R Cr®sby ... . 20 19 16 18 20 19 19 20 160 151 
Walter Huff _ . 20 19 19 20 19 19 16 16 160 148 
E R Holt . . 19 18 19 19 16 18 19 19 160 147 
J T Anthony ... . 19 18 19 17 19 16 16 20 160 144 

Amateurs: 
T R Crovatt .... . 18 17 20 17 19 18 18 19 160 147 
Fred Brewer .... . 18 15 19 18 18 19 16 15 160 138 
C W Parker .... . 13 14 13 15 14 14 16 13 160 112 
J B Way . . 11 14 14 16 16 12 15 11 160 109 
J T Watt. . 14 13 15 10 15 15 14 10 160 106 
McGregor Mayo . 14 13 . 14 11 80 52 
C L Morgan _ . 5 5 5 11 .. 11 .. 100 37 
F H McGee . . 7 .. 9 .. 8 .. 7 .. 80 31 

Six Record Runs 
L. R. Barkley’s Marvelous Shooting with 

WINCHESTER 
uns 

That winter’s winds and icy chill 

don’t affect the unapproachable 

uniformity and hard shooting 

qualities of Winchester Shells and 

Shotguns has again been con¬ 

clusively proven—this time by L. 

R. Barkley, who since January 

1st has made runs of 132, 12.5, 

124, 115, 111 and 105 straight 

targets in open competition. Such 

shooting is wonderful in summer 

weather; in the good old winter 

time it is simply marvelous. Win¬ 

chester goods—the Red W brand 

—shoot well all the time. In 1907 

they won 65% of the 449 reported 

tournaments at which they were 

used. They won the Amateur 

and Professional Championships and Averages, made the highest 

of high averages ever recorded—97.18% for 3,300 targets—and 

established two new world’s squad records of 496-500 and 980- 

1,000. Best of all, their superiority won a still tighter hold on 

the hearts of American shooters. 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., April 11.—The weather conditions 
to-day were not favorable to high scores, the wind blow¬ 
ing a gale most of the afternoon. The first event of the 
afternoon was the fourth leg on the Barnes trophy and 
resulted in a tie between Boxall and Jacobus, Boxall 
winning out in the shoot-off, which occurred in the fol¬ 
lowing event. Event 2 was the fourth leg for the Boxall 
tropsy, and also resulted in a tie, this time between 
Dukes, Allan and Grinnell, Grinnell winning out in the 
shoot-off. , , , 

The third event of the afternoon was the seventh leg 
for the Greener gun, and was an easy win for Dukes, 
with 45 to his credit. 

Events 4 and 5 were pick-up team races for two-man 
teams, at 10 targets per man, each attempting to pick 
up and break his partner’s missed targets. Dukes and 
Grinnell won the first of these, and Allan and Batten 
the second. 

Events: 
Targets: 

G W Boxall . 
E Jacobus . 
E Winslow . 
C E Guenther. 
Thos Dukes . 

1 2 3 
25 25 50 

H.T. H.T. H.T. 
1 24 1 20 2 37 
2 24 2 19 • • . . 
4 16 4 19 8 24 
0 22 0 20 0 43 
1 IS 1 22 2 45 

A R Allan. 1 17 1 22 2 38 
I S Crane. 3 19 3 16 6 37 
Geo Batten . 4 17 4 19 8 39 
O C Grinnell, Jr. 2 22 2 22 3 32 
R M Brown . 4 20 4 20 .. .. 

No. 4, two-man teams, 10 targets per man: 
Boxall and Crane.12 Guenther and Brown... 16 
Dukes and Grinnell.... 18 Allan and Batten 17.... 17 

No. 5, the same: 
Boxall and Crane .15 Dukes and Grinnell-13 
Guenther and Brown... 17 Allan and Batten ..... 20 

Edward Winslow, Sec y. 

Colorado Spring* Gun Club. 

Colorado Springs, Colo., April 4. -The regular dub 
shoot was held to-day. The wind blew about a gale 
diagonally across the traps. 

Events: 123456789 Shot 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 15 15 25 at. Brk. Av. 

I. I.awton .. . 13 19 19 16 17 20 13 13 24 175 154 88. 
M Henslcr . . 11 19 16 19 19 19 11 14 23 175 151 86.3 
A Lombard 10 18 12 12 11. 100 63 63. 
D Sanderson 12 8 9 . 60 29 48.3 
A Merideth 14 .. .. 16 .. 16 14 .. .. 75 60 80. 
J Garrett ... . 16 20 19 18 20 .. 11 14 25 155 146 94.2 

John W, . Garrett. 
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I he Columbus Gun Club. 

Columbis, O., April 10.—Rain and heavy windstorms, 
remnants ot March, made things very uncomfortable for 
snooting in this section during the entire week. The 
V\ ectnesday shoot was attended by a small crowd, and 
r.un between shoots and shoots between rain was the 
programme. 

J lie new office for the Grand American Handicap use 
has been bunt, and will be tr.ed out at the spring tour¬ 
nament, on April 21, 22 and 23. The lockers for the 

«• are nearly completed, and will be ready for the 
< Jluo State shoot the first week in June and will be 
rented to shooters attending the State shoot, $1.60 for 
tlie tour days, with a refund of 50 cents on return of 
key. Reserves may be made by any one by sending 
remittance to the secretary. 

II. E Smith has been under the weather, and only 
took a shot at a few of them Saturday. Harry says he 
can t get used to these sudden changes. 

Will Fishinger will certainly have to go back to the 
double barrel proposition, as the single barrel seems to be 
a Jonah, ft might be the wind, Rill, and a few quiet 
days will tell the tale. 

Kolia fleikes loomed up unexpectedly, but mightily 
welcome, 01 Saturday afternoon, and the way he headed 
ott that right-quarterer was a sample of what ‘'Fop'’ can 
do to them in a gale—91 out of that 100 was as good as 
ltd straight on a quiet day. 

Horace Heikcs was on hand, and says that his Bal- 
hstite song is becoming very popu.ar all over this sec¬ 
tion, and that even the bands will soon be playing it. 
— i,er Captain, Alonzo J. Fisher, of the Buckeye Lake 
Meamboat Co., was over and gave a recitation on what 
a great big circus the boys were going to have at his 
two days shoot at Buckeye, on April 15 and 16. 

Prank Burris heard somebody make a remark about 
Having a gun that made a closer pattern than anybody's 
on the ground, and the way he looked around at him 
w°ujd have jarred you, as Frank thinks that they have 

Si'Te!»■ ■ g°,t to get UP and dust if they walk around his 
old W inchester. 

Shatford did fine in the swift breeze Saturday, and he 
!? gett,"?g the new gun lined up in fine shape, so that 

you fellahs will soon take notice.” 
\\ m. W ebster walked off with the persimmons in the 

secretary trophy race, with 24 out of 26; and,you may 
just put that down for a star performance. With one 

r0ti ^nehored and the other in the air, what better test 
ot skill would be required to prove it. 

Wilder said he kept getting wilder all the time, and 
lie surely couldn t expect much different. After all he 
did not do the worst acting of the bunch. ’ 

Jack Smith has been wondering what had got into the 
old gun, whether it was an over-dose or j’ust a case of 
indisposition. On looking her over carefully it was dis¬ 
covered that the stock had bent out a quarter to the 

i’o?. -’!?k hgured 11 out that he had been shooting 
about _ft. 3m. away from the right spot 

George VYhisner, after quite a siege with a bad 
shoulder, has got back in the game, and is just trying a 
few to see how he can stand it. 

,nDrv' an Fossen came late in the afternoon and shot 
hU. ihe Doctor intends to just shoot a few until he 
gets good and strong again. 

I here seems to be considerable activity all over the 
State in shooting c rcles, and Ohio will not be behind 
the procession when it comes to a turnout of shooters. 
•' gteat many inquiries are coming in regarding the 
spring tournament, April 22 and 23, also the Ohio State 
shoot and Grand American. 

Events: 
Targets: 

11 E Smith. 

i 
20 

B F Bolin . 
Fishinger . 
H He.kes . 
R 11tikes . 

. 16 

. 12 

. 16 

Lon Fisher . . 14 
Burris . 
Shatford . 
\\ m \\ ebster ... 
Wilder . 
J 11 Smith. .12 
W hisner . .16 
\ an h ossen .... 
Hall . 
Boundy . 
Postle . 
Jenkins . 
Stutz . . 16 
F M Stout. 
C Werner . 

3 4 5 6 S 9 

16 15 19 IS 17 

19 .. .. 
19 .. .. 
18 21 .. 
24 21 .. 
20 19 .. 
15 19 14 

21 20 
22 21 23 
23 21 22 
17 15 16 

IS 19 21 
23 20 24 

Meadow Springs Gun Club. 

ofI,,1,,rA|.hlMlf'rPT 13--The A. H. Fox trophy shoot 
1 11 Trapshooters League was shot on 
the grounds of this club on Saturday, the 11th. Pfieger, 
of the Highland Gun Club, had the top score of 38 
which was very good under the existing conditions, 30 
smg.es use of both barrels, and 10 pairs, total 50 tar¬ 
gets. he wind was blowing a gale, carrying the targets 
as far as loOyds. in some instances, and some of them 
going up like a rocket. ' hollowing are the scores: 

Wile 

Beve 

Taylor .... 
F.isenhardt 

Brenizer 
Harper . 

Fontain 
Cook ... 

les. Dbles. Sgles. 
24 13 Firth . 
24 10 Tohnson .... 
13 3 Tansey .. . 14 
15 9 Franklin ... .17 
16 7 Perry . 
21 4 Kollock .... 
18 5 Ballantyne . 99 
12 4 Ringgold .. . 19 
18 11 Severn . .20 

9 2 Coyle . .12 
10 3 Rodgers ... .24 
13 3 Hoover .... . 17) 
19 9 White . . 16 
20 l Hamlin .... 
19 9 Griswold .. . 15 
10 3 Ratcliffe ... .15 
16 s Trott . 
16 4 Lohr . 

8 
12 
11 

9 
1 
5 
7 

10 •> 
s 
8 *) 
4 
4 

^ Following are 
Kauffman . 
Heathcot? . 

scores in club shoot, 25 targets: 

. 14 Perrv 
Cantrell . 
Beyer . 

. 18 Wiley . 

Murdock . . 18’ Wynn . 
Bower . . 19 Sanford . 
Garrett . 
Siter . 
Firth . 
Monaghan . . 8 
Severn . 
Pratt . 
Fmrey . 
Harkins . 

. 16 Ringgold . 
Firth . 

II. M. Shaw, Sec’y. 

18 
11 
13 
10 

8 
17 
12 
5 

17 
16 
15 
10 
11 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

J hoy, X. Y., April 11.—The severe windstorm which 
prevailed here to-day made good scores impossible. 
Seventeen of the boys braved the storm and took part 
in the first monthly shoot for the silver cup for the 
championship of Rensselaer county. This contest will 
continue for the balance of the year, and at the end 
of the year the man having the highest score will be 
presented the cup and declared the champion of this 
county. Any resident of Rensselaer county is eligible to 
take part in this contest. 

I he monthly shoots will be held on the grounds of the 
Mountain \ iew Gun Club, "I roy, N. Y., the second Sat¬ 
urday of each month. 

Mr. \\. H. Jackson, of 'Schenectady, presented this 
cup to the club, as he wished to turn over the champion¬ 
ship, which he held since 1898. He is now a resident 
of Schenectady. 

Hancox was to-day the winner of the first monthly 
shoot, he breaking 55, while Roberts was a close second 
with 54 out of 100. 

Mr. Baker, of Mechanicville, was high gun for the day. 
The next championship shoot will be held Saturday 

May 9. 
Shot at. Broke 

♦Baker . 100 61 
♦Kirkpatrick ... 100 56 
Hancox . 100 7,5 
Roberts . 100 5-1 
Milliman . 100 53 
Betts . 100 46 
Miller . 100 46 
James . 100 45 
Harris . 100 37 

Shot at. Broke 
Vrooman .... ... 75 38 
Lee . 30 

*Sanders . ... 50 31 
Thompson ... ... 75 29 
C rowley . ... 50 25 
Nichols . ... 50 9*> 
lackson . ... 50 21 
11 Smith . ... 40 16 
♦.Nonresidents. 

J. J. F., Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—The tournaments registered with the 
Interstate Association during the week ending April 11 
follow: 

Waterloo, Wis., May 3.—Waterloo Gun Club. R W 
Lueck, Sec’y. 

Toronto,_ Can., May 21-22.—Olympic trial matches of 
Canada. I. A. Parker, Chairman. 

Waverly, Minn., June 7-8.—Waverly Gun Club. W. II 
Boland. Sec’y. 

Goshen. Ind.. June 17-18.—Goshen Gun Club. Henrv 
M. Kolb, Sec’y* 

Selin’s Grove. Pa.—Aug. 11.—Selin’s Grove Gun Club. 
S las H. Schoch, Sec’y. 

Bristol, Conn., Aug. 27.—Bristol (inn Club. Junius Z 
Douglass, Sec’y. 

Anaconda, Mont., Sept. 8-10. -Y\ estern Roosters* Trap¬ 
shooting Association of the lr. S. A. I-]. l\ Mathewson 
Sec’y. 

Spry, Pa., Sept. 14-15 —York City Gun Club. Bernard 
L.sesser, Mgr. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Orange Gun Club. 

Orange, X. J., April 4.—High winds prevented high 
scores and also deterred^ many members from com 
peting at the traps last Saturday. 1 he feature events 
were a 50-target handicap for the Miller trophy and ; 
25-target handicap for the first leg on the April cup 

For the Miller trophy the following are the scores: 

B. H. T. 
Mosler . 
Wickes 
Baldwin 
Lane . 

H ilsinger 
breaking 21 

The full : 

. 35 6—41 

. 37 2—39 

. 37 2—39 

.26 12—38 

made the high 
his gross score 

zore^ for the da- 

Ililsinger 
Wells ... 
Fleck ... 
\\ akeley . :>d 

score for the April 
being 24. 

follow: 

B. II. T 
29 6 :: 
27 4-3 
19 10—2 

6—3 

cup 

Mosler . 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

.... 185 130 Wakelev . 10(1 40 
Wickes . .... 185 143 F'leck .... 
Baldwin .... .... 185 141 50 ‘ 
Ililsinger ... .1S5 107 Wells ... 

M. R. B 
.. 75 42 
-aldwin, Sec’y. 

Montpelier Gun Club. 

Moxpelier, At., April 9.—The Montpelier Gun Club 
held an enthusiastic meeting April 6. Several new ap¬ 
plications for membership were received. This being 
the annual meeting, the following officers were elec ed 
to serve for the ensuing year: President, G. B. Walton- 
\ ice-President, G. E. Megrath; Secretary and Treasurer, 
Dr. C. H. Burr. Executive Committee, Mayor F. B. 
Dawley, W. H. Haisington. 

The club has constructed a new bridge, built a new' 
distance handicap platform, repainted the club house 
and made several changes in the interior. The club 
will hold their fourth annual registered tournament May 
12 and 13. Already the management is assured of a 
large attendance. The programmes are ready for dis¬ 
tribution and will be sent on request to Dr. C. H. Burr, 
Secretary. 

Holland Gun Club. 

Batavia, N. Y„ April 11.—We held our annual meeting 
at the club house to-day, and the following officers were 
elected: Chas. W. (jardiner, President; J. Ii. Kn cker- 
bqcker, Vice-President and Treasurer; E. S. UaDon, 
Vice-President; Jay L. Robson, Secretary; D. W. Tom 
linson, Jr., Captain. 

I hree new members w’ere added to our list. 
Snow, cold and the wind blowing a gale kept some of 

the scores down, 'i he stove was the most popuiar arti¬ 
cle in the outfit. 

Baker handicap, event 3, Class A: Keyes and Gardi¬ 
ner tied for the point with 22 each, and "the tie will be , 
shot off April 25. Class B point was won by YVatson 
with 21. Class C was won by Templeman with 15. 
Xo. 4 was the Holland cup contest. 

We have joined the New York State Sportsmen’s As¬ 
sociation. 

Scores follow: 
Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 10 15 25 25 

Knickerb’ker 39 7 12 13 19 
Gardiner . 10 13 22 22 
Tomlinson . 7 11 18 .. 
Keyes . 6 6 22 .. 
Watson . 7 9 21 21 
F Lortz . 2 4 6.. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Sill . 
Forbes ... 
Templeman 

12 3 4 
10 15 25 25 
.. 1 .. .. 
7 4 10 
8 10 15 

Farwell . 5 10 15 23 
Harvey . 5 10 17 .. 
Robson . 8 10 17 .. I 

Chas. W. Gardiner, Pres. 

Sfenton Athletic Club. 

Philadelphia, Pa., April 10.—Five events at 20 targets 
respectively comprised the programme of the Stenton 
Athletic Club to-day. B. Patrick broke 45 out of the 
100, and with 30 targets added to his score, was the 
leader. Metzger, who also had 30 targets added, broke 
40, and H. Beatty, who had 10 extra, broke 50. Frank 
made the best actual score, breaking 57 out of his 100 
targets. 

Upon examination after the shoot, it was found that 
the targets were made of unusually hard material and 
failed to break when hit hard and clean with several 
grains of shot. One of the 
without breaking it. The clu 
the firm manufacturing the t; 
will be returned. Sevres; 

Targets: 
B Patrick, 16yds. 8 14 
Metzger, 16 . 6 9 
J1 Beatty, 16. 9 15 
Frank, 19. 
Lockwood, 16 .*. 
Dr Mitchell, 16. 
Dr Beyers, 10 . 10 10 
Tansy, 19 . 8 
Perry, 16 . 
\\ illis, IS . 
Minton, 16 . 8 
Lacy, 16 . 8 

oters stood on a target 
embers agreed to notify 
ts. and the lot on hand 

20 20 20 20 20 Total. 
8 14 8 3 12 45 
6 9 11 8 6 40 
9 15 10 9 6 50 

16 11 11 10 9 57 
11 12 13 9 10 55 
9 10 10 10 7. 46 

10 10 6 10 10 46 
s 9 10 10 8 45 

10 11 10 8 6 45 
8 11 11 8 6 44 
8 8 8 10 10 44 
8 6 3 6 7 30 

Bergen Beech Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., April 11.—A strong 
vaiied. The scores follow: 

Events: 12 3 
'1 argets: 25 25 25 

Clark . H 15 15 
Stephenson . 16 18 15 
Robinson ,. 12 .. 11 
Hendrickson . 12 21 17 
Lyman . 9 10 7 
Isaac . 15 13 12 
Armitage . 11 13 17 
Morgan . 17 14 10 
Damron . 8 13 10 
Hopkins . 19 20 17 
Cooper .  12 .. 10 
Dreyer . 18 14 10 
Palmer . 19 .. 10 
Creamer .  13 8 
Sheviin . 10 11 
Potter . 8 8 
i iemer . 6 
Hendrickson . 15 
Palmer . 17 
Robinson . 
Bergen . 

wind pre- 

4 5 6 
25 25 25 
16 .. 
11 
14 
18 20 U 

7 10 7 
16 
15 
14 
16 ii G 
16 
15 
15 ii ii 

ii ii 
15 
10 7 
11 
19 
16 
15 

ii ii 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Glens Falls, N. Y., April 11.—Ten men turned out 
to the regular shoot Friday atiernoon, but the high 
wind made good scores almost an impossibility. Brown 
landed first place with 80 per cent., Chapman coming 
next with 76 per cent, which, under the circumstances, 
was mighty good shooting, as the wind would take hold 
of the targets the moment they left the trap and boost 
ttiem rigiu up into the air like sky rockets. Lots of 
interest is being taken in our tournament to be held 
Saturday the 25th inst. and a good attendance is as¬ 
sured. Friday’s scores: 

Shot Shot 
at. Brk. at. Brk. 

Witt . .... 105 00 Ingalsbe . .. GO 29 
Chapman .... _ 75 5 i Dr DeKoode .. .. 60 3? 
\\ iltse . 41 E VY iltse . 32 
Norton . . 75 33 L DeRoode ... .. 45 30 
Brown . .... GO 48 Culverhouse ... sO lo 

T. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

Hillside Rod end Gun Club. 

Flushing, N. J., April 
pated in to-day’s shooting, 
worse than last Saturday. 
Following are the scores: 

Events: 12 3 4 5 
Targets: 15 15 15 25 16 

Riegh . .. 9 10 11 19 13 
Long . .. 14 15 14 19 12 
Barrett .. 11 12 10 15 12 
Deems .... .. 11 11 9 16 11 

11.—Eight members partici- 
and although the wind was 
we managed to hit a few. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 15 15 15 25 15 

P B Nash... 10 8 6 13 11 
A D Nash... 3 7 4 14 8 
Campbell . 7 18 6 
Kepoel . 8 9 S 13 9 

H. B. Keppel, Sec’y. 
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U. S. Government 
Ammunition Test. 

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held at Springfield Armory 

by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army. 

TESTED—Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers. 

CONDITIONS—10 and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest. 

10 and 20 shot targets, fixed rest. 

DISTANCE—1,000 yards. 

RESULT 0Li\d OFFICIAL REPORT: 

U. S. Cartridges excelled all others. 

€• 

C> 

c- 

c* 

& 

£■ 

UNITED 
MANUFACTURED BY 

STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 
LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St.. 35-43 Park St., New York. 114-116 Market St.. San Francisco. 

B 
I 
§ 

The Chemung County Forest. Fish end Game 
Protective Association. 

Elmira, N. Y.—The Elmira shooters opened the trap 
shooting for 1908 with an impromptu shoot on l uesday. 
The shoot was arranged for the entertainment of 
Messrs. R H. Nicol and II. L. Brown. who were in 
town in the interest of their companies. 1 he scoresf 
were very satisfactory, Mr. Brown breaking do out of 
100, with Nicol a close second. Demorest W ay Consi- 
dine and Bryan were high among the local shooters. 
Beginning with :he week of the 12th, regular shooting 
days will be observed on this club’s grounds and a 
large force will be out getting in line for the State 

shoot in June. . , 
We announced in one of your recent issues, that tile 

shooters attending the New York State shoot this year 
were going to have a valuable merchandise list to shoot 
for. Since that time this list has been materially in¬ 
creased. The Elmira association have now a list of ten 
guns on their merchandise list which represents all the 
feadins makes of guns in the country. These ten guns 
now include the following: L. C. Smith, Sauer, 1 arkcr. 
Ithaca, b"ox, LeFever, Baker, Winchester, Marlin and 

The pn. gramme to be issued for the 1908 N^w York 
State shoot is to be very attractice. The cover, which 
will be received from the printers in a few day,s has 
been especially designed. It will lie a beautiful example 
of art in printing and will be an embossed combination 
of gilt and colors. lhe Elmira shooters are taking un¬ 
bounded interest in the State shoot and are working 
tooth and nail to make it a success. The assurance 
they are receiving from various points about the State 
indicate a very large list of entries. Representatives 
of the trade, who have visited Elmira this year, know 
how great this interest is and realize that the Elmira 
members stand together to a man, in support of the 
companies offering their assistance to make this shoot 
a success. L- Andrews. 

Warner won It class with 22. 
15. Scores: 

Buffalo. 

Iteyer won C class with 

Newfane. 

Targets: 
Kelsey 
11 amend .. 
Mesinger . 
Cox . 
Reinecke . 
Ililliker ... 
Wilson ... 
Tomlinson 
Barger .... 
Wright ... 
Hopper ... 
Hetnold .. 
Warner 

25 25 . 
23 23-46 
22 18—40 
12 16—28 
19 12—31 
24 20—44 
20 20—40 
19 15—34 
20 21—41 
19 17—36 

. 22 23—45 
17 16—33 

. 17 16—33 

. 22 19—41 

Targets: 
Lacey 
Westcott 
Covert .. 
J Beers 
Vincent 
Fish .... 
Buckland 
Stratton 
Lee . 
Shaw .... 
Atwater 
Lewis ... 
11 arwood 

25 25 
19 19 38 
20 22—42 
21 18—39 
17 18-35 
22 16—38 
20 21—41 
20 20 40 
19 15 34 
19 18—37 

. 16 16—32 

. 17 18—35 

. 15 16 31 

. 19 18—37 

Suckow ... . 14 17- -31 W Beers .. .. 16 20 36 

Wootton .. . 20 21 -41-564 Robinson . .. 15 16—31—546 

Other scores as follows: 
. 13 13 Porter .... .. 10 14 Purkey ... 

Beyer . .. 15 14 Windey ... . 11 14 
. IS 21 McArthur .. 19 15 Smith .... 

C Smith .. 18 .. Sidway .. . 18 21 

Moll . .. 17 12 Babcock . . 12 .. 
.22 10 Woods .... 

Rappick .. 
... 13 .. 
... 15 18 

Savage ... 

First event for badge; second event for points. 
W. O. Wootton, Sec y. 

PaUtka Gun Club Tournament 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, X. Y., April 5.—The Xcwfane Gun C lub, 
fifteen strong, came to Buffalo to shoot a return match 
with the Audubon Club of this city yesterday afternoon. 
The result was very close, and until the last shots were 
fired the contest was in doubt, the Audubons finally 
winning by 18 targets out of 750 shot at on each side. 
It will he remembered that the Aubons were beaten 
at Newfane a week ago, so honors are now even, and a 
third match will be necessary to decide the better team. 
Kelsey for the Audubons, was high man with 46 out 
of 50, closely followed by Wright with 45 and Reinecke 
with 44. . . 

Wescott, of Newfane. was high with 42, and 1‘ish with 
41, runner up for their club. 

Reinecke was winner of A class badge with .4. 

I’alatka, lrla.—On W 
(iun Club pulled off its 
splendid success. Follow 

Professionals. 
Guy Ward .. 
J M Hawkins. 
H H Freeman. 
Walter Huff . 
\V R Crosby. 
J T Anthony. 
H B Lcmcke. 

Amateurs. 
C E Sands. 
W 1C Arthur. 
C ('• Westcott. 
W B Waddell. 
j 1) Walker. 
John Gray . 
S F Travis. 
I A Hansbro. 
J W Fairhead. 
VV I Huffstetler... 
B II Sands. 
T II Evans. 
J S Jewett. 

Shot at. Broke. P’r Cent 
. 200 197 98% 
. 200 194 97 
. 200 194 97 
. 200 193 96>/z 

. 200 174 87 

.. 2C0 168 84 

.. 200 187 93% 

.. 200 184 92 

.. 200 183 91% 

.. 200 178 89 

.. 200 176 ss 

.. 200 174 87 

.. 200 174 87 

.. 200 171 85% 

.. 200 167 83% 

.. 200 163 81% 

.. 200 161 80% 

.. 200 160 80 

Geo Grierson . 
J A Crosbv. 
J K Craig. 
B F Putney. 
I Vert ... 
J I. Burt. 

The eleventh event was shot 
some vase presented by the Hl 
with both barrels, and 10 doubles, scoring as follows: 

100 71 71 
ICO 42 42 

so 65 si % 
80 31 38% 
20 5 20 
20 1 5 

imateurs for the hand- 
r Arms Co., 20 singles 

S. 1). T. s. 

19 17 36 Fairhead ... .. 17 

IS 18 36 Waddell .... .. 20 

19 16 35 Evans . .. 17 

19 15 34 
18 16 34 

C E Sands.. .. 15 

1). 
16 
13 
14 

4 

T. 
33 
33 
31 
19 

Walker ... 
Gray . 
Huffstetler 
Travis - 
Westcott . 

It being too dark to shoot off the tie a coin was tossed 
and Walker won. 

The dav was fine, and the scores all averaged fine. 
Ward .na'tic a run of 112 and Freeman kept close with 
lid. Charlie Sands was in fine trim, despite the fact 
that he was a manager of the shoot. Lemcke, after being 
out of the field for some vears, made a good showing. 
Though somewhat handicapped by the trap pulling and 
treed i ackgroimd, good shooting was done throughout 
l he day. Such was the success that the club will arrange 
for another and better shoot in the fad. 

R. M. Burt, Sec y. 

ednesday, the 8th, the Palatka 
first big trap tournament with 

ing are the scores; 

Norris Gun Club. 

Morristown, N. J., April 9.—The two-man team 
match with Bernardsvilie was won by the latter 41 to 40. 

The scores: 

Shot 
Apgar . 
Billings ... 
()' Donohue 
F Moffett . 
Piercy . 
Lockwood • 
Dr Culver . 
Brown . 
Fanning ... 
F Butler .. 
]>r Betts .. 
Gardner .. ■ 
T Howard . 
Trowbridge 
Timmons .. 

at. I 
150 
100 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
160 
150 
150 
160 
150 
60 
50 

Iroke 
184 
75 

109 
f!7 
121 
116 
131 

111 
111 
116 

87 
111 
112 

47 
38 

Homan .. 
Stone .... 
J Fulford 
Betts, Jr. 
1C Pierson 
Byram ... 
Smith ... 
Cox ...... 
Carlson .. 
Squires .. 
G Greiff . 
Nesbitt 
Whitehead 
Ellingham 

Shot at. Broke 
130 
95 

100 
80 
50 

100 
100 
100 
100 
65 
70 
SO 
30 
50 

84 
45 
76 
39 
36 
64 
70 
67 
58 
39 
48 
61 
12 
32 

Two-man team match, 25 targets: 
Morristown. 

Nesbitt . 19 
Fulford .21—40 

F 

Bernardsvilie. 
Gardner . 18 
Howard .23— 41 

A. Trowbridge, Sec’y. 
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PETERS SHELLS 
WIN MORE AVERAGES 

Waycross, Georgia, April 6, 

Mr. Guy Ward, 

155 out of 160 
WINNING 

1st Professional and 
1st General Averages. 

Wilmington, Ohio, March 31, 

Mr. Lon Fisher, 

193 out of 200 
WINNING 

1st Amateur Average. 

Cedar Bluffs, Neb., April 1 and 2, 
Mr. J. M. Hughes, 

381 out of 400 
WINNING 

1st Professional and 
1st General Averages. 

Shoot “PETERS”—the Shells that Never Disappoint! 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

1 

■ ■ A ■ ■ ■ ■ I 

"W5 
r LUBRICATING*^ 
RUST-PREVENTING 

POLISHING 

'J CLEANING COMPOUND ?, 

Best prep^rivtiorv 
made for general 
household purposes 

'lA/ot hoW chettp 
but ho\*S Oood" 

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY 

THE BEST. 
Price 25 Cents. 

Stevens Odorless Gun Oil 
OUR LATEST FIREARM ACCESSORY 

“BEST By TEST—SX/PERIOR TO ALL THE 'REST” 

A lubricant, rust preventive, polishing and cleaning compound. 
Guaranteed to be absolutely' pure and to con- 
tain no acid. Especially adapted for Firearms, Bicycles, 
Sewing Machines, and all Mechanisms requiring a high grade Oil. 

J STEVENS ARMS&TOOLCO I 
[CMcopss Falls. Maji.USA| 

see 

Price in 1 ounce bottle, 10c. In 4 ounce bottle, 25c. 

Ufhen ordered by mail, add 5 cents for one ounce and 5 cents for 

four ounces to list price. This tvilt partially pay postage. 

Ask your Dealer for STEVENS ARMS and ACCESSORIES. Send 5c. for Latest Catalog 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
CHICOPEE FALLS, - P- ° ““ MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A, 

New York Office, 98 Chambers Street. 

(<
<

U
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'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

United States Revolver Association. 
The annual indoor contests of the United States Re¬ 

volver Association were held March 15 to 22, inclusive. 
There were 128 entries, representing fourteen different 

States. The matches were held at Portland, Me., Bos¬ 
ton, Mass.; Springfield, Mass.; Providence, R. I.; New 
York, N. Y.; Paterson, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Pine- 
hurst, N. C.; Louisville, Ky.; New Orleans, La.; Day- 
ton, 0.: Chicago, Ill.; St. Louis, Mo.; lies Moines, la., 
and San Francisco, Cal. 

The first five contestants will be awarded medals cm 
blematic of National championship honor. The first 
three contestants in each State medals emblematic ot 
State honor. Conditions and scores follow: 

Revolver charrmionship, match A. Open to all citizens 
of the United States. Distance, 20yds. Fifty shots on 
the Standard American target; possible score, 50u. 
Weapon, any revolver within the rules. Ammunition 
any. Scores to be completed within one hour from tlu 
time of firing the first shot. 

R M Ryder, Paterson, N J, S. & W. .38. 43(1 
Wm G Krieg, Chicago, S. & W. .38 special. 435 
A P Miller, Oakland. Cal, S. & W. .38. 433 
Roland P Prentys Chicago, S. & W. .33. 432 
ALA Himmelwright, New York, S. & W. .38. 432 
Dr M R Moore, St Louis, S. & W. .44 Russian. 432 
T R Trego, Oakland, Cal, S. & W. .38. 432 
P Hanford, New York, S. & VV. .38. 431 
B F Wilder, New York, medalist. S. & VV. .38. 429 
T E Gorman. San Francisco, Cal, S. & W. .38. 429 
Chas Dominic, St Louis, S. & W. military .38. 428 
S E Sears. St Louis, S. & VV. Russian .44. 427 
Thos Le Boutillicr, 2d, medalist. New York, S. & W. 

military .38 . 426 
T P Nichols, Paterson, N J., S. & W. .38. 425 
F A Wakefield. Springfield, Mass, S. & W. .41 special 420 
E A Taylor, Boston, Colt .38. 420 
C VV Klett, San Francisco, S. & W. .38. target. 420 
C E Heath, Dedham, Mass, S. & W. military .38_ 419 
W E Lawrence, Springfield, Mass, S. & W. spcl .44 415 
W A Smith, Tr, Springfield, Mass S. & W. spcl .44 414 
Sergt W A Renehan, Baltimore, Md. 414 
F L Hayden, Portland, Me, S. & W. .38 special- 413 
C F Armstrong, Oakland, Cal, S. & W. .38. 413 
C C Crossman, St Louis . 411 
James S Reese, Baltimore, Md. 409 
Iver W Lee, Chicago, S. & W. .38 special. 409 
Paul D Hale, Dayton, Ohio, S. & W. .38. 407 
H A Hill, Boston, S. & W. military .38. 407 
Thoma. Andcrton, New York, S. & W. .38. 406 
If Wessels, New Orleans, La, .38 If. VV. M. P. 405 
Fred Keller, Louisville. S. & VV. .44 Russian. 404 
S J Fort, Baltimore, Md. 402 
Geo Springsguth, Chicago, Ill, S. & W. special .38.. 400 
R H Crosby, Portland, Me, S. & W. special .38. 398 
H W Matmiller, Louisville, Ky, S. & W. Russian .44 39S 
A Sorensen, Chicago, S. & W. .32-44. 396 
Dr John R Wathen, Louisville, S. & W. special .38.. 396 
L R Hatch, Portland, Me, S. & VV. special .38 . 396 
Robert Merrill, San Francisco, Colt N. S. .44. 395 
M Summerficld, St Louis, .44 Russian. 394 
J If George, Chicago, S. & W. .32. 393 
George H Weideling, Chicago, S. & W. military .38 392 
Henry A Harris, Oakland, Cal, Colt officer's 

model, .38 . 390 
W R Baldwin, Boston, Mass, S. & W. military .38.. 389 
W E Thorpe, Paterson. N J, S. & W. .38. 384 
C P Sanborn, New York, .44 Colt... 384 
F Lincoln, Springfield, Mass, S. & W. special .44... 382 
Capt E A Smith, Baltimore, Md. 380 
B Glaser, New York,, .44 H. E„ S. & W. 380 
A M I’lamphin, New Orleans, La, S. & W. .38. 378 
K D Jewett, Boston, S. & W. New Century, .44. 378 
A Gibson, Paterson, N J, S. & W. .44. 378 
H George. Portland, Me, S. & W. .38. 375 
Jos W Shirley, Baltimore, Md. 375 
S B Adams, Portland, Me, S. & W. special .38. 373 
H B Vanderveer, New York, S. & W. .38. 370 
G R Decker, Dayton, Ohio, S. & W. .38. 365 
R E Fox, Jr, New York, Colt .44. 357 
Frank J Colby, Dayton, Ohi^, S. & W. special .38... 355 
Edwin Cugle, Baltimore, Md. 354 
W L Friedman, San Francisco, S. & W. .38 . 353 
C L Greene, Boston, Mass, S. & W. military .38.... 345 
Clarence H. Haleyy, Boston, S. & W. .38-44. 344 
Dr VV J Reagan, Paterson, N J, Colt .38. 343 
W A Briant, New Orleans, S. & W. .38... 339 
A M Summers, Boston, Colt, officer’s model, .38.... 334 
Emile Hochn, New Orleans, S. & VV. .38. 328 
Brent Altsheler, Louisville, S. & W. special .38. 325 
John Kracke, New Orleans, S. & W. .38. 322 
Dr Wallace A Wood, Jr, New Orleans. 295 
W J Tynan, Paterson, N J, Colt .38. 281 

The following are winners of State championship 
honors: 

Revolver championship, m 
California. 

A P Miller*. 433 
J R Trego . 432 
J E Gorman .. 429 

Illinois. 
W G Krieg*. 435 
I VV Lee . 44)9 
R P Prentys . 432 

Kentucky 
Fred Keller . 404 
H VV Matmiller . 398 
Dr J R Wathen.396 

Louisiana. 
J H Wessels .405 
A M Blamphin . 378 
W A Briant . 339 

Maine. 
F L Hayden . 413 
R II Crosbv . 398 
L 1< Hatch '. 396 

atch A. 
Maryland. 

S'rg T V\ A Renehan 414 
James Reese . 409 
Maj S T Fort.402 

Massachusetts. 
F A Wakefield. 420 
E A Taylor .420 
C E Heath.419 

M issouri. 
Dr M R Moore . 432 
Chas Dominic . 428 
S B Scars .427 

New Jersey. 
R M Ryder* . 436 
T P Nichols . 425 
VV Ii Thorpe .384 

New York. 
T V It Sayre .... 454 
A I. A Himmelwright 432 
I’ Hanford .431 

Metropolitan CKampionship 
At Montclair, New Jersey, April 1st, 1908, was won by 

Mr. George Kouwenhoven, score 95 ex 100, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLISTITE 
BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU <0. CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Press Latch 
at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to taking down the 

New Model 24 7/Iac/in Repeating Shotgun 

DM You can take it 
down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge 
Take- Down 

6 Shots 
7^ Pounds 

The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

double extractors and 
automatic recoil hangfire 
safety device are other 
special features of this 

new model. It has also the 77Zar/in solid-top, side-ejecting construction, with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 
this gun, or three stamps postage for our complete 136-page catalog. 

7%e 772ar/in firearms Co. 
27 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

Send 10 Cents for our Large Catalogue and get a 

Beautiful Davis Guns Souvenir. 

“ The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS 
POSITIVELY SAFE 

N R. DAVIS SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.’’ 
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Because it proves 
^00^ to be in every particu- 
^ lar as good as we claim. 

Hereareafew “Foxreasons”— 
We so distribute metal in the “Fox' 

WHY the Fox Gun 
Is Superior to All Others 

as to give maximum strength with minimum 
weight it is the best balanced and safest gun built. In the light, symmetrical frame of the 

4. H. FOX GUN 
we put a firing- mechanism positively simple in principle and construction—it reduces the more cumber¬ 
some action of competitors by half and multiplies their strength by two. The “Fox” employs coiled 
main and top-lever springs which we guarantee unbreakable. The top-lever locking bolt on the Fox 
Gun can never shoot loose. Men who have shot the “Fox” under all conditions for years verify this 
statement. The beauty of the A. H. Fox Gun Is beyond question. Built by experts, ot the finest 
material and rigidly tested, the man who buys a “Fox” is assured of possessing 

“THE, FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD” 
Let us prove these claims—write for free literature. Better yet, buy a “Fox” and prove them yourself. 

THfL A. H. FOX QUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

For Trout Fishing 

VICTOR 
FLY RODS 

Made of finest selected Split Bamboo. Fitted with 

tapered serrated ferrules; weights, 3H to 8 ounces; 
lengths from 8 to 10 feet. Hang and finish equal to 

any high grade rod made. Every 
jjjjrod guaranteed. 

SCHOVERLING. DALY © GALES 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

TRAINING y*. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. I. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. 
Price $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con- 
tributcd to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FOIL .SHOT GUN.5 

Ohio. 
Paul D Hale . 407 G R Decker .369 

Pistol championship, match B. Weapon, any pistol 
within the rules. Other conditions as in revolver 
championship. 
lioland P Prentys, Chicago,. S. & W. .22. 455 
Walter H Freeman, Mansfield, Mass, S. & \V. .22... 455 
Lieut R H Sayre, New York. Remington .44. 455 
T Le Boutillier, 2d, New York, S. &' \V. .22. 448 
Dr M R Moore, St Louis, Remington .44.  442 
W G Krieg, Chicago, S. & W. .32. 440 
P Hanford, New York, S. & W. .22. 433 
L R Hatch, Portland, Me, S. & W. .22, Sin barrel.. 436 
T P Nichols, Paterson, N J, S. & W. .22. 434 
Thomas Anderton, New York, S. & W. .22. 433 
Iver W Lee, Chicago, S. & W. .22. 432 
J E Gorman, San Francisco, S. & W. .22. 432 
R M Ryder, Paterson, N J, S. & W. .22. 431 
A P Miller, San Francisco, S. & W. .22. 431 
S B Adams, Portland, Me, Remington .22. 426 
G R Decker, Dayton, Ohio, S. & W. .22.   424 
Chas Dominic, St Louis, Mo. 423 
B W Percival, Lynn, Mass, S. & W. .22, 8in barrel!. 422 
Dr Paul D Hale, Dayton, Ohio, .22 Stevens L mod. 422 
Joseph W Trego, Oakland. Cal, S. & W. .38. 420 
J E Silliman, New York, S. & W. .22. 419 

_ 

DEAD SHOT ~ 
SMOKELESS 
POWDER/ 

The Century Dictionary defines 

Stable2 (sta'bl), a, etc. 

2. Fixed, steady, constant, per¬ 

manent. 

In this connection we take the oppor¬ 

tunity of again saying 

DEAD SHOT 
SMOKELESS 

IS 

STABLE 
and that we should be pleased to have 

you, who don’t know it, give it an ex¬ 

haustive trial. 

A booklet of‘ ‘ loads,'' etc., on request 1 
AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 

Chicago Boston St. Louis 

I 
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& W. .22. 

A Gibson, Paterson, N J, Stevens .22. 
F L Hayden, Portland, Me... 
Paul Frese, St Louis, Mo, Stevens .22... 
Geo Springsguth, Chicago, S. & \\ . -1~. 
E A Stosberg, St Louis. .44 Remington. 
C E Heath, Boston, S. & W. .22. ... 
J H Wessels, New Orleans, La, S. & W. .22. 
Wm L Schrader, St Louis, Stevens .22. 
H A Hill, Fitchburg, Mass, S. & W. .22. 
Geo Grenzer, New York, S. & W. ..1....... 
Dr H P Holmes, Des Moines, S. & VV. .22. 
E R Upham, Des Moines, S. & \V. .22..... 
R H Crosby, Portland, Me, S. & W. .22.. 
W E Thorpe, Paterson, N J, S. & W • •— 
L C Hopkins, Pinehurst, N C, S 
W L Friedman, San Francisco, S. & W. .22. 
H C Miller, Providence, R I, S. & W. ■ 
W Bert Gardiner, Providence, R I, b. iv W. .22- 
ALA Himmelwright, New York, Stevens .22. 
John Turner, Chicago, S. & W. .22... .. 
E C Holden, Des Moines, S. & W. .22. 
W A Briant, New Orleans, S. & W. .22. 
A D Gring, 2d, Boston, S. & W. .22............ 
Dr W J Reagan, Paterson, N T, S. & W. .22. 
Dr B L Rawlins, Chicago, S. & W. .22... 
John Kracke, New Orleans, S. & VV. .22...... 
Miss Marguerite Waterhouse, Pinehurst, N C. 
E R Stotts, Des Moines, Remington .22... 
William Strait, Des Moines, la, Remington .22. 
John L Griggs, Paterson, N J, S. & W. .22. 

Leahy, Pinehurst, N C............c’V'w "09" 
Dr Wallace Wood, Jr, New Orleans, S. & W. .22.. 
Robert Hager, Jr, Pinehurst, N C,S. & W. .,2. 
Lockwood, Pinehurst, N C, S. & W. .22. 

State championships, match B. 

California. Missouri. 
J E Gorman .432 
A P Miller .431 

418 
418 
417 
415 
414 
407 
405 
405 
402 
400 
399 
393 
390 
390 
389 
3S6 
384 
384 
382 
380 
377 
372 
370 
309 
365 
350 
342 
339 
336 
313 
261 
255 
217 
152 

Ho V i T Y; 
©Ik'S 

OU never think just how a rocking 
chair adjusts its points of support to 
the shifting weight. Likewise, the 

hunter never thinks how simply the rock¬ 
ing motion of the “cocking hook’’ does 
all the work on the Lefever shot gun. It 
is elemental. With one motion it raises 

and extracts the shells when the breech is opened. On both hammers- , , . , 1 

other guns from 15 to 25 more parts are needed to do the same work. 
That easy rocking of the barrels on the hinge-joint is also due to this 
one part. There is no strain anywhere. The self-compensator bolt 

takes up the wear in the 

Lcfcvcr Shot Gun 
making it tight in every direction. The action of the Lefever shot gun 
never concerns the hunter; it is too simple to engage his mind 

Any practical man will see these advantages if he examines the gun 
in a store. But we tell in a catalogue of other advantages over 
other high-grade guns, which no man can see— taper boring, ' 
quality of steel, hand work on parts, etc. Send for it 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. 
23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

COCKING 

HOOK 

J R Tre 420 

455 
440 
432 

372 
350 

B W 
C E 

H C 

Dr M R Moore* 
Chas Dominic 
Paul Frese 

New Jersey. 
T P Nichols. 
R M Ryder . 
A Gibson . 

New York. 
Lieut R H Savre*... 
T Le Boutillier, 2d* 
P Hanford . 

Iowa. 
Dr H P Holmes .... 
E R Upham. 
E C Holden . 

North Carolina 
L C Hopkins . 
Miss H Waterhouse. 
Leahy . 

Rhode Island. 
Miller . 384 W Bert Gardiner .. 

ego . 
Illinois. 

Roland P Prentys' 
W G Krieg . 
Iver W Lee.... 

■ Louisiana. 
W A Briant . 
John Kracke . 

Maine. 
L R Hatch .436 
S B Adams .42° 
F L Hayden .41a 

Massachusetts. 
Walter H Freeman*... 455 

Percival .422 
Heath .407 

434 
431 
418 

455 
448 
439 

399 
393 
377 

389 
. 342 
. 261 

. 384 

•National medals and honors take precedence. 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 
Portland Me., April 10.—With our annual banquet 

and meettng lan Saturday night we closed the most success¬ 

ful indoor season ever held in this section. 
ship now numbers eighty odd, more than half °f which 
attended the spread. Members gathered in little groups 
and discussed events of the season just closed, and the 
prospects of the outdoor season which opens on the 
19th instant. Here and there were heard comments on 
the re-scoring at the tournament targets by the board 
of review, but in general their work was commended 
and results most satisfactory. The tournament scores 
show prize positions and prizes that Yent, W1jh them. 
We have been indebted to many friends for the donations 
so kindly made at the beginning of the season and 
which have added greatly to the success of the clubs 

t°OunrameaItch committee got busy during the last month 
of the tournament, and matches were coming .regu 
larly. Some clubs responded to our appeal {oL 
matches, and others declined with thanks. W ith the 
rifle we had but two matches, and they were with 
Company A of Massachusetts, whom we took into our 
camp both times. We had two matches with the Bos¬ 
ton Revolver Club, and one each with Providence and 
Lynn with hand guns, in all of which we were suc- 

CeThe''Mound City Club of California has challenged us 
to a 20-man team with hand guns match, to be shot on 
our outdoor range, and with the opening of the outdqor 
season on the 19th, we have this pitched battle staring 

USInn our last match of the indoor season last night, 
April 8, with the Boston Revolver Club, we were suc¬ 
cessful in pulling out a clean win. Hatch of our club 
maintained his reputation by pulling out a1 94, which 
was high single and a high string total of 26J. 

Myles Standish. _ 
Stevens   43 40 41 41 38 36—239 
Welkins.   38 35 39 39 38 35-224 
. ... 45 43 42 42 41 40-253 

Kolias.. 44 49 36 39 40 45—253 
Havden . .... 40 40 40 42 33 34-230 
Gerrish . 41 37 42 43 42 41-246-1714 

Boston Revolver. 
jvferr:ii    35 41 35 34 36 40—221 
.   40 34 33 37 43 39-226 

Pre„a'" .   39 34 37 35 38 36-219 
Summers.! . 38 33 36 34 41 38—220 
f“X . .... 38 39 45 41 43 44-250 
TtaUt win.   42 41 48 43 37 47-258 
Jeweu .."TTTT!". 45 38 41 39 39 40-242-1636 

G II Wilkins ....... 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50 50 50—496 
F T Cohb Tr. 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50-494 
H W Stevens"".': i 48 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50—493 
F I Havden .. 48 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 50 50—491 
M S FMkfns. 47 47 48 48 48 48 48 49 49 49-181 

l I ward ...47 47 47 47 48 48 48 48 48 

The Man Who Shoots 
wants a gun he can rely upon at all times. No one 
wants to take a gunsmith’s repair kit with him into 
the field or to the traps. Men who " know guns 
shoot a PARKER. It can always he relied upon. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

The Oldest Gun Builders in America 

SPLENDID TROUT and BLACK BASS FISHING 5 
is found in the beautiful lakes and streams of Sullivan and Delaware Counties. Along the line of the - 

New York, Ontario & Western Railway, 5 
1 

postage, for copy of "SUMMER HOMES” book-a magnificently illustrated pamphlet of 140 pages „* 

C. ANDERSON. Traffic Manager, - 56 Beaver Street. New Yor ity * 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA *AAAAAAAAAAA**£.<*AAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 

Wister. A Day With the Elk, by W inthrop Chanler. 

Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 

liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 

Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 

Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 

Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 

by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 

Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 

Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, bv B. Rum- 

sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B Devereux. 

Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 

Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

{Important as 

Ithe Gun Itself 
19 "3 in One** for oiling all] 
the delicate parts. Makes! 

■trigger, lock, every action part work 
■ promptly, properly. Never hardens 
|or gums, contains no acid. 

“3 in One’* removes the residue o 
[burnt powder. Indispensible wit 
[smokelesspowder. Positively prevents 
[barrel fromrusting insideorout. Cleans ] 
[and polishes the stock. 
[r?„„^ sample bottle sent on request 
irrec qm \\\ Cole Company, 

61 New St., New York, N. Y. 

u 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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Every Championship Event 
AT THE 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE” and 
“INFALLIBLE” are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 

LIGHT 

SIMPLE 

C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St., New York 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

Guaranteed Water Proof. Size, 7 1-4x7 1-4 feet. 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 13 

lbs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen’s Catalog, 3 cents. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream." 

Dixon's Graphite for Sportsmen* 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reel* 

*°r>?ler«!OC‘fe"n^hh»rr»e]iS’ (orr°w.’5ad and motorboat*. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat’and Afield”'and”‘‘Dhtoo^ 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., - Jersey City. N.J. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

anHhifniSfh-Plif“Slng: ,narrat‘ve of adventures on the plains 
d in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 

hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovel's Camps. 
A sequel to ‘‘Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson, Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

f , 1, Stoughton . 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 48 48 48-476 
w tr o.orry . 47 47 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 49—475 

E R‘bby . 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 48 50-474 
B Adams . 46 47 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 49—474 
H Crosby . 46 46 47 47 47 47 47 48 48 48—471 
F ”ait,e . 46 46 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47—4G8 
R Watch . 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47 47 48—467 

. *v .Fdwards . 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 49—466 
" L Mitchell . 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 48 49-465 

I homes . 15 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 48 49-^65 

7 Cr ; V. 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47—464 
J M R W ebber. 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47—462 
r J1,, ,-tl1 . 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 47—461 
rT, S Heseltine . 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47 47 4S—460 
” c^fvcett; . 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46—459 

U Scribner . 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 47—459 
E Cartor . 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46—458 
o,, Marston . 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47—458 
” Read . 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 47 47—458 

A Gj-affam . 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 47—457 
A Folwartshny.;.. 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47 48—457 

VV>ai^ . 45 45 46 45 45 45 46 46 47 47—456 
aY t i,!a,l ey,. 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 47 47-456 
Alaj J J Dooley . 43 44 44 44 45 45 46 46 47 84—452 
V § Spencer . 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 46-451 
1 B \\ elch . 44 44 44 45 45 45 46 47 47 47-454 
A J FarweU . 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 47 47-450 
XaPt R C Parker . 43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45-442 
y F W^nsh.... 42 43 43 44 44 44 45 45 45 46-441 
bred Schonland . 41 42 42 43 43 43 44 44 44 45-432 
H tMt, Auckland. 42 42 43 43 43 43 43 43 44 44—430 

J Perkins . 41 41 42 42 43 43 43 43 44 45—427 
L Dow .. 42 42 42 42 42 42 43 43 43 43-424 
W Dimick . 41 42 42 42 42 42 43 43 43 44—424 
G 1 hompson . 41 41 42 42 42 42 42 43 43 46—424 
b Cummings . 41 41 41 42 42 42 43 44 44 44—424 
H McBride . 40 41 42 42 42 43 43 43 44 44—424 

t • . YieiJ1,”?,-. 40 41 42 42 42 42 42 43 44 45-423 
/ vv,,Uay. •• 40 40 41 41 42 43 43 43 44 45-42'-’ 

li h Chandler . 40 41 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 14—41S 
T _ Tr , Hand Gun Division. 
L, R Hatch . 94 94 94 94 94 94 95 95 96 97—947 
£ o ?Jayden . 93 93 93 93 94 94 95 95 96 98—944 
v.-i, ,?ms . 91 91 91 92 92 92 92 93 93 93—920 
)■ JVI„,Fawcett.91 91 91 92 92 92 93 93 95-920 
V, • Wilkins . 90 90 90 91 91 91 92 92 92 93—912 
M s Folkins . 89 89 89 89 89 90 90 92 92 94—903 
•V. E rrVci nsl1. 87 87 87 88 88 88 89 91 92 92—8S9 
W m fhomes . 87 87 87 87 87 87 88 88 88 91—877 

F Harwell . S3 84 84 84 85 86 87 8S 88 91—860 
H Crosby . 83 83 84 84 85 86 86 87 87 92—857 
W Stevens . S3 83 84 84 85 86 87 87 87 88—854 

T- 7°b£’ Jr. 84 84 84 84 84 84 85 87 88 89—853 
b Graffan . 84 84 84 84 84 85 86 86 87 88—852 
u lar-fon . S4 84 S4 84 84 85 85 85 86 89-850 
H Bailey . 82 82 83 83 83 84 86 87 88 88—846 

H M Strickland. 79 79 80 80 83 83 83 83 87 92—829 

A T   79 79 79 82 82 83 83 84 85 86—822 
A L Mitchell . SO 80 SO 80 81 82 82 83 83 83- 
J M Sterling . 80 80 80 80 80 81 82 82 

Chandler — __ B 

814 
„ _ 84 85—814 

„ t Chandler . 77 78 78 78 78 80 84 85 85 89—812 
t i . ns .. 79 79 79 79 79 81 82 82 84 85—809 
J A Folwartshny . 78 78 79 79 79 79 81 82 83 83—801 

91®^ <8°9nS9e[Utii|Y'e Sh°tS With hand «un-L- R- Hatch, 

49,“sol 49*' Sh°tS WitH rifle_E- L' C°bb‘ Jr” 
Best single target with hand gun-F. L. Hayden, 98 
birst perfect target with rifle—E. L. Cobb, 50. 
bGgli aggregate, both classes—First, F. L. Hayden 

14o5; second, E. R. Hatch, 1414; third, G. H. Wilkins) 

m£r,eatfst„inIProJement with hand gun during tourna¬ 
ment—A. b. Graftan, 228 points. 

Greatest improvement with hand gun during March— 
A. L,. Mitchell, lb2 points. 

Greatest improvement with rifle during March—S W 
Dimick, 40 points. 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

NEHlI^D^PH^-.The scores made at the indoor range, 
No. 1506 Washington avenue, follow. Geo. Smith is be¬ 
coming acquainted with his Schuetzen ,22cal. rifle as 

withehG ]'ffgi?0diSCOre,o£, 246- Wm' Smith’s score of So 
hI?, ft h.and equals his brother’s, made some weeks 

?f°j , ey wld n?w have to shoot off the tie for left- 
nano championship. Both apparently have the rare 
ability to use one hand about as well as the other. 
_ April 7. Rifle, 25yds.: Geo. Hugrh Smith *?Q9 oqi 
241, 236, 239, 239, 246; Hubbard, 229, 232 234 238 Dillin 

Wm. T, Smith 233, 23S, 237; Ricker, 221, 216) 

20l) 221,’21S9? 22fnng’ ’ ’ 244‘ 242: Anderson, 200| 

April 10.—Revolver, 20yds.: Anderson, 72, 78, 71, 68 S3- 
Ge<x H Smith, 69, 67, 74, 76, 80, 72, 72, 68, 82, 90; \Vm.’ 

J 1. Smith (with left hand) S5; Dubbs, 72, 66, 74, 74, 71, 77. 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

U'fl'n1!,’ April 10.-The scores of the Auburn 
Rifle Club for this week are: 

Rifle; H. E. Doten, .247, 245, 244 244 244- N T 
Mower 243 242, 2H, 240, 243; 1. A. Smith,’ 243,’241;‘ \\\ 
r’4’ iur4uLer’ 242, “^8, ’ W’. R. Houston 240, 239, 237 236 - 
G. M. Seavey, 235, 233, 231; W. M. Trask 237, 232. 
o,1')/0!' W. M. Trask, 86, 85, 84, 82, 80; H. E. Doten, 
86, S3, i9; A. Cushman, Jr., 81, SO, SO, 80, 79. 

W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, April 9.—At 2628 Broadway to-day scores 
were made as follows: 

89Rse8VO8Y%’520rydp: 'V- H- French 89, 88, 87, 85, G F. Sne en 81, 7/, 77; M. Hays 86; R. M. 
Ryder 89 S8; B. F -Wilder 83, 83; W. L. Buchanan S3; 

t rir c tuhl ^ Grenzer 88, 88, 85, 84, 83: 
J. Jh. Silhman 84, 82. 

Jl5y™-: J4- A- Groesbeck, Jr., 240, 236; P. S. 
Clark, 234, 233; R. M. Ryder 244, 243, 241; Dr W G 
Hudson 243. Jos. ’E. Silliman, Treas. 
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Providence (R. I) Revolver Club. 

One has to reach the bottom of a tobaggan slide some 
time; sometimes it is an easy letdown, at others a bump. 
For the past few months our regulars have been sliding, 
their scores in various telegraph matches have been 
nearing the limit of the wrong end with dangerous per¬ 
sistency, until finally some of the men bumped and 
commenced to climb back again \\ ednesday night we 
shot a ten-man team match with the Des Moines, la., 
Revolver Club. To the goddess of the shoot we give 
our heartfelt thanks; we won; we had luck and also 
some high scores by those who gathered themselves to¬ 
gether in time. To these notables our hats were duly 
doffed, while to the others, the fellows who were at the 
bottom, at least two who should not have been, well, 
certain ironical, non-corrosive and center hitting re¬ 
marks were duly directed, while Soapy Smith and 
the “Horse Thief” stood by and grinned -because they 
had saved their necks by a narrow margin. One of the 
“.Twins” sat on the bag of sawdust, refusing to be com¬ 
forted by the odor of the stuff that all good matches 
are tipped with, emanating from the corner in which 
Gardiner was sighing asthma-like and clutching the 
shelf to stand still. It is probable that in the near 
future a separate body will be organized composed ex¬ 
clusively of who are now entering the good old has-been 
class, of which lately there has been a goodly number. 

But those who did shoot saved the day. Mr. 1 ark- 
hu'St swung his officer’s model for a clean score of 
bulls, raising our gallery record. The match? It was 
between teams of ten men of the Des Moines, la and 
our revolver club, 20 shots per man at 20yds., and the 

scores were: . , „ 
Providence leara. 

rrPfm,, . SO 90-1 SO 

Parkhurst . 82 97~179 
Amv . S7 86-173 

ToTn . . 78 8‘2-16n 
•Miller. . 77 82-159 
Liebrich. 73 85-158 
Hurlburt .. 89 68-MS 
Gardiner .. 79 71-147 
Harris ..'.'... 7< 66-14<b-16W 
Des Moines team . 

The following scores were made in practice; 
Pistol, 50yds.—Freeman, 93, 93, 97, 91, 9-, 98, 94, 96, 95 

Liebrich. 80, 87. , 
Revolver. 20vds.—Hurlburt, 86, 85, 84; Joslin, 85, 75, i5 

Brow, 84, 71, 73; Willard, 76, 78, 81; Liebrich, 75 83. 
Rifle, 25yds., Krag, %in. ring target—Coulters, 232, 237 

Joslin, 235, 241; Hurlburt, 233, 235. t 
Rifle, 25yds, Creedmoor—Joslin, 46, 4i ; Hurlburt, 47, 

45; Coulters, 44, 46. 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

New York.—Scores of the Zettler Rifle Club, April 

7, follow: 
L C Buss.239 244 246 246 244 -1219 
M Dorrler.245 242 245 246 242 246 234 246 24S 243—2437 
L P Hansen....240 240 241 243 244 -1208 
A Hubalek.246 243 245 247 246 -1221 
L Maurer .231 245 239 241 246 —1204 
G Schlicht.248 239 248 241 241 245 243 245 242 242—2434 

244 244 235 246 246 —1215 
W A Tewes....247 248 245 244 244 —1228 
B Zettler .232 236 244 231 237 232 234 229 237 238—2350 
C Zettler .240 247 245 245 243 —1220 

K^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—Owing to the dull times 
1 have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 

and puppies. GEQ w LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

FOR SALE—SETTER and POINTER PUPS and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels and 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la._15 

■•LOOK OUT FOR DISTEMPER.”—Smith’s No- 
Distempcr Tablets prevent dogs from having distemper, 
keep them in good condition and free from disease. 
Distemoer remedy in each large box. Large box, $1, 
small box, 50 cents. SMITH TABLET CO., Hudson 

Mich.___18 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers poodles, pugs 1?°' 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken- 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead ot 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. lhe 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those -on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions ot 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 
Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, " Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS, Lexington. Ky. 

BOOIL OJ* 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

. CLAT GLOVER, D. V. S., 118 West 31st St., New Yert. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
Each spring, anglers residing in New 7 ork ask us 

where they may go to get nearby fishing. Be it known 
to alTsuch inquirers that the lakes and streams of Sulli¬ 
van and Delaware counties, reached by the line of the 
N. Y.. Ontario & Western Railway, offer the nearest 
good fishing to New York. Anglers who wish to try the 
fishing made famous by Messrs. Gordon and Sherwood, 
should send 8 cents in stamps for a copy of “Summer 
Homes” book to J. C. Anderson, Traffic Manager, 56 
Beaver street, New York city. 

In these days it is a growing custom among the well- 
to-do to, hire shootings in England, or even to purchase 
temporary homes there. An opportunity to do the latter 
is offered by the advertisement of Little Sodbury Manor, 
in the County of Gloucester, not far from Badminton, the 
seat of the Duke of Beaufort. The place is said to be 
admirably situated for every kind of sport, and is within 
two hours of London. Illustrated information about it 
will be sent on application to Messrs. Ferris & Puckridge, 
Milton. Pewsey, Wilts. England. 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trapper’s 
life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the story 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is lurid. 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be called 
‘‘blood and thunder,” but there is much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, telling 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple and 
direct, and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one of 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old- 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, 
the celebrated cowbcy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 

By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel ana 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
heartv welcome. It comes from one who writes from lull 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely, trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $l.U0. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha^s Shop and Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson, lbmo 

Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 
sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By 1. K. 
Patillo. 300 pages. Price $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: . 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 

shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
ar.d to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, bow to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Be&.rs I Have Mel—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 
Compiled by “Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. 

Price, $1.50. 

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, 
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the 
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the 
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity. 
“Hints and Points” has proved one of the most prac¬ 
tically useful works of reference in the sportsman’s 
library. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



Attention! 

ntarter the season 

to correspond with opens. We shall 

any one interested 

To the Fisherman Who Knows: 
I* ishing rods may be bought from 75c. to $30.00, the first price 

being too low to expect any real worth and the latter price repre¬ 

senting a fictitious value. Many pay $30.00, however, for fear they 

won t get the best, and the object of this advertisement is to request 
the privilege of showing 

THE ORVIS FLY ROD AT $15.00 
A better rod cannot be had, no matter what price you pay, and if 

you want the same quality with not quite so fine a finish and heavier 

by perhaps an ounce, the $10.00 " Orvis ” is recommended. We 

r<K*S 3t or even lessi and fair quality rods at 
$1.00. bo, fisherman, no matter what the size of your pocketbook, 
you will receive good value here. 

Agents for Orvis flies and rods and all good makes of 
tackle. Catalogue ready May 1st. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK 

All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, «reener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (EL Son, 
I he New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stomps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, M ass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the 
Waldorf-Astoria 

Near 34th Street 
New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manufacturers of 

high grade 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 
Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 

? ?imoA ghtA , e horizontal spaces are numbered from 
l to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
t°.r Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

U We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4%. to 4l/t lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

For field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5% to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as^the^pigeon^guns, and^whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open Improved Cylinder, ’ the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 
VP3 r r*cj n m olzo £--i 1 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
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Travel, nature study, shooting, fishing yachting 

A Weekly Journal. Copyright, 
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NETTING A BIG ONE 

Something that is always possible in Maine waters 
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Light as a feather—staunch, 
swift and steady, with good 

capacity—built for years of hard service, 
hunting, cruising or pleasure. 

&/d Sewn Canoe 
This name plate guarantees the quality and correctness of model. 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 225 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 

STRELINGER in your 
Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple. Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful. 

THE STRELINGER 
(4 Cy«.—1 to 4 Cyl.) 

"GOOD AS EVER, alter 10 years ol ser¬ 
vice.” That’s the way we build them. 

GOOD ALWAYS 
' TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 
comes aboard. 

We carry in stock 2 and 4-Cycle Marine 
and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., ■# vyi.s an<i omwv***** j '-***»■ ■ * - — -- — ■■ 

Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample $25 to $2,500. 
motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress SL, Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins “Get There”RSKOT22 
where as the lightest, most comfortable and safest d^k boat built. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. Price $22.00. 
Write Today for Our Larue Catalogue ot 

Motor Boots. Bow Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats Motor lSoats* now duihb, nuuniifc ** ” 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 12 6 Franklin St., Salem. O. 

FREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A Record of the Races held by the Leading Clubs During 1907 

CHICAGO 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
NEW YORK 

A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS 
Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with less work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly, 

N o skil 1 required. Price 918.00, 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa. 

NOTHING STANDS BY ITSELF. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor.) Game LaWS in Brief 
A umunCR RHAT MATriRQ I 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The consumption and waste of our natural 
resources is proceeding apace. But whenever 
efforts have been made to meet this situation, 
difficulties have arisen from the facts that the 
conditions of one community are affected by the 
actions of another over which it has no con¬ 
trol; that the preservation of one form ot 
natural wealth involves the protection of others, 
and that none can be managed independently 
of others. The American Forestry Association 
says effective action has been blocked because 
there has been nobody broad enough to formu 
late a plan sufficiently comprehensive. 

Such a body is now provided by the confer 
ence on the conservation of natural resource: 
which the President has called to meet him ir 
the White House on May 13, 14 and 15. Thu 
conference will represent every part of thi 
country, and all the country’s needs. By direc 
personal contact the members will be able t< 
come to an understanding of the various inter 
related problems and of what will be require* 
of each part of the country to make a genera 
scheme possible. 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 
United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin- 

•on. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Fokkst 
and Stream. 

The accepted authority, with an 
established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 

25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AREAS. 

The Forest Service now has administratioi 
over more than 164,000,000 acres of land. Thi 
is slightly more than one-fifth of the country 
total forested area; the remainder is in th 
hands of private owners. Nearly all the tun 
berland of the unappropriated public domain 1 
now in the National forests. This means tha 
it is being protected against fire, theft an 
wasteful exploitation; that its power to grot 
wood and store water is being safeguarded fo 
all time and that nevertheless, its present suppl; 
of useful material is open to immediate us 
whenever it is wanted. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium 
entertainment, instruction and information between Am, 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymo ; 
communications will not be regarded. The editors at' 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. .] 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: F 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Ka I 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit bv express money-order, registered letter, ttlo'H 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publi - 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of net 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Gr 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 

six months. . , _ , T , 
Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—Londcl 

Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & C 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $1 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

Inside pages. 20 cents per agate line. Special rates 
three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the h 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which tl 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per li. 
Only advertisements of an approved character insert 

Display Classified Advertising. 

usert • 

Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruct:, 
Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Lit 
Tables. Heal Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds1 : 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Ws* 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 ce - 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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WHISTLING AND GROUSE. 

In 1834, in Milan township, Coos county, New 
Hampshire, father took his old flintlock musket, 
hand saw, his best little boy and started for the 
woods. The cleared land, I have a vivid recol¬ 
lection, was inclosed with an old rotten brush 
fence. Father went over the fence, laid his 
tools down, and came back after me. He 
squatted down on his feet and I climbed on his 
back. On top of that old brush fence father 
broke through, and I went about eight feet 
further up the fence hunting for a better cross¬ 
ing, and struck the fence forked end up and 
went right through—just enough of me stick¬ 
ing up for father to get hold of to pull me out. 
In pulling me out a stick run up my nose. A 
little blood ran off my upper lip, and a great 
big yell ran out of my mouth. “Hush! Hush!” 
says father. “Hear that partridge drumming? 
You will scare him and we won’t get him.” 

Father shot the partridge, and if there ever 
was a proud little mortal on this earth he was 
right there carrying that partridge. > In the 
spring the male bird, while its mate is on its 
nest, will find an old log, generally a moss cov¬ 
ered log, and about every five minutes in the 
morning he will drum. Some say they strike 
the log with their wings, others say they hit 
their body. I don’t believe anyone knows, for 
they will see one first. I have watched them 
for an hour at a time. They, won’t drum as 
long as they are seen. The noise they make is 
a kind of a muffled sound that can be heard a 
fourth of a mile away. They are very wild, and 
yet if you understand them you can kill them 
with a stick four feet away. If your whistle 
is out of repair, fix it before you start in. First, 
find your partridge, circle round them, draw 
nearer every round. You must keep your 
whistle in good order.. I have killed them with 
a stick a number of times. Only one got away. 
Then I hit an old brush with the toe of my 
foot. I presume they think they are not seen. 
In New Hampshire fans were made of their 
tails for young girls to carry when they went 
to church. They were speckled, and when prop¬ 
erly fixed made a very fine show. . Girls carried 
them fastened to their waist with a ribbon. 
Older women used turkey tails for fans. When 
first taken off trim the meat, or flesh from the 
quills, spread the tail the size and shape you 
want your fan. Let them dry, sew on cloth for 
the hand hold. Generally they cover the cloth 
with silk. The next kind of a fan I saw was 
a palm leaf fan. Now you know more about 
fans than I do; that is of present use. 

[From “Reminiscences” in the Edgarton 
(Ohio) Earth, by L. W. Wilder, who went to 
Ohio when the Indians were still there, and 
who is now over eighty.—Editor.] 

WASTE IN LUMBERING. 

The forests of the Southern Appalachian 
Mountains have been cut so eagerly for the 
valuable hardwoods they contain that very little 
virgin timber is left, and about 85 per cent, of 
the area is second growth. 

The drain on these forests by many industries 
is immense. The lumbermen are going over the 
land for the third time. First they took only 
the prime oak and poplar saw timber. Next 
they took the oaks that were suited for barrel 
staves. Now they are after whatever mer¬ 
chantable trees are left, such as birch, chestnut 
and gum. 

Moreover, these forests have been, and still 
are. logged very wastefully. Nearly three- 
quarters of the timber cut for ties is wasted. 
Double or even treble the number of ties now 
cut could readilv be secured from the same area 
without injury to the forest. By simply taking 
all the suitable trees, 123 ties could be* cut from 
an acre which now yields only sixty, and if all 
of the wood in the trees were fully utilized, 170 
additional ties per acre could he secured. 

With mine timbers the story is the. same. 
Fully 40 per cent, of (he timber handled in pro¬ 
curing them is entirely wasted. 

Finally, fires are injuring the productiveness 
of the Appalachian forests by running over the 
ground and killing young growth. 
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SPRING 

Fishing Tackle Tennis | 

Golf and Base Ball Goods I 
Catalogues Free on Request 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384-6N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

HIGH GRADE 
ENGLISH TACKLE 

My trade with American and Canadian * 

Fishermen is now so large that I have £ 

published a Z 
v 

Special American Edition Z 
of My Catalogue Z 

V 
Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. * 

: 
ADDRESS v 

W. J. CUMMINS ; 
Dept. K ^ 

Fishing Tackle Maker M 

Bishop Auckland England Z 
z 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training," "Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide tor 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Wes¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel. Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping: 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in. Chas¬ 

ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adr. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Steel Fishino Rods 

IF you could own but one fishing rod.it 
would of course be a “BRISTOL." 
If you could own a dozen rods, most / 

of them would undoubtedly be “BRIS- / 
TOLS," because they are the strong- / 
est, the mostreliab e, e mostadapt- [ 
able and the most successful rods in the 
world. None genuine without the word 
“BRISTOL" stamped on the handle. 
Sold everywhere. Every rod Guaran¬ 
teed for Three Years. 

Beautiful Illustrated Catalogue 
Mailed Free. 

★ 
THE HORTON MANUFACTURING CO., 

84 Horton Street, Bristol, Conn. 
/ 

./ 

•SFT-< 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
actually 6eems to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don't wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. ‘25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Basa size 30c. Postage 2c. 

New Tackle Catalog. W. J. Jamison. 1274 Polk St., Chicago 

Frost’s Kelso Automatic Reel 
1908 Model Has Double 

Thick Edges. 

Capacity, 100 yards. Case of 
aluminum, satin finished, steel bear¬ 
ings, only 7/4 ounces. It is both light 
and strong. Can use on rod either 
above or below hand. Guaranteed. 
Price, $5.00. If your dealer can¬ 
not supply you, send his name and 
address to us, and we will fill your 
order through him. The “KELSO 
brand Lines, Leaders, Flies and 
Hooks are as good as can be made. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street, New Yor^ 

A MINNOW THAT SWIMS 
A “Live Bait” that you can carry in your 
tackle-box—the K. & K. Animated Minnow 

Actually SWIMS with all the life-like movements of a real minnow. 
No lures, no spinners—simply an artificial minnow jointed to produce 
the genuine action and lively “wriggle.” Rights itself in "»ter 
INSTANTLY. When bass strikes, the minnow pulls away from the nslu 
Splendid for casting or still fishing—stream or lake. SENT PREPAID 
if your dealer does not handle; bass size. $1.00? for large sea bass or 
muscalonge, $1.50. WRITE TO-DAY for catalog and order one to try. 

K. & K. MAN'F'G CO., 113 St. Clair St„ Toledo. 0. 

MODERN TRAINING. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 

The treatise is after the modern professional system of 
training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. , 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

The TUSCARORA’ 
Here It Is: 

FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length b)4 feet, 
weight 4j^oz. $5.00 each 

A Customer says : “I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” „ 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5)4 
oz.; 9)4 feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS ® SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 
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THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle&Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE °ATAsl$aue 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

90-SI FULTON.ST. AMF-iiun 
n.y. ForallANGLING 

ESTABLISHED 1857 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904 

ALSO 

World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893 

awarded to 

JULIUS VOM HOFE 
FISHING REELS ONLY 

No. 351 South 5th St. - - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

All genuine reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. 

Send for catalogue. 

THE U=B LIVE FROG HARNESS HoldsI^ Keeps^jALuivEooRin8 

A SENSATIONAL HIT 

^ Never before has there been 

offered to the angling frater- 
one third actual size nity an article of such value 

* CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

By DEALERS or direct, postpaid 50 Cents UNKEFER Cs BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream.’ 

* WOODCRAFT. 
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By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 
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te FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. ft 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

0LDT0WN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y. 

Trout dcivd Bass Flies 
1,000 Patterns. $1.00 Per Dozen 

IDUN II HD MAN 4502 STE. CATHERINE STREET 
JUim nUnlYIAIl, westmount .- que., Canada 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing. 

No swivels required; “they spin 
so easy.” Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly. 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 

Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at once 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you. 

S. DOERING & CO.. 564 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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i27 Franklin Street, New York. 

THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, ltst-J. 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. 

On and after the first of May next the address 

| 0f the Forest and Stream Publishing Company 

will he 127 Franklin street, New York city. 

The business offices and editorial rooms will 

be removed to the new address during the latter 

part of the present month, and on May day 

Forest and Stream will be in larger quarters 

than those occupied during the past twelve years 

in the New York Life building. 

THE NEW COBB-MILLS LAW. 

The new forest, fish and game law of the 

, State of New York is, in many respects, an 

improvement on the old law, and in the main 

; will be favorably received by sportsmen. It will, 

however, require some study in order that they 

may familiarize themselves with its provisions. 

The fact that the general open season for deer 

remains unchanged argues that it is popular, 

but the division of the State by counties and 

townships will tend to confuse hunters. The 

general law on wildfowl forbids night and 

spring shooting, except on Long Island, wheie 

brant may still be shot in the spring. The bag 

limit on upland birds is wholly commendable. 

The fishing seasons may or may not prove 

satisfactory. In the Adirondack counties the 

opening date for trout is later and the season 

is shorter than elsewhere, while the special pro¬ 

visions affecting certain waters are' scarcely less 

confusing than was the case under the old law. 

The hunter and the angler must still post them¬ 

selves carefully regarding dividing lines which 

denote counties and other boundaries. 

On Long Island the obnoxious four-day open 

season for deer shooting still holds, and the 

open season for brant lasts until April 30. 

Shore birds may be killed on Long Island in 

summer, whereas this is prohibited elsewhere 

in the State! 
Under the provisions of the new law the 

Forest, Fish and Game Commission can work 

to far better advantage than formerly, and with 

the considerable increase in the number of pro¬ 

tectors the vast area guarded by these men 

should enjoy immunity from some of the eviL 

now complained of. The higher salaries re¬ 

ceived by the protectors should encourage them 

to do more effective work. 

The resident, nonresident and alien license 

system will enable the protectors to stop a great 

deal of the song bird shooting indulged in by 

aliens near cities and towns, and to keep a 

stricter watch over the Adirondack lurnbei camp 

crews, large numbers of whom are eithei aliens 

or unnaturalized persons within the meaning of 

the law, although they claim to be residents. No 

citizen can consistently object to the payment 

of one dollar, and the ten cents recording fee, 

for a license to hunt; and in view of the fact 

that nearly every other State requires a license 

fee from nonresidents, the New \ork nonresi¬ 

dent provision seems reasonable. It is to be 

regretted, however, that residents of another 

State must pay the same amount as aliens, and 

that the fee.for the latter was not made higher; 

higher, in fact, than the average amount im¬ 

posed in fines by justices of the peace. 

On the whole the new law is an improvement 

over the old one and is likely to render' con¬ 

victions easier, and to command increased le- 

spect. 

COMMISSIONER WHIPPLE. 

The term of service of the Hon. James S. 

Whipple, Commissioner of Forest, Fish and 

Game of the State of New York, expired on 

April 15, and on that day the Senate received 

from Governor Hughes a communication in 

which he nominated Mr. Whipple for another 

term of four years. The nomination was con¬ 

firmed. 
With full knowledge of conditions, a term s 

experience in the office, an abundance of money 

now available for the commission’s use, and an 

increased force of protectors, Mr. Whipple 

enters upon another term, which will no doubt 

prove of inestimable value to the people of the 

State. 

MONTANA BUFFALO PRESERVE. 

At Washington last week Senator Dixon s 

bill, providing for the establishment of a buffalo 

reserve in Montana, was passed by the Senate. 

As already explained in these columns, the land 

_about 13,000 acres—is a part of the Flathead 

Indian Reservation soon to be thrown open, and 

the appropriation of $30,000 which the bill 

carries is to pay for the land and to fence the 

preserve. The land described in the bill is the 

rough country where the Allard-Pablo herd of 

buffalo has always ranged, and where most of 

them were born. It lies north of Ravalli, Mon 

tana, and between the Pend d’Oreille and Jocko 

rivers. ... 
The bill was introduced at the solicitation of 

the American Bison Society, which has pledged 

itself to present to the Government a herd of 

fifteen or twenty bison to found a herd for the 

preserve. 
If the bill becomes a law, the society will set 

itself actively to work to raise the funds to 

purchase the herd. 
When it is recalled that the Allard-Pablo 

buffalo herd—although it was somewhat increased 

later by the purchase of a portion of the Jones 

herd—started from seven calves taken over the 

mountains from the buffalo plains in 187S, as 

so interestingly told by Chas. Aubrey in Forest 

and Stream, in July, 1902, it can readily be 

seen that there will be here the foundation foi 

a splendid herd of buffalo. If the Government 

can be induced to set aside game refuges enough, 

there will be no difficulty in preserving this, 

splendid beast for all time. 

DR. GRENFELL’S REINDEER. 

There is a vein of humor in the remarks of 

Dr. Grenfell concerning his Labrador reindeer- 

published last week in these columns. But if 

the doctor’s pets are somewhat slow to obser\ e 

what may be termed the rules of the road, he 

is hopeful and feels assured that in time these 

strong and docile animals will be trained to 

serve the people of Labrador, and thus in time 

to bring about a change for the better in their 

condition. 
It seems there are good reasons for the be¬ 

lief that a large increase in the herd will occur 

shortly. If the calves born this year thrive, it 

is likely the size of the herd brought from Lap- 

land will have doubled in a short time, and in 

five years Labrador and Northern Newfound¬ 

land will be well supplied with reindeer. 

Meanwhile the efforts now being exerted to 

bring about the domestication of caribou deserve 

every success. 

The Senate of the State of New York has 

passed Senator Cobb’s bill which makes it man¬ 

slaughter in the second degree for a hunter to 

shoot and kill a human being, while engaged in 

the pursuit of wild game. It is not very likely 

that this bill will become law, and even if 

it should become law, it may be questioned 

whether it will greatly reduce the number of 

hunting “accidents” in the woods. Such a re¬ 

duction is likely to take place only when the 

shooting public has received sufficient admonition 

to induce its members to take a moment s 

thought before firing at a moving object seen 

in the brush. One or two States have already 

passed laws providing a penalty for such crimi¬ 

nal carelessness, but we have never heard of a 

conviction or a punishment under such laws. 

Nevertheless, the passage of these laws is not 

wholly without value, because it creates more 

or less talk about the subject, and it is only 

through talk that the public can be educated. 

Undoubtedly a time will come when these acci¬ 

dents will grow much fewer in number, and 

may even cease, but before that time comes 

many lives and limbs will be sacrificed. 



The New Point of View 
By WILLIAM J. EHRICH 

THERE are few ardent sportsmen who have 

not been asked, “What is the fun of 

fishing?” “Don’t you ever get tired of 

hunting?” or any one of a hundred variations of 

these questions. These “outsiders” can no 

more understand us than we can conceive of a 

healthy, otherwise normal man spending his 

vacation at a hotel, between a bar, a news¬ 

paper and a ticker, staying up half the night 

and sleeping away the best part of the day. 

Scientists tell us that, excepting a few really 

abnormal people, such as geniuses on the one 

hand and degenerates on the other, human 

beings are very much alike. Now, what is the 

explanation of the fact that there is such a 

sharp dividing line between the pleasures of 

sportsmen and those of non-sportsmen, and 

that one class should think the other mentally 
deficient? 

Perhaps I have solved the problem—and per¬ 

haps not. At any rate, it will be a whole day 

before this old Florida Special will land me in 

New York, so I simply can’t make my pen be¬ 

have and I shall try to put my theory into 
words. 

Two years ago my wife was a “non,” and I 

must confess that in her eyes I was crazy. Now, 

as partners should share each other’s joys, I 

one day conceived a great idea. I brought home 

a pair of small rubber boots and announced to 

the madam that she was to accompany me for 

a couple of days’ fishing at Canadensis, Pa. As 

it was not going to be any fun for her, my wife 

induced an old friend to go along for company 

“while crazy Will was fishing”; the madam was 

interested in birds; in fact, now she is very well 

posted on the birds of eastern North America. 

The beautiful little Broadhead, winding through 

mountains and fields, attracted her, the whole 

atmosphere of what I can only describe as the 

open got into her blood, and those girls spent 

two entire days up to their knees in the clear, 

cold water of the stream. Wet feet were for¬ 

gotten, the lunch of sandwiches tasted good, 

and although the madam caught “nary a fish,” 

she decided to leave the children long enough to 

give us a fortnight in the Temagami Reserve. 

The following winter, when I went to the in¬ 

terior of Florida, she again accompanied me and 

we spent a week camping on the edge of Green 

Swamp collecting specimens. A trip to New¬ 

foundland last spring made the madam perfectly 

“camp wise,” and as I am writing this she has 

both boys at Mohawk, a little settlement in the 

“mountains” at the geographical center of 

Florida. The idea is to be where they can all 
be outdoors. 

On the whole I am happy to say that the lure 

of the open has as strong a fascination for m; 

wife as it has for myself. She has at the mos 

caught two dozen fish, has never discharged i 
firearm of any kind and would never kill any¬ 

thing if she did know how to shoot; so hei 

entire pleasure consists of seeing and studying 

the various birds, flowers and other manifesta¬ 

tions of the Creator, and living the care-fre< 

life of the open. 

Now for the other side. At a dinner re¬ 

cently a man who owns a place in the Adiron- 

dacks, and consequently thinks he must be a 

sportsman, told me that a member of his party 

had caught in the St. Lawrence a muskellunge 

weighing thirty-two pounds. My interest can 

be imagined. “Why,” said my friend, “it wasn’t 

any particular fun.” After a time I discovered 

that the fish had been hooked with a rope, had 

been hauled in hand over hand, and shot with a 

pistol when alongside the boat! 

That is the same type of man that used to sit 

in a boat day after day when hounding was 

allowed in New York, and when a deer was 

chased into the lake, have a guide row him 

within five feet of the creature—sometimes hold¬ 

ing it by the tail—and murder it in cold blood. 

Then he would come back to the city and say 

that hunting was no fun. But let the same man 

go and live in the woods with an enthusiastic 

sportsman; let him try to learn something about 

game; some rainy day when traveling is easy, 

let him steal up to a deer; let him fish for trout 

in a rippling brook with a three-ounce rod and a 

hair leader: let him hunt quail with a beautiful 

setter whose every point is a living picture. In 

short, get that same man doing something that 

TWO VIEWS OF THE TROUT POOL ON THE BROADHEAD AT CANADENSIS, PA, 
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HUNTING AT MOHAWK, FLA. A TROPHY OF THE RIFLE. 

is fun in itself, irrespective of the bag or the 

• catch, and I am mighty certain he will sing an 

entirely different song. 

My wife saw me come back from a trip to 

Jackson’s Hole with two fine elk, two fine 

antelope and a big bear. She “couldn't see 

what fun it was killing those beautiful animals'’; 

but since her awakening she realizes that the 

pleasure of that trip was being in the heart of 

the grand old Rockies; waking up in the 

middle of the night under those cold, hard 

stars with the wonderful moon turning night 

into a sort of dreamland day; riding stiff-legged 

bronchos down precipices on which a man could 

hardly keep his footing; trying to learn the 

mysteries of the diamond hitch; seeing with 

glasses how the antelope would “spot” 11s as 

soon as we were in their range of vision, no 

matter how far away they were; in short, the 

real pleasure consisted in simply living the life 

I have read about ever since I have been able 

to read; and getting game was entirely inci¬ 

dental. 

I have obtained some fine specimens, and if 

luck favors me, I hope to get a few more, such 

as a grizzly, a sheep and a goat, but since I 

have been old enough to understand, I have 

made it a point to reduce my killing to the 

lowest reasonable amount, photographing game 

wherever possible, and taking just enough for 

food, and the best specimens for my collection, • 

and I can truthfully say that the further I have 

followed that practice, the more real pleasure I 

have had from my outings. 

It is no particular pleasure to think of killing 

that wildcat in Florida in front of a hound, but 

when I think of Ben, the setter, at Mohawk, 

while going along at a fast trot, without a sec¬ 

ond's warning simply turning to stone, then I 

can really feel a thrill of pleasure. 

In the same way the memory of killing my 

forty-point caribou whose picture is in the Reid- 

Newfoundland guide book, affords me very 

little pleasure, but I do love to remember that 

quiet evening on a little lake in the Temagami 

district, when my wife and I saw two big. 

tawny wolves chase a cow moose fifty yards into 

the water, when they saw us and retreated, 

while the moose, evidently less afraid of us than 

of the wolves, hung around the shore tor half 

an hour. But if I get really started on animals, 

I may never stop, so I had better call a halt 

right here and tell the poor, patient reader, if 

any has lasted so long, what I am driving at. 

My theory is that the difference is not in the 

people themselves, but in the point of view they 

adopt in respect to outings. The man who goes 

to the woods to kill a deer will have anything 

but a good t;me if he gets none, or if he has 

to work himself out every day for two weeks to 

get one. But the man who goes out for a 

couple of weeks in the open will enjoy himself, 

no matter what happens. He would not wear 

out his nerves worrying about not getting any 

game; neither will he hunt for fish where con¬ 

ditions are unfavorable. If he misses a shot, he 

would not spend a sleepless night, but the song 

of a thrush or the leap of that big fish will give 

him something to think over for many a long 

day. And I firmly believe that the reason 

outers have increased so tremendously in num¬ 

bers in the last few years is that the various 

sporting magazines have succeeded in changing 

their own point of view, and consequently the 

peoples’. 

Formerly the height of an outer’s ambition 

was to be photographed with five times as many 

fish as he should have caught. Now that same 

man would be ashamed to have his likeness 

taken under such circumstaqpes. 

It is not my desire to criticise any old-timer, 

but let the reader glance at any outdoor book 

published a dozen years ago and compare it 

with Dr. Van Dyke’s “Days Off.” I have be¬ 

fore me a book, considered good in its day, 

published in 1893, which is full of things like 

this: 
“Considering the number killed, ten dozen be¬ 

ing bagged in four hours, and the pleasure in¬ 

cident to their pursuit, etc. The sportsman con¬ 

cealed a few-yards away, fires one barrel as they 

sit on the water, and a second as they rise 

* * * as many as twenty or thirty birds are 

killed at one time.” 

The author even tells with evident pride how, 

when a boy “with a score of urchins he pursued 

with eager enthusiasm these capricious little 

creatures.” He is writing of gray squirrels. Fie 

goes on: 
“When not molested they frequent the same 

localities every year; the habit enabled us to 

locate the game whenever we sought a victim 

for our amusement. When we had discovered 

a squirrel, the tree in which it had sought safety 

was immediately surrounded, the best climber 

ascending as nearly as possible to the spot 

where the game had retreated; then with shouts 

and shaking of the limb, he compelled the 

squirrel to jump. On alighting, it was im¬ 

mediately besieged with a volley of missiles, 

sticks, stones and hats, with the hope of dis¬ 

abling it or to imprison it.” 

I wager this gentleman, for he is a gentleman 

and a sportsman, is sorry he ever did such a 

thing or wrote about it afterward. Could he be 

a boy again, he would doubtless be in the tree- 

top with a camera, risking life and limb to get 

a photograph of his chattering little friend. And 

the picture, framed and hung up in his den, or 

perhaps published in some magazine, would 

give him more pleasure than all his killings 

combined. * 

Formerly the people who enjoyed themselves 

at these outings were made up almost entirely 

of the rare class who care to pursue for the 

mere sake of killing. Of course such con- 

spicious exceptions as Burroughs and Thoreau 

need not be considered. To-day, as a result of 

the new point of view, the mildest man or 

woman has the most glorious time imaginable 

as soon as the last trace of civilization is out 

of sight. 

And in the name of all genuine outers, what¬ 

ever their particular hobby, I ask any of our 

disparagers to spend one week close to nature, 

with no other object than to see if there is not 

a wonderful opportunity for a new pleasure, 

knocking all unsuspected at their doors. 

The series of rodmaking articles printed in 

these columns recently will during the present 

month be published in book form by the Forest 

and Stream Publishing Company. This will be 

Vol. I. of Perry D. Fraser’s “The Angler’s 

Workshop,” and will deal zvith “Rodmaking for 

Beginners.” The book 'contains 180 pages and 

besides the zvorking drazvings, will be illustrated 

zvith several half-tone plates. Orders may be 

sent at any time, and the book will be sent post¬ 

paid for $1. 
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Chasirvg the Wild Elephant 
By SHIKARRI 

WE are all more or less familiar with 

the fact that elephants seldom breed 

in captivity, and that those required in 

India for riding, hauling and heavy work gen¬ 

erally, are animals captured from wild herds and 

tamed. Equally familiar to most people is the 

method by which they are caught, which differs 

not very widely from the means employed by 

primitive people everywhere, and which if we 

may trust the old books, was formerly in use 

among your Indians of North America. Briefly 

it is this: In a region where elephants are found 

a great inelosure is built with a large gate from 

which diverging fences stretch out for long dis¬ 

tances. When the time has come for capturing 

elephants, the trackers go on foot into the for¬ 

est and find where the animals are and then by 

means of a great number of the population of 

the district, who act as beaters, the herd is grad¬ 

ually pushed within the wings of the pen, and 

when fairly within these wings is rushed into 

the pen with a great noise and the gate is closed. 

Here for a time the elephants are left to quiet 

down and starve, and then tame elephants are 

introduced into the pen, and one by one the wild 

ones are captured and tied up to trees, and at 

last, when sufficiently subdued, are led away by 

their fellow elephants to go through the pre¬ 

liminary training which shall at last turn them 

into beasts of burden. 

This is the ordinary and familiar method of 

elephant hunting, but there is another method 

practiced among the forests that grow along the 

foot of the Himalayas, in a district ruled over— 

nominally—by the Maharajah of Balrampur, and 

extending about from Philibit to where the river 

Jumna leaves the hills. 

Here the wild elephant is hunted somewhat as 

in old times they used to hunt wild horses on 

the prairies of Western America, that is to say, 

they are run down or walked down, and then 

noosed and tied up. The interesting point is 

that the wild elephants are run down by domes¬ 

ticated elephants, of which there are sixty 

couples in the hunt. This sport, for it really is 

a sport, has been in existence for fifty years, 

and the “meets” .or occasions where formal hunts 

are made to capture the elephants, come about 

every five years. You can imagine that the oc¬ 

casion is one of interest. In the elephant camp 

are 120 great animals, their mahouts, attendants 

and others; the trackers who are to find the 

wild elephants, the beaters, some troops and of 

course plenty of horses. 

Long before the elephant camp is made, the 

trackers understand pretty thoroughly where the 

wild elephants are to be found, and when they 

have learned of this they keep constantly in 

touch with the herd. The hills which the wild 

animals range are rough and broken, covered 

with forests, and full of ravines and under¬ 

brush. Down toward the lower ground are flat 

river valleys and parks where but few trees 

grow, and again there may be great beds of reeds 

or high grass over which a man on an elephant 

can hardly see. To follow the wild elephants at 

top speed over rough ground and through tan¬ 

gled forests is difficult and discouraging for man 

and beast alike, and it is the business of the 

man who manages the hunt to so use his domes¬ 

tic animals and his beaters as to drive the wild 

ones out of the rough ground and down on the 

flats. 
When the time has come for setting out for 

an elephant chase, there is hurrying to and fro 

in hot haste. The elephants must be prepared 

for the chase, and as different classes have dif¬ 

ferent duties to perform, some are furnished 

with howdahs, some merely with pads on their 

backs, and some with the very lightest possible 

equipment. The beaters, armed with old-fash¬ 

ioned matchlocks or with any other noise-pro¬ 

ducing instrument, are sent off on foot to do 

their work, while the soldiers fall into line and 

march away, and* at last the elephants all start 

off and finally separating go off to their differ¬ 

ent stations. Each group of men has received 

instructions, and the effort is made to get around 

the herd, or the single elephant, as the case may 

be, and to prevent it from breaking back into 

the hills. 

At last, far away, is heard the distant sound 

of shouting and of firearms, and then comes a 

period of waiting, while you listen to discover 

by the direction of the sound whether the ele¬ 

phant has been driven out of the cover, or 

whether he has succeeded in turning about and 

breaking back through his enemies into the rough 

A HUNTING ELEPHANT’S EQUIPMENT AND CREW 

ground of the high hills. If he breaks back, th 

fun is all over for the present, but if the wil 

elephants work down the hills, then after the 

are safely away from the rough cover that the 

would like to reach, the effort is made to ru 

them down. 
They do not willingly start off in a race of th 

kind; they much prefer to hide, to move silent] 

among the trees and vanish into a thicket, c 

among the scrub of some nullah, or they ma 

get into some patch of high grass, or reed 

where it is impossible to see them, and whei 

the domestic elephants sometimes quite lose then 

selves. Sometimes they meet the wild ones, ar. 

fight with them, and if a' tame elephant ca 

hold a wild one, until another tame one com< 

up, the wild one’s capture is quite certain. The 

the driver of one of the tame elephants throv 

his noose over the wild one’s head. It is a lari 

noose and while a part of it rests on the back < 

the neck, another part falls down in front ai 

touches the elephant’s sensitive trunk which 1 

at once curls up out of harm’s way under h 

chin, so that the lower part of the loop fa] 

under his neck and the men who hold the end 

the rope can draw' it tight. 

Now comes an effort to tire out and discou 

age the captive. His enemies of his own ra 

butt into him, knock him on the sides, and t\ 

of them getting on his right and left lean 

against him and squeeze him. At last he giv 

up and ceases to resist, and presently his le 

are tied by men who slip under the bellies 

the domestic elephants and put ropes around t 

feet of the wild ones, and then the tame e 

phants push the captive along to some po: 

where he can be tied to a stout tree. This may 
THE BALRAMPUR KHEDDAH. 
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the elephant camp, or some other place nearer 

to the point of capture. Here he may struggle 

and fight for a long time or he may give up 

soon. There is as much difference in the tem¬ 

peraments of elephants as of people. 

Once the captive has reached the camp he sees 

men about him all the time, he is constantly 

guarded by the tame elephants, and if he at¬ 

tempts to resist instruction he is punished. 

After a few months’ training he can be mounted, 

and within a year he is probably as learned as 

most of his tame fellows. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sometimes the elephants are captured with 

very little difficulty, at others only after a_ long 

chase, during which the mahout and above all 

any European rider, is likely to be swept off the 

elephant’s back and left lamenting on foot in the 

jungle. Many of the smaller elephants of the 

hunting pack are very fast, and they are kept in 

the pink of condition and the height of training 

all the time. They are thus much harder, and, 

for a long run, much swifter than the wild ele¬ 

phants, and can overtake them and often hold 

them by bothering them, until the big fighting 

65 1 

elephants come up. Sometimes the big fighters 

make short work of a wild one, and conquer 

him almost at once, but this is not always true, 

for occasionally there is a champion among the 

wild ones who literally puts the tame ones to 

flight. 

This hunt of Balrampur is, however, of espe¬ 

cial interest to me, for the sport that is in it. It 

is far and away more exciting and better fun 

than the ordinary elephant driving of which we 

read. 

1 ondon, Eng., Feb. 10. 

The “Camp Robber.” 
Louisville, Ky., April 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Big-game hunters who have pitched 

their camp on North American soil are familiar 

with the “camp robber,” which to me is one of 

the most curiously interesting ornithological 

species to be found. Although its individuality 

is not attractive, its characteristics stand out 

conspicuous. Few birds possess anything like its 

wealth of nomenclature. These variations are, 

however, wholly within the mind of the observer, 

for I have never known the bird to change its 

phase or alter its peculiar character. It seems 

to elicit from man nothing except oaths, sticks, 

stones and bullets, but it accepts abuse with a 

calm resignation which has at times almost com¬ 

manded my admiration. 

The first living thing to welcome the camper to 

the wilderness is this bird; “moose bird,” because 

found within the moose’s range, or “tallow bird” 

on account of its decided partiality for grease. 

Others contend that it is a jay—“Canada jay” 

or “gray jay”—though it is neither boisterous 

nor does it disappear on Friday. It is always 

handy and very dignified and reserved in its 

vocal efforts, confining its cry to a short smoth¬ 

ered monotone. “Meat hawk” only half fits, for, 

though pronouncedly carnivorous, it is anything 

but a hawk. 

Fear it has no knowledge of; tricks it has 

never been known to practice, and if there is 

any attractive dainty in camp suiting its taste 

it flies straight down, quietly takes possession 

and industriously gratifies its appetite just with¬ 

out the reach of the incensed owner’s fist. A 

loafer and a thief, some say, hence perhaps the 

“whisky jack” or “whisky john” and “camp rob¬ 

ber” in the vulgar tongue. Classically it is 

known as Perisoreus canadensis. 

Fresh meat is its obsession. Before the lucky 

hunter has time to gralloch the stag which he 

has bagged, this bird, crow or jay, quietly an¬ 

nounces its arrival from the deerslayer knows 

not where, and, without words, almost says: 

“Hello! Good shot. Glad to see you. Nice 

stag we have. Let’s see,” and down it comes, 

“it’s good and fat, too. I am very fond of fat; 

they sometimes call me the tallow-bird. Phew! 

That’s a nice sack of tallow about that kidney. 

You’re awful slow and I’m as hungry as a wolf,” 

and the irrepressible jay proceeds to help him¬ 

self at the rump of the carcass while the hunter 

is busy flaying the neck. 

The impudence is more than the temper of the 

man will stand, and he makes a vicious whack 

at the voracious bird with his skinning knife, 

forcing it to retreat to a safer distance. 

“Phew! what a temper,” the indifferent bird 

chirps gently from an overhanging limb. “Your 

ugly disposition will spoil your shooting. I 

would not make such a to do over a little fat 

if I were a big strong man like you.” 

Such consummate impudence angers the hun¬ 

ter beyond bounds and, grasping his rifle, he fires 

a .44 caliber bullet straight through its body and 

nothing more is seen of the little intruder but 

feathers and toes. Its numerous cousins, how¬ 

ever, have arrived on the scene by this time, and 

unabashed by the fate of one of their kin. which 

they have just witnessed, they chirp gently and 

proceed to make merry in their subdued way 

over abundant prandial expectations, and the 

hunter, beaten and dismayed, selects such 

trophies and meat as he desires and leaves the 

persistent birds to a silent repast on the remains 

of the carcass. Brent Altsheler. 

[Whiskey john represents the Cree Indian 

name for this bird.—Editor.] 

Antoine’s Opinion. 

New York, April 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Happening to open “Uncle Lisha's 

Shop” at page 44 my eyes struck the following 

testimony of Antoine: “Bah gosh, ah don’ fred 

for skonk, me! Ah tek hoi’ of it hees tails 

an’ lif’ ’im up, he can’ do somet’ings! No, sah!” 

This ought to settle the question. 

D. R. Marshall. 

A CAPTIVE. 
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Wonderful Indian Pictures. 
For some years it has been known that Mr. 

E. S. Curtis, of Seattle, was engaged in the 

task of collecting material for a colossal work 

on the North American Indians. This work 

—to consist of twenty quarto volumes accom¬ 

panied by twenty folio portfolios—is intended 

to illustrate pictorially and descriptively all 

those tribes of Indians in the United States 

and Alaska which still retain something of their 

primitive habits, and practice some of their old 

ways. The work of collecting this material is 

being carried on by Mr. Curtis with the aid 

of Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, of New York, 

has the cordial approval and support of the 

President of the United States and is under the 

general editorial charge of Mr. Frederick Webb 

Hodge, of Washington, the secretary of the 

Anthropological Society and editor of the 

American Anthropologist. The publication of 

the twenty volumes and twenty portfolios will 

naturally extend over considerable time, but it 

is planned to issue three volumes a year, and 

to complete the entire work within seven years. 

The two first volumes and the two portfolios 

which go with them have just been published. 

Mr. Curtis, who began life as a photographer, 

commenced to collect this material about ten 

years ago; not then with the idea of under¬ 

taking the great work which he is now engaged 

in, but merely to take individual pictures of 

Indians. Although a photographer, Mr. Curtis 

is really an artist, who, instead of using brush, 

paint and canvas to give expression to the pic¬ 

tures which he sees, employes the camera. 

Being an artist, he long ago recognized the 

manner in which the Indian lends himself to 

the picturesque, and he chooses for his pictures 

that side of the Indian which by its closeness to 

nature appeals especially to the artist. 

No such beautiful representations of Indians, 

as those which he now gives us, have before 

been made. They are as wonderful on the side 

of fidelity to nature as on the side of art, and 

they are equally wonderful in the beauty of the 

photogravure reproductions which in strength, 

completeness and color have done ample justice 

to Mr. Curtis’ beautiful pictures. 

The descriptive matter is exceedingly interest¬ 

ing, the history of the tribes being given in so 

popular a way as to touch the imagination of 

the general reader, and being also, so far as ;t 

goes, of high scientific interest, for many things 

not hitherto known are told about the tribes 

treated. To the brief general account of each 

tribe, dealing with history, habits of life, re¬ 

ligious beliefs, myths and ceremonial life, is 

added at the end of each volume an appendix 

which gives much linguistic and other valuable 

information, and so is a real mine of interest 

for the serious student. 

The two volumes now just issued deal with 

tribes of the southwest. The name Apache was 

long one of terror in Arizona and New Mexico, 

and with reason. For many years their hostile 

bands slaughtered settlers and avoided the 

troops, scourging the new region in bitter re¬ 

venge for wrongs earlier inflicted on their 

people. Yet we know that fifty years ago the 

Apaches were a kindly, friendly tribe, some¬ 

what suspicious of the whites on account of 

injuries already committed, yet willing to help 

them by gifts of food and clothing and trans¬ 

portation. The Apaches have perhaps been the 

least known of any of our Indians, and Mr. 

Curtis has discovered many new things about 

them. He had the good fortune to be in the 

country of the Apache when the new Messiah 

craze reached its culmination, and had thus an 

opportunity to observe the rise and progress of 

one of those waves of religious enthusiasm 

which have so many times stirred the hearts 

and roused the hopes of these simple people. 

In this volume appears, too, the account of 

the Navajoes—except the great Sioux nation— 

the largest tribe of American Indians. These 

people are self-supporting by means of their 

flocks and herds and their efforts at agriculture. 

They travel back and forth, here and there over 

their great reservation of ’ more than fourteen 

thousand square miles, leading their flocks at 

different seasons to the pastures which suit their 

needs; in spring to the mesas, where the winter 

rains have produced a scanty growth of grass; 

in summer up into the higher mountains, and 

when autumn comes with its deep snows, back 

again down to the wooded uplands where there 

is grass for the sheep and fuel for winter 

warmth for man. 

The account of their life, their beliefs, their 

folk tales and the ceremonial based on these 

myths is extremely interesting. 

The second volume deals with other Indian 

tribes of the Southwest, the Pimas and Yumas, 

and their allies, agricultural people and builders 

of those monuments of the Southwest, which 

indicate a great population now dispersed and 

vanished, and a culture that it is hard to be¬ 

lieve was no higher than that possessed by 

existing tribes. These were among the people 

met by the early Franciscan Fathers, whose 

reports of the wonderful civilization of the 

Pueblos and of the magnificence' of the seven 

cities of Cibola drew to the north the great ex¬ 

pedition of Coronado with its vast labors, its 

long journeys and its barren results. 

The extraordinarily complicated ritual of the 

Pueblo tribes has been many times described 

and pictured, but it remained for Mr. Curtis 

to take part in such ceremonies as the snake 

dance and those which precede and follow it, 

and finally to be enrolled as a priest of this 

ceremony. 

Within the limits of a notice, so brief as this 

must be, little can be said about the marvelous 

pictures which accompany this work. They 

appeal to the popular mind, to the student of 

humanity, to the ethnologist and to the artist. 

To be appreciated they must be seen, and to 

see them is worth a long journey. When com¬ 

pleted, the work will comprise a series of repre¬ 

sentative Indian types absolutely unequalled by 

anything in the world, and one which can never 

be equalled, because the opportunity for taking 

such pictures is rapidly passing, and because the 

man who is able to see such pictures and then 

to take them will not again be born again in our 

generation. 

Mr. Curtis shows great ingenuity of expres¬ 

sion in his pictures. He does not see the In¬ 

dian with material eyes—the wretched ward of 

the Government in his jioverty and latter day 

commonplaceness—he sees him as the Indian 

really is, a natural man, and he shows us his 

nearness to nature. „The picture entitled, “A 

Vanishing Race” is full of poetry and pathos, 

for what could be more significant than the long 

line of shadow figures passing on into the dark 

ening distance. Mr. Curtis’ nature is imagina¬ 

tive, and by the unconscious use of compositiot 

and the massing of darks and lights he secures 

effects which commend his pictures as grea 

works of art. 

Skunk Tales. 
Knoxville, Tenn., March 31.—Editor Fores 

and Stream: To-day we seem as far from ai 

adjudication of the skunk carrying question a 

when the case was called, and although mucl 

interesting information has been gathered it al 

seems to have established no fact, excepting tha 

no one seems to have been able to forget any 

thing he has ever learned about skunks. 

One actual experience is about the average 

and with due respect to the courage of the mai 

who has more I do not unqualifiedly commem 

his judgment. 

Hunting rabbits, accompanied by a smal 

colored youth and several mongrel dogs, I hai 

mine—long years ago—and concluded then, fo 

all time, that I needed no instructions on th< 

manner of carrying skunks, but would grate 

fully receive hints as to how to keep out o 

reach of them. And then I was only a spectato 

of the real incident, but rather close to it, am 

the wind my way. 

The dogs treed under a large flat rock an< 

the colored boy dragged one away and took it 

place to peer in under the rock while I stood jus 

behind and a little one side, fortunately. Th- 

dogs had been crowding in under the rock, dig 

ging and making a terrible row, but nothing wa 

in the air to indicate that we had anything elsi 

than the much sought rabbit under the rock. 

But it was a case of Bunker Hill tactics. H 

withheld his fire until he saw the whites of th- 

enemy’s eyes, which he did when my companioi 

thrust his head into the hole and peered at him 

The ground sloped away behind us, and thi 

stricken boy just doubled up like a fish worn 

and rolled down the hill, yelling like an Indian 

and I took to my heels. I never saw the bo; 

again, but I heard him some time after losing 

sight of him. My retreat led in another direc 

tion from his, and the first thing I encounterec 

was a fence. Whether I got over it, under it, o 

broke through it, I never knew. Nor do I knov 

that I really ran a mile before getting a breath 

as it seemed, but I do know that I ran a mill 

and walked several more before getting a breatl 

that did me any good. • 

■The more evidence given in the case thi 

further we seem from a verdict, and I fear i 

will come to be a case like one tried befori 

Uncle Waddy, a justice of the peace in the earl; 

history of Kentucky. 

Two neighbors had gotten into a controversy 

over the ownership of a hog, and the whole set¬ 

tlement took sides. It finally grew into a law 

suit and was tried before Uncle Waddy. Aftei 

about half the neighborhood had sworn positively 

that the hog belonged to one man, and the othei 

half that it belonged to the other man, Uncl< 

Waddy gave his decision : ‘’There ain't no pre 

pondr’ance of evidence. You air jest where yor 

started and will have to begin over again.” 

Lewis Hopki ns. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained fron 

any nezvsdealer on order. Ask your dealer ti 

supply you regularly. 
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Woodcock Nesting on Long Island. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

On March 28, 1908, a friend, Mr. Louis 

Chevallier, located a woodcock's nest in the 

hills south of Huntington, L. I., and on 'April 

4 he and I visited the place for the purpose of 

taking a few photographs. Although Mr. C. 

knew within a few feet where the nest was, so 

closely did the plumage of the bird blend with 

the surroundings that it took 11s over half an 

hour to find it. In that time we had several 

times passed within a few feet of the bird, but 

she never moved, nor in any way betrayed her 

presence. 

Finally Mr. C. discovered the bird and then 

1 proceeded to" take several snaps of her on the 

nest. Approaching to within about five feet 

I made several exposures. I then approached 

to within about three feet and, removing several 

small dead branches from in front of the bird, 

made several more exposures. As she showed 

no signs of alarm, I picked up a small twig and 

with it began to remove several leaves that 

partly obscured her. At this intrusion she 

partly raised the head, and I expected her to 

leave the nest, but she soon quieted down, and, 

going around to the right side, I made several 

more exposures, holding the camera within a 

foot of the bird. Then I made my way quietly 

around to the left where the light was better 

and again made several exposures with the 

camera very close to the bird. With the ex¬ 

ception of the time when I touched her with 

the twig, she remained perfectly quiet and 

showed not the slightest signs of fear or alarm. 

Wishing to photograph the eggs, I gently 

worked my fingers under her, lifted her off the 

nest and was about to place her on the ground 

some two feet from the nest, when with a hoarse 

cry she dashed at the upper part of my arm 

near the shoulder, striking me with her wings 

precisely as I have often seen an old hen do 

when you went too near her brood of chicks. 

Then she flew off about fifty feet, where she 

lit and remained a few minutes, and then flew 

further into the woods. 

When first discovered, on March 28, this nest 

contained four eggs, which was the number it 

contained on April 4. On April 11 Mr. 

Chevallier again visited the nest and, after scar¬ 

ing away the old bird, found in it four young 

birds, which he estimated were not over a day 

old, as they were perfectly helpless. After 

making several exposures, he left, but returned 

in a quarter of an hour and was astonished to 

find that in the interval the young had all been 

removed, and he was unable to again locate 
them. 

This nest was situated on the top of a high 

hill in an open woods of second growth chestnut 

and oak, and, as far as I could see, no effort had 

been made to construct a nest, the eggs simply 

resting in a depression in the oak and chestnut 

leaves. When I first saw it on April 4 there 

was a very cold northwest wind blowing, and 

the bird sat facing the direction from which the 

wind came, which by the way I have observed 

is the habit of most wild birds. 

One thing that impressed me very much when 

examining the nest and its surroundings was 

the entire absence of any chalk marks in the 

vicinity, indicating that the birds must use great 

caution in not betraying the whereabouts of the 

nest to its natural enemies, such as foxes and 

weasels. At no time were we able to find the 

male bird, although he must have been some¬ 

where in the neighborhood. The nearest water 

was not over half a mile away. 

While on this subject, I wish to state that in 

my opinion many of these birds are destroyed 

or driven away by the senseless burning over of 

our woodlands in the spring, and personally I 

know of many fine grounds that have been 

ruined by this practice. ' On Long Island this 

has become a serious menace, and at the present 

time thousands of acres are nothing but a 

blackened waste, unsightly to look upon and 

unfit for occupancy by any living creature. I 

would ask that everybody interested in the 

preservation of our woods and wild creatures 

take steps immediately to discourage this prac¬ 
tice. 

Here in the County of Queens practically 

every bit of woodland, brush, weed and grass 

land has been burned over this spring, and in 

the past few days I have seen many acres of 

salt meadows on fire. All of this land has been 

rendered unfit for occupation by our ground¬ 

nesting birds, and many of the birds that nest 

in bushes and trees have also been compelled to 

seek other sections. In this vicinity most of 

the damage is done by mischievous school boys, 

but I have seen grown men of intelligence set¬ 

ting these fires and apparently taking great de¬ 

light in the destruction wrought. 

Close by Jamaica is a piece of woodland 

where last summer and early fall I had great 

pleasure in working my dogs on woodcock, 

seldom failing to find one to half a dozen birds, 

but the other day on visiting it I found the 

whole place had been burned over, rendering it 

unfit for birds this season. 

John H. Hendrickson. 

Action Urged. 
Concord, N. H., April 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Unwillingness on the part of the 

leaders of Congress to permit legislation at this 

session, beyond the regular appropriation bills, 

works particular hardship in the White Moun¬ 

tains. The protective forests on the high slopes 

have been going at the rate of 300 acres daily 

or 25,000 annually, which affects the agricultural, 

manufacturing and navigation interests through¬ 

out New England. 

The bill for national forests in the White 

Mountains and the Southern Appalachian Moun¬ 

tains has been endorsed by the entire country. 

Lumbermen and paper makers, farmers and 

business men, and the press, without exception, 

have urged this measure for five years. Two 

years ago it passed the Senate and was recom¬ 

mended unanimously to the House of Represen¬ 

tatives by the Committee on Agriculture, but 

owing to the opposition of the speaker, did not 

then become a law. 

At a recent hearing before the' present Com¬ 

mittee on Agriculture, the governors of Georgia 

and New Hampshire, with official delegates from 

the governors of twelve other States, and a 

group of two hundred business men and citizens 

from all of the States east of the Mississippi, 

except four, presented evidence that the timber 

supply is disappearing, that water powers are 

affected, that navigation is crippled, and that 

agriculture in the lowlands, particularly in the 

South, is in many cases wiped out by floods. 

Delegates from the Pittsburg Chamber of Com¬ 

merce showed that recent floods cost that city 

ten millions of dollars.. Lawrence, Mass., sent 

a delegation, including the mayor and the presi¬ 

dent of the board of trade, to show the import¬ 

ance of the Merrimac for drinking water, as 

well as for power. To all these Congress ap¬ 

parently has turned a deaf ear. 

When the matter came before the judiciary 

committee, the Governors of Massachusetts, 

Connecticut and North Carolina sent able law¬ 

yers to Washington to prove that the matter is 

one in which Congress has undoubted power to 
act. 

Neither the committee on agriculture nor that 

on judiciary has made any report and the im¬ 

pression prevails at Washington that they do not 

intend to do so. Is there any reason why the 

leaders in the House of Representatives should 

longer obstruct the will of the people? When 

six New England States and eight Southern 

States unite in asking prompt action by Con¬ 

gress, do the men who guide that body propose 

to turn the matter calmly down? What do the 

representatives from the South and from New 

England intend to do about it? 

We appreciate heartily the help that you have 

given, and ask the further co-operation of your 

paper to secure action at this session of Con¬ 

gress- F. W. Rollins, 

President of the Society for the Protection of New 
Hampshire Forests. 

Boston, Mass., March 31.—To the Members 

of Congress From the New England States: 

Gentlemen—We have heard with regret and 

alarm that the White Mountain and Appalachian 

Forest Reserve bill (H. No. 10457) may not be 

enacted at this session of Congress. 

We beg to say that we believe the future wel¬ 

fare and prosperity of the eastern part of the 

United States, and especially of New England, 

to be dependent upon the adoption of the policy 

set forth in this bill, and that if such policy is 

not adopted now it will be necessary to adopt 

it at a future time and at vastly increased ex¬ 

pense, and that in the meantime great injury 

will be clone New England. 

We therefore earnestly ask for your com¬ 

bined and active interest in and immediate sup¬ 

port of this bill to the end that it may become 

a law at this session of Congress. 

(Signed) 

Pacific Mills, by Edwin Farnham Greene, Treas¬ 
urer. 

Proprietors of Locks and Canals on Merrimack 

River, by Arthur T. Lyman, President. 

Massachusetts Cotton Mills, Edward Lovering, 

Assistant Treasurer. 

Stone & Webster. 

Bliss, Fabyan & Co., agents for Otis Company, 

1 horndike Co., Boston Duck Company, 

Columbian Mfg. Co., Cordis Mills. 

Amoskeag Mfg. Co., by F. C. Dumaine, Treas¬ 
urer. 

Essex Company of Lawrence, Mass., by Howard 

Stockton, Treasurer. 

Theop. Parsons, Treasurer Lyman Mills. 

Franklin W. Hobbs, Treasurer Arlington Mills. 

American Woolen Co., by Wm. M. Wood, Presi¬ 

dent. 

Nashua Manufacturing Company, Jackson Com¬ 

pany, by Frederic Amory, Treasurer. 



A Day’* Partridge Shooting. 
Fond Du Lac, Wis., April 7.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have carefully read that delight¬ 

ful story, “My Friend the Partridge” by Mr. S. 

T. Hammond, and it seemed so real and true 

that oftimes I was reminded of my own ex¬ 

periences, one of which may be of interest to 

the readers of your valuable journal. 

One beautiful day in early September, about 

seventeen or eighteen years ago, a friend and 

I went shooting over the mountains which lie 

just south of the city of Elmira, New York. 

Friend A1 was not much of a shot at that time, 

neither was he in any way learned in woodcraft, 

but a good companion and willing pupil. If my 

memory serves me right that was to be his first 

tramp behind a bird dog. I had heard him re¬ 

mark that he would like to go along some time 

just to “see how the thing was done,” and al¬ 

though I never took kindly to greenhorns with 

guns—who as a rule are careless—we finally 

fixed on the day, and sunup found us at the 

mountain base, cleared for action and in high 

spirits. The red Irish “Fly” and I had only 

been acquainted a few months, and although we 

knew each other pretty well in the ;back yard 

she was a continual surprise to me in the brush. 

She was so excitable and a high voltage current 

ran in her veins. She was willing to do right, and 

pleased also if she could only hold herself down 

to earth. 

Well, the initiation began before we were two 

minutes in the brush by a fine bunch of young 

birds flushing wild and scattering up the steep 

side, with Fly bringing up the rear in true hik¬ 

ing order. A small switch was promptly cut and 

handed to her with moderation. We climbed on 

up through the brush and I succeeded in bagging 

a fine brace of young partridge, A1 not having 

a chance to shoot. 
About half way to the summit was a glorious 

spring that I had often visited and we stopped 

there to rest and drink of the ice cold water 

that gushed from the rock. This was a favorite 

noon time resting place for me, and also a 

famous resort for hundreds of warblers which 

came and went drinking and bathing with joy¬ 

ous notes at this, the only watering place within 

a mile or more. 

A1 was impatient to move on, so we resumed 

our tramp. When only a little way from the 

spring A1 said, “Look at the dog; she acts 

funny.” I could not see her, but in an instant 

heard her make a short rush and then all was 

still. I had expected to see a brown bundle 

climbing skyward, but as nothing appeared we 

moved up toward the bitch and found her hold¬ 

ing a partridge under her paws. 

“By the great horned spoon,” said Al, “if that 

don’t take the cake. My, but she’s a great dog.” 

Of course I looked wise and never let on but 

that for “great dogs” to catch partridges was 

all in regular order. 

Al’s spirits improved when he had the bird 

in his coat, and we fell into line and marched 

on again. We were out of breath and perspir¬ 

ing freely when we finally reached the mountain 

top. Quite a long time was spent here resting 

and gazing at the magnificent view spread out 

before us. 

Al finally reminded me of the principal object 

of this trip, so we resumed the tramp. Now, 

the top of this peak was flat, and about four or 

five acres in extent, thickly covered with blue¬ 

berry bushes, scrub hickory thickets and an oc¬ 

casional dwarfed hickory tree. The finest look¬ 

ing cover for partridge thdt one could wish to 

see, but in all my journeys through here I had 

"only found one small covey. 

Fly soon showed game and began to lose her 

head, when I heard a partridge getting up off 

to one side. I turned quickly and fired at the 

sound through a dense thicket and a moment 

after heard the familiar sound of a wing-tipped 

bird trying to fly. I gave the red dog her orders 

and she started in the right direction and soon 

was out of sight and hearing. In a few minutes 

she returned, but had no bird and looked up at 

me with such a funny expression as much as to 

say, “It’s no use, I can’t get it.” She lay down 

and all my coaxing was in vain, for she would 

not hunt at all. I had always hated to lose a 

wounded bird, so Al and I began a systematic 

search for this one, making circles of increasing 

diameters about the place, but without avail. 

We finally sat down on a log to rest, about a 

hundred yards from where the bird fell, and 

there discussed the uncertainties of the chaSe and 

wondered where the wounded bird could be. 

We sat there some little time eating our lunch 

and smoking, when all of a sudden a happy 

thought seemed to strike my partner. Said he: 

“My old grandmother once told me of a way 

to find things when they got lost, and I am 

going to try it on that partridge,” and he pro 

ceeded in work the scheme which was as follows: 

He first spat in the palm of his left hand and 

then saying, “Spit, spat, spo, which way did 

that bird go,” he struck the spittle a smart blow 

with the first and second fingers of his right 

hand. Most of the moisture flew off to one side 

into a good sized brush heap. “Now what?” said 

I. “Well,” said the wizard, “I am going to look 

in that brush pile for the bird.” Well, I made 

fun of him in earnest, but it didn’t seem to 

shame him one bit. He went for the brush pile 

and ripped it up the back and down the front 

for all he was worth. Suddenly a yell went up 

that would have made an Apache blush, and 

stooping down 'Al pulled out the wounded par¬ 

tridge, which proved to be a very large old cock 

bird which weighed just twenty-six ounces. 

Well, Al was just about crazy with joy, while 

I—well, I had very little to say, but I made a 

mental note right there never again to doubt 

the sayings of grandma. That bird made four, 

and as Al put it in his coat he remarked that 

“hunting pattridge was great medicine.” 

We then went on down the south side of the 

mountain into a beautiful cool ravine where a 

little brook flowed along, and it looked as though 

a bird might jump any minute. Al turned up 

the creek bottom, and I skirted along near the 

top of the bank. Suddenly bang went Al’s gun, 

and he called excitedly for me to come to him. 

Fly and I went over to see what had happened. 

“See that big basswood out there in the open?” 

“Yes,” said I. “See that big limb sticking out 

to the left?” “Sure,” said I. “Well,. I shot at 

a partridge just as she flew under that limb and 

I didn’t see her go any further, nor did I see 

her fall, but I had such a good sight on her that 

I think she’s hit.” 
That reminded me of grandma again and with 

that good old feeling of belief I gave Fly her 

order to retrieve. She forged ahead a way be¬ 

yond the basswood, picked up a fine partridge 

and handed it over to Al. I can hear his war 

whoop yet, and I let him whoop, for remember 

that was his first shot at a bird on the wing. 

We returned to the city at nightfall with six 

birds, Al being in the best of spirits. He has 

hunted ever since, has owned some fine dogs and 

guns, and I have been told that it takes a pretty 

good man to “wipe his eye.” 

C. F. Larzeleve. 

More About Guns. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

“Uncle Billy” pleased me recently in his talk 

about guns. He certainly knows things about 

16-bores which I did not till he told me. I have 

used a half dozen 16-bore guns, but they were 

all light, not weighing more than six pounds. 

The loads I used in them were not heavier than 

2Yi, drams of strong black powder and x ounce 

of shot. Some of them would kick like a mule 

with this load, though they did pretty good work. 

Some of my customers grumbled a good deal 

about the kick, while others did not care about 

it. I cannot say that I ever enjoyed shooting 

a hard kicker myself, especially when both bar¬ 

rels went off when only one trigger was pulled. 

The 7-pound 12-bore,, which I have been shoot¬ 

ing for the last ten years, never has played such 

a trick with me, as each firing pin has a separate 

lock, so that a jar cannot fire the gun. We have 

lots of good shooting guns in this country, but 

few of them have two safeties, and consequently 

they are liable to jar off when the sears have be¬ 

come worn. I have found that when tramping 

around several hours with a io-pound gun (after 

using a 7-pounder) much of the pleasure is 

diminished. 

I may say, too, it is much the same when 

using a kicker. Were I hunting bears I would 

not select a 16, 12 or 10 bore, but a 4 or 6. As 

a rule, of course, all things being equal, except 

size, the larger the gun the heavier the load the 

gun will carry, and the heavier the load the 

greater the execution. Forty years ago, here¬ 

abouts, almost every shooter used io-bore guns 

and No. 2 shot for ducks, while now every new 

gun is a 12-bore, 7 or 7^4 pounds, 28-inch barrel. 

No. 4 is about the coarsest shot used up to 5 

and 6. I' would like to hear from “Uncle Billy” 

again and all others interested in the shotgun. 

Besides Forest and Stream I have five other 

sporting magazines and the gun column is the 

most interesting of all. Uncle Dan. 
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Wild Cattle in Florida. 

St. Vincent Island, Fla., April 17.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: As an illustration of how 

wild and unapproachable domestic horned 

cattle may become from running wild in the 

woods, I want to say that on this island, which 

contains about twelve thousand acres of woods, 

marshes, ponds and savannahs, there are a great 

many cattle which have received no care or 

attention for the past eighteen or twenty years, 

except when a beef animal has now and then 

been shot from among them. 

I have hunted and shot several of them dur¬ 

ing the past few months, and I find them much 

more elusive and difficult to approach than are 

the deer which are very numerous and not ex¬ 

cessively wild, not having been hounded and 

only occasionally one of their number shot— 

and always with a rifle, so that none are maimed. 

A man who, some years ago, had a large ex¬ 

perience in “hunting wild beef’’ on this island 

for the Apalachicola market, declares that the 

wild cattle can scent a man a mile away when 

the air and breeze are just right. While he 

may somewhat over-state the facts, I am con¬ 

fident in the belief that they do sometimes 

“wind” a man over one-half a mile distant, and 

it is a curious fact that when they discover their 

pursuer from scenting him they seem to be 

much more frightened than when they catch 

sight of him. In fact, when one is on the lee 

of them, they will often stop and stand for 

some seconds, not many rods away, viewing 

their pursuer in an inquiring way, as much as 

to say, “What do you want of us?” But the 

moment they catch scent of a man, they are 

instantly on the run. 
One day last week I sent out two experienced 

“beef hunters” to kill an animal for food, and 

although they soon found a bunch of thirty 

head or more, they allowed the animals to scent 

them and away they went, through jungle, 

over ridges and through marshes and across 

ponds and creeks for several hours. Although 

they were followed for a long time very care¬ 

fully, they did not stop long enough to allow 

their pursuers to come up or to afford a fair 

shot. The hunt had to be abandoned without 

securing beef. 
There is, however, a large element of luck in 

hunting beef on this island, for only yesterday 

I was out not three-fourths of a mile from our 

bungalow hunting camp, when all at once I saw 

an old cow a few rods away standing and look¬ 

ing me over, and just beyond stood a large 

black bull, and soon I discovered and counted 

seventeen head of all ages and sizes, one being 

a young calf. Having my three-barreled gun 

along, and seeing a fine, fat heifer standing 

further off than the main herd—fully two hun¬ 

dred yards, I should say—and the rest of them 

being by this time bunched; so I could not 

pick one off without the probability of wound¬ 

ing others, I quickly decided to let go at her 

with my .32-40 rifle barrel. I aimed high pur¬ 

posely and broke her* back just behind the 

shoulders. When she fell, the herd were off 

like the wind, but ran only a few rods before 

stopping and looking back, and in coming to 

camp I passed them in the brush, where I could 

easily have killed another had I wanted it. All 

this time they had not once scented me, I 

keeping on the lee of them. 

After I had returned home and sent out men 

with a mule and wagon to dress and haul home 

the meat, the herd were seen in the woods near 

where 1 had last noticed them on my way home. 

This and the previous experience of the men 

sent in quest of beef, is a fair illustration of how 

wonderfully the sense of smell is developed in 

these wild cattle and how easy it is to approach 

them if one does not give them a chance to 

wind him. 
These wild cattle are a remnant of a herd of 

several hundred head of tame cattle which were 

formerly kept on this island and which were 

allowed to go wild for lack of attention. They 

are not the little piney woods cattle so common 

in this and other Southern States, but have a 

good percentage of Devon blood in them and 

are fine, large cattle, generally all red or pure 

black in color, and they make fine beef, being 

well nourished by the fine, nutritious, wild 

grasses of the woods and savannahs. 

The hunting of them is, so far as my expeiT 

ence goes, about as good sport as hunting 

moose in the great Northern forests, for they 

are far more difficult of approach, and quite as 

much skill is required to kill one of them as is 

required to stalk and kill the moose, many of 

which I have approached quite closely without 

much difficulty in the Canadian forests. 

When the former owner of this game pre¬ 

serve purchased it, there were several hundred 

head of cattle on it, but I have understood he 

thought they would interfere with the increase 

of deer, and so allowed a good many of them 

to be killed. I much doubt if a far larger 

number of cattle would interfere greatly with 

the deer, since the deer feed mostly on shrub¬ 

bery, leaves, acorns and palmetto berries, while 

the cattle feed almost exclusively on the wild 

grasses, of which there are many varieties that 

grow luxuriantly in the woods, marshes and 

savannahs of this island—some of which are 

very juicy and nutritious. 

It is my purpose to introduce some new blood 

to the herd the coming fall by turning loose 

several well bred bulls, but I shall first have to 

hunt out and kill the old patriarch bulls which 

abound or any newcomers would find life on 

the island anything but pleasant. 

While wild geese, duck and snipe shooting 

furnishes the chief sport to be had on this pie- 

serve, yet deer hunting may be indulged in 

with good prospect of success for a change, 

with occasional attention to the wild cattle and 

wild hogs which afford sport anything but tame, 

while alligators, which have for many years 

been protected, are both large and numerous 

and may be easily bagged if one cares for that 

kind of shooting. 
I heard it said recently that these saurians are 

about extinct in Florida, but I recently counted 

seventeen large ones showing up all at once in 

one of my fresh-water ponds, and some of them 

would measure twelve feet or more in length, 

I am quite sure. 
I am often asked if they do not capture a 

good many of the wild pigs and even oldei 

hogs. They certainly do. But then this only 

serves to keep up a desirable balance, for if it 

were not for their pork-eating proclivities, this 

island might become over-stocked with swine. 

No doubt, too many porkers would interfere 

with the abundance of the deer, inasmuch as 

both feed, to some extent, upon the same food. 

notably upon acorns which, most years, are 

very plentiful, and upon palmetto berries, of 

which there is an abundant crop each year, 

which serves to keep the swine in excellent con¬ 

dition all through the fall and winter months. 
R. V. Pierce. 

The Green Mountains. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

On the 18th of March I left New York for 

.a few days’ sojourn in Vermont. Entering 

Bennington with its famous revolutionary battle¬ 

ground and monument, the old familiar moun¬ 

tains gave continuous greeting as the train sped 

along the beautiful valley between them. The 

years have brought changes. Now villages have 

started, some old ones have grown, but few of 

the oldtime inhabitants remain. The mountains 

alone are unchanged. They are fixed in char¬ 

acter and appearance as in position. No; there 

is a difference. Time has put its mark on them 

as on the ancient dweller ’neath their shadow. 

Their features are furrowed. For miles, as 

seen from the car window, the mountains are 

almost entirely bare of evergreens. Lines run¬ 

ning diagonally down the mountainsides were 

the lumber roads, and those piles of soft wood 

near the railroad track—piles including every¬ 

thing down to about two inches in diameter— 

complete the story of devastation. Shoqld this 

destruction of evergreens continue for a few 

years at the recent rate, Vermont will lose the 

right to her long standing, proud and distinctive 

appellation, “The Green Mountain State.” That 

fate may be averted if her people wdll bestir 

themselves before it is too late. Let the friends 

of forest preservation within her borders be 

heard. Public sentiment is strong in the . dear 

old State. This is shown in the support of the 

game laws, and in general on all civic questions. 

Aroused, it will be effective for forest preserva¬ 

tion. 
Passing northward along the Otter Creek 

valley two beautiful deer were seen less than 

fifty yards from the train. Nor did they seem 

frightened. Reports in several places indicated 

deer so plentiful as to be frequently seen, and 

to interfere with crops. Partridges were also 

reported abundant last fall in the southern part 

of Rutland county. Also some gray squirrels 

in the same section. The trout streams are 

overworked. Denudation of forests lessens the 

amount of water and of feed, and overfishing 

gives little chance for trout to grow large. But 

if numbers satisfy, some brooks back in the 

mountains will yield satisfaction. To the ob¬ 

server, the fields bare of snow, the occasional 

flocks of crows, and the sap-buckets hanging on 

sugar maples, with columns of smoke and of 

fragrant steam ascending from sugar houses 

where sap was being converted into delicious 

syrup, were unfailing evidences of spring. 

Further observation showed that Vermont is 

still true to its traditions as “the home of pretty 

girls, morgan horses and maple sugar.’ 
Juvenal. 

April. 

Spring showers and heat will now cause things to sprout, 

And soon produce green leaflets on the tree; 

Ground hogs and snakes on sunny days come out. 

Serenely smile, and wag their tails in glee. 
A. L. L. 
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Still-Hunting for Bruin. 

One night at our camp a heavy snowfall had 

come and covered the ground with a coat of 

white that changed the trail of old paths made 

by the woods dwellers, forcing them to watch 

their shadows and forget the soft leaf carpet 

with its blended colors that had been so faith¬ 

ful in aiding them to throw the enemy off his 

course. 

What is meant by a still-hunt is to first hunt 

the woods for a trail, observe the hoof prints 

closely, study out their significance, feel the 

punctures with a light touch of the forefinger; 

by this you can generally judge the time that 

has elapsed since the traveler passed that way. 

As soon as you have satisfied yourself of its 

reliability as worth the while to expend the 

energy of your sportsmanship, you immediately 

pull yourself together to work out the thread 

that will bring you in contact with the rough 

road seeker; provided, however, you are, skilled 

in his moves and know his cunning tricks. You 

must watch his trail closely. His business is to 

fool you many times on the trail. If you decide 

to run him down he will chaperone you through 

all the flowery beds of ease, formed by the old 

dead treetops. He will lead you through some 

of his beautiful hedges of thickly woven spruces, 

hemlocks and other trees intertwining and reach¬ 

ing over and under for room to spread their 

branches. You will probably be obliged to get 

on your knees and crawl through this cat’s 

cradle to keep in close touch with your leader. 

Perhaps in the next place beyond you will have 

to fight your way through blackberry bushes. 

You may increase your speed by placing your 

rifle crosswise in front of you, bending them 

forward while you pass on, straining your eyes 

to see your object. 

All this I had learned trailing bruin. I had 

been hoping to get a chance to follow him and 

learn his way of keeping at a safe distance 

from the rifle. 

A few days’ hunt in the woods for deer, and 

we were convinced that bear were numerous. 

Having crossed their paths often during the day 

we felt pretty sure that some fine sport was 

waiting for us. The snow was the right depth 

to travel easy in, rather soft, and showed the 

imprint of every creature’s foot so plainly that 

the little flesh wrinkles could be easily de¬ 

tected. 

More snow seemed to be in the white puffs 

floating over our heads and we expected some 

kind of a storm ere the day had passed away. 

Our plans were for an all day’s trip, rain or 

shine, so long as the snow served our purpose 

in guiding us to the den in the ragged edges on 

the rocky sides of the barren cliffs in the North 

Branch Valley. 

Dad had called me early, saying it had ceased 

snowing, and to hustle around and we would 

be on our way, explaining that by starting on 

the trail in the early hours of the morning we 

would give bruin the chase of his life. This 

appealed to me. I could imagine myself steal¬ 

ing up on a bear. Dad had the lunches all ready, 

and we slammed the camp door and plodded 
on. 

Dad is a very heavy man, so he insisted on 

going ahead to set the pace. This I agreed to 

so that he might have his time and not get 

tuckered too soon on the trail. His steps were 

short, compelling me to take an unnatural gait 

in following him. We generally walked a short 

distance, then stopped to listen; perhaps to 

snow tumbling from the branches, the sharp 

shrill of a limb rubbing on another, a squirrel 

running up the rough side of a hemlock or a 

piece of birch bark partly torn around a tree 

flapping in the wind. These sounds are all very 

familiar to the dwellers of woodland. Even 

the little mouse that runs from stump to stump 

pays no attention to them and waddles around 

in search of food. 

The snow told all the secrets of those that 

visited in the wood habitation, and as we wended 

our way up the North Branch we saw many 

signs of morning travel. The mink, fisher and 

marten had been making calls—likely drinking 

at the brook. About a mile above camp we 

came to an old corduroy bridge across the stream, 

and there we found the trail. By closely ex¬ 

amining the impression made in the snow we 

cSme to the conclusion that the bear had been 

gone ten or fifteen minutes. He had gone 

directly up the side of Eagle Cliffs toward North 

Twin Mountain, the worst route in the country. 

From the size of the footprint we judged his 

weight to be about four hundred; at least Dad 

said so, “and he is a big one and we must have 

his pelt before we sleep to-night,” he added. 

As we were ascending the hill I could see 

how the bear had slipped. He seemed to be 

agile as a squirrel. I could not step in the same 

places he did without going clear up to my arm- 

pits in old treetops and underbrush. I have 

heard people say that a bear is a very clumsy 

animal, but I know it is not so. 

As we worked along the trail I noticed that 

the bear always walked on a log clear to the 

tip end. He would choose this path whenever 

a log happened to be in the way. He would 

jump five or six feet to get on an old dead tim¬ 

ber rather than to choose a good ground path. 

Perhaps he did this to avoid making any noise. 

On he led us and the tracks seemed to look as 

if we were not far apart. We had gained the 

top of the mountain, expecting he had gone to 

his den in some rocky ledge, but he kept on. 

We could see into the valley and up the side 

of another mountain whose slopes were more 

rough and precipitous than those we had left. 

He was going in that direction and had left a 

path which resembled the track of a toboggan 

all the way down the side of the mountain. 

Dad and I finally landed at the bottom. If 

we could have had the same speed in other 

places as we had coming down that steep slope 

I would have been wearing the bear’s pelt on 

my back ere noon. 

“Did you say this was a still-hunt?” I asked. 

“Yes,” he replied; “we are still hunting.” 

We had followed the bear about four miles. 

He had gone directly up the other side. The 

further up the mountainside we went the deeper 

the snow. I noticed a clump of balsams ahead 

of us at the side of the rocky ridge. Here I 

thought perhaps he would show more signs of 

his presence, but he had only lain down to rest 

and get a fresh start. I-Ie was probably lying 

there watching us as we came down the other 

side, which I learned was their custom to make 

their way up on a high elevation and watch very 

closely back over the trail and learn the move¬ 

ments of the foe. The spot where he had lain 

doTm had not yet grown cold. The heat of his 

body had melted the snow away so that the 

leaves were bare. 

Up and up that old bear led us. He picked 

out a path that would phase a hedgehog. At 

the top we came out at the edge of a spruce 

timber lot. Then it was better sailing, and both 

of us began to make up for lost time. The bear 

had changed his course and was going around 

the mountain, but he was circling and led us 

around in a thicket four times in a space of one 

hundred yards, then made straight for the top 

again. “The stone ledges,” Dad said, “is where 

he has gone.” A light wind now and then car¬ 

ried the news to bruin, telling him of our pres¬ 

ence. In many places we could see where he 

had stood erect to receive the air messages, 

wafted to him by the wood’s wireless telegraphy. 

My knees began to have that shaky feeling. 

Dad was tiptoeing along, peeping ahead for a 

shot, when all of a sudden he stubbed his toe 

and went down. 

We went through old dead brush and in its 

midst were spruce scrub four feet high covered 

with snow. Dad could just wallow through, and 

just when we got out of this there was an open¬ 

ing for some distance with flat ledges of rock 

and old windfalls. I saw Dad peeping care¬ 

fully as he entered the opening. He took aim 

and the report of his rifle broke the stillness. 

“I guess T hit him,” he said. When he reached ! 

the spot he cried, “Come here!” 

The snow was crimson. He was hit hard, but 

was still able to lead us on at a rapid pace. The 

shadows of a dark night were fast closing in 

upon 11s, but the top of the mountain was not 
far off. 

“He has gone for those ledges on the other 

side,” Dad said. “A bad place, but it will not 

do to leave the trail now. We will go as long 

as we can see the prints in the snow; then we 

will sleep on the trail.” 

This was the chance of my life. At last my 

wish had been fulfilled—that of sleeping by an 

open fire in the woods, and on a fresh trail. . 

We uncased our hatchets. Dad had selected 

a spot beside a huge boulder with a flat face 

and started the fire close up to the rock. I cut 

the material for the frame, and while he was 

doing the fitting I was trimming balsams for a 

roof and blankets for a floor and bed. I stripped 

some long sheets of bark from the birch which 

was not far distant to help cover the roof and 

put on the bottom of our camp. When we had 

finished we sat down inside. We had plenty of 

lunch, the fire had warmed up the boughs, and 

we were as comfortable as a chipmunk in his 

burrow. We saved just enough lunch to stay 

our stomachs for a finish with bruin in the 

morning. Fortunately we had found plenty of 

good dry wood and kept the flames shooting 

in the air. The idea of such a hot fire was to 

heat the rock as hot as possible, so as to have 

a permanent heat all night, so we piled on the 

wood. 

Next morning when we awoke the rock was 

still holding its heat and the boughs were still 

warm. We ate breakfast with our backs against 

the warm freestone. Snow clouds were hang¬ 

ing all around. Bruin had lain down again and 

rested in a pool of blood. The flakes were fall¬ 

ing thick and covering up the tracks. His trail 

was easy to observe in the thicket, but in the 

open the wind was filling up the footprints. Our 

trace of him was the little crimson snowballs 
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,oiled up in the snow, and these were being 

ufied so fast that we had to kick the snow away 

p follow them. Dad said, “We are having hard 

.ick, but I expect to find him not far away. It 

4 a hard storm and may drive 11s off the trail 

1 the end.’’ 

“Yes,” I replied, “his chance of escape looks 

cry favorable, while the chances are all against 

s.” 

We were now past the big ledges, wind blow- 

lg, trees chafing, branches springing up, throw- 

lg off their heavy load. We were wet to the 

kin. We tried to observe some sign so as to 

ell which way he had gone. The track had 

ong been filled in and smoothed over, and we 

.ere losing ground every minute. We had not 

ad any dinner, and twelve long miles to beat 

path back to camp in a howling northeast 

torm, blowing a gale over the tops of these 

loud crest hills. I looked at my watch; it said 

:20 P. M. Dad showed signs of regret as we 

?ft the trail and said, “He has won. He put his 

kill against ours and we lost. You are tired 

nd so am I. We will go down in the ravine, 

ollow it to the North Branch valley, find the 

lain stream, and make tracks to camp.” 

T his we did, pulling in at 8:40 P. M. too tired 

i eat or relate the account of our absence. We 

ad the satisfaction of chasing bruin to the 

mit, and had it not been for nature coming to 

he rescue, the bear would not be sleeping in 

ie wildwood to-night. 

Burton Tomath. 

Two Daring Lion Hunters. 

iditor -Forest and Stream: 

Thirty-five years ago I moved from northwest 

exas to Colfax county, New Mexico, and 

ettled in the Raton Mountains, a spur of the 

tdekies. 

At that time there were few white people hi 

nat country, and sometimes in very cold weather 

he wild animals would come down' to the hills 

/here the ranchmen lived and kill cattle, sheep 

nd colts, and our losses were sometimes heavy, 

’he sheep men were generally the principal 

users on such occasions, but calves, colts and 

veil the patient burros sometimes fell victims 

d the mountain lions and timber wolves. The 

attle men, nearly all of whom were white, did 

ot suffer so much as the sheep men who were 

lostly Mexicans. Much bad blood existed be- 

ween the cow men and sheep men, and they 

eldom joined forces against the common enemy. 

I owned a small herd of cattle, and one of 

he cows died and left a young calf, which I 

ave to my little daughter who fed and petted 

until it was quite gentle. The calf came in 

nd out of the yard at will, and one morning, 

■ hen Maggie went to feed it, it was missing, 

lie whole family were out looking for the calf, 

nd I soon found the tracks of a lion and fol- 

>wed them about a quarter of a mile from the 

ouse, and there I found the remains of the pet 

alf. There was some snow on the ground, so 

took my rifle and followed the trail of 

he lion, which led me quite a chase through 

ocks and brush along the mountain side. I 

railed him to the edge of what seemed an ex- 

intt volcano among large boulders. There I 

3St the trail and, while I was trying to find it 

gain, he sprang out from under a large rock 

.ithin twenty feet of where I stood. He made 

rapid time jumping from ten to fifteen feet from 

one large rock to another. 

I followed as fast as I could until I got to 

where I could see him. I then dropped on one 

knee, took as good aim as 1 could, and fired. 

He was all of eighty yards from me, and a bad 

chance for a sure shot, but I did my best, and 

fortunately my first bullet struck him in the 

Hank, ranging forward and lodged near his 

shoulder. He fell, but was at once on his feet 

again and coming directly back for me. I sat 

down on a rock and fixed myself to give him 

a warm reception. As the magazine of my rifle 

was nearly full I had no fear of his ever reach¬ 

ing me. I waited until he got about half way 

back, and just as I was taking aim he suddenly 

disappeared. 

After waiting awhile and not seeing him I 

threw several small stones at the place where 

he disappeared, but he did not show up. So I 

decided he had fallen dead and went out to 

where I had last seen him and found he had 

gone in a cave under a large boulder. 

I had two very savage dogs at home, which 

was not over half a mile away, and I began call¬ 

ing them. They soon came, and with them a 

young man from a neighboring ranch. As soon 

as the dogs got there they started into the den, 

but the lion put them out in a hurry. There 

were two entrances to the den and the dogs kept 

him busy defending both places, which he did 

valiantly. In his passing from one entrance to 

the other I could see him through a crack in 

the rock, and I kept trying to hit his head 

through that crack. Finally I did hit it and 

killed him, but I did not then, know it. The 

fight between him and the dogs stopped, but i 

could not coax them to entei me cave. I got 

hold of a good, long pole and felt all around 

until I found the body which I gave several 

severe punches without making him move, so 

we were sure that he was dead. 

We were perfectly satisfied that he was dead, 

but we were both afraid to go in after him. 

After talking the matter over, the young man 

went down until he could see a part of the lion. 

By means of a stick he slipped the noose of his 

rope over one of the lion’s feet. We then tried 

to draw him out, but the body became wedged 

in between some rocks. We failed to draw him 

out. The young man positively refused to go 

down there any more. I tried to convince him 

that as he was a young man and no one was 

dependent on him, it was clearly his duty to go 

in and get that lion out of that cave, but he 

failed to see it that way. I wanted the lion 

badly, but the young fellow was a better man 

than I was, so I could not put him in. I then 

accused him of cowardice, but he said I was the 

man. I finally ventured down there and turned 

the lion around and then we drew him out with 

ease. 
I have often since thought what fools we 

mortals are.: But I got my lion and avenged 

the poor little calf. It was the largest one I had 

ever killed. G. W. Waters. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Lazos in Brief. See adv. 
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New York Legislature. 

Mr. Cobb’s bill to amend the penal code in 
relation to killing or wounding a human being 
in mistake for game, has been passed. It fol¬ 
lows : 

Any person who, while hunting and in pursuit of wild 

game or game birds, negligently or carelessly shoots or 

kills a human being shall be guilty of manslaughter in 

the second degree. District attorneys and sheriffs, in 

their respective counties, shall promptly investigate any 

alleged violations of this section, and prosecute every 

person accused thereof; for failure so to investigate 

and prosecute, each of said officers shall be punished 

by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, and shall be 

removed from office. 

Sept, i next is the date named for the pro¬ 

posed law to take effect. 

Senator Allds has introduced a bill which is 

intended as an amendment to the new forest, 

fish and game law, making the trout open sea¬ 

son in Chenango county April 16-July 31; in 

Spring Creek, Livingston county, April 16-Aug. 

31, and permitting night fishing for trout. 

Mr. Robinson has introduced a bill in the 

Assembly which is intended to permit the sale 

of wildfowl from Sept. 16 to Jan. 9. He has 

also introduced a bill which proposes to so 

amend Section 141 of the general law that all 

references to game are omitted, leaving only 

the regulations for the cold storage of fish dur¬ 

ing the closed season. 

To Gunners in North Carolina. 

Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary of the 

Audubon Society, informs us that, with the as¬ 

sistance of Mr. C. S. Brimley, he is preparing 

a work on the birds of North Carolina. The 

volume is to be fully illustrated by drawings and 

photographs, and when completed will no doubt 

be a valuable contribution to ornithology. 

Since it is extremely desirable that all possible 

data should be had, and above all every occur¬ 

rence of rare forms in the State, Mr. Pearson 

requests that all gunners or students of orni¬ 

thology, who may have taken rare or unusual 

birds in North Carolina, report the same to him 

with as full data as possible. In their frequent 

winter visits to North Carolina many of our 

readers have presumably captured rare birds, and 

each one of these is asked to contribute such in¬ 

formation as he may have to Mr. Pearson, at 

Greensboro, N. C. 

Crow Meetings. 

St. John’s, N. F., April 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: A curious circumstance was noted 

lately by farmers and others in the Eastern 

suburbs of the city. Early in March hundreds 

of crows congregated in the meadows near the 

town. They foregathered for a day and then 

separated again, leaving only about a dozen or 

so in this neighborhood. These are regular habi 

tants. as they nest in the woods near here. The 

peculiar part of the story is that exactly a year 

ago they gathered in force in the same place. 

There must have been thousands of them, but 

after a day or so they dispersed and left only 

a very few behind. The farmers were wonder¬ 

ing what their coming portended, but I have not 

heard that anything peculiar happened as a re¬ 

sult of their meeting. W. J. Carroll. 



Brook Fishing for Trout. 

Practically all of our mountain streams, • 

within reasonable reach of New York, were 

depleted of native trout years ago, and since 

then have been kept up by State and private 

stocking, the speckled trout being 

largely replaced by the surly 

brown trout and the acrobatic 

California rainbow. 

Owing to steady and persistent 

fishing by natives and hordes of 

city fishermen and summer board¬ 

ers, the trout in these streams 

have become exceedingly wary 

and are remarkably well educated, 

and while certain streams contain 

an abundance of trout, the suc¬ 

cessful fisherman must be a past 

master of piscatorial lore. Not 

only must he be well versed in 

the gentle art of fly-casting, but 

he must also hold a diploma in 

angling with the worm. There 

are many ultra-enthusiasts, I 

know, who swear by the fly alone 

and who will not deign to notice 

the humble bait-fisherman, and I 

have often heard many of these 

haughty gentry declare supercil¬ 

iously, “Humph, anyone can catch 

’em with a worm.” Woe betide 

that man’s reputation, however, if 

he believes he can flip a worm 

about indiscriminately in our 

clear mountain streams and fill 

his basket. He will find, to his 

amazement, perhaps, that the 

lowly and despised bait-fisherman 

applies a far greater fund of 

knowledge to his calling than he 

had any idea of. 

Now, do not put me down as 

a confirmed bait-fisherman, for I 

claim that fly-fishing in a brook 

is the finest sport on earth, and 

that it calls for more patience, 

skill and expert knowledge than 

any other sport I know of, but I 

also claim that a man is not a 

fisherman until he has mastered 

the art of both. 

Now, suppose we fix up for a 

little trip. The first thing is our 

outfit, and I give here my list of 

duffle: 

Woolen underwear; flannel 

shirt; khaki breeches; khaki jacket (ail 

pockets); waterproof jacket; heavy coat or 

sweater (for driving) ; felt hat, three pairs 

heavy woolen socks; one pair heavy woolen 

stockings; low moccasins (for around the 

house); mackintosh waders; heavy wading 

shoes. Rubber boots? Not for me. I have 

stood on the back of my neck and soused my¬ 

self in the creek too many times with them. 

Nothing like waders and good heavy wading 

shoes full of big hobnails. They may be a 

bit heavy to walk in, but in them you do not 

slip and slide as you do with rubber boots; 

besides, they are much cooler. Many prefer the 

wading pants, but I like the stockings best. The 

former are fine for wading deep streams, but 

WADING A TROUT STREAM. 

are awkward at times, and in warm weather 

are uncomfortable. 

First put on woolen socks, then your waders, 

then another pair of socks to prevent your 

waders from chafing, then the wading shoes, 

and you have an ideal rig, comfortable to wear, 

and with which you can negotiate practically 

any water it is necessary to wade. 

Now for our tackle. Bamboo fly-rods eight 

to nine feet long—two of them in case of acci¬ 

dent—a good single action reel; a double- 

tapered enameled line—the soft English ones 

are best; light leaders the length .of your rod; 

a box to soak leaders in; a fly-book; a good 

assortment of flies, a few of them floating flies; 

some snelled hooks; small split shot; swivels; 

short-handled landing net; No. 3 

basket—this gives room to pack 

fish nicely when coming home; 

bait box—to go on your belt; 

jackknife; repair kit. It is also 

well to have along some paraffin 

oil for floating flies, deer fat for 

floating the line, a line releaser to 

clip off twigs when your flies get 

caught on an overhanging branch; 

scales-—the fish will weigh more 

if you do not take them—and, if 

you use eyed flies, a fly box, nip 

pers and tweezers. Many fine 

fish are taken on fly spoons, spin¬ 

ners, etc., so you had better take 

a few. 

Now the question is, where 

shall we go? There are any num¬ 

ber of brooks and streams near: 

New York, all of which contain 

trout in greater or less numbers, 

and the popular idea that there is 

no free water worth fishing is 

wrong. 

Long Island waters are practi¬ 

cally all preserved except a fairly 

good stream at Massapequa and 

a few small brooks near Babylon 

and Wantagh. All are fished to 

death early in the season, how¬ 

ever; look out, too, for quicksand. 

Connecticut has little to offer 

outside of private waters. 

New Jersey does not possess 

any great trout waters, but the 

State is doing wonders with a 

number of small streams in the 

way of stocking. The headwaters' 

of the following streams and 

many tributary brooks all contain 

trout and often afford fair sport,1 

especially early in the season:5 

Pascack, Pearl, Hackensack, 

Saddle, Ramapo. Wanaque, Rari¬ 

tan, Black, Rockaway, Papakat- 

ing. Clove, Wallkill, Beaver, 

Little Flat and Lubber’s Run. 

Pennsylvania streams are not 

so accessible, as a rule, but there 

are many fine streams and good1 

fishing to be had at or near Mt. Pocono, Cresco, 

Stroudsburg, ITenryville and Shohola. 

The upper Delaware Valley, on both sides 

of the river, fairly teems with trout brooks, 

some of which afford fine sport. The easiest 

reached arc Mongaup River, Fish Cabin Brook, 

Carpenter’s Brook, Basket Creek, Starucca 

Creek, Ten Mile River and Callicoon Creek, 

the latter being a fine stream containing some 

large fish. 
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It is to the Catskill Mountains, however, we 

must turn for the finest streams and the best 

(fishing. Practically every brook in the hills con¬ 

tains trout, and we have such famous waters 

as the Beaverkill, Willowemoc, Neversink, East 

Branch, West Branch, Rondout, Esopus and 

Stony Clove. Unfortunately for the casual 

angler there is a great deal of preserved water 

which is religiously guarded. This applies to 

practically all of the West 

Branch, the upper Beaverkill, the 

Rondout and parts of the Wil- 

lowcmoc and East Branch. Good 

■fishing, however, and lots of it. 

can still be had on free water at 

Lew Beach and Davison’s on the 

Beaverkill; DeBruce, on the 

Willowemoc; Hasbrouck, Hall's 

Mills and Claryville on the 

Neversink; Denning, on the East 

Branch; Chichester, on the Stony 

Clove ; Palenville, on theKatters- 

kili and Oliversa, Big Indian. 

Shandaken, Phoenica, Mt. Pleas¬ 

ant and Shokan on the Esopus. 

Any and all of these waters 

should afford the careful angler 

•fine sport if he strikes the stream 

when the “signs are right.’’ 

The Neversink has, to my 

mind, a charm which others lack: 

for, below Hall’s Mills, around 

the famous Big Bend, one may 

fish for miles without viewing a 

single human habitation. It is a 

big stream, though, and is diffi¬ 

cult to fish except late in the sea 

son when the water is low. The 

Beaverkill affords many beauti¬ 

ful stretches of water and fine 

fishing, both above and below 

.Lew Beach. It is ideal for wad¬ 

ing and is fine for fly-fishing, as 

most banks are low and clear. 

The East Branch, too, has many 

enthusiastic devotees, as has also 

the Willowemoc, but I prefer the 

Esopus to them all. The upper 

stretch lies in the highest and 

most rugged part of the Catskills, 

the scenery is a perfect setting 

for a trout stream, and the fish¬ 

ing never fails'me. My favorite 

stretch of water is between Big 

Indian and Shandaken, but good 

sport and huge trout are had 

further down. 

Really, there are trout in this 

stream big enough to scare one, 

but they seldom rise to the fly. 

This is a broad, rapid stream and a perfect one 

for the fly-fisher, as a good caster can easily 

cover every foot of it. At or near any of the 

places mentioned the fisherman will find fairly 

comfortable quarters at country inn or board¬ 

ing house, and, if desired, native guides who 

know the waters. As a rule you will find it 

worth while to employ the native guide on your 

first visit, as he is generally familiar with the 

best fishing waters, knows the places to skip, 

what flies the fish are taking and knows the 

idiosyncrasies of the trout peculiar to that par¬ 

ticular stream. In most cases you will be amply 

repaid. 

dare and see that they, as well as your flies, are 

of the best quality. Flies larger than No. 10 

will seldom prove effective, except in big water, 

nor smaller than No. 14. 

I find No. 12 a favorite size. They raise fish 

well, hook securely and are wide enough in the 

bend to hold hard. For bait hooks I like No. 

6 sneck for small fish. No. 5 sproat for medium 

and No. 2 sproat if they run larger. It is best 

to carry an assortment. 

Snelled flies are generally used, 

although there is a steadily grow 

ing tendency toward the eyed 

English flies without snells. The 

latter are somewhat fussy to 

handle, however, and the average 

American fisherman seldom has 

the time or patience to bother 

with them. They are exceedingly 

delicate and lifelike, though, and 

come in a number of patterns not 

made in this country and which 

are generally great killers. 

When making up your stock of 

flies it is well to have a good 

assortment, for old fishermen will 

tell you of days when the trout 

would take readily one particular 

fly to the exclusion of all others. 

The same fly, too, should be car¬ 

ried in at least two different sizes, 

for when a larger fly will fail a 

smaller one of the same pattern 

will often fetch them. If, how¬ 

ever, your purse or your inclina¬ 

tion is against a large assortment, 

it is far better to have several 

flies of ,a pattern rather than a 

large assortment of one or two 

each. 

For early fishing the flies in the 

following list will be found re¬ 

liable and should give good re¬ 

sults under most all conditions: 

Brown hackle, Cahill, March 

brown, downlooker, coachman, 

black gnat, willow, professor. 

queen of the waters, orange spin¬ 

ner, quaker, coivdung, grizzly 

hackle, McGinty, gray fox, gov 

ernor, alder, brown hen, stone, 

Beaverkill, evening dun, brown 

spinner, Gen. Hooker, hare’s ear. 

If you want to cut the list still 

further take those given in italics. 

Later in the season add to the 

list: Gray drake, green drake, 

Darling’s fancy, yellow may, white 

moth and a few floating flies, like 

floating may, summer duck and 

gauze wing may. When the grasshoppers begin 

the katydid, Ferguson and Benny, which simu¬ 

late the green, yellow and red grasshoppers, will 

often prove effective. 

Three flies to a cast are too many; they are 

hard to handle, make too much fuss in the 

water, and are apt to foul your cast. Two flies 

are far better in every way and many crafty 

old fishermen use but one, especially in the sum¬ 

mer when fine fishing is at a premium. 

Generally speaking it is better to fish down 

stream in rifts or rapids and up stream when 

fishing pools. We will take the pools first. 

Here are nearly always found the largest fish 

SUCCESS. 

or Canada will generally result in a mighty slim 

basket. Bear in mind that these fish are edu¬ 

cated and that a little local knowledge, con¬ 

siderable skill and unlimited patience have a 

great deal to do with a good catch. Do not 

attempt to use a stiff rod or coarse, heavy 

tackle. You will find a stiff rod cannot be 

handled with any degree of nicety on short casts 

and your strike is apt to be so sharp as to tear 

the hook away from the fish’s mouth. Coarse 

tackle, except at night or when the streams are 

roily, will bring disappointment, for these fish 

are very keen and exceedingly quick to detect 

any palpable cheat. Use as light leaders as you 

It is impossible, of course, to lay down any 

hard and fast rules which will not, at one time 

or another, be at fault, but there are a few 

which generally apply. 

In fishing the Catskill streams, which are by 

far the best, one must take into consideration 

the fact that the waters are nearly always clear 

and bright. The clumsy, haphazard styles of 

casting seen so often in the woods of Maine 
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and also the wisest. Approach the pool, if pos¬ 

sible, from below and begin casting with as 

long a line as you can handle with perfect con¬ 

trol. Do not overcast your water; it is the 

commonest and worst of faults. Begin just 

where the lip of the pool starts to break into 

the rapids below and gradually advance until 

you have searched the pool from side to side 

and up stream to about the middle of the pool. 

If you hook a fish lead him as quickly and 

quietly as possible down stream, where you can 

finish him at your leisure and without creating 

a commotion in the pool. Trout always lie with 

their heads up stream and can be most easily 

approached and securely hooked in this way. 

If unsuccessful get out of the stream, walk 

around the pool to its head, drop your flies 

where the water pours in and let them drift 

down and swing around into the back eddies. 

Should the result still be a blank and you have 

good reason to believe there are fish in the pool 

and that it has not recently been disturbed, get 

back out of sight, sit down for a rest or a 

smoke, change your flies, and after a few 

minutes try it again. Your flies should at all 

times strike the water as lightly as possible, and 

if you aim your cast at an imaginary point about 

two feet above the water, checking your cast 

slightly while still in the air, it will drop of its 

own weight and as lightly as a feather. When¬ 

ever possible, cast so your flies will strike the 

water first. This is easily accomplished by 

checking the cast with the tip of the rod held 

high. This causes the line to kink near the end 

of the cast and the flies will swing back a little 

toward you and strike lightly, while the line, in 

a reasonably short cast, may be held in the air 

and need not strike the water at all. 

Lou S. Darling, 

[to be concluded. 1 

Trout in North Carolina. 

Hendersonville, N. C., April n.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: The fishing season for 

trout has begun with us up here in the land of 

the sky and on Monday last I creeled twenty- 

two nice rainbows, enough for three meals for 

my family of seven. On Thursday a friend 

and myself drove out seven miles from Bryson 

City, Swain county, and we creeled sixty, about 

one-fourth of them brook trout, the rest rain¬ 

bow. We were unfortunate in finding a fisher¬ 

man was all day fishing ahead of us, so we 

caught no large trout, my twenty-two caught 

on Monday weighing as much as the sixty of 

Thursday. 

Spring weather now prevails and the woods 

are alive with song birds, for which I have a 

great fondness. 

We planted 17,000 rainbow trout on Tuesday 

in this county. Ernest L. Ewbank. 

Ice Out of Sebago Lake. 

The ice went out of Sebago Lake, Maine, on 

April 11, a trifle earlier than the average. 

An estimate based on former years gives the 

probable dates of the clearing of the large lakes 

as follows: Kezar, April 20; Belgrade, Marana- 

cook and Cobbossecontee, April 22; Grand and 

Clear Water, April 25; Moosehead and Range- 

ley, May 6. 

The Maine Fishing Season. 

Although in most parts of the country the 

sun is now shining warm and the grass turn¬ 

ing green, though wild flowers are thrusting up 

their heads through last year’s grass and weeds, 

and insects are coming out to play over the 

brooks and to feed the trout, winter still holds 

in Maine. There, in the woods, there is frost 

and snow, and lakes are bound in ice. But just 

think how many anglers there are who are hop¬ 

ing for the 1st of May, when they can begin to 

look for news of the breaking up of the ice and 

can start off on their spring trip for the salmon, 

the trout and the togue. 

It is probable that in Maine there are more 

trout and bigger trout than anywhere within the 

United States, and this is not so much because 

Maine is one of the big States, as because it 

has so much water and so few roads. Over 

much of the Maine wilderness the only way of 

traveling is by canoe, and that of course puts a 

limit on the traveling except in fishing or shoot¬ 

ing seasons. 

Of those who read Forest and Stream there 

are probably very many who have secret ponds 

and streams to which they go each year, and 

the knowledge of whose existence they jealously 

guard, but on the other hand there are perhaps 

a thousand of the best fishing places that are 

known to all, and that entirely satisfy ‘those who 

visit them. Such are those which lie in the 

Rangeley and Dead River region whose name 

is almost legion, and how good the fishing is 

here and how great the travel to get that fishing 

is shown by the fact that many towns have 

grown up almost wholly for the accommodation 

of sportsmen. In these towns of course there 

are hotels, and outside of the towns there are 

the camps, so called, which may be mere lean-tos. 

or may be elaborate structures of logs with all 

the comforts of home, including sidewalks o'f 

planks. With such comforts, w.here the man 

who is going fishing or shooting can no longer 

imagine that he is roughing it, has grown up 

a transportation service which is comfortable and 

modern. Pullman cars run every week day from 

Boston, and sleeping cars every day, these last 

reaching Farmington, the point of change in the 

early morning, and going thence to Rangeley, 

whence, diverge many routes by steamer or buck- 

board or stage. 

It used to be thought that only trout and 

salmon could be had in Maine, but it has long 

been known that perhaps the best black bass fish¬ 

ing in the country belongs right in the old Pine 

Tree State and sometimes, as in the case of 

Clearwater Pond, which is not so very far from 

Farmington, the same water contains salmon, 

lake trout, or togue, brook trout and black bass. 

The salmon and trout are ready to bite as 

soon as the ice leaves the pond, and take cither fly 

or troll, but later in the season, as the weather 

gets warmer they go down to deep water and 

can no longer be had. Then, too, there are the 

very famous Belgrade Lakes. The brooks and 

their mouths furnish great trout fishing all 

through the season it is said, and the black bass 

are plenty. 

It is hard to realize that early in the Revolu¬ 

tionary War. the hardy soldiers of the colonies 

passed through this portion of Maine, and in 

trying to haul their boats up Dead River lost 

a lot of imperishable things which have been 

found within a dozen or fifteen years. In 1895 

two or three bushels of hand moulded lead bul¬ 

lets were found in the bed of the stream, un¬ 

questionably lost in this way. Dr. Heber Bishop, 

of Boston, while making some interesting in¬ 

vestigations on the north branch of Dead River, 

found one of Arnold’s old camps with fireplaces, 

and also a bayonet; convincing evidence of the 

passage through here of an army, no doubt, on 

its way to Quebec. 

This region is almost on Maine’s western 

border; beyond that deeper in the wilderness 

arc numberless localities for fishing and hunt¬ 

ing where the sportsman can go, enduring all 

degrees of roughness and smoothness in his ac¬ 

commodations. Away over on the other side 

of the State as far ‘‘down cast’’ as it is possible 

to go, is Washington county, a famous fishing 

ground where last year—as every year—trout 

and salmon were taken in great numbers, some 

of the salmon weighing from five to eight and 

one:quarter pounds. Of these great numbers of 

fish we are told that at least seventy-five per 

cent, were returned uninjured to the water to 

grow larger and to furnish sport for other 

anglers. Some of these catches are as follows- 

Dr. Frank M. Johnson on Grand Lake one day late 

in May took 29 salmon; a Mr. Rogers, at Little- 

River, May 17, took 22 brook trout weighing 18 

pounds. The guests at a certain camp took over 200 

salmon May 24, and through the month of May 

no less than 1,300 salmon were caught. In 

August and September the salmon begin to be 

taken in the. streams. 

In only a short time the fishing in Maine 

will open and men will be going to these well 

known spots, Rangeley, Dead River, Kennebago, 

Tim Pond, Seven Pond, Grand Lake, and a hun¬ 

dred other equally well known points. There 

will be many trout and salmon caught and much 

joy among the anglers. The expenses of a trip 

to Maine are not heavy, for good accommoda¬ 

tions can be had for from $2 to $4 a day or 

from $10 to $15 per week. The man who is 

going to Maine for the first time, if such there 

be, will do well to make his arrangements be¬ 

forehand. 

Boston Anglers’ Club. 

For more than a year we have been asking 
prominent Boston anglers, every now and then, 

what were their intentions regarding the organ¬ 

ization of an anglers’ club. Replies were re¬ 

ceived, but they were not optimistic, and it was 

not until a fortnight ago that positive informa¬ 

tion was received. This came from Chicago, 

and was to the effect that the Anglers’ Club ol 

Boston had applied for membership in the 

National Association. 

The Boston club has been organized, and the 

Mayor has granted to members the privilege of 

practicing fly-casting on the historic Frog 

Pond in Boston Common. The club has about 

thirty members, with a limit of fifty, and appli¬ 

cations are being received every week. 

In view of the fact that the National fly- and 

bait-casting tournament will be held in New 
York in the summer of 1909, the anglers of the 
East may now feel that they will not be lonely, 
for with the representatives of the Newark. 

Boston, and Greenville (Pa.) clubs, the Anglers’ 
Club of New York will be assured of no little 
support from nearby centers. 
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Tiger Frog as a Bait for Black Bass. 

Editor forest and Stream: 

This frog is known under many names; (he 

spotted, the leopard, and the grass frog, also as 

the spring toad. He may be found in dry 

weather along the brooks, but in wet weather he 

may be upon the hillsides and in the woods. 

They are known to shift in wet weather, and a 

stream that contained many frogs at one time, 

may not contain any during the wet weather. 

That is, they will cross the meadows, and go 

over hills to other streams when the grass is wet. 

This should be borne in mind by the fisherman 

when he wishes to.capture a few for bait. They 

live upon bugs, grasshoppers, flics and all in¬ 

sects that are found in the grass. 

When they are caught for bait, care should be 

taken that they should not be mashed or injured 

in any way. They should be transferred to a box 

that contains long grass, so that they will not 

mash each other, and they should frequently be 

dipped in water during the day, according to the 

weather. The main thing to be borne in mind is 

that the skin of this frog should not be per¬ 

mitted to get dry. 

The reserve supply of frogs may be kept in a 

wire pen containing enough water so that they 

can hop in and out and moisten their skins. The 

transportation of this frog is quite an important 

item to the fisherman. Considering all the frog 

boxes made, the one I prefer is an ordinary 

wooden box with one of the sides removed and 

a close wire netting nailed in its place. A leather 

strap for a handle and a large opening on top 

with a sliding door is all that is necessary. The 

frog will have enough darkness so that he can 

hide himself in the back of the box and prevent 

him from jumping against the wire screen as 

they do in a two-sided wire screen box. It also 

protects them against the wind, which they do 

not like. They should not be exposed to the 

wind without dipping very frequently. The 

wooden box also protects the frog from the rays 

of the sun, which are injurious. 

When this frog is used for bait, the hook 

should be inserted through both jaws, the point 

of the hook coming out of the upper jaw a little 

to the side of the center, the hook pointing up¬ 

ward. The reason for not placing the hook 

through the center of the upper jaw, is because 

there is a large artery which might be injured, 

and any bleeding from it destroys the usefulness 

of the frog. If this occurs he should be removed 

from the hook and placed in a box kept espe¬ 

cially for injured frogs and should be liberated 

along some stream or swamp. 

Every fisherman should study the action of the 

frog when it is used for still-fishing. A frog that 

is sent to the bottom on the hook and remains 

there with his head hanging downward and his 

feet upward, or lying on his back, and will not 

make a move when you make your line taut, also 

will permit you to draw him nearly to the sur¬ 

face of the water before he wakes up and be¬ 

comes lively, and doing a great deal of swim- 

ing on the top of the water is useless as a bait 

for still-fishing. 

It will not take a fisherman a very long time 

to know what a frog is doing in deep water by a 

gentle movement of the line. If he will experi¬ 

ment a little in shallow water, with different 

frogs and see how they act on the bottom, he 

will see that the frog immediately hides himself 

under the nearest object. This is the bait that 

will catch a bass. The frog that hides in this 

way and has remained there for about ten min¬ 

utes, with a very gentle drawing of the line you 

can tell that he has made a move in his hiding 

place, and is likely to be seen by a bass. I should 

advise all fishermen to study the frog in this 

way, and they will know just what the bait is 

doing on the bottom, which in my opinion every 

one should know to be a successful fisherman; 

also that the frog is by far the finest bait for 

bass. 

In regard to casting with the frog, refer to an 

article in Forkst and Stream of Dec. 14, ’07, 

under the title of “Two Wily Bass.” I should 

add at this time the arrangement of tackle for 

casting and still-fishing. I use four BB shot on 

the upper part of the snell of hook. This weight 

is just enpugh and far enough away from the 

draw him toward the boat to imitate the natural 

swimming of die frog, produces no wave and 

very little resistance. If the weight is put on the 

leader it is a little too far away from the bait 

and cannot be manipulated as easily as on the 

snell. This same sinker will answer for still-fish¬ 

ing. If one happens to be fishing with small 

frogs, three BB shot are enough to sink them to 

the bottom; with the larger frogs it may take 

four or five. I vary according to the size of the 

frog. 
I prefer the stripping of the line for casting, 

rather than casting from the reel, for the reason 

that you can place your frog whereever you 

wish to cast him when the wind is blowing. You 

can also let him drop in the water without in¬ 

juring him. A. J. Fox. 

IN THE WOODS 

or in the mountains, no matter how far from 
civilization, fresh milk can always be had if 
foresight is used in packing the outfits.. Bor¬ 
den’s Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk in cans 
keeps indefinitely until opened, and answers 
every purpose. It is pure, rich milk, condensed 
to the consistency of cream, put up without 
sugar and preserved by sterilization only.—Adv. 

The Michigan Grayling. 

Editor forest and Stream: 

It is perhaps a truth that in looking back 

at events and things that are now lost to us, 

they have an added value, and we think about 

them with more appreciation than would be 

given if they were within our present enjoy¬ 

ment. Certainly with me as I look back over 

the years when grayling were abundant in the 

streams of Michigan, and call to mind times and 

times that with rod and fly and wading in the 

pure cold water I have seen this beautiful fish 

rise to the cast full and clear, and with grace¬ 

ful curve return himself to the water. I feel that 

no fish has afforded me quite the enjoyment 

that I have received from the Michigan gray¬ 

ling. What a clean fight they made. A trout 

may lead you to sunken log or brush or any 

obstruction within his reach, but not so the 

grayling. To the open water he goes, the swift 

clear current is his choice, and there your 

utmost skill is required, as he is the most 

tender-mouthed of fish. You cannot handle 

him too gently. Clear again from the water 

will he throw his silvery form, and then if your 

line is just too taut, he is gone. Do not attempt 

to secure him with your hand. With care a 

trout may thus be landed, but not the grayling. 

Always use a net, but if without one, gently 

lead him to the shore with never an attempt to 

touch him until he is safe upon the bank. No 

other fish escapes from the hand more easily. 

You just cannot hold him. Grasp him the best 

you may and with a seeming slight quiver he 

gently slips through your fingers in spite of 

your utmost effort and you simply wonder how 

it was done. 
The grayling }s not an early riser in any 

sense, and there was little use in trying for them 

before nine o’clock, and my best luck usually 

commenced an hour or so nearer noon. Spirited 

is his rise, clear from the water a full twelve 

inches, and sometimes even more, and with a 

graceful curve returning so gently that not a 

splash or ripple seemed to be made. 

A FAMILIAR CAMP SCENE IN MAINE. 

frog to.keep his head under the water when you 
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“do you call this fishing with a fly, sir?” 

All old picture from Punch, in tire collection of Russell \Y. Woodward. 

Hundreds of times have I fished for them, but 

it is a pleasure of the past. They are almost ex¬ 

tinct now, l aving been supplanted by the trout, 

which in mam' ways is a hardier fish, and as the 

habits of the grayling lead their young to live 

in open water, the trout soon devour them. 

I have nothing to say against the trout; I 

love to fish for them and usually find myself on 

the stream one or two weeks during the season. 

Rut it does seem too bad that those in charge 

should not have kept at least one stream in 

Michigan free from trout, and so have saved the 

grayling. .As it is, this excellent fish has almost 

ceased to exist in Michigan waters, and I know 

of no way to restore them. Nothing is left to 

those who knew the grayling but to talk of 

the pleasures of the past. It has not been my 

purpose to say more than a word, but I wish 

to remind old anglers of this fine fish of former 

days, and see if some of those who loved him 

may not be willing to write again, that the 

grayling may not be wholly forgotten. 

M. B. 

Fishing in the Northwest. 

Seattle, April 1.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

Little has been heard this spring from Squak 

Slough, which wiggles and twists about twenty- 

one miles to cover a distance of approximately 

fourteen, from Lake Samamish to Lake Wash¬ 

ington. 1 he mystery of what that section has 

in store for the fly-casters will be revealed in a 
few days. 

Near the end of March it looked as though 

the first day of the season would bring good 

water for fly- and bait-fishing. There was not 

enough warmth to melt the snow in the moun¬ 

tains, which would flood the streams and drive 

the trout back into the lakes. The wet weather, 

however, may have some effect on fly-fishing, 

but the salmon egg army should manage to get 
results just the same. 

1 he annual big fish catch on the first day of 

the season may not materialize this year, as 

W. S. Phillips is not in evidence. He always 

had a few whoppers staked out in a pool on 

some branch of the Skykomish, and would come 

home in the evening with his trophy sticking 

out of the door of a freight car. One year he 

landed a rainbow that weighed a trifle over six¬ 

teen pounds, and last year he was somewhat 

disgruntled to think that his big one did not 

weigh more than fourteen pounds. As near as 

can be learned the big trout were taken with a 

small spoon. Special rods are now made for 

this kind of fishing, and unless one is wedded 

to fly-casting it is well worth trying. A good 

many years ago I used to cast the small spoon 

for pickerel and muskellunge in Quebec, and it 

was great sport. Personally I had rather get 

into a squabble with a big ’lunge than the big 

trout. 

Of all the spoon fishermen in western Wash¬ 

ington, W. H. Finck, of Seattle, has developed 

the greatest skill. Anglers who thought they 

knew something about the game have come to 

the conclusion, after one day in his company, 

that he knows kinks they never thought of, and 

when told the secret cannot get the results. Mr. 

Finck has been diligently at work recently get¬ 

ting his tackle ready. He makes his own 

spoons. They vary in size and color. One of 

his best killers is made of dull brass, two single 

hooks being attached directly to the end of the 

spoon. Swivels between the end of the line and 

the spoon prevent the line from twisting. A 

silver spoon which revolves around the hook 

is also a good lure. Mr. Finck has had different 

degrees of success with shell spoons. He has 

just completed several of these and will ex¬ 

periment with them. If they prove as good as 

they look they will be a big addition to his kit. 

There are so many different kinds of trolling 

spoons on the market that it is useless to at¬ 

tempt to discuss their relative merits. Perhaps 

one may venture the suggestion without start¬ 

ing a controversy that a bright spoon goes well 

on a dull day and a dull spoon on a bright day. 

This theory is nothing more than an adapta¬ 

tion of that followed by fly-fishermen. 

As to whether or not it is better to bait the 

hooks of a spoon I shall venture no further re¬ 

mark than to say that my experience in New 

England, parts of Canada, Wisconsin and the 

Pacific Northwest leads me to prefer bait. I 

have also had success with naked hooks. 

It may sound strange, yet it is true that 

the most successful bass trolling I ever had I 

did not use a spoon. A minnow was bent in 

such a way that it whirled. Out of about 

twenty strikes not more than twice did the 

barbs fail to imbed firmly. I was at Terrace 

Park on the St. Lawrence River. Some fellow 

took me out on the river early one morning. 

He knew every inch of the ground. In fixing 

the lines he ran the hook through the mouth 

of the minnow and out of the gills. Then he 

passed the hook over the back, and bringing it 

around, hooked it through the body near the 

caudal fin. In this way the minnow itself be¬ 

came a spinner, and one of the deadliest baits 

I have ever used. In using such tackle it is 

always best to have two' swivels between the 

line and the leader. I had only one and the 

line was badly twisted. 

Portus Baxter. 

Florida Tarpon. 

St. Vincent’s Island, Fla., April n.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: Tarpon are now showing 

themselves in the passes about this island, it 

being considerably earlier than they usually put 

in an appearance, due, no doubt, to the weather 

having been quite warm throughout March. 

They abound in these northern Florida waters 

all summer and some day I predict this vicinity 

will vie with Aransas Pass as a famous re¬ 

sort for tarpon fishermen who now flock to the 

noted Texas pass during July and August in 

quest of the silver king. R. V. Pierce. 

A Correction of Names. 

In the note entitled, “Fishing in California,” 

published on page 597 of Forest and Stream, 

of April 11, an unfortunate typographical error 

made our correspondent call the president of 

the California Anglers’ Association out of his 

name. Mr. James Watt is president of that as¬ 

sociation, though the types said. “President 

Wells.” Mr. Watt is an enthusiastic lover of 

angling. 

Connecticut Trout. 

Milford, Conn., April 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Frank Gillett, one of our Milford 

boys, now living in New Haven, fished one of 

our streams yesterday afternoon (Saturday, 

April 18), catching seven trout, the two largest 

one pound each; the seven would weigh five 

pounds. This is the best catch so far this sea¬ 

son. - F. S. D. 

The series of rodmaking articles printed in 

these columns recently will during the present 

month be published in book form by the Forest 

and Stream Publishing Company. This will be 

Pol. 7. of Perry D. Frazer’s "The Angler’s 

Workshop,” and will deal with ‘‘Rodmaking for 

Beginners.” The book contains 180 pages and 

besides the working drawings, will be illustrated 

zvith several half-tone plates. Orders may be 

sent at any time, and the book will be sent post¬ 

paid for $1. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

23. New Rochelle Y. C. 
30. Harlem Y. C., annual. 
30. Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
30. Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 
30. Atlantic Y. C. 

JUNE. 

—. Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
6. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
6. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
6. Motor boat race to Bermuda. 

11. South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
25. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 

JULY. 

—. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. V. Bay, around L. I. 
3. American Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 
18-25. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 
25. New York Canoe Club. 

AUGUST. 

1. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
1. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
8, Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
15. Atlantic Y. C. 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S., for 

motor boats. 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
22. Marine and Field Club. 
22. Motor boats, Boston to Shelburne, N. i 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. Northport Y. C., annual. 
29. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

SEPTEMBER 

4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
5. Hartford Y. C. 
6. New York Athletic Club. 
5. Brooklyn Y. C. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

selected as the opening day, the Shreve trophy 
race on June 7, the Corinthian club’s open race 
on June 28, the club’s twenty-sixth annual re¬ 
gatta on Aug. 1 and 2, and the race around the 
Farallone islands in September will be among 
the principal events. The season will close on 
Oct. 21. 

The yacht owners of the Golden Gate Y. C. 
have decided on a schedule of events extend¬ 
ing from the opening on April 18 to Oct. 26 
when the season will close. The Sorensen cup 
race will be the feature of the season’s pro¬ 
gramme. This cup, which was presented by the 
Sorensen Company, must be won three times by 
the same yacht before it goes into the permanent 
possession of the successful owner. This race 
will occur on July 18. 

Another cup to be known as the Belvedere 
Hotel cup has been donated to the Corinthian 
Y. C. for competition. This will give the club 
more trophies to be contested for this season 
than ever before. The Corinthian Club has de¬ 
cided to make the race from Hunter’s Point to 
Redwood City Creek for the Keefe cup, a handi¬ 
cap affair, the yachts being handicapped accord¬ 
ing to their speed and not according to their 
measurements. 

Fred E. Schoeber, Stuart Middlemas and D. 
Erskine are to be the Corinthian club’s dele¬ 
gates to the Pacific Inter-Club Yacht Associa¬ 
tion. 

At the last meeting of the board of directors 
of the Encinal Y. C., H. N. Landsberger was 
elected president and Frederick Jamerson sec¬ 
retary. The club decided to open its season on 
May 30. 

Commodore E. J. Keane, of the California 
Y. C., of San Francisco, is about to take a trip 
to England. He will delay his departure until 
the opening of the season and will then place 
his yacht in charge of A. J. Garrod. 

The fittings of the yacht Hawaii, which is 
to be the Honolulu contestant for the trans¬ 
pacific yacht race from San Pedro, Cal., to 
Honolulu, have arrived at the islands. The mast 
and spars, which are coming via the Isthmus, 
are due April 24. As soon as these arrive the 
launching (will occur and a few trial trips will 
follow. The yacht will sail for the California 
coast not later than May 5 and should reach 
San Pedro about three weeks later. The start 
from San Pedro to Honolulu will be made on 
June it. It is reported that two British Colum¬ 
bia yachts will be entered for this trans-Pacific 
race. Last year there were three contestants, 
Lurline, of the South Coast Y. C.; Anemone 

and La Paloma, owned by W. C. MacFarlan, of 
Honolulu. Lurline won, sailing the full course 
of 2,500 miles with the wind abeam on one tack 
without shifting sails, in twelve days and seven 
hours. 

The dimensions of Hawaii, the only contestant 
so far entered for this year, are as follows: 
Length over all, 69ft. 6in.; length on load water¬ 
line, 52ft. 4in.; beam extreme, 16ft. loin.; depth 
of hold at main mast, 9ft.; extreme draft, 10ft. 
The iron keel weighs 12 long tons. The vessel 
is schooner rigged, built from a design fur¬ 
nished by B. B. Crowninshield, of Boston. 

Houseboating. 

That houseboats are increasing in numbers 
year by year no one who spends his summers 
on the water can deny. Many used to say, '‘Oh 
well, houseboating may be all right in England 
where it is all the go, but it will never amount 
to _ much in this countrjq’’ but this statement is 
being retracted by those who made it. The 
opportunities for houseboating in this country 
are fully equal to those of England. Look at 
the bays, lakes and rivers where a summer spent 
afloat in a comfortable little house would be an 
ideal existence. So popular has this idea of liv¬ 
ing become that nearly every harbor now has its 
one, two or dozens of houseboats. Some are 
very elaborately gotten up, others plain in finish 
like a temporary bungalow abode ashore. 

A company has lately been formed in Newark, 
called the Arlington Boat Co., that rents out 
furnished houseboats for the season.. What 
more proof could one ask of the popularity of 
the sport. Forest and Stream has aided it by 
that interesting book called “Houseboats and 
Houseboating,” by Mr. A. B. Hunt, which they 
publish. It gives anyone contemplating this 
mode of living valuable information on the 
subj ect. 

Down on Coney Island creek, at the yard of 
J. H. Wiedenroth & Son, anyone interested in 
houseboats will find- much to interest them. The 
boat shop itself is a houseboat hauled out on 
the shore with complete machinery, etc., on the 
lower deck with a small office in one corner 
and living quarters on the upper deck. Five 
houseboats afloat or still on the shore were in 
various state of completion. The accompanying 
photograph gives a good idea of the kind of 
houseboat Mr. Wiedenroth builds. The five he 
now has range in size from 20ft. by 10ft. to 
45ft. by 16ft., and in price from about $500 to 
$1,500. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

San Francisco, Cal., April 4.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: A race for the San Francisco 
perpetual challenge cup for this season is now 
assured, as the San Francisco Y. C. has sent 
a challenge to the Corinthian Y. C. which holds 
the cup. The challenging club names the sloop 
Neva with a racing length of 21.85 feet as its 
champion. Last year the same club challenged 
with the same boat, but withdrew when it be¬ 
came known that the South Coast Y. C., of Los 
Angeles, wanted to make a try with Valkyrie. 

I his boat was beaten by the Corinthian Y. C.’s 
Discovery. Discovery will probably be matched 
against Neva during the coming year. There 
are rumors that the Sequoia Y. C., of Eureka, 
and the Golden Gate Y. C., of this city, will also 
contest for the trophy. 

At a meeting of the yacht owners of the San 
hrancisco Y. C. a few days ago the season’s 
programme was arranged for. April 25 was HOUSEBOAT REVERIE BUILT BV J. H. WIEDENROTH & SON. 
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Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. Officers. 

Frank J. Gould has been elected commodore 
of the Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C. to succeed 
E. C. Benedict. He is the second member of 
the Gould family to be placed at the head of 
one of the big yacht clubs, George Gould having 
been commodore of the Atlantic Y. C. a few 
years ago. 

The Seawanhaka tars met at the Midday Club 
at No. 25 Broad street on April 7. Mr. Gould's 
name was the only one proposed for commodore 
and he was unanimously elected. Francis S. 
Smithers, owner of the steel steam yacht Kis¬ 
met, was made vice-commodore; Francis S. 
Hastings, who owns the ketch Peggy, was again 
elected rear-commodore. 

Mr. Gould’s steam yacht Plelenita will be his 
flagship and will be made ready for the open¬ 
ing of the club at Oyster Bay on May 20. 

Helenita is a white steel yacht of 304 gross 
tons and was named after Mr. Gould’s wife, who 
was Miss Helen Kelly. The yacht is 185ft. over 
all, 154ft. on the waterline, 22ft. 4 in. beam and 
9ft. draft. She is equipped with triple expan¬ 
sion 3-cylinder engines. 

The Oyster Bay tars believe Mr. Gould will 
do much to help racing this summer. 

Shadow Burned at Chelsea. 

DINGHY RACES OFF TORONTO, CANADA. 

I. E. Smith, the well known boat builder of 
Cow Bay (Manhasset Bay), is just completing 
a new 30ft. launch for M*r. C. E. Bloom. The 
hull is white and red with handsomely varnished 
mahogany cabin. All her deck fittings are of 
nickled brass, consisting of chocks, cleats, rails 
and searchlight. She is fitted with a 10 horse¬ 
power Buffalo motor and a weedless wheel. 

Mr. Smith is also building a 40ft. by 161’t. 
houseboat for Mr. W. P. Trench from plans by 
designer C. D. Mower. 

M * V» 

stiffness, having none of that crankiness often 
found in a poor shaped canoe, and also for their 
fine, easy paddling model. P'or those who 
want a non-sinkable, non-capsizable canoe, this 
firm puts out a sponson canoe, and for the up- 
to-date man- motor canoes. 

These famous make of Old-Town Maine canoes 
are sold by the New York Sporting Goods 
Company, 17 Warren street. New York city. 

Yacht Sales. 

The disastrous fire that on April 12 swept over 
a part of the town of Chelsea, Mass., destroyed 
the once-famous Herreshoff sloop Shadow, 
owned by Frank D. McCarthy, of East Boston. 

Shadow was built thirty-seven years ago, in 
the spring of 1871, and was the only sloop able 
to beat the cutter Madge that invaded American 
waters in 1881. 

Shadow was laid up between the Chelsea 
bridges and was burned to the water. Her 
owner expects to raise her. not for the purpose 
of rebuilding, but for her lead keel. 

The sloop Fearless, recently purchased by 
Mr. B. M. Stoddard, of the New Rochelle Y. C., 
arrived at her moorings Saturday morning, 
April 18. from Bridgeport, Conn., completing 
the trip from Newport, where she was pur¬ 
chased. 

1 

The new catalogue, of the W. H. Mullins Co., 
of Salem, Ohio, is not only handsomely gotten 
up, but is useful to a man who uses motor boats 
as a book of instructions. Complete informa¬ 
tion interestingly told about all the boats and 
engines handled by this firm is to be found in 
this book. They also send out a large circular 
printed in colors, showing their famous pressed 
steel boats of various sizes and models, from the 
11ft. dinghy or 14ft. duck boat to a 22ft. speed 
boat. 

* *? *? 

A very ingenious device for insuring long 
life in a canoe is the bevel-lapped edges of the 
cedar planking used in the construction of 
White’s canoes. Any one who has used canoes 
will appreciate this fact. No sand or dirt can 
get in the seams to cut through the canvas 
covering. White’s canoes are noted for their 

The following yacht sales have been made 
through the office of Stanley M. Seaman, 220 
Broadway, New York: Herreshoff sloop Game¬ 
cock, Mr. E. Q. Trowbridge, New York, to Mr. 
R. P. Tyler, New Haven, Conn.; schooner yacht 
Elizabeth, Mr. M. A. Mosle to Mr. F. W. Mc¬ 
Allister, Baltimore, Md. She is now on her way 
to her new port in charge of Captain Chambers. 
Gasolene cruiser Laurena, Mr. D. N. Armstrong, 
to Mr. J. J. MacMulkin; Herreshoff cruiser 
Joker, Mr. Geo. F. Dominick to Mr. S. A. 
French; knockabout Knot, Mr. C. E. Davenport, 
Port Washington, L. I., to Mr. S. F. Ward, 
New York Stock Exchange, New York. 

The following yachts have recently been sold 
by Henry J. Gielow: 

The schooner yacht Miladi for Mr. S. H. 
Mason to Mr. Geo. W. Scott, of the New York 
and Larchmont yacht clubs. 

Yawl Scapha, Mr. E. T. Hall to Mr. L. H. 
Armour, who is installing a 17-horsepower 
gasolene engine. 

Yawl Janet, Mr. F. H. Adriance to Mr. W. 
II. Dixon: the yacht is now being fitted out at 
the Marine Basin, Bath Beach. 

Yawl Ebisu, Mr. Harrison W. Smith to Mr. 
Henry F. Aim. 

Sloop Possum, Messrs. E. C. and R. P>. 
Seward to Mr. H. Beverley Robinson, who, 
with some friends, will sail the yacht about the- 
middle of. May to her new home port, St. John, 
New Brunswick. 

Cabin launch Runaway, Mr. W. B. Craighead 
to Mr. L. Arnson. 

Hunting cabin launch Kilkare, Mr. Charles 
M. Gould to Mr. F.• R. Smyth; and hunting 
cabin launch Irene, Mr. S. W. Granbery to Mr. 
Alfred Mestre. 

Auto launch Yvonne, Mr. J. R. Robinson, Jr., 
to Air. Wallace T. Foote, who has taken the 
boat up to bis camp on Lake Champlain. 

The cruising motor yacht Ida Belle has been 
chartered for the season for Mr. Louis Kahn- 
weiler to Air. S. A. Adler. 

The Origin of the Sail. 
Continued from page 62G. 

Arabia Pethoea is the rocky northwestern area. 
Sinai is included therewith and my second trac¬ 
ing shows it as a central range of considerable 
extent. Arabia Deserta is the great central 
desert. Arabia Felix, the felicitous southwest. 
Yemen is the modern name of the last. Sana 
is its capital. Heodeida, Loheia, Mocha are 
among its most prosperous seaports. Sur has 
an excellent harbor, but is otherwise unim¬ 
portant, except as a convenient place from 
which to explore the interior. “Arabia has been 
inhabited by the same race since the earliest 
times, and has changed less, in the course of SAIL FLAN OF IIAIDA, DESIGNED BY MESSRS. COX & STEVENS, NEW YORK. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building, Kilby Street. BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, '‘Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT at CLARK. 
RAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

TAONT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Plaoe, New York. 

COX STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
IS William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 1J7S and 1376 Broad. 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

C*Jioe Handling ai\d Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
16S pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in- 
itructors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
:heir pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
»ho uses a motor boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
ashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
vith the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
o meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
ire devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
o the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip- 
ion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
heir uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
ill technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
town a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
pace and into every-day language. The amateur power 
>oat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
ime and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Jnde Lisha's Shop. 

,ife in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
’eggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
xchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
se hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh- 
orhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

>fen I Have Fished With. 
ketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 

lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
) write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
tceived with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
*ve been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
ished With” was among the most popular series of 
ipers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

'anoe Cruising and Camping. 
y Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
hether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
irry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

thousands of years, than any other country of 
the globe.” * 

China itself is not excepted. Here is a fact 
that may well set us to thinking, for its an¬ 
tiquity is very great and its past must be cor¬ 
respondingly interesting. Often attacked, it was 
never conquered. “Trojan was the only Roman 
emperor who penetrated into the interior.” » 

Arabic literature conveys an idea of polite 
culture almost from its beginning. Mahomet 
was not born until Jew and Gentile had 
quarreled over religious views to the verge of 
war, which weakened ancient faith and afforded 
the false prophet an opportunity to utilize his 
wife’s money for the organization of cavalry 
bandits by whose aid he robbed caravans and 
devoted his plunder to the foundation of an¬ 
other “religion” still. Arabia was his field, and 
he not only occupied it, hut gave it more busi¬ 
ness than English ovens at Christmas. Of 
course, the country “flourished, as never before, 
under the Calir.hs.’ Islam and Christendom 
‘ were nearly equal powers for six hundred 
years after the ‘prophet’s’ death, and it is diffi¬ 
cult, even now, to decide which contributed the 
more to the arts from which modern civiliza¬ 
tion has sprung.” And “yet it does not appear 
that the life of the inhabitants was materially 
changed, or that any growth, acquired during 

the new importance of the country, became 
permanent.” Did anything become permanent 
under Moslem rule except death! If the truth 
was known we would discover that the Caliphate 
destroyed invaluable evidences of Arabian 
progress, _ and that other secrets of vast im¬ 
port remain unknown through the fanatic hatred 
of Christianity which rules the old Seraglio and 
the Yildiz Kiosk. The “reformation” of the 
eighteenth century came very near succeeding, 
and if it had, there would have been “light” 
enough in dark places where, just now, strong 
illumination is most needed. All of the 
“wahabees” are not yet dead! 

The reader who can do so, should take up 
this graphic compilation. I have no time to do 
it justice in these pages. Wellsted’s explora¬ 
tions and adventures are wonderfully interesting. 
He surveyed the south and eastern coasts for 
his government and began to visit the interior 
during the' autumn of 1835. “A single step.” 
says the compiler, “carries the traveler from 
the glare and sand of the desert into a spot 
teeming with the most luxuriant vegetation and 
embowered by lofty trees whose foliage keeps 
out the sun.” Wellsted adds; “Some idea may 
be formed of the density of this shade by the 
effect it produces in lessening the terrestrial 
radiation. A Fahrenheit thermometer, which, 
within the house stood at 50 degrees, six inches 
from the ground fell to 45 degrees. From this 
cause, and the abundance of water, they are al¬ 
ways saturated with damp, and even in the heat 
of the day, possess a clammy coldness.” 

Ibrah is among the hills of the north, and the 
fertility is increased by abrupt limestone ranges. 
“There are some handsome houses,” says the 

8Page o. 
9Taylor, page 47: “Wellsted in Oman.” 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect. Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 RectoD New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, E&st Boston, Ma.ii. 

W. STARLING BURGESS CO., Ltd. 
John R. Purdon, Manager. 

Naval Architects. Engineers. Builders 

Office Works, MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 

Brokerage and Insurance Dept., 131 State St., Boston. Mass. 

Building Motor BoeJs and 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 

boats and *he installing, care and running ^ofgasokne 
F,°.t?rs- HBy .Charles,G- Davis. With 40 diagrams 9 

paid N 50aWlngS and * fU“'Page planS‘ rri?e,T°’st 

taUon aUAlf’rthS 3 bVi,dlT and designer of national repu- 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full 
pa?' P a"f- That Portion of the book dfvoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefullv 

perusf,d by eu el7 md!v>dual who operates one. The bool 
IS well worth the price asked for it. * 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and digging. 

diagrams' -AYJ ♦T ,-u™P,e'e assigns and numero 

Cloth? Price, $3 W By Lmt°n Hope' 177 Pa«' 

The author has taken two designs for practical demo 

theatl<i’v?’ °ne °f- a centerboar<l boat 19ftP waterline at 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline Both d 
signs show fine little boats which are fulfy adapted 

mm?,rt'Carn/^rrementS- Fu" instructions, even to tl 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both the 
boats. The information is not confined to these vach 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what 

tShed hePf les^ t0 a wooden yacht building according 
the best and most approved methods. 8 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C&.i\oe ajid BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plait 

and comprehensive directions for the construction o 

Bvn°w’ pS* hnd Sar,ngu BoacS' and Hunting Craft 
P- Stephens Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 

edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and iffti 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 5 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A. Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman oi 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local 
lties where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 

PHce ’ $1*00 thC r'VCrS and IakeS Which abound in trout 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO/ 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Foust and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. * * 

dollar fc'nder wiH be sent P°stPaid on receipt of one 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 
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author last quoted; “but the style of building, 
he continues, “is quite peculiar. To avoid the 
damp and catch an occasional beam of the sun 
above the trees they are usually very lofty. A 
parapet surrounding the upper part is turreted, 
and on some of the largest houses guns are 
mounted. The windows and doors have the 
Saracenic arch, and every part of the building is 
profusely decorated with ornaments of stucco, 
in bas relief, some in very good taste. The 
doors are also cased with brass and have rings 
and other massive ornaments of the same metal. 

“Ibrah is justly renowned for the beauty and 
fairness of its feminine contingent. Those we 
met on the streets evidenced but little shyness, 
and on my return to the tent it was filled with 
them. They were in high glee at all they saw. 
Every box was turned over to their inspection. 
I attempted to remonstrate against their pro¬ 
ceedings but they stopped my mouth with their 
hands. With such damsels there was nothing 
left but to laugh and look on.” “ 

Oman is a great country. Its valleys seem to 
be at the bottom of the earth and water flows 
in abundance to the sea, while clouds roll among 
its lofty peaks like ocean billows between half- 
submerged rocks. Houses of very solid con¬ 
struction hang apparently in mid air, and on 
the terraced hills all sorts of good things grow, 
perfuming the summer atmosphere with de¬ 
licious fragrance besides supplying the humblest 
board with almonds, walnuts, nutmegs, citrons, 
coffee beans and grapes, of which last wine is 
made, contrary to the usual custom of the coun¬ 

try, which, however, does not refuse a glass 
whenever a stranger proffers it. Wellsted, “on 
all occasions was treated with kindness and 
often with a degree of hospitality above rather 
than below the means of those who gave it.” 
Once indeed, while'ill of a fever he lay on his 
carpet under a tree in the open air “and an 
Arab passing by, paused, touched by his con¬ 
dition, too plainly depicted on the invalid’s 
countenance, proffered the salutation of peace, 
pointed to the crystal stream which sparkled 
at th,eir feet and said: ‘Look, friend, for run¬ 
ning water maketh the heart glad!’ With his 
hands folded over his breast, that mute 
but most graceful of eastern salutations, he 
bowed and passed on.” Wellsted says that he 
was “in a situation to estimate sympathy, and 
so much of that feeling was exhibited in the 
manner of this son of the desert that he never 
recurred to the incident without emotion.” 9 10 

It was while in that region he read one of 
“The Thousand and One Nights’ Tales” from 
manuscript. Sinbad the Sailor was the story. 
Little did he think, while reading these fascinat¬ 
ing tales in his own language, that it would 
ever be his “lot to listen to the original in a 
spot so congenial and so remote.” I believe 
it is a literal fact that those tales are the only 
ones which have been translated into every 
language on the face of the earth. Arabic has 
something strangely fascinating in its dissonant 
and monotonous recitative chant of story tellers, 
but for which the quaran would not have sur¬ 
vived to our late day. 

[to be continued.] 

9Taylor, page 47. “Wellsted in Oman.” 
10Taylois page 52. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
May 29-31.—Eastern Division Racing Meet.—Horn Pond, 

Woburn, Mass. _ 
——- —.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Hackensack River. 
-.—AtlanticDivision Cruise.—Delaware River. 
-—.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Rancocas Creek. 
-.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 

son River. . 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 

Allegheny River. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. 

Article III. of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim¬ 
mer, may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the official organs 
of the Association, and approved, as provided. 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ.) 
Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 

tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer, and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in case of non-election of the ap¬ 
plicant. 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for camps, 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 

A.C. A. Officers and Committees for 1908 

Commodore—John R. Robertson, Auburndale, Mass, 
Secretary—Fred. W. Cramphorn, 26 Winter St., Woburn, 

Mass. 
Treasurer—S. B. Burnham, P. O. Box 23, Providence, 

R. I. 
ATLANTIC DIVISION. 

Vice-Commodore, Frederic Andreas, Room 191, 1 Broad¬ 
way, New York. 

Rear-Commodore, Theodore Quasebart, 112 Spring St., 
N ew York. 

Purser—William J. Flynn, 2S7 Broadway, New York. 
Executive Committee—George P. Douglass, H. C. Ward, 

Mat. Ohlmeyer, and George R. Stark. 

CENTRAL DIVISION. 

Vice-Commodore—E. A. Phillips, Warren, Pa. 
Rear-Commodore—Ray L. Watt, 1022 Columbus St., 

Seattle, Wash. 
Purser—John S. Wright, 519 West Ave., Rochester, N. Y. 
Executive Committee—Jesse J. Armstrong, Alton Brown, 

Lyman T. Coppins. 

EASTERN DIVISION. 

Vice-Commodore—F. S. Leathe, 3 Francis St., Woburn, 
Mass. 

Rear-Commodore—John B. Howard, 245 Salem St., Med¬ 
ford, Mass. 

Purser—Willfhm W. Crosby, 8 Court St., Woburn, Mass. 
Executive Committee—D. S. Pratt, Jr., Frank S. Chase, 

Fred. Brodbeck. 

NORTHERN DIVISION. 

Vice-Commodore, J. MoD. Mowat. Kingston, Ont., Can. 
Rear-Commodore—J. W. Sparrow, 298 Yonge St., Toronto, 

Canada. 
Purser—R. IT. Britton, Gananoque, Ont., Canada. 
Executive Committee—Charles E. Britton, Gananoque, 

Ont., Canada. 

WESTERN DIVISION. 

Vice-Commodore—H. F. Norris, 117 Main St., Rockford, 
Illinois. 

Rear-Commodore—W. H. Piggott, 452 E. Fullerton Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Purser—R. E. Penfield, 309 West State St., Rockford, Ill. 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS. 

Atlantic Division—Robert J. Wilkin, 211 Clinton St., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Central Division—Charles P. Forbush, 107 Crescent Ave., 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

Eastern Division—Paul Butler, Lowell, Mass. 
Northern Division—J. N. MacKendrick, Galt. Ont., Can. 
Western Division—FT. C. Morse, 1009 North Jefferson 

Ave., Peoria, Ill. 

RACING BOARD. 

Atlantic Division—PI. Lansing Quick, 18 Getty Square, 
Yonkers, N. Y. 

Central Division—TI. M. Stewart, S5 Main St., E. 
Rochester, N. Y. , 

Eastern Division—Louis S. Drake, 37 Evergreen Ave., 
Auburndale, Mass. 

Northern Division—J. McD. Mowat, Kingston, Ont., 
Canada. „„ , _ 

Western Division—F. B. Huntington, 90 Sheboygan St., 
Fcnd-du-Lac, Wis. 

CAMP SITE COMMITTEE. , 

Oscar T. West, Chairman, 453 The Rookery, Chicago, III. 
T. PI. Rushton, Jr., Canton, N. Y. 
R. G. E. Hicks. 127 Donance St., Providence, R. I. 

REGATTA COMMITTEE. 

W. J. Ladd, Chairman, 18 Glen Road, Winchester, Mas 
W. A. Heath, 786 Elmwood Ave., Providence, R. I. 
Fred Brodbeck, 5222 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 
D. R. James. 

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE. 

J. K. Hand, Chairman, 68 Columbia Heights, Brooklyi 
J N Y 
F. S. Chase, 876 Elm St., Manchester, N. H. 
E. J. W. Proffit, Box 578, Providence, R. I. 
R. H. Britton, Gananoque, Ont., Canada. 
L. C. Woodworth, JSlonroe National Bank, Chicago, III. 

LADIES’ CAMP COMMITTEE. 

George P. Douglass, Chairman, 839 N. First St., Newar] 
N. J. 

Mrs. J. N. MacKendrick, Galt, Ont., Canada. 
Miss E. Ohlmeyer, 201 Palisade Ave., West Hoboke: 

N. T. 
Miss Bonnie Bell Dorland, Arlington, N. J. 

SIGNAL OFFICER. 

E. F. Wyer, Woburn, Mass. 

CAMP FORESTER. 

J. K. MacKendrick, Galt, Ont., Canada. 

CAMP SURGEON. 
To be announced. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Central Division.—N. C. Sill, R. G. Chape 
Wm. R. Rogers, all of Warren, Pa., and all t 
V. G. Newell; Albert L. Schellhammer, of Wa 
ren, Pa., by V. G. Newell. 

Eastern Division.—Edward S. Rhodes, Arthv 

GETTING READY TO BREAK CAMP FOR OUR DAY’S 

TRAVEL. 

A. Rhodes and Thomas H. Rhodes, all 
Providence, R. I., and all by J. R. Robertso 

Atlantic Division—Walter L. Fink, 505 We 
158th street, New York city, by George F. De 
hard. 

Eastern Division—Edw. S. Rhodes, 1 Rhod 
Place; Arthur A. Rhodes, 2127 Broad street, at 
Thomas IT. Rhodes, Rhodes Place, all of Prot 
dence, R. T., and all by J. R. Robertson; -Leo 
ard M. Graves, 39 Summer street, Provident 
R. I., by S. B. Burnham. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division.—5496, Wm. F. Purchaf 
Box 1443, Paterson, N. J.; 5498, Conrad Hat 
Jr., 429 East I57th street, New York city. 

Eastern Division.—5497, C. Morris Carpe 
ter, Boston Mass.; 5495, Albert W, Swe< 
Providence. R. I. 

Central Division—5499. Arthur Graf. Wilkin 
burg, Pa.: 5503, L. V. Jones, Rome, N. Y.; 55c 
Edgar W. Hadden,. Wilkinsburg, Pa.; 55c 
Arthur TT. Masters, Pittsburg, Pa.; 5506, Chari 
A. Doane, East Pittsburg, Pa. 

Eastern Division—5500, Silvanus Smith, Rc 
lindale, Mass.; 5501, Henry C. Kingman, Dc 
Chester, Mass.; 5502; Thos. C. Daly, Roxbui 
Mass. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained frc 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer 

supply you regularly. 
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A Steel Lined Success! 
The Individual Championship of Metropolitan Clubs 

held April 1st, under the auspices of the Montclair Gun Club, was won by the popular amateur, 

"Kelly” (Mr. G. K. Kouwenhoven), who scored 95% and took the $100 cup from 160 other 

skilled contestants. J. H. Hendrickson broke 91%, taking third place and a $35 cup. Both 

relied upon 

V. M. C. NITRO CLUB SHELLS 
In the hotly contested 5 men team match, the Bergen Beach Club Team tied on 435 ex 500 

with New York A. C. On the shoot-ofF Bergen Beach easily won out. Four of the winning 

team used U. M. C. Arrow or Nitro Club steel lined shells. 

The above comprise all the main honors. Each man shot U. M. C. shells from choice, 

without prejudice or policy. They are the shells that won eight out of ten Interstate Handicaps 

in 1907 and all of the important events so far in 1908. 

UMC STEEL LINED SHELLS 
UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York 

UMC 

T rapj hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 
April 25.—North Caldwell (N. J.) G. C. 1. A. Quacken- 

bush, Sec’y. „ ~ ,,, 
April 28-30— Omaha (Neb.) G. C. tournament. G. W. 

Loomis, Sec’y. ...... .. M v 
May 2.—New Haven, Conn.—Yale University vs. N. *. 

Athletic Club team. . 
May 4.—Princeton, Pa.—Team contest, Princeton vs. 

Montclair. _ . „ _ . .re. 
May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier. SecV 201 Pearl street, New York. 
May 12-13.—Benton (Ill.) G. C. W. H. Foulk, Secy. 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. _ ~ ~ T 
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. \\ es- 

MayTo*—Paterson, N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 
Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. TT ~ 

June 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Aug 27r— Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain \ lew G. C. J. J. 

I'arrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

April 25.—Glens Falls, N. Y.—Hudson Valley R. and 
G. C. F. B. Chapman, SecV _ „ 

April 26.—Hales Corners (Wis.) G. C. Herman O. Horn, 

Aprije28y-Dublin (Ga.) G. C. W. L. Williams Sec’y. 
April 28.—Pittsburg.—Western Pennsylvania Trapshoot- 

ers’ League tournament, auspices North bide <_>. C. 

George G. Root, Sec’y. „ , n , 
April 28-29.—Enid (6kla.) G. C. L. E. Reed, Secv. > 
April 29.—Youngstown (O.) G. C. Jos. Seaborn, Sec y. 
April 29-30.—Wilmington, Del.—W awaset G. C. W. M. 

Foord, Sec’y. 

W. H. Connor, Sec’y. 
—Nicholas Park G. C. 

C. H. H. Chesterman, 

F. P. Fenton, Sec’y. 
J. D. Mason, Mgr. 

S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

April 29-30.—Celina (O.) G. C. 
April 29-30.—Jacksonville, Ill. 

Jas. A. Groves, Sec’y. „ _ 
April 30-May 1— ibanville (Pa.) G. C. W. T. Speiser, 

Sec’y. 
May 1-2.—Crookston (Minn.) G, 

Sec’y. 
May 4.—Willimantic (Conn.) G. C. 
May 4.—Scranton (Pa.) R. & G. C. 
May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. A . 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. , , 
May 5.—Waterloo (Wis.) G. C. R. W. Lueck Sec y. 
May 5-6.—Fargo, N. D.-Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 

May Tf.’—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr„ 

Pittsburg, Pa. „ _ _ T . , 
May 5-7,—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Sec y. 
May-6-7.—Circleville, O.-Ideal G. C. E. M Stout, Sec y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. „ , 
May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M Lincoln Sec y. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

May 8-9.'—Fairmont (Minn.) G. C. E. W. .Bird, Sec’y. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10.—Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel. Sec y. f 

-Vicksburg (Miss.) G. U J. J. Bradfield, Sec y. 
May 
May 10-12 

(Vt.) G. C. C. H. Burr, May 12-13.—Montpelier 

May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. H. L. Saylor 
May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. G. 

Howard, Sec’y. _ . i__ 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. 

W. Budd, Sec’y* _ r- * 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen s 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Secy. 
May 13-14.—Thornviile (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Secy. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Clias. 

Mav°i3-14a—'Sistersvilfe] W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 
MaClub; added money and prizes. Ed O. Bower Sec’y. 

14_Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 

Sec’y. 
Frank 

Chas. 

As- 

May 
’Sec’y. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
"Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 
E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 

May 14-15.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 
Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. H. 
Black Sec’y. 

May 16-17’.—New Athens (Ill.) G. C.—Egyptian G. C. 
H. A. Dressier, Sec’y. 

May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. H. T. Tongen, 
Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Fort Scott, Kans.—Missouri and Kansas 

Trapshooters’ League tournament, auspices of Fort 
Scott G. C. F. A. Hornaday, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Columbus (Wis.) G. C. G. V. Dering, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Rich Hill (Mo.) G. C. Geo. B. Conover, 

May 21-22.—Toronto, Can.—Olympic trial matches of 
Canada. F. A. Parker. Chmn. 

May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) G. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

May 227-New Bedford, Mass.—Paskainansett G. C. Eg¬ 
bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 
G. Spencer, Sec’y. 

May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 
Sec’y. 

May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 
men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 

May 26.—Shinnston. W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 
Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 

May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
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May 26-27.—Capron (III.) G. C. Alex. Vance, Sec'y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, III.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G.C. Fred H. Teeple, Sec'y. 
May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 

Gould, Sec’y. 
May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Eederer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—East Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—St. Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. Wm. E. 

Maiden, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransc- 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. Frank L. 

Hise, Sec’y. 
May 30.—St. Albans (Vt.) C>. C. A. S. Head, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wootton, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 

worth, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 
June 2-3.—St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 

shooters’ League tournament, auspices of Metropol¬ 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (III.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
June 2-4.—Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. II. H. 

Quiggle, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Evansville (Ind.) G. C. Al. Willerding, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 5-6.—Belleville, Ill.—Egyptian Hustlers’ tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. LI. Boland, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson, Sec’v. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, un¬ 

der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 
Sec’y. 

June 13-14.—Milwaukee. Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 
State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel. Sec’y. 

June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 
ment. 

June 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 
Gunn, Vice-Pres. 

June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. T. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 17-1S.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M. Kolb, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus. O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Albion Gun Club, of Albion, Neb., has postponed 

indefinitely its registered tournament, fixed to be held on 

May 20-21. 

Secretary W. H. Foulk advises us that the Benton, 

Ill., Gun Club has claimed May 32-13, as dates for its 

forthcoming tournament. 

* 
The next shoots of the Bristol, Conn., Gun Club will be 

held on May 2 and each alternate Saturday following. 

The annual shoot and sheep barbecue will be held on 
Aug. 27. 

* 
In the weekly shoot of the Boston Athletic Association, 

held at Riverside, Mass., April 18, Messrs. Fay and 

Remick tied on 91, in the event at 100 targets, handicap 

allowance. 

* 
Two 10-bird events were shot at Stouchburg. Pa., April 

18. In the first event, Messrs. Kurtz and Zeller scored 

10 straight. In the second event, Mr. Helm was high 

alone with 9. 

St 
1 he final contest at 15 live birds for the championship 

of Northumberland county, was held near Shamokin, Pa., 

last week. Mr. \\ m. Fulton was the winner. He de¬ 

feated Messrs. Curtis, Shipman, Schmidt and Rupp. 

Messrs. Wilson, Body and Forsythe tied on 14 out of 

15 in a live-bird shoot of the Penrose Gun Club, held 

at the Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, April 18. There 

were eleven contestants. On April 17, in the holiday 

live-bird shoot, twelve entries, Messrs. Clegg, Murphy 

and Forsythe tied on 14 for first. 

* 
At the weekly shoot of the New England Kennel Club, 

held at Braintree, Mass., April IS, the club cup was won 

by Dr. C. G. Weld, with 25 from scratch, the first 

straight score during the season. This not only cap¬ 

tured the weekly cup, but it captured the trophy offered 

by the club for a full score. Mr. A. Blanchard scored 

a leg on the season cup with 24, one of which was target 

allowance. 
I* 

Mr. G. E. McMurtry, of the Rockaway Hunt Club, won 

the handicap at ICO targets, at the shoot of the Whip- 

pany River Club, Morristown, X. J., April 18, defeating 

Messrs. G. S. McAlpin, W. S. Hoyt, Frank Hall and 

W • P. Norton, all of the Cartaret Gunn Club; Mr. 

R. H. Williams and Kenneth Schley, of W'hippany 

River; Mr. C). D. Munn, of Orange, and A. C. Sage, of 

the Racquet and Tennis Club. He had an allowance of 

13 added to his score of 87, making a full score of 100. 

I* 

Mr. C. D. Reese was in fine form, and accentuated his 

superiority over his fellows in a contest at five live 

birds, held at Plymouth, Pa., on April 38. He scored 4, 

thus lacking but one of making a perfect performance. 

His opponents, Messrs. G. Hahn, E. W. Sherman, G. 

Pickering and J. Wilson pressed the winner very closely 

by scoring 3 each, while 2 birds each succumbed to the 

Powers trophy, 21yds.: 
B. H. T. B. H. T. 

Charles . 20 3 23 Frank . 18 0 18 
Eynde .\ 10 3 39 Todd . 15 3 18 
Nelson . IS 1 19 

April 15.—The regular weekly Paleface shoot was held 
to-day despite the poor weather conditions, some thir¬ 
teen shooters in all taking part during the programme 
events. The interest of the afternoon centered in the 
50-target match, though during the entire time the rain 
fell in terrents and made the shooting very difficult. 
As it was, some very good scores were made, the score 
winning being the highest made on the grounds for some 
time past, and Jordan’s score, 42, for second scratch score 
was good shooting. 

In the Powers match, Charles was easily a winner, a 
scratch score of 20 with an additional 3 on handicap 
making the other scores made look something like 30 
cents. 

Buffalo looked somewhat out of place to be present 
without a gun, but health has to be considered some¬ 
times, even by a trapshooter, and he made the wise 
selection of being a spectator for the first time since 
arriving in Boston ten years ago. Scores: 

Frost. 17yds. 
Hodges, 16 .. 
Hassam, 20 
Kirkwood. 21 
Frank, 20 ... 
Rule, 19 
Brinley, 16 .. 
Griffiths, 21 .. 
Charles, 16 
Steels, 16 _ 
Buffalo, 21 .. 
Eynde, 16 _ 
Burnes . 

... 9 10 13 12 14 16 74 
11 12 8 12 14 70 

... S 13 14 9 10 13 67 

... 11 10 12 6 12 13 65 
9 14 7 10 13 64 

12 9 s 11 13 62 
9 11 8 9 12 60 

... 9 S 6 8 7 14 52 
6 10 8 6 13 50 
5 13 8 7 9 50 
6 7 7 7 9 46 
6 7 6 9 ii 45 
5 10 7 6 9 44 

Kirkwood 
Charles . 
Hodges . 
Brinley . 

B. IE T. 
. 24 0 24 
. 18 3 21 
. 17 4 21 
. 19 2 21 

Buffalo 
Horrigan 
Frank 
Todd ... 

B. H. T. 
, 19 0 19 
. 16 2 IS 

17 0 17 
13 4 17 

trusty guns of Messrs. J. Andrews, P. J. Connell and 

J. Smith, the whole feat being noticeably neat without 

being gaudy. 

* 
The programme of the Delaware Trapshooters’ League 

fourth annual spring tournament, April 29-30, to be held 

under the auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club, Wilming¬ 

ton, Del., has on the first day twelve 15-target events, 

$1.30 entrance. On the second day, there are eleven 

events, six at 15 and five at 20 targets, $1.30 and $1.60 

entrance; also a special five-man team event for the 

State championship, 50 targets per man, entrance, $3.75 

per team. Events 7 to 11 inclusive (100 targets) will 

also decide the individual championship, $2 entrance, 

open to all members of clubs which are members of the 

State League. The Squier money-back system will 

govern. Dinner will be served on the grounds each 

day. Shells obtainable on the grounds. April 28, 

practice day. Rose system, 5, 3, 2, 1. Sweepstakes open 

to all amateurs, resident and non-resident. Send guns, 

etc., prepaid, care E. Melchoir, Jr., 214 King street, 

Wilmington. Grounds are situated at Twenty-ninth and 

Market streets. Mr. \V. M. Foord, 213 W. Sixth street, 
is the Secretary. Bernard Waters. 

The Palefaces. 

Boston, Mass., April 8.—The ninth New England 
championship race was held on the Paleface shooting 
grounds to-day, with some thirteen participants for high 
honors. 

With the conditions so much against the shooter the 
scores made were easily up to the average, but on the 
score board results did not show up to everyone’s satis¬ 
faction. 

Frost still keeps up. his newly acquired habit of high 
averages and proved to be the best poor weather man 
and now suffers the penalty in his next shoot of an extra 
yard for showing his superiority in such a decisive man¬ 
ner. Hodges’ win of second was a welcome one, it 
practically being his second attempt in an event of this 
kind and shows that with a little more experience the 
regulars will have to go some or take a back seat. 

In the Hassam match some creditable scores were made, 
high line being 24 from scratch, with Buffalo second on 
scratch score, and Charles, Hodges and Brinley tied for 
second on the handicap. 

Kirkwood . 

Scores: 

... 9 IS 9 14 10 15 9 14 93 
Nelson . .... 8 14 9 12 8 9 8 14 82 
Tordan . ... 9 13 7 11 8 14 9 11 82 
Todd . .... 8 13 8 9 7 13 6 10 74 
Frank . ... 711 5 12 8 10 9 12 74 
Charles . ... ,8 S 6 12 7 9 9 12 71 
Randall . ... 8 8 8 9 7 10 8 12 70 
Burnes . ... 4 10 6 11 7 9 9 9 65 
Lynde . ... 5 7 7 7 8 10 5 11 60 
Reed . ... 1 2 4 .. 7 
McKav . 9 2 0 4 
Lewis . ... 514 19 
Wild . 9. 9 

South End Gun Club. 

Reading Pa Anril 11.—The South End Gun Club 
nela another of their very successful shoots to-day. 

* ,le terrible windstorm prevailing at the time plaved 
havoc with the targets, and almost blew the men "off 
the shooting stands. Lester German, the professional 
expert, made a phene menal score, 145 out of 150, with 

vaf Apg?r a c*ose second with 143 out of 150. The 
other trade representatives present were Butler, Over- 

\\ orthington. Lewis, Moorhouse, Glover and 
\\ elles. Altogether, it was a very successful shoot, the 
money-back working out beautifully. 

Events: 1 0 O O 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Shot 
T argets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 at. Brk. 

German . ... T5 13 15 15 14 15 15 14 15 14 150 145 
Apgar . ...15 14 15 14 14 14 14 15 14 14 150 143 
Butier . 14 14 14 11 13 11 15 13 11 150 1°S 
Welles . ... 15 14 13 14 13 12 13 1-3 13 14 150 134 
W^orthington . ... 18 13 15 11 15 1? 12 14 13 13 150 131 
Glover . ... 15 14 13 17 13 14 12 15 14 13 150 135 
Lewis . ... 10 10 11 12 14 12 12 12 12 13 150 118 
M inker . ... 15 13 13 13 12 9 10 11 12 1,2 150 120 
Ball . ... 13 13 14 11 13 10 11 14 11 12 150 190 
Gerhart . ... 1(1 9 12 12 10 8 13 13 14 13 150 • lit 
Miller . ... 14 14 12 12 17 13 13 9 15 13 150 197 
Miles . ... 13 12 9 10 11 10 9 S 11 13 150 106 
Eshleman .... ... 13 11 14 10 12 11 12 8 10 9 150 no 
A D B. ... 10 12 13 11 10 9 9 11 12 12 150 112 
Melchoir . .. 14 11 13 13 11 11 9 10 9 S 150 109 
Yocum . .. 14 10 15 8 9 13 7 9 11 10 150 106 
Romig . .. in 10 11 11 6 11 ii 11 12 8 150 101 
Clymer . .. 11 8 11 13 11 8 12 10 11 7 150 102 
Matz . . ... 11 10 12 12 8 12 9 11 14 10 150 109 
Adams . .. 13 12 12 12 13 10 12 11 12 13 150 120 
Scotty . .. 11 1(1 12 9 12 12 s 11 10 9 150 106 
Weyman . 10 12 11 13 14 11 8 11 10 12 150 112 
Moyer . .. 12 12 12 11 13 9 13 12 14 10 150 121 
3 rimble . 12 13 10 12 7 9 6 13 13 150 96 
Schaeler . 6 7 9 10 6 7 90 45 
Tlansell . 13 i° 12 12 15 12 9(1 76 
Moorehouse ... 7 10 10 12 10 75 49 
Snyder . 8 12 9 12 60 41 
Levan . 6 4 i 45 17 
Wertz . 10 15 10 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y. April 18.—No. 1 was practice. 
No. 2. April cup. No. 3. Sauer gun No 4. Smith 
gun. Nos. 5 and 6, trophy events. Scores: 

Events: i 9 3 4 5 6 
Hodgman . .. 24 0 46 0 24 0 23 0 21 
Elias . 99 0 47 0 21 0 21 0 21 
Billings . .. 21 6 45 3 25 9 19 9 95 1 25 
T O'Donohue . .. 23 2 45 1 23 1 14 1 24 1 23 
( M Owens. .. 14 10 41 5 24 5 16 5 21 5 22 
T Lenane . 10 42 5 20 5 9 5 25 5 25 
M V T.enane. 4 47 1 25 1 18 0 16 0 20 
Schatiffler . 0 40 0 21 0 12 0 21 0 21 

R 25 5 95 
Robinson . 5 22 5 22 

Fifty-target match, added target handicap: 

Kirkwood . . 10 15 9 14 
Broke. Hdp. 

48 0 
Tota 

48 
Charles . . 7 9 9 12 37 6 43 
Tordan . . 8 14 9 11 42 1 43 
Randall . . 7 10 S 12 37 6 43 
Burnes . . 7 9 9- 9 34 6 40 
Lynde .. . 8 10 5 11 34 6 40 
Todd . . S 13 6 10 36 6 42 
Frank . . S 10 9 12 39 0 39 

Boston Athletic Association. 

Boston, Mass., Anril 18.—The second contest of the 
monthly 100 target handicap resulted in a tie between 
Messrs. Fay and Remick on 91, as follows: 

Fay ... 
Remick 
Adams 

B. IT. T B IT. r 
87 4 91 Todd . .71 16 87 
81 10 91 Gilman . .76 S3 
83 7 90 Whitney _ . 60 16 76 
S5 3 88 Owen . .66 9 75 
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New Hivcn Gun Club. 

Nf.w Haven, Conn., April IT— G. M. Wheeler, in extra 
events, broke 95 cut of 125. 

Extra targets thrown, 1050. 
The day was fine, but a small crowd attended, the 

attraction of the trout being too strong to be resisted. 
Everything went off smoothly, and all had a fine time. 
Some very good scores were made. 

The lunch put up by the Sportsmen’s Supply Co., of 
6$ Center street, and served by Mr. Bassett, manager, 
was greatly enjoyed by all. This is quite an addition to 
our shoots, as the grounds are so far out in the suburbs 
that we have always had trouble in getting any one to 
cater, and when we had obtained some one there was 
great dissatisfaction with the quality of the food and the 
service; but since Mr. Bassett took the matter up (for 
the last three or four tournaments) there has been great 
satisfaction. The club is greatly indebted to Mr. G. M. 
Wheeler, of Brunswick, Ale., representing the Peters 
Cartridge Co., for his kindness and courtesy in fore¬ 
going the pleasure of shooting the programme and coming 
into the office and running the shoot. He ran the office 
in a most satisfactory manner, and all the shooters were 
greatly pleased with his good work. 

Mr. II. S. Welles was the only other trade representa¬ 
tive with us. and he was actual "second high gun with a 
score of 160. Mr. Welles represents the American 
Powder Mills. The following shooters came from out of 
town: Edgarton, Willimantic, high gun; Porter. Bristol, 
Conn., seventh; Conlin, Unionville, Conn., eighth; Noel, 
Nashville, Tenn. (at Yale), eleventh; Comrade, East 
Hampton, Conn., fifteenth; also R. H. Smith, Seymour, 
Conn., fourth; Lines, Portchester, N. Y.; Cooper, Sey¬ 
mour, Conn.: Mills, Bristol, Conn.; Bostwick, New 
York city. The balance of the shooters were from New 
Haven. The balance of prizes taken by New Haven 
men, as follows: Hepburn, second, Kelly third, Arcy 
fifth, Mack sixth, Whitney seventh, Bristol tenth. Hem- 
meller twelfth, Sherman thirteenth, Morrissey fourteenth. 

Events: 123456789 10 Shot 
Targets: 10 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 at. Brk. 

Minor . . 9 14 13 6 12 14 13 14 15 16 175 126 

Whitney . . 10 13 10 11 16 IS 16 15 16 16 175 141 

Bristol . . 7 15 13 10 16 14 20 12 IS 15 175 140 
J T Coyle. . 7 13 10 8 13 11 13 10 9 11 175 105 
Edgarton . . 10 15 14 14 20 20 19 16 17 16 175 161 
R II Smith. . 8 12 13 15 17 15 16 IS 18 16 175 14S 
Hepburn . . 7 13 14 13 20 IS IS 16 17 16 175 152 

Lines . . 8 11 11 11 12 15 13 17 15 15 175 128 

Noel . . 7 14 13 7 19 IS 15 16 16 15 175 140 

Arcy . . 9 11 13 13 16 16 IS 14 IS 16 175 144 

Alack . . 9 10 13 11 14 17 IS 18 17 16 175 143 
T F Alorrissey.. . 8 11 9 14 18 14 19 15 13 14 175 135 

E Kellv . . 7 11 11 14 17 17 20 17 19 17 175 150 
F A Sherman... . S 12 11 10 16 17 14 15 15 19 175 137 
W R Hull . 6 8 S 6 8. 75 36 

Langley . . 10 14 14 14 16. 75 68 
Conlin . . 7 10 13 11 15 IS 17 IS 16 16 175 141 

Cooper . . 9 11 8 11 IS 14 14 17 12 IS 175 132 
Porter . . 8 12 13 13 14 16 11 19 13 19 175 143 

Mills . . S 13 8 9 9 6 12 9 11 11 175 96 
Rice . . 6 10 11 12 15 14 15 14 11 14 175 122 
Hill . .. 6 10 10 13 14 17 13 15 15 13 175 126 
Comrade . . S 11 13 14 15 16 16 15 11 13 175 132 
Bostwick . . 7 6 10 13 15 15 15 16 19 14 175 130 
Robertson . .17 14 15 15 14 100 75 
llemmeler . .. 8 13 14 13 20 13 18 15*11 13 175 138 
II S Welles. . 10 13 14 15 19 18 16 20 17 IS 175 160 

Wm. T. Minor, Sec’y. 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. V., April 18.—'There was a fair attendance 
at the regular bi-monthly shoot of the Ossining Gun 
Club to-day. The first prize event was No. 3, at 5 pairs 
for a vase given by the Hunter Arms Co. Shooters 
stood on the bridge between the two traps_ and got 
targets, unknown angles, one from each trap. 7 he near¬ 
est stand was 22yds. from a trap and 30yds. was the limit. 
It- was a hard game, but Coleman, with his "pump” 
negotiated 2 of the 5 pairs and 2 singles, which gave him 
first wan on the scries. No. 4 was at 25 targets, a cup for 
high “pump” gun and a fine desk clock for high double 
gun. Coleman was “there” with his “pump” and Bland- 
ford took the clock with his Parker. Two barrels were 
allowed in this event the feature of which was the fine 
second barrel work of Col. Brandreth. 

The scores in the two-man team race, No. 5, were as 
follows: 

Hyland .. 
Brewerton 
Coleman 
Burdick ., 
Willi . 
Smith .... 

15 Brandreth .17 
19—34 Aitchison . 13—30 
20 Blandford .18 
13—33 Kipp . 3—26 
21 
12—33 

In awarding the prizes. Col. Brandreth saw that there 
was one for everybody but those who had previously 
won a prize. They were drawn as follows: Willi, half a 
dozen silver table spoons; Hyland, Aitchison, berry- 
spoon; Brewerton, half a dozen silver-plated knives; 
Smith, desk, clock; Burdick, loving cup. There was a 
berry spoon left, which went into an extra 10-target event, 
which was won by Hyland on a toss up with Brewerton 
and Blandford. 

The regular rifle, camera and chafing dish events were 
postponed till the next regular shoot, to be held May 2. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 10 10 5p 25 25 10 

W II Coleman . 8 .. 6 21 20 .. 
E Brewerton . 8 .. 1 19 19 S 
S A Kipp . 3 5 1 14 8 .. 
JT Hyland.'. 6 5 15 15 8 
F Brandreth. 6 4 16 17 7 
C G Blandford. S 3 20 18 8 
J Willi . 8 1 20 21 4 
\V S Smith. 12 12 6 
W P Burdick. 13 .. 
A Aitchison . 13 .. 

C. G. B. 

Six Record Runs 
L. R. Barkley’s Marvelous Shooting with 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns 

L. R. Barkley’s Marvelous Shooting with 

clusively proven—this time by L. 

R. Barkley, who since January 

1st has made runs of 132, 125, 

124, 115, 111 and 105 straight 

B targets in open competition. Such 

|| shooting is wonderful in summer 

BM weather; in the good old winter 

HH| time it is simply marvelous. Win- 

Mi chester goods—the Red W brand 

BB| —shoot well all the time. In 1907 

■H they won 65% of the 449 reported 

tournaments at which they were 

used. They won the Amateur 

pionships and Averages, made the highest 

ecorded—97.18% for 3,300 targets—and 

irld’s squad records of 496-500 and 980- 

r superiority won a still tighter hold on 

M«ntcl*ir Gun Club. Independent Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., April IS.—This was an off day at 
the Montclair traps, there being no trophy shoots ot any 
importance, and but nine men turned out. the nist 
event at 25 targets, handicap, went to P. II. Cocketair. 
Event 2 was at 10 targets, each man holding his gun 
below the elbow and walking along the edge of the shoot¬ 
ing platform after calling. Messrs. Spencer and Grin- 
nell tied Grinnell winning out in the shoot-olt. I lie 
third event, at 10 targets for two-man teams, men pick¬ 
ing up the lost targets of their partners, also resulted in 
a tie Messrs. Moffett and Spencer winning out. 

Events: 
Targets: 

G W Boxall... 
C M Hart. 
E Jacobus. 
W B Spencer.. 
R Jacobus. 

No. 3, two-m 

Hunt . 9—17 
Moffett . 10 
Spencer . 9—19 

1 2 Events: 1 2 

25 10 Targets: 25 10 

1 20 0 2 E Winslow.... 4 17 1 5 

4 14 4 6 F W Aloffett.. 1 23 0 3 
9 *>4 2 4 O Grinnell, Tr 2 24 1 8 
4 17 
3 23 

4 8 
2 5 

P H Cockefair 2 25 1 6 

m pickup 
. 8 

team, at 10 targets 
Grinnell . 

each man: 
9 

R _ 
Cockefair . 
E Jacobus . 

Edward Winslow 
.. 7-14 
Sec'y. 

Easton, Ta., April IS.—The Independent Gun Club 
held its fifth annual tournament on their grounds at 
Easton, to-day. Sked and Apgar were high professionals 
with 169 out of a possible ISO. W. Ford, of Wilmington, 
Del., and J. Maurer were high amateurs with 159 each. 
Markley second with 147. Brunner and W. Maurer 
third with 137 each. The scores follow: 

Events: 
Targets: 

German . 
Apgar . 
Sked . 
W Eoord .... 
J Maurer .... 
Elliott . 

Heil . 
V Maurer ... 

Brunner . 
Markley . 
Sandt . 
Pfeiffer . 
Stubblebine... 
Yanagan . 
Woodering- 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
15 15 15 15 15 15 
15 15 14 12 12 15 
14 13 15 11 14 14 
13 14 14 15 13 13 
14 12 13 14 13 13 
13 12 12 12 13 13 
14 12 11 10 7 12 
9 11 14 10 10 12 

10 12 11 11 14 12 
10 11 11 14 12 12 
13 13 13 14 11 11 
10 9 10 8 13 11 
13 11 12 10 11 13 
4. 

7 S 9 10 11 12 
15 15 15 15 15 15 
13 13 15 12 15 15 
13 14 15 14 14 15 
15 15 14 15 14 14 
13 10 14 14 14 15 
13 15 15 13 13 15 
9 11 13 12 12 12 
9 9 11 11 13 11 

11 11 13 11 8 13 
12 10 12 11 11 11 
14 12 11 10 11 14 
10 9. 
11 . 
10 11 15 15 13 12 
.... 7 13 7 7 

Shot 
at. Brk. 
180 166 
ISO 169 
ISO 169 
ISO 159 
180 159 
ISO 135 
180 130 
180 137 
ISO 387 
180 147 
120 80 
105 81 
15 4 
90 76 
60 34 
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The Columbus Gun Club. 

The Saturday afternoon shoot, April 18, was greatly 
handicapped by the heavy wind and rain storms that 
kept coming in with regularity during the entire after¬ 
noon. It was necessary to take a dodge in between the Euffs to get a look at the rocks of blue. The scores made 

y those who braved the elements to have a little shoot¬ 
ing were very creditable indeed. 

The Hunter Arms Co. trophy was landed by Mr. Ben 
Bolin, who broke 116 out of the 30 singles and 17 out of 
the 10 pair, making the good total of 43 out of 50. 

Mr. Wm. Fishinger landed at the top on the secretary 
trophy, 25 targets Irom 19yds., both barrels, breaking 22 
in the storm. 

Dr. Van Fossen did two 15 straights in the Hunter 
Arms Co. trophy, and fell down in the doubles, which 
was hard luck, after getting such a nice start. The 
Doctor is beginning to find his way back to his old form. 

Roundy made two 24s, the nearest he could come to 
25 straight in the weather. He said that he just felt like 
breaking them all, which he will do in the spring tourna¬ 
ment. 

Luther Squier reports quite regularly, and broke his 
share at the Buckeye Lake tournament. At our Saturday 
afternoon shoot, \ an and Roundy got after him in the 
last 25, and talked him out of several targets. 

L. VV. Cumberland, of the U. M. C. force, shot his 
first on the grounds since the new ruling came in, and 
the boys were all glad to have Mr. Cumberland in the 
game. With a little practice we expect to see him mak¬ 
ing some high scores, because he can do it. 

Harry Smith landed a 20 straight, but did not do as 
well as usual in the trophy races. When the Marchy- 
April weather blows over, then look out. 

Frank Burris is getting into the harness in fine shape, 
and will give a good account of himself in the shoots to 
come. Frank shqt at Buckeye, a few hours, the last 
day of their tournament, and did fine for the existing con¬ 
ditions. 

Dr. Parker, of Cleveland, O., was largely in evidence 
at the Buckeye Lake tournament, and anybody that has 
even had a thought that the Doctor was not entirely up 
.to the .minute m the trapshooting game, had better get 
in line. The Doctor entertained the crowd from start to 
finish, and finally found a gun that shot some and went 
an and slaughtered them. After it was all over and there 
was nothing to do but go into John Glasses’ dining room 
and dispose of a fish dinner, it was here that the Doctor 
shone. 

Pop Heikes’ total of 378. out of 400, in the wind and rain 
was a mighty fine record for the Buckeye tournament, 
and goes to show again that the good Pop is hard to 
pass in rough weather. Luther Squier broke 372 and 
Fred LeNoir 366, both being good scores for the irregu¬ 
larity of the targets. 

The grounds of the Columbus Gun Club are in fine 
shape for the spring tournament, and it is predicted that 
some fine scores will be made at this meet. Indications 
show that a big crowd is coming, and we are in good 
shape to take care of them. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Roundy ... 
G M Smith 
Shatford ... 
\\ eatherholt 
Squier . 
Burris . 
Cumberland 
FI E Smith 
Fishinger 
Bolin . 
Hall . 
Van Fossen 
Tay i. 
vY hisner ... 
Nelson .... 
Wallace .... 
Shattuck ... 
Le Noir .... 
French . 
Sharp . 
Williams .. 

123456789 10 
20 20 20 20 20 15 15 25 25 25 
16 17 17 17 18 14 13 24 24 .. 
16 16 13 16 .. ?1 99. 
16 13 13 19 .. 12 .. 20 .. .. 
16 14. .. 19 23 22 
IS 17 17 IS 14 .. 20 20 .. 
16 19 15 14 .. i2 .. 17 .. .. 
IS 14 16 16 18 .. 20 22 .. 
17 20 17 .. .. i2 13 15 .. .. 
18 18. 13 .. 23 22 22 
16 15 17 .. .. 14 12 21 19 23 
19 17 18 17 18 .. 22 21 .. 

IS. 12 12 17 18 20 
17. 
9. 
10.. 
17 18.. 
20 18 19 18 19 .. 22 23 .. 

17 IS 17 19 17 .. 21 .. .. 

Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing, N. Y., April 18.—At the regular weekly 
shoot eleven members participated, with the following 
scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Feck . 13 12 11 6 9 8 
P B Nash. 8 7 5 8 11 9 
Barrett . 8 8 7 7 12 12 
Bell . 14 12 8 11 12 12 
A D Nash. 7 S 8 9 .. .. 
Rieger . 13 10 10 11 12 ii 
Deems . 11 9 11 9 9 9 
Foster . 7 S 9 9 8 9 
Keppel . 10 10 9 9 10 9 
Tunke .  7 6 6 7 5 5 
Dong ...A...... .. 11 12 11 13 .. 

H. B. Keppel, Sec’y. 

Bristol Gun Club. 

Hartford, Conn., April 17.—Herewith are the scores 
of three events ia the Bristol Gun Club’s shoot on 
April 17, at Bristol, Conn. 

The next shoot will be held May 2, and each alternate 
Saturday following. The annual shoot and sheep barbecue 

will be held on Aug. 27. 
Events: 12 3 Events: 1 2 3 

Targets: 25 25 15 Targets: 25 25 15 
Kittell . . 19 IS 13 Cucuel . 
liurr . . 17 14 8 9 
Whitman _ . 11 9 7 Merritt . ... 14 16 9 
Mitchell . . 7 10 10 Hart . 
Pelton . . 23 16 9 Attenborough . ... 20 17 11 

Fred. Attenborough. 

At Edge Hill. 

Philadelphia, April 18.—Members of the clubs com¬ 
posing the Philadelphia Trapshooters’ League participated 
in a prize shoot at Edge H:ll to-day for prizes offered by 
the League. There was a large attendance. The prize 
events, each at 25 targets, were 6 to 9 inclusive. The 
shooters contested in Classes A, B, C, D and E, 80 per 
cent, and over, 74 to 80, 68 to 74, and under 6S per cent, 
respectively. Class E was for those who had not con¬ 
tested in four League competitions. Scores: 

OIhss 7Y 
Events: 1 23456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 25 25 25 

Tansey . 13 12 11 11 13 17 20 19 11 14 
Hamlin . 13 12 12 11 13 22 22 22 19 19 
Ballantyne . 14 14 12 14 13 22 20 24 22 22 
Pflegar . 9 15 14 14 11 23 24 22 23 20 
Rogers . 13 22 20 20 .. .. 

Class B 
Dr Crooks .   13 14 12 .. .. 22 20 22 19 
Dr Wentz . 14 14 11 12 12 22 23 20 20 15 
N L Clark. 13 12 13 12 14 23 22 21 22 20 
Beyer . 10 24 23 18 .. 
Cantrell . 15 11 10 11 13 22 19 21 .. .. 
Harper . 24 21 20 .. 
Hillpot . 13 18 20 .. .. 

Class C. 
Ringgold . 12 9 13 12 14 19 17 11 20 16 
Davis ..10 19 16 19 .. .. 
Bender .12 19 18. 
Severn . 22 22 20 24 .. 
Fontaine .   10 14 15 .. .. 
White . 16 20 19 20 .. 

Class II 
Hineline . 12 10 12 12 13 21 18 18 19 .. 
Firth . 10 9 7 6 6 21 12 13 11 .. 
Greenwood . 9 9 12 14 14 18 15 16 16 14 
T Biddle .  12 8 12 10 12 19 17 15 16 19 
ll Johnson . 10 3 11 10 11 19 17 17 18 .. 
♦E Ford . 11 11 7 8 12 14 19 18 19 17 
*C Jackson. 1 4 3 6 7 . 
♦Wynne . 11 9 7 9 10 . 
♦Pratt . 6 11 9 11 12 13 15 15 .. .. 
♦A Bender . 11 12 13 14 14 21 24 21 .. .. 
Harkins . 6 7 .. .. 7.. 
Perry .. 12 11 .. ..13. 
♦Tones .11. 
Hoover .16 16. 
Hinkson .16 16 10 .. 
♦Worthington . 13 12 13 11 14 22 22 23 19 19 
F Schoettle .10 19 .. 
W Schoettle . 3 7 .. 

Class E 
Hamil . 11 7 11 11 11 18 18 22 16 .. 
J Nelson . 11 11 14 4 4 22 17 17 8 4 
Moore . 4 9. 
McSarty . 14 14 15 14 15 21 23 22 25 25 
Kendall .  9 18. 
Sanford . 10 7 .. .. 23 18 25 21 .. 
Lilly . 16 22 21 .. .. 
Newcomb . 14 12 15 14 13 23 22 14 .. .. 
Reed . 11 10 12 9 12 18 12 15 .. .. 
J Shattuck .13 11 14 19 .. 
Roatche .13 15 18 .. .. 
XVithenden .13 14. 

Bergen Beech Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., April 18.—Scores were made at 
the weekly shoot of the Berge n Beach Gun Club to-day 
as follows: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Creamer . . 16 13 16 18 19 18 
Shevlin . 10 13 13 16 
Armitage . 15 16 15 is 16 
Dreyer . 12 13 16 16 15 
Morgan . 16 16 19 16 18 
Gaughan . . 16 18 21 18 19 18 ■ 20 
Bergen . . 20 20 20 IS 
Ryder . 16 14 16 
T Voorhees . 16 21 21 20 21 23 

10 5 
Damron . 21 19 17 
Suydam . 14 16 19 18 10 
Griffith . 18 22 15 17 
Simpson . 10 13 
Potter . 13 16 14 
Thompson . 13 
Dillon . 12 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

. Glens Falls, N. Y., April 18.—Despite the rain this 
afternoon, which kept down the attendance somewhat, 
ten gun bugs turned out to the regular shoot, and while 
the programme was shortened, owing to the disagreeable 
weather, some of the boys managed to do pretty good 
work. Wiltse had his eye on them from the start, and 
landed first place with 82 per cent, Witt, whose gun was 
giving him considerable trouble, coming next, 75 per 
cent, while Dr. Oatman and Dr. De Roode followed in 
close order. 

During the week a man has been kept busy getting 
our grounds in shape for the tournament next Saturday, 
an extra set of traps being installed, lunch room fixed 
up, etc., so that we are now prepared to take care of 
the boys in good shape, regardless of the weather. To¬ 
day’s scores follow: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Witt . . 75 56 Ingalsbe .. . 60 26 
Cotterel .... . 75 31 L De Roode_ 60 30 
Oatman .... . 75 55 Newell .... .. 60 38 
Norton . . 75 39 Chapman . . 45 21 
Dr De Rood e.$.. 75 54 Wiltse ..., . 45 37 

F. B. Chapman, Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered with the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending April 18 are 
as follows: . 

Lowry City, Mo., May 12.—Lowry City Gun Club. 
Lon Davis, Sec’y. 

Sedalia, Mo., May 14-15.—Sedalia Gun Club. J. Par¬ 
adis, Sec’y. - ' 

Milwaukee, Wis., May 17.—Badger Gun Club. Ed. F. 1 
Leidel, Sec’y. 

Belle Vernon, Pa., May 19.—Western Pennsylvania : 
Trapshooters’ League tournament, under auspices of 
Belle Vernon Gun Club. B. F. Daugherty, Sec’y. 

Thompsonville, Ill.. May 21-22.—Thompsonville Gun 
Club. J. J. Bundy, Sec’y. j 

New Berlin, O., May 22.—New Berlin-Canton Gun 
Club. Jas. Smith, Sec’y. 

Milwaukee, Wis., May 24.—Parker Gun Club. Wm. C. 
txroening, Sec’y. 

Utica, N. Y., May 29-30.—O. S. C. A. Gun Club. A. J. 
Lowery, Sec’y. 

Greensburg, Pa., June 9.—Western Pennsylvania Trap¬ 
shooters’ League tournament, under auspices of Greens- I 
burg Gun Club. M. E. Low, Sec’y. 

Sturgeon, Mo., June 11.—Sturgeon Gun Club. J. H. 
Winscott, Sec’y. 

Waterbury, Conn., June 13.—Mattatuck Rod and Gun 
Club. D. R. Walker, Sec’y. 

Pittsfield, Mass., July 11.-—Oak Hill Gun Club. J. 
Ransehousen, Sec’y. 

Canonsburg, Pa., July 14.—Western Pennsylvania Trap¬ 
shooters’ League tournament, under auspices of Canons¬ 
burg Gun Club. A. S. Anthony, Sec’y. 

Wilmington, N. C., July 14-16.—Wilmington Gun Club. 
B. G. Empie, Pres. 

Betterton, Md., July 27-30.—Jas. R. Malone’s fifteenth 
annual tournament. Jas. R. Malone, Mgr. 

West Newton, Ta., Aug. 18.—Western Pennsylvania 
Trapshooters’ League tournament, under auspices West 
Newton Gun Club. M. W. Marsh, Sec’y. 

Scammon, Kans., Aug. 25-26.—Scammon Gun Club. 
Geo. K. Mackie, Sec’v. 

Richmond, Va., Sept. 7-8.—Virginia Trapshooters’ 
Association. V. Hechler, Sec’y. 

New Castle, Pa., Sept. 15.—Western Pennsylvania Trap¬ 
shooters’ League tournament, under auspices New Castle 
Gun Club. J. T. Atkinson, Sec’^ 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr. 

Huron Indians. 

Exeter, Ont., April 17.—First high average was made 
by F. Kerr, of Crediton, East Ont., 168 out of 180. 
Wm. M. Morrison, of Royston Park, Ont., was second 
with 166. John Triebner, of Exeter, and W. A. Smith, 
of Kingsville, divided third. This was a registered tour¬ 
nament. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Shot 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 20 20 10 at. Brk. 

B Glover, London. 17 17 19 17 20 IS 9 16 17 8 ISO 15S 
R Day, London.... 19 19 17 14 18 18 8 17 18 9 180 157 
S Webb, London.. 18 12 16 17 16 17 9 19 17 8 180 149 
W Smith,Kingsville 19 IS IS 17 18 18 9 19 18 10 180 164 
R Harris, Ingersoll 
Wm M Morrison, 

15 19 16 13 16 15 6 .. .. 130 100 

Owen Sound _ 19 17 19 20 19 16 10 20 18 8 180 166 
S Fitton, Exeter... 17 17 20 15 14 12 7 17 17 6 180 142 
T Cantelon, Clinton 16 14 14 11 13 14 7 15 16 8 180 126 
F Kerr, Crediton.. 18 19 20 18 20 16 9 19 19 10 180 168 
T Triebner, Exeter. 15 20 15 18 20 20 9 20 18 9 180 164 
W Hall, Blenheim 17 18 17 17 16 19 8 17 19 9 180 157 
T Laing, Ridgetown 19 IS 16 14 15 15 9 13 18 7 180 134 
W Sanders. Exeter. 18 17 19 17 17 17 9 19 18 9 180 160 
F Triebner, Exeter 15 13 10 17 IS 15 9 .. .. 130 97 
D Hartleib, Exeter. 19 18 16 17 IS 18 9 17 17 6 180 155 
C Fritz, Zurich.... 
W J Kerbyson, In- 

17 16. 10 .. .. 50 43 

gersoll . 14 16 16 16 .. 17 6 19 15 10 160 129 
G East, Clinton... 14 19. 9 .. .. 50 42 
C Stanlake, Exeter 16 14 .. 11 .. .. 5 .. .. 7 80 53 
G Iledley, Dunereif 3. 20 3 
N Hurdon, Exeter. 14 S 6. 6 .. .. 50 22 
W Johns, Exeter.. 16 16 ..17 .. 16 7 .. .. 8 100 SO 
T Bissett, London. 16 19 15 13 .. .. 9 .. .. 5 100 77 
\V Smith, Hay .... 17 14. 7 .. .. 50 38 
W Yearley, Credit’n 9. 20 9 

Hackensack Rod and Gun Club. 

Hackensack, N. J., April 18.—The scores made to-day 
by the Hackensack Rod and Gun Club are as follows: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Butler . . 10(1 77 Wvnne . . 125 96 
Stalter . . 105 65 W B Lewis . 75 53 
Shoverling . 125 97 C Fleischman ... 90 48 
Garwood .. . 125 82 Cooper .... 

W Ricardo 
. 15 3 

T Ricardo . 14 . 25 18 
Beauvelt ... . 35 16 T R Banta.. . 10 2 
Cleveland ., . 50 21 Gardiner ... . 15 6 
G Ricardo . 50 24 Ackerman . 

G. G. 

. 25 9 

Ackerman. 

Waferfown Gun Club. 

Watertown, Mass., April 18.—The regular Saturday 
shoot had scores as follows: 

♦Welles .... 
Shot at. 
.100 

Broke 
96 

Shot at. Broke 
....... 8ft fU 

♦Brindley .. .100 89 Nomad' .. . 30 20 
Tordan . . 100 83 Monda . 35 14 
Buffalo .... . 100 81 Walker .. . 30 20 
♦Sibley . . 100 80 Hassam .. ..:.... 20 16 

Special 50 
Welles . 

target match, 
. 41 

22yds.: 
Brindlev .. 37 

Tordan . .... 40 Buffalo ... .. 34 
Sibley . .... 37 
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U. S. Government 
Ammunition Test. 

Accuracy test of Krag-Jorgensen .30-Caliber Cartridges held at Springfield Armory 

by order of the Ordnance Department, United States Army. 

TESTED —Ammunition of all the American Manufacturers. 

CONDITIONS— 10 and 20 shot targets, muzzle rest. 
10 and 20 shot targets, fixed rest. 

DISTANCE—1,000 yards. 

RESULT ©Li\d OFFICIAL REPORT: 

U. S. Cartridges excelled all others. 
MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 
LOWELL, MASS., U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St.. 35-43 Park St.. New York. 114-116 Market St., San Francisco. 

Hell Gate Gun Club. 

New York.—In a State adjacent to New 'I ork, the 
Hell Gate Gun Club held the first ol the year s shoots, 
two in number, on a recent day. 'lhe two shoots a year, 
now the official contests of the club, are fixed to take 
place in April and September. The weather conditions 
in the forepart of the shoot were unfavorable, cold and 
wet in the main. The contestants who competed in the 
latter part of the shoot fared much better in respect to 

weather conditions. _ , _ , TT ,, • 
The officers of the club are: Col. John II. Voss, Presi¬ 

dent: J. P. Dannefelser, Vice-President; Joseph Schlicht, 
Financial Secretary; Phil Woelfel, Recording Secretary, 
and R. Baudendistel, Treasurer. Four prizes will be 
offered at the club shoots, the usual point and distance 
handicaps to govern the contestants. Scores: 

The first column shows the distance handicap, lhe 
second column shows the point handicap; for instance, 
take the first man on the list for consideration, lie had 
to score 7 birds before any points could accrue to his 
credit. As he scored 9, two points in the first 10 birds 
went to his credit; also two in the second and third, lhe 
total number ol points scored appears in the last column. 

Yds. Points. Score. T’l Pts. 

J A Belden . 28 7 9 # 9 6 
A Dietzel . 28 7 8 10 10 i 
P Woelfel . 28 7 6 9 9 4 

J Schlicht . 28 t 8 ,a in s 

t Selc . 26 5 4 4 8 3 
U G Wilson. 28 5'A 9 8 10 VA 
C Lance . 28 5y2 8 8 9 5% 

R Baudendistel . 28 7 5 9 8 3 
P Breman . 26 6j/2 7 : 9 3% 

J F Wellbrock. 28 b 8 10 9 6 
L H Schortemeier. 30 7 6 : 9 - 
P Albert . 28 7 S 9 8 3 
j P Dannefelser. 28 .6 6 b 8 i 
II Forster . -3 ‘ 9 10 9 : 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
• Kernersville, N. Cv lies in a section where the quail 

shooting is good. If among our readers^ there are nny 
desiring to interest themselves in the quail shooting and 
training kennels such as is advertised elsewhere, they 
will do well to investigate. 

The K. & K. Animated Minnow, we are told, actually 
swims with all the lifelike movement of a real minnow, 
and doing that calls the fish; if it calls the fish it is not 
strange that it is popular. The story of the minnow 
and of the other goods manufactured by this firm is told 
in their catalogue, sent by the K. & K. Manufacturing 
Co., St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio. 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 

Fixture*. 
July 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 

Schuetzen Bund. 
July 27-Aug. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 

tary Rifle Association. . . 
Aug. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa- 

Aug1O14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
Aug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Providence (R. I.) Revolver Club. 

Providence, R. I., April 19.—In the final rifle match 
of the three-cornered contest between two teams of Co. 
A, Sixth Infantry, of Wakefield, Mass., and the team of 
the Providence Revolver Club, the military team cap¬ 
tained by Sergt. Hawkes again gained first place. 

The conditions were six men to a team,_ ten shots per 
man in strings of five, at 25yds., targets with %in. center 
and 4in. rings. The military shots used 22 Winchester 
muskets, while the revolver club men used Krags and a 
new Springfield, with gallery loads. . 

G K Joslin, of the Providence team, was high man, 
scoring 246 out of 250 points, including one string of 124, 
which escaped by a hair from being a possible, ine 

scores: _ 
Co. A. No. 2 Team. 

• . 121 123—244 

Hawkes.:::: :;:::::!::;::... 122 120—242 
Rogers 'T.'.:'.:: . 120 120-240 
Connelly \ . 120 119-239 
Hunt y . . HO 121-240 
F0S"er.:::::::::.ns 115-230-1435 
. Co. A, No. 1 Team. 

Barton'.::::::::::::::::::::::: 58 5S£J8 
Reid . . 123 116-239 
McMahon.". i”'.. 120 117-237 

wider..::::::::::.114 119-233-1425 
P. R. C. Team. 

Toslin   122 124-246 

west :::::  ns 117-235 
Hurlbiirt   H6 H7-233 
Coulters .   m H2-229 
parkhurst.117 112-229-1409 

We are breathing easier; even the prospects of a third 
trimming by the military cracks of Wakefield, Mass., and 
sundry other opportunities for shooters to add to their 
laurels fail to make us uneasy; we are standing the 
taunts of Rhode Island citizens, but breathing easy, for 

the match with the invincible St. Louis aggregation of 
world record-breakers is a thing of the past, the sus¬ 
pense is ended; likewise certain feelings of suppressed 
emotion which tends to cause the shakes, commonly 
known as buck fever, and which were in positive evi¬ 
dence at the line-up last Wednesday night when we 
shot our targets. Only one man escaped; Freeman, the 
nervy chap, whom nothing worries, and who stands up 
and knocks the center out of the target and tries to 
get the rest to do the same. But the rest were panic- 
stricken with the terrible knowledge that their targets 
were going westward, that, while they stood at the 
firing point and tried to get the muzzles of sundry six- 
shooters somewhere near the black, those famous holders 
of possibles, medals and other things, were calmly plug¬ 
ging out scores that knock things here galleywest, and 
had one single man had the nerve to stampede, the rest 
would have followed, leaving the gallery like a haunted 
house. It was pitiful to see these fellows shiver and 
groan and turn white and shut their eyes and pray the 
bullets would at least hit the target. Providence is truly 
kind to its citizens, for the shooters did manage to keep 
within a foot circle, with now and then a gun going off 
as the muzzle twitched across the bull, and the holder 
of the butt looking wild-eyed and amazed at the accident. 

In other words, we had a match at 20yds., ten men to 
a team, 30 shots per man, with the St. Louis Revolver 
Club, and got trimmed. Not but what we expected that, 
hut we did not expect to make quite such a miserable 
fizzle of scores as were shown up. 

If some one will kindly give us a lucid idea why of 
late we are shooting such lowdown, punky, no-account 
strings, they will be voted in as a life member with full 
privileges even to knock any one, from our dishonored 
president to the club goat. . 

For the amusement of those who reside outsme Rhode 
Island, the following scores arc sorrowfully presented: 

St. Louis Team . 
Providence Team. 

Freeman . 
Parkhurst . 
Willard . 
Alrny . 
Argus . 
Miller .. 
Hurlburt . 
Joslin .. 
Liebrich . 
Gardiner .. 

St. Louis won by 89 points. 

2455 

94 94 97—285 
83 82 87-252 
83 83 84—250 
76 82 82—240 
82 77 74—233 
75 74 81—230 
80 79 69—228 
65 80 77_222 
72 79 70-221 
72 71 62—205—2366 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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218 OUT OF 
The score by which Mr. Wm Veach won HIGH GENERAL AVERAGE and HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE at Pittsburg, Kansas, 

conditions at this shoot were the worst experienced in the West at any tournament within a year—so bad that the second and 
third days had to be called off. And when put to this test Mr. Veaeh's marksmanship and his ammunition, 

PETERS SHELLS 
witrh 9li^y CQUal PCfaSi°n' uAt this same tournament Mr. Harvey Dixon won Second Amateur and tied for Second General Average 
F t Vvr SeCOnd’ Toh,ad’ofnOUoAo and ,£‘fth Pro^essional Averages were won by Messrs. J. M. Hughes, C. D. Plank, A. H. Hardy and 
Ed. O Brien, scoring 213, 210, 209 and 208, respectively, with PETERS SHELLS. 

191 ex 200 by Mr- Fred. Rogers, at St. Louis, April 12th, lying for Isl General Average with an unfinished run of 
102 straight. 

194 ex 200 by Mr. H. D. Freeman, at Palatka, Florida, April 8th, winning 2d General Average. 

96 ex 100 by Mr. T. H. Keller, Jr., at Richmond, Virginia, April 4th, winning 1st General Average. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager 

New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

* 
* 

§ 

* 
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Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

FOREST and stream PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

Get Out In the Woods and Fields and Shoot a STEVENS 
Our RIFLES. SHOTGUNS PISTOLS shoot where you hold 

them. HARD HITTING and SHOOT TRUE! 

Ask your Hardware or Sporting Goods 
Merchant for the STEVENS. Insist on our 
goods. If you cannot obtain, we ship di¬ 
rect, express prepaid, upon receipt of Cata¬ 
log Price. 

Send for 160-page Illustrated Catalog—em¬ 
bodies detailed descriptions of entire line; 
furnishes interesting information on Proper 
Care of Firearms, Hints on Shooting, Am¬ 
munition, etc., etc. 

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p. o. box sees, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
New York Office: 98 Chambers Street. 

I 

1 
i 
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Olympic Games. 

I.owell, Mass., April IS.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Inclosed you will please find copies of two letters, which 

1 tell their own story. We would ask you to kindly give 
[ them such notice in your next issue as you may feel 

they deserve. 
United States Cartridge Co., 

By C. \V. Dimick. 

Lowell, Mass., April 15.—General Tames A. Drain, 
President. National Kifle Association of America, Wash¬ 
ington, D. C.—Dear Sir: We learn through the press 
that, on account of the lack of available funds for the 
purpose, there is to be no U. S. rifle team sent to the in¬ 
ternational competitions at the Olympic games in England 
this year. 

As a nation, we feel that we possess the best rifles, 
ammunition and marksmen; this being so, should we 
lose such an opportunity to demonstrate it to the world; 
and again, how can we expect other nations to send 
teams to competitions in this country if we fail to attend 
such important events abroad? 

So strongly do we feel the importance of U. S. rep¬ 
resentation at Bisley, that we hereby offer to pay the 
expenses of a team to be selected, entered and managed 
by the National Rifle Association of America, and sent 
under proper conditions. 

Should this offer be favorably acted upon by your 
Association, you are at liberty to call on us at any time 
for funds for the purpose. Yours very truly. 

United States Cartridge Co., 

By C. W. Dimick. 

April. 15.—The United States Cartridge Co.. Lowell, 
Mass.—Gentlemen: I beg leave to acknowledge your 
letter of April 15, in which you offer to bear all the 
expense of sending a team of American riflemen, under 
the auspices of the National Rifle Association of America, 
to compete in the international rifle contests which form 
part of the Olympic games to take place in England 
this year. 

I agree with you that it is wholly desirable on every 
account that a team from this country should enter these 
matches. 

I shall call a meeting of the executive committee of the 
Association for Wednesday. April 22, and place your gen¬ 
erous offer before that body. In the meantime, please 
advise me of what you would consider proper conditions 
under which to send a team. 

Allow me now to express my very great appreciation 
of your splendid action in thus voluntarily coming to the 
assistance of the National Rifle Association of America 
in its efforts to foster an interest in rifle practice among 
our people. Yours very truly, 

(Signed) James A. Drain, President. 

New York Central Schuetzen Corps. 

New York. April 16.—Scores made to-day at Union 
Hill, are as follows: 

Ring target: 
G A Viemeister. . 6S TT Bockmann . 58 
C Gerken . 68 F Rolfes . 57 
C , 67 T 57 
C Folke . 65 D Scharninghausen 52 
TT D Muller. 62 TT Roffmann . 52 
R Busse . 62 C Schrag . 45 
F Schroeder . 61 B Thumann . 45 
A Heimerich . 58 J Tordan . 44 

Man target: 
R Busse . 56 H Bochmann . 52 
C Oltmann . 55 F Schroeder .. 51 
A Heimerich . 54 C Gerken . 51 
C Folkes . 53 T Tordan . 48 
D Scharninghausen 53 F Rolfes . 48 
H D Muller. 52 A Viemeister . 46 

Zettler trophv: 
R Busse . 4 20 H Bochmann'. 2 20 
D Scharninghausen. 2 23 C Oltmann . 2 20 
G 2 24 B 0 16 
C Gerken . 2 23 T Eisinger . 2 19 
F Schroeder . 2 23 H Roffmann . 9 15 
C Folke . 2 22 T Tordan . O 16 
A Heimerich . 2 21 C Schrag . 3 12 
IT D Muller. 0 20 

Cash bullseves: F. Rolfes 4. D. Scharninghausen 3, 
C. Gerken 3. R. Busse 3. G. A. Yiemeister 2, H. D. 
Muller 2. C. Oltmann 2, B. Thumann, F. Schroeder, A. 
ITeimerich and C. Schrag, one each. 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

Scores made at the indoor range, 1506 Washington 
avenue, April 14, follow: 

Rifle. 25vds.: Anderson 217. 223. 207. 206; Hall 243; 
Rehnerring 238; Geo. IT. Smith 235. 238. 240. 237, 241, 
242. 243; Williamson 229, 228, 225, 230, 231, 232; Taques 
233. 233, 238; Stubbs 235. 237. 

April 17.—Pistol. 20vds.: Hay 81, 74, 74, 82. 82, 74. 81, 
82; Anderson 62. 50. 67: Dubbs 76. 69, 72. 79. 86: G. IT. 
Smith 69. 66. SO. 77. 73. 82. 65. 77. 88: W. T. Smith 85, 85. 
84, 86 , 86 . 80 . 88 , 87, 90; Stubbs 55. 64. 

D. W. Stubbs, Sec’y. 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., April 17.—Everybody seems to he 
taking a much-needed rest after the winter’s tournament, 
and we are waiting for the outdoor season to start. This 
opens Monday next with a programme good enough for 
any disinterested member to sit up and take notice. 

During the week some U. S. R. A. targets have been 
shot, and some medals won. 

Medal targets, rapid-fire revolver: W. M. Fawcett 36, 
49. 36, 41, 34, 39, 40, 37. 40. 40, 36, 36, 41, 38. 

Medal targets: A. L. Mitchell 92. 92, 86, SO. 91, 85, 82; 
A. F. Graffam SO. 83. S3, 82, SO, SI; I.. R. Hatch S3, 89. 
88, 88, 89, 90. 87. 

Metropolitan CKampionship 
At Montclair, New Jersey, April 1st, 1908, was won by 

Mr. George Kouwenhoven, score 95 ex 100, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLI5TITE 
BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU <0. CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

at front end of magazine and 
draw tube forward. Draw 
forward action bar to clear 
frame. Unscrew barrel. 

That’s all there is to taking down the 

Press Latch 

New Model 24 7/Iar/in Repeating Shotgun 
You can take it 

down anywhere in 
ten seconds, even 
with cold fingers. 

12 Gauge 
Take- Down 

6 Shots 
7%" Pounds 

The steel-lined, metal-capped forearm, 

double extractors and 
automatic recoil hangfire 
safety device are other 
special features of this 

new model. It has also the 27lar/in solid-top, side-ejecting, construction, with 
the closed-in breech-bolt that keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and sand. 

Send postal for a circular with large illustration and full description of 
this P4in rtr stamns nnstatrp for Ollf l'X'* 

7/ie 777ar///z /trearms Co. 
27 Willow Street. New Haven. Conn. 

SIXTY-THREE YEARS AGO 
“Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. 
Louis, Mo., with seven other free trappers under the 
leadership of old Bill Williams. Seven of these eight 
men are dead, but Hamilton still lives out in Montana 
and still sets his traps. He has written the story of his 
early trapping days, and the book has been published. 
It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trappers 
life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the stonr 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is lurid. 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be called 
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, telling 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple and 
direct, and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one of 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old- 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, 
the celebrated cowboy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $L50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE'RGX/SOJV’JT 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY. Agent. 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St.# 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
Locomotive Reflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP. 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack(Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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WHY the Fox Gun 
Is Superior to All Others 

it proves 
to be in every particu¬ 

lar as good as we claim. 
Hereareafew “Foxreasons”— 

We so distribute metal in the “Fox” as to give maximum strength with minimum 
weight—it is the best balanced and safest gun built. In the light, symmetrical frame of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
we put a firing mechanism positively simple in principle and construction—it reduces the more cumber¬ 
some action of competitors by half and multiplies their strength by two. The “Fox” employs coiled 
main and top-lever springs which we guarantee unbreakable. The top-lever locking bolt on the Fox 
Gun can never shoot loose. Men who have shot the “Fox” under all conditions for years verify this 
statement. The beauty of the A. H. Fox Gun is beyond question. Built by experts, oi the finest 
material and rigidly tested, the man who buys a “Fox” is assured of possessing 

“THE, FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD’’ 
Let us prove these claims—write for free literature. Better yet, buy a “Fox” and prove them yourself. 

THE. A. H. FOX QUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

PERFECTION 

A striftly '’Hand Made” Split Bamboo 

Fly Rod. Made of selected stock, 

German silver mountings, closely 

whipped cork handles, serrated ferrules. 

J 

Price, $10.00 

SCHOVERLING. DALY (Cl GALES 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
%3 .00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or. Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 166 pages. 
Price *1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

New York City Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, April 15.—The following scores were made 
at Union Hill to-day: 

Ring target: 
A P Fegert .... 
F Schwarz . 
R Busse . 
A Kronsberg .. 
W Grapentin .. 
R Schwanemann 
J Wagner . 
A Keller . 
T Fueger . 
H C. RadlofL... 
C D Rehm. 
W Barroi . 
J Wilking . 

214 T Keller .133 
209 'll Fick . 132 
203 II Born . 130 
203 A Kroos . 129 
203 S Baumann . 128 
200 A Reibstein . 127 
200 H Klinger . 125 
176 D Niemeyer .124 
153 A Wiltz . 122 
149 T Wagner . 120 
145 F Meyer . 118 
143 W Diederich . 115 
135 

Man target: A. Fegert 57, J. Wagner 56, R. Busse 5o, 
A. Keller 46, R. Schwanemann 39, A. Wiltz 42: 

Red flags: R. Busse 2, T. Wagner 1, H. C. Radloff 1, 
A. Kroos 1. 

Bullseyes: R. Busse 7, A. P. Fegert 6, W. Grapentin 4, 
A. Kronsberg 2, R. Schwanemann 2, and one each for 
H. Fick, J. Keller, A. Kroos, H. C. Radloff, C. D. Rehm 
and j. Wagner. 

Points: R. Busse 10, A. T. Fegert 10, R. Schwanemann 
10, A. Kronsberg 9, W. Grapentin 8, John Wagner 6, 
C. D. Rehm 6, H. C. Radloff 5. H. Born 4, A. Kroos 
4, St. Baumann 4, II. Fick 3, A. Keller 3, Jos. Keller 3, 
Jack Wagner 3, W. Barron 2, W. Diederich 2, Chas. 
Wagner 2, A. Wiltz 2, A. Reibstein 1, F. Schwarz 1, J. 
Wilking 1. 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

New York.—Scores of Zettler Rifle Club, April 14: 

G L Amouroux.230 237 229 237 237 239 241 239 237 241—2363 
L C Buss.246 247 244 249 250 —1236 
M Dorrler.244 244 243 240 247 244 246 240 241 243—2432 
L P Hansen....236 241 238 246 244 —1205 
A Hubalek.239 244 241 242 247 —1213 
L Maurer .236 241 236 239 239 —1191 
G Schlicht.242 246 243 240 242 247 246 241 244 246—2437 
W A Tewes. 246 247 247 244 246 —1230 
B Zettler .235 232 236 239 243 237 230 237 234 239—2362 

236 238 229 244 229 —1176 
O Smith .246 239 249 244 247 242 244 247 243 244—2445 

246 248 241 240 247 —1222 

Auburn Rif e Club. 

Auburn, Me., April 17.- Patriots’ Day, with a shoot 
open to all comers and prizes for all classes, had scores 
as follows: 

German ring target: II. E. Doten 247, 246, 243; W. M. 
Miller 242, 236, 230; N. B. Kimball 231. 

Military target: Capt. A. H. Feilds 44, 42; W. M. 
Trask 42. 

Pistol: H. E. Doten 86, SI, 82, 78; W. M. Trask S6, 
82, S2, 85, 78; N. B. Kimball 75; W. M. Miller 72. 

The club opened its outdoor season on Monday, April 
20. 

GAME PROTECTION CRITIZED-. 

The fish and game commissioners of Con¬ 
necticut have reported the amount of over 
$20,000 received for gun license, and they intend 
to expend this money for the protection and 
propagating of game birds, says M. H. Barton 
in the Hartford Courant. I would like to state 
that at this time this expenditure of money of 
which each hunter has r jntributed his share, is 
utterly nonsensical, until our trespassing law in 
regard to hunters is modified. 

According to the law the hunter practically 
has no chance to hunt on any land except that 
which he owns or leases. This idea of protect¬ 
ing and raising game birds for the hunters of 
this State, looks very nice on paper. Already 
New York and Massachusetts clubs have sent 
men into this state scouring for land that is 
available to lease as hunting grounds. If the 
commissioners want to stock these grounds 
with birds and after they are well stocked are 
leased to clubs, so that the average hunter who 
pays his license cannot hunt, what does it 
amount to? Twenty thousand dollars is a lot of 
money to expend for birds and their protection, 
especially if for the chosen few. 

I think that it is about time that the hunters 
should get together and have some rights and 
receive some value for the money which they 
contribute. The fish and game commissioners 
of Connecticut have shown how able they are to 
give the public a chance to fish for trout. They 
have distributed trout all over the State of 
Connecticut in unposted brooks (according to 
their books) and yet there is not a stream of 
any size stocked with trout, that is not posted, 
and if they passed out game birds in the same 
manner that they passed out game fish, not 
knowing where they go, only by their 'books, 
what would it profit the average hunter? 
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HUNTING IN SOUTH AMERICA. 

The native deerhound, says a writer in the 
New York Sun, telling of hunting in the forests 
along the Amazon, is not a hound at all, but a 
slender, almost hairless animal, with ears that 
stand erect instead of being pendulous. He has 
not the keen nose of his northern namesake, 
and does not often require it in following game 
in their well beaten pathways. He is always 
alert for hidden dangers, which he detects as 
quickly as his master can. 

The only enemy he fails to avoid is the otiga, 
by which name the jaguar is known throughout 
South America, which sometimes gets between 
the deer and the dog, and when the latter comes 
along drops on him from some overhanging 
limb or leaning tree trunk. The jaguar, like all 
the cat family, hates dogs, and takes pleasure 
in trapping one in this way. and is very expert 
in foreseeing where game will run when pursued. 

Deer, like most other wild animals, confine 
themselves to a limited tract for their feeding 
ground. Their labyrinthine pathways lead to all 
parts of this tract, and the hunter who knows 
the ground selects a point on a run where the 
deer is likely to pass and here awaits a shot. 

As moving about is often almost impossible 
save in these tunnel-like paths, hunting in this 
way is very fatiguing, for one can rarely stand 
erect in following the quarry, and getting your 
game home, if you are so fortunate as to get 
any, is sometimes a difficult problem. 

“My first experience in this kind of hunting 
was rather startling,” said a man back from 
Brazil. “I had been lying in wait at a little 
opening on one of these paths and the dogs 
were coming toward me in full cry. I was ex¬ 
pecting every moment to see the deer break into 
view, when suddenly the barking ceased. 

“A moment later the dogs came up behind me 
from the direction in which I had come. Their 
backs were bristling like an angry cat’s, and 
their tails were between their legs and they 
showed in every way that they were badly scared. 

“I had no doubt they had met an onqa, but 
where? I began to creep cautiously along the 
path toward where I had last heard them barking. 
I had gone but a few rods when I heard the 
warning growl of an onga. 

“A moment later, peering around a bend. I 
saw directly in the pathway and under the trunk 
of an overhanging tree a large onqa lying on 
the body of a dead deer. He was licking the 
blood from the animal’s throat and watching 
me with vicious eyes. 

“Evidently he had selected his ambush in time 
to be ahead of both dog and deer, and had taken 
the first comer. He was so near that it was easy 
to finish his career with a- single shot in the ear. 

“The real difficulty was what to do with my 
game. I was fully a mile from the nearest 
house, and at least half the way I must crawl 
through one of those little tunnels, and night 
was already falling. So I took some choice 
cuts from the deer, and severing one of the 
on^a's huge forepaws to authenticate my story 
to my friends at home, I put them in my bag 
and followed by the dogs, who were now happy 
and exultant at their narrow escape, arrived 
home just as the stars were beginning to ap¬ 
pear. 

“It may surprise you. but the narrowest es¬ 
cape from death by wild animals in Brazil that 
I ever witnessed was in an encounter with a 
drove of those diminutive southern hogs known 
on both continents as peccaries. Of course we 
have jaguars, as large as a small tiger, terrible 
fighters, too, but 1 never knew a sober man 
when awake to be molested by one. 

‘You all know what a peccary is, and ours 
are much like the Texan or Mexican variety: 
a little larger, but the same gray, thin beast, 
shaped like a flatfish, with a thin, convex nose 
and two-inch tusks, curved up. This is the only 
animal I know that a gun does not frighten. 

“Singly or in companies of three or four they 
are as timid as rabbits and behave much like 
them, lying perfectly still until almost trodden 
on, then crashing away and making all the noise 
they can. Few hunters have nerve enough to 
take a shot, even when they run in plain sight. 
In the breeding season they get together in 
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II —.it 5 ^ ’\7’OU never think just how a rocking 
1 ^ P \\ JJ JJ Y chair adjusts its points of support to 

the shifting weight. Likewise, the 
jr hunter never thinks how simply the rock- 

*n£ motion of the “cocking hook” does 
A yJ all the work on the Lefever shot gun. It 

is elemental. With one motion it raises 
both hammers and extracts the shells when the breech is opened. On 
other guns from 15 to 25 more parts are needed to do the same work. 
That easy rocking of the barrels on the hinge-joint is also due to this _ 
one part. There is no strain anywhere. The self-compensator bolt I 
takes up the wear in the 

Lefever Shot Gun 
making it tight in every direction. The action of the Lefever shot gun 
never concerns the hunter; it is too simple to engage his mind. 

Any practical man will see these advantages if he examines the gun 
in a store. But we tell in a catalogue of other advantages over 
other high-grade guns, which no man can see—taper boring, 
quality of steel, handwork on parts, etc. Send for it. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. 

23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

COCKING 

HOOK 

“High Gun” 
at a Tournament or Club Shoot is pretty sure to 
be a PARKER. Why ? Because it is generally 
found in the hands of the best shooters—men 
who know a good gun and will buy no other. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Paurker Bros.. Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

The Oldest Gun Builders in America 
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SPLENDID TROUT and BLACK BASS FISHING 
is found in the beautiful lakes and streams of Sullivan and Delaware Counties. Along the line of the 

New York, Omario & Western Railway, 
from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The famous trout fishing in the Neversink, Mon- 
gaup, Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told in song and story. The small mouthed 
black bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in the East. Send 8 cents in stamps to cover 

postage, for copy of “SUMMER HOMES” book—a magnificently illustrated pamphlet of 140 pages, to 

J. C. ANDERSON, Traffic Manager, - 56 Beaver Street. New York City 

Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 
Compiled by “Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. 

Price, $1.50. 

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, 
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the 
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, for the 
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity. 
“Hints and Points” has proved one of the most prac¬ 
tically useful works of reference in the sportsman’s 
library. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 25 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry fees, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 
bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 

Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 

Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 

liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 

Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 

Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 

Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 

by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 

Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by- 

Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rum- 

sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B Devereux. 

Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 

Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Every Championship Event 
— = at the— ■ 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
-NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE” and 
-INFALLIBLE” are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 
LIGHT 
SIMPLE 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

(Guaranteed Water Proof. Size, 7 1-4x7 1-4 feet. 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 13 

lbs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen’s Catalog, 3 cents. 

■ C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St., New York 

When writing; say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream,” 

HUNTSM 
Keepy 

conditi 

iED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 
Jock mechanism in perfect 

___ Booklet 

£le 

/CRUCiBLEUGeC JERSEY city, n. j. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam LovePs Camps, 
A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 

Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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droves of hundreds, sometimes thousands; then, 
let them alone if you are alone. 

“The victim of the adventure I alluded to was 
a young man who was sent out to Brazil by a 
firm in the States, ornamental lumber dealers, 
who wished to purchase a suitable tract near the 
Amazon River and set up a sawmill. A bright 
fellow, but no woodsman. 

“The nearest neighbor of Capt. Valdez, with 
whom we were both stopping, was some six 
miles by the circuitous road, but there had been 
several young people at’ both houses a few years 
previously and much visiting back and forth; so 
a straight bridle path—every one rides horse¬ 
back there—had been cut over an intervening 
hill. 

“But marriage and removal had changed 
things, and the path was neglected, though easily 
followed yet, through the dense heavy timber. 
One morning a party of us, five in number, 
started' to make a call, all on foot except the 
young man, Morris. His city shoes made so 
long a walk difficult and Capt. Valdez lent him 
a horse to ride, cautioning him against getting 
far ahead of the others. 

“But the hill was steep, and we walked slowly, 
and in half an hour he was out of sight and hear¬ 
ing After plodding along for a while we were 
startled by the report of a gun, followed shortly 
by another shot, far ahead of us. 

“We had gone perhaps half a mile when we 
began to hear the smothered pop of a revolver, 
fired at intervals of a few seconds. About the 
same time we became aware of a distant mur¬ 
muring, or roaring, not unlike an approaching 
storm; a moment later this was punctuated with 
shrill squeals and yelps. 

“Captain halted us. saying, ‘There is trouble 
ahead, and we shall be in it, too, if we are not 
careful. Morris has fallen in with a big drove 
of peccaries.’ Then he gave us his plan for a 
rescue. 

“We were silently to approach as close to 
the rear of the drove as possible without attract¬ 
ing their notice. If Morris was not safely out 
of their reach we must rush in and take our 
chances with him. 

“If he was, we were to scatter a few yards 
apart. When as near as we could get, unnoticed, 
each was to find a tree he could quickly get into, 
if we failed to stampede them and were attacked. 
Then at the Captain’s signal all were to begin 
to shoot, shout and make all the noise we could 
as we dashed forward. If the rear ones took 
fright and ran, we could trust them to stampede 
the lot, for panic is contagious with peccaries 
as with sheep. 

“When we came in sight Morris was seated 
astride a limb of a low branched tree so near 
the ground that he had to keep his feet drawn 
up to get them out of reach of the leaping and 
snarling little fiends beneath, and we could see 
the blood trickling from one torn shoe. Half a 
dozen or more victims of his small revolver lay 
piled below him and were utilized by their com¬ 
rades for a footing to get a little nearer their 
victim 

“For the space of at least one-fourth of an 
acre the ground below him was covered with a 
sea of jumping, squealing, bristling, white-lipped 
peccaries, with only one object in life, and it 
was only a question of time when they would 

[ attain it. Fortunately for all concerned the 
• Captain’s strategy succeeded. 

“As we burst from our cover, making a noise 
by every means at our command, the nearer 
animals, who had not yet seen us, took fright 
and rushed in on the others, adding their danger 
cries to our unearthly hubbub. There was an 
instant’s hush, then the entire herd, and there 
must have been more than a thousand, tore off 
through the woods and were soon out of our 
hearing. 

“When we came up to Morris he almost fell 
into our arms, faint from fright and loss of 
blood. As he had been riding carelessly along a 
straggler from the drove had jumped out from 
almost under his horse’s feet and with a sharp 
‘woof-woof’ dashed away. 

“The horse had sprung sidewise and thrown 
him and galloped off. Morris was not hurt by 
the fall, but when he rose to his feet he saw 
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oeccaries peering at him on every side and 
drawing curiously nearer. He was very angry, 
and picking up his gun had shot the nearest two. 

“Instead of scampering away in terror, as he 
had expected, they bristled their backs and 
charged him. He scrambled into the nearest 
tree and thought he was safe, but one had sprung 
into the air and with a flirt of the head ripped 
open his shoe and plowed a deep gash in his 
foot, severing a vein. 

“By curling his feet up he kept out of further 
danger, but he was rapidly growing weak from 
bleeding, and he would soon have fallen had we 
not come to his rescue. We stanched the blood 
and got him home where he soon recovered.” 

BITTEN BY A RATTLER. 

Although still in a serious condition last 
evening Howard Hohmfaulk, sixteen years of 
age, who was bitten by a rattlesnake while on a 
hunting expedition with a companion on Sun¬ 
day morning, was thought to be out of all 
danger, says the Bisbee (Arizona) Review. It 
is not thought that he will suffer any ill effects 
from his terrible experience, which might have 
ended fatally had it not been for the prompt 
action taken by his companion, Samuel Wing, a 
youth of the same age. 

On Sunday morning Young Hohmfaulk and 
Wing left the ranch owned by the father of the 
former, being armed with shotguns and intend¬ 
ing to shoot rabbits on the other side of the in¬ 
ternational boundary line, which lies 71 short 
distance south of the ranch east of Osborn. 

After crossing the line the boys killed several 
rabbits, and tracked a cotton-tail to a hole into 
which it was thought he had gone. Bohmfaulk 
at once placed his hand in the hole, and al¬ 
most immediately shrieked in agony, the deadly 
fangs of a rattlesnake having fastened in one of 
his fingers. He realized the deadly effect the 
poison would have and tried to suck the wound, 
but with no avail. Young Wing then made a 
tourniquet of a piece of string which he placed 
above the wound, but this also was ineffective, 
and as his companion was rapidly growing 
weaker, the boy took him in his arms, and 
started walking toward the Bohmfaulk ranch, a 
distance of eight miles. The burden was too 
much for him after a half hour’s struggle, and 
lie left the stricken boy on the road while he ran 
most of the remaining distance, and informed 
Bohmfaulk, Sr., of what had happened. The 
parent imediately hitched up a bpggy and went 
to the scene, in the meantime Dr. N. C. Bledsoe, 
of the C. & A. staff being summoned from 
Bisbee. 

When he was brought to his home young 
Bohmfaulk was in a' critical condition, but an 
antidote was administered, and it is now be¬ 
lieved he will recover without any ill effects. 

SILENT FIREARM PATENT. 

A Washington news agency says a patent for 
a “silent firearm” has just been granted to 
Hiram Percy Maxim, of Hartford. Conn., son 
of Sir Hiram Maxim, inventor of the machine 
gun that bears his name. 

The patent covers twenty-three claims, the 
device being designed to render the discharge 
of a gun or revolver practically noiseless. 
Broadly, the principle involved is similar to that 
made use of in the automobile muffler, the noise 
of discharge due to the sudden release of gas 
at the muzzle of the gun being prevented 
•through the action of a transverse acting piston 
valve, which allows the gas t9 escape gradually. 

The silencing arrangement can be applied to 
the barrel of the ordinary firearm. In war, the 
invention would probably be of much value, as 
skirmishers could work along the line ot an 
enemy and silence a picket without giving any 
indication of their position. 

Concerning his invention, Hiram I ctry 
Maxim said, “An important feature is the ability 
to use standard ammunition. Ordinary gun 
powder and ordinary lead bullets may be used, 
or the new steel-cored bullet and smokeless 

powder.” , TT , , 
Mr. Maxim is 39 years of age. He has been 

a frequent applicant at the Patent Office in 
Washington, having obtained about twenty-five 
patents for various devices. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—Owing to the dull times 
I have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

FOR SALE—SETTER and POINTER PUPS and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels and 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la._ 

‘LOOK OUT FOR DISTEMPER.”—Smith’s No- 
Distemper Tabiets prevent dogs from having distemper, 
keep them in good condition and free from disease. 
Distemper remedy in each large box. Large box, $1; 
small box, 50 cents. SMITH TABLET CO., Hudson, 
M ich._18 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

QUAIL SHOOTING AND 
TRAINING KENNELS 

A half interest is offered in a 

HUNTING LODGE 
with the BEST OF QUAIL SHOOTING and BREED¬ 
ING and TRAINING KENNELS, in a most accessible 
part of North Carolina. 

PARTNER WANTED 
who has only a limited time to give to the sport, and 
would like for himself and his friends the best of shoot¬ 
ing and accommodations, and interest himself financially 
in a most 

PROFITABLE BREEDING AND TRAINING 

BUSINESS 

under the care and supervision of a gentleman sportsman. 
Real estate, dogs and furnishings included. 

BOX 2, Kernersville, N. C. 17 

Kennel Diseases 
By "Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 

vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely, trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $l.Uu. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and Sam 

Lovel's Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 

Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, “Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, CaL Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

Bloodhounds, Foxhounds, Norwegian 
Bearhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, 
Registered. 

Four Cent Stamp for Catalog. 

ROOKWOOD KENNELS. Lexington, Ky. 

BOOK OjV 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any addresa by the author. 

H. GLAY GLOVER, D. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New Yort. 

Field, Cover &.i\d Trap Shooting. 
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew ana Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
CW/itaining Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
ar.d to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bea.rs I Ha.ve Met—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievements 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Celebrated HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH 
PARTRIDGES and PHEASANTS. 

the large 
Hungarian 
Hares, all 
kinds of 
Deer, 
Quail, etc., 

etc., for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, ornamental 
water fowl and live wild animals of evenr description. 
Write for price list. WENZ & MACKENSEN, Dept. T, 
Yardley, Pa. 



Why White’s Canoes Are Best 

They are made with wide, flat bottoms, to stand rough water. The seams 
are lapped, making them pra&ically waterproof before the canvas is put on— 
a constru&ion used by no other boat builder. If you go to Maine ask your 
guide what canoe he uses—ten to one it’s a "White.” We invite comparison 
with any other make for beauty of lines, stanchness, excellence of finish and 
wearing qualities. 

15-ft., $30.00. 16-ft., $32.00. 17-ft., $34.00. 18-ft., $36.00. 

Tents, Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle. Firearms, Golf, Bicycle and Automobile 
Supplies, and all kinds of outing goods. Send for Catalogue No. 414. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, New York 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the 
Waldorf-Astoria 

Near 34th Street 
New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manufacturers oj 

HIGH grade: 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150- sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FIMIT All the Prominent ENGLISH 
r lllL UUIlO and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (EL Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets, 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ (h SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun . 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4Y\ to 4/4 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

v For field shooting the most popular gun in America is the j-.:- 

a miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

■A Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

■/) each year we sell an increasing number. 
iy . . Pi 
b They are made with the same care and attention to detail 
-y . >y,: 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder,” the main fact is f~ 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. ’k~ 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

•• opens. We shall be glad to correspond with 

any one interested. 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
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Travel, nature study, shooting, 

CASTING THE FLY IN A COLORADO MOUNTAIN STREAM 

See Dr. Kellogg's article on page 699 
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The 
——- Climax of Canoe 

-r The Carleton , Goodness” 

twa 3 
SSSSf & «Jcy without detracun^rom tts 

graceful lines. described in handsome SS." tree. 

Write today. Qap|etOll CailOC CO., 
Ca 16 Main Street, 

OLDTOWN, 

A STRELINGER in your 
I Launch is like Gold in 

your Pocket: 
Mighty Satisfactory 

Inn The STRELINGER Always Goes 
Safe, Simple, Durable, 

Reliable, Powerful. 
1 “GOOD AS EVER, after 10 years of ser- 
J3 vice." That's the way we build them. 

THE STRELINGER 
(4 Cye.—1 to 4 Cyl.) 

GOOD ALWAYS 
r TROUBLE LEAVES when the Strelinger 
comes aboard. 

We carry in stock 2 and 4-C’ycle Marine 
- ~w vj>u and Stationary engines, 1 1-2 to 50 H. P., 

$25 to $2,500. Send for Catalogue. Special bargains on a few sample 

motors. 

THE STRELINGER MARINE ENGINE CO., 
Dept. 6, 46 E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

Mullins Steel Pleasure Boats Can’t SinK 
Easiest to Row—Absolutely Safe 

Made of steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat. 
Can’t leak,crack,dry out or sink,last a lifetime. Every boat 

guaranteed. Ideal boatforfamilies, summer re¬ 
sorts, parks, boat liveries. Strong, safe, speedy. 

Write for our catalogue cf Row Boats, 
Motor Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats. 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0. 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITHS SPAR COATING 
USED BY THE LEADING YACHT AND BOAT BUILDERS 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather and temperature* 
Has good body, is light in color, free working, elastic, durable, bril 
liant,and dries out of the way of injury from dust in about eight hours* 

Does not 

turn white 

on 

mahogany. 

Does not 

discolor 

your spars. 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH & CO. 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

Slocum Hand Power Motor. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS, 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed withless work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly. 

°n No skill required. Price $18.00. 1 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,PaJ 

SAVE 208 SHAVES 
$ao.8o a year. Also save the razor, your 

face, time and temper by using “3 m One” 

on the blade. 

e 

keeps the blade keen and clean, by prevent¬ 

ing surface rusting which is caused by moisture 

from the lather. Write for free sample 

and special “razor saver” circular. 

Why not know the truth ? 

THREE IN ONE OIL CO , 
61 New Street, New York City. 

BUILD IT YOURSELF H ~ ~ ~ ~ 

We are the largest builders of pleasure boats in the world. ** sell 
you full size workiug patterns, bnoek-down frames and materials 
from bone-dry stock, at half the price asked by others. \N e use these 
patterns and stock every day in building our regular beats, iou 
are not buying theories. Catalog free. 

DETROIT BOAT CO., - No. 284 Bellevue Ave„ DETROIT, MIC1L 

F OR FARM AND SHOP WORK. Start 
■ without cranking; no cams or gears, j 
Burns Alcohol, Kerosene and Gasoline, 
All sizes in stock — 2 to 20 horse- f 
power. Steel connecting rods. 
Anti-frietionbearings; no vibra¬ 
tion. Write for free catalog. 
RunSeparators.CornShredders, 
Grist Mills. Pumps, Dynamos. Etc.L-- 

Detroit Engine Works, 352 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

SHEEP-KILLING BEARS. 

In the Williams River country of West Vir¬ 

ginia the bears are greatly on the increase and 

there is a blue glass settlement about the ex-* 

treme head of the river called Beaver Dam 

which has all but been driven out of the sheep 

business by bears. This is a hardship to small 

land owners who.se farms lie at too great an 

elevation to raise grain. 

On the Black mountain run one man claimed 

to have identified the signs of 1,17 bears in one 
day’s hunt, says a correspondent of the Rural 
World. That seems a good many bears,, but 1 
have hunted and fished so long, and told about 
my adventures at so many camp-fires, that I 
cannot consistently deny anything. Neverthe¬ 
less, every now and then a hunter runs on a bear 
and kills it. Premeditated killing of bears is 
rarely known, as this wisest of the forest animals 
knows well now to avoid men. A rabbit is 
courageous compared to a black bear. 1 his 
shows the superior intelligence of bruin. , 

About twenty years ago an unarmed fisher¬ 
man killed a bear with a large stone at the Red 
Hole. He was resting at the top of a precipi¬ 
tous bank of Mauch Chunk shale when a bear, 
chased by dogs, came into the river and passed 
at the foot of the bank. The man cast a large 
stone down upon it and stunned it so that he 
was able to kill it. It was a two-year-old. The 
occurrence is well authenticated. 

The skeepkillers are generally the biggest 
bears of them all, and are very wise. The) 
never enter a field without first making a com 
plete circuit to see if a man has^ crossed the 
fence. If he has. they “withdraw.” One sheei 
raiser found that hanging half a dozen lighten 
lanterns about his farm caused the bears to leavi 
bis flock severely alone. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium < 
entertainment, instruction and information between Ame 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications 0 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymoi 
communications will not be regarded. The editors ai 
not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: F> 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rat' 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, mone 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publis 
ing Company. The paper mav be obtained of new 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Gre 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 f 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—Londo 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & G 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2. 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages. 20 cents per agate line. Special rates fl 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the lir 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which th 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must ' 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will r I 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per li; 
Only advertisements of an approved character insert< 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instructs 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Tii 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds a 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wai 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cen 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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THE ARKANSAS RIVER. 

Replying to your question as to the possi¬ 
bilities of the Arkansas River being made a 
tourist stream, says B. F. Rockafellow in the 
Canon City Cannon, in all that term implies, 
would say without hesitation that I believe it 
can be, by simply stopping the dumping of one 
hundred thousand cubic yards of yellow clay 
monthly, from May to November, into the river 
by the Cache Creek placer flume, not only mak¬ 
ing the river unsightly, but unquestionably driv¬ 
ing the trout out during spawning season and 
keeping them out, as every one knows who 
lived in the valley formerly. 

When the Arkansas was a beautiful stream, a 
joy to enjoy, like the Gunnison, and other rivers 
that have their source in the same Continental 
Divide, it abounded with gamy trout, and our 
sportsmen, old and young, never thought of go¬ 
ing over the range to take speckled beauties. 
As a few of those who enjoyed our river in 
those days, will mention Porter S. Goodwin, 
now at Los Angeles, whom many remember, wha 
caught a great many trout, both above and be¬ 
low Canon City. A.t one time he brought in a 
wily king of the canon waters that had before 
taken two hooks from him and kept them in his 
gills as trophies until he tried the "‘three times 
and out” experiment. He weighed three and 
one-half pounds. Mr. Kline, whom Frank 
Bengley and others remember well, used to 
make the catching and sale of trout here quite 
a business. He at one time kept the Canon 
Hotel, and travelers were often treated at their 
morning meal with the luxury of speckled trout 
taken fresh from the water to the pan before 
his guests were out of bed. My father, who 
enjoyed and was, expert in taking trout, often 
caught them from First street to the Gorge, 
that weighed from one to three pounds, and 
never came home without a mess. 

Of course all the fishermen, scores of whose 
names can be given if desired, lost the “whop¬ 
pers,” but the fish are all gone now. It is an 
aggravation to consider how tamely the public 
have submitted to this outrage by a foreign 
company, and recent years by less than a score 
of men. We have an offer from a responsible 
party, who is familiar with former conditions 
along the river, and who takes a deep interest 
in the good looks of our river, for the general 
good of the country, that he will furnish a half 
million young trout towards restocking it if 
we succeed in stopping the pollution referred to. 
We believe legal action to stop the perpetration 
of the nuisance, and damage to all our interests, 
will be speedily commenced and result favor¬ 
ably. 

FLOODS SUPERFLUOUS. 

From the standpoint of those who know floods 
are superfluous. There is no more need of the 
periodical inundation of great areas of fertile 
land, the sweeping away of mills, factories, 
Railway tracks and residences, and the de¬ 
struction of lives by river overflows than there 
was need for water pouring, at every rain, 
through the roof of the patient native interro¬ 
gated by the Arkansas Traveler. The up-to-date 
man mends his roof before the rain comes. 
When, as a nation, we get up to date we will 
mend our river systems before the floods come. 

No informed man claims that forests alone 
will completely prevent all floods. The forest, 
however, is a potent factor in flood prevention. 
Reservoir systems, well understood by engineers, 
are other factors. Here, as "in the case of the 
roof and the pestilence above referred to, the 
remedy is incomparably less expensive than the 
disease. Which shall we have, asks the Ameri¬ 
can Forestry Association? 

DOG ADRIFT ON RIVER ICE CAKES. 

Frank Quarrell and Edward Hayes of the 
Street Cleaning Department saw a big black 
and white dog floating down the East River on 
an ice cake yesterday afternoon, howling dis¬ 
consolately. They threw a rope from the pier 
at Fifteenth street and drew the ice near shore. 
Quarrell held a ladder while Hayes descended 
to the cake of ice and rescued the dog.—Times. 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 
you our 

New Pocket Compass 
Three-inch dial, one-quarter inch thick, | 

nicely nickeled, paper dial with large < 
figures, improved needle. Guaranteed 
Satisfactory. You will need one on 
your vacation. Get our catalogue before 

buying. 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
I384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

Telephone. 241 Prospect 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

■ 
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HIGH GRADE 1 
ENGLISH TACKLE I 

* My trade with American and Canadian * 

* Fishermen is now so large that I have * 

2 published a 
* 

« Special American Edition Z 
a of My Catalogue Z 
A v 

* Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. V 

* ADDRESS J 

* W. J. CUMMINS ; 
A Dept. K * 

A Fishing Tackle Maker 

* Bishop Auckland 
* 

England Z. 

<««<:«:<< < < « ««« C<<<<<<<<<<< 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry.” etc 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

ARE THE STANDARDof strength, 
durability, pliancy and elasticity for 

surf, brook, lake, deep sea, or any kind of 
fishing. They will hook and land more 
fish, are elegantly finished, and will stand 
more hard usase than anv other rod 

Guaranteed Three Years. 

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOGUE MAILED 

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY jy 
84 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. 

JA 

s 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
actually seems to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
dr.n't wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. * Bass size 30c. Postage 2c. 

| New Tackle Catalog. W. J. Jamison. 1274 Polk Si., Chicago 

THE JACK FROST FLY BOOK 
JACK FROST'S PATENT 

FLY BOOK 

Senlsbin with calfskin lin¬ 
ing. Four removable trans¬ 
parent celluloid pockets, 
bound and fastened at one 
end in glove-button style. 
Aluminum box with moist¬ 
ening pad for flies and lead¬ 
ers in separate divisions. 
The moistening pad is riv¬ 
eted: cannot slide against 
the books to rust them. 

Capacity—8 doz. flies and 
3 doz. leaders. Most con¬ 
venient device ever gotten 
up, all in one pocket, smal¬ 
ler in size than the ordinary 
fly book, costing no more 
than the different items 

separately in the same quality Price, $3.50. 
KKLSO Brand Lines, Keels, Rods, Leaders, Flies and Hooks to gut are 

as good as can be made. We are Manufacturers and Jobbers of Fishing 
Tackle. Catalog to the trade only. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers St„ New York City 

Size x 3^ x I" deep 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 

dium of the game and fish laws of the 

United States and Canada. Revised 

for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 

established reputation for reliability. 

If the Brief says so, you may depend 

on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 

25 cents, postpaid by 

OREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

Here It Is: 

The “TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

zv 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length 8feet, 
weight 4^ oz. - -- -- - - -- -- -- $5.00 each 

A Customer says : "I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.’’ 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5^ 
oz.; 9Yz feet, w eight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS ® SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. j5 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 

a«* 4 

v*AUE 

THOS. J. CONROY 
M&nafiscturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom H'OFE airA^,v‘ 
Factory-Sales room FISHING TACKLE. 

90-9, FULTON.ST. FOR ALL ANGLING 

THE U=B LIVE FROG HARNESS 
A SENSATIONAL HIT 

Holds The Frog Without Hooking 
And Keeps it ALIVE 

ONE THIRD ACTUAL SIZE 

)Never before has there been 

offered to the angling frater¬ 

nity an article of such value 

By DEALERS or direct, postpaid 50 Cents 
CUT SHOWING FROG IN HARNESS 

UNKEFER Cs BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. in “Forest and Stream." 

WOODCRAFT. 
% By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. % 
h 

Jt A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for j» 

* pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience J 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. J 

| FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. j« 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
-ON- 

Tackle 
Gurvs 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street. - Brooklyn, N. Y. 
A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year. Is a 

durable, well rnnnlng reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar. Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 
in sizes 60. 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y. 
THE HILDEBRAND! BAITS 

For Trout and Bass Fishing. 
No swivels required; "they spin 
so easy.” Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly. 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 

Price for single. 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

Where, When and How to Catch 
Fish on the East Coast of Florida. 

By Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis, Mo., assisted by Capt, 

John Gardner, of Ponce Park, Mosquito Inlet, Fla. 

With 100 engravings, and 12 colored illustrations. 

Cloth. Illustrated. 268 pages. Map. Price, $4.00. 

A visitor to Florida can hardly make the trip without 

this book, if he is at all interested in angling. It gives 

a very complete list of the fishes of the East Coast of 

Florida, and every species is illustrated by a cut taken 

from the best authorities. The cuts are thus of the 

most value to the angler who desires to identify the fish 

he takes, while the colored plates of the tropical fish 

shown in all their wonderful gorgeousness of coloring, 

are very beautiful. Besides the picture of fish, there are 

cuts showing portions of the fishing tackle which the 

author uses. A good index completes the volume. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. 

The business office and editorial rooms of the 

Forest and stream Publishing Company are now 

located at 127 Franklin street, New York city. 

WORK THE BIRDS DO. 

Just at present we hear frequently of the 

great sums of money beihg spent in San Fran¬ 

cisco to exterminate the common house rat, while 

from the other side of the world, western 

Europe, tHere rise loud lamentations concern¬ 

ing the destruction caused by rodents to British 

crops and merchandise. We know that all over 

this country rats, mice and other small gnawing 

animals of various sorts are causing in city and 

country damage which is beyond calculation. 

Individually trifling, the sum total of this de¬ 

struction amounts to a vast sum. It is said that 

in one county of the State of Washington a 

species of ground squirrel destroys a half mil¬ 

lion dollars' worth of wheat annually. If the 

destruction wrought by these various rodents 

1 could be stopped, the country would be richer 

each year by hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Traps, poisons, noxious gases and contagious 

diseases as yet seem powerless, not only to ex * 

terminate these rodents, but even to keep their 

numbers down. Last autumn we printed an ac¬ 

count of a plague of field mice in the Humboldt 

Valley which swept off its agricultural products 

almost as in times past the Rocky Mountain 

locusts have swept the valley of the Platte. 

It is generally understood by thoughtful peo¬ 

ple that our forests are decreasing at such a 

rate as to threaten a lumber famine in the course 

of twenty-five years. Even the people who are 

not thoughtful stop and think a moment when 

they are obliged to buy a little lumber, for the 

prices charged for it now are two or three times 

what they used to be. Besides the harm done 

by fires and by wasteful cutting, the forests that 

are left are being destroyed by the attacks of 

borers which kill the trees and so still further 

lessen the supply of lumber. 
Every farmer knows that one of his chief 

labors when his crops are growing in summer 

is fighting weeds, either with hoe or cultivator. 

Weeds grow from seeds, and presumably the 

more seeds the farmer can destroy the fewer 

weeds he is likely to have to fight, it is known 

that sparrows of all sorts for food depend 

largely' on the seeds of various weeds, and while 

the food of the individual sparrow may perhaps 

amount to no more than a quarter of an ounce 

of seeds each day, yet these birds are so.numer¬ 

ous that it has been figured by an elaborate cal- 

cujmion that in igo6 the sparrows of the coun¬ 

try* saved the farmers $35,000,000, merely by 

their destruction of weed seeds. 

The most useful aids to the farmer in de¬ 

stroying the hordes of small rodents that prey 

upon his crop, his fruit trees and the contents 

of his house and barn are the hawks and owls, 

whose food these small mammals are. These 

birds are striving day and night the whole year 

around to capture this food. How enormously 

valuable to man are the services of these hawks 

and owls has been pointed out many times I y 

the experts who have studied their food, and 

may be seen even by the non-expert, who will 

take the trouble to pull to pieces one of the 

pellets of undigested material disgorged by owl 

or hawk, and will notice what it consists of. He 

will find that it is made up of the fur, skulls 

and large bones of mice or rats—in other words 

of destructive rodents. The man who kills a 

hawk or an owl, unless it be one of the thre'e 

or four harmful species, performs an ill service 

for the community where he kills it. 

The woodpeckers spend all their time, winter 

and summer, searching for grubs which bore 

into trees, and for the eggs of noxious insects 

which lie hidden in the crevices of the bark and 

the cracks in the dry wood; and every insect, 

grub or batch of eggs that they devour is just 

so much help to the owner of the w:ood lot by 

reducing the number of his enemies. 

It was in 1S68 that the German Society of 

Farmers and Foresters became alarmed at the 

constantly increasing depredations of insects, 

which was due to the great destruction of birds, 

and began to urge that an International agree 

ment should be had for the protection of birds 

useful to agriculture and forestry. They worked 

on this subject for nearly thirty years, and at last 

in TS95 a meeting w:as called in laris and at¬ 

tended by delegates from all the countries of 

Europe. It was unanimously agreed that 1 ene- 

ficial species should be protected, but there was 

absolutely no agreement concerning the useful¬ 

ness and- noxiousness of the various species 

The delegates did not know what the birds ate. 

and so they did not know whether the birds were 

useful or harmful. To find out about this for 

America is a part of the work now being done 

by the United States Biological Survey. 

Both in the Northwest and in England un¬ 

seasonable snow storms and low temperatures 

have prevailed during the present week. Not a 

few angling journeysJiave been cut short, but 

it is to be hoped the birds have not suffered 

material loss at the nesting season. 

Joseph N. Taylor, who had spent more than 

forty years on the old plains, died at his home 

at Washburn, N. D.. April 9. 
Mr. Taylor was known in person to many 

people who traveled along the Missouri from 

1875 to iqoo, and by the books that he had 

written, to many people interested in the old 

West, • who yet had never seen the Missouri 

River. 

Mr. ’ 1‘ayl or enlisted in the Union Army in 

1865, and after the close of the war found him¬ 

self among the foothills of. the mountains in 

New Mexico and Colorado. From there he 

drifted slowly northeasterly, crossing Kansas and 

Nebraska—in both of which Stales be remained 

for some time—and finally settled on the Mis¬ 

souri River in Dakota. He lived long at 1 aiuted 

Woods. He was passionately devoted to wild 

life, to hunting, to observation of natural things 

_wild birds and animals and wild Indians—and 

many of his observations, ideas and feelings he 

set down in writing. A printer by trade, he 

afterward put these observations into type and 

himself printed and bound his several books. 

Their titles are: ‘'Frontier and Indian Life," 

“Twenty Years on the Trap Line,” "Kaleido¬ 

scopic Lives” and “Beavers and 1 heir \\ ays , 

and it is understood that at the time of his 

death he had another book in preparation. 

Mr. Taylor was distinctly a rough diamond; 

a man self made, of great force, and with one 

of the noblest and kindest of hearts. He never 

did a mean or unkind thing, and perhaps no 

man who ever lived was more helpful to others. 

If he had possessed the literary skill to put into 

fitting words the thoughts which struggled with¬ 

in him for expression, he would have been a 

great writer, and a great historian of the Mis¬ 

souri River. 

There was no reasonable excuse for the fool 

hardy action resulting in the loss of two lives 

in the Piscataquis rapids in Maine last week. 

Twice a young man tried to run them in a 

canoe, and twice he nearly lost his life. But 

the second time he persuaded two friends to 

accompany him, and as usually happens in such 

cases, they were lost. It is great sport to run 

rapids, but in doing so it is well to follow the 

example set by Indian and Canadian canoemen. 

With them a rapid can be run, or it cannot. 

* 

In a special message to Congress on Monday 

of this week, President Roosevelt urged action 

on the Appalachian bill now pending. On this 

subject he said: “Forest reserves should be es¬ 

tablished throughout the Appalachian Mountain 

region wherever it can be shown that they will 

have a direct and real connection with the con¬ 

servation and improvement of navigable rivers.” 
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Hunting tHe Alaskan Grizzly 

By ANDRE CHAMPOLLION 

ABOUT the middle of July, 1903. Dr. 

Phelps and myself landed from a canoe 

on the east coast of Admiralty Island, 

Alaska. An inspection of the map of Alaska 

will show Admiralty to be one of the large 

mountainous islands which lie along the coast of 

the southeastern Alaskan strip about eight miles 

as the crow flies from the prosperous town of 

Juneau, which is situated on the mainland. Ad¬ 

miralty is about the same shape and size as 

Long Island. Conditions there may have 

changed somewhat since the above-mentioned 

date, but at that time there was an extraordi¬ 

narily dense population of wild animals. The 

most important of these from our point of view 

were the grizzly bears, tracks of which we saw 

less than ten minutes after landing. The island 

is covered from end to end by a range of moun¬ 

tains, on the summits of which snow lingers 

practically all summer. 

Near the salt water and up to a height of a 

thousand feet are forests of magnificent hem¬ 

lock, fir and balsam trees, which have never yet 

been touched by the lumberman’s destructive ax. 

Creeks and trout streams abound, and at the 

time of year we are speaking of the salmon were 

leaving the salt water and beginning to run up 

these streams by the hundreds of thousands for 

the purpose of spawning. Bald eagles, ravens 

and crows as tame as sparrows sat around on 

the lofty treetops, eyeing us inquisitively as we 

pushed our canoe ashore, while hundreds of 

sea gulls arose from the beach and soared about, 

uttering cries of disturbed quietude. 

There were two other men in our party be¬ 

sides ourselves whom we had hired, the one to 

act as guide, the other to cook and do camp 

chores.' The first three weeks of our residence 

on Admiralty were uneventful because our guide 

soon proved himself to be thoroughly incompe¬ 

tent, although he said that he had killed some 

bears the previous year. We could not get him 

up before nine o'clock in the morning. He was 

a rather heavy, fleshy man, and after walking a 

couple of miles, he would complain of sore 

feet, remove his shoes and lie down to rest for 

an indefinite length of time. An Indian whom 

we hired to take his place, though a good 

hunter, was afraid of the bears, and our impres¬ 

sion was that he rather sought to avoid them; 

in fact, the grizzly bear has a well-deserved 

reputation for irascibility and vindictiveness, not 

only among the aborigine's, but also among the 

white men, most of whom are prospectors and 

therefore continually exposed to danger of at- 

* 

tack from Ursus horribilis. She-bears with cubs 

are especially to be feared. We heard one man 

sum up his feelings in the terse phrase, “You 

may never' need a gun, but when you do, you 

need it badly!” Several western authorities have 

asserted that a grizzly bear will not attack a 

human being unprovoked, and one writer in a 

communication to the New York Sun not 

long ago declared that he never will under any 

circumstances. This is true probably of local¬ 

ities where these animals have been extensively 

hunted and the fear of men and guns has been 

so thoroughly inculcated in them that their 

only idea is to beat a hasty retreat whether 

wounded or not. That this does not hold true 

in Alaska, I think the reputation the grizzly 

has gained there, and the present narrative will 
help to prove. 

In summer the bears are in the habit of com¬ 

ing to the creeks as soon as the salmon begin 

running. They gorge themselves with fish and 

then return to the depths of the forest. The 

best way therefore to get a shot is to lie in wait 

for them where salmon are plentiful, especially 

early in the morning and toward sunset. 

As already stated luck had been against us, 

and the spell was not broken till some prospec¬ 

tors whom we had met in Juneau invited us to 

join them in their hut in the mountains above 

timber line. Being uncertain as to the advis¬ 

ability of such a move, we decided that one of 

us should accept the invitation and the other 

should stay and hunt the creeks for a few more 

days. We drew lots and I followed the miners. 

The country up there was absolutely superb. 

You could look around for a radius of seventy- 

five or a hundred miles at endless chains of 

snow-covered peaks. Way below was the salt 

water cut up into innumerable bays, channels 

and inlets. Nowhere was there a sign of civili¬ 

zation. One might* have thought oneself on 

the earth before the appearance of man. I spent 

three or four days wandering amid these en¬ 

chanting surroundings with gun and field glass. 

Here and there were patches of grass and cow¬ 

slips which had been very recently beaten down 

and bore the marks of bear tracks and beds. 

Some of these beds looked big enough to have 

been made by a cow or a horse, but no bears 

showed themselves till the fifth or sixth day. 

I had been sitting in observation from a point 

of vantage, when away below me half a mile 

distant I observed a curious round speck which 

did not at first appear to me as anything un¬ 

usual, and I gave it little thought. Looking in 

that direction a few minutes later, I noticed that 

the speck from round had assumed an oblong 

shape. On examining it with my field glass, my 

heart leaped into my mouth with excitement, 

when I espied two good-sized grizzlies rolling 

around in the grass playfully “swatting” each 

other with their large paws. It must be con¬ 

fessed that I faced the idea of attacking those 

animals alone with a good deal of apprehension, 

but knew that on returning to camp it would 

be impossible for me to refrain from speaking 

of what I had seen, and that the men would 

then ask me what I had done. I could already 

see myself sheepishly acknowledging that I had 

done nothing, and the whole mining camp roar¬ 

ing, so I chose danger as an evil less to be 

feared than ridicule, and started down the moun¬ 

tain toward the bears. They disappeared from 

view for fully twenty minutes while I circled a 

lofty crag and finally got within five hundred 

yards of the spot where I had first seen them. 

The bears were no longer playing together. 

One of them stood facing in my direction, while 

the other, who was much larger than his com¬ 

panion, lay flat on his belly in the tall grass. 

All that could be seen of him was his head 

bobbing up and down as he fed off a blueberry 

bush. In endeavoring to get nearer I lost my 

footing and slid about fifty yards on a steep 

slope covered with heather. I supposed when I 

looked again that the bears would be in full 

flight, but to my great surprise and relief they 

had seen nothing, the wind blew cross-wise, and 
everything was favorable. 

In order to get a good open shot at cloge 

range, I was obliged to crawl through a growth 

of stunted timber about sixty yards wide, the 

trees of which were not more than four feet 

high. When I arrived on the other side of these 

bushes the bears were about eighty yards from 

me. The smaller one now stood quartering 

away and the other was still nearly entirely 

hidden by shrubs and long grass. I therefore 

decided to dispose of the smaller one first. My 

■45~70 rifle was loaded with ten cartridges, when 

I opened fire. As the bullet struck him, the 

bear reared on his hind legs, viciously pawing 

the air and biting at his wound. He uttered a 

series of low growls, which sounded a good 

deal like two mastiffs fighting. He seemed to 

be trying to get at an enemy which he sup¬ 

posed must be within reach. As I was hidden 

behind one of the small pine bushes, he could not 

see me, and the idea evidently never entered his 

head that something had been hurled at him 

from a distance; the report of the rifle meant 
nothing to him. 

Perceiving that he could not find his enemy, 

he took to his heels and went off diagonally at 

a mad gallop, howling with pain and rage, while 

another one of my bullets hit the face of nature 

somewhere in his vicinity. By this time the 
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bigger bear was on his feet, uttering low 

growls, jumping and plunging through the long 

grass. Now and then he would rear up on his 

hind legs for a few seconds to peer around 

inquiringly. Just as he did so for the third or 

fourth time one of my bullets took him some¬ 

where behind the fore shoulder, and after tear¬ 

ing madly around as the first bear had done, he 

also began to bolt. Fearing that I should like¬ 

wise lose him, I threw all caution to the winds 

and stood up in plain sight, at the same time 

firing another shot. This shot was also caught 

by mother earth, but it accomplished its pur¬ 

pose in attracting the bear’s attention, for in¬ 

stead of running away, he wheeled about and 

charged. 

The nearer he came the easier he was to hit, 

of course, but my shooting had become de¬ 

cidedly erratic after so much excitement, and 

though hit several times, the bear had not 

checked his speed a particle when he was only 

fifteen feet away. My knees began to quake, 

but I stood my ground nevertheless for one more 

shot. To reach the place where I was standing, 

the bear had to jump into a slight depression of 

the ground, and as he did so he exposed his 

spine. I fired a parting salute at the middle of 

his back and turned without waiting to see the 

result. Being in the pink of condition and in a 

decidedly panicky frame of mind, I made the 

dust fly at a rate of speed that I had heretofore 

not considered myself capable of. I jammed 

two or three more shells into the magazine of 

my gun as I fled, then after covering some thirty 

or forty yards, abruptly faced about confidently, 

expecting to see the bear reaching for my heels. 

But he was done for. The last shot had hit him 

in the spine and he lay flat on his belly. He 

was a fine specimen and must have weighed be¬ 

tween five and six hundred pounds. To my 

great regret I was never able to find the first 

bear. 

The next day Phelps joined me, and after 

hunting deer a few days for fresh meat and un¬ 

successfully trying to get a shot at more bears, 

we went back to the salmon creeks. We had 

hired another Indian guide, who proved to be 

worth his weight in gold, for in a week we 

managed to get four more bears. By this time 

the creeks presented a really extraordinary 

spectacle. They were literally packed with 

hump-backed and dog salmon. It was impos¬ 

sible to wade across without stepping on the 

fish. Many of them were decaying alive and 

dying and a nauseous stench filled the air. Add 

to this the incessant attacks of black flies and 

mosquitoes and the surroundings were far from 

being as agreeable as they had been while we 

enjoyed the hospitality of the miners. 

The next encounter with a bear was when 

Phelps got his first shot at one. We had been 

hunting a certain creek unsuccessfully for a 

couple of days. The wind seemed to be pos¬ 

sessed of a very devil and blew on our backs 

no matter which way we turned. On two oc¬ 

casions we lost what might have been an ex¬ 

cellent opportunity for a shot at big bears, had 

they not been made aware of our presence by 

the wind. One day at noon we returned to the 

creek to examine a huge bear trap we had set 

the night before. Most of our .hunting, as al¬ 

ready stated, was done either early in the morn¬ 

ing or late in the afternoon or evening, and we 

did not expect to meet any bears roaming 

around at that time of day. As we approached 

the creek, Phelps, who was walking ahead, sud¬ 

denly motioned to us to drop on our bellies. 

We did so and he crawled forward for a few 

paces, took aim and fired. At the crack of the 

rifle a series of formidable growls arose from 

the creek, and as we jumped to our feet we saw 

a large brown bear wounded making desperate 

efforts to get away. One more shot finished 

him, and he dropped in the waters of the creek. 

This animal weighed between four and five hun¬ 

dred pounds 

The day after, we removed our camp to an¬ 

other section of the island. Most of our travel¬ 

ing was done in a large Indian dug-out made of 

one piece of timber, which belonged to our 

guide. In this we carried everything we needed. 

We pitched our camp on the beach a few hun¬ 

dred yards from the creek we intended to hunt 

on. It must be understood that though we were 

on salt water, the coast line of the island is so 

irregular, so cut up by bays and inlets, that the 

water was most of the time as smooth as on a 

lake or pond. 

We had not been at our next camping ground 

fifteen minutes and were still unloading our 

provisions and belongings from the canoe, when 

we noticed a smallish grizzly bear some two 

hundred yards away, walking along the beach 

holding a salmon in his mouth. We decided to 

try for a shot at closer range by means of the 

canoe. We therefore all embarked and pushed 

our craft very noiselessly in his direction. He 

arose on his hind legs and eyed the canoe sus¬ 

piciously, but the wind was in our faces, besides 

which we were going so slowly, and bears are BROWN BEAR SHOT ON SALMON CREEK. 
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so near-sighted that he was not in the least 

alarmed. When he resumed his four feet, I 

shot at him, my bullet breaking his hips. We 

immediately paddled ashore, and the wounded 

bear for such a small one (he could not have 

weighed more than 150 pounds) displayed a 

most extraordinary amount of vitality. I shot him 

repeatedly through the body, but my .45-70 bullets 

seemed to have as little effect on him as if they 

had been peas. His hind legs were completely 

paralyzed from the effects of the first shot, and 

yet he made desperate efforts to attack us with 

his teeth and front paws. However, his 

struggles gradually subsided, and Phelps, to 

make sure, drew his hunting knife and stabbed 

him in the ribs. The bear in a last paroxysm of 

agony and rage made a lunge at my com¬ 

panion’s face, and the latter, stupefied with as¬ 

tonishment at this sudden revival of pugnacity 

on the part of an animal he had deemed as good 

as dead, dropped his knife, tripped and fell over 

backward while the res't of us lay on the ground 

splitting our sides with laughter. 

That same evening we had spent two fearful 

hours on the creek, neither seeing nor hearing 

any bears, but being slowly devoured by the 

black flies and mosquitoes. When the sun be¬ 

gan to set we left our post and returned to our 

canoe, which was anchored in the salt water. 

Before flowing into the salt water, this par¬ 

ticular creek ran through a large delta covered 

with long grass yet free from timber. We had 

just emerged from the woods and were walking 

in single file along the right-hand bank of the 

creek, when two hundred yards away on the 

other side, coming out of the forest at a lum¬ 

bering gallop, we saw a large bear. He was 

headed directly our way, and we all crouched 

low and waited. In a minute or so the grass 

and weeds on the opposite side of the creek 

parted and a handsome silver-tip grizzly hove 

in sight. He immediately rose on his hind legs 

and sniffed the air inquiringly, as if to say, 

“Where are they?’’ A bullet in the brain from 

Phelps’ rifle was the reply and bruin fell on his 

side like a sack of potatoes. This bear had got 

our wind and was evidently looking for trouble. 

We had never seen him before, neither had we 

molested nor provoked him in the least, and 

yet he came for us. His motives might not 

have been hostile, some will say. As to that, 

I leave the reader to draw his own conclusions. 

On the following evening we shot the biggest 

bear that it was our good fortune to secure. 

We had been hunting the same creek for an 

hour, and we were coming out on the delta, 

when about five hundred yards away we saw 

what appeared to- be an unusually large bear 

standing on a branch of the creek swallowing 

a salmon. We crouched low and jumped into 

the canoe. After paddling along the beach for 

a few minutes we got to within two hundred 

yards of where he stood. It was my turn to 

shoot, and I decided to make sure of him by 

crawling in his direction for another hundred 

yards. My gun had a hair trigger and I very 

carelessly went along with it at full cock. Be¬ 

fore I was aware of what had happened, my 

gun fired off in the grass and the big bear was 

up on his hind legs to see where that queer 

noise came from. I immediately threw in an¬ 

other cartridge and shot at the animal just as 

he dropped on all fours. Pie ran off diagonally 

and I fired again while the other men who were 

watching proceedings from the canoe opened Up 

a regular fusilade. The bear dropped dead after 

running forty yards. My first intentional shot 

had hit him in the he^rt and, ranging back, had 

pierced one lung and the intestines. My second 

shot broke one hind leg. Two or three shots 

from the canoe struck him in the belly and 

haunches and yet he managed to go thirty or 

forty yards. He was a beautiful old silver-tip 

and weighed in the neighborhood of seven hun¬ 

dred pounds. The Indian filled the animal’s 

lungs with air by means of a small reed which 

he stuck into his wind pipe, thus inflating the 

lungs as we would a football. This caused the 

dead animal to float, and we towed him along 

behind the canoe to our camp. In the morning 

we photographed our bears and removed their 

hides, throwing the carcasses into the salt water. 

That night we were aroused by a tremendous 

splashing along the beach in front of our tent. 

There was a bright moon and we could dis¬ 

tinguish the fins of two or three huge sharks 

as they fought for the carcasses. By morning 

everything had disappeared. This was a novel 

sight; grizzly bears being devoured by sharks! 

Our Indian now refused to guide us any 

longer unless we increased his pay, alleging 

that where we had been hunting was a “much 

danger creek.” It must be admitted that some 

of the tracks we had seen were enough to com¬ 

mand the respect of the most hardened bear 

hunter. Besides this the long grass on the 

delta was beaten down as if a herd of buffalo 

had been there. We were using the Indian’s 

canoe, and he imagined that we could not pos¬ 

sibly get along without him or his craft. But 

we refused to be bullied by this petty black¬ 

mailing scheme, which, by the way, is common 

among the Alaska Indians in their dealings 

with white men. We therefore returned to 

Juneau, hired another canoe and started back to 

Admiralty Island the next day without a guide. 

When he saw that we were not going to give 

in, our Indian begged to be taken back at the 

original price, but we refused. We returned to 

“much danger creek,” but hunted there in vain 

for two days. Not a hair did we see because 

the place had been entirely “queered” by our 

shooting. We then christened it No-Danger 

Creek, and moved to a new spot where Phelps 

shot one more silver-tip of moderate propor¬ 

tions, the demise of which was not marked by 

any extraordinary circumstances. 

Our bag now' amounted to three silver-tip 

grizzlies, two bald-face grizzlies, so called be¬ 

cause they are gray-colored in the face as con¬ 

trasted with their bodies, which are a russet 

brown hue, and one cinnamon bear. Our stay 

on the island had covered a period of five weeks, 

during which we saw eight or ten bears besides 

the six we actually bagged. 

Some of the adventures here related may 

seem exaggerated perhaps, but it must be borne 

in mind that we were hunting in a country that 

had practically never been disturbed. Besides 

being numerous, the bears, as already hinted, 

were reckless and courageous in the extreme on 

account of their unfamiliarity with men and 

guns. The animals we hunted were grizzlies 

pure and simple, except the cinnamon bear, 

which is a variety of the black bear. They had 

nothing to do with the famous Kadiak bears 

which inhabit an entirely different section of 

Alaska and are of a different species. 

A Legend of the Esopus. 

The picture printed above shows one of the 

reaches of the Esopus Creek in the Catskills. 

Camp Don’t Hurry was located at the point 

below the pool, among the trees. One day a 

man approached from the left and threw a stick 

of blasting powder toward the pool, intending 

to kill trout. Fortunately his aim was poor and 

the shot exploded on the big boulder shown in 

the foreground. Almost instantly from the 

apparently deserted woods hard by appeared the 

anglers, armed with clubs, stones and axes. But 

the creek was higher then and the dynamiter 

escaped while his pursuers were scrambling 

across. 

WHERE QUALITY IS FIRST. 

Campers and sportsmen who demand the best 
should note that the equipment of every scientific 
and exploring expedition for the past fifty years 
has included a supply of Borden's Eagle Brand 
Condensed Milk Keeps in any climate and 
under all conditions. The original and leading 
brand since 1857.—Adv. 



Habits of Maine Red Squirrels. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Every one knows the red squirrel, but very 

few know him intimately. Probably there are 

few creatures so common of which there is so 

little accurate knowledge. 

It is a generally received opinion that the 

red squirrel makes no provision for winter. 

But with us he lays up large stores of the cones 

of pine and spruce and knows the exact season 

when they are fit to cut for his use. If cut too 

early they will be sealed closely with pitch: if 

cut too late the winged seeds will have escaped. 

The red squirrel cuts them by the hundreds the 

last of September, just when the sticky covering 

has hardened into drops of stiff pitch and just 

before the cones have opened. One who is in 

the pine woods then will hear the dull, heavy 

thud as they fall, and if he gets a close view of 

the squirrel, will see that his paws and face are 

smeared with pitch. 

These cones the squirrel carries to some safe 

hiding place, usually under stumps or logs, or 

sometimes in little thickets or seedling pines or 

spruces, often piling several hundreds in a place. 

One squirrel will have several such deposits to 

which he will resort in the late fall and winter. 

Many persons suppose that a squirrel picks up 

any cone he happens to find on the ground: but 

in fact he takes only those which he or some 

other squirrel has cut earlier in the season, as 

cones which have fallen of themselves contain 

no seed and are of no more use than a corn cob 

after the corn has been shelled off. 

The squirrel knows exactly how .to get the 

seed with the least labor. A squirrel wishing 

to eat a cone, sits up on his hind feet, standing 

the cone up before him on its small end. Then 

he cuts off the upper scale at the butt of the 

cone. These scales do not run in straight lines, 

but are arranged spirally, with a seed under 

each scale. The seeds in a white pine cone are 

about the size and shape of a small apple seed; 

those of a spruce, about as large as seeds of 

turnip or mustard. Both kinds have a wing 

which serves to carry the seed often to long 

distances, when it falls naturally from the cone. 

The squirrel eats the first seed, then gives the 

cone a slight turn and cuts the next scale, and 

so keeps turning and eating until the central 

pith is in his way, when he cuts it off and con¬ 

tinues eating until near the end of the cone, 

which he always leaves, as he knows that the 

seeds there are too small and poor to be of use 
to him. 

After the squirrel has gathered his cones, if 

it is a beech-nut year, he will cut off large quan¬ 

tities of the beech burrs before the nuts are 

ready to fall: but I have never known him to 

§tore the beech nuts. These cut burrs are used 

for food until the frost opens the burrs on the 

tree, and then the squirrel feeds on those which 

have fallen naturally. In the same way they 

both eat acorns from the tree and pick them 

up from the ground, yet I have never seen them 

store acorns. Although I have seen squirrels 

stripping the outside covering from butternuts, 

which they seemed to be gathering for later use. 

as this was not in Maine, and we have no 

butternuts in this vicinity, I have never had an 

opportunity to make sure that they stored the 
nuts. 

With us, after the acorns and beech nuts are 

gone, the squirrels resort to their garnered 

cones. If an ice storm comes and makes a crust 

too hard for them to penetrate, they will at 

once begin to feed on the mast of white birch, 

or in lack of that, will eat the buds of hard¬ 

wood trees. One winter a squirrel staid all 

winter under or in a neighbor’s barn, living en¬ 

tirely on the buds of elm trees. For weeks he 

was eating them every day when the weather 

was fair. In stormy weather he sometimes did 

not appear for several days at a time. With a 

strong field glass we could determine surely 

that he was eating the tree-buds. This is the 

only case where I have known one to subsist 

entirely on b'uds for any length of time. 

Whenever the thermometer gets up to about 

35 degrees above zero, the squirrels begin to tap 

the maples for sap. Usually they do not begin 

until the last of March, but I have seen them 

doing it in January and February, when the 

weather was unusually warm. Sprouts and 

small trees they tap near the ground, but large 

trees high up, as the bark is thin there and it 

is less work to penetrate it. I used to suppose 

that they sucked the sap, but later I found that 

they lapped it, except in some cases where they 

had tapped a right-angled limb, when they hung 

under it and let it drop into their mouths. 

When the birds are nesting the squirrels are 

busy studying oology. They are very expert in 

finding birds’ nests and can cover a large piece 

of country in a day. It makes no odds to a 

squirrel wdiether the eggs are fresh-laid or ready 

to hatch; all kinds of birds’ eggs are acceptable 

and any young birds up to the size of a robin 

are a welcome feast. From a nest close to a 

house in a city I have known one to take four 

young robins which were nearly ready to fly. 

It is a very common thing for them to come 

into gardens in town, as more nests can be 

found near houses than in the deep woods. 

Though a rodent, few animals are more fond 

of meat than a red squirrel. They will eat any 

kind of meat or fish as quickly as a cat and will 

live on it days when a chance offers. I have 

often had them eat each other when one was in 

a trap. Around camps where provisions are 

stored they are great pests. Their sense of 

smell must be very acute, as I have seen where 

one gnawed a large hole through a new over¬ 

coat to get at a bottle of coffee which one of 

my men had rolled up inside to keep it warm. 

The squirrel must have smelled it through all 

the folds of the thick cloth. 

Where not troubled they soon become very 

tame, often coming into a camp and stealing 

biscuit or ginger bread from the table. I have 

seen those which certainly could tell one per¬ 

son from another, as they would let one who 

had never molested them come very near, while, 

when a person who had stoned them appeared, 

they would instantly dodge into a hole. 

When irritated a red squirrel can come the 

nearest to being profane of any animal I ever 

saw. One day when still-hunting I happened to 

stop under a large beech. Soon the burrs be¬ 

gan to drop, and, wishing to rest, I began 

shelling and eating the beech nuts. I had been 

doing this for some time, when the supply 

ceased and the squirrel came down to look 

after his nuts. On seeing me where he expected 

to find the nuts, he flew into the greatest fit of 

passion I ever saw any animal indulge in. He 

was so enraged that he lost all sense of fear 

and stood head down on the tree within arm’s 

length of me, calling me all the vile names the 

squirrel vocabulary is capable of. It was per¬ 

fectly evident that he was using language which 

would not look well in print. I tried to reason 

with him, told him that there were nuts enough 

for both, that he was the spryest and could get 

more; but it was no use. I had taken his nuts, 

and he abused me so that I was obliged to leave 

him, still using language strong enough to 

walk on. 

In our cedar swamps one often sees small¬ 

sized trees whose outer bark for several feet up 

looks as if it had been torn or shredded off. 

This is done by red squirrels in getting nesting 

material. I have seen a squirrel when doing 

this take the end of a piece of bark in his mouth 

and then by bracing off with his fore paws tear 

out a strip several inches long. By holding on 

with one fore foot and using the other as a 

hand, he would draw in the ends and tuck them 

in his mouth. Thus stripping off other shreds 

and arranging them in his mouth until he had 

all that he could carry, he would convey his 

load to the place where he was making his nest, 

being careful to start off in a direction opposite 

to the one where he intended to go, and. not 

until he supposed that he was out of sight, 

circling round to his objective point. 

While the gray squirrel builds a nest of leaves 

in summer, I have always seen the reds gather¬ 

ing their material late in the fall. Speaking of 

gray squirrels, I have always heard that the 

reds would always drive the grays away from 

their vicinity. How this may be in other states 

where the grays are plentiful, I do not know; 

but in this part of Maine, where grays are not 

common and where most of them are found 

in restricted areas where acorns are plenty or 

there are cornfields, I have never seen any 

signs of one species troubling the other. After 

observing both kinds for over sixty years. I 

have always found reds wherever there were 

grays, each kind living as peaceably with the 

other as it did with its own species. I have 

often seen grays chasing each other, and reds 

doing the same; but never saw a red in pursuit 

of a gray or vice versa. 

I do not know at what time the young are 

born, but it must be when the weather is quite 

cold. Once, when trout fishing in June. I 

looked into a hollow in a large standing elm. 

The bottom of the hole was filled with fine 
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rotten wood. Seeing this moving slightly, as 

if something were breathing under it, I carefully 

removed the rotten wood and found four red 

squirrels, almost fully grown, each one curled 

up by himself and all fast asleep, although it 

was nearly noon. On being disturbed they at 

once ran up nearby trees. These squirrels must 

have been born very early, and it looked as if 

the mother had covered them, although I did 

not see her. Manly Hardy. 

Young Bear and Young Wolves. 
By far the most interesting animals now on 

exhibition at the Denver Zoological Park, 

which formerly was known as the City Park 

Zoo, are the young wolves and the black bear 

that were born this spring, says the Denver Re¬ 

publican. 
Teddy was two months old April 2, still he 

will not make his appearance before the pub¬ 

lic until about the middle of the month; that is, 

provided he follows the schedule laid out by 

naturalists who have studied young bears in 

captivity. 
He opened his eyes almost on the very 

minute that he was expected to forty days after 

birth, and Director J. Alden Loring says that 

he is due to make his bow to the public a month 

later, which would bring it about the 12th or 

13th of this month. 
Since April first his mother has been giving 

him daily airings and as time progresses she 

takes him out oftener, much to the amusement 

and delight of the spectators. She is not a bit 

particular how she handles him, yet awkward 

and rough though she may seem, there is a 

tenderness and affection about her movements 

and actions that at once impress one. 

If he happens to be in the right position 

when she wants to pick him up, she seizes him 

by the loose skin about the nape of the neck 

and carries him around. But she is just as apt 

to grab him by the other end and swing him 

about head down and legs sprawled out, while 

she strolls about the cage casting furtive glances 

at the bears and wolves that crowd about the 

outside as soon as they see her with the cub. 

When they get too vociferous she carries Master 

Teddy back to his sleeping apartment. 

Sometimes she puts him down, and in order 

to protect him and to prevent him from strol¬ 

ling, she places her paw about him much as a 

mother would hold a child, for he is yet quite 

helpless, and at best is only able to stand up 

and waddle a few steps on unsteady bare feet. 

Often she will put one huge paw close to her 

chest, place the cub on it and hold him against 

her while she hobbles about on three legs. 

While it was at first reported that there were 

three cubs born, there is no proof to substanti¬ 

ate this, and the director says that he thinks 

there was only one, for if the mother had killed 

and eaten two, she would have killed the other 

one also. 
The seven young black wolves whose den is 

in the ground in the southeast corner of the 

main bear and wolf den, are just one month 

younger to the day, yet they have been running 

about for a week and they are half again as 

large as the young bear. 

The whole band of wolves seems to take al¬ 

most as much parental interest in the pups as 

4o their mother and father. Yesterday one- of 

them crawled through the bars and was captured 

and replaced, whereupon every wolf came up 

to him, looked him over and smelled of him as 

though to see if he was hurt. 

In the park ten black bears, two large griz¬ 

zlies and twelve wolves are kept together in a 

large cage. It is interesting to watch the wolves 

keep the bears away from the end of the den 

where the young wolves live. Ihey seem to 

be always on the watch, and when a bear 

wanders too far south the whole pack of wolves 

hustle him back in quick time. There is one 

2-year-old black bear that seems to be a privi¬ 

leged character, however. Possibly the wolves 

know his disposition and are not afraid to let 

him mingle with them, for he may frequently 

be seen coiled up in a depression in the ground, 

snoozing away while the wolves, big and little, 

play about him. 

A Letter from Audubon. 
The library of Union College, Schenectady, 

New York, has owned for many years a copy 

of Audubon’s great work, the “Birds of 

America,” but for a long time the value and in¬ 

terest of these volumes seems to have been 

overlooked, and they lay dust-covered and 

neglected in a portion of the library accessible 
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to every one. Now, however, their value seems 

to be appreciated, and they are cared for. Quite 

recently Miss Maria Audubon, a granddaughter 

of the naturalist, and the author of that most 

interesting work, “Audubon and His Journals,” 

presented to the Historical Society of Schenec¬ 

tady, a letter from her grandfather, written in 

Schenectady in the year 1844, at which time Dr. 

Eliphalet Nott, President of Union College, sub¬ 

scribed for a copy of the “Birds of America” 

and of the “Quadrupeds of America.” 

This letter is addressed to V. G. Audubon, 

Esq., 77 William street, New York, and is post¬ 

marked Schenectady, July 16, 1844. 

It was Audubon’s custom, during his absences 

from his family, to write a general letter ad¬ 

dressed to all of them, giving them the news of 

his travels, and this letter was one of that sort. 

At the time this was written the Audubon 

family had been domiciled for some years at his 

residence on the banks of the Hudson, in what 

is now called Audubon Park, in the house which 

is still standing under the Riverside drive close 

to 155th street. The letter possesses especial 

interest not only for residents of Schenectady, 

but also because it gives some details about the 

Union College copy, which are very interesting. 

“Schenectady, July 16 (Tuesday), 1844. 

“My Dearest Friends: 
“I reached this pretty village on Sunday last 

at 9 of the morning, unaware that it was Sun¬ 

day. My time was dull enough, as I rambled 

along the Banks of the shallow Mohawk River, 

and did not call on Professor Jackson until 3 

o’clock of that afternoon. I was extremely 

kindly treated by that excellent man, and his 

good wife, too, and supped at their House (one 

wing of Union College) and walked with him 

through his Superb Garden and Grounds. 

Yesterday morning I went to breakfast there; 

after'which he took me in his carriage to call 

on different Individuals, as he thought without 

much prospect of success. We first called on 

Doer. Nott, L.L. D., President of Union 

College; who subscribed at once for one copy 

of the quadrupeds, and we procured a second 

name in the Town. The day before I left Troy 

Doer. Wright took me to Lansingburgh (the 

village of John Backman) and there we procured 

the subscription of a Brother Phisician of his 

acquaintance. Thus we have to add. 

“1—F. B. Leonard, M.D., Lansingburgh 

(Troy). 
“2—pliph’t Nott, Union College, Schenec 

tady. 
“3—D. L. Campbell, Union College, Schenec 

tady. 
“I have therefore procured 8 names since I 

left you in one week’s time. Last evening Doer 

Nott called upon me at Professor Jackson's 

and talked about the large work, and finally 

told me that he would purchase it, provided I 

would agree to wait for one-half the price of it 

for 6 months; to which I agreed. He will 

therefore pay 500$ down on delivery, as well as 

for a sett of the quadrupeds, and in 6 months 

more will pay 500$. I wish you to have, the 

copy in the Library packed, cleaned, and re¬ 

touched at the woodpeckers and Robbins, &c. 

and put in the 5 volumes of the biographies, 

a synopsis, and 2 Port Folios each containing 

one sett of the quadrupeds for both the College 

and Mr. Campbell, whose Bill put also in the 

Box, and have the Box forwarded by Harden’s 

express addressed, Union College, Schenectady, 

N. Y., and let them know the value of the con¬ 

tents. Do this as soon as you can, and I hope 

that you will be able to send the Seventh No. 

along. 
“I have some hopes of procuring 2 more 

names here, on my return. I leave this for 

Utica at 9 this morning, and expect to find a 

letter for me from you in the Post Office there, 

as I wrote to you to write to me at that place 

in answer to my letter from Troy. 

“Hoping that you are all quite well and with 

love ta all, and remembrances to friends 

Hall & others, I say God Bless You All. 

“Your friend, 

“Tohn J. Audubon 

“Write to me addressed Geneva.” 

Accross the face of the first page is written: 

“Forward the copy for Doer. Leonard to our 

agents at Troy; as well as all the following num¬ 

bers for the subscribers here.” 

i 

I"he Forest and Stream may be obtained front 

y newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 



Duck Shooling in Calcasieu Parish. 

A few years ago, before a great industry had 

been developed in the vicinity of Sulphur City. 

La., the natural conditions in that locality were 

favorable to the increase of migratory game. 

The ground was low and marshy, but generally 

quite flat; forests of resinous pine spread over 

a considerable portion of the country. In some 

places the trees grew to immense size, their mas¬ 

sive trunks ascending to seventy-five or eighty 

feet without a branch. The soil in such locali¬ 

ties being free from underbrush and covered 

with thick layers of pine needles yielded pleas¬ 

antly under the step like a soft plush carpet. 

Currents of air caressing the treetops imparted 

the sound of the surf beating the shore at a dis¬ 

tance. Stretches of open prairie covered with 

tall grass furnished feeding spots for large flocks 

of ducks and geese. When the attention was 

not too much absorbed with large game one 

might frequently hear the jacksnipe emit its 

peculiar whistle as it shaped a zigzag course in 

its flight. Other game there was in less abund¬ 

ance. 
I engaged an old ‘"red bone ’ to act as my 

guide. Legrand—the name by which I will in¬ 

troduce the new acquaintance—was really a 

Creole, but was said to have a cross of Indian 

blood, just enough to cause him to detect signs 

which escape the common eye. A faithful, quiet, 

uncomplaining man, but an excellent hunter ac¬ 

cording to his lights, Legrand took no liking to 

new-fangled notions of modern sportsmen. He 

could crawl through the brush or long grass with 

all the stealthiness of a cat, every sense alert, 

and in spite of wet, cold or any kind of dis¬ 

comfort would doggedly stick to his task until 

his game was secured. 1 o this old-fashioned 

hunter every cartridge must represent something. 

He was not satisfied with “punching holes in 

the air.” A story is told of Legrand upon which 

I would not care to stake my reputation for 

veracity although somewhat characteristic of the 

man. 
A ranchman living in that locality noticed a 

small bunch of teal that were in the habit of 

using in a pond not far from his dwelling. He 

requested Legrand to try his luck with them 

the next morning, when they could be easily 

found. Legrand, however, was short of ammu¬ 

nition, so the ranchman gave him a shell which 

he jokingly remarked was enough for a good 

shot, and he expected him to come back with 

the whole bunch, numbering six. On the en¬ 

suing day Legrand departed before sunrise, but 

returned to breakfast empty handed. “No ducks, 

Legrand?” He shook his head; “No ducks.” 

The next morning the result was the same. 

“No ducks. Legrand?” “No ducks.” 

The third morning a shot was heard. Legrand 

returned with three beautiful blue-winged teal 

hanging from each shoulder. 

“Legrand, how did you manage to have so 

much luck all of a sudden, when you were not 

able to get anything the two preceding morn¬ 

ings ?” 

“To-day,” he replied, “was the first time I 

could get them lined up so that I could bag 

them all at one shot.” 

It was my good fortune to make another in¬ 

teresting acquaintance in a somewhat singular 

way. One afternoon, when shooting on the edge 

of a marsh close by the house where I was so¬ 

journing, I became conscious of someone near 

at hand. Turning around I discovered an 

elderly man of dignified bearing, whose round 

ruddy face, ornamented with a long white flow¬ 

ing beard, rested upon broad shoulders and 

sturdy frame. The expression of his counte¬ 

nance was mild and kindly, possessing a reflec 

tive cast, which was somewhat accentuated by 

a habit of slowly stroking his beard. Much 

impressed, I regarded him with a feeling of 

reverence. Had I been present at a revival 

meeting, the pose and genial appearance would 

have suited the occasion, silence having been 

secured by the exhortation, “Let us pray.” 1 

broke the magic spell by politely asking the new 

arrival whether he was a sportsman and fond 

of shooting. “Can I shoot?” By- (a blue 

streak a yard long imparted all necessary 

emphasis). “Young man, before my eyes went 

back on me old Uncle Dave could hit any living 

creature.” After a brief conversation my new 

acquaintance cordially invited me to visit him, 

ahd also extended the privilege of occupying his 

lodge at a place called Sabine Pass, about twenty 

miles away. This is not the noted Sabine Pass 

in Texas, but merely a local name. All reports 

seemed to confirm the reputation of Sabine Pass, 

so I concluded to fit out an expedition. I chart¬ 

ered a prairie schooner and secured two horses 

which the guide said he could get for nothing. 

I was willing, however, to pay for what I got, 

but was put off with some dignity. The old 

saying, “Never look a gift horse in the mouth” 

seems somewhat in point, so I will be sparing 

of comments. It was a very safe team, but not 

much at annihilating space. A young man was 

engaged as cook. There was no other addition 

to the party, save that of an old one-eyed dog. 

A long, wearisome day’s travel brought us to 

a sheet of water which surrounded the lodge. 

This resulted from the great ' quantity of 

moisture that had accumulated from heavy rain¬ 

falls. The cook rode ahead, exploring the way. 

The team tremulously negotiated the pass, but 

were soon in difficulties. One of them falling 

down in about four feet of water energetically 

strove to rise. Legrand, jumping into the icy 

water, began to fix the harness, which was no 

easy task. It was too dark to do anything, so 

the horses were uncoupled from the schooner 

and driven ashore. I mounted one horse be¬ 

hind the cook. The animal became refractory 

and varied the monotonous experience of the 

day by bucking for a brief space. Finally the 

shipwrecked crew were able to leave the 

schooner in safety with a few things absolutely 

necessary, but by no means with all that were 

desired. 

The bright glow of a fire in the open hearth 

of the lodge dispelled the gloom and discomforts 

of our surroundings, but Legrand was chilled 

to the bone and looked peaked and miserable. 

My sympathy was excited and I prescribed a 

liberal dose from my flask which immediately 

revived him. Fortunately we had taken the pre¬ 

caution to cover the contents of the wagon, 

which otherwise would have suffered on account 

of the rain that fell during the night. Our 

meagre repast finished, it was not a great while 

before one after another dozed off into fitful 

slumber. One blanket covered the forms of 

three men, and in place of under bedding and 

spring mattress we had the board floor. The 

steady pour of the rain resounded continually 

upon the roof, while the snap of the pine fagots 

mingled with the hiss of drops of water fall¬ 

ing on the burning embers. It is not easy for 

three persons to sleep under one blanket rest¬ 

ing upon a hard surface. The disposition to 

change position became a fixed habit with all 

three, but invariably the one who attempted it 

met with unreasonable objections and muttered 

protests from the other two. If one turned over 

all three had to follow suit. It seemed to be 

a case where the minority ruled while the 

majority swore at the minority. The one-eyed 

dog, becoming restless from the cold when the 

fire went out, repeatedly attempted to find a 

place for himself under the blanket, but dis¬ 

covered that a triple alliance had been formed 

to eliminate him completely. Finally he offered 

to compromise by lying down on the outside of 

the blanket above our prostrate forms, but this 

accommodation was likewise unfeelingly rejected. 

During that awful night every man’s hand ap¬ 

peared to be against his neighbor and all three 

united against the dog. 

I was at length awakened from a semi-con¬ 

scious condition by Legrand who was about to 

light a fire. 

“What is the matter, Legrand?” I inquired. 

“Are you getting cold?” 

“It’s time to get up.” 

“What time is it?” 

“About 4 o’clock.” 

How he knew I could not guess, but I was 

only too ready to accept any excuse that would 

rescue me from almost the worst night I ever 

experienced. It was pitch dark, but the rain 

had ceased, and the noise of game stirring out¬ 

side betokened the coming dawn. A dense fog 

hung over the prairie and when light began to 

make an impression it was like illuminating an 

opaque substance. It was impossible to distin¬ 

guish anything over six yards away. Having 

removed everything from the schooner the prob 

lem of dragging it to dry land did not concern 

us. W'e acted on the maxim, “Never do to¬ 

morrow what can be done just as well the day 

after.” 

The growing day was heralded by a perfect 

Babel of voices. Invisible flocks of ducks num¬ 

bering thousands frequently stirred the air with 

the rapid movements of their wings which 

sounded like an express train. The measured 

honk of wild geese gave evidence of their 

presence in no beggarly numbers. At intervals 
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the brant in the long sour bog grass invited an 

easy shot. When matters were straightened out 

Legrand and myself lost no time in starting a 

hunt for feathered game. 

The hunt began as soon as we stepped out¬ 

doors. Small bunches of ducks were passed by 

unnoticed. Legrand did not believe in wasting 

ammunition; I only had five hundred shells. 

Presently we heard the calling of a large num¬ 

ber of brant. That interested Legrand. The 

fog had lifted somewhat, but still rendered 

objects indistinct unless they were close at hand. 

I imitated Legrand in all his movements; first 

the quiet, cautious approach, gradually bending, 

until finally we were crawling on our stomachs 

through the grass and mud. We were already 

quite near the brant and I was becoming appre¬ 

hensive lest we should delay too long. A large 

flock of teal unexpectedly attracted my attention 

on the left side and I motioned to Legrand. He 

shook his head, but I signified that 1 was satis¬ 

fied to try my luck with them. Legrand dis 

approved but yielded to my suggestion, except 

that he drew a bead on the brant. The report 

of four barrels seemed almost muffled in the 

uproar caused by great flocks of birds rising in 

every direction, churning the air with their 

wings and filling space with a discordant con¬ 

glomeration of sounds from every species of 

web-footed fowl on the prairie. When the gray 

mist had swallowed the black mass, a pleasant 

sight welcomed our eyes. The ground was plen¬ 

tifully covered with limp forms, a handsome 

tribute to the prowess of our guns. The beam 

of joy on Legrand's weatherbeaten face satisfied 

me that so far we had not been unduly wasteful 

of ammunition. Fearing lest there might be 

some lingering doubt in his mind on the subject, 

I sought to console him with the reflection that 

I still had four hundred and ninety-six shells 

left. 
No time was lost in collecting the game. I 

stuffed the. big pockets of my hunting coat with 

teal and brant. Legrand fastened them to the 

fringes of his jacket until he was almost covered 

with the dark bodies of brant and the beautifully 

colored teal. I warned Legrand to kill every 

bird he gathered, but he was careless in carry¬ 

ing out my suggestion. On the way back to the 

lodge I heard behind me a flutter of wings and 

several quacks and caught a glimpse of a duck 

disappearing in the fog. Legrand was standing 

in a state of stupefaction, staring in the direc¬ 

tion the duck had flown. I could not help laugh¬ 

ing. Needless to say he made sure of the rest. 

Surfeited with abundance of game, the pastime 

soon palled on me. After several days’ sport 

I was read}' to return to more comfortable 

quarters where the shooting was productive of 

smaller results, but more to my taste. Jack- 

snipe, which were quite plentiful, furnished an 

opportunity for skillful marksmanship, but the 

high standard of economy in using ammunition 

established for me by Legrand was shamefully 

lowered. Jacksnipe did not swarm before the 

muzzle of my gun, nor was one bagged in every 

shot. This kind of shooting is excellent for 

training the eye. and no sportsman need be 

chagrined at an occasional miss. 

F.. F. Randolph. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Some Wild Turkey Reminiscences. 
Philadelphia, Pa., April 25.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I was back home on a visit and 

thought I would call on "Old George.'' Some 

years had elapsed since I had seen him, during 

which time he had lost his sight, and he seemed 

more than pleased to grasp my hand aga n. 

George was a veteran of the Civil War and had 

been a hunter from childhood, his specialty be¬ 

ing wild turkeys. No one in the neighborhood 

knew more about the habits of wild turkeys than 

he, nor did any one kill more, although -he only 

hunted them when he did not have work, and 

entirely for the sport of it. It was he who gave 

me my first lessons in that art which proved so 

interesting and healthful, and to him I owe 

much of what I have learned about this noble 

game bird. 
"Well, Charlie, I am certainly glad you came; 

sorry I cannot see you, but your voice sounds 

the same, and I am glad to know that you are 

well and prospering. I feel as good as I ever 

did, and if it were not for my eyes I would be 

all right.” 

"George,” said I, “they tell me there are no wild 

turkeys around here any more. How about it?” 

George reflected a minute or so and said, 

“Well, they do say so, but I can hardly believe 

it. If I could see, I think I could find them. 

I would like to take a trip out on Pine Hill. 

Do you remember where you and I ate our 

lunch the days we were out that way? About 

a mile further'than that the hill forms a kind of 

horseshoe, which is called the Black Swamp, 

and in there I could always find turkeys. No, I 

don’t believe you were ever there; you were too 

young to go that far alone, and the day I was 

out on Pine Hill with you I was afraid to go 

any further for fear you* would get too tired. 

Then there is another place—out where you 

killed the big gobbler when there was snow on 

the ground—just above the old coal hearth. 

Do you remember that?” 

Of course I remembered—why shouldn’t I? 

It was one of the most happy days of all my 

hunting experience. Gipsy, my English setter, 

and I had taken a long trip and were on our 

way home late in the afternoon without getting 

a shot, when from the mountainside some two 

hundred yards away up jumped a turkey. It did 

not look very large to me. as it flew down the 

hill past me, probably sixty yards, and it was a 

long shot, but I tried it. Down it came, but no 

sooner did it strike the ground than it started 

to run. Just here, however, is where Gipsy got 

in her work, and it was but a moment until she 

was on top of the turkey and I was there to 

stop the struggle. It weighed twenty-one pounds 

and was a beauty. More than that, it came just 

at a time when I had given up getting anything 
that day. 

“Then I would like to go down to the Co -e 

Mountain.” continued George. “Yes. I know, 

you never liked to hunt there, but all the same 

it was a great place for turkeys and there must 

be some there now. I wish there was a good 

snow and you could go out and look around. 

I feel sure- you would see tracks. Of course you 

should wait until the snow had been down about 

two days, because turkeys some times do not 

travel much the first day a snow is down, es¬ 

pecially early in the winter and if it is the first 

snow.” 

Again George grew reminiscent. “Charlie,” 

said he, “do you remember the day we were 

over the river and your gun would not go off?” 

Yes, I remembered that also. It was an old 

army musket—quite a load for one of my age 

and size, and its only fault was that it did not 

always break the percussion cap. On this oc¬ 

casion 1 had with great labor succeeded in get¬ 

ting ahead of a flock of turkeys, and secreting 

myself behind a log, waited patiently for them 

to come up. They came just as I had antici¬ 

pated they would, and when I had three in line, 

I pulled the trigger, but the cap failed to ex¬ 

plode and away they went. Sometimes one 

can describe his feelings in words, but I will 

not make an attempt, as I know it would be a 

failure. Any of you who have "been there” will 

understand. 

“And, Charlie, you asked me to try the gun 

to see if it would go off for me, and I asked 

you why you did not try it yourself. Do you 

remember what you said then?” 

“No, George,” said I, “I must confess I do 

not; what was it?” 

“Well,” said he, “you told me you were afraid 

to, and I asked you what you would do if you 

saw a turkey, to which you replied, ‘Oh, well, 

I am not afraid to shoot it at a turkey!’ ” 

Then I remembered very well, for I used to 

load that old musket so that the ramrod 

registered “nine fingers.” It invariably flew 

out of my hands when it went off. the steel 

bands would jar loose and the ramrod would 

bounce eight inches out of its place, but when 

the cloud of smoke cleared away following a re¬ 

port like a clap of thunder, I usually found that 

some damage had been done in front of the gun 

as well as behind it. It answered my purpose 

very well in those days, when any kind of a gun 

was a prize to a boy, and with the exception of 

the weak spring I had no complaints to make. 

One thing I had not forgotten, which was that 

that very same day turned out to be the most 

successful of my turkey hunting experience. 

Toward evening George told me he was going 

in a certain direction to call and I could either 

stay where I was and wait for him or go further 

out on the mountain side and call also, for he 

had taught me how to do it, and I never knew 

any one who could imitate their calls better 

than he. 

I concluded to go on a little calling expedi¬ 

tion of my own. and had not gone far until I 

met two city sportsmen who had some little 

fun at my expense on account of my youthful" 

appearance and big gun. They had seen no 

game but said they had heard some one whist¬ 

ling below them about a quarter of a mile 

further out. I at once surmised that it was the 

turkeys calling together, and was right, for 

shortly after that I got an answer to one of my 

calls, and secreting myself behind a clump of 

chestnut sprouts, succeeded in enticing three 

young turkeys within thirty yards of me. This 

time the old musket did not fail me, and after 

the smoke had cleared away I picked up two 

nice fat turkeys. And that was not all, for 

within a half hour I' had again called the third 

one up and killed it also. 

These three turkeys, with the old musket, 

made quite a load for me, but I tied their legs 

together and threw them over my back, wend¬ 

ing my way slowly back over the old wood road 

to where I was to meet George. He was wait- 
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ing, and when he saw me, said: “Jewhillikens! 

did you kill the whole flock?" 

No, I had not killed the whole flock, but 

enough for one day. It was a red-letter day, 

and George and I talked over all the little de¬ 

tails again, as well as those of many other 

pleasant days we had together, before I left him. 

How pleasant are these recollections, and how 

vividly they come up in one's memory, proving 

that a good day (or a bad one. for that matter) 

is never finished, but can be gone over and over 

again with pleasure or pain as the case may be 

all through one’s life. I have spent many days 

in the woods when I killed nothing, some of 

which are cjnite as pleasant to recall now as 

others on which I had killed turkeys, but they 

did not appeal to me just that way then. We 

see things in a different light when we get older. 

Chas. C. Rife. 

California Jacksnipe. 

Los Angeles, Cal., April 20.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The jacksnipe season closed 

March 31. The season was as good as can be 

expected when it is remembered that snipe were 

included in the law only a couple of seasons 

ago, and were without protection at all previous 

to that time. The growing scarcity of these 

birds hereabouts has been a source of sincere 

sorrow among sportsmen, many of whom rate 

the jacksnipe at the head of the list. Not en¬ 

tirely is the market hunter blamed. The recla¬ 

mation of vast areas of marsh land for agricul¬ 

tural purposes has had its effect also, tending 

to concentrate the birds which come here on 

comparatively small areas from which they are 

quickly driven out. That means leaving the 

country, as there is nowhere else to go. A 

remedy is not in sight. The present law is about 

as good as is necessary, provided it be so 

amended as to remove a conflict which practi¬ 

cally invalidates it. In one clause all birds of 

the order Limicolce are protected; in another 

the jacksnipe season is extended a month and 

a half, and in consequence most of the wardens 

say they would hardly care to make any arrests 

for shooting any kind of snipe during the sea¬ 

son when they are here, owing to the disposi¬ 

tion of the average justice of the peace to excuse 

a game law violator when there is a reasonable 

certainty that he did not knowingly violate any 
law. 

Southern California is especially well favored 

in Deputy Fish Commissioner H. L. Pritchard, 

who is an uncompromising enemy to the illegal 

dealers in game, and is cordially hated by all 

market hunters in consequence. 

One of Pritchard’s latest captures was in 

Bakersfield where a hotel proprietor attempted 

to serve game under its right name. 

The appropriation for game protection is 

ridiculously small in this end of the State, hut 

on the whole the laws are well observed. 

Most of the ducks have left us now on their 

northward journey. Plenty of quail were left 

over this year, and they seem to have naired off. 

Ernv. L. Hedderly. 

May. 

Tne sun is now brighter, the zephyrs are lighter, 

The birds’ happy singing commences at morn; 

The farmer is growling and drinking hard cider. 

And cussing the crows that are pulling his corn. 

On the Head of Moose River. 

As usual the deer season opened unfavorably. 

The first few days there was no snow and, 

though there had been heavy rains until the last 

few days, and all marshes and low places were 

brimming with water, the leaves in the woods 

had dried rapidly under two days of bright sun, 

and had become so crisp and noisy that the 

progress of a hunter through the timber was 

heralded in advance by rustling leaves and the 

crash of dry branches. This put successful 

hunting out of the question. With the excep¬ 

tion of one small deer, which came out in the 

open meadow at midday and was brought down 

by a long scratch shot from the camp door, we 

were likely to depend on partridges and rabbits 

to supply the larder, or to send to the nearest 

town to replenish it. There was no lack of this 

small game, however, and the situation was more, 

vexing than anything else. 

Again we had planned an expedition on the 

river, not yet frozen, and had made appoint¬ 

ments to meet, which required starting before 

daylight in the morning. When we got out in 

the morning the ground was covered with about 
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fdur inches of snow which was still falling; a 

deep noiseless snow with quite a gale of wind, 

which makes a hunter dream of a perfect day 

for deer hunting. But the first ambition of 

honest people is to meet appointments once 

made, and we turned to the river intending to 

return at the earliest possible moment and make 

the most of the situation. Returning two days 

later, we started into the woods where we had 

been keeping tab on a hunch of five or six deer, 

waiting for the time to ripen for warlike demon¬ 

strations. Alas! for our anticipations; we found 

the woods dotted and cross-hatched with the 

tracks of hunters, not deer! Pot-hunters they 

must have been, for had they been true sports¬ 

men they would have eliminated themselves 

from the face of earth rather than to have in¬ 

terfered with our plans. Later we found the 

crimsoned snow where two of our deer had 

been killed. It was too late to try another field 

that day and the next it was snowing heavily 

.again. It snowed until two feet deen. The 

next favorable spot for deer was three miles 

away, beyond a half mile of marsh, and to cross 

it with two feet of snow hiding the treacherous 

places was impossible. 

Day after day we loitered and speculated on 

what to do until the season was nearing its end. 

We had spent much time here on the borders 

of the great wilderness to the north and heard 

many vague rumors of it, but of actual ex¬ 
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perience we had none. We had also heard of 

a lone hunter who lived in its fastnesses, remote 

from settlement. He was also said to be a 

gentleman of unusual qualities. He kept a 

horse, hence had stable and hay. We could take 

in our double sleigh, bedding for ourselves, tent, 

stove, provisions and grain for the horses, but 

to stop over in the winter with two feet of 

snow on the ground it was necessary to strike 

some kind of a shack, for aside from the dis¬ 

agreeable feature of digging out a place in the 

snow to pitch our tent we had to have stabling 

and hay. We settled on an impromptu call on 

Mr. I.inart Lidman, hunter, gentleman and 
citizen of the world. 

I here was a well broken road for forty miles 

to the crossing of Moose River, and then we 

turned up Moose River five miles, taking an old 

logging road, recrossing on an old lumbering 

bridge and following up another five miles to 

a deserted logging camp and stable. A short 

distance from this was Lidman’s shack. Such 

were the directions we received, and forty-five 

miles of the road was entirely unknown to us. 

We had decided that we could reach the de¬ 

serted lumber camp the first day and took hay 

enough for the first night’s feed. From there 

we could look Lidman’s up the next morning at 

our leisure, as the logging road we were follow¬ 
ing ended at the camp. 

This upper country is quite a big game dis¬ 

trict, and during the early part of the dav we 

met several parties coming out with deer, though 

not all the hunters had been successful. Yet 

there were enough horned heads to put us in 

good humor* with ourselves for having started. 

At sunset we crossed the Moose River forty 

miles out, where we left the main road of all 

that wilderness with ten miles of unbroken trail 

still ahead of us. There were many old de¬ 

serted trails diverging, but we took those on the 

river side and pushed steadily on. The road 

led out over the hills and out of sight of the 

river which we coidd only guess was there by 

having kept the trail furthest to that side. The 

five miles to the second crossing of the Moose 

seemed interminable, and we were about giving 

up in despair when, suddenly rounding a thicket, 

the deep narrow valley of the river lay before 

us, the snow in valley and on hillside beyond 

glittering under the light of a full moon. 

It was a weird yet cheering view, for now 

we knew we were right. As we glided along 

we saw numerous tracks where deer had crossed 

the trail and it seemed there could be no lack 

of game. Again the miles stretched wearily on 

and on until we almost began to look for day¬ 

break in the east. The miles of an unknown 

road seem strangely long, especially by night, 

but at last we came to a clearing, in the center of 

which the walls of the old log camp frowned 

darkly. And lo ! “there was a sound of revelry 

by night,” and light streamed from within and 

glanced along the snow like the flash of a duck- 

shooter’s gun after dusk. We had been fore¬ 

stalled. We drove up and found a party of 

hunters had taken possession. Sportsmen they 

should have been from their dress and accoutre¬ 

ments, but when we explained our mission, the 

shoulder they gave us was colder than a skinned 

saddle of venison that has hung in the shadow 

of the pines all winter. We were not to be 

bluffed under the circumstances, however, and 

crowded in. There was one large room in this 
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camp unoccupied with the stove and bunks of 

logging days still standing. We took possession 

of this under the protest of the enemy. By the 

time we had put out and cared for our horses 

the opposition was just sitting down to supper 

and of course were forced to invite us to join 

them, and we by the same token were forced to 

accept. They regaled us with dismal tales of 

no deer, told us they had been there all season 

and had got but one fawn—all they had seen. 

It afterward developed that five of them had 

got three. They gave us plainly to understand 

that if we undertook to stop in that camp we 

would have a very disagreeable time. We had 

no such idea in our heads, though we let them 

fume it out without giving them any informa¬ 

tion. We pumped them as to other residents 

of the neighborhood, and they told us there were 

no others, but pressed, they finally said there 

was a solitary ogre who lived a mile further 

on, but that it was dangerous to go near him; 

that he wore a coat of long hair for clothes and 

carried a club. This was undoubtedly out- 

friend to whom we had a letter of introduction, 

or rather of whom we had heard once or twice 

in vague, indefinite rumor. 

Early next morning we took our lives in our 

hands and hit the trail for Lidman’s. We 

found Mr. Lidrnan at breakfast with a couple 

of Scotch collies seated on either hand looking 

expectant. We quickly explained the object of 

our visit, and he glanced all round the room as 

if taking an invoice of stock and said, “Well! 

you can see about all there is of it, and it is 

yours till you get tired of it.” We unloaded 

our goods, put out our team and were at home. 

We only settled ourselves in camp and got an 

early dinner preparing for our first effort at 

hunting in the afternoon. 

Our host thought deer rather plenty in the 

neighborhood, but that owing to the deep snow 

one could scarcely hope to hunt more than two 

miles from camp. The country was hilly and, 

though once covered with a dense pine forest, 

the hills were now bare or overgrown with 

scattered poplars which had attained to a height 

-of only a few feet. Pine stumps dotted the open 

hillsides, resembling vast herds of feeding sheep. 

There was no large standing timber except in 

the swamps and along the streams, or scattered 

hardwood in some of the low lying valleys be¬ 

tween the hills. An ideal country for deer hunt¬ 

ing, but we saw at once that some of our equip¬ 

ment was ill suited to conditions. A 16-gauge 

shotgun with buckshot stood very small chance 

in those hills of magnificent distances. The 

partridge hunting, which had been part of the 

plan, was out of the question on account of the 

slow covering of the ground in the deep snow. 

My rifles, too, are all of the black powder type, 

and in these hills trajectory is a very important 

feature. 

We did fairly well by starting out at 1 o’clock 

and having a fine buck hanging on the pine in 

front of our host’s shack at sunset. The buck, 

though, could have gotten fairly away, owing 

to a 44 caliber cartridge refusing to enter the 

chamber of a .38 caliber rifle, but for his foolish 

effort to see what sort of animal it was that had 

been barking at his heels. 

I think it was the first evening out that our 

host sprung the following mismanagement of 

facts on unsuspecting strangers. “I was out.” 

said he, “with a friend jacking for deer on the 
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lake when we spied a large buck feeding on lily- 

pads at the edge of the water. He was entirely 

unconscious of our presence, and we experi¬ 

mented to see how close we could get to him 

without giving the alarm. We got so very close 

without being discovered that at last I made up 

my mind to catch him by the tail. It was a hard 

point on the lake to land him anyhow- if we 

killed him in the water, so we did not care much 

if he did get away. Giving the canoe a sendoff 

I leaned over the bow while my friend kept his 

paddle in the water to steer it. As we glided 

noiselessly up I reached far forward and seized 

the buck’s tail. As the buck felt my grip close 

on his tail he leaped forward and away we went 

across the floating bog and through the brush 

like an Alaskan dog sledge. I saw by the direc¬ 

tion he was taking that he would pass close to 

the shack and kept a firm hold and bided my 

time. Well, that buck came into the clearing 

just in front of the shack, and when he passed 

under the pine where your deer is hanging I 

let go, and picking up the rifle dropped him. It 

was the easiest time I ever had bringing in a 

big one.” 
We afterward learned from Lidman’s friend, 

who lived some miles away, that when he let 

go and picked up the rifle he made a clean miss 

and the buck got off without a scratch. 
Next morning we strengthened our position 

by borrowing our host’s .30-30 and the few car¬ 

tridges he had on hand. There were only a 

dozen and it seemed careless, not to say shift¬ 

less, in him not to have more, but that dozen 

we got with just as hearty good will as if there 

had been a thousand more behind them. We 

hunted in a hill country where every dome had 

some half dozen deer beds on the top, but to 

catch the deer in bed, or even see him get out, 

was another feature of the game. As we topped 

one of the highest of the domes we sighted a 

deer coming down a larger slope to the right 

and c,cross the basin beneath us. It was about 

two hundred feet down and about two hundred 

feet out, a rather hard riddle to solve on a run¬ 

ning deer, as each zigzag motion tells fearfully 

where, if it had been on a level, the side motion 

could not have been seen at all, just as the side 

motion of a straightaway jacksnipe makes shoot¬ 

ing at it a mere random jab, while the crossing 

bird is an easy mark. 

The .38 and the .30 spat, spit and sputtered 

spitefully, the bullets always striking the short 

cut of the angle of the deer’s zigzag flight mid¬ 

way between the extreme points on either hand. 

The snow flew first on this side and then on 

that; the deer also flew across the basin from 

right to left and halfway up the hill on the left, 

and then, as it came up nearer to the level of 

the guns, the zigzag disappeared and a last dis- 

pairing volley, ere it reached the top of the hill 

and vanished, caught and tumbled it back down 

the hill. Three bullets had struck it, but as all 

had passed clear through there was no clue as 

to which rifle had done the best execution. 

We got our deer in and hung up early in the 

afternoon and made no further effort that day, 

except that just at night I strolled a mile or so 

along the trail we had made. I found that in 

the two hours that had passed since we dragged 

the. last deer along the trail, three others had 

come into it and followed it a quarter of a mile 

toward camp and had turned into the swamp 

just out of sight of the shack. On any day 

since we had come there a walk of three hun¬ 

dred yards would show fresh deer tracks. There 

were very large tracks always in evidence in 

the early morning which our host said were 

made by one “Jumbo” who carried a large rock¬ 

ing chair on the crown of his head for orna¬ 

ment. He had proven himself too cute for all 

comers up to date, and was said to be the 

largest deer for many miles round. 

The third morning it was snowing from the 

northeast when we looked out and we made no 

move toward going hunting. “All day the hoary 

meteor fell” and we loafed about camp over¬ 

hauling our host’s reading matter, and it was 

somewhat startling to find such a display in that 

far corner of the wilderness. There were daily 

papers from Sydney, Australia; Stanley’s “In 

Darkest Africa”; Mike Donovan, on fistic 

science; a few volumes of standard poetry, 

Darwin, on the “Missing Link”; a work on 

elocution, one on etiquette and a very large col¬ 

lection of standard magazines and a department 

store catalogue which has a very wide circula¬ 

tion in the Middle West. I have seen it in sheep 

herders’ camps in the Rocky Mountains, in the 

cowboy camps in Wyoming, Texas and Indian 

Territory, and in Acadian duck hunters’ house¬ 

boats in the sea marsh of the Gulf coast. It is 

in the hands of farmers, mechanics, and in 

many cases of the country merchant. It proved 

to be a full day of solid loafing. 

We were storm bound for several days, for 

even after the snow quit we had to wait several 

days for the civilized end of the road to be¬ 

come broken; the upper end we intended break¬ 

ing ourselves. The next morning it was still 

snowing. It was a clinging, wet snow and pines, 

spruce and tamarack were tall white needles, 

their points lost in the whirling flakes above, 

while birch, willow and all the more flexible 

woods bent over until their tops touched the 

ground, forming great arches of snow. Several 

days later we decided it was safe to start on 

the return trip, further hunting being impossible. 

Taking leave of our host in the gray of the 

morning, we felt that we were taking leave of 

what does not fall to the lot of all wanderers 

in strange lands, a thoroughly honest and dis¬ 

interested hospitality. With a pressing invita¬ 

tion to return next year, we started out into the 

snow. When we got to the old logging camp 

we found that the party that had stopped there 

had gone out ahead of us and broken the road, 

cutting out the trees that had lopped over it 

and leaving us an easy escape. Thus it will 

be seen that there is some good in sportsmen 

no matter what the grade. E. P. Jaques. 

Many Mountain Lions. 
Two hundred cougars have been killed by 

hunters in California since Nov. 1, 1907, when 

the Fish and Game Commission announced a 

bounty of $20 on each scalp. The commission 

has paid out $4,000. The animals have been 

killed for the most part in the mountain coun¬ 

ties where they prey upon deer and cattle. In 

the affidavits accompanying the scalps the state¬ 

ment is generally made that the lions have been 

traced by their depredations among live stock 

and deer. In many cases the carcasses have 

been found and the lion located in a neighbor¬ 

ing tree. The California cougar is a very cun¬ 

ning animal, and it is exceedingly difficult to 

trap him. 



Brook Fishing for fTrout. 

Concluded from page 6C0. 

One of the oldest and fondest beliefs of the 

tyro fisherman is that the flies should be danced 

over the water. Do not do it. Let your Hies 

float or drift quietly with only an 

occasional • very gentle twitch. 

You can make your casts land 

much more lightly and, if desired, 

cause any fly to float on the sur¬ 

face by first making a few false 

casts in the air before allowing 

the flies to drop on the water. 

This dries the flies and spreads 

their hackles, but it must be done 

carefully and gently lest you 

whip them off. This is the 

method employed in dry fly-fish¬ 

ing, at which the English are so 

adept, and is the most interesting 

and fascinating phase of the 

sport. It is particularly effective 

late in the season, when most of 

the fish are in the deeper waters 

of the pools and quiet reaches, 

and fish are often taken in this 

way when other methods are 

hopeless. 

When fishing the dry fly it is 

of great advantage to rub the line 

with deer fat and touch the fly 

with paraffin oil, or other prep¬ 

arations made for the purpose, as 

this renders them buoyant and 

prevents them becoming water- 

soaked. When fishing the rips 

or rapids, where you will always 

find the most fish early, in the 

season, it is the wet or sunken 

fly that does the business. Con¬ 

trary to general and popular be¬ 

lief, it is the cross-stream cast 

that is the most successful. As 

a rule the fish will be lying in the 

•back eddies formed here and 

there and in the “suck-backs” 

behind rocks. If the stream be 

not over wide and you are fishing 

along one shore, cast clear across 

to the opposite bank, holding 

your rod well up, so that the 

belly of the line will not strike 

the water and sweep your flies 

along too swiftly. Let the flies 

sink and the current swing them 

down and across to your side 

keeping the line as taut as you can without 

pulling on the flies. Do not cast directly at or 

into the spot where you think a fish is lying, 

but a little above and beyond him, wording the 

flies through where you think he is. 

If there be rocks showing above the water, a 

very deadly cast is to drop your flies upon the 

rock and then gently twitch them off. 

If the edge of the stream be bushy or over¬ 

hung with branches and fair casting is difficult, 

quiet water—the rest is easy. Should you use 

fly spoons or spinning baits, the same manner 

of procedure holds good as for fly-fishing, ex¬ 

cept that you should always cast with your line 

wholly Tinder control and start the lure toward 

you just before it hits the water. This will 

cause it to enter the water in 

motion and adds much to its life¬ 

like appearance. 

If you are a bait-fisher, you 

will find the best bait to be 

worms, crickets, grasshoppers, 

grubs, and the little brown brook 

minnows called mullychubs. It 

is illegal to use nets in waters in¬ 

habited by trout for the purpose 

of catching bait, but these little 

minnows, when pursued will hide 

beneath stones and may easily be 

captured by striking the stone 

sharply with another, so as to 

stun them. If properly handled 

they are quite as good dead as 

alive, for if they are baited by 

first passing the hook in near the 

tail and working the minnow 

along the bend of the hook, so 

that the point comes out at the 

mouth, they will spin freely in a 

current or when drawn through 

the water. Use a swivel between 

your line and leader, however, 

for if you do not the spinning 

minnow will soon turn your 

leader into a sad mess of kinks. 

Minnow bait works best by 

casting across stream and allow¬ 

ing it to swing down and across 

the same as wet fly-fishing. Do 

not strike immediately upon a 

bite when using this bait, but 

allow the fish a preliminary nib¬ 

ble or two. Grasshoppers and 

crickets are most successfully 

used on pools and cast after the 

manner of flies, allowing them to 

float along on the surface, and 

the more they wiggle and kick 

the better it is. If small hooks 

are used, and they are hooked 

once through the belly, they may 

be cast, if gently done, quite as 

well and accurately as a fly. In 

using these baits a box with a 

small hole and sliding cover will 

be found most convenient. 

When using worms, the best 

rule to follow is to use as- short a line as possible 

and to keep it fairly taut at all times. Results 

seldom follow from allowing the line to trail 

promiscuously down stream, for the swirling 

current will twist and curl it about, so that your 

strike, if you ever feel it, will almost invariably 

be too late. If the stream be very clear you 

will always do better by casting your bait here 

and there, more or less after the manner of a 

fly, allowing it to swing naturally with the cut- 

careful WORK REQUIRED HERE. 

it is possible to work your fly into many likely 

places by hooking it lightly into a leaf. Let it 

run down stream and the pull of the water on 

the leaf will carry your fly along naturally and, 

when it has reached the desired spot, a slight 

jerk on the line will free the fly. Switch or 

roll casting is invaluable at such times, and 

when properly done will land a fly lightly and 

accurately under overhanging branches on the 

opposite side, which could not be reached other¬ 

wise. 
When you strike a fish do not attempt to haul 

him through the water willy-nilly, or you are 

more than- likely to tear the hook out. Give 

him line, keeping the rod bent in an easy strain, 

and work him down stream into a back eddy or 
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rent through such places as you may think the 

trout to be in. Keep the line out of the water 

as much as you can and as near the vertical as 

the length of line you have out will permit— 

strike immediately upon a nibble. If the water 

be shallow or not very swift no sinker will be 

necessary, but in pools a shot or two may be 

needed to fish the bottom, where the best trout 

always lie. 
Contrary to usual practice, I like to use a 

long leader for bait-fishing, as well as fly, nor 

can I see any good reason for doing otherwise, 

as an opaque line dropping through the clear 

water cannot fail to alarm educated fish. 

If the stream roils quickly after a sudden, 

heavy rain—and here is where the bait-fisher¬ 

man is in a piscatorial heaven—it is best to 

wade all over the stream where possible and 

fish with a very short line, almost off the end 

of the rod, after the manner known as dapping. 

Drop your bait—worms are best—here and 

there in the most likely places behind rocks and 

in the little eddies along the shore. At such 

times big fish leave the pools and are feeding 

all over the stream, especially along the shores 

where the banks wash into the water and where 

the little runs and rills enter the stream. 

Use larger hooks and heavier tackle at such 

times, for you are likely at any moment to hook 

up with an old sockdolager who will make 

things lively. Do not he stingy with your bait 

and do not thread the worm along the hook as 

if you were stringing beads. 
Pass the hook through the worm twice, loop¬ 

ing it over the hook, and finish by sticking the 

point inside. A worm so hooked has both head 

and tail free and will wiggle most enticingly. 

Do not pack your worms in dirt or it will 

shortly be a nasty, slimy mess, but till yout bait 

box with clean brook sand, and your worms will 

be brighter and clean to handle. Worms dug a 

few days beforehand and placed in a good- 

sized box of moss will scour themselves bright 

and are much better. 

Before you start out let me give you a few 

points to remember. 

Keep the sun in front of you. 

Keep out of the water all you can. 

Move quietly and with as little fuss as pos¬ 

sible. 

Fish up stream whenever possible, unless the 

water is high or very swift. 
When you strike, do not yank—a slight twitch 

is all that is necessary. 
If you miss a rise, wait a few minutes before 

casting in that spot again. 
If you get your flies caught up a tree, do not 

yank—wait a minute for the gut to dry—then 

pull gently and they will nearly always come 

down. 
■ Carry a hook-stone—belter than a file—and 

keep the points of your hooks sharp. 

Soak your leaders and snells well before 

using. 
Do not change flies without first soaking the 

snellk—soaking in the mouth is quickest. 

'fake your time and fish each bit of good 

water carefully—the fellow who rushes a stream 

usually brings home the lightest basket. 

Do not be discouraged if trout jump suddenly 

all about you and you cannot take any—remem¬ 

ber the old Indian adage: “Heap jump, no 

bite.” 
Kill your fish as soon as captured. 

When netting fish always place the net down 

stream and let the fish drop back into it. 

Fish will keep fresh for several days, even in 

warm weather, if you rub a little salt inside: 

cut a slit down the backbone from the outside 

and fill with salt. Pack so they will not touch 

each other. 

Do not be a hog— put back all over a decent 

basket. 

Every time you get your feet into a trout 

stream, take off your hat, raise your eartlnvorn 

face to heaven and thank the good God that 

you are living. Lou S. Darling. 

Bass Lures. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
After reading Mr. Willard P. King’s inquiry 

regarding bass lures, I conclude that he travels 

some distance to the place where he goes fish¬ 

ing and has trouble keeping the minnows, etc., 

alive. 
One way of getting around this is to carry 

dead minnows and make them act like living 

fish when used for bait. I know men who 

always have a stock of preserved minnows on 

hand. They can be preserved in 1 part forma¬ 

lin and 20 parts water, or for short trips just 

pack in damp moss. 

In using them you must have some lead points 

made in this manner: Take a small pan and 

mix .either Portland cement or plaster of Paris 

to a consistency that it will not run. For trout 

use a lead pencil sharpened nice and round, 

making a hole in the plaster about one-half inch 

deep. Stick a wood toothpick in the point of 

mold, melt lead, and fill the mold. When cool 

lift out, pull the splint from the center and 

your lead is ready for use. Bend up one end 

of a small piece of wire, hook this in the loop 

on the snell, enter the wire in vent of minnow 

and out its mouth. Now thread the lead on 

snell through opening left by splint, small end 

down, insert it well into the minnow’s mouth 

and fasten it to your leader, and you have a 

diver that by a little manipulating of rod and 

line will deceive bass, trout and pickerel. The 

extra weight of lead makes it easy to cast. 

Usually when a fish strikes this lure the lead 

slips up the line. The name £iven it is the div¬ 

ing minnow. 

As to spinners, artificial minnows, etc., they 

work where fish are plentiful and food is scarce. 

In case I find time this season I intend trying 

the diving minnow for brown trout, as I have 

a couple of large ones marked down that proved 

too much for the No. 8 trout flies. 

With the aid of our representative and Com¬ 

missioner Meehan, anglers in this vicinity re¬ 

ceived fifteen cans of brown trout fry which 

we planted in a good sized trout stream where 

food is plentiful and expect in a few years to 

hear some fish stories. We took precautions to 

place two cans in a place to be fed and taken 

care of until they reach the spawning age be¬ 

fore being liberated. In this way we will have 

better results, for these will escape the heavy 

freshets, ducks and other natural enemies of 

small trout. S. D. J. 

The Royal Pastime of Angling. 

If the royal pastime of angling for the finny 

fellows is to lose none of its popularity in Wis¬ 

consin some action must be taken by the great 

body of fishermen who indulge in the sport for 

recreation, looking toward State ownership of a 

goodly number of streams. As yet the problem 

has not shaped itself into sufficiently momentous 

propositions to attract general notice among the 

anglers; but the hint has been given, and if 

those who are desirous of doing something with 

a view of preserving the trout brooks and the 

sport they afford care to enlist themselves in the 

cause of preservation a way can undoubtedly be 

found to do so. 
The State park board is desirous of securing 

tracts in the northern portion of the State 

which, if the plan succeeds, will be so conserve! 

that some at least of the Wisconsin trout 

streams will be preserved to the public.—Greer 

Bay Gazette. 

SALMON LEAPING. 

Pro a o photograph by Miss L. Eland of one of the w eirs on the Irish River Eann, an outlet of Lough Neagh. 
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Trout Fishing in the Rockies. 

Lamar, Colo.. April 25.—Editor Forest and 

stream: No State in the Union can boast of 

nore scpiare miles of territory for trout fishing 

han Colorado. This area is of course limited 

10 the mountain sections. Since our National 

Democratic convention is to be held this year 

n Denver, 1 deem it no more than fair to ad- 

ise my Eastern brothers of the rod where they 

nay go most comfortably from Denver and what 

■an be expected of their quest after trout. 

Our trout west of the snowy range are all 

.almon-tinted and, as a rule, are more numerous 

md larger than in the waters of the eastern 

vatershed. The fish known as the native in 

waters flowing east of the watershed are ycl- 

owish to dark-brown in color, depending on the 

degree of sunlight to which they are subjected, 

['hey have black spots and their flesh is white 

11 color. These are yery hardy fish and will 

ive in the snow water up to an altitude of about 

10,000 feet. 
In one stream that I explored carefully, there 

were found no fish whatever from this altitude 

to the stream’s source, a distance of eleven 

niles, although there existed as beautiful pools 

and riffles for them as there were below that 

altitude. I asked an old fisherman who had lived ' 

near the stream for twenty years as to the rea- 

ison for this, and his opinion is that the food 

iipon which the fish live does not exist at this 

distance from the stream’s source, owing to the 

low temperature of the water and of the at¬ 

mosphere during the time when the sun is not 

shining. 
The native trout are as eccentric in their 

ways of taking the fly as one could imagine. 

They will swim slowly toward the lure and when 

within a few inches, will suddenly dart and 

seize it. They seldom leap clear of the water 

as do the other species. They are really a 

better bait fish than the other species. Days 

when they absolutely refuse the fly, they can 

be relied upon to take bait. As to flavor—I ex¬ 

cept none—they are the best eating and of the 

most delicate flavor of any trout that swims, and 

I have tried them from the Alleghenies to 

Long's Peak. 
As to bait—I might add a word. Earth 

worms are not native to the soil in the Rockies, 

but exist only where planted near some spring 

or in moist ground. Grasshoppers are the 

standard bait and arc best used upon leaders 

weighted with a split shot about one foot above 

the hook, the reason for this being that the 

waters are so very swift that the bait is soon 

whipped off if allowed to float. 

Our standard species here is the rainbow, the 

stock originally coming from west of the range. 

Our State hatcheries stock the streams abun¬ 

dantly each year and are each year increasing 

the number of eggs deposited, the reason being 

that we are making trout fishing an attraction 

for Eastern tourists, and find that it pays to give 

them good fishing. The rainbow will not live 

the year round in as cold water as the native 

trout, but ascend to these cold waters during 

July and August, and are certainly the king of 

all trout when it comes to the fly. They strike 

from the bottom of the stream, take the fly like 

a savage bulldog and are as furious fighters as 

any fish ever hooked, leaping repeatedly from 

the water and shaking their bodies until your 
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tackle is strained to the utmost. They will 

seldom strike more than once, and if a rain¬ 

bow really means business, you had as well move 

on after you have tried him once. 

They get their name from a beautiful stripe 

running lengthwise of the body on each side, 

ahd when held up to the sunlight the colors 

change to the various tints of the rainbow. 

They do this also when swimming, and it is a 

sight to gladden the heart of any angler. They 

grow to an enormous size, several being caught 

each year weighing as high as g/2 pounds. 

As to flies, the killers are coachman, royal- 

coachman, gray-hackle with red or yellow tail. 

Others are taken at times, such as split-willow, 

brown-palmer, king-of-the-waters, etc. Anglers 

as a rule use too large hooks here. I find No. 

12 to be the most effective and have followed 

men using larger hooks and have had success 

when they were landing but few. For the dark 

flies, I prefer the midget tied upon a No. 14. 

It is true you will break more hooks and lose 

more fish if you are careless, but then there is 

always more sport when you must use care in 

landing. It is best to use short leaders, as at 

IN THE COLORADO TROUT COUNTRY. 

Cabins like this one, Dr. Kellogg says, can be rented for 
one dollar per day. 

times the brush obscures the best pools and the 

line must be reeled up short. 
It is best to use waders, as the water is very 

cold and soon chills one not used to it. 1 have 

always avoided them until the past few years, 

preferring heavy woolen socks and underwear 

and high-topped leather boots, as one can then 

climb over the rocks and rough ground when 

waders would snag. It is best to have the bot¬ 

tom of the footwear well filled with hobnails, 

as the rocks are very slippery and will bring 

you to grief in wading the deeper pools. 

If any one imagines he must carry a full 

camp equipment when coming here, he is mis¬ 

taken, for there exist enough pleasant cottages 

throughout the mountains for all and rates are 

very reasonable. Such a cottage as shown in 

photograph can be secured for $1 per day, in¬ 

cluding bed clothing and board, and should you 

prefer to camp, there are always teams to be 

secured at the railway stations. 
There is now a brand new territory opened 

up by the Moffat railroad within easy reach of 

Denver, and of unexcelled fishing and hunting. 

The streams are the Frazer, Grand River, 

Williams- Fork of the Grand, Michigan Creek, 

etc. These can all be reached from Hot Sul¬ 

phur Springs, about 100 miles from Denver, 

over a road with as grand mountain scenery as 

there is in the State. 

Then should you not wish to go so far, there 

is Allen’s Park, Estes Park and Raymond’s 

Place. All of these latter places have not as 

good fishing, but far better than you have in 

the East. They can be reached by stage from 

Lyons, Colo., about 28 miles from Denver. 

Our season opens June 1, and lasts until 

Nov. 15. The fly-fishing begins about July 1 

and is best from the latter part of July up to 

Sept. 15, but trout can always be taken with the 

fly until the end of the season. 

If you camp it is best to1 be well supplied with 

blankets, as the nights are cold, and at 9,000 

feet altitude you will find frost upon the grass 

nearly every morning. 

Should I meet any of you upon the stream 

this summer, you may be assured of my wel¬ 

come as a brother angler. 
J. H. Kellogg. 

Sunt Quos Juvat. 

Some it delights to travel o’er 

The world, and foreign lands explore 

With keen, observant eye; 

To note the customs and the ways 

Which to their view each land displays 

In wide diversity. 

Some it delights to hunt big game. 

And thereby bid for Nimrod’s fame 

With trophies many a one. 

The kingly lion whose loud roar 

Re-echoes on Zambesi’s shore, 

Falls victim to their gun. 

It pleases more to hunt the moose. 

To traverse bogs, with stunted spruce, 

In forest wilds to camp. 

To miss the monarch of the wastes, 

And note with sorrow he escapes, 

And that their shot is blank. 

Whilst others take a keen delight 

To pink the mallard in his flight, 

And wing him on the fly; 

Or in their spring or autumn flight 

To ambush wary geese at night. 

Made raucous with their cry. 

The courser, yachtj and kindred sports 

May do for those who have their "fortes” 

In racing and aquatics; 

In air-ships others take delight. 

And make a grand aerial flight. 

Keen on aerostatics. 

A gr.eater pleasure ’tis to ply 

The angler’s rod and mimic fly, 

And beat his troutship wary, 

By some meandering shady stream. 

Where crystal pools, sequestered seem 

The haunt of water-fairy. 

The speckled denizens that lie 

Concealed from an observant eye, 

Delight in depths secluded; 

To wonderful proportions grown 

And shrouded ’neath a bank or stone. 

Some trout lies undeluded; 

And wise in an experience firm 

Resists all lures, the choicest worm 

For him has no enticement. 

He fans the water with his fins, 

The coolest depths he lazily wins. 

To vanish in a moment. 

O, it delights when nature beams 

Occasionally with mystic gleams 

To view her pristine glory; 

And contemplate her scenes sublime, 

And note the marvelous design 

In nature’s wondrous story. 
C. T. Easton. 

All the fish lazvs of the United States and Can- 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Lazvs in Brief. See adv. 
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Catalina Angling. 

Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, April 15.— 

Editor Forest and Stream: The Tuna Club 

house plans have now progressed to such a point 

that a commodious and comfortable building is 

assured. In brief, a two-story club house, con¬ 

taining a large living and lounging room, cafe, 

numerous lockers, four private rooms and a big 

bunk room for “overflow meetings” in times of 

congestion, roof garden, private landing pier and 

other conveniences to be described later on are 

proposed. The structure will be a decided addi¬ 

tion to this unique little sportsman’s village. Any 

gentleman is eligible to membership in the Tuna 

Club, provided he qualifies by catching a fifty- 

pound tuna on nine-thread tackle, or a blue tuna 

of 100 pounds on heavy tackle. 

Not the least of the Tuna Club’s scheme is 

the providing of bait. Hitherto this has been 

in the hands of old Vincente Mioricich, the pro¬ 

fessional fisherman here, and in reward for the 

work of his men in pulling the seine for sar¬ 

dines, anglers have given him their catches of 

marketable fish. It is not so much an item in 

winter, but in summer Vincente reaps a rich 

harvest of barracuda, yellowtail, rock bass, 

whitefish and other varieties, more than repay¬ 

ing him for the time expended. But this ar¬ 

rangement has not been at all satisfactory to 

the anglers, as might be surmised. The market 

fishermen no doubt think they will get the fish 

anyway, and particularly of late it has been very 

hard to get them to go out and find bait in the 

morning. As a last resort the Tuna Club has 

decided to tackle the bait matter itself, and 

henceforth this will be part of the caretaker’s 

duties. * 

The bait question has been growing serious. 

Salt sardines cannot tempt fish when the sea is 

stocked with the fresh article, and to be practi¬ 

cally hung up after, perhaps, a trip across the 

country with all the attendant expense just ber 

cause the Latin fishermen have not made quite 

ready to pull to Pebbly Beach or accept a tow 

down and back to seine for sardines, soon be¬ 

comes monotonous. Instead of getting out at 

daylight, the launches potter about Avalon Bay 

sometimes until n o’clock waiting for bait. No 

more of this in future, now that the Tuna Club 
has taken hold of it. 

About three weeks ago a spell of unseason¬ 

ably hot weather put the yellowtail feeding 

briskly, and there was some fine sport for a few 

days, but the weather has since returned to its 

usual behavior at the present time of the year, 

sport being very $low in consequence. As is 

the general rule the few fish taken have in many 

instances been of exceptional size. Early in the 

season, if an angler hooks a yellowtail, it is apt 
to be a good one. 

Evidencing the perversity of fate is the 

achievement of a visitor in landing a sixty odd 

pound albacore the other day, the second one 

of that weight ever taken around the island, 

so far as accurate and authenticated report goes. 

Then again a few days ago a tourist was out 

with one of the boatmen, and after trolling un¬ 

successfully for two hours he passed the rod 

over to his boatman. Promptly a vigorous strike 

signalled thp attack of a big one. The boatman 

played the fish on the nine-ounce nine-thread 

gear about an hour, and passed the rod to his 

amateur, who wrestled with it nearly as long 

before it was finally gaffed. The fish proved 

to be an immense male yellowtail scaling 42^2 

pounds. It may be the season’s record fish 

Few ever are taken bigger, especially on light 

tackle, but that unfortunate passing of the rod 

over to the boatman disqualified the catch, so 

that no gold button could be. awarded upon it. 

What emphasized the hard luck part of this 

chapter was the fact that Commodore Potter 

and I were trolling assiduously over the same 

ground off Jewfish Point and Seal Rocks, work¬ 

ing our hardest to get a yellowtail on “666” 

tackle. We watched the fight carefully, and 

there was nothing done during it that Roy 

Shaver’s six-ounce rods and a six-thread line 

properly handled were not fully equal to, for 

during the time the boatman had the fish on 

he got practically no help from the launch, and 

had to fight her as well as the fish, the current 

carrying him over the- fish repeatedly, giving a 

bad angle for light tackle. 

Incidentally, Potter and I have demonstrated 

that our pet six-ounce six-thread tackle is fully 

up to yellowtail. With Potter’s boatman, the 

veteran and capable Percy Neal, who adds a 

keen perception and studious disposition to his 

other qualifications as a fishing pilot, we tried 

out thoroughly the first pair of six-ounce split 

bamboo rods Secretary Shaver, of the Rod and 

Reel Club,’turned out. They were experimental, 

but he perfected them in every detail, making 

them marvels of lightness and tough resiliency. 

When it is stated that so perfectly are they pro¬ 

portioned and the guides spaced that even with 

extreme stress the line never touches the rod, 

but runs free on the agate guides, the perfec¬ 

tion of these phenomenal instruments may be 

imagined. Shaver is an enthusiastic angler, and 

an artist in wood and metal, making beautiful 

presents to his friends, few of whom have not 

received some of his handiwork. 

The pressure that has been brought to bear 

upon Commodore Potter and I, the principal 

ones to blame for the six-thread clubs of the 

island and mainland, may be surmised accurately 

by anyone who has dared to suggest an angling- 

innovation. Enough to say that the rapid fire 

batteries of Lafayette Streeter’s sarcasm all but 

exhausted their ammunition, while the dry drol¬ 

leries of Tom Manning, and the rapier thrusts 

of Professor Holder’s wit completely routed the 

six-strand pair at every engagement in one¬ 

sided strife. It was all the enemy’s way; the 

trick had not passed the caloric stage, and no 

one could be expected to take seriously so diffi¬ 

cult an accomplishment until it had been done. 

In spite of the poor outlook we finally were 

driven to the open sea. The Metropole porch 

became too hot for comfort. March 30 the 

victim, after following the pair a mile, 'con¬ 

tracted an entangling alliance and the six-six 

gear put him belly up according to the piscatorial 

Hoyle in considerably less than the four minutes 

to a pound estimated by Secretary Streeter. 

The catch was a little fellow, thirteen pounds, 

but like most little yellowtail, of horsepower 

disproportionate to his poundage, he put up a 

most beautiful fight. Never was the gear in 

peril or the rod extended to anything like its 

safe limit. The play was safe throughout with 

not to exceed two pounds pressure on the fish 

at any stage. The light rod proved a wonderful 

killer and a great line saver. Now a big de¬ 

mand has sprung up for them. It is practically 

identical in strength with the black bass caster’s 

outfit. Chief of the difficulties is striking and 

setting the big heavy wire hooks in the horny 

mouths of the yellowtail and other big fish. 

This really is the great drawback. So many 

strikes must be lost on the present type of 

hooks. Personally, I feel sure that improve¬ 

ment in the fastening power of hooks can be 

made, and it is now up to the tackle cranks to 

see what can be done along this line. A smaller 

Van Vleck or Captiva might be of service. A 

trailer to nab the bass that so consistently nip 

the tail off the sardine baits would be a boon 

also. These difficulties all will be surmounted. 

The mottoes of the clubs, “More sport, less 

fish” and “More skill, less strength” shed light 

upon the purpose of these six-six clubs and 

should enlist the sympathies of every angler. 

They are entirely honorary, neither dues nor 

fee, and membership is qualified to those taking 

an eighteen-pounder on six-thread tackle only. 

The first card in the Catalina club was issued 

by courtesy for this thirteen-pounder, which is, 

so far as known, the first yellowtail ever taken 

on a six-thread line. 

Among the other difficulties which the six- 

threaders are now solving is the problem of 

preventing the lines from unlaying, or twisting 

up from the slow spin of trolling. Most of the 

swivel-compelling devices are too heavy for such 

frail tackle. 

At the April meeting of the Southern Cali¬ 

fornia Rod and Reel Club tournament arrange¬ 

ments were delegated to a committee consisting 

of President Iledderly and Secretary Shaver, 

who will work upon the same lines as last year, 

the use of a nine-thread line or smaller being 

required, and any rod of not less than six feet 

over all being permitted. The same classes will 

be made and fishing tackle of high quality will 

be offered by the local trade as prizes for the 

largest catches in each division. The classes 

are: 1, tuna, 2, yellowtail; 3, white sea bass; 

4, black sea bass; 5, albacore; 6, striped bass; 

7, spotfin croaker; 8, corbina; 9, rock bass; 10, 

yellowfin; 11, mullet; 12, halibut. In addition 

there will be a free-for-all prize for the largest 

fish of any of these varieties taken upon any 

kind of rod and reel tackle. 

This club has taken hold of the boatmen propo¬ 

sition vigorously and proposes to correct some 

of the most flagrant abuses. A list is being 

established by the secretary, who records each 

complaint against the culprit, and credits each 

launchman of whom is told good report. It is 

expected several months will be needed to weed 

out the undesirables, but by the end of the sum¬ 

mer they will get precious little club business, 

for all the members will be warned regularly 

by receiving copies of each list. This is certain 

eventually to convince the boatmen that square 

treatment only is profitable. 

Work on the clubhouse project is slowly tak¬ 

ing definite form, and by the opening of the 

season it is thought probable that the club will 

have at least temporary headquarters at some 

of the beaches, and in another year, by the for¬ 

mation of a stock company, may proceed with 

the erection of permanent quarters. The chief 

drawback is the difficulty of coming to an agree¬ 

ment on any particular point. From Port Los 

Angeles to Balboa is a stretch of some seventy 

miles of coast line, all easily accessible by electric 

car service at frequent intervals with resorts 
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almost contiguous its entire length. Difference 

of opinion regarding the most convenient loca¬ 

tion is therefore quite to be expected. 

Separate and quite distinct from the prize 

tournament of the Southern California Rod and 

Reel Club is its button tournament which also 

opens May 1 and offers two kinds of buttons 

as rewards for catches of unusual size in the 

various classes. A nine-thread line and rod of 

not to exceed iot/2 ounces are insisted upon, and 

the weights are put so high that but few will 

be apt to qualify. Many can fish in both com¬ 

petitions, however. The button class calls for 

a fee of $1, and a man using tackle to conform 

to it can qualify easily in the prize competition 

also. Those who use the six-thread line and 

six-ounce rod, therefore, are eligible for all the 

trophies offered by the club in any of the three 

classes. This is expected to prove something of 

an argument in favor of the delicate gear, which 

probably will be used by most of the experts 

simply because of its sporting possibilities, re¬ 

gardless of the prizes. Edw. L. Hedderly. 

Rhode Island Fishing Notes. 
Providence, R. I., April 19.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: A few days of warm weather 

and the trout fishermen will be more happy, yet 

some good sport is being had under unfavorable 

conditions, the Paine and Hemlock brooks yield¬ 

ing last Tuesday to M. C. Clark and Henry H. 

Horton a ten pound lot of speckled trout. 

Salt water fishermen are getting in their work 

early with good results on flatfish, particularly 

at- Warren, Rocky Point and off Nayatt, Ling- 

meadow, Deep River, Greenwich Bay, Sabin’s 

Point Light and also as far up as the beacon 

Pawtuxet. The largest specimens were caught 

on the Warren River, some that tipped the scales 

at four and one-half pounds being brought in. 

The most successful bait at present is the clam 

worm. 
Palmer’s River above the Warren bridge gave 

peculiar sport last week where eels were taken 

both by spearing and with hook and line, an 

illustration of the way winter methods still hang 

on and work well with the slippery fellows who 

still stick to the mud and are slow in coming 

out. 
Ben Burbank, one of the fishing authorities 

and believers in signs, gave an inquirer some 

interesting data recently when asked about the 

prospects and time for tautog, a favorite with 

the bay fishermen: 

“The fish come around about the same time 

each year,’’ said he, “and the best indicators 

are the signs the Indians used to go by when 

they fished for them. Pm going out for tautog 

now, as dandelions are in bloom in Barrington. 

That’s the Indian sign for tautog fishing here. 

When the oak leaf buds open enough to show 

the crow’s foot, then is the time that tautog 

fishing is at its height. It is always right, too, 

from my observations. 

“The blooming of the lilacs indicates for me 

that it is time to gc{ out my tackle for striped 

bass, and that is another good old Indian sign 

that is a true one. Squeteague come to Warren 

about the 20th of June each year, and it doesn’t 

vary two days either way when the first one 

is caught here. The fishing then lasts good until 

frost. Occasionally we hear of them being 

caught in One Hundred-Acre Cove, but they are 

usually the smaller run of fish.” H. 

Opening Day for Trout. 

Sayre, Pa., April 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Pennsylvania trout season opened 

April 15 with a slashing rain deluging most sec¬ 

tions where trout fishing worth while is to be 

found. Here and there were localities in which 

the anglers were astir sufficiently early to fill 

their creels before the storm in its worst aspects 

drove them to shelter, but on the whols and 

considering the conditions generally it was a 

decidedly ill natured day and imposed many 

grievous handicaps upon the men amply 

courageous to cope with the existing circum¬ 

stances. 
However, your real angler is likewise a phi¬ 

losopher, given to accepting disappointments 

quite as placidly as he entertains the exultation . 

of victories won, and so few complaints were 

circulated. 
Possibly Allentown anglers, who were early 

abroad, 400 strong, captured a greater number 

of large trout than were taken elsewhere in the 

State on the opening da)'. A majority of these 

big ones were taken from the Little Lehigh 

A FIVE-POUND BASS. 

Caught in a Pennsylvania -Lake last season. 

Creek, into which, about a month ago, the rain 

caused a heavy overflow from Col. Trexters 

trout ponds, and with this overflow went, sup¬ 

posedly, several thousand fish, thus furnishing 

the 16 inch and 17 inch trout referred to by 

local papers. 
Charles Slingluff, of Morristown, from one 

of the local streams, caught a two-pound brook 

trout, while numerous other Morristown anglers, 

among them Judge Aaron S. Swartz, caught 

twelve to sixteen trout each, the latter number 

being Judge Swartz’s score. 

At Pollstown, L. D. Showalter made the 

record catch, getting into the game at daybreak 

and returning at breakfast time with fifteen 

splendid trout. Good streams around Pottstown 

are Rock Run, Mill Creek and French Creek, 

the latter a practically new trout stream or pos¬ 

sibly an old stream restocked. 

At Pottsville, Morris Saylor, from Tumbling 

Run Valley, took ten 14-inch trout, and many 

other Pottsville anglers did almost equally well. 

Despite the heavy rainfall that prevailed at 

Bellefonte and vicinity nearly all day a large 

number of fishermen were abroad, and the big¬ 

gest catch reported consisted of thirty-two trout, 

and from Logan’s Branch a 19-inch trout was 

taken. 

At Bethlehem, it is stated, many anglers re¬ 

mained up all night in order to get to the 

streams early, and fair catches were uniformly 

reported. Favorite streams about the historic 

old city are Monocacy Creek, Nancy Run, 

Sancon Creek, Bushkill Creek, Little Lehigh, 

Cedar, Spring and Jordan Creek. 

Shenandoah anglers were out in force, and 

considering the prevailing weather conditions 

scored fairly good creels of fish, a 22-inch trout, 

caught by a foreigner, topping the notch for 

size. Excellent catches are promised local and 

visiting anglers from Shenandoah streams. Com¬ 

ing to White Haven, Wilkes-Barre and Towanda 

anglers were found with all sorts of luck and 

numbers of trout, and it is the sure word of 

prophecy that from .the streams reached with 

these and other nearby towns and cities as bases 

of operations, plenty of good trout may be taken. 

In Lycoming county, with Williamsport as the 

chief center of activities, the season opened with 

great promise and some fine catches were made, 

Muncy, Lycoming and Loyalsock creeks furnish 

ing the best results. In two hours' angling C. 

W. Harder caught twelve California trout from 

Muncy Creek, the average length being twelve 

inches G. W. Pcpperman, from Hagerman’s 

Run, took twenty-seven trout before noon, and 

several other anglers took a goodly number of 

fish of nice size. 
Several Sayre fisherman from streams in 

Bradford and adjoining counties caught a few 

trout, but a heavy rain, which swept intermit¬ 

tently across this section of country, ruined the 

sport effectually for the day. 

April 16, the opening day in New York, awoke 

with a broad smile of sunshine which prevailed 

throughout the day along the southern border. 

But in the face of this sunshine a biting wind 

snarled and slashed across the hills nibbling 

with disagreeable ferocity at one’s ears, and 

driving through heaviest woolens with the pene¬ 

tration of a December gale. Notwithstanding 

these untoward conditions many enthusiastic 

anglers from Sayre and nearby New York State 

towns were at the peep of day dropping angle 

worms into favorite streams. Snow banks 

crouched uncomfortably in secluded fence cor¬ 

ners and shady hollows, and along sunless hill-. 

sides, and overcoats, winter caps and mittens 

were conspicuous furnishings of the average 

angler who braved the rigors of the day. Never¬ 

theless it was a good day to be prowling forth, 

for it was an appetizer and offered opportunities 

for observation usually denied in later days. 

From streams about Candor, Speedsville, 

Slaterville, Harford Mills. McClean, Owego, 

Cortland, Enfield, near Ithaca, come reports of 

fairly satisfying catches of trout, and from 

which may be evolved the promise of most ex¬ 

cellent sport presently. M. Chill. 

A Centenarian Angler. 

There died at Pwllheli, in Wales, recently, 

William Williams, who celehrated his one-hun- 

dreth birthday last year, and who not only fished 

for trout almost daily in season, but tied his 

own flies. To reach the free trout stream in 

which he fished, it is said he walked three and 

one-half miles, and seldom returned without a 

fair creel of fish. 
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With the Sea Trout at Bay de L’Eau. 

St. John's, N. F., April 15.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: A gale of southerly wind with 

rain has been blowing all day. The snow has 

got a great cutting, and with the exception of a 

bank here and there in the shady places it has 

almost totally disappeared. My bound volumes 

of Forest and Stream for last year have lately 

arrived from the binders, and 1 have been going 

through them, indexing some articles, and skim¬ 

ming through the others. Many of them will 

bear re-reading, and I know no better method 

of whiling away a spare hour than by renewing 

acquaintance with olcl familiar friends. A Cali¬ 

fornia fish story makes me feel reminiscent, 

and in contrast to the blustery, foggy weather 

outdoors come memories of the pleasantest even¬ 

ing I spent last season with the sea trout in 
Fortune Bay. 

We anchored in the bottom of a deep reach 

about dinner time. It had been raining all day 

and did not look very inviting. After dinner 

it cleared somewhat, and Guill and I got a 

couple of oilcoats from members of the crew 

and started shoreward. There is a river that 

flows into the bay at this place, and as it is far 

from the haunts of man it is not much fre 

quented, so that one is always sure, if the con¬ 

ditions are any way favorable at all, to have a 

good evening’s sport. This was Guill's first 

visit, but I had been there before. I had been 

promising him good sport, and as he was the 

only member of the party who would risk the 

tramp through the wet bushes I was anxious 

that he would not be disappointed. I had been 

bragging of our exploits among the sea trout 

in these waters, and I was anxious to make 

good. Fearing he would be disappointed, I 

warned him not to be too sanguine, as I did not 

know what effect the rain that had been pouring 

the previous night might have on the pool. 

We took the trail at the water’s edge and 

started for the spot where we suspected the fish 

were waiting our coming. The pool is about 

a mile in, the trail fairly level, and not bad 

traveling. The weather brightened up a bit 

when we started, and when we arrived at the 

pool we both confessed that we had an ideal 

evening for trouting. We cast off our rain coats 

and bent our flies. Where the river loses itself 

in the pool it forms a kind of backwater at the 

base of a hill and deepens very considerably. It 

is here the school lies and when the conditions 

favor they are just “crazy for the fly.” Out 

in the mouth of the river there is a large flat 

stone, just large enough for a man to stand on. 

It is about three feet below the surface. An 

angler standing here can throw his flies into the 

likeliest spot for sea trout in North America if 

1 am not mistaken. As I stood sponsor to the 

pool for my companion I felt that the duties 

of host devolved on me; further, I happened to 

have been fitted with waders and Guill had not 

brought his along. As I could travel anywhere 

I pointed out the standing stone to him. Now 

a nice point of angling ethics arose. He re¬ 

fused to take the place of “honor and emolu¬ 

ment,” pointing out it was mine by right of 

discovery. Of course I would not be outdone 

in a small matter of courtesy like that, and in¬ 

sisted that he should take the stone, especially - 

as I could stand beside him with my waders. 

How far the discussion would have gone, or 

how it would have eventually been decided, will 

never be known, because while we were still 

"rising to a point of order” we both absent- 

mindedly dropped our flies in the pool, and in 

the twinkling of an eyelash there was “some¬ 

thing doing.” He had hooked a couple of 

beauties and so had I, and for the next few 

minutes our work was cut out. There was just 

the gentlest of gentle breezes rippling the sur¬ 

face of the pool. Soft summer clouds subdued 

the light to the requisite (angling) intensity, 

the trees whispered their mysterious messages, 

and the river sang its everchanging melodies. 

It was an ideal evening and an ideal spot. The 

fish were plenty and kind. We had splendid 
sport. 

Did you ever find yourself in the woods with 

a “fusser”; that is, a man who only sees the 

disagreeable side of everything, and publishes 

his views early and often ? For such a man 

the trail is frightful; the woods that occas¬ 

ionally slap him playfully across the cheek are 

anathema, the water is too wet, his rod or cast 

or something or other gets broken or lost, his 

shoe pinches one foot. About an hour before 

dark, just at the time when it is worth a king’s 

ransom to be beside the favored waters, he 

wants to get back to the boat, and as you un¬ 

willingly wind up your line to prepare to de¬ 

part, your disgust is too deep and sacred for 

common words. Once or twice I had experience 

of such a character, and it spoiled my sport. 

But Guill was a different kind. He was a thor¬ 

oughbred. and the beautiful summer evening up 

there in God’s green inn sank calmly and peace¬ 

fully into a beautiful summer night, and ours 

was the privilege to witness it under conditions 

that made us grateful and appreciative spectators. 

When if fell dark he at last suggested a start. 

We reeled up and started down the side of the 

pool to where the trail struck it. A glorious 

full moon rose in all its brilliancy just as we 

left the pool and we dodged leisurely out to 

where our boat awaited us. After a few 

minutes’ row we got aboard of our craft, and 

not the least enjoyable part of our day’s sport 

was to see the rest of the company crowd around 

and admire the contents of our well-filled creels 

as we turned them out in the cook’s pans. After 

a wash and a hearty supper we lit our pipes and 

Guill and I reviewed the events of the evening 

and voted our day at Bay de l’Eau as one of 

the very pleasantest in our experience. 

W. J. Carroll. 

Asbury Park Fishing Club. 
The Asbury Park (N. J.) Fishing Club has 

inaugurated its season’s tournament, the closing 

date being Oct. 31. The list of prizes follows: 

First Prize—For the largest striped bass, a first 

quality switch reel or split bamboo rod; to be 

optional with the winner. 

Second Prize—For the secoi d largest striped 

ba'ss, a greenheart rod. 

Third Prize—For the third largest striped 
bass, assorted tackle. 

Fourth Prize—For the greatest, number of 

pounds of striped bass, a German silver reel. 

Fifth Prize—For the largest weakfish, a 200- 

yard 24-thread line. 

Sixth Prize—For the largest bluefish, a rod 

holder or sand spike. 

Seventh Prize—For the largest kingfish, a rod 
belt. 

Eighth Prize—For first bass taken, assorted 

tackle. 

Special Prize—A loving cup, given by Mr. 

Matt Stratton, for the largest striped bass. 

Special Prize—A rod for the largest striped 

bass taken; not limited to club members. 

Consolation Prize—In the event of a tie for 

the largest striped bass, the second to record 

weight to be awarded a light or bait-casting rod. 

Second Consolation Prize—Should a tie occur 

in the greatest number of pounds of striped 

bass, slip number 2 to be awarded a fresh water 

reel. 

Newark Bait and Fly-Casting Club. 

The first of the series of contests arranged 

for the season by the Newark Bait- and Fly- 

Casting Club was held on the lake in Weequahic 

Park, Newark, N. J., April 25. It was open to 

members only. The day was partly cloudy, with 

showers, and the wind changeable. 

The Newark club is composed very largely 

of fresh water anglers who follow the trout 

streams and cast for black bass in the numerous 

lakes of the State. The membership is increas¬ 

ing steadily, and a great deal of interest is taken 

in the contests. 

Weequahic Lake, where the dub contests are 

held, is a beautiful sheet of water, surrounded 

by the park of the same name, one of the system 

maintained by Newark, but kept in a natural 
state. 

The results of the club contest follow: 

EVENT I, DISTANCE BAIT. 

This was cast with half-ounce weights, the 

average of five casts to count. 

E. S. Darling. . 145 163 140 145 160 150 3-5 
I'red T. Mapes. .... 155 134 146 155 133 144 3-5 
(ieorge Endersby .... .... 145 *75 115 143 155 125 3-5 
P. 1. Muldoon. .... 141 *70 120 13.8 140 121 4-5 
A. T. Neu. .... in; 95 130 112 124 115 2-5 
C. T. Champion. .. *25 135 126 132 140 111 -4-5 
< .eorge Moore . .... *60 117 137 *77 100 98 1-5 
T. Doughty . .... 100 90 92 71 87 88 
Perry D. Frazer. .... 165 141 130 * withdrawn 

*Reel overran. 

EVENT 2, ACCURACY BAIT. 

Averages counted, the distances being 60, 80 

and 100 feet, and half-ounce weights were used. 
Total Per 

60ft. 80ft. 100ft. Demerits. Cent. 
E. S. Darling. .... 4 14 24 42 97 3-15 
Fred T. Mapes. .... 6 16 24 46 96 14-15 
A. I. Marsh. .... IS 12 17 47 96 13-15 
P. f. Muldoon. .... 15 25 14 54 96 6-15 
Perry D. Frazer. .... S 17 30 55 96 5-15 
( . T. Champion. .... 15 • 21 22 58 96 2-15 
lohn Doughty. 99 22 30 74 95 1-5 
A. 1. Neu . .... 10 2,8 38 76 94 14-15 
(ieorge Fmdcrsbv ... .... 21 14 43 78 94 12-15 
(ieorge Moore . .... 35 25 39 99 93 6-15 

EVENT 3, DISTANCE FLY. 

This was for single-hand fly-rods, five minutes’ 

time being allowed to cast. Perry Frazer made 

a new record for the club, 104 feet. Rain was 

falling at the time and there was a cross wind. 

The best casts of each man are given: 
Score, feet. 

Perry T). Frazer. . 104 98 ino 104 
E. S. Darling. . 85 88 92 92 
1 Doughty . . 65 81 70 81 
A. E Marsh. . 80 72 65 SO 
P. E Muldoon. . 75 79 79 
Fred T. Mapes. . 74 75 77 77 
(ieorge Endersby . 74 74 
( . T. Champion. ..• 53 57 58 58 
A. 1. Neu. . 30 35 35 

EVENT 4, ACCURACY FLY. 

The wind changed during this event, and cut 

the scores down materially. Lou Darling won. 
Total Per 

50ft. 55ft. 60ft. 1 )emcrits. Cent. 
E. S. Darling. . 3 10 in 23 98 7-15 
Perry 1). Frazer... . 1 11 15 27 98 3-15 
A. T. Marsh. . 5 14 25 44 97 1-15 
P. 1, Muldoon. . 14 24 16 54 96 6-15 
I. Doughty . . 20 16 18 54 96 6-15 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

23. New Rochelle Y. C. 
30. Harlem Y. C., annual. 
30. Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
30. Bridgeport Y. C, spring. 
30. Atlantic Y. C. 

JUNE. 

—. Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
C. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
6. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
6. Motor boat race to Bermuda. 

11. South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
20. N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
25. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 

JULY. 

—. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. Y. Bay, around L. I. 
3. American Y. C.^ annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 
18-25. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 
25. New York Canoe Club. 

AUGUST. 

1. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
1. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8: Corinthian of Stamford. 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
8. Huguenot V. C. auxiliary sail and power to Strat¬ 

ford Shoal. 
10. Crescent Y. C. of Watertown, Hamilton to Chamont. 

165-mile race, boats up to 46 rating. 
15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
15. Atlantic Y. C. % 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S.. tor 

motor boats. 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
22. Marine and Field Club. 
22. Motor boats, Boston to Shelburne. N. S. 
22. Binnacle Club. Boston to Shelburne, N. S.. motor 

boats. 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. Northport Y. C., annual. 
29. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

SEPTEMBER. 

THE START. 

we got to 92tl street was running like a mill 
race against us. The mark boat was too close 
in to the docks to give us a show at rounding, 
and poor Uno had made two unsuccessful at¬ 
tempts. the tide sweeping them off to leeward 
each time when we tacked inshore, and by a 
streak of lucky wind headed well up and rounded 
the mark first time. 

We could hear the other fellows cuss as we 
squared away before it, going like a steamboat 
up river. We watched Uno and saw her make 
two more attempts before she finally rounded 
and came after us. By that time we had a safe 
lead, being half way to the next mark, and our 
enthusiasm ran high. Barring accidents we had 
him surely beaten. But it is the unexpected that 
always happens. 

The Fort Lee ferry overtook us as we neared 
the west shore, and though we waved frantically 
the big bully insisted on coming right down on 
top of us and crossing our bow, when he could 
just as well have come along to leeward and 
done us no harm. As it was, Rambler, with her 
extremely low bow, ran her nose clear under the 
ferryboat’s swells, and for a few seconds we 
didn’t know whether we were still afloat or sink¬ 
ing. Several swells ran a foot deep over the 
decks, soaking every man of us and filling the 
boat full up to the seats. 

We only had one pail aboard; one man bailed 
with that while the others took hats or hands 
and scooped it out as fast as possible. The 
water was still nearly a foot deep over the floor 
when we got to the mark boat, and had to haul 
on a wind. One man scooped away at it with 
the bucket while the rest of us lay out to wind¬ 
ward, but she was so low in the water she kept 

shipping more about as fast as he could throw 
it out. The boat was heavy and sluggish with 
so much water. 

Our rival was bowling along down wind, and 
before long he was around the second mark 
heading for home like ourselves, only sailing 
faster. 

Oh, how carefully I did sail Rambler. Could 
we hold him astern until the mark was reached? 
It was a question that became more interesting 
every moment. 

It looked as if we would up to a quarter of 
a mile from the finish, when the wind headed 

’1?even«J£. s»ueef. 

us off I knew we were gone, for every time 
we tacked, the water in our boat, scending from 
side to side and for-and-aft in her, made her so 
sluggish she would hardly mind her helm. 

About a hundred feet from the line Lino went 
storming across our bows, winning the race as 
the gun soon announced. 

“Wasn’t that tough luck?” And all due to 
a hoggish steamboat captain. 

We were a half an hour pumping Rambler out 
when we got in to the float, after finishing about 
two minutes behind Uno, but ahead of Roma. 

4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
5. Hartford Y. C. 
5. New York Athletic Club. 
5. Brooklyn Y. C. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst’Y. C. 

Corinthian Navy, 1890. 

It was blowing southeast hard the day we 
sailed this race, and the last of the ebb tide 
against it kicked up a nasty, high, short sea on 
the Hudson. 

Rambler, our 18ft. catboat was no racer; far 
from it, but we did our best. 

We got the lead at the start from Uno and 
Roma, and close hauled we buffeted the choppy 
sea with lee decks under and water flush with 
the edge of the lee coaming. All hands sat high 
up on the weather edge absorbing the constant 
showers that came over the weather bow. 

From I52d street we had to round a stakeboat 
off 92d street, then one off Fort Lee and home. 
Roma passed us off Manhattanville but did not 
get away very far. The tide turned, and when 
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The Fearless Trip. 

As usual, when a boat has been sold, there 
are a hundred and one odd things to find be-' 
fore she is fit to go to sea, and when Vice- 
Commodore Stoddard and George Granbery 
arrived in Newport on April 10, they were at it 
all day, filling tanks—water tanks of course— 
buying oil, provisions and seeing that everything 
in the way of knives, forks, spoons, coffee-pot, 
etc., etc., were ready to provide the wants of 
the inner man, and blankets, oilers, etc., to make 
life endurable with the temperature at the freez¬ 
ing point, as it was at night. 

Saturday morning, April II, when the milk¬ 
men were just going their rounds ashore, the 
Fearless, a Bar Harbor 25-footer, purchased by 
Vice-Commodore Stoddard, stood out of New¬ 
port harbor and shaped a course by the wind 
in a thick fog, bound west for her new home 
port at New Rochelle. 

The first thing sighted was the Brenton Reef 
lightship looming up in the haze, but soon after 
the mists cleared away before a stiff west wind 
that gave Fearless all she could stand with full 
sail. She at least was true to her name and 
with spray flying she hammered her way to 
windward, tucking in two reefs west of Point 
Jude and hugging the beach close. About 1 P. 
M. something came into view that was any¬ 
thing but comforting. The sky in the west 
rapidly underwent a change and the most lub¬ 
berly could see the black sloop was in for it, 
and in for it sooner than was expected, for a 
howling squall swept across the water accom¬ 
panied by a downpour of rain. Those who 
could got into oilers—the others got wet and 
sick. Everything was let go by the run, but the 
halliards were swollen and refused to run, so 
had to be hauled through the blocks. 

The thitid reef had no points, and to reeve a 
cotton line through all those holes and cut all 
the skin off one’s knuckles trying to pass it 
between the foot of the sail and a brass track, 
there was more fun than the amateur tars 
bargained for. The jib, after a heroic battle 
single-handed, had been stowed, and everything 
vvas in such a muss a council of war was held 
as to what to do. The result was Fearless was 
put before the squall, and with a sea tall enough 
to talk about and a wind that filled columns in 
the newspapers next day, she ran off to Block 
Island and came to anchor in the west harbor, or 
salt pond, safe, but, oh! so wet. Even here the 
sea ran so high it was impossible to go ashore 
in the small boat until the squall blew over, 
when telegrams were sent to the folks at home 
that all were safe. 

The next evening in a light breeze the sloop 
beat down toward Montauk and shaped a course 
to go through the Gut. Here there was some 
doubts as to the lights. The bug light was 
plain enough, and as the mate lay dozing (but 
not sleeping down below), he heard the steward 
and his watchmate discussing which side of the 
flashing light they should go. One insisted it 
must be left to port, the other was equally 
positive it must be left to starboard. 

Plum Island light was a flashing light all right, 
but this one was a four-second flash, while they 
were looking for a thirty-second flash. They 
finally settled it in a novel manner. Their watch 
was just up, so they called the sleepy mate and 
his crew and left him to decide where he was 
while they turned in and went to sleep. 

The mate coming up from below was naturally 
mystified, too, by the odd flash; but the mere 
fact that it was a flash warned him which side 
to go and the passage through the gut was 
safely made. 

As some of the boys had to report for busi¬ 
ness the Fearless was kept off, and at 5:30 A. 
M. she anchored in Bridgeport Harbor, where 
all hands left her and came to New York by 
train. 

The following Friday night at midnight with a 
fresh relay as crew, but with the same officers, 
Fearless stood out of Bridgeport just at midnight 
with a W.S.W. brisk wholesail breeze and a 
big full moon and made one long tack over to 
Long Island. Two-hour tricks on deck were 
arranged, owing to its being so cold. And with 

sweaters, oilers, winter caps and mittens, pipes 
and once in a while a nip of hot water to take 
the chills out of one’s spinal column, this night’s 
sail was a most delightful one. At 4 A. .M. the 
east grew rosy, and so gradual was the change 
from moonlight to sunlight, one could not 
notice the change. Nearing Eaton’s Neck, black 
duck, coots, old squaws and loons, knowing 
there were no guns aboard, came in flocks, 
wheeling around within a stone’s throw of the 
sloop. 

The breeze lightened with the daylight, and 
by hugging the Long Island shore a smooth 
sea and fair tide were obtained that sent Fear¬ 
less, with her vice-commodore’s flag flying at 
the masthead, into New Rochelle Harbor at 
9 o’clock on Saturday morning. A gun from 
the club house boomed its welcome as the sloop 
luffed up and picked up her moorings for the 
first time in her new port. 

Fearless is a Crowninshield designed, built by 
Lawley in 1901. She is 42ft. over all, 26ft. load 
waterline, 10ft. beam and carries a jib and main¬ 
sail rig of 1,000 sq. ft. 

Yachting in California. 

San Francisco, April 18.—Arrangements 
have now been completed for the joint cruise 
of the yacht clubs on San Francisco Bay around 
the battleship fleet, which will take place on 
Sunday, May 10. The clubs to be represented 
are the Corinthian, San Francisco, Aeolian, 
Golden Gate, South Bay, Vallejo, and Cali¬ 
fornia Y. C.’s.hrdluthH S Fshrdlucmfwypmf 
fornia yacht clubs. The cruise will be the 
biggest display that the pleasure fleet of this 
bay has ever attempted. Over a hundred sail¬ 
ing yachts will turn out, and probably there will 
be about two dozen power yachts. The cruise 
has been approved by the committee for the 
entertainment of the battleship fleet, and will 
have a place in the official programme. 

This cruise, with the race between the 
Corinthian Y. C. and the San Francisco Y. C. 
for the San Francisco perpetual challenge cup. 
which will come soon after it, will make the 
opening of the season the most brilliant that has 
ever been held on the bay. The Corinthian Y. 
C., present holder of the cup, received two 
challenges, the San Francisco Y. C. challenging 
with the Neva, and the Golden Gate Y. C. with 
the Moonlight. As only one race a year is pro¬ 
vided for in the deed of gift, the Golden Gate Y. 
C.’s challenge was not accepted. The exact date of 
the race has not been set, but it is to come off 
some time in May, rather earlier than in the 
past. The defender for the Corinthians will 
probably be the Discovery, which successfully 
defended against the Valkyrie of the South 
Coast Y. C. last year. Frank Stone’s new 
sloop, the Pronto, however, is showing up very 
well, and may be decided on as the defender, 
i he Neva and the Discovery have raced before, 
showing up about equally, and a race between 
these boats would be regarded with the greatest 
interest. 

The season will be officially opened next 
Saturday by the Aeolian Y. C. at its club house 
on Bay Farm Island, where the high jinks will 
be held, and the opening cruise in squadron will 
take place the following day. The Golden Gate 
Y. C. will hold its opening at the same time. 
1 he Aeolian Y. C. has admitted ten new mem¬ 
bers during the month, and applications are 
cdming in fast. The yawl Ripple, which took 
part in the Farrallone race last year, will fly 
the flag of this club this season, the owner, T. 
Mizner, having joined the organization. 

Frank Stone’s new sloop Pronto, which was 
designed by his son Lester, was launched early 
this month. Her racing measurements will be 
between 19 and 20ft. She is a keel boat, with a 
fin keel fitted with a lead bulb. She is smaller 
than the Neva, and if she races, she will have 
to have a time allowance. 

Julius Gutte, nephew of the late Commodore 
Gutte, is getting a crew together and will sail 
the Chispa this season. She has just been fitted 
up and is in fine trim. She will be sailed as 
formerly by Captain Chittenden. 

While the date of the launching of the trans¬ 

pacific cup racer Hawaii has not been definitely 
decided on, the event will occur soon. Work 
on the yacht is practically completed, with the 
exception of the masts and spars. Captain Alec 
Lyle will be in command, with Captain S. J. 
Harris as navigator. Two Los Angeles entries 
for the race are guaranteed, and in addition it is 
reported that John Kyle will enter his yawl- * 
rigged ‘‘Lady Maud,” with Wilbur Kyle as navi¬ 
gator. The Lady Maud is 70ft. over all, i8j^ft. 
beam and Sj^ft. draft. The La Vaijera. built 
by Prescott Sawyer on Puget Sound, is also ex¬ 
pected to enter. She is schooner rigged, 75ft. 
over all, 17ft. beam and 14ft. draft. British 
Columbia is yet to be heard from. 

The Harbor Commissioners have found a new 
home for the Ariel Boat Club, immediately 
north of the Sixteenth street drydock. The club 
will be given a lease for a term of ten years. ' 
l here will be room for a club house and space 
for a landing-float. 

Morrisania Y. C. Slag. 

The ninth annual stag of the Morrisania Y. 
C. was made a most enjoyable affair by the four 
hundred odd members and their friends who 
were at South Brother Island the night of April 
25. Professional talent satisfied the boys’ tastes 
for music and art, while sandwiches and liquids, 
liberally dispersed, satisfied the inner man, and 
through it all clouds of tobacco smoke dimmed 
the ceiling. 

This account might be prolonged, but as Com. 
W. S. Creighton remarked from the stage when 1 
the show started. “Don’t be too vociferous in I 
applause and make no facetious remarks,” so 
we’ll quit. 

Tiif. schooner yacht Fleur de Lys, Dr. Lewis 
A. Stimson, N. Y. Y. C„ is being fitted out at 
Gloucester, Mass,, for a cruise in the Mediter¬ 
ranean. She will sail from Gloucester in about 
three weeks, with her owner , on board. His 
guests will join the yacht at Gibraltar. 

Captain "I ommy ’ Boldin, the skipper in 
charge of the yacht during the ocean race for 1 
the Emperor's cup in T905, is still in command. 

« *t « 

Com. William C. Tovven’s schooner yacht 
Tammany, flagship of the Brooklyn Y. C.. has 
gone into commission. The yacht has been 
thoroughly overhauled and fitted with a new 
suit of sails by Ratsey. She is entered for the ( 
club's ocean race for the Lipton cup on July 4. 
and her owner is sure that the boat that wins 
the trophy must beat the Tammany. 

* * « 

Cart. G. H. Miller, of Patchogue, L. I., has 
shipped a 36ft. auxiliary sloop to Mr. Benia¬ 
min Degetau for use in the North Sea. She 1 
will make the trip across on the deck of the 1 
Hamburg-American liner President Lincoln. 
Her auxiliary power is a 7-horsepower gaso¬ 
lene motor. Mr. Degetau is a retired merchant, 
formerly in business in Chihuahua, Mexico. 

* * * 

Through the Hollis-Burgess yacht agency of 
Boston, the following vessels have recently been 
sold: 

The cruising yawl Wahcana, by Walter H. 
Cutter, of Dorchester, Mass., to the Rev. 
Leighton Parks, of New York, and the knock¬ 
about Pickaninny, by the Rev. Leighton Parks, 
to a prominent Boston yachtsman. 

* * * 

Mr. Adrian Wilson, the well-known sail- 
maker, has contributed an article on sail making 
to the May number of the International Marine 
Engineering that goes into the principles of sail 
making in a most interesting way. 

* * * 

Mr. “Larry” Huntington has designed a 
new 25ft. sloop for himself, to be built at the 
yard of the Huntington Mfg. Co., at New 
Rochelle. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stf.wart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery’H. Clark. 

HOYT ®. CLARK. 
naval architects and engineers. 

fAGHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Plaoe, New York. 

COX (EL STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
IS William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 1375 and 13T6 Broad._ 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

ban Pedro. CALIFORNIA  

Canoe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Upth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 

Vaux proves himself one of those -successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 

their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, s9me pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Origin of the Sail. 
Continued from page 66G. 

Wellsted made important discoveries only 
fifty miles from the coast. Hadramant was then 
unexplored, and after much suffering from the 
heat, as well as danger from the bandits, he 
gained the marble city on a rock that was sur¬ 
rounded by water. “The dark verdure of fields 
of millet, sorghum, tobbacco, etc., extended as 
far as the eye could reach. Mingled with these 
we had the soft acacia and the stately but 
more sombre foliage of the date palm, while the 
creaking of numerous wheels with which the 
grounds were irrigated, and in the distance sev¬ 
eral rude plows drawn by oxen, the ruddy and 
lively appearance of the people, who now 
flocked toward us from all quarters, and the de¬ 
lightful and refreshing coolness of the morning 
air, combined to form a scene which he who 
gazes on the barren aspect of the coast could 
never anticipate.” Three hours’ travel among 
such surroundings sufficed to bring the caravan 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 

“to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 

lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor _ people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

to the ruins of an ancient city, which history 
has not described and where an inscription that 
could not be deciphered showed efforts of 
vandals to destroy it. '“The whole of the walls 
and towers, and some of the edifices within, are 
built of the same material—a compact grayish 
marble, hewn to the required shape with the ut¬ 
most nicety. The dimensions of the slabs at 
the base were from five to seven feet in length, 
two to three in height, and three to four in 
breadth. Nakab-el-Hadjar was the name of the 
city. One building had walls ‘fronted with a 
kind of freestone, each slab cut of the same size, 
and the whole so beautifully put together that’ 
he /failed “to insert the blade of a small pen¬ 
knife between them.” 

Burton’s pilgrimage in disguise to the holy 
cities, Palgrave’s travels in the great and un- 
known regions of the central Orient, all make a. 
history of exploration and adventure that is 
seldom surpassed in the annals of travel. No 
wonder the devout pilgrim in the sanctuary of 
the prophet exclaims: “O, Allah! heed our 
orayers in thy house; make it a protection to 
us from hell fire, and a refuge from eternal 
punishment! O! open the gates of thy mercy, 
and let us pass through them to the land of 
joy!” The majority of the faithful need to re¬ 
peat that orison as often as sunrise and sun¬ 
set illuminate the boundless heavens. 

Mahomet’s bad example is still followed by 
the warlike Bedouins, who rob caravans for per¬ 
sonal advantage, as well as in the interest of 
their own ‘peculiar institution.’ which they are 
pleased to call ‘religion.’ Burton found that 
out during his “daring and entirely successful 
pilgrimage of 1853- In Moslem disguise he 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 

Naval Architect, Engineer, and 
Yacht Broker. 

No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector’1 New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

W. STARLING BURGESS CO., Ltd. 
John R. Purdon, Manager. 

Naval Architects, Engineers, Builders 
Office <a Works. MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 

Brokerage and Insurance Dept., 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 

Building Motor Bo&ts a.nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are jjiven for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

C«LAoe a.nd Boa.t Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Big-Game and Fish Map of New 
Brunswick. 

We have had prepared by the official draughtsman of 
New Brunswick a map of that Province, giving the local¬ 
ities where big game—moose and caribou—are most 
abundant, and also the streams in which salmon are 
found, and the rivers and lakes which abound in trout. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The kinder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 
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penetrated the unknown east, having every ad¬ 
vantage for the task, including a thorough 
knowledge of the language and the possession 
of “an eastern cast of countenance.” Through 
deserts “peopled only with echoes"—over moun¬ 
tains where the hidden murderer's long match¬ 
lock held death in its smoke and the brows of 
nature “scalped, flayed, discovered only her 
angular “anatomy to the gazer's eye. The 
horizon was a sea of mirage; gigantic sand 
columns whirled over the plain and on both 
sides of the road were huge piles of bare rock 
standing detached upon the surface of sand and 
clay.” 

Mecca was only fifty miles distant when the 
Utaybahs attacked from their breastworks of 
natural rock “and some camels dropped dead.” 
The Wahabee escort, “however, commenced 
scaling the rocks and very soon drove the 
robbers from their ambush. The caravan then 
hurried forward in great disorder, leaving the 
dead and severely wounded lying on the 
ground." Near Medina he had a similar ex-, 
perience. losing “twelve men besides camels and 
ofher beasts of burden,” all of whom had to be 
left behind, not only to die, but to bury them¬ 
selves. 

Arabian travel is not exempt from serious 
danger in our day, but attacks upon caravans 
are of rare occurrence now. The marked im¬ 
provement m small arms among Christians and 
stronger escorts are the main reasons which 
deter criminals in all lands. As the railways, 
have done more for civilization than the 
churches, so has the rifle and percussion cap 
revolutionized all old systems of robbery, dele¬ 
gating to “unions,” "trusts” and “banks” the 
privilege, once enjoyed only by pirates and high¬ 
waymen. of robbing the unprotected every¬ 
where! Joseph Halevy11 traversed the east with¬ 
out molestation during his extended investiga¬ 
tions of the subjects relating to the past of 
vanished empires. French orientalist though 
he was. no special disguise was found necessary 
in his experience, although he made a closer 
study of men, conditions and ancient history 
than any one who preceded him. His investi¬ 
gations have yielded more facts, with but one 
probable exception, than any one man’s efforts 
in the same field. His education accounts for 
that to considerable extent. Hebrew verse of 
his composition first attracted attention, while 
he was a college student. The Academie des 
Inscriptions commissioned him to travel in 1869- 
70. Yensen inscriptions to the number of six 
hundred and eighty-six were the immediate re¬ 
sult of his work there. Most of them were 
Sabcean. Himy-aritic though a few recent ones 
were, his efforts proved that Arabic was the 
foundation of ancient literature. All of those 
inscriptions were published in his “Rapport 
Archeologique” during the year 1872. His 
“Voyage au Nedjan” especially contains much of 
interest for those at all curious respecting the 
civilization of cities long since buried in ob¬ 
livion. It appeared in 1873 His “Sabaen 
Studies” are as absorbing as any well written 
novel. They were first published in 1875. So 
strong a hold did these researches gain upon 
him that he established a journal, devoted ex¬ 
clusively to the exposition of Semitic writing 
and history, early in the year 1893. He has 
published many other works of a similar char¬ 
acter, and is known among scholars everywhere 
as one of the most authoritative investigators 
that ever traveled to prove the truth of our 
great dramatist’s criticism of the critics: 

“Travelers ne’er did lie, 

Though fools at home condemn them.’’ 

Eduard Glaser, Austrian, was born in 1855. 
Arabian cities of great antiquity, to which he 
has made repeated visits, have had his name so 
intimately associated with theirs, that scarcely 
one of them is now mentioned without his own. 
The patient and long continued investigations 
conducted by him have given his name a world¬ 
wide celebrity aside from that deservedly won 
through his literary works His “Geographic 
Arabiens” places him at the head of modern dis¬ 
coverers in that little known hut fallow land of 

“Born, Adrianople, Turkey, 1827. 

mystery. It appeared in 1889. “Die Abessinier 
in Arabien" is one of the most fascinating works 
ever published. It came out in 1895. Now mark! 
At Marib alone he found eight hundred inscrip¬ 
tions—neither Coptic nor cuneiform—four hun¬ 
dred of which he immedately copied and trans¬ 
lated. These marvelous discoveries, although 
long anticipated, have set at rest for ever all 
doubts of their great antiquity and have opened 
the eyes of blinded investigators throughout the 
world, none of whom deny the claim of Arabian 
as the first written language in existence. A 
civilization that surpassed our own in many ways 
is one of the varied surprises that takes us aback 
at the risk of capsizing to windward. Think of 
nations without tramps, beggars or intoxication ! 
Read how splendid cities flourished without gin 
mills, buffets or wine shops! “The cup that 
cneers without inebriating” was the only bever¬ 
age commonly known except water which flowed 
in abundance then. At what date, do you ask? 
Repeat that question to the winds, the sands, or 
the iconoclastic sons of a “prophet” who died. 
True prophets never die. Their excellence in 
good works immortalizes them. 

As we approach the last declining stage of 
commercial antiquity relatively accurate dates 
began to appear. Strangely enough, however, 
as these became more and more reliable a cor¬ 
responding diminution of extended voyaging is 
noticeable. In the time of the early caliphs 
sailors were less courageous, ships of the seas 
decreased in numbers and were less than half 
the size of “ophiers.” Tarsish great ships were 
already little more than legendary. The oppres¬ 
sor s hand was felt in foreign ports as well as 
at home in the happy lands of Aribi, wherever, 
indeed, adventurous sails had been unfurling. 
No man’s goods were safe afloat, for islamic 
corsairs ravaged every frequented coast, and 
caravans had to be protected with small armies 
while traversing mountains and deserts. The 
timber, of the hills was shorn by those reckless 
vandals, the springs of sweet water ran dry and 
rivers ceased to flow, their wady beds becoming 
sun-dried mucl^ vales or torrential channels for 
increasingly frequent floods. Storms of unusual 
violence added to the dangers of travel and 
small valley residence until lofty castles perched 
on inaccessible crags, became a necessity of the 
time. Throughout this transition period of a 
hard and savage lapse into barbarism, during 
which art and science perished, one great city 
concentrated within itself every vestige of in¬ 
tellectual activity and moral progress known to 
us. Carthage survived. Founded so long ago 
that no two authorities can agree upon a fixed 
date (about 850 B. C.). She flourished, 
while all about her wreck and ruin held 
sway. “It is difficult to tell the story 
of that great people,” says a recent au¬ 
thority, “because one has to tell it without 
sympathy from the standpoint of their enemies.” 
Exactly what the “prophet” perpetrated at the 
expense of the Arabs "immortal Romans” re¬ 
peated in their wanton destruction of the Car¬ 
thaginian history. Rome should have heeded the 
prophets who declared, “It will go ill with thee 
if thou hinderest the founding of that which 
shall be the most fortunate city in the whole 
world.” _ The date of its foundation is likely 
to be misleading because it was long more im¬ 
portant than its inveterate enemy, and for the 
additional reason that its actual history for three 
hundred years is practically unknown. It was 
always, however, an important maritime and 
commercial city. Mediterranean ports always 
traded with it, and its inland commerce extended 
to the great rivers of the Eastern hemisphere. 
West Africa, Northern Europe, Azores. Britania 
herself, and other remote coasts were regularly 
visited by its ships, for its foreign trade was a 
monopoly which its treaties show a determinar- 
tion to maintain. Rome stands accused of hav¬ 
ing destroyed the punic archives of three cen¬ 
turies. leaving the people no literature, no monu¬ 
ments, no inscriptions and no culture in the 
languages. A few coins that escaped the gen¬ 
eral ruin bear suggestive mottoes. Plautus lef| 
a scant record in verse bearing the literary as¬ 
pect of comedies. That is all. 

[to be continued.] 

Mr. Spencer Aldrich is having a new boat 
built at the Greenwich Yacht Yard from designs 
by Morgan Barney, for use in Great South Bay, 
where Mr. Spencer summers, at Bay Shore. 
The new boat is a shallow draft, centerboard 
boat, jib and mainsail rigged, with 860 sq. ft. of 
sail. Her dimensions are 36ft. over all, 26ft. 
load waterline, 12ft. 6in. beam and 2ft. 3 in. 
draft. She will have full headroom, with three 
berths in the cabin; two to starboard and one 
to port, with a toilet forward of this latter, and 
space aft of the starboard bunks for a coal 
store, as she is to be used for hunting in winter, 
as well as cruising in summer. A large ice-box 
is fitted in cockpit. 

*, * *, 
The ninth annual Block Island race of the 

New York Athletic Club will be one of the 
great attractions this year for both sail boat 
and motor boat men. Over forty entries in 
the sail boat class alone have been received, and 
more are promised. This event was a very 

popular one last year, and good boa(s and jolly 

fellows make this one of the red letter events of 

the year. The race will start from off New 
Rochelle on June 20, late in the day, so that 

those who want to can take in the race at 

Larchmont that day before starting for Block 

Island. Full particulars will be published next 
week. 

t» v *» 

The new Illinois A. C. Lipton cup 21-footer, 
designed by Morgan Barney and building at 
the Jacob yard at City Island, is rapidly nearing 
completion, being all planked up. Mr. C. T. 
Bailey will sail her in the races, for which there 
are already seventeen entries. 

r *, tt 

The raceabout Una (ex-Persimmon) has been 
sold to Mr. Leonard H. Dyer, of Greenwhich, 
owner of the Huntress, bv Morgan Barney; 
through the agency of F. B. Jones. Mr. Dyer 
will race Una in the handicap class of raceabouts 
on Long Island Sound this summer. 

* *»„ ae 
Henry Doscher’s schooner yacht Zurah had 

a trial trip with her new heavier spars and a new 
suit of Ratsey sails on the Sound on Saturday, 
April 25. 

* * « 
The first of the Shinnecock Bay one-design 

class boats, of which ten are being built, will be 
tried out this week by designer Morgan Barney. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures, 
May 16-17. Atlantic . Division Cruise.—Hackensack 

Kiver. 

May 29-31.—Eastern Division Racing Meet.—Horn Pond 
Woburn. Mass. 

May 30-31.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Delaware River. 
T11]16 T4'-.Atomic Division Cruise.—Rancocas Creek. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven. Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Point 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. 

,- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Alle¬ 
gheny River. 

AUR- ”'21. A. C. A. Camp. Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 
River. 

Sept. 5-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point Hud¬ 
son River. 

“—— —-—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 
Allegheny River. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. 

Article III of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim¬ 
mer may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the official organs 
ot the Association, and approved, as provided 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ) 

Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 
tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in case of non-election of the ai> 
phcant. 

Treasurer— S. B. Burnham, Box 23, Providence, R. I. 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for camps 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 
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in SHOT SHELLS 

The Red Ball 

trade marh is a 
guarantee of the 

Highest 
Quality 

U. M. C. “Arrow” and “Nitro Club” shot 
shells, as now made, with the steel reinforce, 
take first place in the field or at the trap. 
This steel means safety. Protects the shooter’s 
gun and face. It keeps moisture from the smokeless powder. Buy the 
right kind. Steel lined. 

Look fov the Red Ball Trade Mark. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO. Agency, 313 Broadway, New York 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

May 4.—Princeton, Pa.—Team contest, Princeton vs. 
Montclair. _ _ , 

May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, SecV, 201 Pearl street, New York. 

May 12-13.—Benton (Ill.) G. C. W. H. Foulk, Sec y. 
May 21-23—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. „ _ _ _ ,,, 
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 

tervelt, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Paterson, N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 

Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. _ , 
June 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier. Sec y. „ „ _ 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sec’y. , , 
Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

May 4.—Willimantic (Conn.) G. C. F. P. Fenton, Sec'y. 
May 4.—Scranton (Pa.) R. & G. C. J. D. Mason, Mgr. 
May 5.—Clarksburg, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Secy. 
May 5.—Waterloo (Wis.) G. C. R. W. Lueck, Sec’y. 
May 5-6.—Fargo, N. D.—Gate City G. C. C. W. Clemens, 

Sec’v. 
May 5-7.—Birmingham, Ala.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion's third Southern Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg. Pa. 

May 5-7.—Omaha (Neb.) G. C. G. W. Loomis, Secy. 
May-6-7.—Circleville, O.—Ideal G. C. E. M. Stout, Sec’y. 
May 6-7.—Cumberland (Md.) Shooting Club. Frank 

Billmeyer, Sec’y. 

Chas. 

May 7.—Lowell (Ind.) G. C. H. O. Burnham, Sec y. 
May 7.—Lancaster (Pa.) G. C. A. E. Yeaman, Sec’y. 
May 7-8.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Secy. 
May 7-9.—Salt Lake (Utah) G. C. W. S. Vincent, 

Sec’y. 
May 8-9.—Fairmont (Minn.) G. C. E. W. Bird, Sec y. 
May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10.—Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel, Sec’y. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, Sec y. 
May 12.—Lowry City (Mo.) G. C. Lon Davis, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. Dr. C. H. Burr, 

Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. H. L. Saylor, Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank 

Howard, Sec’y. 
May 12-14.—Des Moines, la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

W. Budd, Sec’y. , 
May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen s As¬ 

sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 
May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec y. 
May 13-14.—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Cli 

G. Blandford, Mgr. ... 
Mav 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 

Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Secy. 
May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 

Mav 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn N. Y. , 

May 14-15.—Sedalia (Mo.) G. C. J. Paradis, Sec y. 
May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 

E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. _ „ „ 
May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. ri. 

Black Sec’y. 
May 16-17.—New Athens (Ill.) G. C.—Egyptian G C. 

H. A. Dressier, Sec’y. 
May 17.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Ed. F. Leidel, 

Sec’y 
May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. H. T. Tongen, 

May,19.—Belle Vernon, Pa.—Western Pennsylvania Trap- 
shooters League tournament, auspices of Belle Ver¬ 
non G. C. B. F. DSugherty, Sec y. 

May 19-20.—Syracuse. N. Y.—Messina Springs G. L. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. , 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F E. Mason, Sec:y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (O.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec y. 

May 19-20.—Fort Scott, Kans.—Missouri and Kansas 
Trapshooters’ League tournament, auspices of Fort 
Scott G. C. F. A. Hornaday, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—CoiuniDus (Wis.) G. C. G. V. Dering, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Rich Hill (Mo.) G. C. Geo. B. Conover, 

May 21-22.—Thompsonville (Ill.) G. C. J. J. Bundy, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Toronto, Can.—Olympic trial matches of 

Canada. F. A. Parker, Chmn. 
May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) G. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22,—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Berlin, O.—New Berlin-Canton G. C. J. 

Smith, Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Horine. Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 24.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Parker G. C. W. C. Kroen- 

ing. Sec’y. 
May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron (Ill.) G. C. Alex. Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, Ill.—Illinois Slate tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G.C. Fred H. Teeple. Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec'y. 

May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
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May 29-30.—East Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 
Robert Smith, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—St. Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. VVm. E. 
Maiden, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransc- 
housen, Sec’y. 

May 29-30.-Utica, N. Y.—O. C. S. A. G. C. A. J. 
Lowery, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. Frank L. 
Hise, Sec’y. 

May 30.—St. Albans (Vt.) G. C. A. S. Head, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wootton, Sec’y. 
May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Sec’y. 
June 2.—VVolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads- 

worth, Sec’y. 
June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 
June 2-3.—St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 

shooters’ League tournament, auspices of Metropol¬ 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (Ill.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
June 2-4.—Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State -shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. H. H. 

Quiggle, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Evansville (Ind.) G. C. Al. Willerding, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 

June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 
Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

June 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. H. Boland, Sec’y. 
June 9.—Greensburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices Greenburg G. C. M. E. Low, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, tin- 

der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. 

June .10-12.—Sp 
Sec’y. 

Tune 11.—Sturgeon (Mo.) G. C. J. IT. Winscott, Sec’y. 
June 13.—Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D. R. 

Walker, Sec’y. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 

Gunn, Vice-Pres. 
Tune 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 

Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The tournament dates of the Nebraska State Sports¬ 

man's Association are May 26 to 28. 

Secretary Harry Harrison writes us that the River¬ 

side Gun Club, of Rochester, N. Y., have set their date 

as May 12 for a good merchandise and sweepstake shoot. 

»» 

In a match at 25 targets, for a purse of $50, on the 

grounds of the Gloucester City Gun Club, Mr. B. Martel 

•defeated Mr. A. Dasch by a score of 22 to 18. A number 

■of sweepstakes were also closely contested. 

■t 
There are twelve 15-target events, $1 entrance, on the 

'programme of the Scranton, Pa., Rod and Gun Club 

tournament, May 4. The Squier money-back system will 

govern. Ship guns, etc., to Henry Cullen, care Bitten- 

bender & Co. For programmes, address J. D. Mason, 

24 Burr Building. 

On April 18, at Allentown, Pa., Mr. Wm. T. Speiser, 

of Danville, Pa., shot a race at 25 pigeons with Geo. W. 

Hansell, of Prescott, Pa., for the Pennsylvania State 

challenge trophy. Both men stood at 33yds. The race 

resulting in a victory for Mr. Speiser with 25 straight, 

Mr. Hansell scoring 24, with one dead out of bounds. 

•t 
Mr. J. R. Taylor distinguished himself by a phenomenal 

performance at the Columbus, O., tournament last week. 

He scored 198 targets on the first day, and 196 out of 200 

on the second day, a total of 394 out of 400 targets. Mr. 

R. O. Heikes was second with 385. Mr. Lon Fisher, of 

buckeye Lake, made high amateur average for the two 

days, 381 out of 400. Other amateurs made high averages 

as follows: Tryon 378, Volk 370, Ford 369, Chamberlain 
368. 

Mr. Fred Hodgman won the April cup at the shoot 

of the New York Athletic Club, April 25. He also won 

the Sauer gun, and the prize for the best total of the 

season. The Smith gun was won by Mr. C. J. O’Dono¬ 

hue. On Saturday of this week a team of the club will 

contest with a team of the Yale, at New Haven, Conn. 

Mr. Fred Coleman, of Pottsville, Pa., famed far and 

near as an expert marksman, w&s conspicuous in a recent 

live-bird shoot in the Schuylkill valley by killing straight 

in two 10-bird contests. Although there were forty-eight 

contestants, he was the one man who developed no goose 

eggs nor goose flesh, and shot through therefore without 

a miss. 

* 

Mr. George Tule, at the shoot of the South End Gun 

Club, Camden, N. J., April 25, won the Winchester gun 

offered by the Trapshooters’ League for members who 

had taken part in four matches and whose average was 

not better than 80 per cent. He scored 86 out of 100, 

and was closely pressed in the race by Messrs. W. 

Thomas and F. Holloway, who scored 85 each. 

■t 

The Meadowbrook Gun Club team, was victorious over 

the Princeton team April 25, at Princeton, N. J., by a 

total of 313 to 303. There were two ties before the con¬ 

test was decided. The scores follow: Princeton—Biddle 

52, Spring 47, Westenhaven 38, Wood 59, Latta 50, Wight 

57; total 303. Meadowbrook—Heath 60, Conrad 45, Yard 

49, Sinclair 54, Reeves 53, Forst 52; total 313. 

The final live-bird shoot of the season on the Point 

Breeze track, Philadelphia, took place on April 25. The 

event was a miss-and-out for a gun. There were fifty-two 

contestants. Buckwalter, Fisher, Cowan, and Holznagel 

divided at the tenth round. White and Rotzel were sec¬ 

ond with 9. Beatty and High scored 8. Smith and 

Turner 7. The season was a success, and the shoots will 

be resumed in the fall. 

A seven-man team contest between Lancaster and 

Quarryville, Pa., teams resulted in a close contest, Lan¬ 

caster winning by a score of 243 to 241. The contestants 

and their scores were as follows: Lancaster—Barr 36, 

Bainbright 34, Musser 37, Andrews 42, Bonham 39, Albert 

29, Martin 26; total 243. Quarryville—White 38, Coleman 

31, Groff 35, Armstrong 37, Cannon 29, Adams 30, Miller 

41; total 241. There were seven sweepstake shoots, and 

Ballantine was high gun, breaking 105 out of 125 targets. 

The programme of the Omaha, Neb., Gun Club’s regis¬ 

tered tournament, May 5-7, announces that $300 in cash 

will be added to the purses. On each day there are 

twelve events, eight at 15 and four at 20 targets, $1.80 

and $-2.40 entrance, $7.50 and $10 added. Shooting will 

commence at 9 o’clock. Dinner served on the grounds. 

May 4, practice day. Ship guns, etc., care of Townsend 

Gun Co. Jack Rabbit system, 35, 30, 20 and 15 per cent. 

Ten cents will be paid for every target broken. Mr. 

G. W. Loomis is the Secretary. 

* 

For its tournament, May 14, at Skaneateles Junction, 

N. Y., the Glen Side Gun Club offers a programme of 

ten events, alternately 15 and 20 targets, $1.50 and $1.80 

entrance, $2 and $3 added, except event 6 at 20 targets, a 

merchandise event, $1.30 entrance. Targets, 1 y2 cent. 

Rose system will govern the division of the moneys. 

The contestant who makes high amateur average will 

receive the Hunter Arms Co. vase. Shells and lunch 

obtainable on the grounds. Shooting will begin at 9 

o’clock. Messrs. Cuttle & Knapp are the managers. 

* 

The Watertown, Mass., Gun Club has issued its pro¬ 

gramme for its second annual tournament (registered), to 

be held on May 9. In trophies and gold, $100 added. 

There are ten events scheduled, nine at 20 targets, of 

which events 5 to 9 inclusive constitute a five-man team 

contest, each member of the winning team to receive a 

silver cup. There are fourteen average cash prizes as 

follows: $15, $12, $10, $8, $7, $7, $5, $5, $4, $3, $2.50, $1.50, 

$1 and $1. Also to the highest average, a Marlin rifle. 

There are other average prizes, and a silver cup for the 

contestant making the longest run. There is an incomer 

event, a re-entry contest, miss-and-out prizes, $8, $6, $2.50 

and $1.50. Entrance 25 cents; re-entry, 10 cents. Mr. 

C. W. Loud is the Secretary, and Mr. H. W. Jordan is 
the Captain. 

Bernard Waters. 

Atlantic City Tournament. 

Atlantic City, N. J., April 21.—Appended herewith 
are scores of our first annual Easter tournament. We 
had with us the best professionals of the East, as also 
the best amateur talent in this section of the country. 
Lester German led the professionals with 175 breaks out 
of 190, with Apgar a close second, being only one target 
behind. 

McCarty set the pace for the amateurs, 168 out of 190, 
with Foord right along, 166 out of 190. 

Mr. Overbaugh was with us in the office, and every¬ 
thing went off like clock-work. 

All the shooters expressed themselves as greatly pleased 
with our treatment, and they say our shooting grounds 
are great—a perfect background, nothing but the clouds 
to obscure the targets. They all expect to be with us 
at our next shoot, and see that their friends are with 
them. 

Considering the high wind blowing, very creditable 
scores were made. 

This being our first registered shoot, we 'think the 
boys supported us great, and we can promise some in¬ 
teresting shoots for the future. Keep your eye on At¬ 
lantic City. Our club is but three months old, and we 
have over sixty members. 

Events: 12 3 
Targets: 15 15 15 

‘German . 15 12 13 
‘Apgar . 13 13 15 
Lewis . 12 11 11 
Worthington’ . 12 13 12 
Butler . 8 12 12 
Pratt . 9 12 10 
Foord .14 15 13 
Tansey . 13 12 9 
Firth . 9 8 5 
Shinn . 9 9 8 
Orlemann . 12 8 11 
Sheppard . 8 11 12 
W Specht . 13 8 12 
Jones . 8 4 4 
Wells . 4 5 7 
McCarty . 11 15 10 
Huber . 10 9 8 
Dumas . 14 13 13 
Cordery .. 10 12 10 
Crane . 9 11 8 
Bates . 9 10 13 
C Specht . 10 8 11 
Schroeder . 5-6 7 
Hallam . 
Ware . 
Burnham . 
Rossell 

4 5 
15 15 
15 13 
15 12 
11 11 
13 12 
12 11 
10 9 
10 15 

9 11 
8 9 

13 10 
10 13 

6 1 
13 9 

3 9 
4 6 

13 15 
11 12 

9 12 
14 9 
7 6 

12 13 
8 9 
3 7 

6 7 8 
15 20 20 
15 20 16 
15 18 17 

9 11 10 
12 16 18 
14 12 15 

8 12 14 
14 19 15 
14 16 13 

7 15 12 
8 12 14 

10 9 16 
7 15 12 

12 16 12 
5 15 10 
5 6 6 

13 17 20 
11 16 19 

9 17 17 
11 15 18 
7 14 11 

11 14 18 
13 10 13 
7 10 9 

..11 9 

.. 11 9 

‘Professionals. 
Practice shoot, April 17: 
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Brown . 
Hammel . . 20 22 19 16 IS 19 15 19 
Orlemann . . 16 19 16 13 17 22 16 .. 
Shinn . 
Jones . 
Dumas . 
Sheppard . . IS 19 19 19 . 
Pennell . 
Willis . . 18 17. 
Cope . 
McGuire . . 9 16 9 . 
Stadler . . 14 15 8 12 17 . 
W Specht . . 15 19 16 . 
Wells . . 7 9. 
Voorhees . . 14. 
C Specht . . 14 17 17. 
Hallam . . 13 14 . 
Roth . . 17 18 . 

9 10 11 
20 20 20 
20 16 20 
18 19 19 
10 17 14 
18 18 16 
13 13 14 
10 17 15 
18 16 17 
12 15 13 
11 12 12 
15 13 12 
16 14 19 
16 17 15 
14 13 17 
10 12 7 
10 11 12 
20 16 18 
17 14 20 
17 16 17 
18 16 16 
16 12 12 
11 12 19 
14 14 16 
11 12 12 
17 18 15 
9 10 9 
9 15 .. 

11 

Shot 
at. 
125 
200 
175 
200 
175 
200 
100 
100 

50 
25 
75 

125 
75 
50 
25 
75 
50 
50 

Broke. 
175 
174 
137 
160 
136 
126 
166 
137 
108 
123 
138 
131 
139 

87 
76 

168 
147 
154 
149 
113 
142 
127 

89 
70 
48 
24 
11 

Broke. 
61 

148 
119 
134 
70 

156 
75 
60 
35 

’ 13 
34 
66 
50 
16 
14 
48 
27 
35 

At Middleton. 

Memphis. Tenn., April 20.—The initial club shoot of 
the recently organized gun club at Middleton, Tenn., 
was held this afternoon before a large and enthusiastic 
gathering of spectators, among whom were quite a num¬ 
ber of the fair sex, whose applause and smiles led each 
of the twelve participants to put forth the very best 
there was in him on this occasion. Following are scores: 

Shot at. Broke 
*P B Plummer.. . 50 45 
G A Kiney. . 50 38 
J Cunningham.. . 50 30 
T Y Moore. . 50 29 
A W Neely. . 50 23 
1 1 Groves. . 25 17 

♦Trade representatives. 

Shot at. Broke 
M Campbell .... . 25 16 
D Cornelius ... . 25 15 
C M Sasser. . 25 14 
T A Wilson.... . 25 14 
L Simpson . . 25 12 
E Fertenberry... . 25 10 

P. B. P. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, N. Y., April 18.—The heavy rainstorm to-day 
kept a number of the members awav from the weekly 
shoot of the Mountain View Gun Club. Roberts shot 
w'ell tp-day. The club will attend the shoot of the Hud¬ 
son Valley Gun Club at Glens Falls, April 25 and will 
enter a team in the contest for team shooting 

Some time next month the club will hold their second 
tri-county tournament. 

Shot at. Broke 
Roberts .. .150 138 
Milliman 80 
Lee . 67 
Miller ... 53 
Nichols .. . 75 49 
Crowley . .75 36 

Shot at. Broke 
Anderson . . 50 38 
^ rooman . 31 
Dutcher ... . 25 15 
Thompson 11 
Paine . 19 

J. J. F., Sec’y. 

4 
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Freehold Gun Club. 
Freehold, N. J.—The two-days’ tournament of the 

Freehold Gun Club. April 23 and 24, had twenty-six con¬ 
testants on the first day and twenty-two on the second 
dav High amateur average on the first day was won by 
W' Kennedy, who on the second day tied for high ama¬ 
teur average with F. Rissett on 169. The programme 
events had 186 targets each day. The totals follow: 

First Day, 

Shot at. Broke 

April 23. 

Shot at. Broke 

185 142 Thomas . 185 139 

Apgar . 
Brown . 

185 174 Wilson . 185 159 

185 168 Kennedy . 185 169 

W K Mathews. . 1S5 159 Walker . 165 142 

Muldoon . . 185 165 Vanderveer . 138 

J Martin . . 185 167 Fay . 185 143 

-185 162 Cole . 145 96 

Billings . . 185 143 Ray . 3b 22 
O’Donohue - . 185 151 Owens . 80 51 

Piercy . . 1S5 163 Bennett . sn 60 

W H Mathews . 185 161 Denise . 55 46 

F W Mathews. . 185 158 Ivins . 80 71 

Brantingham . . 185 151 Von Kattengill. 80 65 

Second Day 

Shot at. Broke 

April 24. 

Shot at. Broke 

. 185 131 Dr Medler . . 185 153 

Apgar . . 185 167 Brantingham .. . 18b 149 

. 1S5 162 Denise . 151 

Butler . . 185 DO W K Mathews. . 18b 147 

Kennedy . 
Martin . 

. 185 169 Von Kattengill. . 185 167 

. 185 159 Monroe . 142 

O’Donohue ... .. 185 158 Vanderveer .... . 18b 16S 

Ivins . .. 185 167 Fay . 18b 103 

Bissett . . 185 169 Muldoon . IXb 152 

W H Mathews .. 185 161 Thompson . 2b 11 
Groesbeck .... .. 185 164 Green . . 2b 13 

The Palefaces. 

Roston, Mass., April 22.-—Fourteen shooters, not sat¬ 
isfied with one holiday this week for shooting, spent one 
of the pleasantest afternoon shoots for some time, and in¬ 
cidentally took another shy at the coveted New England 
championship, to-day being the tenth shoot for this 
trophy. 

Many surprises were in store for the bunch, as the 
winner proved to be a dark horse of the darkest color, 
though the score surely deserved the win, and Crane will 
now share the honors with seven others who have had the 
good fortune to place their names on the beautiful silver 
cup, which eventually will adorn the den of some skillful 
trapshootei 

Charlie Marden, the holder, fought tooth and nail to 
retain possesssion of the honor, and but for a decidedly 
bad start, might have pulled out a winner, his last 50 
targets being at a somewhat better gait than the winner s, 
but not enough to overtake any one shooting so steady 
as Crane continued to do during the entire programme. 

Charles and Hodges each made their guns bark very 
effectively, and came within an ace of turning the trick, 
which would have been considerable for either, as Hodges 
has yet to be connected with the game six months and 
the former is only just recovering his 1906 form, which 
was so much in evidence among the high averages at that 
time. 

The Hassam match proved to be, as usual, a most in¬ 
teresting tryout, the scratch men being at somewhat of 
a disadvantage in being forced to shoot a straight to be 
high; but this did not prevent them from going some. 
During the event two good scores were made by Gleason 
and Kirkwood, the former having a 23 and the latter a 24. 
Hodges and Sibley, however, took the plums, each secur¬ 
ing the possible, and both tying for scratch score, a no 
small feat when taking into account just what kind of 
talent was there. Scores: 

Events: 
Brinley, 16yds. 
Crane, 17 . 
Charles, 16 . 
Hodges, 16 . 
Murden, 18 . 
Kirkwood, 21 . 
Frank, 20 . 
Sibley, 18 . 
Jordan, 19 . 11 
Hassam, 20 . 
Todd, 16 . 
Buffalo, 21 . 9 
Lynde, 16 . 4 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y.—The beautiful cup emblematic of the 
championship of Westchester country, presented by Hon. 
Chas. M. Lane, which is to be shot for Mav 13, first day 
of the two-days* registered shoot of the Ossining bun 
Club, is now on exhibition in the window of Hartley & 
Co., No. 313 Broadway, New York. This cup will be 
keenly contested, for a number of clubs over on the 
Sound have lately developed some good shots who are 
desirous of wresting the county championship from the 
western part of the county where it seems tQ have been a 
fixture. As the cup is worth about $75, and there are no 
strings on it, the event seems to be very attractive. \Lhe 
match will be at 100 targets, divided in five 20-target 
events included in programme, no extra entrance to be 

charged 
Manager C. G. Blandford, of the Ossining Gun Club, 

has received letters from shooters in Middletown, Albany, 
Troy, Syracuse, Sylvan Beach and Danbury, Conn., who 
expect to attend, and shells have already been forwarded 
from some. The programme is very attractive, there 
being $100 cash added and $100 in merchandise prizes in 
one event. The club has two Leggett traps, one covered 
in case of rain, and a set of expert traps, which can 
be installed on short notice. Trains leaving Grand 
Central Station 7:14, 7:53 and 8:57 A. M. will reach 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total. 

11 11 10 15 13 17 87 

13 13 17 12 13 18 85 

13 10 15 13 13 18 82 

12 12 17 13 12 16 82 

11 12 14 13 13 17 80 

15 11 13 14 11 15 79 

9 12 14 13 12 16 76 

13 10 10 13 13 16 75 

11 9 17 10 13 14 74 

12 10 12 10 9 18 71 

7 7 15 9 11 16 65 

9 8 12 10 11 13 63 
4 G 10 9 11 16 56 

Klean-Ups in Kansas and Elsewhere 
MADE WITH 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns 

Four big tournaments were held during the week of April 

20-25, and all of them rendered honors where honors were justly 

due; that is, to Winchester Shotguns and Winchester Shells 

—the Red W Brand. Read the record, which is a convincing 

story of their superiority ; 
j. M. HAWKINS. 

Amateur Championship—Won by 
Charles Rankin, shooting Winchester 
"Leader” Shells and a Winchester Shot¬ 

gun. 

KANSAS STATE SHOOT 
Amateur High Average—Won by 

E. W. Arnold, with a score of 605-650 
targets, 93 per cent., shooting Winchester 
"Leader” Shells. 

JACKSONVILLE (Fla.) SPRING TOURNAMENT 
Professional High Average—Won 

by J. Mowell Hawkins, who broke 392- 
400 targets, 98 per cent., shooting Win¬ 
chester "Leader” Shells and a Winchester 

Shotgun. 

Amateur High Average and High 
Average Cup—Won by C. G. West- 
cott, who broke 376-400 targets, 94 per 
cent., shooting Winchester Shells and a 
Winchester Shotgun. 

GROESBECK (Texas) TOURNAMENT 

High Average—Won by Mrs. Ad. I opperwein, who broke 402-425 targets, 94 - 
per cent., shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells and a Winchester Shotgun. 

CRAWFORDSVILLE (Ind.) TOURNAMENT 
Professional High Average—Won 

by L. R. Barkley, who broke 386-400, 
96% per cent., using Winchester Shells 
and a Winchester Shotgun. 

Amateur High Average—S. E. Voris, 
first; C. L. Nickle, second; both using 
Winchester "Leader Shells and Mr. 
Nickle a Winchester Shotgun. 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE CHALLENGE TROPHY 
Won by W. T. Speiser, of Danville, Pa., who killed 25 live pigeons straight from 

the 33-yard mark, shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells. 

Shoot the Red W Combination at Columbus 

Ossining in time for the first event. The 7:53, being an 
express train, leaves Forty-second street ma,n stat'on, 
while the others leave the Lexington avenue terminal, 
one block away. Trolley from station to grounds 16 
minutes’ ride, fare 5 cents. Cars leave every 12 minutes. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—The tournaments registered during the 

week ending April 25 follow: —, . p c- 
Elgin, Ill., May 17.—Elgin National Gun Club. C. E. 

^Lebanon, Pa^May 22.—Lebanon Gun Club. George W. 

Hwlst'’Lebanon, Ind., May 22-23.-West Lebanon Gun 

Rod and Gun Club. Fred 

A’M<ontrea^'Canada,YMay 25.—Montreal Gun Club. D. J. 

KQevefand,eoyj May 29-30.—Cleveland Gun Club. F. H. 

'VMemphfs!CTenn„ June 4-6.—Memphis Gun Club. John 

"camdem’nTl June 6.—South End Gun Club. H. G. 

Eisenhardt, Sec’y. 

Florence, Wis., June 10.—Florence Rod and Gun Club- 

E. W. Peterson, Sec’y. „ , 
Schell City, Mo., June 23-24.—Schell City Gun Club. 

Henry Shaw Secretary. . „ ™ . 
Cambria, 111., June 30-July 1—Cambria Gun Club. 

Chas. Stocks, Sec y. , , . .. , p „ 
Ipswich, S. D., July 13-14—Ipswich Gun Club. C. B. 

ROttawa, Tans., Oct. 14-15.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 
shooters’ League tournament, under auspices ot tne 
Ottawa Gun Club. Dad Martin, Sec y. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr. 

Colorado Springs Gun Club. 

Colorado Springs, Colo., April 18.—The day was fine,, 
with a light northeast wind. Scores: 

Events:. 1 2 3 4 5 - ” 
Targets: 20 20 20 ! 

T W Garrett.. .. 17 19 20 19 20 
L P Lawton.. .. 18 20 20 19 19 
J H Rohrer... 17 19 20 18 18 
M E Hensler .. 16 17 
R Schildkne’t 19 .. 17 20 18 19 
Tallman .16 .. .. 15 
A Merideth.. .. 18 .. ..IS 

6 7 8 9 10 11 
20 10 25 25 25 25 Broke. Av. 

20 .. 21 25 24 23 188 94 

19 .. 20 23 139 92.7 
92 92 

20 .. 23 23 118 90.8 

19 93 93 

16 47 “1
 

OO
 

W
 

8 .. 44 ss 

Jno. VV Garrett, Capt. 
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Columbus Tournament. 
toLi'Mnus, O., April 25.—\V. R. Chamberlain cashiered 

the shoot and shot through himself, making a very 
creditable showing. The only thing that Chamberlain 
u j ar?y trouble about was Luther Squier sticking his 
head in the door and inquiring whether “the little 
cashier thought it was going to rain about the time he 
was making a few divisions and subtractions. 

John R. laylor finished in a cloud of smoke. The way 
he made the smoke fly caused one of the spectators to 
say that it looked very much like Pittsburg, and we 
assured him that it was not always so, we being located 
quite a ways from the city. 1 he 98^ per cent, for two 
days was undoubtedly the cause of the remark. 

B A. Cooper, of 1 hornville, shot in John’s squad, and 
took particular notice how it was done, and while he" 
did not break them all this time, we look for good work 
at the Ohio State shoot. 

Luther Squier was the same as always, a very busy 
man getting the result of the sheets posted outside, so 
the boys could see how fast it was coming back. Luther 
is very popular with the shooters. He left for the East 
Friday evening, and we all send best wishes. 

Will Fishinger, of Milliard, O., had a great time with 
the long single barrel. He has made up his mind that 
he can t find the little spot quite so well as he did with 
fhe double barrel, and he now has his eve on a great 
old gun that has been known to slay them'right and left. 

* Ben Bolin shot one of the heavy loads, and there must 
have been a wrinkle under the point of contact, with his 
shoulder, as Ben felt a slight rubbing sensation, and 
on examination discovered his shoulder as raw aS a 
beefsteak. 1 his mere trifle, however, did not interfere 
with his shooting through the programme. lie has a 
good nerve. 

Mr- Ledgett, of New London, O., -was here for the 
first day s shooting, and was accompanied by Mr. G. F. 
Smith. Both gentlemen enjoyed the shoot, and left 
V\ ednesday evening. They are coming to the Ohio State 
in June. 

O. N. Ford came through from Shamokin, Pa., to at¬ 
tend the shoot, and left for Chicago as soon as it was 
over. Mr. Ford shot a nice clip all through the pro¬ 
gramme. 

Mr. Anderson, from Cincinati, O., was the only shooter 
here from that part of the country. He had a great time 
with the rocks the first day; the second dav he talked to 
them. Mr. Anderson is well known here, and has a great 
many friends in this section. 

Dr. Parker, from Cleveland, O., showed up in fine 
form, and was very entertaining. The fact of the matter 
is that the Doctor is in good with all the boys around 
here, and lie will be sure to know that he is wanted 
where there is anything going on in this section. 

Dr. Schlitz and Dr. Lothamer, of Canton O were 
completely carried away with the place, and ’it required 
a great deal of hard persuasion to induce them to go 
back home, as they wanted to stay the rest of the 
summer. 

Joe Wells, of Hilliard, is geting into training for the 
btate shoot, and will take a look in on the big mer¬ 
chandise event, the double, 19yds., both barrels, and all 
there is to it. 

The Hedges boys from Asheville, O., shot through the 
first day, but were not able to stay until the tournament 
finished on account of business at home. 

John Hornberger and Riordan, of Bellefontaine, came 
down and spent the first day with us. John managed to 
land two straight 20s, and no telling' what he would 
have done if he had not gone home. 

Air. Lamb, of Thornville, was over, and took a look 
at the targets on Wednesday. 

ot Newark, U., was after them hard with 
the new rrancotte. 

Shatford shot the programme through, and says he 
enjoyed every minute of it, whether he got enough'for a 
mess or not. 

Heniy E. Smith had a fine score on the preliminary 
<lay, but did not keep it up the last two davs. Elarry 
has not been well lately, and it was quite a lot of shoot¬ 
ing for him. 

George \ oik, of Toledo, came and had all the cracks 
faded on the start-off the first day, and if Georgie would 
have kept that gait, they would ha-e all gone to the 
woods. 

W m. \\ ebster, Columbus, was not shooting up to his 
regular gait. William is oiie of our standbys, and we 
hope to see hint have things going different at the State 
shoot A long pull of the grip does not help a man in 
his shooting. 

Capt. Alonzo Fisher, of peaceful Buckeye Lake has 
become quite chesty of late, and no wonder—nothing but 
first high average since the season started. The captain 
is shooting a clip that is hard to equal, and if he keeps 
it up the balance of the season, it will show that he is 
certainly wound up right. 

Frank Hall was with the procession every day, and 
shot through with the greatest assortment of guns that 
anybody ever used in one day. Joe Wells isn't in it with 
Prank for a minute. 

Thomas A. Marshall came through for the spring tour¬ 
nament, and his presence was very much enjoyed bv all 
the boys, and girls, too, as “Sir Thomas” is popular ' and 
thats no mistake. He did not break all the targets 
nor get all the cream pie, as Pop Heikes was looking 
aitei that part of the programme. 

Mr Tryon and Mr. Rodgers, of Cleveland, O., came 
1 uesday afternoon and stayed for the finish. They ap¬ 
peared to enjoy themselves, and are coming again soon 
to have a look over the grounds. 

April 22, First Day. 

Targets: 
Chamberlain 
Edwards 
Taylor '.. 
Cooper .. 
Squier .. 
Fishinger 
Bolin ... 
Ledgett . 

15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 
.. 15 13 16 15 15 19 14 13 20 14 14 20 187 
.. 12 13 18 13 15 18 14 15 19 13 15 18 1S3 

15 20 15 14 20 14 15 21) 15 15 20 '198 
12 IS 14 13 20 12 14 20 15 14 17 180 

.. 14 l.i 19 15 15 19 13 14 19 14 15 16 188 

.. 13 pi IS 14 14 16 12 14 17 14 15 17 174 

.. 13 ii 19 13 12 17 12 11 17 15 15 19 174 

.. 12 il 19 11 12 18 14 12 20 10 12 17 168 

Shattuck . 14 14 19 12 12 18 12 13 16 11 13 16 
ShaHord . 13 12 IS 13 8 15 7 15 14 8 12 16 
II E Smith. 15 14 18 13 15 20 14 14 17 13 13 16 
Volk, Toledo... 15 15 20 15 14 19 13 13 17 13 14 20 
Wm Webster.... 12 14 18 15 13 17 13 15 16 12 13 18 
r isher . 15 15 19 14 14 19 14 14 20 13 15 19 
£ P Hall. 11 10 16 12 13 17 14 14 17 13 14 16 
Vord .15 13 18 14 13 19 15 14 18 14 15 20 
Anderson . 14 13 14 10 11 16 9 14 20 14 14 16 
C. F Smith. 8 10 13 12 10 13 8 8 .. .. 
D Parker . 14 13 19 13 12 19 14 15 19 14 14 i5 
E M Stout. 14 13 19 15 15 18 15 15 20 12 15 15 
R O Heikes. 14 14 20 15 15 19 14 14 20 13 15 19 
Jryon . 15 15 19 12 14 20 14 13 19 15 14 18 
Rodgers . 11 11 17 13 13 17 12 14 17 13 12 18 
1 A MarshalL... 14 14 19 14 13 16 13 11 18 14 15 15 
H Heikes . 9 14 16 15 11 1 613 11 17 12 13 15 
Schlitz . 12 14 19 14 15 16 14 14 20 15 14 18 
Lothamer . 9 13 17 14 14 19 14 13 20 10 14 13 
JT Wells. 14 13 ig 13 i4 17 12 15 i6 13 14 16 
W Hunt . 13 15 17 15 13 19 14 15 18 15 13 17 
C Young . 13 14 18 14 14 16 13 14 19 14 14 19 
he Non- . 15 10 20 14 13 20 12 13 17 13 14 20 
Shell . 14 14 14 12 11 18 13 12 18 11 12 16 
J N Hedges. 11 13 17 14 14 15 13 14 19 15 15 15 
C H Hedges. 10 12 16 12 14 18 11 13 17 13 13 18 
Hornberger . 13 13 IS 11 10 20 13 13 17 14 13 20 
Riardon . 13 15 15 13 12 16 11 13 17 11 11 16 
harab .13 12 15 12 11 16 
£lng. .14 14 18 13 15 17 
Burr's .13 12 18 11 13 17 
\ an Fossen.. .. 12 13 13 16 

170 
151 
182 
188 
176 
191 
167 
188 
165 
SI 

181 
184 
192 
188 
168 
176 
162 
1S5 
170 
175 
185 
182 
181 
165 
175 
167 
175 
163 

64 
91 
84 
54 

California Trapshooting. 
The second shoot of the California Wing Club at 

Jng.eside, April 5, was pronounced one of the best days 
of live-bird shooting seen on the coast in years. The 
members turned out in large force, and the interior towns 
were well represented. 1 he shooters were well handi- 
capped according to previous scores. C lean scores were 
made by M. O. Feudner, W. E. Green, A. M. Barker 
anil E. L. Schulz. Clarence Nauman, the crack shot at 
live birds, was the only man on the 32yd. mark, and he 
missed but one bird of the dozen. The following are 
the scores and handicaps: 

M 
P 1 

Iverson. 
cRae 

N L Nielsen. 
C Nauman.... 

T Prior . 
W T Sharpless... 
F Turner .. 

P J Walsh. 
#C J Ashlin. 

A M Shields. 
W E Green. 

Idp. 
31 

T’l. 
12 W L Gerstle_ 

Hdp. 
.. 26 

T’l. 
9 

31 11 J O Cad man.... . 30 9 
29 9 P Echert . .. 30 11 
31 9 A J Webb. . 29 10 
27 11 P L Murphy...-. . 31 9 
32 11 J I. Sinkey. .. 30 11 
29 10 J A Chanclor... . 28 
26 7 W E Murdock. . 29 11 
27 9 A M Barker.... . 30 12 
29 9 Dr Dallin . . 28 8 
31 11 C L Schultz.... . 29 12 
28 11 E Kleversahl ... . 27 H 
27 11 E Ilolling . . 30 11 
28 9 R C Haas. . 26 9 
29 12 E C Prater. . 28 4 

April 23, Second Day. 

Targets: 15 
Chamberlain ... 14 
Edwards . 13 
Taylor . 15 
Cooper . 14 
Squier . 14 
R O Heikes. 13 
Tryon . 14 
Rodgers . 14 
Marshall . 14 
II Heikes . 11 
Ford . 15 
Anderson . 13 
Bottenfield . 12 
Parker . 14 
E AX Stout. 14 
Wm Webster ... 15 
Volk . 14 
Fisher . 14 
H E Smith 
Shatford 
Bolin .. 
King ... 
Le Noir 
Young .12 
Shell . 9 
Schlitz . 3 
Lothamer . 15 
J T Wells. 12 
Hunt . 15 
Fishinger . 

15 20 15 
14 16 14 
14 2 014 
14 20 15 
14 19 13 
15 19 14 
14 19 15 
15 20 15 
13 19 14 
13 16 11 
13 18 13 
14 19 12 
15 19 1.3 
12 IS 15 
14 17 14 
14 17 13 
14 19 14 
11 18 12 
15 2 015 
14 19 13 
10 16 13 
12 18 13 
12 20 15 
13 18 13 
14 20 14 
15 19 14 
11 13 15 
13 17 15 
15 16 11 
14 IS 14 

15 20 15 
13 19 14 
14 17 13 
15 20 15 
13 18 13 
14 19 13 
15 20 14 
14 20 15 
15 17 14 
13 17 15 
13 14 11 
14 IS 13 
13 19 15 
13 17 14 
15 19 13 
13 20 14 
14 20 13 
15 19 14 
15 18 15 
14 15 11 
12 16 13 
14 16 12 
14 19 13 
14 15 14 
15 18 15 
10 19 14 
12 16 15 
15 13 12 
12 20 12 
15 16 15 
.. ..12 

15 20 15 15 20 
14 IS 15 13 17 
14 17 15 13 19 
13 19 15 15 19 
13 18 13 15 19 
15 17 14 12 19 
15 20 14 14 20 
15 18 14 12 18 
14 18 13 15 20 
13 18 11 12 15 
12 18 13 13 17 
15 IS 13 12 18 
13 19 14 15 18 
11 19 12 13 17 
13 16 13 14 19 
13 19 11 14 18 
12 18 15 12 19 
15 17 13 15 19 
15 18 13 13 19 
13 16 15 14 20 

9 16 10 13 17 
11 12 14 14 18 
13 19 15 12 19 
15 19 11 13 20 
13 18 14 12 19 
15 18 14 13 18 
13 18 12 14 17 
12 19 14 15 18 
11 17 12 15 16 
13 17 13 15 17 
12 18 15 14 19 

Total. 
181 
183 
196 
182 
184 
193 
190 
1S6 
165 
166 
181 
1S5 
173 
1S1 
1S3 
185 
182 
190 
178 
158 
169 
184 
179 
184 
178 
174 
178 
169 
182 
90 

Chamberlain ...187 181—368 
Edwards .... .. .183 183—366 Yolk . 

1 aylor . ...198 196 394 Fisher . 
Cooper . ...ISO 182 362 FI E Smith. 
Squier . .. .188 184—372 Schlitz . 
p O Heikes. ...392 193—385 Shatford . 
Trvon . 
Rodgers .... ...168 1S6 354 Le Noir . 
Marshall .... ...176168 344 Shell .. 
H Heikes ... ...162 166 328 Young . 
O N Ford... ...188 181—369 Lothamer .... 
Anderson ... ...165185 350 T T Wells... 
Parker . ...181181 362 Hunt . 
E M Stout... ...184 183 377 

Independent Gun Club, 

191 
182 

181 
165 
183 

175 

185—361 
1S2-370 
190—381 
178— 360 
174—359 
158—309 
169—343 
179— 360 
178-343 
184—366 
178—348 
169—344 
1S2—367 

Walsh—Naumann. 

Two of the best pigeon shots on the coast, Pete Walsh 
and Uarencc Naumann, met in a 50-bird match race at 
Ingleside last Sunday for $100 a side to settle their dif- 
terence of opinion as to the merits of the 12 or 20 gauge 
gun. Neumann shot his 20-gauge gun from the 26vd. 
mark, and Walsh used a 12-gauge gun from 32yds. Both 
these shooters are equally clever at grassing pigeons, and 
the match was even until Walsh missed his last bird. 

«by Walsh off tb* ,lonors grassing 46 birds to 

The birds were not very good ones and Walsh seemed 
to draw more hard birds than his opponent. A great 
many of Naumann’s birds were incomers and favored the 
small gun. However, Naumann did some very clever 
shooting on some of the hard birds, and on several oc¬ 
casions was very effective with his second barrel. Walsh 
by a little poor judgment. lost his second bird, and gave 
his opponent a lead of one bird from the start. Walsh’s 
second bird was hit slightly with the first barrel and lit 
behind the pit with only his head visible. W alsh fool¬ 
ishly shot at the head and missed, thereby losing the 
bird which flew away when the boy went to retrieve it 

, . , shooters then killed straight until the 20th bird, 
which both missed. Walsh drew an incoming bird, and 
hit it hard with both barrels, but it died out of bounds 
Naumann s miss was on a very fast left-quartering bird 
!Lla‘ w" °St auy, ^lme. ,maklr|g his getaway from the 
trap. He was hard hit with both barrels. This still left 
Naumann one bird ahead. He. however, lost his next 

a"d tbe ,sc°re was tied. Walsh was a little slow 
with the first bairel on his 22d bird, which was a 
straightaway, and again was one in the rear. Naumann 
K?^ev^> ,soon, evten£d matters again by losing his 25th 
bird, dead out of bounds. Both shooters then ran 
straight until they came to their 46th bird, when they 
both missed again, leaving the score tied with but four 
more birds to he shot at. Naumann missed bird "clean 
with both barrels. W alsh drew a hard bird for his last 

by oneSbhd NaUmann killed his last 3nd won the race 

slmntw’ a'U10ugh a loseI:- did some exceptionally good 
shooting. On one occasion, he succeeded in grassing 

ofSnear1vW60vdhe T,C°nd barre' after the bird ha^ a lead of nearly bOyds. 1 lie experts present were generally of 
the opinion that, while the 12-gauge gun lost, it did its 
work more thoroughly than the 20-gauge. ■ 

Quarryville Gun Club. 

?a“ April -T—The shoot was pulled off 
”Ed?r._tbe ba,rdest . sort. cd conditions. For some reason 

Holmesburg Junction, Pa., April 25.—The 100-target 
contest was for the Hunter vase and club prizes. The 
first 50 were for the vase, which was won by W 
Mathius, who had 5 allowance. He shot from the 18yds. 
mark On actual breaks Geo. AIcCarty was high with 
95 out of the 100. The second 50 was for the club prize 
which was won by C. Newcomb ,0 c- 

Events: 
Targets: H. 

Reade . ig 
Dr Doolittle . ig 
Empyre . l3 
Fontaine . 17 
Shew . 17 
Tansey . ]$ 
Cantrell .’ is 
Newcomb .20 
AIcCarty .'’ 20 
Ford . ig 
George .!!!!!!! 16 
F Mathius . i" 
W Mathius . ig 
Ringgold .!! IS 
Firth . ig 
Dr Brown . ig 
Oliver . is 
Armstrong . ig 
Landis .j ’ 19 
Frank .’ 18 
Pratt ...!! IS 

ith 48. Scores 

1 o 3 4 
25 25 25 25 
24 20 18 15 
23 90 19 19 
23 24 21 24 
19 19 20 16 
16 19 20 16 
09 20 18 21 
21 23 99 23 
21 24 25 23 
25 24 22 23 
17 °2 19 92 
16 17 15 13 
oo 18 18 23 
25 24 20 IS 
21 32 19 19 
19 15 16 17 

21 22 19 
17 18 18 22 

10 12 
23 23 21 21 
23 22 22 23 
21 22 17 21 

no one could master the trouble with the Legget trap 
being almost an mipossible thing to get a flir target! 

T. H W.fre tned' a?d with aI1 the doctoring and skill at hand, there seemed to he no improvement 
Andy Ballentine one of Philadelphia’s foremost target 
smashers, succeeded in getting 117 out of 140, which 
\%as an excellent performance. 

Air. Pratt, of_ Tryon & Co.; Lewis, of Dupont and 
Doerbaugh of IT M. C., were the trade representatives 
present, all of whom had little to say about their per¬ 
formance. p 

Total 
77 
S3 

Events: 
Targets: 

Pratt . 
Lewis . 

92 
74 
74 
SI 
S9 
93 
94 
SO 
61 
71 

Krick 

Alusse 
Groff 
Tebb 

Connor 

80 
67 
62 
75 

Armstrong 
AlcCord .. 
Barr . 
Wilson ... 
Ranch- .... 
Worrest .. 

Ten doubles, special prize—Oliver 16. Reade 11 F 
Mathius 9. Empyre 17, \V. Mathius 10, Cantrell 12. Ring- 
gold 12, Felix, 15, Newcomb 15. l-'ord 10. Shew 7 
( icnrcxf-* 12 ’Roll 7 

Adams 
White 
Kauffman 
Hess 
Miller ... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
15 15 15 15 15 25 25 15 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

9 7 10 8 10 16 17 10 140 '87 
9 10 9 10 9 20 17 10 140 94 

15 11 10 10 11 IS 19 11 140 105 
11 14 15 14 12 22 17 12 140 117' 
11 13 9 10 9 18 21 11 140 102 
10 9 6 6 4 13 10 7 140 65 
11 12 13 12 12 22 20 13 140 115 
10 10 9 10 11 19 18 6 140 93 
10 14 10 14 8 20 15 10 140 101 
13 12 10 11 9 21 17 11 140 104 

8 7 3 11 7 17 12 .. 125 65 
a 6 7 8 7 14 15 12 140 74 

11 9 9 12 11 20 14 .. 125 Si) 
11 9 9 12 11 14 12 . 125 78 

9 8 11 7 11 19 18 11 140 94 
7 8 4 3 5 12.... 100 39 

10 9 10 15 12 19 17 9 
7 7 11 .. 8 .. .. 

140 101 

6 6 9 .. 12 14 9 .. 
7 7 6 .. 12 10 13 .. 
8 11 9 13 6 16 15 .. 
3 7 5 6 10 16 14 11 
S 10 9 8 11 19 19 13 
.... 10 11 . 
.. .. 59 . 
. 8 22 19 12 ... 

« 
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting* The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the \/. Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 

LOWELL, MASS.. U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pewl St., 35-43 Park St„ New York. 114-116 Market St„ San Francisco 

Analostan Gun Club. 

Washington. D. C., April 27.—Following are the 
scores made at the regular weekly shoot of the Analostan 
Gun Club, of this city. Several of the boys had never 
shot at the traps previous to this meeting, but the 
showing made leads us to believe that they will make 
good shots with practice. Several others had not shot 
any since last October, and were a little rusty. The 
shooters had to contend against what the riflemen call a 
“fish-tail” wind, which made the targets duck and jump 
in a very erratic manner. 

The contests for the club trophies will commence Sat¬ 
urday, May 2, and continue until the last meeting in 
October. Wise, Harris and one or two others are 
breaking in new guns, and have given notice that they 
are out after the “stuff” this year. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 10 15 

Stine . 7 6 5.. 6 3 6 7 
Hunter. 8 8 9 8 .. 8 .. 12 

filson ... 5 5 7.. 8 7..10 
Shoup .... 6 7 8 8 9 6..12 
Fowler. 4 0 2 4 4 
M Taylor. .. 8 10 8 9 

5 .. 5 6 6 .. 
9 13 9 10 

12 
7 S .. 

Weedon... 
Harris. ... 
Monroe.... 
C B Wise. 
Ficklin ... 
Dr Taylor 
Nitro. 
Wolfe .... 
Dutton ... 
Folsom.... 
Parsons... 

7 
14 
10 

4 5 6 5 .. 

7 8 
8 9 13 8 6 13 

9 
10 .. 14 

S 6 
5 .. 

1 4 
7 6 8 7 7 

Brk. 
66 
91 
65 
74 
14 
14 
30 
23 
41 
66 
30 
16 
53 
20 

7 
15 
35 

Miles Taylor. 

Springfield (Mass.) Shooting Club. 

Springfield, Mass., April 20.—The annual spring 
tournament of the Springfield Shooting Club was held on 
the new grounds at Red House Crossing yesterday, this 
was an all-day shoot, starting at 9:30 and lasting until 
4 o’clock in the afternoon. During the day twenty-eight 
shooters took part in the several events, fourteen shoot¬ 
ing the entire programme of 200 targets, a total of 3800 
targets being trapped. Shooters were present front Pitts¬ 
field, Willimantic, Rockville, Brunswick, Me., New York 
city, Hartford, Holyoke, New Haven, Chicopee Falls, 
Northampton^ Warehouse Point, Brookfield and Enos- 
burg Falls, Vt, . 

A more disagreeable day for trapshooting could not 
have been made, the light being especially poor, while 
the cold, raw air made the stove in the club house the 
center of interest most of the time. Despite the un- 
pleasant weather, some remarkably good scores were 

•made. The trade was represented by Jack Fanning, 

G. M. Wheeler, and H. S. Welles. W. F. Parker, of 
Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn., came up in his auto¬ 
mobile, but not being able to find the grounds readily 
did not arrive until after the shoot was over and every¬ 
body had gone home. 

To the ten high amateurs shooting the entire pro¬ 
gramme the following prizes were awarded: First, F. A. 
Sanderson, Willimantic, Conn.; second, J. H. Noel, New 
Haven, Conn.; third, Harry Metcalf, Rockville, Conn.; 
fourth, F. E. Metcalf, Rockville, Conn.; fifth, E. F. 
Greenwood, Enosburg Falls, Vt.; sixth, D. C. Downing, 
Plolyoke; seventh, Robert McFettridge, Hartford. Conn.; 
eighth, Paul Lathrop, Springfield; ninth, Adams, Pitts¬ 
field; tenth, Albert Keyes, Springfield. 

There was a tie for ninth prize between H. L. Edger- 
ton of Willimantic, Conn., and Adams, of Pittsfield, but 
as fedgerton left the grounds before the programme was 
finished, the prize was awarded to Adams. 

Following are the scores of those who shot the entire 
programme of 200 targets: 

Broke. P.C. 
F A Sanderson ..182 .910 
*J Fanning.... ..181 .905 
T H Noel. ..178 .890 
II Metcalf .... ..177 .885 
*H S Welles.. ..176 .880 
F E Metcalf... ..170 .850 
E S Greenwood.1G6 .839 

*Professionals. 

Broke. P.C. 
D C Downing..163 .815 
R McFetridge.. .157 .785 
P Lathrop .154 .770 
Adams .149 .745 
H L Edgerton..149 .745 
*G M Wheeler. .147 .735 
A Keyes.137 .6S5 

C. L. Kites. Sec’y. 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., April 25.—Event 1, the eighth leg for 
the Greener gun, was won by Winslow to-day. The 
combined scores of events 2 and 3 were counted for the 
Colquitt trophies, and the team composed of Messrs. 
Batten and lioxall won the event with a score of S*. 
Events 4 and 5 for two-man teams were won by Messrs. 
Boxall and Crane, and Messrs. Piercy and Jacobus. 

On next Saturday the Montclair Club shoots a return 
match at Princeton University. 

Events: 
Targets: 

1 
50 

. 8 46 
25 

4 20 

3 
25 

4 24 
. 2 43 1 22 1 23 
. 1 45 1 22 1 24 
. 2 43 

G H Piercy. . 0 42 
. 8 50 

0 22 
4 23 

0 22 
4 21 

. 2 43 0 25 1 24 

. 0 21 

. 0 24 2 24 2 25 

R Jacobus . 
I S Crane. 

. 0 19 
. 5 47 

2 25 
3 24 3 i7 

Event 4, two-man pick-up team race: Colquitt and 

Winslow 18. Dukes and Batten 16. Piercy and R. 
Jacobus 18. Boxall and Crane 19. 

Event 5, same conditions: Colquitt and Winslow 20. 
Dukes and Batten 12. Piercy and R. Jacobus 20. Boxall 
and Crane 15. 

Shoot-off, 10 targets: Colquitt and Winslow i, Piercy 
and Jacobus 9. 

Edward Winslow, Sec y. 

New York Athletic Club. 

Travers Island, N. Y., April 25.—No. 1 was prac¬ 
tice event. No. 2 was for the April cup. No. 3 was 
for the Sauer gun. The remaining two were trophy 
events. Scores: 

Events: 
Hodgman . . 24 

.23 
M V Lenane . . 20 

.21 
Owen . . 21 

Billings . 99 

T J O’Donohue . 
Pelham . 
T Lenane . 
J J O’Donohue . 
Robinson . 

. 21 

. 13 

. 13 

Dr Deuch . 
Dr Williams . 

0 48 
0 44 
0 38 
2 44 

10 50 
0 40 
0 4(1 
2 45 
4 47 

10 47 
6 38 

3 4 5 
0 23 0 24 0 22 
0 22 0 22 0 22 
0 24 0 14 0 21 
1 23 1 20 1 .. 
4 25 3 23 3 22 
0 21 
0 22 6 23 6 18 
1 22 1 25 0 23 
2 21 2 21 
5 25 5 24 5 20 
3 22 3 22 3 17 
5 23 5 25 
5 20 5 18 5 i5 
2 23 2 20 2 24 
5 20 5 20 5 21 
3 22 3 23 3 20 

4 17 
0 20 . .. 

Holland Gun Club. 

Batavia. N. Y\, April 25.—In the Baker Handicap. 25 
targets Tomlinson won a point in Class A with -3; 
Farwell, Class B, 20; Barnes. Class C, 15. In shooting 
off last’ week’s tie, Keyes defeated Gardiner. 20 to 17. 
"39,” Gardiner and Hall tied on 22 for the Holland cup. 

Hall . 
“39” . 
Gardiner . 
Tomlinson 
Keyes .... 
Farwell .. 
Watson .. 
Forbes ... 

Shot at. Broke 
. 75 62 
. 75 61 
. 75 61 
. 75 60 
. 75 58 
. 75 56 
. 75 55 
. 50 21 

Forsyth .. 
Shot at. Broke 

50 
F Lortz .. . 50 15 
Jones .... . 40 23 
Ouance .. . 25 16 
Barnes .. . 20 15 
Ed wards . . 20 4 
Brumber . . 10 5 

Chas. W. Gardiner. Pres. 
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*>» r PETERS 
SHELLS 

1st Amateur Average, April 22-23- 
1st Amateur Average, April 20-21- 
1st Professional Average, April 20-21- 
1st General Average. April 20-21- 
1st Professional Average, April 21-22- 
1st General Average, April 21-22- 

6 AVERAGES 
IN 5 DAYS 

-381, out of 400 
-345 out of 400- 
-365 out of 400 
-365 out of 400 
-372 out of 400- 
-372 out of 400- 

—at Columbus, O., by Lon Fisher 
—at New Orleans, by Guy MacMurdo 
—at New Orleans, by A. Hatcher 
—at New Orleans, by A. M. Hatcher 
—at Manito, III., by H. W. Cadwallader 
-at Manito, Ill., by H. W* Cadwallader 

Also al the New Orleans Tournament, 2d Professional Average by H. D. Freeman, 360; 

3d Professional (tie) by L. I. Wade, 358; 4th Professional by Walter Huff, 350. 

PETERS SHELLS will help you to win anywhere and anytime, but when the conditions are difficult, their 

— superior velocity, uniformity and pattern are especially in evidence. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY VV. W. GREENER. 

•it manual .°\ instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

REPEATING GALLERY RIFLE No 

ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O. BOX 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS. U. S. A 
New York Office, 98 Chambers Street 
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Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

(Glens Falls, N. Y., April 25.—The second tournament 
of the Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club was pulled off 
to-day with an attendance of forty-one shooters, notwith- 

j standing' the rain, which kept a number away. The entire 
i programme of twelve events was carried out, and over 
j 45W targets thrown during the day. Had it not been for 
i the rain, which started in the morning and kept up all 
j -day, we would have had a record-breaking crowd. 

The trade was represented by Ncaf Apgar, Sim Glover, 
Jack Fanning, A. E. Sibley, H. H. Stevens, Geo. R. 

t Ginn, and Mr. Smith. 
The shooting of the professionals was watched with 

1 interest by the crowd, Mr. Apgar’s score being the best 
ever made on the grounds. Mr. Ginn assisted in the 
office, while Mr. Fanning, Mr. Stevens and the others 
helped keep things going outside, all of which was 
greatly appreciated by the club, and the trade representa¬ 
tives have certainly made many friends here. 

For the amateurs, Valentine, of Albany, and Roberts, 
i of Troy, were high guns, and divided first average. 

Milliman. of Troy, won second average. Brown, of 
Glen? Falls, third, and Witt, of Sandy Hill, fourth. The 

1 shooting on the whole was good, and several straight 
1 scores made. 

The team shoot was won by a team of five men from 
the Mechanicville Gun Club with a score of 103 out of a 
possible 125; the Mountain View Gun Club, of Trov, 
being second with 98, while the Hudson Valley scored 93. 
Scores follow: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Apgar . .. 190 184 Newell . 90 56 

.. 190 180 85 55 
Fanning . ... 190 176 C Wiltse . 85 39 
Sibley . ... 190 174 Bond . 65 45 
Stevens . .. 190 170 Chapman . 65 44 
Valentine . ... 190 178 Norton . 50 22 
Roberts . 178 Tngalsbe . 50 26 
Saunders . .. 190 172 Clark . 50 42 
Milliman . ... 190 170 Burt . 35 26 
Brown . .. 190 163 T E Saxtaon.... 35 21 
Witt .... 152 Cronkite . 35 16 
Kirkpatrick .. 190 137 Mattison . 30 21 
L De Roode . .. 190 133 Balcom . 15 9 
R De Roode.. .. 190 118 Pratt . 15 9 
Shorev . 122 T Bartlett . 15 11 
Moore . .. 150 110 G Sexton . 15 7 
Baker . no G Wiltse . 15 4 
Harvev . .. 140 107 G Bartlett . 15 5 
Farrell . .. 105 .89 F Sexton . 15 1 
Oatman . .. 105 82 Fox •. 15 3 

Team shoot. 125 targets: . 
Mechanicville. Mountain View. 

Harvey . Vroman . 
Saunders . .23 Farrell . 
Baker . Milliman . 
Shorey . Saunders . 
Moore . -103 Roberts . 98 

Hudson Valley. 
Brown . Chapman . 
Witt . Clark . .. 20— 93 
Oatman . 

F. B. Chapman, Sec'y 

Eastman Tournament. 

Eastman. Ga., April 25.—The Eastman Gun Club held 
an interesting tournament on their shooting grounds in 
tlie_ suburbs of the city Friday last, which was an oc¬ 
casion of much interest among the devotees of the gun 
Messrs. J. M. Hawkins. J. T. Anthony, H. TV Free¬ 
man, Guy Ward. Walter Huff and E. R. Holt, pro¬ 
fessionals, were in attendance and gave a fine demon¬ 
stration of fancy shooting. 

Following are the totals made by the local members: 
Shot Shot 

at. Brk. at. Brk. 
L Peacock. Tr. . 100 46 Geo McRae . 50 32 
.1 K Stewart... . 200 137 D W Wade . 25 15 
T Goolsby . . 150 95 W A Burch .... 50 24 
J R Wilcox.... . 200 123 M A Burch. 25 12 
Geo Freenv ... ..175 116 T M Buchanan.. 25 14 
J Harrell, Tr.. ..100 34 T G Burch. 25 3 
( Stewart . .. 50 27 T L King . 50 16 
B F Day . . .100 60 G Bennett. 25 11 
C Eubank . . 200 155 W Pennington .. 25 0 
IV H Cherrv.. .. 50 21 L M Wilcox. 25 14 
1 H Harrell ... .. 25 13 E T Rainey. . 25 14 
T T McRae _ 25 Emmett Ward .. 25 16 
W I) Moore.... .. 25 12 Wm Revere . 25 12 

J. E- Wilcox won the prize in event No. 2, J. B. 
Stewart in event No. 3. J. R. Wilcox and J. B. Stewart 
tied in event No. 4. Claude Eubank won prize in 
events Nos. 1, 5, G, 7 and 9. Prize in event No. 8 was 
won by Geo. Freeny. 

Orange Gun Club. 

Orange. N. J., April 25.—The regular weekly shoots of 
tlie Orange Gun Club have not attracted many members 
for the last few weeks. Last week only six put in an ap¬ 
pearance, notwithstanding the first leg for a $100 Smith 
gun was the attraction. Hopper took the leg, which was 
at 50 targets, handicap, scoring 34, 10, 44. 

This week the third leg for a Walsrodc cup was the 
feature, and Hopper annexed this, scoring 19-5-24. Mosler 
accounted for the fourth leg for the April*.cup, and is 
now tied with Hilsinger, Baldwin and Hopper for it. 
The tie will be settled at the next shoot. Mosler’s score 
was 20-3-23. 

The net scores for the day follow: 

Wickes .. 
Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke. 

Hopper .. . 145 90 
Fleck .... Baldwin . . 125 on 
\\ atlis ... Mosler ... . 125 92 
Richardson . 145 117 Wakelev . . 90 57 

M. R. Baldwin, Sec’y* 

Metropolitan Championship 
At Montclair, New Jersey, April 1st, 1908, was won by 

Mr. George Kouwenhoven, score 95 ex 100, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLI5TITE 
* \ 

BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 
(DENSE) (BULK) 

The Two Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

7/Iarlii 
THE 77Lzr/in Model No. 20 22-Cal. Repeating rifle put out this year 

leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or "pump** action. It 

is chambered to handle .22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special ffZar//JI steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from seams. The working parts are of crucible steel hardened against wear. 

The “ fflarlin Book” has 136 pages jam full of information for the 

up-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, of 

all 7/Iar/in repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It’s FREE for 3 stamps 

postage. Send for it to-day. 

27 Willow St., 7Jiefflar/tzi firearms Co., New Haven, Conn, 

“ The Gun That Blocks the 

SEARS” 
POSITIVELY SAFE 

orcwflL urren. 

Send 10 Cents for our Large Catalogue and get a 

Beautiful Davis Guns Souvenir. 

N. R. DAVIS (El SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1..75. 
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 

with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

MODERN TRAINING. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 
The treatise is after the modern professional system of 

training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.26. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in Foust 
and Stream. 
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^ strength and simplicity. It is stronger than others because it has added 

metal in its barrels where powder strain is greatest, and fewer and larger parts in 

its action. This last fact also accounts for the marvelous simplicity of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
Fox Guns never shoot loose—Fox coiled main and top lever springs never break. No other 

gun is as perfectly balanced, as beautiful in model or as good a shooter as the Fox; it is actually 

“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD” 
Write for booklet. 

THE 4. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ER RIFLES 

DESCRIBED IN 

“Book on Fine Guns.” 

SCHOVERLING, DALY <a GALES 
302-304 Broadway, 

New York. 

IVHEWfvH 

FOR large game shooting 

* no rifles are more satis¬ 

factory than those High 

Power 8 mm. (.315 calibre) 

or 9 mm. (.351 calibre) 

REMINISCENCES OF A 
SPORTSMAN. 

BY J. PARKER WHITNEY. 

This is a volume of extraordinary interest. 
The author, who is a well known man of affairs, 
and conspicuously successful in large business 
interests, has drawn from his life-long partici¬ 
pation in field-snorts a thousand and one inci¬ 
dents worth the telling. The book is compelling 
in its hold on the reader; once begun it will not 
be put aside until finished. 468 pages. Price, 
$3.00 (postage, 25 cents). 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 166 pages. 
Price $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 
Bergen Beach, L. 

at the shoot of the 
pended: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Drever . 

I., April 25.—Scores made to-day 
Bergen Beach Gun Club are ap- 

L Adams . 7 
Bergen . 10 
Lyman . 15 
Morgan . 17 
Armitage . 
Creamer . 
Shelvin . 
Pfender . 
\V II Thompson . 
J Voorhies . 

21 1' 

7 12 
12 18 

F A Thompson 

Ibert . 
Sheford 
Lott .. 
Griffith 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
25 25 25 25 25 10 15 
17 17 IS 18 .. .. 7 
20 19 16 14 15 
1H. 
17 17. 
21 15 19 22 10 
19 17 19 .... 
15 16. .. s 
h: 17 _. .. 
9 7 .. 

10 16. 
17 22 19 20 22 
19 IS 17 18 21 8 9 
13 S. 
12 11 13 .... 3 .. 
12 13 20 .. .. 
16 17 14 .. .. 
9 10 4 .. .. 

10 14. 
. .. 19 15 .. .. 7 11 

.. 19 .. 17 20 

In this connection we take the oppor¬ 

tunity of again saying 

DEAD SHOT 
SMOKELESS 

STABLE 
and that we should be pleased to have 

you, who don’t know it, give it an ex¬ 

haustive trial. 

A booklet of ‘ ‘ loads, ’ ’ etc., on request 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 
Chicago Boston S*. Louis 

> ", * 

DEAD A HOT 
SMOKELESS 
POWDER/ 
FOIL SHOT GTJNA 

The Century Dictionary defines 

Stable2 (sta'bl), a, etc. 

2. Fixed, steady, constant, per¬ 

manent. 
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Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

1 Flushing, N. Y„ April 25.—Plenty doing to-day to 
;ccp the boys interested—several preliminary shoots and 
he regular monthly handicap shoot of 25 birds, for 
vhich four handsome prizes were offered, won as follows: 

H. B. T. H. B. T. 
.ong . 0 16 16 AD Nash. 6 10 16 
larrctt . 3 13 16 
\eppel . 5 16 21 
’eck . 2 14 16 
» B Nash. 3 17 20 

Campbell . 5 15 20 
Ashmore . 4 17 21 
Rieger . 2 12 14 
Deans . 3 15 18 

Ashmore beat Keppel in shoot-off for first prize, and 
N'ash beat Campbell for third prize. 

Fifty-bird match.—Teams of five club members against 
ive crack shots of Flushing, won by the club team by 
.’6 birds. Scores as follows: 

. ns Bell . 
Rieger . . 31 Place ... 40 
Peck . .. 30 Wright .. 
Mash . 40 27 
Deems . ,. 30-169 Rasquier 13- 143 

Complete scores for the dav are as follows 
Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: * 15 fs 25 50 15 15 

Long . . 10 9 16 ■‘18 12 
• 14 31 

Peck . 5 16 30 11 
Nash . . 11 12 20 40 

IS 30 f) fi 

Bell . . 14 13 32 5 s 
Place . 40 11 n 
Wright . . 8 11 31 11 
Funke . . 11 6 27 10 5 
Pasquier . 9 2 13 7 3 
Barrett . ii 16 9 0 
Campbell . 7 20 10 8 
Keopel . 8 21 10 8 
Ashmore . 8 21 12 13 
A D Nash. . 5 <s 16 fi 

H. B. Keppel, : See' y- 

Harrisburg Sportsmen's Association. 

Harrisburg. Ra.. April 25.—Herewith are the scores 
made April 23 for the Hunter Arms Co. trophy. This 
was the first shoot on our new grounds at Paxtonia Inn. 
The bright, warm day. combined w'ith the fact that live 
birds were on the tapis for the occasion, brought out no 
less than twenty-nine of the local enthusiasts. 

The race was a handicap affair, which proved to have 
quite a tonic effect upon the boys, so they all “braced 
up” and shot their very best. 

At the end of the ninth round it was decided to drop 
all who had missed one or more and allow the straight 
scores to fight to a finish. This was soon decided by 
Mr. Steward killing 5 straight from the 31yd. mark and 
romping away with the trophy. 

The last and final shoot for this trophy will be shot 
at 40 singles and 10 pair targets on May 11. Scores: 

Henry .... 
999909909_,9 Eisenhour ... 

099999090_9 

Robert .... 
990000000_9 Wix . . .222002220—6 

Sensening ... 210220000—4 Greenawalt ... . .202212122—8 
Wilson ... ..220220101—6 Bollock . . .202002210—6 
Sebold ... 

999900099_Q 999009999_q 

Steward .. 
999999999_q Dinger . oooooo^oo_9 

Reed . 
990909900_7 Baldwin . . .111220222—8 

McDowell .222222022_S TTackett . ..."01210012—6 
Kellar . ."02121"02—7 Rapp . ...000210202—4 
McGregor .. .222102220—7 Pomraining . ..00"210222—6 
Porter . 

000109090_9 Shearer .. ...222110112—8 
Kepple .... .220111212—8 Tritt . ...211122"02—8 
Tennings .. ."01101011—6 Donson . ...10221 "101—7 
Lutz . .211111 ‘’ll—9 Brotton . .. .100120020—4 
Carlile .... .020"22121—7 

Shoot-off for trophv: 
Sebold .... ."2110-4 Lutz . .22011—4 
Steward .. 99900_t; Sutler . .22220—4 

South End Gun Club. 

Camden, N. J., April 25.—The Winchester gun, a 
1 prize offered by the Trapshooters’ League for mem- 
I bers who had participated in four contests, and who had 
! not scored over 80 per cent., was won by Geo. Tide, 

with a score of 86 out of 100. W. Thomas and F. Hallo¬ 
way tied on 85 for second. Scores: 

Events: i 2 3 4 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 Total 

00 22 00 20 80 
W Thomas . . 20 19 22 24 S5 
F Holloway . . 23 20 23 19 85 
Kane . . 20 19 22 21 82 
Hamlin . . 23 22 15 20 SO 
French . . 20 16 18 19 73 
Biddle . .. . 1ft 16 20 17 72 
Mawson . . 18 IS 16 16 68 
Overbnugh . . 21 16 16 14 67 
T F FTinkson . .. 17 9 19 20 65 
Hineline .. . 19 16 16 13 64 

Quarryville — Lancaster. 

Lancaster. Pa., April 25.—The match between teams 
of Quarry and Lancaster, shot at Lancaster, to-day, re¬ 
sulted in a victory for Ouarryville, as follows: 

I.ancaster—Barr 36, Hambright 34. Musser 37, Andrews 
i 42, Bonham 39. Abert 29, Martin 26; total, 243. 

Quarryville—White 38, Coleman 31, Groff 35, Arm- 
| strong 37, Conor 29. Adams 30, Miller 41; total, 247. 

Seven sweepstakes were shot. Ballantine was high 
, gun, with 105 out of 125. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

Simple^ycrew; 

THEY say a fellow named Archimedes invented the screw two thousand years or so ago. 
Simple idea this, wrapping a wedge around a cylinder. But it will do a few thousand years 

more. You cannot improve first principles. That is the reason why 

Lefever Shot Guns 
are destined to be used as long as guns are used. With a wedge, the Lefever solves 
the problem of taking-up wear. The wedge-shaped, compensating bolt draws 
the barrels and frame absolutely tight in every direction. The hinge-joint is 
made solid as new after years and years of service, by merely turning a 
screw. This is the climax of simplicity. So with the Lefever three- 
piece system. One piece simultaneously raises both hammers, 
extracts the shells and gently breaks the fall of the barrels 
when the breech is opened. This piece is substantial. 

Other things, just as important, are shown in our catalogue—more 
important to a buyer, in fact, because they are the very things 
that prove deceptive to an inexperienced buyer, such as 
quality of steel, hand work on all parts, taper boring 
etc. This catalogue is worth sending for. 

LEFEVER 

ARMS CO. 

23 Maltbie St., Syracose, N. Y. 

44 LOST!” 
is an unpleasant word to the man behind the gun 

at a trap shoot. Sometimes it’s the gun’s fault, but 

not often, if the gun is a PARKER — the best 

example of the gun builder’s art in America to-day. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

ME 

SPLENDID TROUT and BLACK BASS FISHING 1 
is found in the beautiful lakes and streams of Sullivan and Delaware Counties. Along the line of the 

New York, Ontario & Western Railway 
. mi r A .r r• _• * xl_XT_l-.!- kX 

! 
* i from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The famous trout fishing in the Neversink, Mon- 

eauD Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told in song and story. The small mouthed 
black bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in the East. Send 8 .cents in stamps to cover « 

postage, for copy of "SUMMER HOMES” book-a magnificently illustrated pamphlet of 140 pages, to ^ 

s 

pusmgc, tv* vuj/j v* - 

J. C. ANDERSON. Traffic Manager. 56 Beaver Street. New York City 

Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 
Compiled by “Seneca.” Cloth. Illustrated, 244 pages. 

Price, $1.50. 

This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints, 
helps kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the 
shooter, the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, 
the canoeist, the camper, the outer; in short, tor the 
field sportsman in all the varied phases of his activity, 
“Hints and Points” has proved one of the most prac¬ 
tically useful works of reference in the sportsman s 

library. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trap-Shooter’s Ready Reckoner. 
For ascertaining at a glance the Division of Moneys in 

Trapshooting. Price, 26 cents. 

There are forty tables, covering varying entry, fee*, 
prices of targets and the number of entries, and it is the 
work of only a moment to determine the purses in the 
various events. Such a reference book as this is as use¬ 
ful to the trapshooter as his interest tables are to the 

bank clerk. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 346 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 

Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 

Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 

liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 

Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 

Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 

Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 

by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 

Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 

Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rum- 

sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B Devereux. 

Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 

Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Every Championship Event 
AT THE 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“ NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE” and 
“INFALLIBLE” are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 
LIGHT 
SIMPLE 
C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St., New York 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

Guaranteed Watei; Proof. She, 7 1-4x7 1-4 feet. 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 13 

lbs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen's Catalog, 3 cents. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

of ferrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reefer 

free sample and booklet P-52. 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO, 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” . . 

Sam LoveTs Camps. 

North Caldwell Gun Club. 

North Caldwell, N. J., April 25.—Mr. Carl Fischer 
made high average, 135. The scores follow: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 6 6 
Carl Fischer .10 
A Schoverling . 6 

Winslow .  6 

By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A sequel to “Uncle Lisha’s Shop.” By Rowland E. 
Robinson. Cloth. Price, $1.00, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

E 
H 
C 
F 
L 
W 
F 
F 

'E 
W 
H 
S 
J 
H 
F 
E 
L 

8 14 12 14 18 
8 11 11 11 16 
8 10 12 

7 8 9 
16 19 24 
10 16 20 

L Brown . 8 10 13 13 12 17 
7 12 11 14 15 
6 14 9 8 18 
7 11 12 12 16 
8 12 12 7 16 
9 7 13 13 14 
6 11 10 13 15 

T Day, Jr.  5 
Brown . 3 
Stager .10 
H Jacobson . 6 

Sindle . 8 
Butler . 9 
Langhans ...11 8 15 

W Reynolds . .. 11 10 10 
Kusmaul . 9 14 

Francisco .11 
G Francisco . — 5 
Shindler .15 

Sindle . U 
Dwyer .14 
Klatz .12 
Young . 12 

Abe Kayhart . f. 4 
H Mosher .  17 
L Courter .. 
Aaron Kayhart . 
S Fischer . ..\ • • 
H S Fransico ... 
J Young . 

16 18 21 
19 19 18 
11 15 15 
12 15 21 
13 17 2C 
12 12 .. 
15 .. .. 
10 13 IS 

14 12 li 
13 9 11 

6 10 14 
13 15 %. 
15 16 2; 
14 16 2i 
15 13 2( 
.. .. 11 
.. 11 .. 
15 17 2( 
12 10 .. 
10 G .. 
.. ..21 

1 
21 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery, 

Fixtures. 

July 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New Englani 
Schuetzen Bund. , , 

July 27-Aug. 1—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mill 
tary Rifle Association. _ 

Aug. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa 
tion. . . . 

Aug. 14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association 
Aug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for th< 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

New York Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, April 24.—Scores were made as follows a 
Union Hill to-day: 

Ring target: 
F Facompre.... 
E Fischer . 
B Zettler. 
O Schwaneman 
C Meyer . 
C A Niemeyer.191 
G Ludwig 

A P Fegert 

J G Tholke. 

H Lohden 

H Foster, 
H W Mesloli. 

F Busch . 
G Thomas 

J H Kroeger. 

H Bruening ... 
A W Lemcke. 
W Dahl . 

... 204 H C Hainhorst. . 15 

... 204 M Detjen . 15 

... 200 G W Offermann. . lb 

... 196 T Sinnigen . 

... 194 J W Wellenbrock.... 

... 191 C .Steffens . .. ib 
. 191 T H Klee. .. 14 

... 188 H B Michaelsen. .. 14 

... 1S7 N C L Beversten... .. 14 

... 187 A Sibbern . .. 14 

... 180 A W Lemcke. .. 14 

... 178 H V Minden. .. 14 

... 178 H Hoenisch . .. 14 

... 178 W Schulte . 

... 176 H Nordbruch . .. 14 
D H Brinckmann... .. 13 

71 .. 13 
... 168 "T Heidelberger . .. 13 
... 168 F Feldhusen . .. 13 
... 162 T D Wilkins. .. 13 
... 161 t Doppel . .. 13 
... 161 J N Herman. .. 13 
... 139 H Bohling . .. 12 
... 160 H Leopold . .. 12 

IM .. 12 

... 159 

... ifS 
F V Deesten. .. 12 

Bullseyes: F. Facompre 3, M. Detjen 3, H. Meslol 
2, R. Ohms 2, R. Schwanemann 2, A. T. Fegert. 2, H 
Koster 2, and one each for II. Nordbruch, T. Willms 
W. Lohmann, B. Zettler, H. V. Minden, Geo. W. OfTei 
mann, II. W. Kphring, H. Decker, F. Bund, F. C 
Borges, G. Ludwig, J. C. Bonn, Dr. Ch. Grosch, Ja< 
Schmitt, Chas. Meyer, D. V. Hein, C. Plump, J. H 
Cordes, H. Haase, Chas. Steffens. 

Man target; 
Chas Meyer . .... 58 G Thomas . 
A P Fegert . .... 0o F Facompre . 
E Fischer . .... 54 F V Ronn . 

N Koster . .... 54 H Hoenisch . 
F Busch . .... 53 Toe Schmitt . 
J C Bonn . 
C A Niemeyer. 

.... 52 "R. Schwanemann . 

.... 52 Chris Glandorf . 

5 

Zettler Rifle Club. 

New York, April 28.—Total scores made during th 
winter season practice shoot of the members of th 
Zettler Rifle Club: 

Best 
Total scores. 50 scores 

W A Tewes .   31,995 12,389 
A Ilubalek .31,965 12,392 
L C Buss.31,806 12,354 
M Dorrler . 31,750 12,320 
O Smith .31,598 12,288 
G Schlicht . 31,591 12,264 
C Zettler . 31,490 12,244 
L P Hansen. 31,314 12,197 
B Zettler . 30,634 11,990 
G Amouroux . 26,069 12,050 
L Mauser . 25,118 12,112 
T H Keller. 23,114 11,758 

Extra premium for highest number of rings: Firs 
W. A. Tewes; second, A. Hubalek; third, L. C. Buss 
fourth, M. Dorrler; fifth, O. Smith; sixth, G. Schlicht. 
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Providence (R. I.) Revolver Club. 

Am apology is due our friends of St. Louis for an 
error in the scores reported, they having defeated our 
team by a good many more points than credited. 

The conditions of the match were that in case pistols 
were used by any of the shooters they would be handi¬ 
capped two points per string. In arranging the match 
it was found that several of the men would shoot pistols, 
hence it was agreed that six points should be added to 
each revolver shooter’s total. Upon receipt of the tele¬ 
gram announcing the St. Louis team total, the reports 
went in. but when the detailed score sheet arrived it was 
found that the Missouri boys had telegraphed on their 
scores as shot, deducting two points per string for the 
pistol shooters, hence the gross scores of the teams 
were: St. Louis 2515; Providence 2366. St. Louis there¬ 
fore won by 149 gross. Had we been as swift in shoot¬ 
ing as in reporting, our defeat might not have reflected 
in anything discreditable to our team. We sincerely hope 
our St. Louis friends will accept our regrets at the 
error, for while a trimming of 89 points is enough to 
make them happy, yet their scores were of such a high 
order that it should be known they turned the trick and 
outclassed us by a total that will always cause us to 
take off our hats in due respect to a bunch that can out- 
shoot anything in the good old United States. (Now fot 
trouble, and we hope for news of challenges directed 
toward the want-to-be-shown State by some clubs that 
can give them more satisfaction than we were able to.) 

Mr. T. C. Cooke, of the Montreal, Canada, A. A. A. 
Revolver Club, drifted around to our range last Satur¬ 
day afternon and evening, and besides making the visit 
one of interest to us, showed his ability to shoot in 
American air, putting up a good score with pistol, and 
also with the Krag, which he shot for the first time. 

The following scores were made in a 50-shot match at 
25yds., 10-shot strings, % in. ring target, %in. center; 
prone position: gallery loads: 
Miller, .30 Springfield. 233 237 223 229 244—1166 
Coulters, .30 Krag. 235 236 229 223 231-1154 

Revolver. 50vds., standard target: Freeman, .22 pistol, 
S3 92 95 95, 95—*469; Cooke 88; Joslin 88 , 85, 80, 84 , 87; 
Miller 87, 82, 82: Eddy 76, 74, 73, 81, 78. 
♦Clean score, 50 bulls. 
Revolver, 20yds.: Miller 88, 80; Hurlburt 80, 18, 90, 

77, 81: Willard 85, 80. 

April 26.—To soothe our feelings, the return match 
with the members of the Des Moines, la.. Revolver 
Club resulted in a win for us, the scores being 826 to 
755 in our favor. 

Teams were cut to five men each, 20 shots per man, at 
20yds. Almy, of our team, had one of the prettiest groups 
that we have seen in some time, scoring 98. and had the 
bunch been raised a little, the “possible” would have 
resulted. Both Freeman and Almy shot pistols in this 
match, the rest using revolvers with the exception of 
Lieut. Miller, who started his first string with a pistol, 
and found, too late, that his rear sight was knocked to 
one side, thus giving him a poor start. Pie finished 
with his old reliable officer’s model Colt. Argus was 
unprepared for the match, and having shot away his 
allowance of indoor ammunition, was forced to borrow 
a strange gun. but made good. 

The individual and team scores were: 

Providence Revolver Club. 
91 89-180 
98 80—178 
86 89—175 
83 71—154 

AT ill.-r 57 82—139--826 

Des Moines Club. 
S9 84—173 
79 76—155 
81 69—150 
76 72—148 
67 62—129—755 

Providence team won by. 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

Philadelphia.—The following scores were shot Satur¬ 
day, April 25. at lhe Arlington range of the Philadelphia 
Rifle Association, Lansdowne avenue and Cedar lane, 

Llanerch, Pa. . , _, , 
Record match, German ring target, 200yds., offhand: 

1 E Williamson . 23 21 17 10 1 3 21 13 17 19 10—164 
j c. Williamson 17 9 21 10 14 11 13 14 10 16-144 

Military practice match, 200yds.: 

Nathan Spering .• 4 4 5 ,4 4 4 5 5.44 
Military record match, 200yds., Creedmoor target. 

Nathan Soerine . 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4—48 
JSa.nan Spering . 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5-42 

Geo Schnerring . 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 5-46 
454 4 54545 4—44 

I D laaues . 444534553 4—41 
j u jaques. 44 4 444434 4—41 

J E Williamson . 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 3 2 30 

Military revolver match, 50yds., Standard American 

R ^1 Dubbs . 10 10 10 10 9 9 8 7 7 6—86 
K ^ 1JUDD . 10 10 10 10 8 8 8 7 7 5-83 
II A Dill   10 10 10 9 9 9 8 8 8 5—86 
n A . 10 10 9997777 6-81 

Record pistol match, 50vds., Standard American target: 
Geo H Smith ......10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 8 7-93 
Oeo iri smun 10 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 8 7-90 

N SD*rine .  10 10 10 10 8 8 8 7 7 7—85 
* Sp g 10 10 10 9 9 8 8 8 6 5-83 

T H Anderson . 998888877 5—77 
j n Anaerson.. 999987655 4-71 

A friendly match has been arranged between the Phil¬ 
adelphia Rifle Association and the W est Chester Rifle 
Club. The officers of the West Chester Club visited our 
indoor range on Tuesday evening. April 21; and chal¬ 
lenged the Philadelphia boys. The conditions finally I agreed upon are: A series of best two our of three 
matches, ten men on a side, ten shots per man. I he 
first match of the series will be shot on Friday evening, 

“CAMMEYER" STAMPED ON 

5 A SHOE 5 

MEANS STANDARD OF MERIT 

HUNTING and SPORTING BOOTS and SHOES of all 
Kinds, Materials and Styles for all Sports and Pastimes 

OUR Sporting Footwear is noted for superiority and 

our prices for inferiority. There is no boot or shoe 

that you may desire but you can get it here without 

waiting or delay, and in any size you want, of better 

quality of material and of higher grade of workmanship 

and at less price than at any other store. 

C&mmeyer’s Non-Aqua Strictly Waterproof Boot 
Guaranteed 

The Only Truly Water-Tight Leather Boot Made in the World 

15-inch Russet Waterproof Boots, 

10-inch Russet Waterproof Boots, straps at top, 

7j^-inch Russet and Black Waterproof Blucher Cut Lace, 

Correct Hunting Boots for Women 
Guaranteed Waterproof 

Tan Grain Leather, with strap tops, double 

sole, ----- $8,00 

Catalog mailed Free on Application. Mall Orders 
carefully and promptly filled. 

ALFRED J. CAMMEYER, Sixth Ave., cor. 20th St., New York 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 
Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 

no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

Some Native Birds for Little Folks. 
Rv Ur W Van Fleet. Illustrated by Howard H. 
By Darnell. Cloth. 146 pages, with 14 photogravure 

plates. Price, $1.00. .... .. 
Fourteen well-known birds are described, viz.: the 
Ta H„rk the ereat horned owl, the ruffed grouse and 

voung “he kildeer plover and young the bobolink the 
?? •?’. rtiirkadee the cedar bird, the meadow lark, 
thee,rof)inh the woodcock, the kingfisher the crossbill 

nuthatches The illustrations are charming, and 
the^ accounts of the birds’ habits very happily written. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the /.e‘:ordRvofT peRr' 
sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. R. 

Patillo. 300 pages. Price $2.00. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 
trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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'Resorts for Sportsmen. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
Excellent Salmon and Trout Fishing; also Caribou 
•hooting. Tents, guides, boats provided. Write. 

RUNGALOW, Grand Lake, Newfoundland. 

Spring Fishing 
For Land-locked Salmon 
The fishing at the head of Sebec Lake cannot be equaled 
in Maine. First-class table board and separate cabins or 
cottages for each party. Rooklet gladly sent on request. 
I*. O. Address: F>. ftl. PACKARD, Piscataquis County, 
Sebec Lake, Maine. 

THE BL4CKVILLE HUNTING 

AND FISHING ASSOCIATION 
offer to visiting sportsmen the best big game hunting that 
New Brunswick can produce. Moose, Caribou, Deer and 
Bear. Competent guides and camp help at reasonable 
rates. Hunting grounds reached easily in one day. Good 
railway connections. 

IAS. McINTOSH, Secretary, 
Blackville, N. B. 20 

We will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM, NEW YORK. 

* 

Property for Sale. 

SALMON FISHING FOR SALE. 
Unusual opportunity to purchase share in small club 
owning water in fee; camps completely furnished—easily 
reached—near telegraph and P. O. Address M, Forest 
and Stream. 

Salmon Fishing to Lease 
Large fish—two reds for three weeks—fine camp. Very 
accessible. Box 3911, Bryn Mawr, Penn. 

ADIRONDACK CAMP.—150 acres bordering Lake 
Pleasant, Hamilton county, N. Y., one of the most pic¬ 
turesque places in New York State, within a few miles 
of ten lakes, fine drives, abundance of pure spring water 
by gravity. Two houses, small barn, property worth 
$12,000, will be sold for $8,000, or divided to suit pur¬ 
chaser. Would consider exchange for property about the 
same value. Larger and smaller camp sites in other 
localities. Farms, hotels and stores for sale and ex¬ 
change. H. L. REED COMPANY, No. 51 State St., 
Albany, N. Y. 

FOR SALE.—MOOSE LAKE (Laurentian Mountains)— 
Exclusive fishing rights, picturesque camp, for summer and 
winter occupation;i very completely furnished. 146 acres 
surrounding the lake, which is mile and a half long by half 
mile wide. Teeming with speckled trout. Deer and partridge 
shooting in neighborhood. 75 miles north of Montreal by 
Canadian Pacific. Also beautiful country estates and sum¬ 
mer cottages on Laurentian Lakes for sale and lease. Il¬ 
lustrated catalogue mailed free. W. ERNEST BOLTON, 
141 Notre Dame West, Montreal, Canada. 18 

XOants and Exchanges. 

SPORTSMEnT HUNTERS! TRAPPERS! 
I will pay good prices for all kinds of live wild water- 
fowl, either wing-tipped or trapped birds. 

G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Conn. 

W ANTED.—ONE hundred young red and gray foxes. 
Can also use a few old ones. Write at once, stating how 
many \ou can furnish, and at what price. Address 

J. C. GOODE, Boydton, Va. 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practical 

Management. 
By \V. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Pages. 
Price, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks ana bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. 
Price. $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Taxidermists. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
'CUrite for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antleri. 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

J. KANNOFSKY. 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention "Forest and Stream." 

ROWLAND. 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE, 
Tel 4205 Chelsea Near 13th St. NEW YORK 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

Mr. Hammond enjoys among his field companions the 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch of 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse or 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods by 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this original 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original, 
because, as the chapters will show the author was self- 
laught; the expedients and devices adopted and the forms 
of practice followed were his own. This then may be 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it was 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effective 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch ol 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SKI-RUNNING 
This is a manual of Ski-running prepared for the use 

of the Ski Club of Great Britain. Being designed for 
the practical instruction of the reader, it is written in 
simple terms, and treats the subject thoroughly. Ski- 
running opportunities are found in all parts of the 
United States where the snow falls and in Canada; and 
with an appreciation of the excitement and exhilaration 
n f the sport, the Ski will doubtless become popular. 
The work is fully illustrated. Price, $1.25, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING C®. 

Tor Sale. 

Small-Mouth Black Baiss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
blac< bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingeriings for stocking purposes. 

W&r&maug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, New Prestos, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. Sta. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. 1 guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crvstal Springs Trout FARM, 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham. Mass 

BROOK TROUT of all ages for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Brook 

trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth. Ma«. 

TENTS.—We will sell for a limited time, new 10 by 12 
wall tents, complete with poles, etc., for $7.95. Other 
sizes in proportion. Also canvas camp cots, used one 
week, at 75 cents each. Write for particulars. 

SCHNEIDER CO., Detroit, Mich. 18 

WIZARD FISH LURE 
in nets or on hooks, works wonders. A big string of fish 
every time. One box for 25 cents, or three for 50 cents, 
post paid. MID-CONTINENTAL CO., Bennington, Kas. 

20 

RAINBOW TROUT FRY 
Prompt Delivery. Careful Attention. 

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.. 

Plymouth, Mass. 

HORSE AND HOUND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hounds” is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt¬ 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Pistol and Revolver. 
By A. L. A. Himmelwright, President U. S. Revolver 

Association, Director New York State Rifle Asso¬ 
ciation. 

A handy pocket-size volume of 157 pages of practical 
information covering the entire subject of Pistol and 
Revolver Shooting. This work is strictly up-to-date, 
including the latest developments in smokeless powder; 
the 1908 Revolver Regulations and Practice of the United 
States Army, the United States Navy and the National 
Guard; the Annual Championship Matches and Revised 
Rules and Regulations of the United States Revolver 
Association, etc. Besides being a useful, practical hand¬ 
book for the experienced marksman, the work will also 
prove particularly valuable for beginners. 

Contents: Historical: Arms—Military, Target, Pocket; 
Ammunition; Sights; Position; Target Shooting; Re¬ 
volver Practice for the Police; Pistol Shooting for 
Ladies; Clubs and Ranges; Hints to Beginners; Selec¬ 
tion of Arms; Manipulation; Position and Aiming; Tar¬ 
get Practice; Cleaning and Care of Arms; Reloading 
Ammunition—primers, shells, bullets, powders, reloading. 
Appendix.—Annual Championship Matches of the U. S. 
Revolver Association; Rules Governing Matches, etc. 
Records of the U. S. Revolver Association. 

In three styles. Paper, 60 cents. Cloth, $1.00. Full 
Morocco, $1.50. A liberal discount to military organiza¬ 
tions and shooting clubs on orders of ten or more 
copies. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 16 
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May 1, at 1506 Washington avenue, distance 25yds. Hie 
second match to he shot in \\ est C hester on Friday 
evening, May 8. distance 12%yds. Should a third match 
he necessary, the place for shooting it will be determined 
later. We are getting into the match business rather late 
in the season, but will he in shape to start earlier next 
year. 

The following scores were turned in Tuesday evening. 
Anri! 21. at the indoor range, 1506 Washington avenue: 

Ride. 25yds.: Geo. If. Smith 237. 211, 222, 235, 243, 246; 
Anderson 222. 224 . 230; Scl'nerring 239. 239, 242; Spering 
238; Dubbs 235; Overbaugh 233, 237, 240; Hubbard 233, 
235. 230. 235; Hall 2441. - „ 

April 24.—Pistol, 20vds.: Geo. H. Smith S6, 86, S7, SS, 
76, 86, 88. S9, 81, Sa] 87; W. T. Smith, 78, 88, 82, 85 
82 , 88 , 9*1. 87 , 91 : Anderson 64. 79, 66, 67; Dill 70, S4, 72, 
70, 86; Hay 78, S3, 78, 79. 74, 80. 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., April 20.—Patriot’s Day was cele¬ 
brated by the opening of our out-door range. The at¬ 
tendance was good, some fifty members braving the 
weather conditions. In the morning Old Sol tried to 
smile, but the clouds gathered so fast it was only occa¬ 
sionally he got a peek in at the members behind the 
guns. At noon tire sky was overcast, with the wind in¬ 
creasing every minute, while in the afternoon we were 
treated to about everything on the weather calendar— 
snow squalls, rain, wind and sunshine. This made some 
of the members retreat to the indoor range in town, 
where it was more comfortable. Although we had a 
roaring fire in the club house, it was a very disagreeable 
day for the shooters, and everybody was ashamed to turn 
in scores. 

April 25.—A light attendance at the indoor range 
evenings during the past week has been the rule: 

Indoor scores, practice targets, pistol: Thornes 72, 69, 
74. 80. 90; Wilkins 88; Fawcett S7, S6, SS. S9, 82, 86, 85., 90. 

Medal targets: Hatch 97, 90. 92, 89, 88, 89, 94, 90, SS, 
89. 89: Graffam 80. S4, SO, 80, 89. 

K^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS —Owing to the dull times 
1 have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. \V. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

FOR SALE—SETTER and POINTER PUPS and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels ana 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la._ 

“LOOK OUT FOR DISTEMPER.”-^-Smith’s No- 
Distemper Tablets prevent dogs from having distemper, 
keep them in good condition and free from disease. 
Distemper remedy in each large box. Large box, $1; 
small box, 50 cents. SMITH TABLET CO., Hudson, 
Mich,_^ 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull. Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs, rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. J. HOPE, 
35 North Ninth St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

OREGON’S GAME LAW. 

The State of Oregon has a unique game law. 

In fact, no one appeared to know of its ex¬ 

istence until a few days ago, when several 

ranchers were fined heavily for allowing their 

dogs to run deer, says the St. Paul Dispatch. 

The ranchers commenced kicking about the 

heavy fines, and then some _ antiquarian dis¬ 

covered that the last Legislature passed an act 

making it a misdemeanor for a hunter to kill 

a deer that was being chased by dogs, but at 

the same time put in a proviso that prevents 

the ranchers from killing the dogs that chase 

the deer. 

In other words, you cannot kill deer that are 

being chased nor shoot the dogs that are doing 
the chasing. It may seem queer that any one 
would think of killing the hounds, but out in 
the Pacific Northwest there is always a feud be¬ 
tween city sportsmen who invade the country 
with hounds on one side and resident ranchers 
on the other. 

Oregon passed this old law because of the 
ravages of wild animals upon domestic animals. 
It is claimed that hounds protect the deer by 
chasing them. This sounds paradoxical, of 
course, but this is the way it is explained: 
“Hounds will rarely run a deer down and kill 
it themselves, and unless some hunter shoots 
the deer will escape. But, when the hounds are 
loose they will clear the woods of the animals 
that prey upon the deer. In the spring a wild¬ 
cat will kill nine or ten fawns to feed its kittens, 
and the number of wildcats is so great that they 
destroy more deer than hunters do.” 

G. T. Kelly, a rancher, has the following to 
say about the law:. “This law was passed be¬ 
cause the attacks of wild animals entail a loss 
of $1,000,000 to the farms of Willamette Valley 
each year. The hounds run these wild animals 
away, saving the farmer's stock. But under the 
old law, if hounds were set after wild animals, 
they invariably ended by running deer, subject¬ 
ing their owners to (me and rendering the dogs 
liable to be killed. The result was that the dogs 
could not be used and the wild animals had 
things nearly their own way. 

“I was put out of the goat and sheep busi¬ 
ness under the old law because I could not turn 
my dogs loose. The hounds would have kept 
away cougar, lvnx. foxes, wildcats, coyotes and 
v'olves but I did not dare let them go because 
they might run deer. When I quit I had less 
than half as many goats and sheep as when I 
commenced.”—Idaho Scimitar. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary ani sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. "The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, and 1 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use- 

* ful information. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
LVj/itaining Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bears I Ha.ve Met—And Others. 
By Allen Kelly. Paper, 209 pages. Price, 60 cents. 

Mr. Kelly’s most excellent book of bear stories, though 
for a time forgotten, has recently come to have an ex¬ 
cellent vogue. This is not strange, since bear stories, 
like snake stories, always appeal to men, women and 
children, many of whom perhaps acquired their first 
interest in these animals by reading of the achievemerts 
of the bears which figured in Bible history. At all 
events, the stories in this volume are interesting, and 
are well worth the reading by any audience. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

“BOOK OJW 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S., 118 West 31st St., Ne* York. 

Field, Cover a.ivd Trap Shooting. 
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 

of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Date Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Sam 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E Robinson. 16mo. 
Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 
The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasons 
for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.** ' 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New York 

“If you are wis«” 



Bicycling in Vogue Again |FINE GUNS 
Every sport has its on and off years, and now it is the bicycle’s turn 

again. More bicycles are being bought and ridden than any time since 
the “palmy days." Bicycling means more than pleasure—it means 
health, recreation, economy in transportation, and all at small cost. 

If you have given up your wheel or if you never knew the pleas¬ 
ures of wheeling, let us supply you our 

VICTOR. BICYCLE AT $25 00 
with the understanding that you may use it 10 days, and if not more 
than satisfied with bicycling in general and our wheel in particular, the 
amount will be refunded. We sell more bicycles than all-other stores 
in New York combined. Prices begin at $17.50 and end at $50.00. 

Every style of outing goods, including Automobile Accessories, Bicycle 
Sundries, Athletic Goods and Camp Outfits. Catalogue free. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK 

All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (EL Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our oena ior descriptive circular or our firm j n A ¥\ ysv oaito 

Swedish Leather Jackets. WM. READ SONS 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. jjjc 

i We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from & 

^ the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4% to 4/4 lbs., to the j| 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

i 4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

■I. Cor field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

| Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

A, each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

* as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open Improved Cylinder,” the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 
& 
iii 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge $ 

Monarch field guns. (,? 
We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season j|v 

'/'t-i-?'AT';Y,-v“ .. °Pens- We shall be glad to correspond with 
,-s 

imis any one interested. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manujacturers oj 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING 
VOL. LXX.-NO. 19. PRICE. TEN CENTS 

YACHTING 
SATURDAY. MAY 9, 1908. 

JOURNAL OF OUTDOOR LIFE 
Travel, nature study, shooting, pishing, yachting 

A Weekly Journal. Copyright, 
1908, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St., New York 
Entered as second class matter, July 10 
1906, at the Post Office, New York.N.Y 

RHODODENDRON 

From a photograph by Asahel Curtis 
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Light as a feather— 
staunch, swift and steady, with 
good capacity—built for years 

of hard service, hunting, cruising or pleasure. 
This name plate correctness of 
guarantees the xLUZfi />>/\*I*// mod®1 0 nd 
quality and YrV^.J *"* ^ ^A iQ construction. 

Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 226 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 
i—imi !■■■»——-*Jl 

16 Ft. Steel Launch with 
18-21 -25 foot launches at proportion¬ 
ate pr.ces. All launches fitted with 
two cycle reversing engines with speed 
controlling lever; simplest engine made; 

starts without cranking, has only 3 moving 
parts. Steel rowboats, $20 00 All boats fitted 
with water-tight compartments; cannot sink, need no boat house 

We are the largest manufacturers of 
pleasure boats in the world. Orders filled^ 

day they are received. We sell.direct toT 
user, cutting out all middlemen's profits. 
Free earnin' ue. 

MICHIGAN STF.KL BOAT CO. 
1225 JelTerson Are. 

xyti. . Detroit, Michigan 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream." 

Mullins “Gel There99 DucK Boat made 
Unequaled for use in very shallow water or through tangled grass 

and reeds. Thousands are in use, and endorsed by sportsmen every¬ 
where as the lightest, most conlfortabld and safest duck boat built. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. Price $22.00. 
Write Today for Our Large Catalogue of 

Motor Boats. Bow Bouts, Hunting and Fishing Boats 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, O. 

FREE ON REQUEST 

HIS DOG DIGS FISH BAIT. 

“Will swap dog that will dig for bait in ex¬ 
change for yonr tobacco chewing hen,” was the 
telegram that Attorney I. B. Miller, of Youngs¬ 
town. Ohio, received yesterday from Probate 
Judge Proctor, of Montgomery county, Mich 
Miller’s hen attracted much attention recently 
by refusing to lay eggs unless fed a pill of chew¬ 
ing tobacco. 

In a letter Miller received to-day the Judge 
explains his swap offer. When the Judge goes 
fishing, he wrote, the minute he takes up the 
fishing rod his dog runs out into the yard'and 
digs in the ground until he has uncovered a 
dozen or so of angle worms. The Judge says 
he never has to hustle for bait himself. _ 

“When hunting,” he wrote, “Rover is a cross 
between a setter and a fox-hound, knows what 
kind of game I am after by the kind of weapon 
I carry. If I take a rifle, Rover passes every¬ 
thing up but deer and boar. If I take a shot¬ 
gun. all kinds of deer could pass him and he 
would pass them by without even a wag of his 
tail. But I want that tobacco-chewing hen and 
so I’ll swap you a mighty convenient dog, just 
to get a curiosity.” 

WINNERS 1907 
A Record of the Races held by the Leading C ubs During 1907 

TRADE MARK. 

CHICAGO 

EDWARD SMITH ®. CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
NEW YORK 

mm 

Slocum Hand Power Motor. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS. 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with less work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly. 

No skill required. Price $ 18.00. 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa.J 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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WOODCRAFT. 
Bv Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 
entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper mav be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.25 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 
three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 

:d Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 

Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 
Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wants 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

127 Franklin Sireet, New York. 
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HELD A BLACK BEAR. 

The following extraordinary story, which 
came from Grand Forks. B. C, appeared in the 
Edmonton Bulletin of March 19, and is cer¬ 
tainly worth reprinting: 

"Such a display of physical strength as was 
witnessed recently at Toulou Mountain, near 
Orient, Wash., on the Great Northern Railway, 
when Louis Dubois, a giant Frenchman, in a 
life and death combat completely overcame an 
immense black bear, is as yet without parallel 
in this district. According to the report that 
has reached here Dubois and a young Scotch¬ 
man named Alex. Campbell, were out cutting 
cordwood when they came upon a bear’s den, 
and seeing what they supposed was the bear s 
nose projecting, the big Frenchman after some 
deliberation struck a savage blow at the sup¬ 
posed bear’s nose with his keen axe blade. As 
soon as the blow was struck, underbrush and 
snow was flying in all directions and the two 
woodsmen now perceived that what they had 
mistaken for the snout was in reality the bear's 
feet which the axe had completely cut off. 

“By this time the bear had made a savage 
attack on the two men. Campbell, the smaller 
of the two men, succeeded in getting out of 
reach, but the Frenchman, somewhat conceited 
over his personal strength, preferred a personal 
encounter with the bear to running. Dubois 
raised his heavy double bitted axe to strike the 
bear, but in the twinkling of an eye the bear 
had raised his forepaw, which was uninjured 
and threw the axe to one side, and the next in¬ 
stant the bear had Dubois in his embrace. 

“It was now a struggle for life between the 
man and the bear. The man being an adept at 
wrestling succeeded in tripping his antagonist, 
the bear falling heavily to the ground with 
Dubois on top of him. In this position the 
Frenchman actually pinned the bear to the 
ground, holding his legs apart and clutching nini 
firmly at the throat. By this time both man and 
bear were literally covered with blood from the 
bear’s wounded foot. At this juncture two other 
woodsmen came along and wanted to dispatch 
the bear with their axes, but under the direc- 
tions of the Frenchman they quietly opened an 
artery in the bear’s neck and let the animal 
slowly bleed to death in Dubois’ arms. When 
the men all returned to camp and Louis Dubois 
was thoroughly washed it was ascertained that 
he had not even received a scratch. Louis 
Dubois, the hero of this encounter, weighs 240 
pounds, and is six feet three inches tall and 
twenty-eight years of age. He hails from the 
lumber camps on the Ottawa River. The beai 
which made this savage attack is claimed to have 
weighed over 500 pounds.” 

A BIG BLACK BASS. 

N. H Williamson, of the cotton committee 
of the Board of Trade, of Little Rock, received 
recently what was proba,bly the largest and 
finest specimen of the black bass ever caught 
in Arkansas, and it is a question if its equal 
has ever been captured. 

The fish measured 30 inches in length, 22 
inches in circumference and weighed 13% 
pounds. Sportsmen say it is probably the largest 
specimen of this class of fish ever known, and 
it attracted lots of attention at the Board of 
Trade where it was on exhibition. _ 

The fish was caught by a youth, Joe Wilkins, 
in Miller’s Lake, near DeValls Bluff. 1 he suc¬ 
cessful Walton is only about sixteen years of 
age, and he landed the big bass with a hook and 
line. Particulars of the catch are meagre, the 
fish being shipped to Mr. Williamson on account 
of its monstrous size. 

A few who saw it doubted that it was a black 
bass, arguing that this fish never exceeds eight 
or nine pounds, but experienced fishermen de¬ 
clare that the fish exhibited by Mr. Williamson 
was a splendid specimen of the black bass. Mr. 
Williamson proposes to have it mounted, as it 
is believed to be the largest black bass ever 
known in this or any other State.—Arkansas 
Democrat. 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 
you our 

New Pocket Compass 

Three-inch dial, one-quarter inch thick, 
nicely nickeled, paper dial with large 
figures, improved needle. Guaranteed 

• Satisfactory. You will need one on 
your vacation. Get our catalogue before 
buying. 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

Telephone, 241 Prospect 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

Dept. K 

Fishing Tackle Maker 

HIGH GRADE 
ENGLISH TACKLE 

My trade with American and Canadian * 

Fishermen is now so large that I have * 

published a v 
* 

Special American Edition Z 
of My Catalogue Z 

z 
Write at once for a copy. Sent Free, * 

v 

ADDRESS v 

W. J. CUMMINS ; 

_ . . | 
J Bishop Auckland England y 
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Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training." "Fetch and Carry," etc. 

Price, $1.50. 
This is a complete manual by the highen authority 

in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Lea- 
.ons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. Heel. Pointing. 
Backing fading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shof'and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in. Chas¬ 
ing. Retrieving. 

FnPTTST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

- -Vi? 

Steel Fishing Rods 

ARE THE STANDARD of strength, 
durability, pliancy and elasticity for 

surf, brook, lake, deep sea, or any kind of 
fishing. They will hook and land more 
fish, are elegantly finished, and will stand 
more hard usage than any other rod 
known. 

Guaranteed Three Years. 

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED CRPR 
CATALOGUE MAILED j — 

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY 
84 Horton Street Bristol, Conn. 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
The Sew Coaxer Trout Fly 
actually seems to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don’t wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Bass size 30c. Postage 2c. 

New Tackle Catalog. W. J. Jamison, 1274 Polk St.. Chicago 

Frost’s Kelso Automatic Reel 
1908 Model Has Double 

Thick Edges. 

Capacity, 100 yards. Case of 
aluminum, satin finished, steel bear¬ 
ings, only 7/4 ounces. It is both light 
and strong. Can use on rod either 
above or below hand. Guaranteed. 
Price, $5.00. If your dealer can¬ 
not supply you, send his name and 
address to us, and we will fill your 
order through him. The “KELSO 
brand Lines, Leaders, Flies and 
Hooks are as good as can be made. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street, New York 

A MINNOW THAT SWIMS 
A “Live Bait” that you can carry in your 
tackle-box—the K. & K. Animated Minnow 

Actually SWIMS with all the life-like movements of a real minnow. 
No lures,’no spinners—simply an artificial minnow jointed to produce 
the genuine action and lively ''wriggle." Rights itself in water 
INSTANTLY. When bass strikes, the minnow pulls awRy from the Ban. 
Splendid for casting or still fishing—stream or lake. HUNT » REPAID 
if your dealer does not handle; bass size. $1.00; for large sea bass or 
muscalonge, $1.60. WRITE TO-DAY for catalog and order one to try. 

K. & K. MAN'F'G CO., 113 St. Clair St„ Toledo, 0. 

American Big Game Hunting. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editor*: 
Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illo*- 
(rated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

The “TUSCARORA’ 
Here It Is: 

FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 
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No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length 8^ feet, 
weight 4^ oz. . $5.00 each 

A Customer says : "I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5)4 
oz.; 9 l/z feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 

iff 
THOS. J. CONROY 

Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON, TUNA ecud ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD VOM H'OFE CaTAsl°tQU* 

Factory-Salesroom F/SHTNC TACKLE. 
90-9/ FULTON,ST. ... a K/r / / ht n 

n.y. For all A N GUN G 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louie, 1904. 
Also World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1895. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street. - Brooklyn. N. Y. 

A reel with rood bearing* and screws, oiled once a year. Is a screws, oiled once 
running reel. 

rood bearlnrs and 
durable, well 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 
in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857, 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T, HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 

Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 
no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin Si., New York City I 
Z I 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y 
THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 

For Trout and Bass Fishing 
No swivels required; “they spi: 
so easy.” Made in seven differ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, ii 
either Bucktail or feather flj 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ini 

HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSITION WITHOUT KILLING OR 
INJURING IT Keeps mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING. 
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS Catches 

the SHORT-BITERS. v At your Dealers or direct, imstpuid, 50 cents. 

UNKEFER 6 BRADLEY. Mfr,., 91 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO 

When writing say you saw the adv. i 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

THE RAVENING WOLE. 

Carnivorous wild animals, chiefly wolves and 

coyotes, cause an annual loss to stockmen and 

farmers of the Western United States of sev¬ 

eral million dollars each year. Besides this, , 

these animals destroy a certain amount of game, 

chiefly deer and smaller animals. It is not prob¬ 

able that they ever kill elk, which are too active 

and ready to fight to make it profitable to attack 

them. It is much simpler and less troublesome 

to kill a yearling or a two-year-old steer or 

heifer. 
It is something more than a year ago that 

Mr. Vernon Bailey, of the Biological Survey, 

assistant in charge of Geographic Distribution, 

published the results of his studies on wolves 

made in Wyoming in the spring of 1906. He 

recommended that the most effective way to get 

rid of wolves and coyotes is to watch these 

animals in the spring when their young are 

being born and then to track them to their homes 

and there destroy the young. Incidentally, of 

course, the old ones should be shot, trapped or 

poisoned. 
The common sense of this report appealed 

strongly to the residents of the West, and much 

has since been done to carry out its recom¬ 

mendations. It is interesting to note that dur¬ 

ing the year ending October. 1906, approximately 

1,607 wolves were presented for bounty in Wyo¬ 

ming, while during the year beginning March 1, 

1907, 2,035 wolves were presented. Reports 

from Wyoming show that in the spring of 1907, 

on the west slope of the Wind River Moun¬ 

tains, six wolf dens, from which forty-seven 

pups were taken, were located, while along the 

east base of these mountains forest rangers 

found six dens with thirty-three pups, a total 

of eighty pups, each one of which, if he grew 

to old age, wotdd probably destroy not less than 

$500 worth of property annually. In Michigan, 

where the wolves breed later than they do in 

the mountains—mid April as against mid Marco 

—a few dens have been found and pups de¬ 

stroyed. One report gives 118 wolves killed in 

three out of the sixteen Upper Peninsula coun¬ 

ties. 
Quite definite reports are had from the Forest 

Service, which within the past year has made 

vigorous efforts to destroy wolves and other 

predatory animals in or near the National 

forests. Besides what has been done by the 

rangers, a number of expert hunters and trap¬ 

pers have been employed, and with excellent re¬ 

sults. It must be remembered, however, that 

these are mere spots in a vast extent of wolf 

country, and that to make a sensible impression 

on the numbers of these animals, and so a real 

reduction in their depredations, residents every¬ 

where must lend their aid. From thirty-nine 

National forests it is reported that 1,723 wolves 

have been killed, while more than 23,000 coyotes 

have been destroyed in and near seventy-seven 

National forests. These reports cover not onlv 

the forests themselves, but considerable outside 

territory. 
It is obvious that in an open country the de¬ 

struction of the wolves is much easier than it 

is in a country of dense forests where travel 

is necessarily on foot. For that reason we may 

hope for greater and more immediate success 

in destroying the wolves which prey on the cattle 

of the Western country than on those which 

destroy the game of the Middle West. Con¬ 

tinued effort in the directions recommended by 

Mr. Bailey will result in the saving of great 

sums of money to the Western ranchmen. 

POLLUTED WATERS. 

An association is being formed for the pur¬ 

pose of protecting the waters of Saratoga Lake 

from pollution. Within the past few years per¬ 

sons 'and corporations emptying waste products 

into this beautiful sheet of water have con¬ 

verted it into something little better than a 

cesspool. 
It is proposed to clean the lake, stock it with 

game fish, and to protect these fish. Efforts are 

to be made also to make Saratoga Lake a real 

pleasure resort and its shores a place for camps 

and summer residences. To this end the Sara¬ 

toga Lake Association is being enlarged, and 

membership applications are being sent out. 

A condition of things similar to this prevails 

on many of the lakes in the Adirondacks lakes 

which formerly were delightful to canoe on ana 

fish in, and from which many camps and places 

derived, and, indeed, still take, their drinking 

water. Such lakes receive the waste from 

hotels, camps and even small villages, with the 

inevitable result that their character is so 

changed that instead of being attractive to live 

on they are a nuisance to those who have places 

on their shores. 
The public is well aware that a very large 

proportion of the lakes, brooks, watercourses 

and rivers in the more thickly settled portions 

of this country have been, or are being turned 

into open sewers for the obvious reason that 

it is easier and cheaper for corporations and 

individuals to dump their waste into the nearest 

stream than it is to adopt some means of dis¬ 

posing of it which will cost time and trouble. 

This sort of thing will go on just so long as 

the public shall submit to have its water pol¬ 

luted and so its comfort and its health endan¬ 

gered. We may all hope that the day is not 

distant when adequate legislation may be had 

by various States, and may be enforced by the 

authorities of those States. 

The Pennsylvania Board of Game Commis¬ 

sioners has declared in favor of a uniform game 

law for the entire State, and in this it feels con¬ 

fident of the support of a large number of sports¬ 

men. Various interests will have to be brought 

into harmony on this question, however, before 

the Legislature can act on it. Men of various 

opinions will first have to be induced to agree 

to make what they believe to be sacrifices re¬ 

garding the opening and the closing dates of the 

game season, but they will not be supported by 

the commission if the closing date agreed on 

falls in the winter. The commission is opposed 

to extending the season so far that it will be 

possible to hunt game over the snow—a time 

when alLgame and game birds should be given 

an opportunity to go their ways in peace. 

* 

If Pennsylvania fishing resort proprietors wish 

to retain the patronage of anglers, it is time for 

them to protest vigorously against the practice 

of some of their patrons. These men fish the 

beautiful trout streams with gangs of baited 

hooks, spinners of various sorts, and other in¬ 

ventions that are unsportsmanlike as well as un¬ 

fair to other anglers who go to no little trouble 

and expense to reach streams reputed to be 

adapted to fly-fishing, but which are being ruined 

bv unfair methods. 
r„ 

Interesting in connection with the editorial 

recently printed in Forest and Stream, entitled 

“Spring Brush Fires” is the decision recently 

handed down by the Appellate Division of the 

Supreme Court in favor of the New York State 

Forest, Fish and Game Commission. The com¬ 

mission sued the Long Island Railroad for dam¬ 

age to the forests caused by fires set by the 

railroad company and recovered $120,000 dam¬ 

ages. 

Charles William Beebe and his wife have 

returned to New' York from South America, 

where they went some time ago to collect 

information and natural history specimens. 

They cruised m a small vessel along the eastern 

coast, visiting various rivers and estuaries, 

bringing with them a number of specimens for 

the New York Zoological Park. 



Cruising Along the Southern Coast 
By FRED A. OLDS 

EARLY May, in eastern North Carolina, 

along the splendid shore line which pro¬ 

jects its three capes. Fear, Lookout and 

Hatteras, further out toward the Gulf Stream 

than any other portion of the shore line north of 

Florida, is a splendid time to pay a visit to that 

watery world, and I have just returned from a 

fifteen days’ journey in which practically all the 

time was spent on or beside the water, sometimes 

salt and sometimes fresh, and during which a 

very careful view was taken of the fish and game 

life, fur, fin and feather, and a capital idea ob¬ 

tained of what work the Audubon Society and 

the State, Fish and Oyster Commissions are 

doing. 

Ten years ago I went along that coast and 

never saw a dozen gulls from Currituck Sound 

to Beaufort. On this trip I saw thousands, and 

passed very near Gull Shoal, also by Legged 

Lump, which is a great place for the breeding 

of birds, particularly terns; saw the great colony 

of white cranes in the lake at the Orton plan¬ 

tation, below Wilmington, and found partridges 

and no end of squirrels along the sand banks 

which guard the shore from the sea. Not a 

few wild geese and many ducks of various 

kinds had stayed behind and seemed to be en¬ 

joying themselves. 

The long journey covered 425 miles by water 

and took in all the coast. The trip down the 

Cape Fear River was full of interest. People 

from the North are fascinated by it, and these 

will find a visit to the famous Orton planta¬ 

tion, the great mansion which was built in 1725. 

to be one of the best peeps they can get at the 

old colonial life when the great landholders and 

slaveowners lived like lords. “King Roger" 

Moore, as he was locally known, the builder of 

Orton, had three wives and twenty-two children, 

and when he traveled through Wilmington on 

his way between his Orton plantation and his 

summer home at Rocky Point, some twenty 

miles away, he quite naturally attracted public 

notice. This sort of thing he disliked, and so 

he set the slaves at work to cut a road, practi¬ 

cally straight, between the two points, leaving 

Wilmington some miles to the westward, and 

this yet remains and is called King Roger’s 

road. Whenever he moved, as was the case 

twice a year, his wives and children were trans¬ 

ported in carriages, and all the household furni¬ 

ture, etc., was borne on the heads of slaves, alto¬ 

gether there being a large procession, and in 

this way he flanked Wilmington and had the 

quiet he so much liked. He was troubled a little 

by pirates and by the Spaniards, and the Indians 

gave him annoyance, attacking his place once 

and stealing his cattle, taking these across the 

river to a point where the famous Confederate 

Fort Fisher stood in later years, and there 

feasted until King Roger, with his armed slaves 

and neighbors, fell upon them one Sunday and 

killed the last man. 

The cranes referred to have a fine colony at 

this farm, where there is a lake covering many 

hundred acres, in which stand some of the 

largest cypress trees in North Carolina. On the 

largest of these is an eagle’s nest which the 

records show has been continuously occupied 

for much over one hundred years. 

Lower down the river at its mouth is Bald- 

head or Smith’s Island, with its lighthouse and 

lifesaving station. This is the land part of Cape 

Fear, and it is only thirty-fiye miles from the 

tip of the cape to the inner edge of the gulf 

stream, though the latter has swung in nearer 

the land this year than in a long period, and in 

fact its course in front of the whole North Caro¬ 

lina coast has been so erratic that it was re¬ 

ported to me at Cape Lookout and Cape Hat¬ 

teras. This Baldhead Island contains thousands 

of palmettoes fifty feet high, and is as tropical 

as any point in Florida north of Palm Beach. 

Forty-seven kinds of vegetation not found on 

the mainland are said to be upon it. The num¬ 

ber of squirrels and raccoons is unlimited. The 

growth of live oak is magnificent. It is a rare 

place for sport, both on land and water. 

The next place visited was New River, in 

Onslow county, a singular stream, very like 

many of the rivers in Florida. It really starts 

at Jacksonville, where several narrow but deep 

streams converge and small vessels come right 

in from the ocean to that place. Half a mile 

below Jacksonville the river broadens to a mile, 

and a little lower down it is five miles wide. It 

is really an estuary. It is full of fish, as we 

found black bass, crappies—as the people there 

call the speckled perch—and wall-eyed pike. 

Very great black bass of the large-mouth variety 

are taken up to eight and ten pounds. The 

oysters from this river are among the largest in 

the United States. Fish in the New River will 

rise at the fly and are caught by skittering and 

with angleworms and shrimp. The river being 

partly salt and partly fresh, any kind of fishing 

may be had. Along the shore there is an abund¬ 

ance of game, and a gentleman told us that he 

and his little brother had killed fifty-nine squir¬ 

rels in a day. There are deer, turkeys, etc., and 

one of our friends there said he had killed five 

turkeys in two shots. He has a little dog which 

is extremely clever with the turkeys. One of 

our party remarked that he had been hunting 

turkeys about ten years and averaged twenty a 

year during that period. He intends to hunt in 

the New River section next season. That sec¬ 

tion §eems to be very little known to sportsmen 

from the North, and they will find it a good 

opening next November. Living is cheap and 

the climate is fine. The banks of the stream are 

very beautiful, being in the main high, and there 

are many farmhouses along them. Sportsmen 

coming South in their own craft can come right 

into the river from the sea. Quite often there 

are houseboats on the river used by hunting 

parties from the up-country part of the State. 

Next we went to Beaufort, which is the head¬ 

quarters of the State oyster commissioner. 

From Beaufort our way lay through the 

“Straits,’’ and at Marshallburg the Maryland 

soft crab men were making shipments. Along 

all the stretch of coast from Oregon inlet to 

Beaufort there are only a dozen negroes, Strange 

to say. When we passed the “Straits’’ we began 

to see club houses along the shore, the first one 

being Binney’s. New' Yorkers are interested in 

a great many of these all the way from Curri¬ 

tuck Sound down. We began also to see- the 

duck and brant blinds built out from the shore. 

We swung out into Pamlico Sound. After we 

passed Harbor Island and its lighthouse and 

made our way to Ocracoke, on the way passing 1 

thousands of gulls. On every shoal and sand 

lump were these birds. Protection has brought • 
them back again. Great numbers of the ugly 

cormorants or “nigger geese,” as the natives 

term them, were seen. They have a curious 

habit of always dipping down into the water j 

before starting on a flight and moistening the ] 

tail feathers. On our way we saw many fish 

eagles and numbers of fish hawks. These hawks 

and the gulls seemed to be very busy with the 

fish. Of all the men we met, with one excep¬ 

tion, every one seemed to like the presence of 

the gulls because they show where the fish are. j 

Ocracoke is one of the most singular places 

in the country. There is not a street or a side¬ 

walk in it. The distance from the sea to the j 

sound is very narrow. The trees are mainly live 

oak. with wide tops, all wind blown. There is 

a very picturesque lighthouse, built in 1790, in 

the midst of the town, and there is a little bay 

shaped exactly like a hand mirror, which divides 

the town into two parts. From this point we 

made our way to Cape Hatteras, passing Hat¬ 

teras Inlet and going very near Legged Lump, j 

where we saw thousands of protected birds 

We found that Secretary Pearson, of the Audu¬ 

bon Society, had but lately been there in the 

Thayer, the Society’s boat, which lies at Cape 

Hatteras. and also that the State Geologist, 
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Joseph Hyde Pratt, had been in those waters 

looking after the proper setting of the shad 

nets. 
On our arrival at Cape Hatteras, the village 

there being known as Buxton, we had for supper 

wild goose, admirably cooked, and the last of 

the season. We visited the lighthouse, the most 

important in the United States, perhaps, and 

had a grand view from it 200 feet above ground. 

To the northward I counted twenty-three New 

York fishing smacks after bluefish, each of these 

having half a dozen boats which were trolling, 

using bone squids, and having very fair luck 

with the fish. These vessels work all the way 

from that point to the Virginia capes. The 

woods on Hatteras are magnificent. The beach 

is wider there than anywhere else along the 

entire coast, its greatest width being three miles, 

and the hills are numerous and steep. The 

strangest features at the Cape are the "water- 

gardens.” These stand here and there in the 

lakes, which are in the main shallow, are fenced 

about and all the vegetables are grown on ele¬ 

vated ridges. 
Cape Hatteras is the true dividing line be¬ 

tween the North and the South. North of it 

there is not a trace of the palmetto and other 

forms of vegetation which, sub-tropical in char¬ 

acter, cease there also. Mason and Dixon s line 

is an imaginary sort of a thing in the North, 

but Hatteras is the outer mark of the real 

dividing line, and it affords a fine opportunity 

for study. The United States has a marine 

laboratory at Beaufort, but it does not a little 

work in the waters around Hatteras. 

Leaving this interesting place, most of the 

inhabitants of which are connected in some way 

with either the lighthouse or the lifesaving ser¬ 

vice, we were told by one of the lighthouse men 

that the plan of having a lighthouse built out 

on Diamond Shoals, which make the Cape so 

deadly to vessels, has been abandoned. He told 

us that a few days before, the weather being 

fine and the water clear, he had sailed over one 

of the Diamonds and had seen the decks of 

many vessels level with the bottom, some of 

these being steel “tramps” which had struck and 

sunk. It takes only a few days for one to go 

out of sight. Everything is quicksand there, and 

this is the secret. The vessels simply sink until 

they strike hardpan and then rest. There are 

hundreds of them, the deadly toll the ravenous 

Cape and its roaring sea levy upon commerce 

and human life. The waves sometimes break 

there in thirty feet of water and fling themselves 

to a height of more than a hundred feet, as 

measurements have shown, and very often it 

storms at the Cape while it is quiet a dozen or 

twenty miles away. 
On the way to Roanoke Island we passed 

many historic points, and there was a procession 

of lifesaving stations, so to speak, these being 

only about half a dozen miles apart. Then we 

began to strike the shad nets, gill and pound 

nets. A great deal of sentiment exists against 

the use of the latter nets. They are known 

also as Jdutch nets and were brought into North 

Carolina by a Dutchman named Hefter some 

thirty years ago. I was told by a number of 

persons that if they were suffered to remain a 

few years longer they would exterminate the 

fish, for they hold on to the little and big ones 

alike. There are plenty of people who would 

catch every fish in one season if they could, and 

the Legislature had to enact a special law to 

prevent a New York company from putting in 

a seine nearly twenty miles long, designed to 

spread from shore to shore of the sound, and 

last year had to enact another law to prevent 

seine owners from completely blocking Oregon 

Inlet, through which the shad enter Albemarle 

Sound, the most important shad fishery on the 

Atlantic coast. For the first time in six years 

this inlet is now open. 

We went to Nag’s Head and to the fresh 

ponds, these being lakes of astonishingly clear 

and sweet water, from two to twenty feet deep, 

midway between the sea and the sound, the 

latter being almost entirely fresh water. It is 

asserted that their sources are springs. It is 

telling the truth to say that perhaps in no place 

in the world are there so many fresh water 

fish in so small a compass as in these lakes. 

They are owned by a company, but visitors to 

Roanoke Island can obtain special privileges re 

garding them. The fish bite as well at worms 

greatest shad fishery in the world, that at 

Avoca, which has belonged to the Capeharts 

since 1820. It has been fished for over a hun¬ 

dred years. We were met there by Mr. William 

Capehart. The seine is 2,300 yards long and 

cost $3,700. It takes four hours to make a haul, 

and this goes on continuously, making six hauls 

each day, except Sunday. Mr. Capehart told 

me that the largest haul of shad there was made 

by his grandfather, George W. Capehart in 

1858, when 6,004 were taken. The largest haul 

of herrings was 188,000. At five consecutive 

hauls made in April, 1901, there were taken of 

shad 2,210, 3,375, 4,519, 4.526 and 4,445. The 

records of this fishery have been kept from its 

beginning. From it the United States Fish 

Commission gets hundreds of millions of eggs, 

and officials of the commission are always 

present. 
Thus it will be seen that a spring journey 

through our North Carolina waters is a very 

valuable object lesson, not only for home folk, t 

GLACIER LILIES ON A MOUNTAIN SIDE IN WASHINGTON. 

Photographed by Asahel Curtis. 

as anything else. There are many kinds, in¬ 

cluding magnificent black bass, white perch, 

crappie, raccoon perch, wall-eyed pike, etc. As 

a breeding place the situation is ideal. The way 

to the pond leads through a striking region with 

enormous hills, covered with stately trees, but 

at the northern end of the pond the scene 

changes like magic, and there is a flat waste of 

sand all the way to the roaring sea to the north¬ 

east, while on the sound side the sand is over¬ 

riding and destroying the forest. Northward 

are the Kill Devil hills, and southward those 

of Nag’s Head, sand dunes so high that they 

are landmarks for sailors. 
We went to Norfolk through the Dismal 

Swamp canal, which was planned and surveyed 

by George Washington, this completing our 

water route. The United States will build an 

inland waterway for small vessels all the way 

from Norfolk to Beaufort, and work is soon 

to begin. In the sounds and in the canal we 

passed many beautiful yachts bound north. 

Our trip was dosed by a visit to Edenton, at 

the head of Albemarle Sound, and to the 

but for those from a distance. It is very 

obvious that the State will have to take stricter 

measures to protect the fish and oysters. 1 he 

Vann bill, which has opened the inlets to the 

entrance of fish, has proved a blessing, but more 

remains to be done. The upper sounds, notably 

Albemarle, show miles of nets. The little creeks 

are all a-flutter with herrings. The great hauls 

are no longer made. The Capehart seine is 

the only big one now running. That at the 

Wood fishery has been taken' off and gill and 

pound nets have replaced it. 1 he Capeharts 

have another fishery on Roanoke River, known 

as Scotch Hall, but this is not now in operation, 

though it has been very important. The largest 

haul we saw made at Avoca was 464 shad and 

20,000 herring. Some carp were also taken. 

Everybody in those waters despises this fish 

and curses the day when it was introduced by 

the United States Fish Commission. Carn, 

however, are packed and sent to Philadelphia 

and New York, where Germans eat them. At 

the herring fishery the up-country people were 

buying herrings for $3 per thousand and carry- 
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ing these away in their carts to vend along their 

routes. It is a sight to see the dexterity with 

which the big fat black women take off the 

heads and dress the fish, knowing in an instant 

the difference between the roe herring and the 

male. A haul of the seine at that place at night 

is something worth going many hundred miles 

to see, not to speak of the splendid fish supper 

which Mr. William Capehart serves to his 

IT is not so simple and easy a job as some 

folks imagine, for a long-experienced bear 

has more tricks up his sleeve than a heathen 

Chinee. A Detroit friend of mine—Mr. Elton, 

I will call him—tried it once a couple of years 

ago in the northern Peninsula of Michigan, in 

a locality chiefly tenanted by low mountain peaks 

connected by rocky ridges, small lakes and large 

swamps drained by little rivers, here and there 

stretches of native forest interspersed with 

burnt-over barrens, and an occasional home 

steader along the border. 

Elton, with a native Norwegian homesteader 

for a guide, was there late in the fall, deer hunt¬ 

ing, and having killed his quota his thoughts re¬ 

verted to a veteran bear known to frequent that 

region—not a short six-weeks’-Spanish-War 

veteran, but an old stager of respectable family 

descent, and ordinarily of good habits. A popu¬ 

lar social and family club—with fall “annex” 

for shooting—was located not far away on the 

Lake Superior shore. 

Occasionally a picnic, composed mostly of 

women and children, would meet this particular 

bear on some of the mountain trails, but he was 

too well-behaved to give them any annoyance 

except from fright. After standing up and look¬ 

ing them over carefully, just to see that no one 

had a rifle, he would quietly go on his way. 

Now and then, when very hungry, and no gun 

was in sight, he would raid the kitchen of some 

homesteader. Of course he cared nothing for 

dogs. After cleaning out a kitchen he would 

meander off without doing bodily injury to 

woman or child. 

It occurred to Elton one day that he would 

like to take the pelt of that bear home with him 

and make a rug for Mrs. Elton’s drawing room. 

Would not she be delighted? Of course she 

would. Accordingly, Elton said to himself, 

“That bear must die.” 

This is where Elton made a mistake. The 

bear skin he took with him when he went home 

was bought at a fur store. 

The guide John was well acquainted with that 

bear. They were on fairly good speaking terms 

though they had never shaken hands. They met 

occasionally, but never when John had a gun. 

John had tried his traps, but without success. 

Their relationship was one of friendly neutrality 

on the part of the bear, and of unfriendly neu¬ 

trality on John’s part. Hence John was quite 

willing to try again. 

The first week was spent in efforts to fool 

the bear. The next week the bear spent in fool¬ 

ing them. 

friends. Cue of the pleasantest things to me at 

t!ie Avoca fishery was a boldly painted sign 

bearing these words: “Customers and visitors 

are particularly asked to report any discourtesy 

on the part of anyone.” 

At Edenton, near Avoca, the United States 

has a very important fish hatchery, and to this 

the eggs are taken from the nets in all direc¬ 

tions. 

First they built a strong V-shaped inclosure 

and set a heavy steel spring bear trap in the 

opening of the V with, of course, the bait in¬ 

side. Going back the next day, they found foot¬ 

prints showing that the bear had been there, 

had inspected the pen carefully all around, had 

evidently given it his approval, and walked away. 

John then, after ejecting a few gentle cuss 

words, just to relieve his feelings, selected an¬ 

other favorable location and rigged up a dead¬ 

fall in such way that the bait on the spring 

trigger could be approached only from one direc¬ 

tion. Returning the next day they discovered 

that the bear had reached over the top of the 

spring frame from the other side and had taker, 

the bait off the trigger with such care and skill 

as to leave the deadfall intact and unsprung. 

It stood there just as John had built it, minus 

the bait. 

All this took place about four miles from 

camp. The fruitless tramping back and forth 

and the work involved, followed by no results, 

were rather trying on John’s temper, and ulti¬ 

mately caused him to demonstrate that he was 

a past master in the art of profanity. At last, 

with a well-selected assortment of sinful phrases, 

he expressed the opinion that while he was build¬ 

ing the deadfall, “the bear was sitting some¬ 

where in the bushes close by and watching him 

build it” and thus learned how to beat the game. 

John now looked up a fallen birch tree, hol¬ 

low from decay a few feet up from the butt. 

Getting another bait he pushed it up into the 

hollow trunk and set the trap a little outside it, 

but still well up in the hollow. A night or two 

following, the bear taught the hunters a new 

trick. He gnawed a hole in the side of the soft 

wood birch trunk opposite the bait, took the 

latter out and went away, doubtless to eat it 

in peace, and thereafter to dream sweetly and 

with happy thoughts of John. 

According to Elton's story he never fully 

understood the imprecatory possibilities of the 

English language as related to bears in general, 

and that bear in particular, until, during the 

next ten or fifteen minutes, he listened to John’s 

broken vocabulary. For an uneducated back- 

woodsman of foreign birth it was really sublime. 

Thus far operations had been conducted on 

the upland which was always more or less 

tainted with the human scent as left by our 

hunters or others or woodsmen. Possibly if 

the trap, were set in some place not associated 

in the bear’s memory with the odor and pres¬ 

ence of man, the animal might approach the 

bait with less suspicion. Accordingly, John 

looked up a bear trail which led into a dense 

swamp, broke his way in from another point, 

and in a favorable spot skillfully set the trap 

with an attractive bait, first attaching the trap 

chain—as he had done before—securely to a 

wooden clog about four inches in diameter and 

eight or ten feet long, so that if the bear was 

caught, instead of tearing loose, he would drag 

the clog and leave a good trail. Late the fol¬ 

lowing afternoon the guide went over, looked 

in, and everything was gone. The bear was 

fooled at last. 

At 4 o’clock next morning Elton and John 

started out, and reaching the place, quickly 

picked up the trail of the clog and followed it 

steadily and persistently for seven days over a 

territory about three or four miles long by a 

mile or two wide, over rocky ridges, through 

swamps, up and down streams, along or across 

deep gorges, etc. At times it was a hot trail, 

and once through a thick tangle of bushes they 

heard the rattle of the trap and chain. At one 

place the bear had stopped, and perhaps in a 

paroxysm of rage, or possibly to get rid of the 

trap, had beaten down a low but good-sized 

cedar tree, using the trap as a club. On one 

day the bear was accompanied by his mate and 

her cub. Once the trail of the clog led into 

a narrow shut-in gorge with sides so steep that 

apparently nothing but a bird could escape; but 

on entering the gorge, and sure of their prey, 

they found that the bear was missing. John in 

his disgust exclaimed: “I never saw such a bear; 

he hasn’t went; he has flew.” 

Near night on the seventh day the trail led 

into a dense swamp, but before going far they 

noticed that the trail of the clog was missing. 

Presently in the soft mud they came across the 

imprint of a short piece of chain with a broken 

link at its end. That told the story. As the 

bear could then travel much faster than they 

could, they were forced to abandon the chase. 

The joke was on them. Neither that bear nor 

the trap was ever seen or heard of afterward, 

at least in that locality. But the last time I saw 

John he was still abusing that bear. 

I was led to the writing of this sketch—of 

course with Elton’s consent, and substantially as 

he told it—by another incident which I think 

worthy of special record as an illustration of 

animal intelligence. At one place the trail of 

the clog terminated at one end of a tree which 

had fallen across a narrow gorge, and began 

again where the fallen tree rested on the oppo¬ 

site bank. But down the side of the gorge, 

across and up again, there was no track or trail. 

The tree was dead and was thickly studded 

along its sides with brittle but unbroken twigs 

or small limbs. Evidently the bear had crossed 

on that tree, and to do so without breaking 

some of the twigs on one side or the other he 

must have picked up and carried the clog under 

his trapped forearm as he went across. My 

friend Elton, as observant and truthful a sports¬ 

man as lives, was positive in his assertion that 

in no other way could that crossing have been 

made. Ordinarily I would regard such a story 

as impossible, but I have seen enough of animal 

life to admit that “the impossible” is what some¬ 

times comes to pass. 

The bear desferved his freedom, and got it. 

Elton concluded his narrative with the remark: 

“I hope that bear will live to a ripe old age, for 

I love him for the enemies he has made.” 

Foolirvg ©c Bear 
By SHAGANOSS 



The Intelligence of Animals. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I was glad to see the article on this subject 

,y Mr. John H. Hendrickson. Anyone who has 

ivvned an intelligent dog knows that dogs can 

eason and can corroborate his statements. But 

hose who claim the contrary always say. when 

ases of the intelligence of dogs are adduced, 

hat the dog. -by long association with men, has 

tad its instincts changed into a kind of intelli¬ 

gence with seems like reason, but is not reason. 

Now the trouble with Mr. Burroughs and 

hose who think as he does is that they have 

lad but very slight acquaintance with wild ani~ 

nals. If they had ever studied wild raccoons 

md bears they would never make the statements 

hey do make. These animals not only reason, 

hut are progressive. Fifty years ago a great 

nany bears in Maine were taken in log traps. 

Gradually it became more and more rare that 

me would enter a log trap, yet there was no 

rouble in taking them in steel traps set in houses 

of logs or brush, but they soon learned to avoid 

joing in by the front entrance and would tear 

aut the side of the house and g'et the bait, leav¬ 

ing the trap set. Some bears, like some people, 

could easily be fooled once, but unlike many 

people, it was seldom one was fooled a second 

time. A man will go into a gambling house and 

lose his money and keep on going and never 

learn to avoid one; but a hear, after he has been 

once trapped, is very seldom caught in a trap 

set in the same way. 

I know of a case where, after trying all 

known ways to trap a bear, a place was found 

where there was a cavity in a ledge shaped like 

an inverted V. A large bait was placed at the 

further end and a trap at the entrance, the clog 

being shoved inside and perfectly covered ; and. 

as the entrance was too wide for the trap to 

fill it, a piece of an old beech log was stood at 

one side, between the trap and the end of the 

clog. Everything looked perfectly natural and 

showed no signs. The trap could not be taken 

out without throwing the beech log down unless 

that were first removed. Instead of entering as 

was expected, the bear removed the beech log 

first, throwing it one side; then, taking hold of 

the end of the clog, he drew out that and the 

trap and hauled them to a safe distance, leav¬ 

ing the trap still set, and then went in and se¬ 

cured the bait. It is not known that this bear 

was ever caught in a trap. 

In four cases I have known bears caught in 

steel traps to climb trees, and, after entangling 

the clog in the long branches, to throw them¬ 

selves down, trusting to their weight to pull 

them out of the trap. In one case this worked 

successfully; in another the bear escaped with 

the loss of a toe; in the other two cases the 

bears were found dead. In one case which T 

saw. the ground under the tree, a large hemlock, 

looked as if the tree had been struck by light¬ 

ning from the amount of bark and limbs the 

bear had torn off. 

I once set a trap for a large bear. Hav¬ 

ing heard that others had failed I took par- ■ 
ticular precautions. I selected a place where 

three large pines stood in almost an equilateral 

triangle. I set the trap between the trees which 

were nearest together, leaving the other for the 

back of the house, and endwise between this tree 

and those on the sides, placed short pieces of 

old logs, which the loggers had used to skid 

between rocks. As bears dislike to touch any¬ 

thing prickly I banked the wall on both sides 

and covered the top with large old dry spruce 

boughs until it looked like a brush heap, and 

all around outside stuck small spruce trees, cut 

a long distance from the spot. Except for the 

bait I think few men would have suspected that 

anything had been placed there by a man. 

The first time the trap was looked at a por¬ 

cupine had been caught by the tail, and the bear 

had dragged him and the trap out and had torn 

him out. The second time the spruce boughs 

were found taken down from one side, and the 

logs tossed aside, the bait taken, and the trap 

left undisturbed. One log, a piece of water- 

soaked juniper, which was a good load for a 

man to lift, had been struck with one paw and 

sent several yards away. The trap was looked 

at until too late in the spring to catch bears, but 

the bear did not come again. Being ashamed 

to be beaten by a bear, the next fall—although 

in going and coming I had to travel over thirty 

miles to look at the trap—I set it again. I set 

two traps without bait. One was on a level 

intervale between a large spruce and a birch 

whose roots were raised above the ground and 

reached across to the spruce, making a place for 

the bear to step over. I set it as carefully as 

for an otter, scented with beaver oil and rubbed 

scorched honey on the trees high up. 

At the second look, the clog was found on the 

opposite side of the birch from where it had 

been placed, tucked under the birch roots. 

There were marks of a struggle and the trap, 

twisted all out of shape, lay near it. But what 

was singular, a deep trail where the clog had 

been dragged led away from the trap. It was 

evident that the bear had been caught by the 

hind foot. He had started off with the trap, 

and in the course of a quarter of a mile had 

found two large cedars turned up by the wind, 

but still green. Beginning at the top of each of 

them he had limbed both trees from top to bot¬ 

tom, breaking off green limbs as large i s a 

man’s wrist. Then, not finding any chanc*- to 

get fast to anything, he evidently remembered 

the place where he was caught, and, circl ng 

back, had shoved the end of the clog under the 

roots of the birch, and, exerting his great 

strength, had wrecked the trap in a way a horse 

would not have had the strength to do. It took 

a blacksmith to put that trap in shape again. 

If there was not an exercise of reason in that 

bear's coming back again to the spot where he 

was caught, on purpose to find a place where 

he could make the trap fast, so that lie could 

pull out of it. then there is no such thing as 

Now what would a man have done in a sim.lar 

situation? I will tell you what one man did. 

A few years ago an Indian who was traveling, 

in looking for a camping place near the main 

road above Mattawamkeag. stepped into a bear 

trap set in a path. His leg was not broken, and 

he had a hatchet. I was also told that he had a 

file in his bag. With his hatchet he could have 

cut a short lever, and, placing one end under a 

root and bearing down on the other, he could 

have borne down the spring and secured it with 

his belt, or, in lack of a belt, could have twisted 

withes or used a spruce root; and then, revers¬ 

ing, he could have treated the other spring in 

the same way, and been free in fifteen minutes; 

or he could have filed the bows of the springs 

off. But what he did was to stay where he was 

for nearly two days, until some one passing 

heard him call and released him. Now this was 

a man, and if he had reason, what did the bears 

have whose cases I have cited.J I could give in 

detail dozens of cases where bears, raccoons and 

foxes have shown a great deal more reason in 

avoiding traps than men usually do in keeping 

out of places where they are likely to lose their 

money or reputation. Manly Hardy. 

Foxes and Grouse. 

New York, April 20.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: We are often told of the fox as a 

destroyer of grouse, but I should like to hear 

the story of some eye witnesses as to his work 

in this direction. It is very easy to find fox 

tracks about the remains of a bird and then say 

a fox did it. I believe that many of the offenses 

laid at his door are committed by weasels, mink 

and wildcats or lynx. 
During a portion of the year I have known 

foxes to spend a part of each day digging 

among potato hills in a retired hollow for white 

grubs or mice in the adjoining fields and to re¬ 

turn to the mountain at nightfall, passing a farm 

which was almost covered with young poultry 

out for grasshoppers. From an experience of 

about ten years in a locality where there are 

more foxes than in any part of Essex county, I 

am convinced that this animal destroys but few, 

if anv, chickens. Our trouble there was, first 

of all, hawks, then skunks, owls and raccoons. 

The fox never invaded the chicken coops or 

broke up the sitting turkeys out at the base of 

the mountain. Of course in winter a fox may 

sometimes trap a grouse in the snow at night, 

but who has ever seen a fox actually catch a 

grouse? Come, now, brothers of the forest, be 

honest and own up. I would be glad to learn 

how the fox does the trick, if anyone has seen 

it done. Peter Flint. 

SUBSTANTIAL NOURISHMENT. 

The chief concern of every camper is to ob¬ 
tain substantial nourishment in - compact form. 
No camp or cabin is complete without its supp! 
of Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk anu 
Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk. They have 
no equal for Coffee, Fruits and Cereals.—Adv. reason. 
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Hours in Bird Land. 
June; what month, in the country, affords 

more pleasure than June? The fall months 

have their charm, indeed. I enjoy them all, even 

the sleety winter months, when, housebound, 

one sits up nights and repairs tackle, mucking 

his fingers with ferrule cement or shellac, or 

wears his fingertips sore re-wrapping favorite 

rods. 

About thirty miles out of Jersey City, in the 

lower tier of New York State counties, the little 

village lay some half dozen miles from the 

noble Hudson. Here I had spent a few days 

with my trout rod, field glasses and notebook. 

The dawn breeze was blowing briskly across 

the broad piazza, rocking the empty chairs and 

murmuring (“Minne-wa-w-a” as the Indians 

interpret it) through the lofty pine at the side 

of the house when I turned out. The sun had 

not yet peeped above the hill, but fleecy pink 

and amber clouds were scurrying out of its 

path. To my mind this is the best part of the 

day in the country, and the most frequently 

slept through by the average pleasure seeker. 

Away off on my right came the metallic ring of 

the reaper whetting his scythe, the cattle lowing 

as they passed down the lane to the pasture, 

the deep and not unmusical low of old Bloom- 

cow, so suggestive of peace and contentment. 

In a trice the su-n had risen, the air was filled 

with song, and every covert contained some 

hidden songster from whose throat poured forth 

such a flood of song as would seem to deluge 

the whole valley. 

“Happy time, little friend, enjoy your first 

mating season; life is but fleeting, to say the 

best. Ha! did you hear it? Yes, it comes from 

the oak away down in the field opposite. Take 

the glasses; see him away up on the extreme 

tip; a meadowlark. Now listen closely, for 

where we see the lark there we may expect his 

little friend of the protean name, the jolly little 

bobolink. There he is away down there, sing¬ 

ing as he goes, over that field of clover. Mark 

the fine contrast of his tan-gray and black nup ■ 
tial gown, which later in the year he will change 

before ending his Southern sojourn, where he 

will also change his name. This change is his 

reedbird suit, and a dangerous one it is to wear, 

where the hotel menus name reedbirds. All 

this elaborate dressing is not for an idle pur¬ 

pose, for in it he will journey nearly four thou¬ 

sand miles, and in passing through Cuba he 

changes his name again to Chambergo on his 

way to the Amazon region. Little do we know 

what passes through that shrewd, lovable head 

of vours.’’ 

All this time an incessant twittering had been 

in progress, and gazing up we saw the chimney- 

swifts chasing one behind the other like school¬ 

boys playing follow-my-leader. Barn swallows 

flitted by with their beautiful forked tails 

spread to their fullest extent, while a tiny maze 

seemed to dart in and out, in straight lines, 

from the old-fashioned trumpet vine. Suddenly 

it remained stationary, and then we recognized 

the tiny ruby-throated hummingbird whom we 

followed to the orchard, and there found the 

daintiest bit of bird architecture imaginable. 

Just as we were about to answer the breakfast 

gong, a querulous “What” was heard followed 

by a series of congratulatory chuckles. Though 

often heard the originator is rarely seen. That 

day, however, I played my glasses on the sugar 

maple and saw a great crested flycatcher; only- 

for a second, however, but long enough to 

identify him, as with erect crest he darted over 

to the honey locust and was lost to view, al¬ 

though his call was occasionally heard. 

Breakfast over, I repaired to the piazza to 

smoke and contemplate. Ere I finished my cigar 

I had seen a baby cottontail in the road, and 

a dainty Bobwhite who called, imagining no 

doubt that the stranger, sitting in a cloud of 

smoke, was ignorant of the mate and nest in 

the grass near that old fence post. A red-eyed 

and a yellow-throated vireo, together with a 

redstart, filled the time consumed with my cigar. 

It was nearly 10 o’clock when I decided to try 

the brook for trout. In all the streams I have 

fished I find the trout rather late risers, and so 

I waited purposely that morning. I passed 

down through the back pasture, starting a Balti¬ 

more oriole, an orchard oriole, a yellow-billed 

cuckoo, and any number of chipping sparrows, 

and just as I passed from the orchard to the 

pasture I started out of a dead tree a pair of 

flickers, known variously as high-hole, yellow- 

hammer, clape, and in Louisiana as piquebois 

jaune. Crossing around the edge of the wheat 

field, where the brook runs, I started a spotted 

sandpiper and her brood, the mother bird sitting 

on the fence post giving danger signals. Once 

when snipe shooting I flushed a bunch of these 

little fellows, and was greatly surprised to see 

them fly into a field of tomatoes, alighting on 

the branches of the vines like so many house 

sparrows. It seemed such an unusual perch 

for any of the snipe family. 

Crawling along the brook to reach a favorite 

pool, I saw a dainty little ovenbird walking 

among the dead leaves, bobbing his head as he 

went. Later on, I heard him call, “Teacher, 

teacher, teacher, teacher, teacher,” each succeed¬ 

ing call louder than the other, and the last 

amounting to a shrill whistle. My first cast 

landed a fifteen and one-half inch brook trout; 

a little later I killed a fourteen-inch rainbow 

trout and some five or six ten-inch brook trout. 

At noon I crossed a swale, my approach to 

which was heralded by a red-shouldered black¬ 

bird’s “O-ka-lee.” I also saw a little green 

heron, a red-shouldered hawk and some half 

dozen muskrats. 

When I caught my largest trout he dashed 

about, leaping clear of the water, and making 

an elegant fight. Evidently this displeased 

some acquaintance of mine in the bird world, 

for I received a terrible scolding from a yellow¬ 

breasted chat, who I have no doubt disliked 

having his solitude disturbed. Chapman says 

Mr. Burroughs, in speaking of this phenomenon 

says: “Now he barks like a puppy, then quacks 

like a duck, then rattles like a kingfisher, then 

squalls like a fox, then caws like a crow, then 

mews like a cat—C-r-r-r-r-r-r-whrr—that’s it— 

chee-quack, cluck, yit-yit-yit—now hit it—tr-r-r- 

when caw-caw-cut, cut—tea-boy—who, who— 

mew, mew.” 
Dinner consisted of broiled trout and baked 

potatoes. The afternoon was spent observing 

my bird neighbors and added a bunch of cedar 

waxwings to the list. That evening I went 

frogging with a red ibis fly and brought home 

forty-two frog’s legs which, with broiled trout 

and crisp bacon, made a sumptuous feast. Thus 

ended the first day, which was pretty well 

crowded with incidents. The remaining three 

days were spent pretty much on the same order, 

save that on the evening of the third day, just 

at dusk, I had the rare pleasure of seeing eight 

wild pigeons alight in the roadway, remaining 

long enough for me to call my wife, who en¬ 

joyed seeing them as much as did I. their grace¬ 

ful figures fading out against the belt of woods, 

while the dusk gathered over everything. Yes, 

they were real live wild pigeons; it reminded 

one of the old times. 

Then came the saddest part of a summer out¬ 

ing. Going-home time. The depot wagon drew 

up outside with the team anticipating the race 

for the train. A hurried leavetaking, a swift 

drive, a wheezing engine swung round the 

curve, escaping steam, then the clicking of the 

rails and home. George Wesley Beatty. 

Martin Houses. 

Hendersonville, N. C., April n.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: In a recent number a cor¬ 

respondent asks for information regarding the 

blue martins. He had built a little house for 

them to nest in, but the female would go in and 

there would be quite a good deal of talk in their 

bird language, but she refused to locate. 

I have seen, this again and again, yet never 

knew these birds to refuse to nest and rear their 

young in gourds hung to high poles, and also 

quite a number have I seen at home in a small 

roughly built little house on a pole. I do not 

think they like a* rigidly fixed square room to 

nest in. It may be for the reason their eggs 

roll from under the sitting bird, and for this 

cause they like the round bottom gourd in which 

their eggs remain in one place, never mind how 

the wind blows. If he will hang his small 

house to a hook and not paint it in too bright 

colors (as much as possible a gourd color wilL 

do) and round out the corners of the little- nest¬ 

ing rooms I think the birds will stay with him. 

Ernest L. Ewbank. i 

Plague of Rats. 

A press dispatch from Santa Cruz, Cal., dated 

April 28, announces another plague of rodents, 

this time in California. It reads as follows: 

“One of the most destructive pests with which 

vineyardists have to contend, known as the 

kangaroo rat, has made its appearance in the 

vineyards around and on the summit of Ben 

Lomond Mountain. They are appearing by the 

hundreds, and are feeding on the young buds 

of the grape vines, and if some effective means1 

of killing them is not hit upon they will destroy 

the entire crop.” 

Wanted, Copies of Forest and Stream. 

Owing to a recent fire in our bindery we wish; 

to secure the following copies of Forest A Mil 

Stream : Three of Nov. 9 and two of Dec. 7. 

1907. For these we shall be glad to pay the retail 

price, ten cents a copy. Address Forest and 

Stream Publishing Co., 127 Franklin street, New 

York. 
— 

Michigan Tree Planting. 

Tree planting has begun on the Au Sable 

(Mich.) Forest Farm, and it is expected that 

10,000 seedlings, mostly white pines, will be set 

out this year. If funds are available, this plant¬ 

ing will be kept up for a number of years. 



The Packer’s Art. 
Many of the more or less primitive methods 

of life used by early settlers in this country are 
passing away. Our grandmothers and great¬ 
grandmothers used whale oil lamps or moulded 
tallow candles. Our grandfathers or great¬ 
grandfathers, when they went on a journey, got 
on to a horse with their saddlebags and struck 
out for their destination. Nowadays our great¬ 
grandmothers, if they were alive, would* turn 
01T the electric light, while our great-grand¬ 
fathers, if they had to make a journey, would 
step on to a trolley car. 

In the early days of any rugged country, roads 
over which wheeled vehicles could pass were not 
common, and freight was transported on the 
backs of animals. The hunter of to-dav who 
goes into the rough mountain takes with him a 
pack train, by means of which he can travel 
wherever a horse can. go; and a horse can go 
almost anywhere, climbing up the zigzagging 
paths made by the sheep and goats in their pas¬ 
sage along the slide rock of the high moun¬ 
tains, following the narrow trails running along 
ledges, or scrambling up or sliding down very 
steep heights. In Mexico and in the mountains 
of South America much of the transportation 
of freight is still on the backs of animals, just 
as, thirty or forty years ago, it was in many 
places in the Rocky Mountains. Now, how 
ever, there is probably no systematic packing 
done within the limits of the United States. Rail¬ 
roads run almost everywhere, and wagon roads 

SADDLED. 

follow up every little valley. In the mountains 
of India, packing is still done by the Moham¬ 
medan people who are said to use saddles similar 
in type to those which have been in common use 
in this country within a generation—namely, the 
sawbuck and the aparejo. The sawbuck is said 
to be used for loading camels and the aparejo 
for mules. 

There are still places in the rugged mountains 

of western America where roads do not exist 
even to-day, and where freight must be trans¬ 
ported on pack animals. The load is tied on the 
saddle with a rope, and then saddle and load 
are again lashed to the body of the pack animal. 
If the work is properly done the load remains 
on the burdened beast which may travel over 
rough country or through forests where the 
timber stands close together, going wherever a 

SIDE PACKS ON. 

man can ride a horse. How such packing is 
done is shown in the accompanying photographs, 
taken by Mr. Rutherford Page, of this city, of 
packing scenes during a hunting trip through the 
mountains of British Columbia last year. 

The system of packing, which is still employed 
in the West, came to us from old Mexico, where 
they have been carrying loads on the backs of 
mules and burros for more than 300 years, and 
is very perfect. There are, of course, many 
ways of tying a load on a horse, and almost 
every individual has some special device or 
‘■^ink” of his own which he believes to be better 
than the method ordinarily employed; but in 
that method of packing known as the diamond 
hitch a single rope passes over and about the 
pack in a regular and symmetrical fashion, with¬ 
out any knots which can untie or. come loose, 
the rope always pulling against itself. Inci¬ 
dentally a portion of this rope passes about the 
animal’s body, binding the whole load and its 
bearer together so firmly that they cannot be 

separated. 
It is in old Mexico that packing is carried to 

its highest point of excellence—-in Mexico where 
mining machinery, pianos, kegs of water and 
boxes of dynamite are constantly packed over 
the mountains. So far as I know the diamond 
hitch lacks a historian, and its origin is buried 
in obscurity. “Whence it came or how I cannot 
tell. Possibly the old Aryans, when they poured 
into Europe from the East, lashed their house¬ 
hold goods on the backs of horses with this 
hitch, and thus transported them over the moun¬ 

tains of Transylvania/; or it may be that the 
Moors brought it from Africa into Spain ami 
that in time it came into Mexico. Perhaps it 
is a slow development, painfully worked out 
little by little after years of patient thought and 
study, or it may be that it was a brilliant in¬ 
spiration of some genius among packers. At 
all events, we have it to-day, the most satisfac¬ 
tory system fo'r lashing a load on a saddle of 
which we have any knowledge.” 

[to be concluded.1 

An Execution. 

Our Edmonton (Alberta) correspondent Me- 
copuckewan sends us a photograph of a dead 
buffalo bull, executed by order of the Govern¬ 
ment. 

The buffalo is one of the first consignment of 
buffalo shipped by Michel Pablo from the Flat- 
head Reservation to Canada, but before it 
reached the park it escaped. Many efforts were 
made to capture the animal, but all Of them were 
in vain. At last a Galician farmer succeeded in 
corraling it in his barnyard, and when this was 
known five or six mounted men endeavored to 
drive the bull to the park, some four or five 
miles away. They were wholly unable to do so; 
the bull would not be driven. 

Last fall the Canadian Government gave 
orders that the bull must be taken alive or dead, 
and Mr. Ed. Cary received the order of execution. 
He carried a .23 caliber rifle, and gave the buf¬ 
falo a fighting chance. The bull charged Mr. 
Cary with head down, tail up, and, no doubt, 

SIDE AND TOD PACKS. 

with blood in his eye. It was necessary to shoot, 
and when the soft-nosed bullet passed through 
the young bull’s heart he fell and went on to 
join the dusky hordes of his untamed ancestors 
who now feed in the happy hunting grounds. 

All the game law af the United States and 

Canada, revised to dale and nozv in force, are 

given in the Game Lazes in Brief. See adv. 
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A Florida Outing. 
When Dad received a postal from the guide 

at Espanola, saying, “The ducks is here; let 
me have two or three days to git ready and 
then come,” he forthwith called a council of 
war. Uncle and I attended and the meeting, if 
small, was enthusiastic and we decided to go. 
We made out a list of provisions to procure, 
packed up our tent, decoys and blankets, and 
planned to leave the following morning but one. 
Our destination was Smith’s Creek in St. Johns 
county, about fifteen miles from Espanola. 

Dad has an interest in a turpentine farm at 
Neoga, near Espanola, and as we would need 
teams for transportation we would proceed from 
there. Here we arrived with our bird dogs, 
Rex and Jack, on Tuesday afternoon. Dad had 
erected a one-room cabin for his personal use 
while at the farm, and here our dunnage was 
deposited. “Nel” (Nelson), an old friend of 
Dad’s from Cape Cod, Mass., had been invited 
to go with 11s, and he was already on hand. 
After dinner we drove three miles to Espanola 
to make final arrangements with our guide and 
to hunt quail on the way. After bidding John, 
our guide, see that there was a boat at the canal 
and be ready to conduct us to our destination, 
we drove back to Neoga. 

About half a mile from Neoga, when it was 
almost dark, we came upon a place where a 
number of doves were flying in to roost in a 
thick clump of spruces. Leaving Uncle and Dad 
to hold the horses, Nel and I got out and en¬ 
deavored to secure enough meat for supper. I 
had a new gun, which I was anxious to christen. 
It was dusk and the birds could only be seen 
overhead; against the background of pines they 
were invisible. The first six shots I made I 
did not acquire a feather and I was almost 
ready to condemn the gun, but I redeemed my¬ 
self, for I obtained eight more shots before the 
doves were all driven away and gathered in a 
bird for each one, and Rex succeeded in bring¬ 
ing them all in. 

Nel’s gun had been making music, too, but 
he had failed to connect with any of the swiftly 
flying objects. They were all considerably sur¬ 
prised when I drew out eight birds for their 
inspection, as it was pretty dark for accurate 
shooting. “There are just two apiece. These 
mean a potpie for supper, don't they, Nel ?” He 
had already promised, if we secured the game, 
to try his hand at this toothsome dish, so he 
answered: “Waal, I guess they do.” 

Nel is away up in the mysteries of the culinary 
art as practiced by the Yankee school. I cleaned 
the birds and soon Nel had an odor emanating 
from that pot which made our mouths water 
with anticipation. 

“This self-rising flour is a new wrinkle to 
me, so you fellows needn’t swear at the cook 
if the dumplin’s don’t turn out just right,” said 
Nel as he stirred up a batch of the flour. “Give 
’em just -twenty minutes to cook.” 

The dumplings proved a complete success, and 
with the potpie we had crisp bacon, flapjacks 
and tea. “Easy with them dumplin’s, boys; don’t 
toss ’em or they’ll float away,” counseled Ne! 
as he dished them out. 

After supper we talked over the morrow’s 
plans. It had turned cold and stormy, so we 
prepared for an early start. Dad, Uncle and 
Nel had been boys together on Cape Cod, and 

READY TO TIE SLING ROPES. 

READY TO THROW LASH ROPE. 

the marvelous tales they told of sport afte 
wildfowl on the Cape marshes in bygone day 
filled me with envy. They disputed mildly ove 
the details. To get Dad and Uncle to wrangl 
is one of the chief pleasures of my life. The 
do it in such a mild obstinate way that it i 
vastly entertaining. That night it started i 
their discussion of the fondness of coots fo 
sea clams, and Dad stated that he had know 
them to dive ninety feet in Vineyard Soun 
in order to obtain this favorite food. They ha 
both been masters of coasting schooners in thei 
younger days and Uncle immediately contende 
that there was not more than half that dept 
of water anywhere in the sound. 

Next day as we drove away we passed th 
still, where the turpentine and rosin are madi 
and noticing on it a sign bearing the crude! 
painted words, "NO SMOKIN’ ORLOUD” w 
guyed Dad unmercifully about the reform spell 
ing his employees embraced. 

At Espanola we were joined by John, ou 
guide, with another wagon bearing the boa 
Just beyond this place the dogs found a cove 
of quail and Nel and I each got one on the ris; 
and following them up Nel secured another an 
I two more. About two miles further on th 
dogs pointed again and Uncle killed four an 
I three, making twelve quail in all. We saw n 
more that day. 

Passing the old Kings Road, which ancien 
highway is the route of automobilists from Jack 
sonville to Miami, we shortly plunged into th 
dense tangle of Green’s Swamp. This swamp i 
over a mile wide at this point and here we en 
countered one of the worst and crookedest trail 
ever traveled. Southern roads are proverbiall 
bad and oftentimes do not deserve the narm 
but this one was the limit. Over logs, stump 
and roots, around trees and under overhangin; 
limbs we dodged and twisted. 

Arrived at our camping place in the mids 
of a beautiful dry hammock of live oaks an. 
palms which bordered on the- canal, the ten 
was pitched, the boat launched, animals takei 
out and fed, and some hot coffee prepared t 
eke our cold lunch. By 3 o'clock Dad and Ne 
had set their decoys at points on a small lak 
in the marsh adjoining the canal, Uncle and Johi 
went in the boat to the larger lake further uf 
while Bennett and I sought our luck lower down 

John’s source of information was defective 
for some reason the ducks were not there. W 
saw a few bluebills, but not a single big duck 
I scurried about promiscuously and had the bes 
luck of the afternoon, getting ten. Whil 
Bennett and I were walking back to camp alom 
the canal bank when it was almost dark, thre' 
bluebills came whistling over close in. I killet 
one with each barrel and Bennett stopped th 
third. We were indeed in a country abounding 
in game. We noticed innumerable deer an' 
turkey tracks throughout the hammock, atu 
we came across the huge pues of a bear in th' 
soft mud. Bennett remarked, “It’ll be hard oi1 
Jinny’s nerves if that ol’ feller comes a-projec 
tin around our camp to-night and she gets win< 
of him.” 

Sure enough, just before we retired then 
arose a great commotion among the tetherec 
animals which took all hands to quiet down 
Bennett assured us that it was caused by th« 
bear s prowling about and their smelling him 
Later on in the night we heard the squeals o THROWING LASH ROPE. 
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some ill-fated porker in the probable embrace 
of the bear. John said, “That ol’ b’ar has done 
caught him a hawg for ’is supper, shore.” 

We prevailed on Nel to construct a duck stew 
for breakfast, so after supper we cleaned the 
ducks and put them on to cook to save time 
next morning, as all it needed would be heat¬ 
ing before it was ready to serve. Uncle and I 
then cut a lot of palmetto leaves, piled them to 
a depth of three or four inches under a live oak 
and on these we spread our blankets. These 
leaves have a natural curve, and properly pre¬ 
pared and placed they make a springy and com¬ 
fortable bed. The ocean was less than a half 
mile away, and as I lay drowsily watching the 
sparks from our camp-fire, the sonorous lullaby 
of the pounding surf was wafted to me. 

We were all up before dawn and each one 
took a portion of the duck stew. Each had 
added something to enhance its flavor, notwith¬ 
standing Nel’s protests. It was too watery, had 
cooked too long, had too much grease and too 
much onion in it, and we did not vote it a suc¬ 
cess. "Too many cooks a messin’ with it,” Nel 
indignantly answered to our complaints. 

"You fellows had better leave your guns in 
camp,” admonished Dad proudly, “and watch me 
do the shooting—you will learn something.” But 
we didn’t crave knowledge to any such extent 
as that. 

By dawn we were in our respective places, 
Uncle, Nel and Dad on stands with decoys, and 
Bennett and I roaming at will. John took the 
boat and busied himself in the big lake keeping 
them on the move. Thirty-two was the sum of 
the morning’s shoot. We encountered nothing 
but bluebills with the exception of one sheldrake. 
It seemed that every bunch that arose came 
Uncle's way and he had all the sport. 

“I thought you were going to give a demon¬ 
stration of your prowess,” uncle jeered at Dad 
on our return. 

“Well, if I had been on your stand I could 
have bettered your score. You burnt up a lot 
of ammunition for the number of ducks you 
brought in.” Then they locked horns. Aftei 
this all I had to do was to ask Dad how many 
shots Uncle fired that morning to set them going. 

Breaking camp, we crossed the swamp, and 
just before we reached Espanola Uncle and I 
parted from the rest with the intention of walk¬ 
ing back to secure some quail if possible. 

Rex and Jack did grand work and found two 
coveys for us. Out of the first bunch I killed 
two and Uncle one on the rise. Marking the 
flight he got three singles and I two more. Out 
of the second covey we each got one as they 
arose and he got three and I one more when 
we put the scattered ones up, making a total of 
fourteen. Those quail vanished like chaff before 
a gale, as we had eaten nothing since ten that 
morning. 

Next morning an early start was made to a 
favorite locality for deer about five miles north. 
Bennett winded a blast from his horn and his 
famous deerhounds, Veenie, Ring and Lumber, 
yelped about us with joy. Rex and Jack accom¬ 
panied us also and were not long in finding two 
coveys of quail for us along the road. Ten of 
the little brown birds rested in our bag before 
we finished with them. 

About three miles out we came to a shallow 
niarshv pond where Bennett assured us we would 
find mallards. Uncle and I got out and stealthily 

ONE BACK PULL. 

another back pull. 

LOADED. 

approached the pond to a spot opposite the road 
where we were told they always flew over. As 
soon as we were stationed the others drove 
directly to the pond from the road. Up jumped 
five big mallards with noisy quacks and swung 
over Uncle in nice easy range. He got in four 
shots and three of the big birds came tumbling 
to the ground. 

Joe placed us on stands three or four hundred 
yards apart, and taking the dogs he started to¬ 
ward a big swamp to jump a deer. Uncle took 
the first stand, I the next, Nel the third and 
Dad the furthest. Each of us was stationed 
beside narrow sloughs that extended from the 
big swamp somewhat in the manner of the out¬ 
stretched fingers of a hand toward the larger 
and denser Matanzas swamp several miles away. 
It was almost the unvarying rule for a deer 
when started to make for this latter swamp 
along one of these sloughs. 

It had rained during the night and the morn¬ 
ing was cloudy and still, ideal conditions for a 
run. I had been on my stand about fifteen 
minutes when away off in the swamp I heard 
the dogs give tongue. The chase swept on to¬ 
ward Nel and Dad, then it turned and passed 
less than a quarter of 'a mile away toward 
Uncle’s stand. The trail was hot and the eager 
voices of the dogs proclaimed the near proximity 
of the quarry. I heard them cross the road 
close to Uncle; stood and listened in expectation 
of his shot. But none came and at length Ben¬ 
nett rode up to ascertain the cause. Uncle bad 
tied Rex and Jack to a sapling, and hearing the 
hounds he started to walk through to the other 
side of the slough, a distance of only forty or 
fifty yards. But Rex and Jack protested so 
loudly at being left that fearing they would turn 
the deer he went back to keep them quiet. In 
this he made a mistake; had he gone on through 
he would have been in easy range of the deer 
when it passed. The dogs had passed entirely 
out of hearing toward Matanzas swamp and 
Bennett blew his horn in vain for their return. 
After waiting an hour or so I grew tired of the 
monotony and taking Rex and Jack walked to¬ 
ward Neoga to hunt for quail. I had good sport, 
putting up three coveys and bagging fifteen quail 
and two snipe. Then I went to the dove roost. 
I saw but very few and succeeded in killing 
three. Returning to our quarters I found the 
others had just arrived. The hounds had not 
been secured until too late to start another deer, 
but they had shot fourteen fine squirrels. 

The next day was Saturday, the last of our , 
hunt. We bagged twenty-eight quail before we 
had to leave off, although it was a fait sized 
bag which we brought home for ourselves and 
friends. C. M. Sandusky. 

Catching Ducks by the Legs. 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, March 12.—Editor 

Forest mid Stream: In your issue of Feb. 15. 
containing the article “Caught Ducks by the Legs,” 
you seem to doubt Charley Biederman's story. 

Ever since I have been in South America I 
have heard that the natives of the Argentine 
Republic catch ducks in this way, but instead of 
a watermelon they use a large hat • made of 
c*raw F. B. Gordon. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

tup/ily you regularly. 
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Alabama Game Law Decision. 

In the case of John Hyde vs. the State, ap¬ 
pealed from the Bibb County Court, the Su¬ 
preme Court of Alabama recently upheld in an 
exhaustive opinion the constitutionality of the 
Wallace game law. The opinion was written by 
Justice Denson and Chief Justice Tyson and 
Justices Simpson and Anderson concurred. In 
the opinion the history of game laws from early 
times down to the present was reviewed. 

One of the chief points of the defense was that 
the act was unconstitutional, as embracing a 
subject not within the power of the State to 
deal with or legislate upon. On that point the 
opinion says: 

“Speaking generally with respect to the act. 
it may be said that the right of the State, in 
the exercise of the police power to make regu¬ 
lations for the preservation of game and fish, re¬ 
stricting their taking and molestation to certain 
seasons of the year, and under prescribed rules 
and regulations—is recognized and established not 
only in the common law of England, but by the 
decision of the courtj of last resort in many of 
the States as well as by the Supreme Court of 
the United States. In the case of Geer vs. the 
State of Connecticut will be found an exhaustive 
and interesting discussion of the question, by 
Justice White, who wrote the majority of opin¬ 
ions for the court. In that opinion, after dis¬ 
cussing the nature of the property in game, and 
asserting that the ownership of wild animals (so 
far as they are capable of ownership) is in the 
State not as proprietor, but in its sovereign 
capacity as the representative, and for the bene¬ 
fit, of its people—the learned writer announces 
the further conclusion that the Legislature, in 
virtue of the police power,, has absolute right 
to control and regulate the killing of game even 
to the extent of prohibiting the shipment of 
game birds and animals out of the State after 
they have been reduced to possession. The 
latter conclusion has reference to the interstate 
commerce clause of the Federal Constitution.” 

The court quotes from Justice White of the 
Supreme Court of the United States and an¬ 
nounces: 

“It suffices to say, our views on the subject 
accord with those expressed in the very able 
opinion of Justice White.” 

The court further says, “It is clear to our 
minds that instead of the law’s being an invasion 
of an undue abridgment of any right of the land- 
owner in the use of his property, it operates as 
a protection to it against trespassers. The only 
restriction, it seems to us, is the one placed upon 
the defendant; and it is not, and in the very 
nature of things, cannot be contended that the 
restriction invades any constitutional right of 
his.” 

The Adirondack Deer Record. 

The report made by the secretary of the Com¬ 
mission to Hon. J. S. Whipple, Forest, Fish and 
Game Commissioner, shows no apparent de¬ 
crease in the number of the deer in the Adiron- 
dacks. It is true that the number shipped put 
is slightly smaller than last year, but this may 
be accounted for by the lack of snow and the 
way in which the foliage clung to the trees last 
autumn. The kill for the year 1907 is given as 
2,021 carcasses, 72, saddles and 70 heads. The 
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record shows the kill in 1907 to have been nearly 
double that of the year 1900. 

A number of unusually heavy deer was killed, 
the weights of which are given as from 200 up 
to 300 pounds, dressed. The latter, consigned 
to Mr. H. E. Battie, of Utica, N. Y., could 
hardly have been a Virginia deer, we think. 
Another deer weighed 246 pounds and several 
others weighed between 220 and 230 pounds. 
From the Catskills a buck is reported as weigh¬ 
ing 348 pounds and one shipped from Big Indian 
is said to have weighed 306 pounds dressed, but 
the name of the hunter is not given. Twq or 
three white, or white-spotted, deer were reported 
killed during the past season, and in a number 
of cases the names of the hunters are given. 
A number of deer with extraordinary horns 
have been reported this year. One said to have 
been killed by Wm. M. Brown, of Ilion, had 
three horns, another killed by Mr. Williams, of 
Utica, had a horn on the right side of her head. 
A buck weighing 253 pounds, killed by Mr. Chas. 
Streever, of Boston, is said to have carried 
twenty-one points on flattened, moose-like horns. 

There has been a gradual increase for three 
years in the number of licenses issued; thus in 
T905, 67 licenses yielded $698.50; in 1906, 96 
licenses yielded $1,042.50; while in 1907, 123 
licenses yielded $1,290.50. 

The report, which is very complete and in¬ 
teresting, speaks well for the work of the Forest, 
Fish and Game Commission. 

New Publications. 

My Friend the Partridge. Memories of New 
England Shooting. By S. T. Hammond 
(“Shadow”). Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. Cloth, illustrated, 148 pages. Price, 
$1.00 

Partridge shooters all over that portion of 
North America inhabited by the ruffed grouse 
will rejoice that Mr. Hammond’s charming serial 
on this species and its pursuit has at last been 
issued in book form. It is a delightful volume, 
bound in a gray buckram suggestive of the tree 
trunks of the fall and winter woods, and is of 
just the right size to hold in the hand. 

The twenty chapters of this delightful little 
book comprise more partridge lore than has ever 
before been put between covers. Mr. Hammond 
has been hunting the birds for about sixty-six 
years, during which he has had a multitude of 
experiences with it, each one of which is full of 
interest to the partridge shooter. While there is 
probably no one in the world who is up to all the 
tricks and devices of this wily bird, we do not 
hesitate to say that Mr. Plaminond is probably 
the most learned exponent of the science of the 
ruffed grouse of anybody now living. 

Among the subjects discussed in connection 
with this bird are the country that it inhabits; 
the local names that it bears; its tricks, and de¬ 
vices; its foods; its enemies; then there is drum¬ 
ming, mating and nesting; the “crazy season”; 
its autumn habits; chapters devoted to its de¬ 
struction by snaring in early days and the advent 
of the gun; and then five chapters of shooting 
incidents which are full of wisdom, mystery, 
failure and success. 

The book is full of feeling, natural history, 
humor and incident, and can be read and re-read 
with pleasure. It is one which no one fond of 
upland shooting can afford to be without, and it 
is certain of a welcome from all upland shooters. 

More About Skunks. 
Godbout. Canada, May 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Quite a lot has been written recently 
on this subject, and as I have had a good deal 
of experience with the critter, my letter may be 
of interest. I should not advise anyone to carry 
them by the tail, or by any other part of the 
body, but once in a while such a thing can be 
done, as I have seen and handled them myself, 
but it is too risky a business to recommend. 
Caught in steel trapst-a large percentage .will not 
squirt the perfume until you approach them, but 
a good many do immediately on feeling the trap 
spring on them. I tried many experiments to 
get them loose without their embalming my trap. 
With me shooting was a failure, as no matter 
in what part of the body I shot them the result 
was not satisfactory. Then I tried snaring with 
a noose at the end of a long pole, then by drop¬ 
ping a long and heavy pole across their back in 
imitation of the action of the dead fall. This 
was effective occasionally and better than shoot¬ 
ing. but not a sure thing. 

I then thought of trying to handle them alive, 
and for that purpose when visiting my traps used 
to carry a strong cotton bag which I would use 
at the end of a stick, landing-net fashion, in this 
manner, and by moving the bag slowly I have 
taken some out without any trouble, but a small 
percentage only, not “ninety-nine out of the hun¬ 
dred.” The most satisfactory of all is the dead¬ 
fall trap which must be well weighted and the 
trap not too short, so that the wood piece will 
catch them just in front of the hind legs. Very 
few will squirt if the trap is properly made. 
Some success will be had also by making them 
“giddy” as follows: Set the steel trap in an open 
space, tie the chain or nail on the end of a pole 
about eight or nine feet long, which is about the 
distance a skunk will ordinarily let you approach 
without showing its flag. Take hold of the pole 
end and draw quietly till you get the full length 
of the chain tight, then by a sudden pull lift it 
off the ground and swing it around. After a 
couple of turns, and when the trap has the im¬ 
petus, this whirling can be done at arm’s length. 
After tern or twelve turns drop on the ground 
and remove quickly. This is the only way I was 
ever able to handle them safely. 

As a rule skunks are not shy. We had them 
burrow under our buildings here and when no 
dogs were about they would stay for days 
around the premises without causing any annoy¬ 
ance from the scent. Two have dropped down 
through tjie ventilator into our cellar. By work¬ 
ing cautiously I got them out by placing some 
boards in a slanting position up to the entrance 
of the ventilator. Neither of them squirted, but 
a few days later one of my sisters on a visit to 
11s here tried to pat one of them, thinking it was 
tamed. I leave you to imagine what happened. 
She never tried to pat another one. Her mis¬ 
take was not due to any want of knowledge of 
the habits of the animal, but to the fact that, a 
couple of years before I had kept some tame 
ones from which I had removed the scent glands. 
This is an easy operation (if one does not mind 
a little smell) and the wound heals quickly. A 
couple of artery forceps, a sharp penknife and 
a needle are the requisites. They tame readily 
and are as useful as a cat in destroying mice, 
etc., but of course cannot be kept if poultry 
is around. Nap- A. Comeau. 



The Little Delaware. 
Tom Scott walked briskly into the black¬ 

smith shop, and pulling the cover from a paste¬ 
board box, displayed six brook trout. 

“Good ones,” commented Robert Bruce, 
“where did you get them?” 

“In the Little Delaware,” Tom replied. 
“I never heard of their catching any trout in 

that stream. Why didn’t you tell me you were 
going fishing?” 

“Didn’t go fishing—went to Delhi on busi¬ 
ness. I was sauntering around the streets be¬ 
fore breakfast, and an old fellow just opening 
up his grocery store asked me if I wanted to 
see something pretty. He took me to the back 
of the store and showed me thirty-two like these, 
lying side by side on a board. He said he caught 
them in the Little Delaware, but he claimed that 
he was the only one' who ever had good luck 
there. I told him I would like to try it a 
whack, if I had any tackle with me. He offered 
to lend me a rod, but he said I wouldn’t get 
anything. I finished my business a few hours 
before train time and called for the tackle. He 
looked as if he wanted to back water then, but 
he handed ont a ratty old rig that wasn’t fit 
for sucker fishing. I got these on it, though, 
and he was pretty well taken back when I 
showed down. Every one around Delhi claims 
that the creek is all fished out, and that this 
groceryman only gets them because he was 
born on the stream, and knows some special 
holes.” 

“Special holes be hanged! If there’s any 
trout there, we can find them,” Robert re¬ 
torted. “What sort of a place is it to fly-fish?” 

“That’s just the point. It’s of good size and 
has clear banks. I’ll never find a beter spot to 
learn fly-fishing. Don’t you want to go with 
me some day, and teach me how?” 

“Yes, I’ll go to-morrow. We could take the 
afternoon train and have all the next day at it.” 

“That suits me,” Tom replied. 
With this arrangement the young men parted, 

and did not meet again until the next day, 
when Scott appeared at the shop prepared for 
fishing, nearly an hour in advance of train time. 

“You’ll find Robert at the house getting ready 
to start,” said Mr. Bruce, Sr., and Tom fol¬ 
lowed the well known path. Robert was ready 
and soon they were on their way to the railroad 
station. 

When nature was laying out her garden, with 
great prairies here and groups of mountains 
there, she fashioned a charming little cradle 
among the hills of Delaware county, seemingly 
on purpose for Dehli. You may tell where it 
is by the spires which prick up through the 
sheltering canopy of elm and maple leaves. If 
you go down under the canopy you may meet 
some very pleasant people; but whether you 
meet them or not, you will see that they live in 
a beautiful spot. 

When Tom and Robert arrived at Delhi they 
drove a short distance down the river, and then 
turning sharply to the left, followed up the 

Little Delaware valley to a place called The 
Hook. Two farmhouses, a small building with 
hotelish pretensions, and a tiny barn, was the 
full invoice of The Hook. The proprietor of 
the hotel stopped planting corn, and leaning his 
hoe against a tree, came out of the field to re¬ 
ceive his guests. The two young men consti¬ 
tuted the entire clientele of the place, and so 
far as appearances went, were the first to be 
entertained in some weeks. 

The Hook House did not seem like a very 
iniquitous tavern. There were no people in the 
room which answered for both bar and office, 
and only two chairs for them to have sat on 
bad they been there. The bar must have been 
the conception of some former proprietor, for 
it had nothing behind it more satanical looking 
than a jar of stick candy and a couple of Rox- 
bury russet apples. The proprietor was as in¬ 
offensive as his house, and the only distinguish¬ 
ing feature about him was a clump of islandized 
whiskers upon the point of his chin. He did 
not appear to be in the-least offended at the 
arrival of guests, and calmly went to a door 
leading into the kitchen, where he asked his 
wife if she could get supper for two men. That 
the request would be granted was evident by 
the eruption which began to take place among 
the stove lids and frying pans. 

After supper Tom watched Robert work with 
his flies while he proved beyond a doubt that 
there were trout in the Little Delaware. Then 
they were shown to their room by the pro¬ 
prietor, whom they referred to between them¬ 
selves as Mr. Turnover. The apartment seemed 
tO' occupy the larger part of the second story 
of the hotel and was furnished with two very 
high cord bedsteads. On top of thick husk 
ticks were mountain-like feather beds covered 
over with white quilts upon which much red 
and green peony vegetation had sprung up. To 
successfully mount one of these beds was quite 
an aerial feat. When the young men were 
ready to retire, Robert offered assistance to 
Tom by locking his fingers and placing his up¬ 
turned palms upon his bent knee, for a step. 
By this means Tom vaulted easily into the 
center of the fluffy mass and settled down. 
Seized by a sudden fit of gallantry, he slid to 
the floor and exclaimed: 

“My dear Robert, I cannot leave you un¬ 
assisted to make this dangerous ascent. Allow 
me to serve you,” and he in turn locked his 
fingers and ceremoniously gave Robert a lift. 
Robert landed safely, but caught the gallant in¬ 
fection. In turn he slid to the floor, remarking: 

“My dear Thomas, do you think I could per¬ 
mit you to endanger your person by this perilous 
undertaking?” and he again offered his hands 
as a step. 

So they mounted and remounted with mar¬ 
velous showings of courtesy as many as a half- 
dozen times. At length Tom sprang a little too 
far, and gave his elbow a vicious thump against 
the wall. As he rolled forward and settled 
down out of sight among the feathers, he called 
back: 

“Now, you landlocked shrimp, you climb in 
and keep still or I’ll pull out a bedpost and 
pound you with it.” 

Nothing more was heard until Robert, poking 
his head above the breastwork of feathers which 
surrounded him, saw Tom standing by an east¬ 
ern window, faintly revealed in the mellow light 
of dawn. “Can’t you keep still and let a fellow 
sleep?” he snapped. 

“Don’t want to sleep past breakfast time, do 
you? See, it’s almost daylight.” 

“Yes, it looks like daylight! Daylight that’s 
had lamp black spilled in it! It’s just the way 
with you greenhorns. Up and at it in the 
middle of the night, and then all played out by 
noon. But I suppose I might as well start. 
There won’t be any more chance to sleep with 
you threshing around.” 

“It’s a good thing tO’ have some one to lay 
it on to,” Tom retorted,” but as nearly as I can 
remember, it is the first time I ever beat you 
out of bed when we were on a fishing trip. I 
wouldn’t feel so much put out about it if I 
were you.” 

With stealthy rubber-boot tread they felt their 
dark way down the creaky staircase, and strad¬ 
dling the prostrate form of the shepherd dog, 
opened the front door. 

“It’s a good thing we want to go out instead 
of in,” Robert observed, as he glanced back at 
the watchful eyes. 

While they were putting their rods together 
and adjusting the reels a rooster jumped down 
from his perch in the hen yard, and flopping his 
wings as he grandly bent his neck, sent a 
challenge to all the roosters in the valley. Ac¬ 
cepting this as a surer sign of day than the un¬ 
certain light, a drake appeared from the door 
of his little house and headed a quacking pro¬ 
cession which waddled down to the creek. Tom 
and Robert started up stream across the pasture, 
where their boots made jagged parallel lines 
on the gray carpet of dew-covered grass. A 
crow sat on the top of the tallest tilted fence 
stake and watched while four others walked 
hurriedly over a newly planted cornfield in 
search of scattered kernels. Crow number pne 
cawed and flew away, and the four others fol¬ 
lowed his example. Mild-eyed Jersey cows 
watched curiously, and then getting up, retreated 
to a safer distance. The men went by the 
corner of a bit of woods, despite the red 
squirrel’s threatening, climbed a pair of bars 
and struck into a highway where a moss-covered 
watering trough was running over. Water 
seems colder and clearer at that time of day. 
They passed a barnyard where three wondering 
calves peeked at them from between the fence 
boards. On the other side of the barn real lambs 
were twitching real lamb’s tails while the sheep 
nipped the grass with rapid little chewings. At 
a place where the creek runs by the roadside 
they began to fish. Robert was soon playing 
a trout, and the sight filled Tom with enthusiasm 
Imitating his partner’s movements as accurately 
as possible, he unfurled his brand new fly-cast¬ 
ing equipment and boldly launched his feathery 
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lure. The flies struck the water with a be¬ 
ginner’s indifference to location, and Tom drew 
them in with a speed which would have taken 
the record from the most timid fly that ever 
skipped across a pond. 

“What’s the matter—afraid some fish ’ll steal 
them?’’ Robert called, as he waded ashore with 
his catch flopping in the net. “Give them a 

little time.” 
Tom tried again and was then so moderate 

in drawing that the flies sank a foot or more 
under water and his rod was tilted well back 
before he attempted to recover. At last he re¬ 
membered that part of the programme, and jerk¬ 
ing vigorously, received the water-soaked snarl 

full in his face. 
“How do you steer these pesky things?” he 

asked of grinning Robert. 
“Use your judgment, as women say about 

spicing mince meat. But one thing, you are 
beginning with too much line. Shorten up, 
pick out a mark on the water and try to hit it 
with your flies. Then draw them, not too slow 
and not too fast. Mostly you’ve got to figure it 
out for yourself. You’ve got to take into ac¬ 
count the current, the wind, the water, the 
different kinds of trout, the different kinds of 
weather, and make them all sort of jibe.” 

“That sounds easy; just like ‘Be a god boy; 
grow into a smart man, and some day you will 
be president,’ ” Tom retorted. “But it strikes 
me that training for the presidency would be an 
easy snap compared with your course in fly¬ 
casting.” 

“Well, there has been many a president 
didn’t know enough to catch a trout on a fly, 
and then again there have been some that did. 
What one needs most to learn this business is 
horse-sense and patience. There’s lots of fel¬ 
lows that can cast flies ’most a mile, and hit a 
pinhead with them, but can’t guess within four 

rows of apple trees of where a trout is. You 
know pretty well where the trout are—you 
found that out with your bait-fishing. Now 
you’ve got to get your flies where they’re go¬ 
ing to fool the fish. No two fellows ever did 
that exactly in the same way, and you’ll have to 
invent still another way. You can watch me a 
little while if you want to, but it would do you 
more good to be plugging away by yourself. 
The whole point comes right here. Whenever 
you get a strike there is excitement enough 
about it, so that the position of your flies on the 
water at the time photographs itself on your 
mind. You’ll be able to remember just what part 
of the pool your flies were in at that time; how 
they stood in relation to the current, whether 
they were on the surface or submerged; and in 
fact you’ll remember the whole appearance of 
the incident. Now, when you have fly-fished a 
good many years and have a lot of such pictures 
in your mind, you’ll see that they all work 
themselves together into a sort of composite 
picture, just like photographing lots of faces 
into a composite photograph. That composite 
picture which you carry in your mind will tell 
you at a glance just where to cast for trout 
the instant you set your eyes on a new bit of 
water.” 

“My,” said Tom, “but you’ve got it bad! I 
guess I’ll watch you until you catch one, and 
then I’ll try again.” 

“All right. See that spot there just above 
the foam? Now, I’m going to let my flies float 
down ’most to it, and then kind o’ swing them 
around on a half circle. I’ll do part of it, and 
the current will do the rest.” 

Robert made the cast and repeated it two or 
three times before it seemed to attract any sub¬ 
marine attention. 

“Mebbe he ain’t there, but I’ll try him once 
more.” And the once more did the business. 

A native trout a foot long took the tail fly as 
promptly as if his attention had just been called 
to it. The fish had only started to run when 
there was a sudden halt, an indefinite movement 
of the line and considerable all-round splashing 
without much progress being made in any di¬ 

rection. 
“Bet I’ve got a double,” said Robert, and be¬ 

fore his remark was finished a trout leaped from 
the water, while a tail splashed into sight a 
couple of feet from it. “Great Scott!” he 
ejaculated. “If that pair can agree, to work 
together they’ll give me a fine race. But prob¬ 
ably they’ll be like fools in trouble and each 
have a different notion about how to get out 

of it.” 
Robert was correct in his surmise. The trout 

threshed and flopped about within a radius of 
ten feet and soon tired each other out. As he 
was working them in toward the net, he ex¬ 
claimed : 

“Talk about your niggers driving a mule and 
cow in one team—here is the pair for you!” 

On one fly was the trout they had seen, legiti¬ 
mately hooked by the under jaw, while the hook 
of the other fly was firmly imbedded in the belly 
of a sucker and was drawing the logy fish tail 
first. 

“Is there any particular rule for making thai 
sort of a catch?” Tom asked. 

“Unto him that hath shall be given,” Roberi 
gravely replied. 

“That’s the first time I ever heard a mar 
quote Scripture when a trout turned out to be < 
sucker.” 

“Well, I wanted to get one, anyway,” saic 
Robert, as he stuffed the ungainly fish into hi: 
basket. “I promised a redfin to Mrs. Turn 
over’s old yellow cat, when it came scrubbing 
around my legs last night. You’ll see she'll fee 
pretty good about swapping a little redfin fo 
this.” 

The pair went at their fishing again, and ii 
the intervals between the times when Tom’: 
flies were hung up in trees or securely hooke< 
on snags, he managed to land a couple of trout 
They were now back to where the garden o 
the Hook House runs down to the creek, an< 
it was breakfast time. Robert showed a catcl 
of eight, all good ones, for it is a pleasini 
feature of the Little Delaware that if you ge 
any they are apt to be sizeable. 

At the breakfast table Robert was making 
long reach for the maple syrup mug when h 
caught sight of Mr. Turnover digging angle 
worms in the garden. 

“Does your husband fish much?” he inquire' 
of the hostess. 

•“Land, no! He haint been fishin’ in twent 
years.” 

Robert made no comment but kept the angle 
worm-digging scene in his mind. 

“Well,” said Tom, after they had taken thei 
smoke and were ready to start, “I guess I’ll g 
along down stream a piece before I begin, an- 
then I won’t spoil the water for you. Thi 
looks like good fishing right back- here.” 

“Suit yourself,” Robert replied; “I’d just a 
soon begin here as anywhere.” 

With the bait can securely hid in his baske 
Tom started out. He did not actually inten 
to use the worms, but just wanted them as 
precaution. 

A rather disagreeable wind came up, but Tot 
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worked against it for some time. The flies 
went in almost every direction but the right 
one, and when they did alight properly the trout 
seemed absolutely indifferent to them. At 
length he came to a place where a monstrous 
rock turned the stream and formed a beautiful 
pool fifty feet across. It was very deep, and 
it seemed quite impossible to him that any fish 
lying at the bottom would ever see his flies 
upon the surface. He made two or three half¬ 
hearted casts and then drew in his line. 

“I’ll bet there are a bushel of them down 
in there just starving for a worm,” he mused. 
“Robert can’t be getting anything in this sour 
wind, and I’m going to plant myself on that 
rock and make up for the lead he had on me 

before breakfast.” 
He replaced his flies with a bait hook and 

began operations. Inside of fifteen minutes he 
had taken four trout which might average eight 
inches in length. “Kind o’ small,” he reasoned, 
“and wouldn’t fill up as fast as his, but they 

are trout just the same.” 
He figured it out with mathematical precis¬ 

ion that before the hole was exhausted he would 
have enough to make a very fair showing for 
a beginner at fly-fishing. Scarcely was this com¬ 
forting solution arrived at when Robert stepped 
briskly around the rock. Without saying so 
much as “by your leave” he began to whip the 
pool right over Tom’s line. At the second cast 
he hooked a good trout and played him around 
regardless of the inconvenience to Tom. Then 
he took another and another until he had five, 
and the smallest was plump ten inches. 

Since there seemed to be no more fish in the 
pool which had any appetite for either worms 
or flies, Tom abandoned his rock and the two 
started down stream together. 

“Of course I know men and men’s ways,” 
Robert began solemnly, “and I shall try to over¬ 
look this obvious attempt at deception on your 
part; but when this incident is reported to an¬ 
other, particularly after all the boasting you 
did at the house, I fear it is going to be diffi¬ 
cult for you to ever regain her confidence.” 

“Oh, you dry up,” Tom retorted as he tossed 
the can of bait at Robert, who jumped to es¬ 
cape the squirming shower. “How did you 
happen to get here so soon? Wasnt the fish¬ 
ing any good above the rock?” 

“I guess the fishing was all right. I didn t 
try it. Next time you set Turnover to digging 
worms tell him not to go right in front of a 

window.” 
From that time on they fished faithfully until 

dark. When they reached the hotel at Delhi 
the proprietor brought a large pan for them 
to empty their baskets into, and the pan was 
so full that a few fish slid off. The grocer came 
in to see the catch, and while he was a little 
chagrined he was a good sportsman and com¬ 

plimented the work highly. 

The Little Delaware flows into the West 
Branch of the Delaware River a mile below the 
village of Delhi, in Delaware county, New 
York. It is large enough for pleasant fly-cast¬ 
ing. While not a stream which warrants taking 
a long journey to fish on, if one chances to be 
in the locality he may have some very good 
sport by following down it for a day or two. 
It flows through a valley of excellent dairy 
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farms, and the angler can make few mistakes 
by stopping at any house he comes to for a 
meal. He will be served with a pitcher of de¬ 
lightful Jersey milk, and if he chances to fall 
in with one of the old Scotch grandpas, he 
may hear some very pithy stories. 

Winfield T. Sherwood. 

The Day’s Catch. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The illustration over the above caption in 
Forest and Stream of April 18 reminds me of 
an incident which occurred a few years since 
at Stamford, N. Y. With my family I was 
spending a few days at this charming summer 
resort. While sitting on the piazza of the hotel 
one evening, enjoying a beautiful sunset and the 
grandeur of the mountain scenery, a gentleman 
about as young as myself—say seventy-five—ap¬ 
proached and accosted me, saying, “Excuse me 
for introducing myself. The hotel proprietor in¬ 
forms me you are a lover of trout fishing.” 

“Yes, I am a lineal descendant of the cele¬ 
brated Izaak Walton,” and the gentleman re¬ 
plied, genially, “I am another. Suppose you and 
I take a day off and try for the trout.” 

He proved a jolly good fellow and we be¬ 
came friends at once, as all genuine lovers of 
fishing are. 

The next morning was clear and sunny, 
neither hot nor cold, just the day for two old 
fellows to enjoy the sport. A wagon drive of 
five miles found us at the brook, a narrow 
shady stream. The water was low, the month 
July. To me the prospect for trout was shaky. 

The stream was well covered with willows, 
making it next to impossible to cast a fly. My 
friend’s first suggestion was to eat a sandwich. 
I agreed, then we went up the creek, looking 
carefully for a spot clear enough of branches 
to see the sky. “You see this is the way to 
tip the rod,” said he. “Turn the wrist so the 
fly will drop in that dark shadow. That’s where 
the big fellows lie when the sun shines bright. 

With wondering eyes I watched the tutor’s 
movements. As I expected, the fly instead of 
touching the water made fast to a high branch 
on the other side of the narrow rivulet. 

“That’s bad,” said he. 
“Yes,” I replied, coughing slightly to smother 

a laugh. “That was a bad cast. Possibly in 
using the wrist you forgot the elbow movement.” 

“I guess I did,” said he. 
We got the fly free and set to work a half 

mile apart. My fly lured no trout. I tried the 
worm, got a strike and caught a chub six inches 
long. For two hours we trudged. I caught six 
chubs and returned them to their natural element. 
My friend caught eight of the same breed and 
put them in his creel. “See my catch,” said 
he. “Eight just like this”—showing a chub six 

inches long. 
“How funny! You catch all trout, I catch 

all chub.” 
“Yes,” he admitted, “ ’tis all in knowing how.” 

Evidently he thought I did not know a trout 
from a chub. To my utter surprise the next 
morning at breakfast my friend, sitting at a 
table near by, lifted a chub on his fork, saying, 
“These are the trout I caught. Why did you 
not bring yours home?’ I wished him joy, say¬ 
ing, “When shall we go again?” 

Robert Rutter. 
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Tackle for Catalina Fishing. 
Los Angeles, Cal., May 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: To gaze upon the motley array of 
piscatorial goods which the sporting tourist 
brings to Catalina recalls vividly that remark 
accredited to Diogenes—“Lord, how many 
things are in this world of which I, Diogenes, 

have no need!” 
The opening of the white sea bass season is 

virtually in sight, as the first one, a 35-pounder, 
was taken by H. U. Mudge, of Chicago. The 
coming of the white sea bass opens a carnival 
of big game hunting in the sea lasting six 

months. 
That anglers of experience as diversified as 

the places they hail from should be attracted 
to Catalina from all countries is but natural, 
and from the varied ideas and suggestions that 
have been brought here, the resident experts 
finally have evolved a class of tackle that is a 
marvel of lightness, yet well adapted to the 
work it is called upon to do. Having spent their 
time and money finding out what is best, and 
being sportsmen of the highest type, their only 
motive has been to refine the art of taking the 
big game fish to its uttermost attainment. In 
this they have had a double object; the eleva¬ 
tion of the sport by putting the highest premium 
upon skill, the preservation of the future 
supply by so adding to the difficulties that a 
smaller catch would yield more sport, being the 
other. There is a third also; in no way can 
legislation be had more quickly or certainly 
than by raising the standard of the sea fishes as 
game, and consequently eradicating the idea 
that all marine varieties are essentially food 
fishes, unworthy of the attention of the sports¬ 
man. For years this was the very argument the 
State Fish Commission used when urged to 
protect the game fishes of the sea. A campaign 
of education therefore becomes a necessity, and 
the light tackle movement is among the most 

prominent of its phases. 
So much nonsense has been written about the 

Catalina fishing by men unfamiliar with local 
conditions that all manner of mistaken ideas 
have been promulgated, and the eastern sports¬ 
man is landing here daily with his head filled 
with ideas of tuna, and his sleep enlivened by 
visions of great game fish plunging about like 
roped steers at the end of gossamer-like lines, 
supported by rods of straw-like thickness. It 
is but a work of Christian charity to put a few 
of these ideas right, and in the hope that these 
words may perhaps be of service, and save a few 
dollars to the angler contemplating a visit to 
Catalina Island, rests this article’s excuse for 

being. 
In the first place, the big tuna, is but a 

memory at Catalina, and those who outfit for 
him are going to what in all probability will 
prove needless expense. Better to trust to the 
outfits the boatmen have in case the unexpected 
should happen and the big blue tuna repeat their 
forays of a few years ago. At present, from 
the most reliable data at hand, it would appear 
that the big tuna are in the vicinity of New 
Zealand and Australia, having appeared there 
in great force about the time they left Catalina, 
being to the Antipodeans a new fish. 

Yet the absence of the blue tuna has not been 
missed except by a few of the regulars, for in 
its place has come a somewhat smaller fish 
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fully its equal in a sporting way when fished 

for with a nine-thread line. This is the yellow- 

fin tuna (Thunnus maculatus), classified so by 

Gmelin, I Believe. The prospect of landing a 

blue tuna was never better than fair; but in 

their season, the yellow-fins are so plentiful that 

a good catch is almost a certainty. 

When practicable, it is always better to buy 

one’s outfit on the ground where the dealers 

are familiar with local conditions, and can sup¬ 

ply both the proper goods and advice worth 

heeding. Southern California is particularly 

favored in this regard, for some of the finest 

stocks of fishing tackle carried anywhere in the 

country are to be seen in the Los Angeles stores, 

and the island merchants all handle high-class 

gear. This saves the angler the trouble and risk 

of transporting his rods across country and as¬ 

sures him an equal start with the resident 

anglers in the matter of equipment, which to 

judge from the outfits purchased in the East, is 

an advantage peculiar to outfitting here. Such 

miscellaneous assortments of piscatorial junk 

as are brought to Catalina by visiting anglers 

suggest that they have fallen foul of some enter¬ 

prising tackle clerk who has unloaded upon 

them a large share of his stock of unadaptable 
goods. 

By waiting until arrival upon the scene of 

action, the Eastern-angler surely will save him¬ 

self a couple of hundred dollars at the least. 

Educated by the erroneous articles that have 

appeared in many of the sporting magazines, to 

the belief that a pike-pole and a sort of hand- 

windlass are required in the daily fishing at 

Catalina, he will surely find himself with a lot 

of useless impedimenta on his hands, for nowa¬ 

days the man who uses larger than a nine-thread 

line at Catalina, except for the big basS, is looked 

down upon as a novice. The nine- and six- 

thread lines are all the “go,” and the black 

bass caster with his six-foot, five- or six-ounce 

rod will find himself less out of his element 

than the old-fashioned heavy tackle man. 

Some even bring silk lines to Catalina, not 

knowing that the salt water rots them in one or 

two days’ use whatever the care bestowed in 

drying them. Ten minutes’ talk with any of the 

local or Catalina dealers will be time well in¬ 
vested in point of actual saving. 

Many have asked for suggestions regarding 

clothing for wear in the Catalina fishing. The 

matter may be dismissed in a few words. Often 

the mornings are sharp enough to make 

sweaters comfortable, and for all-round service 

nothing excels khaki or stout moleskin, but 

the dampness has a tendency to make these 

fabrics stiff and slimy when fished in much. 

A loose suit of tweeds or covert goods is not 

only comfortable, but presentable. This last 

factor does not bother the resident anglers as 

much as it does the visitors. What they insist 

on having is all stock and no style when fish¬ 

ing, for at best it is a slimy game. A pair of 

bib and tucker overalls come in handy at times. 

One seldom takes a severe cold from a wet¬ 

ting in sea water, doubtless owing to the 

medicinal properties contained in solution, but 

a trip back from a chase after the tuna out into 

the channel sometimes means a drenching in 

spray and a chilling to the bone that is anything 

but an addition to the sport, even if seldom at¬ 

tended with serious consequences. Those who 

can tolerate flannel underclothing (I cannot, 

for one) will no doubt find it of excellent service. 

The climate at Avalon probably cannot be ex¬ 

celled anywhere. The yearly variation is as 

nothing; the bay is sheltered from all winds but 

northeasters, of which the average is not to ex¬ 

ceed one or two a year. The hills store up heat 

in the day and radiate it off at night, and as they 

all but encircle the pretty little town that nestles 

so comfortably at their feet, the result is a series 

of balmy evenings that suggest the far-famed 

climate of Algiers. Well do I remember a full 

moon that rose out of the eastern sea one night, 

flooding the little fishing town with its soft 

radiance, bathing every building in a mellow 

flood of molten silver, subtle enough in its effect 

to infuse sentiment into the soul of a blind man; 

for these are some spectacles that can be felt 

as well as seen. Hard indeed must he be in 

whose heart those moonlight nights at Avalon 

arouse nothing of romance, or leave behind 

them none of that memory that fades only when 

all material things have passed. 

Edw. L. Hedderly. 

Anglers’ Club Tournament. 

The rules and list of events of the third annual 

fly- and bait-casting tournament of the Anglers' 

Club of New York, which will be held on the 

Harlem Mere, noth street and Fifth avenue, 

Central Park, New York city, May 14, 15 and 

16, are as follows: 

Extracts from the rules: 

Rule 1. All contests shall be governed by 

two judges and a referee. In case of disagree¬ 

ment the referee shall decide. 

Rule 2. In the events comprising any tourna¬ 

ment given under the auspices of the N. A. S. 

A. C., professionals will not be permitted to cast 

except in such events as may be provided for 
them. 

Rule 3. All persons competing shall pay an 

entrance fee of $1.00 for each event. 

Rule 5. The leader and fly or lure in each 

contest must be intact at the time of record by 

the judges, and the length and weight of the rod 

must be recorded. 

Rule 8. After the contestant has taken his 

place on the stand, which is a platform not more 

than eighteen inches above the surface of the 

water, his time shall be counted from the 

moment he says “ready,” and the first cast 

thereafter shall count. The longest cast during 

the eight minutes succeeding the word “ready,” 

shall be taken as his record for distance. 

Rule 9. All trout and bass fly-rods must be 

held in one hand, and shall not exceed eleven 

and one-half (11H) Ret in length. 

Rule 11. Trout flies on hooks no smaller 

than No. 12, old scale, shall be used, unless 

otherwise specified. Leaders, which must be of 

single gut, shall not be less than six (6) feet 

in length, nor exceed the length of the rod by 

more than two (2) feet, unless otherwise specified. 

Rule 12. No time will be allowed in case of 
accident. 

Rule 15. When the method of casting to be 

employed is specified in the rules governing an 

event, no other style than that designated, will 
be allowed. 

Rule 16. In all events where the weight of 

the rod is limited, an allowance of three-quarters 

of an ounce shall be made for a solid metal 

reel seat, or three-quarters of an ounce for an 

independent handle, provided such handle and 

butt joint of the rod are each made with the 

usual metal ferrule and the rod, exclusive of the 

handle, is made in three pieces joined by metal 

ferrules. But when a rod combines both a solid 

metal reel seat and an independent handle an 

allowance of one (1) ounce will be made. 

Rule 19. In all single-handed bait-casting 

events the loss of the weight after the arm is 

raised shall constitute a cast, but not be scored. 

Rule 20. A cast made with click or drag on 

shall constitute a cast but shall not be scored. 

LIST OF EVENTS. 

Thursday, May 14, 10 A. M.—Event 1. 

Amateurs only. Open only to those who have 

never cast more than 150 feet in any similar 

contest. Five casts shall be made overhead 

with a half-ounce weight, to be furnished by 

the committee, the longest cast to count. No 

limit to weight of rod or line, bust cast must be 

made from a free running reel. 

Event 2, 11:30 A. M.—Trout fly-casting for 

distance. Amateurs only. Open only to those 

who have never cast more than 75 feet in any 

club or tournament contest. Weight of rod and 
length of leader unlimited. 

Event 3, 2 P. M.—Single-handed bait-casting 

for distance. Amateurs only; Five casts shall 

be made overhead with a quarter ounce weight 

to be furnished by the committee, the longest 
cast to count. 

Event 3, 4 P. M.—Salmon fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Open to all. Weight of rod and length 

of leader unrestricted. Rods must not exceed 
15 feet in length. 

May 15, event 4, 9 A. M.—Bait-casting for 

accuracy. Amateurs only. Fifteen casts shall 

be made overhead—five at each of three buoys 

—60, 70 and 80 feet from casting-point; quarter- 

ounce weights. For each foot or fraction of a 

foot that the weight falls from the 'buoy 'cast 

at, a demerit of one shall be counted, the sum 

total of such demerits, divided by fifteen shall 

constitute the per cent. 

Event 5, 11 A. M.—Open to all. Conditions 

the same as the preceding event, except that the 

weight used is a half-ounce, and that the buoys 

are placed at 60, 80 and 100 feet from the cast¬ 
ing point. 

Event 6, 2 P. M.—Dry-fly casting for ac¬ 

curacy. Amateurs only. Weight of rod un¬ 

limited, but leader must be at least half as long 

as the length of the rod. 

Event 7, 4 P. M.—Trout fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance, 5-ounce rods. Amateurs only. Leader 

must not exceed length of rod by 2 feet. 

May 16, event 8, 9 A. M.—Single-handed bait¬ 

casting for distance. Open to all, half-ounce 

weight, otherwise same as event No. 3. 

Event 9, 11 A.. M.—Trout fly-casting for dis¬ 

tance. Open to all. Weight of rod and length 

of leader unrestricted. 

Event 10, 1 P. M.—Two-handed salt-water 

casting for distance. Open to all. Five casts 

with a 2j4-ounce weight. Rods must not be 

less than 6 feet in length. Casts to be made 

from a free-running reel and with a line of 

sufficient strength to lift a dead weight of 15 

pounds one foot from the ground. 

In all events cups shall be given to first and 

second, except in the last event, where a cup 

will be given to third. Merchandise prizes will 
also be given. 
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Fishing Around San Francisco. 

San Francisco, Cal., April 18.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Last Sunday the Anglers’ Asso¬ 

ciation held its outing on the banks of Paper 

Mill Creek, near Point Reyes. Everybody was 

invited and a large and jolly crowd attended, 

though no record catches were made. Some 300 

enthusiasts were on hand, and the banks of the 

Whitehouse pool were crowded. The fish, how¬ 

ever, declared a holiday. Thirty prizes were 

offered for the five best average baskets of 

trout, the five best baskets of trout in number, 

the five largest trout, the best catch of trout, the 

best basket taken by a woman, the best catch 

of striped bass, largest striped bass, largest fish 

other than trout and bass, etc. J. B. Kenniff, 

champion long distance caster, entertained the 

crowd by casting 133 feet at a time, but even he 

landed few fish. At noon a barbecue was held 

on the banks of the stream, and this, with Presi¬ 

dent Watts’ speeches, was the most enjoyable 

feature of the occasion. H. Sangerstack won 

the first prize for the best average basket of 

trout. Among the other winners were Nat. Lin- 

field, F. Smith, Sam Wells, L. Peterson, W. 

Sweet, R. Schliff, Joe Myers, Dr. Leafhead, W. 

Chambers, A. Silverfoot, M. Post, D. Tallant, 

Mrs. M. G. Bludon, Miss Uri, A. Krantz, Chas. 

Lessick, Miss McGregor, Frank Marcus and E. 

Artzberger. 
The preceding Sunday, just after the opening 

of the season, the steelhead offered good sport 

in many of the tidewater streams. Fishing in 

the San Gregorio lagoon was especially fine, 

though the fish will not bite except under most 

favorable conditions. Dave Sachs landed two 

big fellows, weighing four and one-halt and five 

pounds, on a No. 10 royal coachman. 

The Truckee River is already being fished 

from the Nevada side, and many rainbow trout 

are being taken both by anglers on that side and 

by Indians. This is not likely to leave much for 

the California angler after the season opens on 

May 1. 
Judging from the conditions which are likely 

to prevail during May, anglers here are not hop¬ 

ing for any great measure of success in coast 

stream fishing that is within a day’s journey of 

San Francisco. As it is now, the creeks are 

lower than they have been during August and 

September of past seasons, and the trout are 

likely to have gone down to tidewater before 

the season opens. A good many anglers are 

planning trips to the upper Sacramento River 

and Big Meadows, as the latter place especially 

is said to show prospects for good fishing. 

A. P. B. 

Fish Hooks. 

Angling writers never tire of praising 

the good qualities of their favorite hooks. 

Emphasis is always given to the form of the 

hook, the shape and angle of the point, and its 

tendency to hold when struck by a fish. To-day 

the sproat hook is highly prized. Perhaps 't 

may be said to be a general favorite; at least 

it is one of the standard forms, and in all lists 

of hooks given by angling writers the sproat is 

placed near the top. 
These facts are recalled by a statement made 

by the late David Foster a quarter of a century 

ago. In a list of favorite hooks he adds: 

“Sproat’s, too, have now about gone out. Those 

in general use at the present day are the sneck 

or Kendal, the Limerick and Carlisle, or round 

bend.” 

Kirby hooks, originally made by Charles 

Kirby prior to 1700, were, according to an old 

advertisement, sold by Will Browne in Black 

Llorse alley near Fleet bridge, in London. He 

set forth that “Kirby’s hooks are known by the 

fineness of the Wyer and Strength, and many 

shops sell Counterfeit for his, which prive to 

be prejudicial to the User. The true Kirby s 

are to be sold by Will Browne and nowhere 

Else.” 

Trout in Rensselaer County. 

Berlin, N. Y., May 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The trout season in Rensselaer opened 

two weeks earlier than usual under the new law, 

and only a small number of out-of-town sports¬ 

men have visited us. 

There have been some good catches, however, 

and one of the best baskets was shown by a 

A GOOD ONE. 

Brooklyn man, a former resident, who was here 

for a day’s sport. He displayed thirty-two trout 

whose combined weight must have been over ten 

pounds. A great deal of surprise was evoked 

by his phenomenal success, because he had al¬ 

ways been regarded as an unsuccessful fisher¬ 

man. 
A few days after his departure Ike Moon 

dropped into the village store and bought fifty 

cents worth of salt pork and twenty-five cents 

worth of tobacco. He was in no hurry, and 

after giving his views on the weather remarked: 

“That there paint man is a mighty good 

feller. We went fishin’ and he caught a couple 

and I got quite a mess. I giv’ ’em to him and 

he giv’ me a dollar. I wanter know why he 

says, ‘Don’t say nothin’.’ Anyway, he’s a mighty 

nice feller.” 
The largest trout so far reported was caught 

near Stephentown, about eight miles south of 

us and weighed one and three-quarter pounds. 
A. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 

Fishing at Sunapee Lake. 

Springfield, Mass., May 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I went up to Lake Sunapee, N. H., April 

14, and learned that quite a number of large 

squaretail trout were being taken from around the 

shore and docks where the ice was out. The 

lake was clearing up in places, a.t Bay Point, 

Lake Station and between the Great and Small 

islands the ice was all out. I landed a trout 

that weighed four pounds. . 
Smelt were not running, but the fish were 

taken with shiners. 
The fishermen are planning on having some 

royal sport with the chinook salmon this year. 

1 understand that the New Hampshire fish com¬ 

missioners have been planting fingerling chinook 

salmon for the last four years, and last summer 

two were taken that weighed 8j<j and 9 pounds. 

These fish grow to weigh 60 and 80 pounds when 

on the Pacific coast, and while it is not yet 

known how large they will grow when con¬ 

fined to inland lakes it is certain they will reach 

a large size and we are all anxious to- have an¬ 

other try at them. The New Hampshire and 

United States commissions are to plant a large 

number of this species in the lake again this 

year. 
The steamboat company will run its boats to 

meet the trains. The hotel at Blodgett’s Land¬ 

ing was opened April 30, to accommodate early 

fishermen. 
Some of the best fishing in New England is 

to be found at Lake Sunapee, and I often 

wonder why your correspondent in Boston 

never mentions Lake Sunapee. I am sure that 

many of your readers are interested in Sunapee. 
Geo. H. Graham. 

Fishing. 
A youth beside the water sits. 

The noonday sun is warmly beaming; 

His nose and neck are turkey red, 

His eye with radiant hope is gleaming. 

He watches close the bobbing cork 

Advance upon the tiny billows; 

A jerk, a swish, and high above 

He lands a sucker in the willows. 
That’s fishing. 

A fair maid trips the tennis court, 

A dozen eyes adtpire her going; 

Her black-and-yellow hat band burns 

A hole right through the sunset’s glowing; 

She drives the ball across the net 

And into hearts consumed with wishing 

She drives a dart from Cupid’s bow, 

She’ll land a sucker, too. 
She’s fishing. 

My little wife beside me stands 

And steals a dimpled arm around me, 

A kiss upon my lips—that’s bait— 

Some information to astound me; 

Her bonnet is quite out of style, 

Her summer wrap quite past the using. 

That lovely one—so cheap at Brown’s 

Is just the one she would be choosing. 

That’s fishing. 

So, whether the game be fish or men. 

The bait be kisses, worms or blushes, 

The place at home by sunny pool. 

Or tennis ground at evening’s hushes, 

’Tis the old game the serpent played 

With Mother Eve in Eden’s bowers. 

And Adam’s sons and daughters all 

Will love the sport to time’s last hours. 

That’s fishing. 

—The Asian. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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23. 
30. 
30. 
30. 
30. 

3. 
6. 
6. 
6. 

11. 
13. 
13. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
23. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
27. 

MAY. 

New Rochelle Y. C. 
Harlem Y. C., annual. 
Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 
Atlantic Y. C. 

JUNE. 

Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
Knickerbocker Y. C. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Motor boat race to Bermuda. 
South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
Marine and Field Club. 
N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Larchmont Y. C. 
Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
Brooklyn Y. C. 

JULY. 

3. 
3. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
6. 

11. 
11. 
18. 
18. 

Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. Y. Bay, around L. I. 
American Y. C., annual. 
Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
Hartford Y. C., annual. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Brooklyn ocean race. 
Motor boat elimination trials. 
Riverside Y. C., annual. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 

18-25. Larchmont V. C., race week. 
26. New York Canoe Club. 

AUGUST. 

1. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
1. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
8. Huguenot Y. C. auxiliary sail and power to Strat¬ 

ford Shoal. 
10. Crescent Y. C. of Watertown, Hamilton to Chamont. 

165-mile race, boats up to 46 rating 
15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
15. Atlantic Y. C. 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N S tor 

motor boats. . ' ■ 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
22. Marine and Field Club. 
22. Motor boats, Boston to Shelburne, N. S. 
22, Binnacle Club. Boston to Shelburne, N. S., motor 

boats. 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. Northport Y. C., annual. 
29. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

SEPTEMBER. 

4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
5. Hartford Y. C. 
5. New York Athletic Club. 
5. Brooklyn Y. C. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. 

12' Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

The Toledo Y. C. 

The Association Formally Inaugurates 
its new Home. 

Toledo, Ohio, May 4.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: Early one raw and gusty morning in 
February, 1907, the home of the Toledo Y. C. 
in Bay View Park took fire and burned to the 
ground. With the building itself went all the 
fittings and personal property of the club, in¬ 
cluding some highly prized yachting trophies, 
and a vast unlisted array of the belongings of 
the members—clothing, sails, small boats and all 
the accumulated impedimenta of many a cruise. 
It was literally a heavy blow indeed. Is it any 
wonder the boys were inconsolable? 

But three days ago, a little more than a year 
after the fire, the club gave a reception to its 
members in the new home which has just been 
completed under the supervision of Mr. A. 
Burnside Sturges, the club’s architect. This 
new home of the fresh water sailor, including 
the furnishings, represents an outlay of fifty 
thousand dollars, and is conceded by those who 
have seen it to -be the finest and most complete 
yachtsmen’s harbor on the Great Lakes. 

The present domicile of the Toledo Y. C. has 
been built on practically the same site as was 
the former club house and occupies a command¬ 
ing position on the northerly limit of Bay View 
park looking directly out into Lake Erie. The 
construction is of steel and reinforced concrete 
with fireproof floors, and, indeed, the whole 
structure is as nearly fireproof as it can well be 
made. The main building covers a ground area 
of 74 by 45 feet, with basement, two stories and 
full attic. This is supplemented with a wing 
29 by 32 feet, and also two stories in height. 
The style is Venetian Renaissance, and the ex¬ 
terior effect is extremely pleasing. 

Nothing has been spared in the interior ar¬ 
rangements of the building which would delight 
the yachtsman’s heart. The basement contains 
the yachtsmen’s toilet and bath rooms, both 
plunge and shower, laundry and abundant lock¬ 
ers, storage and boiler rooms, etc. On the main 
floor are to be found a fine reception hall, billiard 
room and the principal dining room, with three 
private dining rooms adjacent. These last are 
finished in Dutch, Venetian and Renaissance 
furniture and hangings, respectively. Conven¬ 
ient to them are the kitchen and the servants’ 
dining room. On the second floor are to be 
found the assembly hall, whose ceiling reaches 
to the t(f[j of the attic, a large, airy apartment 
designed for dancing and general social pur¬ 
poses, the ladies’ parlor and the library and 
reading room. The second floor of the wing 
is divided into three rooms and bath for the 
occupancy of Manager Frank Frey and his 
family, and three additional rooms with bath 
to be used as servants’ quarters. A little later 
the unoccupied portion of the attic will be fin¬ 
ished as bunker rooms for the convenience of 
the yachtsmen. Looking out upon the bay, a 
wide veranda affords accommodations for an 
indefinite number of people, and this will be 
entirely inclosed with steel screens, leaving the 
festive Maumee mosquito to gnash his unsated 
teeth on the outside. 

Writing of the interior decorations and fur¬ 
nishings the Toledo Daily Blade has the follow¬ 
ing: 

“The new dining room, instead of revealing 
the four right angles of the old dining room, is 
divested of all possible severity by the crescent¬ 
shaped wall nearest the lagoon. The decorative 
scheme of the dining room is dark cream with 
deep blue panel effects, the latter relieved by 
white stencil. The drapings of the wide win¬ 
dows consist of Marie Antoinette lace with an 
overdraping of English Wymess cloth, the 
ground work in ivory, and the blue trimming 
being a reproduction of the blue border around 
the room. The wood finishing and the chairs, 
tables and buffet are of dark mahogany, the 
buffet or sideboard being one of the handsomest 
pieces of furniture ever brought to Toledo. 
Above the buffet is a handsome wall clock set 
in mahogany, being the gift of Will F. Broer, 
one of the leading members of the club. 

“Naturally, the reception room, with its mar- 
bleized columns and its flag effects surrounding 
the entrances, is the center of attraction'. At 
the foot of the grand stairway the emblem of 
the club, being a faithful reproduction of the 
official colors, is laid in tile, and this is re¬ 
garded as a work of art. Otherwise the floor 
is covered with a mass of Iran and Kliva rugs, 

especially designed for the Toledo Y. C. because 
of the fact that they are laid over tinted con¬ 
crete. 

“The overdrapings of the lace curtains in the 
reception hall are of Friar’s cloth. The fabric 
was bought in gray and had to be subjected to 
a special dye to match the side walls of dark 
brown. The overhanging drapery is trimmed 
with illuminated leather border and is held back 
with, braided bands. The wood finishing and 
furniture are golden oak, the latter being up¬ 
holstered in brown leather. 

“In the Dutch room the overcurtains are of 
craftman cloth, the figures being taken from 
the wall and put into the fabric, and revealing 
a tulip in two-toned blue. 

“On the ground floor there are two other small 
rooms designed for private parties. These are 
known as the Red room and the Venetian room. 
The latter especially is regarded as a gem in 
the way of decoration. The three uncovered 
walls suggest as many beautiful marine views 
in oil as well as three periods of the day, morn¬ 
ing, noon and evening, the sea and its multitude 
of sailing craft blending into the sky tints of 
the upper walls and ceiling. The painting is 
the work of Gerchow, and is in all respects a 
credit to the artist. The drapings of this room 
are of Venetian damask of a shade to match 
the side walls, and trimmed with silk fringe and 
held back by crown loops. The drapings of the 
richly decorated Red room are of Gordon rep 
made with small box plait, Valence across the 
top of the long curtains and the sides trimmed 
with metal galloon. 

“The billiard room is done entirely in green 
and supplied with Flemish oak furniture. 

“In the dance hall on the second floor the gen¬ 
eral decorative effect is that of sea-green, the 
benches being covered with green leather and 
the windows with net lace. The ladies’ private 
parlor on this floor is located at the southeast 
corner, and will be a charming place for a'quiet 
rest. The room is well supplied with green 
wicker chairs, settees and full length mirrors. 
The men’s smoking room is furnished in plain 
oak upholstered in black leather. It is a com¬ 
fortable lounging place.” 

A number of years ago Toledo had two yacht¬ 
ing associations known as the Ohio Y. C. and 
the Toledo Y. C. For a time the most active 
and bitter rivalry existed between the two or¬ 
ganizations,'but in 1896 all their differences were 
harmonized and a consolidation effected under 
the latter name which resulted in the present 
effective organization. Shortly afterward the 
Toledo Y. C- Building Association was incor¬ 
porated, and in 1903 completed a wooden build¬ 
ing of Colonial style at a cost of about $15,000. 
This, in addition to its use as yachtsmen’s head¬ 
quarters for Toledo and adjacent cities, was 
the scene of many delightful social functions 
till its destruction by fire as already noted. 

The Toledo boys have an inter-lake reputation 
for hospitality and hereafter, as in the olden 
day-*, the latch string will always be out to visit¬ 
ing yachtsmen. Jay Beebe. 

The largest motor yacht yet built, the 
Allegro, 124ft. long. 20ft. wide with three 120- 
horsepower White & Middleton engines driving 
triple screws, was successfully launched and 
tried at Essington, Pa., on Wednesday, April 
2g, from the yard of her builder, John Sheppard. 
Allegro was built for Mr. George C. Thomas 
from designs of her captain, Captain Leander 
A. Jeffrey, Jr. 

* « « 
The owners of house boats find considerable 

pleasure in paddling about their floating homes 
in a canoe; in fact, it is a necessary adjunct to 
a house boat, being easy to paddle, easy to stow 
and always ready for use. 
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N. Y. A. C. Block Island Race. 

Last year there were thirty-three yachts in 
the New York Athletic Club's race to Block 
Island, and it was one of the most popular 
events in small boat racing of the year. A1 
kinds of boats participated, and for the second 
time the Mahlstedt brothers’ little sloop Okee 
surprised all by winning. 

Twenty-five boats have already agreed to go. 
and it is safe to say this number will be about 
doubled when June 20—the date of the race— 
comes around, as. Harry Jackson, the energetic 
chairman of the N. Y. A. C.’s yachting com¬ 
mittee, is looking up every eligible boat with a 
view to getting them to start. 

Conditions governing the New York Athletic 
Club’s fifth annual Block Island race: 

Start—Saturday, June 20, 1908. at 5:30 P. M- 
Open to deck or cabin yachts in cruising trim 
of less than 31ft. waterline. Fin-keels barred. . 

Course—From Whortleberry Island to the 
West Harbor of Block Island, leaving all buoys 
and Government marks on the channel side, 
except the bell buoy at entrance of West 
Harbor, which may be left on either hand. Dis¬ 
tance 100 nautical miles. 

Starting Line—Between two boats flying club 
flags anchored to the northeast of Wortleberry 

Island. . . , 
Time of Start—Warning signal, 5:30; pre¬ 

paratory signal, 5:35; starting signal 5:40. 
Finish—Leave committee boat (flying club 

flag and at night a red and white light) inside 
of West Harbor on either hand. (In order 
to check any possible errors each boat will 
take its own time when the light on the outer 
end of the West Harbor Breakwater bears 
south and fifty yards distant.) ' 

Crew—No restrictions as to crew, but only 
Corinthians may steer. 

Sails—No restrictions as to size, number or 
manner of carrying sails. 

Time—Twelve minutes per over all toot. 
Allowance—Yawls 5 per cent, and auxiliaries 

5 per vent additional. 
Cruising Trim—Yachts will be considered in 

cruising trim when they carry lead line, com¬ 
pass. charts, fog signal, two anchors and cables, 
one life preserver on deck, the regulation lights 
and their cabin fittings, tanks, etc., in then 

usual places. . .... ... 
Ru]es—Unless otherwise specified in this 

notice the rules of the Yacht Racing Association 
of Long Island Sound will govern. 

Tide—High water at Whortleberry Island 

June 20 at 4:04 P. M. 
Prizes—Five prizes in open event. Special 

prize to handicap class. Special prize to best 
elapsed time. 

Measurement—Certificates of measurement 
giving over all and waterline length will be re¬ 
quired, but in figuring allowance the over all 
length to the nearest half foot will be taken. 

Auxiliaries—Auxiliaries must report to the 
committee before 3 P. M. on the day of the 
race for ensealment of engines. Seals to be re- 
moved by the committee only at Block Island 
under penalty of disqualification. 

Protests—Verbal notice of protest must be 
made to the judge within fifteen minutes after 
finishing and be followed in one hour by a. 
written statement of the facts on which it is 
based. 

Note—Steamers leave Block Island daily, 
making connections for New York city and 
other points. 

Entries—Close June 15. 
Yachting Committee—H. A. Jackson, Jr.. 

Chairman. 230 Canal St., New York city; C. S. 
King. A. B. Fry. 

Although the circulars have not yet been 
printed, the following boats are pledged to 
enter: 

Notos, Commodore R- C. Mitchell; Saladm, 
R. W. Rathborne; Alyce, W. A. Leib; Tanya. 
G. P. Granbery; Rebel, A. H. Terhune; Tillicum 
II.. C. S. King; Mist, H. A. Jackson. Jr.; Nut¬ 
meg. A. C. Jones: Marguerite, Commodore W. 
F. Clark; Vingt-Trois, W. A. Brown; Fearless, 
Commodorp B. R. Stoddard; Mopsa, Sullivan 
Brothers; Little Peter, F. M. Weeks; Kenosha 

II., C. W. Voltz; Dipper, Commodore H. H. 
Van Rensselaer; Surprise, M. S. Kattenhorn; 
Okee, Mahlstedt Brothers; Io, G. A. Marsland; 
(not named) L. D. Huntington, Jr.; Sagola, W. 
H. Linderman; Ramea, P. L. Howard^ Kitti- 
wake, Curtis; Little Rhody, Charles F. Tilling- 
hast; Polly, A. Erdman, Kenosha I., W. R. 
Berth. 

A motor boat race over the same course will 
be started half an hour after the sailing race, 
the cup being offered by Mr. Thomas Fleming 

Day. 

Yacht Sales. 

The following yachts have been recently sold 
by Henry J. Gielow: 

The schooner yacht Miladi for Mrs. S. H-. 
Mason to Mr. Geo. W. Scott, of the New York 
and Larchmont yacht clubs. 

Yawl Scapha. Mr. E. T. Hall, to L. H. 
Armour, who is installing a 17-horsepower 
gasoline engine. 

Yawl Janet, Mr. F. H. Adriance, to Mr. W. 
H. Dixon; the yacht is now being fitted out at 
the Marine 'Basin, Bath Beach. 

Yawl Ebisu, Mr. Harrison W. Smith, to Mr. 
Henry F. Aim. 

Sloop Possum, Messrs. E. C. and k. B. 
Seward, to Mr. H. Beverley Robinson, who, 
with some friends, will sail the yacht about the 
middle of May to her new home port, St. John, 
New Brunswick. 

Cabin launch Runaway, Mr. W. S. Craighead, 
to Mr. L. Arnson. ’ 

Hunting cabin launch Irene, Mr. S. W. Cran- 
bery to Mr. Alfred Mestre. 

Auto launch Yvonne, Mr. J. R. Robinson, Jr., 
to Mr. Wallace T. Foote, who has taken the 
boat up to his camp on Lake Champlain. 

The cruising motor yacht Ida Belle, has been 
chartered for the season for Mr. Louis Kahn- 
weiler to Mr. S. A. Adler. 

The 25ft sloop Eumareia, owned by Ralph L. 
Foster, of Providence. R. I., has been sold to 
Mr. Frederick L. Hodges, of Boston, through 
the Hollis Burgess yacht agency. 

The same agency has also sold the 35ft. yawl 
Varande, owned by Arthur B. Denny, of New¬ 
ton, Mass., to Frederic W. Perkins, of Lynn, 

Mass._ 

Exit, the little double ended sloop, familiar 
to people around New Rochelle on Long 1-sland 
Sound, will fly the private flag of Mr. A. K. 
Gallaudett this summer. 

* « * 
Mr P L. Howard has purchased the sloop 

yacht Ramea from Mr. C. L Robinson of 
Hartford, and will sail under the flag of the 
Horse Shoe Harbor Club this summer. 

k 

Sailors in Port. 
FTER about four months’ 

hard work, we had the bark 
nearly loaded and the boys 
wanted to go ashore at least 
for one day. So one Sun¬ 
day morning, as soon as 
breakfast was over they 
prevailed upon me to go aft 
and ask for a liberty day. 
When the old man ap¬ 
peared on deck smoking 

his T. D. (a brand of clay pipes), I went aft 
and asked for permission to go ashore. 
“How many of you want to go?” he asked, 
and I told him. “Well, you can go.”, he 
asked, and I told him. “Well, you can go,” he 
said in a rather hesitating manner; “but mind 
you all come back. The last voyage I let the 
crew go ashore here, and I had to ship a,new 
crew in their place; they never came back.” 

“Oh, we’ll come back,” I assured him; “only 
we want a chance to stretch our legs on dry 
land.” 

“I suppose you’ll want some money, too, 
won’t you?” he queried. . 

“Why yes,” said I, and I nearly laughed in 
his face, for back of him around each side of 
the fo’castle I saw groupes of anxious faces, 
wondering what we were talking so long about 
and anxiously hoping my request would be 
granted. 

I had to repeat the whole conversation in the 
fo’castle, and when they heard we could go, out 
came the long hidden shore clothes, and the 
bottom of clothes bags were explored for a 
clean shirt or the shore-going shoes that had 
been carefully stowed away there. 

It was comical to see the care the boys be¬ 
stowed upon their toilet and dress. Joe s hair 
fairly shone with the polishing of soap he had 
given it to make it lie smooth. Bill screwed 
his face about before a fragment of looking 
glass he had, in endeavors to comb his beard 
into something like decent shape. Joe donned 
a loud, checked shirt that made him look like 
a thoroughbred Dutchman that he was. Old 
Bill togged out in a badly creased dress suit 
and rubbed up his derby or “hard hat,” as he 
called it. Joe capped his loud face with an im¬ 
mense soft felt sombrero. Hans rigged him¬ 
self out in a blue suit and squeezed his little 
feet into a small pair of dancing pumps with 
real shoe laces in them. All my shoe laces had 
long since departed, but to “dress up, I rove 
marlin ones in place of the rope yarns used in 
every day work. 

My shoes were the ordinary convict-made 
dollar shoes, but I cut them down, so they made 
pumps or low shoes with only a short lacing in 
front. A brand new cotton shirt from the slop 
chest and the blue serge suit I shipped in at 

HOUSEBOAT AGLAIA. 
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New York completed my dress. I went ahead 
of Hans in the way of head gear, as I had a 
regular felt hat, while his best shift was a peaked 
uniform cap that made him look like some rail¬ 
road conductor. 

Old Jim and Fred rowed us ashore, as they 
were going to stay aboard, and landed us at 
the pier, and a motly looking lot of men we 
were when the surroundings of shipboard were 
replaced by shore scenes. 

We each had five dollars in Chila.no money, 
equal to two and a quarter in American coin. 
Our idea was to get into a saltpeter car and 
ride up to the top of the mountain, where we 
were told there was quite a city; but when we 
inquired about the cars, we found there would 
not be another going up until 5 o’clock that 
evening, so we turned toward the village to 
see what amusement we could find there. At 
the entrance was a high picket fence with a 
soldier standing guard at the gate. We passed 
through without being challenged and walked 
the whole length of the one dirty lane on each 
side of which were built one or two decent 
frame houses and the rest were small hovels 
filled with dirty children and their parents. In 
several a pig lay sleeping on the floor as much 

DESERTING THE DARK AT NIGHT. 

at home as any of the family. Every body 
came to their doors as we passed and stared 
at us; but that didn’t bother us any. We walked 
on to the end of the street and found further 
progress impossible, as the shores came up 
from' the sea so steep it was dangerous in most 
places to walk. 

So we started back and stopped at every gin- 
mill we came to. Out of about thirty huts, there 
were about ten that sold liquor. But the last 
place we came to near the gate was the largest 
and best store in the place; here they had every¬ 
thing for sale, and the proprietor could speak 
English and here we spent a couple of hours 
talking and drinking. I invested all my money 
in brown sugar, condensed milk, cocoa and 
crackers, as I did not drink, and had a feast on 
them. Not wanting to return to the bark yet, 
Joe and. I proposed a climb up the mountain; 
I knew if we stayed there very long every one 
would be blind drunk. Charlie had run across 
one of our lancheros, who came down the 
street with a spotless white starched shirt shin¬ 
ing in the sun. Not a coat, vest, or collar did 
he have, but he did have on a pair of cuffs; 
where he got hold of such things was a mystery 
to me. We left these two in conversation and 
started to climb the mountain. It was too 
steep to climb straight up, so we had to zig¬ 
zag our way. We intended to go to the top, but 
after an hour’s hot climbing under a tropical 
sun, we were glad enough to stop at the first 
saltpeter lift; which was only about one-third 
the( distance, up the mountain. At this station, 
or lift, as it is called, we found a narrow ledge 
of level ground with a shed alongside the slide 
and the keeper’s house back of it. 

There was a car’ standing on the track with a 
large iron tank full of water on it, for the coun¬ 
try on top of the mountain depended on the 
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condensing works at the beach for fresh water. 
We dropped down on a bench in one corner 
of the shed, glad to get under some shade, for 
the glare of the sun on the light brown sand was 
most trying to the eyes. 

Here we sat and looked over the queer con¬ 
trivance of wheels and brakes that controlled 
the speed of the cars going up and down the 
slide by a couple of turns of the cable around 
a drum. Below us lay the town on the narrow 
crescent-shaped beach, and its houses, with the 
ships anchored in the bay, looked as small as 
a child’s toys. We were already many times 
higher than the masthead of the tallest ship and 
could look down on their decks and see little 
black dots that indicated men moving about on 
them. Right at our feet, at the bottom of the 
slide, the little pier ran out into the water with 
is tracks for the cars to run on, its small iron 
cranes along the side for hoisting cargo out of 
the lighters and the chutes to slide the salt¬ 
peter from the cars into the lighters. Off the 
end of the pier to the left lay the fleet of thirty 
or forty lighters at anchor, idle for the day. 
As far as the eye could reach to the westward 
the calm blue waters of the Pacific lay sparkling 
under a cloudless sky. Not a sail was visible, 
and after studying the toy houses and ships be¬ 
low us we decided to descend. 

Before we started I tried the faucet of the 
tank car, and succeeded in turning it on and we 
all had a drink, but had some difficulty in shut¬ 
ting it off again. Then we started down, and, 
by running and jumping, reached the bottom in 
less than fifteen minutes. 

The rest, of the afternoon until about 4 o’clock 
we spent in the store talking with several men, 
among them being a.Spaniard or a Frenchman— 
it was hard to tell just which—by the name of 
Charlie, and he got into earnest conversation 
with Bill and Joe. It seems he wanted those 
two to run away from the W. and ship on a 
Chilano bark in Pisauga that was going to San 
Francisco. . Joe asked me to go and I told him 
I would think it over. So he carefully made all 
arrangements to desert the bark, while I was 
amused by watching a procession of natives that 
were going by the door. It seems they were 
having a carnival, a kind of masquerading time. 
There was one character, the center of attrac¬ 
tion for all the young urchins of the place, 
called the Mexican Barber, dressed in various 
articles of women’s wearing apparel. He was 

so smeared with chalk, blueing and some kind c 
bright red and yellow powders that his naturall 
hideous face was a fright to look at. Up an 
down the street he staggered, getting a drinl 
where ever he stopped until he finally ended u; 
in the store where we were and was put to slee; 
in a chair. The proprietor informed me h 
came from Mexico and that was why they callei 
him the “Mexican Barber.” No one though 
of such a thing as harming him, although hi 
was the butt of the town. 

[to be continued.] 

Carl C. Riotte. 

We deeply regret to have to announce the 
death on Wednesday. April 22, of Mr. Carl C 
Riotte, the well known inventor of the famou: 
Standard gasoline motor. Mr. Riotte was e 
native of California, where he was born in 1874 
He became well known in and around New 
York when he and his brother, Eugene, started 
the Empire Marine Motors at 1955 Park Ave. 
This engine was so successful, it was not long 
before, with the co-operation of Mr. Lewis 
Nixon and others, the Standard Motor Co. was 
organized, and a shop erected at Jersey City, 
where Mr. Riotte’s genius perfected the to-day 
well-known Standard engines. The motor world 
loses one of its brightest stars in the death of 
Mr. Carl C. Riotte. 

At Bristol, R. 1. 

There is but little new work being done at 
the Herreshoff yard at Bristol, R. I., the only 
new boat being the 15-footer Nat. Herreshoff 
is building for his daughter and nephew. 

1 he class Q boat Eleanor is having a new 
canvas deck laid, and in spite of various rumors 
to the contrary, Istalena, Avenger and Aurora 
are fitting out. the former being afloat at a 
mooring, and all three will be put into the 
races this summer. 

An interesting lecture on “The Storm Heroes 
of Our Coast” was delivered by Mr. Arthur K. 
Peck before the members of the New York Y. 
C. on the evening of April 30. The lecture was 
illustrated by many interesting stereop'ticon 
views of wrecks. 

THE PORT OF CALET0 BUENO, CHILE. 

Showing the saltpeter slide up the mountainside. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY, 

(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, ^‘Designer,” Boston. 

C« Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT ta CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

TACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work • Specialty. 
17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX (SL STEVENS. 
Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 

IS William Street, - New York. 
Telephones 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

C&Jioe Handling and Sailing. 
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 

Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Gas Engines and Launches. 
Their principles. Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain, 132 pages. Price, $1.25. 

Here is a pocket manual indispensable to every man 
who uses a motor-boat. It deals in simple, untechnical 
fashion with the running of the marine gas engine, and 
with the difficulties that the marine gas engineer is likely 
to meet with. These engines are described, some pages 
are devoted to launches in general, with practical advice 
to the man who contemplates purchasing a power boat. 
The main feature of the book, however, is a clear descrip¬ 
tion of the difficulties met with in running a gas engine, 
their uses and how to remedy them. In this discussion 
all technicalities are avoided, and the author has boiled 
down a vast amount of practical knowledge into small 
space and into every-day language. The amateur power 
boat man needs this book, for it will save him much 
time and trouble, and probably not a little money. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha's Shop. 

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. 187 pages. Price, $1.25. 

The shop itself, the place of business of Uncle Lisha 
Peggs, bootmaker and repairer, was a sort of sportsman’s 
exchange, where, as one of the fraternity expressed it, 
the hunters and fishermen of the widely scattered neigh¬ 
borhood used to meet of evenings and dull outdoor days 
"to swap lies.” 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 

lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
hav« been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Origin of the Sail. 
Concluded from page 706. 

“Although the waters of every sea were white 
with her sails and the shores of every land, hos¬ 
pitable or inhospitable, civilized or savage, were 
planted with her colonies or frequented by her 
mariners, no relic of her laws, language or blood 
remains.” 

If she dates from the middle of the ninth 
century, as historians infer, it is not likely that 
her cruisers and merchantmen trusted to matting 
or papyrus for sail cloth The probabilities are 
that sails as utilizers of wind for purposes of 
motive power happen to be some fifteen or 
twenty centuries older than living men imagine. 
Anyhow, oars could not have been relied upon 
for such long voyages, and when these were no 
longer necessary or advantageous sails fell into 
neglect and disuse. 

Another and a much later period in the his¬ 
tory of sails and maritime enterprise begins 
about fifty-five years before the dawn of Chris¬ 
tianity. “Carthage must -be destroyed” seems 
to have been the stimulating influence of that 

CATO. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway. (Telephone 2160 RectoD New York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boslon. Mass. 

W. STARLING BURGESS CO., Lid. 
John R. Purdon, Manager. 

Naval Architects. Engineers. Builders 
Office <& Works. MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 

Brokerage and Insurance Dept.. 131 State St., Boston. Mass. 

Building Motor BoaJs aj\d 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS” 
t' , ----v'-'f "«*«■ yj** n*c uunuuig ui motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, » 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. j hat portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 

Clofh?mPHce, S5- By Lint°" H0pe’ 177 

revival. At all events the renaissance was so 
gradual that total ignorance of the past triumphs 
at sea are quite manifest. Dido did not bother 
her pretty head with a little affair of that de¬ 
scription. She left it for some “mere man” to 
unravel, and the slow accomplishment of the 
task is not, therefore, astonishing. Carthage in 
the interval had so utterly disappeared that even 
her original name is conjectural. Tunis is be¬ 
lieved to be near its site. The rise and advance 

• -* ucsigns ior practical demon 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted tc 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detad, are given for the building of both these 
boats. I he information is not confined to these yachts 
alone; they are merely taken as examples; but what ii 
??ld.applies to all wooden yacht building according tc 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

of the Carthaginians was prolonged, lasting until 
the year 410. The actual date of the great city’s 
foundation has been so much contested that his¬ 
torians will never be able to agree on the sub¬ 
ject. A very good authority sifts the ancient 
speculations and fixes upon 878. That gives it 
nearly five hundred years of prosperity. Im¬ 
agine how commerce and conquest must have 
gone hand in hand to unqualified success. The 
secret of it is that she was a republic. Hav¬ 

ing perished without leaving a single historian 
to relate the events of her mighty record every 
article in her constitution is unknown. There 
was, however, a senate of three hundred mem¬ 
bers. In all of the contingent provisions that 
constitution—although a subject of much dispute 
among students and scholars—remains too ob¬ 
scure for adequate explanation. No other sails 
brightened the seas for many a long year after 
hers disappeared. The oar and the paddle were 
all that pigmy men needed in the primitive exist¬ 
ence which followed her fall. As long as there 
was no cultivation of the soil, estuaries “and 
rivers yielded a readier harvest than the land” 
and the rude oar was sufficient impulse for the 
little boats then in use. Even Rome neglected 
the lessons her enemy had taught her and suf¬ 
fered her navies to decay. Not until the Vene¬ 
tians went to war with her did she revive the 
maritime spirit of earlier times. Caesar has left 

Ca.i\oe a.nd BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction oi 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
B,y W- P- Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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us some details of those Venetian “ships^ all 
of which were propelled by oars, however. “The 
bottoms were somewhat flatter than those of our 
vessels,” he says. “The better to adapt them to 
the shallows and to enable them to withstand 
without danger the ebbing of the tide. Iheir 
bows, as likewise their sterns, were very lofty 
and erect, the better to bear the magnitude of 
the waves and the violence of the tempests. 
The hull of each vessel was entirely of oak to 
resist the shocks and assaults of that stormy sea. 
The benches for the rowers were made of strong 
beams of about a foot in breadth and were fast¬ 
ened with iron bolts an inch thick. They fast¬ 
ened their anchors with iron chains instead of 
cables, and they used skins and a sort of thin 
pliant leather for sails, either because they be¬ 
lieved that canvas sails were not so fit to bear 
the stress of tempests and the rage and fury of 
the winds, and to drive ships of that bulk and 
burden.” 

We do not get a very definite idea of the size 
of those vessels, but judging from illustrations 
of them it is exceedingly doubtful if they were 
ever close-hauled or sailed to windward at all 
without the aid of oars. Indeed, the lofty bows 
and toppling quarters themselves would prohibit 
such an effort’s success, and it is more likely 
that sails in those days were only used as aux¬ 
iliary, or at times when the winds were fair. 
Christ was not born until fifty-five years after 
this, and even the chain cables went out of use. 
These were not again resorted to for ground 
tackle until the nineteenth century—hempen 
cables having been exclusively employed for 
more than a thousand years. Some two hun¬ 
dred and eight years after the beginning of 
Christianity the Roman “ships” had only one 
mast, stepped in the middle of the tub, one 
square sail and one bank of oars. Amidships 
some were without decks, while others had full 
decks and low poops. The after oars on each 
side were twice the width of any others in the 
bank suggesting their utilization for steering pur¬ 
poses. The plans of such vessels do not show 
a rudder or any other form of independent steer¬ 
ing apparatus. Now let us compare these wash- 
tubs with some of the Carthaginian fleets at 
different stages of their existence—more than 
three hundred years before history begins in 
earnest, or with accurate knowledge. Agrigen- 
tum had fallen about 210. Carthage, however, 
“was still mistress of the sea.” Rome had 
nothing to match “the great five-banked vessels 
of the enemy.” Fortunately one of these came 
into the possession of the Romans, having 
stranded, and this “they used as a model.” In 
a few weeks they had a hundred five-banked and 
twenty three-banked vessels. 

At Lipara. where the new squadron went into 
action for the first time, seventeen vessels were 
captured by the Carthaginians. “Still, the 
greater experience of their seamen would have 
given them the advantage but for the device” 
used in boarding. “It was a gangway, eighteen 
feet long and four feet broad * * * attached to 
a pillar of wood set up by the bowsprit, from 
which it was dropped, when two ships came in 
contact.” The outboard end “was furnished with 
a sharpened bar of iron, which was driven by 
the force of the fall into the enemy’s deck and 
held it fast.” This simple invention held the 
vessels together so that superior numbers 
boarded the Carthaginian ships and won victory 
after victory. Hannibal was finally crucified. 
Xantippus changed Carthaeinian fortunes. 
Sparta was the best school of soldiers in those 
days, and he was a native of that famous coun¬ 
try. Horace, in his famous ode. tells us in a 
few words how it went after that: 

“O mighty Carthage, rearing high 

Thv fame upon our infamv, 

\ city eye. an empire built 

On Roman ruins, Roman guilt.” 

We can form an idea of the relative size of 
ships when we read that fifty vessels transported 
a garrison of ten thousand men to relieve be¬ 
sieged Lilvbreum. This gives us two hundred 
men to each vessel besides her crew which might 
have numbered ten or twelve. This sies"e is 
remarkable for having been “one of the most 
obstinate” on record. It was about the year 

249. “The ships were clumsy, the seamen un¬ 
skillful. Claudius suffered a crushing defeat. 
Most of the crews became prisoners of war or 
were drowned during a storm which ensued. A 
few ships left in port took fire. “Rome was 
now without a fleet. She made another effort 
in 241. “Some of the richest undertook to build 
each a ship, or two or three of smaller means 
would join together. Thus a fleet of two hun¬ 
dred five-banked vessels were got together. ’ 
They were “of the very best” in design and con¬ 
struction. The engagement which ensued led to 
peace, and so, after a duration of four and 
twenty years, the first punic war came to an 
end.”' , , 

Carthage, according to this author, reached 
the altitude of her prosperity during midsummer 
of the year 216. Hannibal approached the im¬ 
perial city of his enemy. “Then only, if even 
tljen, she might have been the mistress of the 
world.” * * * 

“She had lost her dominions, but not her 
trade. Her warships had been destroyed, but 
not the ships of her commerce, and she had 
always in her treasury the gold with which to 
hire new armies. Only twenty years had passed 
since the conclusion of peace when she offered 
to pay up at once the balance of the indemnity 
which was to have been spread over fifty years. ’ 
Rome took the alarm clock down and wound it. 
Old Cato, the narrow-minded and timid "states¬ 
man,” who had served throughout the second 
punic war, was sent to investigate. On his re¬ 
turn he said: “This people is stronger than 
ever.” He laid a bunch of ripe figs before his 
auditors. “The country that bears these,” he 
cried, as the senators admired the beautiful fruit, 
“is but three days’ journey from here.” And 
he voted that the greatest commercial emporium 
of the earth ought to be destroyed. It is more 
than uncertain that he ever officially said, “it 
must be.” He was a cunning knave .and used 
better arguments than words of coercion.12 But 
whenever “punic faith” is mentioned he ought 
to be quoted. Rome was already rotten. Car¬ 
thage was not. Therefore, in all of his subse¬ 
quent “spouts” he advocated the latter city’s de¬ 
struction, no matter how foreign to his subject 
such advocacy happened to be. Similar sophis¬ 
tries have issued from the imperial city in later 
times, and some strange events are matters of 
historic record in consequence. 

Hannibal, in the meantime, had heard the 
facts “and resolved to fly.” At Cercina “the 
harbor happened to be” filled with merchant¬ 
men “and the risk of discovery was great,” so 
that he continued his escape, first inviting the 
ship captains to a great entertainment, request¬ 
ing that they “lend their sails and yards for the 
construction of a tent. The revel was long and 
late.” Hannibal was gone long before it was 
over, “and the dismantled ships could not be 
made ready for several hours.” In this extract 
the historian discloses the fact that there were 
vessels large enough to dispense with oars. The 
trouble is, "however, not so much as regards size, 
but rig for the average historian cannot dis¬ 
tinguish and, indeed, many of them do not know 
a ship from a tarpot. Hannibal commanded a 
fleet in 192. Fie had equipped it also and was 
successful wherever he commanded in person. 
Rhodes, however, then a great naval power, de¬ 
feated him with the weight of her superior num¬ 
bers. Caesar was on his way to that famous 
island when he was captured by Cilician pirates 
who detained him thirty-eight days. They de¬ 
manded a ransom of thirty talents, $30,000. They 
laughed and told them they would ask fifty 
talents if they knew who he was. At Delos he 
disembarked and paid the $50,000. He warned 
them, saying he would hang every one if he 
ever caught them. They were scarcely out of 
sieht before he had organized a small fleet and 
sailed in pursuit. They were soon his prisoners, 
and true to his word every man was executed. 
Rome seems not to have entertained any pre¬ 
dilection for the sea, and after the siege and 
fall of her great maritime enemy she abandoned it. 

12“Centerum censeo. Cartnsvnem esep delpudum.” were 
the words he used. Translated, it reads: “I vote more¬ 
over. that Carthage must be destroyed.” . 

“Delenda est Carthago” he probably never used in 

formal debate. 

The following yachts have been sold through 
the agency of Stanley M. Seaman, 220 Broad¬ 
way, New York. 

Elenor. Geo. F. Sawyer, Jr., Boston, Mass., to 
Frank Hughes, Passaic, N. J. She is now in 
Boston, will be fitted out and used in Buzzard’s 
Bay, where her new owner has a summer home. 

Dione, Tarrant Putnam, Secretary N. Y. Y. 
C.. to Mr. G. H. Gudebrod, Greenport, N. Y. 1 

Launch Dorothy, F. Riker, to J. A. Hogg, 
New York. 

Cruising launch Lobster B, C. L. Barker, 
Chicago, Ill., to M. P. Gould, New \ ork. 

Presto II., J. R. Blake, to A. R. Archer. 
*». « * 

Com. John B. Palmer, of the Knickerbocker 
Y. C., has sold his fast little sloop Naiad and 
expects to have another larger sloop before the 
racing season opens. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
May 16-17.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Hackensack 

River. 
May 29-31.—Eastern Division Racing Meet.—Horn Pond, 

Woburn. Mass. 
May 30-31.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Delaware River. 
June 13-14.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Rancocas Creek. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven. Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Point, 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
-.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Alle¬ 

gheny River. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
Sept. 5-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 

son River. 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 

Allegheny River. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. 

Article III. of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim¬ 
mer may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the official organs 
of tite Association, and approved, as provided. 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ.) 

Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 
tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer, and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in case of non-election of the ap¬ 
plicant. 

Treasurer—S. B. Burnham, Box 23, Providence, R. I. 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for -camps, 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 

A. C. A. Membership. 
NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division—John M. Palmer, Jr., 4 
Washington Terrace, West 186th street, New 
York city, by Fred W. Baldwin. 

Central Division—Grover M. Parker, 78 St. 
James street. Buffalo. N. Y.; H. J. Dixon, 
Warren, Pa., both by E. A. Phillips; Lucius C. 
Litchfield, 164 Crescent Ave., Buffalo, N. Y., by 
F. S. Thorn; E. M. Olin, care of Westinghouse 
Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa., and 
Robert M. Tennant, care of Union Switch & 
Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., both by H. D. James. 

Western Division—Charlie Tisell. 1707 7th 
street. Rockford, Ill., by Andrew Berg. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division—5515. Walter L. Fink, 505 
West 158th street. New York city. 

Central Division—5507, N. C. Sill, Warren, 
Pa.; 5508. R. G. Chapel, Box 874. Warren, Pa.; 
5509,"William R. Rogers. Warren. Pa.: 5510. 
Alfred L. Schellhammer Warren, Pa. 

Eastern Division-—5511, Edward S. Rhodes 
Providence, R. I.; 5512, Arthur A. Rhodes 
Providence, R. I.; 55U- Thomas H. Rhodes 
Providence, R. I.; 55!4- Leonard M. Graves, 31 
Summer St., Providence, R. I. 

applicant for reinstatement. 

Atlantic Division—Leonard C. Ketchum. 

In the list of A. C. A. officers recently pub 
lished the address of Purser John S. Wrigli 
was incorrectly given. It should be Willow 
bank place, Rochester. N. Y. 

I 
t 
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AN APRIL SHOWER IN OKLAHOMA 
It rained U. M. C. wins at Enid, Okla., April 28-29, where the Oklahoma State Shoot was 

held. The report is fairly spattered with U. M. C. honors won by either amateurs or profes¬ 
sionals, shooting 

U.M.C. STEEL LINED SHELLS 
The wins in importance are as follows: 

Highest Amateur Average, won by L. E. Reed, score 364 ex 400—91% 

Oklahoma State Championship, won by L. E. Reed, score 47 ex 50—94% 

Highest General Average, won by W. H. Heer, score 378 ex 400—94;%% 

In addition to Mr. Reed, the next two highest amateurs chose and used U. M. C. shells. 

They are the shells with the steel lining, which won 8 out of 10 of the Interstate Cham¬ 

pionships during 1907. As a point of caution, why not use U. M. C. shells at the 1908 

Grand American, to be held at Columbus, Ohio, June 23d to 26th. 

The use of U. M. C. Shells is good insurance 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York 

T rapj hoofing. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

May 12.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Give birds and targets. 
H. N. Brosious, Sec’y. 

May 12.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, Sec'y. 201 Pearl street, New York. 

May 12-13.—Benton (Ill.) G. C. W. H. Foulk, Sec’y. 
May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 

Keefe, Capt. 
May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 

tervelt, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Paterson, N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 

Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. 
June 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 

N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

May 9.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
May 10.—Watertown (Wis.) G. C. A. G. Keel. Sec’v. 
May 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield. Sec’y. 
May 12.—Lowry City (Mo.) G. C. 
May 12-13.—Montpelier (Vt.) G. C. 

Sec’y. 
May 12-13.—Cogswell (N. D.) G. C. 

Lon Davis, Sec’y. 
Dr. C. H. Burr, 

LI. L. Saylor, 
Ind.—Queen City G. C. 

Sec’y. 
Frank 

la.—Iowa State shoot. Chas. 

May 12-13.—Marion, 
Howard, Sec’y. 

May 12-14.—Des Moines 
W. Budd, Sec’y. 

May 12-14.—Boise, Idaho.—Idaho State Sportsmen’s As 
sociation. Harry B. Grauel, Sec’y. 

May 13-14.—Thornville (O.) G. C. C. F. Shell, Sec’y. 

May 13-14—Ossining (N. Y.) G. C.; $100 added. Chas. 
G. Blandford, Mgr. 

May 13-14.—Sistersville, W. Va.—West Virginia Shooting 
Club; added money and prizes. Ed. O. Bower, Sec’y. 

May 14.—Perry (N. Y.) R. and G. C. W. J. Austin, 
Sec’y. 

May 14.—Skaneateles Junction, N. Y.—Glenside G. C. 
Cottle & Knapp, Mgrs., Auburn, N. Y. 

May 14-15.—Sedalia (Mo.) G. C. J. Paradis, Sec’y. 
May 14-15.—Sulphur, Okla.—Platt National Park G. C. 

E. I. Newblock, Sec’y. 
May 15.—Franklin, Ky.—Simpson County G. C. H. H. 

Black, Sec’y. 
May 16-17.—New Athens (Ill.) G. C.—Egyptian G. C. 

H. A. Dressier, Sec’y. 
May 17.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Ed. F. Leidel, 

Sec’y. 
May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. Ci H. T. Tongen, 

Sec’y. 
May 19.—Belle Vernon, Pa.—Western Pennsylvania Trap- 

shooters League tournament, auspices of Belle Ver¬ 
non G. C. B. F. Daugherty, Sec’y- 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Portsmouth (0.) G. C. Fred C. Kettes, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Fort Scott, Kans.—Missouri and Kansas 

Trapshooters’ League tournament, auspices of Fort 
Scott G. C. F. A. Hornaday, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—CoiumDus (Wis.) G. C. G. V. Dering, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Rich Hill (Mo.) G. C. Geo. B. Conover, 

Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Thompsonville (HI.) G. C. J. J. Bundy, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Toronto, Can.—Olympic trial matches of 

Canada. F. A. Parker, Chmn. 
May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) G. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. artd G. C. 

C. H. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Berlin, O.—New Berlin-Canton G. C. J. 

Smith, Sec’y. 

G. C. Eg- May 22.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett 
bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 
G. Spencer, Sec’y. 

May 24.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Parker G. C. W. C. Kroen- 
ing, Sec’y. 

May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 
Sec’y. 

May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 
men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 

May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 
Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 

May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 
Sec’y. 

May 26-27.—Capron (Ill.) G. C. Alex. Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, Ill.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G.C. Fred H. Teeple. Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—East Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—St. Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. Wm. E. 

Maiden, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransc- 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Utica. N. Y.—O. C. S. A. 

Lowery. Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. 

Hise, Sec’y. 
May 30.—St. Albans (Vt.) G. C. A. S. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. V’.) G. C. 

land, Sec’y. 
Haven (Conn.) G. C. 

G. C. A. J. 

C. Frank L. 

Head, Sec’y. 
W. Jordan. Capt. 

George Slinger- 

May 30.—New 
Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. 
Wootton, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 
Mains, Sec’y. 

June 2.—Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. 
worth, Sec’y. 

Wm. H. Minor, 

Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

E. A. Wads- 
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Sec’y. 
H. H. 

June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 
June 2-3.—St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas 1 rap- 

shooters’ League tournament, auspices of Metropol- 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (Ill.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec y. . 
June 2-4.—Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. . . 
June 2-6.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. P. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. . . , _ „ 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, 
June 4-5.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. 

Jun?4-5.—Evansville (Ind.) G. C. Al. Willerding, Secy. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. , 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec y. 
June 5-6.—Belleville, Ill—Egyptian Hustlers’ tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. ^ , c , 
Tune 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. H. Boland, Sec y. 
June 9.—Greensburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices Greenburg G. C. M. E. Low, Sec y. 
June 9-19.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson, Secy. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec y. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. „ . _ . 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, un¬ 

der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder- 

Juneaip-lf.-Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 

June llLSturgeon (Mo.) G. C. J. H. Winscott, Sec y. 
June 13.—Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D. K. 

Walker, Sec’y. „ , _ _ ,,,. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee Wis —Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna- 

Junrei5-i7.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 
Gunn, Vice-Pres. . , 

June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec y. 
June 16-18— Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec”y. ... n 
June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

June'lL—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. ^ 
June 17.—Champlain- (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Tune 17-ls.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M. Kolb, Sec’v. 
Tune 23-26— Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr., 

Pittsburg. Pa. „ 
June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. E. x. 

Grether, Sec’y. „ T , 
June 28.—Milwaukee, Wis.—North Side G. C. Geo. Lade, 

Tuly 1.—N. Hatley, Can. (G. C.) J. C. McConnell, Sec’y. 
Tuly 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—New Martinsville, Va.—Wetzel G. C. 1. M. 

Mclntire, Sec’y. . _ _ _ , 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. _ _ _ , ~ , 
Tuly 4.—Roanoke (Va.) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec y. 
Tuly 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Secy. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres . 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

July 3-4."—Thomasville, Ga—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

July 7.—Littleton, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. \ a. Ed. 

Tuly1 S-9^Mandan.C ^N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 
men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 

The return match with the team of the Yale University 

Gun Club, shot at New Haven, Conn., May 2, was won 

by the team of the New York Athletic Club, 511 to 487. 

Mr. C. *W. Billings made high individual score for the 

New York Athletic Club, 91, with Mr. Pelham a close 

second with 90. Hebbard, of Yale, scored 88. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Secretary H. N. Brosious writes us that the Sunbury, 

Pa., Gun Club will shoot at live birds and targets on 

May 12 and on July 7 and 8. 

Class B championship, held prior to the tournament by 

Mr. Wallace Minner, was won by Mr. Wm. H. Reed, 

of Dover; scores, 84 to 80. On the second day, Mr. 

Lester German scored 177 out of 190, which was high pro¬ 

fessional average. Bernard W aters. 

There was no shoot on the grounds of the Montclair, 

N. J., Gun Club on May 2. Eight of the members par¬ 

ticipated in a return match with the Princeton University 

team, at Princeton. The conditions were somewhat novel, 

the four Princeton contestants shooting each at 100 tar¬ 

gets, while the eight Montclair contestants shot at 50 

targets each. The latter won, 326 to 298. 

A five-man team match between a team of the Prince¬ 

ton freshmen and the High School Gun Club, of Potts- 

town, Pa., shot at the latter place, was won by the High 

School team; scores, 198 to 187. Each man shot at 50 

targets. The names of the members of the two teams 

and their scores follow: Princeton freshmen—Este 44, 

Edgar 33, Wing 32, Smith 33, Biddle 45; total 187. High 

School—Hartley 41, Tener 43, Fiske 41, Forbes 20, Rich¬ 

ards 20, Stone 33; total 198. 

At the Little Rock, Ark., Country Club tournament, 

April 25, high professional average, 183 out of 200, was 

made by Mr. H. J. Borden, of Memphis, Tenn. Mr. H. 

D. Freeman, of Atlanta, Ga., was second with 182. Third 

went to Mr. J. K. Lewis with 165 out of 200. High 

amateur average, 180 out of 200, was made by Mr. J. W. 

Adams, of Manila, Ark. Mr. E. C. Arnold, of Pine 

Bluff, broke a total of 175, and was second. Mr. F. W. 

Barton, of Dyersburg, Tenn., scored 174 and was third. 

The first annual registered tournament of the West 

Virginia Shooting Club, Sistersville, W. Va., May 13-14, 

has a like programme for each day, ten events at 20 

targets, $2 entrance, $2.50 added to each event. Com¬ 

petition begins at 9:30 on the first day; 9 o clock on the 

second day. Standard loads for sale on the grounds. 

Recognizing that some shooters must kick or perish, the 

following is set forth in the programme under the head 

of “Rules, etc.”: “If you don’t like the way we run a 

shoot, kick, but it will do no good.” For programmes 

address the manager, Mr. Ed. O. Bower. 

Competition will begin at 10 o’clock at the shoot of the 

Pleasure Gun Club, Englewood, N. J., May 30. No 

shooting up will be allowed after the second event has 

begun. Eight 20-target events constitute the programme, 

$1 entrance, $2 added to each event, excepting the last, 

which has $4 added. Class shooting. The last five events, 

100 targets, will constitute a $2 optional sweep. Take 

Hudson River trolley from Edgewater Ferry, 130tli 

street, to end of line, and ten minute walk west to 

grounds. Or Northern R. R., Chambers street or Twenty- 

third street Ferry. Hacks from Englewood station. 

Mr. George S. McCarty successfully defended the 

amateur championship trophy against Mr. Percy Pflegar 

in a 100-target contest on the grounds of the Highland 

Gun Club, Philadelphia, May 2. 

Mr. \V. H. Downs, a one-armed shooter, made high 

average on the grounds of the Meadow Springs Gun 

Club, Philadelphia, May 2, by scoring 91 out of 100. Mr. 

C. II. Kollock won the club event by scoring 23 out of 

25. ' 

The prospects for the ten-man team match, between 

teams of New York and Boston, are quite favorable. 

Mr. Gus Greiff, of New York, received a letter from Mr. 

H. C. Kirkwood recently, in which he suggested con¬ 

ditions as follows: Ten-man teams; 100 targets per man; 

16yds. rise; unknown angles; Interstate rules; amateur 

shooters; entrance $250 a team; winner take all; date 

of first shoot, May 23; date of second shoot, if desired, 

to be mutually agreed upon; in case of tie, shoot-oft tv> 

be upon neutral grounds equidistant between New York 

and Boston. The -boston team will be selected from the 

Palefaces, Watertown, Middlesex, Boston, New Eng¬ 

land, and Boston Athletic Association gun clubs. New 

York may select some of its team members from New 

Jersey, providing they are members of New York gun 

clubs. 

Ten-man teams of the Haddenfield, Pa., Gun Club 

and the South End Gun Club, of Camden, N. J., con¬ 

tested in a match on the grounds of the former, for the 

benefit of one of the home club members who is ill. 

Each man shot at 50 targets. The scores were: Hadden¬ 

field 397; South End 315. 

The Catchpole Gun Club, Wolcott, N. Y., has issued 

the programme of its registered tournament, to be held 

on June 2. Eleven events, ten at 15 targets, $1.25 en¬ 

trance. $1.50 added, and one merchandise event at 20 

targets. $1.50 entrance, are scheduled. Targets, 1% cent. 

Rose system, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2. The Secretary is Mr. E. A. 

Wadsworth. 

Western Pennsylvania Trapshooters’ 
League Tournament. 

The first tournament of the Western Pennsylvania 
Trapshooters League was held on the grounds ot the 
North Side Gun Club, Pittsburg, Pa., on luesday, April 
28, and was a success, there being sixty-nve shooters 
taking part, af which sixty-three shot the programme 
throughout. . , . , . , 

The day was raw and cold, a high wind blowing at 
times, making good scores scarce. 

The trade was represented by J. T. 1 aylor, and Jas. 
Lewis, of the W. R. A. Co.; H. H. Stevens and Homer i^ewis, oi me vv. ±\. wv. v,u., 1—* ~r 
Young, of the U. M. C. Co.; L. J. Squier, of the L. 
- - 6’- * Co.; Jos. Garland, of 
J. uung, w 1 UM. -- > - 

I. Du Pont de Nemours Powder vu;, -- 
the Peters Cartridge Co.; Elmer E. Shaner and E. Keecl 
Shaner, of the Interstate Association, and L. Lauten- 
slager, of the Sportsmen’s Supply Co. . 

As the Squier money-back system is in use this year 
in the League, good attendances are assured at all the 

tournaments. .., . , c 
The next tournament will be held on the grounds ot 

the Belle Vernon Gun Club. Belle Vernon, Pa on May 
*t\ i r --— * iMfUnatinnc if will be well attended. 19, and from present indications, it «... -- 

Two Legget traps were used, and bluerock targets were 
thrown; and to. see that the traps worked right, Mr. 
Chas. North was in attendance; and this, as every one 
knows, assures the shooter of good targets, no matter 
what the weather conditions. The scores: 

At the tournament of the Delaware State Trapshooters’ 

League, held under the auspices of the Wawaset Gun 

Club, Wilmington, Del., April 29 and 30, high amateur 

average on the first day was won hy Mr. G. S. McCaity, 

of Philadelphia. Pie scored 168 out of a possible 180. In 

five consecutive 15-target events, he ran straight. Second 

high average was scored by Mr. Wm. M. Foord, 166; 

third high average, 163, was made by Mr. Edward Banks. 

McCarty was again high gun in the averages of the 

second day, 176 out of 190. Wm. M. Foord was second 

with 168. For the individual championship, concerning 

which Mr. Wm. M. Foord held the trophy, Messrs. 

Edward Banks, of Wilmington, and A. B. Richardson, 

of Dover, tied for first on 88 out of 100. The trophy in 

Events: 123456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

*T R Taylor.... 14 14 13 14 14 15 14 14 14 15 
*‘H H Stevens. 15 14 14 12 12 14 14 15 12 15 
*L J Squier.... 12 14 11 15 15 12 14 12 11 13 
*E R Shaner... 12 14 12 12 11 13 14 14 11 13 

fos Garland... 12 12 11 12 13 11 14 13 13 13 
Lautenslager 10 11 11 8 13 13 11 12 11 12 

*Chas North... 10 12 10 13 10 11 12. 
*E E Shaner... 11 11 15 10.. 
Atkinson . 13 14 15 15 14 15 13 13 14 15 
Trvon . 13 13 15 15 14 14 14 13 13 15 
Fleming .13 13 14 14 15 14 15 14 14 13 
Kelsey . 13 15 13 14 13 13 14 14 14 12 
Hickey .14 14 13 13 14 14 10 13 11 14 
Patterson . 10 8 12 12 8 10 12 12 13 12 
Moore . 11 11 11 12 14 13 9 13 13 10 
McCrum . 8 12 12 9 9 8 10 11 11 10 
Over . 8 13 8 8 5 10 7 9 10 11 
Anderson . 13 12 13 14 11 13 14 15 11 15 
Stoops .14 13 13 13 12 11 11 13 10 10 
McGlashen .... 8 9 8 11 9 7 9 10 8 11 
Matthews . 12 15 13 13 12 14 13 12 13 13 
Anthony . 13 13 14 14 12 15 13 15 11 13 
Bilsing . 13 11 11 13 12 13 13 11 13 14 
Max .12 11 14 12 12 14 11 13 12 14 
Peterson . 13 13 13 12 13 12 12 14 13 15 
Johnston . 13 14 10 13 12 11 11 9 9 11 
T R Frost. 12 12 14 14 9 14 15 15 14 14 
J Patterson.... 13 10 8 9 9 14 12 11 10 12 
Wampler . 9 11 9 9 10 11 13 7 12 12 
J D Elliott. 9 11 9 14 9 14 14 12 11 13 
Brehm . 10 11 6 14 8 10 12 9 10 10 
Marsh .11 12 10 8 14 14 13 11 9 12 
Bower . 13 12 15 14 14 14 14 12 13 15 
Orgill . 10 11 12 9 10 14 12 12 11 12. 
IT W Frost. 7 13 11 10 13 13 13 12 13 13 
Calhoun .12 13 15 12 14 15 13 13 14 15 
Hale .14 12 11 10 13 13 12 13 13 12 
McFarland .11 10 14 12 11 12 12 11 10 12 
Cannon . 11 11 11 10 11 13 11 12 13 11 
Hardy . 13 10 11 13 12 14 13 11 10 10 
King .13 13 11 14 12 12 11 13 13 13 
Pontefract . 11 8 12 12 10 12 12 13 12 11 
Crow . 13 14 13 14 8 9 9 12 12 10 
Bennett . 9 13 10 14 9 10 6 10 9 12 
J S Stevens.... 11 10 10 8 9 12 10 13 12 12 
Elliott .14 12 15 14 12 12 11 14 13 13 
Miller .-. 14 12 13 13 12 12 13 13 11 13 
Barnes . 11 12 12 11 10 11 11 14 11 13 
Mellon . 13 12 12 13 13 11 11 13 12 14 
Spear . 10 11 9 11 9 10 11 11 6 12 
Westfall . 9 10 13 10 13 12 13 11 12 12 
McMeans . 10 10 12 14 12 13 12 13 13 13 
Brabson . 10 S 13 13 9 11 11 13 11 11 
Campbell . 7 6 8 11 10 9 11 8 13 S 
Andrews .. 9 11 9 12 12 14 13 1115 13 
Provience . 7 8 10 10 6 8 7 12 8 7 
Keener . 10 9 12 12 S 11 11 13 15 12 
Cochran . 12 11 13 12 10 13 13 14 10 12 
Barson . 10 8 11 12 14 10 13 15 12 11 
Toney . 5 9 9 9 8 13 12 12 10 14 
G L Schuyler.. 15 12 11 14 10. 
Grant . 10 11 7 7 8 8 9 14 9 10 
W IT Schuyler.. 11 8 14 14 13 15 10 12 12 14 
Lumsden ..10 11 14 13 12 13 9 11 10 12 
McKean . 13 12 11 11 9 13 14 13 12 12. 

♦Professionals. 

Shot 
at. Broke. 
150 142 
150 137 
150 129 
150 126 
150 124 
150 112 
105 78 
60 47 

150 141 
150 139 
150 139 
150 135 
150 130 
150 109 
150 117 
150 100 
150 S9 
150 131 
150 120 
150 90 
150 130 
150 133 
150 124 
150 125 
150 130 
150 113 
150 133 
150 -108 
150 1C3 
150 116 
150 100 
150 114 
150 136 
150 113 
150 118 
150 136 
150 123 
150 115 
150 114 
150 117 
150 125 
150 113 
150 114 
150 102 
150 107 
150 130 
150 126 
150 116 
150 124 
150 100 
150 115 
150 122 
150 110 
150 91 
150 119 
150 83 
150 113 
150 120 
150 116' 
150 101 

90 76 
150 93 
150 123 
150 115 
150 120 

Colorado Springs Gun Club. 

Coi.orado Springs. Co'o., April 25.—The day was 
cloudy and cold, with a strong diagonal wind blowing 
across the traps. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Targets: 100 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 100 

T Garrett. 89 20 19 19 20 19 17 20 18 17 19 19 95 
'A Lawton .. .. 20 18 19 19 20 18 16 20 19 19 .. 
M Hensler .. .. 17 19 IS 18 17 IS 17 16 17 .... 
Mcrideth.. .. IS 13 14 .. 

Brk. 
391 
188 
157 

52 

Av. 
93.1 
94.0 
87.2 
4.3 

John \Y. Garrett, Capt. 
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Danville Gun Club. 
Danville, Pa.—Owing to the very bad weather, the 

attendance was cut down—and scores as well. Mr. 
Stevens, of U. M. C„ had a run of 101 straight, and 
another of 73. Mr. Apgar, of Peters Co., had one of 78. 
H. I. Hess, an amateur, one of 68. The other trade 
representatives present were Sim Glover, Ballistite; O. S. 
Sked, U. M. C.; Jas. Lewis, Winchester, and Lloyd R. 
Lewis, of Du Pont, who had the office in charge. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Sked . 
Hess . 
Harrold 
Hansell ... 
Jas Lewis . 
Dawes .... 
Mason .... 
Stroh . 
Bombay ... 
L R Eewis 
Aurand ... 
Keeler .... 
Creveling . 
Harrison . 
Spicer . 
Welnoski . 
Apgar . 
Glover .... 
Hoy . 
Stevens ... 
Rishel . 

April 30, First Day. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
11 15 13 13 14 
13 12 13 11 14 13 15 15 15 14 14 14 
11 14 12 12 14 13 10 12 13 14 15 13 
10 11 12 8 8 15 12 11 13 15 11 14 

11 10 7 8 9 12 11 14 12 11 14 14 
9 11 11 10 12 12 14 12 13 13 14 14 

14 11 11 12 10 14 14 12 13 14 15 12 

12 10 9 12 11 13 11 13 12 14 14 15 

12 9 10 7 6 9 11 10 9 10 7 12 
8 8 12 11 13 12 14 11 12 11 14 13 

12 11 12 10 11 11 11 11 11 14 
9 8 7 11 7 10 13 8 9 10 io ii 

6 7 6 10 5 7 7 10 12 4 
8 10 3 4 8 8 7 

13 12 12 14 11 10 ii 12 12 13 14 14 

9 10 14 8 12 13 n 12 13 13 14 14 
14 14 10 13 13 14 12 15 14 15 14 14 

11 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 12 15 15 15 

10 10 6 8 10 12 9 13 12 12 9 14 

14 14 1 t 13 14 13 15 14 15 15 15 15 

12 12 11 13 13 10 12 13 13 1 1 14 15 

Broke. 
66 

163 
153 
141 
133 
145 
152 
146 
112 
139 
114 
114 

74 
48 

148 
143 
162 
168 
125 
171 
152 

Events: 
Targets: 

Stevens ... 
Apgar . 
Giover .... 
T Lewis ... 
L Lewis .. 
Hess . 
Mason 
Hansell ... 
Dawes 
D Herrold 
Spicer 
Stroh . 
Creveling . 
Rishel 
Britton ... 

May 1, Second Day. 

123456789 10 11 12 
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

. 15 14 15 14 14 15 13 13 15 15 15 15 
. 14 15 15 15 15 14 13 15 14 14 13 15 

13 14 14 14 15 13 12 15 13 14 13 13 
13 12 14 10 13 10 9 10 12 12 13 13 

. 10 10 11 11 13 10 7 9 10 10 11 13 
12 12 15 11 13 13 13 15 13 14 15 13 

. 13 15 13 10 13 14 13 13 14 9 14 15 
. 12 13 14 15 13 13 9 15 13 14 15 13 

8 9 12 11 10 12 11 10 13-11 13 11 
12 14 15 13 13 13 12 15 13 12 15 13 

.14 9 10 13 13 12 11 13 12 13 6 10 
. 8 13 13 14 9 14 14 14 12 8 13 12 

' 13 15 12 ii ii ii ii ii i-2 i3 12 12 
.13. 

Broke. 
173 
172 
163 
141 
125 
159 
156 
159 
131 
160 
136 
144 

19 
156 

13 

Lillie Rock Country Club Tournament. 
Little Rock, Ark., April 25—The inaugural tourna¬ 

ment of the Country Club was a success in every re¬ 
spect. Aside from being favored by good weather, it 
was graced with a splendid attendance, thirty-five shoot¬ 
ers participating during the day, and of this number 
twenty-one shot through the entire programme, borne 
very good scores were made, though nothing extraordi¬ 
nary; but the shooting was really much better than the 
scores indicate. A fierce gale prevailed during the 
entire day, and this made the targets very erratic, many 
a one managed to duck or rise at an inopportune 
and this caused many of the contestants to think haid 
things and wish for more ideal conditions. 

H. J. Borden, the well-known representative, was high 
among the trade representatives with 183 out of 200. II. 
D. Freeman, another well-known expert, finished sec¬ 
ond, only one behind Borden, with a total of 18— This 
pair had quite a race for the honor, and it was not 
until the last event that Borden managed to forge to 
the front and finish there. J. K. Lewis was third pro¬ 
fessional with 165. 

In the amateur class T. W. Adams, of Manila, Ark., 
sprung quite a surprise bv finishing in the van with the 
fine total of 180. Mr. Adams was comparatively un¬ 
known to Arkansas trapshooters, and when he took the 
lead early in the race and maintained it throughout, it 
was evident that he possessed the necessary nerve to 
accomplish this feat. Second honors went to that well 
known shot E. C. Arnold, of Pine Bluff. Mr. Arnold 
has shot but little of late, but with the exception of the 
third event, shot consistently throughout, and was the 
only amateur to make a straight in the 25-bird events, 
his total for the day being 175. F. W. Barton, of 
Dyersburg. Tenn., finished third, only one bird behind 
Air-. Arnold. 

Straight scores were hard to get for most of the con¬ 
testants. There were sixteen made during the day, and 
a vast majoritv of these fell to three of the principals. 
Freeman got four—one a 25 straight and three 15s, one 
of which was made in the only preliminary event. Adams 
got three, and Arnold got three also, one being a 25. 
The other straight scores fell to Borden, Miller, Proctor, 
Lewis, Campbell, and Simmermacher, each of whom 
managed to get one. 

The trade was represented by H. J. Borden, Memphis, 
Tenn.; H. D. Freeman. Atlanta, Ga.; J. K. Lewis, J. W . 
Hinkle, F. D. Clark and Paul R. Litzke. 

The out-of-town shooters Hn attendance were J. T. 
Lloyd, G. W. Clements, E. C. Arnold, E. A. Howell, 
W. ’ll. Simpson. E. V oss, and Wm. Bovefte, of Pine 
Bluff; A. H. Campbell and E. M. Carl Lee, Augusta; 
J. W. Adams, Manila; W. R. McCracken, Success; W. 
bimmermaeher, and C. D. Conrey, Stuttgart, and F. \\ . 
Barton, Dyersburg, Tenn. 

A special prize of $5 was given to the amateur shoot¬ 
ing through the entire programme and making the 
lowest average. This was won bv Lee Omohundro, a 
local shooter, who also managed the shoot, which, in a 
measure, accounts for his poor showing. The success 
of the tournament is largely due to the efforts of Mr. 
Omohundro, as it was he who conceived the idea of 
having a shoot and who so ably executed the same. 

Mr. H. M. Bennett and Durand Whipple, governors 
of the Country Club, while not active participants in the 

Klean-Ups in Kansas and Elsewhere 
MADE WITH 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns 

Four big tournaments were held during the week of April 

20-25, and all of them rendered honors where honors were justly 

due; that is, to Winchester Shotguns and Winchester Shells 

—the Red W Brand. Read the record, which is a convincing 

story of their superiority : 

KANSAS STATE SHOOT 

J. M. HAWKINS. 

Amateur Championship—Won by 
Charles Rankin, shooting Winchester 
"Leader” Shells and a Winchester Shot¬ 
gun. 

Amateur High Average—Won by 
E. W. Arnold, with a score of 605-650 
targets, 93 per cent., shooting Winchester 
"Leader” Shells. 

JACKSONVILLE (Fla.) SPRING TOURNAMENT 

Professional High Average—Won 
by J. Mowell Hawkins, who broke 392- 
400 targets, 98 per cent., shooting Win¬ 
chester "Leader” Shells and a Winchester 
Shotgun. 

Amateur High Average and High 
Average Cup—Won by C. G. West- 
cott, who broke 376-400 targets, 94 per 
cent., shooting Winchester Shells and a 
Winchester Shotgun. 

GROESBECK (Texas) TOURNAMENT 

High Average—Won by Mrs. Ad. Topperwein, who broke 402-425 targets, 94% 
er cent., shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells and a Winchester Shotgun. 

CRAWFORDSVILLE (Ind.) TOURNAMENT 

Amateur High Average—S. E. Voris, 
first; C. L. Nickle, second; both using 
Winchester "Leader” Shells and Mr. 
Nickle a Winchester Shotgun. 

Professional High Average—Won 
by L. R. Barkley, who broke 386-400, 
96% per cent., using Winchester Shells 
and a Winchester Shotgun. 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE CHALLENGE TROPHY 
Won by W. T. Speiser, of Danville, Pa., who killed 25 live pigeons straight from 
the 33-yard mark, shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells. 

Shoot the Red W Combination at Columbus 

tournament, not tieing shooters, did everything possible 
to make it pleasant for the visitors; and the manner in 
which they succeeded is best indicated by the universal 
expressions of satisfaction by the participants. I he un¬ 
qualified success of this tournament should lend im¬ 
petus to this branch of sport among the members of the 
Country Club, and in the near future this should vie 
with golf as one of its chief attractions. 

At noor hour adjournament was taken lor lunen, 
which was served in the handsome and spacious dining 

room of the club house , , , 
The programme consisted of twelve target events, ten 

15s and two 25s. The purse was divided Rose-Jack Rabbit 
system and there was $100 added money. Scores follow: 

i •> 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Shot 
Brk. Targets: 15 

. 13 
15 15 25 15 15 15 25 15 15 15 15 at. 

13 12 25 14 14 18 23 14 14 15 14 200 183 

. 14 15 14 20 14 15 13 25 12 14 12 14 200 182 

14 11 1 1 23 15 13 12 23 15 13 12 15 200 180 

. 12 15 9 25 14 12 13 23 13 11 15 13 200 175 

v> ii 14 23 12 13 13 23 13 13 14 13 200 174 

in H 14 23 12 13 13 23 13 13 15 13 200 170 

12 14 13 22 10 14 13 20 13 14 12 12 200 169 

. 14 12 10 23 12 14 10 23 9 15 12 11 200 165 

Lewis . 
Lloyd . 
Clements . 

. 12 12 11 -.•> 15 12 13 20 12 10 13 13 200 165 

ii 8 10 18 11 13 13 24 13 13 13 14 200 161 

. 14 13 9 22 10 12 14 20 11 10 13 12 200 160 

Campbell .. 12 11 13 13 10 12 13 23 15 12 11 14 200 159 

Voss . 14 1(1 10 21 9 13 12 19 12 12 11 14 200 157 

Conrey . 11 9 12 20 14 13 9 18 13 11 12 12 200 154 

McCracken. 13 10 13 17 13 11 13 18 11 10 13 11 200 153 

Howell .... 11 13 9 20 14 8 10 19 7 11 13 11 200 146 

Fields . 10 6 9 20 14 8 12 19 10 12 11 12 200 145 

Boyette .... f) r* 9 14 11 14 12 18 10 12 11 13 200 129 
()mohundro. 7 s 10 20 9 7 8 14 11 9 7 7 200 117 
Clark . s u 8 12 12 S 12 16 13 9 8 14 200 131 

Hinkle ... . 7 S 10 16 10 10 12 16 11 7 9 11 200 127 
Simpson ... .. 15 10 9 7 15 10 9 9 9 155 93 
Mann . .. .. 9 11 10 20 12 12 11 12 130 97 
Litzke . 10 11 7 14 .. 70 42 
Layman ... .14 8 12 12 60 46 
Lenow . .. .. 22 12 11 13 .. 70 5X 

Clapp . .. .. 7 4 .. 8 .. 55 19 
W oodson... . 6 11 11 12 60 39 

Cleaver .... 60 27 
I)uley . . 87 .. .. 30 15 
Younts . 5 15 5 
Sim’rm’her. 10 14 12 19 11 15 12 19 10 11 .. .. 170 131 
Carl Lee... 11 10 9 18 10 9. 100 67 
Howard .... .... 14 7 10 8 8 85 47 

Mr. J. A. Hinkle, the active young trade representa¬ 
tive rendered valuable assistance to the management, and 
made himself generally useful. 

Paul R. Litzke. 
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Delaware Stale Trapshooters’ League. 
Wilmington, Del.—The fourth annual spring tourna¬ 

ment of the Delaware State Trapshooters' League, held 
under the auspices of the Wawaset Gun Club, April 29 
and 30, was open to all amateurs. There were twenty- 
nine shooters in the first day’s competition. The pro¬ 
gramme consisted of twelve 15-target events,. entrance 
$1.30. The competition progressed smoothly and actively 
from start to finish. All the contestants stood at the 
16yd. mark. G. S. McCarty, of Philadelphia, made high 
average for the day, 168 cut of 180, of which a consp.cu- 
ous feature was five straight 15s in succession. Second 
high average was made by the expert VVm. M. Foord, 
of Wilmington, 166 out of 180. Edward Ranks was third 
high average with 163. The shoot was managed by VVm. 
M. Foord and Edward Melchoir, J-r., who conducted the 
details with marked efficiency. Scores: 

April 29, First Day. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 Broke 
German . . 12 14 14 13 11 14 13 13 14 13 14 12 160 
Richardson .... . 12 12 13 12 13 12 14 12 14 10 14 13 151 
McCarty . . 15 14 11 14 15 15 15 15 15 14 15 12 168 
Foord ..... . 14 14 15 14 14 13 13 13 13 15 15 13 166 
Keller, ]r . . 14 10 15 14 13 13 14 13 12 12 11 II 152 
Keller, Sr . . !) 9 12 14 13 11 14 10 14 11 13 9 139 
Young . . 10 10 13 13 13 10 12 10 14 4 7 9 125 
Burroughs .... . 12 14 12 13 15 13 10 12 14 10 14 14 151 
Butler . . 8 11 10 10 12 12 9 9 11 7 11 15 125 
Tansey . . 11 9 9 12 11 11 11 13 9 12 10 9 127 
McHugh . . 12 12 15 14 11 14 12 11 13 5 8 13 140 
Read . . 10 10 13 8 6 12 12 9 11 10 12 13 126 
Minner . . 12 10 11 8. -13 11 11 9 10 11 11 11 128 
W Edmondson. . 10 12 14 10 13 11 10 8 11 8 3 10 120 
Cox . . 13 10 14 11 13 11 9 4 79 
Pratt . . 9 11 11 11 14 12 13 10 9 9 10 11 130 
Clark . . 1" 13 13 12 14 12 15 11 13 13 12 14 154 
Newcomb . . 14 13 15 12 13 13 14 11 12 13 13 14 157 
Ford . . 12 14 12 12 13 12 13 12 12 12 14 13 151 
Bates . . 10 11 12 13 13 13 13 11 13 12 12 13 146 
McKelvey . . 14 11 13 10 11 13 10 14 13 13 14 14 150 
Morris . . 10 6 12 10 12 S 10 12 10 10 13 12 125 
Cleveland . . 6 8 11 7 9 9 9 7 9 9 U 10 105 
Evans . . 14 15 11 13 14 11 13 14 12 11 11 11 150 
Springer . . 7 11 13 9 14 10 14 78 
Benson . . 9 15 13 ii 12 14 12 8 1L 9 8 8 130 
Banks . . 15 15 14 15 11 15 13 10 14 14 12 12 163 
Skelly . . 14 11 12 10 12 12 12 11 15 109 
Corderry . 13 11 10 11 45 

April 30, Second Day. 

The weather conditions were unfavorable. There was 
a strong east wind and a heavy rain, all of which were 
detrimental to good scores, although some good scores 
were made. Of the amateurs, McCarty was high average for 
the day with 176 out of 190, the programme consisting 
of six 15 and five 20 target events. Foord was second 
with Lester S. German was high professional 
with 177. 

The conditions for the individual championship w'ere 
100 targets, $2 entrance, open to all members of clubs 
which are members of the State League, providing that 
no non-resident of the State was eligible unless his 
domicile was within ten miles of the grounds of the 
club of which he is a member. For the championship, 
Edwani Banks, of Wilmington, and A. B. Richardson, 
of Dover, tied on 88 out of 100. Wm. M. Focrd was the 
former holder. Class B championship was wen by Wm. 
H. Reed, of Dover, with 84 out of 100. Wallace Minner 
was the former holder. The scores: 

Events: i 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 argets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 

German . . 14 14 14 14 14 13 19 IS 19 IS 20 177 
Richardson .... . 9 12 13 11 13 11 18 17 17 19 17 157 
McCarty .. . 13 14 11 15 15 15 18 18 19 17 18 176 
Foord . .13 15 15 13 14 12 18 19 17 16 16 168 
Keller, Jr _ . 9 8 11 S 36 
A Young . . 10 11 11 13 8 4 10 9 13 16 10 115 
Butler . . 9 13 13 11 10 10 14 16 15 13 14 138 
Tansey . . 9 11 10 13 11 11 14 ii 11 13 11 125 
Reed . . 13 13 14 13 13 13 16 17 17 16 18 153 
Minner . . 10 ID 14 13 11 10 16 15 18 16 15 158 
Pratt . . 5 11 11 8 13 9 14 15 15 18 16 130 
Clark .. . 14 13 12 11 9 8 67 
Newcomb . . 13 13 15 13 11 13 78 
Ford . . 12 8 ii 11 11 12 11 12 14 12 12 126 
T S Young.... . 12 11 13 13 14 13 14 17 17 18 17 159 
McKelvey _ . 8 9 13 10 11 11 14 13 14 14 13 130 
Morris . . 12 13 13 11 13 13 13 11 17 9 16 141 
Evans . . 12 7 11 9 8 11 11 13 14 12 17 125 
McHugh .. . 12 12 13 11 14 10 12 14 16 17 9 140 
Benson . . 10 7 10 8 9 7 9 7 13 11 10 101 
Bates . . 12 12 13 14 12 10 13 17 14 15 18 150 
Crane . . 13 13 12 10 14 11 17 13 17 14 11 145 
Corderry . . 14 12 14 10 12 11 12 13 13 14 10 135 
Roser . .12 10 10 13 13 14 16 16 17 18 15 155 
Ellison . . 10 7 9 26 
Roberson . . 12 14 11 11 14 12 15 15 13 12 129 
Willis . . 10 8 12 10 17 14 18 14 i6 119 
Tuchton . . 8 10 9 9 9 6 14 10 14 8 3 100 
Maris . 11 14 15 12 13 65 
Dands . 9 12 7 9 14 13 14 12 90 
Warren . 10 9 13 13 13 13 i3 84 
Simon . 12 io 14 15 16 17 12 96 
Banks . 19 17 17 17 18 88 
Springer . 13 12 11 12 11 59 

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association. 

Bradford, Pa., April 30.—The programme for the 
Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association shoot, which 
will be held on our grounds May 25, 26, 27 and 28, are 
now ready for mailing, and can be had by addressing 
the corresponding secretary. The Bradford Gun Club 
expects to make this one of the best shoots held in the 
East, and we are expecting a large attendance, and will 
be able to handle all comers, as we are going to set five 
Leggett traps. 

Our grounds are nicely located. We have fifteen-minute 

car service, and cars run to the entrance of the grounds. 
Mr. L. J. Squier will manage the shoot. We will have 

one of the finest merchandise events the P. S. S.,. A. 
boys ever contested for. All that we ask for is the 
shooters and good weather, and our members will do 
the rest. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Scc’y. 

The Western Boosters’ Trapshooting Association. 

Anaconda, Mont.—A number of enthusiastic trapshoot¬ 
ers met in Livingston, Mont., to consider the best way 
to boost the shooting game in the Northwestern States. 
The result was the formation of the Western Boosters’ 
Trapshooting Association; dues $1 per year. It was 
agreed to hold a tournament once a year in some town 
of the following States: Montana, Utah, Nevada, Oregon, 
Washington, Idaho and California. The first shoot to be 
held in Anaconda, Mont., on Sept. 8, 9 and 10. This 
shoot is not confined to Westerners. We hope our East¬ 
ern friends will come in force and see what can be done 
under Western management and Western conditions. 

Anaconda has the reputation of being the best tourna¬ 
ment town in Montana. It has a local gun club with an 
active membership of thirty-five. The traps will be placed 
in front of one of the finest grand stands in the West. 
The space beneath the grand stand will be used for the 
secretary's office, lunch counter, and for dressing rooms 
for the shooters. The grounds are only fine minutes from 
the hotel by electric railway. The hotel accommodations 
are excellent and prices reasonable. 

All prizes in cash. No medals or other trophies to be 
shot for. Ten events each dav at 20 birds each, and 
birds trapped 2 cents each; $5 added money for.each bird, 
or $100 for each event. Sixteen yards rise. No handicap, 
money divided, 20 per cent, to first place, 20 per cent, 
to second, 20 per cent, to third, 20 per cent, to fourth, 
and 20 per cent, to fifth. Rules of the Interstate Asso¬ 
ciation (of which this is a registered tournament) to 
govern; $100 additional to be divided $50, $30, $20, between 
the three high guns for the shoot. 

Mr. James H. Cochran will have charge of the office, 
insuring prompt returns. The results of each event will 
be posted a few minutes after the last shot is fired. 
Entries for the whole shoot solicited. Settlements made 
in cash for every event at the close of the shoot, or at 
the close of the tournament, to suit the convemence of 
the shooters; $3,100 in gold added. We expect 300 shoot¬ 
ers to take part in the tournament, but can accommo¬ 
date as many more. Mr. James L. Head, the U. M. C. 
representative, will be ground manager. The grounds 
will be open for practice two days before the tournament. 

The officers of the Association are: President, P. T. 
Holahan. Twin Falls, Idaho; Vice-President, C. II. Smith, 
Butte, Mont.; Secretary-Manager, J. S. Boa, Salt Lake 
City, Utah; Custodian, Eugene F. Confarr, Livingston, 
Mont.; Local Manager, E. P. Mathewson. Anaconda, 
Mont.; Local Secretary, James II. Cochran, Anaconda, 
Mont. 

Mentclair—Princeton University. 

Princeton, N. J., May 2.—The Montclair Gun Club 
were the visitors at Princeton to-dav, and shot a return 
match with the university team. , The home team was 
handicapped by not having one of its best men present, 
he being sick, while three others of the team were away. 
The home team shot four men, 100 targets per man. 
while the visitors shot eight men, 50 targets per man. 
The latter were victorious with 28 targets to the good. 

Twice during the progress of the match severe rain 
squalls interfered with good scores, the contestants get¬ 
ting thoroughly soaked. 

The visiting team made the trip from Montclair to 
Princeton in four automobiles, Colquitt using his new 
Stoddard-Deyton racer, while Allan took along his new 
60 H.-P. Thomas. The distance, including stops, was 
covered in something less than two hours. The Mont¬ 
clair men all rendezvoused at the Princeton Inn, and 
after dinner. went down to the grounds of the home 
club for a little preliminary practice. 

Princeton University Team. 
Wood . 19 18 90 16—75 
Westerhaver 21 22 17 21—81 
Latta . 21 18 16 22—77 
Spring . 21 13 15 16—65—298 

Montclair Gun Club Team. 
Allan . 24 23—47 
Colquitt _ 24 21-45 

16 16—32 
Winslow .... 17 17—34 

99 22 44 
18 21—39 

Dukes . 23 20—43 
Boxall . 23 19-42—326 

Edward Winslow. 

Whiteville Gun Club. 

Whiteville, Tenn.. April 28.—The Whiteville Gun 
Club held their first shoot of the season April 27. at which 
some excellent scores were made. Karl Butcher, a lad 
of fifteen years, shooting at targets for the first time, 
broke 22 out of his first 25, and 43 out of 50, a score 
many an older hand at the game might well feel proud of. 

Dr. IT. II. Davis, of the local club, well deserved the 
congratulations he received on breaking 25 straight, while 
all regretted the fact that the popular Mr. M. A. VVebb 
was forced to confine himself to the scoring on account 
of a severe headache. 

Bill Parker, president of the club, looked after the 
traps, and saw that everybody had a good time, holding 
down both jobs to perfection. 

Messrs. Kinney, of Brownsville, Tenn.. and Plummer, 
of the trade, enjoyed the hospitality of the club to the 
limit, and join with all present in wishing the Whiteville 
Gun Club all success and pleasure for the coming season. 

Following are the scores: 
Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 

*P B Plummer.. 75 73 Karl Butcher.. ..50 43 
Dr H H Davis. 75 70 T B Cross. .. 25 21 
G A Kinney.... 75 63 Pete Prewitt . .. 25 17 
J R Tisdale. 75 62 Whit Grady .. ..25 14 

*lrade representative. P. B. P. 

New York State Shoot. 

Syracuse, N. Y., April 29.—Permit me, through your 
columns to call the attention of the many New York 
State trapshooters who are numbered among your sub¬ 
scribers, to the annual tournament of New York State 
Sportsmen's Association which will be held this year in 
Elmira, N. Y., June ID, 11 and 12. 

The increased interest manifested at the very success¬ 
ful annual shoot held in Syracuse last year and the fine 
schedule of events outlined for the E.mira tournament 
lead me to believe that there will be a splendid attend¬ 
ance of shooters at Elmira. 

We have been fortunate enough to secure the services 
as cashier of Mr. Luther J. Squier, originator of the 
Squier money-back system, which was employed so sat¬ 
isfactorily a year ago in Syracuse and will obtain at this 
year’s tournament. 

The grounds of the Elmira Club are particularly well 
adapted to a large tournament, being well equipped with 
buildings for the comfort and convenience of the shoot¬ 
ers, who will have a north light and a perfect sky line, 
with conditions all favorable for high scores. 

The Elmira shooters are a hospitable, whole-hearted 
bunch of good fellows; the hotels of Elmira furnish 
excellent accommodations, and it has also been inti¬ 
mated to me that the beautiful new club house of the 
Century Club, just across the street from the City Hall, 
where the annual meeting of the Association will be 
held on the evening of June 9, will be thrown open to 
the visiting sportsmen. Everything therefore points to 
an enjoyable meet. 

Now one final word with regard to the annual meet¬ 
ing. Occurring on the evening previous to the begin¬ 
ning of the tournament, it should be possible for every 
member of the Association who attends the latter to be 
present, also at the meeting and take part in its delib¬ 
erations. I wish to urge every member who attends the 
tournament to- be present at the annual meeting and 
bring a good suggestion. 

H. W. Smith, 
President New York State Sportsmen’s Assn. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., May 2.—There was some wind 
with a murky eky. The weather gradually thickened till 
the close of the* shoot, when rain set in. Mr. Young, of 
Chicago, was easily the star performer of the meeting. 
Scores: 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 '6 7 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 10 

Schoverling . . 21 21 15 16 
Young . . 24 24 25 24 23 21 8 
Lyman . . 16 21 19 14 15 
Gaughan . . 16 11 19 20 14 i2 
Dreyer . . 16 20 17 17 14 18 
Bergen . 22 20 21 17 16 
Fessenden . . 14 17 14 16 
Creamer . . 20 20 23 20 18 
Shevlin . . 8 9 
Armitage . 
Morgan . . 16 IS 13 20 14 

. 16 19 23 
Birch . . 5 ii 8 
Grabie . 12 16 19 
Cirqua . 3 . 
Armitage . 17 18 20 
Griffith . 17 21 IS 15 15 
Scales . 5 8 6 
Duckworth . 11 ii 12 13 
Damron . 6 
voorhies . 21 21 15 17 6 
Potter . 12 17 18 q 
Reynolds . 16 
Waters . 1° 6 11 
Russell . 14 8 13 
Gaughan . 15 
Griffith . 23 
Voorhies . 23 

Match, 25 targets, between Schleiman and Waters, 
standing at the traps. Schleiman was the victor by a 
fine margin, 19 to 14. 

New York Athletic Club—Yale. 

New Haven, Conn., May 2.—The return clay bird shoot 
between the gunners of the New York Athletic Club 
and the Yale University Gun Club, took place to-day at 
New Haven, and resulted, as did the first, in a win for 
the Mercury-foot marksmen, by 22 targets. The match 
was close and interesting throughout. Charley Billings, 
of the N. Y. A. C., was high gun with 91 breaks. Fred 
Pelham, a close second with 90, a bad third round 
spoiling a great score—a spectator walking in front of 
the traps as he was about to pull the trigger, put him 
out of his time, and he dropped to 19. Hebbard, of 
Yale,' with 88, was high gun for his team. The scores 
in detail and the order of men at traps follow. Tilt’s 
shells did not arrive in time, and he shot with a different 
load than the one he was accustomed to. 

Yale. 
Gosnell . 18 21 21 18— 78 
Dickey .  22 15 24 19— 80 
Trudeau . 18 16 24 18— 76 
Thaw . 21 20 22 19— 82 
Hebbard . 20 23 21 24— 88 
l’ugsley . 21 21 22 21— S5 

120 116 134 119 487=81 1-2% 

N. Y. A. C. 
Tilt ...'.... 16 22 19 19— 76 
O’Donohue . 18 20 21 23— 82 
Elias . 21 22 20 21—'84 
Billings . 24 23 22 22— 91 
Pelham .  24 23 19 24— 90 
Hodgman . 21 20 23 24— 88 

124 130 124 133 511=85 1-6% 
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The proof of the Cartridge is in the shooting* The United States Army, 

by careful tests, have proven the l/. Cartridges to be the most 

accurate and reliable. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO., 
« 

LOWELL, MASS.. U. S. A. 

Agencies: 497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St„ New York. 114-116 Market St„ San Francisco 

Phoenixville Gun Club. 

Phcenixville. Pa., May 2.—This was the first of a 
series of club shoots, and the first time over the new 
Leggett, which was out of adjustment, but finally came 
around all right. A thunderstorm came up with plenty 
of wind to help keep the scores down. H. H. Stevens 
and Overbaugh. of U. M. C. Co„ and Lloyd R. Lewis, 
of the Du Pont Co., were present. Scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Lewis . 
Fulmer . 
Cormack . 
Overbaugh ... 
L Morris . 
T Nolan . 
Lambert . 
Dutch . 
Stevens . 
Sands . 
Reimer . 
Miles . 
Bard . 
McGlinche ... 
J Lambert ... 
\V Buckwalter 
W Nice . 
P Mace . 
Dunlap . 
H Buckwalter 
Force . 
Armstrong .... 

123456789 10 11 12 
10 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 15 

7 IS 
5 6 5 
6 11 7 
6 13 9 
5 5 5 
7 10 .. 
3 9 7 

8 3 

7 11 8 7 14 
'7 9 5 5 6 

4 9 10 
7 5 9 

6 6 
6 6 

8 5 13 
5 5 8 
7 6 .. 

7 12 
2 

3 7 
3 5 . 
5 7 10 
6 

9 8 13 8 7 14 8 8 15 9 10 10 
4 

4 2 10 

6 6 
5 12 
4 10 

2 
'8 11 
10 14 

3 10 

5 6 
4 6 
5 6 

7 10 

3 7 

S .. . 
0 4 . 

Broke. 
101 
73 

67 

'86 

il9 

Amlostan Gun Club. 

W ashington, D. C., May 2.—The Analostan Gun Club 
had another very windy afternoon for their regular weekly 
shoot. The weather man promised clear weather, but 
missed it badly, as a hard rainstorm, which came swirl¬ 
ing out of the southwest, passed over the city about the 
time many were getting ready to go to the grounds. 
Another one followed in its wake about 3 o’clock, but 
after the second flurry was over, the weather was fairly 
good, barring a stiff wind, which made many of the 
semes patchy. However, fifteen of the boys answered to 
roll call. 

Dr. Barr and Uncle Billy Wagner were out for the first 
time this season, the latter using a new 34-inch Parker. 
He did good work with it, considering the wind, and 
the fact that he had four inches more of barrel to handle 
than on his “old reliable.” Fred Geyer and Dan Orrison 
were out for the first time, the latter having restocked 
his gun—it nov has the prettiest Dutch stock you ever 
saw. C. B. Wise was on hand, and made the boys go 
some. The first club contest was shot, and the 25-target 
event enumerated below was for the club prizes: 

Events: i 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Shot 
Broke. Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 25 15 at. 

9 10 7 7 9 .. 15 .. 10 100 82 

Dr Barr . .. 8 6 6 6 7 8 .. H 18 100 70 

C B Wise.... .. 6 7 10 9 9 .. .. 15 20 105 83 

Dr Stine . .. 4 5 3 6 9 7 5 10 15 7 120 71 

.. 7 9 7 5 7 7 9 .. 17 95 68 

Geyer . .. 4 6 4 4 6 .. .. 12 14 115 50 

Dr Shoupe .. .. 8 4 3 7 7 9. 65 38 

Wagner . .. 5 7 9 8 5 9 .. 13 23 loo 79 

M Taylor .... .. 5 8 8 9 10 .24 75 64 

Dr Parsons .. .. 6 8 5 .... 9 17 6 80 51 

Dr Cobey ... 7 6 17 2 70 23 

Orrison . .. 9 14 15 50 38 
Hann . 7 6 .. 21 45 34 

Dr Taylor ... .15 25 15 
Dr Monroe .. .... 6 13 2 50 21 

Miles Taylor, Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—The tournaments registered during 
the week ending May 2 are as follows: 

Schell City. Mo., May 29.—Schell City Gun Club. Dr. 
C. J. Campbell, .Sec’y. 

Lockport, Hit,. May 30-31.—Will County Gun Club. 
G. Bush, Sec’y. 

Clinton, Mo., June 4-5.—Clinton Gun Club. A. W. 
Campbell, Sec’y. • , 

Glasgow, Mo., Tune 9-10.—Glasgow Gun Club. Dr. VV. 
R. Hawkins, Sec'y. „ , _ 

Eldora, la., June 16-17.—Eldora Gun Club. \Y. B. 
Linell, Sec’y. 

Macon, Mo., June 16-17.—Macon Gun Club. G. N. 
Davis, Sec’y. 

New Franklin, Mo., June 18-19.—New Franklin Gun 
Club. A. McLachlin. Sec’y. 

Coleman, Wis., June 21.—Coleman Gun Club. W. J. 
Reinke, Sec’y. 

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr. 

Columbus Gun Club News. 

big force of office help that will be required to take 
care of the big event. 

The kind of traps and the number of each have been 
decided on, and the complete trap equipment of the 
Grand American Handicap will have been finished and 
ready for shooters wishing practice over same by Satur¬ 
day, May 16. Three of the traps are now complete, and 
the addition of the double system on Trap No. 3 and two 
automatic traps for throwing singles, will complete the 
outfit. 

The grounds were never in finer condition, and the 
mantle of beautiful green grass that spreads out like a 
lake of green all over the twenty acres will prove restful 
to the eyes of the shooters who come this way to the 
big shooting carnival. 

There will open here on June 2, the Preliminary of the 
Ohio State Trapshooters’ ’ League shoot, lasting three 
days, or four days with the Preliminary. This shoot is 
open to all comers from all States, as optional sweeps 
will be run on all events, including a very attractive 
programme, in which out-of-State shooters will find much 
to their liking. The money-back system applies only to 
Ohio shooters; also the cup races. The programme will 
be ready to mail on May 15, and a'l requests'for same 
will receive prompt attention by addressing Fred. Shat- 
tuck, secretary, 42 Board of Trade, Columbus, O. 

Orange Gun Club. 

Orange, N. J., May 2.—No one having won the Miller 
trophy three times, the members of the Orange Gun Club 
took their twelfth try for it Saturday. H. A. Hilsinger 
won, and as this is his first, the members will try again 
next month. The cup now has ten names and scores 
engraved upon it, two members having won it twice. 
The scores for this event at 50 targets, handicap, were: 

B. H. T. 
Hilsinger ....... 39 6 45 
Munn . 42 2 44 
Wells . 38 4 42 
Richardson . 38 4 42 
Wakeley . 36 6 42 
Ilonoer . 33 8 41 
Wallis . 29 12 41 

B. H. T. 
Baldwin . 38 2 40 
Gednev . 28 12 40 
Fleck . 29 10 39 
Mosler . 34 4 38 
Schriver . 28 10 38 
Lane . 26 12 38 
Wickes . 35 2 37 

Columbus, O.—Fifteen or twenty shooters were out to 
the club grounds on Saturday afternoon, May 2, and 
encountered one of the heaviest windstorms that we have 
had this season of the year to shoot in. That, together 
with the cold wave that came in with the wind, made 
it an absolute impossibility to make anything that 
looked like a score, and it would be an injustice to those 
who did shoot to publish the scores, as it would be a 
hard matter for any one not on the ground to under¬ 
stand the situation. 

Work in the way of preparing the grounds for the 
Grand American Handicap is now going on. and the 
new office is now completed. It will accommodate the 

The following scores were made for the second leg for 
a Smith gun, at 50 targets, handicap, Munn winning the 
shoot-off at 25 targets, scoring 24-1-25. 

Munn 
Baldwin 
Wickes . 
Hopper . 
Starrett 
Hilsinger 
Fleck ... 

B. H. T. B. H. T. 
44 O 46 Richardson .. ...37 4 41 

44 9 46 Mosler . ...31 10 41 
44 9 46 Gedney . ... 27 12 39 
39 7 46 Schriver . ...24 10 34 

33 10 43 Wakeley . ... 28 6 34 
36 6 42 Geyer . ... 27 14 41 
32 10 42 

M. R. Baldwin, Sec’y. 
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ANOTHER 
CHAPTER 

OF: 

PETERS 
VICTORIES 

1st Amateur Average at Carnegie, Pa., April 28, 
by Mr. J. T. Atkinson, 

141 out of 150 
1st Professional Average at Hale’s Corners, Wis., April 26, 

by Mr. J. M. Hughes, 

140 out of 150 
1st Professional Average at Little Rock, Ark., April 24, 

by Mr. H. J. Borden, 

182 out of 200 
1st Amateur Average at Little Rock, Ark., April 24, 

by Mr. J. W. Adams, 

180 out of 200 
1st Professional and 1st General Averages at Freehold, N. J., 

April 23-24, by Mr. Neaf Apgar, 

341 out of 370 

s 
3 

SHOOT PETERS SHELLS 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and W».r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

It is significant that both the man’s and boy’s first choice is a STEVENS. O ur 
Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols are the best at popular prices. Why seek further? 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY, - 
New York Office 

P. 0. Box 5668, 
98 Chambers Street 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS 

Ask your Dealer—insist on Stevens. We will ship 
direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of Catalog Price—if 
you cannot obtain. 

Send 5 cts. in stamps for 160-page complete illustrated catalog. 
Replete with Stevens and General Firearm Information. 
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The Palefaces. 

Roston. Mass., April 29.—Some seventeen shooters 
sallied forth to Wellington marshes to-day for the sole 
purpose of taking advantage of a most perfect day for 
trapshooting, a somewhat new thing for us to experi¬ 
ence in this section, as during the last four months not 
a shooting day has this grounds seen that was conducive 
to good scores. 

However, only a few took advantage of it, one Geo. 
Hassam being considerably in the lime light, his 91 for 
second in the high average, and his 22 from 21yds. in the 
Powers trophy match being very clever shooting, his 
targets being blown out of sight, and leaving no doubt 
as to being right there with the goods. 

Robbie Burnes got them going some, too, but not 
coming in the regular programme, gets very little credit 
for his efforts. His 23 in the Powers match ties the high 
score, and will give him a nucleus to work on that should 
be of considerable use. 

Tn the 50-target, added bird, handicap, the results were 
most interesting, as all classes of shooters were entered, 
and from the score all classes of shooters tied in on the 
finals. Charles, Randall, Kirkwood, Hassam, Sibley and 
Atwood, all secured the necessary total, and it necessi¬ 
tated two shoot-offs to find the winner, each of the first 
three securing a possible in the first trial, and in the 
second the last mentioned lust nosed in ahead of Charles 
with one target to the good: 

Metropolitan Championship 
At Montclair, New Jersey, April 1st, 1908, was won by 

Mr. George Kouwenhoven, score 95 ex 100, 

-SHOOTING- 

BALLISTITE 
BALLISTITE AND EMPIRE 

(DENSE) (BULK) 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 Total 
Kirkwood . . 8 13 10 15 9 13 10 15 94 
Hassam . . 9 13 10 13 10 14 9 12 91 
Siblev . . S 12 8 14 8 13 9 13 85 
Frank . . 8 14 7 15 7 13 7 13 84 
Rean . . 9 11 8 14 5 10 8 14 79 
Randall . . fi 11 7 12 10 12 9 12 79 
Powers . . 7 11 10 10 7 11 9 14 78 
Muldown . . S 12 8 10 10 12 4 14 78 
Atwood . . S 12 8 9 5 14 9 13 7.8 
Charles . . S 11 fi 9 9 12 7 11 76 
Buffalo . . 9 11 7 11 fi 13 5 13 75 
Rurnes . . fi 1’ 5 11 7 11 9 11 72 
Tones . . 10 11 .8 10 5 13 9 11 77 
Todd . . 8 12 7 10 7 7 8 7 fifi 
T.vnde . . fi 14 10 9 5 9 5 8 fifi 
Brvant . . 5 5 4 .8 7 5 5 10 49 
Tnrdan . . 7 11 fi 10 34 
Hollis . 6 11 O 

O 9 29 

Fifty target match. added target handicap: 
B. IT. T. B. H. T. 

■Randall . ... 43 8 51 Buffalo- . 37 fi 43 
Atwood . .. 41 10 51 ffodd . . 29 10 39 
Muldown _ .. 40 8 48 Hollis . . 29 8 37 
Frank . .. 40 d 4fi Kirkwood . . 47 4 51 
Tones . .. 30 10 40 Siblev . 43 7 50 
t.vnde . .. 28 10 38 Powers . . 40 7 47 
Charles . .. 4° 8 50 Bean . 37 5 42 
Hassam . .. 45 5 50 Bryant . 37 12 49 
Rurnes . .. 38 10 4S 

Highland Gun Club. 

Rhii AnELPHM, Pa.. May °—The special feature of the 
club shoot to-dav was the 100-target contest for (Tie ama¬ 
teur championship tmphv, between Messrs. Geo. S. 
McCarty and Perrv Rflegar. The match was shot in the 
regular events. The former won possession of the trophy 
on Washington’s Rirthday, and must defend it success¬ 
fully through a certain period before it becomes his 
personal property. The scores were: McCarty 92, Rflegar 
84. Dr. Wentz was high in the regular club event. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 fi 
Targets: 15 15 25 25 15 25 

Rallantvne . 19 14 23 "3 13 23 
Davis '.. 11 8 19 IS 15 1(1 
G McCartv . 15 °3 *>3 °5 14 21 
Rflegar . 15 ”9 ”9 ’3 14 19 
Dr Wentz . 15 14 ”4 °1 11 1(1 
Perrv . 9 9 21 20 1° 2° 
Peed . 10 19 1(1 1(1 10 14 
Crooks . 13 22 22 .. .. 
R McCartv . 7 9 11 15 6 H 
Harkins . 15 IS .. 1” 
Firth . 1? S 21 IS S 21 
Tansev . 10 10 90 17 7 15 
ltoatche . 17 o0 .. 
Pratt . 11 13 19 23 5 19 
Hamil . IS 23 4 .. 
Cantrell . 10 ”2 12 14 
Mawson . 14 20 12 11 
Hoover . 20 24 14 20 
Geiger . 17 IS 19 17 
Aiman . 8 6 

Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y., May 22.—To-day’s shopt wound up 
the regular practice days of the Ossining Gun Club till 
September. There will, however, be shoots held at odd 
times during the summer. The big shoot to he held the 
13th and 14th inst. promises a first-class time for all who 
attend. To-dav Dietrich got a win on the rifle on a 
shoot-off with Coleman in event No. 3. Rvent No. 4 was 
at 5 pairs, one from each trap, from the 22vds. mark. 
Preston Wood won out with a total score of 5. No. 5 
was for the camera. Bedell and Dietrich have a tie to 
shoot off for the win. Dietrich got final win on the 
chafing dish on a deferred shoot-off with Willi. 

Kvents: 1 2 g 4 5 fi 7 8 
Targets: 10 To 25 5p -25 25 25 25 

T T Hyland . 7 8 4 22 2 4 21 14 
1 Wilh . 10 fi 5 20 2 5 w 20 ii ii 

5 9 5 21 4 5 1G 
9 6 7 24 9 6 23 

C G Rlandford. 8 2 21 3 2 17 18 20 19 
P Wood . «iR 5 fi 18 12 1(1 IS 
W H Coleman. 3 24 n 3 22 
A Bedell . 3 24 o o o 99 o —— 

3 
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The Two Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders Extant 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

THaclii 
THE 772ar£l/l Model No. 20 22-Cal. Repeating rifle put out this year 

leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or “pump” action. It 

is chambered to handle .22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special JTTczr/lfl steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from seams. The working parts are of crucible steel hardened against wear. 

The ‘‘ 772ar/if2 Book” has 136 pag-es jam full of information for the 

up-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, of 
all 777rrr/rn repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It’s FREE for 3 stamps 

postage. Send for it to-day. 

27 Willow Si., 77/0 77/ar//fl /'trperr/ns Co.> New Haven, Conn. 

_ 
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THE ANGLERS WORKSHOP 
— 

Rodmaking for Beginners 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 

supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how” of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 

sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations, 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. C0M 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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The Gun With Few Parts 

The A. H. Fox 
gun combines unusual 

lightness with greatest 
strength and simplicity. It is stronger than others because it has added 

metal in its barrels where powder strain is greatest, and fewer and larger parts in 
its action. This last fact also accounts for the marvelous simplicity of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
Fox Guns never shoot loose—Fox coiled main and top lever springs never break. No other 

gun is as perfectly balanced, as beautiful in model or as good a shooter as the Fox;, it is actually 

“THE. FINEST GUN IN THE. WORLD” 
Write for booklet. 

THE a. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ER RIFLES 
FOR large game shooting 

* no rifles are more satis¬ 

factory than those High 

Power 8 mm. (.315 calibre) 

or 9 mm. (.351 calibre) 

DESCRIBED IN 

“Book on Fine Guns.” 

SCHOVERLING, DALY® GALES 
302-304 Broadway, 

New York. 

FE'RGX/SOJVS 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY. Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
Locomotive R eflec- 
torsand Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hillside Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing, N. V., May 2.—Thirteen members participated 
in a glorious day’s shooting. Two special events added 
interest, first the second leg of the Nash cup, won by 
A. D. Nash; second the handicap, 25 birds, for the gun 
case, won by a team last Saturday, and carried away 
for keeps to-day by H. B. Keppel. Only two more Sat¬ 
urdays before our season ends, and althou-gh it is our 
first, it has been a very successful one. No. 1 was the 
Nash cup. No. 2 the gun case event. Both were handi¬ 
caps. Scores for the day are as follows: 

Events: 

Rieger ... 
Campbell 
Peck . 
Keppel 
Deems ... 
Barrett 
P B Nash 
Long .... 
Holahan . 
Ashmore . 
Foster ... 
A D Nash 
Meigs 

The Chemung County 
Protective 

—1—, 
H. B. T. 

f_9_ 

II. B. T. 
3 4 5 f 

2 17 19 2 13 15 7 7 10 8 
5 11 16 5 15 20 9 7 5 10 
2 16 IS 2 20 22 12 11 11 c 

5 15 20 5 22 27 12 10 11 9 
3 11 14 3 14 17 ' 9 10 10 7 
3 11 14 3 14 17 8 9 8 c 

3 17 20 3 19 22 10 11 6 8 
0 18 18 0 19 19 11 
7 10 17 7 10 17 6 8 7 8 
4 17 21 4 20 24 12 11 11 J 
5 13 18 5 11 15 10 7 9 It 
6 16 112 6 10 16 11 9 .. 

7 8 
■; 

H. B. Keppel, Sec’y. 

Forest, Fish and Game 
Association. 

Elmira, N. V., April 25.—We are inclosing you score 
for our first regular shoot, held Saturday, April 25. Thi« 
shoot was held in a gale of wind that must have beer 
the remnant of the Western tornado, and some of the 
targets have not stopped going yet. The Elmira Clut 
will shoot regularly every week, Wednesday and Satur 
day. and would be glad to greet visiting shooters or 
such days. 

Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 21 
Kniskern . . 12 14 13 18 14 11 
Bryan . . 11 17 12 19 11 li 
Considme . . 13 10 11 16 10 V 
Crew . . 10 16 12 15 11 11 
Andrews . . 10 16 11 15 12 1’ 
Mead . . 12 18 10 19 11 i: 
Baker . . 12 15 11 1 
Sayre . . 9 15 
I )emorest . . 13 17 14 16 12 li 

12 17 10 1- 
Kimball . 12 16 9 l: 
Shultz . 14 15 11 i 

18 12 li 
Wynne . 16 H i 

L. C. Andrews. 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., May 2.—A small attendance of shoot 
ers took part in the first shoot for May. The weathe 

was anything but conducive to good scores. Mr. Cover 
won Class badge, after tying with Cox and Reinecke. Mr 
Ililliker won Class B, and Reynolds Class C. S.cores: 

Targets: 10 15 *25 10 25 1: 
Cox . 5 9 18 6 14 II 
Hammond . 8 10 16 8 23 II 
Seymour . 6 8 18 .. 16 . 
Hilliker . 7 11 18 8 18 1: 
Mesinger . 7 8 13 2 16 1 
McArthur . 5 10 14 5 22 b 
Covert . 8 9 19 8 21 ' 
Wootton . 8 12 20 7 16 1 
Reinecke . 3 9 20 6 20 II 
Clark . 6 8 IS 9 16 . 
" ilson . 5 4 9 6 14 1! 
Reynolds . 5 4 16 .. 13 . 
Durfee . 7 7 
Heinold . 9 11 17 6 17 11 
Bever . 10 12 6 18 . 
*Badge. \V. C. Wootton, Sec’y. 

Haddonfield—South End. 

Haddonfield. Pa., May 2.—The ten-man team contes 
between the Haddonfield Gun Club and the South En< 
Gun Club of Camden, N. J., was won by Haddonfield 
the scores being 397 to 315. W. Thomas of Haddonfield 
made highest individual score, 47 out of 50. The matcl 
was for the benefit of a home member, who was ill. Tht 
scores: 

Haddonfield. 
W Thomas . 47 
J Thomas . 43 
Bates . 43 
E Tomlinson .42 
Stafford . 41 
Bennett . 39 
K Peacock . 38 
Webster . 36 
S Bergen . 34 
J Peacock . 34—397 

South End. 
T Rexon . 40 
W Pechman . 39 
Cook . 37 
Wright . 37 
Snagg . 35 
Biddle . 31 
Johnson . 30 
Eisenhardt . 25 
Newkirk . 21 
Goodfellow . 20—311 

Bristol Gun Club. 

Hartford. Conn., May 2.—Event 1, 25 targets, was fo 
the gold medal. Event 2, 30 targets, handicap, was fo 
the Hunter trophy. 

Events: 1 f_2_ Events: 1 r—2— 
Pel ton . .. 17 15 4 19 Hart . ...12 . 
Attenboro’... 90 21 3 24 Horton ... . 22 2 2 
Douglass .. .. 24 22 3 25 Tudd . . 14 10 2 
Kittell . .. 15 19 4 23 

F. A. Attenborough. 
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Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

July 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. 

July 27-Aug. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Association. 

Aug. iO-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa¬ 
tion. 

Aug. 14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
Aug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

The Philadelphia Rifle Association came out of its 
first match on the indoor range a winner. The op¬ 
ponents were the West Chester Rifle Club, and the con¬ 
ditions were: Teams of ten men. each shooting 10 shots 
at 25yds. The West Chester Club brought over a goodly 
number of devotees of the small caliber rifle, and the 
■take-up of the team was not decided upon until after 
each had shot a practice score. As finally made up the 
team included a lady shooter, Mrs. Leaf, who shot a very 
plucky race, being handicapped with a strange rifle and 
not correctly sighted. The Philadelphia Association felt 
highly honored to have such good sportsmen as op¬ 
ponents. While Hie first leg of the match was won by 
Philadelphia, there may be a different story to tell after 
Friday evening next, when the second contest will be 
held on the home range of the West Chester Club. They 
are to be congratulated on the plucky manner in which 
they shot under unfamiliar conditions, and at double the 
distance to which they are accustomed at home. The 
scores were: 

Phila. Rifle Assn. Team. 
Smith .. .235 
Spering . .241 
Overbaugh ... .223 
Dillin . .231 
Schnerring .. .239 
Goddard . .235 
Jaques . .224 
Trail . .234 
Hubbard _ 994 

Dubbs . .229—2315 

West Chester Team. 
Woodward .... 994 

Reeves . ....204 
Egan . ....223 
Hannum . ....207 
Eachus . ....179 
T Tackson .... 99"| 

N Leaf . ....234 
Draper . 9°r? 
Mrs. Leaf _ .... 20S 
M Jackson ... .228—2151 

The following scores were made April 28. at 350(1 Wash¬ 
ington avenue, with rifle at 25yds.: George H. Smith 242, 
237, 234, 23ft, 245, 243, 245, 246. 245; Schnerrmg 241, 244; 
Soering 244. 245; Anderson 229, 216. 212. 225: Tlav 213. 
214, 216; Palmer 225; Hubbard 229, 224. 237; Overbaugh 
236. 237; W. T. Smith 232, 236; Hall 242. 

The regular weekly competition on May 2 was held 
under unfavorable conditiejns at Cedar Lane and Lans- 
downe avenue, rain and a strong wind blowing all after¬ 
noon. 

Record match: E. A. Palmer 164, Williamson 154, J. 
H. Anderson 124. 

Honor match: E. A. Palmer 44. 
Military match: George H. Smith 44, T. H. Anderson 

38: A. W. Brockmeyer 40. 
Pistol match: N. Soering 89. 87. 78: Geo. II. Smith 86. 
Revolver practice: H. A. Dill 78, 76. 

Providence (R. I.) Revolver Club. 

Providence, R. I., May 2.—If there was ever a bunch 
of six-shooter advocates that liked to shoot “matches” 
any better than the “Hopalong Cassidy” outfit that con¬ 
gregates under the soon-to-be-charterea name as above, 
they keep out of the papers. When a fellow modestly 
lines up for a few practice shots he is immediately 
“challenged” by his booth companion to a contest, the 
stakes ranging from car fares to the first thing in mind; 
hence on opening the outdoor range this afternoon for 
a little practice preliminary to the shoot with Wilming¬ 
ton next week, sides were immediately chosen, the re¬ 
spective merits of those present frankly and candidly 
expressed, elaborated in some instances perhaps, but 
condoled for by a liberal handicap, and the result was 
the following finish: 

Handicap team match, 50vds.: 
Hdcp. Total. 

Coulters . 95 88—183 32 215 
Toslin . 86 92—178 20 198 
Parkhurst . 86 86—172 0 172 
Willard . 76 73—149 10 159—682 

Hurlburt . 78 96—174 20 194 
Miller . 89 85-174 14 188 
Argus . 82 76—158 0 158 
Liebrich . 77 80—157 24 181—663 

Our Delaware friends have taken us early, but perhaps 
it is better for us, as the change from indoors and arti¬ 
ficial light, and the downfall that many have taken of 
late, was to the good, scores made in practice and warm¬ 
ing up ranging fairly well. If this enthusiasm will only 
last until after the match we warn the Dupont boys to 
set aside the opinion that we are the easy marks recent 
indoor performances have probably set as our apparent 
gait, for with good fresh" air, good light and the general 
feeling of ebullition, which comes with the good, old 
summer time and a getting back at the old 50yds. range, 
we are going to do some shooting, along about the gait 
shown by the following practice scores: 

Revolver, 50 yds.—Argus, 81, 89, 82. 76: Toslin, 85. 76, 
7*. 8"’. 84, 76. 8'": Coulters, pistol. 81. 72, 81. 76, 78, 79. 72; 
Hurlburt, 81. 68, 86; Miller, 81, 82, 78; Parkhurst, 85, 78, 
86 86; Willard, 71. 68; Liebrich, pistol, 65, 68. 

Militant revolver. 50vds., Creedmoor count—Argus, .45 
Colt New Service, 48, 49. 

Revolver, 20yds.. gallery—Parkhurst, 83, 83; Donaghy, 
76; Joslin, 71; *Almy, 98. 

•Shot outdoors. 
Military rifle match. 25vds.. ^in. ring targets, prone— 

Coulters. Krag. 237. 234. 238. 233—1179; Miller, Springfield, 
224 , 229, 233 , 219, 223—1128. 

THEY say a fellow named Archimedes invented the screw two thousand years or so ago. 
Simple idea this, wrapping a wedge around a cylinder. But it will do a few thousand years 

more. You cannot improve first principles. That is the reason why 

Lefever Shot Guns 
are destined to be used as long as guns are used. With a wedge, the Lefever solves 
the problem of taking-up wear. The wedge-shaped, compensating bolt draws 
the barrels and frame absolutely tight in every direction. The hinge-joint is 
made solid as new after years and years of service, by merely turning a 
screw. This is the climax of simplicity. So with the Lefever three- 
piece system. One piece simultaneously raises both hammers, 
extracts the shells and gently breaks the fall of the barrels 
when the breech is opened. This piece is substantial. 
Other things, just as important, are shown in our catalogue—more 
important to a buyer, in fact, because they are the very things 
that prove deceptive to an inexperienced buyer, such as 
quality of steel, hand work on all parts, taper boring, 
etc. This catalogue is worth sending for. 

LEFEVER 

ARMS CO. 
23 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

SR "" ■ ■— '~8fl 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

SPLENDID TROUT and BLACK BASS FISHING 
is found in the beautiful lakes and streams of Sullivan and Delaware Counties. Along the line of the 

New York, Ontariol& Western Railway, 
from 100 to 150 miles from New York City. The famous trout fishing in the Neversink, Mon- 
gaup, Willowemoc and Beaverkill Rivers has been told in song and story. The small mouthed 
black bass fishing in the East Branch has no equal in the East. Send 8 cents in stamps to cover 

postage, for copy of "SUMMER HOMES” book—a magnificently illustrated pamphlet of 140 pages, to 

J. C. ANDERSON. Traffic Manager. 

X 
X 
X 

56 Beaver Street, New York City 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Gnnnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 

with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the braves and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

MODERN TRAINING. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price. $2.00. 
The treatise is after the modern professional system of 

training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Uncle Lisha's Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin- 

ion. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM $ UBLISHING CO. 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 

lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 

Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 

Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 

liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 

Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 

Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 

Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 

by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 

Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 

Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rum- 

fey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B Devereux. 

Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 

Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Every Championship Eveni 
AT THE — 

Grand American Handicap 
Chicago, June 18-22, 1907, was won by 

DU PONT BRANDS 
The Amateur Championship 
The Professional Championship 
State Team Championship 
High Average for the Entire Program 
Long Run of the Tournament 
The Preliminary Handicap 
2 Ties for 1st Place in Grand American 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
“NEW E. C. (IMPROVED)” 

“NEW SCHULTZE” and 
“INFALLIBLE” are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 

LIGHT 

SIMPLE 
C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St., New York 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

Guaranteed Water Proof. Size, 7 1-4 x 7 1*4 feet. 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 13 

lbs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen’s Catalog, 3 cents. 

When writing say you saw the adv. ia 

“Forest and Stream.” 

—Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen— 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reels; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row. sail and motor boats. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixon's 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., • Jersey Ctty. N.L 

Sam Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, 51.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Washington, D. C., April 30.—An earnest effort will 
be made this year to have the Military Academy at West 
Point represented at the National rifle matches, to be 
shot at Camp Berry, Ohio, in August. While the War 
Department is encouraging rifle snooting in the army 
and National guard in every way possible, even to setting 
aside $500,000 of the annual National guard appropria¬ 
tion for this purpose alone, and while the navy is pro¬ 
gressing by leaps and bounds, the National military 
academy still holds back. Without unfavorably criticiz¬ 
ing the academy authorities for the apparent lack of in¬ 
terest in this most essential feature of a soldier’s quali¬ 
fications, Brig. Gen. Bird W. Spencer, in the current 
number of Army and Navy Life, strongly contrasts the 
course of the military academy with that of the naval 
academy. Gen. Spencer was a member of the board of 
visitors to the military academy last year ,and gave the 
lack of rifle practice there much consideration. He 
points out that the success of the naval academy last 
year when it finished sixth in a field of forty-eight teams 
disproved the current opinion that no team could hope 
to finish among the prize winners unless composed 
largely of seasoned marksmen. “The difficulty at \V est 
Point seems to be the belief that the time for this work 
is too limited,” says Gen. Spencer, “but if I were the 
Comandant of Cadets I would make more time, even at 
the expense of something else.” After quoting the re¬ 
port of the committee on small-arms practice and the 
memorandum of Col. Robert L. Howze, Commandant 
of cadets, in connection therewith, Gen. Spencer quotes 
Lt. Col. R. K. Evans, executive officer of the last 
National matches, and who will be in charge this year, 
as follows: “Many competitors and spectators com¬ 
mented with surprise on the fact that although oppor-. 
tunity was given in orders, yet the U. S. Military 
Academy was not represented in the National match. 
In these comments attention was frequently invited to 
the fact that rifle practice is more especially the busi¬ 
ness of the army than the navy, and that while the 
military academy has time and enthusiasm for football, 
baseball, polo and tennis, it is absent from the National 
rifle match where the naval academy wins conspicuous 
UUUU13. .1 

Continuing, Gen. Spencer comments: 1 hat the navy 
blue will humble the proud wearers of the gray in a 
rifle contest some day, unless the_ military academy 
‘wakes up,’ is a foregone conclusion. If the naval 
academy can produce the results which they did in 1907 
without seriously interfering with the education of the 
midshipmen in all their other duties, cannot the mili¬ 
tary academy find the necessary time to produce equally 
good results? The authorities at West Point do not con¬ 
sider it practicable for cadets to attend rifle competitions. 
Probably that ought to settle it in the minds of every¬ 
body, but I am sorry to say. I am yet to be convinced 
that it is impracticable to train a team which will re¬ 
flect credit on West Point by its victories, any more 
than it is impracticable to train a team to redound to 
the credit of Annapolis, as has been done in 1907. 
Neither baseball nor football can be used in. the life of 
the officer soldier. They of course serve to develop the 
muscle and develop the man, but wars are not fought 
with baseball bats or by kicking a bag of leather. On 
the contrary, rifle shooting is not only a clean sport, lout 
serves to develop the man as well, his eyes, his heart 
and every fibre of his being. He must be the highest 
type of athlete to shoot successfully, to score well in 
skirmish runs and to keep his head under trying circum¬ 
stances. Maybe it will take an executive order to bring 
the military academy team to the National inatch. If so, 
by all means let us have it, and at once.” 

At a meeting of the executive committee of the 
National Rifle Association, held in Washington, 
it was decided to send a team to London 
to compete in the Olympic Games this summer. A 
feature of these games will be a number of rifle matches 
on the famous Bisley range. The American team will 
consist of six shooters and probably two substitutes with 
a captain and quartermaster. A competition will be 
held on some range yet to be selected during June, at 
which the team will be selected. Any American marks¬ 
man will be eligible for the competition. The team will 
enter the international contest, each man firing 20 shots 
at 200, 500. GOO, S00, 900, and 1,000 yards using the new 
Springfield rifle. There will also be a team match at 
300 meters with any rifle, an individual match with 
military rifles at 1,000 yards, an individual match at 300 
meters in which any rifle can be used. There will be 
no cash prizes, but the countries represented by the 
winners will be credited’ with a number of points to¬ 
ward the total which gives athletic supremacy. 

Arrangements will be made by the National Rifle As¬ 
sociation for an intercollegiate match in June. Teams 
have been promised from Harvard, Yale, Columbia Uni¬ 
versity, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, etc. An 
inter-school match will also be aranged to be shot 
telegraphically. There are now about, thirty school¬ 
boy rifle clubs affiliated with the National Rifle As¬ 
sociation. 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, May 2.—Scores made at Armbruster’s Park 
follow: _ 

Revolver, 50yds.: P>. F. Wilder 91, 93, 86, 86, 88, 82, 81, 
91; T. Anderton 93, 94 , 91, 90, 88; W. F. Hutchinson 79, 
80, 69', 80; W, L. Buchanan 80, 81, 76, 79, 83. 79, 82, 74; 
H. L. Seek el 79, 88, 76, 76, 77, 83, 76, 79, 78, 68; J. E. 
Silliman 88, 86, 90, 82, 86. 

Rifle, 200yds.: W. II. ’ French 218, 223, 227, 232; W. J. 
Coons, 205. 231. 202; M. Hays 211, 205; J. E. Silliman 
216, 221, 216, 226. , 

At 2628 Broadway, April 30, scores were made as fol¬ 
lows : _ 

Revolver, 20yds.: B. F. Wilder 89, 87, 86, 85, 85; R. M. 
Ryder 92, 84, 86, 86, 85; A. Knowlton 85, 73; H. A. 
Reitzenstein 78; Dr. C. Phelps S6, 79, 77, 73, 71; Mr. 
Blanchard 91; W. L. Buchanan 83, 78, 77; J. E. Silliman 
91, 86, 81. „ „ 

Jos. E. Silt.iman, Treas. 
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PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

The International Limerick War. 

Pokts, near-poets and plain rhymsters are watching 
.vith interest the international fight now on for limerick 
supremacy. The United States has entered the lists 
igainst Great Britain. The popularity of the limerick 
icross the water resulted in hundreds of contests for 
vhich cash prizes were given, but no such contest was 
ittempted in this country until the announcement of 
'Old English Curve Cut” of its limerick contest for 
May. June and July of the present year. 

Prizes aggregating $3,000 in cash and $750 in presents 
lave been offered free to the contestants, and every one, 
ree of any charge or consideration, may enter the in- 
eresting and fascinating competition. 
It is expected that the “Old English Curve Cut” con- 

est will bring to light a number of original and clever 
Limerick smiths.” 

The cold, windy weather which has delayed the first 
ishing trips of so many anglers is not wholly without 
ts advantages, since the delay will give them an op- 
>ortunity to inspect the Jack Frost Fly Book manu- 
acturcd and sold by If. J. Frost & Co., of 90 Chambers 
;trcet. New York city. Messrs. Frost & Co. are manu¬ 
facturers and jobbers of fishing tackle, and, among other 
hings, make the Kelso Automatic Reel and the Kelso 
ilrand of lines, rods, leaders, flies and hooks to gut. 
They send out their catalogue to the trade only. 

*VHERE THE OPPOSITION COMES FROM 

Theke is no doubt that people have frequently 
tsked themselves how it is that woodcock are 
;hot in July or why birds are shot at all during 
he nesting season when there is such determined 
tnd apparently unanimous opposition all over 
he State to the practice. The answer to this 

question was head in Trenton during the past 
veek when Chancellor Pitney argued in favor 
M killing nesting or egg-bearing birds. We give 
Chancellor Pitney credit for having come out in 
he open where critics may get a fair show at 
lim. Hitherto he has been content to advocate 
•pring shooting after the manner of lobbyists, bv 
alking to members of the Legislature on the 
juiet. Now he has declared openly and we 
enow now why members of the Senate did not 
•are about voting in favor of bills demanded 
from all parts of the State. A majority of the 
senators are lawyers, and they are not likely to 
iisoblige a mighty judge in perhaps the only 
natter in which they can place themselves under 
ibligations to him. 

Mahlon Pitney is not only the chancellor of 
he State, but he is also president-judge of the 
~ourt of Errors and Appeals, the “last resort 
n all matters of law and fact” in the State of 
N’ew Jersey. As such his dicta are deserving 
if attention. As “the last resort in matters of 
aw and fact ’ Judge Pitney has frequently dis- 
ibused people of previously conceived notions, 
ind he certainly did so the other afternoon in 
Trenton. For instance, he decided that there 
•vere more ducks in New Jersey than ever be¬ 
fore, when sportsmen all over the State have 
leclared that there are so many less than for¬ 
merly. He declared that our native quail were 
nigratory, thus overruling the declarations of 
Widubon, Wilson, Bonaparte, Chapman. Stone, 
~oues and other ornithologists whose decisions 
iave hitherto been respected and regarded as 
correct. We know that the European quail are 
nigratory. and that quail brought North from 
Southern States frequently return to where they 
were taken from, but the statement that our 
oative quail are migratory is something entirely 
lew, but it is the law of the land, for the presi- 
lent-judge of the “last resort in all matters of 
aw and fact” has so declared. 

Another peculiar feature of fish and game dis¬ 
cussion in Trenton is the “butting in” of the 
'>• P. C. A. It is argued that it is cruel to kill 
lesting birds, or birds about to give life to 
™ng- , That is true enough, but let us ask, 
What is the object of the abolishment of spring 

shooting?” Evidently in order that there may 
ie more birds to kill, more birds to wound, that 
hey may die in misery and pain. Scientists and 
•portsmen tell us that for every bird we do not 
naim or kill in the spring we may kill or maim 
» dozen or so in the fall, the object of the law 
'eing to increase the total of pain and misery 
if animal creation. Just where the S. P. C. A. 
>eople come in as far as the abolishment of 
;pring shooting is concerned we fail to see.— 
aterson Chronicle. 

K^ennel Special. 

nus unuci 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—Owing to the dull times 
l nave come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

U ill train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE. Doniphan. Mo 

FOR SALE—SETTER and POINTER PUPS and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels and 

ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la. 

CHAMPION MALLWYD CHANDON setter ijups, 
e'?yen 'nonths old, ex ANITA MARVEL, she by D. 
ANTONIO, ex LADY MARVEL. Will sell reasonable 
to right parties. G. C. ESTABROOK, 72 Lincoln St., 
Boston, Mass. 19 

If you want thorough satisfaction send me your setters 
and pointers. My success is due to long experience in 
England, six years in this country. Distemper Specialist, 

bnngs my booklet on training. Terms for training 
month Gilt-edge references. ARTHUR 

EVANS, Thomasville, N. C. 

bor Sale English setter puppies from bench show win¬ 
ners and perfect field stock. ADSIT, 944 Columbus 
Ave., New York. oq 

HOUNDS THAT HUNT.—The best blood and the best 
training bring best results. Fox hounds, beagles and 
ripping rabbit hounds. They hunt because they are 
broken in a country where rabbits and foxes are plenti¬ 
ful.. Not city-bred dogs. J. MASON, Mechanic Falls. 
Maine. • ^9 

FOR SALE-TWO YOUNG RED FOXES, ALIVE. 
Apply to G. W. ROBERT, Mastic, L. I. 19 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, collies, setters, pointers, 

fox, bull, Skye, black and tan terriers, poodles, pugs rab¬ 
bit and fox hounds. Send for list and prices. T. HOPE 
35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of "Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 
Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu- 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Cvz/itaining Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATTS 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

SPRATT-S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
ScToqis, Mo'. CRvegnd,1 Oh’ioCal- MonS^fe. 

:book, ojv 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S., 118 West 31st St„ New York. 

Field, Cover a.nd Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
ol the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks- 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water¬ 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

field. Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion. and 01 that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from Ins own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
1 lover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese* Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot- 
mg. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap- 
shooting. K 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 
The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasons 

"If you are wis«*' for fish and game, the 
imitations as ‘to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it," 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New York 



HUNTING 
& CAMPING 
OUTFITS 

Our new Book No. 414 
is the most complete pub¬ 
lication of its kind ever 
issued. Nearly 300 pages, 
brim full of illustrations 

and detailed description of all kinds 
of implements for all kinds of 

sports. 

Catalogue No. 414 Now Ready. 

t tells the net cost and transportation 
charges and makes it easy to buy 
by mail. Waterproof Tents, 

Camp Supplies, Fishing 
Tackle, Guns, a specialty. 

AGENTS FOR 

“Orvis” Rods and Flies. 

,New York Sporting Goods Co, 
17 WARREN STREET,- NE.W YORK. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manufacturers of 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The ‘‘Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. . 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (SL Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets, 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ <& SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, M ass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

any one interested 

m 
M wmMm 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4% to 4!4 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

Eor field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

ft 
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choke or the open "Improved Cylinder, the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 
i$,7 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

,‘i Monarch field guns. ^ 

We take second-haad guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make^more favorable terms than after the season 

We shall be glad to correspond with 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 
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A PEACEFUL FAMILY-PUNJAB WILD SHEEP 

From a copyrighted photograph by the New York Zoological Society 
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write today. Qar|eton Canoe Co., 
“ 15 Main Street, 

OLDTOWN, 

14FT. Launch 
50 

let us send you tes- 
. timoniais from people who 

__ _ are using them. 16-18-21-25 and 30 
1 footers at proportionate prices. Boats and engines guar- 

f anteed one year. Shipment made the day we receive order. 
Motor the simplest made, starts without cranking, anyone 
can operate them. We are the largest builders of pleas¬ 
ure boats in the world and sell direct to user. Free catalog. 
DETROIT BOAT CO. 1225 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. Mien. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

‘Forest and Stream.” 

Mullins Steel Pleasure Boats Can’t SinR 
Easiest to Row—Absolutely Safe 

Made of steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat. 
Can’t leak,crack,dry out or sink,last a lifetime. Every boat 

guaranteed. Ideal boatforfamilies, summer re¬ 
sorts, parks, boat liveries. Strong, safe, speedy. 

Write for our catalogue of Row Boats, 
Motor Boats, Hunting and Fishing Boats. 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0. 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S SPAR COATING 
USED BY THE LEADING YACHT AND BOAT BUILDERS 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather and temperature. 
Has good body, is light in color, free working, elastic, durable, bril¬ 
liant, and dries out of the way of injury from dust in about eight hours. 

Does not 

turn white 

on 

mahogany. 

Does not 

discolor 

your spars. 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH & CO. 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

Slocum Hand Power Motor. 
A WONDER IN BOAT MOTORS* 

Greater results than with oars. Greater 
speed with less work. Face either direc¬ 
tion in operating. Reverses instantly. 

No skill required. Price $ 18.00. 
Write for circular. Patented. 

Slocum Hand Power Motor Co.,Erie,Pa. 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $i.oo. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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Philadelphia Rifle Association. 
The second match between the Philadelphia Rifle As¬ 

sociation and the West Chester Rifle Club was shot 
Friday evening, May 8, on the home range of the latter 
club. The conditions called for teams of ten men, each 
of whom fired 10 shots at 12%yds. range, which was a 
very unusual distance for the Philadelphians, but, not¬ 
withstanding this handicap, they emerged victorious by 
a margin of 58 points. The challenge of the West 
Chester club was for the best two out of three matches, 
and this contest therefore decides the series. The best 
of feeling prevailed throughout the evening and great 
interest was manifested by the large crowd of specta¬ 
tors. The following are the detailed scores. 

West Chester. 
Lehr . 243 
T Jackson.241 
W Comfort .240 
N Leaf . 233 
Mrs Leaf .238 
Draper .. t.233 
G Dean . 241 
G Hannum .234 
F Sutcliffe . 241 
Woodward . 241—2385 

Philadelphia. 
Smith .24G 
Jaques .245 
Spering .248 
Goddard .238 
Hubbard .242 
Dubbs .'.246 
Hall .246 
Dillin . 243 
Overbaugh .242 
Sehnerring. 247—2443 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, 52.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Cincinnati Rifle Association. 
The following scores were made by members of this 

association at 200yds. on the Standard target on May 3: 
King Special 5-Shot 
Score. Scores. Score. 

Gindele . 85 88 86 70 .. 45 
Freitag . 81 83 8? 82 82 39 
Bruns . 80 83 83 77 72 44 
Nestler . 76 85 85 83 83 43 
El of er . 69 87 80 < 9 /8 43 
Roberts . 69 83 82 82 80 40 
Drube . •• 78 72 .. .. 40 

Best grade ce 
Gest grade of Cedar Canoe for $20.00. We sell direct saving 
you $20.00 on a canoe. All canoes cedar and copper fastened. 

Wo make all sizes and styles, also power canoes. W rite 
{or freecatalogu1 giving prices with retailers’profit cut out. 
We are the largest manufacturers of canoes in the worn. 
DETROIT BOAT CO., 333 Bellevue Ave , Detroit, Mich 

*A JOURNAL'OF OUTDOOR i 
' TRAVEL. NATURE STUDY. SHOOTING. TTSHING YACHTING 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 
entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
single copies, $3 per year, $1-50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to, issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wants 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

Armbruster’s Greenville Schuetzen Park, May 9.—At 
e weekly shoot of this club to-day, the rather odd 
ectacle was presented of most of the revolver shooters 
acticing with rifles, and most of the riflemen practicing 
ith revolvers. This was due to the near approach of the 
atch with the Cercle des Carabiniers de Paris, which 
ems to have become a sort of annual fixture with the 
ub. 
Considerable interest, however, centered in a trial being 
ade by Dr. W. G. Hudson with a new and cheaper 
>wder which the Du Pont Company is about to put on 
e marked, called Schuetzen Smokeless. V'ery naturally, 
1 of the shooters were interested in noting whether the 
leaper powder would give as good results. The scores 
ade by the Doctor settled this point, and even he looked 
little surprised. The new powder is bulky, like No. 1, 
it has a deep orange color instead of the familiar yellow. 
The match with the Frenchmen begins May 16, and the 
embers of the Manhattan team have the ensuing week 

• complete their scores. The Frenchmen do their shoot- 
g in Paris, and the results are exchanged by cable, 
ach man fires 40 shots with pistol and 40 with the rifle. 
Score made by Dr. W. G. Hudson, at the regular 
eekly club shoot at Greenville, N. J., May 9, with the 
:w Du Pont Schuetzen Smokeless and Ideal bullet No. 
5272, in a .38-55 Remington-Schoyen rifle: 

25 23 22 24 21 22 21 22 22 24—226 
23 24 25 24 21 21 23 23 21 25—230 
25 24 22 23 23 22 25 25 25 21—235 
22 24 23 24 24 24 23 25 24 20—233 
23 24 24 25 25 22 22 22 25 21—233 
25 22 25 21 23 23 24 24 21 23—231 
20 23 24 24 24 23 21 24 25 22—230 
25 23 25 25 23 25 23 25 23 22—239 

These were all the shots fired for the day, excepting 
vo sighters, which counted 21 and 24 respectively, before 
e first string was started. 
At 2628 Broadway, May 7, scores were made as fol- 
ws: 
Revolver, 20yds.: B. F. Wilder 87, 92, 82; M. Hays 

i, 85, 84, 83; A. Knowlton 80, 76, 76, 74; Dr. R. H. 
ayre 91, 86, 85; R. M. Ryder 86, 86, 85, 84, 84; T. P. 
ichols 85, 85, 83, 83, 82; G. Grenzer 86, 88, 86, 85, 85, 82; 
E. Silliman 87, 86, 86, 83, 83, 83. 

At Armbruster’s Park, May 9, scores were made as 
Hows: 
Revolver, 50yds., 10 shots: B. F. Wilder 92, 98, 91, 95, 
, 89, 87, 88, 84, S9; W. H. French 89, 88, 84, 88, 89; 

>r. R. H. Sayre 85; J. L. R. Morgan 77, 74, 73, 75, 81, 72, 
,, 74. 
Rifle, 200yds., 10 shots; Dr. W. G. Hudson 226, 230, 

!5, 233, 233 , 231, 230, 239; G. F. Snellen 213, 228, 229; 
1. Hays 208, 215, 196, 216, 206; L. P. Hansen 217, 219, 
!1, 225, 213, 208. 

J. E. Silliman, Sec’y. 

National Rifle Association of America. 

Washington, D. C., May 6.—The National Rifle Asso- 
ation makes the following announcement with relation 
> a team to represent the United States in the Olympic 
fle matches at Bisley, England, July 9, 10 and 11, this 
ear. These are international events in which every 
vilized nation has been asked to compete. 
1. It has been definitely decided to send a team. 
2. The team will consist of eight shooting members, 
x principals and two alternates. 
3. Selection of the team will be made by open com- 
etition, to which any citizen shall be eligible, at a place 
• places and a date to be announced later. 
4. Arms, United States magazine rifle, model 1903, 
ith sharp-pointed bullet ammunition 
5. Distances, 200, 500, GOO, 800, 900 and 1000 yards; 
vo sighters and 15 shots at each range; position, includ- 
ig 200 yards, prone, without artificial rest. Trigger 
ull, four pounds. 
6. The names of candidates for positions on thp team 
lould be forwarded at once to this office by competent 
ithority. The team as selected will be assembled on or 
jout June 20, and return to this country about July 20. 
o one should be certified to as a candidate who is not 
repared to remain with the team for that length of time, 
ixpenses of the team will be paid from date of selection 
ntil return. 

Albert S. Jones, Sec’y. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

Since the ice has gone out of the Northern rivers and 
le warm days have come, people generally are thinking 
bout their summer trips and their summer vacations, 
dong the Canadian Pacific Railway there are said to 
e 30,000 islands, some with house camps to rent, and 
)me with summer hotels. 
Some of us remember the Nepigon River as far back 

s 1867, and the great fish that were caught there then. 
lot of them are still left, for much of this territory is 

:t virgin; but if one does not care for trout, there are 
ass and mascalonge in many of these Canadian waters, 
he advice given by the company is good: “Before 
eciding a summer trip write L. O. Armstrong, Windsor, 
treet Office, Montreal, Canada.’’ 

Few people realize how much it costs to make a 
erfect machine, even though that machine may be a 
nail one. Look at the Takapart reel for example, a 
lachine of many parts, each of which must be made with 
tcuracy and must fit with precision. Tools must be 
lanufactured to make the different parts of this reel, 
ad perhaps tools to make these tools, so we imagine that 

is an understatement rather than an exaggeration that 
costs $10,000 to produce the first perfect Takapart reel. 

. catalogue of Takapart, Trypart and other reels will 
e sent on application by the manufacturers, A. F. 
leisselbach & Bros., 23 Prospect street, Newark, N. J. 

I 
<J> 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring T 
you our ♦> 

<5> 

New Pocket Compass 
t V 

1'hree-inch dial, one-quarter inch thick, fj 
nicely nickeled, paper dial with large 
figures, improved needle. Guaranteed 
Satisfactory. You will need one on 
your vacation. Get our catalogue before 
buying. 

- 

<♦> 

<S> 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

Telephone, 241 Prospect 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

>>>>>>>»>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
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HIGH GRADE 
ENGLISH TACKLE 

y 
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& My trade with American and Canadian * 

J Fishermen is now so large that I have ^ 

2 published a * 

■■ , . v 

a Special American Edition Z 
t of My Catalogue Z 

Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. V 

l 
ADDRESS Z 

W. J. CUMMINS z 
Dept. K ' * 

Fishing Tackle Maker y 

I 
1 
a Bishop Auckland England Z 

* S 
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Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chasing. 
Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Steel Fishind Rods 

ARE THE STANDARDof strength, 
durability, pliancy and elasticity for 

surf, brook, lake, deep sea, or any kind of 
fishing. They will hook and land more 
fish, are elegantly finished, and will stand 
more hard usage than any other rod 

known. 

Guaranteed Three Years. 

FREE BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOGUE MAILED 

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY 
Bristol. Conn 84 Horton Street 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
The New Coaxer Trout Fly 
actually seeras to bo alive. It rides 
the swiftest cuirent. It never mats, 
blit keeps its shape and color. It 
don't wear out. One man caught 
1*28 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Bass size 30c. Postage 2c. 

New Tackle Catalog. W, J. Jamison. 1274 Polk St., Chicago 

THE JACK FROST FLY BOOK 
Sealskin with calfskin lin¬ 
ing. Four removable trans¬ 
parent celluloid pockets, 
bound and fastened at one 
end in glove-button style. 
Aluminum box with moist¬ 
ening pad forflies and lead¬ 
ers in separate divisions. 
The moistening pad is riv¬ 
eted: cannot slide against 
the books to rust them. 

Capacity—8 doz. flies and 
3 doz. leaders. Most con¬ 
venient device ever gotten 
up, all in one pocket, smal¬ 
ler iii size than the ordinary 

Size 6lA x %Yx x I" deep fly book, costing no more 
than the different items 

separately in the same quality. Price, $3.50. 
KELSO Brand Lines, Reels, Rods, Leaders, Flies and Hooks to gut are 

as good as can be made. We are Manufacturers and Jobbers of Fishing 
Tackle. Catalog to the trade only. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers St.. New York City 

American Big Game Hunting, 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

The 

Here It Is: 

TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

»-aTfa=yim.k-k 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length 8^ feet, 
weight 4|^ oz. - -- -- -- -- -- -- $5.00 each 

A Customer says : "I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straitht 
as a die and as good as new.” 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 
oz.; 'i'/z feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. ------- $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 
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THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Denier in 

Fine FishingTackle &Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom H'OFE 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

90-SI FULTON,ST. . » *//** # # j#e\ 
a/.y. For all AN GL/N G 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 

Also World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE, 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good bearings and screws, oiled once a year, Is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 
in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 

Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 
no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Gurvs 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOE! 
15 and 16 ft. 

BSfJSi Z&ontl 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAI1 
For Trout and Bass Fish 

No swivels required; "they si 
so easy.” Made in seven dif 
ent size blades, 25 styles.i 
either Bucktail or feather 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circular. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, II 

ll-B LIVE FROG HARNES 
®ne' third 

-'f Aetna/ ( V   r\ r* 
\ 1 Size 

HOLDS 

fhog mrhol 

HOOH/HG Ah 

Greatest piece of Fishing H££PS IT 
Tackle ever Invented— ALIVE 

HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSITION WITHOUT KILLING Ol 

INJURING IT Keeps mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING 

Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS. Catdir 

the SHORT-BITERS. v At your Dealers or direct, jtostpuid, 50 cents 

UNKEFER (S BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn Si.. CH1CAG 

When writing say you saw the adv. i 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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New York 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

<taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

MAY VISITORS. 

If May is the month of flowers, it is also 

pre-eminently the month of birds. All through 

March and April the procession of hardy brown - 

coated sparrows has been marching slowly north¬ 

ward ; but with the warmer days of middle and 

later April more delicate birds begin to make 

their appearance from the south; warblers, clad 

in gay colors and active as fairies, and other 

bright plumaged birds suggestive of tropical 

beauty, or at least of the light and warmth of 

the northern summer. 

. It is about the first of May that the warblers 

begin to appear in numbers, but it is not until 

the 10th or 12th that they swarm about the 

newly-budding trees. Nor is their stay long, 

since many of them pass on to more northern 

regions and are not seen again until autumn, 

when, in their modest fall plumage, they are 

not recognized except by the bird student. 

With the later warblers come other birds that 

remain with us all through the summer, and 

whose bright colors and cheerful notes make 

glad our hearts. How beautiful is the plumage 

of the Baltimore oriole, and how cheery his 

whistle, as he works his way deliberately along 

the twig on which he is feeding, sounding the 

while notes of encouragement to his mate swing¬ 

ing in the home that hangs from the bending 

twig of a nearby elm. 

Still more gorgeous is the scarlet tanager as 

he flashes into the light and stops on some 

branch in full view, where for a moment he 

blazes like a flame and then plunges into a 

thicket, which hides his gorgeous colors. Beau¬ 

tiful, too, either when seen or heard, is the rose- 

breasted grosbeak, seen less often than heard, 

but always a joy. 
If early May is the time when beautiful birds 

come to delight the eye, the ear takes more 

pleasure in later May and early June. Catbird 

and woodthrush and brown thrasher and veery 

and a host of other birds, that are with us now 

or will be soon, do each their part to fill with 

joy the hearts of the outdoor men and women. 

Now is the time to start out with opera glass 

and note book, and perhaps with one of the 

pocket volumes, of which there are now so many 

which tell one how to identify the birds. There 

is a world of pleasure in the discoveries that 

one may make in spring. 

“NESSMUK.” 

The first day of May brought the anniversary 

of the death of “Nessmuk” (Geo. W. Sears), the 

woodsman, nature lover, poet, author and trav¬ 

eler, who is still warmly remembered by the 

older contingent of Forest and Stream. A day 

or two later a feeling article in commemoration 

of his life and work was published in a Philadel¬ 

phia newspaper, paragraphs from which we print 

in another column. 

Nessmuk was born in 1821 and died May 1, 

1890. He was long a frequent and very highly 

valued contributor to Forest and Stream, and 

after his death readers of Forest and Stream 

contributed liberally to erect a monument to the 

man who had given them so much pleasure, but 

who had himself no desire for any monument 

other than the grateful remembrance of those 

who had delighted to read his writings. 

When Nessmuk was born in Massachusetts 

there were still Indians there and Indians of 

pure blood, and it was from the name of one 

of these Indians—meaning wood drake—that 

Nessmuk took his pen name. 

Nessmuk was a philosopher—a believer in the 

outdoor life. He was a most effective mis¬ 

sionary of the gospel of getting close to nature, 

for he possessed the happy gift of writing of 

it so simply and so entertainingly that he con¬ 

verted many a man to the beliefs which he so 

strongly held. 

UNCLE BILL HAMILTON. 

Wm. T. Hamilton, perhaps the oldest remain¬ 

ing representative of the old-time Western trap 

per, mountain man and scout, is very ill in 

St. Vincent’s hospital, in Billings, Montana. 

“Uncle Bill’’ Hamilton, as he is affectionately 

known all through the West, was born in Scot¬ 

land in 1822 and reached this country when only 

two and a half years old. At the age of twenty 

years he started from St. Louis with seven free 

trappers under Bill Williams and Perkins on a 

trapping and trading expedition to the rnoun 

tains, and from that time to this has been a 

resident of the plains and the mountains. He 

was long famous as trapper, scout and Indian 

fighter, and is said to be the best sign talker in 

the world. The Indians generally acknowledged 

his superiority, and some of them used to say 

in joke he made many signs that they them¬ 

selves could not understand. 

Mr. Hamilton is a man of close observa¬ 

tion and keen intelligence. Not a few of his 

experiences have been printed in the Montana 

Historical collections. He wrote a very interest¬ 

ing book entitled, “My Sixty Years on the 

Plains,” published by the Forest and Stream 

Publishing Co., in 1905, and has contributed not 

a few interesting bits of early Montana history 

to these columns. He has always enjoyed the 

high regard of his neighbors in Montana, and 

the news of his serious illness has brought many 

of them to Billings to see him. 

His great age, and the nature of his disease, 

make it certain that though he may live for 

some time his recovery is hardly to be hoped 

for. When he dies a landmark of the early 

West will have passed away. 

There are numerous sportsmen residing in 

Newfoundland who are always ready to reply 

to letters sent them by anglers in the United 

States, asking for information as to the salmon 

and sea trout fishing. But while the former are 

patient, it is unjust to expect them to give the 

desired information and pay the postage, too. 

It should be borne in mind that letters sent to 

Newfoundland bearing a two cent stamp are de¬ 

layed, and that the person addressed must pay 

the larger part of the tariff in order to receive 

them. Therefore, when asking a favor of a 

Newfoundlander, inclose five cents or a stamp 

of that denomination, and place a five cent stamp 

on the envelope. 

The effect of teaching school children as well 

as adults to refrain from disturbing or killing 

insectivorous and song birds is becoming notice¬ 

able in a number of the Eastern States, and in 

Pennsylvania the increase in the number of these 

birds is particularly gratifying. Along the coast, 

too, the protection of gulls and of other birds 

and non-game waterfowl is adding new life to 

regions which had been gradually stripped of ’t 

in the days when every living thing that could 

be sold for cash was destroyed. 

The work that has been done in restocking 

the streams of New Jersey with trout is begin¬ 

ning to show. Since the season for trout fish¬ 

ing opened in that State some nice baskets of 

trout have been taken from streams said to be 

fished out. Residents of nearby towns in New 

Jersey are proud of the fact that they can take 

trolley cars to their favorite streams and come 

home with several nice trout. 
* 

Anglers who were unfortunate enough to 

select last week for their trout fishing trips in 

the hill country of New York State found the 

conditions very unfavorable. A cold rain fell 

almost continuously for more than ten days, 

the rivers became roaring torrents and every 

little rill overflowed its banks. The foliage is 

everywhere late in consequence, and reminds 

one of early April rather than mid-May. 
m 

Governor Hughes has signed Senate Bill 932, 

which provides for a commission to secure 

options on land for a site for a new State rifle 

range to take the place of the Creedmoor range 

at Queens, Long Island. The land and the 

equipment cannot exceed a cost of $300,000, 

$25,000 of which is now available for the pre¬ 

liminary expenses of the commission. 



From Bage to Rio Grande do Sul 
By F. B. GORDON 

MONTEVIDEO, the capital of the Repub- 

lica Oriental, as Uruguay is called, had 

not lost any of its charms when we 

arrived there last November, expecting to catch 

a steamer for Rio Grande do Sul. In this we 

were disappointed, as steamers were not touch¬ 

ing at that port on account of low water at the 

bar, so we decided our quickest way was over¬ 
land. 

W e took the 8:45 train for Rivera, on the 

border of Uruguay, a run of about four hun¬ 

dred miles through the middle of the republic 

from south to north. The sleeper was very 

comfortable, more roomy than our Pullmans, 

but not so luxurious. The country is one vast 

undulating plain, full of cattle, sheep and horses. 

Near Montevideo the stock was of good breed, 

but in the interior full bred cattle had entirely 

disappeared. Wheat is also raised in the south¬ 

ern part of the republic. Few gardens are seen. 

The people live chiefly on beef and mutton, ft 

is amusing to see the cowboys or gauchos, as 

they are called, take a piece of meat between 

their teeth and cut off a mouthful with a large 

knife that they always carry in their belts, the 

knife sometimes coming dangerously near their 

noses. 

The gauchos dress in large Turkish style 

trousers, coat, vest, large shawl with fringe and 

a hole in 'the center through which they put 

their heads; riding boots, broad-brimmed hats 

and bright colored silk handkerchiefs tied 

around their necks. The colors of their shawls 

represent the different political parties to which 

they belong. The most important part of their 

attire is a leather belt to which is attached a 

large six-shooter and a big knife. They ride 

fine horses, use Mexican style saddles, elaborate 

bridles, with trappings sometimes of solid 
silver. 

We saw many quail in passing. They did not 

stop feeding nor did they seem to pay any atten¬ 

tion to the train. They are not as pretty as 

our quail, but are larger and have long necks 

and legs. They look awkward, but are good 

shooting, and they make a whistling sound when 

they rise. We also saw a great number of 

South American ostriches. At one place eleven 

were together. They are half domesticated, are 

small, gray in color, and produce inferior 

plumes. Their feathers are used for making 
rugs, etc. 

There are no fine residences. The villages 

are composed of one-story plastered houses, 

while in the country the people live in mud 

huts. All the wealthy landowners reside in 

Montevideo. 

Although the trip was most interesting there 

was no variation in the scenery, and it grew 

monotonous, so we were glad to arrive at our 

destination, late in the afternoon. Rivera. 

Uruguay, although a dirty little town, is some¬ 

what relieved of its plainness by the rows of 

sycamore trees that border its streets, thus form¬ 

ing a great contrast to the treeless plains through 

which we had traveled. 

Words cannot describe the hotel. I never saw 

a dirtier place in all my travels. Our windows 

opened on the streets and had solid shutters 

without any ventilation, this being the kind of 

shutter used here and all through Brazil. We 

were compelled to close them, so you can 

imagine how we suffered from the intense heat. 

The natives seem to be afraid of fresh air, and 

always sleep with windows closed. 

The national beverage here and in southern 

Brazil is yerba matte, called matte (Brazilian 

tea). It is drunk from a small gourd, called a 

cuya, through a silver tube or a wooden one 

with a small strainer on the end; this is called 

bombilla. The natives carry these in their 

pockets, and by adding a little hot water can 

have a delicious drink at any time. While shop¬ 

ping, the proprietor of one of the stores offered 

us a drink from his cuya, which is the custom 

here. We could not refuse, as it would have 

been considered an insult. All drink through 

the same bombilla, and only one cuya is passed 
around. 

As we were to go to Bage, Brazil, two hun¬ 

dred miles distant, we were anxious to see our 

stage coach or diligencia. It was a Buffalo Bill 

affair, drawn sometimes by twelve horses, hitched 

six abreast, with rawhide ropes. These were led 

by a man on horseback with a rope attached to 

his saddle. These leaders were the most splen¬ 

did riders I ever saw. 

At 3 o’clock we were awakened by the owner 

of the coach, rapping on our window. We had 

tea, bread and butter, which is considered break¬ 

fast here, and started at five. Our fellow pas¬ 

sengers were two women, one so large she could 

hardly get into the coach, and two cowboys who 

promptly put their six-shooters and knives under 

the cushions of .the seats. As the day grew 

warmer one took off his chinellas or slippers and 

made himself comfortable. After about an 

hour’s time we met what seemed to be a drove 

of horses—the roads were not fenced in—driven 

by a man who looked like an Arab. We stopped 

and changed horses and leaders, the tired horses 

were turned loose to feed on the plains, and we 

continued our journey to the next relay. We 

changed horses fifteen times and made about 

one hundred miles per day, going at full gallop 

all the time. The company owning these coaches 

has about six hundred horses; they are not shod. 

At 11 A. M. we sat down in a mud hut to 

lunch, fifty miles from Rivera, but as they had 

only badly cooked meat we ate the roast chicken 

and hard boiled eggs we had brought with us. 

All day we saw millions of large grasshoppers, 

although there were not enough to do much 

damage. In some years there are so many the 

whole country is left bare. Some time ago, while 

on a steamer near Rio Grande, I saw the ocean 

covered for miles with dead grasshoppers. I 

could not account for this, but suppose a storm 

had blown them out to sea. 

This is indeed a fine agricultural country and 

anything can be produced on these immense 

plains, but only cattle, horses and sheep are seen, 

the former by thousands. My wife counted only 

six gardens in the two hundred miles and only 

four places where chickens were raised. The 

life is so easy that the people are too lazy to 

work and are satisfied to live on meat. Where 

we took lunch we saw two men roasting a leg 

of mutton over the coals. The foot was sticking 

in the ground, and it was propped up with a 
stick. 

We saw many quail on the way. They do 

not go in flocks. We flushed one from her nest 

where we changed horses. She had seven blue- 

black eggs, a little smaller than a guinea fowl’s 

egg. During the rainy season, when lakes form 

all over these plains, immense flocks of ducks 

are seen, but we saw only a few on this trip, as 

it was the breeding season. 

We spent the night in a house built of blocks 

of sod, cut in the shape of a brick, about 8 by 18 

inches, the roots of the grass holding the earth 

together. When new these houses look green 

with the grass growing between the joints. They 

are usually covered with a kind of dry grass, 

but sometimes with corrugated iron; the floors 

are earth. It is so far from the railroad that 

lumber cannot be transported without enormous 

cost. Strange to say, our rooms were clean and 

the beds soft and comfortable. The people are 

honest. The mails remained on top of the coach 

during the night. 

We arose at 3 o’clock next morning to con¬ 

tinue our journey. There was a heavy mist. It 

was cold and looked as if it would rain, but hr 

10 o’clock it was clear and warm. We saw along 

the way immense carts drawn by six or eight 

oxen which were covered with straw or corru¬ 

gated iron, and loaded with merchandise for the 

country stores, or returning to the railroad 

stations with hides. In many places at noon the 

men were asleep under these carts while the 

I 
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oxen were turned loose to graze on the plains. 

We passed a great many boundary marks along 

the line between Uruguay and Brazil, first in 

one country then in the other. These marks are 

piles of stone, each with a small upright stone 

in the center. • 

The latter part of our journey was spent in 

watching the telephone poles for birds’ nests. 

Trees and proper nesting places are so scarce 

they use these poles instead. About every other 

pole had a nest on it built of mud and really 

wonderful. From the entrance there is a wind¬ 

ing channel to the nest proper. This bird is 

called Sao Joao do Barra, meaning St. John the 

Mason. He certainly deserves the name of 

mason. 

We arrived at Bage tired and dusty about 4 

P. M. Just as we were entering the city limits 

we were held up by the customs, our baggage 

examined and we were allowed to proceed. Bage 

is a city of about 25,000 inhabitants, a great cattle 

center. Hundreds of thousands arc slaughtered 

every year and turned into jerked beef, which is 

shipped to Rio Grande by rail and from there 

all over Brazil. We passed many of these 

slaughter houses on Xarqueadas. The meat is 

dried in the sun. and where this is done it looks 

like immense grape arbors, long rows of posts 

with rails, on top of which the meat is hung to 

dry. These cattle are of the old big-horn kind. 

A friend gave me a pair of beautiful horns which 

are indeed curiosities to one who has lived in 

the States. 

Rio Grande do Sul is the most important port 

in southern Brazil, situated at the mouth of 

I.agoa dos Patos or Duck Lake. The bar is so 

shallow that steamers are often compelled to 

wait outside for days before they can enter. 

This bar will be open soon. While there I was 

invited to attend the ceremonies of the inaugura¬ 

tion. An American engineer is at the head of 

this enterprise. 

I have heard wonderful stories of the number 

of ducks that years ago flew over this lake. I 

have been told they were killed with sticks from 

the decks of the steamers when they first began 

to run. I cannot vouch for the truth of these 

statements, but T do know it is a splendid duck 

ground, and I had some splendid shooting about 

a year ago at Casino, a summer resort about one 

hour from Rio Grande. 

I was then accompanied by the English Consul, 

a fine sportsman. As I have previously men¬ 

tioned, these plains are full of lakes during the 

winter or rainy season, thousands of ducks re¬ 

sorting there as a feeding ground. Ducks are 

shot by the natives in the following manner: A 

horse is trained to approach them slowly, as if 

feeding; a man walks behind, and when near 

enough they are fired upon, sometimes twenty or 

thirty being killed at one 'shot. 

After spending the night at the deserted sum¬ 

mer resort we arose early. The day was chilly. 

A cold south wind was blowing, and the water 

felt quite cold as we waded into it. I cannot 

give the names of the different ducks, but we 

killed about five varieties, teal, brown ducks, 

some about the size of a mallard, and two, one 

of which weighed ten pounds. 

My first shot was a long one. I succeeded in 

killing one teal and wounding another which I 

could not find. We could have had splendid 

sport if some kind of blind had been built a few 

days before, but I did the best I could by stalk¬ 

ing and crouching behind bunches of high grass. 

However, I had good sport until noon, when we 

ate our lunch and rested. 

About 3 o’clock we started again, and in a very 

short time I had killed a duck and was trying 

to find a cripple in some clear water about two 

feet deep. This small lake had bunches of weeds 

growing in it. I could see this cripple stop, but 

when I approached he would swim off under 

water. I saw him do this several times and be¬ 

r • 

came very much interested in watching him, 

when my attention was attracted by five large 

white ducks flying high, but straight for me. 

They looked like geese, being perfectly white 

with exception of a few black feathers in tips of 

wings. I crouched low, and when they were 

directly over me I fired my left barrel which was 

choked and I succeeded in killing the leader, 

which fell with a splash not far from me. He 

was immense and weighed exactly ten pounds. 

This duck is called by the natives caporaroca. I 

do not know its Latin name. When brought to 

the table next day, roasted whole, it was dei 

licious, and we carved it in large slices as you 

would a turkey. 

Of course when I returned to look for my 

cripple it could not be found. Shortly afterward 

the Consul joined me and we started leisurely 

for home, getting a few shots on the way. We 

had just turned off into a small foot path when 

we saw the remaining four of the White ducks 

headed straight for us. but flying high. When at 

IT is very seldom that what would be called 

even a fair bag in England or the States, is 

put together in several days’ climbing after 

the small game on the spurs of the northwest 

Himalayas; but to the sportsman who pos¬ 

sesses a keen appreciation of the picturesque, 

combined with the usual slaying instincts of 

his kind in only a modified proportion, noth¬ 

ing can exceed the enjoyment of a week in 

the nearest point we both fired at the same instant 

and one came down stone dead. The Consul, 

who did not know that I had fired, turned to me 

with a satisfied smile and said it was a pretty 

good kill at that distahee with No. 8's. I told 

him I believed it was my duck, as T was using 

No. 5’s, but we would see the effect of the shot. 

When picked up both wings, legs and neck were 

broken, besides a good sized hole in the breast. 

He handed me the duck, saying that I must have 

been mistaken, and that T was using buckshot. 

Indeed, I have never seen a duck so badly broken 

up at that distance. 

It is a pleasure to shoot with such a sports¬ 

man. During the whole day we never had the 

least discussion when there was any doubt as 

to who had killed a duck. Just before we took 

the shells out of our guns a lone teal came over, 

going with the wind. We both fired at the same 

time again. When it fell I told the Consul it 

was his duck, but when picked up the top of the 

head was almost torn off. It did not look as if 

No. 8’s had done it. We now had about forty 

ducks between us, and the boy who was carry¬ 

ing mine had quite a load with the two large 

ones, so I relieved him of part of his burden. 

We arrived at the hotel about dark, tired and 

hungry, but happy over our day’s sport. 

On account of this day I have always remem¬ 

bered Rio Grande pleasantly; in fact, I do not 

think I ever enjoyed an outing more than this 

one. 

October or November spent among the steep 

pine forests, the sheltered glens of mountain 

oak, or now and again a lung-testing climb up 

a rugged goat track around the shoulders of 

some bare quartz-scarred hilltop, whence a 

distant view is here and there obtained of the 

sweltering plains spread out below. The game 

is very varied, but nowhere abundant. Al¬ 

though the daily bag may not contain more 

Pheasant Shooting in the Himalayas 
By W. R. GILBERT 
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than a brace or two of birds, the jaded official 

who has spent the six months in the reek and 

heat of the plains, returns to his duty after 

ten days’ leave in the exhilarating air and 

glorious scenery with his muscles hardened, 

his features bronzed, and a general sensation 

of measuring three or four inches more round 

the chest than on his start. 

Having started tents, provisions and guns, 

etc., over night, a twenty-mile ride along a 

hill road one October afternoon brought me 

to my little camp, snugly pitched on a tiny 

plateau, walled in by grand pines and deodars, 

close to a spring which bubbled from the hill¬ 

side. 

Turning in early, sleep was kept from my 

eyes for an hour or more by the weird cries 

of a family of the great flying squirrel, holding 

high revel in the pines around my tent, and 

when tea and biscuits were handed me at 

4:30 A. M. by the shivering servant, I felt as 

if I had just closed my eyes. Dressing rapidly 

and sorting cartridges into small and handy 

packets, we faced the keen air and darkness, 

and climbing one behind the other, my shikari, 

two gun carriers and self, a steep goat track 

for some forty minutes, at length reached a 

small jutting crag on the face of the higher 

ridge, where we sat down to listen for the 

crow of the pheasant or jungle fowl. Over 

such a vast stretch of hill and precipice, I 

have found that this is the only way to insure 

any real idea of what ground should be tried 

and beaten for birds. The birds are scattered, 

and in the stillness of dawn it is astonishing 

to how great a distance they can be heard; 

and although apparently near at hand, a stiff 

climb, or a painful descent, is often endured 

before cartridges need be slipped into the 

breech. 

We had not long to wait; a towering pine- 

top on a higher crest away to our left was 

gilded with the coming light when a sudden 

“kok-kok-kok-laass” from a clump of ilex just 

above our rock startled us into action. There 

was as yet no shooting light, but the move¬ 

ments of the birds in the dry' tangle above us 

showed that they were thinking of leaving 

their roosts, and that there was no time to 

waste in waiting for a better chance. Silently' 

taking my stand on the edge of the descend¬ 

ing cliff, near a solitary tree, when a fair view 

of the probable line of flight was obtainable, I 

slipped in a couple of No. 4s and lay two more 

handy on the rock beside me. A wave of the 

hand, and keen old Vic slipped up the hill 

and around into an oak covert. Before she 

reached the birds, however, down fluttered the 

cock, carefully keeping under cover until he 

reached the edge of the abyss, down which he 

plunged, too indistinct to shoot at. 

“Steady, Sahib, there are more above,” whis¬ 

pered my man, and as Vic neared them, down 

shot two more birds like arrows. Holding 

far in front, the hills rung to the right and 

left. The first bird held on strong and hard 

to the undergrowth in the valley below. The 

second, however, circled to the right, and sud¬ 

denly collapsed in a bush. She was picked up 

stone dead. The two beaters with me then 

climbed above me, in the hope .of rousing a 

possible straggler. I waited ten minutes and 

then there was a shout, “Look out, Sahib!” 

I looked up. There was just time to pitch 

the gun to my shoulder, and the bird went 

past me with a whiz and crashed into the 

undergrowth far below. I have seen it stated 

that a teal with the wind behind it is the fast¬ 

est thing on earth; perhaps he is. I would 

only suggest as a competitor for that proud 

position an old cock koklas pheasant, thor¬ 

oughly aroused, making his best time from 

the top of a hillside to his tangled covert, 

one thousand feet below. The pace is truly 

tremendous. 

The birds were both koklas. We hurried 

off to a deep valley further on, whence we 

fancied we heard the shrill bantam-like crow 

of the little jungle cock shortly before. 

Rounding a corner, •we came to the edge of a 

ravine, and between us and the opposite side 

was a cup-like glen, a very likely spot. A 

couple of stones rolled down produced com¬ 

motion. We faintly saw two or three birds 

scuttling about for a moment in the under¬ 

growth, and almost immediately five rose, and 

skimming the tops of the fern and weed, 

reached the edge of the descent, and were 

lost to view at once; not, however, before a 

cock turned over and over in his flight and 

brought up like a bombshell against a pro¬ 

jecting rock. 

Down wdnt Vic, and this bird was also re¬ 

trieved. So far everything went well, but, 

alas, from this shot onward the morning was 

one continuous repetition of hard climbs, steep 

scrambling descents, birds few and far be¬ 

tween, and those that did get up being care¬ 

ful to do so at only the most inconvenient 

times; either when the perspiring, breathless 

sportsman was holding on to obstinate clumps 

of fern, in the endeavor to secure a foothold 

where he might stand while the beaters rolled 

rocks from above into likely patches between 

him and them; or again, when the pines and 

oaks were so thick that the only intimation of 

their rising was the flutter of wings, or at the 

most a glimpse between the tree trunks. 

Nevertheless, tired, but happy, we stumbled 

down the stony track, noon finding us back 

at camp, disposing of mountain chops and 

scones at an appalling rate, while Vic, 

stretched on her side on a bed of pine needles, 

slumbered and dreamed, with many a kick and 

shiver, of gigantic longtails or well-spurred 

chanticleers. 

An hour’s rest and, kjud stick in hand, we 

ascended the hill once more. A report from 

a very dirty blanketed hill man of the exist¬ 

ence of a brace or two of Impeyan or moonal 

pheasants on a distant hilltop, persuaded me 

,to try for a shot at such grand birds. Cross¬ 

ing a rounded shoulder between two ravines, 

and up to the chin in fern and weed, a bird 

ro'se ahead of us and sank again beyond the 

rise. “A snipe, Sahib!” said my plains-bred 

gun-carrier. Fondly hoping better, I relieved 

him of the gun, and we beat quietly on; again, 

flip-flap, and a quick shot between two trees 

knocked over the bonny brown bird—my first 

woodcock in India. 

At length we reached the last fringe of pine 

forest, and scarcely had I stopped, when, with¬ 

out warning, a grand old cock moonal bustled 

out of a clump of deodars, and shooting beyond 

the edge of the kjud, fell through space. The 

sunlight glanced on the glossy metallic purple, 

blue and green of the moonal’s head and back. 

Falling with extended pinions, it seemed for 

the moment some living jewel hung in space. 

The wary bird gave me no shot, but had he 

done so, retrieving him would have been al¬ 

most impossible. 

We passed a small tarn on the neck between 

us and the last spur, and in the mud around 

its edges I stopped to read a little of the his¬ 

tory of the previous night. There legibly im¬ 

pressed were the paths of moonal and jungle 

cock down to the shallower water; and on 

the opposite side the tracks of two gooral 

(Himalayan chamois) went out across the mud 

to the water's edge, then round a projecting 

rock, and back to the harder ground again. 

Tt gave me a little thrill to see the pugs of a 

leopard over those of the buck gooral; and 

whether the story ended in a tragedy or an 

empty bag for “spots,” the rocky ground be¬ 

yond gave no clue. The tracks of a heavy 

bear were also clear and fresh, and a second 

visit to the hilltop with a rifle was at once 

decided on. 

Fifty paces ahead the spur ended; and 

from beneath a cairn-like mass of rocks, 

topped by a few stunted pines, up sprang an¬ 

other moonal, as gorgeous as the first and as 

big and heavy as a turkey. An easy crossing 

shot, and down he came, and I was fully re¬ 

warded for any weight lost in the day’s climb. 

A brace and a half of pheasants, a wood¬ 

cock, a moonal and a jungle cock was the 

bag of the first day’s shoot, and with the ex¬ 

ception of the last day, when some lower 

ground was visited for a day at chukor part¬ 

ridge and hare, and when a lucky beat drove a 

little barking deer past me so close that a 

charge of No. 4 rolled him over like a rabbit, 

it was the best of the week. 

Each day was much the same as its prede¬ 

cessor. I found my eye getting clearer and 

my legs stronger. At night the church-like 

feeling of the camp cloistered within the tower¬ 

ing giants of the pine forest, and the deep 

hush of sleeping nature calmed fretted nerves 

and worried brain; and I returned to my duties 

fitter and healthier in mind and body. 

The Other Side. 
From the city came an angler with costly split-bamboo. 

And forty-seven different kinds of flies. 

He had read all works on angling and knew a thing or two 

Of fish of every sh^pe and every size, 

lie used a line of braided silk and multiplying reel, 

With German silver mountings all to match. 

Me had a patent landing net and gaff of polished steel; 

And scales to weigh the fish he meant to catch. 

A freckled country urchin cut a rod from a birch bough; 

lie knew no lore from modern angling books; 

He tied a bit of twine to it as well as he knew how, 

And with a nickel bought a dozen hooks. 

He had no silken line nor reel, or deadly pointed gaff. 

Nor fancy tempting flies with tinsel bright; 

But naught cared he: “I’ll catch some fish,” he chuckled 

with a laugh, 

And dug a can of garden worms that night. 

The city man and country boy fished up d babbling 

brook, 

Where schools of handsome brook trout frolicked by. 

The boy impaled his juicy worms upon his little ho»k. 

The expert whipped the ripples with a fly. 

The man a gleaming trout yanked out at almost every 

cast, 

He kept it up from early morn to night. 

But when that freckled country boy, disgusted, quit at 

last, 

lie hadn’t had a solitary bite. 

Norman Jefferies. 



A Whiff of Nature. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

My backwoods friend was anxious to take a 

run up to Horn Lake, Adirondacks, to try some 

early trout fishing. It was midnight about the 

last of April that we left Northwood with a 

work horse which could make at least two miles 

an hour. 

There is something mystical about night in a 

thinly-settled region. As the old horse plodded 

along, the intense darkness pressed upon us. 

Our thoughts harked back to ancient fears, I 

suppose, for there seemed to be something wild 

and savage in the air. The crash of a wheel on 

a rock contrasted hideously with the stillness. 

Only a violent jar of the buckboard brought 

one to his senses. 

Finally the blackness became gray and the 

freshness of early morn was upon us. The un¬ 

certain thoughts which in our ancestors pro¬ 

duced real and vivid images, slunk from us. 

Then as the whitethroat began its plaintive 

song, the ex-guide began to talk. He told of 

men he had guided, of the life in a former gen¬ 

eration, and of the life history of the woods. 

The natural history of guides must be closely 

scrutinized. They jump to conclusions. What 

they see an animal do once they are likely to 

take for granted that it always does the same; 

and yet they are full of hints and ideas that on 

investigation prove to be true. What books 

some of them could produce if they took notes 

and had the scientific spirit. 

We swung into North Lake, put out our 

horse and were soon gliding with firm stroke to 

the inlet. Here the shallow bottom glistened 

with thousands of pieces of fool's gold. They 

were spread there on the sand by the torrent 

that gushed from the woods. 

We followed trail, gutter and skidway and 

were led by blazes; sometimes, it would seem 

by instinct. How differently had spring touched 

the forest from the manner it had caressed the 

clearings. Only chickadees, juncos and the usual 

winter birds were to be seen in the woods. In 

the swamps three feet <?f snow yet blanketed the 

ground. On the northern slopes the snow was 

still deep; on the south side buds were swollen 

by the warm air. In the woods the lower 

branches leaf first and finally the topmost 

limbs. It is curious to see a tree having quarter¬ 

sized leaves on the lower branches, while the 

buds in the top are scarcely swollen. A temper¬ 

ature zone of two weeks’ difference is expressed 

from the top to the bottom of a tree. The 

moderate zone is at its foot. 

In spite of the warmness on the floor of a 

forest, why is it that there is always more snow 

in the woods than in the clearings? It is al¬ 

ways deeper and lasts longer in the woods. It 

isn’t because the branches shade the ground, 

though that helps some in the hardwoods and 

very much in the swamps. It is cozy and warm 

in a hardwood when it is cold in the clearing. 

One would think that this would take off the 

snow faster than in a clearing. The explana¬ 

tion, to my mind, is that the snow in the clear¬ 

ing is evaporated by the wind, while the forest 

snow must melt almost entirely by sunlight and 

rain. It is surprising to leave a cold wind-swept 

pasture bare of snow and enter a hardwood, and 

there find the sun beating down warm upon 

two feet of snow. It seems to prove that wind 

is more powerful than sun in removing snow. 

That snow does constantly evaporate in freez¬ 

ing weather is shown by animal tracks. A fresh 

track is sharp, an old track is dulled by the 

wearing away of snow particles. The lower the 

temperature the longer does a track appear to 

be fresh. It has the appearance of freshness in 

the woods longer than the same track in the 

field, where the wind blows. An experiment 

can be made to prove that snow evaporates in 

freezing weather. A wef cloth frozen stiff will 

dry in temperature below 32 degrees. 

An occasional deer track led across the snow. 

Once we came upon a bear track. It was two 

or three days old and the sun and warm air 

had melted around the edges, so that it had 

grown to about twice its former size. What a 

monster sprang up before the imagination as 

we looked upon the great track! 

We arrived at the lake and found in the camp 

eight or nine Remsen Welshmen, all named 

either Jones or Hughes. We threw up a brush 

shack, made some tea backwoods fashion, and 

then floated out on the raft into the lake. Our 

success was not marvelous, although we caught 

a couple of fair sized trout. One end of the lake 

was frozen over, hence we inferred that we were 

too early in the season. The trout were not 

biting and hadn’t been. Our brush camp was 

not comfortable, and Bill wanted to return. It 

is the nature of man to be moving. 

Long before we reached North Lake we 

noticed the cool, fresh air of the water. This 

is frequently noticed in the woods. Soon we 

were gliding over the glistening iron pyrites out 

into the lake. 

It was a short trip—a mere whiff of nature— 

yet it is remembered along with those of greater 

duration. Eldridge A. Spears. 

Starling in Connecticut. 
New York, May 11.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Last week I had the good fortune to 

spend a day in the country, something that I 

have not been able to do for many years, dur¬ 

ing the warbler season. 

On two or three occasions I saw a Cooper's 

hawk, rather an unusual species at the locality, 

Milford, Conn. 

What I wish especially to speak of, however, 

is the fact that I saw here a single starling, the 

first I have ever noted at that place. Here in 

New York and in many outlying districts round 

about, and eastward at least as far as New 

Rochelle, starlings are pretty common, but I have 

not known of them in a purely farming coun¬ 

try. Some years ago you printed much about 

the starling in America, but I have not been able 

to look the matter up. Is it spreading rapidly 

into the country districts? G. 

A Plea for Clemency. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Of all the recreations known to me the only 

one which continues to hold its charm and 

grows rather than diminishes with the passage 

of years is the quiet and harmless pastime of 

observing all outdoors. I do not pretend to be 

a scientific naturalist; in fact, find it almost 

impossible to subject a specimen to the rigid 

scrutiny of the microscope, yet I never grow 

tired of gazing at a certain pool containing with¬ 

in its quiet depths the gently waving stems of 

the golden club. A dozen times a day there 

passes across my mental vision the vignette of 

an incomparable dingle, just now ablaze with 
marsh marigold. 

I can feast my eyes upon the wondrous flanks 

of a brace of trout until night sets in and heaven 

has swung her million candles. In former years 

I approached a stream to fish, trembling with 

suspense, and so excited that my wavering 

fingers could hardly slip the leader loop upon 

the line; but now, having absorbed some of the 

wonderful calm of Mother Nature herself, who 

never hurries except with a certain majesty of 

pace, I often find myself after sitting down to 

assemble my rod, allowing the minutes to slip by 

one by one, while I gaze upon the landscape 

or the windings of the brook, sometimes until 

the hours for fishing are past. I am wont to 

throw myself down bodily, so that I may gaze 

into the heart of a flower or watch a bumblebee. 

Where formerly I stalked the rabbit my 

present pleasure is to catch the long-eared fellow 

at his continuous meal, and where, in former 

days, I would have been sure to set a steel trap 

for the weasel who dwells in yonder rock pile, I 

now recognize his equal right to life, liberty 

and. the pursuit of happiness. 

In shooting, who has not felt the sharp twinge 

of his conscience upon picking up the riddled 

heap which, a moment before, had been a bundle 

of life and animation. Who has not realized 

that the fulfillment falls far short of the antici¬ 

pation. How often have I regretted, and still 

how often has the lure of the chase led me on 

to err again. A bird on the bough .is a source 

of universal pleasure; in the bag he is so much 

dead meat and feathers. Shooting seems to 

come natural as climbing to a small boy, but the 

history of clay bird shooting proves that shoot¬ 

ing and killing do not necessarily go hand in hand. 

No less harmful thing can be imagined than 

the little gartersnakes whose severed bodies I 

often find in the roadways during my country 

rambles. As for myself, the very squirming of 

the worm upon the hook detracts from the 

pleasures to be found in early fishing. Ah! 

How often have I wondered how many people 

would go angling if fish and bait could audibly 

express the agony they so plainly endure. 

The growing tameness of the American robin 

shows the result of living in amity with our 

wild creatures, and all parents should instil into 

their children true love of flowers, birds, reptiles, 

insects and animals. Gus. Strothmann. 
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Gray Wolf in Pennsylvania? 

Readers of Forest and Stream will remember 

the story of a native gray or timber wolf hav¬ 

ing been killed in May of last year by S. C. 

Long, a farmer residing at the western end of 

the Beaver Dams in Frankstown township, Blaii 

county, Pa. This wolf was shot by Mr. Long 

while in the act of killing a lamb in his orchard. 

The pelt was secured by the curator of the Car¬ 

negie Institute, Pittsburg, and was mounted and 

placed among the other specimens in the zoologi¬ 

cal department. 
It was believed to be the last native gray 

wolf in the State, but the Altoona Times an¬ 

nounces the appearance of another large gray 

wolf several days ago at the same place. This 

animal was first discovered by a neighbor of Mr. 

Long’s who saw the animal one morning in his 

orchard. It had made a raid on his sheep, and 

was chasing them when seen by the farmer, who 

not having a gun ran quickly to the house of 

Mr. Long and informed him of the appearance 

of the wolf. Long quickly got his trusty rifle, 

which laid the first wolf low, and hastened out 

to the orchard. The fierce animal was in the 

act of killing a lamb, which it had caught, but 

seeing the man approaching, dropped his prey 

and with great leaps ran across the farm lands 

to the shelter of the mountain before the farmer 

could get close enough for a shot. 

The discovery of the wolf has set the whole 

country side agog, as the wolf last May killed 

many sheep before it could be put an end to, for 

two years baffling all efforts to destroy him and 

thus causing the farmers in that neighborhood 

much trouble and expense. Every effort will 

be made to kill the animal, which will be hunted 

in the most systematic and untiring manner, as 

the farmers do- not care to again have their 

sheep slaughtered, which will undoubtedly be the 

case if the wolf is not soon put out of the way. 

This creature has the appearance of being as 

large and fierce as the other wolf, and pos¬ 

sessed of the same amount of cunning, and much 

patient skill will doubtless be required to shoot 

or trap it. It is feared there may be still more- 

wolves in that neighborhood, as the head of the 

Beaver Dam country is a wild and uninhabited 

place, seldom visited by any one except hunters, 

and it is possible that several stragglers may 

have gathered there and are now increasing. 

Wolves are generally believed to have been 

extinct in Pennsylvania for some years back, 

but it may be that a remnant of the great packs 

which once roamed over this State, lived in the 

mountain fastnesses and have been breeding un¬ 

molested and will again become plentiful like 

the black bears which were almost exterminated, 

but not having been hunted on account of their 

scarcity have been quietly increasing until they 

have again become very plentiful. 

Yellowstone Park News. 

Gardiner, Mont., May 6.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Up to May 4 there had been born six 

buffalo calves at the new buffalo range on East 

Fork—Lamar River—possibly by this time sev¬ 

eral more have appeared. The wild bunch 

was seen on the head of East Fork and twelve 

counted by scout Wilson. 

Scout Holt made a trip across the Yellowstone 

Lake and up the river to the south boundary, 

camping in the winter cabins. He saw seven 

moose and fr.csh tracks of at least twenty-five. 

He tells me that his skis made so much noise on 

the crusted snow that the moose were alarmed, 

and that this is the reason he did not see more 

of these animals. 
There is very little snow in the park for this 

time of the year. The scouts have a hard time 

getting about through the fallen timber, where 

usually the snow is so deep as to cover it and 

make level traveling. Deep snows make easy 

snowshoeing in the mountains and timbered 

country. 
In front of town every evening we can see 

from forty to fifty antelope and thirty to forty 

mule deer feeding on the alfalfa field. 1 he 

alfalfa is now about six inches high and a 

favorite food for the game. About twenty-five 

antelope used the field every evening all last 

summer, and there is a prospect that more will 

camp there this summer with the addition of 

the mule deer. I do not remember that any 

deer summered here last year. Deer are scat¬ 

tered all along the roadway out through 

.Golden Gate. 
As far as Swan Lake flat the roads are dry 

and free from snow. Teams have been through 

to Norris Basin, and one team to the Upper 

Basin. Saddle horses have been from the Canon 

to the Lake, but nothing from Norris to the 

Canon, where the snow is deep for about six 

miles of the twelve between the stations. 

Several teams and men are at work on Gardi¬ 

ner River moving a slide that has been troubling 

the road builders for years. This is about two 

and one-half miles from this town. 

Most of the game is well back to or close to 

the summer range, with the exception of that 

already mentioned. The summer tourists will 

have a chance to see a bit of the game as they 

enter the Yellowstone Park through the Gardi¬ 

ner Gateway. There is a slight increase in the 

number of winter visitors who come up here 

to see the game. So far no one has been dis¬ 

appointed, although this has been a very open 

winter and not as much game in sight as usual. 

At last reports the Yellowstone Lake was still 

covered with ice, but it was getting rotten. The 

report that Old Faithful Geyser had gone out 

of business is unfounded. There is no doubt 

Old Faithful will continue to deserve her name 

for many years to come. T. E. H. 

A Sunday Walk. 
Millhurst, N. J., May 3.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: To-day—Sunday—being as you know 

clear and cold in the morning, I donned my over¬ 

coat, and taking along last week’s Forest and 

Stream and some lunch, went for a walk in the 

woods. After slowly tramping for several miles 

and enjoying myself immensely I came to a hill 

in the woods sloping to the south near a little 

brook. In the sunny side of a bunch if big 

trees with lots of wild honeysuckle booming 

all around I placed a lot of dry brush and on 

it some dead leaves. 
Spreading my overcoat over them I just 

sprawled out on it and lazily enj-oyed the 

beauties of nature. It was splendid there, bask¬ 

ing in the warm sunshine like a black snake, 

with the cold wind roaring through the tree- 

tops with a noise almost like thunder. 

Being so warm, bright and quiet here, many 

species of birds—robins, red-wings, song spar¬ 

rows, catbirds by the dozen, chewinks, brown 

thrushes and little bits of birds almost without 

number, among which were wrens and Mary¬ 

land yellowthroats, had gathered among the 

bushes and skunk cabbages down by the brook. 

1 heartily enjoyed the free concert of the sweet¬ 

est of bird music. 
About noon I pulled out the lunch and ate 

it, only a couple of sandwiches, but how good 

they tasted! Talk about kings on their thrones, 

Rockefellers among their oil cans or Vander¬ 

bilts among their money bags. Nary one of 

them could hold a candle—so far as solid en¬ 

joyment was concerned—to lying sprawled out 

in the warm sunshine, slowly munching away 

on that grub. 

In a few weeks, about June 15, I shall be out 

of the school, then after spending a few days 

fixing things at my home in Asbury Park for 

the summer I shall pack up some duffle and 

start for the Brush Hut and put in most of the 

summer there. 
While there I shall take particular pains to 

ascertain about the scarcity of partridges or 

ruffed grouse, of which I have heard so much, 

and will write you the facts. 

Last year when I was up there I never saw 

the chicks more plentiful. I found four broods 

and altogether at least fifty in them. A. L. L. 

[The wild honeysuckle sent is also known as 

wild azalea ] 

Nessmuk the Poet. 

Nessmuk was a philosopher. All of his poemt 

breathe it. He made up his mind early in lift 

that the vain pomp and glory of the world art 

not worth while. That to “cheat his fellow-mat 

anti rob the workman of his wage” was beneatl 

him. That the solace of the pines, enticing th< 

trout, stalking the deer, for necessity only 

canoeing, camping, life in the woods, were mon 

to be desired than all else. That communinj 

with nature in her various moods was the heigh 

of human pleasure, and who shall say him nay 

Nessmuk was authority on all out of-doo 

sports of his day. Flis little volume, “Wood 

craft” is the most practical work on campin 

out that has ever been compiled. It is th 

woodsman’s text book. The writer, when a bo? 

camped with Nessmuk often. 1 he open cam 

was his favorite; he hated a cold, wet ten 

and, around the blazing fire at night he woul 

transcribe on white birch bark some rhyme rur 

ning through his head, or after reducing a b 

of navy plug to its lowest denomination and pt 

it in his pipe, he would repeat the best poetr 

of English authors by the hour. It was 

supreme delight to camp with him and gatht 

wisdom and craft from his experiences. • , 

Nessmuk wrote not for popularity or reput; 

tion, but just because he could not help it. Itw: 

as natural for him to drop into rhyme as f< 

the rill to flow from the spring. His poetic 

nature found vent in rhymes, and while he do- 

not rank among the great poets, yet few ha’ 

breathed nature in verse as he has. 

Who treads the dirty lanes of trade 

Shall never know the wondrous things 

Told by the rugged forest kings 

To him who sleeps beneath their shade. 

Only to him whose coat of rags 

Has pressed at night their regal feet. 

Shall come the secrets strange and sweet 

Of century pines and beetling crags. 

—Felix Granger in Phila. N. American. 



From Nova Scotia Game Fields. 

The past session of the Nova Scotian Legis¬ 

lature has been a most important one to sports- 

. men. For nearly thirty years the question of 

game preservation has been raised at every 

session of the House. The original game laws 

have been amended and changed until scarcely 

one of the sections remains as it originally 

stood. 

In the past the task of enforcing the game 

laws has been left to a body known as the Game 

Society. Almost all the members of that body 

, were citizens of Halifax, and until the with¬ 

drawal of the imperial forces about half the 

members were naval or military men. 

For divers reasons the society was unpopu - 

lar, not only to the lawless element, who would 

naturally object to anyone who interfered with 

them, but to many law-abiding sportsmen in the 

rural districts. With all its defects the Nova 

Scotia Game Society has 

done good work in the 

past. It saved the moose 

from extermination, and 

it has partially stocked 

the Province with red 

deer. Last year’s report 

shows some thirty fines 

collected for violations of 

the game act. There is s,.. is • 

only one district in Nova 

Scotia where the “dog¬ 

ging” of moose is carried 

on in a clandestine way 

compared with ten dis¬ 

tricts in which it was 

carried on more or les^ 

openly twenty years ago. 

The snaring of moose 

and caribou is also very 

much on the decrease. 

Some counties are almost 

clear of snares. In the 

counties of Digby and 

Yarmouth, for example, Typical 

there are only three 

small districts where this most brutal method 

of catching game is still practiced. The Indians 

and guides destroy every snare they find. No 

one' can realize what this means until they 

cruise the old snaring grounds and see the 

spring holes and hedges which got in their 

work in past years. 

The present year will probably see the re¬ 

maining snaring grounds hack of Doucetteville 

and around Corberie in Digby county, and the 

remaining district in Yarmouth county raided 

and put out of action. 

The game act of last session abolished a non¬ 

political commission to deal with the matter 

of game protection. 

Three commissioners are to he chosen by the 

Go vernor in Council. They are to hold office 

during good behavior. The former agents of 

the Game Society are to he replaced by war¬ 

dens, nominated by the commission, who will 

also hold office irrespective of any political 

changes which may occur. 

The new act explicitly states that the wardens 

may arrest without warrant any person they find 

violating the game laws. They are ex-officio 

constables for the whole Province, and they 

have the power to seize and confiscate firearms 

which are illicitly used. 

It is not necessary to bring action in the 

county in which an offense was committed, and 

one justice of the peace can adjudicate. The 

following items will be of especial interest to 

the American tourist : 

(1) All alien camping and fishing parties 

must be accompanied by a licensed guide. 

(2) Unlicensed aliens are not allowed to 

carry firearms. Any constable or game warden 

can seize firearms illicitly taken to the woods 

by aliens on sight and arrest the owners. 

(3) No unlicensed alien can accompany a 

hunting party in any capacity. 

A BRITISH COLUMBIA MOUNTAIN VIEW, 

region where packing with ponies or burros is a necessity of 

(4) Shooting on the Lord’s day is prohibited. 

(5) A guide can only take in two aliens at a 

time. 

An American friend of your correspondent’s 

criticizes the new act as containing too many 

provisions dealing with foreigners, and too few 

dealing with the local poachers. I can quite 

understand his thinking so. It certainly seems 

hard that an American tourist who violates the 

game law should lose his gun or rifle in addi¬ 

tion to paying his fine, and a Canadian who is 

caught red-handed killing game in close season 

should escape with a pecuniary penalty alone. 

The loss of a valuable gun or rifle will practi¬ 

cally double the penalty on some tourist who 

has unwittingly brought himself within the 

reach of the law. A resident who knows or 

ought to know the law gets off at half price. 

One gross injustice has been rectified by the 

passing of this act. Under the act lately in force 

all moose heads killed by alien sportsmen in 

Nova Scotia had to be mounted in the Province 

before they were exported. The sending of a- 

moose head to a New Brunswick taxidermist 

was a technical offense. Under the new act, 

American sportsmen are allowed to take a head 

and hide out of the Province, provided they 

make affidavit that they killed the moose them¬ 

selves. The resident sportsman has still to send 

his trophies to the local taxidermist, pay what 

he chooses to demand, and put up with the 

work he does. 

Under the new act all game wardens are em¬ 

powered to administer oaths and take affidavits 

in their official capacity. 

Deer and caribou have been granted an abso¬ 

lute dose season until 1912. This season will 

probably be further extended, as caribou are 

very scarce, though reports say there is a small 

increase in the herds. The law allowing one 

moose to each hunter has been amended. It 

has been the custom for 

divers resident outlaws to 

kill four or five moose 

each year, taking one 

member of their family 

with them on each trip, 

and assigning the moose 

to a different individual 

each time. This evasion 

i^Sf of the law is dealt with 

3^. as follows in Section 4, 

sub-Section 2, of the new 

act : 

“If a moose he taken or 

killed by two or more 

persons hunting or pursu¬ 

ing it in company or at 

the same time, each of 

such persons, who, by 

shooting at it or other¬ 

wise, shall have attempted 

to kill or wound such 

moose, shall be deemed 

to have killed or taken it 

,ra'rel. within this section.” 

As one man in Kings 

county is popularly reported to have killed four 

moose last year, and to have allowed one of his 

neighbor’s boys to administer the coup de grace 

to three of them, the wisdom of this amend 

ment will be apparent. E. F. L. Jenner. 

A Good Turkey Season. 

Rolling Fork. Miss., May 5.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The season for wild turkeys 

closed May 1. According to Mississippi law Jan. 

r to May 1 is open season for them, and it has 

been years since so many large gobblers have 

been killed. Quite a number of our local hunters 

got four to eight or ten each. It was my good 

fortune to capture four handsome fellows with 

beards measuring from nine and one-half to 

eleven inches each, and several smaller ones, one 

and two years old. R. E. Stratton. 
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The Packer’s Art. 
Concluded from page 733. 

Tiie diamond hitch may be thrown in several 

ways, and from either side of the animal. The 

more common method, formerly employed gen¬ 

erally in Montana, Wyoming and Idaho; was 

called the “old government hitch.'” This was 

thrown over a sawbuck or an aparejo indiffer¬ 

ently. 
The aparejo consisted of two large nearly 

square leather sacks or bags laced together at 

one edge, which lacing was over the animal’s 

backbone. Good aparejos are costly, but will 

carry without injury to the animal a much 

heavier load than can be put on a wooden saddle. 

The pack trains used by the United States Army 

were usually furnished with them. The wooden 

saddle, commonly from its shape termed saw- 

buck, consists merely of two thin flat boards 

shaped to fit either side of the animal’s back, 

screwed to stout cross pieces which meet and 

pass each other and are firmly bolted together 

in front and behind. Its cheapness, lightness 

and handiness has made the sawbuck very popu¬ 

lar, and it answers very well for short journeys, 

tight to the horse’s body; there must be no pos¬ 

sibility of its working, still less of its turning. 

A load of 150 pounds of dead freight is much 

more severe on a horse’s back than 150 pounds 

of rider. There is no spring or give to the 

freight, no easing of any jar. The dead weight 

bumps up and down constantly. Therefore, it 

is important that the saddle should stick close 

to the animal and the load close to the saddle. 

There must be no motion between the various 

parts of the load, and no motion to it as a whole 

apart from the beast that is carrying it. Every 

when their loads have been removed. They ar 

usually in good condition. 

More than twenty years ago a long articl 

was published on this subject in Forest an 

Stream. Some of the cuts here given in thi 

article are reproduced from those which illus 

trated that article. The photographs were mad 

last summer in the mountains of British Colum 

bia by Mr. Rutherford Page. 

Arctic Notes from Herschel Islam 
and Eastward. 

Whaling. 

Prior to 1889 it was not considered feasibl 

for whaling ships to conduct their operation' 

east of Point Barrow, but that year ships wen 

east of that point and have continued to d( 

so, working as far east as the ice would allow 

If the ships wintered in that region, Hersche 

Island was usually the point chosen, Bailli 

Island occasionally, and one year a ship win 

tered at some point in Prince Albert Land. 

From 1889 to 1907 thirty-three vessels hav 

SAWBUCK. 

but for long trips aparejos are much better, even 

if they do cost three or four times as much. 

One of the chief secrets of successful packing 

is to have the loads which hang on either side 

of the animal’s backbone so nicely balanced 

that they will pull evenly against each other. 

If one is only a little heavier than the other, the 

continual motion will tend to drag the lighter 

load out of position, while the heavier side 

will constantly fall lower and lower, and the 

first thing one knows he will have grief ahead. 

One who is ignorant of the packer’s art will 

often wonder at the care with which the packer 

will weigh two side packs in the effort to have 

them just equal in weight. These side packs 

are hung over the saddle as stated, but first the 

saddle must be put on. 

A pack saddle, whether it be aparejo or saw¬ 

buck, requires plenty of blanket under it, yet 

not too much. There must be sufficient to pro¬ 

tect the animal’s back, yet not so much as to 

make it possible for the saddle to slip, work or 

roll. The blankets must not be kept down close 

over the animal’s backbone; they should be 

lifted up off it in the middle line, so that there 

may be some circulation of air; if this is not 

attended to there will be sore backs. There¬ 

fore, just before the saddle is cinched it is well 

to grasp the blankets over the backbone with 

the two hands, one in front and one behind the 

saddle, and pull and lift them off the animal's 

backbone and well up into the crotch of the 

saddle. 

It is essential that the saddle should be cinched 

operation of packing should tend to this condi¬ 

tion ; a compact load, firmly lashed on an ani¬ 

mal's back. 

The ropes used in packing are two; one for 

adjusting the side packs on either side of the 

animal where they balance each other, and one 

for lashing the whole load to the animal. The 

last is the more important, for if the lash rope 

remains tight the sling rope will do so also, but 

if the lash rope yields anywhere the load in time 

is sure to go. 

These ropes are sometimes difficult to handle. 

In damp or wet weather they shrink, and when 

they dry off they stretch. In cold weather they 

are often frozen at night and there are few 

things harder on hands and temper than to try 

to put on a load with a frozen rope. However 

tight you may pull a rope, it always takes a little 

away from you again. 

It is only by long practice that one learns to 

throw the diamond hitch, yet practice will give 

skill, and good packers will take their train 

along all day over rough trails with no atten¬ 

tion save an occasional tightening of the rope. 

The good packer also is careful of his animals. 

He not only loads them with judgment, but 

watches them on the trail and looks after them 

engaged in whaling east of Point Barrow, am 

of these ten were wrecked or abandoned. Th 

total number of whales killed was 1,345. Ii 

1894 three ships got 69, 68 and 50 respectivelj 

The whale is the bowhead, and the whaler 

state there are three species of them, that the; 

are still plentiful, but are being driven gradual! 

to the eastward, are almost constantly on th 

move and hard to get to. For some time th 

favorite hunting ground was about Hersche 

Island and the mouth of the McKenzie Rivet 

but is now much further to the eastward. Th 

record whale furnished 3,350 pounds of bone. 

In 1886 a whale was captured near Hersche 

Island with a harpoon head in its body markei 

“Ansel Gibbs.” The ship so named was wreckei 

at Marble Island, Hudson Bay, Oct. 13, 1871. 

In 1887 a whale was taken with a harpooi 

head in it made of native copper. It must hav' 

been placed there by some native hunter eas 

of Point Barrow. There was about half a barre; 

of pus around this harpoon head. 

A third whale was killed in 1893 with a flin 

harpoon head in it. Such heads have in the pas 

been used exclusively in Greenland, and havi 

been in disuse for 25 years previous to 1893. 

During a trip taken in a whaler starting fron 

Herschel Island on Aug. 12, 1907, and so fa 

east as to sight Prince Albert Land, and return 

ing on Aug. 21, 1907, a distance of about 1,6a 

miles was covered. Whales were seen twice 

seven on the 18th of August and three on the 19th 

Boats were sent in pursuit, but owing to th* 

calm weather on both occasions they failed t< 
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get to them. Two carcasses or “stinkers,” as 

they are called, were passed on Aug. 15, five- 

polar bears were seen on the cast side, of Nel 

son's Head, Baring Land, and another whaler 

spoken on same date had five freshly killed bears 

on board. Numerous seals and white whales 

were seen. During this voyage the Smoking 

Cliffs were passed. They are close to the sea, 

about 200 feet in height, and smoke issues from 

crevices along their face. 

In 1907 eight ships were engaged in whaling. 

Six went out with following catches: 15, 1, 4, 

1, 4, 0. respectively. One wintering at Hersche! 

Island had one whale, and the eighth vessel with 

no whales, left to winter at Prince Albert Land. 

Game and Fish. 

Seal and white whales are plentiful about the 

island and form the chief food of the natives. 

Ogg-a-rook are also reported plentiful. What 

they are I do not know. Fish do not appear to 

be plentiful. 

Sheep appear to be plentiful in mountains on 

the mainland south of Herschel, as eighty-nine 

had been killed by the natives up to Nov. 21. 

Caribou are plentiful sometimes, scarce at other 

times. Ptarmigan are scarce. Fur very scarce. 

. Geese and ducks abound in season, especially 

in the spring. A sand spit on the southwest end 

of the island is a favorite spot. In the spring of 

1898 a number of wrecked sailors were at Point 

Barrow in semi-starvation, and the commander 

of a U. S. Revenue cutter commissioned an 

officer of a whaler to provide geese and ducks 

for food for these sailors. On the sand spit 

mentioned he shot 1,132 birds in three days. In 

spring, of 1907, about 1,800 birds were shot on 

the same spit. An entry shows eight ducks as 

shot on Oct. 8. No mention is made as to kinds 

of geese or ducks. Nothing is said of muskox, 

except that some men from a whaler landed at 

Point Killet, Baring Land, and found remains 

of these animals scattered around recent fires 

made by natives. Deer are reported to be plen¬ 

tiful on Bank’s Land. 

Natives. 

Residing on, or visiting, Herschel are two 

bands of natives, the Nunatalmutes who live 

mostly on the mainland, and the Kogmollicks or 

shore Indians. The former live mostly on sheep, 

deer, fish, etc., on the mainland, the latter on 

seal, white whale and other products of the 

deep. They have good whale boats, fish and 

seal nets, etc. They are described as a very 

honest people, good natured and very fond of 

their children. They hold religious services 

every Sunday. They play football and baseball, 

and do so when the mercury registers 25 below. 

There has been no crime among them, and they 

are as a rule healthy. Injuries from frost bites 

appear to be the commonest ills. 

A wedding was recently held on the island. 

The bride is described as very comely, about 

seventeen years old, and the bridegroom was 

her fourth partner. She had lost both her feet 

three winters previously from frost bite at 

Baillie Island. The guests, about fifty in num¬ 

ber, assembled in an igaloo ten by twelve, and 

the wedding feast consisted of whale and seal 

meat and frozen rotten fish. The narrator of 

this episode was invited to the feast, accepted, 

and got as far as tlie door, but could not face 

the music and retired gracefully. 

There would appear to be many natives to 

the eastward and northward from Herschel, who 

have perhaps never seen, or been seen by, a 

white man. None have been seen by the whalers 

on Baring Land or Bank’s Land, but they are 

there, as marks of their recent fires have been 

found. One whaler wintered at Prince Albert 

Land in 1S95-96, and among the natives seen by 

them there was only one old woman who had 

seen a white man before. The natives report 

that the old English man-of-war, the Investi¬ 

gator, a wooden corvette, which was frozen in 

in Mercy Bay, Bank’s Land, in September, 1851, 

is still there intact and in good condition. 

This enormous area of land and sea lying 

north of our continent, almost unknown to the 

civilized world, is a region full of mystery, 

about which there is yet much to learn. It is 

desolate and repellant for the most part, and 

for a major portion of each year is shut up tight 

in an icy barrier that no one so far has suc- 

ceeced in forcing to any extent. Yet the very 

READY TO GO. 

want of knowledge of this unknown region 

makes one wish the more to be better acquainted 

with it, and for a man with robust health and 

ample means it would appear to be a most fas¬ 

cinating way to spend a few years of his life 

in a systematic and intelligent exploration of 

these unknown lands and seas. 

J. H. McIllree. 

Pennsylvania Game. 
I-rom the report of Dr. Joseph Kalbfus, chief 

game protector of the game commission of 

Pennsylvania, the following is taken: 

I am satisfied that all wild birds other than 

game birds have been very materially increased 

during the past year* and that we bad many 

more summer birds in Pennsylvania during the 

past season, than for many years. The shooting 

of this class of birds by small boys, and their 

persecution through the robbing -of nests by the 

same class, has, to a very great extent, been 

done away with. Not only because the small 

boy fears the punishment that very frequently 

follows depredations of this character, but be¬ 

cause lie has learned and is learning the worth 

of birds, and derives a pleasure through the 

protection, and care, and study of birds, that 

far exceeds the pleasure he derives through their 

destruction. Many of our people other than 

the small boy are taking an interest in this sub¬ 

ject, that in my opinion portends much good tc 
our birds. 

Of our game birds my report will not be 

found so flattering. While we have in this 

State a fair number of non-migratory game 

birds, such as ruffed grouse, quail and turkey, 

and enough with good conditions surrounding 

breeding next year to make these birds fairly 

plentiful, we have not had anything like the 

number of these birds that I hoped we would 

have, basing my calculations on the large num¬ 

ber of birds left over at the close of last season, 

which I believe was in number in the neighbor¬ 

hood of the very best showing this State could 

have made at the beginning of any season for 

many years prior to that time. 

In my opinion the appropriation made by the 

last session of the Legislature for the payment 

of bounties upon certain animals is money well 

applied. The only trouble being, as I see it, 

that the appropriation is not sufficient to meet 

demands, and that the list of animals as named 

in the act is not comprehensive enough. If it 

is just to place a bounty on the fox this list 

should have added to it at least the house-cat, 

tjian which there is no greater destroyer of 

bird life in the world; and the two birds known 

as the great horned owl and the goshawk. 

What I have said about the grouse and the 

wild turkey applies to our quail, so far as it 

goes, but does not entirely cover his conditions 

and needs. While the turkey and the grouse 

may be able to battle succesfully with the snows 

and storms and to subsist fairly well from food 

gathering in the treetops, the quail is not able to 

do this and is doomed to collect his food upon the 

ground or to die. A battle for a month or six 

weeks in the snow cannot fail to reduce the 

weight of this little bird fully one-third. Fol¬ 

low this with a day or so of cold rain, follow this 

again with a freeze, and sees the end of Bob 

White. Wet and bedraggled, with no food in 

his stomach, he is quickly chilled to the bone, 

and the end of his journey reached. 

Migratory birds, such as the woodcock and 

snipe of various kinds, have not appeared to 

be as plentiful during the last spring and last 

fall as in former years. In my opinion, they 

are rapidly passing, as did the wild pigeon, to 

absolute extinction. Harassed and pursued, 

driven from post to pillar, from August to May, 

from Maine and the Provinces to Florida and 
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even into South America, there is no alterna¬ 

tive, unless the National Government extends 

the protection of its strong arm to this bird, 

and to ducks and geese as well, and to all other 

migratory birds, through the enactment of 

stringent National laws and tin? education of 

the people along correct lines. 
Rabbits and squirrels appear to have been 

found in about the usual numbers. Deer and 

bear are increasing rapidly. When the bill pro¬ 

posing to limit the killing of deer to a male 

deer with horns was first introduced, and which 

afterward became law, 1 was opposed to the 

measure 1 am now satisfied this is one of the 

best measures ever placed upon the books of 

Pennsylvania. Some does have beeji killed, but 

nothing like the number I anticipated. The 

number of deer killed in this commonwealth 

during 1006 was in the neighborhood of 800; per¬ 

haps 350 were bucks and 450 does. From 

positive reports received from several counties, 

1 estimate that not more than 200 bucks were 

killed in 1907 and believe I am within bounds 

when I say that not more than 30 does will be 

found to have lost their lives. The chief pur¬ 

pose of this act was the preservation of human 

life and limb. I take pleasure in reporting to 

you, that I have not, up to this time, heard of 

the killing or wounding by deer hunters, either 

accidentally or otherwise, of one single indi¬ 

vidual in Pennsylvania during the past season. 

The three game preserves that have been 

created under the provisions of the act of 1905. 

appear to be serving the purpose intended, that 

of providing a haven of refuge, into which game 

and birds of all kinds protected by the laws of 

this commonwealth can retreat and can find 

peace and rest at all times. We have carefully 

guarded these retreats during the past season, 

and 1 am pleased to say. that I know of no 

violation of the law relative to these incisures. 

Many men who had first opposed the setting 

apart of these sections under the impression 

that they would be used as private hunting 

grounds for politicians and their friends are 

now satisfied that the provisions forbidding any 

and all men to hunt thereon means just what it 

says, and that the game commission will surety 

see to it. that all offenders, no matter who they 

may be, shall be prosecuted. In my opinion 

there is no better way of increasing the game 

conditions in the State than by this method, 

and I think the number of preserves in the com¬ 

monwealth should be increased as rapidly as 

possible. 
The game laws of this commonwealth are bet¬ 

ter observed than ever before. Not alone be¬ 

cause of the efficiency of our protectors, the 

splendid showing of some of whom as made by 

their monthly reports and recorded in this office, 

to which I desire to call your attention, but be¬ 

cause of the help we are receiving from people 

not immediately connected with our office. I he 

very greatest help we have had from this di¬ 

rection has come from the State Constabulary, 

and I desire to here call attention to their 

efficiency. This force appears to be <to a man 

constantly keeping its eyes open for violations 

of the law protecting game and wild birds. 

Every request from this office for help has 

been promptly honored. Men have been de¬ 

tailed to investigate charges made and to police 

territories that I found it impossible to cover. 

Mv search after the murderers of some of 

our protectors has led me into some queer 

places and brought to my knowledge the fact 

that many of these people were criminals at 

home; that they were criminals here, and hesi¬ 

tated in the commission of wrongs and acts of 

violence only because they feared the strong 

hand of the law. These people are organized to 

defend one another, no matter what the offense, 

still they are learning that the proposition of 

resisting a State constable differs somewhat 

from that of wounding or even killing a poor 

unfortunate game protector, who had no friends, 

and whom the commonwealth refused or 

nesrlected to support in his work or to defend. 

The work done by the Department of Fores¬ 

try in the prevention of forest fires and the pro¬ 

tection of wild birds and game on the lands of 

the State deserves favorable mention at my 

hands. They are surely doing good work. 

We see everywhere play grounds and parks 

being created or extended, or beautified by the 

planting of trees and shrubs and flowers, the 

laying out of walks and drives, the building of ' 

bridges and good roads, the expenditure of tens 

of thousands of dollars for the purpose of re¬ 

stocking our streams with fish; all kinds of im¬ 

provements and betterments for the public 

good, each an incentive to outdoor life, to recre¬ 

ation. to better health, and better citizenship. 

Why should the State not contribute fairly to 

the pleasure as well as benefit of its sturdy citi¬ 

zens. who wish to take their recreation in the 

fields or in the woods with their guns? It seems 

to me that the State should contribute fairly to 

this purpose, placing deer and wild turkeys and. 

other game on State lands adapted to such 

game, and where none is‘found do-day. There 

are vast tracts of State lands of this character 

to be found; and I feel that at least one pre¬ 

serve should be created or purchased where 

deer could be bred for distribution throughout 

the State. 

Good Boy! 

Hingham, -Mass., May 6.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: “My First Partridge,’’ in your April 

18th number, reminded me of my own first par¬ 

tridge. My father and I gun together in our 

local woods. 
On Nov. 3, 1906, I killed my first partridge 

on the wing. I was then twelve years of age. 

On starting down a wood road we found a 

hornet’s nest of good size which we were going 

to take home. My father carried it and told 

me to go ahead and kill all the game. I felt 

like a -brigadier general. All of a sudden there 

was a familiar whirr. Quickly taking aim I 

fired. The partridge came down without a kick. 

In trying to get him from between two rocks 

where he fell the dog pulled the feathers out 

of his side. The. partridge wits a big redruff, 

and I would have had him set up except for the 

lack of feathers. My father and I shook hands 

over it. 
I began my career as a gunner by carrying 

the gun empty. This, was to teach me to carry 

it right. I was never allowed to carry the gun 

pointed at anyone. Finally I carried it cocked 

and now I carry it loaded. The latter way is 

much handier for the quick moving partridge. 

I enjoy reading your paper and hope to do 

so into old age. Elliott Henderson. 

A Dog’s Reasoning. 
Muip.kirk, Md., May 5.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have been reading the controversy 

as to the intelligence of animals, and having had 

twenty years’ experience handling my pointers 

in the field I am convinced of their intelligence 

and reasoning powers. 
Any intelligent dog will do anything for his 

master if he loves him, provided he knows what 

is wanted. The only difficulty is to make him 

always understand what is wanted, because he 

cannot talk our language and knows the mean¬ 

ing only of a few words and signs. 

I owned a pointer that was similar to the one 

Mr. Hendrickson mentions in Forest and 

Stream of April 11, about retrieving from the 

water, although he would not on land. 

When he was a puppy and I was training him 

I did not permit him to retrieve the first season, 

so he would not break shot, and afterward I 

could never get him to even pick up a bird on 

land, but lie would always watch to see if I 

picked it up, and would mark down the birds 

when I shot them. If a bird fell in a river or 

pond, he would retrieve it to the bank in beau¬ 

tiful style, but not a foot further would he 

bring it. He knew I could not get it out of the 

water, and I could on land and he did not know 

that in later years I wanted him to retrieve. He 

thought it wrong to touch* the birds, but water 

gave him his excuse. 
A human being might have reasoned in the 

same wav but for the power of language to 

explain the case. This dog had no instinct to 

retrieve as some dogs have, but he had his own 

way of reasoning about it. The brother of this 

pointer was originally very gun shy. They 

were a beautiful pair of black and white puppies 

that I took from the mother as soon as weaned, 

and housebroke myself. They loved me dearly. 

But Bob misunderstood the motive of the 

gun and reasoned that, because the birds fell 

before it, it would kill him. 
1 often took him out with Duke without a 

gun. He was the better ranger and the more 

stylish dog of the two, but let the birds com¬ 

mence to drop to the crack of the gun and 

Bob immediately retired to the rear about forty 

yards, and between there and my heels he would 

remain all day. 
I had about given him up when he reasoned 

it out himself in the following way. He was 

crawling along behind me very close in a field 

after some shooting, when right under his nose 

jumped a cottontail rabbit, and he and the rabbit 

passed me like a streak, quartering across, and 

his nose was almost on the rabbit's tail. I 

would not have shot had it been my other dog' 

but I was a very confident shot then, and aim¬ 

ing just in front of the rabbit’s head I killed 

him as dead as a stone. Bob stopped as thougf 

he too had been shot, but instead of coming tc 

heel he picked up the rabbit and brought it t( 

me and then commenced to range out in from 

in the finest style and never afterward showet 

the slightest fear of the gun. The shot killec 

the rabbit and did not hurt him. He rcasonet 

instantly that his fear had been groundless an< 

he could trust me.. Had I struck him with bit 

one pellet of shot he would have been worth 

less forever. After all do not the intelligen 

dogs understand more of our language and sign 

than we do of theirs? Ellery F. Coffin. 



Steel-Cored Casting Rods. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

It is not an easy matter to treat a technical 

subject of this character so that it can be easily 

understood by the average non-technical amateur, 

but it may be worth an effort, especially as there 

seems to be more or less uncertainty as to the 

merits or demerits of steel-cored rods. Be¬ 

fore the action or behavior taking place in a 

compound structure of this nature can be fairly 

comprehended, it is essential that the character¬ 

istics of the materials employed should be well 

understood, as on this depends the proportioning 

of parts, which will result in securing or defeat¬ 

ing the object aimed at. 

It is easy to understand that if you place two 

thin strips of wood of equal size across an open 

box and sit on them that each will bend and take 

an equal share of the load, and that if you re¬ 

place one of the strips with a piece of steel of 

equal size that the latter will sustain practically 

the entire load, as the wood strip will support 

very little until it is bent far below the steel. 

From this it will be readily understood that in 

order to apportion the loading or carrying 

capacity of the two materials, their sections must 

be proportioned to accord with their individual 

characteristics. 

When we inclose a core of steel as in our 

compound rod, the matter of finding out what 

we have and knowing definitely what load we 

are imposing on the steel and what on the wood 

is an interesting and entertaining subject for a 

high grade mathematician if the solution is at¬ 

tempted mathematically. But for the benefit of 

the amateur who would like to try his hand at 

a rod of this kind I will make an effort to pre¬ 

sent the problem in a light which will enable 

him to understand the ruling factors, and sim¬ 

plify the matter of their determination. 

As the rod bends at any point to a certain 

radius of curvature when in action, it follows 

that the steel must bend with the wood and as¬ 

sume the same radius. This may sound like a 

“bright” remark to some, but it must not be lost 

sight of, as on this fact, coupled with the fact 

that the two materials have very different de 

grees of rigidity, the problem of rational pro¬ 

portioning depends; for, it is important to know, 

when the two materials are combined, what the 

maximum fibre stress will be in the wood and 

in the steel, so that we may take full advantage 

of both according to their characteristics. 

If the maximum arm or wrist effort applied 

to the grip in making the cast is such that the 

outer fibres of the wood receive a stress of say 

.10,000 pounds per square inch, a not unusual 

figure, and we desire that the outer fibres of the 

steel rod shall receive a stress of the same in¬ 

tensity, then it follows that the diameter of the 

steel core must depend on the outside diameter 

of the wood or bamboo, and on its modulus of 

elasticity (E). As this for good bamboo is, say 

3.500,000 pounds per square inch, and for steel 

*ay 28.000,000 pounds per square inch, a ratio of 

1 to 8, or it follows that when both mater¬ 

ials are stressed alike, the steel core diameter 

must be one-eighth of the wood diameter. 

If, however, we wish to stress the steel twice 

as high as the wood, then it will be necessary 

to double this ratio and make the core one- 

quarter the diameter of the wood. Hence, if we 

divide the modulus of elasticity of the wood by 

the modulus of elasticity for steel, and multiply 

the quotient by the number of times the stress 

in the steel is to exceed the stress in the wood, 

we will get the proper diameter of the core in 

terms of the wood diameter. 

It would be useless to put in a size of core so 

small that the wood will be compelled to do 

nearly all the work because of lack of stiffness 

in the core, and it would be equal folly to put 

in a core so large that its stiffness would not 

permit the wood to do its share of the work. 

You can readily see from this that we are deal¬ 

ing with a type of rod in which proportions must 

be right if we expect to make each material— 

steel or wood—do its proper share of work. It 

is also absolutely essential that the taper of the 

solid wood. (Do not say that this must be a 

bull in figuring; it is not.) From this it will 

be seen that the wood core displaced represents 

one-half of 1 per cent of the strength of the 

solid rod, when the core diameter is one-quarter 

of the outside diameter; and inasmuch as our 

steel core is stressed twice as high as the wood 

is, it follows that its strength will represent one 

per cent., but as we have pulled out one-half of 

one per cent, of wood to make room for the 

steel core, we are left with a net gain of one- 

half of one per cent, in favor of the steel-cored 

rod. And now for the beauty of this act of 

stupidity. 

As the specific weight of steel is at least eight 

times that of first class bamboo, we have for 

weieht a rod made up as follows: 

Area of steel core, 6.25 per cent @ 8. 50.00 
Area of net wood, 93.75 per cent. @ 1. 93.75 

Total relative weight. 143.75 
Area all wood rod, 100 per cent. @ 1.100.00 

Relative difference by weight. 43.75% 

That is to say to secure a net gain in work- 

RELATIVE strength of hoi.low and solid rods. 

steel core shall be such that at all points its 

diameter is a fixed percentage of the wood 

diameter, say one-quarter. 

As the value of E (modulus of elasticity) for 

steel cannot be increased by hardening and tem¬ 

pering, the only use of such treatment is to raise 

the elastic limit so that it may not take a per¬ 

manent set or bend when in action. It is clear 

that unless we stress the steel at least twice as 

high as we do the wood we might as well leave 

the rod solid or with a wood core. 

By way of digression let me say that the 

origin of the steel center rod is, I believe, due 

to utter ignorance of what bamboo is capable 

of carrying in the way of stresses, and what 

treatment it actually submits to and sustains in 

tournament work, especially in long distance 

casting. I have spent my active life time in the 

designing of machinery and structures, but I 

know of no class of work in which the working 

stresses in any members of machines or bridges 

run as high or stand the abuse that does the bam¬ 

boo in the great majority of first class fly- or 

bait-rods. 

And now, to get down to business. Let us 

take a rod with a steel core whose diameter is 

one-quarter that of the wood and do a little 

figuring. If we take this rod and pull the steel 

core out of it—assuming, for illustration, that 

we can—we will have a hollow rod whose actual 

strength is 99.5 per cent, of the same rod of 

ing strength by use of the steel core we have 

increased the weight of our rod nearly 44 per 

cent. Had we increased the weight of our solid 

wood rod less than one-half of one per cent., or 

say a butt of three-eighths inch diameter by 

less than .002 of an inch in diameter we could 

have gained in strength more than the one-half 

of one per cent, due to the steel core. I do not 

know of any combination of steel and wood, 

which, weight for weight and action for action 

in use, can hold a candle to clear bamboo when 

selected with special reference to service; and 

I wish to counter any claim that can be made 

relative to the ultimate strength of the steel- 

cored rod, for before a rod is strained up to 

the breaking point it will be seriously crippled. 

In no practicable manner can a steel core help 

matters, for so long as it cannot increase the 

elastic character of the material surrounding it, 

over that of the same material when made solid, 

it cannot secure an advantage. 

A rod breaks but once. It is used for making 

thousands of casts, and every advantageous and 

pleasing quality in use will score a thousand to 

one against the one possible chance of breaking. 

That judgment which comes from keen ex¬ 

perience in matters of this kind has led many 

to doubt and question the value of the steel- 

cored rod, but even if it could be properly 

made—in the matter of reliable workmanship 

which I am inclined to doubt—the expense would 
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be twice as great as that of its better mate, the 

standard solid rod. The making of the taper 

core is no small problem, and the gluing of this 

to a material of vastly inferior elasticity I do 

not consider a reliable possibility. 

For the benefit of the amateur rodmaker it 

might not be amis to explain, as the expression 

has been frequently used above, that the modulus 

of elasticity expresses in pounds per square inch 

that force which would be required to stretch 

an ideal material to double its original length. 

Stretching the material to a small fractional part 

of its original length would require a corres¬ 

pondingly or proportionately small part of the 

force given as the numerical value of E, a letter 

which is the standard or conventional symbol 

for modulus of elasticity. To say that a material 

is elastic is as indefinite as to say that a fish has 

weight or a board has length. When you give 

the modulus of elasticity of a material you do 

exactly what is done when you state the weight 

of the fish in pounds or the length of 'the board 

in feet. 

In order that the amateur may better realize 

the importance of E in rod material I submit 

herewith a diagram showing what takes place in 

a preliminary design for a lancewood rod when 

so loaded that the working stress (S) is based 

on 8,000 pounds per square inch throughout its 

active length, but in which E=i,600,000 pounds 

in one case and .2,400,000 pounds in the other. 

The active body of the rod is divided into ten 

equal parts and each part in turn is calculated 

for strength to meet its own share of the work. 

From the diameters .so obtained the radius of 

curvature for each section is calculated and 

plotted as shown. 

A piece of material in which E is high will 

have life and snap, while the opposite is the case 

when E is low. Knowing what E is at the start 

will save wasting a lot of valuable time on 

second or third grade material. Every amateur 

or experienced angler has recognized E after 

fishing for half a day in a drizzle, and likewise 

has attributed the loss of life in his rod to 

moisture getting through the varnish. Water in 

wood of any kind is fatal to a high modulus of 

elasticity and this is clearly shown in the dia¬ 

gram. The rod bent to the curve under E=2,400- 

000 gives out the same total energy that is given 

out by the same rod, bent much further, in which 

E is lowered to 1,600,000 as shown by the lower 

curve. 

It is no more difficult to design a good bait¬ 

casting rod than it is to design a good bridge, 

and the methods and labor involved in one case 

apply largely to the other. I am not a rodmaker 

—except for my own use—but I have spent so 

much money and time on the problem, and as my 

rods have cost me about $100 apiece, I am unable 

to decide whether I am an amateur or a victim; 

but I can tell you confidentially that I have got 

more excitement and enjoyment out of the game 

of calculating, testing, making and trying out 

than out of anything else, and the game is 

clean. 

I doubt if many of the old school anglers can 

realize fully with what avidity the articles from 

“The Angler’s Workshop” are read by those 

who have learned to enjoy the pleasures ob¬ 

tainable at practice and at contests in the cast¬ 

ing clubs and the national tournaments. 

M. A. Beck. 

Michigan Angling Noles. 
Saginaw, Mich., April 27.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your issue of April 25 your cor¬ 

respondent M. B. writes intelligently and feel¬ 

ingly in relation to the Michigan grayling. He 

certainly was familiar with that grand fish. The 

files of Forest and Stream contain several 

articles on the grayling written by myself, and 

I herewith inclose a resolution which I intro- 

troduced and which was passed by the League 

of American Sportsmen at its annual meeting, 

Feb. 12, 1902: 

Whereas, the grayling, one of the gamiest, most in¬ 

teresting and beautiful fishes in the world, once abund¬ 

ant in many streams in Michigan, is now well nigh 

extinct; and 

Whereas, enough of these fish still remain in the 

Manistee River to again stock that and other streams 

to repletion, if afforded proper protection; therefore, . 

Resolved, by the League of American Sportsmen, in 

annual meeting assembled, that we deem it expedient to 

stop all fishing in the upper Manistee River for a term 

of years, and that we humbly petition the Governor and 

the Legislature of the State of Michigan to enact a law 

at the next session of the said Legislature, prohibiting 

any and all fishing in said Manistee River prior to 

June 1, 1908. 

Each member of the Legislature of 1902 was 

CURVE SHOWS RATE OF DROP IN STRENGTH OF ROD 

AS SIZE OF HOLE INCREASES. 

furnished with one of these slips. At that time 

I appealed to the Governor and the Governor’s 

wife to save the Michigan grayling, for I firmly 

believe it could have been saved had the upper 

reaches of the Big Manistee been closed to all 

fishing for a period of years. The grayling then 

still existed in that stream. It was not a natural 

trout stream. The lumbering had ceased, so the 

daily floods of the lumberman’s dams for run¬ 

ning out their logs in the spring no longer 

menaced this spring spawning fish. The measure 

failed, and the Michigan grayling is gone for¬ 

ever. The excuse given for not passing it was 

that a local representative in the Michigan 

Legislature claimed it was unfair to debar his 

constituents from fishing, although the upper 

part of the Manistee was sparsely settled. The 

Governor and the Legislature did n9t recognize 

that this stream belonged to the whole State of 

Michigan, and not to a local few, and a national 

calamity was the result. 

Not far from this locality, only last week, a 

minister of the gospel, residing in Johannesburg, 

was convicted of dynamiting a trout stream, and 

the fine including the costs was $55. State Game 

Warden Pierce is entitled to a great deal of 

credit for pushing this case. During the same 

week one deputy State warden secured three 

convictions for dynamiting at another point. 

The general sentiment does not seem to be 

in favor of the protection of game, fish, forests 

or anything else. Let us hope that the time will 

come, however, when the public view will change. 

At the present time there seems a great scar 

city of song and insectivorous birds; very few 

have yet made their appearance. Notwithstand¬ 

ing the fact that we have had pleasant and 

warm weather for the last two weeks, the num 

bers that were here last year have not yet 

showed up. 

This is the first season of trying the experi¬ 

ment of limiting by law, fishing on the North 

Branch of the Au Sable to the artificial fly. This 

is a grand trout stream, and several years ago 

a law was passed making the legal limit eight 

inches and upward. Previous to passing th 

law eight-inch fish were scarce, yet after it had 

been in force a year, eight-inch fish were appar¬ 

ently as plentiful as seven-inch had been before, 

until now there is no difficulty in getting the 

legal limit on a good fishing day; namely, fifty 

fish, eight inches and over. In fact, I was in 

formed'the other day that a sportsman fixed his 

own limit at ten inches and upward and secured j 

his limit at that. < 

Now if we can stop dynamiting, spearing, net¬ 

ting and illegal fishing, and confine the fishing 

on that stream to the fly, I believe there will be 

twice as much fishing for everyone as there was : 

before. The stream will accommodate double 

the number of legal anglers, for bait-fishing cer- i 

tainly destroyed large quantities of under sized 

fish. A number of sportsmen have kept count 

and found that in taking thirty fish of eight 

inches and upward they returned to the stream 

125 to 140 under eight inches. These carefully ■ 
removed from the fly are rarely injured, but 

with a bait hook many of them must be killed. 

If this experiment turns out as I believe it will, 

it will furnish more trout for stocking the Au 

Sable waters than an additional fish hatchery 

possibly could, and also help educate the angler 

to a more enjoyable method of fishing, for after 

one begins fishing with a fly he never goes back 

to bait-fishing again, which seems to prove it 

is beyond question the most enjoyable way nf 

taking trout. W. B. Mershon. 

Cincinnati Casting Club. 

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 9.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The wind was blowing too strong for 

any very accurate work to be done by the mem¬ 

bers to-day. Hutchins succeeded in hitting the 

target three times at eighty feet and once at sixty 

feet, five casts at each distance. 

In the light-weight casting only the 60, 70 and 

8o-foot distances were used. 

One-half ounce accuracy: 

60ft. 70ft. soft. 90ft. 100ft. Total. 
Crugar . 97.4 98.4 97.6 87.8 95.4 98 8-25 
Tames . 9(1.8 96.2 95.6 93.8 86.0 93 17-25 
Kissinger . 97.6 97.4 76.8 97.0 86.8 91 3-25 
Hutchins . 97.2 94.6 99.0 74.2 75.4 88 14-25 
Lampe . 87.0 92.8 72.0 85.S 91.2 86 9-25 

One-quarte ounce accuracy, 60, 70 and 80 feet: 

Tames .. ... 96 12-15 Lampe .. 85 14-15 
Kissinger . ... 87 8-15 Crugar .. 79 
Hutchins . .... 86 5-15 
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THE ANGLERS’ LUNCHEON. 

Scene on the bank of a New Brunswick trout stream. 

Tackle for Catalina Waters. 

Los Angeles, Cal., May 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have just been reading the editorial 

on “Light Tackle” in your issue of April 11. 

Several articles and comments have appeared 

within the last year upon this subject, and I 

have been tempted many times to write you, set¬ 

ting forth my views. 

The light tackle movement was inaugurated 

at Avalon, Catalina Island, by my friend, Mr. 

Arthur J. Eddy, who, by the way, has written 

some very delightful and useful articles in your 

journal in re light tackle. Nothing but the nine- 

ounce rod goes there, as is evidenced by some 

500 members of the club at present. Upon such 

a showing of proficiency by so many the change 

made by the Tuna and Light Tackle clubs of 

disregarding the butt, and considering only the 

length and weight of tip, caused quite a com¬ 

motion, almost universal, and I must plead 

guilty to being among the first to propose such 

a course, and in these few lines I cannot hope 

to overcome the arguments that have been 

raised against the change as adopted by the two 

clubs, although the reason is very clear to my 

way of thinking, and I could explain at length, 

but space forbids. Suffice it to say that this is 

simply considering the future prospects of fish¬ 

ing at Catalina only. 

Paradoxical as it may seem, I have stoutly 

maintained—and do yet—to Mr. Eddy that a 

rod could not be built sufficiently strong, nine 

ounces over all, and here I am fishing with one 

of six ounces, and claiming I can kill anything 

within reason. It is up to me to side-step the 

gentleman, to be sure, but there is a “little joker” 

in this whole proposition that seems to be 

ignored by everybody in general who writes 

upon the subject, and that is the little nine- 

thread line. The whole discussion seems to be 

upon the rod, while the line is lost sight of, 

The reason I am advocating a six-thread line 

is to cause them to sit up and take notice, or 

else go into the tackle box and get a new one. 

This method of procedure will not last very 

long unless there is good money in the bank, 

but this could not strictly be called science or 

the art of angling. Therefore, if a man uses 

a piece of six-foot gas pipe for a rod and can 

land his 30-pound or 6o-pound fish with a nine- 

thread line, I give him all the credit for having 

fishing down to a science, although he would 

not be looked upon as a scientific angler—-and 

why? The reply would be that he used a big, 

strong rod. 

Now, I fail to see how the gas pipe would 

strengthen his line; quite the reverse. My claim 

has always been that the rod—that is, from the 

tip to the reel—is simply a prolongation of the 

line, with the thickening of the tip, or its back¬ 

bone, so-called, to assist gradually in relieving 

the hard strain on the line, or in other words, 

to diffuse the strain at a vital point, and how 

in the world anything below the reel can be 

made to render any assistance, other than at a 

sacrifice of the strength of the line, is beyond 

my comprehension. The discarded butt gives 

strength in the ferrule, and in conjunction with 

the backbone of tip gives lifting power to a 

half-dead fish that has already matched his 

fighting qualities with your skill in handling him, 

and has partially succumbed to your good judg¬ 

ment in manipulating your tackle. 

So I say that the line should cogie in for the 

larger share in speaking of fishing gear. The 

disgrace of losing lines should far outweigh the 

bringing in of tons of fish. Therefore, I say, 

take heed of your lines. This is where the great 

amount of science enters. The whole secret— 

and now I am speaking of Catalina only—is to 

be able to feel and know just what strain you 

have upon your line; This is the whole thing 

in a nut shell. Thomas McD. Potter. 

Fishing in the Sunflower. 

Rolling Fork, Miss., May 5.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Owing to very high stage of water 

in the Sunflower River—one of the best bass 

and striped bass streams in the whole country— 

no fly-fishing will be done before June 15, if 

as early as that. The Government has put in 

quite a number of what are called wing dams; 

that is, dams running out into the stream, so as 

to pour the water into a narrow channel to scour 

out the sand, making a navigable stage even at 

low water. All or nearly all of this part of the 

river has a white sand bottom without pebbles, 

and the bass, locally called trout, congregate in 

large numbers at and near these dams and rapid 

shallows. A good half day’s sport often runs 

to as many as fifty or seventy-five fish from one- 

half pound up to three pounds, and once in a 

while a larger one as much as five to six and 

one-half pounds. These are rare. 

The striped bass, ’locally known as bar fish, 

run from one-quarter to three and one-half 

pounds and are game to the last. Either bite 

well, and I have often seen a school of the 

striped fellows keeping the river in a foam for 

one-half to one acre, striking at nearly every¬ 

thing in sight, trawls, spoon, a small piece of 

clam shell cut to resemble a minnow, and even 

a white cloth tied above a hook. 

I much prefeT dry fly-fishing to all other kinds, 

and have always been very successful using buck- 

tail flies, brown hackle, gray hackle, queen of 

the water, yellow May and silver doctor. I also 

find the Durham ranger and Jock Scott on No. 

4 hook first-class lures. 

I know that quite a number of my brother 

anglers have never even heard of this part of 

the great Yazoo Delta as a fishing country, but 

I have found few places to equal it, and 

none more convenient. In season we have bear, 

deer, wild turkey, duck, squirrel, quail and a 

few migrating birds, snipe, woodcock and plover. 

To the man fond of sport this has been a para¬ 

dise and is still good ground. As to equipment, 

I personally prefer the 3-barrel 12-gauge shot 

and .30-30 rifle in gun, and a good rod and reel 

with above flies in order named, and a good 

day’s recreation with sport enough to make the 

blood tingle is always in store. 

R. E. Stratton. 

STIMULATION WITHOUT REACTION. 

After a day of enjoyable sport it is wise to 
choose a drink which helps to restore the vital 
powers rather than one which tends to deplete 
them, as in the case with many drinks. Bor¬ 
den’s Malted Milk is delicious, concentrated, 
nourishing, invaluable to the camper, made ready 
for use by adding water, hot or cold.—Adv. 
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Anglers’ Association of Onondaga. 

In the annual report of President F. S. Hon- 

singer, of the Anglers’ Association of Onon¬ 

daga, Syracuse, N. Y., the following appears: 

The Anglers’ Association of Onondaga was 

organized eighteen years ago for the purpose of 

protecting the fish and game and the song and 

insectivorous birds of this county. During these 

eighteen years many ardent sportsmen have 

given a large portion of their spare time toward 

carrying out the purposes for which the asso¬ 

ciation was originally intended. 

The success of this organization during the 

past year has been due to the large number of 

individual members who, being thoroughly en¬ 

thused with the possible results which we might 

attain through concerted efforts, have made un¬ 

usual personal efforts in increasing the mem¬ 

bership, so that to-day we have a membership 

approximating 1,400. 

In years gone by one of our greatest enemies 

to the protection of the song birds has been 

the uneducated foreigner, who, coming to this 

country of freedom, has assumed that he had 

the right to shoot anything he wished. We 

endeavored last spring to educate the Italian 

through the press and the pulpit that it was un¬ 

lawful to destroy such birds. Notice of warn¬ 

ing, stating the fines to be imposed, was pub¬ 

lished in the Italian paper; the priest in the 

Italian church was appealed to, land he warned 

his parishioners from the pulpit. An Italian 

special protector was appointed by the State 

through our efforts, and he, too, spread the 

gospel of the bird protection among his fellow 

countrymen, and as has been the custom for 

some years past, notices have been posted 

throughout the woods of the county printed in 

both Italian and English, stating the game laws 

in regard to birds, and the penalties for viola¬ 

tions attached thereto. 

Last spring we planted in the trout streams of 

this county some 50,000 brook trout fry and 

fingerlings, and about 5,000,000 pike fry in the 

lakes and rivers of the county. 

The number of people arrested for violating 

the fish and game laws in this vicinity during 

the past year amounted to thirty-seven. The 

fines imposed ranged from $15 to $213 each, and 

one man served 150 days in the penitentiary. 

The Forest, Fish and Game Commissioner 

has this year revised the game laws so as to 

make them more uniform throughout the State, 

and to harmonize more with the welfare of both 

fish and game, and this bill has met with our 

approval. The gun license bill, requiring aliens 

to pay $20, and all resident hunters $1, was en¬ 

dorsed by our association with the provision 

that the money so raised should be used for the 

propagation of game birds, the game birds to 

be put back into the covers of the State for the 

benefit of the hunters who are paying the tax. 

More care should be taken in the planting of 

our game fish. The fry which we receive from 

the hatchery are so small that it is a very 

serious question in my mind whether any ma¬ 

terial percentage of them live after being 

planted, for it would seem that with all the fry 

which have been planted in this county in the 

past few years, fishing conditions should be bet¬ 

ter than they are. Care should be taken that no 

brook trout be put in streams where any brown 

trout are known to exist, and I would suggest 

the desirability of securing a pond, which we 

shall first ascertain is absolutely free from any 

fish, in which our trout fry may be nurtured until 

they are nearly legal length before they are put 

into the open streams. 

I would suggest that the association plan for 

a fly-casting tournament, and also arrange for 

bait-casting contests to be held this season. 

I believe that we should make an effort to 

have the State put game and game birds into 

our covers. This has been carried out success¬ 

fully to some extent in some other States. Quail 

are very easily raised and are a very desirable 

bird. Some experiments have been tried in 

raising partridges which have met with some de¬ 

gree of success, and they will eventually be 

raised in sufficient quantities, it is thought, so 

that they may be distributed throughout the 

State. Hares also are very plentiful and easily 

raised and these should be put into the forests 

for the sportsmen. 

A prominent business man in a nearby city 

told me recently that he had been keeping his 

nose to the grindstone for a great many years 

and would once a year take a short vacation, 

but that in spite of this annual vacation his 

nervous system became undermined, owing to 

his strenuous application to business. A year 

ago he started taking half day trips to a trout 

stream, every few days he would take a day or 

a half day off, and he discovered that his health 

was materially improved and he said that had he 

discovered this one fact twenty years ago it 

would have been worth untold thousands to him 

in health. We desire to keep the fishing and 

hunting conditions so good near at home that 

it will be possible for any one to lay aside busi¬ 

ness cares for a day or a half day to follow the 

trout stream and to be rewarded with something 

for his efforts. 

Snagging Trout 

Philadelphia, Pa., April 20.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I was greatly surprised, not to 

say shocked, that S. H. Carter’s letter on 

Alaskan fishing in the issue of April 18 should 

have been printed unaccompanied by any editor¬ 

ial comment on his methods of capturing Dolly 

Varden trout. It looks as if Forest and Stream 

considered the jigging of a game fish a sports¬ 

manlike means of capture, which I can hardly 

believe to be true. Surely, dragging a bare hook 

through a school of closely packed trout and 

“hooking them just by accident in the back, 

belly or any old way,’’ as Mr. Carter relates, is 

little better than spearing them; in fact, ethi¬ 

cally, I fail to see any difference between spear¬ 

ing and jigging. Each seepis to me to be a 

crime from a sporting point of view. I admit 

that Mr. Carter’s method does give the fish a 

chance to fight for his life and liberty, but the 

fish is hooked by force, not by craft, which is 

the essential element of angling, and therefore 

I think jigging may be considered beyond the 

pale even if performed with a light fly-rod. 

Perhaps I am an extremist in regard to sport¬ 

ing ethics, but I venture to say that I am not 

alone in my view of this matter. I would like 

to hear what other anglers have to say. 

Joseph Mason, Jr. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

A Day with the “ Brownies.” 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

On arriving home after a hard day’s work the 

other day a message was handed me which read: 

“I will be with you to-night at 7:52—E. R. S.” 

To me the meaning of it was fish; and true to 

his word, when the train rolled in, he was on 

it. After the usual greeting of course the 

conservation turned to fish and fishing, and old 

“Grimes” informed me he wanted to fish Clover 

Creek if he did not catch a fish. - He first 

wanted to sit around in those grassy meadows 

and think of the days gone by, when father used 

to “wollop out those old scorchers.” 

The following morning at 6:30 we were on 

the banks of the stream, ready for action. After 

fishing all day, our catch was five trout from 

8 to 12 inches in length. After supper, pipes 

lighted, and the first question was, ‘“How do 

you account for it?” 

“You must remember,” I answered, “that 

after I moved from this country I was away 

twelve years. During that time there were no 

trout put in the stream, but within the last year 

I have placed in different parts of it about 

22,000 trout fry, and about half of them were 

brown trout.” 

“Yes,” he said, “but do you think they will 

stay? Will they not do like the rainbow—leave 

the stream in about a year?” 

I told him I would prove that they would 

stay, and the following morning we started for1 

Piney Creek, having another friend with us who 

is an expert bait-fisherman. It was an ideal 

morning for trout, and on reaching the stream 

Appy went up, Grimes down stream, and I in 

the center, to meet at a given point at noon. 

As I was fly-fishing, it took me but a short time 

to string the little split bamboo and attach a 

nine-foot salmon gut leader with a dark stone, 

a governor and an evening-dun tied on a No. 

10 hook. And just before starting on our 

various stretches of water, Grimes remarked, 

“I would give a dollar to see one of those 

brown trout you are always talking about,” 

which made Appy and I both anxious to catch 

at least a few good specimens. I think it was 

the third pool I fished that I saw a fair-sized 

“brownie” roll up to my flies, but missed and 

would not rise again; but it was enough to 

convince me that I thought it was a little early 

for them to jump. A few at least were getting 

in the humor for flies. 

Just above this place a short distance there is 

a stretch of water under some large willows, 

an ideal place for big ones, and in days gone 

by, when brook trout were plentiful, we could 

always count on a good one. To this pool I 

went and commenced to fish just at the head of 

the deep riffle. At the second1 cast I caught a 

brownie about eight inches long. A few more 

casts and my flies were winging over the deepest 

part of the pool just out from the large willow 

roots. There was a flash of yellow, a splash, a 

swirl, an awful tug and I had him fast. He 

shot up out of the water like a bass and looked 

twice as large as he really was. Now down to 

the bottom, then in toward the roots, but the 

little bamboo was too much for him, and just 

as he swung into a little eddy he was lifted out 

on the grassy bank—a beauty of gold and 

garnet, just 131A inches long; not large for a 

brown trout but a splendid specimen. 
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I was so anxious to show that fish to Grimes 

with its bright colors that I fished faster than 

usual, and you should have seen him look at it! 

Then he wanted to see one jump. He did not 

have long to wait. Just at the base of a large 

rock in the hillside is an elegant pool, and as 

the flies danced over the ripples, there was a 

flash, and a brown trout leaped clear out of the 

water, but failed to connect. As the day grew 

old, we met at the bridge and counted our catch. 

We had a total of sixteen brown trout and two 

brook trout, ranging from 7 to 1 y/2 inches. 

Not so bad; Appy, with worms, having taken 

thirteen; I, with flies, 5, and Grimes—well, he 

only wanted to see them jump. Just as I was 

replacing the trout in the basket, I noticed 

rather an amused smile of satisfaction on his 

face, and a far-off gaze. I asked him what he 

was thinking of, and he said that if any one had 

told him there were such fish on this portion 

of the stream that had been abandoned years 

ago as a trout stream, he would have laughed 

at them. He is convinced that they are the 

fish for the streams of days gone by. And 

judging by what he saw of those that got away, 

he thinks we will have to use heavier tackle if 

we want the large ones. S. D. J. 

The London Casting Tournament. 

Mr. R. B. Marston, chairman, has sent us 

advance proofs of the eleventh international fly- 

and bait-casting tournament to be held on July 

9 and 10 next in the Stadium of the Interna¬ 

tional Sports Exhibition at Shepherd’s Bush, 

London. Space in this week’s issue can only be 

given to a brief mention of the programme, 

which, however, will be reviewed in these 

columns later on. 

The committee says there are two theories 

upon which the programme and regulations of 

such a tournament may be built: (1) That fly- 

and bait-casting is a sport by itself, to be pur¬ 

sued with implements and methods constructed 

for itself; (2) that the implements and methods 

to be used shall be such as are employed in 

actual fishing. The committee believes the for¬ 

mer has met with a full measure of popularity 

in the United States, but concludes that, even 

at a sacrifice of comparison of records, the time 

has come to give the second theory a fair trial 

and see whether it is not better adapted to the 

genius of the British people. 

Rods and tackle, therefore, must be owned 

by the casters, and the committee will “discour¬ 

age mere casting sticks.” 

T he competitions which will be open to all 

are: Salmon fly, switch casting barred; salmon 

fly, switch casting; trout fly; same, light rod; 

trout fly, switch casting. 

Amateur events will be: Trout fly, accuracy 

and style with wet fly; trout fly, ambidextrous; 

trout, dry-fly for accuracy and style; trout fly, 

accuracy at a target placed under a bush; trout 

fly, May fly, distance and style. Also a num¬ 

ber of bait-casting events, the weights to be 3-16, 

Vi, and 214 ounces respectively. 

There are twenty-three events. The time is 

from 11 A. M. to 6 P. M. each day. This will 

call for rapid-fire work on the part of the man¬ 

aging committee. 

The conditions call for “fishing” rods and 

tackle, but in the May fly and distance trout fly 

events, for example, rods may be 11^2 feet long 

and weigh 1% ounces per foot. Fancy an Ameri¬ 

can fishing with a fly for trout and using a rod 

feet long and weighing nearly 13 ounces. 

It is often said our 10 and 12-ounce tourna¬ 

ment fly-rods are not fishing rods, but it now 

seems that we have fancied they were heavy 

rods. 

In the distance events the aggregate of the 

best three casts will be counted. This is to be 

regretted, for such figures are meaningless and 

comparisons of results unnecessarily complicated. 

Experience in this country has taught tourna¬ 

ment managers to score either the best cast out 

of five; the best single cast in a given time; or 

the average of five casts. The American Na¬ 

tional Association last summer declared in favor 

of the average of five casts in all bait distance 

events. 

Information Asked For. 

Philadelphia, Pa., May 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Your issue of May 2 contains a photo¬ 

graph of a five-pound bass “caught in a Penn¬ 

sylvania lake last season.” I have caught bass 

in the lakes of New York, New Hampshire and 

Massachusetts, but have never had much success 

with lakes in Pennsylvania and would be glad 

if any of your readers could tell me of any 

mountain lake in Pennsylvania where I could 

be reasonably sure of success in this line, and I 

would gladly reciprocate by giving them my 

experience in above States. B. R. 

New Publications. 

“Rodmaking for Beginners.” By Perry D. 

Frazer. New York, The Forest and Stream 

Pub. Co. Illustrated, cloth, $1. 

This is Vol. I. of the Angler’s Workshop 

series, the second volume of which will appear 

later on. In it the author gives plain and care¬ 

ful hints for the beginner at fishing rodmaking, 

and these are of use also to the seasoned angler 

who, it may happen, has never taken up the fas¬ 

cinating pastime of repairing, rewinding and 

varnishing his own rods, but desires to do so 

and lacks the much-sought information which is 

supplied in this book. 

It is one of the “how-to” books which have 

proved so useful to beginners who possess the 

will, but lack the way to carry a thing from 

the purchase of raw material to a successful 

conclusion. And to this end the detailed in¬ 

structions are accompanied by working draw¬ 

ings which illustrate every important step in 

rodmaking. 

. “Score Book for Caliber .30 Military Rifle 

Shooting” is the title of a most complete record 

book for riflemen. It is published by United 

States Cartridge Co., Lowell, Mass., U. S. A. 

It is so ruled as to provide ample spaces for 

complete records of all pertinent details, such 

as date, range, weather, thermometer, elevation, 

wind gauge, clock, light, flags, sighting shots on 

the different targets at all regulation distances. 

There also are score sheets for skirmish shoot¬ 

ing. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, rei'ised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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The Battle. 

Down in the depths of foam-crowned pool, beneath a 

sheltering bank, 

Where tumbling wafers eddied and the watercress grew 

rank, m 

Where wind-hewed tree trunk stretched across the stream 

from shore to shore, 

There dwelt the monarch of the brook, behind a rush- 

ribbed door. 

In coldest months of winter time his bright-hued sides 

would flash 

Far up the shallow, iceless stream, where swift head¬ 

waters dash; 

In the springtime, when the ice the deep pools ceased to 

clog. 

Returned he to his old retreat beneath the mossy log. 

Within his deep and stone-paved home, his noble head 

up stream, 

And broad tail swaying lazily, the monarch's speckles 

gleam; 

Each surface change, each floating twig, his sharp eyes 

clearly saw. 

Nor did a single luckless bug escape his hungry maw. 

’Twas early morn; the monster lay in wait for breakfast 

fare, 

The thick-grown woods re-echoed with -shrill bird notes 

everywhere; 

Just where the log’s dark shadow touched the eddy’s 

dimpled cheek 

A tempting insect rested on the surface of the creek. 

Like lightning bolt from lowering sky, the monarch left 

his lair, 

His jaws closed o’er the miller as it whirled and eddied 

there; 

Then back to his recess he shot, but ere its depths he 

gained, 

A tether unrelenting at lfis plunging body strained. 

One moment poised he quiet, while his angry, wild eyes 

flashed, 

And then by gleaming side the ertswhile peaceful pool 

was thrashed; 

Its waters seethed and boiled, while through the now 

awakened glen, 

The din of battle sounded as he fought for life again. 

With fierce, quick dashes, back and forth across the pool 

he went, 

While o’er the battling monarch the lithe rod strained 

and bent; 

Up stream and down, ’neath threatening log and flowery 

bank he raged, 

As some wild jungle beast within a steel-bound dungeon 

caged. 

Relentless was his fury and unceasing was his fight; 

He churned the deepest waters in his long- unconquered 

might; 

And e’en the birds were silenced, for each singer seemed 

to feel 

His tuneful song was useless ’gainst the whir of clicking 

reel. 

Long raged the even battle, as the tireless monarch 

fought, 

Yet slow his strength was ebbing, but the line held firm 

and taut; 

A moment then he sulked below, a moment stopped the 

strife, 

As one who gathers power for a last mad plunge for 

life. 

A pause—a tremble—silence—a moment he suspends 

The strife, and then with flaming sides the balmy air he 

rends; 

With powerful tail he strikes the line—spray glistens in 

the Sun— 

A splash—the waters close above—and thus the monarch 

won. 

Again the foam collects upon the bosom of the pool; 

Again the swaying rush is kissed by quiet waters cool; 

Again the fallen log's dark shadow stretches undisturbed. 

Again the lace-winged dragon fly is poising unperturbed. 

The silense is but broken by the note of warbling bird; 

No din of battle echoes, and no noisy reel is heard; 

Far down below, with head upstream and lazy moving 

tail. 

The monarch hears retreating steps disturb the quiet vale. 

—Colorado Springs Gazette. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

16. Knickerbocker Y. C., for Sea Wren class. 
23. New Rochelle Y. C. 
30. Harlem Y. C., annual. 
30. Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
30. Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 
30. Atlantic Y. C. 

JUNE. 

3. Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
6. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
6. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
6. Motor boat race to Bermuda. 

11. South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
25. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 

JULY. 

—. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. Y. Bay, around L. I. 
3. American Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New-Rochelle. 
18-26. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 
25. New York Canoe Club. 

'AUGUST. 

1. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
1. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
8. Huguenot Y. C. auxiliary sail and power to Strat¬ 

ford Shoal. 
10. Crescent Y. C. of Watertown, Hamilton to Chamont. 

165-mile race, boats up to 46 rating. 
15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
15. Atlantic Y. C. 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S., for 

motor boats. 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
22. Marine and Field Club. 
22. Motor boats, Boston to Shelburne, N. S. 
22. Binnacle Club. Boston to Shelburne, N. S., motor 

boats. 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. Northport Y. C., annual. 
29. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
31. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 

SEPTEMBER. 

1. Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
2. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
3. Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
4. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
6. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
6. Hartford Y. C. 
6. New York Athletic Club. 
6. Brooklyn Y. C. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

Designer Alpheus A. Packard, who became 
well known in his years of partnership with 
Starling Burgess, in Boston, is now established 
in New London, where he has become a partner 
and manager of a large boat-building plant. He 
is a graduate of Brown University, and was at 
one time superintendent of yacht construction 
at the Herreshoff shops in Bristol. While there 
he “laid down’’ the America’s cup defender 
Reliance. 

Conditions of Block Island Motor 
Boat Race. 

In conjunction with their annual sail boat 
race to Block Island, the New York Athletic 
Club will give this year a race for motor boats 
to the same place, starting from Huckleberry 
Island, for a trophy presented by The Rudder. 
I’he start will be made on June 20, 1908. at 

6 P. M., or such later time as the race commit¬ 
tee may consider best. 

The race is for cruising boats of not less than 
25ft. over all, not exceeding in the greatest 
length 40ft. over all, and with a waterline 
breadth of not less than one-fifth of the water¬ 
line length. A cruising boat is one built and 
used for cruising; must have trunk cabin and 
self-bailing cockpit. Cabin must contain sleep¬ 
ing, cooking and general living accommoda¬ 
tions for crew. 

The propelling power must be an explosive 
engine, or engine operated either by gasolene, 
kerosene or alcohol. To be eligible for this 
race, boats must be provided with solid pro¬ 
pellers, as the use of adjustable or reversing 
propellers will not be allowed. 

The crew, which shall not be changed during 
the race, must consist of not less than four per¬ 
sons, two of whom may be paid hands. 

In the event of the owner not being on board 
during the race, he must be represented by a 
member of a recognized club. No paid navi¬ 
gators or pilots will be allowed. Boats may 
carry an optional amount of fuel, all of which 
must be in fixed tank or tanks, permanently 
piped and connected. Each boat must carry on 
deck or tow a tender at least ten feet long, must 
carry two anchors and ropes, side and other 
lights required by Federal regulations, a life 
preserver for each member of crew, compass, 
chart, lead line, buckets and at least two fire 
extinguishers. 

The rating and allowance will be calculated 
under the 1905 rules of the American Power 
Boat Association, except that time allowance 
will be figured at sixty per cent of the tables, 
and the constant used in figuring the horsepower 
of two-stroke engines shall be 850 instead of 750. 
The measurements must be made by the meas¬ 
urer of some recognized yacht club or reputable 
naval architect and be in the hands of the 
committee not later than June 17, 1908. 

The course, which will be figured at 115 
statute miles, will be from a line between two 
stake boats flying the club flag anchored to the 
eastward of Pluckleberry Island, off New 
Rochelle, N. Y., to a stakeboat anchored in 
Salt Pond, known as West Harbor, at Block 
Island". Racers may enter port and anchor if 
necessary through stress of weather, but must 
enter and leave under their own power. 

Any racer accepting a tow will be disqualified. 
Any boat using kerosene, will be allowed two 
gallons of gasolene, in cans, for use in starting 
the engine, and shall be allowed five gallons of 
gasolene in a sealed can for use in an 
emergency, but seal and can must be intact at 
finish, or boat will be disqualified. Energine, 
picric acid, ether, or any other ingredient to in¬ 
crease the power of the fuel will not be allowed; 
and no gasolene lighter than commercial 76 de¬ 
grees Beaume stove gasolene will be allowed. 

Protests must be made in writing within forty- 
eight hours after first boat finishes. 

All boats must be measured and rated before 
starting. No unrated boat will be allowed to 
start, and entries must be made in writing be¬ 
fore noon, June 15, 1908. A full description of 
the boat should be sent with the entry. All 
entries will be accepted subject to inspection by 
the committee. The committee reserve the right 
to reject any entry, if, in their judgment, the 
boat is not a bona fide, seaworthy cruising craft. 

Applications for entry blanks and information 
should be made to the committee—Harry A. 
Jackson, Jr.; Commander A. B. Fry, U. S. N.; 
Walter M. Bieling, 9 Murray street, New York. 

Marblehead—Bermuda Race of 1908. 

One more entry has been received for the 
Bermuda race; this time in class C. Mr. Charles 
T. Burgess has notified the committee that lie 
wished to enter the cutter Alga, as a representa¬ 
tive of the Boston Y. C. Alga is cutter rigged, 
46ft. waterline, 58ft. over all, and is one of the 
old Burgess 46-footers. 

The prizes for the Bermuda race will be 
somewhat different from any given before. The 
first prize in the different classes will all be 
made from the same design and will vary only 
in size, thus any one of these cups, no matter 
what its size, will be typical of the Marble- 
head-Bermuda race of 1908. After the race the 
club flag and private signal in enamel, with the 
name of each yacht sailing in a class, will be 
placed upon the cup. The ordinary inscription 
will tell which yacht wins in a class, and by 
these means the cup will show not only the 
winner, as has been the custom, but also show 
how many yachts were in the class and what 
they were. It is probable that the times which 
the yachts make in the race will also be en¬ 
graved on the cup. 

The design for these prizes was made by the 
Society of Arts and Crafts of Boston, and the 
society is now at work making the cups them¬ 
selves. 

Motor Boat Racing Rules. 

The Motor Boat Club of America has con¬ 
cluded to discard the racing rules it used last 
year and to adopt those of The American Power 
Boat Association in so far as the rating of boats 
and engines is concerned, while it may ’retain' 
a classification based on over all length, rather 
than upon rating. The motor boat club rules 
of last year were those adopted by the Motor 
Boat Committee of the Jamestown Exposition 
and were originally framed largely to avoid 
certain apparent inconsistencies in the Amer¬ 
ican Power Boat Association’s rules. 

The American Power Boat Association has 
already incorporated in its rating rule one 01 
two points of that of the Motor Boat Club ir 
so far as ascertaining engine power is con¬ 
cerned, and the Motor Boat Club believes then 
is no longer any reason for maintaining a sep 
arate code of rules. All the important motoi 
boat races in the country for the coming seasor 
will, therefore, be run under the America! 
Power Boat Association rules, and one meas 
urement will qualify a boat for racing in almos 
any waters. 

Wolseley-Siddeley’s New Owner. 

During the Monaco meeting various notabh 
people—among whom was the Duke of West 
minster—were taken for a run on Wolseley 
Siddeley, and greatly enjoyed the novel experi 
ence of skimming over the water at a 30-kno 
speed—and in silence. But the Duke of West 
minster, in particular, was so delighted witl 
her speed and performance generally that h<: 
went on to Palermo and steered her to victor; 
in the long race for the Pearl of the Mediter 
ranean, after which he bought her. _ Conse 
quently, she will be raced in his name in all th< 
important Solent fixtures this season (includin! 
such events on the Olympic Games’ programnr 
as she is eligible for), as well as in the race fo 
the B. I. Cup on the Hudson. Not only so, bu 
it seems that he intends to steer her himself.-j 
Yachting World. 
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Larchmont Y. C. Race Fixtures. 

Saturday, June 20.—Spring regatta, open to 
all classes. 

Saturday, July 4.—Twenty-ninth Annual Re¬ 
gatta, open to all classes. 

The “Colt cup” is open for competition for 
yachts in class B. 

'LARCHMONT RACE WEEK. 

SATURDAY, JULY l8. 

Open regatta, for all classes. 
First race of series for class J. 68ft. R. M. 
First race of series for class K, 57ft. R. M. 
First race of series for the New York Y. C. 

handicap class. 
First race of series for the New York Y. C. 

one-design 30ft. class. 
First race of series for class P, 27ft. R. M. 
First race of series for the raceabout class. 
First race of series for the first division, handi¬ 

cap class. 
First race of series for the second division, 

handicap class. 
First race of series for the third division, 

handicap class. 
First race of series for the fourth division, 

handicap class. 
First race of the series for the Larchmont 21ft. 

l.w.l. one-desigh class. 
First race of series for class Q. 22ft. R. M. 
First race of series for class R. 18ft. R. M. 
First race of series for the Bridgeport Y. C. 

one-design class. 

MONDAY, JULY 20. 

Second race of series for class J, 68ft. R. M. 
Second race of series for class K, 57ft. R. M. 
Second race of series for the New York Y. C. 

handicap class. 
Second race of series for the New York Y. C. 

one-design 30ft. class. 
Second race of series for class P, 27ft. R. M. 
Second race of series for the raceabout class. 
Second race of series for the first division, 

handicap class. 
Second race of series for the second division, 

handicap class. 
Second race of series for the third division, 

handicap class. 
Second race of series for the fourth division, 

handicap class. 
Second race of series for the Larchmont 21ft. 

l.w.l. one-design class. 
Second race of series for class Q. 22ft. R. M. 
Second race of series for class R. 18ft. R. M. 
Second race of series for the Bridgeport Y. C. 

one-design class. 

TUESDAY, JULY 21. 

Races for motor boats, racing and cruising 
classes. 

Tub races and water sports. 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22. 

Open regatta, for all classes. 
Third race of series for class J. 68ft. R. M. 
Third race of series for class K, 57ft. R. M. 
Third race of series for the New York Y. C. 

handicap class. 
Third race of series for the New York Y. C. 

one-design 30ft. class. 
Third race of series for class P, 27ft. R. M. 
Third race of series for the raceabout class. 
Third race of series for the first division, 

handicap class. 
Third race of series for the second division, 

handicap class. 
Third race of series for the third division, 

handicap class. 
Third race of series for the fourth division. 

handicap class. 
Third race of series for the Larchmont 21ft. 

l.w.l. one-design class. 
Third race of series for class Q. 22ft. R. M. 
Third race of series for class R. 18ft. R. M. 
Third race of series for the Bridgeport Y. C. 

one-design class. 

THURSDAY, JULY 23. 

Fourth race of series for class J. 68ft. R. M. 
Fourth race of series for class K, 57ft. R. M. 
Fourth race of series for the New York Y. C. 

handicap class. 
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Fourth race of series for the New York Y. C. 
one-design 30ft. class. 

Fourth race of series for class P, 27ft. R. M. 
Fourth race of scries for the first division, 

handicap class. 
Fourth race of series for the second division, 

handicap class. 
Fourth race of scries for the third division, 

handicap class. 
Fourth race of series for the fourth division, 

handicap class. 
Fourth race of series for the Larchmont 21ft. 

l.w.l. one-design class. 
Fourth race of series for class Q, 22ft. R. M. 
Fourth race of series for class R, 18ft. R. M. 
Fourth race of series for the Bridgeport Y. C. 

one-design class. 

FRIDAY, JULY 24. 

Fifth race of series for class J. 68ft. R. M. 
Fifth race of series for class K, 57ft. R. M. 
Fifth race of series for. the New York Y. C. 

handicap class. 
Fifth race of series for the New York Y. C. 

one-design 30ft class. 
Fifth race of series for class P, 27ft. R M. 
Fifth race of series for the raceabout class 
Fifth race of series for the first division, 

handicap class. 
Fifth race of series for the second division, 

handicap class. 
Fifth race of scries for the third division, 

handicap class. 
Fifth race of series for the fourth division, 

handicap class. 
Fifth race of series for the Larchmont 21ft. 

l.w.l. one-design class. 
Fifth race of series for class Q, 22ft. R. M. 
Fifth race of series for class R, 18ft. R. M. 
Fifth race of series for the Bridgeport Y. C. 

one-design class. 

SATURDAY, JULY 25- 

Open regatta, for all classes. 
Sixth race of series for class J, 68ft. R. M. 
Sixth race of series, for class K, 57ft. R. M. 
Sixth race of scries for the New York Y. C. 

handicap class. 
Sixth.race of series for the New York Y. C. 

one-design 30ft. class. 
Sixth race of series for class P, 27ft. R. M. 
Sixth race of series for the raceabout class. 
Sixth race of series for the first division, 

handicap class. 
Sixth race of series for the second division, 

handicap class. 
Sixth race of scries for the third division, 

handicap class. 
Sixth race of series for the fourth division, 

handicap class. 
Sixth race of series for the Larchmont 21ft. 

l.w.l. one-design class. 
Sixth race of series for class Q. 22ft. R M. 
Sixth race of series for class R. r8ft. R M. 
Sixth race of series for the Bridgeport Y. C. 

one-design class. 
For the race week series races a series prize 

is offered for the winner of the greatest number 
of ooints in each of the several classes named, 
and a second prize to the winner of the next 
greatest number of points in each of the classes 
in which three or more yachts start in the ma¬ 
jority of the races. Points to count as follows- 

Tn each race each yacht competing will be 
credited with as many noints as the number of 
yachts she defeats, with one point added as a 
premium for sailing the rare. A yacht that 
starts and does not finish will receive no point, 
but will be counted as a defeated yacht in the 
crediting of points to yachts that complete the 
race. The award of points will be made each 
day on the basis of the largest number of yachts 
starting on any day. it being assumed for the 
purposes of this competition that the number 
of yachts starting in a class is the same each 
dav. 

During race week should the owners of two 
or more yachts in anv class not provided for 
desire to rare, the Regatta Committee will, 
upon application, provide for them and suitable 
prizes will be awarded. 

Saturday. Sent. 5—Races for motor boats, 
racing and cruising classes. 

Monday, Sept. 7 (Labor Day)—Fall regatta, 
open to all classes. 

Saturday, Sept. 12—Race for the "Larchmont 
cup” for schooners. 

In every class in which two or more yachts 
start with full intention of completing the 
course, a prize will be awarded. When three 
or more yachts start with like intention, a sec¬ 
ond prize will be awarded, and when five or 
more start with like intention, a third prize will 
be awarded. 

Regatta Committee—Charles P. Tower, 
Edgar B. Carroll. Howell C. Perrin. 

Address all communications to Regatta Com¬ 
mittee, Larchmont Y. C., Larchmont, N. Y. 

The Atlantic Cup. 

line offer of Mr. Frederick Thompson of a 
$5,000 cup for an ocean yacht race has been 
taken up by the Atlantic Y. C., and a contest 
probably will he arranged for it next year. In¬ 
stead of being known as the American Cup, 
however, the trophy will be called the Atlantic 
cup. 

I he committee appointed by the trustees of 
the Atlantic Y. C. to consider the acceptance 
of the prize suggested that the race be put off 
for a year, giving as a reason that time would 
In- necessary tn confer with owners of probable 
contestants. They also advised the appointment 
of a special committee to recommend conditions 
and courses. The committee consisted of 
Robert E. Tod, .George E. Church, Hendon 
Chubb, Theodore D. Wells, R. C. Veit and 
John R. Brophy. 

The trustees have instructed Mr. Veit to ap¬ 
point the special committee and have expressed 
their thanks to Mr. Thompson. 

New Yacht Sumida. 

Mr. h. M. Wilson’s new cruising motor 
boat Sumida was launched at 10:30 o’clock 
on last Saturday morning from the yards of 
l.cr designers and builders, the Gas Engine and 
Power Company and Charles L. Seabury & Co., 
Morris Heights, on the Harlem. 

The Sumida is 60ft. over all, lift, beam and 
3ft. 6in. draft. She is of the raised deck type 
and is constructed of the best materials and in 
a manner that reflects credit upon the builders. 
The crew’s quarters, galley and motor compart¬ 
ment are forward. The saloon is 13 feet long 
and the full width of the boat. It is arranged 
with four berths, which will be divided off by 
curtains, in sleeping car style. The owner's 
stateroom is aft, with a double berth on the 
starboard side and a single berth opposite. 
Drawers are fitted under these berths. The 
toilet accommodations arc of the best. The 
deck has a double railing all around and will be 
covered with an awning. 

The yacht is handsomely finished in hard 
woods, and her furnishings will be elegant. 

The Sumida’s motor is a six-cylinder, four 
cycle Speedway gasolene engine of Mr. Sca- 
bury’s latest design, having both make and 
break and jump spark ignitions. The controls 
are near the steering wheel, so that the yacht 
may be handled by one person if found to be 
necessary. 

The Sumida is practically finished in every 
department and will be placed in commission 
at an early date. 

Yacht Sales. 

The 35ft. launch Swastika owned by Frank H. 
Percy, of Bath, Me., has been sold to E. W. 
Buxton, of Boston, through the Hollis Burgess 
Yacht Agency. 

The 18ft. cabin knockabout Result, owned by 
Percy II. Tarr, of Boston, has been sold to Miss 
Helen M. Murdock, of Boston, through the 
Hollis Burgess Yacht Agency, 

The 40ft. cabin gasolene launch Scamp, built 
by Murray & Tregurtha last year, with two 
cockpits, one forward and one aft, owned by 
John D. Crosby, of Boston, has been sold to 
Thomas B. Wales, of Wellesley Hills, Mass., 
through the Hollis Burgess Yacht Agency. 
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Sailors in Port. 
Continued from page 744. 

Charlie had gone off somewhere with a man 
when it came time to return aboard, so Bill, 
Joe and I shouldered our heavy bundles _ of 
supplies and started for the end of the pier. 
At the gateway the guard stopped us and felt 
our bundles to see if we had any liquor; find¬ 
ing none, he let us proceed—but I noticed he 
followed at a distance. We set our bundles 
down alongside the shed at the end of the pier 
and Joe and Bill got into conversation with 
him; the result was all hands must go back and 
get a drink. I tried to persuade them not to, 
but finally seeing they were set on going, I 
said I would guard their bundles until they re¬ 
turned. 

While they were away several young Chilanos 
came hanging around in a suspicious manner, 
and when my shipmates next hove in sight, Bill 
was trying to walk the figure of eight and Joe 
was luffing him through the squalls. They 
made a very affectionate couple and were vow¬ 
ing eternal friendship in great style. Seeing 
me, they gave three miserable drunken cheers 
for “Frisco! Hurrah! for Pisauga!” 

“Full moon (hie) it never grows whiskers!” 
“She’s nothing but a workhouse! Hurrah! 

for Frisco!” They were leaning up against the 
side of the shed hugging each other and both 
trying to talk at once; the guard they had been 
drinking with was near them and the other 
Chilanos laughing at them. 

I went around the house and hailed the bark 
as loud as I could, for she lay about a mile out. 
When I came back to my mates I found them 
in a fight with the young Chilanos, and I 
jumped for two of them that were trying to 
steal some of our supplies, but they took to 
their heels and fled, all but one, and he the 
guard caught and gave a severe punching, knock¬ 
ing his hat overboard and making his nose bleed, 
and finally marched him up the dock, where I 
lost sight of them. This was more justice than 
I expected from the guard. I thought he would 
side in with his countrymen, but I guess the 
liquor had made him loyal to our side. I was 
glad to be rid of them; I had enough to do to 
keep my two drunken mates from going over¬ 
board without having to watch the supplies. 

I hailed and hailed, but no boat came, and 
Bill would insist upon coming near the iron 
steps that lead down to the water. Finally a 
gust of wind carried his derby overboard. He 
threw off his coat and breeches in spite of my 
efforts to stop him, and fell rather than walked 
down the slippery steps, overboard, still shout¬ 
ing “I want my hat! I want my hat!” I ran 
down the steps after him, when Joe, who was 
nearly as drunk as Bill, came after me. 

“Go on back, you!” I shouted; but no, he 
was going to save his mate. I forced him back 
up the steps and hung on to him until Bill, who 
had now reached his hat swam back to the pier, 

and then I had to let go of Joe and help him, for 
he nearly drowned himself every time he raised 
his arms to catch the steps; and every time he 
went down his hat floated off, and when he 
grabbed it again and stopped swimming to put 
it on, down he would go under water and come 
up for all the world like an old sea lion, hun¬ 
dreds of which were swimming all about him. I 
was afraid he would drown before I could get- 
him out; yet I did not dare jump in after him, 
for Joe had followed me down and was trying 
to do that very thing. 

“Hold on Bill! Hold on!” he kept shouting. 
“Ef you drown, I go get a bloody big stone and 
we’ll both drown together!” 

But Bill finally caught the steps and Joe and 
I hauled him out, and such a sight as he pre¬ 
sented. He was not by any means stout, and his 
wet underclothes clung to him like glue. Joe, 
in his drunken good humor, immediately be¬ 
gan to undress him to make him put on his 
own dry cothes. But Bill’s shoe laces were 
swelled so he could not untie them, so he 
ripped Bill’s underdrawers off in strips and 
flung the pieces overboard. When he saw this, 
Bill wanted to swim after the rags, “I want them 
for swabs!” he kept repeating. “I want them 
for swabs!” But between us, Joe and I held 
him back, while Joe made him exchange shirts 
with him. But we couldn’t make him put on 
his breeches and he walked around the pier 
shouting, “Full moon, it never grows whiskers!” 
with the rags of his underdrawers trailing after 
him, his long shanks bare and the tails of Joe’s 
shirt fluttering in the breeze; but he had his 
hat, it was jammed clean down to his eyes this 
time and his long beard hung down dripping 
wet. This was the way we bundled him into 
the boat still singing, “Full moon, it never 
grows whiskers!” And as Charlie and Hans 
had arrived by that time, the whole party re¬ 
turned to the bark. 

I thought the mates and the cook would die 
laughing at old Bill as he came bare-legged up 
the gangway, carrying his breeches under his 
arm. 

The following week we couldn’t get much 
saltpeter, so spent the time in painting ship and 
such like jobs to get her in shape for the home¬ 
ward voyage. The hot weather had bred bed¬ 
bugs so thick in the fo’castle, we were com¬ 
pelled to take our mattresses and blankets up 
under the awning on the fo’castle head and 
sleep. 

Here, as Joe and I lay side by side on our 

mattresses one night, he told me the stevedore 
was going to bring him a note from Charlie, the 
runner ashore, next day, and that would give 
the final arrangements for deserting the bark. 
“Would I go, too?” That was what Joe 
wanted to know. Bill, Albert, Hans and him¬ 
self had already decided to go, and after argu¬ 
ing the question in all its lights I finally said, 
“Yes, you can count me in.” 

I reasoned this way: We were nearly starved 
coming out and no provisions had been laid in 
to insure better food going home. The bark 
was deeply laden and none of us cared to face 
the days and nights of hardships off the Horn. 
Charlie promised us a berth on a vessel bound 
for ’Frisco, which, if we got, would land me 
in my native land and my folks would send me 
money to go overland home. I would be willing 
to lose my pay and even my clothes to get clear 
of the vessel. Here was a chance I thought to 
get clear of the W., and yet save my clothes, 
for it was arranged that each man was to take 
his clothes bag with him. Even if we failed to 
get the vessel for ’Frisco, I would have a littlej 
liberty ashore and be able to see the country, 
for I might never again come out to this truly 
God-forsaken land, and now that I was here, I 
might as well see all I could of it. Certainly I 
could not get on a harder working craft than 
our bark, and so I made up my mind to go with 
the others and run away from the W. 

The stevedore brought the note next day, and 
when the eventful night came around it was a 
guilty crowd that rolled up in their blankets 
and lay down on the fo’castle head to sleep. 
The bright anchor light burning overhead on 
the forestay threw the fo’castle head under its 
awning into total darkness, which favored our 
scheme. Strangely enough it was only those 
who intended to desert that found the fo’castle 
too hot to sleep in. To all appearances all 
hands were soon sound asleep; in fact, Bill was, 
and his snoring could be distinctly heard. The 
night was pitch black, without a star in sight, 
the calm water fell in long smooth, swells and 
a mist hung over all, making the neighboring 
ships look faint and ghostly. 

It was impossible to tell whether the officers 
at the other end of the ship were asleep or not, 
but that was a risk we had to run. More than 
one pair of eyes kept a bright lookout to give 
a warning should any moving form be seen aft. 
Joe rolled over until close to me, and in muffled 
whispers told me the plan of escape laid out by 
Charlie, the runner. He was to come out in 
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ARTHUR BINNEY, 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, ‘‘Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT <& CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

YACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
IS William Street, - New York. 

Telephones 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro, CALIFORNIA 

C&Jioe Handling and Sailing. 

The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAS ENGINES AND LAUNCHES. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain. 

The most practical book for the man or boy who 
owns or plans to own a small power boat. It is motor 
launch and engine information boiled down and simpli¬ 
fied for busy people, and every line of it is valuable. 
Cloth, 123 pages. Postpaid, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 
By F. R. Webb (Commodore). 

This is a seasonable book. The very practical guide 
to satisfactory results that the man or boy who is plan¬ 
ning to build his own canoe is looking for. It gives 
not only simple, complete and practical instructions fully 
illustrated and with working drawings for building the 
canvas canoe, but suggestions as well for cruising and 
camp life, and splendid reminiscences of memorable 
cruises. Cloth, 115 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 

lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoe Cruising and Camping. 
l!y Perry I). Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel in canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FORESTAND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovel's Camps, 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

a shore boat between eleven and twelve o’clock 
to take us up the coast tit Pisagua. How be 
was going to do this l could not see, for there 
was a guard ashore that allowed no boat to 
leave or land at the pier or on the beach after 
sunset; and there was no other place where it 
was possible for a boat to land except on this 
strip of beach. The signal was to be three 
matches struck in succession, the last dropped 
burning into the water. 

So about ten o’clock we stole one by one 
into the fo’castle, packed our clothes bags and 
put on our best clothes to run away in. 
Quickly but noiselessly we worked in our stock¬ 
ing feet, leaving our shoes until the last. The 
lantern burned low in the fo’castle when it came 
my turn, and I stole noiselessly in there; the 
three sleeping forms in the bunks snored peace¬ 
fully on. sometimes giving a restless grunt that 
sent my heart into my throat for fear it was 
the mate looking in the door at me. One look 
would have been enough, for I had on my best 
clothes and the ready packed hags and deserted 
hunks told their own tales. 

But all went well, each man packed his clothes 
and lay down again to wait for the boat. Slowly 
the time dragged on. according to the small 
watch I carried, until eleven o'clock. Then I 
climbed. over the bows to watch for the boat 
and be ready to strike the matches where 
the bows would screen me, so no one aft could 
see the glare of them. Joe stuck his head over 

the rail every little while, to see if I had seen 
anything yet, but nothing happened until just 
about half past eleven, and then, when Joe and 
I began to think we were to be disappointed 
and were discussing the advisability of going 
back to our bunks, a faint object was seen 
moving across the bows; we both grabbed each 
other in breathless excitement. It was the boat, 
sure enough, and as soon as we were certain 
of it. Joe scurried back to arouse the others, 
for every one but us two had fallen sound asleep. 
The boat crept slowly across our hows until 
just ahead, and then - it stopped and a faint 
spark appeared for a moment, followed by a 
second and a third that dropped burning into 
the water. 

I could almost hear my heart beat as I struck 
the matches in answer to this signal, for on 
came the boat straight for us. I was down on 
the head rigging, when the boat came under 
the bows, and made out four men in her—two 
rowing and two in the stern. One of the two 
in the stern whispered up, “Is all right?” 

“Yes,” I answered, “stand by for our bags.” 
But just then a large swell ran under the bark, 
and the boat, settling down as it rolled on, came 
across the chain cable and was nearly capsized. 
The gratings of the cable and rattling of oars 
gave me another fright, for the night was still 
as death itself. The two men in the stern of the 
boat muttered some curses in Spanish for the 
boatmen having allowed the boat to get across 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector* Now York 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

Building Motor BoaJs ai\d 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

1 he author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
building. v\ ith two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 naees 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

I lie author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail are given for the building of both these 
boats. 1 he information is not confined lo these yachts 
alone, they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca.Aoe &.nd Boat Building. 
A Complete Manual fer Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft 

. W • F- Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fiftv 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of I'orest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantlv growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

W. STARLING BURGESS CO., Lid. 
John R. Purdon, Manager. 

Naval Architects, Engineers, Builders 
Office ta Works, MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 

Brokerage and Insurance Dept., 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
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the cable. But everything remained quiet aft, 
and one after another we lowered the bags down 
to the men in the boat on the end of a jib 
down-haul. Joe and I were doing this part 
of the job, while Hans and Albert brought the 
bags from the fo’castle, until only Bill’s fine, 
camphor-wood chest remained, and that he had 
not even tied up. He acted as if he did not 
want to go, now that the time had come, and 
Joe nearly lost his patience with him, for the 
men in the boat were getting restless. But he 
finally went into the fo’castle to tie it up with 
several fathoms' of a new jib down-haul he 
maliciously cut off. 

“Be sure and wrap your blanket around it, so 
it won’t make a noise, Bill,” I said. 

So after some delay they passed the chest 
along; but instead of wrapping the blanket 
around the chest, he had it folded to protect 
the cover only. The result was, it made a great 
clatter that brought out another volley of oaths 
from the Spaniards. Then one by one we 
dropped from the martingales into the boat. I 
was the last to get in, and watching my chance 
when the boat rose on a sea, I dropped and 
landed up in the bows of the craft, a long, 
narrow, clinker-built boat loaded down with six 
clothes bags and nine men in all. 

High above us loomed the bluff bows of the 
bark, and keeping her end on, the rowers pulled 
softly out to sea, until the haze almost hid her 
from view; then they bent their backs with a 
will and sent the phosphorescence buzzing past 
in eddies of fire. I thought we were bound up 
the coast at first, but noticed, after a while, the 
boat was making a gradual curve, so as to 
bring her in toward the shore. Once under its 
shadows we were safe, the gloom there being 
as black as night—so black, our rowers had to 
stop every little while and listen for the wash 
of the sea on the rocks. I was alone, up in 
the bows, so could not ask what they meant by 
rowing for the shore, but I was anxious to 
know why they had changed their plans and did 
not row on to Pisagua. Joe and the rest of the 
crowd were aft and probably knew what they 
were up to. 

The first thing I knew, the rowers stopped and 
backed the boat around in toward the rocks. I 
did not think it was possible to land, the seas 
were breaking so. swirling about in dangerous 
whirlpools and eddies; but it seemed they were 
in back of a large rock that broke the force of 
the sea, and here, as the stern of the boat rose, 
the men jumped ashore one after another. Old 
Bill, of course, slipped and went in up to his 
waist, when a Spaniard grabbed him and hauled 
him up on the steep slope of the rocks. 

Then I climbed over the thwarts to the stern 
of the boat and tossed the bags ashore, to be 
caught by those on the rocks. It was all I 
could do to heave those big, heavy bags clear 
of the short space of water between the rocks 
and the stern of the boat, but I got them all 
over safely, and then laid hold of Bill’s chest. 
Of course, it was upside down, and when I 
picked it up, out poured a multitude of trinkets. 
Then it was my turn to cuss, and as I hurriedly 
stuffed the things back, I thought nothing 
would give me more satisfaction than to punch 
old Bill’s stupid head. But I got it ashore, and 
watching my chance when the stern of the boat 
rose, I gave a leap and landed on the rock, into 
the arms of Joe and the runner, Charlie. 

What became of the boat we never found out, 
for there was no time to be lost, and the 
Spaniards showed us a crevice in the rocks 
about a hundred yards from where we landed, 
where there was a level strip of sandy beach. 
Then they left us with instructions to bring all 
our bags on. to this place, while they went 
ahead to see if the coast was clear. 

The rocks were sharp and rugged, and in the 
darkness we could not see where we were 
stepping. But shouldering our bags, we set out 
for the crevice. Joe and I were in the lead, and 
thought we were traveling the same road as 
before.. The rocks s.emed stepper, but I sup¬ 
posed it was imagination on my part, due to the 
heavy bag I had on my shoulder. Joe stumbled 
and swore as we climbed along or went on our 
hands and knees dragging the bags after us, for 

in places the rocks sloped down to the sea, so 
nothing but a goat could walk there. 

I was picking my way along in the darkness, 
when suddenly I heard what sounded like a 
young landslide coming down the rocks at me, 
and Joe, who had taken a higher route than I, 
landed bag and baggage at my feet and nearly 
sent the two of ns into the sea. He was so 
mad. he sat rubbing his shins and swearing in 
Dutch, the meaning of which, of course, I could 
not understand. 

We did not know what had become, of the 
others—we were all lost in the darkness; but 
after a hard stumbling climb we found the 
crevice and were glad to sit down and rest. 
Then Hans came shuffling along with a clothes 
bag as big as himself, and we heard Albert at a 
distance calling. We kept shouting to him, and 
guided by our voices, he also found the crevice. 

Joe struck a match to light his pipe, and by 
its light I noticed both knees of his breeches 
were cut from falls on the rocks. Bill did not 
show up at all; we shouted and waited some time 
for him, and then all scattered to look for him. 
When I got back after a fruitless search up the 
rocks. I found him sitting on the bags smoking, 
with Joe giving him a lecture. 

“Where’d you find him, Joe?” I asked. 
“Sitting down smoking right alongside here.” 
“Didn't you hear us shouting. Bill?” I asked 

But he sat puffing at his pipe in moody silence, 
not a word of reply did he make, or even so 
much as raise his head. 

“I guess he’s sorry dot he come,” said Joe. 
“I vish he’d never come; he’s a nuisance.” And 
then when Hans and Albert came in, Bill would 
not answer their questions either. 

“You’d better go back aboard; we don’t want 
no such mops as ye a-draggin’ on us,” remarked 
Hans, and then we all sat in silence, with only 
the glow of the two pipes visible as the. smokers 
puffed on them. 

I began to think the undertaking would prove 
a failure. In the first place, Charlie did not 
take us up the coast as he agreed to do. Then 
again, he and the other man had gone off and 
left us. and there was no telling what treachery 
they might be up to. They were not breaking 
the rules of the port for the fun of it, but for 
some gain, and who was to furnish this gain 
(unless it was ourselves), I could not imagine. 
I was almost tempted to shoulder my bag and 
clear out by myself before the Spaniards re¬ 
turned; but the steep mountains on all sides 
showed me how foolish such an attempt would 
be. so I decided to stay with the crowd. 

Joe, in looking over the bags for his, noticed 
there was no chest there. 

“Where’s your chest, Bill?” he asked; and 
then we found out what Bill was mad at. He 
was mad because none of us would leave our 
own bags to help him carry his chest. We 
thought he could carry it himself; but as soon 
as we found it was back where we landed, 
Hans and Albert went after it. 

[to be continued.1 

CANOEISTS AT SUPPER. 

Boats Fitting Out. 

It is quite a pleasure to find one yacht yarc 
where every one is not talking poverty am 
where nearly every yacht hauled out is ex 
pected to be put afloat this summer, and thai 
yard is Abrams’, at Cold Spring Harbor. 

Bright paint and freshly varnished deck 
houses and spars are all about one. A few o; 
those fitting out are the New York 25-footen 
Carlita and Goldenrod; sloops—Mirth, Satinata 
My Lady, Adeltha: yawls—Toredore, Cleona 
Swirl, Zivah; launches Aida, Thais, Wanda 
Cossette and the houseboat Chetola. 

There is building for Mr. Henry C. Pearson 
of New York, at Friendship, Me., from the 
designs of Mr. Morgan Barney, a power boat 
for extended cruising purposes. She is 45ft. 
over all, 42ft. on the waterline and lift. beam. 
She will be fitted with a Standard motor oi 
eighteen horsepower. The owner will have very 
comfortable quarters, including a double state¬ 
room aft, while the crew will be forward. Mr. 
Pearson will pass the summer cruising along 
the coast of New England. Two seasons ago 
Mr. Barney designed the 40ft. power boat Por- 
tunus for Mr. Pearson, and she proved a great 
success. 

»t * *: 

The following appointments are announced 
by Frank Jay Gould. Commodore S. C. Y. C., 
to take effect May 7, 1908: Franklin A.i 
Plummer. Fleet Captain; Rev. G. R. Van De 
Water. Fleet Chaplain; Homer Gibney, M.D., 
Fleet Surgeon; Francis G. Stewart, Signal 
Officer. 

« « « 
It is reported that Mr. M. B. Pendas has 

bought the Bar Harbor 25-footer Redwing. 
This will add considerable to the interest in the 
handicap class racing this year, the Redwing, 
Fearless and Tanya all being in one class. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
May 16-17.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Hackensack 

River. 
May 29-31.—Eastern Division Racing Meet.—Horn Pond, 

Woburn, Mass. 
May 30-31.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Delaware River. 
June 13-14.—Atlantic Division Cruise.'—Rancocas Creek. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Point, 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. V. 
-.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Alle¬ 

gheny River. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
Sept. 5-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 

son River. 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 

Allegheny River. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. 

Article III. of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim¬ 
mer. may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the official organs 
of the Association, and approved, as provided. 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ.) 
Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 

tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer, and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in’ case of non-electioa of the ap¬ 
plicant. 

Treasurer—S. B. Burnham, Box 23, Providence, R. I. 1 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for camps, 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division—Frank D. Cure, 55 Over¬ 
look Ave., Belleville, N. J., by Frederic Andreas. 

Eastern Division—Edward T. Erickson, 30 
Pearl Ave., Arlington, Mass., by Arthur G. 
Mather. 
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A DOUBLE HEADER! 

The Southern Handicap 
WON WITH 

NEW REMINGTON “PUMP 
AND 

U. M. C. STEEL LINED SHELLS 
George L. Lyon, of Durham, N. C., the popular amateur, winner of the last 

Preliminary Grand American Handicap, recognized by amateurs and professionals as 

one of the most expert shots of the day, added another star to his crown by winning 

the Southern Handicap with a tie of 94 and 18 ex 20 targets on the shoot-off. His 

new Remington “Pump" Gun and U. M. C. steel lined shells were his winning com¬ 

bination. Wm. H. Heer, also shooting U. M. C. Shells and a Remington hammerless 

double gun, won the Highest Professional Average at regular targets, with 292 ex 300 

targets—97/4 per cent. U. M. C. Shells in Remington Guns thus preached a convinc¬ 

ing sermon. These two wins comprise the premier honors. The Southern Handicap 

event was the object of the tournament, and it should not be confused with any subsid¬ 

iary handicap win. The new Remington “Pump" handles fast, and has the well- 

known Remington pattern. It is*the only gun of its type which is solid breech and 

hammerless. Trap Grade is now ready. U. M. C. Shells need no comment. The 

next game to bag is the Grand American at Columbus. There’s time to secure the 

U. M. C.-Remington combination. 

Remington “Pump" won the first Interstate Handicap 

in which it was entered How s that for a start? 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York. 
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T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

May 21-23.—Salt Lake City.—Idaho-Utah shoot. H. C. 
Keefe, Capt. 

May 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 
tervelt, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Paterson, N. J.—North Side Rod afld Gun 
Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Peru (Ind.) G. C. 
June 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 

N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Ra.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

May 16-17.—New Athens (Ill.) G. C.—Egyptian G. C. 
H. A. Dressier, Sec’y. 

May 17.—Elgin (Ill.) G. C. C. E. Middleton. Sec’y. 
May 17.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Ed. F. Leidel, 

Sec’y. 
May 18-19.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. H. T. Tongen, 

Sec’y. 
May 19.—Belle Vernon, Pa.—Western Pennsylvania Trap- 

shooters League tournament, auspices of Belle Ver¬ 
non G. C. B. F. Daugherty, Secy- 

May 19-20.—Syracuse, N. Y.—Messina Springs G. C. 
G. M. Phillips, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—Olean (N. Y.) G. C. F. E. Mason, Sec’y. 
May 19-20.—Fort Scott, Kans.—Missouri and Kansas 

Trapshooters’ League tournament, auspices of Fort 
Scott G. C. F. A. Hornaday, Sec’y. 

May 19-20.—CoiumDus (Wis.) G. C. G. V. Dering, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Mt. Pleasant (la.) G. C. E. Beckwith, Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Walla Walla (Wash.) G. C. J. F. Smalls, 

Sec’y. 
May 19-21.—Dallas (Tex.) G. C. E. A. Moseley, Sec’y. 
May 20.—Hoopeston (Ill.) G. C. M. A. Harbert, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Rich Hill (Mo.) G. C. Geo. B. Conover, 

Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Thompsonville (Ill.) G. C. J. J. Bundy, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Toronto, Can.—Olympic trial matches of 

Canada. F. A. Parker, Chmn. 
May 21-22.—Luverne (Minn.) G. C. A. A. Moreaux, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Snow Shoe, Pa.—Clarence R. and G. C. 

C. FI. Watson, Sec’y. 
May 21-22.—Jonesville (Wis.) G. C. J. H. McVicar, 

Sec’y. 
May 22.—Lebanon (Pa.) G. C. G. W. Hansell, Sec’y. 
May 22.—New Berlin, O.—New Berlin-Canton G. C. J. 

Smith, Sec’y. 
May 22.-—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. Eg¬ 

bert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 
May 22-23.—W. Lebanon (Ind.) G. C. C. R. Bowles, 

Sec’y. 
May 23.—Milton (Pa.) R. & G. C. Fred A. Godcharles, 

Sec’y. 
May 23-24.—Horine. Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. ^Charles 

G. Spencer, Sec’y. 
May 24.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Parker G. C. W. C. Kroen- 

ing, Sec’y. 
May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime G. C. Wm. Boles, 

Sec’y. 
May 25.—Montreal (Can.) G. C. D. J. Kearney, Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston. W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.-—Capron (Ill.) G. C. Alex. Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicag;o, Ill.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G.C. Fred H. Teeple, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty-secqnd annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. . 

May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. Dr. C. J. Campbell, 

Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. F. H. Wallace, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Ctone. Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—East Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—S*. Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. Wm. E. 

Maiden, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ransc- 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Utica, N. Y.—O. C. S. A. G. C. A. J. 

Lowery. Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. Frank L. 

Hise, Sec’y. 
May 30.—St. Albans (Vt ) G. C. A. S. Head. Sec’y. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan. Capt. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

Iand, Sec’y. 
May 30.—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 

Sec’y. 
Mav 30.—Buffalo. N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 

Wnotton, Sec’y. 
Mav 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 

Mains, Sec’y. 
May 30-31.- Loekport, Til.—Will County G. C. G. Bush, 

Se-'v. 
June ’ Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads¬ 

worth, Sec y. 

June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Secy. 
June 2-3.—St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 

shooters’ League tournament, auspices of Metropol¬ 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (Ill.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
Jv.rie 2-4.—Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. 
June 2-5.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot, 
tune 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4.—Bloomington, Ill.—McLean Co. G. C. V . A. 

Boettger, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. H. H. 

Quiggle, Sec’y. .... „ , 
lune 4-5.—Evansville (Ind.) G. C. Al. Willerding, Secy. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 4-5.—Clinton (Mo.) G. C. A. W. Campbell, Sec’y. 
June 4-6.—Memphis (Tenn.) G. C. J. W. Turner, Sec’y. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 5-6.—Belleville, 111.—Egyptian Hustlers’ tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 
June 5-6.—Falls City (Neb.) G. C. C. C. Davis, Seq’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Camden, N. J.—South End G. C. H. G. Eisen- 

hardt, Sec'y. 
June 7.—Racine, Wis.—National G. C. J. Stransky, Sec’y. 
June 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. H. Boland, Sec’y. 
June 8.—Oneonta (N. Y.) Fish, Game and G. C. L. L. 

Curtis, Mgr. 
Tune 8-9.—Sheridan (Wyo.) G. C. G. E. Small, Sec’y. 
June 9.—Greensburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices Greenburg G. C: M. E. Low, Sec'y. 
June 9-10.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. \\ . R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Malone (N. Y.) G. C. Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis. Treas. 
June 10.—Owosso (Mich.) G. C. J. Rosevear, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Doylestown, (l’a.) R. and G. C. N. L. 

Clark, Sec'y. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 

Kirkwood, Sec’y. 
June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, un¬ 

der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 
Sec’y. 

June 11.—Sturgeon (Mo.) G. C. J. H. Winscott, Sec y. 
June 13.—Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D. R. 

Walker, Sec’y. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
tournament; $1,000 

Robert 

ment. 
June 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 

Gunn, Vice-Pres. 
June 16.—Aberdeen (Md.) G. C. L. S. German, Pres. 
June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson. Sec’y. 
June 16-17.—Eldora (la.) G. C. W. B. Linell, Sec’y. 
June 16-17.—Macon (Mo.) G. C. G. N. Davis, Sec’y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 17-18.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M. Kolb, Sec’y. 
June 18-19.—New Franklin (Mo.) G. C. A. McLachlin, 

Sec’y. 
Tune 21.—Coleman (Wis.) G. C. W. J. Reinke, Sec’y. 
Tune 23-24.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. II. Shaw, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. • Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg. Pa. 

June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. E. T. 
Grether, Sec’y. 

June 28.—Milwaukee, Wis.—North Side G. C. Geo. Lade, 
Sec’y. 

June 30-Julv 31.—Cambria (Ill.) G. C. C. Stocks. Sec’y. 
July 1.—N. Hatley, Can. (G. C.) J. C. McConnell, Sec’y. 
July 1-2.—Nelson (B. C.) G. C. W. A. Ward, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—New Martinsville, Va.—Wetzel G. C. T. M. 

Mclntire, Sec’y. 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va.) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler, Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. 
July 7.—Littleton. W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 8.—Florence (Wis.) R. & G. C. E. W. Peterson, 

Sec’v. 
July 8-9."—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 

men’s tournament. L. S. Royer. Sec’y. 
July 11.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec’y. 
July 13-14.—Ipswich (S. D.T G. C. C. B. Reeves, Sec'y. 
July 14.—Canonsburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices of Canonsburg G. C. A. S. Anthony. Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Wilmington (N. C.) G. C. B. G. Empie, 

Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Boston. Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

Tuly 15-16.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster. Sec’y. 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Secretary Edward Winslow advises us, under date o 

May 9, that the programme of the Montclair, N. J., Gui 

Club’s anniversary tournament would be ready for dis 

tribution in a week. 

K 

The Tropshooters’ League of Indiana has sanctioned 

a tournament, to be given by the Peru, Ind., Gun Clul 

on May 30. For further information address G. G 

Williamson, Secretary-Treasurer of the Trapshooters 

League. 

K. 

A two-man team contest, somewhat novel in its con 

ditions, was shot between Messrs. Ballantyne and Ring 

gold, who shot at 50 targets each, and Messrs. Mawsoi 

and Perry, who shot at 60 targets each. The score 

were: Ballantyne 49, Ringgold 36; total 85. Mawson 3f 

Perry 45; total S3. 
V. 

In an event at 10 live birds, at a shoot held by th 

Penrose Gun Club, of Philadelphia, on Saturday of las 

week, Mr. J. McLaughlin was the only one of the elevei 

contestants who made a straight score. Messrs. Aima' 

and Forsythe were second with 9. In two events at 1 

targets, Felix scored 14 in each event and was high. 

SO. 

The prospects of a successful tournament, to be he! 

by the Nebraska State Sportsmen’s Association, a 

Lincoln, May 26-28, are distinctly good. For State shoot 

ers, $500 have been added. A special feature of the las, 

day of the tournament is the final contest for the Thorp 

trophy. Those now eligible to compete for’ it are Chas 

A. Thorpe, of Geneva; Charles Holzworth, of Juniata 

C. C'. Evans, of Geneva; W. D. Townsend, of Omaha 

Geo. L. Carter, of Lincoln, and D. D. Bray, c 

Columbus. 

K 

At the tournament of the Watertown, Mass., Gun Clul 

held on May 9, the Watertown five-man team defeate' 

the four other competing teams—Independent, Middlf 

sex Nos. 1 and 2, and: the Paleface team—by a. score d 

449. Each man shot at 100 targets. Hodges won th 

miss-and-cut incomer event with 29 straight. Other wir 

ners were Hebbard 25, Jordan 24, Morse 17. The cor 

test for high average resulted in a tie on 173 out of 18( 

between Messrs. E. C. Griffith and II. C. Kirkwood. 1 

the shoot-off. Griffith won, 24 to 23. 

X, 

The Yale Gun Club fire-man team won the intei, 

collegiate contest with quite a bit to spare, at the corrl 

petition held on the grounds of the Boston, Mass1 

Athletic Association, at Riverside, May 9. The score, 

were as follows: Yale 415, Princeton 373, Harvard 371 

University of Pennsylvania, 365. Each man shot at 10 

targets. Also-the A’ale freshmen team defeated the fresh 

man team of Harvard, 162 to 161. There were five fresh 

men on a side, each of whom shot at 50 targets. 

*? 

At the Southern Handicap tournament of the Tnterstat 

Association, held at Birmingham, Ala., last week, ba 

weather caused a day’s postponement at the outset, an' 

interrupted progress at other times. Mr. A. S. Carrel! 

of Bessemer, Ala., won the Preliminary Handicap wit 

the excellent score of 91. There was a tie in the South 

ern Handicap, the star event, between the renowned ex 

pert, Mr. Geo. L. Lyon, of Durham, N. C., and Mr. J 

R. Livingston, of Springville, Ala. Each broke 94 out c 

100. In the shoot-off, Lyon won, 18 to 16. Mr. Shaner! 

excellent official report is published elsewhere in ou 

trap columns. 
K 

* 
Mr. L. C. Fenno won the club championship of th: 

New England Kennel Club, at Braintree, Mass., on Sat 

urday of last week. He scored 92 out of 100 fror 

scratch. The club’s championship cup will now bear hi 

name as the winner of 1908. While the members of bot 

Classes A and B were eligible to compete, only Class t 
members entered in this event. The shoot-off of th 

tie of April 4, between Dr. C. G. Weld and Mr. J. Bj 

Thomas, in the contest for the season cup, a double 

barreled event, was won by the former, as also was ; 

like tie of March 14, with Mr. John Blanchard, wh 

failed to appear, and thereby lost by default. Dr. Wei 

now has three legs to his credit on the season’s trophy. 

Bernard Waters. 
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Watertown Tournament. 

Watertown, Mass., May 9.—The second annual tourna¬ 
ment of the Watertown Gun Club opened at their traps 
this morning, with the largest gathering of experts ever 
assembled on their grounds. Despite the fact that the 
morning opened up threateningly, fifty-three shooters 
came out. A few light showers occurred during the fore¬ 
noon, but the management had provided awnings over the 
firing points, and together with the Dead Shot tent and 
the club house, every one was made comfortable. 

There were many spectators present, including many 
lady friends of the shooters, and every one appeared to 
have a good time. Lunch was served by Arthur \\ right, 
who shot through the programme with his white apron 
and cap on, and finished in a tie for fifth place, despite 
the guying he received. His chicken salad, beans, sand¬ 
wiches, coffee, pies, etc., must have been good by the 
way every one sailed into them when intermission came 
at 12:30. . „„ 

The programme called for ISO targets in events of 20 
targets each. The race for first place was between E. C. 
Griffith, the champion of Rhode Island, and H. C. Kirk¬ 
wood. They finally finished in a tie with only 7 misses 
each. In the shoot-off, Griffith won and took away first 
money, a Marlm rifle, and a silver cup for breaking 57 
targets straight, the longest run of the day. 

Events 5, 6, 7 and 8 called for a five-man team race, 
five teams representing local clubs competed. The race 
was won by Watertown, and each member of the team 
received a silver cup. . 

While the programme was being shot off a novel feature 
known as the incomer miss-and-out event was being de¬ 
cided out in the corner of the field. The trap was 40yds. 
from the shooter and a 70yd. target sailed over his head. 
Hodges won first prize with 28 straight, llebbard second 
with 25. Jordan third with 24. Morse fourth with 17. 

Totals follow: 
Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 

Griffith . 180 173 Frank . . 180 135 

180 173 Osborne . . ISO 135 

Roy . 
Edgarton . 
Jordan . 

ISO 166 Charles . . ISO 138 
ISO 164 Smith . . ISO 143 

. ISO 162 Richardson .... . ISO 135 

. ISO 162 Wyman . . ISO 135 

Hebbard . . 180 161 Randall . . ISO 130 
. 180 161 Straw . . 180 129 
. ISO 159 Todd . . 180 117 

Rule . . 180 159 Kelso . . ISO 120 

Edwards . . ISO 159 Freeman . . 180 128 

Daggett . 
Buffalo . 

. 180 158 Brooks . . ISO 50 

. 180 157 Morse . . 1U0 87 

Everett . ISO 156 Crane . . 80 69 
. 180 157 Dr Fillebrown.. . 60 41 

Hassam . . ISO 155 Bartell, Jr. . 60 31 

Marden . . 180 154 Bartell, Sr. . 60 32 

Hodges . . 180 150 Buckman . . 40 21 
HnllL . 180 145 Walker . . 40 

Brvant . . 180 145 Brown . .. SO 69 

Cavicchi . . ISO 154 Sears . . 60 29 
Steele . . 180 143 Leon . . 100 78 

Professionals. 
S Glover . . ISO 169 T Brinley . .. 180 160 

W B Darton_ . 180 168 Sibley .. .. 180 156 
II H Stevens... . 180 168 Ballou . .. 180 157 
T Fanning . 
O R Dickey.... 

. ISO 

. 180 
165 
162 

G 'Wheeler . .. ISO 150 

Incomer event, miss-and-out: Hodges 29, Hebbard 25, 
Jordan 24, Morse 17. 

Five-man team race, 100 targets each man, five silver 
cups, one for each man on winning team: 

Watertown Gun Club. Middlesex Gun Club. 
Jordan . . 93 Griffiths . . 96 

Roy . . 95 Burnes . . S9 
Buffalo . . S8 Daggett . . 86 
Staples . . 88 Hassam . . 83 
Marden . . 85—449 Sibley . . 82—436 

Independents. Middlesex No 2. 
Goss . . 92 Rule . . 91 
Edgarton . . 90 Howe . . 90 
llebbard . . 89 Hodges . . 82 
Brinley . . 88 Hollis . . 82 
Osborne . . 79—438 Smith . . SO—425 

Palefaces. 
Kirkwood . ..96 Frank .« . 75 
Dickey . .. 88 Charles . . 75-411 
Everett . .. 77 

New York State Shoot. 

The following was kindly sent to us by Mr. L. C. 
Andrews, president of the Chemung County Forest, Fish 
and Game Protective Association, Elmira, N. Y.: 

The very attractive programmes which are being mailed 
to the shooters throughout New York State, give the 
details of what ought to be a very entertaining shoot, 
and from the reports coming in, it will be a record- 
breaker, for both attendance and for its satisfaction to 
those participating. 

The tournament begins with a practice shoot on the 
afternoon of June 9.' The first day of the main events 
(June 10) the shooting will begin at 9:15 A. M. 

The programme of regular events comprises a total of 
500 targets, divided as follows: First day 175, second 
day 150, and third day 175. On the second day, in addi¬ 
tion to the regular events the Golden Jubilee Handicap 
will be run. This will be a oO-target event, and the handicap 
will be by yards. There are for prizes in this event about 
$2000 of merchandise, headed by a fine piano, with ten guns 
valued at list prices from $125 down, making in all 
seventy-eight prizes. Attention is called to the fact that 
this list is not made up of a number of small trophies of 
little value, but that all through the list up tO‘ within 
three to five of the end, the shooter will get the value 
of his entrance fee back. 

When the Elmira Association started work on this 
shoot they promised a shoot for the benefit of the shoot¬ 
ers, and to this end they are catering to both the expert 
shooter and to the novice. Of special interest to the first 
of these two classes is their optional sweep plan, under 
which any shooter can, at his option, place in any event 
$1 extra besides his regular entrance, this money to 

The Southern Handicap Tournament 
Brings out again the Extreme Popularity 

and Winning Quality of 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgxm Shells arid Shotgxms 

Very nearly half the contestants at this, the first tournament of 
The Interstate Association for 1908, which was held at Birming¬ 
ham, Ala., May 6-7-8, used Winchester Loaded Shells and over 
one-third used Winchester Shotguns. When the number of dif¬ 
ferent shells and guns used is considered, this is remarkable indeed 
and shows plainly that the Red W Brand are the first choice 
among experts at the trap. And as to winnings, look here: 

FIRST DAY— 
High Amateur Average won hy Harry Kahler, scoring 146 
out of 150, with Winchester Shotgun. 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP— 
Won by A. S. Carroll, of Bessemer, Ala., scoring 91 targets at 
16 yards with Winchester Shells and a Winchester Shotgun. 

SOUTHERN HANDICAP— 
Geo. Lyon and John Livingston tied with 94. Geo. Lyon 
won shoot-off. Mr. Livingston used Winchester "Leader” 
Shells and a Winchester Shotgun. 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL AVERAGES 
in both the Preliminary -and Southern Handicaps were won 
by T. H. Luttrell, with scores of 90 and 95, shooting a Win¬ 
chester Repeating Shotgun. 

This record of popularity and winning quality at a truly represen¬ 
tative tournament is good enough indication that 

The RED W BRAND Is the Kind To Shoot! 

constitute a separate purse to be divided among those 
who are high and who entered in this special feature, 
which is open to amateurs. As an inducement to the less 
experienced shooter, the Elmira Association _ offers the 
Squier money-back system, the working of which is fully 
outlined in the programme. 

On the third day of the tournament (June 12) the Dean 
Richmond event will be shot off. This event is for the 
Dean Richmond trophy, to be contested for by three;man 
teams, and with this cup goes the team championship of 
the State. . 

Of intense interest to the shooters is the shoot-otf for 
possession of the New York city cup. The contests for 
this cup have been carried on for the past nine years. 
It has been held each year by the man shooting the high 
average for the entire programme at each year s State 
shoot. The winner of the cup this year will shoot oft 
with the winners of the former years, the high man to 
retain permanent possession of th’e cup. The shoot-off to 
be comprised of an event of not less than 100 targets. 
The yearly winners of this cup have been as follows: 
1899, F. S. Kelsey, at Buffalo; 1900. Sim Glover, at Utica; 
1901, Sim Glover, at Interstate Park; 1902, H. D. Kirk.- 
over, at Rochester; 1903, S. M. Van Allen, at Ossining; 
1904 Harvey McMurchy, at Buffalo; 1905, F. D. Kelsey, 
at Utica; 1906. J. A. R. Elliott, at Buffalo; 1907, H. S. 
Welles, Syracuse. 

Elmira, although situated in the southern tier of coun¬ 
ties, is especially well situated as far as its accessibility 
is concerned. The main line of the D., L. & W., and 
the Erie roads, as well as divisions of the Lehigh Valley 
and Pennsylvania, reach the town. 

The annual meeting of the New York State Sportsmen's 
Association, will be held in the city hall, on the evening 
of June 9, at 8 P. M. 

The beautiful new building of the Century Club will be 
open to attending sportsmen through visiting cards, 
which entitle the holders to all privileges of the club. 

St. Louie Trapshooters' Association. 

St. Louis, May 6.—At the annual meeting of the St. 
Louis Trapshooters’ Association, held Wednesday even¬ 
ing, April 29, the following board of directors were elected 
to serve the ensuing year: W. II. Clay, H. V. P. Cooke, 
Geo. Louth, Jules Selzer, P. Baggerman, Louis Evert, 
Ralph Morrison. 

The officers elected were as follows: President, P. 
Baggerman; Vice-President. W. H. Clay; Secretary- 
Treasurer, Louis Ebert; Field Captain, Ralph Morrison. 

Our membership now consists of 294 members, and our 
financial condition in first class shape. 

James W. Bell. 
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The Southern Handicap Tournament. 
Birmingham, Ala., May 9.—“Owing to inclement 

weather, to-day’s programme will be postponed until to¬ 
morrow, Wednesday, May 6. 

"The six regular events scheduled for Wednesday, 
May (i, also the six regular events scheduled for Thurs¬ 
day, May 7, will be postponed until Friday, May 8. 

“The Preliminary Handicap at 100 targets and the 
Southern Handicap at 100 targets will be shot on Thurs¬ 
day, May 7. 

"The Preliminary Handicap will begin at 9 o’clock 
A. M. promptly. The Southern Handicap will begin at 
the completion of the Preliminary Handicap. 

“The handicaps allotted for the Preliminary Handicap 
will apply in the Southern Handicap. 

"Entries for the two handicaps will be accepted up to 
5 o’clock P. M. Wednesday, May 6. Post entries for 
the handicap events may be made afterward with the 
usual penalty. 

“It is understood from the above that contestants re¬ 
maining oyer Friday through completion of programme 
will participate in the division of surplus accruing irom 
the Squier money-back system.” 

The foregoing bulletin was posted in all the leading 
hotels of Birmingham, Ala., at 4 o’clock P. M., on what 
was originally to be the opening day of the Interstate 
Association’s third Southern Handicap tournament. It 
was the official announcement of the management that the 
tournament would carry over a day and be held May 6, 
7 and 8, in place of May 5, 6 and 7. The change in 
programme was brought about by a continuous downpour 
of rain from 4:30 A. M. until after 5 P. M. Tuesday, May 
5. The postponement was taken good-naturedly by all in 
attendance. 

May ti, the opening day, was somewhat better for trap¬ 
shooting purposes. Showery weather dampened the 
clothes, but not the enthusiasm of the 127 contestants who 
faced the traps. The programme called for ten events of 
15 targets each at 15 yards rise; one event of 20 targets 
at 19 yards, use of two shots; and one event of 10 pairs. 

Contestants from practically every Southern State and 
from as far north as Wisconsin and as far west as 
Kansas and Nebraska, were in attendance. The visiting 
sportsmen voted the lair grounds, where the tournament 
was held, an ideal place lor trapshooting, although web 
feet were necessary to outwit Jupiter Pluvius. 

Three Leggett automatic traps and one set of expert 
traps were used, and tjiey were looked after by Mr. 
Charley North, of Cleveland. The traps worked to per¬ 
fection, and practically gave no trouble throughout the 
entire tournament. 

The “Gin” squad from Memphis had perhaps more fun 
than anybody on the grounds, and were proud to include 
among their number Mr. Jeff J. Blanks, who won the 
Grand American Handicap last year at Chicago. The 
“Gin” squad must have brought the rain into this dry 
State as a chaser. 

Mr. K. H. Baugh, of Birmingham, was an efficient local 
manager of the tournament, and gave full support to the 
Interstate Association management. 

Many heavy showers during the day made it necessary 
to stop shooting from five to twenty minutes on a hall 
dozen occasions, and this prevented the completion of the 
last event on the programme; ten squads of this event 
were carried over until the next day. 

The scores of the first day, May 6, follow: 

M ay 6 , First Day . 
Events: 1 0 q o 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 
1 argtts: 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 20 Broke. 

T A Marshall... 13 13 13 14 13 18 14 n 14 13 14 14 164 
D A 1 pson. 10 13 15 11 13 15 14 12 15 15 15 16 167 
J H Ux. 11 13 10 12 12 12 14 12 12 12 15 13 148 
J, Li vingston.... 15 12 15 12 13 17 14 12 15 15 13 13 166 
C o Le Compte 14 12 14 14 13 14 15 14 14 14 13 14 165 
w Huff . 13 14 14 15 12 19 15 14 14 15 14 15 174 
p C I ownsend.. 13 12 12 9 11 12 12 12 14 12 14 5 138 
L K Morris.... 11 13 11 U 13 17 12 12 13 9 13 10 115 
H T McIntosh.. 11 12 14 it 12 18 14 15 13 13 12 148 
H N Hall. 13 12 12 14 13 14 13 12 15 13 11 11 153 
A M Hatcher... 13 13 13 13 14 12 15 15 14 14 15 15 126 
R G Stokley.;.. 12 14 13 11 15 15 14 15 12 15 14 11 161 
G M Collins.... 14 11 13 15 15 17 15 14 15 13 13 12 
J H C ummings. 15 12 12 11 15 12 15 15 14 14 14 9 168 
K W Clancy.... 13 11 12 11 13 17 14 12 10 13 13 11 149 
T T Anthony... 14 14 12 12 13 16 14 15 14 13 14 10 161 
A H enderson... 13 12 13 11 12 16 14 11 13 12 10 8 145 
C Nichols . 11 13 13 13 14 14 12 13 13 14 14 13 145 
J VV arren . 12 11 11 12 10 11 10 13 13 8 10 7 128 
E A W Everett 10 12 11 12 13 13 11 14 13 10 10 5 128 
F Gi lbert . 15 14 14 15 14 20 14 15 15 15 12 17 180 
W H Heer. 15 15 15 15 15 19 14 13 15 13 14 16 179 
H L> ixon . 15 14 12 14 13 19 14 14 15 14 15 13 172 
Ray Loring. 13 14 14 14 12 IS 14 12 13 13 14 10 161 
C, K Mackie.... 15 11 14 11 13 14 15 15 15 15 15 8 161 
C M Powers.... 15 U 14 15 14 18 14 13 14 15 15 15 176 
G L Lyon. 12 14 15 14 14 IS 14 14 15 14 15 13 172 
H I Borden.... 12 13 11 15 15 15 14 14 15 15 15 11 164 
G V Dering.... 15 14 15 11 11 17 14 14 14 15 12 9 160 
W R Crosby.... 15 15 14 15 15 19 15 15 123 
J B Snowden... 12 11 11 13 15 17 7 11 14 11 12 8 143 
B H Finley.... 13 11 14 13 14 16 13 15 14 11 14 11 160 
J B Goodbar_ 13 11 9 13 13 15 11 13 15 10 12 10 145 
F Martin . 10 S 10 8 12 9 6 12 12 11 9 9 116 
J T Blanks. 15 14 12 13 10 16 13 12 12 10 9 6 142 
J A Skannal.... 13 10 14 12 14 19 13 11 12 10 11 13 152 
ll D I-reeman.. 12 15 14 11 15 IS 14 15 14 14 14 14 173 
Guy Ward . 14 12 11 13 15 17 14 13 13 15 14 15 166 
w J Timms.... 10 6 10 11 13 13 13 10 13 12 12 11 134 
c Ci Wescott... 15 14 15 12 14 16 13 14 13 14 13 10 163 
E R Holt. 14 13 9 13 11 19 15 14 13 i:j 11 14 159 
W A Leach.... 15 11 11 10 12 16 13 10 11 14 14 11 14S 
T M ason. 12 14 13 13 12 15 9 13 15 14 11 16 157 
Z i Aycock. 11 14 11 14 11 17 13 12 13 9 12 10 150 
T K Crovatt. 13 14 14 11 13 14 7 10 13 11 12 13 145 
P C Ward. 13 14 14 10 13 16 14 12 12 14 11 11 154 
W E Rape, Jr.. 12 10 12 12 11 9 11 9 11 7 9 5 118 
A H Cocke. 8 8 7 9 22 
T H Robertson. 7 7 7 10 7 6 7 10 9 10 10 10 100 
C A Courtney.. 11 12 9 12 12 12 12 13 10 14 12 10 139 
W B Carrell.... 15 11 12 12 11 13 11 11 9 9 8 7 129 

II E Bumby.... 14 13 13 13 13 16 12 13 9 13 12 8 149 
1’ II Luttrell... 13 11 12 14 14 16 14 14 12 14 13 12 159 
T B Way. 13 12 9 11 11 14 10 12 11 13 15 7 138 
L T Way. 12 15 12 13 14 16 10 13 15 14 13 11 158 
T () Goodbrad.. 13 11 12 14 10 8 11 11 12 14 8 14 148 
I) P Hilton. .. 10 11 10 7 8 9 8 13 14 9 9 7 115 
W M Walker... 13 12 11 13 12 14 6 11 13 9 11 S 133 
I B Lambert.... 13 13 12 14 13 15 15 12 14 13 12 8 154 
IT II Hamilton. 7 6 10 11 7 7 9 9 13 6 8 8 101 
C G Spencer... 14 13 14 15 15 15 15 15 13 15 14 15 173 
W T Laslie. 12 14 13 14 14 17 12 12 14 13 14 14 163 
E R Alexander. 13 12 15 13 13 18 11 13 14 14 10 9 155 
W E Huddleston 13 11 13 14 13 12 12 14 15 12 14 12 155 
S Friedman. 10 8 10 11 11 11 7 9 13 6 9 11 116 
C Eubanks . 12 12 10 9 11 6 8 9 13 S 12 12 122 
O Whitesides... 7 9 6 6 3 8 5 10 9 9 10 11 93 
R C Sauls. 11 9 9 13 13 10 10 12 12 12 13 10 134 
T T Skelly. 13 13 14 14 14 15 14 15 13 14 14 12 165 
J T Colbourne. 12 13 15 11 11 15 14 13 10 12 14 12 152 
C N Gilbert. 14 11 12 13 14 17 13 15 11 15 15 11 161 
H Money . 15 15 13 13 14 16 15 14 14 14 14 15 172 
A Headers . 13 12 12 15 10 13 12 14 12 11 15 9 148 
Lee Moody . 13 13 11 11 7 15 12 11 12 12 12 12 141 
W M Haney.... 14 10 10 14 9 16 11 13 12 12 15 9 145 
T S Young.'. 15 13 13 13 13 17 14 12 14 13 15 13 165 
F Cahalan. 10 9 10 10 8 14 9 12 14 10 10 8 124 
T T Chambers.. 6 6 S 11 7 10 9 9 11 9 2 S 96 

■'T C Brilev. 10 10 7 11 12 12 6 11 9 11 11 7 117 
A T Porter.12 8 11 12 11 10 11 12 10 14 11 .. 122 
H C Abbott.... 13 11 11 13 10 16 13 11 14 14 15 11 152 
R H Baugh.... 14 15 13 14 13 16 8 9 14 14 12.. 142 
T E Frazier.13 11 13 13 12 13 10 12 13 11 13 8 142 
A S Carrel 1. 10 12 12 13 14 14 13 13 15 11 13 9 149 
R W Brown.... 15 12 12 13 13 7 10 14 14 11 15 10 146 
W Henderson... 13 14 14 14 13 16 13 11 15 13 13 12 161 
F P Baker.12 12 10 11 11 16 11 11 12 10 11 7 134 
O Williams. 12 14 9 14 12 12 12 14 11 15 10 10 145 
F Legler . 15 13 14 12 13 18 13 13 15 11 15 13 165 
L S Long. 13 11 14 13 14 14 13 15 14 9 11 .. 141 
A M Ayers. 11 12 8 12 8 7 9 14 14 14 10 .. 119 
D A Edwards... 8 12 12 13 13 14 14 12 14 13 10 9 144 
H Gibbs . II 14 12 13 13 13 11 11 14 12 13 7 144 
H T Edwards.. 14 11 11 14 14 14 10 15 13 13 12 15 155 
las Hillman ...111511141314111012 9 11 9 140 
C C Hawkins... 12 11 10 12 15 12 13 13 15 13 12 12 150 
G G Vaughn.... 13 12 12 12 14 15 13 13 13 13 14 14 158 
T B Capehart... 10 9 13 13 13 14 1110 13 1111 6 134 
A L Rankin.... 13 11 11 13 12 17 11 13 12 14 7 .. 137 
W Y Lovelace.. 11 9 13 12 9 14 4 10 7 6 S .. 103 
W T Fletcher... 13 11 14 13 13 17 12 12 14 12 13 11 155 
L R Pinkston... 11 12 13 12 13 17 12 12 13 11 12 10 148 
G R Mason. 10 12 10 9. 41 
E W Long. 12 8 11 8 5 11 7 11 10 12 12 13 118 
1 L Brock. 9 9 11 12 14. 55 
R II Williamson 8 S 10 13 12 12 11 13 9 10 10 10 126 
J II Robertson. 8 10 8 12 10 11 11 10 11 9 7 7 114 
C Atkinson .... S 12 13 14 12 10 11 11 12 12 8 4 127 
S P Henegan... 13 11 10 14 13 14 12 9 13 9 9 8 135 
W A Hilbish... 8 12 13 11 10 14 12 11 13 12 7 8 131 
O A Dotherow. 10 12 10 13 13 14 12 14 11 12 12 10 143 
W B Bell. 12 11 11 13 13 13 9 12 13 11 12 13 143 
I A Wilkins.... 11 9 10 10. 40 
E E Jacoway... 10 12 12 12 10 16 13 12 11 12 14 10 144 
R B Campbell.. 12 12 14 15 14 17 12 14 14 14 12 S 158 
T C Broyles. 11 12 9 11 10 16 12 12 9 . 102 
S C Moore. 13 9 9 S 12 17 12 14 13 12 14 9 142 
H W Kahler.... 15 14 14 15 14 17 15 15 15 14 15 12 175 
C T Perry. 9 12 12 7 10 13 11 12 12. 98 
H Foster.12 11 15 14 12 16 12 11 15 11 10 15 154 
F B Bowie.10 8 11 11 13 18 11 11 4. 97 
T D Boynton... 11 8 13 11 13 16 11 11 9. 103 
T A Blunt. 15 12 12 13 14 16 12 13 13 13 15 13 161 
W Tice. 10 12 10 12 13 14 9 11 12 9 13 8 133 
F. C Janney. 12 9 12 6 10 13 9 9 9 10 7 3 109 
I Armstrong_ 10 12 9 6 8 11 10 10 9 . 85 
Geo Darns . 12 8 9 14 . 43 

Event 6. was at 19yds. rise, use of two shots. 
Event 12 was at ten doubles. 

May 7, Second Day. 

The second day of the tournament was marked by a 
bad, cloudy background, a chilly, damp wind and con¬ 
sequently by rather low scores. The experts found much 
trouble to locate the targets from their back marks in 
the bad light which prevailed. Dark horses were in 
evidence, and many of the “sure things’ went way wrong. 

Messrs. Geo. L. Lyon and Geo. K. Mackie were the 
only members of the Handicap Committee present, and 
Messrs. J. F. Fletcher, of Birmingham, Ala.; D. A. 
Edwards, of Union City, Tenn., and H. T. McIntosh, of 
Albany, Ga., were appointed to act in place of the 
absentees. The handicaps allotted seemed to give the 
best of satisfaction. 

In the Preliminary Handicap, a 16yds. man, Mr. A. S. 
Carrell, of Bessemer, Ala., won the honors and the 
handsome sterling Tantalus with a score of 91 out of 
100. H. Dixon, of Oronogo, Mo.; W. E. Huddleston 
and E. R. Alexander, both of Tuskegee, Ala., were a 
tie for second honors with 90 out of the 100. 

The purse in the Preliminary Handicap amounted to 
$555, and it was divided as follows: A. S. Carrell, $77.70; 
H. Dixon, $53.65; W. E. Huddleston, $53.65; E. R. 
Alexander, $53.65; D. A. Upson, $39.00; R. G. Stokley. 
$37.00; C. N. Gilbert, $37.00; G. V. Dering, $22.20; G. M. 
Collins, $22.00; J. R. Livingston, $22.20; C. G. Westcott, 
$22.20; C. C. Hawkins, $22.20; J. K. Warren, $12.95; L. 
T. Way- $12.95; H. T. Edwards, $12.95; H. W. Kahler, 
$11.10; T. Mason, $11.10; W. T. Laslie, $11.10; H. D. 
Gibbs, $11.10; C. M. Powers, $1.35; J. S. Youhg, $1.35; 
G. L. Lyon. $1.35; W. Henderson, $1.35; P. C. Ward, 
$1.35; P. C. Townsend, $1.35; J. H. Cox, $1.35, and H. C. 
Abbott, $1.35. 

The greatest interest of the day centered, of course, in 
the Southern Handicap proper. It resulted in a tie be¬ 
tween Geo. L. Lyon, of Durham, N. C., and J. R. 
Livingston, of Springville, Ala., with the fine score of 
94 out of 100. Lyon was on the 19-yard mark, and 
Livingston on the 18-yard mark. The tie was not shot 
off until the next morning, when Lyon proved an easy 
winner by scoring 18 out of 20 to 16 for Livingston. H. 
Dixon was in second place with 93, and R. H. Baugh 
was third with 92. 

The purse in the Southern Handicap amounted to 
$954.00, and it was divided as follows: G. L. Lyon. 
$133.55, J. R. Livingston, $114.45; H. Dixon, $85.85; R. II 
Baugh, $76.30; E. R. Alexander, $66.75; J. S. Young, 
$66.75; J. A. Blunt, $57.20; P. C. Townsend, $40.50; W. J. 
Fletcher, $40.50; W. T. Laslie, $40.50; C. A. Courtney, 
$40.50; D. A. Upson, $28.60; G. M. Collins, $28.60; H. W. 
Kahler, $19.05; W. M. Haney, $19.05; B. H. Finley, $19.05; 
D. A. Edwards, $19.05; G. V. Dering, $19.05; C. G. West¬ 
cott, $19.05, and H. C. Abbott, $19.05. 

The scores of the Preliminary and Southern Handicaps 
follow: 

Preliminary Handicap. 

Yds. 
W R Crosbv . 21 
Fred Gilbert . 21 
C M Powers .  21 
W H Heer . 21 
C G Spencer .21 
IT J Borden . 20 
H D Freeman . 20 
Guy Ward . 20 
J S Young .20 
G K Mackie... 19 
C O Le Compte. 19 
G L Lyon . 19 
D A Upson . 19 
H W Kahler . 19 
Walter Huff . 19 
W Henderson . 19 
A M Hatcher .  19 
G V Dering . 19 
G M Collins . 19 
H Dixon . 19 
H N Hall. 18 
J H Cummings .18 
J T Skelly .18 
T A Marshall . 18 
J R Livingston .18 
E A W Everett .18 
T O Goodbrad .18 
F Legler .18 
Ray Loring . 18 
R G Stokley .IS 
C G Westcott . 18 
Chas Nichols . 18 
J A Skannal . 18 
J J Blanks . IS 
E R Holt .18 
G G Vaughn .  17 
P C Ward .17 
J K Warren.17 
P H Luttrell . 17 
Andy Meaders .17 
C N Gilbert . 17 
R H Williamson . 17 
P C Townsend .17 
W E Rape, Jr.17 
R C Sauls . 17 
L R Pinkston . 17 
H T McIntosh .17 
W A Hilbish . 17 
L K Morris . 17 
Tate Mason .17 
S C Moore .17 
W J Fletcher . 17 
J E Frazier .; 17 
R W Clancy .17 
R B Campbell .17 
J H Cox .17 
R H Baugh ..17 
J A Blunt . 17 
T J Aycock .17 
IT C Abbott .17 
W T Laslie . 16 
Ollie Williams . 16 
J T Anthony . 16 
J B Way . 16 
L T Way .16 
W M Walker . 16 
John Lambert .. . 16 
W Tice ,. 16 
W J Timms . 16 
J B Snowden . 16 
C C Hawkins . 16 
W M Haney . 16 
W E Huddleston . 16 
W C Smith . 16 
T H Robertson . 16 
J H Robertson . 16 
D C Hilton ..*._16 
H H Hamilton . 16 
A F Foster . 16 
C J Perry . 16 
A Henderson .   16 
J H Hillman . 16 
S P Henegan . 16 
F Martin .   16 
H Cranberry . 16 
Lee Moody . 16 
J B Goodbar . 16 
H Gibbs . 16 
B H Finley .  16 
S Friedman . 16 
Claude Eubanks . 16 
D A Edwards . 16 
H T Edwards .16 
T R Crovatt . 16 
C A Courtney . . 16 
J T Chambers . 16 
VV B Carrell .. 16 
A S Carrell .. 16 
T T Colbourne . 16 
F B Baker . 16 
F B Bowie . 16 
T S Boynton . 16 
T C Briley . 16 
R M Brown . 16 
E R Alexander . 16 
C Atkinson . 16 

f-T argets-N 

20 15 15 15 20 15 Total. 
18 11 15 14 18 12 88 
20 12 12 12 19 13 88 
16 11 13 13 18 14 85 
19 13 14 13 18 12 71 
.. 15 13 10 18 14 
15 9 9 10 17 11 7i 
17 12 12 10 14 11 76 . 1! 
17 14 11 14 13 10 79 
17 11 15 13 18 11 85 ; 
13 8 12 11 13 9 66 
19 13 12 13 20 12 S9 ; 
18 13 13 13 17 11 85 
18 13 13 14 18 13 89 , 
19 14 13 11 16 13 86 
16 14 11 12 18 14 85 | 
16 11 15 11 17 15 85 
17 11 12 12 14 13 79 . 
IS 13 14 12 18 13 88 
16 11 14 13 19 15 88 
18 14 12 14 18 14 90 
14 14 11 12 19 13 S3 
15 11 12 12 15 10 1 18 13 13 14 14 14 
19 12 13 12 16 12 84 1 
20 13 10 15 18 12 88 
16 12 10 12 14 13 77 
14 9 6 9 16 9 63 . 
16 9 13 10 16 14 78 
15 10 10 12 16 13 76 
19 13 14 15 15 13 89 
19 14 11 13 18 13 88 
15 13 12 13 14 11 78 
IS 12 12 11 15 a4 82 
14 7 10 9 14 13 67 
17 10 14 11 16 14 82 
18 13 10 14 16 11 82 
18 15 8 15 17 12 85 
17 15 12 12 18 13 87 
18 13 13 15 18 13 90 
17 13 11 12 15 12 80 
19 14 13 11 19 13 89 
15 12 9 12 15 9 72 
18 14 13 13 17 10 85 
14 12 10 14 11 8 69 
15 13 7 13 15 9 72 
16.10 12 13 17 14 S2 
17 13 S 10 17 .. 
14 11 10 11 13 8 67 
17 11 7 8 16 13 72 
18 13 14 11 15 15 86 
16 11 13 11 16 10 77 
18 12 11 11 17 13 82 
12 11 13 13 15 14 ’78 
15 12 13 13 16 13 82 
IS 12 10 12 14 10 76 
17 13 13 14 15 13 85 
.17 10 
19 14 12 10 16 11 82 
13 10 14 12 17 11 77 
18 15 13 9 18 12 85 
18 13 15 11 18 11 86 
15 10 11 9 15 8 68 
15 12 9 . .. 
13 x4 11 10 14 14 76 
18 14 14 11 18 12 87 
16 14 10 11 15 13 79 
14 11 10 10 17 11 73 
10 12 12 7 16 10 67 
13 9 12 9 16 9 68 
15 14 10 11 18 12 80 
19 13 11 13 18 14 88 
16 13 15 1. 18 10 84 
19 13 12 15 IS 13 90 
9341.... 

17 9 13 12 14 12 77 
10 10 7 3 8 10 48 
16 10 10 9 14 11 70 
10 13 12 9 16 11 71 
16 6 10 15 15 10 72 
15 9 12 13 13 13 75 
13 11 13 12 15 11 75 
12 14 13 9 16 14 78 
13 13 10 11 18 12 77 
15 7 9 10 14 12 67 
13 11 9 11 17 7 68 
18 10 12 9 17 10 76 
18 11 7 12 17 12 74 
IS 14 13 12 17 12 86 
16 12 11 13 17 13 82 
20 12 10 12 13 11 78 
17 10 10 14 18 12 81 
14 13 13 10 14 15 79 
18 11 15 12 19 12 87 
16 12 13 12 19 11 S3 
12 14 13 12 17 11 79 
11 8 10 11 10 9 59 
14 13 10 13 16 11 77 
19 14 13 13 18 14 91 
15 13 11 9 19 12 79 
15 8 8 15 16 10 72 
10 10 6 13 10 10 59 
16 10 6 10 13 12 67 
16 11 14 10 18 12 81 
15 12 10 13 15 13 78 
19 14 14 13 19 11 90 
16 8 14 10 17 13 78 
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Cahalan . . 16 18 11 11 9 15 10 74 L K Morris. .. 17 13 11 12 13 15 12 76 
B Capehart ... . 16 11 5 2 6 17 9 50 T Mason . .. 17 17 10 13 12 14 14 80 

A Leach _ . 16 14 9 6 11 17 10 67 S C Moore.. .. 17 15 10 6 11 18 8 68 
Foster . . 16 14 12 14 9 .... W T Fletcher. .. 17 17 13 15 15 16 12 88 
C Whitesides . 16 16 8 7 7 12 7 57 T E Frazier. .. 17 16 10 14 9 16 11 76 

R W Clancy. .. 17 17 15 14 13 18 12 89 

Southern Han dicap. R B Campbell. .. 17 17 12 11 12 19 12 S3 
T H Cox. .. 17 16 12 13 10 17 7 75 

,-Targets-, R H Baugh. .. 17 17 14 15 13 20 13 92 
Yds. 20 15 15 15 20 15 Total T A Blunt. .. 17 19 12 15 11 19 13 S9 

k Crosby_ . 21 17 11 14 13 16 13 84 T J Aycock. .. 17 15 9 14 12 18 12 80 
ed < lilbert .'... .21 20 9 14 13 20 12 88 H C Abbott. .. 17 18 10 14 13 19 11 85 
M Powers.... . 21 16 12 13 11 17 12 81 E W Long. .. 16 10 10 12 10 14 11 67 
H Heer. . 21 15 14 14 13 19 14 89 W T Laslie. .. 16 18 12 13 13 18 15 88 

G Spencer_ . 21 17 15 13 11 19 13 88 O Williams . .. 16 18 12 14 30 15 13 82 
1 Borden_ . 20 15 11 14 13 17 15 85 T B Way. .. 16 15 9 6 S 14 6 58 
D Freeman.. . 20 18 11 13 13 14 12 81 L T Way. .. 16 18 12 11 12 13 13 79 
Money . . 20 16 14 14 15 17 14 90 W M Waiker. .. 16 12 12 10 9 19 11 73 
Ward . . 20 17 13 9 11 14 12 76 T Lambert . .. 16 1.3 10 13 9 16 9 70 

S Young. . 20 17 14 15 12 17 15 90 W Tice. .. 16 14 10 11 8 18 15 76 
eo K Mackie... . 19 15 11 14 11 14 14 79 W T Timms. .. 16 IS 8 10 14 34 13 77 

O Lc- Compte . 19 17 9 14 10 18 14 82 T B Snowden. .. 16 14 10 13 13 17 13 SO 
eo E Lyon.... . 19 19 13 15 14 20 13 94 C C Hawkins. .. 16 14 11 13 10 11 11 72 

A Upson. . 19 17 14 14 12 16 14 87 4 W M Hanney. .. 16 20 11 10 15 18 12 86 
W Kahler_ . 19 19 11 15 11 17 13 86 W E Huddleston... .. 16 14 13 13 15 18 11 S4 

' Huff . . 19 19 12 14 12 17 14 SS T TT Robertson. .. 16 10 12 12 11 9 13 67 
Henderson .. . 19 16 12 11 12 19 13 83 T H Robertson. .. 16 8 S 5 12 15 S' 54 
M Hatcher... . 19 15 15 11 14 19 12 86 D P Hilton. .. 16 14 10 14 10 13 9 70 
V Dering. . 19 16 12 14 14 18 12 85 H H Hamilton. .. 16 15 12 13 12 11 10 73 

eo M Collins.. . 19 15 13 14 14 18 13 87 A F Porter. .. 16 17 9 12 11 14 10 73 
Dixon . . 19 19 14 15 12 20 13 93 C T Perry. ..16 17 10 10 8 w 
N Hall. . 18 IS 13 12 15 18 11 87 A Henderson . .. 16 17 10 .15 13 17 12 84 

H Cummings. . IS 18 12 14 12 13 13 82 T FI Hillman. .. 16 13 12 14 11 15 12 77 
1 Skelly. . 18 17 14 11 13 17 15 87 S P Flenegan. .. 16 19 12 13 13 13 11 SI 
A Marshall... . IS 19 11 15 14 17 12 88 F Martin . .. 16 11 10 13 13 14 7 68 
1< Livingston. . IS 20 15 15 13 18 13 94 H Granberg . .. 16 12 12 1.3 11 14 10 72 
A W Everett. . 18 10 9 9 12 17 9 66 Lee Moody . .. 16 17 11 13 12 17 10 80 
() Goodbrad.. . 18 11 11 11 6 15 11 65 T B Goodbar. .. 16 14 8 13 15 14 10 74 
Legler . . 18 15 11 12 11 18 15 82 H Bibbs . .. 16 15 12 1.3 11 16 10 < t 
Loring . . 18 14 7 13 11 17 12 74 P. H Finley . .. 16 16 15 15 10 18 12 86 
G Stokley.... . 18 13 10 12 14 19 12 80 S Friedman . .. 16 17 11 13 10 16 10 77 
G Vaughn.... . 17 18 10 13 14 15 12 82 C Eubanks . .. 16 11 9 13 11 13 12 69 

has Nichols .. . 18 14 13 12 10 17 15 SI D A Edwards. .. 16 19 9 13 14 19 12 86 
A Skannal_ ..'. 18 17 12 10 11 14 13 (7 H T Edwards. .. 16 14 10 11 13 12 11 71 
T Blanks. 13 7 9 10 9 6 54 T R Crovatt. .. 16 15 13 11 11 18 14 82 
R Holt. . 18 19 14 14 13 15 13 88 C A Courtney. .. 16 17 13 15 12 18 13 88 

G Vaughan. . 17 18 10 13 14 15 12 82 T T Chambers. .. 16 17 10 11 11 14 11 74 
C Ward. . 17 18 8 14 11 15 11 77 W B Carrell. .. 16 17 11 13 12 17 14 S4 
K Warren. . 17 15 11 12 9 18 13 78 A G Carrell. .. 16 18 12 15 10 17 12 84 
II Luttrell ... 19 15 14 14 18 15 95 1 T Colbcurne. .. 16 16 13 15 11 17 8 80 
Menders . . 17 18 14 12 13 14 10 81 F 1* Baker. .. 16 15 10 13 12 16 10 76 

N Gilbert. . 17 19 8 12 13 19 13 84 F B Bowie. .. 16 11 6 12 11 19 11 70 
H Williamson . 17 12 11 8 8 8 14 61 T D Boynton. .. 16 12 9 11 14 16 10 72 
l Townsend.. . 17 17 13 13 13 18 14 88 T C Briley. .. 16 15 13 14 13 18 11 84 

E Rape. F'r.. . 17 11 9 13 8 19 11 71 R M Brown. .. 16 17 12 11 12 IS 13 83 
C Sauls. 18 11 11 9 19 12 80 Robt Brannon . .. 16 16 10 11 11 12 10 70 
R Pinkston.. . 17 16 8 14 13 14 10 75 E R Alexander. .. 16 17 13 13 14 19 15 91 

■ T McIntosh. . 17 15 11. C Aikinson . .. 16 15 13 13 14 14 13 82 
A Hilbish.... . 17 15 11 10 11 9 11 67 F Cahalan . .. 16 It 8 9 7 S 10 53 

1 J* Capehart . ... 16 15 8 9 9 16 8 65 
W A. Leach. ...16 M 12 10 11 12 10 09 
< > il Dotherow. ... 16 17 1.3 13 12 17 12 84 
E K Jacoway. ...16 15 13 11 10 15 11 75 

May 8, Third Day 

After the shoot-off of the tie for the Southern Handi¬ 
cap, which was the Tirst thing on the programme of the 
third day, came the sweepstakes, and the improved 
weather conditions made higher scores possible. The 
event at 19yds. rise, use of two shots, ana the event at 
pairs attracted a large gallery. The contestants quickened 
their time considerably, and the result was better scores 
in these particular events. There is no reason why these 
events should not continue to grow in popularity. 

Everything moved like clock-work to-day, and the pro¬ 
gramme was finished by 4:30 P. M. 

The Squier money-back purse amounted to $804, of 
which amount $623.20 was used to pay back losses. The 
amounts paid back ranged from 5 cents to $33.40. The 
surplus fund, amounting to $180.80, was divided as fol¬ 
lows: H. Dixon, $36.15; H. W. Kahler, $26.20; Geo. L. 
Lyon, $26.20; D. A. Upson, $18.65; C. M. Powers, $14.45; 
G. M. Collins. $12.65; C. N. Gilbert, $10.85; R. G. 
Stokley, $9.05; G. K. Mackie, $9.05; W. T. Laslie, $7.25; 
J. R. Livingston, $5.40; G. V. Dering, $2.70, and R. B. 
Campbell, $2.70. 

Among the amateurs who shot at 300.targets at 16yds. 
rise. H. Dixon was first with 282; H. W. Kahler and 
G. L. Lyon were in second place with 279; and D. A. 
Upson was in third place with 275. 

Among the professionals. \V. H. Heer was first with 
292; C. G. Spencer and Harold Money were a tie for 
second place. 

The scores of the third day follow: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 20 Ttl. 

T A Marshall .... 14 15 12 11 14 20 14 13 14 13 13 13 166 
C O I.e Compte.. 13 13 14 12 12 19 13 12 13 15 12 10 158 
W H Kahler . 13 13 14 14 13 20 15 14 13 14 10 13 166 
D A Upson . 13 15 13 14 13 14 15 14 15 12 15 15 168 
R B Campbell ... 14 12 14 12 15 12 12 15 12 9 13 10 148 
Walter Huff . 14 15 15 14 12 19 13 14 15 13 14 15 173 
P C Townsend .. 13 13 13 11 13 20 14 14 15 12 13 13 164 
L K Morris .... 13 11 14 13 9 13 10 12 12 9 14 9 139 
E R Holt . 13 13 13 11 13 17 12 14 15 12 12 12 157 
Tate Mason .... 11 14 8 15 11 18 14 14 12 13 11 15 146 
A M Hatcher.... 13 14 13 14 12 15 13 14 14 15 14 13 164 
R W Clancy . 14 12 11 10 13 18 13 10 14 10 12 12 149 
w Tice .. 9 12 8 10 11 11 9 13 14 12 8 5 122 
R G Stokley . 13 12 12 12 14 17 14 14 15 15 12 9 159 
S C Moore . 1! S 10 13 11 17 9 11 11 S 9 5 123 
R C Sauls . 11 12 10 10 10 14 5 13 13 13 12 10 133 
Claude Eubanks 13 12 9 12 14 17 13 11 12 10 9 9 141 
T T Cnlbourne ... 14 12 11 13 14 16 10 12 10 13 9 14 148 
H N Hall . 9 12 11 10 12 17 1.3 13 15 13 13 11 149 
T K Warren . 9 14 11 7 13 9 15 8 15 13 10 7 131 



THE MINNESOTA CHAMPIONSHIP 
Was won at Crookston, Minn., May 1-2, by MR. CHESTERMAN, shooting 

PETERS 
FACTORY LOADED SHELLS 

High General Average and High Professional Average at this 

Tournament were won by MR. H. C. HIRSCHY, scoring 

336 out of 370 
WITH PETERS SHELLS 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 9# Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

YAV.%V.V.V.V.V.SV.\%V.V%\V.V\V-V.V.V-SV.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.W.VVaV-V.V.V.V.-.V.V.V.V>V 

OFF HAND” TARGET PISTOL No. 35 
Our latest Pistol offering—for .22 Long Rifle R. F., 

.22 Stevens-Pope Armory R. F. and .25 Stevens R. F. Car¬ 

tridges. Weighs 1 pound 6 ounces (with 6-inch barrel). 

Price with 6-in. barrel, $7.50 Price with 8-in. barrel, $8.50 

Price with 10-in. barrel, $9.50 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR 

STEVENS RIFLES, SHOT GUNS, PISTOLS, FIREARM ACCESSORIES 
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i;rcdT Gilbert . 14 14 14 14 13 17 14 12 13 15 14 14 
■y H Heer . 15 15 15 14 16 IS 15 15 14 15 15 13 
J Dixon . 15 13 14 15 14 IS 15 15 13 14 14 10 
iaU Goring . 14 10 13 12 13 13 13 13 12 10 11 9 
f K Mackie . 15 13 13 13 11 17 14 13 12 11 12 S 
; M Powers .15 12 13 13 15 17 12 11 13 14 11 14 
' V Gyon . 15 13 14 14 13 15 15 13 15 12 14 8 
} J, Borden . 14 12 9 12 14 17 13 13 14 13 15 11 
■ V Dering . 15 15 7 9 15 16 15 13 15 11 12 13 
VR Crosby . 15 14 13 13 15 20 15 14 15 15 15 15 
, B Snowden .... 15 11 12 12 14 14 10 13 11 13 12 6 
J   13 13 12 11 12 15 12 12 13 10 9 13 

B C.oodbar .... 12 11 12 12 10 14 12 11 14 12 13 10 

Mar*'". 3 12 7 9 8 12 11 9 9 11 8 6 
Gibbs . 7 11 12 12 15 lo 14 11 13 13 13 10 
Freeman..., 13 14 12 11 13 18 14 12 14 15 15 11 
Dmms . 12 8 9 13 13 13 12 12 13 12 13 14 
Edwards.... 14 9 14 10 13 11 13 14 13 15 13 16 

Edwards ... 12 12 13 9 11 16 11 10 14 13 15 13 
HBlman . 10 11 11 5 13 It) 7 11 12 13 12 8 
G W ard .13 13 12 10 12 13 10 13 12 11 14 9 
H Robertson .. 10 11 9 10 10 10 9 11 S 8 9 7 
& &j;rtney • • • 91210141315121515141314 

„ “ \\!]Bamson . 11 10 11 13 8 13 9 10 10 10 6 8 

l 4 I^lbls1?,. 14 11 8 10 9 13 9 11 12 11 9 7 
V B Carre ....14 14 11 9 15 13 12 15 14 12 11 9 

H Luttrell .... 14 14 14 13 14 16 13 15 13 11 14 10 

v £age’ lr. II 8 11 7 10 8 13 13 10 9 11 13 
[ E Bumby . 10 15 7 8 13 16 11 12 14 14 13 9 

r? r akjj: 13 11 10 1° 13 12 10 12 10 13 10 10 
. , rGoodbrad ... 9 10 10 11 11 15 11 10 12 12 11 13 
7 M Walker.13 10 12 13 14 13 14 11 12 11 12 6 

Lambert . 14 13 13 11 13 16 14 10 12 12 10 7 
J* Hamilton .. 12 14 13 12 12 15 12 14 10 14 8 6 
R Pinkston .... 11 10 11 10 13 15 14 10 15 11 13 13 
G Spencer . 15 15 13 15 14 17 14 15 14 15 14 15 

7 PT aT*Slie ..43 15 10 12 14 17 13 13 15 13 14 13 
, R gander... 15 12 13 13 11 14 14 14 14 12 10 8 
' E Huddleston 13 10 13 11 12 14 14 12 15 11 12 10 
3I" Friedman ••• 9 1111 7 13 1110 10 14 12 10 7 
r N ,?lli,/rt . 15 12 12 15 15 14 13 15 14 13 13 16 
toroid Money .. 14 15 14 14 13 17 15 14 15 14 15 12 
ndy Meaders ... 14 12 12 12 13 17 12 13 13 13 12 11 
,ee,/rM°ody . 10 12 12 13 15 15 11 13 13 9 13 13 
A ?aney .12 12 14 13 12 14 13 13 13 12 13 10 
Cahalan . 6 8 10 5 13 8 10 8 11 10 10 16 
T Chambers ... 9 9 7 7 8 9 9 9 11 8‘ 8 8 
C.,®r‘ley . 13 13 9 12 14 11 11 9 8 9 11 4 

• y   14 11 11 12 9 12 11 10 9 10 9 10 

l ^ utcher • • • • 12 13 13 12 14 14 14 10 13 14 10 10 
H  H P 14 15 11 16 13 13 11 12 10 12 
? ^au8.1? .If 10 9 13 13 17 9 11 13 12 11 13 
S Carrell . 14 13 11 9 13 17 12 11 13 13 14 10 
M Brown . 14 13 14 10 11 17 14 14 13 13 12 10 
G V aughn .... 13 12 13 11 11 16 11 12 10 13 13 13 
C Hawkins .... 10 12 12 12 12 15 13 12 15 14 11 6 

B Capehart . 7 6698 16 95899 12 

1 VTka?ne*. 14 12 10 10 14 16 13 10 14 13 12 12 
™ Leland . 11 13 10 13 12 12 11 11 14 
H. %eri. 13 10 1° 6 12 17 12 9 9 7 's '9 
Dw9fa?bcrry • 13 13 13 9 11 15 13 11 11 11 12 

uy ^ard .12 13 12 13 13 19 12 13 13 10 U itj 
P H'Iton . 10 11 10 11 11 11 10 10 9 10 12 11 
Henderson .... 11 10 8 7 13 13 14 10 13 13 11 S 

lW..::::- g g g g g g1313 >613 33« 
GvfSEU—ggggggggi^a'* 
G V„anJ?ey . 7 7 6 11 4 7 6 8 10 '7 "9. i? 
A Rl CoIbns •••,14 13 15 14 13 17 14 12 12 13 13 14 
A £lo"nt . 12 12 11 14 15 16 13 13 15 12 11 8 
H Robertscm .13 12 10 9 8 6 10 8 10 7 12 10 

A Leach . 9 . 

.Event 6 was at 19 yards. "Events' 'l2 ' was' at‘ ten 

168 
179 
170 
14 i 
152 
160 
161 
157 
156 
179 
143 
145 
143 
105 
146 
162 
144 
155 
149 
123 
142 
112 
156 
119 
124 
149 
161 
124 
142 
134 
135 
141 
145 
142 
146 
176 
162 
150 
147 
125 
167 
172 
154 
149 
151 
115 
102 
124 
128 
149 
150 
144 
150 
155 
148 
143 
104 
150 
107 
122 
132 
157 
126 
131 
163 

68 
138 
102 

94 
164 
152 
115 

65 
9 

pairs. 

Analostan Gun Club. 

IVprSd’A C,t; \ay l.O-The high winds that 
e aEm r the shooting season was opened by 
' Jnalostan Gun Club has interfered sadly with the 

« a\d sfcores its members. Yesterday ihe 
•ys had to shoot in another gale of wind and a glance 

idea ofrethe8fnCn ‘“t I?13'1 beIow> wiI1 give the reader 
.T , 1 he fo.r,ce °f.the gale. When veterans of the 
™ than 80y"n Worthington, and Jos. H. Hunter make 

eltv bad80 Tha ,c°ndltIons can be assumed to be 
etty bad The club had as visitors, Mr. Lynn Worth- 

mch atnd A’ ^°hn Hawklns- representatives of the 
!Chw eL ^fln^ ,Arms ,Co- .The members hope 
>ymnri Vh club anotber visit, when conditions 
- more propitious. Following are the scores: 

20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Broke. rargets: 
' Stine _ 
H Hunter, 
srthington 

Coby .... 
Shoup. 

B Wise. 12 
S Wilson. 9 
Taylor . 12 
D Hogan.... 13 
Monroe . 13 

6 
9 
8 8 
3 4 

3 5 8 
7 10 8 

7 8 
3 3 
7 5 

3 8 3 
7 7.. 
8 7.. 
0 0 3 

57 
78 
72 
26 
42 
43 
32 
38 
33 
30 

flis gFoOtW10outrofd20hiS h3nd’ 3nd °Ut °f 50 SCOred 7- 

Miles Taylor. Sec’y. 

Sterling Gun Club. 
’ittston, Pa., May 9.—Herewith are the scores made 

laytmberS Gun Club, at their grounds 

Shot at. Broke 
. 100 92 
.t 75 08 
. 100 67 

Connell 
Waters 
Rvan 

■d 
oh 
vie 

lr. O. S. Sked broke straight the first 25 that have 
r* broken in a single event on the club grounds. 

W. W. Fulton, Sec’y. 

Shot at. Broke 
. 75 50 

50 41 
50 25 

B ALLI S T I T E 
_(DENSE) 

~\j%r i n & 
Arkansas State Championship, April 20th, (Stuttgart, Ark.) 
Metropolitan Championship, April 1st, (Montclair, N. f.) * 
Eastern Championship, March 12th, Philadelphia, Pa.) 
Sunny South Handicap, January 28th, (Brenham, Texas) 
Grand American Handicap, 1907 

EM P I R E 
(BULK) 

State Championship, April 29th, (Enid, Oklahoma) 
Straight—Longest Run, April 15th, (Indianapolis, Ind.) 

The Greatest Winners and the Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders on Earth 

J. H, LAU CO,, Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

7/laclii 
THE THar/ln Model No. 20 22-CaI. Repeating rifle put out this year 

leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or “ pump ” action. It 

is chambered to handle 22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special J72czrfl/2 steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from seams. The working parts are of crucible steel hardened against wear. 

The “ 772arfi/i Book” has 136 pages jam full of information for the 

up-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, of 

all 772arfin repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It’s FREE for 3 stamps 

postage. Send for it to-day. 

27 Willow St., 7%e77lar/i/i firearms Co., New Haven, Conn. 

THE ANGLER’S WORKSHOP | 

Rodmaking for Beginners f 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer's book 
supersede all previous publications' on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, e xperiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work b ench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how” of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations' are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 
sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations, 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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The Gun With Few Parts 

The A. H. Fox 

gun combines unusual 

lightness with greatest 

strength and simplicity. It is stronger than others because it has added 

metal in its barrels where powder strain is greatest, and fewer and larger parts in 

its action. This last fact also accounts for the marvelous simplicity of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
Fox Guns never shoot loose—Fox coiled main and top lever springs never break. No other 

gun is as perfectly balanced, as beautiful in model or as good a shooter as the Fox; it is actually 

“THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD” 
Write for booklet. 

THE 4. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ERRIFLES 
POR large game sh.ooting 

* no rifles are more satis¬ 

factory than those High 

Power 8 mm. (.315 calibre) 

or 9 mm. (.351 calibre) 

DESCRIBED IN 

“Book on Fine Guns.” 

SCH0VERL1NG, DALY ® GALES 
302-304 Broadway, 

New York. _ jffS1 * 
Tv 

Jtn\vEH 

SAVE 208 SHAVES 
$2,0.80 a year. Also save the razor, your 

face, time and temper by using “3 in One” 

on the.blade. 

<P//& 
keeps the blade keen and clean, by prevent¬ 

ing surface rusting which is caused by moisture 

from the lather. Write for free sample 

and special “razor saver” circular. 

Why not know the truth? jWMj 

THREE IN ONE OIL CO . ill 
61 New Street. New York City, d 

Uncle Lisha's Outing. 
A sequel to "Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin- 

•on. Cloth. Price. $1.26. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

Scranton Red and Cun Club. 

Scranton, Pa., May 4.—One of the most successf 
target tournaments ever conducted in this section, boi 
in numbers of marksmen present and the very ab 
management, was held here to-day on the grounds of til 
Scranton Rod and Gun Club. Everything worked 0 

to the satisfaction and comfort of the big field of shoe 
ers and spectators, of which there was a goodly numb 
of ladies and gentlemen, who took advantage of tl 
pleasant weather with the hopes of seeing an excelle 
exhibition of target smashing, in which they were n 
entirely disappointed. Mr. Neaf Apgar had high avc 
age, 164 out of a possible 180. This was really a splend 
score, when the variable winds and several trap-bal 
were considered. 

Mr. H. I. Hess, of Nanticoke, one of the noted an 
teurs of the Wyoming valley, was high in his class wi 
156 out of a possible ISO, beating Mr. O. S. Sked, wl 
has recently entered the professional ranks in the i 
terest of U. M. C. Co., by one target. 

Mr. Tames Lewis, of the Winchester Co.; Mr. Llo; 
R. Lewis, of the Du Pont Co., and Mr. E. H. Kniskei 
of the Walsrode Powder Co., “also shot.” The offi 
was in charge of Mr. Harry Overbaugh, of the U. J 
C. Co., and was very ably taken care of. 

The success of the shoot is due to the untiring effoi 

DEAD 5HO*1 
SMOKEI/ESs 

FOR 3H0T GUM 

Shoot Dead Shot 

Smokeless Powder 

IMPROVE YOUR BEST SCORE 

"DEAD SHOT" adds to the 
pleasure of field and trap _ 
shooting — no fumes — no 
headache — slight recoil. 

“ DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS ” 

Is the latest development in smoke¬ 
less powders, it is 

REGULAR — HIGH VELOCITY 

UNIFORM PATTERN 

C. G. SPENCER wins High Average, Upper 

Alton Registered Shoot, April 5-6 

Shot at 400 Broke 375 

ALEX. D. MERMOD, weight 1 16 pounds, 

shot at 1000 targets against time and broke 929 

within 3 hours. 

Manufactured by 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 
Boston, Mass. Chicago, III. St. Louis, Mo. 

Kansas City, Mo. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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of Mr. J. D. Mason, W. R. Dawes, Ed. Hardenbergh, 
and, in fact, every member of the Scranton Gun Club 
seemed to think themselves a committee of one to look 
after the comfort of the visitors. 

About 6,000 targets were thrown. While the boys 
turned in good and tired, they could sleep the sleep 
of the satisfied laborer, and know that their efforts had 
been well repaid. Following are the scores: 

Shot at. Broke 
•Neaf Apgar .... 180 164 
Harry Hess .... ISO 156 
*() S Skv.I. ISO 155 
W A Welnoski.. ISO 140 
•Uovd Lewis ... 180 119 
G H Pompelly.. ISO 154 
1 B Handsell... 180 114, 
f D Mason. ISO 125 
*E II Kniskern. ISO 119 
D R Rishel. 180 138 
H Aurand . ISO 107 
G B Curts. ISO 83 
W Madidy . 45 11 
C W Brunner .. 150 60 
B Fellows . 105 44 
C Connell . 120 68 
T J Cavanaueh.. 45 18 
J C Blatter. 75 4S 
C A Storr. 75 32 

-Professionals. 

Shot at. Broke 
Tos Shotto . ISO 121 
Bert Griffin. .180 134 
M F Bohn. 180 87 
Ed Hardenbergh 180 129 
*Tas Lewis . .ISO 113 
A E Conley. ISO 141 
W R Dawes. 180 125 
T L Keller. ISO 106 
W II Stroh. 180 145 
H Cullen . 180 124 
F TT Mason. 180 128 
W H Langdon.. 135 81 
f T Snowdon.... 60 35 
T Fellows, fr... 105 66 
T R Williams.... 60 33 
T Shumaker. 45 31 
Sim Davis . 75 50 
W Bittenbender. 60 44 
E M Niesen. 45 10 

Billy Stroh, of Pittston, nearly lost his trade mark by 
falling off the board walk on a misfire, 

Ed. Hardenbergh had troubles of his own keeping the 
blackbird trap in a good humor; but he came out on 
top each time. 

J. D. Mason had to bow to the skill of his son, being 
three targets behind at the finish. 

W. R. Dawes hustled squads all day, and did not seem 
to be affected by his narrow escape from being the victim 
of a mine cave in in the rear of his property the evening 
before. 

Ed. Hardenberg had troubles of his own keeping the 
blackbird trap in a good humor; but he came out on top 
each time. 

O. S. Sked shut his left eye to keep from seeing the 
left-quarterers. 

Roy Keller stung several with his match trick. 
Hess and Welnoski made two straights at the table. 
The ‘Gold Dust Twins,” Jim Lewis and Lloyd Lewis, 

gave an exhibition of how to “near” break targets. 
Mr. Kniskern was working for a crow collection, but 

the Lackawanna county crows fought shy of his decoy. 
Shooter. 

New England Kennel Club. 

Braintree, Mass., May 9.—The annual championship 
contest was the main feature of the competition to-day, at 
the weekly shoot of the New England Kennel Club. The 
conditions were 100 targets, use of both barrels. The 
members of the different classes were all eligible to com¬ 
pete, but only members of Class A entered. The cham¬ 
pionship was won by Mr. L. C. Fenno, who scored 92. 
Mr. I. R. Thomas made the highest total with his 
allowance of 10 added, but this did not count in the 
championship. Thomas scored a leg on the season trophy 
with a total of 24 out of 25. The tie of April 4, between 
Dr. C. G. Weld and 1. R. Thomas for the season cup, 
a double-barreled contest, was won by the former. Mr. 
J. Blanchard did not appear to shoot off with Dr. Weld 
the tie of March 14. therefore the latter won by default, 
and now has three legs to his credit for the season’s 
cup. Scores: 

S. H. T. S. H. T. 
T R Thomas... .. 85 10 95 A Blanchard .. . 87 4 91 
L C Fenno... .. 92 0 92 Dr C G Weld.. . 90 0 90 
T F Baxter... .. 89 2 91 T Silsbee . . 83 4 87 

The regu'ar shoot for the club cup was omitted to-day, 
but ill" shorn for the season trophy was held this after¬ 
noon. and the leg was won by Isaac R. Thomas. The 
scores: 

S. H. T. S. H. T. 
I P Ttvmias.°’t i “M T Silsbee . 21 0 21 
A Blanchard _ 23 0 23 T F Baxter. 20 1 21 
W O Gay. 18 5 23 

Interco llegiate Match. 

Boston. Mass., May 9.—O-n thu grounds of the Boston 
Athletic Association to-day at Riverside, the Yale Gun 
Club five-man team defeated teams of Harvard, Prince¬ 
ton and University of Pennsylvania. Each man shot at 
100 targets. Also the Yale freshman five-man team de¬ 
feated the Harvard freshman team, 162 to 161; each man 
shot at 50 targets in the latter match. The scores: 

Freshman match, 50 targets: 
Yale. Harvard. 

,... 37 36 
Thompson . Shaw . ...29 

.... 27 .. 36 
Morrison . .... 40 Aver . ...31 

,... 27—162 . 29 161 

I ntercollegiate match, 100 targets: 
Yale. I larvard 

Dickey . ... 78 Wigglesv^orth ... ...79 
Trudeau . ... 78 . 75 
Thaw . ... 82 Brewer . .. 68 
Hebbard . ... 91 Higginson . 
Pugsley . 

o
 

T
T

 

tg
 

OO Hathaway . .. 75—371 
Princeton. University of Penn. 

v\ eston-IIawe .. ...68 Lippincott . ..72 
V\ heeler . ...77 Null . .. 78 
Latta . ... 65 Van Camp . .. 70 
Wright . ... 80 Smith . •79 

Wood . ... 83—373 Lewis . .. 73-365 

Simple ^Yerew; 
THEY say a fellow named Archimedes invented the screw two thousand years or so ago. 

Simple idea this, wrapping a wedge around a cylinder. But it will do a few thousand years 
more. You cannot improve first principles. That is the reason why 

Lefever Shot Guns 
are destined to be used as long as guns are used. With a wedge, the Lefever solves 
the problem of taking-up wear. The wedge-shaped, compensating bolt draws 
the barrels and frame absolutely tight in every direction. The hinge-joint is 
made solid as new after years and years of service, by merely turning a 
screw. This is the climax of simplicity. So with the Lefever three- 
piece system. One piece simultaneously raises both hammers 
extracts the shells and gently breaks the fall of the barrels 
when the breech is opened. This piece is substantial. 

Other things, just as important, are shown in our catalogue—more 
important to a buyer, in fact, because they are the very things 
that prove deceptive to an inexperienced buyer, such as LEFEVER 
quality of steel, hand work on all parts, taper boring, ARMS CO. 

This catalogue is worth sending for. 23 Maltbie St„ Syracuse, N. Y. 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

“ The Gun That Blocks the 
SEARS 

POSITIVELY SAFE 

Send 10 Cents for our Large Catalogue and get a 

Beautiful Davis Guns Souvenir. 

N. R. DAVIS (& SONS. LockBox 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the bravest and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

MODERN TRAINING. 
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 

Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 

The treatise is after the modern professional system of 
training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. ra 

Forest and Stream.’’ FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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DUPONT SMOKELESS 
At Birmingham, Ala., May 6-8, 1908, 

the = 

SOUTHERN HANDICAP 
was won by GEO. L. LYON, of Durham, N. C., 

who broke 94 ex 100 from the 19-YARD MARK. 

SECOND PLACE was won by JOHN F. LIVINGS¬ 

TON, of Springville, Ala. 

THE PRELIMINARY HANDICAP 
was won by A. S. CARROLL, of Bessemer, Ala., 

who broke 91 ex 100. 

High Average for the Entire Tournament 
was won by W. H. HEER, of Concordia, Kas., who 

broke 470 ex 500 (Handicaps included), 

AN AVERAGE OF 94 PER CENT. 

All the above used 

DUPONT SMOKELES 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 
LIGHT 
SIMPLE 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

Oiiaranteed Water Proof. Size, 7 1-4x7 1-4 feet. 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 13 

lbs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen’s Catalog, 3 cents. 

C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3, 10 Warren St., New York 

When writing say you saw the adv. ia 
“Forest and Stream.” 

HUNTSM 

Keep 

conditipir by 

TD DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

id lock mechanism in perfect 

bite. Booklet 

JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

Sam Lovel's Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Montclair Gun Club. 
Montclair N. J., May 9.—Event No. 1 was the final 

leg for the Barnes trophy, and was won by C. H. Bill¬ 
ings. Messrs. Allan, Colquitt and Billings each have 
won one leg in this event, and E. Jacobus two legs. 
The trophy, a large silver loving cup, the gift of Mr. 
Frank L. Barnes, therefore goes to Mr. Jacobus. 

Event 2, was the final leg on the Boxall trophy. C. 
Easman Jacobus was the winner to-day, thus making four 
ties for this trophy: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 
Targets: 25 25 50 25 

G W Boxall . . 1 21 1 20 2 40 
E A Guenther. . 0 19 0 19 0 39 2 24 
O C Grinned, Jr. . 2 23 2 23 3 49 1 19 
L W Colquitt. . 1 23 1 23 2 47 1 25 
R M Owen. . • 0 12 0 13 0 25 4 19 
C H Billings. . 1 19 1 25 2 39 1 17 
F W Moffett. . 1 21 1 24 2 42 1 21 
Ed Winslow . . 4 22 4 19 7 38 
T J O’Donohue. 
A R Allan. 

. 0 19 0 19 0 43 2 22 

. 1 19 1 20 2 43 
Geo Batten . . 4 19 

. 2 24 
4 23 
2 21 

7 36 

T foukes . . 1 20 1 18 2 40 1 22 
F S Crane. . 3 17 3 18 5 39 

Event No. 5, two-man team race, at 10 targets per man: 
Billings and Owen .18 Grinnell & O’Donohue.19 
Colquitt and Winslow...19 E Jacobus and Allan_19 
Moffett and Batten .18 Dukes and Crane.19 
Guenther and Boxall....18 

The match was won by Jacobus and Allan on shoot-off. 
Messrs. Dukes, Allan, Piercy, Grinned, Jr., and 

Jacobus, each having scored one win. The tie for the 
trophy will be decided on May 23. 

Event 3, the ninth leg for the Greener gun was won 
by O. C. Grinned, Jr., with Louis Colquitt a close 
second. 

The next and final leg for this trophy will be shot on 
May 23, and promises to be an exciting one, there being 
already three ties between Messrs. Batten, Crane and 
Grinned, each having two wins. Winslow and Dukes 
have each one win. 

The final event for the day, a two-man team race, 10 
targets per man, resulted in four ties at 19 targets each. 
On the shoot-off, Messrs. Allan and Jacobus made a 
perfect score, with Messrs. Colquitt and Winslow, and 
Grinned and O’Donohue but three breaks behind. 

The programme for the big anniversary shoot, to be 
held on June 6, is nearly ready, and will be mailed to 
over two thousand men in another week. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., May 9.—Ex-Sheriff Frank 
Creamer shot excellently well, as also did Mr. J. 
Voorhies, notwithstanding that the weather conditions 
were quite variable, alternately rainy and windy till 
toward the end of the afternoon, when it became quite i 
pleasant. There was a good attendance, with a view *o | 
some preparatory practice for the shoot to be held on the 
following Tuesday: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 

Dreyer .... .. IS 15 .. 17 .. Duckworth.. 15 13 .. 15 .. 
Fagan .... .. 7 .. 14 16 .. Brombacller. 12 6 ..-12 .. 

. 7 .. 3 .. .. 19. 

Potter . .. 16 14 15 16 20 Creamer .... 24 21 19 23 .. 
Martin .... .. 17 15 13 20 17 Shevlin . 12 .. 12 8 .. 
Morgan ... .. 16 .. 10 20 16 Voorhies .... 20 20 19 22 .. 
Bergen .... .. 22 .. 19 20 17 Lott . 13 16 15 13 .. 
Dreyer .... .. 20 19 19 .. .. Williams ... .. 16 18 22 20 
Lvmait._ .. 21 .. IS 16 17 Scales . .. 8 .. 3 .. 
Griffith .... .. 19 16 .. 15 .. Charles . .... 74 .. 
Medler .... .. 14 13 .. 17 .. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered during the 
week ending May 9, are as follows: 

Bloomington, 111., June 4.—McLean County Gun Club. 
Wm. A. Boettger, Sec’y. 

Fads City, Neb., June 5-6.—Fads City Gun Club. C. C. 
Davis, Sec’y. 

Racine, Wis., June 7.—National Gun Club. John 
Stransky, Sec’y. 

Onconta, N. Y., June 8.—Oneonta Fish, Game and Gun 
Club. L. L. Curtis, Mgr. 

Sheridan, Wyo., June 8-9.—Sheridan Gun Club. G. E. 
Small, Sec’y. 

Owosso, Mich., June 10.—Owosso Gun Club. J. Rose- 
vear, Sec’y. 

Doylestown. Pa., June 10-11.—Doylestown Rod and 
Gun Club. Noah L. Davis, Sec’y. 

Aberdeen, Md., June 10.—Aberdeen Gun Club. L. S. , 
German Pres. 

Nelson, B. C., July 1-2.—Nelson Gun Club. W. A. 
Ward, Sec’y. X' 

Orange Gun Club. 

Orange, N. J., May 9.—Seven members of the Orange 
Gun Club attended the regular weekly shoot last Satur¬ 
day. 

Four merchandise events at 15 targets, a 25 target event 
for a leg on the Walsrode cup and 25 targets for a leg 
on the May cup, ad with handicaps, made up the pro¬ 
gramme. The following are the scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 25 25 

Baldwin . 13 14 13 9 21 18 
Mosler . 11 9 10 1 3 20 16 
Hopper . 11 10 11 10 14 21 
Wallis . 8 11 8 13 22 18 
Wickes . 13 13 13 14 12 23 
Raymond . 6 7 5 3 .. .. 
Wakeley . . 13 11 11 20 .. 
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Columbus Gun Club. 

"Oti'MBUS, O., May 9.—Tlic programme for the Ohio 
ate shoot will be mailed about May 15. The shooters 
im other States who wish to come to Columbus, with a 
•w of Retting some goo<l practice over the complete 
ic of traps that will he used at the Grand American 
undieap will find a programme worth coming for. We 
sh to advise all who may contemplate coming to write 
Fred Shattuck, secretary. 42 Board of Trade Building, 

ilumbus, 0., for this programme and the same will be 
nt promptly. The dates are June 2, 3 4 and 5. The 
tire line of Grand American traps will be ready for use 

May 16, and any shooter coming this way will find 
le trapping accommodations at any hour of the day, 
im Monday morning until Saturday night of each week, 
i that they can go down the line and try them all. 
■tiers have been received from shooters as far away as 
dorado, stating that they would be here for the Ohio 
afe shoot. From all indications, there will he a large 
iwd here. The entry looks as if it would reach near 
150 entries. 

shooting about Columbus has been very seriously lian- 
:appcd by the extremely strenuous weather that has 
•vailed in this latitude for the past two weeks, making 
almost impossible to shoot or accomplish much in any 
v out of doors. The weather man says that after May 
it will be different. 

The lockers for the G. A. H. and the Ohio State shoot 
; now finished and a great many reservations are 
eady in. The lockers rent for $1.50 for G. A. II., $2 
wn. and 50 cents refund on return of key; State shoot, 
for locker and $1.50 down, 50 cents refund on return 
key. 

VIr. H. K. Smith was obliged to undergo a very seri- 
s operation at Grant Hospital this week, and came 
t of the shock with very good prospects for recovery. 
:ry few of the boys knew that Harry was to be taken 
the hospital, and they all hope for a speedy recovery, 

ores: 
Invents: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 30 20 25 
R Taylor. . 18 18 17 19 20 26 12 ?,?, 
W Cumberland.. . 16 17 18 17 18 19 26 IS 

ebster . . 17 16 17 1.8 21 15 20 
H Smith. . 15 15 16 15 24 ii 16 
atferd . . 17 12 14 17 18 16 
ilin . . 14 12 13 14 19 14 22 16 

. 15 11 17 115 
hilling . . 15 17 14 17 17 

M Smith. . 14 14 17 16 17 16 
T Wells. . 13 12 13 13 14 12 

hisnor . . 16 17 15 
.dd . . 5 8 
rker . . 16 17 14 15 17 

. 18 17 17 10 18 17 
all . . 17 16 15 18 17 
Try . . 16 14 15 17 15 
attuck . . 18 19 18 

No. 7 was at 30 singles; No. 8 at 10 pair doubles; No. 
25 targets for secretary trophy. 

Xifle 'Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

ly_2V-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. 

ly 27-Aue. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Association. 

jg. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa¬ 
tion. 

Providence (R. I.) Revolver Club. 

It wasn’t Casey at the bat who made us hug each other 
it Saturday afternoon; it was the gait set by Freeman 
our match with that bunch of old friends at Wilming- 

n, for when the near pistol champion punched six 
'les in the ten-ring and four in the nine circle, with a 
irter of 96 points in the first outdoor match of the 
ason, we felt encouraged, and we needed this sort of 
mg to offset the losing reputation we have no doubt 
med during the past few months. This match called 
r teams of ten men, 30 shots per man, in strings of 
at 50yds., Standard targets, previously signed and ex- 

anged; scores to be exchanged by telegraph. Our boys 
ed hard to make a team average of 80, but of course 

H short, and with 18 points deducted from the scores of 
ose who used pistols, we had an idea that the only 
>od feelings we could have would be those that started 
; and when the Delaware team score came in we won- 
red what the trouble was. 
Two of our members had a nip-and-tuck race, tying 
most shot for shot. One caught a 90, making a clean 
ore of bulls and the first Creedmoor possible for us 
is season, and one struggling despondent has been 
ugged slowly toward 80, and had there been two more 
rings, might possibly have felt like doing his usual 
ng and dance. 
Individual scores of P. R. C. team, and net total of 
llmington, were as follows: 
H Freeman, .22 S & W pistol. 96 90 89—275 

C Parkhurst, .38 Colt, officer’s model. 81 86 90 257 
m AI my, .22 S & W pistol. 85 87 79—251 
E Joslin, .38 Colt, officer’s model_ 83 77 86—246 
Argus, -45 Colt, new service mil. 84 81 76—241 
C Miller, .38 Colt, officer’s model . 84 81 76—241 
C Hurlburt, .38 Colt, officer’s model. 75 76 77—228 
m F Eddy, .38 Colt, military. 73 72 76—221 
Licbrich, .22 Remington pistol. 77 65 81—223 
II Willard, .38 S. & W.  66 74 09—209—2392 
Less handicap for pistols. 18 

Team net total .2374 
llmington team net total.' 2353 

ovidence Revolver Club won by. 21 

For other Rifle Nezvs see pages 762 and 765. 

K_ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.-Owing to the dull times 
I have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
I erms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE. Doniphan, Mo. 

FOR SALE—SETTER and POINTER PUI’S and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels and 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la._ 

For Sale.—English setter puppies from bench show win¬ 
ners and perfect field stock. ADS1T, 944 Columbus 
Ave., New York. 20 

DOG MAGAZINE.—Send for free sample copy of The 
Kennel Review, a handsomely illustrated monthly. 
KENNEL REVIEW, Kansas City, Mo. 20 

REGISTERED—Red Cocker Spaniel puppies. Write 
HIGHLAND KENNELS, Abbotsford, \Vis. 20 

If you want the FASTEST RUNNING RED FOX 
HOUNDS in the South write ROQUEMORE & CO., 
Thomaston, Ga. 23 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so, 
send for list and prices of all varieties. Always on hand. 
OXFORD KENNELS, 35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, 
Pa. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.{)0. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Cu/itaining Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

'amp Life in the Woods. 
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. C 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and t 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing anim. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pag 
Price, $1.00. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

^ i-AIENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N J. San Francisco Cal. Boston. Mass, 
at. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

•book, ojv 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S., 118 West 31*1 St., New York. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 

l-y Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks- 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water¬ 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth. 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and ot that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws trom his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting Wild 
Geese Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot- 
lnS‘ T,he Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap- 
shooting. K 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
< ompiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 

I he Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisioiis as to seis ns 

"If you are wis®*‘ for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, ron resident 
licenses, and other restrictions for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

"If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.” 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New York FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



To the Fisherman Who Knows: 
Fishing rods may be bought from 75c. to $30.00, the first price 

being too low to expect any real worth and the latter price repre¬ 
senting a fictitious value. Many pay $30.00, however, for fear they 
won’t get the best, and the object of this advertisement is to request 
the privilege of showing 

THE ORVIS FLY ROD AT $15.00 
A better rod cannot be had, no matter what price you pay, and if 

you want the same quality with not quite so fine a finish and heavier 
by perhaps an ounce, the $10.00 " Orvis ” is recommer led. We 
sell other good rods at $5.00, or even less, and fair q rods at 
$1.00. So, fisherman, no matter what the size of yo -tbook, 
you will receive good value here. 

Agents for "Orvis” flies and rods and all good makes of 
tackle. Catalogue No. 414 now ready. 

iTIMlT PI INC All the Prominent ENGLISH 
T lilL UUllO and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang CSL Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken In Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata-; 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, New York 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ® SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 
Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manufacturers of 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application , 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rule 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from to 4/4 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

For field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5)4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder," the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

opens. We shall be glad to correspond with 

any one interested. 
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good capacity—built for years 
of hard service, hunting, cruising or pleasure. 
This name plate lUi* J1 WFAj|. g. 1 7a MMWft 
guarantees the *!• !I 

correctness of 
model and 

quality and V2s!L:' * 1 * < (instruction 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 227 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 

C&noe Handling and Sailing. 

I'he Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, 
Practical Management and Care, and Relative Facts. 
By C. Bowyer Vaux (“Dot). Illustrated. Cloth, 
168 pages. Price, $1.00. New and revised edition, 
with additional matter. 

A complete manual for the management of the canoe. 
Everything is made intelligible to the veriest novice, and 
Mr. Vaux proves himself one of those successful in¬ 
structors who communicate their own enthusiasm to 
their pupils. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

Mullins “Get There99 DucK Boat made 

TJnequaled for use in very shallow water or through tangled grass 
and reeds. Thousands are in use, and endorsed by sportsmen every¬ 
where as the lightest, most comfortable and safest duck boat built. 

Length 14 ft., beam 36 in. Painted dead grass color. Price $22.00. 
Write Today for Our Large Catalogue of 

Motor BoatM, Bow Bouts* Hunting and Fishing: Boats 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, O, 

FREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A Record of the Races held by the Leading C ubs During 1907 

CHICAGO 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH ®. CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
NEW YORK 

American Big Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird* Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
3nd in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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National Board for Promotion of 
Rifle Practice. 

Washington, D. C., May 12.—Arrangements are being 
completed by the National Rifle Association of America 
for sending a rifle team to London to compete in the 
Olympic games. The U. S. Cartridge Company has come 
forward with a generous offer to pay the entire expenses 
of the team which will consist of six members with 
probably two alternates, a captain and quartermaster. 
Gen. James A. Drain, president of the National Rifle 
Association, has been selected as captain of the team, and 
in this manner a double purpose will be served, for 
while in England C.en, Drain will meet the representa¬ 
tives of all the foreign governments competing in the 
rifle matches and make arrangements as far as possible 
for the Palma trophy match to be shot in this country 
in 1909. Should the plans of the National Rifle As¬ 
sociation be successfully executed, as no doubt they 
will, the Palma match of next year will be the greatest 
contest ever held for this renowned trophy, now in the 
possession of the LTnited States. 

Letters have been sent to the adjutants general of all 
States and Territories, to the heads of the official mili¬ 
tary establishments, to civilian clubs and others, noti¬ 
fying them of the preliminary contests to be held for 
places on the team. These will probably be held on three 
ranges in order to attract the largest possible number of 
competitors. The ranges selected are Camp Perry, Ohio; 
Sea Girt, N J., and Wakefield, Mass. A number of 
the best shots "will be selected from each competition to 
meet on an eastern range shortly prior to the sailing of 
the team, where the final competition will be held. The 
team will then be selected and will have a few days’ 
practice before sailing. Tt is understood the Govern¬ 
ment rifle will be used, together with ammunition of 
the LL S. Cartridge Company, similar to that furnished 
by this company to the Government, although in view 
of the importance of these matches it is possible the 
U. S. Cartridge Company may supply ammunition es¬ 
pecially designed for the purpose, which is allowable 
under the rules governing the matches. The team will 
probably be accompanied by a number of enthusiasts on 
rifle practice, as was the case when the Palma team went 
abroad some years ago. In addition to the team match 
at 200 , 500, 600, S00, 900 and 1,000 yards, there will be a 
team match at 300 meters and an individual competition 
at 1,000 yards, to which the entries are limited to twelve 
from each country. The matches will be shot on the 
famous Bisley range. . ; 

The National Rifle Association has extended an in¬ 
vitation to the leading universities and colleges to par¬ 
ticipate in an inter-collegiate rifle match, to be held on : 
the Wakefield, Mass., range during the third week in 

Continued on page 805. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 
entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wants 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 16 cents. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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June. There is an exceptionally handsome trophy for 
this match, comprising among other features an open 
book on whose bronze pages are inscribed the names 
of the winning team and the details of the contest. 
This trophy has been won by Princeton and George 
Washington Universities. 

The Wakefield range has been placed at the disposal 
of the National Kifle Association by the Massachusetts 
Kifle Association. It is the range on which the New 
England Kifle Association holds its annual matches, and 
is within thirty minutes’ ride of Boston. A number of 
universities and colleges have rifle clubs affiliated with 
the National Kifle Association, and a good attendance 
is expected. 

The movement for schoolboy rifle practice received a 
powerful impetus from the schoolboy matches held in 
Washington recently. The National Capitaf Rifle and 
Revolver Club, a small but energetic organization and 
numbering among its members some of the best pistol 
shots in the country, undertook the task of conducting 
the tournament. The newspapers co-operated heartily, 
tile Evening Star and Washington Times giving hand¬ 
some silver cups to be competed for annually until won 
three times. There were company, battalion and inter¬ 
school shoots, with competitions on the sub-target gun 
and competitions for officers and for individual prizes. 
Speaking of the competition, Secretary A. S. Jones, in 
his report to the National Rifle Association, says: “The- 
National Capital Rifle and Revolver Club ranges are 
the best I have seen for contests of this nature. They 
are located at the end of the drill hall and are sixteen 
in number. Record shooting is carried on iron targets, 
but for this shoot the Mevn’s system of overhead 
trolleys to carry the target to and from the backstop 
was installed and gave quick and efficient service. The 
shooting was all done at fifty feet, and on the National 
Kifle Association targets, with one inch bullseye. All 
matches were shot in strings of ten shots, for which a 
charge of five cents was made. The new .22 caliber 
U. S. Army rifle was used, and again demonstrated its 
efficiency. It carried a .22 caliber short cartridge, of 
which all the different makes were used, the elevations 
being the same.” About 3,000 targets were used, 30,000 
rounds of ammunition expended. Nearly 400 boys par¬ 
ticipated and 14S qualified as junior marksmen and re¬ 
ceived medals. So much interest was created by this 
shoot, which was originally designed for the white com¬ 
panies of school cadets, that the colored schools took it 
up and matches between the two colored high schools 
were held, extending over four nights and under the 
same auspices. A list of prizes was secured for this 
tournament comparing very favorably with that for the 
white schools and the scores were about the same. The 
prizes for the white schools were presented at the close 
of the match, but the colored schools arranged a special 
meeting for their exercises, which was attended by 
representatives of the club, the National Rifle Associa¬ 
tion and War Department. Gen. James A. Drain pre¬ 
sented the. prizes in both instances. Boston is arrang¬ 
ing for a schoolboy tournament in the fall, and Denver 
has been conducting one, although not under the 
auspices of the National Rifle Association. The Denver 
City Troop furnished the medals, and the match was 
shot on its range. A large number of the cadets and 
National Guard officers were present as spectators, and 
the interest exceeded that anticipated by those promoting 
the shoot. Four companies competed, the match being 
won by the team from Company C—Manual Training 
High School. The school clubs will probably affiliate 
with the National Rifle Association. 

The National Rifle Association has notified the 
twenty-three schoolboy clubs affiliated with it, that dur¬ 
ing the week of June 8 to 13 an inter-school match will 
be shot on the lo'cal ranges in the various targets. Tar¬ 
gets will be issued from the office of the association in 
this city, to be returned after being shot upon. The 
results will be compared by a committee and the atvards 

' made by it. The matches will be for teams of ten 
with ten shots standing and ten shots prone. 

William Wolff Smith, Secy. 

National Rifle Association of America. 

Hibbs Building, Washington. D. C., May 18.—The 
National Rifle Association of America announces that 
the trial competition for places on the rifle^ team to be 
sent to England to represent the United States in the 
international rifle matches of the Olympic games will 
take place at the Camp Perry Ohio, range on June 10, 
11, 12 and 13. On each of the above days contestants 
will shoot through the Olympic match course, consisting 
of two sighting shots and 15 shots for record at 200, 500, 
600, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, or 102 shots each day. 
Prone position at all ranges including 200yds.; trigger 
puli 4 pounds. ... 

The ammunition to be used will be that determined by 
the tests of the different makes to be carried on by a 
special committee of the association beginning June 1. 
and will be issued at the range. 

The State of Ohio will furnish tents, cots and mat¬ 
tresses to competitors and a mess will be arranged for. 

The executive committee of the National Rifle Associa¬ 
tion will select the team on the evening of June 13 and 
arrange for such team practice as is possible to secure 
before sailing from New York on the St. Louis, of the 
American line on June 20. 

The names of all candidates should be filed with the 
secretary of the National Rifle Association, Hibbs Build¬ 
ing, Washington, D. C., as soon as possible, so that pre¬ 
liminary details can be arranged for. Subscriptions to 
the expenses of the team can also be sent to the secretary. 

James A. Drain, President. 

Rifle Note. 

The rifle team of the 71st Regiment, New York 
National Guard, defeated the Naval Academy rifle team, 
at Annapolis, Md., May 16, by the score of 2390 to 2379. 
The contest was at regulation ranges, 200, 300 and 600yds. 
slow fire, and 200 and 300yds. rapid fire. Capt. Wells 
and Capt. Corwin, of the 71st tied on totals of 213. 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 
you our 

New Pocket Compass 

One and three-quarter inch dial, one- 
quarter inch thick, nicely nickeled, paper 
dial with large figures, improved needle. 
Guaranteed Satisfactory. You will 
need one on your vacation. Get our 
catalogue before buying. 

R. E. P. 
♦ SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

I BROOKLYN. N. Y. 
I 

ARE THE STANDARD of strength, 
durability, pliancy and elasticity for 

surf, brook, lake, deep sea, or any kind of 
fishing. They will hook and land more 
fish, are elegantly finished, and will stand 
more hard usage than any other rod 

known. 

Guaranteed Three Years. 

>>>>>>>>>>:>>>>:>>>>:«>»>»»»>»> 

HIGH GRADE f 
ENGLISH TACKLE! 

My trade with American and Canadian * 

Fishermen is now so large that I have ^ 

published a £ 
y 

Special American Edition Z #* * 
» of My Catalogue 
& 
£ Write at once for a copy. Sent Free. 

£ ADDRESS 

; W. J. CUMMINS 
ft Dept. K 

A Fishing Tackle Maker 

* Bishop Auckland England 

2 

Frost’s Kelso Automatic Reel 
1908 Model Has Double 

Thick Edges. 

Capacity, 100 yards. Case of 
aluminum, satin finished, steel bear¬ 

ings, only iVz ounces. It is both light 
and strong. Can use on rod either 
above or below hand. Guaranteed. 
Price, $5.00. If your dealer can¬ 

not supply you, send his name and 

address to us, and we will fill your 
order through him. The “KELSO” 
brand Lines, Leaders, Flies and 

Hooks are as good as can be made. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street; New York 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at once 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you. 

S. DOERING & CO., 564 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y. 21 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 

dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.’ Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chasing. 
Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

VVhen writing say you saw the adv. in 
“Forest and Stream.” 

CocAoe ajid BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

The 
Here It Is: 

TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length 8^ feet, 
weight 4^ oz. ------------- $5.00 each 

A Customer says : "I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever. after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new." 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight bl/2 

oz.; 9Yi feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS ® SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 

THOS. J. CONROY 
M&nuf&.cturer end DeeJer in 

Fine FishingTackle &Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA nnd ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since J867 7 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

90-9/ FULTON,ST ... A k, n, , Afn 
n.y. ForallANGLING 

Gold Medal. Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World's Columbla.n Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good hearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well 

screws, oiled once 
running reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels, 
in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857, 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

Made 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 
Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 

no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
-ON- 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y 
THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 

For Trout and Bass Fishing 
No swivels required; "they spii 
so easy.” Made in seven differ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, ii 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circulars. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Infl 

U-BlwEreoGHARHESS 
-f j Ana,,/ { V l ^ f/OtDS “ 

Greatest piece ofFishing 

Tackle ever invented— 

ft OIOS 
TftOG W/7.HOUT 
ftOOft/MG /tt/O 

ft££PS/T 

ALIVE 
HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSI TION W ITHOUT KILLING OR 
INJURING IT Keeps mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING. 
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS. Catches 
the SHORT-BITERS. v At your Dealers or direct, postpaid, 50 cent*. 

UNKEFER 6 BRADLEY, Mfrs.,91 Dearborn St., CHICAGO 

FROG 
/N 

HARNESS 

When writing say you saw the adv. ii 
“Forest and Stream.” 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

| - 

OUR NATURAL RESOURCES. 

One of the most important meetings ever held 

in this country occurred last week at W ashington. 

President Roosevelt called together the gover¬ 

nors of the several States to meet him, and con¬ 

sider the general question of the conservation 

of the natural resources of this country. 1 he 

invitation was accepted, and a large number of 

governors and delegates attended. The result 

of the meeting cannot be other than beneficial 

to the whole country. It is likely to cause a 

general awakening to the threatening conditions 

which confront us. 
The story of American wastefulness and wan¬ 

ton destruction of natural things is a familiar 

one and needs no repetition. Nevertheless even 

to-day—though necessarily to a less extent than 

formerly—the old policy of selfish destruction 

of thinking altogether of the present and very 

. little of the future—is being acted on. 
The matters which came up for consideration 

were the conservation of the forests, the rivers 

and the soil. Writh these must also be considered 

the most important matter of the purification of 

our waterways, now too often transformed into 

mere drains to carry away waste material, which 

itself is often of value and ought in part to be 

returned to the soil. This use of our streams 

and rivers, from which drinking water and ice 

are often taken, is a shocking menace to health 

and destroys fish life, and so deprives the public 

of a valuable food supply. 
The fundamental question to he met is that 

of forest preservation, for on the forests de¬ 

pend many of the things on which depends also 

the prosperity of the country. 
Without forests we cannot have long navi¬ 

gable rivers, and without long navigable rivers 

we cannot have cheap water transportation. 

Without the forests—without something to bind 

together the particles of the soil—we cannot 

have agricultural success, for the fertile soil 

whi^h grows our crops will ultimately be swept 

away into the rivers, making them shallow and 

impossible of navigation. Without soil the 

crops cannot grow. Without crops, for our own 

consumption, and to sell to other citizens, our 

commerce must necessarily decline and our 

wealth grow less, so that the whole future of 

the American people will be endangered. Our 

game lives in the forests, just as our fish live 

in pure waters. 
President Roosevelt has well said, “There ts 

no other question now before the nation of equal 

gravity with the question, of the conservation 

of our natural resources; and it is the plain duty 

of us who for the moment are responsible, to 

take inventory of the natural resources which 

have been handed down to us, to forecast the 

needs of the future and so to handle the great 

sources of our prosperity as not to destroy in 

advance our hope of the prosperity of our de¬ 

scendants.” 

THE LONDON TOURNAMENT. 

If the preliminary programme of the London 

fly- and bait-casting tournament, to be held in 

July, is adopted and the rules strictly enforced, 

it is doubtful if any Americans will take part. 

American anglers who have read and dis¬ 

cussed the rules are disappointed, for they had 

entertained the hope that the conditions would 

be so arranged that, should they go to London 

to compete in the various events, as some of 

them had intended to do, they would be allowed 

to use the rods and tackle admitted in all similar 

contests on this side of the Atlantic, and would 

have an opportunity to compare results with 

their English cousins. But the rules are so rigid 

that our best tournament casters must either 

change their style to conform to them, or be 

disqualified. In other words, should a contestant 

win an important event, the judges may refuse 

to allow any one of his casts to be scored if in 

their opinion it be not “a fishing ' cast, and they 

can also disqualify him later on for some inno¬ 

cent infringement of these voluminous rules. 

In tournament casting in America it is con¬ 

ceded that in order to send a fly or a lure to 

the furthest possible distance, style and grace 

are partially overlooked, but the few of our 

best casters who depend upon muscle rather 

than skill do not average so well as they might. 

In the accuracy casting, however, form is not 

lost sight of, and in events of this kind fishing 

conditions are observed. 
The National Association of Angling Clubs, 

composed of nearly all of the large angling clubs 

in America, has labored assiduously for a long 

time in an effort to improve tournament cast¬ 

ing. and to make rules that will be observed by 

all American casting clubs. In view of the popu¬ 

larity of the pastime, and its wide increase 

throughout the country, it was hoped that the 

forthcoming London tournament would be so 

arranged that the results to be attained there 

might be compared with those of our own simi¬ 

lar affairs. Not that the Englishman should 

copy after us, but rather that the conditions be 

made as similar as may be practicable, in order 

that in time all competitions of this sort, whether 

held in Australia, England, France or America, 

may be governed by uniform rules. 

MAPS. 

We receive so many requests for information 

regarding maps of fishing, canoeing and other 

regions that it seems advisable to reprint direc¬ 

tions for obtaining them. 

If it is desired to obtain sectional maps of 

a certain region in the United States, write t<> 

the Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., and 

ask for a free guide map of the State in which 

the region lies. This map shows all of the sur¬ 

veyed and mapped portions of that State, each 

quadrangle being named. Select thE quadrangles 

covering the region to be visited, and write to 

the Geological Survey, giving the list, and for 

each one inclose five cents in coin; no other 

form of payment will be accepted. 

Excellent maps of a number of States can 

be procured from the respective game and fish 

commissions. Maps of Canadian resorts can 

be obtained from the Railway and Swamplands 

Department at Ottawa. The New Brunswick 

Tourist Association, which is under the aus¬ 

pices of the St. John Board of Trade, will mail 

maps and information regarding rivers of that 

Province if requested to do so. It is in St. 

John. The Reid Newfoundland Company, St. 

Johns, N. F., will furnish maps, etc., showing 

the fishing and canoe routes in that island. 

Many of the railways are now following the 

excellent plan of issuing guide books with accu¬ 

rate maps, giving distances from the terminals 

to the various waters, and distances from local 

towns; guide, boat and hotel charges, and much 

useful data. 
If these or other sources of information do 

not satisfy our friends, we will be glad to re¬ 

ceive word from them to that effect, as in the 

majority of cases we can assist them in obtain¬ 

ing accurate information. 

One of the chief items in the expense account 

of anglers and hunters who wish to take their 

own canoes with them on vacation trips is the 

tariff on boats. After many years it seems there 

is an inclination on the part of the railways to 

reduce the rates on canoes and small boats, and 

thus invite rather than discourage taking such 

useful things as part of the passenger’s outfit. 

Some railways have made concessions on short 

hauls on local trains, but usually these are roads 

that parallel a popular water course, and their 

week-end patrons take their canoes with them to 

certain points from which they return by water, 

fishing or camping along the way. Trunk lines, 

however, seldom permit the. carriage of small 

boats in baggage cars, pleading lack of room. 

Those that have equipped their cars with over¬ 

head racks for small boats disprove this theory, 

and it would seem that in time the policy of 

these companies will be made more favorable 

to parties of canoeists and campers. 



A Camp of the Kingfishers 
By OLD SAM 

IN the summer of 1891 the Kingfisher Club 

had decided to omit its usual outing to the 

great North Woods, except in detachments 

of go as you please.” Three of the group from 

Frankfort, Ky., decided to accept the invitation 

of a party from Decatur, Ill., headed by Ed. 

Woods, who had camped with the Kingfishers 

the year before on Platte Lake, and under their 

guidance make camp in the woods near Thunder 

Lake, thirty-five miles north of Manistique. 

The Decatur party was to go by rail to 

Chicago, thence by boat to Manistique, where 

the Frankfort contingent, consisting of Furr, 

Morris and myself, were to join them. The 

journey of the Tatter party was uneventful until 

Pembine, a small station on the Chicago and 

Northern Railroad, was reached. Here they 

were to make transfer to the Sault Ste. Marie 

road via Manistique. Pembine wras reached at 

10 P. M., and the following morning the three 

anglers were up early, and with grips in hand 

were at the station in wait for the expected 

train. Shortly after, the train came thunder¬ 

ing by, and without stopping at the station, 

halted at a water tank two hundred yards be¬ 

low. 1 hinking, of course, it would back up to 

the station we sauntered leisurely about and 

waited. By some sudden inspiration I casually 

remarked to the baggage master, “The train 
will back up, won’t it?” 

Oh, no, he replied; “it will go on from 
there.” 

Had a hundred volts of electricity made the 

circuit of our nerves it could not have produced 

a greater shock. Time was up, the bell was 

ringing, and making w’ild snatches at our bag¬ 

gage we leaped from the platform and for an 

anxious moment or two it was almost a dead 

heat between the three. Norris touched the hand 

rail of the rear car, an arm and neck ahead. 

Arriving at Manistique an hour or so later 

we found the Decatur party at the station, 

wagons loaded and everything ready for the 

start. The fourth wagon was short a driver, 

and Morris, as best equipped in that line, was 
given the reins. 

The game warden of the county had been 

ell8aged as guide, and with a light spring wagon, 

loaded with camp cots borrowed from the lum¬ 

ber company, had gone ahead to select a camp 

ground. 1 he day was bright and promising, 

though detached squadrons of opaque clouds 

floated to face the bracing breeze after leaving 
the hot breath of the South. 

I wo miles out from Manistique, as the fore¬ 

most wagon, on which I rode, was ascending a 

slight knoll, a deer leaped across the road fifty 

yards ahead, ascending the eminence a few 

yards to the left—a very large and splendid doc, 

oblivious to the noise of the wagons, stood on 

the edge of the ridge in full view, with ears 

erect and neck bent, looking at us over her 

back. For several seconds she stood in silent 

pose, and then leaping over the declivity, was 
out of sight. 

The soft sand roads made easy traveling 

except when intercepted by the hard wood sec¬ 

tions, when ruts and. bog holes gave varying 

exercise and appetites. Our hair stood on end 

at times when our driver, starting from the top 

of a ridge, would recklessly go down the sand 

road at full speed, missing the pine trees at sharp 

turns in the road by scarcely a foot margin. 

Morris, who was more careful in his driving of 

the next wagon, said he expected every moment 

to see a crushed wagon with work for the sur¬ 

geon in broken limbs. Probably the driver 

understood his business. We had doubts. 

After missing the path where we were to leave 

the main road, indicated by a handkerchief tied 

to the limb of a tree, and going to a logging 

camp two miles beyond, we finally got on the 

right trail and reached the campsite just at night¬ 

fall. The spring wagon with camp cots had 

overturned shortly after leaving the main road. 

The camp was in a beautiful grove of Norway 

pines. The trim slender shafts stood straight 

as an arrow, devoid of limbs, for sixty to ninety 

feet, topped with a bushy canopy that swayed 

in high winds over a space of twenty to thirty 

feet. Beneath the ground was covered with a 

thick carpet of soft pine needles, free of under¬ 

growth. Rain began to fall before the wagons 

could be unloaded, so only one large dining tent 

was pitched, and the calamities, as Kingfisher 

would term them, were hived in it for the night, 

lying at will in the nooks and corners. 

Next day the sun rose bright and clear. The 

duffle was unpacked, the tents pitched, the table 

of deal boards fastened to its stout framework 

of stakes, the sheet-iron stove mounted on its 

box of sand and a “colored gemman,” named 

White, installed as master of ceremonies over 

the commissary and frying pans. White was 

really so black that he was absolutely invisible 

after the sun went down. Under my own cot 

I placed a bed of wood ferns to shut out the 

cold night air, but on breaking camp and re¬ 

moving them I found they had exuded moisture 
and were wet. 

Rods were jointed, tackle boxes inspected and 

overhauled, and after catching a few speckled 

frogs in the low ground near by, Woods and 

Morris set out to circumvent a bass. Furr and 

I, under the guidance of the game warden, left 

for the dam, three miles away, to secure a “mess 
o’ trout.” 

Our camp was in the midst of a forest, un¬ 

broken save by the lumberman’s axe, that 

stretched for miles in every direction, almost 

devoid of habitation. The lumbermen’s camp, 

two miles away, had been occupied the night 

of our arrival, otherwise settlers were scarce 

and distant. Bass Lake, a small sheet of water, 

lay a quarter of a mile to the north, while 

1 hunder Lake, a larger body, lay four or five 

miles to the east. Other pretty lakes were scat¬ 

tered through the woods like gems in an antique 
setting. 

Furr and I reached the dam after a sharp 

walk via the lumber camp. A small stream 

meandering through the woods had been dam¬ 

med with rock cribbing, with a flood gate of 

stout boards to unloose, when needed, the cur¬ 

rent that floated the logs down. The water was 

now low in the dam, showing the drift and 

sunken logs that lay on the bottom in many 

places, with water lilies and plants interspersed 

at intervals. Trout were occasionally rising to 

seize the flies and bugs that touched the surface. 

Our rods were not the pliant fly-rod, with its 

elastic swish and bend, dropping the lure as light 

as air on the surface, but the slender stiff rod 

for bass or pike. Yet we were soon busy cast¬ 

ing artificial flies as far out as our provisional 

tackle would permit, to find them greedily caught 

on the jump by the wary watchers as they lay 

in wait. Not every one was hooked by the quick 

recovery, but at every third or fourth cast, some¬ 

times oftener, a speckled trout was dropped into 

the basket. Their cold bodies, like fleshy icicles, 

glistened with sheen of silver and carmine while 

the spotted rings dappled the tinted edges of 

deep blue that shaded their sides and backs. No 

fish delights the Northern waters with gamier 

qualities or more beauteous coloring. The small- 

mouth black bass alone vies with its claims, but 
it is bigger. 

While standing on the bank, busily engaged 

in luring the trout from their lurking places, 

there was a sudden loud rush in the air over¬ 

head. and with a heavy splash a wild duck set¬ 

tled on the water not thirty yards away. It 

seemed unconcerned at our presence, glancing 

at us with its black eyes, and with a supercilious 

toss of the head swam leisurely away. 

As the trout seemed to tire of the fly we 

shifted our bait to the ignoble angle worm and 

did better. With nearly three dozen trout in 

the basket, all small but exceeding the five-inch 

limit, we reeled up our lines and returned to 
camp. 
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This good luck was repeated at the dam by 

others, until one day, in a spasm of misplaced 

confidence, we accepted the suggestion of the 

boss of the lumber camp who said the big trout 

in the dam were shy in the shallower waters, 

but if a few more planks were put in the gate 

the water in the dam would rise, the big trout 

would come out of their hiding places, and we 

would catch some whoppers. We accepted his 

suggestion, the planks were put in, the water 

was raised and backed up at the head of the dam 

into the brush and woods. The trout left their 

old places for the new and inaccessible grounds 

and our dam fishing was over. 

Morris and Woods had poor luck, returning 

with a few measly bass that seemed lank and 

hungry, not fat enough to make the pan smell. 

As the plate of trout was placed on the table, 

however, there was brightness in the eyes and a 

keen relish in the stomachs of ten hungry anglers. 

A day or two later a party of four, Furr, 

Quinn, Fred Powers and myself, concluded to 

test the fishing capabilities of Thunder Lake. 

The morning was crisp and fresh, and with 

lungs expanding under the influence of the oxygen 

exhaled from the pines, hemlocks and balsams, 

we followed the winding trail that led to the 

main sand road and were soon at the logging 

camp. The forest beyond this point was more 

open, the trees smaller and the ground fern-clad. 

Lying beside the road in full view we found the 

head of a freshly' killed deer, a wanton defiance 

thrown out as a red flag to the effective qualities 

of the Michigan game warden and the protective 

game laws. Our guide said the exposed evi¬ 

dence of slaughter was over the county line and 

beyond his bailiwick. 

Arriving at Thunder Lake, a party of lumber¬ 

men was found at the landing, engaged with a 

yoke of oxen in dragging from the shore into 

the lake the long flat timbers that constitute a 

log boom. The launching of these timbers from 

the mass of jagged stumps, roots, prostrate logs 

and limbs with interspersed sandpits and bog- 

holes was a revelation to those familiar only 

with the work of teams in a country devoid of 

such obstructions. An old flat-bottomed schooner 

with rough board paddles, lying in the edge of 

the water chained to a stump, was the only craft 

visible and our only hope for catching fish. It 

was broad enough and big enough to have car¬ 

ried twenty men. Its gliding qualities in the 

water and its inability to make headway were 

about equal. Quinn said it was a ‘"sooner,” 

which, on trial, we interpreted to mean sooner 

stay than go. We hived a few more speckled 

frogs from the swamp roots among the stumps 

as helpers to our minnow .supply, and getting 

aboard the schooner, pushed off; that is, we 

attempted to push off, but found the bottom an¬ 

chored hard on a stubborn root. All hands 

going ashore again we procured a pole, and by 

its leverage lifted the beautiful barge into deep 

water. Once afloat there was a steady, pon¬ 

derous, resistful sort of movement in the fish¬ 

ing craft, baleful to tHose at the paddles, that 

indicated it was a home boat. Quinn said he 

would like to make a tour of the lake—the morn¬ 

ing air was so fragrant and the scenery so in¬ 

spiring—but he was frowned down. 

Off from the landing was a small bay covered 

with patches of water lilies, while the bottom 

was thick with a sedge weed called pickerel 

grass. As the old schooner was moved near the 

edge of these plentiful proofs of plant life and 

into deeper water, Furr had a tug at his line, 

and as the space for play was limited, soon 

struck and landed a squirming pickerel of about 

four pounds. A moment later, Powers had an¬ 

other of less weight. This was a disappoint¬ 

ment, for we were after bass. When a few 

moments later, Quinn hooked a yellow perch of 

about a pound, our cup of woe was full. Quinn 

again in a low soothing tone renewed his re¬ 

quest to circumnavigate the lake, adding that 

the biggest bass were always caught by fast 

trolling. No reply was needed to Quinn’s plain¬ 

tive humor, for just then a black bass leaped 

from the water, scattering the glittering spray, 

and as he plunged beneath the surface, Furr’s 

rod, in graceful bend, was seen to be respond¬ 

ing to the active movements of the bronzed 

warrior in its efforts to shake the barb from its 

jaws. It was a quick fight and the landing net 

drew aboard a small-mouth bass of three pounds. 

The capture set every one alert, and when Quinn 

caught another of two pounds his proposal to 

tour the lake became a dead issue. But the fun 

did not last. The slimy pickerel or snakes, as 

they were commonly termed, were annoyingly 

abundant and the bass provokingly scarce. Dur¬ 

ing the day not over six or eight bass were 

landed, which with a dozen pickerel constituted 

the string. In the early afternoon the schooner 

was gladly abandoned, and despite Quinn’s 

jocose suggestions to celebrate the day by a 

pleasure jaunt in Cleopatra’s barge, the return 

was made to camp. 

The tendency of anglers to get lost in the 

woods is proverbial. They usually know little 

of the trend of directions in the trackless forest, 

of the points of the compass, of the suggestions 

of bark or moss on the tree trunks, or even of 

the brown chippings that mark the blazed path. 

Once out of reckoning they are dazed, bewild¬ 

ered, helpless. “Adirondack” Murray, of the 

Kingfishers, while going to the spring after a 

bucket of water, got “lost in the middle of the 

road.” At another time he rowed past camp on 

the shore while looking for it and while the 

occupants were watching him, and never saw a 

sign of it. 

Our companion, Morris, disdained to claim an 

intimate brotherhood with the silent woods, yet 

he was an ardent hunter and a fine shot. One 

day we planned a hunt for pheasants or par¬ 

tridges as they arc called in Michigan. Leaving 

camp early we passed the logging camp and 

turned west toward a small round lake that 

rested tranquilly in a depression in the woods. 

We agreed to circle it, I near the water, and 

Morris further up on the ridge. We were to 

meet at the lower end, the one getting there first 

to wait for the other. I had a rifle and Morris 

a shotgun. The country was brushy, but level 

beyond the circular pond ridge. Reaching the 

place of meeting first I waited half an hour, 

when several distant shots came rumbling 

through the woods. Another hour and still 

Morris failed to appear. I went half a mile 

down the sand path toward camp, looking for 

tracks, but saw none. Returning, I went some 

distance in the woods toward the sound of the 

shots, shouting at intervals and finally firing my 

rifle at a knot hole in a clump of pines. Aban¬ 

doning the search I went to the logging camp 

and found that a man answering Morris’ de¬ 

scription had passed there, going to the fishing 
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camp. A few moments later I encountered him 

in the road with several others, returning in 

quest of me. Replying to my inquiry he said, 

"‘Oh! I was lost, awfully lost; couldn’t tell 

night from day or the sun from the aurora 

borealis. Got after a flock of partridges, got 

confused, traveled round, found a path, fol¬ 

lowed it five miles. Satisfied I was wrong, 

turned back, landed at the logging camp. Glad 

I am alive; glad I didn’t die lonesome and fur¬ 

nish raw steak and giblets for the bears and 

porcupines.” 

His tone was plaintive, and we were too sym¬ 

pathetic to be mirthful. Lie was fortunaTe in 

the fact that all paths in this section led to the 

logging camp, else he might have traveled forty 

miles through the forest without seeing a human 

being or habitation. 

While gathered one night around the camp¬ 

fire discussing our poor luck, swapping fish 

stories and watching the sparks climb toward 

the dark canopy of pine tops above, the game 

warden said he would take a party to some new 

lakes several miles westward where fish were 

plentiful as autumn leaves. “Oh, my!” ex¬ 

claimed Quinn, “leave me at home with the 

cook. I’d have no more chance of catching a 

fish in such a multitude than a bob-tail bull . 

would have in fly time.” 

Next day, leaving Quinn with the cook as 

requested, four of the party joined the guide 

in quest of the new lakes. Plunging into the 

bushes, and shortly entering an open glade, we 

surprised and startled a deer which ran off with 

graceful bounds, topping the brushes and pros¬ 

trate logs in its speedy flight to safety. 

Our guide kept his course so well amid the 

tangled undergrowth that we soon divined the 

truth in the blazed trail that he was following. 

A light path crossing the trail was entered and 

led down a long incline to a beautiful lake whose 

clear water mirrored the foliage of the forest 

with faithful accuracy. It was small, but its 

seclusion and the tall grasses and brown trunks 

of partially submerged logs along the shore in¬ 

dicated the home of the bass, and so it was. 

But their home attachment was strong, for as 

Furr and I, who were left the use of the small 

boat that had been hauled to the lake the day 

before, successively circled its crystal depths, 

trolling or still-fishing, scarce a bass would 

touch the bait. We could see them in the clear 

water, lazily swimming in and out among the 

logs, or circling the boat and apparently won¬ 

dering what strange craft had invaded their 

rural dominions. Occasionally one braver or 

more curious than the rest would try the frog 

or minnow, and then there was a battle, for they 

were the genuine clipper built small-mouth black 

bass. We had scarce a half dozen on our string, 

none weighing over two pounds, as the result 

of the day’s catch, when the remainder of the 

party returned from a second lake with a goodly 

string of big-mouths and a few pike. They 

complained of hard luck in having to fish from 

an old water-soaked schooner that came near 

drowning the whole lot. When we saw the big- 

mouths and pike we were content with our 

limited capture, for there is little fight in a big- 

mouth compared to a battle royal with a trim, 

active, gamy, elastic and elusive small-mouth 

black bass. 

Returning to camp with our mixed catch we 

found Quinn and the cook busily engaged in 
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the preparation of a platter of fried frog legs, 

the owners of which Quinn had yanked with a 

landing net from a neighboring swamp. 

A pond filled with trout was reputed to exist 

somewhere in the woods, and a searching party 

of anglers finally discovered it. Sure enough, 

the trout were rising all over the surface, dart¬ 

ing from their lurking places in the mosses and 

water lilies that seemed almost to cover the bot¬ 

tom or fleck the surface. The shore was shallow 

and marshy, and how to reach the coveted 

speckled beauties was the problem. Finally, 

some small trees were cut down, and a raft im¬ 

provised. Poling out on this, the artificial flies, 

the angle worm and the green grasshopper were 

successively tossed on the surface, but the trout 

were elusive and sly. The ungainly rolling of 

the heavy raft, with the unexpected apparition 

of Illinois and Kentucky bait slingers was too 

great a shock to their tender nerves, and they 

refused to rise with facility to the varied lures. 

Now and then one would leave its mossy den 

and be impaled on the hook, flashing its crimson 

and gold sides in the sunlight or tossing the 

IN 1875 I lived on Rita Azul—Little Blue Creek 

—thirty miles east of Trinidad, Col. I had 

a ranch full of Mexicans and their families 

that I used for farmers and cowboys and was 

monarch of all I surveyed. It was eighteen miles 

to the nearest American cattle ranch. The facili¬ 

ties for a rapid increase of my cattle were ex¬ 

ceptionally good in many respects, and if I had not 

had a habit of spending money as fast or faster 

than I made it I might have been very well off 

in a few years. When a man has a lot of poor 

people around him he has to feed and clothe 

them, and that made a hole in the profits. It 

was rather lonesome, too, for one could not be 

familiar with his Mexicans, even if he wanted 

to, and preserve their respect, and besides they 

were not very interesting, so when the cattle 

were all branded up and the crops in I used to 

spend a good deal of the time in Trinidad, 

Pueblo and Denver. 

One spring the work was in good shape, and 

I decided to stock up on grub and horse feed, 

and at the same time take a vacation. So I sent 

two heavy wagons, each drawn by eight oxen, 

to Trinidad a clay in advance, for they cannot 

make more than twenty miles a day, and started 

the next day on horseback for town. I did not 

take a rifle, but had a .45 Colt pistol and about 

$400 in money. 

All went well for a few miles, and then I 

saw two horsemen following me. I was a mile 

ahead of them and quickened my gait, as they 

somehow did not look right. When I got on 

the next ridge and looked back I had not gained 

any, and as soon as I got out of sight I sent 

my horse for the next two miles. The next 

time I saw them I had gained a little and kept 

gaining. Of course, I nursed my horse so as 

not to run him down, and soon saw a wagon 

camped near the road with two men. I rode 

glittering spray in crystal dew drops with every 

convulsive leap. Probably a score were cap¬ 

tured in all, none large, and yet the lake or pond 

seemed alive with them. 

The days sped only too rapidly in such angling 

trips as we have described, and the nights in 

the festive humors of the camp-fire, until three 

weeks had rounded the allotted limit of outdoor 

life, and camp was broken for the return to 

Manistique. We had a half day in this lumber 

metropolis, and after dinner strolled down town 

to see the sights. I was a little late in follow¬ 

ing, and hearing a call looked around and saw 

the ebony cook coming after, decked in all the 

glory of town togs. His high stove-pipe hat, 

glossy as a coal, was in contrast with his flam¬ 

ing red necktie and white shirt front, both set 

off by a dark check suit and highly polished 

boots. Manistique was unused to the sight of a 

negro, and as the women and children came to 

the yard fences to gaze at the dark apparition, 

White tossed his head and took a prouder 

stride, with the conscious self-knowledge that 

he was “all the show.” 

out to them and asked if they had a rifle. One 

said, “Yes,” and I told them that I thought I 

was being followed, and that if they were will¬ 

ing I would stay with them and see what the 

men wanted that were following me. They 

seemed afraid of me, and I rode on, and as soon 

as I got to some timber turned south and went 

into the mountains and lost my followers. I 

never saw them again and landed in Trinidad 

by a roundabout way late that evening. I found 

my men all right and gave them some money, 

and they proceeded to play monte and tank up 

on various compounds. 

In the morning I rounded them up and loaded 

the wagons with flour, bacon, coffee, sugar, corn 

and the other simple things that are used on 

an outside ranch, and started them for home 

with a headache and rather penitent. I had given 

them ten dollars each and they had not bought 

a thing but monte and whiskey, so I got them 

some clothes and some calico and things for 

their wives, and they went off reasonably happy. 

An oM man on the ranch had given me a 

letter for his daughter, who was visiting in 

Trinidad, and asked me to find her and tell her 

to come home. So I set out to look for her. 

I went to her brother-in-law’s home, and knocked. 

No one answered and I went in. It was de¬ 

serted. When I came out here came the brother- 

in-law with two big rocks. I thought here we 

go, and unlimbered my artillery and made him 

drop the rocks and explain himself. He and his 

wife had been quarreling and she had quit him, 

and he thought I was after her, so I told him 

who I was and showed him the letter. He was 

satisfied and tofd me that he thought his sister- 

in-law was at a neighbor’s. He left and I went 

to the other house. The door was open and I 

spoke to the people inside, three men and a 

woman. Just as I got through talking one of 

the men jumped up and drew his knife, walked 

across the room, took a plug of tobacco, and 

whittled off the makings for a cigarette. I must 

have looked a little queer, for the woman burst 

out laughing, and then I braced up and told 

exactly what I came for, and she promised to 1 

deliver the letter. 

I went down town, thinking that things were 

coming rather fast, and went to the stable to 

see how my horse looked after his hard ride. 

Just as I got to the stable here was a long cow¬ 

boy—a stranger to me—saddling up my horse. 

“What are you going to do with that -horse?” 

I asked. 

“I am going to ride him,” he replied. 

“No you are not; he is my horse,” I said. 

“He is not. He belongs to Brown, the stable 

man,” was his answer, and he started to mount 

him. 
The horse jumped and I grabbed at the bridle, 

the long cowboy hit me and we quit the horse, 

and at it we went with our hands. 

In about ten minutes Brown, the stable man, 

and the marshal arrived, pulled us apart, and 

got our guns. Neither of us had thought of 

them, as the pace was too fast, I guess. 

Brown had forgotten my horse and told the 

cowboy to take the gray horse. He had naturally 

chosen the best one. We both looked as if we 

had been in a cyclone. So we washed up, 

agreed it was a nice fight, and parted good 

friends. I had a black eye and felt sore all over, 

and he was mussed up some. I think I could 

have licked him if they had let us alone. 

That afternoon I met the cowboy again and 

hired him to work for the summer. We went 

and got his horses and he went home with me. 

He staid at the ranch, either working or visit¬ 

ing, for three years and then went in with a 

sheep man, married his sister, and the last I 

heard of him had a big family and was well to 

do. Since then I have had some disagreements 

with people, but never a continuous round of 

pleasure for two continuous days like that one. 

It does not sound as queer as it was, and I 

do not know if it is worth reading. 

The Hunting Leopard. 

The letter about hunting antelope with the j 

cheetah, or hunting leopard, which was printed 

in a recent number of Forest and Stream, lends 1 

an especial interest to the reproduction of an 

ancient picture of the fifteenth century in which 1 

three of these animals are shown. This picture 1 

by the artist Benozzo Gozzoli represents a hunt¬ 

ing party of his time starting out for sport. The 

baggage animals have gone forward and are 

pushing up the hill, and soon the hunters and 

their friends, with hawks and dogs and leopards, 

will follow them. 

In the Riccardi Palace are many hunting pic- \ 

tures, crowded with figures of men and horses 

and dogs and deer and birds. These pictures, 

which are of the time of Lorenzo de Medici, ■ 
are of interest in showing that in those days 

these leopards were used for hunting in Europe, 

no doubt having been imported from distant 

lands by the magnificent ruler. It is to be seen 

that these animals were apparently carried to 

the hunting field sitting on a horse behind the 

rider; the horse’s hips being protected from the 

animal’s claws by a cloth pad. 

Two Active Days in Trinidad 
By W. J. D. 



Panthers in Maine? 

Norcross, Me., May 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: For years it lias been a question among 

hunters whether there exists or has existed in 

this State any such animal as the Indian devil, 

panther, or as he is known in the West, the 

mountain lion. 

We hear occasionally, through hunters and 

trappers who spend most of the year in the 

woods of Northern Maine, about tracks and 

signs of some animal of the cat species, that 

rannot be accounted for. For the last ninety or 

i hundred years these stories have been handed 

down, but no one has seen the animal, so as 

.0 give a full description of it, till last fall. 

Charles A. Daisey, a well known guide of 

Northern Maine, who runs Camp Phoenix, is 

lie first person in this part of the country that 

las met this animal face to face. Camp Phoenix 

s situated on the shore of Sourdnahunk Lake, 

ibout fifty miles from Norcross. From the 

kVest Branch of the Penobscot, where the trail 

leaves the river for his camp, through to 

Sourdnahunk lake is a rough and mountainous 

country, being in the heart of the Katahdin 

region, is considered the best hunting and fish¬ 
ing section in Maine. 

During the earlier part of the fall. Mr. Daisey 

was coming from his camp through to Norcross 

to meet a party. When down the trail to what 

is called the old Butterfield camps, he was 

passing by an 8ld yard where the lumbermen 

had yarded logs a few years before. The rasp¬ 

berry bushes were very thick and grew to a 

height of four or five feet. 

When he came to the edge of the yard he 

noticed two deer, as he supposed, walking 

through the bushes. lie stopped to watch them, 

for he had never seen deer walk along so 

quietly, and they were rather red for the time 

of the year, as deer begin to turn earlier in the 

season from the reddish color to a gray. 

While watching them, one of the animals 

sprang from the raspberry bushes into a big 

birch tree, lighting on a large branch some 

twelve or fifteen feet from the ground. Hardly 

had the first one reached the tree, before the 

second one sprang to the side of the tree about 

eight feet from the ground. This one looked 

back over his shoulder at Mr. Daisey, gave a 

cat-like spit and snarl, and then jumped off into 

the underbrush and disappeared. 

As soon as Mr. Daisey came to his senses 

after such a surprise, he pulled a small .32 

caliber revolver from his pocket and opened fire 

on the one in the tree, firing five shots as fast 

as he could pull, the last shot seemingly taking 

effect, for he said the animal hunched up his 

back, gave an unearthly yell, and sailed off 

through the branches to the ground, and out of 

sight. 

Filling the chambers of his revolver again, 

Daisey waited developments, for he said that it 

would be no use for him to try to run from an 

animal that could jump twenty-five feet. After 

waiting a few minutes they did not return, so 

Mr. Daisey resumed his journey. 

The animals when first seen by Mr. Daisey 

were on an old log, their backs just coming to 

view over the bushes. 

When Mr. Daisey arrived at Norcross, he told 

some of his friends what he had seen, but cau¬ 

tioned them not to tell about it. Finally the 

story leaked out and Daisey’s fellow guides have 

had all kinds of fun with him; some telling him 

they were bobcats, others that they were rac¬ 

coons or house cats left there by the lumber¬ 

men; but Daisey still claimed he had told the 

truth and said that before long some one else 

would see them. 

From Mr. Daisey's description the animals 

were of a reddish color, having a body four or 

five feet long and a tail about three feet long, and 

to his judgment would weigh 100 or 125 pounds. 

Nothing has been heard from them till re¬ 

cently. Capt. Robert Sawyer and Frank Haskell 

were hunting fur-bearing animals in the same 

vicinity last winter. They had a line of traps 

all around the Katahdin region, making their 

home camp a short distance from where Mr. 

Daisey saw these animals earlier in the fall. 

Capt. Sawyer was down recently to send away 

their catch of fur, and he told another story 

about this same animal. While they were at 

home camp Haskell took his rifle early one 

morning to go look at a line of traps a few 

miles from camp. It was just coming daylight 

when he got a mile or so from camp. Going 

along the trail, not paying particular attention 

to anything, he saw something jump over a brush 

pile. Going to where he caught a glimpse of 

the object, he saw that it was not a deer that 

had jumped but something that could jump much 

further than a deer. There was about eight 

inches of snow, so he could follow the track 

without trouble. 

The animal jumped four or five times and 

then walked. Haskell followed to Sourdnahunk 

stream; when the animal came to the stream he 

jumped across the open water, a distance / 

about thirty feet. The stream is very rapid and 

does not freeze over in winter. 
THE HUNTING LEOPARD IN ITALY. 
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Going back to camp, he told Sawyer what he 

had seen, and they followed over the same 

ground, noting carefully the kind of track the 

animal made. Capt. Sawyer said that the track 

was a little over four inches across. 

Capt. Sawyer and Haskell went back to camp, 

took guns, ammunition, grub and bedding, and 

started on the track. They followed the trail 

into the Little Sourdnahunk notch quite a ways, 

up into the mountains, but could not locate him. 

Special Correspondent. 

The Passenger Pigeon. 

Saginaw, Mich., May 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I do not know whether or not I have 

reported this to you before, but in going through 

some old papers this morning I have found a 

letter that had been mislaid. It is from Mr. 

Ruthven Deane, of Chicago, and is dated Oct. 

31, 1907, and he says: “I was in Milwaukee 

last week and hunted up four live passenger 

pigeons, all males; the remainder of the flock 

I went to see several years ago and wrote about 

in .the Auk. It was good for sore eyes. The 

man who had them in charge said they were in 

healthy condition. Three were recovering from 

moult and the other was in excellent plumage." 

Recently I received another letter as follows: 

It was from C. F. Blue, of Chicago: 

"I take great pleasure in acknowledging re¬ 

ceipt of your recent favor and also a copy of 

‘The Passenger Pigeon.’ I was born at White 

Pigeon, St. Joseph county, Mich., in 1869, and 

at that time the passenger pigeon was very com¬ 

mon. My father, D. B. Blue, was one of the 

many sportsmen who caught the birds in nets. 

He told me that on the day I was born he caught 

eighty-five dozen pigeons. Every summer and 

fall after that he made a business of catching 

pigeons on his farm, which bordered on the 

White Pigeon River. This stream was a great 

feeding court for pigeons when feeding on 

beechnuts. In the spring of 1875 he made over 

$400 catching pigeons, and I believe it was in 

the spring of 1876 that I assisted my grand¬ 

father in making a haul of \2]/2 dozen at one 

time, which, in that locality, was a record catch. 

“Father and his brother, my uncle John, were 

noted as expert pigeon catchers of southern 

Michigan, and until a few years ago always kept 

stool pigeons in hopes that the passenger pigeons 

would return. The last passenger pigeons were 

caught in that country in the spring of 1886, 

when just across the line from Michigan in In¬ 

diana and about three miles south of where I 

was born, a large flock came to feed, but it was 

impossible to decoy them to the net beds. We 

erected a bough-house and did our utmost to de- 

c©y them by the old tactics, but failed until one 

morning when my father was away, my brother 

and I succeeded in decoying a small flock of 

one and one-half dozen, and although I was 

very small at the time I succeeded in swing¬ 

ing the net and caught the bunch. 

“Referring to the picture of the old stool I 

greatly regret that I am not able to furnish you 

with one of the old relics. They have them at 

home, however. I also note the picture of the 

net which you have in your book. This is not 

the kind of a net used by us. My father and 

uncle John have the old nets we used and many 

of the other requirements used in the sport of 

catching pigeons.” W. B. Mershon. 

Enemies of the Quail. 

Doniphan, Mo., May 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Sportsmen, as a rule, are the ones the 

farmers invariably blame as the greatest de¬ 

stroyers of quail, but it is a fact that to a 

certainty the farmers every year indirectly 

cause more loss of bird life—especially among 

the quail family—than all the effects of the 

modern shotguns in the hands of skilled wing 

shots. The steady increase in the price of 

Eastern and Western farm lands, and with it 

the increase in taxation, has made intense culti¬ 

vation necessary to bring the farmer profit on 

his present high-priced land. And where these 

conditions prevail, it is absolutely certain that 

decrease of the quail family must follow. 

To begin with, the cornfield is one of the 

chief places in which the quail suffer in winter. 

By intense cultivation not a weed or grass 

seed is left on the ground, and what even was 

shattered in gathering and fallen to the ground, 

the hogs of the land holders are supposed to turn 

into profit; so, when winter comes, is it any 

wonder that birds migrate south to our country? 

If they stop in the favored agricultural sec¬ 

tions that remain there, then the fate of 

starvation awaits them. The old rail fence, the 

home of ragweed, beggar-lice, briars and 

noxious weeds, is no more left to the birds, the 

modern woven wire fence has abolished this, 

and at the same time a refuge and feeding spot 

for quail. The increasing acreage of meadow 

land with its sequence, the mower, makes nest¬ 

ing conditions very unfavorable, especially 

where there are no open tracts of timber as 

here, where birds can ignore all attempts of tbe 

tiller of the soil to drive them away from the 

country. 

A heavy sleet of several weeks’ duration is the 

only thing birds have to fear here, for then the 

food is covered and many freeze—something 

that has happened twice in the last thirty years. 

And then what I think saved a lot, to multiply 

in numbers again, wTere the ever-present red- 

birds of the tanager family, whose ferocious at¬ 

tacks at the ice-bound sumac, scattered suf¬ 

ficient amount on the ground to make a meal 

for the birds, enough so to keep w'armth in 

their already weak bodies. 

Fields of sorghum and cow peas helped in 

like manner, but owing to an extreme drouth 

during the summer that usual food supply for 

the birds was wanting. For two whole weeks 

the ground was covered with sleet, and the 

thickets of sumac were covered with ice. It was 

impossible to secure corn at any price; but the 

writer with very little trouble carried safely 

through the inclement period eighteen coveys 

of birds, to his knowledge, if not more. The 

method of procedure was to go through the 

thickets of sumac and knock off tops with a 

heavy stick, and it was not long before the birds 

hugged these places. It was pitiful to see some 

coveys run ahead, almost sliding on the ice, but 

scarcely able to fly any but a short distance, 

and when they would, they would alight sud¬ 

denly, almost stunning themselves when they 

reached the ground. 

Heavy snowstorms we never fear, for the 

jungles of white oak tops, left by the tie makers, 

furnish a place for some food and shelter better 

than man can devise, and that great helpmate, 

the razor-back hog, clears off the snow in 

places and brings food to the birds, also the 

tanagers, jays and sparrows shower sumac, rag¬ 

weed and other seeds. So a heavy snow alone 

does not work a hardship on these birds. In 

many of the cornfields plenty of feed is left for 

the birds, the practice of sowing cow peas at 

the last cultivation of corn and the stalks left 

standing for forage, insures the quail family 

against ordinary conditions of famine. If in the 

farming sections, where the woven wire fence 

has displaced the old quail shelters, shelter and 

food are scarce, this could be avoided by sowing 

cow peas close to the fense. The climbing or 

vining kinds are the best, such as the black, 

clay and red ripper; they will not only furnish 

food all winter, but if planted thickly and live 

stock kept away from it, it will furnish good 

shelter. For tbe North the vining peas, the 

red ripper and clay would be the best. They 

make lots of vine and do not rot in wet seasons 

as many other varieties in the North. Cow 

peas should not be planted until first of June, 

and they will then make a crop by the month 

of September. Sorghum, if tops here and there 

are tied together, will help for food and shelter, 

and so much more so, if in the same hill two 

or three cow peas are dropped in. It will not 

interfere with the growth. 

Loch Laddie. 

Grouse Habits. 

Wellesley Farms, Mass., May 12.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I have read with interest 

the articles on the scarcity of our ruffed grouse 

and would like to suggest as an explanation that 

last fall the birds entirely changed their usual 

habits. 

I had very good luck in finding them last year 

and managed to get my usual number chiefly 

through a lucky discovery. The first of October 

I started early, and for a week found pn an 

average perhaps two birds a day, mostly old 

ones. During this time I looked for them where 

I had usually found them at that time, in the 

swamps or in close cover near the swamps. 

About the tenth of the month I happened to 

cross a small hardwood hill, mostly beech woods, 

and jumped nine birds which I followed and 

had good sport that day. 

After that I had very little trouble in locat¬ 

ing birds for the rest of the- season, though I 

do not think they were as plentiful as I have 

seen them. This was in southern New Hamp¬ 

shire, and I heard many say that there were no 

birds. My finding them makes me think that 

the other fellows did not look ■ hard or far 

enough. 

I did not, however, find the usual number of 

young birds and several of those I located had 

a good many lice aboard, which may explain 

why there were fewer youngsters. Woodcock 

were unusually plentiful which, when the grouse 

are scarce, I have noticed is often the case. 

Why, I do not understand, as their habits are 

so radically different. Perhaps someone can en¬ 

lighten us on that. Mark Hopkins, Jr. 

CAMP SUPPLIES. 

Camp supplies should include Borden’s Eagle 
Brand Condensed Milk, Peerless Brand Evapor¬ 
ated Milk and Borden’s Malted Milk, all of 
which contain substantial and compact nourish¬ 
ment, and supplying every milk or cream re¬ 
quirement.—Adz: 



Bighorn Hunting in British Colmbiau 

Forest and Stream in its second August 

number last year told, under the title of ‘‘Train¬ 

ing for the Trail,” how I went through a 

regular course of training for a big-game hunt. 

Friends of mine from the Atlantic to the Pa¬ 

cific read it and asked me for information about 

the actual hunt anticipated therein. This I 

promised to give in Forest and Stream, and I 

now propose to redeem the promise, making no 

compromise with the strength of pride in the 

recital. . • 

Twelve days of travel, by rail, stage and pack, 

transported me to a camp in the heart of British 

Columbia among the glaciers of the Cascade 

Mountains. An isolated ridge of scant jack- 

pine forest afforded ample fuel for fire and 

storm-break for man and beast. A few rods 

below camp was a beautiful lake at the base of 

a big mountain ridge, and fed from two glacial 

torrents. It was in the wild ram country and 

the beaten sheep trails could be traced through 

the fieldglasses across the slides up the yellow 

cliffs and over the red ledges. It was in every 

respect an ideal location for a hunter’s camp. 

I was proud of it, inasmuch as I had located 

it after a day’s ramble, and judging from signs 

or lack of signs, it was the first white man’s 

camp to be pitched on the lake. The spot was 

accessible to horses only by following a narrow 

valley, and the way was carefully guarded by 

treacherous tundra and huge boulders. 

There was hard work at hand, and it was 

with misgivings that I accepted the challenge of 

the bighorn, for the successful pursuit of which 

I had undergone such a careful course of 

training. 

My companion and guide was a pleasant, 

stockily-built Canadian, active and strong. We 

made a bee-line for the foot of the glacier, 

climbed up the ridge and began the ascent of 

the irregular boulder field. We were carefully 

negotiating the first section of steep rock, when 

without a moment’s warning there appeared on 

the bench above an old ram with horns. My 

first impulse was to enjoy, undisturbed, a picture 

of rare beauty. Then hastily following up an 

admonition from the guide, I proceeded to de¬ 

stroy the picture, and the sheep disappeared 

over the ridge. 

Pursuing the general direction of the ram, we 

came to a drift of snow on the lee side of a 

draw, which the fugitive had crossed, and 

found blood by the track. I climbed higher and 

higher, keeping a sharp lookout ahead for an¬ 

other opportunity. Snow was in large patches 

and closer together, and consequently a longer 

stretch of tracks. Between drifts the crimson 

splashes on the rocks were searched out with 

difficulty. After traversing numerous draws and 

climbing as many benches, we at last reached 

the base of the rim at the head of the last draw, 

but we were unable to see the ram. At intervals 

he had stood looking back on the trail, prob¬ 

ably seeing us each time and resuming his 

flight. 

The sun was low and camp distant, but we 

made the last ascent after a hard pump and 

pulled up on the edge of the rim between two 

peaks, and looked down on a broad glacier field. 

On to this the ram had descended and, following, 

we picked up his fresh trail, headed for the top 

of the glacier on the north side of a pass 

loftier than the one we had just crossed. The 

blood spots were scarce, the going was better. 

The sun's warmth had softened the surface of 

the frozen snow and by carefully planting my 

heels I made good progress. The grade was 

considerable, and where the icy surface was 

glassy, the use of the gun as an alpenstock was 

necessary to prevent a hard fall. 

When we reached the last and highest pass 

the sun was just setting behind the Coast Range. 

Here was a picture, unpainted, unsung, untold, 

one a white man had rarely beheld, in the midst 

of a vast wilderness, occasionally visited by 

gold-hunters, Indian meat-hunters and white 

head-hunters. Notwithstanding hunger, cold, 

aching feet, pumped-out wind, sore muscles and 

heart heavy over bad shooting, I momentarily 

forgot them in contemplation of the varied 

mountain beauty. 

As day closed the picture faded. The guide 

asked if we should endeavor to reach camp that 

night or continue the pursuit and camp out 

without food or shelter and perhaps fast for 

twenty-four or thirty-six hours. The ram had 

certainly gone straight down the further side 

of the mountain, endeavoring to get clear out 

of the country. I decided that we should en¬ 

deavor to reach camp that night and resume the 

chase on the morrow. Dismounting the rocks 

from the lofty pass, we crossed the glacier and 

reached the base of the next ascent. Twilight 

added danger to the climb. Footing for each 

step had to be selected with great care. Dis¬ 

abled and a night’s camp without fire or food 

on a wind-swept ledge overhanging glacier fields 

was not a pleasant prospect, hence picking one’s 

way with care was doubly necessary. 

We made fast time and reached the little 

jack-pine forest, in the midst of which was our 

camp. Dan, the Lillooet Indian, had a fine 

supper ready and we did ample justice to it. 

The second day we started after the crippled 

ram. On the direct line was a rugged yellow 

peak, the loftiest on the headwaters of Big 

Creek, the base of which nearly reached the little 

jack-pine forest. We carefully worked our way 

along the face of the eastern side, endeavoring 

to find a short way to the high pass, where we 

had abandoned the trail the night before. Con¬ 

siderable time was lost in retreating from 

dangerous or inaccessible points, but by dint of 

constant and persevering effort we half circled 

the big dome and clambered upon the ledge 

which joins it with its neighbor peak to the 

south. This was an irregular, ragged ledge of 

red shell rock along the line of which was worn 

the trail of bighorn, which way the eye could 

trace for a long distance. The ledge looked 

very dangerous, but we followed it perhaps half 

a mile to a point that seemed absolutely im¬ 

passable to man or beast. Reluctantly we be¬ 

gan the descent, which we wished to obviate. 

Great care was necessary to prevent dislodg¬ 

ing large boulders which might roll on us, and 

progress was slow. 

One great yawning chasm was especially 

fascinating. Deep down, so far that the vision 

did not reach it, was a torrent emitting a roar. 

Further on we heard the smothered roar but 

could see no break in the congealed surface. 

Not being able to locate the danger, we made 

ourselves as light as possible and tiptoed out of 

the locality. 

The only object to be seen to break the 

monotony of the ice field was a pair of big 

horns and a few sheep bones scattered about. 

We reached the pass where we had halted the 

night before and descended by a long, devious 

and arduous way to a small glacial lake which 

lay about half way down the draw, keeping a 

careful lookout in the vague hope of finding 

the ram. We were not vigilant enough, how¬ 

ever, to locate a bunch of five rams before they 

had gotten away about 500 yards, when they 

halted and looked back. I have since realized 

that I had a fine shot for a telescope rifle in 

trained hands. Good long shots are the rule 

when hunting rams, and they are nearly always 

to be found among the rocks where there is 

nothing to obstruct the view. The fact that 

they feed at night in the valleys and grassy 

draws and spend the days among the rocks 

makes them very difficult to approach. 

We had another long, hard trip back to camp. 

We had seen deer signs about the camp, and 

needing meat, kept a sharp lookout on ap¬ 

proaching the jack pines. We jumped a young 

doe which I killed. Williams gralloched her 

and packed her into camp. It proved to be un¬ 

usually fat and juicy venison. 

The third day’s quest for the wounded ram 

started with breaking camp, which was accom¬ 

plished as soon as Williams and the Indian 

could get the horses packed and under way. 

We headed up the west fork of Big Creek, in¬ 

tending to approach the sheep range from the 

north, and camped in a broad valley in the last 

clump of jack-pines on the timberline. Misty 

clouds which overhung the high mountains 

soon began to spit snow. An aged Indian 

astride a well-kept bay mare and accompanied 

by a black shepherd dog came into camp. On 

the cantle of his saddle were a bundle of steel 

traps and a handy steel rod used in trapping 

the whistling groundhogs. On his back was 

strapped a .44 rifle. Fie wore a tattered Prince 

Albert coat and a greasy cowboy hat, with a red 

band holding an eagle feather and a frazzled 

nose string to hold the headgear in place. He 

proved to be the chief or tihee of a rancherce 

of Chjlcoten Indians. He talked incessantly 

and tried to be agreeable. Our Indian cook 

had heard of him arid said he was an influ¬ 

ential and highly respected chief. I gave him a 

pocket mirror which seemed to please him and 

purchased of him a pair of moccasins. He said 

that a storm was brewing, and that rams at 
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that time were hi-u-quash, that they should be 

hunted later in the mating season, during the 

next full moon. 

The comparative dimness accompanying the 

snowstorm restricted the vision and made hunt- 

ing'very difficult, especially if the wind favored 

the quarry. Reluctantly we folded our tents 

and left to his fate the ram which I had wounded 

and pursued so long and industriously. At a 

lower altitude we found the snowfall lighter and 

the weather milder. On our way to the goat 

range, I secured with my bird rifle some speci¬ 

mens of ptarmigan, a most beautiful bird, also 

delicious to eat. I had good luck and fine 

sport on the ranges of the white goat and mule 

deer, especially the latter. I bagged a superb 

stag on a high bare mountain. His head is a 

fine one. 
Considered as a whole, my trip was quite 

successful. Experience demonstrated that I had 

gone through the right kind of training and 

my wind and seasoning were both quite up to 

expectation. A twelve-hour continuous tramp 

over rocks with an experienced mountain 

climber was not too much for me. Sleeping 

out in the open, without tent, agreed with me. 

Changes of the weather did not affect me, al¬ 

though I had left my coat at home. I en¬ 

countered plenty of snow, ice and rain, also 

beautiful fair days and frosty nights. 

One particularly trying day was when out 

hunting deer a cold rain began in the fore¬ 

noon and soon found its way through our 

shirts. On the return to camp we encountered 

a canon through which a big creek plunged. 

We had to wade a long distance up this with 

the cold water striking us above the belt, care¬ 

fully climbing over the rocks and frequently 

crossing from side to side. After having been 

thoroughly soaked for several hours, we arrived 

at camp and much to my disgust I found that 

the Indian had had all of my garments washed 

and hung out in the rain and I had nothing dry 

to put on except a shirt and pair of socks. 

Brent Altsheler. 

Taking Care of Game. 

Wymore. Neb., May n.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: There is one feature of the outing of 

the sportsman that is seldom touched upon in 

the literature of the field and stream, but which 

is becoming very important, and should have 

attention. This is getting the game home, 

where it can be made useful, and a source of 

delight to the hunter and his friends. This 

branch of the outing business is becoming more 

and more important, as the sportsman is yearly 

being compelled to go further and further from 

home to find the game. 

With a little care and labor, at the right time, 

game can be taken long distances and be in 

perfect condition when the hunter has arrived 

at home and sits down at his own table to a 

game dinner, with a few good old friends, who 

have been denied the pleasure of the outing, but 

who enjoy a double pleasure in eating the game, 

and hearing the doughty sportsman tell of his 

delightful experiences in the faraway fields, 

where he alone had the pleasure of finding and 

bringing the game to bag. 

The grouse and prairie chicken of the West¬ 

ern plains and sandhills, are generally killed in 

the fall months, and when the weather is warm, 

and to keep them and get then! home in fine 

condition is quite a task, and the result quite 

uncertain, unless the proper care and labor are 

bestowed at the right time. 

The first step is to pull your grouse as soon 

as you can get to it. If pulled as soon as shot 

and given a good shake, all of the blood will 

have left it; then as soon as you get to the 

house, hang it up by the head. If you throw 

your grouse into the wagon and depend upon 

drawing it at night when you get to the house 

or camp, the game has become thoroughly cool 

and will not bleed when drawn, and if the 

weather is hot, you need not try to take it 

home, it will not be good. Allowing the bird 

to cool with the entrails in it detracts very much 

from its quality when you come to eat it, no 

matter how soon afterward. This is especially 

true of the sandhill grouse, which get no grain 

to eat, but live upon the weed seed, and bugs, 

grasshoppers, etc., that they pick up. 

When ready to pack for the home trip, do 

your packing in the early morning. Wrap each 

grouse in newspaper, and pack not less than 

twenty-five grouse in a telescope or grip, which 

can be roped tightly. 

I have brought home fifty grouse from the 

sandhills, each year for the past six years, and 

kept some of them for a week after arriving at 

home and never lost a bird. The above state¬ 

ment needs a little qualification, as in 1906, the 

weather being exceedingly hot during the first 

week in October, I salted down twenty-five of 

my grouse and brought home only twenty-five 

with the feathers on. 

In October, 1906, after a delightful week spent 

at the ranch of Judge Stilson in Cherry county, 

Nebraska, in company with H. O. Wilbur, of 

Philadelphia, and T. J. Liles, of Aurora, Mo., 

who had joined me here at my home for this 

outing, we each had twenty-five grouse salted 

down in milk pails, and twenty-five with the 

feathers on, pulled and packed as above. 

On the morning we were to start home we 

packed our grouse in three telescopes, twenty- 

five birds in each, wrapping each grouse in 

newspaper, and strapping the packages very 

tightly. Then we started upon our forty-mile 

drive to the railroad, where we arrived at about 

seven o’clock in the evening, and took our train 

for home. I arrived at home Wednesday at 

noon; Mr. Liles arrived at his home on Thurs¬ 

day at noon, and Mr. Wilbur arrived in Phila¬ 

delphia, two thousand miles from where his 

game was killed, on Friday afternoon at three 

o’clock, and, as he wrote me, found his game 

“cool and sweet as a nut”; in fact, we all got 

our grouse home in fine condition, and did not 

lose a bird. 

When I had gotten my grouse home I invited 

in a couple of old friends, who hunted with me 

thirty years ago, but whose hunting days are 

past, and we had a grouse dinner, and for the 

second time I was enjoying my outing and 

listening to stories that I had heard them tell 

many times before, of the good old days when 

game was plentiful, and could be killed at one’s 

own door, and of one goose hunt in particular 

which is never forgotten where one of my 

friends, back on the Wabash, in Indiana, killed 

sixteen large Canada geese, that would weigh 

twenty pounds apiece, and could have killed a 

hundred, but was satisfied. 

A. D. McCandless. 

A Rabbit Hunt in Virginia. 

Norfolk, Va., May 2.—Editor Forest at 

Stream: Plave any of you ever hunted tl 

rabbit in old Virginia? If not, my friends, y( 

have missed something. It was my pleasure c 

I might say, privilege, to have been the guest 

a party of sportsmen on such an occasio 

While reading before the open fire-place 

the residence of mine host at Norfolk 01 

December day, I was called to the telephon 

and over the wire a friend of my host introduci 

himself, “Are you D. M.? I’m John Etheridg 

I’m told you’re fond of hunting. Would y< 

care to go with us—a party of five, to-morrow 

rabbit hunting? The ground is quite wet, b 

we will have a day’s outing.” 

“Yes,” I said, “I would be delighted.” Ai 

after a few commonplace remarks, regardii 

size of shot, etc., I was told to be on hand 

South Norfolk early the following day. 

Before daylight the next morning I was ast 

and after breakfast with horse and buggy pr 

ceeded to the place agreed upon. I had wait< 

but a few moments, when a top wagon, or carr 

all, containing two men, wearing the unmista 

able garb of sportsmen, drew rein alongsid 

and Mr. Etheridge, after making himself know 

introduced me to his companion, Capt. Hancoc 

In the rear of their conveyance was a be 

which contained a mass of moving anima 

which, I discovered, were beagles. I could n 

count them, but Mr. E. “reckoned he had nil 

there,” and they were the sleekest, smoothes 

best-behaved little brutes I ever saw; but tl 

box interested me further, for it played a ve 

important part in the doings of the day. Of 

more later. Mr. E. told me to wait for a c 

that would arrive in a few minutes and meet 

Mr. Banks, who would ride with me. He ai 

the Captain would go on, as they had the loa 

I soon had the pleasure of meeting Chari 

Banks, and we lost no time in following tl 

others over the worst road I have ever drive 

Good company makes an easy road, and v 

thoroughly enjoyed the ride toward Prince 

Anne. After going some distance and heard 

a voice behind, Mr. Banks turned, and sai 

“Here comes Downes and Tatum. He’s got 

roadster.” Sure enough he had, for he passi 

us as if we were anchored. With a “Hell 

Charlie! see you later,” he soon disappeared 

a turn in the road. 

In about an hour we met in the edge of 

pine forest, where we quickly tethered 01 

horses. In the meantime I was introduced 1 

he of the roadster, and his companion, M 

Tatum. A trap door was opened in the top 

the dog box, and therefrom were lifted tl 

nine little dogs, each being called by name ar 

caressed by Mr. E. before being set free. W 

were ready for the fray; the dogs immediate 

got busy, and in a very few minutes they hi 

jumped a cottontail and were away in full cry- 

delightful music to the sportsman’s ear. Insi< 

of ten minutes a report was heard and M 

Downes had scored the first prize. I ran 1 

where the rabbit had been shot to see the do; 

come up. They were certainly a pack. All : 

a string they came, looking like one elongate 

dog, nose to tail and howling like a lot of lift 

demons. Mr. D. lifted the rabbit from tl 

ground and on its discovery by the pack, the 

hovered about him like buzzards. 
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SKINNING A BEAR. 

From a photograph by S. T. Davis. 

We then formed a skirmish line and in short 

time had another going. I wish I could more 

fully describe the actions of the dogs as they 

coursed along the line until they found where 

a rabbit had been started from its bed, then off 

again at full cry. Thus the sport went on until 

some one said, “Let’s snack." We made our 

way to where the horses were tethered, where 

preparations were made for lunch. 

The dog box was taken from the wagon. I 

noticed that at each corner were iron clips, into 

which were fitted four stout oak legs, and 

formed a table. In the meantime a fire had been 

started. Some one produced an iron tripod 

about ten inches in height and eight inches in 

diameter at the top. This was placed over the 

fire. On this was placed a coffee-pot, which in 

a few minutes began to simmer, then boil. 1 his 

was then taken off, put where it would keep hot, 

and a large frying-pan was substituted. Mr. E., 

who acted as chef, began to cook steak—a whoie 

porterhouse for each. Was it good! those 

steaks, that coffee, the bread and butter, yes, fit 

for the gods! And after the feast the knives, 

forks and spoons were put into the coffee-pot, 

the dishes, cups and saucers into the frying-pan, 

these in turn being put into a box under the 

wagon seat; the legs taken from the table, the 

box again placed in the wagon, and we were 

again ready for business. Can you imagine a 

more complete outfit? 

The dogs in the meantime had taken ad¬ 

vantage of the cessation of hostilities and had 

curled themselves up on the pine needles. It 

needed only a. word and they were off again. 

Occasionally we flushed a covey of partridges 

(quail), and all along the line came the report 

of guns, but always with indifferent success. 

Several more cottontails were added to our 

bag. And as the sun touched the horizon, we 

repaired to our temporary camp, harnessed our 

horses, divided the spoils equally, three falling 

to my lot. We bade each other good evening, 

and with promises of another hunt later, we 

made our way homeward. Mac. 

A Hair Seal. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Between the southern end of Saltspring 

Island and the coast of Vancouver Island the 

hair seal is to be found at certain times of the 

year in considerable numbers. They probably 

come there to feed on the salmon, which during 

September, October and November are trying 

to ascent the small streams in the vicinity of 

the mouth of the Cowichan River, to spawn. I 

have often counted as many as twenty seals ap¬ 

parently playing together in the water. The 

telescope shows that many have scars on the 

head, presumably from fighting. 

These seals are not of the valuable seal-skin 

jacket variety, however, but are locally called 

hair seals. They are valued chiefly for the good 

leather their hides make when tanned, and the 

oil which may be obtained from boiling down 

the blubber. 

While at work on the shore opposite the 

southern end of Saltspring Island, I noticed, 

one morning in January, some seventeen seals 

playing together about 200 yards from the beach. 

The water is shallow for some hundreds of 

yards from high-water mark, and the tide was 

ebbing. They were some hundred yards from 

me, and were leaping at each other, often half 

out of the water, diving and chasing one an¬ 

other. I had often wished for an opportunity 

to shoot one of these seals, and I thought that 

if they came in any closer I could hit one, so 

on my next journey—I was hauling wood in a 

barrow—I went into the house and fetched the 

•30-30 rifle and a few cartridges. Then as I 

passed along the seaside fence, I left the rifle 

there, intending, should they still be there on 

my return, to have a shot. 

They were still there, but had stopped playing. 

They all seemed to be interested in me, raising 

their dog-like heads and one or two treading 

water to obtain a better view. I put down the 

barrow, ran to the fence where the rifle was and 

loaded. Then I rested it on the top rail and 

adjusted the sight to 200 yards. The nearest 

seal looked about 150 yards away, but distances 

on water being so deceptive, I added 50 yards. 

As I aimed at the nearest of them, I whistled, 

and several more raised themselves waist-high, 

including the one I was covering. So, slightly 

increasing the foresight, I fired, and I heard the 

bullet strike him. They all disappeared in a 

flash, save one; he lay out at full length on the 

surface and I saw the water reddening round 

him at once. I had been told by an Indian 

trapper that seals, always sink when hit, and if 

in deep water are very difficult to recover. I 

knew, therefore, that there was no time to be 

lost, and dashing to the boat house, ran out the 

dinghy, which is always kept in readiness there. 

I pulled out to where the blood-stained patch 

of water showed, but the seal had disappeared. 

Looking down through the water, I made out 

a submarine trail of blood and followed it. It 

led to another large expanse of blood-colored 

water through which I could see nothing. Ihere 

was no blood trail leading away from this patch, 

though, and the blood was so thick and plenti¬ 

ful that I was fairly certain my quarry was 

beneath it. I probed with the paddle, but could 

not find him, so I reluctantly abandoned him, 

thinking he was gone for good, as the ebbing 

tide runs north very strongly on this side, and 

I feared the bleeding had stopped. 

I went and had lunch, and was just going to 

work again, when Yuen, the Chinese cook, 

dashed in with that lack of ceremony so notice¬ 

able in Orientals in this country, saying ex¬ 

citedly that the seal was lying dead on the beach, 

shot through the head. 

P. and I bolted for the shore, followed by the 

cook, and there lay the seal, as he had said. 

The bullet had entered the head just behind the 

brain, and passed out at the other side. It was 

no light weight, and the three of us carried it up 

to the wood house, where P. very kindly offered 
to skin it for me. 

We trussed the beast by the hind flippers, 

hoisted him up to a beam, and P. began opera¬ 

tions. It is no light job to skin one of these 

animals; the skin fits so tightly that one cannot 

skin it like one would a mink—as the thick body 

would not pass through the turned-backed skin 

of the hind quarters. The odor also, that of 

very strong fish, was rather overpowering as 

the work proceeded. So I went back to -work, 

and when I looked in later on, the job was al¬ 

most finished and P. had negotiated the lips, 

eyes and ears in a manner worthy of a pro¬ 

fessional taxidermist. 

The skin, which must have been about five 

feet long, was a silvery-gray color, marked with 

panther-like spots of olive green, and altogether 

very pretty. We sent it off next morning to be 

dressed and set up. 

The following day I turned my attention to 

the blubber. This was in many places more than 

an inch thick, and I first cut it in strips, as long 

as possible, and about an inch wide. These 

strips I again cut into pieces about an inch long, 

and put all the cubes into a large pan. covered 

it, and put it on the stove. It rendered finely, 

but for the next few days the kitchen was a 

place to be avoided. 

The blubber made about three quarts of oil, 

which was carefully strained through canvas 

and bottled. The meat was then cut off and 

boiled with the bones, for the chickens, and 

here—I was going to say—the matter ended.. 

But it didn’t! A pro-tem cook about a week 

later strained a pudding through the same piece 
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of canvas and—well, lie lias departed, but it is 

with us still, and should you hear of any one 

wanting a really nice seaside house this sum¬ 

mer, refer them, please, Mr. Editor, to 
Starlight. 

A Boy's Surprise. 

lid it or Forest and Stream: 

1 was just eighteen years old when 1 tackled 

my first wildcat. 1 had the opinion then, and 

had often been heard to express it. that I could 

whip my weight in wildcats any day; but that 

was forty-one years ago, and in that length of 

time a man’s opinions change. 

Our old pioneer home in western Illinois was 

only a quarter of a mile from the timber, where 

the land was rough and rocky, and it was in this 

timber that I took my first lessons with the old 

Kentucky rifle and hunted for game of all kinds, 

At the time of which I am speaking I owned 

a dog, called Watch, who was my constant 

companion, and who had never up to that time 

met his match. So that with the old long 

rifle, the dog, and such a good opinion of my 

own fighting qualities, 1 was not a bit frightened 

when 1 ran afoul of my first wildcat. I found 

him in an oak tree, at what we called the stone 

quarry; the quarry had never been worked to 

any extent, but the stone lay in ledges, of which 

there were four or five, and on each ledge there 

was five or six feet of smooth and level surface. 

Then it was four or five feet of a drop to the 

next lodge, and so on down. The oak tree in 

which the cat had taken refuge grew at top of 

the highest ledge, and when standing upon that 

ledge 1 was within thirty feet of the cat, which 

was on a limb directly over the ledge on which 

I stood. 
Making sure that Watch saw the cat, and was 

ready for business, I pulled up the old Ken¬ 

tucky, took aim at the place where his heart 

ought to have been, and blazed away. The cat 

went up into the air, and came down directly 

upon old Watch, and I chuckled to think what 

would happen to that cat when Watch got a 

grab at him. But for some unaccountable rea¬ 

son Watch failed to get his hold, was knocked 

head over heels, and then the cat came my 

way, striking me on the left breast and shoulder, 

knocking me clear off that ledge and down upon 

the next one, the cat going over with me and 

disappearing in a hole in the rocks. 

As it was getting dusk, I went home and re¬ 

lumed in the morning with my uncle, prepared 

to dig out the cat, but Watch sniffed the hole 

and then lay down, losing all interest in the cat. 

It was but a few minutes’ work to dig him out, 

and he was stone dead. 
A. D. McCandless. 

Wild Game Near the City. 

Rrewer, Maine. May 12.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: To-day, while riding, a fox with a 

“snowshoe” rabbit in his mouth crossed just in 

front of the horse. Last week a huge moose 

came through the fields not over twelve miles 

east of Bangor, and T know of several deer not 

over eight miles off. Manly Hardy. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

(jiiv newsdealer on order. Ash your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Recent Publications. 

"Big-Game Shooting on the Equator.” By 

F. A. Dickinson, F.R.G.S. 285 pages, 77 

illustrations from photographs. Cloth, $4.00. 

New York and London, John Lane Co. 

While this is a chronicle of sport amidst the 

big game, Captain Dickinson has made it also 

a manual for other hunters who propose going 

to the same or similar regions, and to this end 

gives comprehensive instructions ' as to outfits 

and much data of apparent value. 

He says ‘‘East Africa is a paradise in more 

than one sense of the word. The quantity of 

game in certain parts, easily reached, is absurd. ' 

lie did not believe stories of the game to be 

seen from the coaches of the Uganda railway, 

but now says, ‘‘if you don’t believe it, go and 

see for yourself.” Some parts are a veritable 

paradise from the scenery and vegetation point 

of view, while game is abundant; in others game 

is so plentiful that the fine scenery is incidental. 

Captain Dickinson gives no little wise advice 

on gun-bearers and other native help, which arc 

difficult to obtain in Somaliland. He follows 

with interesting accounts of hunting all of the 

big game mammals, and the lesser ones and 

wildfowl as well. Altogether the volume is a 

valuable one, and interesting throughout. The 

half-tone reproductions from photographs are 

unusually good. 

“Angling Done Here.” By W. Carter Platts. 

London, Jarrold & Sons. 

Somewhat on the order of a more ancient but 

no less veracious series of tales is this effort of 

Mr. Platts, who has already amused Britishers 

with his “Chiefly Uncle Parker” and “A Few 

Smiles.” The book is made up of eleven chap¬ 

ters, entitled “Rigging Up the Tackle,” “First 

Cast” and so on to the end. The scene is a 

country inn where a company of anglers relate 

their fishing experiences, humorous in the main, 

and pleasing withal. Mention of one of them, 

typical of the rest, will suffice. It happened that 

several anglers were discussing carp, and the 

impossibility of cooking it so that it might be 

eaten, when one of them said that if they would 

dine with him, he would prove them to be mis¬ 

taken. They accepted, and their host was as¬ 

sured they had never eaten any fish so delicious; 

but a day or two later they met him again and 

he apologized for the stupidity of his cook who, 

he said, had forgotten to put the carp in with 

the “fixings.” 

“Matthew Porter.” By Gamaliel Bradford, Jr. 

Cloth, 419 pages. Boston, L. C. Page & Co. 

A stirring novel relating to the contest for 

the governorship of Massachusetts. It purports 

to show how the hero, through his honesty, in¬ 

tegrity and great charm of manner, won over 

both his political friends and enemies. One of 

the women of Boston’s old aristocracy, urged 

by bis enemies to draw him into her circle of 

friends and thus discredit him and his reform 

ideas with his party, is instead convinced by him 

and becomes his chief aid in the campaign in 

which he wins the governorship. 

Books Received: In Wildest Africa, by C G. 

Shillings: Harpers. Sunshine and Sport in 

Florida; by F. G. Aflalo; Jacobs. Newfound¬ 

land and its Untrodden Ways; by J. G. Millais; 

Longmans, Green & Co. The Huntsman in the 

South, by Alexander Hunter, Neale. Hunting 

Trips in North America, by F. C. Selous; Scrib¬ 

ners. The Way of the Woods, by Edward 

Brcck; Putnams. The story of the Guides, by 

Col. C. J. Younghusband; London, the Macmil¬ 

lan Company. Fishes, by David Starr Jordan; 

Henry Holt & Co. The Life of the Salmon, 

by W. L. Calderwood; London, Arnold. Favor¬ 

ite Fish and Fishing, by Dr. J. A. Henshall; 

Outing Publishing Company. King Spruce, by 

Holman Day; Harpers. The Barrier, by Rex 

Beach; Harpers. Captain Love, by Theodore 

Roberts; L. C. Page & Co. In the Land of the 

Mosques and Minarets, by Francis Miltoun; L. 

C. Page & Co. Angling Done Here, by W. 

Carter Platts; London, Jarrold & Sons. Dry- 

Fly Fishing for Trout and Grayling, by Red 

Quill; London, Horace Cox. Big Game at Sea, 

by Charles Frederick Holder; Outing Publish¬ 

ing Company. 

Pennsylvania Grouse Outlook. 

Susquehanna County, Pa„ May 5.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I had not forgotten your re¬ 

quest for another report on the prospects for 

grouse, but at the time suggested, February, I 

had been through the covers but little and was 

not prepared to give any reliable information. 

But later I have been much in the woods, log¬ 

ging, “sapping,” etc., and my observations justify 

a much more optimistic view than at the close 

of the shooting season. I am now well satis¬ 

fied that there are old birds aplenty to stock 

the covers sufficiently for good sport another 

fall, should the hatching season be favorable. 

So far the spring has been cold and wet, and 

as I write an extreme rainstorm is raging. But 

no young birds will be hatched for some time 

yet, and later we may look for more favorable 

weather. 
The old birds wintered well. Their natural 

enemies were apparently few in numbers, and 

I am confident that very few met death during 

the winter from any cause. Up to February 

the winter was unusually mild, and, although 

some extremely low temperatures were re¬ 

corded later, no bad storms occurred to produce 

disaster among them. Of the many I have seen 

since spring opened, all seemed to be remark¬ 

ably strong, plump birds, and I shall look for 

them to give a good account of themselves by 

rearing abundant broods. Bon Ami. 

Caught With Collection of Birds. 

San Francisco, Cal., May 8.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Charles M. Harris, of New York 

who claims to be a representative of the Roth¬ 

schilds of London, was arrested a few days age 

in Lake county by Deputies A. F. Lea and A. M 

Fairfield of the Fish Commission for illegally 

killing birds. Lea and Fairfield located hi: 

scene of operations and found in his possessior 

all varieties of California birds, from humming 

birds to quail; also some tree squirrels. Justici 

Brulen, of Lakeport. fined him $150. The bird: 

were sent to the office of the Fish Commissior 

and donated by it to the Academy of Science: 

in this city, which is greatly in need of them 

owing to the complete loss of the museum for 

merly connected with that institution in th< 

Academy of Science building. A. P. B. 



The Anglers’ Club Tournament. 

The third annual tournament of the Anglers’ 

Club of New York was held on the Harlem 

Mere, in Central Park, May 14, 15 and 16. The 

weather conditions on the first two days were 

very unfavorable and on the last day they were 

fair, but the attendance of course was not what 

it would have been, had fair skies instead of a 

steady shower been vouchsafed. 

Despite these facts the scores made were re¬ 

markable, and a number of club and national 

JOHN L, KIRK. 

President of the Anglers’ Club of New York. 

records were broken. Old England, the New 

England, the Atlantic and the Middle States were 

represented, and all of the visitors went home 

with trophies as proof of their skill. The South¬ 

ern New Jersey towns, where surf casting for 

striped bass is a very popular mode of fishing, 

sent a large delegation of anglers, and the best 

casters made scores of which they may well be 

proud. Wilfred M. Plevins, of Northern Eng¬ 

land, whose principal recreation is salmon fish¬ 

ing, came over a few days before the tourna¬ 

ment for the sole purpose of taking part in it 

and learning American methods in view of the 

part he intends to take in the London tourna¬ 

ment in July, and he went home on Saturday, 

carrying with him his first prize in the novice 

single-hand fly-casting, and first prize in the 

salmon event. Call J. McCarthy came from Bos¬ 

ton and B. F. Flegel from Warren, Ohio, and 

both won important events. 

The members showed the benefits of wider 

experience in their averages, although none of 

them had had any practice until a fortnight prior 

to the tournament. Few who assisted with the 

hard work necessary to make an affair of this 

sort a success were able to cast with credit to 

themselves, and in the rain of the first two days 

it was difficult to carry the programme through 

to a successful'conclusion. In a place so public 

as the Mere, which is alongside densely popu¬ 

lated upper Fifth avenue, it is difficult to man¬ 

age a casting competition, but the Park Depart¬ 

ment gave valuable assistance, and its watch¬ 

men and the police kept order in the crowd of 

youngsters and idlers who, as well as anglers, 

were attracted to the lakeside, particularly on 

Saturday afternoon. At that time the crowd 

was very large, and the patrolmen had to use 

their sticks at times to prevent the small on¬ 

lookers from being crowded into the lake. 

The most noteworthy casting was that of Dr. 

R. J. Held, who established a new record of 161 

feet with quarter-ounce weight, a new club rec¬ 

ord of 205 feet with half-ounce weight, and a 

national record of 196 1-3 feet, the average of 

five consecutive casts. Then W. J. Ehrich cast 

a half-ounce weight 200 feet 2 inches in the 

novice event. Next came Wilfred M. Plevins’ 

cast of 129 feet with a fifteen-foot salmon rod. 

a national record for amateurs, and E. J. Mills’ 

professional record of 140 feet with fifteen- 

foot salmon rod. King Smith’s 9314 feet with 

a five-ounce fly-rod was also excellent, and the 

work of E. H. Merritt, who cast 227 feet with 

a surf-rod and 2j4 ounce weight and averaged 

215 1-5 feet, was the best that has been done in 

this style of casting in recent years, at least in 

a public competition. 

MAY 14, FIRST EVENT. 

William J. Ehrich established a new club 

record in the opening event, which was bait-cast¬ 

ing for novices who had never cast more than 

150 feet. Half-ounce weights were used, the 

best single cast out of five to count. The judges 

were E. H. Mvcr and Harry Friedman; referee, 

'Dr. R. J. Held. There were two cups and four 

merchandise prizes. Scores, in feet: 
Host cast. 

w T. Ehrich. iflfl 135 178 200 2 125 200 2 
A. Tav Marsh. 170 173 154 110 70 173 
lohn L. Kirk. 127 120 . 105 105 
W. M. Plevins. 137 SR 14S 150 50 150 
Edward F. Todd. 170 *25 127 140 ... 140 
Dr. C. A. Helier. 85 87 15 20 20 87 

EVENT 2. TROUT FLY, NOVICES. 

W. M. Plevins. of England, won the novice fly 

event with 90 feet. F. E. Wood took second 

cup. There were four prize winners. Open to 

those who had never cast more than 75 feet. 

Rods and leaders unlimited. The scores, in feet: 

W. M. Plevins. 90 Walter McGuckin...'... 79 
F. E. Wood. 84 Harry Friedman . 75 

QUARTER-OUNCE, DISTANCE I5AIT. 

Event 3 was bait-casting with quarter-ounce 

weights. Dr. R. J. Held established a new na¬ 

tional record, scoring 161 feet, a remarkable 

cast under the difficult conditions, as a very 

erratic wind was blowing at the time. He won 

a cup and a high grade reel. Edward B. Rice, 

who cast 142 feet, took second cup and a pair 

of wading stockings. Three other prizes were 

awarded. The judges were Walter McGuckin 

and L. S. Darling; referee, Dr. John Howe. 

Scores, in feet: 

Iicst cast. 
It. J. Held. 141 153 111 122 161 161 
E. II. Rice. 120 142 98 50 127 142 
A. J. Marsh. 130 118 ... 126 126 130 
Harry Friedman _ ... 85 128 40 ... 93 128 
E. F. Todd. 89 50 98 ... 93 98 
C. J. McCarthy. 4 20 30 50 50 

SALMON FLY-CASTING. 

The fourth event was the most exciting one 

that has been held on the Harlem Merc in a 

R. JOHNSON HELD. 

Vice-President of the Anglers’ Club of New York. 

long time. It was salmon fly-casting with 15- 

foot rods, open to all, ten minutes’ time being 

allowed, with no allowances for personal acci¬ 

dents. The sky was dark and threatening, rain 

fell at intervals, and the wind, eddying round 

the houses and trees on the eastern side of the 

lake, was favorable one moment, and decidedly 

unfavorable the next. W. M. Plevins, using a 

spliced greenheart rod, won the first amateur 

prize with 129 feet. Call J. McCarthy, of Bos¬ 

ton, with a greenheart rod, cast 124 feet. E. J 

Mills won the professional prize cup with 140 

feet. George LaBranche and Perry Frazer tied 

for third amateur prize with 116 feet, the former 

using Mr. Plevins’ rod and the latter a split 

bamboo rod. They cast off the tie in the rain 

just before dark. Frazer scored 11214 feet, but 

his cast was not allowed, as the fly was whipped 

off, and he retired with 109V2 feet. LaBranche, 

using a cane rod this time, scored 112J/2 feet 

also, but this cast was also lost for the same 
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reason, and he retired with 109H feet. 1 he 

final tie was cast off later in the tournament. 

The scores, in feet: 
Best cast. 

W. M. Plevins, amateur .. 129 
C. J. McCarthy, amateur. 124 
Perry D. Frazer, amateur.•. 116 
George La Branche, amateur. 116 
John L. Kirk, amateur. 109 
W. J. Ehrich, amateur. 108 

Tie: 
Frazer . 10914 La Branche . 10914 

E. J. Mills, professional cup. 140 

Judges: E. H. Myer and E. B. Rice; referee, 

Dr. C. A. Heller. 

EVENT 5, MAY IS- 

Rain fell all day on Friday. The steady cold 

Amateurs: 

Geo. La Branche.60ft... 
80ft... 

100ft... 
E. B. Rice.60ft... 

80ft... 
100ft... 

R. J. Held.60ft... 
80ft... 

100ft... 
A. B. Humphrey.60ft... 

80ft... 
100ft... 

A. J. Marsh.60ft... 
80ft... 

100ft... 

Total Per 
Demerits, cent. 

0 0 1 1 2— 4 
3 2 1 1 1— 8 
0 1 4 2 3- 9 22 98 8-15 
2 0 3 1 4—10 
i 1 2 5 4-13 
1 3 1 2 2— 9 
3 1 1 1 1— 7 
4 1 1 1 1— 8 
5 6 4 0 5—20 35 97 10-15 
1 9 0 4 0— 7 
t 1 4 1 1— 8 
4 5 4 8 0—21 36 97 9-15 
0 4 I 0 3— 8 
0 *> 4 4 5-17 
7 4 2 3 3—19 44 97 1-15 

Harry Friedman. 49 
C. J. McCarthy. 53 
Perry D. prazer. 55 
E. F. Todd. 94 
W. M. Plevins. 113 

drizzle and attendant discomforts cut down the 

averages in all events, and but few visitors were 

on hand until late in the afternoon, when the 

rain gradually ceased. In event 5 Harry Fried¬ 

man won the first prize cup and a fly-rod with 

Professionals: 
B. F. Flegel... ....60ft..: 0 0 1 5 3-11 

80ft... 1 n 1 1 2— 5 
100ft... 3 0 1 0 5- 9 25 9S 5-15 

E. J. Mills... ....60ft... O 1 0 0 3— 6 
80ft... 2 4 4 4 0-14 

100ft... 3 7 1 6 2—19 39 97 6-15 
L. S. Darling.withdrew. 

DR. HELD RECEIVING CONGRATULATIONS IN THE BAIT EVENT. 

From left to right- B. F. Flegel, Call J. McCarthy, Edward B. Rice, Dr. Held. 

a percentage of 97 13-15. This was quarter- 

ounce bait-casting for accuracy. The scores: 

Total Per 
Demerits, cent. 

Harry Friedman. .60ft.. . i 0 3 *> 4—12 
70ft.. . 0 3 1 3 5—17 
80ft.. . 3 2 0 1 2- 8 32 97 13-15 

E. B. Rice.60ft.. . 1 6 3 2 3-15 
70ft.. . 3 1 6 2 3—15 
80ft.. . 0 7 2 2 4—15 45 97 

A. J. Marsh.60ft.. . 4 0 0 i 6—11 
70ft.. . 8 3 1 6 11—29 
80ft.. . 5 0 5 4 3—17 57 96 3-15 

R. |. Held.60ft.. . 1 2 6 0 0— 9 
70ft.. . 1 4 1 5 4—15 
SOft.. . 30 1 3 20 0—54 78 94 14-15 

Geo. La Branche.60ft.. . 5 2 10 3 1—21 
70ft.. . 7 4 15 4 5—35 
SOft.. . 40 o 4 2 5-53 109 92 11-15 

E. F. Todd. 136 
Perry D. Frazer. 223 

W. J. Ehrich, C. J. McCarthy and E. J. Mills with¬ 
drew. 

EVENT 6, ACCURACY BAIT. 

This was like event 5, but the distances were 

greater, and half-ounce weights were used. As 

in the previous events, saturated rods and reels 

caused frequent backlashes. George LaBranche 

won with only 22 demerits and a percentage of 

988-15. For the professional prize B. F. Flegel, 

of Warren, Ohio, won with 25 demerits. The 

scores: 

EVENT 7, DRY-FLY CASTING. 

The conditions were fair late in the afternoon, 

when the dry-fly event was cast off. The dis¬ 

tances were 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 feet, one cast 

at each, the fly to remain floating until scored, 

and every time the fly touched the water on the 

forward cast to be scored against the caster, 

unless his cast was perfect. Extending the line 

between targets was done in the air only. Call 

J. McCarthy, of Boston, won with the fine score 

of 5 demerits. Second was tied for by Edward 

Rice and Perry Frazer. It was cast off at the 

close of the event and the former won. The 

scores, every perfect cast being counted o: 

C. T. McCarthy. . i 1 1 1 1— 5 
E. B. Rice. . i 1 2 0 5— 9 
Perry D. Frazer. . 0 0 0 3 6— 9 
Walter McGuckin. . i 1 1 1 10-14 
T. W. Brotherton. . 6 0 4 5 8—23 
R. J. Held. . n 3 0 2 20—25 
George La Branche. 9 1 3 4 20—30 
Tohn L. Kirk. . l 2 1 5 25—34 
W. M. Plevins. 

Tie: 
. l i 3 20 30—55 

E. B. Rice. . l 0 0 2 3—6 
Perry D. Frazer. . 3 2 1 1 10—17 

EIGHTH EVENT—LIGHT RODS. 

This was distance casting with five-ounce rods. 

C. J. McCarthy, of Boston, cast go’/ feet, but 

was finally beaten by King Smith, with 93^ 

feet. The best cast of each man in five minutes’ 

time: 

King Smith . 
C. J. McCarthy... 
Geo. La Branche. 
W. J. Ehrich. 
J. L. Kirk. 
T. VV. Brotherton 

Feet. 
93% Perry D. Frazer... 

Feet. 
...79 

90% R. 1. Held. ...74 
84% Walter McGuckin . ...72 
SO YV. M. Plevins. 

::: 79 A. J. Marsh. 
79 

MAY 16, EVENT 9. 

The weather conditions on Saturday were per¬ 

fect. The storm blew over during the night and 

the sun came out and the day was pleasant until 

mid afternoon, when the sky became overcast 

and the wind, which had been in the south, 

hauled into the east again. During the first two 

events, however, it was behind the contestants, 

but did not favor them in the least, as the trees 

caused it to eddy back and forth near the far 

end of the marking line. 

Dr. R. J. Held broke another record in this 

event, which was half-ounce bait-casting for dis¬ 

tance, the best single cast to count. His cast 

of 205 feet is the club record, and his average, 

196 1-5 feet, exceeds that of E. R. Letterman, 

made last year at the Fox River Valley tourna¬ 

ment. Mr. Letterman, however, still holds the 

national record for the best single cast, 223 feet. 

W. J. Ehrich’s casting was also very good, his 

average being 167 2-5 feet. There were two 

cups and five other prizes. The scores, in feet: 

Best cast. 
Amateurs: Feet. 

R. T. Held. ... 180 205 202 194 200 205 
W. 1. Ehrich. ... 164 157 172 168 176 176 
F. B. Rice. ... 147 130 165 175 175 
Ilarrv Friedmj.n .. *95 i 43 111 171 167 171 
M. II. Smith. . .. 119 162 166 163% 165 166 
Perry D. Frazer... ... 150 152 141 *30 150 152 
C. T. McCarthy_ 

Professionals: 
... 100 *50 *80 *50 100 

B. F. Flegel. 185 194 193 198% 198% 
L. S. Darling. *40 *72 138 138 

FLY-CASTING FOR DISTANCE. 

Event 10 was fly-casting with heavy rods. 

There were two cups and five merchandise 

prizes. The wind was not favorable. Call Mc¬ 

Carthy won with 106 feet, using a 13 ounce i\/2 
foot Tonkin rod. Perry Frazer, who was sec¬ 

ond, used a Tonkin rod \il/2 feet long and 

weighing 12 ounces, built by himself. He also 

dressed the line he used, and tied his own leader, 

making his outfit an amateur one throughout. 

The other rods used were 11 feet long and the 

weights about 10 ounces. The scores, in feet, the 

best cast in eight minutes to count: 

Amateurs. 
Best cast. Best cast. 

C. T. McCarthy_ ... 106 Wm. T. Ehrich.... .. 87 
Perry D. Frazer... ... 102 Tohn L. Kirk. .. S6 
King Smith. ... 90 N. H. Smith. .. 77 

Professionals. 
Hiram Hawes .... ... 105 L. S. Darling. .. 95 
E. T. Mills. 

SURF CASTING. 

The big event was held in the afternoon, and 

attracted the best salt water casters in and about 

the city. It called for lines that would lift 15 
pounds dead weight, and 2^2 ounce weights. 

Most of the rods used were fairly heavy, say 

25 to 35 ounces, and the lengths about seven 

feet. Six of the contestants used a 14-otmce 

rod made by Perry Frazer, but the line selected 

for it was too light to stand the test, and the 

one used broke repeatedly. Edward Rice, how¬ 

ever, cast 200 feet with the rod. The work of 

E. H. Merritt, W. J. Moran and Dr. Marshall 

was not only very good, but uniform through¬ 

out, and another year will see high scores made 

by a number of anglers who, so far, have not 
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had much practice at this game with practical 

surf-casting rods. The scores, in feet: 
Best cast. 

E. H. Merritt. 212 205 212 227 220 227 
\V. J. Moran. 1>04 205 212 225 225 225 
Hr. Marshall . 192 212 202 225 225 
I. Orp . 17S 160 205 *70 *30 205 
1). P. Curry. 175 190 187 195 200 200 
E. B. Rice. 168 182 176 200 1S5 200 
M. T. Kennedy. *40 190 200 200 140 200 
George La Branche.. ISO 120 *40 198 198 
K. L. Jeffrey. 165 170 195 *95 190 195 
J. W. Rothschild. •SO •so 194 1S3 185 194 
Lloyd Marshall . 194 164 170 186 190 194 
K. T. Held. 137 190 125 *60 170 190 
E. J. Mills. 145 165 160 147 152 165 
Perry D. Frazer. *30 150 *25 150 
C. J. McCarthy. *50 150 150 
Harry Friedman. *60 145 145 125 *40 145 

Tie for second place 
W. J. Moran. . 225 *60 220 225 
Ur. Marshall . . 201 195 205 205 

Tie for fifth place: 
\V. T. Kennedy. . 207 207 
D. P. Curry. 205 205 
E. B. Rice. . Withdrew. 

CAST-OFF FOR SALMON RECORD. 

The tie for third place in the salmon event 
was cast off and resulted in a victory for George 

LaBranche. The scores: 
George La Branche.... 117 Perry D. Frazer. Ill 

The former holds the club record, as he ex¬ 

ceeded the tie of 116 feet by one foot. 

HIGH AVERAGES. 

Edward B. Rice won a beautiful oil painting 

for the highest amateur average in all the events. 

He scored 20 points. Second place went to C. 

J. McCarthy with 18 points, and third to R. J. 

Held, with 16 points. 

The Indian Chilwa. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have had such a lot of fun with this game 

little fish that I feel constrained to sing, nr 

rather to write, his praises. The Chela argentua, 

as Thomas calls him, is, I suppose ubiquitous 

in India. Certainly I have found him wherever 

my lines have been cast, both literally and 

figuratively, from Simla to Madras, from Bom¬ 

bay to Calcutta. I know that such small fish are 

considered by many anglers in India as not 

worth the trouble of catching, except for use as 

bait for larger game, but I belong to those who 

would rather fish for tadpoles than not fish at 

all. Moreover, if the renowned author of “The 

Rod in India” once put his rod together to 

catch frogs, as he tells us, surely the smaller 

fry among us may angle for chilwas if we 

please? 

There are many kinds of them, all cousins, so 

to speak, but they are all game, merry little 

fellows with silvery-blue sides shimmering with 

a metallic apple-green gloss, and they are ex¬ 

cellent eating. They will take almost any bait 

you offer them. In streams I always fished for 

them with a light lady’s trout rod, fine silk 

line and a very fine gut cast. I used three flies 

and fished “wet.” I got these flies from Alla¬ 

habad, and they were tied on 2/0 Pennell sneck 

hooks. Occasionally I used worms, but the 

fish took the flies so readily that I seldom fished 

with anything else. 

When fishing in still water I used a very thin 

bamboo twig, stiff and about five feet long To 

this I tied a yard or so of the same line, finished 

off with a very fine gut trace carrying a single 

2/0 hook. I then baited with a tiny pellet of 

atta (flour) paste scented with cheese, aniseed 

or something fairly strong, and fished a foot 

and a half below the surface. I had an inch of 

straw, or feather-pith for a float, and the in¬ 

stant it was pulled beneath the surface I brought 

the fish out to the bank or into the boat if fish¬ 

ing from one. A flip on the head, another pellet 

—another fishlet—and so on. The great secret 

—if it is one—was to bait with the smallest pos¬ 

sible pellet of paste, not even covering the 

barb of the hook, and striking the instant the 

float disappeared. 

In the numerous streamlets to be found at the 

bottom of almost every valley between Simla 

and Sabatlni, I have caught many hundreds, if 

not thousands of these little fish. Here, how¬ 

ever, as the streams are fairly rapid, I generally 

used flies or sometimes worms. The bridle path 

between Sabathu and Simla, just after leaving 

Kulkahutti. drops down rather suddenly some 

hundreds of feet to a small suspension bridge 

over a stream. Fishing westward along this 

stream one afternoon in the hot weather, I 

caught over two hundred chilwas. I was fish¬ 

ing with a cast of three tiny flies, very light 

tackle, and a lady’s light trout rod, and I had 

great fun. 
Sometimes a fish would leap out of the water 

JUDGE BACHMAN AND W. J. EHRICH. 

The latter held the club bait-casting record for two days. 

at one of the flies and hook himself while in the 

air; many times two were on at the same in¬ 

stant, and occasionally three. Frequently a fish 

would drop off, and almost before the fact had 

been realized another would have taken his 

place. Or, just as the line was lifted for a fresh 

cast, a fish would be swung out with it and 

hurled far away upon the bank. It was quite 

comical to watch. The only limit to the pace 

at which the fish were caught seemed to be 

the rapidity with which the angler could kill 

them, free the hook and get the line into the 

water again. 

Whenever these little fish are on the feed, as 

I think they always are from sunrise to sun¬ 

set—with an interval of a few hours sometimes 

during the middle of the day—their hunger 

seems to take the form of a violent epidemic. 

As soon as the sun is gone, the fun is all over. 

I once spent some days camping and fishing 

among the nullahs all about Sabathu and Sirai. 

I saw a few different kinds of fish, but the only 

ones I caught with one exception were small 

carp, blackspot and chilwa. The exception was 

an eel. 
Once I induced a large lizard to take a fly. I 

saw him looking out of one of the slots in the 

masonry cut to receive bridge cables I cast to 

him and he took the tail fly. I did not strike, 

of course, and he then blew it out, much as a 

fish would if one gave him time. Again I cast, 

and again he “rose.” But after that he would 

not be drawn any more. 

On another occasion, when on a trip after 

ghooral —wild goat—in the hills on the borders 

of Sirmoor, I camped for a few days beside a 

stream teeming with small fish. Among others, 

I recognized the chilwa, freshwater shark, black- 

spot and goonch. We found the goonch were 

no good to eat. The chilwa is much used in the 

Punjab as bait for the mahseer. He certainly 

forms a most attractive bait, but I always find 

him so fragile that I prefer almost anything 

else. It is probably my own clumsiness in 

arranging him on the flights, as many men I 

know use him with great success, and swear by 

him. The chilwa has many enemies. Even be¬ 

fore he emerges from the egg the campaign 

begins. His life is one of terror before he is 

the length of one’s little fingernail. I have heard 

that the mosquito kills him, and I rather in¬ 

cline to that belief. But though I have often 

watched, I have never seen it happen. I am 

quite sure that the chilwa eats plenty of 

mosquito larvae. Among his deadliest enemies 

in the water may be found his own relations, 

and as soon as he is big enough the kingfishers 

have a go at him from above. Determined as 

his myriad foes are upon his destruction, yet 

he survives, and is cheerful withal. Apart, how¬ 

ever, from those of his enemies who only take 

him singly, he has others who take him if they 

can get him—by the pint, notably the fresh¬ 

water shark. 
I think the best way to cook chilwas is as 

follows. Cut off the heads and tails, and re¬ 

move the backbone. Skewer them by dozens 

at a time on thin peeled bamboo twigs and fry 

them in butter to which has been added a 

sprinkling of curry powder. Served with slices 

of lemon, tabasco sauce and brown bread and 

butter, in my opinion, they form quite one of 

the best breakfast dishes to be met with in India. 
Starlight. 

The London Tournament. 

R. B. Marston, chairman of the tournament 

committee, informs us that at the London cast¬ 

ing tournament in July, “the minimum limit in 

length for bait-casting rods will be six feet. Our 

rule 22 will be altered. It says ‘unrestricted,’ 

but it will be restricted to a minimum length of 

six feet.” 
This bars out nearly all American bait-casting 

rods used with half and quarter-ounce weights. 

Few rods of six feet and over are used. 

Wilfred M. Plevins, who took part in the New 

York tournament last week, went home to Eng¬ 

land with a couple of American Tonkin rods, 

both of which were under six feet in length. 

They are typical of the rods used here, as are 

also the reels and lines he purchased here. It 

was his intention to practice with American half 

and quarter-ounce weights and compete in the 

London tournament. He expressed himself as 

disappointed with the rules for the London tour 

nament. He has twice taken part in tourna¬ 

ments in New York, will in all probability come 

over for the National tournament at Chicago 

in August, and is well pleased with the fair 

treatment he has received at the hands of Ameri¬ 

can anglers. 
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Southern California Fishing. 

Los Angeles, Cal., May 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Work on the Tuna Club house is pro¬ 

gressing steadily at Avalon, and everything in¬ 

dicates that the structure will be in readiness 

for occupancy some time before the date set for 

its formal opening, July 6. Col. Dan Burns, 

who advanced the necessary money to finance 

the project, expects to be at the island about 

that time and will put in the rest of the summer 

there, the sea fishing being his favorite recrea¬ 

tion. Quite a jollification is being planned, and 

it is proposed to give the new quarters of the 

Tuna Club such a house-warming as will long 

continue a pleasant memory in the minds of all 

who attend it. 

The accompanying cut gives a good idea of 

what the building will look like when the car¬ 

penters are through with it. The piling is in 

place by this time, and the entire job of work 

is being done in a substantial, enduring manner 

under the supervision of directors Manning and 

Gilmore Sharp, who reside at the island, as 

well as Commodore Potter and Secretary 

Streeter, who make frequent trips. 

Battleship week rather eclipsed Catalina for 

the time being, and no catches of much note 

were reported during the visit of the squadron 

in consequence of the averted interest. The 

few anglers who have ventured out have been 

rather disappointed as regards the white sea 

bass, which are quite due by now, but rather un 

seasonable weather and a considerable amount 

of wind from the northwest undoubtedly is 

holding them off a little. 

Commodore Potter raised the ante on the 

6-ounce 6-strand competition last Saturday by 

landing a 16-pound yellowtail in Avalon Bay in 

twelve minutes during, a two-hour skirmish 

around the harbor while waiting for the after¬ 

noon boat. He also had a passage-at-arms with 

either a large white sea bass, or the old “side¬ 

wheeler” that bosses the yellowtail tribe in the 

bay. He had a good run after a heavy strike 

which occurred when passing over a spot where 

a large white bass had been seen basking on the 

bottom in the clear water, and the inference was 

natural. Avalon Bay is as full of old, 

abandoned moorings as a terrier’s back is of 

fleas, and the fish promptly tied a half-hitch 

around one of these, forcing Mr. Potter to 

break his line in order to get loose. The yel¬ 

lowtail that was landed put up a pretty fight 

characteristic of its kind, and was taken, if any¬ 

thing, with less physical exertion on the part of 

the angler than would be called for by 9-ounce 

gear. Likewise the time was quite as fast, and 

the incident goes a long way to confirm in the 

minds of the 6-ounce rodsters all the good 

things they have been expressing about the 

capabilities of the outfit demanded by the Three 

Six rules. 

The Catalina Light Tackle Club held its 

annual meeting a few nights ago and elected 

officers for the year. President Eddy last year 

stated that he could not take the presidency 

again, and as it was necessary to have some one 

in office that is on the ground a large part of 

the time, Treasurer Edwin H. Brewster finally 

was prevailed upon to accept the office. Gifford 

Pinchot was chosen First Vice-President; James 

A. Keeney and A. C. Brode, of Los Angeles, 

Second and Third Vice-Presidents respectively, 

and Gilmore Sharp, of Avalon, Secretary. Both 

Brewster and Sharp live at Catalina, and are 

ideal men for the offices they hold, having done 

a world of “thank you” service for the anglers’ 

cause. 

For weighing committee, the club chose 

Thomas S. Manning, Thos. McD. Potter, L. P. 

Streeter, E. H. Brewster and Gilmore Sharp. 

The governing board consists of the officers, 

and Arthur Jerome Eddy, Thos. McD. Potter 

and Prof. Charles Frederick Holder. 

The Southern California Rod and Reel Club 

held its April meeting last night, the latest 

possible date before the opening of the angling 

tournament, May 1, for which certain details 

had been left to a committee consisting of 

President Hedderly and Secretary Shaver, who 

reported conditions practically identical with 

those under which the prize tournament of last 

season achieved such unexpected popularity and 

success. 

Twelve classes of fish are made in the tourna¬ 

ment. Tuna, yellowtail, white sea bass, black 

sea bass, albacore, striped bass, spotfin croaker, 

corbina, rock bass, yellowfin, mullet and halibut 

are included. The competition is limited to a 

HOME OF THE TUNA CLUB. 

Now building at Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, Cal 

standard 9-thread line or smaller of linen, and 

to test not stronger than twenty pounds’ break¬ 

ing strain in fifteen-foot lengths. The only re¬ 

striction on the rod is a minimum length of six 

feet, the light line being considered a limitation 

on the power of the rod in itself. Those who 

doubt it will very soon learn by the first yel¬ 

lowtail they hook that the flexible, resilient rod 

serves as a bit of relief gear for the line, and 

greatly increases the strain it will endure by 

softening sudden stresses and making the ten¬ 

sion less abrupt. 

Beside the light tackle prizes, one special 

free-for-all trophy is hung up for the largest 

fish of any of the varieties named taken on any 

kind of rod and reel tackle. Somebody un¬ 

doubtedly will win this with a big black sea 

bass. Heavy tackle is generally used for them 

as the fishing is a strong-arm proposition, and 

will rack a respectably light rod to such a de¬ 

gree that it would be a shame to insult one by 

putting it to such work. 

The prizes will be mostly fishing tackle of 

high class, that being found the most popular 

inducement available last year. 

The button competition of the Rod and Reel 

Club has different rules from the prize contest. 

Any rod that is eligible for the former would 

qualify for the prizes, but not vice versa. The 

button rules call for a io^-ounce rod or lighter, 

six feet long or over, and a. 9-thread line, or 

smaller. The competitions are limited to th 

same kinds of fish and two classes of button 

are offered, one, the gold star special, bein; 

given only to fish of such weights that thei 

capture becomes very problematic indeed. Th 

weights in the other classes were placed higl 

enough, so that there will not be many button 

awarded. There has been some criticism of thi 

policy, but it was thought better to keep th 

buttons exclusive, so that they would have 

high value, rather than make them so easy t< 

get that any novice could depend upon winnin; 

one in a week’s fishing. 

Alongshore, the surf fishing is opening u 

well, and anglers generally are predicting 

better season than last, but as much the sam 

song was sung at this time in 1907, one cannc 

allow the perennial enthusiasm that grows i 

the fisherman’s breast to influence his judg 

ment at this early stage of the game. There ar 

many signs that are not altogether propitious 

The market seiners, mostly Portuguese an 

other “Dagoes,” have made sad havoc with th 

alongshore fishing by destroying the young c 

corbina, yellowfins, croakers and other breaker 

loving varieties wholesale. Tons have bee 

dragged out on to the beach to rot, and when 

is remembered that these fish already have 

host of natural enemies preying upon ther 

against whose attacks they are not more tha 

able to hold their own, it may be seen what 

serious thing this disturbance of nature’s bal 

ance by the addition of a new and potent facto 

like the seiners will surely become. It seem 

hard to awake the powers that be to the im 

portance of conserving these fish, and until the 

are gone, probably not much satisfaction wi 

be had. ft was so on the Atlantic, and has bee 

the rule everywhere else that in matters of gam 

and fish protective legislation the policy is t 

let the thieves get the horse, and then lock th 

door. Edw. L. Hedderly. 

Illinois Bait-Casting Club. 

Chicago, Ill., May 11.—Editor Forest an 

Stream: The scores made in our club contes 

May 9, u'ere as follows: 
%-ounce, 14-ounce 
Accuracy, Distanc 
Per Cent. Feet. 

W. J. Jamison. 98.5 1 00 3-5 
P. j. Linderman. 98.0 
A. D. Whitby. 98.0 1ST 2-5 
E. H. Matthews. 97.9 14S 3-5 
F. W. Hemminghaus. 97.8 
A. Wagner . 97.8 
J. H. Ranney. 97.6 173 3-5 
I. E. Amman . 97.5 81 2-5 
F. E. Moffett. 97.4 
II. C. Chapman. 97.3 
E. A. Humphrey. 97.2 127 1-5 
II. E. Rice.'. 97.1 151 4-5 
L. E. De Garmo. 97.1 D—m. 
W. W. McFarlin. 96.7 105 2-5 
IT. R. Winfield. 96.6 
O. C. Wehle. 96.6 
J. P. Mohan. 96.6 
C. W. Keiser. 96.5 
J. M. Schroeder. 96.5 
l)r. Rawlins. 90.4 
W. II. Clegg. 96.4 91 4-5 
W. O. Van Treese. 96.4 124 3-5 
C. P. Clifford. 96.2 
I!. Greenwood . 96.1 ... a 
C. E. Battershall. 96.0 ... { 

Visitor. 
Mr. Newkirk . 96.7 ... , 

Next contest, May 23; events, quarter-ounc 

accuracy, half-ounce accuracy and accuracy fl; 

H. E. Rice, Sec’y. 

Ten cents each will be paid by us for copit 

of Forest and Stream of July 6 and Nov. K 

1907, if sent to this office. 
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Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., May 8.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The trout season opened May 1, 

and at break of day the anglers were out on 

their favorite streams. Conditions were found 

to he excellent in all the streams in the counties 

near the bay, and splendid sport was had. Those 

who journeyed to the streams in Marin and 

Sonoma counties had no trouble in getting the 

limit. 

At Paper Mill Creek, near Camp Taylor, a 

large number of fishermen went out at daybreak, 

and most of them were back at noon with their 

creels filled. H. J. Ladd landed several large 

steelhead with a spoon, the six largest weighing 

thirty-eight pounds, and also landed a number 

of trout. Emil Dengel landed a salmon trout 

which weighed nine pounds and filled his basket 

with smaller fish, ranging from five to nine 

inches in length. His son, Leonard Dengel, 

fourteen years old, had the limit before 8 o’clock 

in the morning. 

Fly-casters are kings this year. A few are 

fishing with bait, but after a few days’ fishing 

the worm will be discarded for the fly. The 

lowness of the water accounts for this. Prece 

dent has shown that with the water as it now 

is the fish will take a fly repeatedly when a worm 

dangles alongside. The sale of flies so far has 

shown the Sach’s fancy and the blue upright to 

be first choice; also March brown fly with a red 

tail. 

The rule that the fishing never gets good until 

a month after opening day does not hold good. 

Ordinarily good sport could have been had on 

April 1, the old opening date, which was changed 

for the reason that the streams were never in 

condition to be fished at that time of the year. 

Reports from the gathering places of the fish¬ 

ermen say that good sized trout are to be had 

in all pools, even at Truckee, where, at this time 

of the year, the fishing is generally not at its 

best. Members of the Fly-Casters’ Club, headed 

by H. B. Sperry, E. A. Mocker and Austin 

Sperry, have outfitted for a trip to the upland 

water and are prepared to stay a couple of 

weeks. 

Word from McCloud River states the waters 

of that stream are but three inches above the 

minimum mark, and that the season for trout 

has been running for three weeks. Hot weather 

in the vicinity of Shasta during the last few days 

may have melted enough snow to materially 

change this, but many fishermen are going to 

take the chance. 

Latest reports from the Klamath were most 

satisfactory, as an immense run of large rain¬ 

bow trout into Shovel Creek and other streams 

that empty into the main river was noticed a 

few weeks ago. The salmon flies, it is expected, 

will put in a very early appearance this year, 

and then fishing will be par excellence. 

Webber Lake should be right for fly-fishing 

in June, and as there are several varieties of 

trout in this body of water, the sport should be 

all the more interesting. 

Two million steelhead trout eggs were brought 

to Grant's Pass, Ore., recently from the Olden- 

berg hatchery on the Illinois River, and were 

expressed to Buenos Ayres, South America, in 

care of the Agricultural Department. The eggs 

were closely encased in ice boxes for the long 

journey. 

A letter from A. P. Coster, who is at the Big 

Meadows, states that fish are in the river in large 

numbers. Good fishing should be in order about 

this time, as there is but little snow on the moun¬ 

tains. 

Excitement was at a high pitch at Avalon re¬ 

cently when the cry was raised that flying-fish 

and tuna were running in the outer harbor. The 

landing of a sixteen-pound bluefin tuna by V. 

Evans of Forth Worth, Texas, was the cause of 

the excitement. He was fishing for albacore 

when the prodigal tuna took the bait. He landed 

the fish after a fight of an hour and forty 

minutes. The members of the Tuna Club be¬ 

lieve that the tuna caught by Evans is a speci¬ 

men of the Thunnus thynnus, or leaping tuna, 

which have been very scarce in Catalina waters 

for the last four years. 

The contest of the San Francisco Fly-Casting 

Club at Stow Lake, April 25 and 26, attracted an 

unusually large attendance. The most sensa¬ 

tional performance was the distance cast by J. 

B. Kenniff. In this he cast a fly 134 feet, which 

is claimed as the record for distance casting. 

The officials announced the former record as 

133 feet, made by Walter D. Mansfield, on Aug. 

9, 1902. Few men, angling for trout, send out 

more than fifty feet of line, the bulk of the fish 

being taken on casts of from thirty-five to fifty 

feet. The official scores are: 

Dist., Accy, 

C. Huyck . 
Feet. 

SO 
Perc’t. 

98.6 
T. B. Kenniff... 134 98.11 
H. B. Sperry... 85 99.2 
T. C. Kierulff.. too 99.0 
C. G, Young- 98.12 
T. B. Kenniff... , 11>J 9S.11 
F. M. Haight.. 98.2 
H. C. Golcher.. . 121 97.14 
\V. E. Brooks.. 9S.13 
H. II. Kirk. 96. G 
Austin Sperry.. 00 9G.G 
C. H. Kewell... 98.14 
C. R. Kenniff.. . 102 98.12 
E. A. Mocker.. , 101 9G .13 
F. H. Reed.... . 92 97.G 
G. H. Foulks.. 90 97.1 
Tas. Watt . 9G.2 
F. V. Bell. 9G.4 

Re-entry: 
C. R. Kenniff. . Ill 99.G 
II. C. Golcher. . 110 96.14 
C. Huyck . . 75 97.14 
Tas. Watt . 92.5 

April 25. 
C. G. Young.., . 90 98.11 
T. B. Kenniff.. . 95 98.11 
Austin Sperry.. . 95 97.4 
F. A. Webster . 79 97.13 
G. C. Edwards 99.1 
F. H. Reed... . 92 98.5 
T. C. Kierulff. . 104 9S.4 
E. A. Mocker. . 109 98.0 

Re-entry: 
Austin Sperrv. . 94 96.13 
G. C. Edwards 9S.11 
F. A. Webster . si 
F. II. Reel... 

Delicacy. 
-A—--Lure- 

Accy, Delc’y, Net, ’Casting, 
Penc’t. Perc’t. Per c’t. Per c’t. 

98.0 96.0 97.0 81.5 
98.1 100.0 99.2 97.9 
99.0 100.0 99.3 96.7 
99.1 100.0 99.32 97.6 
98.14 99.5 99.S 97.9 
99.0 98.5 99.1 98.7 
96.1 98.5 97.3 .... 
98.13 98.1 98.46 
9S.7 98.1 98.34 9EL6 
97.7 97.0 97.14 
98.2 99.0 98.34 9L0 
98.9 96.0 94.18 90.2 
98.2 98.0 98.4 
98.2 98.1 98.24 9L 7 
99.7 99.5 99.24 73.9 
97.13 97.5 97.36 57.5 
97.0 96.5 96.4 95.8 
95.4 91.0 93. S 

98.7 95.0 96.44 
97.13 99.0 98.46 
97.13 94.5 96.6 
97.2 96.1 96.54 9ti! 2 

98.9 98.0 9S.1S 97.7 
98.1 100.0 99.2 97.9 
97.2 94.0 95.34 97.9 
97.14 96.0 96.58 96.1 
98.13 98.1 98.46 
98.3 99.5 98.46 SG.S 
98.11 98.1 98.42 97.7 
97.1 98.5 9S.0 97.6 

94.14 97.5 96.38 92.7 
98.13 97.5 9S.G 

9L7 
A. ] P. B. 

NeW England Angling Notes. 

Boston, May 13.-—Editor Forest and Stream: 

One after another in quick succession the north¬ 

ern lakes are freeing themselves of ice. Grand 

Lake, Sebago, Sebec, the Belgrade Lakes, all in 

Maine, are fully open. A letter, which I re¬ 

ceived from Andover to-day, states that with 

the exception of about a mile in the south arm 

the lakes arc free of ice, and no doubt Moose- 

head will follow in a few days. It is the cus¬ 

tom in Boston to consider the fishing season 

formally opened with the breaking of the ice 

in the Rangeleys, and many parties arc forming 

to leave for there soon. Last year all the early 

starters received such a freezing that many are 

curbing their enthusiasm and are holding back 

for settled weather. 

At Winnipcsaukee and the Squam lakes in 

New Hampshire the ice has been out for some 

time, and several good catches of lake trout 

have already been made. Postmaster Mansfield, 

of Boston, and Post Office Inspector McMillan, 

of Washington, D. C., with a party of friends, 

left for Winnipesaukee on Wednesday and will 

be away about ten days. The Ben Pearson party, 

of Byfield and Newburyport, Mass., will leave 

for the Rangeleys early next week. Dr. Hebcr 

Bishop and a party of friends are now at Clear 

water Pond. Many large salmon have been 

taken from this water during the last three sea¬ 

sons and an increasing number of anglers are 

going there each year. The H. E. Gleason party 

will start for Lake Maranacook next week. 

Another body of water that is finding favor 

now is Willoughby Lake, Vt. This is in rather 

a new direction for Boston men, but they get 

results, and that of course is satisfying. The 

lake fishing in Vermont opens May 15. Dr. J. 

C. French, of Burlington, Vt., has been spend¬ 

ing a week in Boston making preparations for 

his annual sojourn at Square Lake in Maine. 

He leaves on the 16th and will spend the sum¬ 

mer at Cummings’ Camps. Last fall the doctor 

visited northwestern Canada on a shooting trip 

which was rich in results. From there he came 

south to Oklahoma where he had some grand 

quail shooting. The winter was passed at Port 

Orange, Fla. 

No man in northern Maine is better acquainted 

with the fish and Square Lake waters than H. 

E. Jones, of Caribou. He passed through Bos¬ 

ton last week bound home from Florida where 

he has been fishing for three months. 

Since April 15 trout fishing in Massachusetts 

streams has been at its best. With the excep¬ 

tion of rather low water, conditions have not 

been so favorable for the angler in many seasons. 

Many good strings of trout have been taken 

within a few miles of Boston, and from the 

central and western parts of the State good re¬ 

ports have reached me. C. A. Lane and William 

Smith, of Winchester, and W. R. Locke, of 

Arlington, have all done well in nearby streams. 

In the town of Leverett, in Swift River, and 

streams entering into it, J. F. Page, of Amherst, 

Mass., scored twenty-four in one day’s fishing 

and twenty-one on another occasion, one fish 

weighing twenty-two ounces. 

In Connecticut the streams around South 

Windham have been visited by several Boston 

men with good results. Indian Hollow, Beaver, 

Great and Roaring Brooks in that region are 

all productive streams and generally afford very 

excellent fishing. One Boston angler left the 

South station at 1 P. M. on one of the pleasant 

afternoons of last week and reached the city 

again at 5 -30 P. M. with five nice trout in his 

basket. All this was accomplished within seven 

miles of the City Hall. 

The best record for salmon that has reached 

Boston as yet comc-s from Sebago, where a party 

of New York, Boston and Providence men have 

been fishing since almost the opening day. John 

C. England, of Boston, landed three salmon that 

weighed respectively, 12, gy2 and 6l/2 pounds. R. 

IT. Rice, of Lynn, Mass., captured one fish of 

13 pounds. Sebago, always uncertain, has so far 

this season surprised all who have gone there 

One gentleman from Philadelphia has taken 

more than fifty salmon since the ice went out 
Hackle. 
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Yachting . Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

New Rochelle Y. C. 
Harlem Y. C., annual. 
Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 
Atlantic Y. C. 

JUNE. 

Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
Knickerbocker Y. C. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Motor boat race to Bermuda. 
South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
Marine and Field Club. 
N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Larchmont Y. C. 
Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
Brooklyn Y. C. 

New Rochelle, annual. 
Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 

JULY. 

—. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. Y. Bay, around L. I. 
3. American Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 
18-26. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 
26. New York Canoe Club. 

AUGUST. 

1. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
1. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
8. Huguenot Y. C. auxiliary sail and power to Strat¬ 

ford Shoal. 
10. Crescent Y. C. of Watertown, Hamilton to Chamont. 

165-mile race, boats up to 46 rating. 
16. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
15. Atlantic Y. C. 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S., for 

motor boats. 
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Stamford Y. C., annual. 
Marine and Field Club. 
Binnacle Club. Boston to Shelburne, N. S., motor 

boats. 
Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
American Y. C., summer. 
Northport Y. C., annual. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 
Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 

SEPTEMBER. 

Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
Seawanhaka Y. C. 
Hartford Y. C. 
New York Athletic Club. 
Brooklyn Y. C. 
Larchmont Y. C. 
Norwalk Y. C. 
Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
Crescent Athletic Club. 
Larchmont Y. C. 
Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
Atlantic Y. C. 
Handicap Class, annual. 
Bensonhurst Y. C. 

A Siamese Revenue Cruiser. 

The revenue cruiser Suriya Monthon, recently 
completed by John I. Thornycroft & Co., Ltd., 
Southampton, is of a type that is likely to be¬ 
come very useful where smuggling is still rife 
and armed resistance is the rule in any en¬ 
counters between Government officers and those 
engaged in defrauding the revenues. She is the 
second of her type built by Messrs. Thorny¬ 
croft, the first being Amapa for the Brazilian 
Government. 

The particular duties of Suriya Monthon will 
be the suppression of the existing practice of 
opium and firearms smuggling which is carried 
on to a very great extent in Siam. In addition 
to this, however, she will prove a very handy 
and fast dispatch boat, and her seaworthiness 
is vouched for by the fact that the sister vessel 
Amapa crossed the Atlantic to Buenos Aires 

under its own power and without any discom¬ 
fort to the crew. 

The vessel is 137ft. long by 18ft. beam with 
a draft of 6ft. and carries on her forecastle a 
6-pounder Hotchkiss quick-firing gun. The hull 
is of Siemens Martin bullet-proof steel, and has 
fourteen watertight bulkheads, one only of which 
is fitted with a watertight door, the others being 
intact. The forward and aft decks are also 
watertight. These precautions against founder¬ 
ing are rendered very necessary by the numer¬ 
ous uncharted coral reefs abounding in the seas 
in which she will cruise. 

The machinery comprises two sets of 3-cylin- 
der compound surface condensing engines, gin., 
13m. and 20kSin. diameter respectively, by nin. 
stroke, and a Thornycroft water tube boiler of 
210 pounds working pressure, working under 
forced draft. Two condensers having separate 
circulating pumps, a Caird & Rayner evaporator, 
capable of supplying two and one-half tons of 
fresh water per twenty-four hours, a drinking 
water distiller, and three steam pumps for feed, 
bilge and fire purposes respectively, are provided. 

The quarters are roomy and exceptionally well 
ventilated throughout by electric fans, those for 
the officers being under raised quarter deck aft 
and consisting of dining saloon, cabins for cap¬ 
tain and six officers, with bath, pantry, lavatory, 
etc. The warrant officers’ quarters and the crew 
space are under the forecastle. 

Cold storage accommodation is provided. The 
vessel is electrically lighted throughout all com- > 
partments and a searchlight projector of 10.000 
candle power is placed on the bridge. Steer¬ 
ing is controlled from the bridge by a steam 
engine, transmission being by shafting and bevel 
gear. A hand steering wheel is also supplied. 
Another auxiliary is the steam windlass fitted 
forward. 

In addition to the ordinary ship's lifeboat and 
dinghy, a motor tender will be carried. This is 
a standard type Thornycroft launch 30ft. long, 1 
built of teak throughout, and provided with the 
necessary cork belting, air tanks, etc., to pass the 
Board of Trade requirements for a lifeboat. The 
motor is the popular Thornycroft 4-cylinder 
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4j4in. by sin. type, developing from 23 to 26 
horsepower, using paraffin as fuel. The speed 
of the launch is twelve miles per hour. 

The contract speed for the cruiser of 14L2 
knots was easily exceeded by more than one- 
quarter knot on the official trials in the presence 
of Sir Wm. H. White, K. C. B., who superin¬ 
tended the construction on behalf of the Siamese 
Government. 

A very pleasant trip around the Isle of Wight 
was made on Suriya Monthon just prior to the 
vessel leaving for Siam where she proceeds 
under her own power via the Suez Canal. The 
guests entertained included the Charge d’Affaircs 
for the Siamese Government, and His Excel¬ 
lency Lord Li Ching-fong, the Chinese Ambas¬ 
sador. Sir William White, being abroad, was 
represented by Mr. W. J. Harding. A lunch 
was served on board during which Mr. LI. 
Callaway, on behalf of the builders, expressed 
the gratification experienced by them in build¬ 
ing a vessel for the Siamese Government. 

The Siamese Charge d’Affaires in reply stated 
that his Government ordered the vessel from 
Messrs. Thornycroft, as they wanted the best 
ship they could get for the purpose, and he per¬ 
sonally was delighted with the workmanship, 
materials and finish as well as the success of the 
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trials, and the liberal manner in which the build¬ 
ers had interpreted the specification, thereby ren¬ 
dering the vessel fully equipped in every respect 
for the intended servic. 

His Excellency Lord Li Ching-fong indorsed 
the remarks of the Siamese Charge d’Affaires 
and anticipated that the reputation of Suriya 
Monthon would not be lost sight of by his Gov¬ 
ernment in considering the question of the ships 
to be procured when adding to their own navy. 
'I hey already had numerous smaller Thorny¬ 
croft boats for Customs service and he felt that 
this type of boat was what they should adopt. 

Niels Olsen, Yacht Expert, Dies at 73. 

Niels Olsen, an old sailor, well liked by all 
the millionaires in the New York Y. C., died at 
his home. No. 501 East Eighty-eighth street, on 
the morning of May 15. He was stricken with 
pneumonia a couple of weeks previously. 

No man was better known in yachting circles 
than he. For thirty-five years he* was superin¬ 
tendent of the New York Y. C., with which or¬ 
ganization he shipped in 1871. He only gave up 
his duties as superintendent when his years of 
service began to tell on him. Since then he has 
helped in running the regattas. He was seventy- 
three years old. 

His yachting service dated back to a period 
when the America’s cup was only two years old. 
Born in Christiansand, Norway, he left home to 
go to sea when he was eighteen, and after mak¬ 
ing short voyages in foreign waters he sailed to 
this country as a cabin boy. He went to South 

Brooklyn and met the sailing master of Alex 
ander Major’s schooner yacht Norma. He ship¬ 
ped aboard her and later on the schooner yacht 
Widgeon, owned by F. Osgood. 

Olsen’s next step took him back in the mer¬ 
chant service, and he went on the steamship New 
York to Central America. After thirteen months 
of that he took to yachting again and found a 
berth as steward of the schooner Fleetwing, sail¬ 
ing in the trans-Atlantic race with the schooners 
Vesta and Henrietta for a $90,000 prize. He left 
Fleetwing in 1867. 

The next year he shipped on a vessel to China, 
and after returning from there he was made 
mate of the schooner Magic, the first boat to 
defend the America’s cup on this side of the 
Atlantic. In the following series of races he 
was mate of the schooner Columbia that beat 
the British Livonia. 

After that the New York Y. C. took him into 
its employ. Recently he finished compiling the 
records of the club. 

After Olsen’s death his dog could not be per¬ 
suaded to leave the room in which the coffin lay. 

Burial took place in Woodlawn cemetery. 

Rope Cables have their Use. 

BY C. G. DAVIS. 

The proper manner of anchoring a yacht is 
a most important item to the yachtsman, espec¬ 
ially the novice whose experience on such sub 
jects is limited and who when he does get it 
gets experience in great chunks. 

Away back in 1892 some yachtsmen in the old 
sloop Naushon dropped anchor one evening in 
Gardner’s Bay at the outer end of Long Island 
and turned in with every sign, to them, of a 
peaceful night in prospect. Some time ill the 
small hours of the morning one of them awoke 
to a realization that the yacht was jumping 
much harder than when he turned in. This 
fact was confirmed when he stuck his head out 
of the companionway and got a gust of wind 
that made him shiver with cold. The cold gleam 
of old Montauk Light had swung around to 
starboard which, when he turned in, had been 
to port, and in place of being swung close under 
the lee of a beach with a southerly breeze blow¬ 
ing, the sloop was jumping and plunging in 
whitecaps swept down on them by a stiff north 
easter, and right astern, forming a lee shore, was 
the beach. Things certainly had changed in a 
few hours and he roused out all hands to reef 
her down and get out of such a dangerous 
locality before the sea sent the sloop ashore. 

It breezed up fast with the approach of dawn 
and in mad haste two reefs were tied down in 
the mainsail and the jib bobbed. Getting the 
anchor aboard was a wild wet job, and hardly 
had it been accomplished and the sloop filled 
away, when she dove into a sea. The jib was 
too old to stand the breeze, augmented by a 
barrel or two of water scooped up in it, and 
it blew all to pieces along the foot. Then they 
were in a muss, the sloop got in irons, and again 
the hook was let go. All that morning they 
worked sewing up the jib, riding to one anchor, 
but finally they had to put out another anchor. 
They payed out all their chain and spent a wild 
day and night plunging bows under. Daylight 
showed a sorry sight about the decks. The wind¬ 
lass had nearly given out under the strain; one 
barrel had bent its shaft almost at right angles 
and something had to be done or go piling up 
on the beach. Fortunately for them there was 
a new coil of manilla cable below. This was 
made fast to both chains, and with several 
fathoms of slack the bights made fast to the 
heel of the mast. 

As the sloop fetched up on the crest of a sea 
the chain cables came taut with a whang that 
shook the whole craft, and by their weight 
dragged her bows down so she took solid water 
over the rail forward. When all was ready the 
cables were payed out so the manilla rope took 
the strain. The difference was at once percepti¬ 
ble. She did not fetch up half as hard, due to 
the spring in the elastic rope as compared to 
the chain cable, and the weight of the chain over 
the bows was materially reduced, so she rode 
drier. 

All that day and night she rode easier, and 
then the gale died out and those yachtsmen had 
learned the value of a springy cable in place of 
a rigid iron chain. Chain is handy, as it will 
stow itself below as it comes off the windlass, 
when it is used for temporary anchoring, but to 
ride to when things get wild and wooly, let go 
the anchor with a stout manilla hawser. 

The Chatham fishermen have considerable of 
this work to do and they will ride to a long 
light line apparently no bigger than the main 
sheet on their catboats, and ride easy—there is so 
much give and elasticity to the rope cable. 

Have chain cables if you will, as of course 
all big vessels must have, but on small boats 
have somewhere down below a coil of good 
stout manilla, and it may save your craft for 
you and maybe more. 

Race Week, Atlantic Y. C. 

Wednesday, Sept. 2, 8 A. M.—Race for cruis¬ 
ing power boats, eligible for the Marblehead- 
New Rochelle race; course from Gravesend Bay 
to and around Fire Island Lightship and return ; 
American Power Boat Association rules. First 
prize, $200; second, $100. 12 M.—First race of 
series for Thompson trophy for Class Q. 

Thursday, Sept. 3, 8 A. M.—Race for cruising 
power boats, over 40ft. and not over 50ft. 1. w. 1.; 
American Power Boat Association rules. Course 

FEARLESS—B. R. STODDARD OWNER. 

from Gravesend Bay to and around Fire Island 
Lightship and return. First prize, $200; second, 
$100. 12 Noon—Second race of series for 
Thompson trophy for Class Q. 

Friday, Sept. 4, 8 A. M.—Free for all race for 
cruising power boats of over 50ft. 1. w. 1. Course 
from Gravesend Bay to and around Fire Island 
Lightship and return. First prize, $250; second, 
$100. 12 Noon—Third race of series for Thomp 
son trophy for Class Q. 

Saturday, Sept. 5, it A. M.—Free for all race 
for racing power boats over lower bay courses. 
Prizes value $350. 

All the above prizes arc presented by Captain 
Frederick Thompson. 

Monday, Sept. 7, Labor Day.—Annual regatta. 
Races for all classes. 

Marblehead—Bermuda Race of 1908. 

Another entry has been received for the Ber 
muda race; namely, that of the schooner Venona, 
recently purchased by F. J. Bliss, of Boston! 
Venona is 65ft. over all, 45ft. waterline and will 
sail in Class C. She is well known, owing to 
her fine racing record in Long Island Sound, 
and also through the fact that she won the In 
dian Harbor Y. C. ocean race last summpr from 
Greenwich to Jamestown. 

The committee is sorry to say that the entry 
of the cutter Alga, in Class C. as announced 
about a week ago, has been withdrawn, owing 
to circumstances beyond the control of her 
owner. 

A final circular, showing the conditions of the 
race, time of start, starting signals, etc., has 
just been issued by the committee. 
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Kittrois in Hell Gale. 

The new motor launch Kittrois, owned by 
Mr. Frank Gheen, struck on a rock in Hell Gate 
last Sunday and some one inserted all kinds of 
stories in the papers. The facts are these: Mr. 
Gheen left the Audubon Y. C. at. 155th street, 
Hudson River, in the morning with Mr. Geo. 
P P. Bonnell’s sailboat Old Glory in tow for 
Long Island Sound. After a tedious trip through 
the Harlem River, waiting for the drawbridge 
to open and let the sailboat through, they were 
cutting close to shore of Ward’s Island, and when 
off a group of rocks, known as the Hog s Back, 
Old Glorv’s sails were set, and as she tightened 
the tow line, the launch was swung around, and 
bumped head on into the rocks. 

The tow line was cut and efforts made to back 
off, but the rapidly, falling tide left Kittrois hard 
aground until the tide rose late in the afternoon, 
when she floated off and was taken into the 
Harlem River and tied up. 

Instead of a terrible shipwreck it was merely 
a case of lying aground a few hours with no 
danger, and no one was hurt. 

Belle Harbor’s Ocean Races 

There will be ocean races enough for all this 
summer, I he conditions for the three inter- 
club ocean races of the Belle Harbor, Canarsic 
and Bergen Beach yacht clubs, to be held this 
summer, have been decided upon. The first con¬ 
test will be held on June 27, the second Aug. 
29 and the third Sept. 12. In each race the con¬ 
testants will start from the Rockaway Inlet Buoy 
and round both Scotland and Sandy Hook light 
vessels. The distance is fifteen nautical miles. 

Sloops, yawls and cabin cal boats are eligible 
to enter, but fin keel boats are barred.. The 
crews of each, all amateurs, will be limited to 
one man to each five feet of boat length and a 
skipper. There will be no restrictions as to 
sails. Time allowance will be five and one-half 
seconds a foot per mile, based on the over all 
length of the boats. Stores for twenty-four 
hours must be carried. 

There will be three classes, one for boats from 
25ft. to 30ft over all, another for those more 
than 30ft. and a third for those more than 40ft. 

Knickerbocker Y. C. Race. 

The Knickerbocker Y. C. led off with a race 
on Saturday, May 16, for three of their new one- 
design class of cats called Sea Wrens. They 
were sent twice around a course of four miles 
with a light southerly breeze. Geo. J. Stelz, of 
College Point, won in the Shovonne. The sum¬ 
mary is as follows: 

Finish. Elapsed. 
Shovonne, C. J. Stelz. 5 57 26 1 52 26 
Cock Robin, W. G. Newman . 5 57 45 1 52 45 
Olga, Albert Schoen . 5 59 02 1 54 02 

The Shovonne the winner by 19s. 

Sailors in Port. 
Continued from page 786. 

They had just returned, when Charlie came 
back accompanied by the three men that were 
in the boat with him. They gave us a lift with 
the chest and bags and in single file we climbed 
about a hundred yards further over the rocks 
and came to the end of the beach, on which the 
town was built. We walked quietly toward the 
village until near the condensing works, whose 
high chimney towered up a black shaft against 
the starless sky. One electric light threw a 
circle of light on our path, and here we halted 
again and then, at a signal from Charlie, stole 
one by one across the lighted space and handed 
our bags in through a window or doorway of a 
small hovel, to a pair of arms that were thrust 
out to receive them. 

Then Charlie turned us over to another man 
and said to follow him; but first we wanted 
some explanation of his plans in regard to us. 
He told us we could not get up to the top of the 
mountain before sunrise, and by that time there 
would be mounted police riding the plains in 
search of us. He said he would hide us until 
it was safe for us to come out and proceed. So 
we followed our guide down along the beach to 

about the middle of the town. All the way we 
stumbled over refuse thrown out to rot on the 
beach, for there was no such thing as a sewer 
here. Tin cans, straw bottle-covers and old 
brooms kicked about our feet, while once I was 
nearly given a fall by getting tangled in the re¬ 
mains of an old hoop-skirt. And all the while 
there was the most infernal racket made by the 
dogs; there seemed to be one in every house, 
and every dog was going his best to betray our 
presence by his infernal barking. 

I was surprised that the guard did not investi¬ 
gate and catch us; but I found out later all that 
had been provided for. In fact, the very man who 
was to watch and arrest any man found landing 
was one of those that had come off and helped 
us ashore. We filed up an alleyway and halted 
in front of a high wooden door until the man 
on the inside could roll a large wine pipe back, 
so the door could be opened. The passageway 
was so narrow the pipe completely blockaded 
'it, and we had to climb over it, and then crawl 
on our hands and knees through a small hole 
into total blackness. 

Where we were we did not know, except that 
we were under some building in about the middle 
of the village. I was the first one in, and so 
crawled in on my hands and knees as far as I 
could go to make room for the others. _ When 
I had gone about twenty feet over pieces of 
sheet tin, straw bottle-covers, etc., I came to a 
partition and in feeling about found a large 
basket full of straw in the corner. There was 
only about three feet from the ground to the 
floor above us, so I sat in this basket and 
leaned up in the corner to sleep. I was tired, 
and with the rest slept soundly until morning. 

I felt rather cramped when I awoke; my 
strange bunk was none too comfortable, and my 
four shipmates lay stretched out still sound 
asleep. Hans lay full length on a piece of old 
sheet iron and Joe on a wooden door. Bill and 
Albert had collected straw and made a shift for 
a bed with that. Right in front of me were 
three hens, their heads tucked under their wings, 
asleep on a cross piece that served for a roost. 
At my left I heard talking, and looking through 
a crack in the boards, I saw a whole Chilano 
family in the hut adjointing and watched, un¬ 
seen by them, their mode of living and cooking. 

The hens in front of me annoyed me. It was 
bad enough to have to hide without the humilia¬ 
tion of having to sleep with chickens. So, lift¬ 
ing one foot, I caught an old brown hen square 
in her after quarters and sent her sailing across 
the place, cackling and clucking in righteous 
fright, and with her went the other two, scurry¬ 
ing over the sleeping men in mad haste. The 
one I kicked landed square in little Hans’ 
face, and I guess he thought the “Old Scratch” 
had him by the way he awoke. The noise awoke 
all hands, and we were afraid for a time the 
chickens would betray our presence to the 
police, who, we knew, would soon be looking 
for us. 

The captain certainly would come ashore to 
try and find us, and it gave us no end of amuse¬ 
ment throughout the day to picture to ourselves 
the looks of astonishment that would appear on 
the captain’s and mate’s faces when they looked 
in and found the fo’castle nearly empty. The 
old man would be obliged to hunt for us, for 
every man that he took from New York would 
have to be accounted for when the bark again 

reached the States. And not only that, but men 
were hard to get out here, and he would have to 
give a new crew more money to get them to 
ship. But then we had each left some forty or 
fifty dollars behind that was due us, so the ship 
would really not be the loser. Having been out 
now seven months, it might seem that there 
would be more money coming to us; but when 
you deduct thirty-five that was advanced at New 
York, five that we had on the coast and over a 
month’s pay that had been drawn out of the 
slop chest, it is easy to see where the money 
has gone to. And this little trip of ours ashore 
cost us, as we afterward found out, a month’s 
pay more. 

About breakfast time a man brought us some 
breakfast, rolling the barrel back against the 
opening after handing the food to us. There 
was tea (a luxury to us), bread and some fish. 
When he came back in an hour or so for the 
dishes, we ask<“d him for a pack of cards and 
some “agua,” as they called water. When we 
started to play, we found the cards were 
Spanish and entirely different from any we were 
used to, so we had to give that up. The water 
he brought us in a red clay bottle with a long, 
slender neck, and also brought us a bottle of 
red wine. He told us before he closed the 
opening that the captain with two policemen 
were searching every building along the street. 
“I’ll let you know if they come in here; so if 
you hear me say ‘fly,’ you get out of sight quick. 
You can go through there,” and he pointed to 
a small opening that led in under the floor of 
the front part of the building. All the houses 
here were built on spiles two or three feet off 
the ground, and it was under the back part of 
one of these buildings—a restaurant, as we after¬ 
ward found out—that we were hiding. 

Just before dinner time we heard a scuffling 
of feet on the floor above us, and we recognized 
our captain’s voice, and when our friend ap¬ 
peared at the hole and shouted, “Fly! fly!” we 
needed no second bidding. All hands dove for 
the hole at the same time, but it was only 
large enough to admit one. When I squeezed 
through on top of Joe’s heels I found the 
ground more hilly than in the other place; 
shells and pieces of bottles were scattered about, 
but the queerest part was the density of the 
cobwebs that hung in festoons and sheets from 
every beam and post. It was simply a network 
of them all covered with an accumulation of' 
dust. How many years those cobwebs had been 
forming I would not dare to guess. I did not 
care either, but lowering my head, I butted a 
passage through them head first as I scrambled 
along on my hands and knees as fast as I could 
go for a projecting corner of the building. The 
others went in every direction, like so many 
rabbits, and then all lay flat on our stomachs 
behind the little bumps and ridges in the ground, 
hardly daring to breathe. After a while I be¬ 
gan to think we were safe, so raised my head 
for a look around, and while I was peering 
through a network of cobwebs, Hans stuck his 
head up from behind a hump of earth and I 
nearly laughed outright at the comical sight 
he presented; with festoons of cobwebs hang¬ 
ing from the peak of his cap, his nose, chin, 
the buttons on his coat, in fact, all over him. 
We were all just as bad, and it took us quite 
a while to clean our clothes after the scare was 
over and our friend called us out. 

[to be continued.] 

HIDING LIKE JACK RABBITS IN THE COBWEBS AND DUST. 
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Yachting in California. 
San Francisco, Cal., May 8.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: With the opening jinks at the 
Golden Gate Y. C. last Saturday night, and the 
club's opening cruise Sunday, all the yacht clubs 
of the bay have started their season, and from 
now on cruises, races and social gatherings will 
follow one another until the end of October. 
The cruise of the Golden Gate Y. C. was in 
the channel and along the waterfront. Commo¬ 
dore W. W. Haley headed the fleet on the flag¬ 
ship Sappho. The wind was light off Sausalito 
when the fleet got under way in the morning, 
but out in the channel a fresh breeze was en¬ 
countered. In the afternoon a number of the 
yachts went into the upper bay. Among the 
yachts which accompanied Commodore Haley 
were Helen. Ariel, Comet, Pelican, Three of 
Us, Belle. Moonlight, Zada, Thetis, Vega, Pil¬ 
grim, Elsie, Ollie, Q. T. Oriole. 

The San Francisco Y. C. held its first over¬ 
night cruise of the season last Sunday. Only 
Chispa and Caprice sailed over to McNear’s 
Saturday night, but a number of yachts joined 
them later. Among these were the flagship 
Monsoon, Neva. White Heather, Jester, Sur¬ 
prise, Challenger, Curie and Curlew and the 
launch Romer. 

Sunday, May 10, will be the day on which all 
the yacht clubs of this port will assemble in a 
long procession and sail around the great fleet 
of warships that will then be anchored in the 
bay. The start will be made from Sausalito at 
10 o’clock A. M. Over one hundred yachts arc 
expected to take part in the procession. Of its 
kind it will be the most elaborate affair that has 
ever taken place on this coast. 

The California Y. C. has announced its sched¬ 
ule of events for the season. The annual class 
regatta race will be sailed on June 14 and the 
race for the Wallace trophy will be decided on 
July 12. The following schedule was adopted 
for the season: Opening day, May 2; cruise 
in squadron, May 3; cruise to McNear’s, May 
16, returning the next day; cruise to Vallejo, 
May 29-30; sealed handicap home, May 31; an¬ 
nual class flag regatta race, June 14; cruise to 
Montezuma, July 4-5: Wallace trophy race, July 
12; California day, July 26; cruise in squadron 
to Hunter’s Point, Aug. 9; dinner race, Aug. 
23; cruise to Paradise and return, Aug. 29-30. 
Points to be visited in September: Army Point. 
Sept. 5; Vallejo, Sept. 8; Rio Vista, Sept. 6; 
Antioch. Sept. 7; cruise outside the heads, Sept. 
20; cruise to McNear’s and return, Sept. 26-27; 
Vincent handicap, Oct. 4; closing day on Oct. 
17- The squadron will disperse for the winter 
in a cruise from the club house on Oct. 18. 
Many dates have been left open throughout the 
season and events for these dates may be ar¬ 
ranged. 

Under the bluest of blue skies and with a 
steady breeze that favored them through the 
Golden State, the squadron of the Corinthian 
Y. C. held their initial cruise of the season Sun¬ 
day, April 26. Each boat was fully manned and 
contained a full quota of stout hearted guests. 
The course was a long leg off Peninsula Point 
and then about toward the San Francisco Y. C., 
then heading out past Yellow Bluff and toward 
Fort Point, then to the waterfront and back to 
Angel Island. In the twenty-two years of the 
existence of the club there has never been seen 
such a perfect formation in a squadron cruise. 
With Presto in the lead, the others came down 
like so many well drilled soldiers. There was 
no crowding or jibing, and they went the whole 
distance in this formation. 

In the fleet of the Corinthians were the flag¬ 
ship Presto, the sloops Nixie, Yankee. Genesta. 
Harpoon, Freda, Hollis, Discovery, Vixen and 
several others, including the schooner Martha 
and the yawls Truant and Seven Bells. 

. the meantime the fleet of the San Fran¬ 
cisco ''t . C. followed Commodore F. D. Phillips 
in the sloop Monsoon over the same course taken 
by the Corinthians. In the fleet of the San 
Francisco Y. C. were the flagship Monsoon, the 
\J?uPS Annie, Challenger, Curlew, Neva and 
u u-te Teatfler, the schooners Lady Ada and 
White Wings and the yawls Arcturus and Jester. 

The Corinthian Y. C. is to have a permanent 

home. For years the club has been paying rent, 
but the new owners of the land on the point 
of Vallentine’s Islandh ave made such a good 
offer that the officers of the club have decided 
to purchase. Not only are they going to buy 
the land, but it has been decided to erect one 
of the handsomest club houses on the coast. 

The Sequoia Y. C., of Eureka, has sent a chal¬ 
lenge to the Corinthian Y. C. for a race for the 
San Francisco perpetual challenge cup, but as 
the Tiburon yachtsmen have already accepted the 
challenge of the San Francisco Y. C., the Eureka 
sailors will be disappointed this year. There are 
two new yachts in Eureka which are showing 
lots of speed, and the owners are anxious to 
try conclusions with the fast boats of this bay. 
In default of a race for the cup the Northern 
yachtsmen say that they will come down here 
and enter any race that may be arranged, and 
it is likely that one of the local clubs will get 
up a race for the visitors against the best yachts 
of their class in the bay. 

A report from Honolulu, dated May 1, says: 
‘The new yacht Hawaii, built by popular sub¬ 
scription for the trans-Pacific yacht race, was 
given a builder’s trial and made getod time over 
a short course around Diamond Head. It will 
be sent on an official trial trip to-morrow. Up 
to this time no entries of yachts have been made 
on the Pacific Coast, and local yachtsmen fear 
there will be no race this year. In event of this 
Hawaii will be housed over until next year.” 

Model Yacht Races. 

Eight boats entered for the regular weekly 
pennant races of the Model Y. C. on Spreckels 
Lake last Sunday. The wind blew a perfect gale 
all afternoon and made the sailing very diffi¬ 
cult. Skidoo carried off the honors of the day 
by winning the feature event. At the last meet¬ 
ing of the club a communication was addressed 
to the reception committee of the fleet to extend 
to Admiral Evans and the officers an invitation 
to spend an afternoon at the lake and witness 
the maneuvers of the models. In case of an 
acceptance the members of the club will arrange 
some special races and also demonstrate the 
method of tacking and coming about by the 
rubber system. This is a very interesting 
feature, as these small crafts can be sent any 
distance desired and then come about of their 
own accord. 

When you see a yellow covered book with 
a blue compass on it and the words, Yachtsman’s 
Guide, that’s it. That is what you are looking 
for; the book every yachtsman carries all sum¬ 
mer for the handy references it contains as to 
lights, distances, etc. It contains full instruc¬ 
tions and information for yachtsmen, ship offi¬ 
cers and motor boat owners. Among other 
things: Flags of yacht clubs, international code 
of signals, storm signals, flags of maritime 
nations in colors, yachting etiquette, laws gov¬ 
erning yachts, nautical dictionary, names of 
spars, rigging, sails, etc., of different kinds of 
yachts and vessels (illustrated), rules of the 
road at sea, knots and splices, signalling by all 
methods, points of the compass, engineers’ sig¬ 
nals, directory of yacht clubs and offices, etc. 

The guide is invaluable to the “old salt” and 
amateur alike. It is to the beginner a faithful 
instructor, and to the experienced sailor a con¬ 
stant reminder. 

A. C. A. 
ATLANTIC DIVISION. 

The next cruise will be down the Delaware 
River, leaving Easton, Pa., and Phillipsburg, N. 
J-, early Saturday morning. May 30, and arriv¬ 
ing at Park Island, Trenton, N. J., Saturday 
evening. May 31. 

Canoes should be shipped to Phillipsburg, N. 
J., by freight via either C. R. R. of N. J., D. L. 
& W., L. V.. or P. R. R. to reach there not later 
than May 28. Meet at the United States Hotel, 
Easton, Friday eve. 

It is proposed to camp Saturday night, but 
hotels are conveniently located along the route. 

Those intending to participate in this cruise 
are requested to notify Frederic Andreas, 1 
Broadway, New York city. 

ARTHUR BINNEY, 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building. Kilby Street. BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address. “Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT <& CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS. 

YAOHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 
17 Battery Place. New York. 

COX (EL STEVENS. 

Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 
15 William Street, - New York. 

_Telephone! 1375 and 13T6 Broad. 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

San Pedro. CALIFORNIA. 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
Ne. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector^ New Yerk 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

W. STARLING BURGESS CO., Ltd. 
John R. Purdon, Manager. 

Naval Architects, Engineers. Builders 
Office Works, MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 

Brokerage and Insurance Dept., 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 

Building Motor Bo&ts n.nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

’HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams. 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 49 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Ragging. 

A of PracticaI Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 

tem|>riced S' % Lint°n H°pe- 177 paS- 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon- 
stratmn, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail are given for the building of both these 
boats. I he information is not confined to these vaclits 
alone, they are merely taken as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoe Cruising: and Camping. 

By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for 
whether they travel in canoes, with 
carry their outfits on their own backs 

outdoor people, 
pack animals or 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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T rapshooting. 

If you zvant your' shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the follozving: 

Fixtures. 

N. J, -Pleasure G. 

Side 

C. C. J. Wes- 

Rod and Gun 

L. H. Schorte- 

C. H. Bressler, 

-Parker G. C. W. C. Kroen- 

G. C. Wm. Boles, 

May 30.—Englewood, 
tervelt, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Paterson, N. J.—North 
Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. 

May 30.—Peru (Ind.) G. C. 
June 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. 

meter, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 

N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

May 23.—Milton (Pa.) R. & G. C. Fred A. Godcharles, 
Sec’y. 

May 23-24.—Horine, Mo.—Windsor Lake G. C. Charles 
G. Spencer, SecV- 

May 24.—Milwaukee, Wis.- 
ing, Sec’y. 

May 25.—Stratford, Ont.—Pastime 
Sec’y. 

May 25.—Montreal (Can.) G. C. D. J. Kearney, Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Bradford, Pa.—Pennsylvania State Sports¬ 

men’s Association shoot. R. S. Pringle, Cor. Sec’y. 
May 26.—Shinnston, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of \V. Va.— 

Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y-Treas. 
May 26.—Spring Valley (Minn.) G. C. John Bowden, 

Sec’y. 
May 26-27.—Capron (Ill.) G. C. Alex. Vance, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Chicago, Ill.—Illinois State tournament, 

auspices of Chicago G.C. Fred H. Teeple, Sec’y. 
May 26-28.—Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska State Sportsman’s 

Association thirty;second annual tournament; $500 
added. Earl A. Lee, Sec’y. 

May 27-28.—Dayton, Ky.—Kentucky T. S. L. Dr. I. P. 
Gould, Sec’y. 

May 29.—Valparaiso (Ind.) G. C. W. L. Lederer, Sec’y. 
May 29.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. Dr. C. J. Campbell, 

Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. F. H. Wallace, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Shamokin, Pa.—West End Gun and Fishing 

Club. Geo. E. Crone, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—East Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Robert Smith, Sec’y. 
May 29-30 —S». Paul (Minn.) R. & G. C. 

Maiden, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. 

housen, Sec’y. 
May 29-30.—Utica, N. Y.—O. C. S. A. G. 

Lowery, Sec’y. 
May 30.—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. 

Hise, Sec’y. 
May 30.—St. Albans (Vt.) G. C. A. S. 
May 30.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. 
May 30.—Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. 

land, Sec’y. 
Haven (Conn.) G. C. 

Wm. E. 

J. Ranse- 

C. A. J. 

Frank L. 

Head, Sec’y. 
W. Jordan, Capt. 

George Slinger- 

Wm. H. Minor, May 30.—New 
Sec’y. 

May 30.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 
Wootton, Sec’y. 

May 30.—McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W. 
Mains, Sec’y. 

May 30-31.—Loekport, 
Sec’y. 

June 2.—Wolcott, N. 
worth, Sec v. 

June 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, 
June 2-3.—St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas 

Enterprise 

Ill.—Will County G. 

Catchpole G. C. Y. 

Sec’y. 
W. A. 

H. H. 

C. G. Bush, 

E. A. Wads- 

Sec’y. 
Trap- 

shooters’ League tournament, auspices of Metropol¬ 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (III.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
June 2-4.—Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. 
June 2-6.—Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

Shattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4.—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, 
June 4.—Bloomington, Ill.—McLean Co. G. C. 

Boettger, Sec’y 
June 4-5.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. 

Quiggle, Sec’y. 
Tune 4-5.—Evansville (Ind.) G. C. Al. Willerding, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 4-5.—Clinton (Mo.) G. C. A. W. Campbell, Sec’y. 
June 4-6.—Memphis (Tenn.) G. C. J. W. Turner, Sec’y. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 5-6.—Belleville, Ill.—Egyptian Hustlers’ tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 
June 5-6.—Falls City (Neb.) G. C. C. C. Davis, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Camden, N. J.—South End G. C. H. G. Eisen- 

hardt, Sec’y. 
June 7.—Racine, Wis.—National G. C. J. Stransky, 
Tune 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. H. Boland, 
June 8.—Oneonta (N. Y.) Fish, Game and G. C. 

Curtis, Mgr. 
June 8-9.—Sheridan (Wyo.) G. C. G. E. Small, Sec’y. 
June 9.—Greensburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices Greenburg G. C. M. E. Low, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson. Sec’y. 
Tune 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis. Treas. 
June 10.—Owosso (Mich.) G. C. J. Rosevear, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Doylestown, (Pa.) R. and G. C. N. L. 

Clark, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

Sec’y. 
Sec’y. 

L. L. 

June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Boston G. C. Horace 
Kirkwood, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, un¬ 
der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 
Sec’y. 

June 11.—Sturgeon (Mo.) G. C. J. H. Winscott, Sec’y. 
June 13.—Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D. R. 

Walker, Sec’y. 
June 13-14.—Milwaukee Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 

State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 
June 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 

Gunn, Vice-Pres. 
June 16.—Aberdeen (Md.) G. C. L. S. German, Pres. 
June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 16-17.—Eldora (la.) G. C. W. B. Linell, Sec’y. 
June 16-17.—Macon (Mo.) G. C. G. N. Davis, Sec’y. 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
une 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
une 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
une 17-1S.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M. Kolb, Sec’y. 
une 18-19.—New Franklin (Mo.) G. C. A. McLachlin, 

Sec’y. 
June 21.—Coleman (Wis.) G. C. W. J. Reinke, Sec’y. 
June 23-24.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. H. Shaw, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsbunt, Pa. 

June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. E. T. 
Grether, Sec’y. 

June 30-July 31.—Cambria (III.) G. C. C. Stocks, Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Owing to pressure on our trap columns a number of 

reports nave been necessarily crowded out. 

»> 

In the shoot of the S. S. White Gun Club, at Holmes- 

burg Junction, Pa., May 16, Mr. Charles Newcomb 

scored 96 out of 100. 
* 

The ten-man team of the Haddonfield, N. J., Gun Club 

defeated the team of the South End Gun Club, of Cam¬ 

den, N. J., on the grounds of the latter, May 1(5, by a 

score of 420 to 355. Each man shot at 50 targets. 

1» 

The eleventh shoot of the New England championship, 

held on the Paleface grounds, at Wellington, Mass., May 

13, resulted in a tie between Messrs. Chas. Marden and 

H. C. Kirkwood on 85. The former stood at 16, the 

latter at 20yds. 

* 
In the two-days’ shoot of the Ossining, N. Y., Gun 

Club, May 13 and 14, high averages were as follows: 

Mr. W. M. Foord, of Wilmington, Del., 345 out of 375; 

A. Bedell, of Ossining, 329; G. K. Kouwenhoven, 327; 

F. W. Moffett, 324. Professionals: First, N. Apgar, 349; 

second, J. S. Fanning, 326 out of 375. 

*l 

Yale defeated Princeton in the annual spring team con¬ 

test, 418 to 410. Each man shot at 100 targets. The 

contestants in the five-man team match and their scores 

were as follows: Princeton—Westerhaven 86, Wheeler 82, 

Latta 62, Wright 91, Wood 89; total 410. Yale—Hebbard 

82, Pugsley 93, Kerr 66, Thaw 90, Dickey 87; total 418. 

The West End Gun and Fishing Club, Shamokin, Pa., 

has arranged an attractive programme for its first annual 

registered tournament, May 29-30. There are ten 15- 

target events, $1 entrance, each day. Rose system, 8, 

5, 3, 2, will govern the division of the moneys. Ship 

guns, etc., to G. E. Crowe, Shamokin. There are cash 

prizes for first and second high and low amateurs. 

K 

At the tournament of the Glenside Gun Club, Skane- 

ateles Junction, N. Y., May 14, Messrs. H. W. Smith 

and C. S. Cottle tied for high average with 151 out of a 

possible 175; second, 150, G. H. Pumpelly, of Owego; 

third, 149, C. L. Frantz, of Seneca Falls. Mr. J. A. R. 

Elliott was present, but did not shoot, as he was con¬ 

valescing from a recent illness. 

A large crowd witnessed the live-bird contest between 

Wm. McMurtrie and Felix Rehman, at Pottsville, Pa., 

May 16. Each man shot at 17 birds, for a stake of $300 

a side. The scores were 12 to 11, in favor of McMurtrie. 

The contestants were alleged to be crack shots. Another 

17-bird match was shot at Mahanoy City, for $40. Nicholas 

Bohr, of Shamokin, defeated Geo. Rommel, of Lake¬ 

side, 11 to 10, which was a near crack performance. 

Mr. Neaf Apgar was high gun on May 16 at the shoot 

of the Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Gun Club, by a total of 87 out 

of 90. In four 15-target events he broke straight. 

V> 

At the registered tournament of the West Virginia 

Shooting Club, Sistersville, May 13 and 14, Mr. R. 0. 

Heikes made high professional average, 373 out of 400, for 

the two days; second, 362, Mr. IT. S. Welles; third, 361, 

Mr. R. L. Trimble; fourth, 360, Mr. Horace Heikes. 

Amateur averages: First, Ed. O. Bower, 364; second, 

F. E. and S. T. Mallory, 356 each; third. Dr. I,. G. Grib, 

ble, 331; fourth, T. M. Mclntire, 327. Mr. H. S, Welles 

made the longest run, 61. 

Ten events are on the programme of the thirteenth 

annual tournament, to be held by the Enterprise Gun 

Club, at McKeesport, Pa., May 30. Six events are at 15, 

three at 20, and one, a merchandise event, at 25 targets. 

Entrance, $1.75, $2.30 and $2.50. Competition begins at 

9 o’clock. The merchandise event, high guns, has for 

prizes a $70 shotgun, $10 in gold, and ten additional 

prizes. Targets, 1% cent. Ship shells and guns, pre¬ 

paid, by Adams Express, to Geo. W. Mains, 317 Pacific 

avenue. 

At the annual business meeting of the Iowa State 

Sportsmen’s Association, held at Des Moines, Ta., May 

13, it was decided that the State shoot of 1909 will be 

held at Burlington. Officers were elected as follows: 

President, Everett Beckwith, of Mount Pleasant; Vice- 

President, H. W. Wilson, of Audubon; Secretary, J. H. 

Sutter, of Burlington; Treasurer, Alec Moir, of Burling¬ 

ton; Board of Directors, L. Foley, W. S. Hoon, H. W. 

Wilson, Henry Steege and E. J. Wallace; Legislative 

Committee, George Lincoln, E. Henshaw, C. W. Budd 

and Dr. Douthett. 
*» 

Programmes of the sixth annual anniversary shoot of 

the Montclair, N. J., Gun Club, June 6, are now ready 

for distribution, and are obtainable of the Secretary, Mr. 

Edward Winslow, Montclair, N. J. There are six events 

at 25 targets each, $1 entrance; each with three merchan¬ 

dise prizes of intrinsic value, and the anniversary handi¬ 

cap prize, a $100 Sauer gun, for those who shoot in 

events 3, 4, 5 and 6. A gold medal, value $25, will be 

awarded as second and third prizes. Handicaps, in the 

way of added targets, will be based on the scores made 

in the championship contest of April 1. Contestants who 

did not participate in that shoot may stand at scratch. 

Entrance, $1. May 30, afternoon, will be available for 

practice. Luncheon served on grounds. Shells for sale. 

Enter promptly with full name, address and club mem¬ 

bership. 
m 

The programme of the Kentucky State shoot, to be 

held under the auspices of the Northern Kentucky Gun 

Club, Dayton, Ky., May 27-28, provides ten 20-target 

events, $2 entrance, on the first day, and a special event 

at 25 targets, $2 entrance, for shooters who have shot 

at 100 or more targets and who have failed to make over 

80 per cent. On the second day there are ten 20-target 

events and a special event for a new Remington pump 

gun, with conditions similar to those of the special event 

of the first day. Events 6 to 10, inclusive, 100 targets, 

will be for the State championship; entrance $5. Rose 

system, 4, 3, 2, 1, will govern. Send guns, prepaid, to 

Powell & Clement, Main street, or Roll-Crawford-Brenda- 

mour Co., Fifth street; or Pickering Hardware Co., 432 

Main st.; or the Peters Arms Co., Fifth St., Cincinnati, 

O., and they will be delivered on the grounds free. Mr. 

Frank Pragoff, Louisville, Ky., is Secretary-Treasurer. 

** 

In the Boston Herald of May 15, is the recountal of an 

incident which illustrates the sterling good fellowship and 

practical consideration which obtains among trapshooters, 

as follows: “An incident which is truly typical of the 

good feeling which exists among trapshooters took place 

at the last shoot for the New England championship 

trophy on the Paleface grounds at Wellington. Two 

well-known Palefaces had tied for the honor and were 

shooting off for the prize, the one from the limit rise 

and the other on the 16yd. mark. In taking his position 

during the shoot-off, the 16yd. man took his stand, by 

mistake, at the 17yd. mark, or one yard further away 

from his bird than he was entitled to stand, when the 

limit man called his attention to the fact and told him to 

move nearer the traps. A little later, noticing a kind of 

hurried shooting on the part of his opponent, he coached 

him to take his time, which certainly gave him a better 

command over his bird. There is little wonder that such 

good feeling prevails among trapshooters when incidents 

like the foregoing take place between rival guns.” 

Bernard Waters. 
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Double Header! 

Remington Pump Gun and U. M. C. Steel Lined Shells 
XXJon the Southern Handicap 

George L. Lyon won the big Southern Handicap at Birmingham, 

which was the "big noise” of the tournament. He used a Remington 

Pump Gun and U. M. C. Shells. The U. M. C.-Remington combination 

took the premier honors of the tournament as shown below: 

Southern Handicap—Won by George L. Lyon, 94 ex 100 (tie), 18 ex 

20 on the shoot-off; Remington Pump Gun and U. M. C. Shells. 

Highest General Average, Regular Targets—Won by Billy Heer, 292 

ex 300 targets—97f/3%; Remington Double Gun and U. M. C. Shells. 

Highest General Average, All Targets (Handicaps included)—Won by 

Billy Heer, 470 ex 500—94%; Remington Double Gun and U. M. C. 

Shells. 

U. M. C. Shells need no comment. The Remington Pump is an 

easy handling and safe winner. It won the first Interstate Handicap in 

which it was entered, thus going 

the Remington Autoloader one 

better, which won its first Grand 

American. Trap grade Pump 

now ready. Send for literature. 

w. H. HEER. 

Other recent U. M. C. wins 

are: 

Iowa State Championship— 

Won by John Peterson, 

U. M. C. Nitro Club Shells. 

Iowa Diamond Badge (open to 

the world)—Won by John Pet¬ 

erson, U. M. C. Nitro Club 

Shells. 
GEORGE'L. LYON, W inner. 

There is time to get the U. M. C.-Remington Combination for the Grand American 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York. 
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Omaha Tournament. 
Omaha, Neb.—The first day was cold and raw, un¬ 

pleasant weather conditions under which to hold the 
annual spring tournament of the Omaha Gun Club, 
May 5, 6 and 7. 

There were twelve events—four at 20 and eight at 15 
targets. Professional high average of the day, 193 out of 
200. was made by J. M. Hughes; second, R. R. Barber, 192; 
third. Geo. Maxwell and Chris Gottlieb, 190. The ama¬ 
teur high averages were as follows: First, Frank Weath¬ 
erhead, 192; second, B. Asher, 191; third, A. Miller, 189. 
An exceedingly interesting match was shot between Capt. 
A. H. Hardy, who used a rifle, and Chris. Gottlieb, who 
used a shotgun. They tied on 24 each. The trapshooting 
with a rifle at balls. l%in. in diameter, 15ft. rise, was 
quite an incidental attraction Scores follow: 

Rifle scores: 

May 5, First Day. 

Holsworth . . 10 7 10 
Christenson . . 10 9 8 
Carter . . 10 9 10 
Austin . . 12 13 13 
Hindmarsh . . 13 11 13 
Doty . . 8 10 9 
Kline . . 9 12 12 
Miller . . 7 10 11 
Hardy . . 13 14 15 
Maxwell . . 9 10 8 

10 

8 11 

Shotgun scores 
Events: 

Rogers . 
Weatherhead ... 
Townsend . 
McPonald . 
Loomis . 
F Miller. 
Coats . 
Hardy . 
G Carter . 
Holzworth 
Barber . 
B-27 . 
Kline . 
Gottlieb . 
Bray . 
Wiseman . 
A Miller. 
Hughes . 
Gross . 
Sieverson . 
Ford . 
Vermilya . 
Anderson . 
Talbot . 
Northrup . 
Ilion . 
Maxwell . 
Kantzhie . 
Capsey . 
Wollman . 
Hardin . 
W Lewis . 
Austin . 
Mrs Austin . 
E P Miller. 
Adams . 
Damon . 
R Brown . 
Rindahagen . 
O Brown . 
Kournorsky .... 
Pateide . 
Breckenridge ... 
Frahan . 
McCrea . 
Roper . 
Fickel . 
Edwards . .. 
Appleman . 
A Beck . 
Doty . 
Asher . 
Thorpe . 
Westfal . 
Linderman . 
Christensen . 
Satt . 
Boedker . 
Dixon . 
Wattles . 
C Odson . 
Williams . 
Martin . 
Crabill . 
M Smith . 
H Smith . 
Skinner . 
Giacomini . 
Suits . 
A Olson . 
Swanson . 
Forney . 
C Lewis . 
Wilder . 
Otis . 
Nordstrum . 
Kerr . 
Allan .. 
W Lewis . 
Bendie . 

13 15 14 15 
15 11 11 11 
12 13 11 12 
.10 
.13 

12 

M*y 6, Second Day. 

»; 
35 
40 
51 
51 
37 
44 
37 
58 
38 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total, 
13 13 15 15 19 17 14 12 14 13 20 19 184 
13 15 15 15 19 19 14 15 15 14 18 20 192 
11 15 14 13 17 19 13 13 14 15 16 20 ISO 
14 14 14 15 20 19 14 15 14 12 16 IS 185 
11 14 14 14 14 19 12 13 12 15 19 167 
11 14 13 15 19 19 14 12 14 13 16 is 178 

6 14 10 11 11 14 11 14 8 10 11 15 135 
15 15 15 15 19 18 14 14 11 15 18 19 1SS 
15 15 13 15 19 17 13 15 14 13 20 19 188 
15 14 15 15 19 17 15 14 11 13 16 17 1S1 
14 14 14 15 20 20 15 15 15 13 IS 19 192 
12 14 12 14 19 19 15 15 14 12 15 14 175 
12 14 11 15 17 20 13 14 12 12 19 18 177 
13 15 15 14 19 19 15 15 15 14 19 17 190 
13 15 14 15 19 19 14 14 13 14 IS 16 184 
14 15 13 15 20 19 14 15 15 13 19 15 187 
15 14 15 14 19 19 13 14 14 15 18 19 189 
14 15 14 15 IS 20 14 15 15 15 19 19 193 
12 14 13 14 19 20 15 15 14 13 18 19 186 
10 13 14 12 19 17 15 14 13 14 18 19 17S 
15 13 12 15 20 20 14 15 13 15 17 18 188 
12 13 8 12 15 17 10 14 13 14 16 19 163 
14 14 15 15 14 20 15 14 10 15 16 19 1S1 
13 11 12 14 17 IS 15 12 14 11 IS 16 171 
11 15 14 11 17 18 S6 
14 10 13 13 18 19 15 14 11 14 18 16 175 
15 15 15 13 20 19 15 15 13 15 18 17 190 
14 14 15 15 18 19 14 15 13 14 17 17 185 
13 12 15 14 17 17 13 14 14 13 14 18 174 
14 15 12 13 19 19 14 15 12 13 19 19 1S4 
14 14 13 15 18 19 13 14 10 14 15 16 175 
13 12 13 13 15 17 83 
13 14 15 14 18 19 14 15 14 12 18 20 187 
13 12 10 14 15 15 79 
14 14 13 12 15 17 87 
10 11 8 9 12 17 7 11 S 10 103 
11 14 14 11 18 18 12 10 9 13 is 15 163 
12 14 11 14 19 15 88 
11 13 10 11 10 15 70 
10 14 15 10 17 15 13 12 13 14 133 
13 15 14 13 17 17 13 13 11 14 ie ie 172 
13 11 14 13 11 18 80 
13 15 12 13 13 18 11 14 13 13 is 15 16S 
11 14 12 13 19 18 11 11 12 10 16 16 163 
13 14 14 14 17 20 14 15 14 15 18 18 186 
15 15 12 15 17 18 13 15 10 15 IS 17 ISO 
14 14 14 14 14 18 13 15 13 15 20 16 ISO 
13 13 11 13 16 16 14 14 13 13 136 
13 13 11 14 18 19 11 14 11 11 135 
13 13 12 12 18 20 14 15 11 11 ii 19 172 
12 14 15 13 IS 20 13 14 14 14 14 11 172 
13 13 15 15 IS 20 15 15 15 13 19 19 191 
12 14 15 11 16 16 11 12 6 14 14 15 156 
11 13 12 11 13 13 73 
15 15 14 15 19 20 14 14 14 13 17 17 1S7 

12 15 11 15 IS 20 91 
14 14 11 4 16 13 72 
11 15 11 12 16 16 81 

lb 17 13 12 13 12 82 
13 16 10 13 10 7 69 
19 18 9 11 15 14 17 19 122 
14 IS 14 13 14 13 16 15 117 
16 15 14 15 12 13 15 19 119 

12 10 11 13 16 14 
12 13 13 13 16 19 
15 13 9 11 S 14 

6 9 6 6 6 8 
13 10 14 13 11 14 
12 11 11 10 13 15 
15 15 14 15 18 20 
13 12 12 10 18 20 

9 11 11 S .. .. 
17 IS 
17 20 
17 13 
15 10 
16 15 
16 15 
15 15 
13 .. 

76 
86 
70 
41 
75 
72 
97 
85 
39 
92 
S5 
78 
35 
44 
31 
42 
13 

A stiff wind from the traps toward the shooters wa 
something of an adverse weather condition. I'rofessiona 
high averages were as follows: First, George Maxwell 

seeona J. M. Hughes, 190; third. Chris. Gottliel 
tt• ^,ar.^er' ,187.. Amateur high averages were 
nr N Fnr4ailCT e.lChM t : s.?cond/ Wm. Townsend am 
O. A Ford, 189: third, Joe kantsky, 188. Scores- 

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 Total. 
Rogers . 15 13 13 14 18 IS 12 12 14 13 18 17 177 
W eatherhead ..13 12 15 13 17 IS 13 15 14 15 18 20 183 
Townsend . 14 14 13 14 19 20 13 14 15 15 20 18 189 
McDonald . 12 12 12 14 20 20 11 15 13 15 IS 18 182 
Loomis . 13 11 11 15 19 17 11 11 11 12 16 18 165 
F Miller . 14 14 13 12 IS 19 11 14 14 16 16 19 178 
Dick . 14 11 14 14 18 20 15 15 9 14 17 16 ISO 
Hardy . 13 13 14 12 17 20 11 11 14 14 20 17 176 
Carter . 13 14 8 13 19 15 14 15 12 14 17 18 172 
Holzworth . 15 13 14 12 IS 19 8 14 11 13 18 18 173 
B-27 . 14 10 14 14 17 16 11 13 14 13 16 18 170 
Klein . 13 14 14 14 20 18 12 15 11 12 20 18 181 
Gottlieb . 14 15 13 15 17 20 15 13 15 14 17 19 187 
Bray . 14 15 12 13 19 19 11 15 13 14 19 19 183 
Wiseman . 11 12 13 15 16 18 15 14 13 14 15 15 171 
A Miller . 14 15 13 14 18 18 14 13 14 14 19 19 186 
Hughes . 14 14 13 15 19 18 15 15 14 14 19 20 190 
Gross . 13 14 12 15 18 16 14 13 13 14 16 19 177 
Sieverson . 11 15 13 15 16 19 13 12 13 15 20 IS 180 
Ford . 15 14 14 15 20 19 13 15 13 14 18 19 189 
Koutzky . 12 14 15 15 19 19 13 14 13 15 19 20 188 
Veach . 15 14 15 14 17 20 15 14 15 14 19 19 191 
Talbot . 12 11 14 15 14 20 14 14 12 9 15 17 167 
Christensen .14 15 14 15 18 19 14 15 13 13 15 19 184 
Ilion . 13 13 13 13 IS 19 11 11 14 13 17 20 185 
Maxwell . 15 14 15 14 20 17 13 15 14 15 20 20 192 
Asher . 14 15 15 11 19 19 13 15 12 13 18 20 187 
Doty . 12 15 14 12 19 20 13 15 14 14 16 17 181 
M Smith . 14 13 11 12 15 18 14 14 13 13 17 18 172 
Hardin . 14 14 12 15 15 19 10 14 12 14 15 20 174 
Austin . 14 14 12 13 17 14 14 14 12 14 17 19 179 
Swanson . 10 15 13 14 17 16 13 12 13 15 20 19 177 
R Olson . 15 14 13 12 17 19 15 13 13 13 19 16 179 
Martin .14 13 12 10. 
Kownorsky .11 12 10 14 16 19 15 14 10 14 15 17 168 
Wilder . 15 13 14 13 14 18 13 11 13 14 14 19 171 
Copsey . 11 12 13 12 19 17 11 14 11 12 16 17 165 
Suits . 10 6 S 12 12 16 11 12 11 12 12 17 139 
McCrea . 13 12 12 13 19 15 14 15 11 14 19 19 176 
C Olson . 14 11 10 14. 
Frederick . 9 12 11 8 15 16 13 14 11 12 13 18 152 
Williams . 13 13 12 11. 
Highley . 9 13 10 15 11 17 13 12 10 8 8 14 140 
W Wilson . 13 13 12 11. 
Boedker .12 15 12 15 17 16 10 13 12 13 16 15 166 
Sat . 8 10 9 10 6 5 12 15 S 13. 
Wool man .14 14 13 13 16 18 10 14 14 9 15 17 167 
Crabill . 9 11 9 8 13 14. 
Roper .10 13 12 14 19 19. 
A Beck . 11 14 12 13 18 20 13 10 12 16 16 17 171 
O Brown .12 15 9 12 15 18. 
H Smith .13 11 13 11 14 16 12 9 10 1. 
Coats . 9 11 12 10 11 16. 
Boyd .13 14 15 17 11 12. 
Otis . 8 11 8 9. 
Forney . 5 4. 
Kold . 8 13 13 13 19 15 10 13 8 12 10 16 150 
Berrv . 12 10 8 4 12 12 . 
Dvorak . 12 11 17 20 14 13 13 15 17 17 
Grimm . 15 20 .. .. .. ... 
Chase .13 10 .... 9 12. 
Ray . 0 7. 
Edwards .13 12. 
Giacomini .15 9 12 10 .. .. 
C Lewis .13 15 12 13. 
Morrell ..' . 9 13 9 11 16 IS 
Evans .12 14 12 15. 
Shamburg . 7 .. 4. ... 
Appleman .12 13 12 15 15 19 
Skinner . 3 9 6 11 . 
Darling . 9 11 6. 
Allen .. 3 .. 13. 
Jones .:.10 14 

May 7, Third Day. 
The averages for the three days are as follows: First, 

R. R. Barber, 572 out of 600: second, G. Maxwell, 571; 
third, J. M. Hughes, 569. Amateurs: First, B. Asher, 
569; second, O. N. Ford, 567; third, J. Koutsky, 559. 

The tournament was a success in every particular. 
Scores: 

Events; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total. 
Rogers . 12 14 14 15 19 19 14 14 15 15 20 18 189 
Weatherhead ... 12 15 12 14 IS IS 14 14 14 12 19 19 181 
Townsend . 13 12 12 14 20 18 14 15 13 14 17 18 180 
McDonald .11 13 12 14 15 17 12 11 14 14 17 18 168 
Loomis . 14 13 11 14 19 20 13 10 9 15 18 14 170 
F Miller . 13 15 12 14 19 18 13 15 15 13 19 15 181 
Dick L . 15 14 14 12 19 16 13 15 15 15 19 15 182 
Hardy .14 14 14 13 17 18 15 13 14 13 18 17 ISO 
Carter . 11 11 13 13 17 19 14 13 13 13 17 17 171 
Holzworth . 13 13 12 11 IS 17 14 13 15 14 15 16 171 
Barber . 14 15 15 15 17 20 14 15 15 15 18 20 193 
B-27 . 12 12 12 11 16 16 11 14 14 14 19 16 169 
Klein . 13 15 12 11 18 17 13 14 14 12 19 16 174 
C Gottlieb. 14 14 14 14 IS IS 12 15 15 14 20 17 1S5 
Bray . 14 15 14 15 IS IS 15 15 13 15 20 19 191 
Wiseman .13 13 15 14 18 IS 15 13 15 14 20 19 187 
A Miller . 15 14 12 13 17 18 14 13 14 13 20 16 179 
Hughes ..11 15 15 13 19 19 15 14 14 14 19 18 186 
Gross . 10 11 12 10 19 20 13 15 13 11 18 19 171 
Sieverson . 12 13 13 13 18 19 13 14 13 15 18 20 181 
Ford . 14 15 13 14 20 19 14 15 14 14 19 19 ISO 
Koutsky . 14 15 12 15 20 17 11 14 14 15 19 20 186 
W Veach . 14 15 15 15 20 20 14 14 15 15 19 20 196 
Frederick . 10 13 12 12 13 17 13 13 14 14 20 15 166 
B Veach . 13 14 13 15 17 18 13 13 15 13 19 16 178 
Tlion . 13 13 13 13 16 19 13 13 14 14 19 19 179 
Maxwell . 14 13 15 15 18 19 15 14 14 14 20 18 189 
Asher . 13 14 14 15 19 20 15 14 14 14 20 19 191 
Copsey . 12 11 14 13 19 19 14 11. 
M Smith . 13 11 12 15 17 18 14 12 14 15 17 17 175 
Hardin . 13 14 12 11 IS 14 14 12 13 14 IS 19 172 
Evans . 13 15 11 14 18 16. 
McCrea . 13 14 13 13 16 17. 
Morrell . 14 10 14 13 16 17. 
Raper .13 13 13 14 17 18. 
Suits . 9 13 13 12 15 18 12 13 12 12. 
Coates . 12 8 4 14 15 11 . 
Doty . 15 12 12 13 39 20 15 13 14 12 18 19 1R1 
Thorpe . 9 8 11 15 19 15 12 14 12 11 18 17 161 
Woolman . 13 13 12 14 20 19 13 12 14 15 20 19 1S3 

Jones .12 9. 
Latta . 9 9 1<> 12 .. . 
Hamburg . 9 10 12 10 .. .. 
Lydick . 12 .. 10. 
Belville . 9 .. 10. 
Highley . 11 12 10 9 18 14 11 11 11 10 19 18 ir>4 
Brown . . 13 12 . .. .. 13 .. 
Cheney . . 13 12 15 13 12 13 .. .. .. 17 14 
Terry . . .. 12 12 .. .. 
Waugh . . .. 13 .. 14 17 .. .. 10. 
Boyd . 14 14 13 15 .. .. 
Damon . 14 12 14 13 16 16 
Bendel . .. .. 17 16 
Beck . .. 11 14 13 19 16 
Dixon . 14 14 15 15 20 17 
Lewis . 15 14 14 15 19 18 
Gise . 10 11 17 .. 
Skinner . 9 5 16 17 
I )umy . .. .. 16 .. 
Hudney . .. .. 11 10 
Nordstrum . .. .. 1815 
Kerr . .. .. 17 16 
Weeks . 

The totals for each day are as 
Amateurs. 

May 5. 

.17 16 

follows: 

May 6. May 7. Total. 
Rogers . . 184 177 189 aoO 
Weatherhead . . 192 183 181 556 
Townsend . . 180 189 ISO 549 
McDonald . . 1S5 182 168 535 
Loomis . 165 170 
F Miller . . 178 178 181 537 
L Dick . 180 181 
Carter . . 188 172 171 531 
Holzworth . . 181 173 171 525 
Bray . . 184 183 191 558 
B-27 . . 75 170 167 512 
Wiseman . . 187 171 187 545 
H Miller . . 189 186 179 554 
Sieversen . . 178 180 181 539 
Ford . . 1SS 198 190 567 
Koutsky . . 185 188 186 559 
Ilion . . 175 125 179 529 
Asher . . 191 187 191 569 
Copsey . . 174 165 
Hardin . . 175 174 172 52i 
McCran . . 186 176 
Doty . . 172 181 isi 534 
Woolman . 

Professionals. 

. 184 167 183 534 

Hardy . . 188 176 iso 544 
Barber . . 192 187 193 572 
Klein . 181 174 532 
C Gottlieb . . 190 1S7 185 562 
Hughes . . 192 ISO 186 569 
Gross . . 186 177 171 534 
Maxwell . . 190 192 189 571 

Independent Gun Club. 

Philadelphia, Pa.—At the monthly club shoot held at 
Holmesburg Junction, on Saturday, May 9, the beautiful 
cup donated by Mr. David Longnecker was shot for. 
We used the same style handicap which has proven so 
successful in the last two or three shoots, viz.: Distance 
and dead bird added combined. 

Mr. Fleming shot a wonderful race under the condi¬ 
tions, and finished with a net score of 92, which, with his 
handicap of 20 dead birds, made him an easy winner. 
He also won a sterling silver spoon put up for highest 
net score. 

Ford, Severn, Cantrell, Bell and F. Mathews tied for 
the Class 1 spoon with a score of 94. In the shoot-off 
at 25 targets Bell and Ford again tied at 23. In the 
second shoot-off at 15 targets they again tied at 14, and 
then decided same by the toss of a coin, Ford winning. 

Little won the spoon in Class 2 with a score of 92, and 
W. Mathews in Class 3 with a score of 80. 

In the event at doubles, 10 pairs, for sterling silver 
spoon, Tansey and W. Mathews tied on a score of 14, 
Mathews winning on the shoot-off. 

Following is the score by events: Added 
Score. targets. T'l 

Fleming, 16yds. ... . 19 19 17 20 17—92 20 112 
Butler, 18 . . 14 17 19 16 15—81 0 81 
Tansey, 18 . . 17 18 16 16 20—87 4 91 
Empire, 19 . . 17 17 20 17 16—S7 0 87 
Ford, 18 . . 14 17 15 17 17—80 14 91 
Johnson, 16 . . 16 13 13 12 11—65 22 87 
Cantrell, 18 . . 15 19 16 IS 16—84 10 84 
Doolittle, 18 . . 13 13 15 13 12—66 13 79 
Severn, 18 . . 17 17 17 15 16—82 12 94 
Newcomb, 20 . . 13 17 17 19 18-S4 0 84 
Bell, 17 . . 16 18 16 18 16—84 10 94 
Little. IS . . 15 18 16 13 13—80 12 92 
Firth, 16 . . 13 16 13 13 16—71 22 93 
Shaw, 18 . . 13 15 14 2 13—67 9 76 
Mathues, 18 . . 12 15 18 10 17—72 8 sc 
Pratt, IS . . 16 18 17 18 14—83 10 93 
F Mathews, 17- . 16 19 19 in 18—82 12 94 
Freeman. 16 . . 14 14 17 18 12—75 0 75 
George, 16 . . 10 14 13 13 11—61 22 S3 
Patrick, 16 . . 14 13 14 12 11—64 0 64 

Memphis Gun Club. 

Memphis, Term., May 9.—Mr. H. W. Kahler, of Daven¬ 
port, la.; the two Edwards brothers and Mr. Gibbs, of 
Union City, Tenn.; C. C. Hawkins, of Woodstock, Tenn., 
and Mr. Cocke of Mississippi, were visitors at the 
Memphis Gun Club this afternoon and participated in 
the 100 target programme, pulled off on this occasion. 

Buckingham, of the locals, seemed to have found about 
the right combination and landed high amateur for the 
event with 95 out of 100; Kahler and Uncle Bill Joiner 
tied on 94 for second. 

The high gun average, however, fell to the lot of H. 
J. Borden, the popular trade representative, who dropped 
only 3 out of 105, while Fowler, a comparatively new 
beginner, won new honors for himself by scoring 58 out 
of his last 60, finishing the day with 115 out of 125, an 
even 92 per cent. P. B. P. 
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Malone Tournament. 
Malone. N. Y., May 12.—The third annual tournament 

of the Malone Gun Club took place on the club grounds. 
May 7 and 8. The weather was unfavorable, the first 
day. quite a strong wind prevailing, which, together with 
a cold, drizzling rain, ntade shooting conditions very 
unfavorable. A large number of shooters shot through 
the programme, however, and as the club house is roomy 
and attractive, with a large fireplace, seemed to enjoy 
themselves, in spite of the bad weather. 

High guns among the amateurs for the two days were: 
C. I.. Franz, of Seneca Falls, N. Y., first with 356 out of 
4<>0: A. E. Barrv, of Malone, X. Y., second with 355; 
11. \V. Smith, Syracuse, N. Y., third with 354; Fred 
Morrison, Hinckley, N. Y., fourth with 349; \V. E. Cor¬ 
field. Utica, X. Y., fifth with 346. and Dr. VV. S. Buck, 
Plattsburgh, X. Y., sixth, with 342. Among the profes¬ 
sionals, Sim Glover was, high for the two days, breaking 
375 out of 400; H. II. Stevens next with 371 to his credit. 

The team shoot for $50 purse the first day had five 
entries, and resulted in a victory for the Messina Springs, 
X. Y., team. The scores were: 

Messina Springs G. C. Plattsburgh G. C. 
W E Hookway. .. 16 O B Weir . . IS 

C I Dally. .. 15 A G Senecal . . 17 
C L Franz. .. 19 \\ S Buck. . 20 
R Wheeler . .. 17 F T Riley. . 11 
IT W Smith. .. 19-86 G M Wool.. . 17-83 

Malone G. C. Ogdensburg S. A. 
G E Tolman . .. IS T Fritische . . 16 
A E Barry. .. 20 A S Gray. . 11 
F T Taylor. .. 17 C H Simonds . . 16 
G M Lincoln. .. 16 S Cunningham .... . 12 
E E Holgle. .. 14—85 G Meagher . . 14-69 

Oneida County Sportsmen Association Gun Cl uh. 
Jos Wagner . .. IS W E Corfield. . 17 
F G Morrison. .. 19 T H Hooke. . 11—81 
M E Barker. .. 16 

The trophy cup event the second day resulted as fol- 
lows: 

Plattsburgh Malone. 
Weir . .. IS Tolman . . 16 
Senecal . .. 16 Barry . . 19 
Buck . .. 20 Taylor . . IS 
Riley . . 18 Hogle . . 17 
Wool . .. 18—90 Huntington . . IS—88 

Champlain. . 
Paine . .. 19 Braithwaite . . 17 
Burroughs . .. 17 Yan Vleet . . 17-87 
Frazer . .. 17 

This cup must be shot for at Plattsburgh and Cham¬ 
plain, and the club making the highest total for the three 
shoots owns the cup. 

In a twenty-man team shoot between Malone and 
Champlain, each man shooting 20 birds, Malone won by 
a score of 278 to Champlain’s 264. This tournament was 
registered. 

The individual scores for the two days’ shoot follow: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
*S Glover . 400 375 E F Greenwood. 200 153 
*H H Stevens... .400 371 B F Paine. 320 262 
*W B Darton... 400 364 M E Barker. 380 314 
*E G W hite. 400 347 G M Lincoln.... 280 196 
*11 McMurchv.. 400 346 F T Rilev. 280 204 
*A Sibley . 400 332 G M Wool. 360 301 
*1 M Hawkins.. SO 72 F G Wilcox... . .320 253 
C I. Franz . 400 356 T O Ballard. 260 147 
A E Barry. 400 355 M W Fortune... 3’0 236 
TT W Smith. 400 354 B B Perkins.... 380 280 
F Morrison .... 400 349 T E Earle. 240 178 
W E Corfield... 400 346 W R W’ood. SO 62 
W S Buck. 400 342 Wm Erazer. 220 163 
T B Sanders. 400 341 L C Russell. 200 
G IT Pumpellev. 400 340 A H Mould. 160 115 
R Wheeler. 400 338 1 Fritische. 60 40 
F O Roberts.... 400 336 A S Gav. 60 37 
Dr Wilson . 400 335 C H Simonds.. 60 46 
G E Tolman_ 400 333 S Cunningham.. 60 37 
F T Taylor. 400 332 G Meagher . 60 44 
E E Hogle. 400 332 T W Holcombe. 160 122 
v\ H Hook wav.. 40)0 323 T DeE Burro’s. 100 75 
E M Hurd...... 400 324 FI Van Vleet_ 140 104 
C T Dailey. 400 315 T AveriH. Ir. 120 SI 
O P, Weir. 400 308 T Bra’ithwaited*... 140 126 
J H Hook". 400 302 W H Dunn. 120 75 
A G Senecal.... 400 300 W Lafountaine. 100 68 
J Wagner . 40)0 297 C R Moore. 100 82 
D E Mills. 40)0 286 H S Bateman... 100 63 
A S Head. 200 142 
G J Van Vleet.. 140 80 Geo. M. Lincoln, Sec’ y- 

Florence Gun Club. 

Florence, VVis., May 11.—Following are the scores 
made at the practice shoot of the Florence Hod and Gun 
Club, on May 10. The boys did not turn out in numbers 
as we anticipated, but from the scores you will see that 
Florence has a few who are up to snuff, just the same. 

The Florence Rod and Gun Club will give a trap¬ 
shooting tournament on July 8, registered. 

Events: 1 2 Events: 1 2 
E A Thieman. 22 22 O G Johnson. 10 17 
E W Peterson. 21 23 A Trudell . 14 .. 
A J Hockings. 19 23 

E. W. Peterson, Sec’y. 

Bristol Gun Club. 

Hartford, Conn., May 16.—Owing to the small attend¬ 
ance, the Hunter trophy shoot was omitted. The after¬ 
noon was spent on the gold medal shoot and practice 
strings at 25 targets: 

Kittrell .19 porter . 21 
Douglass .19 Attenborough .21 
Hart .,. 10 

Shoot-off, 10 targets: Porter 8, Attenborough 5. 
The next shoot will be held on the afternoon of May 

30, Memorial Day. F. A. Attenborough. 

The Southern Handicap Tournament 
Brings out again the Extreme Popularity 

and Winning Quality of 

WINCHESTER 
Shotg\m Shells and Shotgvirvs 

Very nearly half the contestants at this, the first tournament of 
The Interstate Association for 1908, which was held at Birming¬ 
ham, Ala., May 6-7-8, used Winchester Loaded Shells and over 
one-third used Winchester Shotguns. When the number of dif¬ 
ferent shells and guns used is considered, this is remarkable indeed 
and shows plainly that the Red W Brand are the first choice 
among experts at the trap. And as to winnings, look here: 

FIRST DAY- 
High Amateur Average won by Harry Kahler, scoring 146 
out of 150, with Winchester Shotgun. 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAP— 
Won by A. S. Carroll, of Bessemer, Ala., scoring 91 targets at 
16 yards with Winchester Shells and a Winchester Shotgun. 

SOUTHERN HANDICAP— 
Geo. Lyon and John Livingston tied with 94. Geo. Lyon 
won shoot-off. Mr. Livingston used Winchester ''Leader" 
Shells and a Winchester Shotgun. 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL AVERAGES 
in both the Preliminary and Southern Handicaps were won 
by T. H. Luttrell, with scores of 90 and 95, shooting a Win¬ 
chester Repeating Shotgun. 

This record of popularity and winning quality at a truly represen¬ 
tative tournament is good enough indication that 

The RED W BRAND Is the Kind To Shoot! 

The Palefaces. 

Boston, Mass., May 6.—The regular weekly shoot of 
the Palefaces was held on the Wellington grounds to- 
day, and the attendance was considerably augmented by 
the arrival of Seneca Lewis and Jack Fanning, not for¬ 
getting the lesser lights. 

Our old college chum easily showed the younger gen¬ 
eration that he could still top the lists when necessary, 
and the 91 was pretty shooting, to say the least, in view 
of the fact that it took a straight to win on the last 
event. That he was there, however, goes without saying, 
and there are a few wiser shooters around Boston than 

there were. . 
In the 100-target match the candy kid with a handicap 

of 8 reached top notch and had a clear lead of 3 targets 
over the nearest competitor, Burnes, who had somewhat 
more of a struggle to hold his position with Kirkwood 
and Bryant, only one and two targets away. Scores: 

Fanning 
Hassam . 
Kirkwood 
Staples . 
Powers 
Frost ... 
Burnes . 

8 14 10 14 9 13 8 15 91 
9 13 9 15 9 15 7 13 90 
8 14 9 14 S 13 10 14 90 

10 11 6 13 9 9 8 15 81 
9 12 8 12 7 13 6 14 81 
9 12 9 9 6 12 S 11 77 

8 12 7 12 7 11 7 11 75 

Clark . 7 11 7 11 7 10 10 ii 74 
Hodges .... 8 11 8 8 6 13 7 13 74 
Buffalo . S 12 8 11 6 11 7 11 74 
Bryant . 8 7 9 11 10 10 6 12 73 

10 7 9 9 9 11 8 8 71 
8 13 3 S 7 8 9 11 69 
5 9 S 9 7 8 7 13 66 
4 11 5 10 5 10 8 10 63 

’Todd . 7 17 5 9 7 11 5 10 61 
Hallam . 1 4 2 5 2 5 3 6 28 
Xelson . 6 10 4 10 6 11 5 52 

Winners in the added target match: 
B. H. T. B. H. T. 

8 98 Brvant . 73 20 93 
Burnes . .... 75 20 95 Kirkwood . 90 4 94 

Oscoda Gun Club. 

Oscoda, Mich., May 15.—The Oscoda Gun Club opened 
the season to-day with a shoot at 25 targets. But five 
members were present, with the following scores: 

f Swenson. 20 Markham .12 
Hamilton . 78 Miller . 10 
Ely . 17 

A. R. Miller, Secy. 
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Iowa Slate Shoot. 
Des Moines. Ia.—The Iowa State shoot was held on 

May 12, 13 and 14. Of the amateurs, Mr. E. M. Russell, 
of Union, la., was high average for the day with a total 
of 1S7 out of 2C0. Of the professionals. Mr. C. G. Spencer, 
of St. Louis, was high average with the phenomenal score 
of 198. 

The Jack Rabbit system proved to be quite satisfactory 
-to the contestants. Scores follow: 

Events: 
Targets: 

*C A Spencer... 
*J M Hughes... 
‘Geo Maxwell.. 
‘Fred Gilbert. 

May 12, First Day. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
15 15 15 15 20 20 15 15 15 15 20 20 
15 15 15 15 20 19 15 1 515 15 20 19 
15 15 13 15 19 16 15 15 14 15 19 20 
14 14 15 14 19 19 14 13 15 15 18 20 
14 15 15 13 20 18 15 14 15 15 18 17 

E M Russell. 13 14 15 15 20 19 15 14 14 13 19 16 
W S Hoon. 14 13 14 14 18 19 13 15 14 15 17 18 
J Peterson. 14 14 15 15 19 15 15 12 12 15 18 20 
*R R Barber.. . 14 13 14 14 18 IS 14 15 14 15 17 18 
L Foley . 13 13 14 15 19 14 15 14 14 15 18 20 
Wm Ridley. 14 12 13 13 18 17 14 14 14 15 19 19 
W Beckwith. 14 14 14 12 19 18 14 13 14 13 18 18 
R L Storm. 15 15 13 12 18 18 14 14 13 15 18 16 

N Ford. 13 14 13 13 19 17 15 14 12 14 18 18 
Kantskv . 11 10 15 12 19 20 14 14 13 12 19 19 
F Elbert. 14 14 14 12 IS 17 14 13 13 12 18 19 

A Marshall. . 15 14 14 12 20 16 13 10 11 15 20 17 
C Henshaw... 10 10 14 12 19 19 14 14 13 15 20 17 
W Budd. 15 14 13 12 19 19 13 13 14 11 17 16 
Malland . 13 14 14 14 18 16 12 12 12 15 19 16 
Wetleaf. 11 12 12 12 19 15 13 13 15 12 20 19 

Dove . 14 12 15 12 18 16 12 12 13 14 18 16 
Beckwith .... 14 12 13 11 15 17 12 13 15 15 17 17 
Kenning . 13 15 13 12 16 18 10 12 12 13 20 18 
C Peterson... 14 12 14 13 16 17 12 12 12 14 17 18 
Vermilya .... 13 12 13 13 18 16 15 11 14 14 15 15 

*R Kline . 12 15 10 13 14 14 12 15 12 15 19 17 
*H W Vietmeyer 12 13 13 12 14 19 14 11 14 14 13 19 
E '' " .-.- 
F 
H 
R 
M 
E 

O 

B 
T 
E 
C 
T 
W 
T 
O 
F 
E 
F 

M Storm. 13 14 13 14 14 17 9 12 14 14 18 15 
Ellett . 14 10 14 10 16 15 14 14 15 13 16 16 
Steege . 14 12 13 13 18 15 14 13 12 12 13 15 
L Dove. 12 10 14 13 18 16 12 11 14 11 16 17 
Schoop . 14 9 14 11 18 16 15 12 13 10 14 16 

G Wallace.... 13 15 12 11 17 16 13 12 12 9 15 15 
Hr Dothert . 12 9 14 12 16 17 12 1.3 12 9 18 15 
•C E Talbott.... 12 12 13 14 16 15 9 13 13 12 14 16 
A R Stemerson. 13 11 12 10 18 17 12 9 12 10 14 19 
H W Wilson... 12 11 12 13 18 13 13 11 11 12 16 17 
Kf Layman .14 14 13 11 18 12 9 12 13 10 13 18 
w S Magill. 12 11 11 12 17 15 7 13 8 12 16 14 
T D Dove. 12 13 11 12 15 16 11 11 10 10 15 12 
M Hamblin.13 12 10 11 15 10 11 10 10 10 16 14 
L Collins . 12 9 14 8 13 10 12 9 10 11 14 18 
F McLuen .13 11 13 14 17 18 13 14 14 13 19 19 
•O Dinan . 13 13 12 11 19 19 14 11 11 11 16 12 
T Cartwright... 12 10 11 10 15 14 10 13 12 11 14 15 
Wm Sframpe.... 11 11 14 9 15 15 10 11 12 9 13 14 
R D Frankford. 11 7 11 8 13 13 11 9 11 S 13 11 

■Geo Snow . 10 8 8 8 9 . 
J A Duncan. 8 11 ii i2 16 i9 
J Berger . 12 11 15 12 15 19. 
W Denton .13 li 17 ie 
A W Mousdan.. 14 13 14 12 18 16 12 12 12 12 
J S McCormick. 14 10 12 11 .... 911... 
R L Finnegan.. 9 12 11 6 .. .. S 12 .. !! 
C M Bentley... 8 7 12 8 .... 10 8 
W Dunton .12 14 16 18 .. .. 
F Frisbie . 13 11 13 13. (J. 
Hr Porter . 10 6 10 15 16 13 10 9 . 
\V Farrell .11 10 13 11 15 10 13 11. 
W Hartman.... 9 8 7 3 7 7 
J Hartman .i6 10 '9 io ” 
W Cottrell . 7 12 10 11 .... 10 6 .. 
Dr Thompson... 10 8 9 6 .. .. 9 4 .... ... 
< 
C 
A 
11 
E 
J 
G 
G 
F 
R 
C 

Park .12 12 1° 9 
Estaiicup .;; ;; 7 9 io 10 is if 
H l leveland. 8 12 12 19 17 19 
..13 11 12 12 16 18 

C C) Hair.12 8 

T1ary,or .!! ” 1113 ii ii ” 
W’is°n .1011 712.. 
A Warner. 7 5 
Lottmiller. 7 9 i-4 

Savage.!'. !! 6 5 .. 
Harnall . 5 10 

Broke. 
198 
191 
190 
189 
187 
184 
184 
184 
184 
182 
181 
180 
180 
178 
178 
177 
177 
176 
175 
173 
172 
171 
171 
171 
169 
168 
167 
167 
167 
164 
164 
162 
160 
159 
159 
157 
157 
157 
148 
148 
142 
140 
178 
162 
147 
134 
126 

. 43 
77 
84 
57 

135 
67 
58 
53 
60 
40 
89 
94 
41 
39 
56 
46 
45 
68 
73 
82 
20 
47 
40 
15 
30 
11 
15 

May 13, Second Day. 

The high amateur and high professional averages of tl 
■day were made '■> at t- , x.—a alike by Mr. O. N. Ford, amateur, £ 
“r- G. Spencer, professional. Each scored 194 out 

The Ottumwa diamond badge handicap event was w 
by John Peterson, of Randall, la., with a score of 
out of 50; second ' - 
of Des Moines, 

Events: 
Targets: 

O N Ford. 
*C G Spencer.. 
*Geo Maxwell.. 
‘Fred Gilbert.. 
T Kantzky . 
*R R Barber... 
Fred Ellett ... 
*T A Marshall. 
W Ridley . 
L Foley . 
W Wetleaf .... 
*J M Hughes.. 
J Peterson .... 
R F Elbert... 

O Beckwith 
E Henshaw , 
W S Hoon.. 

W D 
R L 

I was a tie on 47 between B. F. Elbert, 
and ! F. V ermilya. Scores: 
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

15 15 15 15 20 20 15 15 15 15 20 20 Broke. 
14 15 14 14 20 20 15 14 14 15 19 20 194 
15 15 14 13 19 20 15 15 15 15 18 20 194 
15 14 14 15 20 20 14 13 15 14 19 20 193 
15 15 15 14 19 20 13 14 14 14 20 19 192 
14 11 15 15 18 20 14 13 14 13 20 20 190 
15 15 13 14 19 20 14 15 13 13 20 19 190 
14 14 14 14 18 19 13 15 14 13 20 19 187 
14 14 14 13 20 16 13 15 15 12 IS 20 184 
12 13 14 14 20 20 13 13 12 16 18 20 184 
12 15 13 15 17 19 14 14 14 14 17 19 1S3 
13 14 11 14 18 19 14 15 15 11 17 19 183 
11 13 14 12 20 20 15 12 13 14 19 19 182 
12 12 14 13 18 20 14 14 14 13 19 19 182 
12 13 13 14 19 18 14 15 14 16 19 16 182 
13 11 14 12 19 18 14 14 14 14 18 20 181 
14 15 14 13 17 IS 14 15 12 14 18 17 1S1 
13 15 12 11 19 20 13 14 15 11 18 19 180 
10 13 15 14 17 18 14 13 16 15 15 20 179 
15 14 15 15 IS 19 11 14 14 14 14 16 179 
13 14 13 12 18 18 14 14 13 15 17 17 178 
14 15 12 13 18 16 12 14 13 13 17 18 175 
15 14 10 15 19 19 10 12 12 15 17 17 175 

C W Budd.... ..14 15 13 12 15 14 13 13 15 15 19 17 175 
G II Keating.. . 13 13 13 12 17 19 14 13 13 ii 18 18 175 
C R Millbank.. . 14 13 12 14 17 16 13 12 14 14 18 16 173 
E M Russell... . 11 10 15 14 18 IS 13 14 12 12 17 18 172 
N Layman. . 14 13 14 11 18 19 12 11 12 15 16 17 172 
M Schoop . . 15 13 12 13 18 IS 10 14 11 15 IS 15 172 
F H Adams... . 12 14 11 14 14 18 12 15 10 13 19 18 170 
H W Wilson... . 11 13 11 14 17 18 12 14 13 14 14 18 169 
Ed Storm. . 13 13 12 12 16 17 15 10 13 12 17 17 167 
C E Talbott.... . 12 14 14 12 15 17 13 13 11 12 17 17 167 
W Beckwith... . 12 14 15 13 17 17 12 14 12 12 16 13 167 
P> Phillips .... . 11 13 10 15 20 17 12 13 14 15 13 14 167 
1 Berger . . 12 15 13 11 17 19 9 11 12 10 19 19 167 
R L Dove. . 15 14 12 14 16 14 13 12 11 12 14 18 165 
*R Kline. . 12 15 8 12 15 19 13 14 13 12 16 14 163 
E C Peterson.. . 13 13 11 15 15 16 12 14 10 11 17 16 163 
A W Switzer.. . 12 13 13 10 15 17 11 14 14 9 15 19 162 
A Dinan. . 15 14 14 13 15 13 10 12 12 13 16 15 162 
F Kenning.... . 13 13 12 11 19 17 11 9 9 14 15 18 161 
D Cleveland.... . 12 12 11 13 13 18 9 16 15 12 13 16 159 
Dr Douthett.... . 10 13 15 13 12 17 8 14 15 14 15 13 159 
Collins . . 13 11 12 12 15 13 10 14 11 12 12 13 148 
F M Hamblin.. . 12 11 13 9 11 17 9 12 11 11 12 18 146 
T Dove . . 14 12 11 14 17 17 S5 
E Beckwith.... 11 13 12 13 13 13 75 
C E Stallcup... 12 11 16 17 12 13 13 13 20 16 143 
C Covey . . 14 11 13 13 14 13 78 
( Stevenson.... . 11 14 10 9 11 55 
F Frisbie . . 12 12 12 13 49 
G Groom . 10 7 17 
R K Groom.... 8 8 
O’Hair . 12 8 10 12 13 12 67 
E Huhner . 14 13 19 15 61 
A F Sanders.... 10 10 
F Crary . 9 15 24 
( Prouty . IK 14 29 
O A Repass.... 15 15 

Diamond badge 
T Peterson, 19.... 
B F Elbert, 18... 
F Vermilva, 18.. 
G Maxwell, 20... 
C H Snencer, 22. 
T M Hughes, 22. 
F Ellett, 20. 
G H Keating, 17. 
E Henshaw. 18.. 
R Storm, 18. 
R Kline, 19. 
R R Barber, 20... 

event, hand 
23 25—48 
24 23—47 
24 23-47 
23 23—46 
24 22—46 
24 21-45 
23 22—45 
24 20—44 
21 23—44 
22 21_43 
20 23—43 
19 23—42 

icaps 16 to 22yds. 
N Layman, 18_ 
C W Budd, IS... 
T A Marshall, 18 
H Vietmeyer, 18. 
C Prouty, 16. 
W S Hoon, 20... 
F Gilbert. 22.... 
W Beckwith, 18. 
E Beckwith, 18.. 
W Wetleaf. 18... 
L Foley, 19. 

18 23—41 
19 21—40 
17 23—40 
19 21—40 
19 21-»40 
20 20—40 
17 21—38 
21 16—37 
20 16—36 
17 w 
22 w 

May 14, Third Day. 

The amateur championship contest was won by John 
Peterson, of Randall, Ta., with a score of 94 out of' 100. 
The contest was close, Ford making a hot opponent till 
near the finish. J. Malland and J. M. Hughes made 
equal totals for the day’s high average, 190 out of 200. 
The Smith cup was shot for in the sixth event and was 
won by Wm. Wetleaf, of Nichols, la., with a straight 
score of 20. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 20 20 15 15 15 15 20 20 Broke. 

J Malland . 14 14 13 15 20 18 15 1 4 15 1 5 1 9 18 190 
*.T M Hughes... 15 15 15 15 19 20 15 14 13 14 17 18 190 
*F Gilbert .14 15 15 14 19 18 15 14 15 13 18 18 188 
*C G Spencer... 15 14 15 15 19 19 14 15 13 15 18 15 187 
W Wetleaf . 14 14 14 14 19 20 15 14 13 13 19 17 186 
J Kantzky . 14 15 15 14 18 17 12 14 15 15 15 19 183 
B F Elbert. 15 13 13 13 18 19 15 12 14 15 18 17 182 
*Geo Maxwell... 14 15 14 12 18 16 12 13 13 15 20 18 180 
O N Ford. 14 15 15 14 19 17 14 14 11 12 19 16 180 
*R R Barber.... 13 13 13 13 19 17 15 15 14 12 17 18 179 
W Ridley . 14 14 15 14 17 15 15 14 14 12 15 18 177 
*T A Marshall.. 12 13 11 14 19 19 12 12 12 14 18 18 174 
E M Russel!.... 14 13 13 12 18 17 12 12 12 14 17 18 172 
N Layman .11 12 11 14 18 17 14 13 14 14 17 16 171 
W Beckwith.... 14 15 14 13 14 17 9 14 10 14 19 18 171 
M Schoop . 14 14 12 14 14 17 12 14 14 12 16 18 171 
F Ellett . 15 14 13 14 14 IS 12 14 11 12 16 17 ljo 
C W Budd. 13 11 13 12 IS 18 15 11 13 12 18 16 170 
E Henshaw .... 14 14 11 13 15 15 14 14 10 13 17 14 164 
O Beckwith .... 14 12 15 12 16 14 11 11 11 15 16 16 163 
A W Switzer.... 13 14 13 10 15 16 13 8 13 14 13 16 161 
F. Beckwith- 15 13 12 12 17 17 11 9 9 11 17 18 161 
J Peterson .  13 15 14 15 16 14 12 15 10 11 12 14 161 
W S Hoon. 10 14 14 6 12 17 13 12 13 13 19 15 158 
A Dinan . 10 14 12 10 16 16 13 15 11 12 13 14 156 
E C Peterson... 12 13 13 12 14 14 12 12 11 11 16 14 154 
G IT Keating-1212 14 14 14 15 11 10 11 12 14 15 154 
TT W Wilson... 12 14 12 11 17 17 11 11 10 13 14 14 156 
*H W Vietmeyer 12 12 10 12 15 13 12 13 15 11 12 16 153 
F A Johnston.. 13 12 11 12 16 11 11 10 13 11 16 16 152 
*W S McGill.... 10 12 9 12 14 12 10 9 5 8 17 13 131 
Millbank .12 11 15 18 13 13 12 9 14 16 133 
J A Duncan.12 15 13 14 10 9 11 15 14 18 131 
J Plartman . 6 8 7 14 . 11 . 4fi 
F Frisbie . 9 11.” 9(1 
D Y French.1,8 17. 35 
W J Snook.17 16.17 ii 61 
J Kershner.12 12 

Amateur championship of Iowa, 100 targets: 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 

John Peterson . ■>3 24 22 25 
O N Ford. 23 24 °3 21 
E Folev . 23 21 23 24 
W Ridley . 24 23 21 21 
N Layman ... 22 25 20 21 
W S Hoon. is 24 21 24 
B F Elbert. 20 25 20 22 
E Henshaw . 21 21 20 14 
W Beckwith . °3 18 23 °2 
W Wetleaf . 22 21 19 92 
O Beckwith . 22 21 21 18 
E Beckwith. 19 20 19 17 

Total 
94 
91 
91 
,89 
8,8 
87 
87 
86 
86 
84 
82 
75 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Ossining Tournament. 
Ossining, N. Y., May 14.—A very successful two-days’ 

shoot of the Ossining Gun Club was finished to-day. 
Between 12,000 and 15,000 targets were thrown from two 
traps. The shooting was from 10:30 to 4 o’clock each day, 
with a half hour intermission for lunch. 

First Day, May 13. 

The weather was fine for big scores. A warm, bright 
day, with no wind to cut down percentages. 

Among the early arrivals was A. C. Bostwick, of 
' Mamaroneck, in his big touring car. Right after him 

came W. A. Gregory from Danbury, over to the north, 
in his Thomas flyer. Then successively came O. D. 
Munn in a speedy runabout and a bunch of jolly New 
York Athletic Club fellows. Messrs. O'Donohue, 
Moffett and Schauffler came bowling up the pike guests 
of C. W. Billings, who is one of the best ever. And 
then came F. A. Hodgman, of Tuckahoe, to try our 
traps for the first time. Last, but not least, came Cole¬ 
man, one of our local lights, in his runabout. So there 
was quite a park of autos. 

W. M. Foord, the crack shot of Wilmington, Del paid 
us a visit for the first time, as also did Dr. O’Brien, 
of Yonkers. F. Schoverling, of Mullerite fame; H. H. 
Weeks, of New York city; Hurd, of Albany, and Dr. 
Moeller and Creighton, of Nyack. Harry Valentine and 
J. B. Sanders, old friends from Albany, were on hand, 
also Martin and Kouwenhoven, of Brooklyn; Ray 
Hendricks, from Rye; Wynn, from Yonkers, and Hicks, 
from Millbrook. Later in the afternoon Chief Game 
Protector Geo. Sutton, with Messrs. Betti, Bailey and 
Towner from Mt. Kisco, motored over to see the fun, 
but did not bring their guns. 

The trade was represented by Neaf Apgar (Peters), 
Jack Fanning and W. S. Haight (Dupont), Sim Glover 
(Ballistite), and F. Schoverling (Mullerite). Geo. R. 
Ginn, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., acted as 
cashier in his usual efficient way and had the money all 
ready to pay over when the shoot was finished each day. 

The main trophy to-day was the “Sheriff’s cup,” a 
beautiful loving cup, presented by Hon. Chas. M. 
Lane, which carried with it the 1908 championship of 
Westchester county. High score in the 100-targets in 
events Nos. 2 to 6 inclusive decided the fact that A. 
Bedell, of Ossining, was the “yellow-haired boy,” beating 
Wynn, of Yonkers, out by one target, with a total of 
88 per cent. 

Neaf Apgar was high professional with 190 out of 200. 
His run of 75 straight, which was finished the second 
day with a grand total of 104 targets straight, was cer¬ 
tainly “going some,” on grounds with a reputation for 
hard targets. 

Sim Glover, with 177, beat Jack Fanning by one target 
for second high. “Billy” Foord was head and shoulder 
high for amateur day’s high average with 187. “Kelly” 
came in for second high average, and Bedell third. 
There were thirty-seven shooters to-day. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 
Targets: 20 20 

Neaf Apgar .19 19 
W M Foord .18 18 
G K Kouwenhoven .... 19 15 
A Bedell .15 18 
Sim Glover . 17 17 
Jack Fanning .18 17 
F W Moffett .15 18 
H H Valentine . 19 16 
J B Sanders .16 14 
W H Coleman . 17 15 
T J O’Donohue .16 16 
W A Gregory . 16 15 
C W Billings .16 16 
O D Munn .12 17 
Dr Moeller . 16 19 
C G Blandford .14 16 
A C Bostwick . 16 IS 
E Hicks .12 16 
F A Hodgman .14 16 
F A Schauffler . 15 12 
I T Washburn. 14 17 
John Martin . 16 14 
W S Haight .13 15 
E M Hurd .15 13 
R Hendricks . 16 12 
F Schoverling .12 17 
Dr O’Brien .17 9 
J F Hyland .11 8 
M W Wynn .16 17 
E Brewerton . 14 12 
C Dietrich . 14 10 
H Weeks . 7 9 
G Creighton . 9 5 
G B Hubbell . 16 15 
L Wyhant . 
J H Hendrickson . 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Brk. 
19 19 17 19 18 20 20 20 190 
20 19 19 19 1S 19 18 19 187 
17 18 19 18 18 20 16 19 179 
17 18 17 is 19 17 20 18 177 
18 17 17 15 18 20 18 20 177 
17 17 18 16 18 18 17 20 176 
17 19 17 19 13 20 18 19 175 
19 20 18 14 12 16 19 19 ■ 172 
20 18 15 17 16 17 20 16 169 
18 17 15 17 18 17 15 19 168 
14 17 18 18 17 16 17 15 164 
17 14 16 15 17 18 13 20 161 
15 18 16 18 12 17 13 20 161 
16 14 17 19 12 19 16 19 161 
18 13 17 14 13 18 15 18 161 
18 16 16 IS 16 15 14 17 ICO 
17 17 14 17 14 16 15 16 160 
17 17 17 15 19 18 16 13 160 
17 15 1.7 15 16 18 15 17 158 
14 19 14 18 15 17 17 19 157 
13 16 17 15 18 17 13 17 157 
11 17 15 19 13 18 15 19 157 
16 15 15 16 16 17 16 18 157 
13 14 15 IS 13 17 16 17 151 
13 18 10 18 12 16 16 16 147 
16 11 8 16 15 14 15 16 140 
10 12 13 9 8 13 4 

9 11 7 4 
15 19 18 18 . 

9 15 10 18 . 
14 17 12 10 . 

7 6 7 7. 
7 13 10 14 10. 

16 16 13 13 . 
.10. 
.. .. 20 19 20 20 19 17 

Second Day, May 14, 

Our troubles began to-day with a little rain, which 
cut down the attendance from the north. Then trap 
No. 1 broke down, but 1. T. Washburn, in A. C. Bost- 
wick’s auto, which was kindly offered, made a record 
trip to town and a new part was provided in an hour’s 
time. 

Event No. 8, the handicap merchandise affair, attracted 
considerable attention to-day, for several reasons. Tar¬ 
gets were thrown 55yds. There was a lowering sky and a 
variable wind and the crackerjacks were put back to 
22yds. When the smoke cleared away, O’Donohue was 
found to have annexed the Lefever trap gun; Kouwen¬ 
hoven the oil painting, donated by E. MacDonald; 
Coleman, the case of shells on a toss-up with Booth; 
Lee, a fine gun case, given by the Folsom Arms Co.; 
Gregory, a pipe in case, on a toss-up with Blandford, 
who donated it, and Navens won the 200 shells. There 
were six prizes of an actual value of $85. Foord got 
the first high average money again to-day; Bedell, sec¬ 
ond; and Moffett, third. Handicaps applying in event 
No. 8. Scores: 
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UNITION 
For Your 

303 
30-30 

38-55 
To get the best results use 

US) AMMUNITION 

For sale by all dealers 
Made by 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO. 
497-503 Pearl Street, 35-43 Park Street, New York City 

Events: 
Targets: 

Neaf Apgar . 
vVm Foord, 22. 
A Bedell . 
F S Fanning. 
F W Moffett . 
3 H Kouwenhoven, 22. 
W A Gregory, 18. 
W S Haight .. 
C VV Billings . 
T J O’Donohoe, 17. 
J J Farrell, 18. 
H M Booth, 17. 
C G Blandford, IS. 
I T Washburn, 18 . 
R Navens, 16 . 
G C Grieff . 
J VV Bain, 16 . 
I T Hyland, 16. 
R Hendricks . 
F Wood . 
E Brewerton . 
H L Lee, 18 . 
F A Hodgman, IS. 
E Winslow . 
O Bush, 16. 
J C Barlow . 
G B Hubbell, 16. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
15 20 20 20 20 20 20 25 20 20 
15 19 19 19 14 20 20 17 16 
14 20 19 19 16 16 IS i2 16 20 
11 18 18 IS 18 17 17 12 11 18 
15 17 19 20 14 17 17 14 17 
13 18 14 18 15 17 18 ii IS 18 
11 18 17 IS 17 16 IS 20 17 16 
13 17 19 18 14 15 15 17 14 17 
10 15 17 17 16 14 15 16 17 
12 18 15 17 15 15 14 8 14 17 

9 13 19 16 14 17 15 21 15 16 
11 16 17 16 12 15 14 15 16 15 
11 15 17 16 13 16 12 19 12 19 
12 15 14 15 11 16 12 17 14 14 
12 16 13 14 15 17 11 S 7 16 

8 12 15 14 11 15 13 16 15 11 
8 14 ii 16 9 13 14 
7 15 15 14 19 16 14 14 

12 13 11 13 10 4 11 4 
12 18 14 13 16 16 

9 18 13 9 7 
13 14 14 11 

i9 15 IS 18 17 18 14 17 
15 12 14 12 15 19 

8 9 9 6 .. 5 
13 12 13 13 9 11 
9 7. 

10 .. 

John Hendrickson, of Long Island City, made a short 
but profitable trip, the first day, by making a “killing” 
in the sweeps and winning the cup for long run of the 
tournament. Scores: 

High general amateur average money was won as fol¬ 
lows : 

Shot Shot 
at. Brk at. Brk. 

VV M Foord.. 375 345 Kouwenhoven 375 327 
A Bedell . 375 329 F W Moffett 375 324 

ProRvsionals: 
S Fanning... 375 326 N Apgar .375 349 

C. G. B. 

Sistersville Tournament. 
Sistersville, W. Ya., May 15.—The first annual reg¬ 

istered shoot of the West Virginia Shooting Club took 
place on their grounds here May 13 and 14, and was in 
every way very much of a success. For several days it 
looked as though the weather was going to be anything 
but favorable for trapshooting, but it cleared up and we 
have never seen more perfect weather conditions for a 
target tournament. 

I he trade was represented by Messrs. R. O. Heikes, 
TJ. M. C. and Remington, of Dayton, O.; H. S. Welles, 
“Dead Shot” Horace Heikes, Dayton, O., Ballistite and 
New York, American Powder Mills; “Dead Shot” Horace 

Heikes. Dayton, O., Ballistite and Empire, and Ralph 
L. Trimble, Covington, Ky., Winchester. 

Among the well-known amateurs were the following: 
Messrs. F. E., John F., and S. T. Mallory, Parkersburg; 
Will F. Hendrickson, of Dillonvale, O.; J. E. Ribb and 
L. E. Lantz, Jacksonburg, W. Va.; T. H. McIntyre, 
New Martinsville, W. Ya., and Drs. L. G. Gribble and 
S. B. Hanlon, Pomeroy, O., and also Messrs. Hart, Stan- 
berry and Geo. Steinbauer, of the latter city. 

In the expert class, Mr. R. O. Heikes was first with 
373 out of 400; H. S. Welles second, with 362; R. L. 
Trimble, third, with 361, and Horace Heikes, fourth, with 

Amateur class: Ed. O. Bower, of the local club, was 
high, with 364 out of 400; F. E. and S. T. Mallory tied 
for second with 356 each; Dr. L. G. Gribble, third, with 
331, and T. M. McIntyre fourth, with 327. 

On the first day, F. E. Mallory was high amateur, with 
the very creditable score of 187 out of 200, while Mr. II. 
S. Welles made the same score in the professional class. 

Second day: S. T. Mallory was high amateur with 179 
out of 200, with the “Daddy of ’em all” high professional 
with 189. 

Mr. H. S. Welles is credited with the longest run of 
the meet, 61. 

Taking it all in all, it was one of the best little shoots 
we have ever held, and several inquiries were made as 
regards date for another one. 

May 13, First Day. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Targets • 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 

F E Maliory. 17 16 20 18 19 19 18 20 20 18 187 
*H S Welles. 19 18 18 18 19 19 20 20 18 18 187 
Ed O Bower. 20 18 18 19 20 18 19 20 16 18 186 
*R O Heikes. 15 19 19 18 18 19 20 20 18 19 185 
*H Heikes . 20 19 17 19 18 20 17 19 19 17 185 
*R L Trimble. 18 17 18 20 17 17 19 19 19 19 183 
S T Mallory.17 17 19 17 19 19 18 17 15 19 177 
T F Mallory.17 17 19 18 18 19 17 18 16 17 176 
T M Mclntire.19 17 19 18 16 16 19 16 16 18 1(4 
Dr L G Gribble. 18 14 17 20 20 16 17 18 13 17 170 
Geo Steinbauer . 16 15 19 15 19 16 15 19 15 17 lb6 
W F Hendrickson.... 13 13 15 15 16 14 20 18 16 lb 15b 
Dr S B Hanlin. 10 9 16 16 13 14 14 12 12 16 132 
H Stanbery . 7 13 10 8 14 15 10 16 13 16 122 

May 14, Second Day. 

Events: 1234567 8, 9 10 
Targets • 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 

*R O Heikes. 19 20 19 IS 20 19 19 17 18 20 189 
S T Mallory. 18 16 17 20 18 18 18 19 18 17 1(9 
*RL Trimble. 17 15 15 20 17 19 19 19 19 18 78 
Ed O Bower. 19 17 19 18 16 17 16 18 18 20 178 
*H S Welles .18 16 19 18 17 16 16 19 17 19 175 
I E Ribb .16 19 19 15 17 19 18 17 17 16 174 
LE Lantzi. 16 16 17 17 15 17 17 18 20 20 173 

*H Heikes . 16 18 19 17 16 18 18 17 16 16 171 
F E Mallory. 18 17 16 16 16 18 18 16 18 16 169 
W F Hendrickson... 16 16 17 18 17 15 16 16 18 20 169 
Dr L G Gribble. 17 16 16 14 16 17 17 16 13 19 161 
Geo. Steinbauer .16 17 14 17 13 17 17 15 17 17 160 
T. M Mclntire. 15 10 16 16 16 15 16 16 17 16 153 
H Stanberry . 7 13 10 12 6 12 9 13 7 10 99 
J F Mallory. 15 12 15 17 16. 

♦Professionals. 

Notes. 

Will Hendrickson, the Duke of Dillonvale, says be will 
never miss a Sistersville shoot, even if he has to shut 
down his printing establishment. 

It was a warm bunch from Pomeroy, and they wore the 
same smile when they missed them as when they were 
all blown to dust. 

The Mallory trio, of Parkersburg—well, there is noth¬ 
ing to say about these three Indians, as everybody 
knows all about them. John, Chief Hole Digger, how¬ 
ever, had the misfortune to have a new gun that came 
near kicking the top of his head off, and he was com¬ 
pelled to quit before the completion of the programme. 

Sid took some of our money and can’t shoot on these 
grounds any more. . 

Lantz and Ribb, of Jacksonburg. came in to show us 
what they could do the second day, and incidentally to 
invite us all to the State shoot that is to be held on 
their grounds next month. We accepted the invitation. 

Don’t know what we would have done if it hadn’t been 
for Judge Mclntire, of New Martinsville. Here’s to 
you, judge. We will try and return the compliment 
some time. 

We have never had a quartet of more genial trade 

representatives, and they can have anything they want 
here. We even promised to have the hill on the oppo¬ 

site side of the river removed, so as to make better 
background. Secretary. 

Bolivar Gun Club. 

a nice crowd of good 
shoot of the Bolivar 

which the following 

Bolivar, Tenn., May 14.—Quite 
fellows were present at the club 
Gun Club, held this afternoon, at 
scores were made: 

Targets: 
G A Kiney. 
♦P B Plummer. 
Dr H N Davis. 
C S Cook. . 
J R Tisdale'..... 
1? V Hudson. 
Chas Duncan . 
J D Merwin . 
John Parson . 
D Mark . 
R Kahn . 
A Kahn .. 

♦Trade representative. 

25 25 25 25 
99 23 20 24 
19 24 23 21 
99 24 19 21 
23 20 22 18 
21 20 17 22 
20 22 21 
18 16 20 
99 20 
20 19 

P. B. 
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An Amateur Record Never Equalled! 
At Sulphur, Okla., May 14-15, Mr. J. S. Day, of Midland, Texas, won HIGH AMATEUR and HIGH GENERAL AVERAGES 

with the best score ever made by an amateur—396 out of 400. Read the particulars. 

Sulphur, Okla., May 15th, 1908. 
To The Peters Cartridge Co., Cincinnati, O.: 

J. S. Day, high amateur and general averages at Sulphur, 396 out of 400; made runs of 139 
and 158. Ed. O’Brien, second, 390. L. I. Wade, fourth, 385, with straight run 117. Harvey 
Dixon and George K. Mackie, second and third amateur averages, 382 and 380, respectively. 

L. I. WADE. 

PETERS SHELLS 
Were used by all the above as well as the following: 

High Amateur Average at the Southern Handicap, Birmingham, Ala., May 5-8, Mr. Harvey Dixon, 282 ex 300. Mr. Dixon 
was 2nd Amateur (tie) in the Preliminary Handicap, 90 ex 100, and 2nd Amateur in the Southern Handicap, 93 ex 100. 

High Amateur Average at Thornville, O., May 13-14, won by Mr. Lon Fisher, 383 ex 400. Mr. Fisher was high over all 
professionals and amateurs the first day, with 198 ex 200. 

ONLY HIGH=CLASS AMMUNITION CAN PRODUCE SUCH RESULTS AS THESE! 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and Wa^r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 
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Montpelier Gun Club. 
Montpelier, Vt.—Notwithstanding the unfavorable 

weather, there was a good attendance at the shoot of 
the Montpelier Gun Club, May 12 and 13. The special 
contest of the dav was for final possession of the State 
trophy, won in 1906 and 1907 by Dr. C. H. Burr of 
Montpelier, who scored his third victory to-day and 
thereby became owner. He broke S? out of 100 targets 
Former winners were B. B. Perkins, of St. Albans who 
won with a score of S3; A. S. Head, St. Albans, scored 
S2; and t. F. Greenwood, of Enosburg Falls, scored S2 
The high averages of the dav were: Amateur Dr C 
H. Burr, 175 out of 200; professional, H. H. Stevens ’l8l’ 

Among the visiting amateurs were: B. B. Perkins E 
H. Richardson and A. S. Head, of St. Albans; T.’ F. 
Greenwood, of Enosburg Falls; W. Harry Houghton, 
Fritz Jackson, B. A. Eastman, Gale Bennett and J W 
Sanborn, of Barre; R. F. Pinney, Cushing Hill and Mr. 
\\ lent, of the Middlebury Gun Club, and E. S. Clark 
of Lyndonville. Scores: 

May 12, First Day. 
Events: 1234567S9 10 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 °0 

’Dickey . 19 16 17 11 15 IS 16 16 17 15 
*V\ heeler . 18 14 17 16 12 17 14 17 18 12 
•W kite . 18 15 20 14 19 19 17 19 19 16 
•Darton . 19 19 15 13 20 19 18 18 15 14 
Stevens . 19 18 17 17 20 14 IS 19 20 19 
\\ alton . 14 15 IS 18 16 18 15 14 11 11 
Dr Burr . 19 19 18 15 17 18 19 19 13 18 
Moulton . 15 15 13 15 15 13 17 17 14 16 
Megrath . 13 14 18 14 16 17 17 18 15 13 
Eastman . 18 IS 20 IS 17 16 19 IS 14 15 
•Glover . 15 20 19 16 16 19 15 IS 18 IS 
Bliss .. " g “ 
Phillips 
Senter 
Abbott 
ackson 

10 8 9 
q o 

11 12 12 9 7 . 
_ 12 13 13 15 .. 14 10 13 .. .. 
Jackson . 10 11 12 13 .. 13 .. . 13 
Perkins . 18 15 14 15 14 17 19 18 13 16 
Greenwood .19 15 J9 16 IS 16 17 15 19 15 
Head . 16 17 13 16 13 18 16 IS 16 14 
Houghton .16 17 15 13 15 11. 
E H Richardson.14 .. 15 16 16 16 17 
Hoisington . 7 11 
R P Richardson.IS 13 4 
Leslie . S 
Hill .lti 12 17 
H'tney .13 10 16 
(-lark .15 17 19 
VV right .20 
Shepard .[ ,. 12 

Shot 
at. 

200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 

60 
60 

100 
140 
120 
200 
200 
200 
120 
120 

40 
60 
20 
60 
60 
60 
20 
20 

Brk. 
163 
155 
176 
170 
181 
150 
175 
150 
155 
173 
174 
27 
24 
51 
90 
72 

159 
169 
157 

87 
94 
18 
35 

S 
45 
39 
51 
20 
12 

May 13, Second Day. 
State 1 The amateur championship of the State was won by 

Dj- L. H. Burr, with the excellent score of 94 out of 
100. 1 he trophy is an elegant silver cup. It is a 
challenge trophy and must be defended by the holder. 
Other contestants w-ho made high scores in this contest 
were B. A. Eastman, Barre, 88; G. E. Megrath, Mont¬ 
pelier, and \\ . P. Springer, Northfield, 86 each; H B 
Moulton, Montpelier, 84; R. F. Pinney, Middlebury,' 76; 
C. Hill, Middlebury. 71. 

High professional average of the two days was made 
by H. H. Stevens, 327 out of 360 targets. High amateur 
average was made by Dr. Burr, 322 out of 360. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

'Dickey . 17 20 18 18 16 19 IS 17 
•Wheeler . 16 15 19 19 15 IS IS IS 
'Wh«e . 18 17 18 19 20 16 19 15 
'Darton .18 18 18 19 18 19 18 15 
•Stevens . 19 20 16 19 19 19 19 15 
Walton .13 15 14 7. 
P“rr . 19 17 17 IS 20 19 19 IS 
Moulton . IS 13 19 18 IS 15 14 16 
Megrath . 17 17 16 15 18 16 19 18 
Clark . 16 14 13 17 17 ls ]5 oq 
Eastman . 19 19 18 18 19 19 16 16 
greenwood . 16 17 16 18 16 17 17 17 
f'.upey . 16 15 16 16 15 14 17 12 
H'.H .16 17 13 16 13 15 14 13 
Briggs . H .. .. 13. 
"’Pnnger . 14 15 19 16 16 20 15 
/hen . 13 17 14 8 7 .. 
lackson .14 
Houghton . ” 18 ” ' ’ 
Shepard .16 .. ' ’’ ’' 

Shot 
at. 

160 
160 
160 
160 
160 

so 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 

40 
140 
100 
20 
20 
20 

Montclair Gun Club. 
Montclair, N. J., May 16.—Seven trophy events were 

un off this afternoon, thirteen participating. Messrs, 
canning and Brown, trade representatives, were of the 
lumber. 

. • W. Moffett was the winner of event 1 with 23 to 
us credit, while Guenther and Grinnell tied in event 2, 
■ uenther winning on the shoot-off. Event 4, was won by 

c~ Jacobus with 24 breaks to his credit, a pair of very 
landsome gold cuff buttons being his reward. Event 5 
•vas the fourth leg for the Ballistite medal, Messrs. E. 
acobus, Guenther and Donahue all tying for first place; 

I'Onshuc won on «-.v«— .1-2—1- . 1 • . > 
ollowing event. 

Events: 
Targets: 

1 J Donahue. 
; W Billings. 

A Guenther. 
f W Moffett. 
> C Grinnell, Jr. 

Winslow . 
ack Fanning. 
I L Brown. 
- L Bush. 
’ H Cockefair. 
hos Dukes . 

I Jacobus . 
'■> Jacobus.' 

last event, No. 7 
?aks to his credit. 

was won by F. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
25 25 10 25 25 25 25 
20 19 9 2 24 9 94 2 24 2 21 
19 15 8 1 19 1 22 1 22 1 19 
20 23 10 1 17 1 24 1 23 1 21 
23 21) 10 0 23 0 23 0 16 0 22 

23 s 2 18 2 17 2 19 2 15 
6 4 22 4 15 
8 0 20 0 22 0 21 0 16 

10 0 20 0 21 0 18 0 21 
0 
8 

4 22 4 21 

1 18 1 21 2 22 1 21 
3 22 3 21) 2 21 
1 25 2 24 2 17 

Edwa rd Winslow, Sec’y. 

BALLISTITE 
_(DENSE) 

"vst mar s 
Arkansas State Championship, April 20th, (Stuttgart, Ark.) 

Metropolitan Championship. April 1st, (Montclair, N. I.) 

Eastern Championship, March 12th, Philadelphia, Pa.) 

Sunny South Handicap, January 28th, (Brenham, Texas) 
Grand American Handicap, 1907 

E M PI R E 
(BULK) 

Oklahoma State Championship. April 29th, (Enid, Oklahoma) 

ZZo Straight Longest Run, April 15th, (Indianapolis, Ind.) 

The Greatest Winners and the Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders on Earth 

J. H. LAU ^ CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

THE Z72ar/l/2 Model No. 20 22-CaI. Repeating rifle put out this year 

leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or “pump” action, 

is chambered to handle .22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from seams. The working parts are of crucible steel hardened against wear. 

The “ 7/Iar/in Book” has 136 pagres jam full of information for the 
up-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, of 
all 77Zar/l/l repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It’s FREE for 3 stamps 
postage. Send for it to-day. 

2Y Willow St., 7Ae772ar/i/z firearms Go., New Haven, Conn. 

THE ANGLER’S WORKSHOP § 
■--- o 

Rodmaking for Beginners f 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 
supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how’’ of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 
sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations. 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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Fhe Gun With Few Parts 

The A. H. Fox 
gun combines unusual 

lightness with greatest 
strength and simplicity. It is stronger than others because it has added 

metal in its barrels where powder strain is greatest, and fewer and larger parts in 
its action. This last fact also accounts for the marvelous simplicity of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
Fox Guns never shoot loose—Fox coiled main and top lever springs never break. No other 

gun is as perfectly balanced, as beautiful in model or as good a shooter as the Fox; it is actually 

‘ THE FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD” 
Write for booklet. 

THE H. H. FOX GUIM CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

WALSRODE 
The Original Dense Smokeless 

Insist upon your Shells being 

loaded with it. 

Ask your dealer or write. 

FE'RGX/STOJVS' 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

Schoverling, Daly (&L Gales 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
tors and Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
tor Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
ack(Front and Topi, Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Jamp. Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan- 
ern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi- 
, V* _ J ....__ X— Tlb.ntrntod P otolnmip 

IS HUIUMdUlC a-u; ~ *-- 

cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Brooklyn, May 12.—The second shoot of the gold 
medal series, held to-day, had winners as follows: Class 
A 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

old 
lass 

18yds’.—J. H. Hendrickson, first, 48; second, Frank 
Hall 46; third, G. K. Kouwenhoven, 43. Class B, 17yds. 
—W. C. Damron and T. J. O’Donohue, Jr., tied on 43 
for first. Class C, 16yds.—M. L. Lee was high with 46. 
These three gold medals were presented by Mr. Lowell 
M. Palmer, Jr., who also presented the prize, a silver 
shield, for the gun-below-the-elbow event, in which Hen¬ 
drickson was high with 21; Kouwenhoven, 20, and 
Lyman, 19. _ , j 

Nearly 8,000 targets were thrown. Several sweepstakes 
were run off on No. 2 set of traps. 

Class A: 
Events: 
Targets: 

T H Hendrickson. 
Frank Hall. 
G K Kouwenhoven. 
G H Piercy. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

L H Schortemeier 
C W Billings. 
G S K Remsen.... 

Wm Hopkins 
Class B: 

T J O’Donohue, 

Hy Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

J G Ropes. 
H D Bergen. 
A V Suydam. 
J H Voorhies. . 
Dr C F Hunter. 
H J Montanus. 1 
H T Lee... 
D A Leahy. 

Class C: 
H L Lee. 
H Voorhies . 

T Wellbrock . ... 
R A Metz. 
P J May. 
F D Creamer. 
A E Hendrickson. 
E O Lyman. 
Dr P Moeller. 
S Potter . 
L T Haney. 
H W Dreyer. 
H S Craft. 

Robt Morgan 
J H Kroger... 
C P Cooper.. 
A J Grabie... 

F Pfaender 

R H Weiskotten. 
Thos Short . 
P Garms . 

Professionals: 
J S Fanning. 
G R Schneider.... 
H L Brown. 
E H Kniskern.... 
F W Schoverling. 

Yds. 
Hdcp. 25 25TI 

2 3 
25 2S 

.. 18 24 24—48 18 25 

.. 18 22 24—46 18 21 
... 18 22 21—43 20 .. 
... IS 21 21—42 16 22 
... 18 23 19—42 16 2' 
... 18 21 IS—39 . . 
... IS IS 20—38 14 IE 
... 18 21 17—38 15 .. 
... 18 21 17—38 16 it 

... 18 18 19—37 

... IS 16 18—34- 15 2( 

... 17 20 23—43 

... 17 20 23-43 i3 . 

... 17 22 20—42 18 11 

... 17 20 20—40 

... 17 22 17—39 is . 

... 17 17 22—39 

... 17 18 21—39 14 2 

... 17 21 17—38 16 P 

... 17 17 20—37 14 . 

... 17 19 16—35 18 . 

... 17 19 16—35 17 1 

... 16 22 24—46 16 . 

... 16 22 21—43 

... 16 22 20—42 6 i 

... 16 20 22—42 18 . 

... 16 23 19—42 

... 16 21 21—42 is i 

... 16 23 17—40 

... 16 21 19-40 2i i 

... 16 20 18—38 19 1 

... 16 IS 20—38 9 

... 16 14 24—3S 11 

... 16 20 18—38 

... 16 18 19—37 16 
.... 16 17 20—37 
.... 16 15 21—36 i:i 
.... 16 17 18—35 17 
.... 16 17 17—34 12 
.... 16 16 18—34 8 
.... 16 14 19-33 17 
.... 16 16 16—32 
.... 16 9 18—27 
.... 16 10 17—27 
.... 16 11 15-26 
.... 16 13 12—25 
.... 16 10 10—20 

.... 18 19 22—41 22 

.... 18 20 20-40- 17 

.... 18 21 18—39 17 

.... 18 14 21—35 13 

.... 16 16 IS—34 17 
elbow. No. 3, speoial 2 

1 5 6 

target event. 
May 16.—There was a good attendance at the Berg' 

Beach Gun Club traps to-day. The_ weather was pleasan 
Events: 
Targets: 

Hopkins . 
Creamer . 
Brecht . 
Bergen . 
Isaac . 
Dreyer . 
Shevlin . 
Dreyer . J? 
Morgan . 
Potter . 
Slavin . 
Griffith . 14 

25 25 25 25 25 25 
13 16 15 18 22 16 
19 15 IS 20 20 20 
15 10 17 13 
18 18 24 22 20 23 
21 13 IS 14 20 
15 17 14 21 20 ii 
16 13 10 16 12 

17 
20 15 15 18 
17 IS 20 is 19 

20 14 

Perry Rod and Gun Club. 

Perry, N. Y., May 15.—The second annual tourname 
of the Perry, N. Y., Gun Club was held Thursday, M 
14. Although the weather was as bad as could be t 
erated for such an occasion, rain and fog predonun 
ing, a goodly bunch of shooters participated, and t 
Luivamen: can be classed a success. Buffalo, Rochest' 
Bata, ia, Cohocton and nearby towns were represent' 

Following are the scores for the day’s events, nine 
the ten being shot off: 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Conley . 
Spaulding . 
McCord . 
Wootton . [30 
Reinetke . 
Stapley . 
Messenger . 
Tomlinson . 
Dr Belknap . 
Phillips . 
Coates . 
Wilkins . 115 
Mrs Belknap . 115 
Howes . H5 
Hilfiker . 
Alva Clark . 
John Wheeler .. 
E Childs . 
Ormon .. 

Shot at. Broke. Per Cei 
. 130 120 .92 

. 130 112 .86 

. 130 111 .85 

. 130 110 .84 

. 130 105 .80 

. 130 99 .76 

. 130 91 .78 

. 130 85 .65 

. 130 82 .63 

. 130 80 .61 

. 115 87 .76 

. 115 81 .70 

. 115 72 .62 

. 115 62 .54 

. 110 93 .84 

. 95 75 .79 

. 100 72 .72 

. 86 26 .30 

. 80 52 .65 
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Wicks . 42 .53 
1 B Clark. 48 .69 

.63 VV Wheeler . . 70 44 
Kelly . 43 .66 
1 Clark . . 65 24 .37 
Butts . 44 .80 
1 tter . 23 .46 
Macomber . . 50 17 .34 
Austin . 25 .70 
Welch . . 20 11 .55 
Reed . . 20 10 .50 
Way . 9 .45 
Rice . 8 .40 
White . . 20 2 .10 

The club will bold a summer shoot. 
W. J. Austin, Sec’y. 

Hill side Rod and Gun Club. 

Flushing, X. Y., May IS.—Saturday ended the first 
season of the Hillside Club, and weather, ladies and a 
full attendance helped to bring to a close an extremely 
successful season in every way. 

Starting out in October with five members, we have 
increased to seventeen, and have already a number of 
applications for the fall season. 

We have preferred to play in our own little back yard 
the past season, until we had cut our eye teeth. W'e ieel 
that another season our scores will have been good 
enough to enable us to give a pretty good account of our 
doings away from home, so I hope to see Hillside's 
name up near the top many times during the season. 

The events for to-day were: 
Special club handicap, 50 targets, five prizes, value $30, 

with the results below: 

B. H. T. 
Long . 42 0 42 
Peck . 38 4 42 
Ashmore . 37 4 41 
Nash .„ 31 5 3(1 
Rieger . 37 5 42 
Deems . 30 6 36 
Cillman . 19 7 26 

Shoot-off: Reiger second, 
Ashmore fifth. 

Visitors’ handica 
second, Bell; thirc 

H B T 
Bell . 35 4 39 
Place . 31 0 31 
Burns . 34 7 41 
Hall . 32 0 32 
R H Long. 22 10 32 

B. H. T. 
Keppel . 32 8 40 
Barrett . 30 8 38 
A D Nash. 33 12 45 
Holahan . 29 12 41 
Meigs . 24 14 38 
Foster . 25 9 34 

Peck third, Long fourth, 

B H T 
Funke . 23 8 31 
Laurence . 9 20 29 
Runge . 28 10 38 
Miller . 16 20 36 

50 targets, three prizes; first, Burns; 
Runge: 

Total scores for the dav follow: 
Targets: 15 10 50 25 

Long . .. 10 8 42 20 
Peck- . .. 15 8 42 17 
Ashmore . 6 41 20 
Nash . .. 12 7 36 20 
Rieger . .. 9 5 42 19 
Deems . . 9 5 36 
Gillman . .. 6 4 26 
Keppel . .. 8 6 40 8 
Barrett . .. 9 8 38 14 
A D Nash... .. 13 6 45 
Holahan . .. 10. .6 41 11 

Targets: 15 10 50 25 
Meigs . .. 5 6 38 .. 
Foster . 3 34 12 
Bell . 8 39 17 
Place . .. 31 IS 
Burns . .. 9 5 41 IS 
Hall . .. 11 6 32 18 
R H Long... 4 32 .. 
Funke . 6 31 11 
Laurence .... 4 29 .. 
Runge . .. 38 .. 
Miller . 5 36 .. 

H. B. Keppel, Sec’y. 

Simple ■^crew; 

THE\ say a fellow named Archimedes invented the screw two thousand years or so ago. 
Simple idea this, wrapping a wedge around a cylinder. But it will do a few thousand years 

more. You cannot improve first principles. That is the reason why 

Lefever Shot Guns 
are destined to be used as long as guns are used. With a wedge, the Lefever solves 
the problem of taking-up wear. The wedge-shaped, compensating bolt draws 
the barrels and frame absolutely tight in every direction. The hinge-joint is 
made solid as new after years and years of service, by merely turning a 
screw. This is the climax of simplicity. So with the Lefever three- 
piece system. One piece simultaneously raises both hammers 
extracts the shells and gently breaks the fall of the barrels ' 
when the breech is opened. This piece is substantial. 
Other things, just as important, are shown in our catalogue—more 
important to a buyer, in fact, because they are the very things 
that prove deceptive to an inexperienced buyer, such as ^_ 
quality of steel, hand work on all parts, taper boring, ARMS 
etc. This catalogue is worth sending for. 23 Maitbie St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

:°<P 
no 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker B ros., Meriden. Conn. 

NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

Holland Gun Club. 

Batavia. V \.—In spite of the rain the Holland Gun 
< lub held its regular shoot on Saturday afternoon, May 
9, the scores being as follows: 

Targets: 10 15 25 25 Shot at. Broke. PC 
39 . 75 64 85 
Dr Gardiner . ...10 9 21 23 75 G3 84 
D W Tomlinson. Tr.... ... 7 13 21 21 75 62 83 
E S Watson. ... 7 9 23 22 75 61 81 
H Keyes .. 75 60 SO 
F M Farwell. ... 7 11 17 16 75 50 67 
H T Walls. ... 9 11 15 11 75 46 61 
F Lortz . ... 2 3 10 6 75 21 28 
J L Robson. ... 10 13 19 .. 50 42 84 
L Jones . ... 6 10 15 .. 50 31 62 
W Ilarvev . .11 17 50 28 56 
P J II Barnes. 25 17 68 
G Fisk . 25 13 52 
W ni Brumber . . 1 .. 25 7 28 
J Wentzel . 25 6 24 

Til the second event, which was the first shot for the 
Du I’ont trophy, Keyes and Robson secured one point 
eac.i. The second event was the Baker handicap. Up 
to date the following have points: Class A—Tomlinson. 
Gardiner and Keyes, one each. Class B—Watson two, 
and Farwell one. Class C—Barnes two and Templeman 
one. The third event was the Holland cup event. So 
far Gardiner, Farwell and Keyes each have one ooint. 

Ar. addition to its club house, making it double the 
former size, has been built by the club, which continues 
to grow in membership. It is expected some of the 
members will take part in tournaments to-morrow at 
Rochester; Wednesday at Le Roy, and Thursday at 
Perry- -Chas. W. Gardiner, Pres. 

Sunbury Gun Club. 

Sunbury. Pa., May 12.—The totals of the ten target 
events of the shoot held to-day follow: 

Shot at. Broke 
L S German_ 150 141 
F Butler . 150 129 
L Worthington.. 150 138 
L Lewis .150 106 
D Herold . 150 133 
Dr Longshore... 150 133 

Shot at. Broke 
H Brosious.150 121 
J G Gurtner.... 150 
Rishel . 150 
W Spicer . 150 
G Hansel .150 
S Schoch . 120 

94 
134 
139 
132 

84 

Spicer Ten-pigeon event, seventeen entries: W. T. ^K._vl 
killed 10 straight; Rishel and Reitz 9; Hawley, Troxel, 
Brosious, Herold and Leffler each 8. In the shoot-off 
Hawley beat Brosious, 6 to 5. TI. W. B. 

MODERN TRAINING. 

Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. 
Illustrated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2.00. 

The treatise is after the modern professional system ol 
training. It combines the excellence of both the suasive 
and force systems of education, and contains an exhaus¬ 
tive description of the uses and abuses of the spike collar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the bravest and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAS ENGINES AND LAUNCHES. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Francis 

K. Grain. 

The most practical book for the man or boy who 
owns or plans to own a small power boat. It is motor 
launch and engine information boiled down and simpli¬ 
fied for busy people, and every line of it is valuable. 
Cloth, 123 pages. Postpaid, $1.25. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 
By F. R. Webb (Commodore). 

This is a seasonable book. The very practical guide 
to satisfactory results that the man or boy who is plan¬ 
ning to build his own canoe is looking for. It gives 
not only simple, complete and practical instructions fully 
illustrated and with working drawings for building the 
canvas canoe, but suggestions as well for cruising and 
camp life, and splendid reminiscences of memorable 
cruises. Cloth, 115 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from- 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 

lustrated. Price,* $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovel's Camps. 

A sequel to "Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Get In Line For the G. A. H. 

DU PONT BRANDS 
At Birmingham, Ala., May 6-8, 1908, 

The Southern Handicap 
THE PRELIMINARY HANDICAP 

-AND- 

High Average for the Entire Tournament 
vc ere won by shooters who use 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
l\°Jo of the Amateurs in The Southern Handicap used 

DU PONT BRANDS 
and won 78% of the purse. 

The Amateurs in the Preliminary Handicap who used 

DU PONT BRANDS 
also won 73% of the purse. 

DUPONT SMOKELESS—“NEW E. C. (Improved)” 
“NEW SCHULTZE” and “INFALLIBLE” are 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans. 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 
Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Baker Shelter TENT, $10.00 
COMPACT 
LIGHT 
SIMPLE 
C. J. GODFREY CO., Dept. B-3.10 Warren St., New York 

Most practical tent to-day. Erected quickly be¬ 
tween two trees or with fewest ropes and poles. 

Guaranteed Water Proof. She, 7 1-4x7 1-4 feet. 
Complete with poles, ropes and pegs. Weight 13 

lhs. Size rolled up, 8 x 24 inches. Camp catalog 
free. Complete Sportsmen’s Catalog, 3 cents. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 
' of ferrules, tangling of line 

and is good for reetsr^nsner^^QSBgjTi^^gGet 

free sample and booklet P-52^ '-^jr®**** 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. JERSEY ( N. J, 

New England Championship. 

Boston, Mass., May 13.—The eleventh shoot on the 
New England championship was held on the Paleface 
grounds to-day, and the twenty shooters present were 
treated in many ways to one of the nicest and most 
sociable shoots held for some time. We were, however, 
short on two of our best enthusiasts in Buffalo and 
Dickey, both having business cares that for once could 
not be thrown to the four winds. 

In the interesting event of the afternoon one Elton 
Clarke, from the unknown ranks, kept all guessing till 
the last events, his efforts then not being quite up to the 
standard which he had been setting during the other 
events—five misses in all, just leaving him one too little 
to secure a pli.ce. 

Chas. Harden, too, was right there with the goods, 
his lately assumed position on the board of directors 
acting as a stimulant. Cutting loose on the last event, 
he made it a tie with Kirkwood. In the shoot-off the 
best shooting of the day occurred, both shooters having 
the limit marks from each direction; but Charlie’s 22, 
ordinarily good enough to win nine times out of ten, 
was just one target less the necessary amount to annex 
his name on the cup for a second time. 

A welcome visitor was Keeler, as it is now only oc¬ 
casionally that we are so favored, Wednesdays seemingly 
being hard for the Attleboroite to leave business. It may 
be necessary for us to shoot in. the moonlight when he 
visits us next time, as only getting with us once in a 
decade, it is necessary for him to take full advantage of 
the few spare moments. 

The club to-day had a number of lady visitors, the 
fine weather and road for automobiling giving a chance 
for the fair sex to be present at the same time as the 
man of the house secures his week’s trapshooting. 
Scores: 

Kirkwood, 20yds. 
Harden, 16 . 

Frank, 17 
Crane, 17 ... 
Smith, 17 ... 
Hodges, 17 , 
Charles, 16 . 
Burnes, 16 
Steel, 16.... 
Lynde, 16 .. 
Bryant, 16 
Kawop, 16 .. 
Keeler, 16 . 
Tones, 16 .. 
Jordan, 17 .. 
Hassam, 14 
Hassam, 18 
Thomas, 16 
Roy, 18 .... 

13 13 17 15 12 15 S5 
14 13 16 12 12 18 85 
13 13 18 12 13 15 84 
14 11 13 11 14 19 82 
13 11 16 13 12 16 81 
11 14 17 9 12 17 SO 

9 10 14 12 15 19 79 
10 15 15 12 12 15 79 

9 12 15 12 11 17 76 
8 14 20 12 9 11 74 
9 11 17 13 8 15 73 

10 9 15 7 13 11 65 
11 14 14 11 8 12 69 
s 11 15 10 7 14 65 
9 9 14 12 7 11 62' 
8 10 15 10 0 52 

12 15 13 54 
14 12 15 13 54 

11 i2 ii 40 
14 14 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pr.—-Tournaments registered with the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending May 16, fol¬ 
low: 

Kansas City, Mo., May 30.—Social Target Gun Club. 
W. L. Moore, Sec’y. 

Corsicana, Tex., June 3.—Corsicana Gun Club. Gid. P. 
Thompson. Sec'y. 

Atlantic City, N. J., June 8.—Chelsea Gun Club. Curtis 
Kisley, Sec’y. 

Beaver Dam, Wis., June 11.—Beaver Dam Gun Club. 
Chas. F. Zimmerman, Sec'y. 

Trenton, N. J., June 13.—Trenton Shooting Associa¬ 
tion. F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 

Maple Park, III., June 20.—Maple Park Gun Club. M. 
J. Beverly, Sec'y. 

Carbondale, Ill., July 2 and 3.—Carbondale Gun Club. 
P. L. Hies, Sec’y. 

West Frankfort. Ill.—July 7-8.—West Frankfort Gun 
Club. W. C. Rains, Sec’y. 

Trenton, N. J., July 11.—Trenton Shooting Association 
F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 

Champaign, Ill., July 22-23.—Twin City Gun Club 
Clarence E. Johnson, Sec’y. 

Manchester, la., July 23-24.—Manchester Gun Club 
F. Morell Hamblin, Sec’y. 

Trenton, N. J., Aug. 8.—Trenton Shooting Association 
F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 

Trenton, N. J.. Sept. 12.—Trenton Shooting Associa 
tion. F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 

Fairfield, la.. Sept. 23-24.—Jefferson County Gun Club 
W. S. Cook, Pres. 

Dover, Del., Oct. 14.—Fall tournament of the Dela 
ware State Trapshooters’ League, under the auspices of 
the Dover Gun Club. Wm. H. Reed. Sec’y. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.’’ 

BARGAINS-SECOND-HAND HAMMERLESS GUNS. 
1 Tobin, 55 Grade, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 7 lb. 
1 Tobin, 24 Grade, 16-gauge. 28-inch, 6-4. 
1 Francotte, 12-gauge, 30-inch, 7-8 
2 Knockabouts, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 6-6. 
1 Baker Paragon, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 7-10. 
1 Colt Hammer, 10-gauge, 30-inch, 9-2. 

Particulars by mail. Will ship anywhere for examination. 
TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.. Norwich, Conn. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing, 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., May 16.—Herewith are the scores of 
the Buffalo Audubon Club for Saturday, May 16. We 
are preparing for a big shoot on Decoration Day at 
which we expect to have 100 contestants. 

Targets: 10 15 25 10 25 15 
C S Sidway. 9 15 24 7 22 10 
Remecke . 8 12 20 9 16 13 
Seymour . 4 12 20 10 17 .. 
Heinold . S 14 18 .. 17 .. 
Mesinger . 8 10 19 8 14 14 
Covert . 6 12 23 6 25 9 
Wootton . 9 14 18 10 20 13 
Reynolds . 6 6 18 .. .. •• 
C J Wilson. 4 13 19 7 20 10 
McArthur . 8 12 20 8 20 14 
Smith . 9 12 19 8 18 13 
Talcott . 9 13 19 9 21 .. 
Stevens . 10 1 4 25 10 -22 13 
Norris . 8 13 21 8 20 9 
Beyer ... 9 20 9 21 •• 

W. C. Wootton, Sec’y; 
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North River Gun Club. 

Edgewater, N. J., May 16—The weather was pleas- 
int, with no wind of sufficient force to interfere with the 
.hooting. The most notable puerformances were those of 
he club secretary. Groesbeck, 111 out of 125; McGill, 105 

hut of 125. Of the professionals, Mr. S. Glover broke 
106 out of 115; Mr. II. S. W elles, 141 out of 150. The 
>ther trade representatives were Messrs. Schoverling, 
llrown and Zollinger. 

Shot at. Broke 
tichtcr . 115 95 
'onley . 65 42 
Iroesbeck . 125 111 
lussell . 90 55 
Yckerman . 65 32 
Hover . 115 108 
ichoverling .... 100 63 
topes . 90 76 
l.Velles . 150 141 
Leasenfeld . 100 72 
Velzmuller . 100 50 

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
If vou are considering a fishing trip to Maine, write to 

7. M. Burt, General Passenger Agent of the Boston & 
vlaine Railway. Boston. Mass., for two booklets, in which 
you will find all the information necessary to guide you 
n the matter of tackle, time and place. The fishing in 
vlaine was never better than at present. 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

K_ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS—Owing to the dull times 
I have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan. Mo. 

FOR SALE—SETTER arid POINTER PUPS and 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also spaniels and 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps for lists. 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, la. 

Dogs for Sale.—English setter puppies from bench show 
and field trial stock. L. H. ADSIT, 944 Columbus Ave., 
New York. 21 

FOR SALE.—Catskill Mountain rabbit hounds. Address, 
W. C. PRESTON, Brodhead, N. Y. 22 

If you want thorough satisfaction send me your setters 
and pointers. My success is due to long experience in 
England, six years in this country. Distemper specialist. 
$1 brings my booklet on training. Terms for training 
$12.50 per month. Gilt-edge references. ARTHUR 
EY'ANS, Ihomasville, N. C. 

Shot at. Broke 
Brown ..., . 125 34 
Zoelinger . . 90 19 
Eickhoff .. .125 87 
McGill .... ..125 105 
Conkling . . 55 26 
Waters ... . 100 76 
Todd . . 100 55 
McClave .. . ICO 85 
Wvnne ... . 150 130 
D H Eann ing... 100 85 

Fixtures. 

uly 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. 

(uly 27-Aug. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Association. 

\ug. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa¬ 
tion. 

\ug. 14-20^—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
\ug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Providence (R. I ) Revolver Club. 

The happy family went up against world record makers 
igain last Saturday, and much to the surprise of all the 
members, won out. The match was at 50yds., ten men 
o a team, 30 shots per man in strings of ten; signed 
argets exchanged; the St. Louis team to shoot their 
scores Sunday and wire us the total. 

When our team finished, the principal cause of won¬ 
derment was as to how much we had been trimmed, and 
.vhat manner of thaumaturgy brought about the news 
hat was phoned right and left Monday morning is still 
in open question, which will doubtless only be decided 
.vhen we are snowed under again to break the feeling 
pf high-browness that is prone to hover around certain 
leads, even those whose scores do not warrant any in¬ 
dividual feeling of exaltation. 

Of course there is no explanation due for Freeman; 
e is always in the lead, and there are some others who 

:iang along at a steady gait, while Willard, who, by the 
way, was once a member of the Missouri outfit, did 
himself proud by a handsome 96 score that pulled up 
some of the lowly laggards. Then again there were some 
interesting features; for instance, “Soapy Smith,” he of 
he forty-five started out with a clean miss that made the 
splinters fly and caused a hoarse laugh from the “Horse 
Thief,” but the aforesaid Soapy ground together his re- 
:ently gold-filled teeth and serenely planked out bulls 
enough to draw up an 88 to finish, and then lit his pipe 
and sat on the doorstep waiting for his side partner, 
‘Hoppy,” a soubriquet bestowed on an unfortunate who 
has been drifting away from the bull with alarming 
frequency of late, and fits the name well, generally being 
hopping with wild rage and self condemnation, assisted 
oy sundry remarks relegating him to the genus has been. 
But here are the scores, which speak for themselves: 

Providence. 
Freeman . . 88 92 93—273 
Willard . . 87 S3 96—266 
Parkhurst . . 82 86 88—256 
Almy . . 80 83 88-251 
Argus . . 70 82 88—240 
Miller . . 79 81 80—240 
iddy . . 71 82 79-232 
Toslin . . 70 79 77—226 
Hurlburt . . 76 71 71—218 
Liebrich . . 72 66 73—211-2413 

St. Louis team total . 2395 

Auburn Rif e Club. 

Auburn, Me.. May 16.—The scores of the Auburn 
Rifle Club for the week are as follows: 

Rifle—H. E. Doten, 247, 243. 241; N. L. Mower, 242, 
242, 241, 240, 238; G. M. Seavev, 240, 239; W. M. Trask, 
239 
‘ Pistol—H. E. Doten. 85, 84, 74; W. M. Trask, 84, 83; 
V. T. Healey, 90, 83, 74. 

In a week we shall be able to shoot out of doors. 
Our target house is in such a place that it has just 
;ot thawed out, so that we can get the frames out. 

Since I last wrote vou, our club has lost one of its 
most enthusiastic riflemen by the death of W. M. 
Miller, who died of apoplexy on May 7. He was one of 
lur charter members and a good rifle shot, a man who 
rould be depended on to be on the range at all the 
dub shoots if it was possible. 

Mr. Miller was a man whom all our club will miss, 
■tot only for his shooting, but for his genial presence 
ind kindly spirit. W. M. Trask. 

For other Rifle Notes see pages 802 and 805. 

DERBY PROSPECTS,1909 
By Ch. Prince Rodney, out of the field trial winner 

Fannie Oakley, whelped Mch. 27, 1908. Write for special 

field trial offer. P. C. JESSEE, Bowling Green, Ky. 21 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so, 
send for list and prices of all varieties. Always on hand. 
OXFORD KENNELS, 35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashiiiont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection cf guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

h'AiiLNT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

:BOOK. Off 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. • 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New York. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks- 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

h ield, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe'*'and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 
The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasons 

“If you are wisa” for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“ If the Brief says so. you may depend on it.” 

A. standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 

127 Franklin Street, New York 



“LIFE-SAVING” FOLDING BOATS 

"Life Saving” Folding Canvas Boats fold up compactly for carry¬ 

ing and may be checked as baggage. Fitted with airtight compart¬ 

ments and will not sink. They will carry more load and stand hard 

usage better than steel or wood boats. They will not puncture and 

are guaranteed steady, safe and durable. Jointed oars, rowing seat 

and canvas stool furnished free with each boat. 

Call or send for catalogue of the most ingenious boat ever 

invented. 

Prices Begin at $25.00 

Every style of Outing Goods, including Automobile Accessories, Bicycles 
and Sundries, Athletic Goods, Firearms, Fishing Tackle and Camp Outfits. 

Catalogue for 4 cent, postage. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK 

VO LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manujacturers oj 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 
Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4 '4 to 4/4 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

For field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder,” the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

,. opens. We shall be glad to correspond with 

any one interested. 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang CSL Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets WM. READ ® SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



CAMPING ANGLING SHOOTING YACHTING 

VOL. LXX—No. 22. PRICE. TEN CENTS SATURDAY. MAY 30, 1908. 

JA JOURNAL OF OUTDOOR LIFE, 
tVEL. nature study, shooting, pishing, yachting 

1908,^y*Forest°!ind^streamPpufahco. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St., New York 
Entered as second class matter, July 10, 
1906, at the Post Office, New York,N.Y. 

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME 

From a photograph by Frank M. Hohenberger 
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The 
— Climax of Canoe 

The Carleton Goodness” 
f “Auto” Canoe combines the , 
grace of a paddling canoe with the speed and comfort ot 
I launch-is strong, steady, handsome, nicely fitted 
and finished. Power is always ready and is quickly 
mastered by anyone. Air chambers are added which 
increase the buoyancy without detracting from its 
graceful lines An ideal boat for pleasure, fishing 
trips and as a yacht tender—described in handsome 
book, “Paddle or Power Canoeing,” sent tree. 

Write today. Qap|etoil CailOC CO.? 
15 Main Street, 

OLDTOWN 

BUILD IT YOURSELF 
We are the largest builders of pleasure boats in the worm. »»e sell 1 
you fall size working pntterag, fen«eb*down frames and material* 
from bone-dry stock, at half the price asked by others. We use these 
patterns and stock every day in building our regular beats. You 
are not buying theories. Cntniog free. 

DETROIT ROAT 00., - No. 284 BelUvne Ave.. DETROIT. KICH. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

‘Forest and Stream.” 

“Sultan’ 
16 ft. family pleas¬ 
ure boat—as illustrated. 
Complete with oars, $39 

Mullins Steel Pleasure Boats Can’t Sink 
Easiest to Row—Absolutely Safe 

Made of steel, with air chambers in each end like a life boat. 
Can’t leak,crack,dry out or sink.last a lifetime. Every boat 

guaranteed. Ideal boat for families, summer re¬ 
sorts, parks, boat liveries. Strong, safe, speedy. 

Write for our catalogue cf Row Boats, 
Motor Boats, Hunting and Fishing Bolts. 

The W. H. Mullins Co., 126 Franklin St., Salem, 0. 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S SPAR COATING 
USED BY THE LEADING YACHT AND BOAT BUILDERS 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather and temperature. 
Has good body, is light in color, free working, elastic, durable, bril¬ 
liant, and dries out of the way of injury from dust in about eight hours. 

Does not 

turn white 

on 

mahogany. 

Does not 

discolor 

your spars. 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH & CO. 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

American Big Game Hunting. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Illus¬ 

trated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

I WOODCRAFT. I 
K 2 
*£ By Nessmuk. Clofh, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. j* 
If a ^ 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for £ 

t pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

*n camP life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired jj 
into plain and intelligible English. £ 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. f 

Philadelphia Rifle Association. 

Philadelphia, Pa., May 23.—The following scores 
were shot on Saturday, May 23, on the 200yds. rifle and 
50yds. pistol and revolver range of this association at 
Landsdowne avenue and Cedar lane, Llanerch, Pa. 

Fair weather conditions prevailed, and quite a number 
of the members participated in the various rifle and 
pistol and revolver -matches. The committee on range 
improvements have added numerous improvements to 
the club house, and have doubled the capacity of targets 
on the pistol and revolver range. This has been long 
needed, owing to the interest some of our new members 
have taken in revolver and pistol shooting. Mr. Geo. 
Hugh Smith did some fine work in the 50-shot pistol 
match, only having shot one out of the bull and making a 
run of 41 consecutive bullseyes. 

Rifle shooting, record match, German ring target: 

L E Hall . 23 21 24 22 19 19 22 19 23 22—214 
21 19 20 23 19 23 19 23 23 22—212 
21 24 17 22 25 22 18 21 25 17—212 

E A Palmer . 11 20 1(3 17 18 20 1G 20 12 22—172 
E H Williamson, Jr. 19 25 13 10 21 17 19 17 16 16—173 
J Duncan Jaques. 7 25 16 10 17 16 21 16 20 16—164 

Honor match: 
G H Smith (silver medall. 21 22 23—66 
E E Hall . 21 24 17-62 
.1 Duncan Taques ... 17 19 22—50 
E A Palmer . 11 15 22—481 

Military rifle match, C'reedmoor target: 
J Duncan Jaques .5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 — 421 

4 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4—421 

Pistol and revolver record scores. Standard American 
target, according to rules w. s. R. A. 

Revolver record match: 

G Hugh Smith, .38... . 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 7 7- -88 
10 9 9 9 9 8 7 7 7 6—81 

R L Dubb: q .38. . 10 10 0 9 9 8 8 8 8 -85 
10 10 10 9 9 8 8 7 7 6- -84 
111 10 9 9 9 8 8 8 6 6- -S3 

H A Dill, ,3S. . 10 10 10 9 9 8 8 8 7 7- -86 
10 10 9 9 9 9 8 7 5 5- 81 

E A Palmer, .38. . 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 7 7 6- -82 
Revolver rapid fire match. 5 shots: 

Geo Hugh Smith ... ..10 9 6 3 3 31 
Record pistol match 

Geo Hugh Smith. 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 8 8-95 
10 10 10 10 9 9 9 8 8 8- -91 
10 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 8- -90 
10 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 8- -88 
10 7 10 10 8 9 9 9 9 9-90- 454 

Fifty consecutive shots: 
10 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 7 7—89 
10 10 10 9 8 8 8 8 7 7-85 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 

entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Want* 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cents. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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Myles Standish Rifle Club. 
Portland, Me., May 21.—With the sky overcast and a 

-ray light, we held our branch shoot for the purpose of 
ndeavoring to qualify for the Olympic pistol and re¬ 
aver team. After the scores were turned in, we looked 
t one another and shook our heads and wondered what 
he rest of the scores were around the country. L. R. 
latch, the new satellite, created another stir among 
lub members by running away with this shoot. It was 

. very pretty race between him and the veteran, S. B. 
\dams, and up to the scoring of the seventh target 
\dams had slightly the better of the argument. At 
his stage of the game Adams broke his even shooting 
ind drew a couple of bad targets, while Hatch was 
lolding very consistently. The last two targets they 
iroke even. It was a surprise to note the shooting of 
Tayden, and for some unknown reason he failed to 

Branch shoot held at Portland, Me., May 20: 

_ R Hatch . 

<e*»<$Ke><e><s><e><s><s><s><s><s*^^ 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 

you our 

New Pocket Compass 

5 B Adams . 8 

M S Folkins 

8 9 9 9 8-49 
7 8 8 8 9 10—50 
o 8 8 9 9 10—46 
4 9 9 9 9 8—48 
9 9 9 8 8 10—53 
6 8 9 9 9 10—51 
s 8 8 8 9 10—51 

8 9 9 10 10-53 
6 7 8 8 9 10—18 

7 9 9 8 10—50—499 
. 8 8 9 9 S 7—19 

8 S 9 10 10—52 
5 7 7 8 9 10—46 

8 8 9 10 10—52 
6 8 9 9 8 10—50 

9 9 9 9 7—50 
5 8 8 9 6 10—46 
6 7 7 7 7 9—43 

8 8 8 9 9—48 
6 9 9 9 7 10—50—486 

8 8 9 9 7-48 
5 6 9 9 9 9—47 
6 6 7 N 9 9—45 
6 G G 6 7 S—39 
6 G G 8 8 9—43 

8 8 8 9 10—50 
1 3 9 9 9 5—36 
6 7 10 10 9 8—50 
8 9 8 7 5 4—41 
5 6 9 9 8 8—45—444 

. 6 8 9 9 9 li)—51 
5 5 6 8 8 9—11 
2 G 7 8 9 5—37 

7 7 8 S 10—47 
5 7 7 7 7 8-41 
7 7 7 S 8 9—46 
5 6 8 8 8 9-44 
6 7 8 8 9 10—48 
6 6 6 7 7 9—41 
G 7 7 7 8 9—44—440 

afternoon was an ideal one may iu.—oasi oaiLi.ua. a. - , "j- - 

from a shooter’s standpoint, and many took advantage 
of the occasion. During the greater part of the afternoon 
all firing points were filled and more than the ordinary 
attention was given the hand gun. There were only a 
few scores turned in by the rifle shooters, and when ap¬ 
proached tor scores would simply smile and turn away. 

Rifle practice, 500yds.—G. H. Wilkins, 43, 45. 42. 
Rifle practice. 200yds.—G. H. Wilkins, 40, 44, 44, 4b; 

C. J. Perkins, 39, 42; C. O. Scribner, 28. 
Pistol practice, 50yds.—W. M. Fawcett, 86, 93; E. L- 

Cobb, Jr , 80. 85; A. L. Mitchell, 69, bb 63 <3, 63; 
Kimball, 70, 60. 64, 68; Stevens, 78, 81; L. R. Hatch, i7, 
95, 88, 94, 91, 94, 92; S. B. Adams, 89, 92, 9o. 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York. May 23.—At Armbruster’s Park to-day 
scores were made as follows: . 

Revolver, 50yds., 10 shots—B. F. Wilder, 00, 8t; E. 
Tayntor, 93, 91; J. H. Taylor, 82, 87; P. Anderton, 87, 94; 
J. L. R. Morgan 73, 76, 78, 85, 90. 79; H. M. Pope, 89, 
83, 82, 83; J. E. Silliman, 92, 90, 89, 94 . 91. 

feifle 200yds., 10 shots—W. H. French 21:, 21o, -2b, 218, 
216; L. P. Hansen, 216, 218, 217, 217, 222; Louis Maurer, 
203, 204, 217, 198, 203. 

May 21.—At 2628 Broadway to-day scores were made as 

Revolver, 20yds.—P. Hanford, 87, 86, 84, 83, 81; J. L- 
R. Morgan, 70. 71, 67, 70; A. knowlson 85. 85; D. 
Taylor, TC, 70, 68. T. Le Boutillier, 2d, 91, 90, 89, 8b; W. 
L. Buchanan. 84. 78, 78; H. A. Reitzenstein. 84 72; G. 
R. Decker, 83, 82, 83, 81; G. Grenzer, 84, S3, 82, 81; J. 
E. Silliman, 83, 82. 

Rifle, 25yds.—P. S. Clash, 238, 237. 
May 23.—At Armbruster’s Park to-day scores were made 

j j follows * 
In match with Cercle Des Carabiniers de Paris, 40 

shots with rifle at 200yds., and 40 shots at 50yds., with 
pistol, teams of fifteen men. Scores exchanged by 
cable. 

Will report scores from Paris later. 
1 Rifle. Revolver. Total. 

Dr W. G. Hudson . 771 726 1497 
J E Silliman . ^23 764 1487 
H M Pope . 736 737 1473 
W'H French . 713 .4b 14o9 
G F Snellen . 727 -19 144b 
J A Dietz . 6<3 751 1429 
C E Pavnlor . 687 -3b 1423 
M Hays . 667 742 1409 

B F Wilder . 630 m4 1384 
J T Humphrey . 643 o59 138- 
W J Coons . 633 - 24 1375 
Dr R H Savre . 584 1340 
W P Uhler . 589 <29 1318 
G Grenzer . 628 688 1316 

I 

Total .10.058 11.067 

One and three-quarter inch dial, one- 

quarter inch thick, nicely nickeled, paper 

dial with large figures, improved needle. 

Guaranteed Satisfactory. You will 

need one on your vacation. Get our 

catalogue before buying. 

21,125 

1907 total . 9,861 10.879 20,740 
French 1907 score . 9,774 10,841 20,615 

Jos. E. Silliman, Treas. 

R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics, Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in. Chasing. 
Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 
By F. R. Webb (Commodore). 

This is a seasonable book. The very practical guide 
to satisfactory results that the man or boy who is plan¬ 
ning to build his own canoe is looking for. It gives 
not only simple, complete and practical instructions fully 
illustrated and with working drawings for building the 
canvas canoe, but suggestions as well for cruising and 
camp life, and splendid reminiscences of memorable 
cruises. Cloth, 115 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Men I Have Fished With. 
Sketches of character and incident with rod and gun from 

childhood to manhood; from the killing of little fishes 

and birds to a buffalo hunt. By Fred Mather. Il¬ 

lustrated. Price, $2.00. 

It was a happy thought that prompted Mr. Fred Mather 
to write of his fishing companions. The chapters were 
received with a warm welcome at the beginning, and 
have been of sustained interest. The “Men I Have 
Fished With” was among the most popular series of 
papers ever presented to Forest and Stream readers. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 
And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animal. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 page*. 

Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

ARE THE STANDARDofstrength, 
durability, pliancy and elasticity for 

surf, brook, lake, deep sea, or any kind of 
fishing. They will hook and land more 
fish, are elegantly finished, and will stand 
more hard usage than any other rod 

known. 

Guaranteed Three Years. 

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED PRpP ( 
CATALOGUE MAILED 1 IV — 

THE HORTON MFG. COMPANY 

THE JACK FROST FLY BOOK 
JACK FROST’S PATENT 

LY BOOK 

Sealskin with calfskin lin¬ 
ing. Four removable trans¬ 
parent celluloid pockets, 
bound and fastened at one 
end in glove-button style. 
Aluminum box with moist¬ 
ening pad forflies and lead¬ 
ers in separate divisions. 
The moistening pad is riv¬ 
eted; cannot slide against 
the hooks to rust them. 

Capacity—8 doz. flies and 
3 doz. leaders. Most con¬ 
venient device ever gotten 
up, all in one pocket, smal¬ 
ler in size than the ordinary 
fly book, costing no more 
than the different items 

separately in the same quality. Price, $3.50. 
KELSO Brand Lines, Reels, Rods, Leaders, Flies and Hooks to gut are 

as good as can be made. We are Manufacturers and Jobbers of Fishing 
Tackle. Catalog to the trade only. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers St„ New York City 

Size 614 x 3Vi x 1" deep 

$10,000 for one R-EEL 
To produce the first perfect 

“TRI-PART” 
REEL 

Cost us over $10,000. Other 
reel makers say we’ll go 
broke selling-a $10 reel 
for $4. We’ll take the 
risk, because we know 
every angler who sees it 
will buy it. Up-to-date 
dealers sell it. We make 
repairs (if any) free. Send 
for circular of our reels. 

A. F. MEISSELBACH <& BRO. 

23 PROSPECT STREET, NEWARK, N. J. 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 

New Tackle Catalog. 

The New Coaxer Trout Fly 
actually 6eeius to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest cun-ent. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don’t wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Bass size 30c. Postage 2c. 

W. J. Jamison. 1274 Polk St., Chicago 

FISHING TACKLE 
of every conceivable sort at reasonable prices. Write at once 
for large illustrated catalogue. Our prices will interest you. 

S. DOERING & CO.. 564 Liberty Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y, 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

=1 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N.Y 
THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 

For Trout and Bass Fishing 
No swivels required; ‘‘they spii 
so easy.” Made in seven differ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, ii 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circulars. 

Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J, HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind 

When writing say you saw the adv. is 

“Forest and Stream.” 
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COOK & 

BERNHEIMER CO. 
New York 

THOS. J. CONROY 28 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

FineFishingTackle&SportingGoods J*“hnvre,e< 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE * *®W I OTK 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago. 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 551 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with pood bearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Nickel-Plated, raised Pillar, Quadruple Multiplying steel Pivot Reels. Made 
in sizes 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

NOW READY 

The Partridge 
By s. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 

crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 

has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 
ready for delivery in book form. 

Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 

no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 

reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 

the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 

his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin Si., New York City 

UNKEFER d BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn Si., CHICAGO 

FROG 

HARNESS 

ER 

-tKAJD® 

The Best Since 1867 /so Page 

EDWARD vom HpFE catalog 
Fa ctory-Salesroom F/SHiNG TACKLE. 

90-9f FULTON,ST. . 
n.y. For all ANGLING 

Greatest piece of fishing 

Tackle ever Invented— 

HOLDS 
T/tOG tvirnotir 
HOOK//VG AND 

K££PS fT 

ALIVE 
HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATL UAL POSITION WITHOUT KILLING OR 
INJURING IT. Keep, mouth closud nnd PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING. 
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS C., 

■ be SIIORT-BITERS. „ v A,, I .. .. SO «»i| 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

Here It Is; 

The “TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

No. 3537. Split bamboo fiy rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length &!/ feet, 
weight 4^ oz. ------------- $5.00 each 

^ Customer says : "I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how- 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5}4 
oz.; 9 '/i feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - . $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS ® SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

ffill be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. • 
1 —Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

NEW YORK FISH AND GAME. 

Among the thirty-day bills signed by Gover¬ 

nor Hughes on May 23, was Assembly bill 2262, 

introduced by Mr. Mills. This bill became effec- 

I tive at once and the law is now in force. Through 

its provision Sections 32, 82, 89, 91, 96, 106, 123, 

1153 and 174 of the forest, fish and game law 

I are amended and the changes, while of a local 

I character for the most part, are of importance. 

Some of the provisions follow: 

Trespassing and hunting on private lands or private 

parks are made more difficult, and the restrictions more 

severe. 

The rabbit season in various counties is rearranged; a 

clbsed season on quail until 1910 applies in Dutchess, 

Westchester, Putnam and Rockland counties; and a 

closed season until 1910 on grouse in l’utnam, Rock¬ 

land, Steuben and Westchester counties. 

County provisions for pheasants are rearranged and 

certain days in October allowed for shooting male pheas¬ 

ants in a few counties. 

The trout season is changed in certain counties and 

local provisions inserted regarding opening and closing 

dates. The prohibition of night fishing was killed. 

In the old law the length of set lines for use in Canan¬ 

daigua and Keuka lakes was limited to fifty feet, but 

this limit has been removed. 

The season for plover, snipe, etc., has been extended 

until Dec. 31, but the opening date remains July ltj. 

A new section permits the shooting of quail and 

woodcock on Robbins’ and Gardiner’s islands in season. 

These amendments, instead of simplifying the 

law, tend to complicate it still more than did the 

original Cobb-Mills bill. A number of the pro¬ 

visions apply to parts of counties only, and be¬ 

cause of these the hunter and the angler must 

post themselves carefully if they wish to be on 

the safe side. 

THE ALASKA GAME LAW. 

Congress has passed the Alaska game bill. 

| When he signed it President Roosevelt said that 

I in his opinion it was the most important game 

legislation that has been passed in recent years. 

The Hon. W. E. Humphrey, who worked dili¬ 

gently for the passage of the bill, believes it will 

be a long step toward protecting this last great 

game region of our country. 

The law provides for a license system. The 

■ proceeds will go into the treasury. The amount 

1 of money necessary for the enforcement of the 

1 law will be estimated annually by the Depart¬ 

ment of Agriculture and appropriated for, after 

the Governor of Alaska has rendered a detailed 

report. Nonresidents of Alaska must pay a fee 

of $100, and citizens of the United States $50, to 

hunt any game animals except deer and goats, 

while on the Kenai Peninsula one must also 

employ a registered guide. Each license will be 

accompanied by coupons authorizing the ship¬ 

ment of two moose—if killed north of latitude 

60 degrees ; four deer, three caribou, three mouti 

tain sheep, three goats and three brown bears, 

or any part of said animals, but no more of any 

one kind. 

The seasons are defined, but the Secretary of 

Agriculture is empowered to make such changes 

as may be deemed necessary for the preserva¬ 

tion of game. The sale of game or any part 

is prohibited in the closed season, but dealers 

who obtain game in the open season are given 

fifteen days’ time in which to dispose of it. 

The Governor of Alaska will employ game 

wardens and regulate the registration and em¬ 

ployment of guides and the rates they shall 

charge, and all officers of Alaska and of the 

United States Government stationed there are 

required to assist in the enforcement of the law. 

The law is brief and plain, and its provisions 

cannot well be misunderstood. They are not 

severe and will work no hardship on anyone. 

The fact is made plain that the law will be en¬ 

forced, and that its violators, if caught, will 

not only be punished by fine or imprisonment or 

both, but may lose their outfits and trophies as 

well. 

ADIRONDACK CAMPS. 

The references, given in another column, to 

the troubles of camp owners in the Adirondacks, 

should be read carefully by all persons who live 

in or visit the mountain region in the summer 

or autumn. That a mild form of feud exists 

there between the residents and the camp owners 

no one will deny. Nor can it be denied that 

both sides are partly right and partly wrong in 

their methods. 

In the days when a camp was left open, and 

the tired hunter or angler could find in it shelter 

from a storm and sufficient food to appease his 

hunger, there was little stealing or wanton de¬ 

struction of camp property; but with the advent 

of locked camps completely furnished with more 

or less valuable articles, the cupidity of a certain 

class has been aroused, and the temptation to 

make away with such property has become very 

strong, particularly as the likelihood of being 

caught is remote. 

The resentment, too, of honest men has been 

aroused on finding themselves storm-bound, but 

unable to enter these snug shelters save by force. 

Instead of the old-time outside latch string they 

find locks and bars, and a hungry and half- 

frozen man seldom hesitates between the alterna¬ 

tive of a miserable night beside a puny fire and 

one of comfort to be obtained by the free use 

of the axe. 

The burning of camps, however, has become 

a serious menace to all parties concerned, and 

the practice, born of selfishness, constitutes 

malicious mischief in its worst form. It places 

every person in the vicinity on his guard, 

and no one knows when his cabin or camp 

will be burned during his absence. Men 

who are highly respected among their fellows 

build camps in the woods and furnish them com¬ 

fortably, then cast about and try to rid the entire 

vicinity of other shelters that may be used in 

the fishing or shooting season. In not a few 

cases parties have arrived at these camps after 

a long day’s snowshoeing, to find themselves 

hungry, wet or half frozen, beside a pile of fire- 

blackened logs, with the nearest human habita¬ 

tion miles away. 

We are told that there is apparent in the Adi¬ 

rondacks an increased respect for the written 

laws, but while this state of affairs is pleasing 

to all who have at heart the welfare of this 

great recreation ground, it is not so certain that 

the unwritten laws are observed as they should 

be, and as they must be before amicable rela¬ 

tions between residents and campers are brought 

about. 

Men who go into the woods and build camps 

cannot with safety make themselves and their 

habits obnoxious to the residents, but it is as¬ 

tonishing that so few of them make an effort 

to earn the good will of their neighbors. 

It is often asserted that the more one handles 

firearms, the greater his respect for them. Proof 

of this is found in the great scarcity of acci¬ 

dents on well regulated rifle ranges and trap¬ 

shooting grounds. Millions of shots are fired 

annually in competitions at flying targets, with¬ 

out accidents of a serious nature, and on the 

rifle ranges where group and individual shoot¬ 

ing is carried on at the same time, enough lead 

is sent into the backstops to annihilate an army. 

In the majority of all the cases that have come 

within notice during the past quarter of a cen¬ 

tury—and they have been remarkably few in 

number—those who have been injured violated 

all the rules of safety and were themselves to 

blame. If equal care w'ere exercised in the hunt¬ 

ing fields the number of casualties would dwindle. 

It is not unusual, this month, to see wild 

black ducks flying low over New York city on 

their w'ay to and from the wTaters of Long 

Island and the various lakes in Central Park. 

Not a few of them have brought forth broods 

in the park and swum about the lakes with their 

tiny offspring, content with their environments. 

One pair, said to have nested for several years 

in the park, may now be seen with six tiny 

ducklings, all that remain of the eleven that 

hatched out. Rats are abundant, and they are 

credited with having made way with the rest. 



Guns in the Whale Fishery 
By JOHN R. SPEARS 

THE first attempt to use guns in the capture 

of whales was made as long ago as^i73i. 

As the reader knows, the warships of that 

period carried swivels as well as great guns, the 

swivels being small cannon having a bore of 

something like an inch in diameter. They were 

called swivels because they were mounted on a 

universal joint or swivel, by means of which 

they could be pointed in any desired direction. 

Some bright man-o’-war sailor conceived the 

idea of using them to kill whales. The weapon 

that was then developed consisted of a stout 

barrel, perhaps thirty inches long, that was 

supplied with a wooden stock which was pivoted 

in an iron fork rising from the bow of a com¬ 

mon whaleboat. The projectile was a short, 

two-barbed harpoon, the shank of which was 

expanded a short distance above the barbs until 

it fitted comfortably within the bore of the gun. 

The expanded part of the shank was slotted, and 

a ring was made to slide to and fro within the 

slot. To this ring the harpoon line was se¬ 

cured. 

In loading this gun a charge of loose powder 

was poured into the barrel, a wad was inserted 

and rammed home with the butt end of the 

harpoon, the harpoon remaining, of course, 

within the barrel, ready for the shot. As the 

harpoon was pressed home the ring naturally 

slid along the slot and finally rested against the 

muzzle of the gun. The gun was fired by means 

of a flint-lock that was inclosed within a metal 

case to protect it from the flying spray. Of 

course, when the gun was fired, the ring slid 

along the slot in the harpoon until it brought 

up against the butt, then it dragged out the 

line. 

This swivel was used with some but no 

permanent success. Aiming was difficult while 

the boat was rolling and plunging over the 

waves, and with lack of accuracy came the 

danger of firing the harpoon into another boat 

instead of the whale. Moreover, the loose 

powder was often wetted and the gun became 

useless at the moment when it was needed most. 

In 1772 the swivel was again brought to the 

attention of British whalemen, and the Society 

of Arts became so much interested that rewards 

were offered for whales that might be killed by 

using it; but all in vain; because of the draw¬ 

backs already mentioned. 

In 1816 Captain Francis F. Hinson, a Ber¬ 

muda whaleman, had a harpoon-throwing swivel 

made to order in England, and it is said that 

he was quite successful with it. It is reasonable 

to suppose that the Yankee fishermen of the 

period were acquainted with Hinson’s work, but 

it is not until 1847 that any definite account of 

the use of guns in the American whale fishery 

is to be found. The following description of 

the first whaling gun used in our vessels is 

taken from the Nantucket Enquirer: 

“We saw yesterday at the store of Captain E. 

W. Gardner a very curious contrivance for 

killing whales. It is a short gun weighing some 

twenty-five pounds—the stock being of solid 

brass—from which a harpoon is to be fired into 

the animal. The handle of the harpoon goes 

into the barrel about a foot, and a line is 

fastened to it, of course outside of the gun, by 

which the whale is to be held. 

“There is also a bomb lance, for the purpose 

of killing the animal. The instrument is loaded 

with powder, and a slow match is led from the 

magazine. * * * When the lance is fired 

into the whale the slow match ignites; and in 

about half a minute the fire reaches the powder 

in the head of the instrument, which instantly 

explodes, killing the animal outright. At least 

this is what the article is intended to do.” 

This gun was fired from the shoulder. For 

throwing harpoons it was not a success, but the 

bomb lance had come to stay. In 1846 the 

American whaling fleet reached record size. 

The grounds of the whole world were white 

with the sails of many competing ships, and 

any device that promised to give one crew an 

advantage over another was eagerly tried out. 

Loose powder was poured into the muzzle when 

this gun was to be loaded, and the charge was 

therefore often wet with spray. It was fired 

with a flint-lock and the priming got wet. The 

bomb—a simple tube—had nothing to keep it 

end-on during its flight, and it often struck the 

whale broadside-to; indeed, it sometimes ex¬ 

ploded when but half imbedded in the skin of 

the whale, and sent the pieces buzzing around 

the ears of the whalers. But because it worked 

well now and then it was permanently adopted. 

Of course improvements were made, though 

at astonishingly long intervals. The most re¬ 

markable attempt to improve the weapon was 

that made by a Scotchman named James Miln, 

who. in 1861, planned a two-groove rifle from 

which he fired a bomb carrying “one-half ounce 

concentrated prussic acid and a small charge of 

powder fired by a ten-second fuse.” 

Inventors had proposed the use of prussic 

acid in connection with hand-thrown harpoons 

as early as 1831. Whales were killed by the 

poison at that time. Mr. Miln killed one whah 

with his poisoned bomb, but the use of poisot 

never became popular. For the aeid was neces 

sarily diffused through the carcass to some ex 

tent, and it was said that whalers were killec 

while cutting in poisoned blubber in the earlie 

period of the use of prussic acid. There is nc 

detailed account of such deaths, but the circu 

lation of such a story was enough to preven 

the adoption of the poison bomb. 

Old-fashioned, muzzle-loading, whaling guns 

made to fire from the shoulder, can yet be seei 

on Cape Cod, but the use of the bombs tha 

landed in the whale broadside-to was discon 

tinue in 1852, when Captain C. C. Brand, oi 

Norwich, Conn., invented one that was featherec 

like an arrow. His bomb was an annealec 

castiron tube that carried a fuse at the front end 

a bursting charge within and folding rubbei 

wings at the butt end. These wings opened ou 

as soon as the bomb left the gun, and they kep 

the projectile flying end-on. These bombs 

always penetrated, and became increasingly 

popular with the whalemen. 

The next improvement appeared in 1877 wher 

a breechloader was introduced. It was a shoul 

der gun. The New Bedford Mercury give Capt 

Eben Pierce and Mr. Selmar Eggers the- credi 

of developing it. Its advantages over the muzzle 

loader were manifest. The powder charge was 

in a copper cartridge fitted with a cap like one 

used in common sporting cartridges. The 

weapon could therefore be loaded successfully 

no matter how the spray might fly. It was ; 

safer gun, too, because the powder was nevei 

put in until the gunner was ready to use it 

Then, too, the range was greater. A bomb ha; 

been fired to a distance of 750 feet from on< 

of these guns, but it should be said here tha 

the usual range in firing at whales is from thirty 

to fifty feet. Captain Pierce also made a bomt 

of brass tubing that was fitted with thin brass 

in place of rubber wings. 

Another breechloader was brought out by 

William Lewis and Patrick Cunningham, also o' 

New Bedford. This gun uses fixed ammuni 

tion; the powder and the bomb are united it 

one cartridge. The bores of all these whalet 

guns vary from seven-eighths of an inch to at 

inch and a half in diameter. The length of th< 

bombs is from seventeen to nineteen inches 

Their weight is from twenty ounces to twe 

pounds, and the exploding charge of the larges 

bomb is about two ounces. 

The length of the longest gun barrel is thirty 

eight inches and the weights of the guns vary 

from about eighteen pounds to twenty-eight— 

a big weight to use at the shoulder. The pow 

der charge for throwing the bombs is from twe 

and one-half to three drachms, but it is said tha! 

more than one whaleman has been kicked over 

hoard by the recoil when firing at a whale. 
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Meantime the old style harpoon-throwing 

swivel was developed for practical use. In 

England, Greener made one with a barrel about 

three feet long and a bore of an inch and one- 

half. It weighed seventy-five pounds. The 

slotted harpoon weighed ten pounds, and a 

charge of six drams of powder was used. The 

gun w'as quite popular in the Greenland fishery, 

and a similar one was made to order for the 

w'halemen who used to have headquarters at 

Monterey, California. This gun was used for 

firing bombs as well as harpoons, though the 

common Yankee shoulder gun was also in use 

in that fishery. 

The most interesting and withal the most ef¬ 

fective swivel gun ever developed was one in¬ 

vented by a Norwegian named Sven Foyn, who 

made a fortune using his own weapon. While 

the gun itself was simply a swivel designed to 

throw a harpoon, the harpoon was distinctive. 

A bomb W'as secured near the barbs of the har¬ 

poon and it was exploded by chemicals that 

were mingled by the crushing of a glass tube 

under the barbs when a strain was brought 

upon the harpoon line. 

The w'hale wTas fastened to the boat and killed 

by the one projectile, something that had not 

been done successfully until Foyn’s time. 

Further than that, Foyn substituted steamboats 

from sixty-five to eightv-five feet long, and hav¬ 

ing a speed of about twelve knots,.for the com¬ 

mon whaleboat. In spite of the chug of the 

screw he was as well able to creep up to his 

whale as he would have been in a boat with 

paddles. More interesting still, Foyn wound 

the largest part of his harpoon line on a steam 

reel or winch instead of coiling it in a tub. So 

it happened that w'hen a whale had been struck 

but not killed—the bomb sometimes failed to 

explode—and it ran away with the line, the man 

at the reel played the whale as a sportsman in 

the Adirondacks plays a trout. 

The latest improvement in whale-killing guns 

was made by Patrick Cunningham, of New Bed¬ 

ford, who, by the way, is well known along 

shore for the rocket he made to carry lines to 

stranded ships. This gun was designed for use 

in the Alaska fishery. The whale of the Bering 

Strait region are found along the ice pack, and 

when struck usually strive to escape under the 

ice. Quick work with the lance or bomb is 

needed if such a whale is to be saved, and with 

the common bomb gun and hand harpoon only- 

in use, more whales escape than are saved. 

Knowing these facts Cunningham made a hand- 

thrown harpoon to which he attached a bomb¬ 

throwing gun. The muzzle of this gun was 

pointed toward, but clear of the barbed end 

of the harpoon. It was loaded with a powder 

and bomb cartridge, such as is used in the ordi¬ 

nary shoulder gun, and the charge was fired 

by means of a long stiff rod that led from 

the gun’s trigger out to a point beyond the 

muzzle. 

That is to say the whaleman darted this com¬ 

bined harpoon and gun at the whale—threw it 

by hand as he would have thrown any harpoon, 

though his range was short on account of the 

weight. The barbs of the harpoon sank into 

the whale until the end of the trigger rod struck 

the body of the whale when the gun was fired 

and the bomb was driven into the whale's bodv 

where it exploded; and if the harpoon-was well 

placed the whale was killed instantly. 

The reader will think, very likely, that the 

guns of the whalemen are needlessly heavy and 

clumsy', that something comparable with the 

modern repeating rifle might have been de¬ 

veloped for the use of the boat-header. But if 

invention has been lacking among the w'hale¬ 

men, the reason is not far to seek. The first 

gun was introduced into the American fleet 

MAY 30 should be called recreation day; 

at all events we always choose that par¬ 

ticular day for our fishing trip. 

When I go fishing I always elect to go with 

Billy, who is an enthusiastic fisherman. Then 

out of self respect I carry along a pocket rod 

and stick a fly or two in my hat so as to impress 

the bystanders. The main part of my outfit, 

A TROPHY OF A DAY OFF. 

how'ever, consists of a camera, a book and a 

good big lunch. These I carry in my creel, as 

I never had sufficient confidence in Billy to feel 

sure he would turn up promptly at lunch time, 

especially if he had the lunch. 

We make such an early start that we always 

set out the night before. This is a very satis¬ 

factory way, particularly so as we go to the 

same spot every year, and put up at a farm 

house where our hostess has the best bacon and 

eggs I ever ate. 
Last year, the 30th, w'as such a day as brides 

are always hoping for and seldom get; not a 

cloud to be seen and no wind. It takes a great 

deal more patience to catch a nice string of fish 

on a lovely day, when the woods are full of 

after the turn of the tide of the fishery, and 

the fishery has declined from that day to this. 

Less than fifty whale ships are now flying the 

American flag and no inventor is likely to give 

his attention to anything that must be sold in 

such a market as that fleet affords. Though 

the fishery as yet exists, progress of every kind 

is apparently at an end. 

alluring shadows and the reflections in the pools 

are perfect, for then there are so many other 

things to be done that do not require patience. 

Billy has been out with me so many times that 

he knows all my tricks, and as a result he 

catches most of the fish. 

What a thrill the first sight of a good trout 

stream gives one! With our rods ready we 

stroll along until we come to some lovely spot 

where I generously offer to stay while Billy goes 

down the stream a mile or two and fishes back 

to the lunch. 
As soon as Billy has started I work diligently 

for at least two or three hours. My catch is 

never very large; I manage to land a few'. My 

duty done, the rod is packed away. Sonny, my 

Scotch terrier, is given a bath and then we go 

hunting for woodchucks, chipmunks and pictures. 

After all it is much harder to find good compo¬ 

sition for photographs than it is to catch fish. 

Sometimes I go all day without getting a good 

picture. Where is the fisherman who w'ould go 

all day without a bite and yet be satisfied 

About noon lunch is laid out under a tree near 

some quiet pool, and by the time everything is 

ready the fisherman puts in his appearance 

hungrv and tired. Of course he has wonderful 

tales to tell of monstrous trout that just escaped 

as he was about to land them. 
Lunch over, we loaf for an hour; that is, 

Billy sleeps while I read and Sonny keeps guard 

over some woodchuck hole in a neighboring 

field. 
Our afternoon expedition takes us up stream 

by a picturesque but dilapidated mill which is 

photographed, and further on we come to an 

old dam where Billy catches two trout. So we 

wander homeward as the shadows lengthen, 

loath to bring our day of rest and enjoyment 

to a close. 
Not much of a fishing story, perhaps, but you 

see it would not do for a w'oman to be a better 

fisherman than her lord and master, would it? 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

ROUGHING IT 

soon grows tiresome unless the food is good. 
Good milk is one item indispensable to a cheer¬ 
ful camp, and Borden’s solves the problem. 
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk and Peerless 
Brand Evaporated Milk keep indefinitely, any¬ 
where, and fill every milk or cream require¬ 
ment.—Adv. 

A Woman’s View of a Day Off 
By E. K. PARKINSON 



t Willow Grouse in Newfoundland. 
St. Johns, N. F., May 5.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Years ago willow grouse or partridge 

were very numerous in Newfoundland. A 

decade ago they were plentiful enough on the 

local grounds, and sold readily in St. Johns for 

forty or fifty cents a brace. 

In some of the outposts, they were so numer¬ 

ous, that they were sold for a nominal price. 

A business man in Placentia informed the 

writer, that on one occasion lie bought a whole 

barrel full of partridge for twenty cents per 

brace, paid in powder and shot. On the 

Placentia and St. Mary's grounds they bred in 

large numbers. Their decrease there was coin¬ 

cident with the arrival of hunters from other 

parts of the island, who killed large numbers 

and sent them to St. Johns grocers for sale. 

Those hunters not only had all the sport they 

wanted, but also paid their expenses with the 

result of the shoot. Many other causes are as¬ 

signed for the present scarcity of birds, each 

sportsman advancing a different reason. 

In conversation with one of our leading 

sportsmen, whose modesty is only equalled by 

his marksmanship, I gleaned the following par¬ 

ticulars, which will be of interest to readers of 

Forest and Stream, who are interested in the 

scarcity of partridge in various parts of America; 

For the past few years our grouse (the willow 

grouse), locally known as the “partridge,” has 

been decreasing in numbers. Bags became 

smaller and smaller; one ground failed after 

another, till to-day the scarcity of the birds is 

universally recognized. Many causes are as¬ 

signed and many theories are advanced; wet 

and cold weather in the early part of the year, 

which is said to kill the young birds, and to 

prevent the hatching of the insects upon which 

the young are supposed to depend largely for 

their spring food supply; over-shooting and 

illicit out-of-the-season shooting; disease; the 

increase in the number of crows, which have 

the reputation of robbing the nests and killing 

the young birds; all no doubt with more or less 

truth. But the fact remains that no one knows 

what the cause is. This much, at least, is known 

that on practically all shooting grounds the 

birds are so scarce that there is no shooting 

worth while, and in places where the grouse 

swarmed before there is not a bird to be seen. 

Disease is, of course, what one would consider 

the most likely trouble, but it is curious that 

no dead birds have been found, at least as far 

as I can hear—and while the other reasons are 

more or less sound as regards certain localities, 

they do not explain the scarcity in others. I 

have been told that in one place where grouse 

abounded a few years ago and where now you 

will not see one in a three or four days’ journey, 

the birds disappeared since the rabbits came. 

There is a good deal of talk, more or less vague, 

of large movements of birds from one part of 

the country to another, but this appears to be 

chiefly conjecture, based on one or two known 

instances of such movements in small areas. 

Legislation has been adopted from time to 

time: a year’s close season; postponing the 

opening of the season until Oct. I, from Sept. 

15, shortening the season at the other end, etc., 

but apparently without avail, though no doubt 

it will prove of value eventually in the more 

peopled districts, where over-shooting would be 

a factor. 

It looks as if some wide-reaching natural 

cause was at work, perhaps several causes. 

Altogether the problem is a most interesting, 

as well as a most pressing one; and we should 

be extremely glad if any of your readers could 

throw any light upon it. 

Rabbits also have been very scarce during 

the past year or so, but it is pretty generally 

understood that these are ravaged by disease 

periodically, and there seems little doubt that 

one of these periodical decimations has taken 

place. W. J. Carroll. 

An Afternoon’s Ride. 

New York, May 16.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: On Tuesday last I arrived at the little 

Connecticut village in which our old farm is 

situated, and about four in the afternoon, hav¬ 

ing changed traveling clothes for boots and 

breeches, started out on my gray polo pony for 

a ride in the meadow. 

The day was warm in spite of a strong wind 

from the southwest, and after an hour’s brisk 

trot and gallop I gave the pony his head and 

let him walk. The surroundings were similar to 

many of the lush mountain meadows of the 

northern Rockies, rolling prairie land inter¬ 

spersed with scattered trees, and not a house 

or fence for nearly five miles, for all this land 

is flooded in the spring and autumn. 

Slowly we ascended a rise overlooking a pond 

now filled with water, but where in summer the 

mower will drive his machine. I was dream¬ 

ing of other rides like this in Wyoming, Idaho 

and Montana, and under the influence of the 

scene could almost imagine that I heard the 

shuffle of the pack train behind me, and that a 

backward look would disclose the broad hat 

crowning the six foot five of old Ed, my guide 

and companion of many a long trail. 

Suddenly the wiry little horse stopped, his 

ears thrown forward, and at the same instant 

my right hand was clutching at space where 

the butt of the rifle should have thrust itself out 

from the scabbard, for there within thirty yards 

stood a whitetail deer. 

The involuntary grab for the rifle and failure 

to grasp it brought me back to the present again, 

and slipping quietly off the pony I crouched by 

his side and started him walking quartering to¬ 

ward the deer, a well grown doe. As the wind 

was in my favor and the ground soft* she did 

not become aware of our presence until I ap¬ 

proached to within twenty paces, when she heard 

us and turned to look. At first she seemed more 

curious than alarmed, but on my drawing closer 

she gave two or three great leaps into the air, 

then trotted off a little way and stopped again. 

Mounting the pony again, I loped after her, 

whereupon she started off in earnest for a bit 

of woods a half mile away, and thinking she 

might have a fawn hidden there I halted the 

pony and watched her until she became but a 

blur of yellow in the bright May sunshine. 

This, my first encounter with a native deer in 

Connecticut, being over, I rode on past many a 

pool and through some of them, for the freshet had 

only subsided the week before and every depres¬ 

sion was filled with water. Bobolinks I saw in 

hundreds, white larks, bluebirds, redwing and 

long-tailed blackbirds were more numerous than 

I have seen them for years. Once I surprised 

a fat old woodchuck and cut him off from his 

nearest burrow. I was tempted to shoot him, 

for I had my revolver, and the woodchuck holes 

are a danger and a nuisance to the horseman, 

but he looked such a jovial old party as I circled 

about him that I let the rascal go. 

Shooting from horseback, by the way, with 

revolver, shotgun or rifle, is rather a favorite 

pastime with me, and many a crow, a few snakes 

and sometimes a duck have I secured since 1 

taught the pony to stand fire, and at first the 

teaching process was highly exciting. 

The shadows were very long and my ride 

almost over when, happening to glance up, I 

saw a bunch of five woodducks passing over my 

head and watched them settle down close to the 

river bank. Rather late to see a flock, for I 

should suppose they would be paired off. 

Crossing a rude bridge I rode out of this bit 

of the wild that is still with us and in a few 

minutes was on the highway trotting home to 

fresh shad and asparagus. 

Joseph E. Bulkley. 

Successful Wolf Catching. 
Hynes, Iowa, May 18.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Inclosed please find clippings from 

last week’s issue of Monroe County News, pub 

lished at Albia, Iowa: 

"Tyrone, Iowa, May 10.—Saturday afternoon, 

after a day’s hunt for wolves north of this place 

and about a mile west of Stacyville, in the brush- 

clad hills, J. F. Moffat and J. H. Pitts were re¬ 

warded by finding a den of gray timber wolf 

cubs consisting of two males and four females. 

The animals are about one-third grown. This 

makes the second catch for Mr. Moffat, who 

took in six cubs and the old female wolf last 

week in the brakes south of here along Morman 

branch, where he also bagged a den of five 

foxes. He is fast gaining a name as a nimrod. 

They do not intend to £*?ply for the bounty 

offered by the county for the scalps of this catch 

as they can realize more for them for zoological 

specimens. 

“John Moffat brought in some more wolves 

Saturday which he had caught on his farm two 

miles south of Tyrone. There were six little 

ones in the litter and he sold them on the street, 

getting three dollars a piece for them, which 

brought him more than the bounty for them. 

They were about a month old.” 

Clyde Haddon. 

' 
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Bird Collections in the South. 
Raleigh, N. C., May 19.—Editor forest and 

Stream: A tour of the State is being made by 

Secretary Gilbert Pearson, of the Audubon So¬ 

ciety, and Clement Brimley, an ornithologist of 

Raleigh. They will visit many of the middle and 

mountain counties in search of rare birds, and 

in connection with Herbert Brimley will pre¬ 

pare a book upon those of North Carolina. It 

is strange, but true, that most of the informa¬ 

tion regarding North Carolina birds has come 

from Mr. Clement Brimley, who is English by 

birth, but who has spent almost all his life here. 

His brother, Mr. Herbert Brimley, is now on 

a short tour with Mr. Frank Green and an artist. 

Mr. Green has spent a week here and has been 

doing some painting in the State Museum, mak¬ 

ing a background for an immense case in which 

the ducks of the State are shown. The scene 

represents dawn, at a point on one of the great 

sounds, and there is very spirited movement of 

ducks in the air and on the water. The variety 

of ducks to be shown is very great. Herbert 

Brimley and Mr. Green are at the large lakes 

not far from Newport. In one of these lakes 

the cormorants breed, it being their most north¬ 

erly breeding place on this continent. One of 

the pictures which Mr. Green has painted is for 

a background for the case in which the cor¬ 

morants are shown, together with their nests, 

eggs, young, etc. The cormorants have rather 

odd habits. Last year and this year they were 

not at this particular breeding place, but at an¬ 

other part of the lake. Mr. Brimley found two 

years ago that they were greatly troubled by 

the crows which ranged in the woods on the 

edge of the lake, and which, when the cormo¬ 

rants leave their nests, go to the latter and rob 

them. He saw crows flying away with eggs 

impaled upon their bills. The young cormo¬ 

rants have a special enemy in the shape of alli¬ 

gators, which are very numerous in these lakes. 

Mr. Brimley tells me that once, while he was 

watching an alligator, he standing motionless in 

the lake, rifle in hand, he saw a young cormo¬ 

rant swimming. It must have fallen from a 

nest. The alligator took a sight at the bird, sank 

himself out of sight, then rose without making 

a ripple, took another sight, and when he re¬ 

appeared took in the bird with a double snap 

of his jaws. 

In June Herbert Brimley and Secretary Pear¬ 

son will go to several points along the coast to 

see the rookeries of the shore birds and to ob¬ 

tain material for the book on North Carolina 

birds referred to, which will be published per¬ 

haps some time next year and which will be 

profusely illustrated. The first place they will 

visit will be Orton, a great rice plantation on 

the Cape Fear River, below Wilmington, where 

they will examine a breeding place of the white 

cranes which has been used for centuries by 

these birds, nearby being several eagles’ nests 

in the tops of huge cypresses. They will go up 

the coast and visit various breeding places in 

the sounds, continuing to the Virginia line, and 

they will also see the rookeries immediately upon 

the sea beach. 

The work of collecting specimens of birds for 

the State museum has progressed very well, Mr. 

Thomas Addickes applying himself to this. The 

nests and eggs are to be illustrated and the 

plant is to have a perfect specimen of every bird 

and its nest in the State. The writer had the pleas¬ 

ure of spending an afternoon with Mr. Addickes 

in field work and we made a very interesting 

find. We were going along on the edge of a 

bluff above a stream when suddenly we saw a 

mother screech owl and three of her bantlings. 

The latter were well able to fly. AH four sat 

on the limbs of a distorted water oak. The 

mother bird allowed us almost to place a hand 

upon her and then flew away with a series of 

calls to her young. Only one followed her. An¬ 

other was taken on the perch and the other flew 

twice and it was taken. These birds were about 

two-thirds grown and were gray. They were 

very active with beak and claw and kept up an 

incessant popping of beaks and wild rolling of 

eyes, looking very like a negro in a state of fright. 

We found the woods literally full of birds, 

over thirty varieties being noted in three hours’ 

time, including the oriole and song thrush. It 

is a subject of general remark in the State that 

bird protection has brought the birds to great 

numbers not only around Raleigh, but almost 

everywhere. This does not apply to the high 

mountains, where birds are much less abundant 

than elsewhere. The robbing of birds’ nests 

has to a great extent decreased. This is be¬ 

cause country boys are scattered and there is 

no rivalry as collectors. The State has a very 

complete collection of eggs of birds, but is only 

beginning that of the nests. Striking examples 

of the latter, so far as the larger birds are con¬ 

cerned, are those of the cormorant and the water 

turkey, a bird which does not ..belong here, but 

which breeds in the lake at Orton and perhaps 

in one or two other points. 

The work of preparing the fauna of the State 

in the museum is now much more complete than 

ever before and a great deal of attention has 

been given to another department in which the 

fish are shown. Curator Brimley was advised 

on the 18th of May of the capture at Cape Look¬ 

out of a large whale which was towed to Beau¬ 

fort and put on view there for two or three 

days, and which the whaling crew then cut up 

in order to get the oil and bone. It was over 

fifty feet long and twenty-five feet in girth. It 

has been several years since a whale had been 

captured at that point. In the museum there 

is a very fine skeleton of one taken there in 

1874, which was fifty feet in length. 

Fred. A. Olds. 

Grouse Scarcity. 
Wymore, Neb., May 16.—Editor forest and 

Stream: I have been interested in the articles 

in Forest and Stream in regard to the grouse 

scarcity in the East, and as the crop was very 

short in the West, I think I can suggest some 

reasons for it that may be interesting, at least 

as to the sharptail grouse and prairie chicken. 

I had occasion to be in the sandhill country 

in northwest Nebraska during part of May, 1907, 

and very early in the month I found the grouse 

were laying, and that few, if any, had com¬ 

menced to set. On the 14th of May we had a 

very unusual and hard freeze, which no doubt, 

destroyed all eggs laid up to that time upon 

which the hen had not commenced to set. Again 

on May 26—possibly it was the 24th—another 

very hard freeze destroyed all eggs laid up to 

that time. This would account for the fact that 

during the haying season in August and Sep¬ 

tember, many broods could be seen every day 

with only two or three chicks in the brood, and 

no doubt many hens raised no chicks at all. But 

from the fact that I found many half grown 

birds in October when hunting, I conclude that 

many liens which failed to get a brood from the 

first setting nested again and raised a late brood, 

which were generally small in number. 

1 he grouse and prairie chicken both nest on 

the ground, and while the nests are usually very 

well protected from casual observation, they are 

not so protected as to prevent the freezing of 

the eggs in weather that will freeze ice where 

the hen has not commenced setting. 

Another fact that 1 noticed last fall while 

hunting in Cherry county was that the propor¬ 

tion of prairie chickens to grouse was unusually 

large, and this may be accounted for by the fact 

that the chickens begin to lay earlier in the sea¬ 

son than the sharptail grouse, and the prairie 

chicken was no doubt setting at the time of 

these two cold snaps, and thus protecting their 

eggs, if the chicks had not already been hatched 

I he sharptail grouse is more of a Northern 

bird than the prairie chicken ; that is, its habitat 

lies north of that of the prairie chicken. I have 

never seen a sharptail grouse as far south as 

the Kansas-Nebraska State line, and it is only 

in the last five or six years that I have found 

prairie chickens among the grouse of the sand¬ 

hills, and in the last two years I have found 

birds in the sandhills that were a cross between 

the sharptail grouse and the prairie chicken. 

These cross birds are very pretty, are partly 

barred, like the chicken, and partly spotted like 

the grouse; in color are lighter than the chicken 

and darker than the grouse, but feathered on 

the legs, and feet much like the grouse. 

A. D. McCandless. 

Starlings in Australia. 

The Leader, of Melbourne, Australia, says 

the common starling, called Sturnus vulgaris by 

scientists, and still more uncomplimentary names 

by orchardists, is again making its presence fell 

and its absence desired in many parts of Vic¬ 

toria. The view taken by the Government Ento¬ 

mologist is that any good that starlings confer 

on agriculturists in general is much more than 

counterbalanced by the direct damage they cause 

to fruit crops. At Morington recently Mr. 

French noticed that they were very destructive 

among apples, and, like other consumers, dis¬ 

played a marked preference for Jonathans. Par- 

rakeets are noted for their habit of picking at 

fruit and destroying'much more than they eat, 

but some samples of apples taken after the star¬ 

lings had done with them comprised little more 

than the peel. Starlings will eat almost any 

kind of fruit, and have a fondness for tomatoes. 

Orchardists would certainly like to see them ex¬ 

terminated. 

A Pakenham fruit grower, writing to The 

Leader, says: “They are in this district in 

myriads, and are playing sad havoc with the 

apple crop. We are at our wits’ end to know 

what to do. As soon as the fruit shows any 

sign of ripening they begin to devour it. They 

move about in flocks, and can be numbered by 

the thousand. I have two men going with guns, 

but in a big orchard like this the birds are able 

to beat us. Judging by the aspect it looks as 

•ajEIS 3lP U1 s-iaMOjS 3[dde tsaSaej aq; jo auo si 
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Some Life of the Deep Sea. 

Natural History Observations During the First 
Cruise of the "Galilee” in the Magnetic 

Survey of the Pacific Ocean.* 

BY PR. J. HOBART EGBERT, SURGEON AND NATURALIST 

OF THE EXPEDITION. 

The first cruise of the Galilee, in the mag¬ 

netic survey of the North Pacific, included boih 

tropical and semi-tropical waters, and afforded 

opportunity for general observations of many in¬ 

teresting forms of marine life, both littoral and 

pelagic. Among the birds at sea the tropic or 

“bo’sun birds,” the boobies and the goonies were 

most common associates—the two former be¬ 

longing more particularly to the tropics, and the 

latter to the waters of the Pacific north of the 

Tropic of Cancer. While cruising between the 

Hawaiian Islands and the equator, tropic birds 

(Phathontida) were almost constant compan¬ 

ions. Two species, the yellow bill tropic bird 

(Phathon flavirostris) and the large red tail 

tropic bird (P. rubricauda), were distinguished. 

Sometimes individuals of only one species were 

observed about the vessel, and at others both 

species were present at the same time. When 

no other birds were near they often kept us 

very close company, but upon the approach of 

other birds they generally left the field to the 

newcomers. In my note book, under date of 

Oct. 22, I find: 
‘‘Many ‘bo'suns' about to-day—both red tails 

(large! and yellow bills (smaller). They soar 

majestically in the air, hovering near the vessel 

—often close to the main deck—and again sit 

gracefully upon the water, their long tail plumes 

elevated to an angle of nearly 45 degrees. Their 

call, or cry, is like the rasping cluck made to 

horses to start or hurry them along, only more 

emphatic and more rasping. Latitude, 4° 35' N.; 

longitude, 164° 00' W. Weather clear to partly 

cloudy; light S.E. breezes.” 

The members of the family Phcctliontida are 

familiarly called ‘‘bo’sun birds”—or marlinspikes 

-—because of the elongated tail plumes project- 

-ing far abaft the body, which sailors call the 

bird’s marlinspike and say that he must be a 

“bo’sun” to always carry a marlinspike about 

with him. They are called tropic birds because 

commonly ranging between the Tropics of Can¬ 

cer and Capricorn, though it is well known that 

their range is not limited to the tropical zone. 

Personally, we have seen them—sometimes 

singly, but usually in p,airs—far outside the 

tropics. For example, in the early part of Octo¬ 

ber, 1904, while making a passage on the United 

States Coast and Geodetic Survey Steamer 

Patterson, from the Aleutian Islands to the 

Hawaiian Islands, I observed two of these birds 

in latitude, approximately, 32° N.—about 600 

miles north of the Hawaiian Islands. Absolute 

identification of the species was not possible, 

though they were considered to be, and probably 

were, P. flavirostris. The generic term P hat lion 

is said to have been given these birds by Lin- 

meus in allusion to their range, following, more 

or less exactly, the path of the sun. 

The “bo’suns” are all rather attractive birds. 

The general plumage of both the yellow bill and 

the red tail is of a clean, satin-like white which, 

upon closer inspection—especially of the latter 

‘Published by permission of the Director, Department 
of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Wash¬ 
ington, D. C. 

species—is found to have a roseate tinge. P. 

cvtliereus has a more sombre plumage than either 

of the two already mentioned species, having 

nearly all the upper surface of the body and 

wings barred with black and gray. In P. athereus 

the shafts of the elongated white rectrices are 

also white; in P. flavirostris the shafts are black, 

though the plumes are white, and in P. rubri¬ 

cauda the elongated and attenuated rectrices 

have both shafts and plumes a bright crimson 

red. 
Although the tropic birds wander far from 

land, a question has been raised as to whether 

or not they feed at sea; that is, far from their 

native island haunts. Mr. Bullen, in “Denizens 

of the Deep,” says he has never observed these 

PACIFIC BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSS ON BOARD THE 

GALILEE. 

birds feeding at sea and rather expresses doubt 

as to their doing so. Close about the islands 

where these birds breed they may often be seen, 

especially in early morning or late afternoon, 

feeding on the small fishes which frequent the 

waters bordering those shores, but at sea it is 

different. The following, therefore, from my 

note book, under date of Oct. 3, has a certain 

interest: 

“Between 9 and 10 o'clock this morning, when 

about eighty miles S.W. of the Island of Hawaii, 

two ‘bo’sun’ birds were keeping us company, and 

though they ranged at a distance from the vessel 

too great for specific identification, there could 

be no question about their being ‘bo’sun birds.’ 

But what is interesting is the fact that they were 

feeding. Again and again they darted down¬ 

ward into the water—after the manner of terns 

—unquestionably feeding upon some small fry.” 

That these birds do not always visit the land 

at night we arc inclined, with other observers, 

to believe. It is true that they are swift fliers 

and great wanderers, and that they are more 

commonly seen near—say within a few hundred 

miles of—the islands than in mid-ocean. Yet, 

on the Galilee's cruise, from the California coast, 

two “bo sun birds” were seen almost midway 

between San Diego and the Hawaiian Islands— 

fully a thousand miles from land. While cruis¬ 

ing south of the Hawaiian Islands, tropic birds 

were frequently hovering near the ship at night¬ 

fall and apparently manifesting little intention 

of making shore for the night. Although often 

keeping very close company to sailing vessels, 

“bo'sun birds” do not seem to be much attracted 

by steamers. 
Very familiar to those who navigate tropical 

waters and visit certain islands and coasts of 

tropical seas are the boobies, large aquatic birds 

belonging to the tribe of gannets, though dif¬ 

fering from the solan goose (Sula bassana) in 

having no median stripe of bare skin down the 

front of the throat. The general trait of stu¬ 

pidity attributed to boobies is familiar not only 

to deep-water sailors, but also to most school 

children. How, unlike almost all other birds, 

they seem indifferent to the mere presence or 

close approach of human beings and, therefore, 

when found on shore or perched on the rigging 

of ships they are undisturbed by the approach 

of a would-be captor, and apparently all unaware 

of possible harm or injury until actually caught 

or thrust aside. 
During the cruise of the Galilee, between the 

Hawaiian Islands and the Equator, the boobies 

were very frequent visitors, hovering close about 

the ship when night approached and not infre¬ 

quently alighting on spars or rigging. In my 

note book, under date of Saturday, Oct. 21, I 

find the following: 

“To-night about dusk a number of boobies 

were flying about the ship. One alighted on the 

fore-topgallant stay, near the jib boom's end. I 

went out on the boom and had a good look at 

him at close range. He was quite indifferent to 

my presence, though I was within arm’s reach 

of him all the while. Occasionally he appeared 

to look at me for a moment, but immediately 

busied himself with picking and arranging his 

feathers. After my return on deck one of the 

sailors went out on the boom, caught the bird 

by the neck and brought him on deck, from 

which he was unable to take wing. After he 

had been inspected by all hands I had him set 

at liberty. Sailors are apt to be unwarrantably 

cruel to these sharp-billed birds when they have 

them at their mercy, though just why they should 

be so is not very apparent, unless, as it is said, 

it is a part of a ‘sea-dog’s’ life to be abused and 

to abuse. Latitude, 30 50' N.; longitude, 164° 

15' W. Slightly cloudy weather; gentle S.E. 

airs.” 

Three species of boobies are found in the 

tropical and semi-tropical regions of the north¬ 

east Pacific. They are Sula piscator, S. cyanops 

and S', leucogastra. A fourth species, S', varie- 

gata, seems to be more or less limited in range 

to the coasts of Chile and Peru. When mature, 

S', cyanops has much the general appearance and 

white plumage of the English gannet (S’, bas- 

sana), except that the tail is dark brown in¬ 

stead of white; 5. piscator is distinguished by 

its red legs, while in S', leucogastra the upper 

plumage and neck are brown. S’, variegata, ever 

in adult life, is spotted, somewhat resembling 
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in plumage the immature gannet (S. bassana). 

The booby examined aboard the Galilee, above 

referred to, was a full-grown specimen of Sula 

piscator. 
Like that of the tropic bird, the range of the 

booby is not absolutely limited to the tropics. 

On Nov. 1, when between latitude 25° and 26’ N., 

a booby was seen from the Galilee just 

northwest of Gardiner Island. Specific identifi¬ 

cation was not, however, possible. 
Whether justly accused of stupidity, or really 

only “too confiding,” we cannot say, but surely 

boobies are not lacking in industry. They are 

energetic fishers, providing abundantly not only 

for themselves, but for their young. It is enter¬ 

taining, indeed, to watch a booby as he darts 

swiftly down—often from a considerable height 

_jn pursuit of fish; and variation to the scene 

is sometimes added if a frigate bird happens to 

be within range to rob the booby of the spoils, 

deftly catching the fish before it reaches the 

water after it has been dropped by the over¬ 

taken and defeated booby. Fregata aquila is 

the common enemy of both tropic birds and 

boobies. A few scattering individuals of this 

species were seen during the cruise of the Gali¬ 

lee in tropical waters, usually soaring majesti¬ 

cally high in the air and sometimes at long dis¬ 

tances from land. 
In sailing the mid-Pacific northward from the 

Equator, the boobies are hardly left behind be¬ 

fore the “goonies” appear. (The word "goonie ’ 

is used by the writer instead of either of the 

other recognized forms of spelling, since it is 

the .better orthography of the word as commonly 

pronounced. Both “gony” and ‘ goney are ob¬ 

jectionable, moreover, because in the plural, 

they resemble the technical ornithological term 

“gonys,” from which, indeed, they may have 

sprung.) Good companions these, far out at 

sea. While the boobies and the “bo’suns” in¬ 

habit a generally fair weather belt, and appear 

partial to the vicinity of land, the goonies in¬ 

habit the region of storm and wind, and are 

far more common in mid-ocean than in the 

neighborhood of land. 
Three species of goonies are found in the 

north Pacific in the course covered by the first 

cruise of the Galilee. These are Diomedea 

nig rip es Audubon, the black-footed albatross, 

Diomedea albatrus Pallas, the short-tailed alba¬ 

tross, and Diomedea imtnutabilis Rothschild, the 

Lavsan albatross. Only one individual of the 

species albatrus was observed during the cruise, 

and that was caught with baited hook, Nov. 24, 

in latitude 40° 42' N. and longitude 150 5° ^ • > 

and after being examined, measured and photo¬ 

graphed was liberated unharmed. The body was 

white, except for sooty brown markings on ends 

of tail feathers, and brown and gray on the 

upper surface of wings and around the margins 

of their lower surface. Posterior to the eyes 

was a dash or bdr of black, as in all species 

examined by the writer; the bill was yellow, 

shading to green at the tip; length of bill from 

angle of mouth to tip of beak, five inches; the 

feet and legs were yellow, and the wing ex¬ 

panse six feet eight inches. Numerous black¬ 

footed albatrosses (Diomedea nigripes) were 

captured in like manner, examined, photographed 

and liberated. The average wing expanse in the 

latter species was six feet ten inches. 

The home of the goonie is, as already ob¬ 

served, the broad expanse of ocean. They are, 

however, found in the vicinity of land during 

the nesting season, when both male and female 

repair, together with thousands of their kind, 

to Laysan, Wake and other small islands of the 

north Pacific, where, in a rude nest—a little 

hollow in the sand or bare rock—a single egg 

is laid and hatched. Goonies are certainly grace¬ 

ful birds, both on the wing and when swimming 

on the water. On the wing their flight is that 

of the albatross—the easy flight and poise of the 

vulture—and on the water they rival the duck. 

Certainly they have nothing to fear from the 

ocean which, next to the air, is their native 

element. Even in the wildest weather they are 

apparently indifferent to the fury of the gale 

or the tumult of the sea—sailing, without appar¬ 

ent effort, into the very teeth of the wind or 

riding undismayed the tossing, seething billows. 

Though occasionally partaking of a varied diet, 

goonies are essentially carnivorous. When fol¬ 

lowing ships they are very alert, circling here 

and there and ever scanning the wake of the 

SPREADING THE WINGS OF THE WHITE GOONIE ON 

the Galilee’s deck. 

vessel for refuse from the galley, of which there 

is usually an ample supply; at other times they 

feed upon squids and other marine food. At 

night they congregate and sleep upon the waves, 

though, like the boobies, they evidently see in 

partial darkness much better than most other 

birds, for we have frequently observed them on 

the wing after nightfall. In calm weather they 

are easily caught by angling over the stern of 

a slow-moving vessel with a long line and hook 

baited with meat, and when brought aboard ship, 

as a rule promptly eject the contents of their 

stomachs. This is commonly said to be the re¬ 

sult of seasickness on the part of the bird, in¬ 

duced by the movement of the vessel, but we 

have seen it done when the vessel moved scarcely 

at all, and believe it to be rather a method of 

offense or defense—as with the buzzard, little 

green heron, etc.—and we further believe this 

to be true of the albatrosses generally. 

^[to be concluded.] 

The Dogs and the Tip. 

Georgetown, Wash.. May 12.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I would like to give an instance 

to show that animals can understand what is 

said about them—call it reason, instinct or what¬ 

ever you please, I do not know which. While 

at my son’s house in Seattle a fine pointer dog 

came to the back door and tried to get in. He 

was admitted, and at once made himself at home. 

Seeing a collar on his neck with his owner’s 

name and address on it, my son went to the 

phone and called up the owner whose house was 

about four miles away. He was asked if he 

had lost a dog. Said he did not think so, as he 

had not missed his. 

Telling him where the dog was, he was asked 

if he should be confined until called for. “Oh, 

no,” said he; “the brute is a regular tramp; goes 

everywhere. Just give him a good licking, turn 

him loose, and start him home.” 

The conversation was laughingly repeated to 

those in the room. The dog, hearing what was 

said,’ immediately ran out the door and started 

down street in a hurry. 

Later he was reported as having arrived safely 

at home. 

I would want no further evidence to convince 

me that the dog understood perfectly what was 

said about him, and acted accordingly. Probably 

he had been whipped previously for the same 

trick and knew what to expect. 

That dogs will acquire a vagrant habit I also 

know, for a fine pointer pup stayed away from 

me and was finally picked up, brought home, 

confined in a yard and well fed. He escaped, 

was caught again, and got away; was frequently 

seen feeding out of garbage cans at restaurant 

back doors and in neighboring alleys, eating 

trash thrown out from kitchens, but he would 

not stay at home at all. He was a tramp. 

Senex. 

A Skunk in a Fog. 

Wymore, Neb., May 12.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It is not all of hunting to hunt, or of 

shooting to shoot; the best part of it is to be 

out of doors, to go to the sandhills and take 

that long forty-mile drive away from the rail¬ 

road and watch prairie dogs and snakes along 

the road, and to enjoy all the many things that 

can happen in forty miles. 

A year ago last fall I enjoyed myself almost 

as much during my ride from the Stilson ranch 

to the railroad as while hunting grouse. It was 

a warm, sleepy day, and if one could keep awake, 

he could enjoy every minute of his ride. 

While drowsing and nodding in my seat, the 

driver called my attention to a skunk that was 

running parallel with the wagon. I wanted to 

get out and get him by the tail and bring him 

home, but my companions objected so strenu¬ 

ously that I gave up the idea. They had never 

heard of carrying a skunk by the tail. So I con¬ 

cluded if they would not let me have it for a 

pet, I would shoot it; so, without stopping the 

team, I blazed away, but held a little too far 

ahead and missed it. The shot turned it, and as 

it started straight away, I gave it the other load 

of No. 6 chilled, raking it from stern to stem, 

and over it went on its back with all four feet 

sticking straight up in the air and kicking. Then 

a mist arose and completely enveloped it, so 

that it was entirely hidden from sight. The 

mist rose nearly three feet high, then settled 

back to earth, and there lay the skunk dead. 

That was the largest skunk I have ever seen, 

but things grow very large in the West. Just 

the other day a neighbor of mine was presented 

with a new baby, and not having any scales 

upon which to weigh it, he waited until the ice 

man came along and weighed it on his scales, 

and it weighed 19J4 pounds. 

A. D. McCandless. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 



Hunting in Vermont. 
Here we were, Rex and I, at Barre, Vt, after 

an all day ride on the train. Our host, Mr. 

Eastman, met us at the station with his runabout 

and we were soon speeding over the road to his 

home. Rex, an English setter, was given a place 

in the barn with four other hunting dogs. After 

supper, around the cheerful fire, we planned the 
week's outing. 

A cold rain greeted us Monday morning, the 

woods were wet and the bird hunt was post¬ 

poned. Mr. Eastman had a foxhound on trial, 

and as the weather looked clearer about 9 o’clock 

we decided to give him a run. As the roads 

were too muddy for the auto, we hitched up the 

team, tied Bowser behind and drove out over 

the hills. A few miles out two bulldogs tackled 

the hound and created some excitement. We 

took part and after a time separated the dogs, 

somewhat the worse for wear, and drove on. 

1 he fight had taken- all Bowser’s ambition to 

run, so we let him ride with us. 1 he prospects 

were not bright for a successful run, but we 

would not give up without a trial. 

1 he ground reached, the hound was turned 

loose in an old pasture. At the lower end some 

foxes had their dens. 1 he holes were open and 

seemed to be still used. Bowser looked in¬ 

terested. but could find no fresh scent, although 

he worked out the pasture and a patch of woods 

beyond. While awaiting developments we held 

down a rock pile and told stories. Ben had just 

finished telling of a hunt the previous winter on 

the hills above us, when I looked around and 

saw a fox within forty yards. Where he came 

from was a mystery. He did not linger after 

catching sight of us, but in a few jumps gained 

the woods. We whistled for the hound, who 

came up, caught the fresh scent, and the hunt 

was on. How that hound’s music did stir our 

blood ! We ran up the pasture to where a brook 

flowed down through a deep ravine. The fox 

was ahead of us crossing the field beyond. It 

was a fine sight. Bowser was close behind, going 

well and yelping lustily. The fox headed straight 

up for the hills. We followed more leisurely. 

Passing the highway we climbed the ridge and 

stopped to listen. Bowser’s voice came to us 

faintly, then it died away. We waited. Soon 

we caught it again, then it grew stronger. “The 

fox has turned,” said Ben. “Get behind that 
stump and lay low.” 

We took stands some distance apart. Judg¬ 

ing from the hound’s yelps the fox was twist- 

mg back and forth across the hill. Suddenly 

Reynard appeared, loping easily down the woods 

road toward 11s. T fired twice, the first shot 

wildly, the second with better effect. Ben helped 

out with one barrel and the fox was ours. It 

was an old male with a fine brush and a good 

pelt for October. He had run for twenty-five 

minutes and it was five minutes more before 

Bowser came along, yelping cheerfullv, and 
sticking to the trail like a brother. 

After a short rest we circled about for another 

fox. The hound struck an old sheep trail and 

was off in full cry. We followed and discovered 

it was sheep the dog was running. We joined 

the chase and did several hundred yards close 

to the record. Ben distanced me and arrived 

in time to save an old sheep who was trying to 

beat the dog around a clump of fir trees. Bowser 

got the licking he deserved, and from the way 

he took it we thought him an old offender. The 

dog was purchased at a good price on a guaran¬ 

tee that he would not run sheep or deer. A 

sheep killer is not much of an asset in Vermont; 

in fact, at the prevailing price of mutton, is a 

big liability. Our hunt was over for the day 

and Bowser, in disgrace, was taken home to be 

shipped back to his original owner. 

After another day of rain Wednesday dawned 

bright and clear. We were up and away early 

with Rex and Jack, the pointer, stowed away in 

the buggy. I had a crisp new nonresident hunt¬ 

ing license on which I was anxious to draw divi¬ 

dends. On the drive out we speculated as to 

whether the woodcock flight had arrived. This 

flight seems to be a debatable question. Some 

hold the migration commences after the first 

heavy frosts when the native birds go South and 

woodcock from further North move down and 

take their places. Bor this reason some covers 

are known as good flight ground. Certain it is 

that the birds move about. To-day there mav 

be good shooting where yesterday there was 

none, also there may be no shooting to-day 

where yesterday birds were plenty. 

At the first cover Rex pointed at the edge of 

the road. It proved to be a big swift flier 

which I missed easily. We followed into an 

alder thicket, and for a time business was brisk. 

Rex had not hunted with me for two years and 

we spent some time getting acquainted. When 

be went off on side hunts of his own we dis¬ 

agreed Rex is staunch enough and when he 

found a bird while I was in sight I usually got 

the shot. After covering my side of the thicket 

I joined Ben at the team. Tie had three wood¬ 

cock to my two. 1 hen over the hills to another 

cover from which Ben took in a couple of birds. 

At noon we found a sheltered spot beside the 

road and laid off for lunch. The horse was fed 

and the dogs gathered around for their share. 

Two more willow thickets were hunted during 

the afternoon. The drives in between, through 

the hills and over fine old woods roads, rested 

both men and dogs. When the day was over 

we had about the legal limit of birds and were 
satisfied. 

A ’coon hunt was down for Wednesday night. 

Now, hunting ’coons as they do it is sport. 

About 8:30 friend Bennett came around in his 

big touring car and we were soon under way 

with Jake and Rex, Mr. Eastman’s twro ’coon 

dogs, riding in the tonneau. Both dogs were 

eager for the hunt. They say Jake, the veteran, 

will sit all day watching a lantern and rubber 

boots; the combination to him means ’coons. 

Our route was through the gulf, one of the 

finest rides out of Barre. The air was crisp 

and bracing. Some of the wav high cliffs rose 

on both sides, and above them the stars twinkled 

merrily. 1 hrough the woods the searchlight 

showed us the road for rods ahead. The autumn 

leaves were falling fast and we sped along over 

a carpet of red and gold. 

Our first stop was at a farmhouse after a run 

of seventeen miles. Leaving our heavy coats in 

the car, we struck out for a ridge some distance 

from the road. Each man carried a lantern. 

W e tramped around several cornfields and an 

orchard or two without results except some 

good apples. Then back to the car for a run 

to another cornfield up the road. This plan of 

alternately walking and motoring was continued 

through the night. Once I failed to respond at 

the all-out signal and was left peacefully sleep¬ 

ing on the back seat. Some time later I was 

awakened by a racket near the car. The dogs 

had something up a big willow tree beside the 

road. Old Jake, in his eagerness, was tearing 

big chunks of bark from the tree and Rex was 

walking around on his hind legs like a trick bear. 

Some red fire was lighted and added brilliancy 

to the scene, but the leaves were so thick no 

animal was located up the tree. There was noth¬ 

ing to do but climb and Bennett was elected for 

the job. He is no amateur, and with climbers 

strapped on he walked up the tree like a tele¬ 

graph lineman. A careful search disclosed 

something black at the end of a limb. It looked 

like a porcupine. 1 hen there was a conference. 

We did not want a porcupine, but if this was 

a ’coon we could not afford to leave him. Shak¬ 

ing the limb did not trouble the beast, so while 

we held the dogs Bennett opened fire with his 

revolver and down it came. Our worst fears 

wcfe realized; it was a porcupine. The dogs 

knew better than to tree one and felt worse than 

we did, especially after some correcting and 

wholesome advice. After another long tramp 

I returned to the car for more sleep. There was 

no sleep for Ben; he was determined to find a 

coon. As we chugged along on the low gear 

he circled the cornfield with the dogs, covering 

many miles on foot. It must have been about 

3 oclock that the dogs barked down in the 

meadow. Ben found Rex in the brook, sniffing 

at the bank and whining as he swam along. 

Coming to a low plank bridge Rex plunged 

under and there he found the ’coon. Judging by 

the noise the ’coon found Rex at the same time. 

When they came out the ’coon was on top, biting 

at the dog s neck and ears. Rex shook him off 

and gained the bank, then plunged in again. Old 

Jake now took bold, and between them the ’coon 

was dragged out on the bank and dispatched. It 

was a good fight and the dogs behaved hand¬ 
somely. 

Another trail was soon found near the brook 

and the dogs headed for a ridge across the 

meadow. Thoroughly awake now we followed 

over the worst country I was ever in, or at least 

in at night. It was a succession of steep ridges 

covered with scrub oak, briars and thorn bushes. 

A ’coon is right at home in such going, and the 

dogs were having a running fight with one of 

the old settlers. Sweating and puffing, we forced 

our way through the tangle to the edge of a big 
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brook swollen by recent rains to the size of a 

river. The trail led across, but none of us 

wanted a swim, so we called off the dogs and 

turned back. When we reached the car it was 

growing light. The ride back to Barre was grand. 

With the road to ourselves we raced along at 

a clip that brought tears to my eyes. And the 

sunrise, seen across frosty meadows and miles 

of autumn foliage, was well worth the trip. 

Friday, my last day, was to be spent with the 

woodcock. We left early with Mr. Bennett in 

his car. Some twenty miles from Barre we 

made our first stop at a fine flight ground. It 

is also a good cover for native birds, as the 

boys proved in a novel way early in the season. 

hot on the trail. We went back to the car, and 

while Bennett changed some batteries we list¬ 

ened to the hounds. Soon they came back over 

the hill in full cry. We saw the hunter run 

down to head off the fox and the dogs caught 

it near the spot where they first found the trail. 

It seems the hunter had shot at and wounded 

the fox while they were out of our hearing in 

the woods. Ben remembered that he needed a 

foxhound and went over to see if one of these 

dogs was for sade. After a half hour he re¬ 

turned without the hound, but with an option 

on the best one, which he might exercise later. 

Again we were under way. but were soon 

hung up fixing a ground wire. Then a little 

plugged back to town with the rear wheels in 

chains. There, a fine dinner awaited us with 

roast ’coon as the star attraction. It was a feast 

to remember, and we did it full justice. 

A week passes quickly among the Vermont 

hills. The air is a tonic to the city man who 

returns home with new life and strength. The 

shooting may not be what it was once, but it is 

still worth while to the man who knows the 

ground and studies the game. 

F. W. Osgood. 

The License Law. 

Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y., May 7.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: I fail to find any true 

SHARE AND SHARE ALIKE. 

From a photograph by F. W. Osgood. 

After hunting the hillside and willows with only 

a bird or two to show for it, they came back 

to the car which had been left at the edge of 

a cornfield. The dogs made a point in the corn 

and Bennett shot the bird, a woodcock, from 

the car. Then he stood on the front seat wThile 

Ben walked through the field with the dogs and 

started the birds. As they rose above the corn 

Bennett knocked them down and the dogs re¬ 

trieved. It was lively work and a good bunch 

of woodcock was secured. The corn was cut 

and the willow thicket yielded no birds. From 

this we argued the real flight had not arrived. 

We spent some time watching a foxhunt on the 

hills beyond. The whole act was run off with¬ 

out a hitch. First came the hunter with his two 

dogs. They picked up a track and were away. 

Several hundred yards ahead a fox crossed from 

one patch of woods to another. The dogs were 

later a rear tire went down and the inner tube 

was replaced. It was nearly noon when we 

reached a small cover near a sawmill. Half the 

day gone and no birds. After lunch Bennett 

and I worked out this ground and he got a 

couple. I left one or two for the next man. 

Our hopes wrere centered on a fine cover which 

wre reached about 2 o’clock. Rex made a point 

as soon as we were over the fence. For an 

hour the shooting was great. The woodcock 

was there, big handsome ones. My! how they 

could fly. Rex and I were demoralized by so 

much shooting. Occasionally we got one, per¬ 

haps by accident. It was rare sport, and after 

it was over the State of Vermont owed me no 

rebate on my license. My companions had done 

better and had a good bag to show when we 

met at the car. A rainstorm, which had been 

threatening, now started in earnest and we 

sportsmen who do not approve of the work being 

done by Mr. Whipple in his endeavor to protect 

the forest, fish and game of our State, and speak¬ 

ing from this section of the State I am sure I 

am voicing the sentiments of all the sportsmen 

when I say I rejoice in the fact that our present 

Legislature has passed the bill which provides 

for licensing those w-ho wish to hunt. 

I have read some articles in Forest and Stream 

and other magazines condemning the idea of 

taxing the hunters, but I have failed to find an 

editorial which does not favor the idea. Verily, 

I believe that all true sportsmen who wish to 

see the fish and game protected adequately are 

in favor of the idea. Silas B. Carey. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and nozu in force, are 

given in the Game Lazos in Brief. See adv. 
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White Mountain-Appal&chian Bill. 

Concord, N. H., May 23.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The bill for National forests in the 

White Mountains and Southern Appalachian 

Mountains has passed the Senate, but has met 

obstruction in the Agricultural Committee of the 

House, which will postpone action until the next 

session of Congress. Another year’s delay in 

the White Mountains is a serious matter at a 

time when cutting the forest on the steep slopes 

has already been carried to an extreme limit. 

After five years more the forests on the high 

slopes of the White Mountains will have dis¬ 

appeared. After that they will be ready, like 

the mountains of France, for reforestation at 

vast expense, in order to prevent alternating 

floods and periods of low water. 

This is the second time that this bill has passed 

the Senate. The President has urged the meas¬ 

ure upon Congress in nearly every one of his 

important messages throughout the year. A 

majority of the members of the House are be¬ 

lieved to favor it, but the political leaders of 

the House claim that they cannot take “hasty 

action’’ because the matter is “too important.” 

Had they been sincere about its importance it 

must have passed immediately. The situation 

is like that outlined by ex-Governor Pardee, of 

California, at the President’s conference last 

week. Governor Glenn had spoken of vox 

populi vox Dei, and Governor Pardee added 

that he had observed in matters of important 

legislation another voice abroad in the land, vox 

Cannoni, which he was inclined to think was 

neither the voice of God nor the voice of the 

people. 

The situation in the House is this: The Com¬ 

mittee on Agriculture was reorganized by the 

speaker at this session with two important 

friends of this measure left off and several new 

members from the Middle West, unfamiliar with 

it, put on. The committee found itself divided 

half and half, one part favoring immediate pas¬ 

sage of the bill and the other part desirous of 

- investigating what could be done for these and 

other watersheds not already protected by Na¬ 

tional forests. The result is that the committee 

has recommended to the House the appointment 

of another commission, five members of the 

House and five of the Senate, with an appro¬ 

priation of $20,000 for expenses, to investigate 

the situation. At the session of Congress a year 

ago $25,000 was appropriated for an investiga¬ 

tion of the Southern Appalachian and White 

Mountains by the Secretary of Agriculture, who 

has made a complete and satisfactory report of 

both regions, urging prompt action by Congress. 

Previous to that the Forest Service, in co-opera¬ 

tion with the States at both ends of the line, 

made a most careful and thorough study of all 

the facts concerned, including the value of the 

several tracts of land, and the amount of timber 

upon them. A new commission made up of 

persons not familiar with the subject looks like 

a political trick to postpone action. The faintest 

indication of approval on the part of the speaker, 

either in this or the preceding Congress, would 

have been quite sufficient to bring this measure 

promptly and favorably from his committee. 

The House Committee on Judiciary rendered a 

decision that forests can be purchased by the 

Government only in the interest of navigation, 

whereupon the bills in the House and Senate 

were both promptly redrawn. That in the Senate 

has passed. Why not the one in the House? 

When the mill owners of New England find 

their power disturbed by protracted low water, 

let them reflect upon their form of popular gov¬ 

ernment, and when the advancing scarcity of 

wood again doubles the prices of houses, furni¬ 

ture and tools, let the people ask if this is the 

voice of the speaker, who has obstructed a meas¬ 

ure wisely planned for relief, that has been re¬ 

peatedly endorsed by the President, by the 

Senate, by the Forest Service, by engineers, lum¬ 

bermen, scientific associations and a unanimous 

press. F. W. Rollins, 

President Society for the Protection 
of New Hampshire Forests. 

Protection of National Forests. 

The first duty of the Forest Service is to pro¬ 

tect the National forests. These forests are 

mainly virgin in the sense that but little of their 

area has been cut over. They are not, how¬ 

ever, virgin in the sense of being fully stocked 

with timber. A fully established forest which 

has never been interfered with does not gain. 

It makes no more wood by growth than it loses 

by decay. Most of the forested area of the 

West, however, has been severely interfered 

with for many years, chiefly by fire. Fires 

caused much damage even before white man 

entered the country. They have caused much 

more since. The most serious part of the dam¬ 

age caused by the ordinary forest fire is that 

done to the young growth, from the tiny seed¬ 

lings in their first year up. To this damage by 

fire must be added the heavy damage caused in 

the past by the overgrazing of stock, and es¬ 

pecially of sheep. 
With the checking of these and other abuses 

through administration by the Government, the 

quantity of timber in the National forests is on 

the increase again. Even were no timber cut, 

the present supposed stand of 350,000,000,000 

board feet of timber on the National forests 

would be adding very materially to its quantity 

each year that fires are kept out. It may be 

said in passing that the fire loss on these forests 

is now reduced almost to a negligible figure. If 

the entire cost of the forest administration for 

the last fiscal year were charged to the account 

of fire protection, it would be equivalent to an 

insurance charge of something like $2 per $1,000 

During the calendar year 1907, the timbered 

area of National forest land burned over was 

about two one-hundredths of one per cent, of 

the total area of National forests, and consider¬ 

ably less than one one-hundredth of one per 

cent, of the standing timber was destroyed. In 

other words, looking at the matter from a 

strictly business standpoint, the Government 

may well feel that it did not do badly last year 

with its forest property, even though its per 

acre expenditures and receipts were very low, 

since the forests carried themselves, and in so 

doing paid for a protection of the property 

which, if regarded as insurance, was worth at 

the ordinary insurance rate of city property 

more than the gross expenditures of the Gov¬ 

ernment upon its forests. And in addition to 

this valuable consideration obtained without ex¬ 

pense, the Government has gained also by the 

decided improvement of the forests which pro¬ 

tection from fires and other causes of injury has 

brought.—American Industries. 

Adirondack Camp Troubles. 

Little Falls, N. Y., May 20.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Owners of camps throughout the 

Adirondacks are growing more and more wor¬ 

ried about the depredations of camp thieves. On 

the Canada Lakes (East Canada Creek) several 

camps were entered last winter, the furniture 

broken, bedding torn up and everything worth 

carrying lugged away. The damage aggregated 

a considerable sum. I hear that other camp 

localities have suffered similarly. 

There are two reasons for the depredations.’ 

Perhaps the most important is the fact that the 

value of articles left in camps has increased. 

There are thousands of dollars’ worth of rifles 

and shotguns left in camps miles from any 

habitation and in the wilderness. Fishing rods 

and tackle of even greater value are left in the 

camps Then there are the blankets worth from 

$6 to $15 a pair, boats worth up to $75 to $100, 

implements—axes, hatchets, knives, cooking and 

other utensils. Thus the temptation for woods¬ 

men to outfit at someone else’s expense is very 

great. 

But there is another reason which is signifi¬ 

cant, and which accounts for the wanton dam¬ 

age to camps. In former times all Adirondack 

camps were left open, and all were welcome who 

were reasonably careful of camp property. 

Woodsmen could find camps, or could build 

camps wherever they wanted. They used their 

own camps and the camps of others without 

hindrance. But in late years the woods camps 

have changed from lean-tos to little log camps 

hidden in the brush, and from open camps at 

well known places to tight locked camps. These 

camps are constructed with boarded window 

shutters, and doors barred with iron and heavily 

bolted and inside locks. All the camps in the 

neighborhood, whether built by woodsmen or 

others, are burned. I know of one little club 

whose members destroyed two or three woods¬ 

men’s camps and locked up their own camp— 

all on open lands not owned by the club. The 

result is that woodsmen are embittered. Sooner 

or later the closed camp suffers. 

Thus between tempting assortments of plunder 

and unfair tactics on the hunting grounds and 

in the fishing country, woodsmen are growing 

careless as regards other people’s property. I 

do not believe it is natural for Adirondack 

woodsmen to steal. I know that woodsmen ap¬ 

proved the arrest and conviction of camp rob¬ 

bers of ten or fifteen years ago. Now they are 

glad when they hear of depredations on camps. - 

A private preserver lost a boat said to have cost 

$60 or $75 last summer. It was taken at night, 

the public does not know what became of it, but 

scores of people “were glad of it,” simply be¬ 

cause the owner had made himself unpopular. 

The thief or thieves could hardly have an excuse 

for taking the boat except revenge. There are 

no waters where it could be used without ex¬ 

posure, save, perhaps, in jacking deer or night 

fishing on some ten-acre pond. 

One step forward has been made in Adiron¬ 

dack character, however. It is no longer the 

boast of the leading citizens in the logging busi¬ 

ness that they made their money stealing timber. 

Some of them are trying to be decent and reput¬ 

able citizens, or at least to appear so. This fact 

indicates that public opinion has changed very 

remarkably in the past three or four years. It 
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is no longer to the credit of the timber thief 

that he is rich, nor to the game law breaker that 

he kills game out of season. In the early part 

of the last century old Nat Foster was a lead¬ 

ing citizen, because he was such a good Indian 

killer. Nat was tried at last on the charge of 

murdering an Indian on Fulton Chain. Five 

years ago three well known men were respected 

citizens and log jobbers, but the story of the 

Klock-Gaylord timber cases has made infamous 

the cutting of timber on State lands. 

The story of the things Adirondack people are 

proud of and have been proud of would make a 

very interesting history of the development of 

Adirondack character. Raymond S. Spears. 

Recent Publications. 

“Gray Lady and the Birds; Stories of the 

Bird Year for Home and School.” By 

Mabel Osgood Wright. With 12 colored 

plates and 36 half-tones; 437 pages. Ne-.v 

York, the Macmillan Company. 

This is a series of charming stories of the 

work it is possible for any person to do among 

the children of our villages in educating them 

up to an appreciation of our song and insec¬ 

tivorous birds. The narrative is likely to at¬ 

tract and hold the attention of young readers, 

and the pictures are excellent and well chosen. 

Through both bird lovers can identify our birds 

and learn how to protect as well as attract and 

care for them during inclement weather. One 

of the illustrations is reproduced herewith. In 

verse as well as prose Mrs. Wright appeals to 

the better side of our young people. Here is 

an instance, in which she quotes one of Eliza 

Gilbert Ives’ little poems: 

ROBIN’S MATE. 

Everybody praises Robin, 

Singing early, singing late; 

But whoever thinks of saying 

A good word for Robin’s mate? 
***** 

And when next you praise the robin, 

Flinging wide with tuneful gate, 

To his eager brood of love-notes. 

Don’t forget the robin’s mate. 

“The British Miniature Rifle.” By W. W. 

Greener. 

This is a comprehensive work on all that per¬ 

tains to the .22 caliber rifle and its practical 

use. Some of the subjects fully treated are the 

history and development of the rifle club move¬ 

ment, Morris tubes, the first English minia¬ 

ture rifle; the War Office miniature rifle; 

air gun shooting; selection of caliber, ad¬ 

vantages of Martini action, description of rifles, 

varieties of sights; aiming; blur; orthoptic 

spectacles and sights; result of ocular defects; 

varieties of cartridges; difficulties due to varia¬ 

tion in manufacture, extraction; blow backs; 

missfires; effect of gas escape on elevation; posi¬ 

tions in firing; prone position; offhand position; 

kneeling position; shooting positions for ladies; 

sight adjustment, elevation and lateral correc¬ 

tion; internal and external ballistics; trajectory 

and how to ascertain it; velocity; cost of ranges; 

butts; bullet catches; lighting a range; target, 

apparatus, clips, screws, cardboard and novelty 

targets; cleaning the rifle; leading; fouling sol¬ 

vents; oils; obstructions and their removal from 

the barrel; kevholing; avoidance of accidents; 

rifle cases; cleaning apparatus; spotting glasses, 

telescopes, binoculars; eyepiece; sight protectors, 

cartridge holder; shot hole gauges, aim cor¬ 

rectors, all so clearly described and free from 

abstruse technicalities that the boy of even ordi¬ 

nary intelligence can comprehend its teachings 

without effort. 

“Canadian Wilds.” By Martin Hunter. Cloth, 

277 pages. Columbus, Ohio, the A. R. Hard¬ 

ing Publishing Company. 

Readers of Forest and Stream will remem¬ 

ber the author’s stories of the North country, 

some of which appear in the book. It tells of 

the fur trade and traders, of trapping, long 

journeys overland, and methods of hunting big 

and small game. Stories of the traders and 

trappers, of fact and fancy, and much valuable 

information are to be found in this little book. 

“The Call of the South.” By Robert Lee 

Durham. Illustrated by Henry Roth. Cloth, 

439 pages. Boston, L. C. Page & Co. 

This is a novel that deals with problems 

shelter for bird food. 

From Mrs. Wright’s Book. 

affecting the colored race in the South, and the 

time is supposed to be some years in the future. 

Vol. XXIV., of the American Kennel Club 

Stud Book, comes in bulkier form, an index to 

the broader scope of the club’s work with each 

passing year. There are registrations 102,970 

to 113,465, from Jan. 1 to Dec. 1, 1907. Besides 

the registrations there is a vast amount of mat¬ 

ter, such as the list of active members, associate 

members, bench shows and judges, board of 

directors, champions of record, executive com¬ 

mittee, foxhound and beagle trials, kennel 

names, prefixes and affixes, officers of club and 

associate subscribers, Pacific Advisory Commit¬ 

tee, standing committees, ratings for bench 

shows, etc., 2,691 pages in all. It can be ob¬ 

tained of Secretary A. P. Vredenburg, 55 Liberty 

street, New York. 

To Hunt Big Game. 

The Rev. Dr. William S. Rainsford, of New 

York city, recently sailed for Mombassa, in 

British East Africa, there to join a party of Eng¬ 

lishmen and take part with them in a big-game 

hunt in the interior. 

A Court Decision. 

Although limited to the State of Pennsyl¬ 

vania, the following is of special interest to the 

sportsmen of America and to the manufacturers 

of guns as being the most recent legal contribu¬ 

tion on the subject under consideration, and 

which fully explains itself: 

The defendant was arrested, taken before 

Robert Smith, an alderman of the City of 

Chester, charged with violating the provisions 

of the following act of Assembly of this Com¬ 

monwealth. 

He was, after hearing, convicted and sentenced 

to pay a fine of fifty dollars or suffer imprison¬ 

ment for fifty days. 

The statute is as follows: “Section 1. Be it 

enacted, that from and after the passage of this 

act, it shall be unlawful for any person to use 

what is commonly known as an automatic gun 

for the killing of game in this Commonwealth. 

Each and every person violating any provision 

of this section shall be liable to a penalty of fifty 

dollars for each offense, or shall suffer an im¬ 

prisonment in the common jail of the county for 

a period of one day for each dollar of penalty 

imposed. 

“Sec. 2. Each and every magistrate, aider- 

man and Justice of the Peace within this Com¬ 

monwealth shall have the right of summary con¬ 

viction in all matters pertaining to a violation 

of any of the provisions of this act, and all 

prosecutions for violation of any of its pro¬ 

visions shall be conducted and the penalties dis¬ 

posed of, in manner and form as is now pre¬ 

scribed by law for violation of the game laws of 

this Commonwealth.” 

He appealed (after leave of court). 

His defense is, that the fine was illegally im¬ 

posed, because the act is in derogation of the 

14th amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States, which declares: “Nor shall any 

State deprive any person of life, liberty or prop¬ 

erty without due process of law; nor deny to 

any person within its jurisdiction the equal pro¬ 

tection of the laws.” 

He also contends that it is in violation of Sec¬ 

tion 1, Article I., of the Constitution of Pennsyl¬ 

vania, which is as follows: 

“All men have -certain inherent and indefensi¬ 

ble rights, among which are those of enjoyins 

and defending life and liberty of acquiring, pos¬ 

sessing and protecting property and reputation 

and of pursuing their own purpose.” 

Also of Section 7, Article III., of said Con 

stitution, which prohibits the General Assembly 

from passing any law “granting to any individual 

any special or exclusive privilege or immunity." 

There is no doubt of the right of' legislation 

to regulate the manner of taking game, but in 

doing so, it must not discriminate in such way 

as to produce injustice to individuals. 

The statute prohibits the killing of game with 

automatic guns and permits it to be killed with 

all other kind of guns. 

This is a discrimination against the makers 

of automatic guns, and deprives them of the 

equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the 

Constitution of the United States and the Con¬ 

stitution of Pennsylvania. 

The defendant is discharged. 

By the Court, 

Isaac Johnson, P. J. 

W. B. Broomall, J. 



Newfoundland Salmon Fishing. 

Philadelphia, Pa., May n.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have thought it might be of 

some interest to those of your readers who con¬ 

template a salmon fishing trip in Newfoundland 

to receive a few hints from a luckless fisher¬ 

man who has learned by bitter experience what 

to do and what not to do in that most excellent 

of islands. 

For seven or eight 3'ears my friend Silver 

Mitchell and myself have been spending a large 

portion of the summer in fishing the rivers of 

the west coast of Newfoundland, and with two 

or three exceptions we have fished all the 

streams that hold salmon. As is the case with 

every sportsman, be he after fish, flesh or fowl, 

it took three good trips before we got the lay 

of the land, so to speak, and the amount of 

money we wasted in experimenting with various 

kinds of tackle was appalling. Now we are 

pretty well equipped, I think, and for the bene¬ 

fit for those who may follow I offer these few 

suggestions. 

In the first place, be it remembered that the 

streams of Newfoundland are not large rivers, 

and the average weight of the fish does not ex¬ 

ceed nine pounds. There is, therefore, no neces¬ 

sity for the angler to burden himself with a rod 

fifteen feet in length, and on the majority of the 

rivers a fairly light fourteen-foot rod will do 

all that is required; always provided that the 

man behind the gun has some idea of casting. 

The question of reels is almost as important 

as the rod. It is to be regretted, but it is true, 

that in the manufacture of salmon reels our 

English cousins are superior to our own makers, 

and after years of bitter experience I have come 

to the conclusion that the salmon fisherman 

should provide himself with a reel made by 

some first class firm of England, Scotland or 

Ireland. Several firms turn out strong, light 

and easy running reels, with mechanisms that 

are very simple and much less liable to over¬ 

run or jam than those-manufactured by our own 

tackle firms, which are too often rather large, 

clumsy affairs with complicated mechanisms. 

The reel should be large enough to carry forty 

yards of double tapered C casting line with 

sixty or seventy yards of backing. 

The leaders or casts come next. A leader 

nine feet in length is ordinarily used, and this 

length is sufficient, but the greatest care must 

be used in the selection of the gut. It is a 

sine qua non that the gut should be round and 

smooth and free from the slightest blemish, and 

that, after being soaked in water for some hours, 

the leader should pull a strain of at least eight 

pounds on a spring balance. Ten pounds is 

preferable, but eight should be strong enough. 

Now comes the very vital question of flies. 

It is a common error on the part of many fisher¬ 

men, especially those who are comparatively new 

at the sport, to fill their fly boxes with a vast 

number of different flies. Sometimes two dozen 

varieties will be found in an enthusiastic angler’s 

box. This is arrant nonsense. It is not the 

variety of flies used that counts, but nine times 

out of ten it is the size of the fly that does the 

trick. The standard size used in Newfound¬ 

land, day in and day out, high water and low, 

is the No. 6, closely followed by the No. 4, 

while the No. 8 takes third place. A No. 8 fly 

seems remarkably small to the mind of the ordi¬ 

nary salmon fisherman, especially to any one 

who has seen the tremendously big affairs used 

on New Brunswick rivers or English waters, but 

in Newfoundland at the end of the season’s fish¬ 

ing the small flies will be found to be the win¬ 

ning ones. Let the angler have a good number 

of these various sizes of each fly he carries, 

with a few No. 2 at hand to use late in the 

evening on an exceptionally heavy water, but 

he can restrict himself to the following list of 

flies with perfect security. 

Eight years of fishing on various rivers causes 

me to recommend the accompanying list of flies, 

preference being given in the order named: 

Silver Mitchell, silver doctor, Jock Scott, black 

dose and brown fairy. I do not include the 

silver gray, as it is a fly I have used but little, 

and then generally late in the evening, the silver 

doctor answering all purposes. All flies should 

be tied on the down-eyed double Pennell hook, 

the gut loop of ancient days being relegated to 

memory. 

There is no comparison between the modern 

Pennell hook with its metal eye and straight pul1, 

and the old fashioned Limerick or O’Shaugh- 

ncssy with its treacherous gut loop and uncer¬ 

tain penetrating powers. 

As far as wearing apparel goes every angler 

knows that woolen underwear and clothes are 

the proper garments for fishing in every place 

and in all waters. The temperature of New¬ 

foundland changes in the most startling man¬ 

ner, and clothes that dry rapidly after being 

soaked are a necessity. The foot gear is most 

important. A pair of heavy and strong leather 

boots, perforated along the soles so as to allow' 

free ingress and egress for the water, are the 

best, and it is unnecessary to add that the soles 

must have a number of soft hob nails, which 

should be securely clamped in the inside of the 

boot. I have seen lumberman’s calks used with 

great success, and indeed they are as service¬ 

able as nails if properly put in. A pair of wad¬ 

ing trousers will be found useful on certain 

pools on one or two rivers, but nine-tenths of 

the fishing is wet fishing. In other words the 

angler should wade the stream clad in his rough 

woolen clothes, as frequently he will have a 

mile or two of water to cover, and to walk the 

banks in rubber wading trousers is not to be 

considered. One more word of advice may be 

given. 

At times the mosquitoes and black flies are 

rather a nuisance, and it behooves the fisher¬ 

man to provide himself with a bottle of “fly 

dope.” There are many such on the market, but 

I strongly recommend the one mentioned by Mr. 

H. P. Wells in his most excellent little book, 

“The American Salmon Fisherman.” 

Trout Fishing Methods. 

New York, May 10.-—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The recent articles appearing in your 

journal by Mr. Lou S. Darling, headed, “Brook 

Trout Fishing,” contain about the very best ad¬ 

vice to the beginner I have ever read. Indeed, 

an old hand at the business can find pointers 

in Mr. Darling’s articles which will greatly aid 

him in brook fishing for trout. In your issue 

of April 25, I think it was, Mr. Darling advo¬ 

cated not only the use of worms, grasshoppers, 

minnows, etc., but artificial “spinners.” Per¬ 

sonally I do not fish for trout or salmon with 

any lure save the artificial fly, but I have no 

quarrel with those who prefer to fish with other 

and more deadly bait. 

All the foregoing is to lead up to your edi¬ 

torial article in the May 9th issue censuring 

Pennsylvania fishing resort keepers for permit¬ 

ting fishermen to do the very things Mr. Dar¬ 

ling so recently advocated in your columns. 

The question is, do you taboo all kinds of 

fishing for trout except with the fly? 

Noah Palmer. 

[In the editorial referred to we mentioned 

gangs of baited hooks and spinners of various 

sorts, but did not include the devices generally 

used by all fair sportsmen. We doubt if Mr. 

Darling ever uses more than one hook in worm 

fishing for trout. 

It is generally conceded that a trout caught 

on a fly and returned to the water is seldom in¬ 

jured; that one caught on a single small baited 

hook is not injured unless the barb reaches the 

throat or gullet and is therefore extracted with 

difficulty. But a small trout caught on a gang 

of hooks, single or treble, or on one of the de¬ 

vices used with minnows, and which bristles 

with small treble hooks, is usually injured in a 

number of places before it can be returned to 

the water, and if it lives—which is not probable 

—it is fair to assume that it will not rise to 

the fly or take any other lure. It is further as¬ 

sumed that small trout are returned to the water 

by all but those persons who count their catch 

in pounds. There are trout streams in which 

the fly-fishing has been good until the advent of 

the men who employ the most deadly devices 

they can purchase. It was these trout streams 

that we referred. 

There may come a time when, to conserve the 

trout supply, it will be necessary to limit the 

fishing in some trout streams to the fly only. 

This is now the law in at least one State, which 

is endeavoring to save one of its streams for 

anglers. It is not necessary to do this now 

everywhere, and it will never be necessary if 

anglers will be content to employ from one to 

three single hooks, whether fly or bait. If. how¬ 

ever, they show an increased tendency to employ 

devices which are nothing less than baited traps 

—devices which are deadly if the bait is taken 

by the trout—then the immense army of anglers 

who believe in giving a trout a fighting chance 

to escape will rise up and demand the most 

stringent legislation.—Editor.] 
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A Seth Green Rig. 

Along in March, if you could get a peep into 

anyone of some hundreds of houses around 

Lake Keuka where live the “elect,” you would 

see a man lovingly at work in the midst of 

gangs, snells, leaders, swivels, silk lines, whiffle- 

trees, etc. 
This man by that token is a fisherman for 

trout, not, to be sure, a whipper of rivulets with 

a gossamer thread attached to an attenuated 

splinter, but a taker of lake trout in deep free 

water with that most complicated and sturdy 

piece of tackle known as a Seth Green rig. And 

let him not be despised because lie knows not 

the skillful touch and fine art of the fly-fisher¬ 

man, for he is a sportsman to the finest nerve, 

with a skill all his own, his own peculiar knowl¬ 

edge, his fishy instinct, and oh, what a stayer 

he is! He never gives up; he goes to stay till 

they bite. 
Like all good fishermen he gets as much 

pleasure out of working over his tackle as he 

does out of handling a fish. This year he will 

rig up a new outfit. Long days and nights of 

soaking and many tugs of heavy fish and con¬ 

stant friction over boat edge has done their 

work with the old one, and regretfully it is laid 

aside. 
His rig will be like that of none of his neigh¬ 

bors, but his will be right. He takes the old 

sinker, seven ounces of lead, and binds to it 

fourteen feet of line, this to run on the bottom. 

The other end of this fourteen-foot line is tied 

to a whiffletree, or three-way swivel, out from 

which he runs a twelve-foot leader, nine of silk 

and three of gut with a new gang of about No. 

7 hooks looped; then he puts in another four¬ 

teen-foot section, another swivel, another leader, 

and so on, six leaders in all, to fish from bottom 

to surface in forty feet of water. 

When all is finished to his liking he lays it 

away in its box, the line and leaders falling in 

coils upon themselves, and the gangs tucked 

away in little compartments partitioned off at 

one end, the rig is ready. A formidable look¬ 

ing rig it is. too. I well remember the feelings 

of alarm with which I first contemplated that 

snarl of leader, line and swivel in seemingly in¬ 

extricable confusion in the bottom of the box. 

1 ut it is generally harmless, barring accidents. 

And now if you will come with me in May 

we will fish a night on Keuka Lake. 

The night before the sawbelly net had been 

set, a long fine-meshed gill net, and in the morn 

ing taken up starred all over with sawbellies, 

beautiful silver fish of the herring family with 

a toothed row of sharp scales along the belly, 

giving them their common name. They are the 

natural food of the lake trout. By trolley wo 

go to Branchport at the head of the western 

branch of the lake where our boats lie during 

the fishing season, May and June, and arc set 

down in the midst of woods all sweet with 

spring time smells and green and soft with 

fuzzy newly-growing things. 

Down a long slanting path we go and emerge 

upon the shore just as the sun drops behind the 

hill at our right. Here at the northern end of 

the lake we pause and look far away to 

the southward between sloping shores, solidly 

wooded on the left and covered with farms 

and vineyards on the right. In front the lake 

stretches away, visible for eight or nine miles 

and three quarters of a mile wide. The surface 

is crisping under a gentle breeze, the air is clear 

and sweet; everything lies in evening quiet. 

But while we are loading our boats with 

tackle, lunch, bait, net, lantern, torch, etc., all 

the paraphernalia of trout fishing, boats began 

to appear from every quarter, pulling away 

quickly into deep water and beginning to fish. 

There is no hurry, for it is early, but we catch 

the spirit and call out impatiently to each other 

All the lake is fishing ground, but each man 

has his preference. We will fish to-night off 

Picnic Point and pull down the lake a mile or 

so to begin. Off the point, a little gravel beach, 

the water deepens very rapidly, and here the 

boat is allowed to drift, while out comes the 

tackle box. Each gang is baited with a fresh 

sawbelly, hooked with a slight crook to make 

him twist and dart sidewise in the water. The 

sinker goes first and the line runs out rapidly 

until the first whiffletree is reached; catch the 

leader in one hand and the main line in the 

other and let them run until you come to the 

gang, cast that away so that it may fall free, 

catch your oars and pull ahead to straighten, 

let the line run till you reach the next gang, and 

so on till they are all out, and line enough be¬ 

sides so that you can chug the bottom. 

Now the fishing is on and we slip two fingers 

into the loop in the line provided for that pur¬ 

pose, and row with short easy strokes, very 

slowly, the motion of the oar imparting to the 

line just the right twitch to keep the sawbelly 

dancing. Trout fishing may be slow; you are 

fishing for big fish, and one of them must com¬ 

pensate for a long wait if need be. 

Darkness comes on as we move slowly to 

and fro, boat after boat appears, torches are 

lighted and put in place until fifty or more boats 

are passing back and forth, sometimes in long 

procession-like lines, and again in a mere con¬ 

fusion of bright spots, every torch throwing a 

long wavering path of light upon the water m 

reflection from itself. The great golden moon 

rolls slowly up from behind the trees and starts 

upon its long journey through the heavens. 

You will watch its whole course out to-night 

if you are a good fisherman. 

Your neighbor, as lie passes you, remarks, 

“Chuck just took one in down at the other 

end.” “Chuck” is two miles away, yet in five 

minutes after he lands a fish every man in the 

fleet knows it. There is no fuss about it, but 

the word passes quietly and quickly. A dull 

rap rap sounds way off at your left. It is a 

foolkiller tapping on a big trout’s head. An¬ 

other neighbor remarks that they are “takin 

holt a little.” “Yes,” says another old hand, 

“but talcin’ holt and hogging on is two different 

things,” and so they are. 
After your patience has long been worn out 

one “takes holt” of yours, and you immediately 

feel that you are a boy again. He is on fast 

enough, hooked by his own attack, and the fun 

begins, for here is the beauty of the Seth 

Green rig.” Your trout is perhaps on the 

fourth leader down, so you must in addition 

to handling the fish take in and stow carefully 

three leaders, and in case he desires to go back 

suddenly to the bottom you must cast them 

overboard again in proper order if you won id 

save your trout and spare yourself an hour's 

work on a snarl. But if you keep your head 

and work him slowly you need not lose him. 

So, at last, you net him and lug him into the 

boat, baste him on the head with the foolkiller, 

separate him from that murderous gang, and 

look him over. If ha goes four pounds we will 

call him a good one, six to eight a big one. One 

weighing over nineteen was taken on a line a 

few years ago. 
Lake trout fishing seems to cast a spell over 

a man when once he is fairly embarked upon 

it. Why it is I do not know, but he will leave 

all other fishing, all other sports, to return to 

this, and in no other sport have I seen such 

stubborn perseverance in the face of long runs 

of ill luck. Day after day, night after night, 

you will see the same boat patiently working 

the grounds when the trout arc taking a week 

off and never a single fish for reward. He can¬ 

not help it; perhaps he will tell you, “I would 

rather fish for trout than catch any other fish." 

The trout fisher is game to the backbone. 

One old faithful has many bites on his big 

lead sinker “when they won t touch a spoon. 

He now has it rigged with hooks, but we do 

not yet hear any reports of captures on it. 

This old gentleman’s manner of handling a 

trout may be inferred from his remarks during 

the operation: “There, sir, I’ve got one ! Ahaaa 

sir! Come on now, sir! Come on, come in 

here; I want you, sir! Ah, you will, will you? 

No sir! He’s a big one boys; he’s a dandy! 

Come in here, sir; I’ve got something for you. 

sir. I’ll cure your headache for you! Ah, here 

he comes. He’s a dandy. Oooooh, there he 

goes, there he goes, boys! Yes, sir, he got off. 

Ha, ha, ha, he got off. Yes, sir, that s right. 

He was a good one, too. Can t git eni all. 

Another old fisherman expressed his feelings 

on losing a good one as follows: “Say, boys, 

if that feeling lasted an hour it would kill a 

man.” 
Good friends you will make among these 

fishermen on Lake Keuka. I hey will rig your 

lines, give you bait, show you grounds, guy jou 

when you lose a fish with well worn jokes, and 

rich or poor, will make you one of them. 
Carl Churchill. 

Bass Records. 
Burlington, N. J-, May 18.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In your issue of May 16 B. R. 

asks for information regarding large bass m 

lakes. While I cannot speak for New York. 

New Hampshire and Pennsylvania, I can for 

New Jersey. The catches in Silver Lakes near 

Burlington the last three seasons run as follows: 

714, 6, 5lA, 5- 5 and smaller. 
John W. Davis. 

Salmon for Long Island. 
Thirty thousand small salmon were recently 

put in the Peconic River, on Long Island, by 

Superintendent Walters, of the Cold Spring Har 

bor State Hatchery. This is an experimental 

planting, and the river and Peconic Bay will 

be watched with interest during the next two 

years to ascertain, if possible, whether many of 

the fish remain in or return to those waters. 

Whale Creek Whalers. 
The Whale Creek Whaling Club is the rather 

ponderous name of a fishing club in New Jersey, 

the members of which will probably never catch 

or lay claim to any fish larger than striped bass 

and weakfish. 
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Catalina Light Tackle. 

Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, Cal., May 7.— 

Editor Forest and Stream: Just what it means 

to subdue and finally lead to gaff a plunging 

fish of from fifteen to thirty pounds fighting 

weight, with packthread and a frail wand of 

bamboo incapable of lifting a pound and a half, 

is not easily comprehended by the bass or trout 

angler, but the practicability of the outfit for 

such work has been proved by the fact that 

every angler who has attempted to qualify has 

landed his first fish in high-class style. Need¬ 

less to say, none but the experts have taken much 

interest in the newer light tackle, and it speaks 

volumes for their skill to say that as yet not a 

rod has been broken, nor has the promiscuous 

harvest of lines that was predicted come to pass. 

Best of all, the vast increase in the sport made 

possible by the refinement in tools has justified 

the contention that men would be well satisfied 

with a smaller catch. A by-effect has been to 

raise the yellowtail another notch in the scale 

of public estimation, and by the end of summer 

he undoubtedly will stand in the front rank as 

Catalina’s representative game fish, vice the 

blue tuna, temporarily out of the consideration. 

General lack of confidence in the tackle has 

caused the first fights to be rather long thus 

far, but anglers are learning that the tackle, 

when steady strain is applied, possesses sur¬ 
prising power. 

Dr. Van Bergin, of Buffalo, a veteran and en¬ 

thusiastic angler who has passed some three 

months at the island, had the good fortune to 

take the first card in the new club with a nine- 

teen-pound yellowtail. A1 Carraher, of Avalon, 

got his off Seal Rocks, where several boats 

chummed up a small school of good-sized fish, 

and had strikes galore. Carraher’s rod is a 

little stouter than the Three-Six sticks av¬ 

erage, he having made over a little nine- 

ounce rod and lightened the butt, but it 

weighed in, and a six-thread line was em¬ 

ployed. If the rods are better stiffened a little, 

that is what the Three-Six experts want to know 

at once. Few think so, because the strength of 

the line is the final arbiter, and the rod must 

conform to it. Too much backbone will tear 

the lines up; the idea is to have a rod of just 

such power that it may be sprung to the elastic 

limit without prejudicing even a long line. 

Yet the fights have not been nearly as long as 

expected. The four minutes to a pound that 

was predicted, has proved an over-estimate, 

hardly any more time being required than most 

of the nine-ouncers wear out on their fish. 

There is something peculiar about a yellowtail, 

or any other big game fish. If he is crowded 

hard, he will fight back; but if the battle is 

conducted on more careful lines without any 

attempt to get the fish in quickly, the net re¬ 

sult is generally a quicker kill, with less exertion 
on the part of the angler. 

Several things have been learned in the past 

week that will be of interest to all who con¬ 

template using the Three-Six outfits. In the 

first place, most of the experts are fairly well 

convinced that no kind of a mechanical drag 

will do, although theoretically such, by saving 

wear on the line, ought to be desirable. The 

objection is that it is impossible to accurately 

gauge the strain one is putting on the line ex¬ 

cept by using the thumb, or at most, a thin kid 

or buckskin strap drag for emergencies. Not 

much pressure is needed; only a little more than 

enough to keep the reel from over-running. 

By using a 3/0 or 2/0 reel, the spool diameter 

is great enough, so that even the thumb exerts 

a considerable brake influence, the spool not 

turning fast enough to burn it except in unusual 

instances. Furthermore, a local angler has made 

a kind of line oil from the eucalyptus which has 

proved a great lubricator and saver of this part 

of the tackle, keeping salt water out, reducing 

friction against the guides and one’s thumb 

when used as a drag, and preserving the line 

materially. At first it was thought a new line 

would be needed every second day, but Com- 

modore Potter and I have taken over 500 

pounds of fish on one line- each, and the end is 

not yet. 

Hooking fish was thought likely to prove a 

serious obstacle at first, but it takes little prac¬ 

tice to acquire the trick. There is no use at¬ 

tempting to strike fish trolling; the rods are 

too limber to set the hook in the horny fore¬ 

jaw of a yellowtail with much certainty. It is 

in my opinion better to feed the bait back into 

the fish an instant, not offering any resistance 

as he is felt to grab it, and then, just as the 

sardine is well into his mouth, a short turn of 

the wrist generally will set the yellowtail a-danc- 

ing. Once the hook is well in, only enough 

pressure to keep the line taut is needed; the 

longer the run, the quicker the fish is done. 

One big advantage claimed for the new gear 

is the excellent sport made possible by it right 

in Avalon Bay; in fact, Commodore Potter and 

I nailed four good-sized yellowtail right around 

Sugar Loaf, fishing over the reef where most 

of the nine-threaders would not attempt to hook 

a yellowtail, but we had no difficulty in leading 

them out to sea. 

Just as an illustration of the power of the 

tackle, the only fish I have lost on Three-Six 

may be worth telling about. We were chum¬ 

ming over the reef of Sugar Loaf, when I felt 

a yellowtail grab the bait. He took it about 

like a whitefish, but the sensation of weight and 

loginess was there. We started to take him out 

to sea between the kelp on the reef and a big 

mooring that lay a hundred yards to the south, 

but were prevented long enough to let the fish 

bolt toward the kelp on the reef. We swung 

him short of most of it, but he took a turn 

around one big submarine tree, and just by way 

of seeing what the tackle would do in a pinch, 

I decided to stay with him and see if a little 

care, supplemented by some of Percy Neal’s 

skill in handling a launch might not turn the 

trick. So a little judicious sawing back an'd 

forth, with considerable steady strain was put 

on for five minutes without much apparent 

effect, when all at once the strain released and 

the fish began running in an abrupt, aimless 

fashion. Soon a huge mass of kelp appeared, 

and there at the corner of it was the fish, com¬ 

pletely spent by his persistent lugging against 

the slowly yielding mass. At the critical minute 

the magneto slipped and the engine coughed 

feebly, stopped, and the boat lost her steerage 

way. Percy then tried to bring the fish Jo gaff 

by leading it in hand over hand, which proved 

too much for the line, and the yellowtail, a six- 

teen-pounder, we thought, rolled over feebly 

and sunk to the bottom for repairs. 

Too many will attempt to break the record— 

and their lines also—for landing fish quickly on 

Three-Six tackle. This was not the purpose the 

combination was designed for, and those who 

are anxious to land the greatest number of fish 

possible in a given time had better stay in the 

two-by-four class, where they belong. Undoubt¬ 

edly there are occasional individual fish that 

can be crowded; Commodore Potter got his 

eighteen-pounder in eight minutes, but he 

possesses that intuitive faculty of knowing just 

how much he can crowd a fish safely, and which 

fish it is safe to try it on. Yellowtail may be 

“pumped” considerably on Three-Six tackle, 

but about three turns of the reel is all one 

should attempt to recover at one raise, and the 

thumb should be on the spool, not on the handle, 

when lifting with the rod. 

It is well for the beginner to remember that 

his chief aim is to land a big fish with the least 

possible strain that can be maintained constantly 

upon the mouth of his quarry. If he bears that 

in mind, and keeps his rod sprung to a quarter 

circle throughout, he will not get too much 

strain; what is particularly dangerous is lower¬ 

ing the tip and fighting from the reel. It is 

well for the angler to thread his rod and attach 

the far end of the line to something solid on 

the floor, experimenting with various pulls that 

may be exerted by changing the angle of the 

rod. A self-registering spring scale such as is 

used to test the strength of the lines is just 

right and will teach him many practical things 

about the sport that he cannot learn in the ex¬ 

citement attendant upon fishing. . 

The difficulty of hooking fish on Three-Six has 

been surmounted by a mixture of both the 

methods suggested in my last letter. One was 

by changing the old idea of letting the fish hook 

themselves on impact, and feeding the bait into 

them a couple of seconds, so they get the hook 

well down past their hard jaws; the other scheme 

was by using smaller hooks of finer wire and 

less barb, sharpened to needle points. The 7/0 

and 8/0 O’Shaughnessy have been used with suc¬ 

cess, although we cannot get quite the shape 

we want yet. What is wanted is a tinned hook 

with drilled needle eye, (horizontally, not 

flattened parallel to the curvature of the hook) 

with a particularly long, fine point and longer 
shank. 

The Tuna Club house is coming along in fine 

shape, and the institution will have a home 
worthy of itself in every sense. 

Heavy northwesters have prevailed at the 

island for a much longer time this year than 

usual; but the anglers believe that fair weather 

has set in now for good. The sardine crop is 

splendid; there is an immense number of the 

fish, but they are in widely scattered schools, 

not densely packed anywhere, so the sardine 

seiners cannot work much havoc with them at 
present. 

The white sea bass season thus far has been a 

good deal of a failure for some very plain rea¬ 

sons that will commend themselves to any, even 

non-anglers. 1 he weather has been distinctly 

unfavorable. Further, the seiners have been 

stretching nets along the coast illegally, setting 

them fast to anchors and buoys, and to each 

other, making chains of nets often thousands of 

yards long, according to eye witnesses. Now 

this is illegal, and the law is perfectly plain 

upon the point. The proper authorities have 

been informed, and evidence already is in hand 
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that will be made use of to put a lasting quietus 

upon all illegal net fishing around Catalina 

where the game fish are so valuable and so 

practical an asset. 

Japanese and Portuguese professional fisher¬ 

men are the worst offenders in this regard. It 

generally is the foreigners that clean out our 

game and fish supply. Used to the restraints of 

their native lands, they throw all decency to the 

winds in the freedom of this broad country of 

ours, and butcher to their content. It becomes 

necessary to bring up some one with a round 

turn, and this must be done. A resident game 

warden at Catalina is wanted badly. He must 

be a sportsman of leisure and high principle 

who will punish all alike, and acf quickly, de¬ 

cisively, and with certainty of his ground. 

Edwin L. Hedderi.y. 

Fishing Fair. 
Bridgeport, Conn., May 19.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have read S. H. Carter's story of 

his experience in Alaska in Forest and Stream 

of April 18 and was more than pleased, at Mr. 

Joseph Mason, Jr.’s, prompt rebuke in the issue 

of May 16 at the way Mr. Carter had of catch¬ 

ing Dolly Varden trout. It seems to me that 

any man that has had the fishing experience Mr. 

Carter has had would surely find some kind of 

fly or even bait that would tempt them to strike. 

Mr. Mason says that when caught on a fly-rod 

they have a chance to fight for their lives, but 

those of us who have had any fishing experience 

at all must admit it is a very poor chance; not 

even a fighting chance. When a trout takes the 

fly or bait he has a chance to dislodge it from 

his mouth by breaking the water and shaking 

it free or a hundred and one of his wiry ways. 

In all of my fishing and hunting I find it a 

pretty good rule to follow—and I think that all 

right-thinking sportsmen will agree with me— 

that if it cannot be taken by my skill it certainly 

deserves its liberty. Let us always remember 

that we are not out to clean out our streams, 

but for pleasure. My friends have asked me 

why I do not get more fish or why someone 

else always gets more than I do, but I always 

say it is not for quantity that I go, but when I 

have enough for a mess I stop, always remem¬ 

bering that there is another day. Above all 

things take them fairly or not at all. 

Eugene C. Stii.tz. 

Chicago Fly-Casting Club. 
Chicago, Ill., May 18.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The executive committee appointed 

May 23 as the day for casting the half-ounce 

bait and accuracy fly events postponed from May 

2. The only re-entry day for these postponed 

contests will be the next regular day for said 

events or June 13. The scores of the partici¬ 

pants in the contest of May 16 are as follows: 

14-oz. Delicacy, Dry Fly, 

D. F. Beatty . 
Bait. 

.... 97.9 
Fly. Accuracy. 

O. E Becker . 
Dr. C. F. Brown . .... 95.0 97 17-30 98 3-5 
H. G. Hascall . 99 3-30 
N. C. Heston. 97 23-30 98 4-5 
G. A. Hinterleitner .... .... 98.9 59 7-30 
John Hohmann . 
E. It. I.ettcrman. 

.... 97.0 

.... 98.7 96 1-5 
0. J. Loomis . .... 98.4 98 2-30 99 
H. A. Newkirk . .... 96.4 97 29-30 97 
F. N. Beet . .... 97.9 99 3-30 99 2-5 
H. W. Perce . .... 97.6 97 29-30 96 3 5 
E. P. Sperry . 97 9-30 96 1-5 
J. Amman . 

•W. W. McFarlin . 
H. Winfield . 

•Visitors. 

.... 97. 

.... 94.9 

.... 96.4 

Geo. A. Davis, Sec’y. 

The Chicago Tournament. 

Chicago, Ill., May 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The target for the international tour¬ 

nament, to be held Aug. 14 and 15, was put in 

the lagoon and tried out last week. It conforms 

to the rules specified, and the 6-inch bullseye 

of red is all that is visible to any extent from 

the casting platform. 

The programme committee is busy compiling 

same, and it will be ready for distribution in due 

time. 

The events to be given are salmon fly, dis¬ 

tance fly, accuracy dry-fly and accuracy fly, one- 

quarter-ounce accuracy bait, one-half-ounce ac¬ 

curacy bait, and one-half-ounce distance bait. 

Many reports reach us of the interest in the 

salmon fly-casting event. Some of the clubs are 

providing club rods and double tapered lines 

for their members to use in common, and news 

also- reaches us of groups of casters “chipping 

in” and securing a partnership salmon rod, etc., 

for their joint practice. 

Distance fly records are being made in prac¬ 

tice and club contests that will look well if dupli¬ 

cated at the N. A. S. A. C. meet in August. 

The accuracy dry-fly event is one where every 

fly-caster is much on the same plane as his fel¬ 

low. The event is new in the West, hence each 

one has as good a chance as any other to work 

out a method and style that will land the beau¬ 

tiful N. A. S. A. C. trophy. 

Reports indicate that in the accuracy fly the 

competition will be keen, and given favorable 

conditions new records are more than likely. 

It is believed from the interest in fly-casting 

that a far larger number of contestants will step 

on the international platform than has ever be¬ 

fore graced it, and every fly-caster who can at¬ 

tend and enter these events will be thrice repaid 

by the points he will gather and the sport he 

will enjoy. 

The special prizes arranged for the six bait 

and fly contests (not including salmon fly) in 

addition to the regular prizes have met with 

favorable reception. These special prizes are 

to be awarded to any contestant making the 

highest score in any event and who has never 

won an important prize in an international tour¬ 

nament. The contestant winning any one of 

these and also winning an important prize in the 

regular list may choose which he prefers, as onlj*. 

one prize will be awarded to any contestant in 

any one event. 

Contestants who have won important prizes 

in international tournaments are not eligible for 

these special prizes which are a special incentive 

to novices. Former international important- 

prize winners are barred on these special prizes, 

to provide a “fair field and no favor” to those 

entering the contests, perhaps for the first time, 

or who have been at some disadvantage hereto¬ 

fore, thus providing two chances for prizes to 

these entrants in the six events against one 

chance for the regulars. The prizes are hand¬ 

some and practical. The winners will be grati¬ 

fied that they fall to them as the evidence of 

their abilities displayed at the greatest bait- and 

fly-casting tournament. 

From many directions comes news of the added 

interest in that daintiest of the bait-casting 

events—one-quarter-ounce accuracy. Rods, pliant 

and light, are being assembled, and the discus¬ 

sion of reels is at a high pitch. This bids fair 
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to be the most exciting of all one-quarter-ounce 

bait events ever cast anywhere. 

For the old standby one-half-ounce accuracy, 

many anglers are busy getting into form. The 

fine thing about it, however, is that it is any 

one’s game until the score is finished. 

The distance bait event bids fair to be a stir¬ 

ring contest. Some new types of rods are being 

experimented with, with fair results. News 

reaches us of more than usual interest among 

some of the clubs in this event, and a larger field 

than usual is likely. It is hoped that the record 

will be set higher than ever. 

The members of the Illinois Bait-Casting Club 

who give this tournament are using every means 

to give all hands the time of their lives. 

L. E. DeGarmo. 

Detroit Bait- and Fly-Casting Club. 

Detroit, Mich., May 20.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The contests arranged for the season, 

and to be held on the lagoon in Clark Park at 

2130 P. M. each day given, commencing May 

23 with a half-ounce accuracy contest, are as 

follows: 

June 6.—Half-ounce distance and quarter- 

ounce delicacy. 

June 20.—Half-ounce accuracy. 

June 27.—Quarter-ounce distance and half¬ 

ounce accuracy. 

July 11.—Quarter-ounce delicacy and half 

ounce accuracy. 

July 18.—Half-ounce distance and half-ounce 

accuracy. 

August 1.—Half-ounce accuracy and quarter- 

ounce delicacy. 

August 8.—Same. 

August 22.—Club tournament, quarter-ounce 

delicacy, half-ounce accuracy, half-ounce dis¬ 

tance. 

Fly events will be held as desired by mem¬ 

bers. Members missing any contest may re¬ 

enter in same in next scheduled contest day for 

that event, but not thereafter. 

Lloyd J. Tooley, Capt. 

Oneonta Fish, Game and Gun Club. 

On Monday, June 8, the Oneonta Fish, Game 

and Gun Club will hold a bait- and fly-casting 

tournament in connection with its shoot at its 

new grounds at Oneonta, N. Y. 

There will be an event for accuracy fly-casting 

under N. A. S. A. C. rules at three targets, five 

casts at each target; and an event at 65, 70, 75 

and 80 feet with quarter-ounce weights. In the 

fly event rods will be limited to a maximum 

weight of 8j4 ounces. 

Bass Fishing. 

ChAmbersburg, Pa., May 20.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Your issue of May 16 contains 

an inquiry from B. R., of Philadelphia, as to 

where he might be reasonably sure of some good 

bass fishing. I think if he would try the dam 

at Richmond Furnace, Franklin county, Pa., he 

would get some pretty fair fishing. I would not 

like to promise him any five-pounders, but I have 

known of four-pounders being taken there. He 

will also have a chance for carp, snappers and 

eels. Happy Jack. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
MAY. 

30. Seawanhaka Y. C., 30 and 15-footers. 
30. Bayside Y. C., spring. 
30. Harlem Y. C., annual. 
30. Indian Harbor Y. C., spring. 
30. Bridgeport Y. C., spring. 
30. Atlantic Y. C. 

JUNE. 

I. Indian Harbor Y. C., to New London. 
3. Marblehead to Bermuda, sail boats. 
6. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
6. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
6. New Rochelle, club race. 
ti. Motor boat race. New York to Bermuda. 
ti. Chicago Y. C., motor boats. 
6. Bayside Y. C., one-design. 
6. Motor boat race to Bermuda. 

II. South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
13. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to Nevv London. 
25. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Bayside Y. C., one-design. 
27. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
27. Seawanhaka, annual. 
27. New Rochelle annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y, C., ocean race. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
28. Erie Basin Y. C., annual. 

JULY. 

—•. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. Y. Bay, around L. I. 
3. American Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

10-11. Elimination trials for boats entered in International 
trophy race. 

11. New Rochelle, Stratford Shoal, club race. 
11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 
18. Bayside-Port Washington, race at Bayside. 
18-26. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 
26. New York Canoe Club. 
25. New Rocbelle, club race. 

AUGUST. 

I. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
1. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
3-8. Motor Boat Club of America, race week. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. • 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
8. Huguenot Y. C. auxiliary sail and power to Strat¬ 

ford Shoal. 
10. Crescent Y. C. of Watertown, Hamilton to Chamont. 

165-mile race, boats up to 46 rating. 
tO. R. C. Y. C.j Hamilton, Can., to Chaumont, N. Y. 
II. A. P. B. A. cruise, New York to Thousand Islands. 
15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
15. Atlantic Y. C. 
20-22. Geld challenge cup race, Chippewa Bay, N. Y. 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S., for 

motor boats. 
22. Bayside-Port Washington race at Port Washington. 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
22. Marine and Field Club. 
22. Binnacle Club. Boston to Shelburne, N. S., motor 

boats. 
27. Belle H.arbor Y. C., around lightship. 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. Northport Y. C., annual. 
29. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
31. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
31. Atlantic Y. C. 

SEPTEMBER. 

1. Seawanhaka, long distance, Class Q boats to Marble¬ 
head. 

1. Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
1-5. Atlantic Y. C. 
2. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
3. Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
4. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanfiaka Y. C. 

5. Hartford Y. C. 
6. New York Athletic Club. 
5. Brooklyn Y. C. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C., annual. 
5. Atlantic Y. C. 
7. Bayside-Port Washington race, neutral waters. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. . 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
15. Harlem Y. C, to Stratford Shoal. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

Launch of Asor II. 

Asor II., the largest twin screw steel power 
yacht built in this country or abroad, was 
launched from the yard of the builder, B. F. 
Wood, City Island, Saturday May 23. The yacht 
was designed by Mr. William Gardner for Mr. 
Mulford Martin, a member of the American Y. 
C. The dimensions are, length over all, 120ft.; 
length on waterline, 110ft.; beam, 12ft. din. and 
draft, 4ft. 3in. 

The hull is constructed entirely of steel, of 
high tensile strength. It is divided into five 
watertight compartments by five steel bulkheads, 
extending from keel to deck, arranged as fol¬ 
lows: Fore peak, crew’s quarters, gasolene tank 
space, engine space, owner’s quarters and laza- 
rette. A clear white pine flush deck extends 
from stem to stern over all these quarters with 
a trunk cabin house in three sections over the 
crew’s space, machinery space _ and owner’s 
quarters, to provide light and ventilation in addi¬ 
tion to the side port lights. 

The owner’s and guests’ quarters consist of 
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two large double staterooms, two bathrooms, one 
dressing room, main saloon, pantry and passage¬ 
way. , 

The woodwork throughout the owner s quart¬ 
ers is handsomely paneled, finished in enameled 
white, with mahogany furniture, and trim. The 
bathrooms are made complete with tubs, station¬ 
ary porcelain wash basins and toilets, all with 
nickel plated fittings. 1 he deck houses, sky¬ 
lights, companionway and hand rails are of 
mahogany. All the deck fittings are of silver 
metal. 

The gasolene tanks are of copper and are 
placed in a watertight compartment directly aft 
of the galley and absolutely isolated from the 
rest of the boat. The machinery consists of two 
300 horsepower 6-cylinder Craig engines, placed 
amidships in one watertight compartment. The 
crankshafts and connecting rods and all the. prin¬ 
cipal forgings of the engines are of the highest 
grade nickel steel, bored hollow. The engines 
are thoroughly balanced and of the most modern 
type and are expected to propel the boat 24 knots 
an hour. 

After a series of trials Asor II. will be put 
in commission and used by Mr. Martin daily to 
take him to and from the city to his home in 
Rye. 

Shinnecock Y. C. One-Design Boats. 

In our Oct. 12, 1907, issue Forest and Stream 
published the plans of the Shinnecock Bay new 
one-design class. The two accompanying views 
o fone of these boats under sail have been fur¬ 
nished us by the designer, Mr. Morgan Barney, 
of 29 Broadway, New York. Ten of these 
handy little sloops were built more than was at 
first expected by the Greenport Basin and Con¬ 
struction Co. They are 22ft. long over all, 16ft. 
on the waterline, 6ft. 6in. beam and 22 inches 
draft, with 1,250 pounds of lead on their keels. 

They proved to be both fast and very able 
under sail, standing up well in spite of their 
extremely light draft, and were very handy on 
their helm. They are ideal boats for young fel¬ 
lows to learn to sail in, being so well and moder¬ 
ately proportioned all through. 

Lake Michigan Yachting Association 
Events. 

Saturday, June 20.—Michigan City cruising 
race, Columbia Y. C. 

Saturday, July 4.—L. M. Y. A. regatta at Chi¬ 
cago, Columbia and Chicago yacht clubs. 

Saturday, July 18.—L. M. Y. A. regatta at Chi¬ 
cago, Jackson Park Y. C. 

Saturday, July 25—Chicago-Mackinac cruising 
race, Chicago Y. C. 

Saturday, July 25.—L. M. Y. A. regatta at 
White Lake, Mich., White Lake Y. C. 

Friday and Saturday, July 31 and Aug. r.— 
L. M. Y. A. regatta at' Macatawa Bay, Mich., 
Macatawa Bay Y. C. 

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 15, 17 
and 18.—Lipton cup races at Chicago, Columbia 
Y. C. 

Thursday, Aug. 20.—L. M. Y. A. regatta at 
Chicago, New Illinois Athletic Y. C. 

Saturday, Aug. 22.—L. M. Y. A. regatta at 
Chicago, Chicago Athletic Association Yachts¬ 
men. 

Friday, Saturday. Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 
28, 29, 31 and Sept, i.—Nutting cup races at 
Chicago, Chicago Y. C. 

Friday, Saturday and Monday, Sept, 4, 5,2nd 
7.—Chicago-St. Joseph, Michigan City, cruising 
race, Chicago Y. C. 

Saturday, Sept. 5.—Michigan City cruising 
race, Jackson Park Y. C. 
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CHAPERONE, NEW CLASS Q BOAT, OWNED BY ROBT. JACOB. 

Built for himself from C. D. Mower’s design. 

Bristol, R. I., to her new home off the Knicker¬ 
bocker Y. C. house at College Point. 

Bristol was left astern at 9 A. M. Saturday, 
May 23, and with head winds, calms and heavy 
fogs to contend with she did not reach College 
Point until about 10 A. M. Monday. 

It was head winds or no wind till Old Field 
Light was passed at midnight Monday and the 
run from there was made with a fair wind, 
carrying the spinnaker from Eaton’s Neck on. 
Duchess will race in about all the events open 
for her in the western end of the Sound. 

Marblehead—Bermuda Race of 1908. 

The complete list of entries to date for the 
Marblehead-Bermuda race includes ten yachts 
as follows: Class A, Fleur de Lys; Class B, 
Esperanza, Zuhrah and Dervish; Class C, 
Venona, Marchioness and Edithanna; Class D, 
Little Hope, Lila and Chaos. 

The entries for the race will close on Friday, 
May 29, at noon with H. A. Morss, secretary 
Bermuda Race Committee, no State street, Bos¬ 
ton. Mass. 

The schooner Esperanza, belonging to Mr. J. 
D. McKee, of the Atlantic Y. C., arrived in 
Marblehead on the afternoon of Wednesday, 
May 20. She is in first class condition and final 
preparations for the race are now being made. 

It is expected that schooner Zuhrah will leave 
New Rochelle for Marblehead on Friday, 
May 22. 

Schooner Dervish started on the evening of 
Thursday, May 21, for a three or four days’ 
practice cruise at sea. Shelburne, N. S., is the 
objective point of the cruise, but whether she 
gets there or not will depend largely on the 
weather, as it is planned that she shall be back 
in Marblehead on Monday. 

■RHHi 

.. a 

New Rochelle Y. C. Race. 

On Saturday, May 23, twenty-seven yachts 
started in the spring race of the New Rochelle 
Y. C., sailing over triangular courses of 7L4 
and 11L2 miles, respectively, on Long Island 
Sound. It was the first race of the season on 
the Sound, and the club is to be congratulated 
on its success, in the face of adverse conditions, 
for in spite of extremely light airs aiid \calms all 
but two of the yachts were able to finish. 

The start was made in a light air from the 
eastward from an imaginary line between A. P. 
Bennett’s yawl Ensign and a buoy off Pine 
Island at 2:35, L. S. Llerzig’s sloop Gardenia 
getting away close hauled on the starboard tack 
a few seconds after gun. The regatta commit¬ 
tee, J. A. Mahlstedt, M. S. Kattenhorn and R. 
F. D. Hobart, sent the first division of the handi¬ 
cap class away next, at 2140, B. R. Stoddard's 
Fearless being in the lead, with George Gran- 
bery’s Tanya second and A. E. Black’s Thclema 
third. L. H. Dyer’s Psammald and J. J. Dwyer’s 
Rascal starting on the same gun. The rest got 
away in the next fifteen minutes. Robert 
Jacob’s new Q class sloop Chaperon started 8m. 
45s. late. She was unable to overcome this big 
handicap, so she withdrew when half around the 
course, W. H. Child’s Joy winning in the class. 
It was a beat to the Scotch Caps and Parsonage 
Point buoys; a reach across the Sound to Pros¬ 
pect Point buoy and another reach to the finish. 
The summaries: 

Special Class, Sloops—Course, 16% Miles—Start, 2:35. 
Finish. Elapsed. 

Gardenia, L. S. Herzig . 4 22 00 1 47 00 

Handicap Class, First Division—Course, 11% Miles— 
Start, 2:40. 

Fearless, B. R. Stoddard . 6 17 14 3 37 14 
Tanva, G. P. Granbery . 6 02 47 3 22 47 
Thelema, A. E. Black. 6 03 44 3 23 44 

Corrected Time—The'ema, 3.11.34; Tanya, 3.14.42. 

Handicap Class, Second Division—Course, 11% Miles— 
Start, 2:40. 

Psammald, L. H. Dyer . 6 13 44 3 33 44 
Rascal, J. J. Dwyer . 6 60 43 3 25 43 

Corrected Time—Rascal, 3.22.47; Psammald, 3.28.50. 

Handicap Class, Third Division—Course, 11% Miles— 
Start, 2:45. 

Mist, H. A. Jackson .5 2(i 30 2 41 30 
Kenosha I., YV. R. Berth . 5 37 00 2 52 00 
Kenosha IT., C. \V. Voltz . 5 31 25 2 40 25 

Corrected Time—Mist, 2.38.16; Kenosha II., 2.38.20. 

Larchmont, 21ft. Class—Course, 11% Miles—Start, 215. 
Vaquero, J. McCarthy . 6 23 05 3 38 05 
Houri, D. E. Dealy. 6 15 20 3 30 20 

Sloops, Class Q—Course, 11% Miles—Start, 2:50. 
Chaperon, Robert Jacob . Did not finish. 
Joy, W. II. Childs. 5 57 20 3 07 20 

Sloops, Class R—Course, 11% Miles—Start, 2:50. 
Ogeemah, A. B. Clements . 5 40 00 2 50 00 
Arizona, G. W. Kear. 6 00 00 3 10 00 

New Rochelle, One-Design Class—Course, 7% Miles— 
Start, 2:55. 

Mischief, T. S. Mitchell . 5 58 42 3 03 42 
Madiana, H. II. Smith .Withdrew. 
Echo, D. Bacon and Stoddard.6 IS 12 3 23 12 

Class S, Catboats—Course, 7% Miles—Start, 2:55. 
Inez, C. C. Converse . 5 55 00 3 00 GO 
Thelma, P. V. Giffin. 5 58 25 2 53 25 

Dory Class—Course, 7% Miles—Start, 2:55 
Faraway, A. B. Fry. 1 25 00 4 30 00 
Zeddy, J. Vanderland. 

Bug Class—Course, 7% Miles—Start, 2:55. 
Scarab, R. Fitzgibbons . 6 23 05 3 28 05 
Big Bug, G. A. Corry . 5 59 10 3 04 10 
Skeeter, Thornton Smith . 5 50 15 2 55 15 
Dragon Fly, Donald Cowl. 6 11 00 3 16 00 

The winners were: Gardenia, Thelema, Rascal, Mist, 
Houri, Joy, Ogeemah, Mischief, Thelma, Skeeter and 
Faraway. 

A New Handicap Boat. 

Dr. John B. Palmer and a party of friends 
brought his new yacht ,Duchess, a Buzzard’s Bay 
30-footer, formerly owned by Mr. Fletcher, from 
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Chicago Y. C. 

Fifth Annual Cruising Race to Mackinac 
Island July 25, 1908. 

The Chicago Y. C. announces its fifth annual 
open cruising race to Mackinac Island, to start 
on Saturday, July 25, 1908, and cordially invites 
entries of yachts. , . 

This will be the third race for the Chicago 
Y. C.’s Mackinac cup, a perpetual challenge 
trophy valued at $1,000, which is offered for 
this event to be awarded to the yacht making 
the best time on time allowance. There will 
also be prizes for the winners in all classes and 
for the yacht which first crosses the finishing 

'UThis challenge cup, under the conditions of 
its deed of gift, will remain in the custody ot 
the club represented by the winning yacht until 
July 1, 1909, when it is to be returned to the 
Chicago, Y. C„ the title to the cup remaining 
in this club. A suitable souvenir shield will be 
given to the winner of the cup. 

The conditions of the race are as follows: 
Prizes will be awarded on a time allowance 

basis, and any cabin sailing yacht of five tons 
or over (U. S. custom system of computing 
measurement), enrolled in a bonafide yacht club 
on the Great Lakes, may compete. Yachts must 
be seaworthy and not undermanned, in the 
judgment of the Regatta Committee of the 
Chicago Y. C., and equipped as hereinafter pro¬ 

vided. . ,r , . . 
The rules of the Lake Michigan Yachting As¬ 

sociation will govern, except as herein qualified. 
Entry—Entries close July 15, 1908, at 6 P. M., 

at which time a written entry must be in the 
hands of the chairman of the Regatta Commit¬ 
tee, Mr. R. G. Gould, Chicago, \. C., Chicago. 

Start—From the outer harbor, Chicago, Satur¬ 
day, July 25, 1908, at 3 P. M. 

Starting .Line—Between two buoys, placed on 
an east and west line, outside of breakwater, 
opposite club house. Inner buoy about 300 feet 
east of breakwater, outer buoy about 1,000 feet 
due east of inner buoy. Both buoys marked by 
Chicago Y. C. burgee. 

Guns—Warning gun, all classes, 2:30 P. M. 
Preparatory gun, all classes, 2:55 P. M. Start¬ 
ing gun, all classes, 3:00 P. M. 

Course—No restrictions as to course, except 
that Waugoshance light house must be left to 
starboard. 

Finish—Across an imaginary line between 
Round Island light house and a flag-staff on 
Mackinac Island, bearing N. N. W. from the 
light house, which flag-staff will fly a white flag 
by day and three vertical red lights by night. 

Yachts approaching the finish line after night¬ 
fall will burn the Chicago Y. C. white-red-white- 
green Coston signal when two miles from the 
finish line, which signals must be repeated until 
answered by the same signals from the shore. 
These Coston lights will be furnished by the 
Regatta Committee at cost. Yachts not com¬ 
plying with this condition may be disqualified. 

Equipment-—Each yacht must be provided 
with the following: Dinghey,* compass, charts, 
Coston signals, fog-horn, ship’s bell, lead-line, 
international code signals and book, Anchors 
(2), cables, lights. 

Also, at least one life-preserver for each per¬ 
son on board and surgical emergency equip¬ 
ment satisfactory to the fleet surgeon of the 
Chicago Y. C. 

Measurement—It is desired that all yachts 
entered be measured, by or under the direction 
of the official measurer of the Chicago Y. C., 
but if this proves impossible the certificate of 
the measurer of the yacht club from which such 
yacht is entered will be accepted. In any event, 
the right is reserved to the judges to re-measure, 
at Mackinac Island, any two or more yachts that 
finish so close together as, in their opinion, to 
justify a verification of measurements. 

Inspection—Each yacht must be ready for 

‘Dinghey must be capable of carrying at least three per¬ 
sons, U. S. Inspector’s measurement, and so constructed 
as to float when full of water. To gain required meas¬ 
urement, no portion of length greater than three times 
beam shall be taken, nor depth less than one foot. 

inspection at Chicago at 10:00 A. M. of the day 
of the start, and at such time a complete list of 
persons on board, with their addresses, must be 
furnished the committee. 

Engines—All engines must be sealed by the 
committee prior to the start, and such seals 
must be inspected by the judges, upon arrival 
of the yacht at Mackinac. In case a seal on any 
yacht is found broken,. the yacht shall be dis¬ 
qualified. 

Sails—There is no restriction as to sails, or 
the manner of setting or working them. 

Crew—with the exception that each boat of 
35ft. or under shall be limited to two profes¬ 
sional sailors, there is no limit as to the number 
of professionals and no restrictions as to their 
duties. 

Reporting—Each yacht will be giyen a racing 
number and also assigned a code signal, which 
must be displayed when passing within signal¬ 
ling distance of the following points: 

West Shore—Kenosha, Racine, Milwaukee, 
Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Kewaunee, Sturgeon 
Bay. 

East Shore—St. Joseph, South Haven, Sauga- 
tuck, Macatawa, Grand Haven, Muskegon, 
Ludington, Big Point Sable, Manistee, Frank¬ 
fort, Pt. Betsie, Sleeping Bear, Glen Haven, 
South Manitou, North Manitou, Charlevoix, 
Beaver Island. 

Through the courtesy of the officials of the 
U. S. Weather Bureau the attendants at the 
foregoing stations will report by wire the pass¬ 
age of yachts, so signalling, both to the Chicago 
Y. C. and the judges at Mackinac Island. 

The probable wind direction for the ensuing 
twenty-four hours will be signalled from the 
storm warning station towers in accordance 
with the code adopted in 1907. This applies to 
all stations in the foregoing list except Pt. 
Betsie, Michigan. 

A bulletin of the progress of the various 
yachts in the race will be kept posted at the 
Chicago Y. C. 

The captains of yachts withdrawing from the 
race tor any cause are requested to wire the 
Chicago Y. C. and the judges at Mackinac 
Island from the first harbor reached, or if 
sheltering, are expected to report by wire, if 
possible. 

Time Limit—after one yacht in a class has 
finished, the remaining yachts in such class will 
be allowed forty-eight hours, plus time allow¬ 
ance, in which to cross the finish line. 

PRIZES. 

Mackinac Cup-—The yacht having the lowest 
corrected time (actual time with allowance de¬ 
ducted) will be awarded the Mackinac cup, and 
the owner of such yacht will receive a bronze 
shield suitably engraved. 

Time Prize—The yacht making the best time 
over the 'course, irrespective of measurement 
rating, will be given a substantial time prize. 

Class Prizes—A suitable prize will be given to 
the winning yacht in each class—sloops, 
schooner, and yawl—with additional prizes in 
each class, based on number of starters. 

These prizes will be awarded by the judges at 
Mackinac Island, but the formal presentation 
will take place at the Mackinac cup dinner to be 
held at the club house of the Chicago Y. C., 
during the month of September, to which all 
club members will be invited, and at which all 
the crews of the yachts finishing in this race 
and the officials, will be the guests of the club. 
This dinner is an annual event. 

As this race is the longest fresh-water cruis¬ 
ing race in the world, and is the most important 
event of its kind on the Great Lakes, we trust 
that we shall be favored with as many entries 
as possible. R. G. Gould, 

Chairman Regatta Committee. 

Yachting Notes. 

Except for the inactivity among the very large 
yachts no one would ever suspect there had 
been any such thing as a money fright this past 
winter. The small to middle sized yachts that 
constitute the bulk of our yachting fleet are all 
going over board as fast as they can be painted. 

At City Island many well known yachts are 

going over and sailing away to their summer 
anchorages. , ; 

Joy and Chaperone, two Mower designed 
boats, had a tryout recently in which the 
latter clearly demonstrated her ability to walk 
away from Joy. Chaperone is owned by Robert 
Jacob who will put her in all available races this 
summer. She has a fine looking suit of Jones 
& Robinson’s sails, hollow spars, and to carry 
it all a hull as near perfection as can be gotten. 
The forward overhang is so long and sharp no 
bowsprit is used, the head stay setting up to a 
brass stem head, knockabout style. She has that 
pretty way of sailing so few boats have.of hold¬ 
ing their heads well up as they crowd into it 
in a puff of wind. Some boats seem to squat 
down in the water and cut down deep into it 
forward. But Chaperone, as her name implies, 
knows how to carry herself perfectly. The long 
slender bow lifts easily and dry over every sea. 
It is not a pitching and scending fore-and-aft, 
but a gliding style of sailing, the stem seemingly 
too buoyant to be buried into it at all. Herres- 
hoff boats all sail the same way. It is just as 
distinct an action as the way some trotting horses 
pick up their feet. 

Chaperone will fly the colors of the Horse 
Shoe Harbor Y. C. and her crew will consist of 
C. D. Mower, R. Jacob and his brother, and Jim¬ 
mie Triggs will put her through every available 
race this summer including the Block Island race 
and the long distance races. She may even go 
around to Marblehead for the Corinthian mid¬ 
summer series. 

The 37-footer Aurora, at the Jacob yard, City 
Island, is afloat and receiving her final coat of 
varnish before swinging out to bend sail. 

The copper is being peeled off the bottom on 
the English built cutter Sybarita. 

The mahogany planked Lipton cup racer, build¬ 
ing from designs by Morgan Barney, shows a 
model very similar to Cherry Circle. She is all 
•planked ready to smooth off. 

The new launch for the Prospect Gun Club, 
built from designs by Henry J. Gielow, is over¬ 
board ready for a trial spin. Her name is P. 
G. C., the club’s initials. 

The handicap class will have four fine new 
entries this summer in the Joker, Gamecock, Red¬ 
wing and Duchess. 

* K * 

The new house now being erected by the 
Colonial Y. C. at 140th street and the Hudson 
River is rapidly increasing the membership. At 
the meeting held recently at the winter quarters 
in Colonial Hall, thirty-eight new members were 
elected, and owing to the many new applications 
which are expected upon the opening of the 
house the initiation fee and dues have been in¬ 
creased. 

The spring regatta will be held in the early 
part of June in addition to which a special race 
will be held on July 4 around Staten Island, for 
a valuable silver cup presented by a member of 
the club who desires to be unknown. 

The following boats of the fleet are already 
in commission: Amaranth, owned by Commo¬ 
dore Frank Totten; Virginia II., by Chas. T. 
McGlone; Terrapin, by Louis H. Strouse; Selma, 
by Dick Crow; Mary E., by M. C. Kimball; 
Pauline G., by E. G. Georga; Bay Bird, by John 
T. Canavan; Mary G., by William Murphy; 
River, by C. Irving Washburn; Diana, by Dr. 
Slocum; Senga, by Dr. Bourne; Isis, by Andrew 
Thiel. 

The houseboat Helys, belonging to Mr. W. S. 
Howell, moored immediately in front of the new 
home, is attracting particular attention, owing 
to the great area of sails carried by its two 
masts. 

*? 

The power boat race committee of the Savin 
Hill Y. C. has arranged for racing on eleven 
days this season, with three races each day. 
The first fixture is May 30 and the racing will 
end Sept. 12. 

* * * 
The schooner Merlin, owned by Ralph E. 

Forbes, which wintered in Buzzard’s Bay, is at 
Lawley’s. Painters are now at work on her, and 
her foremast has been taken out, waiting for the 
new one to be made. 
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Yacht Sales. 

The following yacht sales have been made 
through the office of Stanley M. Seaman, 220 

Broadway, New York: Yawl Imogene has been 
sold by Mr. Reune Martin, of this city, to Mr. 
VV. P. Stephens, Detroit, Mich. Imogene will 
be remembered as Fanshawe, winner of the 
Agassiz prize, New York-Marblehead race, 1904. 
Herreshoff sloop Kotic, sold for Messrs Dunham 
& Hoe. to Mr. Jos. E. Fletcher. Sloop Huntress 
for Mr. L. R. Dyer to Mr. T. V. Howe. Launch 
Ida, Mr. H. A. Fowler, Noroton, Conn., to Mr. 
Pierson De Hart, New York city. Cruising 
launch Zouhra, Geo. H. Everall, to T. E. Hitch¬ 
ing, Manhasset Bay Y. C. Zouhra is being thor¬ 
oughly overhauled at Nevin’s Yard, City Island, 
and will be used for cruising. Speed launch 
Sagitta for Mr. T. E. Hitching to New York 
party. Auxiliary sloop Geisha for Mr. G. H. 
Boardman, New York, to Mr. E. H. Sears, Bos¬ 
ton, Mass. 

Hollis Burgess yacht agency reports the fol¬ 
lowing sales recently made: The 35ft. waterline 
auxiliary yawl Isis, owned by Dr. Edward Rey¬ 
nolds, of Boston, has been sold to Chester W. 
Bliss, of Springfield, and is to be used in New 
London, Conn. The 40ft. waterline auxiliary 
Mist, formerly Dabbeen, owned by Harold 
Dinney. of New York, has been sold to Dr. Ed 
ward Reynolds, of Boston. The same agency 
has also chartered the 25ft. auxiliary sloop Yan- 
kiana, owned by Howell Hansel, of Boston, to 
Robert E. Stone, of Chicago. 

Mr. Henrv J. Gielow reports the sale of the 
following yachts: Steam yacht Alert, Mr. Wil¬ 
liam D. Hoxie to Mr. Joseph J. Martin, vice¬ 
commodore of the Philadelphia Corinthian Y. 
C. Alert has gone to Philadelphia to complete 
her fitting out. 

Twin screw flush deck motor yacht Glenda, 
96ft. over all. Mr. M. M. Armstrong to Mr. E. 
Remington Nichols, who will send the yacht by 
way of the Erie Canal to the St. Lawrence 
River. Her headquarters will be Birch Island, 
her owner’s summer home, near Alexandria Bay. 
Glenda will be the largest cruising yacht on the 
St. Lawrence equipped with gasolene engines. 

Motor yacht Wyandance, Mr. James B. Baker 
to Mrs Robert Stafford, who will use the yacht 
about Shelter Island and adjacent waters. 

Cabin gasolene launch Cricket, Mr. E. R. 
Nichols to Mr. M. M. Armstrong. 

Hunting cabin launch Iris, for Mr. G. B. 
Shearin, in connection with Mr. William Gard¬ 
ner’s agency, to Mr. Herbert G. Squires, min¬ 
ister to Panama. Iris has had her bottom cop¬ 
pered and will be sent to Panama at once. 

Speed launch for Mr. W. C. Whitehead to 
Mr. C. L. Hayden, who will use the boat at 
Alexandria Bay, N. Yr 

Auxiliary yawl Nepahwin, Mr. Jonathan 
Thompson to Mr. N. H. Childs. Nepahwin is 
fitting out at Bay Shore, L. I., and will shortly 
go into commission. 

Buzzard’s Bay 30-footer Duchess, Mr. Joseph 
E. Fletcher to Dr. John B. Palmer. 

Sloop yacht Minerva, Mr. William K. Jerome 
to Dr. Charles H. Willetts. 

Knockabout Monsoon, Mr. B. R. Stoddard to 
D. C. Brown, who has had her shipped by rail 
to Hamilton, Canada, where she will be raced 
the coming season. 

Catboat Joan, Mr. H. H. Childs to Mr. J. 
Thompson for use on Great South Bay, L. I. 

Capf. Samuels’ Last Entry. 

One, if not the most prominent and pictur¬ 
esque character, of our American merchant cap¬ 
tains has just passed away. Captain Samuel 
Samuels, whose name is inseparably connected 
'V’th the famous old clipper ship Dreadnaught, 
the wild boat of the Atlantic, as she was nick¬ 
named on account of the daring of Captain 
Samuels in carrying on sail at night, died in 
Hrooklyn. Monday, May 18, at the age of eighty- 

In his book “From Forecastle to Cabin” Cap¬ 

tain Samuels describes sea life as he found it, 
but yachtsmen remember him as the skipper of 
the schooner yacht Henrietta that in December, 
1866, won the ocean race from New York to 
Havre against the two schooners Fleetwing and 
Vesta. 

Sailors in Port. 

ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker. 
Maton Building. Kilby Street, BOSTON, MASS. 

Cable Address, ‘Designer,” Boston. 

L. ohbrman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT at CLARK, 
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

fACHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a tpedaWy. 

17 Battery Place, New York. 

Continued from page S24. 

We had a good dinner of soup, fish, beans and 
bread and spent the afternoon trying to keep 
cool. It was stifling hot where we were, and 
even with our coats off and shirts loosened, we 
could not stand the heat but crawled out into 
the yard and sat on the steps of the back porch, 
where we could get more air. Even here it was 
fearfully hot: the high fence kept the air from 
circulating and the tropical sun scorched down 
unmercifully. We felt the heat more from be¬ 
ing used to the open water, where there was 
plenty of air moving. 

By going up to the top steps of the porch 
we could look over the fence across the bay 
and see the W. at anchor, loaded deep and 
nearly ready to sail. I could see that they were 
sending up and bending on the sails and almost 
wished I had stayed aboard of her, for there 
I knew inside of a few days we would be home¬ 
ward bound, whereas now everything ahead of 
us was an uncertainty. 

I thought the long afternoon would never 
pass, and was glad enough to go to sleep at 
sunset, although we were given a short candle 
to use if we wanted to. 

The basket I had slept in the night before I 
found contained a lot of china ware beneath the 
straw, so I made up a bunk on the floor and fell 
asleep with the others. Hans found a grating 
in the floor above and lay down under it to get 
more air. but shortly after supper time some 
one poured the dish water through the grating 
and Hans came near getting baptized with it. 

I had fallen into a sound sleep, when some 
one awoke me and I heard Joe’s voice, saying, 
“Come along. Davis,” and had my senses about 
me in a second. Something was about to 
happen I knew, and as I crawled out after the 
other fellows, I put my hand to my sheath knife 
to see if it was still there and ready for use. 
I never felt so dependent on anything before in 
my life as I did on that knife. It was the only 
weapon of defense I had, and I guarded it with 
care, keeping it strapped t<o me night and day. 

Charlie, the runner, was telling the others that 
we would have to walk to Pisagua, when I 
joined the crowd in the room, above where we 
had been hiding. All the windows had been 
carefully closed and the conversation was 
carried on in whispers, for fear of detection, al¬ 
though at this hour, midnight, not a soul was 
stirring. He said it would be impossible to 
launch a boat and take us in it up the coast, as 
an extra guard was now watching the beach. 
So he told us to take what we needed from our 
clothes bags, that we found stowed along the 
wall of the front room that served as a bar¬ 
room in the day time. He gave us each a quart 
wine bottle full of water and one of red wine 
extra for the crowd, some crackers and some 
dried up German sausage. 

I took from my clothes bag my small blanket, 
a brand new suit of dungarees I had drawn out 
of the slop chest before I ran away, and three 
cans from my stock of condensed milk. We did 
not have much time, or I would have gone 
deeper into my clothes bag and taken a small 
diamond scarf pin and several other small valu¬ 
ables that I should have known better than to 
have brought to sea with me; but Charlie kept 
urging upon us the necessity of starting early, 
so as to get to the plains above before sunrise. 
He gave us minute directions as to how to get 
to Pisagua. but Joe insisted that he knew the 
way well enough, he’d walked the same distance 
before. I listened attentively, however, to what 
Charlie said: 

“Go straight up the mountain from here, and 
at the top you will see three paths; follow the 
middle one and you will come out all right.” 

When all were ready, he looked out to see if 
all was clear, and as we stepped out into the 
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street, lie gave Joe a letter to a man by the 
name of Antone, in Pisagua, and said he would 
hide 11s until our ship sailed, and. bidding 11s 
good-bye. closed the door and left us in the 
dim star light. 

Some of the fellows began to murmur about 
having to walk, but it was no time to srand and 
argue, the dogs had scented us and one after 
another were joining into a chorus of un¬ 
earthly howls that momentarily increased until 
1 expected to see the armed guards come down 
the street in pursuit of us. 

Joe started off as guide to lead us. and the 
procession followed. We passed the condensing 
works and left the town behind; but Joe, in¬ 
stead of going up the mountain, kept close 
along the beach, and before we had gone a mile, 
the shore became so steep that it was impos¬ 
sible to proceed further. Any step might send 
us down the rocks to be tossed and crushed in 
the surf at the shore. IIere we came to a halt, 
and on hands and knees retraced our steps until 
standing was safe and held a council of war. 
What were we to do? Joe certainly did not 
know the way in spite of his assertions that he 
did. He had not followed Charlie's instruc¬ 
tions at the start, for he told us to go straight 
up the mountain until we reached the plain 
above and then follow the sea. 

“Come on fellows, follow me, I know the 
way better than this,” I said, for I realized 
something had to be done and done quickly. 
As long as Joe was leader I was contented to 
follow; but when he failed, I used my own judg¬ 
ment. I had studied the face of the cliff from 
the ship many and many a time, and had made 
up my mind how to get to the top. So with 
Joe at my elbow and the rest following in line. 
I led them back to the condensing works and 
started straight up the cliff, following the zig¬ 
zag course of a crevice that looked as if it had 
once been the bed of a stream. 

It was hard climbing, our feet slid back with 
every step, the loose sand and gravel rolling 
under our shoes. The dim, uncertain starlight 
was deceptive, for in some places the ground 
was light and in others dark. One would look 
like a ridge and the other a gully, yet when we 
got there it would be all level ground, and other 
places where it looked smooth we would stumble 
into small, unseen gullies and over unseen 
ridges. It tried the endurance of all, and we 
had not gone a mile before we had to stop and 
let Bill and Albert rest. When the fellows be¬ 
gan to look back and see the village lying a 
dark mass at their feet and the anchor lights of 
the ships seemingly not a stone’s throw away, 
they began to get uneasy. 

“Vich von is the W.’s light?” asked Joe. 
“Dere it is, next to de last out dere. See it 

next to dat bright light?” said Hans. 
“Yes, the bloomin’ craft is too mean to burn 

much oil,” chipped in Albert and the rest of us 
gave her like compliments. We were glad we 
were clear of her, and every little while one or 
two of the men would look back and burst out 
into a torrent of profanity, accompanied by a 
shaking of the fist at the innocent light on the 
bark’s fore stay that looked like a star far be¬ 
low 11s. 

After another climb straight up, the top of the 
mountain seemed further off that ever, and the 
lights in the bay were still directly under us. 
When they saw this the fellows began to get 
uneasy and suggested that we go north up the 
coast so as to get out of sight of the ship. I 
argued and argued in vain with them. They 
had no more sense than a lot of sheep, and I 
either had to go along the coast with them or 
continue to climb straight up by myself. 

Remembering the old saying that in unity 
there is strength, I went with the crowd, but 
kept telling them my arguments in favor of go¬ 
ing straight up. True, it was easier to walk 
along the face of the cliff than to climb up it; 
but in the gully we were making pretty good 
headway, and I wanted to continue there. Go¬ 
ing north, we gradually left the lights in the 
bay behind us, but the top of the mountain still 
towered a long way above our heads. 

About four miles north of Caleta Buena the 
mountainside ran out in a steep promontory 
into the sea, and its sides stood almost vertical. 
As we neared this point climbing became more 
difficult with every step, exhausted with their 
efforts, all hands sat down to rest again.. 

“If we don’t get to the top pretty soon,” said 
I, “it will be daylight and then they can see us 
from the ship; there’s no place to hide here, and 
we'll be like flies on a wall, and you bet the 
Old Man will have his glasses on the mountain 
as soon as it is daylight.” 

“Why, what’s the matter with the way we are 
going?” asked Albert. “We have made more 
headway since we started along the coast than 
we did before.” 

“Yes,” I answered, “it seems so, but you’ll 
find you’ve got to get to the top before you get 
to that point or walking will be impossible. It 
is getting steeper and steeper all the time, and 
when you come to climb up now you wjll find 
it much harder than if you had gone straight up 
in the gully as I wanted to do.” 

But they would not be convinced, until as we 
progressed, we found it got so steep it was 
dangerous to proceed. The mountain went 
down in a regular landslide from where we were 
to the sea. Then it was go up or nothing, and 
after a short spell of climbing almost on our 
hands and knees, the others soon admitted their 
mistake. However, there was no time to go 
back to the gully now, we must get to the top 
from where we were. Joe was leading, I next, 
followed by Hans, Albert and Bill, in the order 
named. Not only did the darkness make climb¬ 
ing difficult, but the ground was loose and stony, 
making it necessary to use our hands as well as 
feet in climbing. This work soon told on old 
Bill, and we were continually stopping to let 
him rest, until he got so he would only walk 
about five minutes and then want to sit down 
for ten. Joe told him we could not keep up 
that kind of work or daylight, which was fast 
approaching, would find 11s not yet over the 
mountain. We had all agreed to keep together, 
but when Bill sat down and refused to go any 
further, we threatened to go on without him, 
and for a reply he began to cuss us. . 

“Go it if you like,” said he, and followed 
it up with some vile language directed at us. 
So we went back to him and divided our 
crackers and sausage and Joe gave him a dol¬ 
lar in native money from the five dollars 
Charlie had furnished 11s when we started. We 
tided to reason with, him, but it was no use, he 
was tired and ugly; so leaving him, we hurried 
on as fast as we could, slipping and sliding back 
with every step. One or twice we stopped and 
shouted down, asking Bill if he would not come 
on, that we would wait for him; but he refused 
to reply except once, \vhen we heard him 
cursing. 

I was getting very tired in the knees myself 
now, but Joe seemed as fresh as ever. I stuck 
to his heels with determination, and for a couple 
of hours we had the hardest climb I ever had 
in my life. Albert was the next to flag, and 
finally poor little Hans began to pant and fall 
behind. But he was game, so Joe and I waited 
for him to catch up. Finally Joe himself showed 

signs of distress, and while he and Hans satj 
down for a rest. I pushed on. for I seemed to| 
feel it was not very far to the top of the moun-j 
tain, yet to look at it, a black ridge across the! 
sky above it seemed miles away. When 1 had! 
gone half a mile or so, I suddenly came to level 
ground and saw the land rising in a gentle slope 
a short distance ahead to the very top of the 
mountain. So I shouted down, “Hey. Joe! 
come on up; here’s the top right here! I’m on 
it!” and I could hear the stones rolling down 
as they scrambled up, followed by Albert, who 
had also heard me say the top was not far away. 
None of us were tired then, the walking on 
level ground was easy after the climb we had 
had. We took a pull at our water bottles that 
we carried in our hands and started up the slope 
for the top. As we crossed the level ground, 
we passed close to the black, yawning mouth of 
a cave with a derrick at its mouth and knew 
then where we were. We had often looked up 
from the bark's deck, when heaving in cargo, at 
this cave, which, we were told, was a silver 
mine, and wondered what kind of an affair it 
was. If it had been day time and I had been 
doing anything else except running away, I 
should have liked nothing better than to have 
gone into the mine and see*n how they worked 
it. But as it was, we hurried on up the slope of 
ground. We passed a number of the miners’ 
huts and were nearly scared to death when five 
or six heads rose up out of the ground and 
jabbered something in Spanish at us. “Pisagua! 
Pisagua!” said I. and one of them pointed north. 
They were sleeping in holes for all the world 
like graves with their blankets laid over the top, 
and we had to walk carefully among them, so 
as not to step into one. 

Upon gaining the summit of the hill, we saw 
a broad tableland stretching as far as we could 
see in the uncertain light preceding dawn. 
There were, as Charlie had said, three distinct 
trails leading north. So crossing the first, we 
ran across the sand to the second, but what was 
my astonishment to find it was no path at all 
but a strata of light-colored earth with not a 
footprint visible. We followed it, however, lor 
about a mile and then lost all traces of it. 
Which way to go then we did not know, so de¬ 
cided to stay where we were until daylight, so 
we could see where we were going. 

[to be continued.] 
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Atlantic Division.—Henry J. Wernst, no 
Fourth Ave., Newark, N. J., by George V. 
Strahan. 

Central Division.—Horace B. Meacham, War¬ 
ren, Pa., by E. A. Phillips. 

Eastern Division.—Arthur G. Clark, Andover, 
Mass., by Henry A. Bodwell. 

Western Division.—James J. Hooker, 216 East 
3d street, Cincinnati, O.. by Lucien Wulsin. 
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Atlantic Division.—5516, John M. Palmer, Jr., 
4 Washington Terrace, West 186th street, New 
York city; 5523, Frank D. Cure, 55 Overlook 
avenue, Belleville, N. J. 

Central Division.—5517, Grover M. Parker, 78 
James street, Buffalo, N. Y.; 5518. H. J. Dixon, 
Warren. Pa.; 5519, Lucius C. Litchfield, 164 
Crescent avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.; 5520, E. M. 
Olin, care of Westinghouse Electric & Manufac¬ 
turing Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.; 5521, Robert M. 
Tennant, care of LTnion Switch and Signal Co., 
Swissvale, Pa. 

Eastern Division.—5524, Edward T. Erickson, 
30 Pearl avenue, Arlington, Mass. 

Western Division.—5522, Charlie Tisell, 1707 
7th street, Rockford, II. 
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Atlantic Division.—George F. Henshaw, Thos. 
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PERFORMANCES 
THE SOUTHERN HANDICAP 
Won by Geo. L. Lyon—U. M. C. Arrow Shells and Remington Pump Gun. 

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, won by John Peterson (Nitro Club ShellsT 
IOWA DIAMOND BADGE, won by John Peterson (Nitro Club Shells) 

h\ghISSTT genera}' AVFRirr' ^ P,e*S‘nt’ ^ G“' W “ell, 385 ex 400 
.. Gr TSTPOpNHFvRJb , P A' Ash,ey- °hio- R 0 Heikes, 386 ex 400. 

G^° Sh00t R Bea”' 39 ex4°’ U' M- C- Arrow Shells and 

Send for Interstate Trapshooting Rules. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York. 

T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

end a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

lay 30.—Englewood, N. J.—Pleasure G. C. C. J. Wes- 
tervelt, Sec’y. 

a^-,Paterson, N. J.—North Side Rod and Gun 
Club. H. Beckler, Sec’y. 

lay 30.—Peru (Ind.) G. C. 
lay 31.—St. Louis (Mo.) Trapshooters’ Association 

tournament. Lewis Ebert, Sec’y. 
me 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 

meier, Sec y. 

lly»r7'8A~Sunburif (Pa ) G- c- Targets and live birds. 
N. Brosious, Sec’y. 

u£; 12-13. Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 
Sec y. 

ug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
-*Pt 7*8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. T 

Farrell, Sec’y. J J 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

ay ,3°—Philadelphia.—S. S. White G. C. Frank L. 
Hise, Sec y. 

ay 2$' w' Albans (\ t.) G. C. A. S. Head, Sec’y. 
a)! Mechanicville (N. Y.) G. C. George Slinger- 

land, Sec y. 

ay 30—New Haven (Conn.) G. C. Wm. H. Minor, 
Sec y. ’ 

ay,3°—Buffalo, N. Y.—Audubon G. C. Dr. W. C. 
Wootton, Sec’y. 

ajL30-~McKeesport, Pa.—Enterprise G. C. Geo. W 
Mains, Sec’y. 

ay 30;31.—Lockport, Ill.—Will County G. C. G. Bush, 
Secy. ’ 

ne 3-“Wolcott, N. Y.—Catchpole G. C. E. A. Wads- 
worth. Sec y. 

ne 2.—Mt. Horeb (Wis.) G. C. James Brown, Sec’y. 

June 2'3- St. Joseph, Mo.—Missouri and Kansas Trap- 
shooters League tournament, auspices of Metropol¬ 
itan G. C. A. A. Carolus, Sec’y. 

June 2-3.—Toulon (Ill.) G. C. Fred L. Perry, Sec’y. 
June 2-4. Jersey City.—N. J. State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion tournament. Chas. T. Day, Sec’y. 
Columbus, O.—Ohio State Association. F. 

bhattuck, Sec’y. 
June 3.—-Corsicana (lex.) G. C. G. P. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 3-4.—Fort Dodge (la.) Driving Park G. C. 
June 3-5.—Jersey City.—New Jersey State shoot. 
June 4—Wyoming (N. Y.) G. C. F. B. Childs, Sec’y. 
June 4.—Bloomington, Ill.—McLean Co. G. C. W. A 

Boettger, Sec’y 

June 4-6.—Steamboat Rock, la.—Sunset G. C. H H 
Quiggle, Sec’y. 

June 4-5. Evansville (Ind.) G. C. AI. Willerding, Sec’y. 
June 4-5.—Macon (Ga.) G. C. E. M. Jones, Pres. 
June 4-5.—Clinton (Mo.) G. C. A. W. Campbell, Sec’y. 
June 4-6.—Memphis (Tenn.) G. C. J. W. Turner, Sec’y. 
June 5.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Sec’y. 
June 5-6. Belleville, Ill.—Egyptian Hustlers* tournament; 

auspices of Swansea G. C. A. E. Krebs, Sec’y. 
June 5-6. Falls City (Neb.) G. C. C. C. Davis, Sec’y. 
June 6. Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 
June 6.—Camden, N. J.—South End G. C. H. G. Eisen- 

hardt, Sec’y. 
June 7. Racine, Wis.—National G. C. J. Stransky, Sec’y. 
June 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. H. Boland, Sec’y. 
June 8.—Atlantic City, N. J.—Chelsea G. C. C. Risley, 

Sec’y. 
June 8.—Oneonta (N. Y.) Fish, Game and G. C. L. L. 

Curtis, Mgr. 
June 8-9.—Sheridan (Wyo.) G. C. G. E. Small, Sec’y. 
June 9.—Greensburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices Greenburg G. C. M. E. Low, Sec’y. 
June 9-10. Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson. Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10-11.—Doylestown, (Pa.) R. and G. C. N. L. 

Clark, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10. Owosso (Mich.) G. C. J. Rosevear, Sec’y. 

JUnHnT-l°'1F:^Te,linft02’ • Mass.—Paleface tournament. 
Horace .Kirkwood, Sec y. 

June 10-12. Elmira, N Y.-New York State shoot, un¬ 
der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 

mi9Pr^ectlIe Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 
June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder- 

dale, bee y. 

JUnSec°y12'~SpringfieId (G) G- C’ Geo’ W’ Morgan, 

Jun|e1V“Beaver Dam. (Wis.) G. C. C. F. Zimmerman, 

io7Al7ge°n 5MoA,G’ C J■ H- Winscott, Sec’y. 
J ment _L 8St°n’ Mont-—:Montana State tourna- 

^Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D R 
Walker, Secy. 

Jlm?A~rren^n J’) Shooting Association. F. W. 
Mathews, Mgr. 

June 13-14.—Milwaukee Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 
State tournament, fed. F. Leidel, Sec’y 

June 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien' G. C. Frank 
Bunn, Vice-Fres. 

June 16.—Aberdeen (Md.) G. C. L. S. German Pres 
June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T J Thomnso’n S V 
June 16-17.—Eldora (la.) G. C. W. B Lind? Sec’v 
June 16-17.—Macon (Mo.) G. C. G. N. Davis,’ Sec’y 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas5 State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. •ttrKansas Mate 

June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian 

added. 

Jun® Lexington. Mass.—Middlesex G. 
bmith, Sec y. 

JUnSecVChampla'n (N' Y0 G' C' E' F’ Tiedemann, 
June 17-18.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M Kolb See’v 

' “"leif’y^ New ptanklin (Mo.) G. E A. McLacMini 

June 20.—Maple Park (Del.) G. C. M. J. Beverlv Sec’v 
June 21.—Coleman (Wis.) G. C. W. J 'Reinke See’v Y' 

JUnnin^h26r7aCndUAbUS’ °’-Jhe..Interstate Association’s 
1 G,rand American Handicap target tournament; 

Pimburg Pam°ney‘ " E’ Shaner’ Sec'y Mgr. 

H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
tournament; $1,000 

C. Robert 
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Shaw, Sec’y. 
G. C. E. T. 

Robert 

Sec’y. 

Tune 23-24.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. H. 
June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing 

June*30-July 31.—Cambria (Ill.) G. C. C. Stocks Sec y, 
luly l.-N. Hatley, Can. (G. C.) T. C. McConnell, Secy. 
'Tuly 1-2.—Nelson (,B. C.) G. C. W. A. VVard, Sec y. 
July 2-3.—Carbondale (Ill.) G. C. P. L. Hies, Sec y. 
July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—New Martinsville, Va.—Wetzel G. C. 1. M. 

Mclntire, Sec’y. .. ... r r 
july 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Smith, Sec’y. _ _ 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va.) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Hay, Secy. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler. Pres. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

JulySe3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

JulyC7.-UttlSeton,' W. Va.-M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

July^T-S.—West Frankfort (Ill.) G. C. W.C. Rains, Sec y. 
July 8.—Florence (Wis.) R. & G. C. E. \V. Peterson, 

July 8-9?—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 
men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec y. 

July 11.—Trenton (N. J.) S A F. W..Mathews, Mgr. 
July 11.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

Tuly 13-14.—Ipswich (S. D.) G. C. C. B. Reeves, Sec y. 
July 14.—Canonsburg, Pa.-W. P. T L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices of Canonsburg G. C. A. S. Anthony Sec y. 
JulyH 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober Sec y. 
July 14-16.—Wilmington (N. C.) G. C. B. G. Empie, 

JulyS14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 
third Eastern Handicap target tournament; *1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr., Pitts- 

Julyb15-16.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster, 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. 

Bailey, Sec’y. r r 
July 22-23.—Champaign, Ill.—Twin City G. C. 

Tohnson, Sec’y. _ „ _ ,. TT ... c  
Tuly 23-24.—Manchester (la.) G. C. F. M. Hamblin, Sec y. 
July. 27-30— Bettertcn, Md.—James R. Malones fifteenth 
' annual. James R. Malone Mgr 
Tuly 28.—M. V. S. L. of W Va. Ed H. Taylor, Secy. 
Tuly 28-29.—Eagle Grove (la.) G. C. A. L. \ earous. Sec y. 
Tulv t>8-30 —Austin, Tex.—State tournament under aus- 
' 'pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller, Sec y. 

Sec’y. 
Pres. 
E. H. 

C. E. 

drivers and twisters. 
If you have not done so already, write to Secretary 

Edward Winslow, Montclair, N. J.. for the programme 

of the Montclair Gun Club’s anniversary shoot. 

The Penn Gun Club, of Norristown, Pa., announces a 

programme consisting of 20-target events, $1.50 entrance, 

commencing at 1 o’clock, P. M., June 13. Class shoot¬ 

ing will govern the division of the moneys. 

K 

The programme for the Indians ninth annual tourna¬ 

ment at Cedar Point, on Lake Erie, O., June 16-19, in¬ 

clusive, $1000 added, is now ready, and can be had by- 

addressing F E. Mallory, Parkersburg, W. Va. 

The St. Louis Trapshooters’ Association will hold a 

one-day tournament on May 31. There will be ten 

programme events each at 20 targets, $2 entrance. For 

further information, address Secretary Louis Ebert, 2845 

Cherokee street, St. Louis, Mo. 

* 

The third of the team contests, between the Hacken¬ 

sack, N. J., Gun Club and the Pleasure Gun Club, of 

Englewood, N. J., was shot at the latter place May 23, 

and was won by the Pleasure Gun Club, 118 to 112. 

There were five men on a side, and each shot at 25 

targets. 

At New Haven, Conn., on Yale field, May 23, Tale 

defeated Harvard in a five-man team contest, 225 to 202. 

The best previous score in this annual event was 220. 

The contestants and their scores were as follows: Yale- 

Dickey 43, Trudeau 46, Thaw 44, Hebard 46, Pugsley 46; 

total 225. Harvard—Brewer 38, Wigglesworth 40, Gil¬ 

man 45, Higginson 44, Hautheway 35; total 202. 

r, 

The Oneonta, N. Y., Fish and Game Club has issued 

the programme of its fifth shooting and bait- and fly¬ 

casting tournament, to be held on June 8. Of the ten 

events, one is at 10, five at 15 and five are at 20 targets, 

a total of 175 targets; total entrance, $16. One 15-target 

event permits of the use of both barrels. One 20-target 

is for merchandise, first prize being a Smith gun. No. 10 

is at 10 pair. Longest runs in programme, $10 and $5. 

A purse will be provided for three high averages. Rose 

system. Ammunition for sale on the grounds. Handi¬ 

caps will equalize chances. Send guns, etc., prepaid, to 

Mgr. L. L. Curtis. 

Secretary-Treasurer Charles G. Grubb writes us that 

the Greensburg, Pa., Gun Club will hold a tournament 

on June 9, under the auspices of the Western Pennsyl¬ 

vania Trapshooters’ League. He further writes that 

“The League tournaments have been attended by record- 

breaking crowds, and already some forty shooters have 

signifiecP"their willingness to visit Greensburg, and the 

gentleman who has never been known to register a 

kick.” 

The tenth State spring tournament will be held under 

the auspices of the Muncie, Ind., Gun Club, June 10 

and 11. The programme each day totals 200 targets, 

$20 entrance. High guns each day, $10, $6 and $4. 

Low gun, $5. Shooting will commence at 9:30. Class 

shooting. Events 5, 6 and 7 (50 targets) each day will 

comprise the individual State championship contest. 

Event 8, second day (25 targets) is the two-man State 

team championship. F. L. W achtell is the secretary. 

K 

The ninth annual State shoot of the Wisconsin and 

Upper Peninsula of Michigan League of Gun Clubs, to 

be held under the auspices of the Badger Gun Club, 

Milwaukee, Wis., June 13 and 14, will have $440 added 

money. On the first day the programme provides twelve 

15-target events, $1.50 entrance, $10 added. On the sec¬ 

ond day there are ten like events. The State champion¬ 

ship event, at 50 targets, $2 entrance, will take place on 

the second day. Mr. Fred Whitney will act as cashier. 

at 
At the shoot of the Stenton Athletic Club, Philadel¬ 

phia, at which two members of each of nine clubs com¬ 

peted in a two-man team contest, May 23, C. Mink made 

highest score, 97 out of 100. Buckwalter was second with 

96. The Independent Gun Club was high with 189 out 

of 200. There were two prizes, the mayor’s cup for 

highest team, and a cup for the member breaking the 

gieatest number of targets. The latter was won by 

Wm. Patrick, who scored 161. 

a» 
The New Haven, Conn., Gun Club offers a programme 

of ten 20-target events as the attraction of its Memorial 

Day shoot. May 30. Events, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are handi¬ 

cap merchandise contests, $1.50 entrance. Totals, 200 

targets, $14 entrance. Class shooting. A special event 

is the three-man team race, $3 entrance. For high guns 

there are nineteen prizes. Shooting will commence at 

9:30. Send guns, etc., care of Sportsmen’s Supply Co., 

68 Center street, or John E. Bassetts Gun Store,^ 5 

Church street. Secretary W. T. Minor’s address is 709 

Mallory Building. 

The intercity team match between Boston and there¬ 

abouts, and New York and thereabouts, was won by 

Boston, the total scores being 871 to 858, a close con¬ 

test or thereabouts. The shoot was a star example of 

good fellowship. Our esteemed correspondent, Mr. H. 

C. Kirkwood, advises us further that it probably will 

become a yearly fixture, though, I presume, there is an 

exception, perhaps, as to the results. Capt. Gus Greiff, 

of the New York Athletic Club, who had charge of the 

New York team, had made arrangements for a return 

match in July, on the grounds of the Bergen Beach Gun 

Club, it was said. Under the auspices of the Palefaces, 

the Boston shooters entertained the New York visitors 

at the United States Hotel, in the evening, after the 

shoot. 

The fifth annual tournament of the New Jersey State 

Sportsmen’s Association, to be held on the grounds of 

the Jersey City Gun Club, June 2, 3 and 4, is provided 

with an attractive programme. On the first day there are 

nine events, eight of which are at 20 targets, $1.40 

entrance, $5 added, except No. 9, which has $10 added. 

No. 5 is at 30 targets, $3 entrance, and is the contest for 

the three-man State team championship. The second 

day’s programme is similar to that of the first, the ex¬ 

ception being No. 5 event, for the two-man team State 

championship, 50 targets per man, $4 entrance. The 

third day’s programme is also like that of the previous 

days, except that No. 5, 50 targets, $2 entrance, is for 

the amateur State championship, to which all State 

shooters are eligible. The winner is subject to challenge 

every thirty days, but the trophy must be returned to the 

Association before the next annual tournament, for open 

competition. The events, other than the championship 

events, are open to all amateurs. High averages each 

day, $5, $3 and $2. High averages for the three days, $15, 

$10 and $5. Low averages, $5 and $3. High professional 

for the three days, $10. The grounds are situated on the 

Plank Road Trolley Line, running from Broad and 

Market streets, Newark, to the Pennsylvania R. R 

Ferry, Jersey City. Three sets of traps will be used. Thi 

annual meeting will be held on June 3. The Secretarj 

is Chas. T. Day, 618 N. Seventh street, Newark; Charts 
A. Lewis, Bergen Square, Jersey City, is Secretary 0 

the Jersey City Gun Club. 

The programme for the Ohio State shoot, under thi 

auspices of the Columbus Gun Club, June 2-5, sets fortl 

that the Squier money-back system will be an attraction 

On June 2, practice day, there will be ten 15-targe 

events. On the first day, June 3, there are provided si: 

events at 15 targets, entrance $1.50; four at 20, $2 entrance 

and one at 10 pair targets, $1 entrance. On the seconc 

day there will be six events at 15, three at- 20 and on 

at 50 targets, valuable merchandise prizes; handicaps 

16 to 20yds.; high guns; entrance, $5, and the two-mai 

team contest for the Sportsman’s Review trophy. Oi 

the third day, there will be six events at 15, two at 2C 

two at 25 targets (also for individual State championship) 

and one event at 10 pair. The regular events are opei 

to residents of Ohio only, but an optional sweep, opei 

to all amateurs, is provided in conjunction with th 

regular events, for $1 extra entrance, targets extra. Thi 

will afford an opportunity for practice preliminary t 

the G. A. H. Non-residents and manufacturers’ agent 

may shoot for targets only. Daily averages $50 to th 

seven high guns—$10, $9, $8, $7, $6, $5 and $5. Dinne 

will be served on the grounds. The Rose system wi] 

govern. Targets 2 cents. Shooting commences at 

o’clock. The annual meeting will be held on June ( 

Ship guns, etc., prepaid to Smith Bros. Hardware Co 

42 West Chestnut street. For further information, appl 

to Secretary Fred Shattuck, 42 Board of Irade, Colun 

bus, who has been devoting unstinting effort to the prc 

motion of the State shoot, his press work being of a 

exceptionally high order. 
Bernard Waters. 

Milton Rod and Gun Club. 

Milton, Pa., May 23.—The spring tournament of th 
Milton Rod and Gun Club at their beautiful grounds : 
Rangler’s Grove to-day was a success in every sense 1 

the term. Perfect weather greeted a large field of mark 
men, who came for the sport and to get a little practic 
for the State shoot. 

J. Mowell Hawkins, the Winchester expert, and Leste 
S. German made a great record by smashing all but or 
target of the programme of 150. Hawkins ran 143. Dav 
Chambers, of Clarence, Pa., and H. I. Hess, of Nant 
coke, were tied for amateur honors at 140 each, and V\ 
G. Ixisling, of Snow Shoe, won the “booby” with . 
‘dead ones. . 

The home team won the Milton Rod and Gun Club 
ihallenge cup from teams representing the Shamoki 
lun Club and the Snow Shoe Gun Club. This is th 
irst time the home team has ever won the cup, and tt 
;cores show that they earned it this time. 

Milton— Rishel 25, Godcharles 24, Clinger 22, Byers 2 
). N. Hoy 19; total 112. Shamokin—Herrold 25, ‘ Curtis 

12, Fulton 22, Kaseman 19, Shipman 18; total 106. Sno 
Shoe—Uzzle 24, Pardee 23, Chambers 21, Watson 1 
tCisling 17; total 102. . „ 

We were glad to greet our old friend A. H. Billmeye 
if Cumberland, Md. Mr. Pardee came here with 
scalp on his belt, having won the amateur average ; 
Snow Shoe the day before. He started in like a winne 
out lost out at the finish. 

Uoti.izJnc ntirl nprman TV) n rl P Snill 

ing it was. _ _ 
The programme consisted of ten events at 15 targe 

The score was as follows: each. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Hawkins ... 
Squire . 
German .... 
Taylor . 
Godcharles . 
Worthington 
Sked . 
D N Hoy . 
Byers . 
Billmeyer .. 
“Curtis” 
Fulton . 
Kaseman ... 
Herrold .. . 
Hansell __ 
Chambers . 
Watson .... 
Pardee . — 
Uzzle . 
Kisling .... 
Long . 
Clinger .... 
Fox . 
Hess 
Stroh ... 
Schoch .. 
Harris .. 
Shipman 
J Hoy . 
Koch ... 
Bishel .. 
Krauser 
Renn ... 
Troxell . 

123456789 10 
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 14 15 
14 15 12 15 15 15 10 15 15 14 
15 15 15 15 14 15 15 15 15 15 
15 15 15 14 13 15 15 15 15 13 
13 13 12 11 13 13 14 13 14 14 
15 13 15 12 12 12 . 
14 13 14 15 14 15 15 14 14 15 
13 12 13 12 12 12 12 13 11 12 
13 11 6 13 9 12 11 9 13 10 
10 12 10 10 11 10 13 12 10 13 
14 12 14 15 15 14 13 14 14 14 
14 14 9 12 11 10 14 12 13 14 
14 12 15 11 15 12 13 15 13 14 
13 14 15 14 14 11 12 13 14 14 
13 12 11 12 15 14 14 14 12 12 
14 15 15 12 13 13 14 15 14 15 
14 13 14 13 12 14 13 13 14 14 
13 15 15 14 12 13 13 14 13 12 
13 13 12 14 12 14 13 14 13 12 

7 11 12 11 11 9 12 8 10 8 
13 14 12 14 15 14 15 15 12 12 
12 12 13 12 10 10 11 15 15 15 
11 8 13 10 10 9 8 12 8 13 
14 15 15 12 14 14 14 14 14 14 
14 13 15 14 13 12 14 15 13 13 
9.. 
8 . 9 .. 7 8.. 9 

13 .12 .. 11 .... 11 
7.14 13 .... 
.. 12 11 .... 12 7 

14 10 10 13 11 13 11 11 13 14 
. 6. 
. 9. 
. 11 9 .. 

Shot 
at. Br 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
90 

150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 
150 1 

iso i 

Fred A. Godcharles, Capt. 
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I ENDORSED BY THE U.S. ORDNANCE BOARD! 

THE WINCHESTER 
The Only Repeating Shotgun So Honored 

THERE never was a time since its introduction when the Winchester Repeating Shot¬ 

gun was more popular or in greater demand than it is to-day. The number of them 

being used in the field and at the trap is rapidly increasing and they are steadily supplant¬ 

ing double guns for all kinds of shooting. Some restless experimenters who are always 

following strange and unknown gods have from time to time laid aside their trusty Win¬ 
chesters to try some new and loudly heralded contraption, but they have speedily and 

gladly come back to their first choice, convinced by comparison and experience that the 

“one best bet” in the repeating shotgun line is the Winchester. There are other makes 
of repeating shotguns, but the Winchester is the only one that has successfully stood 

every conceivable test that sportsmen could put it to, and also the rigid technical trials of 

the U. S. Ordnance Board, embracing strength, accuracy, penetration, endurance, excessive 

loads, defective shells, rust and dust. Its popularity with sportsmen and the official en¬ 

dorsement by the Government are all-sufficient proof of its reliability and wearing and shoot¬ 

ing qualities. Further, it is not necessary to become adept in the sinuous art of contortion 

in order to load it. Winchester Repeating Shotguns are made in four grades, listing at 

from $27.00 to $100.00, and are sold everywhere. 

Slick to a Winchester And You Won’t Get Stuck 

Boston—New York. 
Bcsion, Mass, May 23.—Some 250 spectators and shoot¬ 

ers, including ten of New York city's crack amateurs 
spent an enjoyable outing at the Paleface grounds to¬ 
day, and from first to the last, the merry throng easily 
secured the goods delivered. 

The weather conditions being the best, needless to say 
the scores were high, 90s or better being very common 
and an average of 85 or more being made by nearly half 
of the shooters. 

The New York shooters arrived somewhat late on the 
grounds due to the delayed boat; but once at the grounds 
it was evident that they had brought their shooting 
togs, with Jack Hendrickson tying for high on the special. 
100-target race, and Groesbeck tying for second, with 
McLave, Moffett and Hodgman well up in the next four 
positions. In the shoot-off, Hendrickson showed a 
clean pair of heels to his rival, McArdle, but there surely 
was a struggle as the shooting of both was the best seen 
on the grounds during the day. Jack going straight and 
Jim stubbing his toe on a right-quarterer. 

In the tie for eleventh position between Geo. Piercy 
and Edgarton the Willimantic veteran tossed the coin 
to the best advantage and took home a very neat and 
useful sterling silver card tray. 

Charlie Blinn, of the home aggregation, annexed the 
twenty-first prize, his 81 beating out Rule and Smith 
by one target. His selection of the brass-mounted 
clock to keep him posted on the time of Wellington 
trains was evidently just what he wanted, and we are 
in hopes that nothing will prevent him from taking up 
the game where he left off about two months ago. 

Last, but not least. Who’s Who of the trapshooting 
world, one C. W. Billings, of New York city, took 
away the ptize for thirty-first place. We are somewhat 
in doubt just what he intends to use same for, but upon 
last seen hiking at the rate of an express train for the 
south station we would surmise that it would probably 
hold books fully up to date on the standard methods 
to shoot low targets without going clean over the top 
of them. 

Altogether the shoot went a long ways toward cement¬ 
ing a shooting friendships between the cities, and it 
surely seems as though this event is now a yearly fixture. 

Great credit must be given to that indefatigable worker, 
Gus Greiff, in his efforts to adjust the shoot to the 
satisfaction of both sides; and the shoot being run off 
without a hitch proves that his work was thoroughly 
completed before the first gun was fired. 

The corps of referees and judges, Fanning, McCormick, 
Smith, Smull, Wheeler and Davis, kept the crowd justly 
in check. Never was a shoot conducted in this de¬ 
partment as near perfection as this sextet performed. 

Intercity tea n match: 
Boston. 

Hassam . 20 22 23 21-86 
Hodsdon . 22 20 22 23—87 

Buffalo . 29 16 19 20—77 

McArgle . . 24 19 23 21—87 

Griffiths . . 24 24 21 25—94 

Edwards . . 24 22 20 22—88 
Marsden . . nl 22 20 22—87 

Gleason . .. 23 22 20 22—87 

Rule . 22 21 20 24—87 

Kirkwood . 93 00 23 23-91- 

New York. 
Moffett . . 23 21 90 24—90 

Southworth . . 21 23 19 20-83 

Hodgman . 
TTvfip 
. 24 
. 17 

24 
19 

20 
18 

23-91 
20—74 

Groesbeck . 22 20 23 23—88 

Billings . . 19 20 21 20-80 
. 20 21 22—85 

Me Clave . . 23 24 21 24—92 

Hendrickson - . 24 22 23 25-94 

Piercy . . 19 21 20 21-81- 

One hundred target shoot: 
Fanning . 
Hendrickson . 

.... 18 

.... 19 

.... 16 

20 
19 
20 

19 
IS 
20 

18 
20 
19 

20—95 
18— 94 
19— 94 

Groesbeck . 
Kirkwood . 

.... 19 

.... 19 

.... 17 

20 
19 
15 

15 
16 
19 

19 
IS 
20 

18- 91 
19- 91 
19—90 

.... 19 19 18 15 19-90 

.... 19 17 17 17 19—89 

.... IS 16 19 18 18—89 

.... 16 15 16 20 19—88 

.... 17 13 20 18 17—87 

.... 16 16 17 20 18—S7 

.... 16 19 18 16 17-86 

.... IS 16 19 15 17—85 

.... 18 18 16 18 14—84 

.... 19 18 16 13 18—84 

.... 15 17 18 15 18—83 

.... 16 15 18 17 16—82 

.... 17 15 18 15 17—82 

.... 17 16 18 16 15—82 

.... 15 18 17 15 16-81 

.... 15 16 16 17 17—81 
Rn1e . .... 17 15 IS 15 15—80 

.... 14 18 17 15 16—80 

.... 18 15 15 18 13—79 

.... 17 16 13 17 16-79 

.... 18 16 16 12 16—78 

.... 13 16 15 14 18—76 

.... 15 16 18 13 14—76 

.... 16 14 15 17 12-74 

.... 16 13 17 12 16—74 

.... 14 13 14 18 14—73 

.... 13 17 13 14 16—73 

.... 15 14 15 13 15-72 

.... 16 11 12 16 14—69 
14 18 18 18—68 

Crane ..... 16 11 15 
Worthing . 13 
Gleason . 
Roy . 

12 
IS 
17 
15 

..—57 
9—40 

18—35 
15—30 

The Ohio State Shoot. 

Columbus, O.—The grounds of the Columbus Gun 
Club were never in finer shape to take care of a large 
shooting event than they are at this time. We wish to 
say to all shooters that everything that would add to 
their comfort has been provided, and they will enjoy a 
few days' shooting over one of the best club grounds 
in the country. From the hotel reservations that have 
been made up to date, the Ohio State shoot promises to 
have one of the largest crowds in its history. The com¬ 
plete sets of Grand American traps are now installed, and 
the squad boards and all section and squad numbering 
are up and in position, just as it will be for the Grand 
American, so that shooters attending the Ohio State 
shoot may get excellent practice over the trapping facih- 

ties. 
The big merchandise event, known as the Columbus 

Flandicap, will be a great feature of the shoot. The 
Three-Barrel Gun Co., of Moundsville. have donated a 
novelty that thev are just bringing out, an 880 single- 
barrel gun, for first prize. An Ithaca hammerless, $i0 
grade, is second prize. One A. H. Fox gun, value $35; 
one Baker gun, value, $35; two $20 Beleike vases, donated 
bv the Blunter Arms Co.; one Savage rifle, .22cal., by 
Frank P. Hall Co., Columbus; one Baby Marlm rifle, 
by the Marlin Fire Arms Co.; a high grade novelty 
sportsman’s leather trunk, value $35; a $20 rocking chair, 
by the Portage Co. Gun Club, and a prize in merchandise 
from all the clubs which are members of the Ohio State 
Trapshooters’ League, which will make the list a big 
one. The handicaps will be from 16 to 20yds., which will 
give fine practice to all G. A. H. shooters. Everybody 
will get a fine high grade prize worth taking home. 
Lockers can now be reserved for the Grand American 

The Ohio State shoot should be one of the largest 
given in the country, because we have the shooters. 
The pleasure each shooter of Ohio would derive from 
his trip to this big event of the year would be something 
for him to look forward to with pleasure and pleasant 
anticipation. Make it a point to attend the Ohio State 
shoot each year, where, like the reunion of the soldiers, 
you meet all the old shooters and the new ones that are 
just getting started in the finest out-of-door game in the 
world' Trapshooting is the best tonic to be found for 
that tired feeling that comes from constant application to 
duties. It is becoming that you should get the fever 
when you read the Ohio State shoot programme, and 
drop what you are doing and take the trusty old ^un and 
join the boys for a good .time out in the open. You will 
feel better, be better and do better for the outing. 
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Olean Tournament. 
Glean, N. Y.—The unfavorable weather was undoubt¬ 

edly the cause of a light attendance. There were twenty- 
three participants, of whom twenty-two shot through the 
entire programme. Of the professionals, Messrs. H. H. 
Stevens and Neaf Apgar tied on 188 out of 195 for high 
average. Mr. Sim Glover broke 182 and was third; R. 
S. Pringle, 180, fourth. High amateur average was 
made by Mr. F. D. Kelsey, of East Aurora, with 182, 
while Mr. A. B. Conley was second with 179. 

May 19, First Day. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 25 15 20 15 20 15 Broke. 

Professionals. 
N Apgar . 15 IS 15 19 14 24 15 20 14 20 14 1S8 
H H Stevens. 15 20 13 20 14 23 14 20 14 20 13 188 
S Clover . 15 19 15 18 14 24 14 16 14 20 13 182 
R S Pringle.13 18 15 18 11 24 15 17 14 17 15 180 

Amateurs. 
F L> Kelsey. 14 IS 15 18 15 23 15 17 14 18 15 182 
A B Conley- 13 1 9 1 4 18 13 23 12 20 1 5 1 8 1 4 179 
C D Henline. 13 20 14 16 14 24 13 17 14 19 11 175 
E Korner . 13 16 13 19 14 21 15 20 13 18 12 174 
L E Mallory, Tr.. 11 20 15 17 16 20 10 20 14 19 14 173 
F S Wright. 13 17 14 17 15 24 13 17 12 IS 12 172 
F F Mason. 15 15 11 17 12 23 14 18 13 IS 14 170 
T D Greene.14 18 15 14 13 21 14 18 13 16 13 169 
H E Brown. 12 16 14 18 13 21 10 20 12 18 12 166 
E E Hilliker. 12 14 13 15 8 24 14 15 13 19 14 161 
T F Conneely.12 16 12 16 12 21 12 16 12 17 15 161 
C Chapell ...j. 10 11 13 15 14 22 14 19 14 14 14 160 
C H Brown. 11 19 12 1 4 14 22 12 15 12 20 9 160 
B H Matson. 10 16 14 20 12 20 13 19 12 15 8 159 
F L Spaulding.... 12 15 14 17 10 19 13 17 12 15 11 153 
G A Bodine. 9 17 8 13 9 22 10 17 15 IS 12 150 
L C Andrews. 11 11 13 16 13 15 9 17 9 14 12 141 
G F Dailey. 8 15 13 17 12 17 9 11 12 15 8 134 
A Helwic.16. 

May 20, Second Day. 

The second day was unpropitious in respect to weather 
prospects, which again acted as a deterrent to some 
shooters, particularly those at a distance. There were 
nineteen participants. Mr. Sim Glover was high pro¬ 
fessional with the excellent total of 192 out of 195 targets. 
Mr. Neaf Apgar was second with 190. Mesrs. H. H. 
Stevens and H. S. Welles tied on 179 for third. Mr. 
R. S. Pringle, fourth, 178. Of the amateurs, Mr. F. D. 
Kelsey was high with 183; second, Mr. F. S. Wright, 
177; third, Mr. E. E. Hilliker, 172. 

High averages for the two days were: First, Neaf 
Apgar, 378 out of 390; second. Sim Glover. 374; third, H. 
H. Stevens, 367; fourth. R. S. Pringle, 358. Amateurs—- 
First, F. D. Kelsey, 365: second, F. S. Wright, 349. 
The cashier’s office was efficiently conducted by H. H. 
Stevens. Scores: 

Events: 1 23456789 10 11 
Targets: 15 20 15 20 15 25 15 20 15 20 15 Broke. 

Professionals. 
S Glover . 15 20 15 20 15 22 15 20 15 20 15 192 
N Apgar . 11 18 15 20 14 25 15 20 15 19 15 190 
H H Stevens. 10 18 15 20 15 21 15 11 14 18 14 179 
H S Welles. 14 19 12 20 15 25 13 19 12 17 14 179 
R S Pringle . 13 18 15 20 14 24 13 17 12 18 14 178 

Amateurs. 
F D Kelsey. 13 18 13 19 15 24 13 20 15 18 15 183 
F S Wright. 12 19 15 19 14 22 14 19 14 16 13 177 
E E Hilliker. 11 19 15 19 14 20 15 16 15 16 12 172 

D Greene. 13 17 12 19 14 24 14 15 10 20 11 169 
F Mason.11 IS 13 18 13 20 13 15 12 18 12 163 

E Korner . 12 17 14 15 14 21 7 20 12 15 11 158 
H E Brown.13 15 1115 13 18 9 18 1116 12 151 
B H Matson. 12 15 9 12 11 15 11 15 14 14 9 137 
F A Ross.11 14 12 13 11 16 11 16 10 13 7 136 
L C Andrews. 9 13 6 14 12 16 13 13 13 12 8 129 
C G Dailey. 7 14 7 8 5.. 7. 53 

F Dailey. 10 14 15 9 7 . 48 
Durgan . 3 8 4 . 15 

A Helvic.10 .. 7 17 

Benton Gun Club. 
Benton, Ill., May 17.—The Benton Gun Club had their 

first shoot May 12 and 13, wh:ch was a success. We 
expect to have one or two every year, and intend to 
make every one better. The weather was warm, with 
plenty of wind-and some rain. We had with us A. L. Cum¬ 
mings, of the Winchester Arms Co.; Cadwallader, of the 
Peters Cartridge Co., and Arthur Silliman, of the Du 
Pont Powder Co., whose presence we enjoyed. At sup¬ 
per, after the first day’s shoot, this trio went “straight.” 
Come again, boys, and bring your friends with you. 
The scores: 

First Day, May 12. 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
♦Cummings . .... 150 135 W H Foulk... . 80 63 
♦Cadwallader ... 150 142 J Webster. . 25 17 
♦Killiam .... .... 150 140 S McClintock.. . 60 33 
McCleutock .... 150 133 Whittington. 35 12 
Lon Watson ... 150 132 Bundy . . 55 42 
Hill . .... 150 105 Mangold . . 90 53 
Elliott . .... 150 132 70 01 
Davis . .... 150 127 R C Rains. . 90 70 
"McNeil . .... 105 76 W C Rains.... . 70 60 
T Adams ... .... 40 29 IT Rsho . . 70 51 
Eskew . .... 45 37 Chas Wever ... . 10 4 

Secon d Day, May 13. 

♦Cummings . .... 150 122 Eskew . . 70 4S 
♦Cadwallader ... 150 133 T D Miller .... . 25 8 
♦Killiam .... 150 133 II Stoller . . 45 20 
Galbraith .. .... 100 82 J Webster . . 45 34 
Foulk . .... 100 77 F Mills .. 20 to 
McNeil . .... 100 70 C Akin . . 65 37 
Adams . .... 60 40 Hill . . 10 
Whittington. .... 20 13 

•Professionals. 
..•Professionals. W. II. Foulk, Sec'y. 

Grand American Handicap Programme. 
The programme of the ninth Grand American Handi¬ 

cap target tournament, to be held at Columbus, G., 
June 23-26, will have $1000 added. 

June 22, commencing at 1 o’clock, will be devoted to 
preliminary practice. On June 23, the first day, there are 
six 20-target events, $2 entrance, $20 added, provided for 
amateurs only. 

On the second day, event 1 is the preliminary handi¬ 
cap. 100 targets, $7 entrance; handicaps, 16 to 23yds.;, 
lngh guns, for amateurs only; $100 added. In addition 
to first money, the winner will receive a trophy presented 
by the Interstate Association. The second event is at 
10 pair. $2 entrance. The third' event for Wednesday is 
the State five-man team event for amateurs. The con¬ 
testants of a team must be bona fide residents of the 
same State or Province of Canada. The conditions are 
100 targets per man, entrance $35 per team; high guns; 
no handicaps. The members of the winning team will 
each receive a trophy in addition to first money. For 
the Preliminary Handicap the team event and the double¬ 
target event, entries must be made at the cashier’s office 
on the shooting grounds before 5 P. M., June 23. Penalty 
entries are prohibited'. The names of ’ the team con¬ 
testants must be announced at the time of making the 
team entry; no substitution of names will be allowed 
after the entries are closed. 

The third day will be devoted to the Grand American 
Handicap, 100 targets, $10 entrance; handicaps, 16 to 
23yds.; high guns; $200 added to the purses; open to all. 
In addition to first money, the winner will receive a 
trophy presented by the Interstate Association. Regular 
entries must be made on or before Saturday, June 13, 
and must be accompanied by $5 forfeit. Penalty entries 
may be made after June 13, up to 5 P. M., Tuesday, 
June 23, by paying $15 entrance. An entry is not trans¬ 
ferable. 

The two championship events, for amateurs and pro¬ 
fessionals, will occupy the fourth day, June 26. The 
amateur championship is open to amateurs only; con¬ 
ditions, 200 targets, $20 entrance; 18yds.; high guns; $100 
added to the purse. The professional championship has 
like conditions, except that $50 will be added to the 
purse. In addition to first money, the winner of each 
championship will receive a trophy, presented by the 
Interstate Associations. Targets, 2 cents. Shooting for 
targets only is permitted to manufacturers’ agents solely. 

The cashier's office will be in charge of Fred C. Whit¬ 
ney, of Des Moines, la., who has so ably filled the office 
in years past. Mr. L. A. Cummings, of Bunker Hill, 
III., will have charge of the compiler of scores qffice. Make 
entry early, so that you may receive a receipt prior to 
departure for the tournament. The Association reserves 
the right to limit the number of entries if they reach 
such a number as to interfere with the running 
of the tournament. Admittance to the grounds is 
free. They are situated at the corner of West 
Fifth avenue and Arlington avenue. Take car marked 
“Arlington” direct to the grounds. Ample transportation 
facilities have been provided. Luncheon will be served 
on the grounds. Lockers can be reserved in advance on 
application to Mr. Fred Shattuck, 42 Board of Trade, 
Columbus, O. Ship guns, etc., prepaid, to Smith Bros. 
Hardware Co., 42 West Chestnut street, Columbus, O., 
Shells can be obtained on the grounds. There will not 
be any reduced railroad rates, because the Central 
Passenger Association refused to grant them. The 
members of the Handicap Committee are Messrs. C. H. 
Newcomb, chairman, Philadelphia; George L. Lyon, 
Durham, N. C.; Geo. L. Carter, Lincoln, Neb.; H. R. 
Bonsor, Hartwell, O., and Geo. R. Mackie, Scammon, 
Kans. 

Entries mailed in envelopes bearing post-marks of 
June 23, will be accepted as regular entries. All entries 
must be made on application blanks obtainable of the 
Secretary-Manager, Elmer E. Shaner, 219 Coltart Square, 
I'ittsburg, Pa. The programme is a model of neatness 
and artistic effort typographically. It contains excellent 
portraits of President Wilbur F. Parker, Vice-President 
Thomas H. Keller, Treasurer A. C. Barrell; Secretary- 
Manager Elmer E. Shaner, and Directors J. T. Skelly, 
A. H. Durston and Seneca G. Lewis. Also there are 
portraits of the winners of the G. A. H. in the different 
years, respectively: R. G. Heikes in 1900; E. C. Grif¬ 
fith in 1901; C. W. Floyd in 1902; M. Diefenderfer in 
19C3; R. D. Guptill in 1904; R. R. Barber in 1905; F. E. 
Rogers in 1906, and J. J. Blanks in 1907. Each pro¬ 
gramme contains a registration blank. 

Harrisburg Sportsmen's Association. *" 

Harrisburg, Pa., May 11.—The beautiful hand-painted 
vase, the Hunter Arms Co. trophy, was the main event, 
entrance, $1; 60 targets—40 singles and 10 pairs, use of 
both barrels; handicaps 12 to 22yds. Of the five pro¬ 
fessionals, Mr. Lester S. German broke 97 out of 100 
targets. Scores: 

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. 
r~ \ r 
ITandi- Handi- 
cap. Broke. cap. Broke. Broke. Total 

Walker . ... 12 10 12 11 5 26 
Tritt . ... 12 10 12 12 4 26 
Wilson . ... 12 18 20 18 10 46 
Hill . ... 12 17 19 14 n 42 
McDowell .. ... 12 13 15 13 9 35 
Brinton . ... 12 17 19 17 10 44 
Lewis . ... 12 13 15 9 5 27 
(iriiTen . ... 12 17 19 13 14 44 
Sensenig .... ... 14 15 17 12 12 39 
Kellar . ... 14 8 12 14 5 27 
Shearer . ... 16 19 21 18 9 46 
Ilenry . ... 16 17 19 14 13 44 
Alan . ... 18 17 19 IS 9 44 
Sutler . ... IS 18 20 IS 17 53 
Snap . ... 16 15 17 14 6 35 
Benner . ... 12 13 15 7 f) 22 
Peters . ... 12 13 15 14 13 40 
Buck . ... 12 15 17 14 13 42 

Professionals, shooting at 1G0 targets each: German 97, 
Apgar 92, Reiker 67, Lewis 74, Butler SO. 

Scranton Rod and Gun Club. 

The Scranton, Pa., Rod and Gun Club held a matine 
shoot, May 19, on their Lincoln Heights grounds. . 
field of twenty-one shooters participated, but owing t 
the unusual high wind, it was impossible to make nig 
scores. Among those in attendance were the followin 
experts: Lester S. German and Lloyd R. Lewis, of th 
Du Pont Co.; Mr. O. S. Sked, of the Remington Co 
and Mr. Stark, who uses- the Du Pont Co.’s blastin 
powder. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7- Shot 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 at. Broki 

German . 15 14 15 11 15 15 13 1 05 98 
Sked . 13 15 13 14 14 15 14 105 98 
Lewis . 11 13 8 9 10 11 10 1 06 72 
Hess . 11 11 9 12 14 12 10 105 79 
Stroll . 11 10 10 10 9 12 12 105 74 
Mason . 14 9 13 11 14 10 12 ' 105 83 
Dawes . 8 10 1 0 10 14 9 7 1 05 63 
Cavenaugh . 2 5 7 5 9 5 6 105 40 
Ilardenbergh . 11 13 11 10 10 11 12 106 78 
Omalin . 8 8 7 11 10 12 1 0 1 05 66 
Curts . 9 5 13 7 9 10 10 105 63 
Sam . 5 3 12 14 8 11 10 105 63 
Smith . 9 S 10 11 5 9 1 0 105 62 
Stark . 6 11 11 9 10 7 7 105 61 
Raymond . 6 3 7.. 45 16 
Snowden . 7 12 11 12 69 42 
Cornell . 4 10 11 9 60 34 
Blatter . 10 5 10 45 25 
Welles . 9 9 10 45 28 
Bohn . 2 5 11 45 16 
Langdon . 12 10 12 45 34 

Notes of the Shoot. 

She fat and the lean tied for high average—Sked 
better known as Twenty-three, tied L. S. German Nc 
230, for high score, 98 out of 105. 

Curts and Smith had it out to the tune of 63 to 62 fi 
a loud noise. 

Mr. Lloyd Lewis, manager of the series of shoots i 
honor of Mr. I.. S. German, highly appreciates the gooi 
attendance and kindly spirit shown. Mr. German ex 
presses the fact that he was never better entertained. 

Mason had his eagle eye on high average and carriec 
it off on his talons to Ricca’s eerie. 

Dawes showed his fangs to the low average, and passe, 
it by a narrow margin, owing to the coaching of J. D 
Mason. 

Ed. Hardenbergh nearly broke his heart in breaking 
target, thereby losing half of second money. 

Henry Hess thinks that pigeons look like 1, 2, 3, a 
compared to Scranton targets. 

The experts had a howling time after partaking of al 
the good things at Ricca’s. 

Simpson County Gun Club. 

Franklin, Ky„ May 15.—The tournament of the Simp 
son County Gun Club, held on the Sloss place, on th 
outskirts of this town, was well attended and was 
gratifying success. The visitors were entertained with . 
magnificent dinner on the beautiful lawn at Mr. Sloss 
house. Generous credit is conceded to Secretary H. H 
Black in respect to his untiring energy and effort ti 
make the tournament a success. 

Amateurs. 
Shot at. Broke Shot at. Brok 

W F Booker.... 005 205 C. Travelstead... 75 3 
C N Gilbert.... 225 192 A F Bracken... 50 9 

c W Pennington 225 158 W G Harris. 75 6 
T Hooper. 225 184 W F> Douglass.. 75 6 
<) Ewing . 225 207 W B Ferguson. 90 5 
C Eubank . 225 186 W N Booker... 75 4 
G Hobson . 125 91 C Starks . 60 4 
T A Robinson... 225 206 T M Sloss. 25 
T Hobson . 175 147 II Bagbv . 100 9 
1 A \\ ilkins.... 225 199 A La Garde... 50 2 
G C Whitesides. 210 145 T Moore . 50 2 
P C Tessie. 225 164 Geo Tisdale .... 25 i 

Professionals. 
V IT Heer. 225 219 H D Freeman.. 225 20 
Guy Ward . 225 217 E R Hold. 225 21 
C O Le Compte. 225 215 C F Driehs. 225 19 
A M Hatcher.... 225 208 

St. Louis Trapshooters* Association. 

St. Louis, Mo., May 19.—The scores herewith wer* 
made on the grounds of the St. Louis Trapshooters 
Association, May 17. Dr. J. E. Gaston, of Wilmington 
O., and F. Fenn and C. F. Cottrell, of Upper Alton, III. 
were visitors. The results were as follows: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Brok 
Lauth . ... 125 107 Morrison ... .... 100 7 
Cottrell . ... 125 100 F.bert . .... 75 6 
Fenn . ... 125 104 50 1 
Dr Gaston .. ... 100 S6 McClean .... 25 1 
Bell . ... 100 93 

On May 31 the St. Louis Trapshooters’ Associatloi 
will hold a one-day tournament on their grounds. Pro 
gramme calls for 200 targets, ten events, $2 entranc 
each event. Percentage system. Not registered. 

Louis Ebert, Sec y. 

Brownsville Gun Club. 

Brownsville, May 15.—On account of counter attrac 
tions, the programme of the Brownsville, Tenn . Gui 
Club was cut short this afternoon, but a more enjoyabl 
contest and a finer bunch of fellows it would be hare 
indeed to come in contact with. 

Though only a few participated, there was quite : 
nice crowd on hand to watch the boys make the fol 
lowing scores: 

Shot at. Broke Shot a*. Brok 
*P B Plummer.. 30 VS O D Russell.. .. 25 1 
G A Kinney.... 30 °7 W K Kinney. .. 25 1 
J B Kinney. 25 18 T Rust . .. 25 1 

♦Irade representative. P. B. P. 
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Stenlon Athletic Club. 

Philadelphia, May 23.—At the opening shoot of the 
Stcnton Athletic Club to-day, C. Mink was high with 
97, in a two-man team contest. William Stenton won 
the club prize, he being the first member who broke 
over 80 per cent. The Independent Gun Club team, the 
members of which were Buckwalter and Newcomb, won 
with 1S9: 

Independent. 
Buckwalter . 20 19 20 19 18—96 
Newcomb . 19 17 18 20 19—93—189 

Keystone. 
McCarty . 20 19 18 17 20—94 
Undis . 18 19 19 IS 19-93—187 

Stenton. 
Fames . 19 16 18 17 18—88 
Mink . 20 19 19 20 19-97—1S5 

White. 
Beyer . 18 19 19 19 18—93 
Cantrell . 18 18 19 16 19-90—183 

Clearview. 
Fisher . 19 17 18 IS 19—91 
Oliver . 19 16 16 19 19— S9-1S0 

Highland. 
Ringgold . 19 14 16 17 17—83 
Empire . 20 20 19 18 19—96—179 

Florists. 
Butler . 12 18 19 16 19—84 
Bell . 16 17 17 18 18-85-169 

_ Special. 
Pratt . 15 14 18 17 17—81 
Patrick . 15 17 15 17 16—80—161 

Radnor. 
Levern . 20 1 2 20 19 17—94 
Torpey . 16 16 19 15 16—82—176 

Columbus Gun Club. 

(on mbps, O., May 23.—Shooters enjoyed a fine after¬ 
noon Saturday at the Columbus traps. The crowd was 

as a number of the boys are out of the city. 
Mr. Webster was high in the Hunter Arms Co. trophy, 
30 singles and 10 pairs, breaking 18 doubles, and 26 out 
of the 30 singles. Messrs. Shatford and Webster were 
tied on the secretary trophy, 23. Each used both barrels 
from 19yds. Mr. Smitten, of New Orleans, was a most 
welcome visitor, and a very congenial and pleasant gen¬ 
tleman, and he seemed to greatly enjoy the grounds 
and surroundings. Charlie Young, of Springfield, shot 
p.8°0<i pace, and got in on the straights. Mr. Al. G. 
tii'1' « 'a5 .com<- home from a short stav, and was out for 
the first time in months, Saturday. Doctor Wilcox did 

■’ straight 15s right ofT the reel, and looks as if he 
would bke to tackle the State shoot. 

Will Fishinger took a look at all the guns Saturday 
and landed some fine scores at that. 

Frank Burris is taking them into camp, and will be 
one of_ the Columbus boys that will shoot through the 
Ohio State shoot. 

Mr. A. E. Shatford has been getting them located with 
his new gun, and says that the Ohio State shoot will 
find him on the firing line, some place near Frank Hall, 
so he can keep his eye on him. 

Ben Bolin, the so-far champion of the double squad, 
will be on deck at the Ohio State shoot, and some of the 
things that he will do to the double-geared mud pies 
will be a caution. 

JoS Wells has nine guns stored away to spring on the 
State shoot, and took one away from Hall the last thing 
Saturday afternoon. Black powder has been barred, and 
10-gauge guns. There will have to be a limit placed 
on the number of guns that a man shall own. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 25 15 15 15 15 

Webster . . .. 17 12 19 18 10 21 23 .. 12 14 10 12 
E Z Mark. .... 18 14 2 .. .. 18 14 17 22 20 12 913.. 
Young . .... 16 25 24 20 20 .. 12 11 .. .. 
Fishinger . .... 16 14 ifi .... 21 25 23 .. 14 15 .. .. 
Smitten . .... 16 18 12 .... IS 17 .. 11 12 13 9 
J T Wells . 6 8 9 lti IS it; .. .. 9. 
Burris . .... 14 16 12 14 .. 20 .. .. 14 15 .. .. 
Shatford . .... 15 13 20 .. .. 
Bolin . .... 15 17. 21 22 ..11 14 11) .. 
Hall . .... 13 17. 21 .. .. 12 14 9 11 
Al G Field.... .... 16 17 .. .. 13 12 12 11 
Guyana . .... 17 16. 19 .. .. 14 15 .. .. 
Wilcox . .... 19 18. .. 15 15 .. .. 
Shattuck. .... 20 .. 15 14 .. .. 

Holland Gun Club. 

Batavia, N. Y., May 23.—This is the first fine day 
we have had this season, and the birds were flying at 
the sharpest angles possible. 
traps, as 

Gardiner . 
Keyes .... 
39 . 

follows: 
Shot at. 
. 75 
. 75 
. 75 

Broke 
66 
64 
63 

Walls .... . 75 58 
Harvey .. . 75 5S 
Tomlinson . 75 56 
Watson . 75 52 
Farwell .. . 75 52 

Sixteen shooters faced the 

F Lortz .. 
Sill 

Shot at. 
. 75 

Broke 
18 

Wetzel 20 
Fisk . 16 
Tones .... . 25 IS 
Squires .. . 25 16 
Barnes ... . 25 16 
Brum her . . 10 4 

Du Pont trophy: Keyes, Robson, Farwell and Gard¬ 
iner have one point each. 

Baker Handicap—Class A: Gardiner and Watson, 2 
points each; Tomlinson and Keyes, 1 each. Class B: 
Barnes, 2 points; Ilarvey and Farwell, 1 each. Class C: 
Templeman and Sill, 1 point each. 

Holland cup: Harvey, Keyes, Farwell and Gardiner 
have 1 point each. Gardiner. 

Analostan Gun Club. 

Washington, D. C., May 24. —I inclose herewith the 
scores made at the last two shoots of the Analostan Gun 
Club, including the prize contests: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Parsons . . 130 77 Wilson _ . 65 40 

.100 81 
Monroe . . . 100 75 Cox . . 50 20 
Shoup .. . 100 59 B Taylor . . 50 34 
Nitro ... . 85 55 Cake . . 50 29 

. 50 20 
. 75 62 . 45 31 

.... 75 6? Hall . . 45 31 
Cohey .. . 75 45 Willis . . 45 24 

In the prize contest the following scores were made 
out of a possible 25. 

24 Hall . . 17 
99 .. 13 

Bauskett 99 Parsons ... ,.. 13 
19 ,.. 12 

Nitro ... IS . 11 
Monroe . IS Bruce . .. 10 

The shoot on the 23d was well attended. Conditions 
were good and the scores were very fair. However, the 
targets were thrown fast and a little too high. Scores: 

Shot at. 1 iroke 
Wagner .... .no 85 
Hunter .... . 115 98 
Wilson . . 105 69 
Parsons .... . 105 64 
Monroe .... . 105 55 
Cobey . . 100 53 
Shoup . . 95 6G 
23 
M Taylor .. . 75 65 
Miller . . 70 42 
11 \\ ilson .. . 60 30 

- The club contest i s at 
scores were made in that 

Wagner ... .. 23 
M Taylor . .. 23 
1 funter .... .. 20 
Bauskett ... .. 19 
Hall . .. IS 

.. 17 
C S Wilson. .. 17 

Shot at. 1 Iroke 
Wise . . 55 42 
B Taylor .. 21 
Bauskett ... . 50 39 
Hall . . 50 37 
Coleman ... . 50 36 
Mercer _ . 50 31 
Harris . . 50 25 
Sherman ... . 30 S 
Brav . . 30 16 
Willis . . 30 18 

!5 targets, and the following 
ivent: 

Coleman ... .. 16 
23 . .. 16 
Shoup . .. 13 
Parsons .... .. 12 
Monroe .... .. 11 
15 Taylor .. .. 10 

Wagner, Monroe and Cobey were all shooting new 
guns. Mr. Mercer, from away off Oklahoma, shot any 
old gun that did not happen to be in use. 

Saturday, the 30th, in the afternoon, will be devoted 
to sweepstake shooting and a merchandise event. 
Twenty-five prizes have been provided. 

Miles Taylor. 
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A BOUQUET OF AMATEUR WINNINGS 
396 out of 400 by Mr. J. S. Day, at Sulphur, Tex., May 14-15 

A RECORD NEVER EQUALLED BY AN AMATEUR. 

282 out of 300 by Mr. Harvey Dixon, at the Southern Handicap, Birmingham, Ala., May 5-8 

383 out of 400 by Mr. Lon Fisher, at Thornville, 0., May 13-14 

383 out of 400 by Mr. Harvey Dixon, at Ft. Scott, Kan., May 19-20 

197 out of 205 by Mr. E. C. Griffiths, at Watertown, Mass., May 9 

197 out of 200 by Mr. J. S. Day, at Dallas, Tex., May 19 

178 out of 190 by Mr. Ed. Chadick, at Dallas, Tex., May 20 
In every case the above won HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGE, and in every case the shooter used 

PETERS Factory 
Loaded SHELLS 

At the Dallas Tournament Mr. Day won the Ballistite Cup, scoring 75 straight. At Fort Scott Mr. Dixon won the Wyeth Trophy 
(sliding handicap 16 to 25 yds.) with 49 out of 50; also the Snrelzer Trophy, 49 out of 50. 

These wins prove that PETERS SHELLS, by reason of their perfect sh ooting qualities and absolute uniformity, are 
peculiarly adapted to the requirements of the Amateur. Place your order now for PETERS SHELLS for the 

Grand American and other big tournaments. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI, OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and Wa.r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

(English Model) IDEAL RIFLE, No. 044 

Fine for Field and Hunting Purposes 

TYTHEN you buy a Firearm, be positive to get Serviceability—an arm you can absolutely Rely 
upon. By insisting that the word STEVENS is branded on the RIFLE, SHOTGUN or 

PISTOL of your purchase, you insure Best Results and obtain Peace of Mind. 

All progressive Hardware and Sporting Goods Merchants handle STEVENS. If you 

cannot obtain, w'e will ship direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of Catalog Price. 

Send 5 cents in stamps for 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, 

cover in colors. 

Has striking 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O. BOX 5668 

[COPEE FALLS. - - - MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A 
New Yerk Office. 95 Chambers Street. 
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The P&lefices. 

Boston. Mass.. May 23.—Paleface signals were dis¬ 
played early in the week and consequently two dozen 
or more of the faithful gathered at the well-known Well¬ 
ington shooting grounds Wednesday, May 20. The pro¬ 
gramme was a reasonable one for these banb-bang days, 
being 100 targets, a preliminary 50. followed by a 2-man 
team race of another 50 targets, all in 10- and 15-target 
events. Prizes of two pretty cut glass dishes were 
offered to the team winners and considerable interest 
was taken in this handicap event. 

The targets were going some, and No. 1 trap speeded 
a special left quarterer that claimed a few victims. 
Weather conditions were most agreeable, as the promised 
rain held off until evening. 

Tn the absence of Guv.-Genl. Horace Kirkwood, Secy.- 
Treas. Charles Comer took off his coat and set squads 
a moving. Without undue hustle the shoot progressed 
lively enough, though the crowd was too large for a 
five o’clock finish bv half an hour. For programme 
honors, George Eggers, of New Bedford, and Horace 
Jordan, of the home contingent, had a runaway race, 
where, but for the latter’s break in his third event, he 
would possibly have turned the tables on his opponent. 
Mr. Eggers shot evenly, and 90 was an all right score 
on the varied angles. 

The handicapping committee served gracefully and 
two teams earned perfect cards. The agreement being 
high guns win. Messrs. “Buff” Smith and Tordan carried 
home the trophies on the ioint score of 105 with handi¬ 
caps of 17. Lvnde and F. Cavicchi were second with 101. 
For the Hassam trophy “Charles” scored a win. though 
“Dead Shot” Sib labored industriously after hours in 
this popular re-entry match. Several ladies added to 
the pleasure of the occasion, and at least one Hubbv 
had strict orders to increase the display of cut glass on 
a certain side-board. 

Tt was noted that Dr. Wood's short vis;t included a 
straight 15: that Horace Jordan did his best shooting 
so far on these grounds: that Hodges does remarkably 
well for the short time he has nracticed: that Horace 
K. was missed: that “Dupont” Dick ou^ht to have an 
assistant >n the office; that Brvanf is shooting a heap 
better with a straighter gun: that Powers’ score in the 
daily papers next morning was 10 less than it should 
have been: that Bov also was robbed of 4; that Mrs. 
Park broke 22 out of the first 25: that Hassam’s recoil 
pledge was broken- that Cavicchi, Sr., and Jr., shot a 
fie race; that Sibley’s example was one too few; that 
Frank’s stronghold is 15 rather than 10-target events: 
that Mr. “Waterbury” saw the reporters; that “Buffalo” 
was wrapped tip in the coming New York-Boston team 
race: that “Charles” is a good squad hustler; that 
Muldown had plenty of comnanv on 79: and last, but 
not least, everybody had a good time. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 
Kggers . .... 9 13 10 1.3 9 14 10 14 90 
Tordan . .... 914 6 13 9 14 10 14 99 
Hassam . .... 713 10 10 9 13 9 13 34 
Hodges . .... 10 11 10 13 9 13 7 11 33 
Edwards . .... 10 13 9 11 6 14 10 10 32 
Cavicchi . .... 7 12 9 12 9 9 9 14 91 
E Cavicchi . . 7 I9 9 13 9 13 9 12 91 
Powers . .... 10 13 6 14 7 13 7 11 91 
Howe . .... 3 12 9 11 9 12 7 12 90 
Buffalo . .... 9 12 7 12 9 12 7 14 79 
Charles . .... 912 7 11 7 13 9 12 79 
Muldown .. .... 7 12 9 13 9 12 7 11 73 
Mrs Park . q 90 9 11 7 12 9 10 79 
Bryant . .... 6 13 6 11 9 10 7 11 7° 
T.vnde . .... 7 7 5 10 9 13 9 11 71 
Sihlev . .... 9 9 7 14 5 13 10 1° 79 
Williams . .... 912 3 7 9 9 9 9 70 
Wheeler . .... 5 9 0 12 0 10 7 11 66 
Weihl . ...99 3 10 5 10 5 10 fil 
Frank . .... 9 IS 7 14 fi 12 5 .. 67 
Tones . .... 6 S 7 4 5 0 4. 43 
Thomas . 3 14 9 15 7 12 64 

.11 3 15 7 41 
Bov . 7 11 0 13 97 

Wright . 4 7 5 .. 23 

Team shoot winners: 
Buffalo . 41 10—SI Cavicchi ., ...4- 0—49 
Jordan . 47 7—54—105 Lvnde . 42 10-52-101 

Garfield Gun Club. 

Chicago, May 23.—The following scores were made at 
■ the weekly shoot of the Garfield Gun Club on above 

date: 

F.vents: 1 9 9 4 5 6 7 
Targets: 25 25 15 15 20 25 25 

Thomas . 99 13 11 11 16 
Bullard . ... 21 21 12 13 19 
McDonald . 09 19 9 15 19 
Hibbard . ... 14 14 9 
Lewis . ... 21 23 13 13 14 12 
T9r Reynolds . 99 13 13 12 
Jenkins . ... 24 21 12 12 20 22 22 
Herr . ... 21 20 11 12 17 22 is 
George . 21 11 11 19 26 90 

Jones . 17 13 11 16 
Tllis . 11 14 17 
Kuss . 24 24 

Tn the club tronhy event. No. 2. McDonald wai s hi ic'h 
in Class A, with 19 out of 25 targets : T. ,ewi« ; in 1 Cl ass R. 
with 23 targets, and Herr in Class C, with 20 targets. 

Tn the Dupont trophv event. No. 3. 15 targets. Dr. 
Bcvnolds was high in Class A. with 13 targets: Lewis 
in Class B. with 13. and Jones in Class C. with 13. 

Tn the Ballistite trophy event. No. 4. McDonaM was 
high in Class A. with a perfect score. 15 targets; Bullard 
and Lewis tied Tor high average in Class B. with 13 
nut of 15 targets, and Herr was high in Class C. with 
12 targets. 

Good form was shown in the practice events by 
Jenkins and Kuss. the former getting 24 out of 25 tar¬ 
gets shot at once, and the latter getting 24 out of 25 
twice. 

BALLISTITE 
(DENSE) 

■W I1VS 
Arkansas State Cha.mpionship, April 20th, (Stuttgart, Ark.) 
Metropolitan Championship. April 1st, (Montclair, N. J.) 
Eastern Championship. March 12th, Philadelphia, Pa.) 
Sunny South Handicap, January 28th, (Brenham, Texas) 
Grand American Handicap, 1907 

EMPIRE 
(BULK) 

Oklahoma State Championship, April 29th, (Enid, Oklahoma) 
228 Straight—Longest Run, April 15th, (Indianapolis, Ind.) 

The Greatest Winners and the Best Shotgun Smokeless Powders on Earth 

J. H. LAU <8 CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

TflaclL 
THE 772ar£/l Model No. 20 22-Cal. Repeating rifle put out this year 

leads all other products of any maker. 

This rifle is a take-down with popular trombone or “pump" action. It 

is chambered to handle .22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges with no change what¬ 

ever in the mechanism and covers all small game and target shooting up to 200 yards. 

The barrel is special Plar/i/l steel rifled with the Ballard system which gives 

perfect accuracy and long life. The frame is of best quality gun frame steel, free 

from seams. The working parts are of crucible steel hardened against wear. 

The " fflarfin Book” has 136 pages jam full of Information for the 

np-to-date shooter, and contains a full description, with illustrations, 

all 772ar/t/i repeaters, rifles and shotguns. It’s FREE for 

postage. Send for it to-day. 

7%e 772ar///i firearms Co., 

of 

stamps 

27 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. 

§ 
THE ANGLER’S WORKSHOP 

Rodmaking for Beginners 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 

supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how’’ of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament flyj-ods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 

sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations. 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature-of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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^ The A R Fox (f \ ti 

gun combines unusual 'V^ j) "Uii, 
^ lightness with greatest - • ^v" 
strength and simplicity. It is stronger than others because it has added 

The Gun With Few Parts 

metal in its barrels where powder strain is greatest, and fewer and larger parts in 
its action. This last fact also accounts for the marvelous simplicity of the 

A. H. FOX GUN 
Fox Guns never shoot loose—Fox coiled main and top lever springs never break. No other 

gun is as perfectly balanced, as beautiful in model or as good a shooter as the Fox; it is actually 

“THE. FINEST GUN IN THE WORLD” 
Write for booklet. 

THE a. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Insist upon your Shells being 

loaded with it. 

Ask your dealer or write. 

Schoverling, Daly (El 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

The Gun That Blocks the 
SEARS” 

POSITIVELY SAFE 

Send 10 Cents for our Large Catalogue and get a 

Beautiful Davis Guns Souvenir. 

N. R. DAVIS (& SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. I 

The Pleasure Gun Club. 

Englewood, N. J., May 23.—The team race to-dav, be¬ 
tween the Hackensack Rod and Gun Club and the 
Pleasure Gun Club, resulted in a victory for the Pleasure 
Gun Club. Scores: 

Twenty-five targets per man: 

Hackensack R. & G. C. Pleasure G. C. 
IT Krug . .... m C T Westervelt.. .. 18 
Banta . .... 16 W 1 Sortor . .. 22 
Conklin . .... HI Dr Ilunter . . 18 
F Lewis . .... 20 E Westervelt _ .. 21 
Ackerman . 2*> Lvdecker . .. 20 
B Lewis . .... 17—112 Dr Moeller .... .. 19-118 

This was the third of these very interesting team races 
between these two evenly matched clubs. The-Pleasure 
Gun Club has defeated the Hackensack Club by two 
birds on the Englewood grounds, and also shot a tie 
with them on the Hackensack grounds. On the shoot- 
off, Hackensack won by one bird. 

There will be two more shoots in the near future 
Among the visitors to-day were several members from 

the Hackensack Gun Club, the Midland Gun Club and 
the Cradle Club: Mr. FI. Krug, from Von Lengerke & 
Detmold, and Mr. John Philip Sousa, who shot along 

DEAD SHOT 
5MOKEI/E55 
powder; 
r0R.3H0T GUJNtf 

IMPROVE YOUR BEST SCORE 

"DEAD SHOT" adds to the 
pleasure cf field and trap 
shooting — no fumes — no 
headache — slight recoil. 

“DEAD SHOT SMOKELESS” 

Is the latest development in smoke¬ 
less powders, it is 

REGULAR — HIGH VELOCITY 

UNIFORM PATTERN 

C. G. SPENCER wins High Average, Upper 
Alton Registered Shoot, April 5-6 
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with the hoys and enjoyed it very much. Come again 
all of you; we enjoyed your visit very much! 

Events: i o 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10 11 
Targets: 10 10 10 15 10 15 10 25 15 25 25 

Dr ( F Hunter . . 3 6 6 12 8 13 8 .. 19 
W I Sortor . . 10 9 14 10 14 23 .. 23 .. 
Walter Hunter . 15 fi . . 12 .. 
Dr P Moeler . 5 14 7 12 10 .. 23 20 
Miles Milov . . 5 4 4 9 .. 
T W Lvdecker . . 9 9 8 11 .. 23 .. 
A C Ackerman . .10 7 10 9 .. O’) 
F Westervelt . 7 8 7 0 14 
C T Westervelt . . 8 9 .. 10 .. IS 
F IT Lewis . f 13 9 13 21 .. 20 20 
Conklin . 7 8 
D Maxwell . 7 3 11 19 
II Krug . 7 s .. 23 12 .. .. 
T P Sousa . 5 5 11 18 12 .. 10 
11 Lewis . .. 11 21 
Banta . 8 8 .. 12 
J P ITowland . 0 10 ii .. .. 
Yarwood . 12 21 19 

7 

C. J. w.. Sec'y. 

Olympic Trial Matches. 

Toronto, Ont., Mav 20.- —At lSvds. rise, totals were 
made as follows: e 

Shot at. Brok^ Shot at. Broke 
*T R Tavlor. 200 189 W Fenton . 200 154 
»E G White. 200 151 P Wakefield. 200 151 
G W Barnes_ 200 154 S Bennett . TO 147 
Geo Beattie. 200 181 E J Marsh. 200 147 
A W Westover. 200 177 W A Smith. 200 146 
Or Wilson . 200 175 W P Thompson 200 143 
Geo Vivian _ 200 175 S S Brooks. 200 141 
T Jennings. 200 173 F A Parker. “>00 133 
G M Howard... 200 166 Popp . 120 85 
M E Fletcher.. 200 ICO Beck . 120 so 
W H Ewing ... 200 104 R Gay . 120 88 
Geo Dunk . 200 100 Peckham . 100 73 
D McMackon... 200 158 Geo Ward . SO 51 
H A Horning... 200 158 M Gay . 60 46 
Geo W McGill.. 200 155 20 14 
E Williams ... 200 154 Pickering . 20 ii 

On the second 
made as follows: 

day. May 21, totals at 18yds. rise were 

*T R Tavlor. 200 . 189 W P Thompson. 200 147 
*F O White. 200 T5* P Wakefield.... 200 145 
Tlr Wilson . 200 181 F T Marsh. 200 141 
G Beattie . 200 181 S S Brooks. 200 13S 
T Tenfiings . 200 173 G McGill . 200 137 
M E Fletcher... 200 109 Barnes . 200 98 
A IV westover. 200 102 Williams . 160 98 
G M Howard... 200 101 Wolfe . 140 87 
W Ewing . 200 100 F A Parker. 120 70 
G L Vivian. 200 155 G Ward . 120 so 
D McMackon... 200 155 40 23 
G Dunk . 200 IK? M Gay . 40 25 
W Fenton . 200 14S A Jones . 20 *) 

Mav 22. totals were made as follows: 
W Ewing . 200 ion G 1. Vivian. 200 170 
F. (, White. 200 173 D McMackon... 200 176 

1 R Taylor. 175 100 F T Marsh. 200 153 
G M Howard... 200 184 P Wakefield. 200 152 
A W Westover. 200 185 S S Brooks . 200 156 
1 >r Wilson . 200 173 T Jennings. 200 140 
Geo Dunk . 200 155 F A Parker. 200 161 
Geo Beattie .... 200 193 Geo Mason. 175 12.3 
M E Fletcher .. 200 109 Wolfe . 50 29 
B Thomson .... 
G McGill . 

?00 
200 

152 
150 

J H Thompson. 25 19 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., May 23.—Things were kept pretty 
husy this afternoon, as several of the season’s events 
v^ere decided. The tenth and final event for the $200 
Crcener gun, event No. 1, was run off. with L. W. Col¬ 
quitt the winner. This made the record stand two wins 
each for Messrs. Batten. Grinnell. Tr.. Crane and Colquitt, 
and one win each for Dukes and Winslow. 

In the shoot-off, event 3, Messrs. Crane and Grinnell 
fell out by the way. and Messrs. Batten and Colquitt 
still remained tied for first place. It took two more 
contests, events 4 and 5, to finally settle who shouM 
capture the gun. Mr. Geo. Batten finally won out by one 
point. 

There were also five ties for the Boxall trophv, a 
silver water pitcher, between Messrs. E. Jacobus, Allan. 
Grinnell, Dukes and Piercy. In the shoot-off, event 2, 
E. Tacobus won out, Piercy losing by default. 

The two gold medals presented bv L. W. Colquitt 
for two-man teams, was won by Messrs. E. and R. 
Jacobus, they winnning the event for the day, and thus 
making three wins for their team. 

Events; i 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 50 25 50 50 50 

T. W Colquitt. ...... 247 0 21 2 4G 2 48 2 47 
A R Allan. . 2 .39 1 19 
F Winslow. . 7 43 
D C Grinnell. Tr. . 1 4.3 2 19 2 44 
K Jacobus . . 0 19 
Geo Batten . . 8 41 8 46 S' 48 8 48 
1 S Crane. . 5 39 5 45 
Thos Dukes . .2 37 1 20 
( 1- Bush . . 0 18 
E Jacobus . . 0 16 9 9*> 

Event No. 6. team contest: 

Team No. i. 
B Jacobus . 0 22 19—47 
1- Jacobus . 1 19 IS--38— S5 

Team No. 0 

1 lios Dukes . 2 13 ‘JO—35 
I S Crime . 6 23 18 -47— S2 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

THE"V say a fellow named Archimedes invented the screw two thousand years or so ago. 
Simple idea this, wrapping a wedge around a cylinder. But it will do a few thousand years 

more. You cannot improve first principles. That is the reason why 

Lefever Shot Guns 
are destined to be used as long as guns are used. W ith a wedge, the Lefever solves 
the problem of taking-up wear. The wedge-shaped, compensating bolt draws 
the barrels and frame absolutely tight in every direction. The hinge-joint is 
made solid as new after years and years of service, by merely turning a 
screw. This is the climax of simplicity. So with the Lefever three- 
piece system. One piece simultaneously raises both hammers, 
extracts the shells and gently breaks the fall of the barrels 
when the breech is opened. This piece is substantial. 
Other things, just as important, are shown in our catalogue—more 
important to a buyer, in fact, because they are the very things 
that prove deceptive to an inexperienced buyer, such as 
qualitv of steel, hand work on all parts, taper boring, ARMS 
etc. This catalogue is worth sending for. 23 Maltbie St., Syracuse. N. Y. 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker Bros., Meriden. Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

TYPEWRITERS 
BICYCLES 

GUNS 
SEWING MACHINES 
TALKING MACHINES 
RAZORS*'" STROPS 

GW COLE COMPANY 

3-in-One is best for oiling lock, trigger, ejecter and every action part perfectly— 
makes everything work right at the right time Keeps the mechanism clean and pre¬ 
vents breakage. Contains no grease or acid and will not dry out,cake,gum or collect dust. 

3 in-One enters the pores of metal and forms a clean, delicate moisture proof 
covering that positively prevents rust in any climate. 3-in-One cleans out residue of 
burnt powder leaving barrel bright and shiny. Prevents leading and pitting. Polishes 
wooden stock. Read what old timers say. 

“I have used 3-in-One on military equipment for seven years. Inspector’s report 
of the condition of my rifles has always been ‘ EXCELLENT.’ ” 

F. S. VAN GORDON, 
Capt. 5th Inf. Ohio Nat. Guard, 

Warren, Ohio. 

“I used 3-in-One on my recent trip around the world, hunting in Japan, China, The 
Malay Peninsular, India and other points where guns are exposed to severe climatic 
conditions. By careful treatment and the use of 3-in-One, I brought my guns home in as 
good condition as when I left.” 

DALL DE WEESE, 
Canyon City, Colo. 

“We have used 3-in-One oil in our factory for years and cannot speak too highly of 
its merits. As a rust preventative, we doubt if any other compound on earth can come 
anywhere near it.” 

HUNTER ARMS CO., 
Fulton, N. Y. 

Try 3-in-One yourself on your own gun and be glad you did. 

■TDErET Write at once for liberal free sample and booklet. THREE-IN-ONE OIL COM- 
PANY, 61 New St., New York City. 
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Get In Line For the G. A. H. 

DU PONT BRANDS 
At Birmingham, Ala., May 6-8, 1908, 

The Southern Handicap 
THE PRELIMINARY HANDICAP 

AND 

High Average for the Entire Tournament 
uere won by shooters who used 

DUPONT SMOKELESS 
71% of the Amateurs in The Southern Handicap used 

DU PONT BRANDS 
and won 78% of the purse. 

The Amateurs m the Preliminary Handicap who used 

DU PONT BRANDS 
also won 73% of the purse. 

DUPONT SMOKELESS—“NEW E. C. (Improved)1 
“NEW SCHULTZE” aivd “INFALLIBLE’ 

Registered Tournements. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—The tournaments registered with the 
Interstate Association during the week ending May 

arbwen°Sound, Canada, June 1S-19.—Owen Sound Gun 

Club. W. M. Morrison, Sec’y. , T w 
Albany, Ga., June 18-19.—Albany Gun Club. J. H. 

McNeill, Sec’y. ... _ ... 
,n, Ind., July 8-9.—Western Indiana Gun Club. Covingtor., -- „ „ 

Louis C. Allen, Sec’y. H n 
Lowell, Ind., Aug. 4-5.—Lowell Gun Club. El. U. 

Burnham, Sec’y. „ r'i..K 
Evansville, Ind., Aug. 12-13— Recreation Gun Club. 

Frank P. Fuchs, Sec’y. , „ r, . 
East St. Louis, Ill., Sept. 6-7.—Progressive Gun Club. 

N. R. Huff, Sec’y. 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Sandy Hill, N. Y„ May 22-On June 5 there will be 
held the first handicap contest for the Du Pont, Baliistite 
and Hunter Arms Co. trophies. A series of ten shoots 
will be held, at the conclusion of which the trophies will 

be awarded. 
Events: 
Targets: 1P. 

H H Clark.14 H 15 
A D Witt. 
Dr De Roode. 
L R De Roode.H 12 
J N Ingalsbe. 9 1J 
1 A Norton. 9 II 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
15 15 15 15 15 10 

Shot 
at. Broke. 

14 14 15 . 45 43 

12 12 15 13 15 9 85 70 

14 10 11 10 9 .. 75 54 

11 12. 30 23 

9 10 10 11 .. .. 60 40 

9 11 8 8 .. .. 00 30 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

DU PONT BRANDS 
Made in America by Americans. 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 
Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

“I Go a-Fishing” is the title of a handsome booklet 
that may be had bv writing to the Maine Central Rail¬ 
way at Portland, Me. It tells where to go, what to take 
along, what the trips will cost, and a lot of other valu- 
able information regarding Maine’s famous resorts and 

waters. 

If you are considering a fishing trip to Maine, write to 
C M. Burt, General Passenger Agent of the Boston & 
Maine Railwav, Boston, Mass., for two booklets, in which- 
you will find'all the information necessary to guide you 
in the matter of tackle, time and place. The fishing in 
Maine was never better than at present. 

The W H. Mullins Company, of Salem, Ohio, has 
placed on the market its 16-foot 1909 special steel launch, ’ 
which is equipped with a Ferro reversible two-cycle en¬ 
gine and Mullins silent under-water exhaust. 1 his fine 
little craft sells at $110. Over fifty of these boats have 
been ordered by European agents. 

The Canadian Pacific Railway lias just issued its in¬ 
formation booklet, dealing with canoe trips and camping 
in Canada and the Northwest. Everything needed in the 
line of outdoor recreation is covered. Hunting ot all 
sorts fishing, open seasons, outfits for all purposes, 
guides hotels, steamer lines, etc., together with ex¬ 
cellent maps, are included. Apply at the nearest agency, 
or write L. O. Armstrong, at Montreal, Canada. 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 
Fixture*. 

July 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. „„ _ , , 

July 27-Aug. 1.—vV akefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Ritle Association. 
r. io.13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa- 

Auo 14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
Aug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

New York City Schuetzen Corps. 

New York, May 20.—The following scores were made 

at a practice shoot at Union Hill to-day: 
Ring target: 

Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen- 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reel*; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield" and “Duron's 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. • Jersey City. N. J. 

R Schwanemann ..... 195 
F Schwarz . 186 
W Grapentin .171 
J Wagner .108 
R Busse . 108 

Man target: 
F Schwartz .51 
R Schwanemann .44 
W Grapentin .43 

Point target: 
R Busse . 7 
W Grapentin . 7 
John Wagner . 0 
R Schwanemann . 0 
H Pick . 5 
H C Radloft . 4 

Bullseye: 
R Schwanemann . 2 
VV Grapentin .  2 
R Busse . 1 

H Frick . 103 
C Wagner .154 
J Keller . 127' 
A Kroos . 122 

J Wagner 
R Busse . 
C Wagner 

43 

40 

40 

Jos Keller . 4 
C Stoever . 2 
W Diederich . zj 
A Wiltz . 21 
Chas Wagner . 2! 
F Schwarz . t 

Tohn Wagner 
H C Radloff.. 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

Auburn, Me., May 22.—The scores of our club 
this week are as follows: 

Rifle, 25yds.—IL E. Doten. 243, 243; G. M. Seavey, 
Houston, 233. 

Pistol, 20yds.—H. E. Doten, 85, S3; V. T. Healey, 
Trask, 84, 79. _ 

Rifle, 200yds.—H. E. Doten, 79, 75, 73, 73, 71; VV. 
Trask, 71, 70, 65. _ , 

W. M. Trask, Sec 

foi 

239 
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American Rifle Team for the Olympic Games 

Washington. D. C., May 16.—The National Rifle As¬ 
sociation. through its executive committee, at a meeting 
held here to-day, decided finally on the sending of a 
team of riflemen to take part in the Olympic games 
which will be held in England in July. 1 his decision 
was arrived at after letters were read pledging the 
greater part of the funds necessary to send the team. 
The committee appeals to the patriotism of those citizens 
able to subscribe to make up the balance and ask that 
such subscriptions be forwarded to Lieut. Albert S. 
Jones, Secretary National Rifle Association of America] 
liibbs Building, Washington, 1). C. 

The kind of ammunition the team is to use is to be 
determined by exhaustive tests to be carried on by a 
committee consisting of Gen. James A. Drain, Presi¬ 
dent of the National Rifle Association of America; Gen. 
Win. P. Hall, Adjutant-General U. S. Army, and Gen. 
Lawrason Riggs, commanding Maryland National Guard. 
This test will begin on June 1. 

It was further decided that the try-outs of the competi¬ 
tors' for place on the American team would be held at 
Camp Perry, Ohio, June 10, 11, 12 and 13, under the 
supervision of the executive committee of the National 
Rifle Association. The team to be selected by this com¬ 
mittee on the evening of the 13th. The members of the 
team selected will then be allowed to go to their re¬ 
spective homes to arrange for the trip, and will meet at 
some range in the east for a few days’ preliminary 
practice before sailing on the St. Louis, of the American 
line, from New York, on June 20. This will land them 
in lingland in time to get in nine days’ practice on the 
Hisley range. Altogether the team will not have more 
than twelve or thirteen days’ practice as a team before 
the match. 

This will be the first inter-national match in which the 
new army rifle has been. used and the results w ill be 
watched with interest by the experts of both the Army 
and National Guard. 

The new sharp-pointed bullet will probably be used 
by all the nations competing, but that of the United 
States will be lighter in weight. The powder is an ele¬ 
ment giving our riflemen great concern, as it is still in 
the experimental stage and showing many vagaries in 
practical tests. American riflemen have overcome many 
obstacles before and can be relied on to do so again. 

The team will be captained by Gen. James A. Drain, 
and will be composed of eight shooting members. The 
match will be held at the famous Bisley rifle range in 
England, which is located about thirty miles from Lon¬ 
don. Each man will fire 15 shots at 200, 500, 600, 800, 900 
and 1,000 yards. Members of the winning team will 
each receive one of the Olympic medals, and the nation 
represented by the winning team will receive a certain 
number of points toward the grand prize. As the Ameri¬ 
can shooters have proved themselves world’s champions 
more than once, it is likely that the sending of this team 
will enhance the chances of the United States to again 
win the Olympic grand prize. The three branches of 
Uncle Sam’s service; the Army, Navy and Marine Corps, 
as well as the National Guard, will make strenuous 
efforts to have representatives on the team and will send 
their best experts to the trials. It is also probable that 
several members of last year's victorious Naval Academy 
team will also compete. 

J. B. Crabtree, Secretary of the U. S. Revolver Asso¬ 
ciation, Springfield, Mass., has issued a call for sub¬ 
scriptions to send a revolver team to the Olympic games. 
He estimates that the expense will be $250 per man. The 
rules permit the entry of twelve individuals from which 
four must be selected as the team representing the 
country from which they come. Points will count the 
same as in the rifle contest, and should America send 
a revolver team, there is little doubt it would be vic¬ 
torious. 

Some concern has been felt over the decision of Sec¬ 
retary of the Navy, Metcalf, that riflemen with the 
fleet on the Pacific Coast should not be sent East to 
compete for places on the naval team, which will shoot 
in the National matches at Camp Perry in August. Last 
year the naval team carried off the prize, and it was 
felt that it would be weakened beyond hope by the 
absence of those members now with the fleet on its 
world-tour Competitors who have been counting on this 
weakness will find themselves mistaken. Not only are 
a number of the members of this team still in the East 
and available for practice, but a number of the naval 
academy team of last year will graduate and be in line 
for the naval team. Altogether about thirty candidates 
will be assembled at Annapolis, where the preliminaries 
will take place. Snd there is no doubt that the navy 
will be represented by a team that will take a high 
place in the National match. It will be remembered 
that last year the naval team won the National trophy 
and a midshipman the individual rifle and also the 
National pistol matches, while another middie captured 
the President’s match. 

Extensive improvements are being made on the Camp 
Perry range, and the National matches will be better 
cared for this year than ever before. The Ohio Legis¬ 
lature authorized the purchase of 63 acres of additional 
land which permits the building of 1,000-yard butts, so 
that there will be a common firing line for all targets. 
The contract for the building of the parapet and the 
placing of the targets has been let, the work to be com¬ 
pleted by Aug. 1. Contracts have also been let for the 
construction of a mess ball 76 by 172 feet, to be built of 
concrete and to accommodate 1.000 men. The upper 
floor, which will be without posts, will be used for 
meetings. Additional water will be supplied by the build¬ 
ing of a water tower where the water will be filtered and 
troni which it will be distributed to all parts of the camp. 
In addition there will be new concrete walks and im¬ 
proved roads, the whole of which improvements will 
make Camp Perry rank with the best ranges in the 
country. 

For other Rifle Notes see pages 842 and 845. 

The Forest and Stream may he obtained from 

ony nezvsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads undev this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cent.- 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—Owing to the dull times 
I have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

\\ ill train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

1<UK SALE—SETTER and POINTER 
Dogs, thoroughbreds, some trained, also 
retrievers, good ones. Inclose stamps 
THOROUGHBRED KENNELS, Atlantic, 

PUPS 
spaniels 

for 
la. 

and 
and 

lists. 

FOR SALE.—Catskill Mountain rabbit hounds. 
W. C. PRESTON, Rrodhead, N. Y. 

Address. 
2° 

•Mixed beagle bitch for sale at a sacrifice for $7.50. Sent 
upon approval. JAMES C. BEARE, Ellis Grove, Ill. 23 

Pointers and Setters trained and satisfaction guaranteed. 
W. T. MITCHELL, Hurt, Va. 

^ALE OR EXCHANGE—English pointers, male 
and female, trained; also trained and untrained beagles. 
What have you tc offer? HARRY K. SMITH, Akron 
Pa. 23 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so. 
send for list and prices of all varieties. Always on hand. 
OXFORD KENNELS, 35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of "Ken 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that anv one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of "Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and tp use them; deccys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam LoveTs Camps. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Are the Best and 

Cheapest 

Send for FREE Cata¬ 
logue, "Dog Culture,” 
which contains much use¬ 
ful information. 

Newark. N. J. 
St. Louis, Mo. 

r/4 I I 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

iHm.j LjXCL. 
Boston, Mass. 
Montreal, Can. 

:BOOK OJV 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New York. 

Field, Cover aj\d Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks* 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water¬ 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting" is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and oi that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap- 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 

1 he Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasons 

"If you are wise” for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.” 

\ standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New York 
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HUNTING 
f a CAMPING 
«!■ OUTFITS 

Our new Book No. 414 
is the most complete pub¬ 
lication of its kind ever 
issued. Nearly 300 pages, 
brim full of illustrations 

and detailed description of all kinds 
;[,j# of implements for all kinds of 
\Sir- Sp0rts 

Catalogue No. 414 Now Ready. 

It tells the net cost and transportation 
charges and makes it easy to buy 
by mail. Waterproof Tents, 

Camp Supplies, Fishing 
Tackle, Guns, a specialty. 

AGENTS FOR 

“Orvis” Rods and Flies. 

JNJew York Sporting Goods Co. 
17 WARREN STREET,- NEW YORK. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manujacturers op 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guuis, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (§L Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trad* 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
S'e cond-Hand 
Guns. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ®. SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun House 

n. -■r'- 

m Attention! 

I ’ 

The "Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. p 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

■ , the little 28 gauge, weighing from W\ to 414 lbs., to the f| 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

■ii 4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 
* 9 

Eor field shooting the most popular gun in America is the jy 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5J4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

y each year we sell an increasing number. 

A They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

3 as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder,’’ the main fact is 

E never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly k- 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

'i Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

We shall be glad to correspond with °Pens- 
any one interested 

ViT.kjLj;.-.", 
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TREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A record of the races held hy 
the leading clubs during 1907 

Light as a feather— 
staunch, swift and steady, with 
good capacity—built for years 

of hard service, hunting, cruising or pleasure. 
This name plate PWPM- correctness of 

ruTme;th* zietLtLnd 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.. 228 Middle St.. Old Town, Me. 

[)\a_ _—TBIM— - ^ 

TRADE MARK. 

EDWARD SMITH ®. CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
CHICAGO NEW YORK 

FOR FARM AND SHOP WORK. Start 
without cranking; no cams or gears, f 

Burns Alcohol, Kerosene and Gasoline. ' 
Ail sizes in stock —2 to 20 horse- J 
power. Steel connecting rods. 
Anti-friction bearings; no vibra¬ 
tion. Write for free catalog. 

|RunSeparators,ComShredders, J 
a Grist Mills, Pumps, Dynamos. Etc. ^ 

Detroit Engine Works, 352 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

‘Forest and Stream.” 

Big-Game Hunting—A Complete Library 
Four notable books which comprise all there is to be said on Big-Game Hunting and Adventure. 

BOOKS OF THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB: 

American Big Game In Its Haunts 

Trail and Camp Fire 

American Big-Game Hunting 

Hunting In Many Lands 

Edited by Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell, these four volumes of more than 

1,600 pages picture big-game hunting at home and abroad and striking adventure in the wild by 

men who are entitled to first rank in the fraternity of sportsmen. 

American Big Game in its Haunts 
Contents: Sketch of President Theodore Roosevelt; 

Wilderness Reserves, Theodore Roosevelt; The Zoology 
of North American Big Game, Arthur Erwin Brown; 
Big Gam. Shooting in Alaska—I. Bear Hunting on 
Kadiak Island, II. Bear Hunting on the Alaska Pen¬ 
insula, III. My Big Bear of Shuyak, IV. The White 
Sheep of Kenai Peninsula, V.,Hunting the Giant Moose 
—Tames H. Kidder; The Kadiak Bear and His Home, 
W T nrrl ^mith • Th#» TVTnnntain Rheen and Tts Rancre. 

Hunting In Many Lands 

W. Lord Smith; The Mountain Sheep and Its Range, 
Geo. Bird Grinnell; Preservation of the Wild Animals 
of North America, Henry Fairfield Osborn; Distribution 
of the Moose, Madison Grant; The Creating of Game 
Refuges, Alden Sampson; Temiskaming Moose, Paul 
J. Dashiell; Two Trophies from India, John H. Pren¬ 
tice; Big Game Refuges, Forest Reserves of North 
America, Forest Reserves as Game Preserves, E. W. 
Nelson; etc., etc. 

Contents; Hunting in East Africa, W. A. Chanler 
To the Gulf of Cortez, George H. Gould. A Canadian 
Moose Hunt, Madison Grant. A Hunting Trip in India, 
Elliott Roosevelt. Dog Sledging in the Nortfu D. M. 
Barringer. Wolf Hunting in Russia, Henry T. Allen. 
A Bear Hunt in the Sierras, Alden Sampson. The 
Ascent of Chief Mountain, Henry L. Stimson. The 
Cougar, Casper W. Whitney. Big Game of Mongolia 
and Tibet, W. W. Rockhill. Hunting in the Cattle 
Country, Theodore Roosevelt. Wolf Coursing, Roger 
D. Williams. Game Laws, Charles E. Whitehead. Pro¬ 
tection of the Yellowstone National Park, George S. 
Anderson. The Yellowstone National Park Protection 
Act. Plead Measurements of the Trophies at the Mad¬ 
ison Square Garden Sportsmen’s Exposition. National 
Park Protective Act. 

Trail and Camp-Fire 
American Big-Game Hunting 

Contents: The Labrador Peninsula, by A. P. Low. 
Afri by Eei 

Trip by Wm. Lord Smith. Sintamaskin, by C.__Grant ____ __, by _. _ 
La $arge (Atlantic Monthly). Wolves and Wolf Nature, 
by George Bird Grinnell. On the Little Missouri, by 
Theo. Roosevelt. Bear Traits; A Berry Picker, Geo. 
Bird Grinnell. A Silver Tip Family, by J. C. Merrill. 
The Bear’s Disposition, by Theo. Roosevelt. Modern 
Bear Baiting, by Henry L. Stimson. The Adirondack 
Deer Law, by Wm. Cary Sanger. A Newfoundland 
Caribou Hunt, by Clay Arthur Pierce. The Origin of 
the New York Zoological Society, by Madison Grant. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 
son. The White Goat and his Country, by Owen Wister. 
A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. Old Times 
in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Williams. Big 
Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. Coursing 
the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After Wapiti 
in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo Days, by 
Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, by W. 
D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game Preserve, 
by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud by Dean Sage. 
Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rumsey. Photo¬ 
graphing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. Literature of 
American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest Reservation. 

Indispensable to the sportsman—a valuable addition to any library. Bound in uniform 

library edition, dark red cloth, heavy laid paper, splendidly illustrated. 

''Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 
Fixtures. 

[uly 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. 

July 27-Aug. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Association. 

Aug. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa- 
tion. 

Vug. 14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
Aug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for. the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Providence (R. I ) Revolver Club. 

$2.50 per volume $10.00 per set, postpaid 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

There is nothing like trouble to test good nature, and 
that the Red House bunch is a coterie of good-natured 
shooting enthusiasts is proven by the shoot for the 
National Rifle Association medal on Memorial Day. 
There is only one place where this annual event is held. 
Redwood Farm, South Portsmouth, right alongside the 
Bay, where the wind sweeps and a storm always gathers 
when the annual pilgrimage is made. The last shooting 
that was done with rifles at long range was on Labor 
Day, when the rain came down in sheets and the 
'-ranks lay smiling in pools of water. This year it was 
decided to get in ahead of the elements, but the gale 
was there on deck; and while the shoot was finished be¬ 
fore the usual cloudburst, the latter came all right, and 
yet the twelve participants with their boomers voted the 
outing a success, as any one can appreciate who takes 
the jaunt—and what else could be expected of an 
rrcranization which boasts no soreheads, and whose mem¬ 
bers shoot for sport, and not only cheer the winner, but 
the unfortunate tail-end man as well. 

Popular Billy Almy won the medal this year, and 
every one was happy, and while the old war horse in¬ 
sisted that his good fortune was due to the coaching of 
that other old thoroughbred, A. B., who, like the rest 
of the happy family, is always ready to push along the 
other fellow, the white disk caused the scorer to put' 
down figures that cinched the positmn. 

But it was no easy walkover. Right behind Billy 
came another member, who next year, we hope will stand 
at the head because he only lost by a point, and whose 
two 4s at the final stage were so close to the bull that 
they were aggravations. 

A. C., who hasn’t been able to hit a barn for several 
weeks in six-shooter work, had a tough fight with Mr. 

Continued on page 885. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium ol 

entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous , 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers; 

! 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12 
nev- Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. .Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Ctx, 
Paris: Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Want* 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cent*. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 
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PROVIDENCE REVOLVER CLUB. 

Concluded from page 882. 

wel for third position; Mr. Parkhtirst and H. E. 
ttlc (who traveled from Waltham, Mass., to join the 
:itement), and Arno Argus (who wanted merely to try 

experiment of long-range shootingj, bunched in a 
by themselves, leaving the heavy twin (A. B.) out of 

ir running and causing his side partner, the slim 
n (A. C.) to become restored to the linguacious state 
m which he fell on the presentation of that silver 
ing cup last week. Lieut. Peckham was obliged to 
thdraw before 500yds. was reached on account of 
:ort duty of the Newport Artillery, and Walter Willard 
d the sympathy of every man in the match, it being 

first experience in military rifle shooting, and coupled 
th that the handicap of jacket-splitting bullets, he 
awed pluck by hanging to the game as long as he did. 
Three men, Almy, Hurlburt and Parkhurst, qualified 
the reserve, and will wear 1908 buttons early this year, 
ores: 

Yds. S. S. Score. Total 
Almy, .30 N.R.A. musket..200 4 4 4 5 4 4 4—21 

300 3 3 4 4 5 4 4—21 
500 3 5 4 4 5 5 2—20—62 

E Joslin, .30 Krag.200 4 4 4 4 4 3 5—20 
300 5 4 4 4 3 4 3—18 
500 3 3 4 5 5 5 4—23—61 

C Hurlburt, .30 Krag.200 3 4 2 3 4 4 5—18 
300 3 4 3 5 2 4 5—19 
500 4 5 4 4 5 5 4—22—59 

\V Powel, .30 Springfield. .200 4 4 5 4 3 3 4-19 
300 3 5 3 3 4 5 4—19 
500 2 5 5 4 3 3 5—20—5S 

C Parkhurst, .30 Krag.200 4 3 3 3 3 4 3—16 
300 4 4 4 4 4 5 3—20 
500 5 4 4 3 2 2 4—15—51 

E Tuttle, .30 Krag.200 5 4 3 3 0 4 4—14 
300 4 4 3 4 4 4 4—19 
500 3 5 4 2 5 3 3—17—50 

Argus, .30 Krag.200 4 4 5 4 4 5 3—21 
300 3 2 4 4 3 2 3—16 
500 0 0 0 3 3 3 3—12—49 

B Coulters, .30 Krag.200 4 4 4 4 3 4 3—18 
300 3 3 4 4 2 4 2—16 
500 4 3 3 0 3 3 4—13—47 

A Albro, .30 Krag.200 0 3 3 4 3 0 2—12 
300 4 4 3 2 2 2 4—13 
500 5 3 2 5 5 2 2—16—41 

J Biesel .30 Krag.200 3 4 3 0 4 3 2—12 
300 4 5 3 0 0 2 2—7 
500 0 3 4 2 4 3 3—16—35 

eut G I Peckham, .30 Krag.200 4 4 2 4 3 2 2—13 
300 2 4 2 3 4 4.3—16 w 

H Willard, .30 Springfield. .200 2 0 3 0 0 0 0—3 
300 2 0 3 0 2 3 2—10 w 

itional Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Washington, D. C.—Arrangements for the entries of 
e rifle and revolver teams in the Olympic games are 
oceeding satisfactorily. An appeal has been made by 
e National Rifle Association to its life members and 

other patriotic Americans for funds to defray the 
:penses of the rifle team. Secretary Albert S. Jones, 

Washington, D. C., is receiving the subscriptions, 
uring the first week in June there will be exhaustive 
sts of ammunition made by the leading ammunition 
impanies for the new Springfield rifle, either on the 
istrict of Columbia range or at Annapolis. The follow- 
ig week the competition for places on the team will 
; held at Camp Perry, with about thirty of the best 
ids in the United States as competitors. The result 
ill be announced June 13, and the entries cabled at 
ice to London. 
The National Rifle Association has received the ap- 
ication of the rifle club of the University of Idaho, at 
oscow, Idaho, for enrollment among the college clubs 
filiated with the N. R. A. It is probable the project of 
i intercollegiate shoot next month will be abandoned, 
; there are not sufficient entries to justify the same, 
ieanwhile the beautiful college trophy remains in the 
istody of the N. R. A. Other recent affiliations are 
om the Southern California Rifle Association, of Los 
ngeles; Governor’s Troop, of Harrisburg, Pa.; and 
le Denver Rifle Club Association. 
New prices for ammunition furnished by the Gov- 
-nment to the National Guard and Government rifle 
ubs, through the N. R. A., have been established as 
'flows: Model of 1896—Ball cartridges, $31.90; blank, 
'0.25; dummy, $23; guard, $24; gallery practice, ,22cal., 
1.05. For model 1908. Krag—Ball cartridges, $29.75; 
lank, $18; dummy, $22; guard. $19; gallery practice, 
Ocal., $15.25. Ammunition will hereafter be packed in 
-00-round lots, and should be ordered in multiples. The 
rices for 1906 ammunition include clips, bandoleers and 
nc-lined cases. 
The South Dakota National Guard range is being used 
y the regular troops from Fort Crook, Neb. The 
mge has been put in first-class shape, permitting firing 
om 200 to 1,000yds. A water-works system has been 
istalled, new targets have been added and the range 
enerally improved. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

A hammock is often left out of the camping outfit be- 
ause it is rather unhandy to carry. This is not true of 
te Panama hammock, made by D. W. Shoyer & Co., of 
94 Broadway, New York city. This one comes in a 
eat bag 7 x 15 inches in size, and its weight is only four 
ounds. Read their advertisement in another column. 

more if you have with you a 

Panama Hammock 
No trouble to take it along as it comes 

packed in a neat canvas bag but 7x15 inch¬ 
es in size and less than 4 lbs. in weight com¬ 
plete. It is as superior to other hammocks 
as a Panama is to an ordinary straw hat. 
In fact, it is the 

Strongest, Largest, Lightest 
and Most Compact Hammock 

to be had. The bed is unusually large—5 x 7 feet', af¬ 
fording perfect comfort. The hammock, is made of 
fine, but strong, closely woven fabric, is rigged from 

16 suspention points 
and loops at end of 
cords most beautiful¬ 
ly braided by hand. 
It will stand the 
hardest kind of use 
and can be washed 

Size 7-x 15 in. folded in bag when soiled. 
If yonr dealer cannot supply you, we will fill yonr order 
direct (expressnpe prepaid *. Money returned if not as 
represented. Write for literature “A” and prices 

D. W. Shoyer & Co., 394 Broadway, New York 
Manufacturers of the "Acme” High Art Hammocks 

Steel Tishi no Rods 

On your vacation, no matter where 
you are going, or what kind of fish 
you are after, will do more than any¬ 
thing else to make your trip success¬ 
ful. “BRISTOL” Rods are incom¬ 
parable for convenience—in the canoe 
or on the carry—reliability, resili¬ 
ency and for hooking and landing 
gamy fish. 

For sale by leading dealers every¬ 
where. Guaranteed three years. 

Beautifully Illustrated IF ff IF IF 

Catalogue mailed 

THE HORTON 
MFC. CO., 

84 Horton St., 

Bristol, Conn. 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 

you our 

New Pocket Compass 
One and three-quarter inch dial, one- 

quarter inch thick, nicely nickeled, paper 

dial with large figures, improved needle. 

Guaranteed Satisfactory. You will 

need one on your vacation. Get our 

catalogue before buying. 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
I384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

Frost’s Kelso Automatic Reel 
1908 Model Has Double 

Thick Edges. 

Capacity, 100 yards. Case of 
aluminum, satin finished, steel bear¬ 

ings, only 7% ounces. It is both light 
and strong. Can use on rod either 
above or below hand. Guaranteed. 
Price, $5.00. If your dealer can¬ 

not supply you, send his name and 

address to us, and we will fill your 
order through him. The “KELSO” 
brand Lines, Leaders, Flies and 

Hooks are as good as can be made. 

M I FROST & nn flfl Rhamhors Street. New York 

A MINNOW THAT SWIMS 
A “Live Bait” that you can carry in your 
tackle-box—the K. & K. Animated Minnow 

Patented Aug. 5, 1907. 

A JOINTED, artificial Minnow in beautiful natural colors, showing the 
scale effect, and representihg the GENVINE MOVEMENT of a live Min- 
now in casting, trolling or still-fishing The greatest catcher made. 

Made in ten styles and sold by the principal dealers; if your dealer can¬ 
not supply you, we will send prepaid on receipt of price KING OF CAS r- 
IXG BAIT, $1.00; MINNOWETTK, $1.00. New Catalog free for the asking. 

K. & K. MAN’F’G CO., 113 St. Clair St., Toledo. 0. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chasing. 

Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

When writing say you saw the adv. in 

“Forest and Stream.” 

American Big-Game Hunting. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Il¬ 
lustrated. Cloth, 345 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 
son. The White Goat and His Country, by Owen 
Wister. A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. 
Old Times in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Wil¬ 
liams. Big Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. 
Coursing the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After 
Wapiti in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo 
Days, by Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, 
by W. D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game 
Preserve, by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by 
Dean Sage. Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rum- 
sey. Photographing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. 
Literature of American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest 
Reservation. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

Here It Is: 

The “TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

rY-^TX*Tsg7W%ir-1 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length 8)4 feet, 
weight oz. ------------- $5.00 each 

A Customer says : “I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5)4 
oz.; 9)4 feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 
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{ WM. MILLS <a SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 
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THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

EDWARD vom H'QFE C,TV?8<" 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

50-9/ FULTON, ST . . aaia/ia/a 
n.y. For all ANGL!NG 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 

Also World's Columbia.!! Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street* - Brooklyn* N. Y. 

A reel with good hearings and screws* oiled once a year* is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Rubber and Nickel-Plated Click Reels, with Screw off metal Revolving Plate 
Made in sizes 40, 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 

crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 

has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 
ready for delivery in book form. 

Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 

no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 

reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 

the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 

his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Gurvs 

Camping Goods 

OLDTOWN CANOES 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. 
THE HILDEBRANDT BAIT 

For Trout and Bass Fishii 
No swivels required; “they sj 
so easy.” Made in seven diff 
ent size blades, 25 styles, 
either Bucktail or feather i 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circulars. 
Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, li 

M-B LIVE FROG HARNFS1 
Apr 7a One- the ref 

_^ — O 1 Ar'fusi/ I \ M ///!/ r\ e 

D 
Greatest piece of Fishing 

Tackle ever Invented— 

HOIDS 
FFOG tv/rtton. 
t/OOF/m Ath 

KFFPStT 
ALIVE APPLIED FOR 

HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSITION WITHOUT KILLING < 
INJURING IT. Keeps moulli closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM ULOATIN 
Easily slipped on. Absolulely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS. Cate 
the SHORT-BITERS. v At your Dealers or direct, postpaid, SO cei: 

UNKEFER Cs BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St., CHICAG' 

When writing say you saw the adv. 

“Forest and Stream.” 

It’s Square 

Jttount 
Ytrnon 

'SquareT 
.BottleJ 

This 
is it 

COOK & 
BERNHEIMER CO. 

New York 
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THE OBJECT OP THIS JOURNAL 

trill be to studiously promote a healthful interest 
in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

THE EASTERN FORESTRY BILL. 

By voting favorably on the White Mountain- 

Appalachian forest bill the United States Senate 

has endorsed the opinions of President Roose¬ 

velt, the Forest Service, the press and numerous 

scientific and mercantile associations, but it now 

seems that no further action on the bill will be 

taken during the present session of Congress. 

The measure is in charge of the Committee on 

Agriculture. Half of the members of this com¬ 

mittee urge its immediate passage, but the others 

favor the appointment of still another commis¬ 

sion to “investigate” the situation, at an expense 

to the people of $20,000. 

It is difficult to understand how the House 

can be persuaded to favor this plan. The press 

of the country has put forth columns of matter 

in which the situation has been fully explained 

and illustrated. The Secretary of Agriculture 

and the Forest Service have furnished all the 

information lacking—if that were possible in 

view of the wide publicity given the subject. 

The House of Representatives is believed to be 

in favor of accepting the mass of evidence placed 

before it and passing the bill, but the speaker 

still opposes it. 
At the rate at which timber is being cut in 

both the White Mountains and in the Southern 

Appalachians; with the recurrence of such disas¬ 

trous floods as those which have destroyed prop¬ 

erty in the South Atlantic States during the past 

two seasons, withholding the protection of the 

Government for even one more year will mean 

a vast additional expense to the people of the 

whole country, and further loss to those whose 

homes or business enterprises lie within the 

zones it is desired to save. 

The United States Senate has refused to con¬ 

sider at this session another one of the bills, the 

passage of which has been strongly urged by 

President Roosevelt. This is the bill which 

carries an appropriation for the maintenance of 

the Inland Waterways Commission. The im¬ 

portance of the work assigned to this commis¬ 

sion cannot be questioned. It is of vital interest 

to sportsmen and anglers as well as to the peo¬ 

ple of every State. The antagonism of the rail¬ 

way interests to any plan to improve inland 

rivers is understood, but the railway companies, 

as well as other industries, have suffered heavy 

losses in all of the floods in the Mississippi 

River and its tributaries. Nor will these losses, 

and the vast sums it is necessary to expend in 

order to safeguard property against floods, show 

a decrease until the root of the evil has been 

reached. Too much time has already been 

wasted, and it seems that, with the lack of in¬ 

terest apparent in Congress, the people must 

content themselves with watching their property 

wash and float away toward the Gulf of Mexico. 

A MONTANA BISON RESERVE. 

The Montana bison reserve bill has been 

passed by the House of Representatives and has 

been signed by the President. The Senate 

passed it in April. It provides for the purchase 

of about 13,000 acres of land in the Flathead 

Indian reservation in Montana and carries an 

appropriation sufficient to acquire and fence 

the land. The bison are to be purchased by 

popular subscription. The American Bison 

Society, whose members and Senator Dixon 

brought about the passage of the bill in the 

Senate, will arrange all the details, but $10,000 

is needed for the purchase of the herd of bison 

with which the reserve is to be supplied at first. 

This plan is in accordance with the plans of 

the society, and no difficulty is anticipated in 

raising this sum. 

The land in question is in every way suited to 

the needs of a herd of bison, and was selected 

about two years ago by the Bison Society follow¬ 

ing the detailed reports of scientists who visited 

the region with a view to investigating the ques¬ 

tion. The Flathead reservation will soon be 

opened for settlement, and the land is therefore 

available. 

JUNE. 

May has passed and will be remembered as a 

record-breaker for rain. Although the tempera¬ 

ture during the month was higher than that of 

May last year, there was more rain than there 

had been during any May in years—just how 

many the weather bureau reports will show. 

The foliage was very late in opening; in fact, 

in some parts of New York State it was from 

two weeks to a month behind the average. 1 hen 

came several unusually warm days and the leaves 

fairly sprang out and assumed their usual ap¬ 

pearance. Wild flowers that had timidly hidden 

among the leaves peeped out, and being encour¬ 

aged by the warm sunlight, burst forth in all 

their fresh beauty of form and color. As if 

gladdened by the perfume and heartened by the 

change, the birds and the insects bustled about 

their duties. The transformation was completed 

in an incredibly brief time; indeed, it seemed 

that in three days the change from bud to leaf 

and flower occurred. As always at such times, 

the foliage and the flowers on the first of June 

were far more beautiful than is the case when 

the change is more gradual. 

Outdoor people were doomed to many dis¬ 

appointments in May. The anglers felt these 

more keenly, for while they, as well as those 

who were abroad merely for the pleasure of 

being in the open at leafing time, found shelter 

at farmhouses and small hotels, their favorite 

streams w'ere not often in condition for trout 

fishing. There was an exceedingly small daily 

hatch of natural insects to tempt the trout to 

rise and take them and their counterfeits, and 

the homeward-bound trains brought back their 

full quota of sad-faced men instead of the happy 

individuals who usually return to their duties 

with expansive smiles and creels from which 

grass and leaves protrude, telling of the trout 

within. 

ALIEN HUNTERS. 

The Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 

tion has approved the recommendations of its 

legislative committee. The members of this com¬ 

mittee have investigated the conditions and have 

declared that, until such time as aliens recog¬ 

nize the distinction between liberty and license, 

it will be to the interest of the game of the 

Commonwealth to prevent them from going into 

the woods and fields with firearms. 

Just how this will be accomplished remains 

for the Legislature to decide. The association 

favors a resident license law, and it is to be 

assumed that nonresident and alien license pro¬ 

visions will be arranged, the fee for the latter 

to be high enough to be prohibitive in most 

cases. At any rate, the fees for nonresidents and 

for aliens should not be the same. In those 

States w'hich require nonresidents to procure 

licenses to hunt within their borders, the idea 

is not so much to prevent them from hunting 

as to require them to assist in protecting the 

game, but in the case of the alien who believes 

because he is in a free country he can do exactly 

as he pleases, there must be laws to check him 

until the time when he will show a willingness 

to abide by the laws of the States and of the 

Federal Government. 
Meanwhile—as we have often pointed out in 

reference to refractory citizens who do not take 

any interest in or have respect for the game laws 

_a campaign of education, carried on in those 

papers that are read by aliens, will accomplish 

more good than any law. This also includes 

posted notices in several languages. 

When the Game Ordnance Amendment bill, 

which provides that geese and swans may be 

killed in spring, came up for second reading in 

the House of Representatives at Regina, Saskat¬ 

chewan, Canada, last week, it was favored by a 

few representatives, but was rejected by a vote 

of 11 to 10. 



AN IDEAL VACATION 
By REV. JOSEPH F. CLOKEY 

OF course, this means we went to the Tem¬ 

agami region, far north of Toronto. 

We have heard it said, “If you once 

drink of the Nipigon, you will return time and 

time again.” 

We feel the same way about Temagami, for 

having dipped our paddles in its waters and felt 

the magic of its beauty, we feel as though we 

must again and again return. It may seem 

like a far cry from Pittsburg to Temagami, 300 

miles north of Toronto, and it would be a long, 

hard trip were it not for the fine service of the 

railroads that enter that region. Their accom¬ 

modations make the trip easy and a constant 

delight. No one need fear it, for the trip can 

be made far easier than to nearer points. Last 

year we left Pittsburg at 1:10 P. M., and Tema¬ 

gami was reached at noon the next day. 

Arrived at Temagami Station, we hurried over 

to the dock and took passage on the comfort¬ 

able steamer for Bear Island, nineteen miles 

away. The beauty of this trip down the north¬ 

east arm of Temagami will never be forgotten, 

for though it was a day of showers, yet the 

wooded hills, the islands, pine-covered to the 

waterline, the clear blue of the water, the con¬ 

stantly changing vista, all conspired to make 

one feel in fairyland. 

We had been wearied by the strain of a hard 

year’s work, but the tonic of the breezes dis¬ 

pelled that and we found life full of interest 

after all, and our minds and bodies in¬ 
vigorated. 

Arrived at Bear Island, we became acquainted 

with Harry Woods, the factor of the Hudson’s 

Bay post. Here we found our guides waiting 

for us, and we were soon on our island, about 

a mile distant, where we pitched our tent and 

ere nightfall were fairly comfortable, and dis¬ 

missing our guides, were left alone amid the 

peace and seclusion of the wilds of Temagami. 

That night as the water lapped the rocky 

shores of our island we were lulled to sleep, to 

awake the next morning ready for the joys a 

new day had in store for us. 

For those who are not so fortunate as we 

were, camping supplies, guides, etc., can be 

secured either at Temagami Station or at Bear 

Island. Whip many things can be secured 

after one gets to Temagami, yet it would be well 

to bring some things with you from Toronto, 

especially such things as butter and potatoes, 

and if one is to fish with worms, you will find 

it best to purchase them at Toronto and bring 

them along. But the bass, pike, lake trout and 

other fish readily take artificial bait, and one 

would do well to have an assortment of spinners. 

Last summer we found it cold at night, and 

though we had four blankets along, we bought 

a pair of Pludson Bay blankets, which added 

greatly to our comfort. 

Probably no other Canadian region surpasses 

OX THE PORTAGE. 

and but few equal the Temagami region as a 

canoeist’s, camper’s and fisherman’s paradise. 

The woods have never been cut off, and there 

they stand in all their beauty as they have stood 

for generations. Lake after lake can be reached 

by short portages, and one never tires of lake 

and island and forest. My wife and I are in¬ 

veterate campers and find that nothing else 

offers the same freedom and rest. 

We established our main camp on a small 

island in plain sight of the fire ranger’s cabin 

on Bear Island, where we pitched one 10x12 wall 

tent with a fly over it and an extra one in front 

of it to serve as a dining room or sitting room, 

as the occasion demanded. But for our canoe 

trips we used a small silk tent and a better one 

for this purpose was never built. We had a 

nine-inch sodcloth sewed all around the bottom 

of the tent, and this with the floor cloth kept us 

damp- and draft-proof, and also kept out the 

bugs. For a front protection against the 

mosquitoes and other such pests we used a 

cheese cloth curtain which served admirably. 

On our canoe trips we used a nine-inch food 

bag and waterproof provision bags, and they 

cannot be beaten, and we also had our col¬ 

lapsable wash basin and bucket, our nesting 

cooking pots and pans and some other camp 

comforts which add materially to the pleasure 

and ease of the journey and portage. 

My wife and I canoed many miles over the 

Temagami waters, guided by map and compass 

and found it delightful beyond words. Two trips 

stand out clearly; one was to the Gull Lake 

region, lying to the west of Temagami Lake 

and reached by three portages. But the scenery 

and the excellence of the fishing would repay 

any one for making the trip, and it is not in 

the least a hard trip to make. We left our main 

camp after dinner one day, having hesitated to 

take the trip on account of the storm which 

was blowing, and passing for about a mile to 

the west, under the shelter of some islands, 

came out near the mainland into a wide expanse 

of the lake. There we felt the force of wind 

and wave on our backs, and raced for miles 

down the coast at a pace that made the blood 

tingle and that kept every sense alert to keep 

afloat. Passing through two narrows we finally 

saw the brown spot on the shore which marked 

the beginning of the portage toward the Gull 

Lake region. This was my first portage, and 

will never be forgotten. However, it was made 

at last, and that night we made camp on an 

island, where, amid the solitude and shut in 

by high cliffs and forests, we went to sleep. 

Early the next morning we started for Gull 

Lake, leaving our silk tent standing and going 

light, for we expected to take but a peep at 

Gull Lake and be back to camp that night. This 

programme was carried out, and this year we 

plan to take plenty of time for a more or less 

extended stay. After a few days spent at the 

main camp, we again loaded our canoe and set 

out for the far-famed Lady Evelyn Lake. 

Many things conspired to make this trip truly 

memorable—storms, portages, scenery, fishing, 

etc. 

Stormy days seem to be our favorite ones for 
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starting on our trips, for we again set out in a 

gale, but this time it was in our faces. All day 

long we paddled, creeping from island to island 

and from sheltered point to sheltered point, 

sometimes paddling with all our might to hold 

our own. But mile after mile was traveled, and 

after our days of battling with the storm, calm 

days seemed tame and we wished for wind and 

wave to make canoeing interesting. At noon 

the first day we stopped on the sheltered side of 

an island, and after a rest, pushed on northward, 

and supper time found us far away from our 

starting point and camped on as ideal a spot as 

one could ever hope to see. A cast of the line 

brought us a few bass for supper, and we were 

soon snug in camp, supper eaten and a good, 

big camp fire warming us and making us feel 

the delights of rest after the day’s hard work. 

Early the next day we were afloat, the prow 

of our canoe following the point of the compass, 

. northward. There is something intensely inter¬ 

esting in going through strange country with 

only map and compass to guide you. Slipping 

past islands and tongues of the mainland, dip¬ 

ping into bays and long arms of the lake, pad¬ 

dling past beetling cliffs and rugged hills, all in 

quest of hidden way and forest-bound portage, 

makes each moment full of pleasure. 

This day journey took us past the Lady 

Evelyn Hotel, located on an island probably 

thirty-five miles from the railroad, but con¬ 

nected with it by a daily line of steamers. Here 

one can obtain the very best of hotel service 

and yet enjoy the wilds to his heart’s content. 

We paddled through the famous Serpentine, then 

through a back channel, across Whitefish Bay, 

down an arm of the lake to the Sharprock 

portage. Here we found a portage, while not 

long, yet very trying to make, owing to the bad 

footing and the slow pace at which we must 

proceed. But all this was forgotten as we 

floated out on the waters of Diamond Lake. 

Nothing so exquisite had yet greeted our eyes 

as we looked on wave after wave of pine-clad 

hill, further and further to the west until the 

haze of the distance ended our vision. We felt 

we were in a land enchanted, and that we could 

float on and on indefinitely. 

Getting a little to eat, we were soon over the 

five miles of our trip across Diamond Lake and 

at the portage around Lady Evelyn Falls. Here 

again the carry was difficult, and after we were 

afloat again, we found the travel trying because 

the crooked creek was full of boulders that lay 

just below the surface and made it imperative 

that vigilance should not be relaxed for a 

moment. By night we were several miles up 

Lady Evelyn Lake, and by the time camp was 

pitched, we felt as though we had had a good 

day’s work, but one that had been full of unal¬ 

loyed joy. 

The next morning was dark and stormy, and 

as we wanted to spend Sabbath at our main 

camp, we decided to turn our faces homeward; 

but we had not been afloat ten minutes until a 

storm of great violence struck us, and we had 

all we could do to reach a nearby island in 

safety. Hastily choosing a site, we pitched our 

tent, and there and then- began a day’s battle 

with rain and wind. It blew until it seemed as 

though the island would be swept bare, and 

rained as though the storm king had determined 

to beat our shelter to the ground. And yet all 

that day and night we were warm and dry and PREPARING A MIDDAY MEAL AMONG THE ROCKS. 

THE SUMMER HOME OF THE CLOKEYS. 

comfortable; a good big log fire sufficed for 

cheer and warmth. Blueberries were very 

abundant, we had plenty of other things to eat 

and a book or two to read, and so the day 

passed quickly and the rest d.d us good; but 

it was a long way home and two hard portages 

lay between. 

Reaching Lady Evelyn Falls, we found that 

the little steamer that traversed Diamond Lake 

between the falls to the Sharp Rock portage had 

gone. The paddling wTas heavy, for the wind 

had arisen, but we started nevertheless. After 

going a short distance we spied the'steamer re¬ 

turning, and hailing it, persuaded the kindly old 

captain to turn around and tow us back to the 

portage. Here he and the engineer helped us 

across the sharp trail to Lake Tetnagami, and 

before dinner we were on our way over the last 

stretch of our homeward journey. Reaching 

Lady Evelyn Hotel we waited for the little 

steamer to take us on the nineteen-mile trip to 

Bear Island. By supper time we were replenish¬ 

ing our supplies at the Hudson's Bay store and 

then a short paddle landed 11s again on the 

shores of the quiet little bay that lay on one 

side of our camp. It seemed good to be home 

again. The larger tent, wood floor, tables 

under the trees and other things found at our 

permanent camp all looked good to us. 

Other trips were planned, but not carried out, 

for a sudden call home ended our first summer 

at Temagami abruptly; ere long we hope to 

again be afloat amid the rare beauty of that 

famous region. 

A Cougar Story. 
Mr. Bolton, of the Gap, had a rather .thrill¬ 

ing experience one day last winter, according 

to an Alberta paper. He was tracking deer, 

armed with a rifle, and all unknown to himself 

he wras being tracked by a cougar or mountain 

lion, as is the custom of this feline monster. On 

looking around he saw the lion within fifty feet 

ready to spring. It was a case of kill or be 

killed. With wonderful coolness and nerve he 

took aim and fired. The cougar sprang into the 

air and fell at his feet shot through the eye. 

He measured about eight feet in length. 



Some Life of the Deep Sea. 

Natural History Observations During the First 
Cruise of the "Galilee” in the Magnetic 

Survey of the Pacific Ocean.* 

BY DR. J. HOBART EGBERT, SURGEON AND NATURALIST 

OF THE EXPEDITION. 

Concluded from page 853. 

Throughout the cruise the flying fishes en¬ 

countered were carefully observed with a view 

to obtaining additional information concerning 

the power and manner of flight of these creat¬ 

ures, and, to his own mind at least, the writer’s 

belief—we might almost term it certain knowl¬ 

edge—in the power of independent winged flight 

among the Exoccctidcc, was greatly augmented. 

Quoting from my note book under date of Oct. 

28: “Have this morning been watching the fly¬ 

ing-fishes, as usual endeavoring to conclusively 

demonstrate their method in sustaining them¬ 

selves in the air and the limits to their power 

of flight. A moderate breeze is blowing from 

the northeast and 1 have seen large shoals of 

them rise from the water and scatter in all direc¬ 

tions—many traveling for long distances—some 

flying with the wind, others against it, and all 

making good progress and keeping up the pace 

in all directions. From the forecastle head the 

vertical (‘flapping’) motion of the pectoral fins 

was again and again plainly observed, as in¬ 

dividuals of the larger species of Exoccctidcc 

broke water almost under the vessel’s bow. This 

flapping motion of the fin-wings was particularly 

observable upon the emergence from the water, 

and was again noted by different observers, to¬ 

gether with myself, on an occasion when a shoal 

of fishes of the larger type being pursued by 

‘dolphins’ were seen to resume their flight in 

the air by this broad, flapping motion of the 

pectoral fins, when apparently about to return 

to the water at a place to which their enemies 

had already preceded them.” 

By no means the greatest number of flying- 

fishes were encountered in the immediate vicinity 

of the Equator. In cruising southward the 

Equator was crossed in longitude 1610 37' W. 

(Oct. 16), and, returning northward, re-crossed 

in longitude 164° oS' W. (Oct. 18), and in both 

regions flying-fishes were found to be compara¬ 

tively scarce. The few observed were all of 

small size and sustained themselves in the air 

but short distances. Numerous flying-fishes, 

however, were encountered between 120 and 20° 

N. latitude. The temperature of the surface 

water was not highest at the Equator, but in 

latitude between 50 30' N. and 6° 30' N.—mean 

longitude 153° 43' W.—where the water tempera 

ture throughout the twenty-four hours was 29.2° 

C., and between latitude 6° and 70 N., in longi¬ 

tude 163° 30' W., where the average water tem¬ 

perature for the twenty-four hours reached 29.3° 

C. At the Equator the temperature of the sur¬ 
face water was 28.0° C. 

No Physalicc were observed in the near vicinity 

‘Published by permission of the Director. Department 
of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Wash¬ 
ington, D. C. 

of the Equator, though a number of small in¬ 

dividuals, since identified as immature Physalia 

utriculus Esch., were met with in the equatorial 

current north of the Equator. Numerous speci¬ 

mens of the small “sun-dial” Medusa (Velella 

pacifica Esch.), were secured north of 40° N. 

latitude. During the voyage from San Diego to 

Honolulu a number of the pretty little Hydro 

medusae, Porpita pacifica Lesson, were met with 

during calm weather and specimens secured. 

Nov. 25, when in latitude 41° 06' N. and longi¬ 

tude 150° 40' W., the weather being clear, cloud¬ 

less and calm, and the sea smooth, specimens 

of the following invertebrate forms were secured 

from the surface: Corolla spcctabilis Dali, Cavo- 

linia pacifica Dali, Ianthina striatula Cpr. and 

Velella pacifica Esch. Both the Corolla and the 

Cavolinia were industriously swimming along 

near the surface, while the Ianthinadce (“violet 

snails”) were floated along the surface by means 
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of their peculiar egg-floats, which were attached 

to all the specimens obtained. Shells of the fol¬ 

lowing mollusks from Washington Island were 

also obtained during the cruise: Cyprcca 

arancosa Gray, Cyprcca caput-serpentis L., 

Cyprcca maculata Roe. On Fanning Island a 

carapace of the brilliant coral crab, Carpilius 

maculatus Linn., was obtained. 

A number of specimens of pelagic Hemiptera 

—most interesting amphibious insects—were col¬ 

lected from various parts of the Pacific during 

the cruise. There were also obtained Lysicerich- 

thus of Lysioquilla maculata (Fabricius) Miers, 

Gonatus fabricii Licht (Stp.), and unidentified 

species of Exoccetidcc, Remorcc and Carcharidce. 

The only mammal secured was a specimen of 

Delphinus (delphis?) obtained near the Equator 

in latitude 2° 15' N., longitude 159° 25' W. The 

head of this porpoise was preserved and meas¬ 

urements made and photographs taken. Some 

of the flesh was eaten. About five miles south 

of the Equator, longitude 1610 45' W., and on 

the day following the capture of the long-nose 

porpoise just mentioned, a large school of dol¬ 

phins with large rounded heads and no apparent 

projecting snouts, came alongside the vessel. 

Effort was made to secure a specimen with the 

harpoon, but by an unfortunate throw one was 

slightly wounded, when they all quickly disap¬ 

peared. They were notably larger than the long- 

nose porpoises of the previous day, though 

closely resembling them in actions. 

In conclusion, I quote from my note book the 

following entries, made during the latter portion 

of the cruise when approaching and sailing 

among the islands off the coast of Southern Cali¬ 

fornia : 

“Wednesday, Dec. 6, 1905.—For the past three 

nights, from latitude 350 30' N., longitifde 1270 

00' W. to latitude 34° 00' N. and longitude 1230 

45' W., there have been observed large phos¬ 

phorescent bodies about the ship, especially in 

the wake, where they have been excited to lumi¬ 

nosity by the passing of the ship over them. The 

weather has been cold, but quite clear, and the 

sea quite smooth. The wind has varied from 

calm to light, more or less variable breezes, 

though usually westerly to northwest. There 

has been a dearth of the usual phosphorescence 

from Noctiluccc, etc., but these large glowing 

bodies have been very conspicuous. Last night, 

about midnight, they were particularly numer¬ 

ous, and a number were scooped up by means 

of a long-handled net. They proved to be Pyro- 

sotna of the species Giganteum Less. These 

curious animals are remarkable for their phos¬ 

phorescence. Even when held in the hand they 

are, for a short time after taken from the water, 

remarkably luminous. In the water, when not 

glowing, they are practically invisible—like a sub¬ 

merged piece of clear ice—though the specimens 

left in a bucket of sea water for a few hours 

developed a reddish-brown tinge which deepened 

considerably after they were placed in formalin 

solution. Specimens secured varied from five 

to seven and one-half inches in length, with a 

maximum diameter of from three-quarters to 

one and one-quarter inches. 

“Dec. 7.—Between the islands San Nicolas and 

San Clemente. Near midnight. Thousands of 

Pyrosoma visible to-night. The wind is freshen¬ 

ing, and as the surface of the sea becomes more 

disturbed it also becomes more highly luminous 

from the presence of these innumerable phos¬ 

phorescent bodies.” 

Hungarian Partridge in California. 

The last consignment of Hungarian partridges 

reached California on May 9. This consisted 

of thirty pairs, bringing the total for the season 

up to 200 pairs. The birds have been distributed 

in Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Mendocino, 

Santa Cruz, Sacramento, Marin, San Bernardino, 

Ventura, Napa, Kern, Fresno, Humboldt, Sierra, 

El Dorado and Los Angeles counties. 

THE CAMPER’S FRIEND. 

Pure Milk is desirable wherever you camp. 
Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed Milk always 
opens up perfectly fresh, pure and satisfactory. 
It is the first item thought of by the veteran 
camper.—Adv. 
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Anecdotes Concerning Animals. 

Augusta, Me., May 11.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I 'have read with much interest the 

opinions that have appeared from time to time 

in your columns, and especially those of the 

persons who adhere to the belief that animals 

do use reasoning powers, remarkable in their 

nature. I wish to add some observations of my 

own, on this line of thought. 

I once owned an Irish setter that I educated 

for retrieving birds, especially waterfowl. Often 

when shooting a duck near the shore of some 

wide stream furthest from me, I have seen him 

take the bird and go on shore, shake himself, 

and then pick up the bird and bring it to me. 

Did he not do as a man would, if tired, and 

why not from the same reasoning process? He 

used to be allowed to take his afternoon nap on 

a bed in an adjoining room at camp, until I had 

my family with me, and then it was thought not 

the proper thing to allow. He seemed much 

disappointed in finding the door shut, and he 

tested the opening of it by striking his feet 

against it, and waiting to see if it would not 

fly open. He succeeded finally in getting it un¬ 

fastened, but not sufficiently to allow him to get 

in. It was opened an inch or so, and after 

standing and looking at it for a while and being 

unable to enter, he deliberately put one paw 

into the slight opening and threw it open, same 

as one would do with the hand and walk in. 

Several times I left the door ajar to test his 

reasoning powers, and he would after that go 

and open the door as readily as a person. Did 

he not reason? 

He was taught to shut the doors whenever we 

wanted them shut, and always when told to do 

so would get behind the door, if it was opened 

wide against the wall, and then push it shut. I 

never knew him to push it the wrong way. My 

camping companion had a spaniel that we did 

not want to take to camp, and when leaving 

home, as we had a drive of several miles, he 

would shut his dog up, with instructions not to 

have him let out for some time after we left. 

In more than one instance, when I had come 

to his house, the dog was not found to shut up, 

and when we had got a mile or more from the 

place, he would be quietly waiting by the road¬ 

side for us. Did he reason that he would be 

shut up, and that he needed to get so far from 

home that we would not return? It looks that 
way to me. 

I was once asked by a neighbor to shoot an 

old dog that had been a pet house dog for so 

many years that age had rendered him diseased. 

I was in his house just before noon, and the dog 

was Iymg upon the floor, when this neighbor 

asked me if I would come up after dinner and 

do this for him. I did not like to do it, but to 

accommodate him, he not being a gunner, I 

promised him I would. After dinner I took my 

gun and went up to his house. The dog could 

not be found. Calling would not bring him, 

though he always before was at the heels of his 

master, and never failed to come when called. 

After much search he was found under the 

end of a long walk between the house and shed. 

He would not come out, and had to be dragged 

out and carried to a place where I reluctantly 

put an end to his life. The owner was deeply 

affected by this circumstance, and had it not 

been that the dog was in such condition that the 
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health of the family required that he be dis¬ 

posed of, I would not have killed him. The dog 

must have understood what was said to me, and 

realized what was to be his doom. Can this 

conduct be explained in any way other than 

that the dog not only understood what was said, 

and then reasoned that he must hide away, to 

avoid being killed? 

Does the red squirrel, which in spring may be 

seen upon the small limbs of a maple tree, cut¬ 

ting into them and drinking the flowing sap, 

reason that by doing this he can quench his 

thirst with this sweetish liquid? I could write 

for hours of incidents of this kind that have come 

under my notice for many years, but this will 

suffice for this time. 

Where does this intellectual process begin and 

end, and with what order of creation? I have 

studied this matter faithfully, and fail to see 

any difference from the human kind, except in 

the quality, and then it is often in favor of the 

lower order of creation. 

E. C. Farrington. 

English Starlings in America. 

New Haven, Conn., May 22.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: A recent contributor to Forest 

and Stream reported seeing a starling at Mil 

ford, Conn., and requested information as to 

its distribution. 

In the September-October issue of Bird Lore 

were published letters from various correspond¬ 

ents concerning this bird. From them it appears 

that the starling has spread from New York, 

where it was first introduced in 1890, as far east 

as Stonington, Conn., (July, 1906) ; as far north 

as Poughkeepsie and Newburgh, N. Y., and 

Wethersfield, Conn., (1906) and southwest across 

northern New Jersey to the vicinity of Philadel¬ 

phia (see Auk, April, 1908). 

Starlings reached New Haven as early as the 

fall of 1900 and are very abundant about the city 

to-day. 

Notes on the starling from Long Island seem 

to be wanting; perhaps some readers of Forest 

and Stream can supply them. 

P. L. Buttrick. 
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Bluebird Habits. 

Philadelphia, Pa., May 2y.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The chief game protector of Penn¬ 

sylvania notes a large increase in the number 

of all song birds except the bluebirds, and in 

this exception I beg to differ with him. 

I am satisfied the number of bluebirds in the 

eastern part of the State is much larger than 

when I was a boy, fifty years ago, but their 

habits have changed and they are no longer 

found around the farm buildings as formerly, 

but must be looked for in localities not fre¬ 

quented by the English sparrow. The latter has 

driven from their former haunts both the blue¬ 

bird and the wren. 

Last summer, in walking through an old 

meadow, I found a rotten stump which had been 

left standing about six feet above ground, and 

in it I found four bluebirds’ nests which had 

been drilled out as nicely as if done by a flicker, 

and all the nests were occupied. The same day 

I found two nests in a decayed apple tree in an 

old orchard and later discovered a nest in an 

old fence rail in a part of the farm which was 

only used for pasturage. 

While automobiling last autumn over a large 

part of the eastern half of the State I found 

bluebirds continually in large bunches, and this 

was particularly the case along the Delaware 

valley. Tohickon. 

Quail and Skunk Cabba ge. 
Sandy String, Md., May 23.—Editor Forest' 

and Stream: I was reading in your issue of 

Jan. 11 the interesting story of “My Friend the 

Partridge,” by S. T. Hammond, who says: 

“No other bird than the partridge feeds on 

this highly seasoned viand” (seed of skunk cab¬ 

bage). 

Last fall while hunting quail with my friend 

Dr. A. K. Fisher we killed several quail in a 

swamp and of course Dr. Fisher had to make a 

post mortem, and we found their crops stuffed 

with the seed of the skunk cabbage. 

I only send this item as an interesting fact, 

not intending to criticize Mr. Hammond in any 

way. H. H. Miller. 

FLYING FISH. 



After Bighorn in the Rockies. 

Out from the ranch house and in the gray 

dawn of an October morning in Montana, Tom 

and I started lightly equipped on a dash for 

sheep over the continental divide. 

We struck out at a sharp trot past the corral 

where the cow-ponies gazed wonderingly at us, 

the smoke from our pipes hanging in a blue haze 

behind us. Our way led through a series of 

parks until we struck the mountain timber where 

we were forced to go slower, although the trail 

at this point blazed by the forest rangers was 

found several patches of snowy white fleece of 

the mountain goat hanging to the bushes on the 

slope, while below in the burnt timber the ground 

was literally cut up with elk and blacktail tracks, 

and once while passing the dry bed of a stream 

we saw the tracks of old Ephraim, made the 

week before. 
Bird life was also in evidence. Familiar little 

chickadees flitted before us in the brush and 

hung head downward from a twig, followed by 

the nuthatch. Canada jays—the moose bird of 

the North, the camp robber of the Rockies—were 

usually in evidence round the camps, together 

We had a hard climb back to our ponies, 

we had to fairly force them against the ; 

and down the further side of the divide t 

we were again lost in the timber, guided i 

by the occasional blazed spruce or yellow j 

The forest was dense and desolate. No lr 

thing met our gaze as we wound along the t 

ever growing harder and extending always dc 

ward, sometimes past damp parks; the 

spruces growing there hung thick with r 

and the grass long, wiry and matted. Again 

crossed some mountain stream and lingere 

moment to quench our thirst, using our hat b 

for a cup in mountain fashion. Our cow-pc 

and pack animals seemed much at home 

never slipped or faltered, even in the stee 

places, where we could put out a hand and t< 

the ground behind. Nothing bothered them 

cept when they passed between the trees so 

together that the pack offered resistance. V 

this happened 'it always resulted in a wild 

forward, and amid much scraping and ban 

of our pots and pans, the passage was made 

our march continued. 

Now, all this is well enough for a pack hi 

but when you offer resistance instead of a i 

the same wild leap is taken and it requires 1 

gymnastics in a saddle to avoid a dislocated 1 

I breathed a sigh of relief when we at 

reached the gulch, and fording the rapid m 

tain torrent passed up a series of parks 

at dusk we found one with sufficient foo 

satisfy our beasts. While Tom was overl 

ing our packs and spreading a tent cloth or 

ground for our beds, I started a fire and 

had some venison sizzling and potatoes spt 

ing, with the water for the coffee and the 

boiling furiously. Tom finished his work in 

to make some delicious camp bread, anc 

feasted until we were actually ashamed to 

tinue'. 

PACK TRAIN CROSSING SLIDE ROCK. 

fairly well defined. We walked behind our labor¬ 

ing ponies and shortly after noon we reached 

the summit opposite old Scapegoat, its rugged 

head rising above us on the east, the fissures and 

north slopes covered with snow. Range after 

range, snow-capped and vast, stretched away on 

all sides until lost in the blue haze of distance, 

while far eastward beyond the bad lands lay the 

purple of the great plains. Above us floated a 

solitary golden eagle. 

A biting wind came from the northwest. We 

guided our willing ponies into a pine thicket, 

dismounted and with our glasses scanned the 

slopes and slide rock of the adjacent mountain¬ 

sides in search of some stray mountain goat. 

As we wanted meat, we climbed down into a 

park far below us in the hope of securing a 

blacktail that would replenish our larder and 

at the same time furnish a good grizzly bait, as 

we were in a famous bear country. Luck seemed 

against us. The wind, which as a rule drift; 

up the mountains during the day and down at 

night, came in eddying gusts from all directions, 

so it was impossible fo hunt to windward. We 

with the Steller’s jay and an occasional Clark’s 

crow—a very self-satisfied bird whose erratic 

existence is more confined to the mountaintops 

where they fuss and croak and toss about in the 

wind, their wings making a hollow sound as they 

fly, woodpecker-like, to some pine. The ravens 

were a surprise. I had expected to see numbers 

of them, but excepting at the ranch, none was 

seen on our whole trip except when game was 

killed and there half a dozen would be assembled 

on the following day. Where they came from 

I do not know. Sparrow hawks were quite 

numerous on the mountain tops and one goshawk 

was observed. Three varieties of grouse were 

present. The ruffed grouse, like ours in the 

East, are the most wary, and when flushed will 

not always alight in trees; the blue mountain 

grouse, a magnificent strong flying bird which 

can usually be shot either on the ground before 

flight or from some pine, their heads offering 

no easy mark for a high-power rifle; the Frank¬ 

lin grouse or fool hen can in my experience always 

be approached and killed with a stick. All are 

called “chickens” by the ranchers and cow men. 

The next morning dawned clear and cole 

hasty breakfast over, we struck up the mou 

and reached the summit after three hour 

steady plodding. Here we followed the 

back for miles, up and down over boulders 

peaks, climbing down places where our 

were continually being passed to the one b 

and so on for the whole day. Sheep signs, 

ever present, but a week old. We finally < 

up in a park three miles from camp and dr; 

ourselves into camp after dark, half fami 

having had neither food nor drink since r 

ing. I never before believed the stateme 

an authority that an Indian had eaten eig, 

pounds of beef at a sitting, but I freely ack 

edge I was in error. 

We shifted our outfit and tried another 

next morning with the result that by ev 

we found fresh sheep signs and resolved 

on the morrow we would make every at 

to secure a shot. Did you ever have a 1 
break as you were about to land a big fish: 

end to our dream of speedy conquest, ai 

heartbreaking climb and finding fresh sign 

hunting into the wind with caution, we 

upon a hobnailed footprint in the hard gt 
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| and following it, found two empty cartridge 

t cases recently fired. That simply meant two 

days further on horseback with provisions for 

but six days at most. 

The sheep, probably a dozen of them, were 

; then on that range, but they had been shot at. 

That means that instead of following the ridges 

they stay in the slide rock. Sheep cannot be 

approached from below; they cannot be seen 01- 

even heard if you hunt down wind. An attempt 

to reach them from above starts a small ava¬ 

lanche of slide rock, and the only remaining 

way of approaching is by walking at their level 

to leeward in slide rock which may be com¬ 

pared to still-hunting moose on a crust. We of 

course used our glasses constantly, and upon 

coming to a suitable trail Tom made a long de¬ 

tour while I anxiously awaited the chance of 

the sheep starting past me. Our efforts were 

unavailing, and so we reluctantly turned toward 

camp, picking up two blue grouse on the way. 

There were several bands of elk in our vicinity 

and their bugling was thrilling in the extreme, 

now from some adjacent glade and again com¬ 

ing to us faintly upon the mountaintops. Coyotes 

were in evidence, and several times we saw 

where porcupines had eaten the bark in rings 

around the trees. The pine squirrels around 

our camp were saucy and amusing; little chip¬ 

munks would hesitatingly creep to our packs and 

then scuttle back again to their holes. A soli¬ 

tary water ousel—the first I had ever seen— 

flitted from rock to rock and boldly plunged 

below the surface of the stream and walked 

along the bottom, emerging upon some stone in 

the torrent and so continuing up the stream. A 

saw-whet owl started in about dusk and con¬ 

tinued his saw-filing note far into the night. 

There were an abundance of grizzly signs in 

our series of parks, but none very fresh. We 

saw none on the trip, nor did we look for them 

except casually, as we were after other game. 

One morning we struck out at a lively pace 

and continued for two days, traveling about 

thirty miles each day. Our time was nearly up 

and our supplies low. We were out of potatoes, 

meat, and worst of all, coffee. We had foolishly 

left the packing of our food supply entirely to 

the cook. The second day we came to a more 

open country, more mountainous, but with a 

larger number of parks and open slopes. Here 

we made good time, passing several elk licks and 

counting several beaver dams, one made upon a 

rocky and gravelly bottom. 

The streams all through this country are rush¬ 

ing torrents of beautiful blue-green color, some 

1 of them alive with trout, although we did not 

wet a line on the whole trip. We passed a camp 

with about a dozen pack animals, the parties 

probably hunting elk, as no one was to be seen. 

About dusk the second day we rode into a beau¬ 

tiful park—our destination—and there in one end 

of it were three Flathead tepees. The party con¬ 

sisted of the chief, a herd of thirty ponies, two 

young men and three women. Needless to say 

we were disgusted. We had to go and ask their 

permission to pasture our horses with theirs. 

Our gladness at meeting seemed mutual. Tom 

told the chief that he was a ranger and I a com¬ 

missioner; that we had come to take altitudes 

and observation of surrounding peaks. The 

chief, not to be outdone, told us they had been 

there four days and had killed one cow elk. We 

afterward learned they had killed nine cows and 

for the last week had been running '“our sheep.” 

Honors were easy, and we made our lean-to 

of canvas in the further end of the park. That 

night the chief came over and we gave him some 

tobacco, told him we had no whiskey and showed 

him my rifle, a new Springfield stocked and 

sighted to suit myself. Before going he com¬ 

forted us by saying he had seen a bunch of 

twenty goats on a certain peak which he pointed 

out. Tom asked him what kind of tracks they' 

made, but he described goat tracks and Tom’s 

face was a sight to behold. After the chief had 

gone we decided he was still lying to us. Goat 

had never been seen in that particular spot, and 

if they really were there that meant another hike 

for us, as sheep and goat will not range together. 

Daybreak next morning found us making the 

ascent, and from what Tom had said of the 

country I felt sure we would at least see sheep 

before we got back. The whole day was interest¬ 

ing. Game trails abounded; some, centuries old 

perhaps, were worn deep where countless elk 

ing those “goats” with his own eyes. “If there 

is an old lunker,” he said to me, 'I’ll come back 

and get you.” Following his suggestion I went 

on straight up to the ridge above and there 

posted myself in the scrub pine growth, a nice 

little pile of cartridges beside me. I had been 

there an hour perhaps when I heard a sound 

over the ridge and below me, and peering over 

the ridge saw four or five Indian ponies loaded 

with elk meat toiling upward. I withdrew 

quietly, not caring to be seen, as one of the 

bucks would probably have staid near by see¬ 

ing me on the lookout for game. They passed 

on far below and were soon forgotten. Another 

hour passed. I lay upon my back in the soft 

pines smoking and drowsily keeping a lookout 

below me, when suddenly I was brought bolt 

upright by a peculiar sound below like hollow 

limbs struck against each other, then there was 

a sound of falling pebbles and rocks, and around 

the side of the mountain packed closely together 

and some seven hundred yards distant came 
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roamed the region undisturbed by man; others 

much more recent, some showing signs of elk 

or blacktail made that day. Once we came 

across the sign of a cougar made within the 

hour. About the middle of the afternoon we 

came upon the fresh tracks of a ewe and kid. 

but not a fresh track of a ram did we see, al¬ 

though old ones were abundant. Tired and dis¬ 

gusted, we made our way back to camp, deter¬ 

mined that if the morrow did not result in our 

seeing sheep we would buy a load of elk meat 

of the Indians and live on that together with 

what we might kill ourselves until we did get 

sheep—for get them we would, whatever hap¬ 

pened. 

We hunted until noon the next day over the 

finest sheep country, large tablelands and grassy 

swales, without seeing any fresh tracks. At 

noon we met one of the Indians who told us 

he had seen goats on the next mountain. Tom 

was suspicious. We had seen no sheep, but he 

knew no goats were on that mountain. It was 

five miles around it, but Tom insisted upon see¬ 

scrambling and crowding a bunch of little brown 

animals which I instantly saw were sheep and 

they were coming directly toward me. 

I was certainly anxious and excited, especially 

when they halted three hundred and fifty yards 

distant, and I saw they were all rams. I counted 

twenty of them. They were led by a kingly old 

monster who sprang upon a large rock, sniffed 

the air uneasily and looked behind him. 

I was in a quandary. I had a beautiful muzzle 

rest on a limb, was seated with an elbow rest¬ 

ing upon each knee, and was pretty certain 1 

could hit that ram, but if I missed a standing 

shot it was certain I could not make a running 

shot afterward at that distance. I decided to 

wait and was rewarded by seeing the leader 

spring down and come directly toward me at 

a trot, followed pell mell by the rest of the 

band. My heart fairly leaped into my throat 

as I shifted the rifle from the limb and waited 

for the time to fire. Nearer and nearer they came, 

gradually slackening their pace to a walk. Now 

was my time, and just as I shifted my rifle to- 
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CAMP OF THE FLATHEAD INDIANS. 

ward them a puff of wind wafted the scent of 

the Indians below to the leader, who sprang 

into the air as though shot and started off at 

a gallop. My first shot, fired hastily, kicked up 

the dust under him, and followed by the entire 

band he disappeared in the thick pines before 

I could even eject the empty shell. I sprang 

up and rushed around the pines to where the 

open slope stretched below me, just in time to 

see the band stop three hundred and fifty yards 

distant and look hack before their plunge into 

the gulch below. My last chance had come 

Steadying myself as best I could, I held the 

gold bead on the shoulder of the leader and 

pressed the trigger. Instantly the sheep dis¬ 

appeared as completely as if the earth had 

opened up and swallowed them. Half dazed by 

the suddenness of it all, I ran forward to the 

ledge half blinded by the wind in my face, and 

there lay the grand old leader on his side, his 

eyes already glazed with death, his magnificent 

horns, fourteen and one-half inches, and more 

than a full circle, making me realize my hunt 

for the finest trophy our country has to offer 

■was over, and I was satisfied. 
Frederick W. King. 

Grouse and Dog Lore. 

Los Angeles, Cal., May 25.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: As the “wise animal” with long ears 

said as he looked over the gate, “I told you so,” 

so we could have told you over half a century 

ago, and we had it from old hunters and trap¬ 

pers who knew the fact in their boyhood that 

if a person had muscle enough to hold a skunk 

out at arm’s length so that it could not touch 

any object with nose or feet it could be carried 

almost any distance with safety so far as scent 

was concerned, though personally we only saw 

one person who had tried this feat, and he car¬ 

ried Mephitis all right until he let it down on a 

log while he got a fresh tail hold, then Steve 

got it where black Tom said that he hit the 

grouse, on the head, neck, all over. 

Regarding the scarcity of ruffed grouse. Last 

season with a friend I hunted well over the 

northwestern part of Vermont with poor success 

so far as grouse were -concerned. Very few 

birds were found either old or young. One 

afternoon we made a trip across the line into 

Canada. Within a mile of the line we found 

good-sized coveys of young grouse. In one 

piece of bush we found two coveys of at least 

ten or twelve birds each. Now, the Canada line 

is no barrier against such enemies of these birds 

as foxes, weasels, etc., but with the high Cana¬ 

dian tariff on imported guns it is a most effectual 

barrier against the cheap American single barrel 

shotgun which has flooded our country, and is 

to be found in the hands of nearly every b(5y 

and idle person in Vermont. These cheap guns 

will cause our grouse and kindred game to be 

wiped out of existence unless we have at once 

a good stiff gun tax that will restrict both the 

sale and use of these guns and at the same time 

provide funds to pay an effective corps of game 

wardens. 

An old reader, and I believe occasional cor¬ 

respondent of Forest and Stream, Mr. Barbre, 

station agent at Campbellton, N. B., had a couple 

of large black rough-haired retrievers that were 

in the habit of begging coppers from the fre¬ 

quenters of the station. When they received a 

copper they would rear up at the refreshment 

counter and drop their money on the counter 

and receive in exchange a cookie. One day as 

the older dog, the mother, handed in her money 

the attendant carelessly swept it into the till 

and passed along. This made the old dog very 

angry. She would have jumped over the counter 

and helped herself if the fellow had not come 

back and handed her the cookie. After that 

whenever she deposited a coin on the counter 

she would place one foot on it and keep it there 

until she received her cake. 

One morning in the same town I was down 

on the bay shore watching a fisherman gather¬ 

ing driftwood for fuel. He had a large black 

curly-haired dog harnessed that he was using to 

haul his wood up to his shanty. If the stick 

that the dog was hauling struck against a stone 

or other obstacle the dog would stop and turn 

around to see what the trouble was, then walk 

off to one side and yank the stick away from 

the stone, then go on his way homeward. This 

I saw him do fully a dozen times. 

One cold frosty morning I was walking down 

a back street accompanied by Snipe, a bright, 

lively Norfolk spaniel. We came across a big 

dog eating a piece of meat in the middle of the 

street. When Snipe saw him he stopped and 

gazed at him a moment, and then with a sort 

of a side trot he passed along behind the dog, 

jumped in and gave him a most vicious bite in 

the rear. The next instant he was running down 

the street with the big fellow tight at his heels. 

When they were fully one hundred yards away 

Snipe dodged, came back with a rush and seized 

the meat, but the piece was so large that he 

could not carry it and he had to drop it to save 

his own bacon. 

One day while quail shooting in Tennessee 

with a companion and using an old pointer who 

found a covey of birds in a cow path, the birds 

would not lie, but kept running ahead of the dog. 

The old fellow stopped and looked at the run¬ 

ning birds for a moment and then made a long 

sneak around through the field and came into 

the path below the birds and soon had them mov¬ 

ing back toward us. As they rose we of corn 

downed four of them, and when the dog ! 

trieved them he did it with an air that seem 

to say plainly, “It takes a wise bird to fool 

old chap of my experience.” Stanstead. 

North Pitcher, N. Y., May 12.—Editor Fori 

and Stream: I have been much interested 

the discussion as to whether animals reason 

not. 

Here is a little incident absolutely true. J 

grandfather owned an old hound that persist 

in following my aunts whenever they went aw 

from home, calling or visiting. One day th 

planned to visit at the home of a neighbor, E 

ward Smith, distant one mile, and talked qu 

a little about the visit and said among oth 

things, “Wish we could get away and not ha 

that old hound go with us.” 

When my aunts left home the hound w 

nowhere in sight, and was not seen at all 

them until they entered the hall at Mr. Smith 

where they found him curled up on the m; 

having reached the place some time in advan 

of them. 

This seems to me something that would 

very hard to explain as an action prompt' 

solely by instinct, as this was not a place th 

the hound was in the habit of visiting. But 

had heard them tell where they were going, ai 

instead of going too he went ahead. Just he 

I will leave this for someone wiser than I 

explain. H. S. Dickerson. 

Contentment in Virginia. 

Someone has said that it is the boast of Eas 

ern shore Virginians that a man in those pai 

can with a string, a piece of raw meat for ba 

and a broken clam shell for sinker catch in 

few minutes enough crabs to buy a comple 

fishing outfit; that with hook and line he c: 

soon catch enough fish to buy a boat, and th 

with a boat he can in a few seasons catch enouj 

oysters to buy a farm. With a farm any Eas 

ern shore man is contented and independent 1 

the world. 
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'Coon Hunting. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Perhaps there is no sport more fascinating 

than coon hunting. I remember many instances 

in my early life of this exciting sport, and some¬ 

times feel a longing to be a boy again and in¬ 

dulge once more in the scenes of the past. 

Many are the nights I have spent in the 

woods, and many are the laughs that my brother 

and I have had at the expense of the coon. 

The first essenial to coon hunting is a good dog. 

The best coon dog is some type of hound. One of 

the best dogs we ever had was a cross between a 

foxhound and a Newfoundland. The Newfound¬ 

land is a dog of superior intelligence and courage, 

and this added to the fine scenting qualities of the 

hound, makes an ideal coon dog. When we paid 

five dollars to a boy for Bruno, he was about 

two years old, but knew nothing about coons. 

He had been raised on a farm and was an ideal 

rabbit dog. In addition to this he had often 

encountered the ground hog or woodchuck, as 

it is often called, and was not unaccustomed to 

the hard fights which the woodchuck can put up, 

and which afterward served him to good pur¬ 

pose when fighting coons. 

The education of a dog is not unlike the edu¬ 

cation of a child, you must begin with the rudi¬ 

ments. After we purchased Bruno we spent 

many an evening in the woods trying to get 

him interested in coon hunting. But he had been 

so accustomed to chasing rabbits that he did not 

know what we wanted him to do. We thought 

if he only could run across a coon and kill it, he 

would then become interested, but we had no 

such luck. Finally we struck a plan. My 

brother set a steel trap in a brook the coons 

were accustomed to following in search of frogs 

and clams, and had the good luck to catch a 

coon. We took it home and put it in a cage 

and then introduced Bruno to it through the 

slats of the cage. He became very enthusiastic 

and tried his best to get to it, but could not, as 

he was barred by the cage. Our next lesson 

was to take the coon to the woods. We put a. 

strap around its neck and led it through the 

woods and finally allowed it to climb a small 

tree and fastened it just out of the reach of the 

dog. We then took Bruno to the spot where 

we had begun to lead the coon. He soon struck 

the trail, and it was not long before we had the 

coon “treed.” We repeated this a few times and 

then one day my brother took the coon to the 

woods and set it at liberty. In about half an 

hour we took Bruno out to where the coon 

had been liberated, and he was soon flying 

around over logs and through the bushes, bay¬ 

ing and barking on the trail of the coon. After 

following it for half a mile, he finally treed it and 

a more tickled dog and prouder boys you never 

saw. We had taken an ax with us and soon had 

cut the tree down, and were enjoying the fight. 

It was not long before the coon had to give up 

and lay dead before the panting dog. 

We now felt that we had a coon dog. On the 

same evening a little while after dark, as coons 

only come down from their dens, in the trees, 

at night, we took the dog to the woods. He 

had been away from us some time hunting. 

Finally we heard him barking. We went to him 

and found him barking up a beech tree. Now 

it is not common for coons to climb beech trees. 

The reason is that the bark is smooth and hard 

and they can not get their claws into it easily. 

We knew this, and argued that it could not be 

a coon. As the tree was not a very large one, 

and as the limbs extended very near the ground, 

I was soon climbing the tree. When I had 

nearly reached the top, there, sure enough, out 

on a limb sat a very large coon. Now it is no 

easy matter to shake ai coon off a limb, but I 

succeeded at last and heard him strike the 

ground with a thud. While my brother and 

Bruno were enjoying the fight I was hurrying 

down to participate in the sport. Casting my 

eyes out along a limb that extended out quite 

away from the tree I saw another coon. After 

calling to my brother the good news, I went 

down and saw the conclusion of the fight. After 

we had given the dog a little time to rest, my 

brother climbed the tree and shook the other 

coon down. Another hard fight resulted in an¬ 

other dead coon. We went home rejoicing. 

Coon hunting, like fishing, is governed by 

conditions of weather, time of the year, time of 

day, or night. Fishing I have always found best 

in the early part of the day or in the evening. 

There are of course exceptions to this. I used 

to be quite a squirrel hunter when a boy, and 

by the use of a little rifle was often enabled in a 

short time to kill all the squirrels I could carry 

home. I always found the early morning the 

best time, and was sometimes in the woods by 

sunrise. But squirrels were plenty then, and I 

know of no place now where they can be found 

in such numbers. 

Coons are apt to be running in the early part 

of the night or toward day. Near midnight they 

were not often found. We had an alarm clock 

and would set it to wake us up at about two or 

three o’clock in the morning. This was much 

better, we thought, than to spend the entire 

night in the woods, as we had to do if we treed 

a coon in the early part of the night. When we 

had a coon treed we would build a fire and keep 

watch until morning and then shoot it. This 

was because we could rarely see the coon in the 

night. But later we learned to use the bullseye 

lantern, which throws the light like a search¬ 

light. By this means we could reflect the light 

of the coon’s eyes and shoot almost as readily 

as by daylight. In this, however, we did not al¬ 

ways succeed. Sometimes when we first threw 

the light into the tree, the coon would look at 

if long enough to convince us that he was there, 

but not long enough to get a shot. 

It often happened that there would be a hol¬ 

low in the tree in which the coon would secrete 

itself, and in a case like this we had to give it 

up or cut the tree down. We always considered 

it greater sport to cut the tree than to shoot 

the coon, as in that case we had the fun of 

seeing a fight. I have seen dogs completely 

worsted in a fight with a big coon. Sometimes 

we could succeed in keeping a coon up a tree by 

putting our coats on a pole up against the tree. 

But this did not always succeed. An old coon 

would sometimes come down in spite of the 

coats. They generally get very restless as day¬ 

light approaches, and will often come down 

even when you are by the tree. I recollect an 

instance of having treed a coon in the early 

part of the night, and while we were lying by 

the tree the dog went a little way from us and 

treed another. I left my brother, who was 

younger than I, to watch the one we were by 

and went to the dog. Being assured that he had 

a coon I called to my brother and told him to 

stay by his coon and I would stay and watch 

mine. He answered that he would, provided I 

would let him have the dog, as he was afraid. 

I agreed and he called the dog to him. I built 

a fire on one side of the tree; then finding as 

long a pole as I could, put my coat up as high 

as the pole would reach on the other side. As 

I lay by the fire I fell asleep, and when I awoke, 

the fire had burned down and in collecting some 

brush to rekindle it, discovered my coat on the 

ground and saw that the pole had been thrown 

down. I surmised that the coon had escaped. 

I called to my brother and asked him to let me 

have the dog, as I thought my coon had come 

down. I called the dog. He started an investi- 

gation^and was soon going through the woods, 

giving a yelp at every jump. He shortly over¬ 

took the coon and again put him up a tree. My 

brother hearing the sport and feeling lonesome, 

left his tree and followed up. 

This time the coon was up a large red oak 

tree. It was now near morning and knowing 

by my experience that that coon would take 

chances of coming down, we kept a close watch. 

Sure enough, just at daybreak we saw him com¬ 

ing down. The dog also understood it, and we 

were all very anxious to give him another 

chance for his life. But when he saw the dog 

he reconsidered and again climbed up the tree. 

A neighbor who lived close by, hearing our 

dog barking and knowing who we were, came 

along with his wife and daughter to witness the 

sport. We had no gun with us, but the neigh¬ 

bor said we could have his. My brother went 

and got it. It was now daylight and one shot 

brought the coon down. 

Another instance I wish to give is of a coon 

that dare not come down. We had treed it on 

a large burr oak tree, and not being able to see 

its eyes, concluded that the tree was hollow. We 

had taken some newspapers with us, and we put 

them up on poles on opposite sides of the tree 

and went home. 

Next morning we went to see what success 

we had. We could not see a coon, neither could 

we see a hollow in the tree. When almost ready 

to give it up, I called the attention of my brother 

to a strange looking object, which looked like 

it might be the hind legs of a coon protruding 

from a hole in a limb. We finally decided to 

give it a shot and were surprised to see a coon 

back out the hole. The hole was not of sufficient 

depth to allow him to entirely hide himself and 

his legs had betrayed him. Another shot 

brought him to the ground. 

It is remarkable how sagacious animals are, 

especially dogs. What we usually call instinct 

in them, sometimes amounts to reason. I well 

remember an incident illustrating this in a dog 

we once had. He was not a coon dog, but de¬ 

lighted in hunting rabbits and woodchucks. The 

incident I am going to relate, and which I can 

call nothing but reason, very much surprised and 

amused me. Not far from the house, in the 

field, was an elevation, sloping toward the 

house. At the summit where a fence crossed 

the woodchucks had a burrow and often came 

down the hill in plain view from the house. 

The dog had run after them many times, but as 

he was in plain view of them they could easily 

reach their burrow before he could reach them. 

One day I saw one out as usual and called the 

dog. He could easily see it, as the distance 
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was not above thirty rods. He seemed to hesi¬ 

tate, and then, as if an idea had struck him, he 

ran down to a fence that ran at right angles to 

the fence that crossed the hill where the burrow 

was, and a few rods below it. He crossed the 

first fence and ran up to the upper fence and 

crossed that, then up to where the burrow was. 

Keeping the fence between him and the wood¬ 

chuck. he jumped over the fence at the burrow, 

and the woodchuck, seeing him between it and 

the den, tried to reach the fence up which the 

dog first ran; but he did not reach it, and was 

caught and killed. Maybe this was not reason, 

but it approached very near it. 

I recall many incidents of intelligence in ani¬ 

mals which show their shrewdness. One night 

Bruno treed a coon, and as I could not see it, 

concluded to leave it. The dog, however, was 

loath to give it up, and when I had called him 

away, went back again and continued barking. 

I tried to induce him to leave, but seeing he 

was obstinate, told him that he might remain 

and that I would come again in the morning. 

I questioned whether he would stay, but to as¬ 

sure him took ofif my vest and spread it down 

by the tree, and told him to lie on it. I went 

home and in the morning got up early and called 

him, but he did not appear. I then took the gun 

and started to the tree. As I approached from 

the opposite side from where I had spread my 

vest, did not see him till I had nearly reached 

the tree. He then got up from off the vest and 

looking up the tree, gave a bark, as much as 

to say, “He is up there,” and sure enough he 

was. 1 patted and almost embraced him for his 

sagacity. As we valued him very highly and 

were very much attached to him, we seldom left 

him, as we feared someone might kill or steal 

him. 
Bruno would often go out hunting alone, and 

one night I heard him barking, and though the 

fur was not good, as it was late spring, to 

please him I went to see what he had. We had 

been having a great deal of rain, and the ground 

where he was being very low, was a pond. He 

was on a log to keep himself out of the water 

and was looking up a tree nearby. Casting the 

light from the dark lantern into the tree, I saw 

two balls of fire looking like two little stars. I 

knew at once that these were the eyes of a coon. 

A neighbor and his boy came out to see what 

the dog had treed. The boy had never seen a 

coon and was anxious to see its eyes, but it 

would not look at the light again. I told him 

that if he would come out again in the morning 

he could see a coon. I did not like to leave the 

dog, as there was no comfortable place for him 

on account of the water. But for the sake of 

the boy, I left the lanter.n on a log as near the 

tree as I could get, and went home. When I 

got there in the morning, the boy and his father 

had preceded me and called to me as I ap¬ 

proached, that the coon was there. 

The dog had been faithful to his trust. I knew 

he would not leave while the lantern was there. 

I did not shoot the coon because, as I have said 

before, the fur was of no value, it being good 

only in the winter months. 
B. F. Mack. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 

Hunting Small Game. 

Milford, Conn., May 25.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In your issue of May 23 the 

article on taking care of game recalls the way 

we kept prairie chickens when shooting on the 

Platte, Little and Big Sandy and Republican 

rivers, in Nebraska and Kansas. After shoot¬ 

ing a number of chickens we would draw and 

bleed, then pull a handful of green grass and 

stuff them full, pack in wagon and cover with 

green grass. In this way they would not sour 

and be in prime condition for two or three days 

or until such times as we could dispose of them. 

The rabbit hunt in Virginia by Mac brings 

fresh to my mind the sport I had in Kansas 

thirty years or so ago near the Republican River 

close by the town of Beloit. At that time they 

were laying a railroad from Beloit to a new 

town further west, Concordia. Along this road¬ 

bed at night the jack rabbit in large numbers 

would chase each other back and forth, up and 

down. We would lie in the ditches beside the 

banks and when a jack rabbit came by would 

bowl him over. I shall never forget that moon¬ 

light night and the sport we had. I got one 

beauty with jet black ears. It weighed nearly 

eight pounds. I sent his pelt back East to my 

father-in-law and he wrote asking if that was the 

size of the jackasses out West. 

It was no trick at all to ride horseback within 

good gun shot of them when lying in cover, 

with their heads between their paws, and ears 

lying back on their sides. But on foot it was 

impossible to approach them, and no dog except 

greyhounds could keep within a mile of them 

when once they got all four feet in motion; and 

it gives a well trained greyhound all he wants to 

pick one up, for they are tricky when running, 

springing to one side, letting the hound run by, 

then taking another course, and so on until the 

kill. 

The Virginia hunt ended with a lunch; so did 

ours, only at camp we had beans, baked in our 

ground oven. Our game was smeared with mud 

and baked also in the oven, fried fish, fresh 

from the river, and for bread we had pancakes. 

Dishes and tables might not have been so clean, 

yet our appetites were never found wanting. 

Then the, old pipe, and to bed. F. S. D. 

The Grouse Sc&rcity. 

LIingham, Mass., June 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I have read many of your reports 

about the scarcity of the partridges and causes 

in the State of Massachusetts. The decrease has 

been exceedingly noticeable in this town. I 

should think the hawks could be blamed as well 

as any bird or animal. This spring, in walking 

in the woods, I have seen many. One day along 

a wood road I saw four, two of which were 

within gun shot. Other days I have seen more 

or less. I usually walk about one mile and a 

half by wood roads, and if I should see the num¬ 

ber stated what must be the number all around ? 

In the fall my father and I caught a hawk 

at his murdering game. When we first saw him 

he flew as if he was carrying something of good 

weight. We followed him up and he arose 

again, this time in his usual manner. We looked 

where it had flown from and found a partridge. 

The hawk had begun on his rich meal by eat¬ 

ing the brain first, but was forced to leave his 

meal on our arrival. 

One gunning season we started two hawks 

within a quarter of a mile. One was over a 

gun shot, but after the shot I guess he felt sick, 

judging by the way he rolled and the amount of 

feathers that came from him; the other one we 

killed. He had a handsome breast. 

I should not have urged any bill for a two 

year’s close season, because the hunters do not 

kill as many birds as the hawks and others. I 

would willingly pay one dollar for a gunning 

fee. It was cither a bad hatching season or the 

hawks that caused the scarcity of 1907. In' the 

1906 season there was the best shooting here for 

years. The average gain in birds over 1905 was 

33 per cent. E. Henderson. 

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen. 

An adjourned meeting of the Pennsylvania 

State Sportsmen’s Association was held at Brad¬ 

ford, Pa., the night of May 27, A. M. Seitz, of 

Glen Rock, acting as chairman. Dr. Kalbfus, 

of the legislative committee, reported, and also 

spoke on a number of recommendations for game 

laws and pointed out the need of legislation 

which would keep guns out of the hands of 

the unnaturalized citizen and foreigners who 

slaughter game birds in large numbers. The 

recommendation was heartily endorsed by the 

association. 

The question of seasons for game and the 

plan of a license of one dollar to hunt were 

approved. 

A resolution was offered and approved to 

appoint a committee to which all recommenda¬ 

tions of fish and game laws be referred; this 

committee to include representative men of all 

sections of the State and selected with care as 

to the climatic conditions, etc. This committee 

is to act in conjunction with the legislative com¬ 

mittee. 

A committee on game and fish legislation was 

also appointed. 

The Condition of Game. 

Knife River, Minn., May 23.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: We are now seeing a good many 

deer and quite a bit of moose sign. They have 

come through the winter in good shape and big- 

game hunting ought to be of the best next fall. 

There apparently is very little poaching going 

on. the shackers occasionally killing one for 

meat. Partridges are very scarce. The Legis¬ 

lature ought to pass a bill protecting them for 

three or five years, otherwise they are going to 

be almost entirely killed off here in another year 

or two. Fred Chase. 

Maine Sportsmen’s Excursion. 

The thirteenth annual excursion of the Maine 

Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association will 

take place June 15-27 inclusive. Kineo, on 

Moosehead Lake, will be its destination. 

On Tune 16 there will be a rifle match between 

wardens and guides. 

On June 17 a tandem canoe race will be held. 

There will also be fishing contests for both 

women and men, and valuable prizes are offered 

for all events. 

The committee on legislation will meet on the 

night of June 17, while the general association 

meeting is set for the night of the 16th. 



A Florida Paradise. 

It is a hard day’s journey from Jacksonville 

to Homosassa by way of Ocala. But we arrived 

at 7 P. M. and daylight found us in a launch 

headed down the Homosassa River. An hour’s 

ride and Shell Island was reached, then five 

miles straight out into the gulf and fifteen miles 

south brought us to one of the many mouths of 

the most wonderful rivers for fish and game 

upon the American continent—the inaccessible, 

nature-protected Chessahowitzkie. Another hour 

and we were at the landing where the house¬ 

boat was moored and three large tents pitched, 

shaking hands with the 

guides — clever fellows 

all and good comrades. 

The river is formed 

by three huge springs. 

Here is hard ground 

carrying a virgin Flor¬ 

ida forest with its im- 

penerable tangle of un¬ 

dergrowth, there is a 

truly magical and beau¬ 

tiful river, in places so 

clear that twenty feet 

of water seems but so 

mariy feet of air, and 

small objects can be 

distinctly seen upon the 

bottom. Startled fish 

pass and repass be¬ 

neath the boat in silent, 

swiftly moving clouds. 

A narrow channel and 

then the water spreads 

out in still shallows 

over green moss flats 

that, when the tide is 

low, resemble a well 

kept lawn. When the 

tide is high this moss 

is covered and then 

the fish leave the channel for the feeding 

grounds. 

In the main channel there are stretches of a 

slender, filmy grass that sleepily bends and sways 

in the changing current. In this the fish lurk, 

darting upon their prey, or at sight of danger 

vanishing like shadows. It is a winding river 

that lazily makes eight miles out of three miles 

as the crow is supposed to fly, dotted with little 

islands and bars of moss upon which the coots, 

ducks and river wildfowl feed and roost; a 

channel that at low tide is ioo feet wide and 

at high tide is 300 yards wide. Here and there 

a creek wriggles, snake-like, its way through the 

marsh from the dense forest in the distance to 

furnish its contribution of finny life to this mar¬ 

velous river. A river that stealthily and slowly 

finds its way to the sea amid a silence, broken 

only by the splash of some leaping fish or the 

cry of some bird; a river ever enveloped in the 

subtle spell of the wilderness. 

Here is the most prolific, varied and best pro¬ 

tected haunt of fish in the State. The banks 

with two exceptions are marshy and cannot be 

built upon. The moss and grass protect from 

nets and only the fly and line can be used. 

Nature built it with intent to make it inexhausti 

ble. The temperature of the water never 

changes, and herein lies one reason why fish 

life is so varied and abundant. For miles out 

the bottom of the gulf is lime rock, and the 

water so shallow that a boat drawing but three 

feet must at high tide go five miles, and at low 

tide eight miles, from land. In winter a cold 

wave quickly chills the shallow water and the 

fish seek protection in the warm water of the 

A TYPICAL SCENE ON THE CHESSAHOWITZKIE RIVER. 

In this fresh, then brackish, and then salt 

water are grouped in miscellaneous, conglomerate 

mass every variety of salt and fresh water fish 

upon the gulf coast. Think of taking nine dif¬ 

ferent kinds of game fish upon the fly in one 

day! Believe also, if it be possible, that out 

of the same boat in the same pool you can take 

either fresh or salt water fish by simply chang¬ 

ing the bait. 

If any touch were needed to complete this 

paradise it can be found in the added fact that 

you can also determine what size fish your day’s 

sport shall gather. If your 31/2-ounce rod calls 

to you appealingly, then take it,* and with a gos¬ 

samer leader and a No. 12 yellow May, gratify 

its hunger with red-breasted or blue bream; or, 

with a larger and gaudier fly, fill the fish box 

with brown snappers—a gamy hard fighter that 

frequently runs to two pounds, and will make the 

little rod assume many a curve before the net is 

used. This is a ravenous striker and three at 

a cast is an expectation often fulfilled. If the 

large-mouth black bass is wanted—and they in¬ 

habit the river in myriads—then any bright 

colored fly or a bare hook carrying a small strip 

of pork rind is used. In one dark, deep pool 

thirty feet in diameter, surrounded by moss 

banks and in the midst of which the long grass 

grew nearly to the surface, I made eleven casts 

with a silver doctor and Jock Scott, taking eight 

fish, the smallest of which weighed 2*4 pounds 

and the largest 7V2 pounds. 

When a southwester comes the wind picks 

up the water of the gulf and builds a dam with 

it across the river. Then the moss banks and 

grass plots are soon covered a foot or more. 

This is the hour for the fly-caster, and in a flat 

bottomed boat he reaps 

a harvest which stag¬ 

gers his belief in his 

own eyesight. If larger 

fish are wanted then he 

hies him to the brack¬ 

ish and salt water, he 

selects a stronger rod 

—eight ounces is not 

too heavy—puts on a 

twisted salmon leader, 

dropper loops of simi¬ 

lar character, a 2/0 

cracker tail fly, and a 

couple of salmon silver 

doctors Nos. 1 and 2. 

takes the reel off and 

puts it behind him and 

to the side and sees that 

the line will run free. 

Then a cast or two to 

get the flies out, a 

last hard, driving cast, 

shooting the line to the 

limit, it does not mat¬ 

ter there how the flies 

fall, and he is ready 

for business. The rod 

is held nearly hori¬ 

zontal and the flies 

brought in by the left hand with little short 

jerks, the line as it returns falling in loops 

upon the bottom of the boat. By using these 

methods you get, at such places in the river, the 

three gamiest of the gulf fish—the cavalli, sea 

trout and channel bass. The trout run large and 

are, to my mind, the brook trout with nautical 

tendencies. 

Can you comprehend fifty-eight being caught 

in three hours, averaging three pounds each? 

Yet this was done as a test, a io-ounce iol4-foot 

rod with three flies was used and the fish 

handled roughly. 

The last cast of the trip was with a silver 

doctor and a Jock Scott. The instant the line 

was straightened in the water two struck fiercely. 

As the rod weighed but five ounces, not less 

than forty-five minutes were consumed in bring¬ 

ing them to the net. The tail fish weighed 5 

pounds 6 ounces, and the dropper 6 pounds 3 

ounces. 

Across the river in many places run out rock 

bars or ledges which come within six to ten 

river. 
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feet of the surface. Some are two hundred 

yards long and fifty wide. Upon these gather 

hordes of immense trout and channel bass. Both 

take a fly greedily; the bass are of considerable 

size, a io-pound fish is not unusual, and a 7- 

pounder quite common. A fish for each fly used 

will average half the casts made if conditions 

are favorable. But in using more than one fly 

care must be exercised in fashioning leaders or 

a dozen will depart in a few moments. If one 

fly is used then salmon gut tapered into good 

bass will do, but if these fish are to be caught 

two or three at a time, then twisted salmon gut 

with dropper loops of similar character must 

be used. Two fish pull against each other, not 

against the line. The sudden, violent darts in 

opposite directions impose a momentary strain 

upon the leader that is very severe, and often 

the leader is chafed by the two long sharp teeth 

in the trout’s mouth and parts. 

The fly most adored, under all conditions, by 

both trout and channel bass, is a 2/0 or 3/0 

cracker. But any similar sized salmon fly that 

carries a topping of the golden pheasant is almost 

as good. Of these the silver doctor, by reason 

of its metallic body, is best. 
If skittering, sight bewildering sport is desired, 

then, with three flies of smaller size, cast for 

the skipjacks. He is a slender, piratically built 

craft designed for fast sailing and quick action. 

A game fellow, too, and one of four pounds 

upon a light rod will hold your undivided atten¬ 

tion while he leaps from the water a dozen times 

in half as many seconds. I have had three in 
the air at the same time. 

Gamiest of all in a sullen, dogged way is the 

cavalli. These run from one to twelve pounds. 

One of six pounds upon anything less than an 

eight-ounce rod will consume thirty minutes of 

your time and you do not feel safe until he 

reaches the net. Though this is the golden pom- 

pano and a first cousin of the black variety, it 

is not regarded as edible, and is sought only for 

the fracas that follows. 

For the bottom fisherman the sport runs 

equally well. If, in particular, he likes the gamy 

sheepshead, theft he can safely count upon an 

average of 150 pounds per day. In order to put 

the situation more concretely, and, therefore, 

in a more unbelievable shape, let me say that 

four constant fishermen in twelve days fed 

twenty-two men three times each day, and for 

three days put back into the river all fish caught 

except such as were needed for food. 

The hunting is of equal weight and fineness. 

Deer, ducks, turkeys and quail abound. If a 

bear is wanted it is easy to get him. 

Here is the wash list for our Christmas din¬ 

ner: Fruit—grape fruit, oranges; venison— 

fried, broiled and stewed with rice, tomatoes, 

etc.; ducks—baked in oven, roasted in ashes, 

giblet stew; fish—fried, roasted in ashes, chow¬ 

der; wild turkey, baked; squirrels, fried; marsh 

hens, baked; ham and bacon; tomatoes, rice, 

corn, fresh sweet potatoes, onions, boiled and 

fried; hard store-bought biscuit, big oven bis¬ 

cuits, corn bread, ash cakes, pancakes with cane 

syrup; fruit cake, nuts, raisins and coffee. 

Twelve days of absolute rest and peace, free¬ 

dom from mail, telegraph and telephone, a com 

fortable boat, good cooks, excellent beds, peer¬ 

less fishing and hunting, dreamless sleep—a rest, 

a peace, so complete, so absolute that ofie is 

startled with the first contact of civilization. 

Now, when night comes with its temporary re¬ 

spite from the treadmill, the mind unconsciously 

goes home to this strange, silent, perfumed river, 

and, as the memories cluster and take shape, 

there is a nameless tugging at the heart, a dull, 

shapeless want. Who has never felt it that 

knows and loves the wilderness? 
Chas. T. Hopkins. 

Indian Fresh Water Sharks. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

I was fishing at Balaghat, C. P., in a large tank 

there for carp. It had been a very hot day, and 

toward twilight I noticed several faint shadows 

upon the water in different parts of the tank. 

They looked like the catspaws of a summer 

breeze, but were too local. Besides that I knew 

there was no such thing as a summer breeze 

just then; not a leaf was stirring anywhere, and 

the whole of the tank, with the exception of 

the few shadows mentioned, was like oil. For 

some time I did not know what they were. Then 

I saw one closer to me and I heard a faint 

metallic tinkle as of a handful of small shot 

thrown on the water. They were shoals of small 

chilwa fry being hunted by the fresh-water 

sharks. Many times since then have I located 

one of these larger fish feeding by the far off 

shadows on the water made by the fry re-enter¬ 

ing the water after their jump. It seemed to 

me that before dark the monsters take the sprats 

well below the surface, as there was seldom a 

ripple to show what was happening. After 

dark, however, a loud splash could be heard as 

they charged a shoal, followed by a tinkle of 

falling fry. 

It was on this tank that I had a strange “hunt" 

one afternoon in May. I had fished all day and 

had lunched at the waterside. Afterward, while 

smoking a pipe, my eye fell on an empty bottle. 

I girdled it with a piece of twine and attached 

three old bits of gut trace. Then I caught three 

chilwas, and having killed them, mounted each 

on a single hook to each of the gut ends. Then 

I corked the bottle and hurled it as far out into 

the tank as I could. 

At tea time, as I was going across to the dak 

bungalow, I noticed a native youth who had been 

much interested in the fishing, and told him to 

watch the bottle, and if anything happened to 

it to let me know at the bungalow, for which I 

would reward him. While at tea in the bunga¬ 

low the youth dashed in saying that the bottle 

was possessed by a “shaitan” (devil) and was 

leaping and diving all over the tank. I seized 

my gaff and legged it for the water, followed 

by a small crowd of the usual hangers-on of the 

bungalow. There were two boats and a home¬ 

made punt moored to some steps at the bund. 

I jumped into the punt, followed by the youth, 

and cast off. I took the pole and told the hoy 

to direct me to where he had last seen the 

bottle. I poled out about a hundred yards and 

hove to. There was no sign of it, and I had 

just handed over the pole to the hoy when he 

exclaimed, “Woh, hai,” (there he is), and 

pointed. There sure enough was the bottle, 

making about six knots across our bows. We 

were soon alongside and I gaffed a small “shark” 

of four pounds. He had taken the largest of 

the chilwas and had impaled himself on both 

the other hooks in his efforts to escape. 

Starlight. 

The Fish Wonders of Alaska. 

It is doubtful if there is another section of 

water in the world inhabited by so large a finny 

population as the bays and inlets of southern 

Alaska. The spring and summer runs of fish 

are so phenomenal, and the methods employed 

by the fishermen, the natives, the birds and the 

beasts, to catch them, are so interesting, that 

it is well worth a visit to this wonderful coun¬ 

try if for no other purpose than to see the fish. 

A resident of the Eastern States naturally 

shrinks at the thought of such a long trip, but 

the dining car service and Pullman accommoda¬ 

tions on the railroads, together with the grandest 

scenery to be found in the United States, makes 

traveling a pleasant pastime. 

At Seattle you may wish to stay over a few 

days to look about the city before starting on 

your northern water trip. If not, you probably 

have made arrangements to connect with one 

of the tourists’ boats, the Cottage City, Queen, 

Seattle or Spokane, any one of which will afford 

you as much comfort as a Hudson River boat. 

The route taken by these vessels is not over the 

rough open sea, but through Prince William 

Sound, a sheet of water so clear and smooth 

that no one need fear being ill, and every one 

can enjoy the beautiful island and water scenery 

on one side and the wooded mountain scenery 

on the other. 

The steamers usually stop at Ketchikan, 

Wrangel, Sitka, Juneau, Skagway and other in¬ 

teresting points to give the tourist an oppor¬ 

tunity to fish, to see the glaciers, to visit the 

salmon canneries or to watch the vast schools 

of salmon ascending the streams to their spawn¬ 

ing grounds. At every landing natives and 

whites, perched on the quays, pull out flounders 

as fast as their lines can be dropped to the bot¬ 

tom and drawn up again. At Killisnoo you are 

given a chance to try your luck at halibut-fish¬ 

ing, and soon thie sides of the vessel are lined 

with fishermen, each one anxious to catch the 

first fish. Of course they are not all successful, 

but the huge size of the fish and the excitement 

and confusion caused when a hundred-pounder 

is hooked, and after tangling all the lines on 

that side of the vessel is finally landed, helps to 

satisfy the unlucky angler. 
But you do not really enter the fish-infested 

waters until you are well along on your trip. 

As the vessel enters the harbor at Skagway, the 

peculiar streaked appearance of the water causes 

you to comment and to look closely. Then it 

is that you discover that each of these streaks 

is a herring about ten inches long. Billions 

probably would not be an over estimate of their 

number. The mass divides before the ship’s 

bow, then closes behind her, and after she has 

been warped up to the dock they crowd about 

her sides. The fishermen, in small craft that 

have made way for your coming, now draw 

near, giving you an excellent opportunity to 

study their methods of fishing. 

The fishing fleet is composed in the main of 

dugout canoes and small skiffs manned by 

natives, civilians and soldiers from the military 

post, who are after fish for the mess. Each 

boat contains a paddler and a man who sits in 

the bow to fish, if the peculiar method of secur¬ 

ing fish about to be described can be called fish¬ 

ing. He faces the bow, holding in his hands an 

instrument which for convenience sake we will 
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call a spear. It is a long pole through the end 

of which for a distance of probably five feet 

and at intervals of about an inch sharp wire 

nails protrude two inches. 

As the craft moves slowly over the schools 

the fish attempt to swim away, but only crowd 

closer together, giving the fishermen the oppor¬ 

tunity sought. He thrusts the spear deep into 

the water in front of him, and with a paddle 

stroke forces it through the school, impaling 

many of the fish on its tines, and as it is about 

to leave the water close to the boat’s side he 

gives it a quick flip and tosses the fish into the 

bottom of the craft. From two to ten fish may 

be captured at a single sweep of the spear, and 

at this rate the bottom of the boat or canoe is 

soon covered several inches deep with flopping 

fish. Not infrequently whales enter the bay 

to feed upon the fish, sometimes coming quite 

close in to the quays. 

Enormous though these schools of herring are, 

they do not equal the runs of candlefish that 

I saw while navigating the headwaters of Cook 

Inlet in June. So dense are these schools that 

a dash of a bucket into their midst will bring 

up half a pail of fish. In a short time one can 

fill a bucket with candlefish that have been 

washed upon the beach by the gentle surf. 

The candlefish is about the size of a smelt 

and so fat that when dried and lighted it throws 

off a blaze of sufficient power to be used for 

illuminating purposes. Before the advent of 

the white men and his candles these fish were 

used by the Alaskan natives for that purpose. 

The Indians claim that. candlefish possess 

valuable medicinal qualities, and candlefish oil 

is used by them as a universal cure for consump¬ 

tion. Hundreds of pounds of these fish are 

buried and left in the ground until they begin 

to decompose, then they are uncovered and 

dumped into a wooden receptacle, a hollowed- 

out log or more often a dugout canoe that has 

passed its usefulness as a craft. Water is then 

added and the putrid mass is brought to a boil¬ 

ing point and kept simmering by plunging into 

it boulders that have been heated. The oil is 

thus gradually tried out, and after it has gath¬ 

ered on the surface, thick and clear, it is drawn 

off and placed in large wooden receptacles. A 

consumptive patient is so liberally dosed with 

this oil that it is doubtful if he could absorb 

any more were he submerged in it. He drinks 

it by the pint and is bathed in it several times 

a day. To meet one of these dirty, sickly, 

greasy Indians is one of the most repulsive 

sights imaginable. Nevertheless persons in a 

position to know say that after several weeks 

of this treatment a native who once seemed to 

be in the last stages of the disease becomes as 

robust and looks as healthy as a perfectly strong 

man. 

The real fishing season in Alaska does not 

begin until the salmon commence their migra¬ 

tion from the sea to their spawning beds in the 

fresh water streams. Then it is that the inhabi¬ 

tants of the air and the earth seem to vie with 

each other in an effort to slaughter the most 

fish. While a few fish begin their mad rush 

to certain death—for it is said that having once 

ascended a stream they never live to return to 

the sea—in May and June, the migrations are 

not at their height until July. Then it is that 

the most prized of all the salmon, the king sal¬ 

mon, begin to run, and soon after come the red 

salmon, then the silver salmon in August, and 

with them large numbers of hump-backed and 

dog salmon, but the two last mentioned species 

are dry and coarse and will never be considered 

fit for food until the better grades of fish have 

been exterminated. 

To describe these salmon runs without seem¬ 

ing to stretch the truth is difficult; yet when I 

say that this subject is one that is practically 

impossible to exaggerate, the reader will be 

somewhat prepared for the coming story. 

Words can hardly express the wonderful scenes 

enacted at the mouth of a salmon stream dur¬ 

ing the height of the salmon season; one must 

be there to see for himself in order to appre¬ 

ciate them. 

Every stream is not a salmon stream, and why 

not is known only to the salmon themselves. 

When the tide is out the water at the mouths 

of some streams is often too shallow for the 

fish to ascend, so keeping well in shore the 

salmon work their way from the ocean, and con¬ 

gregating at the stream’s mouth await the rising 

of the water. Soon the pool swarms with huge 

salmon that chase each other hither and thither 

and poke their noses into the shallow rift in 

their anxiety to begin the fatal battle against 

man and beast, rapids and falls. Having 

watched the fish here, let us move on further 

up the stream and await their coming. 

While working our way through the tall, 

luxuriant grass and weeds that usually cover 

the flat about the mouth of a salmon stream, we 

cross or follow numerous paths beaten deep 

into the mossy ground. These trails were made 

by the brown bears and black bears as they 

journeyed to and from their mountain homes 

and the creeks where they fish. Practically every 

bear that lives near a salmon stream becomes a 

fish-eating bear at this season, and the trails 

from the timber intersect and cross each other 

like cow paths in a pasture. Along the edge of 

the stream the grass is matted, and lying here 

and there in all stages of decay are quantities 

of salmon with only their bellies eaten, these 

fish having been tossed up on the bank by a 

quick flip of bruin’s paw. About a hundred 

yards from the stream’s mouth a cluster of tall 

spruce trees grows close to the bank, the high 

branches of which make a capital lookout from 

which to study the salmon. 

From our elevated position the mouth of the 

stream can be plainly seen, and as the tide rises 

the rift that has held the salmon in check grad¬ 

ually disappears, at first liberating the small fish, 

which flounder over the barrier, soon followed 

by the giants of the school. On they come like 

a herd of stampeding cattle, pushing, crowding 

and throwing the water in every direction. Now 

they sink into deep water, now they reappear on 

another shoal, and as they draw near us the 

noise made by their floundering and fighting 

sounds like the splashing of some gigantic sea 

monster. By the time the advance guard has 

reached us the entire length of the stream as 

far as we can see is one mass of writhing, floun¬ 

dering fish. On the rifts their backs protrude 

several inches above the water and the big fel¬ 

lows turn upon their sides and scoot over, some¬ 

times running high and dry upon the bank where 

they flop about until they gain deep water or 

die from exhaustion. The fights between the 

jealous males are in their way as desperate as 

the battles between more ferocious animals, for 

they often result in the death of one of the 

combatants. In their frenzied charge one will 

sometimes drive his opponent through the water 

at such a rate that he will shoot high up on the 

shore and there die. In streams where the runs 

are not so large as the one you are now watch¬ 

ing the fish seem to travel in pairs, and after 

a fight, momentarily shrouded in a curtain of 

spray, you see the victorious fish return to his 

mate. 

As the fish reach a cascade the basin under 

it congests with them, and soon the scene is one 

of leaping and falling salmon. Some of them 

mount the falls at the first attempt; others fail 

and drop back only to try and try again; still 

others gain the apron, but in spite of their strug¬ 

gles the current gradually carries them back 

over the brink, or, catching on the apex, they 

manage to overcome the point of resistance and 

continue their journey to the next fall. In this 

manner some of the salmon manage to work 

their way hundreds of miles up the streams. 

On descending from our outlook to study the 

fish at close range our wonder gives way to 

pity. The salmon that have just left the sea 

are fine specimens of health, vigor and beauty, 

but those that for weeks have been battling with 

each other, and the boulder-strewn creek bed and 

the jagged edges.of falls, are indeed objects of 

compassion. With bodies a mass of bleeding 

sores, noses skinned to the bone and fins so 

nearly gone as to be useless, we see them feebly 

attempting to resist the current and the on¬ 

slaughts of their stronger kin. In the quiet 

pools near the banks we find hundreds of these 

poor creatures too weak to move out of the way. 

Frequently the body of a once fine fellow, who 

died while stubbornly resisting the elements in 

an attempt to obey the command of nature, 

floats seaward to feed the gulls and the eagles. 

It is interesting to watch the actions of a 

tourist party that sees such sights for the first 

time. While every one has heard these wonder¬ 

ful fish stories ever since the trip began, still it 

is evident as they stroll along the beach toward 

the stream that few of them are prepared for 

the sight awaiting them. Suddenly the stream 

is reached and what a spectacle presents itself! 

Salmon, salmon, salmon! The water is whipped 

into foam by the thousands of frightened, flee¬ 

ing fish, and instantly the excitement of the 

party becomes as great as that of the salmon. 

The natural instinct to kill instantly asserts it¬ 

self, and men and boys with stones and clubs 

try their best to kill the fish. I have seen boys 

—without waiting to take off their shoes and 

stockings—leap into the ice cold stream and 

thrust their clothed arms shoulder deep into the 

water in an effort to capture a fish. When fish 

are so abundant it can be imagined how easily 

they can be slaughtered. 

J. Alden Loring. 

[to be concluded.] 

Adirondack Notes. 

Blue Mountain Lake, N. Y., May 23.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: The season has been late. 

Hardwood leaves are only beginning to show on 

the mountain sides, and many trees show only 

buds. Rain has been abundant and the streams 

high. Brook trout are not much in evidence as 

yet. Occasionally one is caught in the lakes. 

Juvenal. 
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With Rods in an Irish Glen. 

“Waken up, old chap, it’s nearly five o’clock, 

and we must catch the six train for Ballymena, 

so look sharp if you want a bit of breakfast be¬ 

fore you start.” After a hasty meal we were 

soon seated comfortably in the mail train for 

Londonderry, and enjoying the outlook over 

the upland meadows with the haymakers at 

work this glorious July morning, and the fields 

green under the rich crops of flax, clover and 

corn. 
In an hour we left the mail at Ballymena and 

entered the little carriage of the narrow gauge 

line which should take us to Parkmore. We 

crawled up the winding little track at about 

twenty miles an hour, and when at last we 

reached our destination the tiny locomotive 

seemed out of breath after all its panting and 

puffing for the last half hour. 

“Here ye are, yer honor, for the Glen of 

Glengariffe and Waterfoot.”’ But we preferred 

our legs to the ride on the jaunting car which 

stood beside the little platform at which we 

arrived, and enjoyed a spanking walk all the 

way down to the coast. From the turf land just 

beside the station which was white with bog 

cotton, one sees a little trickling stream and this 

is actually the water on which our day was to be 

spent, which, by gathering all the rivulets and 

brooks en route, becomes quite a lively little 

stream before it reaches the sea. 

We swung down the road, and shortly we 

entered the glen and were soon on the river 

bank, and seated under a hawthorn hedge with 

trails of honeysuckle and sprays of wild rose 

over our heads; the bees humming all around; 

the larks rising from the small meadow at our 

side full of song and life; the small trout below 

making a late breakfast on the gnats and midges 

of this morning’s birth, and nothing to disturb 

the quiet of this most lovely valley, save the 

bleating of the frisking lambs, the bark of a 

shepherd’s collie, or the soft call of the wood 

pigeons across the glen. 

Picking out some Wickham’s fancy, olive duns 

and blue gnats, we got to work, creeping very 

gently, as the banks are high at times, and in 

this bright sunshine our little friends in the 

stream soon saw a biped on the shore, and 

prudently retired. When fishing on the level we 

often had to lie on the gravel and drop our 

flies from an overhanging bush, but if neatly 

done this rarely failed to secure a rise, and a 

trout, if one was alert. 

Presently, having taken a few nice fish, small, 

but fresh and plucky and always fighting to the 

last, we turned off to the Tea House for some 

food; then passing on down with the stream, we 

rested about noon, while the sun was strong on 

the water and the fish were reluctant to rise, to 

watch the dragonflies flitting about; most 

gorgeous creatures with shining bodies and their 

glittering wings of almost all the colors of the 

rainbow, sparkling in the sun. 

IIow strange it seemed that a few days ago 

these magnificent fellows that were now darting 

over the stream, or fluttering in the next 

meadow, were lying at the bottom of the river 

in their dull larva cases, to burst forth in due 

time for a few bright days in July sunshine. 

While reposing with our backs against a boulder 

in a dry bend of the river, and enjoying a rest¬ 

ful puff of good Virginian weed to compose our 

minds and keep off the midges, old Murtagh 

came out of his patch of ground, where he was 

thinning his turnips, and discoursed the weather 

and the stream. It seems that there was a 

“plump” of rain one day last week, and as 

Murtagh said, “A bit of a spate,” which brought 

a few enterprising salmon up the river, and our 

friend had seized the opportunity, and armed 

with his long ash rod—simply a branch of his 

own tree—a stout string, a long piece of gut 

and a bunch of worms on a good hook, had 

soon secured a fine fresh-run fish of nine 

pounds, and for the next few days Murtagh and 

his better half lived on hot or cold salmon. 

Here was a happy, healthy old man, who had 

never been in a railway train or on the sea 

which shone in the distance, but was quite con¬ 

tent to do his duty at the side of his own turf 

fire, and look faithfully after his goats, pigs 

and turnips. “Look, Pater, a kingfisher," 

whispered my companion, as we half dozed in 

perfect quietness after our smoke, and just then 

like a flash of blue, green and black, the tiny 

bird passed up stream like an arrow from the 

bow, and noiselessly waiting, we had shortly 

the pleasure of seeing the little fisherman re¬ 

turn, skimming the water in his straight flight 

and perching again on an old stump close to the 

hole in the bank, where his little wife and family 

were doubtless housed. Surely this is one of 

the great enjoyments of the angler’s holiday, 

that he can in truth see nature at home, and 

learn so much by simply quietly resting during 

his rambles by river and lake, and silently 

watching the life in the water, meadow and 

wood. 

The afternoon went on and we had dawdled 

down through the glen until we were now on a 

level stretch of three or four miles at the foot 

of this lovely valley, and on rich loamy soil, 

evidently at one time in the past ages a bay 

of the sea, and now most fertile in crops of po¬ 

tatoes, oats and hay. We hooked a few nice 

little trout in the runs on our way, but it 

needed skill to lure our sharp-eyed friends in a 

July sun, so we walked on to Waterfoot. This 

is a primitive little hamlet—two rows of one- 

story thatched cottages—excepting the post office, 

which is also the coach office and the village pub¬ 

lic house. The one and only street is generally 

monopolized by hissing flocks of long-necked 

geese, sundry fat pigs:—“the gentlemin that pay 

the rint”—and a score of mongrel curs, which 

yelp at all the tourists, travelers and tramps who 

pass along this fine coast road these summer 

days. In one of the aforesaid snug cottages we 

consumed excellent tea and home-baked soda 

scones, enriched by delicious fresh butter, and 

then betaking us to the sandhills, we watched 

the young rabbits come out for their green 

supper while the crimson sun had set away to 

the west, and the salt tide rolled in and out at 

our feet. 

Having changed our small day flies for some¬ 

thing larger and with more color, we watched 

for the incoming tide, and as it began to flow 

in from the Atlantic in some small pools close 

to the river mouth, we began to try our luck 

for white trout. With the tide came up a nice 

little breeze, so with a good curl on the sur¬ 

face, and the tide going against the current, we 

made good use of this hour of dusk, and before 

pulling down our rods, had landed between us 

six nice salmon trout, averaging about two 

pounds each, of most silvery scales, and when 

cooked next day, of clear red flesh, firm and 

delicious. 
Strange to say, an old coal boat from the 

opposite Scotch coast, was alongside where we 

had to fish; yet our best rises were just under 

the shadow of her hull. 
We now had just time to catch the tourist car 

which runs all the way from Larne to the Giant’s 

Causeway and back, and makes the journey of 

over fifty miles daily. An exquisite dr-ive it is. 

Never in the British Isles, on the Continent, or 

in the United States have I found such rugged 

and beautiful scenery, combined with the fresh 

sea breezes, the scent of wild flowers and the 

cries of gulls and the songs of shore birds, as 

enrich this County Antrim shore road. 

As we crossed a field this afternoon a farmer 

lad offered to sell us a badger, which he had 

killed a few days ago among the boulders at the 

foothills in the valley, with his dog and the help 

of a stout stick. As, however, we found that 

the young fellow, though he might “skin” a 

tourist, was not capable of skinning the badger, 

we had tO' come away without the trophy. It 

seems that these creatures are got at times up 

the sides of this glen, though becoming very 

scarce in other places. The heather and turf 

highlands are full of fine hares, and when 

strolling down this morning, quite a number, 

pricking their ears at our approach, started off 

with a bound and a skip so nimble and elastic 

that they seemed barely to touch the sod, and 

were a thousand yards distant in a few moments. 

Seated on the long car, which holds about 

fifteen to eighteen persons, with our faces sea¬ 

ward, we have a lovely view of the Scotch coast, 

in some places only twenty to thirty miles off, 

and as the stars come out and the lighthouses 

on the various points become visible, we enjoy 

a lovely ride in the cool evening air. 

At Larne we get the last train to Belfast, and 

are quietly seated over our after-supper pipe 

and recounting the day’s pleasures long before 

the clock chimes twelve. Among the rushes and 

grass in our baskets we count over three dozen 

nice brown trout, and adding the half-dozen 

glistening white trout, we are indeed well satis¬ 

fied with this summer day in the lovely Glen of 

Glengariffe. Piscator. 

Chicago Fly-Casting Club. 

Chicago, Ill., May 25.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The scores of the participants in the 

cast-off of the postponed contest from May 2 

were as follows: 

D. F. Beatty . 

%-ounce 
Bait. 

... 98.5 

, Accuracy, 
Fly. 

Salmon, 
Fly, Feet. 

(). E. Becker. ... 90.9 96 6-15 
T. H. Bellows. ... 97.6 99 3-15 93 
Dr. C. F. Brown. ... 95.1 97 8-15 97 
Dr. Cleveland . ... 93.9 
Mr. Crompton . ... 97.6 
G. A. Hinterleitr.er. ... 97.S 99 5-15 85 
lohn Hohmann . ... 98.4 98 4-15 
E. R. Letterman_ ... 98.3 98 13-15 
O. J. Loomis. ... 98.0 98 12-15 
H. Wheeler Perce... ... 98.1 99 3-15 90 
E. P Sperry. ... 97.1 99 4-15 98 

Geo. A. Davis, Sec’y- Treas. 

Rainbow Trout in the Saugatuck. 

A report received from Westport, Conn., says 

that the first rainbow trout ever reported as the 

result of the stocking of the Saugatuck River 

with this fish was caught recently by W. G. 

Krieghoff. The fish measured sixteen inches and 

was a beauty. 
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Save Our Game Fish. 

New York City, May 29.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The outlook for striped bass fishing 

in the waters along the shore of New York and 

New Jersey is certainly getting worse and worse. 

There are various causes for the disappearance 

of this splendid game fish. The slaughter of 

very small fish is enormous. They can be seen 

in most of the markets, and, although the legal 

size is eight inches long, thousands are taken 

that do not come up to the limit. 

The vast menhaden fisheries are responsible 

for devastating the waters of the most valuable 

food for our game fishes. The consequence is 

that the fish do not stay where they can find no 

food, but go where they do find it. Another 

is the pound net, the mesh of which is so small 

that the smallest fish can scarcely escape. 

What can be done to save our game fish? A 

question of vast importance not alone to the 

sportsman, but to the fish trade, to the rod, reel 

and tackle manufacturers and the public in gen¬ 

eral. 

I wrote to the press some years ago, outlining 

the situation as seen then, and making an earnest 

appeal to all anglers to join hands and try to 

enforce the laws already made relating to the 

game fish question, but unfortunately very little 

notice was taken of it at that time. Now the 

chance for anyone enjoying a day’s sport is 

decidedly blue, and unless concerted action is 

taken by all interested and by the fish authori¬ 

ties we shall no longer have the striped bass, 

bluefish, kingfish and many other kinds of fish 

along our shores. 

My opinion on the question of protection is 

that we must have a close season for several 

of our game salt water fish. We must give the 

adult fish a chance to spawn, also the legal size 

of the striped bass should be increased to twelve 

inches, and all wardens should be instructed to 

warn all anglers and others to this effect. Were 

there not close seasons for black bass and trout, 

as well as limit in size, there would not be a 

single fish left in our rivers and streams in the 

space of a year. 

We cannot expect an everlasting supply of 

fish if we continue to destroy all the eggs. If 

the menhaden fisheries are to continue they 

should be kept from our shores on the three- 

mile limit and there should be a very heavy 

penalty against them for taking any edible fish 

in their nets. 

Another fish food is the mullet, and there is 

no doubt that these little fish are scooped up 

by the millions and, like the menhaden, find their 

way to the oil and fertilizer tanks. The anglers 

of both States are greatly to blame for not or¬ 

ganizing and doing their utmost to prevent the 

utter destruction of our salt water game fish. 

George M. Watson. 

Bass Lures. 

Valleyfield, Quebec, May 24.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In your issue of April 11, Willard 

P. King asks for information about lures for 

small-mouth bass. The best artificial bait that 

I have ever used is a double spinner with blades 

very much like the screw on a boat. There are 

two double blades set about an inch apart re¬ 

volving in opposite directions. I have three 

sizes in my possession; No. 22 is the largest, the 

two smaller ones have no number marked on 

them. The medium size I find the best for bass, 

No. 22 for maskinonge, pike and pike-perch. 

I have caught a good string of bass with this 

spinner when the bass would not take minnow, 

helgramite or fly, using a bait-casting rod either 

from shore or a boat, and I find I get larger 

bass and more of them with this spinner even 

when the bass are taking the minnow freely. 

I was out on the rapids of the St. Lawrence 

one day last summer. There were a great many 

boats anchored in all the likely eddies, but the 

fish were not taking the bait very freely. Half 

a dozen to a boat was about the extent of the 

catches, and as all the likely places were taken 

I drew my boat to the shore, and taking my 

casting rod, put on my medium sized propeller, 

as I call it, and started casting. In a little over 

two hour’s time I landed thirty-nine bass run¬ 

ning from 1 y2 to 3 pounds, one maskinonge and 

one pike, all taken from under the rods of those 

who were anchored still-fishing with live bait. 

There is fine bass fishing near here, and I may 

be tempted to tell your readers a few more 

yarns about that—and what I think is the finest 

sport of all maskinonge fishing—later on. 

W. J. G. 

An Important Arrest. 

Avalon, Santa Catalina, Cal., May 21.-—Editor 

Forest and Stream: For violating the Blake- 

Hueston International fish and game laws, which 

recently came into effect at Santa Catalina, 

Augustino Exposito, an Italian fisherman from 

San Pedro, was to-day fined the sum of $100 

with an option of fifty days in jail. Exposito 

pleaded guilty to the charge placed against him 

by the three deputies who, after a two hours' 

chase, accomplished his arrest. At the sugges 

tion of Deputy Game Warden Brewster, Justice 

E. L. Havens, in consideration for the first of¬ 

fence, “let the man down easy.” 

The tournaments of 1908, which are now in 

operation, have suffered greatly from the con¬ 

stant visits of these promiscuous fishermen who 

at dusk drop their set nets, and at daylight ap¬ 

pear again for incredible hauls of fish. For 

several years this enterprising trade has been 

allowed to proceed uninterrupted, but a recent 

visit of Game Warden Morgan brought the de¬ 

sired end. All night Deputies Brewster, Gard¬ 

ner and Wilson in the fast launch Nevada 

patrolled the waters off Isthmus Cove, and at 

daylight when the fishing smack Lucy hove in 

sight they drew the set nets and gave chase. 

After almost two hours of doubling and dodg¬ 

ing, the Nevada drew alongside and the deputies 

placed the men under arrest and brought them 

back to Avalon for trial. In all probability the 

example which was made will suffice to stop the 

illegal methods of obtaining fish from these 

waters. Ernest Windle. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., May 23.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Interest still centers in trout, 

though complaint is made that the nearby 

streams are already pretty well fished out. The 

unusual weather conditions this season have 

permitted fly-fishing in a number of streams 

which under normal conditions are not ready 

for the fly until July or August. The fishing 

in Santa Cruz and Santa Clara counties has been 

good, but the streams easy of access are now 

practically exhausted. The same is true of Los 

Gatos, Guadalupe, Smith Lagas, Uvas and Sara¬ 

toga creeks. Light colored flies have been most 

successfully used in the Santa Cruz streams 

where the fish appear to be frightened by spin¬ 

ners. 

Anglers are already beginning to make plans 

for pilgrimages into the mountain country. 

There is but a light snowfall in the sierras this 

season and the streams have already about 

reached their normal state. By the middle of 

June or the first of July they should be in the 

best possible condition for fly-fishing. 

A number of members of the San Francisco 

Fly-Casting Club spent the last two Sundays 

at their headquarters on the Truckee River 

where fly-fishing seldom amounts to much be¬ 

fore July. 

The State Board of Fish Commissioners has 

procured for the State the exclusive rights of 

fishing on Scott’s Creek, one of the most valu¬ 

able fishing streams in Santa Cruz county. In 

times past the creek was known as one of the 

greatest steelhead streams in the country. At 

the time when it was lawful to take steelhead 

trout with nets many tons were taken from the 

mouth of the stream. The commissioners plan 

to close the stream from all fishing for a term 

of three years. A. P. B. 

Trout in North Carolina. 

Linville Falls, N. C., May 27.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The fishing is better than for sev¬ 

eral years. The restocking of the Linville River 

through its feeding tributaries is counting, and 

some fine specimens of the rainbow trout and 

the speckled trout are being taken with the fly, 

both in the river and in the creeks that flow 

into it. The company that owns the falls is 

stocking the streams and protecting them, in 

which it has the co-operation of the people here. 

The great impenetrable gorge below the falls is 

an ideal fish preserve of itself, furnishing stock 

to the pools that are accessible. Above the falls 

the young fish come in by tens of thousands 

from, the small streams, especially one that is 

closely watched. The Blue Ridge never looked 

more inviting or more invigorating than it does 

now. Frank W. Bicknell. 

Trout in Minnesota. 

Knife River, Minn., May 23.-—Editor Forest 

and Stream: May is now nearly gone, and so 

far the catch of trout on the North Shore 

streams has been small and most all small fish. 

This can be accounted for by the heavy rains 

that have kept the water so high that it has been 

rather discouraging to many anglers. The 

weather has now settled and the nights are much 

warmer, so that fishing will be much better from 

now on. I have seen some good baskets though 

that have come from Beaver River. They run 

larger in size there, though one may not catch 

the limit in a day. The Duluth and N. M. Rail¬ 

way has put on a fisherman’s special that leaves 

Knife River on the arrival of the Duluth train 

and makes all the streams from there to Shauf 

Lake, returning in time to connect with the re¬ 

turn train at Knife River, giving the fisherman 

the whole day for sport. Fred Chase. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada. revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 

JUNE. 

5. Knickerbocker Y. C. 
6. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
6. New Rochelle, club race. 
6. Motor boat race, New York to Bermuda. 
6. Chicago Y. C., motor boats. 
6. Bayside Y. C., one-design. 
6. Motor boat race to Bermuda. 

11. South Coast Y. C., San Pedro to Honolulu. 
11. N. Y. Y. C., Glen Cove. 
13. New Haven Y. C. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
13. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
18. N. Y. Y. C., Glen Cove. 
20. New Haven Y. C. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
20. Columbia Y. C., Chicago' to Michigan City, motor 

boats. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Bayside Y. C., one-design. 
27. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
27. New Haven Y. C. 
27. Seawanhaka, annual. 
27. New Rochelle annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., ocean race. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
28. Erie Basin Y. C.. annual. 

JULY. 

—. Fall River Y. C., ocean race. 
3. Auxiliary race, Y. R. A. of N. Y. Bay, around L. I. 
3. American Y. C., annual. 
4. Larchmont Y. C., annual. 
4. Hartford Y. C., annual. 
4. Atlantic Y. C. 
4. Brooklyn ocean race. 
4. New Haven Y. C. 
4. N. Y. Bay Y. R. A., power boats to Poughkeepsie. 
6. Motor boat elimination trials. 

10-11. Elimination trials for boats entered in International 
trophy race. 

11. New Haven Y. C. 
11. N. Y. Y. C. Glen Cove. 
11. New Rochelle, Stratford Shoal, club race. 
11. Riverside Y. C., annual. 
11. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
18. Columbia Y. C., relay race to Sturgeon Bay. 
18. New Haven Y. C. 
18. Atlantic Y. C. 
18. Motor boats, Marblehead to New Rochelle. 
18. Bayside-Port Washington, race at Bayside. 
18-25. Larchmont Y. C., race week. 
26. New York Canoe Club. 
26. New Rochelle, club race. 
27. New Haven Y. C. 

AUGUST. 

1. New Haven Y. C. 
1. Indian Harbor Y. C. 
I. Atlantic Y. C. 
1. International motor boat. 
3-8. Motor Boat Club of America, race week. 
8. New Haven Y. C. 
8. Horseshoe Harbor Y. C. 
8. Corinthian of Stamford. 
8. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
8. Huguenot Y. C. auxiliary sail and power to Strat¬ 

ford Shoal. 
10. Crescent Y. C. of Watertown, Hamilton to Chamont. 

165-mile race, boats up to 46 rating. 
tO. R. C. Y. C., Hamilton, Can., to Chaumont, N. Y. 
II. A. P. B. A. cruise, New York to Thousand Islands. 
15. New Haven Y. C. 
15. American Power Boat Association, cruise. 
15. Huguenot Y. C. 
15. Bridgeport Y. C. 
15. Hempstead Harbor Y. C. 
16. Atlantic Y. C. 
17. Columbia Y. C., Lipton cup, Chicago. 
20-22. Geld challenge cup race, Chippewa Bay, N. Y. 
21. Columbia Y. C., off Chicago. 
22. Boston Y. C., ocean race to Shelburne, N. S., for 

motor boats. 
22. Bayside-Port Washington race at Port Washington. 
22. Stamford Y. C., annual. 
22. Marine and Field Club. 
22. Binnacle Club. Boston to Shelburne, N. S., motor 

boats. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
29. New Haven Y. C. 
29. American Y. C., summer. 
29. Northport Y. C., annual. 
29. Bensonhurst Y. C. 
31. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
31. Atlantic Y. C. 

SEPTEMBER. 

1. Seawanhaka, long distance, Class Q boats to Marble- 
head. 

1. Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
1-5. Atlantic Y. C. 
2. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
3. Atlantic Y. C., motor boats, around Fire Island. 
4. Atlantic Y. C., Thompson challenge trophy. 
4. Seawanhaka Y. C., special. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C. 
5. New Haven Y. C. 
6. Hartford Y. C. 
6. New York Athletic Club. 
6. Brooklyn Y. C. 
5. Seawanhaka Y. C., annual. 
5. Atlantic Y. C. 
7. Bayside-Port Washington race, neutral waters. 
7. Larchmont Y. C. 
7. Norwalk Y. C. 
7. Sachem’s Head Y. C. 
7. Atlantic Y. C. ... 

10. Indian Harbor Y. C., sweepstakes championship. 
12. Belle Harbor Y. C, around lightship. 
12. Indian Harbor Y. C., fall. 
12. Crescent Athletic Club. 
15. Harlem Y. C., to Stratford Shoal. 
17. N. Y. Y. C., Glen Cove. 
19. Larchmont Y. C. 
19. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
19. Atlantic Y. C. 
26. Handicap Class, annual. 
26. Bensonhurst Y. C. 

A Boisterous Decoration Day Afloat. 

Decoration Day is generally conceded as the 
opening day of the yachting season about New 
York, but this year it was anything but a fit day 
to go yachting. Thick fog accompanied by a 
downpour of rain and a stiff southeast wind 
prevented hundreds from getting their yachts 
under way. Those who did had a wild, wet 
and wooly sail of it. 

Nearly every yacht club throughout the coun¬ 
try had a race scheduled for this day, but in 
nearly every instance the race was declared off. 

A BERMUDA RACE TROPHY. 

Off New Rochelle an attempt was made to start 
the Harlem Y. C. race off the northeast buoy 
of Execution Light, but the weather proved too 
boisterous. 

Tanya, one of the New Rochelle fleet, owned 
by George Granberry, came to grief and lost 
her mast, it snapping off close to the deck, and 
she was towed in a wreck into Echo Bay by 
Ailsa Craig that went to her assistance. 

At Sea Gate, and in fact all the local clubs, 
races were reluctantly declared off, as it was no 
pleasure to be afloat under such conditions. 

The owner of Mao II. has decided not to 
make the trip to Bermuda this year, as. there is 
little or no chance of her winning against such 
a boat as Ailsa Craig. This leaves but three 
possible entries, Ailsa Craig, Alabama and Irene 
II., but this latter craft will have so little time 
between her launch and the start it would not 
be at all surprising if she did not start, though 
her owner is striving to do so. Such a race is 

not one to be rushed into unprepared, but should 
be carefully planned with plenty of time to try 
out and perfect anything found defective. 

New York to Poughkeepsie Race. 

There will be fireworks both ashore and afloat 
on the coming July 4. Such a fleet as never 
before sailed up the Hudson River will on that 
memorable day race to Poughkeepsie. The fleet 
will be graded in sizes into six. classes. 

Any boat with an explosive engine run by gaso¬ 
lene, kerosene or alcohol and enrolled in the 
Yacht Racing Association of New York Bay is 
eligible. There are no restrictions as to the 
number in a crew, and the boats may carry an 
optional amount of fuel. Each boat, however, 
must carry anchors, side and other lights re¬ 
quired by the Federal regulations, and a life pre¬ 
server for each member of the crew. 

A cup will be awarded to the winning boat in 
each class, and where three or more boats start 
in a class a second prize will be given. The 
boats will be rated in accordance with the Ameri¬ 
can Power Boat Association rules of last year. 

The start will be at 9 A. M. on July 4, from 
a line opposite the Motor Boat Club of America’s 
station at 112th street and the Hudson River. 
The finish will be opposite the Poughkeepsie Y. 
C., making the course approximately sixty miles. 
Provision will be made for the boats finishing 
at night, a stake boat being anchored at Pough¬ 
keepsie with a red and white light placed per¬ 
pendicularly on it. 

The racers may stop at any time or anywhere 
they please, but if they do stop they must start 
again under their own power and their captain 
must keep a log of all such incidents. The boats 
may carry sails, but every stitch of canvas will 
be sealed before the start.. 

One reason for expecting the large number 
of entries is that the entry fee is only one dollar. 
Hunting cabin, open launches, standing cabin, 
glass cabin, and in fact most everything from 
,30ft. to 50ft. rating measurement that floats and 
chugs will have a chance to show what it can do. 

Auxiliary Race Around Long Island. 

Eight auxiliary yachts have so far signified 
their intentions of sailing around Long Island, 
starting on July 3 in the race given by the Y. 
R. A. of New York Bay. They are the sloop 
Atlanta, owned by David Woodruff, of the 
Pavonia Y. C.; the sloop Gretchen, owned by 
William Bruns, of the Pavonia Club; the sloop 
Ilikato, owned by E. G. Utz, of the Pavonia 
Club; the sloop Myrtelle, owned by Vice-Com¬ 
modore John H. Mahnken, of the Erie Basin 
Y. C.;. the sloop Rover, owned by William Brand, 
of the Erie Basin Club; the yawl Lillie and May, 
owned by Charles Detlefsen. of the Erie Basin 
Club; the yawl Hattie, owned by Emil Busse, of 
the Erie Basin Club, and the yawl George, Jr., 
owned by George Humphreys, of the Erie. Basin 
Club. Several more entries are being considered, 
and it is expected that at least twelve boats will 
start in the race. 

Irene II. 

The new Irene II., built by Mr. Alexander 
Macdonald, from designs of Edson B. Shock, for 
Mr. S. W. Granbery, was successfully launched 
at Webber’s Yard, New Rochelle, on Monday, 
June 1, at high water. This boat, though much 
smaller, is to be Ailsa Craig’s opponent in the 
race to Bermuda that starts from Gravesend 
Bay on Saturday, June 6. 

Mr. Thomas Fleming Day will navigate Irene 
II. and her crew will be made up of S. W. Gran¬ 
bery, her owner; F. B. Thurber, of Providence; 
John Sillen and W. M. Bieling. Both boats will 
fit out at Bayonne, N. J. 
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TANYA AND FEARLESS, TWO HANDICAP CLASS BOATS. Photo by W. H. J. Ehler. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

The San Francisco perpetual challenge cup is 
• to he sailed over a fourteen mile course, known 

as the Channel course this afternoon, May 23. 
This is the fourteenth race for this cup which 
is now held by the Corinthian Y. C. The race 
will be between Discovery, the Corinthian boat 
which won the race last year from the South 
Coast Y. C. Valkyrie, and Neva, of the San 
Francisco Y. C., which was not entered last year. 
The measuring of the contestants which occurred 
yesterday resulted in a surprise. It was expected 
that the Corinthian defender Discovery would 
measure more than Neva, and that at least a 
minute and a half would be allowed the latter. 
The measurements, however, gave Neva 22.24 
as the official measurement, while Discovery was 
returned as 22.23. On this showing there will 
be no time allowance to either boat. Great in¬ 
terest is manifested in the race, as considerable 
changes have been made in Neva since last year 
The yachts have raced before on many occasions 
and the score between them is fairly even. The 
last time they sailed against each other was in 
the Inter-Club Regatta on Sept. 9 last year. On 
that occasion Discovery beat hy about seven 
minutes and a half. 

Ex-Commodore Morrow, of the San Francisco 
Y. C, will be in charge of Neva, and Captain 
McFarlane will have charge of Discovery. Capt. 
L. H. Turner will act as referee. Roy C. Ward, 
Douglass Erskine, J. E. Neylan will act as judges 
and Lester Hammersmith, A. W. Follansbee, Jr., 
and F. H. Muchmore will act as timers. The 
preparatory signal will be given at 1:2s, and the 
starting signal at 1:30. A time limit of five 
hours will be placed on the race. 

Lady Maude Lurline and Gwendolyn II. have 
been formally entered for the San Pedro-Hawaii, 
Honolulu Trans-Pacific yacht race by Los 
Angeles yachtsmen and Skidbladnir is expected 
to be entered within a few days. There is also 
a possibility that Evian Aggie and Yankee Girl 
will be added to the list. The Honolulu con¬ 
testant. Hawaii, is ready and will be on hand at 
San Pedro in time for the start. The question 
of raising the necessary money for the race 
seems to have been settled, as the Los Angeles 
Chamber of Commerce, the San Pedro Chamber 
of Commerce and the South Coast Y. C. have 
just about secured the necessary $10,000. 

The start will be July 4, across a line between 
the end of the San Pedro breakwater and Dead 
Man’s Island, thence around a stakeboat off Long 
Beach, and from this mark the boats will bear 
away on their course to Diamond Head. 

The South Coast Club is offering two cups 

as first and second prizes in the Honolulu race. 
The first prize will he a $500 cup and the second 
a $250 cup, and the final selection of designs 
will be made June 1. 

Boston Races. 

The Boston Y. C. has officially announced the 
issuance of a challenge for the Quincy cup, now 
in the possession of the Corinthian Y. C., of 
Marblqhead. The Boston club’s challenger will 
be Charles P. Curtis, Jr.’s, sloop Ellen, which 
was built by the D. Fenton Company, at Man¬ 
chester, Mass., in 1906, from designs by E. A. 
Broadman. Ellen is 37ft. 9m. over all, 19ft. ioin. 
on the waterline, 7ft. 4m. beam and 5ft. 8in. 
draft. Her hull is wood. 

Regarding the international motor boat race 
being arranged, the regatta committee says: 

“A cup has been offered for an ocean race for 
motor boats from Boston to Shelburne, N. S., 
by the Binnacle Club of Harvard University. The 
Boston Y. C. regatta committee has been asked 
to take charge of the start of this race, and 
has consented to do so, the Shelburne Y. C. hav¬ 
ing agreed to take charge of the finish. This 
race is to be started off the Hull station of the 

Boston club, where due recognition is to be given 
the importance of the event. 

“This race will be novel, particularly in the 
manner in which it is proposed to handicap the 
boats. Trial tests are to be given all contestants, 
by which their rates of speed will be determined, 
and these rates will be applied to the full dis¬ 
tance of the race. It is expected that the boats 
will start on handicaps, the slowest boat starting 
first. 

“This race will be open to all power boats of 
not more than 55ft. over all and not less than 
30ft. over all.” 

Cassandra. 

Built in 1908 by Messrs. Scotts Shipbuilding 
and Engineering Co., of Greenock, Scotland, for 
Mr. Roy A. Rainey, of New York, and designed 
by Mr. A. S. Chesebrough, Bristol, R. I. She 
is- 284ft. over all, 239ft. on the waterline, 33ft. 
moulded beam and 20ft. 6in depth. The owner’s 
and guests’ rooms are situated both forward 
and aft of the machinery and consist of twelve 
staterooms and seven bathrooms, the owner’s 
private suite being immediately abaft of machin¬ 
ery casing. In forward end of deck house is 
dining room, the hall and passageway extending 
past the machinery space aft to the drawing 
room. The smoking room is in the after end 
of the deckhouse. 

On Saturday, May 9, speed trials were held 
on the Firth of Clyde, and over 15 knots per 
hour was made under natural draft and 16 knots 
under assisted draft. 

Death of Col. C. A. Postley. 

Another prominent yachtsman has been lost 
to the sport in the death of Col. Clarence Ashley 
Postley, who for several years was commodore 
of the Larchmont Y. C., the flagship being the 
schooner yacht Colonia. He was also owner at 
one time of the schooner yacht Ramona. 

Col. Postley was fifty-nine years of age and 
his death resulted from heart disease. Though 
gone now his memory will live on with his 
brother yachtsmen among whom he was very 
popular. 

Pfifer Bros, won out in the club race for the 
new one-design class of skip jacks, designed by 
Fred Goeller, on Sunday last at the Metropolitan 
Y. C. race on Pelham Bay. At the Morrisania 
Y. C. the .boat, sailed by the designer Fred 
Goeller and Harry Curtiss, won out after a hot 
five round course from three other boats of the 
same design. 
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The Breaking in of a Yachtman’s Wife. 

To the yachtsman who would like to see him¬ 
self in a mirror, just as others see him and at 
the same time enjoy a well spun yarn with just 
a taste of brackish water to it—not the coarse 
salt-horse sea guff—I would say, buy and read 
the new and charming book entitled, “The Break¬ 
ing in of a Yachtsman’s Wife,” by Mary Heaton 
Varse, and published by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 
It shows up a yachtsman in his true coloring; no 
brilliantly painted chromo or impossible colored 
impressionistic painting, but a perfectly tinted 
word photograph of the yachtsman of to-day. 
It is a treat. 

We knew every boat in our harbor, and so 
we could be sure that the strange yawl must be 
putting in just for the night. We had left the 
Tar Baby at her mooring, and we rowed closer 
to the new boat. She was Mary Ellen, about 
35ft. over all, and beautifully appointed in every 
particular. 

An awning was spread over Mary Ellen’s cock¬ 
pit, and under it sat a plump, gray-haired old 
lady, placidly darning a sock. From time to 
time she looked out over the Sound, where from 
every direction little sails made for the harbor 
like a flock of homing pigeons. 

A gray-haired man now came out of the cabin 
and fell to polishing the brass fittings which so 
prettily adorned his yacht. He was working, 
it was plain, because he enjoyed pottering around 
his boat, not because the brass needed further 
brightening. Now and then he would stoop to 
coil a rope still more symmetrically. As we 
passed them, he dropped his chamois overboard 
and we picked it up for him. So we pulled up 
alongside and chatted a moment. The old lady 
joined her husband, with a half-darned sock in 
her hand. They asked us if we had been sail¬ 
ing, and we pointed out the Tar Baby, and asked 
them if they had ever seen an ugfier boat. We 
had our own pride in Tar Baby's appearance. 
We loved to believe that she had one distinc¬ 
tion : she was a boat ugly beyond compare, 
unless, indeed, you except Stingy, a home-made 
boat which lived up Mamaroneck way. One 
can, you see, always find something to be proud 
of in one’s boat, even if it is only its ugliness, 
and even in ugliness there is competition. 
Rumors, for instance, had come to us from the 
owners of Galloping Soup Tureen, a freshwater 
boat, who pretended that it ran Tar Baby a 
close second. Our old couple were not to be 
outdone by the ugliness of our boat, for the old 
lady hastened to say: 

“When we were first married we owned an 
old tub that would make that little black boat 
of yours look like a prize beauty. She was as 
high-sided as the vessel Columbus came over 
in that they exhibited at the World’s Fair.” 

“And about as quick in the stays as a hen 
coop,” added the old gentleman. 

“Her name was Mary Ellen,” said the old 
lady. “Many a fine sail we had with her in 
spite of all. When I was young, yachting wasn’t 
heard of much; we just went sailing.” 

“This is the first boat I ever had built just 
to suit myself, and we named it after old Mary 
Ellen,” interrupted the old gentleman, who was 
bursting with pride over his lovely boat. 

“And we’re taking our first cruise in her. We 
started at Staten Island, and we’re going round 
by New London to Peconic Bay.” 

“Yes,” said the old gentleman, “my wife in¬ 
sisted on being towed through Hell Gate. Isn’t 
that just like a woman?” 

“Yes,” indeed, I did,” said the old lady, with 
spirit. “I just have my heart set on this cruise.” 

And as we pulled away we could hear the old 
gentleman declare: “Why, I could take the 
Massachusetts through Hell Gate 1” 

******** 

So Jameson and I worked side by side. I 
must have been far more of a hindrance than 
a help, though he, kind man, never showed it, 
and he prepared me for what was to be my 
final initiation. He painted a waterline, and 
handed me the pot of red copper paint. 

“Now swat it on good an’ thick, an’ see that 
you get it in all the nail holes,” he advised; 
and then it was that I was won over at one c 
and for all. To this day there is nothing I like 
so well as to stand on the shady side of a boat, 
and to hear the peaceful slap, slap of my big 
paint brush. I might get tired of it if I did it 
every day, and if the boats I painted were not 
my own boats. But when I hear people talk of' 
the joys of gardening, I smile to myself, because 
I know that those are feeble pleasures compared 
with that of seeing one’s boat grow bright under 
one’s hands. 

The Chicago—Mackinac Race. 

As the time approaches for the start of the 
blue ribbon event of the Great Lakes—the Chi¬ 
cago Y. C.’s annual race to Mackinac Island— 
a good many people who have admired the hand¬ 
some Mackinac cup, which has been on exhibi¬ 
tion ever since Vencedor’s victory last year 
brought it to the Chicago Athletic Association 
club house, have been wondering whether it will 
remain there for another year or go elsewhere. 

ILLUSTRATION FROM “THE BREAKING IN OF A 

yachtsman’s WIFE.” 

The invitations to this race have recently been 
issued by the Chicago Y. C. to all owners of sail 
yachts that measure five tons and upward, and 
a special effort is being made by Mr. Robt. 
Gould, the chairman of the regatta committee, 
and his associates to get more entries this year 
from the smaller boats of which there are a 
large number in Chicago that are eligible. Some 
of these owners have the impression that this is 
a contest for the big boats, and that a small craft 
has no show to win. This is not so, for one 
has only to look at the record of the 1906 race 
to learn that a boat of 31ft. waterline, the Soule 
Bros, yawl Naiad, which they built themselves, 
just missed winning this grand trophy by 4m. 
37s. With her corrected time she beat ten other 
boats all larger than herself. 

This time allowance feature gives every yacht 
a chance. The vagaries of the wind that a boat 
runs across on Lake Michigan in sailing over 
the 331 miles from here to Mackinac are so great 
that yachts of equal size that will sail practi¬ 
cally even in the local short races may finish 
hours apart at Mackinac. It is this feature that 
gives every skipper and every crew a vigorous 
interest in the event from start to finish, and 

that will always make the event popular with 
those who like the cruising feature of yachting. 
A great many of these amateur sailors are now 
planning to visit distant harbors, and by enter¬ 
ing this race they will be carried down the lake 
to the vicinity of the best cruising grounds with 
much greater speed than if they went alone, and 
they will have the constant excitement of the 
race over the entire course. 

For the man who likes to keep in sight of 
land, who prefers to “play to the gallery” in a 
short sprint around the cribs with a guest boat 
hovering over him to rescue him if he over¬ 
carries his canvas and capsizes, or loses his 
power in a squall, or to the man who dislikes 
the constant watchfulness and lacks the navigat¬ 
ing skill that the race entails, the Mackinac event 
has no charms. This big cruising race is in¬ 
fectious. Once you take part in the cruise you 
can never refuse a second invitation. You get 
very little sleep, and if the north winds blow and 
a big sea gets up you may go for a day or two 
without a hot meal, and your bunk and bedding 
get wet, and maybe you are called on deck in 
your underwear and bare feet to help reef the 
mainsail in the middle of a pitch black night, 
and the rain squalls blow the reef points out of 
your fingers and then you swear you will never 
go on that wretched, foolhardy Mackinac race 
again. But you go just the same next year. In 
fact, in winter you plan your vacation for the 
next summer so that you can ship again if you 
are invited, and if you have done your work 
without growling the chances are a hundred to 
one that your old skipper will be delighted to 
have you go. Bosun’s Mate. 

Yacht Sales. 

The following yacht sales have been made 
through the office of Stanley M. Seaman, 220 ' 
Broadway, New York: Sloop Sagamore, by Mr. 
H. B. Briggs, Newark, N. J., and Mr. A. K. 
Potter, Providence, R. I., to Mr. A. C. Maderia, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Auxiliary sloop Kismet, by 
Mr. F. W. Isenbarth, New Rochelle, N. Y., to 
Mr. H. L. Stone. Sloop Omoo, by Mr. P. L. 
Howard, Horse Shoe Harbor Y. C., to Mr. M. 
M. Looran, same place. Auxiliary sloop Mic 
Mac, by Mrs. Myrtle S. Scott, Great Neck, L. I., 
to Mr. W. S- Fairchild, Newark, N. J. 

The following sales have recently been effected 
through the agency of Frank Bowne Jones: The 
steam yacht Constant, Mr. Egbert Moxham, to 
Mr. A. L. Barber. The yacht is now being fitted j 
out. The launch Vacuna, Mr. J. Daubert, to 
the Lehigh Valley Coal and Navigation Co. The 
launch Dolphin, Mr. J. E. Montells, to the Stew- [ 
art-Kerbaugh-Shanley Company. The launch 
Ardis, Mr. R. M. Haddock, to the Stewart- 
Kerbaugh-Shanley Co. The auxiliary yawl 
Katherine, Mr. J. F. Baudouine, to Mr. F. H. 
Waldorf. The auxiliary yawl Bohemian, Mr. 
F. H. Waldorf, to Mr. W. O. Saxton, Jr. The 
sloop yacht Lorelei, Mr. C. P. Bruch, to Mr. 
Paul Bayne. The sloop yacht Red Wing, Dr. 
George H. Frazier, to Mr. M. B. Pendas. The 
raceabout Una, Mr. C. L. Robinson, to Mr. L. 
H. Dyer. The sloop yacht Acushla, Mr. E. C. 
Ray, to R. H. Turner. The sloop yacht Quest, 
Mr. H. A. Lumb, to Mr. F. b. Vulte. The 
auxiliary yawl Lillian, Mr. R. Fritsche, to Mr. 
Thomas Rumney. 

In connection with his Boston agent, Mr. B. P> 
Crowninshield, following sales were made. The - 
power yacht Shur, Mr. M. S. P. Pollard, to Mr. 
D. Y. Pendas. The auxiliary yawl Cherokee, 
Mr. Edward T. Sanford, to Dr. F. A. Davis. The 
schooner yacht Venona, Mr. Robert Olyphant, to 
Mr. A. W. Bliss. 

The Hollis Burgess yacht agency has sold the 
gasolene launch Vim, owned by Thomas B. 
Wales, of Wellesley, Mass., to Roy J. Gibbs, of 
Pocassett, Mass. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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Sailors in Port. 

Continued from page 86G. 

I unstrapped my blanket from my back and 
lay down wrapped up in it to rest. The earth 
was like flour for about six inches in depth, and 
was coated with a crust of hard earth formed 
by the heavy dews at night and the hot sun dur¬ 
ing the day time. It was a poor country to run 
away in, being a total desert without tree, shrub 
or a blade of grass for hundreds of miles around; 
not a drop of water or anything to afford one 
shelter from the noon-day sun. Many and many 
a sad story is told by the natives of sailors, 
ignorant of what kind of country it was, that 
had run away and perished in the hot sandhills. 
During our walk that day we came across the 
whitened bones of mules that lay scattered over 
the plains and occasionally a mound of earth 
where some one had perished of thirst. The 
natives traveled on mules and, as we were do¬ 
ing. carried water in bottles to drink. 

When I awoke after a short nap, I found it 
was light enough to see and Joe was off to the 
eastward, walking in a wide circle with his .eyes 
fastened on the ground about him, looking for 
tracks. When he had got around to the north 
of where we were encamped in a slight hollow, 
lie shouted to us and beckoned us to come on. 
So strapping up my blanket, I ran with the rest 
up the hill and saw in the sand all about the 
tracks of a herd of mules that gradually formed 
into one defined trail as we followed it. It led 
up to a low range of hills, and we, anxious to 
know what might be in sight on the other side, 
pushed on and did not stop to eat our scanty 
breakfast until we reached the other side of the 
hill, through a depression in which our path led, 
and saw the land stretching north a sea of sand 
flooded with the glare of the rising sun. 

Crackers, sausages and water constituted our 
meal, topped off with a can of condensed milk, 
and all but myself took a pull at the wine bottle. 

It had been very pleasant walking so far, but 
when we started on again, we found the sun was 
uncomfortably hot. All hands took off their 
coats and vests and strung out in Indian file, 
following the narrow footpath across the sand. 
My shoes were heavy, awkward things, the kind 
that are made by convicts in prisons and sold to 
sailors and laboring men for one dollar a pair; 
these I took off, tied the laces together and 
slung them over my shoulder with my blanket 
rolled up and strapped to ray back and my coat 
hung on in front. Walking was much easier 
barefooted, and with my bottle of water in one 
hand and my trousers rolled up to save them 
from the dust, I followed Joe, who led the 
procession. 

We were happy as school boys, to think we 
were, for the.time at least, our own masters, and 
sang and whistled and cut up capers in our joy, 
sometimes turning back and waving farewell, as 
if the ship was in sight, saying, “Good bye, 
James A. W., you old work-house” (comparing 
her, as sailors do. a hard ship to the peniten¬ 
tiary;., “Ta, ta! Capt. F.; sorry to leave you. 
bu we’re going to ’Frisco, thank you, not to 
Cape Horn.” 

“Bye, bye! Mr. Hill; you can swear all you 
want to and find another crew.” Such like sar¬ 
casms were hurled at the bark all morning and 
served to amuse and cheer us; but along about 
noon time, after we had covered about fifteen 
miles, ’okes were given up and the more serious 
side of the situation contemplated. 

It was no small undertaking without a guide 
to attempt to walk thirty miles over a desert, 
where it was the easiest thing imaginable to lose 
your wav. Empty and broken bottles took the 
place of mile stones—only there were close on to 
a nmidred of them in a mile; and every little 
while we would pass a small mound of earth at 
the side of the path with a collection of stones 
Piled upon it, to mark the resting place of some 
unfortunate that had perished on the plain. Oc¬ 
casionally we came across what at a distance 
looked like a broken barrel with only its hoops 
sticking up, but which, on a closer inspection, 
turned out to be the skeleton of a mule with its 
targe skull and rows of grinning white teeth. 

About noon we saw another ridge of hills 
ahead, and as before, the road led up through 
a shallow valley. There was just one spot 
where the banks were steep enough to throw a 
shadow, and here we sat and enjoyed the cool¬ 
ness the shade afforded, but even that spot was 
soon claimed by the sun, so on we went. 

All that dizzy afternoon we tramped on over 
another sea of sand and about three o’clock lost 
the trail completely. Our water by this time 
was reduced to one swallow, and I refrained 
from drinking wine as long as I could. My 
throat became dry and choked with dust and 
my tongue was parched, yet I would not drink 
my last drop, for it was a source of great 
comfort to think I had at least one swallow left. 
But finally the time came when I could stand it 
no longer and greedily' swallowed in one gulp 
what remained. It seemed but a drop, and be¬ 
fore I could roll my tongue in it, it was gone. 

Joe, who was carrying the wine bottle, finally 
suggested that we drink what wine remained, 
he had been walking in the rear for some time, 
and I did not notice until we gathered in a 
group that his condition was anything but a 
sober one. But now. when he held out the 
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bottle,_ I saw he was drunk, and, sure enough, 
the wine bottle was nearly empty, save for a 
swallow or two. We each moistened our lips 
from it; but it had such a vile taste and burned 
my. mouth so, I quickly spat it out. 

Then we pushed on again, a rather dubious- 
looking lot by this time, covered from head 
to foot with a layer of the fine white dust. Joe, 
to make matters worse, commenced to pick a 
quarrel with Albert, as the liquor mounted tO' 
his head. Poor Albert was nearly fagged out 
as it was, and could hardly swing his long, 
gaunt form along fast enough to keep up to us. 
Joe wanted to go faster and commenced to 
flourish his sheath knife and threaten to fight 
Albert. I was afraid to let Joe rest, but hurried 
him along to try and walk off the effects of the 
liquor, while Albert, to avoid trouble, dropped 
about a half a mile behind, and his red flannel 
undershirt would appear astern as he came to 
the top of a hill, then disappear in the hollows 
as we pushed our way over the rolling hills of 
sand. 

I felt sorry for Albert, poor fellow; it was 
bad enough to be nearly dead with thirst with¬ 
out having to be deprived of the comfort of 
companionship. Still it was better as it was, 
for if he came near Joe there was sure to be a 
fight and one or the other would be done up. 
We had no means then of helping a wounded 
man; in fact, we were sadly in need of help our¬ 
selves, and I dreaded to think of leaving one 
of our number to whiten his bones on the sand. 
Bill was already gone, but that was no fault of 
ours, only his own mulishness. 

On and on we walked with a mechanical 
stride, hoping against hope that we would come 
across some water. As far as we could see in 
all directions it was nothing but burning, hot 
sand, and we could see the heat throbbing in 
the air over the surface of the plain. 

Once Joe thought he saw green trees and a 
lake. “Look! look! Vot is dot?” he exclaimed 
and pointed to the eastward, where not a 
moment before there was nothing but a clear 
horizon of sand, but now, as I looked, I could 
see a large patch of green trees, whose tops 
waved to and fro, as if a strong breeze was 
blowing over them. But what interested me 
more than the trees and the grateful shade they 
seemed to offer us was a sheet of beautiful white 
water that lay between us and the forest, to all 
appearances a large lake. Oh! how tantalizing 
it did look to us, so parched for thirst. How 
I should have liked -to have thrown myself into 
that lake and drink my fill. But I knew there 
was no lake there and tried to keep down my 
disappointment. I could not trust myself to 
look that way until I heard Joe shout, “Look! 
look! Why dom it, de whole bloomin’ trees is 
goin’ hup in de hair!” And, sure enough, I 
just looked in time to see the bottom of the 
trees snap up in the air and disappear, leaving 
a clear horizon again. Every little while after 
that some one of us would cast a longing look 
to the eastward. 
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About four o’clock we saw a line of telegraph 
poles ahead of us, and picking up heart at the 
sight, we pushed along faster. “Surely we are 
near civilization now,” I thought; but after 
traveling several miles from pole to pole, and 
then seeing nothing but the same line of poles 
as far as we could see, our spirits suffered a re¬ 
action. 

“If we could only get up on that cussed wire 
and ride on it,” said Hans, “we might get 
somewhere.” . 

“I vonder if ve can hear vot dem is saying? 
said Joe, and he laid his ear to a post and 
listened. 

“I only wish they would telegraph us some 
water,” said I. But I dare say they are tele¬ 
graphing the police to look out for us if any¬ 
thing.” . . 

This set the others in a stew for fear such 
might be the case, and Joe suggested, “Let’s 
climb hup and cut de dom vire.” 

“Yes,” I said, “then you’ll have some one 
come and help us in a hurry.” 

There was a wagon trail following along the 
line of poles that looked as if it might have 
been made by the wagon and men that first 
erected these poles. At last we came to a more 
hilly district and followed the poles toward a 
line of hills ahead. Here as we mounted a 
hummock of earth we saw a road running from 
inland out toward the sea and saw a wagon train 
just disappearing in a cut in the hills going west. 
My head was burning up with feverish heat, and 
my whole system seemed on fire, but at the 
sight of the moving horses and men ahead, we 
three broke into a run. We soon gave that up, 
however, and when we finally struck the road 
the caravan was nowhere in sight. 

The road sloped steeply to the west and dis¬ 
appeared in a deep gully between the moun¬ 
tains. We followed it down, down until I 
thought every moment we would emerge into 
sight of the sea. We supposed we were within 
a mile of the coast, while as a fact we were away 
inland behind a mountain range. The road was 
deeply worn by the wheels of heavy wagons, and 
dust lay nearly a foot deep on the road. Every 
step took us down, down into1 the gorge be¬ 
tween the mountains until I began to think we 
must be going down into some mine. The steep, 
vertical sides of the mountain rose on either 
side so abrupt it was impossible to see the tops 
of them. 

We were beginning to despair of ever finding 
water and were well nigh played out, so when 
we came to a slight widening in the gorg;e and 
saw a low hill to our right we painfully climbed 
it in hopes of seeing some aid. Right at our 
feet was a small hut nestled against the side of 
the hill, and a branch road running past it 
joined the one we had been following a little 
further on. We ran down the hill, but came to 
a halt as a large blood hound made a jump at 
us. His barking brought two Spaniards out of 
the hut, who stared at us in surprise. We held 
up our empty bottles and asked for “agua,” 
but they knew well enough what we wanted, 
and while one of them held the dog so he would 
not break his chain, the other pulled aside some 
pieces of sheet-tin, exposing a large, round 
iron casting, like a basin, full of water. We 
dropped on our knees around the edge and 
plunged our faces, nose and all under water and 
drank our fill. 

[to be continued.] 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
June 13-14.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Rancocas Creek. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Point, 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
-.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Alle¬ 

gheny River. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
Sept. 6-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 

son River. 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 

Allegheny River. 

HOW TO JOIN THE A. C. A. 

Article III. of Constitution.—Membership.—Any gen¬ 
tleman over the age of eighteen, and a competent swim¬ 
mer, may become an active member of this Association 
fourteen (14) days after his application has been an¬ 
nounced by the treasurer in one of the otficial organs 
of the Association, and approved, as provided. 

(Note: Forest and Stream is the official organ ) 
Chapter I. of By-Laws—Membership.—Sec. 1. Applica¬ 

tion for membership shall be made to the treasurer, and 
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of an 
active member and by the sum of two dollars, one dollar 
as entrance fee and one dollar as dues for the current 
year, to be refunded in case of non-election of the ap¬ 
plicant. ., t, , 

Treasurer—S. B. Burnham, Box 23, Providence, R. 1. 

Officers of the Divisions and secretaries of the various 
clubs are requested to forward dates chosen for camps, 
cruises, club openings, regattas, and other items of 
interest for publication. The selection of dates well in 
advance may prevent clashing at times. 

Annual Meet of Eastern Division A. C. A. 

Paddt.ers of the Dedham B. C. were the star 
performers in the seven closely contested events 
at the annual meet of the Eastern Division A. C. 
A. , on Lake Innitou, Woburn, Mass., May 29, 
3°. 31. 

Starting with the war canoe race, Dedham s 
doughty wielders of the blade figured as prize 
winners in every event. Officers of the course 
were: William W. Crosby, Innitou, C. C., 
starter; L. S. Drake, Wawbewawa C. A.; E. 
Scott Morse, Dedham B. C., and W. A. Heath, 
Swastika C. C., Providence, R. I., judges at the 
finish; F. Leroy Pratt, Winchester B. C.; Fred 
J. Babcock, Innitou C. C.. judges of the course; 
L. S. Drake, clerk of the course. 

The finish in all the races was very close, and 
in the club fours, double blade, which was fin¬ 
ished just as the rain began to fall, only a foot 
marked the difference between the first and sec¬ 
ond canoes. The races were all half a mile, 
straightaway. The summary: 

War Canoe.—Won by Dedham B. C., Medford 
B. C. second, Waubewawa C. A. third. Time— 
3m. 16s. 

One-Man Singles.—Won by Arthur G. Mather, 
Medford B. C.; W. H. Simpson. Lawrence C. C., 
second; Fred Brodbeck, Dedham B. C., third. 
Seven entries. Time—4m. 34s. 

One-Man, Double Blade.—Won by W. E. 
Stanwood, Wawbewawa C. A.; Dudley A. 
Rogers. Dedham B. C., second; Brewer French, 
Dedham B. C., third. Seven entries. Time— 
4m. 10s. 

Tandem, Single Blade.—Won by Ames-Mer- 
ritt, Dedham B. C.; Ritchie-Halloran, Lawrence 
C. C., second; Cheney-Brodbeck, Dedham B. C., 
third. Eight entries. Time—4m. 26s. 

Tandem, Double Blade.—Won by French-Dan- 
iels, Dedham B. C.; Horn-Roberts, Lawrence 
C. C., second; Ritchie-Miller, Lawrence C. C, 
third. Six entries. Time—4m. 48s. 

Club Fours, Single Blade.—Won by Dedham 
B. C., first team; Dedham B. C., second team, 

second; Medford B. C. third. Seven entries. 
Time—4111. 3s. 

Club Fours. Double Blade.—Won by Dedham 
B. C., Medford B. C. second, Lawrence C. C. 
third. Time—3m. 52s. 

The races were held under the direction Of 
the regatta committee, L. S. Drake, of Wawbe¬ 
wawa C. A., chairman, a position he has held 
for fifteen years consecutively; E. Scott Morse, 
of Dedham B. C., and Hugh J. Walker, of 
Innitou C. C., Woburn. 

The open canoe sailing race, 40ft. limit to sail, 
was won by E. F. Myer, of the Innitou C. C. 

The meet was most successful, and Vice-Com¬ 
modore Fred E. Leathe, who has superintended 
the management, has received many compliments 
from the 108 members of the division present. 

Officials attending the gathering included John 
R. Robertson, of Auburndale, Commodore A. C. 
A.; Samuel B. Burnham, Treasurer A. C. A.; 
Fred W. Cramphorn, Secretary A. C. A.; James 
K. Hand, of Yonkers C. C.; Walter U. Lawson, 
of New York, Commodore A. C. A., 1891 ; L. S. 
Drake, of Newton; William W. Crosby, of 
Woburn, and D. S. Pratt, of Wellesley, ex-com¬ 
modores of the Eastern division, A. C. A., and 
Commodore Leonard M. Graves, Swastika C. C., 
Providence, R. I. 

After the races the Innitou canoe club enter¬ 
tained the division at the club house with a splen¬ 
did programme of indoor athletic sports, ar¬ 
ranged by Frank H. Sawyer, treasurer of the 
club. Mayor Blodgett, of Woburn, was a guest 
of honor. 

Fort Washington Canoe Club. 

Last autumn the Fort Washington Canoe CM 
built a new club house on the Hudson River at 
the foot of West 167th street, New York city, 
equipping it completely with lockers and canoe 
racks. In February last this house was de¬ 
stroyed by fire, and only three or four of the 
two dozen canoes that were on the racks wen 
saved. Camping outfits were also lost, and foi 
awhile it looked as if this young and active clut 
would disband. 

Energetic work on the part of a few optimistic 
members, however, resulted in the securing of : 
new site nearly opposite the old one, just belov 
Fort Lee, N. J. This encouraged the members 
and instead of the small amount they hoped tc 
raise for the building of a little shack until bettei 
days should come quite a snug sum was sub 
scribed. A contract was made, piles driven anc 
by this time a cosy club house is almost com 
pleted. It will be large enough for the needs 0! 
about thirty members, with plenty of canoe racks 
large lockers, electric lights and a float, while 
a cold spring nearby will furnish water. The 
dragon fly—the club’s totem—although slightl) 
singed, will follow the mosquito fleet this sea 
son, as usual. 

FT. WASHINGTON CANOE CLUB’S NEW HOUSE ON THE HUDSON. 
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A STRING OF WINNERS 
The Hag has dropped at some of the big State Shoots, and, of course, U. M. C 

favorites were the winners. 

NEBRASKA STATE SHOOT. Winner, G. W. Maxwell ; score, 75 straight, 
with unfinished run of 224, with Arrow Shells. 

ILLINOIS STATE SHOOT. Winner, Jesse Young, who also took the amateur 
average with Nitro Club Shells. Bert Waggoner won L. C. Smith Cup with 
Arrows. J. R. Graham won the Diamond Badge; Willard, second; Dunnill 
third; Roll, fourth. ALL used Nitro Clubs. 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE SHOOT. Winner, Harry Buckwalter; score, 
4/ ex 50 an(d 98 ex 100, using Arrow shells. Bilsing, Korner and McCartv 
tied with Buckwalter. Three of four, including the winner, used Arrows, 
hive of the last Pennsylvania Championships have been won with U. M C 
Shells. 

STATE SHOOT. Winner, John Peterson, who also took the Diamond 
Badge with Nitro Club Shells. 

The Interstate Southern Handicap was won by George Lyon, with U. M. C Arrow 
Shells and a Remington Pump Gun. 

Be a Winner. 

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York 

T rapjhooiing. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

June 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, Sec y. 

July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 
N. Brosious, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

June 6.—Montclair (N. J.) G. C. anniversary tournament. 
Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

June 6.—Camden, N. J—South End G. C. H. G. Eisen- 
hardt, Sec’y. 

June 7.—Racine, Wis.—National G. C. J. Stransky, Sec'y. 
June 7-8.—Waverly (Minn.) G. C. W. H. Boland, Sec’y. 
June 8.—Atlantic City, N. J.—Chelsea G. C. C. Risley, 

Sec’y. 
Junl 8.—Oneonta (N. Y.) Fish, Game and G. C. L. L. 

Curtis, Mgr. 
June 8-9.—Sheridan (Wyo.) G. C. G. E. Small, Sec’y. 
June 9.—Greensburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices Greenburg G. C. M. E. Low, Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
June 9-10.—Odessa (Mo.) G. C. A. J. Johnson, Sec’y. 
June 9-11.—Sioux City, la.—Soo G. C. C. E. Ellis, Treas. 
June 10.—Owosso (Mich.) G. C. J. Rosevear, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Doylestown, (Pa.) R. and G. C. N. L. 

Clark, Sec’y. 
June 10-11.—Muncie, Ind.—Indiana State shoot, under 

auspices of Magic City G. C. F. L. Wachtell, Sec’y. 

June 10-11.—Wellington, Mass.—Paleface tournament. 
Horace Kirkwood, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Elmira, N. Y.—New York State shoot, un¬ 
der auspices of Chemung County Forest, Fish and 
Game Protective Association. L. C. Andrews, Pres. 

June 10-12.—Dyersburg (Tenn.) G. C. W. W. Lauder¬ 
dale, Sec’y. 

June 10-12.—Springfield (O.) G. C. Geo. W. Morgan, 
Sec’y. 

Jun^ 11. Beaver Dam, (Wis.) G. C. C. F. Zimmerman, 
Sec y. 

June 11.—Sturgeon (Mo.) G. C. J. H. Winscott, Sec’y. 
June 12-14.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment. 

Wisconsin 

Frank 

June 13.—Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D. R. 
Walker, Sec’y. 

June 13.—Trenton (N. J.) Shooting Association. F. W. 
Mathews, Mgr. 

June 13-14.—Milwaukee Wis.—Badger G. C. 
State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 

June 16-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. 
Gunn, Vice-Pres. 

June 16.—Aberdeen (Md.) G. C. L. S. German, Pres. 
June 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
June 16-17.—Eldora (la.) G. C. W. B. Linell, Sec’y. 
June 16-17—Macon (Mo.) G. C. G. " ~ ' ~ 
June 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian 

added. 
June 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 17-18.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M. Kolb, Sec’y. 
June 18.—Berea (O.) G. C. J. F. Beswick, Sec’y. 
Tune 18-19.—New Franklin (Mo.) G. C. A. McLachlin, 

Sec’y. 
June 20.—Maple Park (Del.) G. C. M. J. Beverly, Sec’y. 
June 21.—Coleman (Wis.) G. C. W. J. Reinke, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
81,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

N. Davis, Sec’y. 
C. Arkansas State 

H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
tournament; 

Capt. 
$1,000 

LnLl'074'~"nCilelLCity-.-(Mo') G‘ C H- Shaw, Sec’y. 

JUnMat‘the^sDeMgn°* ' Verde G’ C’ W’ B- 

^UnGretffer_iec’^°U'S’ B*ue Wing G. C. E. T. 

June 30-July 31.—Cambria (Ill.) G. C C Stocks Spc’v 

E:’ 
Cooper, Sec y. 

July 4 -Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt 

Ju AAr-^ew oM?rtlnsv,lle> Va.—Wetzel G. C. TM 
Mclntire, Sec y. 

JUlySmUh''Sec’X‘ngt0n’ Mass-~Middlesex G. C. Robert 

JUlySt4r^erdMgrWn’ N' Y’~ProSress Gun Club. F. W. 

JUlySecrM°ntiCeI1° (N‘ Y,) R' 3nd G’ C’ E’ G’ Rund’e, 
L'y f-Roanokt (Va-) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y * 
Iu y frRcChS0nd (Va ) G- C- V- Hechler. Presf' 

Sec’v Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

July 4-5.—Thermopolis (Wyo ) G. C. R. L. Talbot, Sec’y. 

J V'NN et0<?' ,W’ Va-—M- V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed 
H. Taylor, Sec’y. 

July 7-8.—Birmingham (Ala.) G. C. R. H. Baugh Pres 
July est Frankfort (Ill.) G. C. W. C. Rains Sec’v' 

JU ySecrF °renCe (Wis,) R’ & G‘ C. E. W. Peterson, 

July 8-9 — Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 
men s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y v 

L!y SXA‘ F- W- Mathews, Mgr. 
July 11.—Pittsfield, Mass—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec y. J 
July 13-14 -Ipswich (S D.)i G. C. C. B. Reeves, Sec’y. 
July 14. Canonsburg, Pa.-W P. T. L. tournament, aus- 
r 1 Pi7iSnof Canonsburg G C A. S. Anthony, Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober Sec’v * 
July 14-16.—Wilmington (N. C.) G. C. B. G. Enipie 

Sec y. y * 

July 15-16.—Mexico Mo.-Afro-American Trapshooters’’ 
League. P. J. Elliott, Mgr. 
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July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association s 
third Eastern Handicap target tournament; 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec y-Mgr., Pitts- 

July 1546.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster, Sec y. 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C J. T Brown, Pres 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. ±l. 

July5^1^.’—Champaign, Ill.—Twin City G. C. C. E. 

July^23-24.—Manchester (la.) G. C. F. M. Hamblin, Sec y. 
Tuly 27-30.—Bettertcn, Md.—James R. Malone s fifteenth 

annual. James R. Malone, Mgr. 
July 28.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec y. 
July 28-29.—Eagle Grove (la.) G. C. A. L. Yearous, Sec y. 
luly 28-29.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

SeC> y 
Tulv 28-30.—Austin, Tex.—State tournament, under aus¬ 

pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller. Secy. 
\ug 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec y. 
Aug. 5—Bethpage, Tenn.—Summer County G. C. U. G. 

Aug'5;6C-Seiin^seCGrove (Pa.) G. C. Silas H. Schoch, 

\ugS5C6y-Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can—Dominion 

shooting Association s tournament. 

AugSe6C-7y— Cayuga (Tnd.) G. C. O. F. 
Aug. 8.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. F. W. 

M. Cavana, Mgr. 
of Canada Trap- 
C. G. Thompson, 

Thorne, Sec’y. 
Mathews, Mgr. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
F A. Trowbridge, Secretary, writes from Morristown, 

X J* under date of May 26, as follows: “The Morris 

Gun Club will hold an all-day programme shoot on 

Thursday, June IS.” 

At the Kentucky State shoot, held at Dayton, May 27 and 

28, Mr. II. Money made high professional average for 

the two days, breaking 388 out of 400; second, W. H. 

IJeer, 386; third, H. D. Freeman, 372. The champion¬ 

ship ’was won by Mr. T. Clay, with a score of 96. 

Messrs. Henderson and McFee were a tie for second 

on 92. 
**» 

At the shoot of the Boston Athletic Association, held 

at Riverside, May 30, the championship event was won 

by T. C. Adams, with a total of 133 out of 150. The 

contestants and their scores were as follows: Adams 

133, Dickey 129, Dr. Ellis 128, Howell 128, Fenno 126, 

Bean 123. Blinn 123, J. R. Gilman 118, Whitney 101, 

Todd 100. 

Mr. H. E. Buckwalter, who won the Pennsylvania 

State championship at targets on Thursday of last week 

at Bradford, scored a victory in a match at 100 live birds, 

shot at Pottsville, Pa., on May 30. He defeated W. T. 

Spiser, of Danvills, by a score of 97 to 95, for a purse of 

$500. Buckwalter made a finish of 47 birds straight. At 

Shamokin, Pa., on May 30, Messrs. John Kulp and 

Daniel Heitzman tied on 4 out of 7 live birds for a purse 

of $100. In the slioot-off at 10 birds, Heitzman won, 5 

to 4. Money seems to be plentiful in the coal regions. 

K 

There was an informal understanding, after the meet¬ 

ing of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen’s Association, 

held at Bradford, last week, that the State shoot of 1909 

would be open to the world. Of course, the State 

shooters will have special trophy events reserved for 

themselves exclusively, but there will be ample sweep- 

stake competition for all comers. This is as it should 

be. Barring non-residents savors too much of protecting 

trapshooting as an industry, whereas, to make it properly 

successful and enjoyable, it must be run on broad lines 

of sport. 
K 

June will be a busy month in trapshooting matters. Of 

the great tournaments, the New Jersey State shoot was 

held this week. Next week, the Indiana State shoot, 

June 10-11, and the New York State shoot, June 10-12, 

will take place. In the following week, the great Indian 

tournament, June 16-19, at Sandusky, O., will be held. 

In the next week, June 23-26, the Grand American Han¬ 

dicap at Columbus, O., will be the rallying point for all 

shooters. Besides these, there are many other tourna¬ 

ments, as may be more specifically noted on reference to 

our trapshooting fixtures. 

The New York State Association should note that its 

State tournament next week will provide the last open 

shoot for the New York City Cup, emblematic of the 

State championship, and that a governing condition as 

to the final contest enjoins as follows: “The Association 

shall decide at its convention in that year (1908) what 

conditions shall govern the contest for the trophy at 

the State shoot in 1909, such contest to be between the 

previous winners of the cup for the absolute ownership 
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thereof. The only condition imposed by the donors of 

the trophy, affecting the final contest for the same, is 

that it must not be at less than 100 targets per man. 

* 
Silas H. Schoch, Secretary, writes, us: “The Selins 

Grove, Pa., Gun Club has made application for a reg¬ 

istered target tournament, to be held at Selins Grove, 

Pa., on Aug. 5 and 6. The club had registered a tour¬ 

nament for Aug. 11, but the date has been cancelled and 

the two-day shoot will take its place. The Squier money- 

back and Rose systems of money divisions will be used. 

About $50 high average money will be added, and a 

handsome trophy offered for the high professional aver¬ 

age. The programme will consist of 150 targets each 

day.” Further information can be secured by address¬ 

ing the Secretary. 
* 

The Pennsylvania State shoot, held at Bradford, May 

25-2S, was favored with pleasant weather. The high 

amateur averages for the three programme days were 

as follows: McCarty, 490; Buckwalter, 4S5; Wertz, 482; 

Hess, 478; Bilsing, 475; Moor, 474; Conneely, 471. The 

championship event, of which the Wolstencroft trophy 

is the emblem, was won by H. F. Buckwalter, of Royer- 

ford, Pa., after shooting off four ties, in the first of 

which were Buckwalter, McCarty, Bilsing and Korner. 

Buckwalter and McCarty remained to shoot off three 

more times, when Buckwalter won. On the first and 

second shoot-offs, they tied on 24 each. They broke 25 

straight in the third shoot-off. In the fourth shoot-off 

the scores were 25 to 24 in favor of Buckwalter, a total 

of 98 to 97, in the ties by Buckwalter and McCarty. A 

very delightful incident of the first day, May 26, was 

the congratulatory messages sent to Mrs. Will K. Park, 

former shooting editor of Sporting Life, in honor of her 

birthday. All the shooters present sent friendly greet¬ 

ings, which were graciously acknowledged by Mrs. 

Park, in a telegram to Mr. Bernard Elsesser, who acted 

as compiler of scores and won the gratitude of the cor¬ 

respondents present by his readiness to oblige them with 

copies. The different team events were closely con¬ 

tested. The Milt Lindsley trophy was tied for by the 

North Side Gun Club team, of Pittsburg and the Du 

Bois team. Du Bois won by default. The Harrisburg 

trophy was won by the Independent Gun Club three- 

man team No. 1, of Philadelphia. The Reading trophy 

was won by the North Side Gun Club four-man team. 

The first prize of the Bradford merchandise event was 

won by L. E. Mallory, Jr., after shooting off a tie on 

47 with Anderson, of Pittsburg. The next State shoot 

is to be held in Reading For this, there was close 

competition by Philadelphia, the votes being 43 to 37. 

The next live-bird shoot of the Association will be held 

at Harrisburg. The election of officers resulted as fol¬ 

lows: President, R. R. Bennett, Pittsburg; Vice-Presi¬ 

dent, F. M. Eames, Philadelphia; Treasurer, James H. 

Worden, Harrisburg; Secretary, J. F. Meehan, Phila¬ 

delphia. Directors, J. M. Runk, Chambersburg; Karl 

Steward, Harrisburg; D. Edgar Hickey, Millvale; John 

S. Speer, St. Mary’s, and C. F. Kramlich, Allentown. 

Some excellent action and organization were taken for a 

more comprehensive and energetic enforcement of the 

game laws _ ... 
Bernard \\ aters. 

Cleveland Gun Club. 

Telling .... 12 13 16 8 10 14 11 9 
Tryon .11 14 18 14 14 18 14 14 
Rogers .... 11 13 17 13 12 16 13 9 

Gould .. 6 7 
Hopkins. 7 It 

Heikes was high professional, 
tied on 182 for amateur high gun. 

11 150 104 

IS 13 13 19 200 180 

13 12 12 17 200 158 
15 8 12 17 200 151 

10 8 9 14 150 95 
17 11 10 18 120 92 

18 14 14 19 120 109 

17 10 11 15 120 89 

10 9 65 32 
15 7 ii 12 100 62 

Doolittle and White 

Second Day, May 30. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Shot 
Brk. Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 at. 

. 12 13 18 12 13 IS 15 11 15 150 127 

Mingo . ..... 13 14 18 12 12 17 15 13 14 150 133 

White . .12 10 16 13 12 16 13 12 16 150 120 

Shelden . 12 19 11 14 12 15 13 19 150 128 

H F D . .15 12 16 11 13 9 11 14 15 150 116 

Johnson . . 14 13 18 13 10 15 10 14 13 150 120 

Foltz . . 14 11 16 12 9 16 13 15 18 150 124 

MacMeans .... .12 7 16 8 14 15 100 72 

G Burns . . 11 12 17 11 10 17 11 14 16 150 119 

F Burns . . 10 10 18 10 13 13 100 74 

Heikes . .15 14 19 14 14 19 14 15 19 150 143 

Hatcher . . 15 14 19 13 11 16 13 14 19 150 134 

Gross . . 12 13 18 12 11 17 13 12 16 150 124 

Young . . 15 14 20 13 12 17 15 15 20 150 141 

Freeman . . 13 13 19 13 11 17 14 13 17 150 130 

C D . . 14 13 13 11 13 11 12 13 14 150 114 

Ledgett . .14 13 15 12 9 14 11 12 16 150 116 

Parker . . 8 11 19 11 8 16 10 14 16 150 113 

Trimble. . . 13 15 15 14 12 17 17 13 17 150 132 

Ong . .13 11 16 9 14 13 11 10 8 150 110 

Rummel . . 13 14 11 7 12 14 12 12 .. 130 95 

Tamblyn . . 11 12 11 10 11 11 8 11 14 150 99 

Ward . . 7 12 15 7 10 10 11 9 .. 130 81 

O’Connell . . 12 13 13 12 13 18 11 12 .. 130 104 

B K . . 11 10 10 12 10 8 12 115 73 

Germer .. . 12 12 14 11 8 12 13 8 ii 150 104 

Miles . . 11 12 15 50 38 
Copeland . . 13 13 13 8 9 11 100 67 

Scott . 8 14 11 13 14 85 60 

Tryon . . 12 15 20 12 13 IS 13 14 18 150 135 
Marshall . . 13 14 19 12 10 12 8 13 15 150 116 
Powers . .15 15 20 13 13 15 14 13 17 150 135 
Rodgers . . 14 14 16 13 11 14 15 12 17 150 126 
Hopkins . . 13 11 12 8 10 12 7 7 16 150 96 

F. II. Wallace. 

New York State Shoot. 

Elmira, N. Y.—Since the programme for the New 
York State shoot on June 10, 11 and 12, was issued, the 
merchandise list for the Golden Jubilee Handicap has 
been added to, making this rarely valuable event even 
better. If the shooters have not done so, they will do 
well to compare this list with that offered at former big 
tournaments, and the Elmira Association can look on 
with the satisfaction of knowing how it will compare. 

While at first thought, Elmira may seem to be on the 
extreme border of the State, still it is found to be as 
favorably located for reaching quickly as any town in 
the State. From New York city and vicinity, through- 
trains, via either the D., L. & W. or Erie, will land the- 
passengers at the shoot in a few hours; or the Lehigh 
\ alley, with a change of cars at Sayre, can be taken. 

Buffalo is but a trifle over three hours away, with 
splendid service, and all the cities through central New 
York to Albany and Troy are equally well located. 

Inquiries from shooters who have never attended the 
State shoots, as well as from many who had dropped 
out of the game, show that attendance will be large; 
the interest throughout the State is very marked. 

Mr. Luther Squier will b'e in charge of the cashier’s 
office, and the attention of Mr. Charles North means 
that everything on the grounds will run smoothly. The 
presence of these two veterans means an advertisement 
for any tournament, for making the services as near 
perfection as possible. 

Don’t let disagreeable weather keep any one away, for 
ample protection will be affordedd the shooters. 

S. C. Andrews, 

Chairman 1908 Tournament Com. 

The Cleveland. O., Gun Club May day tournament, 
May 29 and 30, has come and gone, and in one way, it 
was a grand success. We had with us some of the 
greatest shots in the land, Mr. R. O. Heikes, C. A. 
Young, A. M. Hatcher, D. D. Gross, Tom Marshall, C. 
Powers, R. L. Trimble, and H. D. Freeman. We want 
to extend our thanks to these gentlemen and say to them 
that we hope to see them all again. 

We were in hopes of seeing some of our brother 
shooters from the middle part of the State, but it s the 
old story, “We will come the next time ; but we will 
forgive them this time and help to make these shoots a 
success, as we know they have some work to do. 

Atlantic City Gun Club. 

Atlantic City, N. J., May 25.—At the shoot. May 
23, event 1 (shot on May 8), was for the A. H. Fox gun, 
19yds. rise, use of both barrels. Shinn won out with a 
score of 42. Event 2 was also for the Fox gun, shot 
to-day. Dumas was an easy winner with the great 
score of 46. He is getting in trim for the registered 
shoot of the Chelsea Gun Club, to be held here on 
Monday, June 8. 

Orleman says he sure will get back in shape if he 
ever gets his new hammerless trap pump gun. 

Events: 
Targets: 

Doolittle .. 
Mingo . 
White . 
Sheldon ... 
Id D T. 
Johnson ... 
C D . 
B K . 
Tamblyn .. 
Heikes .... 
Hatcher ... 
Gross . 
Foltz . 
Young _ 
Freeman .. 
Trimble ... 

First Day, May 29. 

123456789 10 11 12 
15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 
14 15 20 14 13 18 12 13 17 14 12 20 
15 11 17 15 15 17 14 15 15 14 11 20 
14 14 19 14 14 20 14 12 17 14 12 18 
12 13 IS 13 15 18 12 13 15 14 14 19 
JO 7 11 10 8 13 10 8 11 14 13 19 
12 13 17 14 14 19 12 14 16 15 15 20 
11 14 15 14 13 19 15 13 17 13 13 19 
13 11 17 11 11 10 14 10 11 9 .. .. 
10 12 17 12 11 18 13 6 14 10 6 13 
15 14 20 14 15 20 14 14 17 14 15 20 
14 14 20 11 12 15 11 13 19 13 13 17 

9 14 18 14 13 17 12 11 17 13 13 14 
13 15 16 13 14 17 14 13 17 15 11 19 
15 14 18 13 13 18 13 14 19 11 14 20 
11 12 18 13 14 18 14 13 19 15 14 15 
14 14 17 13 14 17 13 11 18 14 15 17 

Events: 

Shot 
at. Brk. 

Shinn .... 
Dumas ... 
Smith .... 

200 182 Madara ... 

200 179 Pennell 
200 lt>2 W Specht 
200 176 C Specht . 

200 134 H Headley 
200 181 Osgood 

200 176 Orleman 
165 126 Sheppard . 
200 142 Huber .... 
200 192 Cope . 
200 172 Hamme] .. 
200 165 Hughes ... 
200 177 Hallam ... 
200 182 Adams ... 
200 176 Shinn . 
200 177 

43. 
40 46 21 21 16 24 22 . 
43 32 18 22 18 15 14 17 16 18 
40 37 21 IS 17 18 13 . 
35 37 18 16 18 . 
36 30 11 . 
25. 
40 30 12 17 . 
27. 
37 34 21 19 14 17 22 . 
32 32 12 20 . 
35 40 22 . 
.. 25 10 13 . 
.. 28 21 16 12 14 17 . 
.... 13 14.. 
.. .. 18 11 14 15. 
.. .. 18 16 .. ... .. 
.. .. 30  ..'. .. 
A. II. Sheppard, Sec’y. 
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ENDORSED BV THE U.S. ORDNANCE BOARD! 

THE WINCHESTER 
The Only Repeating Shotgun So Honored 

THERE never was a time since its introduction when the Winchester Repeating Shot¬ 
gun was more popular or in greater demand than it is to-day. The number of them 

being used in the field and at the trap is rapidly increasing and they are steadily supplant¬ 
ing double guns for all kinds of shooting. Some restless experimenters who are always 
following strange and unknown gods have from time to time laid aside their trusty Win¬ 
chesters to try some new and loudly heralded contraption, but they have speedily and 
gladly come back to their first choice, convinced by comparison and experience that the 
“one best bet” in the repeating shotgun line is the Winchester. There are other makes 
of repeating shotguns, but the Winchester is the only one that has successfully stood 
every conceivable test that sportsmen could put it to, and also the rigid technical trials of 
the U. S. Ordnance Board, embracing strength, accuracy, penetration, endurance, excessive 
loads, defective shells, rust and dust. Its popularity with sportsmen and the official en¬ 
dorsement by the Government are all-sufficient proof of its reliability and wearing and shoot¬ 
ing qualities. Further, it is not necessary to become adept in the sinuous art of contortion 
in order to load it. Winchester Repeating Shotguns are made in four grades, listing at 
from $27.00 to $100.00, and are sold everywhere. 

Stick to a Winchester And You Won’t Get Stuck 

Pennsylvania State Tournament. 

May 26, 27 and 28 were the programme days of the 
eightenth annual tournament of the Pennsylvania State 
Sportsmen’s Exposition, held at Bradford, under the 
auspices of the Bradford Gun Club, an organization of 
energy and progressiveness. The neat and well equipped 
club grounds are on the outskirts of the city, situated 
in a narow beautiful valley, flanked to the right and left 
by a range of large rugged hills, somewhat in appear¬ 
ance like small mountains. The grounds are gently 
irregular in surface, though quite level enough for shoot¬ 
ing purposes. As the contestants when at the scores 
faced lengthwise with the valley, the background was 
mostly sky, though there were a few shadowy nooks, 
for the right and left quarterers, which helped for a 
brief moment to obscure the flight, and a few objects 
in the distance which also helped to dull vision when 
the flights of the targets were athwart them. On the 
whole, however, the conditions were favorable for high 
class performance with the shotgun. The bright, deep- 
green color of the entire landscape was an untiring de¬ 
light to • the eye. 

Tents furnished comfortable quarters for shooters and 
spectators, and in one a satisfactory lunch was provided. 

Five sets of traps were installed, the covers of which 
were distinctly novel and useful. They were made of 
boiler iron. Besides insuring perfect safety to the 
trappers, they were neat and uniform in appearance, 
compact in form, and were as protective as a safety 
vault against the possible destructiveness of marauders. 

They were painted a deep green, harmonizing with the 
color of the surounding herbage. They are depicted in 
the picture of the grounds herewith presented. The club 
houses and tents afforded accommodations for the shooters 
and spectators. Of the latter, many were ladies, beauti¬ 
fully gowned, and keenly observant of the competition. 

The tournament ran very smoothly and was admirably 
managed. Mr. R. S. Pringle, of the local club, was very 
much to the fore in bearing the burdens which are in¬ 
cidental to successful management. The office was in 
charge of Manager Luther J. Squier, who handled 
the cash with perfect ease and accuracy, besides tak¬ 
ing part in the competition. Mr. B. Elsesser was the 
able compiler of scores. The traps were in charge of the 
expert, Mr. Charles North, and it goes without saying 
that they performed perfectly. Much praise was be¬ 
stowed on him for his alertness and efficiency. In other 
respects, he made himself generally useful in furthering 
the interests of the tournament. Mr. L. R. Lewis and 
Mr. John Vantine assisted generally and efficiently in the 
management. Other office assistants were Messrs. F. E. 
Durfy, M. C. Hutchinson, R. C. Lindse and John Artley. 

The Squier money-back system was adopted in lieu of 
added money. For each target thrown during the three 
days, one cent was set aside for this purse, and it was 
further added to by the exaction of $1 per day additional 
entrance charged to each amateur who took part in the 

tournament. Any surplus, after paying the losses, to be 
divided among the high-gun amateurs who shot in all 
the regular events. To participate in the general aver¬ 
age money and the special purse, contestants were re¬ 
quired to shoot through the entire programme, which 
had a total of 510 targets and a total entrance of $50. 
The daily average amateur money was $50, divided $10, 
$9, $8, $7, $0, $5 and $5. There was a like division of 
the $50 for genera! average money. 

A grievous misfortune, in the form of an attack of 
appendicitis, on Sunday morning, happened to Mr. 
Homer E. Young, of Butler, Pa., who was one of the 
U. M. C. Co. representatives in attendance at the tour¬ 
nament. A surgical operation being necessary, it was 
successfully performed by Dr. Hall, a member of the 
local trapshooting club, and renowned as one of the 
most skilful surgeons in America. The latest advices 
were very gratifying, their tenor being that Mr. Young 
was convalescing nicely. 

May 25, practice day, had a programme of ten 15 tar¬ 
get events, $1.30 entrance. The results did not figure as 
any part of the tournament proper, nevertheless as be¬ 
ing of snecial excellence they are deserving of notice. 
There were 78 contestants, and of these, Lester German 
was high with 145 out of 150, over a 96 per cent, performance. 
Of the Amateurs, S. G. McCarty was first with 144, while 
three, Atkinson, Hawkins (professionals) and Mink tied 
on 143. The professionals who participated on practice day 
were Messrs. N. Apgar, J. E. Pratt, Lester S. German, W. 
B. Darton, L. R. Lewis, H. H. Stevens, J. M. Hawkins, 
J. R. Taylor, F. E. Butler, J. P. Garland, and R. S. 
Pringle. Other professionals who were present at the 
tournament as missionaries or shooters were Messrs. A. 
H. Durston, O. S. Sked, FI. Overbaugh, J. G. Heath, 
L. J. Squier W. J. McMann, Col. G. F. Hamlin, H. 
Grubb, H. L. Worthington, J. Lewis, C. G. Grubb, Sim 
Glover and H. S. Welles. 

May 26, First Day. 

There were eleven 15-target events, entrance $1.50, a 
total entrance of $16.50, with $1.00 additional for the 
special purse of the Squier money-back system. The 
twelfth event was the Milt Lindsey trophy. Of the 
amateurs, Mr. L. Weltz, of Spring Valley, made high 
average of the day, 160 out of 165. He also made a run 
of 71. McCarty was second with 159; third, Buckwalter, 
158; fourth, Kelsey, of Pittsburg, 157; fifth, Atkinson, of 
New Castle, 155; sixth, Anderson, 154; and Moore, Hickey, 
Strohs and Hess broke 153 each. In the professional class, 
Hawkins broke 162, missing only three targets. Stevens 
was second with 158. Taylor, Apgar and German broke 
157 each. The latter had some trouble with his gun 
which interfered with his scoring. 

The weather was a bit mixed, rain in the midday 
hours interfering with the shooting for a while. Scores: 

Events: 123456789 10 11 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 Brk. 

Mallory, Jr .14 15 13 14 14 14 14 13 12 14 13 150 

Conneely . .... 13 12 15 14 14 14 12 13 14 15 14 150 

Henline . .14 13 13 13 14 14 14 12 14 11 15 147 

Pringle . 15 15 14 15 13 14 14 13 14 14 156 

H E Brown ... .12 12 12 14 14 12 9 14 13 13 12 139 

C H Miller . . 15 12 13 13 14 10 13 14 14 14 10 142 

J A Stoops ., 
G J Elliott . 

.13 14 12 11 13 12 14 14 13 11 12 139 
11 12 12 12 13 14 12 14 14 12 138 

R C Stoops . 
J D Elliott . 

.13 15 13 13 13 12 15 14 15 15 14 152 

.14 15 13 12 13 13 11 12 14 11 13 141 

Runk . .12 14 12 12 12 12 12 13 12 10 12 133 

Alan . .12 12 13 11 12 13 13 13 14 11 13 137 

Jackson . .12 11 13 13 9 8 13 12 10 13 9 123 

Grove . .12 11 13 12 12 13 13 12 15 12 14 139 

Seitz . .11 12 13 13 11 11 12 13 13 8 9 126 

Stroh . . 13 15 14 11 14 15 12 14 9 13 14 144 

Hess . .15 14 13 15 14 13 12 14 14 14 15 153 

Trego . .13 12 10 12 12 10 13 10 11 7 11 121 

Rishel . . 8 11 11 12 12 10 14 10 12 13 12 125 

Long . . 14 14 14 13 13 8 14 13 13 13 14 143 

Atkinson . . 13 14 14 14 15 14 12 15 15 15 14 155 

Kelsey . .15 15 13 14 15 15 15 15 13 15 12 157 

Hickey . .13 13 13 14 14 15 15 12 lo 15 14 153 

King . . 10 12 13 13 15 15 14 12 10 13 13 140 

Anderson . .15 15 14 12 13 14 14 14 15 14 14 154 

Heil . .14 13 13 12 13 14 15 15 14 13 14 150 

C N Miller . . 12 6 13 13 8 14 12 13 13 13 14 131 

Schlicher . .14 15 15 15 15 14 13 12 12 11 13 149 

Hansell . .12 13 14 15 14 13 12 14 12 14 11 144 

Herrold . .14 14 14 11 13 15 14 11 15 15 15 151 

I^andis . . 13 10 13 10 11 14 13 10 13 12 14 133 

Eames . .14 14 13 14 15 12 11 12 13 14 15 147 

Newcomb . .12 13 12 13 15 11 15 15 14 13 11 144 

McCarty . .14 15 14 13 15 15 15 15 14 14 15 159 

Tansy . .13 11 13 12 11 14 12 11 12 13 13 135 
.14 12 12 14 11 12 13 11 8 12 12 131 

Bennett . .1.2 15 13 14 13 12 14 14 13 13 13 146 

Firth . .12 11 12 15 10 11 14 14 11 13 13 136 

E Ford . . 15 13 11 14 14 12 11 10 14 10 11 135 

F E Butler . .14 14 12 14 11 14 11 13 14 12 13 142 
.15 15 15 14 15 15 15 14 14 15 15 162 

Squier . .11 14 15 13 14 15 12 14 13 15 15 151 

L R Lewis . .13 12 14 10 14 12 11 12 13 12 10 133 
Speer . .14 14 14 12 15 13 11 14 14 12 13 146 

German . . 14 14 13 14 15 15 14 15 15 14 14 157 
Apgar . . 14 15 14 15 15 15 13 14 14 14 14 157 

Taylor . ..... 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 12 15 157 

Darton . .13 14 13 14 13 15 15 14 14 14 14 153 
.14 15 15 14 14 13 13 15 15 15 15 158 

Mink . .13 15 13 14 14 14 15 15 13 11 13 150 
Buckwalter . .15 14 15 15 13 15 15 14 14 13 15 15S 

.13 15 13 12 12 13 10 12 15 12 12 139 

.13 10 12 11 13 13 11 12 12 11 11 129 

Empire . .13 15 14 12 13 15 15 12 15 11 15 150 

Coleman . .14 11 13 14 15 12 12 14 14 14 14 147 
E Korner . .13 13 14 14 12 15 13 10 15 14 14 147 
Matson . . 13 13 10 14 13 15 12 14 10 12 11 137 
Wagner . 
F Korner . 

.14 15 13 10 12 14 15 12 15 14 15 149 

.10 12 15 13 10 13 13 15 12 13 14 140 

Bodine . .11 12 13 9 11 13 12 14 14 12 14 135 
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•Crittenden . 
Dr Hall . 
Vernon . 
Watson . 
Pardee . 
Pyee . 
H Fleming .... 
D A Moore ... 
J H Lewis _ 
Wegman . 
L Wertz . 
Wills . 
Heilman . 
W H Schuyler 

Jessop .V 
J Franklin _ 
Ringgold . 

■Garland . 
Ball . 
W W Miller .. 
Eshelman . 
Hamlin . 
Durston . 
Guinzburg 
Miller . 
L W Quinn ... 
E W Kelly .... 

■C Kelly . 
Bilsing . 
Matthews . 
Anthony . 
Cochran . 
Bridges . 
Deniker . 
H S Welles ... 
McKean . 

■Carl F Moore . 

12 12 9 10 10 10 9 12 10 11 12 117 
12 8 13 13 10 14 12 12 12 11 12 129 
14 12 12 12 14 10 15 11 10 13 12 135 
13 13 11 9 9 15 10 7 15 7 13 122 
13 12 15 14 10 8 11 9 13 13 13 131 
13 15 15 13 15 13 13 8 14 13 15 147 
13 14 13 13 1 1 14 14 14 15 11 14 149 
12 13 13 10 8 12 11 12 11 13 11 126 
6 7 10 12 11 13 8 9 10 8 11 105 

13 13 12 1 i 10 10 10 15 15 13 9 134 
15 15 13 14 14 15 14 15 15 15 15 160 
13 12 11 14 12 11 15 12 11 10 12 133 
12 12 13 9 11 13 13 11 11 8 12 125 
14 13 12 13 14 11 13 11 11 10 11 133 
14 10 13 14 13 13 12 11 14 10 14 13S 
12 11 12 12 14 14 12 11 14 14 14 140 

9 14 13 L0 11 13 15 14 8 12 14 133 
14 12 11 14 11 13 11 14 9 10 14 133 

1 1 12 12 13 11 14 14 12 13 13 13 141 
14 14 11 15 13 12 14 11 15 14 13 146 
12 14 13 11 9 15 14 7 11 11 13 130 
13 14 13 13 14 13 14 11 14 13 13 145 
15 11 12 12 13 14 11 12 9 13 11 133 
12 12 12 12 10 12 12 11 12 12 12 129 
14 13 14 15 15 13 11 15 12 13 13 148 

8 10 12 12 14 13 12 12 12 10 14 129 
14 12 12 11 13 14 12 13 14 12 15 142 
13 10 11 13 12 10 10 9 12 11 12 123 
15 14 13 11 15 14 13 12 15 15 14 151 
14 14 12 14 14 14 13 13 14 13 15 150 
12 10 10 9 12 12 13 10 13 13 14 128 
12 11 12 12 14 13 10 15 12 12 14 137 
10 13 11 10 12 13 14 10 14 12 13 132 
14 14 13 15 12 11 13 12 14 15 12 145 
13 13 15 14 13 15 14 15 13 14 13 152 
13 12 13 12 14 12 9 11 10 13 15 134 
15 13 11 15 14 14 1 1 15 14 13 15 153 

The twelfth event was the Milt Lindsey trophy, for 
■two-man teams, 25 targets and five pairs. This trophy 
is emblematic of the two-man championship of Penn¬ 
sylvania. Entrance $4 per team. Money divided 40, 30, 
20 and 10 per cent., class shooting. The scores in this 
event follow: 

North Side. 
Hickey . 25 6—31 
Kelsey . 25 S—33—64 

Selinsgrove. 
Herrold . 24 S—32 
Long . 33 8—31—63 

Butler. 
C H Miller .. 17 7—24 
R C Stoops . 21 6—27—51 

Independent No. 1. 
Buckwalter .. 24 8—32 
McCarty . 25 4—29—61 

Independent No. 2. 
Mink . 24 10—34 
Newcomb ... 22 5—27—61 

Independent No. 3. 
Empire . 21 8—29 
Earaes . 22 7—29—58 

Independent No. 4. 
Tansey . 21 7—28 
•Landis . 23 10—33—61 

Independent No. 5. 
Ford . 20 10—30 
Dr Gobel ..... 22 5—27—57 

Independent No. 6. 
Hamlin . 21 7—28 
Pratt . 20 8—28—56 

Iff Gun 
H E Brown .... 24 6—30 

Lehigh 
Heil . 22 8—30 
Schlicher _ 19 8—27—57 

Du Bois. 
Millen . 24 7—31 
E W Kelley.. 25 8—33—64 

Newcastle. 
J D Ellicott . 25 6—31 
Atkinson _ 23 7—30—61 

Pittsburg. 
Cochran . 22 7—29 
Squier . 23 7—30—59 

Luzerne County. 
Hess . 25 6-31 
Stroh . 20 9—29—60 

Cononshug. 
Mathews . 22 7—29 
Anderson _ 25 6—31—60 

Highland. 
Franklin .21 6—27 
Firth . 21 5—26—53 

Bradford. 
Henlin . 23 7—30 
Conneely .... 24 6—30—60 

Bradford No. 2. 
Pringle . 20 5—25 
F. Korner ... 24 5—29—54 

Club. 
Speer . 21 8—29—59 

May 27, Second Day. 

The weather was pleasant and warm. Seven events 

were at 15 targets, entrance $1.50. Events No. 8 and 
9 were each at 25 targets, $2 entrance. No. 8 was also 
the Harrisburg trophy event, for three-man teams. No. 
9 also was the Reading trophy event, for four-man 
teams. 

In the professional competition, Hawkins was high 
with 150 out of 155, second, German, 149. Squier, Wells 
and Apgar tied on 145. 

Of the amateurs, McCarty' was high with 149; second, 
Buckwalter, 148; third, W. \V. Miller, 147; fourth, Con¬ 
neely, 146. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Brk. Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 

Mallorv, Jr . . 15 15 12 11 13 14 12 21 21 134 
Conneely . . 14 14 15 15 14 14 14 22 24 146 
Henline . . 15 14 13 11 13 13 14 23 21 137 

Pringle . . 14 12 15 14 13 12 14 18 22 134 

II E Brown . . 14 14 14 13 14 11 13 20 20 134 

C H Miller . . 13 15 13 12 13 12 14 22 22 136 
J A Stoops . . 13 10 11 13 14 14 14 12 22 134 
C, 1 Elliott . . 13 1 1 12 14 15 15 12 18 21 134 

R C Stoops . . 14 12 15 14 15 12 13 23 25 143 
J D Elliott . . 14 14 14 11 13 14 14 19 12 134 
Runk . . 14 14 12 13 10 12 12 16 18 121 
Alan . . 13 14 12 14 14 15 15 20 22 138 
Jackson . . 12 14 12 13 9 13 8 22 21 124 
Grove . . 12 15 11 12 12 15 12 20 22 131 
Seitz . .12 6 4 8 10 11 14 19 22 106 
Hess . . 15 14 15 14 13 13 12 25 24 145 
Stroh . . 11 12 13 11 12 12 12 21 21 125 

Trego . . 14 10 10 13 13 11 12 20 17 120 
Rishel . . 13 12 11 11 13 14 6 17 18 115 

Long . . 14 9 15 15 15 14 15 25 23 143 
Atkinson . . 15 14 13 15 13 13 13 23 23 142 
Kelsey . . 14 14 14 15 13 14 15 20 24 143 
Hickey . . 14 13 13 13 14 15 14 21 23 140 
King . . 13 15 12 14 13 13 12 21 25 138 
Anderson . . 12 14 14 14 12 10 13 25 24 138 
Heil . . 14 14 15 13 14 13 14 22 24 143 
C W Miller . . 9 7 9 12 11 9 9 19 12 97 

Schlicker . . 12 15 13 15 14 12 14 23 23 141 
Hansell . . 15 13 14 15 14 14 12 15 22 144 
Herrold . . 14 13 12 12 14 13 14 20 24 136 
Landis . . 12. 14 14 14 14 12 14 22 23 139 
Eames . . 14 14 12 14 13 14 12 24 23 140 
Newcomb . .14 13 15 14 14 15 13 23 23 144 
McCarty . . 13 14 15 15 15 11 14 25 24 149 
Tansy . . 11 12 10 15 13 13 11 22 23 130 
Ludwick . . in 9 13 13 12 12 12 20 21 122 
Bennett . . 14 12 13 14 13 11 13 24 23 137 
Firth . . u 11 10 11 12 12 9 18 15 109 

E Ford . . 13 11 9 11 13 9 9 15 22 112 
Butler . . 14 13 14 13 13 14 11 18 20 128 
Hawkins . . 15 15 13 14 15 14 15 24 25 150 
Squier . . 15 15 14 14 15 12 13 24 24 145 
L R Lewis . . 8 9 12 11 11 13 10 16 16 106 
Kniskern . . 12 10 13 14 11 13 11 23 IS 128 
Speer . . 15 14 15 14 12 12 13 22 23 140 
German . .14 15 14 14 15 14 15 25 23 149 
Apgar . . 15 15 14 13 14 14 14 23 23 145 
Taylor . . 13 15 13 11 14 14 14 23 24 144 
Darton . . 14 14 13 15 15 13 14 23 23 144 
Stevens . . 14 15 12 15 13 13 13 22 20 137 
Mink . . 12 14 15 12 10 13 14 23 22 135 
Buckwalter . . 15 14 13 15 15 15 13 24 24 148 
Goebel . . 13 15 12 14 11 12 12 17 32 128 
Pratt . . 11 12 14 11 11 14 10 19 19 121 
Empire . . 14 13 9 14 10 15 13 22 25 135 
Coleman . . 13 14 15 15 13 14 15 24 23 146 
E Korner . . 14 14 13 14 11 14 14 22 23 139 
Hoey . . 10 10 13 15 12 11 10 20 19 120 
Matson . . 10 13 11 14 13 14 12 20 20 127 
Wagner . . 14 15 10 13 12 13 14 24 21 136 
F Korner . . 11 14 11 13 14 15 14 22 20 137 
Bodine . .12 12 10 11 13 11 12 22 21 122 
Crittenden . . 14 14 14 12 12 12 14 21 21 134 
Dr Hall . .>.. 12 12 9 12 11 13 8 23 IS 121 
Watson . . 11 14 11 11 11 10 10 IS 19 92 
Pardee . . 11 12 10 14 13 9 13 17 20 119 

Pyle . . 14 11 12 13 12 13 H 24 22 132 
Fleming . 
D A Moore . 

. 15 14 14 12 13 9 14 23 21 135 

.10 9 14 11 12 12 8 15 19 110- 
T II Lewis . . 9 8 11 7 9 6 9 14 15 88 
Wegman . . 13 12 9 11 14 13 11 22 21 126 
Wertz . . 12 14 15 14 14 15 13 24 22 143 
Push . . 13 13 11 11 12 11 11 18 17 117 
Elielman . . 9 9 16 12 13 13 11 19 12 109 
W H Schuyler . .ii 13 11 13 12 13 11 20 22 126 
Tessop . . 13 12 12 13 16 14 9 19 20 128 
J Franklin . . 15 13 10 13 12 13 13 20 23 132 
Ringgold . . 8 13 14 12 11 10 13 22 21 124 
Garland . . ... 13 13 11 10 14 12 13 18 15 119 
Ball . . 14 15 13 12 10 14 14 23 23 138 
W W Miller . .14 15 15 15 15 14 13 24 22 147 
Eshelman . . 14 12 13 12 10 11 14 20 18 124 
Hamlin . . 14 14 14 15 11 13 13 21 22 137 
Durston . . 12 15 11 13 11 13 15 22 22 134 
Guinzburg . . 12 12 11 14 13 14 12 20 18 126 
Millen . . 14 12 13 14 14 15 13 23 24 142 
L W Quinn . . 9 14 12 12 13 11 13 21 21 126 
E W Kelley . . 11 13 13 9 12 12 14 22 22 128 
C Kelley . .11 13 13 10 12 10 14 21 22 126 
Bilsing . . 13 13 13 15 14 13 13 24 25 143 
Matthews . . 12 13 12 11 14 13 13 23 24 135 
Anthonv . . 13 14 11 12 14 14 15 17 23 133 
Cochran . . 13 12 9 11 10 15 11 19 23 123 
Bridges . 13 10 12 14 11 11 13 21 126 
Deniker . . 15 12 13 14 13 14 15 21 20 137 
Welles . . 15 15 15 12 15 14 11 24 24 145 
McKean . .14 12 15 15 12 15 14 20 25 144 
C F Moore . . 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 24 23 144 
Geo B Schuvler . 13 13 14 11 15 14 21 21 133 
Hetrick . . 8 9 10 11 11 8 8 17 16 98 
Munch . 14 IS 12 13 9 13 20 21 122 
De Armonts . . 8 14 13 11 11 11 11 20 20 119 
Osbourn . . . 9 9 11 10 9 10 13 22 17 108 
Brothen . . 6 12 9 11 9 10 9 12 17 97 

The eighth event, besides having the usual sweepstake, 
was the Harrisburg trophy event, for three-man teams, 
emblematic of the three-man team championship of Penn¬ 
sylvania, 25 targets, $6 per team, class shooting, 50, 30 
and 20 per cent. Scores: 

Independent No. i Highland. 
McCarty ... 25 Firth . . IS 
Buckwalter . 24 Franklin . . 20 
Newcomb . 23—72 Ringgold . . 22—60 

Independent No. 9 Bradford. 
22 . 22 

Eames . 24 F Korner . 99 

Mink . 23-69 Wagner . . 24—68 

Independent No. 3. Butler. 
Empire . 22 C H Miller . 22 
Tansey . 22 I A Stoops . . 23 
Gobel . 17—61 R C Stoops . . 23-68 

Bradford. nr. 
Mallory, Tr . 21 Speer . . 22 
Conneeley . 22 II E Brown . . 20 
Henline . 23—66 Stackpole . . w. 

North Side. Du Bois. 
Kelsev . 20 E W Kelly. 99 

Hickey . 21 Guinzburg . . 20 
Anderson . 25-66 Millen . . 23—65 

No. 9 was the contest for the Reading trophy, emble¬ 
matic of the four-man championship of Pennsylvania,-25 
targets per man, $8 per team, class shooting, 50, 30 and 
20 per cent Scores: 

Independent No. 1. North Side. 
McCartv . .... 24 Kelsey . 24 
Buckwalter .... .... 24 Hickey . 23 
Newcomb . .... 23 Anderson . 24 
Landis . .... 23—94 Bilsing . 25—96 

Independent No. 2. Bradford. 
Mink . 99 F Korner . 20 
Fames . .... 23 llodine . 21 
Tansey . .... 23 Matson . 20 
Empire . .... 25—93 Wagner . 21—82 

BRADFORD GUN CLUB’S GROUNDS-PENNSYLVANIA STATE SHOOT. 
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Killing Power 
Accuracy and 

Sure Fire 
To get the above qualities 

you must have 

us AMMUNITION 

sale by all dealers For 

R C Stoops .22 
G J Elliott .21—90 

Bradford. Du Bois. 
Mallory, Jr .21 E W Kelly . 
Conneeley . 24 Guinzburg . 
Henline . 21 Millen . 
E Korner . 23—89 L W Quinn . 

Butler. 
C H Miller .22 
J A Stoops .22 

The Bradford Handicap was a merchandise event, open 
to all amateurs of Penns dvania. The conditions were 50 
targets, handicaps 16 to 20yds., high guns, ties if shot 
off miss-and-out. Amrnlg the prizes were a Lefever gun, 
A. H. Fox gun, Remn gton gun, Marlin rifle, Win 
Chester rifle, etc 

Mallory, Jr 
Atkinson .. 

McCarthy 
Buckwalter 

Hess . 
Anderson 
Hiel . 

Mink 

I’y'e . 
Flemming ... 
Bilsing . 
C F Moon .. 
H C Brown 
R C Stoops . 
J D Elliott... 

. 
King . 

Eames 
Speer . 
E Korner 

Millin . 
E W Kelley 

Tansy 

Mr 
first 

H. 

. L F. 
on he 

T. 

. Mallory, Jr., tied on 
shoot off. Scores: 

H. 

47, 

T. 
. 20 47 McKean . .... 17 40 
. 20 42 C H Brown .. .... 17 3/ 
. 20 38 Alan . .... 16 43 
. 20 36 Rishel . .... 16 42 
. 20 43 Firth . .... 16 36 
. 20 42 Goebel . .... 16 41 
. 19 39 Crittenden .... .... 16 40 
. 19 40 Dr Hall . .... 16 42 
. 19 45 Dr Vernon ... .16 35 
. 19 47 D A Moon .... .... 16 17 
. 19 44 Watson . .... 16 42 
. 19 45 Pardee . .... 16 38 
. 19 43 W H Schuyler ... 16 44 
. 19 46 L VV Quinn .. .... 16 44 
. 19 46 C Kelley . .... 16 3S 
. 19 42 Prothero . .... 16 39 
. 19 44 Osburn . .... 16 36 
. 19 44 Hetrich . .... 16 28 
. 19 38 Munch . .... 16 40 
. 19 40 DeArment .... .... 16 36 
. 19 45 Anthony . .... 16 43 
. <9 46 Benninghoff .. .... 16 32 
. 19 40 Holley . .... 16 32 
. 18 42 C 1. Melvin ... .... 16 37 
. 18 43 Van Tine . .... 16 31 
. 18 37 Eygabroat .... .... 16 33 
. 18 35 M A Ouinn ... .... 16 32 
. 18 44 F A Miller ... .... 16 37 
. 18 44 T G Kramer .. 

G Schuyler ... 
.... 16 35 

. 18 43 .... 16 44 

. 18 37 F J Loree .... ... 16 23 

. 18 40 Matson . .... 17 45 

. 18 38 Bedeattx . .... 16 41 

. 18 38 Tanner . .... 16 31 

. 18 43 Segel . .... 16 31 

. 18 46 Costello . .... 16 28 

. 18 31 Brinton . .... 16 23 

. 18 45 Luce . .... 16 36 

. 17 44 Barcroft . .... 16 40 

. 17 43 Neelv . .... 16 28 

. 17 45 W W Miller . .... 19 46 
17 39 German . ... 20 40 

Ludwick . .17 39 Darton . .... 20 

22 E Ford . .... 17 40 Wells . .... 20 

18 Stroh . .... 17 40 Apgar . .... 20 

24 F Korner . .... 17 44 Pratt . .... 16 

21—85 Bodine . .... 17 37 Hamlin . .... 16 
Jessop . .... 17 44 Durston . .... 16 
Ringgold . .... 17 46 F Wright, .... 16 

21—90 
Guinzburg .... .... 17 41 E J Jones .... .... 16 

May 28, Third Day. 

The weather was clear warm and pleasant. A fitful 
wind blew from 6 o'clock, yet it was so gentle that it 
had no material effect on the flights of the targets. 
Events Nos. 7 and 8 were for the J. O’H. Denny 
trophy, a total of 50 targets. The prize was a Smith 
gun. Nos. 9 and 10 were the Wolstencroft trophy con¬ 
test for the individual State championship, 50 targets, 
entrance $1; moneys divided Rose system, 8, 5, 3, 2 and 1. 

The other seven events were at 15 targets, $1.50 en¬ 
trance. 

The high amateur averages of the third day were: 
first, Schlicker, 183; second, McCarty, 182; third Bilsing, 
181; fourth, Hess, 180; fifth, a tie between Buckwalter, 
Wertz and Herrold, on 179. In the professional class, 
Hawkins was high with 186; Squier was next with 184; 
Apgar and German tied on 183, and Taylor was next 
with 180. 

The scores follow: 

Events: 123456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 25 25 Brk. 

Mallory, Ja. 13 14 11 14 13 9 24 23 20 23 164 
Conneeley . 13 13 15 13 10 14 25 25 23 24 175 
Henline . 12 14 13 14 12 11 20 21 22 19 158 
Pringle . 14 15 15 14 15 15 25 23 24 24 184 
H E Brown . 14 13 11 14 14 14 23 20 24 21 168 
C H Miller . 13 13 15 11 12 12 20 22 20 20 158 
T A Stoops . 15 14 13 14 14 14 21 18 24 22 169 
'G J Elliott . 14 9 13 13 11 10 23 22 24 23 162 
R C Stoops . 15 14 14 15 11 12 24 23 23 24 175 
T D Elliott . 13 14 14 12 13 10 22 20 22 23 163 
Runk . 11 15 11 8 13 8 20 23 20 24 153 
Alan . 15 11 13 13 12 14 23 22 24 18 165 
Jackson . 9 15 15 12 12 13 20 18 18 19 151 
Grove . 10 15 10 14 13 14 21 19 22 17 155 
Seitz . 12 14 13 12 13 11 22 15 14 19 144 
Hess . 13 15 14 12 15 15 25 23 23 25 180 
Stroh . 13 14 13 15 12 13 22 22 18 23 165 
Trego . 13 13 14 13 14 12 23 23 21 24 170 
Rischel . 15 14 13 14 13 13 24 25 22 24 177 
Long . 15 13 13 13 12 15 24 24 23 23 175 
Atkinson . 15 14 13 11 15 14 23 24 19 24 172 
Kelsey . 13 14 18 12 14 13 24 24 17 22 161 
Hickey . 10 13 11 12 11 12 20 22 22 23 156 
King . 14 14 13 14 12 15 22 22 23 22 171 
Anderson . 13 15 15 13 14 14 23 25 22 22 176 
Hiel . 14 14 14 14 12 14 23 25 21 25 176 
C W Miller . 8 15 8 7 11 12 19 16 13 16 125 
Schlicker . 13 15 14 14 15 15 25 25 22 25 183 

Hansel! . .14 14 12 11 13 15 24 24 22 23 175 

Herrold . .14 13 15 15 15 14 21 24 24 24 179 

Landis . .15 12 14 14 11 13 22 23 20 25 169 
Eames . . 13 13 14 12 13 15 24 23 19 22 168 
Newcomb . .13 14 14 15 13 14 23 23 23 23 175 

McCarty . .15 15 13 13 15 15 22 25 25 24 182 

Tansy . .11 15 11 10 11 11 20 20 18 20 147 
Ludwick . . 11 12 11 14 14 12 22 20 18 22 156 
Bennett . .15 14 12 13 14 12 24 20 24 23 171 

Firth . . 11 11 11 10 11 12 17 20 20 21 144 

E Ford . . 12 12 10 9 10 10 20 16 19 14 132 

Butler .,_-... .13 13 13 12 14 15 21 24 17 18 160 
Llawkins . .14 15 14 15 15 15 24 25 25 24 1S6 
Squier . . 15 15 14 15 15 15 24 25 22 24 184 

L R Lewis . 11 9 10 13 12 15 19 14 14 124 
Stackpole . 
Spier . 

. 13 9 9 9 10 11 13 16 11 18 119 

. 4 12 15 13 14 14 24 22 22 23 173 
German . .15 15 15 14 13 15 24 25 23 25 184 

Apgar . . 15 15 15 15 15 15 23 22 25 23 183 
Taylor . . 15 13 14 14 15 14 24 23 25 23 180 
Darton . .14 12 12 11 14 15 23 22 20 22 165 

Stevens . . 14 14 13 13 15 14 23 21 23 25 175 
Mink . . 12 13 13 15 13 15 20 24 24 23 172 
Buckwalter . .14 14 15 14 14 14 21 24 25 24 179 
Goeble . .15 12 14 11 9 11 22 24 23 22 163 
Pratt . . 11 14 14 13 11 10 19 22 23 16 153 
Empire . . 15 12 13 11 14 10 21 24 22 20 162 
Coleman . . 13 14 13 13 11 12 23 24 21 20 164 
E Korner . .15 14 15 13 14 14 22 25 19 24 175 
Hoey . 
McCreight . 

. 9 13 13 11 11 13 21 19 22 16 148 

. 13 13 6 7 13 12 21 18 . . 103 
Wagner . . 12 15 14 14 14 15 23 19 21 2i 168 
F Korner . . 13 13 14 14 14 11 24 24 25 24 176 
Bodine . . 13 12 12 13 12 12 20 19 20 21 154 
Crittenden . . 14 14 13 14 11 15 21 20 20 18 160 
Dr Hall . .11 14 15 10 1 1 12 21 21 19 19 156 

Dr Vernon . . 12 13 11 13 14 12 21 20 17 21 154 
Watson . 11 13 13 9 14 23 22 21 18 157 
Pardee . . 10 12 12 13 13 15 17 22 21 21 156 
Pyle . .14 12 11 9 11 14 24 20 21 23 159 
Flemming . .13 15 15 14 12 10 24 25 29 21 168 
D A Moore . . 8 10 9 9 8 12 14 10 16 15 111 
J H Lewis . . ... 9 S 12 8 10 10 16 11 16 20 120 
Wegman . . 8 11 8 12 11 13 20 22 20 19 144 
Wertz . . 14 15 15 15 12 15 24 25 20 24 179 
Bush . . 13 12 15 13 10 11 20 21 20 22 157 
Hielman . .12 11 10 11 13 11 18 21 16 19 142 
W H Schuyler. . 12 13 10 10 9 12 19 21 15 19 140 
Tessop . . 13 14 15 11 13 14 24 22 19- 22 167 
T Franklin . . 14 11 13 11 12 14 21 19 19 20 154 
Ringgold . .13 14 14 14 12 14 22 25 22 22 172 
Garland . .10 13 14 10 11 10 24 21 23 20 156 
Ball . . 13 15 14 13 15 15 24 23 24 22 178 
W W Miller . .12 15 15 15 15 12 24 24 21 24 177 
Eshlcman . . 11 11 12 11 13 12 23 23 21 22 159 
Hamlin . . 12 15 11 14 14 13 22 20 21 21 163 
Durston . . 13 15 14 13 12 15 19 24 24 23 172 
Guinzburg . . 15 13 13 13 12 13 21 20 22 24 166 
Millen . . 12 12 12 13 14 14 22 23 20 22 164 
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VICTORIES s PETERS SHELLS 
FROM EVERY QUARTER! 

So many 

necessitates the 

average-winning scores have recently been made with PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS, that to enumerate the half of them 

use of small type. They are, however, none the less significant: 

198 ex 200 

239 ex 255 
440 ex 470 
364ex 400 
173 ex 180 
398 ex 400 
186 ex 200 

LIVE BIRDS, at Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 16, in a match 
between Messrs. H. I. Hess and Thos. Ely. Each man 
killed 99 ex 100. 

by Mr. A. P. McDowell, at CogswTell, N. Dak., May 
12-13. High Amateur average. 

by Mr. F. E. Rogers, at Rich Hill, Mo., May 21-22. 
High Professional average. 

by Mr. J. S. Fanning, at Syracuse, N. Y., May 19-20. 
High General average. 

by Mr. E. C. Griffith, at Watertown, Mass., May 9. 
High General average. 

by Mr. Lon Fisher, at Ashley, O., May 20-21. High 
Amateur average. 

by Mr. Sim Glover, at Rome, N. Y., May 22. High 
General average. 

High 

High 

|qr non by Mr. Neaf Apgar, at Bradford, Pa., May 23. 
I JO uX ZUU General average. 

n-jn nqn by Mr. Neaf Apgar, at Olean, N. Y., May 19-20. 
0 / 0 BX OvJU General average. 
q/q n-jr by Mr. Neaf Apgar, at Ossining, N. Y., May 13-14. 
j4j BX 0 1 0 High General average. 

(QO nv (QC by Mr. sim Glover, at Olean, N. Y., May 20, with a run 
ItJZ BX It) J of 103 straight. High General average for the day. 

010 nu /HO by Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, at Dayton, Ky. (State 
J 10 BX 4UU Shoot), May 27-28. Tie for High Amateur average. 

100 DV onn by Mr. Chas. Holzworth, at Lincoln, Neb., May 26. 
ItJZ BX ZUU High Amateur average. 

71A ov 0an by Mr-sim Glover>at °lean> N- y., May19-20- Second 
0 / 4 BX u uU General average. 

inn j-jr by Mr. E. C. Griffith, at New Bedford, Mass., May 22. 
163 BX 175 h ligh Amateur average. 

Remember the HIGHEST AMATEUR SCORE of the year, 396 out of 400, made by Mr. J. S. Day, at Sulphur, 

Okla., May 14-15, with PETERS SHELLS. There could be no more conclusive test of QUALITY than these records. 

Shoot PETEFCS SHELLS, Mr. Amateur, *nd get iu the winning column. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and Wai 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

■v.\ 

S T 
DOUBLE BARREL 

SHOTGUNS 
Both Hammer and Hammerless Styles 

Nos. 250—280—350—380 

Manufactured with celebrated STEVENS CHECK-HOOK and with new patent cross bolt through extension rib—permitting 
the heaviest charges of powder. 

STEVENS GUNS are LOW in PRICE—HIGH in QUALITY 

Your dealer handles STEVENS ARMS. Where not 
sold .by retailers, we ship direct, express prepaid, upon 
receipt of catalog price. 

Send 5 cent in stamps for 160-page illustrated STEVENS 
Catalog. A manual for ready reference, indispensable to 
those who shoot. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
CHICOPEE FALLS. 

P. O. Box 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
New York Office. 95 Chambers Street. 

V.1. v.v.vv.v.\v.v.v.v.v.v.w.v.v.v.v.%w.v.v.v.w-v.v.vv-v.w 
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L W Quinn . .15 15 13 14 12 14 22 23 23 oo 173 
fe W Kelley . . 13 15 12 15 15 13 12 23 20 23 170 
C ' Kelley . . 15 13 12 14 13 14 19 15 20 22 157 
Bilsing . . 12 14 15 14 15 13 24 25 25 24 181 
Matthews . . 13 15 14 14 14 13 20 19 23 20 168 
Anthony . . 12 10 14 10 13 11 20 23 19 21 153 
Cochran . . It 12 12 10 14 15 19 20 19 20 152 
Bridges . . 12 12 13 11 11 14 20 25 21 19 158 
Dennicker . . 12 13 10 11 13 12 71 
(Veils . . 12 14 14 13 13 14 25 20 24 24 173 
McKean . . 11 15 9 14 12 13 21 21 24 22 162 
2 F Moore . . 15 14 13 14 13 15 25 25 23 20 177 
3 Schuyler . . 13 8 11 9 11 11 23 20 11 21 138 
Kniskern . . 10 10 13 14 12 10 22 22 113 
MSston . . 14 11 13 12 11 12 21 15 io ie 141 
Hetrick . . 0 S 9 8 10 14 23 13 9 13 113 
Vlunch . 19 22 41 
Sattrick . 18 22 24 22 86 
U Foster . 20 17 37 

The championship resulted in a tie between Buck- 
valter, Bilsing, McCarty and F. Korner, on 49. It was 
i close competition, and was watched with the keenest 
jf interest trom start to finish. In the first shoot-off 
Uuckwaltcr and McCarty tied on 24. 

Mr. Korner missed five and Mr. Bilsing missed two 
argets. The latter had participated in a long drawn 
rnt series of shoot-offs in other events, and was showing 
i slight fatigue, which may have been the cause of his 
nishap. lie was shooting in admirable form, his time 
being quick and his pointing being near to perfection. 
The light was even and dull at this juncture, the sky 
jeing slightly overcast, with signs of rain in evidence. 
The dull light neutralized all the far distance and the 
uneveness of mountain and valley in the background, so 
hat the targets flew sharply distinct from the start to 
he end of their flights, which, as a rule, were short, 
he contestants in the tie shooting with marvelous quick- 
less and precision. In the second shoot-off, 25 targets, 
McCarty and Buckwalter tied on 24. They rjn their 
25 straight in the third shoot-off, though a slight rain 
.vas falling. Both were warmly congratulated for their 
nasterful performance. The fourth shoot-off determined 
the winner, Bulkwalter going straight and McCarty 
osing one—thus Buckwalter won. Of the hearty con- 
jratulations extended to the winner, by the shooters 
iresenC none were more hearty and gracious than those 
if McCarty. There was nothing perfunctory or jiffected 
n his manner while congratulating the victor. Although 
ae had put up a wonderful contest, and was keenly en¬ 
deavoring for the trophy from start to finish, the winner 
being determined, he showed not the slightest sign of 
disappointment. Indeed, the shoot-off was one of the 
ir.est exhibitions of good shooting and good sportsman¬ 
ship that ever was witnessed at any time or place. Each 
contestant attended strictly to his own affairs, each had 
a courteous bearing, and each displayed wonderful skill 
find endurance. In the last 25, Buckwalter seemed to 
shoot in a bit quicker time than he had shot previously, 
with no preliminary attempts of careful gun adjustment 
and alignment. Indeed, he seemed to gain greater con¬ 
fidence, and shot with a quickness and freedom which 
seemed to be almost careless of consequences. Yet it 
was not careless shooting in the least, as the results 
prove. Nearly every target was fully centered and 
effaced in a puff of dust. In the last 25 McCarty, though 
ne was shooting in quick time and centering his targets, 
betimes showed over carefulness in aligning and adjust¬ 
ing his gun before calling “pull,” an almost certain 
bign that the strain w'as asserting itself. However great 
as have been the performances of these two shooters 
in the past, they are to be reckoned with in the future 
is being the peer of America’s best performers at the 
traps. 

The J. O’H. Denny trophy was won by Dr. Rishel, 
M Ottawa, Pa., after shooting out eighteen other shooters 
n the tie. 
The high amateur averages for the three days were 

is follows: McCarty, 490; Bilsing, 475; Buckwalter, 4S5; 
Z. F. Moore, 474; Wertz, 482; Conneely, 471; Hess, 478. 

Re Programme Advertising. 

Boston, Mass., May 16.—Editor Forest and Stream: I 
would like to inquire what you think of this proposition: 
t'ou think of this proposition: 

The programme for our last tournament was in book 
orm, and consisted of 36 pages and cover, for which we 
taid the printer $62. We received from friends and the 
rade about $130 for advertising. We gave in prizes $100 

cash, and trophies valued at about $30. 
Now, do you suppose the trade, instead of advertising 

n this way, would be willing to donate, say, $3 to $5 
:ach, and have them all on one page, thus: 

Donations for our shoot: Winchester Repeating Arms 
-o., $5; Marlin Fire Arms Co., $5; Du Pont Powder Co., 
>5; Peters Cartridge Co., $5; M. Hartley Co., $5; member, 
w, etc. 

In this way we could have a programme printed for 
ibout $6 or $8, and give nearly all to the shooter and 
tot to the printer as premiums. Personally, 1 don’t 
hink this kind of advertising does any one any good. 

1 think their names mentioned as above would do them 
is much good as if they took a whole page each. 

H. W. Jordan, Capt. 

Iroquois Rifle Club, 

Pittsburg, Pa., May 21.—The Iroquois Rifle Club, of 
Pittsburg, Pa., will hold a rifle tournament during 
rebruary, 1909, under the auspices of the .22 Indoor 
Rifle League of the United States, and as I have been 
dected corresponding secretary, the Board of Directors 
1-aVe ‘nstructed me to correspond with all the indoor 
•me clubs of the United States, in view of having them 
tecome members of the League. I have communicated 
with Lieut. Albert S. Jones, of Washington, D. C., who 
tas very kindly favored me with a list of some forty 
ndoor rifle clubs of the United States. 

Charles G. Grubb. 

The Powders That Make and Break Records 

BALLISTITE and EMPIRE 
(Dense) (Bulk) 

Dallas Gun Club, Dallas, Texas, May 19-21: 
High Professional Averages—Score, 560 x 590—Empire. 
2nd Amateur Average—Score, 554x590—Ballistite. 
3rd Amateur Average—Score, 553x590—Empire. 
Ballistite and Empire Trophy—Score, 75 Straight—Empire. 

Southland-—Hotel Handicap—50 Targets—Ballistite. 

Shoot the Old Reliable at G. A. H. and Be a Winner. 
J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

THE ANGLER’S WORKSHOP 

Rodmaking for Beginners 

A 

By PERRY D. FRAZER 

UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 

supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how” of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 

sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations, 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for 

pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience 

in camp life, has succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 

into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK. 
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WBBBBEEg 

The A. H. Fox Gun 

“The Finest Gun in the World” 
Write for booklet fully describing the A. H. Fox Oun 

THE A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Place an A. H. Fox Gun beside the best of other guns, and the comparison will favor 
the “Fox.” It has the best model, finest finish, most perfect balance ever 

brought together in a gun. 
But the two great features of “Fox” superiority are simplicity and strength. Its action 

has the fewest parts ever assembled in a gun frame, and for that reason its liability to break¬ 
age is practically nothing. Besides, in the “ Fox” the margin of safety is greatest—there 
is an added weight of metal where powder strain is heaviest. 

Examine the A. H. Fox Gun—test it—note these points of superiority for yourself, and 

you will pronounce it to be what it is— 

$13431 00 
100 

Worth of Fine Guns and Rifles 
(Second-Hand and Shopworn) for 

$6840 00 
100 

If interested, send for list or call at our store. 

Schoverling, Daly (&L Gales 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

HITTING vs. MISSING. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”). Cloth. Price, $1.00 

Mr. Hammond enjoys ’among his field companions tht 
repute of being an unusually good shot, and one who is* 
particularly successful in that most difficult branch ol 
upland shooting, the pursuit of the ruffed grouse 01 
partridge. This prompted the suggestion that he should 
write down for others an exposition of the methods b\ 
which his skill was acquired. The result is this origina 
manual of “Hitting vs. Missing.” We term it original 
because, as the chapters will show the author was m If 
taught; the expedients and devices adopted and the form- 
of practice followed were his own. This then may bt 
termed the Hammond system of shooting; and as it wa- 
successful in his own experience, being here set forth 
simply and intelligently, it will prove not less effective 
with others. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop" and "Sarr 

Lovel's Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mu 
Price *1.26. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FE'RGX/SOJSTSr 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
tors and Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 
For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

Kentucky State Tournament, 
The sixth annual tournament of the Kentucky Tra 

shooters’ League was held at Dayton, Ky., on May 
and 28, under the auspices of the Northern Kentuc 
Gun Club, and was one of the best ever given by t 
League. The grounds afford ample room for a fc 
crowd, and the arrangements of the club for taking ca 
of the shooters and spectators were pretty nearly perfe 
Some minor details might have been improved upon, b 
the officers of the club are still new at the tourname 
business, and in view of their evident desire and effc 
to please everybody, these small matters may be ov< 
looked. The weather on both days was good, but v 
comfortably hot, there being little breeze to temper t 
sun’s rays. Two sets of traps were used and work 
perfectly, so that the programme was finished in go 
season each day. The new club house is nearing co 
pletion. It will be a handsome building when finish! 
situated so as to give a fine view of the entire groun 
from the veranda, and sport at the traps on the teni 
courts, archery range and casting lake can all be set 

The office work was in charge of Messrs. F. Pragi 
and E. Frohliger, and none of the shooters were ke 
waiting very long for their winnings after the close 
the programme. Messrs. C. Kline and Fieber acted 
referees; Huber and Sugarman, scorers. 

The trade was represented by Messrs. C. O. 
Compte, R. Chamberlain, H. D. Freeman, A. M. Hatch 
H. Heikes, W. H. Heer, R. Trimble, H. Money a 
C. A. Young. 

The programme consisted of ten 20-target events 
each day, with an extra event as a sort of consolati 
for the unfortunate ones who broke less than 80 j 
cent, out of 100 targets each day. The prizes w< 
numerous, the one in the State championship ev< 
being a large chest containing seventy-two pieces of s 
ver, one ol the most valuable prizes ever offered at 
tournament. Three high average moneys were givi 
Division of money in the regular events was Rose s 
tern, 4, 3, 2, 1. In the championship event the entrar 
was .$5, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. 

The sixth annual meeting of the League was held 
113 East Fifth street, on Wednesday evening, Presidt 
Kinkead presiding. The minutes of the last meeti 
were read and approved. The roll call found the folic 
ing clubs represented: Bourbon County; Jeffers 
County; Maysville Gun Club, Kentucky Gun Club, 1 
Sterling Gun Club, Davies County Gun Club, Faye 
Gun Club, Paducah Gun Club, Harrison County G 
Club, Hopkinsville Gun Club. The question of allc 
ing proxies to be voted was discussed. This is not 
lowable under the provisions of the constitution. T 
chair decided that they should be admitted, and 
appeal being taken, called Mr. Ward to the chair, a 
gave his reasons for this decision. He stated that 
precedent had been established to admit proxies, a 
thought, if it were not strictly constitutional it shoi 
be made so. A roll call of the clubs sustained 1 
president. Under miscellaneous business, Mr. \Y; 
urged all League members to exert their influence w 
legislators to have proper game protective bills plat 
on the statute books. The Lexington Country Club v 
admitted to membership . in the League. The Northt 
Kentucky Gun Club and Jefferson County Gun Club w 
applicants for the annual live-bird tournament. It v 
voted that the tournament be held on the former clu 
grounds in October, 1908, the exact date to be pamed 
the club. The seventh annual target tournament v 
wanted by the Lexington Country Club and the Jeff 
son County Gun Club. The event was awarded to i 
latter and will be held in May, 1909, at Louisville. T 
election resulted as follows: President, G. B. Kinkei 
■Vice-President, J. Q. Ward; Secretary-Treasurer, 
Pragoff. All unanimously re-elected for another tei 

Monday, May 25, was practice day, and a program 
of 100 targets was, provided for those who wished to i 
the hang of the grounds before starting in on the serit 
work of the tournament. Quite a number of out-of-to 
shooters were on hand, and some good scores were ma 
H. D. Freeman was high gun on 98 after a close r: 
with C. O. he Compte, who finished with 97. The c 
was bright and very hot, with little wind. The scores 

If. h>. Freeman 98, C. O. Le Compte 97, W. H. H 
95, J. O. Ward 88, A. M. Hatcher 87, R. Chamberlain 
Dameron 86, T. Clay 84, Sundy 79, I. P. Gould 78, J 
Roll 77, E. Pragoff 76, Hughev 66; R. Trimble 46 out 
50. 

May 27, Firs! Day. 

Wednesday, the opening day, was a scorcher, and 
was hard work to get any hustle into the shooters, wl 
their turn came to get out on the firing line. Howev 
the programme was pulled off without much delay, a 
the last event was finished by 5 o’clock. Over fo 
shooters took part in the day’s sport, most ot th 
shooting through. The fight for high gun was a ch 
one between Heer and Money, the former winning by t 
targets, with 194 to 192, gaining one target on Money 
each 100. Lon Fisher and W. Henderson tied for h 
amateur on 191. T. Clay was second with 185. Long i, 
for the day was made by Henderson, who broke 
Other runs were made by T. Clay, 60; Chamberlain, 
Walker, 47; Fisher and Freeman, 43 each. 

The prize for high average in the first 100 was w 
by Fisher with 96; Henderson and Clay, 95 each; McF 
94. The special prize, a Fox gun, was won by Damei 
on a straight score of 25, against eleven competitors 

Events: 1 0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Shot 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 at. Bro 

w H Heer. 20 19 20 19 19 19 20 19 20 19 200 1£ 
IT Money . 19 19 19 20 19 18 20 19 19 20 200 19 

L Fisher . 20 19 18 19 19 20 19 19 20 IS 200 19 
W Henderson.. 19 20 20 19 19 19 18 20 19 18 200 19 

H D Freeman. 20 20 19 20 19 16 20 19 19 IS 200 19 

T Clay . 17 20 18 17 IS 18 20 20 18 19 200 19 

C W McFee... 18 16 19 IS IS 18 20 20 18 IS 200 19 

R Chamberlain 20 20 19 19 19 18 18 18 18 13 200 19 

A M Hatcher.. Hi 19 19 18 20 16 19 19 19 17 200 19 
R Trimble ... 18 19 18 18 20 15 20 15 19 18 200 19 

C Le Compte.. 19 18 IS 16 19 15 16 19 19 20 200 11 

J Q Ward. 20 16 IS 19 15 20 16 20 18 17 200 17 
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A Sundcrbrueh 20 17 17 18 17 17 20 18 IS 17 200 179 
11 S Cooper... 18 17 16 19 19 16 18 16 19 18 200 176 
V K Dodge.... 18 17 17 19 18 19 16 IS 16 17 200 175 
n Pohlar . 19 IS 16 17 IS 17 16 IS 17 19 200 175 
c F Shell.16 17 17 36 19 IS 17 17 19 18 200 174 
F. 1’ragoff. 16 16 17 18 16 17 19 19 16 17 200 171 
11 A Woods... 17 19 16 18 13 IS 19 18 18 14 200 170 
W F Booker... 17 19 17 16 IS 17 16 15 17 18 200 170 
I L Burkhart. 16 13 19 16 18 18 IS 17 17 17 200 169 
11 H Field. IS 16 15 18 19 17 17 16 17 15 200 168 
c A Young.... 15 17 17 19 17 IS IS 17 16 13 200 167 
II Heikes .... 19 15 17 39 16 15 15 14 17 19 200 166 
1 Shropshire... 15 19 16 17 36 16 14 17 18 17 200 165 
c E Walker... 17 16 20 17 19 13 13 18 19 12 200 164 
K Kirk . 17 15 18 18 14 16 17 16 20 13 200 164 
1 P Gould. 14 15 17 17 19 17 11 13 18 16 200 157 
Ad R Roll. 15 17 15 13 16 14 16 15 16 17 200 154 
M H Johnson. 14 15 15 15 15 16 16 17 13 17 200 153 
R FT Smith.... 15 17 17 IS 15 14 14 16 15 12 200 153 

FT Carter, Tr. 15 10 19 13 16 16 13 17 18 13 200 150 
John Dea . 13 16 16 15 17 10 15 17 15 16 200 150 

Schreck . 15 16 18 16 14 19 13 140 98 
L B Shouse. 14 13 12 14 17 13 15 140 98 
II Anderson. IS 19 18 18 20 100 93 
C Fultz . 17 19 16 17 19 100 88 
G Kinkead . 12 15 11 14 16 13 120 81 
C, W Dameron 18 13 15 14 IS 100 78 c Woodbury... 14 16 16 15 16 100 77 
F Snead . 34 13 12 17 11 100 67 
L Girton .16 14 15 14 80 59 
D M Swihart.. 15 15 14 13 80 58 
I B Clemens. 17 16 40 33 
Th ■ G T^eymer. .. 17 20 17 
Sullivan . 13 20 13 

May 28, Second Day. 

The Keystone Principle 

AGES and ages ago, the arch of a building might collapse. The simple principle hidden in 
the keystone was not then fully understood. Today such a thing as collapse would 
be improbable ; every builder has grasped the idea. 

A few years ago a gun might shoot loose and get out of order. “Gun collapse’’ was taken 
for granted ; today it has no excuse. Lefever construction may be seen in any gun store 

LEFEVER SHOT GUN 
action is readily understood. The keystone in an arch, with its problems of 
weight, thrust and resistance, is no more wonderful than the Lefever 
cocking hook. This one part does the cocking and extracting with one 
motion. It is the bond between frame and barrels—exact, sub¬ 
stantial, and so simple. If you shoot the gun with the look 
plate removed, you will “grasp the idea.” 

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigidity and take-up un- 
equalled in any other gun. It tells about steel in these 
guns which is an honor to the names of Europe’s great 
steelmakers—not a discredit. It also tells about W I RFFVRR 
taper boring and other things you must know 1-r.r r^Y r.rv 
if you are to invest your money right. It ARMS CO 
is a catalogue worth sending for. 23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

The weather on Thursday was not quite so warm as 
on Wednesday, a fresh breeze helped things a whole 
lot without making conditions too hard for good scores. 
Quite a number of the shooters left the night before, 
but enough new men were on hand to bring the entry up 
to over fifty, more than half shooting through. The 
attendance of spectators was much larger than on the 
first day, and many ladies with their gay costumes 
added color to the scene. Some of the shooters let down 
a little from their first day’s work, but the scores averaged 
up well. Money shot a splendid race all day, losing but 
four targets out of 200, and making two juns of 75 and 
77, the longest of the day. Other runs were made by 
Freeman, 61; Clay, 57; Fisher, 53. and Henderson, 45. 
The championship race was the feature of the day, and 
in the morning Clay, Ward and Henderson were the 
favorites, with the feeling strong that the latter would 
prove the winner, as he made a splendid start, and was 
two targets in the lead after the first 40. But he let 
down a little, while Clay seemed to improve. At 60 
targets they were tied on 58. Clay was one ahead at the 
end of the fourth event, and two ahead at (he close of* 
the first 100, with 97 to 95. He kept up this gait all the 
rest of the day, and finished second high man with 393. 
He won the championship with 96, Henderson and Mc- 
Fec tying for second place on 92. High gun honors for 
the professionals, and for the day went to Money on 196. 
Heer, second with 192. Clay was high amateur for the 
day with 193; Henderson second with 187, and Anderson 
third with 1S5. High professional average for the two 
days was won bv Money with 3S8; second. W. H. Heer, 
386; third, H D. Freeman, 372. High amateur: Hen¬ 
derson and T. Clay tied on 378; second, L. Fisher, 373; 
third. Cooper. 368. The special event was won by R. H. 
Smith, of JLexin igton. wi ith 22 out - of 25. Th e scores: 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 10 Shot 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 at. Broke. 

Money . 20 19 20 20 19 19 20 20 20 19 200 196 
J, Clay . 19 19 20 20 19 19 19 20 20 18 200 19.3 
W H Heer.... 19 20 19 IS IS 19 20 19 20 20 200 19° 
FTatcher . 19 19 19 18 19 19 20 20 19 19 200 191 
R Trimble .... 20 19 19 20 19 16 19 19 19 19 200 1S9 
Henderson _ 20 20 18 19 IS 19 IS 19 17 19 200 187 
Anderson . 19 18 IS 19 19 IS IS 17 20 19 200 195 
Me Fee . 20 18 20 17 17 17 20 18 17 20 200 184- 
Booker . 19 20 19 20 18 16 IS 18 20 15 200 183 
Cooper . IS 19 17 19 19 16 19 17 20 18 200 182 
Tv Fisher . 18 IS 20 20 18 17 17 19 19 16 200 182 
T.e Compte. 20 IS 19 IS 18 17 19 19 19 15 200 182 
( hamberlain .. 19 IS 38 IS IS 19 19 17 IS 18 200 182 
Freeman . 19 18 20 20 18 15 17 IS 19 18 200 187 
Ward . 19 20 39 17 19 17 19 16 15 19 200 180 
Shell . 20 15 17 19 16 19 17 19 20 17 200 179 
Bond . 19 18 14 20 18 17 19 18 17 17 200 177 
Field . 19 19 17 18 15 17 17 17 16 17 200 179 
Sunderbruch... 17 19 18 18 17 17 15 IS IS 18 200 175 
Dodge . 16 15 18 19 17 19 18 19 17 16 200 174 
Fultz. 18 17 18 18 16 19 18 15 18 16 200 173 
F. PragofT . 18 17 17 IS 14 18 16 16 17 16 200 167 
Young . 18 15 19 17 15 15 13 17 19 17 200 165 
Burkhart . 17 11 IS 15 18 15 17 18 IS 16 200 163 
Walker . 19 14 19 IS 18 17 16 16 14 12 200 163 
Woody . 18 17 16 16 16 12 1.3 18 20 15 200 161 
Keplinger . 18 16 17 14 18 12 17 15 15 17 200 159 
Dea . 16 38 15 15 17 17 IS 12 14 14 200 156 
Smith . 13 18 15 16 19 13 15 14 12 17 200 152 
Carter . 17 12 18 15 15 13 15 14 14 16 200 149 
French . 14 11 17 15 14 13 17 13 13 15 200 142 
Jesse . 13 30 11 15 12 14 15 13 14 15 200 13° 
rohlar . 17 19 16 19 16 19 16 11 160 133 
Shropshire .... 14 17 16 15 18 16 120 96 
Helm . 16 16 19 16 13 100 89 
Dameron . 16 15 16 19 17 100 83 
Miss F Altheer 17 19 15 17 14 100 82 
Bultman . 15 17 16 17 13 100 78 
J B C. 13 17 16 15 16 mo 77 
McArdle . 11 16 18 13 12 100 70 
Gould . 14 17 14 16 8 100 69 
Johnson . 14 14 15 12 15 100 70 
Schreck . 17 15 19 16 13 100 so 
Lampe . 8 13 12 12 8 100 53 
L Gambell. ... 17 14 40 31 
Hesler . 16 16 is 60 50 
Sullivan . 11 10 8 10 5 100 44 
Dr Senour. 13 15 40 28 
Woodbury . 13 12 . . 40 25 

3§ 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

IPa^rker B ros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

§8 

22 Caliber Repeat!ngRifie 
You can use in the same rifle, without change of parts, .22 short, long 

and long-rifle cartridges. This is an excellent arm for target work as 
well as rabbits, squirrels, hawks and all small game up to 200 yards. 
The ammunition is cheap, giving much enjoyment at little expense. 

In our four distinct models—the solid top is always a protection and 
keeps powder and gases from blowing back; the side ejection allows in¬ 
stant repeat shots, without the possibility of throwing an ejected shell 
into your face or eyes; the removable sideplate or take-down construction 
makes them the easiest of all ,22s to keep clean. 

Get acquainted with the ffltjr/?/} line before gg/*? 7/f ^?/v/7/v?7? CVt 
ordering your new gun. Send 3 stamps postage yriey/iant/I S ere arms La, 
and get our complete 136-pagc catalog. • 27 Willow SI. NEW HAVEN. CONN 
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More Championship Honors Won With 

Du Pont Brands 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE SHOOT, Bradford, Pa.,May 26-28 

State Championship won by H. E. Buckwalter, Royersford, Pa. 

First, Second and Third Professional Averages and Second and 

Third Amateur Averages. 

ALL the above honors were won with DUPONT SMOKELESS. 

KENTUCKY STATE SHOOT, Dayton, Ky., May 27-28. 

State Championship won by T. H. Clay, Austerlitz, Ky., using 
“INFALLIBLE." 

First Amateur Average also won by T. H. Clay with “INFALLI¬ 
BLE." 

Second Amateur Average won by Woolf oik Henderson using 
DUPONT SMOKELESS. 

Third Amateur Average won by Lon Fisher using “ NEW 

SCHULTZE." 

ILLINOIS STATE SHOOT, Chicago, Ill , May 26-28. 

Diamond Badge won by J. R. Graham, Ingleside, Ills. 

L. C. Smith Trophy won by Bert Waggoner, Lomax, Ills. 

First General Average won by W. R. Crosby, O’Fallon, Ills. 

ALL used DUPONT SMOKELESS. 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 
Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Sft.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.26. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practical 

Management. 
By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Pages. 
Price, $3.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HUNTSM 

Keep 

conditi 

52-P 
JOSE! 

;ED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 

Jock mechanism in perfect 

bite. Booklet 

JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

BARGAINS-SECOND-HAND HAMMERLESS GUNS. 
1 Tobin, 55 Grade, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 7 lb. 
1 Tobin, 24 Grade, 16-gauge. 28-inch, 6-4. 
1 Francotte, 12-gauge, 30-inch, 7-8 
2 Knockabouts, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 6-6. 
1 Baker Paragon, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 7-10. 
1 Colt Hammer. 10-gauge, 30-inch, 9-2. 

Particulars by mail. Will ship anywhere for examination. 
TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO., Norwich, Conn. 

Unde Lisha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

22 
10 

7 

F Tuttle..13 9 .. 40 

iSSf!"..:::::::::: “:::::: i f. 
Kentucky State championship, 100 targets, open only 

to amateur members of the League; entrance $5; money 
divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.: 

Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 Total 
T Clay . . 19 19 20 20 18 96 
tH atelier . . 19 20 20 19 19 97 

. 19 20 19 20 20 98 
tMoney . . 19 20 20 20 19 98 
“Shell'. . 19 17 19 20 17 92 
“Anderson . . 18 18 17 20 19 92 
Henderson . . 19 IS 19 17 19 92 

. 16 19 19 19 19 92 

. 17 20 18 17 20 92 
fChamberlain . . 19 19 17 18 18 91 

. 16 19 17 20 18 90 
JLe Compte . . 17 19 19 19 15 89 

. 19 18 19 17 16 89 

. 17 17 19 19 16 88 

. 17 19 18 17 17 88 
fFreeman . . 15 17 18 19 18 87 

. 16 18 18 20 15 87 

. 17 19 16 15 19 86 
“Sunderbruch . . 17 15 18 18 18 86 
Burkhart . . 15 17 18 18 16 84 
“Field . . 17 17 17 16 17 84 
H Pragoff . . 18 16 16 17 16 83 
*Miss Altherr . . 17 19 15 17 14 82 
fYoung . . 15 13 17 19 17 81 

. 17 15 19 16 13 80 
Woody . . 12 13 18 20 15 78 

. 15 17 16 17 13 78 

. 19 18 15 18 16 77 
“Keplinger . . 12 17 15 15 17 76 

. 17 16 16 14 12 75 

. 17 18 12 14 14 75 

. 13 15 14 14 16 72 
Jesse . . 14 15 13 14 15 71 

. 13 17 13 13 15 71 

. 13 15 14 12 12 71 
Lampe . 
Sullivan . 

. 8 

. 11 
13 
10 

12 
8 

12 
10 

8 
5 

53 
44 

“Not eligible to compete. fProfessionals. 
Event No. 11, special, at 25 targets, open to those 

shooters who have shot at 100 targets or more and have 
not scored more than 80 per cent. Prize a new Reming¬ 
ton hammerless pump gun: Smith 22, Shropshire 21, 
Gould 21, T. B. Clements 21, Johnson 20, Schreck 20, 
Dea 19, Ed. J. 18, Carter 17, Jesse 16, Lampe 14. 

General averages, 400 targets: 
1st day. 2d day. 3d day. 

H Money . . 192 196 388 
W IT Heer. . 194 192 386 
W Henderson . . 191 187 378 
T Clay . . 185 193 378 
L . 191 182 373 
II 
A 

D » Freeman. . 190 182 . 372 
M Hatcher. . 181 191 372 

R Trimble . . 180 189 369 
B S Cooper . . 176 182 368 
C W McFee. . 1S3 184 367 
R Chamberlain . . 182 182 364 
C o Le Compte. . 179 182 361 
J o Ward. . 179 180 359 
A H Sunderbruch. . 179 175 354 
C F Shell. . 174 179 353 
w F Booker. . 170 183 353 
V K Dodge. . 175 174 349 
H II Field. . 168 176 344 
E Pragoff ... . 171 167 338 
T L Burkhart. . 169 163 332 
H A Woody. . 170 161 331 
C E Walker. . 164 162 326 
T . 150 156 306 
R H Smith. . 153 151 304 
T H Carter, Jr.. . 150 149 299 

Montclkir Gun Club. 

Montclair. N. J., May 30.—While no regular events 
were scheduled for this afternoon, the grounds were open 
for practice, and quite a number of visitors were ex¬ 
pected. In the expectation, the Montclair Club was dis¬ 
appointed, for owing to the extremely heavy rain preva¬ 
lent during most of the afternoon, but one visitor, Mr. 
H. T. Shriver, of the Larchmont Yacht Club, and five 
members were present. Considerable practice,_ besides 
some five events, was indulged in, as the shooting plat¬ 
form is amply protected by a large canvas awning. 

Indications all point to a very large attendance on 
Tune 6, at the anniversary tournament of the club. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4 
Targets: 10 15 10 25 Targets: 10 15 10 25 

P H Cockefair. 7 8 .. 16 E Winslow .... 7 7 7 13 
Geo Batten .... 5 12 9 18 R Jacobs . 8 20 
II T Shriver... 7 12 9 21 K Winslow. 7 

Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered during the 
week ending May 30, are as follows: 
Tune 18.—Berea (O.) G. C. J. F. Beswick, Sec’y. 
June 26-27.—Del Rio, Tex.—Val Verde G. C. W. B. 

Matthews, Mgr. 
July 4.—Middletown, N. Y.—Progress Gun Club. F. W. 

Strader. Mgr. 
July 4.—Mcnticello (N. Y.) R. and G. C. E. G. Rundle, 

Sec’y. 
July 4-5.—Thermopolis (Wyo.) G. C. R. L. Talbot, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Birmingham (Ala.) G. C. R. H. Baugh, Pres. 
July 15-16.—Mexico, Mo.—Afro-American Trapshooters’ 

League. T. J. Elliott, Mgr. 
Aug. 5.—Bethpage. Tenn.—Summer County G. C. O. C. 

Whiteside, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Pomeroy (O.) G. C. S. B. Hanlin, Sec'y. 
Aug. 20.—Newark, N. Y.—Wayne G. C. P. T. Eggleston, 

Sec’y. 
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Buffalo Audubon Club. 
The Buffalo, N. Y., Audubon Club held a most suc¬ 

cessful ' shoot, the afternoon of May 30, there being 
eight-five shooters in attendance. Mr. Glover, of Lon¬ 
don, Ont., was in the merchandise event, thus win¬ 
ning the fine Ithaca gun. The Bradford five-man team 
won the beautiful cup donated by the Audubon Club, 
and the Newfane Club was successful in carrying off 
the Sterling silver cup donated by Mr. C. S. Sidway, for 
the three-man teams. The number scored in No. 7, the 
merchandise event, are not included in the totals. Scores; 

Events: 123 456789 10 11 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 Broke. 

Hopper . 11 12 11 15 13 13 18 13 12 14 14 128 
Kelsey . 14 14 14 15 14 14 15 13 15 14 14 141 
Frantz . 11 12 12 13 14 13 14 12 14 11 14 126 
Covert .13 15 12 14 13 14 16 13 14 15 14 137 
Wilson . 8 8 9 13 13 13 12 10 14 11 14 113 
Glead . 12 11 10 13 10 12 12 13 . 
Fleming . 9 10 13 12 13 14 17 9. 
Zink . 9 11 9 13 12 11 13 13. 
Gleib .11 15 12 13 13 13 16 14. 
McKullip . 9 13 12 12 8 11 14. 
Bernhard . 14 14 14 9 13 14 16 14 12 11 13 128 
Mason . 14 14 12 15 15 15 10 13 13 12 14 137 
Dietzer .12 15 11 13 13 12 16 14 15 14 15 134 
Andrews . 9 12 9 9 12 12 13 10 12 8 12 106 
Wells . 14 14 12 14 12 14 20 14 15 15 15 137 
Glover . 11 9 12 14 11 15 19 15 15 14 16 129 
Jennings .13 12 13 15 15 13 14 14 14 15 14 138 
Day .13 14 11 12 13 12 17 15 14 14 13 131 
McMackon . 9 ..10. 
Hulme .13 13 15 14 13 14 19 10 13 12 13 130 
Smith .12 13 11 15 8 12 14 10 14 10. 
Hopkins . 12 13 11 12 12 11 17 15 15 12. 
Cline . 13 9 11 12 15 14 16 12 9 10 . 
Hammond .11 13 13 14 13 11 16 13 13 12. 
Peck . 8 13 8 10 13 11 12 10 9 11 . 
Dr Wilson . 11 11 9 13 11 12 10 11 14 13 14 119 
Thompson .12 13 10 14 13 12 17 13 15 11 10 123 
Beattie . 9 14 13 15 12 15 17 14 15 14 15 136 
C W Fletcher.10 10 12 14 14 12 17 9 11 13 13 118 
Burns . 11 11 5 9 9 12 13 12 12 11 12 104 
Wright . 9 12 10 14 13 14 18 12 14 13 13 124 
Warner . 10 9 9 12 14 13 15 9 12 13 14 115 
Seymour . 8 9 12 13 14 13 18 12 12. 
Heinold . 10 11 13 11 12 14 12 .. 11. 
Demarest .13 15 11 12 11 14 19 12 12 13 15 128 
Dunk . 10 14 12 13 12 13 17 12 15 13 .. 115 
Marsh . 13 11 12 14 13 12 16 12 13 11 14 125 
Mason . 10 6 10 8 . 
Roberts . 10 11 10 14 10 13 17 10 14 14 12 118 
Norris . 13 14 13 12 14 12 19 15 12 13 14 132 
Atwater . 13 11 10 13 12 11 19 13 14 11 12 121 
Mallory, Jr. 10 13 11 10 14 14 18 12 11 13 11 119 
Conneely . 13 12 12 13 13 14 16 12 12 14 9 124 

' Pringle .15 15 11 13 13 15 19 12 15 13 15 137 
Henline . 13 11 14 10 14 14 15 13 12 14 12 127 
Stevens .14 15 14 13 14 14 14 12 14 13 14 137 
Glover .  14 13 12 15 15 14 .. 14 15 13 15 140 
Taylor . 13 15 14 15 14 15 .. 14 15 14 15 144 
Darton .13 12 9 14 15 15 .. 15 15 14 15 137 
Squier . 14 15 12 15 12 14 .. 14 15 13 15 139 
F Korner .10 15 11 11 15 13 16 15 15 15 15 135 
Tyler .12 11 9 10 12 13 16 11 13 14 14 119 
Matson . 9 14 9 13 9 10 17 8 14 10 11 107 
£ Korner .13 11 13 14 13 14 13 14 15 14 14 135 
Wagner . 11 8 10 15 12 10 11 12 11 11 12 112 
Sidway . 13 13 9 14 13 11 19 10 14 13 10 120 
Mesinger . 7 6 5 10 12 16 8 10 9 12 6 79 
Wootton .10 14 14 14 12 14 18 15 13 13 13 132 
Hilliker . 14 12 10 13 13 14 IS 13 14 14 15 132 
39 . 11 13 7 13 12 9 14 12 14 14 12 116 
Gardiner . 15 12 12 13 11 14 14 14 12 12 15 130 
Tomlinson . 8 7 9 11 13 13 13 12 14 8 7 102 
Keves . 13 12 12 13 12 15 17 12 12 15 11 127 
Walls . 15 13 8 10 13 12 16 8 12 12 14 117 
Hartleib .13 14 13 13 17 12 13 12 10 
Mosher .11 13 13 19. 
H C Wilson. 7 14 11 9 10 12 9 1113 
Geo Fish .14 14 5 16 15 13 13 14 
Lieblcr . 7. 
Young .13 .. 10 12. 
Eaton . 7 .. 10. 
Lodge .12 .. 14.. 
McLeod .15. 
Savage .10. 
Ward .12 14 12 .. 14 10 11 
Suckow .12. 
Wakefield.12 15.*. 
Fletcher .14. 
Utz .12. 
Bauman .15. 
Rappack .18. 
Hemecke . 9 12 12 11 12 14 8 10 14 11 11 116 

Garfield Gun Club. 

Chicago, May 30.—The following: were the scores made 
at the weekly shoot of the Garfield Gun Club on the 
above date: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 25 10 25 15 15 25 

W Einfeld . 9 18 9 13 23 
Creek . 7 16 15 13 .. 
McDonald . . 15 6 19 9 13 21 
Lewis . . 17 8 23 8 11 23 
Herr . . 13 5 15 10 9 20 
Conklin . 8 9 6 5 .. 
Kuss . S 24 13 4 25 

9 13 9 
J F Breitenstein. 9 ii 9 12 22 
T G Breitenstein. 9 2 4 .. 
W G Breitenstein.... 5 11 8 4 13 
Wm Breitenstein. 5 11 6 9 .. 
Dr Reynolds . 1 15 11 9 18 
Walsh . 9 10 
Havighorst . 9 .. 

Weather conditions were extremely unfavorable, which 

makes the few perfect and very near perfect scores all 
the more remarkable. 

In thje club trophy event, No. 3, 25 targets, McDonald 
was high in Class A with 19; Lewis in Class B with 23, 
and Herr in Class C with 15, and Buzik in Class D 
with 13. 

In the Dupont trophy event, No. 4, Dr. Reynolds was 
high in Class A with 11 out of 15 targets shot at; Lewis 
in Class B with 8: Herr in Class C with 10, and Buzik 
in Class D with 9. 

In the Ballistite trophy, event, No. 5, 15 targets, 
Einfelt was high in Class A with 13, tying McDonald; 
Lewis was high in Class B with 11, and Herr in Class 
C with 9. 

In the Hunter Arms trophy event, No. 6, 25 targets, 
use of both barrels, Einfelt was high in Class A with 
23; Lewis in Class B with 23, and Herr in Class C with 20. 

The next weekly shoot, Saturday, June 6, will un¬ 
doubtedly prove a drawing card, as the quarterly mer¬ 
chandise shoot will be held on that day, weather con¬ 
ditions heretofore having kept quite a number of the 
shooters away. 

Nebraska State Shoot. 
Lincoln, Neb.—The Nebraska State shoot was held 

on the grounds of the Capitol Beach Gun Club, May 
26-28, and was a great success. One hundred and thirty- 
nine shooters were in attendance, and many events had 
from 10 Oto 104 entries. 

The weather was good for shooting, except on the 
second day, when a violent rainstorm concluded the day’s 
shooting with four events unfinished; but it was fin¬ 
ished the next day. 

The rifle-trapshooting proved to be very popular, and 
was concluded only when the targets were exhausted. 
P. J. Hindmarsh won the State championship medal, 
shooting composition balls with a rifle, with a score of 
87 out of 190. 

With the shotgun, Chas. G. Spencer was high with 
586 out of 600, and John Sack of Ashton, Neb., was 
high amateur; score 577 out of 600. 

Geo. Maxwell won the State championship with a score 
of 25 straight, and 50 straight on the shoot-off. L. A. 
Gates, a second tournament amateur, was the runner-up, 
with a score of 49 out of 50. 

No event had less than 82 entries, and 50 men shot the 
entire programme of 600 targets, a total of 30,000, and 
broke 27,385, a total of better than 91 per cent. 

Will some kind brother tell us how to - divide the 
money, when every one is shooting into the division. 

Scores of the fifty who shot through follow: 

Professionals: 

Spencer . 
1st day. 2d day. 3d day. Total. 

.... 196 193 197 5S6 
Maxwell . .... 192 193 197 582 
Klein . .... 182 186 186 554 
Borden . .... 185 186 195 566 
Garrett . .... 184 189 198 671 
Gottleib . .... 189 1S7 193 569 
O’Brien . .... 193 195 194 582 
Hardy . .... 191 182 186 559 
Olson . .... 1S8 185 1S9 562 

Amateurs: 
Taylor . .... 168 170 177 515 
Thorpe . .... 182 180 186 548 
Carter . .... 187 187 1S6 560 
B-27 . .... 179 179 186 544 
Townsend . .... 171 184 189 544 
Morrill . .... 155 173 174 502 
Austin . .... 177 1S1 186 544 
Bray . .... 184 194 191 569 
W Veach . .... 1SS 191 191 570 
Linderman . .... 187 188 190 565 
A Miller . .... 1S4 186 190 560 
Wiseman . .... 173 175 187 535 
Huffman . .... 179 179 182 540 
Holzworth . .... 192 190 190 572 
F Miller . .... 175 172 187 534 
G A Evens. .... ISO 193 186 559 
McCauley . .... 167 174 190 531 
B F Veach. .... 180 186 194 560 
Talbott . .... 175 171 175 521 
Van Cott . .... 174 178 185 537 
Thompson . .... 154 175 161 490 
Seiverson . .... 187 1S8 192 567 
Wagner . .... 153 160 173 486 
T Sack . .... 191 189 197 577 
Bowers . .... ISO 183 189 552 
Harney . .... 180 178 1S9 547 
A Olson . .... 176 185 188 549 
Bolier . .... 186 194 194 574 
Hutton . .... 155 17S 159 492 
Illion . .... 179 190 191 560 
Roberts . .... 167 177 185 529 
Copsey . .... 175 183 178 536 
Southard . .... 158 172 169 499 
Cory . .... 178 184 177 539 
Edwards . .... 1S6 195 185 566 
Call . .... 176 179 190 545 
Nicholson . .... 179 186 193 558 
Daniels . .... 174 182 194 550 
Seaney . .... 179 1S4 181 544 
Lee . .... 166 171 175 512 
Varner . .... 186 192 194 672 

The greatest interest centered in the Thorp trophy, 
which had been in competition for the past two years, 
those who had once held it were eligible to contest. The 
contestants and scores were as follows: 

Holzworth . 22 22 23 24—91 
Bray . 24 22 23 25—94 
Thorpe . 21 22 23 25—91 
Carter . 23 24 23 22—92 
Townsend . 23 24 23 24—94 
Evans . 23 21 23 23-90 

Shoot-off: 
Townsend. 24 Bray. 23 

Townsend was the winner. He again presented the 
handsome trophy to the shooters of the State for further 
competition. 

Analostan Gun Club. 

Washington, D. C., June 1.—The Analostan Gun Club 
held a very successful shoot on the afternoon of May 30. 
Forty shooters were in attendance, and over 3,000 targets 
were thrown. The shoot in which the interest centered 
was a merchandise affair at 25 targets for a miscellaneous 
lot of prizes numbering twenty-six. Jos. H. Hunter was 
high man with 23 out of 25. H. A. Farnham was close 
on his heels with 22 and Orrison and Coleman quit with 
21 each. Wm. Wagner and M. D. Hogan each scored 
20. The shooting was very fair, considering the fact that 
the targets were thrown GO and 65yds. Two traps were 
used. Following are the scores: 

Shot Shot 
at. Brk. at. Brk. 

Hunter . 130 166 D Bray . .. 36 15 
Ficklin . 130 7u Harris . . 40 20 
Wilson . 110 52 McCarthy .... .. 75 45 
Stine . 110 60 Baker . .. 55 45 
Hogan . 135 103 Dr Taylor _ .. 35 20 
( B Wise . 95 • 77 Weedon . .. 70 40 
Keller . 105 92 Bauskett . .. 50 36 
Steubener . 115 89 Nalley .. .. 75 43 
Coleman . 105 73 Shoup . .. 90 45 
Monroe . 100 55 33 
Farnham . 80 61 Parsons . .. 80 4S 
Cobey . 75 29 Hall . 28 
Miller . 80 47 Geo Wise .... .. 45 25 
M Taylor . 60 45 McClenahan .. 55 22 
Hann . 55 45 . 35 24 
Orrison . 60 45 Osborn . .. 35 19 
Wm Wagner ... 85 66 Berryman .... .. 35 16 
Tames . 55 41 Clark . .. 40 16 
Brown . 65 54 Hawes . 9 
Smith . 45 24 Gooch . .. 20 10 

The following scores were made in the merchandise 
event out of a posible 25, and they were to count in 
the regular club contest: 

Hunter 23, Farnham 22, Coleman 21, Orrison 21, 
Wagner 20, Hogan 20, Nalley 19, C. B. Wise 19, Shoup 
19, Hann 19, Brown 18, James 18, Lohr 18, M. Taylor 17, 
Steubener 17, Haven 17, Miller 16. Baker 16. Monroe 16, 
Ficklin 16, Hall 15, Bauskett 15, Weedon 15, Smith 15, 
Geo. Wise 14, Parsons 14, Dr. Taylor 14, McCarthy 14, 
Osborn 13, Stine 12, Bray 9, Wilson 9, McClenahan 6. 

Miles Taylor, Sec’y. 

New Haven Gun Club. 

New Haven, Conn.—The day, May 30, was poor. Rain 
threatened all day until about 4 P. M., when it finally 
cut loose and poured. Only 7,700 targets were thrown 
in consequence of the bad weather. As usual, the pro¬ 
fessionals fought shy of our shoot, only two attending, 
Mr, Lewis and Mr. H. L. Brown. Mr. Lewis is a 
local man and a member of our club. Mr. Brown did 
not shoot, on account of the failure of his ammunition 
to arrive, and therefore he very kindly referred for us. 

Following are the list of prize winners: 
High guns, 200 targets—Bradley 190, Kelly 176. Dr. 

Smith 175, Noel 174, Hepburn 172, Mack 170, Conlin 169, 
Goddard 169, Stevenson 168, Robertson 165, Hemmeler 
162, Comrade 160, Minor 156, Porter 154, Crane 151, 
Cooper 150, Prest 148, Morrissey 141, Rice 128, Robin¬ 
son 108. 

Merchandise events: 
Second event—Minor, Hemmeler, Daun, Hill, Savage, 

Langley, Congdon, Thompson. 
Fourth event—Rice, Ames, Kelly, Minor, Daun Olcott, 

Porter, Penn. 

Sixth event—Muir, Thompson, Dr. Smith, Bilbert, 
Olcott, Hyman, Penn, Maloney. 

Eighth event—Rice, Shaw, Hepburn, Comrade, Crane, 
Minor, Ames, Noel. 

Tenth event—Olcott, Robinson, Stevenson, Goddard, 
Muir, Maloney, Morrissey, Comrade. 

Valparaiso Gun Club. 

\ alparaiso, Ind., Alay 29.—The attendance was small 
on account of threatening weather. All reported a good 
time. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Targets: 10 15 15 20 10 15 15 15 10 20 15 15 10 15 

W H Heer.. 9 13 15 20 10 14 15 14 10 19 15 15 9 1 4 
H Van Nest 8 11 14 16 10 14 12 11 8 17 8 9 8 13 
Stannard ... 10 14 14 18 10 14 15 15 8 19 12 14 9 14 
G Eaton.... 6 13 11 19 8 15 10 12 9 11 11 13 8 8 
A Wasser... 8 14 11-18 10 15 15 15 9 19 14 14 8 14 
W Lederer.. 7 11 S 12 9 13 11 13 7 9 12 7 4 9 
H Reading.. 7 11 10 18 5 14 14 15 8 18 14 12 7 11 
Burnham.... 10 15 10 15 10 14 13 10 7 16 13 11 10 10 
F Burnham. 9 11 13 15 9 13 12 14 S 14 13 10 9 11 
F Schmal... 5 10 10 11 6 7 10 11 10 12 7 9 5 8 
E Gragg. 8 10 9 14 8 12 14 10 7 19 14 10 10 15 
Dr Powell. 8 15. 

Brk. 
192 
160 
186 
156 
184 
132 
164 
168 
161 
121 
160 

23 
W. F. Lederer, Sec’y. 

New York State Sportsman's Association. 

Ossining, N. Y., May 30—Everything points toward 
a big State shoot next week at Elmira. The following 
clubs have paid their dues for the current year and have 
promised delegates to the convention on Time 9, at City 
Hall, Elmira: Jefferson Gun Club, Buffalo; Baldwins- 
ville, Malone and Buffalo Audubon gun clubs; Chemung 
County F. F. and G. P. Association, Elmira; Schenectady 
Gun Club, Masonic Temple Club, Syracuse; Canan¬ 
daigua Sportsmen’s Club, Mechanicsville Gun Club, Hol¬ 
land Gun Club, Batavia; Crescent Athletic Club, Brook¬ 
lyn; Oneonta Gun Club; Bergen Beach Gun Club. Brook¬ 
lyn; Ossining Gun Club, Leroy Gun Club; Castleton 
Gun Club, Port Richmond; Hunter Gun Club, Fulton; 
and applications from the North End, of Troy, and the 
Onondaga, of Syracuse. 

Here is a membership of nineteen live clubs, and at 
least a dozen old standbys to hear from—clubs that have 
not missed sending delegates to the New York State 
shoot in a great many years. Expect the Golden 
Jubilee shoot to be a record-breaker. 

Chas. G. Blandford, Sec’y-Treas. 
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"Resorts for Sportsmen. 

CAMP ALGONQUIN. 
Asquam Lake, N. H. 

A camp for manly boys. 23d season. Personal super¬ 
vision. Outdoor life. Tutoring. Circulars. 
EDWIN DE MERITTE, ISO Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 

HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Wagon Wheel Gap, Color- 
ado. The trout fishing resort of the West. Modern, high 
class hotel; $4 per day; $21 per week. Scenic booklet. 

We will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions!, $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM. NEW YORK. 

"Routes for Sportsmen. 

JO. 

Fishing is Good 

The Ice Is Out 
of the 

Maine Lakes 
H S 

Here’s your chance forgrand sport and a good* 
time in the brisk, invigorating air and glorious 
scenery of an incomparable region. Send 2C.« 

stamp for folders that tell where to go, what 
to take and what ’twill cost. Address 

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT, 
Maine Central Railroad, 

Portland, Maine. 

Taxidermists. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
tifrite for our Illustrated Catalogue. 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

1For Sale. 

Small-Mouth Black Bslss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
blacs bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingerlings for stocking purposes. 

W&r&maug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, New Preston, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. St*. 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention “Forest and Stream.” 

ROWLAND, 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE, 
Tel. 4206 Chelsea. Near 13th St NEW YORK 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM, 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass. 

RDAfllf TUOIIT °f all ages for stocking 
DKUUtk 1 KUU I brooks and lakes. Brook 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

RAINBOW TROUT FRY 
Prompt Delivery. Careful Attention. 

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.. 

Plymouth, Mass. 

J. KANNOFSKY. 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

Property for Sale. 

SALMON FISHING FOR SALE. 
Unusual opportunity to purchase share in small club 
owning water in fee; camps completely furnished—easily 
reached—near telegraph and P. O. Address M, Forest 
and Stream. 

Salmon Fishing to Lease 
Large fish—two rods for three weeks—fine camp. Very 
accessible. Box 393, Bryn Mawr, Penn. 

FOR SALE.—A PICTURESQUE ISLAND on the 
east side of Lake Champlain, opposite the Hotel Cham¬ 
plain. Fine view of the Green and Adirondack moun¬ 
tains. Good fishing, about one and one-half miles to the 
steamboat landing; half mile from Vermont shore. Con¬ 
sists of five acres more or less. Usually known as 
Sawyer Island. Address COL. GEO. F. NICHOLS, 
S Pern St., Plattsburgh. Clinton County, N. Y. 

XVants and Exchanges. 

SPORTSMEN! HUNTERS! TRAPPERS! 
1 will pay good prices for all kinds of live wild water- 
fowl, either wing-tipped or trapped birds. 

G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Conn. 

v\ ANTED.—CINE hundred young red and gray foxes. 
Can also use a few old ones. Write at once, stating how 
many jou can furnish, and at what price. Address 

J. C. GOODE, Boydton, Va. 

Opening for good sporting goods man with capital _ to 
take position of secretary and treasurer of corporation 
doing a wholesale and retail business in Central Ohio, in 
exclusively sporting goods. Address: SPORTING 
GOODS, care Forest and Stream. 23 

HORSE AND HOUND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

“Horse and Hounds” is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt¬ 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

THE RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY 

Game Laws in Brief 

A complete and accurate compen¬ 
dium of the game and fish laws of the 
United States and Canada. Revised 
for 1907. 

The accepted authority, with an 
established reputation for reliability. 
If the Brief says so, you may depend 
on it. 

Sold by dealers everywhere, for 
25 cents, postpaid by 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 
sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. R. 
Patillo. 300 pages. Price $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editor*: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING C*. 

UNCLE LiSHA’S SHOP. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. 

A rare glimpse of an unspoiled corner of old New 
England by a sympathetic observer. This is one of Mr. 
Robinson’s most delightful sketches of Yankeeland, a 
book that appeals to the grown up folks, and is sure to 
furnish many agreeable hours to the younger generation. 
The shop itself, the work room of the village bootmaker, 
himself a perfect type, serves as a natural setting for 
the village characters, and is a sort of gossip and ex¬ 
perience exchange for every one. From the shop it is 
but a step to the district school, the sugar camp, the 
turkey shoot, and a hundred other homely, delightful 
phases of rural life. A safe and delightful book for 
young folks. Cloth. 187 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Celebrated HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH 
PARTRIDGES and PHEASANTS. 

etc., for stocking purposes, 
water fowl and live wild 
Write for price list. 
Yardley, Pa. 

the large 
Hungarian 
Hares, all 
kinds of 
Deer, 
Quaili etc., 

Fancy Pheasants, ornamental 
animals of every description. 

WENZ & MACKENSEN, Dept. T, 
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Red Hook Gun Club. 

Red IIook, N. Y., May 30.—The holiday shoot at 
blue rocks under the auspices of the home club, who 
entertained the visitors who were not discouraged hy a 
down pour of rain. The members gave a fine exhibition 
of marksmanship as exclusively amateurs. The appended 
table will convince the readers it was remarkable work 
against a thick, cloudy background: 

Events: 12345G789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 25 25 25 25 25 

Navins .  10 9 10 12 8 .. 15 .. 18 24 
Wood . 9 7 10 13 7 .. 18 .. 19 17 
Hoffman . 4. 4. 
Huff . 4. 3. 
Martin . 11 12 10 8 11 21 21. 
Rowe . 7. 
Withnall . 7.17 .. ', 
Horton . 12 .. .. 21 22 24 .. 23 . 
Hainar . 12 S .. 20 . 22 .. 28 
Teator . fi .. .. S 17 ” 14 19 
Massoneau . 8 .. .. 15 .. 14 
Daly . 15 .. 22 19 24 
Snyder .„.15 17 !! 21 
Schutee .19 1,8 
Mattice  . '' 15 -ij 
Frailiegh . 17 
J Wood . . ’ .. ” ” 17 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

The following arc the scores of the shoot held May 23: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 G 
Martin . 21 22 21 21 
Hopkins . {9 §0 23 20 
Drevcr ." 1G 15 .. 17 i8 ” 
Morgan . 15 19 17 16 
Bergen . 18 17 21 21 20 IS 
Brecht . 16 .. .. 1G 13 13 
Creamer . 16 .. 20 14 
Shevlin . 12 .. 14 
Potter. 19 .. 19 17 " 
Brombacher . 14 .. 15 li s 
Jackson . 13 
Craft . 12 .'. ii " i<i 
Griffith . 18 19 .. 18 19 
Duckworth . 16 13 13 18 19 
Scales . 6 4 10 8 .. 
Gillerlain . 18 1G 18 18 .. 
Simpson . 1G 16 18 .. .. 
Suydam . 22 .. .. 23 is 
Slavin . 13 

THE REV. MR. B’s WOODCRAFT. 

The Rev. Mr. A. was but a few months from 
the Seminary and also from a course of study 
in philosophy. The Rev. Mr. B. is experienced, 
successful, strictly conservative, to whom philoso¬ 
phy, especially of the empirical school, is the 
open door to infidelity, and the authority of 
fathers of the church sufficient for all the prob¬ 
lems of life, or nearly all, says an exchange. 
The Rev. Mr. A. vouchsafed the information 
that he did not consider himself bound to accept 
the conclusions of Athanasius or of any other 
of the fathers without making an independent 
examination into the processes of their thought 
for himself. The Rev. Mr. B. naturally cau¬ 
tioned his young friend as to such an independ¬ 
ent position in matters of ancient doctrines. He 
wisely insisted that the young men of the day 
were n d in possession of sufficient knowledge, 
etc., for such an independent judgment, that they 
must at first be willing to accept the orthodox 
and approved fathers as competent guides in mat¬ 
ters of that sort. 

In addition to the Rev. Mr. B.’s undoubted 
success in the theological and ecclesiastical world 
he is what, in its best sense, we mean when we 
call a clergyman “a thoroughly good fellow.” 
Among his many attractive equipments in this 
latter direction he is a genuine “craftsman of 
the woods.” “For instance,” he resumed to his 
young friend,_ in arguing about the reasonable¬ 
ness of submitting to guidance in as yet unex¬ 
plored regions, “for instance, you and I are mak¬ 
ing for-lake. It is about five miles east 
from here, through intricate woods. You prob¬ 
ably by yourself could not find it. But you know 
that I have been over the ground before, and 
you naturally follow me implicitly, believing that 
in this way we shall sooner reach our object. 
Now why not also accept the guidance of the 
fathers in matters of theology where they have 
had an experience which we cannot possibly 
repeat?*’ 

The Rev. Mr. A. was much impressed by the 
illustration. Some three hours after, the Rev. 
Mr. B. hailed a passing native and inquired how 
far they were from - lake. “Well. Mister, I 
reckon^ you’re ’bout ten mile to the west of it; 
if you’re ever goin’ to git there you’ll have to 
turn right ’round and go t’other way.” 

K^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—Owing to the dull times 
l have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan. Mo. 

Mixed beagle bitch for sale at a sacrifice for $7.50. Sent 
upon approval. JAMES C. BEARE, Ellis Grove, Ill. 23 

Pointers and Setters trained and satisfaction guaranteed. 
W. T. MITCHELL, Hurt, Va. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so, 
send for list and prices of all varieties. Afwavs on hand. 
OXFORD KENNELS, 36 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of "Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 
By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of "Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.60. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Sam Lovel's Camps* 

A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 
son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

V __ Will Keep a Dog in Show Form 

and Working Condition. 

Send for Free Catalogue “Dog 

Culture,” which contains much 

valuable information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Ca». 

:BOOK OF 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New Yort. 

Field, Cover a.i\d Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth, 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

“Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 600 pages—is show« 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Doga 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 

The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the Sfates and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasons 

”11 you are wis«*’ for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“If the Brief saye »o, you may depend on it.” 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New York FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 



HUNTING 
MI & CAMPING 

OUTFITS 
Our new Book No. 414 

is the most complete pub¬ 
lication of its kind ever 
issued. Nearly 300 pages, 
brim full of illustrations 

and detailed description of all kinds 
of implements for all kinds of 

S sports. 

Catalo-iue No. 414 Now Ready. 

It tells th net cost and transportation 
cha s and makes it easy to buy 
bv mail. Waterproof Tents, 

Camp Supplies, Fishing 
Tackle, Guns, a specialty. 

AGENTS FOR 

^ “Orvis” Rods and Flies. 

LNew York Sporting Goods Co. 
17 WARREN STREET- NE.W YORK. 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
549 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers and Manufacturers of 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par- . 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose svstem of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ® SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gui\ Hous 

•»•• - u-- x-v 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4K to 4V? lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

Eor field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5V* to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder,” the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

_ op ens. We shall be glad to correspond with 

an y one interested. 

k; 

■i 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Esperanra 
Dervish Zurah 

START OF THE RACE FOR BERMUDA-CLASS B 

From a photograph by W. B. Jackson 
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Carleton Canoes 
For Paddling or Power 

There are none better. Over 30 years 
experience in Canoe building. We use 
State of Maine Cedar exclusively which 
is a lighter and tougher wood than 
other cedars. Materials, construction 
and finish the best. Models for every 
use. Write for free illustrated booklet. 

CARLETON CANOE CO., 
15 Main St. OLD TOWN, MAINE. 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S 
SPAR. COATING 

Used by the Leading Yacht and Boat Builders. 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather 
and temperature. 

Has good body, is light in color, free working, elas¬ 
tic, durable, brilliant, and dries out of the way of injury 
from dust in about eight hours. 

Does not turn white on mahogany. 
Does not discolor your spars. 

EDWARD SMITH (Si COMPANY 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

18-21-25 foot launches at proportion- 
ate prices. All launches fitted with 
two cycle reversing engines with speed 
controlling lever; simplest engine made; 
starts without cranking, has only 3 moving I i 
parts. Steel rowboats, $20.00 All boats fitted 
with water-tight compartments; cannot sink, need no boat house^SJ 

We are the largest manufacturers of 
pleasure boats in the world. Orders filled^ 

/ f' day they are received. We sell direct tc 
user, cutting out all middlemen’s profits. 
Free catalcue. 

.. MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO. 
3’ 11^25 JefTerson Are. 

Detroit, Michigan 

Starts without cranking; no 
cams, valves, springs 
ets. Only 3 
bearings bab¬ 
bitted. For 
y ur Row Boat, 
Sail Boat, Launch. 
10,000 in use. 

Send for 
testimonials 

3-5-7.10 H. P. Propbr- 
prices. Cylin¬ 
ders and pistons 

ground. Crank 
shaft drop 
forged steel. 
All sizes 
ready to ship 

SEND FOR 

FREE 

CATALOG 
DETROIT ENGINE WORKS, 

1225 Jefferson Av., Detroit, Mich. 

Sam Lovel's Camps. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

POCKET COMPASS FREE 

Yacht and Motor Boat Supplies, Marine 

Hardware—Camping Outfits, Fishing Tackle 

Save money by ordering direct from 

Our prices are lower than those of local 
dealers. Our shipments are prompt. 

LET US SEND YOU OUR FREE 
CATALOG QUOTING TERMS 

Catalog No. 21| 
Marine Hardware, r scribes everything 
Motor Boat and ) needed for yachting 
Yacht Supplies ' and motor boating. 

Shows what’s Best in yacht flags, 
anchors, buoys, fenders, steering wheels, 
propellers, oars, etc. 

Catalog No. 22 ) 
Camping Outfits (Si [' thing for camping 
Fishing Tackle ) and fishing. 

Full of Valuable Information on tents, 
revolvers, nets and traps, fish lines, water¬ 
proof clothing, etc. 

Send name and address: enclose 10 cents for postage, and we 
will send you these catalogs together with a handsome pocket 
compass, free. 

HOPKINS, 119 Chambers St., New York. 

Rowboa.t*20- 
20 Different Designs 

Can ship immediately in any quantity. 
Need No Boat House. Never Leak, Rust, 

Check, Crack or Rot. Every boat has water 
tight compartment, so cannot sink. Write for 

FREE Illustrated Catalog and Special Prices. 

Michigan Steel Boat Co„ 333 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

OFF FOR THE WOODS. 

This is the time when the minds of most 

people turn toward wood or stream, when plans 

for the summer outing are in the air. There is 

no better preparation for a season in the big 

woods, by lakeside or stream than a perusal of 

Nessmuk’s 

WOODCRAFT 

National Board for Promotion of Rifle 
Practice. 

Washington, D. C., Tune G.—American military rifle¬ 
men will have a new pleasure added to their list should 
the new board on revision of the firing regulations for 
small arms adopt the skirmish system which has been ; 
so successfully tested at the school of musketry at Mon- 
terey, Cal., and in the Philippines, or the Australian 
skirmish system. An idea of the proficiency in shooting 
gained by our officers and men in the Philippines may 
be had from the following: Imagine a man dressed in 
khaki whose color melts into the background of dirt or 
burned grass so that at 600 yards he is almost invisible.. 
This man pokes his head and shoulders over a dirt em¬ 
bankment long enough to sight a rifle and fire a shot. 
He represents the “enemy.” Coming toward him is 
“Boy in Blue,” only he too is dressed in khaki. Begin¬ 
ning at GOO yards’ distance, he stops and waits for the 
“enemy” to appear. In ten seconds the latter puts up 
his head and shoulders, which are exposed for three 
seconds. Another wait of ten seconds and'again the 
head and shoulders of the enemy appear for three sec- ! 
onds. This happens four times, and the American makes 
a run forward, loading as he runs. lie falls to the 
ground, and in ten seconds the “enemy” rises over the 
bank to fire. “Bang, hang,” goes the New Springfield. 
This advancing and firing is repeated until five halts ! 
have been made, the figure having been exposed four 
times for three seconds each at each halt, and the soldier 
having advanced until he is within 200 yards of the en- : 
trenchment. The “enemy” is then examined, and it is 
found that he has been struck 25 times, the soldier having 
used something like thirty or more rounds of ammunition. 
That is “field firing” under approximate war conditions, 
and that is what they are doing in the Philippines and 
contemplate doing to a greater or less extent in the 
United States. 

Capt. R. H. Allen, of the 27th Infantry, who is 
stationed in -the Philippines, is one of the officers ordered 
to America to compete for a place on the Army team to 
shoot in the great national matches to be held at Camp 
Perry. Ohio, in August. Last year the Navy carried oft 
the national trophy, so this year the War Department 
called on the Philippines to send their most expert marks¬ 
men to the LTnited States to try for places on the infantry 
and cavalry teams, and two officers and three enlisted 
men were sent from the cavalry and six officers and one 
enlisted man from the infantry. The trip will take from 
six to eight months, and all to compete for places on 
teams which will meet the teams from the Navy and 
Marine Corps and forty States and Territories in the 

Continued on page 925. 

’A JOURNAL OF OUTDOOR UF£ v 
Travel nature study, shooting, eishinc, yachting 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of 
entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 

■ not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Nothing better to have in camp or cottage as 

well. It is the handbook of the woods, the 

standard practical guide for campers. No bet¬ 

ter book was ever written for men or women 

who leave the beaten paths of civilization for 

the life of the wild. It should have its place 

in every summer camp or cottage. Tells in ad¬ 

vance just how to meet every one of the per¬ 

plexing problems that make camp life a trial 

new to the wild. A book, too, full of charm and 

breathing in every line the quaint delightful 

personality of the author. 

Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 
sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T R 
Patillo. 300 pages. Price $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris; Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 
three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 

Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 
Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Want* 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cent*. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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;reatest rifle match America has yet seen. Capt. Allen 
tolds the records for shooting under the Australian 
kirmish system. Beginning at GOO yards, he fired forty 
hots at the silhouette target above described, stopping 
t 200 yards. Out of these 40 shots, he made 30 hits. The 
otal exposure of the silhouette was 60 seconds, but 
llowance must be made for the time it takes a bullet to 
over the distance, 'i his allowance is .S second at 600 
ards, and for the five halts amounts to about 10 seconds, 
herefore Capt. Allen fired a shot every second and a 
uarter that the target was exposed, and firing was 
ossible, and three out of every four shots found their 
adgement in the head and shoulders of an “enemy" 
cering over an embankment. 
“in the Australian skirmish unlimited ammunition is 

flowed,” said Capt. Allen, while in Washington. “This 
s as it would be in warfare, presuming there was plenty 
f ammunition available. The firinig is at unknown (Us¬ 
ances, and the “enemy” appears only long enough to 
re a shot and exposes nothing but the head and should- 
rs, as would probably be the case in actual wartare. lie 
; dressed in olive, drab or khaki, and his clothes mingle 
ith the landscape and background so as to make him 
Imost invisible at 600 yards. We fire and he “ducks.” 
Ve advance, and the same maneuver takes place. By the 
ime we have reached 200 yards, it is safe to say that 
very man of the enemy who has poked his head above 
he embankment has been killed or disabled, and the 
absequent charge is attended with little danger. When 
e started this practice a total of fifteen shots on a 
gure was a big record. After several weeks of practice 
re team averaged 25 hits per man. No enemy could 
xpose itseif over breastworks long enough to fire shots 
nd live in the face of an attack by such sharpshooters. 
"We also tried the ‘moving targets’ in the Philippines, 
oth in the division competition, where it was made a 
pecial feature, and in the practice for the international 
latch. We challenged the Japanese and English for a 
velve-man team match, but the Japanese were unable to 
ompete, and the match was declared off. Tile moving 
irgets were placed on a track and run back and forth 
cross the range. The track undulates, and by means 
f a drum head and an engine, the targets move at 
arious rates of speed at the will of the officer in charge, 
liey were colored black, khaki and green olive drab, 
own to a dark green, the color of the grass. At the 
ivision competition they were the dark green, but olive 
rab was used on the skirmish run because of the dif- 
culty in seeing the khaki figures at 600 yards. The 
loving targets are the head and shoulders, as in the 
mstralian skirmish, but are slightly enlarged. The 
neeling figure of the ordinary silhouette, is omitted. 
1 hen we first began firing at the moving targets two 
its in ten shots was considered good, but at the end 
om 50 to 70 per cent, of the shots told. We also used 
le disappearing targets on a system slightly different 
oln the Australian skirmish. They are mounted on 
as pipe, with a handle at the end, turned by a mail 
ith a stop-watch in his hand. Starting at 600 yards, we 
dvanced on the double-quick until the targets flashed up. 
hen we dropped, wherever we might be, and fired as 
ist as we could. Suddenly -the targets would drop, and 
e would make another advance. Altogether there would 
e seven halts, the targets being exposed 40 seconds at 
X) and 600 yards and 30 seconds at the other stops, 
hey came up at known times, and we had to load while 
dvancing at double time instead of quick time, as in 
rdinary skirmish. There is no question that for service 
le above or the Australian system is preferable to our 
ystem of tiring at fixed silhouettes of a group of two 
gures, one kneeling and the other prone. England sets 
side about 60 per cent, of its practice ammunition for 
lis kind of work, ft might not do for matches or for 
■cord firing, but for training it can scarcely be surpassed, 
specially when coupled with training the men to seek 
aver when they drop.” 
The competition for places on the infantry team will be 

eld at Fort Sheridan, and for the cavalry team at Fort 
than Allen, both beginning June 8. Between that 
me and August 25 the teams will practice constantly on 
lese ranges or at Camp Ferry. Meanwhile the Navy is 
reparing its teams at Annapolis, and will enter three, 
^presenting respectively the Navy, Marine Corps, and 
le Naval Academy. West Point will not be represented 
wing to the pressure of other studies, so the Navy has 
iree chances to the Army’s two. 

Mftnhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, June 6.—At Armbruster’s Park to-day 
.ores were made as follows: 
Revolver, 10 shots, 50yds.: P. Hanford, 92, 96, 89, 89, 92, 

>, 88, 88, 92, 92; M, Hays 85, 90, 81, 81, 86, 81, 88, 85. 84, 
J. L. R. Morgan 77 , 74 , 77 , 79, 81, 78, 72 , 73 , 70, 76; 

K. Dietz 92, 92, 87, 88, 92, 89, 95, 85, 98, 95; J. E. 
illiman 92, 83, 90, 90, 90, 83. 
June 4.—At 2628 Broadway to-day scores were made as 

■flows: 
Revolver, 20yds.: Dr. R. H. Sayre 90, 87; R. M. 
yder 90, 91, 90, 87, 86; P. Hanford 92, 87, 87; T. P. 
ichols 90, 89, 88, 87, 85, 83; J. L. R. Morgan 81, 78, 75; 
Knowlson 78, 76, 76, 74; Dr. C. Philips 87, 83, 83, 79, 78; 

. Grenztr 85, 85; J. E. Silliman 85, 83. 
J. E. Silliman, Sec’y. 

I0RSE AND HOVND 
y Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National F’oxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

"Horse and Hounds” is encyclopedic in all that per- 
ins to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt- 
tg. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
ountry Riding and Origin of the American Hound, 
reeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
ox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field, 
lunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
tapter abounds with hunting information. The work 

profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 
you our 

New Pocket Compass 
One and three-quarter inch dial, one- 

quarter inch thick, nicely nickeled, paper 
dial with large figures, improved needle. 
Guaranteed Satisfactory. You will 
need one on your vacation. Get our 
catalogue before buying. 

♦ > 

•> 
♦> 

•> 

R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing. 

No swivels required; “they spin 
so easy." Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circulars. 
Price for single. 25c.; tandem. 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

■reel I 
REASONS 

3-tn-One keeps all fishing tackle in per¬ 
fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won’t stick or 

hang at critical moment. They always work easily 

and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or 
Sticky. 

3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints 
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden 
rods, too, making them tough and pliable. 

Draw your hne, silk or linen, through rag moist¬ 
ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last 
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines, 

nets and traps in either fresh or salt water. 

FRFF Try ^-in-One at our expense. Write for 
liberal free sample and booklet. 3-IN-ONE 

OIL COMPANY, 61 New St., New York - 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry?1 etc. 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chasing. 
Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 

And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 
illustrations from Drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Steel Fish ind Rods 

On your vacation, no matter where 
you are going, or what kind of fish 
you are after, will do more than any¬ 
thing else to make your trip success¬ 
ful. “BRISTOL” Rods are incom¬ 
parable for convenience—in the canoe 
or on the carry—reliability, resili¬ 
ency and for hooking and landing 
gamy fish. 

For sale by leading dealers every¬ 
where. Guaranteed three years. 

Beautifully Illustrated F'R IT* TP 
Catalogue mailed 

THE HORTON 
MFC. CO.. 

84 Horton St., 

Bristol, Conn. 

THE JACK FROST FLY BOOK 
JACK FROST’S PATENT A 

FLY BOOK 

Sealskin with calfskin lin¬ 
ing. Four removable trans¬ 
parent celluloid pockets, 
bound and fastened at one 
end in glove-button style. 
Aluminum box with moist¬ 
ening pad forflies and lead¬ 
ers in separate divisions. 
The moistening pad is riv¬ 
eted; cannot slide against 
the hooks to rust them. 

Capacity—8 doz. flies and 
3 doz. leaders. Most con¬ 
venient device ever gotten 
up, all in one pocket, smal¬ 
ler in size than the ordinary 
fly book, costing no more 
than the different items 

separately in the same quality Price, $3.50. 
KELSO Brand Lines, Reels, Rods, Leaders, Flies and Hooks to gut are 

as good as can be made. We are Manufacturers and Jobbers of Fishing 
Tackle. Catalog to the trade only. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers St., New York City 

Size 6% x 3V\ x 1 " deep 

$10,000 for one REEL 
To produce the first perfect 

“TAKA PA R.T” 
REEL 

Cost us over $10,000. Other 
reel makers say we’ll go 
broke selling a $10 reel 
for $5. We’ll take the 
risk, because we know 
ev^ry angler who sees it 
will buy it. Up-to-date 
dealers sell it. We make 
repairs (if any) free. Send 
for circular of our reels. 

A. F. MEISSELBACH BRO. 

23 PROSPECT STREET. NEWARK. N. J. 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
i ne New toaxer rrooi r ly 
actually seems to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don't wear out. One man caught 
128 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Base size 30c. Postage 2c. 

W. J. Jamison. 1274 Polk Si., Chicago New Tackle Catalog. 

WATCH IT WOBBLE! 
No artificial bait ever invented so quickly attracts 
baas, pickerel and all game fish 
as our Khiiious Glit¬ 
tering Pearl Wobbler j 
Spoon which in the , 
water has an ecceti- . 
trie wobbling motion 1 
much more effective than spinning and catches fish where 
everything else fails. 0£- w,th our l»r*e illustrated 
BY MAIL POSTPAID i-O CIS. « at alogue of fishing tackle. 
F. S. Doering Sc Co., 562 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y, 
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'* Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

Here It Is: 

The “TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length &J*( feet, 
weight 4 oz. ------------- $5.00 each 

A Customer says : “I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5j£ 
oz.; 9yi feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

WM. MILLS ® SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. § 
(FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 

*<ca<a A «8 <s<a * «e«t AH it is a a aAaaa'aa a 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Deader in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 ?. 150 Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE 
Factory-Salesroom FISHING TACKLE. 

3°-9t FULTQN.ST. JORALL ANGLING 

Gold Medal, Highest Award at St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World's ColumblaLn Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

No. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn. N. Y. 

A reel with good hearings and screws, oiled once a year, is a 
durable, well rnnning reel. 

Rubber and Nickel-Plated Click Reels, with Screw off metal Revolving Plate 
Made in sizes 40, 60. 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

4> NOW READY 

4 My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 
Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 

no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. C0„ 127 Franklin St., New York City 
Y* * 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
-ON- 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

CANVAS 

Wading Shoes, 
Sizes from 6 to 13, 

s4,00 Pair. 

OLDTOWN CANOEJ 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. 

Il-B LIVE FROG HARKES 
2A One-//nre/ 

—4 1 Aetna/ ( V ^    A//7//)C 

D 
HOLDS 

A A06 tv/rttou 
H00H/H6 Ah 

Greatest piece of Fishing HEAPS /T 
Tackle ever Invented— ALIVE 

HOLDS FROG FIRMLY IN NATURAL POSI TION WITHOUT KILLING Ol 
INJURING IT. Keeps* mouth closed and PREVENTS FROG FROM BLOATING 
Easily slipped on. Absolutely WEEDLESS. SAVES THE FROGS. Catche 
the SHORT-BITERS. v At your Dealers or direct, |>ost|>uid, 50 cents 

UNKEFER <5 BRADLEY, Mfrs., 91 Dearborn St„ CHICAGO 

FROG 
/A/ 

HARNESS 
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“Forest and Stream.” 

It’s Square 
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fSquare") 
LBottleJ 
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New York 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

In outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

EDWARD A. SAMUELS. 

The announcement, in another column, of 

the death of Edward A. Samuels will bring 

surprise and sorrow to the readers of Forest 
and Stream and to sportsmen and naturalists 

everywhere. To his friends the news was not 

unexpected, for, after he had lost his eyesight, 

Air. Samuels was stricken with paralysis, and 

he as well as they knew that his days of use¬ 

fulness in this world were numbered. 

For a long time all of the papers and com¬ 

munications printed in these columns over Mr. 

Samuels’ signature had been written at his dicta¬ 

tion, and even after he had lost control of his 

body he continued to dictate matter that was 

printed in his favorite journal. He wrote of 

that region where, in days gone by, he had cast 

the fly on waters that were ever calling his 

spirit back to the beautiful Maritime Provinces, 

although his body was beyond the control of 

his strong will. It was but natural that he 

should pass away at the vernal season, when 

all nature was so beautiful. He could not see 

the foliage and the flowers, but he could hear 

the birds that sang about the home of their good 

friend in a real security that he had done so 

much to obtain for them. 
In the seventy-two years of his life Mr. 

Samuels was a powerful agent in the cause of 

game and fish protection, preservation and 

propagation. His scientific and practical knowl¬ 

edge enabled him to work intelligently and to 

write with enthusiasm. Of late years he de¬ 

voted a great deal of attention to angling mat¬ 

ters, and his opinions were received with pro¬ 

found respect by fish culturists and anglers gen¬ 

erally. We fancy, however, that his fishing ex¬ 

cursions to the best known waters of the Eastern 

States and Provinces were made, not so much 

for the actual fishing as for the environment 

and the communion with nature and his fellow 

sportsmen. 
Mr. Samuels wrote “With bly-Rod and 

Camera,” “Rod and Gun in New England and 

the Maritime Provinces,” "Ornithology and 

Oology of New England,” “Mammalia of New 

England,” “Among the Birds”; he edited “A 

Thousand-Mile Walk,” “The Living World,’ 

“Somerville Past and Present,” and contributed, 

to the columns of Forest and Stream and other 

publications, hundreds of papers of scientific and 

practical value. A very large number of the 

nature students, the hunters and the anglers 

of to-day are better men and citizens because 

of Mr. Samuels’ writings. He was, too, one 

of the pioneers in the field of photography for 

sportsmen, for through photographic reproduc 

tions he illustrated his books and papers, and 

his love of nature study and knowledge of pho¬ 

tography enabled him to “hunt without a gun 

so successfully that others were attracted to 

the pastime through reading his enthusiastic ac¬ 

counts of little journeys to the woods in search 

of material for pleasing illustrations. 

Mr. Samuels' contributions to the literature 

of angling were so well received in Great Britain 

that many of them that appeared in Forest and 
Stream were copied into the English journals 

and commented on favorably by their readers. 

He numbered among his intimate friends many 

of the best known naturalists, fish culturists, 

authors and artists of the United States. Some 

of them remain to mourn his loss, but others 

have passed away. 

FOREST AND STREAM STORIES. 

Among the articles that will appear in these 

columns during the summer months is one by 

Gilbert Onderdonk, who tells the story of “The 

Passing of the Caranchuas,” a small tribe of 

Indians who so sorely harassed the early settlers 

in Texas. Some idea of the quantities of game 

to be seen in a ride across the prairies of that 

territory in 1851 is also given. Of course there 

is one of Edmund F. L. Jenner’s stories to come, 

while P. C. Tucker will relate still another one 

of his realistic stories of hunting in the South in 

company with excitable darkies and houn 

dogs.” Dr. Charles S. Moody has contributed 

a half-humorous, wholly practical story of a 

bass fishing trip in the Coeur d'Alene region 

in Idaho. J. A. L. Waddell writes of tarpon. 

Starlight describes fishing on the "tanks in 

India. O. W. Smith relates a day’s experience 

on a Wisconsin stream. 
Francis C. Nichols will give readers an in¬ 

sight into the little things—some of them of im¬ 

portance, however—with which the hunter -in 

South America has to contend. There is a 

series, “Camping in South America, written by 

him. “J. L. D.” describes in “A Sea Trout 

River of Newfoundland,” how he and Silvei 

Mitchell happened on numbers of big trout. 

Lieut. Reaves writes of hunting in New Mexico 

and of his efforts to catch prairie dogs. 

In “The Limit in Light Equipment” Winfield 

T. Sherwood will spin a pleasing yarn of the old 

“Camp Don’t Hurry Crowd" and the Esopus. 

George A. Irwin will give some excellent ad¬ 

vice to those who hunt in Florida, regarding 

rattlesnakes and the way to avoid them. 

“Hunting in the Danish West Indies" is the 

title of a pleasing paper by J. C. DuBois. “Pis- 

cator” will tell of another one of his favorite 

trout streams in Ireland. 

These are but a few of the articles that will 

appear during the warm season. 

Press dispatches from Manitoba assert that 

deer and caribou are moving southward into 

northern Minnesota in considerable numbers. 

Various reasons are given, among them being 

the fact that the winter in Canada, as here, 

was followed by a cold spring, making food 

scarce. It seems, too, that the improvement in 

the protection of game in Minnesota has had its 

effect on deer across the border, they seeming 

to have learned in some way that they would 

be safer and find more food further south, at 

least during the greater part of the year. Big 

game as well as small very quickly realize the 

safety of life in regions where wardens are 

active and the people are law abiding. Deer 

were at one time greatly harassed in the North¬ 

ern States by both whites and Indians, and there 

is no doubt that many of them wandered further 

north, to return when the conditions showed 

improvement. 
v 

Stories concerning dogs appeal strongly to 

everyone, hence it was that one of these, printed 

by the newspapers recently, attracted the atten¬ 

tion of the country. It was to the effect that 

a setter, having pulled a small boy out of a 

brook, tried so hard to guide the boy’s mother 

to the place by pulling at her garments that her 

husband thought the dog was mad and cracked 

its skull with a stick. Still the animal tried to 

carry out its purpose, and according to the story 

it was followed to the creek, where the child 

was found, and where its setter friend died. 

The part of this story which may well be 

doubted, is that the dog’s owner failed to inter¬ 

pret its actions correctly. Appreciative owners 

of intelligent animals are quick to notice any¬ 

thing unusual in their behavior, and to seek at 

once for its cause. “Mad-dog scares” are not 

started by persons who understand the actions 

and wants of our four-footed friends. 

It seems that the capercailzie which were 

liberated in the Algonquin Park in Canada have 

held their own, if indeed, they have not actually 

increased in numbers. The superintendent of the 

park reports that a few of the birds have been 

seen on the island on which some of them were 

released, and others have been reported by 

sportsmen; a sufficient number to warrant the 

belief that they are actually increasing slowly 

and thriving. The surroundings are in every 

way suited to their needs, they are not molested 

by man, and if they have indeed succeeded in 

eluding their natural enemies, the success of 

the experiment seems assured. 



The Death 
By P. C. 

THE crimson after-glow of a glorious sun¬ 

set -till lingered near the zenith. But 

dusk came slowly, for the full moon, just 

lifting its bulk above the horizon, flooded all 

things with a silvery light, almost as clear as 
the vanishing day. 

The air was warm, heavy and flower-scented, 

as the cape jessamines, ever-blooming roses 

and honeysuckle in Maman La Blanc’s flower 

patch mingled their perfume. Under the china 

trees, before the porch of Le Maison, Papa La 

Blanc, Feez, Adolphe and Gustave were sitting 

at ease, after the toils of the day, each busy 

with his cob pipe tilled with native perique— 

tobacco of their own growth and curing. Back 

on the gallery, Maman was busy with the girls 

“reddin up" the supper things; and down in 

the marsh flat, the frogs were serenading. The 

fireflies were out in force, their tiny lanterns 

flashing here, there and away, while a single 

locust (cicada) somewhere in the dusk was 

competing with the katydids, crickets and rain- 
‘crows (cuckoos). 

“Dose bird en frog talkin’ ’bout rain,” re¬ 
marked Feez. 

“Ya’as, en eef it not cum putty soon, ’fore 

nine days, we goan haf mitey pore crop roastin’ 

yeahs,” commented Adolphe. 

Dat s so, answered Papa. “An eef you boy 

doant geet up en chase sum oh dem ole coon 

outeh deh san’ ridge fiel’, de won't be nuffin lef’ 

but foddah. Me, I pas heem dis evenin’, en deh 

suah been makin’ eh ruction er-long de aidge eh 

de bresli; eet all haf de yeahs stripped.” 

“W’at you t’ink ’bout hit, Gustave?” asked 
Feez; “dis good nite fell hunt?” 

“Wondah eef Vic and Anse ood go? And 

wlieh dose dorgs ternite. O-Oh Marie, yeh, er 

Maman, seen ole Blue er Jupe sence suppah?” 

"Dose dorgs, lieah een de keetchin,” came the 

reply. “Geet out—begone, seh. Deys allays 

tinner foot. What yeh wants ’ith them?” 

Deigning no reply, Adolphe stepped to the 

gallery, and reaching down his hunting horn 

from its nail beside the door, sounded the 

neighborhood call. Too-too-too-too, hoo—too- 

oo, then resumed his seat beneath the trees. 

Several hounds came hurriedly from under 

the house, and seating themselves near him, 

watched with eager eyes and nervous, twitch¬ 

ing tails. A startled owl, down in the plum 

thicket, gave an answering “Too-whoo,” and a 

nearby raincrow ceased for a few moments his 
“Jug-jug-jug.” 

After waiting a spell, Adolphe repeated the 

of Ringtail 
TUCKER 

call, when answering notes wailed in the dis¬ 

tance. Then he gave the hunt call—“Too-too- 

too-o-oot”—and immediately the hounds gave 

tongue. Sitting on their haunches, with heads 

straight upward, they sang their anticipations. 

Again and again the hunt call was sounded, 

and answered; dogs were baying in all direc¬ 

tions, and boys, the day’s labor forgotten, be¬ 

gan rapidly to gather. 

“You boy want teh geet dose coon dees 

taime,” remarked Papa. “Doant let dem geet 

erway. Eef dey takes teh de bayou, jes go 

afteh dem. Doant let ’em drown de dorgs, en 

Ink out fell ole Ringtail—bet heem de main one 

on san ridge. Me, ah try track heem, een de 

sof' lan’, but eet teh dry—dus’ fall een trac’— 

down by de branch; me, ah see w’at I t’ink he 

foot, whah he cripple, een de trap las’ spring. 

Yeh kin bet, he maik lieet lively fell de dorg 
eef yeh fin’ heem.” 

Quickly the hunt was organized and the 

house left silent to Papa and the women folks, 

while down beyond the cowpen and horse 

corral could be heard the eager yelping of the 

hounds, and excited voices of the boys, now 

and again the notes of the horn and the “Geet 

heem. Blue, go after them, Jupe—yeah-yip-yip- 
yeah.” 

Down along the cornfield they went, where 

and tasseled stalks towered above their heads 

and the leaf blades formed a perfect hedge on 

either hand; rank growing plants, the stalks 

as thick as one’s wrist, and with ears stout and 

thick, their long tasseled points and drooping 

leaf blades greenish-yellow, and sweet-scented 

by day, but now of a, blackness but little better 

than the pine woods beyond, though the flash 

of the tiny lanterns of the lightning bug here 

and there illumined the long aisles. 

Down at the far end of the field, at the spring, 

several of the dogs gave tongue, but the hounds 

refused the scent, as that of a “squirril” or an 

"ole har’ .” Presently, Blue picked up a trail 

down the branch, Jupe backing him; the-pack 

was soon in full cry. Crashing through the 

undergrowth, dodging briar patches and bam¬ 

boo vines, over old logs and rotten stumps, 

tripping and falling, but up and after came 
the boys. 

Swinging off from the branch, the hounds 

trailed along the ridge, then down toward the 

stream again; then sharply came the “Yip-yip- 

yip-yip-a-ah-o-ooh,” as they halted, and circled 
a majestic oak. 

“Treed heem boys, allez, allez, vite. Eef he 

ain’t gone up de ole live oak. Betchah eet’s 

Ringtail. Hurry en lite up.” 

Quickly a bonfire was blazing, now flashing 

out bright and ruddy, and again "dying away to 

a sickly yellow; now silhouetting boys and dogs, 

overhanging branches and tree-boles; then the 

twigs and dry leaves fell to ashes, leaving all in 

shadow. Pine knots were soon kindled into 

torches, and an eager circle searched the tree 

and branches for signs of the game. 

“Thar he ees,” declared one. “ Say, Feez, 

how we goan clime this heah tree?” 

“'Dolphe, geet on my shoulders. Now kin 

yeh geet hole das ole grape vine? Das heet. 

Keep er goin’; bien, bien—allez, vite.” 

“Yeh, Claude, gif me er baick. Das heet. 

Ware yeh at, Adolphe? See heem?” 

“No, No. Das ole coon ent een dis tree. 

Eh, nom de nom. What dat? Look out dah. 

Le diable—Sacree—-’tain’t no coon; das er wile- 

cat. Watch out, boys. Vite, vite, le chat allez.” 

A gray form hurtled from among the foliage 

on the extremity of one of the lower branches, 

followed immediately by a wild scramble and 

rush of the hounds, as they retreated for a 

moment from the unexpected onslaught. Then, 

as the cat dashed for the undergrowth, dogs and 

boys rushed in pursuit. As Feez dropped from 

the tree and Adolphe could be heard scrambling 

down its trunk, they closed with the quarry, 

and, snarling and fighting, thrashed here and 

there. 

"Look out, Claude. Das ole Blue he clawin’. 

Lemme geet at heem. Pull em off. Dar dey 

go ergain. Sacree, he gotter wey. Non, Jupe ■ 
got hole eh heem, das taime, yah, yah. Golly, 

dat’s my laig. allez, allez. Eh, dar dey go. 

Yeah, yeah, Blue! Seeck heem, Jupe! Yeah, 
yeah.” 

Down through the sumac thicket and into the 

palmetto brake, then out by the cypress deaden¬ 

ing, along the river bank and up into the saw- 

grass flat. There the cat bayed again, and a 

battle royal was in full progress when the fore¬ 

most of the boys arrived. The blue hound, his 

ire fully roused by the earlier defeat, despite 

clawing and scratching, had fastened upon the 

cat’s throat, while Jupe and Tan pup had each a 

leg hold, pulling viciously, and the several fleets 

were snapping and biting wherever they could 

find tooth hold, keeping up a series of 

yelps meanwhile. Claude Valcour, by a quick 

blow, broke the cat’s back, and a moment later 

exhausted dogs and panting boys were ex¬ 

amining and gloating over the kill by the flame 

of several hastily kindled “lite ’ood” torches. 

Then, wending their way back along the edge 

of the flat to the lower end of “san’ ridge fiel’,” 

the dogs cast round for several minutes, then 

burst down through the corn aisles in lusty cry. 

Straight down to the branch they went, along 

the bank and across on the fallen gum log. 
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circled the bottom and back toward the stream 

again, and then around a tall sapling they bayed. 

Speedily the torches were again kindled, and 

i sharp eyes located the quarry huddled in the 

crotch of a branch, his eyes gleaming in the 

torchlight, and his fox-like muzzle and sharp 

teeth showing clearly as he snarled at the leap¬ 

ing dogs. 

' A well-thrown chunk dislodged him; another 

caught him as he sought shelter in a, bunch of 

gray moss higher up, injuring one of his legs. 

Struggling and clawing to retain his hold, he 

slid part way down the limb; then the injured 

foot slipped, he overbalanced and, toppling over, 

came down among the eager, yelping pack. 

Boys and dogs swarmed together. 

“Geet heem, Jupe. Whoop, whoop, Blue. 

Shake heem. Tres bien, vite, Victor, vite. 

Heet heem, Adolphe. Knock heem off, Jupe. 

Keeck heem—das eet, das eet. Hurrah foh 

Ole Blue! he dun throated dat taime.” And 

the kill was made. 

“Less try up teh de far cornah er de fiel’,” 

cried Claude. 

“Non, non. das teh neah de ha'nted pine.” 

“Listen teh dat now! W’at de ha’nted pine 

got teh do wid dis hunt? Adolphe, yell alles 

’fraid er de ghostes. Cum on, boys. Yeah, 

Blue, you. Jupe, yer Red—yeah.” 

“Say, Feez, les doant go up dar. We dun 

lose ouah luck, suah.” 

“Oah! gheet out—ain't no ha’nts dah.” 

“Heali dose dorgs. Dev dun jump sumfin 

dat’s tolein’ ’em rite up dah—vite, vite.” and 

away, broke the speaker, followed more or less 

reluctantly by the rest. 

But the game did not tree at the doubtful 

spot, for swinging at the fence row, they tore 

through the thicket down to the flat again. 

Then around by the deadening and back toward 

the sjream. and then the hounds bayed the 

quarry in an old hollow log. One of the fleets 

followed him in, only to come tumbling franti¬ 

cally backward with lacerated muzzle and torn 

scalp. The other dogs tore at the rotten wood 

with tooth and claw, yelping in mad excitement 

and expectancy. 

“Yer, Claude, help me maik er smoke: das 

rite, wet leaf, on dis dry bresh. You, ’Dolphe, 

heap das pine top at das eend.” 

“W'at you t’ink, Anse—burn heem out?” 

“Me, ah reccum putty warm in dar now.” 

“Heali, Blue, watch heem. Eh. w’at dat—luk 

out dar. W’at Red en Jupe er doin'? Yeah, 

yeah.” 

“Vic. yer fin’ er sofe place dar, eh? 

“Mais ouie, vite, vite; dat’s heem—yeah, 

Jupe, yeah, Red—seec heem. Le diable!” 

The smoking leaves piled over the opening 

of the log were suddenly scattered, as a badly 

singed ’coon came dashing forth. The dogs 

were mostly at the far end. where Victor, hav¬ 

ing found a doughty spot, was trying to gain 

entrance with a pole, while they, excited, 

scratched and tore at the bark and wood. 

Feez, down on his knees, stuffing the burning 

leaves into the opening and trying to peer in 

to where the fire further down the log bit into 

its recesses, was nearly overset as the scorched 

animal dashed almost in his face. 

Toward the branch he fled, the dogs close be¬ 

hind. Into the water he plunged, closely fol¬ 

lowed by Jupe, who, swimming fastest, over¬ 

hauled him. Promptly reversing himself, the 

"coon seized Jupe by the nose, and with slashing- 

sweeps of his hind legs, sought to disembowel 

him, while the weight of his body drew the 

dog's head beneath the water, and both sank 

out of reach of the other splashing and swim¬ 

ming hounds. 

“Eh! Mauvais, vite, vite, ’Dolphe, allez,” and 

Feez sprang waist-deep in the water. 

“He drown Ole Jupe, quick.” And dogs and 

boys splashed desperately as they vainly sought 

for ’coon or hound in the uncertain light cast 

by the hastily kindled pine knots. 

“Le diable! pauvre Jupe, geet heem; dah 

he is, is lieem.—geet heem—vite, vite.” 

“Non, das tan pup yeah got Adolphe. Allez, 

allez!” 

“Ouch! das my han’, mauvais. Eh, heah he 

ees,” as a great floundering and splashing told 

of their return to the surface. 

“Heah, you boy, hole dem torches so we alls 

kin see.” And Jupe, spent and gasping, was 

seized and dragged to the bank, while the other 

dogs seized on the swimming ’coon, who, game 

to the end, renewed the battle. 

“Eh. das Red he got now. Vite, boy. Alles 

done.” 

By PAULINA 

“The ancient river singing as he goes, 

New-mailed in morning to the ancient sea.” 

-—Henley, London Voluntaries. THE song of a river is perhaps the oldest 

melody the world knows, and still it has 

never grown time-worn. Marshaled from 

over the hills of antiquity, as universal as the 

winds themselves, it remains strong and fresh 

and clear in the ears of man. We listen to it, 

knowing that what we hear is the voice of the 

past, and also of the future. And even as the 

music of mighty waters quickens an heroic pulse 

in our veins, the harmonies of lesser streams 

soothe and immerse us in repose, for in the 

vocalizing of a river we always find the mood 

accompanying the motive, and take our cue from 

the martial or Arcadian phrases that fall upon 

our ears. 

And yet it is not of a river’s song that I would 

speak most directly, but rather of the river it¬ 

self; of the color, life and influence that is in¬ 

variably drawn to its shores and make it what 

it is. Having lived by one the greater part of 

my years, I have become somewhat of a ripar¬ 

ian ; in fact, wherever I go the sight of a river, 

be it great or small, native or foreign, seldom 

fails to awaken a sense of pleasant exhilara¬ 

tion, and set floating some ornate barge of fancy. 

From whence has it come; whither is it going? 

These are questions that move our minds to 

adventurous channels, that are rich with sug¬ 

gestion and fragrant with an atmosphere of 

promise and romance. But best of all perhaps 

is the gratifying assurance of world-communica¬ 

tion it conveys to us, as though this indeed was 

the open road leading to the utmost corners of 

the earth. 

I recall a pleasing impression I once gained 

“Nom de nom, me ah got heem—watch out.” 

And Feez, dragging a struggling mass, waded 

to the bank. Other boys in the water now lent 

a hand, grasping here a leg, there a tail, so 

that dogs and ’coon were quickly on dry land, 

where a short struggle ended the fight. 

“Nom de nom, das wuz er ’coon fite rite. 

Dem mitey nigh finish Ole Jupe. We’ll ha’f teh 

pack heem home. 

“Say, ah bet das Ringtail. Look feh he 

cripple fut—betcher ’tis.” 

“Mais oui, reccum so. Dar heet ees. Yah; 

didn’t I dun tole yer?” 

“Wist he dun los’ he teef, foah he got hole 

er my han’. 

“Huh, my laig dun clawed tuh. Me. I go 

home now geet sum sleem, cum mornin’; moon 

set putty soon now.” 

“Ya’as reccum we alls go. Come on.” 

Smouldering torches were quickly doused in 

the stream, and Adolphe shouldered Ole Jupe, 

Feeze toted the wildcat and Claude and Gustave 

each packed a ’coon. The tired dogs gave over 

licking wounds to follow at heel as the wearied 

hunters skirted “san’ ridge fiel’ ” and took the 

trail for La Maison. 

BRANDRETH 

when one morning in August we steamed across 

the yellow-green waters of the North Sea, and 

entered the mouth of the River Scheldt. As the 

big liner toiled against the current it seemed 

that this craft-thronged waterway must in some 

way or other be connected with every part of 

the globe. Even as we approached the thorough¬ 

fare ahead was marked by the red and yellow 

sails of fishing boats bobbing along the emerald 

swell of the horizon. Then as the Dutch town 

of Flushing came in view, closely packed be¬ 

hind an old gray dyke, its roofs tumbling one 

upon another and its windmills twirling gaily in 

the sunshine, we* met the full tide of maritime 

activity. 

The very atmosphere seemed made up of 

variety and stimulating contrast; the procession 

of boats continually coming and going stirred 

an unknown delight in the breast of the be¬ 

holder. Yachts, newly painted and flag-decked, 

glided by with an almost piratical nonchalance; 

luggers and brigantines, the breath of tropic 

oceans still lingering in their topsails, laden per¬ 

haps with such Eastern exotics as perfume, silks 

or mandragora, slipped in beside the burly hulk 

of a Hamburg-American freighter, while smaller 

vessels of every conceivable kind plied reck¬ 

lessly under the shadows of g/eat three-tiered 

liners. 

Nor was the life and activity confined alone *0 

the river. As we advanced, the shores drew 

down to the water and the current wound 

through green lushy fields, where peasants toiled 

in bright blue blouses, and sleek cattle grazed 

under the rustling shade of Lombardy poplars. 

Over the salty meadowlands, troops of small 

snowy gulls dipped and soared, while still 

further away the spires of a Belgian hamlet. 

The Ancient RJver 
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comfortably settled in the golden bloom of mid¬ 

summer, could be seen breaking the sky line. 

A warm grassy aroma filled the air, mingled 

with a tang of the sea, and presently, amid a 

clamor of bells and whistles the steamer moored 

beside the ancient and medieval quays of Antwerp. 

The river with which I have always borne the 

most intimate acquaintance, would carry half a 

dozen or more of such waterways as the Scheldt 

on its broad bosom. The expressions and varia¬ 

tions of its seasonal changes never grow old. 

In winter it is as lonely and remote as the great 

glacier currents of the North. Cold, immense, 

tranquil, it reaches from shore to shore in an 

unbroken plain of white, something that is beau 

tiful, yet melancholy. 

When March comes it grows restless, and 

perhaps in a single night bursts its icy fetters 

and goes “singing to the ancient sea.” The fol¬ 

lowing day it has opened out in wonderful 

sapphrine tones, the land spreads a tawny belt 

beyond its margins, and still beyond a blue frieze 

of mountains is hung in the bright windy air. 

Now, do the living heralders of spring put in 

shield. Or, perhaps, in the shape of an iris, in 

the plum-colored bloom and perishable intensity 

of its loveliness we find an expression for the 

indefinite, something that companions our 

thoughts and floods our dreams. But beyond the 

luxury of these influences, beyond the essentially 

human part of a great waterway, and yet as 

one with every beat of its mighty circulation, we 

are conscious still of that deep-seated warrior 

strain; that paean of immeasurable time, echo¬ 

ing of a strength and fidelity unknown to the 

rest of the world. 

As a last word I would not forget the little 

rivers of the North Woods, stealing from out 

the pine-bearded wilderness in threads of gold 

and amber— 
“The rivulet, 

Wanton and wild, through many a green ravine 

Beneath the forest flowed. Sometimes it fell 

Among the moss with hollow harmony, 

Dark and profound. Now on the polished stones 

It danced; like childhood laughing as it went.” 

Unlike their ocean-linked, traffic-laden col¬ 

leagues they strike an unmistakably individual 

note. They are not our brothers in arms, but 

AN ADIRONDACK RIVER. 

From a photograph by Francis Harper. 

an appearance, sitting on cakes of broken ice, 

or cutting the air with lusty wing; for with the 

first vantage of warmer tides come the eagles— 

solitary, golden, majestic—strong spirits of the 

year’s adolescence. 

It is natural, however, that we should be 

drawn to a river most of all during the hey-day 

of the summer months, when like true riparians 

we can take our leisure on its banks, drift with 

its slumbrous currents, or steep our sight in 

vistas of liquid shadow. We thirst for shade, 

for cooling sights and sounds, and a river is 

the fountain head of all these. The effervescent 

temper of spring yields to an almost tropical 

serenity. Voices drift from afar; oars flash in 

the afternoon sunlight; a blackbird tunes his 

glassicord among the reeds. Delicious depths of 

water fill the landscape and the turreted clouds 

lie smooth and still, where the sun’s rays flicker 

hotly as on the embossed surface of an immense 

our brothers in repose; and we turn our ears to 

them for a moment of rest rather than for a 

moment of stimulation. In reality, moreover, 

they but represent the greater in their infancy; 

buoyant and youthful and resuscitating. We find 

relief in the very constancy of their moods, the 

remoteness of their issues. Small wonder poets 

have loved them, have encased beautiful expres¬ 

sion in their translucent motion and tireless wan¬ 

derings; for, indeed, mystery unburdens on their 

tongues as they travel through long solitudes 

to multiply their voices in some broad pastoral 

highway. And shall we not remember them, 

these that are mighty rivers in childhood ? Shall 

we not remember them also as mothers of the 

sea? Their voices sing the first song, and 

melodize when all else is silent; and though they 

sing night and day and forever there is always 

one thing left unsung. And still we wait to 

hear it. 

When a Maine man tells you about his catch 

of trout, he likes to be very impressive, and 

gives dimensions in terms not. likely to be mis¬ 

taken. But I do not recall any statement which 

I remembered longer than one which appeared 

recently in a Maine paper, to the effect that ? 

certain man caught a fine squaretail trout ir 

Lake Penneseewassee, its weight being “thret 

pounds and seventeen ounces.” And no men¬ 

tion of “tipping the scales,” either. 

* * * 

One of the most curious experiences I have 

ever had in connection with hunting was this 1 

I saved the skins of the first two antelope ' 

killed in the Southwest, a good many years ago 

intending to bring them East with me. An ok 

Indian helped me to cure them with the hai 

on, but he did not inform me that they wen 

worthless for use as rugs, and this fact I di< 

not learn until long afterward. 

When I left the cattle country and fare' 

southward into Mexico, the skins went aloni 

in my baggage, tightly rolled and tied with core 

The customs men on both sides of the Rf 

Grande sniffed contemptuously at the bundle, am 
refused to touch it; so it remained unopene 

until, nearly a year later, I spread my belong 

ings about my quarters in a Northern city, am 
thinking the skins would serve as rugs, cut th 

cord and unrolled the skins. My heart sank, fo 

moths had been at work on my trophies, pro!; 

ably for months, and they were a mass of ct 
hair and leather of no special value. 

Eventually I tied up the package again, heave 

it over the fence into a vacant lot, and forge 

about it. But not long afterward a friend wh 

lived in the suburbs, at least four miles awa; 

told me of a parcel he had found that mornin 

in his yard, neatly wrapped in hardware pape 

On opening it, he said, he found two moth-eate 

antelope skins, and as he had in former yeai 

shot a good many antelope, but had not see 

one in a wild state in a long time, he regarde 

his find as a very strange one. 

One of the skins, he said, had a very lari 

bullet mark in it, and the other one— 

“Had three bullet holes, two of them with 

as many inches,” I interrupted, “and the thi: 

about six inches away. The big hole in the otk 

skin was made by a hgllow-point bullet.” 

He stared at me, dumbfounded. “That 

right,” he admitted finally; “but what do yc 

know about them?” 

I teased him for a long time about the skin 
which I assumed had been found by some of 
rags man, and discarded by him at the far er 
of his route when he, too, found them ruin< 
by moths; but it was not until I told my sto 
that my friend was convinced that my min 
reading powers were not so highly develop' 
as he had at first assumed. Grizzly King. 



A Bear Lugging a Clog. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

In the article on “Fooling a Bear,” by 

Shaganoss, he tells of a bear carrying a clog 

under his arm, and says: “Ordinarily I would 

regard such a story as impossible, but I have 

seen enough of animal life to admit that the 

‘impossible’ is what sometimes comes to pass.” 

This is not only not impossible, but I have 

had several hunters, whose word could be re¬ 

lied upon, tell me of bears they had trapped 

carrying the clog under their arms when tired 

of dragging it And I myself have had one do 

it when he first started from the place where 

he was trapped. 

In the fall of 1858 I was trapping in the 

Caucongomoc country. We had a trap set for 

a bear on one of our sable lines which ran about 

northwest from near the head of the lake. It 

was set on a shelf of flat land some twenty or 

thirty yards wide, where a rocky ledge rose on 

one side and the open ledge beneath the shelf 

cropped out on the other and broke squarely 

down for twenty feet or more. There were 

some large beech trees on the shelf which the 

bears had climbed earlier in the season for 

nuts. We set where the shelf narrowed in from 

the sloping open land beyond. The trap was 

devised onto a solid rock maple clog eight feet 

long and four inches through at the small end. 

I copy the measurements from my journal of 

the trip. 

On looking at the trap, I found a plain trail 

for a few yards until it came to the open ledge. 

Here I could trace it by the scratches on the 

smooth ledge clear to the edge, where it broke 

off in a perpendicular drop of twenty feet. The 

carpet of fallen beech leaves below showed no 

signs of his having dragged the trap away. I 

went over the trail several times, the only re¬ 

sult being that the bear had come to the very 

edge of the cliff, and after that, had left no 

more sign than if he had flown. 

As all the conclusion 1 could come to was that 

the bear had walked off on his hind feet, carrying 

the clog, and as it was not possible for him to 

climb the steep rocks back of him without leav¬ 

ing a trail, I went round and down on the 

sloping land below and began to take long 

half-moons back and forth, hoping to intersect 

his trail when he should begin to drag the 

clog. 

I had gone what in a straight line might be 

a hundred yards, when I struck the trail as 

plain as if a horse had dragged a plow. I fol¬ 

lowed it for a few rods, when it again disap¬ 

peared. There was not the least trace. Fol¬ 

lowing in the direction where the trail pointed, 

I soon saw him some 80 or 100 yards away, as 

the growth was very open. He was sitting per¬ 

fectly still watching me. As soon as he saw 

that I had seen him he gave a loud waugh! and 

started for me, the chain clanking and the trap 

and clog making a great noise on the beech 

leaves. 

As my gun, which was double-barreled, one 

barrel rifle, had not been fired for some days, 

I was not sure of its going, so I stood and be¬ 

gan to draw the shot charge, intending to re¬ 

load with a smooth-bore ball, which I carried 

for emergencies. As I did not run, he only 

came a few yards and reared up with a loud 

waugh! making the splinters fly out of a beech. 

Then he started toward me again, but only came 

a few yards, when he again gave a waugh! and 

tore another tree. Flis idea evidently was to 

shake my nerves, so that I would retreat. See¬ 

ing that his bluff failed, he sprang into a large 

beech, carrying trap and clog clear from the 

ground at the first spring. He climbed up 

twenty or thirty feet and swung the clog back 

and forth by the chain between it and the trap, 

just as a person can swing a whip-stock round 

by holding the lash. He kept the tree between 

me and him and put his head out one side just 

as a woodpecker will and waugh! at me. After 

a bullet broke his neck, I paced the distance, 

thirty-five long paces. He was a very large 

bear, but I do not think I had any reason to 

fear him, as he was only putting up the bluff 

which trapped bears often do-. 

This bear did not carry the clog, because his 

foot was sore, or he was tired of dragging it, 

but went out on this bare ledge to throw me 

off the track, and began to carry the clog with¬ 

in a few rods of where he was trapped. He 

carried it at least 100 yards before he laid it 

down. We caught two others that fall, but they 

dragged the clog until they “hitched up,” just 

as well behaved bears usually do. 

Manly Hardy. 

To Study Southern Forests. 

An important step in the general movement 

to bring many of the rich stands of timber in 

the South under a scientific plan of forest man¬ 

agement is the offer made by the school of for¬ 

estry of the University of Georgia at Athens, 

Ga., to furnish timber owners experts who will 

examine and report upon any of the forests in 

the State. 

The object of the offer is to collect informa¬ 

tion in regard to the forest resources of the 

State, to spread a knowledge of forestry, and 

to improve forest conditions. The forest school 

will furnish the experts free, and the only ex¬ 

pense which will be borne by the forest owner 

will be paid for the traveling and subsistence 

expenses of the expert while making the exami¬ 

nation. In cases where several owners of the 

same locality apply the expenses will be pro¬ 

rated. 

When applications for examination are made 

the owners have been asked to give their names 

and post office addresses, location of tract, area 

of tract, character of forest as shown by the 

kinds of trees growing on the land, the condi¬ 

tions of the forest, whether mature, original or 

second growth, whether the land has been burned 

or cut over, and the wishes of the owner re¬ 

garding the use of the land. 

The Soaring of Birds. 

Fountain City, Ind., June 4.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: The following theory of the soar¬ 

ing of birds, recently given by Wright Brothers 

in a magazine article, may be of interest to 

those who like myself have watched the soar¬ 

ing of hawks and buzzards many a time and 

wondered how they did it without flapping their 

wings and yet rose thousands of feet. 

“A bird is really an aeroplane. The portions 

of its wings near the body are used as planes 

of support, while the more flexible parts, when 

flapped, act as propellers. Some of the soaring 

birds are not much more than animated sailing 

machines. A buzzard can be safely kept in an 

open pen thirty feet across and ten feet high. 

He cannot fly out Qf it; in fact, we know from 

observation made by ourselves that he cannot 

fly for any distance up a grade of one to six. 

Yet these birds, sailing through the air, are 

among the commonest sights through a great 

section of the country. Everyone who has been 

outdoors has seen a buzzard or a hawk soar¬ 

ing; everyone who has been to sea has seen 

the gulls sailing after a steamship for hundreds 

of miles with scarcely a movement of the wings. 

All these birds are doing the same thing; they 

are balancing on rising currents of air. The 

buzzards and hawks find the currents blowing 

upward off the land; the gulls that follow the 

steamship from New York to Florida are merely 

sliding down hill a thousand miles on rising 

currents in the wake of the steamer, in the at¬ 

mosphere and on the hot air rising from the 

smokestacks. On a clear, warm day the buz- 

zard.s find the high, rotary rising currents of 

air and go sailing round and round in them. 

On damp, windy days they hang above the edge 

of a steep hill on the air which comes rising 

up its slope. From their position in the air they 

can glide down at will.” 

So far as the writer knows, this is the only 

theory that explains with any satisfaction how 

birds rise thousands of feet without a single 

flap of their wings. It seems plain enough that 

an upward wind would raise the bird, and that 

by properly slanting the surface of the wings 

the bird can sail in any direction, and there is 

no doubt a proper inclination of the wings that 

would keep the bird in a stationary position. 

The theory equally well explains that the bird 

can be raised by a wind that blows upward with 

a slant. Any upward movement of the wind 

sufficiently strong will raise the bird, regard¬ 

less of what the lateral movement of the wing 

may be, and the sailing of the bird in any direc¬ 

tion is merely getting the proper balance be¬ 

tween the power of gravity and the power of 

the wind. 

With an upward slanting wind it seems pos¬ 

sible for the bird to sail against the wind and 

maintain its height. We know that in a still 

air the bird can easily sail in a down slanting 

direction, and that it can do this against the 

wind, but in an upward slanting wind the lift 

of the wind amounts to the same thing as the 
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downward slant does in still air, and we have 

the apparent paradox of a bird sailing against 

the wind and at the same time rising. It is per¬ 

haps a little difficult to get hold of the matter 

in one’s mind without first remembering that 

the earth has nothing to do with the matter, 

except to be always pulling down on the bird 

and the wind always lifting it. To the bird it 

must always seem that the air is still, and that 

his sailings always have a downward slant, and 

so they do as regards the wind itself. If the 

bird were to lose some light feathers, and we 

could watch them, they would be hundreds of 

feet above the bird in a few minutes, and the 

bird could not rise to them without flapping his 

wings. O. H. Hampton. 

Manitoba Notes. 

Carman, Man., June x.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Canada goose arrived here from 

the south the last week in March and the first 

two weeks in April, and fed on the burnt stub¬ 

bles where the threshing machines had stood 

in the threshing of the 1907 crop of wheat and 

barley. The wavies came in about the 20th of 

April, but because our marsh east of here had 

been drained by the Government ditch, there 

was not much water for them hereabouts, so 

they went west and north, where there was 

plenty of water. 

Our taxidermist recently received a fine 

whistling swan, and has recently mounted sev¬ 

eral golden eagles and snowy owls. 

The Dufferin Leader recently printed an earn¬ 

est letter from the president of the Manitoba 

Game Protective Association, telling of the 

ravages of the crow. He reports that a farmer 

who had found seven prairie chickens’ nests last 

year observed before hatching time came that 

six out of the seven had been robbed by crows. 

Another man found that eleven out of thirteen 

grouse nests had been robbed, and the writer 

of the letter believes that the damage done by 

the crows in the Birtle district in 1907 caused 

the great scarcity of ducks and grouse there 

last fall. Of course the crows are very de¬ 

structive to the nests of the domestic fowl 

whenever these are placed away from the house 

or out anywhere in the hills. The writer' recom¬ 

mends crow shooting as a sport, and believes 

that the destruction of these birds will tend 

greatly to protect the game birds. 

Crows are certainly becoming very numerous 

here and elsewhere in this country, wherever 

there is underbrush or willow timber, where they 

build their nests. In 1882, when I traveled 

through different sections, it was a rare thing 

to see a crow in the district. Now they are 

numerous. 

Hunting for young coyotes is all the rage here 

now. The method of securing them is to take 

a collie dog and go to the haunts of the coyote 

here, generally in thick scrubby undergrowth. 

When the old coyote sees the collie, she runs 

to the den where the young are, and the collie 

follows and barks at the den. Then the hunters 

dig out the young. Alexander Aimo and his 

son dug out fourteen from two dens one day 

last week. Another man got thirty-five, and 

this man has brought in in all ninety-four. 

There is a bounty of two dollars on each coyote 

paid by the Government, by agents appointed in 

several districts throughout the Province. 

W. H. R. 

[It is evident that the method of destroying 

wolves and coyotes recommended by Mr. Ver¬ 

non Bailey, of the Biological Survey, is being 

practiced with success in Manitoba.—Editor.] 

Starlings on Staten Island. 

Princes Bay, S. I., June 2.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In reply to an inquiry by ‘-‘G.” 

in Forest and Stream, of May 16, about the 

English starling, I will inform him that on the 

sparsely settled parts of Staten Island the star¬ 

ling is quite abundant. There is a pair nest¬ 

ing in a cosy nook in the old-fashioned house 

I occupy. They seem to keep the sparrows away 

from that side of the house. I know of another 

nest near the beach in a large poplar-tree. I 

have seen as many as 200 starlings in one flock 

during the winter months. H. L. A. 

The Return of the Beaver. 

Easton, Pa., June 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: When the trout season opened this 

spring in Pennsylvania the early fishermen— 

those whose enthusiasm brooks no delay, or to 

whom the wintry gales and flying snow offer 

no impediment—were rewarded by the discovery 

of the first evidences of the return of the beaver 

to the waters of the Pocono region, from which 

they had been driven so long ago that not even 

a tradition of their former presence was shared 

by the present inhabitants of this locality. 

To be sure there were suggestions of such a 

prior occupancy conveyed by the nomenclature 

of certain places, the numerous beaver meadows, 

which seemed to indicate that at some time in 

the remote past the twilight stillness of these 

mountain streams may have echoed to the re¬ 

sounding slap of a beaver’s tail, but aside from 

this no one now living could truthfully say he 

had ever met one who could tell when the beaver 

formerly built their dams and reared their young 

in the waters of this region. 

My experience is confined to the Bushkill 

Creek, which flows through Pike and Monroe 

counties, Pennsylvania, and gives up its life at 

the quaint little village of the same name, where 

it flows into the Delaware. About fifteen miles 

from its mouth and a short distance above the 

site of the old Coolbaugh Mills, is the first evi¬ 

dence noticed. There several small trees and 

saplings are cut down, the largest being about- 

eight inches in diameter. The cuttings show 

distinctly the characteristic broad chisel-like 

mark of the beaver’s teeth, and one is reminded 

by the smooth surface of the groove how ex¬ 

tremely sharp their incisors must be. 

Two miles further up, at what is locally 

known as the Cook Field, are two young poplar 

trees, six and seven inches in diameter respec¬ 

tively, which have been felled, and a mile above, 

where the Bright Creek comes in, there are 

fifteen or twenty saplings lying prostrated. In 

looking at the number of trees that are cut one 

is apt to wonder what could have been the ob¬ 

ject of the beaver in cutting so many, in such 

an apparently purposeless manner, since no 

attempt to construct a dam had been made and 

very few of the branches had been denuded of 

the bark. 

Rumor has it that at other places in the coun¬ 

try the presence of beaver has been observed, 

notably at Mud Run, but my observation is con¬ 

fined to the places mentioned above. 

Fortunately the beaver in this State are pro¬ 

tected by a heavy fine, so there is some hope 

that as the years go by they will again come 

into their own, and the fisherman of that day 

be rewarded as he wends his way homeward in 

the dusk of the lengthening days by seeing, as 

he rounds some bend, a faint ripple on the still 

waters, and the disappearance of a dark object 

which shall tell him he has been very close to 

one of the shy wood creatures, and will move 

on with an added memory to those already 

gained of doings connected with the wild wood 

and to be lived over again when the acrid smoke 

of the camp-fire has given place to the open fire 

of his city home. R. K. B. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 
any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

CAIRNS OF CASE-MAKING CADDIS WORMS. 

The bou’der photographed was about six inches long and was left high and dry by the drouth in the Catskills 
last August. 



Caribou Hunting. 
It was settled that it was to be a hunting 

trip—my first one—and that I could allow my¬ 

self just ten days’ time; where to take it was 

very much unsettled. 

Then came my friends, and I must say there 

is the widest difference in the world between the 

hunter and the fisherman. The man with the 

rod will prospect around until he discovers a 

quiet pool where the big ones retire, and there 

he will hie himself in secret and never a word 

to any one. He will tell you readily enough of 

the two-pounder that he caught and also of the 

four-pounder that he lost, but when, slyly 

hiding all eagerness, you gently and uncon¬ 

cernedly ask where all this happened, he has a 

way of slowly closing his eyes in a dreamy 

reverie and you can feel that he is once more 

at the quiet pool, and that you have been 

left behind. 

Not so with the hunter. He is an open- 

hearted fellow, and whether it be the farmer’s 

boy who has successfully stalked a woodchuck, 

or the city man who comes back with the head 

of a moose, he will be all eagerness to tell you 

where it was done and all about it. 

And so. when I asked where to go, these 

friends of mine with the characteristic generosity 

of the hunter, kept nothing back. They said, 

go to Newfoundland for the caribou, and I went. 

Two days by steamer from Boston to Port 

Hawkesbury, half a day by rail to North Sydney, 

across the channel to Port au Basque, and I 

was in the land of promise. I telegraphed ahead 

for guide, cook and camping outfit, and so when 

I got off at Spruce Brook after a seven-hour 

ride on the little narrow gauge railroad, I found 

myself comfortably housed in a log camp with 

everything in readiness to start off in the morn¬ 

ing. This camp is the home of four young 

Englishmen who came over to colonize in this 

out-of-the-way place, and being men of educa¬ 

tion and refinement, and intending to make this 

their permanent home, they have surrounded 

themselves with every comfort. 

The house is one of the finest camps T have 

ever been in—more like a Swiss chalet than any¬ 

thing else; and while it is far away from any 

settlement, it has everything in itself for com¬ 

fort and even rough luxury. There is a little 

clearing of a couple of acres, and then on all 

sides are miles of dense forest of spruce and 

pine. 

It was late September, just before the rutting 

season, and I was told that we must go to the 

barren hills for the caribou, and as there was no 

waterway, everything had to be packed. We 

started at 5 o’clock in the morning, the guide 

and cook, both French natives, bowed down 

under packs of seventy pounds for our journey 

of twenty-five miles through the woods. They 

were small men, and the packs were great, un¬ 

wieldy bundles fastened by a broad strap across 

the breast and another brought over the fore¬ 

head, and, leaning forward, as they walked, with 

the strained expression the drawing straps gave, 

they looked like men undergoing some cruel 

punishment. In the goodness of my heart I 

told them not to try to go too far, to stop and 

rest often and to at least let me carry the axes. 

As I saw them stagger off, even then I felt 

compunctions of conscience to think that 

human beings should have such work to do and 

all for my pleasure. 

I who was following free and unencumbered 

with anything but my rifle and the axes, called 

to mind that passage in the Bible that refers to 

those that lay heavy burdens upon men and 

lift not one jot with their own hands, and it 

troubled me. 

It was very cold at first, with a little flurry of 

snow, but after walking for a mile or so I be¬ 

gan to feel warm enough. The growth was 

smaller than that of the Maine woods, but it was 

very thick and we had to wind our way in and 

out, over windfalls and under them, now making 

a detour around a large boulder and then 

through some tangled mass of thicket. With 

every footstep I sank into the spongy moss, and 

it was really hard work, and I leaned against 

a windfall now and then for a minute's rest. 

Then the sun came out in all the glory he re¬ 

serves for this particular country, and the mil¬ 

lions of drops of water that covered the spruces 

glistened and shone like diamonds. The air is 

different from anything I had known before. It 

was charged with elements quite unfamiliar, 

there was an exhilarating tingle to it, and I give 

up breathing and fairly drank it down in long 

draughts, stopping only to catch the flavor of 

the balsam and sweet grasses. It seemed as 

though if it were not for the hills one could see 

through it to the ends of the earth. 

The two little men, what of them? My pity 

had long since changed to wonder at their en¬ 

durance, for they had plodded on with the same 

strained look, but apparently as fresh as when 

they first started, while I was fairly blown. 

We had stopped for a short rest every half- 

mile, but while I stretched out full length to get 

the full benefit of it, these two occupied 

themselves by picking berries. They were 

quiet men and did not talk much, but I could 

feel that Mother Nature considered them as 

nearer and dearer children than we of the city, 

and she taught them many things she does not 

confide in us. 

When we stopped at noon for lunch, we built 

a big fire of dead wood and dried out our boots 

and socks, while from the other side of the fire 

there came a comfortable sizzle of bacon and 

for one moment there came the thought that, 

after all, if the scent of the ozone was good, so 

was that of sizzling bacon. Seven hours of 

walking in this country bears its fruit in the* 

way of an appetite and how good everything 

tasted, the bacon and bread and tea, with a little 

marmalade as dessert. 

We camped a little before sunset and were 

off again in the morning. Shortly after noon 

we made our final camp in the woods at the 

edge of the big barren hills. Having lunch and 

a short smoke—for now all weariness had been 

shaken off, and I was all eagerness to get to 

work—we left the cook to put up the camp 

while the guide and I walked up to the barrens. 

The name well describes them; few or no trees, 

covered more or less thickly with blueberry 

bushes, lichen and moss and bound together by 

huge ledges of rock. These barrens occur all 

through the island and vary from a single hill 

to ranges sixty miles long by ten wide. This is 

the feeding ground of the caribou, and it is 

here they gather in herds on their migration 

from the North. 

Climbing up to a position beside a huge 

boulder on the highest part of the hill, we 

surveyed the wide expanse spread out before us. 

Miles upon miles of virgin country; wild, rugged, 

barren hills, long stretches of forest with a 

splash here and there showing pond or lake, it 

was the handiwork of God. Before this man 

and all his little undertakings, his ambitions, 

hopes and fears were dwarfed into utter insig¬ 

nificance and the Infinite alone existed. We 

both must have been actuated by the same 

thoughts, for it was several minutes before 

either spoke, and then it was with a hushed 

voice that even then sounded strange and un¬ 

familiar. However, it is not human to long re¬ 

main on a pinnacle of exaltation, and coming 

down to our own affairs again with all their 

usual weighty importance, we swept the nearby 

hills with the field glass in search of game. 

Nothing was in sight; but caribou are great 

travelers, and our chances were better here than 

anywhere else, so we lighted our pipes and 

trusted in the chance that some would come 

our way. Half an hour and then an hour crept 

by, and it began to look as though a change of 

position would be better, when, just as I was 

putting a match to a fresh pipe, there was a 

“Hist!” and I felt myself being gently pushed 

back under cover of the rock. Peering out to 

a distant part of the barren, the guide had his 

eye on something, while I. crouching down be¬ 

side the rock, occupied myself in developing the 

clammy sweat and nervous chill of the green 

hunter. Satisfying himself, the guide spent a 

couple of minutes pointing the caribou cut to 

me. Finally I caught the five little white spots 

in the distance with my glass and accepting 

blindly his statement that there was a big one, 

we' started. 

As we were to the windward, a long stalk 

was necessary, but we could take advantages of 

the unequality of the ground and keep out of 

sight for the first of the distance. Over one 

side of the rise we went, now running when 

under cover of the hill and now skulking 

through the low brushes, splashing through 

little marshes and scrambling over rocks, the 

guide always in front, and I scrupulously fol¬ 

lowing in his footsteps. Oh! the excitement of 

it all! No longer a clammy sweat, but one of 

a more wholesome order and breath that was 

coming in quick gasps, while for the hundredth 

time I tried the rifle action to see that it was in 

working order. 

Still we went on and we had to hurry, too, for 
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while we had gotten to a point where we had 

nothing to fear from the wind betraying us, the 

herd had been feeding fast and had changed 

their direction, so that they were now going al¬ 

most directly away from us. We had a space of 

100 yards to cross that was right in the open 

with no cover whatever, with the exception of 

a very scanty growth of low bushes, and this 

was to be the crucial point; if we could pass 

this we would gain a high ledge that would 

afford ample cover for the shot. Squirming 

like snakes, taking advantage of every low bush 

and rock, we crawled along, stopping now with 

our very breath choked back and our toes work¬ 

ing nervously in our boots as a doe would stop 

feeding and calmly gaze around her, we finally 

passed the point of danger. 

Up to the ledge and peering over, we had a 

splendid view of the caribou in their natural 

state. The Newfoundland caribou, weighing up 

to 500 and even 6co pounds, is a fine animal, 

particularly the bucks with their strong well- 

knit bodies and large palmated antlers, and 

these made a picture as they were feeding less 

than 100 yards away. There were two bucks 

and three does, and keeping my eyes fastened 

on the largest buck, I raised my rifle, took a 

long breath, aimed at his foreshoulder and fired. 

At the last moment my nerve had come back 

and I knew that I had my game. 

The shot had its immediate effect on the little 

herd, the small buck and the does tearing off at 

a wild run, while the one I had shot went at a 

slow lope, going broadside on and giving me 

the opportunity for another shot. A few steps 

further and it was all over. Going up to him, 

the guide began the careful cutting of his head 

for mounting. I stretched out on the grass 

with the proudest air of proprietorship I have 
ever worn. 

The next day I secured another good head, 

and satisfied with this, we returned. My vaca¬ 

tion was over, the cobwebs in my brain had all 

been swept away and I was ready for another 

year's work. Novice. 

Goat Hunting. 
Clinton, B. C., June 4.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It was on July 26 last that I received 

a letter that read something like this from a 

gentleman in Baltimore: 

“Myself and friend contemplate a hunt for 

big game in your section of country and have 

been advised that you might be able to act as 

guide. If you care to arrange for the hunt 

kindly let me know about what your charges 

would be for a six weeks’ trip. Myself and 

friend would each want a guide, and if we come 

we would be out more for heads than for an 

outing, for I have had some very disappointing 

trips in that respect in your Province before. 

“We would like to leave the railway station 

on about Sept. 1, as I believe that is beginning 

of your hunting season.” 

The above letter was answered and a trip 

duly arranged. Mr. P. and friend arrived in 

Clinton, B. C, on the evening of Sept. 7, and 

the following day, about noon, the party, con¬ 

sisting of Mr. P. and friend, myself, two In¬ 

dians and thirteen horses, started on our trip 

in a cold, misty rain. We made our first camp 

after traveling eighteen miles. 

The first night around the camp-fire made us 

pretty well acquainted, and we passed the time 

telling of previous hunts. We retired early and 

arose at five next morning to find about ten 

degrees of frost which felt cold enough for ten 

below zero, it being our first frost of the sea¬ 

son. We traveled about twenty-five miles that 

day and got to our second camp-ground at 3 

o’clock, arriving about noon next day at the 

Black Birch Springs, and at 1 o’clock we got 

to the ferry on the Frazer River and pitched 

camp about 4 o’clock at a deserted cow camp. 

We were now at a low altitude, therefore it 

was pretty hot. Next morning we started on 

a long steady climb that lasted all day, making 

camp for the night at an unnamed spring, reach¬ 

ing our first hunting camp about 2 o’clock the 

following day. We spent the evening fixing 

camp and talking over the best way to hunt 

sheep, and in the morning started on our first 

day’s hunt. The weather was fine when we left 

camp, but the wind soon began to blow and we 

could hardly stay in our saddles, especially when 

we came out of shelter. C. and myself saw 

four deer, but no sheep. 

Next day P. and the Indian went down the 

canon to hunt goats. They got in about 6 

o’clock with two fine goat heads. That night 

we talked over our prospects and concluded to 

move camp next day about ten miles further on. 

Early morning found us climbing the moun¬ 

tains handiest to our camp, but in opposite direc¬ 

tions to each other. C. and myself had traveled 

about three miles when we saw an Indian camp. 

We knew they had scared everything away from 

that section, for they were a hunting party. 

While eating lunch I saw a sheep on a rock 

slide. We went back until we got a ridge be¬ 

tween us and the ram and then walked to with¬ 

in four hundred yards of him. I crawled to 

the top of the ridge and found there were two1 

of them. I then came back about half way and 

signaled C. When he came up we pulled off 

our shoes and once again crawled to the summit 

of the ridge. The wind had suddenly sprung 

up and was blowing badly. However, we man¬ 

aged to get close, but when we peeped over the 

ridge we could only see one, the smaller one. 

C. tried a shot, but on account of the wind he 

missed. The ram we had failed to locate sud¬ 

denly sprang up, a beautiful animal with'a fine 

head. C. tried two running shots, but failed to 

down him. That night we concluded to move 

camp. 

One day we all hunted together and had 

a long hard ride, but saw a bunch of seven 

rams. We stalked them and C. got a running' 

shot with good results, but got the smallest one 

in the bunch. We then started over to the other 

side of the range and saw lots of sheep. P. 

and one of the Indians came on a bunch of 

rams and he got all he wanted. One of the 

heads measured over sixteen inches. 

We could only stay one more day, for our 

provisions would then be out, so all hands went 

down the canon to hunt goats. We got back 

to camp early, each having got a good head, so 

we were off early next morning for our main 

camp with everybody happy. 

The second day on the home stretch we came 

on to fresh bear tracks in the snow that had 

just fallen. C. with one of the Indians went 

after him and came on to the bear about one 

mile from the trail and gave him three shots 

which brought him down. They got in a couple 

of hours behind us with a fine brown bear skin. 

Hunter’s Guide. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Laivs in Brief. See adv. 
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Edward A. Samuels. 

Boston, Mass., June 6.—Editor Forest ani 

Stream: By the death of Edward Augustus 

Samuels, on May 27, the cause of fish and game 

protection has lost one of its ablest and most 

active supporters. A brief account of his life 

and labors will be read with interest by thou¬ 

sands of your readers in all parts of the coun¬ 

try, and especially by the hosts of his friends 

in Massachusetts where he was for many years 

the leading authority on all subjects connected 

with sportsmen’s interests. 

Mr. Samuels was born in Boston July 4, 

1836, the son of Emanuel Samuels, from whom 

he early imbibed his fondness for outdoor life 

and nature studies. From i860 to 1880 he was 

assistant secretary of the Massachusetts Board 

of Agriculture. In 1868 he brought out a work 

which gave him immediate recognition as an 

ornithologist, “The Birds of New England.” 

This was regarded at the time of so much im¬ 

portance that the State Legislature made a 

special appropriation for the purchase of one 

thousand copies to be placed in public libraries 

and academies throughout the Commonwealth. 

It marked the beginning of a new era in the 

study of birds. From Mr. Samuels’ own lips 

I have heard the story of the scores of young 

men who sought him out for information in 

connection with their study of birds; in fact, 

it has been my pleasure to meet many of them 

who still hold his name in grateful remem¬ 

brance. : ii’^i 
The period of his life above referred to must 

have been a happy one, for Mr. Samuels always 

derived great pleasure from the imparting of 

his knowledge to others. For a period of about 

twenty years from 1870, Mr. Samuels was en¬ 

gaged in publishing music in Boston, but always 

devoting his spare time to scientific studies and 

literary pursuits. Among his works besides 

that above mentioned are “Among the Birds,” 

“With Fly-Rod and Camera,” “Mammalia of 

New England,” “The Living World,” “With 

Rod and Gun in New England and the Mari¬ 

time Provinces,” and a general work on natural 

history. As your readers know he was for 

several years a contributor to the columns of 

Forest and Stream and other journals. His 

“With Fly-Rod and Camera” did much to stimu¬ 

late outdoor life and what is known as “hunt¬ 

ing with the camera.” 

While residing for a time in Canton in his 

early life, Mr. Samuels organized and was the 

leader of a band which is well remembered by 

many citizens of the town to-day. For some 

years, while living in Waltham, he was presi¬ 

dent of “The Waltham Farmers’ Club,” com¬ 

posed of leading residents of that town. But the 

official position in which he took the greatest 

pride was the presidency of the Massachusetts 

Fish and Game Protective Association, which 

came to him as unexpectedly as a thunder storm 

from a clear sky. On Jan. 14, 1885, the nomi¬ 

nating committee reported to the annual meet¬ 

ing of the association, held at the Parker House, 

the name of the retiring president, Mr. John 

Fottler, Jr., for the presidency, although he had 

expressed a desire to retire from that position. 

Mr. Fottler positively declined to serve another 

year. But the members had assembled for the 

purpose of electing officers and a motion to pro¬ 

ceed to ballot was carried. Major C. W. 

Stevens was elected, but declined. Two more 

ballots were taken resulting in no choice. At 

this stage of the proceedings I happened to 

notice sitting alone in the rear of the hall Mr. 

Samuels, whom I had heard our first president, 

Dr. John P. Ordway, mention as the author of 

an important work on birds. No one present 

apparently knew him, but the fact of his high 

standing as an ornithologist was mentioned to 

a few, and on the next ballot he was elected. 

He held the office for a period of seven years 

in succession. He entered upon the duties of 

his office with great zeal, and under his leader¬ 

ship the association increased rapidly in num¬ 

bers and in influence. When Mr. Samuels took 

the office there were but a few more than one 

hundred members, and on his retirement there 

were more than five hundred names enrolled. 

Unquestionably Mr. Samuels ranked as one 

of the best informed men on all subjects con- 
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nected with the practical and scientific sides of 

natural history subjects at that time enrolled 

on our list of members, or in the country, and 

his knowledge included not only birds and wild 

animals, but fish and fishing of all kinds in both 

fresh and salt water. 

Mr. Samuels’ life was one of great useful¬ 

ness to his fellowmen. The style of his writ¬ 

ings for sportsmen was exceedingly felicitous 

and peculiar to himself. His works have at¬ 

tracted much attention in Great Britain, where 

he is often spoken of as “the Izaak Walton of 

America.” 

His loss will be mourned by a host of admir¬ 

ing friends, and especially by the older mem¬ 

bers of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro¬ 

tective Association. 

His death occurred at the home of his 

daughter, the wife of Dr. John A. Barton, of 

Fitchburg, where the funeral services, conducted 

by the Rev. Dr. Thomas, of the Episcopal 

Church, were held on June 3. The interment 

was in the family lot at Quincy, Mass. 

Henry Hastings Kimball. 

Pennsylvania Sportsmen’s Association 

Last week a brief notice of the annual meet¬ 

ing, held May 26 and 27 at Bradford, was 

printed in these columns. More details are now 

available. 

The convention was called to order by Presi¬ 

dent Allen M. Seitz. Thirty-eight organizations 

were represented, and thirty-nine organizations 

were absent and not represented. After the 

reading of the minutes had been disposed of 

the following proposals for membership were 

received: Stenton Athletic Club, Philadelphia; 

Delaware Water Gap Gun Club, Phoenixville 

Gun Club, Lehigh Valley Shooting Association, 

Allentown; Narberth Rod and Gun Club, Berks 

County Game and Fish Protective Association, 

Reading; Carbondale Rod and Gun Club, Hazel- 

ton Game and Fish Protective Association, Le- 

highton Game and Fish Protective Association, 

Slatington Gun Club, Lehighton Rod and Gun 

Club, Hicks Run Gun Club, Punksutawney Gun 

Club, Butler Gun Club, Beaver Meadow Gun 

Club. Also these individual- members: W. A. 

Campbell, Mt. Jewett; B. B. Shoop, Harrisburg, 

and C. A. Long, Lewistown. Also J. A. Stoop, 

Ralph Stoop, Geo. J. Elliott, O. H. Miller, all 

of Butler county, their fee to be applied to the 

club membership as soon as an organization is 

formed. 

The secretary's and treasurer’s reports were 

read and accepted, • and after considerable 

routine business the election of officers fol¬ 

lowed • R. R. Bennett, of Pittsburg, was 

elected President; F. M. Eames, of Philadel¬ 

phia, Vice-President; J. F. Meehan, of Philadel¬ 

phia, Secretary; Directors, J. M. Runk, of Cham- 

bersburg; Karl Stewart, of Harrisburg; D. 

Edgar Hickey, of Millvale; John S. Speer, of 

St. Marys, and C. F. Kramlich, of Allentown. 

The report of Dr. Kalbfus, chairman of the 

legislative committee, was read and adopted. 

Karl Stewart, of the committee on fish and 

fishing, then read his report. In this a number 

of features in the existing fish laws were ob¬ 

jected to, and a full discussion entered into. 

One of these, which seems a little out of the 

ordinary, is the statement that a certain man 

was arrested and fined $25 for catching a carp 

in his hands, when the laws specifically states 

that the penalty for planting carp in the waters 

of Pennsylvania shall be $too. The committee 

is of the opinion that “in the majority of cases 

the more rods a man may attempt to use in fish¬ 

ing for game fish the less fish he will catch.” 

It deals at considerable length with the pro¬ 

vision in the laws relating to fi»h;ng with rod, 

hook and line. It is also opposed to the length 

limit of fish, it being stated that the fish that 

are once hooked and returned to the watei will 

die. It also favors an opening date for all fish¬ 

ing, except trout, on June 1, instead of June 

15. It is also opposed to the sale of wild brook 

trout, and devotes considerable space to its ob¬ 

jection to the planting of fry, it being of the 

opinion that fingerlings only should be planted. 

The report was adopted after amendment pro¬ 

viding for a similar committee to that of com¬ 

mittee on game, said committee to confer with 

the Department of Fisheries and draft a bill for 

presentation to the Legislature. 

Before the meeting adjourned the chairman 

appointed committees on game legislation an< 

on fish legislation. 



Something about Weakfishing. 

New York, June i.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The very name of the weakfish seems 

typical of that lack of grit that makes fishing 

for game fish the sport it is. To hook a fish 

and then hoist him into a boat with little or no 

fight from him is certainly anything but a rec¬ 

reation. To the true sportsman, therefore, the 

important question is, “Will weakfish fight? 

The fight that this fish makes is dependent en¬ 

tirely on the weight of tackle used. 

If they are fished for with the telegraph poles 

which are sold in nearly all the supply houses 

as weakfish rods, and with the hooks, lines and 

sinkers with which the dealer accompanies these 

derricks, the fish will show his good sense when 

he is hooked by throwing up his fins and com¬ 

ing into the boat with as little ado as possible. 

When he gets in he will express his disgust at 

the way he has been treated by a series of 

croaks in protest against the lack of sportsman¬ 

ship shown. 
To see a weakfish at his best, fish for him 

with a rod, not a pole, weighing about seven 

ounces, made of lancewood or greenheart and 

of the following dimensions: Let the total 

length be about seven feet, no longer; the grip 

should be four and one-half inches long, de¬ 

tachable butt pattern, and the reel-seat three- 

quarters of an inch in diameter. The rod 

should be in three pieces—butt, joint and tip. 

The center ferrule between the joint and the 

tip should be one-quarter of an inch in diameter. 

See that the guides are large, especially the 

guide nearest the reel. The tip should be pro¬ 

vided at its end with what is known as a stirrup 

tube top of ample size in the ring. Use a reel 

capable of holding fifty yards of No. 9 Cutty- 

hunk line, a single gut salmon leader, a small 

swivel and a 4/0 sproat hook; this will complete 

the outfit. 
Be sure the rod has double guides, as the 

“weaky” will put a crimp in it at times, no 

matter how careful you are. It takes. a fisher¬ 

man to use this tackle, but the game is worth 

the candle. With proper care a fish weighing 

six pounds and over can be landed with this rig. 

Do not jerk the fish when he takes hold, for 

you will surely break the rod, but hook him 

fair and gently, for he bites hard; then sit back, 

if he lets you, and see what he does. You will 

need a landing-net, for your rig is not designed 

to lift fish but to bring them within reach only. 

It gives the fish a chance, which under the cir¬ 

cumstances seems fair, for he gives you your 

fun and there ought to be something in his 

favor. 

If you buy heavy sinkers with this tackle you 

will not be able to use them; as a matter of fact, 

heavy sinkers are never really needed. Provide 

yourself with the kind that you can pinch on 

to the line with your thumb and forefinger, and 

which weigh from one-sixteenth to not over 

one-quarter of an ounce, then use only as many 

as required to reach the proper depth. 

In the early summer in New York latitudes 

shrimp are most effective as bait. Later blood 

worms and afterward shedder crabs. Shrimp 

make an ideal bait and are to be preferred when 

the fish will bite on them. One shrimp on a 

4/0 sproat hook is neat and usually does the 

trick nicely. 

Approach your anchorage quietly. If in a 

motor boat, try to drift over it. Do not throw 

your anchor overboard so that every fish in the 

vicinity will think that something has dropped 

and stand from under; lower it gently over the 

side and keep quiet in the boat. 

When your line is overboard keep your bait 

in motion; weakfish are attracted by a moving 

bait. Sometimes they are feeding on top of 

the water, sometimes deep. You will have to 

settle where they are by experiment. Use 

shrimp for chum; that is, throw a few over 

occasionally to keep the fish around you. If 

you catch fish that are too small, throw them 

back and move the boat; the big ones are some¬ 

where else. 
Use a power boat where you can. The fish 

are here to-day and there to-morrow, and it 

pays to hunt for them. 

When you have made your catch clean your 

fish, but do not scale them until ready to cook 

them. Rub them with salt if you do not intend 

to use them until next day; this will keep them 

hard and firm. They are delicious eating when 

so treated. 
Tackle such as described makes weakfishing 

a sport. It gives the fish a chance; requires the 

employment of what fishing skill a man pos¬ 

sesses, and results in good catches honorably 

obtained. Leopold A. Camacho. 

Adirondack Notes. 
Blue Mountain Lake, N. Y., May 29.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: The past week has witnessed 

a wonderful transformation. In three days the 

foliage sprang from small beginnings to almost 

complete development. Many remarked, “I never 

saw the leaves come out so quickly before.” The 

weather is warm, with occasional thunder show¬ 

ers. Brook trout and black flies are respond¬ 

ing to fishermen. Anyone can get bites enough 

to satisfy him. 

Mr. Bennett, of North River, who is stopping 

at the Osprey House. Blue Mountain Lake, re¬ 

cently caught a lake trout weighing 16 pounds. 

It measured thirty-five inches in length. He saw 

one still larger, but as usual the biggest one got 

away. Juvenal. 

Milwaukee Casting Club. 
Milwaukee, Wis., June 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Below are scores made in Riverside 

Park, May 31: 

one-half ounce bait event. 

A. F. Binstetiheimer 97 4-15 H. C. Mullen.9611-15 
M. K. McPherson. 97 4-15 C. A. Rhine. 96 4-15 
Albert Lahmann... 97 1-15 R. W. Lange. 95 6-15 

ONE-QUARTER OUNCE BAIT EVENT. 

Albert Lahmann... 96 12-15 A. F. Bingenheimer 95 8-15 
H C. Mullen. 96 7-15 H. K. McPherson. 92 8-15 
C. A. Rhine. 9511-15 H. N. Katz. 86 4-15 
R. W. Lange. 9510-15 

C. A. H. Fortier, Sec’y. 

Fishing in Britsh Columbia. 

Kansas City, Mo., May 30.—Editor Fores 

and Stream: About two years ago I wrote fo 

your paper an article entitled “British Columbi 

as a Summer and Autumn Resort for America 

Sportsmen,” and in it gave a description c 

some exceedingly good trout fishing that I ha 

jn Fish I.ake, which is twenty-two or twenty 

three miles south of Kamloops. A few day 

ago I had an experience at the same lake whic 

may be of interest to your readers, in that 

affords information concerning the early fishin 

there—hence this communication. 

Upon the completion of some business 1 

Vancouver, I started homeward on May 7 vi 

the Canadian Pacific, and stopped off at Kan 

loops, where I hired a conveyance to take me t 

Fish Lake early the next morning. Althoug 

I had tried three times to communicate both b 

letter and wire with the proprietor of the resor 

Robt. Cowan, I had been unable to obtain an 

information about the conditions at the lake, ei 

cept that the station agent at Kamloops r< 

ported that the hotel was open. I could leai 

nothing about the fishing—nor even whethi 

the ice had left the lake. , 

Upon my arrival there at one o’clock, I four, 

that the ice had gone out only the day befor 

and that a few trout had been taken with tl 

fjy at the boat landing. Mr. Cowan informs 

me that in previous years all the early fishir 

had been confined to the foot of the lake, whe 

his landing is situated; and upon examinir 

the water there, I noticed numerous small tro 

and a few big ones rising to the surface ai 

occasionally jumping. There was snow 

places all around the border of the lake as f 

as I could see, although the vyeather was plea 

ant enough; in fact, I had driven through sor, 

snow banks on the way out, and for a few mil 

of the journey there was a slight flurry of sno 

At 2:30 P. M. I started casting, first from t 

shore and afterward from a boat, using thr 

flies to the cast, viz., March-brown, cow-dui 

and silver-doctor, all three of which took ve 

well. Later I put on a Montreal instead of t, 

cow-dung, and it also proved acceptable. 

Most of the fish were small, probably hi 

year’s'fry. avering nine or ten inches in leng 

and weighing from one-third to one-half pou 

each; but I took a few larger ones, the heaviil 

weighing an even two pounds. The large fi 

were logy, but the small ones were exceeding 

active and gamy. Mr. Cowan stated that t 

larger ones were spawning in the creek, it 

which the lake discharges. The fishing cr 

tinned till 7:30 P. M., by which time I I 

captured seventy-one, many of them being 

turned to the water practically uninjured. 

I had promised trout to a number of friends 

Vancouver, I saved the finest fish and bo> 

them with ice for forwarding by express. 

During the afternoon I made a number 

doubles, but on no occasion did I hook th 

at a time; and later, finding three hooks diffic 

to cast and very liable to tangle, I removed c 
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of them, and fished thereafter with only two. 

The next morning (May 9) 1 started fishing 

at nine o’clock and kept at it off and on until 

7:30 P. M. All of the fishing was confined to a 

1 strip of water about 300 feet long by 100 feet 

wide, although I took two or three trout from 

the low'er lake. As an experiment, I trolled 

with a small spoon about half way up the large 

lake, going above the south shore and return¬ 

ing along the north one, but did not get a single 

strike, nor did I see more than two or three 

small fish in the two or three miles traversed. 

After this experience I confined my fishing to 

the lower end of the main lake, passing from 

one spot to another, as the fish got on to my 

curves, and occasionally giving both them and 

myself a half hour’s rest. 

During the day I noticed several flocks of 

sandhill cranes passing over; and a flock or 

two of geese seemed to be making the vicinity 

of the lake their headquarters for the summer. 

There were also some ducks, principally mal¬ 

lards and butterballs; and the inevitable loons 

were also in evidence and comparatively tame. 

Mr. Cowan wages war upon them because they 

are very destructive to the trout. Grouse of 

two or three species were unusually plentiful, 

and the males kept up a drumming that was al¬ 

most continuous. 

This was my banner day for trout fishing, as 

I broke all previous records by landing 145. 

Like the first day’s catch, they were mostly 

small, but the monotony was broken by taking 

an occasional large one, and late in the evening 

I landed eight that averaged a full pound each, 

the heaviest weighing not to exceed a pound 

and. a half. 

The next morning about 7:30, before my 

boatman put in an appearance, I did some cast¬ 

ing from the shore, landing seven and losing 

an entire cast in a tree. The day being Sunday, 

Mr. Cowan rowed me. An hour’s steady cast¬ 

ing brought in only eleven more, as the water 

was very calm. Later a slight breeze sprang up 

and lasted a short time. Whenever the con¬ 

ditions were favorable during the day, which 

they were not often or for any great length of 

time, I fished and managed to secure seventy. 

Mr. Cowan informed me that Walloper Lake, 

some two miles away, where I had had such 

fine luck two years before, had lost practically 

all of its fish soon after I left, on account of 

the dry weather cutting off the water supply, 

closing the exit and turning the lake water foul. 

The fish died by thousands and lined the shores, 

thus making the condition of the water still 

worse. At present there are only small fish in 

the lake, and, by my advice, they are going to 

he allowed to grow before any more fishing is 

done there. 
The next morning the weather was cold and 

drizzly. I fished alone from the shore and 

caught nineteen. They were decidedly larger 

than the average of the previous catches, weigh¬ 

ing generally more than half a pound. I then 

helped my boatman pack four boxes of fish in 

ice, to send at noon to Kamloops for shipment; 

and while Mr. Cowan was getting his team 

ready, I took in thirty-five more fine ones in a 

little over an hour. There was just time to 

pack them in a fifth box to send to a friend in 

New Westminster, before Mr. Cowan got away. 

In the afternoon I landed twenty more, the 

largest weighing pounds. 

The next morning was very calm, and the fish 

would not strike, but a little before noon they 

began to do so, and in about an hour I landed 

thirty-four. In the afternoon I took in eighty- 

seven more, making a total of 121 for the day, 

many of which were returned to the water. 

True to tradition, the next day, the 13th, 

proved to be unlucky, for it was so calm in 

the forenoon that I could hardly get a rise. 

By trying several times in the afternoon, when 

there was a slight ripple of short duration, I 

managed to score fifty-five, but at six o clock 

I quit and packed up my tackle and other be¬ 

longings preparatory to starting next morning 

for home. In the evening the fish began rising 

and jumping all over the lower half of the lake, 

consequently I concluded that I was finishing 

my outing at just the right time, because, as a 

CATALINA THREE-SIX CLUB FLAG. 

rule, the fishing does not become good again 

till a week or two later, after the large trout 

return from spawning. 

On the way back to Kamloops I kept a look¬ 

out for that rare bird, Clark’s crow, which I had 

observed on my previous trip, and was re¬ 

warded by seeing five or six specimens. They 

must breed in that neighborhood, and they are 

probably not molested, for they were not at 

all wild. 
If any American fisherman desires a fine sum¬ 

mer outing on rainbow trout, he cannot do 

better than to try this fishing ground that I 

recommended previously and which I now 

recommend again. All the conditions arc ideal. 

The fishing is generally excellent, the accom¬ 

modations are good, the board is first-class, the 

scenery is fine, and the climate is all that could 

be desired. Since my first visit certain changes 

have been made that are in the nature of im¬ 

provements. Mr. Lusk lias retired from the 

firm, leaving the business to Mr. Cowan and 

his wife; and the bar with its attendant objec¬ 

tions has been abolished. 
J. A. L. Waddell. 

THE CAMPING OUTFIT 
of the thoughtful camper invariably includes a 
supply of Borden’s Eagle Brand Condensed 
Milk. With this in camp, the^ most important 
food item is taken care of. Eagle Milk keeps 
indefinitely in any climate. The original and 
leading brand since 1857. Always uniform — 

Adv. 

Catalina Contests. 

The tenth annual angling tournament of the 

Tuna Club of Santa Catalina Island, Cal., began 

on May i and will close Oct. I. Prizes will be 

awarded as follows: 

Tuna Club Cup—For largest tuna of season over 100 
pounds, silver loving cup presented by the Banning 
Company. Winner’s name engraved on cup. Same to 
remain property of the club. 

Montgomery Cup—For largest tuna of season over 100 
pounds, silver loving cup, presented by Montgomery 
Bros., Los Angeles. Winners name engraved on cup. 
Same to become property of angler winning it three times. 

Tuna Club Medal—For largest tuna of season over 100 
pounds, gold medal, presented by Tuna Club. Winner’s 
name engraved on bar. Medal to remain property of 
the club. 

Burns Tuna Cup—For exceeding club record, silver 
loving cup, presented by Col. Dan M. Burns, San 
Francisco. 

Morehouse Tuna Cup—For exceeding club record, sil¬ 
ver loving cup, presented by Col. C. P. Morehouse, 
Pasadena. 

Vom Ilofe Prize—For exceeding club tuna record, rod 
and reel, presented by E. Vom Ilofe, New York city. 

Pflueger Prize—For first tuna of season over 100 pounds, 
reel, presented by J. E. Pflueger, Akron, O. 

Potter Tuna Cup—For largest red button fish of 
season, silver loving cup, presented by Thos. McD. 
Potter, Los Angeles. Winner’s name engraved on cup. 
Same to remain property of club. Winner will be pre¬ 
sented with a souvenir cup. 

Holder Swordfish Cup—For largest fish of season, sil¬ 
ver loving cup, presented by Prof. Chas. F. Holder, 
Pasadena. Winner’s name engraved on cup. Same to 
become property of angler winning it twice. 

Tufts-Lyon Cup—For exceeding the club black sea 
bass record, silver loving cup, presented by Tufts-Lyon 
Arms Co., Los Angeles. Winner’s name engraved on 
cup. Same to remain property of club. 

Rider-Macomber Medal—For largest black sea bass 
of season, gold medal, presented by Rider and Macomber, 
Pasadena. Winner’s name to be engraved on bar each 
season, medal to remain property of the club. 

John F. Francis Medal—For largest yellowtail of sea¬ 
son, gold medal, presented by the late John F. Francis. 
Winner’s name engraved on bar each season; medal to 
remain property of the club. 

Eddy Cup—For largest yellowtail of season, silver 
loving cup, presented by Arthur J. Eddy, Chicago. Win¬ 
ner’s name engraved on cup each season. Same to be¬ 
come property of angler winning it three times. 

*Nordlinger Ladies’ Cup—For largest yellowtail of sea¬ 
son, silver loving cup, presented by S. Nordlinger & 
Sons, Los Angeles. Winner’s name engraved on cup 
each season. Same to remain property of club. Winnet 
will be presented with a souvenir cup. 

Harding White Sea Bass Medal—For exceeding club 
record, gold medal, presented by Mr. C. H. Harding, 
Philadelphia. Winner’s name engraved on bar. Medal 
to remain property of club. 

♦Streeter Albacore Medal- For largest fish of season 
over 40 pounds, silver medal, presented by L. P. Streeter, 
Pasadena. Winner’s name engraved on bar. Medal to 
remain property of club. 

♦Harding Bonita Cup—For largest fish of season, silver 
loving cup, presented by F. L. Harding, Philadelphia. 
Winner’s name engraved on cup each season. Same to 
become property of angler winning it three times. 

RULES. 

First—Anglers must bring fish to gaff entirely un¬ 
aided. The fish must be reeled in. A broken rod, 
either before or after gaffing, disqualifies the angler. 

Second—An angler must fish with but one rod at a 
time. 

Third—All catches must be reported to a member of 
the weighing committee, weighed in his presence, and 
recorded. 

Fourth—Tackle must be exhibited with the fish at 
time of weighing. 

Fifth—Tournament is open to all amateurs. Profes¬ 
sional fishermen or those engaged in allied industries, 
and members of their families, are barred. 

Sixth-—Membership in the club is limited to men. 
For conditions governing award of club buttons, see 

separate rule card, furnished on application to L. P. 
Streeter, secretary, P. O. Box 1152, Pasadena, Cal. 

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE TUNA CLUB 
AND CATALINA THREE-SIX CLUB. 

Founded 1908, for Yellowtail. 

Three degrees - First, 181bs.; second, 241bs.; third, 301bs. 
Rods, 6ft.; weight, 6oz. (Butt not to exceed 12 inches in 
length.) Six-thread line; 

Thomas McD. Potter will present the club with a cup, 
on which the names of the anglers catching three largest 
fish of the season will be engraved each season. The 
cup to remain the property of the club. 

Roy F. B. Shaver will present one of his 3-6 split bam¬ 
boo rods to angler catching largest yellowtail of season. 

T. S. Manning, Sec’y, Avalon, Cal. 

‘Competed for under tackle specifications of red button 

class. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laivs in Brief. See adv. 
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The Fish Wonders of Alaska. 

Concluded from page 899. 

At the time I visited Alaska, a few fish wheels, 

such as are employed on the Columbia and other 

large Western rivers, were used in the capture 

of fish. A fish wheel looks very like the paddle 

wheel of a side wheel steamer. It is moved by 

the current striking the paddle blades, each one 

of which is provided with a screen-wire scoop 

that is submerged at every revolution. At this 

moment the fish enter the scoop, and as the 

wheel turns they are lifted out of the water and 

finally dropped into a chute and then slide into 

a barge alongside. 
The most destructive fish killing agencies were 

the fish traps used by the salmon canneries. 

These traps consisted of a cluster of piles driven 

into the mud near the shore and so arranged 

that after a wire netting had been fastened to 

them an inclosure was formed into which the 

fish swam at high tide. Once inside they were 

unable to find their way out of the many crooks 

and turns, and were held prisoners until the re¬ 

ceding tide made their capture easy. 

Nets also are important factors in the des¬ 

truction of salmon. They are stretched several 

hundred feet into the bay where they are an¬ 

chored or allowed to drift with the tide, a fisher¬ 

man in a skiff holding the outer end of the net 

while a man carrying the other end patrols the 

beach. Nets are also stretched across the mouths 

of salmon streams, and often the catch is so 

large that horses are used to haul the seine 

ashore, or from lack of help some of the fish 

are allowed to escape before the fishermen can 

land their catch. Fishing camps are established 

all along the coast and small launches make 

daily trips to gather up the fish in barges which 

are towed to the canneries. The fish are then 

hoisted from the barges in large buckets and 

dumped into chutes which run them into a large 

receiving room. As the result of two days’ 

catch I saw a pile of salmon five feet deep in 

a receiving room about fifty feet square. 

Although the natives of southern Alaska fre¬ 

quently suffer from hunger during the winter, 

such conditions should never exist. These peo¬ 

ple are naturally fish-eating Indians, and in a 

few weeks during the summer a family could 

easily put up enough dried fish to last it until 

the following season. During the remainder of 

the summer the men could work for the can¬ 

neries, and if the proceeds of their earnings 

were not squandered for rum they would earn 

more than enough to clothe themselves and to 

live in luxury all winter. Some of the Indians 

are quite industrious, and these are usually the 

ones that are associated with the missions or 

the commercial companies. Nearly every Indian 

family has a few salmon or candlefish drying on 

poles or racks in front of their cabin during 

the fish season, but as soon as the pangs of the 

winter’s hunger have been satisfied, all thought 

of another famine is forgotten. 

The natives employed by the canneries usually 

catch fish with nets furnished them by their 

employers, but often they resort to their own 

primitive methods. In shallow streams walls of 

stone are built in such peculiar shapes that the 

salmon cannot escape from the many angles and 

turns when once they have entered the trap; 

or, standing on a dock of poles built over the 

water, a squaw will scoop up the fish as they 

pass under her, using a crude dip net made of 

willow twigs. 

I saw Indians on the Chilcat River fishing day 

and night. The fisherman walked along the bank 

carrying a pole on the end of which was a barb¬ 

less steel hook. Tossing the hook end of the 

pole into the stream he turned it so that the 

elbow rested on the bottom. Then he gently 

drew the pole back and forth, and when he felt 

a fish strike the shaft he knew that a salmon was 

probably crossing over the pole, so he gave it a 

quick jerk, drove the hook into the fish's side 

and hauled it upon the bank. This is called 

snagging salmon. 

If the night’s catch is not taken to the can¬ 

nery in dugout canoes the following day, it is 

usually made up into dried salmon or eucla, as 

this product is called. The process of making 

eucla is simple. The fish are cleaned, the head 

is cut off, the body split and the backbone taken 

out. Then the salmon are placed on racks made 

of poles, and a fire is kept smouldering under 

them until they are half dried and half smoked. 

These dried fish, besides being eaten by the 

natives, are fed to their sled dogs and shipped 

to northern points to be used for the same pur¬ 

pose. On islands where foxes are propagated, 

eucla is fed to them, so it will be seen that fish, 

fresh or dried, forms the principal food of the 

natives, their beasts of burden and the wild 

animals during summer and to some extent dur¬ 

ing the winter. 

An Indian fish camp is probably the most 

repulsive sight imaginable. If the wind is blow¬ 

ing in the right direction you can tell when you 

are nearing a salmon camp long before it is 

sighted. About the first thing to greet your eyes 

is rack after rack of drying salmon and the 

smouldering fire beneath them. Heaps of fish 

heads, entrails and bones lie here and there, 

while dirty squaws, their clothes, hands and even 

their faces covered with blood and filth, squat 

here and there about the camp preparing the 

salmon for drying. It is remarkable how quick 

and expert these women become in splitting the 

fish and taking out the bone, leaving scarcely a 

vestige of meat attached to it. The small fish 

are split open and held intact by the skin and 

flesh of the under side, but the large ones are 

too thick to dry unless they are completely 

halved and then gashed in the thicker portions 

of the flesh in order that the smoke and heat 

may penetrate. 

About the mouths of the streams on which 

these salmon camps are situated the Indian dogs 

and children amuse themselves catching the fish. 

Some of the youngsters are so small that after 

they have succeeded in cornering a fish, the 

combined efforts of the party are often required 

to dispatch it and carry it to camp. I have 

watched dogs running about in a rift snapping 

at the salmon and apparently having the time 
of their lives. 

One of the most amusing sights that I saw 

during my stay in Alaska was two Indian boys 

being towed -about the harbor at Kadiak by a 

huge halibut they had just hooked. Utterly un¬ 

able to land the fish they had fastened the line 

to the stern of the boat, and while they pulled 

with all their might, each one at an oar, they 

rallied each other for not exerting more strength 

and shouted loudly for help. Finally an Indian 

ptff out in a boat and the fish was landed. 

There is such a quantity of better eating fish 

in these waters that the Indians seldom eat cod¬ 

fish, although they, too, are abundant. I have 

seen fifty or a hundred at a time swimming 

about the docks at Kadiak. They take a hook 

readily and are caught as fast as a line can be 

dropped to the bottom and pulled up again. 

J. Alden Loring. 

Tarpon Catches. 

Miami, Fla., May 23.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Hon. W. P. Shattuc, of Cincin¬ 

nati, who is conceded to be one of*the most 

expert tarpon fishermen, if not the best, made 

a remarkable record this season, killing thirty- 

three tarpon during the season. The general 

on board his yacht Buckeye has fished from Bis- 

cayne Bay to Jewfish Creek, touching at Rubicon 

Key, Totten Key, Lignum Vitae Key, Pumpkin 

Key, in Cards Sound, going on to Barnes Sound 

where the general had quite an exciting time 

with a 197H pound tarpon that fought gallantly 

for his life, but had to succumb to his master 

in the record time of twenty minutes. 

Lovers of fish and the delight of catching 

gamy ones can find the largest variety in Florida 

waters of any water I know, there being 113 

distinct varieties caught during this season. Con¬ 

gressman John W. Gaines, from Tennessee, 

caught no kingfish in one morning and says he 

is coming back to try his hand at tarpon next 

season. General Shattuc on April 16, 1906, in 

four hours killed six tarpon weighing 75, 80, 85, 

90, 100, 120 pounds, a total of 550 pounds of as 

fine sport as any man has ever taken from the 

water in that length of time with rod and reel. 

Brothers of the reel, come to Florida if you want 
sport fit for the kings. 

I will write next time about our smaller game 

fish- W. M. Dorn. 

Fish Do Not Hear. 

Much controversy has taken place on the 

question of sense of hearing in fish, and many 

experiments have been tried with a view of set¬ 

tling it. Some of the latest of these are those 

of which M. Marage has given an account in 

the Paris Comtes Rendus. The fish experi¬ 

mented with were carp, tench, pike, eel and 

others, and the author finds no evidence of a 

sense of hearing. Sounds were transmitted 

into the water close to the fish with an energy 

capable of affecting deaf mutes. No effect was 
produced on the fish. 

Advice to Anglers. 
Of all the sports that many men 

Are looking for, and wishing 

To take a hand in now and then, 

By far the best is fishing. 

So get a rod and line and hook, 

Impale a worm or cricket, 

Strike for a river, lake or brook, 

In open land or thicket. 

Should flies be thick, or weather wet. 

Pray, “don’t get in a pucker,” 

Have patience, friend, and soon you’ll get 

A catfish, trout or sucker. 

Should you take home when night appears 

A little fish’s corpus, 

Don’t tell your friends in after years 

’Twts big as any porpoise. 

Now, anglers, you who stretch the truth, 

Fish lying is an evil; 

Unless you stop, you’ll go, forsooth, 

Straight to the very devil. 
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Crude Fishing Tackle. 

Editin' Forest and Stream: 

I have read in your valuable paper, and else¬ 

where, a great deal in regard to the use of light 

tackle in the capture of nearly all kinds of fish. 

Skilled fishermen will work to land a fish on 

the lightest kind of an outfit; fishing rods that 

weigh six ounces or perhaps less, and line and 

hooks to match. Now, we have had a little ex¬ 

perience in the use of some very coarse fishing 

tackle that may prove of interest to your 

readers. It happened in this way. 

We lay one evening last summer in Plum Gut. 

anchored for the night, after a day of trolling 

for bluefish. The three boats lay together lashed 

side by side, while we were getting our supper 

and talking over our plans for the next day. 

We were in a lot of trouble, and the circum¬ 

stances were these. We had arrived on the 

fishing grounds the night before, and that morn¬ 

ing were up bright and early, for a try at the 

bluefish. The fish were caught by trolling, or 

“towing jigs,” as the fishermen express it. 

These jigs were of bone or metal, with a book 

fast at one end, and the line coming out of the 

other. The boats ordinarily towed about five 

of them; one over the middle of the stern, two 

on the quarters, and two more on outriggers 

reaching out beyond the sides on a short pole or 

stick. There was a big fleet of boats working 

at them that day, and we had had pretty fair 

luck. Along at the last of it, however, the fish 

sank to the bottom, so trolling was useless. 

As we cruised over the ground, waiting for 

them to rise again, if they would, one of the 

boats got out their lead jigs and went to work 

at them on the bottom. This kind of fishing is 

done as follows: The jig, a big, heavy lead 

affair, weighing a pound or more, is let down 

on the reef where the fish are supposed to be 

and quickly drawn up again. If you get a snap, 

you may get a fish and you may not, but ordi- 

1 narily you get him. It is very hard work, but 

about the only thing to do after the fish have 

sunk. We watched this man as he tried this 

1 trick, when suddenly he fastened on to a good 

one and saved him. We had one or two of 

these jigs in the boat and did likewise, taking 

some four or five fish, when we lost one of the 

jigs, catching it on the bottom. Soon we lost 

another, leaving us but one for two men to 

work with. 

At this time we all left for our anchorage. As 

we lay there after a hearty supper, we took a 

little inventory of our stock of lead jigs and 

found that our companions were in about the 

same fix as we were; in fact, there were only 

four of them for six men to fish with the next 

day. What to do we did not know. It was 

twelve miles up to Greenport, the nearest place 

where we could get them, and we found by 

inquiry that the rest of the fleet anchored near 

us were in the same fix as we were. Now what 

could we do? At home we could easily make 

what we wanted; in fact, that was the way we 

generally did do, as we could make them cheaper 

than we could buy them. What we did was to 

run lead around a hook imbedded in a sand 

mould and trim it off to suit. Here we had 

no tools, no place to melt the lead, or any of 

the conveniences, for the job. 

One of the fellows said, “Now, if any of you 

can melt some of those sinkers, I think I can 

make a mould, and we can make some jigs right 

here.” Then another man suggested using the 

frying-pan over our little alcohol stove to melt 

the lead in. The mould maker at once went to 

work on his mould, while the rest of us began 

to try the melting part. He took an old tin 

cracker box and a hammer and went to work, 

trying to make something that would hold the 

lead in some shape. This he soon did. We did 

not have such good fortune, as the little stove 

was hardly equal to the emergency; it was not 

hot enough. Then we bethought ourselves of 

some heavy lead sinkers that we had in the 

boat and by dint of much pounding and winding 

on of copper wire that we had for use around 

A CRUDE BLUEFISH JIG. 

the engine, we fashioned the jig as shown in 

the accompanying cut. We made two. By this 

time it was bedtime, so we gave up the job and 

turned in. 

The next morning, getting under way with 

the rest of the fleet, we again sought the fish. 

At first they bit well, that time at the top of 

the water, until we had a nice mess to take home 

with us, when they sank. The boats began to 

get at the bottom fishing again and we with the 

rest. We had been a little fearful that our rude 

contrivance would not fool the fish, but, to our 

surprise, we found that for all practical pur¬ 

poses it was as good as any, and we took as 

many on this old sinker hammered out as on 

the regular jig that we had left. It was hard 

work, but we kept at it until we added a num¬ 

ber to those already in the boat, when we gave 

it up and started for home. 

If it is ever my good fortune to go bluefishing 

again, I am thinking that our boat for one will 

have gear enough on board, so we shall not 

have to sit up nights and hammer lead sinkers 

into fishing jigs. E. M. Leete. 

Silkworm Gut aad Eyed Flies. 

A fishing tackle dealer is credited with the 

statement that if he were worth a million dol¬ 

lars he would have every mattress in his home 

stuffed with the thin, spiral ends that are cut 

from silkworm gut when leaders and snells for 

hooks are being made. But if he were worth 

so much money, he would probably find that 

there are some things money cannot procure—at 

least at once—and he would have to wait a long 

time before his wish could be realized. 

“A Brooklyn man named Lee,” said the dealer 

in question, “made such a mattress over thirty 

years ago, and it is as springy and comfortable 

as it was the day it was made. He was in the 

business of snelling and selling hooks, and tt 

took him ten years to accumulate enough mater¬ 

ial for this ‘thousand dollar’ mattress, although 

at that time he worked up more silkworm gut 

than any other man in this country and em 

ployed scores of girls at tying hooks.” 

Silkworm gut is received from the importers 

in hanks of one hundred strands, and approxi¬ 

mately one-fourth of each strand is wasted, as 

the ends are crinkly, flat and worthless from 

being wound round pegs during the drying pro¬ 

cess following the original drawing. 

The large increase in the demand for all sizes 

of gut, and the steady increase in the prices 

asked by the English exporters have rendered 

almost prohibitive the salmon sizes, causing a 

demand for combination leaders; that is, with 

the upper half of the leader made up of three 

strands of the smaller and longer sizes twisted, 

then single gut tapering to the point. In this 

way the desired size is had at much lower cost 

than if single gut were used throughout. The 

treble gut is spliced or knotted, and will out¬ 

wear the single strands, but is not so satisfactory 

as, when thoroughly saturated, its size expands 

and the separate strands bulge out here and 

there, making it less neat and trim than single 

gut. 

The eyed hook, too, is gradually replacing the 

snelled hook in America, particularly for trout 

flies, and although the price of gut has not been 

instrumental in this, it has had some effect. One 

of the principal reasons for the change that is 

taking place is found in the fact that snelled 

flies cannot be soaked without messing the flics 

more or less, and it is always difficult to soften 

the snell at the head of the fly, which is pro¬ 

tected by shellac. As a result the snells are 

easily snapped off at this point, either in cast¬ 

ing or in playing a trout. 

Another reason is that the snells of flies, which 

may have been packed away in moth proof re¬ 

ceptacles for a year or two, are often found to 

have deteriorated to such an extent as to be 

worthless, when the flics themselves are perfectly 

good. 

Finally, the eyed flies are so much easier to 

carry, in a little box or book, and may be at¬ 

tached to the leader at once, as there are no 

snells to be soaked. If more than one eyed fly 

is to be used, these are attached to the leader 

with short tippets of gut made for the purpose, 

and which may be kept in the leader box and in 

condition for immediate use. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any nerusdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 
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New England Angling. 

Boston, Mass., June 6.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: A record year for both angler and 

fish—such is the verdict everywhere in New 

England. Remarkably warm and bright weather 

—unusual in Boston so early—seems to have 

brought the angling germ to life and action, and 

every man with a spark of the fishing spirit has 

been inoculated. Not in years have so many 

outfitted for the woods and streams, and most 

of them have made good. 

At quite all of the lakes the quantity and size 

of trout and salmon taken are represented by 

large figures. Good weather and good fishing 

has been the general report of the returned 

ones, the result being that even the half warm 

have been fired into action and gone to spend 

a week or two in camp. 

Robert Murray is again to try the Newfound¬ 

land salmon. He leaves June 12 for a five 

weeks' season on the Grand Codroy, the scene 

of many hard fought battles in other years. 

The trout streams and salmon pools of Nova 

Scotia are taking many anglers from other re¬ 

sorts. Edmund Billings left on May 29 for a 

month on the Tusket waters. R. C. Storey is 

fishing the Liverpool for salmon. 

Last season many Southerners visited Nova 

Scotia and came back charmed with its many 

attractions. A few are even now coming North, 

intending to make the present season a long 

one. 

Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Wardwell, of Haverhill, 

will leave next week for a stay of several weeks 

in Newfoundland. Encouraged by their success 

with the salmon last season they are returning 

this year. 

Dr. Frank M. Johnson, president of the newly 

organized Anglers’ Club of Massachusetts, left 

a few days ago bound for Grand Lake stream 

to be away two weeks. He fishes with the fly 

only and makes it a rule to put back in the 

water all of the fish not too seriously injured. 

Mr. A. A. Green, of Providence, made his first 

trip to Grand Lake last year. He was so suc¬ 

cessful that he appeared in Boston a few days 

ago en route to the same waters. This time 

he has induced a friend to go along. 

A. T. Clark, of Newton, left a few days ago 

for Jo. Mary Lake. This section of Maine is 

noted for its big-game hunting, the excellence 

of which has overshadowed the fishing. Mr. 

Clark has lately had news of big trout to be 

found there. 

C. W. Forbes and William Kakas will leave 

in a few days on rather a novel trip. Going 

first to Quebec they will sail in their own vessel 

for the coast of Labrador and ascend one of 

the rivers forty miles. Their present plans are 

to camp for a month devoting the time to sal¬ 

mon fishing and trading with the Indians. Mr. 

Kakas has made the trip several times and 

knows the locality very well. 

Charles and C. W. Epting. of Philadelphia, 

passed through Boston a few days ago en route 

to Maine. They will camp for four or five 

months at Mosquito Cove on Moxie Lake. As 

regularly as the seasons roll around father and 

son enter the Maine woods, passing the summer 

in fishing. Last season was spent at Pierce 

Pond, and many large salmon and trout fell 

victims to their lures. Moxie Pond has an es¬ 

tablished reputation for good fishing. 

Last season A. S. Foster visited Newfound¬ 

land after salmon. As a preliminary to a sec¬ 

ond trip to the island he determined to try some 

of the big landlockers and trout at Pierce Pond 

in Maine. Accompanied by his old fishing com¬ 

panion, A. C. Anderson, he will spend ten days 

at Spaulding’s camps. 
Paradoxical as it may seem, there are anglers 

who fish not at all. Others who fish just a 

little bit, and still another class who fish every 

moment they are near the water. One of the 

latter class is F. H. Talcott, of Holbrook, Mass. 

Year after year he has visited Maine, going each 

•season to different waters. Carry Pond is se- 

DR. AND MRS. DETWEILER ON THE AU SABLE. 

lected this time, and in a few days—with a 

friend whom he has agreed to initiate—he will 

leave for two weeks more of strenuous fly-cast¬ 

ing. 

Dobsis Lake in eastern Maine is the destina¬ 

tion of Dr. A. R. Brown, of Boston, and F. W. 

Perkins, of Wakefield, who left Saturday night 

to spend ten days at salmon fishing. As a re¬ 

sult of many successive visits Dr. Brown knows 

all the very best fishing grounds of the locality. 

Hackle. 

A Benedict’s Advice. 

Wadsworth, Ohio, June 8.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: In the accompanying picture the 

scene is from the North Branch of the Au Sable 

in the northern part of the southern peninsula 

of Michigan, a beautiful stream from the fly 

fisherman’s standpoint. For more than twenty 

miles one can wade this rapid, cool, clear water 

with ordinary hip or wading boots. 

This stream was once famous for its gray¬ 

ling, but to-day the brook and rainbow trout 

have gained complete possession. It is here that 

my wife and I have thrown aside all cares and 

dressed in our free and easy fishing togs, cast 

the fly for trout. The stream is wide enough in 

most places for us to stroll along together, fish¬ 

ing the rapids and eddies, getting a rise hen 

and hooking a fine trout there; resting upoi 

some derelict log, watching the busy wild creat 

ures about us. 

Does your wife cast a fly, and does she joii 

you on your fishing trips? If so you know th< 

pleasures it brings. If not take a couple 0 

hours a week and teach her the art on sonr 

pond or open grass plot. She will readily lean 

and enjoy the sport. She will be your bes 

camp companion. 

Hie yourselves to your fishing ground, and i 

convenient make and operate your own camp 

Eat, sleep and enjoy yourselves like children ii 

this free life, for we all get old too soon. 

J. F. Detweiler. 

Bass at Asbury Park. 

Asbury Park, N. J., June 7.—Editor Fores 

and Stream: June as usual has brought to u 

the striped bass. The largest so far scaled eigb 

pounds in weight. Several from four to th 

above have been taken at Shark River inle 

Manasquam inlet has done a little better b 

furnishing one of twelve and one-half pound 

and several of smaller size. To go over th 

grounds where anglers who know how an 

where they resort, quickly dispels the illusio 

caused by the Metropolitan daily papers, whic 

have contained glowing reports of catches mad 

at Asbury Park and other points long befor 

a bass was taken. 

Kingfish are fairly plentiful. They are be 

ginning to take the hook well and are of goo 

size and condition. The pounds have been tal 

ing them in abundance the past two week 

Weakfish are of unusual size as evidenced b 

the catches in the nets. Ordinarily the smalle 

fish trade inshore thus early in the season, bi 

some fine specimens have been taken the pa; 

week, ten-pound fish being not uncommon. 

On June 3 inst. a school of extremely larg 

bluefish were located by the offshore boatmei 

and fish of fifteen pounds weight were taker 

This is the best of news, as should they cor 

tinue with us it means rare sport for the angle 

as well as great profit to the market fishermei 

Plaice, too, seem to be above the averag 

size. Nearly all I have met with have bee 

fine fish, and the pleasure to be had in takin 

this fish with light tackle from a boat in a goo 

tideway is not to be despised and is more ap 

preciated each year. 

Fresh-water fishing in lakes and streams 

fully up to the standard excepting trout, whic 

thus far have been almost nil. Some yea; 

since the State stocked the Remsen an 

Orborne ponds with yellow perch and they ai 

doing fine, as all of us who have tried thei 

this spring can testify. They are a sprightli 

and beautiful fish and a ready biter. Whii 

perch, too, are plentiful with us, and so tl 

contemplative man has really many good thinp 

to pick from and should be thankful. 

Leonard Hulit. 

June. 

These long, bright, lovely days, Dame Nature tries 

Her level best to give to us surprises; 

The anglers now tell most consummate lies 

’Bout catching fishes of enormous size. 

A. L. L. 
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Recent Publications. 

“Dry-Fly Fishing for Trout and Grayling; 

With Some Advice to a Beginner in the 

Art.” By “Red Quill” (James EnglefieldL 

Cloth, 211 pages. London, Horace Cox. 

American anglers who are fond of fishing for 

trout with floating flies, and who have read Red 

Quill's contributions on the subject to Bailey's 

Magazine and the Field, will be glad to learn 

that his best papers on the subject are now ob¬ 

tainable in book form. 

Mr. Englefield describes minutely the outfit 

of the dry-fly angler, and in order to enliven the 

narrative, in fancy takes the reader with him on 

a day’s fishing, thus making a pretty story of 

what is intended for detailed instruction. 

In the choice of a rod and a line, however, 

few of our anglers will be likely to follow Mr. 

Englefield's advice, for in this country dry-fly 

fishing is dene with light tackle. His prefer¬ 

ence is a rod of 11 feet, weighing 11 ounces, 

and this weight does not include the spear af¬ 

fected by some British anglers, for he sees no 

advantage in its use. Instead of a tapered line 

with a fairly heavy belly, he uses a fine braided 

silk level line, and a nine-foot tapered leader, 

also very fine. In these respects he differs radi¬ 

cally with Frederic M. Halford and other dry- 

fly men, who believe in fairly heavy tapered 

lines. Certainly one cannot successfully cast 

against the wind with a Red Quill outfit, and 

this he partially admits by saying that if the 

wind is too strong he shifts his ground until 

he finds more sheltered places. 

It was Horace Cox who averred that a dry- 

fly purist was “one thoroughly imbued with the 

divitie afflatus of fishing.” Mr. Englefield’s defi¬ 

nition follows: 
“He has gradually arrived at perfection in his 

fascinating art, first of all and chiefly by con¬ 

stant practice and experience; by watching the 

methods of experts by the riverside and avoid¬ 

ing the mistakes of some not yet expert; by the 

discriminating choice of suitable rods, lines, casts 

and flies, landing net, etc.; also by hints and 

knowledge gained in reading the current angling 

literature of the day, and modern books on the 

subject. To the dry-fly purist no other sport 

can vie with it; he cares for no other sort of 

fishing (in my case for no other sport), never 

resorts to the wet fly lure, although finding no 

fault with those good fishermen who do use 

it. He kills no small fish, nor any out of con¬ 

dition; is content with moderate sport, espec¬ 

ially if obtained under adverse conditions prov¬ 

ing his patience and skill. Therefore, it need 

hardly be said he is no pot-hunter, save in the 

limited sense that he nearly always presents his 

spoil to his friends. Further, he prefers small 

flies to large; consequently—and for other rea¬ 

sons—he often does not join the May fly enthu¬ 

siasts, whose sport is sometimes like mere 

slaughter. He is humane to a degree in care¬ 

fully unhooking and also in returning fish *0 

a river so as to avoid injuring them, in need, 

supporting them at its side until they recover 

from the shock of being pulled out—so contrary 

to the practice of many anglers who toss them 

through the air when, on falling, they are often 

injured by concussion with the water. In fact, 

dry-fly fishing reduces the cruelty of angling 

to a minimum and is a good argument in its 

favor. The dry-fly purist is a contemplative 

man, always in love with nature in her varying 

beauties, and not least so, when in his delight 

ful environment by the riverside the weather is 

favorable for his sport, but even then his skid 

is at fault until there is a ‘hatchout’ of flies on 

the water—as the metamorphosis of nymphae to 

sub-imagoes is often erroneously termed, and 

fish are taking them. Then he makes the best 

of his opportunities. He does not, however, 

‘hammer away’ for long over a particular fish, 

but leaving him for a time, quietly retires from 

the bank so as not to scare him and other fish 

away.” 

A Day’s Bass Fishing. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

As I sat on the porch last evening enjoying 

the soft balmy air and clear atmosphere, listen¬ 

ing to the notes of the blackbird, oriole, robin 

and whippoorwill, I was reminded of a trip 

along the Raystown branch some years ago in 

company with three other anglers, all good fly- 

fishermen and royal good fellows to be with, 

only Muz was determined to have a larger count 

of fish than his brother Button, even if he did 

ha\;e to count sunnies and fall fish which we 

called “blue meat.” 

When we struck the stream we found it yel¬ 

low, muddy and high. We gathered a few 

grasshoppers, dug a few angle worms, and 

started to drown them and broil ourselves in 

the hot sun. After fishing all the afternoon we 

had caught all told about eight eels, sunfish, bass 

and fall fish. 

The following morning after a hearty break¬ 

fast we again tackled the stream and found it 

had run off to about its normal size, but still 

too cloudy for' fly-fishing. About noon Button 

and I concluded we would try the flies regard¬ 

less of water conditions. Muz said to Pard, 

“Come with me. They won’t catch any. I 

know just where to go.” 

With smiles of amusement on our faces—for 

I think each fellow had made up his mind that 

the cake was all dough—we separated, Muz and 

Pard going to the east side of the stream, while 

Button and I remained on the west side and 

proceeded to rig up our casting lines. While 

engaged at this pleasant task I noticed that the 

stream was* rapidly clearing on our side, and 

called my friend’s attention to the fact. We 

had fished but a short distance until we found 

that the fish were also on our side, too, and by 

the time we were opposite the other fellows 

the fish were rising in great shape to our flies. 

We were catching two quite often, and some¬ 

times three at a cast; and I have to laugh yet 

when I think of the way those fellows looked 

at us, then at one another, then up stream, then 

down to see the best and quickest way to our 

side, as the water was too deep on their side 

to wade; a quarter of a mile to walk up stream 

or take chances of a ducking by ’cooning it 

along the sides of an almost perpendicular rock 

for quite a distance. They chose the latter. 

Button and I found it quite easy to keep oppo¬ 

site them, and every time one of us would hook 

a fish we would yell just to see those fellows 

try to hurry. By the time they reached out¬ 

side of the stream our baskets were about full, 

and we were in good spirits and ready to assist 

them in the sport. 

About the first trick Muz performed was to 

walk out in an old boat that had been flooded 

with water, make a long cast, hook a good one, 

lose his footing and land on the broad of his 

back in the soft mud in the bottom of the boat. 

This cooled him off and Pard notified us that 

he was in the game, too. We were just in 

time to see him land two fine ones of about a 

pound and a quarter each at one cast. 

After the day’s catch was counted it tallied 

seventy-five bass, and the lesson we learned 

that day was that the fish are not always in the 

deep water when a stream is cloudy. 
S. D. J. 

Newark Bait and Fly-Casting Club. 

The second club contest for the season’s 

prizes was held on Lake Weequahic, Newark, 

N. J., June 6. The afternoon was perfect, but 

the wind was unfavorable, as it blew across the 

casting course and made accurate work impossi¬ 

ble. 
In the accuracy bait event Jay Marsh was first 

with 97 per cent. Fred T. Mapes won the dis¬ 

tance bait event with an average of 137 2-5 feet, 

and Jay Marsh made the longest single cast, 

163 feet. Perry Frazer won the distance fly 

event with 100 feet. The accuracy fly event is 

not given for the reason that the correctness of 

the scoring was questioned by the judges and 

the score keeper, due to momentary confusion 

of signals. The results: 

accuracy bait, half-ounce. 

GO 70 80 90 100 

A. J. Marsh 
3 0 2 1 3 2 

L. Darling— 
0 2 5 0 5 4 

F. T. Mapes— 
3 4 3 3 2 7 

P. J. Muldoon— 
1 4 G 4 5 6 

Perrv D. Frazer— 
3 6 1 4 10 7 1 

A. J. Neu— 
2 3 2 3 2 2 

Geo. D. Endersby- 
20 4 5 7 9 2 

T. Doughty— 
7 7 3 6 8 5 

J. G. Jacobus— 
5 8 12 5 2 2 

C. T. Champion— 
10 5 12 S 6 3 

G. Moore— 
9 4 5 4 8 3 

R. Eichlin— 

Dis- Per 
tance. Cent. 

0 4 2 8 3 5 2 8 2 45 97 

4 2 4 1 S G 3 5 3 52 9G.8 

4 S 5 3 9 6 3 6 5 64 95.11 

7 4 6 5 0 7 5 7 4 71 95.4 

1 5 1 1 G 4 9 6 15 72 95.3 

3 10 2 3 20 5 8 1 20 S6 94.4 

6 0 1 3 4 20 3 20 8 112 92.8 

1G 20 4 6 4 0 5 G 20 117 92.3 

3 6 G 8 G 20 20 S 7 118 92.2 

8 1 9 1 1 20 20 5 20 129 91.6 

0 7 20 20 20 20 20 3 20 163 89.2 

20 20 20 10 14 20 12 20 15 198 8G.12 

DISTANCE BAIT, 

F. T. Mapes .142 
L. S. Darling . 130 
A. J. Marsh.145 
Geo. E. Moore . 118 
P. D. Frazer. 
A. J. Neu . 
J. G. Jacobus . 
Geo. A. Endersby.*50 
D. G. Abercrombie .. 
P. J. Muldoon. 
Chas. T. Champion .. 
John Doughty. 
R. Eichlin . *20 

Feet. 
P. D. Frazer . 100 
I.. S. Darling . 95 
John Doughty . 73 
A. J. Marsh . 70 
F. T. Mapes . 70 
Geo. E. Moore . 65 
Geo. A. Endersby . G5 
P. J. Muldoon . 65 
Chas. T. Champion . 50 
A. J. Neu . 56 

IT, iialf-ounce. 

142 127 140 145 143 
Average. 

137 2-5 
130 155 145 115 115 132 
145 1G3 *25 148 155 127 1-5 
118 117 103 130 115 116 3-5 
153 150 140 *110 110 2-5 
110 100 io3 105 125 10S 3-5 
95 100 05 110 95 93 

*50 *05 140 133 *30 S5 3-5 
*95 113 105 115 S5 3-5 

*50 112 *85 85, 75 81 2-5 
53 40 130 130 50 80 
55 135 * 5G 56 56 

*20 GO 65 G5 70 56 

d fly-i CASTING- 
Distance. 

All the fish lazvs of the United States and Can¬ 

ada revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Lazvs in Brief. See adv. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularly. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 

JUNE. 

13. New Haven Y. C. 
13. Manhasset Bay Y. C. 
13. Marine and Field Club. 
13. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
13. Edgemere Y. C., 16-footers. 
18. N. Y. Y. C., Glen Cove. 
20. New Haven Y. C. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
20. Columbia Y. C., Chicago to Michigan City, motor 

boats. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Bayside Y. C., one-design. 
27. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
27. New Haven Y. C. 
27. Seawanhaka, annual. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., ocean race. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
28. Erie Basin Y. C.. annual. 

Marblehead to Bermuda. 

Marblehead Rock was the yachtsman’s mecca 
on the morning of Wednesday, June 3, for on 
that day six yachts started on an ocean race 
from there to Bermuda. Unlike last year’s race, 
where a variety of rigs were in evidence, this 
year all but one were schooners. Marchioness, 
the one exception, was a large 67ft. knockabout. 
She and the small schooner, Edith Anna, only 
54ft. long, hailed from the Yachtsman’s Club 
of Philadelphia. New York waters were repre¬ 
sented by the 84ft. schooner Zurah from the 
New Rochelle Y. C. and the 88ft. schooner 
Esperanza, formerly Ingomar, of the Atlantic 
Y. C. 

Boston was represented by Dervish, an 85ft. 
schooner that won the race last year, and hails 
from the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead, and 
the little 65ft. schooner Venona, of the Boston 
Y. C. 

Other boats were ready to start, but did not 
for various reasons, principal of which was the 
inability of their owners to get a crew of ama¬ 
teurs. Outside of any risk, of which on a well 
found yacht there is but little, few men in busi¬ 
ness can spare the time to go away for at least 
two weeks. For this reason the yawls Chaos 
and Lila withdrew, and this leaving Little Hope 
with no competitor she withdrew rather than 
take a sailover, a hollow sort of a victory at 

best. Only one large Class A schooner ap¬ 
peared, Fleur de Lys, and so she withdrew. 

The six survivors had made careful prepara¬ 
tions for this race. Zurah last year was troubled 
with masts too light to stand driving hard, but 
this year she is heavier rigged all through and 
a fine contest is expected between Zurah, Der¬ 

vish and Esperanza in Class B, but the differ¬ 
ence in rigs and sizes of the Class C boats may 
give one a decided advantage over the others. 

Esperanza has to allow Dervish ih. 30m., and 
Zurah 2h. Marchioness has to allow Venona 
ih. 20m., and Edith Anna 4h. 20m. 

Accompanied by a fleet of sightseers, the 
racers one by one got under way, following 
Dervish, the first to get away at 2:15 out to 
the starting line where the judges’ tug had taken 

its position. There was just a good wholesail 
southerly breeze when the starting signal for 
Class B was given at 11:15. Dervish was the 
first away, crossing on the starboard tack at 
11:16:15, followed by Esperanza at 11:16:46 
and Zurah at 11:17:10. 

Five minutes later at 11:20 the signal for 

Class C was given and Venona got the best start 
at 11:21:45 with Edith Anna second at 11:22:50 
and Marchioness last at 11:23:20. 

The breeze softened soon after the start and 
then later on picked up perceptibly from the 
southeast with all hands heading to the east¬ 
ward. 

Dervish and Esperanza were having a close 
fight for the lead when last seen by the Marble¬ 
head folks with Zurah close behind them doing 

VENONA LEADING AT START OF CLASS C OFF MARBL EHEVD, JUNE 3. EDITH ANNA AND 

MARCHIONESS COMING ASTERN OF HER. Photo by w< B Jacksofl> 

MARBLEHEAD HARBOR. Photo by W. B. Jackson. 
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well. Venona led the second division with the 
big knockabout Marchioness going fast, but not 
pointing so high and Edith Anna far astern of 
all. But to Bermuda is a long pull, about 675 
nautical miles. 

Venona Arrives First at Bermuda. 

The handsome little white schooner yacht 
Venona, owned and sailed by E. G. Bliss, of 
the Eastern Y. C-, of Marblehead, went romp¬ 
ing past St. David’s Head, at Bermuda, at 3:34 
P. M., on Sunday, June 7, having made the run 
of 675 miles in four days three hours and thirty- 
two minutes. The smallest craft in the fleet, 
Venona was entitled to one hour and twenty 
minutes from her opponent in Class C, March¬ 
ioness, yet she finished boat for boat ahead of 
not only her, but the 85ft. and 88ft. schooners 
of Class B. 

Venona won by driving through the south¬ 
east gale of Saturday night. As she drew near 
the finish line she presented a picture worthy 
of even a Gloucester fisherman’s admiration. 
She was driving hard and carrying on sail as 
only a perfect hull, perfect rig and stout hearts 
can drive a boat Everything in Bermuda was 
pressed into service on land and water to take 
the enthusiastic Bermudians out to a vantage 
point to view this craft, as the news was flashed 
into town that one of the boats was coming. 
Venona swung up into the wind only long- 
enough to take on a pilot, and then on she came 
past the finish line amid a din of booming 
cannons, screeching whistles and cheering peo¬ 
ple. 

The Philadelphia craft Marchioness, a big 
knockabout, was sighted off Bermuda, but did 
not get in before dark. 

Venona was designed by A. Cary Smith, of 
New York, for Robert Olyphant and Robert 
Olyphant, Jr., and built by Robert Jacob, at City 
Island, in 1905. She is a wooden boat with a 
keel that gives her a draft of 9ft. 6in. She is 
only 28 tons, 65ft. 6in. over all, 43ft. 6in. on the 
waterline, with an extreme beam of 15ft. 

In 1906 and last summer she made a record 
for herself on the New York Y. C. cruise, fre¬ 
quently defeating vessels more than twice her 
size. Last fall she won the Indian Harbor Y. 
C.’s race from Greenwich, Conn., around Mon- 
tauk Point to Hampton Roads, by beating Roy 
A. Rainey’s 90ft. schooner Invader on time al¬ 
lowance. 

Dervish Wins in her Class. 

The schooner yacht Dervish again wins the 
Bermuda race in Class B. Both boats in the 
C class beat her on actual time, which goes to 
show the large element of luck that enters into 
long races. 

Venona and Marchioness, by standing way off 
:o the eastward, were able to lay their course 
for Bermuda with a beam wind when the heavy 
southeaster hit them, while the three larger 
5oats more to the southward had to beat up 
igainst this heavy wind. Dervish finished at 
12:40 on Monday morning, June 8, making her 
dapsed time 109I1. 23m. 45s. She caught the 
•oughest weather on Saturday, the day the two 
ittle motor boats left Bensonhurst with a clear 
ky and smooth sea. 
For several hours Saturday Dervish had to 

leave-to under foresail. She was in company 
vith Zurah and Esperanza until Friday morn- 
ng, when it came on to blow hard from the 
ast and they were lost sight of. 
Daily runs made by the yachts that have fin- 

'hed: 
Venona. Marchioness. Dervish. 

une 4 . 173 182 185 
une 5 . 108 118 183 
une 6 . 191 173 194 
une 7 .. 193 167 158 
hlapsed time—Venona, 99h. 32m. 15s.; Marchioness, 

'5h. lm. 40s.; Dervish, 109h. 23m. 45s. 

„ Edith Anna it has been reported has put into 
doucester, abandoning the race on account of 
laving sprung her main masthead the first night 
'ff Cape Cod. Had there been a fair wind in¬ 
tend of a head one this interesting little craft, 
vhich is a perfect witch off the wind, might 
iave shown her big sisters some sailing. 

Class B.—Schooner Esperanza, 88ft. over all, 

owned by J. Dalzell McKee, of Pittsburg, and 
sailing under the burgee of the Atlantic Y. C., 
of New York. 

Schooner Dervish, 85ft. owned b^ Henry A. 
Morss, of Boston, and sailing undetvthe burgee 
of the Corinthian Y. C. of MarblehSfed. 

Schooner Zurah, 84ft. owned-, by Henry 
Doscher, of New Rochelle, N. Y>, flying the 
New Rochelle Y. C. colors. 

Class C. — Knockabout Maftthietness, 67ft., 
owned by John P. Crozer, of Philadelphia, fly¬ 
ing the flag of the Yachtsman’s Club of Phila¬ 
delphia. 

Schooner Venona, 65ft., owned by E. G. Bliss, 
of Boston, and sailing under the Boston Y. C. 
burgee. 

Schooner Edith Anna, 54ft., owned by Thomas 
Henderson, of Philadelphia, with the flag of the 
Yachtsman’s Club of Philadelphia on her fore¬ 
mast. 

Night Signals.—Esperanza, red, green, red; 
Zurah, red, green, white; Dervish, red, white, 
green. 

Night Signals.—Venona, green, white, green; 
Edith Anna, green, white, red; Marchioness, 
green, red, green. 

Summary of Previous Bermuda Races. 

RACE OF 1906—MAY 26. 

Yawls. 

Tamerlane 

Racing 
Length. 

Actual 
Time. 
126.09 

ithdr’w. 

217.10 

Lila . 

Gauntlet ... 
Sloop. 

RACE OF 1907—JUNE s- 

Dervish .... 

Schooners. 
Racing 
Length Time. 

91.50 
122.00 
104.56 
116.20 
190 95 

Mist . 
Shamrock .. 
Priscilla ... 
Zurah . 

Hyperion .. 
Lila . 

Yawls. 
100.20 
103.45 
164.35 Flamingo .. 

Zena . 
Sloops. 

138.20 
124.05 
135.23 

Zinita . 
Isolt . 

The Orienta Y. C-, of Mamaroneck, has a 
membership of one hundred and will try to im¬ 
prove the condition of its harbor with buoys. 

Brooklyn Y. C. Ocean Race. 

While it is not an out to sea race it is even 
more difficult to navigate along the coast where 
shoals and rocks are ready to hook one up un¬ 
expectedly, as one has to do in the race to Cape 
May, starting on July 4, from Gravesend Bay. 

The entry list closes on June 15. To date 
there are entered the following: 

Schooners.—Tammany, Commodore W. C. 
Towen, Brooklyn Y. C.; Uncas, G. W. Titcomb, 
Brooklyn Y. C.; Shamrock, Frederick Thomp¬ 
son, Brooklyn Y. C., and Vigil, John Lewis, 
Brooklyn Y. C. 

Sloops.—Ondawa, Vice-Commodore David E. 
Austen, Brooklyn Y. C.; Gardenia, Rear-Com¬ 
modore Leo S. Herzig, Brooklyn Y. C.; Zinita, 
Hyman Cohen, Brooklyn Y. C.; Mimosa III., 
Stuyvesant Wainwright, American Y. C.; But¬ 
terfly, Oliver Iselin, Jr., New York Y. C.; 
Mopsa, Sullivan Brothers, Harlem Y. C., and 
Josephine, Milton Smith, Brooklyn Y. C. 

Yawls.—Sakana, Haviland brothers, Brooklyn 
Y. C.; Lila, Richard D. Floyd, Brooklyn Y. C., 
and Flyperion, Commodore Frank Maier, New 
Rochelle Y. C. 

All yachts will sail as one class with the regu¬ 
lation time allowance for rig. 

I 0 Dismasted. 
The little cutter I. O. has been sailing for 

some time with a rather shaky spar for a mast, 
and last Sunday on their way home from 
Lloyd’s the masthead was carried away, letting 
all her rig down by the run. Captain Marsland 
had her re-rigged with jury rig in just one hour 
and made Larchmont when the sloop Old Glory, 
Capt. Geo. P. P. Bonnell, came along and gave 
them a tow to their moorings at New Rochelle. 

The following yachts have been sold through 
the agency of Mr. Stanley M. Seaman: The 
sloop Sagamore to Mr. A. C. Maderia, of Phila¬ 
delphia; the auxiliary sloop Kismet to Mr. H. 
L. Stone; the sloop Omoo to Mr. H. M. Lorran, 
of the Horseshoe Harbor Club, and the auxiliary 
sloop Micmac to Mr. W. S. Fairchild, of New¬ 
ark, N. J. 

The Hollis Burgess yacht agency, of Boston, 
has sold the gasolene launch Vim to Mr. Roy 
J. Gibbs, of Pocasset, Mass. 

The steam yacht Bellemere has been sold by 
Commodore Roy A. Rainey, Indian Harbor Y. 
C, to Mrs. M. H. Slater, of Boston, through 
the agency of Mr. Frank Bowne Jones. 

HAWAII READY TO LAUNCH. 

Forest and Stream published the plans of this schooner in the issues of Dec. 14 and 28, 1907, by the courtesy 
of Designer B. B. Crowninshield, of Boston, Mass. She is now on her way to the United States’to participate in 
the ocean race to Hawaii. ' From Shipping Illustrated. 
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Dorello, a New Boston Boat. 

Designer George Owen has turned out a 

new boat for Mr. George S. Batchelder that 
goes by the name of Dorello. There are as 
many new wrinkles about this boat as there 
were on the Little Rhody, a former boat by the 
same designer. 

Dorello was built at East Boothbay, Maine, 
and made her first appearance off Marblehead 
recently. She will rate at 33ft., is odd in many 
ways as to rig, fittings and general looks. She 
has no bowsprit, yet carries a topmast, as shown 
in the accompanying photo. She is painted 
white with a green underbody, all interior fit¬ 
tings being enameled, the galley and forward of 
it in buff and the cabin in white, with the ma¬ 
hogany trimmings rubbed down in linseed oil 
and beeswax. This enamel has been imported 
from Amsterdam by the owner especially for the 

boat. 
She is 39ft. waterline, 58ft. 6m. over all, nit. 

3in. beam and 7ft. 6in. draft. She will spread 
1,800 sq. ft. of sail, the sails being made by Wil¬ 
son & Silsby. 

All her spars are hollow and her topmast, 
which was added to give her speed in reaching, 
will telescope into the lower mast. 

Below deck the boat will be roomy, having a 
stateroom aft, a good size saloon, and accom¬ 
modations for three men forward. In her in¬ 
terior fittings she has a number of novel ideas 
of her owner. The boat has not a draw aboard, 
being fitted with a number of glass shelves; in 
fact, she is fitted up with the idea of stripping 
easy for racing, yet to be a fine yacht for 
cruising. 

Mr. Batchelder will race her in every event 
that the boat can enter. She will be seen 
around Marblehead until the Eastern Y. C.’s 
cruise, which she will follow. After the cruise 
disbands the boat will probably go south of the 
cape. 

In Long Island Sound she will be raced 
Larchmont week, in the Astor cup race, the New 
York Y. C. cruise and the Manhasset Bay cup 
race. 

In speaking of his boat Mr. Batchelder said 
that he thought he had in her a boat of about 
the right size, one that could be used for after¬ 
noon sailing, one that could be handled by her 
owner with the help of one man, a good cruiser 
and a fast racing boat. 

Knickerbocker Y. C. Race. 

The first race of the year, that of the 
Knickerbocker Y. C., on Saturday, June 6, if 
taken as any indication of the standing of the 
sport this year, promises a banner year instead 
of, as many have said, a poor year. It may be 
a little flat in the larger classes, but just watch 
the small boys. 

Addison Hanan’s Seneca, winner of the Can¬ 
ada’s cup in 1907, astonished the skippers of the 
New York thirties by giving them a sound beat¬ 
ing when compared as to elapsed time over the 
course. 

Com. John B. Palmer’s new sloop, Duchess, 
also a Herreshoff boat, won easily in the first 
division of the handicap class, and Robert 
Jacob’s new 22-footer, Chaperone, by winning 
out in the class. 

Hera II. won against a field of six other New 
York thirties. 

The summary: 

New York Y. C. 30ft. Class—Start, 2:15—Course, 10 
Miles. 

Hera II., Ralph Ellis . 
Minx, Howard Willetts . 
Ibis, J. P. Morgan, Jr. 
Alera, J. W. Alker . 
Atair, J. E. and G. C. Meyer 
Nepsi, J. de Forest . 

Finish. Elapsed. 
4 28 25 2 13 25 
4 28 52 2 13 52 
4 33 16 2 18 16 
4 28 50 2 13 50 
4 34 45 2 19 45 
4 32 14 2 17 14 

Handicap Class, First Division—Start, 2:25—Course, 10 
Miles. 

Duchess, J. B. Palmer. 4 34 36 2 09 36 
Fearless, B. R. Stoddard . 4 52 02 2 27 02 
Lorelei, Paul Bayne . 4 48 05 2 13 05 
Bedouin, W. J. Fowler .   4 44 59 2 19 59 

Handicap Class, Second Division—Start, 2:30—Course, 10 
Miles. 

Psammaid, L. H. Dyer. 
Howdy, George Mercer, Jr.... 
jolly Roger, H. I. North . 
Busy Bee, R. L. Cutlibert . 

Sloops—27ft. Class—Start, 2 
Seneca, A. G. Hanan . 
Meudon, C. H. Willmore _ 
Kazaza, G. B. Jackson . 

Sloops, 22ft. Class—Start, 2 
Wave, T. F. Volzing . 
Indian, Keeler & Akers. 
Chaperone, Robert Jacob . 
Boley, Joseph Ridder .,. 

. 4 32 30 2 12 30 

. 4 36 40 2 11 40 

. 4 36 11 2 11 11 

. 4 36 35 2 11 35 

:30—Course, 10 Miles. 
. 4 31 40 2 01 40 
. 4 49 50 2 19 50 
. 5 11 10 2 41 10 

:30—Course, 10 Miles. 
. 5 05 40 2 35 40 
. 4 46 00 2 16 00 
. 4 38 17 2 08 17 
. Did not finish. 

Larchmont Y. C. One-Design Class—Start, 2:30—Course, 
10 Miles. 

Houri, D. E. Dealy . 
Vaquero, W. Stumpf 

4 45 18 2 15 18 
4 42 00 2 12 00 

Catboats, Class B—Start, 2:30—Course, 10 Miles. 
Thelma, Peter V. Griffin. 5 17 17 2 47 17 
Arline, A. E. Rendle . Did not finish. 

Photo by W. B. Jackson. 

Sloops, 18ft. Class—Start, 2:30—Course, 10 Miles. 
Ogeema, A. B. Clements . 4 57 16 2 27 16 
Hoyden, Donald B. Abbott . 4 52 50 2 22 50 

Handicap Class, Third Division—Start, 2:35—Course, 10 
Miles. 

Miss Modesty, II. A. Swart. 4 56 58 2 21 58 
Kenosha II.. C. \\ Voltz. f, u.r, <ir, 2 ."hi I'5 
Kenosha, W. R. Berth . 4 50 22 2 35 22 
luanita, S. C. Hunter . 4 47 40 2 12 40 
Mist, H. A. ackson, Jr. 4 59 35 2 24 35 
Tillicum II., C. S. King. Did not finish. 

New Rochelle One-Design Class—Start, 2:40—Course, 6 
Miles. 

Mischief, J. L. Mitchell . 5 02 45 2 22 45 
Nereid, G. W. Fuller. Did not finish. 
Echo, Stoddard and Bacon. 5 22 50 2 42 50 
V irginia, A. H. Waldorf . 5 09 54 2 29 54 

Rhode Island One-Design Class—Start, 2:40—Course, 6 
Miles. 

Nateka, H. E. McCormick. 4 54 55 2 14 55 
Mystic, K. O. Major. 4 47 10 2 07 10 

Manhasset Bay One-Design Class—Start, 2:40; Course, 6 
Miles. 

Chicobee, F. T. Cornell . 4 53 20 2 13 20 
Arizona, G. W. Kear . 4 51 10 2 11 40 

Manhasset Bay One-Design Class—Start, 2:45—Course, 6 
Miles. 

Skeeter, Thornton Smith . 4 48 35 2 03 35 
Scarab, R. Fitzgibbons . 4 58 42 2 13 42 
Big Bug, G. A. Corry. 5 00 00 2 15 00 
Cricket, Clarkson Cowl . 4 54 33 2 09 53 
Dragon Fly, Donald Cowl . 4 58 55 2 13 55 

Milton Point Design Class—Start, 2:45—Course, 6 Miles. 
Inez, C. C. Converse . 5 00 28 2 15 28 

“Sea Wren” Class—Start, 3:10—Course, 6 Miles. 
Cock Robin, W. G. Newman . Did not finish, 
Shovonne, George J. Stelz. 5 56 15 2 46 15 
Olga, Alfred Schoen . 6 02 35 "2 52 35 

American Y. C. Dories—Start, 2:50—Course, 6 Miles. 
Tautog, G. G. Fry . 5 43 30 2 53 30 
Faraway, A. B. Fry. 6 00 57 3 10 57 
Teddy, A. Vanderlear . Did not finish. 

Port Washington Design Class—Start, 2:55—Course, t 
Miles. : 

Zip, Charles E. Hyde. 
Cow Baby, R. E. Dusinberre 
Floss, C. M. Pranhard . 
Viva, A. F. Gray . 
Trix, Charles F. Lewis. 
Imp, Charles J. Lincoln ... 
System, Harold McKee. 
Finis, E. L. Standard . 

5 31 28 2 36 28 
5 30 30 2 35 30 
5 41 05 2 46 05 
5 46 05 2 51 05 
5 36 28 2 41 28 
5 48 IS 2 53 18 
5 29 28 2 34 28 
5 00 32 2 05 32 

Detroit Y. C. Racing. 

Yachting about Detroit is on the boom this! 
year, and both sailboat and power boat men; 
anticipate a great year. The season has started 
off well at all events, as the first Detroit Y. C 
regatta on May 30 brought out a fleet of twenty- 
seven starters, but owing to lack of wind only 
seven yachts finished, but the attendance showec 
the yachting interest was there. 

There is a great rivalry between the one 
design catboats of the Detroit Y. C., the Detroit 
Boat Club and the Solray Club. The summary 
of the first race is as follows: 

Morning Catboat 

Shaw, D. Y. C. 
C. Allison, D. Y. C. 
M. Allison, D. Y. C. 
Williams, l). Y. C. 
Burton, D. Y. C. 
Chris Schmidt, D. Y. C.. 
Aldrich, D. B. C. Y. 
Downey, S. B. C. 
Bewick, D. B. C. Y. 

Race—Start, 10:30. 

Finish. Elapsed. 
11 48 11 1 18 11 
11 50 28 1 10 28 
11 50 39 1 10 39 
11 50 43 1 10 43 
11 51 13 1 11 13 
11 53 10 1 13 10 
11 55 10 1 15 00 
11 53 29 1 13 29 
11 55 31 1 15 31 

A thunderstom caused a delay in starting tht 
afternoon racing, and as it proved later killec 
what wind there had been. In the 20ft. das' 
Mermaid, sailed by Pirie, of the Detroit Y. C. 
won against Mildred S. and Say When. Nom 
of the seven 18-footers finished. Chance, sailec 
by Janeseck, of the Edgemere Y. C-, won in th< 
16ft. class against Escape, Haze and Naida 
Only one of the catboats, the one sailed by 
Captain Linzeman, managed to finish. 

The judges were: Commodore Shaplms 
Rear-Commodore Schmidt and Mr. Barkenowit; 
with Melvin Henry as timer. 

Seawanhaka Fifteen Footers. 

Six boats of the special 13ft. class sailed th 
‘gular Oyster Bay course Saturday afternoon 
me 6, Imp winning first place. The summary 
irst Race—Seawanhaka-Corinthian 15-footers—Start, 3:1 

Finish. Elapsed. 

ibrina, E. S. Willard . 4 47 40 1 32 40 
'ater Baby, George C. Tiffany ... 4 48 50 { or in 
np, S. L. Landon . 4 41 10 1 26 10 
licker, E. C. Henderson .. 4 5b 12 1 41 1- 
rilse, George E. Roosevelt. 5 04 40 1 49 4_ 
lva, F. R. Coudert . 5 06 15 1 51 16 DORELLO, OF MARBLEHEAD. 
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START OF CATBOAT CLASS, DETROIT Y. C. 

Bensonhurst Y. C. Race. 

With a good steady wholesail breeze from 
the southeast, twelve yachts sailed a fine race 
on Saturday, June 6, in Gravesend Bay. 

The handicap system of racing in vogue on 
Long Island Sound for the past three years was 
given a trial and had the most number of en¬ 
tries. Careless won handily in that class. Joy 
in the Q class just managed to beat Soya by 
eleven seconds. 

The bay was full of boats to see the start of 
the motor boats for Bermuda, and the racing 
yachts at times had to give and take a little to 
get around the fleet. The summary: 

Sloops, Class P—Start, 3:15—Course. 10.5 Miles. 
Finish. Elapsed. 

Crescent, J. R. O’Donohue. 5 13 06 1 58 06 

Sloops. Class Q—Start, 3:20—Course, 10.5 Miles. 
Joy, W. H. Childs . 5 21 35 2 04 35 
Soya, W. A. Barstow . 5 24 46 2 04 46 
Spider, Hendon Chubb. 5 26 10 2 06 10 

Handicap Class—Start, 2:25—Course, S Miles. 
Careless, R. Rummell . 5 14 46 1 49 46 
Adyta, R. Von Feregger . 5 15 58 1 50 58 
Ondus, A. J. Menton . 5 20 26 1 55 26 
Squaw, E. K. Valentine .5 19 17 1 54 17 
Toy, T. A. Hamilton . 5 33 04 2 08 04 

Corrected time—Careless, 1.36.36; Adyta, 1.50.58; Toy, 
1.50.36; Ondus, 1.42.16; Squaw, 1.54.17. 

Sloops—Start, 3:30—Course. S Miles. 
Maud, C. M. Camp. 5 22 16 1 52 16 
Petty, R. S. Childs. 5 23 01 1 53 01 
Coblin, Spindel Brothers. 5 26 56 1 56 56 

Peter C. Kingston, the ship blacksmith, who 
has made the iron work for more yachts than 
any other man about New York, has moved 
from his small shop near Hamilton Ferry into 
a new and larger shop at 4120 Second Avenue, 
Brooklyn. 

With two forges and electric trip hammers 
“Pete’’ will turn out all the iron work needed. 

Alva. 

We publish herewith a picture of Mr. J. W. 
Overton’s Alva, of Bellport, L. I., a new Great 
South Bay Class P sloop, designed by Mr. John 
A. Connolly, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y., and built 
by “Ben” Smith, of Bellport, L. I. 

Alva was built especially to lower the colors 
of the famous Elvira, a Gil Smith Class P 
sloop, the undisputed champion of Great South 
Bay for ’’several years back. 

Alva’s dimensions are as follows: Length on 
deck, 40ft. 2^2in.; beam, lift., and draft, 2ft. 
6in. She will carry about 880 square feet of 
sail. 

Alva was successfully launched on Thursday 
morning, May 28, being christened by Alva Wat¬ 
kins, the fourteen-year-old daughter of Henry 
V. Watkins, of Bellport, the well-known builder 
of the famous “scooters” of Great South Bay. 

On her trials she has proven to be very 
speedy, handles perfectly, is good on all points 
of sailing and will be fast in all kinds of 
weather. 

Motor Boat Race to Bermuda. 

Gravesend Bay was a perfect kaleidoscope of 
marine views on the afternoon of Saturday, 
June 6. Every conceivable rig and shaped hull 
was in evidence. White-sailed yachts were 
skimming about sailing a race, and as the day 
progressed, motor boats increased in numbers 
perceptibly until about 4 o’clock, when the 
waters were covered with them. 

The big tug boat C. P. Raymond, with the 
regatta committee of the Motor Boat Club of 
America, and crowded with guests, anchored 
near Norton’s Point, with Com. Hoadley’s 
Nushka (formerly known as the Helvita) 
anchored a few hundred yards off, to form the 
starting line. The two racers, the Ailsa Craig 
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KNOCKABOUT ALVA, OF BELLPORT, L. 1. 
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ARTHUR BINNEY. 
(Formerly Stewart & Binney.) 

Naval Architect and Yacht Broker, 
Mason Building, Kilby Street, BOSTON. MASS. 

Cable Address, “Designer,” Boston. 

C. Sherman Hoyt. Montgomery H. Clark. 

HOYT <& CLARK. 
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS, 

fAOHT BROKERAGE. High Speed Work a Specialty. 

17 Battery Place, New York. 

COX STEVENS. 
Yacht Brokers and Naval Architects, 

IS William Street, - New York. 
Telephone! 1375 and 1376 Broad. 

C. D. CALLAHAN. Naval Architect. 
Designer of Yachts and Motor Boats. Construction supervised. 

i»an Pedro. CALIFORNIA 

WILLIAM GARDNER. 
Naval Architect, Engineer, and 

Yacht Broker. 
No. 1 Broadway, (Telephone 2160 Rector'* Now Vorti 

PIGEON - FRASER 
HOLLOW SPARS 

Hollow Sweeps and Sculls 
Are Without An Equal. 

116 Condor Street, East Boston, Mass. 

W. STARLING BURGESS CO., Ltd. 
John R. Purdon, Manager. 

Naval Architects, Engineers, Builders 
Office <a Works, MARBLEHEAD. MASS. 

Brokerage and Insurance Dept., 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 

yachls For Sale. 

For Sale—Racine Cabin Cruising Launch. 
24-horsepower Gasoline Engine. Dimensions: Length 
over all, 49 feet; waterline, 43 feet 9 inches; beam, 8 feet 
9 inches; draft, 3 feet. Is well equipped with necessary 
tools for engine; refrigerator, cushions, etc. Address 
T. G., care Forest and Stream. 

Small Yacht Construction 
and Rigging. 

A Complete Manual of Practical Boat and Small Yacht 
Building. With two complete designs and numerous 
diagrams and details. By Linton Hope. 177 pages. 
Cloth. Price, $3.00. 

The author has taken two designs for practical demon¬ 
stration, one of a centerboard boat 19ft. waterline, and 
the other a cruising cutter of 22ft. waterline. Both de¬ 
signs show fine little boats which are fully adapted to 
American requirements. Full instructions, even to the 
minutest detail, are given for the building of both these 
boats. The information is not confined to these yachts 
alone, they are merely taken.as examples; but what is 
said applies to all wooden yacht building according to 
the best and most approved methods. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAS ENGINES AND LAUNCHES. 
Their Principles, Types and Management. By Franci, 

K. Gram. 

The most practical book for the man or boy who 
owns or plans to own a small power boat. It is motor 
launch and engine information boiled down and simpli¬ 
fied for busy people, and every line of it is valuable. 
Cloth, 123 pages. Postpaid, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Canoe Cruising: and Camping. 
By Perry D. Frazer. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

Full of practical information for outdoor people, 
whether they travel ift canoes, with pack animals or 
carry their outfits on their own backs. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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and the Irene II., circled about among the 
yachts, receiving the congratulations and good 
wishes of all. 

On board the Ailsa Craig was Com. James 
Craig, owner; T. E. Ferris, partner of A. Cary 
Smith, the designer of the Craig; John Welch, 
navigator, who, as third mate of the Ss. Ber¬ 
mudian, has made the run over and over again; 
J. S. F. Kerr, of Bermuda; John Connell and 
his son, James Connell, who, with Mr. Craig, 
will look after the machinery; Capt. M. H. 
Tracy, Charles F. Chase, Harry Kane, able 
seaman, and a professional steward. 

Irene II. had aboard S. G. Granbery, owner, 
who will run the engine, assisted by John Hillea, 
a professional; Thomas F. Day, who will navi¬ 
gate Irene, with Walter M. Bieling as his as¬ 
sistant; Fred Thurber and William Kent, ama¬ 
teurs, and John Ennis, steward. 

There was a noticeable difference in size be¬ 
tween the two contestants, Ailsa Craig being 60ft. 
long, 10ft. beam and 5ft. 6in. draft, and equipped 
with a 6o-horsepower Craig engine. Irene IF is 
only 40ft. long, 10ft. beam and 3ft. draft; fitted 
with an 18-horsepower Standard engine. Ailsa 
Craig has to allow Irene II. 20I1. 23m. 24s. time 
allowance, as figured by the judges. So while 
it looked but little like a race the way the Ailsa 
Craig went past the Irene soon after the starting 
signal at 4:35, yet the little fellow may get to 
Bermuda in time to win. 

Three signals were given; a warning at 4:25, 
preparatory at 4:30 and start at 4;35- As the 
two launches dashed across the line 10s. and 30s. 
after the signal, with Irene II. leading, guns 
boomed and whistles of all tones chimed out a 
farewell greeting. Jingle bells sounded from 
all sides as the spectators started off full speed 
in pursuit of the racers. 

Ailsa Craig laid her course on a bee-line from 
Norton’s Point and soon disappeared, a red dot 
with a spot of white winking at her masthead 
as the white flag there caught the sun, and two 
whiskers of white flashing off each side as she 
bit into the seas dead on end against hen Irene 
II. rounded the point close, and with the 
Herald’s boat Owlet as convoy, went out the 
channel in the strong ebb tide a ways off Coney 
Island before laying her course after the Craig. 

It is a long, hard drive ahead for both boats, 
but Ailsa Craig has done it before, and can do 
it again; and even the Irene II. should make a 
good run at this time of the year over summer 
seas. Good luck to both! 

Capt. Slocum and the Spray. 

Looking at Spray as she lay alongside of the 
sand dock at 79th street and North River, the 
casual observer sees a very ordinary kind of a 
hull, but even he notices some odd features 
about the boat. The square stocky hull, stumpy 
masts, bowsprit and loose, scanty rigging. But 
to a man with salt in his veins what bits of de¬ 
tail there are about this marine tramp to tell 
stories. 

Take any old-time Connecticut oyster smack 
and you have Spray’s hull, apple-bowed, square- 
sterned and slab-sided. For convenience and 
ease of handling a jigger mast has been added 
outside her transom aft, supported by an arch 
beam that looks like the back of an old rock¬ 
ing chair magnified. A spar for a bumpkin 
sticks out aft, unsupported and unguyed. Just 
a spar with a wooden block through which a 
single whip for a sheet is rove. 

Her main boom is shortened so it ends at the 
stern clear of the jigger mast. Gaff she has 
none, but "a short wooden club takes its place 
to which the one and only one halliard is fast 
like a sharpy’s sail. There were a few hoops 
on the mast, but they had been discarded and 
in their place a wire jackstay was stretched up 
the after side of the mast, and the mainsail 
seized fast to jib hanks running on this wire. 

Forward, Spray’s wire bobstay had parted, but 
the stump spar held the strain. Her jibstay, 
too, had carried away and was pieced out with 
a piece of rope rove through the bowsprit end 
and set up with a single whip purchase under 
the bowsprit. It is astonishing what a small 
amount of iron work is found on Spray. Her 

bowsprit shrouds, for instance, come in through 
the bulwarks forward and are hitched about the 
bulwark stanchions. 

Somewhere in his travels, Captain Slocum has 
had bits of finely fitted teak fittings put on that 
show up in strong contrast to the rest of the 
boat. Spray is an interesting boat to sit and 
study over, and her captain is many times more 
interesting to talk to, being a man who sees as 
he goes and has the power of describing what 
he has seen in an entertaining way. 

Spray’s condition at present is due to the fact 
that on her way North with the two-ton piece 
of coral crated fast on deck amidships this trip, 
she ran into the tropical hurricane off Cape 
Hatteras that disabled so many large sailing 
craft. 

Captain Slocum’s next sensation promises to 
be a very interesting one from the yachtsman’s 
standpoint. When he has spent as much time 
along the coast as he intends to pass this sum¬ 
mer, stopping all along the Sound at New 
Rochelle, Oyster Bay, etc., he will try to arrange 
a race across the Atlantic for a small considera¬ 
tion or for glory alone between Spray and any 
yacht her length that can be induced to make 
the passage. He will sail Spray alone and per¬ 
mit his opponents to carry all the crew they 
care to. There, yachtsmen, is an ocean race for 
you. 

The New York thirties will sail their third 
yearly series of races on Long Island Sound this 
year. Last Saturday’s race is the first of the 
series. This series will consist of twenty races, 
and the committee appointed at a recent meet¬ 
ing of the owners to assume charge of the sea¬ 
son’s work is composed of Mr. J. W. Alker, Mr. 
G. C. Meyer and Mr. Clifford D. Mallory. The 
races will take place in the regattas of the fol¬ 
lowing clubs: 

June 6, Knickerbocker Y. C.; June 11, New 
York Y. C.; June 13, Manhasset Bay Y. C.; 
June 18, New York Y. C.; June 20, Larchmont 
Y. C.; June 27, Seawanhaka Y. C.; July 4, 
Larchmont Y. C.; July 11, New York Y. C.; 
July 18, Larchmont Y. C.; July 20, Larchmont 
Y. C.; July 22, Larchmont Y. C.; July 23, Larch¬ 
mont Y. C.; July 24, Larchmont Y. C.; July 25, 
Larchmont Y. C.; Aug. 1, Indian Harbor Y. 
C.; Sept. 5, Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C.; Sept. 
7, Larchmont Y. C.; Sept. 11, New York Y. C.; 
Sept. 12, Indian Harbor Y. C., and Sept. 19, 
Manhasset Bay Y. C.. 

The point system to be employed will be the 
same as that used by the Larchmont Y. C. dur¬ 
ing its race week of last year. Boats to qualify 
must sail in seventy-five per cent, of the races. 

»» * * 

Boston has now given the handicap system 
of racing yachts a trial and the report is very 
favorable, indeed. The Boston Globe says in 
part: 

“For the first time in Massachusetts- Bay the 
progressive handicap system of yacht racing al¬ 
lowance was tried in inter-club classes A, B and 
C, and proved conclusively that it is the only 
method by which yachts that have been outbuilt 
can be raced. Nine boats started in Class A, 
and according to corrected time six figures with¬ 
in four minutes; in Class B thirteen yachts 
crossed the line and nine figures on corrected 
time within eight minutes of each other.” 

They had better weather in Massachusetts 
waters on Decoration Day than that about New 
York. Seventy-one yachts started in nine 
classes with a nice easterly breeze and bright 
sky, but before the day was over the bad 
weather, fog and rain set in, but not soon 
enough to prevent the boys from having a race. 

« * * 

A new marine publication, known as The 
Master, Mate and Pilot, makes its appearance 
this month with publication offices at 21 State 
Street. It is full of newsy maritime stuff and 
has several very interesting views of the Lusi¬ 
tania and Mauretania. It is more of a deep¬ 
water and coastwise paper than a yachting sheet. 

How Races Usually Start. 

There is a story going the rounds of a man 
who was asked to sail on a schooner in one of 
these Mackinac races a few years ago. He took 
with him a box of poker chips and some cards. 
They worked him so hard on the way that he 
never went below except to eat and sleep. He 
lost ten pounds in weight, and when he left the 
boat at the island he took the gambling imple¬ 
ments out of his kit bag, threw them on the 
cabin table, and said, “No use for these things 
on this boat; what you ought to bring is a pick 
and shovel.” But he was in the race just the 
same the following year. Good amateurs for 
this race are hard to get. In fact, the best ones 
have all been engaged at this date for July 25, 
and if you want to see a busy spot run over to 
the Chicago Y. C. about 2 P. M. on that Satur¬ 
day and see the boys off. (They start at 3 P. M. 
this year.) Key West on the eve of the invasion 
of Cuba in 1898 is not a marker to it. In a 
launch which is fussily puffing around the har¬ 
bor, the regatta committee is asking this boat if 
they have finally gotten those two missing life 
preservers, telling that boat they cannot start 
unless they get their flare and fog horn on board 
mighty quick, and disqualifying a folding canvas 
boat that some over-smart captain is trying to 
pass off as a “serviceable dinghy.” 

Rowboats are rushing to and from between the 
club house and the fleet, burdened with groceries, 
grog and grouchy professionals. Why do these 
Swedes always get grouchy on occasions such as 
these when the owner himself is peevish enough 
for the whole crew because two of his best men 
have as usual not turned up when they were ex¬ 
pressly ordered to be on board, bag and bag¬ 
gage, at 1 P. M. ? They will show up all right, 
though full of apologies just when you have 
given them up, and are ready to haul your dinghy 
on deck. 

Finally the preparatory gun goes off, the big 
fleet streams majestically through the gap at 
three, the report of the last gun is heard, the 
boats head down the lake for a long fight 
through day and night, and the stay-at-homes 
sail back to the verandah to increase the bar re¬ 
ceipts and dope out which club house will have 
the honor of treasuring the Mackinac cup for 
another year. Bosun’s Mate. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
June 13-14.—Atlantic Division Cruise.—Rancocas Creek. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Point, 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
-.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Alle- 1 

gheny River. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
Sept. 5-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 

son River. 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 

Allegheny River. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Atlantic Division.—Edward R. Rose, 949 
Berkeley Avenue, Trenton, N. J., by Wm. A. 
Furman; Howard B. Marsh, 23 South 9th Street, 
Newark, N. J., by George V. Strahan; Farnum 
F. Dorsey, 39 Cortlandt Street, New York city, 
by W. J. Flynn. 

Eastern Division.—Herbert L. Platts, Read¬ 
ing, Mass., by F. W. Houston. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division.—5527, Henry J. Wernst, no 
Fourth Avenue, Newark, N. J. 

Central Division.—5528, Horace B. Meacham, 
Warren, Pa. 

Eastern Division.—5526, Arthur G. Clark, An¬ 
dover, Mass. 

Western Division.—5525, James J. Hooker, 
216 East 3d Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

APPLICANT FOR REINSTATEMENT. 

Eastern Division.—Hugh J. Walker. 
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T rapjhcoting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 
send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

tune 16.—Bergen Beach (L. I.) G. C. L. H. Schorte- 
meier, Sec’y. 

Tune 20.—Englewood, N. J.—Oradell and Pleasure gun 
clubs, team race and sweepstakes. 

July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 
N. Brosious, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 
Sec’y. 

^ug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

Tune 13.—Waterbury, Conn.—Mattatuck G. C. D. R. 
Walker, Sec’y. 

fune 13.—Trenton (N. J.) Shooting Association. F. W. 
Mathews, Mgr. 

(une 13-14.—Milwaukee, Wis.—Badger G. C. Wisconsin 
State tournament. Ed. F. Leidel, Sec’y. 

(une 15-17.—Lake Charles, La.—Calcasien G. C. Frank 
Gunn, Vice-Pres. 

(une 16.—Aberdeen (Md.) G. C. L. S. German, Pres, 
(une 16-17.—Fairfax (S. D.) G. C. T. J. Thompson, Sec’y. 
fune 16-17.—Eldora (la.) G. C. W. B. Linell, Sec’y. 
(une 16-17.—Macon (Mo.) G. C. G. N. Davis, Sec’y. 
(une 16-18.—Pine Bluff (Ark.) G. C. Arkansas State 

tournament. J. T. Loyd, Sec’y. 
(une 17.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
June 16-19.—Sandusky, O.—Indian tournament; $1,000 

added. 
fune 17.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
June 17.—Champlain (N. Y.) G. C. E. F. Tiedemann, 

Sec’y. 
June 17-18.—Goshen (Ind.) G. C. Henry M. Kolb, Sec’y. 
June 18.—Berea (O.) G. C. J. F. Beswick, Sec’y. 
Tune 18-19.—New Franklin (Mo.) G. C. A. McLachlin, 

Sec’y. 

June 20.—Maple Park (Del.) G. C. M. J. Beverly, Sec’y. 
June 21.—Coleman (Wis.) G. C. W. J. Reinke, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

June 23-24.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. H. Shaw, Sec’y. 
June 26-27.—Del Rio, Tex.—Val Verde G. C. W. B. 

Matthews, Mgr. 
June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. E. T. 

Grether, Sec’y. 
June 30-July 31.—Cambria (Ill.) G. C. C. Stocks, Sec’y. 
July 1.—N. Ha ley, Can. (G. C.) J. C. McConnell, Sec’y. 
July 1-2.—Nelson (B. C.) G. C. W. A. Ward, Sec’y. 
July 2-3.—Carbondale (Ill.) G. C. P. L. Hies, Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—New Martinsville, Va.—Wetzel G. C. T. M. 

Mclntire, Sec’y. 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Middletown, N. Y.—Progress Gun Club. F. W. 

Strader, Mgr. 
July 4.—Monticello (N. Y.) R. and G. C. E. G. Rundle, 

Sec’y. 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va.) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec y. 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler. Pres. 
July 4.—San Antonio, Tex.—Laurel Heights G. C. A. E. 

Witchell, Sec’y. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 4-5.—Thermopolis (Wyo.) G. C. R. L. Talbot, Sec y. 
July 7.—Littleton, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. H. N. Brosious, Sec y. 
July 7-8.—Birmingham (Ala.) G. C. R. H. Baugh, Pres. 
July 7-8.—West Frankfort (Ill.) G. C. W. C. Rains, Sec’y. 
July 8.—Florence (Wis.) R. & G. C. E. W. Peterson, 

July 8^9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 
men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 

July 11.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 
July 11.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec’y. _ , 
July 13-14.—Ipswich (S. D.) G. C. C. B. Reeves, Sec y. 

July 14.—Canonsburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 
pices of Canonsburg G. C. A. S. Anthony, Sec’y. 

July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Wilmington (N. C.) G. C. B. G. Empie, 

Sec’y. 
July 15-16.—Mexico, Mo.—Afro-American Trapshooters 

League. T. J. Elliott, Mgr. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 15-16.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster, Sec’y. 
July 16.—Quarryville (Pa.) G. C. J. R. Armstrong, Sec’y. 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey, Sec’y. 
July 21-23.—Cumberland Island, Ga.—Brunswick R. and 

G. C. R. G. Jackson, Sec’y. 
July 22-23.—Champaign, Ill.—Twin City G. C. C. E. 

Johnson, Sec’y. 
July 23-24.—Manchester (la.) G. C. F. M. Hamblin, Sec’y. 
July 27-30.—Bettertcm Md.—James R. Malone’s fifteenth 

annual. James R. Malone, Mgr. 
July 28.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Viola (Ill.) G. C. E. R. Frazier, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Eagle Grove (la.) G. C. A. L. Yearous, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
July 28-30.—Austin, Tex.—State tournament, under aus¬ 

pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller. Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5.—Bethpage, Tenn.—Summer County G. C. O. C. 

Whiteside Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Selin’s Grove (Pa.) G. C. Silas H. Schoch, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thompson, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 6-7.—Cayuga (Ind.), G. C. O. F. 
Aug. 8.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. F. W. 
Aug. 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 10-12.—Rapid City, S. D.—South Dakota State 

tournament, under auspices of Rapid City G. C. 
Chas. B. Hunt, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Pomeroy (O.) G. C. S. B. Hanlin, Sec’y. 

Thorne, Sec’y. 
Mathews. Mgr. 
J. J. Bradfield, 
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Pleasure Gun Club, of Englewood, N. J., will 

shoot a team race with the Oradell Gun Club, June 20, 

at Englewood. Shooters are welcome to attend. 

K 

Mr. A. J. Lowery, Secretary of the O. C. S. A. Gun 

Club, Utica, N. Y., writes us that, in the report of the 

shoot of May 30, Wheeler, of Manlius, should have credit 

for high gun for two days instead of Wilcox, of Rome. 

* 

Under the auspices of the Brewton Gun Club, the 

Southern Alabama Handicap will be held on Tune 25 and 

26. On the first day, the competition will be for a $100 

prize, entrance, price of targets. There will be ten 20- 

target events on the second day. 

■ 

The sixth anniversary handicap tournament of the 

Montclair, N. J., Gun Club was won by Mr. E. W. 

Reynolds. Five tied on 100, namely, T. W. Hethering- 

ton, C. G. Blandford, E. W. Reynolds, M. R. Baldwin 

and Dr. P. Moeller. In the shoot-off at 50 targets 

Reynolds won with a total of 47, of which 9 was handicap 

allowance. Fifty-eight participated. 

K 

It was decided, at the annual meeting of the Ohio 

State Trapshooters’ League, held last week, that the State 

shoot of 1909 will take place at Columbus. Officers 

elected were: J. H. Smith, President; D. D. Gross, 

Vice-President; Jesse Smith, Secretary-Treasurer. Direc¬ 

tors: R. O. Heikes, Dayton; E. S. Rogers, Cleveland; 

E. M. Stout, Circleville; F. D. Alkire, Williamsport; 

J. R. Taylor. Newark. 

Mr. Fred Shattuck writes that those who wish to avoid 

inconvenience can have their lockers reserved before the 

G. A. H. at Columbus, and their shells will be placed in 

their lockers ready for them on their arrival. The 

Columbus Gun Club has arranged with the Busy Bee 

Candy Kitchen Co. to serve dinner each day, price 50 

cents. A lunch counter will be run also. Cars will be 

run under five minutes’ headway, and a lot of special cars 

will be in readiness on a side track in the evening to 

take all home. 

The annual tournament of the Mattatuck Rod and Gun 

Club, to be held at Waterbury, Conn., June 13, has a 

programme of eight 15- and four 20-target events, $1 and 

$1.30 entrance. Total number of targets and entrance 

money 200 and $13.20. The 200 targets are also subdivided 

into four 50-target events, one of which will be a club 

three-man team contest. There will be merchandise prizes 

for high averages. Shooting will commence at 9:30. 

Sweepstakes optional. Ship guns, etc., prepaid, to 

Hotchkiss and Templeton, Waterbury, Conn. David R. 

Walker is the Secretary. 

The New Jersey State shoot, held under the auspices 

of the Jersey City Gun Club, was lightly attended, but 

thoroughly enjoyable. Each of the three days was clear, 

warm and pleasant. The team contest, for the amateur 

three-man team championship, held on the first day, 

June 2, was won by the team of the North River Gun 

Club. The members were Messrs. Truax, McClave and 

Ropes, who scored a total of 74 out of a possible 90. 

The two-man team championship, contested on the second 

day, was won by Messrs^ Hallinger and Carlough, with 

a total of 88 out of 100. The contest for the individual 

State championship, of which the Laflin & Rand trophy 

is the emblem, was won by A. P. Kinney, of Andover, 

with a score of 46 out of 50. Four tied on 45 in this con¬ 

test, namely, F. C. Bissett, T. J. Kelly, C. L. McClave 

and \V. H. Maurer, On June 3, after the programme was 

finished, the annual meeting of the Association was held 

in the Jersey City Gun Club house. It was decided that 

the next shoot will be held under the auspices of the 

Jersey City Gun Club. The date of the shoot will be 

fixed later. Officers elected were: President, George 

H. Piercy, of Jersey City; Vice-President, John S. Fan¬ 

ning, Jersey City; Second Vice-President, F. V. Car¬ 

lough, Jersey City; Secretary, Chas. T. Day, Sr., Newark; 

Treasurer. Isaac H. Terrill, Newark; Cashier, FI. II. 

Stevens, Roselle; Attorney, F. A. Nott, Jr., Newark; 

Trustees, W. II. Hooey, Charles McClave, and E. E. 
Hallinger. 

Bernard Waters. 

New Jersey State Sportsmen’s Association 
The New Jersey State shoot was held on the grounds 

of the Jersey City Gun Club, situated on the Plank road, 
between Jersey City and Newark. The broad expanse of 
meadow furnished a good background for shooting. 
Three sets of traps were used, so that the programme 
was carried through quickly, and an early finish was 
made each day. The attendance was small in compari¬ 
son with the possibilities of the great State of New 
Jersey, when the vast number of shooters who reside 
therein is considered. 

Mr. TI. H. Stevens acted efficiently as cashier. 

June 2, First Day. 

There were sixty-one shooters who took part in the 
events of the day. There were nine events at 20 targets, 
$1.40 entrance, $5 added, except in event 9, which had 
$10 added. Event 5 was for the three-man Slate cham¬ 
pionship, 30 targets, $3 entrance, members to be residents 
of the State for a period of not less than 30 days prior 
to the tournament. The clubs they represent must be in 
good standing as members of the Association. Each 
shooter of the winning team was presented with a $5 
gold piece. This event was won by Messrs. Truax, Mc¬ 
Clave and Ropes, the members of the North River Gun 
Club team Mr. Wm. M. Foord, of Wilmington, Del., 
made high amateur average for the day, 148 out of 160. 
Mr. J. S. Fanning made high professional average, 149. 

Pleasant weather prevailed during the day, as indeed it 
did throughout the three days of the tournament. All 
events except championships, were open to all amateurs. 
The scores: 

Events: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Shot 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 30 20 20 20 20 at. Broke. 

*L A German. 19 17 17 19 20 20 18 16 160 146 
*S Glover . 17 20 19 20 IS 18 19 12 160 143 
*N Apgar . 19 19 18 17 18 19 18 17 160 145 
*T S Fanning.... 19 20 17 18 20 19 20 16 160 149 
*11 FI Stevens.... 19 16 18 16 16 14 17 15 160 131 
*H L Brown. 11 18 17 17 14 20 16 15 160 128 
Dr D T. Culver.. 16 19 19 18 23 16 17 16 18 160 139 
E T Vanderveer... 19 17 16 16 24 18 19 16 11 160 132 
F Truax . 15 15 15 17 26 18 16 15 18 160 129 
E L Wilson. 18 20 18 15 19 18 20 IS 160 146 
1 Martin . 17 20 16 16 17 14 17 17 160 134 
C T Day, Jr. 16 18 16 16 15 15 IS 16 160 130 
G II Piercy. 17 IS 20 19 27 17 15 IS 15 160 139 
E E Hallinger... 15 9 14 11 20 13 15 15 IS 160 110 
W H Maurer. 9 15 17 14 25 17 15 17 17 160 121 
A C Bostwick. 14 15 17 17 17 16 17 15 160 128 
R Bercaugh . 13 15 15 15 17 16 16 16 160 123 
C L McClave. 16 IS 16 12 22 20 17 12 12 160 123 
II D Bergen. 18 17 18 15 19 15 14 13 160 129 
*F S Butler. 15 16 15 16 15 16 13 16 160 123 
F Hall . 17 18 16 17 24 17 18 15 9 160 127 
Dr Kennedy . 14 20 16 13 21 14 17 17 17 160 128 
Dr W H Mathews 13 12 17 15 13 17 16 17 160 120 
F H Lewis. 14 13 17 19 15 14 13 16 160 121 
Dr P Moeller. 12 13 19 13 13 15 15 15 160 125 
*J A R Elliott.... 15 15 18 17 18 IS 17 17 160 135 
I Hahn . 12 16 15 13 14 15 14 11 160 110 
F I. Wilsorf. 16 17 13 16 24 19 16 15 12 160 124 
W E Crane. 9 17 11 12 12 14 15 13 160 103 
*F W Schoverling 17 18 18 IS 15 18 15 IS 160 137 
W M Foord. IS 18 20 16 19 18 19 20 160 148 
F V Carlough.... 15 15 18 19 24 15 18 15 19 160 134 
T T O’Donohue, Tr 12 16 18 13 20 18 19 14 160 130 
W Minner . 16 20 18 14 14 15 17 15 160 129 
*G E Greiff. 14 16 17 14 15 15 14 13 160 118 
F W Moffett. 18 18 19 17 20 16 17 17 17 160 139 
L M Palmer. Tr.. 6 7 10 18 17 13 19 17 160 107 
C W Billings. 16 15 20 18 16 17 16 20 160 138 
O C Grinnell, Tr. 16 19 16 17 15 17 10 12 160 122 
F A Hodgman... 11 16 19 15 IS 17 15 15 160 126 
E C Meyer. 14 17 16 16 17 11 12 12 160 115 
Ed Collins . 16 16 17 14 18. 100 81 
11 II Shannon.... 17 12 16 9 12 9 11 12 160 98 
G Kouwenhoven.. 17 IS 19 17 17 18 17 17 160 140 
VV M Hooey. 14 12 18 12 12 12 8 9 160 97 
A B Brickner. 17 15 16 -18 16 18 13 17 160 130 
J Seeley . .... 8 11 8 11 .. .. so 38 
F J Coe. .. .. 17 19 18 17 19 12 120 102 
I Young. .11 12 11 11 12 100 57 
(1 Nixon . . 6 ..688 so 28 
II M Brigham.... 18 18 16 20 SO 72 
Chas Thomas .... 16 18 16 16 SO 66 
1 G Ropes.. 16 14 14 16 so 60 
E Winslow . .. .. 9 6 40 15 
N Ressler . .. .. 13 19 40 32 
R B Cranfurd. .. .. 15 16 40 31 
H Pearsall . .. .. 12 15 40 27 
T Hendrickson.... .. .. IS 19 40 37 
Thos Dukes . .. .. 19 13 40 32 
T P Sousa. .. .. 12 15 40 27 
FI Krug . 40 29 

Tersey City G C No. 1. North River G. C. 
F W Moffett. .. 20 Fred I ruax .. 26 
Dr D L Culver... .. 23 c S McClave. 22 
G H Piercy. .. 27—70 J (i Ropes.... 26—74 

Tersey City G C No. 2 Newton G. C. 
W T Wright. .. 18 ( oe . 25 
E E Hallinger.... .. 20 A B Brickner 20 
W H Maurer. .. 25—63 F. C Meyer... 26-71 

Tersey City G C No 3. Freehold G. C. 
F V Carlough. .. 24 F L \\ llson.. 24 
Chas Thomas . 92 I )r W A Ixenn edv... 21 
Frank Hall . .. 24—70 E T Vanderveer...... 24—69 

Hudson G. C. 
II T Burlington... .. 24 Joe Whitley . 21—69 
W O’Brien . .. 24 

June 3. Second Day. 

There were forty-seven who took part in the shooting 
of the second day. The programme was similar to that of 
the first day, excepting that Event 5 was for the two- 
man team State championship, 100 targets, $4 entrance, 
members of the teams to be residents of the State and 

members of their club for a period of at least thirty da> 
prior to the tournament. The winning team receivi 
the cup emblematic of the event. The Jersey City Gv 
Club team No. 1 was victor with a team score of 88 oi 
of a possible 100. Ten teams contested in this event. 

High average for the day was made by J. Martin wit] 
146 out of 160; second, Wm. M. Foord; third, F. \\ 
Moffett, 142. 

Mr. Lester S. German was high professional with 1! 
out of 160 targets; second, Neaf Apgar, 148. Scores: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Rrol 
♦German .... .... 160 152 Dr F Mathews. 160 1: 
* Apgar . .... 160 148 F T Coe. 1G0 l: 
*Glover . .... 160 141 Bostwick . 40 
♦Fanning ... .... 160 145 Crane . 60 
♦Stevens .... 160 143 Vanderveer _ 160 l: 
♦Elliott . .... 160 145 Nat Ressler ... 80 i 
♦Butler . .... 160 129 Hallinger . 160 i 
♦Brown . .... 160 128 Lewis . 160 l 
F. F Markley .... 160 121 *F Schoverling. 160 n 
F I. Wilson. .... 160 134 Carlough . 160 l: 
F L Wilson. .... 160 128 Palmer . 160 1 
Day, Jr . .... 160 132 Martin . 160 1 
Piercy . .... 160 138 Hooey ... 60 
Culver . .... 160 134 Cranford . 100 1 
Maurer . .... 160 137 Shannon . 100 
Foord . .... 160 144 Brown . 100 • 
Moffett . .... 160 142 M W Wynne... 100 ' 
Billings . .... 160 124 Sousa . 60 jj 
Kelly . .... 60 4S 40 i] 

O’Donohue . .... 160 135 Greiff . 40 j 
Trutix . .... 160 109 W I Simpson.. 40 
McClave .... .... 160 195> Burlington . . 20 
Dr W Matthews 160 116 Krug . 20 
C Richter ... .... 160 120 

Two-man team race for State championship: 
Trenton S. A. North River G. C.—No. 

W Mathews.. 21 24—45 
F Mathews... IS 19—37—82 

Alert G. C. 
E L Wilson.. 24 21—45 
J Young - 14 13—27—72 
Tersey City G. C.—No. 1. 
F. Hallinger.. 23 24—47 
F V Carlough 19 22—41—88 
Jersey City G. C.—No. 2. 
Dr C Culver. 22 23—45 
W Maurer .. 20 20—40—85 
Jersey City G. C.—No. 3. 
F Moffett. 23 21—44 
G Piercy . 17 22—39—83 

F Truax . 20 20—40 
C McClave... 16 19-35-' 
North River G. C.—No. 
J G Ropes... 21 21-42 
C Richter ... 18 15—33- ' 

Hudson G. C. 
W O’Brien... 20 19-39 
II Burlington 17 17—34—' 
Jersey City G. C.—No. 
W Wright.... 19 15-34 
C Thomas .. 19 18—37— 
Jersey City G. C.—No 
G Brown .... 14 12—26 
R Cranford... 19 17—36—l 

June 4, Third Day. 

rI he weather was exceedingly hot, Event 5 was the 5 
target contest for the amateur State championship, ei 
trance $2. The Laflin & Rand trophy was the prize i 
this event. All amateur shooters of the State were el; 
gible to compete for it. No. 9 was at 30 targets, $ 
added. All other events were at 20 targets. 

The chief interest centered in the State championshi 
contest. It was won by Albert P. Kinney, of the Ani 
ever Gun Club with a score of 46 out of 50. He w? 
closely pressed for the honors by F. C. Bissett, of Sout 
River; T. T. Kelley, of Jersey City; C. L. McClave, • 
the North River Gun Club, and W. H. Maurer, of Jerse1 
City, each of whom scored 45. There were thirty-niri 
contestants, whose names and scores follow: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Brol 
♦German . 160 142 O D Munn. 160 i: 

160 is ♦Glover . 160 148 Carlough . 
♦Apgar . 160 143 F C Bissett. 160 l: 
♦Fanning . 160 143 H M Brigham.. 160 1: 
♦Stevens . 160 143 McClave . 160 i:‘ 
♦Elliott . 160 137 Murphy . 160 1< 
♦Butler . 160 116 Hallinger .’. 160 ii 
Grinnell . 160 109 Bergen . 160 1? 
Simpson . 100 137 *G R Schneider. 160 l: 
E L Wilson. 160 140 *H Lang . 160 li 
F I. Wilson. 160 128 Brinker . 160 1! 

140 f C T Day, Tr. 160 129 Gunn . 
Piercy . 160 141 A P Kinney.... 100 
( ulver . 160 147 D Young. 160 V 
Maurer . 160 132 II Simpson. 160 j 
Foord . 160 142 T F Kelley. SO (i 
Moffett . 160 141 W M Hooey.... 140 
Billings . 160 126 M W Wynn. 80 l 
Palmer . 160 127 F R Wickes. 100 
O’Donohue . 160 128 Dr Julian . 60 
T Martin . 160 130 G Brown . 60 
Dr C Hunter_ 160 100 W Wright . 20 : 
Dr Mathews. 160 119 Ellingham . 40 : 
Dr F Mathews.. 160 117 T Castle . 40 
I. Schortemeier. 160 116 I Von Lengerke 40 
E By ram . 160 DO C Fischer . 40 
W A Kennedy.. 160 131 A L Ivins. 40 S' 

State individual championship: 
Amateurs. 

O C Grinnell_ . 21 19—40 A B Brickner.. . 20 23— 
Wm T Simpson. . 15 21—36 D Young . . 14 12—1 
E I. Wilson. 99 18—40 H C Simpson.. 

F R Wickes. 
. 16 12-:, 

F W Moffett.... ‘>4 20—44 . 22 20— 
(" L McClave.... 23 22-45 W T Wright.... . 20 17-: 
F L Wilson.... . IS 24—42 T J Kelley. . 23 22—. 
C T Day, Tr.... . 21 21—42 T Castle . . 20 19—S 
G H Piercy_ 99 20—42 A1 L Ivins. . 22 22—] 
Dr D L Culver.. . 19 19-38 C Thomas .. . 21 18—: 
W H Maurer .. . 23 22—45 E W Reynolds. . 10 12—: 
Dr C F Hunter . 16 18—34 T. M Palmer, Tr. 21 19— 
Dr W Mathews. . 18 13—31 A P Kinney.... . 25 21— 
Dr F Mathews.. . 21 18—39 W O'Brien. . 20 20— 
T F Murphy.... . 19 19-38 Dr Julian . . 17 11—1 
K F Hallinger.. . 20 18—38 A Ellingham.... . 13 12-: 
E Byram . . 21 18-39 W Kussmaul ... . 18 15—: 
W A Kennedy.. . 21 22—43 C Fischer . . 20 23—, 
O D Munn. . 20 18—38 H Burlington.... . 20 19—: 
F V Carlough.. . 21 22—43 T Boothroyd.... . 1615—: 
F C Bissett. . 20 25—45 

Professionals. 
N Apgar . 
J S Fanning.... 

99 

. 23 
23—45 
21—44 

H H Stevens.... 23 23— 
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Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., June 6.—The sixth anniversary 
ornament of the club was run off to-day. Weather 
nditions were all that could have been desired. Eifty- 
ght men were in attendance and shot through the 
ain part of the programme, which consisted of six 
ents at 25 targets each, there being some twenty-one 
iluable merchandise prizes of an aggregate value of 
er three hundred dollars. 
The winners of the several events follow: 
First event—First prize, silk umbrella, L. M. Palmer, 
.; second prize, box of cigars, T. J. O’Donohue, Jr.; 
ird prize, year’s subscription to a sporting magazine, 
. W. Colquitt. 
Second event—First prize, set of fruit knives, L. M. 
aimer, Jr.; second prize, opal scarf pin, Fred. Tlodg- 
an; third prize, year’s subscription to a sporting 
agazine, M. R. Baldwin. 
Third event—First prize, gold cuff buttons. Geo. H. 
iercy; second prize, diamond scarf pin, C. G. Bland- 
rd; third prize, year’s subscription to a sporting maga- 
ne, M. R. Baldwin. 
Fourth event—First prize, topaz and pearl scarf pin, 

. G. Blandford; second prize, amethyst scarf pin, K. C. 
enry; third prize, box of cigars. Dr. Culver. 
Fifth event—First prize, silver carving set, F. H. 
chaeffler; second prize, gold link cuff buttons, C. G. 
landford; third prize, gold scarf pin, amethyst, F. W. 
foffett. 
Sixth event—First prize, suit case, K. C. Henry; 

.cond prize, gold cuff buttons, T. J. O’Donohue; 
lird prize, box of cigars or subscription to magazine, 
’. VV. Van Deeston. 
The main event of the day was the contest for the 
miversary handicap. In this event the scores made in 
te 3d, 4th, 5th and Gth events, plus handicap, com- 
leted from the scores made on the Metropolitan cham- 
ionship of April 1, constituted this event. Five men 
ad a perfect score, Messrs. Hetherington, of Jersey 
Tty; E. W. Reynolds, of Bergen Beach; Dr. Moeller, 
f Englewood; C. G. Blandford, of Ossining, and M. 

)t. Baldwin, of Orange. The tie was shot off at 50 tar- 
ets per man, with half the regular allowance of handi- 
ap, and resulted in E. VV. Reynolds winning first 
lace with a score of 47; J. W. Hetherington, second 
lace, with 46 to his credit; C. G. Blandford capturing 
bird place with 41% to his credit. 
The prizes were unusually valuable, Reynolds taking 
ome a $100 Sauer gun, while Hetherington and Bland- 
rrd each became the possessor of two very handsome 
old medals or watch fobs, costing $25 each, and made 
rom special designs by the C. G. Broxmar Co. 
Four sets of expert traps were used, everything work- 

ag so smoothly that the programme was completed by 
aur P. M.; so early that two impromptu prize events 
t 25 targets, in which some twenty men took part, were 
un off. 
The scores of the re 

!o not include scores 

Events: 

gular programme follow, 
of Events 1 and 2: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Totals 

Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 IT. Total. 
1 Guenther . .... 18 21 20 21 22 17 8 88 
V B Perley . ,... 14 20 17 21 22 20 0 so 
V R Allan . .... 18 22 21 20 20 21 12 94 
' S Hyatt . .... 15 16 16 16 19 14 18 83 

W Hetherington ... .... 20 20 20 19 22 21 20 102 
H Von Lengerke _ .... 18 21 21 18 18 23 so 
I T Schriver . .... 23 23 22 19 23 22 6 86 
. W Colquitt. .... 22 23 20 19 22 23 12 96 

V C Henry . .... 21 19 23 24 19 24 0 90 
. M Palmer. Jr. .... 24 25 23 21 23 20 0 87 
1 C Ackerman . 24 19 21 19 0 83 

W Winter . 15 20 18 20 0 73 
Vm Hassinger . .... 18 20 23 18 19 23 0 83 
H L Brown . .... 22 20 19 18 18 22 77 
)r D L Culver . .... 23 22 19 24 20 19 6 S3 
r W Moffett . .... 16 23 22 22 24 23 2 93 
’ W Billings. .... 19 21 20 21 16 21 3 81 
'red Hodgman . .... 24 24 22 23 21 21 2 89 
H FI Stevens. 94 99 24 24 24 24 96 

JI Schauffler . .. 22 22 20 22 25 21 88 
1 B Brickner . .... 15 17 18 20 20 16 i2 86 
I T Pee . .... 22 19 20 23 21 20 10 94 
Vm Simonson . .... 21 19 19 21 21 24 12 97 

J O'Donohue. !r... .... 23 24 22 18 19 24 10 93 
has G Blandford ... .... 23 20 24 24 25 21 7 101 
red Von Deeston .. .... IS 20 21 23 19 24 7 94 
toward M Booth .... .... 17 21 22 18 20 14 8 82 
Gus Grieff . .... 15 19 22 18 17 20 77 
V J Sorter . .... 21 20 23 21 16 20 io 90 

T Westervelt . .... 21 18 14 21 15 20 17 87 
)r P Moeller . .... 23 22 19 20 21 22 23 105 
1 B Tuthill . .... 19 18 16 21 15 21 73 
j F Brown . .... 18 17 11 14 14 9 48 
Uva Peck . .... 17 20 13 8 15 10 46 
i Potter . .... 16 19 17 14 20 21 6 72 
J S Fanning. .... 23 23 24 23 20 22 89 
rank I. Barnes . .... 21 19 21 21 20 21 S3 

•I V Lenane . .... IS 17 22 20 20 18 14 94 
os Willi . .... 14 20 16 15 17 20 0 68 
lr J L Gardner . .... 22 19 18 16 13 12 0 59 
> C Grinnell, Jr. .... 20 20 20 22 18 21 S 89 
ohn Philip Sousa ... .... IS 15 • 19 18 14 12 0 63 
Neaf Apgar . .... 25 23 23 25 21 25 94 

*1 R Baldwin . .... 21 23 24 23 23 22 8 100 
1 E llallinger . 19 20 18 23 80 
ieo H Piercy . 25 22 21 23 3 94 

E [acobus . 15 20 19 18 8 80 
Tios Dukes . 20 15 19 18 12 84 

VV Reynolds . 22 22 20 24 18 106 
i VV Boxall . 23 23 20 19 10 95 
Iarry A. Hilsinger 
i II Wells . 

18 18 19 15 70 
18 21 20 20 20 99 

1' W I.ydecker . 21 21 18 19 0 88 
has Thomas . 21 16 22 19 10 88 

I M Brigham . 
has H Philbrook ... 

19 23 24 22 0 88 
19 18 18 23 0 79 

V C Damron . 18 20 19 13 5 75 
t E Hendrickson .... 17 14 20 16 10 77 

Shoot-off of ties on 
jets per man: 

anniversary handicap at 50 tar- 

Just to Show You Again 

SUNNY SOUTH 
HANDICAP 

AT LIVE BIRDS 

Both 
Won For 

SUNNY SOUTH 
HANDICAP 

AT TARGETS 

WINCHESTER 
fust to show you again the winning quality of 

Winchester goods—the Red W brand—they cleaned 

up things in the land of cotton at the Sunny South 

Handicap Tournament, held at Brenham, January 

28-February 1; Fred King, of University Park, Col., 

winning the Sunny South Handicap at Live Birds 

with a straight score of 25 kills, using a Winchester 

Repeating Shotgun; and Otto Sens, of Houston, cor¬ 

ralling the Sunny South Handicap at Targets, with 

90 breaks out of 100, using Winchester factory loaded 

" Leader” shells. High Amateur Average also was 

won with a Winchester Repeating Shotgun, it being 

_ used by Ed. F. Forsgard, of Waco, whose score of 

720 out of 800 was high for his class. No matter what may be said 

for other goods, the fact is that Winchester goods win, and this is 

being demonstrated again and again—and yet again, as above. Then, 

too, more use them than any others, which was the case at the Sunny 

South shoot, particularly with regard to Winchester shells. It was a 

sermon in shells. Perhaps we have already said enough to show you 

why you should use 

Winchester Shells and Repeating Shotguns 

T W Hetherington .... . 19 17 
Hdc. 
10 

Total. 
46 

C G Blandford . . 17 21 3 V2 41% 

Dr P Moeller . . 14 15 11% 40% 

E VV Reynolds . . 20 18 9 47 

M R Baldwin . . 17 20 4 41 

•Professionals. 
Edward Winslow, Sec’y. 

Hot Springs Gun Club. 

Hot Springs, Ark.—The first summer shoot of the 
Hot Springs Gun Club was held on the gun club grounds 
on the afternoon of June 1, and proved to be a drawing 
card. There were a number of local shooters, together 
with two visiting expert shots; the most prominent local 
shooters being Dr. A. U. Williams, Dr. Smith, Capt. 
C. N. Rix, Editor J. L. Wadley, of the Hot Springs 
News, and Dr. Elmer E. Biggs. The visitors were Ed. 
Bingham and Capt. Geo. E. Crater, Jr., both veterans of 
the game, though neither shot in their usual fine form, 
as they were taking the baths, which are weakening. 

The shooters all stood at the 21yd. mark, unknown 
traps and angles. The event of the day was a 50-bird 

race, open to all comers, and, with the exception of 
Ed. Bingham, who was suffering with rheumatism in. 
his shoulders, a very good average was made. Partici¬ 
pating in this event were Dr. Smith, Capt. Geo. E. 
Crater, Jr., Dr. A. U. Williams, Dr. Barry, Capt. C. N. 
Rix and J. L. Wadley. The scores were as follows: Dr. 
Smith 42, Capt. Geo. E. Crater, Jr., 46, Dr. Williams 40, 
Dr. Barry 26, Capt. C. N. Rix 39, J. L. Wadley 34. 

At the conclusion of this event a 100-bird race was 
shot between Dr. A. U. Williams and Capt. Geo. E. 
Crater, Jr., for a purse of $50. This event was shot in a 
series of four events, 25 birds each, the scores of which 

follow: 
Targets: 

Capt Geo E Crater, Jr 
Dr. A. U. Williams_ 

25 25 25 25 Total 
23 21 22 23 89 
21 19 17 20 77 

For this event expert traps were used and the springs 
tightened to their limit. The birds flew like lightning, 
and there was some wind blowing, which makes the 
above scores very creditable. 

Another shoot will be held Saturday afternoon, and 
each week thereafter throughout the summer months at 
the club grounds, at the end of Malvern avenue. 

Chas. Sturdivant. 
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Ohio Stale Tournament. 
The annual tournament of the Ohio State Trapshooters* 

League was held at Columbus, on June 2-6, under the 
auspices of the Columbus Gun Club. The affair was very 
successful, although the attendance of shooters was not 
lIP to the expectations of the club officers. This was 
undoubtedly due to the fact that very many of the Ohio 
shooters are waiting for the G. A. H. The weather was 
generally good throughout the shoot. The trade was 
represented by J. R. Taylor, T. A. Marshall, J. M. 
Hawkins, L. J. Squier, D. D. Gross, L. W. Cumberland, 
H. D. Freeman, L. R. Myers, Burt Call, R. O. Heikes, 
H. W. Heikes, F. E. Rogers, R. L. Trimble, C. A. 
North, F. L. North, C. A. Young, W. B. Darton, H. 
Yictmeyer, Fred Gilbert, John Garrett, T. H. Sherman, 
J. FT. French, and A. L. Cummings. Three traps were 
used, J. F. Atwood acting as referee and scorer at No. 1; 
J. R. King at No. 2, and E. Stowe at No. 3. The traps 
were in charge of C. A. North, and of course no hitches 
occurred in their running. A. L. Cummings attended 
to the office work. He is an expert at the work, and was 
ready to pay off every day within a few minutes of the 
close of the last event. L. J. Stjuier rendered the man¬ 
agement much assistance in various ways, as he always 
does whenever he attends a tournament. The dinner 
served at the club house by Supt. F. Shattuck was en¬ 
joyed by every one. The Squier money-back system was 
used here, and was responsible for the large percentage 
of amateurs who shot through the three days. 

The annual meeting of the League was held on Wednes¬ 
day evening at the Chittenden Hotel, the following clubs 
being represented: Cincinnati Gun Club, Cleveland Gun 
Club; Chillicothe Gun Club, Recreation Gun Club of 
Cleveland, Kenton Gun Club, Dayton Gun Club, New¬ 
ark Gun Club, Columbus Gun Club, and Circleville Gun 
Club. It was voted to hold the next annual tournament 
in 1909 at Columbus. The election of officers resulted 
in the unanimous selection of the following: T. H. Smith, 
President; D. D. Gross, Vice-President; Tesse Smith, 
Secretary-Treasurer. Directors: R. O. Heikes, of Day- 
ton: E. S. Rogers, Cleveland; E. M. Stout, Circleville; 
F. D. Alkire, Williamsport; J. R. Taylor, Newark. An 
effort was made to have the League change the pro¬ 
gramme provision for the payment of high average money 
each day, figuring the average on the 16yd. events only, 
but a motion to this effect was lost. 

Forty-two shooters got out to the grounds on Tuesday 
afternoon, practice day, and most of therq. shot through 
the programme of ten 15-target events. The entrance 
was $1.30, with money divided Rose system, 5, 3, 2, 1. 
Sweeps optional. The weather, barring a high wind, was 

■ ideal for shooting, but in spite of this one drawback, 
good scores were the rule. Rolla O. Heikes was in fine 
form and shape, and headed the list with 146, including 
a run of 69 in the first and 75 and 58 in the latter part 
of the programme. Fred Gilbert was a close second 
with 144, and then followed C. A. Young, H. D. Free¬ 
man and J. Garrett with 143 each. George Volk, of 
Toledo, one of the best amateur shots in the State, led 
this class with 143, and made the third high long run, 70 
straight. B. S. Cooper, A. W. Kirby and D. M. Ander¬ 
son finished in second place with 139 each. Kent John¬ 
son third with 134. Fred Gilbert finished the day with a 
run of 74. H. D. Freeman broke 71 straight; George 
Yolk 70; T. M. Hawkins 69; J. R. Taylor 63, D. M. 
Anderson 58. 

June 3, First Day. 

Wednesday the opening day of the tournament, was 
cloudy and threatening ram, but cool and with no wind 
so that shooting conditions were good. The shooters 
were out early, fourteen squads entering, sixty-four men 
shooting through. About 9:15 the first squad started 
1 he programme was finished at 6, the event at doubles 
causing the delay. The attendance of spectators was 
good, and among them was Mr. Elmer E. Shaner who 
came cut to look the ground over for the last time be¬ 
fore the G. A. H. In the shooting at doubles, event No 
I, Lon Fisher was high man with 19 out of 20. R O’ 
Heikes and J. Garrett second with 18 each. Several of 
the men broke 17, but the event was a hard proposition 
to many, and had the effect of cutting down averages 
In the 19yd. event, No. 10, at 20 targets, use of both barl 
rels, the scores averaged about the same as in the other 
events, but few of the shooters used their second barrel 
I he average money was paid to high men shooting the 
entire programme, including the 19yd. and double-target 
events. As this is a registered tournament, only the 
Ibyd. events will be used in figuring the averages for the 
year s record by the Interstate Association. This will 
make some difference in the standing of the shooters, as 
will be seen by the following figures, the first being’the 
score out of 190 targets, and the second that out of 150 
targets, the total of the 16yd. events. The professionals 
were: R. O. Heikes 183 and 145; J. R. Taylor 182 and 
146; J M. Hawkins 181 and 144; H. D. Freeman 179 and 
142; F. Gilbert 179 and 142. John Garrett 178 and 141; 
W. B. Darton 172 and 142; Fred Rogers 172 and 141 
The high amateurs were: George Volk 175 and 142- 
D. M. Anderson 174 and 138; W. R. Chamberlain 173 
and 139; D. A. Upson 172 and 143, which in the Interstate 
Association records would make him winner of the high 
amateur average; A. W. Kirby, 172 and 138; J. B. Crom- 
ley 169 and 134; Frank Foltz 168 and 140. Long run of 
the day was made by Rolla O. Heikes, 67; George Volk 
broke 62 straight. 

Events: 
Targets: 

King . 
Ilulshizer . 15 
Alkire . 14 
J^ I< Taylor. 15 
Cooper . 15 
Fishinger . 13 
Neel . 
Shell . 
Burns . 14 
Bottonfield . 12 
Chamberlain . 15 
Freeman .14 
Le Noir. 14 
Anderson .... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 

.. 13 11 12 13 12 13 18 19 19 14 16 160 

.. ib 10 10 14 13 14 18 15 14 18 6 147 
15 12 13 13 14 19 18 17 17 15 167 

.. lb 15 15 13 15 14 20 19 19 19 17 182 

.. lb 15 14 15 12 15 16 17 17 18 12 166 

.. 13 9 14 13 14 15 18 19 17 16 14 162 
11 13 14 12 13 16 14 11 13 8 139 
12 11 12 9 13 17 15 16 18 12 148 
12 13 15 11 14 19 17 19 17 8 159 

.. 12 13 9 13 12 13 13 17 14 17 12 145 

.. lb 15 13 13 14 14 20 19 16 18 16 173 
14 14 15 14 15 20 16 20 20 17 179 
12 12 14 13 13 19 18 17 19 14 165 

.. 14 14 15 14 15 13 16 18 19 19 17 174 

Young . ... 11 14 13 15 15 12 IS 19 20 18 14 169 
Hawkins . .. 14 15 15 14 14 15 18 19 20 20 17 1S1 
Bolin . 14 12 13 11 12 10 17 12 16 17 17 151 
Darton . .. 15 14 14 14 15 15 18 20 17 17 13 172 
Gross . ...12 12 14 13 12 11 IS 19 17 17 16 161 
Volk . ..15 15 11 13 14 15 19 20 20 IS 15 175 
K P Tohnson. ...13 14 14 15 13 14 18 19 IS IS 18 165 
L J Squier. 
F M Edwards... 

.. 14 13 13 10 14 14 19 20 18 17 13 165 

.. 14 12 14 13 15 14 IS 19 20 14 13 166 
Eon Fisher . .. 15 12 14 12 14 14 17 19 15 16 19 167 
T K Nolder. .. 14 11 10 12 13 12 17 20 14 16 9 148 
H Vietmeyer .... ..12 13 10 13 10 11 14 15 18 18 14 148 
Foltz . .. 15 14 15 12 15 13 18 19 19 12 16 168 
A W Kirby. .. 15 13 12 14 13 14 20 18 19 19 15 172 
Bibbee . .. 14 11 13 13 It 10 15 15 16 15 11 147 
Webster . .. 14 13 14 14 14 14 18 16 17 16 15 165 
W A Watkins.... .. 14 13 13 12 11 10 19 14 17 18 13 154 
Hopkins . .. 13 13 10 12 13 14 19 16 19 17 16 162 
Wells . .. 11 10 10 9 9 12 16 13 17 16 15 138 
Cain . .. 14 12 13 13 13 14 19 19 17 15 13 162 
J E Walters. .. 11 11 9 13 13 11 16 17 14 16 12 143 
f B Cromley. .. 15 15 14 14 14 15 18 16 13 18 17 169 
C 1! Hedges. .. 13 10 9 14 15 13 17 16 17 18 11 153 
J N Hedges. .. 12 14 14 11 12 8 18 17 17 16 7 146 
T W Valentine... .. 12 11 9 10 10 8 18 11 14 18 16 137 
E Werts . .. 14 12 11 11 12 1L 17 16 14 14 9 141 
R O Heikes. .. 14 15 14 13 15 15 19 20 20 20 18 183 
H W Heikes. .. 12 11 10 11 11 11 12 19 20 16 11 144 
C E Doolittle.... .. 13 11 15 13 9 10 18 17 17 17 13 153 
T A Flick. .. 13 10 14 14 12 12 20 19 19 16 17 166 
Hendrickson .... .. 13 11 15 13 11 13 17 18 14 16 9 150 
W Shattuck. .. 14 13 13 15 11 13 IS 19 17 16 11 160 
Parker . .. 13 10 12 14 13 11 15 14 17 17 14 150 
Hall . .. 12 11 12 12 11 12 14 17 IS 17 9 145 
Rugg . .. 9 7 9 6 11 9 16 13 15 12 9 116 
Davis . .. 11 11 10 10 11 13 17 15 16 15 14 143 
F Gilbert . .. 14 14 15 13 14 15 19 19 19 20 17 179 
T Garrett . .. 14 14 15 15 13 14 18 19 19 19 18 178 
F N Rogers. .. 14 15 14 14 13 14 20 19 18 18 13 172 
Campbell . 
E M Stout. 

.. 13 10 12 14 12 11 16 13 13 17 12 143 

.. 12 13 13 15 12 13 19 16 18 18 15 164 
Barnthouse . .. 10 11 10 11 12 9 IS 15 13 14 8 131 
T Marshall . .. 15 14 15 14 11 9 20 17 18 18 15 166 
Rogers . .. 15 12 13 14 15 14 IS 17 18 17 13 166 
Upson . 15 14 14 14 13 19 19 20 15 14 172 
Heisler . .. 13 14 11 15 15 15 IS 15 20 18 12 166 
Borins . .. 12 11 12 14 11 10 16 18 16 120 
Grubb . .. 10 11 13 12 15 12 18 IS 14 io 11 150 
Swihart . .. 14 12 13 15 11 9 17 17 18 17 143 
C Zint . .. 12 10 13 12 10 11 18 19 18 123 
J Zint . .. 12 11 11 9 7 12 14 12 12 100 
Tackson . .. 11 10 10 12 14 12 15 14 15 18 12 139 
G Kistler . ...13 ; 15 1C i 14 : 11 13 ; is : 17 ’ 2 17 11 159 
Youst . .. 13 15 8 12 13 11 15 15 17 15 8 142 
Sweck . .. 11 12 13 13 13 10 72 
Wilcox . .. 13 15 10 13 14 10 75 

June 4, Second Day. 

Thursday, the second day of the shoot, was about as 
nice a day as could be desired. The sky was clear, there 
was little wind, and the temperature was not so high as 
to make it uncomfortable for those who were obliged to 
get out in the sun. The attendance was very nearly as 
large as on the first day, sixty-nine shooters entering in 
the programme, a number of new men taking the places 
cf those who left on Wednesday evening. A couple of 
hundred spectators watched the shooters during the day. 
The programme consisted of six events at 15, two at 20 
targets, the two-man team race at 25 targets, per man, 
and the Columbus Handicap at 50 targets, for merchan¬ 
dise prizes, open to amateurs only, with an optional 
sweep of $3. This event resulted in several ties, which 
were shot off miss-and-out. Geo. Volk captured first 
prize with a score of 47 from the 20yd. mark. E. Cain 
was second with 46 from 18yds. Anderson and E. M. 
Stout tied on 45 for third place, and decided the choice 
for third prize by the toss of a coin. The former won 
the choice and took a Fox gun, while Stout got a Baker 
gun for fourth prize. The team match for the two-man 
team championship of the State, had twenty-two teams 
entered. Geo. Volk and Frank Foltz, of Toledo, won 
with a total score of 48. The Portsmouth Gun Club 
team won second place on 47. The race was a close 
one, seven teams getting into third place on a score of 
46. The winning team won the trophy last year, and it 
looks like they had a pretty strong hold on it. 

Long runs were scarce. Rolla Heikes got 68, Squier 
broke over 50 without a miss, and Anderson registered 
one of 40. The day’s seven high average moneys were 
won by Volk with 148 out of 155, the score in the handi¬ 
cap event not counting; Anderson 146, Edwards 145, 
Rogers, Flick, Heisler and Sperry 142 each. J. M. 
Hawkins got first high professional average with 151; 
R. O. Heikes 149, J. Garrett 145, T. R. Taylor 141, F. 
Rogers 143, H. D. Freeman 142, L. J. Squier 141. A 
pretty nice race with only 10 targets between the high 
and low man. 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 25 Total. 

Hulshizer . . 11 ii 10 11 8 12 10 12 20 114 
Alkire . . 13 13 11 14 13 1.3 20 15 24 139 
J Taylor . . 13 14 14 15 13 13 19 20 23 144 
Cooper . . 13 14 14 15 12 12 18 17 21 136 
Fishinger . . 15 13 12 13 11 12 12 17 19 124 
Neel . . 9 14 10 8 9 11 17 15 21 114 
Shell . . 12 14 13 15 13 11 15 13 21 127 
Burns . . 14 14 15 13 11 12 17 18 22 136 
Bottenfield . .14 11 10 15 13 11) 12 16 17 11S 
Chamberlain . . 15 14 14 13 13 9 17 19 23 136 
Freeman . .15 14 14 14 13 15 19 18 20 142 
Le Noir . . 13 12 11 11 10 16 14 87 
Anderson . . 14 14 13 15 15 ii 20 20 2i 146 
Young . 
Hawkins . 

. 14 12 15 12 13 13 19 19 23 140 

. 15 15 14 15 15 lb 20 19 23 151 

. 14 15 11 12 13 12 17 15 20 129 
Darton . . 14 13 14 15 14 12 19 17 24 142 
Gross . . 13 12 11 11 10 13 13 16 23 122 
Volk . . 15 15 14 14 14 14 20 17 25 148 
H P Johnson .... . 12 14 15 14 11 15 14 15 20 130 
Squier . . 12 14 11 15 12 13 20 20 24 141 
Edwards . . 13 12 14 14 14 15 20 18 25 145 
Fisher . . 12 12 13 15 14 13 17 16 20 132 
Rogers . . 15 14 13 15 15 13 17 IS 22 142 

Vietmeyer . . 11 12 12 12 n 13 15 16 17 119 
Foltz . 135 
Kirby . . 13 14 13 13 14 12 14 14 23 130 
Bibbee . . 14 11 15 13 10 14 17 17 21 132 
Webster . . 14 13 11 13 15 13 19 15 19 132 
Gilbert . . 14 12 13 13 13 13 18 20 23 139 
F Rogers . . 15 14 14 14 14 13 20 18 21 143 
Garrett . . 12 14 14 15 14 15 18 19 24 145 
Upson . . 14 10 13 15 13 15 19 18 24 141 
E M Stout. . 15 11 13 14 14 14 18 17 22 138 
Cain . . 15 12 13 13 14 14 19 16 21 137 
Hopkins . .13 12 15 13 14 14 19 19 20 139 
Wells . . 10 7 11 11 12 14 19 14 20 118 
Valentine . . 12 9 8 12 12 4 14 12 15 98 
I N Hedges. . 13 12 12 12 13 8 15 15 19 119 
R O Heikes. . 14 15 14 15 15 15 19 18 24 149 
Doolittle . . 9 11 13 12 13 13 18 19 21 129 
H Heikes . . 13 12 12 15 15 12 20 15 22 136 
Flick . . 13 13 13 14 14 15 17 20 23 142 
Hendrickson . . 12 12 11 11 10 12 19 18 20 125 
W Shattuck . . 15 13 13 13 13 10 16 16 22 131 
Parker . . 12 12 14 14 12 13 14 11 19 121 
Rugg . . 13 6 12 11 9 7 17 13 18 106 
R Ledgett . . 10 10 11 14 12 11 20 16 23 127 
Grubb . . 10 13 11 12 14 15 20 18 24 137 
Barnthouse . . 11 11 9 12 12 12 17 14 22 142 
Heisler . . 13 11 14 14 14 14 20 17 25 142 
Sperry . . 13 13 11 15 14 13 20 18 25 D3 
Walters . . 13 11 13 13 13 13 19 17 19 13i 
Hornberger . . 9 8 7 10 15 12 17 16 23 117 
Jackson . . 13 8 12 6 8 9 16 17 18 107 
Wertz . . 12 10 9 14 12 12 11 14 20 114 
Moeller . . 12 11 13 13 15 12 19 16 22 133 
Kistler . .15 11 14 13 12 15 18 17 21 136 
Henderson . . 13 13 14 11 12 13 17 18 23 134 
Marshall . . 13 11 14 15 13 15 17 17 24 139 
Tatman . . 12 14 12 12 13 15 18 17 22 135 
G Stout . . 12 11 11 14 11 13 18 17 21 128 
T Smith . . 7 10 7 9 10 6 12 12 18 91 
Burris . . 10 11 10 12 10 14 17 11 19 114 
Dial . . 12 9 10 9 2 7 .... 14 63 
Purbaugh . . 6 7 11 11 9 10 18 16 21 109 
Campbell . . 11 10 . 21 
Poole . . 9 13 11 14 13 12 72 

Team Contest 

The Review trophy was presented to the League by the 
Sportsmen’s Review, and is emblematic of the two-man 
team championship of Ohio. The first contest took place 
on May 11, and was won by the Buckeye Gun Club team, 
of Dayton. The Grassy Point Gun Club, of Toledo, 
challenged and was awarded the cup by default. This1 
club was challenged by the North Baltimore Gun Club, 
which was defeated on Aug. 10. The third contest was; 
between the Grassy Point and Sherman Clubs, of Colum¬ 
bus, and was held at Columbus. The home club won by' 
a score of 177 to 170. Alkire 47, Ward 45, Walt 43, Greene 
42; total 177. On Oct. 12 of the same year, at Circleville,' 
the Plain City Gun Club challenged and was defeated,; 
172 to 145—Alkire 44, Ward 44, Sprigg 43, Mason 41. i 
At Columbus, in May, 1893, the Sherman Gun Club team 
No 2 defeated team No. 6 of the same club by a score, 
of 95 to 88. This was the fifth contest for the trophy, and 
the number of men on a team was reduced to two. The 
sixth contest, June 27, 1894, was won by the Buckeye Gun 
Club team, defeating the Sherman team by a score of 181 
to 180. The winners were challenged by the Sherman 
Gun Club, and the seventh contest was shot on Oct. 5 
of the same year, the Buckeyes winning, 152 to 126. The 
eighth contest took place at Dayton during the League 
tournament. May 14 to 16, 1895, and resulted in a tie be¬ 
tween Ralph Worthington (Redwing) 22 and Upson 24; 
total 46. the Cleveland Gun Club team, and Dando 24, 
McDonald 22; total 46. The Cleveland team won the 
shoot-off, 41 to 40. The Buckeye team won at Dayton 
on June 10 of the same year by a score of 49. The tenth 
contest was at Springfield in 1897, and was won by the 
Buckeyes by a score of 49. The eleventh contest was 
also held at Springfield on June 1, 1898. and resulted in a 
tie between Heikes 25, Rike 24; total 49, the Buckeye 
team of Dayton, and a team of the Mechanicsburg Gun 
Club. Phellis 24, and Patrick 25; total 49. The Dayton 
team won the shoot-off with 48 to 45. At Columbus, 
Tune 6, 1899, the twelfth contest was won by the Sherman 
Club team No. 1—Ward 24, Pumphrey 24; total 48—after 
shooting off a tie with Young 25, and Strong 23 ot 
Springfield. The next tournament was held at Columbus, 
Tune 5 to 7, 1900, when the thirteenth contest took place. 
This year the contestants were given a handicap of added 
targets. The Columbus team scored a total of 50 Rhodes 
and Alkire each breaking 24, their handicap of 5 giving 
them a perfect score. They were tied by the Cincinnati 
team—Gamble 23, and Squier 23, with a handicap of 5 
making 50. In the shoot-off the former team scored 50 
with the handicap to the latter’s 49 At Circleville, June 
5 1901, Alkire 24 and Rhoades 24; total 49, won the 
fourteenth contest. June 4, 190-,. at Cleveland, the 
fifteenth contest was won by Heikes 24 and Kikes -a, 
total 48. The sixteenth contest was held at Cincinnati, 
Tune 10. 1903, and was by Rhoads 24, Young 23, total 47 
At Akron, June 15, 1904, Galt 25 and Kreider 24, total 
49, won the seventh contest. The eighteenth contest was 
held at Canton on June 14, 1905 and was wcm by the 
Newark team—Orr 25, Hulshizer 24; total 49. At Dayton, 
Tune 14, 1906, the Dayton team—R O. Heikes and H. 
Heikes—tied the Newark team-Taylor and King-on 48_ 
The former team won the shoot-off with 46 to ine 
twentieth contest took place at Columbus at the League 
tournament, June 4 to 6, 1907, and was won by Young 

ni . 'TV.zx uunnpr rPOPIVPn IrODIlV 3S H JReaid24; total 49. The winner received a trophy as a 

imento of the win. 

Toledo Team. 
Volk .25 
Foltz .22-T8 

Portsmouth G. C. 
Edwards .25 
W Shattuck. H 

Columbus No. 1. 
J R Taylor.23 
Chamberlain .23—46 

Springfield G. C. 
C A Young. 23 
Henderson .23—46 

Cleveland No. 1. 
Flick .23 
Doolittle .21—44 
Buckeye G. C., Dayton. 

Cain .;.21 
Kirby . 23-44 

Columbus No. 2. 
T T Wells.20 
t> D Gross.23-43 

Thornville No. 1. 
Cooper .21 
Shell .21—42 
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ammunition Goes to England 
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA In Co-Operation 
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NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE 
Hibbs Building, Washington, D. C., June 5, 1908. 

United States Cartridge Company, Lowell, Mass.: 

GENTLEMEN: We have the honor to submit herewith the report of the committee from the executive committee of the 
National Rifle Association of America which had in charge the test of ammunition to determine what should be used by the 
American team in the International Olympic Rifle Matches, to take place in England in July of this year. 

The result of the test which was conducted with great care and under careful supervision, representatives of the three companies 

submiting ammunition being continuously present, was as follows: 
Grand aggregate, mean vertical deviation, of all record shots fired: 

1st. The United States Cartridge Co., 180 grain bullet 
2nd. The United States Cartridge Co., 150 grain bullet . 
3rd. Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 190 grain bullet 
4th. Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 180 grain bullet 
5th. Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 202 grain bullet . 

The committee has therefore chosen the United States Cartridge Company 180 grain bullet cartridge as the ammunition to be 
used by the team. 

fSigned) WILLIAM P. HALL, Brigadier General, U. S. A. 
(Signed) LAURASON RlGGS, Brigadier General, Maryland National Guard. 
(Signed) JAMES A. DRAIN, Brigadier General, National Guard of Washington. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Lowell. Mass.. U.S.A. 
497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 268 Market St., San Francisco. ^ 

2.83 in. 
3.14 in. 
4.12 in. 
5.02 in. 
5.02 in. 

Marietta G. C. 
Sperry . 25 
Bibbee .21—46 

Expert Team. 
Hawkins .23 
Gilbert . 23—46 

Dayton G. C. 
R O Heikes.24 
H Heikes . 22—46 

Cleveland No. 2. 
Upson ..24 
E S Rogers.22—46 

Celina G. C. 
Heisler .25 
Kistler . 21—46 

Thornville No. 2. 
Grubb . 24 
Neel . 21-45 

Cincinnati G. C. 
Alkire .24 
Anderson .21—45 

Circleville G. C. 
E M Stout. 22 
J N Hedges.19—41 

Cleveland No. 3. 
Burns .22 
Parker .19—41. 

Circleville No. 2. 
J Walters .19 
Moeller .22—41 

Columbus No. 3. 
Fisher .20 
Bolin . 20—40 

Columbus No. 4. 
K P Johnson.20 
Webster .19—39 

Centerburg No. 1. 
Hulshizer .20 
Bottenfield ..17—37 

Centerburg No. 2. 
Jackson . 18 
Dial . 14-32 

Columbus Handicap. 

Merchandise event, 50 targets, entrance $5, 
amateurs only, optional $3 sweep, handicaps 16 to 

Yds. Tot’l. _ Yds. Tot’l. 
.20 

open to 
20yds.: 

Young . 
Freeman . 20 
F Rogers.20 
J Taylor . 20 
Anderson . -u 
Hawkins . -0 
Volk .. 20 
Squier .20 
Garrett .20 
Gilbert .20 
Upson . -9 
R O Heikes.20 
Chamberlain .... 19 
Foltz . 19 
Doolittle . 19 
Cooper .19 
Burns . 19 
lohnson . 19 
Edwards . 19 
Fisher .19 
Flick . 19 
Hoplc ins .18 
Gross .18 
Kirby . 18 
Webster . 18 
F Shattuck .18 
E M Stout.18 
Alkire . 18 
Cain . 18 
King . 18 
Le Noir .18 

Shoot-off of tie on 44: 
9, Moeller 2. 

46 S E Rogers.... .. 18 43 
43 Grubb . 43 

47 Bibbee . .. IS 39 
45 Kistler . .. 18 44 

45 Hulshizer . .. 18 43 
43 Fishinger . .. 17 42 

47 Shell . .. 17 40 

40 Bottenfield .... .. 17 41 

43 Bolin . .. 17 35 

43 H Heikes. .. 17 41 

40 Dr Shattuck... .. 17 40 
44 Ledgett . .. 17 40 

39 Nolder . .. 17 41 

41 Hornberger ... .. 17 40 

43 Wertz . 36 
43 Tatman . .. 17 44 

43 Poole . .. 17 13 

38 Snyder . .. 17 19 

42 Niedinger .... .. 17 30 

43 T N Hedges... .. 16 37 

43 Hendrickson . .. 16 42 
41 Parker . 38 

38 Walters . .. 16 43 

37 G Stout . .. 16 39 

44 Moeller . .. 16 44 

43 Neel . .. 16 43 
45 T H Smith.... .. 16 41 

43 t Dial . .. 16 28 
46 Hall . .. 16 42 

39 Fuller . 43 
39 

Webster 10, Kistler 9, Tatman 

Second shoot-off: Kistler 2, Tatman 1. 
Shoot-off of ties on 43: Doolittle 4, Cooper 8, Burns 

0, Fisher 3, Flick 4, Shattuck 0, Alkire 9, Roger 0, 
Grubb 4, Hulshizer 1. Walters 0, Neel 2, Fuller 1. 

June 5, Third Day. 

The weather on the last day of the tournament was 
simply perfect. A clear, cool day, with no wind to 
bother the shooters. The attendance kept up well, over 
sixty shooters being entered in the events. A few new 
faces were seen to-aay, but most of them were the ones 
with which we had become familiar. The programme 
was at a total of 200 targets, which included six at 15, one 
at 20, two at 25 targets each, one at 20 targets, 19yds. rise, 
and one at 10 pairs of doubles. The last two events did not 
count in figuring averages, but were introduced, as on the 
first day, to afford practice for similar events which are 
on the G. A. H. programme, but in order to compete 
for high average money the shooters were_ obliged to 
shoot in them. There was quite a little dissatisfaction 
with this feature of the programme, as many of the 
shooters had had little or no practice at this style of 
shooting, and objected to having a good score cut down 
by their failure to break doubles. A point was raised that 
the reports of this tournament would, in some cases, 
cause two records of high average, one that of the club, 
figured on all the events, and the other that of the 
yearly records of the Interstate Association, figured only 
on the 16yd. shooting. The tables given below for the 
three days’ work will show that this is the case in sev¬ 
eral instances, and especially in the standing on the 
separate days. In the case of the professionals on the 
third day the order was Heikes, Gilbert and Hawkins 
by the programme, but counting the 16yd. shooting only 
the order was Heikes, Hawkins, Freeman and Gilbert. 
The same thing can be seen in the amateur record, lhe 
contest for the L. C. Smith cup was a hot one and had 
fifty-nine shooters. W. B. Darton was high gun with 
49, but was not eligible, as he is not a resident of the 
State. This left it between Webster, Cromley and R. U. 
Heikes, each of whom broke 48 targets. Freeman was 
also in the 48 hole, but was not eligible. The crowd 
assembled in front of the club house to watch the shoot- 
off at 25 targets, and when Pop Heikes was declared the 
winner with 23, they sure raised the roof with their 
cheers. Pop can still hold up his end of the shooting 
game and show some of the young ones how to do it. 

The shooting began promptly at 9 °c'°<:k. and the 
event at doubles was started at once, so that there should 
be no delay in running it off. As a consequence of this 
wise move, and with the help of Charlie North s efforts 
in hustling the squads, the last eventwas^finished at 
3 o’clock, and every one had ample time to get their train 
for home. The tournament was run on the Squier money- 
back system, and it again demonstrated its value as a 
means of keeping the shooters in to the end All 
amateurs shooting the three days were paid back their 
losses in full, the largest amount paid to one man being 

$37.20, and the lowest, 50 cents. 

During the tournament 45,000 targets were thrown, and 
not a minute’s delay was caused by trouble with the 
traps, for which Mr. C. North is deserving of credit. 

In the event at doubles, J. R. Taylor was high man 
with 19, Gross and Upson each broke 18, and R. Heikes, 
Gilbert and Garrett 17 each. 

The long run of the day was made by G. Volk, who 
broke 77. Rolla O. Heikes was high professional with 
188, Gilbert 187, Hawkins 186, Taylor 183, Garrett 182. 
Geo. Volk won high average money on 1S5, Doolittle ISO, 
Hopkins 179, D. Upson 178, Anderson 177, Flick and 
Fishinger 176 each. . 

For the three days R. Heikes was high with 520 out ot 
545, Hawkins 518, Taylor 509. The amateurs finished the 
tournament in the following order: Volk 508, Anderson 
497, Upson 491, Edwards 488, Flick 484, Chamberlain 482, 
Hopkins and E. S. Rogers 480 each. 

Events: 123456789 10 11 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 25 25 20 20 Tot’l 

King . 15 13 15 12 13 14 17 21 19—139 17 10 166 
Hulshizer ...13 12 13 14 13 8 19 24 21—137 18 11 166 
Alkire . 13 15 12 14 11 14 17 17 23—136 16 9 161 
Taylor .15 14 13 15 13 13 IS 24 22—147 17 19 183 
Cooper . 13 13 14 13 14 14 19 22 21—143 18 11 172 
Fishinger. .. 14 12 15 15 13 12 20 21 22—144 17 15 176 
Neel B ....14 7 10 12 12 10 14 13 24—116 8 14 138 
Shell . 13 13 13 9 11)12 13 18 22—124 19 12 155 
Burns . 12 13 13 12 13 13 18 22 21—137 14 13 164 
Bottenfield .. 13 13 12 9 11 11 18 21 18—126 10 8 144 
Chamberlain.. 13 14 13 14 13 12 15 24.23 141 16 16 173 
Freeman . 15 15 14 11 15 14 18 25 23—150 17 15 182 
Le Noir . 10 15 10 12 13 14 17 22 24—137 14 14 lb5 
Anderson .... 14 14 15 15 14 14 18 22 21-146 16 15 177 
Young °n 12 15 15 14 14 15 18 23 22-148 19 14 181 
Hawkins "!... 14 15 15 15 14 15 19 22 22—151 19 16 186 
Bohn . 14 9 12 11 15 12 13 19 14-119 13 17 149 
Barton . 13 14 13 14 15 13 17 24 25-148 .... 148 
Gross .. 15 11 13 11 13 14 13 21 23—134 18 18 170 
Vo°k .... 14 15 15 15 15 14 20 22 23—153 17 15 185 
Tohnson . 11 14 14 13 13 13 18 22 24—142 15 9 lb6 
Squier . 12 15 14 12 15 12 18 23 22—143 17 12 172 
Edwards . 14 12 14 14 12 13 20 23 24—146 18 13 177 
Fisher . 12 12 15 11 12 15 18 24 23-142 17 15 <4 
Parker .. 10 13 13 11 12 13 16 21 23-132 15 12 159 
F S Rogers.. 13 13 13 12 12 15 17 22 23—140 18 14 172 
Walters .. 15 12 12 13 11 12 15 21 20—128 18 14 160 
Kirby. . 15 14 12 11 8 14 19 21 18-132 14 19 165 
Bibbee . 13 12 13 15 11 13 17 19 19-132 12 10 154 
Weblter . 14 13 12 12 13 14 17 24 24-143 17 14 174 
Gilbert . 14 13 15 14 14 14 19 23 24-150 20 17 187 
F Rogers .... 14 12 15 14 14 14 20 22 21-146 18 11 175 
Garrett !. 12 14 14 13 15 14 19 23 24—148 17 17 182 
Union .. 12 12 15 15 14 15 15 23 23-144 16 18 178 
E M Stout... 13 13 14 10 13 14 16 18 21-132 14 12 158 
Cain . 15 11 15 12 14 13 20 20 22—142 12 13 167 
Hopkins . 12 14 13 15 13 15 18 23 24—147 18 14 179 
Wells . 13 11 13 10 15 13 16 23 18—132 15 14 161 
Cromley . 15 15 13 12 14 11 15 24 24—143 15 16 174 
Valentine .... 7 8 8 7 8 4 8 16 13— 79 9 9 97 
R Heikes .... 15 14 15 14 13 15 19 24 24—153 18 17 188 
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VICTORIES 5 PETERS SHELLS 
FROM EVERY QUARTER! 

So many average-winning scores have recently bee made with PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS, that to enumerate the halt of them 

necessitates the use of small type. They are, however, co^e the less significant: 

198 ex 200 

239 ex 255 
440 ex 470 
364 ex 400 
173 ex 180 
398 ex 400 
186 ex 200 

LIVE BIRDS, at Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 16, jn a match 
between Messrs. H. I. Hess and Thos. Ely. Each man 
killed 99 ex 100. 

by Mr. A. P. McDowell, at Cogswell, N. Dak., May 
12-13. High Amateur average. 

by Mr. F. E. Rogers, at Rich Hill, Mo., May 21-22. 
High Professional average. 

by Mr. J. S. Fanning, at Syracuse, N. Y., May 19-20. 
High General average. 

by Mr. E. C. Griffith, at Watertown, Mass., May 9. 
High General average. 

by Mr. Lon Fisher, at Ashley, O., May 20-21. High 
Amateur average. 

by Mr. Sim Glover, at Rome, N. Y., May 22. High 
General average. 

195 ex 200 
378 ex 390 
349 ex 375 
192 ex 195 
378 ex 400 
192 ex 200 
374 ex 90 
163 ex 175 

by Mr. Neaf Apgar, at Bradford, Pa., May 23. High 

General average. 

by Mr. Neaf Apgar, at Olean, N. Y., May 19-20.. High 

General average. 

by Mr. Neaf Apgar, at Ossining, N. Y., May 13-14. 

High General average. 

by Mr. Sim Glover, at Olean, N. Y., May 20, with a run 
of 103 straight. High General average for the day. 

by Mr. Woolfolk Henderson, at Dayton, Ky. (State 
Shoot), May 27-28. Tie for High Amateur average, 

by Mr. Chas. Holzworth, at Lincoln, Neb., May 26. 

High Amateur average. 

by Mr. Sim Glover, at Olean, N. Y., May 19-20. Second 

General average. 

by Mr. E. C. Griffith, at New Bedford, Mass., May 22. 

High Amateur average. 

Remember the HIGHEST AMATEUR SCORE of the year, 396 out of 400, made by Mr. J. S. Day, at Sulphur, 

Okla., May 1445, with PETERS SHELLS. There could be no more conclusive test of QUALITY than these records. 

Shoot PETERS SHELLS, Mr. Amateur, *nd get Li the winning column. 

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY. CINCINNATI. OHIO 
New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and Wa.r 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

A manual of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT! 
Every “Out Door” man and boy should read Dan Beard’s “GUNS AND GUNNING." 

It is now ready. 

Tells all about woodcraft, haunts and habits of furred and feathered game, camping hints on 

equipment, packing, cooking, etc. Beautifully illustrated by Belmore H. Browne. 

“As indispensable for your outing as a STEVENS RIFLE." 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price; 20 cents paper covered; 30 cents cloth bound. 

ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
P. O. BOX 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS. U. S. A 
New York Office, 98 Chamber* Street. 
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H Heikes . 11 13 10 14 11 14 17 18 19 -127 14 12 153 
ITool it tie .... . 14 14 13 15 1 ! 15 19 ‘22 23 -147 18 15 180 
Mick . . 18 15 13 13 14 13 19 22 23- 144 19 13 17G 
I Tendrickson . 11 11 13 18 11 11 IS 21 21 129 14 

13 
8 151 

VV Shattuck. . in 13 14 11 11 14 19 2.3 141 13 
1 N Hedges. . 8 10 1” 10 6 11 11 8 22- - 98 12 12 122 
Kugg . 9 11 13 10 ii 11 15 13 ifi -109 12 13 134 
Foltz . . 12 13 11 11 18 13 IS IS 23 -138 1G 14 1GS 
Grubb . . 1” 11 15 14 15 15 18 DO DO -143 14 15 171 
Barnthouse.. 9 10 9 M 11 11 15 17 19- 115 12 5 132 
fack^on . . 6 9 9 5 6 11 p> 1G 21 - 95 14 11 120 
5perrv . . It 15 T! 14 18 18 in 24 ”3 -144 19 1G 179 
iVertz . . 11 14 11 i : 14 12 13 19 21- -128 12 12 152 
Heislcr . . P! 18 13 13 13 G3 
Vfoeber . 1 1 11 13 11 13 13 17 DO oo_ -132 15 8 155 
Marshall ... . 14 15 14 13 12 13 16 83 21- -142 IS 14 174 
Bartholomew . T’ 8 9 13 8 10 ii 18 1G- -104 8 11 123 
Kistler . 12 12 14 13 13 13 18 31 oo_ -139 17 15 171 
Fuller . 13 13 13 13 10 13 17 19—117 13 130 
Male . 8 8 10 11 9 in - 5G 5G 
’laypool .... 7 10 8 11 6 6 - 48 48 
Brice . . 12 13 m 14 14 12 17 19 24 -136 14 150 
A’ineman ... 12 10 G 13 41 

The I.. C. Smi th troph y wa j ; presented to the i. eague 
■yy the manufacturers of the L. C. Smith pun, at the 
annual meeting held at Gabon, in May, 1888. It is 
emblematic of the championship of Ohio and was first 
daced in competition at this meet and was won by R. O. 
Heikes^ on a score of 29 out of 30. The second contest 
•vas he’d at Dayton, in October, of the same vear. The 
conditions were changed to 50 targets. R. O. TTeikes and 
George Hart tied on 48. In the first shoot-ofT each con- 
estant scored 47. In the second shoot-off each broke 

19. The final tie was shot aff at Dayton on Dec. 25, 1888, 
it 100 targets, Heikes winning with a score of 93 to 90. 
The third contest was at Cleveland, in May. 18S9 
Arthur Paul and Paul North tied on 47. The shoot-off 
,vas won bv Paul with a score of 24 to 18 out of 25 
argets. The fourth contest, at Toledo, in Mav, 1890, 
.vas won by George Osborn with a score of 47. Mr. 
Dsborn won the fifth contest, at Findlay, in May. 1891, 
.vith a score of 48. The sixth contest was held at Colum- 
ius, May 12, 1892, and was won by M. C. Standford with 
1 score of 48. The seventh contest was at the annual 
neeting at Columbus, June 9 to 11, 1893. W. B. Pearley 
.vinning on a score of 40. The eighth contest, in 1894, 
\lay 14 to 10, was won by R. O. Heikes with 49. The 
linth contest, May 14 to 10, 1895, was also won by TTeikes 
m a. score of 49. At the meet held in Dayton, in 1890. 
Dennis Upson, of Cleveland, won the tenth contest with 
17. The eleventh contest was held in Springfield. 1897, 
luring the June meet, and was won by John A. Strong, 
)f that place. The twelfth contest was also held at 
Springfield, June 2, 1898, R. O. Heikes winning with 49. 
The thirteenth contest, at Columbus, June 22, 1899. was 
von by F. D. Alkire, of Woodlin, on 49. On June 0 
1900, the fourteenth contest was held at Columbus, and 
vvas won by C. A. Young after shooting off a tie on 48 
vith R. O. Heikes, 25 to 22 out of 25. The fifteenth con¬ 
est took place at Circleville, on Tune 6, 1901, and was 
von by Sanford, of Clyde, with 50 straight. At Cleve- 
and. on June 7, 1902, R. O. Heikes and A. W. Kirbv 
ied on 48 in the sixteenth contest. In the first shoot-off 
hey tied on 24 out of 25. The second shoot-off was won 
yy Heikes with 23 to 21. At Cincinnati, June 11, 1903, 
he seventeenth contest resulted in a tie on 48 between 
Phellis, Waite and Young, the latter winning the shoot- 
)ff. The eighteenth contest, at Akron, June 10, 1904, 
vas a tie between C. A. Young and D. Upson on 48. 
iroung won the shoot-off, 23 to 21. The nineteenth con¬ 
est was held at Canton in June, 1905, and was won by 
R, O. Heikes with 50 straight. On June 14, 1906, at 
Dayton, the twentieth contest resulted in a tie on 48 be- 
ween E. W. Holding and C. A. Young. Holding won 
he shoot-off with 21 to 18. The twenty-first contest was 
leld at Columbus, June 6, 1907, and was won by J. R. 
Taylor with a straight score of 50. 

L. C. Smith trophy, 50 targets, individual State cham- 
lionship: 

Gng ,. 40 
iulshizer . 45 
\lkire . 40 
Taylor . 44 
Tooper . 43 
"ishinger . 43 
\Teel . 3f 
ihell . 40 
Turns . 43 
Tottenfield . 39 
Thamberlain . 47 
•'reernan . 48 
-e Noir . 46 
Vnderson . 43 
(oung . 45 
lawkins . 44 
Tolin .i. 33 
)arton . 49 
jross . 44 
;olk . 45 
ohnson . 46 
iquier . 47 
'awards . 47 
usher . 47 
*arker . 44 
i S Rogers. 45 
Vralters . 41 
virby . 39 
Tibbce . 38 
Vebster . 48 

Shoot-off of tie on 48 for 
\ ebster 20, Cromley 19. 

Gilbert . 47 
F Rogers . 43 
Garrett . 41 
Upson . 46 
Cain . 41 
E M Stout. 39 
Hopkins . 47 
\\ eds . 41 
Cromley . 48 
\ alentine . 29 
R Heikes . 48 
H Heikes . 37 
Doolittle . 45 
Flick . 45 
Hendrickson . 42 
\\ Shattuck . 46 
J N Hedges. 30 
Rugg . 29 
Foltz . 41 
Grubb . 44 
Barnthouse . 36 
Jackson . 37 
Sperry . 47 
Wertz . 40 
Moeller . 44 
Marshall . 44 
Bartholomew . 34 
Kistler . 43 
Fuller . 36 
Price . 43 

», at 25 targets: Heikes 23, 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Sandy Hill, 
o-day follow: 

N. Y., June 5.—Totals of scores made 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Vitt . . 75 G8 Norton .. . 45 30 
ngalsbe . . 15 15 
>r De Roode.. . 90 72 Martin ... . 45 9 
1 iltse . . 60 16 Brown ... :. CO 43 

EMPIRE (Bulk) 
- WON - 

Illinois Professional State Championship at Chicago, Ill., 
May 26th-28th, by L. R. Berkley. 

BALLISTITE 
- WON - 

Grand American Handicap, 1907 
Compare scores a.fter using the Best Two Smokeless 

Powders on Earth 

J. H. LAU ® CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

DEA D MOT 

REMARKABLE FOR ITS 

-S ML O K 
TOR. J'HOT GUJNA' 

POPULARITY, SLIGHT RECOIL, PATTERN, PENETRATION, VELOCITY 
AND ITS 

STABILITY 
TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 

Chicago, III. BOSTON, MASS. St. Louis. Mo. 

Building Motor Bonds a.nd 

Managing Gasolene Engines 
are discussed in the book 

“HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS" 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motoi 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, i 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu 
lation. All the instruction given is defined and com 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

rRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
raining pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 166 pages. 
Brice $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A SEASONABLE BOOK 

Modern Fish Culture in Fresh 
and Salt Water 

BY FRED MATHER. 

Fishing is in the air. It is becoming more and more 
necessary for the individual angler to consider the future 
supply of game fish. Stream and lake stocking is the 
order of the day. It can be done on a small scale as 
well as on a large one. Fishculture, too, can be made a 
profitable side line. 

Mr. Mather’s book is designed to enable the individual 
to do what public authorities and clubs are doing at 
large expense. It is thoroughly practical, easily under¬ 
stood, and treats of every phase of fish-culture. It is 
just the thing for the man who owns a small pond or 
stream section and wants to provide fish for sport or the 
table at moderate cost. Heavy paper. Cloth. Illustrated. 
Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and "Sam 

Lovel's Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson. 16mo. 
Price $1.26. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Ossining Gun Club. 

The A. H. Fox Gun 

“The Finest Gun in the World” 
Write for booklet fully describing the A. H. Fox Gun 

THE A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Place an A. H. Fox Gun beside the best of other guns, and the comparison will favor 
the “Fox.” It has the best model, finest finish, most perfect balance ever 

brought together in a gun. 
But the two great features of “Fox” superiority ore simplicity and strength. Its action 

has the fewest parts ever assembled in a gun frame, and for that reason its liability to break¬ 
age is practically nothing. Besides, in the “ Fox” the margin of safety is greatest—there 
is an added weight of metal where powder strain is heaviest. 

Examine the A. H. Fox Gun—test it—note these points of superiority for yourself, and 

you will pronounce it to be what it is— 

$13431 00 
100 

Worth of Fine Guns and Rifles 
(Second-Hand and Shopworn) for 

00 
100 

If interested, send for list or call at our store. 

$6840 
Schoverling, Daly (®L Gales 

302-304 Broadway, New York 

N. R. DAVIS SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A 

Ossining, N. Y., June 2.— In a recent issue of a con¬ 
temporary, Mr. E. YV. Reynolds, the Eastern representa¬ 
tive of that paper, had a report of a two-day shoot held 
at Ossining, May 13 and 14. The report was a “roast” 
from beginning to end, the whole thing being couched 
in such offensive terms that I was, in justice to the club, 
obliged to call the attention of the trap editor of the 
paper to the unfair criticism they had printed, and 
asking that my letter arraigning Mr. Reynolds be pub¬ 
lished. This communication was ignored. I must 
acknowledge that it was somewhat severe—this you can 
see by the copy of it I am sending you. Failing to 
get relief through the proper channel, I took the matter 
up personally with Mr. Reynolds and got a reply from 
him. which you may publish also if you wish. 

Now, Mr. Editor, when the Ossining Gun Club ap¬ 
plied to the Interstate Association for the registering of 
this shoot, they gave as their reasons or objects for 
running it, “To keep the ball rolling in this section and 
to popularize Ossining Gun Club shoots, hoping to win 
back shooters whom we have lost through an unfor¬ 
tunate series of trap troubles, etc.” At any rate, it was 

-to this effect. We added $100 cash and $85 nierchandise, 
aside from a $00 ctip offered for the individual county 
championship. We paid expenses and had a little to the 
good, which was more than was expected prior to the 
shoot. There were thirty-seven shooters the first day, 
and, 1 think, thirty-two the second. The attendance was 
a little disappointing, so there was no occasion for hust¬ 
ling. We threw about 15,000 targets, and aside from the 
No. 1 trap breaking down on the second day, which 
necessitated a delay of about an hour for that trap, 
everything went off smoothly. Most of the help was 
done by club members, and the trappers were sons of 
club members, which, likely, made them a little inde¬ 
pendent and therefore slow at times in getting "on the 
job.” At any rate, there was no great hurry, for the 
shoot each day was finished at an early hour. When we 
run a shoot we are grateful to shooters living within 
visiting distance for their support. They are, to a certain 
extent, our guests, and we do not know of an instance 
where a shooter has been treated discourteously or un¬ 
fairly at a shoot of this club. We aim to be fair toward 
all, and stand firm for the right at all times. We realize 
that many times, “to keep peace in the family,” it would 
be far easier to say to So and So, who claims he has 
been scored one too many lost birds, “All right, Mr. So 
and So, the scorer likely did not hear the referee, or 
got twisted up in some way. Mr. Scorer, give Mr. So 
and So the bird.” We do not do that here. If a claim 
is made for a target at the time it is scored and some 
of the others in the squad stand out against the referee, 
o.k., the change is made, but not after the sheet is on 
the way to the office. We consider that we have been 
shabbily treated by said contemporary and its representa¬ 
tive regarding the publishing of such unjust criticisms. 

We question the policy or right of a paper’s representa 
tive visiting and using the private club house and prop¬ 
erty of a club, to go to the extremity of criticism, as 
was done in this case. Mr. Reynolds “called Mr. Ginn, 
our cashier, for rendering gratuitous service, stating that 
“he might be doing some one out of a job.” 

Reports of the Ossining Gun Club shoots were con¬ 
tinued to be sent direct to Mr. Reynolds’ paper; even 
after he had requested that they be sent to him to forward. 
The writer is deeply interested in this club and its 
functions, and therefore considers himself personally at¬ 
tacked, which indeed he was. 

Regarding the "why” the Albany shooters did not stay 
for the second day, I asked them why they were going, 
and if there was any trouble? They said, "No, they 
were not any of them shooting up to their regular form, 
so thought they would go, but would try it again at 
some future shoot. Messrs. Schauffler and Munn, tin 
other two, stated that "they could not possibly make tht 
second day owing to business.” They both thanked th( 
club manager for the good shoot and time they had, ant 
said they would come again. 

Chas. G. Blandford, 

Capt. Ossining Gun Club. 

Ossining, N. Y.—The members of the Ossining Gun 
Club who spent Wednesday afternoon, June 3, at the 
club house, near the Camp grounds had a fine time in 
every way. The regular meetings of this popular and 
prosperous club are generally held <5n the first VV ednes- 
day of each month in the village, but an innovation was 
tried most successfully this week. 

First came a members’ shoot at 4 o clock, which was 
followed by the regular meeting at 5, and then came ; 
fine "beefsteak broil” and a general good time at b. 

Routine business was transacted at the meeting am 
the broil, under Captain Jack Aitchison’s skillful three 
tior., was a feast for an epicure, and the chef sustamec 
his time-honored reputation in preparing the immensi 
juicy and tender steaks. Some other time-honored repu 
tatiens in the teeding line were more than sustained, too 

No. 5 was a distance handicap at 10 targets, and Aldei 
man Blandford had a clear score from the back line. 

Town Clerk Hubbell corralled the honors in No. b, am 
John T. Ilvland annexed No. 7, after shooting oft win 
Messrs. Fisher, Rohr and Tuttle. „ , 

Mr. Hyland also got 8 in No. 10, which was at 21yds 
No shooter was eligible for more than one prize. 

Dr Sherwood shot for the first time in several years 
breaking six with a borrowed gun, and George l-ruce 
!r., tried his luck for the first time and broke 2 out o 
his’ 10. The scores; 

Events- 1234567891 
Targets': .10 10 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 1 

E Brewerton, 17 . 5 4 .. 11 7 w b 8 .. < 
1 T Hyland, 18. 6 3 .. 13 5 4 7 0 6 - 

Wm Fisher, 17. Jj ’ ‘ " 
G B Hubbell, 18. 6. V, fafl % 4 ” ' 

C G Blandford, 21. 9 13 & 9 ^10 9 . 

A Aitchison . 1 •• •• 2. 
A Rohr, 16 . ■» - l. 
N ! Tuttle, 16. 0 * 1 
Dr E B Sherwood. 0 .. . 
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Geo Bruce, 1r 
Wm A T Clark 
A Bedell . 

8 8 
9 5 

Mechanicsburg Shooting Association. 

Mechanicsburg. Pa., June 1.—Consolidated score of 
events held on the Mechanicsburg Shooting Association 
grounds. May 30: 

Events: 1 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 
Target s: in in in 15 15 15 in 10 12 

Disney . . 8 9 8 9 11 10 s 8 in 
Long . . 10 in 7 in V1 13 9 8 ll 
Wilson . . 8 7 b n 9 11 4 5 9 
Don son . 8 8 9 ii 12 11 in b 

Pinkie* . . b b 5 b 5 s O 

Ba'dwre . . 4 9 5 8 b 6 7 
Roller . . 4 7 5 7 9 

Roy . . 8 8 b 9 
Bvron . O t 7 8 ii 7 4 b 8 

9 5 b 
Moorhouse . . 8 8 •7 13 10 13 in 8 
Atug . in 9 13 14 13 7 10 in 
Cramer . b 6 3 9 8 

7 b 4 9 

Baldwin . 4 7 7 10 5 7 in 

Pomraining . 3 in 6 5 4 9 
Fa;r .. 5 11 12 7 7 
F Stansfiel.l . 5 7 7 

Mover . b 7 ii 

Whitman . 4 ii 12 4 

Milev . 2 in 5 7 

Bush . 13 14 13 5 9 i” 

Rurter . 12 7 8 9 

Tritt . 7 

Shearer . 9 

Gregor . 8 
Porter . b 

Oliver . ii 

Curtis . ii 

Rapp ... 9 

R. Byron Schroeder, Sec’y. 

St. Louis Trapshooters’ Association. 

St. Ltu-tr. Tune T.—The St. T.ouis Transhooters’ Asso¬ 
ciation had an excellent dan for its spring tournament, 
held Sunday. May 31, and the occasion was marked by 
a good attendance. 

George Maxwell, the craek one-armed shot, was high 
among the professionals; CbarW Snencer was second: 
Fred "Rogers third, and A. H’llam fourth. T. W. Bell 
and Alex. Mfrir^d were tied for first nlace among the 
amateurs. wi*h Peter Baggerman a close second and 
Frank Ford th:rd. 

In the afternoon mnnv of the members, not shooting 
the programme shot for practice, in wh'ch McC'oughan, 
Covote and Selzer made good scores. The results were 
as follows: 

Professionals. 
Shot at. Brot-e Shot at. Broke 

O Maxwell . . 200 196 17 i^nn . . 200 164 

r Snencer . 19’ TT Monev . . 100 9b 

F Rntrers .. . ‘’00 189 T Norton . . 100 85 

A Killam . . °00 183 

Amateurs. 
t iv Rell. •■’no 1K7 Grether . . 75 63 
A Mermod . . °00 187 P Baggerman.. . 75 b'’ 

P Baggerman.. . Q00 185 tollman . . 75 55 

F Ford •■>no 1 so . 65 56 

W Bagcr^rman.. . 200 175 Fber* . 50 40 

tv IT Clay. . ‘>00 174 Louth . . 50 43 
'v Piphl . . 200 163 W Snencer .... . 50 4’ 

T Fichhnrn. . 140 1’3 Mermod . . 50 45 

V P TTnff 100 91 Oav . . 50 .29 

Ge^ Lauth _ . 100 75 Fichhnrn . . 50 27 

r F Pone. . 80 70 Grossman . . 50 94 

IV Spencer .... . on 52 Willis . .. 50 34 
r C Grossman. . °o 13 Wright . ,. °5 lb 

McCloughan .. . 125 120 G-rundman . .. 25 21 
Co vote . . 150 1.35 C^rrigan . .. 95 b 
SeUer . ISO 1°3 Riehl . . 95 IQ 

Bitrrowes . . inn 71 Maxwell . .. °5 

Morris . . 100 61 C Snencer _ . °5 91 

Bell . . 100 85 Ford . . °5 90 

League . mo 79 Huff . .. 25 23 
W Baggerman.. . 115 98 . 

Louis Ebert, Sec’y. 

The Pleasure Gurv Club. 

Englewoop, N. J., May 30.—By shooting between the 
drops on Decoration Day. we managed to shoot through 
five events of our programme. J. H. Hendrickson and 
Tohn Martin were high with 91 out of the 100. W. J. 
Sortor second with 89. Events 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 were 
practice shooting before the regular programme. Three 
straight scores were accounted for, two credited to 
Hendrickson and one to Lydecker. 

Events: 1 23456789 10 11 
Targets: °0 20 20 20 20 20 15 10 1 0 10 10 

T T O’Donohue, Tr. 17 17 17 15 12 16 .... 8 .. .. 
R M Owens.'.. 17 16 15 15 12 12 .. .. 3 7 .. 
H A Langhaus. 10 12 12 12 11 15. 
B Strader . 15 8 15 11 14 11 .. .. 5 .. .. 
A Schoverling . 18 18 14 16 17 14. 
T H Hendrickson. 20 18 20 16 17 . 9 
J Martin . 19 18 17 19 18 
W J Sortor. IS 17 16 19 19 
Carl Richter . 
F Hall . 

11 
10 

9 10 

D Maxwell . 
T W Lvdecker. 
M W Wynne. 
F Westervelt . 
J G Ropes. 
E II Vreeland.11 
Reynolds ... 

19 14 12 18 17 . . 9 10 9 10 .. 
, 14 15 16 12 14 . . 7 .. 6 .. .. 

12 9 12 8 12 . . 6 .. 9 .. .. 
17 16 14 16 20 . . 7 .. 10 9 .. 
16 IS 14 17 11 . 
.. 14 13 14 .. . . 12 .. 8 7.. 
.15 . 

6 5 
.66.. 
C. T. W. 

The Keystone Principle 

AGES and ages ago, the arch of a building might collapse. The simple principle hidden in 
the keystone was not then fully understood. Today such a thing as collapse would 

' be improbable ; every builder has grasped the idea. 
A few years ago a gun might shoot loose and get out of order. “Gun collapse ” was taken 

for granted; today it has no excuse. Lefever construction may be seen in any gun store. 

LEFEVER SHOT GUN 
action is readily understood. The keystone in an arch, with its problems of 
weight, thrust and resistance, is no more wonderful than the Lefever 
cocking hook. This one part does the cocking and extracting with one 
motion. It is the bond between frame and barrels—exact, sub¬ 
stantial, and so simple. If you shoot the gun with the lock 

plate removed, you will “grasp the idea.” 

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigidity and take-up un- ^ 
equalled in any other gun. It tells about steel in these 
guns which is an honor to the names of Europe’s great 
steel makers—not a discredit. It also tells about LEFEVER 
taper boring and other things you must know / »» m 
if you are to invest your money right. It AtviVlo vAJ. 
is a catalogue worth sending for. 23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, IN, Y« 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

9 9 

6 5 

You can use in the same rifle, without change of parts, .22 short, long 
and long-rifle cartridges. This is an excellent arm for target work as 
well as rabbits, squirrels, hawks and all small game up to 200 yards. 
The ammunition is cheap, giving much enjoyment at little expense. 

In our four distinct models—the solid top is always a protection and 
keeps powder and gases from blowing back; the side ejection allows in¬ 
stant repeat shots, without the possibility of throwing an ejected shell 
into your face or eyes; the removable sideplate or take-down construction 

makes them the easiest of all ,22s to keep clean. 

77ie 77?ar//n /trearzns Co., 
27 Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN 

Get acquainted with the 77Iar/en line before 
ordering your new gun. Send 3 stamps postage 
and get our complete 136-page catalog. 
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GRAND AMERICAN 
HANDICAP 

Some Records to be Proud of 

Seventeen Grand American Handicaps 
Out of a Total of Nineteen 

(Eleven at Pigeons and Eight at Targets) 

Have been Won by Shooters \Vho used 

Du Pont Brands 
DUPONT "‘INFALLIBLE” 
HAZARD “NEW SCHULTZE” 

and ‘ NEW E. C. Improved” are 

Du Pont Brands 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Analostan Gun Club. 
\\ ashington, D. C., June 7.—Fifteen shooters were 

present at the regular weekly club shoot of the Analostan 
Gun Club of this city. The day was dark and threaten¬ 
ing, the light bad, and with a swift target to contend with 
the boys made low scores. Following are the events in 
detail, the 25-bird event being for the club prizes: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 argets: 10 15 10 15 10 10 15 15 25 15 10 15 Broke. 

W1 agner . ... 7 11 8 10 6 7 12 8 20 12 .. 14 115 
C S W ilson... ... 8 9 S 9 0 .. 11 ..18. 69 
Dr Stine .. ... 7 12 8 9 7 7 9 11 18 .. 6 .. 94 
M T aylor .... ... 8 11 7 11 7 .. 13 ..21. 78 
Dr Shoup _ ,.. 6 9 6 10 6 .. 9 ..16. 62 
Hunter . .. 9 14 10 10 10 6 12 13 18 .. .. 9 111 
Farnham .... ... 5 1(9 9 12 9 .. 13 15 21 .. 7 .. 101 
C B Wise. ... 712 8 13 6 8 11 ..17. 82 

9 
. 2 6 2 4 14 

Cobey . 7 12 7 7 10 .. 16 .. 5 8 72 
23 . 7 11 8 .. .. 14 19. 59 

4 4 11 * 

Varella . .. 8 .. 8 17 .. 8 10 51 
Event 9 was the medal shoot at 25 targets: 

Notes. 

Uncle Billy Wagner tried out four guns during the 
afternoon. One of them was a 9lbs. 2oz. 12-ga.; another a 
Gibs. 6oz. Hunter and C. S. Wilson also tried the 34in. 
9lbs. gun. Wilson shot it very well. 

Dr. Stine brought his son out to try his hand, and he 
did very well, tor the first time. 

Farnham led the crowd on percentage for the afternoon, 
and it it had not been for a “five’' that he got in the 
nrbt event, his score would have been line. Hunter, 
Wagner, Hogan and Taylor were all bunched and 
crowded Farnham. 

In the medal contest Farnham and Taylor tied for 
first on 21 out of 25; Wagner 2U, Hogan 19, C. S. Wilson, 
Stine and Hunter hung up 18, while Parsons and Wise 
each scored 17, and Shoup and Cobery scored lb. 

Arthur V arena is the proud possessor ol a fine Pieper 
gun, which was presented to him by the famous band¬ 
master John Philip Sousa. It is a fine little gun, and the 
new owner is very proud of it. 

The boys held a post-mortem after it was all over with 
Dr. Parsons in the chair, but adjourned without having 
arrived at a solution of why so many of the straight¬ 
aways were missed. It was a hoodoo for the old and 
young. 

Dr. Cobey is a new one in the ranks. He is improv¬ 
ing very last, and his new pump surely reaches them a 
long ways off. 

Jake iVloftett, Harry Wilson, Capt. Wilhite, -Billy Barr, 
John Peyton, Burridge W ilson, Bud Brown, Dan Orrison 
and others are very much missed from the bring line, 
and we hope after July 1, when had holiday begins on 
Saturday, mat they wrill be with us regularly. 

Miles Taylor, Sec’y. 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., June 6.—The regular club shoot for 
June was not so well attended as usual, probably on ac¬ 
count of the previous large Decoration Day shoot. How¬ 
ever, sixteen members and lriends took part in the pro¬ 
gramme. 

Ihe shooting was not quite up to the usual high 
standard set by Audubon gunners, due to the bright 
glare of the sun. President McArthur won Class A 
oadge; Mr. Seymour Class B, and Mr. Smith Class C. 
In the point event Messrs. Covert and Remington were 
high with 24 and 23 respectively. Scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 10 15 25 10 25 15 

Williams . 4 4 8 3 11 7 
Beyers . 8 9 16 4 16 9 
Seymour . 7 11 18. 
McArthur . 7 11 18 5 19 11 
Smith . 8 9 20 7 20 14 
Cummings . 7 13 20 8 18 12 
Lambert . 6 10 19 8 20 13 
Remington . 6 12 17 5 23 14 
Ebberts . 6 7. 
C Wilson . 8 6 14 10 15 12 
Covert . 7 11 18 7 24 13 
Wootton . 7 11 16 8 20 14 
Porter . 4 .. 11 .. .. 8 
Reynolds . 6 18 9 
Hand . 14 10 

W. C. W ootton, Sec’y- 

Sa.m Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

PHEASANTS. 
Their Natural History and Practical 

Management. 
By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Pages. 
Price/$3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FISHERMEN NEED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 
“^^^^^^s^gli^iQgoJferruIes, tangling of line 

and is good for reefer^Tisfter^^EBggdj^^Get 

free sample and booklet P-52. ' — 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

BARGAINS-SECOND-HAND HAMMERLESS GUNS. 
1 Tobin, 55 Grade, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 7 lb.' 
1 Tobin, 24 Grade, 16-gauge. 28-inch, 6-4. 
1 Francotte, 12-gauge. 30-inch, 7-8 
2 Knockabouts, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 6-6. 
1 Baker Paragon, 12-gauge, 28-inch, 7-10. 
1 Colt Hammer, 10-gauge, 30-inch, 9-2. 

Particulars by mail. Will ship anywhere for examination. 
TOBIN ARMS MFC. CO., Norwich, Conn. 

Unde Lisha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, L. I., June 6.—Fine weather and a 
good attendance made a good shoot. Scores follow: 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Targets: 25 25 25 25 25 25 15 10 

Dr Medler . . 21 19 19 17 18 23 
H W Dreyer... . 14 18 16 12 20 17 8 
F Brecht . . IS 18 17 16 15 
Metz . . 18 15 16 18 
. 18 22 20 22 23 

H Sco’tt . . 17 20 15 10 15 
H D Bergen... . 20 22 21 21 19 
( Morgan . 18 15 17 3 
J Thoben . 15 16 15 4 
C Armitage .... 17 20 13 ii 
T N °n V aier_ 14 14 15 
Griffith . 17 14 19 ii 
C Straeder . 18 15 17 12 12 
N Rierson . 16 17 13 13 10 
H Coster . 11 12 12 12 8 
R Brombacher 13 20 10 6 6 

14 17 
G Osterhout ... 12 14 
B Scales . 12 10 11 6 
Duckwrrth . 14 11 12 23 
A V Suydam... 18 19 19 . . .. 
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Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy >«. Y., June 6.—The regular weekly shoot of the 
Mountain View t.un Club was held this afternoon at 
Sycaway The weather was fine. Sixteen of the boys 
enjoyed the day s sport and a large number of spectators 
were present. All the beys shot well. Sanders, Roberts, 
lliird and Milliman shot in their usual form. 

\ rooman, who is a new man at the traps, shot very 

During the week the club house was broken into and 
fiftv dollars worth of shells stolen from Capt. Roberts’ 
locker. Capt. Roberts always has a good supply of 
shells on hand for the bovs who purchase their shells 
from him at the grounds, which is a very good accommo¬ 
dation The police have been notified, and they have 
several chaps under suspicion, and arrests will soon be 
made. 

Next Saturday, June 13. the third monthly shoot for the 
Rensselaer County chatnoionship cun will be held 

On Saturday, July 4. the city will have a big celebra¬ 
tion. and a great big time is assured. We have decided 
to hold a tournament on this day, and a programme of 
ten events will he pulled off with $10 added money. We 
ar- holding this trurnament because it will give a number 
of the trapshootei s who will visit our city on that dav 
a chance to enjoy the afternoon at the traps. The total 
number of targets for this tournament will be 165 divided 
r"to 15 and 20 target events. Price of targets VA cent 
each. \\ e expect a emod day’s sport. 

We are also making great preparations for our two 
davs shoot, .-sent. 7 and 8, which will occur during Old 
Home week. This shoot we intend to make a big affair 
as the Chamber of Commerce, the citv administration and 
the citizens are all working hard for the success of Old 
Home week celebration. 

At this shoot we will have a large number of valuable 
pr'/es. also a good purse of added monev to the sweep- 
stakes, besides the general average money. Scores: 

Shot at. Broke 
Sanders .... . 10(1 91 
F^berts .... .ion 87 
Hnrd . . 100 85 
Milliman ... . 100 81 
Schoenborn . 100 69 
1 hitcher .... .100 65 
Hedges .... . 100 64 
■\ rooman .. . 100 75 

Sharp . 
Shot at. Broke 
. 100 61 

Miller . . 75 41 
Farrell . . 50 41 
T oveerove . . 50 41 
Butler . . 45 33 
'’alentine .. . 30 21 
Ruth . . 25 20 
Connelly ... . 25 10 

j. J. F., Sec’ y. 

Hudson Gun Club. 

Jefsev ( ity. N J.. June 7.—Inclosed find scores of the 
regular bi-monthly shoot of the Hudson Gun Club, held 
to-day at their grounds at Jersey Citv. The weather was 
unusually fine, and the snort greatlv enioyed by those 
tak-ng part. Event No. 4 was for the Du Pont trophy 
and was a close race throughout, there being three ties 
on n first and sever* on 23 for second honors. 

Mr. Nat RessW was out to the grounds to-dav for the 
htst time, with his new niimp, getting SO breaks out of 
100 shot at. He was easily high gun for the day, with 
H. T.. Brown as runner no with 89. 

This club holds shoots hi-monthlv ‘hroughout the sum¬ 
mer. and the club house is open rain nr shine. Visitors 
are always welcome. Shooting dates can be had by writ- 
mg the secretary, Thos. H. Kellev. 45 Garrison avenue 
Jersey City. 

Events: 1 0 3 4 
Targets: 25 “>5 25 ,—25— 

Putney . 19 21 20 3—23 
Whlhams . 14 16 19 4—23 
M hitlev . 18 17 18 5—23 
Heritage . 16 16 6—22 
Kelley . 19 16 19 3—22 
Hughes . IS 16 15 G— 21 
Emmons . IS 19 19 3—22 
Brown . 99 21 24 1—25 
Banta . 23 19 22 1—23 
Pane, Tr . 14 17 21 5—25 
Mslcomb . 15 19 7—25 
O’Brien . 20 19 3—22 
Craft . . 19 19 17 18 4_90 
Bongartz . 14 11 10 7—17 
Maurer . . 17 20 19 
Nat Ressler . . 21 23 23 23 1—24 
Let/elter ... . 15 14 16 7—23 
H Pape . . 15 16 16 6—22 
Doran . 15 14 7—21 
Gillie . 19 IS K 93 
Schields . . 19 15 15 15 5—20 
T Veraler . .;.. 19 IS 0—18 
C V T. . 19 19 23 21 2—23 
Terrell . . 15 15 18 
Herring . 11 14 15 6—21 

T. H. K., Sec’y. 

5 
25 

20 
16 

20 

22 

17 

16 

18 

23 
19 

15 

The St. Albans Gun Club. 

St. Albans, \ t.. June 6.—At the third annual tourna¬ 
ment of the St.. Albans Gun Club, hold Mav 30, first 
high professional average was won by E. G. White rep¬ 
resenting the Du Pont Powder Co.: second, W. G. Hill, 
representing the U. M. C. Co. First high amateur aver¬ 
age by A. L. Head, of St. Albans, Vt.; second, by Dr. 
C. H. Burr, of Montpelier. Vt. 

Inclosed find scores, which do not include several 
shooters who took part in only a few events: 

Events: 
Targets: 

E G White_ 
W G Hill. 
G B Walton.. 
Hr C II Burr. 
H B Moulton. 
F E McGrath. 
H L Abbott... 
G M Blin. 
A L Head. 
B B Perkins.. 
Thos Chenette 

I 23456789 10 11 
15 20 15 20 20 20 15 20 20 15 20 

12 18 13 17 19 19 14 18 18 15 17 
II 19 12 15 20 17 14 18 19 14 18 
14 17 7 18 13 17 14 16 19 12 15 
14 18 11 17 18 17 7 19 19 13 15 
12 16 9 12 17 16 13 17 18 12 17 
10 15 12 12 16 17 10 16 17 9 16 
10 16 13 19 14 13 11 19 14 11 13 
13 14 11 17 15 15 9 16 15 12 .. 
9 19 11 18 15 17 13 18 19 15 16 
9 10 .. 10 15 14 15 15 17 11 

12 .. 8 10 14 18 12 14 . 

Shot 
at. Brk. 
200 180 
200 177 
200 161 
200 168 
200 159 
200 150 
200 153 
180 137 
200 170 
165 116 
125 88 

Big-Game Hunting—A Complete Library 
I’our notable books which comprise all there is to be said on Big-Game Hunting and Adventure. 

BOOKS OF THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB: 

American Big Game In Its Haunts 
Trail and Camp Fire 

American Big-Game Hunting 
Hunting In Many Lands 

Edited br Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell, these four volumes of more than 
I, 600 pages picture big-game hunting at home and abroad and striking adventure in the wild by 
men who are entitled to first rank in the fraternity of sportsmen. 

American Big Game in its Haunts 
Contents: Sketch of President Theodore Roosevelt; 

Wilderness Reserves, Theodore Roosevelt; The Zoology 
of North American Big Game, Arthur Erwin Brown; 

Shooting in Alaska—I. Bear Hunting on 
Kadiak Island, II. Bear Hunting on the Alaska Pen¬ 
insula, III. My Big Bear of Shuyak, IV. The White 
Sheep of Kenai Peninsula, V.,Hunting the Giant Moose 
—James H. Kidder; The Kadiak Bear and His Home, 
\\. Lord Smith; The Mountain Sheep and Its Range, 
Geo. Bird Grinnell; Preservation of the Wild Animals 
of North America, Henry Fairfield Osborn; Distribution 
of the Moose, Madison Grant; The Creating of Game 
Refuges, Alden Sampson; Temiskaming Moose, Paul 
J. Dashiell;^ Two Trophies from India, John H. Pren¬ 
tice; Big Game Refuges, Forest Reserves of North 
America, Forest Reserves as Game Preserves, E. W. 
Nelson; etc., etc. 

Trail and Camp-Fire 
Contents: The Labrador Peninsula, by A. P. Low. 

Cherry, by Lewis S. I hompson. An African Shooting 
Trip by Wm. Lord Smith. Sintamaskin, by C. Grant 
La Farge (Atlantic Monthly). Wolves and Wolf Nature, 
by George Bird Grinnell. On the Little Missouri, by 
Theo. Roosevelt. Bear Traits; A Berry Picker, Geo. 
Bird Grinnell. A Silver Tip Family, by J. C. Merrill. 
The Bear’s Disposition, by Theo. Roosevelt. Modern 
Bear Baiting, by Henry L. Stimson. The Adirondack 
Deer Law, by Wm. Cary Sanger. A Newfoundland 
Caribou Hunt, by Clay Arthur Pierce. The Origin of 
the New York Zoological Society, by Madison Grant. 

Hunting In Many Lands 
Contents: Hunting in East Africa, W. A. Chanter, 

fo the Gulf of Cortez, George H. Gould. A Canadian 
Moose Hunt, Madison Grant. A Hunting Trip in India, 
Elliott Rooseye t. Dog Sledging in the North, D. M. 
Barringer. Wolf Hunting in Russia, Henry T. Allen. 
A Bear Hunt in the Sierras, Alden Sampson. The 
Ascent of Chief Mountain, Henry L. Stimson The 
Coyg?,r\ ‘rasper W Whitney. Big Game of Mongolia 
and Tibet, W W. Rockhill. Hunting in the Cattle 
k°«ntry, Theodore Roosevelt. Wolf Coursing, Roger 
D. Williams. Game Laws, Charles E. Whiteh-ead. Pro- 
tection of the Yellowstone National Park, George S. 
Anderson. The Yellowstone National Park Protection 
Act. Head Measurements of the Trophies at the Mad- 
ison Square Garden Sportsmen’s Exposition. National 
Park Protective Act. 

American Big-Game Hunting 
Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son- the White Goat and his Country, by Owen Wister 
A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. Old Times 
in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Williams. Big 
Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. Coursing 
the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After Wapiti 
in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo Days by 
Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, by W 
D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game Preserve 
by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by Dean Sage’ 
Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rumsey Photo¬ 
graphing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. Literature of 
American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest Reservation 

Indispensable to the sportsman—a valuable addition to any library. Bound in uniform 

library edition, dark red cloth, heavy laid paper, splendidly illustrated. 

$2.50 per volume $10.00 per set, postpaid 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St, New York City 

THE ANGLER’S WORKSHOP 

Rodmaking for Beginners 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 
supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how” of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 
sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations, 60 working drawings, making plain every 
feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PllB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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Fish and Game Preserve 
FOR SALE 

The owner has requested me to sell for him his country seat, as he in¬ 

tends to spend several years abroad. Property, fifty miles from New 

York, comprises 2,500 acres, including two lakes, the larger of the latter 

being 150 acres. Bass, pickerel and perch. Excellent trout stream, good 

fishing now, and can be made best anywhere. Good shooting for par¬ 

tridge and hare. Domain well timbered and considerable part could be 

made tillable. Within six miles of railroad, adjoining other preserves. 

Good automobile roads from New York. Buildings on property comprise 

commodious cottage of modern construction, club house, stables, ice 

houses, pump house to supply buildings with water, etc. Price, $60,000. 

Possession immediately, if desired. Address, “Jersey Hills," care of 

Forest and Stream. 24 

"Resorts for Sportsmen. 

CAMP ALGONQUIN, 
Asquam Lake, N. H. 

A camp for manly boys. 23d season. Personal super¬ 
vision. Outdoor life. Tutoring. Circulars. 
EDWIN DE MERITTE, 180 Beacon St., Boston. Mass. 

A juvenile mountain para¬ 
dise. Boating, bathing, 
fishing, coaching trips 
over the mountains and 

TT* o E* BOYS all outdoor sports. Tutor- 
— i ing if desired. Booklet. 
Delaware Water (jap, ra, 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA’ 

CAMP MINSI 

Big-game hunting parties thoroughly and economically 

•equipped. 

ELEPHANT. LION. BUFFALO. 
ANTELOPE. GAZELLE. 

Tell us when you want to start, and we do the rest. 
Write for booklet to NEWLAND, TARLTON & CO., 
].T 1). Ulead office, Nairobi, B. E. Africa), 166 Piccadilly, 
London. England. Cables: Wapagazi; London. 

HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Wagon Wheel Gap, Color¬ 
ado. The trout fishing resort of the West. Modern, high 
class hotel; $4 per day; $21 per week. Scenic booklet. 

We will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates: One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM, NEW YORK. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinned, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
Theodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
his pen descriptive of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting in Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Taxidermists. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
tOrite for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER. N. Y. 

J. KANNOFSKY, 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention “Forest and Stream.” 

ROWLAND, 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. 
Tel. 4205 Chelsea. Near 13th St. NEW YORK 

Camp Life in the Woods. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
Tlte Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors; 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING C®. 

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

jFor Sale. 

Small-Mouth Black Bass 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
black bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingeriings for stocking purposes. 

War&maug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, New Prestoiv, Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R.' R. Sta 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM, 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass. 

TDffcllT' of all ages for stocking 
DaLL/U'IIw 1 kAU?G ! brooks and lakes. Brook 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

RAINBOW TROUT FRY 
Prompt Delivery. Careful Attention. 

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.. 

Plymouth, Mass. 

Berkshire Trout Ponds and Hatchery. 
Fifteen thousand trout for sale. Hatched 1907. Just 1 
right for stocking streams and private ponds. Write 
GEORGE W. SHULTIS, Superintendent, Hartsville j 
P. O., Mass.; or telephone him. Great Barrington, Mass. 

FOR SALE.—Salmon rod, tarpon reel, Winchester .32- 
40 Schuetzen rifle, Winchester single-sot .30-40 rifle with 
long-range sights; unbound volumes of American and j 
foreign sporting magazines. A. E. JENKINS, 1775 East : 
89th St.. Cleveland. O. 24 I 

Mounted horns, game heads, game panels for sale. Tax- j 
idermy in all branches. Photos game heads, 5 x 7, 35 I 
cents;’ four assorted, $1. Write for booklet. BROWN, j 
1236 S. 34th St., Philadelphia, Pa. j 

One Abercrombie Baker, Wilson "Kamp Kit,” twelve- (j 
power Goerz monocular, ALL NEW. TASKER, Wynne- i 
wood. Pa. 24 j 

XOants and Exchanges. 

SPORTSMEN! HUNTERS! TRAPPERS! 
1 will pay good prices for all kinds of live wild water- 
fowl, either wing-tipped or trapped birds. 

G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Conn. 

WANTED.—ONE hundred young red and gray foxes. 
Can also use a few old ones. Write at once, stating how 
many you can furnish, and at what price. Address 

J. C. GOODE, Boydton, Va. 

UNCLE LISHA’S SHOP. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. 

A rare glimpse of an unspoiled corner of old New 
England by a sympathetic observer. This is one of Mr. 
Robinson’s most delightful sketches of Yankeeland, a 
book that appeals to the grown up folks, and is sure to 
furnish many agreeable hours to the younger generation. 
The shop itself, the work room of the village bootmaker, 
himself a perfect type, serves as a natural setting for 
the village characters, and is a sort of gossip and ex¬ 
perience exchange for every one. From the shop it is 
but a step to the district school, the sugar camp, the 
turkey shoot, and a hundred other homely, delightful 
phases of rural life. A safe and delightful book for 
young folks. Cloth. 187 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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J J Cornett. .. 13 15 .. ..14 . 42 
O 11 IV eir. 
A| L Senieal.. .. 95 
Dr W L Burk .. .. .. 19 19 18 15 19 .. .. 90 
F 1 Riley. 95 SI 
T.l T Aldrich. .11 8 10 11 16 .. .. 95 56 
T L Nash . .. .. 9 13 16 . 60 97 
fir Dowd . .. .. 8 11 13 . 60 32 
F K Watson.. .. .. .. 10 14 15 . 60 .29 
R E Healey.. .. 60 40 
A H Scriver. .. ..15 13 18 9 14 16 .. 115 85 
1 B Geddes. 90 51 
jE N Bristol. .. .. 9 11 16 . 60 36 

A. S. Head, Sec’y. 

Registered Tournaments, 

Pittsburg, Pa.—'Tournaments registered with the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending Tune 6: 
July 4.—San Antonio, Tex.—Laurel Heights G. C. A. E. 

Witched, Sec’y. 
Julv 7-8.—Sunburv (Pa.) G. C. IT. N. Brosious, Sec’v. 
Tulv 18.—Quarrvville (Pa.) G. C. T. R. Armstrong. Sec’v 
Tilly 21-*>3.—Cumberland Island. Ga.—Brunswick R. and 
g G. G. 1-’ G. Tackson, Sec’v. 
July 28-‘>9 —Viola till.) G C. E. R. Frailer. Sec’v. 
Aug 10-12.—'Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. T. T. Bradfield. 
K* Sec’v. 
Aue —Seattle, Wash.—West Seattle Gun Club. 

!, E. Dil'er. Sec’v. 
Aue. 79.—Bethel (Conn.) G. C. G K. Bailee Sec’v 
Sept. 8.—Rochester, N. Y.—Riverside G. C. Harrv Har¬ 

rison, Sec’y. 
Elmer E. Shaker, Se’c’y-Mgr. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
An onportunitv to acouire at a low figure an excellent 

fish and game preserve is offered in an advertisement on 
another page. 

Everybody who owns a rowboat will be interested in th = 
Prav imnroved oarlock, which may he nroeured from S. 
T.. Fairchild, 2508 Broadway, New York city. It is just 
the thing for a fishing boat. 

To have all arrano-pm»nts made for hint is quile an 
item for the biv-aame hunter, hut this is what is done 
liv Newlnnd, Tarlton & Co., of Nairohi, British East 
Africa, whose London office is at Tfifi Piccadilly. They 
will give you all the information required if you con¬ 
template a journey to East AfHca for elenhants, lions or 
the smaller game of that magnificent region. 

'Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 

Fixtures. 

July 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. 

July 27.-Aug. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Association. 

Aug 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa 
tion. 

Aug. 14-70—Camp Perrv. O.—National Rifle Association 
Aue 21-27.—Camp Perrv. O.—National Board for tbr 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me.. June 6.—Our outdoor season was 
attached in the proper manner last Memorial Day. with 
'n array of medals and cups to be shot for this season 
hat would do justice to a much larger organization. 
Ve have two . cups at each 500. 300 and 200vds.. with the 
egubtion military rifle: at 50yds. with Winchester mili¬ 
ary musket. ,22cal.. and with pistol and revolver. These 
ups in each instance are for the best single string and 
or.the best ten strings during the outdoor season. The 
nedals are of gold, silver and bronze, and are respec- 
ivelv for the best ten targets of 93, 88 and SO with the 
■and gun; and ten targets of 4(1, 43 and 40 with the rifle 
his looked pretty good to some of nnr shooters, and 

hev gathered in some scores that entitled them to some 
noire on the medal question. 
Wilkins hammered awav at ?00 and 500 with good 

emits, while Adams kept1 things honning with the oistol. 
Medal match. 500vds.. military rifle: G. TT. Wilkins 

?■ 48. 47, 45, 44, 44. 44. 44, 44. 43 
Medal match. -nil;tarv r'fle. 2Cftyds.: G. TT W-'ikin- 

3. 47. 43. 43. 47, 41. 41 40. 40 40- T. M. B. WeW 40. 40- 
- E "'ard 42. 47. 47, 42. 42. 41 41. 40- W. TT, Bn.'ey 

40. 4ft. 39; B. R. Reed. 41. 39, 3S, 97. 79: C. T Perkins 
>. 4ft. jo. 40: A. E. Mitchell 42; A. E. Graffam'40, 41. 39, 
I 39. 37, 37. 
Rcvob-er medal match: S B. Adams 99 Pfi 95 9° 90 
\ 90. 90. 89, 89; F. T.. TTavden 91. 9°. 90.' 89 ’ 89 '89 '88 ’ 
<■ 87. 87- A. I. M’tche'l 90. 89 84 84 S3. S3. 82. 81, 8(1, 

W. TT. Tiai'ev 94, S3 S3. S3 . 87. 81. 81 80- W M 
awcett 97 90, 89, 89, 88, 87. 87, 87, 87, S7: W.’ Thotnbs 
' 84 . 84 . 77. 
Practice medal match: S B. Adams 95 94 93 91> 90- 
imha'i 92. 66. (IS: A. I.. Mitchell 89. 87, 87. 85. 85', Sfi SS- 

;. 83, 82; W. M. Fawcett 93, 91. 91, 90, 89. 89. 86, 86. ’ 

Cincinnati 

The following scores 

Rifle Association. 

were made by members of this 
ssociation at 200yds., 
i May 31; 

offhand, on the Standard target, 

Htag . 

King 
Score. Special scores. 

5-shot 
Score. 

.. so 88 SO 80 74 40 
estler . .. 79 87 85 81 79 44 
ofer . 84 78 78 78 38 

■ rube . 78 74 .. .. 36 
ndele . 82 75 .. .. 41 

or other rifle news see pages 922 and 925. 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.-Owing to the dull times 
I have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
tneir real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. \V. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

\V ill train your dog on quail, woodcock and 
1 erms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, 

snipe. 
Mo. 

If you want the 
HOl’XDS in the 
Thomaston, Ga. 

FASTEST RUNNING RED FOX 
South, write ROQUEMORE & CO , 

26 

W/AVENY KENNELS offer IRISH TERRIERS, pup 
pies and grown dogs, Ch. Masterpiece strain, from $10. 
O. D. BO\COTl, Greensboro, N. C. 

Sunnybrae Collie Club, Bloomington, Ill., the home of the 
best dogs. We have collies for sale. F. R. CLARK. 
Manager. . 94 

Pointers and Setters trained and satisfaction guaranteed. 
W. T. MITCHELL, Hurt, Va. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so, 

hst and Pnces of all varieties. Always on hand. 
OXFORD KENNELS, 35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, 

Thoroughbred Bull Terrier Pups 
Farm-raised—sound and healthy. Their parents 
are remarkably bright and companionable dogs, 
excellent guards, kind to children and as game 
as can be. Four male and one female pups— 
for sale. The finest lot I have ever raised. 24 

DR. C. T. SMITH, Croxton, Virginia 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro- 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 

Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 
Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT'S 
DOG CAKES 

Will Keep a Dog in Show Form 

and Working Condition. 

Send for Free Catalogue “Dog 

- Culture,” which contains much 
valuable information. 

SPRA-TT’5 PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 

iff. te,Ma. 
■BOOK. OM 

BOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New York. 

Field, Cover au\d Trap Shooting. 

By oVa?heinwAd?Hm JBogardus Champion Wing Shot 
menh TnT dA En?bra=lnfT Hints for Skilled Marks- 
Hahit/of*rCtlon 4?r, YoH,n.e Sportsmen; Haunts and 

' n f j?rac Bli'dsr>’ F,‘£ht and Resort of Water- 

pages. P^VOO Break‘ng of DoSs’ Cloth, «4 

I’'eld, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc- 
t’on, and oi that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 

srnr,m0f3 i40 u U1Strate an? emPhas>ze this teaching. The 

by this lislf'ofThayer's: neaHy 5°° pages~is shown 

and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
§b?otinf; Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe‘and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 

cL«r>W’ d DuCcS and Xyes,ern Duck Shooting, Wild 
iW The Art a,Jdc.pwaI?s' " lld Turkey and Deer Shoot- 
mg. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 

^ootfngnS and Breaklng' P'^on Shooting—Trap- 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compded from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 

The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasons 

“If you are wise” for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“If the Brief says so, you may depend on it.” 

A standing reward is offered for finding- an 

error in the Brief. s 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New Fork 



Why White’s Canoes Are Best 

They are made with wide, flat bottoms, to stand rough water. The seams 
are lapped, making them praftically waterproof before the canvas is put on— 
a construction used by no other boat builder. If you go to Maine ask your 
guide what canoe he uses—ten to one it’s a "White.” We invite comparison 
with any other make for beauty of lines, stanchness, excellence of finish and 
wearing qualities. 

15-ft.. $30.00. 16-ft., $32.00. 17-ft., $34.00. 18-ft., $36.00. 

Tents, Camp Goods, Fishing Tackle, Firearms, Golf, Bicycle and Automobile 
Supplies, and all kinds of outing goods. Send for Catalogue No. 414. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (El Son, 

The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken In Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

OVR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 
Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ®. SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old G\n\ Hous 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
549 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers ana Manujacturers oj 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The “Forest and Stream ” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4/4 to 4/4 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

Eor field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder," the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

% 
K 
V.i 

£ 

% 
We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. ft 
a 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of g? 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season tr; 

op ens. We shall be glad to correspond with ft 

any one interested. £ 
JV 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Light as a feather— 
staunch, swift and steady, with 
good capacity—built for years 

of hard service, hunting, cruising or pleasure. 
This name plate OP^WWji ' correctness of 
pnarantees th~ (7 model and 
qnalitT and v ~ ■' SS S " ^ 1 ^ ^ ‘ >A|*,A** mstrnction 
Send for free illustrated catalog to-day. Agencies in all large cities. 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 229 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 

Yn--riFiii—■ ii _ 

FREE ON REQUEST 

WINNERS 1907 
A record of the races held by 

the leading clubs during 1907 

EDWARD SMITH ®. CO. 
Manufacturers of 

Spar Coating 
CHICAGO NEW YORK 

Let us send you tes¬ 
timonials from people who 

are usins them. 16-18-21-25 and 30 
footers at proportionate Drices Boats and engines guar¬ 

anteed one year. Shipment made the day we receive order. 
Motor the simplest made, starts without cranking, anyone 
can operate them. We are the largest builders ot pleas¬ 
ure boats in the world and sell direct to user. Free catalog. 
DETROIT BOAT CO. 1225 Jefferson Are.. Detroit. Mich. 

Best grade of Cedar Canoe for S20.&0. We sell direct, sating 
ru S20 00 on a canoe. 4 1 canoes cedar and copoer fastened. 

We make all sizes and styles, also power canoes. Write 
ior f r eeatalogu ■ giving prices with retailers’ profit cut out. 
We are the largest manufacturers of canoes in the world. 
DETROIT BOAT CO. 333 Bellevue Ave . Detroit, Mich 

Best grade cedarcanoe tor* 2 

Sam Loveh s Camps. 

A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

OFF FOR THE WOODS. 

This is the time when the minds of most 

people turn toward wood or stream, when plans 

for the summer outing are in the air. There is 

no better preparation for a season in the big 

woods, by lakeside or stream than a perusal of 

Nessmuk’s 

WOODCRAFT 
Nothing better to have in camp or cottage as 

well. It is the handbook of the woods, the 

standard practical guide for campjers. No bet¬ 

ter book was ever written for men or women 

who leave the beaten paths of civilization for 

the life of the wrild. It should have its place 

in every summer camp or cottage. Tells in ad¬ 

vance just how to meet every one of the per¬ 

plexing problems that make camp life a trial 

new to the wild. A book, too, full of charm and 

breathing in every line the quaint delightful 

personality of the author. 

Postpaid, SI.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A Problem’s Solution 

LOG CABINS & COTTAGES. 

How to Build and Furnish Them. 

A seasonable book when all minds are bent on the 

problem of getting close to nature. Mr. Wicks in this 

delightful book offers timely advice to every one who 

wants to build a simple summer home at one with its 

surroundings of wood or stream or shore. 

This is a thoroughly practical work, treating of the 

how, the where, and the with what of camp building and 

furnishing. It is helpful, too, in regard to furnishing, 

and withal a most beautiful work. 

Cloth, profusely illustrated, $1.50 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 
By F. R. Webb (Commodore). 

This is a seasonable book. The very practical guide 
to satisfactory results that the man or boy who is plan¬ 
ning to build his own canoe is looking for. It gives 
not only simple, complete and practical instructions fully 
illustrated and with working drawings for building the 
canvas canoe, but suggestions as well for cruising and 
camp life, and splendid reminiscences of memorable 
cruises. Cloth, 115 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Adventures with Indians and Game. 
By Dr. William Allen. Price, $2.15, postpaid. 

This is a pleasing narrative of adventures on the plains 
and in the Rocky Mountains. Indian ways and wars, 
hunting the bison, antelope, deer, cougar, grizzly bear, 
elk are all told interestingly and well. Fully illustrated. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Moose Hunting and Salmon Fishing 
and other sketches of sport. Being the record of per¬ 
sonal experiences of hunting game in Canada. By T. R. 
Patillo. 300 pages. Price $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered with the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending June 13 are 
as follows: 
July 22-23.—Pearl Beach, Mich.—North Channel G. C. 

tournament. Rolla O. Heikes, Mgr. 
July L—Cleveland (O.) G. C. tournament. 
Sept. 7.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. tournament. 
July 3-4 —Lebanon (Pa.) G. C. Geo. W. Hansell, Sec’y. 
lull 4.—Hamilton (Can.) G. C. J. T. Lawlor, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Belle Vernon (Pa.) G. C. B. F. Daugherty. Sec. 
July 10.—Canandaigua (N. V.) Sportsmen’s Club. A. E. 

Thompson, Sec’y. 
July 19.—Winton (Minn.) G. C. G. W. Tolen, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Danville (111.) R and G. C. H. T. Teiigen, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 25-27.—Arnold’s Park (la.) G. C. E. C. Henshaw, 

Sec’y. 
Sept. 7.—Hammond (Ind.) G. C. J. G. Becker, Sec’y. 
Sept. 15-17.—Macon, Ga.—The Missouri Trapshooters’ 

Association tournament; auspices of the Macon G. C. 
George N. Davis, Sec’y. 

Elmer E. Shaxer, Sec’v-Mgr. 

'Rifle Range and Gallery. 
Fixtures. 

July 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
iichuetzen Bund. 

July 27-Aug. 1.—Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Association. 

Aug. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa¬ 
tion. 

Aug. 14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
Aug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Manhattan ' Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York. June 11.—At 2628 Broadway, scores were 
made as follows: 

Revolver. 20vds.—P. Hanford, 91. 90. S4, S3. S3, 82; T 
L. R. Morgan. S9. SO, S3. 7S; Dr. C. Philips. 87. 85. 81, 79; 
M. Havs. S5; R. M. Rvder. 89, 87, 85. 85. 82; G. Grenzer, 
91, S4, 85. S4, 83, SI; J.'E. Silliman, S6, S6, S3. 

J. E. Silliman, Sec’y. 

Rifle news continued on page 965. 

‘A JOURNAL OF' OUTDOOR Lire 
TRAVEL NATURE STUDY SHOOTING FISHING YACHTING 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium ot 
entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonvmous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 
single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rate* 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 
order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States. Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London; 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris; Brentano’s. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 
three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 

Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 
Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Want* 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 15 cent*. 
Three months. 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 

127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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Myles Standish Rifle Club. 

Portland, Me., June 13.—While weather conditions 
have been fine during the past ten days, our attendance 
has been confined to the more enthusiastic shooters. i*s 
vet only a few of our club members have taken ad¬ 
vantage of the outdoor range. We being located in a 
summer resort section, a great many of our members 
either live at some resort or are so closely connected with 
business that it is impossible for them to get to the 
range very often. We have two matches on the irons 
now, one with the Mound City Club, 15-man revolver 
match, and one with the Colonial Revolver Club, 10 men. 
Each of these are now in the balance, as we cannot get 
the required number of men together for practice. We 
hope these conditions will change within the next week 
or ten days, and that we can take on some outdoor 
matches. 

Revolver medal match, 50yds.—W. M. Fawcett, 86, 88, 
80, 83, 80, 87, 84 , 89, 85, 87, 89, 89, 83, 80, 89, 92, 91, 86, 
91, 82; L. R. Hatch, 92, 87, 86, 89, 88, 89, 84, 88, 88, SS, 88, 
S5, 95, 88, 85, 93, 88; F. L. Hayden, 86, 89, S4, 86, SO, ..j, 
91, 91, 86, 84, 88, 84, 86, 91; W. B. Thornes, 85, 89, 81, 90, 
SO, 84 , 81, 81, 85; S. B. Adams, 91, 84, 88, 87, 92, 90, 89, 91, 
86, 86, 92, 89; A. L. Mitchell, 82, 89, 83, 81, 80, 82 , 90, 87, 
85, 84, 79, 82, 87, 81, 81, 85, 81, 88, 84; W. II. Bailey, 85, 
SO, 82; F. B. Marston, 78, 76, 81, 81, 78, 84, 66, 77, 56, 76, 
81, 84, 81; A. F. Graffam, SO. 

Rifle, medal match, 500yds.—G. H. Wilkins, 43, 43, 43, 
14; R. H. Crosby, 42, 41, 46. 

Rifle, medal match, 200yds.—L. E. Ward, 41, 40, 40; 
T. M. B. W ebber, 40, 42; C. j. Perkins, 35; A. L. Mitchell, 
10, 39 , 38, 41, 43, 43, 34, 36, 39, 39; J. C. Fox, 41, 41, 40; 
W. B. Thornes, 38, 34, 38, 38, 39, 34; A. F. Gratfam, 40, 
10. 40, 37, 43 , 36, 40, 43, 41, 33 , 41, 33; R. II. Crosby. 41, 
10, 43, 43, 41, 40, 39, 37. 

Pistol practice, 50yds.—L. R. Hatch, 90, 93, 84, 88, 91, 
12; C. J. Perkins, 61, 63; W. M. Fawcett, 91, 93, 85, 87, 84, 
4i; A. L. Mitchell, 82, 68, 77, S8, 75, S3, 80. 

Auburn Rifle Club. 

Auburn, Me., June 12.—The scores of our club for 
his week are as follows: 
Indoor revolver, 20yds.—W. M. Trask, 80, 75; S. B. 

Norris, 79, 74, 70. 
Rifle, 25yds.—N. I.. Mower, 237, 233; S. B. Norris, 236; 

IV. M. Trask, 230. 

Rfle, 200yds.: 
I E Doten . 10 7 7 9 10 9 9 10 6 9—86 

676 10 10 0598 10—77 
5 10 6 10 88769 8—77 
7886668 10 7 8—74 

S' L Mower . 9 8 5 9 7 9 10 7 10 8—82 
9777896 10 9 7—79 
10 8 610 5 8 7 9 5 9—77 

I B Norris . 8 6 9 9 5 7 8 7 7 9—75 
79795 10 555 7-69 
767677787 5—67 
8578 10 6665 6—67 

V M Trask . 6 6 4 7 10 6 5 9 10 9—72 
546 7 76 10 86 7—66 
4 10 8785518 7—63 

S B Kimball . 9 8 6 9 6 8 7 3 5 5—66 
lr Smiley . 8 4 6 5 4 1 6 3 5 6—48 

W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

PECK SMITH'S PROVERB. 

"She was a bright young Yankee school- 
ltarm,” said Thompson H. Herndon. “She came 
lighly recommended to a prosperous and aristo- 
ratic neighborhood not far from Little Rock 
few months ago, and was not long in build- 

ng up a good school. Time wore on and her 
jupils advanced wonderfully in their studies, 
bhe conceived the idea a few weeks ago of giv¬ 
ing an exhibition of her most proficient class, 
ind invited all the neighbors to come to the little 
choolhouse on Friday evening, that they might 
ee and hear for themselves the progress that 
iad been made by her teachings. There was a 
ood crowd present. She had all the little girls 
nd the little boys to stand up. She questioned 
his one about one thing and another about 
omething else. Their answers were gratifying 
0 the pretty teacher and to the parents of the 
hildren. 
“‘‘Now,’ she said to them toward the close, ‘I 

rant each of you to repeat some old proverb.’ 
"Said Johnnie: ‘All is not gold that glitters.’ 
“'Very good,’ said she, ‘very good.’ 
“‘Be virtuous and you’ll be happy,’ said Jim- 

fie. 
“ ‘That’s splendid. Why, you boys remind me 

0 much of a school I once taught in Boston,’ 
esponded the fair teacher. 
" ‘The germ of ambition is the chrysalis of 
isdom,’ said Willie. 
"And so on down the class she went until she 

ot to Peck Smith. He wasn’t very bright, and 
he intended to skip him, but he seemed anxious 
b say something, and she asked him if he knew 
ny old proverb. He did. 
" ‘A stump-tailed yaller dog is the best for 

oons,’ was his answer. 
“Peck’s father grabbed him up joyfully, and 

efore he left paid a year’s tuition for Peck in 
dvance.”—St. Louis Republic. 
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Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring J> 
you our i> 

New Pocket Compass 

t 

One and three-quarter inch dial, one- 
quarter inch thick, nicely nickeled, paper 
dial with large figures, improved needle. 
Guaranteed Satisfactory. You will 
need one on your vacation. Get our 
catalogue before buying. 

I 
I R. E. P. 

SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing. 

No swivels required; "they spin 
so easy.” Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades. 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly. 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circulars. 

Price for single, 25c.; tandem, 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

My Life As Ai\ Indian 
All That the Title Implies and More 

Probably the most faithful picture of Indian 

life ever drawn from the pen of a man who 

spent years among the Blackfeet, marrying into 

the tribe and becoming to all practical intents 

an Indian. 

Mr. Schultz tells of the life of the plains In¬ 

dian, when war and hunting were the occupations 

of every man, when the buffalo still covered the 

prairie, and the Indian was as yet little touched 

by contact with civilization. Pie describes as one 

who has lived the life, the daily routine of the 

great camp, the lives of the men and women, 

the gambling, the quarreling, the love making, 

the wars, the trading of the Indians. 

The narrative is full of intense human in¬ 

terest, and the requisite touch of romance is 

supplied in the character of Nat-ah-ki, the beau¬ 

tiful Indian girl, who became the author’s wife. 

Price, $1.65 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

127 Franklin Street, New York City. 

HORSE AND HOUND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master ol Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club: Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

"Horse and Hounds” is encyclopedic in all that per 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The wort 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.60. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

9^ 

S teel Fish ind Rods 

On your vacation, no matter where 
you are going, or what kind of fish 
you are after, will do more than any¬ 
thing else to make your trip success¬ 
ful. “BRISTOL” Rods are incom¬ 
parable for convenience—in the canoe 
or on the carry—reliability, resili¬ 
ency and for hooking and landing 
gamy fish. 

For sale by leading dealers every¬ 
where. Guaranteed three years. 

Beautifully Illustrated ip D Ip ip 
Catalogue mailed 

THE HORTON 
MFC. CO., 

84 Horton St., 

Bristol, Conn. 

Frost’s Kelso Automatic Reel 
1908 Model Has Double 

Thick Edges. 

Capacity, 100 yards. Case of 
aluminum, satin finished, steel bear¬ 
ings, only lYz ounces. It is both light 
and strong. Can use on rod either 
above or below hand. Guaranteed. 
Price, $5.00. If your dealer can¬ 
not supply you, send his name and 
address to us, and we will fill your 
order through him. The “KELSO’' 
brand Lines, Leaders, Flies and 
Hooks are as good as can be made. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street, New York 

WATCH IT WOBBLE! 
No artificial bait ever invented so quickly attracts 
bass, pickerel and all game fish 
as our Famous Glit¬ 
tering Pearl Wobbler 
Spoon which in the 
water has an eccen¬ 
tric wobbling motion 
much more effective than spinning and catches fish where 
everything else fails. QC 4. with our lurge illustrated 
11Y MAIL POSTPAID CIS. catalogue of fishing tackle. 
F. S. Doering & Co., 562 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Training the Hunting Dog. 
For the Field and Field Trials. By B. Waters, author 

of “Modern Training,” “Fetch and Carry,” etc! 

Price, $1.50. 

This is a complete manual by the highest authority 
in this country, and will be found an adequate guide for 
amateurs and professionals. 

Contents: General Principles. Instinct, Reason and 
Natural Development. Natural Qualities and Character¬ 
istics. Punishment and Bad Methods. The Best Les¬ 
sons of Puppyhood. Yard Breaking. “Heel.” Pointing. 
Backing. Roading and Drawing. Ranging. Dropping 
to Shot and Wing. Breaking Shot, Breaking in, Chasing. 
Retrieving. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun. 
And other papers. By Rowland E. Robinson. With 

illustrations from drawings by Rachael Robinson. 
Price, $2.00. 

This is a collection of papers on different themes con¬ 
tributed to Forest and Stream and other publications, 
and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

Here It Is: 

The “TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

-r. r .. -1 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length feet, 
weight 4^ oz. - -- -- -- -- -- -- $5.00 each 

A Customer says : “I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as thi ee pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” . 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5pi. 
oz.; 9J4 feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. - - - - - - - $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

| WM. MILLS SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
$ (FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 

■uKAMS 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 150 Page 

ED WARD vom^OFE 

Fa cto ry-Sales room FISHING TACKLE. 
90S! FULTON,ST. , . a kt n , ! u r 

n.y. For all ANGLING 

Gold Medal. Highest Award e-t St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with good hearings and screws, oiled once a year. Is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Rubber and Nickel-Plated Click Reels, with Screw off metal Revolving Plate 
Made in sizes 40, 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857. 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

< >4><S><e*S><ex8><8><e><*><S><S><S><ex*><*><S><*><s><t><S><3><S>3x^^<§><*xS><*>^^ 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By S. T. HAMMOND 

% 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 
Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 

no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn woods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO„ 127 Franklin St, New York City 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
-ON- 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

CANVAS 

Wading Shoes 
Sizes from 6 to 13, 

s4,00 Pair. 

OLDTOWN CANOEJ 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, It.. 

You Will Be Glad 
You were reminded of the PRAY IMPROVED OARLO1 , 

which men like J. A. Cruikshank call “one of the nit 

valuable aquatic devices I have ever seen.” Holds r 

securely without pins to weaken it and prevent featl - 

ing. Don’t say what you’ve got is good enough until 

You’ve Seen the PRA' 
Ask your sporting gods dealer, or send for illustrad 

pamphlet. 

S. L. FAIRCHILD. 
2508 Broadway, - - New Yok 

When writing say you saw the adv. a 

‘Forest and Stream.” 

COOK & 
BERNHEIMER CO 

New York 
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THE. OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 

in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream, Aug. 14, 1873. 

THE HOUSE OF GOVERNORS. 

Although some little time has elapsed since 

the meeting of the Governors of States in the 

White House at Washington, the public is only 

beginning to realize the full import of the dis¬ 

cussions held and the conclusions arrived at at 

those sessions. 

The number of Governors who attended at 

the President’s invitation, together with men of 

great prominence in the professional and in¬ 

dustrial fields; the enthusiasm which prevailed; 

the unanimity of opinion on the questions dis¬ 

cussed by a body of men from so many widely 

separated regions, when it might well have been 

anticipated- that the opposite would obtain; the 

formation of the House of Governors; and the 

more recent appointment, by the President, of 

an advisory commission—all go far to prove that 

the public, so long apathetic, patient and for¬ 

bearing in the face of the enormous wastage of 

the natural resources of our country, has at last 

been thoroughly aroused and is taking an active 

interest in some of the most important questions 

bearing on the welfare of the present as well as 

future generations. 

Briefly, the President, the Forestry Depart¬ 

ment, the Department of Agriculture and its im¬ 

portant branch, the Biological Survey; the Gov¬ 

ernors of all the States and the leading men of 

the country have agreed that the time has come 

when our forests, waterways and other natural 

resources must and shall be preserved. Con¬ 

servation is the watchword, and it will be applied 

in more ways, from now on, than even the Gov¬ 

ernors contemplated. 

For years the foremost men of the United 

States have been urging the necessity of action 

in conserving the forests. They have pointed 

out the almost incalculable benefit to be derived 

from this work by all of America’s industries 

and by the people as well, but their work is only 

beginning to show signs of bearing fruit. Now 

that the Governors of all of the States have 

returned home filled with enthusiasm over their 

conference, and willing to do their share of the 

work that must be performed, important results 

may be expected. 

How far the House of Governors will extend 

its work cannot be even estimated now. It is 

the. theory that its conferences may have an im¬ 

portant bearing on all economic problems. 

The standing of the members will give great 

weight to all questions that may be considered. 

Frequent efforts have been made to bring 

about reforms in the game laws of the different 

States through uniform legislation, but these 

have in the main failed. There is much to be 

said in favor of uniform game laws, and if 

migratory birds and wildfowl are ever properly 

protected, uniform laws and their strict enforce¬ 

ment will accomplish this; provided the Govern¬ 

ment does not come to the rescue. Considering 

the respect with which any proposition is con¬ 

sidered by the people of a State when it is cham¬ 

pioned by their own Governor, it is reasonable 

to believe that if a careful plan is drawn up, 

looking to the co-operation of States North and 

South in the conservation of migratory birds 

and waterfowl, and submitted to the House of 

Governors at its next convention, much good will 

result therefrom. Minnesota and Mississippi 

sportsmen have a common interest in the wild¬ 

fowl; Massachusetts and Florida can agree on 

a plan to so regulate open seasons that ducks 

and geese will hold their own even if they do 

not actually increase. And if, through the Gov¬ 

ernors’ assistance, States at the North and the 

South agree to laws that will prove effective, 

those other States that lie in the line of flight 

of migratory birds must assist in the work if 

it is to be made effective. 

The interstate traffic in game and game fish, 

so troublesome at present, may in time be 

brought to the attention of the Governors and 

through them be regulated by their respec¬ 

tive Legislatures. The opportunity for worthy 

effort on the part of State Executives are almost 

unlimited, now that they are to meet at intervals 

to discuss and pass on matters of common in¬ 

terest to the people of all of the States. 

THE FRAN CO-BRITISH EXHIBITION. 

Within a year a wonderful transformation 

has taken place on the great common at Shep¬ 

herd’s Bush, near London, England. Enormous 

buildings have been erected on the grounds 

where the young people of the nearby suburbs 

were wont to meet to play tennis and other 

games. Streets have been laid out, lagoons ar¬ 

ranged, fountains installed and everything done 

to make the grounds as attractive and beautiful 

as the exhibits within the great buildings are 

interesting and instructive. 

Of games, feats of skill and all those contests 

in which the men and women of the outdoor 

world strive to excel there will be no lack. The 

athletic and sporting programme is not only most 

complete, but it will absorb many weeks’ time. 

Rifle and revolver shooting will attract the atten¬ 

tion of the best marksmen of several nations, 

and it is claimed that twenty-two nations will 

send representatives to compete in the games 

of the fourth international Olympiad, in the 

great stadium which has been erected for the 

purpose. As a general proposition the condi¬ 

tions under which contestants will enter have 

been made to attract the sportsmen of all coun¬ 

tries. 

There will also be held a fly- and bait-casting 

tournament, to occupy two days’ time. It will 

be conducted by a committee of well known 

British anglers. This committee, however, in¬ 

stead of endeavoring to attract competitors from 

those other countries in which contests of skill 

for anglers are held—the United States, Austra¬ 

lia, and possibly France and Germany—has in 

effect frowned on all rods and tackle that do 

not conform to its conception of what a “fish¬ 

ing rod” should be. Thus, instead of attempting 

to do what has always been done in the United 

States—encourage international visitors to com¬ 

pete with their favorite rods and tackle—the 

British committee has repaid our anglers’ cour¬ 

tesy by putting up the bars against American 

fishing rods and tackle. 

The London tournament will be the eleventh 

one of its kind to be held there. In the United 

States hundreds of tournaments for anglers have 

been held, many of them attracting scores of 

anglers from all parts of the country. So popu¬ 

lar have these affairs become in fact that a 

national association was formed to regulate 

them. The desire is to make all of the condi¬ 

tions as nearly uniform as may be possible. The 

London committee ignores the existence of the 

carefully formulated rules of our National Asso¬ 

ciation, and will not admit the rods and tackle 

which are standard on this side of the water. 

It holds that some of them are not “fishing 

rods,” despite the fact that np rod or tackle is 

used in American casting tournaments which is 

not adapted to angling for some variety of game 

fish in our waters. 

Much interest is taken in the comparison of 

records made with fly and bait in various places. 

In view of the popularity of the sport, the hope 

has often been expressed that our English 

friends would endeavor to make the conditions 

of their contests as nearly as possible similar 

to those observed in Australia and America, but 

it seems this is not to be realized. We can only 

indorse the sentiment expressed by the presi¬ 

dent of the National Association of Angling 

Clubs in writing to the chairman of the London 

tournament committee. Mr. Perce said: “It is 

fondly hoped that some day a genuine inter¬ 

national tournament may be held with a gen¬ 

erous representation from each side of the 

Atlantic.” 

The Forest, Fish and Game Commission of 

New York has prepared a summary of the game 

laws of the State, which is of a convenient size 

for posting. It is printed in large type on tough 

cardboard. The open seasons are plainly indi¬ 

cated, and those provisions with which all sports¬ 

men wish to familiarize themselves are included. 

Every club, hotel and camp in the State should 

procure a copy and post it where it will be seen. 



Camping in Sovith America 
By FRANCIS C. NICHOLAS 

Getting Meat for Supper 
IT IS exciting, but not sportsmanlike I sup¬ 

pose, and there is a great difference in kill¬ 

ing game because one wants something to 

eat and in killing for the sport of it. At any 

rate I know that one hunts harder and does 

not kill so much; further than this one comes 

to look on the wild creatures in the jungles 

about camp in somewhat the same spirit as a 

land owner will look over his flocks and herds;' 

they are to be used, of course, but not wasted. 

One day in February—when the air was still, 

the sun burning hot, and the streams under the 

influence of the prolonged dry season had 

shrunken to their lowest, presenting to the eye 

long open courses of burning sunlight where 

dry water-worn boulders were glistening, and 

quivering lines of heat rose up between the 

silent trees of the jungles—I stopped to camp, 

well tired from the day's explorations. Dust 

was in the air, and dry leaves rustled under the 

feet, hut the trees were still green, though many 

of them drooping sadly in the exposed places. 

A litle way in the jungle, however, there was 

a cooling influence in the air and a sense of 

security; and the. sun’s burning* rays were shut 

out, and the ground protected by the overhang¬ 

ing canopy of vegetation still retained some 

moisture. Such were the surroundings when 

I stopped with my men that day in February 

at the foot of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Maria 

Mountains in Colombia. 

We had not been many days in the woods, 

but I had come to trust my guides, and was 

glad we had the prospect of a long experience 

before us. It seemed rather strange when we 

had started not to carry a big supply of pro¬ 

visions, particularly the sun-dried beef which 

is such a staple article of food in Spanish 

America. If the men were willing to take the 

chances, I had found no objection, and each 

day some game had been killed, but for once 

we had failed ; and here we were in the junele 

with only a small supply of plantain, a fruit like 

an overgrown banana, but not sweet, and so 

nutritious that two are considered a meal for 

any man. M e had besides the plantain a few 

wild yams gathered in the woods, and the great 

bud of a giant palm tree which had been chopoed 

down by one of the men. A vegetarian diet 

this, and after a hard day's work, too, in tramp¬ 

ing along streams where the water was shrink¬ 

ing from the sun and the air was blistering hot, 

or cutting one’s way through dense jungles 

where the shade seemed parching with thirst. 

I was tired and dirty, and wanted more than 

just boiled vegetables, and said so. 

The captain of my party, an old woodman, 

named Lopez, looked up from his work and 

said, mild surprise in his voice, “But we will 

have meat. What made you think that we did 

not eat meat to-day?’’ And he began to reckon 

up dates that assurance might be had that no 

fast day had been forgotten. “What can the 

Senor Doctor be thinking of?” he said, and then 

went on with his task preparing bijucas (climb- 

ingvine withes) to tie the palm leaves with 

which our camp was to be thatched. 

All the men were working, but not very hard; 

mostly they were listening. There were six of 

us: Lopez and his two sons, his grandson, a 

boy of twelve, who was as keen for the woods 

as the best of them, and a young man called 

Viejo (old), a low-statured giant of strength 

such as one rarely sees, not an ounce of fat on 

his body, yet appearing sometimes as if his 

breadth were greater than his height. Grotesque 

almost was his appearance, but that day I had 

learned to appreciate his powers, for we had 

crossed a low swamp where some places were 

not entirely dry and the mud was deep. The 

men could pick their way without much diffi¬ 

culty, but I found it hard work. Boots were 

not made for easy walking in a swamp; they 

are only to protect the feet. Once I slipped 

off the root of a tree into the mud, and Viejo 

pulled me out, set me on a log, backed his broad 

shoulders around, motioned to get on, and the 

next instant T was being carried through the 

swamp as easilv as if my weight were noth¬ 

ing, yet I am a little over six feet and built with 

the average. 

These were mv men. working now all of them 

but with little attention, for they were listening 

eaeerly. Something was up. I did not know 

what, but presently was listening, too. A little 

bird was chirping in the trees, the air was 

heavy, the declining sun came peening under 

the branches casting red beams of light among 

long shadows, the breeze stirred now and again, 

the sound of our intrusion in preparing camp 

jarred on the atmosphere where the influences 

were of silence and solitude. Presentlv a little 

pattering sound came from among the trees, 

hesitated, was heard again, and then came 

directlv toward us. Eagerly I waited, but it 

was only one of the dogs returning to camp 

with inquiring expression, evidently to ask for 

something to eat. He poked his nose, against 

his master’s legs and wagged his tail. Viejo 

gave a grunt of disapproval and a savage back 

kick at his dog with a command to go and hunt. 

The dog dodged the kick as if he had expected 

it, hung around reluctant for a moment, and 

then trotted off among the bushes. 

Presently another dog came back, but he too 

was ordered off, and the work of building camp 

proceeded. Then from up the stream came the 

sound of one of the dogs in full cry, another 

joined and Lopez shouted, “Agua tenaja,” and 

the men started on a run following the sound, 

a baying of dogs evidently in pursuit of some¬ 

thing. We all went, even the hoy, helter skelter 

through the woods, excitement and energy con¬ 

tending to speed our way; nor did we even stop 

to think of snakes, though places we would 

have cautiously avoided under ordinary circum¬ 

stances were constantly encountered. We scram¬ 

bled under fallen trees too big to climb over, 

cut our way through thick clumps of ferns, and 

stopped at nothing on a chase of about a mile, 

and then came up to where the dogs were hold¬ 

ing a carnival of excitement around a hollow 

tree, baying their throats out while attacking 

its base, scratching and tearing at the roots, 

circling about and tumbling over each other in 

their eagerness, doubling their energies as we 

came in sight. 

The long machetes were drawn, keen, heavy 

blades in skillful hands. Viejo and one of the 

Lopez boys stood either side of the opening 

which gave access to the hollow tree. The little 

boy sat resting on a great stone by the brook, 

but at a sign from Lopez went scurrying away 

to the woods, and in a few moments returned 

with an armful of leaves from a resinous plant, 

which were piled at the opening of the hollow 

tree, and soon a pungent smoke was filling the ' 

opening. The dogs were watching now, turn¬ 

ing their heads a little to one side at times, and 

showing eager white teeth. A scratching and 

a squealing soon began in the tree. It sounded 

as though dozens of animals had sought pro¬ 

tection there. Then a sudden commotion and 

out darted an animal looking something like a 

small pig and a great rat all in one. Viejo 1 
struck at it and missed ; so did young Lopez, so 

quick was its flight that the animal had disap¬ 

peared before even the dogs realized that one 

had come out, but the next instant they were 

in full chase. Immediately another animal 

showed itself. This one was killed, then an¬ 

other and another; three sleek drab-brown ani¬ 

mals, and immediately the fire was pushed aside 

from the tree. 

“There are more, plenty more,” I shouted. I 

“Keep on and we will get more.” 

Viejo began replacing the smoking leaves and 

fagots, but old Lopez said, “Three agua tenaja 
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for only five men and one boy. We can't eat logs, which were from time to time pushed up The meat of the agouti is light-colored and 

more.’ I said nothing; in fact, I was a little against it as they burned away, the pot resting tender, but not of striking flavor, resembling 

ashamed, for it would have been wanton kill- securely on the ground between them. Shortly veal somewhat In taste and appearance. We all 

ing just for the fun of it. Carefully the fire all was ready, a supply of plantains roasted in ate out of the iron pot, using small gourds for 

was put out, the animals were left in peace; we the coals served in place of bread, and with- scoops, and it did not take us very long to eat 

had enough. out great ceremony we fell to and ate. It was all that there was. After supper there were no 

I saw that we had killed three specimens of a fine supper, but then in the woods everything dishes to wash. We had only to sit around, rest 

the agouti family, but larger than any I had that is not poison is good, and it did not make and enjoy the cool evening with the deep mys- 

ever seen, and certainly they were enough for much difference what it was. We ate and en- terious woods, the darkness and the murmur- 

our party. joyed ourselves. ing sounds of the night all about us. 
Now we began to notice that it was hot; in 

fact, one cannot really understand, except after _ 

vigorous exercise, how hot it is in the tropics 

when the air is still and the ground dusty. My 

clothes were simply dripping with perspiration. 

The men, too, were showing the effects of our 

chase, but as their clothes consisted of simply 

a cotton shirt and light weight cotton panta- 

Hoons, it was easy for them to dry off in the By H. REAVES 
hot air; but my canvas hunting clothes were of 
heavier material and had become a moist burden 1 T was a vast pasture dotted with a few farms ‘'Just get on your horse and I’ll show you some 

which promised to retain its clinging tendencies. JL ancl surrounding a headquarters in the real fun.” 

However, camp was not far away, and well beautiful valley of Elm River, in Oklahoma. Mounting W. B., I joined Mr. Miers, and we 

contented we all started down stream making Once its fame was far from local, but now it is rode over the flats behind his two magnificent 

our way over the sun-baked water-worn bould- only a branch of a larger outfit. The ranch- greyhounds. Jack-rabbits were plentiful and soon 

ers. We had gone only a few steps when I house was weather-beaten and the huge log barn one was jumped. Away went Mike after the 

noticed that the three heavy animals had been was dilapidated. Glancing through a back door rabbit. He gained steadily until he lowered his 

placed on the back and shoulders of the boy. the first morning after my arrival, I saw both head and grabbed the rabbit by the hind legs, 

who followed after the others half staggering Bob White and topknots, or crested quail, drink- “This is good fun, all right,” Mr. Miers re- 

under the burden, while the men laughed, ing with the chickens, while far up the valley a marked after one of our hunts; “but we must 

chatted and praised the dogs. coyote trotted along leisurely. I had no dog. try coyotes. We can catch them here, and you 

This is one trait in the Spanish-American char- but I picked up my gun and went up the gentle can get the big loafers over at the Mill Iron in 

acter which I have never been quite able to incline back of the house. Presently I saw a bunch Texas. Old man Keith, too, will go with you to 

understand. Generous, daring and enthusiastic °f Bob Whites leaving the shorter grass for the catch bobcats here, and you can get bears and 

they are, but the burdens are given to the sage. It was difficult to flush them, but finally lions (cougars) when you go to the Block out- 

weakest. I did not like the arrangement and I did so and bagged several. Finally, in an fit in New Mexico.” 

took one of the animals to carry myself and arroyo I saw some of the crested birds. I at- The next morning I was mounted on a fast 

told Viejo and young Lopez each to take one; tempted to get closer to them, but, my! how horse and at the place appointed. The old 

which they immediately did and offered to carry they ran, darting between bunches of sage, gentleman apeared with his two greyhounds and 

mine as well. But I took my share of the bur- Over a ridge they went. Glancing cautiously two wolfhounds—fighting dogs, he called them, 

den, and presently a grateful little boy was over the hill I tried to see the sentinel, but As we passed around the hill we could see the 

walking at my side looking shyly up into my evidently he discovered me first and up he went, carcass lying in the sage-brush and just beyond 

face, at times smiling a little, but saying noth- I brought him down, but made a beautiful miss it a coyote busily engaged, apparently, in pulling 

ing. So we were all pleasant together, yet if when the main body took wing. off meat. The brute raised his head and made a 

I had bidden the men carry the. burden and had The crested quail were new to me and per- break to escape up the valley, 

taken no share of it myself ours would have haps therein lay their attraction. At any rate, Mike saw him first, then Jim, and they fairly 

been an angry party. It is, I have found, an I kept after them until my pockets were reason- darted over the level ground, gaining all the 

advantage, if anything different from the ordi- ably filled. I learned to hunt Bob Whites fairly time, until Mike made a grab for the beast’s 

nary is wanted in Spanish America, to take the well without a dog, but the crested birds lie to hind leg, but missed it. Then the coyote ap- 

lead, and in fact I never have asked anything one rarely and unsatisfactorily. Morning after parently started to turn on the dog, but changed 

of my men in which I was not ready to do my morning I hunted birds. Afterward 1 walked his mind and went forward again at full speed, 

part; and in spite of the dangers my expeditions along the river and watched the gray squirrels, when Jim made a successful grab and tripped 

have always come out well and I have only to It was delightful to see them skipping along him. Up he jumped, only to be tripped by 

show what is wanted, take part in the work, over the limbs of the great oaks and darting Mike. And thus he was delayed until the fight- 

and nothing is too hard or too dangerous; the up their great bodies. ing dogs ran up and ended his earthly journeying, 

men of the woods are at one’s side every time. “I am getting tired of quail,” my host re- Far up the valley we jumped two other 

Our way down the creek was quickly trav- marked after I had been at the ranch a week, coyotes from the sage-brush. One was killed 

ersed. Soon we were in camp again where the “Suppose you kill some dog-hole rabbits. Their by Mike and the two fighting dogs; the other 

boy sat down prepared to take it easy, for he meat is just as white,’ and I like them better.” one was checked by Jim until Mr. Miers urged 

had been told not to work and proposed to make “Dog-hole rabbits?” I exclaimed. the other dogs forward and finally caught him 

the best of it. One of the Lppez boys spoke “Yes, the cottontails that live in prairie-dog also. 

angrily to him, but he only made a jesture to- towns. They are different from other cotton- Several other days we hunted coyotes in much 

ward me with a satisfied look saying, “The tails.” the same way, and altogether secured seven of 

Senor Doctor told me.” But I had no such I did not question the old gentleman further, the destructive brutes. The former scout and 

ideas, and soon he was at work doing his share but did as he bade me and killed cottontails that his dogs knew how to catch the lesser wolves, 

preparing supper. lived in dog towns. And their meat really did On the morning following our last coyote hunt. 

Evening had come on and it was cooler now. seem whiter and tenderer than that of any other a very tall old man with long, unkept beard, and 

The animals were cooking on a fire made by cottontails I had ever eaten. Why I do not dressed in shabby corduroys, approached, 

placing three logs end to end, and it was burn- know, unless it is because they remain under the “Good morning, Mr. Keith,” my host greeted 

ing vigorously, casting a cheery light over the ground a good deal. him. 

gathering gloom, out of which a coolness seemed One of General Custer’s old Indian scouts, “Mornin’, mornin’l” he replied. “I heard yore 

to come creeping and clinging about us. Pres- Mr. Miers. came by to see me one day. “You visiter here wanted ter ketch some bobcats. My 

ently a great iron pot filled with vegetables and are having no sport at all,” he contended, when ole woman is about all right now an’ I’ll show 

agouti meat was placed in the center of the I told him how I had been spending my time, ’im.” 

Sport irv Rarvchland 
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“Much obliged, Mr. Keith, I am ready to go 

any time,” I ventured to suggest. 

“All right, git yer horse an’ come on.” 

I found the old fellow of seventy to be one of 

the keenest observers I have ever met. His 

attention seemed principally to be directed at 

bobcats and prairie dogs, though he had a won¬ 

derful knowledge of other animals. Trapping 

he never tired talking about. Gradually I 

learned that his equipment was not complete 

for his purpose and agreed to order some ad¬ 

ditional traps and paraphernalia, for trapping 

was a weakness of mine also. It was a genuine 

pleasure to talk to him. 

Down the valley a couple of miles we crossed 

the river, tied our horses and approached a 

great bluff which rose perpendicularly a hun¬ 

dred feet or more. At the bottom there was an 

opening large enough for a man to crawl into 

and leading to it was a well-defined path. 

As we passed along Mr. Keith stooped and 

observed, “Bobcat tracks a-plenty. We’ll git 

one, shore. I haven’t trapped here this year.” 

He went to a bush nearby, picked up a bunch of 

traps, some pieces of wire and three dead quail 

and returned to the path. 

Digging several holes the size of his No. 4 

traps, we set them, placed paper especially cut 

for the purpose over the treddles, then covered 

them, so there was practically no evidence of 

the earth having been disturbed. He also dug 

trenches for the chains, covered them and with 

wire fastened the ends to roots of big trees. He 

took no precaution against human scent, saying 

he would with wolf, and maybe with coyote, but 

not with bobcat, as it was not necessary. He 

walked away from the bluff, so that all of the 

traps were between him and the great rock, tore 

feathers from his birds and dropped the birds 

into the trail. “We’ll have a cat, shore!” he 

said as we parted. 

The next morning I jumped on my horse and 

started to the bluff, but Mr. Keith had pre¬ 

ceded me there. “Got him all right!” he ex¬ 

claimed when I came into view. And I saw 

the big cat tugging at the chain, while the old 

man and his bulldog, Tige, stood back, inter¬ 

ested spectators. 

“I can make Tige kill him if he is big,” he 

boasted. “But I don’t want to git ’im cut up.” 

We watched the cat for some time, then, with 

a big stick, he killed the brute. He was a 

powerful man, even if quite aged. 

Seemingly he thought of nothing but cats, traps 

and prairie dogs, and the entire day we spent 

in looking over his various catalogues and pam¬ 

phlets and scheming against the wild things. 

He never desired to kill a prairie dog, as I 

didn’t; he merely wished to catch them to pet 

and study them. Late in the afternoon he rode 

away, saying we would have another cat the fol¬ 

lowing morning. And so we did. Out of that 

bluff we caught four, then directed our attention 

to the prairie dogs. His farm and wife he 

seemed to forget altogether until late in the 

afternoon, when he would gallop off home, but 

lie would invariably return the next morning. 

There were hundreds of dogs in holes in 

front of the house, but catching them was not 

quite so easy as the uninitiated imagine. Our 

smallest traps were No. 1, and we set these, 

sunken into the ground and covered with dirt, 

around many holes. But it was several days 

before we caught one of the little quadrupeds. 

We had constructed a little cage in a V-shaped 

corner, using window-screen wire, and into that 

we placed the little fellow, but we were short¬ 

sighted in putting only a slight weight on top of 

it, and during our absence the dog climbed to 

the top, pushed it up with his nose, and es¬ 

caped. 
Mr. Keith was sorely disappointed. “We’ll 

git another and as many as we want! You jest 

see!” 
The next morning he came with his wagon, 

five barrels and many buckets. I had “Ihe 

Prairie Dog of the Great Plains,” by Dr. C. 

Hart Merriam, and by a former experience, I 

knew that his diagram on page 261 was accurate 

—sometimes; so I did not go into the thing 

with the same degree of enthusiasm that my 

trapper friend evinced. At the spring I filled 

buckets and handed them up until his barrels 

were filled, when we drove to a dog hole. Four 

loads in all we hauled to that hole without filling 

it. And four days in all we devoted to hauling 

water, but “nary er dog did we git.” 

“Just watch the hole you see a dog go in last 

at night,” Mr. Miers suggested. “There he lives 

and there is but one entrance to it.” 

Taking this suggestion, I marked many holes; 

into them I threw rag balls saturated with 

kerosene and fired, so as to burn up the food 

which is usually at the bottom; then.in each I 

set a No. o steel trap; and lastly I covered the 

tops over, so as to make it quite dark and thus 

prevent the little quadrupeds from avoiding the 

traps in their endeavors to get out. This scheme 

was perfectly successful, and I caught all of the 

dogs I wished. 

Many plainsmen will tell you that they can be 

drowned out quite readily, and it really seems 

it might be done; yet as a result of perhaps fifty 

efforts I have caught but four dogs, and they 

came from one hole in the flats just north of the 

Capitan Mountains in New Mexico, into which 

I turned an irrigating ditch, although the ditch 

was turned into many other holes also at the 

same time. 
One dog slightly more than half grown I 

kept near me for the purpose of taming and ob¬ 

serving. For three or four days he was sullen, 

but at the end of that time he began to eat 

cooked prunes, sugar and sweet potatoes and 

drink an abnormal amount of water for. an 

animal of his size; and at length he would rear 

up on his hind legs and yell if his food and 

drink were not supplied regularly. No bed 

would suit him. He would cut up bags and 

other soft material and arrange and rearrange 

his home. Yet somehow he could never please 

himself and finally he began to occupy my host’s 

bed, going under the top quilt usually. And if 

there were any attempts to remove him, he 

would become furious and bark and snap and 

jump as if he were a great beast. He would 

even grab my finger in his mouth but never bite 

it. Even in the middle of the night he would 

leave his own bed, if he had been made to go 

there, and climb up on the big bed. 

At the house at that time was a pretty yellow 

kitten which laid claim to the bed part of the 

day, and I feared he and the dog might get inlo 

a rumpus; so my surprise can easily be 

imagined when I observed the kitten pinning 

the dog under the cover with his forepaws, so 

the little prairi'e animal could barely move. Yet 

when the kitten finally relaxed, the little fellow 

came forth, licked the kitten’s mouth, and told 

him something in prairie-dog language and the 

two lay down together much as two kittens 

would. Thereafter they were the best of friends, 

sleeping side by side every day. 

Altogether the little dog was one of the 

keenest animals in intelligence I have ever 

known, although he could never understand the 

glass in the windows. For an hour at a time I 

have seen him examine and paw it. This he did 

repeatedly, even after he became so gentle as to 

be given his freedom. 

Occasionally a stray dog would be brought 

into the room to warm. Often he would just 

about arrive at his ease, when little Buck would 

stick his teeth into one of his toes, then dart 

away. He never liked dogs. Yet he seemed 

naturally to be a fighter. I have known him to 

leave the house, go into a dog hole and fight, 

evidently returning scarred and bleeding. 

As to prairie dogs and snakes, there are many 

contradictory statements, so I observed Buck 

very carefully one day, when I saw him run 

almost on a rattler near a hole. He stood back 

until the rattler went into the ground, when he 

took a careful survey of the surroundings, piled 

in dirt as fast as he could until it was filled and 

battered it hard with his nose. Nor did he stop 

at this. He went directly to another hole, into 

which he knew that one opened, perchance, and 

filled it likewise. 

Buck was death on rats, although of course 

he did not eat them. 

I was relating a fierce encounter he had with a 

large rat one night, when a man remarked, 

“Yes, prairie dogs beat cats for killing rats. 

An old uncle of mine in Texas learned that 

many years ago, and when wharf rats were 

about to overrun Forth Worth, he caught and 

tamed about thirty prairie dogs and took them 

to town. He told the merchants what they 

would do, but they hardly believed him. Finally 

a number of them agreed to go near the depot 

where his wagon was and where rats were, also, 

and let him demonstrate. Six pet dogs were 

loosened, boards were raised so rats were in 

full view, and in less than no time the dogs had 

killed and piled up twenty. So his dogs were 

sold like hot-cakes. He got five dollars a pair 

for them and special places were made for them 

in the big stores. And they did the work.” 

As to whether this statement is true or not, I 

do not know, though I have owned prairie dogs 

other than Buck which killed rats. Buck was 

never happier than when I brought his sister 

from the smokehouse to live with him. He 

was wild with delight. She was very different 

from him. Her bed she would accept as it was 

provided, and while she liked also to get on the 

large bed, she would never leave her own if she 

were placed there; neither would she cut it in 

the least, nor did she ever exhibit a bellicose 

spirit. Perfectly kind and quiet she was in her 

disposition, but also she was shiftless and never 

attempted to do anything for herself. 

As to what became of Buck I never knew. I 

left him asleep under the stove one day—his 

head between his fore feet and sitting half up¬ 

right—and when I returned, I found the door 

open, Buck absent and by the stove a setter 

dog, which chased prairie dogs half of the day, 

so I presume he killed him. His sister was 

killed by something on the porch, and there I 

found her, still warm. 

m 



The Glacier Bear. 
Seattle, Wash., June 5.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: While they have been reported as being 

seen as far west as the Kenai Peninsula, the 

present known range of this handsome little bear 

is on the Malsipena and other large glaciers in 

the vicinity of Mt. St. Elias. They are about 

one-half the size of an ordinary black bear, to 

which species they seem to be related, and ex¬ 

cept in size and color closely resemble in a gen¬ 

eral way. They have a short neck, the general 

body form of the black, and have no hump on 

the shoulders, which are on a level with their 

hips. 

Occasionally a variety of the Alaska brown 

bear is killed on the glaciers of a cream or 

dead grass color which, by the inexperienced, 

are called glacier bears. Glacier bears range in 

color from a jet black to a glacier blue. Some 

specimens of the darker shades have a silver 

tip to their fur which, when prime, is very fine 

and glossy. 

I have seen specimens of glacier bear skins 

that at first glance one would pronounce black 

bear skins, but on closer inspection it would be 

found that the under half of the fur was blue 

and more resembles the fur of the fox than 

the coarser hair of the bear family. They weigh 

from one to two hundred pounds and have short, 

sharp, crooked claws. They hibernate in winter 

much as does the black bear, but at a higher 

altitude, from 500 to 2,000 feet, selecting over¬ 

hanging cliffs, rock slides and hillsides protected 

by black alder patches, and out of the line of 

snow slides. To these dens they retire accord¬ 

ing to the season, usually about the holidays. 

They have one or two cubs in February and 

come out of their dens according to the season, 

but, as a rule, the middle of April finds them out 

of their winter dens. The Malsipena glacier has 

a coast line from Crater Peak, Disenchantment 

Bay, almost to Yakataga, a distance of over one 

hundred miles, and only at one point—Icy Cape— 

in all this distance does this wonderful glacier 

break into the ocean. 

The glacier is gradually melting away and re¬ 

ceding further and further inland each year, and 

has left a strip of land along the ocean shore 

line varying in width from a few yards to sev¬ 

eral miles. The glacier front with few excep¬ 

tions slopes gently back and up from the beach 

and can be easily ascended. The strip of land 

in fropt of the glacier is moraine sand dunes 

and ridges which in sheltered places has a 

stunted growth of spruce timber. There are 

also salmon and huckleberry brush, and black 

mountain alder in patches here and there. There 

are also many grassy flats where strawberries 

grow within a few yards of the glacier’s front. 

Many short swift glacial streams emerge at in¬ 

tervals from the glacier, and where these streams 

and tidewaters meet, lagoons are formed, caused 

by the never ending restless surf that is con¬ 

tinually breaking on this desolate, wind-swept 

coast. This kind of a country is the habitat 

of the glacier bear that clings to the glacier and 

never leaves its immediate neighborhood. In 

spring, summer and fall they come down off of 

the glacier, usually in the night or twilight, to 

feed on grass, roots of the wild pea vine, and 

berries, as well as to catch fish in the sloughs 

of the lagoons, and are great beach combers in 

favored spots near the glacier’s front. They 

also catch and eat porcupines. When through 

feeding they return to the glacier, and if closely 

pressed will seek shelter in some of the many 

sloping crevasses or ice caves of the glacier. 

When these bears lie down for the day they 

usually select a place on the glacier among a 

patch of hummocking ice, where some of the 

different shades of color blends with their own. 

This patch of hummock ice is surrounded Py 

a large area of smoother ice, and while con¬ 

cealed themselves they have a good view of and 

ample time to escape any impending danger. 

They are afraid of the larger bears and give 

them a wide berth. 

Owing to the lack of harbors and the inac¬ 

cessibility of the above country, few glacier 

bears are killed, and then under such conditions 

that the skull and skeleton is seldom saved. It 

would require four months’ time and cost two 

or three thousand dollars to get specimens of 

the glacier bear. 

He who cares enough for one to take the time 

and trouble should go to Yakutat, secure good 

guide and assistant, watch his chance, cross over 

to Cape Manby, a distance of ten miles, and 

enter the seal lagoon where plenty of timber 

will be found. Let him make his headquarters, 

camp here and hunt out to Icy Cape and be¬ 

yond, and you will get glacier bears. Be sure 

to have a good boat and boatman, also plenty 

of supplies, as you may be weather bound for 

many days. L. L. Bales. 

Starlings in New York. 
Carmel, N. Y., June 12.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In answer to your contributor G., 

whose article appeared in Forest and Stream 

of May 16, permit me to say that there are sev¬ 

eral pairs of starlings nesting in this section. 

I first noticed them last winter and think there 

are probably ten pairs in or near this village 

at present. 

Carmel is fifty miles from New York city in 

a northerly direction. W. A. Mead. 

Encounters with Rattlesnakes. 
Jacksonville, Fla., June 10.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have been interested in A. D. 

McCandless’ contributions on rattlesnakes, but 

when he stated in his “Views on Rattlesnakes,” 

that whiskey was about the worst thing a per¬ 

son could use in case of snake bite, it struck me 

that the Nebraska rattler must carry around a 

special brand of poison, for it was the first time 

I ever heard that whiskey was not a good thing 

to use in such cases. In my opinion, the article 

by Dr. J. H. Donaldson, “Cures for Rattle¬ 

snake Bites,” was most timely and to the point. 

In it he explains why whiskey should be given, 

and the course to pursue in case of rattlesnake 

bite—advice, which, if followed, may be the 

means of saving the life of some unfortunate 

victim of a rattler during the coming summer. 

The blacksnake is about the only member ot 

the snake family that I am on friendly terms 

with, and I like him for his evident hostility to¬ 

ward moccasins and his ability to put them to 

rout. Twice have moccasins attempted to pot 

me. One I escaped by jumping over as it 

struck; the other one missed its aim but grazed 

my leg, and that was the first intimation I had 

of its presence. 

At one time I had an idea that a rattlesnake 

would always sound its warning before one got 

within the danger zone. I have since learned 

by experience that such is not the case, for I 

have come to close quarters with them on sev¬ 

eral occasions; sometimes they rattled and some¬ 

times they did not. 

It is mighty poor policy—at least in this coun¬ 

try—to walk in ahead of your dog and try to 

flush a bird from a clump of bushes by kicking 

about in it, or to thrust your arm down a 

gopher hole in the hope of getting a crippled 

bird that you know is in there. 

The following are a few incidents recalled by 

this subject: 

One evening just after sunset I was crossing 

an old. field on my return from a hunt and came 

to a rail fence that I had to climb. Along each 

side of the fence was a thick growth of black¬ 

berry bushes and broom sedge grass. As I 

broke my way through this tangle, the air 

seemed suddenly filled with the hum of a rattler. 

I was perched on the top rail in a jiffy, but 

was afraid to get down on the other side, for I 

was unable to locate the snake. Finally, I 

“cooned” along two or three panels and, trust¬ 

ing to luck, jumped as far as I could, and in 

another leap or two, was in the edge of the pine 

woods and headed for home. 

At the beginning of the past hunting season 

one of my shooting companions and a friend 

went out for a day’s quail hunt. My friend 

kicked up a single bird the dog was pointing and 

dropped it in a small bunch of palmettoes. 

Walking over to where the bird dropped, the 

dog was found on a point in the edge of the 

palmettoes. Thinking he had only wounded the 

bird, he tried to make the dog go in and catch 

it or put it up: but the dog would not budge. 
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Stepping up to the dog's head, he stooped over 

and parted the palmetto fans to look for the 

bird, but instead of a quail he saw a coiled 

rattler, head reared, and apparently on the point 

of striking. He jumped back and called to his 

companion, his close call so unnerving him that 

he was unable to- shoot it. Not until the snake 

was shot, almost under his nose, did the dog 

break his point. After cutting off the rattles, 

nine in number, the hunters decided they had 

had all the shooting they wanted that day, and 

without even waiting to look for the dead or 

crippled bird, started for the railway station. 

They had gone about 200 yards, when the dog 

came to a point, this proving to be another 

rattler, which was killed in short order. This 

one had but seven rattles, but was somewhat 

larger than the first one, being about S'A feet 

in length. Now, I am not going to attempt an 

explanation of why the first rattler the dog 

pointed did not sound its danger signal nor 

strike either man or dog, though within strik¬ 

ing distance; nor why the dog (an old seasoned 

pointer I have hunted many a day and have seen 

side-step in lively fashion more than one snake) 

would not break his point till after the snake 

was shot. The reader can figure it out to his 

own satisfaction. 

In Alachua county a German had a spaniel 

that followed him everywhere. One day as the 

man was’ going through the woods to the 

village store the dog jumped a rabbit and chased 

it down a gopher hole. (It might be well to 

state that the gopher of this state is a species of 

land turtle.) The man got down on his hands 

and knees to look into the hole, when the dog 

darted in between his legs and thrust its head 

into the opening, only to let out a yelp and jump 

back with a rattlesnake hooked to its nose. For 

a few seconds there was a lively mix-up of 

German, dog and rattler, but as soon as the 

snake could release its fangs, it drew back into 

the hole. Picking up the dog, the man hurried 

to the store and told his story. He was advised 

to gather some snakeweed and dose the dog 

with a tea made of the leaves, also to make a 

poultice of the bruised leaves and apply to the 

wound. He followed this advice and the dog 

got well, but for several days its head was 

swollen to such proportions it seemed in danger 

of bursting. 

On a cool, drizzling morning in February, 

some years ago, I was quail shooting with my 

brother in Alachua county. We had scattered 

a large covey over a piece of low flatwoods, 

sparsely timbered, and it looked like we were 

going to get some good open shooting. The 

dog struck a trail at once and came down on a 

point; but as we walked up to flush the bird, he 

began to trail slowly, we keeping abreast on 

either side. After the dog had made several 

points only to take up the trail again, my 

brother suddenly stepped in and caught hold 

of the dog’s collar, pulled him back and told me 

to look out for a rattler just ahead. One look 

showed me the kind of game we had been try¬ 

ing to flush. The next squint I took was down 

the rib of my gun, and a load of No. 8 shot 

took off the snake’s head. This rattler was 

fully 5 feet 10 inches in length, and had twelve 

rattles and button. The skin of this snake was 

later sent to the present editor of Forest and 

Stream, in whose company I had had the pleas¬ 

ure of enjoying a month’s canoe cruise on the 

Osage River, in Missouri, in 1892—the many 

pleasant incidents of which, and the camp-fire 

reminiscences, are as green in memory as 

though they had taken place but yesterday. 

Several years ago a negro snake-charmer 

used to give exhibitions here in front of the 

hotels and on street corners. This man usually 

had a good collection of large rattlesnakes, and 

it was a common thing to see him raise the 

top of the cage, make a few passes and lift out 

an angry rattler. Then he would proceed to 

extract its fangs with a small pair of pliers. 

Another favorite stunt was to thrust the head 

of a noisy rattler into his mouth. Occasionally 

the negro was struck while exhibiting his pets, 

but it did not seem to give him any uneasiness, 

for he would produce a bottle of medicine of his 

own concoction, take a swallow, rub a little into 

the wound, and proceed with his show. Judg¬ 

ing from the scars on his hands and wrists, it 

was an effective antidote, but so far as I know, 

no one was ever successful in getting him to 

tell what the medicine was composed of. One day 

he left the city on a little snake round-up, as 

his stock of rattlers was getting low and ti e 

season for the tourists to throng the streets was 

near at hand. He took along his banjo and a 

sack in which to bring back the captives. That 

night he came back to town with a good big 

rattler in the bag, but he was a pretty sick man, 

the snake having managed in some way to 

strike him back of the shoulder while being 

carried on his back. For several days it was a 

question whether his medicine would pull him 

through, but he recovered. This man once ex¬ 

hibited a snake he called the king of all rattlers. 

From the top of its head projected a horn about 

half an inch in length. Shortly after exhibiting 

this freak snake here, he disposed of his entire 

collection in a distant city. It was afterward 

said the horned rattler was the result of a neat 

piece of surgery, the spur of a rooster having 

been grafted on the snake’s head, which, if true, 

goes to prove that this snake charmer was as 

good a surgeon as he was dentist. G. A. I. 

Bears in North Carolina. 

Linville Falls, N. C., May 27.—Editor Fore.it 

and Stream: Sport in the Blue Ridge country 

has been quite interesting and promises to con¬ 

tinue so. Not long since a thirteen-year old boy, 

Edgar Burleson, started out for a bear hunt, 

armed with nothing more than a single-barreled 

shotgun, which is the favorite 'weapon of the 

mountaineer in these days. About two miles 

from this post office his dog discovered an old 

bear with three cubs. The dogs tormented her 

so that she drove the cubs up a tree, cuffing 

them sharply, the boy says, to make them go 

up alone. Then she started down the gorge of 

the Linville River, the boy and dogs after her. 

Young Burleson made a long jump to get a shot 

at the old bear and let go at her with his shot¬ 

gun, but seems to have missed her and she got 

away from the dogs. The boy limped back to 

his uncle’s house, having sprained his ankle in 

the jump, and his uncle went to the tree where 

the cubs were, climbed up some forty feet and 

succeeded in catching all the cubs and putting 

them into a sack with which he safely reached 

the ground. 

Next morning a hunt was organized and the 

old bear was killed. She was a fine specimen 

of the common black bear, and to my surprise 

her flesh was fat and sweet. Bear meat is con¬ 

sidered a great delicacy by the mountain people. 

The cubs have been a strong attraction here, for 

some days. Not long after this another hunt 

was organized and a yearling was killed near 

here. The mountaineers have a custom of firing 

off about forty shots when they get within a 

half mile of home if they have been successful 

on the hunt. Frank W. Bicknell. 

I imber Owners to Fight Fire. 

One of the most important economic move¬ 

ments of the day about which the general public 

has yet learned little is the concerted action of 

owners of timber in different parts of the coun¬ 

try in organizing associations to protect their 

holdings from fire. In the Pacific Northwest the 

Washington Forest Fire Association has just 

elected officers at Seattle^ and begun work for 

the year with 3,000,000 acres under its care. 

The plans include a system of partol by rangers 

resembling the work done by the United States 

Forest Service in guarding against and ex¬ 

tinguishing fires. 

Organizations of similar kind and for a like 

purpose are at work in Oregon and Idaho. In 

the latter State a portion of the expense is borne 

by taxation and paid from the State treasury. 

A Western railroad company, which holds large 

tracts of timber, has taken steps to guard its 

property from fire, and during the short time 

that its plans have been in operation it has met 

with most encouraging success. 

Similar work is being done on the other side 

of the continent. Forest owners in Maine have 

gone to work in the same systematic way to 

control the forests’ great enemy—fire. Like or¬ 

ganizations are found in other parts of the coun¬ 

try, showing how fully it is now realized that pro¬ 

tection against fire is of the greatest importance. 

It is safe to say that fires in this country have 

destroyed more timber than lumbermen ' have 

cut. When timber was abundant the waste 

passed almost unnoticed, but now that a scarcity 

is at hand and an actual wood famine threatens 

in the near future, the owners of forest lands 

are waking up and taking action to save what 

is left. 

Wildcat in a Freight Car. 
Many residents of South Amboy, N. J., says 

the Times, have armed themselves in anticipa¬ 

tion of a sudden attack by a supposed wildcat, 

which escaped from a Pennsylvania freight car. 

The car contained lumber consigned to the 

South Amboy Lumber and Supply Company. It 

came to the company’s yards from North Caro¬ 

lina, and was on the way nearly a week. 

One day, as lumber handlers started to open 

the car, they heard a scratching noise inside, and 

when they opened the door they saw in the 

shadow two gleaming eyes.’ None of the men 

wanted to enter. Finally Edward Letts hit upon 

the happy expedient of going to the other side 

of the car and banging it with a crowbar. The 

others drew away from the door to give the 

animal a chance to come out. It did. 

It proved to be a wildcat, or Southern lynx, 

and the lumber handlers say it was about four 

feet long. 

It was seen later in the day drinking from a 

spring near the railroad. Later it took to the 

woods. The lumber company has offered a re¬ 

ward for the cat, dead or alive. 



Hunting in the Danish West Indies. 

I.-The Game of Ste. Croix Island. 

1 he island of Ste. Croix, the largest of the 

group, besides presenting to the artistic eye the 

most enchanting scenery, affords to the sports¬ 

man opportunities for indulging his predilections 

little known to the outside world. Of the former 

qualities of this lovely island sufficient has been 

placed before the public by far abler pens than 

mine, while with regard to the latter little or 

nothing has been written. Visitors here from 

Northern countries, though invariably impressed 

with the natural beauties of scenery and the 

delightful climate, have merely a superficial ac¬ 

quaintance with its other advantages, especially 

in the sporting line, and therefore 1 venture to 

think that these chronicles may not be unin¬ 

teresting to lovers of gun and rifle. Not but 

what your true sportsman has also implanted 

in his nature a keen appreciation of the beauties 

of surrounding scenery and its living inhabi¬ 

tants, as well as of the mere excitement of pit¬ 

ting his skill and cunning against that of the 

game he hunts, and whether lying among man¬ 

groves in the moonlight, patiently watching a 

flock of wild ducks feeding their gradual way 

within range of his gun, or stalking with in¬ 

finite precaution and pains, the couple of deer 

grazing out in the open, he still has an eye— 

instinctive it may be—but keenly appreciative 

for incidental objects. And in this region, teem¬ 

ing with animal and vegetable life, the naturalist 

and observer has a wide field for his studies, 

while the hunter is afforded the pleasures of 

the chase without many of the attendant fatigues 

and hardships of the Northern countries, an 

advantages he will learn to fully appreciate after 

a few years passed in this delicious but some¬ 

what enervating climate. 

Along the southern coast of the island extend 

level stretches of land, locally termed pastures 

which, during the rainy season from September 

to January, are the haunts of plover, curlew and 

yellowlegs, visitors from the north, while two 

small lakes or lagoons on the same coast and 

a couple of smaller ones in the eastern part of 

the island, their shores fringed by the ever¬ 

present mangrove (Rhisophora mangle)— that 

bush that impresses the beholder as being half 

reptile, half vegetable, on account of its claw¬ 

like roots—furnish good duck and coot shoot¬ 

ing. Among the hills on the north are numer¬ 

ous ravines, along the sides of which flourish 

various species of berry-bearing trees, the fruit 

of which, when ripe, attracts flocks of the large 

blue pigeon (Columba corcnsis), and the small 

or white-crowned pigeon (C. leucocepliala). 

both of which are fine game birds in plumage 

and toothsomcness, and on account of their 

arrowy flight, as it tries the skill of a marks¬ 

man to stop one of these birds cleaving its way 

with whistling wing through the air. 

Off the northern coast are two small islets, 

Ruck Island and Green Quay, on both of which 

are to be obtained fine dove shooting if one es¬ 

tablishes himself on the shore, looking toward 

the mainland, and takes the birds flying over 

to the quays for the night. And let not the 

unsophisticated reader regard this species of the 

dove (Columba zenaida) that type of gentle¬ 

ness, as an easy prey, for besides great natural 

fleetness of wing he has the advantage of the 

constant trade wind behind him and rushes 

along with the speed of a rocket. Besides 

which, he must be stopped in his flight at so 

exact a period of time as to allow for the im¬ 

petus bringing him on to the narrow strip of 

beach on which you stand, as a couple of sec¬ 

onds miscalculation will cause him to drop be¬ 

yond this into the thick growth of cacti with 

which these islets are covered, and into which 

you dare not penetrate. 

I know few pleasanter experiences than the 

return to the mainland in the glorious moon¬ 

light, as one lies back in the stern of the boat 

with a good cigar between his teeth, a bag of 

forty or fifty birds, with just sufficient sense 

of hunger to make the prospect of dinner ac¬ 

ceptable, and with the delicious ozone of the 

trade wind filling the sail steadily, the wake of 

phosphorescence behind the boat, and the rip¬ 

pling gold of the moonlight effect on the tiny 

wavelets alongside, seem like glimpses of fairy¬ 
land. 

A few years ago, previous to the introduction 

into this terrestrial hunter's paradise of that 

demon, the mongoose, there existed large flocks 

of quail (Ortyx virginianus) in the level'lands 

of the center and southern parts, affording fine 

shooting, but these birds are now scarce. In 

those days an afternoon’s stroll over one of 

the large guinea grass pastures, belonging to 

the various sugar estates, with the ringing 

whistle of Bob White sounding on every side, 

and the sudden whirr of their wings as a covey 

started up from among the grass at your feet 

and sped away with great velocity, was an ex¬ 

perience to be remembered. The mongoose was 

introduced into this island by some well mean - 

ing,, but mistaken planters, with a view to the 

extermination of rats in the canefields, and 

though these vermin were thinned out of those 

localities they have become more plentiful in 

the buildings, where the mongoose cannot fol¬ 

low them, and so this beast has turned his at¬ 

tention to the quail and other ground-frequent¬ 

ing birds. The consequent increase of grass¬ 

hoppers and caterpillars has reached formidable 

dimensions. Thus the mongoose, having in 

creased with the natural rapidity of all things 

evil, has become a plague. 

The deer on this island offer good sport. 

During the crop season, as the canefields arc 

gradually cut off, the deer take to the bush 

lands, and can be stalked successfully therein, 

or the sportsman can enjoy a hunt on horse¬ 

back and obtain a shot by taking his stand along 

with others on the four sides of a canefield not 

yet cut off, into which are turned half a dozen 

or so of the native dogs, a nondescript breed, 

and “ornery” of aspect, but gifted with remark¬ 

ably good noses. After a while a yap, yap is 

heard, quickly followed by a chorus of yelps, 

and then every man must be on the alert, for 

the deer bounds on to the narrow range on 

which you are stationed, and with another, dis¬ 

appears into one of the surrounding canefields, 

and it is at the instant of his appearance that 

the shot must be fired. Care must also be taken 

to remain cool, as occasionally an enthusiastic 

darkey may emerge with a leap on to the range, 

and with an excitable man behind the gun a 

catastrophe might occur, or a dog off the scent 

may spring out suddenly and receive the con¬ 

tents of the gun, which latter circumstance I 
have frequently seen. 

It is by no means uncommon to bag three or 

four deer on such a hunt, and generally one or 

two are killed. Should the game escape into 

any of the adjacent canefields the same pro¬ 

cess is repeated; and as often happens, after 

thus being hunted from one cover to another, 

there remains nothing for the animal but a 

burst for life across an open pasture, and then 
the actual sport begins. 

On these hunts the favorite weapon is tlije 

ordinary shotgun, with heavy buckshot, while 

for stalking the rifle is preferred. A descrip¬ 

tion of a few hunting incidents within my per¬ 

sonal experience may be interesting, as showing 

the various sorts of game here, and the excep- 

tionably pleasant surroundings which tend to 

make this branch of sport so enjoyable. 

J. C. DuBois. 

A Disgusted Dog, 

A ludicrous incident occurred at a rabbit hunt 
near Hohokus, N. J., says an exchange. The 

hound started the cottontail in a piece of short 

brush on a side hill. The hunter could witness 

the race at a great distance, and soon saw the 

rabbit making a circle. As he appeared emerg¬ 

ing from the brush he was seen to stop suddenly. 

On rushed the hound, and as he lowered his 

head to seize the little animal the rabbit gave a 

spring to one side, and the dog doubled up like 

a ball. While he was letting himself out the 

rabbit was making time on the back track. The 

hound was soon in full pursuit again, but the 

rabbit led the dog to where two saplings grew 

close together from an old root. He then stop¬ 

ped as before and waited until the dog was 

almost upon him, when he leaped between the 

two saplings, while the dog attempted to follow. 

But there was barely room for the rabbit, and 

the hound was caught in the crotch and badly 

injured. The rabbit turned and looked at his 

enemy a minute and was soon lost in the thicket. 

The dog started immediately for home and no 

amount of coaxing could induce him to continue 
the hunt. 

BREAKFAST IN CAMP 

is nothing without coffee, and coffee is nothing 
without Cream. Ordinarily cream is out of the 
question nine times out of ten, but Borden’s 
Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk takes its place 
perfectly and keeps indefinitely until opened. It 
is unsweetened and has the natural cream flavor 
and color.—Adv. 
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The Ruffed Grouse Scarcity. 

From advance proofs furnished us by Secre¬ 

tary John D. Whish, of the New York Forest, 

Fish and Game Commission, we extract some 

interesting data in relation to the causes for the 

scarcity of ruffed grouse in 1907. These are 

contained in a paper written for the commission 

by E. Seymour Woodruff: 

The ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus), more 

commonly known as partridge in the North and 

pheasant in the Southern and Middle States— 

though it has no generic relation to either—is 

pre-eminently the king of all our game birds. 

In this State, as well as in all parts of its 

range, except perhaps the extreme northern por¬ 

tion of Canada, the ruffed grouse is strictly non- 

migratory and a resident throughout the year, 

breeding wherever found. It is partial to an 

undulating and hilly country, one well wooded 

and covered with considerable undergrowth, in¬ 

terspersed with cultivated fields and meadow 

lands. But with the continued destruction of 

the timber and consequent increase in cleared 

and cultivated iand, this noble bird has steadily 

decreased in numbers, and in some sections 

been almost entirely exterminated. Fortunately, 

however, there is still plenty of cover left to 

harbor the birds, and because of the more strict 

enforcement of the game laws of late years, they 

have managed to hold their own fairly well dur¬ 

ing the last decade and until the beginning of 

the past year (1907). And this in spite of the 

increasing army of sportsmen, who give the bird 

but little rest throughout the open season, as well 

as the numerous four-footed and winged enemies 

that prey upon it at all seasons. 

The testimony of sportsmen from all sections 

of the country is almost unanimous that grouse 

were more abundant at the close of the shoot¬ 

ing season of 1906 than they had been for sev¬ 

eral seasons past, and therefore every one had 

good reason to anticipate that the open season 

of 1907 would be one of the best in several years. 

But soon after the shooting season of 1907 

opened, communications began to appear in local 

newspapers and sporting magazines, calling at¬ 

tention to an unusual scarcity of grouse in the 

several localities in which the writers resided. 

As the season advanced, reports from different 

parts of the Northwest, indicating that the same 

condition of things existed in all localities, were 

published so frequently that it soon became evi¬ 

dent that some calamity had overtaken the 

grouse between the close of the shooting sea 

son of 1906 and the opening of that of 1907. 

These reports came not only from all sections 

of the State of New York, including Long 

Island, but also from the whole of New Eng¬ 

land, Southern Canada, New Jersey, Pennsyl¬ 

vania and even as far west as Michigan and 

Minnesota. With but two or three exceptions 

hunters agreed in stating that the grouse were 

extremely scarce in their vicinity in the fall of 

1907, and in some localities they seem to have 

been practically exterminated. 

Various theories have been propounded to ac¬ 

count for this scarcity, but these are for the 

most part merely conjectures. It is unfortunate 

that the remarkable diminution in numbers had 

not been noted much earlier in the year, and at 

the time the causes to which the scarcity is due 

were at work, for we might then have been able 

to determine exactly what was the trouble. How¬ 

ever, enough data have been gathered on which 

to base an explanation which may be accepted 

as substantially correct. 

Many people put the blame on the intense cold 

and scarcity of food in the latter part of the 

winter of 1906-1907, but only two reports that 

might support this theory have been seerf. 

[Then follows a mass of evidence from 

Forest and Stream correspondents.] 

A number of reports from all parts of the 

North and East are given, testifying to the 

abundance of the American goshawk. There 

can be no question but that these destructive 

birds of prey were responsible for a tremendous 

loss of life among the grouse during the six 

months they were with us. 

. By far the most generally accepted theory 

accounting for the scarcity of the ruffed grouse, 

is that it is due to the exceptionally cold, wet 

and late spring of 1907 chilling the eggs and 

killing such of the young birds as were success¬ 

fully hatched. 

This has been given as the probable explana¬ 

tion by many sportsmen and game wardens in 

Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode 

Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 

and Michigan, and from the following counties 

in New York: Broome, Cattaraugus, Chemung, 

Cortland, Dutchess, Essex, Franklin, Greene, 

Herkimer, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Onon¬ 

daga, Oswego, ' Otsego, Putnam, Rensselaer, 

Rockland, Saint Lawrence, Saratoga, Schoharie, 

Suffolk (Long Island), Tioga, Tompkins, Ulster, 

Warren and Westchester. 

Further proof of the failure of the regular 

spring hatch is found in voluminous data given 

in the report. With only one exception the ob¬ 

servers state that all or nearly all the birds shot 

in 1907 were old birds, and most of them cocks. 

Scarcely any young birds of the year were seen 

and these were very likely from late broods. 

The scarcity of hens may be laid at least in¬ 

directly to the cold, wet spring for the follow¬ 

ing reason: There is good reason to believe 

that the ruffed grouse is polygamous, but 

whether so or not it is well known that as soon 

as incubation begins the cock leaves the hen, 

not to return till the chicks are nearly grown. 

Incubation lasts from three to four weeks and 

during that time the hen has to forage for her 

self, leaving her eggs only for short intervals 

during the warmer part of the day after incuba¬ 

tion has begun. She is very loath to do so even 

then, as may be judged from her permitting her¬ 

self to be almost stepped on before flushing from 

her nest. Taking all this into consideration, 

what can be more reasonable than to believe that 

during the extraordinary spring of 1907 she 

would have been even more loath than ever to 

leave her eggs exposed to the cold, inclement 

weather, and so, weakened from exposure and 

lack of food, she fell an easy prey to disease or 

to foxes and other enemies. 

The cock birds, on the contrary, having no 

family cares to burden them, were able to seek 

shelter during the cold and stormy days and 

nights and to forage at will throughout the day, 

thus keeping in good condition. That they suf¬ 

fered no appreciable loss in numbers, if any at 

all, through later attacks of disease or parasites, 

or from any other cause, may be accepted as 

probable when we consider the following facts: 

It seems fair to assume that there is on the aver¬ 

age one hen for every cock (though if the belief 

that grouse are polygamous is correct, the hens 

should outnumber the cocks). Again it seems 

fair to assume that at least one-third of the 

average brood of twelve to fourteen chicks reach 

maturity in normal years. This would mean that 

at least six birds would constitute the average 

family. Then if, as in 1907, all or nearly all of 

the hens and young were destroyed, the pro¬ 

portion of birds left would be as one to six— 

the one being the cock. But in all the estimates 

that have been seen, comparing the number of 

grouse in 1907 with that in 1906, none places the 

proportion lower than one to six. The majority 

place it at about one to four or even higher. 

Therefore, when we consider the number of 

cocks that were shot in 1907, it would seem prob¬ 

able that they were practically as numerous as 

in the preceding year, for if they had perished 

to any appreciable extent from the same causes 

which carried off the old hens and the young, the 

numbers of grouse would have been much less 

than they are reported to be. 

Extracts from the monthly section reports of 

the Climatological Service of the United States 

Weather Bureau for April, May and June, 1907, 

follow, and show conclusively what unusually 

severe weather the ruffed grouse had to undergo 

during the past breeding season. 

The theory advanced in a letter to Forest and 

Stream that the extreme dryness of midsummer 

was responsible for the scarcity of ruffed grouse 

has but little data to support it in view of the 

fact that it was not so extremely dry in every 

locality, while the grouse scarcity was universal. 

August was an unusually dry month. The 

average amount of rainfall in the State of New 

York was only 1.53 inches and was the lowest 

on record since the Climatological Service was 

established, but the streams and swamps did not 

become dry in all localities. The grouse were 

just as scarce in localities where there was 

plenty of water to be had all through the sum¬ 

mer. 

The dryness, however, may have produced a 

condition favorable to the growth and spread of 

an infectious disease or parasite, and for that 

reason may be considered a secondary cause of 

the scarcity. 

The theory that an epidemic of a disease of 

some kind carried off the ruffed grouse is sup¬ 

ported by many, but is difficult to prove or dis¬ 

prove at this time. There can be no question 

that an epidemic of some kind killed many birds 

during the summer months, as may be judged 

from the testimony given, but whether it 

was a disease or a parasite, or both, is now diffi¬ 

cult to determine. In fact, much of the data 

given might apply equally well to the parasitical 

theory. 

Several other letters from parties in Massa¬ 

chusetts, Connecticut and New Jersey tell of 

broods that were watched and that suddenly dis¬ 

appeared in midsummer. But all such data will 

apply equally well to the parasitical theory. 

Many other people ascribe the scarcity as due 

in their opinion to a disease, but just as many 

disagree with this and think it due to some other 

cause. 

In the early part of the last century the grouse 

of England and Scotland were severely deci¬ 

mated by an epidemic of the “grouse disease.” 

Just as in the present case in this country many 

theories were advanced to explain the destruc¬ 

tion of the birds. Intestinal parasites were 
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found in great numbers in grouse dying of 

“grouse disease,” but they were found equally 

numerous in grouse that were otherwise per¬ 

fectly healthy. After careful post mortem and 

bacteriologic investigations, however, the trouble 

was proved to be due to an infectious disease 

caused by a microbe, a variety of bacillus coli. 

Circular No. 109, Bureau of Animal Industry, 

Department of Agriculture, is a preliminary re¬ 

port on a disease that has become prevalent 

among all quail (Bob White) received by dealers 

in live birds from Alabama, Kansas and Indian 

Territory, and which appears to be infectious. 

Whole shipments were wiped out. Bacterio¬ 

logical investigation of these proved that the 

cause was a microbe similar to that found in 

the “grouse disease” of England and Scotland. 

The best argument against the theory that an 

epidemic of some disease was in itself alone 

responsible for the destruction of the ruffed 

grouse is that which has previously been given 

to explain the large proportion of old cocks to 

hens and young which were killed in the fall 

of 1907. In other words that if there was a 

disease, it was merely secondary, and serious 

in its effect only because of the weakened con¬ 

dition in which it found the majority of the 

birds, a condition due to the inclement weather 

of the breeding season. 

There is enough evidence to prove that many 

birds were infected with a parasite, but noth¬ 

ing to prove that this would have been fatal to 

them. 

The fact that ticks were abundant in some sec¬ 

tions does not prove anything, for in most locali¬ 

ties they do not seem to have been any more 

prevalent than in recent years, and in many not 

noticed at all, while the grouse scarcity was uni¬ 

versal. 

The scarcity of the ruffed grouse has also 

been attributed to their being shot and snared 

by pot-hunters during the closed season. This 

may have been a contributory factor in a few 

restricted localities, but pot-hunting is not so 

widespread nor so serious throughout the whole 

range of the ruffed grouse as to be accepted as 

an explanation of their universal scarcity. 

That the scarcity of the ruffed grouse is to 

be explained by the resumption of an innate 

migratory instinct causing the birds to leave the 

section in which they had been raised is a theory 

that can hardly be sustained. Granting it to be 

true that this was a migratory year and that the 

partridges left the localities in which they were 

raised, where did they go? Migrating birds 

move from one locality to another, and a move¬ 

ment of this kind is always marked by an in¬ 

crease in the number of birds in that locality 

which is thus invaded. But no reports have 

been received from any locality testifying to any 

such invasion or increase in the numbers of 

grouse. So this theory can be dismissed as un¬ 

substantiated. 

The writer believes that the wholesale destruc¬ 

tion of ruffed grouse during 1907 cannot be at¬ 

tributed to any one factor, but that it was due 

to an unhappy combination of three separate 

factors, each one of which alone was serious in 

its effects. These are: 

The unusual abundance of foxes and par- 

3. An epidemic of some disease or parasite, 

or both, just which we cannot now determine. 

The most serious of these was unquestionably 

the cold, wet and late spring of 1907, which was 

universal throughout the range of the ruffed 

grouse, and which almost entirely eliminated the 

normal increase to be expected. Furthermore 

it was also at least indirectly responsible for the 

destruction of most of the adult hens and such 

of the young as were successfully hatched, by 

so impairing their vitality that they quickly suc¬ 

cumbed to the third serious fact—a disease, or 

parasite, or both. 

The destruction caused among the grouse by 

foxes and goshawks, especially the latter, was 

more serious in its after effects than would first 

appear. This becomes evident when we con¬ 

sider that for every pair of adult birds killed 

during the winter there must be a correspond¬ 

ing loss of the brood that these two birds would 

be expected to raise the following spring. In 

other words a total loss of from eight to six¬ 

teen birds for each pair killed. 

Nova Scotia Game and Fishing Laws. 

Annapolis Royal, N. S., June 5.—Editor 

Forest and Stream: May I add a few words 

to Warden Jenner’s letter, published on May 16, 

in which no mention was made of fishing, for 

the probable reason that the fishing laws are 

unfortunately made by the Dominion and not 

the Provincial authorities? This year one new 

law has been ■ made, and will be carried out 

rather strictly, that cannot fail to be obnoxious 

to visitors. It directs that every fisherman riot 

a British subject must pay a fee of five dollars, 

unless he remains at least thirty consecutive 

days in the Province and employs native guides. 

This law has already led to considerable dis¬ 

satisfaction and threats on the part of Ameri¬ 

cans not to return to Nova Scotia, but it is 

probable that, when the regulation becomes gen¬ 

erally known, the fee will in most cases be cheer¬ 

fully paid. It will depend upon the manner in 

which the other fishing laws are enforced, as 

a man resents being the victim of one clause 

while many escape the others. 

One clause must remain a dead letter; namely, 

that prohibiting fishing on Sunday, as there are 

many fishermen, especially natives, who have 

little chance to fish on week days, and at least 

one fish warden has assured me that he will not 

attempt to enforce it. 

A very grave crisis in the angling develop¬ 

ment of Nova Scotia is now imminent, as a 

test case has brought up the question before the 

courts whether the salmon streams of the Prov¬ 

ince shall remain open to all citizens or shall 

soon be absorbed into “private preserves” in 

the manner of the other Canadian Provinces. 

A Halifax sportsman named Michael Dwyer has 

summoned F. L. Mack, brother-in-law of the 

well known sportsman and guide, Laurie Mit¬ 

chell, of Mill Village, for fishing on his alleged 

private waters in the Port Medway River. 

There is little doubt that, if the case against 

Mack is upheld, the doom of open fishing in 

this Province will have been tolled, for which 

reason there is much agitation on the subject, 

and sportsmen are subscribing to help Mr. Mack 

fight the case and appeal, if necessary, to the 

limit of possibility. Certainly it would be an 

immense moral and material loss if the land¬ 

lordism, which now disgraces New Brunswick 

and Quebec, should gain a foothold in Nova 

Scotia, whose proud boast it has ever been that 

all waters are free to all anglers. For this rea¬ 

son it is a very sad mistake on the part of the 

Dominion Government to inaugurate the five 

dollar fishing fee, and it is the wish of all Nova 

Scotians that the fishing regulations be made 

and enforced by the local Provincial authorities. 

It is expected that the new game law, pro¬ 

hibiting non-licensed aliens from carrying fire¬ 

arms in the woods, will also become a dead 

letter, at least so far as .22 caliber rifles are 

concerned. It would have been wiser to frame 

the law so as to allow nothing larger than a 

.22 caliber, which is the source of much amuse¬ 

ment in camp target shooting, and seldom re¬ 

sults in the death of anything more than a por¬ 

cupine. The most radical of the new game 

regulations which affect fishing parties is that 

compelling all nonresidents to be accompanied 

by licensed guides, even when camping or fish¬ 

ing in the woods. It is worth while mentioning 

that the charges for guides in this part of the 

country are $2 per guide for fishing and $2.50 

for hunting, these charges including canoe, tent, 

kit and blankets. Provisions are charged for 

at the average rate of seventy-five cents a day 

for each sportsman and fifty cents for each 

guide. Edward Breck. 

Recent Publications. 

“The Huntsman in the South,” by Alexander 

Hunter. Cloth, illustrated, 318 pages; $1.50, 

postage, 14 cents. New York and Wash¬ 

ington, the Neale Publishing Company. 

Volume I. of this series is devoted to stories 

of Virginia and North Carolina, and it opens 

with a chapter on Sporting in the Olden Time. 

Then follow chapters on Coon Hunting; The 

Great Dismal Swamp; An Old Virginia Fox 

Hunt; Ducks and Coons at Hatteras; Among 

the Quail in Virginia; Cobb’s Island; A Fish¬ 

ing and Hunting Trip Along the North Caro¬ 

lina Coast; etc. Readers of Forest and Stream, 

who recall the many charming stories that have 

appeared in its columns over his signature, will 

be glad to add this volume to their collections. 

“The Sanitation of Recreation Camps and 

Parks,” by Dr. Harvey B. Bashore, Medi¬ 

cal Inspector of the Pennsylvania Depart¬ 

ment of Health. Cloth, 109 pages, $1. New 

York, John Wiley & Sons. 

Coming, as it does, at the opening of the camp¬ 

ing season, this, Dr. Bashore’s third work on 

sanitation, is timely, and if we could have a 

wish gratified, it would be that every party con¬ 

templating a camping trip this summer supply 

itself with a copy of this excellent work and 

follow the advice given in it. The chapter de¬ 

voted to springs and water supply is in itself 

extremely valuable, particularly to thoughtless 

persons who believe that all clear, cold water 

is pure. He points out the fact that the Japanese 

army actually lost more men by bullets than by 

Bacillus typhosus in their last war, mainly for 

the reason that they took no chances but boiled 

their drinking water. 

Chapters are devoted to Location anti Con¬ 

struction; Water Supply; Waste Disposal; The 

Camp Surroundings; The Sanitary Care of 

Parks. The illustrations are well chosen and 

effective. 

1 



Just a Few Trout. 

Dodge City, Kan., June i.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: "Be a sportsman, Will. Play fair and 

never try to catch a trout with a spoon hook. 

I hear that there are some large trout under 

the dam and also at Judd's Bridge, and Mr. 

Murray (that was W. H. H. Murray, of Adiron¬ 

dack fame) is very likely to get them all if 

they are not attended to.” 

So remarked F. W. Gunn, my schoolmaster 

at Washington, Conn., in 1866. He stroked his 

long white chin whiskers and looked mild and 

innnocent. 

“Yes, sir,” I replied; “I am going fishing to¬ 

morrow, and I will remember what you say.” 

I was up before day. It was in July, the 

not afraid of being caught. Then I crept to 

the edge of the dam, and fixing my rod and 

putting on the little bass spoon, made a long 

cast and drew it from the quick water into the 

quiet water near the west end of the dam. 

Once carefully—nothing. The next time came 

a great shadowy, darting dark brown fish out 

of the foaming swift water, grabbed the spoon 

and away he went out of sight. How he pulled ! 

But I wore him out in a few minutes, and when 

he was half drowned I pulled him up as near 

as I dared and then lifted him out of the water 

with my stiff bass rod and slung him out in the 

road behind me. The three hooks were all 

bedded in his mouth, and I had him safe. Oh! 

what a beauty! About three pounds. A brook 

trout, short and chunky, with colors like a 

WHITE HOUSE POOE, POINT REYES, CALIFORNIA. 

R. C. Haas, landing a It-pound steelhead trout with a typical American short bait-casting rod, which the London 

tournament committee thinks is not practical for fishing. 

weather was quiet, and it seemed as if summer 

had completed her work, made everything per¬ 

fect and was resting. I made a short cut, for 

fear of Murray, who was a very early bird at 

times, from the house up the path straight west, 

past Frank Brindsmaid’s house, and down to 

the mill pond above the dam. Then I pulled 

off my clothes, rolled them in a bundle, and 

put them on my head, tied on, and swam across, 

and then went back and got my rod and creel. 

I tied the rod case strings around my neck and 

same with the creel strap, and they floated as 

I swam across. It was nice and cool in the 

water, and I crept out like an otter, and dressed 

in the road. It was too early for anyone in 

Washington, except Murray and me, so I was 

flower, his belly a rich golden cream, the spots 

on his sides vermilion, and his back a rich, dull 

olive green. His fins were tipped with vivid 

red. I laid him carefully in my basket and felt 

like running right home to show him to Mrs. 

Gunn, who rejoiced in the pleasures of her forty 

boys. Even in the bugs that Will Gibson and 

Ehrick Rossiter used to fetch in inclosed in 

a tin pill box and exhibit to her admiring eyes, 

and Mrs. G. (good patient angel) would smile 

and say, “Yes, that’s nice,” and then change 

the subject by saying in a brisk voice, “Now 

go and wash your hands, Ehrick, before you 

go to the schoolhouse or Miss Kenyon may 

scold you.” and Ehrick would wash them and 

wash them and get some of the dirt off. 

But it was no disgrace, for a good boy’s hands 

are often dirty, and Ehrick was a little gentle¬ 

man. He was a dreamy, dark-eyed child who 

loved to wander through the fields alone. Old 

mother nature loved him, too, and he was as j 

healthy as a little Indian. 

I caught the mate to the big trout in the same ] 

way, or his brother, and then got no more 

bites, and went below the mill, waded the race, 

and fished in and out of the rapid water below 

the little island I stood on. A big trout was 

jumping about fifty yards below me, and soon 

I had him hooked and dared not pull him up 

to me, for. he was too heavy and I feared he 1 

would break away, so I had to swim across and 

go down the creek until I could play him, and ■ 
finally L landed him in shallow water. He al¬ 

most flopped back before 1 reached him, but 

I lay down on him and soon had him with his 

mates in my fish basket. He weighed two 

pounds. I went back to my island to try again. 1 

I had another bite and made up my mind to 

pull him right up to me through the swift 

water, but he was not hooked good and I lost \ 

him. "You ought to have swum the creek as 

you did before, Dick,” said a voice behind me, J 

and 1 turned around and saw Murray on the j 

edge of the dam with a long willowy fly-rod and j 
a little brown fly casting it on the foaming water 

as light as a feather, and as I looked he hooked j 

a pounder and soon got him with a landing net 

fastened to a stiff fifteen-foot bait rod. 

1 went through the foaming water and around 

the mill and. watched him fish a little while. 1 

Showed him my three big trout and he showed I 

me his creel half full of one-quarter and one- 1 

half-pounders. No big ones. And then we went 

home together. “I’ll try a spoon myself to-mor¬ 

row,” said Murray, and that made me "feel J 
better. 

Mr. Gunn met me just before I got to the 

house. I showed him the three trout and he 

said, “I knew you would go if I hinted you 

had better not, and I said what I did so that 

you would start very early. I wish I could 

steer you into paths of rectitude as easily as 

I can get you to go fishing, but I fear I can¬ 

not make you into a pious boy. Not even a 

rather good one.” So I went into the kitchen 

and Mrs. Gunn came and really admired the 

trout and ordered Mary O’Halloran to give me 

breakfast on the kitchen table, and I got a 

dandy. Mary said, “Your trout are fine, and 

if you were not so full of the divil you would 

be a swate child. I will clane thim with me 

own hands and broil them at noon for you.” 

I told her to hold out plenty for herself, and 

also that she was the best woman and the best 

cook in America. She told me that I was not j 

quite old enough to blarney good yet, but that 1 

I would be all right when I grew up. 

W. J. Dixon. i 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any nczvsdcaler on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you rcgularlv. 

s 
i 
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The California Anglers' Association. 

San Francisco, Cal., June 10.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: This organization has accom¬ 

plished much along the lines of its creation. 

It is the foremost organization of its kind on 

the Pacific coast, and its untiring zeal and 

activity in behalf of the preservation of our 

game fishes have endeared it to all lovers of 

outdoor life. 

The following is from the last report of the 

board of directors: 

“Your board is pleased to report that its work 

along the lines of securing good legislation and 

preventing bad legislation at the last session of 

the Legislature was productive of great good, 

and such work has been of great value toward 

protecting our game fishes, and also of great 

benefit to all anglers and outdoor enthusiasts. 

“Many bills affecting game fishes were intro¬ 

duced during the session of the Legislature and 

more or less vigorously supported by their 

authors and adherents. 

“Notably among the bills were: Senate Bills 

113, 82, 545, 731, 739, 833 and Assembly Bills 

386 and 827. 

“Senate Bill 113, that became a law after many 

amendments thereto, was amendatory of many 

sections of the Penal Code, all relating to fish. 

Its principal feature was an amendment to Sec¬ 

tion 628A of the Penal Code, known as the 

striped bass law. The section of the bill as pro¬ 

posed and advocated by many was as follows: 

Every person who, at any time, buys, sells, offers for 

sale, or has in his possession for sale, any striped bass of 

less than five pounds in weight, or who, at any time 

offers for shipment, ships or receives for shipment or 

transportation from the State of California to any place in 

any other State, Territory or foreign country, any striped 

bass of less than five pounds in weight, caught or taken 

in the waters of this State, is guilty of a misdemeanor; 

provided that the possession of such striped bass shall be 

prima facie evidence of the fact that such striped bass 

were caught or taken in the waters of this State. 

JAMES WATT. 

President of the California Anglers’ Association. 

“This bill virtually sought to remove all pro¬ 

tection to the striped bass as anyone can readily 

understand from its reading. Nowhere in its 

provisions did it seek to make it unlawful for 

anyone to take, kill, destroy or have in one’s 

possession a bass under five pounds in weight, 

but simply sought to make it unlawful to buy, 

sell or have in one’s possession for sale. One 

could take, kill, destroy and have in his pos¬ 

session so long as he did not sell or offer the 
same for sale. 

“Your board is pleased to state that the efforts 

of the association to defeat this measure and 

retain the present law for striped bass was suc¬ 

cessful, irrespective of the great fight that was. 

made for its passage. In this contest for the 

preservation of the striped bass this organiza¬ 

tion stood alone and every angler for this game 

fish owes a debt of gratitude to the association 

that successfully fought to retain the present 
law. 

“The law of California with reference to 

striped bass referred to and which was sought 

to be rendered void is as follows: 

Every person who, at any time, buys, sells, offers for 

sale, or takes, catches, kills or has in his possession, any 

striped bass of less than three pounds in weight; or who, 

at any time, offers for shipment, ships or receives for 

shipment or transportation from the State of California 

to any place in any other State, Territory or foreign coun¬ 

try, any striped bass of less than three pounds in weight, 

caught or taken in the waters of this State, is guilty of 

a misdemeanor; provided that the possession of such 

striped bass shall be prima facie evidence of the fact 

that such striped bass were caught or taken in the waters 

of this State. 

S. A. W ells and a 31-pound Quinnat Salmon which 
he caught in White House Pool. 

“Your board caused Assembly Bill 829 to be 

introduced. This bill in brief sought to place 

a closed season upon striped bass. This measure 

was not pushed on account of a strong oppo¬ 

sition and the fear that our forces would be 

weakened in the fight against the proposed five- 

pound bass law. 
A 32-pound Quinnat Salmon that was hooked near the 

dorsal fin in casting a spoon with a 6-ounce rod. 

Further, we caused to be introduced Senate 

Bill 82 and Assembly Bill 811, which afterward 

were converted into the General Appropriation 

Bill and passed. This was an appropriation of 

$7,000 with which to erect a striped bass hatch¬ 

ery. This was in line with what the associa¬ 

tion proposed doing itself, prior to April, 1906. 

“With a part of this appropriation the State 

Board of Fish Commissioners in May of last 

year, acting with the Federal Bureau of Fish¬ 

eries, erected a small hatchery upon Bouldin 

Island in the San Joaquin River. The first sea¬ 

son’s take of eggs amounted to something over 

18,000,000. The largest number of eggs ever 

taken in any Eastern State was 11,000,000 in a 

season. It is confidently expected that this 

year’s take will be from 50,000,000 to 100,000,000 

eggs. The establishment of the hatchery for 

the artificial propagation of the striped bass will 

insure the future of this magnificent game and 
table fish. 

This association has been and is the pioneer 

in the advocacy of the artificial propagation of 

the striped bass, and the great results that have 

been achieved by reason of its untiring zeal and 

activity justly entitles its position as the fore 

most organization on the Pacific coast. 

“The present law, making it unlawful to take 

a trout, steelhead trout or salmon less than five 

inches in length, was introduced in the Legis¬ 

lature, advocated by and became enacted at the 

instance of this association. The wisdom and 

justice of this law is recognized by all. 

“Your board wishes to call the attention of 

the members, and all anglers who frequent the 

coast streams, to a measure that passed the Legis¬ 

lature and became a law irrespective of a strong 

fight made by us against the same. The chang¬ 

ing of the trout season from April-November 

to May 1 to Nov. 15 was deemed unwise by your 

board because it would interfere with the angler 

of our coast streams when fishing was at its 

best, and such change would not be of any 
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greater protection to the fish than formerly. The 

sentiment of up-country legislators being so 

strong for the change and realizing that the 

change would be made, we secured an amend¬ 

ment to the then pending bill in and whereby 

the coast stream angler is permitted to fish for 

trout during the month of April in tidewater. 

“This association stood behind the bill appro¬ 

priating $7,500 for the acquisition of a railway 

car for the better distribution of the game fishes 

in stocking the streams and lakes. We approved 

all the appropriation bills introduced at the in¬ 

stance of the Fish Commission and did every¬ 

thing that we could for their successful passage. 

“This association at its last annual meeting 

gave expression favoring a license tax of one 

dollar upon those who angle for game fishes, 

and during the past year such sentiments have 

been taken up and indorsed by clubs and in¬ 

dividuals to such an extent that it may well be 

said that the angling sportsmen of California 

favor such a tax. Your board is thoroughly of 

members have been commissioned as deputies, 

with full power to act, and we have the assur¬ 

ances of the appointment of four others. Much 

good work has been accomplished by our depu¬ 

ties. These deputies are active sportsmen 

anglers and are all more or less upon the streams 

fishing, and their presence, or the fear of their 

presence, will have a salutary influence upon all 

persons who are inclined to violate the law. 

“It has been the policy of our association from 

the beginning to acquire a library, devoted en¬ 

tirely to piscatorial matters. At the time of the 

fire we had many publications, both scientific and 

otherwise. The library had grown from a few 

volumes to 200 or more, and much interest was 

developed by members in the same. The de¬ 

struction by fire of this fine collection of volumes 

was not only a loss to us, but to the public as 

well, as the library had become one of general 

reference. Contributions of books relating to 

fishing, hunting, outdoor life and natural history 

are respectfully solicited from the members and 

SALMON AND STEELHEAI) TROUT FISHING IN WINTER AT THE WHITE HOUSE POOL. 

the opinion that the next Legislature will take 

the subject up and pass a measure favoring such 

a license. The solution of acquiring an ample 

fund with which to propagate and thoroughly 

protect our game fishes will be solved by the 

license tax. 

“On the 28th of last September your board 

planted 50,000 rainbow trout and 10,000 steelhead 

trout in the Paper Mill, and in October following 

your board planted 35,000 rainbow trout in Sonoma 

Creek, near the town of Glen Ellen. The trout 

planted ranged in size from one and one-half to 

three inches in length, the average fish being 

all of two inches in size. 

“It will be the policy of the board to continue 

the good work along these lines and keep these 

and other nearby trout streams stocked and re¬ 

stocked from time to time. Your board has had 

an abstract of the fish laws of the State printed 

upon quarter cards and caused the same to be 

distributed in the vicinity of fishing waters for 

the better information of the public. 

“Recognizing the necessity of having sports¬ 

men anglers commissioned as Deputy State Fish 

Commissioners in order that the laws might be 

better enforced, your board made a request to 

the State Board of Fish Commissioners for the 

appointment of twelve deputies from the body 

of the association. Up to this time eight of our 

others, which same will be acknowledged by 

letter and also by placing a card of the donor 

in the book.’’ 

The membership of the association is wide¬ 

spread, being represented not only in most of 

the counties of California, but also in neighbor¬ 

ing States with a scattering membership east of 

the Mississippi River. Its honorary membership 

embraces ex-President Cleveland and Dr. David 

Starr Jordan. Geo. A. Wentworth. 

“Lady Fishermen.” 

Fishermen are quite common; we read of 

them every day and think nothing of it. Now 

we have the lady “fisherman” of Houghton, 

Mich., in the person of Miss Helen McKc.nan, 

who has just been admitted to membership in 

the Portage Lake Rod and Gun Club. Miss 

McKernan paid her $1 “like a little man.” Miss 

McKernan is enthusiastic regarding angling and 

believing that as the men fishermen keep the 

streams stocked with fish, the women who make 

use of them should help bear the burden of ex¬ 

pense. Other ladies of Houghton are soon ex¬ 

pected to follow the example of Miss Mc¬ 

Kernan, and become “lady fishermen.”—New 

York Fishing Gazette. 

The London Tournament. 

Lack of space has until now prevented th< 

publication of the conditions and the list o 

events to be held in the Stadium of the Interna 

tional Sports Exhibition at Shepherd’s Bush 

near London, July 9 and 10. To give all of thi 

conditions is impossible, so voluminous an 

they. They are printed not so much for the in 

formation of possible competitors from Americ; 

as from a desire to give our readers an ide; 

what the contests are to be; for, under the con 

ditions imposed, American competitors coulc 

not make a fair showing, even if their outfit? 

were admitted. 

The policy of the committee of management 

seems to be to force all anglers who may com 

pete to follow British rules and methods. In 

deed, it asserts that “the implements anc 

methods to be used shall be such as are em 

ployed in actual fishing”; that “bait- and fly¬ 

casting as a sport by itself, to be pursued witl 

implements and methods constructed for itself,’ 

has been tried fully in the United States, anc, 

that the time has come to give its “fair fishing' 

theory a trial, as the committee believes it it 

“better suited to the genius of the British 

people.” 
This, in view of the regulations, is plair 

enough. American anglers with American tackli 

need not apply. 
I.et us consider the conditions: In the salmor 

event 18-foot rods may be used, and they car 

weigh 45 ounces. The American standard tour¬ 

nament salmon rod is 15 feet long or less, anc 

few weigh more than 28 ounces. With it an) 

sort of gut leader is permitted, in length up tc 

17 feet. The London rules allow io-foot leaden 

only. The fly must be iJ/2 inches long. Oui 

standard calls for 1 inch. 

In the wet fly accuracy event three flies arc 

to be used. If all fall within the target, the 

cast is scored perfect; if two land, one demerit 

if one lands, 3 demerits. No such hit-or-miss 

contest is ever held here. * 

In the distance fly event rods may weigh i]/g 

ounces to the foot. Under what process of rea¬ 

soning such a rod can be called a trout fly-rod 

we fail to understand. “Light trout rods” may 

weigh 2-3 ounce to the foot of length; maximum. 

10R2 feet. 

In the half-ounce bait event rods may be 

9 feet long, but cannot be less than 6 feet. A gut] 

leader at least 2 feet long must be used. As wel 

have repeatedly pointed out, the majority of 

our tournament rods are less than 6 feet long. 

They are all good fishing rods, excellent fishing 

rods. Gut leaders are not used in the United: 

States in bait-casting from the reel in fishing 

or in tournaments. ; 

Americans who may find it possible to visit 

England in July, but who have not as yet ap¬ 

plied for entry blanks, cannot enter the tourna¬ 

ment, for June 27 is the last day on which en¬ 

tries will be received. 
An intending contestant who. on inquiring, 

finds his tackle unsuited, cannot borrow other 

tackle. If he breaks his line, he cannot splice it. 

In the bait events a competitor may cast as 

many times as he likes in his five minutes, and 

the aggregate of his best three casts will be 

counted. Our national rules call for the aver¬ 

age of five casts. To score the total of three 

casts is unfortunate, as the result means noth- 



ing. To score it in yards instead of the simpler 

feet and inches is to complicate it still further. 

The contests: 

Competition A—Salmon fly, distance, ama¬ 

teurs, maximum length of rod, 18 feet, and 

weight 45 ounces. 

Event B—Wet fly, accuracy and style, ama¬ 

teurs. Three flies to be used. Four targets, 

oblong, placed zigzag, 19 to 51 feet distant, four 

casts at each. If three flies fall within the 

oblong, the score will be perfect; if two flies, 

one demerit; one fly, 3 demerits; no fly, a 

further demerit of 2 for each foot distant, etc. 

Style to be scored for lightness in dropping fly, 

cleanness of laying out line, neatness of re¬ 

covery and grace in manipulating line. Per¬ 

centages for each, divided by two, will consti¬ 

tute score. 

Event C—Trout fly, distance, amateurs; over¬ 

head casting, rods limited to feet and 1% 

ounces per foot of length. Aggregate of best 

three casts to count. 

Event D—Light rod, distance and style, ama¬ 

teurs, rods limited to 10J/2 feet and 2-3 ounce 

per foot. To count, point of elbow cannot be 

raised above level of shoulder. Merit divided 

into neatness in delivering fly, laying out and 

recovering line, and grace of casting. 

Event E—Trout fly, ambidextrous, amateurs; 

best six casts to count for distance, three with 

each hand. Rods same as in event C. 

Event F—Dry-fly, accuracy and style, ama¬ 

teurs. Elbow cannot be raised above level of 

shoulder. Overhead casting at 40. 50 and 60 

feet, one at each. Target, 6 feet in diameter, 

with concentric rings, counting 100, 95, etc., out 

to 75. Fly must land on target to count. Be¬ 

side a possible miss, the judges may also de¬ 

duct as much as 20 per cent for deficiency in 

style. 

Event G—Trout fly. at target under forward 

obstacle and bush; amateurs; five casts. 

Event H—May fly, distance and style, ama¬ 

teurs; rods as in event C, scoring as in event D. 

Event I—Salmon fly, distance, open to all; 

aggregate of best three casts to count; rods, as 

in event A; overhead casting. 

Event I.—Trout fly, distance, open to all, 

aggregate of best three casts to score. Rods, 

as in event D. 

Event M—Trout fly, distance; switch, Spey 

or roll casting only; open to all; rods as in 

event C, but three flies must be used. Aggre¬ 

gate of best three casts. 

Event N—Trout fly, distance, open to all. 

Same as above, but one fly only to be used. 

Event O—Dry fly, distance, open to youths 

under 18 years of age. Any rod. Best three 

casts. 
Event P—Bait, distance, 2^-ounce weight, 

amateurs. Rods of any weight and under 14 

feet in length. Best three casts. 

Event R—Bait, half-ounce, distance, ama¬ 

teurs; casting from reel only. Rod not longer 

than 9 feet nor shorter than 6 feet. Best three 

casts. 

Event S—Same, 3-16 ounce weight. 

Event T—Same, 134-ounce weight. Rods up 

to 14 feet, weight unlimited. 

Event U—Same, ajA-ounce weights, open to 

all. Rods up to 14 feet, unlimited weight. 

Event W—Same as event T, but open to all. 

Event X—Same as event R. Amateurs. 

Event Y-—Same as event S, but open to all. 

Event Z—Float casting, distance, open to all. 

Rods up to 14 feet, sinker of ifA drachms 

weight. 

Entries must be made on blanks provided by 

J. T. Emery, honorary secretary, 15 Atherton 

road, Forest Gate, London, E., and these, to¬ 

gether with the fees, must reach him on or be¬ 

fore June 27. Fee for each event, 2s. 6d. 

Everything used must be the bona fide prop¬ 

erty of the competitor, and must, in the opinion 

of the judges, be fair and practical tackle for 

the class of fishing to which the competition 

has reference; otherwise it may be disqualified. 

In all events the line must be wound upon the 

reel when the competitor goes on the platform 

to cast, and the reel must be kept on the rod. 

After one has cast he must submit his outfit to 

be weighed, measured and tested. 

Every cast must be ‘'a fair fishing cast” or the 

judges may not allow it to be scored. 

In the salmon casting the leader may be 

single or combination gut, but cannot be longer 
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than 10 feet The fly will equal our No. 1/0. 

In the trout fly contests the leader must be single 

gut not longer than 10 feet, and the fly may be 

as small as No. 13. Blackleaded or shellacked 

lines will not be allowed, nor can one use a 

spliced line. The line, whether level or tapered, 

must be one piece to the backing—a good rule 

for line makers. 

Two-foot leaders must be used in all bait 

events. For the ij^-ounce casting the line must 

lift 6 pounds dead weight 2 feet from the 

ground; for the 2j4-ounce weight it must lift 

10 pounds, for the J^-ounce weight it must lift 

2 pounds. Every line must be of uniform thick¬ 

ness throughout its length. 

In the salmon fly event the casting time will 

be five minutes, and in other distance fly 

events three minutes. In the bait events five 

minutes’ time will be allowed, the aggregate 

of the best three casts to be scored. 

Bait casts will be made on the grass, in a 

triangular court whose side lines will be 84 feet 

apart at the 150-foot mark. The distance from 

the weight to the tape will be deducted from 

the actual distance cast. 

Medals will be given in each event. 

Milwaukee, Wis., June 1.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It seems, from the comment you have 

recently made, that the London tournament com¬ 

mittee is looking for trouble, and that a lot of 

it will be found before the danger of formulat¬ 

ing arbitrary rules and placing unwarrantable 

restrictions on tackle, to be used for tournament 

work, is over. Action of this kind would very 

quickly disrupt every casting club we have in 

this country. 

Many different kinds of rods are used, for 

both fishing and target practice, and by what 

criterion the committee will determine that a 

certain target rod cannot and will not be used 

for fishing is difficult to understand. When 

this phase of the matter properly or fully de¬ 

velops there will be no end of trouble for the 

tournament committee if I know my English¬ 

man, and I think I do. 

I take it that, aside from the pleasure we get 

out of the game, the object largely in view is 

to increase the skill of the angler in handling 

his rod and reel, and also to improve the char¬ 

acter and type of tackle used for the several 

kinds of fishing that the game we play is sup¬ 

posed to stand for, in a general way. If, for 

instance, in bait-casting a certain score can be 

easily and gracefully made with a minimum ex ■ 
penditure of energy by using a certain length 

and weight of rod, then there should be no re 

striction placed on its use, other than what is 

necessary in making such classification as may 

be found desirable in arranging the contest. 

In common with many others I am looking 

for economy, both in material and in the ex¬ 

penditure of energy, and on this account I am 

naturally opposed to any needless rules which 

will place a limitation on the progress I may 

wish to make. I find that even the 5/2-foot 

rod, as usually made, consumes over 50 per 

cent, of the energy applied to the grip in put¬ 

ting it in motion and getting it through the air, 

and of the remaining 50 per cent, or less, which 

is absorbed by the half-ounce casting weight, 

fully one-half—depending on the kind of reel 

used—is given up in starting the reel in motion, 

to say nothing of overcoming thumb pressure 

and guide friction or drag. This gives the out¬ 

fit an efficiency of say, 20 to 25 per cent., which 

is certainly low for so simple a piece of mechan¬ 

ism. But to force me to use a rod which gives 

me a still lower return for the effort put into 

it, is hardly fair. 

I have no objection to anyone using a six- 

foot or longer rod, if they wish to, and, on the 

other hand, I think I should be allowed to use 

a 5-foot 3-inch or 5-foot 6-inch rod if for very 

good reasons I prefer to do so. All anglers 

have not the same wrist, and what may be, in 

the way of effort, quite easy and enduring to 

one may be quite fatiguing to another. The 

effort required to send, say a half-ounce weight 

to a target, is largely a measure of the moment 

of inertia of the material in the rod and the 

half-ounce slug at the end, and beyond a certain 

moment I cannot go without too much effort, 

which not only interferes with proper thumbing 

LONDON BAIT-CASTING WEIGHTS. 

These are 2*4, 1%, y2 and 3-16 ounce respectively. 
Actual length of 214-ounce weight, 414 inches. 

of the reel, but with a certain ease on which 

accuracy in delivery largely depends. 

As the specific weight of the material out of 

which the rod is made cuts quite a figure, I have 

made an effort to work out curves giving the 

economic length of one-quarter-ounce and one- 

half-ounce rods when the material varies from 

fifty to seventy pounds per cubic foot; but even 

for the lightest material I find available I am 

unable to get up to the six-foot length, and at 

the same time get full value out of every cubic 

inch of material in the rod. The speed of a 

rod is greatly affected by a very slight change 

in the length, and will vary inversely as the 

specific weight, or weight per cubic foot, of the 

material it is made of, all else remaining the 

same; and while a given six-foot rod may be 

quite slow the removal of a few inches in length 

may make it much quicker in action, and better 

suited for its work, but its use at a tournament 

would be barred because of an arbitrary ruling. 

There is a rational basis for the economic 

length of all types of rods, and the matter 

finally and automatically, so to speak, settles 

[June 20, 1908. 

itself largely owing to the natural tendency ii 

man to use as little effort as possible in doinj 

whatever he is called upon to do; and the way 

of nature, in the process of natural selectioi 

or evolution, should not be tampered with arbi 

trarily by a tournament committee, no matte 

how well-meaning its intention. 

M. A. Beck. 

Illinois Bait-Casting Club. 

Chicago, Ill., June 8.—Editor Forest au< 

Stream: The scores made in our club contest 

June 6, were as follows: 

^-ounce, 
Accuracy. 

Re- jounce, 
entry. Accuracy. 

Re- 

J. E. Amman. 
entry 

.. 97.9 97.6 
Dr. Rawlins . .. 9S.2 97.1 
C. P. Clifford. .. 94.7 90.9 98.3 97.0 
A. D. Whitby. .. 9S.4 94.6 
N. (.. Heston. .. 97.5 97.8 
A. Wagner . .. 96.4 97.5 
L. E. De Garmo.... .. 97.7 97.7 
F. W. Heminghaus .. 96.4 97.3 
H. R. Winfield. .. 97.2 97.3 97.6 
J. P. Mohan. .. 96.7 97.7 
W. T. Jamieson. .. 98.2 97.5 
H. E. Rice. .. 96.0 97.1 96.2 89.9 
W. W. McFarlin... .. 98.3 96.1 
W. H. Clegg. .. 96.3 96.0 
J. D. Tones. .. 95.3 96.5 
E. H. Matthews_ .. 97.6 97.5 97.0 97.8 
A. G. Berg. .. 92.3 95.5 
E. A. Humphrey.. .. 96.9 97.3 
P. J. Linderman... .. 97.9 96.6 97.4 98.0 
W. O. Van Treese .. 93.9 96.3 
T. N. Ranney. .. 97.1 97.9 
1. N. Schroeder_ ... 95.7 90.8 97.2 95.9 
D. R. Linder. 88.4 

Visitors: 
Geo. Hinterleitner.. .. 97.6 97.9 
F. N. Peet. .. 97.5 96.9 
I. N. Bellows. .. 96.2 
E. R. Letterman_ .. 97.9 9S.9 
E. P. Sperrey. 93.4 
Mr. Cooley . .. 95.4 95.4 
Mr. Jackson . ... 98.1 97.1 
Kempfer . 81.1 
Crompton . 95.3 

The dry-fly accuracy was postponed until Jun 

20, the next contest day. Events will be om 

quarter-ounce accuracy, on e-half-ounce accurac; 

accuracy fly and dry-fly accuracy. 

H. E. Rice, Sec’y. 

Louisville Casting Club. 

Louisville, Ky., June 7.—Editor Forest an 

Stream: Below are the scores of members i 

the contest held to-day: 

Event No. 1.—One-half-ounce bait-casting cor 

test for accuracy. Fifteen casts at five distances 

60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 feet. 

J. T. Richards.98 1-5 
W. R. Talbot. 97 3-5 
W. A. Calloway.96 1-5 
Chas. F. Brotzge... 96 

D. T. Spangler. 95 3 
J. C. Bond.94 2 
Fred Hardwick .93 
Ed Meglemery. 92 

Event No. 2.—Weekly club contest won by M 

W. A. Calloway with a good score of 984-1 

per cent. This contest is at 60 feet for accurac. 

ten casts, one-half-ounce weight. 

W. A. Calloway.... 98 4-10 
R. G. Tafel.. 97 2-10 
C. F. Brotzge. 97 1-10 

D. T. Spangler. 96 8-1 
J. C. Bond. 95 6-1 

D. J. Spangler, Sec’y. 

Advertising Pays. 

A Kansas man is convinced that advertisin 

pays. He advertised for a lost $5 bill and 

stranger, who had picked tip one on the street 

read the advertisement and returned the bill t 

the advertiser. A few days later while lookin 

over a waist coat he had laid off the origin; 

lost bill was found in a pocket. He says advei 

tising pays 100 per cent.—Utica Press. 

All the fish lazvs of the United States and Can 

ada revised to date and now in force, are give 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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Some Adirondack Gossip. 

Little Fau.s, N. Y., June 1.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Fishing this spring has not been 

productive of anything more than tales of en¬ 

durance against cold and storm. The first day 

found snow in the woods and snow in the air. 

Some hardy fishermen went out, but high 

streams and inclement weather spoiled every¬ 

thing but the communing with nature, and in 

this case the communications went straight to 

the marrow, so penetrating was the message 

brought by the north winds. Fly-fishing was 

out of question on the streams, but those who 

sank their hooks to the bottoms of pools and 

at the mouths of coves along the streams 

caught an occasional fish. Messes have been 

small, and the trout have averaged but little 

over the legal limit, up the West Canada in 

northern Herkimer county. 

On most of the few “good" days, fishing has 

been spoiled by the log drivers. On the upper 

West Canada, both branches, there are flood 

dams which are opened to run the pulp logs to 

the Hinckley booms. The result is, early fishing 

is repeatedly spoiled by three or four foot rises 

of water. Perhaps nothing is quite so aggravat¬ 

ing as to find the trout jumping in the morning, 

and then have a flood come roaring down, bear¬ 

ing bark and leaf debris, thickening the rifts 

and driving the wader to the nearest bank, pell- 

mell, to save himself from an involuntary swim. 

Sometimes, however, the trout begin to jump 

on the first impulse of the coming flood. For 

half an hour the trout come up on all sides, 

leaping at one’s flies. I remember once seeing 

the trout coming that way on Hess rifts near 

Northwood. The stones on both creek banks 

and above the surface on rocks in mid stream 

were covered with pale little flies. The flood 

caught them, and they filled the water, the 

eddies of which sucked them down, and the 

tumbling disheveled their trim forms. I saw 

more trout, large and small, in the half hour 

that followed than I ever saw in a half day be¬ 

fore or since. Big fellows turned up their 

salmon sides, and little ones skipped out of the 

water in all pools. I caught a few by twitching 

my flies across the surface—a grizzly-king and 

a yellow-sallie proving the best flies. The leap¬ 

ing continued for about half an hour, and then 

it stopped as suddenly as it began. Frequently, 

the trout have these spells of jumping—I have 

seen them when not a fly would be detected on 

the water or above it. Again a flight of midges 

drifting up stream will keep the fish jumping 

while the flight passes. A most tantalizing ex¬ 

perience is to be in the midst of one of these 

flights, see the trout leaping on all sides and not 

have a fly that will attract a fish to the hooks. 

Some fishermen carry colored threads, some 

different kinds of feathers and an assortment of 

fly hooks (No. 6 to 8), and gut, in order to tie 

up a fly or two on emergency. The most suc¬ 

cessful fly I ever had was made on such an oc¬ 

casion. It was tied on a No. 7 hook, awkwardly . 

enough. The body consisted of a lemon yellow 

wool yarn and the wings of blue heron wing 

feathers. The body was almost a quarter of an 

inch in diameter, and the wings stood straight 

up stiffly. I caught more than twenty trout on 

this stream-side made fly. It was a coarse “blue 

spinner,” as the woodsmen call an early spring 

water-riding fly. If one is going into the woods 

camping, a little fly-tying kit is most valuable, 

as has been pointed out in Forest and Stream 

from time to time. The shoemaker’s wax should 

be carried in a fold of leather—a circle, folded 

over. 

Once in a while a fisherman needs midges— 

flies the size of one’s little finger nail. It re¬ 

quires most delicate manipulation to land a 

trout on a tiny hook, but it is done. 

There is a little trick on rift fishing which I 

do not remember seeing described. The habit 

of fishermen is to fish down stream as one 

wades with the current. Side casts are made, 

of course, but usually casts are made slovenly 

down the current. A market fisherman who 

was catching fish when I was not, though using 

the same flies, told me the difference. He said, 

“Don't fish down stream—it wastes time. Fish 

across stream, and let your flies drift down, 

dancing on the water. Flies never go up 

stream when they are on the water surface—the 

current carries them down stream. They don’t 

go diagonally up stream, either. They float 

down the current, or diagonally down the 

current.” 

I tried the with-the-current casting, and the 

trout came much more freely. Of course, this 

was on a well-fished stream, but it makes a 

difference on any stream, for the reason that 

trout are decidedly notional as to what flies they 

take. I think that the actions of the insects on 

the water have almost as much to do with trout 

taking them as their colors or shapes—certainly 

as much as their shapes. 

The best rift fishing is had before June 20, 

and there are only about six or eight days when 

conditions are best. These days are scattered 

from early May to middle June. Rarely, if 

ever, do two good days come in succession. 

Raymond S. Spears 

Brown Trout. 

Berlin, N. Y., June 10.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Low water has driven the trout into 

the deep holes and the fishermen at Petersburg, 

five miles north of here, have been capturing 

some very large fish. One was taken last week 

which weighed but one ounce less than four 

pounds. On Saturday I rode up there on my 

wheel. At that point the Little Hoosac is broad 

and quite shallow, and pools of any depth are 

few and far between. At the first one I threw 

in my line below an old stump, and as the bait 

touched the water a large trout dashed out of 

the shadow and took it. The water was very 

clear and I could see him circling around. 

I have found that the easiest way to land half- 

pound trout is to “yank” them out as you would 

frost fish. I yanked; my snell parted as though 

it was a cotton thread, and I did not even turn 

the fish in the water. I sometimes talk to my¬ 

self, and the man who held the rod got a bless¬ 

ing. He was told that having caught bass in 

the Oswego River years before, he should have 

known something about large game fish. Un¬ 

less someone gets up earlier than I, however, 

that trout will come to Berlin. 

On my way home I stopped to see a friend, 

but only found his eldest son, a boy of thirteen. 

He was dragging a yearling Plymouth Rock 

rooster toward the back of the barn. Said he, 

“If want to see the feathers fly, come on.” 

There was an old box back of the barn and 

he opened a door in it, pushed the rooster in 

and then rushed around to the front. I looked 

in through the slats and saw a big hen hawk 

pull off the fowl’s head and begin his dinner, 

while the boy danced around in great glee. 

“That makes six he’s et, and Dad can’t gues; 

what’s ketching ’em.” 

I was a traitor and told Dad, and the hawk 

died. A. 

Fishing in California. 

San Francisco, Cal., June 6.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: Reports from almost every part 

of California indicate that the new trout law 

has acted in a most beneficial manner this sea¬ 

son, and the commissioners are highly elated 

over its success. The postponement of the open¬ 

ing of the season from March 1 till April 1 has 

given the young trout another month’s growth 

in size and experience and they are both larger 

and gamier. Thus the trout fishing has become 

more sportsmanlike. From the present outlook 

this will be one of the most successful seasons 

for trout fishing which the State has seen for 

years. The work of the fish commissioners and 

the hatcheries is now beginning to bear fruit 

for the angler, and there is no reason why the 

conditions should not continue to improve. The 

commission has a new car nearing completion 

at the shops in Sacramento, and the number of 

trout to be distributed this year is double that 

of 1907. 

The season for black bass opened on June r. 

Reports from most of the bass streams say that 

bass are both plentiful and large. Around Stock- 

ton the fishing has been especially good. Bass 

on the Feather River are numerous and are 

biting readily. Live and artificial minnows are 

giving the best results in all quarters. 

The anglers on the Truckee River are having 

a new annoyance to contend with in the shape 

of the waste oil from the railroad roundhouse 

running into the river and covering the water 

for miles down the stream with an oily coat. 

When a cast is made the fisherman’s fly comes 

out a shiny black, and all of them look alike 

after the first cast. Efforts are being made to 

have the matter remedied, as the fishing is now 

practically ruined. 

The largest trout ever caught in Lake Tahoe 

was landed on May 22 by Mr. Nelson at Glen- 

brook. It weighed 31% pounds. The fish was 

hooked early in the morning and it was not until 

after 10 o’clock that Nelson had tired out and 

landed it. It will be mounted in Carson City 

for exhibition. The largest trout caught in 

Tahoe previous to this one weighed 29^4 pound; 

and was mounted and sent to President Grant 

during his first term in office. 

The Sonoma and Lake County fishermen are 

getting some good strings of trout. W. P. 

Kelley, of Healdsburg, landed a five-pound trout 

which measured twenty-five inches in Dry 

Creek. 

Deputy Fish Commissioner Moore, of Santa 

Cruz county, advises anglers to kill all water- 

snakes that they can, for they are each eating 

an average of ten young trout daily. 

There came reports from Sonoma that dead 

fish have been found in the rivers and creeks 

in that vicinity, and it is thought that some 

unscrupulous persons have been dynamiting the 

streams. A. P. B. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 

JUNE. 

20. New Haven Y. C. 
20. N. Y. A. C., Block Island race. 
20. N. Y. A. C. motor boat race to Block Island. 
20. Atlantic Y. C. 
20. Larchmont Y. C. 
20. Columbia Y. C., Chicago to Michigan City, motor 

boats. 
23. Indian Harbor, cruise to New London. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
26. Bayside Y. C., one-design. 
27. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
27. New Haven Y. C. 
27. Seawanhaka, annual. 
27. New Rochelle annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., ocean race. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
28. Erie Basin Y. C.. annual. 

The Bermuda Races. 

Now that they are over with and all safely 
arrived at Bermuda, one looks for the moral 
contained in this sport of ocean racing. 

It has been proved that small yachts are just as 
safe at sea as in Long Island Sound in such 
weather as they have encountered, which we may 
put down as about half a gale. Would they 
still be safe in a full-fledged gale such as sends 
our coasters to Davy Jones? They should be, 
for they are far better found, designed and 
built, and are loaded to be at their best; not 
“overloaded, undermanned, trusting to a lee,” as 
Mr. Day aptly puts it in that splendid little poem 
of his called, “The Coasters.” 

We hope we never have to record anything 
but the safe arrival of the yachts at Bermuda. 
Both motor boats performed splendidly, Ailsa 
Craig covering the 670 miles in 66h. 32m. 30s., 
winning the race. Irene II. took goh. 39m. 59s., 
but as she only had an allowance of 2oh. 23m. 
24s. she lost the race by 3I1. 44m. 5s. 

As to the sailing race this last event has shown 
what a large element of luck there is in any race 
where yachts get scattered and pursue different 
courses. By holding well to the eastward navi¬ 
gator Warren Sheppard, on the Marchioness, 
played his best trump and deserved to win, but 
Venona beat him out at his own game by fol¬ 
lowing, and finally passing him when conditions 
became such as to develop the best qualities of 
the latter. Venona is a little witch and proved 
her heavy weather sail-carrying ability the last 
day. winning the race. 

Dervish again demonstrated her superiority 
over the other two and again won in her class. 

The elapsed time of all the sail boats is as 
follows: 

V’enona . 99 32 15 Zurab .128 05 20 
Marchioness .105 01 40 Esperanza  .137 25 20 
Dervish .109 23'45 

N. Y. A. C. Block Island Race. 

The race to Block Island this year promises 
to be one of the big yachting events of the sea¬ 
son. What adds considerably to its interest this 
year is the entries of so many well known cham¬ 
pions besides a fleet that now figures up nearly 
forty boats. 

Among the champions entered are: Mimosa 
III., holder of the Manhasset cup and cham¬ 
pionship in 33ft. class of sloops; Alera, the fam¬ 
ous New York Y. C. 30-footer; Nutmeg, the 
champion 22-footer, of Boston, coming all the 
way from Marblehead to go in this race; Little 
Rhody II., the crack Q boat, of Massachusetts 
Bay, winner of the 40ft. free-for-all. at James¬ 
town, coming from Providence to compete; the 
yawl Tamerlane that won the first race to Ber¬ 
muda; Mist, winner of the Harlem Y. C. long 
distance race in 1907, and Okee, that little sloop 

that twice in succession won this same race to 
Block Island in 1906-1907, and that won the 
Gould gold cup of the Manhasset Bay Y. C. in 
1905. 

Tanya will also be there if her owner gets 
back from Bermuda to have her repaired in time, 
but this is doubtful. The start is off Huckle¬ 
berry Island, New Rochelle, at 5:40 P. 'M., so 
that those yachts who wish to race at Larch¬ 
mont that day will have time to do so and yet 
start in this event. The finish is in the West 
Harbor of Block Island. The following list of 
entries have been received up to date: 

A treasure ship always accompanies this fleet 
of boats, so that when the winners set sail for 
home each has his prize already on board to 
show his admirers when he gets home. 

Five prizes are offered in the open event with 
a special prize to handicap boats, sailing in one 
division, and a special prize for the yachts mak¬ 
ing the best elapsed time. 

Kildee, the new 18ft. knockabout, recently 
launched by the Herreshoffs at Bristol, R. I., 
will be sailed alternately by Francis and his 
sister Agnes Herreshoff in local races. 

LIST OF ENTRIES FOR NEW YORK A. C. BLOCK ISLAND RACE. 
Racing Allowance. 
Length. M. S. 

♦Duchess, Com. J. B. Palmer, Knickerbocker Y. C., sloop. 46.6 .. .. 
Mimosa III., S. YYainwright, American Y. C., sloop. 46.6 .. .. 
Notos, R. C. Mitchell, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 46.6 .. .. 
Alera, A. H. and J. W. Alker, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 43.6 0 36 
Alert, E. A. Sierck, Manhasset Bay Y. C., sloop. 42.6 0 4S 
♦Fearless, Vice-Corn. B. R. Stoddard, New Rochelle Y. C., sloop. 41.6 1 00 
Saladin, R. W. Rathborne, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 41.0 1 06 
Bobtail, R. Monks, Indian Harbor Y. C., sloop. . 40.6 112 
Sagola, W. H. Lindeman, Harlem Y. C., yawl. 40.6 1 12 
Alyce, W. A. Leib, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 40.0 1 IS 
♦Tillicum II., C. S. King, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 39.0 1 30 
Nutmeg, A. C. Jones, Boston Y. C., sloop. 38.0 1 42 
Rebel, A. H. Terhune, N. Y. Y. C., auxiliary yawl. 38.0 1 42 
Little Rhody II., Chas. F. Tillinghast, Bristol Y. C., sloop . 37.6 1 48 
♦Marguerite, Commodore Clark, Norwalk Y. C., sloop. 37.0 1 54 
♦Tamerlane, Daniel Bacon, New Rochelle Y. C., yawl. 36.6 2 00 
♦Mist, Com. H. A. Jackson, Jr., N. Y. A. C., sloop. • 36.0 2 06 
Hazel, J. E. Hyde, Moiris Y. C., auxiliary yawl. 36.0 2 06 
Guest, IJ. T. Vulte, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 35.0 2 IS . 
Carl E., F. Pearsall, Belle Harbor Y. C., sloop. 35.0 2 18 
♦Juanita, S. C. Hunter, New Rochelle, sloop. 34.6 2 24 
♦Kenosha II., C. W. Voltz, New Rochelle Y. C., sloop. 34-6 2 24 
♦Busy Bee, R. L. Cuthbert, New York Y. C\, sloop. 33.0 2 42 
♦Kenosha I., W. R. Berth, New Rochelle Y. C., sloop. 33.0 2 42 
Old Glory, G. P. Bonnell, Larchmont Y. C., sloop. 32.0 2 54 
Marguerite, M. A. Hornidge, Stuyvesant Y. C., sloop. 30.0 3 18 
♦Okee, Mahlstedt Brothers, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 29.6 3 24 
Io, C. A. Maryland, New Rochelle Y. C., sloop. 29.0 3 30 
Surprise, M. S. Kattenhorn, New Rochelle Y. C., yawl. 28.0 3 42 
Bell, Jos. E. Kidder, N. Y. A. C., sloop. 28.0 3 42 
Kobold, R. N. Kitching 11., Huguenot Y. C., sloop. 26.6 4 00 
Laddie Boy, E. M. Ccrey, New Rochelle Y. C., sloop. 26.0 4 06 
Grace II., J. B. Lambden, New Rochelle Y. C., yawl. .... 
Princess, ex Dorothy, F. G. Stewart, Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., sloop 
Chaperone, R. Jacob, Horseshoe Harbor Y. C., sloop. 
Boats marked with * also race for ipecial handicap priz e. 

THE START, GRAVESEND BAY, JUNE 6. Photo by Walter. 



English Letter. 

The New Shamrock a Winner. 

Although only three races of tlie season have 
been sailed it is evident thus early that at last 
Sir Thomas Lipton has hacked a winner. No 
one who saw the latest Fife Shamrock win her 
maiden race can .deny the fact that the boat is 
a rare good one—probably the fastest ever built 
in this country. She made an exceedingly bad 
start—not at all what we expect from Sycamore 
—being left to leeward of the line and was four 
minutes late in crossing. The only excuse that 
can be made for Sycamore is that the neighbor¬ 
hood of the line was rather crowded and that 
he was in danger at one time of fouling a 
steamer at anchor. Shamrock, too, was the only 
boat in the race which had not enlisted the ser¬ 
vices of a pilot with the result that she man¬ 
aged to secure the worst of the strong tide 
running up from the Shoebury Sands. As Syca¬ 
more himself remarked at the conclusion of the 
race, he is not at all likely to make many such 
starts in the course of a season. 

Before proceeding to describe the first match 
I will give the dimensions of the three 23-meter 
cutters as supplied by the official measurer. They 
are: 

r——Rating- 
Length. Beam. Feet. Meter.-;. 

Shamrock . 81.38 21.00 75.38 23 
White Heather . SO.95 21.30 75.3(1 23 
Brynhild . 81.34 21.80 75.25 23 

From the above it will be seen that the new 
boat has the longest waterline, while she has 
also the smallest beam of the trio. In the water 
she looks the smallest hulled craft of the three, 
but this may to some extent be due to her green 
topsides, the other vessels in the class being 
painted white. Before her first racing appear¬ 
ance a good deal was written and talked about 
the enormous sail spread of Fife’s latest creation, 
but when we come to hard facts and figures it 
is found that she has only 64 square feet more 
than Brynhild and 69 square feet more than 
White Heather. The actual figures are : 

Sq. ft. ■ Sq. ft. 
Shamrock . 9493 White Heather . 9424 
Brynhild . 9429 

The explanation will be found in the fact 
that the new craft's canvas is rather more lofty 
than that of either of her opponents. 

To return the actual racing. The weather was 
thick all day and the breeze from light to moder¬ 
ate—conditions which were popularly supposed 
to be none too favorable to Shamrock. It was 
in the main, however, a true wind, all the com¬ 
petitors being served about alike. White 
Heather, however, was none too well equipped 
for the test, as Bevis had unbent his new main¬ 
sail and substituted one of last year’s with an 
extra cloth in it, as he anticipated much more 
unfavorable weather than was experienced. As 
matters eventuated this was a piece of bad judg¬ 
ment on his part, and to some extent it was a 
factor in his defeat. But the real fact remains 
that the new Shamrock was the best boat in the 
race and her win was thoroughly deserved. She 
pointed higher than any of her rivals and com¬ 
pletely outsailed them with the exception that 
on the only bit of running there was on the 
course Sycamore was on the wrong jibe; Sham¬ 
rock was sailed faultlessly. 

There is no love lost between our two leading 
skippers, and it must be admitted that Bevis was 
none too pleased with his beating. That there 
will be fun during the season was soon evident, 
as at the Royal Harwich Y. C. regatta, when 
the boats met for the second time, they came to¬ 
gether at the last mark, and Sycamore, trying 
to force a passage, fouled White Heather. The 
new boat finished im. 18s. ahead—the course was 
thirty-eight miles in length—but there was. of 
course, a protest and Shamrock was disqualified. 
The collision was within an ace of having serious 
results, as Mr. W. P. Barton’s 15-meter cutter 
Britomart was nearly involved, and had she been 
struck by Shamrock, life would probably have 
been sacrificed. The third race of the class was 
from Harwich back to Southend and was sailed 
under extraordinary weather conditions, includ¬ 
ing almost flat calms and thunderstorms which 

made the boats stagger. Bevis and Sycamore 
again looked after each other at the start anti 
White Heather had the worst of it with the 
result that she was whipped into the fleet all day. 
Shamrock was too busy engaged attending to 
White Heather to pay much attention to Bryn¬ 
hild who led from start to finish and won by 
3m. 3s. The victory was a very popular one, 
as Brynhild’s owner, Sir James Pender, has been 
very unfortunate in his racing career. Last sea¬ 
son he only won one first prize, so that his suc¬ 
cess thus early gave great satisfaction. The 
boats will meet again next week on three days, 
two being matches in the River Thames—which 
are very fluky as a rule—and one the historic 
Nore to Dover fixture. As a result of the three 
first races the records of the three boats are 
equal, each having won one first and one second 
prize. 

In addition to the interest which will this sea¬ 
son center in the big cutter class, we will have 
a lot of sport with the unlimited class of schoon¬ 
ers and yawls which are rated and sail on an 
international time scale. Great Britain and 
America are well represented in this section 
which is known as the “A” class. From your 
side of the Atlantic we have the German Em¬ 
peror's Cary Smith two-sticker Meteor and the 
Empress’s Iduna, which is perhaps better known 
as Yampa. British built schooners are repre¬ 
sented by the Watson designed Hamburg, which 
was originally the Rainbow, Fife’s Susanne and 

Cicely, and Soper’s Clara, though only Cicely 
sails under a British flag. The German-owned 
boats had a fast sailed race all to themselves 
from Bremerhaven to Felixstowe to open the 
season, and among the competitors was the old 
America’s cup challenger Thistle, now known as 
Komet and used as a sort of training ship in 
the German navy. She had an allowance of two 
hours from Meteor and Hamburg which were 
the scratch boats, while Iduna had an extra three- 
quarters of an hour. The latter was an easy 
winner, as will be seen by the corrected timings 
which were: 

Iduna . 12 31 07 Meteor . 2 20 15 
Kcmet . 1 40 24 Hamburg . 3 10 08 

The distance sailed was about 370 miles and 
tlie winner did the trip in twenty-six hours. 
Hamburg was rather unfortunate in the race, 
losing nine minutes at the start through her club- 
topsail fouling, while about an hour and a half 
later she broke her spinnaker boom and lost 
some time in repairing it. 

1 he Prince of Wales, who is commodore of 
the Royal Harwich Club and who has bought 
the old ketch Corisande for his sons, gave a cup 
for the class at the Harwich regatta, and we 
were all anxious to see how Cicely, which has 
been laid up for several seasons, would shape 
against her old rival Meteor. In the early days 
of the boats the Fife craft was generally too 
good for the Imperial schooner and her new 

I * 

AILS A CRAIG, WINNER OF THE BERMUDA RACE. 

IRENE II. BEFORE THE START. Copyright, 190S, by E. Levick. 
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owner gave her every chance that money could 
buy, such as new gear and a clever skipper and 
crew. She did well to win, but in the Harwich 
to Southend match Susanne won cleverly and 
should be a prolific prize winner this season. 

And now a word as to the future of the 
America’s cup contest. Sir Thomas Lipton tells 
me that he is still determined not to race again 
except under the new universal rating rule. 
Fife, too, is with him on the point and will not 
undertake to design a challenger under any other 
conditions. Should by any chance there be an¬ 
other race for the trophy in the near future I 
have a fancy that Robert Wringe, of Brightling- 
sea, who has had quite a lot of American ex¬ 
perience, will have charge of the challenger. At 
all events Bobby, who is now in command of 
the German-owned schooner Susanne, wants the 
job and he generally gets what he wants. 

R. R. 
London, June 6. 

Manhasset Bay Y. C. Race. 

On Saturday, June 13, in a very light north¬ 
east breeze and smooth sea, fifty yachts sailed 
around a ioj4 miles triangular course starting 
across a line between the judges’ boat, Mr. A. 
H. Alker’s steam yacht Florence, and a mark 
boat north of it near the northeast buoy off 
Execution Lighthouse, to and around a black 
and white striped buoy off Parsonage Point, then 
around Week’s Point buoy on Long Island shore 
and home. All classes down to and including 
the New York thirties went twice around. 

Aurora and Istalena got away with a very even 
start under club topsails and jib topsails, look¬ 
ing almost up to the mark on the starboard tack. 
In spite of the soft breeze these two flyers 
carried a bone in their teeth, but as the smallest 
classes crossed in almost a calm, they did not 
get up much speed. Their sails were too low, 
too close to the water that was throbbing with 
the heat of the sun it reflected, to get any of 
the true breeze. 

It was a beat to the first mark, then a run 
across on which some boats carried balloon jibs, 
while others only plain sail. The second mark 
was a hard one to get around and changed many 
a yacht’s position in the race. It was under the 
shore, in a dead calm spot with a strong ebb 
tide running. A few would carry a good breeze 
in around this mark and out again, while others 
would lie becalmed, whole classes at a time, until 
the next smaller class caught them. It was a 
tiresome spinnaker run home. In fact, it was a 
good race, all right, but one of those kind that 
mean nothing but luck on account of the fluki- 
ness of the wind. 

Chaperone, Robert Jacob’s new 22ft. racer, 
made the fastest time around the course of all 
the boats that sailed once around. Toward the 
end of the race, for those who went twice around 
the course, a spanking good southerly breeze 
made up suddenly and sent all hands scurrying 
home a-flying. The summary: 

Sloops—57ft. Class—Start, 12:25—Course. 21 Miles. 
Finish. Elapsed. 

Aurora, Cornelius Vanderbilt. 4 24 20 3 59 20 
Istalena, G. M. Pynchon. 4 24 43 3 59 43 

Sloops—40ft. Class—Start, 12:30—Course, 21 Miles. 
Gardenia, L. S. Herzig. 5 05 36 4 35 36 
Mimosa III., S. Wainwright. 5 15 41 4 45 41 

Corrected time: Gardenia allows 0.13.44; Mimosa, 4.31.57 

N. Y. Y. C. 30ft. Class—Start, 12:35—Course, 21 Miles. 
Phryne, J. R. Maxwell. 5 23 00 4 48 00 
Nepsi, J. De Forest. 5 20 56 4 40 56 
Alera, A. H. an! T. 'V. Alker. 5 17 06 4 42 06 
Atair, G. C. and T. E. Myer. 5 17 32 4 42 32 
Dahinda. W. E. Roosevelt. 5 32 36 4 57 36 
Minx, Howard Willetts. 5 20 08 4 45 08 
This, J. W. Morgan, Jr. Did not finish. 
Hera D., R. N. Ellis. Did not finish. 

Handicap Class—First Division—Start, 12:40—Course 10% 
Miles. 

Duchess, J. B. Palmer. 3 43 45 3 0? 45 
Fearless, B. R. Stoddard. 3 45 24 3 05 24 

Corrected time: Fearless, 2.47.46; Duchess, 3.02.45. 

Handicap Class—Second Division—Start, 12:40—Course, 
10% Miles. 

Howdy, George Mercer, Tr. 3 43 23 3 02 23 
Psinmaid, L. H. Dver. 3 43 03 3 03 03 
Miss Modesty, H. A. Swart. 3 58 11 3 18 11 
Busy Bee, R. L. Cuthbert. Did not finish. 

Corrected time: Miss Modesty, 2.49.49; Psinmaid, 
2.57.34. 

Handicap Class—Third Division—Start, 1:40—Course, 10% 
Miles. 

Kenosha, W. R. Berth. 3 55 32 3 15 32 
Kenosha II., C. W. Voltz. 3 57 47 0 17 47 

Juanita, S. C. Hunter. 3 57 39 3 17 39 
Corrected time: Kenosha II., 3.05.04; Kenosha II., 

3.08.41. 

Racentout Class—Start, 12:45—Course, 10% Miles. 
Jolly Roger, Harry North. 3 40 06 2 55 06 
Indian, Keeler and Akers .3 42 42 2 57 42 

Larchmont One-Design Class—Start, 12:50—Course, 10% 
Miles. 

' aqucio, \V. Stumpf . 4 02 34 3 12 34 
Houri, D. E. Dealey.  4 02 11 3 12 11 

Sloops—22ft. Class—Start, 12:55—Course, 10% Miles. 
Chaperone, Robert Jacob . 3 39 22 2 44 22 

Manhasset Bay Y. C. Clippers—Start, 1:00—Course, 10% 
Miles. 

Dory No. 4, J. L. Laidlaw. 5 24 37 4 24 37 
Dory No. 6, A. A. Judson. 5 25 15 4 25 15 

Manhasset Bay Bug Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 10% Miles. 
Dragonfly, Donald Cowl . 5 14 19 4 09 19 
Skeeter, Thornton M. Smith. 4 39 15 3 34 15 
Big Bug, George Corry. 5 12 19 4 07 19 
Scarab, R. Fitzgibbons . 5 14 12 4 09 12 
Humbug, Innis O’Rourke. 5 16 27 4 11 27 
Cricket, Clarkson Cowl. 5 13 02 4 08 02 

American Y.C. Dories—Start, 1:00—Course, 10% Miles. 
Faraway, A. B. Fry. 5 22 43 4 22 43 
Tautog, G. G. Fry. 5 18 50 4 18 50 

New Rochelle Y. C. 18ft. Class—Start, 1:00—Course, 10 
Miles. 

Nereid, George Fuller . 5 13 40 4 13 40 
Virginia, F. H. Waldorf. 5 13 56 4 13 56 
Mischief, J. L. Mitchell. 5 15 14 4 15 14 
Manhasset Bay Y. C. One-Design Class—Start, 1:00— 

Course, 10 Miles. 
Pixy, L. F. Eggers.-.5 13 11 4 13 11 
Arizona, G. W. Kear. 4 34 33 3 34 33 

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 10% Miles. 
Ogeemah, A. B. Clements.  4 07 51 3 02 51 
Hovden, Donald Abbott.   4 05 23 3 00 23 
Marjorie, F. L. St. John. 3 13 22 4 08 22 
R. I. One-Design Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 10% Miles. 
Nate'la, V. E. McCormack. 4 33 11 3 28 11 
Mystic, K. O. Major. 4 35 22 3 30 22 
Catboats—Port Washington Class—Start, 1:05—Course, 

10% Miles. 
Thelma, P. V. Griffin. 4 08 43 3 03 43 
Tney, C. C. Converse.5 17 13 4 12 13 
Handicap Class—Special Race—Start, 1:05—Course, 10% 

Miles. 
Jolly Tar, H. S. Duell. 3 54 50 3 14 50 
Okee, Mahlstedt Brothers . 4 09 36 3 04 36 

Corrected times: Jolly Tar, 2.49.50; Okee, 2.57.15. 

San Francisco Yachting. 

The race, held on May 23, between the yachts. 
Discovery, of the Corinthian Club, and Neva, 
of the San Francisco Y. C., resulted in a very 
decisive victory for the former, and the Corin¬ 
thian Club will keep the perpetual challenge cup 
in its lockers for another year. Discovery was 
handled by her owner, John E. McFarlane in 
an able manner. When the timers had figured 
up the result of the race it was found that Dis¬ 
covery had won by a margin of 16m. 35s. The 
result was a surprise and disappointment to the 
members of the San Francisco Club who thought 
that the recent improvements made in Neva gave 
her an excellent chance of winning. The crew 
of Discovery were much swifter in all their 
movements and the defender showed to a much 
better advantage when the yachts hauled on the 
wind, and she gradually drew away from her 
rival. An enthusiastic crowd of her supporters 
followed the race in a chartered steamer and 
cheered her as she came to the finish over a 
mile ahead of Neva. Here is the race as the 
timers got it: 

Start. Finish. Elapsed. 
Neva . 1 31 05 5 02 32 3 31 27 
Discovery . 1 31 10 4 46 02 3 14 52 

Racing lengths: Discovery, 22.23ft.: Neva, 22.24ft. No 
time allowance. Discovery wins by 16m. 35s. 

As is usual at the perpetual cup event there 
was a large crowd of the old-time lovers of the 
sport present to witness the race. Will Brooks, 
an honorary member of the Corinthian Club, 
who has not been at a yacht race in years, was 
on hand to see the yachts contest for the cup of 
which he was one of the original donors. Irvy 
Lyons came all the way from Clements to see 
the race, and FTerman Denhard deserted the 
ranch in Santa Cruz county to watch his club 
mates struggle for supremacy. “Bob” Vail, who 
has not been aboard a yacht since the days of 
the old Rambler, was also an interested spec¬ 
tator, and Theodore E. Tracy, the man who 
originated the Corinthian Y. C., "ras on the dock 
proudly watching the younger sailors of his club 
take the honors of the day. 

The committees in charge of the race were: 
F. H. Muchmore, Pov C. Ward and Captain 
Davis, of the San Francisco Y. C., and J. R. 
Neylan, Lester Hammersmith and D. Erskine, 
of the Corinthian Y. C. 

The twenty-third annual regatta of the Corin¬ 
thian Y. C. was held on Memorial Day over the 
channel course in San Francisco Bay. The 
honors of the day were carried off by ex-Com- 
modore John W. Pew, of the Corinthian Club, 
in his yawl Truant. The race was a two-fold 
event, being for the John Tait cup trophy in 
addition to the regular honors of the race. The 
Truant won the double victory and in addition 
made the fastest time over the course. Twelve 
boats were entered, representing five classes. 
The handicaps were well arranged and the race 
was a thoroughly successful event. The 25ft. 
yacht Discovery, which successfully defended 
the perpetual trophy cup the previous week, was 
a close second in the race. Slight accidents oc¬ 
curred to Presto and Mischief, but their chances 
of winning the race were not great at any time. 
Ex-Commodore Theodore F. Tracy refereed the 
contest which was arranged by the regatta com¬ 
mittee of the club, composed of Douglas Ers¬ 
kine, Lester Hammersmith and J. R. Neylan. 

On May ,?o the annual yacht race of the San 
Francisco Y. C. was also held, being sailed over 
the club’s course from Sausalito to Vallejo. The 
boats lay to at the finish over night and raced 
back over the same course on Sunday. During 
both days there was fine sailing weather and the 
cruise was one of the most interesting and en¬ 
joyable ones ever held by this club. Twelve 
yachts were entered for the first race and eleven 
finished. Only five finished on the return trip. 
Both events were won by the sloop Monsoon 
with Commodore S. A. Phillips at the helm; 
Annie was second and Challenger third on Satur¬ 
day, while Neva took second honors on Sunday. 
The time made by the various entries is given 
below: 

SAUSALITO TO VALLEJO. 

Elapsed. Corrected. 
Monsoon . 2 23 65 1 53 05 
Phoenicia . 3 00 15 2 00 15 
Challenger . 2 33 25 2 03 25 
Gueen . 2 36 20 2 11 30 
Amigo . 2 52 50 2 12 50 
Curlew .   2 58 45 2 13 45 
Ionica .,. 3 31 55 2 16 55 
Surprise .’.. 2 02 52 2 22 52 
Annie . 2 33 53 2 23 53 
Thelma . 2 52 43 2 27 43 
Martha . 2 40 27 2 30 27 

VALLEJO TO SAUSALITO. 
Monsoon . 5 22 44 4 57 44 
Neva . 5 47 04 5 17 04 
Challenger . 5 43 37 5 23 37 
Amigo . 7 OO 54 6 15 54 
Annie .   7 08 18 6 58 18 

The ASolian Y. C. held its annual handicap 
race from Vallejo to Alameda Mole on May 24, 
and ten yachts covered the course. It had been 
the intention of the club committee to hold their 
flag championship race yesterday, but the handi¬ 
cap event was substituted at the last minute and 
the other race postponed until June. Iola, sailed 
by L. I. Ward, was the winner, completing the 
course from scratch in 3h. 51s. Mist (George 
Postel) was second and Emma (L. C. Knight), 
the other scratch entry, finished third. The 
others finished as follows: Idler, Corsair, May¬ 
be, Ceres, Novelist, U. and I. and Elvira. Fav¬ 
orable weather prevailed for the race. 

The yawl yacht Gwendolyn II., which arrived 
in San Francisco Harbor on May 28, had a 
stormy trip of it from Puget Sound. She met' 
with heavy storms along the Oregon and north¬ 
ern California coast, and when off Cape Men¬ 
docino she encountered a northwestern gale 
which tested the little craft to her utmost. She 
came out of it successfully, however, and her 
crew is none the worse for the cruise. Gwendo¬ 
lyn II. .measures 49ft. in length, by 16ft. beam, 
with a 7ft. draft. She was eight days from the 
Sound to San Francisco. Gwendolyn II. may be 
entered in the trans-Pacific yacht race which 
is to start on July 4 from San Pedro, Cal., but 
this has not been finally decided. 

What promises to be one of the big events of 
the season is the ocean yacht race to be sailed 
on June 21 from a starting point in San Fran¬ 
cisco Bay out to the lightship, anchored off 
Point Reyes and return. The event will be open 
to all seaworthy sailing yachts and there will be 
a large number of entries. The race was to 
have been sailed on the 7th, but was postponed 
on account of the lightship being in the docks 
for repairs at that time. 
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Marine and Field Club Race. 

On Gravesend Bay, on Saturday, June 13, 
there was a rattling good breeze from the south¬ 
ward that sent a fleet of twenty-six yachts 
scurrying around the course in good time. 

Crescent had a sail over in the 27ft class. 
Spider won in Class Q. Careless, M. and F. and 
Slow Poke each won in their classes. The sum¬ 
mary : 

Sloops—Class F—Start, 3:00—Coerce V! 
Finish. 

Crescent, J. B. O’Donohue. 4 58 10 

Sloops—Class O—Start, 3:06— Course 12 
Spider. Hendon Chubb . 5 25 07 
Joy. \V. H. Childs. 5 25 33 
Soya. VV. A. Barstow. 5 20 52 

Miles. 
Elapsed. 
1 58 16 

Miles. 
2 20 07 
2 20 33 
2 24 52 

Sloops and Yawls—Handicap Class-Start, 3:10—Course 
8 Miles. 

Miami, H. 1. O’Neil. 
Finish. 

.. 4 55 05 
Elapsed. Corrected. 

1 55 05 1 55 05 
Ondas, 1. ll. Menton. ... 4 55 55 1 55 55 1 46 43 
La Cubana. [ 11 Rives... .. 4 56 08 1 56 08 1 51 32 
Adyta, K. von Foregger... 
Careless, R. Rummell. 

.. 4 59 10 1 49 30 1 49 10 
... 5 02 47 1 52 47 1 45 53 

Squaw, E. K. Valentine .. .. 5 03 20 1 53 20 1 48 44 
Delta, 1 I. Mahoney. ... 5 21 43 2 11 43 1 54 28 
Toy, T. A. Hamilton. ... 5 22 52 2 12 52 1 55 37 
Gamma, A. 11. Platt. .. Did not finish. 

Sloops—Class S—Start, 3:15—Course 8 Miles. 
Finish. Elapsed. 

Maud F.. C. M. Camp. 5 03 46 1 48 46 
Pester, K. S. Childs. 5 04 11 1 49 11 
Gunda, L. Noble . 5 04 12 1 49 12 
Goblin, Speidel Brothers . 5 06 46 1 51 46 

Sloops—Class X—Start. 3:20—Course 8 Miles. 
Slow Poke, Insley and Stringer. 5 01 35 1 41 35 
Nancy, W. L. Sweet, Jr. 5 02 29 1 42 29 
Merry Widow, Atkinson and Zinim.. 5 04 31 1 44 31 
Masque, L. S. Tiemann . 5 07 40 1 47 40 
Morse, G. R. De Savage. 5 12 00 1 52 00 
Cherub, B. Atkinson. 5 13 21 1 53 21 
Dot, C. II. Clayton. 5 13 50 1 53 50 
Joker, H. Eagle. 5 23 10 2 03 10 
Bobs, R. E. Speir. 5 23 12 2 03 12 

Brooklyn Y. C. Ocean Race. 

Mr. T. K. Lothrop, Jr., has notified the regatta 
committee of the Brooklyn Y. C. of his entry 
of the sloop Little Hope in the ocean race of 
the club to Cape May and return on July 4. She 
wil fly the colors of the Corinthian Y. C., of 
Marblehead. Mr. John Newton Porter has also 
entered his sloop, Keego. She belongs to the 
Canarsie Y. C. This makes sixteen entries to 
date. 

Owing to numerous requests to postpone the 
closing of the entries, to enable boats in the 
Bermuda race to enter, the date of closing has 
been fixed for June 30. 

The race is open to sailing craft of any or¬ 
ganized yacht club. Full information may be 
had from Mr. Edson B. Schock, chairman re¬ 
gatta committee, or John G. Faist, secretary, this 
city. 

The yawl Tamerlane. Mr. V. D. Bacon, has 
also entered for this race. 

Bermuda to New York. 

The most natural thing for any yachtsman to 
do when there is another to whom he can do 
it, is to challenge him for a race; particularly 
when both yachts are situated as Zurah and 
Esperanza are. They have both got to sail back, 
so why not race. Zurah crossed the starting line 
off Farewell buoy at 2:45 P. M. Saturday, June' 
13- Esperanza followed at 2 :50. The first yacht 
to pass by the Scotland Lightship will win a 
$200 cup. 

Yacht Sales. 

Mr. Cleveland Bigelow, of Boston, has char¬ 
tered the auxiliary yawl Miller, owned by George 
H. Miller, of Patchogue, L. I., through the 
Hollis Burgess yacht agency. 

The same agency has also sold the 18-footer 
Comet, owned by William O. Doherty, of Mar¬ 
blehead. Mass., to Mr. John H. Storer, Jr., of 
Boston. 

The Frederic Thompson cups, offered by the 
Atlantic Y. C. this season, should tempt a good 
number of entries. There will be $i,ooo worth 
of prizes for the sailboats and $1,500 worth for 
the motor boat men. The race around Fire 
Island for motor boats is a good opportunity 
for them to show their staying powers. 

Sailors in Port. 
Continued from page 9C6. 

“Muchee agua, no bueno!” said one of them, 
noticing how much we drank; but we did not 
care whether much water was good or not for 
us. We drank all we could hold, and then, with 
the Chilano's consent, filled our water bottles 
and proceeded along the road we had been 
traveling, as the Chilano told us it led to the 
sea and a place called Junin. The road con¬ 
tinued to twist and wind down bill all the time, 
and at one place it was just wide enough for one 
wagon to squeeze through, and here, shoved up 
the steep side so as not to blockade the pass, 
lay the grinning skeleton of a mule with its 
shriveled up hide hanging over the white ribs 
like remnants of old gunny cloth. 

The water put new life into us and made us 
hungry, so we ate and sipped water as we 
walked. Finally we turned a corner of the road 
and emerged from the mountains on to a broad, 
level plain some three or four miles across, with 
the blue waters o* the Pacific just visible be¬ 
yond, and on the edge of the plain just above 
the sea was the town of Junin. 

Although the plain was a table land, as flat as 
a board, yet it was very hard walking, as we 
sank in at every step over our shoetops. It 
was not sand, it was a fine dust-like flour that 
rose as we walked in a cloud behind us. Half 
wav across this plain we met a caravan coming 
inland from the coast that consisted of about 
twenty mules hitched in pairs, one ahead of the 
other, drawing a great lumbering truck with 
broad-tired ’wheels that sank nearly to the 
hubs in the fine dust under the load of bags and 
boxes, and back of this one came another with 
an immense iron tank on the wheels, drawn by 
mules like the first one. Then we met a 
Spaniard mounted on a spirited little white pony 
and wearing a broad sombrero, the rim of which 
was decorated with a great many little round 
buttons. He had on a smart little coat highly 
ornamented with braid, and breeches that 
opened up the sides to the knees, the flaps of 
which nearly hid his small feet but left a wicked¬ 
looking spur sticking out behind. 

As we drew near to the town on the coast we 
saw them blasting out saltpeter in a mine to our 
right. Behind us, a huge wall, the moun¬ 
tains extended north and south to the horizon, 
while ahead it seemed as if we could run and 
jump off the edge of the plain into the sea 
below. As wre neared the town we noticed 
what at a distance looked like quite a city 
resolved itself into a few rows of miserable 
little huts. The first thing we came to was a lot 
of horses and mules grazing in a large fenced- 
in enclosure, while further on were others under 
a rude shed, harnessed ready for work. The 
shanties were laid out so as to form a street 
running seaward to the edge of the coast. 

A group of ironworkers in a- shed, busy at 
their anvils forging iron, stopped their ham¬ 
mering to gaze at us as we passed. Half way 
down the row of huts was a sign displayed, 
“store.” and into this we stepped. It was a 
dark little box of a place, with only one small 
window to light it, and was piled so full of 
barrels and cases there was hardly room for all 
of us to crowd in. A typical looking frontiers¬ 
man stood behind a counter at our left as we 
came in, just such a looking man as you would 
expect to see in Texas—a big sombrero on 
one side of his head and hide boots up to his 
knees. There was everything imaginable 
packed into his litle shanty, but the most 
noticeable thing of all was the number of flies. 
I have never before or since seen the equal of 
that room. The flies actually covered every¬ 
thing, and when the proprietor moved anything, 
they rose in a swarm and made such a buzzing 
it sounded like a bee hive instead of a store. 
We purchased some eatables and asked the man 
what the name of the town was. 

“Junin.” he answered. 
“How far is it to Pisauga?” we queried. 
“Between three and four miles,” said he. 

“You can make it before dark.” 
“How is the road?” 
“Follow along the edge of the cliff, it runs 
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out on the backbone of the point above here 
and just the other side of that is Pisauga.” 

As we left the store we told the man to tell 
Albert we had just left and to come on, that we 
would wait for him. “He’s a fellow with a wide- 
brimmed, brown felt hat and a red flannel shirt 
on; you’ll know him when you see him—tall 
and thin he is, with red freckles all over his 
face.” 

Continuing our way down the street, we came 
to the edge of the mountain, and looking over 
at the surf rolling in among the rocks on the 
shore miles below, I could not help thinking 
what would be the fate of a man if he fell over; 
he would not stop until he went splash into the 
sea, and long before he reached the bottom he 
would be a corpse. Here was where Joe said 
the railroad had given away and hurled a num¬ 
ber of people down the incline to death. He 
pointed out to us a narrow ledge cut in the 
face of the cliff that zig-zagged its way to the 
beach below. That, he said, was where the cars 
ran, but it was now used only as a foot path. 

There was a slide here as at Caleta Buena, 
only this one had but one track and we saw the 
clumsy windlass at the top by which the cars 
were worked. Far below us, so small she 
looked like a toy at anchor, lay a ship; we 
could see her decks as if drawn on a piece of 
paper, and looked down upon the tops of her 
masts. The little black dots moving about her 
decks were men hard at work loading her with 
saltpeter from a lighter that lay alongside. 

We walked along the very edge of this sandy 
cliff until Junin lay a mile or so behind us, and 
then we sat down to rest and eat a bite or two. 
There was a peculiar growth of snake-like vine 
covering the ground in places that had small, 
sharp thorns upon it and looked as if it had 
grown up during the night and then been 
scorched into a dried-up stem during the day 
by the sun. 

Sitting in a spot that was free from the vine, 
we were eating some bread and sipping water, 
when who should cpme over a hill not a hun¬ 
dred yards away but the familiar figure of Albert 
with his flaming red shirt and wide hat. He was 
glad to see us again and so were we to see him. 
Joe, now that he was sober, insisted on supply¬ 
ing Albert with whatever he had. 

“How did you come to find us?” was the 
question we all asked him at once. 

“Why, I filled my bottle at the same place you 
did; the old fellow there said you fellows had 
just left when I came along. He took me into 
his hut and gave me a plate of soup,” said he. 

We were a much happier crowd when we re¬ 
sumed our walking; we were no longer tortured 
in mind with fears for the man we had left be¬ 
hind. All were united again, and a feeling of 
good fellowship seemed to have sprung up 
among us. 

Ahead of us a point of land running far out 
into the sea shut off the view to the north, but 
looking back, we could see the shore line for 
miles and miles to the southward. As we neared 
the point the path became a mere ledge cut into 
the face of a perpendicular wall of earth, and in 
some places we had to leap over breaks where 
the path had been wiped out by small land¬ 
slides. 

Stopping again to rest, I threw an empty con¬ 
densed milk can down the cliff, and as long as 
I could see it, it went rolling on and on down 
toward the sea. But it was too small an object, 
and I lost sight of it long before it reached the 
bottom. 

It took all the nerve I possessed to make 
some of the jumps across places where the path 
had been wiped out. On level ground it would 
have been only a short jump, but it took the 
nerve out of me to look across _ and see a 
narrow ledge only about eighteen inches wide 
for me to land on, and the cliff going almost 
straight up and down from it. Then as we fol¬ 
lowed the path out on to the point of land, we 
found in some places it was a steep ridge or 
backbone of earth about two feet wide and so 
steep on either side it meant death to fall. It 
was like walking on top of a fence, as I had 
done many and many a time at home in my 
younger days. 

About half an hour before sunset we came to 
the edge of the point of land, and cautiously 
looking over, beheld Pisauga, a good-sized city, 
at our feet with about a dozen ships anchored 
in the bay. The city itself was well laid out, 
the houses neatly painted and all bore the ap¬ 
pearance of prosperity. There was a moor, or 
landing stage at the center of the town, the 
streets were all paved and had sidewalks of flag¬ 
stones or brick. I also noticed a railroad track 
and could trace its course far to the north across 
a plain and up the mountain side, where they 
were not so high as here. A line of telegraph 
poles also cut ’crosslots from the city over the 
mountains and was probably the same line we 
had been following back in the country. 

Out further on the point we were on, where 
the rocks were steep and jagged, was a sort of 
signal tower erected, and I could just- imagine 
the wild and lonely view that must be presented 
from its windows. 

[to be continued.] 

A copy of the Andrew Thompson’s Yachting 
Guide, received at this office, gives in a con¬ 
densed form a great deal of interesting data on 
English yachting. The list of winners of the 
various noted cups are interesting, going back 
as it does in the case of the Queen’s cup to the 
year 1839 and even to 1834 when King William 
IV. gave the cups. There are speed tables, 
tables of distances and the international rule 
passed by the international conference in Lon¬ 
don in 1906. This rule presents an interesting 
subject for thought among American yachtsmen, 
as this rule is to stay in force for ten years from 
Jan. 1, 1908. Think of it! What a blessing it 
would be to this country if we knew the rule 
of measurement would stay the same for more 
than a few years. 

Another good feature of this little book is 
its compact size, 3J4 by 4small enough to 
slip easily into a pocket. 

*t * * 

The following yachts have been sold through 
the agency of Stanley M. Seaman: Hunting 
launch Adria, E. D. Hunter, Manhattan Club, 
to A. C. Baur, of this city. Adria just returned 
from Charleston and her new owner will use 
her for cruising in Long Island Sound. Power 
yacht Nydia, Bancroft C. Davis, Boston, to 
A. L. Kerker, Knickerbocker Yacht Club. 
Nydia is a 55ft. raised deck cruiser of 
Lawley’s latest design, fitted with a 25 horse¬ 
power Standard engine. Her new owner brought 
her down from Boston, leaving May 29 and 
nearly lost her in a heavy southwester off 
Provincetown. The yacht suffered minor dam¬ 
age. Hunting launch Carolee, Frederick A. 
Johnson, Uncasville, Conn., to R. W. Allen, 
Kenosha, Wis. The yacht has been fited out 
and passed through New York yesterday to her 
new home via Erie Canal, St. Lawrence River 
and Great Lakes. 

* * * 

The weather has been most cantankerous 
this season, spoiling by fog, rain and wind 
the Harlem’s race on May 30, and the New York 
Y. C.’s first race of the season at Glen Cove on 
June 18 by a total absence of wind, two extremes, 
but each effective in preventing the start of the 
race. 

The Indian Harbor Y. C. race on May 30 suf¬ 
fered the same as the Harlems in which two or 
three yachts did manage to get around in the 
fog and found the turning marks—-Mist and 
Bedouin, the former won, though there was no 
judges’ boat to take their time at the finish, and 
so no publicity was given the event. The judges 
were, to say the least, upset—seasick some call 
it.—but whatever it was they lost all interest in 
anything but terra firma, and made for it fast. 

»i « * 

The Hawaiian schooner yacht Hawaii will be 
in command of Capt. S. J. Harris in the San 
Pedro, Cal., to Plawaii race that starts from the 
former port July 4. There are now four entries 
for this race. 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lak 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Poin 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
-.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—All 

gheny River. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrent 

River. 
Sept. 5-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hu< 

son River. 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.- 

Allegheny River. 

Atlantic Division Camp. 

The annual meet of the Atlantic Division o 
the American Canoe Association will be held o 
Plum Point, about half way between Cornwa 
and Newburgh, N. Y., on the west shor 
of the Pludson River, July 11-19 inclusive. 1 
cordial invitation is extended to members o 
other divisions. The election of officers for th 
year 1909 in this division will be held the even 
ing of July 18. Each club having six or mor 
members in the current A. C. A. Year Book i 
entitled to one representative on the nominatin; 
committee. Commodores of clubs are requests 
to have their delegates appointed in advance fo 
this committee. Unattached members are aL 
entitled to representation, and a committeema; 
will be appointed from among those in Cam 
who are not members of a club. 

Plum Point is of a sand and gravel formatioi 
and is high and dry. The main camp will b 
located on the northern end of the point amon 
large chestnut and oak trees. A portion of th 
grounds will be reserved for a ladies’ camp fo 
the use of members with their wives, sisters am 
guests. There is a good spring of fresh wate 
and abundant fire wood. No tents will be fur 
nished by the association. There will be no gen 
eral public mess. Several grocers and butcher 
in Cornwall will deliver orders direct to th 
camp by wagon. Milk can be had at a dairy i 
the vicinity. The usual dues of $1 will be col 
lected from all members and others who are.i: 
camp, visitors remaining only a portion of a da 
excepted. All tent sites will be marked off I 
plots containing about 150 square feet and num 
bered. Those expecting to attend the meet ar 
requested to forward their $1 camp dues to V 
J. Flynn, Purser, North Terrace Avenue, M> 
Vernon, N. Y., stating the name of their club 
size and style of their tent, and will then receiv 
a numbered site ticket and official badge. 

The following trophy events of the divisioi 
will be contested for on July 18: 

Elliott Trophy.—For decked canoes, 112 squar 
feet, straight away, half mile. 

Lady-Bug Cup.—Open canoe sailing, 40 squar 
feet s3il area. One man, single blade, half mil 
with turn. Tandem, single blades, half mile wit! 
turn. 

For any additional information concerning 
' this camp address Frederic Andreas, Vice-Corn 

1 Broadway, New York city; Theodore Quase 
hart, Rear-Corn., 112 Spring Street, New Yorl 
city; or William J. Flynn, Purser, North Ter. 
race Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Central Division.—R. C. Gaylord, Rome, N 
Y., and Newton H. Jones, Rome, N. Y-, both 
by D. A. Hollister; G. E. McCurdy, 1113 Unioi 
Station, Pittsburg, Pa., and E. E. Stetson, in. 
Union Station, Pittsburg, Pa., both by H. D 
James. 

APPLICANT FOR REINSTATEMENT. 

Eastern Division.—Stephen C. Powell. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained froti 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer hj 

supply you regularly. 



Traps hooting. 

If you zvant your shoot to he announced here 

send a notice like the follozving: 

Fixtures. 

June 20.—Englewood, N. J.—Oradell and Pleasure gun 
clubs, team race and sweepstakes. 

July 4.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. tournament. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 

N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. tournament. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

June 20.—Maple Park (Del.) G. C. M. J. Beverly, Sec’y. 
June 21.—Coleman (Wis.) G. C. W. J. Reinke, Sec’y. 
June 23-26.—Columbus, O.—The Interstate Association’s 

ninth Grand American Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg. Pa. 

June 23-24.—Schell City (Mo.) G. C. H. Shaw, Sec’y. 
June 26-27.—Del Rio, Tex.—Val Verde G. C. W. B. 

Matthews. Mgr. 
June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. E. T. 

Grether, Sec’y. 
June 30-July 31.—Cambria (Ill.) G. C. C. Stocks, Sec’y. 
July 1.—N. Ha ley Can. (G. C.) J. C. McConnell, Sec’y. 
July 1-2.—Nelson (B. C.) G. C. W. A. Ward, Sec’y. 
July 2-3.—Carbondale (Ill.) G. C. P. L. Hies, Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper. Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Lebanon (Pa.) G. C. Geo. W. Hansell, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Hamilton (Can.) G. C. J. J. Lawlor, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Belle Vernon (Pa.) G. C. B. F. Daugherty, Sec. 
July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. II. W. Jordan, 
July 4.—New Martinsville, Va,—Wetzel G. C. 

Mclntire. Sec’y. 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. 

Smith, Sec’y. 

rt/£' 
Capt. 
T. M. 

Robert 

July 4.—Middletown, N. Y.—Progress Gun Club. F. W. 
Strader, Mgr. 

July 4.—Montioello R. and G. C. E. G. Rundle, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va.) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec'y. 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler. Pres. 
July 4.—San A.itonio, Tex.—Laurel Heights G. C. A. E. 

Witchell, Sec’y. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 
July 4-5.—Thermopolis (Wyo.) G. C. R. L. Talbot, Sec’y. 
July 7.—Littleton, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. H. N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Birmingham (Ala.) G. C. R. H. Baugh, Pres. 
July 7-8.—West Frankfort (Ill.) G. C. W. C. Rains, Sec’y. 
July 8.—Florence (Wis.) R. & G. C. E. W. Peterson, 

Sec’y. 
July 8-9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 

men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 
July 10.—Canandaigua (N. Y.) Sportsmen’s Club. A. E. 

Thompson, .Sec’y. 
July 11.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 
July 11.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec’y. 
July 13-14.—Ipswich (S. D.) G. C. C. B. Reeves, Sec’y. 
July 14.—Canonsburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices of Canonsburg G. C. A. S. Anthony. Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Wilmington (N. C.) G. C. B. G. Empie, 

Sec’y. 
July 15-16.—Mexico. Mo.—Afro-American Trapshooters’ 

League. T. T. Elliott. Mgr. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association’s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg. Pa. 

July 15-16.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster, Sec’y. 
July 16.—Quarryville (Pa.) G. C. J. R. Armstrong, Sec’y. 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey. Sec’y. 
July 19.—Winton (Minn.) G. C. G. W. Tolen, Sec’y. 
July 21-23.—Cumberland Island, Ga.—Brunswick R. and 

G. C. R. G. Jackson, Sec’y. 
July 22-23.—Champaign, Ill.—Twin City G. C. C. E. 

Johnson, Sec’y. 

July 22-23.—Pearl Beach, Mich.—North Channel G. C. 
tournament. Rolla O. Heikes, Mgr. 

July 23-24.—Manchester (la.) G. C. F. M. Hamblin, Sec’y. 
July 27-30.—Betterton, Md.—James R. Malone’s fifteenth 

annual. James R. Malone, Mgr. 
July 28.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Viola (Ill.) G. C. E. R. Frazier, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Eagle Grove (la.) G. C. A. L. Yearous, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
July 28-30.—Austin, Tex.—State tournament, under aus¬ 

pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. H. T. Tengen, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5.—Bethpage, Tenn.—Summer County G. C. O. C. 

Whiteside Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Selin’s Grove (Pa.) G. C. Silas H. Schoch, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 6-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. C. G. Thompson, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 6-7.—Cayuga (Ind.), G. C. O. F. Thorne, Sec'y. 
Aug. 8.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. F. W. Mathews. Mgr. 
Aug. 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) G. C. J. J. Bradfield, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 10-12.—Rapid City, S. D.—South Dakota State 

tournament, under auspices of Rapid Citv G C 
Chas. B. Hunt, Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Pomeroy (O.) G. C. S. B. Hanlin, Sec’v. 
Aug. 15.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
Aug. 16.—Milwaukee, Wis.—North Side G. C. Geo. Lade, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 18.—West Newton, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, 

auspices of West Newton G. C. M. W. Marsh, Sec’y. 
Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 

tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament- 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’v-Mgr.' 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 19.—Batavia, N. Y.—Holland G. C. Jay L. Robson, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 20.—Newark, N. Y.—Wayne G. C. P. T. Eggleston, 
Sec’v. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

C. 
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
Tlie Cleveland, O., Gun Club will hold a tournament on 

July 4, and on Labor Day, Sept. 7. 

** 

The high score in the contest for the New England 

championship, held by the Palefaces, at Wellington, 

Mass., was made by Mr. Fred Daggett. He broke 94 

out of 100. 

The next Slate shoot of the New York State Sports¬ 

man's Association will be held at Syracuse, under the 

auspices of the Onondaga Gun Club The list of officers 

remains the same, all being re-elected. 

Tn the second contest of a prize series, held by the 

Clearview Gun Club, of Philadelphia, June, 13, Mr. Harry 

Fisher scored a win by breaking 44 out of 50 targets. 

Mr. Vincent Oliver was second with 42. 

* 

The Squier money-back system will prevail at the shoot 

of the North Channel Gun Club registered tournament. 

Pearl Beach, Mich., July 22-23. The renowned expert, 

Mr. Rolla O. lleikes, will be the manager. 

*. 

Mr. Hood Waters, the well-known expert trapshooter. 

is now promoting the Du Pont Powder Company’s in¬ 

terests in Texas. His headquarters are in Waco. He 

was recently joined there by his charming wife, who has 

entirely recovered from her recent serious illness, with 

which she was afflicted during a number of weeks. 

m, 
Live-bird shooting was a feature of the Pottsville, Pa., 

Gun Club’s programme of its tournament, held on June 

13. Messrs. J. I. Donoghue and Mark Dolan killed 6 
straight in one event, and Mr. Donoghue tied with Mr. 

R. T. Ramsey in a match at 15 birds, each scoring 11. 

In the shoot-off, at 3 birds, Mr. Donoghue won, 3 to 2. 

While the entries to the Grand American Handicap 

fell far short of the 1000 that some over-sanguine people 

predicted, there still are quite enough entrants to make 

the great handicap a success numerically. Up to June 

15. the entries numbered 316, which indicates that, with 

post-entries and belated entries bearing the postmark 

of June 13, there will be about 350 contestants. 

K 

One of the really wonderful features of the New York 

State shoot last week was the target smashing which was 

done by Mr. Mort. Mayhew, who is said to be in the 

vicinity of seventy years young. He shot without 

glasses, and his time was as quick, his nerve as steady, 

and his endurance as good as that of any shooter who 

competed. 

* 

At the Wilmington, O., Gun Club tournament, June 

9-10, Mr. Chas. A. Young was high general average for 

the two days, with a total of 388 out of 400. Mr. John 

W. Garrett was second with 387; third, R. Trimble, 379. 

Mr. F. Alkire was high amateur with 378; second, Dr. 

Gaston, 344. Mr. Young distinguished himself by mak¬ 

ing a run of 156 on the first day. Mr. R. O. Heikes 

participated on the second day, and was high man with 

a total of 196 out of 200. He broke 65 straight in the 

regular events, which, with 25 in practice, made a total 

run of 86. Mr. J. Garrett made the longest run of the 
day, 88. 

* 

The New York city cup was won by Mr. John Mar¬ 

tin, of New York city, who scored a grand average of 

464, out of 500 for the three days, at the New York State 

shoot, held at Elmira, June 10-12. This total surpassed 

that of all the professionals, except Fred Gilbert’s, the 

Wizard of Spirit Lake, who was comfortably in the lead 

of all contestants, with a total of 476. The contestants 

who are now eligible to compete for this cup at Syra¬ 

cuse in 1909 scored wins as follows: F. D. Alkire at 

Buffalo, 1889, and at Utica, 1905; Sim Glover, at Utica, 

1900, and at Interstate Park in 1901; H. D. Kirkover, 

Rochester, 1902; S. M. Van Allen, Ossining, 1903- 

Harvey McMurchy, Buffalo, 1904; J. A. R. Elliott, New 

^ork, 1906; H. S. Welles, Syracuse, 1907; J. Martin, 

Elmira, 1908. At the meeting of the Association this 

year, it was decided that the final contest, next year, 

shall be at 100 targets, the first five events of the last 
•day’s programme. 

Bernard Waters. 

Grand American Handicap Entries. 
Pittsburg, Pa., June 14.—Herewith inclosed I send you 

a list of entries received to date for the ninth Grand 
American Handicap, 256 all told. You will of course 
understand that this list will be added to, as all entries 
received in envelopes bearing post marks of June 13 
will be accepted as regular entries. Supplementary list 
of entries will go forward to you by to-morrow’s mail. 

Elmer E. Shaner. Sec’y-Mgr. 

[Since the above was written, sixty additional entries 
have been received, which have been incorporated in the 
alphabetical list.] 

Alkire, F. D., Williamsport. Ohio. 
Anderson, H. D., Sharonville, Ohio. 
Arndt, L. D., Tiffin, Ohio. 
Anthony, J. T., Charlotte, N. C. 
Anderson, C, R., Allegheny^ Pa. 
Apgar, Neaf, Plainfield, N. J. 
Adams, C. B., Rockwell City, la. 
Asher, V. B., Coon Rapids, la. 
Bibbee, T. S., Elba, Ohio. 
Butler, Frank E., Newark, N, J. 
Boa, John S., Sandy, Utah. 
Ballou, Murray, Boston, Mass. 
Banks, Edward, Wilmington, Del. 
Burns, G. E., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Bottenfield, Lee M., Centerburg, Ohio. 
Bolin, B. F., Columbus, Ohio. 
Beckwith, O. Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. 
Buck waiter, II. E., Royersford, Pa. 
Blanks, Jeff J., Trezevant, Tenn. 
Barker, E. B., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Beattie, Hugh, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Borden, H. J., Memphis, Tenn. 
Blunt, J. A., Greensboro, Ala. 
Beecher, W. H., North Industry, Ohio. 
Bailey, Chas., Marietta, Ohio. 
Burrell, Samuel C., Newark, Ohio. 
Bills, F. G., Minneapolis, Minn. 
Barkley, Lee R., Chicago, Ill. 
Barto, J. B., Chicago, Ill. 
Bartholomew, B., Ashley, O. 
Bell, James W., St. Louis, Mo. 
Bonser, H. R., Hartwell, Ohio. 
Burton, Leroy, Norwalk, Ohio. 
Bostwick, A. C., Mamaroneck, N. Y. 
Billings, C. W., New York, N. Y. 
Barber, R. R., Paulina, la. 
Baggerman, Peter, St. Louis, Mo. 
Boulier, Geo. A., Cedar Bluffs, Neb. 
Carter, Ceo. L., Lincoln, Neb. 
Cromley, J. B., Ashville, Ohio. 
Coffman, Dan, Newark, Ohio. 
Croneis, Fredk. W., Bucyrus, Ohio. 
Chamberlain. W. R., Columbus, Ohio. 
Clay, Thos. II., Jr., Austerlitz, Ky. 
Crosby, W. R. O’Fallon, Ill. 
Cooper, John R., Thornville, Ohio. 
Cook, Dr. C. E., New London, Iowa. 
Connor, A. C., Springfield, Ill. 
Cadwallader, II. W., Decatur, Ill. 
Collins, Ceo. M., Due West, S. C. 
Clancy, R. W., Chicago, Ill. 
Cummings, J. H., Rochester, N. Y. 
Courtney, Chas. A., Sulligent, Ala. 
Dodds, S. L., Hickman, Ky. 
Durston, A. H., Syracuse, N. Y. 
Doremus, T. E., Wilmington, Del. 
David, H. L., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Dunnill, Harry, Fox Lake, Ill. 
Darton, W. B., Portland, Me. 
Ditto, Chas. H., Keithsburg, Ill. 
Denny, ITarry WT Indianapolis, Ind. 
Dering, Guy V., Columbus, Wis. 
Dameron, Geo. W., Bellevue, Ky. 
Douthit, E. F., Huntington, W. Ya. 
Diesem, J. E., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Doll, Wm., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Doolittle, C. E., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Elliott, J. A. R., New York, N. Y. 
Eames, F. M., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Edwards, F. M., Portsmouth, O. 
Everitt, E. A. W., Haskell, N. J. 
Eck, George, Chicago, Ill. 
Everett, Harry F., Bucyrus, Ohio. 
Englert, John L., Catasaqua, Pa. 
Flick, John A., Cleveland, O. 
Fuller, Tohn W., Columbus, O. 
Fuller, Frank G., Mukwonago, Wis. 
Fleming, Hugh, Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
Freeman, Fred, Toledo, Ohio. 
Fisher, Lon, Hebron, Ohio. 
Fishinger, Wm. A., Hilliard, Ohio. 
Funk, T. H., Littleton, W. Va. 
Fanning, J. S., Jersey City, N. J 
Frantz, C. L., Seneca Falls, N. Y. 
Freeman, H. D., Atlanta, Ga. 
Foltz, F. E., McClure, Ohio. 
Fay, A. G., Highland Park, Ill. 
Filson, A. R., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Ford, O. N., Central City, Iowa. 
Gilbert, Frea, Spirit Lake, Iowa. 
Garrett, John W., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Goeller, Harry W., Columbus, Ohio. 
Cross, D. D.. St. Louis, Mo. 
German, L. S., Aberdeen, Md. 
Gilbert, Chas. N., Nashville, Tenn. 
Gottlieb, Chris., Kansas City, Mo. 
Gaston, James E., Wilmington, Ohio. 
Grobe, E. L., Fowler, Ind. 
Graham, James R., Ingleside, Ill. 
Graham, Thomas E., Ingleside, Ill. 
Graham, Edw. S., Ingleside, Ill. 
Grubb, Sank, Thornville, O. 
Gibbs, H. D., Union City, Tenn. 
Galbraith, C. A., Bay City, Mich. 
Hawkins, J. Mowell, Baltimore, Md. 
Hardy, J. W., Sumner, Mo. 
Howard, Frank, Marion, Ind. 
Heikes, Horace W., Dayton, Ohio. 
Heikes, Rolla O., Dayton. Ohio. 
Hedges, John N., Ashville, Ohio. 

Hulshizer, F. A., Utica, Ohio. 
Heer, W. IL, Concordia. Kans. 
Hedges, C. B., Ashville, Ohio. 
Harlow, Fred., Newark, Ohio. 
Hopkins, Harry, Gabon, Ohio. 
Hurd, Edw. M., Albany, N. Y. 
Hunt, Wm. T., Hebron, Ohio. 
Iloltsberry, O. M., Hebron, Ohio. 
Hensler, Max E., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Holzworth, C. C., Prosser, Neb. 
Hale, II. D., Ashley, Ohio. 
Higginbotham, A. G., Jacksonburg, W. Ya. 
Henderson W. A., Mt. Perry, Ohio. 
Hall, Frank P., Columbus, Ohio. 
Huntley, S. A., Omaha, Neb. 
Hughes, J. M., South Milwaukee, Wis. 
Hirschy, H. C., Minneapolis, Minn. 
Hardy, A. II., Lincoln, Neb. 
Plearne, W. G., New York/ N. Y. 
Harness, R., Jamestown, Ohio. 
Herrold, David A., Sunbury, Pa. 
Henderson, Woolfolk, Lexington, Ky. 
Holland, Denny, Moberly, Mo. 
Hosmer, P. B., Chicago, Ill. 
Hatcher, A. M.. Bristol, Tenn. 
Hoyt, Frank W., St. Louis, Mo. 
Hornberger, J. H., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Harper, John, Coalton, Ohio. 
Henderson, C. T., Springfield, Ohio. 
Hood, Will S., Jewell, Iowa. 
Haney, \V. M., Nashville, Tenn. 
Hull, I. I., Mt Perry, Ohio. 
Tackson, R. J., Marlin, Texas. 
Johnson, Kent P., Kenton, Ohio. 
Jennings, I. E., Toronto, Canada. 
Johnson, M. IT., California, Ohio. 
Jamison, C. P., Roxabell, Ohio. 
Johnson, Wm. E., Forest, Ohio. 
Johnson, Fred., Bay City, Mich. 
King, Fred. IT., Newark, Ohio. 
Kirby, A. W. Greenville, Ohio. 
Kimball, O. A., Sunbury, Ohio. 
Killam, Arthur, Granite City, Ill. 
King, Fred., Delta, Colo. 
King, Harry L., Kings Mills, Ohio. 
Kolb, Plenry M., Goshen, Ind. 
Klinkenherg, Paul, Kendallville, Ind. 
Kneussl, Max, Ottawa, Ill. 
Lyon, Geo. L., Durham, N. C. 
Loring? Ray E., Marseilles, Ill. 
Le Noir, Fredk., Columbus, Ohio. 
Linderman, C. D., Lincoln, Neb. 
Lewis, Seneca G.t New Haven, Conn. 
Loar, J. A., Sunbury, Ohio. 
Lawrence. L. Z., ITaddonfield, N. J. 
Lawton, L. I\, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Le Compte, C. ()., Eminence, Ky. 
Lewis, Geo. S., Chicopee Falls,* Mass. 
Lone, E. G be Graff, Ohio. 
Lothamer, Edw. O., Canton, Ohio. 
Lane, C. C., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Marshall, Harry C., Newton, Ill. 
Marshall, Tom A., Keithsburg. Ill. 
Money, Harold, New Haven. Conn. 
Meaders, Andy, Nashville, Tenn. 
Mackie, Geo. K., Scammon, Kans. 
Moeller, C. L., Circleville, Ohio. 
Miller, Frank, Berwyn, Neb. 
Michaelis. Joe, Indianapolis, Ind. 
Martin, John, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Miller, George, Hamilton, Ind. 
Moore, Carl F., Brownsville, Pa. 
Maxwell, Geo. W., Hastings, Neb. 
Mathews, W. H., Trenton, N. J. 
Meridith, John A., Newark, Ohio. 
Miller, Chas. H., Miller, Pa. 
Morrison, Latta, Chillicothe, Ohio. 
Mortimer, Lawrence, New York, N. Y. 
Marquis, L. E., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Morse, Guy I., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Miller, Robt., West Allis, Mich. 
Mills, C. W., Chillicothe, Ohio. 
McCarty, Geo. S., Philadelphia, Pa. 
McFee, C. W., Hebron, Ky. 
McMurchy, IL, Fulton, N. Y. 
McKelvey, J. A., Hockessin, Del. 
McConnell, James D., Osborn, Ohio. 
McGill, Geo. W., Toronto, Canada. 
McKinnon, M. R., Chicago, III. 
McCarthy, P. G., Toledo, Ohio. 
McIntyre, T. M., New Martinsville, W. Va. 
McVicker, Janies, Jackson, Ohio. 
Nelson, J. K., Marietta, Ohio. 
Norviel, Homer, Huntsville, Ohio. 
Neel, Raymond, Thornville, Ohio. 
Orr, Jesse, Glenford. Ohio. 
Olson, G. Adolph, Sioux City, la. 
Parry, T. H., Indianapolis, Ind. 
Price, Clarence, Vanatta, Ohio. 
Parker, J. Grafton, Chicago, Ill. 
Peck, C. H., Remington, Ind. 
Pollard, John D., Chicago, Ill. 
Powers, Chauncey M., Decatur, Ill. 
Pohlar, Dan., Cincinnati, O. 
Pumpelly, G. H., Owego, N. Y. 
Poston, H. E., Dallas, Texas. 
Parker, L. J., Sandusky, Ohio. 
Pope, C. E., East St. Louis, Ill. 
Pumphrey, T. H. Clayton, Ohio. 
Peltier, Frank D., Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
Phellis, C. W., Huntington, W. Va. 
Richardson, A. B., Dover, Del. 
Ribb, J. E., Jackson burg, W. Va. 
Ramsey, John C., Manito, Ill. 
Rogers, E. S., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Roberts, Linn V., Linnville, Ohio. 
Richmond, Norman L.. King4; Mills, Ohio. 
Rogers, Fred. E., St. Louis, Mo. 
Reid, L. II., New Paris, Ohio. 
Rice, Samuel, Disco, Ill. 
Ridley, Wm., What Cheer, la. 
Reid, Deskin, New Paris, Ohio. 
Rairdon, IL L., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
Rosche. Charles. St. Louis, Mo. 
Roll, Geo. J., Blue Island, Ill. 
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Romick Howard, Hilliard, Ohio. 
Shattuck, Fred., Columbus, Ohio. 
Stevens, H. H., Roselle, N. J. 
Shelden, R. E., Cleveland, ( hio. 
Stemmer, (.has. F., Chicago, 111. 
Shell, C. F., Thornville, Ohio. 
Smith, Harry E., Columbus, Ohio. 
Skelly, Jas. T., Wilmington, Del. 
Shattuck, Wm, Coal Grove, Ohio. 
Spearry, J. M., Marietta, Ohio. 
Stout, E. M., Circleville, Ohio. 
Stannard, W. D., Chicago, Ill. 
Smith, J. H., Columhus, Ohio. 
Smith, Guy M., Columbus, Ohio. 
Shafer, E. D., McConnelsville, Ohio. 
Stockley, Leo., Chicago, Ill. 
Saylor, H. L., Cogswell, N. V. 
Stephens, Ed., Wilmington, Ohio. 
Stauber, A. J., Streator, Ill. 
Snyder, Chas. B., Osborn, Ohio. 
Squier, L. J., Pittsburg, Pa. 
Sergeant, W. G., Joplin, Mo. 
Shilling, O. V., Columbus, Ohio. 
Smith, H. W., Syracuse, N. Y. 
Spinney, A. J., Goodland, Ind. 
Seaborn, Joseph, Youngstown, Ohio. 
Sentz, W., Charleston, W. Va. 
Smith, B. A., Xenia, Ohio. 
Schiltz, C. J., New Berlin, Ohio. 
Shatford, A. E., Columbus, Ohio, 
Spencer, Chas. G., St. Louis, Mo. 
Spencer, W. S., St. Louis, Mo. 
Scott, A. M., Coalton, Ohio. 
Schmidutz, John, West Toledo, Ohio. 
Smith, Joseph H., Detroit, Mich. 
Smiley, Joseph, Matthews, Ind. 
Stout, George, Chillicothe, Ohio. 
Sample, E. E., Huntington, Ind. 
Scofield, Z. E. Bay City, Texas. 
Schiltz, John L., Canton, Ohio. 
Stewart, Roland, Dallas, Texas. 
Topperwein, Mrs. Ad., San Antonio, Tex. 
Taylor, John R., Columbus, Ohio. 
Teeple, F. H., Chicago, Ill. 
Taylor, Ed. H., Fairmont, W. Ya. 
Tatman, O. P., Chillicothe, Ohio. 
Taylor, H. G., Meckling, S. I). 
Thwaite, Herbert, Chicago, Ill. 
Upson, Dennis A., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Yietmeyer, H. W., Chicago, Ill. 
Volk, George, Toledo, Ohio. 
Veatch, J. W., Rossville, Ill. 
Watkins, Wm. A., Centerville, Ohio. 
Wanamaker, C. E., Sumner, Mo. 
Webster, W., Columbus, O. 
Welles, H. S., New York, N. Y. 
White, Ed. G., Ottawa, Canada. 
Walters, John E., Circleville, Ohio. 
Waggener, Bert, Lomax, Ill. 
Wiedebusch, W. A., Fairmont, W. Ya. 
Wells. J. T., Hilliards, Ohio. 
Willhite, James, Toledo, Ohio. 
Warner, H. C., Zanesville, Ohio. 
Weinman, W. N., Columbus, Ohio. 
Wilcox, S. S., Columbus, Ohio. 
Wise. W. N., Carmel, Ind. 
Wujiarch, W. E., Newark, Ohio. 
Westcott, Chas. G., Leesburg, Fla. 
Wiseman, John W., York, Neb. 
Watson, Geo. T., Fairmont, W. Va. 
Wade, L. I., Dallas, Tex. 
Ward, P. C., Walnut Log, Tenn. 
Whitcomb, Wm. H., Chicago, Ill. 
Werts, Ed., Verona, Ohio. 
Wilcox, H. J., McClure, Ohio. 
Williamson, G. G., Muncie, Ind. 
Woody, H. A., Cynthiana, Ky. 
Wettleaf, Wm., Nichols, Iowa. 
Willard, Lem, South Chicago, Ill. 
Young, J. S., Chicago, Ill. 

Chas. Young, A., Springfield, Ill. 

Columbus Gun Club. 

Columhus, O.—Everything has been activity at the 
grounds of the Columbus Gun Club for the past month, 
getting shaped up for the Grand American Handicap, and 
the work required to put a club ground in shape to hold 
this big event can scarcely be realized only by those 
who have been through it. The Locker reserves have 
been coming in with regularity, and it looks like the at¬ 
tendance would be large. The hotel and street car ac¬ 
commodations will be pleasing to all who attend the 
Grand American, as it is only a short ride from all 
hotels to the club grounds of the Columbus Gun Club. 
'I he grounds are now complete and ready to take care of as 
large a crowd as may come, and the members of the 
Columbus Gun Club will do all in their power to see 
that the visit of the shooters is a pleasant one. Locker 
reserves can be made as late as the 22d. Scores made 
on June 13 follow: 

New York ai\d Indiana Championships. 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns Triumph. 

The big New York, Indiana and West Virginia State Shoots were 
overwhelmingly victories for Winchester goods—the red W brand. 
They won Championships, Handicaps and Averages, and entrenched 
themselves more strongly than ever in the esteem of intelligent 
shooters. Read this record: 

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT. 

New York City Cup, State Championship: Won by 
Mr. Jack Martin, shooting Winchester “Leader” Shells. 

Golden Jubilee Handicap: Won by Mr. G. H. Pumpelly, 
shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells. 

Am iteur High Average: Won by Winchester "Leader” 
Shells. 

Professional High Average: Won by Winchester 
"Leader” Shells. 

INDIANA STATE SHOOT. 

State Championship: Won by Mr. W. N. Wise, an 
amateur, shooting Winchester "Leader” Shells. Score, 
96 x 100. 

Two Man Team Championship: Won by Mr. W. N. 
Wise and Mr. T.'H. Parry, shooting Winchester Factory 
Loaded "Leader” shells. Score, 47 out of 50. 

Amateur High Average: Won by Mr. W. N. Wise, 
shooting Winchester "Leader” shells. Score, 375x400. 

WEST VIRGINIA STATE SHOOT 

Amateur High Average: Mr. E. O. Bower, first; score, 571 x 600. Mr. J. E. Ribb, 
second; score 559 out of 600. Messrs. Bower and Ribb both shot Winchester 
Shotguns and Winchester "Repeater” Shells. 

Professional High Average: Mr. Lester German, first, shooting Winchester "Leader” 
Shells; score, 592x600. Mr. John R. Taylor, second; score, 578x600. Mr. 
E. H. Taylor, third; score, 552x600. Messrs. Taylor both shot Winchester 
Shotguns and Winchester "Repeater” Shells. 

SHOOT THE WINNING RED W BRAND 

Events: 1 
Targets: 20 
J R Taylor . 20 
Parker . 19 
Fishinger . 18 
Wells . 19 
Porter . 19 
Goeller . 16 
Penn . 15 
Shilling . 17 
Roundy . 17 
G M Smith . 18 
Le Noir . 19 
Davis . 17 
Dennison . 18 
Bolin . 16 
Field . 16 
Roemick . 16 
Weinman . 17 
Webster . 16 
J H Smith . 13 
Fuller . 18 

2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
18 18 20 16 19 20 18 18 
16 17 17 17 18 19 18 .. 
15 18 13 18 19 . 
16 15 16 16 14 17 .. .. 
19 17 18 18. 
17 15 15. 
17 18 17 17 14 20 .. .. 
15 16 18 16. 

Tackson . 17 16 15 14 16. 
F Butler . IS 17 18 19 17. 
Harper . 16 17 18 16 15 .. . 
Koch .-. 16 14 15 16 IS. 
J Evans . 18 16 19 17 17. 

A large crowd of shooters were out trying the new 
traps Saturday afternoon and getting ready for the Grand 
American Handicap that opens here on the 22d. Some 
good scores were made, and a great many of the events 
were shot from 18yds. and 19yds. Double shooting was 
very popular. 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 

Bergen Beach, New York, June 13.—The weather was 
fine, though very warm. The good shooting of Remsen 
was one of the features of the competition. Scores: 

Events: 
Targets: 

Rierson . 

Holland Gun Club. 

Batavia, N. Y., June 13.—Scores to-day were as fol- 

Dryer ... 
Healy ... 
Armitage 
Lott . 

16 

19 16 16 
17 18 16 
18 15 17 
15 14 17 
16 16 17 18 
16 17 16 
17 18 17 

20 
19 

19 16 .. lows: 
Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 

17 15 IS .. Keyes . . 75 69 Watson .. . 75 51 
15 17 18 .. .. Walls . . 75 63 Jones .... 

Forbes . 
. 50 34 

18 16 17 .. Tomlinson . 75 61 . 50 21 
.. 39 . . 75 61 Vortz .... . 50 18 

Farwell ... . 75 54 Barnes .. . 25 16 
. 75 42 

18 Gun at side, 10 targets: 
Tomlinson . 8 
Keyes . 5 

39 . 
Farwell . 

“39,” Sec’y. pro tern. 

Damron .... 
Bergen . 
Potter . 
Brombacher 
Simpson 
Remsen .... 
Duckworth . 
Hendrickson 
Griffith . 
Julius . 
Hendrickson 
Damron . 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 
17 14 13 13 IS 17 
17 20 23 23 22 
18 16 14 22 is 

9 9 14 
16 17 15 17 IS 
16 12 15 15 
15 17 22 it; 
20 17 22 21 19 •* > 

20 23 20 2(i 22 
20 19 17 20 

10 11 15 is ii 
14 12 L> 13 
21 24 24 23 it* 
18 12 12 18 17 
20 21 22 14 22 22 

20 19 18 
6 id 

19 
18 
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FAIR GROUNDS, ELMIRA—NEW YORK STATE SHOOT. 

New York Slate Shoot. 

Tiie fiftieth annual shoot of the New York State 
Sportsman’s Association was held on June 10, 11 and 12, 
under the auspices of the Chemung County Forest, Fish 
and Game Protective Association, at Elmira. The five 
sets of traps, installed on the beautiful fair grounds, 
afforded ample facilities for target throwning. The 
grounds are situated in a picturesque valley, lofty hills 
on each side, vividly green, extending far away into the 
distance. Pleasant weather prevailed during the shoot. 

Considering the attractiveness of the programme, there 
was not the number of shooters' in evidence that could 
reasonably have been anticipated. New York city and 
vicinity were well represented both in respect to num¬ 
ber and skill. 

The shoot was ably managed by Mr. Luther J. Squier, 
who also acted efficiently as cashier, keeping every detail 
up to date with the ease and accuracy which come 
from perfect training and ability. In like manner, Mr. 
Bernard Elssesser acted as compiler of scores. 

At the meeting held on June 9, it was carried that the 
next tournament will be held at Syracuse, under the 
auspices of the Onondaga Gun Club, a new organization 
having a large and influential membership. President 
H. W. Smith presided. He introduced Mayor Daniel 
Sheehan, who made a very appropriate speech, giving 
a brief history of the city, winding up with hearty 
words of welcome to the visiting sportsmen. At the 
conclusion of the speech. President Smith halted the 
Mayor as he was about to leave the platform. He told 
him that he had heard great things of him; he was so 
well spoken of, in fact, that there was only one way in 
which he could be improved upon, and that was that he 
become a shooter. The Mayor said he would consider 
the matter seriously. He then recounted some early 
hunting experiences with a shotgun. At its conclusion, 
Louis H. Schortemeier, on behalf of the Bergen Beach 
Gun Club, of Brooklyn, presented the Mayor with a 
badge of that club, and assured him that at the next 
meeting of the gun club the Mayor would be elected to 
honorary membership. President Smith informed the 
convention that the books of the Association had not 
arrived yet, but that the secretary had a statement of 
receipts and disbursements, and of clubs in good stand¬ 
ing, and on vote it was decided that the convention 
should continue. With the additions made at the meet¬ 
ing, twenty-four clubs were found to be in good standing 
in the Association. Routine business was disposed of, 
and on motion of Edw. Kniskern, of Elmira, it was de¬ 
cided that the city cup contest should be run off the 
last day of the 1909 shoot, at 100 single targets, which 
would be the first five 20-target events of the day’s pro¬ 
gramme. The same officers were re-elected for the 
coming year by acclamation. Mr. Schortemeier, of the 
Bergen Beach Gun Club, offered a fine cup for a four- 
man club team race, allowing members of the same club, 
but who reside in adjacent counties, to compete. 

The officers are H. W. Smith, President, Syracuse; 
E. H. Kniskern, Vice-President, Elmira; C. G. Bland- 
ford, Secretary, Ossining; Directors, J. A. R. Elliott, 
New York, and Harvey McMurchy, Fulton. 

High amateur average was made by John Martin, of 
the Bergen Beach Gun Club, of Brooklyn. Ele scored 
464 out of a possible 500, leading all the contestants in 
high averages, excepting the redoubtable Fred Gilbert, 
who scored 476. 

Mr. L. C. Andrews, assisted by other members of the 
local club, efficiently superintended details. Mr. C. A. 
North kept the traps in perfect trim. Some fault was 
found betimes with the refereeing. 

While June 9, was for practice only, and therefore was 
not a part of the programme proper, it'was notable for 
some excellent scores. Ten 15-target events were pro¬ 
vided, $1.59 entrance. Rose system, 5, -3, 2 and 1. The 
two renowned professionals, Messrs. Fred Gilbert and 
H. S. Welles, broke 144 each out of the 150, and were 

tied by the expert amateur, Mr. J. H. Hendrickson. This 
was an average of 96 per cent. The totals of the con¬ 
testants were as follows: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Blandford .. . 150 128 Constdine . .150 92 
Bedell . . 150 137 Way .. . 150 111 
Stephenson , .150 130 Romer . .150 93 
Hendrickson ... 150 144 Hodgman .. . 120 106 
Durston .... . 150 129 Lenane .... . 120 99 
Keller . ... 150 129 Pumpelly . 120 103 
Tohnson .... . 150 79 Frantz . . 120 111 
Peck . . 150 98 Hopper - . 90 79 
Beach . . 150 124 McMurchy . 150 133 
Welles . . 150 144 Morris . . 150 12S 
Gilbert . . 150 144 H W Smith .150 129 
Dickey . . 150 134 Wheeler ... . 150 135 
Doremus .., . 150 103 Brugman .. . 150 132 
Darton . . 150 133 Bostwick .. . 135 98 
Nichol . .... 150 93 Glover . . 135 124 
Conley . . 150 140 Apgar . . 135 126 
Fogal . . 150 125 Fanning ... . 135 117 
Green . . 150 117 Stevens ..., . 135 119 
Spalding .... . 150 134 Shorty .. . 75 65 
Morrison ... . 150 129 Wadsworth . 75 62 
Kelly . . 150 136 Knapp . . 75 64 

. 150 134 . 75 13 
Hopkins .... . 150 123 Kniskern .. . 120 96 
Martin . _ 150 142 Dietzer _ . 75 71 
O’Donohue , . 150 134 Talcott __ . 75 56 

62 . 75 66 
McCabe . . 150 125 Crowell ..... . 45 31 
Montanye .. . 150 132 Corfield _ . 120 101 
Tracy . _ 75 46 Ilooke . .120 88 
Kelsey . . 75 70 Carpenter ., . 120 112 
Andrews ... . 150 106 Wilcox __ . 120 • 106 
Crew . . 150 86 

June 10, First Day. 

The weather was pleasant. There were ten programrm 
events, of which five were respectively at 15 and 20 tar 
gets, $1.50 and $2 entrance. The daily average money, 
purse of $50, was divided into seven parts, $10, $9, $81 
$7. $6. $5 and $5, for the seven high amateurs. In the, 
sweepstake events, the money was divided Rose system! 
5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

The surprise of the day was the performance of Mr! 
John Martin, of New York, who led both the amateur^ 

- tj 

G. H. Pumpelly, Owego, M. Demarest, Elmira, 
Winner of first. Winner of second. 

GOLDEN JUBILEE HANDICAP, ELMIRA. 

and professionals in the high average of the day b\ 
breaking 108 out of 175—96 per cent. The other higf 
averages were as follows: Hopper, 164; Carpenter. 1631 
Kelsey. 162; Conley, 160; Wright, 159, and Corfield, Brug 
man, Blandford, Hendrickson, Brown and Kniskerr 
broke 154 each. 

While there was no daily average money for the pro 
fessionals, the high seven were as follows: Gilbert 166 
Darton, 165; Stevens, 164; Apgar, 163; Welles, 162; Glover 
161; Elliott, 160. 

The scores follow: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 

Elliott . .... 14 15 15 13 13 17 19 17 19 18 160 
Morrison . .... 11 14 14 12 15 l7 15 16 15 16 145 
Wagner . .... 12 14 13 11 9 16 15 16 14 14 134 
Pumpelly .. .... 15 12 11 12 12 19 17 16 18 18 150 
Frantz . .... 12 14 1 1 14 11 19 18 15 19 17 153 
Knapp . .... 15 13 13 12 9 17 17 16 17 19 148 
Wadsworth . .... 15 10 14 11 13 18 16 18 12 18 145 
Cottle .. .... 11 14 13 12 15 15 15 18 18 14 145 
<) E Carpenter.... .... 15 15 15 15 12 18 18 18 17 20 163 
Green . .... 10 13 11 11 9 15 17 16 19 17 138 
Conley . .... 15 14 12 13 14 18 19 19 19 17 160 
Fogal . .... 11 15 9 13 13 14 13 16 15 12 131 
Wilcox . .... 12 13 14 14 14 18 17 18 16 17 153 
Spalding .. 
Waldorf . 

.... 13 14 15 12 11 18 16 19 19 16 153 

.... 12 12 14 12 13 19 16 13 18 16 145 
Hopper . .... 14 14 14 14 15 17 20 20 18 18 164 
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(US) ammunition Goes to England 
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA In Co-Operation 

With The NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE 
Hibbs Building, Washington, D. C., June 5, 1908. 

United States Cartridge Company, Lowell, Mass.: 

GENTLEMEN: We have the honor to submit herewith the report of the committee from the executive committee of the 
National Rifle Association of America which had in charge the test of ammunition to determine what should be used by the 
American team in the International Olympic Rifle Matches, to take place in England in July of this year. 

The result of the test which was conducted with great care and under careful supervision, representatives of the three companies 
submiting ammunition being continuously present, was as follows: 

Grand aggregate, mean vertical deviation, of all record shots fired: 

1st. The United States Cartridge Co., 180 grain bullet . . 2.83 in. 
2nd. The United States Cartridge Co., 150 grain bullet . . 3.14 in. 
3rd. Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 190 grain bullet . . 4.12 in. 
4th. Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 180 grain bullet . . 5.02 in. 
5th. Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 202 grain bullet . . 5.02 in. 

The committee has therefore chosen the United States Cartridge Company 180 grain bullet cartridge as the ammunition to be 
used by the team. 

(Signed) WILLIAM P. HALL, Brigadier General, U. S. A. 

(Signed) LAURASON RlGGS, Brigadier General, Maryland National Guard. 
(Signed) JAMES A. DRAIN, Brigadier General, National Guard of Washington. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY. Lowell. Mass.. U.S. A. 
497-503 Pearl St., 35-43 Park St., New York. 268 Market St., San Francisco. 
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Covert . 
M R Brown. 
Wootten .... 
Kelsey . 
Hookway ... 
Phillips .... 

1 Ciay . 
I Mills . 
Welles . 
Dietzer .... 
Talcott . 
Wilson . 

’ Bernhard .. 
Shorey . 
Kelier, Sr. 
Hooke . 
Corfiel d. 
Schorty .... 
Curtis . 
McMurchy 
Morris . 
H W Smith 
Wheeler ... 
Brugman .. 
Bostwick 
Glover . 
Apgar . 
Fanning ... 
Stevens 
Gilbert . 
Dickey . 
Doremus .. 
Darton . 
Nichol . 

12 12 11 12 12 

12 12 12 14 13 
14 14 14 14 15 
10 15 13 11 13 
14 13 13 14 12 
14 13 14 13 11 

7 13 7 10 7 
14 15 14 15 15 
13 12 14 13 13 
12 9 14 12 15 

9 9 12 11 10 
10 12 12 13 14 
14 12 11 12 13 
13 13 12 14 12 
13 12 13 10 11 
13 1.3 12 14 14 
14 13 13 12 11 
14 11 13 11 13 
13 12 13 12 15 
11 13 12 15 11 
14 13 13 12 14 
12 13 14 13 13 
14 13 14 12 15 
12 11 10 11 13 
14 15 14 13 13 
14 12 14 15 14 
15 13 14 14 13 
14 14 15 12 14 
15 15 13 14 15 
13 14 12 14 13 
14 12 13 12 14 
14 15 14 15 15 

S 9 10 7 13 

15 14 12 14 14 
9 10 12 15 12 

10 10 14 15 16 
19 19 20 16 17 
15 16 19 17 17 
18 16 18 18 15 
17 IS 17 17 19 
11 10 13 7 11 
18 17 18 19 17 
17 17 18 14 17 
17 16 15 15 15 
10 12 11 11 11 
19 14 15 18 18 
19 15 15 17 18 
15 16 18 18 18 
20 20 13 14 16 
17 20 17 18 16 
17 14 12 13 16 
17 16 17 17 15 
16 14 17 13 15 
18 Yl 11 15 19 
16 IS 17 17 16 
18 14 18 17 19 
17 13 19 17 20 
16 18 18 17 16 
19 17 18 18 20 
19 20 18 19 18 
18 17 IS 19 17 
19 17 20 19 20 
20 18 20 17 19 
15 19 19 17 19 
IS 13 13 16 14 
20 18 16 19 19 

9 11 12 10 6 

128 
58 

140 
162 
146 
151 
153 

96 
162 
148 
140 
106 
145 
146 
149 
142 
154 
135 
144 
140 
142 
150 
151 
154 
142 
161 
163 
158 
164 
166 
155 
139 
165 

95 

DEAN RICHMOND CUP. 

Members of first and second teams. 

Blandford . .15 14 14 13 14 18 11 20 16 19 154 
Bedell . . 13 10 13 13 13 17 18 17 16 13 143 
Stephenson . . 13 12 12 13 13 17 17 19 17 16 149 
Hendrickson .... .13 14 12 13 15 20 14 19 17 17 154 
Durston . . 13 13 13 14 10 17 17 16 16 17 146 
Kelly ;. . 12 13 12 13 12 15 20 18 17 13 145 
Billings . . 14 10 15 11 15 17 19 13 IS IS 150 
Hopkins . . 12 13 10 13 11 17 12 19 17 16 140 
J Martin . .14 15 15 14 15 IS 19 19 20 19 168 
O’Donohue . . 11 11 13 14 14 19 16 17 18 16 149 
Hilliker . . 13 13 9 11 14 16 18 16 IS 17 145 
Mason . . 12 11 13 12 11 15 16 17 17 IS 142 
Wright . . 13 1 1 14 15 14 19 18 18 17 17 159 
Dailey . . 12 12 14 9 10 16 17 19 19 17 145 
Fish . . 12 13 14 12 11 16 11 14 16 IS 137 
Andrews . . 11 9 8 8 8 13 17 12 11 13 110 
Bryan . .12 9 11 9 13 16 15 16 14 IS 133 
Crew . . 9 12 9 9 13 14 19 15 15 13 128 
Considine . . 9 12 8 9 8 13 16 13 11 10 109 
C W Brown. . 9 13 11 14 1 1 19 17 IS 19 1G 150 
H C Brown. . 14 11 13 13 I 1 16 18 19 17 20 154 
Steves . . 12 7 11 13 12 13 13 18 17 16 132 
Lake . . 12 13 14 13 13 1G 15 16 17 16 145 
Mayhew . .14 14 14 14 13 15 15 17 IS 17 151 
Peck . . 10 13 11 11 13 13 12 12 15 14 124 
Demarest . . 15 11 13 12 14 19 IS 20 17 13 152 
Kniskern . .13 12 14 11 12 18 19 17 19 19 154 
Way . .12 12 13 11 13 14 13 16 13 14 131 
Briggs . . 9 8 11 12 13 18 17 13 14 IS 133 
Pierce . . 11 10 11 12 11 14 12 13 17 15 126 
Lenane . . 13 11 13 12 13 16 16 15 13 12 134 
Schauffler . . 11 13 11 11 13 17 14 16 14 13 133 
Hodgman . . 14 13 13 13 14 15 14 16 19 18 149 

.12 14 10 14 12 14 14 15 20 9 134 
Dey . .11 12 7 11 12 14 15 14 14 15 125 

June 11, Second Day. 

The weather was fine, with some wind, which made 
high flyers of many targets. The programme consisted 
of six 15- and three 20-target events, $1.50 and $2 
entrance, and the Golden Jubilee Handicap, 50 targets, 
entrance $5, high guns, ties shot off miss-and-out. The 
manufacturers’ agents’ event was run in conjunction with 
the Jubilee Handicap, $1 entrance, for targets only. 
There were seventy-eight merchandise prizes, ranging in 
value from a $350 piano to a $1.50 prize. The^ Fulton 
Arms Co. donated a $125 gun, the A. H. Fox Co. 
donated a $115 gun, the Lefever Arms Co., Schoverling, 
Daly & Gales, and l’arker Bros., each donated an $80 
gun, after which followed a list of various articles. 

The daily average money was the same as that of the 
first day. 

For the averages, the amateurs had a close race. 
Martin pulled out in the lead, one target ahead of 
Blandford, their scores being 139 and 138 respectively out 
of a possible 150. Five, Conley, Demarest, Hopper, 
Dietzer, and Hodgmari, tied on 137'for third. Corfield, 
Kelsey and Sterling tied on 135. Hilliken and Wright 
tied on 134. ‘“Kelly” and Carpenter tied on 132; Knis- 
kern, 130; Brown, Stephenson and Hendrickson on 131. 

Of the professionals, Apgar and Gilbert tied on 141; 
Elliott 138, Welles 137, Fanning 136, Darton 133, Mc¬ 
Murchy and Glover 131. The scores; 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 

Elliott . . 12 14 13 13 14 15 20 20 17 138 
Morrison . . 14 9 14 13 9 9 16 11 17 112 
Wagner . . 12 11 11 12 14 11 10 12 15 108 
Pumpelly . . 13 13 15 13 13 13 15 16 17 128 
Frantz . . 13 13 13 13 13 12 13 18 17 125 
Knapp . . 11 12' 13 14 11 13 15 18 18 125 
Wadswcrth . . 11 10 13 10 14 15 13 13 15 114 
Cottle . . 13 14 14 12 13 13 16 15 18 128 
Carpenter . . 14 13 14 13 14 12 17 17 18 132 
Green . . 14 11 13 9 13 13 18 18 12 121 
Conley . . 13 15 12 14 14 15 1G 18 20 137 
Demarest . . 13 14 15 15 12 13 18 18 19 137 
Wilcox . 11 12 10 12 10 15 17 17 117 
Spalding . . 12 12 13 13 14 12 17 16 16 125 

Waldorf . . 12 10 14 10 10 6 16 17 15 110 
Hopper . 
Covert . 

. 15 14 14 14 13 15 18 17 17 137 

. 12 11 15 10 14 11 13 15 17 118 
Dailey . . 13 12 12 12 11 12 15 16 16 119 
Wootten . . 12 13 13 13 12 13 13 15 12 117 
Kelsey . . 15 15 14 11 14 13 19 18 16 135 
]lookway . . 12 13 12 11 S 12 16 14 10 108 

Phillips . . 10 13 14 14 13 13 15 14 16 122 

Clay . . 13 12 14 12 12 15 15 15 13 121 

Mills . . 8 7 15 6 S ii 11 13 13 92 

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT—HIGH AVERAGE WINNERS. 

Messrs. Conley, Kelsey, Martin and Gilbert. 
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4-MORE AVERAGES-4 
FOR 

PETERS SHELLS 
Falls C ty, Neb., Wilmington, Ohio, Macon, Georgia, Waverly, Minn. 

June 5-6. June 9-10. June 4-5 June 6-8. 
390 out of 400 388 out of 400 372 out of 400 349 out of 375 

by— —by— —by— —by— 

Mr. S. A. Huntley Mr. C. A. Young Mr. G. M. Collins Mr. J. M. Hughes 
winning winning winning winning 

HIGH AMATEUR HIGH GENERAL HIGH GENERAL HIGH GENERAL 
AND AND AND AND 

HIGH GENERAL HIGH PROFESSIONAL HIGH AMATEUR HIGH PROFESSIONAL 
AVERAGES. AVERAGES. AVERAGES. AVERAGES, 

Mr. Wm. Veach won Second 

Amateur Average with 385, and 
On the first day he 

made a run of 

Also, 2nd Amateur by Mr. H. T. 

McIntosh, 353—400, and the 

4 WINS 4 
In less than a week 

Mr. Ed. O'Brien, 1st Profes¬ 

sional Average, 385—400. 156 STRAIGHT Dixie Handicap, 45—50 by Mr. 

J. T. White. 

a case of 

QUALITY PROVEN 

New York: 98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager 
» F ^ F W » * , » ' ■ » » SF v »»» F 

New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 
BY W. W. GREENER. 

... ^ manyal of instruction in rifle shooting, particularly target shooting. The chapters are extremely lucid and practical; and the beginner 
will be grateful for the clear, simple and understandable directions laid down. Illustrated. Paper. Price, 50 cents, postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. NEW YORK 

V'VbVbV,V,VbV"V-VbVW-w-V.VV.V.V.V.V.V.V-V.V.V.V.\V.V.%V.V.V.V.V.\V.V.V.W.-.>W.%W.W.%V.-wV.-.V.% 

STEVENS 
When You Buy a Firearm 

—be positive to get serviceability—an arm you can abso¬ 

lutely rely upon. By insisting that the word STEVENS is 

branded on the rifle, shotgun or pistol of your purchase, you 

insure best results and obtain peace of mind. 

All progressive Hardware and Sporting 
Goods Merchants handle STLVLNS. 
If you cannot obtain, we will ship direct, 
express prepaid, upon receipt of catalog 
price. 

Send 5 cents in stamps for new 160 Page 
Illustrated Catalog. Has striking cover 
in colors. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
CHICOPEE FALLS. 

P. O. Box 5668 

MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
New York Office, 98 Chambers Street. 

’■"b*b"b'"‘b"b'b'b"bVb'b*b"b'"V'b‘bBbBbBb'b'b'''-B'BiB*b'''b''-"-''b-’-'''-'-b-b-'-'-b«'«’-‘-'-b-b-b-b-b«b«b-b-b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.b.".b.b.b.b.b.".V.b.V.b-V.b.b.b.V.b.b.V.b.b.b,V.b,V 
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Welles . 14 12 14 14 14 19 17 18 137 
Bernhard .... ... 12 14 13 13 11 11 16 18 16 124 
Talcott . ...10 13 14 13 12 14 16 15 19 126 
AVilson . . 9 9 5 12 i 10 16 16 16 100 
Shorev . ... 12 12 13 13 10 13 16 16 15 120 
Keller . ... 11 12 13 11 12 14 19 15 20 127 
Hocks . ... 10 15 15 11 13 13 k; 17 16 126 
'Cor field . ... 12 14 13 14 14 13 IS 20 17 135 
Schortv . . . . 11 13 10 11 11 11 17 IS 16 121 
Curtis . ...10 12 12 11 10 13 17 It) 15 116 
McMurchy ... ... 14 13 12 14 12 14 IS 15 19 131 
Morris . ... 13 10 12 13 15 13 IS 14 19 127 
If VV Smith .. . ...12 14 14 13 13 10 IS IS 17 129 
Wheeler . ... 13 13 13 12 11 11 17 19 20 129 
Brugman . ...10 14 14 15 10 13 16 17 17 126 
Bostwick . ... 14 12 13 11 11 10 14 15 12 112 
Glover . ... 14 12 14 14 12 15 IS 16 16 131 
Apgar . ...13 14 15 14 11 14 19 19 19 141 
Fanning . ... 13 12 14 13 13 14 20 IS 19 136 
Stevens . ... 15 15 14 15 15 12 19 19 16 140 

(Gilbert . ...15 1 1 15 14 14 14 IS 19 IS 141 
Dickey . ... 12 13 14 13 11 14 17 20 17 131 
Doremus . ... 7 13 10 10 11 10 16 11 IS ms 
barton . ... 15 13 15 14 12 12 16 IS IS 133 
Nichol . ...10 11 13 13 10 13 17 1 1 15 116 
Bedell . ...11 13 12 11 9 13 15 19 15 118 
Blandford ... ... 14 13 15 14 13 15 19 17 18 13S 
Stephenson ... ...12 13 13 14 14 13 20 17 15 131 
Hendrickson ...12 13 14 14 11 14 IS 17 17 131 
Dnrston . ... 12 12 12 12 12 11 19 17 16 123 
Kelly . ... 14 11 15 13 14 15 16 17 IS 132 
Billings . ... 12 14 13 13 13 12 17 15 14 123 
Hopkins . ... 14 9 14 13 12 14 17 17 14 124 
Martin . ....... ...15 14 14 13 11 13 19 18 17 139 
D’Donohue ... 11 11 10 14 14 14 17 17 16 124 
Hilliker . ... 14 12 12 14 14 14 17 18 17 134 
Wright . ...14 14 15 14 15 13 18 14 17 134 
Way . ... 11 10 14 13 7 12 16 14 13 110 
Briggs . ... 12 11 14 13 10 14 1 t 16 11 115 
Andrews . ... 12 9 9 11 7 11 12 17 14 104 
Jlryan . ... 13 14 11 9 8 8 15 14 12 105 
!~rew . ... 11 12 9 11 11 12 15 16 15 112 
iConsidine .... ... 10 6 in 10 8 8 13 8 9 82 
[Peck . ... 10 12 12 11 14 9 15 IS 14 115 
H L Brown .. ... 14 11 13 14 14 15 17 18 15 131 
Steves . ...13 12 13 12 8 11 14 12 12 107 
hake . ... 10 14 9 13 13 12 16 16 17 120 
(Mavhew . ...12 13 13 14 12 14 16 15 18 127 
Kniskern . ... 14 13 15 13 13 15 15 14 18 130 
l.enane . ... 14 11 11 12 9 12 14 19 14 116 
Schauffler .... ... 10 9 13 15 11 11 16 19 18 T’2 
Hodgman .... ...15 14 14 12 12 15 20 IS 17 137 
Shriver . ... 9 5 6 7 11 10 15 16 15 94 
'Dev . ...12 13 10 n 10 6 10 11 7 90 
‘Fish . ...11 11 10 u 11 14 15 17 17 117 
iLinderhoof ... ...12 12 14 10 11 10 12 15 16 112 
IBurdett . 10 11 21 
Stoddard . ... 11 12 10 10 9 12 72 
•Ames . ... 9 11 7 8 4 5 12 7 63 
Leahy . ...13 11 u 12 7 11 12 15 15 107 
Southworth ...12 14 ii 13 14 12 16 19 14 125 
IKershner . ... 10 11 14 12 10 14 16 17 14 IIS 
,C S Clark. ...13 12 13 9 12 7 16 16 11 109 
Stowell' . ... 9 S 13 n 12 11 64 
Harrison . ... 8 10 9 ii 9 11 16 15 12 101 
Weller . ... 12 13 11 ii 11 12 16 16 10 112 
Patterson . ... 6 9 11 9 5 in 12 13 12 87 
Sterling . ...12 13 15 15 14 14 17 17 18 135 
Hanford . 7 18 15 40 
Moore . 10 9 19 

The Golden Jubilee Handicap had ninety-three con¬ 
testants. Messrs. _ G. N. PumDelly, of Owego, and M. 
Demarest, of Elmira, tied on 45 for-first; in the shoot-off 
jPumpelly won. Carpenter, Kelsey, Talcott and Hopkins 
tied on 44 and won in the order mentioned. Martin, 
'O’Donohue, Leahy and Fish tied on 4.3. Hodgman. 
Mavhew, Hooke, Dietzer, Mason. Hopper, Blandford and 
Wheeler tied on 42. The handicaps, names_ of contest¬ 
ants and scores follow. The handicap committee did ex¬ 
cellently well, as shown by the largenumber of ties. The 
'members were L. IT. Schortemeier. Chairman, New 
'York; Jos. N. Knapp. Auburn; Windsor Morris, Bald- 
\vinsville, and A. Bedell, Ossining. 

Events: 10 11 
Targets: 25 25 Tl. 

~ Gerber. Jr. 16.. 1G 13-29 
Middaugh, 16. 14 14—28 
E Crowell, 16. 14 16—30 
F Johnson, 16 ... 18 14—32 
ML Beck, 16.... 17 20-37 
E Stowell, 16.... 15 16—31 
,2 Bishop, 16. 14 14—28 
W Clark, 16. 13 10-23 
R Rudinger, 16.. 13 15—28 
V Ward, 16. 13 13—26 
,C Burdett, 16. 19 16—35 
Mills, 16 .21 14—35 
Talcott, 16. 24 20—44 
Wilson, 16 . 11 14—25 
Reach, 17 . 17 18-35 
Morrison, 18. 20 21 41 
Pumpelly, 18 . 23 22—45 
Frantz, 18. 21 18—39 
Knapp, 18 . 22 17—3:) 
Cottle. 18 . 22 18—40 
Wagner, 17 .17 17-31 
Wadsworth, 17... 19 20—39 
Green, 17 .20 14-34 
spalding, 17.IS 19—37 
Waldorf, 17 .15 13—28 
Wilcox, 18 . 19 19-38 
Phillips, 18. 14 21—35 
Clay, 18 . 21 18-39 
Dietzer,18 . 19 23—42 
Corfield, 18. 20 18—38 
Carpenter. 19. 22 22—44 
Conley, 19. 19 21-40 
Dailey, 19 . 19 22—41 
Billings, 18. 19 21—40 
Hopkins, 18 . 22 22—44 
Hopper, 20 . 22 20—42 
Covert, 20 . 17 16—33 
Kelsey, 20 . 24 20—44 
Brugman, 20 .19 16—35 

Events: 10 11 
Targets: 25 25 Tl. 

Curtis, 18 . 17 20—37 
Morris, 18 . 20 21—41 
Schortv. 18 . 17 22—39 
II W Smith, 18.. 18 19—37 
Kelly. 20 . 13 15—28 
Wright, 19. 21 20—41 
Wheeler. 19 .21 21—42 
Bedell, 19 . 20 17—37 
Mason, 18 . 19 23—42 
Mayhew, 18 .21 21—42 
Demarest, 18 .... 21 24—45 
Hodgman, IS. 19 23—42 
Stephenson. 18... 19 20—39 
Helliker, 17. 20 20—40 
Steves, 17 .16 14—30 
Lake, 17 . 23 17—40 
Schauffler. 17 .... 16 19—35 
Shriver. 17. 18 18—36 
C, N Fish, 17.... 22 21-43 
O’Donohue. 17... 20 23-43 
Bostwick, 17. 19 19—38 
Andrews. 16. 17 19—36 
Bryan, 16 . 20 14—34 
Crew, 16. 19 22—41 
Considine. 16.14 13—27 
T Peck, 16. 18 16—34 
'Way, 16 . 19 13-32 
Briggs, 16.19 15—34 
Lenane, 16. 17 17—34 
M R Brown, 16.. 13 13—26 
Ames. 16. 11 6—17 
C A Saule, 16.... 15 16—31 
Southworth, 18... 14 20—34 
Vanderhoof, 17... 13 16—29 
Leahy, 16 . 19 24—43 
Kershner, 16. 21 18—39 
Sterling, 19 . 19 21—40 
Werdenberg, 16... 13 13—26 
Romer, 16 . 15 17—32 

BALLISTITE 
(Dense) 

The Powder that Won the 1907 G. A. H. 
- WINS - 

Ohio State Championship at Columbus, June 2d-5th, by Rolla Heikes. 
Also High Professional and High Amateur Averages for the entire 
tournament. 

EMPIRE 
(Bulk) 

Illinois Professional State Championship at Chicago, May 26th-28th, by 
L. R. Barkley. 

HAVE YOU TRIED THEM? 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

Open Season For Fishing Now 
The right season every day of the year for reading Fred Mather’s two splendid 

books on fish and fishing: 

MY ANGLING FRIENDS 
MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH 
These two volumes of more than 350 pages each, superbly illustrated, contain 

tHe whole life history of a real fisherman, depicting every aspect of the gentle sport, 

from bobbing with a perch hook to the battle royal with game fish; the quaint 

philosophy of an American Walton; and an absorbing series of sketches and remi¬ 

niscences of men of the rod and reel who were Mr. Mather’s fishing companions 

and rivals. 

No one knows his fish-craft more thoroughly, or can narrate the incidents that 

appeal to the fisherman more entertainingly than Mr. Mather. These two books 

sell at $2.00 each. To the angler who wants to make his library complete, we offer 

the two at 

$3.50, Postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK CITY 

Building Motor BoaJs ajvd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS' 
A complete, illustrated work on the building of motoi 

boats and the installing, care and running of gasolem 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 1 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to th» 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefulh 
perused by every individual who operates one. The bool 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. 
Price $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

A SEASONABLE BOOK 

Modern Fish Culture in Fresh 
and Salt Water 

BY FRED MATHER. 

. Fishing is in the air. It is becoming more and more 
necessary for the individual angler to consider the future 
supply of game fish. Stream and lake stocking is the 
order of the day. It can be done on a small scale as 
well as on a large one. Fishculture, too, can be made a 
profitable side line. 

Mr. Mather’s book is designed to enable the individual 
to do what public authorities and clubs are doing at 
large expense. It is thoroughly practical, easily under¬ 
stood, and treats of every phase of fish-culture. It is 
just the thing for the man who owns a small pond or 
stream section and wants to provide fish for sport or the 
table at moderate cost. Heavy paper. Cloth. Illustrated. 
Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
•A continuation of “Uncle Lisha’s Shop” and “Saj« 

Lovel’s Camps.” By Rowland E. Robinson, lfmo. 
Price $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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The A. H. Fox Gun 

“The Finest Gun in the World” 
VJrite for booklet fully describing the A. H. Fox Gun 

THE A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Place an A. H. Fox Gun beside the best of other guns, and the comparison will favor’ 
the “Fox.” It has the best model, finest finish, most perfect balance ever 
brought together in a gun. 

But the two great features of “Fox” superiority are simplicity and strength. Its action 
has the fewest parts ever assembled in a gun frame, and for that reason its liability to break¬ 
age is practically nothing. Besides, in the “ Fox” the margin of safety is greatest—there 
is an added weight of metal where powder strain is heaviest. 

Examine the A. H. Fox Gun—test it—note these points of superiority for yourself, and 
you will pronounce it to be what it is— 

$13431 
Worth 

(Second-Hand and Shopworn) for 

If interested, send for list or call at our store 

Schoverling, Daly Gales 
302-304 Broadway, New York 

FE,'RG\/SOJ^\S 

Patent Reflecting Lamps 
THOMAS J. CONROY, Agent, 

28 John Street, 
Gor. Nassau St., 

New York. 

With Silver Plated 
LocomotiveReflec- 
tors and Adjustable 
Attachments. 

UNIVERSAL LAMP, 

For Sportsmen’s use. Gombines Head 
Jack (Front and Top), Boat Jack, Fishing, 
Gamp, Belt and Dash Lamp, Hand Lan¬ 
tern, etc. 

EXCELSIOR LAMP, 

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fishing, etc. 
Is adjustable to any kind of dash or vehi¬ 
cle. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue 
and address all orders Lamp Department. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 

The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 
George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WOODCRAFT. 
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.00. 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of 
those who go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, 
having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has 
succeeded admirably in putting the wisdom so acquired 
into plain and intelligible English. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hendrickson. 20.. 19 17—36 
Wootten, 17. 17 16—33 
Hookway, 17 _16 19—33 
Bernhard, 17 .... 16 22—3S 
Shorey, 17 .15 14—29 
Hooke, 17 . 20 22—42 
Blandford, 18_21 21—42 

Dr Weller, 17. 16 20- 
Harrison. 17 .16 IS— 
Patterson, 17. 17 14— 
Keeler, 16 .14 15— 
Legge, 16 . 17 24— 
II B Walker. 16. 9 11- 
Clark, 17 .IS 12— 

June 12, Third Day. 

The weather was delightfully pleasant, though the tei 
perature was high, making the shady nooks most soug 
for. 

In the regular sweepstake events there was a total 
175 targets. Gilbert led the professionals in the day 
averages with 169; Fanning was second with 161; Ellio 
and Welles tied on 157; Apgar and Stevens tied on 15 
Dickey and Darton tied on 152. Of the amateurs, Wrig 
was first with 159; Martin and Kelsey tied on 157 f, 
second; Stephenson and Conley third on 156; Hendric 
son and Carpenter, fourth on 153. 

Of the amateurs, John Martin, of Brooklyn, was hij 
for the three days with a total of 464 out of 500; Kels, 
second, 454; third, Connelly, 453; fourth, Carpenter. 44 
fifth. Blandford, 445. 

Gilbert led the professionals for the averages of tl 
three days with a total of 476 out of a possible 50 
Apgar and Stevens were second with 460 each; Well 
was third with 456; Elliott and Fanning were fourth wi 
455. 

Events: 1 2 
Targets: 15 15 

Elliott . 13 12 
Morrison . 13 15 
Wagner . 12 13 
Pumpelly .12 12 
Frantz .14 9 
Knapp . 10 12 
Wadsworth .14 11 
Cottle .12 13 
Carpenter .12 13 
Green .12 10 
Conley .14 14 
Demarest .13 13 
Wilcox . 9 13 
Spaulding . 14 12 
Lake . 11 10 
Hopper .14 13 
Covert ....:. 13 11 
Dailey . 13 10 
Wootten .13 11 
Kelsey .14 13 
Ilookway . 8 10 
Phillips .12 13 
Clay . 13 12 
Mills . 11 4 
Welles . 14 14 
Bernhard .11 12 
Talcott . 13 11 
Wilson . 8 9 
Dietzer .15 13 
Shorey .15 11 
Keller . 13 15 
Hooke .15 13 
Corfield .14 13 
Schorty .13 11 
Curtis .13 14 
McMurchy .11 11 
Morris . 13 10 
II W Smith . 1.3 14 
Wheeler .14 12 
Brugman .-..,10 8 
Bostwick .11 15 
Glover . 15 15 
Apgar ..13 13 
Fanning . 13 14 
Stevens .14 14 
Gilbert . 13 14 
Dickey .14 13 
Doremus .10 9 
Darton .14 13 
Nichol .12 6 
South worth .14 8 
Blandford .13 8 
Stephenson .13 13 
Hendrickson .12 15 
Durston .14 9 
Kelly . 14 12 
Billings .13 12 
Martin .15 13 
O’Donohue .12 13 

' Hopkins .11 15 
Hilliker . 13 14 
Mayhew .11 11 
Wright . 12 15 
Way . 9 9 
Steves .12 S 
Andrews .12 11 
Bryan .10 11 
Crew .14 15 
Considine . 8 11 
Peck .  12 9 
H L Brown.13 11 
Kniskern .11 11 
Hodgman .15 13 
Schauffler .15 10 
Shriver .11 9 
Mead .11 7 
Lenane . 11 8 
Leahy . 10 9 
Dey .11 6 
Fish .12 7 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Brol, 
12 12 14 IS 19 19 19 19 157 
11 13 10 15 14 20 16 15 142 
13 12 12 17 9 15 16 8 127 
14 13 14 17 16 14 19 17 148 
13 13 12 16 16 13 15 13 131 
11 13 12 18 16 15 14 10 140 
13 13 9 IS 12 14 15 16 137 
12 12 14 17 14 14 17 14 139 
14 15 15 19 16 17 14 18 153 
14 13 12 18 15 19 13 14 14( 
13 14 14 20 15 19 16 17 150 
14 10 14 19 15 17 17 15 147 
13 12 13 20 13 IS 18 16 147 
11 14 11 19 14 15 18 16 144, 
13 12 11 18 18 14 IS 12 137 
13 in 12 19 15 18 12 10 131 
13 12 13 16 10 13 13 13 127 
14 13 11 IS 16 17 17 14 143 
12 12 12 16 13 15 14 18 13i 
15 13 15 19 18 17 19 14 157 
12 10 10 16 14 18 17 13 125 
11 13 ! 1 19 15 17 17 13 141 
13 15 13 IS 14 15 13 15 143 
12 9 6 15 7 15 8 6 93 
14 13 14 19 17 15 19 IS 157, 
11 9 13 19 15 17 17 15 131 
14 10 11 12 11 17 IS 20 137 
12 6 G 12 12 8 13 10 96 
13 11 13 20 14 19 14 18 15( 

9 10 11 14 13 15 15 13 126 
12 14 10 16 16 18 14 15 143 
12 9 9 19 14 19 17 15 145 
12 13 13 20 13 18 18 14 145 
12 10 12 16 13 13 14 16 136 

9 11 10 IS 15 17 14 17 135 
13 11 14 16 15 13 18 15 137 
12 8 in 17 17 18 16 15 136 
15 11 12 20 18 14 13 14 144 
13 13 12 19 20 17 15 16 151 
12 13 8 16 16 16 16 11 120 
14 11 13 15 17 15 15 10 136 
12 12 13 IS 14 18 16 18 151 
12 14 13 17 18 20 18 18 156 
14 13 14 20 18 18 10 18 161 

9 15 13 19 18 19 18 17 156 
14 15 15 18 20 20 20 20 169 
14 13 12 20 19 15 15 17 152 
7 10 9 13 13 15 13 9 10S 

13 14 9 17 16 18 19 19 152 
14 11 8 18 15 14 9 7 114 
12 11 14 18 IS IS 15 19 147 
14 13 12 17 18 17 16 16 144 
13 15 14 19 20 13 17 19 150 
14 14 13 15 15 20 IS 17 153 
13 10 13 IS 17 15 14 18 141 
12 11 12 20 18 18 17 16 150 
11 14 11 17 15 13 15 14 135 
13 14 14 20 15 IS is 18 157 
10 12 14 16 19 14 17 18. 145 
13 11 11 20 17 16 16 17 147 
14 12 12 19 16 16 17 16 140 
11 15 10 19 12 16 13 16 134 
13 15 8 19 20 19 19 19 159 
14 11 9 14 13 13 10 11 113 

9 11 11 12 14 17 13 15 12“> 

13 11 10 16 14 14 12 11 124 
8 9 9 14 9 17 15 13 115 

12 13 13 16 11 17 14 19 144 
9 10 9 16 14 IS 13 14 122 

10 10 12 18 17 16 16 16 130 
12 14 12 19 18 17 IS 17 151 
12 10 11 16 13 15 14 14 127 
14 11 14 20 16 14 16 16 147 
12 11 12 17 17 16 IS 15 143 
14 11 10 17 14 19 12 14 131 

8 9 10 17 14 13 9 16 114 
12 10 6 16 12 17 12 14 10,S 
11 11 10 19 17 15 13 8 123 

7 10 8 16 14 17 15 14 118 
13 9 12 18 18 16 12 15 132 

The only team contest of the tournament was for tl 
Dean Richmond cup, emblematic of the three-man tea 
State championship. Each member, of a team was to 1 
a resident of the same county in which the club w: 
located. Each member shot at 25 targets. Entrance $1 
targets included. Three moneys, 50 per cent, and cup 
first; 30 per cent, to second; 20 per cent, to third; cla 
shooting. This was won by team No. 1 of the Oneic 
County Shooting Association, with a total of 70 out of 
possible 75. Bergen Reach No. 2 was second with 6 
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The Audubon Gun Club team of Buffalo, was third 
with 67. The scores follow: 

o. c. s. A. No. 1. Onondaga No. 1. 
Morrison .. .... 24 Carpenter .. 22 
Corfield - .... 23 Wheeler . 21 
Ilooke . .... 23-70 Smith . . 20-63 

Rergen Beach No. 2. Oneida County No. 2. 
Kelly . 92 Mayhew . , 23 
Southworth 22 Wagner . . 15 
Welles . .... 24—GS Wilcox . , 24-62 

Audubon of Buffalo. Elmira No. 1. 
Kelsey . _ 21 Crew . . IS 
Wright . .... 24 Komer . . 17 
Wootten ... .... 22-67 Way . 21—56 

Bergen Beach No. 1. Onondaga No. _9 
Elliott . . 21 Phillips .. . 20 
Stephenson _ 20 Cottle .. . IS 
Martin . _ 22—63 I lookway .. . 19-57 

Elmira No. 2. 
Kniskern .. .... 15 Peck . . 15—52 
Pemarest ... 99 

Wilmington Rod and Gun Club. 
Wilmington, O.—The annual mid-summer tournament 

of the club was held on June 9 and 10. This was a 
registered tournament, and a good attendance was ex¬ 
pected but failed to materialize. Dr. Gaston had charge 
of the arrangements and did everything possible for the 
comfort of those present. He also had the financial end 
of the shoot in charge, and, with his shooting, had his 
hands reasonably full. The weather was fine for shooting 
on both days of the tournament, the wind which blew 
in the afternoon of Tuesday not seeming to bother the 
shooters at all. C. A. Young was high gun for the two 
days, with 388 out of 400; John Garrett, second, with 
387, and R. TrimbI?, third, with 379. F. Alkire was high 
amateur with 378, and Dr. Gleason, second with 344. The 
programme consisted of ten 20-target events on each 
day, $2 entrance in each event, money divided Rose 
system, 4, 3, 2, 1. 

June 9, First Day. 

Fifteen shooters took part. The day was hot, with 
^strong wind in the afternoon. C. A. Young was high 
man, with 196, and a run of 151 in the programme events, 
which, with 5 straight at practice, gave him a total run 
of 156, and established a new ground record for long 
run. R. Harness, of Jamestown, was high amateur, with 
191. Each event was at 20 targets. The scores: 

Shot 
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 at. Brk. 

C A Young . 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 19 18 19 200 196 
J Garrett . 20 20 19 20 19 20 19 19 20 19 200 195 
R Harness . 18 20 19 20 17 19 20 19 20 19 200 191 
F Alkire . 19 20 20 20 18 17 19 19 20 17 200 189 
R Trimble . 18 17 18 20 20 20 18 18 19 19 200 187 
E Stephens . 19 18 18 18 19 18 19 19 19 19 200 186 
L Anderson . 17 17 18 18 20 17 19 19 18 20 200 183 
I) Gross . 18 18 17 19 17 18 19 18 17 20 200 1S1 
F Le Noir . 19 20 18 17 19 18 19 16 18 16 200 ISO 
A C Blair . 15 18 17 15 15 17 16 15 13 18 200 179 
Dr Gaston . 15 16 18 17 19 19 20 15 13 18 200 170 
F Hayworth . 16 16 16 16 18 17 18 17 18 18 200 170 
H Lewis . 17 18 16 .. .. 15 16 16 IS 14 160 130 
Sayres . 15 15 12 .. .. 60 42 
Bonta .17. 20 17 

June 10, Second Day. 

The attendance dwindled down to eleven shooters on 
Wednesday. The programme was started at 10:30 and 
the 200 targets were thrown by 12:30. The day was hot, 
the sky was covered by light clouds, which made a very 
trying light for the shooters. Scores were not quite so 
good as on Tuesday. R. O. Heikes was on hand to¬ 
day and finished high man, with 196, including a run of 
65 in the regular events, and counting 25 at practice, a 
total run of 86. John Garrett made the long run of the 
day, breaking 88 straight. He tied for second place on 
192 with Trimble and Young. High amateur was F. 
Alkire, with 189. Most of the shooters went from here to 
Springfield to attend the tournament at that place. Each 
event was at 20 targets. The scores 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
ybllOt 

at. Brk. 
R O Heikes . . 20 20 20 19 20 19 20 19 20 19 200 196 
C A Young., . 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 19 19 20 200 192 
R Trimble .. _20 19 19 20 19 18 20 19 19 19 200 192 
T Garrett .... . 18 19 20 20 18 20 20 20 19 IS 200 192 
F Alkire . . IS 20 18 18 19 19 19 20 19 19 200 189 
F Le Noir .. . 19 20 IS 17 17 17 18 18 16 18 200 178 
Stephens . . 17 20 IS 19 19 19 18 16 15 17 200 178 
D I) Gross .IS 17 19 20 19 28 2S 19 17 14 200 176 
Dr Gaston ... . 17 17 20 19 16 IS 20 14 17 16 200 174 
Haworth . .17 17 16 16 IS 100 84 
James . 18 15 15 15 13 100 76 

Hudson Valley Rod and Gun Club. 

Sandy Hill, N. Y., June 13.—Mr. Dange is a new 
member, and this was his first try at the trap; he scored 
60 per cent. W. A. Bissell is also a new member—his 
second visit—he scored 63 per cent. 

We have several new members in view, and we hope 
to hold another tournament this fall. Ex-Secretary 
Chapman was high gun to-day with the fine score of 

90 per cent.: 
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Shot 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 at. Broke. 

A De Witt. .11 12 14 14 .. 13 75 64 
J N Ingalsbe . . 12 14 .... 12 11 GO 49 
H H Clark . . 11 15 12 . 45 38 
Dr De Roode. . 10 9 7 .. 5 8 75 38 

J A Norton . . 11 8 .... 12 .. 45 31 
C F Newell. . 15 12 . 30 27 
E Wiltse . .13 13 .. 9 .. .. 45 35 
M Dange . . 8 11. 30 19 
W A Bissell . . 8 10 12 .. .. 8 60 38 
F M Chapman. . 14 15 .. 13 14 GO 56 
L De Roode. . 10 12 .. .. 30 22 
B S Clother . . 11 .. .. 15 11 
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The Keystone Principle 

AGES and ages ago, the arch of a building might collapse. The simple principle hidden in 
the keystone was not then fully understood. Today such a thing as collapse would 
be improbable ; every builder has grasped the idea. 

A few years ago a gun might shoot loose and get out of order. “Gun collapse ’’ was taken 
for granted ; today it has no excuse. Lefever construction may be seen in any gun store. 

LEFEVER SHOT GUN 
action is readily understood. The keystone in an arch, with its problems of 
weight, thrust and resistance, is no more wonderful than the Lefever 
cocking hook. This one part does the cocking and extracting with one 
motion. It is the bond between frame and barrels—exact, sub¬ 
stantial, and so simple. If you shoot the gun with the lock 
plate removed, you will “grasp the idea.” 

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigidity and take-up un¬ 
equalled in any other gun. It tells about steel in these 
guns which is an honor to the names of Europe’s great 
steel makers—not a discredit. It also tells about 
taper boring and other things you must know 
if you are to invest your money right. It _____ 
is a catalogue worth sending for. 23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 
cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 
ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 
PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Pa.rker B ros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

You can use in the same rifle, without change of parts, .22 short, long 
and long-rifle cartridges. This is an excellent arm for target work as 
well as rabbits, squirrels, hawks and all small game up to 200 yards. 
The ammunition is cheap, giving much enjoyment at little expense. 

In our four distinct models—the solid top is always a protection and 
keeps powder and gases from blowing back; the side ejection allows in¬ 
stant repeat shots, without the possibility of throwing an ejected shell 
into your face or eyes; the removable sideplate or take-down construction 

makes them the easiest of all .22s to keep clean. 

7/e 7/7ar/Sfi /irearms Co., 
it Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN. 

Get acquainted with the 77!ar//n line before 
ordering your new gun. Send 3 stamps postage 
and get our complete 136-page catalog. 
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GRAND AMERICAN 
HANDICAP 

Some Records to be Proud of 

Sixteen Grand American Handicaps 
Out of a. Total of Eighteen 

(Ten at Pigeons and Eight at Targets) 

Have been Won by SKooters who used 

Du Pont Brands 
DUPONT “INFALLIBLE” 
HAZARD “NEW SCHULTZE” 

and ‘ NEW E. C. Improved” are 

Du Pont Brands 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to he the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

pheasants. 
Their Natural History and Practical 

Management. 
By W. B. Tegetmeier. 

New Enlarged Edition. 16 Plates, Cloth, 237 Pages. 
Price, $3.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

—Dixon’s Graphite for Sportsmen—■ 
A lubricant and preservative; for fishing rods and reel*; 
for gunlocks and barrels; for row, sail and motor boats. 
Booklets “Graphite Afloat and Afield” and “Dixoa's 
Motor Graphite” free on request. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. • Jersey City, N. J. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 
Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 

with two of the Ihree tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the bravest and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Doylestown Rod and Gun Club. 
The first registered tournament of the Doylestown 

Rod and Gun Club was held on its grounds, at Doyles¬ 
town, Pa., on June 10 and 11. More than forty shooters 
faced the traps in the two days’ events, and some ex¬ 
cellent scores were made. 

The trade was well represented by Overbaugh, 
Hawkins, Lewis, Pratt, Melchior and others. 

The programme called for 200 targets each day, and 
was shot out in good time. 

Interest centered in the two championship contests, 
one for the championship of Bucks county, and the other 
for Bucks and Montgomery counties; the former was 
won by Noah L. Clark, of Doylestown, by breaking 96 
out of a possible 100, and the tri-county contest was won 
by Frank Henry, of Lansdale, who broke 94 out of 100. 
In the first contest Clark made a straight run of 84 
breaks without a miss. 

Hensel, of Lebanon, Pa., gave an excellent exhibition 
of consistent shooting, taking part in every event of the 
tournament, making 370 breaks out of 400. 

The club will hold another two-days’ registered tourna¬ 
ment in the early fall, when several hundred dollars will 
he added to the purses. 

June 10, First Day. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 25 15 15 15 15 15 25 Ttl. 

Overbaugh ... .... 13 11 12 10 12 21 13 14 10 11 11 19 157 
Hawkins . .... 14 14 13 13 14 21 13 11 14 14 14 17 172 
Lewis . .... 12 7 8 11 9 11 9 8 10 9 8 18 121 
Hamlin . .... 9 10 11 11 14 19 12 13 14 12 14 20 159 
Pratt . .... 11 13 14 7 13 21 13 12 12 15 15 22 168 
Clark . .... 12 15 13 12 13 23 15 15 15 15 15 21 184 
Wilson . .... 13 11 13 11 11 20 15 15 15 15 130 
Hellyer . .... 14 12 15 12 12 22 13- 14 12 14 is i9 172 
Hansel . .... 13 15 14 13 12 24 13 14 15 13 13 22 181 
Brey . .... 12 13 15 14 14 24 13 13 12 13 14 22 179 
Paxson . .... 8 7 11 9 12 9 13 11 7 87 
Patterson . .... 8 10 10 11 11 13 8 12 20 1U3 
Headman . .... 13 13 14 12 52 
Thompson . .. .... 8 11 9 11 10 19 68 
Robinson . .... 6 io 10 5 11 9 10 9 70 
Henry . 
Wehring ... 
Herman 
Strawn . 
Bartlett . 
Magill . 
McLaughlin 

15 14 13 15 13 19 
14 14 13 13 11 21 
14 13 15 13 12 21 
11 11 11 9 8 17 
.... 15 9 .. .. 
10. 

89 
86 
88 
67 
24 
10 
9 

June 11, Second Day. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 25 15 15 15 15 15 25 Ttl. 

Overbaugh ... .... 12 10 12 11 12 17 11 14 10 8 13 17 147 
Hawkins . .... 12 13 13 14 13 21 14 14 14 15 15 22 180 
Lewis . .... 10 13 10 8 8 17 10 9 11 15 11 18 140 
Rodgers . .... 14 12 14 12 13 24 12 15 10 14 9 24 173 
Clark . .... 14 11 14 11 15 20 12 13 15 15 12 21 173 
Hansel . .... 12 14 15 15 14 23 14 15 14 14 15 24 189 
Hellyer . .... 13 14 13 14 15 21 14 13 13 12 12 22 176 
J’atterson . .... 11 12 8 10 11 10 11 17 90 
Paxson . .... 12 9 12 10 9 11 19 82 
Vaux . .... 11 6 9 9 5 16 56 
Fretz . 9 6 15 
FaiTst . 8 7 10 11 36 
Melchoir . is 13 13 13 12 11 80 
Thompson .... 14 11 12 11 48 
Van Pelt . 8 10 9 io 11 is 66 
Henry . 13 14 15 14 15 23 ■ 94 
Heist . 10 7 17 

The Palefaces. 

Boston, Mass., June 3.—Nineteen shooters in all 
journeyed Wellingtonward to-day to see the thirteenth 
New England championship contest, and in many ways 
were more than repaid for their troubles by witnessing 
some of the best shooting that has been done on the 
grounds for the last few months. 

The high score in match fell to the lot of one Fred 
Daggett, he not simply being satisfied with the win, but 
had to go and break the high record of Kirkwood, made 
just one week previous, 'two of the remainder should 
come in for honorable mention, as their 93s do not come 
every day in the week. Rule and Powel are to be con¬ 
gratulated on their fine work. 

Charlie Marden still keeps up his everlasting peg- 
away style, and now has all the scratch men wondering 
what is to happen next, his 90s to-day being ordinarily 
high enough to win, but for to-day third position was all 
it could take care of. 

Charles also had a comeback streak, 88 being a total 
that most any one would like to get ill a match of this 
kind, and we are in hopes that scores of this kind or 
better will be in common before the Eastern arrives. 

In the special cup match for the lower class shooters, 
Atwood distanced the field by two targets, with Jones 
second, followed in turn by burns, 3 more targets in the 
rear. Scores: 

Daggett, 16 . 14 12 20 15 14 19 94 
Powel, 17. 15 14 19 13 14 18 93 
Rule, 16 . 14 14 19 13 13 20 93 
Marden, 18 . 13 14 16 15 14 18 90 
Charles, 16 . 13 14 19 13 13 16 88 
Cavicchi, 16 . 13 9 18 14 15 17 87 
Kirkwood, 19 . 12 15 15 14 13 18 87 
Atwood, 16 . 15 13 17 13 12 16 86 
Powers, 16 . 14 13 16 14 11 IS 86 
Jordan, 17 . 12 11 15 14 13 19 84 
Burnes, 16 . 12 11 18 13 11 16 81 
Hodges, 16 . 14 12 17 10 11 17 81 
Clarke, 16 . 12 13 17 13 13 12 80 
Tones, 16 . 12 12 14 12 12 17 79 
Lynde, 16 . 14 13 13 14 10 13 77 
Burgess, 16. 11 12 10 10 11 14 69 
Todd, 16 . 11 7 11 6 10 15 60 
Horrigan, 16 . 13 10 12 11 15 61 
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Big-Game Hunting—A Complete Library 
Four notable books which comprise all there is to be said on Big-Game Hunting and Adventure. 

BOOKS OF THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB: 

American Big Game In Its Haunts American Big-Game Hunting 

Trail and Camp Fire Hunting In Many Lands 

Edited by 1 heodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell, these four volumes of more than 
1,600 pages picture big-game hunting at home and abroad and striking adventure in the wild by 
men who are entitled to first rank in the fraternity of sportsmen. 

American Big Game in its Haunts Hunting In Many Lands 

Chelsea Boat and Gun Club. 

Atlsntic City, N. J., June 12.—Event No. 1 was for 
the Hunter trophy. Use of both barrels. Shinn did good 
shooting, and won with 25 breaks. 

Event No. 2 was for the club medal sliding handicap. 
Pennell and Sheppard tied with 20 each. On the shoot- 
off, Sheppard won with 21 to Pennell’s 1G. 

Event No. 3 was for the A. H. Fox gun, 50 targets, 
use of both barrels, all on 19yds. line. Coleman won with 
the fine score of 45 breaks. He is getting rounded into 
shape for the VVesty Hogans, when they come here in 
September. Young’s gun was out of order, or he would 
have made a better showing. On the last shoot for the 
gun, he powdered 4G. 

Huber seems to be off. He must need more practice. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 30 25 50 25 25 

Shinn, 18 .   25. 
Coleman, 18 . 18 14 45 23 21 
Young, 19. 17 14 35 15 .. 
McGuire, 18. 21 16. 
Pennell, 14 . 18 20 24 .. .. 
Huber, 19 . 14 16 37 23 20 
Sheppard, 18 . 15 20 32 16 .. 
Madara, 18 . 18 16 42 18 .. 
Hammel, 18 . 21 16 33 13 IS 
Osgood, 14 . 20 12 16 
Smith, 16 . 22 17 .. 22 23 

June 8.—The first registered shoot of our club was 
successfully run off to-day. A large gallery was in at¬ 
tendance, including a number of ladies. We had ideal 
weather, and the targets loomed up fine in a perfect 
background. German carried off professional honors, 
while Young was high for the amateurs. Lunch was 
served on the grounds and the boys all worked to 
make it pleasant for all. Our traps are right on the 
great automobile boulevard and automobiles keep 
spinning by at a sixty-mile clip. These grounds would 
be just the place for the Grand Eastern Handicap and 
the State shoot. We are going to keep to the front, and 
as Atlantic City leads as the greatest seashore resort, 
why should it not in trapshooting? We have the Westy 
Hogan annually, which shows how the professionals re¬ 
gard our resort. 

Events: i o 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Ttl. 

F Lawrence . ... 12 9 13 11 14 11 18 13 16 14 1.8 149 
L S German . ... 15 14 15 14 14 15 20 IS 19 20 18 182 
L T Lawrence ... ...14 14 14 14 14 15 16 19 1.8 19 19 176 
Pratt . .15 13 12 11 12 11 15 IS 18 19 17 161 
Overbaugh . ...15 12 10 11 14 15 18 15 18 18 18 164 
Brown . 17 18 17 20 18 90 
Cordery . .... 10 12 13 12 12 13 IS IS IS 17 18 161 
Crane . ... 11 11 13 11 10 11 15 17 13 15 15 150 
Pennell . ... 11 12 14 12 9 12 70 
Mathews . ...11 11 10 15 9 13 IS 17 104 
Bissett . .. 11 9 11 13 14 12 19 19 14 16 16 154 
Easey . ...13 9 5 7 9 8 8 14 16 13 16 108 
Maffara . ...10 13 12 15 13 15 14 15 IS 20 19 164 
Young . ...13 15 11 15 14 15 19 17 16 17 19 171 
B Bates . 17 19 17 19 17 . 89 
Sheppard . 17 14 17 16 12 76 
Frazier . 11 15 14 12 11 63 
E Bates . 20 18 20 19 IS 95 
Orlemann . 16 IS 18 18 18 88 
McGuire . 12 16 12 15 15 70 
Herold . 12 14 13 13 18 70 
McDonald . 16 16 17 13 15 77 
Celia . 12 16 12 18 58 
Johnson . 17 19 18 49 

Sheppard, Sec’y. 

New H&ven Gun Club. 

New Haven, Conn., June 19.—The weather was ideal 
and some fine scores were made. Event 1 was the 
regular club team race, Capt. Smith and Capt. Mack. 
The first twelve men shot on Smith’s team and the 
second twelve on Mack’s. Mack’s team won. 

Event 2, was the last leg of the race for the president’s 
cup. Event 3 was the beginning of the shoot-off of the 
survivors. The shoot-off will be continued at the next 
shoot. Four contestants remain for the cup—Kelly, Net- 
tleton, Thompson and Minor. In the drawing for the 
prize for the team race Mack was the lucky man, and 
drew the prize; 1900 targets were thrown. 

Great interest is taken in the cup race, and it is ex¬ 
pected that the shoot-off will be continued for some 
time, as the four remaining contestants have big handi¬ 
caps. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I arget**: 25 25 25 25 10 10 10 10 10 10 

R H Smith. . 23 .. .. IS 9 587.... 
Sherman . . 20 20 .. 8 9 10 9 9 9 
Dr Smith . 99 9 9. 
Morrissey . . 10 14 .. 3 3. 
Hill . . 14 15 .. 8 675.... 
Robinson . . 16 .. .. 15 6 6 7. 
Minor . . 21 21 19 
Metcalf . . 16 17 .. 7 8. 
Hall . 5 736.... 
Penn . . 13 .. .. 6 4. 
Murdock . . 7 .. .. 6 5. 
Barnes . . 15 .. .. 5 5 6 .. .. 
Capt. Mack . . 20 .. .. 25 9 8 10 10 .. .. 
Kelly . 94 93 93 22 9 9 .. 
Robertson . . 19 16 .. 8 7 5 10 7 .. 
Savage . . 15 .. .. 7 
Hemmeler . . 22 .. .. 7 5. 
Hammond . . 15 .. .. 6 
Rice . 7 8 5. 
Hr Nettleton . . 25 17 16 4 10 3 8 7 .. 
Dunn . 8 8 7 7 6 7 
Bradley . . 17 .. .. 9 7689.. 
Schneider . . 11 .. .. 14 4 
Smith . . 10 .. .. 4 3 2. 
Thompson . . 19 22 5 7 4. 
Graham . 6 9767.. 

Wm. T. Mi no R, Sec’y. 

Contents: Sketch of President Theodore Roosevelt; 
\\ ilderness Reserves, Theodore Roosevelt; The Zoology 
of North American Big Game, Arthur Erwin Brown; 
Big Game Shooting in Alaska—I. Bear Hunting on 
Kadiak Island, II. Bear Hunting on the Alaska Pen¬ 
insula, III. My Big Bear of Shuyak, IV. The White 
Sheep of Kenai Peninsula, V.,Hunting the Giant Moose 
—James H; Kidder; The Kadiak Bear and His Home, 
W. Lord Smith; The Mountain Sheep and Its Range, 
Geo. Bird Grinnell; Preservation of the Wild Animals 
of North America, Henry Fairfield Osborn; Distribution 
of the Moose, Madison Grant; The Creating of Game 
Refuges, Alden Sampson; Temiskaming Moose, Paul 
J. Dashiell; Two Trophies from India, John H. Pren¬ 
tice; Big Game Refuges, Forest Reserves of North 
America, Forest Reserves as Game Preserves, E. W. 
Nelson; etc., etc. 

Trail and Camp-Fire 
Contents: The Labrador Peninsula, by A. P. Low. 

Cherry, by Lewis S. Thompson. An African Shooting 
Trip by Wm. Lord Smith. Sintamaskin, by C. Grant 
La Farge (Atlantic Monthly). Wolves and Wolf Nature, 
by George Bird Grinnell. On the Little Missouri, by 
Theo. Roosevelt. Bear Traits; A Berry Picker, Geo. 
Bird Grinnell. A Silver Tip Family, by J. C. Merrill. 
The Bear’s Disposition, by Theo. Roosevelt. Modern 
Bear Baiting, by Henry L. Stimson. The Adirondack 
Deer Law, by Wm. Cary Sanger. A Newfoundland 
Caribou Hunt, by Clay Arthur Pierce. The Origin of 
the New York Zoological Society, by Madison Grant. 

Contents: Hunting in East Africa, W. A. Chanler. 
To the Gulf of Cprtez, George H. Gould. A Canadian 
Moose Hunt, Madison Grant. A Hunting Trip in India, 
Elliott Roosevelt. Dog Sledging in the North, D. M. 
Barringer. Wolf Hunting in Russia, Henry T. Allen, 
A Bear Hunt in the Sierras, Alden Sampson. The 
Ascent of Chief Mountain, Henry L. Stimson. The 
Couo'ar. Casper W. Whitney. Big Game of Mongolia 
anc fX iV W Rockhill. Hunting in the Cattle 
Cou.isft V#,ieodore Roosevelt. Wolf Coursing, Roger 
D. VVilliams. Game Laws, Charles E. Whitehead. Pro¬ 
tection of the Yellowstone National Park, George S. 
Anderson. The Yellowstone National Park Protection 
Act. Head Measurements of the Trophies at the Mad¬ 
ison Square Garden Sportsmen’s Exposition. National 
Park Protective Act. 

American Big-Game Hunting 
Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son. The White Goat and his Country, by Owen Wister. 
A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. Old Times 
in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. VVilliams. Big 
Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. Coursing 
the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After Wapiti 
in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo Days, by 
Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, by W. 
D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game Preserve, 
by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by Dean Sage. 
Blacktails in the Bad Lands^ by B. Rumsey. Photo¬ 
graphing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. Literature of 
American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest Reservation. 

Indispensable to the sportsman—a valuable addition to any library. Bound in uniform 

library edition, dark red cloth, heavy laid paper, splendidly illustrated. 

$2.50 per volume $10.00 per set, postpaid 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

THE ANGLER’S WORKSHOP 

Rodmaking for Beginners 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 

supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how” of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 

sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations, 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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"Resorts for Sportsmen. 
Taxidermists. 

CAMP ALGONQUIN, 
Asquam Lake, N. H. 

A camp for manly boys. 23d season. Personal super- 
vision. Outdoor life. Tutoring. Circulars. 
EDWIN DE MERITTE, 180 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 

A juvenile mountain para¬ 
dise. Boating, bathing, 
fishing, coaching trips 
over the mountains and 

T'OR BOV 8 all outdoor sports. Tutor- 

Delaware Water Gap, Pa. ing if desired. Booklet. 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA. 
Big-game hunting parties thoroughly and economically 
equipped. 

ELEPHANT. LION. BUFFALO. 
ANTELOPE. GAZELLE. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
tOrite for our Illustrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Tell us when you want to start, and we do the rest. 
Write for booklet to NEWLAND, TARLTON & CO., 
LTD. (head office, Nairobi, B. E. Africa), 166 Piccadilly, 
London, England. Cables: Wapagazi; London. 

J. KANNOFSKY. 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

CEDAR CAMP 

LAKE MEDDYBE I U H f 

"Best Bass Fishing in Maine.” 
G rover Clevela n d. 

Log cabin with living room 22 x 24. 
Open lire place. Three large sleeping 

rooms. Ice house. Two boats. Well 
furnished in every particular. For rent 
from July 1st. Apply 

E. V. Stratton, Delmar, N. Y. 25 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu¬ 
facturing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

RANCH sit tlie foot of Big: Horn Moun¬ 

ts* in« receives one or two guests. Good sport 

smd fishing'. Every comfort. Full psirticn- 

lsirs apply 

Box 6, Dayton, Sheridan County, Wyo. 26 

HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Wagon Wheel Gap, Color¬ 
ado. 1 he trout fishing resort of the West. Modern, high 
class hotel; $4 per day; $21 per week. Scenic booklet. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grmnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
1 heodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
• 1S P,S5 descriptive of bis visit to the Yellowstone Park¬ 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
'Game; Hunting m Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other big-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

UNCLE LISHA’S SHOP. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. 

A rare giimpse of an unspoiled corner of old New 
i-ngland by a sympathetic observer. This is one of Mr. 
Kobmson s most delightful sketches of Yankeeland, a 
book that appeals to the grown up folks, and is sure to 

'piTnISil ma.ny aSree3ble hours to the younger generation 
the shop itself, the work room of the village bootmaker' 
himself a perfect type, serves as a natural setting for 
the village characters, and is a sort of gossip and ex¬ 
perience exchange for every one. From the shop it is 
but a step to the district school, the sugar camp, the 
turkey shoot, and a hundred other homely, delightful 
phases of rural life. A safe and delightful book for 
young folks. Cloth. 187 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

The Celebrated HUNGARIAN and ENGLISH 

PARTRIDGES and PHEASANTS. 

i 4'OW/.'* 1/.. lan?e 
Hungarian 
Hares, all 
kinds of 

c . i ■ ■ * Quaili etc., 
etc., for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, ornamental 
water fowl and live wild animals of every description. 
\\rite for price list. WENZ & MACKENSEN, Dept T 
Yardley, Pa. ’ 

Please mention “Forest and Stream.” 

ROWLAND. 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE, 
Tol. 4206 Chelsea. Near 13th St. NEW YORK 

SIXTY-THREE YEARS AGO 
“Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. 
Louis, Mo., with seven other free trappers under the 
leadership of old Bill Williams. Seven of these eight 
men are dead, but Hamilton still lives out in Montana 
and still sets his traps. He has written the story of his 
early trapping days, and the book has been published. 
It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trappers 
life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the story 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is lurid. 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be called 
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, telling 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple and 
direct, and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one of 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old- 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, 
the celebrated cowboy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $L50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. 
Price, $1.00 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird GrinnelL Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

For Sale. 

Small-Mouth Black B&ss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
black bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingeriings for stocking purposes. 

War&maug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, Now Preston. Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 75c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. Sta. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM. 
L. R. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT brooks and lakes. Brool 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

RAINBOW TROUT FRY 
Prompt Delivery. Careful Attention. 

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.. 

Plymouth. Mass. 

Berkshire Trout Ponds and Hatchery. 
Fifteen thousand trout for sale. Hatched 1907. Just 
right for stocking streams and private ponds. Write 
GEORGE W. SHULTIS, Superintendent, Hartsville 
P. O., Mass.; or telephone him, Great Barrington, Mass. 

FOR. SALE—An Established 

RETAIL SPORTING GOODS STORE. 
Located^ in one of the largest cities in Colorado. $5000 
will handle it. Owner wishes to retire and give his 
entire time to other interests. Stock consists of fishing 
tackle, guns and general sporting goods. Good estab¬ 
lished trade of years standing. S. S. G., care Forest and 
Stream. 26 

For Sale.—Purdey hammerless 12, .30, 71bs. 7oz., 14%, 
1%.. -Vs, Silver recoil pad on heel, recoil pad on cheek. 
Built for Charles Macalester, ex-amateur champion. 
Shipped to responsible parties on trial on receipt of 
express charges. Shooting guaranteed. Price, $200. 
JOSEPH A. MARKS & CO., Detroit, Mich._25 

Mounted horns, game heads, game panels for sale. Tax¬ 
idermy in all branches. Photos game heads, 5 x 7, 35 
cents; four assorted, $1. Write for booklet. BROWN, 
1236 S. 34th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Ve/ants and Exchanges. 

SPORTSMEN! HUNTERS! TRAPPERS! 
1 will pay good prices for all kinds of live wild water- 
fowl, either wing-tipped or trapped birds. 

G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Conn. 

“Property for Sale. 

Salmon Fishing to Lease 
Two rods until July 20. Largest fish during first of 
season. Very accessible. Box 393, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 26 

FOR SALE.—A PICTURESQUE ISLAND on the 
east side of Lake Champlain, opposite the Hotel Cham¬ 
plain. Fine view of the Green and Adirondack moun¬ 
tains. Good fishing, about one and one-half miles to the 
steamboat landing; half mile from Vermont shore. Con¬ 
sists of five acres more or less. Usually known as 
Sawyer Island. Address COL. GEO. F. NICHOLS, 
3 Pern St., Plattsburgh, Clinton County, N. Y. 
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Analostan Gun Club. 

Washington, D. C., June 15.—Twenty-eight shooters re- 
orted for the last regular shoot of the Analostan Gun 
lub on June 13. Two traps were required to keep the 
oys going and about 2,000 targets were trapped. The 
iterest is growing and the scores are improving. Fol- 
iwing are the scores in detail: 

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 
Targets: 10 1 0 1 0 15 15 10 10 15 25 25 10 15 Ttl. 
[unter . 9 10 ..21 .. 8 14 111 
tine . ... 7 7 .. 11 ii 5 S 18 20 5 .. 92 
omlin . ... 2 3 7 5 6 23 
(owell . ... 2 3 3 i 9 
issing . ... 6 13 14 8 .. .. IS 59 
cycr . ... 5 11 7 6 .. S .. 9 39 
obinson . ... 3 .. 7 3 10 5 28 
eyer, Jr. 9 3 2 2 4 13 
unk . i3 ii 14 23 .. .. 12 87 
[ Taylor . 9 .. 14 8 13 24 .. 68 
!3” . 10 11 9 14 .. .. .. 9 53 
ountain . 10 10 13 24 .. .. 13 70 
lioup . 7 6 6 7 .. 17 .. .. 11 54 
obey . .. 9 7 .. 19 24 59 
rown . .. i 9 3 6 
aker . 7 5 .. 23 .. 35 
Wilson . i 6 17 .. 30 

ann . 6 .. 43 
arr . .. 23 15 .. 12 50 
itchell . . 5 5 .. .. 11 21 

7 1) 1!) IS 
jleman . i 4 .. 5 
irk . 9 .. 20 .. 35 
illis . 6 . 9 ' 15 
irsons . . 6 11 .. 23 .. . 11 51 
Coleman . 10 .. 14 .. . 10 34 
shorn . 20 

B Wilson .. . 6 .. 18 21 . 10 55 

Dr. Funk was with us for the first time this year and 
ot very well. The doctor is the patentee of a single 
igger, also one of the best fishing reels made, and will 
on have a perfect shotgun shell on the market/ 
The boys enjoyed a visit with Mr. Hissing, of the 
dtimore Shooting Association, and president of one of 
e leading clubs of New York. Mr. Hissing has been 
ill health for a year, but is improving rapidly and will 
heard from at the tournaments this year. He was a 

lest of Mr. Fred Geyer. 
A number of visitors and prospective members were 
attendance. 

The traps were slowed down a trifle and threw a 
yds. target. The boys took to the change, and the 
ores speak for themselves. 
Preparations are being made for a shoot on the Fourth 

July. One of the features will be a merchandise 
oot, and this time the prizes will be out of the ordi- 
ry, no shooting togs or paraphernalia will be offered, 
.t something to take home for the wife or sweetheart. 
W. R. Baker cannot devote much time to shooting, but 
len he can get out, the boys always know he is on 
e grounds. 
Dr. Barr, after a long absence, was on deck, and his 
od work pleased him and his friends. 
H. A. Farnham is shooting a streak and doing it well— 
in the medal shoot was going some, 

loe Hunter was in good form and accounted for over 
per cent, of his birds. 

The excursion for the street car men at Chesapeake 
ach on June 25 will attract many of the shooters, as 

It president of the club, C. S. Wilson, will give a shoot 
them and the public. There will be a merchandise 

ent for a number of good prizes and also sweepstake 
ooting. All are invited. 
Dr. Cobey is improving very rapidly. His new pump 
rks fine, and on his last 25 he broke 24 of them and 
sted the one he lost. 
n the medal shoot,, event 9, Farnham and Miles Taylor 

t 24 out of 25; Funk, 23; Baker, 23; Barr, 23; Parsons, 
Hunter, 21; Hann, 21; Kirk, 20; H. B. Wilson, 20; 

L. Osborn, 20; Cobey, 19; Monroe, 19; Dr. Stine, 18. 
Miles Taylor. 

Garfield Gun Club. 

hicago, June 13.—The following scores were made to- 
V at the weekly shoot of the Garfield Gun Club: 

Cvents: 
argets: 

n Nest 
| Donald 
amas .. 

j ikins .. 

! rgan . 
ifeldt 
after . 

1 molds 
lsh .. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 25 15 15 25 15 20 
20 21 12 12 22 14 20 
21 24 13 13 25 13 
21 21 11 12 22 12 
21 11 13 13 19 8 
24 21 14 13 25 

20 7 2 7 
24 13 15 25 20 
23 9 9 15 
13 8 

10 12 17 12 14 

he small attendance was due to rain, which delayed 
oting and later interrupted it after having stopped 
a time. 

n the club trophy event. No. 2, McDonald and Ein- 
h were high in Class A, with 24 out of 25 targets, 
imas in Class B with 21, and Goetter in Class C with 

a the Dupont trophy event. No. 3, Kuss was high in 
ss A with 14 out of 15 birds, Thomas in Class B with 
and Goetter in Class C with 9. 
I event No. 4, the Ballistite trophy, Einfeldt was high 
Class A with 15 targets, a perfect score; Thomas in 
ss B with 12 out of 15 targets, and Goetter in Class 

■ nth 9. 

a the Hunter Arms trophy, event No. 5, 25 targets, 
II use of. both barrels, McDonald, Kuss and Einfeldt 

e gJSn in Class A with perfect scores; Thomas in 
ss B with 22, and Goetter in Class C with 15. 

Waycross Gun Club. 

aycross, Ga., June 12.—Scores made in an event at 
argets to-day were as follows: Brewer 22, Hoyt 17, 
t 21, Cathenwood 20, H. Parker 15, R. Crawley 16 

K.ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.-Owing to the dull times 
1 have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK T — LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

If you want the FASTEST RUNNING RED FOX 
HOUNDS in the South, write ROQUEMORE & CO., 
Thomaston, Ga. 26 

WAVENY KENNELS offer IRISH TERRIERS, pup 
pies and grown dogs, Ch. Masterpiece strain, from $10. 
O. D. BOYCOTT, Greensboro, N. C. 

Pointers and Setters trained and satisfaction guaranteed. 
W. T. MITCHELL, Hurt, Va. 

ENGLISH SETTER puppies, whelped Feb. 23, 1907; 
strong and healthy; best of breeding. FRED 
McGOUGH, Mullen, Neb. 26 

FOR SALE.—Choicest of pedigreed pointer pups. Write 
for particulars to J. C. STAPLES, Penllyn, Pa. 

I' OR SALE.—Five royally bred English setter pups. 
Dam, PSYCHE (A.K.C., F.D.S.B.). Sire, MALWYD 
SIRDAR (A.K.C., E.K.C.), the unbeaten champion of 
England and America, and winner of forty-one blue 
ribbons from the Atlantic to the Pacific. 

W. L. PARSONS, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 25 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so 
send for list and prices of all varieties. Always on hand 
OXFORD KENNELS, 36 North Ninth St., Philadelphia 
Pa. 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of "Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. Svo. Cloth, $3.06 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that any one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 

A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 
By S. T. Hammond ("Shadow”), author of "Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Scientific and Practical Descriptions of 

Wildfowl; Their Resorts, Habits, Flights, and the Most 
Successful Method of Hunting Them. Treating of the 
selection of guns for wildfowl shooting, how to load, aim 
and to use them; decoys and the proper manner of 
using them; blinds, how and where to construct them; 
boats, how to use and build them scientifically; re¬ 
trievers, their characteristics, how to select and train 
them. By William Bruce Leffingwell. Illustrated. 373 
pages. Price, in cloth, $1.50; half morocco, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Will Keep a Dog in Show Form 

and Working Condition. 

Send for Free Catalogue “Dog 

Culture,” which contains much 

valuable information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

BOOK OSi 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S., 118 West 31st St., New Yort 

Field, Cover auvd Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth. 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

hield. Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from his own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting, Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
--Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 

The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to sessens 

"If you are wisa" for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

"II the Brief say* so, you may depend on it." 

A standing reward is offered for finding aa 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO 
127 Franklin Street, New York 
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To the Fisherman Who Knows: 
Fishing rods may be bought from 75c. to $30.00, the first price 

being too low to expect any real worth and the latter price repre¬ 
senting a fictitious value. Many pay $30.00, however, for fear they 
won't get the best, and the object of this advertisement is to request 
the privilege of showing 

THE ORVIS FLY ROD AT $15.00 
A better rod cannot be had, no matter what price you pay, and if 

you want the same quality with not quite so fine a finish and heavier 
by perhaps an ounce, the $10.00 "Orvis” is recommended. We 
sell other good rods at $5.00, or even less, and fair quality rods at 
$1.00. So, fisherman, no matter what the size of your pocketbook, 
you will receive good value here. 

Agents for "Orvis” flies and rods and all good makes of 
tackle. Catalogue No. 414 now ready. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, New York 

FINE GUNS All the Prominent ENGLISH 

and AMERICAN MAKES 

OUR SPECIALTY: 

HIGHEST GRADE GUNS 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (Si Son, 
The New Fox Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 

Remington, Ithaca, Etc. 
Other Guns Taken in Trade 

Send 6 cents in 
stamps for Cata¬ 
logue and list of 
Second-Hand 
Guns. 

Send for descriptive circular of our 

Swedish Leather Jackets. 
We control the importation of 

these Finest Skins. 

WM. READ ©. SONS 
107 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Established 1826 The Old Gun Hous 

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers ana Manujacturers oj 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 
Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 

nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The “Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from \]/\ to 454 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

For field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open "Improved Cylinder,” the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

_ op ens. We shall be glad to correspond with 

any one interested. 

g 
fcl 
fry 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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PLAYING A TROUT IN A WISCONSIN STREAM 

> 
From a photograph by O. W. Smith 
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JUST OUT 

The Book of Fish and Fishing 
By LOUIS RHEAD 

Editor of "The Basses” and "Brook Trout,” and Author of "Bait Angling for Common Fishes,” etc. 

Illustrated. $1.50 net; postpaid, $1.65 

CONTENTS 

Popular Fresh-Water Game Fish 
Popular Salt-Water Game Fish 
Popular Bottom Fresh-Water Fish 
Popular Bottom Salt-Water Fish 
Where to Get Them 
How to Get Them 
When to Get Them 

With What to Get Them 
How to Play and How to Land 

Them 
The Right Way to Keep Them Fresh 

and to Ship Them 
How to Cook Them 
Simple Home Hatchery for Trout 

The most complete and comprehensive book on where, when and how to capture all 

kinds of salt and fresh water fish angled for with rod and line. A full account of best 

lines, flies, bait, lures and tackle with maps showing distribution of fish and where to get 

them. The book covers every part of the country and of the coast. 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, 153 Fifth Avenue, New York 

Carleton Canoes 
For Paddling or Power 

There are none better. Over 30 years 
experience in Canoe building. We use 
State of Maine Cedar exclusively which 
is a lighter and tougher wood than 
other cedars. Materials, construction 
and .finish the best. Models for every 
use. Write for free illustrated booklet. 

CARLETON CANOE CO., 
OLD TOWN, MAINE. 

The Varnish Used on the Cup Defenders 

SMITH’S 
SPAR COATING 

Used by the Leading Yacht and Boat Builders. 

Successfully withstands excessive changes in weather 
and temperature. 

Has good body, is light in color, free working, elas¬ 
tic, durable, brilliant, and dries out of the way of injury 
from dust in about eight hours. 

^ TRADE MARIC 

Does not turn white on mahogany. 
Does not discolor your spars. 

EDWARD SMITH (Si COMPANY 
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

POCKET COMPASS-FREE 

Yacht and Motor Boat Supplies, Marine 

Hardware—Camping Outfits, Fishing Tackle 

Save money by ordering direct from 

Our prices are lower than those of local 
dealers. Our shipments are prompt. 

LET US SEND YOU OUR FREE 

CATALOG QUOTING TERMS 

CafalfltfNn 211 Contains 116 pages, 
AsdldlUg IiU. A.I ( iHustrates and de_ 

Marine Hardware, r scribes everything 
Motor Boat and l needed for yachting 
Yacht Supplies ' and motor boating. 

Shows what’s Best in yacht flags, 
anchors, buoys, fenders, steering wheels, 
propellers, oars, etc. 

Catalog No. 22 
Camping Outfits (St 
Fishing Tackle 

(Contains 50 pages, 
describing every- 

f thing for camping 
) and fishing. 

Full of Valuable Information on tents, 
revolvers, nets and traps, fish lines, water¬ 
proof clothing, etc. 

Send name and address; enclose 10 cents for postage, and we 
will send you these catalogs together with a handsome pocket 
compass, free. 

HOPKINS, 119 Chambers St., New York. 

Manual of the Canvas Canoe. 
By F. R. Webb (Commodore). 

This is a seasonable book. The very practical guide 
to satisfactory results that the man or boy who is plan¬ 
ning to build his own canoe is looking for. It gives 
not only simple, complete and practical instructions fully 
illustrated and with working drawings for building the 
canvas canoe, but suggestions as well for cruising and 
camp life, and splendid reminiscences of memorable 
cruises. Cloth, 115 pages. $1.25 postpaid. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Uncle Lisha’s Outing. 
A sequel to “Danvis Folks.” By Rowland E. Robin¬ 

son. Cloth. Price, $1.25. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

BIG FISH. 

A. R. Merrick was the recipient yesterday of 
a novel gift in the shape of a mammoth trout, 
one of the biggest rainbow trout ever pulled 
out of Michigan waters. It weighed nine 
pounds and three ounces arid rrieasured 29 inches 
from tip to tip. The fish was caught and sent 
to Mr. Merrick by a friend at Baldwin, J. J. 
Grey, who secured it in the Pere Marquette 
River near that point. Mr. Merrick has 
arranged with Peter Lepp to mount it and will 
have it on exhibition at nis office for a time. 

Sixteen pounds of trout in two pieces is some 
trout, and both were taken from Baldwin 
Creek. Elmer Laycock landed a rainbow 27 

inches long weighing 7 pounds on Monday. 
John Gray got the second, a 9-pound German 
brown. It had become caught in the apron of 
the dam where it had rushed to free itself of 
lamper eels and wedged into a trough from 
which it could not back out. The fish was dead 
when Mr. Gray found it. It was sent to Mr. 
Merrick of the P. M. Railway at Saginaw. 

Charles Cavanaugh, however, holds the bun. 
Wednesday he brought in a native rainbow trout 
30 inches long weighing just a trifle over 11 
pounds. Put into a washtub, he had to be bent 
to conform with its sides. It is the prize beauty 
of the year.—Saginaw (Mich.) Herald. 

OLD YARN—NEW SETTING. 

While a small boy was fishing one Sunday 
morning he accidentally lost his foothold and , 
tumbled into the creek. 

As an old man on the bank was helping him 
out he said; 

“How did you come to fall in the river, my , 
little man ?” 

“I didn’t come to fall in the river. I came to | 
fish,” replied the boy. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium ol 

entertainment, instruction and information between Amer¬ 
ican sportsmen. The editors invite communications on 
the subjects to which its pages are devoted. Anonymous 
communications will not be regarded. The editors are 
not responsibile for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For 

single copies, $3 per year, $1.50 for six months. Rates 
for clubs of annual subscribers: 

Three Copies, $7.50. Five Copies, $12. 
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money- 

order or draft payable to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Company. The paper may be obtained of news¬ 
dealers throughout the United States, Canada and Great 
Britain. Canadian subscriptions, $4.00 a year, $2.00 for 
six months. 

Foreign Subscriptions and Sales Agents—London: 
Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane; Sampson, Low & Co., 
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: $4.50 per year; $2.26 
for six months. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Inside pages, 20 cents per agate line. Special rates for 

three, six and twelve months. Eight words to the line, 
fourteen lines to one inch. Advertisements should be 
received by Saturday previous to issue in which they 
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in¬ 
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not 
be inserted. Reading notices, seventy-five cents per line. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. 

Display Classified Advertising. 
Hotels, Summer and Winter Resorts, Instruction, 

Schools, Colleges, etc. Railroad and Steamship Time 
Tables. Real Estate For Sale and To Let. Seeds and 
Shrubs. Taxidermists. The Kennel. Dogs, etc. Wants 
and Exchanges. Per agate line, per insertion, 16 cents. 
Three months, 13 times, 10 cents per line. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO. 
127 Franklin Street, New York. 
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PLEA FOR A PURE HUDSON. 

In acknowledging his appointment by Mayor 
IcClellan as a member of the Hudson-Fulton 
Celebration Commission the venerable John 
ligelow, dean of American diplomats, has ad- 
ressed to Col. Henry W. Sackett, secretary of 

commission, an interesting and characteristic 
:tter. His protest against the defiling of the 
ludson, says the Times, is as vigorous as might 
e expected from a man of only half his ninety 
ears. After saying that the Hudson-Fulton 
elebration has, from its inception, been of 
eculiar personal interest to him, Mr. Bigelow 
ays: 
“All the intensest and dearest joys of my 

outh are associated with the Hudson River. I 
/as born on its western bank. While in my 
;ens I swam in its waters, sailed over it in 
kiffs. canoes and dories, and on the breaking 
p of the ice in spring paddling out on its float- 
ig cakes. In the winter I skated, sledded and 
rove on it. My first experience in the use of 
rearms was shooting into the flocks of thou- 
ands of wild ducks and pigeons on their re¬ 
am from the South. I fished in it when its 
/aters swarmed with white bass, dickups, eels, 
had and herring. There was no season of the 
ear that the river was not a joy to me. 
“Unhappily my grandchildren have been per- 

litted to share but few of those pleasures in 
onsequence of the pollution of the waters by 
he drainage from the habitations of the riparian 
ities and villages of the Hudson and its tribu- 
aries. The fisheries with which the Rocke- 
ellers, within sight of my father’s house, laid 
he foundation of their massive fortune are no 
anger profitable, and even the ducks and pigeons 
ave deserted their ancient resorts. 
If your society could include the purification 

f the waters of the Hudson in your plan and 
cope it would be more enduring in a worldly 
ense, more profitable, and in all senses a far 
nore useful recognition of the world’s obliga- 
ion to the men who first navigated the Hudson 
>y sails and the man who first navigated it by 
team than any other. 
“How can the banks of the river ever be made 

iermanently attractive, with whatever expendi¬ 
ture of talent and taste and wealth, when even 
ts inhabitants, the fish, its native homesteaders, 
tave already declared it uninhabitable and have 
iractically abandoned it? 
“The first financial speculation I ever made was 

n Hudson River shad. When about eight years 
>f age I bought 100 fresh from the nets of the 
ishermen for $5 and retailed them at six cents 
ipiece. I doubt whether in the last ten years 
here have been as many as 100 shad seen so far 
ip the Hudson as that speculation was made. 

“Of course, I would not have anything I have 
laid here regarded in the light of a criticism 
ipon the plans and scope of the commissions 
iharged with the celebration, which are all well 
rnough, but should not the river be cleaned be- 
ore its bedroom is decorated?” 
While expressing his thanks for the compli- 

nent of the appointment, Mr. Bigelow feels ob- 
iged, on account of his years, to decline to as¬ 
sume the duties of membership in the commis¬ 
sion. 

BOLDNESS OF PIKE. 

The boldness of a pike is very extraordinary. 
[ have seen one follow a bait within a foot of 
he spot where I have been standing; and the 
lead keeper of Richmond Park assured me that 
ie was once washing his hand at the side of a 
boat in the great pond in that park when a 
like made a dart at it, and he had but just time 
:o withdraw it. A gentleman now residing at 
Weybridge, in Surrey, informed me that, walk¬ 
ing one day by the side of the River Wey, near 
that town, he saw a large pike in a shallow 
creek. He immediately pulled off his coat, 
tucked up his shirt sleeves, and went into the 
water to intercept the return of the fish to the 
river, and to endeavor to throw it upon the 
bank by getting his hands under it. During this 
attempt the pike, finding he could not make his 
escape, seized one of the arms of the gentleman, 
and lacerated it so much that the wound is still 
very visible.—Fishing Gazette. 

Ten cents in stamps or coin will bring 

you our 

New Pocket Compass 
One and three-quarter inch dial, one- 

quarter inch thick, nicely nickeled, paper 
dial with large figures, improved needle. 
Guaranteed Satisfactory. You will 
need one on your vacation. Get our 
catalogue before buying. 

: 

R. E. P. 
SPORTING GOODS 

COMPANY 
1384N-86N Bedford Avenue, 

BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

THE HILDEBRANDT BAITS 
For Trout and Bass Fishing. 

No swivels required; “they spin 
so easy.” Made in seven differ¬ 
ent size blades, 25 styles, in 
either Bucktail or feather fly. 
For casting and trolling. 

Send for Circulars. 

Price for single. 25c.; tandem. 35c. 

JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT, Drawer No. 6, Logansport, Ind. 

REEL 
3-in-One. keeps all fishing tackle in per¬ 

fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won’t stick or 
hang at critical moment. They always work easily 

and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or 
Sticky. 

3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints 
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden 
rods, too, making them tough and pliable. 

Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist¬ 

ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last 
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines, 

nets and traps in either fresh or salt water. 
pDpt Try 3-in-One at our expense. Write for 

liberal free sample and booklet. 3-IN-ONE 
OIL COMPANY, 61 New St., New York ~ 

HORSE AND HOVND 
By Roger D. Williams, Master of Foxhounds, Iroquois 

Hunt Club; Keeper Foxhound Stud Book; Director 
National Foxhunters’ Association; Official Judge 
Brunswick Hunt Club. 

"Horse and Hounds’’ is encyclopedic in all that per¬ 
tains to foxhunting. It has chapters as follows: Hunt¬ 
ing. The Hunter. Schooling of Hunters. Cross- 
Country Riding and Origin of the American Hound. 
Breeding and Raising Horses. The Kennel Scent. The 
Fox. Tricks and Habits of the Fox. In the Field. 
Hunt Clubs. The style is clear and crisp, and every 
chapter abounds with hunting information. The work 
is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Trail and Camp-Fire. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors: 

George Bird Grinnell and Theodore Roosevelt. Illus¬ 
trated. 353 pages. Price, $2.50. 

Like its predecessors, the present volume is devoted 
chiefly to the great game and the outdoor life of Northern 
America; yet it does not confine itself to any one land, 
though it is first of all a book about America, its game 
and its people. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

iris; 
jS teel Fish i no Ro ds 

On your vacation, no matter where 
you are going, or what kind of fish 
you are after, will do more than any¬ 
thing else to make your trip success¬ 
ful. “BRISTOL” Rods are incom¬ 
parable for convenience—in the canoe 
or on the carry—reliability, resili¬ 
ency and for hooking and landing 
gamy fish. 

For sale by leading dealers every¬ 
where. Guaranteed three years. 

Beautifully Illustrated i,' 13 ^ 
Catalogue mailed ■*- —-■* 

THE HORTON 

MFC. CO., 

84 Horton St., 

Bristol, Conn. 

THE JACK FROST FLY BOOK 
JACK FROST’S PATENT Sealskin with calfskin lin¬ 

ing. Four removable trans¬ 
parent celluloid pockets, 
bound and fastened at one 
end in glove-button style. 
Aluminum box with moist¬ 
ening pad forflies and lead¬ 
ers in separate divisions. 
The moistening pad is riv¬ 
eted; cannot slide against 
the hooks to rust them. 

Capacity—8 doz. flies and 
3 doz. leaders. Most con¬ 
venient device ever gotten 
up, all in one pocket, smal¬ 
ler in size than the ordinary 
fly book, costing no more 
than the different items 

separately in the same quality. Price, $3.50. 
KELSO Brand Lines, Reels, Rods, Leaders, Flies and Hooks to gut are 

as good as can be made. We are Manufacturers and .Jobbers of Fishing 
Tackle. Catalog to the trade only. 

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers St., New York City 

Size 6lA x 3M x I" deep 

$10,000 for one KEEL 
To produce the first perfect 

“TRI-PART” 

REEL 
Cost us over $10,000. Other 
reel makers say we’ll go 
broke selling a $10 reel 
for $4. We’ll take the 
risk, because we know 
every angler who sees it 
will buy it. Up-to-date 
dealers sell it. We make 
repairs (if any) free. Send 
for circular of our reels. 

F. MEISSELBACH <a BRO. 

23 PROSPECT STREET, NEWARK, N. J. 

THE NEW TROUT BAIT 
actually seems to be alive. It rides 
the swiftest current. It never mats, 
but keeps its shape and color. It 
don't wear out. One man caught 
1*28 trout on one after his other 
flies failed. 25c each, 6 assorted 
$1.35. Bass size 30c. Postage 2c. 

New Tackle Catalog. W, J. Jamison, 1274 Polk Si., Chicago 

WATCH IT WOBBLE \ 
No artificial bait ever invented so quickly attracts 
bass, pickerel and all game fish 
as our Famous Glit¬ 
tering Pearl Wobbler | 
8poon which in the , 
water has an eecen- , 
trie wobbling motion . . 
much more effective than spinning and catches fish where 
everything else fails, n e _. with our large illustrated 
BY MAIL POSTPAID AiO C15* catalogue of Ashing tackle. 
F S Doering & Co., 562 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. X. 
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Do You Want a $5.00 Rod? 
THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 

Here It Is: 

The “TUSCARORA” FLY ROD for MOUNTAIN STREAM FISHING 

1 1 

crf>Ki 

No. 3537.—Split bamboo fly rod, oxidized mountings, snake guides, length b)4 feet, 
weight A)( oz.... $5.00 each 

^ Customer says : “I thought when I bought this rod it would last only a day or two; how¬ 
ever, after a hard summer’s use, during which I caught trout as large as three pounds, it is straight 
as a die and as good as new.” 

Rods same quality and style as No. 3537, with nickel mountings, 9 feet, weight 5)4 
oz.; 9)4 feet, weight 6 oz.; 10 feet, weight 7 oz. ------- $5.00 each 

Trout Booklet Free upon Application. 

E WM. MILLS <a SON, 21 Park Place, New York, U. S. A. 
£ (FISHING TACKLE EXCLUSIVELY) 

THOS. J. CONROY 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 

Fine FishingTackle & Sporting Goods 
TARPON. TUNA and ALL SOUTHERN TACKLE 

’'4i« 44'iit 

28 
John Street 
New York 

The Best Since 1867 > •- , ' /so Page 

EDWARD vom HOFE C"TASL;l0UE 
Factory-Salesroom FIS HE NG TACKLE. 

30-91 FULTON, ST. ’ . 

n.y. For all A NGL!NG 
Gold Medal. Highest Award o.t St. Louis, 1904. 
Also World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

JULIUS VOM HOFE. 
FISHING REELS ONLY. 

No. 351 South 5th Street, - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A reel with pood bearings and screws, oiled once a year, Is a 
durable, well running reel. 

Rubber and Nickel-Plated Click Reels, with Screw off metal Revolving Plate, 
Made in sizes 40, 60, 80 and 100 yards. 

All genuine Reels bear my name. No branch store in any city. Established 1857, 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

f <*> <*x* - *> • txS><sXSK»X*X*X<>>< 

NOW READY 

My Friend The Partridge 
By s. T. HAMMOND 

THIS delightful presentment of the glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in the 
crisp New England woods in search of the noblest of native game birds, which 
has already delighted thousands of readers of FOREST AND STREAM, is now 

ready for delivery in book form. 

Mr. Hammond knows his upland coverts as no other writer of the day. He makes 
no empty boast when he calls the partridge his friend, and, moreover, makes his every 
reader a friend of this splendid bird. He succeeds in a rare degree, not only in describing 
the ruffed grouse, its habits and habitat, and the pleasures of its pursuit, but in surrounding 
his reader with the very atmosphere of the leaf-scented Autumn wroods. Mr. Hammond’s 
book is a welcome addition to the library of sport. 

Cloth. 150 pages. Illustrated. Postpaid, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St„ New York City 

Send us your address for our 

NEW CATALOG 
ON 

Tackle 
Guns 

Camping Goods 

CANVAS 

Wading Shoes, 
Sizes from 6 to 13, 

‘4,00 Pair. 

OLDTOWN CANOEJ 
15 and 16 ft. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO., 523 Broadway, N. 

You Wiil Be Gla< 
You were reminded of the PRAY IMPROVED 0ARL0C 

which men like J. A. Cruikshank call “one of the me 

valuable aquatic devices I have ever seen.” Holds o 

securely without pins to weaken it and prevent feathi 

ing. Don't say what you’ve got is good enough until 

You’ve Seen the PRA1 
Ask your sporting gods dealer, or send for illustrat 

pamphlet. 

S. L. FAIRCHILD, 
2508 Broadway, - - New Yoi 

When writing say you saw the adv. : 

‘Forest and Stream.” 

It’s Square 

Jttount 
Ternon 

Distillery 
rSauare"] 
LBottleJ 

Bottling 

This 
is it 

COOK & 

BERNHEIMER CO. 

New York 

ittoimt Vtrtwn 
f)UT» 

tfook&XfrTitnnirr®® 
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL 

will be to studiously promote a healthful interest 
in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate a refined 

taste for natural objects. 
—Forest and Stream. Aug. 14, 1873. 

THE PALISADES PARK. 

Another change has taken place in the man¬ 

agement of the Interstate Palisades Park. The 

- Commission has employed a number of men 

. who now patrol the property from its southern 

end, at Fort Lee, N. J., to its northern ter¬ 

minus, above Sneeden’s Landing, N. Y., a dis- 

‘ tance of more than fifteen miles, the full extent 

of the great narrow park that was long ago 

acquired by the States of New York and New 

Jersey, and which, so far, is in an absolutely 

natural state save only that the springs all along 

the Hudson’s shores have been rendered sani¬ 

tary and more efficient by piping. The patrol¬ 

men are in uniform, and they are distributed 

daily by the commission’s steam launch, which 

is always within signalling distance of one or 

more of the men. 
So far this magnificent park has been devoted 

to the use of small boat owners and pedestrians 

who, because they must be in the city at least 

five days in every week, cannot go far away for 

their recreation. For them the great park is 

ideal. The cliffs and the forest trees on their 

slopes furnish abundant shade, there are cold 

springs all along the shore, and the numerous 

beaches and the grassy spots near them furnish 

innumerable campsites and facilities for bath¬ 

ing and rest. 
On every Saturday afternoon and Sunday in 

summer the sight which greets the cruiser along 

the shore and the pedestrian who follows the 

hundred-year-old paths among the rocks is a 

pleasing one. Little camps are everywhere, 

jaunty boats are drawn *up on shore or cruise 

about, and scores of men, some of them with 

their families, bathe in the old river or rest in 

the shade, within sight of their homes, but ham¬ 

pered by few conventionalities of city life. 

There are camp sites for all, but the commis¬ 

sion is liberal and allows selection to a certain 

extent, so that parties can camp together so long 

as they assist in protecting the trees and ob¬ 

serving sanitary laws. The park is a boon to 

thousands of our people, and they appreciate 

it fully. 
If this system of patrolling the park is con¬ 

tinued throughout the warm season, it may be 

that in time wild life will be found there again. 

Only a few years ago both gray and red squir¬ 

rels were fairly abundant along the slopes, brown 

rabbits were seen in every sumac thicket, and 

a few foxes and woodchucks lived among the 

rocks. In the autumn and winter eagles fre¬ 

quented the crags; crows nested everywhere, and 

opossums were in evidence, while song and in¬ 

sectivorous birds were abundant. Alien hunters, 

however, raked the region thoroughly, taking 

everything that ran or flew; but now it seems 

that the birds, at least, are returning to the pro¬ 

tected area, for large numbers of them have 

been seen there throughout June, including some 

that are rare visitants. 
Protection would make this great wild park 

an ideal refuge and breeding place for birds and 

small game, and if the commission will keep 

men on watch in winter as well as in summer, 

nature will do the rest. 

NATIONAL COMMITTEES OF ANGLERS. 

The president of the National Association of 

Angling Clubs has taken another important step. 

This is in the appointment of a Committee on 

Protection and Propagation of Game Fishes and 

legislation relating thereto. All of the fourteen 

clubs affiliated with the National Association are 

represented in this committee, and it can fairly 

be considered a national one, as it represents the 

East, the Middle States, the- West, the South¬ 

west, and in one sense the South. Its members 

are men of standing, chosen because of their 

records for work in the cause of protection for 

our game fishes. In bringing them together as 

a working committee, their efforts will be made 

apparent in State and, let us hope, in national 

legislation. 
The National Association’s membership of 

clubs has almost doubled since it organization 

two years ago. Its influence has been felt in 

certain directions, and its power for good is 

being widened steadily but surely. Only a short 

time ago we printed the announcement of the 

appointment by its president of a National Com¬ 

mittee on Standards of Sportsmanship. These 

two committees deserve the moral support and 

assistance of every gentle angler in the Union. 

Forest and Stream has received a number of 

communications recently, some of which bear 

no signatures, others are signed with initials 

only, and on still others the addresses are lack¬ 

ing. Photographs, too, have been sent with • 

out any explanation of what they represent and 

with no addresses of the owners. We have also 

written to several persons seeking information, 

but these letters have been returned to us by 

the postal authorities, as the addresses given us 

were not sufficient for them to find the writers. 

If any of our good friends have written to us 

but have failed to receive a reply, perhaps this 

explanation will enlighten them. 

A HORRIBLE EXAMPLE. 

The Canadian authorities are profiting by the 

bad example which we Americans have set them, 

and the time is not distant when the people on 

our northern border will be far ahead of us 

in all matters of game protection. Already they 

have established buffalo herds far larger than 

anything that we can hope to have for many 

years; coming into the United States and buy¬ 

ing up under our very noses the herd that we 

ought to have retained for ourselves. 

In forest preservation their work is being con¬ 

ducted on broad lines and will undoubtedly be 

continued on similar lines. 

Now they have awakened to the importance 

of preventing the continued destruction of large 

game in the North by hide and head hunters, 

and the Commissioner at Dawson in the Yukon 

has issued a proclamation that the slaughter of 

large game must stop. Hereafter until further 

notice no moose, caribou, mountain sheep or 

other such large game shall be killed in the 

territory of Yukon except by miners, prospectors 

and Indians, and for their own use. With this 

order will go its enforcement by that efficient 

body of men, the Northwest Mounted Police. 

It is a little mortifying to citizens of the 

United States that this country should serve as 

a horrible example of blundering short-sighted¬ 

ness to its nearest neighbor, but until the citizens 

of the United States learn something of the 

value of the natural resources of the country 

we must expect to be held up as a warning to 

others. 

While destructive floods and windstorms have 

wrought havoc in the West and Southwest dur¬ 

ing June, in numerous parts of the East dry, hot 

weather has prevailed. The streams, which were 

kept above their normal level throughout May, 

ran down rapidly and became clear and warm, 

so that the trout fishing was not much more satis¬ 

factory than it had been during the first six 

weeks of the open season. The conditions for 

bass fishing, which opened in Pennsylvania and 

New York in mid June, were favorable in 

streams like the Delaware and Susquehanna. 

Salt water fishing in the waters near by New 

York city has so far been extremely unsatisfac¬ 

tory, but better reports are looked forward to 

with confidence by that vast army of men and 

women who angle in the bays and inlets through¬ 

out the summer. 

K 

On June 14 Hiram H. Walker died at his 

home in Lockport, N. Y. His age was sixty- 

four years. For three years Mr. Walker was 

president of the New York State Forest, Fish 

and Game League and was a prominent worker 

in the cause of fish and game protection. 



The Passing of 
By GILBERT 

IN 1851 I was twenty-two years of age. a 

New Yorker, in search of health. The 

cold air of the New York winters was 

sapping my life. Consumption was claiming 

me for one of its victims. I had heard of the 

balmy breezes of the far South and was at¬ 

tracted by reports of the mild climate of South¬ 

west Texas. So I determined to test the 

capacity of the climate for restoration in my 

own case. It might interest the reader to de¬ 

tail the journey by way of Cincinnati and the 

rivers to New Orleans, and thence on the Gulf 

of Mexico, to our landing on the Southwest 

Texas coast; but that would be foreign to my 

subject. So I will only say that after thirty 

days of old-time travel we completed a journey 

that now can be made in three days. 

Our steamer anchored in Matagorda Bay— 

about three miles from shore—and we were to 

land at Indian Point, which was about three 

miles from where Indianola was afterward 

built. There was no wharf at which our steamer 

could land, so we went ashore on a lighter. 

The tide was against us, and it took us three 

hours to make the three miles, even with the 

assistance of passengers in rowing and poling. 

We landed finally at Indian Point, so called be¬ 

cause it had been occupied by the Caranchua 
Indians as a camping ground. 

Here were a few rude structures occupied by 

a few hundred people, who afterward moved 

down three miles to Powder. Bayou and built 

Indianola, which came to such a tragic fate in 

a'fter years. I hired a saddle pony to go out 

to the Green Lake settlement of six families_ 

to the house of a gentleman to whom I had been 
given a letter of introduction. 

It was an open prairie all of the way. There 

was not even one tree or a single mark of oc¬ 

cupation on the entire route of twenty miles, 

except the trail that was to lead me to the 

settlement. There was a heavy growth of grass 

on every part of the route. As soon as I had 

got out of the settlement at Indian Point, I 

began to see small bands of deer. When I got 

out about two miles a herd of about thirty deer 

crossed the trail just ahead of me. In a few 

minutes more another bunch of deer came 

scampering by. Pretty soon, as I began closely 

to scan the prairie on every side, I could see 

many groups of deer quietly grazing here and 

there. Some of them were very near me, and 

seemed utterly careless about my presence. 

Some bands of deer contained only four or five, 

and some of them contained as many as thirty 

the Caranchuas 
ONDERDONK 

or thirty-five. At one point there was a lake 

containing perhaps a couple of acres. All 

around it was accumulated a great number of 

deer—many of them were lying down—and all 

seemed to be quietly enjoying this watering 

place. I did not count them, but I believe there 

were six hundred deer at that watering place. 

I do not think that I saw less than three thou¬ 

sand deer during my ride across that twenty 
miles of prairie. 

Several times I saw herds of wild horses, at 

various distances, quietly feeding upon the 

grass that grew in such luxurious abundance. 

Whenever I came near one of these herds of 

wild horses, they threw up their heads with a 

loud snort, and away they ran. Generally a 

surprised herd would run about a quarter of a 

mile and stop. Every member of the gang 

would hold up his head to the utmost. Then 

they seemed to decide for themselves whether 

there was anything to run from. If they con¬ 

cluded that I was not after them, they would 

remain quiet for a few minutes, still watching 

me, and then resume their grazing. But in 

most cases, after looking at me for about a 

minute, they would snort again, and in their 

wild freedom, resume their retreat till they 

were out of sight. 1 hese horses were without 

owners, coming, going, grazing, lying down, 

getting up when they pleased. 

Then such immense flocks of wild geese. 

Sometimes they covered the ground for a mile. 

Some of them would rise in the air at my ap¬ 

proach, go a little to my rear, and alight again; 

others would only walk aside for me to pass, 

and then sit quietly down as if they were 

monarchs of all they surveyed. Once in a 

while I could see a flock of pelicans flying 

lazily through the air. And what a world of 

prairie hens! They were so tame that I could 

ride to within a few steps of them without their 

showing any signs of alarm. 

After about fifteen miles of the kind of 

scenes that I have been describing, I could be¬ 

gin to define in the distance before me the nar¬ 

row belt of timber that lined the shore of Green 

Lake, along the bank of which would be found 

the residence of the man to whom I had a 

letter of introduction from a mutual friend 

“hack in the United States.” That was so soon 

after annexation that the Texans had not yet 

dropped the habit of speaking of the United 
States as a foreign country. 

I found the house that I was seeking with¬ 

out difficulty and received a hearty welcome. 

Every newcomer “from the States” was sure 

of that. I he six dwellings that constituted the 

settlement stood upon the high bank overlook¬ 

ing the lake, a beautiful body of water about 

fifteen miles in circumference. 

I engaged board for an indefinite period, 

until developments should indicate my proper 

course. It was not long till the sun went down 

beyond the beautiful lake and darkness 

covered our surroundings. The dogs were 

given their quota of venison from a deer hang¬ 

ing in waiting, and we surrounded the family 

table. I wondered why each house kept such 

a pack of dogs, but I soon learned why. They 

were needed as sentinels and guards against 

wild animals and wild men. Every family must 

have several good dogs. They were large, 

strong-looking animals, and then each pack 

needed at least one little terrier. Those dogs 

were inoffensive-looking little things, but they 

were kept for their wonderful alertness. Any 

sound that might not awake the large dogs of 

the pack would, nevertheless, be sure to arouse 

the little sentinel, and his alarm would soon 
start the entire pack. 

We were eating our supper, when the little 

sentinel dog began to raise a racket. In much 

less time than is required for me to write it, the 

entire pack rushed toward the entrance gate. 

1 he master of the house called the servant boy 

to go out and see what the alarm meant. He 

soon returned and told his master that Mas'ter 

William had come. He told the boy to go out 

and take Master William’s horse and tell him 

to come in. Lie then explained to me that it 

was his son who had been over the river; that 

he had been a little uneasy about him, as he 

was several hours behind time. 

By this time Master William was entering 

the room. Northern readers are reminded that 

in those days of human slavery every slave 

spoke of, or addressed all white persons as 

“Master,” “Mistress,” or “Miss.” Our host 

then said to his son, “Well, Willie, you have 

got back from over the river. Is there any 

news?” Such an inquiry meant whether there 

were any Indians about, or whether any white 

persons had fought each other. 

Willie replied, “Not much in the way of 

news. The Indians came in yesterday. They 

did not kill anybody. They ran McGrew in 

from the prairie, and got thirty of his horses.” 

Then one of the young ladies spoke up and 

said, Well, I wish that I could have seen old 

man McGrew while the Indians were after him 

and have seen how he would do.” 

Then the other girl spoke up and said, “Well, 

wouldn’t I! I’ll bet he scampered!” 

The reader may imagine how I received the 

information that I had blundered into an Indian 

frontier. I, a greenhorn, just from the States, 

had not thought of such a thing. I had heard 
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so much that was alluring concerning “the 

paradise of the Southwest,” and had heard 

nothing upon the other side of the question. I 

had been reared under the civilization of the 

great State of New York, and then to suddenly 

confront the fact that I had come to a wild 

frontier, was a real shock to me. I did not say 

a word, but I thought rapidly. 

As I saw the unconcerned manner of this 

family under the actual surroundings so sud¬ 

denly presented to my mind, I thought, “Well, 

if these girls and children and old people can 

make light of an Indian raid, then a New York 

Dutchman, like myself, should not be timid.” 

So I braced myself up to meet any contingency 

and embrace all of the romantic glamor of a 

rude frontier life. I had brought a revolver 

and gun, just what seemed to .be needed for 

the kind of life that seemed to have become my 

portion in the great Southwest. 

My host was an old resident who came from 

Pennsylvania while Texas was a part of Mexico. 

He was full of such information as any new¬ 

comer would be eager to gain; so from day to 

day I loaded up with information upon a va¬ 

riety of subjects relating to frontier conditions. 

For outdoor exercise I hunted, sometimes the 

ducks and geese along the shore of the lake, 

sometimes among the wild turkeys along the 

river and again among the wild boars of the 

canebrake, or among the deer, and frequently 

I joined a party of mustang hunters and ran 

wild horses. Then I would remain for whole 

days at a time at the residence. I had gradu¬ 

ally begun to take hold of Southwestern fron¬ 

tier life. It seemed to suit me, and I was build¬ 

ing up my physical condition—just what I came 
to Texas for. 

And here I hesitate as to which one of the 

many interesting phases of early Southwestern 

life I shall offer to my readers. Should it be 

of the crude social life of the early frontier; the 

wonderful loveliness of its scenery; of its vast 

throngs of wild horses; its other game so 

abundant that the hunter need not hunt in 

order to find it; of its beasts of prey, or of the 

savages that then hovered around the settle¬ 

ments? 

As we have already begun to say something 

about Indians, perhaps we had better talk about 

them for a while. The Green Lake settlement 

had a peninsular position that did not favor a 

hasty retirement of the Indians in case of dis¬ 

comfiture. The Comanches had made no in¬ 

vasion of the peninsula since the summer of 

1840. 

In the Green Lake settlement there was 

pointed out to me a blackened log as a rem¬ 

nant of the last Caranchua camp-fire on that 

side of the lake. They had got themselves into 

trouble with the settlers near the Nueces River, 

something more than a hundred miles south¬ 

west of Green Lake. It caused them to get a 

severe handling at the Oso Creek, a few miles 

from Corpus Christi. The Caranchuas were 

never a very numerous tribe. At the battle 

of the Oso nearly half of them were killed. 

Then they contracted their range very much, 

and established their headquarters at the con¬ 

fluence of the Guadalupe and San Antonio rivers, 

where they were at the period of their final 
history. 

These Indians had consented to the settle¬ 

ment of a white family on the south side of 

Green Lake. After a brief occupation, when a 

nice field had been put into cultivation, a deputa¬ 

tion of Caranchuas came to this settler and 

ordered him to vacate. As he had no near 

white neighbors and was really at the mercy of 

the Indians, who had received from him much 

kindness, he considered it prudent to forsake 

his fine farm rather than to risk the conse¬ 

quences of remaining. After that the Caran¬ 

chuas seemed to have somewhat repented of 

what they had done to this settler, as it had 

stirred up some hostile feeling among the few 

settlers along the Guadalupe River above them, 

as well as among all settlers of the entire region. 

They then ceased to frequent the east side of 

the river, where the Green Lake settlement of 

six families was soon after formed, and thus 

the peninsula became comparatively safe. Then 

their depredations were mostly confined to the 

west side of the Guadalupe River. Whenever 

any depredations were committed the Caran¬ 

chuas were loud in charging it to the Coman¬ 

ches or Lipans. But the Caranchuas were a 

lawless set, anyhow, and there was constant ap¬ 

prehension among most of the settlers within 

easy reach. 

Along the west bank of the Guadalupe River, 

only a few miles from the Caranchua camp, 

lived a family by the name of Kemper. There 

was no settlement between Kemper and the In¬ 

dian camp. The Indians frequently visited 

Kemper’s house, and the family treated them 

kindly. They had no fear of the Caranchuas, 

believing them to be only simple, harmless 

savages. Kemper’s stock pen was perhaps a 

hundred yards distant from his house, which 

stood between the pen and the river bank. 

Kemper had penned his oxen, intending to haul 

a load of wood for the use of the family. He 

saw quite a party of Caranchuas coming toward 

his pen, but he thought nothing of it, as he re¬ 

garded them as friendly, although most other 

settlers did not. Suddenly they surrounded the 

pen and demanded that Kemper should go at 

once and kill a beef for them. He told them 

that his wife needed a load of wood; that he 

must first bring his family the wood and then 

he would go and shoot them a beef. They said 

that they would not wait till he had done his 

own work—that they wanted the beef at once. 

Each side insisted upon having its own way in 

the matter. 

The Indians had no guns, but were all armed 

with bows and arrows, and some of them had 

spears. Then they all climbed up to the top of 

the fence enclosing the plot and seated them¬ 

selves. They told him that if he did not go at 

once and shoot them a beef they would kill 

one of his oxen in the pen. He told them that 

the cattle that they could see nearby in the 

prairie were his own; that they might go and 

kill any one of them that they pleased but must 

not touch his oxen. They replied that the cattle 

in the prairie were so wild that they could not 

get near enough to them to kill one, and must 

have one of his oxen unless he would go at 

once and shoot them a beef. 

Now Kemper was one of the bravest of men, 

but not always prudent. He told them that if 

one of them drew a bow on one of his oxen he 

would shoot him dead at once. 

' Pretty soon one of the Indians drew his bow 

and sent an arrow into one of Kemper’s oxen. 

Kemper fired and the Indian fell headlong. 

Then several bows were bent upon Kemper 

himself and an arrow dealt him a fatal wound. 

Kemper’s wife and her sister had been watch¬ 

ing the proceedings for some time. They picked 

up the body of the wounded man and carried 

him to the house. The Indians did no hostile 

act against the two women. They wanted beef, 

and they had it, and Kemper was soon a corpse 

in his own house. 

I should call it about eight miles from 

Kemper’s home to the nearest house. As soon 

as possible word was sent out of what had 

happened. The scattered settlers agreed that 

something had to be done to secure safety 

against the Caranchuas. There had been other 

occurrences that had been overlooked, but it 

was agreed that the time had come for positive 

action A meeting was appointed for discussing 

conditions and organizing for results. But be¬ 

fore the time arrived for the proposed purpose, 

an unexpected development caused a sudden 

hastening of the gathering of the clans. Tom 

O’Connor was then living on his ranch on the 

west bank of the San Antonio River, where 

O’Connorsville now stands. There was no 

settlement between the O’Connor ranch and the 

Caranchua camp, which was on the opposite 

side of the same river, and some ten or twelve 

miles further down. It was a treeless prairie, 

except the narrow belt of timber along the river 

bank. 
Tom O’Connor had a faithful Mexican, whose 

name I have forgotten, but whom we may 

designate as Juan. One day he told Juan to 

saddle his horse and ride down the prairie 

three or four miles and see if there was any¬ 

thing worth reporting. It was only a com¬ 

mon precaution often observed in those days of 

prowling savage life. Juan rode along, keeping 

himself within about a half mile of the timber 

belt that skirted the San Antonio River. About 

two miles from O’Connor’s ranch Juan saw a 

man at a distance, walking slowly in the direc¬ 

tion of the ranch. Juan halted and was taking 

a careful look at the distant human form, when 

the stranger suddenly dropped down among the 

tall grass. 
Juan knew well that none but savages were 

living below the O’Connor ranch. He knew 

that if the stranger belonged to the O'Connor 

settlement or to any of the neighboring settle¬ 

ments above, he would not be likely to be on 

foot. He knew that a man on foot in that 

neighborhood was almost certain to have some 

relation to the savages whose camp was in the 

direction from which he saw this lone footman 

coming. So Juan carefully took his range and 

rode rapidly toward the spot where he had 

seen the footman disappear in the grass. The 

stranger kept himself as well out of sight as 

possible, but the keen eyes of Juan had him so 

well located that he rode accurately to the spot. 

Most Mexicans look like Indians, and, in fact, 

are Indians. Juan’s prisoner was wearing the 

Indian garb, and appeared to be a Caranchua. 

When Juan threw his gun into a firing attitude, 

the prisoner broke out in good Spanish and 

begged Juan to spare his life, insisting that he 

was not an Indian, but a Mexican, which would 

all be explained. 

So Juan directed him to head for the ranch 

and he would not hurt him; that when he 

reached the ranch he could explain for himself 

to Seiior O'Connor how he came to be found 
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on foot—a thing so totally unusual for the time 

and place. 

When Jose was brought into the presence of 

Senor O’Connor, he had decided to tell the 

whole truth. He told O’Connor that he was a 

Mexican from Bexar (now called San Antonio); 

that he started from Bexar in his canoe, loaded 

with honey, to come down the San Antonio 

River to the Guadalupe, thence by the different 

bays to Matagorda, where he had expected to 

sell his honey and then get a job among the 

Matagorda colony. But as he came near the 

Caranchua camp they halted him and made him 

prisoner. They consumed his honey and made 

a slave of him. He had not dared to try to run 

away from them, as he did not know where to 

go, nor whom to go to. And now they had 

sent him on an errand for them, all of which 

he would explain. They had told Jose that at 

or near the ranch there was a herd of horses 

during the night, while O’Connor and his men 

would all be asleep. 

The Indians had also cautioned Jose how to 

approach the pen in the darkness without 

awakening the pack of dogs. Jose said that he 

was trying to obey the orders of the Caranchua 

chief when Juan made him a prisoner. 

“But,” said Jose, “now I am clear away from 

the Caranchuas, and I do not owe them any¬ 

thing but to pay them for their treatment of 

me. I am ready to guide a hostile party to their 

camp, and if you will let me do it, I will lead 

your clan into a position that we can kill every 

one.” 

O’Connor was a good judge of men. I was 

personally acquainted with him for more than 

thirty years. He believed every thing that Jose 

had told him, and Jose had evidently told the 

truth. Then O’Connor hurriedly sent messen¬ 

gers to each settler that he felt sure could be 

VOYAGERS RETURNING HOME. 

From a photograph by Thomas A. Reynolds. 

that they wanted possession of; that the horses 

belonged to Senor O’Connor. They directed 

Jose to be careful that no one should see him, 

as discovery would be certain death to- him. 

They had explained to Jose that there were 

four swells of ground between their camp and 

the O’Connor ranch; that when he had passed 

over three of those swells he must be careful 

and wait there till it was dark enough to safely 

go further. And as soon as it was well dark, 

then Jose would pass over the last one and go 

to the pen where O’Connor enclosed his horses 

every night. They had explained to Jose the 

position of the horse pen and that O’Connor 

had a bell on a very gentle animal of the herd. 

So he could go up to the bell horse easily, after 

they were in the pen, and that O’Connor would 

have them in the pen before dark. Then after it 

became dark enough to make it safe for him to 

do so, Jose was to slip carefully up to the pen 

and take the bell off the bell horse, so that it 

could not raise an alarm while they were taking 

the horses away; and thus they thought to be 

able to slyly steal the entire herd and get away 

depended upon. He sent also to Refugio, a 

small town about twenty miles distant. I think 

that they were nearly all Irishmen, like Tom 

O’Connor himself. The men promptly hurried 

to the O’Connor ranch. Jose had been kept se¬ 

cure for possible developments. 

When the entire clan had assembled at the 

O’Connor ranch, they held a consultation. 

They called in Jose and heard him tell his story. 

They questioned him closely and unanimously 

agreed to admit him in full confidence. They 

then requested Jose to express himself fully 

and freely, and give them what he considered 

the best plan to be pursued. Jose replied sub¬ 

stantially, as follows: 

“I know that those Caranchuas would kill 

me in a minute if they could unless I could con¬ 

vince them that I have been true to them. Now 

let me tell you. I know their camp and its 

surroundings, and I know well the entire ground 

from the camp to the edge of the forest. I can 

guide you to the very spot after we get to the 

timber, but I do not know the prairie on this 

side of the timber. I propose that we all start 

together at a time of day that will bring us to 

the timber border a little after dark. Then 

from the edge of the timber I had better go 

alone, while you all remain quiet till I return. 

I will go on to the place where they have an 

outside guard when they are looking for trouble. 

If there should be no one there, then I shall 

know that they are not looking for any 

trouble, and will come back to you, and we will 

all go on together for a short distance, after 

which I had better go on ahead of you at least 

a hundred "yards. We shall not be likely to meet 

any of them on the way, but we must be care¬ 

ful. If I should meet any of them while ahead 

of you I can tell them of my escape and return 

to them. They will believe me and receive me 

gladly. Then we will have a noisy talk, and I 

will shout with pretended gladness. In that 

case you will know what to do. I think it would 

be best to keep quiet till I get a chance to come 

back to you. You will know about that. There 

would not be more than two or three of them 

anyhow. Oh! we shall get them. But I be¬ 

lieve that we can go right to the camp before we 

shall meet any of them. If so, then when we get 

nearly there, I will slip on ahead and see if 

everything is all right and none of them will 

know that I am about. If I should be dis¬ 

covered I can manage that by making them be¬ 

lieve that I have returned to them, and we will 

be uproarious with joy at my safe return, and 

you must rush up at once and take them by 

surprise. 

“But I think that I can get right in to the 

camp without being discovered. In that case, I 

can go to the tent where they keep their bows 

and I will cut every string twice, so there can 

be no splicing, and then slip back to you. 

Then I shall know exactly how everything is 

there and we can run in. on them with our 

double-barrel shotguns and clean out the whole 

pack.” 

As soon as Jose had finished his talk, it was 

unanimously hailed as the right thing, and every 

arrangement was hastened to carry out the plan 

that Jose had given. A double-barrel shotgun, 

a brace of pistols and a dirk constituted the 

armament of each one. (Revolvers were then 

unknown in Texas.) More determined men 1 

never set out to do anything than that party of 

desperate men as they followed Jose toward the 

Caranchua camp. And old Juan was with them. 

They reached the border of the timber, about 

three miles from the Caranchua camp, soon after 

dark. There was no miscarriage of the plan 

upon which they had set out. Jose quietly 

entered the Caranchua camp grounds without 

discovery. He succeeded in cutting every bow 

string. He saw that they had a great fire of 

unusual brightness. They had butchered a beef. 

Long ropes were arranged and were hung full 

of beef cut in slender strips to be cured over the 

fire. All was hilarity in the Caranchua camp; 

no thought of danger seemed to be in the mind 

of any of them. 

Jose hastened back to his comrades and told 

them that all things were ready. Then the at¬ 

tacking party hastened forward as quietly as 

possible without having been discovered and 

sent a shower of leaden missiles into the Caran¬ 

chuas as they stood around the fire. Many fell 

at the first discharge. The remainder hastened 

to their bows and found them useless instru¬ 

ments. Also they had run upon a group of 



men who opened on them with a deadly fire. 

The utmost consternation prevailed among the 

Caranchuas. They were falling helpless on 

every hand In wild desperation the surviving 

ones began to kill their own women and children 

—probably in preference to having them 

captured. Strange to say, not one of the In¬ 

dians made any effort to escape by flight. The 

carnage went on till every Caranchua, but one, 

in the camp that had been so hilarious such a 

brief period before, was now silent in death. 

And who could fail to admire that intense 

courage of the Caranchuas that seemed to have 

not once even thought of flight? Some of them 

could have escaped if they only would have fled. 

Whatever we may say of their treachery to 

others than their own tribe, we must admit that 

they were intensely true to each other. 

The Texans remained at the camp till morn¬ 

ing came. Then they crossed the river and re¬ 

turned over the prairie to the O’Connor ranch. 

They took with them as prisoner the one re¬ 

maining Caranchua. He was a boy apparently 

about sixteen or seventeen years old, who dur- 

ng the massacre of the previous night appeared 

so inoffensive to the one confronting him that 

he would not kill him. 

As they were riding along on the prairie to¬ 

ward O’Connor’s ranch the question arose as to 

■vhat disposition should be made of the Indian 

aoy prisoner. One proposed that he be taught 

:o work and be made useful. Another sug¬ 

gested that in every case where an Indian boy 

more than about ten years old had been adopted 

it had been found that he had retained enough of 

his wild instinct to finally desert his benefactors 

and return to wild life, and that he would carry 

with him dangerous information of settlement 

conditions, liable to promote disaster. An¬ 

other suggested that he, being the last of his 

tribe, had no tribe to return to, and therefore 

would be likely to prove true. Then another 

suggested that he might go to some remaining 

tribe, and become a source of future trouble. 

The final conclusion was that it would be un¬ 

safe to keep him unless he could be transported 

to some distant region from which he would 

not be likely to return. But the transportation 

facilities of those times in Texas may be com¬ 

pared with those of the Orient three thousand 

years ago. 

Finally Jose suggested that as he had been 

an involuntary servant of the Caranchuas for 

some time, besides having been robbed of his 

canoe and his load of honey, that it might be 

an act of justice to himself if they would give 

the boy to him. He promised that the boy 

should never cause any of them any trouble, and 

he knew how to be the boy’s surety that he 

would never prove to be a future enemy. They 

all accepted the suggestion of Jose and agreed to 

turn the boy over to Jose. 

“Well,” said Jose, “now you all agree that 

he is my Indian.” They all called out, “Yes, 

he is your Indian, and you may do as you like 

with him.” 

“Well, then,” said Jose, “I will arrange the 

whole matter in a minute.” Jose’s shotgun, like 

all of the others, was loaded with heavy buck¬ 

shot. The boy was riding ahead of the party 

a few feet, looking forward with no intimation 

of what was about to occur. Jose leveled his 

gun at the boy’s heart, then fired and all was 

over. 

I do not know what afterward became of Jose. 

I seldom visited the O’Connor ranch without 

seeing Juan. He had his own quarters there 

and was provided with everything needed as 

long as he lived. O’Connor became a 

millionaire and died at an advanced age. He 

was one of the signers of the declaration of in¬ 

dependence when Texas began her struggle for 

independence from Mexico. 

These details of the Caranchuas were given 

to me during leisure hours of ranch life, by my 

old acquaintance and friend, Tom O’Connor, the 

leading actor, fifty-six years ago. The last one 

of the participants in that bloody drama of the 

Caranchuas has gone to the spirit land. I have 

often been requested to give these memories to 

the public. I do not know whether the world 

will be any better than if I had allowed them to 

slumber in oblivion forever, but now, after 

carrying, in my own mind, for fifty-six years 

these details of a past age of unwritten history, 

I give them at last to your readers. 

Wild Life in a City. 
Boston, Mass., June 20.—Editor Forest and 

itream: The wild life to be found in the midst 

)f a great city would amaze the average “city 

>erson” utterly unsophisticated in the lore of 

ield and stream, could he realize the extent to 

vhich it thrives. 

It is but a few years ago that a policeman, 

vhile placidly tramping through the woods of 

ix-hundred acre Franklin Park, Boston, saw 

chat he thought was a great dog skulking along 

n the shadow of some brush. Something about 

he animal made the officer uneasy, and when 

ie found it was slyly trailing him as he went 

long he became positively alarmed. Presently 

he animal, displaying a pair of glistening fangs, 

nade a dash for him. The officer fired quickly 

nd the animal tumbled over dead. It was an 

normous wolf. The beast was skinned and 

he pelt was on exhibition for a long time at 

he park police station. 

Franklin Park and the Jamaica Plain, Forest 

I ills and Roslindale section south of Boston 

ffer a choice haven for many kinds of wild 

nimals in spite of the streets running through 

he territory. Many foxes manage to eke out 

xistence from the efforts of sundry tenement 

oiks to raise chickens. Last winter a friend 

nd myself ran on to a fox at Savin Hill in the 

ery heart of Dorchester, a part of Boston. 

We set out for a walk around Savin Hill and 

came to an area off Savin Hill road where once 

had been one of the magnificent mansions of 

ancient Dorchester. While we were standing 

by the huge stone steps of what had been the 

front entrance to the mansion a fox sneaked 

out of a covert of tumbled down grape arbor 

and sloped off through the thick snow. First 

of all we could distinguish easily the pointed 

muzzle and the sharp ears. There was the 

peculiar, slippery, graceful gait. But, above all. 

there were the tracks, not like those of a dog, 

but one after the other in direct line. 

The animal had scurried away toward a sort 

of ravine and in a tangle of brush adjoining 

a neighboring yard where there were some small 

chicken sheds. As Dorchester adjoins the very 

heart of Boston and is shut off from the main¬ 

land by a bay, the fact of a fox in the midst 

of a city of brick and stone and trolley cars 

might seem almost unbelievable. A police officer 

to whom we told the story could hardly credit 

his senses. “Can a fox swim?” he asked. “Fie 

certainly can; that is, if he’s got to,” we re¬ 

plied. This animal had undoubtedly been driven 

out from the Blue Hill woods beyond Dor¬ 

chester Bay, and in his quest of food had ac¬ 

tually crossed on the half mile of mingled ice 

and open water to the mainland at Savin Hill 

When we found him he was merely waiting in 

the grapevine copse until later at night when 

he meant to make a sally on those chicken sheds. 

As further proof of the fact that we really 

did scare up a fox in our evening stroll, it came 

about that some days later a fox was shot in 

Dorchester. 

During the spring the general rise of water 

in all the brooks has revealed that wild muskrats 

are to be found about the brooks in the suburbs 

and in the very precincts adjoining the center 

of the city. For instance, in a tiny waterway 

that comes off Commonwealth avenue, not three 

miles from the State House, that is, midway 

between Harvard avenue and Allston street and 

running off southeast toward Holmes avenue 

and Verndale street, Brookline, a number of 

muskrats have been found this spring. I have, 

myself, proof that at least one was there, for 

his skin is a trophy in my home. 

A Franklin Park policeman said to me the 

other day: “I was coming along the path here 

through the bushes not long ago and I saw a 

strange looking little hump-backed animal cross 

the road and go in some bushes. I went back 

and looked around, and what do you suppose 

’twas? A porcupine. Yes sir; there he 

was, nestled up by the shrub and sizin’ up 

things.” 

The rattlesnake and copperhead still flourish 

in the Blue Hill region just south of Boston. 

Many a professional snake catcher plies his 

trade there during the season, gathering the 
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reptiles for showmen and for the oil which is 

disposed of to drug stores. 

Just north of Boston and over the southern 

border of New Hampshire deer have become 

so numerous that one can occasionally see them 

—as I myself have—from a trolley car out of 

Lowell. 

This wild life is, however, only to be dis¬ 

covered by the leisurely stroller through the 

parks, boulevards and environs of a great city. 

The hysterical rushing-to-catch-a-car chap, if he 

ever caught a glimpse of a fox, would imagine 

it merely a new sort of collie; and a muskrat, 

which might have crawled from a city brooklet 

to nibble at the tender shoots lining the bank, 

would be thought a giant wharf rat. 

Livingston Wright. 

Woodcock and Young. 

Sullivan County, N. Y., June 16.—Editoi 

Forest and Stream: I hope that the ruffed 

grouse have bred well, but May was wet and 

rather cold. How does the woodcock carry her 

young? We know that she does it. A friend 

saw a hen bird carrying two young woodcock 

this spring. She had been alarmed by dogs and 

the little ones were attached to her legs in some 

way. I think she holds them between her legs. 

Possibly they may cling to her. This is a wise 

bird in spite of the fact that when suddenly 

flushed, in bright sun, they may seem stupid, 

being half asleep. Night is their busy time. 

I have seen a woodcock deliberately enter the 

water and swim across a quiet stretch of a 

mountain brook in southern Pennsylvania. This 

is a tough story, but true just the same. These 

birds breed in many odd places, but usually 

move by August. I have seen a brood in the 

gardens of a small Michigan village. 

The days are long now and the robins begin 

singing about 3 o’clock in the morning before 

it is light. The catbirds and bobolinks have 

not been as tuneful as they were a week ago. 

The former does pretty well as a substitute for 

the mockingbird. I wish that the English spar¬ 

row was back in his native isles. He is a nuis¬ 

ance to our birds and to us. The worst enemy 

of birds in the country is the domestic cat. A 

pussy that has taken to hunting is always kill¬ 

ing something—young birds, rabbits, chipmunks 

—a murderous creature. 

Theodore Gordon. 

Breeding Prairie Chickens. 

Wilmington, Del., June 18.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: I have a batch of prairie 

chicken’s eggs now in process of incubation 

under a good natured domestic hen. If every¬ 

thing goes well the chicks will be due to show 

up about two weeks from this date. Will some 

of your readers be kind enough to give me the 

benefit of what experience they may have had 

in raising prairie chickens in confinement and 

also give me some hints as to what possibilities 

there are for increasing my stock from these 

chickens, provided I carry them successfully 

through the winter into another spring? Any 

hints of the breeding of prairie chickens in con¬ 

finement will be gratefully received. 

Blue Hen. 

Newfoundland Reindeer. 

St. John, N. F., June 13.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: As many readers of Forest and 

Stream are interested in the experiment now 

being tried by Dr. Grenfell, viz.: the introduc¬ 

tion of domesticated reindeer into the island, the 

following newspaper notes, which give the latest 

information, will be welcome. Dr. Grenfell is 

very enthusiastic over the success of the venture 

so far, and is sanguine as to the future. Every 

lover of nature the world over will sympathize 

with the learned doctor and hope the experi¬ 

ment will be brought to a successful issue. 

“From Captain Bartlett, of the Strathcona, we 

learn that the 250 reindeer imported last season 

are now all at St. Anthony and are proving a 

splendid success. There is every sign that they 

will increase quickly, as since they have been 

brought there, seventy fawns have been born, 

so that the herd has now increased to over 300. 

All the fawns are alive with the exception of 

two, which were born dead, and three killed by 

accident. The others are all doing well, and 

have proved to be splendid beasts of burden, 

being engaged all the winter hauling out logs 

from the woods, some six miles inside of St. 

Anthony, for the construction of mission build¬ 

ings at that and other places. 

“The deer are thriving splendidly on the moss 

which is found there in profusion, enough being 

at St. Anthony to support hundreds of thou¬ 

sands of the animals, and which the Laps say 

is as good, if not better, than the moss found in 

Lapland. 

“A splendid sight greets the visitor to St. 

Anthony, who enters by water, as the deer can 

be seen on the point browsing on this moss. 

Very little trouble, if any, is experienced' in tak¬ 

ing care of the animals. It is expected at the 

present rate of increase that within a few years 

the herd will be trebled or quadrupled. The 

Laps are at present in charge of the deer, but 

the doctor has some of his own people assist¬ 

ing them, and these are learning quickly to look 

after the deer, and to handle them properly. 

The animals do not travel with the speed that 

the doctor expected they would, with light loads 

and good going, but he is nevertheless satisfied 

that his experiment in bringing the reindeer to 

Labrador will be an unqualified success.” 

W. J. Carroll. 

Those Maine Panthers. 

In Forest and Stream, of May 23, a corres¬ 

pondent describes an encounter between Charles 

A. Daisey, the well-known camp owner of Nor- 

cross, Maine, and two animals said to be 

panthers. According to this account Mr. Daisey, 

while walking along an old trail in the Katahdin 

region last autumn, on the way from his camp 

on Sourdnahunk Lake to Norcross, saw two 

animals which he at first thought were deer. 

One of them, on scenting or hearing him, sprang 

into a tree, and its mate jumped on to the trunk 

of the same tree, then dropped into the bushes 

and was not seen again. Mr. Daisey fired sev¬ 

eral shots from his revolver at the one in the 

tree, and possibly injured it, for he said it 

squalled, jumped to the ground and vanished 
in the undergrowth. 

In the winter Captain Sawyer and Frank Has¬ 

kell, while trapping, tried to find these panthers 

—as they are believed to be—and Mr. Haskell 

reported that he saw one of them for a momei, 

but got no shot at it. 

Mr. Daisey wrote us, under date of June 1 

that he has seen the tracks of these anima 

since, as well as previous to, his meeting wit 

them, but has not had another opportunity t 

see the cats themselves. He estimates the 

length at not more than four feet, possibly 

little less. As he had a good view of them, fi 

tells us he is confident they were panthers. 

The Starling. 

New York City, June 16.—Editor Forest ar\ 

Stream: There is no doubt that the starlii 

is increasing rapidly. During the present sprii 

I have observed them everywhere about Ne 

York. In the district lying east of Brooklyi 

that is, Flatbush and Flatlands, they appear 

be especially numerous. The presence of : 

many old barns and outhouses there would a 

count for this, for the starling loves to ne 

in such places. Lacking these, however, it w 

readily take to holes in trees. It lays five < 

six eggs and nests at least twice a year. Ha 

ing showed that it can survive our winters, 

is safe to predict that it will eventually becon 

as numerous almost as the English sparrow. 

The question now is whether it will prove 

blessing or a curse to this country. Certain 

it is an agreeable bird, has a handsome preset 

(indeed the sheen of its plumage is unsurpassec, 

and a charming voice. This it employs in rui 

ning the scales or a series of exercises, so 

speak. Singularly enough it has never learnt 

to sing. In domestication, however, it w 

imitate the songs of other birds with which 

may be confined in the same room quite clever! 

And it can even be taught to repeat phrases, 

once heard of a tailor in the old country wl 

had taught one to repeat every morning: “Tin 

to get up! Time to get up!” 

While all this is to the credit of our ne 

importation it will weigh but little, I opine, 

the bird should take to devastating orchards, ; 

is reported of it from Australia. In the Briti: 

Isles, where it is very numerous, no serioi 

charge of this kind has been brought again 

it, but of course a change of habitat makes f( 

a change in habits. We cannot be sure, ther 

fore, whether we shall eventually have reasc 

to rejoice or lament at the introduction of tlj 

starling. This, however, may be said, that su< 

introductions, except in the case of game < 

edible birds (which are pretty sure not to 1 

allowed to increase beyond bounds'), are risk 

experiments and had better be left alone. Natuil 

is extremely jealous of her balance, and at 

attempts on our part to interfere with it ai 

apt to be resented. Frank Moonan. 

Honduran Hardwood. 
A railroad in Honduras, which has just beej 

opened to traffic as far as Ceiba, thirty-fh 

miles, was built with creosoted pine ties fro: 

the United States. It is worthy of note th; 

while creosoted pine ties are being shipped fro: 

the United States to Honduras, hardwoods aij 

coming to the United States from that countr 

Americans are doing the shipping both way 

A tract of 8,000 acres in Honduras has bee 

secured by an American company which will ct 

the mahogany and other valuable hardwoods an 

ship them to the United States. 



unting in the Danish West Indies. 

—How the Ex-Lieutenant Bagged the Decoys. 

One lovely day a party, consisting of myself 

id three friends, started from the town of 

iristiansted for a small lake a few miles away 

the eastern part of the island, having re¬ 

ived information of the presence thereon of 

lcks in large quantities. The party were all 

thusiastic sportsmen. The oldest, Captain A., 

retired Danish sea captain, was a character 

>t often met with. Vast of stature and limb, 

th every bodily faculty unimpaired by his 

ree-score years, rugged and stern of feature, 

t with kindly eyes twinkling in his weather- 

aten countenance, fiery of temper under con- 

idiction, but possessing the kindest heart, he 

is a splendid specimen of the descendants of 

e old Scandinavian vikings, and one looking 

his giant frame could readily conceive the 

ength and endurance required to carry the 

avy mail and wield the ponderous battle axe 

those days of the old Norse heroes. His son 

iton, another of the party, was cast in the 

ne huge mould and possessed the same kindly 

ture. The third member, Lieutenant Neilson, 

retired Danish army officer, was a man of 

ge girth and handsome face, polished in man- 

r, and with a love of field sports that not even 

fs superabundant avoirdupois could subdue. 

The party drove to the field of operation in 

o phaetons, followed closely by a cart con ■ 
ning a couple of darkies, with a good cold 

ich. I accompanied the captain who had care- 

lly placed under his feet a dozen decoy ducks 

the latest improved pattern, imported from 

vv York and on the merits of which he ex- 

dated as we drove along. 

The smooth road led, with many a turn, 

ough a part of the island once flourishing 

the good old days when sugar was king, be- 

e the production of beet root had usurped 

sway of cane, and when the polariscope was 

thing unknown, and each hogshead of raw 

scovado tumbled out of a “curing house” for 

pment represented a hundred dollars to the 

nter; but now, alas, with every eminence 

'Wned by the ruins of a windmill cone—the 

endid masonry of which defies all ravages 

time and weather—and the mouldering walls 

a boiling house, manager’s residence, and 

:ro quarters almost buried in rank growths 

acacia, cacti and euphorbiae. 

)ccasionally the road wound within a few 

ds of some lagoon, or deep inlet of the sea, 

blue waters fringed by dense growths of 

ngroves, between whose arching roots purple 

! scarlet crabs scuttled away at sound of the 

eels, or a great blue heron or purple water- 

, orange-crested and with sardonic laugh, 

tld rise quickly and sail further out on the 

Hows, while often across the road would 

ak swiftly the mongoose, 

rrived on the edge of the pond, the horses 

e unhitched by the darkies and fed with 

ss brought in the cart, and the party sepa¬ 

rated. Anton and I waded out to the center 

of the pond and took our respective stations on 

two small islets. 

From our cover we could see one of the 

darkies, under the old captain’s direction, plac¬ 

ing the decoys in a small inlet, and in the oppo¬ 

site direction the lieutenant was wading along 

through the bushes near the shore on the alert 

for game. As we waited many purple coots 

swam out from the shore facing us, offering a 

tempting shot, but we refrained, on the mutual 

understanding that a shot then might spoil our 

chances at the ducks. Suddenly the report of 

the lieutenant’s gun was heard, and a flock of 

large whistling ducks rose and circled the pond 

toward us, to be greeted as they passed young 

Anton by two barrels, and as they swung off 

my chance came. On gathering in the spoil we 

counted seven ducks. The flock flew on up 

the pond, and turning at its upper end came 

down the shore, settling in a cove a couple of 

hundred yards above the captain, who, with the 

darky, lay concealed in the mangroves patiently 

watching his decoys. We could see the black 

boy earnestly pointing out where the flock had 

settled, and the captain set out to stalk them. 

At the same time the lieutenant retraced his 

steps, and after some time came in sight of the 

decoys, whereupon he promptly dropped under 
cover. 

I looked across at Anton, who was pointing 

out this phase of the proceedings, and already 

shaking and swaying with unholy glee. With 

the ponderous lightness of an elephant the cor¬ 

pulent army man, who was also somewhat short¬ 

sighted, crept along toward the supposed ducks, 

his face glowing with heat and excitement; and 

when within range lifted his gun and poured 

two charges of heavy duck shot into the de¬ 

coys. At the same instant the captain was pre¬ 

paring for action, having almost got within 

range of the ducks, when, startled by the double 

report, they rose and sped away unharmed up 
the pond. 

The irritated old gentleman turned, and by 

the commotion among his decoys took in the 

situation at a glance, and we could see him 

stride toward the crest-fallen lieutenant, shak¬ 

ing his ponderous fist, while deep tones of his 

voice reached us as he gave the unfortunate 

officer his unvarnished opinion of his unsports¬ 

manlike mistake. As soon as we could recover 

from the fit of laughter by which we were over¬ 

come, Anton and I waded ashore, where we 

had considerable difficulty in pacifying the irate 
captain. 

On the way home, as we passed by one of the 

lagoons before mentioned, knowing it to be a 

favorite haunt of the large mangrove duck, I 

persuaded the captain to wait while I waded 

through the bushes, and presently heard the 

deep quack! quack! of these birds. The next 

instant on looking up I saw two ducks, and ob¬ 

taining a snapshot heard one drop into the man¬ 

groves, while the other duck flew directly over 

the captain’s head and was dropped. 

J. C. DuBois. 

Game and Fish in Ontario. 
I he annual reports of E. Tinsley, Superin¬ 

tendent of the Game and Fisheries of the 

Province of Ontario, Canada, always furnish 

good reading. His report for 1907 is the first 

one to be made since the consolidation of both 

departments. We extract parts of it as follows: 

I regret the necessity of having to refer to the 

impossibility of effectively enforcing the fish¬ 

ery laws and regulations in the Province of 

Ontario, in consequence of the unsatisfactory 

conditions that have prevailed in this Province 

for some years, viz., abolishing close seasons 

for whitefish in the waters of Lakes Erie and 

St. Clair, bordering on the counties of Essex, 

Kent, Haldimand and Monck, and for pickerel 

in Lake Huron and River St. Clair off the coun¬ 

ty of Lambton. I have very decided opinions 

regarding close seasons, viz., that nature’s laws 

should be strictly observed while fish are en¬ 

gaged in propagating and perpetuating their 

species. I fail to see the difference between 

taking fish full of spawn, unless it is utilized in 

the hatcheries, and shooting game and other 

birds on their nests. I am aware that many of 

our fishculturists are under the impression that 

the work accomplished by the fish hatcheries is 

a great improvement on nature. I do not agree 

with them. No doubt the hatcheries should be 

utilized to hatch the spawn procured from fish 

caught during the open season, but I have 

doubts of the wisdom of taking fish off their 

spawning beds during the close seasons, even to 

supply hatcheries. The close season cannot be 

too rigidly enforced, notwithstanding the annual 

crop of hard luck stories advanced by the fish¬ 

ermen as a reason to be allowed to fish during 

a part of the inadequate close seasons. Differ¬ 

ence of temperature has been advanced as a 

reason against a uniform close season, but this 

cannot possibly prevail as an excuse or reason 

for having a month’s close season for whitefish 

bordering on the shores of several counties, and 

exempting the waters of the same lake from 

close seasons in front of other counties. 

The Nepigon River had this year many of its 

1 egular visitors, and in addition many new faces 

were seen. The excellent fishing was a source 

of much pleasure to those who were able to 

visit this renowned stream. The cold backward 

season prevented many from going who had 

made arrangements to spend a few weeks in 
that locality. 

The work of restocking the inland waters with 

parent bass had to be abandoned this year, 

owing to the cold backward spring, which 

caused these fish to delay their coming to their 

spawning grounds until it was too late to carry 

this important work on with any probable de¬ 

gree of success. The undersigned has been con¬ 

sidering whether it would not be better to do 

some of this work with fingerlings, and with 

this object in view inquiry has been instituted 

to find where suitable ponds could be secured for 

the propagation of these fish, which to many 

anglers afford the most enjoyable of all sports. 
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and it is hoped that during next year some plan 

may be decided upon which will enable this 

work to be carried on without interruption. 

Many of our summer visitors who were 

obliged to take out angling permits before be¬ 

ing able to legally angle in our waters expressed 

themselves as being pleased with the new regu¬ 

lations, believing that now fishing would be 

better protected, for no longer could ignorance 

of the regulations as to size and number of fish 

which could be legally caught be urged as an 

excuse. Our officers fulfil their duty in regard 

to the selling of these permits in a much more 

satisfactory manner this year than last, owing, I 

believe, to the better understanding of their in¬ 

structions, and in consequence the revenue re¬ 

ceived from the sale of these exceeded consider¬ 

ably that of last year. 

The general hunting during the open season 

of 1907 has been fairly good, with the exception 

of ruffed grouse. These grand and hardy birds, 

during the last two seasons, have been very 

scarce, not only in Ontario, but all over the 

United States and the Dominion. No doubt two 

or three cold, wet and late springs are to some 

extent the cause of the scarcity, but owing to 

the immense extent of country in which the 

scarcity prevails, other causes must be sought 

for. The prevailing opinion of sportsmen and 

writers is that a general epidemic prevails from 

which these beautiful birds are suffering all over 

the continent. The comparative absence of snow 

in the northern woods of the Province, during 

the winter of 1905-1906, killed immense num¬ 

bers. What little snow fell became crusted, on 

the surface of which thousands of dead ruffed 

grouse, better known as partridge, were found. 

These birds can endure ver^ cold weather when 

on the move during the day, but they cannot 

live through the long winter nights on the ex¬ 

posed limb or branch of trees with the tempera¬ 

ture 25 to 30 degrees below zero. During 

normal winters in our back woods, with two to 

four feet of snow on the ground, the partridge 

do not suffer from the extreme cold, in conse¬ 

quence of passing the long nights covered with 

from twelve to eighteen inches of snow. Never¬ 

theless, the unfortunate fact is that from a 

combination of circumstances, the partridge have 

decreased to such an alarming extent as to 

necessitate one or more close seasons to pre¬ 

vent the extermination of these, the most valu¬ 

able and interesting species of our native game 

birds. 

In consequence of the quail nesting later than 

partridge, the late cold springs did not have 

the disastrous effect on our cheery and useful 

Bob Whites. I am glad to say, owing to close 

seasons and restocking, the effect of several 

hard winters have entirely disappeared. Sports¬ 

men report having found, during the past sea¬ 

son, these grand little birds more numerous 

than in past years. I hope the sportsmen, in 

conjunction with the farmers and their sons, 

will practice self-denial, and that care so essen¬ 

tial in keeping up the supply of quail in the 

southwestern counties of the Province. Modern 

and improved methods of farming have not im¬ 

proved the chances of quail successfully con¬ 

tending with long and severe winters. The wire 

fences that are replacing the stump and rail 

fences, provide neither food nor shelter, while 

the latter provide both, to a large extent, dur¬ 

ing severe weather when neither are obtain¬ 

able from other sources. It is not wise to de¬ 

pend on perpetuating the supply of quail by re¬ 

stocking. The sale and export may be pro¬ 

hibited by those States from which we have in 

the past procured breeding stock. If the Hun¬ 

garian or European partridge will not fight and 

molest the quail, it would be advisable to en¬ 

deavor to acclimatize these strong and hardy 

birds in our quail districts, which I am con¬ 

vinced would be suitable for them, they being 

similar in their habits as to feeding, nesting, etc., 

to quail. As I have previously stated, it sests 

with the sportsmen whether quail are to be per¬ 

petuated or exterminated, as in some of the 

neighboring States. If the unwise and selfish 

practice of killing entire bevies and not leaving 

any for next season’s crop be pursued, then the 

end is in sight. 

The duck shooting, which is general to a 

great extent over the whole of the Province, was 

not as satisfactory as in former years, no doubt 

in some measure due to the unusual cold and 

late spring. Although some good bags were 

made in some localities, good bags were not 

general. Now that our neighbors realize the 

folly of shooting ducks in the spring en route 

to their nesting grounds, we may reasonably 

expect to have more ducks in the fall than for 

some years past. 

Woodcock, so dear to the heart of- every true 

sportsman, are becoming scarcer in the Province 

each succeeding year, no doubt resulting from 

too many colored sportsmen and cheap pot- 

metal guns in the South, the winter home of 

these famous game birds. I have known one 

man to kill 300 woodcock in one season, within 

a radius of ten miles from Hamilton, a far 

larger number than can be killed in the whole 

Province in one season now. 

Snipe and plover were found in sufficient 

numbers to afford good sport; in fact, plover 

shooting is reported to have been more satis¬ 

factory than for many years pasat. 

G. W. Bartlett, Superintendent of Algonquin 

Park, where the imported capercailzie were re¬ 

leased some years ago, reports that three were 

seen last summer on the island on which 

some of the imported birds were liberated. 

Several others were seen by reliable parties. 

Mr. Bartlett reports having seen one himself. I 

am not surprised that more have not been seen, 

as they are very shy and solitary in their 

habits, retiring to the most dense and inacces¬ 

sible pine woods. They do not increase as 

rapidly as other members of the grouse family, 

not rearing more than five or six in a brood. I 

consider it very satisfactory that numbers of 

them have been seen years after the imported 

ones were liberated, which proves conclusively 

that their surroundings are suitable, and that 

they are there to stay. 

Few caribou have as yet been killed by sports¬ 

men in the Province. Many have been killed 

by Indians who occupy the caribou grounds, be¬ 

yond the reach of sportsmen. In the near 

future when the railroads under construction, 

and those contemplated, are completed, the 

caribou grounds of Ontario will become as 

famous as those of Newfoundland. I have heard 

of some very fine heads obtained by Indians, 

within forty or fifty miles of Bear Island, equal 

in dimension to any procured in the Maritime 

Provinces or Newfoundland. 

One hundred and seventeen moose, or heads 

of same, were carried by the Dominion E? 
press Company during the open season, e> 

elusive of those killed by Indians and loc; 

hunters. 

Three thousand eight hundred and eighty-si 

carcasses of deer were carried by express con 

panies, being 406 less than carried by them i 

1906, and 576 more than they carried in 1905. 0 

course this is not one-third of the number kille 

in the Province during the year, when we cor 

sider those killed by Indians and settlers unde 

permits. The reduction from 1906 is due to th 

decrease in the number of non-resident license 

issued in 1907, compared with 1906. 

When we take into consideration the fact, a 

a rule, beaver and otter frequent the rivers 

streams and small lakes in the northern portion 

of the Province, inhabited by Indians, an 

where lumbering operations are carried on, it i 

surprising that so many of these valuable fur 

bearing animals are to be found in their usua 

haunts. Many of the beaver dams are destroye 

and flooded out by the construction of larg 

dams for logging purposes. The rapid con 

struction of railways, making nearly all por 

tions of the Province easy of access, make i 

almost impossible to ever have an open seasoi 

for these interesting denizens of the Nort! 

country. One open season would be tantamoun 

to extermination. 

The coarser species of fur-bearers have beei 

fairly abundant. 

Inspector Holden says: 

“The licensing of guides is a matter worthy 0 

your consideration. Not as a matter of revenue 

but of protection. If these guides were licensee 

the department would have a certain amount 0 

control over them and could make it part o 

their duties to see that the regulations as to th 

number and size of fish caught were adherei 

to, and no one can be in as good a position t< 

do this as the guides. 

“I have talked to a number of anglers abou 

this and nearly all of them agree with-me ii 

saying that this would be one of the best way: 

possible to enforce the regulations. The onh 

objection that I have heard to this being dom 

is the fear that it would be liable to create ; 

monopoly, as they claim that there are not toe 

many guides at present. But I am of thi 

opinion that this would not be the case; b) 

making the fee merely nominal it would not b< 

a hardship on any one, and it would have ; 

tendency to decrease the hours of labor, as 1 

guide’s day would end when his party had caugh 

their legal number of fish, and this chance 0 

shorter hours no doubt would encourage mon 

men to engage in the business.” 

Acting Inspector Webster writes: 

“The cry has been raised so often that th< 

only thing necessary for the protection of the 

fish, is the establishment of uniform laws be¬ 

tween Canada and the various States bordering 

thereon, that most people believe that there is 

something in it, but when we look at the facts, 

the hollowness of the cry is easily observable. 

In the first place it is a well known fact that the 

best fishing obtains on the Canadian side in all 

waters, not as is generally considered, on ac¬ 

count of better protection or of less fishing, but 

is attributable to nature. 

“The question of making uniform fishery 

regulations with the several States bordering on 

International waters, being now under con- 
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sideration at Ottawa, need not be commented 

upon here. The fact that the Federal authorities 

have had the right of making regulations for the 

proper preservation of the fisheries since 1867, 

and have left the fisheries to be destroyed dur¬ 

ing close season in certain localities noted for 

natural spawning grounds, cannot be success¬ 

fully defended; nor can the action of that 

authority be justified in using the most de¬ 

structive nets possible in dragging over the 

spawning beds at the breeding time in the Bay 

of Quinte waters, to take fish for the purpose 

of obtaining eggs to put in the waters where 

they have removed the close season for that 

particular kind of fish, while the netting is being 

carried on and millions of these eggs taken with 

the fish, which if permitted would have deposited 

them on the natural spawning beds. This is 

robbing Lake Ontario of the remnant of the 

whitefish for the very doubtful benefit of Lake 

Erie.” 

California Shooting Notes. 
San Francisco, Cal., June 6.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: County Game Warden Welch, of 

Santa Cruz county, is meeting with success in 

his commendable work in the junior branch of 

the county fish and game association. His plan 

is to educate the boys to take the real sports¬ 

man’s view of the preservation of game and 

forests and the lads are enthusiastic over the 

work. The teachers of the schools in the rural 

districts write Mr. Welch that the boys are eager 

to join the movement, and observant men travel¬ 

ing down the coast say they can see the good 

results of the work already. In other sections 

there is a noticeable scarcity of game, but on 

entering the district of Warden Welch and his 

league an abundance of small game is seen and 

an occasional deer. 

Boys under sixteen years may join the asso¬ 

ciation without the payment of any fees, and 

after they are enrolled they receive copies of the 

State and county game laws and literature deal¬ 

ing with the preservation of game, fish and the 

forests. Much interesting and valuable knowl¬ 

edge is thus put in the hands of the young 

people of Santa Cruz county which will surely 

work for the good of the lovers of the sports 

to be found in forest and stream in the years 

to come. 
Another organization which promises good re¬ 

sults for the hunter and the angler is the newly 

organized Honey Lake Outing Club, made up 

of the people of the valley of the Honey Lake 

district in Lassen county. This district was 

formerly a paradise of the hunter, game of all 

kinds abounding in the woods, and ducks com¬ 

ing in great bands to the lakes in the fall. There 

has been a marked falling off in everything ex¬ 

cept duck hunting in the recent years, however, 

and the people have just awakened to the re¬ 

alization that if they do not protect their game 

it will soon be too late. 

All residents of the valley are eligible to mem¬ 

bership in the Outing Club on the payment of 

a five dollar fee, and the yearly dues are fixed 

at a like sum. The present officers are: Presi¬ 

dent, J. A. Pardee; Vice-President, W. E. 

Dozier; Secretary and Treasurer, W. D. Harri¬ 

son. The club will see to the stocking of the lake 

and adjacent streams with fish as well as protect¬ 

ing in every possible way the game of the valley. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Although there is no protected game which 

is now on the open list, hunters should be think¬ 

ing of renewing their hunting licenses, as July 

15 is not very far distant. All licenses expired 

on the first of June. It is not necessary to have 

a license to shoot rabbits or other unprotected 

game, so some of the officers ceased issuing 

licenses during the closed season. The hunter’s 

license this year will not be the metal tag of 

last year, which was inconvenient to carry and 

easily lost, but will be of durable linen and of 

a size easily carried. 

Throughout the State the game wardens are 

showing an amount of activity in running down 

the violators of the law that is very gratifying 

to sportsmen. Numerous convictions for shoot¬ 

ing doves and other protected birds have been 

secured and the offenders are paying high for 

their fun. 

There is some activity going on in the prepara¬ 

tions being made to stock certain parts of the 

State with various game birds. The Fish and 

Game Commission has received word that the 

trapping of wild turkeys in Mexico, preparatory 

to shipping them here, is meeting with success, 

and a number of birds have been caught. 

A. P. B. 

The Floods in Minnesota. 
Aitkin, Minn., June 8.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The Government flood, which occurs 

annually on the Mississippi at this point in May 

and June, is now in full sway. 

When the snow melted and the ice went out 

there was no perceptible rise in the riVer. Dur¬ 

ing April there was little or no rain and much 

bright sunshine. It became very dry and much 

damage was done by forest and prairie fires 

all over the Aitkin flood district. Buildings 

were burned within half a mile of where I live. 

We were several times in great danger of dam¬ 

age by fire. During this dry period the river 

began to rise by water released from reservoirs 

above that are used for lumbering purposes, 

and by the time it had rained enough to avert 

the danger from fire the river was brim full. 

For two or three weeks it rained much of 

the time, just a drizzle that had no appreciable 

effect on the river. But the river continued to 

rise and spread over the low land. At the end 

the rain finished with a downpour. The heavy 

rain only lasted about two hours, but on top of 

the Government supply it will spread over a 

large amount of land and much damage will be 

done, though full two-thirds of the settlements 

of four years ago have been drowned out and 

moved away or died in despair. 

But there are still a good many to suffer, my¬ 

self among them. For four years most effort 

has been destroyed in this way. Last year, with 

no rain at all during the flood period, the flood 

was only slightly less, the damage slightly less 

by reason of no rain at all to help out. 

Only recently there was held in Washington 

a conference of the governors of all the States 

called by the President to discuss ways to pre¬ 

serve the forsets and improve our waterways. 

You say in your editorial in regard to this con¬ 

ference that “much good is likely to result.” 

These floods are aided by Government reservoirs 

to help the lumber interest to strip the Min¬ 

nesota forest. The President who called the 

conference is commander in chief of the army. 

The War Department is the seat of the graft. 

Our governor, who has been much in the public 

eye of late and who was honored by being called 

to the chair while the President delivered his 

address, has full knowledge of the floods and 

why they are maintained. Of course the Presi¬ 

dent can fall back on the report of his army 

engineers, who say that the reservoirs are used 

to assist navigation and to prevent floods and 

report five steamboats as doing business, carry¬ 

ing freight and passengers where there is and 

never has been more than one that could be 

said to be doing business, and that one will have 

to stop for lack of traffic if many more people 

move out. 

Our governor can say that he has no authority 

in the matter, but he might have said a word 

as to the facts. He might say, too, that our 

representatives in the House and Senate are the 

ones to blame, which is true, but there seems 

to be large profit in reservation pine. We can 

always tell when a reservation is being tapped 

by the size and quality of the logs that go by. 

These always come on the crest of a rise. 

The outsiders are lumbering the very brush 

and a vast number of the logs that go by are 

mere poles. 

The chief of the forestry bureau was at the 

conference and had something to say, but he is 

yielding more and more of the reserve, set aside 

to conserve the water supply at the head of the 

river to the lumbermen each year. He, too, 

could say that he was over-ruled by our Senators 

and Congressmen, but he might have given some 

facts. He certainly has the information. 

One measure for improvement talked of was 

more reservoirs, and a site on Big Willow, a 

branch above here, is being talked of. The 

Weyerhauser lumber interests have a large re¬ 

serve of pine on that stream and we know the 

result of reservoirs in such cases. 

With a channel thirty to forty feet all through, 

the early summer navigator needs but little as¬ 

sistance here, and if all that water is needed 

below we want a very much improved water¬ 

way here. 

Looked at from this standpoint I do not see 

so very much hope in that lauded conference of 

governors. The army engineers say the reser¬ 

voirs are used to prevent floods, but if they 

were, there would be no floods. The excessive 

floods are caused by heavy rains during artificial 

floods and by heavy rains after a long dry spell 

which induces all the lumbermen to open their 

private reservoirs on the same day. Much of 

these later day floods are due to the frantic 

zeal to finish the loot ere justice meets and stops 

them by the way. 

Forest and Stream has been very, very 

liberal in the matter of space to discuss this 

matter in the past, and I can only say, give me 

this last shot, and if I do not wing the vulture 

I will promise to badger some other good- 

natured publisher with the next. 

E. P. Jaques. 

IN THI WOODS 

or in the mountains, no matter how far from 
civilization, fresh milk can always be had if 
foresight is used in packing the outfits. Bor¬ 
den’s Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk in cans 
keeps indefinitely until opened, and answers 
everv purpose. It is pure, rich milk, condensed 
to the consistency of cream, put up without 
sugar and preserved by sterilization only.—Adv. 
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The Goat Pest in Hawaii. 
Honolulu, T. H., June 12.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The wild goat of Hawaii has in recent 

years become a serious menace to agriculture 

in various parts of the Territory. Secure among 

the almost inaccessible cliffs of the mountains, 

thousands of these nimble animals find a con¬ 

genial home, and although no systematic efforts 

have as yet been inaugurated for exterminating 

them, they are nevertheless extremely wary and 

difficult to approach. 

California and Australia have had their 

scourges of rabbits, and various Western States 

still have their troubles in combatting prairie 

dogs and gophers, but these pests injure the 

agriculturist directly by attacking his growing 

crops, while on the other hand the goats of 

Hawaii do the same thing indirectly by ruin¬ 

ing the mountain forests which conserve the 

rainfall on which the water for irrigation pur¬ 

poses is dependent. This was not for a long 

time appreciated, but of late years, with the 

rapid increase in the number of goats, it has 

become very apparent. In some sections of 

mountain districts, once heavily wooded, there 

is now scarcely any vegetation at all, due solely 

to the destructive feeding of the goats. 

All of the islands in the group have large 

areas of extremely broken and rugged moun¬ 

tain country, of no value except for the water 

sheds they afford, but this of greatest impor¬ 

tance. Although the rainfall on the windward 

sides of the islands is very heavy, in some in¬ 

stances ranging as high as twenty or thirty 

inches a month, the lea sides in many cases get 

almost no rain at all, all the moisture being 

wrung from the steady northeast trade winds 

by the chill of the high altitude of the great 

volcanic mountain ranges over which they pass. 

These dry districts in many instances have 

splendid soils, and extensive irrigation systems 

have been built to carry the water from the wet 

sides of the mountains in order that they may 

be cultivated. But owing to the precipitous 

nature of the mountains and the porous char¬ 

acter of the volcanic formations, without a good 

covering of forest growth to hold the rain, the 

greater part of it runs off to the ocean in foam- 

ing torrents almost as fast as it is precipitated. 

The Territorial Government is doing much in 

the way of forest planting, and in the encour- 

agement of forestry, but its work has in some 

instances at least been undone by the wild goats 

and cattle. Not only do the goats destroy the 

foliage of the smaller vegetation, but when this 

supply falls short they dig out and eat the 
tender roots. 

Goat hunting is a popular diversion in some 

parts of the Territory, and as a sport is by no 

means to be despised. Although the animals 

are numerous, it requires some hard tramping 

and climbing to get to their haunts, and then 

a true aim and good eye for distance in order 

to have much success. Occasionally parties are 

organized and a week or more spent in goat 

shooting with the result that sometimes several 

hundred are slaughtered. Were it not for the 

injurious characteristics of the little animals, 

the slaughter would seem wanton in the ex¬ 

treme, for no value is placed on the carcass, 

and it is usually left where it falls. Indeed, the 

character of the mountains would often make 

it difficult to secure the quarry after it is shot, 

and it is only in case of an especially large 

animal which the hunter may desire to secure 

as a trophy that any attempt is ever made to 

recover the body. 

The fact that there seems to be no market 

for the skins prevents their being hunted for 

any other purpose than the sport, or in order 

to reduce their numbers where they have be¬ 

come especially troublesome. Could some use 

be found for the skins there is no doubt that 

a great number could be secured at little cost. 

The goats are of the common backyard, tin-can¬ 

eating variety, brought here years ago, and find¬ 

ing the conditions especially congenial they have 

increased very rapidly after breaking away from 

the dominion of man. Will J. Cooper. 

Recent Publications. 

King Spruce,” by Holman Day. Cloth, 372 

pages, $1.50. Illustrated in colors by E. 

Roscoe Schrader. New York, Harper & 
Brothers. 

Although a novel, Major Day’s latest booK 

treats of much that is new to the sportsman 

tourists who visit Maine only in summer and 

autumn, although it is true of the every-dav 

life of the backwoodsmen and women of that 

State, who, however, know and like his ‘‘Up in 

Maine, ' "Kin o’ Ktaadin” and other books. 

King Spruce is a story of the “lumber barons” 

and the river drivers, of the camp bosses and 

the strange characters who make their homes in 

the woods, and of course the hero is worthy 

of the admiration of the reader, while the 

heroine is—but read the story yourself. Every 

chapter opens with a sample of backwoods 

verse or a snatch from a song of the log 
drivers like this: 

And never a knight in a tournament 

Rode the lists with a jauntier mien 

Than he of the drive who came alive 

Thro’ the hell of the Hulling Machine. 

and this: 

So we fellers of the camp, when the wind-spooks rave 
and ramp. 

We fasten up the dingle-door with spike and extry 
clamp; 

For it ain’t a mite against ’em if the boldest chaps do 
hide 

When the big trees go tumblin', crash and bang, on 

every side. 

Books Received: “Our Trees and How co 

Know Them,” by Arthur I. Emerson and Clar 

ence M. Weed; Lippincott. “African Nature 

Notes and Reminiscences,” by F. C. Selous; 

Macmillan & Co. “The Book of Fish and 

Fishing,” by Louis Rhead; Scribners. “Kedar- 

Kross, a Tale of the North Country,” by J. 

VanderVeer Shurts; Boston, Richard G. Bad¬ 

ger. “The Heart of the Red Firs,” by Ada 

Woodruff Anderson; Boston, Little, Brown & 

Co. “The Lackawannas at Moosehead,” by 

George S. Kimball; Boston, the Ball Publish¬ 

ing Co. “In the Woods and on the Shore,” 

by Richard D. Ware; Boston, L. C. Page & Co. 

“Motor Days in England,” by John M. Dillon; 
New York, Putnams. 

The Forest and Stream may he obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 

supply you regularlv. 

Newfoundland Caribou. 

St. Johns, N. F., June 13.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The following clippings will be of in¬ 

terest to caribou hunters. They have been cut 

from the local papers during the last three 
weeks: 

"The train hands report numerous caribou 

crossing the railway track these days in the 

vicinity of Howley. On Friday a herd of ninety 

crossed just west of the coal shed.” 

During the past few weeks thousands of 

deer have been seen crossing to the feeding 

grounds north especially at West Brook and 

Kitty’s Brook, and it is a pretty sight to see 

them pass by in herds sometimes within the 

sight of passengers on the trains.” 

“Trainmen say that a large deer raced ahead 

of the express Friday and kept the track until 

it came to Cook's Bridge, from which is jumped 

into the water and swam up stream. The ex¬ 

press struck one on the track, breaking its leg, 

and it ran ahead on three legs until it reached 

a lake, across which it swam, but it could not 

climb the shores. On several occasions of late 

numbers of deer have headed off the trains.” 

“C. Paulett returned to the Log Cabin, Spruce 

Brook, by Sunday morning’s accommodation 

train, with seven caribou, three stags and four 

does. 1 hree of them are two years old, while 

the others are yearlings. They were captured 

in Sandy Pond region and conveyed in a boat 

down the stream to the railway line. Six of 

these animals will be shipped by to-day’s ex¬ 

press and exported to the United States for a 

private park, the other one will be placed in an 

inclosure with two or three caribou Mr. Dodd 

has had the past year or two. Mr. Paulett re¬ 

ports very few caribou crossing Sandy Lake this 

season, the water being icy cold, but along the 

beaches of the lake were to be seen hundreds 

of these animals. The animals secured by Mr. 

Paulett were all captured in the water, and the 

chase was very exciting, the young bucks being 

spritely, and it was with difficulty they were 

kept under restraint after landing until they 

were crated.” w. J. Carroll. 

Knowing Animals. 

Norman, Oklahoma, June 21.—Editor Forest 

and Stream: On the farm in Indiana my grand¬ 

father owned a horse called “Tom,” which had 

taken several premiums at the fair and was 

known far and near, as a good, sensible horse. 

“Old Tom,” as we children called him, had 

learned many tricks, as he grew older and wiser. 

He could throw down a rail fence and walk into 

pastures new, open barn door and help himself 

to feed, and do one other thing that we con¬ 

sidered especially sensible. 

Old lorn had often watched us children clean 

out the trough at the well. A pin stopped an 

auger hole at the lower end of the trough, and 

when this pin was pulled out, the stale water 

flowed out, and then the pin, or corn cob, was 

replaced and the trough filled with fresh water. 

Tom saw how it was done, and with his teeth 

would often pull out the pin and stand and wait 

for the children to come and give him some 

fresh water. L. J. E. 

All the game laws of the United States and 

Canada, revised to date and now in force, are 

given in the Game Lazos in Brief. See adv. 



The Day it Rained. 
Over the way the robin was calling for rain, 

blit the weather man said, “Fair to-day and to¬ 

morrow,” so in spite of the prognostications of 

the redbreast, the lunch basket was packed, rods, 

reels, creels, rubber boots and such other para¬ 

phernalia as must needs accompany a family 

party on a trout fishing excursion were piled 

in a promiscuous heap on the flo»r. At g o’clock 

a line of yeasty thitnderheads showed above the 

western horizon, but by ten they had sunk sul¬ 

lenly out of sight and we retired secure in the 

prophecy of the Government’s weather man. 

The next morning, May 18, the robin over the 

way was no earlier than we in getting out of 

bed. The line of thunderheads had reappeared 

in the west, and the robin talked of thunder, 

rain, hail, tornadoes—all manner of atmospheric 

disturbances. I hesitated, but Wife said, “It 

will not rain; the weather man knows,” and 

the Little One added her word. “Let’s go, 

Daddie,” said she; “I am sure it won’t rain, 

and if it does we’ll have a good time anyway, 

an’ I waiit to wear my new suit of boy’s clothes.” 

The last argument won me over. We be¬ 

lieve that to fetter a little girl in skirts—or a 

big one either—is the height of folly; so we 

have made for our little girl a loose fitting suit 

of boy’s clothes. This spring we gave her a 

complete rig, rubber boots and all, but stress 

of business had kept me at the desk, so we 

had been unable to get to the woods and she 

had not worn the clothes. 

When I loaded the dunnage into the car¬ 

riage, as a matter of precaution, I tucked a 

large waterproof sheet under the seat. One 

who takes short trips about home cannot add 

a more convenient article to his outfit than one 

of these sheets. Let it be made of common 

cotton sheeting, seven feet wide and sixteen 

feet long. Sew a tape all the way round, at¬ 

taching loops, say every two feet. Waterproof 

it, using any of the standard recipes or better 

yet, get some tent manufacturer to waterproof 

it for you, which he will do for a few cents 

per square foot. I am not in favor of coating 

with oil, for oil rots the material, no matter 

how carefully the work is done. The uses to 

which one will put such a sheet are almost in¬ 

numerable. Try it and see. 

Our destination was a creek seven miles from 

home, a creek which until a short time before 

I did not know contained trout. When a trout 

fisherman learns that his favorite fish are found 

in any stream within reach he is seized by the 

devil of unrest until he can wet his flies in that 

stream. We of Wisconsin are favored mortals, 

for nearly all our creeks contain trout and we 

are always discovering the fish in unlooked-for 

places. We are as jealous of our find as a 

country swain is of his brown-eyed lassie. That 

morning as we drove out of town T hugged my¬ 

self in self-congratulation. Tf the doctor knew, 

if the merchant knew, if the parson knew, but 

they didn’t; not one of them. I, and I alone 

of all the local nimrods knew that X. Creek- 

contained the poetry that swims. Straightway 

I forgot all about the thunderheads and the 

barometric robin. I was “goin’ fishin’.” 

With us May 18 is “Bird Day,” for that day 

marks the high tide of the spring migration. 

Then the warblers, those elusive sweet singers 

of birddom, are everywhere present. Driving 

through a bit of marshland the redwing black¬ 

birds circled about our heads calling continu¬ 

ously. One would know from their liquid notes 

that they are lovers of water and reedy tarns. 

John Burroughs, in writing on fake natural 

history, tells us that the redwings do not nest 

in company, that only one “pair of birds are 

found in a locality.” Now I do not know what 

Mr. Burroughs means by “locality,” but I do 

know that here in Wisconsin we seldom find 

a single pair of birds nesting alone. Last year 

I found seven nests in a little marsh not over 

half a mile long by. a few rods wide. I submit 

that in that locality more than a single pair -if 

redwings had their nests. To my mind few birds 

are more beautiful than the blackbird. Listen 

to his gurgling half-song, “Marsh fo’ me, marsh 

fo’ me.” “Daddy,” said the Little One, “how’d 

he get those red shoulders?” 

How, indeed? A rose-breasted grosbeak next 

claimed our attention. This bird is all too rare 

with us. Last year T saw but a single pair. 

Few handsome birds are handsome singers, but 

the rose-breast is the exception to prove the 

rule. His song is not less striking than his 

dress; once heard it is never forgotten. 

A few rods from our creek the road entered 

an unfenced grove and we drove back among 

the trees so that we were screened from the 

view of any chance passerby. Hardly had the 

carriage wheels ceased to turn when a crash of 

thunder awoke the echoes in the surrounding 

hills and there came a blinding flash of light¬ 

ning. Quickly the horse was freed from the 

buggy and hitched to a tree whose half-born 

leaves offered but little protection. Our tar¬ 

paulin was stretched between two trees and the 

outfit piled beneath. We were none to soon. 

As I was driving the last peg there came a 

flash of lightning, and with it came not rain, 

but hail. Were you ever out with a horse in 

a hail storm? If you have been I need not 

tell you what it is like, and if that experience 

has never been yours 1 need not try. When 

smitten by stinging hail stones even a lazy horse 

is possessed of seven devils of activity. There 

is little that you can do to aid the horse for— 

well, try it. After the hail came rain, a roar¬ 

ing torrent, accompanied by much thunder and 

lightning. The three of us crouched in our 

little shelter and listened. 

The storm passed, the sun came out from 

behind the clouds and we knew that another 

storm was gathering behind the hills which shut 

out the western sky; indeed, we could hear 

the muttering of distant thunder. So, donning 

rubber boots, we began fishing. Wife hooked 

the first fish in a deep hole close up under the 

bank. The fight was pretty, but of short dura¬ 

tion, for the stream was open and the fish at 

a disadvantage. I coaxed a half-pounder out 

from under a curly birch log only to lose him 

in a tangle of brush below. Later I returned, 

hooked and landed my erstwhile victor. When 

one hooks and loses a trout worth while it 

always pays to return in half an hour or so 

and try again. The Little One, afraid of the 

wet, fished from the safe vantage ground of 

logs which everywhere crossed the stream. 

Again as the big rain drops came pattering down 

we ran for the tent, but were soaked before 

we reached it. Comparing notes we found that 

we had six fish to our credit. The rain fell 

COOKING IN THE RAIN. 
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steadily, determinedly. How to build a fire and 

cook dinner in such a downpour was a problem. 

We waited patiently, but the rain did not cease, 

though the Little One repeated with all the faith 

of childhood: 

“Rain, rain, go away— 

Come again another day.” 

At last, sure that the storm was going to con¬ 

tinue all day, I sallied forth, and by dint of 

several trials succeeded in building a fire; then, 

my head stuck through the hole of my poncho, 

I boiled potatoes and fried the fish. We ate 

dinner while the rain beat a ceaseless tattoo 

on the canvas. 

The woods were reeking. The trout stream 

was over its banks. There was but one thing 

to do, load up and start for home. We took 

Catalina Light-Tackle Club. 
The third annual angling tournament, \vhich 

opened May 1, will end Oct. x. The club was 

organized for the purpose of encouraging the 

use of light tackle in the taking of the game fish 

of the waters of Santa Catalina Island, for the 

protection of same, and in the interests of a 

higher standard of sport. 

Rods.—Weight of tip not over ,six ounces; 

length not less than five feet. Butt, no restric¬ 

tions on weight; length not to exceed fourteen 

inches. 

Upon election to the club each new member 

will be presented with a club button as a badge 

of membership. 

First.—The line used must be standard nine- 

of season, diamond medal, presented by Donald B. 
Gillies, Tonopah, Nev. Winner’s name to be engraved 
on gold bar each season; medal property of club. 

Yellowtail cup: For the largest yellowtail of the season, 
silver loving cup, presented by the Western Hardware 
& Arms Co., of Los Angeles. The winner’s name is to 
be engraved on same each season, and the cup to become 
the property of the angler winning it two times. 

Ladies’ cup: For the largest yellowtail of the season 
taken by a lady angler, silver loving cup, presented by 
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. F. Willetts, Avalon. Cup to be 
presented at close of tournament. 

Burns Cup: Presented by Col. Dan M. Burns to Cata¬ 
lina Light Tackle Club for lady angler catching largest 
yellowtail. 

Yellowtail trophy: For the largest yellowtail of the 
season taken by a lady angler, Catalina Light Tackle 
Club silk pennant, presented by Dyas & Cline, of Los 
Angeles, to the angler winning it two times. 

Yellowtail prize: for largest yellowtail of season, split- 
bamboo rod, presented by Wm. Hunt, Jr., Avalon. Rod 
presented at close of tournament. 

Class D.—Albacore medal: For the largest albacore of 
season, gold medal, presented by H. J. Whitley Co., 
Los Angeles. The winner’s name to be engraved on 
gold bar each season. Medal property of club. 

Albacore cup: For the largest albacore of the season, 
silver loving cup, presented by the W. H. Hoegee Co.\ 
Los Angeles. The winner’s name to be engraved on 

Owego Creek. From the Susquehanna. Sport. 

OWEGO ROD AND GUN CLUB POST CARDS. 

An Owego Creek Catch. 

down the tent and started. All the way home 

the rain fell in torrents, everywhere the roads 

were flooded, and driving was anything but a 

delight; but talking the matter over, we came 

to the conclusion that the day had been enjoy¬ 

able, after all. The first thing I did upon reach¬ 

ing home was to read the weather man’s re¬ 

port. It was: “Continued fine weather to-day 

and to-morrow.” O. W. Smith. 

A Good Idea. 

Owego, N. Y., June 2.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: I am inclosing a set of local post cards 

which our club, the Owego Rod and Gun Club, 

has gotten out, and which we use to notify mem¬ 

bers of meetings, thinking that perhaps they 

might be of interest in showing that our club 

is a live one. We have planted seven million 

pike fry in the Susquehanna River at this place 

this year, and about one hundred thousand ad¬ 

vanced trout fry in the Owego Creek and its 

tributaries. 

Trout fishing has been fairly good this season, 

although no very large catches have been re¬ 

ported. Joseph Leahy captured a 3^-pound 

German brown trout the other day and State 

Game Protector Farnham caught a i^-pound 

brook trout. F. J. Davis, President. 

The Forest and Stream may be obtained from 

any newsdealer on order. Ask your dealer to 
supply you regularly. 

thread linen line. Fifteen feet of the line used 

must be turned in with the catch at the time 

of weighing, and if, on examination, the line is 

found to be of extra size and strength, the catch 

will be disqualified. 

Second.—Nine-ounce rods with detachable 

butts allowed, but rods of one piece (without 

joints or detachable butt) are barred. 

Third.-—Anglers desirous of competing for 

prizes shall submit their tackle for inspection 

to one of the weighing committee for approval. 

Tackle shall also be submitted for inspection at 

the time of weighing in catch. 

Fourth.—Any amateur angler may compete 

for prizes offered, it not being necessary to be¬ 

come a member of the club in order to do so. 

Fifth.—Every angler must bring his fish to 

gaff unaided, and the fish must be reeled in. A 

broken rod, either before or after gaffing, dis¬ 

qualifies the catch. 

Schedule Weight of Fish.—Bronze Button—Yellowtail, 
201bs.; albacore, 201bs.; white sea bass or tuna, 201bs. 
Silver Buttons—Yellowtail, 30Ibs.; albacore. 351bs.; white 
sea bass or tuna, S51bs. Gold Buttons—Yellowtail, 401bs.; 
albacore, 501bs.; white sea bass or tuna, 501bs. 

CUPS, MEDALS AND PRIZES. 

Class A.—For the largest gold button fish of the 
season, silver loving cup, presented by Arthur J. Eddy, 
Chicago. The winner’s name to be engraved on same 
each season, and the cup to remain the property of and 
on exhibition with the club. 

Class B.—Tuna Medal: For the largest tuna of the 
season, gold medal, presented by Brock & Feagan, Los 
Angeles. The winner’s name to be engraved on gold bar 
each season; medal property of the club. 

Tuna cup: Tufts-Lyon trophy for the largest tuna 
taken during the seasons of 1907 and 1908. Cup to be 
presented at the close of the season of 1908. 

Class C.—Yellowtail medal: For the largest yellowtail 

same each season, and the cup to become the property 
of the angler winning it three times. 

Montgomery cup: presented by Montgomery Bros., 
Los Angeles, for the largest albacore of the season taken 
by a lady angler. Winner’s name to be engraved on 
the cup each season. Cup to remain in the custody of 
the club and a miniature cup to be presented to winner. 

Albacore prize: For largest albacore of season, to lady 
angler, lady’s alligator hand-bag, presented by manufac¬ 
turer of alligator goods, Avalon. 

Class E.—White Sea Bass—For the largest white sea 
bass, gold medal, presented by T. McD. Potter, of Los 
Angeles. Winner’s name to be engraved on gold bar 
each season, and the medal to remain the property of 
the club. 

Nosdlinger cup: For the largest white sea bass, pre¬ 
sented by Nordlinger & Son, Los Angeles. Winner’s 
name to be engraved upon same each season, and the 
cup to become property of angler winning it two times. 

Class F.—Gold medal: For the largest fish taken with 
9-ounce rod and standard 9-thread linen line, medal pre¬ 
sented by Edwin H. Brewster, Avalon. Winner’s name 
to be engraved on gold bar each season. Medal to be 
property of club. 

For the largest fish taken with 9-ounce rod and 9-thread 
line, to lady angler, gold bracelet set with garnets, pre¬ 
sented by manufacturer of alligator goods at Avalon. 

Consolation Prize: Hand-made 9-ounce split-bamboo 
rod, to the angler holding not better than a silver button, 
whose largest yellowtail, albacore, tuna, or white sea 
bass is under the required gold button weight by the 
narrowest margin. Presented by R. F. Shaver, Los 
Angeles. 

Class G.—Potter-Streeter cup, awarded to the boatman 
obtaining the largest number of members for the Light 
Tackle Club. Winner’s name engraved on cup each season. 

Class H.—Boatman’s prize: First prize, African steel 
cane rod for boatman to angler catching largest albacore 
of season. 

Class I.—First prize: German silver reel for boatman 
to angler catching largest tuna of the season. 

Class J.—First prize: Pair field glasses for boatman to 
angler catching largest yellowtail of season. 

Class K.—First prize: Split-bamboo rod for boatman to 
angler catching largest white sea bass of season. Pre¬ 
sented by club. 

Gilmore Sharp, Sec’y. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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National Association of Scientific 
Angling Clubs. 

Chicago, Ill., June 18.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: It has been fully appreciated that the 

work of the N. A. S. A. C. unquestionably 

covers very much more than simply regulating 

tournament casting and promoting interest in 

scientific angling. 

The aims and objects outlined in the consti¬ 

tution of the N. A. S- A. C. show a field of 

effort calculated to greatly benefit the angling 

fraternity and cover conditions long desired by 

the fraternity. As a means to some of these 

ends it has seemed very advisable that a national 

committee on protection and propagation of 

game fishes and legislation in relation to same 

should be established, and my best efforts have 

been directed toward bringing this about. After 

more delays than would seem possible and over 

which I had no control, the organization of such 

a committee has been finally perfected, and it 

consists of the following named gentlemen: E. 

P. Sperry, 1207 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill., 

Chairman; Harold G. Henderson, New York 

city; Fred J. Wells, Aurora, Ill.; M. W. Pinck¬ 

ney, Chicago; M. E. Dunckley, Kalamazoo, 

Mich.; Hon. Harry Wamsley, Kansas City; 

Hon. E. B. Belden, Racine, Wis.; T. C. Kierulff, 

San Francisco; Hon. Clark Shipp, Springfield, 

Ill.; John Waddell, Grand Rapids, Mich.; H. C. 

Mullen, Milwaukee, Wis.; Col. J. Girard, Cin¬ 

cinnati, Ohio; Chas. Champion, Newark, N. J.; 

H. Wheeler Perce (ex-officio), Chicago; H. E. 

Rice (ex-officio), Chicago. 

The members of this committee have been 

selected solely with a view to their fitness for 

the work in hand, and it is believed that such 

a strong and efficient body cannot fail to in time 

accomplish much good. They represent the 

varied interests and geographical locations em¬ 

braced in the jurisdiction of the N. A. S. A. C., 

and a careful and concerted effort on the part 

of the members will certainly bring about a 

clearer understanding of conditions and a develop¬ 

ment of methods calculated to improve same. 

The subjects covered by this committee have 

received my very best thought and investiga¬ 

tion. Of necessity this committee will have to 

move slowly and in a conservative manner, gain¬ 

ing points inch by inch as time goes on. It will 

be confronted at all times by conflicting interests 

of commercial and other natures. The efforts 

on the part of these opposing interests must be 

met with diplomatic and carefully considered 

moves. Immediate results of any great magni¬ 

tude cannot be hoped for, but a continuous 

“pegging away” on the part of so able a com¬ 

mittee backed by an organization as strong as 

the N. A. S. A. C. now is cannot fail to pro¬ 

duce from time to time very valuable results. 

Let me suggest that this committee submit a re¬ 

port to the annual business meeting of the N. 

A. S. A. C. in August next that will show it 

is working toward these desired ends. Such 

a report is sure to be of such interest to the 

angling fraternity that all journals devoted to 

sports will be glad to give it wide publicity anil 

thereby establish the fact that this committee 

is of such importance that its deliberations and 

decisions will receive careful consideration from 

all quarters. 
Let me earnestly request and urge that the 

members do not leave the burden of this work 

on the shoulders of the chairman, but that each 

one contribute of his very best abilities toward 

the work. This is expected of you by your 

brother anglers throughout the country who are 

already expecting and almost demanding from 

this National Association that it accomplish 

things along these lines. I will not in this 

notice outline any specific line of action or name 

any particular reforms to be accomplished. Such 

suggestions I may have in this way I will sub¬ 

mit to the chairman in my capacity as a mem¬ 

ber (ex-officio) of the committee. With a cam¬ 

paign of education being made on the part of 

the standard of sportsmanship committee and 

an earnest effort on the part of this protection, 

propagation and legislation committee to pro¬ 

duce actual results in this line, it is sincerely 

hoped and believed that the conditions confront¬ 

ing the angling interests of the United States 

may be very greatly bettered and continue to 

be improved as time goes on. 

H. Wheeler Perce, President. 

Anglers’ Club of New York. 
The first club contest in the series arranged 

for the season was held June 17, after a delay 

of several weeks, due to the fact that a permit 

to rebuild the club’s casting platform, on The 

Pool, in Central Park near the West One 

Hundredth street gate, could not be obtained 

promptly. The new platform is an improve¬ 

ment on the old one, as it is larger, and stands 

just eighteen inches above the normal water 

level instead of the eight or ten inches “free¬ 

board” of the old platform. Contests will be 

held on the second and fourth Wednesdays in 

each month hereafter, until the close of the cast¬ 

ing season in November. The contests will be 

equally divided, fly and bait, distance and ac¬ 

curacy, two events each contest day, commenc¬ 

ing at 3 o’clock sharp. 
The first contest was for single-hand fly-rods, 

handicaps, scratch man giving the others two- 

thirds of the difference, in feet, between his 

record and theirs; the prize a cup: 

This method of handicapping, in order to 

equalize the standing of all members, is severe, 

but it has a good effect. It not only compels 

scratch men to work hard to win over heavy 

odds, but it encourages beginners to practice and 

to improve their casting; for they know that 

while scratch man has to do his best work to 

gain another foot, they may increase several 

feet at any time. 
In the case of Mr. Brotherton, however, the 

penalty is prohibitory. He was formerly one of 

the active members of the San hrancisco Fly- 

Casting Club, and in one of its contests scored 

137 feet. The best he ever did elsewhere was 

120 feet at Chicago. He cast 109 feet in the 

Angler’s Club tournament last year and only 

75 feet at one of its club events. His 120-foot 

score was honestly earned, but all of the big 

scores at San Francisco have been made in the 

steady, strong trade winds that blow there every 

afternoon in summer, and it is safe to say that 

they can never be duplicated anywhere else, 

even in a gale. This is an unfortunate fact. 

Mr. Brotherton’s style of casting is similar 

to that followed by many Western tournament 

casters, but it is neither graceful nor adapted to 

Eastern conditions. In this method the caster 

stands with his right foot at right angles to the 

course and the left foot forward. In retriev¬ 

ing the line the body is turned to the right, the 

right arm is extended as far back as possible, 

and the head is turned to watch the back cast. 

At the proper moment the arm is brought for¬ 

ward with tremendous force, the rod and line 

whistle through the air and a vigorous driving 

snap finishes the cast. Often the contestant is 

seen, poised on one leg, like a crane, with out¬ 

stretched limbs, to prevent falling overboard. 

This is not overhead casting, for at no time is 

the right hand carried as high as the head. It 

is a modification of the ugly English method of 

watching the back cast; in fact, a wind cast. 

Perry D. Frazer 
J. L. Kirk. 

Best Allow- Total 
Record. Cast. ance. Ft. 1 n. 

.. 104 101 101 0 

...88 85 io 8 95 8 

...75 75 19 4 94 4 

...79 74 16 8 90 8 

...92 80 8 0 SS 0 R. J. Held . 

The salmon event, scheduled for the same 

day, was postponed. 
The records of members, on which handicaps 

are based, are as follows: 

Rainbow Trout in England. 

Two years ago Sir Julius C. Wernher had the 

lake at Luton Hoo Park netted for coarse fish 

and the bed cleaned, says London Daily Mail. 

Eleven thousand rainbow trout were then placed 

in the pool. The lake was again netted recently 

when 1,800 pike, one of which weighed 17 

pounds, were caught. Only nine trout, the sole 

survivors of the 11,000 introduced to the water 

two years before, remained. 

Distance—fly. Distance—bait. 
a 

rods. 

T. W. Brotherton. 137 
C. A. Bryan. 
Edward Cave .. „ 
W. J. Ehrich . 92 3 
Perry D. Frazer. 194 
Harry Friedman . 
W. G. Geety....... 
W. R. Grimwood. 90 
R. J. Held. 92 
C. A. Heller.. 
H. G. Henderson. ‘5 
D. T. Kennedy.. 
J. L. Kirk. 
George La Branche. 31 
R. B. Lawrence. 
C. G. Levison...- 
Walter McGuckin. 
Gonzalo Poey .. 
E. B. Rice. 94 
J. D. Smith. -U 
King Smith. ‘J;- 
M. H. Smith... - 
N. S. Smith. o 
Charles Stepath . °1 ° 
E. F. Todd. 
T. D. Whistler- 
W. B. Young. 

Single-hand 5-ounce 15-foot 

G4 7 
60 

rods. 
79 

68 
80 
SO 

88 
84 

‘ii 
71 
84 
87 
79 6 
83 
72 
62 
79 

-93 6 

*82 
70 

Salmon. 
18-foot 

Salmon. ^6-ounce. ^4-ounce. 2^-ounce. 

108 
116 

101 
91 

10 
11 

8 

89 

116 6 

108 
99 

107 

ioi 
100 

105 

144 
200 2 
171 
171 
124 
123 
205 
104 
120 

165 
162 
173 
124 

i20 6 
175 

78 

166 

200 
140 

74 
104 

88 
128 
109 

83 
161 

92 

104 

96 
142 

97 

150 
145 

190 

198 
1S9 
100 

200 

92 
98 8 
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Little Talks About Fly-Fishing. 
On the Neversink, June 17.—Editor Forest 

mid Stream: Some of our large mountain 

streams show the effects of the flood and heavy 

ice last February. Jams of ice, which form, 

hold for a short time, and then give way with 

a rush, are very destructive. The course of the 

stream is often changed, pools are filled up and 

good- holding places for trout obliterated. The 

tendency is for the rivers to become more tor¬ 
rential in character. 

I he water lowered and there was good fish¬ 

ing for a time early in May. When the trout 

first move from the deeps and begin to scatter 

they are hungry, and if conditions arc right, 

easily taken, hut this stock of fish is smaller 

than last year and there are not so many good 

fish. Quite a number of native trout were 

brought down by the high water from the upper 

reaches. I he best basket I have seen contained 

many fontinalis, but not one large trout of either 
species. 

Beginning rather late and confining myself 

pretty closely to a short section of one stream 

I have had to work hard for the fish I have 

taken. In May there was much rain and the 

water remained fairly high with a sharp rise 

at intervals. At present we are having a drouth 

and the streams are quite low. Two days of 

intense heat made the trout rather sulky and the 

development of algae was wonderfully rapid. 

I he February flood not only affected the river 

and the fish, but carried away or covered up 

many of the larva which have their homes in 

fhe gravel of the stream bed or under stones. 

Consequently (he natural flies have been in very 

light supply and made a poor showing. I have 

not seen a really large batch of water-born in¬ 

sects this season and have heard of only a few. 

\\ hen these appeared they were on the flats or 

pools where no great changes in bottom or form 
had occurred. 

As usual of recent years, there has been too 

much minnow fishing. I would rather follow 

ten fly-fishers than one man with minnow. The 

smaller the stream and lower the water, the 

worse it is. The trout are scared and put down, 

fhe stream seems dead and lifeless, sometimes 

for hours afterward. I have seen the trout go 

off the rise completely in a few minutes when 

taking the natural and artificial freely. A few 

casts of the minnow were sufficient on streams 

that were hard fished. A man who is poorly 

supplied with flies and tackle and can only afford 

an occasional day from his labor, feels that he 

must have a mess of trout for his family. It 

is not surprising that he resorts to any legal 

means to take fish, but the alleged fly-fisher, 

with his prize outfit and long experience, has 

no good reason for spoiling sport for other 

anglers who are compelled to follow him. He 

is not permitted to use bait on club or private 

water, but on free streams which are hard fished 

a few casts with the fly are made; then, if not 

immediately successful, worms, minnows or a 

spinner are put up. The large pools are, per¬ 

haps, fished with fly and then raked with min¬ 

now and spinner. A pleasant outlook remains 

foi, possibly, eight or ten anglers who come 
after him. 

I have thrashed this out with companions and 

we find that with the water clear and on the 

low side, it is practically useless to fish after 

minnow; at least, for some hours. I have fished 

on the heels of nine fly-fishers and had fair 

sport. 1 hat is, I smoked a pipe and fished very 

slow, to allow things to quiet down a bit. We 

have not a great deal of good free water and 

it seems to me that anglers of skill and experi¬ 

ence should practice a little self denial. They 

have great influence on other men and on the 

younger generation now coming forward. 

I know a number of anglers who were re¬ 

markably skillful with bait, but who have not 

used it in any form for years. They are will¬ 

ing to sacrifice something for the general good 

and for their own self satisfaction. I fancy that 

it is not possible for a man to enjoy the greatest 

pleasure in trout fishing unless he sticks to the 

artificial fly. That is my own experience. If 

one uses any bait or lure to get trout he has 

less faith in the artificial insect and often puts 

it aside when a little study and patience would 

have brought a fair reward. 

About fifteen years ago I saw what mischief 

a single individual could work in a season— 

what a nuisance and spoil sport he might be 

come. Our trout are not as numerous as they 

were in the old time, and it is well that they 

should be able to feed upon something without: 

finding a hook in it. Minnows are excellent for 

promoting the rapid growth off trout, and a big 

fish will often rise to the fly when he is literally 

crammed with these little baits. One of these 

old corkers disgorged sixteen minnows that 

were bright and fresh. Probably there were 
more in his stomach. 

I he scarcity of insects has detracted a good 

deal from the pleasure of fishing this season. 

I have only secured a single specimen of the 

large brownish ephemera which was plentiful 

at one time on the Hsopus. I fancy that some 

species do not appear regularly every year, and 

that others require special conditions of weather 

or water to hatch out in great numbers. There 

is nothing more interesting than trying to hit 

it ai ight when the trout are really busy feeding 

upon a particular fly. There are days when they 

will accept almost any good flies, but again they 

have the color down fine and pay not the slight¬ 

est attention to your poor counterfeit. Then, 

indeed, you may regret it if you have neither 

bought nor tied an assortment of small flies you 

know should have been at hand. In an hour 

or two j'ou may have sport that will compen¬ 

sate you for much ill fortune and remain a 

Pleasant memory for years. Last season 1 had 

several experiences of this kind. This year not 

one opportunity. One afternoon this week I 

loafed agreeably by a large deep pool, waiting 

for developments, while the shadows gradually 

crept across the water from the high wooded 

bank upon my side. At last a few fish began 

rising very gently. I feared that they were 

small, but sometimes large trout give this idea 

when taking tiny insects. I must have wasted 

considerable time before I had my reward, and 

that was poor enough. They were small native 

trout, and after returning a couple I adjourned 

to another pool. It is discouraging to find baby 

trout at work where big chaps should be. In 

the next pool I saw but two rises in an hour, 

hut these were decent fish. I have seen that 

same water alive with feeding trout. 

There is one stout fellow at the pool’s foot, 

but he lies away down in the shallow and is 

mighty easily scared. As I reposed against a 

sandy bank a brother angler-came from below, 

casting his flies steadily, but in a prefunctory 

manner. It was easy to see that he was dis- I 

couraged. He told me that it was the only day 

he had had this season. He knew that there 

had been much fishing and that it was one of 

the warmest days ever known hereabout in June. 

Vet he had hoped. His fancy had painted a 

charming picture of bright waters and sportive 

trout. I trust that he was successful in the even¬ 

ing when that blazing sun was hidden behind 

tlie western hills and the air was cool and rest¬ 

ful. A few trout then would send him home 

in happy mood. He had no idea of quitting, 

but had little hope. To thoroughly enjoy a day 

by the brook or river one should have a little 

success; some-measure of sport early in the day. 

With half a dozen good fish in the creel the 

mind is at rest. The trout are there. We have 

proved it, and we can take more interest in the 

beauty of our surroundings, the clear rushing 

water of the rifts and deep pools, the tender 

verdure of young June and the wooded hills 

about us. We note all the birds and insects, the 

traces of animal life on the margin of the 

stream, where footprints may be seen. 

The muskrats are here, but where are they? 

There are few places for their retreats. I have 

seen more of them in September and captured 

one in a large landing net years ago. 

I will try the Beaverkill next week, but do 

not expect to have much sport. Day by day 

the streams are falling. We have not had a 

hard shower for two weeks. The Neversink is 

an ambitious river and wishes to occupy the 

whole valley. In the last few years it has 

carried away much meadow and other land 

when in flood. The consequence is that when 

the water returns to normal level vast expanses 

of stones and gravel are exposed with a com¬ 

paratively small stream flowing in the neighbor 

hood. Over these cobbles, and rocks the tired 

fisherman stumbles and staggers in heavy waders. 

I stubbed my toe and fell heavily yesterday. 

There were many fishermen this year. Some 

men sit in a barroom all day, after engaging a 

couple of local anglers to fish for them. Their 

ideas of what constitutes sport are peculiar, but 

they usually return to the city with a large num¬ 

ber of trout. Doubtless they enjoy a fine repu¬ 

tation at home. Greed and the spirit of com¬ 

petition. should have no place on the trout 

stream. It is amusing, however, to see a num¬ 

ber of men trying to get ahead of each other 

and to fish all the best water first. We are not 

here to run foot races or to get the best of the 

other fellow. Take it easy, fish slowly and very 

probably you will have as much success as any¬ 

one. A decent bait or minnow fisher will prob¬ 

ably ask you to precede him. He knows that 

your fly-fishing will not injure his chances, while 

his methods will spoil sport for you. 

I am sorry that quite a number of anglers 

were disappointed this season, but it is not sur¬ 

prising when one remembers how many visitors 

there were and the large number of trout killed 

in a short time. At last the skies are overcast 

and a gentle rain is falling. This will benefit 

all growing things and freshen up the streams 

if it continues. Theodore Gordon. 

All the fish laws of the United States and Can¬ 

ada, revised to date and now in force, are given 

in the Game Laws in Brief. See adv. 
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Canadian Fishing Notes. 
Quebec, Can., June 15.—Editor Forest and 

,Stream: Very late and very short has been the 

spring trout fishing season in northern Quebec. 

The ice had left hut few of the lakes at the 

opening of the season on the 1st of May, and 

those who went out with fly-rods and tackle 

during the first raw days of open water were 

very poorly rewarded. 

!• High water was quite a feature this spring. 

Lake St. John rose eight to ten feet above its 

usual summer level and flooded some of its 

shores for quite a distance. There was less fish¬ 

ing along the hanks of the lake in May than 

usual, in consequence of the high water, and 

the same story has come from many of the 

smaller lakes. It was the rapidity and lateness 

together with the spring thaw which accounted 

chiefly for the high water and poor fishing in 

the north. 

f The appearance of summer heat so early in 

the season after the break-up of the ice broughi 

out swarms of flies and drove most of the fisher¬ 

men out of the woods. A few weeks now will 

see the worst of the fly pest over. The fishing, 

too, should improve, especially that for ouana- 

1 niche. One advantage of ouananiche fishing 's 

that it can be carried on after about the 15th 

or 20th of June, in the Grand Discharge, where 

the broad expanse of water and the sweep of 

the wind over Lake St. John combine to keep 

| away the flies, and where the best of the fish- 

. ing in the heart of the season is so compara- 

! tively near to Lake St. John. There has been 

but little ouananiche fishing thus far, so that the 

I sport should very soon be at its best. The fish 

; have been very much more abundant during the 

last few seasons since the abolition of netting 

in the lake, and I understand that there are also 

many bookings of sportsmen for the Grand Dis- 

l charge for the last week of June and through¬ 

out the month of July. 

Considerable changes have taken place since 

last season in the Lake St. John country in re¬ 

gard to both the railway and hotels. The 

Quebec and Lake St. John railway, which has 

been hitherto managed and controlled by a local 

i company, has now passed into the hands of the 

powerful Mackenzie and Mann interests which 

| control the big Canadian Northern system and 

all its different ramifications. Some of its 

| branches tap other sporting districts. 

The hotel at Roberval is once more under the 

management of Tim Kenna, who had charge of 

it some years ago not long after its opening, and 

' who will be gladly welcomed back by the anglers 

who are frequenters of the place. Constant 

, changes in the management of the hotel have 

not been for the better, as both fishermen and 

the owners of the property now know, and Mr. 

Kenna knows a good deal about the require¬ 

ments of the sportsmen who visit Roberval. In 

the fitting out of camping parties in particular 

it is of prime importance that a hotel man should 

understand the class of men to whom he caters 

as well as their needs. 

Dr. George L. Porter, of Bridgeport. Conn., 

and Mr. Reed passed through Quebec the other 

day for the preserves of the Mctabetchouan Fish 

and Game Club to join a party of club members 

| who report very good trout fishing. 

Since the passing of the high water some very 

good catches have been reported from many of 

the lakes in the Lake St. John country. A num¬ 

ber of five-pound brook trout have been brought 

to town by local members of the Stadacona, 

Lauren tide and Jacques Cartier clubs. 

Lake Edward, as usual, reports still larger 

fish, and a number of big catches. One of the 

children of Mr. Odell, who has a cottage on 

the lake shore, struck a six-pound red trout the 

other day at the first cast and had great sport 

in saving the fish. 

Lake St. Joseph hotel has a new manager 

also this season. No reports of the fishing at 

this resort have yet reached me. 

J11 Lake Beauport, which can be reached by 

automobile in forty minutes from Quebec, the 

fly-fishing is now extremely good. The fish arc 

not large, but they are quite even in size and 

run from half a pound to a pound and one-half 

in weight. 

Salmon fishermen arc already passing through 

Quebec on their way to their preserves. Several 

A FRESHLY CAUGHT OUANANICHE. 

of the Restigouche Club men and others who 

have rights on the river are expected there 

daily. Unless the recent hot weather has caused 

a rapid lowering of the water in the rivers, it 

is scarcely likely, however, that the fish are 

running much as yet. 

Many of the salmon fishermen who fish the 

Gaspe rivers have been considerably incon¬ 

venienced this year by the wreck of the steamer 

Lady Eileen, which they have been in the habit 

of depending upon for reaching their rivers. 

This year some of them at least expect to drive 

overland to Gaspe from the terminus of the 

railway at Port Daniel. 

The north coast of the St. Lawrence is being 

visited by a number of American anglers. The 

fish are not reported running there yet, for the 

water of the rivers is still quite high, and very 

few fish taken in nets have yet made their ap¬ 

pearance in the local markets. 

To the Saguenay have gone several members 

of the Ste. Marguerite Salmon Club, while the 

north shore steamers took down a large number 

of New York, New England and Michigan sal¬ 

mon fishermen on their last trips, including Mr. 

Plumb, of Detroit; Mr. Hodges and members 

of the Natashquan Salmon Club, Mr. Ivers W. 

Adams and Mr. Sampson and party, who are 

now on the Moisie. The steamer service to the 

north shore is better than usual this year, for 

the owners of the King Edward arc also run¬ 

ning the Savoy, Mr. Menier’s boat, this season 

to the coast. E. T. D. Chambers. 

Conservation Urged. 

Red Bank, N. J., June 15.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: In connection with the article in 

Forest and Stream of June 13, on Fishing in 

British Columbia, by J. A. L. Waddell, I recall 

other descriptions of fishing and shooting, also 

appearing in Forest and Stream by the same 

writer, all characterized by excessively high 

scores which seem to me most unsportsmanlike. 

I presume Mr. Waddell is the well known 

bridge engineer, and that his concise and accur¬ 

ate description and records are characteristic of 

the man and his habits of work. Insomuch 

they are all to be commended, but I beg leave 

to dissent from them as evidences of judicious 

or praiseworthy sportsmanship. 

Whether in the King’s dominions or in the 

States, it does not seem wise to take 536 trout 

in six days, an average of ninety per day, nor 

to slaughter jacksnipe, referring to a former 

article, as he did somewhere in the far South¬ 

west; nor again to catch large numbers of the 

gamy, but useless, tarpon to throw away on the 

docks and shores. 
It is well recognized that the time has come 

to carefully conserve and protect all natural re¬ 

sources, in particular the forests and streams, 

and the living beings, the game and fish there¬ 

in. Forest and Stream, ever since my acquaint¬ 

ance with it, which began over twenty-five years 

ago, has nobly worked for fair, honorable and 

temperate sportsmanship in the taking of all 

game, and I think the greater part of its readers 

and contributors have co-operated for the same 

ends and methods. 
Dr. Waddell may reason that the places men¬ 

tioned are a long way from home, and that his 

opportunities for indulging in shooting and fish¬ 

ing are to an extent limited, and that he is there¬ 

fore justified in taking what he can in the time 

at his disposal. I admit that in some degree it 

is the common way of reasoning. The majority 

of us are prone to greater excesses away from 

than at home. We are likely to shoot more 

quail in the next county than we would on our 

own lands or to catch more fish out of some 

other than our own brook. But the diminish¬ 

ing game and the increasing facilities for the 

taking of it imperatively demand temperance, if 

a man’s own conscience does not. 
T. H. Grant. 

Milwaukee Casting Club. 

Milwaukee, Wis., June 7.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: Following are scores of the contest 

held Sunday, June 7: 

quarter-ounce bait event. 

H. C. Mullen .9710-15 
Alb. Lahmann. 97 7-15 
C. A. Rhine....... 97 7-15 
A. F. Bingenheimer 94 9-15 
M. K. McPherson. 93 7-15 

HALF-OUNCE 

A. F. Ringenlieimer 97 14-15 
M. A. Beck. 97 10-15 
IT. C. Mullen. 97 10-15 
11. J. Kellenberger. 97 1-15 
R. VV. Lange.90 8-15 
M. K. McPherson 96 3-15 
C. A. Rhine. 9511-15 

c. 

C. A. II. Fortier.. 93 8-15 
G C. Schoenlaub.. 93 4-15 
R. W. Lange. 9211-15 
TI. N. Katz. 92 9-15 
B. J. Kellenherger. 9112-15 

BAIT EVENT. 

Anton Stoltz .95 
Alb. Lahmann _ 94 5-15 
(’. A. II. Fortier.. 93 8-15 
IT. N. Katz. 91 11-15 
T. F.. Farber. 91 5-15 
G. C. Schoenlaub.. 8810-15 

A. H. Fortier, Sec’y. 



Yachting Fixtures for 1908. 
JUNK. 

27. R. C. Y. C. cruising race, first, second and third 
divisions. 

27. Bayside Y. C., handicap. 
27. New Haven Y. C. 
27. Seawanhaka, annual. 
27. New Rochelle annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., ocean race. 
27. Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C., special. 
27. Brooklyn Y. C. 
27. New Rochelle, annual. 
27. Belle Harbor Y. C., around lightship. 
28. Erie Basin Y. C.. annual. 

New York Y. C. Race, June 18. 
Another fluky day’s racing fell to the lot of 

the New York Y. C.’s boats in their annual re¬ 
gatta, held off Glen Cove, on Long Island 
Sound. Thursday, June 18. Fifteen yachts par¬ 
ticipated, but practically only one class, the 57- 
footers, finished the race. Dahinda, a New 
York thirty, did manage to make a race by 
finishing before a half hour after sunset. 

The start was postponed over an hour, wait¬ 
ing for a breeze, and when the yachts were 
started in a moderate south by east breeze, the 
yachtsmen were hopeful of a good race, but 
were soon disappointed, for it flattened out 
calm. Then in soft patches the breeze came in 
first from one point of the compass then an¬ 
other; until the light sail shifting had tired 
every one. 

With their light lofty rigs, the Aurora, Ista- 
lena and Avenger managed to sneak around 
the course fairly well, but the low rigs of the 
thirties failed to furnish the horse power neces¬ 
sary. The course for all classes was from the 
usual club mark off Glen Cove, N. l/2 W. to 
and around the gas buoy off Scotch Caps; 
about 3}/2 miles; thence N. E. by E. Y E. to a 
mark off Woolsey’s Reef, just below Shippan 
Point, 7 3-8 miles, and thence S. W. */& S. 9% 
miles to the finish, 20^5 miles. 

The summary: 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. 

Eclipse, L. J. Callanan. 1 25 35 Not timed. 

Sloops—Class K. 
Aurora, C. Vanderbilt. 1 35 10 7 11 08 5 35 5S 
Istalena, G. M. Pynchon.... 1 35 28 7 24 18 5 48 50 
Avenger, R. W. Emmons, 2dl 38 25 7 23 51 5 45 26 

Corrected time: Aurora, 5.35.52; Avenger,. 5.35.23; Is¬ 
talena, 5.48.38. Avenger wins, beating Aurora 29s. and 
Istalena 13m. 15s. 

Sloops—One-Design 57-raters—Start, 1:35. 
Finish. Elapsed. 

Aurora, C. Vanderbilt . 7 11 08 5 36 08 
Istalena, G. M. Pynchon. 7 24 18 5 49 18 

Aurora wins by 13m. 10s. 

N.Y.Y.C. 30-footers—Start, 1:50. 
Nepsi, J. De Forest.Did not finish. 
Alera, J. W. Alker.Did not finish. 
Hera II., R. N. Ellis.Did not finish. 
Dahinda, W. E. Roosevelt.Did not finish. 
Ibis, J. P. Morgan, Jr.i.Did not finish. 
Ibis, J. P. Morgan, Jr.Did not finish. 
Abair, G. E. and J. C. Meyer.Did not finish. 
Phryne, J. R. Maxwell.Did not finish. 

Handicap Class. 
Miladi, George Scott.1-4121 . 

c. T tt > Start. Elapsed. 
Simitar, E. L. Hopkins. 1 40 21 
Dorwina, E. C. Ray. 1 40 50 . " 
Mimosa III,, S. Wainwright.-..140 18 Withdrew. 

None of the boats in this class finished before one-half 
hour after sunset. 

Lloyds’ Register for 1908. 
Loyds’ Register of Yachts for 1908 has been 

received at this office, and it maintains its 
former standard of excellence, in both compila¬ 
tion of yachting data often so valuable to 
yachtsmen and in its binding and printing. 

It contains names of 7,884 yachts with their 
dimensions, owners’ and builders’ names, port 
and tonnage, etc.; 1,770 private flags all printed 
in colors; yacht club flags and a lot of other 
information on British yachting very valuable 
to the yachtsman. 

Also a copy bound, to match the foregoing, 
of the rules for the construction and classifica¬ 
tion of yachts. 

The H awaii Race. 
The America’s Cup races never created so 

much interest in proportion to the total inhabi¬ 
tants of the countries involved as the coming 
race to Hawaii between three California yachts 

HAWAII. 

and the one Hawaiian entry, the schooner yacht 
Hawaii. This handsome vessel was built by 
popular subscription among the inhabitants of 
the island whose name it bears. Seven hundred 
and fourteen subscriptions were received, many 
of which counted only as one, represented dona¬ 
tion from dozens of employees, so that it is 
safe to estimate the number of persons directly 
interested in the success of the schooner yacht 

Hawaii in the coming race at one thousand 
people. Think of the enthusiasm there will be 
on that island in the Pacific from July 4—the 
day the race starts—until the winner arrives off 
Diamond Head! And if the home-built craft 
be the first one, imagination is the only photo¬ 
graph capable of doing justice to the scene. 

The Hawaiian Y. C. is sponsor to the scheme, 
and it is due to the perseverance and energy of 
its most capable committee, Henry E. Cooper, 
Charles T. Wilder and W. H. Mclnerny, who 
bore the burden of raising the money and 
superintending the construction, that Hawaii 
was built. Associated with this committee were 
Sanford B. Dole, Col. Samuel Parker, R. W. 
Shingle and Alex. Lyle. 

James Lyle, senior member of the firm of 
Lorenson & Lyle, who built the Hawaii, was 
born at Dartmouth, on Halifax Harbor, N. S., 
seventy-four years ago. He started shipbuild¬ 
ing when he left school in the yard of his father, 
who built clipper ships for Cunard, founder of 
the Cunard Steamship Line. When a- young 
nian, Lyle moved to the United States, going 
into the yard of Donald McKay at East Boston, 
where he helped build the famous clipper 
Sovereign of the Seas. Later Mr. Lyle worked 
for H. I. Crandall building railways. On the 
completion of one of these at Honolulu, Mr. 
Lyle became superintendent of the railway and 
remained in Hawaii. 

When the ’Frisco boats were in Hawaii, the 
yachtsmen were given a banquet in Pearl 
Harbor, and at this banquet W. H. Mclnerny 
promised that in the next race the islands 
would send a boat that would sail circles 
around the schooner Lurline and triangles 
around the yawl Anemone. 

“Then you’ll have to build your boat in 
heaven,” retorted the owner of the Lurline. 

“We’ll build her in Hawaii, which will be 
about the same,” answered Mclnerny amid 
great applause. 

And so Hawaii was built and by now almost 
arrived at San Pedro, from which the race is to 
start for Hawaii on July 4. 

SAIL PLAN OF 28FT. WATERLINE SCHOONER, DESIGNED BY B. B. CROWNINSHIELD, OF BOSTON, FOR HIMSELF. 
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A Small Schooner Yacht. 

Designer B. B.. Crowninshield, of Boston, is 

having built for his own use an interesting little 

schooner yacht that in a general way is a small 

edition of a fisherman. As Mr. Crowninshield 

says, “I wanted the biggest and fastest boat that 

I could handle comfortably alone; one that 

would lie nicely at a mooring with the mainsail 

set. be a good sea boat and capable of comfort¬ 

ably holding three in the cockpit.” She was 
not to be an expensive boat, yet capable and 
weatherly. fast with lifted sheets and a boat 
that would not pound herself to pieces in the 

heavy northeasters that she will be exposed to 
at her anchorage. 

The ballast is mostly stowed inside, which, 
when hauling out time comes, will make her 
much easier to handle. Only 1,200 pounds will 
be in the piece on the keel, as shown on the 
plans, just enough to trim her when getting 
ready to haul out, the balance, 4,800 pounds, be¬ 
ing stowed below the floor line. 

The sail plan has several unique features 
about it. The foresail, for instance, is loose¬ 
footed, just as the old Gimcrack and other early 
yachts’in this country were rigged. The tnain- 
sail has only 376 sq. ft. of 8oz. duck, which is 
not more than one man can handle. The jib 
and foresail both reef on the head instead of the 

foot of the sail, and in beating to windward the 
foresail sheet is the only one Mr. Crowninshield 
will have to trim, the other two traveling on 
horses on deck. 

She is to be delivered in July, but next year 
will be kept in commission from April 15 to 
Nov. 15, getting all the good of the season that 
can be got out of it. 

Her dimensions are: 
Length— 

Over all . 36ft. 3m. 
On L.W.L. 28ft. 

Beam . 7ft- loin. 
Draft .’••• 5ft. 3>»- 
Least freeboard . 1 ft. 6j4in. 
Displacement . 12,067 lbs. 

Section at 
Station 7 Y N°37? 

Construct*,1 on 
5c*l« * -1 
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Hartford Y. C. Club Cruise. 

The Hartford Y. C. cruise will be held Aug. 
3 to 12- Cruising to the westward as far as 
Larchmont and eastward to Block Island. 

This cruise is for power and sail boats, and is 
on fairly sheltered water on account of the 
small boats. All boats will be divided into 
classes for racing from port to port. Prizes 
will be offered in each class for each day’s run, 
no boat to receive over two first prizes on the 
cruise. 

The sail and power boat winning the highest 
number of points in each division will receive 
the cruising prize. 

The itinerary of the cruise, wind and tide per¬ 
mitting: 

Monday, Aug. 3—Fenwick to Morris Cove. 
Race. 

Tuesday, Aug. 4—Morris Cove to North Port. 
Race. 

Wednesday, Aug. 5—North Port to Larch¬ 
mont. Race. 

Thursday, Aug. 6—Larchmont to Oyster Bay. 
Race. 

Friday, Aug. 7—Oyster Bay to Sachem’s 
Head. Race 

Saturday, Aug. 8—Sachem’s Head to Shelter 
Island. Race. 

Sunday, Aug. 9—At Shelter Island. Rest. 
Monday, Aug. 10—Shelter Island to Block 

Island. Race. 
Tuesday, Aug. 11—Block Island to Stoning- 

ton. Race. 
Wednesday, Aug. 12—Stonington to Fen¬ 

wick. Race. 

Viator. 

Tiif. handsome motor yacht. Viator, shown in 
accompanying illustration, was launched from 
the yard of her builders, Lawley & Sons, Bos¬ 
ton, on May 26. She makes a shippy looking 
little yacht under way, and her designers, Cox 
& Stevens, of New York, are to be congratu¬ 
lated on the appearance of Viator. It is not an 
easy matter to combine the turtle deck forward 
of an ocean liner, the midship arrangement of 
a yacht and a sea-going yacht’s stern and make 
all harmonious to the eye; but in Viator it has 
been done. 

The yacht is 90ft. over all, 86ft. on the water¬ 
line, 14ft. 6in. beam and has a draft of 6ft. She 
is very substantially built of wooden construc¬ 
tion, the keel being 7in. sided, the frame doubled 
of oak 3m. by 3111. amidships and single at the 
ends. The planking is 2in. yellow pine, with a 
deck of ij^in. white pine. 

Her engine is a ioo-horsepower Standard 
gasolene motor with automatic air starting de¬ 
vice. She is lighted with electricity and has 
every modern convenience with an exception¬ 
ally commodious and well laid out interior. She 
has a cruising speed of about 10 miles an hour, 
and her owner, Mr. Merrill Hunt, of Boston, is 
well satisfied with his boat. 

Yacht Sales. 

The 30ft. waterline sloop Quakeress II., 
owned by Alfred C. Harrison, of Philadelphia, 
has been sold to Edward Lovering, of Taunton. 
Mass., through the Hollis Burgess Yacht 
Agency. The Quakeress II. is one of the 
Buzzards Bay 30ft. class, and was built by the 
Herreshoff Mfg. Co., and is a very fine example 
of the combination of the cruising and racing 
class. 

1’he 18ft. sloop Silence, owned by Walter 
Burgess, of Boston, has been sold to Francis S. 
Lippitt, of Rochester, N. Y., through the 
Hollis Burgess Yacht Agency. The Silence is 
well known as a very fine single-hander, and 
has cruised from Boston to Canada. 

The well-known racing sloop Dorel, owned 
by Dr. James J. Minot, of Boston, has been 
chartered to John P. Hart, of Boston, through 
the Hollis Burgess Yacht Agency, and will be 
used on the South Shore until Aug. 1. 

Sailors in Port. 
Concluded from page 98G. 

We were afraid to show ourselves over the 
cliff for fear the police might be looking for us. 
Charlie had told us the night we left that 

F' *lac* te*egraphed to Iquique, a city south 
of Caleta Buena, for a new crew, and said that 
by the time we reached Pisauga the W. would 
have sailed. Nevertheless, we laid low until the 
sun had set behind the western sea line, and 
things began to get dusky in the fading daylight. 

I hen, in single file, we started down the narrow 
shelf-like ledge that formed the path; so nar¬ 
row and steep was it in places that I dreaded 
to pass one foot around the other in stepping, 
J°r fear the movement would overbalance my 
body and send me crashing through the roof 
of one of the huts below. We had to lean in 
against the cliff and keep our weight in away 
from the edge, sometimes feeling along the 
wall with our hands. But we reached the bottom 
safely, and running down the incline at the base, 
found ourselves walking into the city. As we 
came into the populated part we noticed a 
Chilano across the street that appeared to be 
following us. and when we stopped on a corner 
while Joe rubbed up his memory as to the loca¬ 
tion of the saloon kept by Antone, he crossed 
over and asked us where we wanted to go. 

“None of your business,” we replied; “we 
know where we’re going.” 

He followed us, however, until we found 
Antone’s saloon and stepped inside. What be¬ 
came of him then I did not know. I lost track 
of him in the crowd, for there were several 
people sitting around in the saloon at tables 
and a continual string of people kept passing 
the door. His dogging of our footsteps made 
me uneasy, however, and I was glad enough 
when Antone, a heavy, dark-whiskered man, 
made his appearance and read the note Joe 
handed him. 

T suppose you fellows are hungry,” he said. 
“Sit down and I’ll get you a bite to eat.” 

So we sat down to> a table where there were 
four chairs and waited. All hands were glad 
that hot tramp was over and looked forward in 
a happy frame of mind to a good bunk for the 
night, at least a couple of days ashore and 
ultimately shipping on some coaster bound for 
California. In. a few minutes a waiter brought 
in a platter with the remains of a good-sized 
boiled fish on it and gave us plates and things 
to eat with. As I did not care particularly for 
fish, I devoted my time to filling up on bread 
and butter. On a butter plate in the center of 
the table I noticed something I finally concluded 
were the kernels of some kind of nut unknown 
to me. I had a particular fondness for all kinds 
of nuts, and those four round things, about the 
size of a hazel nut shell, looked a good, tempt¬ 
ing mouthful. So I shoved one into my mouth 
and bit bravely into it. But, “Holy mackerel!” 
I exclaimed. My mouth seemed on fire, my 
tongue puckered up and the water ran in 
streams out of my eyes. I thought I should 
never get the sting out of my mouth and 
swallowed several glasses of water, endeavor- 
ing to quench the fire that seemed to be scald¬ 
ing inside. It was a Chilano pepper, the hottest 
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thing that grows, and not a nut I had bitten 
into. 

When we had finished eating Antone said to 
follow him and he would show us to a place 
where we could sleep. “For,” said he, “I sup¬ 
pose you are pretty tired after your walk.” 

We certainly were tired and sleepy, having 
been awake most of the last two nights and 
looked eagerly forward to a good night’s rest. 
He led us across the street and up a side street 
to a small cigar store also owned by him, and 
here we sat on benches jn the front of it while 
he, as we supposed, went to prepare a place for 
us to sleep. As a fact, he must have gone 
around the corner and notified the captain of 
the police, for as we sat waiting a fat little man, 
dressed in black, stepped into the store and 
sized us up. Then he jabbered some -Spanish, 
and I noticed through the open doorway a 
crowd was beginning to collect outside. 

“What in thunder is worrying him. Joe?” I 
asked, turning to Joe, who sat next to me on a 
bench. “What does he want, a crew?” 1 
thought he was the captain of some ship in the 
bay, and was just thinking well of Antone for 
getting us a ship so quickly, when in marched 
a file of soldiers with muskets and fixed 
bayonets. 1 hey blockaded the door and then 
came in and lined up two alongside each one of 
us Oh! wasn’t I mad; I could have stuck my 
knife into Antone at sight. But he never 
showed up. The pot-bellied little fellow in black 
then referred to a paper lie held in his hand 
and said, “Cinco marinero! Bark Americano! 
Caleta Buena! Vamoose!” accompanying the 
last word with a wave of his hand for us to get 
out. I he soldiers made us rise and march with 
them around the block to the police barracks. 
We made quite a procession, as with our guards 
and a large crowd of natives that had been at¬ 
tracted by the sight of the “Gringos.” We 
tramped down the street with our footsteps 
echoing on the hard stones in the still night air. 
In through an arch way to an open court yard 
wc went, and were put into a room, across the 
way from which was the little gentleman in 
black and several uniformed officers sitting 
down to their desks in an opposite room. Then 
one at a time, we were taken before these 
officials and our knives were taken from us. 
Albert had a fine tortoise shell match box and 
this they tried to get from him, but after nearly 
coming to blows over it, they decided to let 
him keep it. 

One thing I noticed in Chili was the terror 
the name “Americano” seemed to create in the 
natives. At the mole in Valparaiso the cry 
“Americano” raised by one of the natives 1 
caused the rest to scatter like sheep and make 
way for the dreaded Gringos. 

Back in the country it was different: to say 
you were an American- there was to insure a 
knife in your back, so I, during our walk passed 
off as an Englishman. Flere, as we stood, a 
dusty-looking group, with the rabble trying to 
get a look at us through the windows and bar¬ 
ricaded doors, we heard all kinds of expressions 
that, by their tones and the gestures of the 
speakers, showed in what dread Americans were 
held. You would think we were a lot of gorillas, 
and even the guards, armed to the teeth as they 
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were, kept clear of us. As a fact, I was the 
anly American in the crowd; but any man that 
comes from an American ship, be he the 
greenest Hollander afloat, is, in their eyes, a 
ireaded Americano. 

1 After going through our pockets, they 
marched us across the court yard and made us 
enter a small box-like room where they locked 
us in and for the first time in my life I was in 
prison. But I was the only one to whom this 
was a new sensation. Hans, in fact, had served 
l term in Sing Sing (for sleeping on a gentle- 
nan’s doorstep, as he told us), and learned the 
rade of shoemaking there. 
As it was evident we were to spend the night 

in this “lock-up,” I felt my way to a corner in 
the extreme end, and rolling up my coat for a 
pillow, took off my shoes and lay down and 
•lept in my blanket, which they had not taken 
from me. 

Joe and the rest lay on the floor near the 
door, and during the night several drunken 
Thilanos were thrust into the place, and they 
ell over and raised a great rumpus among them. 

1 slept undisturbed until morning and felt fresh 
is a daisy; but when I stood up to put my coat 
in, I found the air was foul with the fumes of 
obacco and stale liquor, for there was no venti- 
ation whatever; no windows or anything to let 
n air. 

When the guard opened the door about six 
I’clock next morning, Sunday, Feb. 19, the 
iweet air and sunlight streaming in was a 
dlessing. The building I noticed was a light 
rame affair, inclosed in corrugated sheet iron. 
‘How long would such a prison hold a gang of 
Mew York toughs?” I thought as I looked at it; 
ind yet what good would it do them to get out, 
he perpendicular wall of mountains at the back 
if the city was a prison in itself and defied all 
iscape in that direction. 

The natives that had been arrested during the 
light were given brooms and made to go out 
md sweep the streets. We were not disturbed 
intil about an hour later, when we were also 
riven brooms and told to sweep out the place 
ve had been sleeping in. Joe was put to work 
sweeping off the sidewalk around the inside of 
he court yard and I swept off the floor of a 
small, round building, in the center of the in- 
‘.losure that looked like a summer house and 
lad a table full of all sorts of chemical appa¬ 
ratus that reminded me of tales I had read 
ibout the Spanish inquisition. 

To, the right of the archway that led to the 
street were a number of small rooms where 
(he officers lived. Across the inclosure from 
hese was a large building, where all the guards 
slept and ate their meals. 

When we had given the boards a “lick and a 
iromise” with the brooms, we threw them down 
md watched the garrison getting ready to go 
hrough the ceremony of hoisting the colors at 
he gateway. An attendant brought out the 
(ommander’s horse, all saddled and groomed; 
he soldiers lined up, dressed in their best uni- 
orm, and to the strains of music from the band, 
flaying a national air. they marched out and 
ormed in a long line in the gutter, across the 
treet from the barracks. Here they came to 

1 “present arms,” and the band struck up a 
ivelier air that send the commander’s horse 
trancing about the street, and the flag of Chili 
vas hoisted on the flagstaff over the archway. 
Then they came in again and broke ranks, and 

was amused to see how quickly the musicians 
lulled off the military coat they had thrown 
>ver their starched shirts and collars and 
lastened away, probably to church. Time 
[ragged along wearily after that; no one spoke 
o us, and we were allowed to walk about at 
vill. The sun as it drew on toward mid-day 
treamed down into the court yard with its 
vhite-washed walls and the glare, combined 
vith the heat, drove us into a sort of store- 
00m on one side of the archway leading to the 
treet for shelter from its burning rays. 
My appetite had been gnawing at my innards 

or some time, when one of the native prisoners 
ame in from the street with a bucket of what I 
t first took to be slops. This he set down,in 
he shade near 11s and motioned us to take it, 
fhile he drew away and watched us. 

“What is it, Joe?” I asked, as Joe stirred the 
stuff about with a ladle. 

“Something goot,” he answered. 
“By golly, it may be,” said I, “but it’s too rich 

for my blood.” 
“Vait till I stir it,” he replied, and sure 

enough, the oils and grease on the surface gave 
way to a rich, dark-red fluid, and out from the 
bottom of the bucket he fished a ladleful of big. 
red beans. 

“Try dem,” he said. I did so, and never tasted 
a more spicy dish in my life than those beans. 
I feasted on them, and all the time we were 
eating the Chilanos refused to come near, but 
took what we left and ate it among themselves. 

Soon after dinner we were surprised to see 
Mr. Hill, the mate of the bark and an inter¬ 
preter go into the office and have a confab with 
our little man in black. The result was we were 
marched under guard down to the mole and 
made to get into a large white whale boat that 
was waiting for us. Sitting at the long sweeps 
were four Chilanos that we recognized as men 
belonging to Caleta Buena, the same as had 
come off in the lighters that brought us our 
cargo. 

They had left Caleta Buena at four o’clock 
that morning and pulled the thirty odd miles 
to this place in seven hours. As we went out 
of the harbor and left the city of Pisagua and 
the fleet of ships anchored behind us, I did not 
know whether to be sorry or glad. As it was. 
we would soon be home in the W., for the mate 
told us she was all loaded now. Stevedores 
from shore had come off and finished the job, 
for it had only taken two lighter loads to com¬ 
plete the cargo. But then, all our clothes were 
gone, we had nothing to wear going home, and 
it would be a cold job off the Horn with but 
one shift of clothes and no blankets. Yet. after 
our disappointment, in not getting a ship for 
’Frisco, I think we were all quite willing to re¬ 
turn to the bark. 

Rounding the point of land we shut Pisagua 
from view and stretched out on the seats by the 
mate in the stern. He asked us all about our 
trip ashore and tried to get us to say who it 
was took us out of the bark, but none of us 
would tell him. 

The poor Chilanos were sweating away at the 
long sweeps, sending the cleanly modeled boat 
hissing and seething against a long ground 
swell that came dead against us from the 
south’ard. The mate dozed off after an hour 
or so of monotonous rowing, and I, to stretch 
my legs and rest, moved way aft on the little 
deck at the stern, and from here I could see 
how easily and buoyantly the light boat took 
the seas. She was a typical west-coast boat, 
sharp at both ends, some thirty feet in length. 
At each end was a deck for about six feet with 
a towing post at the end of it. The rest of the 
boat was crossed by five or six seats, on the 
forward four of which sat the rowers on the 
opposite side from their oars, to get a purchase 
on the long ash. Instead of oarlocks, they used 
one _ thole pin and held the oar to it by a 
grommet of rope. 

The mountains as we passed along the shore 
presented a most grand and fascinating sight; 
some places towering straight up from the sea a 
sheer wall thousands of feet in height. In others 
the cliff was seared and split into deep ravines, 
as if some volcanic action had rended the 
earth at some distant period. When we were 
on the plains we noticed this same peculiarity. 
Every mile or two there would be a crack or 
crevice running across the plain, some barely 
six feet in depth, others perhaps thirty. 

Not a house, boat or sign of life did we see 
along the shore save the hundreds of seals that 
lay basking in the sun on the rocks or dove 
about in the surf. 

When the mate was sleeping. I made a motion 
to the rowers as if I would drop overboard 
and swim ashore, just to see how much we 
could count on their friendship, for I knew they 
did not like the mate any too well, and they 
grinned and nodded for me to do so. They 
gradually pulled inshore, until instead of being 
two miles out, we were within half a mile of the 
rocks and could distinctly hear the boom of 
the surf against the shore. But I had enough 
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of those bleak, barren hills and stayed where I 
was and the mate slept peacefully on, ignorant 
of the move. 

About four o’clock the rowers began to show 
the effects of their long pull, for they had 
rowed some forty or fifty miles since daylight, 
so at Joe’s suggestion, we relieved them and 
bent our backs until the sweat ran off us in 
streams. 

Hans had to quit—he was too short and small 
to swing the heavy oar—and Albert soon tired, 
so Joe and I each kept an oar and the Chilanos 
relieved each other at the other two, smoking 
cigarettes when not rowing. They were very 
grateful for the rest and insisted on giving us 
each a handful of their brown paper cigarettes 
in token of it. 

We could see the masts of the ships in Caleta 
Buena on the southern horizon when the sun 
set in a flood of red light behind the sea line; 
but by the time we reached the bark, it was 
pitch dark. Not a word was said to us as we 
came up the gangway, although the captain, 
second mate and cook were leaning over the rail 
watching us, so going forward we turned into 
our now blanketless bunks and soon fell asleep. 

We were aroused at four o’clock next' morn¬ 
ing by the old familiar cry of “Now then you 
sleepers, turn out and get your coffee!” It 
took some lively scouting around to get pots 
enough for all hands, for five of us had lost all 
our tins. After coffee we started sending up 
and bending on the sails. We had just turned 
to after breakfast, and I was about to go up 
the main rigging with the tail-block and gaunt- 
line, when the mate called me down and said, 
“Go aft, the old man wants to see you.” 

Canoeing. 

A. C. A. Fixtures. 
July 10-24.—Western Division Camp.—Spring Lake, 

Grand Haven, Mich. 
July 11-19.—Atlantic Division Camp. — Plum Point, 

Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
--.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.—Alle¬ 

gheny River. 
Aug. 7-21.—A. C. A. Camp.—Sugar Island, St. Lawrence 

River. 
Sept. 5-7.—Atlantic Division Camp.—Hermit Point, Hud¬ 

son River. 
- —.—Central Division Cruise and Camp.— 

Allegheny River. 

A South County Canoe Trip. 
On a certain Saturday afternoon in Septem¬ 

ber two canoeists and a friend boarded the train 
at the Providence Station, and finding the cars 
crowded betook themselves to the rear platform 
for the sake of air, also, incidentally, to avoid 
as far as possible rousing the wonder of the 
passengers as to how three hoboes raised the 
price of a ride on the Shore Line express. Pull¬ 
ing out of the station our section of the train 
stopped in the yard until the first section had 
pulled out by us, then after a long wait, and as 
we were becoming exceedingly tired of the situa¬ 
tion, another coach was coupled on and we 
moved in at once, having it almost entirely to 
ourselves. At last we were off, our destination 
being Kingston Station. 

Upon leaving the train at Kingston the bag¬ 
gage checks were presented, and the packages 
of duffle being deposited upon the platform in 
charge of the cook, the captain and crew began 
a still-hunt for the canoe, which was soon found 
reposing in the freight shed, right side up and 
in good order. Upon application at the office 
we found the freight agent very independent. 
When asked how soon we could pay the freight 
and take the canoe, he replied that it might be 
half an hour or it might be two hours, he could 
not tell; and when we stated that we were in a 
hurry he thought it made very little difference 
whether we were in a hurry or not. At first 
we thought we should have to take the canoe 
by force, but finally prevailed upon the agent to 
accept the payment of the freight bill and give 
a receipt, with which we adjourned to the freight 
house, and setting up the carriage, which had 

been lashed under the forward seat, the canoe 
was secured upon it and wheeled out upon the 
platform where the duffle was loaded in, the 
party then moving on toward the Chipuxet River 
down which the voyage was to be begun. 

Stopping a few moments at the grocery store 
and the baker shop, to add to the commissary 
supplies, we rolled the canoe along on its bicycle 
wheels, over the half mile of fine road between 
the station and the river, which proved to be 
at this point about thirty feet wide and used as 
a watering place for the horses driven by the 
country people thereabout. 

The carriage being knocked down and placed 
in the canoe, the word was given to launch, and 

CANOES ON CARRIAGES. 

the cook, having put on rubber boots, took the 
bow and backed off into the water with it. Alas, 
the momentum was too great and the water 
deeper than it looked, with the result that the 
cook was soon upon the. grassy bank, being as¬ 
sisted to remove those boots, afterward embark¬ 
ing with feet covered only as nature made them, 
the captain and crew having set the example. 

A few strokes of the paddles sent the canoe 
across the pool, and the outlet, which from the 
bank had looked hardly wide enough for a canoe 
to pass, proved deep and just wide enough to 
slip through. Beyond, the bushes overhung and 
almost closed the brook, but always left room 
sufficient for us to pass. In places the river 
widened out, sometimes almost filled with marine 

THE CAPTAIN AND THE COOK, WORDEN’S POINT. 

growths, and at one place, where the alders grew 
thickly jn clumps, we must have taken the wrong 
channel, for we found ourselves pushing the 
canoe among the hummocks, sliding over the 
mud, with almost no water under us. Trying 
to return would be as bad as to go ahead, so 
we pushed on and finally found the channel 
again after which we had no more trouble in 
keeping to the river which wound around 
through the swamp until, just before the sun 
set, we reached that broad expanse of shallow, 
reedy water known as Worden’s Pond. 

Southwest of the inlet lies a small island, and 
for this we steered, thinkinsr to camp there for 
the night, but upon approaching nearer we found 
it little more than a sandhill with a few bushes 
and one or two stunted trees growing upon it 

and not our idea of a camping spot, so we swung 
over toward a point which projected out from 
the east shore where we found a fine place for 
a camp and soon had the tent up and a lunch 
prepared, after which the evening was pleas¬ 
antly spent smoking and talking around the 
camp-fire. 

Some time during the night the crew was 
awakened by the rumble of thunder in the dis¬ 
tance and proceeded to make all snug, but the 
storm passed over with only a few scattered 
drops of rain. 

Sunday morning dawned cool, and with a light 
fog over the water, which, however, soon burned 
off and the fishing tackle was rigged, some bait 
procured from one of the boys of the vicinity, 
an attempt then being made to entice some of 
the finny tribe from the waters of the pond, but 
with poor success, two small perch being the 
total catch, and these were returned to the water 
to grow. 

As we only wished to reach Carolina before 
making our next camp, and as the map shows 
the distance as being comparatively short, we 
did not get started from Worden’s Pond until 
2 P. M., believing we could reach Carolina by 
about 5 o’clock. Crossing the pond in the direc¬ 
tion of the outlet as shown by the map, and 
finding no signs of a river where we supposed 
it ought to be, the crew landed, and seeing a 
lady and gentleman who appeared to belong 
thereabouts, pronounced the question, “Can you 
direct us to the outlet?” They could not, but 
thought it was somewhere along the shore, 
northerly from where we stood, and thanking 
them we started to look in that direction. After 
paddling some distance it was decided to push 
through the rushes and see what was beyond, 
and after pushing along some fifty yards we 
came upon a stream about fifteen feet wide, but 
quite deep, which proved to be the outlet sought. 

This stream flowed into and through a swamp 
and was bordered by dense foliage, which in 
places overhung the river, almost closing it up. 
The current was quite swift, and the river, 
though narrow, was deep, and in most places 
free from obstructions; but while, as shown on 
the map, the river appears to be nearly straight, 
we found it quite the contrary, often paddling 
down a stretch from fifty to three hundred yards 
long toward the south, only to find at the end 
a turn so short as to require vigorous use of 
both bow and stern paddles to get around with¬ 
out' running into the bank, then paddling down 
another stretch to the north as long or longer 
than that to the south, to find we had made a 
net gain in the general direction of not more 
than ten to fifty feet. 

A thunder cloud appeared in the northwest 
and spurred us to renewed efforts, as we pre¬ 
ferred to be out of the swamp before the shower 
reached us if possible, but gradually the clouds 
rolled away to the north and no rain fell in our 
vicinity. 

[to be concluded.] 

A. C. A. Membership. 

NEW MEMBERS PROPOSED. 

Eastern Division.—Arthur H. Garst, 48 Henry 

street, Edgewood, R. I., and Edgar T. Sellew, 

101 Potter street, Auburn, R. I., both by Arthur 
E. Neill. 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED. 

Atlantic Division.—5529, Edward R. Rose, 949 

Berkeley avenue, Trenton, N. J.; 5531, Howard 

B. Marsh, 23 South 9th street, Newark, N. J.; 

S532. Farnum F. Dorsey, 39 Cortlandt street, 
New York city". 

Eastern Division.—5530, Herbert L. Platts, 
Reading, Mass. 

APPLICANT FOR REINSTATEMENT. 

Atlantic Division.—Wilbur D. Andrews. 

NEW LIFE MEMBER. 

No. 86 (A. 4292), Wilbur D. Andrews, Fort 

Washington avenue and West 177th street, New 

York city. 
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T raps hooting. 

If you want your shoot to be announced here 

send a notice like the following: 

Fixtures. 

July 4.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. tournament. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. Targets and live birds. 

N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 27.—Bristol, Conn., G. C. shoot and barbecue. 
Sept. 7.—Cleveland (O.) G. C. tournament. 
Sept. 7-8.—Troy, N. Y.—Mountain View G. C. J. J. 

Farrell, Sec’y. 

REGISTERED TOURNAMENTS. 

June 27-28.—St. Louis, Mo.—Blue Wing G. C. E. T. 
Grether, Sec’y. 

June 30-July 31.—Cambria (Ill.) G. C. C. Stocks, Sec’y. 
July 1.—N. Ha ley, Can. (G. C.) J. C. McConnell, Sec’y. 
July 1-2.—Nelson (fB. C.) G. C. W. A. Ward, Sec’y. 
July 2-3.—Carbondale (Ill.) G. C. P. L. Hies, Sec’y. 
July 3-4.—Thomasville, Ga.—Cracker G. C. C. W. 

Cooper, Sec’y. 
Tuly 3-4.—Lebanon (Pa.) G. C. Geo. W. Hansell, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Hamilton (Can.) G. C. J. J. Lawlor, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Belle Vernon (Pa.) G. C. B. F. Daugherty, Sec. 
July 4.—Watertown (Mass.) G. C. H. W. Jordan, Capt. 
July 4.—New Martinsville, Va.—Wetzel G. C. T. M. 

Mclntire, Sec’y. 
July 4.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Middletown, N. Y.—Progress Gun Club. F. W. 

Strader. Mgr. 
July 4.—Monticello R. and G. C. E. G. Rundle, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Roanoke (Va.) G. C. C. E. Armstrong, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Waynesboro (Va.) G. C. S. T. Day, Sec’y. 
July 4.—Richmond (Va.) G. C. V. Hechler. Pres. 
Jujy 4.—San Antonio, Tex.—Laurel Heights G. C. A. E. 

Witchell, Sec’y. 
July 4-5.—S. Framingham (Mass.) G. C. F. P. Hewins, 

Sec’y. 

July 4-5.—Thermopolis (Wyo.) G. C. R. L. Talbot, Sec’y. 
July 7.—Littleton, W. Va.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. 

H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Sunbury (Pa.) G. C. H. N. Brosious, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Lamar (Mo.) G. C. A. M. McCrea, Sec’y. 
July 7-8.—Birmingham (Ala.) G. C. R. H. Baugh, Pres. 
July 7-8.—West Frankfort (Ill.) G. C. W. C. Rains, Sec’y. 
July 8.—Florence (Wis.) R. & G. C. E. W. Peterson, 

Sec’y. 
July 8-9.—Mandan, N. D.—North Dakota State Sports¬ 

men’s tournament. L. S. Royer, Sec’y. 
July 10.—Canandaigua (N. Y.) Sportsmen’s Club. A. E. 

Thompson, Sec’y. 
July 10-11.—Pittsfield, Mass.—Oak Hill G. C. J. Ranse- 

housen, Sec’y. 
July 11.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. F. W. Mathews, Mgr. 
July 11-13.—Livingston, Mont.—Montana State tourna¬ 

ment, under auspices of National Park Gun Club. 
July 12.—St. Paul, Minn.—North Star G. C. L. J. Pleiss, 

Sec’y. 
July 14—Canonsburg, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, aus¬ 

pices of Canonsburg G. C. A. S. Anthony, Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Pinckneyville (Ill.) G. C. John Allen, Sec’y. 
July 14-15.—Manning (la.) G. C. G. A. Rober, Sec’y. 
July 14-16.—Wilmington (N. C.) G. C. B. G. Empie, 

Sec’y. 
July 15.—Fayette (Ala.) G. C. Thos. M. Peters, Sec y. 
July 15-16.—Mexico, Mo.—Afro-American Trapshooters’ 

League. T. J. Elliott, Mgr. 
July 14-16.—Boston, Mass.—The Interstate Association s 

third Eastern Handicap target tournament; $1,000 
added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 

July 15-16.—Aberdeen (S. D.) G. C. J. T. Foster, Sec y. 
July 16.—Quarryville (Pa.) G. C. J. R. Armstrong. Sec’y. 
July 16-17.—Iowa Falls (la.) G. C. J. T. Brown, Pres. 
July 18.—Danbury, Conn.—Pahquioque G. C. E. H. 

Bailey, Sec’y. 
July 19.—Winton (Minn.) G. C. G. W. Tolen, Secy. 
July 20-21.—Ipswich (S. D.) G. C. C. B. Reeves, Sec’y. 
July 20-21.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank How¬ 

ard, Sec’y. 
July 21-23.—Cumberland Island, Ga.—Brunswick R. and 

G. C. R. G. Jackson, Sec’y. 
July 22.—Wilmington (Del.) R. and G. C. George S. 

Burroughs, Sec’y. _ _ _ 
July 22-23.—Champaign, Ill.—Twin City G. C. C. E. 

Johnson, Sec’y. 

H. T. Tengen, 

July 22-23.—Sturgis (Mich.) R. and G. C. A. H. M ait, 
Sec’y. 

July 22-23.—Pearl Beach, Mich.—North Channel G. C. 
tournament. Rolla O. Heikes, Mgr. 

July 23.—Fullerton (N. D.) G. C. B. S. Kingsley, Sec y. 
July 23-24.—Manchester (la.) G. C. F. M. Hamblin, Sec’y. 
July 27-30.—Bettertcn, Md.—James R. Malone’s fifteenth 

annual. James R. Malone, Mgr. 
July 28.—M. V. S. L. of W. Va. Ed. H. Taylor, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Viola (Ill.) G. C. E. R. Frazier, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Eagle Grove (la.) G. C. A. L. Yearous, Sec’y. 
July 28-29.—Glasgow (Mo.) G. C. Dr. W. R. Hawkins, 

Sec’y. 
July 28-30.—Austin, Tex.—State tournament, under aus¬ 

pices of Austin G. C. Wallace Miller. Sec’y. 
Tuly 30.—Toledo, O.—Crescent G. C. F. Freeman, Sec’y. 
Aug. 1.—Greensboro, N. C.—Gate City G. C. C. E. Hud¬ 

son, Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Danville (Ill.) R. and G. C. 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 4-5.—Audubon (la.) G. C. F. Vermilya, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5.—Bethpage, Tenn.—Summer County G. C. O. C. 

Whiteside, Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Selin’s Grove (Pa.) G. C. Silas H. Schoch, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 5-6.—Sylvan Beach (N. Y.) G. C. M. Cavana, Mgr. 
Aug. 5-7.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Dominion of Canada Trap¬ 

shooting Association’s tournament. r r- mi, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 6-7.—Redfield (S. D.) G. 
Pres. 

Aug. 6-7.—Cayuga (Ind.), G. C. 
Aug. 8.—Trenton (N. J.) S. A. 
Aug. 10-12.—Vicksburg (Miss.) 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 10-12.—Rapid City, S. D.—South Dakota State 

tournament, under auspices of Rapid City G. C. 
Chas. B. Hunt. Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 12-13.—Pawnee (Okla.) G. C. S. W. Burr, Sec’y. 
Aug. 12-13.—Pomeroy (O.) G. C. S. B. Hanlin, Sec’y. 
Aug. 15.—E. Lexington, Mass.—Middlesex G. C. Robert 

Smith, Sec’y. 
Aug. 16.—Milwaukee, Wis.—North Side G. C. Geo. Lade, 

Sec’y. 
Aug. 18.—West Newton, Pa.—W. P. T. L. tournament, 

auspices of West Newton G. C. M. W. Marsh, Sec’y, 

C. Dr. E 

C. G. Thompson, 

E. Giltner, 

O. F. Thorne, Sec’y. 
F. W. Mathews. Mgr. 
G. C. J. J. Bradfield, 
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G. K. Mackie, 

E. C. Henshaw, 

Harry 

Aug. 18-20.—Des Moines, la.—The Interstate Associa¬ 
tion’s third Western Handicap target tournament; 
$1,000 added money. Elmer E. Shaner, Sec’y-Mgr., 
Pittsburg, Pa. 

Aug. 19.—Batavia, N. Y.—Holland G. C. Jay L. Robson, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 20.—Newark, N. Y.—Wayne G. C. P. T. Eggleston, 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 20.—New Bedford, Mass.—Paskamansett G. C. 
Egbert G. Bullard, Sec’y. 

Aug. 25-26.—Seattle, Wash.—West Seattle Gun Club. L. 
E. Diller, Sec’y. 

Aug. 25-26.—Scammon (Kans.) G. C. 
Sec’y. 

Aug. 25-27.—Arnold’s Park (la.) G. C. 
Secy. 

Aug. 25-27.—Davenport, la.—Cumberland G. C. 
Martens, Sec’y. 

Aug. 27.—Bristol (Conn.) G. C. Junius Z. Douglass, 
Sec’y. 

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS. 
The Wilmington Rod and Gun Club, of Wilmington, 

Del., has advertised a registered tournament for Tuly 

15 next, but on account of that date conflicting with the 

Eastern Handicap at Boston, application has been made 

to have the date changed to July 22, as several who in¬ 

tended to take part in the Wilmington shoot want to 

go to Boston. The Wilmington Gun Club’s tournament 

and programme committee is working hard to make the 

shoot a success, and has secured already a good list 

of merchandise prizes to be competed for. One of the 

special features of the shoot will be an extra set of 

expert traps which will be devoted to a “continuous 

match” at doubles. Any shooter can enter as many 

times as he wants to, and three valuable prizes will 

be offered to the man making the three highest scores, 

the first prize being a $70 grade double gun. Of course 

no shooter can win all three prizes. Programmes will 

be ready for distribution on or about July 8. Anybody 

desiring a programme should write to Geo. S. Burroughs, 

1315 Sixth street, Wilmington, Del. 

8 6 8 

9 10 

Russell . 16 lg 
Winslow . 8 
Clark .. 21 21 22 18 
Seymour . 17 8 
Durr . ” 15 .. 
Montanus . 13 
Cooper . ’ ’ 17 ” 
A E Hendrickson . 19 is ii io 
J H Hendrickson . 20 
Southworth . 23 !! 
Damron . ’’ 17 20 .. !! 
D H Fanning . 20 19 
N Ressler . 17 ii 13 
T J Kelley . ” ” 22 .. 7? 
Whitley . 15 
J Voorhees . 17 
G Remsen. , 22 
Brecht . 
II L Lee .” ” " 
Kouwenhoven . 
H Voorhees . ” ” 
Morgan . ” |' 
Ropes . 
Pfaender . ’’ ]' ” ” 

Recapitulation—Class C. 

John H Hendrickson. 
Kouwenhoven.. 

9 
11 
8 
9 

13 

ii 
14 

14 

G 
F 

K 
W 

Targets: Hdcp. 
*Neaf Apgar . 18 
*F W Schoverling .16 
H D Bergen .17 
*J S Fanning .. 
*H H Stevens . 
J H Kroger .... 
J H Wellbroek 
C S Medler .... 
Dr P Moeller . 

18 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 

John Phillip Sousa . 16 

25 25 T. 
20 21—41 
22 20—42 
22 22_44 
23 25—48 
22 24—46 
22 20—42 
16 17—33 
24 17—41 
13 18—31 
19 18—37 
21 20—41 
19 20—39 
19 22—41 
20 21—41 
21 20—41 
21 21—42 
15 15—30 
21 19—40 
24 17—41 
15 17—35 
20 19—39 
19 23—12 
13 16—29 
16 17—33 

H B Williams .16 
H W Dreyer . 16 
H L Lee . 16 
H Voorhees . 16 
T J O’Donohue, Jr.17 
Wm Hopkins . 18 
L H Schortemeier .18 
F W Moffett . 18 
E VV Reynolds .18 
G K Kouwenhoven.18 
A E Hendrickson . 16 
J G Ropes . 17 
A R Metz . 16 
R H Weiskotten .16 
F Pfaender . 16 
Robert Morgan . 16 
G S K Remsen. 18 
John Voorhees . 17 
H Montanus . 17 
W C Damron . 17 
A G Southworth .16 
J H Hendrickson .18 
Thos O’Brien . 16 
*Geo R Schneider.18 
Chas P Cooper . 16 
Joe Whitley . 16 
Thos J Kelley . 16 
D H Fanning . 17 
M W Clark . lg 
Nat Ressler . 16 
C A Lockwood . 17 

“Professionals, 

o,Shoot-off, 25 targets: H. B. Williams, 21; H. 
21; G. S. K. Remsen, 23; D. H. Fanning, 23. 

Events: i 2 
Targets: 25 25 

Hopkins .23 
Weiskotten ..!!! 17 

Pre-ver.is i9 
Bergen . 20 22 
V\ llliams . jg 
O’Donohue . 
Schoverling .” 
Sousa . 
Wellbroek 
Schorty .. 
Kroger .. 
Medler .. 
Moffett . .H 
Moeller . 
Alexander 

....—.. 17 
21 17—38 14 
21 20—41 18 
18 17-35 
18 16-34 
22 17—39 
22 22—44 
19 21—40 
12 ..-12 
16 17—33 
19 13—32 
14 16—30 
18 18—36 
20 23—43 
18 22—40 
20 16—36 
15 17—32 

14 
5 

11 

20 
17 

5 6 

23 15 11 

23 
19 

15 12 
IS 10 

22 
23 

.. 23 
20 24 
10 15 
15 13 
12 21 
16 15 
18 17 

8 
7 

12 

io 
10 
12 
9 8 

12 .. 
8 6 

8 
11 

21 
18 

Thoben . ' ’ ” " jg 

9 
13 
8 

M W Clark . 
E W Reynolds. 
G S K Remsen ... 
Wm Hopkins . 
L H Schortemeier 
C W Billings . 
John Martin . 

D II F; 

W C 
J G J 
A V 

Damron 

H IV: 
C A Lockwood 

Bergen Beach Gun Club. 
Brooklyn, N. Y., June 16.—Herewith are the scores 

made in the shoot held to-day: 

Events: 1 2 3 

II 
H 
A 

J 
A 
C 

18 .. 
.. 20 
20 .. 
15 .. 

14 .. 
9 IS 

.. 17 
16 15 
18 23 
14 20 
.. 23 

15 22 

is 
8 18 

2i 
15 

L Lee . 
Voorhees . 
R Metz . 16 

H Kroger . is 
E Hendrickson . 16 
S Medler . 16 

II W Dreyer . 16 
J H Welbrock . 16 
Robt Morgan . io 
P J May . 16 
Dr P Moeller . 16 
Chas P Cooper . 16 
F D Creamer . 16 
F W Schoverling . 

Hdcp. 
April 

14. 
May 

12. 
June 

16. T’t’l. 
.. IS 42 4S 40 90 
.. IS 40 43 35 S3 
.. 18 42 40 82 
.. 18 ii 40 81 
.. 18 29 39 41 SO 
.. IS 35 38 41 79 
.. IS 28 34 42 76 
.. IS 3S 38 30 76 
,. 18 36 38 74 

29 37 66 

Class B. 
41 39 44 85 
37 42 43 85 

. 17 32 43 41 84 

. 17 37 43 39 82 

. 17 40 42 82 

. 17 39 „ 39 78 
3S 35 73 

. 17 39 35 74 
32 37 34 71 

7 33 32 65 

jen, 21; D. II. Fanning. 20. 

Class < 
. 16 

C. 
46 41 87 

. 16 38 43 41 84 
38 
37 

32 
29 

35 
30 
33 
33 
37 

Professionals. 
J S Fanning . . 18 37 
Neat Apgar . 31 
Sim Glover . . 18 44 
H L Brown . . IS 

42 
34 
40 
36 
37 
42 
35 
42 
38 
34 
40 
34 

41 

39 

29 
42 
39 
41 
39 
33 
3S 

31 
32 

42 

4S 
41 

80 
79 
79 
77 
76 
75 
73 
72 
71 
67 
77 
76 

89 
72 

i ,was red here to-day, and you could 
hardly touch the barrel of a gun. However, we had a 
nice shoot because we took our time about it, and every 
once in a while we would adjourn to the ice cooler in 
the house and quench our thirst. 

Targets: 15 25 
Coster . 7 13 
H D Bergen . 11 20 
Hopkins . 8 15 
Dryer .11 18 
Ryerson . 6 li 
Armitage .11 17 

Targets: 15 25 
Hopkins . .... 9 16 
I )ryer . 17 
Ryerson . 12 
Armitage . 15 

22 
II I) Bergen .. .... 13 20 
Duckworth . .... 11 19 

23 Brombacher .... .... 3 7 

Duckworth . .... 9 15 
22 Brombacher .... .... 10 18 
22 Coster .. .... 7 14 
21 Griffith .. .... 12 19 

F W Bergen ... 8 
Hopkins . .... 9 17 
Dryer . .... S 15 
Rverson . ...10 15 

23 
22 

Armitage . ... 11 14 
H D Bergen .... ... 12 21 

Duckworth . 15 

15 Brombacher .... ...10 16 
Coster . ... 9 15 

ee, 
Griffith . ...14 23 
Suydam . ...13 21 
Hopkins . 25 
Drver . 18 

15 Ryerson . 
H D Bergen .... 

...10 14 

12 
8 

...15 23 

Duckworth . 9 14 
Brombacher .12 19 
Coster . 8 13 
Griffith .10 19 
Suydam .12 19 
Hopkins .13 21 
Dryer . 13 19 
Ryerson . n 17 
H D Bergen . 14 23 

Duckworth . 
Brombacher .... 
Coster . 
Griffith . 
Suydam . 
Hopkins . 
Dryer .. 
Ryerson . 13 
H D Bergen.14 

11 16 
10 16 
.5 11 

14 23 
8 17 

13 22 
9 16 

21 
24 

Morris Gun Club. 

Scores of Morris Gun Club all-day open shoot, held 
on their grounds Thursday, June IS: 

Shot at. Broke 
Overbaugh .150 120 
Pierson . 150 134 
Schoverley .150 127 
Burcaugh . 150 124 
Betts . 150 102 
Timmons . 150 102 
Brickner . 150 Ilf 
Kemmey . 150 125 

Shot at. Broke 
Hall .150 107 
Byram . 150 122 
Betts, Jr . 130 59 
Moffette . 115 97 
Billings . 115 97 
Sousa . 50 37 
Brown . 50 39 

Boston Gun Club. 
Boston, Mass., June 11.—The ninth annual tourna¬ 

ment of the Boston Gun Club was held on the Paleface 
shooting grounds Wednesday and Thursday, June 10 and 
11, and the attendance, while not so large as is the 
usual case, contained many of the most expert shots of 
the entire New England States. 

In the first day’s events the team match brought out 
the enthusiasm of the shooters to the highest notch 
and never has there been the interest that there was in 
this one; at least four of the teams had a look in till 
the last shot was fired, and the final winners were kept 
on the anxious seat in a way that would not be con¬ 
ducive to nerves, etc. However, when the smoke had 
cleared away and the Boston Gun Club’s team, which 
had tried for nine years to win, was found to be the 
goods; the other shooters with the best feeling that has 
ever been witnessed on a trapshooting grounds were 
most hearty in their congratulations, as the score put up 
w^s tlie highest that has ever been made in this contest. 

Too little credit cannot be given the Independent 
team in its efforts to land the event, as the unfortunate 
10 of hays in the last round was all that stood between 
them and first place, and a 12, which is ordinary work 
for the undertaker, would have made a tie of it which 
would have added still more to the interest. The con¬ 
sistent work of the remainder of the team was equal to 
any on the grounds, the winners only having 2 targets 
on the four, on an average of over 90 per cent. 

rac? hi&h average, it was red hot between 
Orimths and Kirkwood, the latter coming under the 
wire just one to the good after a splendid uphill race on 
the part of the former, the last 100 counting 97, which, 
to say the least, is going some. Chas. Marden annexed 
the third average with a 146, his fifth event being the 
only bad one of the day. 

The second day’s programme differed from the first in 
the way of having pairs in the fifth event instead of the 
two-barrded event. The boys found this game hard 
and there is much need of practice on these kind of 
events if the home shooters are to make any kind of a 
showing at the coming Eastern. Griffiths and Rule 
proved to be the high liners at this style, both having 
had former experience that stood good to them, while 
the others had to be satisfied with indifferent results 

in the average race, Rule and Kirkwood had it hot and 
heavy, just two targets separating them at the end of 
the day with the odds in favor of the latter. Frank 
annexed the third average, seeming to have a special 
faculty for 14s, whether in a 15- or 20-target event 

In the Massachusetts State match the interest was at 
fever heat, the entire attendance entering, and it proved 
to be a very spirited affair, ending in a tie between 
Edgarton and Kirkwood with 46 breaks apiece. In the 
tie shoot-oft the latter won on a straight score of 25 with 
his opponent 4 targets in the rear. 

Firaf Day, June 10. 

Events: 1 
Kirkwood .15 
Griffiths 
Powers 
Marden 
Burnes . 
Hodges 
Hebbard .12 
Buffalo .’ 12 
Brinley . 13 
Frank .’. 13 
Bond .’. ’ 11 
Jordan ...13 
Edgarton . 13 
Wheeler .  11 
Ballou .10 
Newton .10 
Charles . 9 

" 10 
14 
13 
11 
12 
9 

2 3 4 
14 15 15 
14 13 14 
11 14 15 
12 15 14 
14 15 14 
11 14 14 
13 14 12 
15 12 12 
14 14 14 
14 12 12 
13 10 14 
14 12 14 
11 14 13 
12 8 14 
14 14 15 
13 13 11 
14 10 8 
11 12 13 

9 9 12 
13 12 12 
13 13 11 
11 11 10 

6 12 14 
12 11 12 

c , , .—~ « xu 14 14 15 
Sibley j. 10 11 12 13 17 14 11 12 11 16 
Richardson .14 9 9 12 15 13 13 14 11 17 
Todd . 13 13 12 12 17 12 10 8 11 15 
J°nes . 11 13 13 11 16 13 9 9 11 16 
. 12 11 11 10 12 13 12 13 10 16 

Lynde .• 9 6 12 14 17 10 13 14 11 13 
Biyant . 12 12 11 12 17 9 11 10 9 12 
\\ orthmg .13 12 12 13 14 15 
"ardy  .16 14 11 11 13 .. 
Mrs Park .14 9 10 12 17 
Horngan .12 10 12 15 

Higginson .14 15 12 .. 
.tiauthaway .12 13 15 

Team match, five men per team, 30 targets per 
16yds. rise, unknown angles: 

5 6 7 
18 15 15 
19 15 15 
20 15 14 
15 14 15 
15 11 15 
19 13 13 
19 14 13 
18 14 13 
13 12 13 
19 12 14 
15 14 14 
19 13 12 
17 13 12 
IS 11 14 
17 11 7 
17 13 14 
17 14 13 
17 14 11 
15 13 13 
17 12 10 
16 13 9 
12 13 12 
17 10 13 
17 9 11 
13 12 12 
16 14 11 
.. 14 9 
.. .. 12 

8 9 10 
15 14 17 
15 13 20 
14 13 19 
13 14 20 
12 14 18 
14 11 19 
15 13 18 
13 13 17 
13 14 19 
13 14 15 
14 13 17 
12 10 15 
12 10 17 
14 13 16 
12 12 18 
13 13 14 

T’t’l. 
153 
152 
148 
146 
143 
141 
143 
139 
139 
13S 
135 
134 
132 
131 
130 
130 
128 
127 
127 
123 
122 
120 
119 
115 

79 
65 
62 
49 
45 
40 
41 
40 

man, 

Boston Gun Club. 
Frank . 27 
Bond .27 
Charles . 28 
Mrs Park . 23 
Kirkwood . 29—134 

Independent Gun Club. 
Brinley .27 
Hauthaway . 28 
Worthing ..27 
Higginson . 27 
Fay . 23—132 

Middlesex Gun Club. 
Burnes . 26 
Hodges . 25 
Sibley . 23 
Wheeler . 27 
Powers .:. 27—128 

Palefaces. 
Griffiths . 28 
Marden .27 
Horrigan .22 
Newton .26 
Ballou .24—127 

Watertown Gun Club. 
Buffalo .26 
Jordan .22 
Hebbard . 28 
Hardy .24 
Edgarton . 22—122 

Palefaces No. 2. 
Todd . 19 
Jones . 20 
Bryant .19 
Lynde .25 
Richardson . 25—107 

Second Day, June II. 

Events: 123456789 10 T’t’l. 
Kirkwood . 14 15 14 14 14 14 13 14 14 18 144 
Buie . 12 13 15 14 15 13 15 12 15 18 142 
Frank . 12 14 12 14 13 14 14 14 14 16 137 
Charles . 13 14 13 15 13 14 13 14 9 19 137 
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Edgarton . 
Griffiths . 

. 14 14 14 14 10 13 12 15 12 19 137 

. 14 12 14 15 15 11 12 14 11 IS 136 

Brinley . . 15 11 14 15 9 14 14 14 11 18 135 

Buffalo . .12 13 13 15 14 14 12 13 11 18 134 

Burnes . .14 14 13 14 13 14 15 11 12 15 135 

Marden . . 9 13 15 13 8 15 15 13 12 19 132 

Botland . . 11 14 13 13 6 13 13 13 13 17 126 

Powers . . 13 9 13 13 8 14 12 13 13 16 124 

Ballou . . 13 12 8 13 10 12 15 11 14 16 124 

Wheeler . . 10 11 11 13 13 11 13 12 14 14 122 

Bain . . 14 12 11 10 9 13 11 13 11 18 122 

Cavicchi . . 9 14 9 10 13 11 13 12 11 16 118 

Sibley . . 9 10 10 13 10 13 12 14 12 14 117 

Newton . . 12 13 12 12 13 13 12 10 9 11 117 

Lewis . . 5 13 12 11 11 12 11 10 12 16 112 

Todd . . 11 11 12 11 11 11 10 10 9 16 112 

Fay . . 10 12 6 9 6 14 13 11 14 17 112 

Hodges . . 11 13 13 14 12 10 14 8 8 8 111 

Herbert . . 13 13 11 9 10 9 13 9 13 10 110 

Robinson . .10 12 7 6 17 52 

Mrs Park . 10 13 20 43 

Massachusetts State championship: 
Kirkwood . . 46 Bain .... ...42 

Frank . . 44 Burnes . ...37 

Fav . .43 Herbert . ...30 

Buffalo . . 42 Rule .... 
Lewis . . 3S Griffiths ...43 

Newton . . 30 Charles . ...42 

Hodges . . 24 Cavicchi ...39 

Edgarton . . 46 Todd ... ...35 
Marden . . 44 Robinson 
Mrs Park . . 43 

Tie: 
Kirkwood . .25 Edgarton ...21 

Seen and Heard. 

The Dead Shot bunch—Ballou, Sibley and Borland— 
entertained many friends in the Dead Shot tent. 

Some one said there was some one missing, and the 
lost one proved to be Bert Powel, of Newport. 

Dr. Gleason only brought one gun, so it was impos¬ 
sible for him to get more than the first two events 
straight. Better luck next time. 

Roy Hodsdon managed the shoot, but preferred to 
wait for the Eastern before taking a hatjd. 

Doc. Hassam was busy showing “The Taste Tells” 
down through Maine. Probably he was not missed, as 
this is the first shoot of any importance that Doc. has 
missed for some time past. 

Secretary Charles E. Comer, under the nom de plume 
of “Charles,” shot well at times, a bad half hour in the 
championship preventing another one in that tie, or 
possibly a different winner. 

Mrs. Park got the only 20 in the Massachusetts match 
and took pleasure in being sure that some other mem¬ 
bers of the Kirkwood family should sit up and take 
notice. 

J. C. Todd was christened “Stealthy Steve,” probably 
due to the fact that he detected the 20 place each day, 
which carried with it special prizes. For a new shooter 
of only three months’ experience, his shooting stands 
Qut pretty good. 

Where, oh where were Jimmie Burns, O. R. Dickey, 
Jack Fanning, Jim. McArdle, Bob Smith and Charlie 
Hughes? 

Looked kind of natural to see John Bell on the first 
day and his father on the second. Not long ago it 
would not have been a Boston Gun Club shoot without 
them, and at the top of the list, too. 

Many regrets were heard that the granolithic walks 
were not ready, as it was hoped to make this an exact 
counterpart of the coming Eastern. As the contractors 
could not hurry as much as the trapshooter will after a 
high average, we had to do without them. 

Henry Edgarton made a long trip and came near to 
taking home the honors—pretty good for a starter. No. 
3 puller caused some of Henry’s misses or we might 
have seen a 48 take the match. 

The Pros, had a great race, Powers going some on 
the first day, but Brinley came back on the second day 
and went 2 to the good, with Ballou taking care of third. 

Al. Lewis and a pump gun—what a combination! The 
first event told, and then—well, that’s different. 

Hugh Bain only had time for one day, but states that 
nothing short of the whole week will satisfy him on the 
Interstate. 

Cavicchi left the boy at home, and it can be under¬ 
stood that nothing came his way. But when they are 
together, there is nothing to it, and the combination is 
one of the best. 

Frank, as usual, took a prize, this time one in the 
team match—one of the specials—and the prize for 
shooting the most number of targets. 

L. A. Newton, of Greenfield, laid business away just 
for this event and shot through both days; 13s were the 
Doctor’s numbers, no less than nine of the totals being 
for this amount. • 

The first squad each day was Frank, Griffiths, Marden, 
Charles and Buffalo. And a good one it was, too, taking 
two of the averages and having a hand in at every 

thing else. , , , . 
Horace Jordan and Sam Hebbard had just time to 

shoot through the first day’s programme, and then hike 
for home. Sam shot up to his usual average, but Horace 
was not quite up to the standard. 

Bob Burnes proved that he can shoot. An unfortunate 
occurrence on the first day cost him three targets, which 
lost him third average. He held up pretty good on the 
second day and came in for fourth on the two days with 

some to spare. , ,, 
Ray Richardson won the cut glass dish put up by Mrs. 

Park on the last 20 of the first day, and took it home to 
Malago Island for the summer. 

The last shooters left the grounds at 6:30 o’clock, en¬ 
tirely universal in their opinion that it was a shame that 
there were not a hundred shooters instead of the fifty. 
Probably they wanted to make Po and Duke work to 
the limit. 

While small in numbers, this shoot stood out more 
prominently than its predecessors for enthusiasm, as 
there never was . quite the amount so apparent with this 
number. 

C. G. SPENCER, 

97.2 per cent, at Little Rock. 

WINCHESTER 
Shotgun Shells and Shotguns 

WIN THE BIG OHIO SHOOT 
The Indian Shoot at Sandusky, O., which brought together many 

of the best shots in the country, was another clean-up for Winchester 

goods—the red W brand. W. R. 
Crosby won first high average, shoot¬ 
ing Winchester shells, breaking 6/0 

out of 700 targets; and L. R. Bark¬ 
ley, shooting a Winchester Shotgun 
and Winchester Shells, was second 

with 669 breaks. 
At the big shoot in Little Rock5 

Ark., C. G. Spencer, shooting a 
Winchester Shotgun and Winchester 
Shells, won high general average with 

the wonderful score of 389 out of 400 targets. Second and third 

general and first, second and third amateur averages, were won by 

Winchester goods. Such victories tell the story it is, to win, 

SHOOT THE WINNING RED W BRAND 

W. R. CROSBY, 

95.7 per cent, at 
The Indian Shoot. 

L. R. BARKLEY, 

95.5 per cent, at 
The Indian Shoot. 

Montclair Gun Club. 

Montclair, N. J., June 20.—The weekly shoot to-day 
was attended by only six men, probably owing to the 
mony counter attractions, such as golf, tennis, etc. 

Four trophy events were run off, Palmer winning the 
fourth leg on the Ballistite medal, event 1, while 
ten won event 2 for the accommodation trophy. Bush 
won out in the third event, while Palmer was again vic¬ 
torious in the fourth event. The fifth event, a pick-up 
team race, went to Messrs. Busk and Dukes. 

The final shoot of the season will be held on the morn¬ 
ing of July 4. Scores: „ 4 

Targets1 • 25 10 25 25 
Geo W Boxall. 1 20 0 8 1 20 1 23 
L M Palmer, Jr. 1 25 0 8 1 23 1 25 
E Winslow . 4 17 2 8 4 — 4 11 
C L Bush   4 21 2 9 4 25 4 23 
Geo Batt en". 4 21 2 10 1 22 4 24 

Thos Dukes . 1 22 1 24 
No. 5, two-man team race, 10 targets, per man: 

Boxall .6 Dukes .10 
Winslow .9—15 Bush .9 19 
Palmer . 9 _ , 
Batten . 9—18 Edward Winslow, Sec y. 

Registered Tournaments. 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Tournaments registered with the In¬ 
terstate Association during the week ending June 20 are 
as follows: 
July 7-8.—Lamar (Mo.) G. C. A. M. McCrea, Sec y. 
July 12.—St. Paul, Minn.—North Star G. C. L. J. Pleiss, 

Sec’y* 
Tuly 14-15.—Pinckneyville (Ill.) G. C. John Allen Sec y. 
Tuly 15.—Fayette (Ala.) G. C. Thos. M. Peters, Secy. 
July 20-21.—Marion, Ind.—Queen City G. C. Frank How¬ 

ard, Sec’y. 
July 22.—Wilmington (Del.) R. and G. C. George S. 

Burroughs, Sec’y. „ . __ ,,, . 
July 22-23.—Sturgis (Mich.) R. and G. C. A. H. \V ait, 

July 23.—Fullerton (N. D.) G. C. B. S. Kingsley, Sec’y. 
July 30.—Toledo, O.—Crescent G. C. F. Freeman, Sec y. 
Aug. 1.—Greensboro, N. C.—Gate C’ty G. C. C. E. Hud¬ 

son, Sec’y. „ „ „ 
Aug. 6-7—Redfield (S. D.) G. C. Dr. E. E. Giltner, 

Pres 
Aug. 12-13.—Lock Haven (Pa.) G. C. C. H. Bressler, 

Aug. ei2-13.—Pawnee (Okla.) G. C. S. W. Burr, Sec’y. 
Elmer E. Shaner, Secy-Mgr. 
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The Indian Tournament. 
The ninth annual tournament and pow-wow of the 

Indians' was held on the grounds of the Cedar Point 
I lot el Co., Sandusky, O., June 15 to 19, inclusive. Cedar 
1 oint is a spur of land projecting into Lake Erie, with 
a clean, sandy shore, the delight of bathers. It is cov¬ 
ered with a growth of mixed kinds of trees of fair size, 
fine and healthy in appearance, with leaves in constant 
flutter from the refreshing Lake breeze. It is a famous 
outing resort. The mammoth hotels afford accommo¬ 
dations for many hundreds of guests, and its numerous 
places of amusement serve to divert the visitors pleas¬ 
antly. One of the large buildings has, in the second 
story, an immense dancing floor with a capacity for 
hundreds of couples. Well-kept walks lead to all 'parts 
of the grounds. Steamboats run from Sandusky to it 
every hour and sometimes every half hour. An ample 
board walk skirts the shore from the amusement section 
to The Breakers, a large hotel, rambling’in structure, 
which can accommodate about 1500 guests. This was 
the headquarters of the Indians. 

About five minutes’ walk from The Breakers, along 
the shore, were the shooting grounds. Three sets of 
traps were installed on the sandy beach, which was of 
sufficient width between water and woodland to contain 
seats for the spectators, firing points for the shooters, 
room for the traps, with a stretch for the flight of the 
targets which ended at the water’s edge. The targets, by 
the way, were not thrown hard, probably about 40yds., 
yet they taxed the utmost the skill of the shooters. Facing 
the water, as did the shooters, with the targets starting 
from near the water level and flying toward or over the 
water, presents many difficulties to good scoring, the 
cause of which is not precisely known. In this particu¬ 
lar instance, however, there seemed to be various swirls 
and curi ents of wind about the point which made many 
high targets and low targets and bobbing targets and 
targets with tricky flights which cannot be classified. If 
the wind blew in from the lake, the target flew high. 
The sand bank, which marked the limit of the lake 
shore, the work of tbe storm and water through the 
centuries, was backed by a thick growth of trees, which 
served as a wind-break when the wind blew lakeward 
so that no breeze was felt at the score, though the tar¬ 
gets flying further out were materially affected by it. 

In the way of goodfellowship and wholesome enjoy¬ 
ment, the Indian tournament was in distinct contrast to 
the average, garden variety of tournament in which the 
main purpose is to get the shooters out as early and 
keep them out as late as possible, to the end that the 
greatest number of targets may be thrown and the club 
treasury or the promoters’ pockets swelled accordingly 
I he Indian programme was finished early each day, 
thereby affording time for the many enjoyments which 
the resort offered. 

The bathing in particular appealed favorably to many 
of the gentlemen and ladies. The pavilion on the board 
walk m front of The Breakers was a favorite gathering 
place of the visitors to chat, to watch the vessels sail 
lazily by in the distance, and to watch the children play 
in the sand or paddle about in the water. 

A number of the shooters brought their wives and pap- 
pooses with them. Of the lady visitors there were 
Mrs R. O. Heikes, Mrs. T. A. Marshall, Mrs. H W. 
Heikes, the charming bride of Mr. Rolla Heikes’ son 
Horace; Mrs. Bert Mallory, Mrs. Fannie Even Mrs 
J. S Mallory, Mrs. E H. Tripp, Mrs. J. A. Flick, Miss 
R. Hike Mrs. Spear, Mrs. S. S. Johnston, Mrs. Tessie 
\oung, Mrs. C. A. North, Mrs. J. L. Appall, Mrs. F. E. 
Mallory, Mrs. E. S. Rogers, Mrs. S. G. McCarty and 
several others. There were a number of very bright and 

TOM A. MARSHALL. 

) 

MRS. S. S. JOHNSON. 

^-r 

smartly dressed children, who derived unbounded en¬ 
joyment from their visit. 

J |te Indians had a parade in full Indian dress on 
\\ ednesday evening. They devoted themselves to a tour 
of the amusement places, all of which are controlled by 
one management and run with a view to entertain the 
best class of people. 

On Thursday evening the Indians held their annual 
pow-wow. the officers in the main were re-elected. 
Tp?n A. Marshall is High Chief; W. R. Crosby, Vice- 
Chief; I rank C. Riehl, Chief Scribe; Ed. O. Bower, 
Corresponding Secretary; M. E. Mallory, Chief of Wam¬ 
pum. The tournament committee has one change. R. O. 
Heikes refused re-election to the chairmanship, a very 
responsible office, one connected with much hard work, 
as he thought that some one else should enjoy the posi¬ 
tion, and the choice fell on E. H. Tripp. The following 
were taken into the tribe and had names bestowd on 
them as follows: G. S. McCarty, Chief Talk It Out, 
Philadelphia; T. M. Mclntire, Chief War Paint, New 
Martinsville, \V. Va.; J. S. Young, Chief Rain Stick, 
Chicago; R. S. Pringle, Chief Light Foot, Bradford, Pa¬ 
ll- D. Gross, Chief Moon Face, St. Louis; D. A. Upson, 
Chief Heap Gun, Cleveland; Harry Kahler, Chief Pap- 
poose, Davenport, la.; Lester S. German Chief Crow 
Foot, Aberdeen, Md.; J. A. Flick, Chief One Wing, 
Cleveland; Hugh Fleming,' Chief Crazy Horse, Pitts¬ 
burg; L. R. Barkley, Chicago, unnamed. High Chief 
lorn A. Marshall, in the name of the American Indians, 
sent a telegram to the Cleveland Target Co., in which 
was set forth that the Council indorsed the Leggett 
leaps and targets, and that they gave entire satisfaction 
throughout the tournament. Another was sent to Chief 
Piasa and wife, Tacoma, Wash., conveying the congratu¬ 
lations of the Indians on his re-election to the office of 
Scribe. Another was sent to Tom Duff, genial and be¬ 
loved by both white men and Indians, setting forth in 
reply to one from him as Chief of the Canadian Indians 
that the American Indians extended heap many thanks 
for best wishes, with hopes to meet him at Niagara on 
the Lake at their forthcoming tournament. 

Reference has been made herein to them as a tribe 
but it Will be noted that every Indian is a chief, which 
is a bit at variance with the commonly accepted idea of 
what constitutes a tribe. Still, as a tribe of chiefs, it is 
selected material, the ultimate of possibility, and there¬ 
fore the very best there is. 

the group picture herewith, depicting the Indians in 
costume, is evidence that they are a fine body of men, 
some handsomer than others, as is peculiar to all In¬ 
dians, but all alike in the common property of bright 
mentality, vigorous activity, men of importance in the 
world's business affairs. 

The trade representatives present were J. A. R Elliott 
(Chief Brook Trout), H. S. \Y elles, T. T. Skelly, T. A. 
Marshall (Chief Long Talk), J. W. Garrett (Chief Wood- 
pecker), Chris. Gottlieb (Chief Slob), L. J. Squier (Chief 
\\ hite Scalp), R. O. Heikes (Chief Bald Eagle) L W 
Cumberland, D. D. Gross (Chief Moon Face) H w' 
Heikes (Chief Hoochee Coocliee), Fred Gilbert (Chief 
Heap Ialk), W. H. Heer (Chief Drink Water), H. D. 
freeman, J. M. Hughes, J. R. Taylor (Chief Buckeye), 
Jr‘ee M. Barkley, W. R. Crosby (Chief Kmnekinnic), C. 
A. \ oung (Chief Snarrow), R. \Y. Clancey, H. W Viet- 
meyer, Seneca G. Lewis and B. Call, and C. A North 
(Chief Make Em Fly). 

Aoout 56,000 targets were thrown. In cash, $1000 was 
addea. i here were twenty-nine moneys for the high aver¬ 
ages of the four days, divided as follows: Five, $30 each- 
seven $25; seven $20; seven $15, and three $10 each. 

The traps were kept in perfect working order bv Mr 
Chas. A. North. 

The cashier’s office was ably managed by Mr. J L. 
Mullen, of Parkersburg, W. Va. Mr. L. W. Cumber¬ 
land acted as compiler of scores. 

June 15 was devoted to a preliminary programme of 
five 20-target events, $2 entrance. Mr. Chan. Powers led 
with a total of 90 out of the 100. Mr. VV. II Heer was 
second with 95. Messrs. R. O. Heikes and Fred Gilbert 
tied on 94. I he scores: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 

E O Bower. IS 17 18 17 20 
J b Speer. 12 13 14 .. .. 
N. D. Freeman. 16 18 14 17 i§ 
C, S McCarty. is 19 18 16 19 
W II Heer. 18 20 20 18 19 

Shot 
at. Broke. 
100 90 

60 39 
100 83 
100 90 
100 95 

J W Stewart. 100 71 
I T Rathbone. 100 68 

I- i Hopkins. 100 76 
1 P Dudley. 100 41 
Fred King . 100 85 
C M Powers. . 19 19 20 19 19 100 96 
(;eo K Mackie. 100 88 
T W Garrett. . 17 IS IS 19 18 100 90 
( hris Gottlieb . . 14 16 15 16 18 100 79 
S A Huntley. . 20 20 IS 16 19 100 93 
1 M McIntyre. . 15 14 15 17 17 100 78 

C I) Linderman. . 19 19 19 15 19 100 91 
J M Hughes. . 18 19 . 40 37 
• W Wiseman. . 16 14 16 14 19 100 79 
II W Heikes. . 15 17 18 14 19 100 83 
R O Heikes. . 19 19 IS 20 IS 100 94 
1-red Gilbert . . 19 20 IS 19 18 100 94 
(ieo Roll . 100 88 
I. l Willard. . IS 20 19 17 19 100 93 
S r\ Mallory. . 18 19 19 20 19 100 •95 
11 Stanberry . . 11 13 9 13 14 100 60 
(ieo Steinbauer . . 15 14 14 10 18 100 71 
Tom A Marshall. . 16 20 . 40 36 
F E Mallory. . 13 20 IS .. .. 60 51 
L E Mallory, Tr. 60 - 52 
1 t Mallory. . IS 16 17 .. .. GO 51 
L F Squier. . 18 13 15 17 18 100 81 
( A Young. . 17 20 20 17 18 100 92 
L) D Gross. . 15 18 16 17 17 100 83 
1 R Taylor. . 16 19 20 19 20 100 94 
F M Edwards. . 18 19 IS .. .. 60 55 
L B Fleming. .IS 19 17 .. .. 60 54 
\ H King. . 16 IS 16 .. .. 60 50 
H W Kahler. .14 19 16 .. .. 60 49 
W F Hendrickson. .17 17 40 34 

June 16, First Day. 

The programme on the first, second and third days 
respectively consisted of ten 20-target events, $2 entrance, 
$10 added. There were seventy-one contestants, sixty- 
nine of whom shot through the programme. Of the 
professionals, Mr. R. O. Heikes made high average. 194 
out of the 200; second, Mr. \V. PI. Heer, 191; third, 
John R. Taylor, 188. Amateurs: First, Messrs. John 
A. Flick, L. C. Willard and E. A. Huntley, 190 each; 
second, Mr. J. S. Young, 187; third, Mr. G. S. McCarty, 
186. The weather was raw and windy, so that Heikes’ 
score was quite extraordinary, considering the unfavor¬ 
able weather conditions. 

Events: 1 23456789 10 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 

JAR Elliott.16 19 19 18 19 IS 17 19 16 17 178 
John Martin . 15 19 19 18 20 16 19 IS 16 19 179 
II S Welles. 17 18 14 17 16 16 14 19 19 20 170 
E H Tripp. 19 16 18 14 12 13 15 16 IS 16 157 
J T Skelly. 15 20 11 18 19 15 20 20 16 19 174 
T A Marshall. 20 18 17 20 20 20 18 17 18 14 182 
Geo Roll .IS 20 19 19 IS 19 18 19 IS 15 183 
L C Willard. 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 19 19 18 190 
H W Kahler.18 19 19 IS 19 17 19 18 17 IS 182 
G S McCartv. 19 20 IS 19 18 IS 17 19 18 20 186 
F E Mallory. 17 17 19 18 17 19 17 19 19 16 178 
S T Mallory. 16 17 20 17 15 19 17 16 18 18 173 
J F Mallory. 16 19 18 19 20 18 15 19 20 14 178 
L E Mallory, Jr.16 IS 18 20 19 16 16 19 19 17 17S 
E O Bower. 19 19 19 20 17 19 19 19 17 15 183 
C M Powers. 19 IS 18 18 15 18 20 19 19 17 181 
Geo Mackie . 16 18 17 18 19 18 17 19 20 19 181 
J w Garrett. 20 16 20 20 20 19 17 17 19 16 184 

TOM A. MARSHALL (CHIEF LONG TALK) AND H. W. 

HEIKES (CHIEF HOOCHEE COOCHEE). 
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@ ammunition Goes to England 
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA In Co-Operation 

With The NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE 
Hibbs Building, Washington, D. C., June 5, 1908. 

United States Cartridge Company, Lowell, Mass.: 
GENTLEMEN: We have the honor to submit herewith the report of the committee from the executive committee of the 

National Rifle Association of America which had in charge the test of ammunition to determine what should e use y t e 

American team in the International Olympic Rifle Matches, to take place in England in July of this year. 
The result of the test which was conducted with great care and under careful supervision, representatives of the three companies 

submiting ammunition being continuously present, was as follows: 

Grand aggregate, mean vertical deviation, of all record shots fired: 

1st. The United States Cartridge Co., 180 grain bullet . . 2.83 in. 

2nd. The United States Cartridge Co., 150 grain bullet . . 3.14 in. 

3rd. Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 190 grain bullet . .4.12 in. 

4th. Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 180 grain bullet . . 5.02 in. 

5th. Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 202 grain bullet . . 5.02 in. 

The committee has therefore chosen the United States Cartridge Company 180 grain bullet cartridge as the ammunition to be 

used by the team. . _ , Tt d a 
(Signed) WILLIAM P. HALL, Brigadier General, U. S. A. 

(Signed) LAURASON RlGGS, Brigadier General, Maryland National Guard. 

(Signed) JAMES A. DRAIN, Brigadier General, National Guard of Washington. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY. Lowell, Mass.. U. S.A. 

• 497-503 Pearl St.. 35-43 Park St.. New York. 268 Market St.. San Francisco. 

»"-• as.::::::: 1?" 11 il" “ 11811« 
Fleming. 18 16 16 19 19 19 17 16 19 19 
Painter .16 18 19 19 19 17 16 15 18 16 
Souier . 16 18 20 16 18 17 18 20 18 16 

„ „ King.17 19 15 18 15 18 14 15 14 16 
H Fleming . . 15 19 20 18 20 17 18 19 16 20 
R O Heikes. 20 19 20 18 20 19 20 19 20 19 
F M Edwards.20 18 17 19 14 16 18 18 17 15 
T W Stewart.13 17 16 15 17 13 14 12 13 12 
M T Rathbone.10 16 12 17 17 19 17 15 16 15 
F T Hopkins.11 16 14 15 15 15 14 16 18 11 
Geo Steinbauer .16 15 18 17 18 18 17 15 16 17 
H Stanbery . 14 14 15 9 13 10 12 11 1- 10 
W F Hendrickson... 18 18 16 19 15 15 14 12 8 11 
D D Gross.11 13 16 13 16 16 14 17 16 15 
H W Heikes.18 16 19 16 18 16 14 18 19 13 
S S Johnston. 17 16 13 13 16 14 16 12 14 17 
Mrs Johnston .14 18 16 14 16 13 15 14 17 14 
T M McIntyre.18 19 15 17 17 16 17 16 12 14 
John A Flick .... 16 19 20 20 20 16 19 20 20 20 
T S Speer .13 15 19 19 15 14 18 17 9 18 
Fred Gilbert . 20 20 19 15 20 17 18 20 20 18 
W H Heer ... 18 18 19 19 19 20 19 20 20 19 
H D Freeman. 15 20 20 18 18 17 16 15 17 17 
TM Hughes. . 18 18 17 17 19 20 19 19 18 17 
'H D Linderman. 16 19 20 16 19 17 16 19 17 20 
B S Cooper.19 19 15 16 16 lo. 
S A Huntley . 20 19 19 20 19 18 20 18 17 20 
Fred King . 15 19 17 16 17 15 19 18 15 17 
T R Taylor. 19 18 19 18 19 20 20 19 16 20 
\V R Crosby . 19 17 20 19 18 19 18 18 19 20 
L R Barkley .IS 19 19 20 19 20 17 19 19 17 
T S Young '   18 19 19 19 20 17 20 19 18 18 
C S Rogers . 19 17 19 18 18 17 17 20 17 19 
H A Upson. 19 18 18 18 18 17 18 17 16 19 
T W Wiseman. 17 16 13 16 18 15 19 16 19 IS 
R W Clancy . 18 17 17 15 16 14 16 18 16 14 
T D Parke? . 12 17 17 17 20 18 19 18 16 15 
F Miller . ... 19 16 16 17 19 17 19 19 14 15 
C A Young. 19 17 17 19 20 20 17 IS 19 18 
Ed Rike  16 17 15 17 16 16 18 18 17 17 
W R Chamberlain.... 17 17 14 15 12 13 17 17 12 17 
T Burton . 14 16 17 17 13 14 20 18 18 15 
C D Manahan. 14 18 19 18 15 20 20 18 18 17 
Geo Picker... 11 13 18 18 17 17 16 16 14 12 

North . 14 11 13 14 7 9 11 16 11 15 
Volk .... 19 20 18 19 16 19 19 16 19 19 

T A Prechtei':.14 16 17 18 15 16 16 15 16 16 
F F FoUz . 19 17 18 19 19 20 17 19 19 17 

Parker . 18 17 19 18 15 17 18 15 17 18 

D 
B 
E 

J 
H 

C A 
Geo 

A 

L J 
Dr Miller 

15 

169 
163 
178 
173 
177 
161 
182 
194 
172 
142 
154 
145 
167 
120 
146 
147 
167 
148 
151 
161 
190 
157 
1ST 
191 
173 
182 
179 
100 
190 
168 
188 
187 
187 
187 
181 
178 
167 
161 
169 
171 
184 
167 
151 
162 
177 
152 
121 
184 
159 
184 
172 

15 

Messrs. L. C. Willard and J. S. Young tied on 185. In 
the first event of the second day, Mr. H. S. Welles was 
the only one who scored 20 straight, and he won enough 
thereby to stuff a stovepine. 

Events: 123456789 10 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

TAR Elliott. 17 18 19 17 20 20 17 17 15 IS 
Tohn Martin . 17 17 19 19 17 19 15 18 IS 15 
h S Welles. 20 19 19 18 18 IS 19 15 19 16 
E H Tripp. 17 17 IS 15 15 14 16 16 19 17 
T T Skellv. 19 16 19 18 15 19 IS 17 19 18 
T A Marshall.19 17 19 17 17 16 18 18 li 16 
Geo Roll . 19 18 18 18 18 20 17 18 19 18 
L C Willard. IS 20 20 18 17 20 18 20 18 16 

W Kahler. 19 19 18 17 16 14 18 19 18 lb 
s McCarty. 18 20 20 19 IS 18 20 17 19 20 
E Mallory . 17 19 17 19 13 19.16 16 19 18 
T Mallory.16 18 19 16 18 19 12 14 14 13 

H 
G 
F 
S 

Broke. 
178 
174 
181 
164 
176 
174 
183 
1S5 
174 
189 
173 
15» 

T F Mallory.:.IS 
L E Mallory, Jr. 19 
E O Bower. 19 
C M Powers. 19 
Geo Mackie .16 
J W Garrett. 17 
Chris Gottlieb .12 
H D Anderson. 16 
L B Fleming.16 
G E Painter. 19 
L J Squier . 16 
A H King.14 
H Fleming .18 
R O Heikes. 18 
Geo Yolk .18 
J W Stewart. 16 
M J Rathbone.16 
W G Sargent.18 

17 17 
17 17 
19 19 
IS 20 
IS 16 
18 18 

9 19 
15 15 
19 17 
17 20 
17 18 
19 17 
19 20 
20 20 
19 19 
14 18 
16 16 
20 19 

18 20 
17 16 
19 20 
20 19 
19 IS 
17 20 
15 16 
17 16 
18 19 
14 16 
16 19 
16 19 
20 19 
19 20 
17 17 
17 16 
16 12 
16 19 

18 16 
17 18 
18 16 
20 19 
19 17 
20 18 
13 18 
12 19 
20 15 
18 17 
17 15 
17 15 
19 19 
20 19 
20 17 
14 14 
12 13 
15 17 

19 20 19 
18 19 19 
18 17 17 
20 19 19 
19 20 17 
19 20 17 
19 15 13 
17 13 16 
18 19 18 
16 18 19 
16 19 17 
18 19 16 
16 17 19 
18 18 19 
18 18 19 
15 18 13 
15 13 13 
IS 19 19 

182 
177 
182 
193 
179 
184 
149 
159 
179 
174 
170 
170 
1S6 
191 
182 
155 
142 
183 

June 17, Second Day. 

quite chilly, 
. R. ' 

The weather was quite chilly, with a stiff w,hd Pre¬ 
vailing. Messrs. W. R. Crosby, Fred Gilbert and R. O. 
Teikes were respectively 196, 192 and 191 out of the total 
if 200. Of the amateurs, Mr. C. M. Powers made high 
verage with 193; second, Mr. G. S. McCarty, 189, while 

’Em How), John F. Mallory (Chief Hole Digger), John Taylor (Chief Buckeye). 
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4-more averages-4 
FOR 

PETERS SHELLS 
Falls City, Neb., 

June 5-6. 

390 out of 400 
—by- 

Mr. S. A. Huntley 
winning 

HIGH AMATEUR 
AND 

HIGH GENERAL 
AVERAGES. 

Mr. Wm. Veach won Second 

Amateur Average with 385, and 

Mr. Ed. O'Brien, 1st Profes 

sional Average, 385—400. 

THE 
New York : 

Wilmington, Ohio, Macon, Georgia, 
June 9-10. June 4-5. 

388 out of 400 372 out of 400 
—by— —by— 

Mr. C. A. Young Mr. G. M. Collins 
winning winning 

HIGH GENERAL HIGH GENERAL 
AND AND 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL HIGH AMATEUR 
AVERAGES. AVERAGES. 

On the first day he Also, 2nd Amateur by Mr. H. T. 

made a run of McIntosh, 353—400, and the 

156 STRAIGHT Dixie Handicap, 45—50 by Mr. 

J. T. White. 

Waverly, Minn. 
June 6-8. 

349 out of 375 
—by- 

Mr. J. M. Hughes 
winning 

HIGH GENERAL 
AND 

HIGH PROFESSIONAL 
AVERAGES. 

4-WINS- 4 
In less than a week 

a case of 

QUALITY PROVEN 

PETERS CARTRIDGE 
98 Chambers St. T. H. KELLER, Manager 

” F -^ — - - w AA Y A 1 A A A Af V 

New Orleans: 321 Magazine St. J. W. OSBORNE, Manager 

BY W. W. GREENER. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

Sharp Shootirvg for Sport and War 

Repeating 
Gallery Rifle with Telescope. 

has sufficien! eye relief to admit of its being placed forward of receiver, and on top of rifle. Telescopes having short eye relief can 

with , l » mag“ine ,hal ei“' !hellS ,r0m ,h' ,0r As [°p mounts are generally preferred, ,he new gla.Hs a „o“,e 

Zg\ and dem ZjSZ?IT Y‘ *- V~ 2* <“*”«•"> •*' “ - « •»*» i >. is possible Ue it, aL ” [emlZiy 
!i , <, A r woods, where ord,nary sights are useless, game iseasily discerned with this glass. For target practice it is unexcelled 
Pnce of Stevens Repeating Gallery Rifle with Telescope, $22.00. • practice it is unexcelled. 

Tf^fnoMUr*Det1.er_insist ?n STEVENS ARMS and ACCESSORIES. 
Catalog5 price.obtaln’ we shlP dlrect- express prepaid, upon receipt of TELESCOPETATALOGS/0' F,REARM- STEVENS-POPE and 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL COMPANY 
_____    p r» hoy cs.<.a * 

CHICOPEE FALLS, 
P. O. BOX 5669 

MASSACHUSETTS. V. S. A. 
New York Office, 9S Chambers Street. 
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BALLISTITE 
(Dense) 

The Powder that Won the 1907 G. A. H. 
- WINS - 

Ohio State Championship at Columbus, June 2d-5th, by Rolla Heikes. 
Also High Professional and High Amateur Averages for the entire 
tournament. 

EMPIRE 
(Bulk) 

Illinois Professional State Championship at Chicago, May 26th-28th, by 
L. R. Barkley. 

HAVE YOU TRIED THEM? 

J. H. LAU CO., Agents, 75 Chambers St., New York City 

DE/\ O ^S*HOT 

REMARKABLE FOR ITS 

POPULARITY, SLIGHT RECOIL, PATTERN, PENETRATION, VELOCITY 
AND ITS 

STABILITY 
TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED 

AMERICAN POWDER MILLS 
Chicago, III. BOSTON, MASS. St. Louis, Mo. 

A SEASONABLE BOOK 

,ieo Steinbauer. IS 16 15 15 13 16 13 16 16 153 
I Stanbery .. . . 13 13 14 13 12 13 13 16 15 11 133 

|V F Hendrickson.. . 19 IS 19 15 15 14 13 14 16 15 158 
) D Gross. 12 13 IS 19 16 13 17 13 15 149 
I W Heikes. . 17 16 IS 15 IS 15 18 18 17 15 167 

)»eo Carter . . 13 14 16 13 16 16. 88 
iohn A Flick. . 15 15 20 17 15 16 17 18 16 16 165 
!•" K Foltz. . 19 18 15 17 17 18 18 19 19 18 178 
P M McIntyre. . 14 16 15 19 15 13 16 15 15 14 152 
! S Speer. 16 IS 16 16 20 12 13 17 IS 158 
/'red Gilbert . . 19 20 17 20 20 18 19 20 20 19 192 
V H Heer. . IS 19 18 20 18 17 20 17 19 IS 184 
I D Freeman. . 11 20 20 19 U 20 IS IS 20 IS 1S2 

1 M Hughes. 16 18 19 16 20 17 18 19 17 14 174 
' D Einderman. . 15 18 IS 17 17 15 16 17 17 16 166 

; A Huntley. . 19 19 20 17 17 20 20 18 18 19 187 
j'' A Edwards. . 17 18 19 IS 16 88 
1* A Young. . IS 20 20 20 19 17 18 19 20 18 1S9 
I'Yed King . . 16 20 15 19 19 20 17 19 19 14 178 

R Taylor. . 18 19 19 20 19 19 20 19 17 19 189 
V R Crosby. . 19 29 19 29 19 19 20 20 20 20 196 
\j R Barkley. . 17 19 20 19 17 20 20 20 20 18 190 

S Young . . IS 18 17 18 19 17 20 20 19 19 185 
. S Rogers. . 18 19 16 16 18 13 19 15 13 18 165 
) A Upson. . 19 IS IS 18 19 20 19 17 17 17 1S2 

1 W Wiseman. . 11 12 IS 15 13 69 
j* W Clancy. . IS 16 12 13 15 13 17 15 13 15 147 

D Parker. . 15 17 16 15 17 17 14 19 19 16 165 
P Miller . . 16 17 17 17 14 IS. 99 
I W Vietmever. . 12 15 16 13 14 15 15 14 17 13 144 
id Rike . 17 19 15 15 16 18 12 12 16 IS 158 
|! A North. . 12 12 15 15 17 9 11 14 16 16 137 

A Prechtel. . 17 17 16 14 IS 13 17 16 18 14 160 
, Bear . 6 6 
ohn Strohmier . 15 16 15 .. .. 46 

June 18, Third Day. 

' The weather was quite in contrast with the preceding 
'ays, being very hot and almost calm. Some notable 
;erformances were on record. Squad 11, the members of 
/hich were Messrs. W. R. Crosby, L. R. Barkley, J. S. 

'r°ung, E. S. Rogers and D. A. Upson scored a total 
’f 965 out of the 1000 which they shot at. In the second 
went, they broke 99 out of 100 as a squad record, 
larkley had an unfinished run of 113, while McCarty had 

run of 104 and Crosby a run of 107. Barkley and 
dcCarty, professional and amateur respectively, broke 
97 each. Crosby broke 195, Heer and C. A. Young 192, 
nd Squier 190. Of the amateurs, the other high aver- 
ges were: Second, Powers, 194; third, D. A. Upson, 
93; fourth, J. S. Young, 192. 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Targets: 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Broke. 
A R Elliott. .. 17 IS 20 18 17 16 17 19 20 17 179 

ohn Martin . .. IS 17 19 17 20 IS 17 17 18 15 176 
I S Welles. .. 19 17 IS IS IS 16 19 19 IS 20 182 

H Tripp. .. IS IS 19 16 17 17 17 15 15 17 169 
1 Skelly. .. 20 IS 20 17 20 16 20 20 IS 17 186 
A Marshall . .. 20 IS 19 20 IS 18 20 IS IS 18 187 

reo Roll . .. 19 19 IS IS 19 17 20 IS 20 18 186 
. C Willard. .. IS IS 20 19 19 20 18 19 19 19 1S9 
I W Kahler. .. 19 19 20 IS 20 19 19 16 19 18 187 
1 S McCarty. .. 19 20 20 20 20 19 29 29 29 19 197 
” E Mallory. .. IS 16 16 15 18 16 IS IS 17 17 169 
• T Mallory. .. IS IS 17 15 20 18 18 17 IS IS 177 

E Mallory. .. 15 20 15 18 20 19 19 19 18 19 182 
. E Mallory, Tr_ .. 17 15 19 19 17 14 17 IS 17 17 170 
. O Bower. .. 20 IS 20 19 19 17 16 17 20 17 183 

M Powers. .. 19 IS 20 20 19 20 IS 20 20 20 194 
leo Mackie . .. 19 19 16 19 IS 18 20 17 18 18 182 

W Garrett. .. 19 16 20 IS 19 IS 16 19 IS 19 182 
'hris Gottlieb . .. 19 20 16 IS 17 19 13 IS 18 17 175 
I D Anderson. .. 19 IS 20 16 17 19 15 16 15 17 172 
, B Fleming. .. 19 20 20 20 19 19 18 20 19 17 191 
1 E Painter. .. 19 16 IS 20 20 19 19 IS 18 18 185 
. T Squier. .. IS 20 IS 20 18 18 20 19 19 20 190 
i H King. .. 16 19 15 20 20 19 18 IS 17 17 179 
L Fleming . .. 17 IS 20 19 19 19 17 18 18 IS 1S3 

O Heikes. .. 19 IS i; 18 20 19 18 19 19 19 186 
leo Volk . .. 20 19 19 19 15 20 16 18 20 19 1S5 
W Stewart. .. 12 16 17 15 16 16 13 14 10 19 155 

r T Rathbone. .. 12 13 15 13 17 13 10 15 14 14 136 
/ G Sargent. .. 16 IS 15 17 19 IS IS 18 17 IS 174 
eo Steinbauer .... .. 16 17 16 17 16 14 13 17 17 17 160 
[ Stanberv . .. 13 14 13 14 20 16 IS 13 14 15 150 
I F Hendrickson.. .. 17 14 16 18 15 15 19 16 17 18 165 
t D Gross. .. 13 IS 10 15 16 17 16 20 17 16 158 
[ W 'Heikes. .. 17 18 IS 17 19 17 17 17 16 17 173 

E Doolittle. .. IS 16 17 16 IS 19 19 17 19 19 178 
E Foltz. .. 16 20 20 19 19 19 18 18 19 IS 186 
M McIntyre. .. 13 17 16 15 18 16 19 16 16 16 162 

ohn A Flick. .. 16 20 19 IS 16 18 18 15 17 18 175 
S Speer. .. 17 17 16 16 17 20 17 14 15 18 167 

red Gilbert . .. IS 20 17 20 19 IS IS 20 20 17 187 
7m H Heer . .. 20 19 20 20 18 20 19 18 20 18 192 
[ D Freeman. .. IS 19 17 IS 20 IS 16 18 18 19 181 

M Hughes. .. 18 19 19 18 19 17 17 16 19 17 179 
D Linderman.... .. 19 19 18 18 19 19 17 19 17 19 184 
R Taylor. .. 18 18 20 18 19 20 19 20 IS 19 189 

red H King. .. 17 19 16 17 16 20 20 15 IS IS 176 
A Young. .. 20 19 20 20 19 19 20 19 17 19 192 

red King . .. 19 IS IS 19 IS 16 19 18 19 20 1S4 
A Huntley. .. 19 19 20 19 20 20 19 20 18 17 191 

/ R ( rosby. .. 19 20 20 20 19 20 IS 19 20 20 195 
R Barkley. .. 20 19 20 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 197 
S Young. .. 19 20 19 19 IS 20 19 29 IS 20 192 
S Rogers. .. IS 20 19 19 17 19 19 19 20 IS 188 

1 A Upson. .. 19 20 19 19 19 19 20 20 19 19 193 
d Rike . .. 16 19 IS 17 18 19 IS 19 IS 17 179 
. W Clancy. .. 17 18 15 19 19 20 17 19 18 19 181 

A Gilchrist. .. 17 19 18 19 16 20 19 17 16 15 176 
Miller. .. 15 17 IS 16 16 82 

G Hew is.. .. 11 16 IS 16 18 19 16 19 18 17 168 
A North. .. 16 IS 16 16 18 19 14 19 17 14 167 
T Hopkins. .. 18 IS 18 17 18 19 15 16 15 .. 154 

T Parker. .. 18 20 16 16 16 17 16 13 14 .. 146 
A Prechtel. .. IS 17 19 15 12 18 19 17 16 15 166 

J R Chamberlain.. .. 16 IS 19 18 19 20 IS 18 IS 19 1S3 
lice Kosht . 7 10 13 30 
i McMahon . 13 19 18 18 68 

Building Motor Bo&ts &nd 
Managing Gasolene Engines 

are discussed in the book 

"HOW TO BUILD A LAUNCH FROM PLANS’1 

A complete, illustrated work on the building of motor 
boats and the installing, care and running of gasolene 
motors. By Charles G. Davis. With 40 diagrams, 9 
folding drawings and 8 full-page plans. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.50. 

The author is a builder and designer of national repu¬ 
tation. All the instruction given is defined and com¬ 
prehensive, 40 diagrams, 9 folding drawings and 8 full- 
page plans. That portion of the book devoted to the 
use and care of gas engines should be most carefully 
perused by every individual who operates one. The book 
is well worth the price asked for it. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
Practical Dog Training; or, Training vs. Breaking. 

By S. T. Hammond. To which is added a chapter on 
training pet dogs, by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. 
Price $1-00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Modern Fish Culture in Fresh 
and Salt Water 

BY FRED MATHER. 

Fishing is in the air. It is becoming more and more 
necessary for the individual angler to consider the future 
supply of game fish. Stream and lake stocking is the 
order of the day. It can be done on a small scale as 
well as on a large one. Fishculture, too, can be made a 
profitable side line. 

Mr. Mather’s book is designed to enable the individual 
to do what public authorities and clubs are doing at 
large expense. It is thoroughly practical, easily under¬ 
stood, and treats of every phase of fish-culture. It is 
just the thing for the man who owns a small pond or 
stream section and wants to provide fish for sport or the 
table at moderate cost. Heavy paper. Cloth. Illustrated. 
Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Danvis Folks. 
A continuation of “Uncle Lisha's Shop" and “Sea 

Lovel’s Cam pa.” By Rowland E. Robinson, ltaso. 
Price $L26. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
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The A. H. Fox Gun 

Place an A. H. Fox Gun beside the best of other puns, and the comparison will favor 
the “Fox.” It has the best model, finest finish, most perfect balance ever 
brought together in a gun. 

But the two great features of “Fox” superiority are simplicity and strength. Its action 
has the fewest parts ever assembled in a gun frame, and for that reason its liability to break¬ 
age is practically nothing. Besides, in the “ Fox" the margin of safety is greatest—there 
is an added weight of metal where powder strain is heaviest. 

Examine the A. H. Fox Gun—test it—note these points of superiority for yourself, and 
you will pronounce it to be what it is— 

“The Finest Gun in the World” 
Write for booklet fully describing the A. H. Fox Gun 

THE A. H. FOX GUN CO., 4670 North l8th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Shoot Shells Loaded with 

The Original Dense Smokeless Powder 

302-304 Broadway, New York 

N. R. DAVIS fa SONS, Lock Box 707. ASSONET, MASS., U. S. A. 

June 19, Fourth Day. 

Friday was a day of climaxes to the competition. Be¬ 
sides the five regular events, $2 entrance and $10 added, 
there were the shoot-offs for the averages, the Mallory 
cup contest, and No. 6, the novelty event. 

The morning opened clear and calm, and very hot. 
The lake had a mirror-like surface, reflecting the bright 
sunshine evenly, making a very high light along the 
shore. A fitful, strong breeze soon sprung up, blowing 
lakeward and causing the targets to take various erratic 
kinds of flights. About the shore, there seemed to be 
swirling air currents betimes, for after each breezy 
gust of wind the targets would fly high or take a lower 
flight than common, or suddenly duck, or take an un¬ 
dulating flight after the air resistance had checked the 
speed of the target a bit. As a consequence, misses were 
frequent. 

The light about 10 o’clock varied from a glare due to 
the white scattering clouds which drifted slowly across 
the sky. Gradually the clouds became heavier, the 
weather thickened, and rain fell about 2:30 o’clock. From 
a light rainfall, there was a sudden increase to a violent 
thunderstorm. The wind blew a gale. The treetops 
swayed furiously about, vivid streams of lightning played 
in zigzags from the clouds to the lake betimes, and 
the rain fell in torrents. Fortunately there was ample 
shelter in the cottages which line the shore. About 3:30 
the storm ceased, and the competition was resumed, the 
sky still being darkly overcast with a consequent dull, 
even light, in which the targets loomed up clearly. 

An early start was made in the morning, about 8:40, 
with the purpose of an early finish, to the end that many 
of the shooters might depart in the evening. 

There were twenty-nine moneys for the high guns of 
the four days, divided into three classes. Ties were to 
be shot off at 50 targets. 

In the class for 94 per cent, and over, there were only 
two contestants for the first average cup. In the first 
shoot-off at 50 targets, Crosby and Heer tied on 48 out 
of 50. In the second shoot-off at 25 targets, Heer scored 
22 to 21 by Crosby, and won first high average cup. 

In the second class, limited to those who scored 88 to 
94 per cent., the second average cup was won by H. W. 
Kahler, of Davenport, la., with a total of 48 out of 50. 

In the third class of ties, the third average cup was 
won by C. D. Linderman, of Lincoln, Neb., with a score 
of 44 out of 50. 

The Mallory cup was an event of special interest also. 
Out of the total of 100 targets in the sweepstake events, 

of the professionals, Rolla Heikes, Squier and Barkley 
broke 95, John Taylor 93, Heer and Crosby 92, Gilbert 
and Elliott 91. McCarty led all professionals and ama¬ 
teurs with 96; H. W. Kahler 93. E. O. Bower, D. A. 
Upson and J. S. Young 92, C. Powers 91. 

Average Cups. 

Trophy for shooters averaging 94 per cent, and over 
in the four days. Scores: 
Crosby . 48 Taylor . 46 
Heer . 48 C A Young. 46 
R O Heikes. 47 CM Powers. 45 
Barkley . 46 G S McCarty. 44 

Shoot-off, 25 targets: 
Heer . 22 Crosby . 21 

Same for shooters between 
Kahler . 48 
Upson .  47 
Huntley . 46 
Roll . 46 
Gilbert . 45 
H Fleming . 44 
Mackie . 44 
Squier . 44 
Willard . 43 
Bower. 43 
Freeman . 43 

88 and 94 per cent.: 
L B Fleming. 43 
Flick . 42 
Hughes . 42 
T S Young. 41 
Marshall . 40 
Skelly .   40 
■Rogers . 40 
Painter . 40 
Welles . 36 
F King . 35 

Elliott withdrew on account of storm. 
Same, for shooters under S8 per cent.: 

C D Linderman. . 44 Hendrickson . 
S T Mallory. . 43 Stanbery . 
D D Gross. . 42 North . 
Martin . . 40 Steinbauer . 

. 40 
Gottlieb . . 40 Clancy . 

. 40 Rike . 
McIntyre . . 38 

37 
36 
36 
32 
31 
24 
16 

Novelty Event. 

The conditions of the novelty event were 25 targets, 
$2.50 entrance, $50 added, 19yds., use of both barrels. This 
event did not count in the general averages. The scores: 

JAR Elliott. 24 
Tohn Martin . 22 
H S Welles. 19 
E H Tripp. 21 
T T Skelly. 23 
T A Marshall. 23 
Geo Roll . 23 
L C Willard. 25 
H W Kahler. 23 
G S McCarty. 24 
F E Mallory. 17 
S T Mallory. 20 
E O Bower. 22 
C M Powers. 22 
John Garrett . 22 
Chris Gottlieb . 20 
H D Anderson. 24 
L B Fleming. 20 
G E Painter. 22 
L J Squier. 23 
A H King. 25 
H Fleming . 21 
R O Heikes....-. 23 
W T Sargent . 19 
M Taylor .   17 

Geo Steinbauer . 19 
W F Hendrickson. 17 
D D Gross. 23 
H W Heikes. 19 
C E Doolittle. 23 
T M Mclntvre . 20 
John A Flick. 25 
J S Speer. 17 
Fred Gilbert . 24 
W H Heer. 23 
H D Freeman. 24 
J M Hughes. 24 
C D Linderman. 24 
John R Taylor . 21 
Fred H King. 23 
C A Young. 25 
Fred. King . 23 
S A Huntley. 25 
Wm Crosby . 24 
L R Barkley. 25 
J S Young.; 25 
D A Upson. 23 
R W Clancy. 22 
D McMahon . 21 

The Mallory cup was at 50 targets. Its value was $250. 
It is for competition at each annual tournament of the 
Indians, the winner being entitled to hold it until the 
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next annual tournament. All who shot thnpugh the entire 
programme were eligible to compete in this event. Con¬ 
ditions, 50 targets, $3 entrance, handicaps 16 to 23yds., 
four moneys, each 25 per cent. The sc 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 
A R Elliott. 19 18 18 18 18 

ohn Martin . 16 17 18 16 17 
I S Welles .18 17 18 17 18 

E II Tripp .19 18 16 16 17 
J T Skelly . 18 15 19 16 16 
T A Marshall .18 19 19 17 16 
Geo Roll . 19 18 18 19 15 
L C Willard . 17 20 17 18 19 

W Kahler . 19 20 19 16 19 
S McCarty . 20 20 19 19 18 
E Mallory .15 16 18 16 18 
T Mallory .15 15 18 12 19 

J F Mallory .18 17 19 14 16 
L E Mallory, Jr.16 18 18 19 17 
E O Bower . 19 18 20 17 18 
C M Powers .18 17 18 19 19 
Geo K Mackie . 16 20 18 16 20 
John Garrett .15 19 19 17 19 
Chris Gottlieb . 14 20 17 17 17 
H D Anderson .12 19 15 18 14 

B Fleming . 16 17 17 20 18 
E Painter . 14 14 19 18 19 
J Squier . IS 19 20 19 19 
H King . 16 17 17 17 17 
Fleming . 19 18 17 16 18 

O Heikes . 19 18 20 19 19 
Geo Volk . 18 20 17 17 17 
J W Stewart . 19 18 16 16 13 
M J Sargent .18 17 13 17 15 
Geo Steinbauer .16 15 15 17 14 
H Stanbery .13 17 14 14 17 

F Hendrickson . 19 19 16 17 13 
D Gross . 17 16 16 15 16 
W Heikes .13 14 15 14 14 
E Doolittle . IS 18 17 17 18 
Foltz . 18 16 18 19 IS 
M McTntire .16 17 18 17 19 

W 
D 
H 
C 
F 
T 
John A Flick . .18 19 19 16 18 
J S Speer . .14 11 16 13 13 
Fred Gilbert . . 17 17 19 20 18 
W H Heer . . 17 19 18 20 18 
H D Freeman . .IS 17 14 IS 18 
J M Hughes . ..... 16 16 19 20 19 
C D Tinderman . . . 18 19 15 17 17 
John R Taylor _ . 19 19 20 17 IS 
Fred H King . . 16 16 15 17 18 
C A Young . .20 19 19 IS IS 
Fred King . . 17 17 19 18 18 
S A Huntley . . IS IS 16 19 18 
Wm Crosby . . 20 17 17 20 18 
L K Barkley . . 18 20 2j 18 19 
J S Young . 
E S Rogers . .18 19 J4 17 18 
D A L pson . 
Ed Rike . 
R W Clancy .. . 17 14 17 15 16 
J W Wiseman . .14 17 6 .. .. 
F Miller . . 16 19 20 .. .. 
D McMahon .. . 15 14 11 15 20 
C A North . 
M Taylor . 

Average moneys, 700 targets: 
Broke. Money 

Crosby .670 
Barkley .669 
McCarty . 668 
R O Heikes... 666 
Powers .659 
Heer . 659 
Taylor . 659 
Young . 659 
Huntley .657 
Gilbert . 657 
J S Young.... 656 
Willard . 656 
Upson .645 
Roll . 641 
Volt . 640 

$30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
26.25 
26.25 
26.25 
26.25 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 

Flare Backs. 

Bower . 640 
H Fleming.... 639 
Garrett . 639 
Foltz . 637 
L B Fleming.. 636 
Kahler . 636 
Marshall .632 
Mackie .632 
Squier .632 
J F Mallory... 626 
Elliott .626 
Hughes . 625 
Freeman .621 
Welles . 621 

follow: 
Mallory 

Ttl. 
Cup. 

H. Ttl. 
91 19 43 
84 19 41 
88 20 40 
86 17 40 
84 19 46 
89 19 43 
89 20 45 
91 20 41 
93 20 44 
96 22 40 
83 
79 io 44 
84 
8S 
92 i9 41 
91 21 41 
90 
89 20 45 
85 19 37 
78 19 40 
88 19 40 
84 19 41 
95 19 41 
84 19 41 
88 19 40 
95 21 42 
89 .. 
82 
80 18 41 
77 17 38 
75 17 43 
84 18 39 
80 18 42 
70 .. 
88 
89 
87 is 39 
90 19 46 
67 17 39 
91 21 41 
92 22 47 
85 20 41 
90 20 36 
86 
93 2i 38 
82 
94 2i 37 
89 18 44 
89 .. 
92 22 44 
95 22 42 
92 21 40 
86 18 39 
92 20 40 
77 18 41 
79 19 37 
37 
65 
75 
83 
32 

Broke. Money 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
10.00 
10.00 
10.00 

The Messrs. Mallory, three brothers, made the round 
trip—Parkersburg, W. Va., to and from Sandusky—by 
automobile. 

Mr. Chris. Gottlieb, the affable expert, shot very much 
below his usual good form in the first three days, which 
mystified him much, as there was no apparent reason 
for his misses. It so happened that a gunsmith drifted 
his way; to whom, in the conversation, the matter of the 
disappointing shooting was related. The gunsmith 
squinted down the barrel for a diagnosis, informed 
Chris, that the barrel was bent, and the poor shooting 
was a mystery no longer. In some unknown manner, 
the barrel had been injured, with the consequent ill 
results. 

H. S. Welles broke 20 straight alone in the first event 
of the second day, which improved his finances to the 
extent of $44.65 net. enough almost to place him in the 
leisure class. It didn’t happen again. 

J. T. Skelly was shooting in excellent form, being one 
short of the high averages one day, and one short of 
high in the cup event, which was going some when the 
speed of the company is considered. 

J. M. Hughes had a succession of hard luck in break¬ 
downs of his gun, so that practically he shot four or 
five different guns in the tournament. 

The portraits of Tom A. Marshall and Horace W. Heikes 
published in our trap columns this week, shows them in 
full war paint, encased in their beautiful Indian cos¬ 
tume. The other portrait of Mr. Marshall shows the 
costume he wears on returning to the reservation. It 
will be recalled that Tom has filled many other im¬ 
portant parts in history. He was the Mayor of Keiths- 
burg twice; winner of the Grand American Handicap; 
Captain of the all-American team which defeated the 
British team a few years ago, with an infinity of stunts 
of lesser degree, but important nevertheless. 

AGES and ages ago, the arch of a building might collapse. The simple principle hidden in 
the keystone was not then fully understood. Today such a thing as collapse would 
be improbable ; every builder has grasped the idea. 

A few years ago a gun might shoot loose and get out of order. “Gun collapse” was taken 
for granted ; today it has no excuse. Lefever construction may be seen in any gun store 

LEFEVER SHOT GUN 
action is readily understood. The keystone in an arch, with its problems of 
weight, thrust and resistance, is no more wonderful than the Lefever 
cocking hook. This one part does the cocking and extracting with one 
motion. It is the bond between frame and barrels—exact, sub¬ 
stantial, and so simple. If you shoot the gun with the lock 
plate removed, you will “grasp the idea.” 

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigidity and take-up un¬ 
equalled in any other gun. It tells about steel in these 
guns which is an honor to the names of Europe’s great 
steel makers—not a discredit. It also tells about I BFPVBR 
taper boring and other things you must know Ur.r r, V CIV 
if you are to invest your money right. It ARMS CO. 
is a catalogue worth sending for. 23 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

IN SELECTING A GUN 
for field or trap use—BUY THE BEST. It may 

cost twice as much as a cheap gun, but it will last 

ten times as long. There is no better gun than a 

PARKER. Ask the man who owns one. 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn. 
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 32 Warren Street 

THE OLDEST GUN BUILDERS IN AMERICA 

& 

You can use in the same rifle, without change, of parts, .22 short, long 
and long-rifle cartridges. This is an excellent arm for target work as 
well as rabbits, squirrels, hawks and all small game up to 200 yards. 
The ammunition is cheap, giving much enjoyment at little expense. 

In our four distinct models—the solid top is always a protection and 
keeps powder and gases from blowing back: the side ejection allows in¬ 
stant repeat shots, without the possibility of throwing an ejected shell 
into your face or eyes; the removable sideplate or take-down construction 

makes them the easiest of all .22s to keep clean. 

Get acquainted with the fflar/?n line before 
ordering your new gun. Send 3 stamps postage 
and get our complete 136-page catalog. 

77ie 7/lac/in /}rear.ms Co., 
27* Willow St. NEW HAVEN. CONN. 
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GRAND AMERICAN 
HANDICAP 

Some Records to be Proud of 

Sixteen Grand American Handicaps 
Out of a Total of Eighteen 

(Ten at Pigeons and Eight at Targets) 

Have been Won by Shooters who used 

Du Pont Brands 
DUPONT “INFALLIBLE” 
HAZARD “NEW SCHULTZE” 

and “NEW E. C. Improved” are 

Du Pont Brands 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY, 

Established 1802 Wilmington, Del. 

Sam Lord’s Boy. 
By Rowland E. Robinson. Price, $1.25. 

Sam Lovel’s Boy is the fifth of the series of Danvis 
books. No one has pictured the New Englander with 
so much insight as has Mr. Robinson. Sam Lovel and 
Huldah are two of the characters of the earlier books in 
the series, and the boy is young Sam, their son, who 
grows up under the tuition of the coterie of friends that 
we know so well, becomes a man just at the time of the 
Civil War, and carries a musket in defense of what he 
believes to be the right. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FILE YOUR FOREST AND STREAM 
We have provided a cloth file binder to hold 26 num¬ 

bers of Forest and Stream. It is simple, convenient, 
strong, durable, satisfactory. The successive issues thus 
bound make a handsome volume, constantly growing in 
interest and value. 

The binder will be sent postpaid on receipt of one 
dollar. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

HUNTSM 
Keef), 

conditi 

52-P 
JOSE 

<ED DIXON’S GRAPHITE 
Jock mechanism in perfect 

Booklet 

JERSEY CITY. N. J. 

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. 

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grianell. 

Cloth. 300 pages. Price, $1.75. 

Mr. Grinnell has for years been on terms of intimacy 
with two of the three tribes which made up the great 
confederation known as the Blackfoot Nation, and 
having the confidence of the bravest and wisest of the 
old men, he has penetrated deep into the secret history 
of the tribe. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Lester German's First Registered ToNrnament. 

Aberdeen, Md., June 17.—The first registered tourna¬ 
ment of the Aberdeen Gun Club was held here yester¬ 
day under the joint management of Lester S. German, 
of this town, and Lloyd R. Lewis, of Atglen, Pa., both 
well known representatives of the Dupont Company. 
German looked after the traps, hustled squads, shot 
targets and ate lunch, while Mr. Lewis wrote up the 
squad sheets, kept the cash accounts and snatched time 
to cat a mouthful of lunch occasionally. As may readily 
be imagined under the above management the shoot 
was well and smoothly run. 

There were twenty-six shooters in all who took part 
in the programme, several of the locals being absent on 
account of pressure of business, this being a farming 
section, and the much needed rain of the day before call¬ 
ing the shooters to the fields to look after their crops 
in place of going to the traps to break targets. 

The chief attraction on the programme was the open 
contest for the Wawaset trophy. This was won by W. 
M. Foord, of Wilmington, Del., with a score of 97 out of 
100, his fellow citizen, Ed. Banks, being second, with 
96; German being third with 94, while the Delaware 
State champion, A. B. Richardson, was in poor shape 
and only broke 87. This contest was shot in the last 
five events on the programme. 

High average was won by Banks with 168 out of 175. 
Messrs. German and Foord won second honors with 165. 
Third place was won by G. Gent, of Baltimore, with 159. 

The lunch served for the benefit of the shooters was 
beyond cavil, and Mr. German promises that when green 
corn is good and juicy that he will give another shoot 
at which one of the main events will be lunch with 
green corn on the cob. Full details will be announced 
later. 

The scores were as follows: 

Events: 123456789 10 
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 Brk. 

L German .14 14 14 15 14 19 19 19 18 19 165 
W M Foord . 13 13 13 14 15 20 20 19 18 20 165 
A P. Richardson .15 15 12 14 14 19 15 17 17 19 157 
E Banks . 15 15 15 13 14 17 20 19 20 20 168 
Geo Burroughs . 11 11 12 13 10 15 13 16 20 19 140 
G F Hamlin . 12 14 14 13 13 17 18 13 17 19 150 
H Overbaugh . 12 13 12 14 11 16 16 17 16 18 145 
T Hawkins . 14 12 11 14 14 14 15 18 IS 17 147 
G Gent . 14 13 12 15 14 19 17 18 19 18 159 
L Towner . 12 13 13 12 12 17 18. 97 
L Koerner . 10 11 11 12 10 13 13 15 16 14 125 
W Minner . 9 14 7 13 13 14 14 13 13 13 123 
II Hartlove . 6 8 7 8 11 . 40 
H McCommans . 14 11 13 10 12 15 18 20 .. .. 113 
M Mitchell . 11 11 9 12 14 16 17 17 18 IS 143 
S Bowman . 13 13 13 13 10 16 15 15 17 19 144 
Dr. Famous . 12 15 14 13 14 18 17 13 19 17 142 
Toe Gifford . 13 14 14 7 10 17 17 16 16 17 141 
H Gilbert .12 12 11 14 16 11 11 .. 87 
M Hopkins .14 17 15 14 14 17 91 
M Rose . 20 18 18 15 18 89 
J Malon .17 19 17 18 15 86 
H Emmord .16 15 13 .. .. 44 
T Walstrum .11 19 .. 15 .. 45 
R Ross .15 16 .... 31 
Dr. Kriete . 8 .. .. 8 

Diamondback. 

Buffalo Audubon Club. 

Buffalo, N. Y., June 20.—The following scores were 
made by members of this club on June 20. 

Targets: 10 15 25 10 25 15 10 25 
Smith . 7 12 20 6 18 11 6 10 
Lambert . 7 12 22 9 19 8 .. .. 
Seymour . 9 12 18. 
Mesinger . 4 4 18 8 15 9 .. .. 
Durfee . 6 8 17. 
Remington . 7 9 16. 
Wnotton . 9 15 13 7 19 11 .. .. 
Ebberts . 4 0. 
*Stevens . 10 14 21 9 22 13 .. .. 
E Reynolds . 8 11 16.. .. 
K Reynolds . 8 9 20 5 .. 9 .. .. 
Harrison . 7 8 7 . 
Covert . 10 12 23 10 20 10 .. .. 
McArthur . 7 13 21 S 21 12 .. .. 
V Bargar . 7 8 18. 
Beyer . 9 10 17 7 17 8 .. .. 
Talcott . 7 9 22 9 16 10 .. .. 
Bernhard . 7 14 21 9 20 11 .. .. 
Rappich . 8 12 17 7 20 12 10 16 
C T Wilson. 6 13 4 10. 
Croff . 9 18 11 .. .. 
R Moot . 1 11 . 
S Moot . 5 7. 
Wheeler . 7.20 13 .. .. 
Stacy . 8 .. 17 .. 15 9 .. .. 

[ Adamson . 6 10.13 .. .. 
. Suckow . 10 11 7. 

*Professional. 

Mountain View Gun Club. 

Troy, X. Y., June 20.—Scores for to-day’s shoot of the 
Mountain View Gun Club follow. The weather was 
fine and some good scores were made. We expect to 
have a big time on July 4. Enclosed find programme 
ui tvents: 

Shot at. Broke Shot at. Broke 
Roberts ... .100 94 Crowley _ . 75 58 

. 100 SS 54 
Farrell ..... .100 88 Archambault ... 75 50 
Vroman ... . 100 $5 Butler . . 50 39 
Hedges .... . 100 77 Lee .. . 50 31 

. 100 75 . 50 29 
Sharp . .100 72 Smith . . 25 8 

The club will hold a tournament on July 4. Ten 
events, $10 added money. Purses divided Rose system. 
Those wishing to shoot for targets only may do so. 
Price of targets, included in all entrances, 1% cent each. 
Trade representatives shoot for targets only. Shooting 
commences at 1 P. M. sharp. To reach grounds take 
Sycaway cars. J. J. F., Sec’y. 
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Big-Game Hunting—A Complete Library 
Four notable books which comprise all there is to be said on Big-Game Hunting and Adventure. 

BOOKS OF THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB: 

American Big Game In Its Haunts American Big-Game Hunting 

Trail and Camp Fire Hunting In Many Lands 

Edited by Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell, these four volumes of more than 
1,600 pages picture big-game hunting at home and abroad and striking adventure in the wild by 
men who are entitled to first rank in the fraternity of sportsmen. 

American Big Game in its Haunts Hunting In Many Lands 

New Haven Gun Club. 

New Haven, Conn., June 18.—The second special 
shoot this month of the club was held yesterday after¬ 
noon at the Schuetzen Park grounds and twenty-one of 
the crack shots of the city took part. Events Nos. 1 
and 2 were at 26 targets, handicap, the prizes being 
merchandise. The first event was won by Whitney with 
a high actual score of 25 straight birds. His prize was 
a handsome fountain pen. The big score was made by 
Minor whose actual breaks were 23 and with a handicap 
of 3 he registered 26. A hand protector was his prize. 

The second event was won by Sherman with an actual 
score of 23, the prize being a cigar jar. High score 
was made by H. Smith with 16 broken targets and with 
his handicap of 11 he recorded 27. 

Event No. 3 was five pairs of doubles and was won by 
Morrissey with a score of 9 out of 10. Great interest 
was taken in this event, as no doubles have been shot 
for several years. Event No. 4 was also five pairs of 
doubles. 

About 1,700 targets were thrown during the afternoon, 
and that the handicapper was right on his job is shown 
by the fact that none of the shots present received more 
than one prize. 

Following is the complete summary of the events: 

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Targets: Hdcp. 25 25 10 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 

Morrissey . . S 14 9 9 11 3 
Metcalf . . 8 14 14 5 9 6 5 5 7 8 
Robertson . 9 19 .. 
Neumann . . 8 14 17 5 6 
Dr Smith . . I 19 17 8 8 0 
Hill . . 5 13 19 3 4 5 7 .. .. 

. 6 IS 15 8 7 7 
Stevensen . 23 21 7 8 9 9 .. .. 
Sherman . 19 23 8 5 S 7 8 9.. 
Hall . 8 11 7 6 4 3 8.. 
H Smith . . 11 11 10 5 4 4 
Murdock . . 12 3 3 
Robinson . . 7 15 14 10 9 
Arcy . 9 21 .. 11 10 9 
Whitney . 25 22 7 13 6 7 9 .. .. 
Bristol . . 4 21 19 
Minor . . 3 23 20 8 
Weidner . . S 15 12 % 4 6 5 9 

Barnes . 8 11 5 4 
Dann . 15 18 4 7 5 .. .. 
Dr Nettleton .... . 4 .. 16 

Wm. T. Minor, Sec’”. 

Garfield Gun Club. 
Chicago. June 20.—The following scores were made 

at the weekly shoot of the Garfield Gun Club to-day: 
In the club trophy event McDonald and Kuss tied 

in Class A with 25 targets, a perfect score; Thomas 
was high in Class B with 22; Goetter in Class C with 
17, and Morris in Class D with 21. 

In the DuPont trophy, Kuss was high in Class A 
with 15 targets, a perfect score; Thomas in Class B 
with 13; Goetter ir. Class C with 10, and Morris in Class 
D with 11. 

In the Ballistite trophy, Einfeldt and Kuss tied in 
Class A with 15 out of 16 targets shot at; Herr was high 
in Class B with 14; Goetter in Class C with 10, and 
Morris in Class D with 12. 

In the Hunter Arms trophy, Einfeldt was high in Class 
A with 25 targets out of 25 shot at, using both barrels; 
Thomas was high in Class B with 19; Goetter in Class 
C with 21, and Morris in Class D with 12. 

No. 1 was at 20 tareets; No. 2 was the club trophy, 25 
targets; No. 3, the DuPont trophy, 15 targets; No. 4. 
the Ballistite trophy, 15 targets; No. 5, the Hunter Arms 
trophy, 25 targets; No. 6 was at 10 targets; No. 7, at 15 
targets, also for practice. Scores: 

Events: i 2 3 4 5 6 
Targets: 20 25 15 15 25 10 15 

1 homas . 22 13 12 19 10 9 
George . 25 13 13 23 
McDonald . . 17 21 13 12 23 
Herr . . 19 19 12 14 18 
Morris . . 12 21 11 12 12 
Lewis . 22 9 14 22 12 
R t Tenkins. . 15 Is 12 14 IS 
R M Jenkins. . 6 12 S 9 13 
Shirlev . 9 6 10 16 
Einfeldt . 20 10 15 25 14 
Lanigan . 15 7 11 6 
Kuss . 25 15 15 24 9 14 
T G, Breitcnstein. 15 10 13 19 5 11 
T F Breitenstein. 16 12 9 13 8 13 
Wm Breitenstein . 17 3 14 12 
Morgan . 10 8 6 
Goetter . 17 10 10 21 

The Pleasure Gun Club. 
Englewood, N. J., June 20.— Below are scores of our 

shoot to-day: 

Events: 1 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Targets: 10 15 15 25 25 25 15 25 25 

Dr Hunter . . 5 13 14 18 16 18 
F Lawrence . . 9 11 10 99 21 
T Nollinger . 9 4 
F Westervelt .... . 9 14 11 19 22 12 
F Hall . . 9 15 14 23 22 22 11 21 
W Hunter . n 12 19 18 
W T Sortor. . 9 13 13 23 21 17 19 22 
F H Lewis. . 8 12 11 23 15 23 20 oo 

T W Lvdecker_ . 9 13 11 19 23 20 
Dr Moeller. . 8 11 12 20 23 17 
Dr Maxwell . 8 11 15 
T W Winters. 11 12 23 23 20 13 
I P Sousa. . 9 11 7 19 16 
A C Ackerman... . 6 13 11 9.9 22 14 
Attwood . . 8 12 12 22 
F Ackerman . 14 10 17 16 
Attwood, Tr. 8 8 23 13 
C J Westervelt.... . 9 12 9 24 21 18 

Contents: Sketch of President Theodore Roosevelt; 
Wilderness Reserves, Theodore Roosevelt; The Zoology 
of North American Big Game, Arthur Erwin Brown; 
Big Game Shooting in Alaska—I. Bear Hunting on 
Kadiak Island, II. Bear Hunting on the Alaska Pen¬ 
insula, III. My Big Bear of Shuyak, IV. The White 
Sheep of Kenai Peninsula, V.,Hunting the Giant Moose 
—James H. Kidder; The Kadiak Bear and His Home, 
W. Lord Smith; The Mountain Sheep and Its Range, 
Geo. Bird Grinnell; Preservation of the Wild Animals 
of North America, Henry Fairfield Osborn; Distribution 
of the Moose, Madison Grant; The Creating of Game 
Refuges, Alden Sampson; Temiskaming Moose, Paul 
J. Dashiell; Two Trophies from India, John H. Pren¬ 
tice; Big Game Refuges, Forest Reserves of North 
America, Forest Reserves as Game Preserves, E. W. 
Nelson; etc., etc. 

Trail and Camp-Fire 
Contents: The Labrador Peninsula, by A. P. Low. 

Cherry, by Lewis S. Thompson. An African Shooting 
Trip by Wm. Lord Smith. Sintamaskin, by C. Grant 
La Farge (Atlantic Monthly). Wolves and Wolf Nature, 
by George Bird Grinnell. On the Little Missouri, by 
Theo. Roosevelt. Bear Traits; A Berry Picker, Geo. 
Bird Grinnell. A Silver Tip Family, by J. C. Merrill. 
The Bear’s Disposition, by Theo. Roosevelt. Modern 
Bear Baiting, by Henry L. Stimson. The Adirondack 
Deer Law, by Wm. Cary Sanger. A Newfoundland 
Caribou Hunt, by Clay Arthur Pierce. The Origin of 
the New York Zoological Society, by Madison Grant. 

Contents: Hunting in East Africa, W. A. Chanler. 
To the Gulf of Cortez, George H. Gould. A Canadian 
Moose Hunt, Madison Grant. A Hunting Trip in India, 
Elliott Roosevelt. Dog Sledging in the NortK D. M. 
Barringer. Wolf Hunting in Russia, Henry T. Allen. 
A Bear Hunt in the Sierras, Alden Sampson. The 
Ascent of Chief Mountain, Henry L. Stimson. The 
Cougar, Casper W. Whitney. Big Game of Mongolia 
and Tibet, W. W. Rockhill. Hunting in the Cattle 
Country, Theodore Roosevelt. Wolf Coursing, Roger 
D. Williams. Game Laws, Charles E. Whitehead. Pro¬ 
tection of the Yellowstone National Park, George S. 
Anderson. The Yellowstone National Park Protection 
Act. Head Measurements of the Trophies at the Mad¬ 
ison Square Garden Sportsmen’s Exposition. National 
Park Protective Act. 

American Big-Game Hunting 
Contents: A Buffalo Story, by Capt. Geo. S. Ander¬ 

son. The White Goat and his Country, by Owen Wister. 
A Day With the Elk, by Winthrop Chanler. Old Times 
in the Black Hills, by Col. Roger D. Williams. Big 
Game in the Rockies, by Archibald Rogers. Coursing 
the Prongbuck, by Theodore Roosevelt. After Wapiti 
in Wyoming, by F. C. Crocker. In Buffalo Days, by 
Geo. Bird Grinnell. Nights with the Grizzlies, by W. 
D. Pickett. The Yellowstone Park as a Game Preserve, 
by Arnold Hague. A Mountain Fraud, by Dean Sage. 
Blacktails in the Bad Lands, by B. Rumsey. Photo¬ 
graphing Big Game, by W. B. Devereux. Literature of 
American Big-Game Hunting. Our Forest Reservation. 

Indispensable to the sportsman—a valuable addition to any library. Bound in uniform 

library edition, dark red cloth, heavy laid paper, splendidly illustrated. 

$2.50 per volume $10.00 per set, postpaid 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 

,o 

THE ANGLERS WORKSHOP 

Rodmaking for Beginners 
By PERRY D. FRAZER 

A UNIQUE work, bringing the science of rodmaking up to the very moment and 

epitomizing the knowledge and experience of experts for the guidance of the 

average man. The evolution of bait-casting principles has made Mr. Frazer’s book 

supersede all previous publications on the subject. 

Every angler—young or old—who is fond of adapting his rods and tackle to his own 

ideas of what they should be, will find in this book a large fund of information gathered 

by the author in years of study, experiment and practical experience in fishing, 

tournament casting and at the work bench. He theorizes and speculates not at all. 

He tells “the how’’ of everything connected with rodmaking in a way that makes re¬ 

sults certain. All explanations are simple and easily followed. 

Separate chapters are devoted to each of a half dozen types of bait-casting rods; to 

tarpon, surf and light salt water rods; bass and trout, salmon and tournament fly-rods. 

Complete specifications of well known types are given, and the chapter on split bamboo 

rodmaking is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject ever published. Indispen¬ 

sable in the angler’s library. 

Cloth, 180 pages, four full-page illustrations, 60 working drawings, making plain every 

feature of the text. Postpaid, $i. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 127 Franklin St., New York City 
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"Resorts for Sportsmen. 

CAMP ALGONQUIN, 
Asquam Lake, N. H. 

A camp for manly boys. 23d season. Personal super¬ 
vision. Outdoor life. Tutoring. Circulars. 
EDWIN DE MERITTE, ISO Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 

CAMP MINSI 
FOR 

Delaware Water Gap, Pa. 

A juvenile mountain para¬ 
dise. Boating, bathing, 
fishing, coaching trips 
over the mountains and 
all outdoor sports. Tutor¬ 
ing if desired. Booklet. 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA. 
Big-game hunting parties thoroughly and economically 
equipped. 

ELEPHANT. LION. BUFFALO. 
ANTELOPE. GAZELLE. 

Tell us when you want to start, and we do the rest. 
Write for booklet to NEWLAND. TARLTON & CO., 
LTD. (head office, Nairobi, B. E. Africa), 166 Piccadilly, 
London, England. Cables: Wapagazi; London. 

MAINE. 
Best Fishing in the State. 

Trout will rise to the fly all summer. We guarantee 
results. Exceptional country for moose and deer in 
the fall. Also bear, grouse and ducks. 

All comforts and conveniences for sportsmen and 
their families at the home camps. 

No better table or no better time can be found 
anywhere in the woods. 

Back Camps covera territory of 350 square miles, 
For circular, map, rates and other information, call or 
write until Sept. 1st, REG. C. THOMAS, 337 State 
Street, Brooklyn, or direct to 

RIPOGENUS LAKE CAMPS, 
Chesuncook P. O., Maine. 

RED RIVER CAMPS.—Best hunting and fishing in 
Aroostook county. First-class camps. Send for booklet. 
McDONNELL & TWEEDIE, Props., Winterville, Me. 

26 

TROUT and LANDLOCKED SALMON fishing in Big 
Trunk. Also can take party of two to six with guides 
into big game country, canoeing along waters teeming 
with trout that rise to fly. BIG TRUNK LODGE AND 
CAMPS, Cherryfield P. O., Maine. 2 

RANCH at the foot of Big Horn Moun¬ 

tains receives one or two guests. Good sport 

and fishing. Every comfort. Full particu¬ 

lars apply 

Box 6, Dayton, Sheridan County, Wyo. 26 

HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Wagon Wheel Gap, Color¬ 
ado. The trout fishing resort of the West. Modern, high 
class hotel; $4 per day; $21 per week. Scenic booklet. 

We will insert your Hotel or Camp advertisement 
in a space of this size (one inch) at the following 
rates; One time, $2.10; three months (13 insertions), 
$18.20; six months (26 insertions), $35.00; one year 
(52 insertions), $60.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM, NEW YORK. 

American Big Game in Its Haunts. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club for 1904. 

George Bird Grinnell, Editor. 490 pages and 46 full- 
page illustrations. Price, $2.50. 

This is the fourth and by far the largest and hand¬ 
somest of the Club’s books. It opens with a sketch of 
1heodore Roosevelt, founder of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, and contains an extremely interesting article from 
• IS fiSS descrlPt‘ve of his visit to the Yellowstone Park 
in 1903. Other pages are on North American Big 
Game; Hunting m Alaska; The Kadiac Bear; Moose, 
Mountain Sheep; Game Refuges, and other blS-game 
topics. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting Without a Gun, 
And other papers. By Rowland E. 

illustrations from drawings bv 
Price, $2.00. 

Robinson. With 
Rachael Robinson. 

■ T,S ^*S,a SPllectlon °f papers on different themes cc 
„ ? F.vREIT AND STream and other publication 

and now for the first time brought together. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Tax iderm ists. 

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES. 
"GOrile for our Illujtrated Catalogue, 

“Heads and Horns.” 
It gives directions for preparing and preserving Skins, Antlers, 

etc. Also prices for Heads and Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all 

kinds of work in Taxidermy. 

Ward’s Natural Science Establishment, 
ROCHESTER, N. V. 

J. KANNOFSKY. 

PRACTICAL GLASS BLOWER 

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, animals and manu- 
tactunng purposes a specialty. Send for prices. All kinds of 
heads and skulls for furriers and taxidermists. 369 Canal 
Street, New York. 

Please mention “Forestand Stream.*' 

ROWLAND, 

TAXIDERMIST, 
A specialty in mounting Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer 

heads. Call and examine work. 

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. 
Teh 4205 Chelsea. Near 13th SL NEW YORK 

SIXTY-THREE YEARS AGO 
“Bill” Hamilton, then 20 years of age, set out from St. 
Louis, Mo., with seven other free trappers under the 
leadership of old Bill Williams. Seven of these eight 
men are dead, but Hamilton still lives out in Montana 
and still sets his traps. He has written the story of his 
early trapping days, and the book has been published. 
It is called 

MY SIXTY YEARS ON 
THE PLAINS 

By W. T. HAMILTON 

It tells of trapping, trading, Indian fighting, hunting, 
and all the many and varied incidents of the trapper’s 
life. It is full of adventure and excitement, but the story 
is told modestly, and there is nothing in it that is lurid. 
Amid much fighting, there is nothing that can be called 
“blood and thunder,” but there is much that is history. 

The book has all the charm of the old volumes, telling 
of early travel in the West; books which were simple and 
direct, and in which there was no striving for effect. 

It is illustrated by a portrait of the author and one of 
the celebrated Chief Washaki, and by six drawings of old- 
time trapper and Indian life, by Mr. Charles M. Russell, 
the celebrated cowboy artist of Great Falls, Montana. 

223 pages. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Camp Life in the Woods. 

And the Tricks of Trapping and Trap Making. Con¬ 
taining hints on camp shelter, all the tricks and bait 
receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps, with in¬ 
structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. 
By W. Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. 
Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Hunting in Many Lands. 
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club. Editors; 

Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell. Vignette. 
Illustrated. Cloth. 448 pages. Price, $2.50. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

For Sale. 

Small-Mouth Black Ba^ss 
We have the only establishment dealing in young small-mouth 
black bass commercially in the United States. Vigorous young 
bass in various sizes ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4-inch 
fingerlings for stocking purposes. 

Waramaug Small-Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. 
Correspondence invited. Send for circulars. Address 

HENRY W. BEEMAN, Now Preston. Conn. 

BROOK TROUT FOR SALE. 
We have constantly on hand 
a fine supply of Brook Trout 
all sizes for stocking purposes 
Also for table use, at 76c. a 
pound. Visitors privileged to 
catch own trout. 
PARADISE BROOK 

TROUT CO., Parkside, Pa., Henryville R. R. Sta. 

BROOK TROUT. 
Eggs, fry, yearlings and two-year-olds, for stocking 
brooks and lakes. Address NEW ENGLAND TROUT 
FARM, Plympton, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT. 
It will pay you to correspond with me before buying 
eggs, fry or yearlings in any quantity. I guarantee a 
safe delivery anywhere. Crystal Springs Trout FARM. 
L. B. HANDY, So. Wareham, Mass. 

BROOK TROUT o! a“ a®es for stocking UKUUII 1RUU 1 brooks and lakes. Brook 
trout eggs in any quantity, warranted delivered anywhere 
in fine condition. Correspondence solicited. 

THE PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO. 
Plymouth, Mass. 

RAINBOW TROUT FRY 
Prompt Delivery. Careful Attention. 

PLYMOUTH ROCK TROUT CO.. 

Plymouth, Mass. 

Berkshire Trout Ponds and Hatchery- 
Fifteen thousand trout for sale. Hatched 1907. Just 
right for stocking streams and private ponds. Write 
GEORGE W. SHULTIS, Superintendent, Hartsville 
P. O., Mass.; or telephone him, Great Barrington, Mass. 

FOR- SALE—An Established 

RETAIL SPORTING GOODS STORE. 
Located in one of the largest cities in Colorado. $5000 
will handle it. Owner wishes to retire and give his 
entire time to other interests. Stock consists of fishing 
tackle, guns and general sporting goods. Good estab¬ 
lished trade of years standing. S. S. G., care Forest and 
Stream. 26 

Mounted horns, game heads, game panels for sale. Tax¬ 
idermy in all branches. Photos game heads. 5 x 7. 35 
cents; four, assorted, $1. Write for booklet. BROWER, 
1236 S. 34th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

FRANCOTTE X GRADE, 12—30—2%—14%. SILVER 
RECOIL PAD. In FINE shape. $60.00. G. A. LARS- 
NESS, 503 Liberty St., Morris, Ill. 26 

Wants and Exchanges. 

SPORTSMEN! HUNTERS! TRAPPERS! 
I will pay good prices for all kinds of live wild water- 
fowl, either wing-tipped or trapped birds. 

G. D. TILLEY, Darien, Conn. 

WANTED,—HoIida.y Pla^s. I am a student in a Penn¬ 
sylvania Scientific School, 22. Can read, write, row, ride, 
shoot passably. Peculiar football injuries forbid tennis, 
cliff-climbing, swimming. Vacation begins June 25, ends 
October 1. Have six hundred to spend. Will pay ten 
dollars for suggestion how to spend this time and money 
that, pleases me best. Please limit advice to five lines. 
Advice to be for my own use, and not for publication. 
S. CABOT, care of Forest and Stream. 26 

"Property for Sale. 

Salmon Fishing to Leet.se 
Two rods until July 20. Largest fish during first of 
season. Very accessible. Box 393, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 26 

FOR SALE.—Beautiful water front farm on “Eastern 
Shore” Maryland. 250 acres, on wooded point, jutting 
out into arm Chesapeake. Extensive water views. Shel¬ 
tered anchorage for motor boats or yacht. Fine can- 
vasback duck shooting; fishing, oysters, crabs, bathing. 
Quaint brick house with large wooded lawn. Very 
smooth, fertile soil. Crops 4,000 bushels grain; much 
hay and fruit. Quickly reached by rail and steamers. 
Good road for autos. $S500. Send for details to Box 
282, Lynchburg, Va. 1 
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P Cost. 
' Krug . 

1 W Reynolds. 
F. Waite. 
H Waite. 
C Townsend . 

5 10 11 .. 14 16 10 .. .. 

. 12 11 .... 21 S 18 .. 

. .. 11 . 6 .. .. 

.16. 

. 5 .. .. 

. 10 .. .. 
Event No. 5 was the team race between the Oradell 
un Club and the Pleasure Cun Club, in which the 
leasure Gun Club was victorious. Scores: 

Oradell. Pleasure. 
)I Lewis. . 15 Dr Hunter . . 16 
W Winters. . 23 F Westervelt . 
C Ackerman... 22 F Hall . 22 

ttwood . . 22 C T Westervelt... . 21 
Ackerman . . 17 W I Sortor. . 21 
P Post. . 14—113 Dr Moeller. 

C. J. Westervelt, 

. 23—125 

Sec’y. 

Orange Gun Club. 

Orange, N. J., June 20.—A 10-man team match between 
e Newton, N. J., Gun Club and the Orange Gun Club 
as the feature of the shoot held on the latter’s grounds, 
ot of Eagle Rock, West Orange, Saturday afternoon, 
he match resulted in a tie, and another match will be 
:ld at Newton the latter part of July. In addition to 
le match there were four prize events. The following 
e the scores made in the match at 25 targets per man: 

Newton. 
19 
19 
23 
21 
20 
19 

.16 

Orange. 
aid win .23 

1 osier .15 
akeley .15 
’ethling .20 
'ickes .21 
cDonough .18 
’allis . 20 
ilsinger . 23 
ells .23 
Von Lengerke.. 23—201 

The winners in the prize events were as follows: 
First event, 10 targets: Wic‘ 
cond; J. Von Lengerke, third. 
Second event, 15 targets: J. 
ahrs, second; Hilsinger, third. 
Third event, 25 targets: Cahrs, first; Baldwin, 
. Von Lengerke, third. 
Fourth event, 25 targets: Ayres, first; Brickner, sec- 
id; Kinney, third; Wethling, fourth. 

M. R. Baldwin, Sec’y. 

J Von Lengerke... 
Brickner . 
Cahrs . 
Coe . 
Kinney . 
Wood . 
Ayres . 
Simpson . 18 
E Von Lengerke... 23 
Cormine . 23—201 

ents were as 
Wickes, first; McDonough, 

Von Lengerke, first; 

Rifle 'Range and Gallery. 
Fixtures. 

ily 21-22.—New Haven, Conn.—Southern New England 
Schuetzen Bund. 

ily 27-Aug. 1.— Wakefield, Mass.—New England Mili¬ 
tary Rifle Assotiation. 

ug. 10-13.—Camp Perry, O.—Ohio State Rifle Associa¬ 
tion. 

ug. 14-20.—Camp Perry, O.—National Rifle Association. 
ug. 21-27.—Camp Perry, O.—National Board for the 

Promotion of Rifle Practice. 

Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association. 

New York, June IS.—At 2628 Broadway the following 
ores were made: 
Revolver, 20yds.—P. Hanford, 91; De L. Taylor, 73- 
L. R. Morgan, 80, 80, 80, SO. 79; Dr. C. Philips, 84 8l! 

, 84, 82, 78; R. M. Ryder, 93, 88, 86, S4; G. Grenzer, 
, 85, 84; J. E. Silliman, S3, S3, 81. 
June 20.—At Armbruster’s Park the following scores 
ere made: 
Revolver 50yds.—P. Hanford, 96, 89, 92, 91, 96, 89, 90 
al. H. H. Brinkerhoff, 85, 84. S3, 89, 87, 89, 84, 84, 79 81 
. R. Morgan, 81, 78, 73, 81, 76, 84 81, 89. 82, 88, 84, 83 
E. Silliman, 90, 88, 86, 93, 89, 90, 86, 94, 96. 

Rifle, 200yds.—Dr. W. G. Hudson, 221 229 239- T 
hrlich, 209, 204; W. Hays, 209, 212. ’ 

J. E. Silliman, Sec’y. 

Auburn Rif e Club. 

Auburn, Me., June 19.—The scores of our club for 
is week are as follows: 
200yds.—N. L. Mower, 82, 76, 75, 71, 69, 64, 61; H. E. 
oten, 71, 81, 78, 75, 75; W. M. Trask, 81, 76, 67, 64; 

B. Norris, 71, 70; G. M. Seavey, 70, 56, 54; N. B. 
imball, 57. 

W. M. Trask, Sec’y. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
There is economy of time, effort and brain matter in 
e use of such known-down houses as are advertised 
another column, where the only tool required in con- 

ruction is a hammer. With that and some nails one 
n build his own house of the material furnished by 
e company. Persons who contemplate the erection 

cheap camps or cottages will certainly do well to 
pk over catalogue No. 21. which will be sent on re- 
lot of a stamp by the North American Construction 
>., Bay City, Mich. 

Anglers who intend to spend their vacations in Maine, 
d hunters who, later in the season, wish to go there 
r big game or for grouse and ducks, may profitably 
nsider the advertisement of the Ripogenus LaTce 
imp at Chesuncook P. O., Maine. This is a big ter- 
ory, and ought to afford good sport. Circular, map, 
tes, and other information may be had through the 
mmer from Mr. Reg. C. Thomas, 337 State street, 
•ooklyn, N. Y., or by writing direct to the camp. 

K^ennel Special. 

Ads under this head, 2 cents a word a time (or 3 cents 

in capitals). Cash must accompany order. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS.—Owing to the dull times 
I have come into possession of a number of exceptionally 
well bred and broken dogs which I can sell far below 
their real value. Also some nice untrained youngsters 
and puppies. 

GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. 

Will train your dog on quail, woodcock and snipe. 
Terms reasonable. LOCK LADDIE, Doniphan, Mo. 

If you want the FASTEST RUNNING RED FOX 
HOUNDS in the South, write ROQUEMORE & CO., 
Thomaston, Ga. 26 

WAVENY KENNELS offer IRISH TERRIERS, pup¬ 
pies and grown dogs, Ch. Masterpiece strain, from $10. 
O. D. BOYCOTT, Greensboro, N. C. 

Poiriteis and Setters trained and satisfaction guaranteed. 
W. T. MITCHELL, Hurt, Va. 

ENGLISH SETTER puppies, whelped Feb. 23, 1967; 
strong and healthy; best of breeding. FRED 
McGOJGH, Mullen, Neb. 26 

FOR SALE.—Choicest of pedigreed pointer pups. Write 
for particulars to J. C. STAPLES, Penllyn, Pa. 1 

SPRATT’S 
DOG CAKES 

Will Keep a Dog in Show Form 

and Working Condition. 

Send for Free Catalogue “Dog 

Culture,” which contains much 

valuable information. 

SPRATT’S PATENT (Am.) Ltd. 
Newark, N. J. San Francisco, Cal. Boston, Mass. 
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, Ohio. Montreal, Can. 

'BOOK. Off 

DOG DISEASES 
AND 

HOW TO FEED. 
Mailed FREE to any address by the author. 

DOGS FOR SALE.—Pointers, English, Irish and Gor¬ 
don Setters, all extra fine lot of pups and grown dogs 
and bitches. Fit to win on the bench. Write your wants 
to the leading kennels cf America. WOODBURY 
KENNELS, Woodbury, N. J. 26 

Broken and unbroken dogs. 
FRANK FORESTER KENNELS, 

Warwick, N. Y. 2 

If you want thorough satisfaction send me your setters 
and pointers. My success is due to long experience in 
'-ngland, six years in this country. Distemper specialist. 
$1 grilles my booklet on training. Terms for training, 
$12.56 per month. Gilt-edge references. ARTHUR 
EVAN*- Thomasville, N. C. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Do you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind. If so, 
send for list and prices of all varieties. Always on hand. 
OXFORD KENNELS, 35 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, 

Kennel Diseases 
By “Ashmont” (J. Frank Perry, M.D.), author of “Ken¬ 

nel Secrets.” Illustrated. Svo. Cloth, $3.00 net. 

Postage, 22 cents. 

H. CLAY GLOVER, 0. V. S„ 118 West 31st St., New York. 

Field, Cover a.ivd Trap Shooting. 

By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot 
of the World, Embracing Hints for Skilled Marks¬ 
men; Instruction for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and 
Habits of Game Birds; Flight and Resort of Water- 
fowl; Breeding and Breaking of Dogs. Cloth. 444 
pages. Price, $2.00. 

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting” is a book of instruc¬ 
tion, and of that best of all instruction, where the teacher 
draws from bis own rich experience, incident, anecdote 
and moral to illustrate and emphasize this teaching. The 
scope of the book—a work of nearly 500 pages—is shown 
by this list of chapters: 

Guns and Their Proper Charges. Pinnated Grouse 
Shooting. Late Pinnated Grouse Shooting. Quail 
Shooting. Shooting the Woodcock. The Snipe and 
Snipe Shooting. Golden Plover. Curlew and Gray 
Plover. Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting? Wild 
Geese, Cranes and Swans. Wild Turkey and Deer Shoot¬ 
ing. The Art of Shooting on the Wing. Shooting Dogs 
—Breeding and Breaking. Pigeon Shooting—Trap¬ 
shooting. 

Every one who owns a dog should possess this invalu¬ 
able book, which has been long in preparation, and has 
been pronounced by a competent authority far ahead of 
any other work yet attempted upon the subject. The 
minuteness with which every detail is considered leaves 
little or nothing for any future work to attempt. Es¬ 
pecially important chapters are those on eczema, the 
different kinds of mange, poisons, distemper, hydro¬ 
phobia, ear and eye diseases, vaginal diseases, diseases 
of the urinary and sexual organs, and pneumonia (an 
especially valuable contribution), also the portions of 
the work which are devoted to symptoms and diagnosis. 

The work is entirely devoid of technical terms, and is 
written in such entertaining style, that anv one with a 
love of dogs would find it not only valuable and help¬ 
ful, but interesting as well. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

DISEASES OF DOGS. 

Nursing vs. Dosing. 
A Treatise on the Care of Dogs in Health and Disease. 

By S. T. Hammond (“Shadow”), author of “Training 
vs. Breaking.” 161 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.00. 

This work, from the pen of “Shadow,” will have a 
hearty welcome. It comes from one who writes from full 
knowledge. “The results of more than fifty years of 
experience are here given,” writes the author, “and I 
assure the reader that no course of conduct is advised, 
no treatment recommended, no remedy prescribed, that 
has not been thoroughly tried and tested by the writer, 
and is believed to be entirely trustworthy in every re¬ 
spect.” Sent postpaid on receipt of price,'$1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

Ca,i\oe a.nd BoaJ Building. 
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain 

and comprehensive directions for the construction of 
Canoes, Rowing and Sailing Boats, and Hunting Craft. 
By W. P. Stephens. Cloth. Seventh and enlarged 
edition. 264 pages. Numerous illustrations, and fifty 
plates in envelope. Price, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 'CO. 

GAME LAWS IN BRIEF 
A Digest of the Statutes 
of the United States and 
Canada governing the 
taking; of game and fish. 
Compiled from original 
and official sources for 
the practical guidance of 
sportsmen and anglers. 

The Brief is complete; it 
covers all the States and 
Provinces, and gives all 
provisions as to seasens 

"If you are wise*’ for fish and game, the 
imitations as to size or 

number, transportation, export, non-resident 
licenses, and other restrictions, for the prac¬ 
tical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. 

It is revised to date, and is correct and 
reliable. 

“If (he Brief says so, you may depend on it.” 

A standing reward is offered for finding an 
error in the Brief. 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO* 
127 Franklin Street, New York 



Why White’s Canoes Are Best 

They are made with wide, flat bottoms, to stand rough water. The seams 
are lapped, making them practically waterproof before the canvas is put on— 
a construction used by no other boat builder. If you go to Maine ask your 
guide what canoe he uses—ten to one it’s a "White. ” We invite comparison 
with any other make for beauty of lines, stanchness, excellence of finish and 
wearing qualities. 

15-ft., $30.00. 16-ft., $32.00. 17-ft., $34.00. 18-ft., $36.00. 

Tents, Camp Goods. Fishing Tackle, Firearms, Golf, Bicycle and Automobile 
Supplies, and all kinds of outing goods. Send for Catalogue No. 414. 

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO. 
17 Warren Street, near Broadway, NEW YORK 

m LENGERKE & DETMOLD 
349 FIFTH AVENUE 

Opposite the Near 34th Street 
Waldorf-Astoria New York 

Dealers, Importers ana Manufacturers of 

HIGH GRADE 

FISHING TACKLE 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery, 

Golf, Tennis, Cameras, Archery, 

Base Ball Goods, Croquet, Ammu¬ 
nition. 

SOLE U. S. AGENTS OF 

Francotte and Knockabout Guns 

Catalogue Free on Application 

The "Forest and Stream” 

TRAP SCORE BOOK 
meets the needs of gun clubs and shooters in every par¬ 
ticular. The 150 sheets are heavily ruled—an advantage 
all scorers will appreciate, particularly when working in 
a dim light. The horizontal spaces are numbered from 
1 to 30. Broad perpendicular lines divide these into 
groups of six; thus the squads are distinguished at a 
glance. 

The paper manifolds easily, and carbon sheets are 
placed in the book for that purpose. 

It contains the American Shooting Association Rules 
for Live-Bird Shooting, for Double Live-Bird Shooting, 
for Inanimate Target Shooting; Hurlingham Revised 
Live-Bird Rules for single and double rises, and the 
Rose system of dividing purses. Price, $1.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

PI IWC All the Prominent ENGLISH 
ilUllO and AMERICAN MAKES 

Scott, Greener, Purdey, Jos. Lang (El Son, 
The New Fox (Latest Am. Gun), Parker, Smith, Lefever, 
and all others. 

Agents for the Celebrated 

Westley Richards Guns, in single trigger action and Hand 

Detachable Locks, superbly engraved and finished. Prices from 

£85 sterling down. 
Other Guns taken in trade. Send 6 cents in stamps for Catalogues and 

List of Second-Hand Guns. 

CAMP OUTFITS of Every Description. 
Tents, Sleeping Bags, Blankets (both woolen and rubber), Camp Stoves, Gold 
Medal Folding Camp Cots, Pocket Compasses, Fine Field Glasses. 
Complete “Camp Outfit” in fine aluminum, very light and serviceable. 

FISHING TACKLE 
of superior quality. Grout’s Electric Bait for salmon, bass, pickerel and trout. 

Agents for the “OLD TOWN (Maine) CANOE.” 

Full line of Athletic Goods. Tennis, Base Ball, etc., of best quality, 
manufactured especially for us. Club orders are invited. 

WM. READ (El SONS. 107 Washington Street, 
Established 1826. BOSTON, MASS. 

Attention! 
The Greener Monarch Ejector is the most popular gun 

that Mr. Greener makes and costs $200 net. 

We keep a very large and varied stock of this grade, from 

the little 28 gauge, weighing from 4/4 to 4/4 lbs., to the 

heavy 8 bores, weighing 15 to 16 lbs., and we have one double 

4 bore weighing 22 lbs. 

Eor field shooting the most popular gun in America is the 

miniature Monarch Greener, 12 bore, weighing 5/4 to 6 lbs. 

Hundreds upon hundreds of these little guns are in use and 

each year we sell an increasing number. 

They are made with the same care and attention to detail 

as the pigeon guns, and whether they are bored extreme full 

choke or the open ''Improved Cylinder,” the main fact is 

never lost sight of that the pattern must be even and regularly 

distributed. 

We also have a well assorted stock of 16 and 20 gauge 

Monarch field guns. 

We take second-hand guns in trade and at this time of 

year can make more favorable terms than after the season 

opens. We shall be glad to carrespani with 

any one interes ted. 
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